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Notices twice or oftener repeated are only once referred to herein.
A.
Abbott, Thomas Kingsmill, appointed a Commissioner
for Affidavits .. .
A'Court, The Honourable Charles George Holmes,
appointed Assistant Clerk in the Legislative
Council ... ... .. ...
Adams , Joseph Hodgson, appointed Captain No. 1
Company Q.V.R.
Adams, Walter, appointed a Trustee of Bundaberg
Racecourse Reserve ... ... ... ...
Adams, Wm., appointed a Member of State School Com-
mittee ,  Milora ...
Adcock ,  Herbert H., First Meeting of Creditors ...
Adcock, Holford Henry, Error in Deed ... ... ...
A ew, Rev. P. P., licensed under  " Marriage Act " .. .
Ahern, Rev. John Joseph, registered under  " Marriage
Act " ...
Ah Yin, Application for Certificate of Discharge ...
Aitkin ,  Wm., First Meeting of Creditors ... ...
Aland ,  Robt .,  appointed a Trustee of Toowoomba Gram-
mar School ...
Alexandra  Gold  Mining Company , sale of Forfeited
Shires  ... ... ... ... ... ...
All en, James ,  Last Examination  ... ... ... ...
Allingham , Christopher, Notice in Will ...
Almond ,  Thos .  Michael ,  Esquire, appointed a Member
of Royal Commission  for Improving the
Navigation of Moreton  Bay ... ... ...
Anderson,  Henry ,  Notice  in Will ... ... ...
Anderson, John, Declaration of Dividend
Anderton ,  Robt .,  Horse Lost  ... ... ... ...
Andrews ,  George, Error in Deed  ... ... ...
Animals Lost-
Bay entire draught horse- E. R. Edkins ... ...
Bay mare-J. P. Bruhn ... ... ... ...
Bay mare- H. T.  Burstall  ... ... ...
Buggy  ponies-James Hunter
Colts and fillies- Samuel Salt ... ...
Grey horse- Robt.  Anderton
Grey pony mare-John Hair ... ...
Horses and mare-James  Welch ... ... ...
Silver-roan horse-Co-operative Butchers' Co.
Appointments, Executive-
Agents  to accompany Polynesian Labour Vessels-
Provan ,  Win.  ... ... ... ... ...
Renton , John ... ... ... ...
Aldermen of Municipalities-
Ashney ,  Thomas ,  Gayndah ... ...
B romberg ,  Herman , Mackay ... ...
Hyne, Wm., Mackay  ... ... ...
Kann ,  Hans , Gayndah ... ... ... ...
Auditors  of Municipa lities-
Bryman , Harry, Gayndah ... ... ...
Hall, Thomas , Gayndah ... ... ...
Leysley ,  Frank ,  Clermont ... ...
Whitelaw, Matthew, Clermont  ... ... ...
Bailiffs, High-
Jackson, Lewis,  Roma ... ...
Powers,  James, Cairns  ... ... ... ...
Bailiff,  SheriTs-
Rutland ,  Wm., Cairns  ... ... ...
Bailiff ,  Warden's-
Simeon ',  Marcus  Adler, Muytown ... ...
Board for Carrying into Effect the provisions of
" The Fire Brigades Act of  1876 "-
MacDonnell,  Edmund ...
... ... ...
City Volunteer Fire Brigade-
Beattie, Francis,  to be Superintendent
Walsh, Wm.,  to be Assistant Superintendent .. .
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Appointments ,  Executive - continued.
Clerks of  Petty Sessions-
Campbell, John Edwin, Thornborough 145
1589 Clough, Harry, Byerstown ... ... 1268
Hill, Stanley Grantham, Rockhampton ... 530
Terry, Sydney  Briggs,  Maryborough ... 530
530,  729  Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Acting-
Chandler, Thomas, Aramac 974
424 Colonial Secretary 's Department-
Gore, St. George Ralph, to be Chief Clerk ... 530
1321  I Rawlins , Frederick, to be Acting Under Colonial
Secretary ... ... .. ... ... 530
836 Commission for Inquiring into and Reporting upon
1590 the Best Practicable  Means  of Improving the
19 Navigation of the Northern  Entrance  of More-
1178 ton Bay-
Almond ,  Thomas  Michael ,  Esquire ... ... 12
343 Beattie ,  Francis , Esquire, M.L.A. ... ... 12
1517 Brown ,  William Barwood,  Esquire ... 12
304 Connor, Edward R.,  Esquire , Lieut., R.N. 12
Forrest ,  Edward Barrow ,  Esquire ... 12
1394, 1597 Heath, George Poynter , Esqui re,  Commander,
12
795 Knight, Festing Coulson, Esquire .. 12
794 Simpson, The Hon. Henry George, Comman-
1263 der, R.N. ... ... ... ... ... 12
Crown Law Offices-
Blake, Isidore John, Q.C., to be Judge of the
12 Northern District Court ... ... ...  12
459 Cooper, Pope Alexander, Esquire, to be Crown
793, 954 Prosecutor of the Central District Court ... 12
1111 Garrick,  James Francis , Esquire, to be Crown
839 Prosecutor of the Southern District Court ... 12
Power, Virgil, Esquire, to be Crown Prosecutor
51 of the Southern District Court ... ... 1039
253 Shaw, John Mackenzie ,  Esquire ,  to be Regis-
305 trar and  Master  of the  Supreme  Court in its
131 Lunacy Jurisdiction ... ... .. ...  1660
49 White, George, to be Registrar of the Central
1111 District Court  at Gladstone  ... ... ...  12
370 Customs-
1518 Beddome, Charles Edward, to be Sub-Col-
1486 lector of Customs and Harbour  Master at
Somerset . ... ... ... ... 1231
Bennett, George  Harper ,  to be Locker and
1459 Clerk at Bundaberg ... ... ... ...  1524
1459 Burn, George H., to be Chief  Clerk at Mary.
borough ... ... ... ...  973
902 Hartley, Robert Taylor, to be Second Officer
1138 at Trinity  Bay...  ...  ... ... ... 145
1138 Lowe, Patrick, to be Tidewaiter  at Rock-
902 hampton ... ... ... ... ... 901
Lyons, Michael Augustine, to be Junior Clerk,
901 Marybo ro ugh ... ... ... ... ..  1039
901 Markham, Frederick ,  to act as  an Additional
531 Coastwaiter  at Moreton  Bav ... ... 1039
531 Page, Henry, to be an Additional  Coastwaiter
for the Port of Moreton Bay .. .. 1453
71 Robertson, Muir H., to be Second Clerk, Mar.y-
327  boro ugh  ... ..  973
Sneyd ,  Hanley Stafford,  to be Second Customs
327 Clerk at Rockhampton ... ... ... 200
Spence, David, to be Sub-Collector, Trinity Bay 973
901 Symes, Frederick G., to be Second Officer at
Townsvi lle ... ... ... ... ... 973
District Courts-
200 Jackson, Lewis, to be Registrar of the Southern
District Court at Roma ... ... ... 71
200 Macdonald, John Graham, to be Registrar of
200 the Central District  Court at Springsure ... 729
iv.
Appointments,  Executive-continued.
District  Courts-continued.
Milford, George, to be Messenger to the South-
ern District Court at Brisbane
Terry, Sidney Briggs, to be Registrar of the
Central District Court at Maryborough ...
District Receivers in Insolvency-
Armstrong, John Archibald, Maytown
Hill, Stanley Grantham, Rockhampton ...
Jackson, Lewis, Roma ...
Terry, Sidney Briggs, Maryborough ... ...
Tonson, John Boyle, St. George
Woodcock, Charles Alexander John, Warwick
District Registrars and District Receivers in Insol-
vency -
Armstrong, Octavius, Mount Perry ... ...
Burkitt, Horace, Bundaberg .. ... ...
Cardew, Walter Clare, Leyburn ... ...
Powcr, James, Cairns ... ... ... ...
Taylor, Richard Target, Surat .. ... ...
Uhr, Reginald Charles Heber, Taroom ...
Wettenhall, Allan Ravenscroft, Goondiwindi...
Engineer Surveyor-
Burns, Charles D:, Brisbane ...
Government Printing Office-
Lansley, George, to be Accountant ...
Health Officers-
Browne, William Agnew, M.R.C.S.I., Bowen...
McBurney, Robert, M.D., Mackay ... ...
Health Officer, Assistant-
Symes, Frederick, Townsville
Hospitals-
Brisbane-
To be Chairman-
Drew, William Loworthy Goode
To be Members of Committee-
Buckland, John .
Griffith, Rev. Edward ... ...
Macpherson, Peter ... ... ...
Markwell, John ... ... ...
Raff, Alexander ... ... ...
Swan, James ... ...
Immigration-
Horrocks, Charles Colville-
To be Assistant Immigration Agent and
Polynesian Inspector at Maryborough...
To be a Member of the Immigration Board,
Maryhorough ... ... ...
Pugh, Theophilus Parsons, to be a Member of
the Immigration Board, Rockhampton ...
Ryder, W. H., to be Chief Clerk in the Immi-
gration Office ...
Inspectors under  " The Polynesian Labourers Act of
1868 "-
Assistant Immigration Agent at Rockhampton
Clerks of Petty  Sessions , Nebo and Nerang ...
Police Magistrates (General List) ... ...
Lands Department-
Bailiffs of Crown Lands--
Blaine, John, Ipswich and Helidon ...
Franklin, W. H., Bundaberg and Tennin-
germg
Massie,  Henry, Brisbane and Beenleigh .
Pengelly, J. H., Land Agent's Districts of
Maryborough and Gympie ... ...
Warren, William Stanley, Toowoomba,
Warwick, and Dalby ... ... ...
Forest Ranger-
Morgan, Thomas Ernest, Cairns and Dain-
tree River ...
Inspecting Commissioner and Land Commis-
sioner-
Smith, Richard Joseph, Brisbane, Been-
leigh, Ipswich, and Helidon ... ...
Land Agents-
Bunton, George, Toowoomba ...
Cameron; Alexander Patrick, Ipswich ...
Cave, William, Clermont ... .
Clerk of Petty  Sessions , Cairns, District
of Cairns .. .. .
Clerk of Petty  Sessions, St. George, District
of St. George ... ...
Cumming, Charles Francis, Dalby ...
Danbury, William Garnett, Warwick ...
Horton, William, Stanthorpe ... ...
lanes, Charles Claudius, Mackay ... ...
Miller, Robert, Beenleigh ... ... ...
Perase, Thomas Kirw i, Brisbane ...
Pryde, James, Cooktown ... ... ...
Recording Clerk, Roma, District of Roma
Robinson, John, Helidon ...
White, George,  Gladstone... ... ...
INDEX.
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Appointments ,  Executive -- c ontin ued.
Lands Deb  artment - continued.
Land Agents and Acting Laud Commissioners-
424 Barter ,  Samuel Mills, Normanton ... 475
Dean, William Handley, Townsville ... 475
835 Land Commissioners-
Board ,  Leonard George ,  for Land Agent's
t,73 District of Nanango  (under  "  Crown
973  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 " ) ...  1394
71 Burrowes ,  Waldron Joseph Cooper , Bmven 476
835 Police Magistrate ,  Cai rn s,  for Land Agent's
973 District of Cairn s ... ... ... 1459
973 Land Commissioners ,  Acting-
Burrowes ,  Waldron Joseph Cooper, N. and
S. Kennedy and Cook  ... ... ...  530
974 Goodall ,  William Robert, Mackay 475
974 ].fume, Walter Cunningham ,  Toowoomba,
974 Warwick and Dalby  ... ... ...  475
835 Police Magistrate ,  Clermont, District of
974 Clermont  . .. ...  475
974 Po lice Magistrate ,  Stanthorpe ,  District of
974 Stanthorpe  ... ... ... ...  475
Police Magistrate ,  St. George ,  District of
973 St. George  ... ...  475
1322
Police Magistrate, Roma, District of Roma 475
Rich, Charles W., Gladstone ... ... 475
St. George, Howard, Cooktown ... ... 475
71 Land Commissioner, Acting, and Land Agent-
71 Police Magistrate, Goondiwindi, District of
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... 475
1138 Land Commissioners, Acting, and Acting Land
531
Agents-
Cockburn, Henry Montague, St. Lawrence 475
Police Magistrate, Condamine, District of
Condamine ... ... ... 475
Police Magistrate at Gayikdah, District of
531 Gayndah ... ... ... ... 475
531 Police Magistrate at Springsuro, District of
531 Springsure 4 76
531 Police Magistrate at Surat, District of Surat 475
531 Police Magistrate at Tenningering, District
531 of Tenningering ... ... ... ... 476
Sheridan, Brinsley Guise, Cardwell and
Cairns ... ... ... 475
Land Commissioners and Land Agents-
1138 Board, Leonard George, Nanango ... 475
Francis, Christopher, Maryborough 475
1138 Warner, John Reid, Gympie ... 475
Wodehouse, Charles Edward, Rock-
835 hampton ... ... ... ... ... 475
Geary, Godfrey Nairne Renjamin, Bunda-
1268 berg ... ... ... ... ... 476
Recording Clerk-
White, James Charles, for the Unsettled
1459 District of Mitchell and Gregor., South 1321
1459 Timber Licenses-
1459 Crown Lands Ranger, Cairns, to issue
Timber Licenses within Land Agent's
District of Cairns ... ... ... 1322
476 Legislative Council-
A'Court, The Honourable Charles George
476 Holmes, to be Assistant Clerk ... ... 530, 729
476 Magistrates of the Territory-
Horrocks Charles Colville, Brisbane ... ... 1138
1231 Rule, John, Arcturus Downs ... ... ... 424
Swords, Thomas Stevenson, Blackall ... ... 1138
476 Magistrates, Police-
Beddome, Charles Edward, Somerset ... ... 1138
Cribb, Benjamin, Toowoomba ... ... ... 327
530 Eliott, Gilbert Wm., Townsville ... ... 327
475
Pinnock, Philip,  Brisbane ... ... ... • 530
Somerset , Fitz Roy W. H.-
Dalby ... ... ... ... ...  327
Warwick  ... ... ... ... ... 530
Swords, Thomas Stevenson, Aramac ... ...  1138
476 Yaldwyn, Wm., Dalby ...  835
476 Magistrate ,  Assistant Police-
476 Day, Wm. Henry,  Brisbane
Magistrates , Water Police-
1459 Hughes, Joseph, Townsville
Master  of Titles-
902
327
476 Real, Patrick, Esquire, to be Master of Titles
476 during the absence on leave of Henry Scott,
476 Esquire... 1231
1322 Medical Board-
476 Ryder, Wm. Henry, to be Secretary, Brisbane 1322
476 Medical Officer-
476 Swayne, Herbert Win., Clermont ... 12
476 Mines Department-
476 Cameron, John Glenevis, to be Chief Clerk 11
476 Hodgkinson, Wm. Oswald, to be Warden under
476 "The Gold Fields dot  of  1874 " ...  1459
Appointments, Executive-continued.
Mines  Department - continned.
Keane,  Cornelius Dwyer, to be Assistant Mining
Registrar, Charters Towers ... ... ...
Tozer, Horace, to be a Member of Gympie Road
Board ... ... ... ... ...
Pilots-
Henry, Robert, to be Assistant Pilot for the
Port of Brisbane ... ... ... ...
Police-
To be Assistant Clerk-
Hasenkamp, August, Police Office, Ipswich
To be Deposition Clerk-
Carrington, Charles, Brisbane ... ...
Keel, James, Brisbane .. ...
To be Inspectors of Slaughter-houses-
McCarthy, Michael, Crow's Nest ... ...
Roe, John Morris, Condamine ... ...
Scullen, Patrick, Bundaberg ... ...
Shea, Bartholomew, Maryborough ...
Warner, James, Condamine ... ...
Post Office Department-
To be Clerical Assistant-
McLaren, John, Dalby ... ... ...
To be Clerks, General Post Office-
Beal , John Alfred ... ... ... ...
Fitzgerald, John F. W. ... ... ...
To be Travelling Mail Officers, Southern and
Western Railway -
Burrell, Wm. Robert ... ... ...
Fowles, Joseph Townsend... ... ...
Smith, Eli Elijah ... ...
Ward, Jonas ... ... ... ...
Public Instruction Department-
Arthy, William, to be Music Instructor ...
Caine, John James, to be a District Inspector
of Schools .. ... ...
State School Committees-
Ashgrove-
Bennett, Joseph ...
Harding, George Rogers
Palmer, Arthur Hunter ... ...
Paten, Jesse ... ... ... ...
Stewart, Alexander ... ... ...
Banana-
Francis, Arthur Morley
Bundamba No. 1-
Seymour, Alfred ... ...
Bunya-
Austin, John
Coorparoo-
Holland, A.
Lade, N.
Nicklin, R.
Stevens, S. ... ... ... ...
Wecker,  F. ... ... ... ...
Drayton-
Roland, John, junior  ... ... ...
Favenc, Peter ...
Henry,  John  Wi lliam ... ... ...
McCleverty , George ... ... ...
Vickers, William  ... ...
Gatton•-
Lloyd,  Frederick ... ...
Stubberstleld , John ... ... ...
Tuckett, Aaron  ... ... ...
Georgetown-
Clarke,  J.C. ... ... ...
Edmonds, James  ... ... ...
Gi ll espie ,  Henry  ... ... ...
Hennessy ,  James  ... ... ...
Mackenzie , J. A. ... ... ...
Matthews ,  Richard
Swan, J . ... ... ... ...
Wi llmett, James ...
Goodna-
Buxton, Samuel  .. ... ...
Webb, Edward Robert
Goondiwindi-
Wettenha ll, Allan Ravenscroft ...
Gowrie Creek-
Drummond ,  John  ... ... ...
Inglewood-
F re estone ,  Joseph  ... ... ...
Heavey ,  D. ... ... ...
Miras,  J. ... ... ... ...
Stone, R. R. ... ... ... ...
Slack ,  Henry  ... .. ... ...
Kangaroo Point-
Foster ,  Charles Milne ...
He ll icar ,  George Valentine ... ...
McDonnell ,  John  ... ... ...
INDEX.
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Appointments, Executive-continued.
Public Instruction Department-continued.
State School  Committees-continued.
15.19  Kangaroo  Point-continued.
Porter, Robert... ... ... ...
1459  Rawlins , Frederick ... ... ...
1231
376
Sinclair, John ...
Thornton, Honourable W.
Kelvin Grove-
Clarkson, H. M. ...
Mackay-
Brandon, Henry ...
Talbot, Richard ...
1630 Milora-
530 Adams, William ...
McGrath, Thomas ...
1550 Nerang Creek-
1268, 1322 Dillane, Michael ...
835
t
Pullenvale-
200 Ward,  William ... ... ...
] 494 Sandy Creek-
1459
Bell, Henry ... ... ... ...
Higgins, Patrick ... ... ...
McKone, Michael ... ... ...
Mitchell, Henry ...
1459 Topfer, George... ... ...
1322  Stanthorpe-
Crawford, Dawson ... ... ...
Gadsby, Edward John ... ...
1459 Lawson, Samuel ... ...
1459 Noble, William Alexander ... ...
1459  Ransome,  Horace Charles ... ...
1459 Swan Creek, Upper-
424
424
McGregor, Henry ... ... ...
Stapleton, Patrick ... ... ...
Tambo-
Cooper, C. ... ... ... ...
Toowong-
Dart, William... ... ...
836 Ewart, William ...
836 Jarrott, Robert ... ... ...
836 Lane, Charles ... ... ... ...
836 Petty, Josiah ... ... ... ...
836 Warwick, East-
Butcher, Samuel  ... ... ...
424 Geerish, Adolph ... ...
Marshall, Samuel ... ... ...
12 Matthews, Rev. James ... ...
McCabe, Thomas ... ... ...
1550 Yaamba-
Callan , Albert J. ... ... ...
12 Geddes, Andrew ... ... ...
12 Macdonald, P. F. ...
12 McLennan, Murdoch Campbell ...
12 Taylor,  James  ... ... ... ...
12 Yengarie-
Blanchard, Jotham ... ... ...
12 Cran, Robert ... ...
12 Forster, Charles A. ... ... ...
12 Gilbert, John H. ... ...
12 Mahoney,  James ... ...
12 Young-
Brasch, Thomas ... ... ...
1524 Clarke, Richard F. ... ... ...
1524 Dilgar, Jacob ... ... ...
15 24 Millar , John ... ... ... ...
Stewart ,  James  ... ...
836 Public Works Department-
836 Bergin, Phillip, to be Foreman of Works,
836 Etheridge District ...
836 Horniblow, Henry,  to be  Locomotive Superin-
836 tendent , S. and W. Railway ... ... .
836 Jamieson, Robert, to be Acting District Road
836 Inspector, Cooktown ... ... ... ...
836 Railway Department-
836 Tregurtba ,  Edward Primrose , to be Ac-
countant  .. ... ... ... ...
1550 Registrar-General 's Department-
1550 Dean, William Handley, to be District Regis-
trar of Births ,  Deaths ,  and Marriages,
836 Townsvi ll e  ... ... ... ... ...
Dougherty, Thomas Heywood, to be Clerk ...
1039  Returning  Officers-
Clifton, Wm. Kennedy ... ... ... ...
1550 Goldring Rudolph Adolphus, Kennedy ...
1550 Paul, Wm. Sheffield, Springsure ... ...
1550 Sheep Directors-
1550 Sheep District of Cook-
1550 Baird, James Clark... ... ... ...
Beardmore, F. J. W. ... ... ...
12 Gray, Allan  ...  ... ... ...
12 Power, Edward Ballard ... ... ...
12 Walsh, Johu .. ... ...
V.
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836
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Appointments, Executive-continued.
Trustees-
Bundaberg Racecourse Reserve-
Adams , Walter
Boreham, J. F.
Datson, R. H.
Mirls , Theodore
Sheldon, WilliamSky-ring, GeorgeCemeteries -
Nanango--
Crank, Richard ... ... ...
Lee, Archibald ... ...
McCullum, Patrick ... ...
Romani,  Rev. Joseph ... ...
Scott, Walter ... ... ..,
Toohey, John , senr. ...
Roma-
Gaynor, Christopher ...
Hertzberg , Adolphus Marcus
Nutting, John Bligh ...
Reid, Andrew ... ...
Saunders ,  James
Selway, Cedric ... ...
Walloon-
Cowell, Charles ... ...
Dart, John
Eitil , Christopher ... ...
F re eman , Charles ... ...
O'Donnell, Patrick... ...
Ponting,  James ...
Ulrick, Lukas ... ...
Vance, John William ...
Ward, Wil liam ,.,
Condamine Reserve for Trave lling Stock-
Dalby,  The Mayor of
Land Commissioner  for the  Dalby Land
Agent 's District  ... ... ... ...
Miles, The Hon . William, M.L.A. ...
Cricketing Reserve near Gympie-
Ball, Chas .  Henry  ... ... ...
Metcalf ,  Corn elius  ... ... ... ...
Smith, Wm. Alexander ... ...
Grammar Schools-
Brisbane-
Gove rn ment Trustees-
Cockle, The Hon.  Sir James
Forrest, Edward Barrow ,  Esquire
Mein,  The Hon.  Charles Stuart,
Esquire ... ...
Scott,  John,  Esquire ... ...Subscribers' Tru tees-
Bernays, Lewis  Adolphus,  Esquire
Griffith,  The Hon. Samuel Walker,
Esquire ... . ...
Lilley,  The Hon. Charles ...
Toowoomba-
Government Trustees-
Aland ,  Robert, Esquire ...
McDougall ,  The Hon .  John Fred-
erick ,  Esquire, M.L.C.
Parkins ,  Patrick ,  Esquire, M.L.A.
Taylor ,  The Hon .  J., Esq ., M.L.C.
Subscribers '  Trustees-
Graham ,  Wi ll iam, Esquire , M.L.A.
Nelson ,  Hugh Muir ,  Esquire ...
Stephens ,  Samuel George ,  Esquire
Woolongabba Recreation Reserve-
Baynes, Joseph  .. ... ...
Ha ll oran ,  Arthur Edward ... ... ...
Hews ,  Richard Scott  ... ... ...
Hockings , Albert  John  ... ... ...
Tho rn e, Ebenezer  ... ... ... .. .
Thornton ,  The Hon .  William ... ...
Visiting Justices-
Barron, Thomas Henry Bowman ,  Esquire,
Lunatic Reception House, Brisbane... ..
Cribb ,  Benjamin ,  Esquire, Toowoomba Gaol ...
Pinnock , Phillip,  Esquire, Wooga ro o ... ...
Arena ,  Alfonzo ,  First Meeting of Creditors .. ...
Armour ,  Robert ,  and Co .,  Applications under  ` Trade
Marks Act" .. ..
Armstrong , Octavius,  appointed District Registrar and
District Receiver in Insolvency ,  Mount Perry
Armst rong, John  Archibald, appointed  District Receiver
in Insolvency ,  Maytown
Arthy,  William ,  appointed Music Instructor under the
Department  of Public  Instruction ...
Ashney, Thomas ,  appointed an Alderman for the Muni-
cipality of  Gayndah ... ... ... ...
Ashworth ,  Harold ,  Final Dividend  ... ... ...
6spina ll, Henry Moon ,  registe red as a  qualified Medical
L.'ractitiouer  ... of, , , , , , .
INDEX.
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955
386
1321 Austin , John,  appointed Member of State School Com-
1321 mittee, Bunya... ... ... ... ... 1515
1321
1321
1321 B.
1321 Bailey , Alfred George-
First  Meeting  of Creditors ... ... ... ... 191
Last  Examination  ... ... ... ... ... 1028
145 Bailey, Willson, First  Meeting of  Creditors ... ...  368
145 Baird, James Clark, appointed a Sheep Director, Dis-
145 trict of Cook ... ... .
145 Baker, Charles,  Last Examination
145 Bale, John Alfred, appointed Lieutenant Queensland
145 Volunteer  Engineer  Corps ... ...
Ball, Charles Henry, appointed  a Trustee  of Cricket
1459 Reserve, near Gympie ... ... ...
1459 Banks , Brothers, Acceptance of Tender... ...
1459 Banks-
1459 Bank of Australasia-
1459 Half-yearly Return of the Average Aggregate
1459 Amount of the  Weekly  Liabilities and Assets 1360
General  Abstract, Quarterly.  of Assets and Liabilities 451,1652
1630 Quarterly Statement of Assets and Liabilities-
1630 Australian  Joint  Stock Bank  ... ...  455, 1438
1630 Bank of Australasia  ... ... ... ...  113,1361
1630 Bank of New South Wales ...  ... ...  366,1431
1630 Commercial Banking Company of  Sydney  248,1301
1630 National Bank  (Limited ) ... ... ...  365,1619
1630 Union Bank of Australia  ... ... ...  364,1260
1630 Barr, H., Notice of Dividend  .. ... ... ...  1377
1630 Barr ,  Win. Spier ,  Notice in Wi ll . ... 1111
Barron, Thomas Henry Bowman ,  Esq., appointed Visit-
1042 ing Justice of the Lunatic Reception House,
1042
1042
1549
1549
1549
Atkinson, Christopher, Notice in Will ... ...
Auctioneer, Notice that any Licensed, may be employed
for the Sale of Government Property
Brisbane ... 1597
Barrows, Wm. and Sons, Registration of Trade Mark... 1434
Barton, Adolphus, Declaration of Dividend 1590
Barter, Samuel Mills, appointed Land Agent and Acting
Land Commissioner, Normanton ... ... 475
Batzloff, Wm., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 468
Bayley, Joseph-
Last Examination ... ... 192
Notice of Application for Certificate of Discharge 585
Certificate of Discharge Granted . 1377
1494
130
264
154995,871
376 1 Baynes, Joseph, appointed a Trustee of Woolongabba
376 Recreation Reserve ... ... ... ... 1271
376
376
376
John Alfred, a pointed Clerk, General Post Office 1459Beal ,
Beale,  Rev. Wm. Henry,  Registered under " Marriage
Act"
Beardmore , F. J. W., appointed a Sheep Director, Dis-
1477
376 Appointed Member of Royal Commission for Im-
376 proving the Navigation of Moreton Bay ... 12
1394, 1597
1597  Beddome,  Charles Edward-
1597 Appointed Police  Magistrate, Somerset  ...  1138
1597 Appointed Sub-Collector  of Customs and Harbour
1597
1597
1597
trict of Cook ... ... ... ... ... 1494
Beattie,  Francis, Esq., M.L.A.,-
Appointed Superintendent of the  City  Volunteer
Fire Brigade ... ... ... ... 200
Beddek, Frank Newell, discharged from the office of a
Magistrate of the Territory ... ... ... 424
Master at Somerset ... ... ...  1281.
Beit, Wm., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... ... 192
Bell, David, Declaration of Dividend ... ... 305
Bell, Henry W., Application for Licensed Gate ...  - ... 253
Bell, Henry Wyatt, appointed a Justice to give consent
1271 under "  Marriage Act " ... 767
1271 Bell, Henry, appointed Member of State School Com-
1271 mittee, Sandy Creek ... ... ... ...  836
1271 Benjamin, John-
First Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... ... 4571271
1271 Declaration of Dividend ... ... ... ... 1623,1706
Benjamin ,  Samuel ,  appointed Trustee in  Insolvent Estate
of R. T. Couch .. . ...  252
1597 Bennett, George Harper, appointed Locker and Clerk in
1268 Customs' Department, Bundaberg ... ... 1524
1268 Bennett, Joseph, appointed Member of State School
896, 953 Committee, Ashgrove ...  836
1515, 1516
974
973
424
902
458
Benwell, Frank-
Licensed as a Surveyor under  " Real Property Act "  1014
Licensed as a Surveyor
Bergin, Phillip, appointed Foreman of Works, Etheridge
District ... ... ... ... ...  1549
838
815
815
1121
1511
Berkeley, Lieutenant J. H. H.--
Appointed Private Secretary to the Acting Governor
Appointed Aide-de-Camp to the Acting Governor
Appointed Aide-de-Camp to His Excellency the
Governor ... ... ... ...
Berry,  Wm., application for Licensed Gate ..
Bernays, Lewis Adolphus, Esquire, appointed a Trustee
1620  1  of Brisbane Grammar sol oQ1  1 1 , ' I f  374
INDEX. Vii.
tr.agBirths , Ma es ,  and Deaths-
Assistannt District Registrar-
Carey, John ,  Dingo 392
Hill, Win. Richard Onslow, Byerstown ... 99
White,  James  Charles ,  Blackall  ... ...  1614
District  Registrars-
Hill, Stanley Grantham, Rockhampton ... 939
Macaule7 ,  Chas .  Wright, Rockhampton ... 227
Terry ,  Sidney Briggs ,  Maryborough  ... ...  939
Bishop , Thomas C., application for Licensed Gate ... 1435
Black ,  G. and J., Acceptance of Tender  ... ..  221
Page.
Burn, Geo.  H., appointed Chief Clerk, Customs, Mary-borough
Burre ll , Wm .  Robert ,  appointed a Travelling Mail
Officer ,  S. and W .  Railway
Burre ll, John Chas .,  admitted a qualified Chemist and
Druggist ...
Bur rowes,  W. J. C.-Appointed Land Commissioner ,  Bowen
Appointed  Acting Commissioner of Cro wn Lands
for North  and South Kennedy and Cook
Butcher ,  Samuel ,  appointed Member of State School
Page.
973
1459
1433
476
530
Blaine, John, appointed Bailiff of Crown Lands, Ipswich
and Helidon  .. ... ... ... ... 476
Bjakeney, Charles Win., Error in Deed ... ... ... 16
Blake, John Isidore, Q.C., appointed to be Judge of the
Northern District Court ... ... ... 12
Blankets, Annual Distribution , Notice  respecting ...
Blanchard , Jotham, appointed  a Member  of State School
1322
Committee,  Yengarie  ... ... ... ...  1039,1268
Blity, Antony-
First Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... 304
Appointment of Trustee  ... ... ... ...  369
Notice of  Dividend ... ... ... ... ... 1434
Board ,  Leonard George, appointed Land Commissioner
and Land  Agent,  Nanango  ... ... ... 475, 1394
Boat and Dredge Punts for Sale  ... ... ... ... 225
Boland, John, junr., appointed Member of State School
Committee, Drayton ... ... ... 12
Beldero , John Cornwell, Declaration of Dividend ... 1305
Boreham , J. F., appointed a Trustee of Bundaberg Race.
course Reserve  ... ... ... ... 1321
Botanic Gardens, Regulations  ... ... ... ...  1139
Bott, Wm., and Isaac Mills, Dissolution of Partnership 586
Bourne,  Joseph Orton, appointed Lieutenant No. 1
Battery, Q.V.A. ... ... ... ...
Bovey,  William,  Error  in Deed  ... ... ... ...
Box, Wm.  Draper-
Appointed Trustee in  the Insolvent Estate of Wm.
974
1062
Boyd  ... ... ... ... ... ...  585
Appointed Trustee in the Insolvent Estate of Muller
and Carter  ... ... 794
Boyce, John Alexander ,  appointed Captain No. 9
Company,  Q.V.R. ... ... ... ...
Boyd ,  James-
71
First Meeting  of Creditors  ... ... ... 1516
Declaration  of Dividend ... ... ... ... 1590
Boyd ,  Wm., First Meeting of Creditors 368
Brandon,  Henry, appointed Member of State School
Committee ,  Mackay  ... ... ... ...  1524
Bra nds  Act of  1872 "-
Inspectors of Brands,  General List ... ..  1394
List  of Brands  Registered  ...  139, 324,  799, 1209, 1387, 1625
Registration  Fees to be transmitted by Post Office
Orders ..  ... ...  31
Brasch,  Thos .,  appointed Member State School Com-
mittee ,  Young  . ... ... ...  424
Bradley,  Edward,  appointed Foundkeeper, Charleville 1196
Bristol ,  James,  Notice in  Wi ll  ... ... ... ... 1306
Brittlebank,  Andrew ,  Notice in Will ... ... ... 954
Broadley,  Geo. Edward ,  Notice in Will  .. ... ...  193
Brodssiiaakk,  A., and H .  Rogers,  Error in Deed  .. ...  21
Bromberg,  Herman,  appointed Alderman for Munici-
ty of  Mackay  ... ... ... ... 1138
Bromberg, imon-
First Meeting  of Creditors  ... ... ...  1028
Declaration  of Dividend ... ... 1590, 1623, 1706
Brookes, Win., Error in Deed  ... ... ... ...  532
Brown,  John Edward-
Last Examination  ... 1029
Notice  of Application for Certificate of Discharge 1484
Brown ,  Wm., appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits ...  1589
Brown ,  Wm. B., Esquire ,  appointed Member of Royal
Commission  for Improving Navigation of
Moreton Bay 12
Browne,  Wm. Agnew,  R.C.S., Ireland ,  appointed Health
Officer at  Bowen, under  " Quarantine Act
of 1863"
... ... ... ... 71
Bruhn ,  J. P., Bay  Mare  Lost  ... ... ...  253
Bryman ,  Harry ,  appointed Auditor of the Municipality
of Oayndah  ... ... ... ... ... 901
Buchanan,  R. W., and Company-
Final Dividend  ... ... ... ... ... 1484
Notice of  Dividend  ... ... ... 1377
Buchanan,  Wm. H., First Meeting of Creditors ... 251Bubb, J. B.., Acceptance of T nder  ... ... ... 759
Bundaberg Proclaimed a Warehousing Port ... ...  199
Bunton ,  George,  appointed Land Agent ,  Toowoomba ... 476
Burkinatam,  Chas .,  First Meeting of Creditors ... 896
Burkitt ,  Horace,  appointed District Registrar and Dis-
trict Receiver in Insolvency, Bundaberg ... 974
Bars, Martin ,  Notice in  Will ... ... ... ... 1591
i»r O11", An appointed Engineer Surveyor ,  Brisbane 973
Committee ,  East Warwick  ... ... ...  424
Bu -stall ,  H. T., Bay Mare Lost  ... ... ...  305
Butterly, Rev. T.  H., Registered under  ".Marriage  Act"  1014
Buttner, Francis, appointed a Trustee of Leyburn
Common .. ... ... ... 425
Buxton, Samuel, appointed Me .mber of State School
Committee, Goodna ... ... ... 1550
Byerstown, New Road River Crossings ... ... ... 80
C.
Caine, John James, appointed a District Inspector of
Schools... 424
Cairns, Clerk of Petty Sessions at, appointed Land Agent
for the Cairns Land Agent's District 1459
Cairns, Police Magistrate at, appointed Land Commis-
sioner for the Cairns Land Agent's District 1459
Callan, A. J., appointed Member State School Com-
mittee, Yaamba 424
Callahan, Joseph, appointed Poundkeeper, Stanthorpe... 1545
Callaghan, Denis, First Meeting of Creditors .. ... 1261
Cameron, Alexander Patrick, appointed Land Agent,
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... 476
Cameron, John Glenevis, appointed Chief Clerk  in Mines
Department ... ... ... ... ...
Campbell, Alexander-
First Meeting  of Creditors  ... ... ... ...
Meeting of Creditors ... ... ...
Campbell, John Edwin-
11
585
1197
Appointed Clerk of Petty Sessions at Thornborough 145
Appointed  a Commissioner for Affidavits  ... ...  1589
Campbell, William McKenzie,  First Meeting of Creditors 1261
Candiottis, Spiridion-
Resignation as Trustee of Clermont Racecourse Re-
serve ... ... ... ... ... 1450
Resignation as Trustee of Clermont General Ceme-
tery  Reserve  ... ... ... ... 1459
Cane, James-
Appointed Trustee in the Estate of William Aitkin  $68
Appointed Trustee in the Estate of Benjamin
Davidson ... ... ... ... 1028
Cannon, Geo.-
Appointed Trustee in Insolvent  Estate of Isaac  Mills 1654
Appointed Trustee in  Estate  of Alexander Campbell 1262
Appointed Trustee in Estate of W. M. Campbell ... 1434
Cantwell, John-
First Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... ... 192
Notice of Dividend ... ... 1434
Canovan, John, Notice in Goods ... .. ... 1029
Capra, Rev. P. D. D., Notice  of Removal  ... 1178
Card, Rev. Albert ,  Registered under  "  Marriage Act "...  1291
Cardew, Walter Clare, appointed District Registrar and
District Receiver in Insolvency ,  Ley  burn 974
Carey, John, appointed Assistant Registrar of Births
and Deaths ,  Dingo ... 392
Carey, John Wilson-
Closure of Insolvency ... ... 418
Application for  Certi ficate of Discharge  ...  896
Certificate of Discharge granted  ... ... ...  1377
Carrington,  Charles, appointed Deposition Clerk, Police
Office ,  Brisbane  ... ... ... ...  1630
Carter ,  Thomas ,  Insolvency Notice ... .. 419
Castles, James ,  appointed a Trustee of Leyburn Common 425
Cave, Win., appointed Land Agent, Clermont ... 476
Cemeteries-
Receipts and Disbursements-
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... ... 1093,1094
Bowen  ... ... ... ... ... ... 791
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... 417
Bundaberg ... ... ... ... ... 450
Cardwell ... ... ... ... ... 1022
Charters Towers ... ... ... ... 1098
Cooktown  ... ... ... ...  416
Copperfield  ... ... ... 583
Drayton and Toovfoomba  ... ... ...  582
Gatton ... ... ... ... ... ... 1105
Harrisvi lle  ... ... ... ... ...  1255
Ipswich ... ... ... ...  583
Marlborough  ... ... ... ... ...  581
Mukiapilly . , . 1094
Cemeteries-- continued.
Receipts and  Disbursements -continued.
Pimpama .., ...
Rockhampton  ... ... ..,
Stanthorpe ... ... ...
Townsvi lle ... ...
Tingalpa ... ... ...
Warwick ... ... ...
German Station ...
Murphy's Creek-Rules and Regulations ...
Springsure
Chandler, Thos., appointed Acting Clerk of Petty Sea-
sione, Aramac  ... ... ...
Charters Towers, Petition from inhabitants, praying that
that town maybe declared a Municipality ..
Chapman, Edward, appointed Lieutenant No. 12 Com-
pany, Q.V.R. ... ... ...
Christian, Win. Bassett, Notice in Will ... ...
" City of  Brisbane " s.s., to be  placed in Quarantine at
Peel Island  .., ... ... ...
Clarke,  James , Notice in Will ... ... ...
Clarke, J. C., appointed Member State School Com-
mittee, Georgetown ...
Clarke, R. F., appointed Member State School Com-
mittee,  Young  ... ... ...
Clarke,  Frank , Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Clarkson, H. M., appointed Member of State School
Committee, Kelvin Grove
Clemments, Wm. James, appointed Poundkeeper at
Mackay .
Clerk of Petty Sessions, St. George, appointed. Land
Agent for District of St. George ... ...
Cleve, Alfred, and D. H. Cleve-
First Meeting  of Creditors .. ... ... ...
Application for Certificate of Discharge ... ...
Clifton Coal Company, Acceptance of Tender ... .
Clifton, Wm., appointed Returning Officer for the
Electoral District of Kennedy
Cocks, Chas., Application for Licensed Gate ... ...
Cockburn, Henry Montague, appointed Acting Land
Commissioner and Acting Land Agent, St.
Lawrence
Cockle, The Hon.  Sir James, appointed a Trustee of
Brisbane  Grammar School ... ...
Coleman, John, Error in Deed ... ... ...
Collins, Henry, Declaration of Dividend... ... ...
Collison, Marcus, Error in Deed ... ... ... ...
Collier, Rev. J. W., Registered under  " Marriage Act "
Colonial  Secretary 's Office-
Appointments-see " Appointments."
Notifications-
Acceptance by His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government of the Services of the
Queensland  Rangers  Volunteer Corps, No. 12
Acceptance by His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government of the Services of No.
12 Company, Q.V.R.B.
Additional Polling Places for Electoral District
of Bowen . ... ..
Additional Polling Places for Electoral District
of Aubigny
Additional Polling Places for Electoral District
of East Moreton
Annual Distribution  of Blankets , Notice
respecting ...
Applications for Employment in the Civil
Service  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commission  appointed for the purpose of In-
quring into, and Reporting upon, the Man-
agement  of the Woogaroo Lunatic Asylum,
and the Lunatic Reception Houses of the
Colony ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commission  appointed for the purpose of In-
quiring into, and Reporting upon, the most
equitable plan for providing for the Division
of the Colony into  Separate  Districts for
Financial  Purposes  ...  ... ...Despatches-see " Despatches."
Duaringa  to be a Place for establishing a Pub-
lie Pound ... ... ... ... ...
List of Inspectors of Brands, with their respec-
tive  Districts  ... ... , .. .
Monday,  19th  March,  to be observed  as a Pub-
lic Holiday,  instead of  St. Patrick's Day ...
No Applications  for Permission  to introduce
South Sea  Islanders  will in future be granted
to other  Persons than those  actually employed
in Tropical  or Semi-tropical  Agriculture ...
North Rockhampton  to be  an additional Polling
Place for the Electoral District of Norrpanb7
Rules and Regulations-
Cooktown (additional Regulation)
INDEX.
Page.
Notifications-continued.
1576 Nudgee to be an additional Polling Place for
244 the Electorate of East Moreton
1099 Oak's Station, Canoona, to be an additional
417 Polling Piace for the Electoral District of
245 Normanby ... ... ... ...
582 Official List of Exhibitors from Queensland to
whom Awards were decreed by the United
17 States Centennial Commission
1644 Order in Council of the New Zealand Govern-
860 ment, prohibiting the importation of Stock
1640 into that Colony ... ... ...
Petition from Charters Towers, under  " The
974'  Municipal  Institutions  Act  of 1864" ...
Polynesian Immigration-Regulations
425 Quarantine Notice-All Vessels arriving from
Singapore and Chinese Ports to obtain Ad-
1322 mission to Pratique .. ... .. ...
795 Regulations for the Management of the
Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich
143 Regulations for the  Issue  and Safe Custody of
193 Stores for the Volunteer Force
Richard Gailey, Esquire, appointed to act as
836 Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of East Moreton
424 Springsure Hospital-Regulation rePolynesians
1517 Telegraphic  Messages  on Public Service ..,
Tenders -see " Tenders."
1304 Comerford, Rev. James, Rockhampton, Registered under
" Marriage Act"
1302 Commission issued to Commissioners appointed for the
purpose of inquiring into and. reporting
476 upon the best practicable means of improving
the Navigation of the Northern Entrance of
457
1304
1346
1550
458
475
376
995
305
751
1351
Colonial Secretary' s  Office-continued.
Moreton Bay ... ... ... ...
Commissioner of Police-
Sale of Unclaimed Property ... ... ... ...
Commissioners of the Supreme Court for taking
Affidavits ... ...
Commissioners for Affidavits-
Abbott, Thos. Kingamill, Gunnedah ... ...
Brown, Wm., Sandhurst ...
Campbell, John Edwin, Thornborough ... ...
Cribb, Benjamin, Toowoomba ... ... ...
Elliott, G. W., Rockhampton ... ... ...
Jackson, Lewis, Roma ... ... ... ...
Macalister, John, Bowen ... ...
Malleson, A. B., Melbourne ... ...
Morey, Edmund, Cairns ... ... ... ...
Proctor, W. C., Armidale ... ... ... ...
Pugh, T. P., Rockhampton ... ... ... ...
Salmond ,  David ,  Roma ... ... ...
Terry, Sidney Briggs, Maryborough ... ...
Woodcock, C. A. J., Warwick ... ... ...
1039  "Companies Act  of  1863"--
Kettle Swamp and Mount Marlay Tin Mining Com-
pany, Limited-Voluntary Winding-up ...
974 Maryborough  Sugar  Company, Limited-Voluntary
Winding-up
1129  Northern Advocate  Newspaper Company-Volun-
tary Winding-up .
1231 Ruby Tin Mining Company, Limited-Winding-up
Connor, Edward R., Esq., Lieut. R.N., appointed
1320 Member of Royal Commission for Improving
the Navigation of Moreton Bay ... ...
1322 Conroy, Peter, Notice in Goods ... ... ... ...
Cooper, C., appointed Member of State School Com-
1495 mittee, Tambo... .
Cooper, Pope Alex., Esq., appointed Crown Prosecutor
of the Central District Court ... ...
Co-operative Butchers' Company-Horse Lost... ...
Cook, Alfred Wyatt, Error in Deed ... ... ...
133 Cook, Geo., Notice in Will ... ...
Cooke, Edward, Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Cooktown Butchering Company, Limited-Notice of
Winding-up ... ... ... ...
Corcoran, Peter, Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
1037 Cormack, John, First Meeting of Creditors ... ...
Corrections-
Benwell, Francis Hamilton Leigh, to be substituted
1394 for Frank Benwell, as a Licensed Sur-
veyor ... ...
1394 Land Sale at Gympie, 28th May, 1877 ... ...
Lethbridge, Robert Copland, to be substituted for
856 Robert Copeland Lethbridge,  as a Magistrate
of the Territory ... .
McDougall, Malcolm Septimus, to be substituted for
Malcolm McDougall ... ...
1138 McDonald Archibald, to be substituted for Archi-
bald MacDonald, as a Magistrate of the
974 Territory ... ... ... ,,,
Page.
1322
974
1267
1291
425
30
11
98
1539
1320
880
1495
1078
57
1351
48
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1589
1548
586
1518
1547
12
1546
71
12
1486
20
194
1518
456
253
793
974
1400
424
1459
1597
INDEX. ix.
Corrections-'continued.Stephens, GeorgeStevens, gas  a Magistrate of theGeorgeTerri-
tory
Cottell,  Richard  James, appointed a Magistrate to give
consent  under  " Marriage Act " .. ...
Cotham , Lawrence, Application for Licensed Gate ...
Court of Petty Sessions , Cairns, Rules of .. ..,
Cowe ll, Charles, appointed a Trustee of Walloon
General Cemetery ... ... ... ...
Coyne ,  Patrick , Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Cran, Robert , appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee , Yengarie ... ... ...
Cran ,  James  Walker-
Declaration  of Dividend
Second Dividend
Crank ,  Richard , appointed a Trustee of Nanaugo
Cemetery
Craig , C. C., and Company, Second Dividend
Craig ,  Richard Stevenson , First Meeting of Creditors ...
Crawley , Timothy, Notice of Application for Certificate
of Discharge
Crawford ,  Dawson , appointed member of State School
Committee, Stanthorpe ... ... ...
Cribb ,  Benjamin-
Appointed  Police  Magistrate  at Toowoomba
Appointed  Justice to give consent under 18th and
19th section of  " Marriage Act " ...
Appointed  Visiting Justice to the Toowoomba Gaol
Appointed a Commissioner  for Affidavits ... ...
Crown  Lands Ranger  at Cairns, appointed  to issue
Timber Licenses in the Land Agent's District
of Cairns ...
Crump, G. Cresswell , Application for Licensed Gate ...
Crumpler, H. C., and James Wainwright, Dissolution of
Partnership ... ...
Cu llen,  Edward B., First Meeting of Creditors ...
Cumming ,  ( has.  Francis, appointed Land Agent, Dalby
Customs Department-
Appointments  see "Appointments." ...
Arrivals at and  Departures from all Ports of the
Colony ... ... ... .. , ... ...
Notices-
Customs  Stora at Cairns, Trinity Bay, and
Messrs. Craig ' s Building ,  set apart as a
Bonded  Warehouse ... ... ... ...
Portions of Messrs . Clarke, Hodgson, and Co.'s
premises set apart as a Bonded  Warehouse...
Population  Return-
For Quarter  ending  31st  March ...
Sale of Overtime  Goods ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Townsville ...
Ipswich
Cutler, W. H., Third Dividend ... ... ... ...
D.
Dalby, Mayor of, appointed a Trustee of the Condamine
Reserve for  Travelling Stock ... ...
Daly ,  Wm., Notice in  Wi ll  ... ...
Dart,  John, appointed a Trustee of Walloon General
Cemetery
Dart , Win., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Toowong ... ... ...
Datson , R. H., appointed a Trustee of Bundaberg Race-
course Reserve ... ... ... ...
Daveney , Edward Tickell, Notice in Goods ... ..,
Davison ,  Benjamin-
First Meeting  of Creditors ... ... ... ...
Resignation  as Magistrate of the Territory ...
Day, Wm. Henry, appointed Assistant Police Magistrate
at Brisbane  .., ... .. ...
Dean , Wm. Handley-
Appointed Land Agent and Acting Land Commis-
sioner, Townsville
Appointed District Registrar of Births, Marriages,
and Deaths, Townsville ...
Dekins ,  James  John, First Meeting of Creditors
Delany,  James , appointed Bailiff of Small Debts Court,
Rockhampton...
Delane  ,  John ,  Notice in Goods ...
Demut, Chas., First Meeting of Creditors ... , . ,
Despatches-
British Consuls may in certain cases give Relief to
Colonial British subjects
Notifying Her Majesty's Assent to  "Appropriation
Act of  1876-7" (No. 1)
Relating  to the Apprehension of Deserters from
Merchant Shipi belonging to the Kingdom
of Hawaii , . ,
Relating  to Amended  Rules  under  " The Trade
Marks Beyis ration  Act." „. ...  ...
Page. rage
Despat ches-continued.
376
Relating to the Objections entertained by the
Australian Colonies to the Resort to their
Territories of Pardoned Convicts from New
Caledonia ... .. . ... ... 1137
767 Relating to an Order of the Queen in Council, ex-
955 tending to Italian vessels the advantages
1621 held out  by " The Merchant Shipping Act
of  1862" ... ... ... ... ... 1392
1620 Relating to the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878 1521
1591 Relating to the Speech with which Governor Cairns
closed the late Session of Parliament ,.. 1321
1039, 1268 Diamond, J. F. C., appointed Lieutenant, No. 10 Com-
pany Q.V.R. ... ... ... ... ... 71
305 Dilgar, Jacob, appointed Member of State School Com-
1590 mittee, Young ... ... ... ... ... 424
Dillane, Michael, appointed Member of State School
145 Committee, Nerang Creek ... ... ... 1524
793 Dines, Richard, Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1435
304 Dinte, Hyman, Acceptance of Tender ... ... ... 173, 1291
" Diseases in Sheep Act  of 1867"-
1484 Appointment of Sheep Directors (General list) 1322
Election of Sheep Directors for current year 376
836 List of Sheep Districts proclaimed in lieu of those
327
abolished by Proclamation,  as  follows:-Burke  ... ... ... ... ... ...  528
Burnett ... ... ... ... ... ...  527
952 Cook ... ... ... ... ... ...  528
1268 Dalby ... ... ...  624
1589 Dawson ... . ... ...  526
Gladstone... ... ... ... ... ...  527
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... ...  524
1322 Gregory North  ... ... ... ... ... 525
458 Gre gor y South , , , , . , , , , ...  525
Kennedy North ... ,,, ... ,., ,,, 528
306 Kennedy South ... .., ...  528
251 Maranoa  ,,. ... ... ... ... ... 525
476 Mitche ll  . ... ... ... ... ...  525
Moreton East ... ... ... ... ...  523
Moreton  West ... ... ... ... ...  523
Springsure  ... ... ... ... ... 526
892 Surat  . , . ... ... ... ...  525
Warrego ... ... ... ... ... ... 525
Warwick  ... ... ... ... .. , ...  524
Wide Bay ... ... ... ... ... 526
191 Proclamations - see "  Proclamations."
District Courts-
1696 Appointments-
Foley, Thos. Win., Bailiff of the Central Die-
1574 trict Court, Rockhampton ... 952
184 Gorman, Hugh,  Bailiff  of the Southern District
1699 Court, Toowoomba ... ... ... ... 1302
300 Central District Court holden  at Springsure to be a
362 District Court in Insolvency... ... ... 729
954 Jury Lists to be prepared for the District of
1042
795
1630
836
1321
1547
953
1550
902
475
1078
418
456
1546
953
1391
11
Springsure ... ... ... ... ... 730
Sittings of the Central District Court to be held at
Springsure ... ... ... ... ... 529
Sittings for 1877-
Central ... ... ... ... ... ... 49, 1196
Northern ... ... ... ... ... 49, 1303,1361
Southern, at Roma ... ... 1546
Dobbie, Wm., Application  for Licensed Gate  ... ...  897
Donaldson ,  Thomas,  Notice in Will ... ... ...  795
Donovan, Daniel-
First Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... ...
Last Examination ... ... ... ... ...
Dougherty, 1 hos. Heywood, appointed a Clerk in the
793
1262
Registrar-General's Department 531
Douglas, The Hon. John, appointed Vice-President of
the Executive Council ... ...  693
Douglas, Rev. Wm. Henry, registered under  "Marriage
Act"  ... ... ... ... ... , .  1477
Dowzer, James, appointed Poundkeeper at Maryborough 368
Dredge, John, Notice in Will ... ... .. ... 1706
Drew, W. L. G., appointed Chairman  Brisbane  Hospital 531
Drury, Capt. E. R., appointed Major in the Queensland
Volunteer Artillery ... ... ... 591
Drummond, John, appointed Member off State School
Committee, Gowrie Creek ... .. ... 1039
Duaringa, to be a place for establishing a Public Pound 1394
Duffy, John, First Meetiigg of Creditors... ... ... 1623
Duncan, Wm., Notice in Will .. .. 419
Dunwich,  Regulations  for the  Management of the
Benevolent Asylum ... ... ... ...
E.
Echlin,  Harriet  Georgina, Notice in  'Will .., ...
263 Edkins, E. R., Horse Lost... ...
98
1030
61
Edmondstone,  Geo., Esq .,  summoned  to the  Legislative
901 Council ... .. , ... ... 1449
XEdmonds , James, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Georgetown ... ... ...
Edwards , David, Notice in Will ... .. ... ...
Eitil, Christopher, appointed a Trustee of Walloon Gen-
eral Cemetery . ... ...
Election Petition- Electoral  District of Bowen...
Electric  Telegraphs , Tenders for  Extension -see "Ten-
ders."
Elliot, J. Aynsley, Application for Licensed Gate ...
Eliott, Gilbert Wm., appointed  Po lice Magistrate at
Townsville
Elliott, G. W., appointed  a Commissioner  for Affidavits
Elliott, Henry Herbert, appointed Trustee in Insolvent
Estate  of J. J. Dekins ...
Elliott, Wm.-
Appointed a Trustee in Insolvent Estate of  Benjamin
Skipper...
Appointed Trustee in Insolvent Estate 'of Win.
Webster ..,
Evans , A., Application for Licensed Gate ... ...
Evans , Geo., Application for Licensed Gate ... ...
Evans ,  Leonard-
First  Meeting of  Creditors ... ... ... ...
Notice of Dividend ... ... ... ...
Evans, Thus.--
Insolvency Petition ... ... ...
First  Meeting  of Creditors
Appointment of Trustee
Evenden ,  S., acceptance of Tender  ... ... ...
Ewart, Win., appointed Member of State School Coin-
mitte, Toowong ... ... ...
Ewing, John, Notice in Goods ... ... ...
Execution of " George  " and " Tommy  Ali Mow "
Executive Council-Appointments-Douglas, The Honourable John, to be Vice-
President of the Executive Council... ...
Miles, The Honourable William-
To be Colonial Secretary ... ..
To be a Member of the Executive Council
Resignations-
Stewart, The Honourable Robert Muter-
As Colonial Secretary ...
As a Member of the Executive Council
Thorn, The Honourable George, as Vice-
President of the Executive Council ...
Executive Council Ofce-
Appointments--
To be Members of the Legislative Council-
Edmondstone, George, Esquire ... ...
Foote, John Clarke, Esquire ... ...
O'Doherty, Kevin Izod, Esquire ...
Pettigrew, William, Esquire ...
Landing of His Excellency Sir Arthur Edward
Kennedy, K.C.M.G., C.B. ... ...
Eyre and Clarke, Declaration of Dividend ...
F.
Favenco, Peter, appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee,  Drayton ... ... ... ...
Fawdry, William, Notice in Will...
Feez v. Bennett, Sale under Writ of  Fieri Faeias ...
Fell, Ellen, Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Felton, Maurice A.-
First Meeting of Creditors  ... ... ... ...
Notice of Application for Certificate of Discharge
Declaration  of Dividend ... ... ... ...
Ferguson , John, Acceptance of Tender ... ...
Fitzgerald, J. F. W., Appointed a Clerk in the Post-
master -General 's Department
Flavelle Brothers and Roberts, Acceptance of Tender...
Flynn,  Patrick, Notice in Will  ...
Foley, Thos. Wm., appointed Bailiff of Central District
Court, Rockhampton
Foote, John Clerk, Esquire, summoned to the Legis-
lative Council . ... ... ...
Foote, John Clerk, Error in Deed ... ... ...
Forbes, F. A., the Younger, Notice in Will ... ...
Forde, Thos., Acceptance of Tender ... ... ...
Forrest ,  Edward Bar ro w,  Esquire-
Appointed Member of Royal Commission for Im-
proving the Navigation of Moreton Bay .
Appointed a'1'rustee of Brisbane Grammar School
Forrest, Mary, Notice in Goods ... ... ...
Forfeited Mining Shares-
St. Patrick and Queen Grand Junction Gold Mining
Company (no Liability) ..
Forster, Chas. A., appointed Member State School Com-
nnitte, Y engarie ...
Foster, C. Milne, appointed Member of State School
Committee , Kangaroo  Point ... ... ...
INDEX.
rage.
Foster, Chas., appointed Member State School Coin-
rage.
1039
24
1459
836 mittee, Yengarie ...
1263 Fosntain, Stephen, and Co., Acceptance of Tender .
Fowles, J. T., appointed a Travelling Mail Officer, S. and
1630 W. Ra ilway ... ... ... ...
1489 Francis, Arthur M., appointed Member State School
Committee,  Banana  ... ... ... ... 424
Francis, Christopher, appointed Land Commissioner and
1263 Land Agent, Maryborough . .. .. 4715
Franklin, W. H., appointed  Bailiff  of Crown Lands,
327 Bundaberg and Tenningering ... 476
1589 Frazer and Wyatt, Acceptance of Tender ... 930
F re eman , Chas., appointed a Trustee of Walloon General
794 Cemetery ... ... ... ... ... 1630
Freestone, Joseph Earl, appointed Poundkeeper at Ingle-
wood 368
1546 Freestone, Joseph, appointed  Member State  School Com-
unitteo, Inglewood . ... ... ... 1550
1591 Fryar and Strachan, Liquidation by Arrangement ... 50,1501
1112
1111
Q.
1110
1434 Gadsby, E. J., appointed Member State School Com-
mittee, Stanthorpe .. ... .. ..  836
192 Gailey, Richard, Esquire, appointed to act as Returning
304 Officer for Electoral District  of East  Moreton 1320
419 Gallagher, Win., Declaration of Dividend ... 305
1006 Gammie, Rev. J. T., Notice of Removal ... 1178
Gannon , George, Notice in Will .. ... 1547
836 Garde, Thos. Wm., admitted a Qualified Medical Practi-
1378 tioner ... ... ... 1589
1515 Gardiner, Ralph, Notice in Will ... ... .. 193
Garget, J., Acceptance of Contract ... .. ...386, 871,1640
Garrick,  James  Francis, Esquire, appointed Crown Prose-
cutor of the Southern District Court ... 12
593 Gates, Licensed-
Notices of Application by-
817 Bell, Henry W. ... 253
817 Berry,  Win.  ... 1518
Bishop, Thomas C. ... ... ... ... 1435
Cocks, Chas. ... ... ... ... 458
817 Cotham, Lawrence ... ... ... ... 955
817 Crump, G. Creswell ... ... ... 458
Dobbie, Wm. ... 897
593 Elliot, J. Aynsley ... ... ... 1263
Evans, A.... .. 1112
Evans,  George
... ... ...
1111
G oeldner,  Herman  ... ... ... ... 370
144.9 Kirby, S.... ... ... ... ... ... 194
1449 Kirk, Wm. ... ... ... ... ... 1548
1449 Little, Thos. ... ... ... ... ... 1568, 1624
1449 Munro, D. .. 131
Murphy, Sir F., and Sons ... ...  1263
1115 Murphy, Bridget, and others ... ... ... 1707
305, 368 Ogg, Chas. ... ... 131
Orr, Wm. ... ... ... ... ... 194
Patrick, Daniel ... ... ... ... ... 370
Phaff, John Frederick ... ... ... ... 1435
Redmond, John  ... ... ... ... ...  686,897
12 Reid, Walter ... ... ... ... ...  253
1738 Schmeider, Elizabeth ... ... ... ... 305
1589 Schneider, Henry F. ... ... ... ... 1118
1707 Sealy, E. J. ... ... ... ... 1707
Senden, C. Von ... ... ... ... ... 955
1351 Sheppard, Chas.... ... ... 51
1546 Sim, George ... ... ... ... ...  1548
1706 W illiams , George .. , ... ... 1518
24 Winks, Wm. ... ... ... ... 1656
Gaynor, Christopher, appointed a Trustee of Roma
1322 Cemetery ... .. .. .. 1459
820 Geary, Capt. G. N. B., appointed Major Queensland
795 Arti ll ery ... ... ... 71
Geary, G. N. B., appointed Land Commissioner and
952 Land Agent, Bundaberg .. .. ... 476
Geddes, Andrew, appointed Member State School
1449 Committee, Yaamba ... ... ... ... 424
16 Geerish, Adolphus, appointed Member of State School
896 Committee,  East  Warwick .. ... 424
221, 386, 759 German Station Cemetery-Rules and Regulations ... 1644
12
376
1378
Gilbert, John H., appointed Member of State School
Committee, Yengarie  ... ... ... 1268
Gilbert, J. A., appointed Member State School Com-
mittee, Yengarie
Gilbey, W. and A., Application under  "Trade Marks 1039
Act " ... ... ... ... ... .. 457
Giles, Frederick, Error in Deed ... ... ...  22
131 Giles Richard, Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 193
Gillespie, Francis, appointed a Trustee of Leyburn Coin-
1268
12
auvu
Gillespie, Henry, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Georgetown ... ... ...
425
836
INDEX.
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Glenn, Mary Ann, Error in Deed... ... ... ... 1469
Goeldner, Herman, Application for Licensed Gate ... 370
" Gold Mining Companies Act of  1875 "-
Alexandra Leasehold Gold Mining Company (no
Liability), Sale of Forfeited Shares ... ... 795
Sir Henry Havelock Gold Mining Company (no
Liability), Sale of Forfeited Shares ... ... 1112
Gold Mining Leases-New Regulations ... ... ... 1567
Goldring, Rudolph Adolphus-
Appointed Returning Officer for Electoral District
of Kennedy ... ... ... ... ...
Resignation as Returning Officer for Electoral
District of Kennedy  ...  ... ... ...
Goodall, Wm. Robert, appointed Acting Land Commis-
sioner, Mackay .. ... ... 475
Goodwin, Andrew Chas., Last Examination ... ... 1706
Gordon, Robert-
Last Examination ...
Closure of Insolvency... ... ... ...
Go re , St . George Ralph, appointed Chief Clerk in the
Colonial Secretary's Office ... ... ...  530
Gorman , Hugh, appointed Bailiff of the Southern
District Court at Toowoomba ... ... 1302
Gough, Harry, appointed Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Byerstown ... ...
Government Printer-
Acts for Sale-
" Gold Fields  Act of  1874," with Regulations 31
"Insolvency / Act of  1874," with General Rules 31
Advertising Rates 31
Cleveland Bay, Chart of, for Sale  ... ... ...  31
Notice to Poundkeepers-
.Be Registered Brands ... ... ... ... 31
Be Remittances  . ... ... ... ...  49
Receipt of Remittances  ... ... ... ...  51, 131, 194,
253, 306,  370, 420, 459, 586, 795, 897, 955,
1030, 1112,  1198,  1263, 1306, 1435, 1486,
1518, 1548, 1592,  1624, 1656, 1707
Statutes of the Colony for Sale ... ... 31
Subscription to  Government Gazette  ... ...  31
Graham, Robert, Notice in Goods  ... ...  1485
Graham, Wm., Esq .,  M L.A., appointed a Trustee of
Toowoomba Grammar School .. 1597
Gray, Allan ,  appointed a Sheep Director ,  District of Cook 1494
Grayson, David ,  Notice in Wi ll  ... ... ... ... 955
Gray, Thos., Notice in Wi ll  ... ... 1111
Greenhalgh ,  Thos. Howard, Notice in Will  ... ...  459
G re en, James ,  appointed a Trustee of Drayton Com-
monage ... ... ... ... 1687
Greig, Margaret ,  Notice in Will ... ... ... 194
Gri ffith, Rev. E .,  appointed a Member of Brisbane
Hospital Committee .. . ... ...  531
Griffith, The Hon. Samuel Walker, appointed a Trustee
of the Brisbane Grammar School  ... ...  376
Griffiths, Richard-
Re-appointed Bailiff of Small Debts Court at
Beenleigh ... , , ,
Appointed Poundkeeper at Beenleigh ... ...
Governor, His Excellency the-
Appointments-
Haggard, Captain H. D. G., to be Extra Aide-
de-Camp ..  ... .. ... ... 71
Wingfield, Richard William, Esquire, to be
Private Secretary ... ... ...
Levee and Farewell Reception
Governor, His Excellency the Acting (Sir M. C.
O'Connell)-
Assumes the Office of Administrator of the Gov-
ernment ...  815
Berkeley , Lieut. J. H. H., appointed Private
Secretary  and Aide-de-Camp...
Governor ,  His Exce ll ency  the Acting (Sir A. E. Kennedy,
K.C.M.G., C.B.)-
Appointments-
Berkeley, Lieut. J. H. H., to be Aide-de Camp 1121
O'Callaghan, Captain C., to be Private Secretary
and Extra Aide-de-Camp ... ... ... 1121
Notices-
Landing of His Excellency at Brisbane 1115
Assumes the office of Administrator of the
Government ... ... .., ... 1119
Opens the Fourth Session of the Seventh
Parliament of Queensland ... ... ... 1451
Levee to be held ... ... ... .. ... 1131, 1381
H.
Hadley, Joseph, Notice in Will ... ... ... ..
Haggard, H. D. G.-
Appointed Captain Unattached in the Q.V.B.
Appointed Extra Aide-de-Camp to His Excellency
the Gove rn or ... ... ... ...
Xi.
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Haig, F., and H. R. W. Miles, First Meeting of Creditors 1304
Hair, John, Pony Mare Lost ... ... ... ... 370
Hall, Thos., appointed Auditor of the Municipality of
&ayndah ... ... ... ... ... 901
Halloran, Arthur Edward, appointed a Trustee of
Woollangabba Recreation Reserve ... ...
Hamilton, John Fred.-
1271
First Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... 368
Last  Examination  ... ... ... ... ...  1435
Hannan,  Willoughby, Licensed  as a Surveyor  .,.  1272
Hanbury, Wm. Garnett, appointed Land Agent,
Warwick ... ... ...  476
Hansen , J. A., Dividend Notice ... ... ... ..  191
Hanran, P. F., Dividend Notice ... ... ... ... 191, 304,1303,
1516
835
1550
Harding,  Geo.  Rogers, appointed Member of State
School Committee, Ashgrove... 836
Harding, Rev. Isaac, Registered under  " Marriage Act"  939
Harrington, Wm. F., appointed Trustee in Insolvent
Estate  of W. H. Buchanan ... ... ...  1655
Harris, Geo.-
Notice of Application for Certificate of Discharge 369
Certificate of Discharge Granted .. ... ... 1304
Harris,  J. and G, Declaration of Dividend ... ...  1590, 1623
Harris, John, Notice of Application for Certificate of
Lis barge ... ... ... ...  369
Hart, Graham Lloyd, appointed Trustee in Estate of
John Cormack ... ... ... ...  1028
Hartley, Robert Taylor, appointed Second Officer in the
Customs Department, Trinity Bay .. ... 145
Hartwig, Rev. A. D., Registered under  " Marriage
Act " ... ... ... ... ... ...  173
Harvey, Robert, appointed a Trustee of Drayton Com-
monage ... ... ... ... ... 1687
Hasenkamp, August, appointed Assistant Clerk, Police
Office, Ipswich ... ... ... ... 376
Hawe, Wm., Closure of Insolvency ... ... ... 418
Hayward, Fred. Berger, Notice of Dividend ... ... 251, 1028
Hayward, H., Acceptance of Tender ... ... 759
Heath, Geo. Poynter, Esq., Commander R.N., appointed
Member of Royal Commission for Improving
the Navigation of Moreton Bay ... 12
Heath, Rev. Herbert, registered under  "Marriage Act " 767
Heavy, D., appointed Member State School Committee,
Inglewood ... .. ... ... 1560
Hellicar, Geo. Valentine, appointed Member State School
Committee, Kangaroo Point ... ... ...  12
Hellmuth, Rev. Carl Gottfried, Notice of Removal under
" Marriage Act " .. ..  1545
Henderson, Geo. and A. C. Grant, Dissolution of Part-
nership ... ... ... . . . ...  306
Henderson, Joan, Notice in Goods ... ... ... 1547
Henley, Henry, Notice in Will ... ... 51
Hennessey, Jas., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Georgetown ... ... ... ...  836
Hennessey, Wm., First Meeting of Creditors ... 419
Henry, John Wm., appointed Member of State School
Committee, Drayton ... .. ...  12
Henry, Robert, appointed Assistant Pilot for the Port of
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ...  1231
Hertzberg, A. M., appointed Trustee of Roma Cemetery 1459
Hews, Richard Scott, appointed a Trustee of Woolan-
gabba Recreation Reserve ... ... .., 1271
Hickmann, Rupert D., appointed Lieut. No.10 Company,
Q.Y.R. ... ... ... ... 71
Higgins, John, appointed a Trustee of Drayton Com-
monage... .. ... ... ... 1687
Higgins, Patrick, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Sandy Creek ... ...  836
Hill, Wm. Richard Onslow, appointed Assistant District
Registrar, Byerstown ... ... ... ...  99
Hill, Stanley Grantham-
Appointed Clerk of Petty Sessions at Rockhampton 630
Appointed District Registrar of Births, Marriages,
and Deaths, Rockhampton ... ... ..  939
Appointed District Receiver in Insolvency, Rock-
hampton ... .. ... ... 973
Appointed Deputy Sheriff, District of Rockhampton 1484
Hirst, A. F. J., Certificate of Discharge granted 1377
Hirst, G. A. P.-
Application for Certificate of Discharge ...  419
Certificate of Discharge granted ... ... ... 1377
Hockings, A. J., and Son-Partnership Notice ... 870
Hockings, Albert John, appointed a Trustee of Woolan-
gabba Recreation Reserve ... ... ... 1271
Hodgson, A., and John Watts, Error in Deed ... 22
Hodgkinson, Wm. Oswald, appointed a Warden under
" The Gold Fields Act of  1874 " ... ... 1459
Hogan, Mathew, Error in Deed .. ... ... ... 1608
Holdsworth, Joseph Burdekin, Notice in Will ... ... 1591
Holland, A., appointed Member of the State School Com-
mittee, Coorparoo ... ... ... ... 12
50
418
1268
129
251
264
589
815
253
71
71
Horrocks, Chas. Colville-
Appointed Assistant Immigration Agent and Poly-
nesian I spector, Maryborough ...Appointed a Member of the Immigration Board,
Maryborough ... ... ... ... ...
Appointed a Magistrate of the Territory
Horniblow, Henry, appointed Locomotive Superinten-
dent, Southern and Western Railway ...
Horton, Wm., appointed Land Agent for the Stanthorpe
Land Agent's District ... ... ... ...
Hoskisson, John, Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Hospitals-
Cook-Amended Rule ...
Springsure-New Regulations  re  Polynesians ..
Houghton, John T., Resignation as a Magistrate of the
Territory ... ... ... ...
Hounsell, Geo., Dividend Notice ... ... ... ...
Houston, James, the elder, Notice in Will ... ...
Howes, Mary, First Meeting of Creditors ...
Hugill, Rev. Wm. J., Notice of Removal under "  Mar-
riage Act "  .. ... ...
Hughes, Joseph, appointed Water Police Magistrate at
Townsville ... ... ... ...
Hume, Walter Cunningham, appointed Acting Land
Commissioner, Toowoomba, Warwick, and
Dalby ... .. ... ... ...
Humphreys, Wm., Notice in Will... ... ... ...
Hunter, James,  Buggy  Ponies lost ... ... ...
Hunter and Co., Dissolution of Partnership ...
Hunter, Robert Miller, appointed Trustee in Insolvent
Estate of Joseph Martindale ,.. ...
Hutchison, Renneth-
Last Examination ... ,,. ... ... ...
Application for Discharge ... ... ... ...
Hutton, James, Yaamba, Resignation as a Magistrate of
the Territory ... ... ...
Hyman, D. H., Notice of Dividend
Hyne, William, appointed Alderman for Municipality of
Mackay... ... ... ... ... ...
I.
of Payments for
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1138
1138
1138
835
1322
585
1350
880
1268
896
193
130
1351
327
475
458
131
392
1434
50
252
424
1262
1138
i° Immigration  Act of  1872 "-
Remittance Passengers-Scale
Passages to Queensland
Impoundings-
Allora ...
Aramac... ...
Banana...
Beenleigh
31
.., 195, 254, 797,
897, 1113, 1198, 1307, 1435, 1520
...460, 1263,1436,1656
132,1113,1264
... ... 51
... ... 421, 796,
955, 1379, 1436
... .. 797
.. ... 253, 370, 956,
1264, 1379, 1592, 1656
... ... 307, 370, 420,
796, 7 97, 898, 1519
... 52, 587, 955, 1624
Blackall ,,, ... ...
Bowen ... ...
Brisbane ...
Charlevill a ...  ...
Clermont ... ..,
Condamine ... ...
Dalby ,,.
Gayndah ...
Gladstone ..,
Goondiwindi ,,, ...
Inglewood .., ..,
Ipswich ,.. ..,
... ... ... 195, 956,
1030, 1435, 1486, 1520, 1548, 1656
... ... 52, 254, 307,
420, 460, 587, 808,
1112, 1519, 1548, 1708
... 898
...  586,587
...  460, 797,
1198, 1619
... 131,195, 420,
460, 898, 956
,. 52, 132, 307,
797, 897, 1113, 1198,
1264, 1519, 1592, 1656
Leyburn ... ... ...
Mackay .,. ...
Maryborough ... ... ...
Millchester ...
Mitchell .,,
Nebo ... ... ..,
Rockhampton... ..,
Rolleston
Roma
Springsure
Stanthorpe .., ,..
St. George
.., 1113, 1264,
1436, 1519
... 420
.,. 796, 1592
... 132, 1548
... ... ... 132, 306, 420,
460, 586, 797, 898, 956, 1264, 1436,
1486, 1519, 1520, 1592, 1624, 1656
.., 1307, 1708
... 955, 1307,
1708
...131, 307, 796,
897, 956, 1486
.., ... ...194, 307, 587,
897, 956, 1112, 1198, 1436, 1548
...132, 370, 421,
87, 956, 1113, 1198, 1436, 1486460,  58i,'956, ' *
... ... ... 51, 956, 1486
... 51, 195, 370,
420, 460, 587, 796, 898, 1113,
1264, 1307, 1379, 1435,1708
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I m poundin  gs-continued.
Surat ... ... ... ...  ... 132, 370, 587,
Tambo ...
Taroom
Toowoomba
Townsville
Warwick
Yaamba
1030, 1198, 1264, 1520, 1548, 1592
,,, 131,132, 897,
1306, 1666
.. 132, 459, 586,
796, 898, 1113, 1307, 1379, 1707
... ... ... 52, 132, 195,
254, 420, 459, 586, 796, 898,
1112, 1198, 1263, 1307,1379,
1436, 1520,1592, 1624, 1708
.. 955
...420, 421, 797,
1306, 1436, 1592
,,. 1113, 1263,
1624
Innes, Chas. Claudius, appointed Land Agent, Mackay 476
Ingrain, John Thos., First Meeting of Creditors  ... 1262
Inspectors under "  The Polynesian Labourers Act " ...  1459
" Intestate Estates Act of  1869 "-
Administration Accounts filed in Supreme Court ...  37, 369
Notice  to Creditors  ... ... ... ... ... 130,459,1111,
1305, 1623
Notice to Next of Kin-
Larkin ,  Catherine  ... ... ... ... 1030
McLaughlan ,  Patrick  ... .., ... ... 1485
Munro ,  Donald  ... ... ... ... ,., 60
Totten, Thomas ... ... ... ... .. 1485
Irwin, Wm. Reid, admitted a Qualified  Chemist and
Druggist  ... ... ... ... ... 1433
Jaap
J.
,  John, Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 458
Jack son, Lewis-
Appointed  High Bailiff at Roma under  " Sheriff
Act of  1875"  ... ... ... ...
's
71
Appointed District Receiver in Insolvency at Roma 71
Appointed Registrar of the Southern District Court
at Roma  ... ... ... ... ... 71
Appointed  Deputy Sheriff ,  Roma ... ... ... 367
Appointed  Commissioner for Affidavits ... ... 1589
Jam es ,  Bridget, Notice  in Will ... ... ... ... 1110
Jam ison, Robert  1hos.,  appointed Trustee  in t he I nsol-
Jam
vent Estate of William Henry Buchanan .. 585
District RoadR oint d Actinies n be t g, , appo o r e
Inspector ,  Cooktown  ... ... ... ... 1549
Jard ine, John .Et bert, Error in Deed ... ... ... 21, 839
Jarr ott, Robert, appointed Member of Stat e School
Committee, Toowong ... ... ... ... 836
Johnson, R. C. G., Declaration of Dividend ... ... 1589, 1706
Johnstone and Severin, Acceptance of Tender .., ,.. 95
Jones, Alfred, Acceptance of Tender ... .., 221
Jones, Wm., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1030
Jopp, Geo. Keith, Licensed as a Surveyor ... ... 1400
" Jury Act of  1867"-
Appointed Deputy Sheriffs-
Hill, Stanley Grantham ... ... .., 1484
Jackson, Lewis, Roma ... ... ... ... 367
Terry, Sidney Briggs ... ... ... ... 1484
White, George, Gladstone ... .. , . , . 49
Jury Lists, Revisions of, at Court House at-
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ... 895
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... ... 792Dalby ... ... ... ... ... ... 792Gympie  ... ... ... ... ... ... 1028
Mackay . , . ... ... ... .. ... 1110
Maryborough ... ... .. ... ... 793
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... ... 1028
Springsure ... ... ... ... ... ... 1110
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... ... 792
St. George ... ... ... ... ... ... 895
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... ... 895
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... ... 570
Warwick ... .. ... ... ... 895
Justices of the Peace, Annual List 1
Kan
K.
n, Hans, appointed an Alderman fo
Gayndah ...
r Munic ipali
...
ty of
... 902
Keag , James, appointed a Trustee of Dray ton Co mmo nage 1687
Kea ne, Cornelius Dywer, appointed A
Registrar, Charters Towers
ssistan
...
t M
...
ining
... 1549
Keel , James, appointed Deposition Cler
Brisbane
k, Poli ce  Office,
530
Keit h, Win., and C. F. Gataker, Dissolu tion of Par tner-
ship  ... ... ... 1111
Kell y, Christopher James, Notice in Wi ll ... 392
Kelly, John-
Application fo r Certificate of Disch arge ... ... 896
Certificate of Discharge Granted ... ... .., 1546
Kent , Wm., junr., Notice in Will... ... ... ... 954
INDEX.
Kettle Swamp and Mount Marlay Tin Mining Company
Land
(Limited),  Winding up  ... ... ...  1548
Kidge ll , J. G., appointed Trustee in Insolvent Estate of
Waugh Hin g ... ... ... ... ... 252
Kiemann ,  Henry, First Meeting of Creditors  ... ...  1654
Kimp ,  Wm., Error in Deed ... 995
Kirby, Richard, appointed a Trustee  of Leyburn  Common 425
Kirby, S., Application for Licensed Gate ... ... 194
Kirk ,  Wm., Application for Licensed Gate 1548
Kittson, James, and E. J. Gardiner ,  Dissolution of
Partnership ... ... ... ... ... 586
Knapp ,  Henry, First Meeting of Creditors  ...  1654
Knight, F. C., Esq .,  appointed Member of Royal Com-
mission for Improving the Navigation of
Moreton Bay  ... ... ... ...  12
Kuyper ,  John de ,  and Son, Application under  " Trade
Marks  Act" ...  . . . ... . . . ... 456, 457,1303
L.
Lacy, R., appointed Member of State School Committee
Georgetown ... ... ... ...
Lade,  N.-Appointed a Member ofState School Committee,
Coorparoo ... ... ...
Acceptance of Tender ... ... ...
Laidley Ploughing Match,  Excursion  Trains ...
Lamb, J. de V., and James A. Brown, Dissolution of
Partnership
Lamb, Wm. Dawson, Resignation as Lieutenant No. 5
Company, Q.V.R.B. ...
Land Commissioner for the Dalby Land Agent's District
appointed a Trustee of the Condamine Re-
serve for Camping ... ... ... ...
Lands  Department-
Appointments-see " Appointments."
Cancellation  of previous Proclamations-
Reserve for Camping and Pasturage, near Mac-
alister  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Temporary Reserve for a Police Paddock at
Bundaberg  .,, ... ... .,,
" Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "-
Forfeited Selections in the following
Agents' Districts-
Beenleigh ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Dalby ...
Gladstone ...
Gympie ...
Helidon ...
Ipswich
Mackay .
Maryborough
Roma ...
St George ...
Toowoomba ...
Warwick .
Lands open to Selection
Agents' Districts-
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Ipswich ...
Page.
836
12
1291
1642
369
71
1042
903
14
... 837, 1677
... 12, 264, 837,
1268,  1324, 1395
... 12, 1550
1677
837
12, 1325
1395
1268,  1597, 1677
... 837, 1395, 1597
1325, 1395, 1550,1597
... ... 12
... ... 8.37
... .. 12, 264,
837, 1268, 1550
... ... ... 837, 1268, 1559
in the following Land
Roma ... ... ...
Lands Reserved by Proclamation, for the fol-
lowing purposes-
Aboriginal Mission, Cape Hillsborough ...
Camping-
Belli Creek .
Tenthill, Parish of
Teviot Brook
Trebonne, Parish of
Camping and Water--
Burgorah, Parish of
Burrum River...
Condamine River
Gregory  River
Kerry, Parish of
Saltwater Creek
Widgee Creek ...
Cemeteries- .
Moore's Creek
Tingalpa, Parish of ...
Walliebum, Parish of ...
Customs Boat-shed and Landing--
Maryborough ...
Ferry Purposes-
Bundaberg, Town of ...
Hospital Site-
Cooktown ... ...
13, 14
13
14
13
15
18
82
426
210
210
17
426
17
17
17
18
19
426
15
82
82
21
Lands  Department- continued.
" Crown Lands  alienation  Act  of 1868  "- continued.
Lands reserved by Proclamation -continued.
Market Purposes-
Bundaherg, Town of ... ... ...
New Street-
Maryborough ...
Peak Downs Pastoral
Society-
Clermont, Parish of
Police Paddock-
Bundaberg ...
Laura River ..,
Public Buildings-
Esk, Parish of ...
Public Pound-
St. George, Town of
Public Purposes-
Barron River ...
Quarry-
and Agricultural
North Brisbane, Parish of ...
School of Arts- a
St. George ...
Timber-
Bingera Run ..  .  ...
Kolan, South, Parish of ...
Murphy, Parish of ...
Tchanning Creek ...
Township Purposes-
Wallal (amended description)
State Schools-
Brassall,  Parish of
Goomburra, Parish of
Gowrie Junction ...
Grandchester .. ...
Kholo, Parish of ...
Laidley... .. ...
Maclean, Parish of ...
Maryborough ... ...
Mooloolah, Parish of ...
Roma ... ... ...
Table-top, Parish of ...
Tenthill Creek... ...
Tingalpa , Parish of ...
Walloon, Parish of ...
Township Purposes-
Canterbury Run
Yandaram Creek
Water-
Redcliffe ,  Parish of
Franklin, Parish of
Wide  Bay Creek
Wharf  Purposes-
Bundaberg ...
Maryborough ... .. ..
Wharf, access to, Maryborough
Runs proclaimed open for Selection-
Kilbogie Run ... ...
Tondara Run
" Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876"-
Description  of Boundaries  of the  Districts
assigned  to the Land  Agents under  the pro-
visions of  " The Crown  Lands Alienation Act
of 1876"-
Beenleigh ...
Bowen ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Cairns
Cardwell ...
Clermont ...
Condamine ...
Cooktown ...
Dalby ...
Gayndah ...
Gladstone ... ... ...
Goondiwindi
Gympie
Helidon ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ...
Mackay ... ...
Maryborough ... ...
Nanango ... ... ...
Normanton ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ...
Roma ... ... ...
Springsure ... ... ..
Stanthorpe ... ... ...
St. George ... ... ...
St. Lawrence ...
Surat ... ... ...
Tenningering ...
Page
82
20
15
17
426
18
82
82
329
16
426
426
18
17
16
17
15
21
155
20
20
20
17
426
21
20
426
426
15
210
14
82
426
82
83
81
81
14
14
511
514
511513,731
514
514
514
515
615
512
513513,731
515
613
512
511
614
513
515
514
513
514
514
615
515
518
515
614
INDEX.
Lands  Department -- continued.
"  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876  "- continued.
Description of Boundaries  of the  Districts
assigned  to the Land Agents under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown  Lands Alienation Act
of  1876  "- continued.
Toowoomba ...
Townsville ... ...
Warwick
Lands open to Conditional Selection in the
following Settled Districts, under the provi-
sions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Aet
of  1868," at the time of its repeal, proclaimed
open to selection, by Conditional Purchase,
under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876"-
Burke ...
Cook, north of Cape Tribulation ...
Cook, south of Cape Tribulation ...
Darling Downs ...
Kennedy ...
Moreton ... a
Port Curtis . ...
Wide Bay and Burnett
Lands open to Selection in the following Land
Agents' Districts, under the provisionsof  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," and
" The Homestead Areas Act of  1872," at the
time of the repeal of those Acts, proclaimed
open to selection  under the provisions of "  The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," relat-
ing to Homestead Areas-
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Cardwell ...
Dalby ...
Gladstone ..
Goondiwindi
Gympie ...
Helidon ...
Ipswich ...
Mackay ...
Rockhampton
Roma ...
Stanthorpe ...
Toowoomba ...
St. Lawrence
...
Warwick ... ... ... ... ...
Lands open to Selection within the following
Township Reserves under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868"
at the time of its repeal ,  proclaimed open to
Selection under  " The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion  Act of  1876 "-
Clermont ...
Condamine ...
Gayndah .
Goondiwindi
Pikedale ...
Roma ...
Springsure ...
Stanthorpe ...
...
St. George ...
Surat ...
Tenningering
Lands open to Selection in the following Land
Agents' Districts-
Beenleigh ...
Brisbane ...
Bundaberg ...
Dalby ...
Gladstone ...
Iielidon ...
Ipswich ...
Mackay
Maryborough
St. George ...
Roma ...
Toowoomba...
Warwick ...
Page.
512  1
514
512
487
487
488
487
487
487
487
487
488
490
491
489
490
491
490
488
488
491
490
492
491
489
490
489
492
492
492
492
492
492
492
492
492
492
492
... 1524,1678
... ... ... ... 1269, 1324,
1325, 1395, 1396, 1524, 1525, 1678, 1679
... 838, 1270,
1463 ,  1551, 1552
... 1678
1524
1395
...
Lands open to Selection in Homestead Areas,
under  " Crown Lands Act of  1876 "-
Coochin Cooehin ... ... ... ...
Gin Gin
Heathlands Run .. .. ...
Lands open to Selection in Town Reserves-Roma ... ...
Surat ... ...
1395,  1525, 1598
1269, 1324,
1598, 1679
1325, 1395,
1598, 1687
1525
1140
1269, 1550
1270, 1524,
1526, 1551
1529
1529
1529
1140
1528
Lands  Department- continued.
" Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1876  "-continued.
Lands Reserved by Proclamation for the follow-
ing purposes-
Aborigines-
Durundur, Parish of
Camping-
Page.
837
Amamoor, Parish of ... ... 1398, 1469
Broomfield, Parish  of ... ... ... 1530
Ghirair Creek  ... ... ... ... 1398
Myall and Greenbank, Parishes of ... 1041
North Pine River ... .. . ... 1327
Piggy Piggy Creek ... ... ...  1530
Camping and Water-
Cooyar, Parish of  ... ... ... 1328
Taromeo, Parish of ... ... ...  1327
Cemeteries-
Cloncurry Township ... ... ... 1327
Walloon, Parish of ... ... ... 1042
Common-
Tiaro, Parish of ... ... ... 1040
Customs -
Sub-Collector of Customs' Residence,
Townsville ... ... ... ...
Government House-
Toowoomba, Town of ... ... ...
Pasturage and Water-
Felton, Parish of ... ... ...
Geham Creek ... ... ... ...
Pound-
Townsville ... ... ... ...
Public Purposes-
Urangan, Parish of ... ... ...
Quarantine Station-
Fitzroy Island ... ... ... ...
Quarantine Purposes-Mackenzie Island ... ... ...
Racecourse-
Charleville ...
... ... ...
837
1684
837
1327
1530
1041
837
1398
1041
Recreation Purposes-
Warwick, Town  of ... ... ... 1528
Wooloongabba ,,. ... 1271
Road Crossing-
Brisbane River, Parish of Burnett ...  1530
Roads Department-
Paddock, Parish of Mitchell... ... 1040
Road  Metal-
Moffat,  Parish of ... ...
Road Purposes-
Chain of Ponds Run
State Schools-
Caboolture, Parish of ... ... ...
Fingal, Parish of Taylor ... ...
Taylor, Parish of ...
. ,, , , ,
Wolea, Parish of ... ... ...
Yeerongpilly, Parish of
... ...
Show Grounds-
Mulgrave Pastoral, Agricultural, and
Horticultural Association ...
Queensland Pastoral and Agricultural
Society ... ... ...
Timber-
Brooyar, Parish of ..,
Knapp, Parish of ...
Township Purposes-
Cloncurry River ...
Gin Gin Run ... ... ...
Roma Town Reserve Extension ...
Sussex Run , Flinders River ... ...Warrego River ... , , , , , ,
Yandaram Creek ... ... ...
Township and Agricultural District Com-
mon-
Roma ..  .  ...
Tiaro, Parish of ,,,
Water-
Burgoran, Parish of ...
Cairns, Town of ...
Roma, Town of „
Tilpal Road, Canoona CreekWarril Creek ... ... ...
Water and Camping-Brooyar, .
1603
Parish of ... ... ... 1398
Cook, Parish of ... ... 1270,1500, 1561
Lands Resumed from the following Runs
proclaimed open to Selection-
Aitkin's Flat ... ... ...
Auchinblae ... ... ... ...
Ballindean ...
Baramba ...
Baramba, East
1684
1041
1684
1555
1684
1041
1498
1684
1327
1398
1160
838
1139
1140
1042
837
1271
1557
1040
1530
1500
1328
1040
507
506
507
508
509
INDEX. xv.
rage.
Lands  Department - continued.
"  Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1876  "-continued.
Lands  Resumed  from the following Runs
proclaimed open to  Selection- continued.
Baramba, North ... ... ... 508
Baramba Ranges ... ... ... ... 509
Beebo ... 504
Bengalla and  Wyemo ... ... ... 504
Bodumba ... ... 505
Bonshaw ... ... ... 507
Booie ... 509
Boonara ... 609
Boonbyjan .. ... ... 510
Brush Creek... ... ... 505
Cambroon ... ... 500
Canning Creek ... ... 505
Catterthun ... ... ... 506
Clifton ... ... ... ... .., 499
Conandale ... 500
Coolmunda ... ... ... ... ... 507
Emu Vale ... ... ... ... ... 506
Gigoomgan ... ... ... ... ... 500
Gin Gin ... ... ... ... ... 503
Glenbar ... 498
Glenelg ... 405
Gobongo ... 510
Gobongo North ... ... ... 510
Goomerribong ... ... 510
Kenilworth ... ... ... ... 500
Kilkivan ... 501
Kolonga ... 502
Kullogum ... 498
Maidenhead 507
Manumbar .., 510
Mingoola  ... ... ... 507
Molangul  ... ... ... 502
Mondure .. ... 511
Mondure Back 511
Moolboolomon ... 502
Munduran ... ... 503
Nanango ... ... 509
Nangur .. ... 509
North Kenilworth ... 500
Nundubbermere ... ... .,. 507
Pikedale ... ... 506
Pike's Creek... .. 506
Pike's Creek North... 506
Sarahanna  and Agnes Vale 498
Stanton Harcourt ... ... 502
Stonehenge ... ... ... ... ... 505
Swithland ... ... ... ... 505
Tahiti ... 500
Teebar ... ... ... 500
Tenterfield North ... ... 507
Terrica ... ... ... 505
Texas ... ... 506
Toomolongyore or Eureka ... 502
Toweran ... ... ... 502
Wallan ... 508
Whetstone ... 504
Windera . 510..
Wonbah ... 503
Yabba ... 500
Yandilla ... . 1529, 1557
Lands Resumed from the following Runs
pr
A
oclaimed open to 8
reas-
Beauaraba  ...
electio
...
n as Home
... ...
stead
... 495
Bingera  ... ... ... ... 504
Canning Downs 497
Cecil Plains ... 498
Clifton ... 495
Colinton ... 493
Coochin Coochin 494
Cooyar ... 508
Cressbrook ... 494
Doongal ... 499
Doongal, Lower ... ... 499
Durundur .. ... ... 493
Emu Creek ... ... ... 495
Eskdale ... ... ... 494
Eaton Vale ... ... ... 496
Fassifern ... 494
Felton .. 496
Franklyn Vale 494
Gin Gin ... 504
Glenbar ... 499
Helidon ... 4,95
Imbil ... 502
Jimbour ... 498
Kilcoy ... 493
Kolan ... 504
rage.
Lands  Department -continued.
" Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876  "-continued.
Lands Resumed from the following Runs pro-
claimed open  to selection as Homestead
Areas - continues.
Lower Doongal ... ... ... ... 499
Melcombe and Palen ... ... ... 492
Mount Brisbane ... ... ... ...  493
Nindooimbah and Kerry Sarabah ... 492
North Branch ... ... ... 496
Prairie West  ... ... ... ... 498
Rosalie Plains ... ... ... ... 495
Rosenthal ... ... ... ... ... 497
St. Ruth ... ... ... ... ... 497
Tagigan ... ... ... ... ... 501
Tahiti ... ... ... ... ... 501
Tantitha ... ... ... ... ...  503
Tarampa ... ... ... ... ...  493
Taromeo ... ... ... ... ...  508
Telemon ... ... ... ... ... 493
Too goon ... ... ... ... ... 499
Warrah ... ... ... ... ... 499
Westbrook ... ... ... ... ... 496
West Prairie  ... ... ... ... 498
Widgee Widgee ... ... ... ... 501
Wivenhoe ... ... ... ... ...  493
Lands withdrawn-
From Fire Brigade Reservation, Towns-
ville, 'a ith a view of being proclaimed
a Reserve for Sub-Collector of Customs'
Residence... ... ... ... 730
Lands withdrawn from Selection-
Ballindean and Tenterfield North Runs ... 1232
Felton, Parish of ... ... ... ... 1041,1139
Errors in Deeds-
Names of Grantees under  " Titles to Land Act
of  1858 "-
Adcock, Holford Henry ... ... 19
Andrews, George ... ... ... ... 839
Foote, John Clarke... ... ... 16
Blakeney, Charles William ... ... 16
Bovey, William ... 1062
Brodziak, Abraham, and Herbert Rodgers 21
Brookes, William ... ... ... ...
Coleman, John ... ... ...
Collison, Marcus ... ... ... ...
Cook, Alfred Wyat ... ... ...
Giles, Frederick ... ... ...
Glenn, Mary Anne... .. ...
Hodgson, Arthur, and John Watts ...
Hogan, Matthew ... ... ...
Jardine, John Robert ... ... ...
Kimp, William ... ...
Little, Robert
Lord, Edward ... ... ... ...
Macdonald, Mary Jane ... ... ...
Mallard, Charles . .. ... ...
Marsh, Matthew Henry ... ... ...
McCullock, Colin ... ... ... ...
Mount Perry Copper  Mining Company,
Limited  ... ... ... ... ...
Murray, Alfred, j unr. ... ... ...
Pfrunder, David ... ... ...Flint, Henry ... ... ... ...
Sambell, Minnie ... ...
Schumann, John Friedrich ... ...
Street, Charles ... ... ...
Thomson, Peter ... ...
Tower, Matthew ... ... ...
532
995
- 751
20
22
1469
22
1608
21, 839
995
266
23
266
22
22
995
22
20
1608
377
1608
1469
81, 82
377
1687
Voller, Joseph, and Hugh McCaughey ...  1561
Ward, William John ... ... ...  16
Willis, Samuel Joseph ... ... ...  16
Escheated Lands, Proposed Grants by the Croon
of-
Drayton Reserve ... ... ...  ...  1640
Gray, Walter, deceased, Intestate ... 1692
Schmidt, Hannah Louise, deceased, Lands
of ... ... ... ... ... ...
Homestead Areas Act of  1872 "-
1685
Lands open to Selection, Bundaberg District... 13
Lands withdrawn from the operation of the
the Act, Beauaraba, District of Too-
woomba... ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration  Act of  1869"-Forfeited Selections i  the following Land
13
Agents' Districts-
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... 1678
1liaryborough ... .. ...  1269
Payments ... ... .. ..  725
INDEX.
Page
Lands  Department-continued.
Leases lying for delivery in the following Land
Agents' Offices-
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... .,. 211
Bowen ... ... ... ... ... 212, 1235
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 211, 1231
Bundaberg .., ... ... ... ... 212, 1235
Cardwell ... ,., ... ... 1235
Clermont ... ... ... .., 212, 1235
Cooktown ... ... ... ... 1235
Dalby ... ... ... ... 211, 1234
Gladstone ... ... ... 212, 1235
Gympie ... ... ... ... ... 212, 1234
He lidon ... ... ... ... ... 211, 1234
Ipswich ,,, ... ... ... 211, 1234
Mackay ... ... ... ... 212, 1235
Maryborough ... ... ... ... 212, 1234
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 211, 1235
Roma ... ... ... ... ... 212, 1234
Springsure ... ... ... ... ... 1235
Tenningering ... ... 212
Toowoomba ,., ... ... ... ... 211, 1234
Warwick ... ... „, ... 211, 1234
Notifications-
All Sub-Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior-Con-
stables of Police, to be Rangers of Crown
Lands ... ... ... ... ...Botanic Gardens, Regulations with respect to 1141
the use of by the Public ... ... 1139
Cooktown General Cemetery, Additional Regu-
lation ... ... ... ... ... ... 17
Correction  re  Land Sale at Gympie .. 1329
Drayton Commonage, Appointment of Trustees 1687
Examination for Licensed Surveyors under
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " 18, 1687
Lands Resumed from Runs in the Burnett
District and in the Stanthorpe District ... 15
Lands comprised in Toomolongyore and Stan-
ton Harcourt Runs to be open to Selection
at Maryborough instead of at Bundaberg ... 902
Land Commissioner's Courts for the Land
Agent's District of Toowoomba, Dalby, and
Warwick ... ... ... ... ... 1062
Leyburn Commonage, Election of Trustees ... 429
List of Selections in the Settled Districts, Town-
ship  Reserves , and Homestead Areas, the
Rents upon which were unpaid on 31st March 1667
Notice to Selectors  re  Homesteads ... 859
Officers in Charge of Land Offices to Assist
Persons applying for Land ... ... ...  23,1329
Opening of Settlement, Trinity Bay ... ... 23
Opening of Land Agent's Office, Cairns ...  1283
Opening of Land Agent's Office,  Nanango 839
Payments under  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
.Act  of 1868 " ... ... ... 597
Payments under  "The Immigration  Act of  1869" 725
Payment of Rent of Sugar and Coffee Selections 726
Petition for Commonage at Roma 751
Regulations established under the pro visions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
and all other Acts enabling in that behalf ... 476
Regulations with respect to Commons ... 481
Regulations relative to the cutting and remov-
ing of Timber,  and to the removal of Stone,
Gravel,  Brick Earth, Shells,  dec., from Crown
Lands  .. ,. ... ..
Re$ulation re Payment for Pre-emptive Selec-
483
1557
Reaumptions from Yandilla Run open at Too-
woomba instead of at Warwick  ... ...  1562
Be  Sole Land in Western Railway Reserve 903
Sale of Lands  by Auction  in the Western Rail-
way Reserve  ... ...  210,838
Sandy Creek Pasturage  and Water  Reserve,
Bye-laws for Regulation and Management of - 996
Turpentine  Tree  (Eucalyptus  Microcorys)  not
to be removed from Great Sandy Island 22
Withholding from Selection by Lease all Lands
within two miles of the Road from Cairns to
Thornborough ... ,,, ... 1687
" Pastoral Leases Act of  1869 "-
Runs  resumed for Township or other Purposes-
Canterbury Run ... ... ... ... 155
Chain of Ponds Run ... ... ... 902
D 4 No. 5 Run ... ... ... ... 730
Sussex Run ... ... ... 903
Sales of Laud by Public Auction at the following
places-
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... ... ... 830
Black al l ... ... ... ... ... ... 1447
Brisbane ,.. ... ... 517, 518, 823
1227, 1309,1313
Page.
Lands  Department- continued.
Stiles of Land by Public Auction at the following
places-continued.
Buiulaberg 1310
Cairns  .. ... ... ... ... ... 519,1309
Charleville ... ... ... ... ... 1445
Clermont ... ... ... ... ... ... 1488
Cloncurry... ... ... ... ... ... 520
Condamine ... ... ... ... ... 1659
Cooktown ... ... .. ... ...  1312
Cunnamulla ... ... ... ... ... 1446
Dalby ... ... ... ... ...595,1313,1487,1663
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ... ... 1444
Gympie ... ... ... ... ... ... 1310,1488
Helidon ... ... ... ... ... ... 828
Ipswich ... ... ...  826,1313
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ...  1312
Roma ... ... ... ... ... ... 1657
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... 1441
St. George ... ... ... ... .., 1444
St. Lawrence ... ... ... ... 1311
Surat ... ... ... ... ... ...  1659
Tambo ... ... ... ... ... ... 1447
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... 518, 521,  826, 1488
Warwick ... .. ... 1437
Sale of Lease of portion of Stradbroke Island  ... 1324
"Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of  1876 "-
Lands Resumed from the following Runs--
Bcauaraba ... ... ... ... ... 467
Bingera ... ... ... ... ... 472
Buaraba ... ... ... ... ...  463
Cain bro on ... ... ... ... ... 469
Canal Creek ... ... ... ... ... 466
Canning Downs ... ... ... ... 464
Cecil Plains ... ... ... ... ...  465
Clifton ... .. ... 467, 472
Colinton  East and  West (Consolidated) ... 461
Cooyar ... ... ... ... ...  462
Conandale  ... ... ... ... ... 468
Cressbrook ... ... ... ... ... 462
C'urra ... ... ... ... ... 471
Doongal ... ... ... ... ... 470
Durundur ... ... ... ... ... 463
East Prairie... ... ,., 467
L Ilan gowan ... ... ... ... ... 465
Emu Creek ... ... ... ... ...  462
Eskdale  ... ... ... ... ...  462
Eton Vale ... ... ... ... ... 467
Fassifern  ... ... ... ... ,. 464
Franklin Vale ... ... ... ... 464
Gigoomgan ... ... ... ...  469
Gin Gin ... ... ... ... ... 472
Glenbar ... ... ... ... ... 469
Grantham . .. ... ... ... .. , 463
Helidon  ... ... ... ... ,.:  463
Imbil ... ... .. , ... ... 471
Irvingdale  ...  ... ... ... ... 467
Jondaryan  ... ... ... ... ... 466
Jimbour ... ... ... ... ... 465
Kenilworth, North_ ... ... ... 469
Kilcoy  ... ... ... 461
Kilkivan (or Murray's Debatable Land) ... 472
Kolan  ... ... ... ... ... 471
Kolonga  ... ... .., ... ...  468
Kullogum  ... ... ... ... ... 471
Lower Doongal ... ... ... ... 470
Melcombe and Palen  ... ... ... 464
Molangul  ... ... ... ... ... 468
Moolboolomon  ... ... ... ...  469
Mount Brisbane  ... ... ... ...  463
Mount Stanley ,  East  and West (Consolidated) 461
Munduran  ... ... ... ... ... 471
North Branch ... ... ... ... 465
North Kenilworth ... ... ... , . 469
Peel's Plains (or Felton) ... ... ... 467
Pilton ... ... ... ... ... 466
Prairie West ... ... .., ...  469
Rosenthal ... ... ... ... ...  467
Rosalie Plains ... ... ...  466, 532
Sarahanna and Agnes Vale .., 470
South Toolburra ... .., ... ... 468
Stanton Harcourt ... ... ... 470
St. Ruth ... ... ... ... ... 465
Tagigan ... ... ... ... .. , 471
Tahiti ... ... ..  468
Talgai ... ... ... ... ... 466
Tandary or Taromeo 463
Tantitha ... ... ... ... ... 470
Tarampa ... ... ... ... .. ,  463
Teebar ... ... ... ... 469
Toogoom ... ... ... ... ... 471
Toolburra, South ... ... ... ...  468
INDEX.
Lands  Department- continued.
" Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act of  1876 "-
continued.
Lands Resumed from the following Runs-
continued.
Toomolongyore, or Eureka ... ...
Tummav it le ... ... ... ... ...
Undullah ... ... ... ... ...
Walla ... ... ... ...
W arrah ... ... ... ... ...
Waverley ...
... ...
. . . ...
Westbrook ... ... ...
West Prairie ... ... ... ...
Wonbah ... ... ... ...
Yabba ... ... ... ... ...
Yandilla ... ... ... ...
Page.
470
465
463
471
469
462
465
468
472
470
465
Sittings of Commissioners ... 23, 91, 163,
220, 274, 336, 385, 427, 515, 551, 750, 858,
922, 994, 1063, 1164, 1236, 1282, 1341,
1473, 1503, 1534, 1563, 1607, 1637, 1689
" Western Railway Act "-
Lands Resumed from the following Runs-
Cecil Plains... ... ... ... ... 473
Jimbour ...  ...  ... ... 473
St. Ruth's ... ... ... ... ... 473
Lands open to Selection by Purchase in the fol-
lowing Parishes-
Bindeygo ... ... ... . ... ...
Hodgson ... ... ...
Noorindoo ... ... ,.. ... ...
Norman .. ... ... ,,. ...
1213
1213
1213
1213
Lane, Chas., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Toowong ... ... 836
Langley, O. G., appointed Lieutenant No. 11 Company,
Q.V.R.... ... ... ... ... ... 12
Langton, Alfred, Notice in Will ... 1197
Lansley, George, appointed Accountant, Government
Printing Office...
... ... ... ...
Larkin, Catherine-
Notice in Goods ...
... ... ... ...
Notice to Next of Kin ... ... .... ..
1322
1030,1378
1303
Laurie and Holliman, Dissolution of Partnership ... 419
Lawson, Samuel, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Stanthorpe ... ... ... 836
Ledingham, John, Notice in Will ... ... 193
Lee, Archibald, appointed a Trustee of Nanango Ceme-
tery ... ... ...
Lempriere, Thos. A., Notice in Will ... ... ...
Lenihan, Patrick, appointed Poundkeeper at Warwick...
Lethbridge, Robert Copland, appointed a Justice to give
consent under 18th and 19th sections of
"Marriage Act" ,,,
Lethbridge, Robert Copland-see " Corrections."
Leysley, Frank, appointed an Auditor, Clermont ...
Licensed Gates--see " Gates."
Licensed Surveyors, Examination for
Licenses-
Auctioneers ..
Billiards and Bagatelle
Retail Spirit Dealers ... ... ...
Timber Licenses-granted at-
Blackall ... ... ... ...
Bundaberg ... ... ...
Charleville ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ... ...
Clermont ... ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ...
Copperfield ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ...
Gatton ... ... ... ...
Goodna ...
Maryborough .., ,,, ..,
Millchester ... ... ...
Springsure ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ... ...
St. George ... ... ...
Taroom ... ... ...
Tenningering ... ... ...
Tiaro ... ... ...
To Distil from Sugar ... ... ...
To Distil from Wine ... ... ...
To Distil for Scientific Purposes ...
Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
145
369
894
952
531
18, 1687
... 280, 763,1613
. 96, 280, 763,
1074,  1420, 1613
... 96, 280, 763,
1074, 1420, 1613
227
30
172
439
29
98
99
172
172
30
... .., 283
... ... 391
... ... 99
... ... 30
... ... 283
... ..• 99
... ... 173
... ... 173, 1078
... ... 96, 280
... ... 96, 280, 763
... .. 1613
... 279, 763,1074,
Liddy, Mathew, appointed a Trustee of Leyburn Com-
mon ...  ...  .. ...
Lilley, The Honourable Chas., appointed a Trustee of
Brisbane  Grammar School ... ... ..,
Lillis, Thos., Notice in Will ... ... ,..
Lindenberg, Chas., Notice of Dividend ... ...
1420, 1613
425
376
585
1197
Lindsay, James, Insolvency Notice ...
Little, Robert, Error in Deed ... ... ... • • •
Littleton, Ann, Notice in Will ... ... .
Lloyd, Fred., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Gatton ... ... ... ... ...
Lloyd, Hannah, appointed Poundkeeper, Toowoomba ...
Lomax v. Lomax-Writ of  Fieri Facial ... ...
Long, Daniel, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Long, Edward M., Petition against Return of Henry
Rogers Beor for Electoral District of Bowen
Lord, Edward, Error in Deed ... ...
Love and Moffat, Dividend Notice ... ... ...
Low and  McGee,  Tender accepted
Lowe, Patrick, appointed Tidewaiter at Rockhampton..
Lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo, and the Lunatic Reception
Houses of the Colony, Commission for In-
quiring into and Reporting upon
Lyons, Michael Augustine, to be Junior Clerk in the
Customs, Miaryborough ... ... ...
Lyons, Robert-
Insolvency Notice .. ... ...
Certificate of Discharge granted ... ... ...
Mac and Mc.
Macalister, John-
Appointed  Trustee in Insolvent Estate of August
Wagner ... ... ... ... ...
xvii.
Page.
252
266
1197
1524
952
303
955
1489
23
954
221
901
133
1039
130
1029
252
Appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits ... ...  1589
Macaulay, Chas. Wright, appointed Registrar of Births,
&c., Rockhampton and Westwood ... ...  227
Macdermott, Henry, appointed Trustee in Insolvent
Estate of Andrew Morrison ... ... ... 1197
Macdonald, John Graham-
Appointed Deputy Sheriff for the District Court at
Springsure ... ... ... ... ... 767
Appointed Registrar of the Central District Court
at Springsure ... ... ... ... 729
Macdonald, Mary Jane, Error in Deed  ... ... ... 266
Macdonald, P. F., appointed Member State School Com-
mittee at Yaamba  ... ... ... ... 424
Macdonnell ,  Edmund, appointed a Member of the Board
at Brisbane for carrying into effect  "The
Fire Brigades  Act of
1876))  ... ...
200
MacDonnell, Randal, Notice in Will ... ... ... 1707
Macfarlane, John, Resignation as Member of State School
Committee, Middle Ipswich ... ... 71
Macfarlane, W, Acceptance of Contract... ... ... 871
Mackay, John, Notice in Will ... ... ... 1591
Mackenzie, A. P., Wm. Stewart, and A. R. Mackenzie-
Application for Certificate of Discharge ... ... 306, 458, 794
Certificate of Discharge granted ... ... ...  1304
Mackenzie, J. A., appointed Member State School Com-
mittee, Georgetown ... ... ...  836
Mackinnon, Malcolm, Notice in Goods ... ... 1655
Macpherson, Peter, appointed Member of Brisbane
Hospital Committee  ... ... ... ... 531
McBurney, Robert, M.D., appointed Health Officer at
Mackay under "  Quarantine  Act of  1863 " ... 71
McCabe, Thos., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, East Warwick ... ... ...  424
McCarthy, John-
Second Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... ...  585
First Dividend ... ... ... ... ... 954
McCarthy, Michael, appointed Inspector of Slaughter-
houses, Sub-Police District of Crow's Nest ... 1550
McCleverty, Geo., appointed Member of State School
Committee, Drayton ... ... ... ...  12
McCullock, Colin, Error in Deed ... ...  995
McCullum,  Patrick , appointed a Trustee of Nanango
Cemetery ... ... ... ... ... 145
McDonald, Archibald, Notice in Will .. .. . 896
McDonald, Hugh, Resignation  as Member  of State School
Committee, W indmere ... ... ... 71
McDonnell, Captain John, appointed Major Q.V. Rifles 71
McDonnell, John, appointed Member of State School
12Committee,  Kangaroo  Point ... ... ...
McDonnell, Major John, appointed Major-Commandant
of all the Queensland Volunteer Forces ... 71
McDougall, Hon. John Frederick, Esq., M.L.C.,
appointed a Trustee of Toowoomba Grammar
School ... ... ... ... ... ... 1597
McGhie, James, Notice in Will  ... ... ... 1655
McGrade, Michael, Geo. Fox, and Wm. Adair, Disso-
lution of Partnership ... ... 194
McGrath, Thos., appointed Member of State School
Committee, Milora ... ... ... ...  836
McGregor, H., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Upper Swan Creek  ... ... 836
Mcllwraith, 'mhos., and J. W. Johnston, Dissolution of
Partnership ... ... ... ... ... 1111
xviii.
McKe llar, John, Notice in Will .. ...
McKenna , Philip, Notice of Dividend ... ... ...
McKone, Michael, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Sandy Creek , , , , , ,
McLachlan, Hugh, Notice in Will ,,,
McLaren, John, appointed Clerical Assistant at Dalby
Post Office .. .
McLaughlan, Patrick, Notice to Next of Kin .,, ...
McLeish, Alexander, Notice in Goods ...
McLennan, M.C., appointed Member of State School
Committee, Yaamba ... ... ...
McLeod, Robert, Notice in Goods ...
McNamara, Daniel, appointed a Trustee of Drayton Com-
monage  ... ... ...
M.
Magistrates-
Appointments-see " Appointments."
Resignations-
Hutton, James, Yaamba ... ... ...
Rourke, Alexander Henry, Dotswood ... ...
Thornton, W. H. L., Tower Hill ... ...
Williams, David Lewis, Glenlee
Wilson, J. G. H., Orion Downs ... .
Mahoney, James, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Yengarie ... ...
Mallard, Chas ; Error in Deed ... ...
Malleson , A. B., appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits
Markham, Frederick, appointed to act as an additional
Coastwaiter at Moreton Bay ...
Markwell, John, appointed Member of Brisbane Hospital
Committee .., ... ... ... ...
Mariners-
Notices to, respectin -
Beacon , Port of Ilatticaloa, Ceylon ...
Beacon on Young Island, Removal of ...
Caution to  Masters  of Vessels  using  the South
Entrance to Moreton Bay ... ...
Directions for Burrum River ... ...
Dredging Operations in Lyttelton Harbour ...
Entrance to Burnett River ... ... ...
Flinders  Passage,  Reported Rock ... ...
Freeman's  Channel ... ...
Freeman's Channel, Available Depth ... ...
Green Light at Napier ...
Loganholme Ferry - Notice to Masters of
Steamers Navigating the Logan River ...
Point Hanson, Position of ... ... ,,,
Rock, Flinders  Passage,  Torres Straits... ...
Singapore Rock ... ... ... ..
South Entrance to Moreton Bay ,..
Shoal, Halifax Bay ... ... ... ...
Marlay, E., and J.  Selke-
Application for Certificate of Discharge ... ...
Declaration of Dividend ... ... ... ...
Last Examination  ... ... ... ...
Marsh,  Matthew Henry, Error in Deed...
Marshal, Samuel , appointed Member of State School
Committee, East Warwick ... ...
Martin,  Peter, Declaration of Dividend ... ... ...
Martindale, Joseph, First Meeting of Creditors ...
" Marriage Act of  1864"--
Ministers  Registered-
Agnew, Rev. Philip Peters, South Brisbane ...
Ahern, Rev. John Joseph, Brisbane ... ...
Annual List ... ...
Beale, Rev. Wm. Henry, Stanthorpe ...
Butterly, Rev. Thos. Harlin, St. Lawrence
Card, Rev. Albert, Brisbane ... ...
Collier-, Rev. John Wm., Pimpama .,.
Comerford, Rev. James, Rockhampton
Douglass, Rev. Arthur, Mackay ...
Harding, Rev. Isaac, Brisbane ...
Hartwig, Rev. August Daniel, Zillman's Water-
holes ... ... ... ... ...
Heath, Rev. Herbert, Bowen ...
Mulhall, Rev. Martin, Ipswich
O'Connell, Rev. Thos., Warwick
Sass,  Rev. Geo. Enoch, Brisbane ... ...
Turner, Rev. Edmund, Brisbane ... ...
Webber, Rev. John, Laidley ... ... ...
Withey, Rev. Chas. Fred, Ravenswood ...
Notices of Removal-
Capra, Rev. Peter, D.D., Ipswich to Gympie ...
Gammie, Rev. Jas. Ivel, Roma to Bundaberg
Hassell, Rev. Jas. Sam., from Ipswich to Oxley
Hellmuth, Rev. Carl Gottfried, Logan Reserve
to Maryborough ... ... ... ...
Hughes, Rev. P., from Maryborough to Rock-
hampton
Hugill, Rev. Wm. J., from Leyburn to Stan-
thorpe ... ... ... ...
INDEX.
Page.
1655  " Marriage Act of 1864 "- continued.
1262 Justices to give consent under 18th and 19th Sections
of  " Marriage Act "-
Page
836 Bell , Henry Wyatt, Surat ... ...  767
51 Cottell, Richard Jas., Roma ... ... ... 767
Cribb, Benjamin, Toowoomba ... ... ...  952
1459 Lethbridge, Robert Copland, Forest  Vale 952
1485 Martell and Company, Application to Register Trade
1517 Mark ... ... ... ... ... ...  1196
Maryborough Sugar Company, Voluntary Winding-up 586
424 Massie , Henry, appointed Bailiff of Crown  Lands, Bris-
1378 bane and Beenleigh ... ... ... ...  496
1687
Matthews, Rev. Jas., appointed Member of State School
Committee, East Warwick ... ... ... 424
Matthews, Richard, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Georgetown ... ... ...  836
" Mecca" s.s., to be placed in Quarantine ... ... 153
Medical Board-
Chemists and Druggists admitted-
424 Burrell, John Chas., Brisbane ... ... ...  1433
424 Irwin, Wm. Reid, Cairns  ... ... ... 1433
1322 Moxham, Richard ... ... ... ...  1589
424 General List ... ... ... ... ... 41
1322 Medical Practitioners admitted-
Aspinall, Henry Moon, Ipswich ... ...  1620
1039,1268 Bellamy, Chas. Penrose, Brisbane ... ... 49
22 Garde, Thos. Wm., Brisbane ... ... ... 1589
1589 Mackintosh, Alexander,  Brisbane ... ... 303
Scale, Geo. John, Toowoomba ... ... 570
1039 Mein, Hon. Chas. Stuart, Esquire, appointed a Trustee
of Brisbane  Grammar School  ... ... 376
531 Menzies,  James S.,  Notice in Will ... ... ... 193
Meteorological Observations-
28
Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... ... 47, 363, 779,
1095,1363,1575
1614 Cape  Moreton .. . ... ... ... ... 1259, 1300, 1483
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ... ... 951, 1024
99 Rainfall throughout the Colony ... ... ...  189,  247,  453,
1695 893, 1430, 1514
1695 Metcalf, Cornelius, appointed a Trustee for Cricket
1420, 1614 Reserve near Gympie ... ... ... 1549
767 Miles, The Hon. William-
1178 Appointed, Colonial Secretary .. ... ...  817
569 Appointed a Member of the Executive Council .. 817
1349 Appointed  a Trustee of the Condamine Reserve for
880
1349
1696
570
1291
1696
1377
368
794
22
424
305
1404
Camping ... ...  1042
Milford, George, appointed  Messenger  to the Southern
424District Court... ... ... ... ...
Milne, Donald, Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Millar, John, appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Young ... ... ... ...
Miller ,  Robert, appointed Land Agent, Beenleigh
Mills,  Isaac, First Meeting of Creditors ... ...
Mines Department-
" Gold Fields  Act of  1874 "--
Business Licenses issued by the Wardens of the
following Gold Fields-
Bowen
Boyne and Calliope
Byerstown ... ...
Charters Towers ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ... ...
1178 Etheridge ...
343 Gympie ...
249 Hodgkinson ... ... ... ...
1477 Maytown ... ... ...
1014  Mi llchester  ... ... ... ...
1291 Palmer River
1351 Peak Downs
1078 Ravenswood
1477
939
173
767
1545
1643
1545
31
766
Tenningering ..,
Thornborough ...
Warwick ... ...
New Regulations-Gold-mining Leases
" Mineral Lands Act  of  1872 "-
Licenses issued at Stanthorpe ... ...
Museum, Donations to ...
1435
424
476
1623
... 1245
... 875
... 169,389, 875,
1245, 1476
... 389,1476
.. 1245
389, 875, 1289
... 169, 341
... 1289
341, 568, 934,1289
... 9394 1245
... 169
389,1245
... 169, 389, 875,
1245, 1476
.. 341
341, 438, 1073
... 875
... 1567
... 83, 329, 838,
1141, 1400, 1558
... 168,169, 341,
767 Miras, J., appointed  Member of State School Committee,
875, 1244
Inglewood ... ... ...  1550
1178 Mirls, Theodore, appointed  a Trustee  of Bundaberg
1178  Racecourse  Reserve ... ... ...  1321
569 Mitchell, Henry, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Sandy Creek  ... ... 836
1545 Molen, Wm., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1546
Monteith, Wm., and Wm. Smith-
569 Application for Certificate  of Discharge ... 306
Second Dividend ... ... ... ... ...  1623
1351 Morey, Edmund, appointed  a Commissioner  for Affidavits 1589
INDEX. xxi.
Morgan,  Arthur, appointed Lieutenant No. 5 Company
Q.V.R.... ... ... ... ... ...
Morgan , Thos. Ernest, appointed Crown Lands Forest
Ranger, Cairns and Daintree River
Morrison , Andrew-
First Meeting of Creditors ... .., ...
Notice of Dividend
Mount Perry Copper Mining Company (Limited),
Error in I )eed ... ... ...
Moxham,  Richard, admitted a Qualified Chemist and
Druggist ... ...
Mulhall, Rev. Martin, Registered under  "Marriage Act
Muller , H., and Thos. Carter-
Page.
Orders in Council-
974 1 "Brisbane" s.s. to be placed in Quarantine at Curtis
Page.
Island ... ... .., 965
530 " Brisbane " s.s. to be placed in Quarantine at Peel
Island ..
...  .. 969
953 " City of Brisbane " as. to be placed in Quarantine
1484, 1623 at Peel Island . .. 143
22 town ... ... ... ... ... .., 9, 53
Passengers per "Brisbane" s.s., landed at the
1589 I Quarantine Station, Curtis Island, shall there
1515 continue until admitted to pratique ; the
Brisbane " to be allowed to proceed to sea 967
457 Release of " City of Brisbane," as., from Quarantine 197
951 Release of s.s. " Kate " from Quarantine ... ... 1118
1377 Release from Quarantine of the passengers and per-
1434 I sons per steamship "Brisbane" who have
performed quarantine on Peel Island 1123
129 Release from Quarantine of the Steamship "Bris-
953 bane," and Crew and Passengers thereof,
10.8 excepting the 1 bird Officer ... ... ... 1127
Release from Quarantine of Third Officer of Steam-
s ship " Brisbane" .. ... ...  1222
1643 Release from Quarantine of Passengers per Steam-
1350 ship " Brisbane," who had been placed in
1177 Quarantine at Curtis Island ... ... ... 1230
Release from Quarantine of the Steamship " Thales,"
298 and her Crew and Passengers ... 1317
243 " Thales," s.s, to be placed in Quarantine at Fitzroy
212 Island ... ... ... ... ... 1033
First Meeting of Creditors .., ... ..,
Notice of  Composition ... ...Notice of lividend ... ... ... ...
Last L xamination ... ... ...
Mulvena ,  Crauley ,  and Co.-
Dividend  Notice .. ... .. ...
Closure of Insolvency ... ... ... ...
Last Examination  ... ... ...
Municipalities-
By-laws confirmed-
Brisbane  .., .. . .., ... ... 391,
Mackay ... ... ... ... ...
Roma ... ... ... ... ...
Statement of Receipts and Exl,endit ire-
Allora ,., ... ... ... ..
Bowen ... ... ... .. ... ..
Brisbane ... ... ... ... .
Cooktown... ,., ... ... ... ...
Copperfield ... ... ...
Gayndah ... ... ... ...
Gladstone ... ... ... ... ... ...
Ipswich ... ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay .. .. ... ...
Maryborough ... ... ... ... ...
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ...
Roma ... ... ... ... ...
Toowoomba ... ... ... ... ...
Townsville ... ... ,.. .,,
Warwick  ... ... ...
Munro, D., Application for Licensed Gates ...
Munro, Donald, Notice to Next of Kin ... ... ...
Murphy, Bridget, and others, Application for Licensed
Gate ...  ...  .. ...
Murphy's Creek General Cemetery Regulations . ...
Murphy, Edward, appointed trustee in Insolvent Estate
of Charles Demuth ... ... ...
Murphy, Sir F. and Sons, Application for Licensed Gate
Murray, Alfred, junr., Error in Deed ...
Museum -see " Mines Department."
Mycock, W. and Co., I)issolation of Partnership ,..
N.
Neale,  Henry, senr.,  appointed a Trustee of Drayton
Commonage ,..
Neilson, Thos. Blacklock ,  First Meeting of Creditors ...
Nelson, Hugh Muir, Esquire ,  appointed a Trustee of
1 oowoomba Grammar School .,, ...
Neville, Thos .,  Acceptance of Tender ,., ...
Newmann, Thomas ,  Notice in  Will ,,,
Nicklin, N .,  appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Coorparoo  ... ... ...
Nobbs, Thos .,  Resignation as Magistrate of the Territory
Noble, W. A., appointed Member State School Coin-
mittee, Stanthorpe  ... ... .. ...
Noonan, Michael, First Meeting of Creditors ...
No rt h Rockhampton to be an additional Polling-place
for Electoral District of Normanby .. .
Northern Advocate,  Newspaper Company (Limited),
Notice of voluntary winding up ... ...
Nott and Mair, Dissolution of Partnership ...
Nudgee appointed an additional polling-place for Elec-
torate of East Moreton
Nutting, John Bligh, appointed a Trustee of Roma
Cemetery ... ... ... ... ...
0.
Oaks Station, Canoona, to be an additional Polling-
place  for Electoral District of Normanby ...
O'Callaghan, Captain Cornelius, appointed Private Secre-
tary and extra Aide-de-camp to His Excel-
lency the Governor ... ...
O'Connell, Rev. Thos., registered under "  Marriage Act "
O'Connell, Sir Maurice Charles, assumes the office of
Administrator of the Government ... .
O'Doherty, Kevin Izod, Esq., summoned to the Legis-
lative Council ... ... ...
O'Donnell, Patrick, appointed a Trustee of Walloon
General Cemetery ... ...
Ogg, Chas., Application for Licensed Gates ...
Old Pahnerville Road, River Crossings .,,
581, 584 The Crew  and Passengers of the Steamship
245 " Thales" to be placed in Quarantine, En-
450 deavour River  ... .., ,.. ... 1224
362 Orr, John, Notice in Will ... ... ... ... ... 1378
300 Orr, Wm , Application for Licensed Gate 194
190 O'Reilly, F. 11., and R. A. Ryan,  Dissolution of
243 Fartnership ... ... ... ... 1198
302 O'Reilly, Henry, Notice in Will ... ...  585
301 O'Reilly, Philip, Notice in Will ... ... 1110
190 Oyster Fishery Company,  Brisbane  (Limited),  General
301  Meeting of Proprietors ... ... 795, 1379
131
50
1707
860
1304
1263
22
1547
P.
Page, Henry, appointed an additional Coastwaiter for
Port of  More ton Bay  ... ... ... 14"
Page,  Jas., First  Meeting of  Creditors ... ... ... 1197
Page, Thos., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1591
Paget, John Gray, Notice in Will ,.. ,,, .., 1435
Palmer, Arthur Bunter, appointed  Member of State
School Committee, Ashgrove .., ..,  836
Parker, John Wm., Declaration of Dividend ,,, ,.. 305
Parliamentary Notices-
Re  Alteration of the name of The Liverpool and
London Fire and Life  Insurance  Company... 1706
Be Church land, Brisbane  street ., Ipswich ... ,., 1547
Be l psw ich Gas and Coke Company ... ... 1588
1687  Re  National Agricultural and Industrial Association 1547
191 Be Valley Parsonage ... ,., ... 1486
Parliament-
1597 Opening of ... ... ... ... ... ... 1451
759 Prorogation of ... ... ... ... ... 11, 376
1707 Parr, Daniel, and Paul Collett, Declaration of Dividend 1589
Partnership Notices-
12 Dissolutions-
1550 Bott, Wm., and  Isaac  Mills ... ...  586
Crumpler, Henry C., and Jas. Wainwright .., 306
836 Henderson, Geo., and A. C. Grant ... ... 306
251 Hunter and Company ...  392
Keith, Wm., and C. F. Gataker ... ,.. 1111
974 Kittson, Jas., and E. J. Gardiner ... 586
Lamb, J. de V., and Jas. A. Brown , . , ...  369
1518 Lawrie R., and Wm. Holliman ., 419
131 McGrade, Michael, Geo. Fox, and Wm. Adair 194
Mcllwraith, Thos., and J. W. Johnston ... 1111
1322 Mycock, Wm., and David Rankin ... .. 1547
Nott and Mair ... ... ... 131
1459 O'Reilly, F. H., and R. A. Ryan ... ... 1198
Patterson, W. S., and P. Kinealy ... ... 1197
Rycroft and Ward ... ... 51
Smith, David, and Thos. Walters ... ... 897
974 Snelling, W. and F. ... ... ... 1707
Entered into-
Hockings, A. J., and Son ... ... ... 370
1121 Pascoe, J. B., and W. J. R. Pascoe-
1643 Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... ... ... 1029
Annulment of Insolvency .., ,,. .,.  1484
815 Paten, Jesse, appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Ashgrove ... .. , ...  836
1449 Patrick, Daniel, Application for Licensed Gate ... ... 370
Patterson, W. S., and P. Kinealy, Dissolution of Partner.
1630 ship ... ... ... ... ... ... 1197
131 Paul, Wm. Sheffield, appointed Returning Officer for
80 Electoral District of  Springsure  ...  1138
" Mecca " s .s to be placed  in Quarantine  at Cook-
II. INDEX.
Page.
Peace,  Justices of the, Annual List ... .. ... 1
Peak, Wm. Jas., appointed a Trustee of Drayton Com-
monage ... ... ... ... ... 1687
Pears , Henry, Acceptance of Tenders ... ... ... 1173
Pengelly, J . If.,  appointed Bailiff  of Crown Lands for
the Land Agents '  Districts  of Maryborough
and Gympie .. ... ...
Perkins ,  Patrick ,  Esquire,  M L.A., appointed  a Trustee
1231
Pay
Proclamations-continued.
Appointing Peel Island, Moreton Bay, to be a
Quarantine Station ... ... 1
Appointing the Steamship " Kate " to be a Lazaret f
Appointing Fitzroy Island to be a Quarantine  Station It
Appointing Trustees of the Condamine  Reserve for
Travelling Stock ... ... ... ... ll
Appointing a Quarantine Ground for the passengers
and crew of the steamship " Thales"
Bundaberg to be a Warehousing Port ... ..
Declaring the Lock-up, Maryborough, to be a Public
1
of Toowoomba Grammar School ... 1597
Perry, Brothers, Acceptance of Tenders... ... ...820, 820,821,1290
Perese,  Thos.  Kirwan, appointed  Land Agent, Brisbane 476
Petition  for Commonage  at Roma ... 751
Petrie's Bight , Sale of Lease of Wharves ... ... 27
Pettigrew , Wm., Esquire, summoned to the Legislative
Council .. ... ... 1419
Petty, Josiah, appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee , Toowong ... ... ... ... 836
Pfrunder , David,  Error  in Deed ... ... .. ... 1608
Phaff,  John Fred., Application for Licensed Gate ... 1435
Pinnock , Philip-
Appointed Police  Magistrate , Brisbane ... 530
Appointed Visiting Justice at Woogaroo ... ... 1268
Point, Henry, Error in Deed ... ... ... ... 377
Police  Magistrate , Goondiwindi, appointed Acting Land
Commissioner  and Land Agent, District of
Goondiwindi .. ... 475
Police  Magistrates , appointed Acting Land Commis-
sioners for  their respective  Districts-
Clermont ... ... ... 475
Roma  ... ... ... ... 475
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ... ... ... 475
St. George ' ... ... ... ... ... 475
Police Magistrates , appointed Acting land Commis-
sioners and  Acting Land Agents for their
respective districts-
Condamine  ... ... ... ... ... 475
Gayndab  ... ... ... ... ... 475
Springsure  ... ... ... ... ... 4.76
Surat .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 475
Tenningering  ... ... ... ... ... 476
Polynesian Immigration  ... ... ... ... ...  30
Ponting ,  James , appointed a Trustee of Walloon General
Cemetery ... ... 1630
Poole, Thomas, Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1378
Porter, Robert, appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Kangaroo Point ... ... .. 12
Porter , R., Acceptance of Contract ... ...  386
Postmaster -General-
Abolition of Late-fee Charges, Travelling Post
Offices  ... ... ... ... 934
Amended Clause 14, No. 6 of  " The Postage Act of
1871" ... .. ... .. 342
New Regulation  re  Transmission  of Electric Tele-
graph Messages  ...  ...  ... 934
Tenders  for Conveyance  of Mails - see "Tenders."
Trave lling  Post Offices ... ... ... ...  28
Unclaimed Letters, List of ... 114, 309, 780, 1099, 1365, 1576
Wivenhoe Post Office to be changed to Fern Vale... 1476
Poundkeepers  Appointed---Bradley, Edward, Charleville ... ...
Callanan, Joseph, Stanthorpo ... ...
Clemments, Wm. Jas., Mackay ... ... ...
Dowyer, James, Maryborough ... ...
Freestone, Joseph Earl, Inglewood ... ...
Griffiths, Richard, Beenlcigh ... ...
Lenihan, Patrick, Warwick ... ...
Lloyd, Hannah, Toowoomba. ... ... ...
Rose,  Thomas N., Stanthorpe ... ...
Stewart , James, Allora ... ... ... ...
Wall, Arthur P., Cl: arleville... ... ... ...
Watson, Joshua, Surat ... ... ...
Vickery, Thomas, Leyburn ... ... ... ...
1196
1545
1302
368
368
251
894
952
1110
894
1515
952
1434
Power , Edward Ballard, appointed a Sheep Director,
District of Cook ... ... ... 1494
Power, John Joseph-
Certificate  of Discharge granted ... ... 1029
Insolvency  Notice ... ... ... ... ... 130
Powers,  James-Appointed High Bailiifat Cairns ... ... ... 327
Appointed District  Registrar  and District Receiver
in Insolvency ... ... ... ... ... 835
Power, Virgil, Eaq., to be Crown Prosecutor of the
Southern District Court ... ... 1039
Pratten , Job, Notice in Will ... ... 192
Pratten,  Geo Love, licensed as a Surveyor under  " The
Real Property Act of  1861"... . . . ... 1614
Price ,  David ,  First Meeting  of Creditors  ... ...  584Proclamations-Appointing certain River Crossing  as places of Public
Traffic where Tolls and Ferry Dues may be
levied ... ... ... .. ... .. 80
Appointing  a Quarantine Station on  Curtis Island 54
Gaol ... ... ... ... ... ... 135
Declaring a certain portion of Toowoomba to be of
the Fir A Class for the purposes of  " An Act to
Amend the Municipal Institutions Act of  1864"
Declaring Charters Towers to be a Municipality
1491
within the meaning of "An  Act to Amend the
Laws relating to Municipal Institutions" ..  1629
Directing that the steamship " Galley of Lorne "
shall perform Quarantine at Fitzroy Island...
Directing that the Chinese passengers on board the
steamship " Normanby," whose destination is
Cooktown, shall perform Quarantine at Fitz-
1215
roy Island ... ... ... ...  1226
Directing that the Steamship " Bowen" shall per-
form Quarantine at Fitzroy  Island  ... ...  1230
Excepting from the Jurisdiction of the  Municipal
Council of Mackay a Public Wharf erected
by the Government at that Port ... ...  1393
Notifying Regulation  re  Teachers' Capitation Allow-
ances  ... ...
Notifying that Sir Maurice Charles O'Connell has
assumed the office of Administrator of the
530
Government of Queensland ... ... ... 815
Notifying that the Colony of Hongkong is infected
with Small-pox, and ordering that a ll  Vessels
arriving in Queensland from that Colony shall
be placed in Quarantine
Notifying that the Empire of China is infected with
Small-pox, and ordering that all Vessels arriv-
ing in Queensland from that Empire shall be
1034
placed in Quarantine ... ... 1036
Notifying that His Excellency Sir Arthur Edward
Kennedy, K.C.M.G., C.B., has assumed the
Office of Administrator of the Government
of Queensland ... ... ... 1120
Notifying that Ferries have been established at the
following  Crossings-
Hodgkinson  ... ... ... ...
Laura River .. ... ... ... ...
Mitchell ... ... ... ... ... ...
Normanby East ... ...
Normanby River ... ... ... ...
Normanby West ... ... ...
Palmer and Byerstown ... ... ... ...
Palmerville
Upper Palmer ... ... ... ...
1457
1458
1466
1458
1456
1457
1456
1467
1465
Notifying Regulation  re  Payment for Pre-emptive
Selections ...  ...  1667
Ordering that all Vessels arriving from Singapore and
Chinese Ports be required to obtain admission
to Pratique at the first Port of Call south of
Somerset ,  and also at the Port of Brisbane... 10
Ordering that Sittings of the Central District Court
shall be holden at the Town of Springsure ... 529
Ordering that "  The Fire Briga'tes Act of  1876 " shall
be in force in the Municipality of Toowoomba 1677
Proclaiming that a Session of Parliament shall com-
mence and be holden on Tuesday, 15th May 1218
Proclaiming the Town of Smithfield to be a place
where Spirits, Wine, Beer, or Liquors made
from Sugar-cane, the produce of the Colony,
may be sold in quantities not less than two
gallons at one time  ... ... ... ... 1623
Prohibiting all persons ,  vessels ,  and boats from going
within the limits of Quarantine Station,
Curtis Island  ... ... ... ... ... 54
Prohibiting  all vessels arriving from New South
Wales or New  Zealand from coming above
the hulk "  Proserpine " until boarded by
Health Officer of the Port  of Brisbane ..
Prohibiting  all persons ,  vessels, and boats from going
within the limits of the  Quarantine Station
65
at Peel Island  ... ... ... ... ...144, 970,1630
Prohibiting  all persons ,  vessels, and boats from going
within the limits of the  Quarantine Station
at Curtis Island .
Prohibiting  all persons ,  vessels, and boats from going
to or on board the steamship  " Kate" .
Prohibiting  all persons ,  vessels ,  and boats from going
within the  limits of the Quarantine Station
966
978
at Fitzroy Island  .., u, .., 1034
INDEX. xzi.
't oelamations-continued.
Proroguing Parliament .. ... 11, 376, 973,
1217
Port of Trinity Bay to be a Warehousing Port tinder
" The Customs Act of  1873 " 69
Renewing  Proclamation whereby  " The Health Act
of  1872 " was declared to be in full force
within the Municipality of Maryborough .. 1321
Renewing the operation of  "The Health Act  of 1872"
in the District of Milton ... ... 1393
Renewing  the operation of  " The Health Act of
1872 " in the District of Breakfast Creek ... 1393
Renewing Proclamation  of 10th November, 1876,
declaring  " The Health Act of  1872 " to be
in force in the Municipality of Brisbane ...  1393
Rescinding  previous Proclamation prohibiting all
persons,  vessels  and boats from going within
the limits of Quarantine Station at Cooktown 10
Rescinding  Proclamation  relating to  Quarantine
Station at  Curtis Island ... ... 423, 1230
Rescinding  former Proclamations respecting Sheep
Districts, and defining new Sheep Districts
for the purposes of  " An Act for the Preven-
tion and Cure  of Diseases in Sheep "  523
Rescinding  Proclamation prohibiting  all vessels
arriving from New South Wales or New
Zealand from coming above the hulk " Pros-
erpine" until boarded by Health Officer of
the Port of Brisbane ... ... ... ... 529
Rescinding Proclamation prohibiting all persons,
vessels,  and boats from going within the
limits of the Quarantine Station at Peel
Island ... ... ... ... .. ... 729, 1222
Rescinding  Proclamations  in  re  " Thales " ... 1318
Revocation  of the appointment of proclaimed
Quarantine Station in or near the Port of
Cooktown ... ... ... ... ... 9
Revoking Proclamations  re  the steamship " Kate " 1118
Specifying the Tolls to be demanded and paid at
Bundaberg Ferry ... ... • ... ...  1523
Suspending provisions  of sections  44 and 46 of  " An
Act for the Prevention and Cure of  Diseases
in Sheep "  with respect to sheep introduced
from New South Wales ... ... ... 11
Suspending  the provisions of sections 41 and 46 of
" The Diseases in Sheep Act  of 1867 " with
respect to sheep introduced from New South
Wales ... ... ...  ...  ... .. 1549
" The Fire Brigades Act of  1876 " to be in force
within the Municipality of Brisbane ... 69
The Health Act of  1872 " to be in force wi'hin
the Municipality of Rockhampton ... .. 70
" The Health Act of  1872 " to be in force wit hin
the Municipality of Townsville ... .. 70
" The Health Act  of 1872 " to be in force within
the Municipality of Bowen ... ... ... 70
Proctor, W. C., appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits 1589
Property, Unclaimed, to be Sold by Auction ... ... 1351
Provan, William, appointed an Agent to accompany
page.
Publicans' Annual Licensing  Meeting-continued.
Bench  of- continued.
Page
Polynesian Labour Vessels ... ... ...
Pryde, James, appointed Land Agent, Cooktown ...
Pryde, Thomas, Acceptance of Contract... ... ... 386,
Publicans' Annual Licensing Meeting-
Bench of-
A llora ... ... ... ...
Banana  ... ... ... ... ...
Beenleigh ... ... ... ... ...Blackall ... ... ... ... ... ...
Bowen ... ... ... ...
Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ...
Cairns ... ... ... ... ... ...
Charleville ... ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ... ...
Clermont ... ... ...
Condamine ... ... ... ... ...
Cooktown ... ... ... ...
Dalby ... ... ... ... ... ...
Fort Cooper ... ... ... ... ...
Gatton ... ... ... ... ...
Georgetown ... ... ... ... ...
Goodna ... ... ... ... ...
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ...
Gympie ... ... ... ... ...
Inglewood ... ... ... ...
Leyburn ... ... ... ... ... ...
Mackay ... ... ... ...
taryborouch ... .. ..
Maytown ... ... ... ...
N anango ... ... ... ... ...Nerang Cree' ... ... ... ... ...
Ruvenswocd ... • ... ...
1459
476
871
894
894
792
1110
1109
894
895
952
952
392
1027
792
792
1110
895
1110
791
5701027
894
894
1110
791
895
895
894
952
Rockhampton ... ... ... ... ... 1027
Roma ... ... ... ... ...  792
Springsure ... ... .. ... ...  952
Stanthorpe ... ... ... ...  792
St. George ... 894
St. Lawrence .. ... ... ... ...  792
Surat ... ... ... ... ... ...  952
Tambo ... . . . ... ...  1027
Taroom  ... ... ... ... ... ...  952
Tenningering  ... ... ... ... ... 895
Tho rn boro ua h ... ... ... ... ... 1027
Tiaro  ... ... ... ... 895
Toowoomba ... ... ... .. , ...  894
Townsville ... ... ... ... ... 570
Warwick ... ... ..  894
Publicans, Notice to,  re  Certificates  granted  at Annual
Licensing Meetings ... ...  1539
Public Instruction 1)epartment-
Resignations as Members  of State School Commit-
tees-
Macfarlane , John, Middle Ipswich ... ... 71
McDonald, Hugh, Windmere ... ... ... 71
Smith, Donald, Mount Esk .. ... ... 71
Woodcock, C. A. J., Goondiwindi ... ... 71
State School Committees, Appointments to-see
" Appointments."
Teachers' Capitation Allowances ... ...  530
Toowoomba Grammar School  Regulations ... 880
Pugh, Theophilus  Parsons-
Appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits ... ...  1589
Appointed a Member of the Immigration Board at
Rockhampt on ... ... ... ... , .. 835
I Q.
Quarantine--see " Proclamations " twin " Orders in
Council."
R.
Raff, Alexander, appointed Member of Committee, Bris-
bane Hospital .. ... ... ... ...  531
Railways-
List of Lost Property  ... ...  ... 367, 890, 949
Notifications-
Amended Goods Classification, S. and W.
Railway 1613
Approval by His Excellency the Governor of
the Map and Book of Reference of Sec-
tions 3 and 4 of the Western Railway  1289, 1613
Excursion Trains, Laidley Ploughing Match 1642
Return of Tin forwarded from Warwick ...  95, 341, 762,
1074,  1349, 1568
Time Table, Northern Railway  ... ... 46, 112, 188,
246, 299, 361, 415, 454,  580, 778, 889,
950, 1025, 1096,  1195, 1258, 1299,
1362 , 1429, 1482, 1513, 1545
Traffic Earnings ...  46, 112, 188,
246, 299, 361, 415, 454, 580, 778, 889,
948, 1025, 1096,  1193, 1256,  1299, 1362,
1429, 1482,1513,1544,  1573, 1620,1651,
1705
Rainbow Prospecting Gold Mining Company (Limited),
Special General  Meeting  ... ... ...  897
Rains, F. E., Last Examination ...  1590
Ramsden, E. H. and Co., Notice of Dividend ...  252, 585
Ransome, H. C., appointed Member of  State School
Committee, Stanthorpe ... ... ...  836
Rawlins Frederick-
Appointed Acting Under Colonial Secretary ...
Appointed Member of State School Committee,
530
Kangaroo Point ... ... ... ...  12
Real, Patrick, Esquire, appointed Master of  Titles during
the absence on leave of Henry Scott,  Esquire 1231
"Real Property Act of  1861 "-
Applications to bring Land under provisions ..  40, 111, 243,
416, 436, 581, 780, 891,  947, 1023,1181,
1249, 1298, 1428, 1481, 1512, 1615, 1704
Provisional Certificate of Title-
Blackburn, Samuel ... ... 569
Chattin,  James  ... ... ...  1178
Provisional Deed of Grant-
Battershill, William ... ... ...  173
Cooper, Alexander  ... ... ... ... 173
Surveyors Licensed---
Benwell, Frank,  Brisbane  .. ... ... 1014
Prattrn, Geo. Love,  Brisbane  ... ...  1614
Re2dall, John Hewitt, Vriibane ... ...  1014
xxii. INDEX.
Page.
Receipts and Expenditure, Abstracts of-
Cemeteries-see " Cemeteries."
Municipalities-see "Municipalities."
Recording Clerk, Roma, appointed Land Agent, District
of Roma ... ... ... ... ... 476
Redmond, John, application for Licensed Gate ... 586, 897
Reeve, John, Notice in Goods ... ... ... ... 1485
Registrar-General-
Report on the Vital Statistics of the Registry
District of Brisbane ... ... ... 135,371, 803,
1133, 1383, 1593
Reid, Andrew, appointed a Trustee of Roma Cemetery 1459
Reid, Walter, application for Licensed Gate ... ... 253
Rendall, John Hewitt-
Licensed as a Surveyor ... ... ... ... 975
Licensed as a Surveyor under  "Real Property Act"  1014
Renton, John, appointed an Agent to accompany
Polynesian Labour Vessels ... ... ... 1459
Resignations-
Candiottis, Spiridion, M.D.-
As Trustee of Clermont Racecourse Reserve . 1459
As Trustee of Clermont General Cemetery Reserve 1459
Davi'on, Benjamin, as a Magistrate of the Territory 1550
Golding, R A., as Returning Officer for Electoral
District of Kennedy ... ... ... ... 1550
Houghton, John T., as a Magistrate of the Territory 1268
Nobbs, Thos., as a Magistrate of the Territory ... 1550
Ryan, John, as a Trustee of Charters Towers
Cemetery Reserve ... ... ... 1524
Yaldwyn, Wm., Esquire, as a Member of the
Legislative Council ... ... ... 836
Richards, W'1'in., First Meeting of Creditors ... 793
Riding, Thorpe, Notice in Will  ...  ... ... 1029
River Crossings appointed by Proclamation-
New Road to Byerstown ... ... ... ... 80
Old Palinerville Road ... ... ... ... 80
Thornborough Road ... ... ... 80
Roads-
Applied to be Closed ... ... ... ... 16,18,19, 266,
330, 378, 532, 731, 859, 975, 1043, 1141,
1234, 127.2, 1329, 1311, 1530, 1561, 1608
New Roads-
First Notices ... ' 36, 45, 228,
241, 242, 286, 287, 360, 393, 394, 395, 409,
Second  Notices
Final Notices
413, 410, 885, 942,  943, 944, 1083, 1351,
1478, 1481, 1541, 1615, 1618, 1647, 1650
... ... ... ... 44, 104, 105,
106,  107, 108,  109, 110, 111, 114, 186, 187,
358, 359, 770, 771, 882, 888, 1021, 1023,
1073, 1082, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087,
1353, 1542, 1646, 1647
168, 278, 1242,
1288, 1694
New Roads proclaimed open for public use ... 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77, 78, 174, 200, 265,  1273, 1274, 1275,
1276, 1277, 1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1330,
1331, 1465, 1531,  1532, 1605, 1686
New Roads proclaimed open under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868" ... ... 80, 265,1327,
1399, 1602
Robertson, Muir if., appointed Second Clerk, Customs,
Maryborough... ... ... ... 973
Robertson, Wm. Streathey, Notice in Will ... ... 1591
Robinson, A. V., Application for Certificate of Discharge 896
Robinson, Brothers, Last Examination ... ... ... 50
Robinson, Henry John G., Last Examination ... ... 252
Robinson, H. J. G.-
Application for Certificate of Discharge ... 794
Certificate of Discharge granted .. , 1517
Robinson, J. D., Dividend Notice... ... ... 129
Robinson, John, appointed Land Agent, Helidon ... 476
Rodger Win., Notice in Will ... ... ... ... 1305
Roe, John Morris, appointed Inspector of Slaughter-
houses in the Police District of Condamine 1268, 1322
Rogers, Lewis Gardner, Notice in Will ... ... ... 130
Rogers, Chas. Herbert, Notice in Will ... ... ...  369
Roma , Petition for Commonage at ... ... ... 751
Romani,  Rev. Joseph, appointed a Trustee of Nanango
Cemetery ... .. ... ... ... 145
Ross , Wm, appointed Trustee in Insolvent Estate of A.
Cleve and Co. .. 794
Rourke, A. H., Dotswood, Resignation  as a Magistrate
of the Territory ... ... ... 424
Rowlands, John, appointed Lieutenant No. 10 Company
Q. V. R... ... ... ... ... ... 71
Rowlandson, A. H., First Meeting of Creditors 1303
Roy, Win., Notice in Will... ... ... 1518
Ruby Tin Mining Company (Limited), Winding-up ... 1547
Rule, John, Arcturus Downs, appointed  a Magistrate of
the Territory 421
Rules of Crum of Petty  S`essfow,  Cairns  ... ... 1621
Runs--
Pegq
Boundaries, Descriptions of ... ... 122
Boundaries, Descriptions of, in the following
Districts-
Leichhardt ... t
Mitchell ... ... ... ... 997, 1161, iC'8t
North Kennedy ... ... ... ... 1501
Warrego ... ... ... ... 329, 553
Lands resumed from Runs under  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869 "-
Chain of Ponds Run ... ... ... 9
Sussex Run ... ... ... ... 903
Notices to Lessees,  re  Payment for Survey of
Runs ... ... ... ... ... ... 571, 882,
1016, 1181
Payments for Survey of Runs in Unsettled
Districts ... ... ... ... ... 33, 34, 1699
Runs transferred ... ... ... 32, 35, 101,
1079, 1032, 1141, 1697, 1699
Sale of Surveyed Runs by Auction in the
Unsettled Districts, under  " Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869" .. ... ... 255, 957
Sale of Unsurveyed Runs by Auction in the
Unsettled Districts, under  " Pastoral
Leases Act of  1869 " ... ... ... 260, 961
Sale of Runs by Auction in the Settled Districts
under "  Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 " 36
Rutland, William, appointed Sheriff's Bailiff at Cairns... 327
Ryan, J. M., and Co., Notice of Dividend .. .. 10'G8
Ryan, John, Resignation as a Trustee of Charters Towers
Cemetery Reserve ... ... ... ... 1524
Rvcroft and Ward, Dissolution of Partnership ... ... 51
Ryder, W. H.-
Appointed Chief Clerk in the Immigration Office ... 1268
Appointed Secretary to Medical Board, Brisbane ... 132 2
S.
Salmond, David, appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits 1589
Salmon , W., Acceptance of Contract ... ... ... 871
Salt, Samuel, Colts and Fillies Lost ... ... ... 49
Sambell, Minnie, Error in Decd ... ... ... ... 1608
Sands and Headland, Acceptance of Tender ... ... 930
Sandy Creek Reserve, By-laws for the Re;;ulation of 996
Sass, Rev. Geo. Enoch, registered under  " Marriage Act "  1545
Saunders, Jas., appointed a Trustee of Roma  Cemetery  1459
Savings Bank-
Branches opened at-
Cairns ... ... ... ... ... 145
Thornborough ... ... ... ...  145
Wivenhoe ... ... ... ... ... 1349
Branches  open... ... ... ... ... ... 28, 97, 170,
225,  279, 342, 390, 438, 568, 762, 875, 934,
1010, 1074,  1175, 1245, 1289, 1350, 1419,
1476, 1508, 1539, 1568, 1614, 1643, 1694
Scale, Geo. John, admitted as Qualified Medical Prac-
titioner
Scharffenberg, Johann Adolph, Notice in Will ... ...
Schneider, Elizabeth, Application for Licensed Gate ...
Schmider, Fridolin, Notice in Will ... ...
Schneider, H. F., Application for Licensed Gate ...
School of  Arts, Ipswich, Ba'.auce-sheet ... ... ...
Schonknecht, Gottlieb, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Schumann, John Friedrich, Error in Deed .. ...
Scott, John, Esquire, appointed a Trustee of Brisbane
Grammar School
Scott, Walter, appointed a Trustee of Nanango Cemetery
Scowen, Stephen Parker, appointed Trustee in Insolvent
Estate of Alexander Campbell ,,,
Scullen, Patrick, appointed Inspector of Slaughter-
houses in the Town and District of Bunda-
570
419
305
1305
1112
298
1305
1469
37
14
79
berg  ... ... ... ...  83
Sealy, E. J., Application for Licensed  G ate .. ... 17o
Seibel ,  Conrad ,  Notice in Goods ... ... 148
Selway ,  Cedric, appointed a Trustee of Roma Cemetery 145
Senden , C. Von,  Application for Licensed Gate ... 9
Seymour ,  Alfred, appointed Member of State School
Committee ,  Bundainba, No. 1  I
Sha,plsn.a, Christopher, Nati.:e in Will ... ... ...  13
Shaw,  Geo.  John, Application  for Certi ficate of Discharge 165
Shaw ,  John Mackenzie ,  appointed Registrar and Master
of the Supreme  Court  in its Lunacy Juris-
diction  ... ... ... ... ... ...  155
Shea ,  Bartholomew ,  appointed Inspector of Slaughter-
houses ,  District of Maryborough 2
Shears, Frank, First Meeting of Creditors ... 19
Sheldon ,  %Vm. appointed a Trustee of Bundaberg Race-
course Reserve... ... ... ... ...  132
Shenton, Samuel, Acceptance of Tender 24, 87
Sheppard ,  Chas .,  Lic Vnded Ga te Notice 6
Sheridan, Brinsley Guise, appointed Acting Land Com-
missioner and Acting Land Agent, Cardwell
and Cairns ...
heriff-Appointment-Jackson, Lewis, to be a Deputy Sheriff, Roma
Execution of " George" and  "• Tommy Ah Mow,"
at Maryborough ... ... ... ...
Sales under Writs of  Fieri Facias-Feez v. Bonnett ... ... ... ... ...
Lomax v. Lomax... ...
Smith v. Webster ...
Sparkes v. Nolan ... ... ... ...
Shue, Geo., Certificate of Discharge granted ... ...
Sim, Geo., Application for Licensed  Uate .
Simeon, M. A., appointed Bailiff of Warden's Court,
Maytown ... ... ...
Simpson,  The Hon. H. G, Commander R.N., appointed
Member of Royal Commission for improving
the Navigation of M oreton Bay ... ...
Sinclair, John, appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Kangaro ) Point ... ... ...
Sing Yee Chong and Geo. Shue, Insolvency Notice ...
Sir Henry Havelock Gold Mining Company, Sale of For.
feited Shares ... ... ... ...
Skipper,  Benjamin,  First Meeting of Creditors ... ...
Skyring, Geo., appointed a Trustee of Bundaberg Race-
course Reserve .
Slack,  Henry. appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee,  Inglewood ...
Slater,  Fred. Augustus, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Small  Debts Courts-
Delany, Jas., appointed Bailiff at Rockhampton ...
Griffiths, Richard, re-appointed l'ailiff at Beenleigh
New Rules, Toowoomha Small Debts Court ...
Smith and \Valters, Dissolution of Partnership... ...
Smith, C., Acceptance of fender ..
Smith, Donald, Resignation as Member of State School
Committee, Mount Esk ...
Smith, Edward Eldridge, appointed Captain of No. 12
Company Q.V.R. ... ... ...
Smith, Eli Elijah, appointed a Travelling Mail Officer,
S. and W. Railwsy
Smith, Henry, Declaration of Dividend... ... ...
Smith, John Arrow, Notice in Will .. ...
Smith, Joseph Whittington, Notice in Will ... ...
Smith, John, Notice in Will
Smith, Richard Joseph, appointed Inspecting Commis-
sioner  and Land Commissioner for Brisbane,
Beenleigh, Ipswich, and Helidon .. ..
Smith, Wm. Alexander, appointed  a Trustee  for Cricket
Reserve,  near  Gympie
Smith v. Webster, Writ of  Fieri Facias... ... ...
Smith, Wm.-Application f rCertificate of Discharge ... ...
Certificate of Discharge granted ...
Snell, Eli -
First Meeting of Creditors ... ... ... ...
Last Examination  ... .. ... ...
Snelling, Captain  Walter, appointed Major Commanding
No. 3 Company Queensland Volunteers and
the Cadet Corps of Brisbane ... ...
Snelling,  W. and F., Dissolution of Partnership ...
Sneyd , Hanley Stafford, appointed Second Customs Clerk
at Rockhampton ...
Snowden, Wm.-
First Meeting  of Creditors ... ...
Last  Examination  ... ... ... ... ...
Somerset , Fitz Roy W. H.-
Appointed Police Magistrate at Dalby ... ...
Appointed Police Magistrate at Warwick ... ...
Southwood , F. W., Notice in Goods ... ... ...
Sparks  v.  Nolan,  Writ of  Fieri Facial
Spence,  David, appointed Sub-Collector  of Customs,
Trinity Bay ... ... ... ... ...
Spencer ,  Samuel-
First Meeting of Creditors  ... ... ... ...
Last Examination  ... ... ...
Notice of  Dividend ... ... ... ... ...
Application  for Certi ficate of Discharge ... ...
Spirit Merchants , Notice to ... ... ...
Springsure  General Cemetery,  Rules  and Regulations ...
Stapleton , Patrick, appointed Member of State School
Committee, Upper Swan Creek ... ...
Stephens , Geo Bligh- see " Corrections."
Stephens, Samuel  George, Esq., appointed  a Trustee of
Toowoomba Grammar School
Stevens ,  Samuel , Notice in Will ...
Stevens, S., appointed  Member of State  School Committee,
Coorparoo
Stewart, Alexander,  appointed  Member of -State  School
Committee,  Ashgrove... ... ,.. ...
INDEX.
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y Stewart, Jas., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Young ...
475 Stewart, Jas., appointed Poundkeeper, Allora
Stewart, John, Acceptance of Tender ... ... ..
Stewart, the Hon. Robert Muter-
367 Resignation as Colonial Secretary ... . . .
Resignation as a Member of the Executive Council
1515 St. George, toward, appointed Acting Land Commis-
sioner, Cooktown ... ...
1589 Stocker, Win., Last Examination... ... ... ...
303 Stone, R. R., appointed Member of State School Com-
1302 mittee, Inglewood ... ... ... ...
1302 St. Patrick and Queen Grand Junction Gold Mining
1'262 Company-Sale of Forfeited  Shares ...
1548 Street, Charles, Error in Deed ... ... ... ...
901
Strickland, N m., and D. Henderson, First  Meeting of
Creditors ... ... ... ... ...
Struckman, Frederick, Notice in Will ... ... ...
Stubbersfield, John, appointed  a Member  of State School
12 Committee, Gatton ... ... ... ...
Supreme Court-
12 Commissioners for taking Affidavits... ... ...
130 Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction-
Notices relative to Probates of Wills, Letters of
1112 Administration, or Estates of the following
1517 Deceased Persons-
Allingham, Christopher ...
1321 Anderson, Henry ...
Atkinson, Christopher ...
1550 Barr, Win. Spier ... ...
50 Batzloff , Wm. ...
Beit, Wm.
456 Bristol, James ... ... ...
126 Brittlebank, Andrew .. ...
1653 Broadley, George Edward ... ... ...
897 Burs, Martin ... ... ...
24 Canovan, John .. ...
71
1322
1459
1706
1305
1029
306
475
1549
1302
458
1304
793
1304
1322
1707
200
3041028
327
530
1305
1302
973
Christian, Wm. Bassett ... ... ...
Clarke, Frank ,., ... ...
Clarke, James ... ... ...
Conroy, Peter ... ...
Cook, George ... ... ...
Corcoran, Peter
Coyne, Patrick ... ... ... ...
Daveney, Edward Tickell ... ... ...
Delaney, John ... ...
Dines, Richard ... ...
Donaldson, Thomas ... ... ...
Dredge, John ... ... ...
Duncan, Wm. .. ...
Echlin, Harriott G eorgina
Edwards, David ... ... ...
Earing, John ... ...
Fawdry, Wm. ... ... ... ...
Fell, Ellen ... ... ... ... ...
Flynn, Patrick ... ... ... ...
Forbes, Frederick Augustus, the younger
Forrest, Mary ... ... ... ...
Gannon, George ... ... ... ...
Giles, Richard ... ... ... ...
Graham, Robert ... ... ... ...
Grayson, David ... ... ...
Gray, Thomas ... ... ...
Greenhalgh, Thomas Howard ... ...
Greig, b] argaret ... ... ...
Hadley, Joseph ... ... ...
Henderson, Joan ... ... ... ...
Heniey, Henry ... ... ...
Holdsworth, Joseph Burdekin ...
Hoskisson, John .. ... ...
Houston, James, the elder ...
Humphreys, Wm. ... ...
Jaap, John ... ... ...
James, Bridget ...
Jones, Wm.
Kelly, Christopher  James ... ...
Sent, Wm. ... ... ...
418 Langton, Alfred ... ... .,.
1377 Larkin,  Catherine ... ..
1434 Lempriere, Algernon  Thomas ...
] 655 Lillis, Thomas ... ...
1010 Littleton, Ann ... ...
1640 1 Long, Daniel ...
836
Mac Donnell,  Randal
Maeaay, John ...
Mackinnon , Malcolm
McDonald, Archibald
1597 McGhie,  James ...
1495  McKe llar, John ... ... ...
McLachlan ,  Hugh  ... ... ...
12 McLeish,  Alexander ... ...
McLeod , Robert ... ... ...
836 Milne ,  Donkid  ... ... ...
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424
894
1006
817
817
475
252
1550
131
81, 82
1303
1262
1524
48
1263
459
955
1111
458
192
1306
954
193
1591
1029
795
1517
193
1546
194
253
1591
1547
1546
1435
795
1706
419
1030
1263
1378
1378
1707
795
896
1378
1547
193
1485
954
1111
459
194
253
1547
51
1591
585
193, 252
458
458
1110
1030
392
954
1197
1030,1378
369
585
1197
955
1707
1591
1655
896
1655
1655
51
]517
1378
1435
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Supreme  Court-- continued.
Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction-continued.
Notices relative to Probates of Will, Letters of
Administration,  or Estates  of the following
Deceased  Persons- --continued.
Molen, Wm. ..
Munro, Donald ... ...
Newman,  Thomas  ... ... ...
O'Reilly, Henry ...
O'Reilly, Philip
Orr, John ...
Page,  Thomas ... ...
Paget,  John Gray ... ... ...
Poole , Thomas
Pratten ,  Job ...
Reeve, John ... . • . ... ...
Riding, Thorpe
Robinson, Wm. Streathey... ... ...
Rodger, Wm. ...
Rogers, Charles Herbert ...
Rogers, Lewis Gardner .
Roy, Wm. ... ...
Scharffenberg, Johann Adolph ...
Schmider, Fridolin ... ...Schonknecht, Go tlieb ... ... ...
Seibel, Conrad ... ...
Shapland, Christopher ...
Slater , Frederick Augusus
Smith, John . ... ... .. .
Smith, John Arrow ... • • . . • .
Smith , Joseph Whittington
Southwood, Frederick Wm. ... ...
Stevens,  Samuel ... ... ... ...
Struckman, Frederick ... ... ...
Thompson, Wm.
Thorngren, Charles John ... ... ...
Wellstead, Charles ... • .. ... ...
White, Samuel ... ... ...
Wickham, Captain John Clement... ...
Wicks, Rowland ... ...
Wills, Horatio Spencer Howe ... ...
Wilson, James ... ... ... ...
Wood, John James.. ... ...
Insolvency Jurisdiction-
Annulment of Insolvency-
Pascoe, James Bray, and W. J. It. Pascoe
First General Meeting of Creditors-
Adcock, Herbert H., Ipswich ... ...
Aitkin, Wm., Brisbane .. ... ...
Arena, Alfonzo, Maryborough ...
Bailey, Alfred George, Fortitude Palley
Bailey, Willson, Mackenzie River ...
Barton,  Adolphus, Stanthorpe ... ...
Blitz , Antony, Townsville...
Boyd, James,  Brisbane  ... • .. ...
Boyd, Wm., South Brisbane
Burkinstain, Charles, Fortitude Valley ...
Callaghan, Denis, Cooktown ...
Campbell, Alexander,  Brisbane ... ...
Campbell, Wm. McKenzie, Clermont
Cantwell, John, Ipswich .
Cleve, Alfred, and Daniel Hermann Cleve,
Cooktown ... ... ...
Cormack, John, Dalby
Craig , Richard Stevenson,  Brisbane
Davison ,  Benjamin ,  Cooktown ...
Dekins,  James John,  Brisbane ...
Demuth, Charles, Whyanbah ... ...
Donovan, Daniel, South  Brisbane ...
Duffy, John, Mackay .., ... ...
Evans,  Leonard, Stanthorpe ... ...
Evans, Thomas, Village of Logan ...
Felton ,  Maurice  Appelbee,  Brisbane ...
Hamilton, John Frederick,  Brisbane ...
Howes, Mary,  Brisbane  ... ... ...
Ingram , John Thomas, Maryborough
h iemann , Henry, Highfields
Martindale, Joseph, Rockhampton ...
Mills,  Isaac,  Fortitude Valley ... ...
Morrison, Andrew, Rockhampton
Muller, Henry, and Thomas Carter, Nerang
Creek
Neilson , Thomas  Blaeklock , Fortitude
Valley ... ...
Noonan, Michael, Northbrook ... ...
Page ,  James, Nerang Creek
Price, David, South  Brisbane
Richards,  Wm., Brisbane ...
R owlsndson, Arthur  Hodgson,  Brisbane...
Shears, Frank, Copperfeld
Skipper, Benjamui, Furtitnffa't'slle7 ...
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Supreme  Court- continued.
Insolvency Jurisdiction-  continued.
First General Meeting of  Creditors-continued.
Smith, Henry, Fortitude Valley ... 136
Snell, Eli, Brisbane ... ... 79
1546 Snowden, Wm., Brisbane ... ... ...  30.
50 Spencer, Samuel, Coomera River ... 41f
1707 Surenne, Gabriel James, Rockhampton 95,
585 Thow, Charles Stewart, Nerang Creek 584
1110 Walton, John, Mackay ... ... 192
1378  Webster, Wm., Toowong ... ... ...  154.9
1591 Wilson, Charles, Ipswich ... ... 151
1435 Wright, John Thomas, Ipswich ... ...  89.
1378 Second Meeting of Creditors-
192 McCarthy, John, Brisbane ... .. 58
1485 Last Examination-
1029 Allen, James ... ... ... 794
1591 Bailey, Alfred George ... ... 1028']
1305 Baker, Charles ... 13U
369 Bayley, Joseph ... ... ... 192
130 Brown, John Edward ... ... ... 1029
1518 Donovan, Daniel ... ... ... ...  1262
419 Goodwin, Andrew Charles... ... ... 1706
1305 Gordon, Robert ... ... 50
1305 Hamilton, John Frederick ... 1435
1485 Hutchison, Kenneth ... ... 50
1378 Marlay, Edward, and Julius Selke ... 794
50 Muller, Henry, and Thomas Carter ... 1434
306 Mulvena, John, Timothy Crauley, and M.
1305 Farrall .. ... ... ... 1028
1029 Robinson, Arthur Vandeleur ... ...  896
1305 Robinson,  Frank Russe ll, and Arthur
1485 Vandeleur Robinson ... ... 50, 130
1262 Robinson, Henry John Goodwin... 252
1655 Snell, Eli ... ... ... ... 1304
955 Snowden, William ... ... ... ...  1028
51 Spencer,  Samuel  ... ... ... ... 1377
954 Stocker, William ... ... ... 252
50 Thou, Charles Stewart ... ... 1655
585 Unsworth, Win. Cooke ... ... 50
369 Walton, John ... ... ... ... 419
1305 Williams, Robert ... ... ... ... 458
1485 Presentation of Petition by Creditors-
Carter, Thomas, Nerang Creek ... 419
Evans, Thomas, Loganholme ... ... 192
1484 Declaration of Dividend-
Anderson, John ... ... ... ... 793, 954
1590 Barton, Adolphus ... ... ... ... 1590
304 Bell, David ... ... ... 305
896, 953 Blitz, Antony ... ... ... ... 1434
191 Boldero, John Cornwall  ... ... ... 305
368 Boyd,  James  ... ... ... 1590
1361 Buchanan, It. W. ... ... ... ... 1377
304 Cantwell, John ... ... • .. ... 143 t
1516 Coll ett, Paul ... ... ... 1539
368 Collins, Henry ... ... 305
896 Cran, James Walker ... ,.. ...  305
1261 Evans, Leonard ... ... ... ... 1434
585 Eyre and Clarke ... ... ... ... 305,368
1261 Felton, M. A. ... ... ... ... 1706
192 Gallagher, William... ... ...  305
Hanran, P. F. ... ... ... 191
457 Hansen, J. A. ... ... ... 191
793 Harris, J. and G. ... ... ...  1590,1623
304 Hayward, Fred. Berger ... ... ...  251,1028
953 Hyman, D. H. ... ... ... ... 1262
418 Lindenberg, Charles ... ... 1197
953 Love and Moffat ... ... ... ... 954
793 Marlay and Selke ... ... ... ..  368
1623  Martin,  Peter ... ... ... ... 305
1110 McCarthy, John ... ... ... ...  954
304 McKenna, Philip  ... ... ... ... 1262
1351 Morrison, Andrew  ... ... 1484, 1623
368 Muller and Carter ... ... ... 1377
130 Parker, John William ... ... ... 305
1262 Parr, Daniel 1589
1654 Ramsden, E. II., and Co.... ... ... 252, 585
1304 Ryan, J. M., and Co. ... ... 1028
1623 Smith, Henry ... ... ... 1706
953 Spencer,  Samuel  ... ... ... ... 1434
o47
Young, Adam ... ... ... ... 418
Wagner, August ... ... ... 1110
Secoad Dividend-191  Barr, Henry 1377
251 Buchanan, R. W., and Co. ... ... 1484
1196 Craig and Co. ... ... ... ... 798
584 Cran, James Walker ... 1590
793 Hounsell, George . ... ... ... S96
1303 Taudevin ,  Henry  Joseph  ...
...  368
192 Fourth Dividend-
1517  ' 88ura1,  B. !'. ... 304
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4upreme Court-continued.
Insolvency Jurisdiction-continued.
Final Dividend-
Ashworth, Harold ... ... ... 458
Cutler, W. H. ... ... ... ... 954
Hanran , P. F. ... ... ... ... 1303, 1516
Mulvena, Crauley, and Co. ... ... 129
Robinson, J. D. ... ... ... ... ] 29
Notice of Application for Certificate of Dis-
charge-
Ah Yin ... ... ... ... ... 1517
Bayley, Joseph ... ... ... 585
Brown, John Edward ... ... 1484
Carey, John Wilson ... ... ... 896
Cleve, Alfred, and D. H. Cleve ... ... 1304
Crauley, Timothy ... ... ... 1484
Felton, Maurice Appelbee... ... ... 1546
Harris ,  George ... 369
Harris , John ... ... 369
Hirst, G. A. P. ... ... ... 419
Hutchison, Kenneth ... ... ... 252
Kelly, John .. ... ... ...  896
Lindsay, James ... ... ... 252
Lyons, Robert ... ... .. 130
Marlay, Edward, and Julius Selke 1377
Power, John Joseph ... ... 130
Robinson, H. J. G. ... ... ... 794
Shaw, George John ... ... 1655
Sing Yee Chong and George Shuc ... 130
Spencer, Samuel ... ... ... ... 1655
Taudevin, Henry Joseph ... ... ... 1197
Unsworth, Wm. Cooke ... ... ... 305
Walton, John ... ... ... ... 794
Weaver, Henry Ernest ... ... ... 1377
Certificate of Discharge granted-
Bayley, Joseph ... ... ... ... 1377
Carey, John Wilson ... ... ... 1377
Harris, George . .. ... ... ... 1304
Hirst, A. F. J. ... ... ... 1377
Hirst, G. A. P. ... ... ... 1377
Kelly, John ... ... ... 1546
Power and Lyons ... ... ... ... 1029
Robinson, H. J. G. ... ... 1517
Shue,  George  ... ... ... ... 1262
Unsworth, Wm. Cooke ... ... 1029
Closure of Insolvency-
Carey, John Wilson ... ... ... 418
Gordon, Robert ... 418
Hawe , William ... ... 418
Mulvena, Crauley, and Co. ... 953
Liquidation by Arrangement or Composition-
,  Wm., and James Win. Strachan ... 50, 1591
Henness  , Wm. 419
Muller, Henry, and Thos. Carter ... ... 954, 1030
Notices in  Estates of .-
Aitkin, William ... ... ... ... 368
Benjamin , John ... ... ... 1110
Blitz, Antony ... ... ... 369
Boyd, William ... ... ... 685
Campbell, Alexander ... ... 794, 1197,
1262
Campbell, W. M.... ... ... ... 1434
Cleve, Alfred, and D. H. Cleve ... ... 794
Cormack, John ... . ... ... 1028
Couch, Richard Taylor ... ... 252
Davison , Benjamin ... ... 1028
Dekins, James John ... 794
Evans , Thomas ... ... ... 419
Martindale, Joseph ... ... 1434
Mills,  Isaac  ... ... ... 1654
Morrison , Andrew ... ... ... ... 1197
Muller and Carter ... ... ... ... 794
Murphy, Edward ... ... ... ... 1304
Pascoe, Jas. B., and W. J. R. Pascoe ... 1029
Richards, William ... .:. 896
Skipper,  Benjamin  ... ... ... ... 1546
Waugh Hing ... ... ... ... 252
Webster, William ... ... ... ... 1590
Rules of Court ... .. ... ... ... 49
Sittings  of Supreme Court for hearing and
determining Questions of Law reserved in
Crown Cases ... ...
Trade Marks Act of  1864 "-
Applications under-
1302
Armour, Robt. and Co. ... ... .1. 1515, 1516
Barrows, Win., and Sons ... ... ... 1434
Gilbey, W. and A. ... ... ... 457
Kuyper, John de, and Son ...456, 457,1303
Martell and Co. ... , . 1196, 1261
Watson and McGill ... .. .. 1515
Wilkens, Rudolph ... ,,,  1303
Supreme Court, Bowen-Insolvency Jurisdiction-
First G eneral Meeting of Creditors-
Benjamin, John, Ravenswood .. ...
Bromberg, Simon, Townsville and Cairns
Buchanan, Wm. Henry, Charters Towers
Cullen, Edward Beaufort, Bowen
Haig, Ferrand, and H. R. W. Miles, Her-
zz..
Page.
457
1028
251
251
bert River ... ... ... 1304
Knapp, Henry, Townsville ... 1654
Strickland, Wm., and Daniel Henderson,
Cooktown ... ... ... . 1303
Wagner, August , Bowen  ... ... ...  129
Wareham, Edward John Bull, Townsville 1590
Last Examination-
Rains, Frederick E....
Declaration of Dividend-
1590
Benjamin, John ... ... ... ... 1623, 1706
Bromberg,  Simon  and Co.... ... 1590, 1623, 1706
Johnson, R. C. G.... ... ... ... 1589, 1706
Monteith, W. and Co. ... ... ... 1623
Wagner, August ... 1431
Williams, H. S. ... 1589
Notice of Application for Certificate of Dis-
charge-
Mackenzie, A. P., Wm.  Stewart,  and A. R.
Mackenzie .. ... ... 306, 458, 794
Monteith, Wm., and Wm. Smith .. , .. 306
Smith, William ... ... ... 458
Certificate of Discharge granted-
Mackenzie, A. P., Wm. Stewart, and A. R.
Mackenzie ... ... 1304
Smith, William ... ... ... 1304
Notices in Estates-
Bromberg, Simon ... ... ... 1262
Buchanan, Wm. Henry ... ... ... 585. 1655
Wagner, August ... ... ... 252
Notices relative to Probates of Wills, Letters of
Administration, or Estates of the following
Deceased Persons-
Cooke, Edward ... ... ... ... 1518
Daly, William ... ... ... ... 795
Gardiner, Ralph ... ... ... ...  193
Ledingham, John ... ... ... ... 193
Menzies, James S.... ... ... ... 193
Surenne,  Gabriel Jas., First Meeting of Creditors ... 953
Surveyors, Licensed , Examination  under  " Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "... ... ... 18
Surveyor-General's Department-Surveyors Licensed under "  Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1876," General List ... ... ... 516
Surveyors Licensed-
Benwell, Frank .. ... ... ... ...  838
Hannan, Willoughby ... ... ... ... 1272
Jopp, George Keith, Blackall ... ... ... 1400
Rendall, John Hewitt, Brisbane ... 975
Warner, James ... ... ... ... ...  838
Swan, J., appointed Member of School Committee,
Georgetown ... ... ... ... ...  886
Swan, James, appointed a Member of  Brisbane  Hospital
Committee ... .. 531
Swayne, Herbert Wm., appointed Medical Officer,
Clermont ... ... ... ... 12
Swords, Thomas Stevenson-
Appointed  a Magistrate  of the Territory ... ... 1138
Appointed Police  Magistrate  at Aramac ... ...  1138
Symes, Frederick G.-
Appointed Second Officer of Customs, Townsville ... 973
Appointed Assistant Health Officer, Townsville ... 1138
T.
Talbot, Richard, appointed a Member of  State School
Committee, Mackay ... ... ... ...  1524
Taudevin, H. J., Declaration of Dividend ... ...  368
Taudevin, H. J., Application for Certificate of Discharge 1197
Taylor, Jas., appointed Member State School  Committee,
Yaamba ..  424
Taylor, the lion.  James , Esquire, M.L.C., appointed a
Trustee of Toowoomba Grammar School ... 1597
Taylor, Richard Target, appointed District  Registrar and
District Receiver in Insolvency , Surat ... 974
Taylor, W. D., Acceptance of Tender ... ... 91
Tenders Accepted-
Banks,  Bros., Lengthening Culvert, &c.,  Brisbane
Railway Station ... ... ... ... 871
Banks, Bros., Steam Shed, Terminal  Station, Brie-
bane  ... .. ... ... ... ...  95
Black, G. and J ., Bookstall ,  Toowoomba Station ... 221
Bubb, J. R., Cast-iron Cylinders,  Fitzroy Bridge ... 759
Clifton Coal Company,  Coal for 8 , gnd W.  Railway 1$46
xxvi.
Tenders Acce p ted-continued.
Dinte ,  Hyman-
Great Coats and Mi li tary Cloaks ... ...
Volunteer Uniforms ... ...
Volunteer Caps  ... ... ... ... ...
Evenden ,  S., Excavation Reservoir ,  Warwick Water-
works  ... .. ... ..
Ferguson ,  John ,  Additions to Po lice Barracks, Rock-
hampton
Frazer and  Wyatt,  Court-house, Charters Towers
Forde, Thos.-
Police  Station , Wivenhoe ...
School  Buildings , Wivenhoe
Ford, Thos., Police Station, Glen Esk
Fountain, Stephen, and Co., Section 4, Western
Railway ... .... ... ...
Garget, J.-
Booking Office and Platform, Murphy's Creek
Court-house and Lock-up, Highfields ... ...
Public Offices, Toowoomba ... ...
Grimes and Petty, Blankets for Aborigines .
Hayward , H., Kitchen at Primary School, Normanby
Johnstone and Severin, Supply of Timber for Nor-
thern Railway...
Jones, Alfred, Bookstall, Terminal Station, Brisbane
Lade, N., Volunteer Belts and Pouches ...
Lowe and McGee, Repairs, Parliamentary Buildings
Macfarlane , W., Museum Buildings, Brisbane ..
Neville, Thos., Additions to Primary School, Goodna
Pears , Henry-Passenger-shed, Platform, and Cottage, Milton
Passenger -shed and Platform, Toowong
Perry,  Bros ., Supplies on Account of the Public
Service  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Porter, R., Foundation of Wharf Stores, Petrie's
Bight ... ... ... ... ... ...
Pryde, Thos.-
Court-house, Nanango ... ... ... ...
Police  Barracks,  Surat ..
Salmon, W., Quarters for Sub-Collector of Customs,
Townsville
Sands and  Headland, Additions, Quarantine Station,
Peel Island ... ... ...
Shenton,  Samuel , Steam Hammer Shed, Ipswich ...
Shenton, Samuel, Erection of Messengers' Quarters,
Brisbane Station ... ...
Smith, C., Timber,  S. and  W. Railway ...
Stewart , John, Telegraph Office, Bundamba ...
Supplies  for Civil Service-
Brushware ,  Perry ,  Bros .... ... ... ...
Ironmongery, Perry,  Bros . ... ... ...
Ship Chandlery, Perry, Bros. ... ... ...
Stationery, Webster and Co. ... ...
Surveyors '  Materials ,  Flavelle,  Bros . &  Roberts
Taylor, W. D., Lock-up and Police Quarters, Con-
damine  ... .. ... ... ... ...
Walker, John and Co., Light-house, North Reef ...
Walters, T. M., Wharf Stores, Petrie's Bight ...
Webster and Co., Supplies on Account of the Public
Service  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Whitby, S. H., Winding and Regulating Clocks ...
Williamson, W., Police Station, Jondaryan
Woodward and Bett, Repairs, Cottage, Powder
Magazine ,  Eagle Farm
Wright, John, Erection of Police Station, Veresdale
Yann  and Sons , Primary School, Tallebudgera ...
Tenders Invited-
Additions to-Bakery, Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich...
Diamantina Orphanage, Brisbane ...
Laundries, Lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo ...
Lock-up, Mackay ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo ...
Parliamentary Buildings ... ... ...
Post Office, Maryborough ...
Primary Schools-
Bowen Bridge Road ... ... ...
Bulimba
Figtree Pocket ...
Goodna ...
Gowrie Road
Kelvin Grove ...
Roma ... ...
St. George ...
South  Brisbane ...
Zillman's Waterholes
Quarantine Station, Peel Island ...
Teacher's Residence, Figtree Pocket School ...
Alberton Ferry, Logan River ... ... ...
Alterations of Punt
Benevolent Asylum, Ipswich ... ...
Blankets  for the Aborignies ...
INDEX.
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1291
1006
24
930
386
759
221
24
1640
871
386
569
759
95
221
1291
221
871
759
Page
Tenders  Invited-continued.
Booking Office and  I  latforms at Murphy's Creek... 1287, 150:
Booking and Telegraph Offices at Jimbour ,  Warra,
and Charley 's Creek  ... ... ... ...  15(
Booking and Telegraph Offices, Warra and Charley's
Creek ... ... ... ...  16
Bookstall ,  Brisbane Railway Station ... ...
Bookstall ,  Toowoomba Railway Station ... ...
Bridge over Fitzroy River  ... ... ... ...
Bridge over Quart -pot Creek  ... ... 24,56
Carriage of Submarine  Cable  and other Telegraph
Material, Brisbane to Mackay  ... ... 17
Cast-iron Cylinders ,  Breakfast Creek Bridge ... 15P
Coal ,  Sourthen and Western Railway .... ... lf2
Conveyance of Mails  between-
Cairns  and Tliornborough  ... ... ...  28, 1171
Gootchie and Neureum  ... ... ... ...  1421
Gympie and Imbil ... ... ... ... 87
Cottage and Fencing at Pumping Station, Mary-
borough Waterworks ... ... ... ...
Court-houses-
Blackall  ... ... ... ... ...  1346, 1692
Charters Towers  ... ... ... ... ...  27
Nanango ...  ... ... ... ...  165
Court-house and Lock-up, Highfields ... ... 222
Drain, Botanical Gardens ... ... ... ... 389, 568
Drain at Petrie's Bight . .. ... ... ...  225
Fencing  Lock- up, Fortitude  Valley ... ... ...  91
Fencing Petrie's Bight Wharves  ... ... 170
Gaol, Rockhampton ... ... ... ... 930
Great Coats and Military Cloaks ... ... ... 31
1173 Great Coats for Turnkeys and Warders ... ... 1508
1173 Infants' School, Leichhardt street, Brisbane ... 1417
Infants' School, Toowoomba ... ... ... 337
1290 Kitchen, Primary School, Bald Hills ... ... 25
Kitchen, Primary School, Normanby ... ... 24
386 Lands Offices, Ipswich ... .. ... 759
Laying Pipes, Ipswich Waterworks ... ... 1286
871 Lengthening Brick Culvert, Terminus, Brisbane ... 275
386 Light-house, Flat-top Island ... ... ... 337, 1565
Light-house, Low Island ... .. ... ... 435
871 Light-keeper's Cottage, Comboyuro Point ... ... 1417
Lock-up, Mackay ... ... ... ... ... 1641
930 Lunatic Reception-house, Maryborough ... 276
24 Machinery for Waterworks, Toowoomba ... 565
Messenger's Quarters, Railway Terminus, Brisbane 275
871 Morgue, Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 1287
24 Museum, Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 92
1006 Painting Fences, Government House and Queen's
821
820
821
819
820
1290
759
221
759
221
759
Police Buildings, Murphy's Creek  .. ... ... 1692
Police  Barracks , Surat ... ... ... ...  26
Police Station, Wivenhoe ... ... ... ...  26
Post and Telegraph Offices, Gladstone ... ...  386
Primary School and Residence, Eton Vale... ... 1474
Primary Schools-Camp Flat ... ... ... ... ... 871
Charters Towers  ... ... ... ... ... 565Gramzow ... ... ... ... ...  564
386 Grandchester ...
... 1243
1536 Highfields ... ... ... ... ... 1612
1641 Ipswich Reserve ... ... 565
872 Kalkie ... ... ... ... ...  1243
1536 Postman's Ridge ... ... ... ... 165
931 Seventeen-mile Rocks ... ... ... 222
276 Tallebuggera ... ... ... ... ... 25
Terror's Creek ... ... ... ... ... 337
1072 Tia ro  ... ... ... ... 564,1173
1536 Upper Tent Hill ... ... 25
1535 Provisions, &c., on account of the Public Service ... 813
92 Public Offices, Toowoomba ... ... ... ...  26
1417 Punts for Dredge " Lytton " ... ... ...  568
1692 Quarantine Station,  McKenzie Island  ... 1243
92 Repairs and Alterations, Primary School, Alfred ... 92
564, 1346 Repairs, Dredge " Lytton "
...  389
1474 Repairs to Cottage, Powder  Magazine , Eagle Farm 221
1565 Repairs, Primary School, West Oxley . 1565
275 Residence for Sub-Co lector of Customs, Townsville 25
1693 Residence for Sub-Collector of Customs, Cooktown 165
760 Service Reservoir, Waterworks, Warwick ... 386
170 Stables, Police Station, Warwick ... ... ... 275
221 Supplies for Civil Service . .. ... ...
.. 807
227 Teacher's Residence, Primary School, Inglewood ... 1416
91
Platform  Extensions ,  Passenger  Shed,  and Porter's
Cottage, at Milton ... ... ... 435
Platform  Extensions and Passenger  Shed at Toowong 435
Play Sheds, Primary School, Leiclihardt street ... 165
Play Sheds, Primary School, Warwick ... ...  1692
Pilot's Buildings, Cairns ... ... ... ... 871
91 Pilot's Cottage, Gatcombe Bead ... ... ... 1316
24 Pilot's Cottage, Inskip Point ... ... 1287
386 Pilot's Cottage, Keppel Bay ... ... ... ... 1565
Pilot's Cottage, Mackay ... ... ... ... 1417
INDEX. . xxvii.
h'-riders Invited  -coutmr(ed.
Telegraph Lines from-
Dalby to Cooranga Creek and Charley's Creek
Gladstone to Bastard Head
Ipswich to Fassifern, and from Highfield5 to
Crow's Nest ... ... ... ... ...
The Tate and Walsh Stations to Thornborough
Telegraph Oices-
Blackall ... ... ... ... ... ... 759,
Dee River ... ... ...
Laura ... ... ... ...
Maytown ... ... ... ...
Mitchell Downs ... ... ...
Palmerville
St. Lawrence ... ...
Waterview ... ... ... ... 1473,
Westwood ... ... ... ...
Yaamba ...
Underground Tank, Kelvin Grove School ... ...
Underground Tank, Primary School, Mackay ...
Volu nteer Belts and Pouche s ... ... ...
Volu nteer Caps ... ...
Volu nteer Uniforms ...
Wha rf, Doughboy Cr eek .
Wha
Wh
rf near Doughbo
i '
y Cree
B h
k
a
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Treasury- continued.
Comparative Statement of the Expenditure-
876  continued.
937 Loan Expenditure-
66Quarterly and half-yearly ...
29 Quarterly and nine months ... 1206
280 Special Appropriation-
Quarterly and half-yearly ... ... 67
1536 Quarterly and nine months ... ... 1207
759 Trust Funds-
27 Quarterly and half-yearly ... ... ... 67
27 Quarterly and nine months ... ] 207
1473 Tregurtha, Edward Primrose, appointed Accountant in
26 the Commissioner for Railways' Department 71
759 Tuckett, Aaron, appointed a Member of State School
1611 Committee, Gatton ... ... ... ... 1524
435 Turner, Rev. Edmund, registered under  "Marriage
564  Act " ... ... ... ...  31
26 Turner, John Sargent, appointed Trustee in Insolvent
24 Estate of Frvar and Strachan ... 50
880 Turpentine Tree  (Eucalyptus Uicrocorys)  not to be
880 removed from Great Sandy Island ... ... 22
879
225
170
U.
25  Ulir, R. C.  It., appointed District Registrar and District
221 Receiver in Insolvency ,  Taroom .. 974
Ulrick,  Lukas ,  appointed a Trustee of Walloon  GeneralTenders- Extension  of Time-
Makerston  street Culvert ...
Terry, Sidney  Briggs-
Appointed Clerk of Petty Sessions, Maryborough...
Appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits ...
Appointed Deputy Sheriff, District Court, Mary-
borough ... ... ... ...
Appointed District Receiver in Insolvency, Mary-
borough ... .
Appointed District Registrar of Births, Marriages,
and Deaths, Maryborough
Appointed Registrar of the Central District Court
at Maryborough
Thomas, Charles, appointed a Trustee of Leyburn Com-
mon ... ... ... ... ... ...
Thomas, Lewis, appointed Trustee in Insolvent Estate
of Wm. Richards ... ... ...
Thompson, Wm., Notice in Will ... ... ...
Thomson, John, M.B., appointed Surgeon, Queensland
Volunteer Engineer Corps ...
Thomson, Peter, Error in Deed ... ...
Thon, Guido, appointed Surgeon No. 11 Company, Q.V.R.
Thornborough Road River Crossings ... ...
Thorn, The Hon. George, Resignation as Vice-President
of the Executive Council ...
Thorne, Ebenezer, appointed a Trustee of Woolangabba
Recreation Reserve ... ... ...
Thorngren, Chas. John, Notice in Will ..
Thornton, The Hon. Win., appointed a Member of State
School Committee, Kangaroo Point ... ...
Thornton, The Hon. Win., appointed a Trustee of
Woolangabba Recreation Reserve
Thornton, W. H. L., Resignation as Magistrate of the
Territory ... ... ...
Thow, Chas. Stewart-
First Meeting of Creditors ... ... ...
Last Examination ... ... ... ... ...
Tighe, Peter, appointed a Trustee of Drayton Common-
age
Tonson, John Boyle, appointed District Receiver in In-
solvency, St. George
Toohey, John, sear., appointed a Trustee of Nanango
Cemetery ... ...
Toowoomba Grammar School Regulations ... ...
Toowoomba Small Debts Court New Rules ...
Topfer, George, appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Sandy Creek ... ... ... ...
Totten, Thomas, Notice to Next of kin ... ... ...
Townley, Wm., Resignation as Captain No. 2 Battery,
Q.V.A....
Tozer, Horace, appointed a Member of Gympie Road
Board ...
" Trade Marks Act of  1864," Applications under-see
" Supreme Court."
Treasury-
Comparative Statement of Ilie Consolidated Revenue
and Special Funds-
Consolidated Revenue, quarterly ...
Consolidated Revenue, half-yearly ... ...
Consolidated Revenue, nine mouths ... ...
Special Receipts , qu-irterly ...
Special Receipts , half-y early ...
Special Receipts,  nine  months ..
Comparative Statement of the Expenditure-
Consolidated Revenue -
Quarterly and half-yearly ... ...
Quarterly and nine months ...
1245 Cemetery ... ... ... ... ... 1630
Unsworth, Wm. Cooke-
530 Last Examination  ... ... ... ... ... 50
1589 Application for Certificate  of Discharge  ... ... 303
Certificate of Discharge granted ... ... 1029
v.
1484
835
Vance, John Win., appointed  a Trustee  of Walloon Ge-
039 neral Cemetery  ... ... ...
Vice-Admiralty Court--
835 Sittings in  re-
952, 1109, 1302, 1351, 1515, 1589, 1706
Vickers, Wm., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Drayton ... ... ... ... 12
1634
" The Ousuri " ... ... ... ... ... 129
425 " The Peony " ... ... ... ... ... 251
Sittings  to be held ...  ...  ... ... ... 367, 456, 767,
896
1655
264 Vickery, Thos., appointed Poundkeeper at Leyburn 1434
377 Vital  Statistics  of the Registry District of Brisbane 135
12 Volunteers-
80 Appointments-
Adams, Joseph Hodson, to be Captain No. 1
59 Company, Q.V.R. ... ... ... ... 42.1
Bale, John Alfred, to be Lieutenant Qucens-
1271 land Volunteer Engineer Corps ... ... 264
955 Bourne ,  Joseph Orton ,  to be Lieutenant  -No. 1
Battery , Q..V.A. ... ... ...
12 Boyce, John Alexander ,  to be Lieutenant No. 9
974
Company  ... ... ... ... ... 71
1271 Chapman , Edward,  to be Lieutenant No. 12Company, Q.V.R. ... ... ... ... 1323
1322 Diamond, John F .  C., to be Lieutenant  -No. 10
Company  ... ... ... ... ... 71
584 Drury ,  Captain Edward Robert, to be Major in
1655 the Queensland Volunteer Artillery... 591
Geary ,  Captain Godfrey Nairne Benjamin, to
1687 be  Major Artillery  ... ... ... ...  71
Haggard, Henry Debonaire Gardner ,  to be Cap-
973 tarn unattached in the Q.V. Brigade ... 71
Hickman, Rupert D., to be Captain No. 10
115 Company  ... ... ... ...  71
880 Lamb , Will.  Dawson ,  to  be Lieutenant  No. 5
1653 Company  ... ... ... ... ...  71
Langley, Oliver Grace ,  to  be Lieutenant No. 11
836 Company  ... ... ...  12
1485 McDonnell ,  Captain John ,  to be Major Q.V.R. 71
McDonnell,  Major  John ,  Q.V.R., to be Major-
13 22 Commandant of all the Queensland Volunteer
Forces ... ... ... ... ... ... 71
1459 Morgan ,  Arthur ,  to be Lieutenant  No. 5 Conc-
pany, Q.V.R. ..
Rowlar ,ds, John, to be Lieutenant No. 10 Com-
pany .
Smith, Edward Eldridge, to be Captain No. 12
974
71
Company, Q.V.H. ... ... ... ... 1322
59, 1199 Snelling, Captain Walter, to be Maj•nr com-
62 manding  :Xo. 3 Co.npany and the Cadet Corps
1202  of Brisbane  ... ... ... ... ... 1322
61, 1201 Thomson, John, '_1(.B., to be Surgeon Queen,-
63 land Volunteer Engineer Corps ... ...  264
1203 Thon, Guido, to be Surgeon, ro. 11 Company 12
Walton, Wm. Fredk., to be Lieutenant, \o. 11
Company ... ... ... . ... 12
64 Webb, Ernest Henry, to be Captain No. 1
1204 Battery, Q.V.A. ... ... ... ... 424
INDEX.
Volunteers-conti ntied.
Notifications--
Bundaberg Volunteer Rifle Corps, Rules and
Regulations ... ...
Queensland Rangers Volunteer Corps, No. 12,
Acceptance of Services
Regulations for the Issue and Safe Custody of
Stores ... ... ... ... ... ...
Resignations-
Lamb, Wm. Dawson, as Lieutenant No. 5
Page.
Wettenhall, A. R., appointed Member of State School
Committee, Goondiwindi ...
• Appointed District Registrar and District Receiver
in Insolvency, Goondiwindi .. . ...
Resignation as First Lieutenant in No. 3 CompanN•,Q.V.R. ... ... ...
Page f
83
947
1322
765
1039
1539
Company ... ... ... .. ... 71
Townley, Win., as Captain No. 2 Battery,
Q.V.A.... ... ... ... ... ... 1322
Wettenhall, AllanRavenscroft,aslstLieiitenantNo. 3Company, Q.V.R. ... ... ... 1322
W.
Wagner , August-
First  Meeting of  Creditors ... ... ...  129
Declaration of Dividend  ... ... ... ...  1110, 1434
Walker,  John and Co ., Acceptance  of Tender  ... ...  24
Walker, Spencer F.-
Appointed Trustee in Estate of S. Bromberg 1262
Appointed Trustee in Insolvent Estate of John
Benjamin ... ... ... ... 1110
Wall, Arthur  P., appointed Poundkeeper ,  Charleville  ...  1515
Walsh ,  John ,  appointed a Sheep Di re ctor for District of
Cook  ... .. ...  1494
Walsh,  Wm., appointed Assistant Superintendent of the
City  Voltinter  Fire  Brigade ... ... ... 200
Walters ,  T. M., Acceptance of Contract ... ... ... 386
Walton,  John-
First Meeting of Creditors  ... ... ... ...  192
Last Examination  ... ... ... ... ...  419
Application for Certificate of Discharge  ...  794
Walton, Wm. F., appointed Lieutenant No. 11 Company,
Q.V. R.... ... .. ...
Ward,  Jonas, appointed a Travelling  Mail Officer,
12
S. and W. Railway ... ... ... 1459
Ward, Wni., appointed Member State School Com-
mittee, Pullen Vale ... ... ... 836
Ward, Wm. John, Error in Deed ,,. ,.. 16
Ward, Win., appointed a Trustee of Walloon General
Cemetery ... ... ... ... 1630
Wareham, E. J. B., First Meeting of Creditors .. 1590Warner, John Reid,.appointed Lard Commissioner and
Land Agent, Gympie... ... ... . , . 475
Warner, Jas.-
Licensed as a Surveyor under  " Croton Lands
Alienation Act of  1876" ... ... ... 838
Appointed Inspector of Slaughter-houses, Conda-
mine ... ... ... ... ... ... 1494
Watson and McGill, Application under  " Trade Marks
Act " ... ... ... ... ...  ... 1515, 1516
Watson, Joshua, appointed Poundkeeper, Surat ... 952
Waterworks, Brisbane, Board of, Notices to Owners of
Tenements ... ... ... 194, 459, 795, 1518, 1655
Warren, Wm. Stanley, appointed Bailiff of Crown Lands,
Toowoomba, Warwick, and Dalby ... ... 476
Weaver, H. E., Application for Certificate of Discharge 1377
Webb, Ernest Henry, appointed Captain No. 1 Battery,
Q.V.A. ... ... ... ... ... 424
Webb, Edward Robert, appointed Member of State
School Committee, Goodna .. ... 1550
Webber, Rev. John, Registered under  " Marriage Act" 766
Webster and Co., Acceptance of Tender... ... ... 819, 1290
Webster, Win., First Meeting of Creditors  ...  1546
Werner, F., appointed Member of State School Commit-
tee, Cooparoo ... ... ... ... ... 12
Welch, James, Horses Stolen ... ... ... 1518
Wellstead, Chas., Notice in Will ... ... ... 51
Wharves, Petrie's Bight ,  Sale of Leases ... ...
\Vliithy , S. H., Acceptance of Tender ... ...
White Geo.-
Appointed  Registrar  of the Central District Court
at Gladstone  ... ... ...
Appointed Land  Agent at Gladstone
Wht s 1 N ti 'ii 1Vi11sinue o ce ... ... ... ...i e, ,
White,  Jas. Charles-
Appointed  Recording  Clerk for the U nsettled Dis-
trict of Mitchell  and Gregory South
Appointed  Assistant  District  Registrar , Registry
District  of Blackall
Whitelaw ,  Matthew ,  appointed  an Auditor of Clermont
Whittaker,  Geo., appointed a Trustee  of Drayton Com-
monage
Wickham , Capt.  John  Clement,  Notice in  Will...
Wicks, Rowland, Notice in Goods ... ...
Wilkens, Rudolph, Registration of Trade Marks
Williams, David Lewis, Glenlee, Resignation as Magis-
trate of the Territory... ... ... ...
Williams, George, Application for Licensed Gate
Williams, H. S., Declaration of Second Dividend ...
Williams, Robert, Last Examination ... ...
Williamson, W., Tender Accepted ... ... ...
Willmett, Jas., appointed Member of State School Com-
mittee, Georgetown ... ... ...
Wills, H. S. H., Notice in Will . ... .,.
Wills, Samuel Joseph, Error in Deed ... ... ...
Wilson, Chas., First Meeting of Creditors ... ...
Wilson, James, Notice in Will ... ... ... ...
Wilson, J. G. H., Resignation as Magisti ate of the Ter-
ritory ...  ... ... ... .. ...
Wingfield, Richard Win., appointed Private Secretary to
His Excellency the Governor ...
Winks, Win., Application for Licensed Gate ... ..
Withey, Rev. Chas. Frederick, Registered under  " Mar-
riage Act" ... ... ... ...
Wodeliouse, Chas. Edward, appointed Land Commis-
sioner and Land Agent, Rockhampton .,.
Woodcock, C. A. J.-
Appointed District Receiver in Insolvency, Warwick
Resignation as Member of State School Committee,
Goondiwindi ... ... ... ...
Appointed a Commissioner for Affidavits ... ...
Wood, John James, Notice in Goods
Woodward and Bett, Acceptance of Tender .. ...
Woogaroo Lunatic Asylum and Lunatic Reception-
houses, Appointment of Commission to
inquire into and report upon... ... ...
Wright John, Tender Accepted ... ... ... ...
Wright, John Thomas, First Meeting of Creditors
Writs-
Sheriff-see " Sheriff "
Issued for the Election of Members of the Legisla-
- tive Assembly-Electoral District of-
Aubigny ... ... ... ... ...
Bowen ...
East Moreton
Gympie .
Maryborough
Normanby ... ... ...
Northern Downs ... ...
Wickham ... ... ...
Y.
Yaldwyn, Wm.-
Appointed Police  Magistrate ,  Dalby ... .. ...
Resignation as a Member of the Legislative  Council
Yann and Sons, Acceptance of Tender  ,,. ... ...
Young, Adam , Declaration  of Dividend ... ... ...
12
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  ICTORIA, BT TSE GRACE or GOD,  OB THE UNITBn
KINGDOM  or GREAT BRrrAnt AND IRELAND,
Qtramc ,  DBFSNDas or THE FArrH, AND so
FORTH.
To all to whom these Presents shall come, Greeting,-
To
Abbott ,  Henry Palmer,  Brisbane
Abbott , Thomas Kingemill ,  Sydney
Ackerley,  William Howarth,  Goodna
Adams,  Francis Somerset,  Sydney, New South Wales
Adams,  Henry John,  Bogandina
Adams,  George, Culloden,  Mitchell  District
Addison, Glentworth  Walsh Frazer, Police  Magistrate,
Maitland,  New South WalesAffleck, John,  Swan Creek
Aland,  Robert, Toowoomba
. Aldham,  Henry Moore, Newland, Brisbane River
Alexander,  Robert, Preston
Alexander ,  William Richmond ,  Redbank
Alford ,  Thomas, Coochin
Allan, James T]iomas, Enniskillen,  Mitchell District
Allan,  William ,  Whyanbah
Allen, William Thomas Bryant,  Barcoo River
Allen, Thomas, Cambooya,  Darling Downs
Allen, John Henry,  Clermont
Anderson ,  William, Clifton
Andrew, John Leishman,  Amby Downs
Andrews ,  Alexander Livingstone ,  Ipswich Agricultural
Reserve
Arming,  William,  Mount Sturgeon
Aplin ,  William ,  Townsvi lle
Aplin, Henry,  Georgetown
Aplin ,  Oliver Dyson,  Stanthorpe
Armstrong,  David William,  Maryborough
Armstrong,  Octavius,  Police  Magistrate,  Tenningering
Ascough,  William Nicholson,  Palm-tree Creek
Atherton,  James,  Mount Hedlow,  Rockhampton
Aumiiller,  Karl,  Beaufort,  Clermont
Ayrey, Charles,  Worronooke,  Victoria
Bailey ,  William Gill, Tiaro
Baird,  James C.,  Cooktown
Baker,  John ,  Charlestown
Bale,  John Lloyd , Brisbane
Ball, Albert Throckmorton,  Haselwood,  Mackay
Ballard, Robert, Rockhampton
Balls, Charles William,  Warwick
Barker,  Francis Lindsay,  Sydney, New South Wales
Barker, Wi lliam,  Tanirookum
Barker ,  John, Walla ,  Marybo ro ugh
Barlow, Alexander, Warkon, Condamine
Barlow, Andrew Henry ,  Ipswich
Barnett, Barron Lewis, Brisbane
Barnett ,  John Frederick ,  Glenora, Springsure
Barron, Thomas Henry Bowman ,  Brisbane
Barton ,  Augustus P., Moolboolaman ,  Wide Bay District
Barton ,  Hugh Hawthorne ,  Ravenswood
Barton,  Robert Crofts, Toweran,  Port Curtis
Barton ,  Wil liam, Sydney
Barwell,  Charles H. Arthur,  Rockhampton
Bays, Frank Buckle, Surat
Beal, James Charles ,  Brisbane
Bean ,  James, Yenda
Beardmore,  Francis John Wathen,  St. Lawrence
Beardmore,  Frederick Joshua Wathen, Cooktown
Beardmore,  George Oakes, Oakey Creek
Beardmore,  Owen Charles Joseph, Tooloomba
Beattie, Francis, Brisbane
Becke, Cecil ,  Cooktown
Beddek,  Frank Newell, Rockhampton
Beddome ,  Charles Edward ,  Cardwe ll
Bedwell,  Edward P., Commander R.N., Brisbane
Beit ,  Robert, Warrego
Bell, Donald, Bowen
Be ll, Francis ,  Cooktown
Be ll, Henry, Mackay
Be ll, Joshua Peter, Brisbane
Bell, The Honorable John Alexander,  England
Bell, Hugh, Brisbane
Bell, James Thomas Marsh, Umbercolie
Bell, Robert North, Tambo
Bell, Henry Wyatt, Surat
Be llgrove ,  Edwin, Roma
Bennett, Israel, Wales
Benson, John Robinson ,  Gympie
Berens ,  Siegmund ,  Brisbane
Bergin, John Delany, South Pine
Bernays ,  Lewis Adolphus, Brisbane
Berkleman,  William Furlong,  Listowell, Mitchell District
Berkley, Jams, Brisbane
Betts ,  Henry,  Fairlight,  Flinders River
2Biddulph, John Linden, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Warrego  District, New South Wales
Bigge,  The Honorable Francis Edward, England
Bignell, Edmund Dillalah, Warrego District
Birkbeck, Carlos Narcissus, North Rockhampton
Biscoe , Henry, Wooroonga, Fitzroy Downs
Bishop, Thomas Copner, Tent Hill
Black,  Joseph Hume, Eaglefield, Nebo
Blakeney, William Theophilus, Brisbane
Bligh, John O'Connell, Police Magistrate, Gympie
Blomfield, Euston, Mitchell District
Board,  Richard, Redcliffe
Bode, Frederick Robert, Strathdon, Kennedy District
Bolitho,  Samuel , Rainsworth, Springsure
Booker, Charles Edward Sydney, Maryborough
Borton, Frederick, Burrandowan
Bourcicault , Arthur Leslie, Rockhampton
Bowman,  William McArthur, Mount  Brisbane
Bowman , Alexander, Oaklands, New South Wales
Box, The Honorable William Draper, Brisbane
Boyce, James, Rockhampton
Boyce, William Martin, Toowoomba
Boyd, David Sloan Carr, Springsure
Bracker , Henry, Warroo
Bradley, William Brown, Claverton
Brady, James, Ipswich
Bramston  John, Colonial Office, London
Bramston, Henry, Brisbane
Brandon, Henry, Mackay
Bray, Joshua, Woollumban, Tweed River, New South
Wales
Brewster, John, Sydney, New South Wales
Bridgeman, George Francis, Mackay
Bristowe, Edward Henry Chad, Ravenswood
Broadbent, John, Widgee
Brodie,  John  Bissett,  Planet Downs, Flinders River
Brodie, Thomas Alexander, Nive Downs
Brodziak, Abraham, Townsville
Brodziak,  Mark, Cooktown
Brookes,  William, Brisbane
Brooks, Fitzherbert, Werie Ela, Warrego District
Broome , William, Toorilla Station
Brown, Honorable Alfred Henry, Maryborough
Brown , John, Tempe Downs, Burke District
Brown, Nugent Wade, Wide Bay
Brown , John, Babillora, Warrego District
Brown,  Arthur, England
Brown,  John Dowling, Superintendent of Police, New
South Wales
Brown,  David Laughland,  Brisbane
Brown, Charles  Fenwick Elphinstone, Melbourne, Vic-
toria
Brown,  James Edwin, Maryborough
Brown, Thomas Henry, Bogabilla, Macintyre River
Brown, William Agnew, Bowen
Brown,  Joseph, Rockhampton
Brown, Sylvester John, Gympie
Brown,  Arthur, Banchory, Clermont
Brown, Samuel, Surat
Browne,  William Charles, Bagabilla, New South Wales
Browne , Cornwallis Wade, Bolingbroke, Nebo
Bryant, Frederick, Maryborough
Bryce, Thomas, Stoney Creek
Buchanan , The Honorable Archibald Berdmore, Brisbane
Buchanan, Benjamin, Sydney, New South Wales
Buchanan,  James, Police Magistrate, Armidale, New
South Wales
Buckland, Charles  James, Gympie
Buckland, John Francis , Brisbane
Buckley, Henry, Brisbane
Bucknall,  William Arthur, Mount Morris
Bullmore , Edward Augustus, Oakwood
Burkitt, Horace, Police  Magistrate, Bundaberg
Burn , John, Clermont
Burne,  Henry,  Maranoa  District
Busch, Ernst, Toowoomba
Buttanshaw, Henry Reginald, Police  Magistrate, Mary-
borough
Butler, William, Kilcoy
Buzacott , Charles  Hardie , Rockhampton
Byerley, Frederick John, Brisbane
Byrnes, James , Sydney, New South Wales
Byrnes ,  Henry James , Parramatta, New South Wales
Cadell, James John, Ideraway, Burnett District
Cain, George, Nulls Nulls, Upper Burdekin
Callaghan, William, Rockhampton
Callan, Albert J., Toowoomba
Came ron,  Alpin Grant, Cooktown
Cameron, Charles Christopher, Ipswich
Cameron, Donald, Ipswich
Cameron, Hugh, Callandoon
Cameron, John, Brisbane
Cameron, John, Enniskillen Downs
Campbell, Donald McDonald, Clermont
Campbell, Edward, Dalby
Campbell, James, Brisbane
Campbell, John, Laidley
Cameron, Gordon, Ipswich
Campbell, Murdoch, Sorghum Downs, Cloncurry River
Canny, William Peter, Eton Vale, Maryborough
Cannan, Kearsey, Brisbane
Cannan, John Kearsey, Rockhampton
Cardell, Henry, '1 ieryboo
Cardew, Pollett, Police Magistrate, Stanthorpe
Cardew, Walter Clare, Police Magistrate, Leyburn
Carpendale, Alexander Victor, Grantham
Carr, John Cuthbert, Cardigan
Carrie,  James , Palmerville
Carter, Joseph, Currawah, Dalby
Cassidy, Owen Short, Oakey Creek, Maytown
Challinor, Henry, Brisbane
Charters, William Skelton Ewbank Melbourne, Charters
Towers
Chase, Richard William, Fort Cooper North
Chatfield, William, junior, Natal Downs, Kennedy District
Chatfield, William, Sydney, New South Wales
Chester, Henry Majoribanks, Police Magistrate,  Somerset
Christian, William, Wilangi, St. Lawrence
Clark, George, Warwick
Clark, Charles, Talgai
Clarke, William, Young, New South Wales
Clarke, John Kerr, Leichhardt District
Clarke, Duncan, Leichhardt District
Clarke, Francis, Bowen
Clarke, Charles James, Georgetown
Clarke, George Edward, Charters Towers
Clayton, Reginald Bryant Buchanan, Maryborough
Clifton, William, Townsville
Cockburn, HenryMontague, St. Lawrence
Collins, William Carden, Torilla, Rockhampton
Compigne, Alfred William, Police Magistrate,  Blackali
Compigne, Walter, Gympie
Concanon, William Augustus, Dalby
Connolly, John, Gayndah
Cooksley, William John Farmer, Eagle Farm, Brisbane
Cooper, Harry, Talgai, Leichhardt District
Corfield, Henry Cox, Wide Bay District
Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck, Cecil Plains
Corser, Edward Bernard Cresset, Maryborough
Costello, John, Cooper's Creek
Cottell, Richard James, Roma
Couldery, William Henry, Gympie
Coutts, Thomas, North Toolburra
Coward, Thomas, Palmer Gold Fields
Cowl, Thomas Holder, Normanton
Cowlishaw,  James,  Brisbane
Cowper, Charles, Sydney, New South Wales
Cowper, Sedgwick S., London
Cox, Charles Clarendon, Mudgee, New South Wales
Cox, Charles,  Pimpama
Coxen, Henry William,  England
Crace, Edward Kendall, Franklin Vale
Craig, Thomas, Police Magistrate, Thurgomindah
Cran, Robert, Yengarie, Wide Bay District
Crawford, William, Crawfordsburn, Toowoonba
Crawford, James, Western Creek
Cribb, Robert, Brisbane
Cribb, Benjamin, Police Magistrate, Dalby
Cribb, Thomas Brideson, Ipswich
Crofton, Charles James, Bowen
Crombie, James, Blackall
Crombie, William, Home Creek, Blackall
Crosthwaite, Benjamin, Burke District
Cruise, Richard, Westbrook Hall, Toowoomba
Cudinore, Daniel, Argyle, Kennedy District
Cunningham, Edward, Molonglong, Kennedy District
Cunningham, Michael, Burdekin Downs, Kennedy Dis-
t ri ct
Curr, Montague, Ravenswood
Daintree, Richard, C.M.L., London
Dalrymple, David Hay, Mackay
Dangar, Frederick Holkham, Sydney
Dangar, Thomas Gordon,  Maranoa District
Darvall, Frederick Orme,  Brisbane
Daveney, Charles Beevor, Warwick
Davidson, William Montgomerie,  Brisbane
Davidson, John Ewan, Mackay
Davidson, Benjamin, Cooktown
Davis, Sydney Beavan, Rockhampton
Davy, John, Beenleigh, Albert River
Dawson, Robert, Police  Magistrate , Cooma, New South
Wales
Day, William Henry, Brisbane
Dean, William Ilandloy, Townsville
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Depraves, William, Melbourne, Victoria
Delpratt, Joseph Henry, Tambourine
De Salis, Leopold William Fane, Strathmore
De Satge, Oscar, Toowoomba
De Satge, Henry, England
Devereux, The Honorable Henry de Bohun, Clermont
Dibdin, Robert Lowes, Rockhampton
Dicken, Charles Shortt, Police Magistrate, Millchester
Dickson, The Honorable James Robert, Brisbane
bight, John, Boonall, New South Wales
Dixon, Joseph Black, Brisbane
Dixon, Joseph Chapman, Mooloolah
Donaldson, Lester Stuart, Police Magistrate, Gulgong,
New South N ales
Dorsey, William McTaggart, Ipswich
Dorsey, William Augustus, Inspector of Border Customs
Patrol
Dorsey, Alexander, Palmer River Gold Fields
Douglas, The Honorable John, Brisbane
Douglas, Robert, Brisbane
Dowling, Vincent, New South Wales
Doyle, Robert, Tookabarroo, Wilson River
Drew, William Leworthy Goode,  Brisbane
Drinan ,  James ,  Electra ,  Bundaberg
Drury, Edward Robert, Brisbane
Duff, John Harris, Maytown
Dudgeon, Thomas Vokes, Sub-Collector Customs, Mackay
Dulhunty, Lawrence Joshua Edward, Tambo
Duncan ,  James,  Maryborough
Dunlop, James Haldane, Warwick
Dutton, James Boydell, Eingindah, Leichhardt District
Dutton ,  Francis, Bauhinia Downs
Eaton, John, Maryborough
Easton , Henry Edward, Billa Billa
Easton ,  Frederick Charles, Spring Creek ,  Darling Downs
Edkins, Edward Roland, Mount Cornish
Edmondstone ,  George,  Brisbane
Edwards ,  Charles ,  Fort Bourke ,  New South Wales
Eldred ,  William Henry ,  Sydney, New South Wales
Elliot, Aynsley John,  Bowen Downs
Eliott , Gilbert William ,  Police  Magistrate,  Toowoomba
Elliott,  Henry H .,  Undulla , -Upper Logan
Eliott ,  Thomas,  Tilpal ,  Rockhampton
Emmelhainz , Albert,  Brisbane
Ettershank ,  John,  Melbourne ,  Victoria
Evans ,  Augustus, St. Ruth's
Ewan, James,  Sydney
Fahey ,  Bartley ,  Water  Police Magistrate ,  Cooktown
Faircloth ,  George ,  Maryborough
Faithful, William Percy, Maryborough
Fanning ,  Matthew Patrick  Boyle, Police  Magistrate, St.
Lawrence
Faveno, Peter,  Drayton
Feez, Albrecht,  Rockhampton
Feilberg, Carl  Adolph, Cooktown
Fenwiok, John,  Brisbane
Ferguson,  John,  Rockhampton
Ferrett,  John ,  Wallan,  Condamine
Fife, George  Robert ,  Brisbane
Finney,  Thomas,  Brisbane
Fitz ,  Henry Bates ,  Brisbane
Fletcher ,  Joseph, Townsville
Foote ,  James ,  Ipswich
Foote, John Clarke ,  Ipswich
Forbes, Frederick Augustus , Ipswich
Forbes ,  George Edward ,  Colinton ,  Ipswich
Ford ,  Frederick ,  Boonara ,  Burnett District
Forrest ,  Wi ll iam,  Wombah,  Kolonga
Forrest ,  Edward Barrow ,  Brisbane
Forsythe ,  William ,  Lilyvale , Malve rn Downs
Fountain ,  Joseph ,  Burpengary
Fox, George ,  St. Lawrence
Francis,  Arthur Morley ,  Police  Magistrate ,  Banana
Fraser ,  John ,  Kooingal, Leichhardt District
Fraser ,  Simon, Brisbane
Fraser , William Wilberforce, Police Magistrate, Inserell,
New South Wales
Freney ,  Thomas ,  Cooper 's Plains
Frew ,  Robert ,  Claverton Downs
Frith,  Charles ,  Sydney
Frost, Richard Russell, Townsville
Fryar ,  Wi lliam, Brisbane
Fu llerton ,  George ,  Sydney
Gaden ,  Thomas Brocklebank ,  Sydney
Gaden ,  William Henry ,  Gladstone
Gailey,  Richard, Brisbane
Garbutt, Charles Overeni, Mount Cotton
Garget, John, Toowoomba
Garnett, Herbert, Mitchell District
Gataker, Charles Frederick, Maryborough
Geary, Edward Montague, Brisbane
Gedye, Charles Townsend, Sydney
Gibson, Andrew Faithful, Goulburn, New South Wales
Gibson, Richard, Melbourne
Gibbon, The Honorable James, Brisbane
Giblin, Vincent Wanostrocht, Sydney, New South Wales
Gibson, James, Stanmore, Albert River
Gibson, James, Saxby Plains ,  Flinders River
Gibson, William, Canindah, Burnett
Gibson, Angus, Doughboy Creek
Gilchrist, John Oswald, Sydney, New South Wales
Gill, Francis, Police Magistrate, Ravenswood
Gillies ,  Hugh Cameron, Mount Hutton
Goertz, Ernest, Brisbane
Goodall, William Robert, Police Magistrate, Mackay
Goodchap, Frederick, t*ympie
Gordon, James, Townsville
Gordon, Frederick, Townsville
Gordon, Henry, Tahiti, Wide Bay
Gordon, James, North Pine River
Gordon, Samuel Thomas, Lilyvale
Gerry, Christopher, Ipswich
Govett, John, Barcoo River
Lovett, Robert, Portland Downs
Graham, Charles James ,  Brisbane
Graham, John, Ga ndah
Graham, Robert William, Mackay
Graham, William, Toowoomba
Graham, Peter, Maryborough
Graham, John Lockwood, Upper Calliope
Grahame, John Vetch, Euthella, Roma
Grant, Alexander, Rockhampton
Grant, Alexander, Ogilvie, Burke, New South Wales
Gray, Robert, Immigration Agent, Brisbane
Gray, Samuel William, New South Wales
Gray, Robert, Flinders River
Gray, Henry Jardine, Maryborough
Green ,  Charles Henry ,  Goomburra ,  Warwick
Green, William B., Mondure
Greene ,  Rawdon, Peak Downs
Greenham, John, junior, Ipswich
Greenup, Alfred, Maryland, Tenterfield, New South
Wales
Gregory ,  Augustus Charles,  C.M.G., Brisbane
Gregory ,  The Honorable Francis Thomas ,  Darling
Downs District
Gregory ,  Nathaniel Thomas Roger ,  Toowoomba
Gregson ,  Jesse, Rainsworth ,  Leichhardt District
Griffith ,  Edward ,  junior ,  SydneyGriffiths, George Neville, Sydney
Gruchy, John William de, Highfelds
Grimes, George, Brisbane
Grimes, James Watts, Toowoomba
Grimes, Thomas ,  Spring Creek
Groom, William Henry, Toowoomba
Gulland, James, Ipswich
Gunn, Donald, Pikedale
Ha ll, Thomas Skarratt ,  Goulburn ,  New South Wales
Ha lloran , Arthur Edward,  Sheriff ,  Brisbane
Haly, Charles Robert, Ipswich
Hamilton ,  Douglas Douglas
Hamilton ,  Thomas ,  London
Hamilton ,  James ,  Dunwich
Hamilton , John,  Palmer River
Hammond,  Henry ,  Fort  Burke ,  New South Wales
Hammond , Henry William, Balonne River
Hanmer ,  Thomas ,  Talgai, Warwick
Hann , William, Kennedy  District
Hannell, James ,  Newcastle ,  New South Wales
Hanran, Patrick  Francis ,  Townsville
Harden ,  Charles,  Rockhampton
Harden, Henry Scott, Glenlyon, Leyburn
Hardgrave , John,  Brisbane
Hardgrave, Stephen ,  Moggi ll
Harding, Elias, junr .,  Grassmere
Harding, Thomas,  Connamara , Gregory North
Hargreaves ,  Ebenezer  Watson ,  Ipswich
Harlin ,  Thomas,  Sydney
Harpur, Richard Donovan Speer,  Barmundoo,  Gladstone
Harrington,  William Frederick ,  Maryborough
Harriott ,  Thomas Ware ,  Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Armidale
Hart , John, Adelaide
Hart ,  The Honorable Frederick  Hamilton ,  Brisbane
Hartmann , Charles H., Toowoomba
Hay, James Leith, Police  Magistrate ,  Condamine
Haylock, Alfred,  Sonoma , Burdekin
Hays, Enoch Price Walter, Richmond Downs
Hazard ,  Robert, Ballallynd ,  Moonie River
Headrick, John, Rockhampton
Heath ,  George Poynter ,  Brisbane
Helsham, Douglas ,  Wide Bay
Hemmant ,  William, B ri sbane
Henderson ,  James ,  Tantitha
Henning ,  Edward Biddulph ,  Sydney
Henry, Ernest ,  Cloncuriy
Henry ,  Alfred ,  Po lice Magistrate ,  Normanton
Herbert, Ro bert George Wyndham ,  London
Her bert,  Arthur Orpen, Brisbane
Hertzberg ,  Adolphus Marcus, Roma
Hetzer,  Martin,  Saxby River,  Burke Dist rict
Heuseler,  The Honorable John Christian,  Brisbane
Hewitt ,  Alfred,  Mackay
Hickson, William Murray Cox, Ravenswood
Higginson,  James Clinton, Moura
Hill, Charles Lumley,  Barcoo River
Hill, Thomas,  Eurambah,  Narran River
Hill , Henry Edward,  Fassifern
Hill, William Richard Onslow,  Byerstown
Hislop ,  George ,  Clermont
Hobbs, The Honorable Wi lliam ,  Brisbane
Hobler ,  Francis Helvetius ,  Westwood
Hockings,  Albert John,  Brisbane
Hodgkinson,  William Oswald,  Georgetown
Hodgson, Samuel,  Ipswich
Hodgson, Arthur,  London
Hol be rton ,  Frederick Hurrell ,  Toowoomba
Holberton ,  William ,  St. John ,  Blackall
Holmes, Alexander Scott ,  Albert River
Holt ,  Wi ll iam Harvey ,  Kolonga ,  Gayndah
Hood, Alexander ,  Currawinga ,  Paroo River
Hooper ,  Harry, Gatton
Hope,  The Honorable Louis,  Cleveland
Hopkins,  Richard Ashmore Robinson, Wamba
Horsburgh ,  George ,  senior ,  Maryborough
Horsley,  Charles John,  Fillip, New South Wales
Horwitz ,  Jacob ,  Warwick
Hosking ,  Thomas ,  Mount Perry
Houghton ,  John Thomas ,  Capeview
Howlin ,  Wi ll iam, Dalby
Hubbard ,  Alfred ,  Brisbane
Hudson, Beresford,  Leyburn
Huesman,  Augustus,  Brisbane
Hughes,  Herbert Maddock, Wambab, Gin Gin
Hughes ,  Joseph,  Sub-Collector of Customs,  Townsville
Hughes ,  John Maddock, Bowen
Hughes, Robert Maurice,  Fort Burke,  New South Wales
Hume, Walter Cunningham,  Stanthorpe
Hunt, James ,  Daandine
Hunter,  Robert Miller,  Rockhampton
Hunter,  William, St.  George
Hunter ,  Herbert, Redford, Maranoa
Hurst, William,  Melbourne,  Victoria
Hutchinson ,  Albert Maxwell,  Sub-Collector of Customs,
Ipswich
Hutton ,  James, Raspberry Creek,  Yaamba
Il bery ,  Thomas, Nocatunga ,  Wilson River
Ingham ,  William Bairstow ,  Herbert Biver
Isambert ,  John ,  Ipswich
Jackson, Thomas,  Ravenswood
Jaap, John, Goodna
James,  George Venables,  Cardwell
Jamieson ,  Robert ,  junr .,  Bulimba
Jamison,  Hosea,  Mount Emu Plains,  Burke District
Jamison, Ro bert, Charters Towers
Jardine, Frank Lascelles ,  Somerset
Jardine, John R., Marlborough
Jaffray ,  Murdo, New South Wales
Jenkins, Richard Lewis ,  Callandoon
Jenkins ,  William Vaughn ,  Callandoon
Jennings,  Petrick Alfaed,  Westbrook,  Darling Downs
Jeune,  Evan Browell,  Bundaberg
Johnstone,  David F„ Colan
Johnstone,  Samuel, Bundaberg
Jones,  Richard,  Mount Perry
Jones,  Henry,  Rockhampton
Jones,  David M., Georgetown
Jones,  George Heys ,  Boonara
Jones,  Lloyd,  Bulloo River
Jordan,  Henry, Brisbane
Joseph,  Henry,  Gympie
Josephson,  Thomas Francis,  Albinia Downs
Joyner,  William Charles, Samson Vale
Kates,  Francis, Allora
Ke llett,  William ,  Gatton
Kelsey,  Joseph Francis, Bowen
Keillar ,  Herbert, Houghton River
Kemball,  Arthur Clark,  Sydney
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Kent, William Henry,  Brisbane
Kerr,  Robert, Tower Hill ,  Mitchell District
Kerr ,  Richard ,  Murphy 's Creek
Kilgour , William, G ordon Downs
Kilner ,  Frede rick,  Rockhampton
King , George,  Sydney ,  New South Wales
King, George Beresford ,  Gcwrie
King, Johnson George ,  Police Magistrate ,  Casino, New
South Wales
King ,  The Honorable Henry Edward ,  Brisbane
King,  William Selwyn,  Sydney,  New South Wales
Kingsford,  Richard Ash, Brisbane
Kirk, George Marsha ll,  St. George
Kirk,  James, Charters Towers
Knox,  Thomas Forster,  New South Wales
Knyvett, Edward Ferres, Wyaga
Lacy,  Dyson, Aramac Creek
Laidley,  James,  Sydney,  New South Wales
Lalor, James, Roma
Lamb ,  Edward Wi ll iam, Brisbane
Lamb, Charles ,  New South Wales
i Lambert, The Honorable William Frederick, Rock-
hampton
Lamond, Wil liam Ogilvy, Rockhampton
Landsborough ,  Wil liam, Brisbane
Landy,  Patrick, Dalby
Lea, Robert,  Clermont
Lee, Archibald,  Police Magistrate,  Nanango
Lenneberg,  Theodore,  Pimpama
Lennon,  William James,  Sydney
Lester ,  Leonard Edward ,  Rosenthal ,  Warwick
Lethbridge ,  Robert Copeland ,  Forest Vale, Maranoa
Lethem ,  Basil Roberton ,  Pine River
Lewis,  Ralph Fitzgibbon,  Durunder
Lillis,  Patrick,  Gympie
Littleton ,  Honorable Henry Stuart, Gigoomgan
Littleton ,  John Thomas ,  Toowoomba
Livermore ,  Edward Pike ,  Rockhampton
Living ,  John, Port Curtis
Lloyd Edward Henry ,  Redbank ,  Burnett District
Long ,  Edward Maitland ,  Mackay
Long, The Honorable William Houstoun,  Mackay
Lord ,  Frederick, Darling Downs
Lord ,  Ro be rt Stewart ,  Gympie
Lord ,  Simeon ,  Brisbane
Lossberg ,  Henry Von ,  Ipswioh
Low, Jacob, We lltown, McInty re River
Lucock ,  Henry, Oxley
Lukin, George Lionel, Brisbane
Lukin, Gresley,  Brisbane
Luya, Abraham Fleetworth,  Cootharaba
Lyon, George Owen,  Paroo River
Macalister ,  Arthur, C.M.G., London
Macan, Jamison John, Rockhampton
Maeansh, John Donald, Warwick
Macarthur,  Patrick,  Police Magistrate, Bowen
Macartney, John Arthur,  Glenmore ,  Rockhampton
Macartney,  Sir John,  Bart.,  St. Helen 's, South Kennedy
Macartney,  William,  Bloomsbury, Kennedy District
Macdonald,  Campbell, Livingstone,  Logan River
Macdonald,  William Martin, Flinders River
Macdonald,  Peter Fitzallan,  Yaamba
Macdonald,  Robert Stair Graham, Balmagowan, Rock-
hampton
Macdonald,  Alexander Cameron,  Geelong, Victoria
Macdonald,  John Graham,  Police Magistrate, Springsure
Macdonald,  Neil Hugh ,  Mount Margaret,  Wilson River
MacDonald,  Archibald,  Cunnamulla
Macdonnell ,  Randa ll ,  Brisbane
Macdonne ll ,  Edmund, Brisbane
MacFarlane, John ,  Leichhardt District
Macfarlane ,  John, Ipswich
Mackay, Colin ,  Mornish
Mackay,  Eric Henry,  Huntly Downs
Mackay,  John, Clermont
Mackay,  Angus, Brisbane
Macintosh,  James,  Freestone Creek
Mackellar ,  Alexander ,  Richmond River ,  New South
Wales
Maclean ,  Cottnam Walter ,  Mackay
Macrossan ,  John Murtagh ,  Mi llchester
MacTaggart ,  Malcolm ,  Police Magistrate ,  Walgett, New
South Wales
McArthur,  John, Glenelg, Warwick
McAuley, Peter Milling, Boombah
McCleverty, George,  Darling Downs
McConnel,  John,  Durundur
McConnel, David, Cressbrook,  Ipswich
McCord, William Foster.  Coonambula,  Gayndah
McDonald,  John McPherson,  Callandoou
5McDonald, Hugh, Frazer's Creek Ashford, New South
Wales
McDonnell, John, Brisbane
McDougall, The Honorable John krederick,  Rosalie
Plains,
McDougall, Malcolm, Lyndhurst, Warwick
MoDowall, Archibald, Maryborough
Macfarlane, Henry Taylor, Roma
McGhie, James, Gympie
McIntyre, Joseph Sharp, Toowoomba
Mcllwraith, Thomas, Brisbane
McKay,  Duncan Forbes,  Nindigully,  Moonie River
McKellar, John, Brisbane
McLean, George Robertson,  Brunel Downs, Maranon
District
McLean, Peter, Beenleigh
McLean ,  Jonathan ,  Bendango
McLennan , John,  Brisbane
McMaster , John,  Brisbane
McPhail, Archibald, Emu Creek, Darling Downs
McWhannell, Thomas, Rodney Downs
Major,  Thomas,  Dalgangal,  Burnett District
Manchee, John Charles, Doondie, Masanoa District
Mann,  George Hay, Melbourne
Manning, John Edye, Sydney, New South Wales
Manning,  Arthur Wilcox, Sydney
Mant,  George, Gigoomgan
Margette, Frederick, Warwick
Markwell, John,  Beaudesert
Marley, William Lanq, Stanthorpe
Marsh, William, Young, New South Wales
Marsh, John Milbourne, Water Police Magistrate,
Sydney
Marsh, William, Mackay
Marshall, Sampson, Goondiwindi
Marten, George Nisbett, Branscombe, Mackay
Martindale, Charles Clewley, Upper Brisbane
Massie, Hugh Hamon,  Brisbane
Mathews, Robert Hamilton, Goondiwindi
Matveiff, Alexey Protoff, Bowen
Maunsell , Samuel George, Avoca
Mayne,  Edward Graves,  Waverley
Mayne,  Robert West, Jimbour
Mayne,  William Colburn,  Birkhead Mitchell District
Martin, Arthur,  Brisbane
Melville, Andrew Wedderburn, Maryborough
Mellish,  Richard,  Mount Hutton
Mellor,  Edmund, Oaklands,  Caboolture
Menzies, Hector, Cooktown
Menzies ,  William ,  Dundathu
Meston , Archibald,  Ipswich
Miles , William, Dalby
Miles, Michael, Cleveland, Kennedy District
Milman, Hugh, Elizabeth Creek, Barcoo
Milson, James, junior, S dney
Miskin, William Henry,  Brisbane
Missing, Henry, Maryborough
Mitchell, James Sutherland, Sydney, New South Wales
Mitchell,  James, Bedouri, Banana
Moffat, Samuel, Cumkillenbar, Dalby
Molle, George Blaxland,  BrisbaneMonteflore, Eli zer Levi, Sydney, New South Wales
Moore, Thomas, Gulnabar, bl aranoa District
Moore, Robert Shaw, Thurgomindah
Morehead, Boyd Dunlop, Brisbane
Moran, Charles Ignatius, Rockhampton
Morcom, Alfred, Antigua, Mary River
Morey, Edmund, Police Magistrate, Cairns
Morgan, James, Warwick
Morgan, Frederick, WarwickMorisset, Edric Norfolk Vaux, Maitland, New South
Wales
Morrisset, Rudolf R., Carpentaria
Mort, Henry, Sydney, New South Wales
Moreton, Honorable Berkeley Basil, Glayndah
Moreton, Honorable Seymour, Gayndah
Mossman, Hugh, Charters Towers
Mowbray, Thomas, Police Magistrate, St. George
Mowbray, William Matthew, Thornborough
Muir, Robert, Nerang Creek
Mu llen ,  Honorable John ,  B risbane
Mulligan,  Daniel Thomas, Rockhampton
Mulligan, James V., Thornborongh
Munce,  William John,  Brisbane
Murray, George Pulteney Malcolm, Police Magistrate,
Clermont and Copperfield
Murray, John, Agricultural Reserve, Rockhampton
Murphy, John, Police  Magistrate, Roma
Myles, Frederick William, Leichhardt River
Myles,  George T.,  Inspector of Sheep and Cattle,
Goondiwindi
Mytton, Edward, Oak Park, Cook District
Nash, Francis E., Cambridge Downs, Dalrymple
Neame, Frank, Cardwell
Needham, Francis Henry, Warwick.
Neill, William, Sydney
Neilson, Robert Risher ,  Brisbane
Nelson,  Hugh Muir, Dalby
Newman, George Henry, Brisbane.
Newton, Richard ,  Redland Bay
Newton, Frank William, Murweh
Nicholson, Frank Villeneuve, Noogoorah,  Brisbane
River
Nicholson,  William Castleman,  Kedron Brook
Nind, Phillip Henry,  Pimpama
Nisbet, James, Mitchell District.
Nixon, Foster Fitzherbert ,  Yengarie
Nobbs, Thomas, Rockhampton
Nolan, Charles, Georgetown
Norris,  William Osborne,  Police Magistrate, Cunnamulla
North, Joseph, Ipswich
North, William, Ipswich
O'Connell, The Honorable  Sir Maurice  Charles,  Brisbane
O'Doherty, Kevin Izod,  Brisbane
O'Kelly, Peter, Mary River
Ogg, Edward, Ipswich
Okeden, William Edward Parry,  Police Magistrate
Charleville
Okeden, David Parry,  Burenda
Ord, David, Dalby
Osborne, John A., Mitchell  Downs, Roma
Osborne, Abraham Shortland  Rawlins, Mount Perry
O'Reilly, Henry, Brisbane
O'Shanassy, Sir John, Melbourne, Victoria
O'Shanassy, Kevin, Weribone,  Maranon
O'Sullivan, Patrick, Ipswich.
Paige, Thomas Henry,  Brisbane
Palmer, Arthur Hunter,  Brisbane
Palmer, Henry, Maryborough
Palmer, Richard Edward,  Bundaberg,  Burnett
Palmer, Henry Wyndham, Charters Tower.
Palmer,  John, Bowen
Palmer, Charles M., Sydney,  New South Wale
Parbury, Alfred, Sydney
Parker,  James Augustus, Georgetown
Paterson,  Robert Laidlaw, Nive Downs
Pattison, William, Rockhampton
Patton, Robert, Leichhardt District
Paul, William Sheffield,  Springsure
Payne,  Henry Howard, The Gap, Brisbane
Pechey, Edward Wilmot, Highfelds
Peitzker, Alfred Rudolph Hugo, Beenleigh
Perkins, Patrick, Toowoomba.
Perry,  William,  Brisbane
Persse, De Burgh, Albert River.
Petrie, John,  Brisbane
Pettigrew,  William,  Brisbane
Pettigrew, John, Ipswich
Petty, Richard George, Brisbane.
Peyton, Nicholson , Millchester
Phillpott, William, Nerang
Philp, James, Mantuan Downs.
Pinnock, Philip,  Police Magistrate,  Warwick
Plant ,  Edmund Harris Thornbury, Ravenswood
Playfair, Lyon Macdonald, Beechal Creek, Warrego
Plunkett, Thomas, Tambourine
Pocklington, B. Mitford, Mackay
Pocock, William, Townsville
Pope, Richard, Roma
Powell, Charles, Maryborough
Powell, Frank Alexander, Ardoch
Praed, Arthur Campbell Mackworth,  Brisbane
Price, William Henry, Mount Coors
Primrose, Francis Archibald, Toowoomba.
Pringle, James ,  Burnett River
Prior, The Honorable Thomas Lodge Murray,  Brisbane
Prior,  Thomas de Montmo renci Murray, Logan
Pryde, Thomas, Ipswich
Pugh,  Theophilus Parsons,  Police Magistrate, Rock-
hampton
Purcell,  Herbert Churchill,  charters Towers
Purser, John, Maryborough.
Pyne, Thomas Stephen Lawless, Maryborough
Pyne, Clement Lawless, Tiara
Quinlan, Michael ,  Brisbane
s
Radcliffe, Amos, Oxley
Rae, Augustus James,  SpringsureRalf, G eorge, Brisbane
Raff, Alexander, Brisbane
Raff, Robert, Morayfield
Raff, James ,  Brisbane.
Rail, William, Toolumbillah, Maranoa District.
Ramsay , John  Bonar Peter Hamilton ,  Georgetown
Ramsay ,  Percy ,  Tinana Creek ,  Maryborough
Ramsay ,  Robert ,  England
Ranken, John, Police  Magistrate, Gayndah
Ranken,  John Logan Campbell, Afton,  Flinders River
Ranken,  John L.,-Herbert-River
Ranken, John Thomas Campbell, Bowen Downs
Ranking, Robert  A., Police  Magistrate, Beenleigh
Rawlins, Frederick, Police Magistrate, Brisbane
Rawson,  Charles, Shamrock Vale, Mackay
Raymond, Gerald William, Burton Downs, Leichhardt
District
Raymond, Robert Peel, S dney, New South Wales
Rq#en, Joseph William,  Ban Ban, Burnett District
Reid,  Mark  Watt, Woodstock, Townsville
Reid, Walter, Rockhampton
Kendall, Richard, Bundaberg
Reynolds, William Henry, Mount Perry
Rice, Lionel Knight, Waverley
Rich, Charles W., Sub-Collector of Customs, Gladstone
Richards, William Hewison, Springsure
Richards, James, St. George
Richardson, Archibald John, Rockhampton
Ridley, John Clement, Cania, Burnett District
Risien, Henry Walters,  Gracemere
Roberts, Edwin,  Toowoomba
Robertson,  Thomas, Baffle Creek,  Port Curtis
Robertson, The Hon. John, Sydney, New South Wales
Robertson, Robert Reid Cunningham, Wellington Vale,
New South Wales
Robertson, John, Mount Abundance
Robinson,  James  W., Lady Elliot Island
Robinson, Edwin Woodward, Toowoomba
Robinson, Arthur Anthony, Coomera
Robinson, John,  Gatton
Robinson, Thomas George, Toowoomba.
Robison, William Herbert, Rockhampton.
Roche, Frederick William, Dalby
Rod6, Franz Joseph August, German Station
Roe, Reginald Heber, Brisbane.
Rolleston, Christopher, Sydney, New South Wales
Rome, Charles, Northampton Downs
Rome, Thomas, Northampton Downs
Rome ,  Robert ,  Sydney ,  New South Wales
Romill , Charles C., Plewstone ,  Mackay
Ross, John Liddell, Warwick
Rose, Donald,  Nooroondo,  Maranoa District
Ross, Henry, Tiaro
Roes, James B .,  Charters Towers
Rourke, Alexander Henry, Dotswood, Townsville.
Royds, Edmund Molyneux, Juandah, Dawson River
Royde, Charles James, Juandah, Dawson River
Rundle, Matthew Sandoe, Rockhampton
Rutherford, John, Fort Burke, New South Wales
Ryan, John, Townsville
Sadlier,  Thomas  John, Police  Magistrate, Tambo
Salmond,  David ,  Rockhampton
Sams, Albert  James Dawson, Entalli,  Melbourne
Sandeman,  The Honorable Gordon , Burenda
Sandrock,  George  Frederick ,  Sub-Collector of Customs,
Bowen
Savage, James,  Beenleigh
Schneider ,  Henry ,  Nerang Creek
Scarr,  Frank,  Commissioner Crown Lands ,  Mitchell
Scholefeld , Richard William,  Darling Downs
Scott, Arthur Jervoise, Alton,  England
Scott,  David Charles Frederick, Sydney, New South
Wales
Scott,  James  Hall, Kennedy District
Scott, James Hamilton , Brisbane
Scott, Walter Jervoise, Valley of Lagoons, Kennedy
District
Scott,  John,  Brisbane
Scott, Walter ,  Taromeo, Nanango
Scott, Henry,  Brisbane
Selheim, Philip Alexander, Police Magistrate, Edwards-
town
Seymour,  David Thompson ,  Commissioner of Police,
Brisbane
Shanks, Hugb, Ipswich
Sharkey, John Philip, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
Bowen
Shaw,  Frederick ,  Beenleigh
Shaw, George Barnsley, Rockhampton
Sheaffe , Roger Hall, Marathon, Flinders River
Shenton, Samuel, Ipswich
Sheridan, Richard Bingham, Sub-Collector of Customs,
Maryborough
Sheridan, Brinsley G uise,  Sub-Collector of Customs,
Cardwell
Sheridan, Henry Antoine, Maitland, New South Wales
Sheridan, Richard Numa
Sherwood, Thomas Henry, Richmond River, New South
Wales
Simpson, John Macneil, Armidale, New South Wales
Simpson,  The Honorable Henry George, Brisbane
Simpson , George Morris, Dalby
Simpson , William John, Saltern Creek
Simpson , Henry Grosvenor, Belleview, Ipswich
Sinclair, John, Brisbane
Skelton, James, Dalby
Skinner, Robert Alfred, Charleville
Slade, William Ball, Chiverton
Sly, William, Mungy,  Burnett
Smellie , Robert  Russell ,  Brisbane
Smith, Alexander, Emu Creek , Darling Downs
Smith, Henry Fletcher, Lyndhurst, Upper Burdekin
Smith, Harold Selwyn, Melbourne
Smith, Richard Joseph, Ipswich
Smith, George, Bowen
Smith, Thomas, Gympie
Smith, William, Dotswood, Townsville
Smith,  Ernest  Octavius, Sydney, New South Wales
Smith, Charles Ridley, Hambleton, Toowoomba
Smith, Cornelius Preston, Palmer River
Smyth, Joseph Capel,  Maranoa
Snell, John Cooke,  Ellangowan,  Darling Downs
Somerset, FitzRoy W. H., Police  Magistrate, Townsville
Southerden, Edward  Barton, Brisbane
Southerden, William, Maryborough
Spence, David, Cairns
Spry,  James, New South Wales
Stable,  George Robert, Gympie
Steel, James,  Fairfield ,  Banana
Stephens , The Honorable Thomas  Blacket, Brisbane
Sterling , Robert, Mackay
Stevens, Ernest James,  Tintinchilla ,  Bulloo River
Stevens, George Bligh, Upper Brisbane
Stevens , William Payne, Gympie
Stevenson , John, Rockhampton
Stewart ,  Alexander ,  Brisbane
Stewart, James  C., Melbourne
Stewart,  Robert, Southwick, Kennedy District
Stewart, The Honorable Robert Muter,  Brisbane
Stone,  Henry Wortley, Cardwell
St. George ,  Howard ,  Police  Magistrate ,  Cooktown
St. John, Henry  Jervis, Ban Ban
Strachan,  James William ,  Loganholme, Logan
Strathdee,  Robert, Gayndah
Stringer,  Charles Augustus, Tiaro
Striiver, Frederick Rudolph C., Pine Creek, Yandilla
Stuart, Alexander ,  Sydney ,  New South Wales
Stuart, David George, Gypie
Stuart,  Richard Wingfieldm,  Mitchell  Downs
Stuart, James William;  Mackay
Stubley,  Francis Horace,  Charters Towers
Sturt,  Evelyn  P. S., Melbourne,  Victoria
Sul livan, Alexander Falconer ,  Tilbooroo ,  Warrego River
Sutherland ,  Alexander ,  Cammaroo
Sutherland, James, Mount Walker,  Flinders River
Sutherland,  James, Georgetown
Sutherland ,  Joseph ,  Melbourne, Victoria
Sutherland ,  George ,  Jingi Jingi
Swan,  James,  Brisbane
Tait, James  Andrew ,  Brisbane
Tagg,  Thomas Francis, St. Lawrence
Tallon,  Robert,  Ipswich
Tanner,  Edward, Bundaberg
Taylor,  The Honorable James,  Toowoomba
Taylor ,  Wi lliam Frederick,  Clermont
Taylor,  Richard Target, Police  Magistrate, Surat
Taylor , William John ,  Rockhampton
Taylor, John William, Cecil Plains
Taylor, William Frederick, Warwick
Terry, Alexander Joseph McDonald, Bowen.
Thomas, Alfred Cayley
Thomson, Alexander , Brisbane
Thomson ,  James , ?rahran, Victoria
Thompson , Abraham  Hamilton , Toowoomba
Thompson Harry Herbert, Copperfield
Thompson, William, Warwick
Thomson, Peter, Wivenhoe
Thomson , William, Rockhampton
Thomson, Matthew Charles,  Springsure
Thorn, The Honorable George, Ipswich
Thorn, Henry, Warra Warra, Dalby
Thorn, Charles, Normanby
7Thorn, John, Ipswich
Thorne, Ebenezer, Brisbane
Thornton, The Honorable William, Brisbane
Thornton, Edmond Lambert, Warwick
Thornton, William Henry Lindsay, Tower Hill, Mitchell
District
Thozet, Anthelme, Rockhampton
Tighe, Atkinson Alfred Patrick, Police  Magistrate,
Waratah, New South Wales
Tilley, Thomas, Chiverton
Tom, Charles, Forest Vale
Tom, Henry, Yeulba,  Maranoa District
Tooth, Robert, London
Toussaint,  Charles  Walter, Nebo
Townley, William, Police  Magistrate , Ipswich
Travers,  Roderick,  Malvern Downs , Clermont
Travers , Samuel Smith, Gordon Downs, Leichhardt
District
Travis, Robert, Maryborough
Trebeck, Prosper Nicholas, Woolahra, New South Wales
Trouton, Frederick Henry, Sydney, New South Wales
Trundle, Charles Joseph,  Brisbane
Tulloh, William Henry, Sydney, New South Wales
Tulloh, Arthur Robertson, Cape River Gold Fields
Tully, William Alcock, Brisbane
Turnbull, George Edward, Medway
Turnbull, William, Bullemon, Moonie River
Turnbull, John, Clermont
Tyrel, John de Poix, Stanthorpe
Turner, John Sar eant,  B ' 'sbane
Tyson,  James,  W arrego  District
Wilmington, Alfred Hippomine, Salisbury  Plains, Bowen
Wilson John George  Hannay, Orion Downs
Wilson, George  Harrison, Ipswich
Wilson, William, Pilton,  Darling Downs
Wilson, William,  Brisbane
Wilson, David,  Raglan, Gladstone
Wilson,  And rew Heron ,  Maryborough
Winship, Taylor, Cleveland
Witham, John David,  Zamia Downs
Witt, Alfred,  Miriam  Vale, Gladstone
Wolfe,  James  Ephraim,  Maitland
Wonderley, Joseph, Toowoomba
Wodehouse, Charles Edward,  Rockhampton
Wood, Edward,  Lake  Victoria,  Leichhardt  District
Wood, James  t erguson , M borough
Wood, Alfred Thomas, Rockhampton
Woodburn, John, South  Brisbane.
Woodcock, Charles Alexander John
Woodhouse, William, Copper Mines, Clermont
Woodward, Arthur,  Brisbane
Woore, John Charles , Commissioner of Cro wn Lands,
Albert District, New South Wales
Wrench, Edward, Sydney, New South Wales
Wright, Albert Andrew, Nunalbin, Leiehhardt District
Wyndham, Alexander Winton,  Macintyre River
Wyndham, Guy, Arthur' s Seat,  Ashford,  New South
Wales
Yaldwyn, The Honorable William,  Warwick
Young, John, Sydney, New South Wales
Uhr, Reginald Charles Heber, Police Magistrate Taroom Zillman, John Leopold, Eagle Farm, Brisbane
Unmack, Theodore,  Brisbane
Vanneck, The Honorable Walter, Grantham
Vernor, Robert Cluen, Brisbane River
Vignolles, Francis Durrell, Western Creek, Darling Downs
Voss, Houltcn Harris, New South Wales
Wakefield, Hiram, Brisbane
Walker, Edgar Wright, Brisbane
Walker, Thomas Gabriel , Springsure
Walker, William, Maryborough
Walker, Alexander, Bundaberg
Walker, Adam, St. George
Wallace, Donald, Logan
Waller, Edwin Shepherd, Cardwell
Walter, Frederick, Delallah, Warrego River
Walsh, John, Cooktown
Walsh, Alfred Ramsden, Towlathanga Station
Walsh, Percival Eyre, Normanton
Want, George Frederick, Sydney
Waraker , John C., Georgetown
Warburton, Rowland James Egerton, Brisbane
Ward,  Moses, Brisbane
Warde, St. Andrew, Brisbane
Warde, John, Brisbane
Wayland, William, Springdale, Ipswich Reserve
Warner, John Reid, Maryborough
Watkins, William, Pilton, Darling Downs
Watson, George Chale, Warrego District
Watson, Samuel, Tarampa
Watt, John Brown, Sydney
Watt, Alexander, Albert River
Weaver, Charles Thomas, Police  Magistrate , Kempsey,
New South Wales
Webb, Ernest Hervey, Brisbane
Webster, William, Brisbane
Welsby, Samuel Pearson, Redbank Plains
Wettenhall, Allan Ravenscroft, Police Magistrate, Goon-
diwindi
Wheelwright, John Hanley , Brisbane
Whish, Claudius Buchanan, Brisbane
Whitchurch, John Samuel, Toowoomba
White, The  Honorable  William Duckett, Tingalpa
White , Ernest, Logan River
White,  William George, Bluff, North Kennedy
White,  George, Gladstone
White, Thomas, Mount Perry
White, Albert William Duckett, North Kennedy
White, Thomas Edward, Brisbane
Wienholt, Arnold, Maryvale, Warwick
Wienholt, Edward, Jondaryan, Darling Downs
Wienholt, Arthur, Fassifern
Williams, David Lewis, Glenlee
Williams, Edward, Yandilla
Williams, Charles Lloyd, Gregory North
Williams, Charles Lloyd, Cook, Gregery North
Williamson, Walter, Tower Hill, Burdokin Rive
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Assignment.-KNOW Ye that we have
1 assigned you, and each  and every  of you, Our
Justices to keep Our Peace, in our Colony of Queens-
land and its dependencies, either alone  or in  conjunction
with one or more of Our  Justices  that have been
appointed, or hereafter shall be appointed, in Our said
Colony and its dependencies, and to  keep and cause to
be kept all Ordinances and Statutes  for the pre servation
of the Peace, and for the quiet rule  and government of
Our people, made in  all  and singular  their articles in
Our said Colony  and its  dependencies, according to the
form and effect of the  same,  and to punish all  persons
offending  against  the said  Ordinances  and Statutes, or
any of them, iu the said Colony and its dependencies,
and to cause to come before you all those within Our
said Colony and its dependencies who, to any one or
more of Our people, concerning their bodies or the
firing of their  houses , shall have used threats, to find
security for the peace or their good behaviour  towards
Us and Our people. And if they shall refuse to find
such security, then them in Our prisons, until they shall
find such security, to cause to be safely kept.
Second Assignment.-We have  also assigned you,
either alone or with any one or more of such Justices
appointed or to be appointed  as afo re said , to inquire
the truth more fully by all lawful  means  by which the
truth of the matter shall be better known , of all  and all
manner of felonies, poisonings , trespasses , or extortions
whatsoever, and of  all and singular  other  crimes and
offences of which the Justices of Our Peace may or
ought lawfully to inquire, by whomsoever and after
what manner  soever, in the said Colony and its depen-
dencies, done or perpetrated, or which shall happen to
be done or attempted. And also of all those who in
the aforesaid Colony or its dependencies,  in companies
against our peace, in disturbance of Our people with
armed force, have gone or rode, or  hereafter shall
presume to go or ride. And also of all those who have
there lain in wait, or hereafter shall presume to lie
in wait,  to maim  or cut or kill Our people. And also of
all Victuallers, and all and  singular  other persons, who
in the abuse of weights  and measures ,  or in sell ing
victuals against  the form of  the Ordinances and Statutes
or any of them, therefore made for the common benefit
of the said Colony or its dependencies, and Our people
thereof, have offended or attempted, or hereafter shall
presume in the said Colony  or its  dependencies, to offend
or attempt. And also of all Sheriffs, Constables,  Keepers
of Gaols, and other officers, who, in the execution of
their  offices  about the  pre mises or  any of them, have
rudely behaved themselves, or hereafter shall  p re sume to
behave  themselves  i udely,  or have been or sha ll  happen
hereafter to be careless,  remiss , or negligent in Our
aforesaid Colony or its dependencies.. And of all and
singular articles and circumstances , and other things
whatsoever that concern the premises, or any of them, by
whomsoever and after what manner soever in Our said
Colony or its dependencies, done or perpetrated, or which
hereafter shall happen to be done or attempted in what
manner soever . And to inspect all indictments what-
soever so  before you, either  alone  or in conjunction with
such Justice or Justices aforesaid taken or to be taken,
or before others late Our Justices of the Peace in the
aforesaid  Colony or its dependencies, made or taken and
not yet determined. And to make and to continue
processes  thereupon , against  all and singular the persons
so indicted, or who before you shall hereafter happen to
be so indicted, until they can be taken, surrender them-
selves,  or be outlawed. And to hear and determine all
and singular  the felonies ,  poisonings ,  trespasses ,  extor-
tions ,  unlawful  assemblies ,  and indictments aforesaid.
And all  and singular  other the  premises  according to
the Law and  Statutes  of England ,  and of the said
Colony  and its  dependencies ,  as in the  like case it has
been accustomed or ought to have been done. And the
same offenders  and every of them for their offences,
by fines,  ransoms, amerciaments ,  forfeitures ,  and other
means as according  to the Law and Customs of England,
or the Forms of the Ordinances and Statutes aforesaid
it has  been accustomed, or ought to have been done, to
chastise  and punish. Provided always that if a case of
difficulty upon the determination of any premises befor
you shall happen to  arise , then let judgment in no wise
be given thereon before you, unless in the presence of
Our Justices of the Supreme Court of the said Colony.
And therefore We command you, that -to keep the peace
or Ordinances and Statutes, and all and singular other
the premises, you diligently employ yourselves, and at
certain days and places duly appointed, or to be appointed
for these purposes, into the premises you make inquiries.
And all and  singular  the premises hear and determine,
and perform and fulfil them in the aforesaid form, doing
therein what to Justice appertains, according to the Law
and Custom of England, saving to Us the amerciaments
and other things thereto belonging. And We command
Our Sheriff of the said Colony, at certain days and
places duly appointed, or to be appointed  as aforesaid, to
be aiding by all lawful means in the performance and
due execution of the premises.
In testimony whereof, We have caused these Our
Letters to be made Patent, and the Great Seal of
the Colony to be thereunto affixed.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. M. STEWART.
By Authority :  J1]tss C. B"L, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
[No. 2.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Friday, the 5th day of January, 1877.
PRESENT :
IIIC EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh y ar of Her Majesty's
reign , intituled 11 An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Lazes relating
to Quarantine ,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall  be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case , with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or  on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in )he course  of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances  as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived  from any  place  from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive  Council,  may have declared  it probable that any such
infectious disease may  be brought : And whereas by an Order in Council
made on the 29th day of December , 1876, reciting that it had been reported
to the  Governor  in Council that the  infectious  disease called Small Pox
existed on  board the Steamship 66 Mecca,"  then lately arrived from Hong
Kong, at the Port of Cooktown, and then lying at anchor in that port, it was
ordered  by His. Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  and in pursuance and exercise  of the authority vested
in him by the aforesaid Act, that the said ship, and all the crew and passen.
gers thereof , together with all persons then on board, should be placed in
Quarantine , at the Quarantine Station, Cooktown, and should so continue
until it should  be certified by the Health Officer there that there did not
exist on board such vessel ,  or amongst  such crew and passengers, any
contagious or infectious sickness , and that the  release  of such ship or passen-
gers from Quarantine  would not  endanger  the public health, or until other
order  should be  made  in that behalf : And whereas it is now considered
expedient  to vary the said Order : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Governor , by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
and exercise  of the authority vested in him by the aforesaid Act, doth order,
10
and it is hereby ordered that the said ship, and all the crew and passengers
thereof, together with all persons now on board, be placed in Quarantine, in
the Port of Cooktown, aizd so continue, and that no person or thing be per-
mitted to land or be landed from the said vessel, until it shall be certified by
the Health Officer at Cook-town that there does not exist on board such vessel,
or amongst such crew and passengers, any contagious or infectious sickness,
and that the release of such ship or passengers from Quarantine  will  not
endanger the public health, or until other order shall be made in that, behalf.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions  herein accordingly.
QrEENSLAND,IProclamation by 11 is ExcellencyTO WIT,  W ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
tstinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
W
HEREAS  by an Act passed in the  twenty-
seventh  year  of Her  Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to Amend and  Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things enacted,
that it shall be lawful  for the  Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  from time to time,
by proclamation in the  Government Gazette,  to ap-
point places or stations within  the Port  of Moreton
Bay, or within or near any other harbor ,  port, or
place within the said colony ,  for the performance of
Quarantine under the said Act ,  where all vessels
liable to Quarantine ,  and the crews, passen ers, and
persons on board thereof ,  shall perform the same :
And whereas  I, WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
in pursuance of the  power  so vested in me, did,
by my  Proclamation  dated  the  twenty -ninth day of
December ,  one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
six, and issued with the advice  of the  Executive
Council ,  appoint the portion of ground therein
described to be a Station for the performance of
Quarantine  :  And whereas it is expedient to revoke
the same  :  Now, therefore ,  I.  the Governor afore-
said ,  in pursuance of all powers vested in me, and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby revoke the appointment of the said pro-
claimed Station in or near the port of Cooktown,
for the performance of Quarantine ,  under and for
the purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her ajesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation  by His ExcellencyTO WIT . WILLIAM W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
W HEREAS  by 'a P ro clamation  dated twenty.
ninth day of December ,  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -six, under my Hand and
Seal, and  made in pursuance of the powers and
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
authorities vested in me as Governor of the Colony
of Queensland ,  under and by virtue of the pro-
visions of an Act passed in the twenty -seventh year
of Her  I NI ajesty 's reign ,  intituled  "  An Act to Amend
and Consolidate the Laws relating  to Quarantine,"
I did prohibit all persons ,  vessels, and boats what.
soever, from going ,  under any pretence whatsoever,
within the limits of the Station .  duly pro-
claimed a station for the performance of Quarantine,
in or near the Port of Cooktown ,  under the penalties
contained in the said Act, until the said Proclama-
tion should have been rescinded : And whereas
the said prohibition is no longer necessary ,  and it is
expedient  to rescind the same  : Now, therefore, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  in pursuance of all
powers so vested in me, and by and with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my Proclama-
tion, rescind the Proclamation relating to such
prohibition as aforesaid ,  and do hereby declare that
the same is revoked and has no further force or
effect.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and  seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M.  STEWART.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
W
HEREAS  His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive  Council, did by
notice  in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December ,  1876, order that all
vessels arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
should be required to obtain admission to pratique
at the first port of call south of Somerset ,  and also
at the Port of Brisbane ;  and that no person should
be allowed to quit such vessels until pratique should
have been so granted ,  notwithstanding that such
vessels might have previously called at Somerset :
And whereas it has been deemed expedient to
amend the said Notice  :  His Exce llency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to order furt her that all
vessels arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain admission to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call, before communicating
with the shore  ;  and that no persons be allowed to
quit such vessels until pratique be so granted, not-
withstanding that such vessels may have previously
called at Somerset.
R. M.  STEWART.
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
[IS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
J joined Despatch, received from the Secretary
of State for the Colonies, to be published in the
Government  Gazette  for general information.
R. M. STEWART.
Queensland .  Downing street,
No. 46.  26th October, 187 6.
SIR,-I have the honour to inform you that Her
Majesty  will not be advised to exercise her power
of disallowance  with respect to the Act of the
Legislature  of Queensland entitled (No. 1),  "An
Act to authorize  the Appropriation out of the Con-
solidated Revenue  Fund of Queensland of the sum
of  £150,000  towards the service of the year ending on
the lust of  June, 1877," a  transcript of which accom-
panied  Despatch No. 59, of the 11th of August.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
Governor Cairns , C.M.G.,
etc : etc : etc.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS the Parliament of Queensland now
stands Prorogued to Tuesday the ninth day
of January ,  1877, and it is expedient further to
Prorogue the $ame  : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM
W=LLINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, in pursuance of the
power and authority  in me  vested as Governor of
the said Colony, do hereby further Prorogue the
said Parliament  to TUESDAY, the twentieth day
of February, 1877.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fifth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,
l
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
7 HEREAS by an Act passed and made in the
11 11 thirty-first year of Her Majesty's reign, and
numbered thirty-five, intituled  " An Act for the
Prevention and Cure of Diseases in Sheep,"  it is
amongst other things enacted that the Governor
may, for any period not exceeding six months, by
Proclamation, suspend the provisions of any one or
more of sections 43, 4t, 45, and 46 of the said
Act, in respect to sheep introduced or proposed to
be introduced from any adjoinincolony in which
disease is not known to exist :-And whereas the
disease called "scab in sheep" is not known to
exist in the Colony of New South Wales : Now
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, suspend the
provisions of sections 44 and 46 of the said Act,
with respect to sheep introduced or proposed to be
introduced overland from the said Colony of New
South Wales, for a period of six months from the
date hereof, unless this my Proclamation shall be
sooner rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-six, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART,
.CLOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN GLENEVIS  CAMERON
I to be Chief Clerk in the Mines  Department,  vice
W. S. Taylor promoted.
GEORGE THORN.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to issue a Commission  under his Hand, and under
the Great Seal of the Colony, to
GEORGE POYNTER HEATH, Esquire, Com-
mander  R.N., Portmaster ;
The Honorable HENRY GEORGE  SIMPSON,
Commander R.N. ;
EDWARD R. CONNOR, Esquire, Navigating
Lieutenant R.N. ;
FRANCIS  BEATTIE, Esquire , M.L.A. ;
EDWARD  BARROW FORREST,  Esquire ;
FESTING  COULSON K NIGHT,  Esquire, Com-
manding S .S. " City of  Brisbane ;"
THOMAS MICHAEL ALMOND, Esquire, Com-
manding the  Barque " Decapolis ;" and
WILLIAM BARWOOD BROWN, Esquire, Com-
manding the  Barque " Corinth,"
for the purpose of enquiring into and reporting
upon the best practicable means of improving the
navigation  of the Northern Entrance of Moreton
Bay.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 1st January, 1877.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ISIDORE  JOHN  BLAKE, one of Her Majesty's
Counsel learned in the Law,
to be Judge of the Northern District Court of
Queensland, in the room of William Henry Abbott
Hirst, Esquire, transferred.
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S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 1st January, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES FRANCIS GARRICK, Esquire, Barrister-at.
Law,
to be Crown Prosecutor of the Southern District
Court of Queensland, in the room of Pope Alexan-
der Cooper, Esquire, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , lot January, 1877.
!
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
 1 of the  Executive Council, has been  pleased
to appoint
POPE A LEXANDER COOPER, Esquire, Barrister-at-
Law,
to be Crown Prosecutor of the Central District
Court of Queensland, in the  room of James Francis
Garri ck ,  Esquire, transferred.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 1st January, 1877.I IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. GEORGE WHITE, Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Gladstone,
to be Registrar  of the Central District Court at
that place.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
j IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
11 to appoint, by Commission under his Hand
and Seal,
Rockhampton Light Infantry Corps, No. 11
Company-to be Surgeon,
GWDO THoN.
to be Lieutenants,
OLIVER GRACa LANGLEY and
WILLIAM FREDERICK  WALTON.
$. M. STEWART.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 1st January, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
HERBERT  WILLIAM SWAYNR, M.R.C.S. Eng.,
to be Medical Officer for the Town and District of
Clermont.
R. M. STEWART.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
N. LADE,
R.  NICKLIN,
A. HOLLAND,
S. STEVENS,
F. WECKER,
Members  of the School Committee  for the State
School at Coorparoo ; and
WILLIAM  VICKERS,
JOHN WILLIAM HENRY,
JOHN BOLAND, Junior,
PETER FAVENC,
GEORGE MCCLEVERTY,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Drayton ; and
Honorable W. THORNTON,
JOHN MCDONNELL,
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
CHARLES MILNE  FOSTER,
GEORGE VALENTINE  HELLICAR,
JOHN  SINCLAIR,
ROBERT PORTER,
Members of the School Committee  for the State
School at  Kangaroo  Point ; and
ALFRED SEYMOUR
to be a Member of the School Committee for the
State School at Bundamba No. 1.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first section f "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the Leases of the following selections of land, under
the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
A pplica-
tion.
Name of Lessee.
Land
Area .  Agent's
District.
A. B. P.
I 2366  Richard Hutchins  ...  640 0 0 Brisbane
1735 William Graham ... 500 0 0 Toowoom-
ba
1 61 Daniel Hendry 79 0 0 Gympie
1 237 Robert Walker ... 457 0 0 Bundaberg
313 John Robson ... 80 0 0 „
376 Edwin Wm. Otway ... 104 2 0
383 Henry Edwd. Peirson 191 0 0
431 John Houston Cathcart 188 0 0 „
464 Christian Andresen  ...  99 3 0
73 Thomas M ancktelow ...  46 1 0 Roma
85 Nicholas Chas. Suttor 42 0 0 „
93 I Jonathan Wilson ... 80 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SATE T8= Qmzjr 1
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QLrUENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT . S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St. George, Gcver-
W. W. CAi$ xs, nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Goveror .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
iN pursuance of section  forty-one of  The Crown
Lauds Alienation  Art of  1868." I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS , Esquire, the Governor afore-said, with the advice  of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation , notify and proclaim that
the land included  in the undermentioned  selections
shall be  open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said  Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth  day of February, 1877, at the several
Land  Offices named.
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. r.
2866 R . Hutchins ... 640 0 0 Brisbane
237 R. Walker ... ... 457 0 0 Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment  House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QDSIEN I
QuEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of section forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art YX  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIIINS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act. on and after TUESDAY, the twentieth
day of February, 1877, at the several Land Offices
named.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L. S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Cetony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section one of "  The  Homestead
Areas Art  o/' 1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the portion
of land hereunder described shall continue to form
part of the Homestead Area within  which it is
situated, and shall be open to `election as a Home-
stead, and not otherwise, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the  Bundaberg
Land Office.
Parish.
ey0
c O
za
Late Lessee. Area.District . H omesteadArea.
w
Bundaberg Baro lin ...Barolin ... 431 A.J A. Cath- 188
cart
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section three of "  The Homestead
Areas  Act  of 182," I, WILLIAM WrLLINO-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described are and shall tie with rawn from
a ..p the operation of the said Act, with the view ofLand
Parish.  Late Lessee. Area. Agent's offering  same  for sale by auction.
zaL ZRm District.
A.  B. P.
a
.- o
OU
District Homestead Area Late Lessee. Area.13 Tantitba 313 J .  Robson ... .80 0 0  Bunda berg  dd42  S.  Kolon 378 E. W. Otway ...  104 2 0 118A Marathon 383  H.  E Peirson ...  191 0 0
98 Halkie ...  464 C. Andresen ...  99 3 0
811  V. aide-
grave
73 1T. Mancktelow...  46 1 0 Roma A. IL P.
I210 „ 85 N. C. Suttor  ...  42 0 0 1735 Toowoomba  Beauaraba...
„
W. Graham 500 0 0
93 J. Wilson  ...  80 0 0
»
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the  fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAGE  Till (UEBM I
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at Governmen
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in  the fortieth  year  of Her M ajesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SATE THB QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Exce llency QUEENSLAND ,
TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, TO WIT .
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St.
W. W. CAIRNS, Michael and St. George ,  Gover- (L.s.)
Governor . nor and Commander -in-Chief of W. • W. CAIRNS,
the Colony of Queensland and its  Governor .
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of section forty-one of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  WEDNESDAY,  the twenty -fourth day
of January ,  1877 ,  at the several Land Offices named.
No. of
Selec- Late Lessee.
tion.
Area. Land Agent'sDist ri ct.
A. R.  P.
2092 Joseph Holliday 746 0 0 Brisbane.
2700 Lawrence Cusack 240 0 0 „
3368  G eorge  McKay 637 0 0 Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ]WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, error and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of the eighteenth
section of  " The Crown lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from selec-
tion or sale by auction, otherwise than in town or
suburban lots.
TOWN RESERVE ON YANDARAM CREEK, KOLAN
' RIVER.
County of Cook.
About 640 acres.
Commencing on the Kolan River at the S.E.
corner of selection 524, and bounded thence on part
of the N.W. by the S.E. boundary line of that
selection bearing 225 degrees about forty-eight
chains  ; thence by part of the S.W. boundary of
the same  selection bearing 315 degrees about thirty-
two and a-half chains ;  again  on the N.W. by a
line bearing 225 degrees eighty chains ; on the
S.W. by a line bearing 135 degrees to Yandaram
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Bolan River, and by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUERN!
Proclamation by His Excellency
5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St .  George, Gover.
nor and Commander -in-Chief of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.I N pursuance of section f rty-one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the land hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY,  the 9th day of January, 1877,
at the Bowen Land Office.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
KILBOGIE RUN.
Held under Section 13 of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868."
42,082 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of the
Inkerman Downs Run at a tree marked broad-
arrow over I over D, being the north-west corner of
Tondara Hun, and bounded on the north by that
boundary bearing west about four hundred and
three chains to the east boundary of Leichhardt
Downs Run ; thence on the west by the east
boundary of that run, part of the north, and the
east boundary of Springfield Run to the Bogie
River ; thence by that river upwards to a point
west of the south-west corner of the Tondara Run ;
thence by a line bearing east (being part of the
north boundary of Strathbogie Run) to the south-
west corner of Tondara Run ; and thence on the
east by the west boundary of that rup north about
seventeen miles twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement.
TONDARA RUN.
Held under Section 13  of " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act  of 1868."'
42,082 acres.
Commencing at a tree marked XXXIX on Wan-
garatta Creek, being the south-east corner of
Inkerman Downs Run ; and bounded on the
north by a line bearing west (being part of the
south boundary of that run) about three hundred
and thirty-nine chains to a tree marked broad-arrow
over I over D ; thence on the west by a line bearing
south about seventeen miles twenty chains to the
north boundary of Strathbogie Run ; thence on the
south by a part of that boundary bearing east ;
thence on the east by a line bearing north to the
south-west corner of Wangaratta Run ; and by the
west boundary of that run, and  a line  north to
Wangaratta Creek, and by that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of Novem-
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-six, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1876.
CANCELLATION OF A TEMPORARY
RESERVE.
I N pursuance of section 24 of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," it is hereby
notified for general information that the temporary
reserve for a Po lice Paddock at Bundaberg ,  estab-
lished by notice bearing date 25th September, 1874,
appearing in the  Government Gazette  of 1874, folio
1833, is hereby cance lled.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
W
THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1' 1'  " The  Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof  shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen  consecutive  weeks  :  Notice is
hereby  given , that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
R ESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County  of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the  north- east corner
of portion 35, and  bounded thence' on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
$e links  ;  on the west by a  line  bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven  links ; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees east
twenty-four chains and seven links  ;  and on the
east by the road  first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and five links to the point of commence-
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.
LANDS  RESUMED FROM  RUNS  IN THE  BURNETT
DISTRICT AND IN THE  STANTHORPE DISTRICT
ON THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARY  OF THE  COLONY.
I
T is hereby notified for general information that
the lands resumed during the late  Session of
Parliament from the hereinafter-mentioned Runs
will be declared open to Selection under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  at as early a
date as possible after that Act  comes  into opera-
tion. These lands contain an area of about 1,387,500
acres--a portion of which will be reserved for
township purposes and sale by auction.
Descriptions of the proposed reservations will be
published  as soon as  possible,  so as  to afford
intending selectors  an opportuni of inspecting
the country prior to its being declared open to
selection.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Run.
ment.
RaesEva POE A Cxicsrsuu ,  NEAR  DvNDATHA,
MARTBOROUGH.
parish  of Walliebum.Cbnutj  of March UNSETTLED  DISTRICT  OF DARLrNa DOWNS.,
9 acres 8 roods  38 perches. Coolmumda Auchinblae
Commencin at the intersection of two  roads each Bengally and Wyemo Catterthum
'
one chain wide,  and bounded thence on  the north- s CreekBeebo PikeWhetstone Pike's Creek North
westbyoneof saidroadebearing north  53 degrees east Brush Creek Emu Vale
six chains and fifty-eight links  ;  on the north by Swithland Bonshaw
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains Canning Creek Maidenhead
and thirty-seven  links ; on the north-east by a line Stonehenge Aitkin's Flat
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains  and fifty- Bodumba Mingoola
fons  -,bobs on the south-east by a line bearing Glenelg Ballindean
nosh 2 degrees east  eight  chains and  forty-seven Terries Tenterfield North
links and on the  south-west  by the other roadTexas Nundubbermere
stst aforesaid bearing north  323. agrees  3 minutes Pikedale Coolnumda.
east eleven chains and ninety-six links to  the point
of commencement. U NSETTLED  DISTRICT  OP BURNETT.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  22nd December, 1876.
I14 pursuance  of the twenty -fourth section of"The Crown Lands  Alie ation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereb notified  for general information, that
the lands hereunder  described have been tempo-
yreserved  for the purposes named with respecth
JOHN DOUGLAS.
1=11ty =  FOE AN ABORI GINAL  MISSION, CAPE
HILLSBOROUGH.
-County  of Carlisle.
About 14,000 acres.
Commencing at the east corner  of the  resumed
balf of St .  Helens No .  1 Run ,  and bounded thence
on the south -west by a line bearing  north- west five
miles and forty chains  ;  on the  north -west  by  a line
bearing north -east to the sea-coast ; thence by that
coast south -easterly to a point  north-east from the
starting  point;  and on the south -east  by a line south.
west to the point of commencement.
Bsnsvs tos vas or THE  PxAx Dowxs PASTORAL
am AGEICVLTVRAL SOCIETY.
5 acres.
County  of Clermont,  pa rish  of Clermont.
Commencin in the easterly extension of the
south side of Lime street at a point thirteen chains
from the north -east corner  of section 20, and
bounded thence on  the north by a line  bearing
east ten chains  ;  on the east  by a line bearing south
five chains  ;  on the south  by a line bearing west
ten chains ; and on the  west by  a line  bearing north
five chains to the point  of commencement,
Baramba
North Baramba
East Baramba
Baramba Ranges
NanangoBoole
Boonara
Nangur
Goomerrinbong
Boobyjan
Winders
Gobongo
Name of Run.
Gobongo North
Manumbar
Mondure
Mondure Back
Warm
Dundar
Johngboon
Mungore
South Mungore
Cattle
Ginoondan
Gooroolballin.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of"The Crown Lands Alienation Act
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL  AT GOOMBURRA.
County of Merivale,  parish  of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22  perches.
Commencing  at the intersection of two roads
each one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east  two chains and forty-three  links and
north 18-1  degrees east  twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
1 Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written bein erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , His Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Tiles to Land
Art of  1858,"  at the expiration of three mouths
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the lands
intended to be granted ,  and the names of the
Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct names and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and in every deed containing the erroneous
names and descriptions ,  and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 187 5.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
.No.  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the noith-
west by that road bearing orth 193 degrees and
28 minutes  east fourteen  chains  and forty-
seven  links; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing  east  fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
lame of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.- Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley. twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanl,-v. pariah of Oxley, portion No.  92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at  the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a linr bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains  fire links; on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes  east  ten chains
thirty one links; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes  east  twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50  minutes
east ten chains  six links to the point  of commence.
ment.
No. of Grant - 5,781 .  Date of Grant - 19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee -William John Ward.
Land granted .- Portion  161 ,  county of Stanley,
parish of  Oxley,  thirty acres three-roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish  of Oxley,  portion  No. 161.
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north -east by the south -west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty -one chains fifteen links  ;  on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains fifty-one  links;  on the south-west by
the north -east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east  thirty- one chains
eighty -five links ; and on the south -east by the
Ipswich road 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees  8 minutes east
seven chains eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement. .
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel Joseph Wills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Land granted.-Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th January, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" Tice Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL or ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County of Bel more ,  parish ana town  of St. George,
allotment  6 of section 22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north- west  side of Alfred
street at the south  corner of the  section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52  degrees two  chains;  on the north-
east  by allotment 7 bearing 322  degrees five chains ;
on the north-west by allotment  bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street ; and on the
south- east  by that street bearing  142 degrees five
chains  to the point of commencement.
Department of' Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the  27th  section of  •' The
Crown Lands Alienation Art  of  1868  " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all  persons who may consider  their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road  can be seen  at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, George  street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD  APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  I  Situation. Parish. Area.
1 R. Jarrolt
and
David  Hall.
Roads separating por-
tions 223 and 225,
from portion 229
Warner
A. E. P.
3 3 39
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1876.
TOWN RESERVE OF WALLAL, WARREGO
DISTRICT.Tf] HE following amended description of the bonn-1 daries of the above Town Reserve, proclaimed
under the  " The Crown Lands Alienation Art of
1868," is substituted for that contained in the
proclamation dated the 14th December, 1875, and
published in page 2481 of the  Government Gazette
of 1875.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Description of the amended  boundaries of the Town
Reserve of Wallal, Warrego District.
Commencing on the left bank of the Warrego
River at a point one mile forty chains south of a
tree marked broad-arrow over 33 within triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by an  east line
one mile sixty -four  chains;  thence on the east by a
south line one mile forty chains ; thence on the south
by a west line sixty-six chains to left bank of
Warrego River ; and thence on the west by left
bank of said river upwards to point  of commence.
ment.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1877.
COOKTOW N GENERAL CEMETERY.
THE following additional Regulation, made by
11 the Trustees of the Cooktown General Ceme-
tery, pursuant to  " The Cemetery Act of  1865,"
having been  approved by His Excellency the
Governor in Council, is hereby published in the
Government  Gazette.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
COOKTOWN GENERAL CEMETERY.
ADDITIONAL REGULATION.
Any person  desirous  to remove a dead body must
make  application through the Trustees to the
Colonial Secretary. The fee for such removal to
be five pounds  (£5), payable on application.
JAS. C. BAIRD, Chairman.
THOS. W. WILLIAMS.
F. J. W. BEARDMORE.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERV E  FOR TIMBER  FOR ROAD AND RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
On Tchanning Creek, Dalbyy and Roma Road.
Commencing on Tchanning Creek near the 113
mile tree on  the Dalby and Noma road, and
bounded on the south-east by a line bearing north-
east five  miles ; on  the north-east by a line bearing
north- west  eight  miles  ; on the north-west by a
line bearing south-west about seven miles to the
Tchanning Creek ; and on the south-west by the
Tchanning Creek to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A POLICE PADDOCK, BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg.
About 100 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of the Bun-
daberg Town Reserve at a point twenty chains east
from the north- west  corner of selection 28, and
bounded thence on the west by  a line  bearing north
eight chains ; on the north-west by  a line  bearing
about 64 degrees fifty-five chains; on the east bya line
bearing south thirty-two chains ; and on the south
by a line bearing west fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
County  of Ward, parish of Berry.
30 acres 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at a point bearing east and distant
twenty- six chains  and thirteen links from the north-
west corner  of portion 37, and bounded thence by
that  road  bearing 207 degrees eight chains and
fifty-three links 211  degrees sixteen chains and ninety
links ; thence  by lines bearing east twenty  chains and
forty links, north twenty-two chains and eight links ;
and west seven chains and eighty-seven links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AND WATER ON SALT-
WATER CREEK.
County of March, parish of 11Maryborough.
310 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek at the north-west corner thereupon of portion
223, and bounded thence on the  east  by a line bear-
ing south thirty  chains  and twenty links ; on the
south by a line bearing west forty- two chains and
fifty links; on the west by  a line  boaring north
forty-two chains and ten links to Saltwater Creek ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING AND WATER ON THE
BURRUM RIVER.
County of Cook, parish of Walsh.
424 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burrum
River at the north- eastern extreme  of the north-
west boundary of portion 2, and bounded thence on
the south-east by that line bearing north 214
degrees and 30 minutes  east  fourteen  chains and
thirty links ; on the north-east by a line bearing
north 124 degrees thirty minutes east .twenty-three
chains and forty-eight links ;  again  on the south-
east  by a line bearing north 214 degrees 30  minutes
east eighty chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing north 304 degrees and 30  minutes east
thirty-nine chains and sixty  links to  the Burrum
River, and passing through a post twenty links
from said river; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING  AND WATER ON THE
GREGORY RIVER.
County of Cook, parish of Marathon.
43 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Gregory
River at the south-west corner of portion 7, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
east twelve chains and forty links,  and passing
through a post nine links from said river; on the,
north- east  by a line bearing north 102 degrees and
30 minutes east one chain and fiity•two links; on
the south-easy by a line bearing north 203 degrees
east forty-three chains and seventy-six links, and
passing through a post eighty links from said river;
and by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Punlu, Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1576.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation AN of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in  the Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiratic n of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March, town of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to gent street; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOR ROAD.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety -eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south  seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ;  and on the north- east  by the other  aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-hall
links to the point of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1876.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under  the 27th  section of  " The
Grown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 "  has been
made for the closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent 's Offices,  George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED TO  BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant .  Situation. Parish.
S. Fountain Road separating  Burpengary
portion 38 from
portion 39
Road separating  Burpengary
portion 49 from
portion 60
2 S. Fountain
Area.
A. E. P.
2 1 16
2 1 29
Department of Public-Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1876.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS,
UNDER  "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENA-
TION ACT OF  1868."
I
T is hereby notified that an Examination of
candidates desiring to qualify themselves as
Licensed Surveyors, will be commenced at the
Public Lands Office, George street, on TUESDAY,
30th January, 1877.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination  for a  license as  a Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor, as to his term
of service  and general  experience in field duties,
and his competency to undertake surveys on his
own responsibility. The term of service must in
all cases  extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified
Surveyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand, and who can produce
certificates  from the Surveyor-General of the colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity  of serving the two years as required by
the preceding  clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least ten
days' notice of their intention to present themselves,
enclosing  with  same  a fee of £5 together with any
testimonials  of professional qualifications they may
have previously obtained, which will be returned
after the  examination  is completed. Each candidate
is also required to produce his original field notes,
plans plotted therefrom, and a specimen of drawing.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be given.
5. The course of examination will include the
following subjects :-
(a) Decimal arithmetic and fractions.
(b) The use of logarithms.
(c) The elements of geometry.
(d) Plane trigonometry.
(e) Mensuration.
(f) Plotting surveys, and checking same by
calculation.
(g) General knowledge of the details of practi-
cal surveying in the field.
(h) Writing descriptions of boundaries.
(i) The uses and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(k) Methods of obtaining the true meridian.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40 scale, a parallel ruler, a
protractor, and a pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor-General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1876.
1 N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVR  FOR CAMPING ON BELLI CREEK.
At the crossing of the Road from Brisbane 'to
Gympie.
About 800 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane road where it
crosses  Belli Creek, near Murray's, and bounded
thence by the Brisbane road south-westerly and
westerly in a direct line one and a-half miles ;
thence by a line south one mile thence by a line
east one mile ; thence by a line north to Belli
Creek ; and thence by Belli Creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER ON WIDGEE
CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
151 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the left bank of Widgee Creek
at the south-east corner thereupon of selection 596,
and bounded thence on the north and north-west
by that selection bearing west forty chains and
fifty links, and passing through a post fifty links
from said creek 240 degrees thirty-five chains ;
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
and four links ; on the south by a line bearing 85
degrees 5 minutes twenty-two chains and nine links
to Wonga Creek, and passing through a post one
hundred and forty links from said creek ; and by
that creek downwards to Widgee Creek ; and by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS  ON THE  IPSWICH
AND NANANGO ROADS.
County of Cavendish, parish of Esk, portion
.No^  48A.
13 acres  2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 48, and bounded thence on the south-west
by that road bearing 305 degrees 38 minutes eight
chains and seventy-five links ; on the west by that
road bearing 359 degrees 55 minutes sixteen chains
and fifty-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
east seven chains and fourteen links ; on the east
by portion 48 bearing south twenty-one chains and
fifty-nine links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
County of Cavendish, parish of Murphy, Forfeited
Selection  1133,  Toowoomba.
1720 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of 15-mile Creek
in the northerly extension of the east boundary line
of portion 7, and bounded thence on the west by a
line bearing 179 degrees 20 minutes thirty-five
chains and eighty links; on the south-east by lines
bearing 54 degrees six chains and forty links, east
five chains, 35 degrees three chains and thirteen
links ; on the east by selection 2443 bearing north
fifty-four chains and thirty links ; on the south by
that selection bearing east twenty chains ;  again on
the west by a line bearing south thirteen chains
and thirty-five links to 15-mile Creek ; again on the
south by that creek downwards to the south-west
corner of portion 4; again on the east by that por-
tion bearing 359 degrees 5 minutes fifty-one chains ;
again on the south by the north boundary of that
portion bearing 89 degrees 30 minutes twenty-seven
chains and ten links ;  again  on the west by a line
bearing south ten chains and two links ;  again on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing east
nine chains and ninety five links ; again on the east
by a road one hundred and fifty links wide bearing
320 degrees two chains and twelve and a-half links
346 degrees twenty-four chains, north eleven chains,
348 degrees ten chains, 10 degrees fourteen chains
and fifty links ; 36 degrees  seven  chains and eighty
19
links  ; 20 degrees 15 minutes fourteen chains and
eighty links ; 12 degrees 30 minutes  six chains
and thirty links, 18 degrees four chains and twenty
links, 347 degrees 45 minutes eleven chains, and
4 degrees nine chains ; on the north by a line bear-
ing 269 degrees 38 minutes ninety-seven chains and
seventeen links ;  again  on the west by a line bear.
ing 181 degrees 10 minutes seventy-one chains and
forty links ;  again  on the north by a line bearing
271 degrees 10 minutes forty-six  chains  and thirty
links ; on  the north-west by a line bearing 226
degrees  10 minutes eighteen chains and eighty-five
links; on the south-west by a line bearing 135
degrees 30 minutes twenty- one chains  ; again on
the north-west by a line bearing 226 degrees 35
minutes seventy-eight chains and thirteen links ;
again on  the south by a line bearing 88 degrees 15
minutes sixty chains and seventy-two  links ; again
on the west by part of the east boundary of selec-
tion 1076, bearing south to a tributary to 15-mile
creek ;  again  on the east by that creek downwards
to 15-mile creek  ; and again  on the south-west by
that creek downwards to the point of commence.
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 A. Adsett Two reserved roads in Whiteside 7 3 0
selection 1,970 Bris-
bane ,  portion 87
2 J. Bancroft Road separating portion Enoggera 0 1 14
474 from part of por-
tion 476
3' Works Road separating portion Purga  ...  2 0 10
Department 35  from.  selection 8
Ipswich, and the road
in continuation east- I
erly, reserved through I
selection 8
4 Works Road separating por- ditto ... 9 3 0
Department tions 35, 36,  and 37,
from selection 8
Ipswich ,  and the road
in continuation north-
easterly, reserved
through selection B
* The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1876.
T T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " has
been made for the closing of the undermentioned
Road; and  all persons  who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans  of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDCLE  OF A ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
j A. 8. P.
1 C. McCul- Road separating  por- Robinson 13 1 32
loch tions  200, 201,  202,1
204, and 359, from
portion 234.  235, and
selection b98 WR
Departmert of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken to have
been inserted in the respective  grants,  and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant- 31,973. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee - Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted -- Selection  1345, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish  Kilcoy, 650 acres.
Nature  of Misnomer- The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford Henry
Ad cock.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant--20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1346, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 1,157 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,975. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1344, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 640 acres.
.Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee. instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th November, 1876.
Y 7
HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, MOORE'S CREEK,
NORTH  RocKHAMPTON.
Portion  235,  parish  of Murchison, county of
Livingstone.
33 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Moore's Creek
at the south corner of portion 171, and bounded
thence on the north-east by part of that portion
bearing north 43 degrees west ten chains and fifty
links ; on the north-west by portion 235A bearing
south 47 degrees west eighteen chains and thirty-
six links ; on the south-west by the Yaamba road
and a line bearing south 30 degrees east twenty-one
chains and forty links to Moore's Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
20
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N ' y
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particu l ars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, depcribe  the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
names,  and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDTJLR  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-14,795. Date of Grant, 9th July
1866.
Name  of Grantee-Alfred Murray,  junior.
Land  Granted-Portion  37, county of Churchill,
parish of  Gatton , 5 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Murray,
junior ,  having been inserted  in the deed  of grant as
the intended grantee, instead  of Alfred Murry.
No. of Grant-18,834. Date of Grant, 12th
August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-Alfred Wyatt Cook.
Land Granted-Portion  33, county of Chnrchill,
parish of Laidley, 13 acres, 3 roods.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Wyatt
Cook having  been inserted in  the deed of  grant as
the intended  grantee,  instead of Arthur Wyatt
Cook.
Department of Public Lands, -
Brisbane, 10th November, 1876.
N1  HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are per.
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Goverment
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :  IN otice
is hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL  ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Kholo, county of Stanley.
About 70 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
Itiver, at the north- east corn er  of portion 25, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north 180 degrees .
30 minutes east about seventeen chains ; on the
south  by  portion 49 bearing north 112 degrees east
seven chains and thirty links, and north 88 degrees
east thirteen chains to the east side of a road,
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
40 degrees  east seven  chains and eighty-five links,
north 21 degrees east six chains, north 42 degrees
east five chains and eighty links, north 20 degrees
east nine chains ,  north 27 degrees 30 minutes east
six chains and ninety -three links, north 28 degrees
east four chains ,  north 83 degrees 45 minutes east
three chains and sixty -seven links ,  north 39 degrees
east one chain and fifty -one links, north 7 degrees
east two chains and thirty-nine links, north 353 de-
grees  east  five chains and ninety-three links, north
337 degrees east eight chains and twenty-five links,
and north 355 degrees 15 minutes east three chains
and forty-five links ; on the north by lines bearing
west ten chains and three links, and north 319 de-
grees east six chains and sixty -six links ; again on
the west by part of portion 42 bearing south six
chains and seventy-four links to the Brisbane
Jiver ; and on the north-west by that river down-
aids to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
a road as marked on map in the Surveyor-General's
office.
]RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL,  LAIDLF.Y.
County  of Churchill,  pariah and town  of Laidley.
1 acre 2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Drayton street
at the south -west corn er of the section ,  and bounded
thence on the south -east by that street bearing
north 86 degrees east six chains and fifty links, and
north 75 degrees east two chains  ;  on the north-east
by allotment 5 bearing north 345 degrees east two
chains and 50 links to 'a lane ; on the north-west by
that lane bearing north 255 degrees east eight
chains and thirty -two  links;  and on the south-west
by a line bearing  north 167  degrees and 30 minutes
east one chain and twenty -six links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ON THE ROAD FROM
WARWICK TO ToowooMRA ,  AT THE CROSSING
OF SPRING CREEK.
County  of Aubigny,  parish  of Table-top.
4 acres 3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at the
north -east  corner of portion 41 ; and bounded
thence on the north -east  by that  road bearing north
335 degrees 20 minutes east thirteen chains and
nine  links;  on the north by a line bearing west one
chain and  thirty- eight links  ;  on the west  by  a line
bearing south eleven chains and ninety links ; and
on the south by portion 41 bearing east six chains
and eighty -two links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Maclean.
60 acres.
Commencing on the Teviot road at a point bear.
ing north 27 degrees east, and distant 112 links
from the north-west corner of portion  23;  and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing north 27 degrees east twenty chains and
twenty-seven links, and north 54 degrees east
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing east
four chains and thirty-three links; on the east by a
line bearing south thirty chains and ten links to a
road one chain wide ; and on the south by that
road bearing north 270 degrees thirty minutes east
twenty-nine chains and eighty links to the point of
commencement.
NEW STREET, TO GIVE ACCESS TO THE QUEEN'S
WHARF, TOWN OF MARYBOROUGH.
1 chain wide.
Commencing on the north-east side of Wharf
street at the south corner of reserve for Immigra-
tion Dep:1t ; bounded thence by  the south-east
boundary  of said reserve ,  being a line bearing about
north thirty degrees eighteen minutes east  225  links
to the east corner of said reserve ; thence on the
north -east by a line at right -angles to aforesaid
boundary, being a line bearing about north 120
degrees 18 minutes east 649 links to the left bank
of the River Mary; thence by said bank of the
river upwards bearing north three hundred and
twenty -six degrees forty eight minutes north 225
links in a direct line ; thence by a line  bearing about
north three hundred degrees eighteen minutes east
750 links to the north corner of the Customs
Reserve ; thence by the north-west boundary of
said reserve bearing about north two hundred and
ten degrees eighteen minutes east 125 links to the
west corner  of the  Customs Reserve  ;  and thence
by a line bearing about north three hundred  degrees
eighteen minutes east 100 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
1  Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written ,  being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth,  his Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " 7'he Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ," at the expiration of three months
from the  date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
21
such Deeds of Grant, under His Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS
Names of Grantees-Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of Grant-31,675. Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
Description of Land Granted-Allotment  2 of
section 1, town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
91 perches.
Nature of Misnomer-The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended grantees, instead o
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron Rodgers.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
r " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  18Gb,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period' aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect  to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A  SCHOOL NEAR GOwBIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba, portion
No.  421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that portion bearing
south twenty-six chains and sixty-seven links ; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and  twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first  aforesaid ; and on the ncrth-w.est by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and  ninety-three links, and 42 d egrees 58
minutes seven  chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, town of
.Roma, allotments 1,  2, 3, 4,. 6, 7,  8, and 9, of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north-west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north by that street bearing
east  five chains to Arthur street; on the east by that
street  bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne street ; and on the west by that street
bearing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION OF THE HOSPITAL RESERVE, COOK-
TOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of Cook-
town, allotment  7 of section 8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing  on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner  of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
9 degrees  and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north-east by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minut?s east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degres and
10 minutes  east  2 chains; and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes east three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deedsof Grantmentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instrument endorsed on such Deeds of
Grant, respectively, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective  grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  A$OVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-24,803. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion 8,  county of Livingstone,
parish of Cawarral, eighteen  acres one  rood thirty-
three perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No. 8.
18 acres 1 rood 33 perches.
Commencing on a road at the south- west corner
of portion 7, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-six chains and
seventy-one links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing 146 degrees 50 minutes seven chains and
seventy- nine  links; on the south by portion 9 and
a reserve bearing west thirty chains and eight
links ; and on the west by the said road bearing
351 degrees 52 minutes six chains and fifty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-24,802. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine,
Land granted.-Portion  17, county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, sixteen acres ten perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No. 17.
16 acres 10 perches.
Commencing on the Cawarral road at a point
bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes, and distant one chain
and fifteen links from the west cornerof portion 11,
and bounded thence on the west and north-west
by that road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes five
chains and eighty-one and a-half links, 356 degrees
two*ity-two chains and eighty-five links, 63 degrees
30 in -'ites five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 171 degrees 50 minutes
twenty-two chains and twelve links; and on the
south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees 6  minutes
twelve chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-22,789. Date of Grant-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land ,granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone ,  parish of Cawarral , forty -one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No. 11.
41 acres 1 rood.
Commencing  on a road at  the south- west corner
of portion 10, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-three chains ; on
the south-east by a line and portion 12  bearing 188
degrees 40 minutes four  chains  and three links, and
220 degrees 6 minutes thirty-three chains to a road ;
on the south- west  by that road bearing 310 degrees
6 minutes nine  chains ;  on the west by the same
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road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one chain and
fifteen links ; and on the north-west by the same
road bearing 40 degrees 6 minutes twelve chains
and sixteen links ; again on the west by the same
road bearing 351 degrees 52 minutes thirteen chains
and one link to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-9,797. Date of Grant-13th
October, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Charles Mallard.
Land granted.-Portion  25, county, Aubigny,
Felton Run.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Felion, portion No. 25.
160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Hodgson's
Creek at the south-east corner of portion 24, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion and a
line bearing west eighty-one chains and thirty
links ; on the west by a line bearing south twenty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing east fifty-
six chains and forty links to Hodgson's Creek ;
and on the south-east by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-inclusive of three acres
for a reserved road one chain wide, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th October, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of "  The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant, and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
I
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-30,686. Date of Grant-7th
February, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Giles.
Description of land  granted-Allotment  1, section
41, city  of Brisbane ,  parish of  North  Brisbane.
Nature of Misnomer- The  name of Frederick
Giles having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of Alfred Giles.
No. of Grant-58-56. Date of Grant-12th
October, 1858.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Henry Marsh.
Land ranted.-One  hundred and sixty acres,
pre-emptive purchase on Quart-pot Creek.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Bentinck, parish of Folkestone, Folke-
stone  Pre-emptive.
160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Quart-pot
Creek at the north-west corner of a township re-
serve , and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that  reserve,  portion 369, and part
of portion  383, bearing  north 91 degrees 45 minutes
east  eighty- one chains and passing  through a post
one hundred  and seven  links from  said  creek ; on
the east by  part  of the  west  boundary of portions
383 and 428 bearing  north 1 degree  45 minutes east
twenty  chains ; on  the north by part of the south
boundary line of portion 428 and  a line in  continu-
ation  bearing north 271 degrees 45 minutes east
eighty-three chains and forty-five links to Quart-
pot Creek ;  and on  the west by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
two acres  for a re served road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited  in the  Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Grant-12,774. Date of Grant-21st
September, 1865.
Name of Grantees-Arthur Hodgson and JohnWatts.
Land  granted.-Pre-emptive purchase No. 104
on Eton Vale Run, five hundred and forty-one
acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Ramsay, Eton Yale
Pre-emptive Purchase No.  104.
530 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Eton
Vale Pre-emptive Purthase No. 105, and bounded
thence on part of the south by a line bearing north
92 degrees 10 minutes east thirty-nine chains and
ninety-six links; on the east by a line bearing north
357 degrees 7 minutes  east  fifty-eight chains and
thirty-eight links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 270 degrees forty-three minutes east seventy-
nine chains and fifty-three links to Hodgson's Creek;
on the west by that creek downwards to the north-
west corner  of pre-emptive purchase No. 105; and
on the remainder of the south by the north bound-
ary line of that portion easterly to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1875.
)URSUANT to the provisions contained in the
l twenty-ninth section of the Timber Regula-
tions, established under notice from this Department,
dated 17th November, 1869, it is hereby notified
for general information, that the cutting and re-
moval of Timber on Great Sandy, or Frazer's
Island, consisting of the under-mentioned tree, is
absolutely prohibited, from and after this date ; and
all Commissioners of Crc.wn Lands, Rangers, and
Police Officers are requested to see that this pro-
hibition is respected.
TURPENTINE-Eucalyptus Microcorys.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th October, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
' T Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand and
deal of the Colony, describe the lands intended to
be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective  grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Date of  Grant-27th  January ,  1874. No. of
Grant-25,667.
Name of Grantee - Mount Perry Copper Mining
Company ,  Limited.
Land granted-Mineral  selection 210, portion 15
county of Bowen ,  district  of Burnett.
Amended description-115  acres 3 roods 3 perches,
county of Bowen ,  Mineral Selection No. 210, por-
tion  No. 15.  Commencing at the north corner of
Mineral Selection 200, and bounded thence on the
south -east by that selection bearing nort h 215
degrees east twenty  chains;  on the south -west by a
line bearing north 305 degrees east twenty chains ;
on the north -west by a line bearing north 35 degrees
east forty chains; on the north-east by a line bearing
north 125  degrees east forty chains  ;  again on the
south -east by a line bearing north 215 degrees east
twenty chains ; and again on the south-west by
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selection 200 bearing north 305 degrees east twenty
chains to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
four acres thirty-seven perches f'or a reserved road
one hundred and fifty links wide, as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
Date of Grant-7th November, 1874. No. of
Gran t-27,480.
Name of Grantee-Edward Lord.
Land granted-Selection  217, Toowoomba Dis-
trict, county of Churchill, parish of Tai for, 160
acres.
Amended description-159  acres 1 rood, county of
Churchill, parish of Taylor, selection No. 217.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selection
518, and bounded thence on the north-west by lines
bearing north 295 -degrees 30  minutes east nine
chains seventy-two links ; north 236 degrees east
thirty chains fifty-nine links; north 209 degrees
east three chains twenty links ; north 230 degrees
east two chains twenty-five links ; north 257 degrees
30 minutes  east  fourchains sixty-four links ; north 289
degrees 48  minutes east  eight chains forty links to
a reserve  ; by the reserve bearing north 180 degrees
48 minutes east seven chains twenty links ; north
270 degrees 22 minutes east eight chains thirty-
three links ; north 172 degrees 56 -minutes east
eight chains thirty links ; and north 228 degrees 28
minutes east  nine chains eighty-eight links; on the
south by portions 226 and 591, bearing north 89
degrees 56 minutes east sixty-four chains sixty-four
links; and on the east by part of portion 518 bear-
ing north thirty-seven chains twenty links to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of four acres
and two roods for a road one chain wide, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.WITH the view of facilitating he transactionof business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts--sven to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and other documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient a. however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,   rangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 187 6.
" C1BOWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.I T is hereby notified or public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates ;-
DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Friday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the second Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors and their
witnesses, when applying for certificates.
D ARLING  DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
A t the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs
day in'  each month.
At the Land Office, Conlamine,  the second
Thursday in  July,  1876 , and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A; the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in  each month.At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in  each month.
P ORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in every mouth.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first  Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg , the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Gayndah, the second
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
J
T is hereby notified that any persons erecting
buildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay. will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking of a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1876, and every alternate month
afterwards.
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LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOHTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BuRKx.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in  July,  1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month  afterwards.
LEICHHABDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in August, 1876, and -every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings , when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Tenders have been accepted,
viz..-
JOHN WALKER AND Co , erection of Light-
house at North Beef;
SAMIIFL SHENTON, erection of Steam Hammer
Shed, Ipswich ;
JOHN FERGUSON, erection of Additions to
Police Barracks, Rockhampton ;
C. SMITH, Supply of Timber, Southern and
Western Railway ;
STEPHEN FOUNTAIN AND Co., construction of
section 4 Western Railway.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER QUART-POT CREEK, STAN.
THORPE.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
February  next,  from persons willing to contract for
the construction of a Bridge over Quart-pot Creek
Causeway, Stanthorpe, according to modified plan.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Quart pot Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, Roads
Offices, Toowoomba and Warwick, and Court
House, Stanthorpe.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
Performance  of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver ,  at the  Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing such  perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
*ocepted. GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd January, 187?.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER FITZIIOY RIVER, AT ROCK-
HAMPTON.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February
next, from persons  willing  to contract for the supply
of Iron Cylinders for the Piers of a Bridge over the
Fitzroy River, at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Iron Cylin-
ders, Fitzroy Bridqe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender  may  be
seen , and further Particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector -General of  Roads, Brisbane, and
the Roads Offices at Rockhampton and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.UNDERGROUND TANK, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
MACKAY.
r[ ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
li at the School-house, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February next,
from persons willing to contract for the construc-
tion of an Underground Tank at the Primary
School, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Tank,
Primary School, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained,  at this  Office.
and at the School-house, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must he a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing  such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, PRIMARY SCHOOL,  NORMANBY.T ENDERS will be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m. on }RIDAY, the
26th instant ,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Kitchen at the Primary School,
Normanby.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Kitchen,
Primary School ,  Normanby. '
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
at the School House, Normanby ,  and at the Court
House, Ipswich.
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Tenders must  be on proper  printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within firurteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing -t,ch performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, TOWNSVILLE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office ,  anc' at
the Custom House, Townsville, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a Resi-
dence for Sub-Collector of Customs, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Residence,
Sub-Collector of Customs, Towonsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Custom House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE 7 HORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, UPPER TENT BILL.T1` ENDERS will be received at this Office. until1 four o'clock p in. on FRIDAY, the 2nd Feb.
ruary next, from persons  willing to contract for the
erection  of a Primary School at Upper Tent Hill.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for School, Upper
Tent Hill."
Plan, Specification ,  and form  of Tendc r may he
seen, and further particulars obtained , at this Office,
at the School -house, Gatton, and Court-house,
Ipswich.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work , and at the  foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender,  as security  for the due
performance  of the contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and  deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WHARF  STORES, PETRIE 'S BIGHT.
TENDERS Will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p  in.  on  FRIDAY,  the 26th Instant,
from persons Willing to contract for the erection
of Wharf Stores at Petrie 's Bight, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf
Stores, Petrie's Big lit."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which  it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot  of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event  to execute  and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender Will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN ,  PRIMARY SCHOOL, BALD HILLS.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
instant ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Kitchen at the Primary School, Bald
Hills.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender  for Kitchen,
Primary School ,  Bald  Hills."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office , and at the School House, Bald Hills.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty  for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TALLEBUGGERA.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th Jan-
uary next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School and Residence at
Tallebuggera.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Frimary
School, Tallebuggeru."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Ofce,
and at the School House, Nerang.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within ss hicb  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contraet in the event of the
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Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th December, 187 6.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, WIVENHOE.IlENDERS will be received at his Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
January next, from  persons willing  to contract for
the erection of a Police Station at Wivenhoe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Wivenhoe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ner  cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
1epartment of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
UNDERGROUND TANK, KELVIN GROVE
SCHOOL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th January
next, from persons willing to contract for the con-
struction of an Underground Tank at the Primary
School, Kelvin Grove.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Under-
ground Tank, Kelvin Grove School."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, SU I{AT.Ti1TDERS  will be  received at this Office, and atCourt House  at Roma and Surat, until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2Cth  January next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Police Barracks at Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks ,  Surat."
Plan, Specification,  and form  of Tender may be
seen  and further particulars obtained at this office,
and at Court House, Roma and Surat."
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing  such performance; other-
wise the Tender will not be  taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, TOOWOOMBA.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until 4
1 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th January
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Public Offices at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Public
Offices, Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars  obtained at this Office,
and at Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Contract as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bondto Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, PALMERVILLE.
FRESH
Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at Telegraph Office, Cooktown, until 4
o'clock  p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 19th January, 1877,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Palmerville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, Palmerville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Telegraph Office, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreein to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the 'render will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, CHARTERS TOWERS.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th January,
1877, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for CourtHouse, Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, LAURA.
u1RESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
.L' and at Telegraph Office, Cooktown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th January, 1877,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Telegraph Office at Laura.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Laura."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Telegraph Office, Cooktown.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender  there must  be 'a memorandum signed bythe
party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten
per  cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the
ue performance  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender  being accepted, and undertaking in
that  event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Cro wn  Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from  the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to  Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MAYTOWN.FRESH Tenders  will be received at this Office,and at Telegraph  Office, Cooktown, until 4
o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 19th January, 1877,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office,  Maytown."
Plan, Speci fication, and form  of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this
Office, and at  Telegraph Office, Cooktown.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a  memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
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ITender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1877.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL, TOOWOOMBA STATION.
(MENDERS will be received at this-Office, until4
J. o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th January,
1877, from  persons  willing to  rent  a Book- Stall  at
the Railway Station, Toowoomba, from the 1st
April, 1877, to the 31st December, 1878.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Book Stall,
Toowoomba."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the
Book Stall according to Plan  and Specification,
which may  be seen  at the Resident  Engineer's
Office, Toowoomba, and the Chief  Engineer 's Office,
Brisbane.
The highest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1876.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL, BRISBANE STATION.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 12th
January, 1877, from persons willing to rent a Book-
Stall at the Railway Station , Brisbane , up to 31st
December, 1878.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Book Stall,
Brisbane."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the
Book-Stall according to flan and Specification,
which may be seen at the Chief Engineer's Office,
Brisbane.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 20th December, 1876.
SALE OF THE LEASE OF WHARVES,
PETRIE'S BIGHT, BRISBANE.THE Lease ofthe Government Wharves andSheds, at Petrie's Bight, Brisbane, will be
put up to Auction, at Brisbane, at Noon of TUES-
DAY, the 23rd-January next.
1. The lease will extend from the 1st February,
1877, to 31st December, 1880; and a rebate of one-
third the rent payable will be allowed until the
sheds, in course of erection, are completed.
2. The wharves and sheds will be let in two por-
tions-each wharf having a frontage of about 250
feet to the river, with shed accommodation covering
150 feet by 70 feet, partly open and partly  enclosed.
Plans showing the wharves and space proposed to
be leased, with arrangements for the sheds, and
access  to the same, may be  seen  at the Office of
the Engineer for Harbors and Rivers, on and after
the 2nd January.
3. The wharf and shed next to the Gas Works
will be the first offered ; and the highest bidder shall,
subject to the approval of the Colonial Treasurer as
to sureties or otherwise, be the lessee. The wharf
and shed next to the Commercial Wharf will then
be offered in the same manner, and upon the same
conditions.
4. The  lessees  with two approved sureties will
be required to enter into bond in double the
amount of the annual rent, for the due  performance
of the conditions of the lease.
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5. Three months' rent in advance is to be paid at
the time of sale by the successful bidder, and at the
expiration of three months, rent shall thereafter be
paid to the Colonial Treasurer monthly in advance.
6. No charge for wharfage rates on cargo shall
exceed 2s. per ton weight or measurement, which
shall include rate on cargo landed under the open
sheds.
7. The lessees will be entitled to the entire use •
of their respective wharves and sheds, subject to
clause No. 9 of these conditions ; but no buildings
are to be erected on the ground leased, or on the
wharves, without the express sanction of the
Government.
8. The lessees will be required to keep the
wharves clean, and free from all deposit of rubbish
or refuse, and in good and suitable repair during
the tenancy, reasonable wear and tear only ex-
cepted ; and should any damage be done to the
wharves by any vessel or otherwise, such damage
shall be made good by the lessee to the satisfaction
of the Engineer for Harbors and Rivers.
9. The lessees shall not be at liberty to assign or
sub-let the wharves or sheds, or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of the Colonial '1 reasurer.
10. The officers of Customs, the Harbor Master,
and other officers in the Public Service, and all
persons acting under their orders, shall have free
access to the wharves for all purposes connected
with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs are to have the use
of the sheds for the temporary custody and
examination of goods and passengers' luggage,
landed from vessels discharging at the wharves.
12. The lessees will be required to erect at the
wharves approved office accommodation for the
sole use of the landing waiters in charge, and to
provide all materials and labor required by them
for examining, weighing, gauging, marking, pack-
ing, and repacking goods.
13. Should the rent be at any time more than
one month in arrear, or should the lessee wilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease, the Government
shall in the former case have the right to at once
enter upon and take possession of the wharf and
premises, and in the latter case to enter and take
possession on the expiration of one month's notice
given after such infringement.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramae, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall.
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg,
Burrenda, Byerstown, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cuni amulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Maytown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millehester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Tiaro, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Warwick, West-wood, Yengarie, and
Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200. the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
ny of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON-
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane ,  4th January, 1877.THE following Notice  to Mariners is publishedfor general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Beacon recently
erected on the two fathom patch off the port of
Batticaloa, on the east coast of Ceylon, bearing
N. 44° 51' E. from the Flagstaff near the bar, and
distant 2,208 yards, has been washed away.
ARTHUR N. BIRCH,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Colombo, 10th November, 1876.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1876.
E
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, having been pleased
to approve of the undermentioned regulations and
arrangements in connection with the transit of
Mails on the Southern and Western Railway, to
come into operation on the 1st January, 1877,
they are hereby published for general informa-
tion :-
Travelling Post Offices will be attached to the
undermentioned trains :-
6.45 a.m., up train from Brisbane to Dalby.
7 0 a.m., down train from Dalby to Brisbane.
6.20 a.m., down train from Warwick to Too-
woomba.
2.17 p.m., up train from Toowoomba to War-
wick.
These Post Offices are to be in charge of Mail
Officers, who will make up Mails for the different
stations  en route.
Loose letters bearing a late fee of twopence, in
addition to the ordinary postage, may be posted in
the Travelling Post  Offices  at any Station, and all
letters so posted, not bearing the late fee, will be
charged double the amount of the late fee rate, or
fourpence, on delivery.
Letters may be registered at the Travelling Post
Offices, provided they bear the late fee stamp, in
addition to the usual registration fee.
Although mails may be sent by other trains than
those enumerated, no loose letters will be taken,
under any circumstances, by any other train than
that to which a Travelling Post Office is attached.
(For the Postmaster-General,)
GEORGE THORN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS BETWEEN CAIRNS
AND THORNSBOROUGH.TENDERS are hereby invited, and will bereceived at this Office up to Noon of 3rd
February next, for the Conveyance of Mails, by
horse, once a week, between Cairns and Thorns-
borough.
Tenders must be written on an approved form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously,
on application at any Post Office in the colony ;
and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-paid),
addressed to the Postmaster-General, with the
words  "Tender for the Conveyance of Mails."
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Every Tender  must bear  the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a suns equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of their Tenders, if
accepted, as a guarantee until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed, for their duly commencing
and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
IPSWICH TO FASSIFERN-IIIGHFIELDS TO
CROW'S NEST.
S
EPARATE Tenders will be received at the
Office of the Superintendent of Electric Tele-
graphs, Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the
fifth (5th) day of February next, 1877, from per-
sons desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire  and insulators , and for all
workmanship necessary for the erecticn of the
undermentioned Lines of Telegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions, and specifications
appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
1. Ipswich to Fassifern, a distance of 30 miles,
more or less.-The R ire and insulators to be sup-
plied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The whole contr'tet to be
completed and banded over to the Government
within four (4) months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
2. Highfields to Crow's Nest, a distance of 17
miles , more  or less .-The wire and insulators to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor  in Brisbane . The whole contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within three (3) months from the notification of
the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the u ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telearaphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that tehalf, shall liav-
full power at any time afterwards, before final
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages , prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
w. i k or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afl'orded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any  claims  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
within tho time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
o'licer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the lint to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet front
each pole to be cleared away. and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight t8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed. •
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original NA idth of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted guns
or Mrreton Bay ash being' allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in  diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)  inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space of  six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
'I he pt les to be not more than eighty-eight (SS)
yar,ls apart, unless by special permission ; to be
s1u1k five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
diculai 1 oaition, and tw ell ramNied m ith rubble and
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earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the pole. The wire to be so stretched that the de-
flection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as di-
rected, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject to
the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
For the Postmaster-General,
GEORGE THORN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.RETURN of allApplications for Timber Licenses,
made  to the Bench of Maistrates, at Goodna,
from the 1st day of July,  1876,' to the 31st day of
December,  1876, both days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Jno. F. Buchanan
Wm. Bell ...
Albert Scbafskel
Richd. Seymour
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Wm. Holmes . _
J. F. Buchanan
Charles Holmes
Description of Whether Amount
License . granted or of Fee.refused.
Hardwood... Granted
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates,  at Stan-
thorpe, from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st
day of December, 1876, both days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Desc ription of
whether
re
Amount
License. refused.or of Fee.
Benjamin Samuel Hardwood Granted 1
Maurice Connell „
John Cahill ... 1
John Turner ... 1
Maurice Casey 1
Frank Bergin ... 1
Michael Darcy... „
John Reibelt ... 1
Henry Reibelt... 1
William Kettley
Charles Stewart 1
Jonas R eibelt ... 1
George Asquith 1
Michael Dollard „ 1
John Ferguson 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
fiETU RN of all Applications for Timber  Licensesmade to the Bench of Magistrates, at Bunda.
berg, from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st
day of December, 1876, both days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
Whether Amount
License . 1re° e d. of Fee.
George Smyth (2) ... Cedar and Granted 4
J. Tracy
pine, em-
ployer's
Hardwood,
employer's
W. Powell ... „ n 1
F. Seifer ... ...
H. Reid ... ...
R. Scoines ...
Jas. Miles ... ... „ 1
John Storrie ... ...
D. McIntyre
Robt. Wood ...
James Campbell ... Hardwood „ 1
George Smyth... ... Cedar and „ 2
pine
Walter Adams (2) ... Hardwood, „ 2
employer's
A. Robinson ... „ „ 1
Jas. Charlton (2) ... Cedar and „ 4
pine, em-
ployer's
A. Christensen Hardwood „ 1
George Smyth... ... Cedar and „ 2
pine, em-
ployer's
D. Woods ... ... Employer's „ 1
hardwood
M. Lundberg ... ... Hardwood „ 1
Danl. Mahoney ... Employer's „ 2
cedar and
pine
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd December, 1876.
POLYNESIAN IMMIGRATION.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to give
the following directions with reference to  " The
Polynesian Laborers Act of  1868,"' and for regu-
lating Immigration under that Act:-
(L) Before any license to recruit  is granted, a
separate  application, in form A, must be made by
each intending employer, specifying  in each case
one district only within which the laborers to be
imported are to be employed.
(2.) All agreements to be entered into on board
the ship, on arrival, under the  provisions  of the 9th
section of the Act, must be made with the persons
who have so applied for and obtained licenses to
recruit, and with them only.
(3.) No transfer of a Polynesian laborer by the
original employer is to be allowed except after full
inquiry, nor until the execution by the intended
transferee of a bond, in form K ; and then only in
cases  in which the intending transferror has clearly
ceased  to require the services of the laborer.
(4.) No transfer of a laborer to an employer re-
siding in a different district from that  specified in
the original application, under which the license to
recruit was obtained, is to be permitted under any
circumstances , until after the lapse of a reasonable
time from the arrival of the laborer in the colony of
(5.) The obligation on the part of employers to
pay wages at the end of each year is to ve strictly
enforced.
(6.) All the other provisions of the Act are to be
observed and followed in all respects.
R. M. STEWART.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1876.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until12 o'clock noon, on SATURDAY, 13th
January, 1877, for making 300 Great-coats and
100 Military Cloaks, according to sample patterns
to be seen at the Colonial Stores.
Price to include making, and all material except
Blue Cloth, which will be provided out of the Gov-
ernment Stores.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Great-coats
and Cloaks,"  and the time to be specified in which
they will be delivered at the Colonial Stores, in the
event of the Tender being accepted.
Further particulars can be supplied on application
to the Colonial Storekeeper.
R. M. STEWART.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1876.
NOTICE.THE Reverend EDMUND TURNER, a Minister ofthe United Methodist Free Church, residing
at Brisbane , in the Registry District of Brisban',
is duly registered as •a Minister of Religion author-
ised to celebrate Marriages within the Colony of
Queensland , under the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act  of 1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
IMMIGRATION ACT OF  1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
BRITISH.PERSONS resident i  Queensland, wishing toobtain  passages  to the colony for their friends
or relatives  in the United Kingdom, can do so,
under the  provisions of  " The Immigration Act of
1872," by paying to the Immigration Agent in
Brisbane , or to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the colony ,  amounts in  accordance with the
following  scale :-
Males and  females between 1 and 12, each £1
Males between 12 a d 40, each ... ... 2
Females  between  12 and 40, each ... ... 1
Males and females  above 40 ... 4
Infants  under 12 months free.
FOREIGN.
Persons resident  in Queensland, wishing to obtain
passages  to the colony, for their friends or relatives,from the Continent of Europe, can obtain Free
Passage Tickets , available for any Queensland
immigrant  ship leaving London or other British
port, on application  to this Office, or to any Clerk
of Petty Sessions  throughout the colony.
Applicants must clearly  understand that these
Tickets do not include  the passage  from the Con-
tinent to the port  of embarkation in Great Britain,
the entire cost  of which must be, defrayed by the
Immigrant  himself.
BOBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1876.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
AS much inconvenience and considerable lossoccurs through fees being transmitted to
this office in stamps and coin, applicants for Brands
are again  reminded that all Registration Fees must
be transmitted by means of Post Office Orders.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
18th December, 1876.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
T OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto:-
2  s. d.
Full Bound ...
... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,.in pamphlet form,  "  The Insolvency Act of
1874 ,"  together  with "General  Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
"Registered" an  other brands, by placing thewords
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 1875.
THE SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock, Is. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 6s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for sums of 6s . or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless  accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
TITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.C HART of part  of Cleveland  Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ;  also  plan of Nor-
manby Sound ,  showing  Thursday  and adjacentislands, with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel ;  surveyed
by Lieut.  Connor , R.N. Copies  to be had a ,the
Port Office and Government Printing C' ffice,
Wil liam street ,  Brisbane .  Price,  Is. each.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of 1874,"  together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1877.
T is hereby  notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the under-
! mentioned Runs of Crown lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts ,  has been transferred ,  during the
Q uarter ended 30th ultimo ,  with the sanction  of the  Government, to the persons hereunder particularised.
CHAS. C. CARTER,
Pro  Under  Secretary.
Tr ansferror. ! Transferee.
C. F. Crawshay and
i
Name of Run,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
A. H. Smith...
I
Michael Daisy ... ... .... Miggabaroo, Lower Cobblegun,
Cobblegun, and Alpha
B. Molineaux and T. Littlejohn
A. Dight, and J. Yeomans, by his
executor, Richard Yeomans
J. Henderson, by his executors,
Thomas Littlejohn, and Edwin
1)aintrev, B. Molineaux, and
Thomas Littlejohn
J. Graham ...
A. Scott
W. O. Gilchrist
T. McLaughlin ...
J. Henderson ,  by his executors,
Thomas  Littlejohn,  and Edwin
Daintrey,  B. Molineaux, and
Thomas  Littlejohn
BURNETT DISTRICT.
Thomas Littlejohn and Thomas Alford Gordon Brook
Arthur Dight ... ...  ...  Yenda, Wangoolimban, St. David's
Thomas Littlejohn and Thomas Alford
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
John Graham and Owen Charles Joseph
Beardmore
Henry William  Fisk  ... ... ...
John  Franklin McMullen, as Inspector
of the Union  Bank of Australia
The Corporation of the Australian
Joint Stock Bank
Thomas Littlejohn and Thomas Alford
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Fall, and View Hill
Wooroolin,  Taabinga ,  Boonnenne,
and Bonaire
Clive
Narran, Slate Hills, Durran Downs,
and Oldown
Broughton Downs, Mount Yacka-
wow, Leave Now, Mount Marling-
spike, Walkerdean, Beearrow,
Budgere Grass, Euroka, and
Mount Britten
Ilsington
Lower Palm-tree Creek No. 4,
Lower Palm-tree Creek No. 5,
and Gwambaguinc
E. Herrenschmidt ... Joseph Samuel Cobb Mooni and Dareel East
J. Cavanough John Ho lland ... Phocis and Thermopylae
C. F. Crawshay  and A .  H. Smith Michael Daisey ... ... Balloonai, BaUe,  ` 'Vallar, Dinwoodi,
Coolaba and Murilla
The Bank of New South Wales ... Wi lliam  Wentworth Bucknell
James Abraham Winton
and
,
Tomoo No. 2, Hoogarbunna, and
Tuludunna
W. W. Bucknell  and J . A. Winten James  York, John  Walsh, and
Rennie
John j
I
Tomoo No .  2, Hoogarbunna, and
Tuludunna
J. York, J. Walsh,  and J .  Rennie .. The City  Bank  of Sydney ... Tomoo No. 2, Hoogarbunna, and
Tuludunna
The Bank of New South Wales ... John McNei ll Simpson Ka re e or Far West, Boomba No. 6,
Karee South No. 1, Boomba East
No. 1, Boomba East No. 2, and
Boomba East No. 3
W. J., E. A  and A.  Wienholt ... William Prior Moore  . Bandemarango ,  Borerundooer,
Doungorra llah ,  Ooungorrallah
The Corporation of the Australian
Joint Stock Bank
G. Fraser ... ...
T. Close ... ... ... ...
S. Powell ... ...
J. York, J. Walsh, and J.  Rennie ..
W. Howie and J. Howie ...
F. Williams ... ... ...
W. Stephenson ... ...
W. C. Mayne and E. W. Ward
The Corporation of the Commercial
Banking Company of Sydney
James Cavanough .. ...
David Benjamin and Joseph Benjamin
James York, John Walsh, and John
Rennie
The City Bank of Sydney ...
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Francis Wi lliams ,  Thomas Williams,
and George Williams
Francis Wi lliams ,  Thomas Wil liams,
and George Williams
Adam Calder, Thomas Allan Calder, and
William Stephenson
George Fairbairn ... .
A. McDonald, P. Donald, and J. 1 Thomas Williams, Francis Williams,
McInnes and George Williams
J. Matheson ..  'James Horn and William Eaglestone
W. Tyson, Junr.
J. Pettiford ...
James Tyson
Thomas Anderson
North, and Borerundooer North
Grassmere Plains, Lamplough, Sand-
ridge, and Nubia
South Woodlawn
Werilebeh and Mount Hogan
Tomoo No. 3, and Tomoo No. 4
Tomoo No. 3 and Tomoo No. 4
Fairlie Plains, Fairlie Plains West,
and Yarron Plains
Bierbank and Injuringa
Lower Eulo Left, and Upper Eulo
Left
Camroo, Narambla West, Narambla
East, Bayrik, Metowra East,
Metowra West, Damson, Tool-
marree,  Tarrina, Hoszfeldt,
Tolliness, and Byrganna
Turnworth North and ToolongaNorth
Dilallah No. 1, Dilallah No. 2, Dil-
allah No. 3, Walla], Upper
Wallal, Buckenby, Buckenby
West, Buckenby North, Kar-
goolnah, Kargoolnah East,
Dilallah Retro, Dilallah West,
and Yarron Vale
Roto, Tyson, Colaroy, Juan, and
Juanbung
East Burrandilla
Transferror.
T. Rome,  by his attorney, C. Rome.
and C. Rome
J. Taylor ... ...
D. C. McConnel ...
J. McGlashan
A. J. Haylock ...
E. Palmer ...
N. H. Macdonald ...
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TRANSFERS of  RUNS-continued.
Transferee. Name of Ilan.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
David Cannon McConnel Marlow Bridge, Mortlake, Wands-
worth, Annandale, Adderley
East, Cirencester, Blackdown, and
Petworth
Henry Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck Cory, Vergemont No. 4
and James Taylor
The Corporation of the Bank of New Marlow Bridge, Mortlake, Wands-
South Wales worth, Annandale, Adderley
East, Cirencester, Blackdown,
and Petworth
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Thomas Lodge Murray Prior ... ... Bully Creek, Bingeringo North, Bin-
geringo South, Wanalango North,
and Wanalango South
The Commercial Banking Company of, Staywood, Kilbrook, and Lockwood
Sydney
BURKE DISTRICT.
William Mark ... ... ... Pentland Downs No. 1
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
William Brown Bradley and James
Rutherford
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 18th December, 1876.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Gorernncent Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee.
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited)
Ditto
Thomas George  Robinson ... ...
Boyd Dunlop Morehead ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto  Al.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Rode rick Travers ...
Ditto
Ditto
... ...
J. R. and C. Skuthorp
Ditto ...
George Kirk ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Name of Run.
Spring Downs
Taberna
Adelong
...
Wilton ...
Swi ll ington ...
1 Janesland ...
Elliesland ...
Herbertshire
Ranken
Lockyersleigh
Bawtry ...
Bobka No. 1
Bobka No. 2
Lacy ...
Byarri No. 2
Bland No. 1
Bland No. 2
Warr y
Wagaily
...
Weehan
Burwash
Boharva
Maroungle ...
West  Maroungle
Wondit ...
McIntyre Downs, Davenport Downs,
Bunda Bulla, and Tapilla
Area in
District. Square
Miles.
Amount.
£ s. d.
Mitchell ... ... 50* 2 10 0
ditto 40 10 0 0
ditto 50 1210 0
ditto 5011  12 12 6
ditto 51 12 15 0
ditto 130 32 10 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 103 25 15 0
ditto 101  25 5 0
ditto 51 13 10 0
ditto 54  13 10 0
ditto 64  16 0 0
ditto 25 6 5 0
ditto 34  8 10 0
ditto 25 6 5 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 75 19 15 0
Maranoa 32 8 0 0
ditto 22 5 10 0
ditto 25 6 5 0
ditto 25 6 5 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 25 6 5 0
ditto 25  6 5 0
ditto 81  20 5 0
+ For additional  area  after resurvey.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1876.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLA.S.
Name of Lessee or Licensee. Name of Run .
Area in
District.  Square'
Miles.
Amount.
John Farrar ... Berrellem ... ... ... Gregory North ...  50
£  S.  d.
12 10 0
0 0Ditto ... ... ... Currawilla . ... ... ditto ... ...  60 12 1
Samuel Wilson ... ... ... Doveridge No. 1 ... ... ditto ... ...  100 25.0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 3 .. ... ditto ... ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 4 ditto ... ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 1 ... ... ditto ... ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 2 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina No. 3 ... .. . ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina No. 4 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 5 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 6 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 7 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Middleton No. 1 ditto ...  100 25 '0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Middleton No. 2 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
John Costello ... ... ... ...  Sallen ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Yendah ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Ulva ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Derrywarra ... ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Patrick Kinchela White ... ... Diamentina Lakes No. 1 ... ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina Gates No. 3 ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina Lakes No. 2 ... ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Diamentina Plains ... ... ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Mayne's Lake ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto Diamentina Gates No. ] ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto Diamentina Gates No. 2 ditto ...  75 1s 15 0
Ditto Merrion Downs No. 1 ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto Panic ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Brian O'Lynne ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Manuka ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Sledmere ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Andrew Scott and Andrew Gordon ... Vindex No. 1 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ...  Vindeg No. 2 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 3 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Vindex No. 5 ... ditto ... 53 13 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Vindex No. 6 ... ditto ...  86 21 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 7 ... ditto ...  90 22 10 0
Thomas McIlwraith ... ... Wokingham No. 1 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Wokingham No. 2 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Wokingham No. 3 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Wokingham No. 5 ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto  Cork No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Cork No. 2 ... ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ...  Cork No. 3 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... . Wokingham No. 9... ... ditto ...  70 17 10 0
The Bank of New South Wales ... Brighton Downs No. 1 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Brighton Downs No. 2 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Mackenzie, Bostock, and Mitchell ... Wokingham No. 4 ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Philip Gidley King ... ... ... The Nile No. 1 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... The Nile No. 3 ... ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... The Nile No. 4 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Sydney Grandison Watson ... ... Hercules ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Prodigal . ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Googlum No. 1 ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ...  Googlum No. 2 ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Edward King Cox ... ... ... Werna No. 1 ... ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 2 ... .., ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Werna No. 3 ... ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Werna No. 4 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Werna No. 5 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Werna No. 6 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Werna No. 7 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Werna No. 8 ... ... ditto 100 25 0 0
De Burgh  Persse ...  Derry Downs East ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto Derry Downs West... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Emu Downs East... ditto ... ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Emu Downs West... ... ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Cobar East ... ... ditto ... ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto Cobar West ... ditto ... ...  75 18 1b 0
Niel Hugh Macdonald Kenegarry ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Mowarrah . ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Mandragoonah ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Dito ... ... ... ... Coombara ... ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
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PAYMENT FOB SUBVEY OF RIINS IN THE UNSETTLED DiSTBICTS - continued.
Name of Lessee or Licensee. Name of bun.
Euston  Blomfield ... Goongarry No. 3 ...
Ditto ... ... ... Sesbania No. 1 ...
Ditto ... Sesbania No. 2 ...
Ditto ... Sesbania No. 3 ... ...
Ditto Sesbania No. 4 ...
Ditto ... Sesbania No. 5 ...
Ditto ... ... ... Sesbania No. 6 ... ...
Ditto Sesbania No 7...
Donald Smith Wallace
...
...
...
...
.
Cadell No. 1
...
... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
... ...
...
Cadell No. 2
Donald
Cathedral
...
Ditto Diamentina  No. 8 ...
Ditto .. ... ... Diamentina  No.11...
James Crawford, Andrew Gordon, and
Andrew Scott ... Vindex No. 8 ... ...
Ditto  ... Vindex No. 9 ... ...
William Brown Bradley and James
Rutherford McIntyre Downs ...
Ditto ... ... Davenport Downs ...
Ditto
Ditto .
Bunda Bulla
Tapilla ... ...
Euston Blomfeld and John Nisbet
Ditto  ...
Dirleton No. 1
Dirleton No. 2 ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Dirleton No. 3
Dirleton No. 4
Oondooroo ... ...
John Francis Barry Vindex No. 4 ...
James Nisbet . , . Dirleton No. 5 ...
Ditto Dirleton No. 6 ...
Ditto Dirleton No. 7 ...
Ditto ... Upper Oondooroo ...
Ditto Rangelands ... ...
James Crawford Vindex No. 10
Ditto . , .
Ditto
Vindex No. 11
Vindex No. 12 ...
Ditto Vindex No. 13 ...
Andrew Scott and John Nisbet Wokingham No. 6 ...
Ditto ... ... ... Wokingham No. 7 ...
Ditto ... .. Wokingham No. 8 ...
Felix Clewett and James Nisbet
Ditto ...
Felix Clewett ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
William  Miles ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Herbert Hunter and John Urquhart...
Charles Skuthorp, Thomas James Sku-
thorp, and John Richard Skuthorp...
Edward Rowland Edkins
John Thomas Campbell Ranken
Olio No.1 ...
Oli o No. 2 ...
Bellkate No. 1
Bellkate No. 2
1Eolia No. 1...
. olia No. 2...
Venture No. 1
Venture No. 2
Wombat ...
Dagworth ...
Gordonia No. 1
Gordonia No. 2
Crescent No. 2
S Urbana No. 1
i. Urbana No. 2
Marmion ...
Jackton ...
District .
Area in
Square Amount.
Miles.
j £ s. d.
Gregory North 80 20 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... 77 19 5 0
ditto ... ... 53 13 5 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto 50  12 10  0
ditto 50  12 10 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 80 20 0 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 80  20 0 0
ditto 108  27 0 0
ditto 83 20 15 0
ditto 56  14 0 0
ditto 75 18 15 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 32 8 0 0
ditto 38 9 10 0
ditto 60  12 10 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 65  16 6 0
ditto 88  22 0 0
ditto 43  10 15 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 60 15 0 0i ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 33 8 5 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 50  12 10 0
ditto 50  12 10 0
ditto 100  25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 82 20 10 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 2nd January, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the
Licenses of the undermentioned Runs of Crown lands, situated in the Unsettled  Districts, has
been transferred, during the Quarter ended 30th ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the
undermentioned persons.
Transferror. Transferee.
CHAS. C. CARTER,
Pro  Under  Secretary.
Name of Run.
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
W. W. Bucknell ... ... ... The Bank of New South Wales ...  Herbert Downs No. 1, Herbert
Downs No. 2, Herbert Downs
No. 8, Herbert Downs No. 4,
Herbert  Downs No. 5, and
Herbert  Downs No. 6
The Commercial Banking Company of Elizabeth Springs No. 1, ElizabethP. Drinan
Sydney Springs No.  2, Drinan's Gorge
No. 1, Drinan's Gorge No. 2,
Annadale No. 1, Annadale No.
2, Wyeta, Reedy  Springs, and
Pike's Springs
36
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1876.
SALE OF A RUN IN THE SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
I
N  pursuance of the Regulation proclaimed on the 4th January, 1872 ,  under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alieialiun  A t-1 of  1868," it is hereby notified for general information, that lease for
five years of the Run of  Crown lands  hereunder described ,  which has become vacant by forfeiture ,  will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction ,  at the Auction  Rooms  of  A. Martin,  Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY,  the 30th January ,  1877, at Eleven o 'clock a.ni.
The upset price per square mile at which the Bun will be offered ,  according to the estimated area,
is two pounds sterling, an3 the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term of five years,
ending on the 31st December,  18811
A deposit of the whole amount bid,  being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year 's rent will require to be paid at i  he  Treasury.
The  Run  offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lan,s Alienation  Art of  1868," and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Run may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SALE  AT THE AUCTION  ROOMS OF  A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET , BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY , THE 30TH
JANUARY, 1877.
Lot. ' Name of Run.
Available Date of Upset Price
Area in Square Description of Boundaries .  Expiration of per Square
Miles. Lease. Mile.
1881. £ s. d.
1 Bason Creek 60
No. 1 and
2, and Gil-
len bin
SETTLED DISTRICT OF PORT CURTIS.
Commencing at a point on the sea-coast bearing east 31 December 2 0 0
from Mount Funnel, and bounded thence on the'
north by a west line to the summit of Mount Funnel ;
thence on the north-west by a epur range to the
Coast Range ; on the west by the Coast Range to
the head of West Hill Creek ; on the south by that
creek downwards to the sea-coast ; and thence on
the east by the sea-coast northerly to the point of
commencement. The country embraced in this run
lies between Mount Funnel Run on the north and
Porphyry Hill Run on the south
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1876.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
11 H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed
it expedient to open  a new  Road through portions 61 and 63, parish of Tamborine, and
portion 19, parish of Tabragalba, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the  several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference showing the
mtended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all  persons  interested  therein are  requested
to transmit , in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded  objections which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
76-4954. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 31 AND 63, PARISH  OF TAMBORINE , AND POR-
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO  BE  PRO-
CLAIMED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD.
I)To. Portion of Road.
I
1 Commencing on a
surve3ed road In
po rtion 63 ,  and run -
ning no rtherly to
its north boundary
S Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 61, and I
running no rt herly
to the Coburg
River
3 Running northerly
thri ugh po rt ion 19, I
across a bend  of
the Coburg River
Register Reputed Breadth 'No. of How Held.
Selection.) Owner.
Occupier. Bearings. Leng ths .
of Road . Area . Remarks.
ohs. iks. A. R. P.
Brisbane Immigra - Thomas T .  Irving N .  37° E. 5 00 1 chain 1 3 8 Forest land
Register  tion selec - Irving N. 33° E. 8 10 fenced;
`2025• Lion N .  345° 30 ' E. 4 62 slightaltera-
85 tion of re-
served road.
2026 Under Land Charles  Unoccupied N.843 ° 30' E. 9 9 1 chain 1 0 0 Forest land
Act of 1868 Holmes fenced;
I slight altera-
tion of re-
se rv ed road.
1412 Under Land William  Unoccupied N. 343° 28' E. 3 16 1 chain 2 10 0 Forest land
1 Act of  1868 Holmes N .  6° 0' E. 12 411 fenced.
I N. 18° 58'E. 3 30
37
A RETURN in  Intestacy ,  showing gross amount received ,  gross amount paid ,  and the balance in hand
in each Estate dealt with, from the first  day of  July,  to the thirty -first day of December ,  A.D. 1876 ,
inclusive.
Walter Poole ..
John Finger ... ... ... ...
Samuel Percy Dixon ...
George Cooper ... ...
Alexander McLeish ... ...
James XcCarthy ... ... ...
James McGowan ... ... ...
Ah Kim ...
Joel Archibald Martin ...
Donald McLennon
Robert Ham ... ...
Gustavus Sahlberger
Michael Buckley ...
James Roberts ... ...
William McFetteridge
John Gormely
Joe John ... ...
William Cannal (returned) ... ...
Ellen Torckler ...
Erdmann Prillwitz ... ... ...
Antonio Laporte ... ...
George Norman Joseph D'Arcy
James Peace ... ...
John A. Seharffenberg ... ...
Henry Interman ... ...
Walter Johnson ... ...
Ann Walsh ... ...
John Davies ... ... ... ...
William Roy... .. ...
James Lastly (returned) ... ...
Patrick Fitzgerald ... ...
George Douglas ... ... ...
James Smith ... ... ... ...
John J ennedy ... ... ...
John Anderson ... ... ...
John  Ali Hinn (returned) ... ...
Elizabeth Davey ... ... ...
James Henry Horne ... ...
Reginald Vaillant ... ...
George Harrison S. Penny ... ...
Neils Neilsen ... ... ...
Alfred Boutle ... ... ...
John Dinney  ... ... ...
Semitowee (S.S.I.) ... ...
Ealaway (S.S.I.) ... ... ...
Unknown Deceased (Thomson River)
Matthew Meyler ... ...
George Gore ... ... ... ...
William Longford ... ... ...
David Lockton ... ...
Mary Graham ... ...
Richard Edwards ...
Samuel Walters ... ... ...
John Brown ... ... ...
Alexander IIiggin ... ...
Solomon Jones
James or Samuel Warren (returned)
William Taylor ... ...
Patrick Lynch ... ... ...
William Hunt ... ... ...
William Currie ...
Thomas Blenner Hassett ... ...
William Innes ... ... ...
John Ewing ... ... ... ...
James Digby...
Edward Gillespie ... ... ...
Daniel Minehan ... ... ...
Dennis Noonan ... ...
James Fyfe  ... ... ...
John McLeod ... ... ...
John Connell... ...
John Williams ... ... ...
Harry Beauchamp Unwin ...
DM
...
wyerartin .. ... ...
Edward McGinlay ... ...
Ah Young ... ... ... ...
John Lyons ... ... ... ...
Amount Received. Amount Paid . Balance in Hand.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
2 0 0 0 2 9 1 23 14 5
85 0 0 9 1 7 1 76 12 9
17 0 0 16 15 10 1 3 0
13 13 0 6 14 4 6 18 8
120 0 3 15 16 5 104 2 0
4 11 1 1 1 15 1 2 16 0
185 4 0 183 18 6 1 1 0
5 6 4 5 6 4
95 6 4 29 12 10 69 3 7
861 11 2 787 13 10 73 5 2
3 2 0 1 12 3 1 9 9
29 16 0 3 4 2 52 14 6
11 0 0 10 6 6 0 13 6
41 5 8 28 18 6 406 19 9
13 8 0 1 4 2 10 5 10
4 15 0 4 15 0
6 19 6 1 52 19 5 1 3 9
19 17 2 .. j 19 17 2
10 0 0 9 10 0 0 7 6
6 15 0 6 5 0 0 7 6
2 15 9 2 15 9
17 10 0 272 12 2 24 0 6
26 3 1 12 6 4 13 16 9
891 7 10 122 1 3 1,232 4 0
4 2 2 3 14 8 0 7 6
12 14 0 9 3 11 3 10 1
63 19 2 11 8 6 52 2 7
3 2 6 1 10 10 1 11 8
80 5 2 6 12 2 173 16 9
0 1 4 0 6 11 0 1 4
29 2 2 8 3 9 20 18 5
6 10 0 1 19 6 4 10 6
0 7 0 0 7 0
62 8 6 62 8 6
157 6 9 15 8 8 141 18 1
3 1 0 32 1 9 4 2 0
0 1 10
0 8 0 13 11 7
... 21 11 1 0 15 0
54 13 6 53 12 6 1 1 0
2 4 6 2 4 6 ...
2 2 6 2 0 0 .
2 3 11 1 9 6 0 14 5
18 0 0 3 3 4 14 16 8
18 0 0 3 3 4 14 16 8
10 0 0 2 4 0 7 16 0
6 12 6 6 12 6 ...
5 16 0 5 16 0 ...
0 10 0 0 10 0 ...
4 8 0 4 9 6 ...
19 1 7 17 13 2 1 8 5
1- 5 0 0 3 2 3 0 0
9 7 6 8 12 0 0 15 6
3 8 11 1 15 4
0 3 8
44 1 8 4 1 7 88 11 3
2 0 0 0 ... 6 3 9
2 3 0 1 14 9 0 8 3
105 0 0 104 11 6 ...
0 1 0 0 3 0 ...
15 8 7 9 8 1 6 0 6
144 9 5 13 2 7 131 6 10
29 13 0 8 9 2 21 3 10
205 8 2 31 17 11 173 10 3
16 0 0 14 17 10 1 2 2
15 4 0' 3 11 5 11 12 7
22 1 0 21 11 0 0 7 6
7 10 0 7 0 0 0 10 0
1 5 0 1 5 0 ...
0 10 0 0 10 0 ...
0 5 0 0 5 0
26 4 8 3 8 6 22 16 2
0 17 0 0 1 1 2 18 5
72 12 1 39 12 1 33 0 0
12 0 0 2 1 3 9 18 9
16 19 3 6 4 3 10 15 0
20 12 3 4 12 3 16 0 0
38
A RETURN IN  INTESTACY-continued.
Amount Received.
Mark Rowe .. ... ... ...
Patrick Gardner ...
Christo er Collins ...
John Howarth ... ... ...
Hans Thusen Hansen ...
Johan Fischer ...
William Davis or Davies ...
George Williams ... ...
Thomas Murray ... ...
Henry Smith ... ...
Peter Bee ... ... ...
Jemmy Chin ... ... ...
Arthur Melville ... ...
James Carter... ... ...
Ernest Petersen .
Adolph Frederick Moritz Drache ...
Henry Nichol ... ... ...
Andrew Miller ... ... ...
Thomas Swinbourne... ... ...
Grace Travers Atkin (refunded) ...
Neil McLean... ... ... ...
George Weeks ... ... ...
James McColl ... ... ...
Kaspar Hahn or Caspar Kahn ...Ralph Gardner ... ... ...Louis Heitz ... ... ... ...
William Childe ... ...
Edward Keyes Ring ... ...
Alfred Lucas ... ... ... ...
F. A. Martyn ... ... ...
James Rouse ... ... ... ...
Michael Hickey ... ... ...
Christopher Hart ...
William Williams ... ... ...
Thomas Moylan ... ...
W. S. or W. L. Smith ... ...
Harry William Blackadda ... ...
John Gillies ... ... ... ...
Soon Hab ... ... ... ...
James Hamilton ... ... . ...
John Buchanan ... ... ...
William Walker ... ... ...
Cornelius Connor ... ... ...
Robert Allen ... ... ... ...
Mary Coles ... ...
Unknown Deceased (Leyburn) ...
James Crummy ... ... ...
Thomas Madge .. ...Ali Ying (transferred from) ...Ali Ting (transferred to) ... ...
Henry Parrish ... ...
Charles Crowe ... ... ...
Con Lan ... ... ... ...
Frederick Chaffers ... ... ...
William Wiley ... ...
Samuel Barrett ...
William Stone ... ... ...
Louis Merlo
Patrick Donaghue ... ... ...
John Cooper ... ... ... ...
Patrick Dolan ... ... ...
Tom Sandwich ... ... ...
£ s. d.
2 14 6
488 6 8
1 4 4
0 9 6
3 9 8
... 24 9 6
... 0 15 0
5 0 9
... 5 0 0
28 5 3
54 0 7
26 5 0
25 2 0
1,984 1 7
6 0 5
12 0 0
... 16 10 0
2 2 3
321 14 7
... ... 697 6 11
14 7 3
42 0 0
Patrick O'Mara
William White
Charles Michael
David E. Marston
James Stritch
John Martin
George Deichmann ... ... ...
James Ferrier ... ... ...
John Little ... ... ...
Edward Noonan ... ... ...
William Smith ...
William Byrne ... ... ...
Lawrence Sullivan ... ... ...
Michael Bulger ... ...
John Owen ... ...
David Stuttridge ... ... ...
James Hamilton ... ... ...
Ernst Zobler ...
Alexander Bagnell Kavanagh ...
Henry Haryes ... ... ...
Amount Paid.  Balance  in Hand.
£ s. d.
0 0 10
1 11 2
76 13 7
1 4 4
0 9 6
3 9 8
2 13 7
0 15 0
5 0 9
2 12 0
3 14 2
6 6 0
13 10 5
9 12 7
742 14 0
6 0 5
2 8 3
3 7 6
0 2 6
1 3 0
0 14 0
0 10 4
0 9 0
25 5 2
0 1 0
89 11 2
5 5 6
3 9 1
56 17 1
1 1 0
1 16 9
30 0 6
2 10 7
7 13 6
2 5 0
10 15 6
9 11 11
38 3 3
6 15 0
11 9 1
0 7 10
18 1 6
0 1 0
0 10 0
0 2 6
1 2 6
185 4 6
165 2 6
42 0 0
12 19 9
1 1 0
0 7 6
0 7 6
1 1 0
29 9 2
0 7 6
23 5 5
0 7 6
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 7 3
35 10 11
1 1 0
0 15 0
0 15 0
0 7 6
0 7 6
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 7 6
0 7 6
9 12 1
1 1 0
0 7 6
0 7 6
0 15 0
0 15 0
13 9 1
0 7 6
0 15 0
0 7 6
£ s. d.
3 14 4
1 3 4
411 13 1
36 8
2 8 0
24 11 1
47 14 7
12 14 7
15 9 5
1,241 7 7
9 1i 9
13 2 6
71 0 9
296 5
607 15 9
1 3 9
24 10 6
0 7 6
81 2 4
0 7 6
3 14 7
31 16 6
2 7 9
7 17 0
12 18 3
62 2 3
114 3 2
5 4 6
3 6 1
19 4 10
13 7 4
7 5 4
30 13 0
18 14 6
15 8 9
5 16 2
5 19 3
227 11 9
5 12 3
3 18 6
28 15 8
5 10 7
4 17 1
11 3 2
2 6 8
9 0 6
4 19 3
89
A RETURN IN  INTESTACY - continued.
Amount  Received .  Amount Paid .  Ba lance in Ban d.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
William Mackay ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 3 0 6
Thomas Flynn . ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 13 13 3
Michael Donovan ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 0 14 6
John Hall ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
Archibald McNab ... ... ... 8 7 6 3 11 1
J. T. W. Cranswick... ... ... 0 7 6 0 5 8
John Goodwin ... ... ... 0 15 0 26 3 2
William McClure ... ... ... 26 4 8
Jacob F. Henerleber ... ... 0 7 6 0 1 7
John Macpherson ... ... ... .. 0 10 6
John Gilmore ... ... ... .. 0 7 6
George Bealey ... ... ... .. 0 7 6 0 16 6
James  Simms ... ... ... .. 0 15 0 26 1 0
David Spring ... ... 1 1 0
Dennis Cavenagh ... ... 0 7 6 14 12 7
William Tattelly ... ... ... 0 7 6 0 12 4
Alexander Hutchinson ... .. 0 7 6 2 8 3
James McKay ... ... 0 7 6 2 17 1
Fat Minn ... ... ... 0 7 6 5 5 4
William Brown ... 0 7 6 5 17 1
Charles White ... ... ... 0 15 0 2 2 4
John Turner ... ... ... 0 7 6 1 9 5
James Baird (Gehan's Creek) ... 0 7 6 2 2 5
Cornelius Murray ... ... ... 0 7 6 10 5 9
Charles Nott ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 7 6 12 11 7
Duncan McKinnon ... ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
Duncan Martin ... ... ... ... ...  1 0 9
Otto Collins ... ... ... ... .. . 0 15 0 16 5 5
John Sims ... ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0
Chatles Morrison ... ... ... 0 7 6
James Thomas 0 7 6 2 0 5
William Richards ... ... ... ... 18 1 5
Whye,  alias  John ... ... ... ... ...  0 15 0 21 15 3
Louis Jensen... ... ... ... ... ...  0 15 0 28 16 0
George  Summerton  ... ... ... ... 1 1 0 186 14 1
Johannes Johnson ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Frank Morris ... ... ...  0 7 6 10 2 0
Harry Ai Sue ... ... ... ... ...  0 7 6 0 3 5
Frank Mohr ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 7 6 13 6 1
Sweeny ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 8 14 7
James O'Donnell ... ... ... ... ...  0 15 0 39 12 0
William Jones,  junr .... ...
i
... ... ...  0 15
0 7
0
6
25
2
3
19
0
10Will am Jones ... ...
Andrew McMillan ... ...
...
...
...
...
...
1 1 0 913 10 11
John J. Mulligan ... ... ... ... 1 1 0 6 14 6
William Spencer ... ... ... ... ...  0 7 6 2 0 3
Michael Fitzpatrick ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 0 1 10
James Brown or Matthews... ... ...  0 7 6 4 13 8
George White ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 0 4 6
Samuel Brown ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
Thomas Scott ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0 17 2 11
Neils Jensen ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 2 5 9
David Truman 0 7 6 3 12 4
Alexander Keith Collins ... ... ... ... 0 7 6
Louis Boneaurs ... ... ... ... ... 0 15 0 27 16 6
William C. Matchani ... ... ... ...  0 15 0 18 8 5
Thomas Morris Kenny ... ... ... 0 7
7
6
6
1
0
2
5
11
0Bartley Silver ... ... ... ... ... 0
Frederick Toll ... ... ... ...  0 7 6
Henry We ller ... ... ... ... ... 3 18 1 159 19 7
James Gallagher ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 1 3 7
Charles F. Brown ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
Thomas Tate ... ... ... ... ... ...  0 15 0 13 9 8
Maren Larsen ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 1 3 0
William Linklater ... ... ... ... ...  1 1 0
Joseph Lynam ... ... ... 1 1 0 "34 9 6
John O'Brien ... ... ... ... ...  0 7 6 7 2 8
Charley Ken or Que ... ... ... ... 0 7
0 7
6
6
7
1
11
16
4
6Robert Lucas... ... ... ... ... .. .
Jenkins ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 9 4 9
D. Nicol ... ... ... . ... ... ...  0 7 6 6 13 3
John Noble ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 14 5 0 8 18 1
Edward Dawsay ... ... ... ... ... ,.. 0 4 8
Philip Marshall ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 1 1 6
John Webster ... ... ... ... ... ,,. 0 7 6 4 1 3
John Atkin Fox ... ... ... ... ... .,, 0 7 6
Edward Du Mortimer ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 4 12 2
Henry Campbell ... ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 3 16 2
John Canovan ... ... ... ' ... 1,387 2 3 1 1 0
Alexander Finlayson .. ... ... ... ... 45 11 0 1 1 0
Harry Eassey, or  Hans  Giese ... ... ... 8 16 0 3 17 11
John Killeen... ... ... .+. ... ... 1 12 0 0 12 11
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A RETURN IN  INTESTACY- continued.
Amount  Received. Amount Paid. Balance in Hand.
£ s. d. £ s. d. : £ s. d.
Frederick Holland 2 5 0 2 2 8...
Tanna  (S. S! I.) ... 3  7 3 0 7 6
James Lannay ... 35 0 0 63 7 11
Robert Reid . 11  11 0 24 3 6.
Frederick Ritchie 6  15 4 1 0 7 6
John McLaren 7  10 6 14 8 10
Archibald  Menzies ... 161  13 9 1 1 0
George Heap ... 302 19 2
Horatio Whelan 21  0 3 0 7 6
John Donaldson Dippie 25 16 11
William Wilson . 6  0 ( 8 18 0
James Baird  (Gympie) 55 11 1 1 1 0
Donald Munro 0  5 1
Alexander Horace Burkitt 0 2 6
John Mitchell  Blair ... 41 12 7
Thomas Giddens ... 2  9 1 0 7 6
Thomas Harding ... 0 1 0
Edward Askew ... 206 0 4 1 1
Thomas Nicholson ... 9  16 5 0 7 6
Thomas Hardy ... 3 16 0 66 13 9
James Starkey ... 1 15 0 6 14 2
PAID INTO GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
W. S. or W. L. Smith ... ... 11 19 2
John Hall .. .. ... ... ...  37 3 5
James Ritchie ... ... ... ...  k2 5 11
John Macpherson ... ... ... 59 13 6
John Derwin 1 18 7
John Henry Kelly ... ... ... 8 1 4
James Davis ... ... 36 3 6
F. V. Sharpe ... 4 11 6
Thomas Rideal or Riddle 11 5 6Ali Wen 15 2 8
Old Jack 13 12 7
Johann Bock ... 2  1 6
Richard Sephton ... ... ...  25 13 11
Matthew Pratt 1 6 6
Charles Seidling ... ... ...  99  13 10
Robert Cleland 11 4
James Kearsley 3  11 11
William Manley ... ... ... ...  6  11 9
Peter Fitzpatrick ... ... 13  7 5 9 6 5
Sah Boo 35 15 8
John Strauve ... ... ... ...  83  9 7
Daniel McNeil ... ... ...  144 13 7
James McCann ... ... ... ...  0 16 1
William Young ... ... 90 18 10
Andrew Anderson ... ... 3  12 5
James Wright ... ... ... 3 19 6
David Weir 14 15 1
Claus Rogen ... ... ... 50 7 8
John Reeves 31 19 0 '...
Ascase Wells ...
... ...
... 5  10 0
Dick (Chinese) ... ... 1  9 2
William Watkinson... ... ... ...  7 6 0
James Merry Gilmour ... ... 52 13 0
Deceased Unknown (No. 1) 6 4 6
Deceased Unknown (Daandine) ... ...  1 3 7
Nicholas Brown ... ... ... ...  86 15 7
Peter Casey ... ... ... ...  23  1 6 '
In accordance with section twenty-one
Victoria, No. 10.
of  " The Curator of Intestate Estates Act  of 1867," 31
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Dated at  Brisbane , this fourth day of January, A.D. 1877.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
/l1AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions of  " The Real  Property Act of  1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date  within which  a Caveatmay be lodged.
26 acres  1 rood  24 perches ,  being portions 228 and 229 , Robert Little ... ... 6th February, i77.
parish of  Enoggera , county of Stanley
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Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  2nd January, 1877.
L IST of Medical Practitioners qualified to practise in Queensland, under  "  The Medical  Act of  1867,"and who have been enrolled as such up to the present tirae.
No.  of Certi ficate ,  and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
Name.  Address. Quali fication.
136 4 May, 1876 ... Ahearne, Joseph
121 5 Nov., 1874 ... Andrews, A. B.
Cooktown  ... Lie. R.  Coll. Surg .  Irel., 1871.
Brisbane  ... Mcm. R. Coll.  Surg .,  Eng., 1843  ;  Lic. Soc.
Armstrong, William Toowoomba
54 6 April, 1865 ... Bancroft, Joseph ...
71 4 Oct.,  1866  ...  Bailey, Wm. Lee ...
89 19 Jan.,  186 9 ..  Ba lls- :leadley, Walter
Bell, Hugh ... ...
63 • 4 Jan., 1866 ...  Benson , John R.
9 3 Feb., 1862 ... Barnett, Henry C....
22 1 Jan., 1863 ... Brock, Fred. Geo. ...
24 5 March, 1863... Burke, Stephen J. ...
33 26 July,  1863  ... Bellinfante, Simon ...
76 7 Nov., 1867 ... Begge, Jos. Thos.
42 5 Nov., 1863 ... Bucknill,  Ebenezer...
60 7 Dec., 1865 ... Bullen, Francis D....
61 7 Dec., 1865 ... Burncastle, Julius ... .
134 6 Jan., 1876 ... Butler, Benj. B.
72 4 Oct., 1866 ... Byrne, Theodore E. D.!
100 1 Sept., 1870 ... Blundell , John W. F.
81 6 August ,  1868 ...  Browne ,  Wm. Agnew
82 1 August ,  1868 ...  Bu ll , George ...
115 5 March , 1874...  Burgoyne , John T....
... ... Cannan, Kearsey ...
... ... Cumming, Fredk. ...
62 4 Jan., 1866 ... Cunningham , C. L....
... ... Cha ll inor ,  Henry ...
6 22 July ,  1861  ...  Callaghan, Wm. ...
80 5 March ,  1868 ...  Call aghan ,  Jos. ...
70 6 Sept .,  1866  ...  Callen,  John  Berth...
142 7 Dec .,  1876  ...  Clarke, W. Hughes...
34 26 August ,  1863 ...  Candiottis ,  Spiridion
45 11 Feb .,  1864  ...  Costerton ,  Horatio ...
96 2 June, 1870 _ ... I Codrington,John Fred.
120
105
84
130
Coll. Phys., Edin.,  1867; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond.,  1867; Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Lond.,
1167.
Doctor of Medicine, Univ., Leipzig, Saxony,
1867.
Mem. R Coll. Surg., Eng, 1W; Lie. R.
Coll. Phys., Edin., 1866.
Lie. It. Coll. Surg, Irel.,  1863; Lic. R. Coll.
Phys., Edin., 1865.
Lie.,  1870; Lie. Midwif.,  1870; Lic. K. and
Q. Plays.,  Irel .,  1868; Lie. R. Coll.  Surg.,
Irel., 1870.
Dorsey, Wm. M. ... Ipswich ... M.D., Univ. Glasg.,  1857; Cert., N. S.
16 4 Sept., 1862 ... Dixon, Fred. B. ...
98 4 August,  1870 ... Doudney, Edwin ... Newcastle,N.S.W.
125 3 Dee, 1874 ... De Leon, Jacob ... Roma ... ...
104 2 Feb., 1871 ... De Negri, Athenadore ...
4 June, 1874 ... Conradi, Sigismund...
Apoth., Lond., 1843.
Cert., N. S. Wales,  1857;  Mem. Path. Soc.,
Dub., 1851 ; Lie. Mid., 1854; Mem. R.
Coll. Surg., -Pang, 1855.
Wickham  terrace,  M.D, Univ. St. And., 1859; Mem. R. Coll.
Brisbane Surg, Eng., 1859 ; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
London, 1859.
Maryborough ... Lie. Soc. Apoth., London, 1830.
Melbourne ... M. B., 1' 64 ; Mast. Surg., 1865 ; M.D.,
1868, Univ. Carob. ; Mem. R. Coll. Phys.,
Lond., 1866.
Adelaide street, M.D., Lond.,  1847;  F.R.C.S., Eng. (exam.)
Brisbane 1816; M., 1812 ; L.S.A., 1843  (Guy's).
Gympie ... M.D. of Queen's College, Kingston, Canada.
... Mem. R. Coll. Surg, Eng.,  1851; Lie. R.
Coll. Phys., Edin., 1860.
Rockhampton ... Lie. R. Coll. Burg., Edin., 1829.
... Mem R. Coll Surg, Eng.,  1856; Lic. K. Q.
Coll. Phys., Irel., 1862
Port Denison ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1859 ; M.D.
Univ. St. And, 1861.
Dalby ... ... Lie. K. Q. Coll. Phys., Irel.,  1866; Lie. R.
Coll. Surg., Irel., 1866.
Rockhampton ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.,  1859; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., London,  1859; M.D., Univ. St.
And.,  1862.
... Lic. R. Coll. Surg., Edin.
... Lie. R. Coll. Surg, Edin.
Lie. it. Coll. Surg. Irel., 1869.
Gympie ...  Mem. R. Coll. Surg,  Eng., 1858;  Lic. R.
Coll. Phys., Edin., 1859.
South Brisbane M.D., Giessen,  1851; Lic. R. Coll. Phys.,
Edin., 1859.
Bowen ... Lie. Midwif., 1863 ; Lie. B. Coll. Surg., Irel. ;
M.D., Q. Univ., Ireland, 1863.
.. M.B., Camb. and Melbourne.
Mount Perry ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1871.
Hodgson terrace, Mem. R. Coll.  Surg ., Lond.,  1837; Cert., N.S.
Brisbane Wales.
M.D., Cert., N. S. Wales.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Edin.,  1857; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., London, 1859.
Brisbane ... F. It. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1864; M.R.C.S.E.,
1842 ; Lic. Soc. Apoth., London, 1842.
Rockhampton ... Mem. R. Coll Surg., Eng., 1858.
Tamworth,N.S.W. Lie. Fac. Surg. and Phys., Glasg. ; Lie. R. Coll.
Phys., Edin. ; Lic. Midwif., Edin.
Toowoomba ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.
Cooktown ... Mem. R. Coil. Surg. Eng., 1854; Lie. Soc
Apoth. Lond, 1865.
Clerniont ... Diploma, Corfu, M.D.
Bowen ... Mem. R. Colt Surg., Eng.,  1852; Lie. Soc.
Apoth, Lond.,  1857; Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,
London, 1868.
Copperfield ... Mem. R. Coll. Surg. Eng.,  1867; Lie. R.
2 Nov., 1871 ... Clayworth, Chas. C. Townsville
18 Dec., 1868 ... Carter, Wm. F.
3 June, 1875 ... Concannon, Wm. A. Dalby ...
Wales, 184t; Mem. It. Coll. Phys., Edm.,
1874.
Mem. R. Coll Surg., Eng., Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond. ; M.D., Aberdeen ; Mem. R. Coll.
Phys., Lond.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1870.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg, Eng., 1863.
Mem. It. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1861; Lic. Mid.,
1861; Lic. Soc. Apoth., Lond., 1862;
M.B., Univ., Lond., 1863.
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No. of Certificate, and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
LIST OF  MaDICAL PnACTITIOIEnS-continued.
Name. Address. Qualification.
35 26 August,  1863 ...  I Ewington, Wm. Fred. Clermont
138 3 Aug., 1876 ... Flcod, Stephen ... Toowoomba
.. Fullerton, Geo.  . .  Sandgate
122 6 August, 1874... Fuller, Jas. M. ... Warwick
20 4 Dec., 1862  ...  Ford, Branthwayte B.
113 8 January, 1874 Frost, R. R.... ... Townsville
97 7.Tuly, 1870  ...' Forbes,  A. L. A. ... Toowoomba ...
126 4 Feb ., 1875  ... F re eman, R.  T. ... Cooktown ...
31 26 May, 1863  ... Gunn, Ronald ...  Ipswich
38 3 Sept. ,  1863  ... Geiger,  Heinrich
137 1 June , 1876  ... Geldard,  John  Davi- Warwick
114
117
5
67
13
15
32
41
135
son
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng.,  1853; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1861.
Lie. 1862, and Fell. 1868, R. Coll. Surg. Irel. ;
M.B. Trin. Coll. Dub., 1862.
M.D. ; Cert., N. S. Wales.
Mem. R. Coll. Burg., Eng.,  1863; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1865.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1860.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.,  1870; Lie R.
Coll. Phys., Edin.,  1870; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond., 1870.
Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin.,  1870; Lie. Fac.
Phys. and Burg., Glas., 1870.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1864; Lie. Mid.,1864; Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin., 1865.
M.D., Glasg. ; Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.
States Exam. Cert.
... Lie. Soc. Apoth. Lond., 1844; Cert. N.S.W.
and Victoria.
Mem. R.  Coll.  Burg., Eng,  1843; Cert.,
N. S. Wales.
Lie. R.  Coll. Surg ,  Irel., 1870; Lie. Midwif.,
1871  ;  K. and  Q. Coll. Phys.,  Irel., 1871.
Mem. R .  Coll. Surg., Eng .,  1873.
Hobbs, William Adelaide  street,
Brisbane
8 Jan., 1874 ... Harricks, F. M. ... Melbourne ...
2 April, 1874 ... Harricks, J. H. ... Maryborough ...
4 July, 1861 ... Hancock, Robert ... George street,
Brisbane
5 April,  1866  ...  Harrison,  Hy. Edw.
3 March,  1862  ...  Homan,  Fredk. ...
26 July ,  1862  ...  Huntley,  Wm. Albert ...
26 May,  1863  ...  Howitt,  W. G. ... ...
5 Nov .,  1863  ...  How li n ,  Jas.... ... Toowoomba
2 March, 1876 ...  Howlin,  Wm. ... Dalby ...
57 7 Sept.,  1865  ...  Hodgkinson,  Edw. R . Leyburn
141
103
2 Nov'., 1876 ... Hutchison, F. W. ... Brisbane ...
2 Feb., 1871 .. Japp, John ... ... WoogarooLunatic
Asylum
95 2 June, 1870 .. Jones, R. Theophilus Rockhampton ...
91 2 Dec., 1869 ... Jones, Jas. Aberdeen Warwick ...
110 3 July, 1873 ... Kennedy, Nicholas ... Ipswich ...
50 6 Oct., 1864 ... Keogh, Pat. Mooney ...
65 6 March, 1866... Kempf, Joseph .. ...
111 7 Aug., 1873 ... Kortum, Axel H. F. B. Cooktown ...
119 4 June, 1874 ... Little, J. H.... ... Cooktown
17 2 Oct., 1862 ... Lyons, Michael J. '...
39 3 Sept., 1863 ... Lansdowne, Joe. R.... ...
43 9 Dec., 1863 ... Luce, James J.
47 6 May, 1864 ... Lossberg, W. H. von Ipswich
107 12 Nov., 1872 Lane, John Pearse ... Maryborough ...
56 6 April, 1865 ... Lang, Ludwig
77 2 Jan., 1868 ... Lee, Washington ... Glengallan ...
112 8 Jan., 1874 ... Macan, J. John ... Rockhampton ...
66 5 April, 1866 ...  Mason,  John B. ...
25 5 Mar., 1863 ... Margetts, Fredk. ... Warwick
87 3 Set 1863 McPherson Chas H
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.,  1858; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1860.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1865.
Cert., N. S. Wales.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg. Edin.,  1874; Lie. Soc.
Apoth. Irel., 1874.
M.D., Univ. St. And.,1862 ; Lic. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond., 1862.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1841.
M.D., Univ. Glasg.,  1858; Mem. R. Coll.
Surg., Eng., 1861.
Diplomas, Glas. and Edin.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Edin. ; Lie. R. Coll.
Phys., Edin.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg. and Phys. ; Lie. Mid.,Edin. 1873; Lie. Apoth. Hall, Dublin, 1872
Mem. R. Coll. Sorg., Eng., 1856.
Surgery, Medicine, and Philosophy.
Doctor of Med. and Surg., Berlin, 1872 ;
States Exam., 3rd March, 1873.
M.B., 1871 ; Mast. Surg., 1871; Univ., Edin.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Irel,
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.,  1858; Lie. Fac.
Phys. Surg., Glasgow,  1858; Lie. R. Coll.
Phys., Edin., 1860. .
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1838; Mem. R.
Coll. Surg., Eng., 1840; Lie. R. Coll.
Phys., Edin.,  1860; M.D., Univ. St. And.,
1860.
States Exam., Hesse-Cassell ; M.D., Univ.,
Marburg,  1859; M.D., Univ., Wurzburg,
1861.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1845.
Heidelberg Diploma.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.
Diem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1870.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1858 ; Lie. Mid-
wif., 1859 ; Lie. R. Coll. Phys., Edin.,1860.
...  Lic. Soc.  Apoth., Lond., 1837,  Mem. R.
Coll. Surg., Eng., 1838.
Lie. Fac. Phys. Surg., Glas.1857.
M.D.,  1860; Mast. Surg.,  1860; Univ.,
Glasg.
Doctor of Medicine, and Surgery, and Mid-
29 2 April, 1863 ... McNeely, Hugh ... Rockhampton ...
116 2 April, 1874 ... Mohs, E. J. R. ... California
18
101
2 Oct., 1862 .. IMoran, Charles I. .. Springsure
3 Oct., 1870 .. Mondelet, Wm. Hy. ...
21 4 Dec .,  1862  ...  Mullen,  J. J. ... Fortitude Valley,
Brisbane
49 1 Sept., 1864 ... Morton, Selby M. ...
85 18 Dec., 1868 ... MeBurney, Robt. ... Mackay
108 3 April 1873 McGrath H F, ... , . .
127 4 Feb., 1875 ... Marley, W. Lane ... Stanthorpe
wifery ; studied at Berlin and Halle from
1860 to 1864; passed States Exam. in
Halle, 1865.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1861.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng. ; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond., 1868.
Lie. It. Coll. Surg., Irel., 1860: Lie. K. Q.
Coll. Phys., Irel., 1861.
Mem. R. Coil. Surg., Eng., 1862 ; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Lond., 1863.M.D.; Lie. R. Coll. Surg., Edin. ; Lie. R.
Coll. Phys., Edin.
Mem. R. Coll, Surg., Eng.,  1857; M.D.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., England, 1871.
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LIST OF
No. of  Certificate, and Date
of Registration.
No. Date.
2 Dec.,  1875 ... Thomson, John
7 Oct., 1875 ... Watson, John W.
19 Aug., 1861 ... Ward, Jos. H.
3 Oct., 1861 ... Ward, Win. J.
7 May, 1863
.
Waugh, John N.
MEDICAL PEACTITIONEBg - continued.
14 3 Mar., 1862 ... O'Doherty, Kevin I.
28 2 April, 1863 ... O'Grady ,  Thos. John
129 9 June ,  1875  ...  O'Reilly ,  Walter ...
.51 7 Nov .,  1864  ...  Oldmeadow ,  J. H. P.
Palmer ,  E. Fielding...
4 25 Feb., 1861  ...  Paynter , Geo. W. ...
46 7 April ,  1864  ...  Purdie, Ro be rt ...
6 Aug., 1874 ...
128 6 May, 1875 ... Purcell, Herbert C.... Charters Towers
48 6 May, 1864 ... Plowman, Win. T....
65 6 April, 1865  ...  Prentice ,  Chas. ... South Brisbane...
99 4 Aug .,  1870  ...  Power ,  John  Joss  ...  Maryborough ...
88 7 Jan ., 1869  ...  Poulden ,  Fred .  Geo. ...
139 7 Sept .,  1876  ...  Poulton ,  Benj. ... Aramac... ...
143 7 Dec., 1876  ...  Rendle, Richard  ...  Wickham terrace,
Brisbane
... Robertson, Archd. C. Rockhampton ...
79 6 Feb.,  1868  ...  Roberts,  Edwin ...
123 3  Sep., 1874 ...  Ryan , John P. ...
140 5 Oct.,  1876 ...  Savory , Arthur H....
109 3 July,  1873  ...  Senftleben ,  Hugo ...
68 5 July, 1866  ...  Shaw, Alfred
Name.
George street,
Brisbane
Drayton ...
Mount Perry ...
Maryborough ...
Rockhampton ...
Grafton, N.S.W.
Toowoomba ...
Gympie ...
Dalby
London
Springsure
Stacey, John E. ...
27 2 April,  1863  ...  Spencer, John ...
58 6 Oct.,  1865 ... Salmond , David ... I Rockhampton ...
12 7 Feb.,  1862  ... Smith, Walter S. ... Bowen ...
80 14  Aug., 1869 ... Smith, Win. Jas. ... Roma ...
106 7 March, 1872 ... Smith, Frederick ...
131 3 June, 1875 .. Swayne, Herbert W.
11 6 Feb., 1862 ... Thou, Guido ...
94 5 May, 1870 ... Taylor, Win. Fredk.
133
132
7
8
30
121
Rockhampton ...
Warwick ...
Brisbane ...
Ravenswood ...
Maryborough ...
Gayndah
Brisbane
Webb, E. R.
69 6 Sept.,  1866  ... Webster, M. H.
64 1 March, 1866... Wilkie, Oscar A. G... .
59 3 Nov.,  1865  ...  Wilson , Jacob Affirett
92 7 April, 1870 ... Wuth,  Ernest Magnus
93 5 May, 1870  ...  Wigg, Henry Carter
LIST OF CHEMISTS
Abraham, William
Armati, Pio
Adams, J.L.
Baker, Thomas
Barnes,  Samuel A.
Bartlett, Francis
Bellimey, Richard Thos.
Berkley, James
Blandford, Morgan Charles
Block, Frederick
Brakebriach,  Ernest
Buss, Thomas
Brocklebank, W illiam
Woogaroo Lunatic
Asylum
Townsville
Qualifloation.
Fell. R. Coll. Burg.,  Irel., 1857; Lic. 1859 ;
Lic. Midwif.,  1859; K. Q. Coll. Phys.,
Irel.
Lic. R. Coll. Su-g.,  Edin, 1856.
M.D., New York Med. Coll., 1851.
Mem. R.  Coll. Surg.,  Eng., 1851.
Cert., N. S. Wales.
Mein. R. Coll.  Surg., England, 1851.
M.D., Univ., Edin., 1834; Lic. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond., 1841; Mem. R. Coll. Phys., Lond.,
1862.
Lic R. Coll. Burg., Irel,  1869; Lie. Midwif.,
1870 ; K. & Q.P., Irel.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Lond.
Mem. R.  Coll. Surg.,  Eng., 1857; L. S. A.,
Lond.,  May 29, 1845.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng. ; Lic. Med. K. Q.
Coll., Irel.Mein. R.  Coll. Surg.,  Eng.,  1854; Lic. Soc.
Apoth., Lond.,  1858.
M.B., Univ.  Melb.,  1874.Mein. 1868, Fell . 1871, R. Coll.  Surg. Eng. ;
Lic. Soc. Apoth.  Loud.,  1868.
Cert.,  N. S. Wales ; M. R. Coll. Burg.,  Eng. ;
Doctor of Med., Republic of Peru.
Mem. R. Coll.  Surg.,  Eng., 1863.
Lie. R. Coll. Surg.,  Irel.,1866 ;  Lie. Midwif.,
K. and Q. Coll., of Phys., Irel,  1870.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg. Eng., 1873 ; Lic. It. Coll.
Phys., Edin., 1874.
Doct. of Med.  and Surg .,  Koenigsberg,  1854;
passed States Exam.,  1855 ;  registered by
Med. Council of United  Kingdom, 1871.
Lie. Apoth. Hall, Dublin,  1856; Lic. R. Coll.
Surg., Irel., 1861; Lie. R. Coll. Phys.,
Edin., 1863.
Cert., N. S. Wales.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1841.
Lie. Fac. Phys. Surg., Glasg., 1840.
Lie. Med. and Surg., Lond.
Mast. Surg. ; M.D., Aberdeen.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1866; Lie. B. Coll.
Surg., Edin.,  1857; Lic. R. Coll.  Phys.,
Edin., 1867.
Cert., N.S.W. Med. Board ; Mem. R. Coll.
Surg., Eng. ; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,L ond., 1841.
States Exam . ;  Cert .,  Weimar ,  1861; M.D.
Univ. Wurzburg, 1860.
Lie. Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1862;  M em. R. Coll.
Surg., Eng., 1867; M.D. Q. Coll.,  Kings-
ton, Canada, 1861.
M.B , 1871 ; Mast.  Surg. Univ ., Edin, 1871.
Lie Soc. Apoth., Lond.,  1872; Mem. R. Coll.,
Surg.,  Eng., 1873.
Mem. R. Coll.  Surg., Eng., 1853; M.D.,
Univ. St. And., 1854.
Memr R. Coll. Surg., Eng., 1840; Lie. Soc.
Apoth., Loud ., 1840.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng.,  IM;  M.D.,
Univ, St. And.,  1856; Lie. Soc. Apoth.,
Lond., 1856.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg., Eng,, 1873.
Mem. R.  Coll. Surg.,  England, 1861.
M.D., Berlin ; States Exam . ; Cert.
Mem. R. Coll. Surg.,  England, 1859.
M.D., Melbourne,  1869 ;  M.D., Giessen, 1858.
M.D.. 1866  ;  M.D., 1869 , Univ.,  Edin. ; Fe ll .
R. Coll. of Surg., Eng., 1869.
AND DKU G GISTS UNDER THE SAME ACT.
Bruce,  Alexander K.
Brown, James Gompertz
Cardell, Edmund Boys
Clark, David
Cavanagh, Charles Innes
Carmichael, Laughlin
Challinor, William Henry
Costin, William J.
Coffey, Michael C.
Cotham, Lawrence
Cripps, Charles F.
Coates, Richd. Appleby
Connell, E.
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LIST or CHEMISTS AND  DRU GGISTS---continued.
Cowley, R. W.
Coyle, William
Clayton, William
Cormack, Michael H.
Dalrymple, David Hay
Davidson, John
Drew, Thomas C.
Dent, Thomas
Drake, Francis S.
Davies, Charles
Dickens, Geo. Lockington
Eastes,  Charles
Ernst,  Gustavus
Elliott, John Edward
Ellis, George
Ellison ,  John Clermont
Fitzgibbon, J. H.
Flynn, John William
Foran, Henry
Fermann, George
Fyvie, James G.
Gray, C. Hastings
Harrap, A. D.
Hart, William
Rains , Philip John
Heeney, Fergus J.
Heeney, John P.
Henning, Cecil
Hoare, Fred. Albert
Hobbs, Henry George
Hodgson, Isaac L.
Holberton, Wm. Beer
Hughes, Chas. Henry
Hughes, T. H.
Hunter, Edward H.
Hopkinson , Joseph
Ingham, Thomas
Jackson, William George
Jones, James
Jenning, C. R. M.
Kenwav, E. L.
Laughter, C. H.
Lane, James
Long, M. H.
Long, Joe. H.
McKenna, John
McLean,  Thomas
March, Daniel
Mearns, Robert L.
Merritt, Franklyn Martin
Moffatt, James Campbell
Mitchell, Graham
Miller, Robert
Nelson, Samuel M.
Nott, John
Norrie , Adolphus
Nutt, Edwin
Prince, John George
Pring, Edward J. L.
Page, William J.
Palmer , Edward F.
Poore,  James E.
Potts, Henry W.
Power, John Baptist
Purchase, Edward
Powell, Frank
Rowland, Walter
Rowland, Ha ro ld
Rutherford, H. R.
Rutherford, John E.
Rutherford, Geo. Lewis
Rice, Edmund
Row, Edward R.
Sabine, John  Randolph
Saunderson,  Wi lliam Hutchinson
Silvester,  Robert R.
• Smith,  George S.
Sneyd,  Sam. H. S.
Stafford,  William
Scott, J. S.
Smith, B. B.
Smith, Peter
Steele ,  William
Saunders, James
Saunders ,  Samuel
Sapsford ,  Augustus F.
Taylor, Edward
Taylor, Walter
Thomas ,  Benjamin
Thomas, Nicholas W.
Vaillant ,  Reginald
Whelan, Phi ll ip
Wonderly, Joseph
Ward, Moses
Ward ,  Charles Henry
Woolcott ,  Henry C.
Wilson, John
Weeding, Henry
Wil liams, James
Wayne, Philip
Yeo, C.  H. Fletcher
K. CANNAN , President.
C. C. HORROCKS, Secretary.
Department  Qf Public Works,
Brisbane,  21st December, 1876.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
%, rITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of  October, 1876,  folio 789 of the  Government Gazette,
1V 1V V relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 319 and  334,  parish of Enoggera ,  county
of Stanley ,  thro ugh land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified ,  which was origina lly granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all  such parts thereof as might hereafter be required for
making public ways  :  Notice is hereby given, that His Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex -
pedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Brisbane .  A ll  persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they  claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public  Works  within forty days from
the date hereof ,  but such notice will  not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-3885 . GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 319 AND 334, PARISH OF ENOGGERA,  COUNTY OF
STANLEY,  MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
o
Portion of Road. How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Beari ngs . Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chs. lks. 1L B. P.
1 A triangular piece 319 Under Deed Rev. James Rev. James N.1480 24 E. 1 21 Varying 0 0 3} Forest land.
off the north -east of Grant Toiler Toiler fenced in.
corner of Portion containing
319 general
reservation
for  roads
2 A strip of laud  of 334 Under Deed Ditto ... Ditto ... N. 200 E . 22 86  ; 1 chain 2 1 6 Forest land
the eastern boun.dary of Portion of Grantcontaining
general
reservation
for roads
I unim-proved.
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
28th December, 1876.
.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open  a new  Road through portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of Churchill,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police' Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
76-6701. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISH OF THORN ,  COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
I
How held. ReputedOwner.
Fro m the south -east 2897 Homestead  I  Heinrich
corner of portion 40, underC .L. Goebel
northerly along  its  A. Act of
east boundary to the 1868
north-east corner
2 From the south-east 3846
corner of portion 41,
northerly along its
east boundary to the
north-east corner
Homestead Alfred Rose
under  C.L.
A. Act of
` 1868
Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths.
ohs. lks.
North ... 24 0
North ...
Breadth
of Road . I
Area .  Remark..
1 chain 2 2
r t
1 1
24 0 1  chain 2 2 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th December, 1876.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
H to open  a new  Road through portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton, county of Ward, through
lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan
and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ;  and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works ,  within one month from
this date ,  any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-4831. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND 8, PARISH of BROMELTON,  COUNTY OF
WABD,'INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
cf
No. Portion of Road .
oIx  m
I Commencing on the Brisbane
south boundary of Register
portion 7, and run -  1734
ning north and north-
westerly
2 Comm en cing on the 1839
south boundary  of
portion 8,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to a surveyed road
How Held. ReputedOwner Occupier.Bearings.Lengths.Breadthof Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs. 1ks A. it. P.
Under Land John John North 30 00 1 chain b 1 0 Open
Act of 1868 Murray Murray N .  316° E. 22 54 forest
land.
Under Land
Act  of 1868
Catherine
Colgan
Catherine
Colgan
N. 316° E. 10 98 1 chain 1 0 20
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice  of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new  Road through portions  33 and 34,  parish of Telemon,  county of Ward, through
lands in the occupation of the  several persons hereunder specified  :Notice is hereby given,  that  a Plan and
Book of Reference,  showing  the intended line of Road  above-mentioned,  are now deposited at the Office of
the  Surveyor-General, Brisbane,  and at the  Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writin , to the Secretary for Public Works, within  one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections  which  may exist  to the  formation  of the Road  in question.
76-5216 . GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON,  COUNTY OF
WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of  Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings . Lengths.
BreadthArea.
ohs.  Wt.
1 From the road reserved through 2286 Homestead under Edwin Brook ... 273° 25 94 1} chains 6 2. 0
portion 33 westerly and south - " C. L. A. Act of
westerly to its west corner 1868"
2 From the  crossing place on 2286 Ditto  ... ... Ditto ... 318° 90' 10 36 1 chain 6 2 0
Christmas Creek north-west- 3000 7 8 and
erly and south -westerly to 238° 37 87 irregular
9
join the above
From the south corner of por- 2291 Ditto ... ... Michael 326" 48 0 It  chains
I
7 1 0
tion 34 north-westerly along Cahill
its south -west boundary to
the west corner
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Comnusdioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
Lv
ORTIIRRN RAILWAY.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table will come
into operation until further notice.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations.
Rookhanptor, depart
6 Gracemere ... ...
10 Ten-Mile
15  Stanwell
24 Rosewood
30 Westwood arrive
.depart
38 Goganjo ...
44 Rocky Creek .. .
53 Herbert ' s Creek ...
58 Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa
88 Dingo ... ...
Up
Trains.
a.m.
... 8. 0
...  8-24
... A
... 9. 0
... ...
A
... ... 10' 010-15
... *10.47
...
...  11-15
... ... 11.56
... ... AP.M.
.. .. 12.44
... ... 2.15
131iles from
Dingo.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Stations.
Dingo, depart...
23 Duaringa ... ...
30 Boolburra ...
35 Herbert's Creek ...
44 Rocky Creek...
50 Goganjo ...
58 Westwood arrive1 depart
61 Rosewood ...
73 Stanwell ... ...
78 Ten-Mile ... ...
82 Gracemere ... ...
88 Rockhampto« ...
Parcels and
miscellaneous.
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to the Gustd of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they loin the Train to the plat •
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  Goods and Live
Fares .  Stock.
Week ending 30th December,  1876 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
£  s. d. £ . d.
...  1,209 15 0  1,265 18 1
1,212 3 6  1,158 16 1
Increase  ... ... ... ... 107  2,0
Decrease  ... ... ... f  2 8 6
1876-Total  Traffic to date ...
1875-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
... ...
Down
Trains.
a.m.7-20
8.51
A
9.39
10.20
x`10.47
11.2011-35
A
p.m.
12'35
A
1.11
1'35
Total.
£ s. d. £ . d.
1691511 2,645 9 0
127 9 0 2,498 8 7
42 6 11 147 0 5
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending 30th December,  1876 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ... ...
Decrease ...
1876-Total raffic to date ...
1875-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
... ...
... ...
...
£ s. d.
169 13 61482 9
21 10 9
...
...
Goods  and Live
Stock.
£ s. d.
299 7 11
127 5 1
172 2 10
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
147,770 0 3
122,533 0 3
£25,237 0 0
Total.
£  s, d. £ s. d.
18 5 1 487 6 6
12 7 11 287 15 9
5 17 2 199 10 9
...
...
27,577 9 3
15,559 1 4
£12,018 7 11
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
THE
Ilsximum
Mean
Minimum
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland, 5th January, 1877.
following  SDMMLRY of  OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION,  BRISBANE,  during the Month of DECEMBER,  1876, is published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1876.
LAT., 27° 28' 3" S.; LONG .,  153° 16 '  15" E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL ,  140 FEET; DISTANCE  FROM  SEACOAST ,  11) MILES.
... «. ... ... ...
IV
11
I1
Summary of December, 1876.
1875
1874
1873
1878
1871
1870
1869
1868
1867
1866
1.
of
11
11
11
11
It
LALOMETLL.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature  Temperature of
reduced to  mean  of Air .  Evaporation.
Lea level.
4 d
QI M
,,, 30.187 30.163 30.189 930  94.0 79.0 78.5 84.0 74.0 •940  1 50 •940 175.0
30.02629 .935 30.001 801  85.2 72.7 70.6 71.2 67.9 575 •471 •755 1491
29.729 29.848 W700 73.0 73.0 660 61'5 63.0 61.0 •360  1 80  470 89.0
Mean Shade  Temp .,  79.5 degrees. Rain fell on 8 days. Total Rainfall,  3.76 Inches .  Evaporation ,  9.210 inches. Electrical Observations - 76 Positive : 17 Negative .  Prevailing Winds, N.E.
78.6
76'7
78.9
77.2
760
78.0
800.7
(If  .1 80.1
82.7 of
74.2 ..
11 11
11
11  It
It  11
of  11
1.
11
of
11
1,
11
/1
11
11
,1
1,
H 11
r. 1
011  42V
11  of
HYGROXET $ E, sELF •AIGILTERINa RAIN.
THELYOYLTLRS.
N
p I i
al a
N
11
N
11
11
11
11
N
N
N
2.42
4.08
10.31 N
8.91
923 N
4.42
5.53
0.50
2.77
9.50
IV
1.
11
11
11
N
19
140'0 73.5 85.5 108.0 74.0 38.0 2.390 249 N 6  X W 1
IW0 SW2
160.4
8 11 8E7
84.0 53.0 77.0 76.0 55.0 90 '000 ;  1.34 IE 3 NE 1
1181 86.3 81.3 88.7 67*2
N
11
N
N
11
to
1/
of
I1
A .
a m
04
O
M
8880
8.020
7.010
11
11
of
N 8.120 N
7.960
8.246
8880
10816
7.048
5567
11
N
N
N
N
/1
A
a m
cv >,
a A°M
21.4 •121
• 11
9 a.m.
79 „
66
51
52
78
33
11
M
M
RIND.
Summary of Direction.
• I
3 p.m. 9 p.m.
Ni  NW 1N9 NW2
WO 8Wl WI SW1
82 BE5I83 SE5
E4 NE 17  E3 NE 8j 0
60
to
11
11 11
.1 11
It  11 .1
11 11 11
of to
C
T
CLOUD .  OZONE.
0-10.
11
11
a
10 10 10 5 9
6.3 46 4-.3 3 6.1
0 0 1 3
N.E.
S.E. and N.E.
N.E.
B.E. and N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E. and N.
N.E. and E.
N.E. and N.
N.E. and S.E.
The weather  has  been much warmer than usual during the month  ;  the mean shade temperature ,  79.5°, being 1.20  over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 1.5° over the previous three years. The highest reading in shade, 108°,
was on the 16th ;  the lowest on grass, 530°, was on the morning of the lat. The mean baromet ric readings have been about the average of the month  :  the highest ,  30.189 ,  was at 9 p.m. on the 18th, and the lowest, 29.648, at 3 p.m. on the 27th. Rain
(which varies much in quantity during this month )  fell on 8 days ;  the total fall ,  3.78 inches ,  being 201 inches under the average of the previous ten years ;  the greatest fall during 24 hours, 2.39 inches ,  was on the 23rd.  For further information as to the
rainfalls of the colony,  am the general summary published monthly in the Gover meet Gaffe.
ev oe The total rainfall for the year 1876 was 53.42 inchel ,  on 130 days. The month opened with warm ,  but seasonable weather ,  but soon became extremely warm ;  from t&ie 8th to the 23rd the temperature was much above the average ,  reaching to 1080
in shade on the 16th, being the second time such extreme heat was recorded during Sfteen years .  The latter part of the month was cool.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
THE following list of Commissioners of the
Supreme Court of Queensland for taking
Affidavits is hereby published  for general informa-
tion ,  in pursuance  of  " Regulcr  Generates,"  as
of TUESDAY, the 7th day of December, A.D.
1869.
Dated this 30th day of December, A.D. 1876.
Addison, G. W. F., Tenterfield, New South Wales.
Anderson,  Eustace, Solicitor , London.
Allen, A.  M., Solicitor , Sydney, New South Wales.
Attenborough, W., Solicitor, Melbourne.
Archibald, John, C.P.S., Millchester.
Abbott , R. P., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Baker, J. L., J.P.,  Mackay.
Barnes , William,  Solicitor , Maryborough.
Becke,  W. H., C.P.S., Grafton, New South Wales.
Beddek, F. N., C.P.S., Rockhampton.
Bencraft, C. C., Solicitor, Melbourne.
Billyard, W. W., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Bligh , J. O'C., Police  Magistrate, Gympie.
Boyce, J. A., C.P.S., Drayton and Toowoomba.
Bramston , Henry, Registrar, Metropolitan District
Court.
Bruce , T. B., Solicitor, Adelaide.
Buchanan , James, Police  Magistrate , Tenterfield, New
South Wales.
Buckley, P. A., Barrister-at-Law, New Zealand.
Buo#land, W. J., Registrar Supreme Court, Hobart
Town.
Broad , Lowther, Sheriff, Nelson, New Zealand.
Beeston,  R. D., C.P.S., Gympie.
Bruce, J. R. B., Solicitor, Townsville.
Bradley, H. B., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Buttanshaw, H. R., Police  Magistrate , Maryborough.
Board, Leonard, C.P.S., Bundaberg.
Cardew, W. C., Police  Magistrate , Leyburn.
Carter, Augustus,  Registrar  District Court, West Mait-
land.
Carter, Daniel, Maitland, New South Wales.
Cave, Wm., C.P.S., Clermont.
Charaley, Edwd., Solicitor, Melbourne.
Chubb, W., Solicitor, London.
Chubb, C. E., Solicitor, Ipswich.
Chubb, C.  F., Solicitor , Dalby.
Cockle, Charles  Moss, Solicitor , London.
Compigne , Alfred W., C.P.S. and Police  Magistrate,
Teningering.
Connolly, John, Gayndah.
Conquest, John, Solicitor, Dalby.
Crane, Wm., C.P.S., Sydney, New South Wales.
Crisp, S., Solicitor, Hobart Town.
Cumming, C. F., C.P.S., Dalby.
Curtis, Peter C., Chief Clerk, Supreme Court, Sydney,
New South Wales.
Casey, N. J., Solicitor, Melbourne.
Cribb,  Benjamin,  Police  Magistrate , Dalby.
Crawford, George, Crown Solicitor, Bowen.
Caswell, W. S., Police  Magistrate , Moruya, New South
Wales.
D'Arcy, W. K., Solicitor, Rockhampton.
Dawson, John, Solicitor,  Sydney,  New South Wales.
Day, W. H., C.P.S.,  Brisbane.
Dean, W. H., C.P.S., Townsville.
Dicken, C. S., C.P.S., Springsure.
Driver, Richard, Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Davis ,  Mark , Solicitor, London.
Dickson, Raynes Waite, Solicitor, Melbourne, Victoria.
Dorsey, W. A., Inspector Border Customs, Curri-
willingi.
Dodd,  James  Oliver, Solicitor, Carcoar, New South
Wales.
Deane,  Henry, Solicitor, New South Wales.
Evans,  George, Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Elliott, G. W., Police Magistrate, Toowoomba.
Edwards,  E. G., Solicitor, Cooktown.
Fowles,  William Lambert, Solicitor, Clermont.
Fullarton, George, Police Magistrate, Warialda, New
South Wales.
Fanning,  M. B., Police Magistrate , St. Lawrence.
Foxton, J. F. G., Solicitor, Stanthorpe.
Ferguson , W. J., Solicitor, Inverell, New South Wales.
Goodall, Wm. R., Police Magistrate, Mackay.
Gordon,  James, Sub -Collector Customs, Townsville.
Greeson , Robert C., Solicitor, Melbourne.
Gregory, J. A., Solicitor, Bowen.
Galway, Daniel, C.P.S., Stanthorpe.
Gannon, John T., Solicitor, Goulburn, New South Wales.
Garrick, Francis James, Solicitor, Christchurch, New
Zealand.
Gould, Albert, Solicitor, Singleton, New South Wales.Halloran, A. E., Sheriff, Brisbane.
Hamilton, Gustavus, Solicitor, Toowoomba.Hollins, William, Solicitor, Melbourne.
Hellyer, William, Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Heywood, B. A., Solicitor, London, England.
Hill, W. R. 0., C.P.S., Ravenswood.
Hill, Stanley Grantham, C.P.S., Maryborough.
Hughes, J., Police Magistrate, Bundaborg.
Holdsworth, Richard, Solicitor, Sydney, New South
Wales.
Heales, Alfred, Solicitor, London, England.
Halloran, William John, Sydney, New South Wales.
Holden, G. M., Solicitor, New South Wales.
Heron, Henry, Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Hill, W. R. 0., Warden, Byerstown.
Jenkyn, Thomas, Associate to His Honor Mr. Justice
Sheppard, Bowen.
Jordan, Henry, Registrar-General, Brisbane.
James,  Henry Layton, Solicitor, Casino, Richmond
River, New South Wales.
Keane, John, Clerk to Crown Solicitor, Brisbane.
Kearney, T. J., Bathurst, New South Wales.
Kimber, Henry, Solicitor, 79, Lombard street, E.C.,
London.
Knox, Nathaniel Alexr., Solicitor, Adelaide, South
Australia.
Kearney, T. J., Solicitor, Bathurst, New South Wales.
Lee, Archibald, Police Magistrate, Nanango.
Layard, L. F., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Lyons, Robert, Solicitor, Maryborough.
Mackechnie, A. P., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
MacPherson, Peter, Solicitor, Brisbane.
McCarthy, W. F., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Meagher, H. C., Solicitor, Maitland, New South Wales.
Morey, Edmund, Police Magistrate,  Banana.
Mullen, W. H., Solicitor, West Maitland, New South
Wales.
McDonald, Jno. Graham, Police Magistrate, Springsure.
Mannish, William K., Solicitor, Brisbane.
Melbourne, C. S. D., Solicitor, Rockhampton.
Macfarlane, H. T., C.P.S., Roma.
Morton, Thomas, Solicitor, Maryborotgh.
Myers, D. M., Solicitor, Bombala, New South Wales.
Miller, Win. Smith, Chief Clerk in Equity, Supreme
Court, South Australia.
Miller, Rober, C.P.S., Beenleigh.
McGroaty, Bernard C., C.P.S., Georgetown.
Mackechnie, E. A., Solicitor, Auckland , New Zealand.
McLaren,  Thomas , Solicitor, Edinburgh.
Maddock, H. D., Solicitor, Sydney, New  South Wale.
Norris, Edwin, Solicitor, Townsville.
Norris, W. 0., Police Magistrate, Cunnamulla.
Nicholson, John, C.P.S., Mackay.
Newman, Thomas Matthew, Solicitor, Tamworth, New
South Wales.
Norrie, Frank, Solicitor, Grafton, New South Wales.
Oldham, John, Solicitor, Melbourne.
O'Sullivan, Matthew, Solicitor, Warwick.
O'Malley, Michael, C.P.S., Ipswich.
Osborne, William Henry, Associate  to His  Honor Mr.
Justice Lilley, Brisbane.
Omeagher, Jno. K., Solicitor, Grafton, New South
Wales.
Payne, Robert, Solicitor, Armidale, New South Wales.
Pendergast, L., Solicitor, Victoria.
Pennington, W. J., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Peterson, S. L., Deputy  Registrar -General,  Brisbane.
PiIcher, G. Do V., Solicitor, Armidale, New South
Wales.
Porter, John Alfred, Prothonotary, Supreme Court,
Melbourne.
Price, G. T., C.P.S., Nebo.
Power, Francis J., Solicitor, Gympie.
Powers,  James , C.P.S., Trinity Bay.
Parker, W. F., C.P.S., Grenfell, New South Wales.
Pryde, James, C.P.S., Cooktown.
Raff, Alexander, Curator of Intestate  Estates, Brisbane.
Robberds, W. R., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Rymer, John, Solicitor, Sandhurst, Victoria.
Robinson, Frederick, Solicitor, Adelaide, South Aus.
tralia.
Rich, C. W., Police Magistrate, Gladstone.
Robinson, Frederick, Solicitor, Adelaide, Sonth Aus-
tralia.
Ramsay, John B. P. H., Police Magistrate,  Georgetown.
Readett, Wood, Solicitor, Newcastle.
Richards, J. B., Bathurst, New South Wales.
Ritchie, Charles, Solicitor, Edinburgh.
Rivington, Chas. Robt., Solicitor, London.
Read, Thomas, Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Richardson, W. E., Solicitor, Birmingham, England.
Samuel, S., Solicitor, Maryborough, Victoria.
Scarr, Frank, Commissioner Crown Lands, Bourke.
Sadlier, Thomas Jno., Police Magistrate, Tambo.
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Shaw, John Mackenzie, Registrar, Sc., Supreme Court,
Brisbane.
Smale, A. W., Solicitor, Melbourne.
Smitb, F. H., Solicitor, Mackay.
Smith, R. H., Solicitor, Melbourne.
Smith, William, Solicitor, Tamworth, New South Wales.
Spain, Staunton, Solicitor, Sydney, Now South Wales.
Stephen, F. H., Chief Clerk, Supreme Court, Sydney.
Stephen, M. C., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Stockwell, James, Associate to His Honor the Chief
Justice, Brisbane.
Sheridan, J. B., Solicitor, Adelaide, South Australia.
Sheridan, B. G., Police Magistrate, Cardwell.
Spencer, W. H., Solicitor, Beenleigh.
Sellheim, P. P., Police Magistrate, Palmerville.
Sword ,  T. S., C.P .S., Blacka ll .
Smith, Charles E., Solicitor, Gympie.
Sly, George  James,  Solicitor, Sydney, -New South
Wales.
Samwell, W. C.P.S., Ravenswood.
Simpson , Albert W., Solicitor, Armidale, New South
Wales.
Scott, Henry, Master of Titles, Brisbane.
Stephen, A. F. H., Warden's Clerk, Gulgong, New
South Wales.
Taylor,  Hamlet,  Solicitor, Melbourne.
Taylor, R. T., Police  Magistrate , Surat.
Teale, William, Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
Thompson, J. M., Solicitor, Ipswich.
Thompson, R. W., Solicitor, West Maitland, New South
Wales.
Thorrold, Robert, Associate to His Honor Mr. Justice
Lutwyche.
Tozer,  Horace, Solicitor, Gympie.
Turton, Gibson K., Solicitor, Dunedin, New Zealand.
Tuthill, F. H., Solicitor, Beechworth.
Tonson, J. Boyle, C.P.S., St. George.
Thomas, W. J., Registrar Supreme Court, Fiji.
Walker, Henry, Solicitor, Maryborough.
Want, R. C., Solicitor, Sydney, New South Wales.
White, George, C.P.S., Gladstone.
Wettenhall, A. R., Police  Magistrate, Goondiwindi.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar  Supreme Court.
"JURY ACT OF 1867."
I
N conformity with the  provisions  of the  seventh
section  of  "The Jury Act  of 1867," 31 Victoria,
No. 34, I hereby appoint GEORGE WHITE, Esquire,
Clerk of Pett  Sessions  at Gladstone, to be a
Deputy Sheriff for the purpose  of issuing Sum-
monses for Jurors , for the District Court to be
holden  at Gladstone under  the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane ,  this second  day of January, A.D. 1877.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance  of  "The  District  Courts Act of
1867 ," and by the  authority of the same, I
hereby appoint the following days and times for
holding District Courts during the  Year 1877, at
the several towns or places in the Northern  District
hereinafter mentioned , that  is to say :-
Cri minal Ju ri sdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT COOKTOWN.
Wednesday ,  7th March .  I Wednesday , 7th March.
AT MILLCHESTER.
Friday,  16th March.  I Friday, 16th March.
AT TowNBVILLE.
Friday, 23rd March .  I Friday, 23rd March.
AT BOWEN.
Tuesday, 27th March . I  Tuesday, 27th March.
AT MACKAY.
Friday, 30th March .  I Friday, 30th March.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
Brisbane, 18th December, 1876.
CENTRAL DISTRICT COURT.I N pursuance of  " The  District  Courts Act of
1867,"  and by authority of the same ,  I hereby
appoint the following days and times for holding
District Courts  during the Year 1877, at the
several towns or places in the Central District
hereinafter mentioned, that is to  say:-
Criminal Jurisdiction. I Civil Jurisdiction.
AT RocKHAMPTON.
Monday, 5th March. Tuesday, Gth March.
Monday, 11th June. Tuesday, 12th June.
Monday, 10th September. Tuesday, 11th September.
Monday, 3rd December. Tuesday, 4th December.
AT MARYBOROVGS.
Thursday, 15th March. Thursday, 15th March.
Monday, 25th June. Monday, 25th June.
Thursday, 1st November. Thursday, 1st November.
AT GYMPIE.
Tuesday, 20th March. Tuesday, 20th March.
Friday, 29th June. Friday, 29th June.
Tuesday, 6th November. Tuesday, 6th November.
AT CLERMONT.
Saturday, 2nd June. I Saturday, 2nd June.
Saturday, 24th November. Saturday, 24th November.
W. 'H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Central District Court.
Rock hampton, 4th December, 1876.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS  are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings ,  must be made byPost-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be  returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that CHARLES
PENROSE BELLAMY,  of Brisbane ,  has this
day been admitted as a duly qualified Medical
Practitioner.
K. CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF TUESDAY,  THE SECOND  DAY OF JANUARY,
A.D. 1877.
IT IS ORDERED :-1. That every day in each Judge's Chamber
week shall be a slitting day for the trial of Actions
without a Jury, and for  all hearings  before a single
Judge.
2. The Appeal Court (in which motions for
Judgment and new trial motions may also be
made) shall be held on the first Tuesday in every
month.
3. Adjourned Appeals will be taken on the
Thursday following.
4. These rules shall not apply to the Summer
and Winter vacations.
5. Such of the rules of 5th September, 1876, or
any parts thereof,  as are  inconsistent with these
rules , are hereby repealed.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED P. LUTWYCHE, J.
CHARLES LILLEY, J.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Telemon, Flinders River.
L OST, from this Station, about November, 1875,6 unbroken Colts and Fillies, 5 branded
RS2 (registered brand) and 1 branded U3U(registered brand). Reward of 22 per head for
delivery at Station if strayed, or 225 if stolen, on
conviction of thieves.
1366
SAMUEL SALT,
Manager.As.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of a Special Resolution  for Li quidation
by Arrangement of the affairs of  William
Fryar  and James  William  Strachan, of Logan-
holme ,  in the Colony of Queensland, sugar
manufacturers ,  trading as " Fryar and
Strachan."
JOHN SARGENT TURNER,  of Brisbane,
merchant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property  of the Debtors.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Debtors must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Debtors must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of December, A.D.
1876.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frank Russell Robinson and
Arthur Vandeleur Robinson, 'a majority of
members of the late firm of "Robinson
Brothers," sugar planters, Lorne Plantation,
Mackay, Insolvents.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent, Frank Russell Robinson, to
take place at the Police Court, Tambo, on the
Thirteenth day of January instant, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this fourth day of January, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
7 58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Cooke Unsworth, of
South Brisbane, an Insolvent.
T HE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at Brisbane,
before itself , on WEDNESDAY,  the twenty -fourth
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-seven ,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
9
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In  the Matter  of Robert  Gordon , of Gympie,  tailor,
an Insolvent.
T HE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at the Police
Court House at Gymie ,  on the Twenty -ninth day
of January ,  at Ten o clock in the forenoon.
Dated this third day of January , 1877. .
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
HART AND FLOWER.
11 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of Wildash and Hutchison,
Insolvents.THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent, Kenneth Hutchison, to take
place before the Court  at Brisbane , on the twenty-
fourth day of January  instant.
Dated this fourth day of January, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
ROBERTS , LIDDLE, A'ND  B,OBEBTS,
Solicitors for Insolvent.
Queen  street, Brisbane.
10 48. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of  "The Curator of Intestate Estates
Act of  1867," and of the Personal Estate of
Donald Munro, late of Charters Towers,
deceased.
To a Sister and others Next of Kin.TAKE Notice, that unless you apply for andobtain Letters of Administration to the per.
Ronal Estate of Donald Munro, deceased, or show
cause  within one calendar month after the date
hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court
of Queensland, or a Judge thereof, why an order
should not be made for me to collect, manage, and
administer the said Estate of Donald Munro, I shall,
at the expiration of one calendar month, apply by
petition to the said Court, or a Judge of the said
Court, for such order, and the same will be made
accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane ,  6th January, 1877.
MEMORANDUM.- Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on  WEDNESDAY, the
7th day of  February next .  at 10 o'clock, before the
Judge then sitting in Chambers ,  at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane.
12 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Augustus Slater, late of
Boorall, formerly of Toogoom ,  near Mary-
borough ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  grazier,
deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Government  Gazette,  appli-
cation will be made to the said Honorable Court, that
Probate of the Will of the above-named Frederick
Augustus Slater ,  deceased ,  may be granted to
Harry Edgar Aldridge, of Boorall ,  near Mary-
borough ,  in the said Colony of Queensland. the
sole Executor named in  said Will.
Dated this twenty-third day of December, J.D.
1876.
CORSER AND MORTON,
gent street,  Maryborough,
Proctors for the said Harry Edgar Aldridge.
By their Agent-
Queen street,  Brisbane.
4 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Matter of the Will of Captain John Clement
Wickham ,  deceased.
N OTIC E is  hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above Estate have this day been lodged
in my office,  and all parties having any claims on
the said Estate ,  or being otherwise interested
therein ,  are required to come in before me, at my
office,  Supreme Court House ,  Queen street, Bris-
bane ,  on or before  MONDAY, the fifth day of
February next ,  and if they should think fit object
thereto ,  and if no exception shall be taken to such
Accounts ,  the same will be duly inquired into at
my said office on the above day ,  at the hour of
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this second day of January ,  .n. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court
of Queensland.
LITTLE AND BRowNE,
Proctors for the Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Wellstead, of Murphy's
Creek,  near  Toowoomba, in the Colony of
Queensland, carpenter, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, -that after the expira-tion of fou teen days from the dat of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Charles Wellstead, deceased, may
be granted to Jane Wellstead, of Murphy's Creek
aforesaid, widow of the said deceased, the sole
Executrix  named  in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this third day of January,
lT OTICE is hereby given, that the Copartner-
ship hitherto subsisting between John Ward
and Robert Ilycroft, of Brisbane, as Ice Manufac-
turers, under the style or firm of " R croft and
Ward," has been this day dissolved by mutual
consent. All accounts owing by and due to the
said firm will be paid and received by Mr. Robert
Rycroft. .
Dated at Brisbane, this fourth day of January,
1877.
JOHN WATID.
ROBERT RY CROFT.
Witness-W .  G.  N ORRIS.
23 5s.
J.D. 1877.
THOMPSON AND HAVARD, The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
Ipswich, of the following amounts:-
Proctors for the said Jane Wellstead. 1877. £ s. d.
By their Agents- Jan. 2-Ipswich Corporation .. ... ... 2 0 0
... 2Smith and Co.2-McDonald 0 0TuoMPSON AND HAVARD, ,, ... 2and Co2-Gilchrist Watt 0 0Queen street, Brisbane. , . ... ..., 02-David Fisher 10 08  6s. ...3- T. N. Rose ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
03--R Griff ths 3 0. ... .. ... ...iIn the Supreme Court of Queensland.
s-B. D. Morehead and t'o. ... ... 2 2 0
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION. 5-. 7. D. Wilkie ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
In the Will of Henry Henley, of Brisbane, in the 5-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 1 0
Colony of Queensland, horse-dealer, deceased. 5-1I. Lloyd ... ... ... 0 14 0
that after the expira- 5-Chas. Egan ... ... ... ... 0OTICE is hereby given 5 0, 5-M. Wafer ... ... ... ... 1tion of fourteen days from the date of theN
. 05-Louisa McLeod
0 0
11 0.... .
publication hereof, application will be made to the 5-Mackay Municipality . . ... 2 0 0.
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will 5-A.  J. Thyane ... 2 0 0
of the abovenamed Henry Henley, deceased, may be
granted to Ellen Henley, of Brisbane aforesal
widow of the said deceased, the Executrix an lftnpounbir.go.
Trustee named in the said Will.
Dated this fourth day of January, 1877.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Ellen Henley.
22 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Hugh McLachlan, late of Acacia
Creek, near Warwick, in the Colony of
Queensland, grazier, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Hugh McLachlan, deceased, may
be granted to James Robertson Ross, Manager of
the Australian Joint Stock Bank, Warwick, in the
Colony of Queensland, one of the Executors named
in the said Will ; reserving leave for Joseph Purser
Thomas, the remaining Executor named in the said
Will, who resides out of the jurisdiction of the said
Honorable Court, to come in and prove at any
time hereafter.
HENRY BAYLE,
Proctor for the said J. ]Ross
and J. P. Thomas,
Palmerin street, Warwick.
21 6s.
I HEREBY givenotice, that 1intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich, on FRIDAY, the ninth day of February,
1877, for a License to enclose the Road between
Portions 5 and 9, parish of Kholo, by the erection
of a Swing Gate at the west end of the said portions;
and I make this application under the Act 28 Vic.,
No. 19.
Dated at Ipswich, the fourth clay of January,
1877.
CHARLES SHEPPARD.
13 4s.
£20 REWARD.STOLEN from Mo:int Cornish, one Bav EntireDraught Horse ,  branded - over W near
shoulder ,  small star on forehead . The above
reward „ill be paid on conviction  ;  or, two pounds
if strayed ,  on delivery to E. R .  Edkins ,  Esquire,
Mount  Cornish.
1 5s.
CW Poundkeepers are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will  be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL ;  and  no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance  szjcient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDE D at Stanthorpe, from Paddock Swamp.
on the 23rd of December, 1876, by order of Mr. A,
Ross , for trespass. Driving, Is. 2d. per head.
One bay mare, like over pJ over  e-i near  shoulder,
near hip down.
One flea-bitten grey mare, like LR conjoined (the L
reversed) near shoulder, like WB off shoulder.
If not released on or b -fore the 26th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
T. N. ROSE, Poundkeeper.
2 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Beenleigh, from t e Albert River,
on the 29th December,"ece ber, 1876,  by order  of Mr. P.
McLean. Driving expenses, 6d. per head.
One yellow and white steer, like BG2 off rump, like
PL6 blotched off ribs, near ear cut off square.
One yellow and white cow, like (C (G over Q off rump,
or (C (C over  0  otl'rump; yellow and white heifer
calf, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 30th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
5
RICHARD  GRIFFITHS,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Southwood Lawn,
on the 26th of December, 1876, by order of G.
Cavanough, Esquire. Driving, 8s. 4d. each.
One bay horse, saddle-marked, TB near shoulder, PC
over L off  shoulder.
One bay horse, star, like MB conjoined (sideways) off
shoulder, J over c, near shoulder, 3 heart heart
near thigh, 0 off thigh.
One roan horse, saddle-marked, BB near shoulder, BA5
off shoulder, BA1 (registered ) near thigh.
One black horse, T in circle over like ND conjoined near
shoulder, hind fret white.
One bay mare, horseshoe over 7d near shoulder ; foal at
foot.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1377,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
14 59.
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CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at alby, from Oakey Creel, by Jr. H.Atkins.
One iron grey gelding, like FR or PR conjoined (the
F or P reversed) near shoulder, 2 near thigh.
One chesnut  filly, stripe down face, FR or PR conjoined
(the F or P reversed) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th January,  18'17,
will be sold to defray expenses.
20
J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Warriil Creek, on the
26th December, 1876, by Mr_  G. Williams. Dam-
ages, 2s.  Gd.; driving, Gd.
One bay horse, hind feet white, blaze,  E D3 near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1877,
wall be sold to defray expenses.
17
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from New Surbiton, onDecember 22nd, by order of J. Muirhead, Esquire.
Diving expenses, 20s.
One red steer, branded SAW (registered brand) off
ribs, piece out of bottom quarter ear.(^ne white and red steer,SAW(registered brand) off
ribs, piece out of bottom quarter ear.
If not released on or before the 30th January,  1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
LOUISA McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
2.1 2s.
1IPOUNDED at Clermont, from Dunrobin, on Decem-
ber 22nd, by order of W. Cullen, Esquire. Driving
expenses, 20s.
One bay filly, long tail, CC  near  shoulder, 1ZB (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder.
One chesnut pony mare, short tail, star in forehead, near
corner under lip white, LLO near shoulder, 1M
(registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay filly, long tail, near hind foot white, blaze down
face, LLO near shoulder, 1ZB (registered brand)
off shoulder.
One bay filly, off hind fetlock white, LLO near shoulder,
blotched 1ZB (registered  brand) off shoulder.
One bay colt, four feet white, small star, 1ZB (registered
brand) off shoulder.
One bay filly,1ZB (registered brand) off shoulder, L
near shoulder, 264 near thigh.
One grey filly, L near shoulder, 262 near rump, 1ZB
(registered brand) off shoulder.
One grey filly, L near shoulder, 1ZB (registered brand)
off shoulder, 285 blotched near rump.
One bay mare, MST over AGO (registered brand)
near shoulder,  small star.
If not released on or before the 30th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
LOUISA McLEOD, Poundkeeper.25 9s.
I MPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, byorder of E. Donkin, Esquire. Driving,  Ss. per
head.
One bay horse, B N or HW over heart 4 heart near
shoulder.
One bay  mare, small  star ,  off hind  leg scarred and
white, like C with like brand with 2 off shoulder.
One brown horse, MS near shoulder,  star , FOC or G
over like FO off shoulder (registered brand), collar-
marked.
One roan  horse,  JW over B near shoulder, like QQ near
saddle, KF'3 (registered)  near  thigh, JP over like
20 or 25 off shoulder.
One bay filly, no brand visible,  near  hind fetlock white.
One bay mare, JHS sideways (the JH conjoined) near
shoulder, hind feet white, star.
One chesnut horse, FH conjoined (the F reversed), over
W near shoulder, 8 over W near hip,  like 323 or
223 near saddle, star  and stripe, off hind foot white.
If not released on  or before the 6th February, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
16 79.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from London, on the 18th
December, 1876, by or ler of II. M. Nelson,
Esquire. Driving, Is. each.
One chesnut gelding, like X over XX near shoulder,
grey  hairs  down face.
One black mare, lie JU II or 3U II (the 3 blotched)
near  shoulder.
One bay gelding, LBb (registered) near shoulder,
rope round neck, collar-marked, scum over near
eye.
One brown  mare, like SAb  (registered)  near  shoulder,
near  hind foot white.
One bay mare, like L.J (sideways)  near  shoulder, like
JL over AR near thigh, like VIA (registered) off
shoulder, star.
If not  released on  or before the 25th January, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
18 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowooniba, from Esdale, on 27th
December, 1876, by order of F. Lord, Esquire. '
Driving, 7s. 61. per head.
One red bu!lock, white spots, K off rump, 2 off thigh
piece back off ear.
One strawberry bullock, 3 off check, FV blotch, like 2 off
ribs, piece out of back off ear.
One strawberry or roan cow, YH or N off ribs, piece
back off ear ; red and white heifer calf unbranded.
One rod and white bullock, a over WP over blotch off
rib3, two pieces out near ear, white face.
Also from the streets, by order of the Police.08c bay mare, LRG (registered brand) near shoulder,
bay filly at foot.
If not released on or before the 26th January,  1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
15 58.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Town Common, on the
12th December, 1876, by order of the Inspector.
Driving,  6d. each.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand like 7 near shoulder,
star ,  near  h?nd foot white.
One roan mare , like FL over FIG (G reversed) near
shoulder, like FL near thigh,  near  fore and hind
foot white.
One black gelding, stripe down face, blotch like Al over
2 near  shoulder, collar-marked.
One bay mare,  like wi iting  TH conjoined  over pq near
shoulder, like 6  near  thigh , star and stripe.
One bay entire, like HIQ (registered brand) near
shoulder, hind fetlocks white.
Also, from Oakey Creek,  on the  8th December, 1876
by order of J. Kennedy. Driving,  1s. 6d. each.
One dark-grey gelding, indistinct brand like , over Fl.
near shoulder.
One brown  elding,  P over GW  near shoulder, near
hind fooWhite.
One brown gelding,  like  ]In conjoined off shoulder, star,
hind feet white.
Also, from  Town Common , on the 13th December,
1876.
One bay  mare ,  blaze , three white feet, blotch like FE
near shoulder ,  hobble chain off foreleg.
One grey  gelding, E near cheek, M near shoulder, 0
near thigh.
One bay  colt, like  8RW (registered)  near shoulder, star
and snip , near hind foot white.
Also, from Town Common, on the 1 nth  December,
1876. "
One roan gelding ,  near  bind foot white, star, blotch
with if over W near shoulder.
One bay  entire , like DP3  (registe red) near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 16th January, 1877,
will  be sold to  defray  expenses.
Jr. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
19 13s.
I Printed and Published  by Jeuxs C. Bzer .,  Government Printer,Wi ll iam street, Brisbane,  6th January, 1877.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government  House , Brisbane, Tuesday, the 9th day of January, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the L aws relating
to Quarantine ,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the -Executive Council, to make such
Orders as  shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case , with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on  board, or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared  in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious  circumstances as to infection, although such tvessels shall not
have  arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such
infectious  disease may be brought : And whereas by an Order in Council
made on  the 29th day of December, 1876, reciting that it had been reported
to the Governor in Council that the infectious disease called Small Pox
existed on  board the Steamship " Mecca," then lately arrived from Hong
Kong, at the Port of Cooktown, and then lying at anchor in that port, it was
ordered by His Excellency the Governor, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of the authority vested
in him by the aforesaid Act, that the said ship, and all the crew and  passen-
gers thereof, together with all persons then on board, should be placed in
Quarantine, at the Quarantine Station, Cooktown, and should so continue
until it should be certified by the Health Officer there that there did not
exist  on board such vessel, or amongst such crew and passengers, any
contagious  or infectious sickness, and that the release of such ship or passen-
gers  from Quarantine would not endanger the public health, or until other
order  should be made in that behalf : And whereas by a further Order in
Council made on the fifth day of January now current, after reciting
inter alia  that it was considered expedient to vary the said first-mentioned
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Order, it was ordered by His Fxcellency the Governor, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of the
authority vested in him by the aforesaid Act, that the said ship, and all the
crew and passengers thereof, together with all persons then on board, should
be placed in Quarantine, in the Port of Cooktown, and should so continue,
and that no person or thing should be permitted to land or be landed from
the said vessel, until it should be certified by the Health Officer at Cooktown
that there did not exist on board such vessel, or amongst such crew and
passengers, any contagious or infectious sickness, and that the release of
such ship or passengers from Quarantine would not endanger the public
health, or until other order should be made in that behalf :
And whereas it is considered expedient to vary the said order of
the fifth day of January now current : Now, therefore, His Excellency the
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pur-
suance and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth
order, and it is hereby ordered that the said ship, and all the crew and
passengers thereof, together with all persons now on board, be placed in
Quarantine, at the Quarantine Station, Curtis Island, and so continue until
it shall be certified by the Health Officer that there does not exist on board
such vessel, or amongst such crew and passengers, any contagious or infectious
sickness, and that the release of such ship or passengers from Quarantine
will not endanger the public health, or until other order shall be made in
that behalf.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
QrBBNSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. , WILLIAM W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Ali-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
!' seventh  year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is amongst  other things enacted,
that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the
advice of  the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Government Gazette,  to ap-
point places  or stations within the Port of Moreton
Bay, or within or near any other harbor, port, or
place  within the  said  colony, for the performance of
Quarantine under the said Act, where all vessels
liable  to Quarantine, and the  crews,  passengers, and
parsons on  board thereof, shall perform the same :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
in pursuance  of the power so vested in me as Gover-
nor of the said colony, do, by this my Proclamation,
issued  with the advice of the Executive Council,
hereby appoint the following portion of' land:-
Commencing at a rocky point on the north-west
coast of Curtis Island, about one hundred and
ninety chains in a south-west direction from the
Pilot Station ; thence east about ninety chains to
the main branch of Pacific Creek ; thence by
Pacific ()reek  downwards to the  sea-coast  ; thence
by tie sea -coast  in a north-westerly and north-
easterly  direction to the point of commencement,
to be  a Station for the performance of Quarantine
under and  for the purposes of the said Act.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane , this ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the  fortieth  year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
Goi) SATE THE Qu i r I
QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation by His Exce llency
TO WIT . f WILLIAM  WELLIN GTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of  Queensland and its
W
Dependencies.
HEREAS by  an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year  of Her  Majesty 's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by Pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons , vessels, and  boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any Station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been, or may be assigned for the  performance
of Quarantine : And whereas by my Proclamation,
bearing even date herewith, issued with  the advice
of the Executive Council, the land therein described
has been appointed a Station at Curtis Island for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
in pursuance of the power  so vested in me as
Governor of the said colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby prohibit  all persons ,  vessels, and
boats, whatsoever, from going, under any  pretence
whatsoever, within the limits of the  said proclaimed
Station, or approaching by sea within one hundred
yards of the  same , under the penalties  contained in
the said Act, until this may Proclamation shall
have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
January, in the year of  our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy -seven,
and in  the fortieth year of  Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GoD SAYS THB QUEER
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QtraaNSLAND,
'
Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5W ILLIAM  W ELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire . Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St . George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chiet of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
H KREAS information has been received by
the Government  that a certain infectious
disease ,  called  Small Pox, has been found  to exist
in the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand  : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS,  the Governor aforesaid ,  in pursuance of
the powers  in me  vested by  "  The Quarantine
Act of  1863," do, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, hereby notify that  portions  of the said
colonies are infected with  the said disease, and
that it is  possible  that  such disease  may be brought
from  the said colonies into  the Colony of queens-
land. and, with the advice  aforesaid , I do order
and direct that  no steamships or other vessels
arriving in this colony from or having touched
at any port of the  said  Colonies of New South
Wales and New Zealand, shall be permitted
within the Port of Brisbane to come above the
Hulk " P ro serpine ,"  now moored at the entrance of
the Brisbane River ,  or to communicate with the
shore at any port within the colony until they shall
have been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ;  and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board,  or to land from any such steamship or other
vessel until the crew and passengers shall have
been inspected by the Health Officer,  and the
steamship or vessel by him be admitted to pratique.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this ninth day of January,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEW ART.
Gop Sava rss Qvsax 1
By Latkerlty  :  Ja=s C. Bw., Goveralsent Priat& , Williml atrwt,  BrisbaES
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LT IS Excellency the Governor directs the subjoined Commission issued to Commissioners appointed
11 for the purpose of inquiring into and reporting upon the best practicable means of improving the
Navigation of the Northern Entrance of Moreton Bay, to be published for general information.
JAMES it. DICKSON.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United  Kingdom of
0 Great  Britain  and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the
0 Faith, &c., &c.
m To GEORGE POYTT3 B Hz ATH, Esquire, Commander R.N., Portrua,ter ; the Honorable
W HENRY GEORGE  SIMPSON , Commander R.N. ; EDWARD RICHARD CONNOR, Esquire,
W a Navigating Lieutenant R.N. ; FRANCIS BEATTIE, Esquile, M.L.A.; EDWARD BARROW
fi FORREST, Esquire; FESTING COULSON KNIGHT, Esquire, Commanding S.S. "City of
Brisbane ;" THOMAs MICHAEL ALMOND, Esquire,  Commanding  the Barque " Decapolis ;"
and WILLIAM BAR WOOD  BROWN , Esquire, Commanding the Barque "Corinth."
WHEREAS it hath been represented to the.Governor of our Colony of Queensland, in
m a Council, that it  is expedient  and desirable to appoint Commissioners for the purpose of inquiringinto and reporting upon the best practicable means of improving the Navigation of the Northern
Entrance of Moreton Bay : And whereas the Governor of our said Colony, in Council, has, been
U pleased toappoint you as Commissioners fo  the purposes aforesaid : Now know ye, that we,
c reposing  special  trust and confidence in your zeal, industry, discretion, and ability, do. by these
Z I presents, by and with the advice of our Executive Council of our Colony aforesaid, constitute
v and appoint you the said GEORGE POSNTER HEATH, HENRY GE,3l:GA: SIMPSON, EDWARD
W KICIIASD CONNOII, FRANCIS BEATTIE, EDII-ARD BARROW  FORREST,  TESTING COULSON KNIGHT,
THOMAS MICHAEL ALMOND, and WILLIAM BARwooD BROWN, to be our Commissioners to
W inquire into and report to our Governor aforesaid upon the best means to be adopted
for improving the Naviation of the Northern Entrance of Moreton Bay. And we do also
by these presents give'  and grant  to you, at any meeting or meetings, full power and
authority to call before you such persons as you may fudge necessary by whom you may be
y better informed of the truth in the  premises . And we do further command  and enjoin  you that
you do take down the examination of the several witnesses that may appear before you, and
reduce the  same into  writing ; and such evidence, together with a full and faithful report upon
the several  matters  above referred to, as you and each of you shall think fit, from time to time
? to transmit to the office of our Colonial Treasurer of our said Colony.
In testimony whereof we have caused this our Commission to be sealed with the Seal of
our said Colony.
EsquireWitness our trusty and well-beloved  WILLIAM  WELLINGTON  CAIRNS ,,
Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, at Government House, Brisbane, this sixth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and94 t.: I in the fortieth year of our reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By His Excellency' s Command,
W JAMES B. DICKSON,
By Authority:  JA3[ES  C. BEAL,  Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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£ d.
45,726 6 1
6,968 0 11
7,774 7 0
18,729 4 0
11,394 0 3
12,254 6 0
1,623 8 3
979 1 5
2,063 10 3
5,911 13 11
830 8 5
16,968 3 6
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of  QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY , at BRISBANE , during the  QUARTERS ended
31st DECEMBER, 1875, and 31st  DECEMBER , 1876, respectively, showing the  INCREASE or DECREASE
under each head thereof.
Quarter ended
31st December,
1875.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ... ...
Wine .. ... ..
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ... ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ... ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory ...
Provisions , Fruits, Pickles, &c. ...
Grain , Malt, &c. ... ... ...
Sugar and  Molasses  ... ... ...
iron Casting, Wire, &c. .
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c....
Miscellaneous ...
Ad valorem  ... ... ... ...
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial  Spirits ...
Quarter ended
31st December.
1876.
£ a. d.
Decrease.
£ a. d.
[No. 6.
Increase.
£ a. d.
41,101 11 7 4,624 14 6 ...
6,601 5 5 f 366 15 6
I ... 363 3 118,137  10 11
20,999 19 1 ...  2,270 15 1
12,351 0 3 ... 957 0 0
17,043  16 3  ...  4,789 10 3
1,24615 10  376 12 5
1,157 1 5 ... 178 0 0
2,254 12 10 ... 191 2 7
5,091 17 11 819 16 0
1,000 6 2 ... 169 17 9
14,158 14 4 2,809 9 2 ...
131,222 10 0  131,144 12  0 8,997 7 7 8,919 9 7
... 7,246 10 1 7,588 11 7 ...  1  842 1 6
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COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT  OF QUARTERS'  REVENUE-Continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
31st December ,  31st December,
1875. 1876.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales -Auction ... ... ...
Selection  ... ... ...
Pre-emption  ... ... ...
Mineral Selections  ... ... ... ...
Rents of Homestead and Conditional
Purchases
All other  Rents  ... ... ...
Mining Licenses  ... ... .::
Survey and Transfer Fees ... ...
RENT  OF LAND FOR PASTORAL PUR-
POSES-
Rent of Runs ... ... ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees  ... ... ...
GOLD-
Miners ' Rights and  Business Licenses ...
Other  Receipts  ... ... ... ...
STAMP  DUTY ...
PoSTAGE-
Sale of Stamps ...
Imperial and Colonial Contributions
Commission on Money Orders ...
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage  ... ... ... ... ...
Light Due s ... ... ... ... ...
Marine Board ... ... ... ...
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS
RAILWAY  RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western
Northe rn  ...
£  a. d. £ a. d.
14,729 11 10
677 7 5
10,240 0 0
1,051 6 1
20,089  5 10
158 6 7
22 10 0
5,814 2 0
52,782 8 9
1,808 12 3
1,076 10 3
4,822 1 1
709 6 0
13,979 12 7
50 3 4
16 0 0
3,283 12 10
25,745 17 4
6,761 3 2
1,656 16 0
8,417 19 2
8,261 3 9
667 9 9
8,928 13 6
1,467 10 0 2,088 10 0
2,026 15 2 1,890 19 3
3,494  5 2 3,979 9 3
11,333 6 3  11,739 15  2
6,978 5 0 7,527 2 9
607 2 4
35016 6 381 18 1
7,329 0 6 8,516 3 2
2,231 11 4
1,431 7 1
106 0 0
3,768 18 5
6,833 7 3
LICENSES-To out Timber, make Bricks, &c. ... ... `
To Auctioneers .. ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ...
To Distil ...
To Bonded Storekeepers
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
To Publicans, for Billiard and Bagatelle
Tables
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ... ...
All other Licenses ... ... ... ...
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment  of Title Deeds
Registrar -General  ... ...
Sheriff  ... ... ...
Courts of Petty  Sessions  ... ... ... I
Shipping Master  ... ... ... ...
All other Fees ... ... ... ...
FINES  AND FORFEITURES-
Courts of Petty Sessions
Proceeds of Sale of  Confiscated' and
Unclaimed  Property
Crown's Share  of Seizures ...
A ll other  Fines  ... ... ... ...
•
357 10 0
260 9 3
240 0 0
50 0 0
1,506 5 1
1,251 12 6
280 0 0
40,512 17 10 49,098 6 4
5 327 1 8 9 736 14 5,...I ,
45,839 19 6 58,835 0 9
Decrease. Increase.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
12,920 19 7
5,417 18 11
342 1 1
399 2 10
6,109 13 3
108 2 3
6 10 0
2,530 9 2
27,435 14 3 399 2 10
989 6 3
1,500 0 7
989 6 8 1,500 0 7
135 15 11
621 0 0
135 15 11 621 0 0
2,121 14 6 109 16 10
1,512 14 10
92 2 0' 13 18 0
3,726 11 4 123 14 10
4,170  4 11  307 3 2
7,615 7  8 ... f 782 0 5
2,327  9 10 278 15 3 ! 79 1 9
401 0 0 ... 43 10 0
1201410 13914 5I
320 0 0 ... 80 0 0
127 0 0 ... i 77 0 0
1,500 6 5 5 18 8 j
1,185 17 10 65 14 $
245 0 0 35 0 0 l
260 0 0 210 0 0 50 0 0
71 1 3 60 5 10 10 15 5
4,276 18 1
551 3 8
47 3 0
15 14 0
432 0 0
1,046 0 8
770 9 7 518 6 11 1 252 2 8
1,082 2 0 1,139 18  10 ... 57 16 10
85 0 3 88 16 8 ... 3 16 5
322 2 9 319  17.5 2 5 4
136 17  9 112 10 6  24 7 3
130 11 0 147  19 6 ... 1 17 8 6
2,527  3 4
457 16 9
113 7 6
10 16 1
223 10 0
805 10 4
93 6 11
66 4 6
406 8 11
548 17 9
607 2 4
31 2 7
1,187 2 8
81 7 9
81 7 9
8,585 8 6
4,409 12 9
12,995 1 3
200 10 0
4 17 11
208 10 0
66 4 6  $06 14 10
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTERS'  REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended
31st December,
1875.
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale  of Government Property ... ...
Government Printer
Balances  in hands of Public Officers Refunded
Surcharges  Recovered ... ... _ ...
Letters of Registration ... ... ...
Balances  in Insolvency ... ...
Tolls and Ferries ... ... ... ...
Wharves ... .. ...
Government Buildings and Premises ...
Civil Service Superannuation Fund
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ...
TOTAL RTVENUE PROPER
Decrease .  Increase.
Quarter ended
91st December,
1876.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £  a. d. £ s. d.
244 1 4 366 5 3
97 5 1 130 16 0
52 15 0 147 6 3
55 0 9 24 2 4
64 0 0 168 0 0
3 19 9
126 15 5 279 10 0
654 5 0 495 1 8
154 18 5 205 0 0
400 10 7 377 12 6
2,239  17 1 10,111 4 11
4,089 8 8  12,308 18  8
£ 289,967 5 6 287,672 15 10
30 18 5
159 3 4
22 18 1
122 3 11
33 10 11
94 11 3
104 0 0
3 19 9
152 14 7
50 1 7
7,871 7 10
212 19 10  8,432 9 10
38,647 1 7  36,252 11 11
38,547 1 7
Decrease of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter, 1875 ... £ 2,294 9 8
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Brisbane Drainage  Act  Fund ... ...
Western Railway Act ... ...
Immigration  Collections , London ... ...
Immigration  Collections, Colony ... ...
Scab Assessment  ... ... ... ...
Brands Act  Fund ... ...
Pound Sales ... ,..
Assurance  Fund,  Real Property Act ...
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ...
Po li ce Superannuation  Fund
...
G old Fields Homesteads  Act  Fund...
Trust  Fund --Audit Act of  1874 ...
8,974 7 6  1,272 10  0
609 19 6 17,241 19  .7
5,059 11 6 1,935 13 0
1,204 0 0  2,738 10  01,281 16  9 1,079 7 1
234 0 6 267 18 1
181 16 1 222 12 8
206 3 2 461 8 3
242 14 7 186 19 10
547 6 7 594 1 11
15 2 0 8 2 0
272 4 3 14 18 0
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS  £  18,828 2 5 26,024 0 5
Deduct  Decrease ...
7,701 17 6
3,123 18 6
16,632 0 1
1,534 10 0
202 9 8
... 33 17 7
40 16 7
256 5 1
55 14 9
7 0 0
257 6 3
46 15 4
11,348 6 8 18,544 4 8
... ... ... ... ... ... £ 11,348 6 8
Increase of Special  Receipts  on corresponding  Quarter, 1875 ... £ 7,195 18 0
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 4th January, 1877.
PARTICULARS of CAsu  and LAND ORDE$s received  on account of Sales and Rents  of Land,  during  the Quarters
ended 81st December, 1876, and 31st December, 1876, respectively.
QUARTER ENDED QUARTER ENDED
31sT DECEMBER, 1875. 31sT  DECEMBER, 1876.
Land Orders. Cash . Land Orders. Cash.
£  a.  d. 2 s. d. 2 t. d.  £ s. d.Proceeds of Land Sales , by Auction
... ...
... ... ... 8,827 14 3 5,901 17 7 25 0 0  1,783 12  3
„ „ by Selection ... ... ... 616 0 0 61 7 5 58 0 0 1,018 10 3
Homestead and Conditional Purchases ... ... ,,. ... 1,208  3 3 18,881 2 7 283 9 9  I  13,716 2 10
Mireral Selections ... 1,061 6 1 ... 709 6 0
1£  110,651 17  8 26,895 13 8 346 99 17,227 10l
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED  REVENUE of  the COLONY  Of QUEENSLAND
and of the S PECIAL  F UNDS  paid into the TREASURY,  at BRISBANE , during the HALF-
YEARS ended 31st DECEMBER, 1875, and  31st DECEMBER  1876, respectively, showing the
INCREASE or DECREASE  under each head thereof.
Half -year ended Half-year ended
31st December ,  31st December ,  Decrease.
1875. 187 6.
CUSTOMS-
Increase.
£  S. d. £  S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Spirits  ... ... .. 88,404 19
Wine 12,811 1
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, '&. ,.. ... ... 14,210 11
Tobacco, Snuff,  and Cigars  ... ... ... 37,552 18
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Chicory .. ... ...  23,356. 4
Provisions ,  Fruits,  Pickles,  &c. ... ... 25,525 4Grain, Malt ,  Bic. ... ... ... ... 3,232 3
Sugar and Molasses  ... ... ... ... 1,859 13
Iron Castings , Wire, &c. ... ... 5,188 it
Oils, Chemicals ,  Soap , Starch, &c. ... .. 11,821 0
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ... 1 1,890 12
Ad valorem ... ... ... ...  ...1 37,917 6I--263,770 6
3  82,727 16  5 5,677  2 10
6 11,858 9 8 952 11 10
2 14,063 0 4  147  10 10
2 44,282 5 2 ... 6,729 7 0
2 24,577 12 7 ... 1,221 8 6
3  32,070 15  9 6,545 11 6
6 2,207 3 6 1,025 0 0
7 2,520 9 10 66016 3
6 4,683 15 7 504 15 11
10 11,062 4 2 758 16 8
3 1,987 11 3 ...
9 31,409 4 3 6,508 2 6
11 263,450 8 6
EXCISE- t
Duty on Colonial Spirits ... ... ... 14,708 8 8 ' 15,317 6 10
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales - Auction ..,
Selection ...
„ Pre-emption , ,
Mineral Selections  ... ... ...
Rents of Homestead  and Conditional Pur-
chases  ...
...
...
All other Rents ... . , , , , . ...
Mining Licenses  ... ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees
96 19 0
15,574 0 7 15,254 2 2
16,584 15  4  9,826 19  0  6,757 16  4
1,919 8 7 1,951 18 7
28,160 0 0  16,470 1 1  11,689 18 11
2,181  14 10  1,384 5 0 797  9 10
34,434 2 6 30,730 5 8  3,703 16 10
217 13 1 164 14 11 52 18 2
53 0 0 31 0 0 22 0 09,452 12  6  6,570 18  0 2,881 14 6
608 18 2
32 10 0
93,003 6 10 67,130 2 3 25,905 14 7 8210 0
RENT OF LAND FOR PASTORAL PUR-
POSES-
Rent of Runs ...
Survey and Transfer Fees
... 130,232 19 6 144,360 7 7 ... 14,127 8 1
...  3,054 12  0 1,027 10 9 2,027 1 3
133,287 11 6 145,387 18 4 2,027 1 3  14,127 8 1
GOLD-
Miners' Rights and Business Licenses ... 3,884 0 0 4,993 10 0 ... 1,109 10 0
Other Receipts... ... ... ... ... 3,833 0 8 4,476 11 7 ... 643 10 11
7,717 0 8 9,470 1 7 1,753 0  11--
STAMP DUTY ... ... ... ... ... 22,849 13 10 23,045 9 0 ... 195 15 2
POSTAGE-
Sale of  Stamps...  ... ... 14,100 12 4 15,297 18 0  ...  1,197 5 8
Imperial and Intercolonial Contributions  ... ...  674 15 4  ...  674 15 4
Commission on Money Orders  ... ... 7012 6 760  4 10 ... 57 12 4
14,803 4 10 16, 73 2 18 2 ...  1,929 13 4
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-
Pilotage ... ... ... ... ..  4,767 17 10  4,433 0 7 324 17 3
Light Dues .,. ... ... ... 2,663 11 8 2,821 3 4 ... 157 11 8
Marine Board ... ... ... ... .... 240 10 0 249 15 6 ... 9 5 6
7,661 19  6  7,503 19 5  324 17  3 16617 2
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS 13,783 18  6 15,847 7 2 ...  2,073 8 8
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
... 67,544 1 5 81,165 6 6 ... 13,621 5 1Southern  and Western
... 9,342 16 0 16,989 10 1 ... 7,646 14 1Northern ... ...
76,886 17  5 98,154  16 7 ... 21,267 19 2
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT  OF HALF-YEARS'  REVENUE-continued.
LICENSES-
To cut Timber, make Bricks, &c. ... ...
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers... ... ...
To Distil ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
To Publicans for Billiard and Bagatelle 2
Tables ... ... s
To Hawkers and Pedlars ...
All other Licenses ... ... ... ...
FEES OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar-General ... ... ...
Sherif ... ... ... ...
Courts of Petty Sessions ,,. ..,
Shipping Master
All  other Fees ... ... ... ... ..
FINES AND FORFEITURES-
Sheriff ... ... ... ...
Courts of 'Petty Sessions ... ... ...
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and Un-
claimed Property `
Crown's Share of Seizures ... ... ...
All other Fines ... ... ... ...
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... ...
Government Printer .. ..
Balances in hands of Public Officers
Refunded... ... ... ...
Surcharges Recovered ... ... ..
Letters of Registration ... ... ..
Balances  in Insolvency ... ... ..
Tolls and Ferries ... ... ... ...
Wharves ...
Government  Buildings  and Premises ...
Civil Service Superanuation Fund ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ...,
TOTAL REVENUE PROPER ... £
Deduct Decrease ...
Half-year ended Half -year ended
31st December. 31st Decembei, I Decrease.
1875. 1878.
£  s. d. £ a. d.l £ a. d.
968 0 0 1,166 0 0 1 ..
403 1 9 166 19 10 236 1 11
560 0 0 460 0 0 100 0 0
100 0 0 152 0 0
2,720 9 10 2,965 6 11
6,389 13 0 6,019 10 4
695 0 0 580 0 0
401 0 0 450 0 0
159 3 7 144 6 6
12,396 8 2 12,104 3 7
1,38015 1  1,241 0  2
2,297 7 2 2,290 1 2
164 10 11 202 5 2
594 1 0 551 19 1
335 16 6 277 15 0
290 18 9 255 13 0
5,063 9 5 4,819 3 7
370 2 8
115 0 0
14 17 1
Increase.
£ s. d.
198 0 0
52 0 0
244 17 1
49 0 0
836 1 8  1 543 17 1
139 4 11
7 6 0
42 1 11
58 1 6
35 5 9
37 14 3
282 0 1 37 14 3
14 3 6 2116 6
917 10 9 1,114 0 9
117 19 4 183 6 3 i
118 18 0 1 32 2 7 86 15 5
311 17 6 1 449 5 0 .
1,480 9 1  1,800 11  1 86 15 5
900 10 3 501 9 1 399 1 2
7 13 0
196 10 0
65 6 11
137 7 6
406 17 6
377 5 10  394 18  4 ...  17 12  6
87 12 8 208 6 10 ...  120 14  2
172 6 0  27  1 6 145 4 6
195 0 0 384 0 0 ... 189 0 0
2,535 2 4 ... 2,535 2 4320 19  7 414 8 9 ... 93 9 2978 15  0 1,03516 8 ... 57 1 8
292 13 0  528 13  6 ... 236 0 6
802 19 1 750 6 7 52 12 6
6,922  8 7 12,062 0 5 6,139 11 10
10,050 10  0  18,842 4 0 596 18 2 9,388 12 2
677,463 5 4 699,616 10 1 45,633 9 0 67,786 13 9
... £ 1 46,633 9 0
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Six Months 1876 ... ... £ 22,153 4 9
SPECIAL  RECEIPTS-
Brisbane  Drainage Act  Fund ...
Western Railway Act ...
Immigration Collections, London ...
Immigration Collections, Colony ...
Scab Assessment ... ,.. ...
Brands Act  Fund ... ... ...
Pound Sales .. ... .
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Acct
Police Reward Fund ... .. ...
Police Superannuation Fund... ...
Gold Fields  Homesteads  Act  Fund ... ...
Trust  Fund  Audit Act of  1874 ... ,..
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS ... £
Deduct  Decrease
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Six Months  1875 ... ... £
8,974 7 6 2,54010 0 6,433 17 6609 19  6  17,740 18  8 ...  17,130 19  25,059 11  6  6,503 14  6 ... 1,444 3 03,989 17  6 5,777 4 0 .. 1,787 6 6
1,285 6 3 1,081 7 1 203 19 2
563 18 11 504 13 7 59 6 4 1
482 9 3 432 13 5 49 15 10
376 16 8 626 14 3 249 17 7
460 16 4 404 6 1 56 , 10 3853 13  5 903 10 2 ...  49 16  9
22 1 0 26 11 0 4 10 0
275 19 3 16 8 8 259 15 7
22,954 17 1 36,558 6 5 7,063 3 8 20,666.13 0
... ... ... ... ... ... £ I 7,063 3 8
13,603 9 4
JAMES R. DICKSON,
The Treasury , Colonial Treasurer.
Queensland , 4th January, 1877.
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PA19TIOULAPA of CASH and LAND  ORDERS received on account of Sales and Rents of Land during the Half-
years ended 31st December ,  1875 ,  and 31st December ,  1876 ,  respectively.
HALT - YEAS ENDED HALL - YE A R ENDED
31st  DECZMBER ,  1876 .  31st  DCCEI [ EEE, 1878.
Land Orders .  Cash. Land Orders. Cash.
£ a. d. £ a. d. E a.  d. S a. d.
Proceeds of Land Sales - Auction 9,786 18 7 6,797 16 9 3,442 3 2 6,384 15 10
Ditto ditto , - Selection Purchase  ..
.
1,017 19 2 901 9 5 238 18 0 1,713 0 7
Homestead and Conditional Purchases
.. ... 1,846 9 1 32,688 13 5 522 2 3 30,208 3 5Mineral Selections ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,181 14 10 ... 1,384 5 0
£ 12,650 6 10 42,469 14 6 4,203 3 6 39,690 4 10
COMPARATIVE  STATEMENT Of the CUSTOMS DUTIES ,  received at each PORT of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAXD
and paid into the Treasury at Brisbane ,  during the Quarters and Half -years ended 31st December,
1875, and 31st December ,  1876, respectively.
Port. Quarter ended Quarter ended Half -Year ended Half -year ended31st December ,  1875.  31st December ,  1876.  31st December, 1875.  31a  tDecember, 1876.
£ a. d. £ s. d.
1,250 0 0 1,250 0
4,511 11 9  4,922 12
91 13 4 91 13
1,475 3
142,787 10 0173,193 10
Brisbane ...
... 63,621 3 8 67,302 3 0  136,134 12  1 134,145 0 2
Ipswich ... ...
... 5,428 11  8 4,756 16 9 10,363 8 0 8,971  8 11
Maryborough ... .,.
... 8,956 0 8 7,018 12 8 17,326  5 11 14,793 16  2
Burnett River 405 12 4 267 14 1 650 0 3 586 14 2
Gladstone 737 4 9 654 17 5  1,268 7 8 1,426 17  8
Rockhampton ... ... ... 17,277 6 0 15,595 11 0 33,528 19 1 31,353 11 7
8t. Lawrence ... 2,295 19  7 2,092 10 7  4,647 10  1 4,148 16 2
Mackay ... 375 8 41 328 121 267 17  510  3 2 373 3 1
Port Denison ...
,
185 7 61
,1142 14 ,11  2 777 9 11 ,2208 17 11
lCl d B
, , , ,
eve an ay 13,527 15  7 9,526 7 9 22,959 2 3 20,151  1 11
Port Hinchinbrook ... 245 8 5 167 8 9 685 2 7 375 8 4
Cairns ... ... 745 5 1 745 5 1
Cooktown ... ... 13,656 15 11 16,477 13 10 27,2ii 13  1 37,196 12  7
Sweer 's Island
... ... 1,403 11 5 1,608 19 3 1,543 12 4 1,716 1 5
Border Customs 1,106 4 2 2,459 4 1 2,459 6 3 3,257 13  4
TOTAL 0.6 0.0 131,222 10 0 131,144 12 0 263,770  6 11 263,450 8 6
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT  of the EXPENDITURE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND for the
QUARTERS and  HALF-YEARS  ended 31st DECEMBER,  1875, and 31st DECEMBER,  1876, respectively.
FOR THE QIIARTERI ENDED
£  a. d. £  S.  d.
TOR THE HALT - YTAE9 ENDED
31st December ,  Slat December,  Slat December,
1875. 1876. 1875.
Slat December.
1876.
£  S. d. £  S. d. £  S. d. £ a. d.
Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule C
No. 1.-SCHEDULES.
Schedule D
Interest on the Public Debt
0 2,500 0 0 2,500 0 0
9, 9,716 14 11 10,068 3 10
4' 191 13 4 166 13 4
3 2,425 6 7
0 142 ,787 10 0 173,193 10 0
1148,640 15 1 180,932 19 4
No. 2: EZECIITIVE AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Exce llency the Governor ... ..
Executive Council ...
Legislative Council  ... ... ...
Legislative Assembly
Legislative Council and Assembly ...
155,195 18 3 1  188,353 13 9
253 10 0I 253 10 0 718 9 6
144 1  61  144 13 6 292 3 3
855 10  6  1,04618 1  1,759 18  8
957 4 2 1,203 15 8 1,956 12 11
515 2 3  1,084 12  OI 1,632 0 10
507 0 0
299 14 8
1,889 15 11
2,359 14 9
2,261 14 7
2,725  8 5 3,733 9  3  1 6,269 5 2 7,317 19 6
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE-- continued.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED FOR THE HALF - TEARS ENDED
31st December ,  31st December, 31st December , (  S1st December,
1875.  1 1876. 1875. I 1876.
£ a. d.
No. 3: COLONIAL SECBETABY.
Colonial  Secretary's Department
Registrar-General  ... ... ... ... ...
Immigration  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Steamer  "g ate" ... ... ... ... ...
Po lice  ... ... ...
Gaols ... ... ...
Water Police ... ... .. .
Reformatory  ... ... ...
Medical and Boards  of Health
Colonial Stores  ... ... ... ...
Government Printing,  &c.... ... ...
Charitable Allowances  ... ... ...
Benevolent  Asylum ... ...
Lunatic Asylum ...
Lunatic Reception Houses  ... ... ... ...
Grants in aid of Pub li c Institutions ... ...
Somerset Harbor of Refuge ... ... ... ...
Volunteers  ... ... ...
Endowments to Municipalities  ... ... ...
Census  ... ... ...
Philadelphia Exhibition ... ... ... ...
Removal, Cape  York  Settlement  ... ... ...
Miscellaneous  services ...
564 11 8
1,798 13 8
3,191 6 10
700 6 7
27,490 9 7
3,227 4 3
272 13 0
200 2 10
464 4 10
4,513 16 4
3,639 3 2
4,956 7 11
763 19 0
2,937 17 8
362 13 1
571 7 2
533 15 8
121 16 6
138 15 7
72 19 10
745 3 3
2,204 10 0
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
673 10 9 1,175 8 2 1,346 4 71,880 13  0  3,220 9 5 3,908 2 2
3,199 1 10  6,791 7 1 6,190 14 6668 11 10 1,242 7 7 1,097 4 230,131 13  7 67,247 9 9  60,838 16  1
2,981 10 10 6,345 10 1 5,867 11 2
298 7 0 560 5 10 683 10 4
247 15 5 327 4 1 435 13 1
63814  2  1,156 15  0  1,194 10  65,622 14  3 9,589 3 3 10,073 9 4
5,813 15 1 10,161 8 9 12,712 16 03,933 10  4 12,994 0 2  8,994 10  6
678 3 0  1,459 19  2 1,315 0 23,274 17  7 5,786  10 11  6,292 16 3
310 2 10 890 13 11 737 18 9
631 19 10 2,044 19 3 1,520 11 9
509 15 10 997 19 1 1,033 11 9
154 2 3 275 11 5 215 14 5
639 19 3 1,738 16 11 2,113 19 0
389 5 3 72 19 10 6,907 18 387 13  8 1,193 4 8 1,828 2 1
2,296 0 0 ... 4,198 3 65,423 17  4  7,435 18  5 8,985 7 7
69,641 18  5  70,385 14 11 141)708 12  9 148,492 3 9
No. 4.-ADMINIsTBATIOx OF JUSTICE.
Law  Officers of the Crown ... ... ... ... 543 7 2
Sup reme Court  ... ... ... ... ...  1,286 0 1
District Courts  ... ... ... ... ... 1,777 17 0
Sheriff  ... ... ... ... ...  697 6 0
Insolvency  .. ... ... ... ...  222 13 4
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... ... ...  319 2 0
NO. 5.-SECRETARY FOB PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Department  ... ... ... ... ...
Inspection ...
State Schools ... ... ... ... ...
Buildings  ... ... ... ... ...
P ro visional Schools  ... ... ... ... .. .
Gramihar Schools  ... ... ... ... ...
Orphanages  ... ... ... ... ... ...
No. 6.-COLONIAL TBBASIBEB.
Treasury  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Customs  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Border Patrol  ... ...
Distillation  ... ... ... ... ...
Marine Board  ... ... ... ... ...
Shipping Office  ... ... ... .,.
Harbors and Pilot Department  ... ... ...
Light -houses and Light -ships  ... ... ,.,
Powder Magazines  ... ... ... ...
Engineer ,  Harbors ,  and Rivers  ... ... ...
Interest ,  Commission ,  and Exchange ... ...
Refundments  ... ... ...
IInrendered Claims  ... ... ... ... ...
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... ... ...
7.-SBCRETAnY  FOR PUBLIC LANDS.
Department  of Public Lands
Sale of Lands ...
Pastoral Occupation ... ... ... ...
Survey of Land ,  etc. ... ...
Botanical  Gardens  ... ... ... ...
Reserves  ... ... ... ... ...
Miscellaneous Services  ... ... ...
1,035 15 10 949 7 3  1,524 16  51,926 10  8 8,533 4 2 3,217 9 0
2,042 4 0 5 ,261 18 8  3,723 19 10992 10  4  1,558 18 10  1,758 4 6
259 4 11 425 6 8 502 16 11
... 502 1 9 481 12 3
4,846 4 7 6,266 6 9  12,230 17  4 11,208.18 11
1,248 10  8 739 9 2 2,404  8 8  1,856 10  6
983 18 4 1,66011 5
14,196 2 8 13,481 17 10 30,887 4 6  28,092 9 22,914 16  9 2,67016 3 6,541 2 1 4,333 8 7
. 912 3 8  ...  1,445  0 10
2,787  1 6 2,421 3 2  4,339 16 10 3,617 7 41,420 12  7 1,872 18 4 3,105 15 3 3,61816 2
22,567 4 2 22,982 6 9 47,278 7 4 44,424 3 0
1,611 8 2 1,835 14 0 3,207 3 2 3,444 4107,090 17  6  7,667 12  7 16,620 3  4 15,66917
448 18 3 813 11 11 1,251 6 5 1,376  131 k7
1,035 10 6 1,200 4 6 2,244 4 8 2,30717 4
163 12 10 161 15 10 276 14 2 315 12 4
107 10 0 124 3 4 228 5 10 260 8 44,059 18  2 5,382 9 3  9,604 19 11  9,236 9 5
1,858 3 3 2,181 7 7 4,484 6 2 4,780 4 8
91 13 0 71 9 5 207 3 6 155 16 2
816 4 4 697 5 1  1,324 14  9 1,108  6 101,028 12  7 1,058 4 3 3,419 0 1  1,942 14  5
8,693 7 2 2,336 19 4 4,908 7 0 5,467 2 1
1,819 19 0  2,985 13  9 1,998 19 4 3,468 6 2
1,658 6 8 577 6 2 3,356 19 4 2,050 7 11
25,484 011  27,093 16 11I 53,132 7 8 51,564 1 10
1,067  13 11  1,056 8 1 1
2,040 19 10 2,149 18  71
817 16 9 906 0 10I
6,242  9 11  8,184  6 10
343 7 6' 253 7 0
... 1,224 19 5 1,159 2  71
... 541 0  2 2,050 13 8
12,278 7  6115,759 16  7
2,062  2 7 2,041 9 1
4,662 14 8 4,281 13 5
1,770 5 4 1,866 1 0
14,436 7 2 14,014  9 10
841 17 0 850 5 11
1,477 13 6  1,801 3  3
757 18 6 8,38316 2
26,008 13  9 28,289 8 8
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE --co ntinued.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED  FOR  THE HALF -TEARS ENDED
31st December,
1875.
£  it. d.
8: SECRETARY  FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Department of Public Works ... ... 2,901 0 6
Railway, Southern and Western ... ... ... 22,130 15 6
Railway, Northern ... .. .. ... 3,751 16 8
Roads Southern Division including Wide Bay and
Burnett ...
Roads ,  Central Division ...
Roads ,  Northern Division ...
Buildings ... ...
Gold Fields ... ...
3,929 17 8
12,204 17 11
8,439 6 5
4,076 7 0
31st December ,  31st December ,  31st December,
1876. 1876. 1876.
£  s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
3,617 15  8  5,736 13  3 6,897 4 1
24,277  8 6  43,762 17  3 47,996 0 25,023 10  0 8,813  3 10  10,244 6 0
9,578 1 11  51,894 14  6  22,W 17  2
2,217 4 10 10,571 16 3 3,77213 5
2,417 0 7 17,289  10 10  4,687 0 5
3,999 17 8 15,333 19 1 7,160 17 75,082 19  4  9,738 14 10  9,806  6 11
79,516  4 7 66,213 18 6 163,141  9 10  113,405 5 9
... 1 22,082 3 0
9.-P08TMA STER-GEN EBAL.
General Post  Office ... ... ... ... ...
Conveyance of Mails . .. ... ...
Meteorological Observer  ... ... ...
Electric Telegraph Department ...
3,217 17  6 4,204 7 5 6,51416 9 7,622  7 11
11,618 9 0 13,657 15 8  35,746 10  9  34433 10  6
83 6 8  ...  125 0 0 4113 4
10,873 18 0  12,552 1  3 22,106 7 6  24,000 14  0
25,793 11 2 130,414 5  4  64,492 14  0 63,998 5 9
10.-AUDIT OR- GENERAL.
Department  ... ... ... ...
GRAND TOTAL
1,164 4 2 11  1,295  16 2 1 2,172 11 6 2,667 16 6
382,657 19 0 415,068 19 6I 671,620 17 7 659,671 17 5
BALANCE OF THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr. Balance ,  let July, 1876  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... A 43,823 8 9
,,, .,, ,,, ,,, ... ...  659,671 17  SExpenditure  for the Half -year ended 31st December ,  1876 ...
Revenue for  the Half -year ended 31st December ,  1876 ...
19703,495 4 2
695,413 6 8
De ficit, 31st December ,  1876  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  £ 8,081 17 6
LOAN EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBVSBEMENTB for the Quarters and Half-years ended 31st December ,  1876, and 31st December,
1876 ,  respectively.
QUARTERS ENDED HALF - TEASE ENDED
31st December,
1875.
Immigration  ... ... ...
Electric Telegraphs  ... ... ...
Railways-
Southe rn  and Western ... ...
Dalby towards Roma ... ...
Great Northern... ... .. .
Extension Surveys ... ...
Lighthouses  ... ... ...
Harbors and Rivers  .. ... ...
Municipalities  (Loans  to) ... ...
Roads  and Brides--
Southern  Division
Wide  Bay and Burnett ...
Central Division .. ...
Northern Division ... ...
Buildings  .. ... ... ...
Water  Supply .
Unforeseen Expenditure ... ...
£ a. d.
... 30,034 2 5
... 6,018 15 11
... ... 23,603 19 4
... ... 739 6 0
... ... 44,810 4 8
... ... 1,971 12 1
... ... 346 14 4
... ... 4,401 17 7
31,600 0 0
... ... 990 8 10
... ... 9,059 13  it
... ... 994 9 8
... ... 4,948 9 0
6,929 0 0
... 11,011 1 4
31st December, 31st December ,  31st December,
1878.  1875. 1876.
£  S. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.18,211 12  4 36,263 1  8  54,969 17 5
4,394 7 6 10,746 0 9  18,656 11 11
4,324 8 4  78,921 17  8 17,078  4 11
48,329 9 0  1,186 19  9  88,235 13 2
47,585 7 3 83,209 0 4  90,964 11  5
2,465  3 10 2,925 19 10  4,969  2 10
508 4 1 979 2 4 644 17 5
9,891  3 10 7,704 12  8 15,451 2 4
... 31,624 0 0 300 0 0
9,058 8 9  2,412 17  5 12,869  2 11388 17  5  15,717 13  5  388 17  5
599 6  6 6,367 6 8 1,438 0 46,032 11  9 11,122 2 9 6,150 7 7
7,251  2 0  12,980 15  0 13,198 17 02,879 14 10  14,86816 3  5,873 3 6
13,710 2  10 ... 25,330 12 2
176,548 15 1 175,630 0 3 317,030  6 6 356,519 2 4
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TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
Aa1STUAer of DIS i3L'RsE%lrN rs for the Qu,a,rtcrs aaicl llalf-years ended 31st Decenaber,  1875 , and 31st December,
1876, respectively.
(at %r.t FRS 1.,XDI D iiaia-1 PARS ENDED
31St December. 31,t 1)ecewber, 31.t December, 31st  December.
1875.  1876. 1875. 1876.
.x  ... d. £ s. d. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
Assessment on Sheep 43U 6 6 612 2 11 858 17 6  1,112 5 6
Assessnient  on Stock,  Brawls let 880 6 0 664 8 4 1,51717 8  1,294 9 8
Pound Sales ... 21 3 2 24 18 3 67 14 8  731 11 1
Police Reward Fund 4 0 0 16 0 0 6 0 0  19 10 0
Police Superannuation Fund .. 59 2 10 72 12 0 128 9 10 188 12 6
ration RemittancesImuti
.
2 050 6 2 2602 12 1 2278 15 10  404.39 3...gImmigration, London ... ...... ,8,859 3 1 ,1,650 1 5 ,8,859 3 ,4 5,9343 0
Innni ;ration, Polynesian ... 153 1 9 133 1 9
B ei.sbarae  TPateewvay cousiruclio,a Act 300 t) 0 297 8 6 904 15 8  297 8 6
Gold Fields h olnestead Act  F mid 196 3 0 1 18 0  221 3 0
Brisbane Drainage Act ...
.
3,175
..
16 7 3,166 (3n 1,019 10 7  6,7510 11
Real Property  Act Assurance Fund 5 12 6
To l'AL ... £ 16,139 6 4 8,960 12 6 24,715 4 10 20,599 5 11
SPECIAL APPROPRIATION.
(SURPLUS REPENuE FUND.)
ABSTRLCT of DISBURSEMENTS for the Quarters and Half -years  ended 31st December, 1875,  and 31st  December,
1876, respectively.
QCSRIERS  5.1»5,1) HALF-YEARS ENDED
31st December, 31st December, 31st  December , 31st December,
1875. 1876.  1875. 1876.
£ s. d.j £ s. d. ! s.
New  Dredge ... ... ... ... ... 9,000 0 0 1,402 13 11 9,005 11
.Dredge, Brisbane ... ... ... ... ... 1,291 5
Dry Dock, South Brisbane ... ... ... 23 17 0 3,850 10 2 23 17
Steam Tug, Maryborough ... ... ... ... 600 0 0 ... 1,100 0
it. T. d.
0 3,80(3 1 3
2
0 7,783 4
0
7
Wharf ,  Bundaberg ... ... ... 1 99 19 0  ...  1,270 2 8 ..
Improvements ,  Cleveland Bay ... ... ... 13 6 7 ... 13 6 7 2,674 4 8
Light and Signal Station, Cape Capricorn  .. ,  190 12 10  ...  364 12 0 98 6 8
Electric Telegraphs  ... ... ,.. ...  14 13 0 1,920 13 10 3,316 15 10 2,237 15 4
Railway Surveys  ... ... ... ... ...  ... ... 1,168 19 4 ...
Pioneer River Embankment  ... ... ... 1,420 10  3 .. 2,466 1 3
Lighthouse ,  North Reef  ... ... ... ... ... 60 5 0  1 12 0 60 5 0
Light Vessel,  Torres Straits  .. .. 828 6 10 101 9 1 3,323 12 3 440 1 11
Railways , Renewal of Rolling Stock ... ... 86:3 18 10 766 10 1 3,701 10 3 1,804 10 6
G roiu , Upper Flat, Rockhampton... ... .. , ... 825 13 (i ... 2,922 17 11
TOTAL ... ... £
The Treasury,
Queensland , tth .January, 187 7.
13,055  4 ; 8,927 15 7 27,017  5 4 21,827 7 10
JAMES X. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
By Authority : JLMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brizbane.
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  i WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and Commander -in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
,WHEREAS it has been deemed expedient to
11'' 11''  constitute the Port of Trinity Bay a Ware-
housing Port for the Warehousing of Dutiable
Goods intended for home consumption or exporta-
tion, previously to the payment thereon of Duties:
Now, therefore ,  I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  and in pursuance
of the power and authority vested in me under
the eleventh  clause  of  " The Customs Act of  1873,"
do direct it to be notified that from and after the
twentieth January, 1877 ,  the Port of Trinity Bay
shall be a Warehousing Port accordingly ; and it
shall be lawful for the Collector of Customs, by
notice under his hand, to appoint from time to
time such Warehouse or Warehouses at the said
Port as shall be approved of by him, for the ware-
housing of Dutiable Goods therein, subject to the
law in  that behalf ,  which is now or shall hereafter
be in force.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this twelfth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JAMES R .  DICKSON.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HERFAS  by  " The Fire Briqades Act  if
1876, "  it is among other things enacted
that the said Act shall be in force in such towns in
the Colony of Queensland as the Governor in
Council shall from time to time declare by procla-
mation  :  And whereas it is deemed expedient and
necessary to declare the said Act in force within
the Municipality of Brisbane ,  in the colony atore-
said  :  Now, therefore ,  I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  by virtue
of the power and authority vested in me by the here-
inbefore recited Act ,  and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf ,  by and with the advice
of the Executive Council of the colony aforesaid, do
'by this my Proc lamation order and declare that the
hereinbefore recited Act, intituled  "  The Fire
Brigades Act of  1876," shall henceforth be in force
in the said Municipality of Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twelfth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE TSS -QUZ= I GOD SAVE TsS QvESlx 1
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QIIEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT . S WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
B
Y virtue  and in pursuance  of the authority in
me vested , I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
the Governor of the Colony of Queensland, by and
with  the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify, declare, and proclaim  " The Health Act of
1872 " to be in full force within the Municipality
of Rockhampton, in the  said  colony, for a period of
six months  from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight  hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its  Dependencies.
B
Y virtue and in pursuance of the authority in
me vested, I, WILLIAM WELLIIGTON CAIRNS,
the Governor of the Colony of Queensland, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify , declare, and proclaim  "The Health Act of
1872 " to be in full force within the Municipality
of Townsville, in the said colony, for a period of six
months  from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this twelfth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,
and in  the fortieth  year  of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QIIEENSLAND, Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St . George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
1J
BY virtue and in pursuance of the authority in
me vested , I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
the Governor of the Colony of Queensland, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify, declare, and proclaim  " The Health Act of
1872 " to be in full force within the Municipality
of Bowen, i  the said colony, for a period fsix
months from the date hereof.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this twelfth day
of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
B. M. STEWART,
!GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QVUNSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire. Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
H FREAS information has been received by
the Government that a certain infectious
disease, called Small Pox, has been found to exist
in the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand : N ow, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the powers in me vested by  "The Quarantine
Act of  1863," do, with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby notify that portions of the said
colonies are infected with the said disease, and
that it is possible that such disease may be brought
from the said colonies into the Colony of Queens-
land and, with the advice aforesaid, I do order
and direct that no steamships or other vessels
arriving in this colony from or having touched
at any port of the said' Colonies of New South
Wales and New Zealand, shall be permitted
within the Port of Brisbane to come above the
Hulk " Proserpina," now moored at the entrance of
the Brisbane River, or to communicate with the
shore at any port within the colony until they shall
have been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ; and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board, or to land from any such steamship or other
vessel until the crew and passengers shall have
been inspected by the Health Officer, and the
steamship or vessel'by him be admitted to pratique.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWARD'.
GOD SAVE rHE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
`r
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
HEREAS by an Act passed and made in the
thirty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign, and
numbered thirty-five, intituled " An Act for the
Prevention and Cure of Diseases in Sheep,"  it is
amongst other things enacted that the Governor
may, for any period not exceeding six months, by
Proclamation, suspend the provisions of any one or
more of sections 43, 41, 45, and 46 of  the said
Act, in respect to sheep introduced or proposed to
be introduced from any adjoining colony in which
disease  is not known to
exist : And whereas thedisease  called "scab in sheep"  is not known to
exist in the Colony of New South Wales : Now
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, the.
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, suspend the
provisiois of sections 44 and 46 of the said Act,
with respect to sheep introduced or proposed to be
introduced overland from the said Colony of New
South Wales, for a period of six months from the
date hereof,  unless  this my Proclamation shall be
sooner rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one thou.
sand eight hundred and seventy -six, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
CLOD  SATE TUE QUEEN !
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th January, 1877.
I IIS Excellency the Governor directs it to benotified that he has been pleased to appoint
HENRY DEBONAIRE  GARDNER HAGGARD, Esquire,
to be Captain Unattached in the Queensland Volun-
teer  Brigade, -date the 12th instant.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. M. STEWART,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th January, 1877.
I
IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
• to appoint
Captain HENRY DEBONAIRE GARDNER HAGGARD
to be Extra Aide-de-Camp to His Excellency,-date
the 12th instant.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. M. STEWART,
Colonial Secretary.
Railway Department,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD PRIMROSE TREGURTHA
to be Accountant in the Commissioner for Railways'
Department.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. LEWIS JACKSON, Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Roma,
to be High Bailiff at that place, under the pro-
visions  of  " The Sherifffs' Act  of 1875,"  vice  Henry
Taylor Macfarlane. Such appointment to take
effect from the 1st  instant.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. LEWIS JACKSON, Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Roma,
to be District Receiver in Insolvency at that place,
under the provisions of  " The Insolvency Act of
1874,"  vice  Henry Taylor Macfarlane. Such ap.
pointment to take effect from the 1st instant.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
Mr. LEWIS JACKSON, Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Roma,
to be  Registrar  of the Southern District Court of
Queensland at that place, under the provisions of
"The District Courts Act of  1867,"  vice  Henry
Taylor Macfarlane. Such appointment to take
effect from  the 1st  instant.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM AGNEW BROWNE, R.C.S., Ire.,
to be Health Officer at Bowen for the purposes of
" The Quarantine  Act of  1863.1'
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT MCBURNEY, M.D.,
to be Health Officer at Mackay, for the purposes of
" The Quarantine Act of  1863."
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint ,  by Commission under his Hand
and Seal,-
No. 9 Company  Queensland  Volunteer  Rifles-
to be Lieutenant,
JOHN ALEXANDER BOYCE ;
No. 10 Company Queensland Volunteer Rifles-
to be Captain,
RIIPERT D. HICKMAN;
to be Lieutenants,
JOHN F. C. DIAMOND and
JOHN ROWLANDS.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January,  1877-T
1
1 IS Excellency the Governor  has been pleased
1 to make the following promotions in the
Queensland Volunteer Force:-
RIFLES.
Captain JOHN MCDONNELL,
No. 1 Company, to be Major.
ARTILLERY.
Captain GODFREY NAIRNE BENJAMIN GEARY
to be Major.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877. "_'
HIS Excellency the Governor has been  pleased
to appoint
Major JOHN McDoNNELL, Q.V.R.,
to be Major-Commandant of all the Queensland
Volunteer Forces.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto a cept the resignation of the Commission
held by
WILLIAM DAWSON LAMB,
as Lieutenant in No. 5 Company of the Queensland
Volunteer Rifle Brigade.
R. M. STEWART.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.i ] IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
i of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
C. COOPER
a member of the School Committee for the State
School at Tambo,  vice G. A.  Bilton,  deceased. -
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to accept  of the  resignations of the following
gentlemen ,  as members  of the School  Committees
mentioned in conjunction with their names
JOHN MACFARLANE,  Middle Ipswich ;
DONALD SMITH ,  Mount Esk ;
HUGH MCDONALD ,  Windmere ;
CHARLES  A. J. WOODCOCK,  Goondiwindi.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
T) WIT. 5 Companiofi of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
1 T'' HEREAS Notices  were  published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of May and 23rd day
`` of September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Roads hereunder described,
leading from the Dugandan and Ipswich [load to Selections situate to the east thereof, parish of Dugandin,
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified :
And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased
to approve of the opening of the said lloads : Now, therefore, 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS. Esquire,
tht' Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Roads have been marked and opened by the proper  officers , and that  the same are  now open for
public use.
76-892.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF PART  OF ROADS LEADING FROM THE DUGANDAN AND IPSWICH ROAD TO
SELECTIONS SITUATED TO THE EAST  THEREOF,  PARISH OF  DUGANDAN, COUNTY OF WARD.
No. Portion of Road.
1
oa
zo
U How Reputed
held. Owners. Occupiers .  Bearings.
Continuation of re- 666  C L. A.  Jessie Mc- Jessie Mc-
served road in portion  Act of  Donald, Donald,
17, running westerly 1868 John Ran- John Ran-
and north westerly kin Mc- kin Mc-
through portion c h•om Donald, Donald, and
its east  boundary to and Mac- M cquarrie
the crossing  of Teviot quarrie McDonald
Brook McDonald
2 Running easterly from 2332  C. L. A  Jessie Mc-
tle Ipswich and Du-  Oct of  Donald,
gandan road thro ugh 1869 John Ran-
portion 19 to the kin Mc
Teviot Brook Donald,
and Mac-
quarrie
McDonald
Jessie Mc-
Donald ,
John Ran -
kin Mc-
Donald, and
Macquarrie
McDonald
Length Breadth
in Chains .  of Road.
I
Area .  Remarks.
c 1s. Iks. A. R. P.
269° 43' 16 09 Irregular 15 2 0 Unimproved and
298° 3u' 16 40 Irregular unfeuced,
90° 0' 6 10 1 chain 1 1 19 Unimproved and
130° 0' 3 46 Irregular unfenced.
119° 0 ' 1 97 Irregular
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the year of our Lorca one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of  her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. ' Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St .  George,
(L.s.) W. W.  CAIRNS,  Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
W
H EH t4A S Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, and
28th day of October . A.D.  1876, respectively ,  relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described ,  through Portion 4, parish of Wararba ,  county of Canning ,  through lands in the occupation of
the pers ,n in the said notice specified  :  And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said road : Now,
therefore ,  I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76.5610.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 4 ,  PARISH OF WARARBA,  COUNTY OF CANNING.
Breadth
No. Portion of Road .  o
p
How Held . OReput
wner
Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths. of Area. Remarks.Tb6,2!4)
z
Road.
1 A triangular  piece of 458
land off the south
boundary of portion 4
2 I A triangular piece of 458
land off the  south-east
corner of portion 4,
giving acces+ to the
crossing of  the Cabul-
ture River
chs. lks .  A. R. P.
C. L. A.  Jonathan Jonathan  36°41 '  1 29 Irregular 0 1 10 Unimproved
Act of  Lither- Lither- 100°  66' 5 50 land
1a68  I land land I I
Ditto  (  Ditto Ditto 50° 17 3 3 Ditto 0 0 25 Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Goy SAvi TH3 Q,uwww !
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QUEENSLAND , '  Proclamation by Hi
Ms Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,TO WIT. S Companion of the ost Disti guished t )rder of St. Michael and t. Georg ,
(L.S.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor. Dependencies.
%
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of September and 28th
day of October, A.D 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Read hereunder des-
cribed, from Cramping Reserve, Ross -River, to Bohle River, parish of Coonambelah, county of hipL•in-
stone, through lands in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas 1, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said .1'oad : Now, therefore I, WILLIAM LLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid. do,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council. notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked
and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5218.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM CAMPING RESERVE, ROSS RIVER, TO BOHLE RIVER,
PARISH OF COONAMBELAH, COUNTY OF ELPHINSTONE.
No. Portion of Road .
1 From the east boundary
of Selection  No. 116,
Townsville District,
bearing westerly to
the Bohle  River, being
the west boundary of
the Selection
,. 0
How Held .
a
Reputed
Owner
Occupier.
.
Bearings. Lengths.
115 Under Thomas Thomas N. 243°  15' E. ohs .  Iks.
C. L. A. Lawrence LawrenceN. 249°  45'E . 23 00
Act of N. 266° 1 19 15
1868 N. 272° 30' E. 27 54
N. 240°  45' E. 17 35
N. 275°  E. 25 00
29 00
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
A.  R.  P.
2 chains ,  29 0 0 Open forest
widening land, '.rrim-
to 4 chains pro ved on
at the  line of road,
crossing of
the Bohle
River.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WITLTAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. Companion of t}ie Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.W lr HE REA S Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 26th day of August and 21st1 r day of September, A.D 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portions 46, 56, and 24, parish of Darlington, county of Ward, throu_h lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and
opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
764414.
Boos OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTIONS 46, 56 ,  AND 24 ,  PARISH OF DARLINGTON,
COUNTY  OF WARD.
No. Portion of Road .
CD
m
1 Commencing on  it
surveyed road in
portion 46, and
running northerly
and westerly to
another road
Been-
leigh
Regi,ter
467
2 Commencing on the
south boundary
of portion 56, and
running north-
we,.terly to its
north boundary
8 Commencing on the
south boundary
of portion 24, and
running northerly
to a surveyed
ro ad
4 Commencing on the
east boundary or
portion 24, and
running westerly
to a ferry reserve
551
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier Bearings .
Under  Land  Allan Dunn Unoccupied N.
Act of N. 90° 15' E.
1868
Under  Land  John Mon- J. M. Doug- N. 329° E.
Act of  teith ]as N. 2 6° 8' E.
1868 Douglas N. 305° 38' E.
N. 347° 40' E.
Breadth
Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
chit. Iks,  A. R. P 1
26 6 1 chain  6 026  Enimprnved
26 53 fore  t  land,
part of re-
p rved road
to be closed
6 26 1 chain 2 0 27
6 77J
8 151
1 58
Unimproved
for a-t land,
part of re-
served road
to be olused
311 Under  Land  J. M. Doug -  J.M. Doug- N .  347° 40' E. 11 4 1 chain 1 0 18 Unimproved
Act of  lag  las
1668
311 Under  Land  J .  M. Dor g• J. M. Doug -  N. 263°  32' E. 9 99} 1 chain
Act of  las lac N. 267° 17' E. 15 3
1868 N .  265° 45' E. 2 4
N. 263°  15• E. 4 92
forest land
8 0 31 Unimproved
forest land,
reserved
road to be
closed
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUG,.&S,
GOD SAVE THE QUBSN !
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QUEENSLAND , ' Proclamation by His E xcellency  WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT.  s Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
Governor.  its Dependencies.WHEREAS notices werepublished in the Government Gazette  of the 9th day of September and 28thday of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
through Portions 32, 33, and 379, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76.6139.
BOOK of REFERENCE  OF PART  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 32, 33 ,. AND 379, PARISH  OF REDLAND,
COUNTY  OF STANLEY.
No. Portion of Road.
mw o
dim
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
How Held. Reputed
Breadth
Owner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths. ofRoad.
Remarks
chs. Ike.  IA. R. P.
Under deed C.  W.  Cox Unoccupied  N. 19° 18' E .  5 55 1 chain 1 0 3 Unimproved
of grant , N 410 3' E, 5 591 forest land.
containing
a general
reservation
for roads,
I Commencing on the ...
south boundary of
portion 32, and
running north-
easterly to its east
boundary
2 Commencing on the
west boundary of
portion 33,  and run-
ning easterly to its
east boundary
3 Commencing on the 2,243
west boundary of
portion 379, and
running south-
easterly along its
south boundary
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings . Lengths.
Under Deed James James 1430 ohs.  Ike.16 00
of Grant con- Owens  Owens ,190° 2 82
taining a 123° 46' 6 30
general re- 143° 20 00
The Crown Unoccupied N. 41° 3'  E. 0 61 1 chain 2 1 15
N. 43° 18' E. 6 82
N. 66° 48' E. 3 30
N. 76° 48' E. 6 91
N.112° 40'E. 5 68
Under  Act--of W. H.
1868 Stewart Stewart width
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. I Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 19th day of August and 23rd day
of September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described
through Portion 14, parish of Deuchar, county of Merivale, through land in the occupation of the person
in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and
that the same is now open for public use.
76-5083.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14, PARISH OF DEUCHAR ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALB,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
A strip of -  land one
chain wide off the
north-east boundary
of portion 14 from its
north corner to Free-
stone Creek,  as it is
shown on the maps in
the Surveyor -General's
Office
servation for
roads
Breadth of
Road.
Area.
0 1 29 Forest land
Area .  Remarks.
A.  R. P.
One chain ,  5 1 0 Portion
widening to fenced-
three  chains ,  apple and
closing from  gum for-
three  chains eat
to one chain
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
W. H. N.119°61' E. 11 60  Irregular
By Command,
(For the Secrctary  for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGrON CAIRNS, Esquire,
To WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 20th day of May and 24th dayof June, A.D. 1+76, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
from Tabletop to Allora, parish of Allora, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of
the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore,
I, WILLIAM `'WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, andthat he same isnow open for public use.
76-4240.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM TABLETOP TO ALLORA, PARISH OF. ALLORA, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS.
No. Portion  of Road. No* of How held .Portion .
1 A strip 1 chain 25  Pre-emp-
links wide off  the tive o.
east side of  Goom- 25
burrs  pre-emptive
No. 2,
2 Running south-
easterly through
Portion 145
Under  Deed
of Grant
containing  a
reservation
for roads of
the area now
required
145 Crown land,
unalienated
Reputed
owner.
Occupier.  Bearings.
Breadth
Area.Lengths. of
Road.
I
Remarks.
Hodgson ,  C.11. Green 180° 0' chs. lks. , i A. R. P.40 0 ' 1; chains 5 0 0 Unimproved,
McLean, partly open
and plain, and
Green lightly
The
timbered;
black and
red soil ; 5
acres re-
served for
roads in
deed.
Unoccupied  163° 46'  21 0 11 chains 2 2 20 Unimproved
Crown  and un-
occupied;
very thinly
`  `timbered
forest land.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. s Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Depen.
Governor.  dencies.
W HERE A S notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 21st day of August and 22nd day of
September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new }.load hereunder described,
through Portions 3 and 35, parish of Nerang, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the
several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the.
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5197.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 3 AND 35, PARISH OF NERANG, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT.
No. Portion of Road.
I Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 3, and running
no rt herly
2 Commencing on  the '
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 35,  and run-
ning south -westerly
to the south-west
boundary
a
o°
How held . ReputedOwner. Occupier .  Bearings.
...  UnderLand
Act  of 1868
P. McClusky Unoccupied N. 29°20'E.
N. 9° a E.
N. 4°  8'E.,
740 Under  Land  J. M. Black 'Unoccupied N. 218° 30' E.
Act  of 1868 IN.  228° 50' E.
Lengths. Bo Rio  dh. Area .  Remarks. ,'
chs. lks.
2 61  Irregular
6 70 breadth
1 23;
A. R. P.
0 2 36  An irregular
piece of land
on the eastboundary.
4 18 Irregular 0 3 13 An irregular
2 1 breadth  piece of land
on the west
boundary.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  b His  Excellency  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. 5 Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.a.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander. in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W HF.REAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of September and
2 th day of Oi'tober, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, through Portion 52, parish of Mort, county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road: Now,
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice  of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper  officers, and  that the same  is now open  for public use.
76-4770.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF  ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 52, PARISH OF MORT, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL.
No Portion of Road.
,• C!
God
V How Held. ReputedOwner.
1 Commencing at the 667 Under deed  Geo. Camp-
north boundary of or grant bell
portion No. 52, and containing
running  south-  a general
westerly to a re -  reservation
served road for roads
Occupier. Bearings.
Geo. Camp- N. 232° 48' E.
bell
Breadth
Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chs.Iks. A.  R.  P.
5 41 Irregular 0 2 131 Not fenced or
cleared.
Given under my Hand and Seal at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. ICompanion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.a.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 26th day of August and 28thday of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described
through Portions 16, 7, and 8, parishes of Gilston and Mudgeraba, county of Ward, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the
proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5562.
B00K OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 16, 7, AND 8, PARISHES OF GILSTON
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 1 B, and running
south -easterly to Mud-
geeraba Creek
2 Commencing on Mud-
geeraba Creek, and
running south-easter-
ly to  the east boundary
of portion 7
S Commencing on the
wat boundary of por-
tion  8, and running
easterly to its east
boundary
AND MULGERABA, COUNTY OF WARD.
a
O O How Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings .
Been- Under Land  Robert Unoccupied N. 120° 0' E.
leigh. Act of Andrews N. 127° 0' E
716 1868 N. 148° 0' E.
N. 136° 36'E.
206 Under  Deed David  David N. 136° 36'E.
of Grant, Pfrunder Plrunder N. 170° 0' E.
con ain- N .  177° 30'E.
ing special N. 100° 0'  E.
reserva - N.  91113(Y E.
tions for
roads
884 Under  Land  J. Kropp
Act of
1868
Unoccupied N. 91 ° 30' E.
N. 106° 0' E.N. 50°  WE.
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
Area.
as
chs. lks
7 72 Unim-
9 52 proved
4 2 ckains18 i 5 2 30 land ;
6 45 the re-
12 99
served
road
to be
closed.
Scrub
7 90 and
6 30 2 chains 6 0 0 forest
15 34 land,
2 6 partly
6 33
cleared ;
one of
the re-
served
roads
to be
closed.
Unim.
7 20 1.2 chains 4 129 proved
8 57 forest
land;
the re-
served
road
to be
closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAV3 TUB QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation byy His Excellency WILLIAM W ELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W IIER1 AS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 26th day of August and 23rd
day of September, A. D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion No. 1, on Electra Run, county of Cook, through lands in the occupation of the
person in the said notice specified: And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening, of the said Road : Now, therefore, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and  that the same  is now  open for public use.
76-6125.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION NO. 1, ON ELECTRA RUN, COUNTY OF COOK, WIDE
BAY DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLA, MED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
I Commencing on the'
eastern boundary  of
portion 1 ,  and running
westerly to its weste rn
boundary, the Burnett
River
Register
Ao of How Held.
selec-
tion.
Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings .  1 Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks,
309  1 " C.  L. A.  1James James N. 281°  30'E. oh. lks.24 45 A. A.  P.
I Act  of 1868" Drinan Drinan 300° 40' 12 26
262' 11  7911.2410  9 70
2820  40'  39 90 H
150 links
246° 20' 14 34
257° 20' 30 02
282° 1(Y  7  50)2410 45' 5 57
325° 35'  I 2 50 irregular  24 3 0
297° 45' 4 56
*  From Station 1A to 20-chain peg in course  VA to VIA, the country  resumed is unimproved forest land; thence to the fence
the trees. are ring -barked  ;  the land resumed inside the paadock is partially cleared.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of January,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. ICompanion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chiet of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W 1 1'?
HERE &S Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of September and
 28th day of October, A D.  1876,  respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portion 82, parish of Oxley, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of
the several persons in the said Notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, there-
fore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by the
proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-3781.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 82, PARTSH OF OXLEY, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
No. Portion  of Road. How Held. Reputed Owner. ',Occupier.
1 Commencing  at the north- west  Und*-r Deed of Grant E. 0. D. McDevitt
coiner of subdivision  25, and containing a gene
running south  to the south -  ral reservation for
west corner  of subdivision 130 roads
2 Commencing at the south -east Ditto
corner of subdivision 3, and
ru nning west to the south-
west corner of subdivision 26
Ditto
E Commencing at the  north -east  Ditto  ... ...  Ditto
corner  of subdivision  128, and
running south 470  451,east to
the north  corner of  subdivi-
sion 74
4 Commencing  at the  north-west
co rn  r of subdivision 67, and
ru nning east  to the  north-east
corner of subdivision 55
5 Commencing  at the  north-west
corner of subdivision 39, and
ru nning south  to the south-
west  corner of subdivision 47
Ditto ...
Ditto ..,
Ditto ...  ...  & Ditto  ...
Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths.  of Area.
Road.
chs. Iks . A.  R.  P.
None South ... 4 42 1 chain 0 1 24
Ditto ... West 24 0 Ditto... 2 1 24
Ditto ... S. 47° 46'E. 24 60 Ditto... 2 1 17
Ditto ... East ... 10 10 Ditto ... 1 0 10
Ditto .,, South 5 0 Ditto ... 0 139+
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency  WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNs ,  Esquire,
TO WIT. -Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St.
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland
Governor.  and its Dependencies.
1W HE R EAS Notices were published in the Government Gazette  of the 26th day of May and 10th dayof August, A.D 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
from Beauaraba to Jondaryt. n Railw ay Station, county of Aubigny, through lands in the occupation of
the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore,
I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIR1:8, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and that the  same  is now open for public use.
76-5051.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  FROM BEAIIARABA  TO JONDARYAN RAILWAY STATION, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ]ROAD.
No. Port ion of Road. Reputed
Owner.
Length Breath
Road.
Area.
chs. Ike. A. X.  P
Crown Open plains X. 270° E. 24 00 1 chain 2 124
KentandWien -  Open plains N .  50° 6' E. 5 88
holt as lessees N. 69°  E. 149 64
of Jondaryan N. 6° 43' E. 103 27
Run N .  20° E. 18 00 2 chsN. 45° E . 40 00 .id 131 1 9N. 359° 36' E 100 00 w e.
N. 359° 42' E. 140 00
N .  359° 52'E. 70 00
N. 3590 43' E. 29 75
Shanaghan and Open plains N. 359° 43' E. 90 25 average 16 1 28
Jennings 1 ch .82 Ike
Do Open plains  N. 359" 67' E, 86 87 average 13 333
Kentand Wien -  Open plains N 359° 57'E. 80 20
1 eh60 Ike.
average 3 0 33
bolt 40 Ike
KentandWien . Open plains N. 359° E .  41 96 2chains 8 1 18
bolt
Kentand Wien - Open plains N. 359° 27' E. 43 47 2chains 8 2 37
bolt
Crown Partly plains ,  N. 3590 27E. 14 55
i
part ly myall N. 359° 44' E. I 46 16
scrub N. 2960 9E. 95 00 2 chs 138 1 35N. 228019' E. 6 86
I N. 296° 9'  B.  19 80
1 Commencing  at the north -west Crown
corner  of Beauaraba  Selection
134, running  west  to a Govern-
ment road
2 Commencing at a karbeen -tree in Crown
the division  fence between Beau -
araba and East Prairie on Mount
Edgecombe  marked broad -arrow
over 1,  running  north easterly
to a Government road between
selections 132 and  167; thence
'northerly to Mt. Irving ;  thence
north -easterly to  the division
fence between  Westbrook and
Jondaryan; thence  along the
division fence to the south-west
corner  of Westbrook pre-emp-
tive  83
3 A strip of  land  out of  the west side The heirs of W.
of Westbrook  pre-emptive 83 Belt
4 A strip of  land out of  thewest ide  The heirs of
of Westbrook pre-emptive 15 Win . Jteit and
John Donald I
McLean
6 A strip of  land out of  the east side Ed .  Wienholt,
of Jondaryan pre-emptive  39 John Sargent
Turner, Win.
Graham, ands
Wm. Charles
Williams
6 Commencing  on the north  side of KentandWien -
Oakey Creek ,  running northerly holt
th rough subdivision  1 of portion
38 to the main road to Too-
woomba
7 Commencing on the main road to Kentand Wien -
Toowoomba ,  running  northerly bolt
th rough subdivision  1 of portion
42
8 Commencing  at the north  boun -  Crown
dary of portion  42, running
northerly to the Dalby  Railway ;
thence  along the railway line to
the station reserve at Jondaryan
No're .- Reg. Nos .  3, 4, 6, and 7 are held under Deed of Grant containing a general reservation for public ways.
„ „  5 is held under Deed of Grant containing a reservation of 13 acres for  ro ads.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of January, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GoD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency I
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony or Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first ection f "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the Leases of the following selections of land, under
the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. ofApplica-tion.
Name of  Lessee. Area. LandAgent's
District.
A. R. P.
2366 Richard Hutchins . 640 0 0
1735 William Graham ... 500 0 0
61 Daniel Hendry 79 0 0
237 Robert Walker ... 457 0 0
313 John Robson ... 80 0 0
376 Edwin Wm. Otway .. 104 2 0
383 Henry Edwd. Peirson 191 0 0
431 John Houston Cathcart 188 0 0
464 Christian Andresen ... 99 3 0
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Uover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section forty-one of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the
said Act ,  on and after TUESDAY ,  the twentieth
day of February ,  1877 ,  at the several Land Offices
named.
Brisbane
Toowoom-
0. Parish.
ba
Gympie 13 Tantitha
Bundaberg 42
Sa
S. Kolon
Marathon
„ 98 Kalkie ..
J 211 Walde-
grave
210
„
„
„
o
a
°
GOGO
Late Lessee.
LandArea. Agent's
District.
313  J. Robson
I A.
I So
R.  P.
0 0 Bundaberg
376 E. W. Otway ... 1104 2 0
383  H. E. Peirson . 191 0 0
464  C. Andresen ... 99 3 0 ( ,.
73  i T.Mancktelow ... 46 1 0 Roma
85 C SuttorN 42 0 0 „
93
..
J. Wilson 80 0 0 01
73 Thomas Mancktelow... 46 1 0 Roma
85 Nicholas Chas. Suttor 42 0 0
93 Jonathan Wilson ... 80 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section forty-one of  The Crown
!! Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land included in the undermentioned selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the several
Land Offices named.
Oy I
Late  Lessee . Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
2366  R. Hutchins ... 640 0 0 Brisbane
237 R . Walker ... ... , 457 0 0 Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SADB  THE QIIEEN I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TIE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.  S.)  Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of "  The HomesteadAreas Act  of  1872,"  I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the portion
of land hereunder described shall continue to form
part of the Homestead Area within which it is
situated ,  and shall be open to Selection as a Home-
stead, and not otherwise ,  subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February ,  1877, at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
Parish.
a- o
zm
Barolin ... 431
District.
Bundaberg
Homestead
Area.
Baro lin ...
Late Lessee. Area.
A.
J. H. Cath- 188
cart
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
80
QIIEENBLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAII1NS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section three of "  The Runiestead
1  Areas Act  of 1872," I, WILLIAM WFLLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described are and shall be withdrawn from
the operation of the said Act, with the view of
offering same for sale by auction.
- o
o„
did District.
1735 Toowoomba
Homestead Area Late Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.
Beauaraba ... W. Graham 500 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St.
W. W. CAIRNs, Michael and St. George, Gover-
Governor.  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of section forty-one of  " The Crown
1 7.ands Alienation Art of  1868,"  1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the twenty-fourth day
of January, 1877, at the several Land Offices named.
No. of
Selec -  Late Lessee. Area.
tion.
Land Agent's
District.
A. B. P.
2092 Joseph Holliday 746 0 0 Brisbane.
2700 Lawrence Cusack 240 0 0 „
3368 George  McKay I 637 0 0 I Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy-six,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  TAX QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , ' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Cololiv of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of the authority in nie vested by an
Act passed in the second year of the reign of
his late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby appoint the under-mentioned River Cross-
ings as places of public traffic, and where Tolls and
Ferry Dues may be levied under the regulations,
restrictions, and provisions of the said recited Act,
of which ferries all persons are hereby required
to take due notice.
On the Old Palmerville Road-
Normaibby River Crossing.
Laura River Crossing.
Palmerville Crossing.
On the New Road to Byerstown-Normanby East Crossing.
.Normanby West Crossing.
Palmer and Byerstown Crossing.
On the Thornborough Road-
Upper Palmer Crossing.
Mitchell Crossing.
Hodgkinson Crossing.
Given under my Band and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House,  Brisbane , this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, roclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
M icbw-l and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  " 7 he Crown Land s  Alienation
Art of  1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, witu the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama.
tion, notify and declare that the Roads hereinunder
described shall be and are hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
1. Road one chain wide, resumed from  selection
157, Warwick District. (C. Brosnan.)
From the road reserved through selection 157
north-westerly to its west boundary ; also, from
the west boundary north-easterly to the north
boundary, containing  seven acres.
2. Road one chain wide, resumed  from selection
219, Warwick District. (A. Hall.)
From the south- east  corner of  selection 219 along
its east boundary to the north-east corner, contain-in  acres.
3. Road one chain wide, resumed from  selection
436, Warwick District. (G. Mawhirst.)
From the road reserved through selection 436
easterly to its east boundary.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD BAVU THE QIIEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
jN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the eighteenth
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and be withheld from selec-
tion or sale by auction, otherwise than in town or
suburban lots.
TOWN RESERVE ON YANDARAM CREEK, KOLAN
RIVER.
County of Cook.
About 610 acres.
Commencing on the Bolan River at the S.E
corner of selection 524, and boundel thence on part
of the N.W. by the S.E. boundary line of that
selection bearing 225 degrees about forty-eight
chains ; thence by part of' the SAV. boundary of
the same selection bearing 315 degrees about thirty-
two and a-half chains ; again on the N.W. by a
line bearing 225 degrees eighty chains ; on the
S. W. by a line bearing 135 degrees to Yandaram
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Kolan River, and by that river
downwards to the point of' commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of January.
in . the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo.
rarilv reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR AN ABORIGINAL MISSION, CAPE
HILLSBOROUGH.
County of Carlisle.
About 14,000 acres.
Commencing at the east corner of the resumed
half of St. Helens No. 1 Run, and bounded thence
on the south-west by a line bearing north-west five
miles  and forty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing north-east to the sea-coast ; thence by that
coast south-easterly to a point north-east from the
starting point ; and on the south-east by a line south-
west  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR USE OF THE  PEAK DowNS PASTORAL
AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
5 acres.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont.
Commencing in the easterly extension of the
south side of Lime street at a point thirteen chains
from the north- east corner  of section 20, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains  ;  on the east  by a line bearing south
fi ve chains  ;  on the south by a line bearing west
ten chains  ; and on the west by a line bearing north
five chains to the point of c uminencdmt nt,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,'
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  G overnment
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of'the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a  line parallel  with Wharf
street, 435 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees  18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MARYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west bcundary of reserve for
wharves proclaimed 6th March,  1874;  thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of'  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed.shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Indooroopilly.
Amended area ,  68 acres ,  I rood , 9 perches ,  portion
685.
Commencing  on the left bank of the  Brisbane
River at a  point one  chain west from the west
booundary  of portion  48, and bounded thence on the
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east  by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links;  on the north by a line bearing  west  twenty-
four chains  ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing  south 98 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west  five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that  creek  downwards to the
north-west  coiner  of portion 66-; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen chains  fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
Brisbane  Ri ` er; and  thence by that river downwards
to the point of  commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24-h March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees  59 minutes  east eight chains
five links  ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east  ten chains sixty-nine links; thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links ; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52  minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a road one chain wide front the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
j N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
j " Zhe Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JOHN DOUGLAS
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 121) degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east fifty
links ; thence north 30 degrees 18 minutes east to
the Mary River low-water mark spring tides ;
thence by that mark upwards to a point bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east from the com-
mencing point ; and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18 minutes east to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  WATER, WIDE BAY ORFFX.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion  625,  and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links; on the
west by  a line  bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing  east  one hundred and sixty chains; on the
east by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty-seven links; again
on the south by a line bearing west fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek,  and pas.
sing through a post three hundred and ten links
from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement ,-exclusive  of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
413, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE FOR A POUND, ST.  GEORGE.
County of Belmrre, parish of St. George, town of
St. George, allotments 9 and  10  of section  28.
2 acres.
Commencing on the north- west side  of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south- east  by that street  bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south- west  by allotment
8 bearing 311 degrees five chains; on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street ; and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET..
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roofs 17 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south-easterly three chains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street ; on the  south-east
by that street, bearing; north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin-street ; on the north-east by that  street,
bearing north-westerly three chains and eight
nine links to the Burnett River, and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg.
allotments 1 and 4 of section 27.
1 acre 2 roods 26 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum -street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty- five links
to Quay street ; on the south- east  by that street,
bearing north-easterly six chains; on the north-east
by allotment seven, bearing north-westerly three
chains to the Burnett River . and on  the north-west
by that river upwards to the point of  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES ,  ON THS BARRON
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK,  FROM CAIRNS TO
THORNBOROUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east  and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence on part of the east by a line
bearing south fifty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred chains,  crossing the
Barron River; on the west by  a line  bearing north
one hundred chains ; on the north  by a line bearing
east one hundred chains,  crossing  the Barron River;
and on the remainder, of the east  by a line bearing
south fifty chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Churchill, parish of Tent Hill, portion
No. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tent Hill Creek,
at a point bearing 273 degrees,  and distant eighty
links from  a gum tree  marked  44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy  links, and passing  through a
post three hundred and seventy links  from said
creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by portion  43, bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing through a po it one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek ; and on the  east by that
creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
• RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanlei, parish of Redcli$e.
78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred  and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion  216, and
bounded thence on the south-west  and south by
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portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees'
east  fourteen chains and fifteen links, and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve chains ; again on the south by that
portion bearing east twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees east, one chain and eighty-
one links ; on the north-east and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees east ten chains,
and west forty-seven chains and seventy links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
w T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
retu rn ed as issued at the M ineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe ,  under the 34th section  of "  The  Mineral
Lands Act' of  1872."
JOHN DOUGLAS.
During the Month of December, 1876.
No. Name.
1773 Ah Yum
No. Name.
1774 Robert Walmsley
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1876.
CANCELLATION OF A TEMPORARY
RESERVE.I N pursuance of section 24 of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1868 ,"  it is hereby
notified for general information that the temporary
reserve for a Police Paddock at Bundaberg ,  estab-
lished by notice bearing date 25th  September, 1874,
appearing in the  Government Gazette  of 1874, folio
1833, is hereby cancelled.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5`h January, 1877.W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JO HN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth  section of
" The Crown lands Alienation Act of
1868, "  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice  thereof  shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice  is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for Wharf  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberq,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street; on the
south -east  by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains  to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly two chains and sixtyy-
three  links  to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.
LANDS RESUMED FROM RUNS  IN THE  BURNETT
DISTRICT AND IN THE STANTHORPE DISTRICT
ON THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE COLONY
I T is hereby notified for general information that
the lands resumed during the late Session of
Parliament from the hereinafter-mentioned Runs
will be declared open to Selection under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," at  as early a
date as possible after that Act comes into opera-
tion. These lands contain  an area  of about 1,387,500
acres-a portion of which will be reserved for
township purposes and sale by auction.
Descriptions of the proposed reservations will be
published  as soon  as possible, so as to afford
intending selectors an opportunity of inspecting
the country prior to its being declared open to
selection.
JOHN DO [TGLAS.
Name oT  Run. I Name of Run.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north- east corner
h bf ti h35 d b d d h
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS.yo por on ence on t e sout, an oun e t
that portion bearing west twenty-four  chains and Coolrnumda Auchinblae
five links ; on the west by  a line bearing north Bengally and Wyemo Ca4terthum
'three  chains and  twenty-seven  links ;  on the north Beebo Pike s Creek
'by another road bearing north  86 degrees east WhetstoneBrush Creek
Pike s Creek North
Emu Vale
twenty-four  chains and seven links ;  and on the Swithiand Bonshaw
east  by the road first  aforesaid  bearing south five Canning Creek Maidenhead
chains and  five links to the point  of commence- Stonehenge Aitkin's Flat
ment. Boduniba Mingoola
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA, Glenelg Ballindean
Terrica Tenterfield North
MARYBORU)UGH. Texas Nundubbermere
County of 1larch, parish of Walliebum. Pikedale Coolnumda.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain  wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearing north 53  degrees east
six chains  and fifty-eight links; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing  east  two chains
and thirty -seven links  ; on the north-east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees  east ten chains  and fifty-
four links; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links  ; and on the south-west by the other road
first  aforesaid bearing north 323 degrees  3 minutes
east eleven  chains and ninety- six links to  the point
of commencement.
UNSETTLED
Baraiuba
North Baramba
East Baramba
Baramba Ranges
Nanan o o
Poo'e
Boonara
Nangur
Goomerrinbong
BoobyjanWinders
Gobongo
DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Gobongo North
Manumbar
Mondure
Mondure Baok
Warra
Dundar
Johngboon
M ungore
South  Mungore
Cattle
Ginoondan
Gooroolballin.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
\' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868,"  it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL AT GOOMBURRA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 181 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names and  descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and in every deed containing the erroneous
names  and descriptions, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April,  1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESPttIPJION.
county of Churchill,, parish of Flinders, portionV  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes  east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes cast fourteen chains and
ninety-two links; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains  and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED  DESORIPTION.
County of Stanley. parish of Oxley, portion No.  92.
25 acres  2 roods.
Commencing  on the west side of  a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence  on the douth  by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32  minutes east  twenty-five
chains fire links ; on the west by  a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty one links ; on the north by  a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes  east  twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and jon the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land ,granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  161.
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 2.47 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one chains fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty-one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich road 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees  8 minutes east
seven chains eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant--30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel Joseph Wills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Landgranted.-Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th December, 1876.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have  been  tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER FOR ROAD AND RAILWAY
PURPOSES.
On Tchanning Creek, Dalby and Roma Road.
Commencing on Tchanning Creek near the 113
mile tree on the Dalby and Roma road, and
bounded on the south-east by a line bearing north-
east five miles ; on the north-east by a line bearing
north-west eight miles ; on the north-west by a
line bearing south-west about seven miles to the
Tchanning Creek ; and on the south-west by the
Tchanning Creek to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR A POLICE PADDOCK, BUNDABERG.
County of Cook, parish of Bundaberg.
About 100 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of the Ban-
daberg Town Reserve at a point twenty chains east
f.•om the north- west  corner of selection 28, and
bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
eight chains ; on the north -west by a line bearing
about 64 degrees fifty-five chains; on theeast bya-line
b wring south  thirty- two chains  ;  and on the south
by a line bearing west fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
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RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
County of Ward, parish of Kerry.
30 acres 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at a point bearing east and distant
twenty-six chains and thirteen links from the north-
west corner of portion 37, and bounded thence by
that road bearing 207 degrees eight chains and
fifty-three links 211 degrees sixteen chains and ninety
links ; thence by lines bearing east twenty chains and
forty links, north twenty-two chains and eight links ;
and vest seven chains and eighty-seven links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER ON SALT-
WATER CREEK.
County of March, parish of Mar yborough.
310 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek at the north-west corner thereupon of portion
223, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing south thirty chains and twenty links ; on the
south by a line bearing west forty-two chains and
fifty links ; on the west by a line boaring north
forty-two chains and ten links to Saltwater Creek ;
and on the north by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER ON THE
BURRUM RIVER.
County of Cook, parish of Walsh.
424 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burrum
River at the north-eastern extreme of the north-
west boundary of portion 2, and bounded thence on
the south-east by that line bearing north 214
degrees and 30 minutes east fourteen chains and
thirty links ; on the north-east by a line bearing
north 124 degrees thirty minutes east twenty-three
chains and forty-eight links ; again on the south-
east  by a line bearing north 214 degrees 30 minutes
east eighty chains ; on the south-west by a line
bearing north 304 degrees and 30 minutes east
thirty-nine chains and sixty links to the Burrum
River, and passing through a post twenty links
from said river; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER ON THE
GREGORY RIVER.
County of Cook, parish of Marathon.
43 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Gregory
River at the south-west corner of portion 7, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bearing
east twelve chains and -forty links, and passing
through a post nine links from said river ; on the
north-east by a line bearing north 102 degrees and
30 minutes east one chain and fifty-two links; on
the south-east by a line bearing north 203 degrees
east forty-three chains and seventy-six links, and
passing  through a post eighty links from said river ;
and by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th January, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish and town of St. George,
allotment  6 of section 22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-west side of Alfred
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52 degrees two chains ; on the north.
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north-west by allotment 5 bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street ; and on the
south- east  by that street bearing 142 degrees five
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 Ii. Jarrott
and
David Hall
Roads separating por- Warner
tions 223 and 225,
from portion 229
A. E. P.
3 3 32
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868  " have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 A. Adsett Two reserved  roads  in Whiteside 7 3 0
selection 1,970 Bris-
bane, portion 67
2 J. Bancroft Road separating portion Enoggera 0 1 14
474 from part of por-
tion 475
3* Works Road separating portion Purga ... 2 0 10
Department 35 from selection 8
Ipswich, and the road
in continuation east-
erly, reserved through
selection 8
4 Works Road separating por- ditto ... 9 3 0
Department tions 35, 36, and 37,
from selection 8
Ipswich ,  and the  ro ad
in continuation north-
easterly,  reserved
through selection 8
* The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1876.
T T is hereby notified for general information,
1 that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " has
been made for the closing of the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OP A ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 C. McCul- Road separating por-
IA. R. P.
Robinson 13 1 32
loch tions 200, 201, 202,
201, and 359, from
portion 234 ,  235, and
selection 896 WR
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1876.
TOWN RESERVE OF WALLAL, WARREGO
DISTRICT.T HE following amended description of the boun-
daries of the above Town Reserve ,  proclaimed
under the  " The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  is substituted for that contained in the
proclamation dated the 14th December, 1875, and
published in page 2481 of the  Government Gazette
of 1875.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Description of the amended boundaries of the Town
Reserve of Wallal, Warrego District.
Commencing on the left bank of the Warrego
River at a point one mile forty chains south of a
tree marked broad-arrow over 33 within triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line
one mile sixty-four chains ; thence on the east by a
south line  one mile  forty chains ; thence on the south
by a west line sixty-six chains to left bank of
Warrego River ; and thence on the west by left
bank of said river upwards to point of  commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1876.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS,
UNDER  '° THE CROWN LANDS ALIENA-
TION ACT OF  1868."
I
T is hereby notified that an Examination of
candidates desiring to qualify themselves as
Licensed Surveyors, will be commenced at the
Public Lands Office, George street, on TUESDAY,
30th January, 1877.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination for a license as a Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor, as to his term
of service and general experience in field duties,
and his competency to undertake surveys on his
own responsibility. The term of service must in
all cases extend over a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold  licenses  as qualified
Surveyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand, and who can produce
certificates from the Surveyor-General of the colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years as required by
the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least ten
days' notice of their intention to present themselves,
enclosing with  same  a fee of £5 together with any
testimonials  of professional qualifications they may
have previously obtained, which will be returned
after the examination is completed. Each candidate
is also  required to produce his original field notes,
plans  plotted therefrom, and a specimen of drawing.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be given.
5. The course of examination will include the
following subjects :-
(a) Decimal arithmetic and fractions.
(b) The use of logarithms.
(c) The elements of geometry.
(d) Plane trigonometry.
(e) 1M1 ensuration.
(f) Plotting surveys, and checking same by
calculation.
(y) General knowledge of the details of practi-
cal surveying in the field.
(h) Writing descriptions of boundaries-
(i) The  uses  and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(k) Methods of obtaining the true meridian.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40 scale, a parallel ruler, a
protractor, and a pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor- General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names oT the
intended  grantees , to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct names shallbetakentohave
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names  and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted--Selection  1345, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 650 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford
HenryAdcock.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant-20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1346, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 1,157 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Baiford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,975. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1344, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 640 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of ant
as the intended grantee. instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.
1 1 YA7IIEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Ali ation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any - Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, MOORE' S CREEK,
NORTH RocxHAMproN.
Portion  235, paris h, of Murchison, county of
Livingstone.
33 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Moore's Creek
at the south corner of portion 171, and bounded
thence on the north-east by part of that portion
bearing north 43 degrees west ten  chains  and fifty
links ; on the north-west by portion 235A bearing
south 47 degrees west eighteen chains and thirty-
six links ; on the south-west by the Yaamba road
and a line bearing south 30 degrees east twenty-one
chains and forty links to Moore's Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Aliena ion Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
Cuunty of March, town of Marylorough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection  of Ferry and
Sussex streets ,  and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to  g ent street ; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street  ;  and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the  point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
County of  Churchill , parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety -eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links;  and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links  ;  and north 319
degrees east seven chains and  fifty -six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particu_ars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed an
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
names, and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-14,795. Date of Grant, 9th July
1866.
Name of Grantee-A)fred Murray, junior.
Land Granted-Portion 37,  county of Churchill,
parish of Gatton,  5 acres.
Nature of  Misnomer -The  name Alfred Murray,
junior ,  having been inserted  in the deed  of grant as
the intended  grantee, instead  of Alfred Murry.
No. of Grant - 18,834. Date of Grant, 12th
August, 1868.
Name of Grantee -Alfred Wyatt Cook.
Land Granted - Portion  33 ,  county of Churchill,
parish of Laidley ,  15 acres, 3 roods.
.Nature of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Wyatt
Cook having been inserted  in  the deed of grant as
the intended grantee ,  instead  of Arthur Wyatt
Cook.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 187 (4.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " has been
made for the closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.
1 1 S. Fountain
2 S. Fountain
Parish. j Area.
I I A. a. r.Road separating  I Burpengar,, 2 1 15
-portion  3
portion 39
Road separating Burpeugary 2 1 _'9
portion 49 from
portion 50
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per.
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Goverment
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : otice
is hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Kholo, county of  Stanley.
About  70 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River ,  at the north -east corner of portion 25, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north 180 degrees
30 minutes east about seventeen chains ; on the
south by portion 49 bearing north 112 degrees east
seven chains and thirty links ,  and north 88 degrees
east thirteen chains to the east side of a road,
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
40 degrees east seven chains and eighty -five links,
north 21 degrees east six chains ,  north 42 degrees
east  five chains and eighty links, north 20 degrees
east nine chains, north 27 degrees 30 minutes east
six chains and ninety -three links, north 28 degrees
east four chains, north 83 degrees 45 minutes east
three chains and sixty -seven links, north 39 degrees
east one chain and fifty -one links ,  north 7 degrees
east two chains and thirty -nine links, north 353 de-
grees east five chains and ninety -three links, north
337 degrees east eight chains and twenty-five links,
and north 355 degrees 15 minutes east three chains
and forty -five links ; on the north by lines bearing
west ten chains and three links, and north 319 de-
grees east six chains and sixty -six links ; again on
the west by part of portion 42 bearing south six
chains and seventy -four links to the Brisbane
River;  and on the north -west  by that  river down-
wards to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of
a road as marked on map in the Surveyor -General's
office.
RESERVE FOR  A. SCHOOL, LAIDLET.
County of Churchill, parish  and town  of Laidley.
1 acre 2 roods 30 perches. -
Commencing on the north side of Drayton street
at the south-west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing
north 86 degrees east six chains and fifty links, and
north 75 degrees east two chains ; on the north-east
by allotment 5 bearing north 345 degrees east two
chains and 50 links to  a lane  ; on the north-west by
that lane bearing north 255 degrees east eight
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ebaius and thirty-two links; and on the south-west
by a line bearing north 167 degrees and 30 minutes
east one chain  and twenty -six links  to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ON THE ROAD FROM
WARWICK TO TOOWOOMBA, AT THE CROSSING
OF SPRING CREEK.
County of Aubigny, parish of Table-top.
4 acres 3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing  on a road  three chains wide at the
north- east corner  of portion 41 ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing north
335 degrees 20 minutes  east  thirteen chains and
nine links ; on the north by a line bearing west one
chain and  thirty-eight links ; on the west by a line
bearing south eleven chains and ninety links ; and
on the south by portion 41 bearing east six chains
and eighty-two links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Maclean.
60 acres.
Commencing on the Teviot road at a point bear-
ing north 27 degrees east, and distant 112 links
from the north-west corner of portion 23 ; and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing north 27 degrees east twenty chains and
twenty-seven links, and north 54 degrees east
twenty chains ; on the north by. a line bearing east
four chains and thirty-three links; on the east by a
line bearing south thirty chains and ten links to a
road one chain wide ; and on the south by that
road bearing north 270 degrees thirty minutes east
twenty-nine chains and eighty links to the point of
commencement.
NEW STREET, TO GIVE ACCESS TO THE QUEEN'S
WHARF, TOWN OF MARYBOROUGH.
1 chain wide.
Commencing on the north-east side of Wharf
street at the south corner of reserve for Immigra.
tion Deport ; bounded thence by the south-east
boundary of said reserve, being a line bearing about
north thirty degrees eighteen  minutes east  225 links
to the east corner of said reserve ; thence on the
north- east  by a line at right-angles to aforesaid
boundary, being a line bearing about north 120
degrees 18 minutes east 649 links to the left bank
of the River Mary; thence by said bank of the
river upwards bearing north three hundred and
twenty-six degrees forty eight minutes north 225
links in a direct line ; thence by a line bearing about
north three hundred degrees eighteen  minutes east
750 links to the north corner of the Customs
Reserve ; thence by the north-west boundary of
said reserve bearing about north two hundred and
ten degrees eighteen minutes east 125 links to the
west corner of the Customs Reserve ; and thence
by a line bearing about north three hundred degrees
eighteen minutes east 100 links to the point of
commencement.
south  twenty-six  chains and sixty -seven links ; oil
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and ninety-three links, and 42 d egrees 58
minutes seven chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of  WWaldegrave ,  parish of Roma, town of
Roma, allotments 1, 2,  3, 4, 6, 7,  8, and 9, of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north -west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north by that street bearing
east five chains to Arthur  street;  on the east by that
street bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne street ; and on the west by that street
bearing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION OF THE HOSPITAL RESERVE, COOK-
TOWN.
County of  Banks, parish of Cook, town  of Cook-
town, allotment 7 of section 8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south -cast by that street bearing north
9 degrees and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north-cast by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degres and
10 minutes east 2 chains  ;  and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes east three chains to the point  of'  com-
mencement.
Department of  ]Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is hereby  given , that  the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth,  his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to  land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under His Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that ,  by force
of the Act  aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1876.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is  provided that before any  Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL NEAR  GoWRIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Too¢coomba,  portion
X o.  421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and  bounded
thence on the east by part of that  portion bearing
Names of Grantees- Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of Grant-31,675. Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
Description of Land Granted- Allotment  2 of
section 1, town of Charters  Towers, 1 rood
9; perches.
X atuie of 31isitomei'-The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers  having been in-
serted as that of the intended  grantees, instead o
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron  Rodgers.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
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hereof, by instrument endorsed on such Deeds of
Grant, respectively, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-24,803. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion 8,  county of Livingstone,
parish of Cawarral,  eighteen acres  one rood thirty.
three perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Livingstone ,  parish  of Cauarral, por-
tion No. 8.
18 acres 1 rood 33 perches.
Commencing on a road at the south -west corner
of portion 7, and bounded  thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-six chains and
seventy-one links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing 146 degrees 50 minutes seven chains and
seventy-nine links ; on the south by portion 9 and
a reserve bearing west thirty chains and eight
links ; and on the west by the said road bearing
351 degrees 52 minutes six chains and fifty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-9,797. Date of Grant--13th
October, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Charles Mallard.
Land granted.-Portion 25,  county, Aubigny,
Felton Run.
A _1MENDED DESCRIPTION.
County  of Aubigny, parish  of Felton, portion No. 25.
160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Hodgson's
Creek at the south-east corner of portion 24, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion and a
line bearing west eighty-one chains and thirty
links;  on the west by a line bearing south twenty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing east fifty-
six chains and forty links to Hodgson 's Creek ;
and on the south -east by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement ,- inclusive of three acres
for a reserved road one chain wide ,  as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
Office.
No. of Grant-58-56. Date of Grant-12th
October, 1858.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Henry Marsh.
Land granted.-One  hundred and sixty acres,
pre-emptive purchase on Quart-pot Creek.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of  Bentinck- ,  parish  of Folkestone,  Folke-
stone Pre-emptire.
No. of Grant-24,802. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine,
Land granted.-Portion 17,  county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, sixteen acres ten perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion  _A70. 1 .
16 acres 10 perches.
Commencing on the Cawarral road at a point
bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes, and distant one chain
and fifteen links from the west corner of portion 11,
and bounded thence on the west and north-west
by that road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes five
chains and eighty-one and a-half links, 356 degrees
twenty-two  chains  and eighty-five links, 63 degrees
30 m'rutes five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 171 degrees 50 minutes
twenty-two chains and twelve links; and on the
south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees 6 minutes
twelve chains and ten links to the point of coin-
mencement.
No. of Grant-22,789. Date of Grant-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone,  parish of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No.  11.
41 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion JO, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-three chains ; on
the south-east by a line and portion 12 bearing 188
degrees 40 minutes four chains and three links, and
220 degrees 6 minutes thirty-three chains to a road ;
on the south-west by that road bearing 310 degrees
6 minutes  nine chains ; on the west by the same
road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one chain and
fifteen links ; and on the north-west by the some
road bearing 40 degrees 6 minutes twelve chains
and sixteen  links ; again on the west by the same
road bearing 351 degrees 52 minutes thirteen chains
and one link to the point of commencement.
160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Quart-pot
Creek at the north-west corner of a township re-
serve , and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that reserve, portion 369, and part
of portion 383, bearing north 91 degrees  45 minutes
east eighty-one chains and passing through a post
one hundred and seven links from said creek ; on
the east by part of the west boundary of portions
383 and 428 bearing north 1 degree 45  minutes east
twenty chains ; on the north by part of the south
boundary line of portion 428 and a line in continu-
ation bearing north 271 degrees 45  minutes east
eighty-three chains and forty-five links to Quart-
pot Creek ; and on the west by that creek dos n-
wards to the point of commencement ,-exclusive of
two acres for a reserved road, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Grant-12,774. Date of Grant-21st
September, 1865.
Name of Grantees-Arthur Hodgson and John
Watts.
Land granted.-Pre-emptive  purchase No. 104
on Eton Vale Run, five hundred and forty-one
acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Ramsay, Eton Vale
Pre-eln ptiv e Purchase No.  104.
530 acres.
Commencing at the* north-east corner of Eton
Vale Pre-emptive Purthase No. 105, and bounded
thence on part of the south by a  line bearing north
92 degrees 10 minutes east thirty -nine chains and
ninety-six links ; on the east by a line bearing north
357 degrees 7 minutes east fifty-eight chains and
thirty-eight links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 270 degrees forty-three minutes east seventy-
nine chains and fifty-three links to Hodgson's Creek;
on the west by that creek downwards to the north-
west corner of pre-emptive purchase No. 105 ; and
on the remainder of the south by the north bound-
ary line of that portion easterly to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  17th October, 1876).
ERROR IN DEED.
T
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
i Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
Grantee ,  to the intent that , by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant, and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
S CHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant - 30,686 .  Date of Grant-7th
February, 187 6.
Name of Grantee-Frederick Giles.
Description of land  granted -Allotment  1, section
41, city of Brisbane ,  parish of North Brisbane.
Nature of  Misnomer - The  name of Frederick
Giles having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of Alfred Giles.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1875.
URSUANT to the provisions contained in the
twenty-ninth section of the limber Regula-
tions,  established under notice from thisDepartment,
dated 17th November, 1869, it is hereby notified
for  general  information, A hat the cutting and re-
moval of Timber on Great Sandy, or Frazer's
Island,  consisting  of the under-mentioned tree, is
absolutely prohibited, from and after this date ; and
all Commissioners of Crown Lands,  Rangers, and
Police Officers are requested to see that this pro-
hibition is respected.
TunPENTINE-Eucalyptus Microcorys.
WILLTAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th October, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned  in.  the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand and
s eal of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to
be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the  correct  descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Date of Grant-27th January, 1874. No. of
Grant-25,667.
Name of Grantee-Mount Perry Copper Mining
Company, Limited.
Land granted-Mineral  selection 210, portion 15
county of Bowen, district of Burnett.
Amended description-115  acres 3 roods 3 perches,
county of Bow, n, Mineral Selection No. 210, por-
tion No. 15. Commencing at the north corner of
Mineral Selection 200, and bounded thence on the
south-east by that selection bearing north 215
degrees east twenty chains ; on the south-west by a
line bearing north 305 degrees east twenty chains ;
on the north-west by a line bearing north 35 degrees
east forty chains; on the north-east by a line bearing
north 125 degrees east forty chains ; again on the
south-east by a line bearing north 215 degrees east
twenty chains ; and again on the south-west by
selection 200 bearing north 305 degrees cast twenty
chains to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
four acres thirty-seven perches for a reserved road
one hundred and fifty links wide, as shown on plan
of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
Date of Grant-7th November, 1874. No. of
Grant-27,480.
Name of Grantee-Edward Lord.
Land granted-Selection  217, Toowoomba Dis-
trict, county of Churchill, parish of Tay lor, 160
acres.
Amended description-159  acres 1 rood, county of
Churchill, parish of Taylor, selection No.  217.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selection
518, and bounded thence on the north-west by lines
bearing north 295 degrees 30 minutes east nine
chains seventy-two links ; north 236 degrees east
thirty chains fifty-nine links ; north 209 degrees
east three chains twenty links; north 230 degrees
east two chains twenty-five links ; north 257 degrees
30 minuteseast fourchains sixty-four links; north 289
degrees 48 minutes east eight chains forty links to
a reserve ; by the reserve bearing north 180 degrees
48 minutes east seven chains twenty links; north
270 degrees 22 minutes east eight chains thirty-
three links ; north 172 degrees 56 minutes east
eight chains thirty links ; and north 228 degrees 28
minutes east nine chains eighty-eight links ; on the
south by portions 226 and 591, bearing north 89
degrees 56 minutes east sixty-four chains sixty-fourlinks; and on the ast by part of portion 518 bear-
ing north thirty-seven chains twenty links to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of four acres
and two roods for a road one chain wide, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th  July, 187 5.
NOTICE.
WITH  the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices  throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of  the Land Acts --sven to the
extent of filling up forms of application ,  transfers,
and ether documents ,  for illiterate persons,  if there
is time at the officer 's disposal  ;  and that  any Land
Agent, or other officer,  refusing to supply informa-
tion ,  or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance to his own use, on the matter being
reported ,  will be severely  dealt with.
For the convenient o. however ,  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,t _:angements have been made
by which,  on application  to the  District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that  officer ,  a tracing or copy of the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
i T is hereby notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay, will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd  June, 1876.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Friday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the second Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors and their
witnesses, when applying for certificates.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
A t the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
A t the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton , the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office , St. Lawrence ,  the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Gayyndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
clay in August, 1876, and every  alternate
ruonth afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1876, and every  alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT' S DIsrRICT  OF COOXTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th January, 1877.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Tender has been accepted :-
W. D. TAYLOR, erection of Lock-up and Police
Quarters, Condamine.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
FENCING LOCK-UP, FORTITUDE VALLEY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February
next, from persons willing to contract for Fencing
at the Lock-up, Fortitude Valley.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Zender for Fencing
Lock-up, Fortitude 'Valley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th  January, 1877.
TO PAINTERS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING FENCES,  GOVERNMENT HOUSE
AND QUEEN'S PARK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 26th
instant, from persons  ,willing to contract for
Painting the Fences at Government House and
Queen 's Park.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Painting
Fences, Government  H ouse,  4'c."
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Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained ,  at this Office.
Tenders must be on  proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum  of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertakin in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender  will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender Rill not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO PRIMARY SCHOOL, GOODNA.FRESH Tenders  will be received at this Office,until 4:o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
instant, from persons willing  to contract for the
erection  of Additions to Primary School, Goodna.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Primary School , Goodna."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at Primary  School ,  Goodna.
Tenders must  be on proper  printed forms, and
state the time  within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete  the work,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent.-on amount of  Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and  deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her  Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the  Tender will not  be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ROMA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Primary School, Roma,  until  Four o'clockP.M. on FRIDAY, the16th February next, from
persons willing to contract  for Additions to Primary
School, Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Additions,
Primary School ,  Roma."
Plan, Specification, and form  of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at Primary School, Roma.
Tenders must be on  proper  printed forms, and
state the time within  which it  is proposed to com-
plete the work, and  at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of' the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma 'ecty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not  be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MUSEUM, BIi ISBANE.
i GENDERS will be received at this Office, until
l Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a building  for Museum , Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Museum,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works.)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND ATLERATIONS, PRIMARY
SCHOOL, ALFRED.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
4 o'clock P.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February
next, from persons willing to contract for Repairs
and Alterations to Primary School, Alfred.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Repairs,
41c., Primary School, Alfred."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Primary School, Alfred.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking to
execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th January, 1877
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER QUART-POT CREEK, STAN-
THORPE.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the construction of a Bridge over Quart -pot Creek
Causeway ,  Stanthorpe ,  according to modified plan.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Quart pot Creek."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, Roads
Offices, Toowoomba and Warwick, and Court
House, Stanthorpe.
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Tenders must be on  proper printed  forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER FITZROY RIVER, AT ROCK-
HAMPTON.
{ ENDERS will be received at this office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of Iron Cylinders for the Piers of a Bridge over the
Fitzroy River, at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Iron  Cy in.
de)-s, Fitzroy Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, and
the Roads Offices at Rockhampton and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per.
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
UNDERGROUND TANK, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
MACKAY.
(-GENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the School-house, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February next,
from persons willing to contract for the construc-
tion of an Underground Tank at the Primary
School, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Tank,
Primary School, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the School-house, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, PRIMARY SCHOOL, NORMANBY.TENDERS will be received at this Office,until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
26th instant, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Kitchen at the Primary School,
Normanby.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Kitchen,
Primary School, Normanby."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the School House, Normanby, and at the Court
House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECrOR OF
CUSTOMS, TOWNSVILLE.
FENDERS will be received  at this Office,  and at
the Custom House, Tov% nsville, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February  next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of aResi-
dence for Sub-Collector of Customs, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender .for Residence,Sub- Collector of Customs, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , acid further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must state the time within which  it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
lender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing _ such performance ;
otherwise the Tender  will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessar ily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, UPPER TENT HILL.
rjIENDERS will be received at this Office, until
11 four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd Feb-
ruary next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School at Upper Tent Hill.
Tenders to be endorsed"  Tendericr School, Upper
Tent Bill."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tendh r may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the School-house, Gatton, and Court-house,
Ipswich.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WHARF STORES, PETRIE'S BIGHT.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th Instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Wharf Stores at Petrie's Bight, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf
Stores, Petrie's Bight."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed  by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
Iertbrmance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such pertormance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepte i.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, PRIMARY SCHOOL, BALD HILLS.
ENDERS will be received at this  Office, until
Four o 'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 26th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Kitchen at the Primary School, Bald
Hills.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen,
Primary School, Bald Hills."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office,  and at the School House ,  Bald Hills.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
caibpietia 'tne w-ork,  -and at the foe of every Teti
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and unde rt akin g  in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TALLEBU GGERA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th Jan-
uary next ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School and Residence at
Tallebuggera.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Tallebuggera."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the School House, Nerang.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty f'or securing such performance ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, WIVENHOE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
January next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Police Station at Wivenhoe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Wivenhoe."
Plan, Specification,. and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, aid at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must lie on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ner cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due  performance  of the  Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that ' event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept-
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21A December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE .;SARRACKS, SURAT.
1
1, NDERS will be received at this Office, and at
X-3nA House at Roma and Surat ,  until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th January next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Police Barracks at Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks ,  Surat."
Plan, Specification ,  and forat  cf Tender may be
seen and further particulars obtained at this offs ce
and at Court House ,  Roma and Surat.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, TOOWOOMBA.
i (1 ENDERS will be received at this Office. until 4
1 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th January
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Public Offices at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for PublicOffices, Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this Office,
and at Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Contract as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the  Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, PALMERVILLE.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at Telegraph Office, Cooktown, until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th January, 1877,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Palmerville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, Palmerville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Telegraph Office, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of l ublic Works,
Brisbane, 6th December, 187 6.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, LAURA.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at Telegraph Office, Cooktown, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th January, 1877,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Telegraph Office at Laura.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender , for Telegraph
Ofce, Laura."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this U;ffice,
and at the Telegraph Office, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
S
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
ue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MAYTOWN.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at Telegraph Office, Cooktown, until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th January, 1877,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Maytown.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for TelegraphOffice, llfaytown."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Telegraph Office, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
TO BOOKSELLERS AND OTHERS.
BOOK-STALL, TOOWOOMBA STATION.
`ENDERS will be received at this Office, until4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 19th January,
1877, from persons willing to rent a Book-Stall at
the Railway Station, Toowoomba, from the 1st
April, 1877, to the 31st December, 1878.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Book Stall,
Toowoomba."
The Tenderer will be required to provide the
Book Stall according to Plan and Specification,
which may be seen at the Resident Engineer's
Office, Toowoomba, and the Chief Engineer's Office,
Brisbane.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
Rj ETURN of stream Tin, forwarded from War-wick Railway Station, during the month of
December, 1876:-
Tons.  cwt .  qrs. lbs.
423 8 2 21
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Railway Department,
Brisbane , 10th  January, 187 7.
1 T is  hereby notified for general information, the
undermentioned Tenders have been accepted,
viz.:-
BANKs BRos .- Steam Shed ,  Terminal Station,
Brisbane.
JOHNSTON AND SRV$RIN-Supply of Timber for
the Northern Railway.
(For the Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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SALE OF THE LEASE OF WHARVES,
PETRIE'S BIGHT, BRISBANE.THE Lease of the Government Wharves andSheds, at Petrie's bight, Brisbane, will be
put up to Auction, at Brisbane, at Noon of TUES-
DAY, the 23rd January next.
1. The lease will extend from the 1st February,
1877, to 31st December,  1880;  and a rebate of one-
third the rent payable will be allowed until the
sheds, in course of erection, are completed.
2. The wharves and sheds will be let in two por-
tions-each wharf having a frontage of about 250
feet to the river, with shed accommodation covering
1 50 feet by 70 feet, partly open and partly enclosed.
Plans showing the wharves and space proposed to
be leased, with arrangements for the sheds, and
access to the same, may be seen at the Office of
the Engineer for Harbors and Rivers, on and after
the 2nd January.
3. The wharf and shed next to the Gas Works
will be the first offered ; and the highest bidder shall,
subject to the approval of the Colonial Treasurer as
to sureties or otherwise, be the lessee. The wharf
and shed next to the Commercial Wharf will then
be offered in the same manner, and upon the same
conditions.
4. The lessees with two approved sureties will
be required to enter into bond in double the
amount of the annual rent, for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
5. Three months' rent in advance is to be paid at
the time of sale by the successful bidder, ant at the
expiration of three months, rent shall thereafter be
paid to the Colonial Treasurer monthly in advance.
6. No charge for wharfage rates on cargo shall
exceed 2s. per ton weight or measurement, which
shall include rate on cargo landed under the open
sheds.
7. The lessees will he entitled to the entire use
of their respective a harves and sheds, subject to
clause No. 9 of these conditions ; but no buildings
are to be erected on the ground leased, or on the
wharves, without the express sanction of the
Government.
8. The lessees will be required to keep the
wharves clean, and free from all deposit of rubbish
or refuse, and in good and suitable repair during
the tenancy, reasonable wear and tear only ex-
cepted ; and should any damage be done to the
wharves by any vessel or otherwise, such damage
shall be made good by the lessee to the satisfaction'
of the Engineer for Harbors and Rivers.
9. The lessees shall not be at liberty to assign or
sub-let the wharves or sheds, or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of the Colonial '1 reasurer.
10. The officers of Customs, the Harbor Master,
and other officers in the Public Service, and all
persons acting under their orders, shall have free
access to the wharves for all purposes connected
with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs are to have the use
of the sheds for the temporary custody and
examination of goods and passengers' luggage,
landed from vessels discharging at the wharves.
12. The lessees will be required to erect at the
wharves approved office accommodation for the
sole use of the landing waiters in charge, and to
provide all materials and labor required by them
for examining, weighing, gauging, marking, pack-
ing, and repacking goods.
13. Should the rent be at any time more than
one month in arrear, or should the lessee wilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease, the Government
shall in the former case have the right to at once
enter upon and take possession of the wharf and
premises, and in the latter case to enter and take
possession on the expiration of one month's notice
given after such infringement.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer,
The Treasury,
Queensland, 2nd January, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons, during the month
of December, 187 6.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name.
RETAIL
Place.
SPIRIT DEALERS.
McKersie ,  Jas.... , , , Beenleigh
Martin, John ,,. ... Clermont
Rudolf ,  Giniir.... ... Cloncurry
Frost ,  David ...
.
Dalby
Larcombe, James . . Ditto
Morgan , Wm. ... Ditto
McDonald, A.... ...  Ditto
Thrower, Geo. ... Gympie
Baldrey, Chs. Ipswich
Allen, Robt. S.... Marathon
Hastings, Henry Maytown
JohnJohnson Millchester..,,McLellan, Geo. M. N ormanton
Bowes, Chas. Rockhampton
Frost, Thomas ,..
Smith, W. L.
... Ditto
Ditto
Leeder, W. H.... ,., Spningsure
See, Charley  ... Ditto
Burke,  Rody ... .. , Toowoomba
Bartells ,  Henry... ,,, Townsvi lle
Byrne,  J. F. ... Thornborough
Borgher o, Louis Ditto
Crisp, Wm. ... Ditto
Cameron, Murdoch ,,. Ditto
Dowdell ,  James .. ... Ditto
Dodsworth ,  Barker Ditto
Eckford ,  P. K.... Ditto
Foy, John ... Ditto
Freeman ,  Geo.... ...  Ditto
Halpin, Philip ... ... Ditto
Miall, Geo. .., ,,, Ditto
McCall, Hides ... Ditto
Manning, Jno.... ... Ditto
Muirson, Kenneth ... Ditto
Mathews, Ed. D. ... Ditto
Nettle, Wm. ... ... Ditto
Petersen ,  Mathew ,,, Ditto
Rudd, John W. ...  Ditto
Smith, Louis .,, Ditto
Stewart, James... .,, Ditto
Wooster, Henry Ditto
Wright , Win. ... ,., Ditto
Wright, Richd.... Ditto
Watson, Robert H. Ditto
To DISTIL  FROM SUGAR.
(30 Vic. No. 21.)
Couldrey, W. H. ...
Hewitt and Co.... ...
Davidson, J. E.... ...
Maryborough Sugar Co....
Ramsay Brothers ...
Agiston Plantation
Mackay
Ditto
Maryborough
Ditto
To DISTIL FROM WINE.
(30 Vic. No. 23.)
Childs, J. R. ... ... BrisbaneNicholson, W. C. ... Ditto
BILLIARDS.
Porter ,  Geo. ... .,. Aramac
Duncan ,  Wm. ,., ... Brisbane
Landy, Jas. ... Dalby
Hyne, R. M. ... .. Maryborough
Murray, J. T. ,., ... Ditto
Benca ,  C. ... ... Maytown
McAlister ,  A. ... ... St. George
Walker ,  C. E. .. .. Toowoomba
BAGATELLE.
Bell, C. ... ...  I Leyburn
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg.
Burrenda, Byerstown, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens.
wood, Rockhampton,  Roma,  Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom,'iiaro, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Warwick, West-wood, Yengarie, and
Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100; but not
-xceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON-
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS BETWEEN CAIRNS
AND '1`IIORNSBOROU GII.TENDERS arehereby invited, and will bereceived at this Office up to Noon of 3rd
February next, for the Conveyance of Mails, by
horse, once a week, between Cairns and Thorns-
borough.
Tenders must be written on an approved form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously,
on application at any Post Office in the colony ;
and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-paid),
addressed to the Postmaster-General, with the
words  " Tender for the Conveyance of Mails."
Every Tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross  amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of their Tenders, if
accepted,  as a guarantee  until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed, for their duly commencing
and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable  time, or  to commence  the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction  of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
IPSWICH TO FASSIFERN-HIGHFIELDS TO
CROW'S NEST.
SEPARATE Tenders will be received at theOffice of the Superintendent of Electric Tele-
graphs, Brisbane,  until  Noon on MONDAY, the
fifth (5th) day of February next, 1877, from per-
sons  desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material  except wire and insulators, and for all
workmanship necessary for the erection of the
undermentioned Lines of Telegraph, according to
the terms ,  general  conditions, and specifications
appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price,  per mile,  for affixing  insulators, and
stretching wire.
1. Ipswich to Fassifern,  a distance  of 30 miles,
more or less. -The wire and insulators to be sup-
plied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The whole contract to be
completed and banded over to the Government
within four (4) months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
2. Highfields to Crow's Nest, a distance of 17
miles, more or less .-The wire and insulators to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor  in Brisbane . The whole contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within three (3) months from the notification of;
the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the v< ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall hav"
full power at any time afterwards, before final
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the  transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
wi rk or  materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the  facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage  so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland  Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with  all materials and implements
in his  possession  on the ground,  and all  sums of
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money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must  be a memo
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible  persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood, standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six. (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less than  one (1) inch from the top of
the pole. The wire to be so stretched that the de-
flection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as di.
rected, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject to
the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
For the Postmaster-General,
GEORGE THORN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
7 HEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with
t V the  advice of the Executive Council, did by
notice in  the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December, 1876, order that all
vessels  arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
should be required to obtain  admission  to pratique
at the  first port of call south of Somerset,  and also
at the Port of Brisbane ; and that no person should
be allowed to quit  such vessels  until pratique should
have  been so granted , notwithstanding that such
vessels  might have previously  called at Somerset :
And whereas it has been deemed expedient to
amend  the said Notice : His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to order further that all
vessels arriving  from Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain  admission  to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call, before  communicating
with the shore ; and that  no persons  be allowed to
quit such  vessels  until pratique be so granted, not-
withstanding that  such vessels  may have previously
called at Somerset.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following Regulations for the manage-
ment of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich :--
1. The Superintendent may require any of the
inmates  supported wholly at Government  expense
to do or assist in such light work as may be suit-
able for them.
2. Any such inmate shall, when so required, be
bound to obey the instructions of the Superinten-
dent, but shall be at liberty to make complaint
to the Visiting Justice with respect to them ;
and the decision of the Visiting Justice shall be
final.
3. Any such inmate refusing to obey the instruc-
tions of the Superintendent shall be liable, upon
the order of the Visiting Justice, to be deprived of
such articles of food or luxury, not being neces-
saries of life, and for such period as may be
prescribed.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Cook-
town, from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st
day of December, 1876, both days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
Whether
AmountLicense .
rgrantedorefused . of Fee.
C. Freshney,  senior ... Employer' s
Cedar and
Pine
Granted 2
C. Freshney, junior N 2
D. McLean ... 2
Otto K ellar ... 2
Jacob Althans ...
William Wilson Refused
2
Alfred Cleve ... „ Granted 2
John Graham ... 2
Ditto ... 2
Ditto 2...
Ditto ... 2
Louis Kopp ... ... Hardwood... 1
Charles Page ... ... Employer's
Cedar and
2
Pine
Henry Schew ... 2
James  McCarthy 2
t9
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1877.
RETURN of allApplications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Copper-
field, from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st
day of December,  1876, both days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
Whether Amount
License. granted or , of Fee.
refused.
Jacob Walters... ... Hardwood...
Charles Schnuckle ...
Jasper Munster ...
Antonie Sherriffe ...
George Bettridge ...
James Forest ... ...
George Planting
Denis McGeary
John Mullanny
Hans Mortesan
Fox and Adair
Charles Baron
William Baron
Robert Baron ... ...
Adolph Madge ...
James  Penberthy ...
Antonie Bopf,  senior ...
Antonie Bopf, junior ...
John  Bloome ... ...
Peter Canavan... ...
John Andrews...
Joseph Kelly ... ...
John Rowe .. ...
Harry Batchelor ...
William Pengelly ...
James Nolson ... ...
Henry Jemieson ...
Charles Rhodes ...
George Cooke ... ...
Conrad Mayre... ...
„
„
„
Employers'
Hardwood...
Granted
„
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
R
ETURN  of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Taroom,
from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st day of
December, 1876, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of I
Whether (Amount
granted or F V..Licens oe. refused. I
1£
Martin Hickey ... Hardwood...
Richard Ramsay ... „
Granted 1
„ 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licensesmade  to the Bench of Magistrates, at Cler.
mont, from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st
day of December, 1876, both days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant' s Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether Amountgranted or
of  Fee.refused.
Poulsen, Peter ... Hardwood Granted 1
Petersen, Jens ...
Nelson , Alexander ...
Chong Yon ...
Birtwe ll, John ...
Warland, E. ... „ „ i 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1876.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licensesmade to the Bench of Magistrates, at Spring-
sure , from the 1st day of July, 1876,  to the 31st
day of December, 1876, both  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Desc ri ption ofLicense .
Whether Amountgranted
refused.. of Fee.
£
George Chipperfield ... Hardwood... Granted  1
Edward Bedford ... 1
J. L. Denne ... ... 1
Ditto ... ... 1
John  Stone ... 1
Ditto ... ... 1
Joseph Fisher ... ... 1
John Prat ten ... ... 1
James  Smith .. ... 1
Richard Sherrin ... 1
Henry Isles ... ... 1
Louis Yolk ... ... 1
John Murphy ... ... 1„
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1877.
NOTICE. .
R. WILLIAM RICHARD ON SLOW
HILL, Police Magistrate at Byerstown, has
been appointed an Assistant District Registrar of
Births and Deaths at that place, for the Registry
District of Palmer.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar .General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SOUTH ENTRANCE, MORETON BAY.
MASTERS of vessels using the South Entrance
to Moreton Bay. are cautioned to pass the
Red Buoy off the south end of Moreton Island at
the distance of a ship's length. This will take
them in 13 feet at low water, over a Spit which has
recently formed to the south-westward from the
Buoy. At the Eoutlf-west end of the Spit, there is
not more than 8 feet at low water.
As this shoal is of very recent growth, it is
probable that further changes will take place, and
Masters  of vessels  are cautioned accordingly.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane , 9th January, 1877.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.NOW published, at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto :-
£ a. d.
Full Bound ... .., 4 10 0
Half Bound ,., ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound .,. ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
l IN
SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvenci Act of1871,," together with " General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane , 27th December, 1876.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRIJTS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts  specified  in connection  with their  respective Runs, in accordance
with  the rrovisions  of the sixty -first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention  is called to the said clause,  which  declares  that  unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government  Gazette,  all the rights  and interests  of such  defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee.
John Farrar ...
Ditto
Samuel Wilson ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
John Costello ... ... ...
Ditto .... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Patrick Kinchela White ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto  ...  ...
Andrew Scott and Andrew Gordon
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Thomas Mcllwraith ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
The Bank of New South Wales
Ditto ... ...
Mackenzie, Bostock, and Mitchell
Philip Gidley King ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Sydney Grandison Watson ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Edward King Cog
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
De Burgh  Persse ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Niel Hugh Macdonald
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Name of Run.
Berrellem ... ...
Currawilla ... ...
Doveridge No. 1 ...
Doveridge No. 2 ...
Doveridge No. 3 ...
Doveridge No. 4 ...
Diamentina No. 1 ...
Diamentina No. 2 ...
Diamentina No. 3 ...
Diamentina No. 4 ...
Diamentina No. 5 ...
Diamentina No. 6 ...
Diamentina No. 7 ...
Middleton No.  I  ...
Middleton No. 2 ...
Sallen ... ...
Yendah ... ...
Ulva ... ...
Derrywarra ... ...
Diamentina Lakes No. 1
Diamentina Gates No. 3
Diamentina Lakes No. 2
Diamentina Plains ...
Mayne's Lake ...
Diamentina Gates No. 1
Diamentina Gates No. 2
Merrion Downs No. 1
Panic ... ...
Brian O'Lynne ...
Manuka ... ...
Sledmere ... ...Vindex No. 1 ...
Vindeg No. 2Vindex No. 3
Vindeg No. 5Vindex No. 6Vindex No. 7 ...
Wokingham No. 1 ...
Wokingham No. 2 ...
Wokingham No. 3 ...
Wokingham No. 5 ...
Cork No. 1 ... ...
Cork No. 2 ...
Cork No. 3 ... ...
Wokingham No. 9...
Brighton Downs No. 1
Brighton Downs No. 2
Wokingham No. 4
The Nile No. 1 ...
The Nile No. 3 ...
The Nile No. 4 ...
Hercules ... ...
Prodigal ... ...
Googluin No. 1 ...
Googlum No. 2 ...
Werna No. 1 ...Werna No. 2
Werna No. 3 ...
Werna No. 4 ...
Werna No. 5 ...
Werna No. 6 ...
Werna No. 7
Werna No. 8 ...
Derry Downs East ...
Derry Downs West...
Emu Downs East ...
Emu Downs West...
Cobar East ... ...
Cobar West ... ...
Kenegarry
Mowarrah ... ...
Mandragoonah ...
Cooinbara ... ...
Area in
District .  Square
Miles.
Gregory North
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
I ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditt o
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Amount.
£ a. d.
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100, 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
190 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 1 25 0 0
53 13 5 0
86 21 10 0
90 22 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
70 17 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 . 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 ) 25 0 0
100  2  5 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 , 12 10 0
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Name  cf Lessee  or Licensee.
Euston Blomfield ... ...
DittI
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ..
Ditto
I  itto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Donald Smith Wallace
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
James  Crawford, Andrew Gordon, and
Andrew Scott ...
Ditto ...
Wi ll iam Brown  Bradley  and James
Rutherford ... ... ... .. .
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Euston Blomfield  and John Nisbet ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
John Francis Barry ... ... ...
James Nisbet ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
James Crawford ... ... ...
1 titto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Andrew Scott and John Nisbet ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... .. ... ...
Felix t'lewett and James Nisbet ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Felix Clewett ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
William  Miles  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... .. ...
Herbert hunter and John Urquhart...
Charles Skuthorp, Thomas James Sku•
thorp, and.rohn Richard Skuthorp...
Edward Rowland Edlins  ... ...
John Thomas Campbell Ranken ...
Name of Run.
Goongarry  No. 3 ...
Sesbania No. 1 ...
Sesbania No. 2 ...
Sesbania  No. 3 ...
Sesbania  No. 4 ...
Sesbania No 5 ...
Sesbania  Nc. 6 ...
Sesbania  No. 7 ...
t'adell No. 1 ....
Cadell No. 2 ...
Donald ... ...
Cathedral ... ...
Diamentina No. 8 ...
Diamentina  No. 11...
District.
.., Gregory North
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
Area In
Square Amount.
Miles.
£ a. d.
80 20 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 77 19 5 0
Vindex No. 8 ... ditto ... ...  53 13 5 0Vindex No. 9 ... ditto  ... ... 100 25 0 0
McIntyre  Downs ditto  ... ... 50
Davenport Downs ... ditto ... 50
13ur.da  Bulla  ... ditto  ... ... 50
'Papilla ... ... ... ditto ... ...  50
Dirleton No 1 ... ditto ... ... 100
Dirleton No. '3 ... ... ditto  ... ... 100
Dirleton No. 3 ... ... ditto ... ... 100
Dirleton No. 4 ... ... ditto ... 80
Oondooroo ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100
Vindex No. 4 ... ditto ... ... 50
lirleton No. 5 ... ... ditto ... ... 80
Dirleton No. 6 ... ditto ... ] 08
Dirleton No 7 ... ditto ... 83
Upp€r Oondooroo ... ... ditto 56
Rangelands ... ... ... ditto ... 75
Vindea No. 10 ... ditto ... ... 100
Vindex No. 11 ... ... ditto ... ... 100
Vindex No. 12 ... ... ditto ... ...  32
Vindea No. 13 ... ... ditto ... ...  38
Wokingham No. 6 ... ... ditto ... ... 50
Wokingham No. 7 ... . ... ditto ... ... 100
Wokingh am No. 8  ... ... ditto ... ...  65
Olio No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ... 88
Olio  so.  2 ... ... ditto ... 43
Bellkate 'o. 1 ... ... ditto ... ... 100
Bellkate No. 2 ... ditto ... ... 100
LEolia No. 1... ... ... ditto ... ...  60
.s o: is No. 2... ... ditto ... ... 100
Venture No. 1 ... ... ditto ... ... 100
Venture No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ...  33
Wombat ... ... ... ditto ... ... 110
Dagworth ... ... ... ditto ... 100
Gordonia No. 1 ... ditto 50
Gordonia No. 2 ... ... ditto ... 50
Creseent No. 2 ... ditto ... ... 100
< Urbana No. 1 ... ditto ... ... 100Urbana No. 2 ... ditto ... ... 100
Marmion ... ... ditto ... 82
Jackton ... ... ditto ... ... ! 100
12 10 0
12  10 0
12 10 0
12  10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
20 0 0
i5 0 0
1.2 10 0
20 0 0
27 0 0
20 15 0
14 0 0
1815 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
8 0 0
9 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
16 5 0
22 0 0
10 15 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
15 0 0
25 0
25 0 0
8 5 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
2;, 0 0
.5 0 0
25 0 0
20100
25 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane .  12th January, 1877.
j T is hereby notified for general information ,  that the interest of the previous occupants in the Leases
of the underwentioned Runs,  held under  the provisions  of  " The Oroten  Lands Alienation Act of
1868," have been transferred during  the Quarter  ending 31st December ,  1876, with the sanction of
the Secretary for Public Lands, to the parties hereunder particularised.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Run.
Bribie  Sections ...
Bingera ...
2'agigan ...
Tilpsl
Miriam Vale
'l,orilla
Transfer ror. Transferee.
MORETON DISTRICT.
...
1
T. E. Bonney  ... ... ... ...  Commercial Bank  of Sydney
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
.. .  R. Travis T. Robertson... ... ... ... ...
... I Commercial Bank of Sydney ... ... R. B. Riddler
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
Morehead and Young  ... ...  Scottish  Australian Investment Company...
...
...
Cox and Bloomfield  ... ... ...  E C. Bloomfie]d
Executors of the late F. G. Newbold  ...  cvd.  J. Rogers
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1$76.
SALE OF A RUN IN THE SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
I
N pursuance of the Regulation proclaimed on the 4th January, 1872, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for general information, that lease for
five years  of the Run of Crown lands hereunder described, which has become vacant by forfeiture, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the 30th January, 1877, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square  mile at  which the Run will be offered, according to the estimated area,
Is two pounds sterling, and the highest  amount  bid, shall be the annual rent for the term of five years,
ending on the 31st December, 1881.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each  subsequent year's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The Run offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general selection, under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and in the case of an area exceeding  one square mile
being alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Run may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDA Y, THE 30TH
JANUARY, 1877.
Lot.
1
Name of Run.
Available
Area in Square
Miles.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1876.
Register
No. of How Held.
NEW  ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
1881.  ! £ s. d.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed
it expedient to open a new Road through portions 61 and 63, parish of Tamborine, and
portion 19, parish of Tabragalba,_ county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Sui veyor-General,
• Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-4954. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 61 AND 63, PARISH OF TAMBORINE, AND POR.
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
I
0
Selection.
SEITLED DISTRICT OF PORT CURTIS.
Bason Creek 60 Commencing at a point on the sea-coast bearing east 31 December 2 0 0
No. 1 and from Mount Funnel, and bounded thence on the
2, and Gil- north by a west line to the summit of Mount Funnel ;
linbin thence on the north-west by a spur range to the
Coast Range ; on the west by the Coast Range to
the head of West Hill Creek ; on the south by that
creek downwards to the sea-coast ; and thence on
the east by the sea-coast northerly to the point of
commencement. The country embraced in this run
lies between Mount Funnel Run on the north and
Porphyry Hill Run on the south
I
Commencing on a Brisbane
surveyed road in  I Register
portion 63, and run -' 2025A
ping northerly to 85
its north boundary
Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 61, and
running  northerly
to the Coburg
River
Immigra-
tion selec-
t tion
De'.cription  of Boundaries.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Date of  1  Upset Price
Expiration of per Square
Lease. Mile.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
chs. lks,
Thomas T. Irving N .  37° E. 5 00 1 chain
Irving N. 33° E. 8 10
N. 345°  30' E. 4 62
2026 Under Land CharlesI Act of 1868 Holmes
9 Running  northerly 1412 Kinder Land William
thin  ugh portion 19, Act of 1868 Holmes
across a bend of
the Coburg River
Unoccupied  N. S41f°  3a E. 9  9 I I chain
Unoccupied N. 343°  28' E. 3 16 1 chain
N. 6° O' E. 12 411
N. 18° 68' E. 3 30
A. H. P.
1 3 8 '
I Forest land
fenced;
slightaltera-
I tion of re-
served road.
1 0 0 Forest land
fenced;
slight  altera-
tion of re-
served road.
2 10 0 Forest land
fenced.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1876.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of Churchill,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of  the  Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
76-5701. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 From  the south -east
2
corner  of portion 40,
northerly  along  its
east boundary to the
north-east corner
From the south -east
corner  of portion 41,
northerly  along its
How held Reputed Occupier Bearings .  Lengths. Breadth Area Remarks
z m
. Owner. . of Road. . .
2897 Homestead Heinrich
chs. lks.
North ... 24 0 1 chain
a. r. p.
2 2 0
under C L.
A. Act of
1868
Goebel
3846 Homestead Alfred Rose North ... 24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
under C.L
A. Act of
east boundary to the 1868
north-east corner
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th December, 1876.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST  NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Gove rn or,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton ,  county of  Ward,  through
lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan
and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-4831 .  GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND 8 ,  PARISH OF BROMELTON,  COUNTY OF
WARD, - INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
o
1 Commencing on the Brisbane
south boundary of Register
portion 7,  and run- 1734
ning north and north-
westerly
2 Commencing on the 1839
south boundary of
portion 8,  and run-
ning not th -westerly
to a surveyed road
How Held. Reputed Occupier  Bearings .  Lengths .Owner
Breadth
of Road. Area .  Remarks.
chs. lks A. R.  P.
Under Land John John North 30 00 1 chain 5 1 0 Open
Act of 1868 Murray  Murray N. 315° E. 22 54 forest
land.
Under Land
Act of 1868
Catherine
Colgan
Catherine
Colgan
N. 316° E. 10 98 1 chain 1 0 20
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road through portions 33 and 34, parish of Teleman, county of Ward, through
lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested thereintwo requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within o e month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-5216. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How hid.
1 From the  road reserved through 2286 Homestead under
portion 33 westerly and south -  " C. L. A. Act  qf
westerly to its west corner 1868"
2  Prom  the cro ssing place on 2286 Ditto ...  ...
Christmas Creek north-west-
erly and south-westerly to
join the above
3 From  the south  corner  of por -  2291  I  Ditto ... ...
tion 34 north -westerly along
its south-west boundary to
the west corner
Reputed
Owner.
I Occupier . I Beaaingn. Lengths. Breadth
of Road. Area.
chs. Iks.
Edwin Brook ... 273° 26 94 1} chains 6 2 0
Ditto ... 318° 30' 10 36 1 chain 6 2 0
3000 7 8 and
2360 37 87 irregular
Michael ... 326" 48 0 1}  chains 7 1 0
I
Cahill
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Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BUNYA AND WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
'' r 1TH reference to the Notice dated the 16th day of November, 1876, folio 1071 of the  Government
Gazelle,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 10A, parish of Bunya, and 98,
parish of Warner. county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, being lands orig'nally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a resErvation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that His Excel
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane, All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty dal s from the date hereot, but such notice will i.ot entitle the  persons so
claiming to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-6151.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF RF.FEREN(`E OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 10A, PARISH OF Bt?NYA, AND 98,  PARISH OF
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON .DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
I
2
Portion of Road.
Commencing in the
sou h east bounda' y n.
portion 10.%.  and r un-
niug north we-tee ly to
th jtincti. n of i'and%
Creek  With  the South
1,ine River
A I iece of land off the
south -west corner of
subdivision 1 of por-
tion 98
No of
Portion.
10.E
How held. Reputedowner.
Under deed Joseph
or grant Baynes
containing
a genet al
reservation
fat roads
ditto ... Sam].  One
i
I Occupier.  Bearin gs. Lengths .
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
Road.
clis.Iks . A. R. V.
Chs. Copp  3350 14 81 1 chain , 1 2 2) Cultivated
and
irregular
land, en-
fenced,
I
along east
boundary
of  portion
10 1.
Saml. Coe  315° 4 0 Irregular 0 1 29 Unfenced,
276° 2 0 along west
Knit north
boa daries
or portion
93.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  21st December, 187 6.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
`N- ITH reference to the Notice dated the 13th day of O. tober. 1876, folio 789 of the  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of it new Road through Portions 319 and 334, parish of  Eno_rgera, county
of Stanley. through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally granted
by Decd o• Grant containin a reservation ofall such parts thereof as might heretifter be requires for
making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency tae Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council. has been pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office cf the Surveyor- t;enertil , Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons
desirous of elainling compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby  infor ,ned that notice of the
contltensation they claim Must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty  days from
the dove hereof, heat shell notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any  such compensation,
unless they are otherwise by law  so entitled.
76-3885. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 319 AND 334, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY Oir
STANLEY. MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. coPortion of Road.  How held.
1 A triangular piece
ofT the  r,m t east
corner of  Portion
319
319
2 A strip of rang off
the eastern b' un-
334
Under Deed
Cl Grant
coat inning
general
tes• I-Val ion
for roads
I nder reed
of (: , ant
d ry cal'  Portion  containing
Ray general
)eservat ion
for roads -
Reputed Occupier. Bearing . Lengths .
IBreadth
of Area. Remarks.
Owner.
•
Road.
chs. lks. A R. P.
Rev James Rev. James N. 118° 24' E. 1 21 Varying 0 0 S# Forest land,
A oller V olier fenord in.
;.
Ditto ... ,,,to N. 26° E . 22 85  1 Chain 2 1 5 Forest land
1
untin.
proved.
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Brisbane , l0th January, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of November. 1876. folio 1218 ofthe Gorernment/.azette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 4i, pari-h of Gilson, county of
Ward, through land in the occupation of the per-on hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Exf cutive Council. has been pleased to confirm the s'tid
Road, and it .s theret'ore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, tirisbane, and tit.- Police
Office. Beenl 'igh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby
informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof. but sn°-h notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works)
76-6030. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTION  4 1 , PARISH  OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the road reserved 372
througis portion 41,
parish of Gilston,
s' 'nth -easterly to the
south boundary
How Reputed
Held. Owner.
Home- J. Glass ...
stead
under
"C.L.A.
Act of
180811
Occupier .  Bearing ,  Lengths. Breadth Area.or Road.
ehs. lks. A.  it.  P11130301 2 63 1 chain 1 0 0
148° 8 23
13o° 1 60
Remarks.
I
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BLENHEIM, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WIl'H reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  GorernmentGazett ,  relative to the opening of a n w Road to upp r part of Sandy Creek, paris  of Blenheim,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby  given , that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane.  and at the  Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming comp ensation in  respei t of
the said  Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim mu-;t be served upon the
Secretary  for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice mill not entitle the
persons so claiming to  any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5225.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK, PARISH OF PLENHrIM,
COUNTY CF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the no rt h bound -
ary of portion 120,
south - westerly  and
southerly ,  to its south
boundary
2 From the north bound -
ary of  portion 125,
southerly to  its south
boundary and gain
from its north bound-
ary south -westerly to
Sandy Creek
3 From the no rt h -east
co rn er of portion  126.
souther :y to its south
boundary 1868
d
O y
.Go
aoi How Held.
Reputed
Oa net. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Ipswich. Ichs. Its.1677 Homestead Martin
... 224° 25 26 ,
under C.L. Carmody 168° 30' 4 15 1
A. Act of
1868
youth. 14 95
1830 homestead Dedlef 172° 5 1')
under  C.L  Rander 17u° 7 0
A. Act of 232° 13 0
1868 276° 8 0
338° 1 40
Helidon.
308 Homestead Henry 1t8°36' 5 4
under C.L. Pohlman 211° 7 10
A. Act of 18,1° 8 33
Bread: h.
f'f Area. Remarks.
Road.
1 chain
A.
3
it.
0
P.
0
1 chain 5 0 0
I chtin 2 0 0 1
ao d irre-
gular
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Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1 WITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of October, 1876, folio 881 of the  Government Gazette,relative  to the opening of a new Road through Portions 320 and 321, parish of Tenthill, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Gatton. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the  said Road, are
hereby intormed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Pub-
lic Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming
to any  such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76.4667. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU GH PORTIONS 320 AND 321 ,  PARISH OF TENTHILL,  COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
N o. Portion  of Road .
I From  the north
boundary of por -
tion 321 south-
westerly and
westerly to its
south-west corner
on Sandy Creek
2 From  the north
boundary of por-
tion 3t0 south-
westerly to its
south boundary
z m
RuteHow Held . Owner• Occupier . Bearings .
eadth
Lengths.
Br
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
ohs. Ike . A.  X. P.
1980 Homestead Charles ... 201° west 21 46 2 chains 8 0 0
under  " C. Tryhorn 19 30
L. A. Act
of 1868 "
1985 Homestead  Joseph ... 201° 14 28 2 chains 6 0 0
under " C. Avis 239° 13 0
L. A. Act
of 1868"
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MACKENZIE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
V
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 996 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road in subdivision A, of portion  22, parish of
Mackenzie , county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder  specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a' reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming to any such
compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
• JOHN DOUGLAS.76-4808.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN SUBDIVISION A OF PORTION 22, PARISH OF MACKENZIE ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC ROAD.
S. o
No. Portion of Road. om
(D 0Z
c4z00
How Reputed
held .  Owner.. Occupier .  Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks,
An irregular piece of  ... Under Henry Unoccupied. East i
chs 1ks.
Average.
4 22
ch. 1ks.
1 50
A.  R.  P.
0 2 20 Fenced.
land off  the  north-  Deed o Jordan.
east corner of Sub- Grant
division A Portion 22  contain-,
ing
general
reserva-
tion for
roads.
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 997 of the  Governmeut
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 140, parish of Redland,
county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76.5001.
BOOK OF RZFEBENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 140 ,  PARISH OF REDLAND ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MOBETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1  'From thenortli boundary
of portion 110 south-
easterly and south-
westerly to its south
boundary
b How Held.
Reputed
Owner.
P4zm
I
I
1,373 Underdeed J. H. Heine-
Bris- of grant, mann
bane containing
Reg. a general
reservationI for roads.
1290 50'
157° 10'
156° 15'
156° 48'
156° 15'2080 57'
225°
Lengths.
Breadth!
of Area.
Road.
ohs. Ike . A.  R.  P.
1 14 11  chain 2 1 2
2 12
644
308
4 34
4 36
1 16
Remarks.
Taken up as
a Conditional
Selection
under the C.
L. A. Act of
1888, in Ooto-
ber,1871.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH  OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
\7 ITH reference  to the Notice dated  the 14th day  of November ,  1876, folio  1070 of the  Gorern;nent
Gazette  relative to the opening of a new Road ,  being part of a Road from  Logan Village to
Beenleigh through Portion 261, parish of Moffatt ,  county of  Ward,  through land  in the occupation of the
person hereunder specified  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that His Exce llency  the Governor, with the  advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road , and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police  Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said  Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary  for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will  not entitle the persons so claimin g to any such compensation , unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4794. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFER$NCE OF PART OF  ROAD FROM LOOAN VILLA GE TO BEENLEIOH ,  THROUGH
PORTION 261 ,  PARISH OF MOFFATT , COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON D ISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO
BE PROCLAIMED As A PUBLTC ROAD.
No.
1 A strip of land off the 633A  I  Under Saml .  Smith '  Saml .  Smith N. 89° 53'  E. chs .  Iks.  150  links
south boundary of ly  "Land Act  24 96
portion 261 . Immigra - Q(1868" t
tion se-
lection,
{ Beenleigh) I ( I
Register
Portion of Road.
ao
How Held. Reputed
Breadth
Owner . Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.Road.
Occupier. Bearings.
- I-.
A, a. P.
3 2 39 Forest
land,
partly
fenced.
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Department  of Public Works,
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
`7'ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1281 of the  GovernmentGaz tt ,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being cart of Road. fr m Warwick tc Ipswich,
through the Mount Tabor Estate, parish of Warwick, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation
of the several persons hereunder specified. being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation  for Roads of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making  Public Ways : Notice is hereby given,  that His  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, has been pleased to confirm the said lload, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient  to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Briebane , and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation  in respect of the  said  (load are hereby informed that notice of the
• compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty  days  front
the date  hereof, but  such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming  to any such  compensation ,  unless
they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
77-137. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOR OF RRFERENCE OF PA11T OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO IPSWICH ,  THROUGH THE AMOUNT TABOR
ESTATR, PARISH OF WARwiCK, COUNTY OF MEItIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO ItS
PROCLAIMM.'D AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD
No. Portion of Road.
Running northerly
through the Cattle
Market  Reserve from
it ., south east boundary
to its north corner
A triangular piece  off
the east corner of
allotment 4, section 2a,
town of  Warwick
Register RBreadthNo. of How Held . eputedpute .Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths. ofPoi tions, Road.
Proclamation The Crown Unoccupied 0° 57'
in Govern-
went  Gazette
of 1869, folio
4
Area.
chs. Iks .  I A.  It.  P.
10 53 150 links 1 1 2 12
4 Under Deed John Ditto  ...  0° 57' 3 42 Ditto... 0 1 1
of Grant McCu lloch
containing a
genc rat  re-
servation
for roads
Remarks.
Unimproved
poor Dandy
sail
Ditto
8 A triangular piece of 160  Ditto  ...  Patrick Ditto  ...  0° 57' 2 42  Ditto  ...  0 0 23 Ditto
the north -west corner Mc\amaa
of portion 160
4 From the south -west 162 Ditto  ...  James Ditto  ...  0° 57' 3 69 Ditto  ...  2 1 38
corner of portion 1,11,  163 Quinn 49° 0' 13 96
northerly and north-
easterly to the south-
east corner of portion
163
Ditto
5 Running north-easterly 161 Ditto  ...  Ditto ... Ditto ... 49° 0' 13 76 Ditto ...  2 1 6 Ditto
from the west to the
north boundary of por-
tion 164
6 Running north-easterly 165 Ditto  ...  Florence Ditto  ...  49° 0' 4 72 Ditto ... 0 1 37 Ditto
from the south to the Hou ora
east boundary of por-  O'Reilly
tion 165
7 Running north -easterly 368 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  G. Pigott  ...  550 30 '  15 52 Ditto  ...  2 1 12 Unimp ro ved
from thA west to the
out  boundary of por-
Lion 368
e Running north-easterly 369 Ditto  ...  John  Cant  Ditto  ...  55° 30'  29 05  Ditto_  4 2 15 Dittofrom the west bound- 370
ary of portion 31x9 to
the north-east corner
of portion 370
0 Running north -enaterly 1 407 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  37° 35'  l 46 29  Ditto  ... 7 1 20 Ditto
from the south -we.-t 4'18
corner of portion 407 409
to the north boundary 410
of portion 410
10 Running north easterly 411 Ditto ... Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  379 3b'  14 53,}  Ditto ...  10 1 15  Unimproved
from the south bound -  412 6n°  0' 27 00 for eat land
cry of portion 411 to 413 59°  0' 27 24
the nort r  .oundary of 431
portion 423 432
11  Wi nning north -easterly 433 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  50° 0' 42 20 Ditto ...  6 0 16 Fence]
f ro m the south bound- 434
ary of portion 433 to 435
the east boundary of
portion 435
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th  January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MUDGEERAB% AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice  dated the 3')th day of October,  1876 , folio  935 of the  Government
Uazette,  relative to the opening  of 'a new  Road from selections  on Tallebuggera Creek , towards
Brisbane ,  Beenleigh ,  and the  Border,  parishes  of M1  and Tallebuggera , county of Ward,
through lands in the occupation  of the  several persons hereunder specified ,  being lands whereof some
part was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a special reservation for roads,
and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth  : Notice is hereby
109
given, that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan an -1 Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5744. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROODS YRO3f SELECTIONS ON TALLEBUGGERA CREEK TOWARDS  BRISBANE,
BEENLEIGH ,  AND THE BoRDFR ,  PARISIIE3 OF MUDGI'ERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA ,  COUNTY OF
WARD ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion  of Road . No. of How held.
Sele^tion.
1 Commencing on Talle- 12.i Conditional Stephen  ...
buggers Creek ,  and Selection Tobin
running westerly  under " C.
through portion  No.  L. A. Act of
16 to a Government 18,8"
road
2 Commencing on Talls -'  123 Ditto William  ...
bugle  a Creek , and Dolan
running north east-
erly and northeriv
through portion  No.
15 for its eastern
boundary
3 Commencing on the 248 Ditto Samuel  ...
western boundary of Andrews
portion No.  14, and
running north-
easter ly to Itsno,th -
eastboundary ;  co--
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
dary, and running
westerly to the
western boundary
4 Commencing on the
south -west boundary
of portion No. 13,
and running east-
erly to a Govern-
ment road ; com-
mencing on the
no rt h-east  boundat y
of the portion, and
running south-
westerly and south-
erly  to its south-
west boundary
6 Commencing on the 141
north-east boundarv
of portion 12, tend
running southerly to
Tallebuggera Creek
6 Commencing on Talle- 245
busgera Creek, and
running south-
easterly through
portion  No 21 to its
no rt h-east boundary
7 Commencing on the 152
south -west boun-
dary of  portion Nn.
18, and running
south-easterly and
north-easterly to its
no rth-east boundary
Under Deed Samuel
of Grant Andrews
containing a
special re
ervation  for
roads
Conditional
Selection
under '- C.
L. A. Act of
186E"
Stephen
Tobin
Under Deed J. J. Dwyer
of Gran
containinga
special  re-
serval ion for
roads
8 Commencing  on the 889 1868.Act
south-west boun-
dary or portion No.
19, and running
north -easterly  t,, its
no rt h-east boundary
9 Commencing on the
north-west boun-
dar; of portion No
10, and running
south-. -ssterly and
north -easterly to the
same boundary
10 Commencing on the
south b undary of
portion No .  14A ,  and
run ni ng north to its
north boundary
142 Under Deed William
of Grant Andrews
containinga
special re-
nervation for
roads
Heinrich
Gypske
1
135 Under Deed Fred .  Fowler
of Grant
containi ga
special re-
serv .ttion for
ro ads
Unde :-  Deed Satnl.Howes
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
11 t Commencing on the  Under  Peed Ditto
u south  boundary  or of Grant
portion No 13A. and containinga
running north to its special re-
no rt h-east bound-  servition for
ary  ro ads
Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.Owner. Lengths .
`Breadth Area .  Remarks.
of Road
eeenieigh
Register ohs. Ms. A.  R. P.
276° 40' 7 70 1 chain 0 3 4 Parish of
rallebuggera.
52° 30'  2 30 1 chain 3 3 37 Parish of
41° 30'  4 11 Mudgeeraba.
3 11° 50' 5 70
16° 0' 7 09
00 35' 16 4.5
8° 0' 7 43
8° 0' 11 53 1 chain 5 1 2 Ditto.
30' 36' 20 28
48° 30' 2 35
2540 0' 3 09
286° 45' 7 78
327° 0' 4 08
480 30' 5 99 1 chain 4 2 16 Ditto.
94° 45' 6 04
245° 15' 1 84
211° 30' 4 9013700' 4 28
173° 30' 4 40
162° 30' 8 48
181•' 15' 5 94
197° 15' 5 06
197° 15' 2 64 1 chain 2 2 20 Ditto.
191° 45' 8 86
142° 15' 15 47
126° 40' 2 00 1 chain 1 2 21 Parish of
780 50' 5 87 Tallebuggers
150° 3' 6 17
127° 0' 2 50
127° 0' 13 01 1 chain 2 3 4 Ditto.
47° 10' 6 08
38° 45' 8 37
38° 46' 3 50 1 chain 4 0 9 Ditto.
10° 30' 5 75
18° 47' 9 04
44° 0' 14 17 •
24° 40' 8 01
131° 0' 0 34 1 chain 0 2 6 Parish of
75° 0' 2 03 Mudgeerabs
21° 30, 1 31
360° 0'  10 00 1 chain 1 0 0 Ditto.
360° 0' 2 48 1 chain 0 0 26 Ditto.
Nora .- On the Deeds of Grant of portions 10, 12,  13, 18,  13A, and 14.  the above road has been reserved .
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 10th day of October, 1976, folio 790 of  the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 30, parish of Moondoolan,
County of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, originally granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is  therefore hereby declared
expedient to opt'n and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan -nd Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous  of claiming  compensation in respect of the  said  Road are hereby informed that notice of
the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not  entitle the persons so claiming  to any such  compensation
unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
76-5356.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOM OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 30 ,  PARISH or MOONDOOLAN ,  COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. Reputed Occupier Bearings Lengths
Breadth
of Area
aL
•
.Owner. . . Road.
. 9
John  Collins 116  53 ohs. Iks.9 35 1} chains A. R P.20 0 0
87° 8' 9  60 ditto ...
122°  Be, 14 69 ditto ...
74° 28' 10 00  Irregular
181° 24' 6 46 ditto
184° 50' 18 00  ditto ...
1 Fro m the  ro ad reserved  ...  Under Deed
through Port ion 30 i of Grant
easterly  to  the Albert  containing
River ,  and southerly a general
along that river reservation
for  roads.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
RE W ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OFAUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
j J ITH reference to the Notice dated the 27th day of November, 1876, folio 1218 of the  Government
1' Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Selection 1003TR, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensa.
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming  to any  such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
-  76-5330. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  1003 T. R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN ,  COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
S.
o
xm
How Reputed
Held. Owner.
eng rea Area .  Remarks.Occupier .  Bearings . in Chains .  of Road .
A. a.  P.
N. 0° 4' E .  24 72 1 chain 2 2 01 i From the south -west  1003- Home -  William
corner of selection stead Bishop
1003, parish of Merin- under
gandan, no rt herly  "C.L.A.
along its west  boun-  Act of
dary to the north-west 1868"
corner
th BL dth
U'
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, folio 941 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of anew Road, being deviation of Warwick  Road, near Fassifern ,  parish of
Fassifern , county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the several  persons  hereunder  specified,
being lands  whereof  some  part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other  titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road , and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roa i referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference , to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane. and the Police Office, Ipswich.
All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that
notice  of the  compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compen-
sation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
75-672.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD ,  BEING  DEVIATION OF THE WARWICK ROAD , NEAR FASSIFEBN ,  PARISH
OF FASSIFERN ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.
PUBLIC ROAD.
Register  Breadth
No. Portion  of Road .  No. of How held . Repepute.uted Occu pier. Bearing s. Lengths.  of Area .  Remarks.
Selection .  Road.
1 Running no rt h-east-
erly from the west
to the east boundary
of subdivision 1 of
portion 22
2 Commencing in the
east boundary of
portion 105, and
running no rt h-east-
erly to its no rt h
boundary
3 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 43, and run-
ning north -easterly
to its north  boun-dary
4 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning north -easterly
to its west boundary
5 Commencing in the
east boundary of
portion 66,  and run-
ning no rt h -easterly
and no rt h -westerly
to its no rt h-west
corner
6 Commencing in the
south boundary of
po rt ion 166, and run-
ning  north-westerly
to its west  boundary
7 Commencing in the
east boundary of
port ion 41,  and run-
ning  north-westerly
and no rt herly to its
north boundary
Under deed Michael
of grant McAnalan
containinga
general re-
servation
for  ro ads
2008  "C. L. A Act  Rd. Brad-
of  1868 "  field
Homestead
309  " C. L. A. Act  Julia
' f 1868  MacAnalen
Conditional
93  " C. L. A. Act
of 1868"
Conditional
708
Julia
MacAnalen
' C. L. A. Act  Ml. Mac-
qf  1868"  Analen
Conditional
2560  1 " C. L. A. Act  M1.  Mae-
of  1888 "  Analen
Conditional
i
93  " C. L A.  Act  Julia
of 1863"  MacAnalen
Conditional
cgs. lks.
M. McAna -  62°
ran
00'  11 24
Rd. Brad -  62° 00'  10 10
field 38° 00' 1 50
ML McAna -  38° 00'  14 96
len 27° 00'  14 51
72° 00'  12 42
MacAnalen 72° 00' 6 60
and Pea-
cock
25° 00' 0 961
1 Ml. Mac- 25° 00' 15 86
Analen 325° 00' 9 60
M1. Mac-
Analen
325° 00' 2 16
MacAnalen 325° 00' 4 45
and Pea- 356° 25' 17 29
cock 11° 33' 7 66
lks. A.  IL  p.
150 1 2 15 Unfenced and
unimp ro ved;
to be ex-
changed for
part  of a
closed  road.
150 1 2 7 Unfenced and
unimproved.
150 6 0 16 Unfenced and
unimproved.
Reserved  ro ad
to be closed.
750 1 2 19 Unfenced and
unimproved.
Part of re-
served road
to be  closed.
150 3 1 30 Unfenced and
unimp roved.
A  tri- 0 0 171  Ditto.
angular
piece
150 1ks.I 5 0 49 Ditto.
J
Irre-Igular
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Land described  below under the
provisions  of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging , by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name  of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
32 perches , being allotment 27 of section 3, parish and Rebecca O'Hegan and 13th February, 1877.
town of Ipswich, county of Stanley John 0 uilfoyle, as Trus-
tees  of Win. Yates, de-
ceased
371  perches, being subdivisions 1 and 2 of western Wm. O'Carroll ... ... 12nd February, 1877.
suburban  allotment 68, parish of South Brisbane,
county of Stanley  1, 1
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Commiaioner for Railways '  Oflee,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
rJ 0RTI IERN  RAILWAY.- On and after 16th  O ctober ,  1876 ,  the following Time Table will con e
i \ into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT.
Cm, missinner for R:iilwavs.
Mi es from!
Rock-
hampton.
Stations. UpTrains.
Mt.es fromDingo. Stations. DownTrains.
itoc'•ba  nptor,  depart ...
a.m.
8. 0 Dingo, depart ... ... ...
a.  M.
7.20
6 (lraeeniere  ... ... ... 8.24 23 Duaringa  ... ... ... ... 8 51
10 Ten-Mlle  ... ... ... A 30 Boolburra  ... ... ... A
15 6tauwell ... ,., 9. 0 35 Herbert 's Creek ... ... ... 9.39
24 losewood ... ... A 44 Rocky Creea ... ... 10.20
.'x
30 Westwood arrive ... 10. 0 50
Goganjo  .. ... ... ... 4710
.depart ... 1015 58 Westwood arrivet
... 2011
38 Goganjo ... x' 10.47 depart ... 11.35
44
53
Noeky Creek  .. ...
Herbert ' s Creek ...
...
...
11.15  61
11.56
Rosewood ... ... ... ... A
p  M.
58 Boolburi  a ... ... ... A 73 Stanwell ... ... ... ... 12 35
p.m.  78 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
65 Duaringa 12.44  82 (Iracemere  ... .. ... 1.11
88 Dingo  ... ... ... 2.15  88 Rockhampton , ... ,.. 1.35
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station  at
which their  Journey  terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the precedii it
Station to the Guaid of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the pls, e
at which they propost to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live Parcels  and
Stock.  Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d. £  jr. d.
Week ending 6th January,1877 ... 1,277 8 10 2,223  1 9 156 14 11 3,657 5 6
Co responding  week last  year ... 869 1 10 1,474160 99 19 0 2,4131610
Increase  ..• ...
...
408 7 0 748 5 9 56 15 11 1,213 8 8
Decrease  ... ... ...
18' 7-Total Traffic to date ... 3,657 5 6
1816-Ditto ditto ... 2,443 16 10
Total Increase £1,213 8 8
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live i Parcels and TotalFares. Stock Miscellaneous. .
£ a. d. £  e. d. £ a. d. JR  a. d.
Week  ending t tb  January, 1877 ... 221 8 6 249 0 0 29 10 2 499 18 8
Corresponding  week last year ... 1578 0 312 1 7 15 9 7 48419 2
Increase 64 0 6 14 0 7 14 19 6
Decrease 631 7
1877-Total  Traffic to date ... 499 18 8
1876-Ditto  ditto ... 484 19 2
Total Increase ... ... £1411 6
A. O. HERBERT,
__
Commissioner fer Railwsyp.-
Colonial Secretary's Office, v
Brisbane. 12th January,  1877.
1 TM
following General Abstract showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and Assirs of the BANK of AUSTRtLASIA, within the Colony of Queensland, during the Quarter
from the 1st OCTOBER to the 31st DECEMBER, 1846, is publi, hed in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIF,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the BANtt of AUSTRALASIA, within the', Colony' of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the 1st OCTOBER to the 31st DEcEMSER, 1876.
LIABILITIES.
notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...
Bills in Circulation ..
...
Bearing Interest
Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ...
Deposits  ........ .... {Not bearing Interest ... ... ...... Bearing Interest ,.. ... ,..
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of  the Capital Stock paid up at this date
Bate of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last  Dividend  declared ...
AMOUNT.
£ a. d.
10,137 7 8
3,133 6 2
53 304 15 5
216,136 10 10
... ...
Amounts  of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
10,137 7 8
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals...
Gold and Silver  in Bullion and Bars
Stamp  Account ... ... ... ...
......... Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
3,133 6 2
269,441 6 3
Notes and Bills of other Banks
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
TOTALS.
£ s.d.
32,946 2 2
71 12 2
9,000 0 0
217 6 3
459,361 6 8
£ 282,712 0 1 Total Amount of Assets ... ... ... ... £  500,596 6 3
... 1,20),000 0 0
121 percent per anm.
75,000 0 0
382.242 5 7
JOSH. B. DIXON,  Manager.
F. W. MORRIS,  Accountant.
f, Joseph Black Dixon, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the abo-1e
lank during  the period specified ; and that the sane was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn  before me, at Brisbane, this 8th day of January, 1877. JOSH. B. DIXON.
SAML. HODGSON, Justice of the Peace.
it the undersigned, being the Manager of the BANK OF AUSTaeLASLA, Rrisi-ane, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, Section 9, the sum of £76 0s. 7d.
for the duty  after  the rate of £3  per cent . per annum upon the sum of £10,137 7s. 8d.,  being one quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the  annual  average of the money value of the  notes in c r'ulation of the
tiid Bank , in the Colony of Queensland, according  to the annexed  Return.
Dated this  8th day of January, 1877. JOSH. B. DIXON, Manager.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1-476, folio 996 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 21, parish of Jimboomba, county
of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect of' the said Road, are hereby informs d that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For Secretary  of Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-4882. -----
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21, PARISH OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion of Road.
s. p
0.2 How  Reputed
held. Owner. Occupier.
Breadth
Bearings.  Lengths .  I of Area .  Remarks.
A triangular piece ,  off ' 1913, I Under T.  E. W illiams T. E. Williams
the south-west corner' Brie- Act of
of portion 21 I bane 1868
1
Reg.
Road.
clis. lks .  A. R.  P.
N. 190' 4'  E. 8 28 Irre -  0 2 21 Required to
gular give access
to new
bridge.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31A December, 1876.
No. 12.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1876.
I10applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, ai a requested togive the correct numbe  of the pag  on which they may have observed their Nam s,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission ; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.iu to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
1W  c, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; o, dead letter; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria; a, South
Australia ; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand ; w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom ;
f, foreign. _
A. 25 Alt Row, Cooktown c
26 Ali Shin, Edwardstown, Palmer c
1 A BA RAT }fans, Walloon Stat ion I p,i i(h o v 27 Ali Sing George, Post Office, Edwardstown c2 Ablot George, Ipswich in 28 Ah Song and Co., Cooper's Creek m
3 Abert Mrs. Marie, Maryborough o c 29 Ah Sue B., Lower Cape Diggings c
4 Abrahams Joseph, South Brisbane c 30 Ah Ye, Cooktown c
5 Absolon W., Mackay u k 31 Ah Yon, care of Lilley, Blackall c
6 Achon -, Ronia s 32 Akers James, P.O., Brisbane u k
7 Adam George, barque ' Scottish Bard" Rock- 33 Albert Louis, Fortitude Valley,  Brisbane c
hampton u k 34 Alderson Geo., Dalbv c
8 Adams George, Mount Margaret, Wilson River c 35 Aldred Wm, Byerstown c (3)
9 Adams T., Post Office, Dingo c 36 Alisse Jane, P.O., Brisbane c
10 Adams W illiam,  Warwick c 37 Alka , Middle Ridge, Toowoomba c
11 Adams W., Warwick c 38 Allen John, Cooktown u k
12 Adlinton Mrs. Henry, Ipswich o c 39 Allen John,  Courier  Office, Cooktown c
13 Afllick Miss Priscilla, care of Emigration Agent, 40 Allen John E , P.O., Cooktown a
Brisbane c 41 Allen Joseph, care of T. Mackay,  Palmer River c
14 Ah Ack, Palmer, n s 42 Allen J. Henry, P.O., Brisbane c (3)
15 Ah Butt (shepherd), Roma o c 43 Alliott F. S., Government Agent, Maryborough c
16 Ah Chin (storekeeper), Cooktown c 44 Allison -, Cooper's Creek c
17 Ah Chop James, Byerstown m 45 Allsop John, Rockhampton o c
18 A herns Mrs., Reserve, Warwick c 46 Allsop Robert, P.O., Rockhampton u k
19 Ah Fat, Cooktown s 47 Althans Hermann, Redbank c
20 Ah Fook, Cooktown c 48 Althus -, Middle Ridge, Toowoomba c
21 Ah Gin Mrs., Bowen Bridge road c 49 Amos N. E. (railway surveyor), Yuleba,  via Dalby
22 Ah  Hong ,  care of Biscow , Mitchell e t and c (3)
23 Ah  Till, Goondiwindi s 50 Andersen Mrs. Johanna,  P.O., B risbane a
24 Ah Vee, care of Cran Thomas,  Palmer m 51 Andersen T., Brisbane c
116
52 Andersen  T. J., Maryborough o c (2)
53 Anderson  Abeander,  care of  R. Watson, Oakey
Creek n z
54 Anderson  Andrew, P.O., Charters Towers in
56 Anderson  Captain, Maryborough c
56 Anderson  Chas.,  Bowen a
57 Anderson  David, Hodgkinson c
58 Anderson  David, P.O., Townsville c
59 Anderson Miss  Florence, Ipswich s
60 Anderson  J., Maryborough e
61 Anderson  Miss Martha , Toowooinba f
62 Anderson  Oliver, Rosenthal Gold Field, Warwick c
63 Anderson  Patrick, P.O., Bowen f
64 Anderson Robert, P.O., Thornborough c and m (4)
65 Andersen Thomas,  P.O., Marvborough c
66 Anderson  Wilhelm, P.O., Brisbane f
67 Andrews Andrew, Brisbane o c
68 Annand  -, Ipswich c
69 Anning  J. (carrier ), Five-mile c
70 Archer W., care of Blake, Rockhampton a
71 Archer William, P.O., Rockhampton u k
72 Arglea Alfred, P.O, Cooktown m
73 Armidale -., Charters  T j wers a
74 Armitage Robert, Bundaberg u k
75 Armand Alexander, Toowoomba c
76 Armstrong , Ipswich c
77 Armstrong -- (solicitor), Warwick c
78 Armst rong Miss  Dolly, G.P.O., Brisbane u k
79 Armstrong 0., Brisbane  c and a (2)
80 Arnald Emma, care of Flamstead, Fortitude
Valley u k
81 Ashfelt Charles, Mai town c
82 Ashford Richard J., P.O., Charters Towers in
83 Ashton William Bartlett, Burnett River u k
84 Ashton W. B., Rawbelle, Gayndah n z
85 Ashum Arthur , care  of Lynch, Cooktown a
86 Asmus  T. H., P.O., Byerstown c
87 Atkinson F. J., Thornborough c
88 Atkinson  William, P.O., Dalby c
89 Aubrey George, Mai town o c
90  Ayre  Joseph, Charters Towers c
91 Ayre Richard, Georgetown o
92 Aylott William,  Brisbane f
93 Ayrton Pelham,  care of R . Edkins, Bowen Downs in
B.
1 BAAB Jacob J. L., Maryborough o c
2 Bagley Paul, Cooktown s
3 Bahornslbtt  Gamberry, Georgetown o
4 Bailey Mrs., South Brisbane c
5 Bailey H. E., Bowen Downs u k
6 Bailey James, Ipswich c
7 Bailey Thomas S., Milton c
8 Bains  --,  Duaringa c
9 Baker Edward , One-mile, Gympie c
10 Ball  and Trundel ,  Hodgkinson o c
11 Ba ll Henry ,  Taroom o c
12 Ball John Waterloo, P.O., Brisbane u k
13 Banard  H., P.O., Brisbane u k
14 Banaholtz  Fred, care of Dr. Scharffeuberg,
Charters Towers f
15 Banks -, Toowoomba c
16 Banks S , P.O., Normanton c (2)
17 Barber Christopher, P 0., Thornborough c
18 Barber  C. D , Oakey Creek c
19 Barbour Thomas, Thursday Island e
20 Barber H , Ipswich a
21 Barlow John, P.O., Maytown it k (2)
22 Barnes  William, P.O., Gayndah a
23 Ba rnett James , Fortitude Valley c
24 Barnett J. H., Brisbane o c
25 Barney Mrs., ToowoQmba c
26 Barns  J, Oxley Creek u k
27 Barratt Mrs. Kate, Rockhampton c
28 Barr ,  or  Burr, R. S., P.O., Brisbane a (2)
29 Barrett Mrs. Ann, Mount Perry f
30 Barrett  Miss  Honorah, Brisbane u k
31 Barron Patk., Toowoomba u k
32 Bar rons George , Edwardstown c
33 Barry Edward, P.O., Dalby o c
34 Barry William, Charters Towers e
35 Bartels  , Valley c (z)
36 Bartlett Mrs., Brisbane u k
37 Bartley Win., Brisbane a
38 Barton  -, care of Young, Bundaberg o c
39 Barton Alfred, P.O., Dalby c
40 Barton Julius, Charters Towers c
41 Barton 0., Brisbane c
42 Barnett Henry, Millchester c
.43 Basham  E., P.O., Brisbane s
44 Bates Robert J., Dalby o
46 Bauer George ,  Rockhampton o c
46 Bax Mrs ., Indoordopilly c
47 Batten  James , P.O., Byerstown s (2)
48 Beagley Charles, P.O., Charters Towers c
49 Bee Martin, South Brisbane c
50 Beck Julius, P.O., Byerstown a
51 Beck Martin, Bunya c
52 Beck --, Brisbane c
53 Bedding I., One-mile Creek o
54 Bedding Thomas, P.O., One-mile Creek o
55 eddors Cecil, P.O., Brisbane u
56 Beeher Harry, P.O., Brisbane it k
57 Beer  Miss,  P.O., Brisbane c
58 Beeton Donald, care of Campbell, Clermont c
59 Beevor Arthur, P.O., Brisbane, u k
60 Beezansom James, Goondiwindi c
61 Begbie Hugh, P.O.,Brisbane u k
62 Behan John, Darling Downs c
63 Beilen Win., P.O., Brisbane o c (2)
64 Beirne Fergus, Charters Towers u k
65 Belford Richard, Hodgkinson c
66 Belgin George, P.O., Townsville c
67 Bell -- (printer), Edwardstown c
68 Bell James, P.O., Roma e
69 Bell  John, Brisbane c
70 Bell John, P.O., Stanthorpe c (2)
71 Bell Robert, Brisbane c
72 Bell Thos., Police Station,  Bowen u k
73 Bellemey R. S. (chemist), Cooktown c
74 Bellenger Joseph, care of Little,  Brisbane c
75 Bellingham -, Toowoomba c
76 Belmyer August, Georgetown c
77 Beim F. W., Thornborough f (2)
78 Bennett A., Brisbane s (2)
79 Bennett John, Gladstone c
80 Bennett John Henry, Charters Towers o c (2)
81 Bently Thomas, care of Stewart, Kingsborough c
82 Beor F. S. (solicitor), Gayndah a (2)
83 Beord William, P.O., Maryborough o c
81 Boren  August, Maryborough o c
85 Berg Frederick, Toowoomba f
86 Berg John M., Bundaberg c
87 Bergtogon S. M., Brisbane f
88 Berkman - -, Middle Ridge, Toowoomba c
89 Berkman Charles, Dalby c
90 Bernard Claude, P.O., Gympie f
91 Bernecker A. L. C., Cleveland road c
92 Bernhard -- (baker), Cooktown in  and s (2)
93 Berry A. C., Dalby s
91 Berry John, 1)alby c
95 Beyer John, P.O., Brisbane c
96 Bickley J. (baker), Brisbane n z
97 Biggam James, Charters Towers c
98 Bigges  Edwin, Brisbane c
99 Biggs George, P.O., Brisbane o c
100 Biltopt Martin, Rayne' s Station , near Wost-
wood c
101 Binar Louis, Duaringa e
102 Bird D., Bundaberg c
103 Birkbeck C. E.,.Bowen c
104 Birkby W., Toowoomba a
105 Bjerregaard V., Gayndah o
106 Black Day, Roma c
107 Black James, Thornborough c
108 Blake J., Goondiwindi a (2)
109 Blake W., Brisbane u k
110 Blaker J. E., Brisbane u k
111 Bleiman Paul, Gympie c (2)
112 Blennerhassett --, Wivenhoe c (3)
113 Bligh Richard, Dalby s
114 Blissitt R. H., Byerston it e
115 Bock --, Taroom c
116 Bosenberg C., Brisbane s
117 Bolderman W., Brisbane a
118 Bolton -, Roma c
119 Bond If.,  Brisbane  in
120 Border Joseph, Townsville c
121 Booth George, Warwick c
122 Borcher Louis, Brisbane f
123 Boreham John, Goondiwindi c
124 Borg Carl, Rockhampton c
125 Bowrow M. J, Ipswich u k
126 Borton --, Ipswich c
127 Boaden F., The Oval c
128 Bosiko, Toowoomba c
129 Bothwick J, Edwardstown c
130 Boucher E. H., Byerstown c
131 Bourke -,  Taroom c
132 Bourke , Edmund, One-Mile, Gympie c
133 Bourne  Horatio F ., Aramac t
134 Bow John, Dalby o c
135 Bowden  James, Charters Towers m
136 Bower  John, Dalby c
137 Boyce John, Westwood c
138 Boyd Mrs .,  Rockhampton c
139 Boyd D. E., Charters Towers c
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110 Boyen F., Westwood c C.
141 Boyer J. A., Westwood c (2)
112 Boyle Martin, Dalby e 1 CABASS1 Battisti, Gympie p o
143 Boyle ., Burnett River c 2 Cahill Mary Anne, Westwood u k
144 Bradfield R., Warwick c 3 Cahill Mick, P.O., Dalby c
145 Bradfcrd Percy, Maryborough c 4 Callahan Miss Ann, P.O., Rockhampton u It
146 Bradley James, Yaryborough s 5 C.alow, J. W., Brisbane u k
147 Bradley John, Gympie road c 6 Calvert George, Maytown c
148 Brady T, Gayndah c 7 Calvert J. S., Brisbane s
149 Brady T. 1d , Gayndah o 8 Cameron Mrs., P.O., Dalby c
150 Brandon Thomas, Maytown c 9 Cameron A., Mount Perry o
151 Brannon Miss Mary, Rockhampton c 10 Cameron Edward, One-mile Gympie c
152 Brede John, Maryborough o c 11 Ca eron I1,,rr Ma town c7 7
153 12B, em J., Leyburn c
.
Cameron John, care of -- Neill, Gympio u k (2)
154 Brewes Mrs. E., Maryborough u k 13 Cameron W illiam , Rockhampton u k
155 Bride Carl, Maryborough c 14 Cauimeron James, P 0., Cooktown e
156 Brighton James, 1'ormanby Station c 15 Campbell Miss C., P.O., Brisbane o c
157 Br.stowe H. 0., Brisbane o 16 Campbell David, Edwardstown in
158 Brittlebank --, Brisbane c (2) 17 Campbell John, Winton c
159 Broad Edwin, Maryborough f 18 Campbell John E., P.O., Brisbane c
160 Broad Win., Brisbane u k 19 Campbell John J. A., P.O., Brisbane  a and u k (4)
161 Brock 1)r., Rockhampton o c 20 Campbell John Are, Nerang Creek c
162 Brock P , Loganholme c 21 Campbell P. (timber-getter), Cooktown e
163 Brock Patrick, Loganholme c 22 Camp hell R. L. H., Maytown c
161 Brodie an.I Evans, South Brisbane c 23 Campbell K. P, Moreton Lland c
165 Bro.lie Fredk., Toowoomba s 24 Campion F. C, Oxley Point n z
166 Brogness Mrs., Brisban,- s 25 Canfir T. C., P.O., Brisbane c
167 Brose Toowo >mba c 26 Cant Elizabeth, P.O., Roekh rmpton u k
168 Brosman John (farmer), Ipswich c 27 Lapel Berkeley F.,P.O., Bowen u k (3)
169 Brosnan Timothy, I)alby c 28 Caples John, P.O., Edwardstown o
170 Broughan• W. C., Penang Creek, near Dalby 29 Cardell Miss C., Toowoomba c
171 Brown --, Bowen Downs c 30 Carty Hugh, Edwarrdsrozva e
172 Brown A. B., Cooktown c 31 Carey Michael, Talgai Reefs, Darkey Flat n z
173 Brown E., P.O., Cooktown u k 32 Carley Leonard, care of Dr. Salmoud, Rock-
1 4 Brown Mrs Emma, Townsville c hampton c
175 Brown George, Bundaberg u k 33 Carlsson H. 0., P.O., Brisbane f
176 Brown John, Charters Towers c 34 Carlsson S. P., Charters Tcwers f
177 Brown Joseph, Bundaberg c 35 Carmody (farmer), Oxley c
178 Brown M., Warwick c 36 Carmody Henry, Sandy Creek s
179 Brown Peter, Gympie c t7 Carmoday James (carrier), Rockhampton c
180 Brown Robert, Highfields c 33 Carmody Thomas, Boggo c
181 Brown Robert A., Bowen u k 39 Caroll Thomas, care of King,  Gowrie street, Too-
182 Brown R. A, Dalby o c woomba c
183 Brown 1lrs. Saml. Rockhampton u k 40 Carp E. J.. Aramac s
184 Brown W. B., Brisbane s 41 Carr M'rs., P.O., Dalby c
185 Br)wn Henry, Roma s 42 Carr Patrick J , P.O., Toowoomba u k
186 Brace Alex, Brisbane m 43 Carroll J. M., P.O., Rockhampton c
187 Bruwell F., Ipswich c 41 Carroll Mrs. Margaret, Stanley Creek,  via  West-
188 Bryan Mrs., Toowoomba, c wood c
189 Buchanan  James,  Byerstown c 45 Carroll Martin John E.,  Ban Ban c
193 Buckley  Benjamin .  Brisbane s 46 Carson William John, Genes  al P.  0., Brisbane u k
191 B•ic,ley Peter, Dalby c 47 Carter --, P.O. Samford c
192 Bucknill Dr., Rockhampton o c 43 Cary Arthur, Yatala u k
19.3 Budd Mrs., Brisbane c 49 Case Fredk, Maryborough c
194 Bulcom R., Brisbane s 50 Case Bernard, P.O., Brisbane u k
195 Bulling Compton, Banana o 51 Cassidy Jeremiah, Gympie c
196 0undee c 52Bunman H. Caston Arthur, Ipswich s19 ,Burchardt John, Toowoomba e 53 Caton W. F., P.O., Brisbane u k
198 Burgdof Andrew, Brisbane c 54 Chadwick W., Byerstown c
199 Burgess Hen-•y, Hodgkinson c 55 Chaloner J. E., Charters Towers c
2o0 Burhill H., South Brisbane c 56 Champion Charles, Charters Towers o c (2)
201 Burke M H., Cookt own s 57 Champon John, Brisbane c
202 Burke Patk , Brisbane c 58 Chandler, John W., P 0., Brisbane u k
2,3 Burke Wm., Eskdale Station c 59 Channon Harry, Charters Towers oc  and s (2)
204 Burnell J. I l . (carrier), Edwardstown c 60 Chapman Miss C., Brisbane u k
2u5 Burnham. Edward, Rosewood o c 61 Chapman George, Stanthorpe s
206 Burns E.,  Brisbane s 62 Chapman J., Logan road c
2J7 Burns Garrett (carrier), Warwick c 63 Chard A. J., Thor,,,omindah s
208 Burns Patk., Brisbane a 64 Chotarel Peter, Ravenswood u k
209 Burt -, One-mile, Gympie c 65 Chatham Thomas, Ravenswood c
210 Burton E., Brisbane u k 66 Chalterton -, Amby Downs c
211 Bury G. L., P. P., Gympie road u k 67 Cheske --, Middle Ridge, Toowoomba c
212 Busch Fredk, Byerstown c and in (2) 68 Chem James, Yengarie c
213 Butcher W m , 1)alby u k 69 Chibindale William, Paroo River e
214 Butler  R. R., Condamine c 70 t hick Alfred, Townsville c
2i5 Butler Wm. Toowoomba c 71 Ching Hing, Roma, c
216 Butt Mrs, Brisbane c 72 Chisholm L., Logan c (4)
217 Butt A., Brisbane c 73 Chixon, George, Bundaberg c
218 Bottler Miss Mary, Bundaberg c 74 Christensen J. H., Bowen c
219 Button R., Thorgomindah in 75 Christie ---, care of Jenkins , Callandoon o
220 Byers A., Gladstone c 76 Church, Charles, Canal Creek e
221 Bynes Michael, Georgetown c 77 Clarke Mrs., Westwood m221,Byrne C., Hodgkinson c 78 Clark Edward, Westbrook o c
223 Byrne Dr. E. L., Gympie o c 79 Clarke H. Hyde , Springsure c (3)
221 Brisbane o 80Byrne John Clarke John (carrier ), Dingo 1, o, c225 ,Byrne P., Brisbane o 81 Clarke Robert,  Warwick u k
226 Byrne Peter, Georgetown u k 83 Clarke William,  care  of Hyde,  Gayndah e
227 Byrnes --, Gowrie Junction c 83 Clarke W. P., Kangaroo Point c
228 Byrnes Francis,  Palmer River o 86 Clarkson  W. R., Post Office,  Brisbane a
22) Byrnes Francis  Joseph,  Goondiwindi o 85 Clayton Arthur,  Yengarie a
230 Byrnes James,  (Gowrie Creekc 86 Clearey  Joseph,  Maranoa a
231 Byrnes M.,  Brisbane o e 87 Cleary  Miss Mary, Ipswich o
232 Byrnes M. F., Thornborough c 88 Clernenla  J., Auburn o
2W Byrnes lanl., Btberidg+e t! k2) 80  Ulevv6ud Re ad, Thomp   Riverm
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90 Clifford James, P.O., Townsville u k  184 Crawford James, Townsville c
91 Clifford Jeremiah, Rockhampton o e  185 Crawshay C. F., Dalby c
92 Cloherty Thomas, Maryborougb o c  186 Croft T. H. B., Cowarral c
93 Clune John, Milton road c 187 Cronin Miss, Brisbane o
94 Clyna and Allen, Cooktown e 188 Cronin Timothy, Roma o c (2)
95 Coates J., Cooktown e 189 Cronley Mrs., Brisbane c
96 Cochrane -, Valley c 190 Crosbie F., Roma c
97 Cochrour Robt, Cootharaba road c 191 Cross --, So: th Brisbane c
98 Cochy Robert, P.O., Warwick u k 192 Crossby Wm., Cooktown a
99 Coffey C., Maryborough c 193 Crotty Andrew, P.O., Stanthorpe a and it k (2)
100 Cogan Mrs. Richard, Stanthorpe u k 191 Crotty Miss Margaret, Brisbane s (2)
101 Coghill -, Little Ipswich c 195 Crowe Michael, South Brisbane c
102 Coglan F., Laurel Bank c 195 Crownin Miss, Dalby c
103 Coghlu (painter), Brisbane c 197 Crudden Thomas, Brisbane u k
104 Cole Charles, Warrego Creek s { 198 Cruickshanks George, Brisbane u k
105 Cole Frederick Thomas, P.O., Roma ni  199 Cudmore R., Brisbane a
106 Coles Richard (baker), P.O., Brisbane o c (3) 200 Cullen Richard, Brisbane u k
107 Coles Walter, Thornsborough c 201 Cumberton John, Byerstown c
198 Coliner Dennis, Dalby e 202 Cummings Mrs. Bridget, Spirmount Gully a1400Colins A. W., P.O., Brisbane s  203 Cummings J., Brisbane c
110 Colless M. and A., Gayndah o c 204 Cummins -, P.O., Warwick c
111 Colley Albert E. P.O., Brisbane o c 205 Cunningham James, Westwood c
112 Collin Thompson, Cooktown o 206 Curran Henry, Wellshot o c
113 Collier William, P.O., Brisbane c 207 Currie Captn., Cooktown in
114 Collins and McLean, Bundaberg o c 208 Currier S., Toowoomba c
115 Collins -, Brisbane c 209 Curtice George, One-mile, Gympie c
116 Collins Daniel, care of MeSherry, Westwood o  210 Curtis Mrs. J., Dalby in
117 Collins Edward, Gayndah c  211 Cutler William, Walloon c
118 Maryborough cCollins Miss  Eliza
119
,
Collins A., South Brisbane m D.
120 Collins Henry, P.O., Brisbane c 1 DAFFAN James, Toowoomba c (2)
121 Collins James, Dalby c  2 Daffey Cornelius, Townsville c
122 Collins John, care of Pender, Aramac c 3 Daines C. W., Brisbane u k
123 Collins J., Maryborough c 4 Daley G. C., Dalby c
124 Collins T., Townsville o 5 Daley T., Pine River c
125 Collins Thompson, Cooktown s 6 Dalton -, Townsville c
126 Collins W. J., Stanthorpe o c 7 Dalton John, Rockhampton c
127 Colman James, Charters Towers in 8 Dalton P., Rockhampton o c
128 Colman John, Rolleston c 9 Daly Chas., Bowen o
129 Colombier A, Cooktown u (2) 10 Damgaood Ebbe, Yengarie f
130 Colquhoun A., P. 0., Brisbane o c 11 Damn Hans, Charters Towers c
131 Comerford John, One-mile Gympie in 12 Daniel John, Toowoomba c
132 Conall E., Warwick c 13 Danielson John, Rockhampton f
133 Concanon Dr., Warwick o c and c (2) 14 Dark H. C., Byerstown s (5)
134 Condon J., Roma c 15 Darley Henry, Dive Downs o c
135 Conegan John, Dingo c 16 Darling Miss, Brisbane c
136 Conaghun J., Dingo c 17 Darling Henry, Nive Downs Station o
137 Connell Thomas, Reserve, Warwick c 18 Davenhill W. S., Brisbane c (2)
138 Conners Timothy, Walloon c 19 Davey W. H., Brisbane u k
139 Connor Jane, P.O., Rockhampton o c 20 Davies -, Toowoomba c
140 Connor John, Toowoomba in 21 Davies George, Roma c
141 Connor Kate, Brisbane c 22 Davies M. A., Dalby c
142 Conroy Patk., Gayndah c 23 Davies Samuel, Rosewood Gate u k
143 Consindene John, Laidley c 24 Davies William, Charters Towers u k
144 Considine John, Walloon c (2) 25 Davis Mrs., Townsville s
145 Considine Sylvester, Brisbane o 26 Davis Miss, Brisbane c
146 Conway John, Charters Towers c (2) 27 Davis Mrs. Elizabeth, Brisbane o c
147 Cook Mrs., Maryborough s 28 Davis E. C., Gladstone a
148 Cook Mrs. Sarah, Pine River o c 2:+ Davis George, Rockhampton m
149 Coakley Dennis, Gympie o 30 Davis John, Brisbane c
150 Cooley -- South Brisbane s 31 Davis J Brisbane e151 ,Cooley Patrick, Springton in 32 .,Davis Joseph, Mulligan's Camp c
152 Coolman S., Rockhampton c 33 Davis Thomas (horse-dealer), Townsville c
153 Coonan Con., Brisbane c 34 Davis Thomas, Brisbane c
154 Coonan John, Pine River e 35 Davis Thomas J., Brisbane it k
155 Coonin -, Toowoomba c 36 Davis Wm., Roma c
156 Coop A. P., Eversham c 37 Davis Wm., Brisbane o c
157 Cooper C., Ravenswood c 38 Davis W., Roma c
158 Cooper Miss C., Brisbane s 39 Davison (draper), Ipswich s
169 Cooper Joseph, Mackay o 40 Davison B., Ipswich s
160 Cooper J. G., Brisbane s 41 Dawe L. S., Charters Towers o
161 Copp John, North Pine River c 42 Dawe Wm., Oakey Creek u k
162 Coppinger John, Cooktown c 43 Dawes Carl, Maryborough e
163 Corbett , Gayndah c 44 Day Estcourt, Brisbane u k
164 Corlett , Dalby c 45 Dea J. (carrier), Herbert's Creek c
165 Corlett A., Dalby c 46 De Courcy James, Stanthorpe u k
166 Corcoran William, Brisbane u k (2) 47 Dee David, Charters Towers c
167 Corcoran William, sandy Creek e 48 Deeble Joel, Charters Towers in
168 Corrigan Jas., Redbank c 49 Dehan G., Bowen Bridge c
169 Cotais Peter, Charters Towers e s (3) 50 Delaney J., Brisbane o c
170 Cotten M., Gladstone c 51 Delaney James, Brisbane f
171 Cottrell Emma, Charters Towers o 52 Dellandell , Westwood c
172 Coughlan Miss, Bonivista Station s 53 Denham Isabella, Rockhampton o c
173 Coughlin Andrew, Brisbane u k 54 Dennant A., Brisbane u k
174 Coulter Christine, Brisbane f 55 Denniss J., Brisbane s
175 Court L., Cooktown s 56 Dennis Mrs. Mary Hall, Brisbane  p o and n z (2)
176 Cowrey -, Warwick c 57 Densley Frank, Rockhampton m
177 Cox -, Lvon Creek c 58 Devanslane F. IT., Toowoomba u k
178 Crack Wm., Warwick c 59 Deverness Thomas, Stanley Creek c
179 Craig James W., Sandgate it k  60 Deys Miss M., Brisbane c
180 Craig James W., Sandgate in 61 Dick G. Gemmell, Brisbane u k
181 Crane W. (painter), Toowoomba c 62 Dicker J., Fortitude Valley c
182 Cranby Mrs., South Brisbane c 68 Dickson Mrs. Michael,  Brisbane o
183 Craren Mrs., Townsville s 64 Dillon  Mrs. Bernar, One mile, Gympie  0
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65 Dillon Edward, Byerstown c
66 Dillon John, Rockhampton m
67 Dillon P. (miner), Gympie c
68 Dimond Miss Maggie, Duaringa c
69 Dixon Edward, 31 itchell Downs c
70 Dixon G., Kedron Brook c
71 Dixon John, Charters Towers in
72 Dixon Joseph, Brisbane s
73 Dobell J., Byerstown s
74 Dobin Lenord, Brisbane c
75 Dogherty James, Rockhampton c
76 Dogherty Robert, Palmer s
77 Dommett William, Brisbane c
78 Dommett Wm., Brisbane c
79 Donaghy Thomas K, Byerstown c
80 Donaldson Mrs., Indooroopilly c
81 Donaldson John, Ban Ban Station c
82 Donneby B., Gayndah c
83 Donovan J., Mount Pleasant c
81 Donovan Michael, Rockhampton a
85 Dorleff Heinrich, Hrisbane f
86 Dougherty Allis, Brisbane c
87 Douglas -, Milton c
88 Douglas Thomas, Maytown c
89 Doutle John, Brisbane c
90 Dovitor Thomas, Cooper's Creek c (2)
91 Downey Thomas, Dalby c
92 Downie John, Toowoomba c
93 Downs Alexander, Darling Downs c
94 Downes Hugh, Cloncurry in
95 Dewy John, Dalby c
£6 Doyle John, Gympie c
97 Doyle Joseph, Aramac c
98 Drewe Algernon S., Leyburn o
99 Driscoll John, Cooktown s (4)
100 Dublin Wilhelm, Toowoomba c
101 Dugen John, Rosewood Gate c
102 Duggan John, Walloon c (2)
103 Dunbar Mrs. G., Toowoomba s
104 Duubarton A, Brisbane o c
105 Duncan J., Pine-tree Creek c
106 Dundee Charles, Townsville u k
107 Dunne R. P., Palmer s
108 Dunne A. T., Bindango c
109 Dunsmore , Dalby c
110 Dunwoodie T., South Brisbane c
111 Dusserre --, Edwardstown f (2)
112 Dutton John, Hodgkinson c (2)
113  button T., South Brisbane c
114 Droyar Miss Annie E, Clermont c
115 Dwyer Michael, Brisbane f
116 Dyer T. S., Ipswich c
117 Dyre, T. V. G. Three-mile scrub c
E.
1 EAGLE George, Brisbane c
2 Earl R. T., Brisbane s
3 Ebeling --, P.O., Toowoomba o
4 Eberhardt Henry, South Brisbane c
5 Eccles John, Brisbane c
6 Eckel Henry (carrier), Dingo c
7 Ede Francis, Dalby c
8 Ede Joseph, Mount McConnell c
9 Edgerton Frank, Brisbane s
10 Edwards David, Brisbane c
11 Edwards George, Dalby c
12 Edwards G., Brisbane c
13 Edwards George, Brisbane c
14 Edwards James (carrier), Toowoomba c (2)
15 Edwards J., Rockhampton u k (2)
16 Edwards Joseph, Dingo o c
17 Edwards J., Toowoomba c
18 Edwards Win, Brisbane u k
19 Edwards W. G., Dalby c
20 Efferan P., Charters Towers c
21 Egan James, Callandoon c
22 Egan M., Charters Towers o c
23 Egan Stephen, Rosewood o
24 Eisemann J., Toowormba f
25 Elder -, Charters Towers c
26 Eldridge Miss R., Boolburra c
27 Elesdale Miss Lucy, Dalby c
28 Fllady M., Barcoo c
29 Ellam T. A., Townsville o c
30 Ellertsen Olaus, Palmer River c
31 Ellfick Mary Ann, Hodgkinson c
32 Ellis Lucy, Warwick u k
33 Ellis W., Thornborough c (2)
34 Emanual Hugh, Charters Towers c
35 Emmerson John, Toowoomba o and u k (2)
36 Empson George, Murphy's Creek u k (2)
37 Englefield H. K., Toowoomba p o and s (3)
38 English Patk., Toowoomba c and a (3)
39 Enlind John, Rockhampton f
40 Epple C., Paroo River c
41 Erb Leonard, Toowoomba t
42 Eriksen Peter, Brisbane c
43 Etheridge D. 0., Cloncurry c
44 Eustan Mrs, One-Mile, Gympie c
45 Evans -, Brisbane c (2)
46  .Evans Timothy, Brisbane u k
47 Everingham John, Byerstown s
48 Everton Win., One-Mile, Gympie c
49 Ewing John, Palmer Diggings u k
50 Ewrickson Peter, Roma c
F.
1 FAHSAL Henry, Ravenswood, o
2 Faircloth C. H. M., Brisbane c
3 Fallon James, Paroo River in
4 Fallon Thomas, Gayndah o
5 Fanning J. Miss, Western Creek c
6 Farlon W., Dingo c
7 Farmer -, Cooktown u k
8 Farrall Hannah, Ipswich o
9 Fau Jay, Cooktown c
10 Faulks Ann, Gayndah c
11 Faulks James, Gayndah c
12 Featherstone Robert, Charters Towers a
13 Fielder H., Toowoomba e
14 Felsman Henry (butcher), Byerstown c (2)
15 Felsman William, Fortitude Valley c
16 Fenell Robert, One-Mile, Gympie c
17 Ferguson -, Bundaberg c
18 Fergusson John, Byerstown s
19 Ferguson W., Brisbane c
20 Ferris Robert, Cooktown s
21 Ferris Wm., Maytown c
22 Field Henry, Dalby c
23 Finch -, Toowoomba c
24 Finlayson Alexander, Townsville a
25 Finn John, Gladstone o
26 Fisher Alfred, Fernvale c (6)
27 Fitch --, St. Helena c
28 Fitsimmons  Patrick, Dalby c
29 Fitter Harry, Palmer s (2)
30  Fitts Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u k
31 Fitzgerald and O'Brien, Dingo c
32 Fitzgerald C., Bowen s
33 Fitzgerald Jas. F., Brisbane c
34 Fitzpatrick Peter, Oakey Creek in
35 Fitzsimmons James, Ravenswood o
36 Flanagan  Miss Ann, Rockhampton f
37 Fleming -, Rockhampton u k
38 Fleming C., Charters Towers c
39 Flemming F., Brisbane f
40 Fleming P., Toowoomba c
41 Flentoff Charles, Roma c (2)
42 Flentoff Jno., Roma c
43 Flynn Mary A., Fortitude Valley c
44 Flynn Patrick, Dingo c (3)
45 Flynn William, Walloon Potation c
46 Fogarty James, Dalby o
47 Foley Henry, Rockhampton o c
48 Foley P., Edwardstown m
49 Fook Song, Cooktown c
50 Foot Theodore, Aramac c
51 Foote and Graham,  Brisbane c
52 Foran Dan., Brisbane s
53 Ford John, Brisbane c
54 Formby -- (carpenter), Cooktown
55 Formby Miss Jessie, Cooktown is (3)
56 Forrest Joseph, Brisbane c
57 Forster -, Gayndah c
58 Forsythe William, Dalby c
59 Foster Fred., Ipswich c
60 Foster F. H., Dalby c
61 Foster Mrs. H., Brisbane c
62 Fountain Robt.,  Brisbane c
63
 Fox -, Toowoomba c
64 Fox D. J., Yengarie o c
65 Fox W. R., Rockhampton c
66 Foy Patk., Hodgkinsou c (2)
67 France Arthur, Rockhampton e
68 Francis  Fredk., Rolleston c
69 Francis  F., Charters Towers s
70 Franklin Charles, Auburn  Station c
71 Franz August, Maryborough o a
72 Franz J. A., Maryborough o c
73 Fraser -, Toowoomba c
74 Fraser D.. Townsville c (2)
75 Fraser Peter,  Bowen o c
76 Frazer P., Thornborough o c
77 Frede -, Warwick s
78 Frede S., Warwick s
79 Frederikson F., Cooktown  f and c (2)
80 Freeman  -, Gayndah c
81 Freeman Dr., Cooktowq o e
11t
82 Freeman Geo. C.,  Byerstown c 77 Grueske Steven, Bundaberg c
83 Brisbane c 78Freise John Guinane Patk .,  Thornborough o c and c (2)
84
,
French Miss ,  Gympie road c 79 Guinaine T. P., Dalhy o c
85 Friend R., Ravenswood o and c (2) 80 Gumm R., South Brisbane u k
86 Maytown cFried A 81 Gunn Isaac, Oakey Creek c
87
,
Brisbane cFri ll John 82 Gunzler R, Rawbelle a
88
,
Frost John, Rockhampton s and o (2) 83 Gurski Michael, Ipswich c
89 Frost M. E., Rockhampton o c 84 Guthri ; Gilbert ,  Toowong c and s (2)
90 Frost William ,  Rockhampton c 85 Guttormense  --,  Brisbane f
91 Ravenswood aFrost Wm92 .,Fry C.,  Paroo River s H.
93 Fryar Charles, Toowoomba c 1 HABLER  F., Upper Mary  River c
94 Fulton  -,  Brisbane c 2 Hadden Edward , Townsville o
95 Funk John, Roma c and f (2) 3 Haffarnin Mrs., or Miss ,  J., Brisbane m
96 Furgeson Wi lliam, Charters Towers c 4 Hagan William ,  Hodgkinson c
97 Furie Michael ,  P.O., Brisbane c (2) 5 Hagen E lizabeth ,  Rockhampton o c
6 Haines  --,  Railway Extension c
G. 7 Haines Reuben, Brisbane s
1 GADDA Alfred,  Bundaberg o c,  u k, and c 8 Halkit  --,  South Brisbane c2 Gadde Mrs. G .,  Bundaberg f 9 Hall J .,  Townsvi lle c
3 Galagher Mrs. R .,  Cedar Creek c 10 Halloran J., One-mile Gympie c (3)
4 Gall R., Cooktown c 11 Halpin John, Cooktown c
5 Gall Samuel ,  Cooktown s 12 Hamann William ,  Maryborough c
6 Gallaher F.  or P .,  Cooktown s  13 Hamilton C., Hodgkinson m
7 Gamble H., Brisbane u k (3) 14 Hammersham H., Ravenswood c
8 Gamon Mrs .  M., Jondaryan c 15 Hamomans Joseph, Auburn o and o c (2)
t) Gamtock Hen, Cooktown s 16 Ilampson Mrs., Brisbane e
10 Gannon III. B., Toowoomba s 17 Handrahan Michael, Rockhampton o c
11 Gard  W., Cooktown c  18 Hanaahan  John,  Ipswich c
12 Gardner Alexander ,  I yerstown c 19 Hanrahan  --,  Rockhampton c
13 Gardner Sarah, Brisbane m 20 Hanrinhan James, Rockhampton a (2)
14 Garling F., Byerstown s 21 Hansen H. G., Byerstown
15 Geary Stephen ,  Dingo c (2) 22 Hansen Peden, Rockhampton f
16 George John,  Aramac o 23 Hansen Jorgen Carl ,  Maryborough e
17 George Sarah, Yengarie c 24 Hansen J. P., Tiaro o c
18 George W., Millchester a 25 Hansen Wm., Rockhampton o
19 Gerhaeil  John,  Charters Towers s 26 Harbord H. H., Cooktown u k
20 Gellion Arthur, Hodgkinson m 27 Ilarcourt Harry ,  Charters  Towers s
21 i ibb Mrs., Brisbane u k 28 Harcus P. L., Byerstown c
22 Gibbons E., Cooktown c 29 Hardwick Isaac ,  Goodna c
23 Gibbs  John A.,  Toowoomba  it k 30 Ilardwidge Miss Mary, Sandgate o
24 Gibson  -,  Westwood c 31 Hargreaves J., Bundaberg c
25 Gibson E. T., Cooktown c 32 Harkin J., Ravenswood m
26 Gibson John, Edwardstown e 33 Harntbon Thomas, Banana Station c
27 Gibson J. M., Maryborough c 34 Harper Louis, Cooktown m
28 Gibson S., Cooktown c (2) 35 Harris Fanny ,  Brisbane  u k
29 Gilbanks Joseph, Roma c 36 Harriss Fredk .,  Rockhampton c (2)
30 Gilbert Alfred, Dalby c 37 Harris F., Pine River c
31 Giles  -,  Thornborough c 38 Harris John ,  One-Mile, Gympie c
32 Gilligan  James, Charters Towers c 39 Harriss  John, Toowoomba c
33 Gillet John, Rosewood c 40 Harris J. W., North Pine c
34 Gleeson Danl., One-Mile,  Gympic c 41 Harris Margaret ,  Rockhampton o
35 Gleeson Mary ,  Brisbane c 42 Harris Owen, Logan c (2)
36 Glening  --,  Indooroopilly c 43 Harris  Thos.,  Cooktown c
37 Godfrey John ,  Maytown s 44 Harris 'William,  Cooktown c
38 Gogen P .,  Laidley c 45 Harrison James, Charters Towers u k
39 Goochs T., Thornborough c 46 Harrison Joseph, Dalby c
40 Goodie E., Logan River c 47 11 arrison R. E., Dalby t
41 Goold F .  C., Springsure s 48 Harrup , Kelvin Grove, c
42 Goodwin  John,  Leyburn c and s (2) 49 Harstorff -,  Edwardstown c
43 Gordon E. T., Brisbane u k 50 Hartberg Mrs., Brisbane c
44 Gordon Hugh ,  Cooktown s (2) 51 Harth H., Ravenswood c
45 Gordon  J., Dee c  52 Hartigan J., Toowoomba c
46 Gordon  Murdock,  Dalby c 53 Hartill Isaac, Rockhampton c and u k (21)
47 Gorman Jeremiah ,  Townsville u k 54 Harwood John, Byerstown c
48 Goss C. W., Yengarie u k (4) 55 Harvey Mrs., Brisbane c
49 Gould H., Thornbo rough c 56 Harvey Peter ,  Dalby o
50 Graham Robt .,  Brisbane u k 57 Hassett Timothy, Brisbane- o c
51 Grainer Charles, Cooktown c 58 Haswell H., Stanthorpe c
52 Grainer Samuel, Byerstown c 59 Hatter  ;  Brisbane c
53 Gralon  -,  Toowoomba c 60 Hatter Miss Mary ,  Brisbane u k
64 Grantham  --,  Stanthorpe c 61 Hatton Mrs., Rocky Creek c (2)
55 Graty Mrs .  C., Townsville o c 62 Haughton C., Tinana c
56 Gray & Martin, Westwood c 63 Hanrahan James ,  Rockhampton o c
67 Graydon Arthur, Brisbane c  64, Hawker Geo., Bundaberg c
58 Gregory G .,  Rockhampton u k 65 Hawkins E., Brisbane a
59 Gregson  ---,  Brisbane c 66 Hawley W., Cowarral c
60 Green Mrs., Brisbane c 67 Hay Walter, Brisbane o
61 Green C .  G., Toowoomba e 68 Hayes James ,  Charters Towers s
62 Green Harry, Brisbane u k 69 Haynes Martin, Clifton e
63 Green James ,  Brisbane c 70 Hays B., Ipswich c
64 Green Robt .,  South Pine River c 71 Head T .  P., Enoggera road c
65 Greer H .  W. S., Brisbane m 72 Healy James, Brisbane s and f (2)
66 Greer T .,  Fortitude  Valley c 73 Healy Jerry, Dalby e
67 Greir Jas .  G., Moggill c 74 Heard James, Brisbane e
68 Griffin  -,  Gympie c 75 Heath  Eleanor ,  Toowoomba u k (:3)
69 Griffin James, Byerstown m 76 Heddle  James,  Byerstown c
70 Griffitt Richard, Lilly Vale c  77 Heeney  Patrick, Westwood c
71 Grimes George, Indooroopilly c 78 Heiner Henry, Indooroopilly c
72 Grimes J. W., Gayndah c 79 Heise August ,  Townsville f (2)
73 Grimes P., Nive Downs c 80 Hellehen  -,  Toowoomba c
74 Groom George, Roma c 8l Henderson Goo., One-mile , Gympie c
75 Groot Wm., Maytown o 82 Henderson James, Charters Towers s
76 Gross Gustav, Townsville o 83 Henderson James, Brisbane c
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84 Henderson R Roma cC 3 Irwin John Mar h u kborou
85
. .,
plennesy Miss C., Gladstone c 4 y, gIsdale Alexander, Rockhampton t-
86 Hennigen Mrs., Oakey Creek c 5 Ivory Thomas, Edwardstown a
87 Henriques A. Q. Rockhampton c
88
,
Hepper J., Bowen s J.
89 Heron R. W., Townsvila o c and o (2) 1 JACKSON -, Ipswich c
90 Hess Miss Minnie, Brisbane c 2 Jackson Wm , Brisbane c
91 Hickey  -,  Yen -arie c 3 Jacksons  -,  Byerstown c
92 Hickson W. J., Brisbane s and c (2) 4 Jacobs Henry, Ipswich e
93 Higgins Bryan, Dalby c (3) 5 Jacobs Sidney, Stanthorpe u k
94 Higgins George, Brisbane c 6 Jacobsen  -,  Toowoomba c
95 Higgins Willi mm, Dalby o 7 Jacobson Andrew, Dalby c
96 11111 Frederick, Dalby u k 8 James C. L., Toowoomba s
97 Hill Henry, Brisbane c 9 James George, Brisbane s and c (2)
98 Hill James, Charters Towers o, in, and s (3) 10 James John, Edwardstown u k and m (2)
99 Hill John, Kedron Brook c 11 Jaussan Ave J., Maryborough o  (-,
100 Hill J., Burnett e 12 Jarvis Thomas, Charters Towers c (2)
101 Hill J. H., Brisbane u k 13 Jeffrey George, One-mile, Gympie c
102 Hill Morris, Townsville s 14 Jeffreys Henry, Kedron Book e
103 Hill Patk., Dalby c (2) 15 .1erimais --, Gayndah s
104 Hillbergcn 1., Toowoomba c 16 Jernev Miss M., Brisbane c
105 Hills Edward, BBalonne River c 17 Jenkins Wm., Toowoomba s
106 Hinchey --, Ipswich c 18 Jenlour --, Bundaberg c
107 hind - , Cooktown c 19 Jensen Hans, Springton c and o (2)
108 I  find G., Port Denison u k 20 Jensen L. P., Maryborough o e
109 II in Fak, Townsville c 21 Jhon James, Brisbane n z
110 Hin ling, Maytown s 22 Jhonson E., Ravenswood a
111 Hirshcher George, Aramac c 23 John John, Glenhaughton c
112 Hirst Wm., Kedron Brook c 24 Johnson , Westwood c
113 Hobbs --, Westwood in 25 Johnson , Beenleigh c
114 Hobbs Henry, Cooktown c 26 Johnson Andrew, Maryborough c
115 Hobbs T., Itodgkinson c 27 Johnson C. A., Bundaberg c
116 Iloi-hong Thomas, Rockhampton s 28 Johnson C. D. J. II., Toowoomba f
117 Hocking L., Nornranby in 29 Johnson J., Townsville c
118 Itodde Mrs., Toowoomba u k 30 Johnston G., Bundaberg c
119 Model C. J., Palmer c 31 Johnston Jacob, Cooktown n z
120 Hodgkinson A. W., Ravenswood s 32 Johnston John, Bundaberg c
121 Hoffman M., Bverstown c + 33 Johnstone Lizzie, Brisbane s
122 Hogan Patk., Westwood o and c (2) 34 Johnston P., Westwood c
123 Hoggen George, Brisbane s 35 Jolly D., Yatala c (2)
124 Holden James, One-Mile, Gympie u k 36 Jones Mrs., Toowoomba c
125 Hollingsworth W. It., Byerstown m 37 Jones Alex., South Brisbane c
126 Holmes T., Byerstown c Sts Jones E,, Maryborough c (2)
127 Holt p1., Brisbane c 39 Jones Francis, Ipswich c
128 Holt  Al., Bowen s 40 Jones Lloyd, Cooktown c .
129 Hone or Horne E. B., Oaken Creek u k 41 Jones Michael, Bundaberg c
130 Hon din Chong, Edwardstown c 42 Jones Ruth, Charters Towers o c
131 Hop John, Edwardstown c (2) 43 Jones Win., Gympie Creek  it k
132 Hopl.ins A., Cooktown o 41 Jones Wm., Oakey Creek o c (2)
133 Hopkins J. T., Brisbane  it k 45 Jongensen Hans, Aramac c
134 Hopper Wm., Rockhampton s 46 Joss R. W,, Byerstown o e
135 Horan D., Dawson e 47 Jounguay  -,  Taroom o
136 Horner Charles, Aramac c 48 Joyce P., Towsnville o
137 Homburg ---, Valley e 49 Joyce T., Ravenswood c
138 Horner Andrew, Millchester c 50 Julin John, Thornborough c
139 Horrigan D., East Prairie o c 51 Jurd Charles, In looroopilly u k
140 Horsfall Geo., Paddington c 52 Jury Thos., Charters Towers m
141 Houden J., One-Mile. Gympie c (5)
142 Houghton T., Townsville s K.
143 Ilouldsworth John, Rockhampton u k (2) 1 KADDWELL -,  Toowoomba e
144 Houston Colin, Townsville o c (2) 2 Kay John, Maytown o c
145 11 ores T., Cooktown s 3 Kayes N., Warwick o
145 Howard  -,  Warwick c _1 Kean John, Toowoomba c
147 Howe J. H., Byerstown c 5 Kean P., Duaringa c
118 Rowel Wm., Amby Downs c 6 Kearney James, Hawkwood s and c (2)
149 Dowell J. R., Saltern Creek e 7 Keating Joseph, One-mile, Gympie o
150 Howey Thos., Oakey Creek n z 8 Keeble J. W., Cooktown u k
151 Howlen D., Toowoon-'ba c 9 Keeffe Miss M., Nerang Creek u k
152 Hoy Young, Sandy Creek c 10 Keegan Miss Kate, Brisbane v k
153 Huey -, Railway Extension, Dalby c 11 Keffne F., Logan River e151Hughes A., Dalby s 12 Keillor H., Byerstown s
155 Hughes James, Bowen u k 13 Kellock James, Charters Towers u k
156 Hughes John, Bowen u k (2) 14 Kelly A., Glengallen s
157 Hughes J. N., Eagle Farm c 15 Kelly Margaret, Spring Creek e
158 Hughes Airs. Mary, Maryborough o c 16 Kelly Robert, Brisbane u k
159 Hugonni  -,  Yatala c (7) 17 Kelly Mrs., Valley c
160 Bull I)avid, Bundaberg o e 18 Kelly John, Brisbane o c•
161 Huller B., Millchester c 19 Kelly John, Toowoomba c
162 Hume D., Cardagan c 20 Kelly J. M., Roma c
163 Hume J., Ipswich c 21 Kelly N., Goondiwindi in
164 Humphrey W., Dalby c and s (2) 22 Kelly Patk., Charters Towers o
165 Hunt G., Rockhampton s 23 Kelmartm P., Auburn c
166 Hunt J., Warwick s 24 Kelsey Henry J., Etheridge c (2)
167 Hurley Janes, Aramac c 25 Kelvin D., Dalby c
1fiS Hutchins F., Ipswich c 26 Kemp G., Townsville c
169 Hutchinson  -,  Townsville c (2) 27 Kemp James, Charters Towers u k
170 Hutton  -,  Auburn c 28 Kempsel Mrs. J., Bundaberg a
171 Hutton  11. O'G., Auburn c 29 Kennedy J. R., Brisbane in
172 Hyatt Richard, Toowoomba c 30 Kennedy Thos., Byerstown in
173 Hyde Abel, Brisbane c 31 Kennedy W., Logan c
1. 3233 Keppell E., Charters Towers inKerr D. Capt., Cooktown m
1 IND S. H., Taroom o 34 Kershouskie --, Tinana c (2)
2 Irwin J., Ccoktown o c 35 Kersch C., Hodgkinson, c
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
64
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
Kes' er Mrs., Tulla Station u k
Kesler Christin, Eidswold c
Kessell  John, Charters Towers s
Kidd John, Toowoomba u k
Kildall W., Ravenswood s
Killdie, Gympie c
King - -,  Roma c
King Benjamin, Hodgkinson c  X3)
King David, Dalby c
King E . W., South Brisbane e
King  M., Bundaberg c
Kingsford J. (South Sea Islander), Beenleigh c
Kirby J. L., Rockhampton u k
Kirk, W. A. J., Ravenswood e
Kluever Chr., Brisbane c
Knane  James, Bundaberg o c
Kneapthke Ferdinand, Logan River c
Knight  F. F., Cooktown c
Knight  Miss S ., Bundaberg s
Kob -, Pine River c
Koffat E, Brisbane o
Konolle John, Gayandah c
Konuick Michael, Cooktown is z
Kossuff  -, Toowoomba c
Krass  John, Charters Towers o c
Kraus H ., Maryborough o c
Kropp J., Nerang Creek c
Kruck  John, Burnett River c
Kruck John, Westwood c
Krugee  -, Toowoomba c
Kum Cheong, Maytown m
Kum Cook Yin, Cooktowii e
Kum  Lee Chong, Byerstown c
Kyloom  F. H., One-mile, Gympic o c
Kyrzanowski Walentine,  Brisbane c
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
8S
'89
90
91
92
Linklater J. H., Millehester a o, ni, and u k (8)
Linlay  James ,Cooktown m
Linnen John, Rockhampton e
Little Robert, Oxley s
Little Thomas, Redbank c
Little W., Yandina c (2)
Livermore Geoff ge, Brisbane u k
Lloyd -, 1 ortitude Valley c
Lloyd David, Cooktown  c and n z (2)
Lloyd Ellen, Brisbane n z
Lloyd F. B., Rockhampton c
Lochel George, Toowoomba c
Lockey W. H, Brisbane u k
Lockwood J., Cookt own m
Lodergfon Al., Brisbane e
Loegan -, Cooktown c
Loock M., Maryborough c
Lorentzen -, Maryborough o c
Lorsen Paul, Bingera c
Lovejoy H., Darling Downs c
Lovelock George, Byerstown c
Lovett -, Simpson's Siding, c
Low Mrs., Bowen n z
Low David,  Va lley c
Low Get Chow, i.'ooktown n z
Low Lock Yann, Palmer c
Lozinsky A., Bowen n z
Lucas --, Toowoomba c
Lucas Wm., Logan road c
Luis Thomas, Charters Towers s
Lum Hong, Roma o c
Lynan James, Townsville o
Lynch --, Brisbane o c
Lynch W., Duaringa c
Lyons N., Brisbane u k
Lyons Bartholomew, Cooktown t
1
L.
LACEY D.,  Brisbyne s 1
X.
MABE Miss L., Ipswich c
2 Lacey Dyson ,  Aramac m 2 Mack Austin, Rochester u k
3 Lacy B .,  Aramac c 3 Maddan Patk., Byerstown c
4 Laing E .,  Charters Towers o 4 Maddren Richard, Byerstown c
5 Lamb George , Dalby c 5 Madex Miss  J., Brisbane s
6 Lai,ahan  -,  Brisbane o 6 Magee Thos , South Brisbane c
7 Lancaster Mrs., Dalby c 7 Magnus -, Cooktown c
8 Landstrom F., Charters Towers c 8 Mature Francis, Toowoomba c
9 Lane George, Byerstown c 9 Maher John, Dalby s
10 Lane Robert , Valley c 10 Maher Michael, Dalby c and o c (2)
11 Lane  Thos,  Warwick a (2) 11 Maher Thos., Warwick c
12 Lane 'Wm-, Georgetown c 12 Maher Timothy, Maryborough m
13 Lang  -, Warwick c 13 Mahon -, Warwick c
14 Lang John D., Cooktown c 14 Mahon Mrs., Charters Towers o
15 Langford William, Townsville c 15 Mahon Patk., Warwick c
16 Lappin James, Clifton c 16 Mahon Wm., Brisbane e
17 1 arsen  Hans, Rockhampton f 17 Mahoney Mrs., Ipswich o
18 Larsen  Neils, Brisbane o 18 Maike Gustave, Gayndah e
19 Larssen  Mrs.,  Rocky  Water-holes o 19 Major Thos., Dalgangal c
20 Lascelles  E. H., Rockhampton m 20 Mallon Joseph, Monekland c (2)
21 Latching and Fry, Georgetown c 21 Maloney Mrs., Ipswich c
22 Laughan  J., Warwick c 22 Maloney A., Newtown c
23 Laurence  --, Charters Towers c 23 Maloney Edmund, Brisbane c
24 Laver A., Kedron Brook c 24 Maloney J., Warral Creek c
25 Lavey John, Dotswood c 25 Maloney Margaret, Charters Towers o c
26 Lawler  Mrs. Anne Rose, Dalby o c 26 Malpas  -, Gayndah c
27 Lawrence Henry, Dalby c 27 Mangan E. S., Aramac c
28 Lawrson  C. Al., Thornborough s 28 Mangan  Mrs Mary, Kangaroo Point o c19 Layton W., Toowoomba c 29 Mansfield E. W., Cunnamulla  t and s (2)
30 Leanond Thomas, Cooktown c 30 Manson John, Townsville o c
31 Lear IT illiam , Georgetown s 31 Marg,tts F. G., Palmer in (2)
32 Leary , Lagoon Pocket c 32 Marinan Palk., Dalby m and c (4)
33 Leary Fanny, Brisbane u k (2) 33 Markham Michael, Byerstown m
34 Leary Maria, Maryborough u k (2) 34 Marsden Wm., Westwood c
35 Leary Michael, Toowoomba c 35 Marsh J., Edwardatown c
36 Leary H., Townsville c 36 Marshall A., Brisbane n z
37 Le Breton H. J., Charters Towers f 37 Marshall Charles,  Brisbane
38 Lee A W., Beenleigh c 38 Marshall Thos., Gayndah e
39 Lee John, Townsville c 39 Martin -,  Bingera c
40 Lee John, Brisbane c 40 Martin  Denis , Dalby c
41 Lee J. W., Sandgate c 41 Martin G. B., Merivale  Station m
42 Lee Lan, Townsville c 42 Martin John, Red Rock Valley c
43 Lee Patrick, Dalby c 43 Martin John, Maryborough o c
44 Lee Yene, Maytown c 44 Martin J., Westwood c
45 Lemhull Bernard, Byerstown e 45 Martin S., Hawkwood c
46 Leo J., South Brisbane c 46 Martin Thomas, Charters Towers c
47 Leonhardt Karl, Cooktown f 47 Mason George,  Gympie  o c
48 Leonowens  --, Townsville u k 48 Mason J. B., Brisbane o c
49 Leverton Mrs. Caroline,  Brisbane e  49 Mason J. J., South Brisbane uk
50 Lewin Mrs. J, Burdekin River c 50 Mason Thos.,  Brisbane m
51 Lewis A.  B., Brisbane a (2) 51 Mason Wm., Brisbane e
52 Lewis  F., Dalby c 52 Mastuson Mrs. Philip,  Brisbane c
53 Lincoln, F. J., Westwood o 53 Mathews , Tinana Creek c
54 Lind Dr. Chas., Etheridge c 54 Mathews (painter), Oxley c
55 Lindsay Thomas, Thornhorough m (2)  55 Matthews  Mrs., Brisbane c
56 Liney Henry, Talgai c  56 Matthews  C. H. T., Palmer River u k
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Matthews  E., Thornborough u k
Matthews M. J., Dalby o •
Mathison O. M., Toowoomba c
Mathison Thomas, Charters  Towers a
Mathison William, Tambo m
Matthieson John, South Brisbane c
Matthenson Joseph, Oakey Creek f
Mauer August, Dalby o c
Maurice H., Townsville s
Maurice Thomas, Brisbane u k
Maxfield R., Hodgkinson a
Maxwell A. H., Dalby o c
May George, Copperfield u k (2)
Mayne Joseph, Hodgkinson c
Meehan Matt., Laurel Bank c
Meehan Patk., Dalby o c
Megann  Thos .,  Townsville c
Meleston  Mrs. E. A., Townsville m
Melvin -, Dalby c
Merlett Charles, Gayndahf
Merlett C., Gayndah c (3)
Merritt Albert, Fortitude Valley u k
Mestrey C., Brisbane f
Metier -, Drayton c
Miland Fred., Franklyn Vale c
Millard and Russell, Rockhampton c
Miller Alexr., Ipswich c (2)
Miller Henry, Byerstown $
Miller Henry 0., Maryborough c
Miller Henry B., Hodgkinson a
Miller John, Sonth Brisbane c
Miller John, Callandoon c
Miller Thomas, Rockhampton a
Miller Wm., Byerstrown c
Mills Harry, Brisbane a and u k (4)
Mills John, South Brisbane s
Milman -, Brisbane s
Milne Miss Mary Ann, Brisbane c
Minningham -, Brisbane c
Mitchell -, Rockhampton c
Mitchell M., Dalby t
Mitchell Thos., Brisbane o c
Modre John, Toowoomba c
Moffatt Wm, Edwardstown c (2)
Mohr Henry, Brisbane f
Mohr J., Toowoomba c
Moley L., Charters Towers c
Molly John, Yatala c
Molony John, Boolburra e
Molyneux J., Brisbane s
Monahan J., Retreat Station c
Money J., Rockhampton c
Moniz A., Flinders River c
Montgomery -, Edwardstown c
Moodie H. P., Nive Downs o c
Moody T., Toowoomba c
Mooney Margaret, Brisbane o c
Moore -, Townsville u k
Moore Frank, Warwick u k and c (3)
Moore James, Aramac c
Moore Miss Mary, Bowen o
Moore Michael, Brisbane c
Moran Michael, Palmer c
Morgan Edward, Brisbane u k
Morgan H. D., Wivenhoe c
Morgan John, Ravenswood c
Moriarty Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o
Morris Charles, Rockhampton u k
Morris C., Dingo o
Morris Christopher, Edwardstown s
Morris James, Rockhampton o
Morris James, Brisbane o c
Morris J., Swan Creek c
Morris John, Toowoomba u k
Morris Owen, Byerstown n z
Morris  Samuel , 13yeretown s
Morris Thomas, Brisbane f
Morris Wm., Forest Vale o
Morrisen -, Dalby c (2)
Moss  J., Edwardstown c
Moss Wm, Edwardstown o c and m (3)
Moss  W. A. Cooktown c
Moye E., Townsville u k
Moyes C., Dalby a
Moyes T. A., Dingo c
Moyle Mrs. J., Ipswich n z
Muckhardt -, Rosewood c
Muir Thomas, Warwick c
Mulhern Pat., Dalby c
Mullholland David,  Brisbane u k
Mullor Franz, Ipswich c
Muller 0., Toowoomba c
Muller H., Toowoomba c
Muller  M., Toowoomba c
151 Mulligan W. P., Jinghi Jinghi c
15: Mullen Elizabeth, South Brisbane c
153 Mullins  John, Toowoomba c
154 Mullins Kate, Gympie o c
155 Mulvena J., Rockhampton c
156 Mulveny M. A., Dingo c
157 Munro Donald, Charters Towers o c
158 Munrous Hugh, Charters  Towers s
159 Murdel Robert c
160 Murphy -, Westwood c
161 Murphy Mrs., Toowoomba e
162 Murphy  Miss  C., Brisbane o c
163 Murphy D., Charters  Tewers s
164 Murphy  James,  Ipswich c
165 Murphy John, Rockhampton  u k and o o (2)
166 Murphy  Maurice,  Maytown f
167 Murphy Mrs. M ., Roma c
168 Murphy Peter,  Dingo s
169 Murphy S. M., Rockhampton o c
170 Murphy  Thomas,  Toowoomba s
171 Murphy T., Charters  Towers s
172 Murphy Wm., Ipswich u k
173 Murray David, Cloncurry  c and m (2)
174 Murray  Eric, Brisbane o c and s (2)
175 Murray Matthew, Palmer c
176 Murray Peter, Toowoomba c
177 Murray P. P., Toowoomba c
178 Murray Thos., Logan River c
179 Murray W. C., Cooktown m (2)
180 Murray G. W., Maryborough o
181 Murry Jane, Ravenswood c
182 Murray P. P., Toowoomba c
183 Mursey C. J. F., Ravenswood s
184 Murtough John, Rockhampton u k
185 Mylchreest Captain John, Brisbane c
1
Mc.
1 McALISTER -, Rosewood c
2 McAllister John, Toowoomba c
3 McArdel -, Paddington c
4 McAuliffe Jeremiah, Toowoomba f
5 McAwley J., Moggill c
6 McBain W., Toowoomba c
7 McBride , Ipswich c
8 McCabe , Toowoomba c (2)
9 McCabe Bernard, Yatala o c
10 McCabe James, Stanthorpe c
11 McCallum --, Ipswich c
12 McCann Patk., Rockhampton u k
13 McCann Thomas, Ravenswood u k
14 McCarey Michael, Toowoomba c
15 McCarthy J., Brisbane c
16 McCarthy Patrick, Nerang Creek u k
17 McCarthy Thomas, Rockhampton c
18 McCarthy Wm. J., Brisbane f
19 McCaugkan R. D., Palmer u k
20 McClarren D., Oakey Creek c
21 McClelland James, Cooktown c
22 MoClinchy Edward, Byerstown c
23 McClosky Miss Ellen, Millchester c
24 McClure James, Goodna o c
25 McColl Colin, Brisbane u k
26 McConnehy and Winchem, Tambo c
27 McConneky John, Hodgkinson c
28 McConnell P., Goondiwindi c
29 McConnell T. P., Cooktown c
30 McCormaick John, Brisbane u k
31 McCrohan John, Byerstown c
32 McCulloch Henry, Widgee Station o
33 McCurle Mrs., The Oval c
34 McDermott P., Brisbane c
35 McDonald --, Toowoomba c
36 McDonald A., Tambo c
37 McDonald St. A., Dalby c
38 McDonald Alexander, Gympie c
39 McDonald Archibald, Dalby a (2)
40 McDonald Captn., Rockhampton a
41 McDonald Donald, Cooktown c
42 McDonald Fred., Cooktown  n z and u k (2)
43 McDonald J., Oxley c
44 McDonald John, Oxley Craek u k
45  McDonald N.,  Morinish, o c
46 McConald Owen, Gayndah c
47 McElmeel Arthur, Palmer c
48 McErlane Arthur, Dingo c
49 McFarlane -, Maryborough c
50 McFarlane  Robt.,  Brisbane u k
51 McFreiede Edmond, Charters  Towers f
52 McGee Captain, Maryborough c
53 McGhie W., Thornsborough c
54 McGinn Richard,  Brisbane u k
55  McGoldrick  Thomas, Cooktown c
56 McGowan Miss ,  Rockhampton s
57 McGrave  P., Hodgkinson c
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58 McGrath John, Brisbane in 12 Neill John De Courcy,  Brisbane o c
59 McGregor Elizabeth, Mount Abundance a 13 Neill Robert, Brisbane c
60 McGuinness Lizzie, Brisbane f 14 Neillson  Miss  Anna, Townsville c
61 Mcllvenna James, Dalby o c 15 Neilson T., Brisbane s
62 Mclnas A., Aramac c 16 Neilsen Jorgen, Rockhampton c
63 Mclnhenry John, Rockhampton in 17 Neilsen, J. W., Western Creek c
F.4 Mclnray Alex., Brisbane c 18 Heller M. J., Brisbane o c
65 McIntosh Alfred, Edwardstown m 19 Nelson Albert, Charters Towers c
66 McIntosh Donald, Byerstown c and m (4) 20 Nelson Martin, Bundaberg c
67 McIntosh J., Roma c 21 Nessri Joseph, Neurem c
68 McIntyre Donald, Brisbane o c 22 Neville Thomas, Goodna c
69 McIntyre John, Cooktown m 23 Nevin A. G., Cania Station o
70 Mclvor James, Cooktown n z (2) 24 Newbold G. T., Rockhampton a
71 McKaskall A., Tollworth Station c 25 Newman -, Auburn c
72 McKay Andrew, Townsville o 26 Newton C., Aramac c
73 McKay Angus, Roma o c 27 Nichol Mrs. Mary, One-mile Gympie m
74 McKay D., Dalby c 28 Nichols --, Brisbane c
75 McKay George, Springbank c 29 Nichols James, One-mile Gympie o
76 McKay Thomas, Sandy Creek in 30 Nicholson Alexr., Oakey Creek c
77 McKean J., Byerstown s (3) 31 Nicholson Allick, Cooktown e
78 McKee Geo., Edwardstown c 32 Nicholson John Beauchamp,  Brisbane u k
79 McKeegom Miss M., Charters Towers c 33 Nicholes David, Charters Towers c
80 McKeely -, Townsville c 34 Nicholson Wm., Brisbane o c
81 McKenna Mrs., Ipswich c 35 Nickel Mrs. John, Brisbane c
82 McKenna J., Warwick s 36 Nickleburgh --, Thornborough c
83 McKenney M., Rockhampton c 37 Nickolas G., Capalaba c
84 McKenzie E. J., Byerstown s 38 Nielsen Benat, bl aryborough a (2)
85 McKenzie John, Brisbane f 39-Nielsen Michael, Brisbane c
86 McKenzie J. R., Aramac o c 40 Nielsen P., Bowen f
87 McKeon -, Fortitude Valley c 41 Nielsen Sophia, Townsville f
88 McKie Mrs., South Brisbane c 42 Night Mrs., South Pine River c
89 McKie Miss Annie, South Brisbane c 43 Nisbett Capt. J., Townsville c (2)
90 McKillop Robert, Brisbane in 44 Niskins Arthur, Rockhampton c
91 McKinlay David, Dalby c 45 Nixon Miss Ann, Roma c
92 McKinnon -, Ipswich c 46 Nixon E. S., Yengarie c (2)
93 McLachlan Alexander, Brisbane c and u k (2) 47 Nixon Joseph, Brisbane o
94 McLachlan James, Bowen Downs s (2) 48 Nochlan Carl, Laidley c
95 McLaren Duncan, Westwood c 49 Nock E. E., Valley c
96 McLean J., Westwood c 50 Nolan John, Townsville c
97 McLean' John, Ravenswood c 51 Nolan Michael, Yatala o
98 McLean Win., Brisbane o c 52 Nollan J., Dingo Creek c
99 McLennan George, Brisbane c 53 Morahan Eugene, Rockhampton s
100 McLennan James, Kelvin Grove c 54 Norcott Win., Brisbane n z
101 McLennan James, Goondiwindi s 55 Norman Mrs. E. M., Brisbane u k
102 McLennan K., Brisbane c 56 Norris George, Cooktown u k
103 McLennan Wm., Charters  Towers n z  57 Norris Christopher, Edwardstown a
104 McLeod A., Brisbane c 58 Norris W. N., Brisbane c
105 McLeod David, Brisbane u k (2) 59 Norton W., Cooktown in
106 McLeod  Stuart , Hodgkinson c 60 Nottle Thomas, Byerstown m
107 McLochlan A., Brisbane c 61 Nugent James J., Roma c
108 McLosk Miss  E Millchester c.,y 0.109 McMahon --, Ipswich c (2)
110 McMahon James, Charters Towers s 1 O'BRIAN Michael, Ipswich c
111 McMahon Thomas, Rockhampton o c 2 O'Brian Thomas, Gympie c
112 McMahor John, Brisbane c 3 O'Briant Morris, Rosewood Station o c
113 McManus Benjamin , Charters Towers s 4 O'Brien -.-, Indooroopilly c (2)
114 McManus J. C., Charters Towers c 5 O'Brien Mrs., Toowoomba c
115 McMichael John, Townsville in 6 O'Brien Con., Cooktown c
116 McMillan George, Cooktown c 7 O'Brien D., Three-mile Creek c
117 McMillan Hugh, Ipswich s 8 O'Brien Mrs. James, Byerstown c
118 McMillar Wm., Brisbane s 9 O'Brien James, Byerstown o c
119 McMullen Win. J., Goondiwindi o 10 O'Brien John, Toowoomba o c
120 McMurricks Mrs., Brisbane s 11 O'Brien John, Rockhampton c
121 McNamara and Co., Warwick c 12 O'Brien Margaret, Brisbane c
122 McNamara M. F., Charters Towers o 13 O'Brien W., Indooroopilly c (2)
123 McNamara Patk., Rockhampton c 14 O'Brien Fergus, Charters Towers c
124 McNamara Mrs. P., Drayton s 15 O'Connell Mary, Springton n z and u k (2)
125 McNearney Miss, Toowoomba c 16 O'Connell Timothy, Roma  o c and.c (3)
126 McNeil Miss Teresa, Brisbane o c 17 O'Connor Annie, Valley s
127 McNeirr Mrs., Oxley Creek c 18 O'Connor E. F., Valley f
128 McNiest Robt., Cooktown c 19 O'Connor Joseph, Charters Towers u k
129 McPhail R., Brisbane o c 20 O'Connor T., Dalby c
130 McPherson Donald, Welltown c 21 O'Connor Miss Mary, Brisbane c
131 McPherson D. C., Bundaberg c 22 O'Coyre  Miss  Norah, Charters Towers c
132 McRorie Mrs. F., Dalby c 23 O'Datton James, One-mile, Gympie c
133 McShane Albert, Warwick c 24 O'Donnell Charles, Byerstown c
134 McSherrv Miss M. A., Rockhampton c 25 O'Donohue James Smith , Brisbane c
135 McSwine3 S., Brisbane c 26 O'Dunough Charles, Charters  Towers c
136 McVinish C. John, Rockhampton u k (2) 27 O'Farrell James, Maryborough c
137 McVoy Miss T., Brisbane s 28 O'Flaherty Miss Mary, Ipswich c
29 Ogg Miss C., Bundaberg c
N. 30 O'Hara George, Maryborough c
31 O'Hara --,  Brisbane c
1 NAIL John, Westwood o 32 O'Hea P., Mitchell Downs c
2 Naller John, Highfields c 33 O'Keaf Wm., Boggo c
3 Naughton Ellen, Nerang Creek u k 34 O'Keef John, Lipper Mary c
4 N eagle John, Byerstown s 35 O'Keefe J. A. M., Ipswich c
5 Nealon Anthony, Duaringa u k 36 O'Keefe Wm., Dalby c
6 Nears Samuel, Palmer u k 37 O'Keeffe M., Brisbane u k
7 Nedegand M. S., Townsville c 38 O'Keeffe Thomas, One-Mile, Gympie o
8 Neelson Peter, Maryborough o c 39 Oldfield George, Brisbane u k
9 Neighbour (saddler), B isbane c 40Oldfield Richard, Brisbane o c
10 Neighbour  James  (saddler),  Brisbane s  41 Olds William, One-mile, Gympie m
11 Neill S., Junction Hotel c 42 O'Leary Timothy, Rockhampton s (2)
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43 O'Leary Mrs. William, Fortitude Valley e 62 Pianta G., Charters  Towers m
44 Olsen Miss Lena ,  Ravenswood c (2)  63 Picke A., South  Brisbane a
45 Olson Captain, Bundaberg c  64 Pickett T. A., Goondiwindi c
46 O'Mahoney Hannah, Rockhampton o 65 Pierce John, Maytown s
47 O'Malley Maurice, Brisbane o c 66 Pierce Patrick, Ipswich e
48 O'Neil Joseph, Millchester s 67 Pigoli John H. S., Cressbrook u k
49 O'Neil Philip, Brisbane c 68 Pike  J. A. F., Brisbane u k
50 O'Neal Thomas, Dee Copper Mine e 69 Pitt Albert, Warwick it k
51 O'Neill F., Freestone Creek c 70 Plaice Miss Esther, South Brisbane c
52 O'Perthen  Henry ,  Ravenswood u k 71 Plesh Miss, Roma f
53 O'Quinn  J., Kedron Brook c 72 Podd J., Bundaberg c
64 O'Reilly Eliza, South Pine c 73 Pollard C. R., Brisbane s
55 O'Reilly Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o e 74 Polser -, Toowoomba c
56 Organ B., South Brisbane c . 75 Posley John, Cooktown c
57 O'Rourke ,  C. M. 0., Charters Towers s 76 Pope Mrs., Gayndah u k
58 O'Rourke ,  Michael ,  Charters Towers s 77 Pope Harry, Westwood e
59 Orthlieh Fredk., Charters Towers c 78 Pope Wm., Ipswich c
60 Osborne  Henry,  Byerstown c (3)  79 Porter  James  F., Wivenhoe c (2)
61 Osborne  Thomas, Gayndah u k 80 Porter Jno., One-mile, Gympie o c
62 Osshaughinnessy  Anne,  Brisbane c  81 Power John, One-mile, Gympie m
63 Oshaughnessy  Thos .,  Brisbane f 82 Power J., Ipswich s
64 O'Shea Daniel, Edwardstown s  83 Power J. A., Peak Mountain c
65 O'Shea  Daniel, Byerstown c 84 Power John W., Maryborough c
66 Ott  J., Toowoomba c 85 Practrill Emma, Gympie c
67 Otto George, Thornborough e 86 Pratten , Cooper's Plains c
68 Otto N., Rockhampton c 87 Prescott -, Westwood c
69 Over Thomas, Dalby u k (2)  88 Priestrall  Edwin, Palmer u k
70 Overall W. H., Brisbane m 89 Pring Charles, Dalby o e
71 Owen William, Bowen u k 90 Pring R. L., One-Mile, Gympie c
72 Oxford Isaac , Happy Valley c 91 Prior Margaret, Ravenswood c
73 Oyns  L. B., Edwardstown c 92 Pritchard David, Millchester o
93 Proelloohs Michael Jimbour c
P. 94
,
Pryor James Etheridge c1 PADGETT, G. W., Brisbane o c 95
,
Purcell -, Bundaberg c
2 Page Thomas Maryborough c
3
,
Paine  J. Maryborough c Q.
4
,
Rockhampton c 1Pall -- QUAN Yong, Maytown s
5
,
Palmer Ben ., Maytown c 2 Quigg Annie, Rocky Creek e
6 Palmer D .,  Rockhampton c 3 Quin B. Mrs., Dalby c
7 Maryborough e 4Palmer John Quinlan Con, Dalby c (2)
8
,
Brisbane o 5Palmer  J. C. Quinlan Patrick, Drayton o c
9
,
Paris Charles , Westwood c 6 Quinn Annie, Westwood c
10 Roma c 7Parish W. Quinn E. B., Bundaberg c
11
,
Park W. A., Brisbane o c 8 Quon On Chong, Maytown
12 Parker  -, Fortitude Valley c (3) R.
13 Parker  W., Milton c 1 RAKE F., Wivenhoe c
14 Parsons  (haircutter), One-mile, Gympie s 2 Ramsey Percy, Gayndah s (4)
15 Pasley  Robert, Byerstown c 3 Ramsey W. D., Sandy Creek c
16 Patching Mrs., Townsville c 4 Randlof Henry, Rosevale Station c
17 Paterson  A., Blackall c (2) 5 Rankin -, Breakfast Creek c
18 Paterson  Hugh, Charters Towers c (2) 6 Rankin George, One-Mile c
19 Paterson  W., Cedar Creek c 7 Rankin Ghozan, Aramac o
20 Paton Henry, Townsville s 8 Rankin Thomas, Warwick c
21 Paton James  G., Bowen u k 9 Rafi Miss E. J., Lilly Vale c
22 Pattesen  E. G. A., Bowen c 10 Ratten Mrs., Toowoomba c
23 Patterson  Mrs. M. A., Cedar Creek c 11 Ravenhill F. R, Ipswich c
24 Paul  John, One-Mile, Gympie c  12 Rawlins  F., Toowoomba c
25 Paulsen  Antoni, Millchester f  18 Rawlinson  Thomas, Rockhampton c
26 Pawson  A., Maryborough c 14 Ray F., Cooktown c
27 Peaden  Peter, Charters Towers m 15 Raymond T., Townsville u k
28 Peake  J. S. W., Toowoomba u k 16 Raymont R., Kelvin Grove c (2)
29 Peake  Wm., Gympie c 17 Rea Robert, Rockhampton m
30 Pearn  Robert, Brisbane c 18 Read J. W, Roma c
31 Pearson  Thomas, Brisbane u k 19 Reade T. P., Edwardstown c
32 Peglar  -,  Dingo c (3) 20 Reading A. C., Brisbane o e
33 Pendridge  Henry, Rockhampton u k 21 Redmins F. L., Dalby f
34 Penman  -, Oxley c 22 Reddicliffe John, Dalby c
35 Pentony John, Dalby o c 23 Redmant  E. Miss , Brisbane f
36 Peppet William, Rockhampton a k 24 Redmond John, Dalby c
37 Perkes S., Millchester u k 25 Redpath Geo., Paroo River s (_')
38 Perrett Isaac, Goondiwindi s (3) 26 Rees Peter, Roma c
39 Perring James ,  Bowen u k 27 Reeves  H. M., Bowen s
40 Perry John, Brisbane c 28 Reid Mrs., Rockhampton s
41 Perry James Wm .,  Brisbane c 29 Reid Alx., Cooktown s
42 Perryman  Thomas ,  Dalby c 30 Reid Hugh, Cooktown o
43 Petersen  Andersen, Westwood c 31 Reid R., Warwick c .
•14 Petersen Franz, Brisbane c 32 Rei lly Miss ,  Brisbane c (4)
45 Petersen  ,  Toowoomba c 33 Reilly M., Rockhampton o c
46 Pettersson Alfred, Brisbane f 34 Reller R., Brisbane e
47 Petterson  P., Cooktown u k 35 Rench Frank, Fanning River Station c
48 Petts S., Dalby c 36 Renner  G. R., Maytown o c
49 Petty Josiah, Indooroopilly o c 37 Rennett H., Brisbane a
60 Petty R .  J., Brisbane o 38 Rennison Charles A., Gayndah c
51 Phealan  M., Townsville c (3) 39 Rethers Elizabeth, Rockhampton o
52 Phelphs John, Cooktown c 40 Reva Miss Julia, Curtis Island c
53 Philippi R., Rockhampton c 41 Reynolds --, Maryborough u k
54 Philips David, Edwardstown c 42 Reynolds M., Gladstone o c (3)
65 Philips John, Cooktown  s and c (2)  43 Richards John, Charters  Towers o c
66 Philips  J., Fortitude Valley c 44 Richards W. E., South  Brisbane c
57 Phillips T., Gayndah s 45 Richardson -,  Townsvi lle c
58 Phillips William, Bowen Downs c 46 Richardson  George, Roma c
69 Phipps  George, Dalby c 47 Richardson J., Charters  Towers c
60 Phipps  G. R., Brisbane o c 48 Ridley J. D., Maryborough a
61 Philo  William, Brisbane a 49 Rickard James,  Rockhampton m
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50 Rickard Wm , Charters Towers c S.
51 Ricks -, Dalby c 1 SADLTER --, Toowoomba c
52 Rielly John, Palmer River +• 2 Salmond D., Dalby e
53 Riffers S., Fortitude Valley c 3 Sambrook Miss Ellen, Fortitude Valley e
54 Riley , Brisbane c 4 Sampson S., Hodgkinson c
55 Riley John, Byerstown c 5 Sampson S., Charters Towers n z
56 Rinche]a G. W., Ravenswood c 6 t anders E., Westwood c
57 Ring D., Bundaberg c 7 Sanderson T. J., Herbert Creek in
58 Riordan Daniel, One-mile, Gympic e 8 Sandford Mrs. R., Samford road o c
59 Riply It., Flinders River c 9 Sangster and Co., Brisbane in .
60 Ritchie George, Maytown c 10 Sauer John David, Spring Creek o e
61 Ritchie Jessie, Bowen c 11 Saunders James, By erstown c
62 Ritchie J. P., Rockhampton s 12 Savage M., Maytown in
63 Rivers Albert, Charters Towers o c 13 Savage P., Toowcomba c
61 Rivill Robert, Townsville o 14 Sawbridgewortli J. F., Charters Towers o c and
65 Roach -, Dalby c in (3)
6'r Roach J. R., Daintree in 15 Sawyer R., Indooroopilly e
67 Roach Michael, Roma c 16 Seaman T., Ipswich c
68 Roach Willic.m, Brisbane n z 17 Scanlan P., Samson Vale e
69 Roalsen R., Maytown v 18 Schmidt Gotlieb, Toow oomba a (2)
70 Roberts Mrs., Swan Creek c 19 Schofield Reuben, Brisbane u k
71 Roberts Dr., Brisbane c 20 Scholcroft --, Byerstown c
72 Roberts Edward, Charters Towers u k 21 Schonwald F., Toowoomba c
73 Roberts E C., Toowoomba c 22 Schroder F., Maryborough o c
74 Roberts Geo., Townsville  s and c (3) 23 Schubert F., Brisbane e
75 Roberts G. II., Cooktown s 24 Schubert Julius, Beenleigh o and f (2)
76 Roberts J., One-Mile. Gympie c 25 Schultz Mrs. H., New Farm o c
77 Roberts Miss Martha, Brisbane o c 26 Schultz John, Duaringa c
78 Roberts W., Roma s 27 Schwerin , Toowoomba c
79 Roberts W., Charters Towers e 28 Scales  John, Gayndah s
8') Robertson John, Bowen c 29 Scott E., Callandoon s
81 Robinson --, Georgetown c 30 Scott John, Gayndah e
82 Robinson Mrs., Brisbane c 31 Scott Robert, Roma o
83 Robinson Charles, Brisbane c 32 Scott Thomas,  Brisbane  in
84 Robinson J. W., One-Mile, Gympie s 33 Scott William, Goondiwindi s
85 Robinson J. R., Brisbane C 34 Scott W., Bundaberg c
86 Robinson Noble A., Aramac c 35 Scott W. J., Dingo c (2)
87 Robinson Thomas, German Creek e 36 Scowl Alfred, One-mile, Gympic c
88 Robinson W., Townsville it k 37 Scrutton Miss Florence, Brisbane c
89 Robison A., Warwick s 38 Scullen Michael, One-mile, Gympie c
90 Roddaby August, Roma o c 39 Secrett George,  Brisbane c
91 Rodgers J., Mount Abundance e 40 Seemour Mrs. G., Cooktown s
92 Roemer ---, Toowoomba c 41 Seiphe John, Crow's Nest, Toowoomba e
93 Bohan Jeremiah, Dalby c 42 Sellard  Maria ,  Brisbane a
91 Rolena John, Mulligan's Rush e 43 Sene Mrs., Bowen Bridge road c
95 Rollins --,'Bundaberg c 44 Sewell G.,  Palmer River s
96 Roho William, Dingo c 45 Seyers  Mrs. Edward ,  Bowen u k
97 Rooney Peter, Palmer s (2) 46 Shanahan  Mrs., Brisbane u k
98 Rosar Henry, Toowoomba c 47 Shapland R., Gympie c
99 Rose Mrs., Gayndah s 48 Sharp Edward, Maryborough c
100 Rose Henry, Charters Towers s 49 Shatton W., Goondiwindi c
101 Rose 11. A., Brisbane in 50 Shaw Robin, Palmer c
102 Rose Joseph, Indooroopilly c (2) 51 Shea Patrick, Stanthorpe o c
103 Rose W., Brisbane c 52 Sheahan Jeremiah, Cooktown c
104 Rosenstreter W., Ipswich o c 53 Sheehan J., Warwick e
105 Rosetta Mrs., Fortitude Valley c 54 Sheen Mrs., Rockhampton c
106 Ross ---, Bon Accord c 55 Sheilds Mrs., Westwood f
107 Ross Miss, Brisbane a 56 Sheppard , Western Creek c
108 Ross Donald, Gayndah c 57 Shephard  Thomas, Edwardstown f
109 Ross Al. G., Brisbane c 58 Sheridan John,  One-mile,  Gympie c
110 Ross John,  Brisbane 1i z 59 Shething -, Stanthorpe c
111 Ross John, Ravenswood c 60 Shgerning  Christian, Rockhampton c
112 Ross J., Rockhampton c 61 Shields Mrs., Eidsvold f
113 Rowerofc Mrs. Emma, Mount Perry c (2) 62 Shinimane  L., Roma c
114 Rowe , Westwood c (2) 63 Shipperley George,  Brisbane u k
115 Rowe Harriet Jane, Ravenswood o c (3) 64 Shoenwald Mrs. A., Dalby c
116 Rowen J. R., Brisbane s 65 Short Mrs.  Ann, Brisbane o
117 Rowland Mrs., Maytown c 66 Sidmonda Steven, Bundaberg u k
118 Rowlandson A. H., Indooroopilly m, s, and u k 67 Silcock Philip, Rockhampton c
119 Rud C., Tnowoomba c 68 Silcock Walter, Fortitude Valley c
120 Rudd Mrs., Dalby c 69 Silver Thomas, Dalby e
121 Ruddiford -, Toowoomba c 70 Simeock Edward, Townsville o e, a, and a (3)
122 Ruffell Harry, Dalby c 71 Simes Samuel , Dalby c
123 Russel  David, Dalby s 72 Simmons William, Dalby s
124 Russell E. S., Brisbane c 73 Simmons W. and E., Brisbane o
125 Russell J., Toowoomba e 74 Simonstein Miss G .,  Brisbane c
126 Russell John, Dingo o 75 Simpson  Henry ,  Townsvi lle c
127 Russell Mary Ann, Rockhampton c 76 Simpson James, Hodgkinson River c
128 Russell  S., Brisbane c 77 Simms William, Charters  Towers s (2)
129 Russell  T., One-Mile, Gympie c 78 Sims Alfred, Brisbane o c
130 Russell W., Brisbane u k 79 Sims Emily, Charters  Towers c
131 Ruthoffski  J., Brisbane n z 80 Singer  and Champ, Thorgomindah c (4)
132 Ryan C., Swan Creek c 81 Sin  Kum War,  Maryborough a
133 Ryan Charles Joseph,  Townsvi lle o 82 Sin Lum, Edwardstown c
134 Ryan Edwd., Bowen s and c (2) 83 Skine T., Brisbane o c
135 Ryan James, Brisbane c 84 Skinner John, Tambo c
136 R an James Thornborou h c 85 Skirin t Toow omb
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Ryan J., Dalby e 86
g ou , o a c
Skunhorpe Henry, Ipswich o
138 Ryan J., Bowen in 87 Slater Samuel, Mount  Cornish c
139 Ryan J., Byerstown c (2) 88 Slaughton Martin,  Hodgkinson c
140 Ryan Michael, Ipswich c 89 Sloman John, Dundee Station c
141 Hyan Pierce, Dalby c 90 Small -,  Maytown c
142 Ryder E., Dalby c 91 Small Albert , Mount Surp rise u k
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92 Smith , Maryborough e 186 Studders H., Aramac c (2)
93 Smith , Westwood c 187 Suhr 0., Auburn Station c
91 Smith , Kelvin  Grove c  188 Sullivan --, Milton c
95 Smith Mrs., Toowoomba c 189 Sullivan A. J., Western Creek c
96 Smith Andrew, Bingera e 190 Sullivan D, Brisbane c
97 Smith A. D., Brisbane e 191 Sullivan E. H., Goodna c
98 Smith A. J., Goodna s 192 Sullivan J., South  Brisbane c
99 Smith Miss -Bridget, Roma e  193 Sullivan John, Walloon o c
100 Smith Mrs. Charles, South Brisbane 191, Sullivan J., Goondiwindi c
101 Smith E., Brisbane c 195 Sullivan John D., Thornborough c
102 Smith George, Fortitude Valley f 196 Sullivan M., One-Mile, Gympie c,
103 Smith H. G., Townsville m 198 Sullivan Patk., Beenleigh c
101 Smith James, Maytown c and m (3) 199 Sullivan 'Thos.,  Brisbane s
105 Smith Miss Jane, Maryborough o 200 Sumdery John, Ravenswood o c
106 Smith John, Townsville a 201 Summers Ralph, Rockhampton  o and u k (2)
107 Smith J., Maryborough c 202 Summerville  Miss M., Brisbane c
108 Smith Joseph, Cooktown u k  203 Sung  Hong Woo, Cooktown m
109 Smith Joseph, Goodna m 204 Swan -, Mitchell Downs c
110 Smith Michael, Cooktown c 205 Swatkins  Miss E .,  Brisbane c
111 Smith M., Gay ndah c 206 Sweeney and Travers, Dalby c
112 Smith P., Boggo c 207 S.yms Thomas, Byerstown  m and c (2)
113 Smith R., Rockhampton s
11t Smith  R., Roma c T.
115 Smith Robert, One-Mile, Gympie o
116 Smith R. W. J., Rockhampton u k 1 TAIT  James,  Ravenswood u k
117 Smith Thomas, Toowoomba c 2 Talbot -, Roma c
118 Smith William, Bowen c 3 Talbot George, Darling Downs u k
119 Smith William, Gowrie c 4 Talbot James, Roma o c
120 Smith W., North Pine River c 5 Tasker  James,  Laidley c
121 Smith A., Brisbane o c 6 Tay Ree, Cooktown s
122 Smochar -, Gayndah c 7 Taylor --, Taroom c
123 Snallman  August J., Dalby f 8 Taylor , Brisbane o e
124 Sorensen Christian, Rockhampton o c (3) 9 Taylor E. A., Bowen s
125 Sorensen Johannes, One-Mile, Gympie c 10 Taylor E., South Pine River o c
126 Sorensen P. C., Gayndah c 11 Taylor F. H., One-mile, Gympie u k (2)
127 Spalholt Henry, Maytown c 12 Taylor Gilbert, Cooktownm m
128 Speed J., Palmer s 13 Taylor G. A., Bowen a
129 Spencer James,  Brisbane s 14 Taylor G. W., Charters Towers c
130 Spent A., Bowen o 15 Taylor  Isaac  James, Maryborough o
131 Spinks W., Dalby c 16 Taylor James, Gowrie Junction c
132 Spiro II., Rockhampton c 17 Taylor It. H., Townsville o c
133 Spode W. H., Indooroopilly e 18 Taylor W., Oxley u k
134 Spratt S., Roma c 19 Taylor William, Eversham c
135 Springer Fred., One-Mile, Gympic c 20 Taylor W. E., Gayndah c
136 Squair F. J., Leyburn c 21 Taylor W. H., Grandchester c
137 Stofford -, Spring Creek c 22 Temperly T., Kedron Brook c
138 Stagg Eliza, Dalby o c 23 Templeton Margaret, Brisbane c
139 Stamm John, Goondiwindi c 24 Tennison Thos., Brisbane u k (2)
140 Stanhope --,  Brisbane a  25 Tet Que, Oakey Creek m
141 Staphans John, Westbrook o 26 Thandson Mrs. D., South  Brisbane e
142 Star --, Brisbane c 27 Thiell Wilhelm,  Brisbane f
143 Si arey William, Georgetown o 28 Thinooney B., Edwardstown c
1 t4 St. k- lair Samuel , Brisbane a (2) 29 Thomas C., Ravenswood a
145 St. Evans L., Edwardstown c 30 Thomas C. P., Millchester s
146 I -t. George H., Cooktown o c 31 Thomas John, Dee Copper Mines c
147 St. Leon Augustus, Mount Perry m (2) 32 Thomas T., Ipswich road c
148 St. Leon Alfred, Mount Perry m 33 Thomas Thomas, Dee Copper Mine c
149 Steele M iss Agnes , Brisbane c 34 Thoburn Daniel, Bulloo River  s and m (3)
150 Steel James B., Byerstown s 35 Thombinson E. W., Cooktown o
151 Steele Harry,  Brisbane m  36 Thompson , Maryborough c
152 Steffensen Carl, Edwardstown c 37 Thompson --, South Brisbane c
153 Steidretter B., Charters Towers c 38 Thompson A., 'Thornborough o c
154 Stein Fred 0., Palmer c 39 Thompson A. C., Maryborough u k
153 Steine W. J., Rockhampton c 40 Thompson George, Clifton c
156 Stenlon Alfred, Brisbane u k 41 Thompson Henry, Georgetown c
157 Stephan Wilhelm, Breakfast Creek o c 42 Thompson John, Dingo Creek c (2)
158 Stephenson R., Bundaberg. c 43 Thompson William, Nive  Downs, e
159 Stevens John, Thornborough c 44 Thompson W., Walloon c
160 Stevens  Mrs. John, Seven-mile Creek c 45 Thompson W. C., Dalby o c
161 Stewart  Charles, Dalby o 46 Thomson Duncan C., Warwick o
162 Stewart  Donald, Cooktown m 47 Thomson Christy,  Brisbane u k
163 Stewart  John,  Edwardstown s  48 Thomson John, Dalby m
164 Stewart. Pe er , Rosewood f 49 Thone T. G., Milton c
165 Stewart  R., Southwick c 50 Threfall -, Toowoomba c
166 Stewart Jno., Bowen c  51 Thumm W. F.,,Byerstown c
167 Stewart  Wm., South Brisbane c 52 Thurston -, Beenleigh c
168 Stewart  Wm. H, Logan c 53 Tier John,  Byerstown c
169 Skyring  J., Gladstone c 54 Tierney James,  Millchester c
170 Stillsby  John, Roma a  55 Tiffin Edward,  Townsvi lle c
171 Stookes  S., Samford School c 56 Tigar Mrs., Brisbane c
172 Stocklar  Mrs, Brisbane c  57 Tilly John, Millchester c
173 Stone C., Thornborough u k 58 Tinks Alfred,  South Brisbane u k
174 Stone Wm., One-Mile, Gympie c 59 Tobin John, Dalby o c
175 Storey Mrs., Oxley o  60 Tomalin James, Craigee c
176 Strafford B., Cooktown c 61 Tomkins , Townavi le c
177 Strafford F. A., Darling Downs c 62 Toohey -,  Cooktown c
178 Strecht  J., Brisbane c 63 Toohey  James,  Thornborough a (2)
179 Struver  F., Pine Creek s 61 Toombs Mrs . H., Tambo u k
180 Stuart  -,  Brisbane s 65 Tootal --, Clermont c
281 Stuart James,  Cambooya c 66 Torgan  William,  Byerstown o
182 Stuart R. S., Brisbane c 67 Towers Robert, Byerstown o
183 Stuart  R. W. Toowoomba c 68 Tracey  Henry, Palmer c
184 Stubbs  Wm., Fernvale c 69 Trattles -, South Brisbane c
185 Stubbs  Wm., Fernvale c (2) 70 Travis  F. B., Dalby o
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71 Treloar Henry, One-mile, Gympie in 62 Webster E. J., Goodna c
72 Treloar Wm., Brisbane c 63 Webster J. T., Lockebar Station c
73 Trickey T.,Breakfast Creek c 61 Webster Samuel, Dalby c
74 Trindall --, Owanilla c 65 Weff Miss E., Westwood o
75 Triverston A. H., Cooktown c 66 Wegner Fritz, Thornborough c
76 Tuck Wm., Rockhampton in 67 Weir Robert  Al., Bundaberg u k
77 Tully George, Eagle Farm f (2) 68 Weatemeyer  Charles, Toowoomba f
78 Tully  Al., Charters Towers c 69 Welsh C., Brisbane c
79 Tunstall Peter, Dalby c 70 Welsh Thos. G., Townsville a
80 Turnbull Wm., Roma o 71 Webster J., Gladstone f
81 Turner Alfred, Bundaberg c 72 Werkley Mrs., Fortitude Valley c
82 Turner John Richard, Warwick c 73 Wess Joseph, Warwick c
83 Turner Robert, Bundaberg c 74 Westcalth C., Bundaberg c
84 Turner R. H., Herbert's Creek c 75 Weston Miss C., South Brisbane c
85 Tynan James ,  Brisbane c and u k (3) 76 Weston Miss E., Townsville c
77 Tinana eVe JacobU. 78
,y
Beenleigh a.Whereat G. H.
1 UNGER Gothlieb, Gayndah c 79
,
Whibley  -,  Milton c
2 Unsworth Harry, Charters Towers f 80 Whipenny Mark, Toowoomba c
3 Unwin William, Hodgkinson River c 81 White Charles, One-Mile, Gympie o
4 Upchurch John, Dalby t (2) 82 White John, Warwick c
6 Urqutrat Duncan, Harcourt c 83 White Joseph 1 ., Dalby c
6 Urvil --, Indooroopilly c 84 White  Miss Maggie ,  Brisbane c (2)
V. 85 White P., Fortitude Valley c
1 VALE William, Murphy's Creek u k 86 White Robert,  Byerstown  in (2)
2 Vance John H., Maryborough c 87 White Thomas, Moonie River c (2)
3 Varrell --, Toowoomba c 88 White T. J., Brisbane o c
4 Vericon C., Rockhampton in 89 Whitsite Andrew,  Byerstown a
5 Veith R. H., Brisbane f 90 Whyman Jacob, Gayndah c (2)
6 Viner W., Rockhampton o c 91 Whyndan Mrs. H., Cooktown c
7 Volker J., Toowoomba c 92 Wier Mrs., Allanstown c
93 Samford oWight Miss Jane
W, 94
,Wilcox -,  Bundaberg s
] WADE William, Byerstown c 95 Wilkins J. W., Cooktown s (2)
2 Wainright  -,  Yengarie c 96 Wilkinson John, Toowoomba c
3 Waite Miss C., Brisbane c 97 Willcock J., Dawson River s
4 Wakefield W., Brisbane c 98 Williams --, Dotawood c
5 Wacker Chas., Brisbane o c 99 Williams Albert, Ipswich  a
6 Walker Chas. T., Brisbane c 100 Williams C., Warwick u k
7 Walker T., Bundaberg c 101 Williams Charles, Ravenswood in
8 Walker  James,  Thornborough c  102 Williams Mrs. Fanny ,  Brisbane s
9 Walker James ,  Fortitude  Valley c 103 Williams  Miss  H., Charters Towers c
10 Walker John D., Maryvale o c  104 W illiams H., Brisbane u k
11 Walker  Mrs. M . A., Cooktown c 105 Williams Henry, Dalby s
12 Walker T., Gonndiwindi c 106 Williams Henry J., Charters Towers o c
13 Wallace James ,  Killarnay  in 107Williams  H. S., Bowen c
14 Wallace Peter F., Rocky Waterholes s 108 Williams James, Hodgkinson o c
15 Wallace Thomas, Westwood o c 109 Williams J., Albert River c
16 Walter T., Cleveland c 110 Williams John, Cooktown f (2)
17 Walters T. J., Maytown s 111 Williams John, Charters Towers c
18 Walton Joseph, Georgetown u k 112 Williams John, Brisbane u k (2)
19 Walsh Calligan, Gympie u k 113 Williams John, Cooktown s
20 Walshe James, Townsville u k 114 Williams John David,  Palmer River c
21 Walsh John,  Brisbane o  115 Williams J. H., Indooroopilly u k
22 Walsh John J., Millchester o 116 Williams Jervis, Brisbane u k
23 Walsh Joseph, Rockhampton c 117 Williams M. L., Brisbane c
24 Walsh Thomas, Woollongabba c 118 Williams Peter, Toowoomba c
25 Walsh W., Charters Towers c 119 Williams  Richard, Dee  Copper  Mines o c
26 Ward -- (butcher), Gayndah c 120 Williams Thomas, Dee Copper Mines c
27 Wardley --, Logan c 121 Williams T. E., Beenleigh o c
28 Ware J., Brisbane s 122 Wi lliams  William, Dalby o c
29 Warner Richard, Maryborough u k  123 Wil liams  W., Brisbane in
30 Warskars W. W., Warwick c 124 Williams W. J., Brisbane o c
31 Warren John, Bowen Bridge o c 125 Williamson , Welltown c
32 Warren Thos., Charters Towers c 126 Williamson George, Flinders River u k
33 Watchom Mrs., Brisbane u k 127 Willinks James C.,  Brisbane u k
34 Waters Samuel, Nerang Creek c 128 Willson G., Oakey Creek c
35 Watkins Thomas, Ipswich o 129 Wilmot Mrs. J., Gympie c
36 Watkins  W. W., Warwick c 130 Wilmot M., Gladstone c
37 Watson -- -, Brisbane c 131 Wilshire Thos., Brisbane u k
38 Watson  C., Townsville c 132 Wilson , Brisbane c
39 Watson C. M., Cooktown o c, s, and u k (6) 133 Wilson Mrs., Toowoomba c
40 Watson James, Byerstown s 134 Wilson Miss, Brisbane c
41 Watson James, Toowoomba c 135 Wilson Charles, Marlborough u k
42 Watson James, South Brisbane c 136 Wilson Eda ard, Palmer River a
43 Watson John, Cooktown u k 137 Wilson George S., Toowoomba o
44 Watson John, Brisbane o c 138 Wilson Hugh, Brisbane c
45 Watson John Allen, Edwardstown c 139 Wilson James, Hodgkinson o c
46 Watson Sydney G., Rockhampton o 140 Wilson James, Darling Downs s
47 Watson Win., Boggo c 141 Wilson John, Brisbane o c
48 Watson  Wm., Toowoomba c 142 Wilson John, Ravenswood e
49 Watson  W. P., Toowoomba c 143 Wilson J., Roma s
50 Watt Tom (Chinaman), Mount Abundance o c (3)  144 Wilson J., Millchester c
51 Watson Joseph, Cooktown u k 145 Wilson Robert, Dalby c
52 Watts  Alfred, Townsville o c 146 Wilson William, Dalby c (2)
53 Watts F., Bridgewater o c 147 Wilson W. J., Hodgkinson c
64 Waugh J., Charters Towers c 148 Winder  -,  One-Mile Swamp c
55 Warell C. H., Roma c 149 Winaley H., One-Mile, Gympie c
66 Wawden and Co., Toowoomba c 150 Windsor  Miss,  Ipswich u k
57 Wearel, A., Rockhampton c 151 Win Chong,  Palmer c
58 Weaver L. T., Maryborough u k 152 Winfield Elizabeth, Brisbane o e
69 Weaver W., Townsville s 153 Win Ong Chan, Cooktown c
60 Webb Thos., W., Byerstown c (2) 154 Wing Wan, Maytown s
61 Webber Mrs. G .,  Brisbane c (2) 155 Wing Wor Chong ,  Maytown a
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156 Winters James, Maytown  it k 4 York George ,  Auburn Station e
157 Wirth  John ndah cGa 5 Toowoomba o cYouge A. K. D.
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, y
Withall H. E., Bundaberg  it  k 6 ,Youlton Mark ,  Palmer  in
159 Witsifski T ., Maryborough c 7 Young A. W., Clifton c
160 Wix  T ., Marlborough u k 8 Young  -,  Edwardstown c
161 Wo Ge War ,  Cooper 's Creek  in 9 Young G. A.,  Dalby c
162 Wolam --, Brisbane c 10 Young James ,  Bundaberg o
163 Wolfgram  --, '1 oowoombu c 11 Young J., Bowen s16t Wood  --, Mary  borough c 12 Young Joseph ,  Mftcnell Downs c
163 Wood --,  Tinana c 13 Young Sow Ha, Cooktown s
166 Wood John Dixon, Dalby 14 Youi .g Toni ,  Brisbane m
167 Wood Joseph R., Glengallen c 15 Y ulhmuth Miss E., Toowoomba c
168 Wood W., Oxley Creek s
169 Wood W. Roach, South Brisbane f Z.
170 Woodeson A., Brisbane  it k 1 ZITT W., Goondiwindi c
171 Woods --, Tinana c (2)
172 Woods D. T., Ptilmer s Initials, &c.
173 Woods Henry ,  Cape Diggings o 1 A. B. C., Palmer River e
174 Woods John L., Charters Towers  in 2 E. N., Bowen e
175 Woods T., Townsville o c 3 J. O. H .,  Brisbane s (2)
176 Woodward Bobt., Bundaberg o c 4 O. M. S .,  Dalby e
177 W oolford J.,  Rockhampton zc k 5 Bice  (S. S. Islander ),  Maryborough o c
178 scorner  --, T oowoomba c (2) 6 Box ,  Rockhampton c
179 Worrill Tim., Dingo Creek s 7 Captain  (schooner  "  Terrigal "),  Rockhampton c
180 Worth --,  Brisbane s 8 Committee of Management ,  School of A rt s.  Roma o c
181 - Wren  - -,  Townsville c 9 Dromanny ,  Bundaberg o c18? Wren Edward,  Dingo Creek c 10 Elone ,  Bundaberg o c
183 Wright James ,  Brisbane  it k 11 Harnia ,  Bundaberg o c
184 Wright John ,  Townsville n Z 12 Lingued ,  Maryborough o c
183 Wright P., Cooktown e 13 Manager ,  J. and G.  Harris' Tannery, Kelvin Grove c
186 Wright  Win., Charters Towers c 14 Officer in charge of Polo'', Marlborough o o
187 Wub James ,  Rockhampton c 15 OfT;e,  is  charge of N. M. Police ,  Dunrobin o c
188 Wym Miss M., Brisbane c 16 Paymaster H.M.S. " Barracoutta ,"  Brisbane s
V 17 Proprietors Plant's Machine Company ,  ChartersTowers c
1 YATES William ,  Ravenswood s 18 Proprietor Temperance Hotel, Townsville u k
2 Yelruck Mrs., Toowoomba c 19 Tingali ,  Maryborough o c
3 Yen  --, Townsville e 20 Trustees of the Cemetery ,  Jeebropi lly o c
" IM111IGRATIOIY  ACT OF  1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
BRITISH.PERSONS resident in Queensland, wishing to
obtain passages to the colony for their friends
or  relatives in the United Kingdom, cando so,
under the provisions of  " The Immigration Act of
1872," by paying to the  Immigration  Agent in
Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of Petty  Sessions
in the colony, amounts in accordance with the
following scale
Males and females between 1 and 12, each 11
Males between 12 and 40, each ...' ... 2
Females between 12 and 40, each ... ... 1
Males and females above 40 ... ... 4
Infants snider 12 months free.
FOREIGN.
Persons resident in Queensland, wishing to obtain
passages to the colony, for their friends or relatives,
from the Continent of Europe, can obtain Free
Passage Tickets, available for any Queensland
immigrant ship leaving London or other British
port, on application to this Office, or to any Clerk
of Petty Sessions throughout the colony.
Applicants must clearly understand that these
Tickets do not include the passage from the Con-
tinent to the port of embarkation in Great Britain,
the entire cost of which must be defrayed by the
Immigrant himself.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1876.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES:-
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. f'or every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for sums of 5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
HART of part of Cleveland Bay  from Magazine
. Island  to Kissing  Point ;  also plan of Nor-
manby Sound,  showing  Thursday  and adjacent
islands,with Aplin  Pass and Ellis Channel ;  surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be  had a 1the
Port Office and Government  Printing  C ffice,
William street,  Brisbane . Price ,  Is.  each.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
l J
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th Mar, 1874.
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NOTICE.
P
are requested to take notice that
[" all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made by
Post-Office Order, or cash; otherwise the advertisements
will be  returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Go'rernment Printer.
NOTICE.
R.  RICHAl1D  GRIFFITHS  has been
re-appointed as Baili ff  of the Small Debts
Court at Beenleigh , for 12  months  from  the 1st
January, 187 7.
By Order,
ROBERT  MILLER, C.P.S.
Courthouse ,  Beenleigh ,  1st January, 1877.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
IN pursuance  of  "  The  District  Courts <1 ct of
1867 ,"  and by the authority of the same, I
hereby app oint  the following  days and times for
holding District Courts during  the Year  1877, at
the several towns or places in the  N orthern District
hereinafter mentioned ,  that is to say :-
Criminal Jurisdiction. ('iN it Jurisdiction.
AT COOKTOwN.
Wednesday ,  7th March . J Wednesday, 7th March.
AT MILLCHESTER.
Friday ,  16th March. Friday , 16th March.
AT TOWNSVILLE.
Friday ,  23rd March .  Friday ,  23rd March.
AT BOWEN.
Tuesday, 27th March. Tuesday, 27th March.
AT MACKAt.
Friday, 30th March .  Friday, 30th March.
W. H. ABBOTT  HIIZST,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
Brisbane ,  18th December, 1876.
CENTRAL DISTRICT COURT.
I
N pursuance of "  The District Courts Act of
1867," and by authority  of the same , I hereby
appoint the following days and times  for holding
District Courts during  the Year 1877, at the
several towns or places  in the Central District
hereinafter mentioned ,  that is  to say :-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Monday, 5th March. Tuesday, 6th March.
Monday, 11th June. Tuesday, 12th June.
Monday, 10th September. Tuesday, 11th September.
Monday, 3rd December. Tuesday, 4th December.
AT MAEYBOEO1r GU.
Thursday, 15th March Thuursday, 15th March.
Monday, 25th June. Monday, 25th June.
Thursday, 1st November. Thursday, 1st November.
AT GYMPIE.
Tuesday, 20th March. Tuesday, 20th March.
Friday, 29th June. Friday, 29th June.
Tuesday, 6th November. Tuesday, 6th November.
AT CLERMONT.
Saturday, 2nd June. Saturday, 2nd June.
Saturday, 24th November. Saturday, 24th November.
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Central District Court.
Rockhampton, 4th December, 1876.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLA`'D
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 3, 1877.
Before His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE. Knight,
Chief Justice of Queensland and Judge of the
said Vice- Admiralty Court.
In the Matter of the " Ousuri." (Nos. 41, 42, 43,
and 41.)
THE Attorney-General appea ed on behalf ofWilliam Osbor , late master (No. 4.2).
Mr. Harding for Messrs. Raff and Turner (No.
41), R. Armour (No. 43), and Messrs. Peters and
Others (No. 44).
After argument,  by  consent, it was decreed as
follows :-That out of the proceeds in Court there
be paid the costs of Messrs. Ilaff and Turner, also
of the Captain, and R. Armour, including costs of
this day ; then the promoter's claims in those three
suits  pari passe,  according to the following amounts
respectively, viz.:--£168, £319 6s., and E100; all
further questions in the four suits adjourned.
The Court adjourned to Wednesday, the 17th
day of January, A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Estate of Mulvena, Crauley, and Co.,
of Rockhampton, Insolvents.
A THIRD and Final Dividend of Id. in the £
in the above Estate, will be payable at my
Office, Edward street, Brisbane, on and after 1st
February, 1877.
SAMUEL DAVIS,
Trustee.
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
37 _ 3s.
NOTICE.
In the Matter of J. D. Robinson. Insolvent.
,t THIRD and Final Dividend of 62d. in the £
C1 in the Insolvent Estate of J. D. Robinson,
will be payable at my office on or after the 22nd
Instant.
JOHN CROWTE{ER,
Trustee.
12th January, 1877.
49 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
August Wagner, of Bowen, publican, by the
said August Wagner.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said August
Wagner, having been given, it is ordered that
the said August Wagner be, and lie is hereby
adjudged insolvent ; and that Mr. Frederick
Jepson Boer be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said August
Wagner, for the election of a Trustee, be heldat the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Eighth day of January, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said August Wagner shall, on the fifth day of
January, at Bowen, deliver to the Trustee in
this Estate, a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences, so .far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of December, 1876.
By the Court,
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN IN SOLVENCY.
ADJUDICATION.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Mary Howes, of Brisbane, by the said Mary
Howes.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it isordered t at the said Mary H wes be, nd she
is hereby adjudged  insolvent , in  jormd pauperis ;
and that William .Henry Miskin, Esquire, be
Official Trustee of her Estate. And it is further
ordered that the first General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Mary Howes, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Fifteenth day of January,1877,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Mary Howes shall, on the
Thirteenth day of January instant, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of her
debts and liabilities of eery kind, and of the names
and residences, so far as known, of her creditors,
and of the causes of her inability to meet her
engagemeLts.
Given under the seal of the Court, this eighth
day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ON the Twenty-first day of February, 1877, atTen o'clock in the forenoon, Robert Lyons, ofKircubbin, near Maryborough, adjudicated Insol-
vent on the twenty-fifth day of August, 1876, will
apply to the above Honorable Court, at Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eighth day of January, 1877.
39
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Sing Yee Chong and George
Shue, lately trading as " Sing Yee Chong and
Co.," Insolvents.
O
N the Seventh day of February, 1877, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, George Shue, of
Brisbane, adjudicated Insolvent on the seventh day
of November, 1876, will apply to the Supreme
Court at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eleventh day of January, 1877.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
41
Solicitor for George Shue,
Queen street, Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ON the Twenty-fi rst  day of February, 1877, at
Ten o 'clock in the forenoon , John  Joseph
Power ,  of  Kircubbin, near Maryborough ,  adjudicated
insolvent on the twenty -fifth day of August, .1876,
will apply to the above Honorable  Court,  at Bris-
bane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eighth day  of January, 1877.
40
A. W. CHAMBERS,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frank Russell Robinson and
Arthur Vandeleur Robinson, a ma ority of
members of the late firm of " Robinson
Brothers," sugar planters, Lorne Plantation,
Mackay, Insolvents.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent, Frank Russell Robinson, to
take place at the Police Court, Tambo, on the
Thirty-first day of January instant, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this fourth day of January, A.D. 1877.
7
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Baker ,  of South Brisbane,
an Insolvent  in  furmd pauperis.
HE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the  Insolvent to take place at the Supreme
Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on the
Seventh day of February next, at Ten o'clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this thirtieth  day of  December ,  A.D. 1876.
42
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of James McColl and Thomas Swin-
bourne, late of Brisbane ; Roger Kelly.  late of
Palmerville ; Andrew Miller, late of Clermont ;
Francis Loustrum, late of Townsville ; John
Lang, late of Severn River ; Martin Paterson,
late of Terrick ;. John Rawlins, late of Glen-
lyon ; Deceased unknown, late of Mount
Marlow Station ; Henry Nichol, late of Isis-
ford ; Deceased unknown, late of Candie
Station ; Donald Munro, late of Charters
Towers ; Caspar Kahn, or Kaspar Hahn, late
of Tambo ; George Weeks, late of Leyburn ;
James Carter, late of Oakwood ; and  Emannuel
Severa, late of Cooktown.P UR SUAN T to "' The Curator of Intestate
Estates Act of  1867 ," all persons  having any
claims against  the Estates of any of the above-named
deceased persons are to come in and prove their
debts at my office, Queen street, Brisbane, on or
before the Thirteenth day of March next, or in
default they will be peremptorily excluded from
all benefit accruing from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate  Estates.
Brisbane, 13th January, 1877.
43 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Lewis Gardner Rogers, late of
Middenbury, Toowong, near Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, gentleman, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Lewis Gardner Rogers, deceased,
may be granted to Frances Wyndowe Rogers, of
Middenbury, Toowong, near Brisbane, in the colony
aforesaid, the sole Executrix named in the said
Will.
Dated this eleventh day of January, A.D. 1877.
THOMPSON AND HELLICAR,
George street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Frances Wyndowe  Rogers.
38 6N.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of  "The Curator of Intestate Estates
Act  ?f 1867," and of the Personal Estate of
Donald Munro, late of Charters Towers,
deceased.
To a Sister and others Next of Kin.
r1IAKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
1 obtain Letters of Administration to the per-
sonal  Estate of Donald :Munro, deceased, or show
cause  within one calendar month after the date
hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court
of Queensland, or a Judge thereof, why an order
should not be made for me to collect, manage, and
administer  the said Estate of Donald Munro, I shall,
at the expiration of one calendar month, apply by
petition to the said Court, or a Judge of the said
.Court, for such order, and the  same  will be made
accordingly.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , 6th January, 1877.
MEMORANDUM.-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
7th day of February next, at 10 o'clock, before the
Judge then sitting in Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane.
12 7s. 6d.
NOTICE.
FORFEITED SHARES
In the St .  Patrick and Queen Grand Junction
Gold Mining Company  (No Liab il ity).
Y 1'
7 ILLIkM  JACKSON  will sell by Public
Auction, on  SATURDAY,  13th January,
1877, at Four o'clock, at his Rooms, next to Gard's
Hotel, Mossman street, Charters Towers, the
following Shares in the abovenamed Company,
forfeited for non -payment of calls :-
12 shares ,  Nos. 145 to 156-Dryden Phi ll ipson.
6 shares, Nos .  103 to 108-Peter Hanson
1405
J. W. FRANC] S,
Secretary.
6s. 6d.
£3 REWARD.LOST from Tenterfield ,  about 1st October last,
two Buggy Ponies .  Description as  follows:-Bay Pony ,  dock tail, branded  -  - over P on near
shoulder ;  Brown Pony ,  branded DO on shoulder,
small star ,  dock tail,  fistula mark. The above
reward will be paid for information leading to their
recovery.
39
JAMES HUNTER,
Tenterfield.58.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice  that I intend to apply at
the Court of Petty Sessions, to be held at
Toowoomba , on FRIDAY, the 16th February, 1877,
for leave to erect three  Licensed Gates  upon two
roads running easterly  through Portion 1905, parish
of Murphy.  Gates  to be of  sawn  timber,  sixteen
feet in width.
D. MUNRO,
Toowoomba.
9th January, 1877.
31 5s.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
T HE Partnership therto existing betweenWilliam Nott  and Charles Chalmers Mair,
as graziers, under the style  of ".N ott  and Mair,"
has this day been dissolved by mutual consent.
(Signed)
WM. NOTT.
C. C. MAIR.
Witness-
J. GA$DINER MAIE.
Banana , 27th December, 1876.
48 As.
NOTICE FOR ENCLOSING A ROAD IN THE
PARISH OF REDCLIFFE.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend applying to
the Bench of Magistrates, Brisbane, on TUES-
DAY, the 13th February next, for License to erect
two (2) Gates, not less than sixteen feet wide, on
the road passing through my land in the parish of
Redcliffe ; one of these gates to be placed near the
north-west corner of portion 13, and the other at
the south-east corner of portion 422.
CHARLES OGG.
Brisbane , 8th January, 187t.
26 3s. '6d.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1877.  £ s. d.
Jan. 6-Chas. Drinkwater ... ... ...  0 2 68-Toowoornba Municipality ... ... 3 0 0
8-J. Watson ... ... 0 7 0
8-Geo.  Aubrey ... ...  0 2 0
8-C. H. Humphrey ... ... ...  2 0 0
10-Gayndah Corporation ... ...  2 2 0
10-D. Munro ... ..  0 5 0
„ 10-James Hunter .. 0 5 0
10-R. A. Whipham . .. ... 0 2 0
11-J. Fisher ... 0 1 0
11-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 3 0
11-J. E.  F re estone ... 0 2 0
„ 11- C. Cooper ... ... ... . ... 0 2 0
11-C. Cooper ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 11-Warwick Municipality ... ...  2 0 0
„ 11-F. Lord ... ... ... 0 1 G
12-Maryborough Corportion 1 16 6
12-Geo.  Milliken  ... .. 0 4 0
12-Martin  Hickey ... 1 1 0
12-H. Lloyd ... ... 0 1 0
12-Brown  and Kirwan ... ... ...  0 4 0
12-R. McLeod  ... ... 0 2 0
Impounbingo.
CA-W Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will  be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover  the cost of its
insertion.
I MPOUNDED at Rolleston,  from Conavale, on the27th  December, 1876, by order of J. H. Kidd.
Driving and damage, 5s. 10d.
One black or dark-brown horse ,  like sign of Taurus  off
shoulder ,  hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
32
J. FISHER ,  Poundkeeper.
. 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Wyndyer Creek, onthe 22nd  December ,  1876, by order of L. F. Dal-
hunty ,  Esquire.
One roan mare ,  c-4 over t'+ near shoulder , two diamonds 6
off shoulder ,  blaze down face, near hind fetlock
white.
One dark-brown or black mare, F near  shoulder, FK2
off  shoulder,  star  in forehead.
If not released on  or before the 26th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
C. COOPER , Poundkeeper.
35 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, fr m Beebo, on the 4thJanuary , 1877,  by John La ler ,  Esquire. Driving
expenses ,  5a. per head.
One flea -bitten grey  mare , l over X over OS near
shoulder ,  X near hip ,  OS near  side  neck, @S2
( registered brand) off shoulder.
One iron-grey  yearling  colt, @S2  (registered brand)
near shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 26th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOSEPH E .  FREESTONE ,  Poundkeeper.
34 2s.
132
MPO1,NDED at Ipswich, from Two-mile Hut, on
2nd January, 1877, by S. McGregor, Esquire.
Driving, 10d. per head.
One white heifer, like MNI off ribs, piece off side of off
ear, alit under.
One yellow and white cow, slit in off ear like + g con-
joined off rump and ribs, J in diamond off thigh.
Also, from Cluen, on 4th January, 1877, by Captain
R. Verner. Driving, 3s. 4d.; damages, £5.
One bay entire colt, star, hind feet and fore heels white,
blotch near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 6th February, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
33 3s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m Bogerella, on 27th
November, 1876, by A. Goodwin, Esquire. Driving
expenses , 13s. 4d.
One roan colt , like J9M near shoulder, star in forehead
If not  re leased  on or before the 25th January, 1877
will be sold to defray expenses.
36
C. COOPER, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOU N DED at Millchester, by order of the Pollee
One black gelding, diamond E conjoined near shoulder,
three white feet, blaze down face.
One bay gelding, W over TT near shoulder, like J7C or
JJC off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th December, 1876,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
GEORGE AUBREY, Poundkeeper.
28 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Surat , from Gleueran, on the 21st ofDecember, 1876, by order of John Nason, Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 2d. per head.
One brown  saddle mare , HM over 5 near shoulder.
One roan mare ,  star , 0 near cheek, FE near shoulder
foal at foot.
One bay mare,  small star , HL conjoined off shoulder and
off neck.
One brown horse, saddle-mark, A near ribs, like writing
N near thigh, slit both ears.
One chesnut  mare, blaze , ;'1+ near shoulder, F near thigh.
One brown filly, unbranded.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
Also, from Wereborn, on the 10th of November, 1876,
by H. Foot, Esquire. Driving, 3s.
One black or brown horse, near hind foot white, ES near
shoulder, Z4Z near thigh, 7LC (registered brand)
off thigh.
If not  released  on or before the 26th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
27 78.
.1IPOUNDED at Taroom, from Cooroda, on the 25th
I December, 1876, by order of F. Atkins, Esquire.
Driving expenses, lOd.
One grey mare, aged, AS near shoulder, AS near thigh,
indistinct brand like Y reversed near neck, old sore
mark on top of neck, long tail.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
45 is.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
1 M1'OITNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, by
order of E. Donkin, Esquire.
One bay horse, IIN or H W over 4 near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
46
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Banana, from Banana St tion, on
the 6i h January, 1877, by order of W. Nott, Esquire.
Driving, 4d. each.
One roan gelding, blaze on face, near fore and two hind
feet white, short tail, 2MP near shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, star and stripe, two hind feet white,
2MP near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
ROBT. McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
47 2s.
I
MPOUNDED  at Springsure , from Arcturus Downs,
on the 3rd January, 1877, by John Rule, Esquire.
Driving  expenses , 4s. 2d. per head.
One brown gelding, illegible brand over anchor over E
near  shoulder, off cheek, M off shoulder, off ribs
and off  thigh.
One blue-roan mare, YS4 off thigh.
One bay mare, like 3Cy off shoulder.
One bay mare, MK near shoulder, MK near thigh, lump
on off hind foot, blaze down face.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN, Poundkeeper.
41 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Manandilla
No. 1, for trespass, on the 3rd January, 1877, by
order of J. Hanlin, Esquire. Driving, 5s.
One bay mare, U over CS over 2M near shoulder, D1B
off shoulder, blind near eye, hind feet white.
One grey draught horse, WP near shoulder, whip marks
off shoulder, collar-marked.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
29
R. A. WHIPIIAM, Pound.keeper.
2s.
Printed and Published by JAxxs C.  Bset ,  Government Printer,
William street,  Brisbane , 13th January, 1877.
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HIS Excellency the Governor directs the subjoined Commission, issued to Commissioners appointed
for the purpose of inquiring into and reporting upon the management of the Woogaroo Lunatic
Asylum and the Lunatic Reception Houses of the Colony ,  to be published for general information.
R. M. STEWART.
t
VICTORIA, by the  Grace  of God, of the United K ingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland ,  Queen, Defender of the
Faith, &c., &c.
ti To the Honorable EYLEB IRWIN CAULFEILD BROWNS  ;  the Honorable JOHN MULLEN  ;  WILLIAMao
GRAHAM, Esquire ; WILLIAM HENRY GRooM, Esquire; WILLIAM GILL BAILEY, Esquire ;
A WILLIAM LEWORTHY GOOD DREW, Esquire ; and JOSEPH BANCROFT, Esquire, Doctor of
Medicine ;
Go GREETING :
M WHEREAS an Address was lately presented by the Legislative Assembly of our Colony
.64of Queensland to the Governor of our said Colony, praying that His Excellency would be9
w b pleased to cause a Royal Commission to issue to inquire into the management of the Woogaroo100 t4 M Lunatic Asylum and the Lunatic Reception Houses of our said Colony : And whereas the
Governor of our said Colony ,  with the advice of our Executive Council thereof; has thought fit
a to  g ive effect to the said Address and to issue a Commission in our name, and to appoint you the
WI M  G HAM WILLIAM HEp id E EN I RYMI C B J ,Sa ULL , LL A RAYLEB OHN NRWIN AULFEILD ROWNS,
GROOM , WILLIAM GILL BAILEY, WILLIAM LEWORTHY GOOD DREW, and JosEPH BANCROFT, to
be our  Commissioners  for the purposes hereinafter set forth : Now know ye, that we,  reposing
especial trust and confidence  in your judgment, discretion, zeal, industry, and integrity, do, by
these presents, appoint you the said EYLES IRWIN CAULFEILD BROWNE, JOHN MULLEN, ILLIAM
GRAHAM, WILLIAM HENRY GROOM, WILLIAM GILL BAILEY, WILLIAM LEWORTHY GOOD DREW,
and JOSEPH  BANCROFT, to be our Commissioners to inquire into the management of the W oogaroo
Lunatic Asylum and the Lunatic Reception Houses in our said Colony of Queensland, and to
report upon the best means to be adopted, by Legislative enactment or otherwise, to improve
the said Institutions ; and generally to inquire into and report upon the whole subject of the care,
custody, and treatment of insane persons within our said Colony. And we do by these presents
appoint and direct that FRIDAY, the twenty-sixth day of January, A.D. 1877, at three o'clock
in the afternoon, shall be the time, and the office of our Colonial Secretary in Brisbane the
place, at which you shall hold your first meeting, and that you shall at such meeting elect your
own Chairman. And we do by these presents give and grant to you or any three of you, at any
meeting or meetings , full power and aut}ority to call before you such persons as you shall judge
necessary , by whom you may be better informed of the truth in the premises. And we further
empower you or any three of you to adjourn such inquiry from time to time and from place to
place as you may find expedient or necessary. And we do further command and enjoin you that
you do take down the  examination  of' the several witnesses thatmay appear before you, and
reduce the  same into  writing ; and such evidence, together with a full, true, and faithful report
upon the  several matters  above referred to, as you and each of you shall think fit, transmit to
the office of our Colonial Secretary of our said Colony on or before the first day of Dlay, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven.
In testimony whereof we have caused this our Commission to be scaled with the Seal of
our said  Colony.
Witness our trusty and well-beloved WILLIAM WELLINtITON CAIRNS, Esquire,
Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies, at Government House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and
in the fortieth year of our reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By His Excellency's Command,
R. M. STEWART.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BUL, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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THE REGISTRAR-GENERAL'S R PORTonthe VITAL STATISTICS of the REGISTRYDISTRICT of BRISBANE, including the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of DECEMBER,
1876, is published for general information.
R. M. STEWART.
BIRTHS.
During the month of December, eighty births were registered in Brisbane Registry
District--fifty-four males and twenty-six females-the number being fifty-three less than in
the previous  month of November.
In the month of December, 1875, there were one hundred and forty-five births regis-
tered, the number for the corresponding month of this year being sixty-five less than in
December  of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been eighty-three deaths registered in the district during the month-forty-
seven males  and thirty-six females ; the excess of deaths over births being three.
`1 he number of deaths was fourteen less than was registered in the previous month of
November.
TABLE showing ESTI 3I4TED  POPULATION,  the NUMBEE  of BIRTHS and DEATHS  of MALES and FEHarES Regis-
tered within and outside the MLTN;CIPALITY, in the Re'GISTRY DISTRICT  of BSISBANR ,  from the 1st to
31st  of December, 187,i: also TOTAL DESTHS under FlvE YE %RS and under ONE YEAR, and PKOPORTDIN
Of DEATHS under  ONR Yx to the TOTAL NtM BER Of B1RTIIS; also the  PROPORTION  Of DEATHS
under Five  YEiRS and Linder OsE YE,R to TOTAL  DEATHS in  the BRISBANE  DISTRICT.
Registry Population
Dl'triet of tram -
&i%bane.  Census, 1876.
Municipal
Portion...
Suburban
Portion ...
TOTAL ...
BIRTHS.
I d
m y
rk F z
DEATHS.
a
C
Er
C ao •Sd3 aod
F
20.615 40 18 58 29 23 157 39 30 51.72 68'42 0 28 0.28
6.308-- 14 8 22 18 8 126 13 11 50.00 50.00 0.35 0.41
26.953 54 26 80 47 31;83 5:: 14-1 6125 -62'650.30 0 31
d
0
1
1
4
49• 1 1-4
Len ex"ese 1
of births J
I  1 I 3
52.63
142.33
0 o azo.r Ci
J V
Ol
* A new arrangement of the Re i+trv District, took pace is th- early part of this year .  aril what are no ,v aaIL- d the Z-gistry
Districts of East Moreton .  part of Oxte' ,  snit Cano ft,i' e, were tak'n tro•n Brisbane District a- a inc ituted in 1575 In the mont'i of
bee m, er, the fol owing Birth s  were registi:red  in eaea )t the  new Districts  :- East Borelo,i ,  9: pert Ox'ey .  21 ; Cnboo,ture .  8 Total,
88 ; a number  (47) loss than  the ddlaiurcy above -went iocud  as havin6  occurred iu the Lribnane District 14 DeormLa r of  this y ow.
OF SATURDAY, 13TH JANUARY, 1877.
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 68.42 per cent. of the deaths were of
children under five years ; the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 50.00.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district, is seen to have been 51.72 per cent. within, and 50.00 per cent. outside the municipality.*
The General Hospital, Benevolent Asylum, Diamantina Orphanage, Infants' Asylum
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, and Gaol, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 16 during the month, or 19.28 per cent.
of the total number of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month .of December, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows :-
Period.
December, 1876.
Number of  Deaths.
83
Mean Shade  Temperature.
79.5
New height of  Barometer.
29.987
The highest temperature in the shade recorded at the Brisbane Observatory during the
month was 108.0 on the 16th, and the lowest, 55.0, on the 1st.
The mean temperature of the month was 79. 5 degrees  ; the average during the month
of December for the last nine years was 78'4.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which  was 38.0
degrees, took place on the 2nd, viz., from a maximum of 98.0 degrees to a minimum of 60 degrees.
The mean daily range was 21.4.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 29.987 inches ; the average of the same month during
the last nine  years was 29.921 inches.
The following table, furnished by the Meteorological Observer, shows the mean of
barometer, mean shade temperature, maximum temperature in shade, minimum on  grass, mean
humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at Brisbane in the month of December, for a period
of nine years :--
Year. Mean  of Mean Shade Maximum inBarometer .  Temperature .  Shade.
Minimum on Mean Rainfall. Prevailing
grass .  Humidity .
Inches . I  Days. Winds.
1876 29.987 79.5 108.0 53.0 •600 3.76 6 N.E.
187 5 29.899 78.6 104.5 53.0 '592 2'42 12 EN
1874 29.912 76.7 100.0 610 '694 4.08 12
..S.E.
1873 29.926 78.9 101.5 53.0 •563 10.31 18 N.E.
1872 29'891 77'2 96.0 44.0 '710 8'94 15 B.E.
1871 30.032 76'0 93.5 54.5 •690 9.23 13 N.E.
1870 29.935 78'0 95.0 51.0 •660 4.42 9 B.E.
1869 29.856 80.7 98.0 60.0 '750 5.53 16 N.E.
1868 29 '853 80.3 100.5 56.0 '666 0.50 6
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions  were as  follows :-
Males . li'emales. Total
Brisbane Hospital ... .. ... 9 2 11
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... 0 1 1
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... 3 0 3
Diamantina Orphanage ... ... ... 0 0 0
Lunatic Reception House .. ... 0 1 1
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... 0 0 0
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... ... 0 0 0
Total 16
The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both  sexes, under one year,
total under five years, and over five years ; also, the proportion per cent. of deaths from ouch
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month.
Class. Causes of Death. Under1 year.
Totalunder
5 years .
Over
5 years. Total
Proportion
per asst.
1. Zymotic diseases . 15 22 10 32 38'56
II. Constitutional  diseases 4 5 6 11 13.25
III. Local  diseases . ... 9 10 9  19 22'89 •
IV. Developmental  diseases 13 15 1  16 19.28
V. Violence ... 4  4 4.82
Causes not specified ... .. I ... 1  1 1.21
All causes ... ... ... 41 52 31 83 100.00
e Novn.-During the summer months,  from October to March,  the rate of infantile mortality is always
found to be very high.  The average death-rate of children under 1 year,  as compared to births during the last
ton years,  is 12.46.- TIde Vital  Statistics  of 1876.
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Claw. Order.  Nature of Disease.
I.
II.
IV.
V.
ZTxoTIc  DisassEs.
1 Miasmatic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  29
2 Enthetic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Dietic diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ...  2
4 Parasitic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
CONBTITIITIONAL  DIseABES.
1 Diathetic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
2 Tubercular diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  10
6 Diseases  of the organs of generation
7 Diseases  of the j oints and  bones ...
8 Diseases  of the integumentary system
LOCAL  DIBEABas.
1 Diseases  of the nervous  system  ... ... ... ... ... ...  10
2 Diseases of the organs  of circulation  ... ... ... ... ...  2
3 Diseases  of the respiratory  system  ... ... ... ... ...  2
4 Diseases  of the digestive  organs  ... ... ... ... ... ...  3
5  Diseases  of the urinary  organs  ... ... ... ...  2
Number of
Deaths
in each Claw
and Order.
DEVELOPME NTAL DISEABas.
1 Developmental  diseases  of children ... ... ... ...  8
2 Developmental  diseases  of adults... ... ... ... ... ... 1
3 Developmental diseases of old people  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Developmental  diseases  of nutrition  ... ... ... ... ... ... 7
1 Accident  or negligence
2 Wounds in battle ...
3 Homicide ... ...
4 Suicide ...
6 Execution ... ...
VIOLENCE.
4
CAUBEB NOT  BPECIPIED  OR ILL -DEPINED  ... ... ... ... ... 1
TOTAL ... 83
Of deaths registered during the month as arising from external causes ,  four are ascribed
to accident ,  none to homicide ,  and none to suicide.
The following are the  particulars:-Sunstroke, one male.
Drowning ,  two males.
Blood poisoning ,  one female.
HENRY JORDAN,
General Registry  Office,  Registrar -General.
Brisbane , 8th January, 1877.
By Authority  :  JAYas C. Ba u Go!Srammt Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."THE following Statement of Brands,  being those Registered during the month of December  last, is  published  for generalinformation ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners ,  whose Names,  Address ,  or Brands  may be incorrectly  stated, are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications  either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration,
nust  be given.
Office of Registrar of Brands,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
Brand
Zegistered.
No. of
Certinoste ,
Horses.
E.9 Q 12237 1TM ...Q 12238 Nil ...
1 E Q 12264 Nil ...
2 E Q 12302 Various ...
3 E Q 12303 Nil ...
4 E Q 12304 Nil ...
5 E Q 12320 Nil ...
b E 12356 Nil ..
2 E T 12341 Nil ,..
E Y 1 12339 Nil ...
2FA 12309 Nil ...
F5N 12333 Nil ...
FTC 12242 Nil . , .
1229.4 Nil ..
FYS 12277 Various ...
on $ Y I 12301 1 Nil ...
FORMER BRAND.
Cattle. Name.
... Nil ... ... Thomas McMahon ...
... Nil ... ... John McCulloch
... Nil ... ... George Stower
... Nil ,., ,,. Charles McKenna .,.
... Nil ... •.. Garrett Culhane ... ,..
... Nil ... ... Thomas Murphy ... ...
... Nil ... ... William Cutler .,. ...
... Nil ... ... Patrick McGuigan ...
... Nil ... ... Edward Talbot ... ...
... Nil ... ... Edward Golding Smith ...
... Nil ... Edward Arthur-Fagg  ...
... Nil  ... Hannah Frampton .
... Nil ...  ...  Thomas Frederick Pareell
... Nil ... ...J Charles Thomas Fitzwalter
... Nil . , . . , . ; Rosie Mary Angelo Cassady
...  I Nil ...  I  Henry  John Godfrey ...
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
?lOPSIJ rrm
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used.  of Run or Farrs.
Lord John Swamp  ...  Warwick
Bundamba  ... ...  Upper Bundamba
Cambooya Road  . . .  Drayton
Reserve  ... ...  Stanthorpe
Fairy Lawn,  Emu Greenmount
Creek
Reserve  ... , ..  Blacka ll
Glamorgan Vale  ... I Glamorgan Vale
Davenport Downs ... Jundah
Saltwater Creek  ...  St. Lawrence
Don River  ... ....  Bowen
Coval ... ... North Maryland
Northb ro ok  . ...  Fernvale
Wilson's  Plains ... Harrievi lle
Dunham ,  Thybungra Thorgomindah
Fairview ,  Herbert Cardwell
River
Gayndah Road Maryborougb
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Brand No. of
E,eeistered. Certificate
Horses.
TOEI[EE BLAND.
J 86)  12222  Nil ... . Nil
J X4 12312 Various ... ... Nil
J)( 5 12225  I Nil ... ... Nil
TzoPSl oL
Cattle.
K 7H
H
12298  Nil :: Various
12355 Nil . Nil
K K 8 12321  Nil ... Nil
7 K R 12357  Nil ... Nil
2 K S 12267  Nil ... Nil
5 L E 12228  Nil ... Nil ...
b-F  12249 Nil ... Nil
L 8 Q 12285 Nil ,..  ... 3 over GL ...
CL R 12254  Nil ,,, .,. CR  off ribs ...8LR 12317 Various  ... ... Various
L 7 U 12248  Nil ... ... Nil ...
L7Y 12314 Nil ... ... Nil ...
8 4 Y
12313  Nil ;:: ... Various ...
L 12243 Various Nil
b M Q 12260 Nil
MY9
5NA
N 2D D
bNE
N  018
NG9
N2Q
ONO
2NQ
ONL
3NN
N1T
NY2
• ... Nil
12310 Various  ... ... Nil
12230  Nil ... Nil ...
12340 D  near  shoulder ... D near hip ...
12345  Nil ... ... Nil
12229 Nil  ... ... Nil ...
12268  Nil ... ... Nil ...
12350  Nil ... ... Nil
12284  Nil ... ... Nil ...
12352  Nil ... ... Nil ...
12269 Nil  ... ... Nil ...
12354 Nil ... ... Nil ...
12300 JN ... ... Nil ...
12272 Nil ... ... Nil ...
12252  Nil Nil .,,
12325 Nil  ... ... Nil
Q 9 B 12224 Nil  ... ... Nil
9@B 12256  Nil ... ... Nil
Q 6 C 12338  Various ... ... Various
Q b C 12251 Nil Nil
40C 12360 Nil ...
Q J 8 12247 Various ..
Q b M 12344 Nil ...
2@M  12286  Various ...
81S 12231 Nil
1W 12250 Nil
PGA 12359I P F 12308
9 P K 12327
P 9'T' 12351
8 P T 12276
P  Y7 12234
P Z 9 12299
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil •
Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil .., .., Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Q 8 B 12295  Nil ... ... Nil
4 Q B 12283  Various ... ... Various
7 Q B 12318  Nil ... ... Nil
R S 'F  12241  Nil ... ... Nil
2R@  12288  Various ... ... Various
SK9 12347 Various  .. ... Various
2 T 12239 Nil ... Nil
1 T 12330 Nil ... ... Nil
12259 Nil ... ... Nil1
9 T Y 12245 J M  over T ... Nil
U A Q 12349 'Various ... ... Nil
U 4 D 12287  Nil ... Nil
xame.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Mount Perry
... James  Nevins ... ... War War ... . . . Dalby
... Jimmy Ah Wan ... ... Reserve ... Tambo
... Christian Jacob Xander ... Weranga ... ... Dalby
... Frank Hendy ...
,,, Johannes Hick ...
... John Kirk ...
... Kelman and Robson
J. Roudolph Sabine
Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Tarampa Road  ...  Glamorgan Vale
Village of  Logan ... Village of Logan
Swan Vale  ... ...  Isis Downs
Oakey Creek... ... Oakey Creek
John Everdell ...
William Lathleiff...
George Lovell
Charles Robert Reich
William Lobeger ...
Samuel McGregor
Ludwig Volk ...
William Leary
James Lowry
Walton Hotel ... Veresdale
Drummond's Creek... Copperfield
Goondiwindi ... Goondiwindi
Telg's Farm... .., Village of Logan
Franklyn Vale ... Mount Walker
Willow Bank ... Ipswich
Reserve ... ... Springsure
Gold-fields ... ... Gympie
Reserve ... ... Rockhampton
.,, John McQuillen,  senr . ... Crow's Nest, Geham Highfields
Donald Munro ... ... Bendemere ... ... Condamine
George Angus ... ...
Denis Skehan ... ...
A. Donaldson ... ...
John B. Eaton ... ...
Michael Gahan ... ...
David Goodwin ... ...
Timothy O'Gorman ...
George Glover ... ...
George Gahan ... ...
William O'Neill ... ,..
John Norwood ...
Thomas Nolend ... ...
James Mawhinney ...
William Northey ... ...
Fassifern ...
Rasmore, Thybungra
Seven-mile Creek ...
Burenda ...
Bundaberg ...
Caboolture ...
Cardbeign ,.,
Samson Vale
Bundaberg ...
Ipswich ...
Brewyer ,..
Townsville ...
Glass Mountains
Fassifern
Thorgomindah
Ipswich
Burenda
Bundaberg
Caboolture
Springsure
North Pine
Bundaberg
Ipswich
kilkivan
Townsville
Caboolture
Mount Perry
Thomas Bishop ... ...
James Bell ... ...
Carl Wagner ... ...
William  Joseph Barnes
Carver
William Cripps ... ...
Joseph Olive ... ...
James Mahoney ... ...
Patrick O'Mahoney ...
David Alexander Court ...
William Ernest ... ...
John Peter Andersen ...
Herman Pflngst ... ...
Patrick Kennane, junr. ...
Robert Pitt ... ...
Patrick Thomas Higgins...
Charles Henry Perry ...
Laurie Govey
Beauford ...
Chiverton ...
California Creek
Pocket
Oakwood ... ...
Bundamba ...
Glenmore ...
Rockhampton
Atherton ..
Kangaroo Point
Homestead ...
Logan River... ...
Kedron ...
Peak Mountain
Budderam Mountain
Gympie .. ...
Northampton Downs
Reserve ... ...
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Clermont
Warwick
Loganholme
Brisbane
Bundamba
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Clifton
Logan  Reserve
German  Station
Ipswich
Caboolture
Gympie
Tambo
Gayndah
... , , , George Charles Breed
,,, ,,, Pierce Bergin ...
... ... Nicholas Bell ...
Normanton ... ...  Normanton
Mudgeraba Creek ...  Nerang Creek
Straton, Fortitude  Brisbane
Valley
... Robert Henry Fitzgerald
...
Major Colless ... ...
Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
Gayndell South ...  St. George
... Jes Jakobson Sambek Danish Home ... Townsville
Hugh Fraser ... Rise and Shine ... Kilkivan
John Parker ... ... Shanes Castle ... Owani ll a
... Andrew Taylor ... ... Laidley ... Laidley
Martin Tully Kalluamella... Thorgomindah
James Griffin Anderson  ...  Ugiebank ,  Mudgeraba Nerang Cre ek
Donald McDonald ... Mount Pleasant, Emu Greenmount
Creek
Brand I No. ofRegistered.  Certificate
C U D 12270 Nil
U E 5 12232 Nil
U E 8 12342 Nil
U F  7 12253 Nil
U 4J 12261
U b J 12331
U 8 J 12311
4 U J 122334U1' 12306
1 U) ( 12274
7 U)( 12263
Y7C
YSH
Y7 H
4VH
SYM
3YM
YN 5
YR3
Y7S
3VS
4YS
YU1
YU4
YY9
Y5W
7YW
3W U
W Y
... ...
022210,
Broad-arrow
Nil
Nil  ...
Nil . ...
Nil ... Nil
Nil ... Nil
Nil ... Nil
Various  ... ...  Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil .. ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
12258 Nil ...
12282 Various ...
12257 H over H
12265 Nil
12328 Nil
12326 Nil
12323 Nil
12235 Nil
12293 Nil
12240 Nil
12246 Nil
12324 Nil
12336 Nil
AL ribs
Nil
H over H
N il
Nil
... Nil
... ... Nil
Nil
12296 Nil ... ... Nil
12315 WT near shoulder ... Nil
12236 Nil ... ... Nil
12266 Nil ... ... Nil
12346 Nil ... Nil
12227  Nil  ... ... Nil
12337 Nil  ... ... N il
12281 Nil  ... ...  Various
8 W Y 12332  N il  ... ... Nil
>(8C)<9 C
1>(G)(H4)tH9
1)(K)(2M
>( bMS>(M
3 ) (M
)(4S) 0(5
12289 Nil
12353 Nil
12279 Nil
12278 Nil
12290 N il
12280 Nil
12335 Nil
12319 N il
12322 N il
12292 Anchor
12275 Nil
12291 Nil
12262 N il
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ,,.
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil  ...
Nil ...
Anchor
Nil ...
Various ...
Nil  ...
Y D 5 12307
Y 5 D 12294
Y 7 D 12297
Y 8 D 12343
5 Y D  12225
b Y D 12255
Z 0 B
6ZB
9ZB
ZbC
Z 5 H
bZM
Z 8 S
4ZS
7ZU
Nil  ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Various ... ... Various
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil  ... ... Various
Nil ... ... Nil
12334  'Nil ... N il
12316  N il  ... ... Various ...
12271 N il  ... ... Nil ...
12348  Nil ... ... Nil ...
12273 Nil ... Nil
12226 JM  ... ... JM
12305 Nil  ...  Nil ...
12368 Nil  ... Nil
12329  Nil ... Nil
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Name.
O'Shanassy and O 'Donne ll
Stuart S. Mitchell ...
John Myles ... ...
John Fielding
Joseph Nolte ...
George  Jackson ... ...
John Adam Wilson ...
Elizabeth Goodwin ...
Benjamin  Taylor ... ...
Gallogly and  Blomfield ...
W. G. Johnson ... ...
PROPRIYTOY-
Run or Farm where Nearest Foat Town
Brand is to be used .  of Run or Parm.
Mount Howitt ... Mount  Margaret
Wotringham . Aramac
Lake Learmouth ... I Yaamba
Prior's Pocket, Dart's Brisbane
Mill
Dalby ...
Toowoomba ...
Rockhampton
Maryborough
Boggy Creek
Aramac
Moolboolaman
Samuel James  Beatly ...
Duncan  Campbell
Josiah  Mason  Illidge Heil.
bronn
John Hill ...
Walter Heness, junr.
Daniel Mullins ...
David Martin ...
William Nemeth ...
William Reid
Patrick Higgins ...
Michael Spellman
Thomas Smeardon
James Berry
John Francis Graddon
William Till
James William Wallaco
Walter Wallis ...
Fitzroy street
Breadalbane
Muckleston ...
... Dalby
,,, Toowoomba
... Rockhampton
... Maryborough
... B re akfast Creek
... Aramac
... Maryborough
Warwick
Mount  Margaret
Gympie
Trebonne Creek, Her-
bert River
Bunnavonna ...
Etheridge ... ...
Lochaber ... ...
Allora . .
Walton Creek, G. N.
Railway
Mitchell
Jondaryan ...
Bradley's Dam
Terrors Creek
Lake 's Cre ek... ...
Tarampa ... ...
Logan Downs ...
Omeoa Plantation ...
Cardwell
St. George
Georgetown
Gayndah
Allora
Rockhampton
Mitchell
Jondaryan
Charleville
Hamilton, North
Pine
Rockhampton
Walloon
Clermont
Pimpama
... William Qualter ... ... Cooktown ...
John Wiltshire ... ...  Glenelg ...
Walter George  Skermin  ... Woodlands ...
Adolphe Charles Warry ... Mackay
Alfred Wyatt ... ... Chilton Hall ...
William  Costolow ...
John Carroll ..
William  Arthur Gostelow
Henrich Hielscher ...
Maurice 11alberstater ...
James  A. Kennedy ...
Robert McGill ... ...
William  Maguire... ...
Frederick Martin... ...
Martin  David  McCray ...
James  Murphy ...
Samuel  Seed ...
Henry E . Ashley... ...
. , , William McTaggart Dorsey
.. Harry Denis Downs ,..
... William Daly ...
. , , Sidney William Donner ...
... Thomas Daly ... ...
... William Day
William Bates
William Behm ... ...
Ernest Jones Burnett ...
Patrick Come ... ...
Benjamin  Ha ll  ... ...
Justus Mengel ... ...
Alexander Smith ,  senr. ...
Franz Schlegt ... ...
James Griffiths ... ...
... Cooktown
... Leyburn
... North Pine
... Mackay
... Rockhampton
Charters Towers ...
Redbank Plains ...
Endeavour River ...
Tinana Creek ...
Lake's Creek... ...
G re en Gardens ...
Reserve ... ...
Caboolture ... ...
Mount Abundance ...
Commonage ... ...
Ravenswood... ...
Ruthwell .. ...
Tooloombi lla ...
Ipswich ...
Mount  Hillalong
Crocodile
Bowen Downs
Peak Mountain
Glamorgan Vale
Charters Towers
Redbank Plains
Cooktown
Tinana
Rockhampton
Cooktown
Surat
Caboolture
Roma
Gladstone
Ravenswood
Bundaberg
tchell
Ipswich
Nebo
Gracemere
Bowen Downs
Ipswich
Glamorgan Vale
Golden Fleece,  Gayn- Maryborough
dah Road •
Normanby ... ... Ipswich
Cleveland ... ... Cleveland
Grandchester ... Grandchester
South Pine River Bald Hi lls
Toowoomba  ... ...  Toowoomba
Mount Esk ... ... Mount Esk
Rosewood  ... ...  Ipswich
Gladstone  ... ... Gladstone
r•Al U."
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BRANDS TRANBFSRRED during the Month  of DECEMBER, 1876.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
CT4
1LL
"PC
2YD
H277
NJA9
Transferror.
3888 Campbell McDonald Turner
3289  John  Lonergan ...
703 Richard Daintree
4780 Neilson and Downman
2769 Skelton and Eg linton
11438 William Doyle
454 Stone and Walters
8172 James Hudson
2012  1Jane Aldons ... ...
Name  of Proprietor.
ORANGE of RESIDENCE.
Brand.
NOT
7HS
P2Y
No. of
Certificate
3552
3971
12076
11420
William Nott ...
Henry Schneider... ...
Transferee. Name of Run or Farm whereBrand is to be used.
... John Cameron Turner ... ... Paroo River
... Charles Caton ... ... ...  Owangonan
... William Hann ... ... ... Tara ..
...  James Downman... ... ... Mona Park...
... Be ll  and  Company ... ... Pearl Creek
... Andrew Cahill .. Mackay ...
... Frederick Stone ... ... ... I Ashton ...
... Thomas Preston ... ... Tingalpa ...
J. E. Coase and Robt. Hay, as Clyde's Bank
guardians of the late Jane
Aldon's children
Run or Farm where Brand is to be
used.
Nearest  Post Town.
Banana Station ... ... ...  Banana ... ...
Connor' s Range ... ... ... St. Lawrence
CORRECTION.
Boondooma ... ...Patrick Styles  ... ... I
Anderson and Young ... Vergemont
Nearest Post  Town.
... Charleville
... Cunnamu lle
.. j Dalrymple
Village of Logan
Boolburra
... Mackay
Cardwell
Tingalpa
... Gladstone
Remarks.
Directory for 1876
ditto
... Dalb7 ... ... I  List for October
... Isis Downs  ...  List for May
The following BRAND has been CANCELLED s--
9 A D No.  of Certificate, 3026.
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BsAL, Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Wednesday, the 17th day of
January, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the .Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such
infectious disease may be brought : And whereas it has been reported to
His Excellency the Governor in Council that the infectious disease called
Small Pox exists on board the Steamship " City of Brisbane," lately
arrived from Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, and at present
lying at the anchorage in Moreton Bay : Now, therefore, His Excellency
the Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in
pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in him by the aforesaid
Act, cloth order, and it is hereby ordered that the said ship, and all
the crew and passengers thereof, together with all persons and things
now on board, be placed in Quarantine, at the Quarantine Station, Peel
Island, in Moreton Bay, and so continue until it shall be certified by the
Health Officer that there does not exist on board such vessel, or amongst
such crew and passengers, any contagious or infectious sickness, and that
the release of such ship or passengers from Quarantine will not endanger
the public health, or until other order shall be made in that behalf.And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
'clerk of the Council.
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QUEENIlLANb ,  Proclamation by His Excelloncy
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W 1' HEIZEAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign ,  intituled
"An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine ,"  it is  amongst other things enacted,
that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, from time to time,
by Proclamation in the  Government Gazette,  to ap-
point places or stations within the Port of Moreton
Bay, or within or near  any other harbor, port, or
place within the said colony, for the performance of
Quarantine under the said Act, where all vessels
liable to Quarantine ,  and the crews ,  passengers, and
persons on  board thereof, shall perform the same:
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
in pursuance of the power so vested in me as Gover-
nor of the said colony, do, by this my .Proclamation,
issued  with the advice of the Executive Council,
appoint the Island in Moreton Bay, known as Peel
Island , to be a Station for th performance of
Quarantine under and  for the purposes of the said
Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St .  George, Gov-
NV. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and Commander -in-Chief
Governor .  of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies. •
7 T HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
1 1 seventh  year of Her M ajesty' s reign , intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to  Quarantine ,"  it is amongst  other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by Pro.
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons ,  vessels, and boats  whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any Station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil. has been, or may be assigned for the  performance
of Quarantine : And whereas  by my  Proclamation,
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice
of the Executive Council, the Island in Moreton Bay,
known  as Peel Island, has been appointed a Station
for the performance of Quarantine under the said
Act: IN ow, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, in pursuance  of the power  so vested in me
as Governor of the said colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby prohibit all persons, vessels, and
boats whatsoever, from going, under any pretence
whatsoever, within the limits of the said proclaimed
Station, under the penalties contained in the said
Act, until this my Proclamation shall have been
rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred  and seventy -seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty'sBy Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAPS TEE QUEEN 1
reign.
By Command,
B. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
By Authority, James C. Beal, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
o` .
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Q•UEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St . George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
WHEREAS information has been received by
the Government that a certain infectious
disease , called Small Pox, has been found to exist
in the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the powers  in me  vested by  "The Quarantine
Act of  1863," do, with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby notify that portions of the said
colonies are infected with the said disease, and
that it is possible that such  disease  may be brought
from the said colonies into the Colony of Queens-
land, and, with the advice aforesaid, I do order
and direct that no steamships or other  vessels
arriving  in this colony from or having touched
at any port of the said Colonies of New South
Wales and New Zealand, shall be permitted
within the Port of Brisbane to come above the
Hulk " Proserpine," now moored at the entrance of
the Brisbane River, or to communicate with the
shore at any port within the colony until they shall
have been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ; and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board, or to land from any such steamship or other
vessel until the crew and passengers shall have
been inspected by the Health Officer, and the
steamship or vessel by him be admitted to pratique.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.H IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
The Reverend JosEPH RoMANI,
JOHN TooHEY, senior,
PATRICE : MCCULLUM,
RICHARD CRANK,
ARCHIBALD  LBE, and
WALTER SCOTT,
to be Trustees of the Cemetery  Reserve at
Nanango, established by notice dated the 1st
September, 1876.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to appoint
ROBERT TAYLOR HARTLEY, 2nd Customs Clerk at
Rockhampton,
to be 2nd Officer in the Customs Department at
Trinity Bay.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Txeasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 13th January, 1877.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that Branches of the Government Savings
Bank be established at
CAIRNS and
THORNSBOROUGH.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
JOHN EDWIN CAMPBELL, Mining Registrar,
to be Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Thornborough.
R. M. STEWART.
QUEENSLAND
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QUEENSL AND, Proclamation  by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire
TO WIT. ICompanion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael  and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony  of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
'V HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of May  and 23rd day
of September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Roads hereunder described,
leading  from the Dugandan and Ipswich Road to Selections situate to the east thereof, parish of  Dugandan,
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified :
And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased
to approve of the opening of the said  Roads  : Now, therefore, 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS. Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said  Roads have  been marked and opened  by the  proper officers, and that the  same are now open for
public use.
76-892.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROADS LEADING FROM THE DUGANDAN AND IPSWICH ROAD TO
SELECTIONS SITUATED TO THE EAST TIIEREOF, PARISH OF DUGANDAN, COUNTY OF WARD.
No.
1
2
Portion of Road.
Continuation of re-
served road in portion
17, running westerly
and north  -  westerly
through portion 2 front
its east boundary to
the crossing of Teviot
Brook
Iz €
a  now  Reputed
held. Owners.Uu,
Id e
Occupiers.
565 C L.  A. Jessie Mc-  Jessie .lie-
Act of  Donald,  Donald,
186S John Ran- John Ran-
kin Mc- kin Mc-
Donald ,  Donald, and
and Mac -  Itsequarrie
quarrie  .McDonald
McDonald
Running easterly from  2332  C. L. A
Vie  Ipswich and Du-  Act of
gandan road through 1869
portion 19 to the
Teviot Brook
Bearings.
269°  43'
298° 3u'
Jessie Mc-  Jessie  Mc- 90° 0'
Donald,  , Donald, j 130° 0'
John Ran-
kin Mc-
Donald,
and Mac-
quarrie
McDonald
John Ran-
kin lie-
Donald, and
3lacquarrie
McDonald
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House,  Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the  fortieth
.year  of her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. anion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. GeorgeCom
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W HER e AS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, and
28th day of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road  hereunder
described, through Portion 4, parish of Wararba, county of Canning, through lands in the occupation of
the person  in the said  notice specified : And whereas 1, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the  said  road : Now,
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the GoverLor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by
the proper  officers , and that the  same is  now open for public use.
76-5610.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 4 , PARISH  OF WARARBA, COUNTY OF  CANNING.
No. I Portion of Road.
1  ;A  triangular  piece of
land off the south
boundary of portion 4
2 A triangular  piece of
I land off the south-east
corner of portion 4,
giving  access to the
crossing  of the Cabul-
ture  River
,p
c
V ReRow Held . Onera Occupier.
458  C. L.A.
Act of
1 868
Jonathan Jonathan
Lither- Lither-
land land
458 Ditto I Ditto Ditto
119° 0'
Bearings.
36. 41'
low 55'
50° 17
Length Breadth
in Chains, of Road.
Breadth
of
Road.
chs.lks .  A. R. P.
16 09 Irregular 15 2 0 Unimproved and
16 40 Irregular unfenced.
6 10 1 chain
3 46 Irregular
1 97 Irregular
Lengths.
chs. lks.
1 29
5 50
3 3
Irregular
Area .  Remarks.
1 1 19 Unimproved and
unfenced.
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
0 1 10 Unimproved
land
Ditto i 0 0 25 Ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
By Command,
(For the Secrctary for Public W orks,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. 5 Companion of the Most Distinguished order of st. Michael and St. George,(L.s.) W. W.  CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
tovernor  Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of September and 28th
day of October, A.D 1876. respectively, relative to the opening of the new Rcad hereunder des-
cribed, from Camping Reserve, Ross River, to Bohle River, parish , f' Coonambelab, county of h.lpL•in-
stone, through  lands in the  occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas 1, the
Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the  said Road  : Now, therefore I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid. do,
by and with  the advice  of the Executive Council. notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked
and opened  by the proper  officers, and that the same is now open  for public use.
76-5218.
BOOB: OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM CAMPING RFSERVE, R OSS RIVER ,  TO BOHLE RIVER,
PARISH OF  COONAMBELAH, COUNTY OF ELPHINSTONE.
1. 0W. C
No. Portion of Road .  How Held . Reputed Occupier
c
at Owner.
P Z 0)
1 From the east boundary
of Selection  No. .115,
Townsville  Diarict,
bearing westerly t a
the Bohle River, being
the west boundary of
the Selection
Bearings. Lengths.
I
115 Under Thomas  Thomas N .  243° 15'  E. chs. Iks
C. L. A. Lawrence Lawrence  N. 249° 45' E. 23 00
Act of N. 26n° 19 15
1868 N. 272° 30' E. 27 54
N. 149° 45' E. 17 35
N. 275° E. 25 00
29 00
Lengths.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. ICompanion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.S.) W W.  CAIRNS, Governor  and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.WHEREAS Notices wer  published in the  Government  Gazette  of the 26th day of August and 21st
day of September , A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described  through Portions 46, 56.  and 24 . par sh of Darlington, county of Ward, through land in the
occupation of the several persons in  the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of' the said road :
Now, therefore, I WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire. the Governor aforesaid, do, by and 'tilh
the advice of the Executive Council. notify and I r.'claim that the said Road has been narked and
opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76 4414.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 46, 56, AND 24,  PARISH  OF DARLIDGTON,
COUNTY O1 V ARD.
No. Portion of Road.
2 C.
Been-
ieigh
Regi,ter
1 Commencing on a 457
surveyed road in
po rt ion 46, and
running northerly
and westerly, to
another road
2 Commencing on the
south boundary
of portion 56, and
run ping north-
westerly to its
north boundary
551
3 Commencing on the 311
south boundary
of portion 24, and
running no : theriy
to a surveyed
road
4 ; Commencing on the 311
east boundary of
portion 21,  and
running westerly
to a ferry reserve
How Held . ReputedOwner. Occupier Bearings .
Under  Land
i
Allan Dunn Unoccupied N.
Act of N. 90°  15'  E.
1868 -
Under  Land John Mon-' J .  31. Doug- N. 329° E.
Act  of teith las N. 2 6° 8' E.
1868 Douglas N . 305° 38' E.
N. 347° 40' E.
;Under Land
Act of
I. M. Doug -  J.M. Doug-
Las las
N .  347° 40' E.
I 1968
Under  Lana J. 31. Dot g- I J. H. Doug- N. 263° 32' E.
Act of las las N. 167° 17' E.
1868 N. 265° 45' E.
N. 263° 15 E.
Breadth
01 Area .  Remarks.
Road. I
A. R. P.
2 chains, 29 0 0
widening
to 4 chains
at the
crossing of
the Bohle
River.
Open forest
land, :unim-
proved on
line of road,
breadth
of Area. Remarks.
Road.
chi. Iks. A. R. P
26 6 1 chain 5 0 26
26 53
5 26 1 chain
1
2 0 27
8 77J
8 15*
1 58
11 4 1 chain 1 0 16
9 991 1 chain  ' 3 0 31,,
15 3
2 4
4 92
Unimproved
forest land,
part of re-
s rved road
to be closed
Unimproved
1oie 4  laud,
part of re-
sewed road
to be closed
Unimproved
forest land
Unimprovee
forest land,
resetved
road to be
closed
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, 2  Proclamation  by His  Excellency  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT.  S  Companion  of the Most Distinguished Order of St . Michael and St-
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
Governor .  its Dependencies.
V 1
W HEREAS notices  were  published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of September and 28th
day of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
through Portions 32, 33, and 379, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, through lands in the
occupation of the several  persons in  the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76.6139.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 32, 33, AND 379, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY OF STANLEY.
No. Portion of Road.
1 (Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 32, and
running north-
easterly to its east
boundary
fo C p How Held.
Under deed
of grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for roads,
Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings .
C. W. Cox Unoccupied N. 19° 18'  E.
N 41° 3' E
2 Commencing on the I ... ... The Crown Unoccupied N.41° 3'E.
west boundary of I N. 430 18' E.
portion 33,  and run-  I N. 66° 48' E.
ning easterly to its N .  76° 48' E.
east boundary N. 112° 40' E.
3 Commencing  on the 2,243 Under  Act;of  W. H. W. H. N.119° 51' E.
west boundary  of 1868 Stewart Stewart
portion 379, and
running south-
easterly  along its
south boundary
Lengths.
Breadth
of Area . Remarks
Road.
chs. Iks. IA.R. P.
5 55 1 chain 1 0 3 Unimproved
5 591 forest land.
0 61 1 chain 2 1 15
6 82
3 30
6 91
5 68
11 60 Irregular  0 1 29 Forest land
width
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred  and seventy -seven, and in the  fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. S Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.S.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
NA
Governor.  Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 19th day of August and 23rd day
of September,  A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described
through Portion 14, parish of Deuchar, county of Merivale, through land in the occupation of the person
in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and
that the same is now open for public use.
76-5083.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14, PARISH OF DEUCHAR, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE•PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held.
A strip  of land one  Under Deed
Reputed
Owner.
James
chain wide off the, of Grant con-' Owens
north-east boundary taming a
of portion 14 from its general re-
no rt h corner to Free- servation for
stone Creek ,  as it is' roads
shown  on  the maps in
the Surveyor-General's,
Office
Occupier.
James
Owens
Bearings .  Lengths. Breadth ofRoad.
143°1900
123° 45'
143°
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
Area.
chs. lks .  1 A. R.  P.
16 00 i One chain, 5 1 0
2 82 widening to
6 30 three chains,
20 00  closing from
three chains
to one chain
Be marks.
Portion
fenced-
apple and
gum for-
est
House, Brisbane, this eleventh day
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and
By Command,
(For the  Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
of
in
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 20th day of May and 24th day
11  of June, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
from Tabletop to Allora, parish of Allora, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of
the several  persons  in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore,
I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4240.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM TABLETOP TO ALLORA, PARISH OF ALLOBA, COUNTY OT
MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS.
No. Portion of Road. No. of i How held. Reputed Occupier.Portion. Owner.
Breadth
Bearings. Lengths. of
Road.
chs. Iks.
1 A strip 1 chain 25 Pre-emp- Under Deed Hodgson ,  C. H. Green 180Q 0' 40 0  It  chains
links wide off  the tive No.  of Grant McLean,
east side of Goom -  25  containing a  and
burrs pre-emptive reservation Green
No. 25  for roads of
the area now
required
2 Running south-
easterly th ro ugh
Portion 145
145 Crown land, The Unoccupied 163° 46'
unalienated Crown
Area .  Remarks.
A.  R.  P.
5 0 0 Unimproved,
partly open
plain, and
lightly
timbered;
black and
red soil; 5
acres re-
served for
roads in
deed.
21 0 13  chains  2 2 20 Unimproved
and un-
occupied;
very thinly
timbered
forest land.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
'By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire
TO WIT. S Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George'
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Depen-
Governor.  dencies.WTHERE AS notices were published in the  Government  Gazette  of the 21st day of August and 22nd day of 1 September, A.D. 1876, respectively, r lative to he op ning of the n w Road hereunder escribed,
through Portions 3 and 35, parish of Nerang, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the
several persons  in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the  said  Road : Now, therefore, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers,  and that  the same is  now open for public use.
76-5197.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 3 AND 35, PARISH OF NEBANG, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT.
No. Portion of Road.
4a
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area.
chs. lks. A. R.  P.
.1 Commencing on the  I ... I  Under Land  P. McClusky' Unoccupied N. 29020'E.1 2 61 Irregular 0 2 36
south boundary  of At of  1868 N. 9° 0'E. 6 70 breadthI
portion 3,  and running N. 4° 8' E . 1 23t
northerly I
2 Commencing on  the' 740 Under  Land  J. M. Black Unoccupied N. 218° 30' E. 4 18 Irregular 0 3 13
north boundary  of  Act of  1868 N. 228° 50' E.  2 1 breadth
portion 35,  and run-
ning south -westerly
to the south-west
boundary
Remarks
An irregular
piece of land
on the east
boundary.
An  irregular
piece of land
on the west
boundary.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  !J
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
.TO WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.S.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.WHF.REAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of September and2-th day of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, through Portion 52, parish of Mort. county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road: Now,
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice ( f the Kxecutive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4770.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 52, PARISH OF MORT, COUNTY OF
No
1
Portion o  Road .
Commencing  at the
north boundary ofl
portion No .  52, and
running south-
westerly to a re-
served road
I I
Given under my tlano am Seal at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and  seventy-seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Dajesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
• JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QT*E F.N !
QUFFN'IAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WFLLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WI . Companion of the Moat Distinguished Order of St Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
11  F,REAS Notices were published in the  Curernment Gazette  of the 26th day of August and 28th
° dny of OCIolu r. A D. 1876, I espc ctivcly. relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described
througl P,,rti(ms .6 7. ani' 8. parishes of Gilston and Mudgeraba, county of Ward, through lands in the
oc •tpatlOn of the several persons  in the  said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WI•LL!NGTON ('AIRrs, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
,advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the
proper officers, and that the  same is  now open for public use.
76-5562.
BooK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 16, 7, AND 8, PARISHES OF GILSTON
AND MULGERABA, COUNTY OF WARD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
west boundary of por -  I
t 10n  i s, and runnu g
south -easterly to Mud-
geeraba Creek
2 Commencing on Mud-
geeraba Creek ,  and
running south -easter-
ly to the east boundary
of portion 7
3 Comm"ncing on the
weat boundary of por-
tion 8,  and running
easterly to its east
boundary
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
CnURCHILL.
''0
4;o2 How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths .
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chs.lks . A.  T.L. P.
667 Under deed
of grant
Geo. Camp-
bell
Geo. Camp- N .  232148'E.
bell
5 41 Irregular 0 2 1311 Not fenced or
cleared.
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths .
Breadth
of ( Area.
Road.
chs. lks. I
Been - UuderLand  Robert Unoccupied N. 1200  0'E. 7 72 Unim-
leigh . Act of  Andrews N. 127°  O' E 9 52 h i2 6 2 30 proved716 1868  N 1480  0' E. 4 18 nsac land ;
N. 1361136'E. 6 45 the re-
- served
206 Under Deed David David N.136° 36'E. 12 99
road
to be
closed.
Scrub
of Grant, Pfrunder Pfrunder N. 170°  0' E. 7 90 and
con ain- N . 177° 30'E. 6 30 2 chains '  6 0 0 forest
ing special  N. 100° 0'  E. 15 34 land,
re,erva -  N. 911130'E. 2 6 partly
tions for cleared;
roads 'ne of
the re-
served
d
884 Under  Land  J. Kropp Unoccupied  N. 91 ° 30'  E. 6 33  l
roa s
to be
closed.
Unim-
Act of  N. 1060  0' E. 7 20  2  chains 4 1 29 proved
1868 N. 50° 34' E. 8 67 forest
land;
the re-
served
road
to be
closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by If is Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS. Esquire,To WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W IIERKAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 26th day of August and 23rd
day of September, A.D.  1876,  respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion No. 1, on Electra Hun, county of Cook, through lands in the occupation of the
person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opeiting of the said Road, Now, therefore, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers,  and that the same is now open for public use.
76-6125.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 1, ON ELECTRA RUN, Co17FTY Or COOS, WIDE
BAY DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLA .MED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No.  of How Held.
Selec- ,
tion. I
Commencing on the
eastern boundary of
portion 1, and running
westerly to its western
boundary, the Burnett
River
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
309  C.  L.  A.  James James
1 dct  of 1868"  Drinan Drinan
N. 281° 30' E.
300° 40'
262'
2410
282° 40'
2464 20'
257° 20'
282° 10'
241° 45'
325° 35'
297° 45'
A. R.  P.
Breadth!
Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
ch. lks.
24 451
12 26
11 79
9 70
Remarks
+ From Station 1A to 20-chain peg in course VA to VIA, the country  resumed is  unimproved forest land, thence to  the fence
the trees  are ring -barked ; the land resumed inside the paadock is partially cleared.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QCERNSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire,
TO WIT.  S Companion  of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.  George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chiet of the Colony  of Queensland and its
NAGovernor.  Dependencies.HE HE tS Notices were published in the  Government Gazffte  of the 16th clay of September and28th day of October, A D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portion 82, parish of uxley, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of
the several persons in the said Notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, there-
fore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by the
proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-3781.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 82, PARISH OF OXLEY, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
i
ow Held. ReputedOwner. 1 Occupier.  I Beatings.No. Portion of Road .
I
H
I
1 Commencing  at the north-west Undh r Deed of Grant E. 0. D. McDevitt None
coiner of subdivision 25, and '  containing a  gene-
south to the south- ral reservation forrunning
West corner of subdivision 130 roads
2 Commencing  at the south -east  Ditto  ... ...  Ditto ... Ditto
corner of subdivision 3, andl
running west  to the south
west corner  of subdivision 26
I Commencing at the no th -east Ditto  ... ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto
corner of subdivision 128, and
running south 47° 45 '  east  to '
the north corner of subdivi-
sion 74 t
4 Commencing at the  north-west'
corn r of subdivision 67, and
running east to the north-east
corner of subdivision 55
Ditto .. ... Ditto ... Ditto
Commencing at the north-west
corner of subdivision 39,  and;
Ditto ... ... Ditto ... Ditto
s u hrunnin g o th t o th e sout -
west corner of subdivision 47
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
chs. lks.  A.  it. F.
... I South 4 42 1 chain 0 1 24
... West 24 0 Ditto ...  2 1 24
... S. 47° 45' E. 24 60 Ditto  ...  2 1 17
. .. East ... 10 10 Ditto ...  1 0 10
... South ... 5 0 Ditto ...  0 1 801
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Lengths.
39 90 150links I
14 34
30 021
7 5016 67
2 50 } irregular 24 3
4 56
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. ICompanion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland
Governor.  and its  Dependencies.
r'
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 26th day of May and 10th day
of August, A.D. 1876, respectively,'relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
from Beauaraba  to Jondaryan Railway Station, county of Aubigny, through lands in the occupation of
the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore,
I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers ,  and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5051.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM BEAIIARABA TO JONDARYAN RAILWAY STATION ,  COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Occupier .
Owner.
1 Commencing at the north-west Crown Crown
corner of Beauaraba  Selection
134, running  west to a Govern-
ment road
2 Commencing at a karbeen -tree in Crown  KentandWien -
the division fence between Beau- bolt as lessees
araba and East Prairie  on Mount of Jondaryan
Edgecombe marked broad -arrow  Run
over 1, running  north-easterly
to a Government  ro ad between
selections 132 and  167;  thence
northerly  to Mt .  Irving  ;  thence
north -easterly to the division
fence between Westbrook and
Jondaryan ;  thence along the
division fence  to the  south-west
corner of Westbrook pre-emp.
tive 83
3 A strip of land out of the west side
of Westbrook pre-emptive 83
The heirs of W. Shanaghan and
Beit Jennings
4 A strip of land out of thewest side
of Westbrook pre-emptive 15
The heirs of Do .
Wm .  Beit and
John Donald
McLean
6 A strip of land out of the east side
of Jondaryan pre-emptive 39
Ed .  Wienholt,
John Sargent
Turner, Wm.
Graham, and
Wm. Charles
Williams
Kentand Wien -
bolt
6 Commencing on the north side of
Oakey Creek ,  running northerly
th ro ugh subdivision  1 of portion
th38 i d T
KentandWien -  KentandWien -
bolt bolt
to e ma n  ro a to oo-
woomba
7 Commencing on the main  ro ad to KentandWien- KentandWisn-
Toowoomba ,  running  northerly
th h bdi i i i1 f
bolt bolt
ro ug su v s on o port on
42
8 Commencing at the north boun- Crown Crown
dary  of portion  42, running
northerly to the Dalby Railway ;
thence  along the railway line to
the station reserve at Jondaryan
Remarks. Length in
readth
Bearings. Chains . of Area.
Road.
chs. lks. A. R. r
Open plains N. 270° E. 24 00 1 chain 2 1 24
Open plains N. 500 6' E. 5 88
N. 690 E. 149 64
N. 6° 43' B. 103 27
N .  20° E. 18 00 2 chsN. 45° E. 40 00 . 131 1 9iN. 359° 36'  E 100 00 w de.
N. 3590 42'E. 140 00
N .  359° 52'E. 70 00
N. 359°  43'E. 29 76
Open  plains N. 359°  43' E. 90 25 I average 16 1 29
Open plains N. 359°  57' E, 86 87
1 ch.
82 Ike
average 13 3 33
Open plains N. 359°  67' E. 80 20
1 ch.
60lks.
averag a 0 33
Open  plains N. 3590  E.  1 41
40 lks.
95 2chains 8 1 11
Open plains N. 359° 27' E. 43 47  2 chains 8 2 37
Partly plains , N. 3590 27'E. 14 55
partlymyall N. 359°49'E. 46 16
scrub N. 2960 9' E. 95 00 2 ehs. 38 1 3e
N. 228019' E. 6 86
N. 296° 9'  E. 19 80
Nora .- Reg. Nos .  3, 4, 6, and  7 are  held under  Deed of Grant containing  a general reservation for public ways.
„ „  5 is held  under Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of 13  acres for  ro ads.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of January, in
the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight  hundred and  seventy-seven ,  and in  the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE TIE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first section f " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the Leases of the following selections of land, under
the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
App li ca- Name of Lessee.
tion.
Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
2366  Richard Hutchins ... 640 0 0 Brisbane
1735 William Graham ... 500 0 0 Toowoom-
ba
61 Daniel Hendry ... 79 0 0 Gympie
237 Robert Walker ... 457 0 0 Bundaberg
313 John Robson ... 80 0 0 „
376 Edwin Wm. Otway ... 104 2 0 „
383 Henry Edwd. Peirson 1 191 0 0
431 John Houston Cathcart ] 188 0 0 „
464 Christian Andresen ... 99 3 0
73 Thomas Mancktelow... 46 1 0 Roma
85 Nicholas Chas. Suttor 42 0 0
93 Jonathan Wilson ... 80 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,Proclamation by His Exce llency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section forty-one of "  The Crou'n
11 Lands Alienation Act of  1868 ,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the land included in the undermentioned selections
shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February , 1877,  at the several
Land Offices named. .
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. IWILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section forty-one of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twentieth
day of February ,  1877 ,  at the several Land Offices
named.
,, 0 ra
O Land
z 0
Parish.
y
o
m
Late Lessee. Area. Agent's
District.
13 Tantitha 313 J. Robson ...
A. R. r.
So 0 0 Bundaberg
42 S. Kolon 376 E. W. Otway ... 104 2 0
SA- Marathon 383 11. E. Peirson ... 191 0 0
98 Kalkie ... 464 0. Andresen 99 3 0
211 Walde- 73 T. Mancktelow... 46 1 0 Roma
210
grave
85 N. C. Suttor 43 0 0 11
93 J. Wilson so  0 0 „
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
, reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TIIE QUuEx I
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.  S.)  Michael and St. George, G over-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section one of "  The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the portion
of land hereunder described shall continue to form
part of the Homestead Area within which it is
situated, and shall be open to Selection as a Home-
stead, and not otherwise, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
..o i
Late  Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
District. Parish.
sa
HomesteadDistrict. Area. Late Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
2366 R. Hutchins ... 640 0 0 Brisbane Barolin ... 431 Bundaberg Barolin . J. H. Cath-
A.
188237 R. Walker ... ... 457 0 0 Bundaberg .. cart
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEENI
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy- seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAFE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by his Excellency
TO WIT.  S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS; nor and Cbmttiantler,in•Chief of
0003 erhor,  flit Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section three of "  The Homestead
Areas Act of  WItt,teM WEt: LIIYG-
Aver CAtRkS; U fiulre, the Uo+ 'ernor aforesaid,
With tjib advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the  lands here-
under described  are and shall  be withdrawn from
the operation of the said  Act, with  the view of
offering same for sale by auction.
C
..o
Oy
oa District.
1735 Toowoomba
Ilomestead Area Late  Lessee. Area.
A.  R.  P.
Beauaraba...  W.  Graham 500 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation t'y His Excellencv
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St.
W. W. CAIRNS, Michael and St. Georgc ,  Gover-
Governor .  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section forty-one of  "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Aot of  1868,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after WEDNESDAY,  the twenty -fourth day
of January ,  1877 ,  at the several Land Offices named.
No. of8000-  Late Lessee.
Lion.
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
2092  Joseph Holliday I 746 0 0  Brisbane.
2700 Lawrence Cusack 240 0 0 31
3368 George  McKay 637 0 0 Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
December, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEFN I
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by his +:xcellenc1
TO WIT.  W ILLIAM  WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(I..s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIBrs; and Commander-in-Chief of the
Goveriibt'.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested by an
Act passed in the second year of the reign of
his late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
alecutive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby appoint the lihder-mentioned River Cross-
ings as  places of public traffic, and where `lolls and
Ferry Dues may be levied under the regulations,
restrictions , and provisions of the said recited Act,
of which ferries all persons are hereby required
to take due notice.
On the Old Polmerville Road--
Normanby River Crossings
Laura River Crossing.
Palmerville Crossing.
On the New Road to Byerstown-
Normanby East Crossing.
Normanby West Crossing.
Palmer and Byerstown Crossing.
On the Thornborough R ad---
tTper Palmer Crossing.
Mitchell Crossing.
Hodgkinson Crossing.
Given under my Band and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in  the fortieth year of her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , ) Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  U&IRNB,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) M icl,ael and  St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
l in accordance  with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one  of  " the Crown Lards Alienation
Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, witi  the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify a! ,d declare that the Roads herein under
described shall be and are hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
1. Road  one chain wide, resumed from  selection'
157, Warwick District. (C. Brosnan.)
From the road reserved through selection 157
north-westerly to its west boundary ; also, from
the west boundary north-easterly to the north
boundary , containing seven acres.
2. Road  one chain  wide, resumed from selection
219, Warwick District. (A. Hall.)
From the south-east corner of selection 219 along
its east boundary to the north-east corner,  contain-
ing six acres.
3. Road one  chain wide ,  resumed from  selection
436, Warwick District. (G. Mawhirst.)
From the road reserved through selection 436
easterly to its east  boundary.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TEE QUERN!
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the i\lost
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, error and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the authority in n e rested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the eighteenth
section of  " The Crown I ands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes, and he withheld from selec-
tion or sale by auction, otherwise than in town or
suburban lots.
TOWN RESERVE  ON YANDARAM CREEK, KOLAN
RIVER.
County of Cook.
About 640 acres.
Commencing on the Bolan River at the S.E
corner  of selection 524, and bounde:l thence on part
of the N.W. by the S.E. boundary line of that
selection bearing 225 degrees about forty-eight
chains ; thence by part of the S.W. boundary of
the same selection  bearing 315 degrees about thirty-
two and a-half  chains ; again  on the N.W. by a
line bearing  225 degrees eighty chains ; on the
S.W. by  a line hearing  135 degrees to Yandaram
Creek ; thence by that creek downs  ards to its
junction  with the Kolan River, and by that river
downwards  to the point of commencement.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane . this fourth day of January,
in the  year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUFEN l
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 187 6.
j N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1d68,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarilv reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
`,PASTORAL LEASES ACT  OF 1869."
IS Excellency the Governor , with  the advice ofi• the Executive Council,  directs it to be notified,
in pursuance  of the fitty- fifth section of "  The Pas-
toral t  eases  Act of  1869 ,"  that the lands hereunder
described have been resumed from the lease of the
Run called Canterbury .  in the Burke District, with
the view of bein g  proclaimed for Township pur-
poses,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
CANTERBURY RUN.
Burke Distrirt,
Area Resumed- 4 square miles .
Commencing on the north or right bank of the
Flinders River, at the south- east angle of the
Bund Run, being opposite a point about  sixty-five
chains above a tree  marked broad-arrow over
XXXI, and bounded  thence on  the west by a north
line along part of the east boundary of the before-
mentioned  run, one mile  forty chains; thence on
the north by an east  line two miles twelve chains ;
thence on the east by a south line  about one mile
twenty chains to the Flinders River ;  and thence
on the south by the right bank of that  river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
I?el•artment of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January. 1877.
7 HE1REAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" 77te ('rotes Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
sill he permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill,  pari sh of Alfred, • portions  16,
18,  and  21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north -east corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north  by that  road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south  twenty- one  chains; on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty -one chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE  FOR AN ABORIGINAL MISSION, CAPE
B ILLSBOROUGH.
County of Carlisle.
About 14,000 acres.
Commencing  at the east corner of the  resumed
half of St. Helens No. 1 Run, and bounded thence
on the south-west by a line bearing north-west five
miles and  forty chains; on the north-west by a line
bearing north- east  to the sea-coast ; thence by that
coast south -easterly to a point north-east from the
starting point  ; and on the south-east by a line south-
west to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR USE OF THE  PEAK DOWNS PASTORAL
AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
5 acres.
County of Clermont, parish of Clermont.
Commencing in the easterly extension of the
south side of Lime street at a point thirteen chains
from the north-east corner of section 20, and
bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
east ten chains ; on  the east by a line bearing south
five chains  ; on the south by a line bearing West
ten chains  ;  and on  the west by a line bearing north
five chains  to the  point of commencement,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
1
a HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESFRVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH-
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Got ernment Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees  18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
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degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MARYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing, at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west bcundary of reserve for
wharves proclaimed 6th March,  1874;  thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 685,  county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Indooroopilly.
Amended area,  68 acres,  1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point  one chain  west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links; on the north by a line bearing  west  twenty-
four  chains  ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing  south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west  five chains  fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north -west corner  of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion  bearing east
nineteen  chains fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
Brisbane River; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of  commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.Data of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes east eight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east ten chains sixty-nine links; thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links ; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty•eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
( N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east fifty
links ; thence north 30 degrees 18 minutes east to
the Mary River low-water mark spring tides ;
thence by that mark upwards to a point bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east from the com-
mencing point ; and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18 minutes east to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR WATER, WIDE BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing east one hundred and sixty chains ; on the
east by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty-seven links ; again
on the south by a line bearing west fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek, and pas-
sing through a post three hundred and ten links
from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
443, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE FOR A POUND, ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish of St. George, town of
St. George,  allotments  9 and  10 of  section  28.
2 acres.
Commencing "on the north-west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south-west by allotment
8 bearing 311 degrees five chains; on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street ; and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roods 17 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-west by Maryborough-
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street,  bearing south-easterly three chains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street ; on the south-east
by that street, bearing north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin-street ; on the north-east by that street,
bearing north-westerly three chains and eightyy-
nine  links  to the Burnett River, and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg.
allotments  1 (ii  d 4 of section 27.
1 acre 2 roods 26 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum-street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty-five links
to Quay street ; on the south-east by that street,
bearing north-easterly six chains; on the north-east
by allotment seven, bearing north-westerly three
chains to the Burnett River. and on the north-west
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, ON THE BARRON
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK, FROM CAIRNS TO
THOBNBOROUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence on part of the east by a line
bearing south fifty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred chains, crossing the
Barron  River ; on the west, by a line bearing north
one hundred chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east  one hundred chains,  crossing  the Barron River;
and on the  remainder , of the east by a line bearing
south fifty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
County of Churchill, parish of Tent Hill, portion
No. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Tent Hill Creek,
at a point bearing  273  degrees ,  and distant eighty
links  from a gum tree marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by  a line  bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy links, and passing through a
post three hundred and seventy links from said
creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ; oil  the north by portion 43, bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing  through a po it one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek ; and on the east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redcl e.
78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion 216, and
bounded thence on the south-west and south by
portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees
east fourteen chains and fifteen links, and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve  chains ; again  on the south by that
portion bearing east twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees east, one chain and eighty.
one links ; on the north- east  and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees east ten chains,
and west forty-seven chains and seventy links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for Wharf  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of (gook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres  1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the sr uth-west by Barolin  street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to  Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly two  chains  and sixtyy-
three links to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1876.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.
LANDS RESUMED FROM RUNS IN THE BURNETT
DISTRICT AND IN THE STANTHORPE DISTRICT
ON THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE COLONY
I T is hereby notified for general information that
the lands resumed during the late Session of
Parliament from the hereinafter -mentioned Runs
will be declared open to Selection under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," at as early a
date as possible after that Act comes into opera-
tion. These lands contain an area of about 1,387,500
acres-a portion of which will be reserved for
township purposes and sale by auction.
Descriptions of the proposed reservations will be
published as soon as possible ,  so as to afford
intending selectors an opportunity of inspecting
the country prior to its being declared open to
selection.
JOHN DO UGLAS.
.Name ofRun. Name of Run.
UNSETTLED  DISTRICT OF DARLING DowNs.
Coolniinnda
Bengally and Wyenio
Beebo
Whetstone
Brush Creek
Swithland
Canning Creek
Stonehenge
Boduniba
Glenelg
Terrica
Texas
Pikedale
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th  December, 1876.
CANCELLATION OF A TEMPORARY
RESERVE.I N pursuance of section 24 of " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is hereby
noti fied for general information that the temporary
reserve for a Police Paddock at Bundaberg, estab-
lished by notice bearing date 25th September, 1874,
appearing in the  Government Gazelle  of 1874, folio
1833, is hereby cancelled.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
UNSETTLED
Baramba
North Baramba
East Baramba
Baramba Ranges
Nananoo
Booie
Boonara
N angur
Goomerrinbong
Boobyjan
W indera
Gobongo
Auchinblae
CatterthumPike's Creek
Pike's Creek North
Einu Yale
Bonshaw
Maidenhead
Aitkin's FlatMingoola
Ballindean
Tenterfield North
Nundubbermere
Coolnumda.
DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Gobongo North
Manumbar
Mondure
Mondure Back
Warra
Dundar
Johngboon
Mungore
South  Mungore
Cattle
Ginoondan
Gooroolballin.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1876.
V'
HEREAS , by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation Art of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  0,'azette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL AT GOOMBUEBA.
County of 1E1erivale, parish of Goomliurra.
10 acres 2  roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each one chain and a -half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 181 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5`h January, 1877.
W 1" Y
HEIIEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Art  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any puhh- purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Gorey-7zmcn t
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north-east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
five links; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 deg rees east
twenty-four chains and seven links; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and  five links to the point of commence-
ment.
DESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of -1larch, parish of Wall iebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain  wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
six chains  and fifty-eight links;  on  the north by
another road one chain wide  bearing east  two chains
and thirty- seven links ; on  the north-east by a line
bearing north 143  degrees east  ten chains and fifty.
four links; on the south- east  by a line bearing
north 233 degrees  east  eight chains and forty-sevenlinks; and  on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid  bearing north 323 degrees  3 minutes
east eleven  chains and ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 187 6.
ERRORS IN DEED
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
Britten being erroneous in the particulars therein
set  forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuanco of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
,get of  1858," at the expiration of three mouths
from the date hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe  the lands
intended to be granted, and the  names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants,  and in every deed  containing the erroneous
names  and descriptions,  and such grants  and every
such deed shall operate and be  construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DEsr;tiIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No. 211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanle i/. parish of Oxley, portion No. 92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north  269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links ;  on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty one links; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.Land rraizted.-Port ion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  161
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 2'37 degrees  38 minutes east
thirty-one chains fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees  17 minutes east
nine chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 de; rees 30  minutes east  thirty- one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south- east by the
Ipswich r, ad 150 links wide  bearing north 25
degrees 3  minutes east two chains twenty -two and
a-half links; and north 10 degrees  8 minutes east
seven chains  eighty- seven links to the point of come
me noement.
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No. of  Grant -31.317. Pate of Grant-30thMay, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel J oseph W ills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Land granted .- Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer .-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted  in the deed  of Grant as
the intended  grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" Ike Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general  information, that
the lands  hereunder described have  been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County  of Bel more ,  parish  and  town of St. George,
allotment 6 of sect ion 22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-west side of Alfred
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52 degrees two  chains;  on the north,
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north -west by allotment r. bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street ; and on the
south -east by that street bearing 142 degrees five
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1876.
TOWN RESERVE OF WALLAL, WARREGO
DISTRICT.
tI HE following amended description of the boun-d aries of the above Town Resert , proclaimed
under  the  " The Crown !.ands Alienation Art of
1868," is substituted for that contained in the
proclamation dated the 14th December, 1875, and
published in page 2481 of the  Government Gazette
of 1875.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Description of the amended boundaries of the Town
Reserve of N allay, Warrego District.
Commencing on the left bank of the Warrego
River at a point one mile forty chains south of a
tree marked broad-arrow over 33 within triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line
one mile sixty-four chains; thence on the east by a
south line one mile forty chains ; thence on the south
by a west line sixty-six chains to left bank of
Warrego River ; and thence on the west by left
bank of said river upwards to point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for the closing of  the undermentioned
roads; and all persons sho may consider their
interests  affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the  Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish .  I Area.
A. R.  P.
1 A. Adsett  Two reser -%ed roads  in  Whiteside 7 3 0
selection 1,970 Bris-
bane ,  portion 67
2 J. Bancroft Road separating portion Enoggera 0 1 14
474 from part of  por-
tion 475
3* Works Road separating portion Purga  ...  2 0 10
Department 35 from selection 8
Ipswich ,  and the road
in continuation east-
erly, reserved through
selection 8
4 Works  Road separating por- ditto ... 9 3 0
Department tions 36,  36, and 37,
from selection 8
Ipswich, and the  ro ad
in a mtinuation north-
easterly,  reserved
through selection 8
* The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in con-
nection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868 " has
been made for the closing of the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons vi ho may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation . 1 Parish. Area.
1 1 C. McCul-
loch
Road separating por- Robinson
tions  200, 201, 202,
204, and 359, from
portion 234 .  235, and
selection b96 WR
A. R. P.
13 1 32
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 13th December, 1876.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS,
UNDER  "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENA-
TION ACT OF  1868."
I
T is hereby notified that an Examination of
candidates desiring to qualify themselves as
Licensed Surveyors, will be commenced at the
Public Lands Office, George street, on TUESDAY,
30th January, 1877.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his
examination for a license as a Surveyor, is required
to produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor, as to his term
of service and general experience in field duties,
and his competency to undertake surveys on his
own responsibility. The term  of service must in
all cases extend over a period of not leap than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified
Surveyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand ,  and who can produce
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish .  Area.
1 R. Jarrolt
and
David hall
Roads  separatinc por-
tions 'S23  tn'd 2i3,
from portion ::_3
A. R. P.
Warncr :3 3 33
i
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certificates from the Surveyor-General of the colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years as required by
the preceding  clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least ten
days' notice of their intention to present themselves,
enclosing with same a fee of £5 together with any
testimonials of professional qualifications they may
have previously obtained, which will be returned
after the examination is completed. Each candidate
is also required to produce his original field notes,
plans plotted therefrom, and a specimen of drawing.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full a e of twenty-one years must also be given.
5. The course of examination will include the
following subjects:-
(a)  Decimal arithmetic and fractions.
(b) The use of logarithms.
(c) The elements of geometry.
(d) Plane trigonometry.
(e) Mensuration.
(t) Plotting surveys, and checking same by
calculation.
(y) General knowledge of the details of practi-
cal surveying in the field.
(la)  Writing descriptions of boundaries-
(i) The uses and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(k) Methods of obtaining the true meridian.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40 scale, a parallel ruler, a
protractor, and a pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor -General.
Uepartmert of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofI'
i Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the  expiration  of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the  names of the
intended  grantees , to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  names  shallbetakento have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant- 31,973. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
N ante of Grantee -Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted— Selection 1345, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 650 acres.
.Nature  of Misnomer- The  name  Holford Henry
Adcock  having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant - 31,973. Date of Grant-20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee - Holford Henry Adcock.
Land  Granted - Selection  1346,  Ipswich District,
county Canning ,  parish Rilcoy, 1,157 acres.
.Nature of  Misnomer- The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of H alford Henry
Adcock.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March, town of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east br-Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to Kent street; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHoi ROAD.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
NiOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particu:ars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
names, and  such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant - 14,795. Date of Grant, 9th July
1866.
Name of Grantee - Alfred Murray, junior.
Land Granted-Portion  37, county of Churchill,
parish of Gatton ,  5 acres.
Nature  of Misnomer - The  name Alfred Murray,
junior, having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the intended grantee, instead of Alfred  Murry.
No. of Grant-31,975. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1344, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 640 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee. instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant- 18,834. Date of Grant, 12th
August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-Alfred Wyatt Cook.
Land Granted-Portion  33, county of Churehill,
parish of Laidley, 15 acres, 3 roods.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Wyatt
Cook having been inserted in the deed  of grant as
the intended  grantee, instead  of Arthur Wyatt
Cook.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
40 degrees east seven chains  and eighty -five links,
north 21 degrees cast six chains , north  42 degrees
east five chains and eighty links ,  north 20 degrees
east nine chains , north 27  degrees 30 minutes east
six chains and ninety -three links ,  north 28 degrees
east four chains, north 83 degrees 45 minutes east
three chains and sixty -seven links ,  north 39 degrees
east one chain and fifty-one links ,  north 7 degrees
east two chains  and thirty- nine links, north 353 de-
grees east five chains and ninety -three links, north
337 degrees east eight chains and twenty-five links,
and north 355 degrees 15 minutes east three chains
and forty- five links ; on  the north  by lines bearing
west ten chains and three links, and north 319 de-
grees east six chains and sixty -six links ; again on
the west by  part of portion 42 bearing south six
chains and seventy-four links  to the  Brisbane
River ;  and on the north -west by that  river down-
wards  to the  point of commencement ,- exclusive of
a road as marked on map in the Surveyor -General's
office.
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY, MOOnn s CREEK,
NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
Portion  235,  parish of Murchison, . county of
Livingstone.
33 acres. q,
Commencing on the right bank of Moore's Creek
at the south corner of portion 171, and bounded
thence on the north-east by part of that portion
bearing north 43 degrees west ten chains and fifty
links ; on the north-west by portion 235A bearing
south 47 degrees west eighteen chains and thirty-
six links ; on  the south-west by the Yaamba road
and a line bearing  south 30 degrees  east  twenty-one
chains  and forty links to Moore's Creek ; and
thence  by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1876.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section  of " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868  "  has been
made for the closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land  Agent 's Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . Parish. Area.
1 S. Fountain  Road separating Burpengary
A. R.  P.
2 1 15
portion 38 from
portion 38
2  S.  Fountain Road separating Burpengary 2 1 29
portion 40 from
portion 60
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 10th November, 1876.
W? HEREAS , by the  twenty-fifth section of
• "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Goverment
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice
is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will  be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Sholo, county of Stanley.
About 70 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Brisbane
River, at the north-east corner of portion 25, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north 180 degrees
30 minutes east about seventeen chains ; on the
south by portion 49 bearing north 112 degrees east
seven chains and thirty links, and north 88 degrees
east thirteen chains to the east side of a road,
chain wide ; on the cast by that road bearing north
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish and town of Laidley.
1 acre 2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Drayton street
at the south-west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-cast by that street bearing
north 86 degrees cast six chains and fifty links, and
north 75 degrees cast two chains ; on the north-cast
by allotment 5 bearing north 345 degrees cast two
chains and 50 links to  a lane  ; on the north-west by
that lane bearing north 255 degrees east eight
chains  and thirty-two links ; and on the south-west
by a line bearing north 167 degrees and 30  minutes
east one chain and twenty-six links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL,  ON THE  ROAD FROM
WARWICK TO TOOWOOMBA, AT THE CROSSING
OF SPRING CREEK.
County of Aubigny, parish of Table-top.
4 acres  3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at the
north- east  corner of portion 41 ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing north
335 degrees 20 minutes  east  thirteen chains and
nine  links ; on the north by a line bearing west one
chain and thirty-eight links ; on the  west  by a line
bearing south  eleven chains and  ninety links ; and
on the south by portion 41 bearing  east six chains
and eighty-two links to the point  of commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Maclean.
60 acres.
Commencing on the Teviot road at a point bear-
ing north 27 degrees east, and distant 112 links
from the north-west corner of portion 23; and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing north 27 degrees east twenty chains and
twenty-seven links, and north 54 degrees east
twenty chains ; on the north by a line  bearing east
four chains and thirty-three links ; on the east by a
line bearing south thirty chains and ten links to a
road one chain wide ; and on the south by that
road bearing north 270 degrees thirty minutes east
twenty-nine chains and eighty links to the point of
commencement.
NEW STREET, TO GIVE ACCESS TO THE QUEEN'S
WHARF, TOWN OF MARYBOROUGH.
1 chain wide.
Commencing on the north-east side of Wharf
street at the south corner of reserve for Immigra.
tion Dept ; bounded thence by the south-east
boundary of said reserve, being a line bearing about
north thirty degrees eighteen minutes east 225 links
to the east corner of said reserve ; thence on the
north-east by a line at right-angles to aforesaid
boundary, being a line bearing about north 120
degrees 18  minutes east  649 links to the left bank
of the River Mary ; thence by said bank of the
river upwards bearing north three hundred and
twenty-six degrees forty-eight minutes north  225
links in a direct line ; thence by a line bearing about
162
north three hundred degrees eighteen minutes east
750 links to the north  corner  of the Customs
Reserve ; thence by the north-west boundary of
said reserve bearing  about north two hundred and
ten degrees eighteen  minutes east  125 links to the
west corner  of the Customs Reserve ; and thence
by a line bearing about north three hundred degrees
eighteen  minutes  east 100 links to the, point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lauds,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVki FOR A SCHOOL NEAR GownIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba, portion
No.  421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that portion bearing
south twenty-six chains and sixty-seven links ; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and ninety-three links, and 42 d egrees 58
minutes seven chains and  thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, town of
.Roma, allotments 1, 2,  3, 4, 6,  7, 8,  and 9, of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north-west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north by that street  bearing
east five chains to Arthur street ; on the east by that
street bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne street ; and on the west by that street
bearing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION OF THE HOSPITAL RESERVE, COOB-
TOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of Cook-
town, allotment  7 of section 8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
9 degrees and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north-east by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degres and
10 minutes east 2 chains ; and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes east  three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.
] J OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
.L Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under His Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Names of Grantees-Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of Grant-31,675. Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
Description of Land Granted-Allotment 2  of
section 1, town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
9z perches.
Nature of Misnomer --The  navies  Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended  grantees ,  instead o
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron Rodgers.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to Land Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instrument endorsed on such Deeds of
Grant, respectively, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-24,803. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion 8,  county of Livingstone,
parish of Cawarral, eighteen  acres one  rood thirty-
three perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No. 8.
18 acres 1 rood 33 perches.
Commencing on a road at the south -west corner
of portion 7, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-six chains and
seventy -one links ; on the north -east by a line
bearing 146 degrees 50 minutes seven chains and
seventy-nine links ; on the south by portion 9 and
a reserve bearing west thirty chains and eight
links ; and on the west by the said road bearing
351 degrees 52 minutes six chains and fifty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-24,802. Date of Grant--1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  17, county of Living.
stone, parish of Cawarral, sixteen acres ten perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No. 17.
16 acres 10 perches.
Commencing on the Cawarral road at a point
bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes, and distant one chain
and fifteen links from the west corner of portion 11,
and bounded thence on the west and north-west
by that road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes five
chains and eighty-one and a-half links, 356 degrees
twenty-two chains and eighty-five links, 63 degrees
30 m'-,ates five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 171 degrees 50 minutes
twenty-two chains and twelve links; and on the
south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees 6 minutes
twelve chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
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No. of Grant-22,789. Date of Grant--10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
Vion No.  11.
41 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 10, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-three chains ; on
the south-east by a line and portion 12 bearing 188
degrees 40 minutes four chains and three links, and
220 degrees 6 minutes thirty-three chains to a road ;
on the south-west by that road bearing 310 degrees
6 minutes  nine chains  ; on the west by the same
road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one chain and
fifteen links ; and on the north-west by the same
road bearing 40 degrees 6 minutes twelve chains
and sixteen  links ; again on the west by the same
road bearing 351 degrees 52 minutes thirteen chains
and one link to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant - 9,797. Date of Grant-13th
October, 1864.
Name of Grantee -Charles Mallard.
Land granted .- Portion  25 , county, Aubigny,
Felton Run.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Felton,  portion  No. 25.
160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Hodgson's
Creek at the south -east corner of portion 24, and
bounded thence on the  north by that  portion and a
line bearing west eighty -one chains and thirty
links;  on the west by a line bearing south twenty
chains  ;  on the south by a line bearing east fifty-
six chains and forty links to Hodgson 's Creek ;
and on the south-cast  by that  creek upwards to the
point of commencement ,- inclusive of three acres
for a reserved road one chain wide, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor -General's
Office.
No. of Grant-58-56. Date of Grant-12th
October, 1858.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Henry Marsh.
Land granted.-One  hundred and sixty acres,
pre-emptive  purchase  on Quart-pot Creek.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Bentinck, parish of Folkestone, Folke-
stone  Pre-emptive.
160 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Quart-pot
Creek at the north-west corner of a township re-
serve, and  bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that reserve, portion 369, and part
of portion 383, bearing north 91 degrees  45 minutes
east eighty- one chains and passing  through a post
one hundred and seven links from said creek ; on
the east by part of the west boundary of portions
383 and 428  bearing north 1 degree 45  minutes east
twenty chains  ; on the north by part of the south
boundary line of portion 428 and a line  in continu-
ation  bearing north 271 degrees 45  minutes east
eighty-three  chains  and forty-five links to Quart-
pot Creek ; and on the west by that creek do-vi n-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
two acres  for a reserved road, as shown on plan of
wurvey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Grant-12,774. Date of Grant-21st
September, 1865.
Name of Grantees-Arthur Hodgson and John
Watts.
Land granted.-Preemptive  purchase No. 104
on Eton Vale Run, five hundred and forty-one
acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of AuTiyny, parish of Ronisay, Eton Tale
1"re-e7n ptire Purchase l o.  10 t.
530 acres.
Commencing at the north-cast corner of Eton
Vale. 1'r,,-cinptive Purtliase No. 105, and bcundcd
thence on j art of the south by a line bearing north
92 degrees 10 minutes east thirty- nine chains and
ninety-six links ; on the east by a line bearing north
357 degrees 7 minutes east fifty-eight chains and
thirty-eight  links  ; on the north  by a line bearing
north 270 degrees forty-three minutes  east seventy-
nine chains  and fifty-three links to Hodgson's Creek ;
on the west by that creek downwards to the north-
west corner  of pre-emptive purchase No. 105 ; and
on the remainder of the south by the north bound-
sry line of that portion easterly to the point
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1875.
I,URSLTANT to the provisions  contained in the
twenty-ninth section of the 'limber Regula-
tions, established under notice from this Department,
dated 17th November, 1869, it is hereby notified
for general information, that the cutting and re-
moval of Timber on Great Sandy, or  Frazer's
Island, consisting of the  under -mentioned tree, is
absolutely prohibited, from and after this  date ; and
all Commissioners of Crown Lands,  Rangers, and
Police Officers are requested to see that this  pro-
hibition is respected.
TURPENTINE-Eucalyptus Microcorys.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating  the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that  instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every  possible assistance  is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts- Sven to the
e :tent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer 's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or +her officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient however, of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans,a  . angements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
:,y that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.IT is hereby notified thatany persons erecting
buildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay. will
do so at their own risk, until such  time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking oft' a Township  as soon as  practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
lepartment of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 1876.
CIhOWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIOI ERS.
I T is hereby notified for public  information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands  under "the
Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in  pursuance  of the fourth  section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
2dORETON DISTRICT.
East Jlor(ton.
.1 tl f Land office, Prisbane, tl.e frst Tuesday
:I, each month.
A t I I Ot! ce, Peenlt-igh, the second
1' iitl %+,% lit each iilOntll.
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11-est Iilorcton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the second Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors and their
witnesses , when applying for certificates.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
A;*J the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1876, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOxTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Roma,  the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time  to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Pepartmcnt of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
FENCING LOCK-UP, FORTITUDE VALLEY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February
next, from persons willing to contract for Fencing
at the Lock-up, Fortitude Valley.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Fencing
Lock-up, Fortitude Valley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a• Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise thIe Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO PAINTERS AND OTHERS.
PAINTING FENCES, GOVERNMENT HOUSE
AND QUEEN'S PARK.
r `ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
I Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
instant, from persons willing to contract for
Painting the Fences at Government House and
Queen's Park.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Painting
Fences, Government H ouse, 4'c."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obi ained, at this Office.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to  execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance , a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender Rill  not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO PRIMARY ;SCHOOL, GOODNA.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
until 4
.o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the26th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to Primary School, Goodna.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Goodna."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Primary School, Goodna.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
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there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to -deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PLAY SHEDS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, LEICII-
IIARDT STREET.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
February next, from persons willing-to contract
for the erection of two Sheds at the Primary
School, Leichhardt street.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Sheds,Primary School, Leichhardt street."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing to deposit- the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender  being accepted , and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond  to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE,
POSTMAN'S RIDGE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February next, from persons willing to Contract
for the erection of Primary School and Resi.
dence, Postman's Ridge, between Helidon and
Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, 4'c., Postman's Ridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and
further particulars obtained, at this (Ace,and at  Primary Schools, Toowoomba and Murphy's
Creek.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by the
party  tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the . Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, COOKTOWN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at Court House, Cooktown, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Residence for the Sub-Collector of Customs at
Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Residence,
Sub-Collector of Customs, Cooktown."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Court House, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
I there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
• JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, NANANGO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Court House at Nanango.
Tenders to be endorsed " Eenderfor C urt House,
Nanango."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Nanango.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ROMA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Primary School, Roma, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February next, from
persons willing to contract for Additions to Primary
School, Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Roma."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Primary School, Roma.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majecty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MUSEUM, BRISBANE.
+ TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
l Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a building for Museum, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Museum,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual noti fication of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works.)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS, PRIMARY
SCHOOL, ALFRED.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until
4 o'clock P.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February
next, from persons willing to contract for Repairs
and Alterations to Primary School, Alfred.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Repairs,
4-c., Primary School, Al/red."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and at Primary School, Alfred.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking to
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the 'l'ender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1877
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER QUART-POT CREEK, STAN-
THORPE.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the construction of a Bridge over Quart-pot Creek
Causeway, Stanthorpe, according to modified plan.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for -Bridge,
Quart pot Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at. the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, Roads
Offices, Toowoomba and Warwick, and Court
House, Stanthorpe.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the duo
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise t he Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 187 7.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER FITZROY RIVER, AT ROCK-
HAMPTON.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of Iron Cylinders for the Piers of a Bridge over the
Fitzroy River, at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Iron Cylin-
ders, Fitzroy Bridqe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, and
the Roads Offices at Rockhampton and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and Jt the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,'
Brisbane , 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
UNDERGROUND TANK, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
MACKAY.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at the School -house ,  Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 2nd February next,
from persons willing to contract for the construc-
tion of an Underground Tank at the  Primary
School ,  Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Tank,
Primar y School,  Mackay."
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Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the School-house , Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, PRIMARY SCHOOL, NORMANBY.TENDERS will be received at this Office,until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
26th instant, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Kitchen at the Primary School,
Normanby.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen,
Primary School, Normanby."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
at the School House, Normanby, and at the Court
House , Ipswich.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render  being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
KITCHEN, PRIMARY SCHOOL, BALD HILLS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Kitchen at the Primary School, Bald
Hills.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Kitchen,
Primary School, Bald Hills."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the School House, Bald Hills.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, UPPER TENT HILL.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd Feb-
ruary next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School at Upper Tent Hill.
Tenders to be endorsed"  Tender for School, Upper
Tent Hill."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the School-house, Gatton, and Court-house,
Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
WHARF STORES,  PETRIE 'S BIGHT.TENDERS willbe received at this Office, until4 o'clock p ;m. on FRIDAY,  the 26th Instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Wharf Stores at Petrie 's Bight, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Wharf
Stores, Petrie 's Bight."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual noti fication of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Custom House, Townsville, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of aResi-
dence for Sub-Collector of Customs, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Residence,
Sub-Collector of Customs, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
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performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE STATION, WIVENHOE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th
January next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Police Station at Wivenhoe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Station, Wivenhoe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ner cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of accept.
ance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such
performance  ;  otherwise  the Tender  will not be
taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BARRACKS, SURAT.TF NDERS will be received at this Office, and atCourt House at Roma and Surat, until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 26th January next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Police Barracks at Surat.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Police
Barracks, Surat."
Plan, Specification, and form cf Tender may be
seen  and further particulars obtained at this office
and at Court House, Roma and Surat.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PUBLIC OFFICES, TOOWOOMBA.
r ENDERS will be received at this Office,  until 4
1 o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 26th January
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Public Offices at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Public
Offices, Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained at this Office,
and at Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Contract as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1877.
NEW  ROAD.-FINAL OTICE.N l OTICE is hereby  given , that  a new line of1 Road through Portions 53, 241 ,  and 242,
parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 16th March,
1875, and 31st May, 1875, folios 650 and 1144, re-
spectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now opened for public use.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4656. JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  15th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby  given, that a new line of
Road  through re -emptive Selection No. 480
I.R., being part of a Road from Cressbrook to
Gatton ,  parish of Clarendon ,  county of Cavendish,
district of East Moreton  (referred to in Notices
dated  1st July,  1875 ,  and 26th September, 1876,
folios 1313 and 600, respectively, of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer, and the same is now opened for
public use.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-2675. . JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that  a new line ofRoad through Selections Nos. 319, 400, and
401, parish of Haldon, county of Aubigny, Darling
Downs (referred to in Notices dated 24th January,
1876, and 26th April, 1876, folios 190 and 917, re-
spectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened  by the  proper officer,
and the same is now opened for public use.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5308. JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  15th January, 1877.THE following Donations t  the Museum werereceived during the month of December,
1876 ,  viz.:-
Mr. W. Penman, Ipswich-One collection of coal fossils
Mr. Wells-Wallaby rat
Mr. Peterson-One spider
Mr. A. Imrie-Elevew-birds from the Diamantina
Mr. T. A. Gulliver, Normanton-Insects and rare birds
Mr. Revell, Oxley-Three siliceous stones
Mr. Henry  Hockings -One live turtle
Mr. Berkley-One skull of an Ancient Briton
Mr. J. T. Cockerill-One sling,  dress, two strings of
money, and photograph, from New Ireland and
New Britain
Mr. J. Anstedt, Moggill - One peculiar bird's nest
Mr. James Burns,  Townsville-One gowrie bird, one
stone of ore, from New Guinea
Mr. Baxter ,  Sandgate - One moth
Mr. J. Ivory ,  junr.-One sea-urchin.
VISITOBs,  2,236.
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Department  of Mines,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1877.Ti`HE following Donations to the  Museum were1 received during the month of November,
1876, viz :-
Mr. H. Collier,  Sandgate -One female native cat
Mr. G. Holme-One silver penny and two-penny piece
of George the Third's time
Mr. Merrett, Dalby-One scarlet spotted snake
Miss Sutton- One sea-snake  (hydroplis)
Mr. Carrington-One centipede, with eggs
Mr. Southerden-One bird' s nest  (leatherheads)
Mr. Bond-One crab
Mr. J. Biddle, Kelvin Grove-One monstrosity (a young
goat  with two legs)
Dr. Hobbs-One flageonette, from the South  Sea Islands
Mr. A. Witt, Bustard Bay-Two  snakes, one lizard
Mr. T. A. Gulliver, Normanton-Six birds of Northern
Queensland
Mr. T. Barron-A collection of native weapons, and
one bird
Dr. Carr Boyd-One snake
Mr. E. J. Sealey, Normanby  Reserve -Fossil wood
Mr. T. A. Gulliver, Normanton-Eight birds from
Northern Queensland.
VISITORS , 1,651.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 17th January, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the undermentioned  Business  Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens at the
places respectively specified, during the month
ended 31st December, 1876.
(For the Secretary for Mines,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GYMPIE.
No. Name.
64 Thomas  J. Heilbron
PALMER RIVER.
No. Name.
949 Richard Maher
BYERSTOWN.
No. Name.
2807 All  Sang
2808  Tung Cun Sing
2809 Man Chin On Kee
2810 Gu Sing
2811 To Lee
2812 Ah Ching
2813 Chu Bang
1649 Tung Hay
1650 Man Chin On
1651 Hung Chong
1652 H. N. Jones
1653 Tong Hap and Co.
1654 Jok Lee
No. Name.
1655 Jas. McLaughlin
1656 A. Antiani
1657 Cum Chung On
1658 Wah Sing
1659 Win Wah Chung
1660 Sun King Chee
1661 Hin, Sam, and Co.
1662 Cum Sang
1663 Hi Han Jak
1664 Loui
1665 Sin Hung
1666 Sun Tewang Lee
RAVENSWOOD.
NO.  Name.
282 Thomas  Mills and William Jones.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March
next, from persons willing to contract  for the supply
of Coal for the Southern and Western  Railway, at
Toowoomba, for Locomotive  Engines and Shops,
for one or  two years, from 1st April, 1877.
The Coal must be of the best description, and
samples must be  supplied to the Locomotive
Department, Ipswich, prior to the 2nd March.
Specifications , with  further particulars, can be
seen  at this Office, and at the Locomotive  Depart-
ment, North Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane ,  20th December, 1876.
SALE  OF THE LEASE OF WHARVES,
PETRIE 'S BIGHT, BRISBANE.
n1HE Lease of the Government Wharves and
L Sheds, at Petrie's bight, Brisbane ,  will be
put up to Auction ,  at Brisbane, at Noon of TUES-
DAY, the 23rd January next.
1. The lease will extend from the 1st February,
1877 ,  to 31st December,  1880; and a rebate of one-
third the rent payable will be allowed until the
sheds, in course of erection ,  are completed.
2. The wharves and sheds will be let in two por-
tions-each wharf having a frontage of about 250
feet to the river ,  with shed accommodation covering
150 feet by 70 feet ,  partly open and partly enclosed.
Plans showing the wharves and space proposed to
be leased, with arrangements for the sheds, and
access to the same ,  may be seen at the Office of
the Engineer for Harbors and Rivers ,  on and after
the 2nd January.
3. The wharf and shed next to the Gas Works
will be the first offered ; and the highest bidder shall,
subject to the approval of the Colonial Treasurer as
to sureties or otherwise ,  be the lessee .  The wharf
and shed next to the Commercial Wharf will then
be offered in the same manner ,  and upon the same
conditions.
4. The lessees with two approved sureties will
be required to enter into bond in double the
amount of the annual rent, for the due performance
of the conditions of the lease.
5. Three months '  rent in advance is to be paid at
the time of sale by the successful bidder ,  and at the
expiration of three months, rent shall thereafter be
paid to the Colonial Treasurer monthly in advance.
6. No charge for wharfage rates on cargo shall
exceed 2s. per ton weight or measurement, which
shall include rate on cargo landed under the open
sheds.
7. The lessees will be entitled to the entire use
of their respective wharves and sheds ,  subject to
clause No. 9 of these conditions ; but no buildings
are to be erected on the ground leased, or on the
wharves, without the express sanction of the
Government.
8. The lessees will be required to keep the
wharves clean ,  and free from all deposit of rubbish
or refuse ,  and in good and suitable repair during
the tenancy ,  reasonable wear and tear only ex-
cepted ; and should any damage be done to the
wharves by any vessel or otherwise ,  such damage
shall be made good by the lessee to the satisfaction
of the Engineer for Harbors and Rivers.
9. The lessees shall not be at liberty to assign or
sub-let the wharves or sheds, or any portion thereof,
without having previously obtained the written
consent of the Colonial  '1 reasurer.
10. The officers of Customs ,  the Harbor Master,
and other officers in the Public Service ,  and all
persons acting under their orders, shall  have free
access to the wharves for all purposes connected
with their public duties.
11. The Officers of Customs are to have the usO
of the sheds for the temporary custody and
examination of goods and passengers '  luggage,
landed from vessels discharging at the wharves.
12. The lessees will be required to erect at the
wharves approved office accommodation for the
sole use of the landing waiters in charge, and to
provide all materials and labor required by them
for examining ,  weighing ,  gauging, marking, pack.
ing, and repacking goods.
13. Should the rent be at any time more than
one month in arrear,  or shoi  ld the lessee w ilfully
infringe the conditions of the lease, the Government
shall in the former case have the right to at once
enter upon and take possession of the wharf and
premises ,  and in the latter case to enter and take
possession on the expiration of one month's notice
given after such infringement.
JAMES R .  DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer,
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NEW WHARF,  NEAR DOUGHBOY CREEK,
BRISBANE RIVER.
IIENDEIIS will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane , until Noon on SATURDAY, the
3rd February, for the erection of a Wharf at the
above place .  ac°ording to Plan and Specification, to
be seen at the Office of  Engineer  of Harbors and
Rivers.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
J. R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
FENCING, PETRIE'S BIGHT WHARVES.
TENDERS will be received at the Treasury.
Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, the
27th instant, for the erection of a Sawn Hardwood
Close-boarded Fence and Gates, at above Wharves,
according to Plan and Specification, to be seen at
the Office of Engineer of Harbors and Rivers.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
J. R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO SHIP CARPENTERS AND OTHERS.
ALTERATIONS OF PUNT.
ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
!! Brisbane, until Noon on SATURDAY, the
27th instant, for the alteration required to Punt
now I Ting at Petrie's Bight, according to Specifica-
tion, to be seen at Office of Engineer of Harbors
and Rivers.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
J. R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
Q i'EENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
')RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Araniac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaherg.
Burrenda, Byerstown, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Mary borough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Ureek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Taro, Toowoomba, Towns-
ville, Warwick, West-wood, Yengarie, and
Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours,  and on Saturday  evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
nny of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1877.
CARRIAGE OF SUBMARINE CABLE AND
OTHER TELEGRAPH MATERIAL-
BRISBANE TO MACKAY.
TENDERS will  be received at the office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon, on THURSDAY,  25th instant,
for a small Steamer to take from Brisbane to
Mackay about fourteen  (14) tons, more or less, of
Telegraph  Material, including Submarine Cable,
and, without transhipment ,  to lay the cable from
Flit-Top  Island to the Mainland, and another piece
across the Narrows at Keppel Bay. The Tender to
include passage and provisions for four  (4) men.
Full particulars may be obtained on application
at the office of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS BETWEEN CAIRNS
AND THORNSBOROUGH.
MENDERS are hereby invited, and will be
I received at this Office up to Noon of 3rd
February next, for the Conveyance of Mails, by
horse, once a week, between Cairns and Thorns-
borough.
Tenders must be written on an approved form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously,
on application at any Post Office in the colony ;
and may be forwarded (if by post, pre-paid),
addressed to the Postmaster-General, with the
words  " Tender for the Conveyance of Mails."
Every Tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of their Tenders, if
accepted, as a guarantee until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed, for their duly commencing
and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operati,in for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The.General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
IPSWICH TO FASSIFERN-HIGHFIELDS TO
CROW'S NEST.SEPARATE enderp will be received at theOffice of the Superintefiident of Electric Tele-
graphs. Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the
fifth (5th) day of February next, 1877, from per-
sons desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire and insulators, and for all
workmanship necessary for the erection of the
undermentioned Lines of 't'elegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions, and specifications
appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately
I.  Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
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3. Price, per foot, for  extra  length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
1. Ipswich to Fassifern, a distance of 30 miles,
more or less .-The wire and  insulators  to be sup-
plied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The whole contract to be
completed and banded over to the Government
within four (4) months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
2. Highfields to Crow's Nest, a distance of 17
miles, more or less .-The wire and insulators to be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The whole contract to be
completed and banded over to the Government
within three (3) months from the notification of
the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the v ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall hav-
full power at any time afterwards, before final
went shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make  use'of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to  prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently  reject  or  condemn any portion of the
wt•rk or materials.
The contractor may avail  himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that  it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent , from moneys due to the contractor,
if not  otherwise  settled, to satisfy any  such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation  for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not  defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract, as far as relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials  and implements
in his possession  on the ground,  and all sums of
money, whether  named in  the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the  amount  shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as  sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
Spec cation.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
o'iicer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away. and a guod straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Mc•reton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in  diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5)  inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular  position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or  supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator  pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the  insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the pole. The wire to be so stretched that the de-
flection betw€ en any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as di-
rected, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
All material used in the  construction  of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject to
the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
For the Postmaster-General,
GEORGE THORN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
{ j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
(f of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to make the following ]Regulations for the  manage-
ment of the Benevolent Asylum at Dunwich :-
1. The Superintendent may require any of the
inmates supported wholly at Government  expense
to do or assist in such light work  as may be suit-
able for them.
2. Any such  inmate shall , when so required, be
bound to obey the instructions of the Superinten-
dent, but shall be at liberty to make complaint
to the Visiting Justice with respect to them;
and the decision of the Visiting Justice shall be
final.
3. Any such  inmate refusing  to obey the  instruc-
tions of the Superintendent shall be liable, upon
the order of the Visiting Justice, to be deprived of
such articles of food or luxury, not  being neces-
saries of  life, and for such period  as may be
prescribed.
It. M. STEWART.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
' 7 HEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with
V 1' ' the advice of the Executive Council, did by
notice in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December, 1876, order that all
vessels arriving  from Singapore and Chinese Ports
should be required to obtain  admission  to pratique
at the first port of call south of Somerset, and also
at the Port of Brisbane ; and that no person shculd
be allowed to quit such vessels until pratique should
have been so granted, notwithstanding that such
vessels might have previously called at Somerset :
And whereas it has been deemed expedient to
amend the said Notice : His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to order further that all
vessels  arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain admission to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call, before communicating
with the shore ; and that no persons be allowed to
quit such vessels until pratique be so granted, not-
withstanding that such vessels may have previously
called at Somerset.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.RETURN of all Applications for Timber Lic esmade  to the Bench  of Magistrates , at Gatton,
from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st day of
December, 1876, both days  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Description of WhetherAmountApplicant's Name. License . grantedor of Fee.
refused.
Samuel Deer ..
Thomas Widriff
... Hardwood Granted 1
... I
John Dwyre 1
Thos. Widriff ... ... Employers'  1
H d dar woo
Henry L. Pentacost ,.,  Cedar and  2
Pine
James Calder ... ... Hardwood 1
Robert Gwynne ... 1
David Kynock... ... 1
William Shepherd ... 1
Edwin Waite ... ... 1
William Bollin broke 1g ...
2George Edwards ... Cedar and
Pine
Charles Verrall 11 2Samuel Allison ... , Hardwood 1
Robert Allison
M CD
1
1.. ameron
James Shepherd 1
J. G. Dixon ... ... Employers'
Hardwood (4)
4
Michael King ... ... Hardwood  1
John Greer ... ... „ 1
James Calder ... ... Employer's  2
Hardwood (2)
Thomas  Mazzlin 2
„
Neils Denson ... Hardwood 1
James Hansen... 1
Thomas  Mazzlin Employers'
Hardwood (2)1
2
Stephen Liddiard
Patrick Crotty...
Hardwood... 1
Simeon O'Dear 1
George Marsh... 1
John Ashton ... 1
John Adams 1
Henry Smith ... 1
George Rider ... 1
Samuel  Greer ... Employers' 1
Hardwood
James Mehan ... ... „ 1
Duncan Cameron ... „ (2) 2
Henry Merritt... ... Hardwood „ 1
John Hicks ... 1
George Read ... 1
Robert Gwynne ... Employers'  1
Hardwood
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Dalby'
from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 30th day
of December, 1876, both days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name.
Whether
Description  ofgranted or Amount
License . refused. oP Fee.
Alexr. Johnstone ... Hardwood... Granted. 1
Allan Grant ... ... Employer's „
Hardwood
3
Thomas McGuire Hardwood.,. 1
James Irving ... „ 1
James Wilson ... 1
Henry Parsons I 1
Herbert Powel... 1
Mathew Renehart i 1
Joseph Millra ... 1
Jas. Meilvanua 1
Thos. Ingham ...
William Rundale
i
John Clark ... 1
John Arnold ... 1William Wilson 1
Allan Grant ... Employer's
Hardwood
1
Alexr. McDonald 1
Vincent Jessop „ 3
Edward Williams Hardwood... 1
Henry  Parsons Employer's
Hardwood
3
William Coleman Hardwood... 1
John Moore ... 1
Sincair Manson 1
August Beinr ... 1
Alfred Paterson 1
Overend and Co. ... Employer's
ar wooH d d
2
John Johnstone ... Hardwood. 1
Alfred A. Murray ... 1
John Harvey ... ...  „
Thos. Johnstone ... 1
Daniel Choruchi ...  „ 1
George Haywood ... 1
James Hamilton ... 1
Andrew Lynn ... ... „ 1
Thos. Blacklock ... 1
Thos. Hunter ... ... 1
Chas. Smith ... ... 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1877.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber  Licenses
made to  the Bench of Magistrates, at Charle-
ville, from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the
31st day of December, 1876, both  days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description ofLicense.
Whether Amount
granted or of Fees.
refused.
C. H. Millar .. ... Employer's
General...
Granted  2
G. Bredhauer ... 1) 1) 2
Ditto ... ... 2
R. A. Skinner... ... Employer's „ 2
Hardwood
Ditto ... ... „ „ 1
J. Stott ... Hardwood... 1
A. McGowan ... ... General ... 2
kbC rnG 2uoc.
Chas. Crouch
...
...
...
... „ 2
Eli Shea ... Employer's
General
2
Ditto
...
„
2
Ditto 2
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1877.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
R made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Ten-
ningering , from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the
31st day of December, 1876, both days  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant's Name.
Whether AmountDescription of granted or
of Fun.License. refused.
£Nicholi Petersen... Hardwood... Granted  1
Lais Poulson ...  1
Frederick Pringle ...  1
Herman Ehlart 1
Martin Madsen ...
James  Rasmussen ...  1
James Peters ... ...  1
Andrew Hanker ...  1
John Phair ... ...  1
James Stephenson ...  1
Frederick Kohler ...  1
Christian Franke 1
William Knight
Hans Funke .. t
James Marshall ...  1
Claus Bock ... ...  1
Peter Vock .. ...  1
Christian Anderson ...  1
Philip Williams ...  1
William Clarke ... 1
Joseph Allen ... ... 1
H. Booth Walsh ... 1
Claus Zahn ... ... 1
John Hayden ... ...
Lewis  Bates ... ... 1
Frederick Bristow ... 1
Mally Hock ... ... 1
Pe Ow ... .. ... 1
William Stockwell ... 1
Nicholi Petersen ... 1
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
j ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
ll, made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Tiaro,
from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st day
of December, 1876, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description  ofLicense.
Whether
granted  or
refused . I
Amount
of  Fee.
Edward Armitage ... General Granted 2
John Quin ... „ 2
Syend Neilson ... ... 2
George Jacobson ... 2
John Callaghan 2
Thomas S. L. Pyne ... 2
Robert Whannel ... 2
Montague Stringer ... 2
Jonathan Hardwood ... 2
Charles Cunningham ...
'
2
Robert Whannel ... Employers 2
John Quin ...
General
2
James Andrew 2
John Quin ... 2
John Quin ... 2
Syend Neilson ... 2
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
TENDER.
T is hereby notified for  general  information,I that the Tender of Hyman Dinte, Brisbane.'for the supply ofthree hundred Great-coats and
one hundred Military Cloaks, has been accepted.
R. M. STEWART.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
NOTICE.
( HE Reverend AUGUST DANIEL HAETWIGF, a
r  Minister  of the Lutheran Church, residing at
Zillman's Waterholes, in the Registry District of
East  Moreton, is duly registered  as a Minister
of Religion authorised to celebrate  Marriages
within the Colony of Queensland, under the pro-
visions of  "  The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1877.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend on or
after the 5th day of February next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act of  1851," to issue in the
name of  William Battershill,  of Samson Vale, a
Provisional Deed of Grant, numbered 30,223, for
one hundred and forty acres of land, being portion
33, in the parish of Samson Vale, county of Stanley,
and more particularly described in the Register
Book, vol. 259, folio 233 ; the original Deed of Grant
having been destroyed.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 20th January, 1877.
NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend on or
after the 5th day of February next, in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property Act of  1861," to issue in the
name of Alexander Cooper, of Rosenthal, a Pro-
visional Deed of Grant, numbered 14,817, for one
acre  of land, being allotment 5, of section 60, parish
and town of Warwick, county of Merivale, and more
particularly described in the Register Book, vol. 94,
folio 81; the original Deed of Grant having been
lost.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
IMMIGRATION ACT OF  1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
BRITISH.
PERSONS resident in Queensland, wishing to
obtain passages to the colony for their friends
or relatives in the United Kingdom, can do so,
under the provisions of  " The Immigration Act of
1872," by paying to the Immigration Agent in
Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the colony, amounts in accordance with the
following scale :-
Males and females b tween 1 a d 12, each£1
Males between 12 and 40, each  ... ... 2
Females between 12 and 40, each ... ... 1
Males and  females above 40 ...
Infants under 12 months free.
4
FOREIGN.
Persons resident in Queensland, wishing to obtain
passages to the colony, for their friends or relatives,
from the Continent of Europe, can obtain Free
Passage Tickets, available for any Queensland
immigrant ship leaving London or other British
port, on application to this Office, or to any Clerk
of Petty Sessions throughout the colony.
Applicants must clearly understand that these
Tickets do not include the passage from the Con-
tinent to the port of embarkation in Great Britain,
the entire cost of which must be defrayed by the
Immigrant himself.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration  Office,
Brisbane ,  14th December, 1876.
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT.  Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St .  Michael and St. George,
(L S.) W. W.  CAIRNS,  G.;vcrnor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
',\ HEREAS Notices were  published  in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st day of August and 26th
day of September ,  A D. 1876, respectively ,  relative to the opening of the new  ]load hereunder
described from Ipswich to Dugandan ,  parish of Flinders ,  county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice speci fied : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore ,  I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4656.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF  ROAD  FROM IPSWICH TO DUGANDAN ,  PARISH OF FLINDERS
No.
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
Portion of  Road . No.of How Held. 1 Reputed 1 Occupier . Bearings. Length. Breadth Area . Remarks.Portion Owner. I of Road.
1 From the north-west I Under Deed Wm. Winks
corner of Mount of Grant
Flinders Pre- containing
emptive No. 1 a specified
south-easterly to reservation
its south boundary for roads
1 1881.
No-re -The above Book of Reference cancels the road described in Ref. Nos. 1 to 8 inclusive of the Book of Reference, dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 650,  Government Gazette.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 14th December, 1876.
SALE OF A RUN IN THE SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
IN pursuance of the Regulation proclaimed on the 4th January ,  1872, under the provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"  it is hereby notified for general information ,  that lease for
five years of the Ilun of Crown lands hereunder described ,  which has become vacant by forfeiture ,  will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of  A.  Martin, Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the 30th January ,  1877 ,  at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which the Run will be offered ,  according to the estimated area,
is two pounds sterling, and the highest amount bid shall be the annual rent for the term of five years,
ending on the 31st December, 1881.
A deposit of the whole amount bid ,  being the first year 's rent, will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year 's rent will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The Itun offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to geneial selection ,  under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 ,"  and in the case of an area exceeding one square mile
being alienated in one or more years ,  a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Run may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands ,  Brisbane.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
SALE  AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY,  THE 30TH
JANUARY, 1877.
I Available
Lot. Name of Run. Area in Square
Miles.
1
Wm. Winks  147° 27'
Description of Boundaries.
chs. lks. A. R. P.
91 6 1 chain .. 9 2 0 8  acres 2 roods
reserved
Date of
Expiration of
Lease.
Upset Price
per Square
Mile.
I
£ s. d.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF PORT Cti RTIS.
Ba3on Creek 60 Commencing at a point on the sea-coast bearing cast 31 December
No. 1 and from Mount Funnel ,  and bounded thence on the
2, and Gil- north by a west line to the summit of Mount Funnel ;
linbin thence on the north -west by a spur range to the
Coast Range  ;  on the west by the Coast Range to
the head  of West  Hill Creek  ;  on the south by that
creek downwards to the sea -coast ; and thence on
the east by the sea -coast  northerly  to the point of
commencement .  The country  embraced  in this run
lies between Mount Funnel Run on the north and
Porphyry Hill Run on the south
2 0 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 27th  December, 1876.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRI3TS.
I ' HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required  to pay forthwith  into the
Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the  provisions  of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS
Name of Lessee or Licensee. Name of  Run. District.
John Farrar ... ... Berrellem ... Gregory North
Ditto ... ... Currawilla ... ditto ...
Same tel Wilson... ... Doveridge No. 1 ditto
Ditto Doveridge No. 2 ditto ...
Ditto Doveridge No. 3 ditto ...
Ditto Doveridge No. 4 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina No. 1 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina No. 2 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina No. 3 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina No. 4 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina No. 5 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina No. 6 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina No. 7 ditto ...
Ditto Middleton No. I ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Middleton No. 2 ditto ...
John Costello Sallen ... ditto ......
Ditto ...
...
... Yendah ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Ulva ... ditto ...
Ditto .. ... Derry warra ... ditto ...
Patrick Kinchela White Diamentina Lakes No. 1 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina Gates No. 3 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina  Lakes No. 2 ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina Plains ... ditto ...
Ditto Mayne's Lake ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina  Gates No. I ditto ...
Ditto Diamentina Gates No. 2 ditto ...
Ditto Merrion Downs No. 1 ditto ...
Ditto Panic ... ... ditto ...
Ditto Brian  O'Lynne ... ditto ...
Ditto Manuka ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Sledmere ... ... ditto ...
Andrew Scott and Andrew Gordon Vindex No. 1 ditto ...
Ditto ... Vindex No. 2 ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 3 ... ditto ...
Ditto 5 ...Vindex No ditto .....
Ditto ...
...
...
...
...
.Vindex No. 6 .ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Vindex No. 7 . • . ditto ...
Thomas Mcllwraith ... ... Wokingham No. 1 ••. ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Wokingham No. 2 ... ditto ...
Ditto Wokingham No. 3 ... ditto ...
Ditto Wokingham No. 5 ... ditto ...
Ditto Cork No. 1 ... ... ditto ...
Ditto Cork No.  2 ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Cork No. 3 ... ditto ...
Ditto ... . Wokingham No. 9... ditto ...
The Bank of New South Wales ... Brighton Downs No. 1 ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Brighton Downs No. 2 ditto ...
Mackenzie , Bostock, and Mitchell ... Wokingham No. 4 ditto ...
Philip Gidley  King ... ... ...  The Nile No. 1 ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... The Nile  No. 3 ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... The Nile No. 4 ... ditto ...
Sydney Grandison Watson ... ... Hercules ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Prodigal ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... Googlum No. 1 ... ditto ...
Ditto ... Googlum No. 2 ... ditto
Edward King Cox ... Werna No. 1 ditto
Ditto ... Werna No. 2 ditto ...
Ditto ... Werna No. 3 ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 4 ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 5 ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 6 ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 7 ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...  Werna  No. 8 ... ditto ...
De Burgh Persso ... ... Derry Downs  East ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Derry Downs West... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Emu Downs  East ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... Emu Downs West... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Cobar East ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... Cobar West ... ... ... ditto ...
Niel Hugh Macdonald Kenegarry ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... Mowarrah ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... Mandragoonah ditto
Ditto ... .., Coombara ... ... ditto ...
Area in
square
Miles.
Amount.
£,, s. d.
50 12 10 0
50  12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
50  12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75  18 15 0
75  18 15 0
75  18 15 0
75  18 15 0
75  18 15 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100  25 0 0
53  13 5 0
86 21 10 0
:)0  22 10 0
100  25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100  25 0 0
50  12 10 0
100  25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100  25 0 0
70  17 10 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
50 12 10 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100  25 0 0
50  12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
100  25 0 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75  18 15 0
75  18 15 0
75 18 15 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50  12 10 0
50 12 10 0
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Name cf Lessee or Licensee.
Euston Blomfield ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Donald Smith Wallace ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... .. ...
James Crawford ,  Andrew Gordon, and
Andrew Scott  ... ... ...
Ditto ...
William  Brown Bradley and James
Rutherford ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Euston Blomfield and John Nisbet
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
John Francis Barry ... ...
James Nisbet ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
James Crawford ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Andrew Scott and John Nisbet
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Felix Clewett and James Nisbet
Ditto
Felix Clewett ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
William Miles ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Herbert Hunter and John Urquhart...
Charles Skuthorp, Thomas James Sku-
thorp, and John Richard Skuthorp...
Edward Rowland Edkins ...
John Thomas Campbell Ranker ...
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN TILE U NSETTLED  DISTRICTS - con tinzued.
Name of Run.
Goongarry No. 3 ...
Sesbania  No. 1 ...
Sesbania No. 2 ...
Sesbania  No. 3 ...
Sesbania  No. 4 ...
Sesbania  No. 5 ...
Sesbania  No. 6 ...
Sesbania  No. 7 ...
Cadell No. 1
Cadell No. 2 ...
Donald ... ...
Cathedral ... ...
Diamentina  No. 8 ...
Diamentina No. 11...
Vindex No. 8
Vindex No. 9
McIntyre Downs ...
Davenport Downs ...
Bunda Bulla
Tapilla ... ...
Dirleton No. 1 ...
I Dirleton No. 2 ...
... Dirleton No. 3
... Dirleton No. 4 ...
... Oondooroo ... ...
... Vindex No. 4 ...
... Dirleton No. 5 ...
... Dirleton No. 6 ...
... Dirleton No. 7 ...
Upper Oondooroo ...
Rangelands ... ...
... Vindex No. 10 ...
... Vindex No. 11
... Vindex No. 12 ...
... Vindex No. 13 ...
... Wokingham No. 6 ...
Wokingham No. 7 ...
Wokingham No. 8 ...
...  Olio No. 1 ... ...
... Olio No. G ... ...
... Bellkate No. 1
... Bellkate No. 2
... 1Eolia No. 1... ...
... Ar olia No. 2...
... Venture No. 1 ...
... Venture No. 2
... Wombat ... ...
Dagworth ... ...
Gordonia No. 1 ...
Gordonia No. 2 ...
Crescent No. 2 ...
( Urbana No. 1 ...
. Urbana No. 2 ...
Marmion
Jackton ... ...
District.
Area in
Square
Miles.
Amount.
£ s. d.
20 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
19 5 0
Gregory North ... 80
ditto  ... ...  100
ditto  ... ...  100
ditto ... ...  100
ditto  ... ...  100
ditto  ... ...  100
ditto ... ... 100
ditto  ... ...  100
ditto  ... ...  100
ditto  ... ...  100
ditto ... 50
ditto ... ...  50
ditto  ... ...  50
ditto  ... ... 77
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dittoditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dittoditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dittoditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
53 13 5 0
100 1 25 0 0
50 12 10
... 50 12 10
... 50 12 10
... 50 12 10
.. 100 25 0
.. 100 25 0
100 25  0
80 20 0
100 25 0
50 12 10
80 20 0
... 108 27 0
... 83 20 15
56 14 0
... 75 18 15
... 100 25 0
... 100 25 0
,.. 32 8 0
... 38 9 10
... 50 12 10
... 100 25 0
... 65 16 5
... 88 22 0
... 43 10 15
... 100 25 0
... 100 25 0
60 15 0
100 25 0
100 25 0
33 8 5
100 25 0
100 25 0
50 12 10
50 12 10
100 25 0
100 25 0
100 25 0
82 20 10
100 25 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it xpedient
to open a new Road through portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon, county of Ward, through
lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-5216. GEORGE THORN.BOOK FREFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, C UNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of  ReputedHow held.Selec-  Owner.
tion.
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area.
2286 Homestead  under Edwin Brook 273°
chs. lks.
25 91 1; chains 1 6 2 0
" C. L. A. Act of
1868"
3'_96 Ditto... ... Ditto ... 318' 30' 10  35 1 chain 8 1 0
300° 7 8 and
236° 37 87 irregular
2291 Ditto ... .. Michael 326' 48 0 11 chains ; 7 1 0
Cahill
I I From the road reserved through
portion 33 westerly and south-
westerly  to its west  corner
2 From the  crossing  place on
Chri stmas Creek  north -welt-
erly and south-westerly to
join the above
3 Fro m the south corner of  por-
tion  34 north-westerly along
its south-west  boundary to
the west corner
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
1r 1r
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1281 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of Road from Warwick tc. Ipswich,
through the Mount Tabor Estate, parish of Warwick, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation
of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation for Roads of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making Public Ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
... Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...
77-137. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOROF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO IPSWICH, THROUGH THE MOUNT TABOR
ESTATE, PARISH OF WARWICK ,  COUNTY OFMEItIVALE,  DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BB
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
t
Register
No. Port ion of Road .  Nos. of How Held.
Portions
Reputed
:Owner. occupier,
1 Running northerly  ...  'Proclamation The Crown Unoccupied
th rough the Cattle in  Govern-
Market Reserve from  ment  Gazette
itasouth -eastboundary of 1869, folio
to its north corner 4
2 A triangular piece  off  4 Under Deed John Ditto ...
the east corner of of Grant McCulloch
allotment 4, section 2A, containing a
town of Warwick general re-
servation
for roads
S A triangular piece of  160 Ditto  ...  Patrick Ditto
the north -west corner McNamara
of portion 160
4 From the south -west 162 Ditto  ...  James  Ditto  ...
corner of po rt ion 162, 163 Quinn
northerly and no rt h-
easterly to the south-
east corner of port ion
163
5 Running  northeasterly 164 Ditto
from the west to the
north boundary of por-
tion 164
6 Running  north -easterly 165 Ditto  ...  Florence
fro m the south to the Honora
east boundary of por - O'Reilly
tion 165
7 Running no rt h-easterly
from the west to the
east boundary of por-
tion 368
368 Ditto
8 Running no rt h-easterly 369
from the west bound- 370
ary of port ion 369 to
the north-east corner'
of portion 370
9 Running  north- easterly  407 Ditto
from the south -west 408
corner of port ion 407 409
to the north boundary 410
of po rt ion 410
10 Running no rth -easterly 411 Ditto
from the south  bound-' 412
ary of portion 411 to 413
the no rt h boundary of 431
port ion 423 432
11 ; Running no rt h -easterly 433 Ditto
from the south bound- 434
ary of portion 433 to 435
the east boundary of
portion 435
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
Ditto ...
... Ditto ... G. Pigott ...
... John Cant Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ,.,
Ditto
Ditto
.., ` Ditto ... I Ditto ..,
Breadth
Bearings. Lengths . Of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
chs. Ike. A.  R. P.0057' 10 53 150 links 1 2 12 Unimp ro ved
poor sandy
soil
0° 57' 3 42 Ditto ... 0 1 1 Ditto
0057' 2 42 Ditto ... 0 0 29 Ditto
0° 67' 3 69 Ditto ... 2 1 38 Ditto
49° 0' 13 96
49° 0' 13 76 Ditto ... 2 1 6 Ditto
490 0'  4 72 Ditto  ...
J
0 1 37 Ditto
560 30' 16 62 Ditto... 2 1 12 Unimproved
550 30' 29 05 Ditto ... 4 2 15 Ditto
37° 35' 4629 Ditto ... 7 1 20 Ditto
37° 35' Ditto 10 1 15 Unimproved
66° 0'
ti4 00 j ... forest land
60° 0' 27 24
60° 0' 42 20 1 Ditto ... 6 016 Fenced
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MUDGEERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.Wj ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, 1876, folio 935 of the  Government1 Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from  selections  on Tallebuggera Creek , towards
Brisbane , Beenleigh, and the Border, parishes of Mudgeeraba and Tallebuggera, county of Ward,
through lands in the occupation of the  several persons  hereunder specified, being lands  whereof some
part  was originally  granted  by Deeds of Grant  severa lly containing a special reservation for roads,
and whereof the residue is held under  other  titles ,  as hereunder respectively set forth  :  Notice is hereby
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given , that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to confirm  the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and  make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5749,. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOB OF REFERBNCB  OF ROADS FROM SELECTIONS  ON TALLEBIIGGEBA  CREEK TOWARDS BRISBANE
BEENLEIGH ,  AND THE BORDER ,  PARISHES  OF MUDGEERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY OP
WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion  of Road .  No. of How held.
selection.
1 Commencing on TalIe-
buggera Creek, and
running westerly
through portion No.
16 to a Government
ro ad
2 Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running north-east-
erly and northerly
th ro ugh portion No.
15 to its eastern
boundary
3 Commencing on the
western  boundary  of
portion No .  14, and
running north-
easterly to its north-
eastboundary;com-
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
dary, and running
westerly to the
western boundary
4 Commencing on the
south -west boundary
of portion No. 13,
and running east-
erly to  a Govern-
ment  ro ad ; com-
mencing on the
north-east boundary
of the portion, and
running south-
westerly and south-
erly to its south-
west boundary
a Commencing on the
north-east boundary
of portion 12, and
running southerly to
Tallebuggera Creek
6 Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running south-
easterly through
portion No .  21 to its
north-east  boundary
7 Commencing on the
south-west boun-
dary  of portion No.
18, and running
south -easterly and
north -easterly to its
north-east  boundary
d Commencing on the
south -west boun-
dary of portion No.
19, and running
north- easterly to its
north-east boundary
9 Commencing on the
north -west boun-
dary of portion No.
10, and running
south-easterly and
north- easterly to the
same boundary
10 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion  No. 14a, and
running north to its
north boundary
11 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion No. 13&, and
running north to its
north -east bound-
ary
Beenleigh
Register
122
Reputed
Owner.
Conditional Stephen
selection Tobin
under " C.
L. A. Act of18680s
123 Ditto William
Dolan
248 Ditto Samuel
Andrews
142 Under Dead  William
of Grant  Andrews
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
141 Under  Deed Samuel
of Grant Andrews
containing a
special re-
servation for
ro ads
245 Conditional
Selection
under " C.
L. A. Act of18681,
Stephen
Tobin
152 Under Deed J .  J. Dwyer
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
889 1868 Act Heinrich
Gypske
1
135 Under Deed Fred . Fowler
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
ro ads
Under Deed  Saml.Howes
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
Under Deed Ditto
of Grant
containinga
special re-
servation fo
roads
Occupier.  Bearings. Lengths . Breadthof Road Area . Remarks.
chs. lks. A.a. e
'276° 40' 7 70 1  chain 0 3 4 Parish of
Tallebuggera.
1
62° 30' 1 f 30 1 chain 3 37 Parish of
41° 30'  4 11 Mudgeeraba.
30° 50' 5 70
16° 0' 7 09
0° 35' 16 45
8° 0' 7 43
8° 0' 11 63  1 chain 6 1 2 Ditto.
30° 36' 20 28
48° 30' 2 35
264° 0' 3 09
286° 45' 7 78
3270 0'  4 08
48° 30'  6 99 1 chain 4 2 16 Ditto.
94° 45' 6 04
245° 15' 1 84
211° 30' 4 90
1378 0' 4 23
173° 30' 4 40
162° 30' 8 48
181° 15' 5 94
197° 16' 5 06
197° 15'  2 64 1 chain 2 2 20 Ditto.191046' 8 86
142° 16' 15 47
126° 40' 2 00 1 chain 1 3 21 Parish of
78° 50'  6 87 Tallebuggera
150° 30' 6 17
127° 0' 2 60
127° 0'  13 01 1 chain 2 3 4 Ditto.
47° 10' 8 08
38° 45' 8 37
38° 46' 3 60 1 chain 4 0 9 Ditto.
16° 30' 5 75
18° 47' 9 04
44° 0' 14 17
24° 40' 8 01
13,100' 0 34 1 chain 0 2 6 Pariah of
760 0' 2 03 Mudgeeraba
21° 30, 1 31
380° 0' 1000 1 chain 1 0 0 Ditto.
360° 01,  2 48 1 chain 0 026 Ditto
Xora .--Oa the Deed of Grant of portions 1% 24 236 18,18,s, sad 11& the above road has  boo surd,
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD ,  PARISH OF  MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 10th day of October, 1876, folio 790 of the  Government
11  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a now Road through Portion 30, parish of Moondoolan,
County of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, originally granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter. be required for
making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan rnd Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All  persona
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of
the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-6356.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 30 ,  PARISH OF MOONDOOLAN ,  COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier . Bearings.  Lengths. of
Road.
Area.
chs. Ike. A. R P.
1 From the road reserved  ...  Under Deed John Collins  ,..  116° 53' 9 35 11 chains 20 0 0
through Portion 30 of Grant 87° 8' 9 60 ditto ...
easterly to the Albert containing 122° 66' 14 69 ditto ...
River ,  and southerly a general 740 28' 10 00 Irregular
along  that river reservation 181° 24' 6 46 ditto ...
for roads .  184° 50'  18 00 ditto ...
4
va
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
REW ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 27th day of November, 1876, folio 1218 of the  GovernmentT 1  Gaz tt ,  relative to the opening of a new Ro d Through S lection  1003TR,  parish of Meringa da ,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby  given , that His Excellency the Governor. with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensa -
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5330. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  1003 T .R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN ,  COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  INTEN QED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How ReputedHeld .  Owner. Occupier.
I I
Bearings . Length Breadthin Chains .  of Road. Area .  Remarks.
A.  R.  P.
I From the south -west 1003 Home-  William  ...  N. 0° 41 E. 24 72 1 chain 2 2 0
corner of selection stead Bishop
1003, parish of Merin- under
gandan ,  northerly  "C.L.A.
along  its west boun-  Act of
dary to the north -west 1888"
corner
ISO
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BUNYA AND WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.W% J  1TH reference to the Notice dated the 16th day of November, 1876, folio 1071 of the  Government1  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 10A, parish of Bunya, and 98,
parish of Warner, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, being lands originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excel
lency the Governo,, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane. A ll  persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that no"'ice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-6159.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 1OA, PARISH OF BUNYA, AND 98, PARISH OF
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
I
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing in the
south -east boundary of
portion 10A, and run-
ning north-westerly to
the junction of Sandy
Creek with the South
Pine River
A piece of land off the
south-west corner of
subdivision 1 of por-
tion 98
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths. 1 of
chs. lks.
335° 14 81
1
Road.
4 0
2 0
1 chain,
and
irregular
Irregular
Area. Remarks.
A.
1
R. P.
2 20 Cultivated
land, un-
fenced,
along east
boundary
of portion
10s.
0 1 29 Unfenced,
along west
and north
boundaries
of port ion
98.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of October, 1876, folio 789 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 319 and 334, parish of Enoggera, county
of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might hereafter b e required for
making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation,
unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-3885. GEORGE THORN.
No. of How held. Reputed Occupier.Portion. Owner.
10A Under deed Joseph Chs. Copp
of grant Baynes
containing
a general
reservation
for  ro ads
I
ditto ...  I Saml. Coe Sami.  Coe ; 315°
278°
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 319 AND 334, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
I oo
d F
I I
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings . i Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
chs. Ike. A. R. P.
319 Under Deed Rev. James Rev. James N.148° 24' E.1 1 21 Varying U 0 3t Forest land,
of Grant
containing
general
reservation
for roads
Voller Foller
4
fenced in.
334 Under Deed  Ditto ... Ditto ... N. 20°  E. 22 85 1 chain  2 1 5 Forest land
I of Grant
containing
general
unim-
proved.
A triangular piece
off the north- east
corner of Portion
319
2 A strip of land oft
the eastern  boun-
dary of Portion
1114
reservation'
for roads
181
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of Novemb '. 1876, folio 1218 of the  Governmen
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road throu gh Pom I ,n 43, parish of Gilston, county of
Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby
informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works)
76-6030.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 43, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the road reserved
through portion 43,
parish of Gilston ,
south -easterly to the
south boundary
1868"
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BLENHEIM, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
I1'H reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road to upper part of Sandy Creek, parish of Blenheim,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has beenpleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in r. spect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary  for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-5225.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
S o o How
Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings . Lengths .
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
chs.lke . A. R.  F.
372 Home - J. Glass  ... .. 1630301 2 63 1 chain 1 0 0
stead 148° 6 23
under
"C.L.A.
Act  of
1360 1 60
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK ,  PARISH OF BLENHEIM,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
-
Portion of Road.
1. a
mo°
How Held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.Owner.
Breadth.
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
Ipswich .  I chs. lke .  A.  R. P.
1677 Homestead  Martin , ,.  224° 25 26  1 chain 3 0 0
under  C.L.  Carmody 168030,  4 15
A. Act q/
1868
1 From the north bound-
ary of portion 120,
south - westerly and
southerly ,  to its south
boundary
2 From the north bound-
ary of portion  125,
southerly to its south
boundary ,  and again
from its north bound-
ary south -westerly to
Sandy Cre ek
3 Fro m the north-east
corner of portion 126,
southerly to its south
boundary
1830  Homestead Dedlef
under  C.L.  Render
A. Act  of
1868
Helidon.
308 Homestead
uuder  C.L.
A. Act of
1868
Henry
Pohlman
South. 14 95
,.. 172° b  10
270° 7 0
232° 13 0
278° 8 0
338° 1 40
148° 361
210°
180°
5 4
7 10
8 33
1 chain 6 0 0
1 chain
and irre-
gular
2 0 0
182
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W 1 ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of October, 1876, folio 884 of the  Government  Gazette,relative to the opening of a new hoad through Portions 320 and 321, parish of Tenthill, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Gatton. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are
hereby intormed that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Pub-
lic Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming
to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76.4557. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 320 AND 321, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Fro m the north
boundary of por-
tion 321 south-
westerly  and
westerly to its
south -west corner
on Sandy Creek
2 From  the north
boundary of por-
tion 3t0 south-
m
w
o
0
o
plz
ReputedHow Held. Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths .
Breadth
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
ohs. iks . A.  R.  P.
1980 Homestead Charles ... 201° west 21 46 2 chains 8 0 0
under  "  C. Tryhorn 19 30
L. A. Act
of 1868 "
1985 Homestead Joseph ... 201° 14 28 2 chains 6 0 0
under  "  C. Avis 239° 13 0
L. A. Act
westerly to its Or 1868 "
south boundary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MACKENZIE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 996 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new hoad in subdivision A, of portion 22, parish of
Mackenzie, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such
compensation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-4808.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN SUBDIVISION A OF PORTION 22, PARISH OF MACKENZIE, COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ° How Reputed
m held .  Owner.
m d ;,
Occupier .  Bearings. Length Breadth Area.in Chains .  of Road. Remarks.
ohs iks .  ch. Ike. A. R. P.
Average.
4 22 1  60 0 220 Feneed.An irreg ular piece of ... Under Henry Unoccupied. East
land  off  the north -  Deed of Jordan.
out  corner of Sub- Grant
division  A. Portion 22 contain.
ing
general
reserva-
tion for
roads.
183
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 997 of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the opening of a new Road through Portion 140, parish of Redland
county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specific d, which was originally
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice- of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be  seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh . All persons  desirous  of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within  forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation ,  unless  they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76.5001.
BOOK  or  REFERENCE or ROAD THROUGH PORTION 140, PARISH OF REDLAND , COUNTY  OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of,Road. How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths.
Breadth
of Area .
Road.
1 Fromthenorth boundary 1,373  Underdeed J. H. Heine-  129°
ohs. Ike.
50' 1 14
A.
1 chain 2
R. P.
1 2
of portion 140 south- Bris- of grant, mann  157010' 2 12
easterly and south- bane  containing 166°16' 644
westerly to its south Reg.  a general 156946' 308
boundary reservation 156Q15' 434for roads. 208967' 436
226° 1 16
Remarks.
Taken up as
a Conditional
Selection
under the C.
L. A. Act of
1869, in Ooto-
ber, 18111.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH  OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
V 7
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 14th day of November, 1876, folio 1070 of the  Government
Gazette  relative to the opening of a new Road ,  being part of a Road from Logan Village to
Beenleigh through Portion 261, parish of Moffatt ,  county of  Ward , through land in the occupation of the
person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given ,  that His Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said  Road,  and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police  Office , Beenleigh .  A ll  persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public  Works  within forty days from
the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless
they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
76-4794. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK of REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM  LOGAN VILLAGE TO  BEENLEIGH ) THROUGH
PORTION 261 ,  PARISH OF MOFFATT ,  COUNTY OF WARD ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
0
oZ
'p o m
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
A. R P.
I A strip of land off the 633A Under Saml .  Smith Saml .  Smith N .  89' 63'  E. ohs .  Ike.  160 links 3 G 39 Forest
south boundary of 18 " Land Act  24 96 land,
portion 281. Immigra -  of 1888 partly
tion se - fenced.
lection,
Beenleigh
Register
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, folio 941 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening  of a new  Road, being deviation of Warwick Road, near Fassifern, parish of
Fassifern , county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands  whereof  some part  was  originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts  thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles,  as hereunder  respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane. and the Police Office, Ipswich.
All persons  desirous  of claiming  compensation in respect  of the said Road are hereby infon'ed that
notice of the compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works withili'.orty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such comptn-
sation, unless  they are otherwise by law  so entitled.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
75-672.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEING DEVIATION OF THE WARWICK ROAD ,  NEAR FASSIFERN ,  PARISH
OF FA88IFERN ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A.
PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road .  No. of How held.
Selection.
Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chs. Iks. Ike. A. R. P.
1 Running north -east - ... Under deed Michael M. McAna - : 62° 00' 11 24 160 1 2 15
erly from the west of grant MCAnalan Ian
to the east boundary containing s
of subdivision 1 of general re-
portion 22 servation
for  ro ads
2 Commencing in the 2008 "C. L. A. Act  Rd. Brad - Rd. Brad- 62° 00' 10 10 150 1 2 7
east boundary of
po rt ion 105, and
running no rt h-east-
erly to its no rt h
boundary
of 1868"  field
Homestead
field 38° 00' 1 50
S Commencing in the 309 "C .  L. A. Act  Julia Ml. McAna - 380 00' 14 96 150 6 0 16
south boundary of of 1868" MacAnalen len 27° 00' 14 61
port ion 43,  and run-
ning north-easterly
to its north boun-
dary
Conditional 72° 00' 12 42
4 Commencing in the 93 "C. L .  A. Act  Julia MacAnalen 72° 00' 0 80 150 1 2 19
south boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning north-easterly
to its west boundary
of 1868 "  MacAnalen
Conditional
and Pea-
cook
26° 00' 0 9611
6 Commencing in the 708 C. L. A. Act Ml. Mac - Ml. Mac - 25° 00' 16 88 160 3 1 30
east boundary of
portion 66, and run-
ning no rt h -easterly
and no rt h-westerly
to its no rt h-west
corner
of 1868"  Analen
Conditional
Analen 326° 00' 9 60
6 Commencing in the 2560  i "C. L. A.  Act  Ml.  Mac- 311. Mac- 325° 00 ' 2 16 A  in. 0 0 171
south boundary of of 1888"  Analen Analen angular
po rt ion 166,  and run-
ning no rt h -westerly
to its west boundary
Conditional piece
7 Commencing in the 93 " C. L.  A. Act  Julia MacAnalen 325° 00' 4 45 1501ks . 5 0 49
east boundary of of 1868" MacAnalen and Pea - 356° 26 ' 17 29 Irre-
port ion 41, and run-
ning no rt h -westerly
and no rt herly to its
north boundary
Conditional cock 11° 33 ' 7 66 1 gular
Unfenced and
unimproved
to be  ex-
changed for
part of a
closed  ro ad.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Reserved road
to be closed.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Pa rt  of re-
served road
to be closed.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Ditto.
Ditto.
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.NOTICE is hereb given , that the  undermentioned Overtime Goods, in the Government Bond at
Mackay,  will be sold by Public  Auction ,  at that place ,  at Noon , on SATURDAY, the 24th
proximo ,  under  the 113th  Clause  "  Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of
Bonding.
1873.
Dec. 8
1874.
Jan. 5 ...
it
ship.
" Naomi "
Amy Rob-
sart Itit
i I I
Master.
McPherson
Foster ...
,)
Whence.
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ...
))
I
Merchant .  Bond Mark. Goods .  Quantity.
B. Broodnitz  I 0 No. 1 1  qr. cask wine 25 gallons.
66 U.P.
S. Bromberg  L No. 3 1  qr. cask  brandy, 21-&  galls. 18.2
68
„ N
68
1 half chest tea 40 lbs. nett.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Customs ,  Brisbane , 20th January, 1877.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SOUTH BRISBANE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road to the South Brisbane and Toowong Ferry,
parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such parta thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary
for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
77-106. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD TO THE SOUTH BRISBANE AND ToowoNG FERRY, PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No.
I A strip of land off the Under Deed E. H.
north -east  '  boundary of Grant Harries
of subdivision 2 of  containing a
suburban allotment general reser-
43 vation for
roads
2 A strip of land off the Ditto  ...  Thos.
south -west boundary Thomson
of subdivision C of
suburban allotments
42 and 43
Portion of Road. How Held. Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
I
chs, iks.  i A. R. P.
E. H. 290° 0' 17 20 32 links 0 2 8 Agricul-
Harries tural laud,
fenced
Thos .  290° 0'
Thomson
4 00 20 links 0 0 13 Agricul-
tural land,
fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 996 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 21, parish of Jimboomba, county
of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For Secretary of Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-4882.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21, PARISH OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE  PRO CLAIMED AS A PUB LIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
5- a
now Reputed Occupier.held. Owner. Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
cbs. Ike. A.  1.  P.
A triangular piece , off 1913, Under T.  E.Williams  T. E. Williams N. 190c  4' E. 8 28 Irre- 0 2 2} Required to
the south -west corner Brie - Act of gular give access
of portion  21 bane
Reg.
1868 to new
bridge.
186
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND GLAD FIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, folio 997 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Goomburra up the Valley of Dalrymple Creek to
Selection 594 W.R., parishes of Glengallan and Gladfield, county of Merivale, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof  some part  was originally
granted by Deed of Grant containing  a special  reservation for Roads, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  has been pleased  to confirm the said Road,  and it is
herefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference,  to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General , Brisbane , and the Police Office.
Allora. All persons  desirous of claiming compensation in respect  of the  said  Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice  will not entitle the persons so claiming  to any such
compensation, unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4801.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Boon  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOOMBURRA UP THE VALLEY OF DALBYMPLE  CREEK TO SELECTION
594 W.R., PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS,
INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road
1 From junction with
Allora and Goom -
burrs Homestead ro ad
in pre -emptive  2,  past-
erly to its  east boon -
dary
2 Running north-easterly
through selection 250
S Running north-easterly
through selection 250
4 Running north-easter,y
through selection 539
5 I tinning north-easterly
through  selection 536
6 Running north easterly
h selection 637,th ro ug
and south -easterly to
its east boundary
7 Running south-easterly ,
east, and north-
easterly through
Crown land  to south
boundary  of selection
278
8 Running  northerly  and
easterly from the
south to the east boun-
dary of selection 278
9 Running easterly
through selection 279
10 Running north-easterly
th ro ugh selection 593
a
o
m ldH
Reputed Occupier,6 ow he . .Owner.
.. Under deed C. H. Green ,  Unoccupied
of grant
containing
a special
reserva-
tion for
Hodgson ,
McLean,
and Green
roads
1796 "  Leaatng  Chs. Bro wn Ditto
Act of  Fisher186611
1897 Ditto Ditto Ditto
2194 ' Ditto C. H. Green Ditto
2193 Ditto Ditto Ditto
2102 Ditto Ditto Ditto
...  Pastoral The Cro wn C. H. Green
lease
1852  '• Leasing  Thurtle Unoccupied
Act or Fisher
1866„
1853  iDitto Ditto Ditto
W. R. " Land Act C. H Green Ditto
593 or 1868"
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengt of Area. Remarks.
Road.
79° 26'
66° 15'
chs.lks .  A. A. P.
14 00 1 chain  1 2 28  Part of pad-
3 47 dock fence
on this se-
lection.
66016, 21 86 Ditto 2 0 30 Unimproved
66° 15' 15 03 Ditto  2 0 31 Pence
82° 45' 6 95 Drosses
selection.620451 25 45 Ditto  2 2 7 Unimp roved
620451  27 60 Ditto 3 0 37 I Ditto
46° 0' 4 73
46° a
34° Of
470 0'
74°25'1160 3'
118° 3'880401
46° 45'
16°39'650141
48°15'
16°36'
16° 36'
64° 44'
92° 50'
7 26 Ditto 3 3 8
6 00
4 00
4 84
13 32
Unimp ro ved
selection
17 01 Ditto  17 1 3  Open box,
80 00 gum. and
68 75 apple forest.
4 68 Wire fence
23 80 crosses
7 01 road.
0 74
9 26 Ditto 2 0 20 Unimproved
7 69
5 30
92050,  19 94  Ditto 2 0 0 Ditto.
92° 50' 2 37 Ditto
51° 47' 26 70400221  14 34670551  32 03840101  11 73
60° 15' 2 94
9 0 0 Ditto.
11 Running  north -easterly  W. R. I Ditto Ditto Ditto 60° 15'  15 09 Ditto 1 2 6 Ditto
from the  west boon- 694
dary of  selection 594
to junction with road
near water reserve in
said selection
187
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th December, 1876.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of Churchill,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
76-5701. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  40 AND 41, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OP
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the  south -east
corner  of portion 40,
northerly  along  its
east boundary to the
north -east corner i
8 Prom the south-east
corner of  portion 41,
northerly  along its
east boundary to the
north -east corner
w A
How held.
0z
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth Are a. Remarks.
of Road.
ohs. lks. a. r. p.
2897 Homestead Heinrich  North ... 24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
under C L.
A. Act of
1888
Goebel
3848 Homestead Alfred Rose North ... 24 0 1 chain 2 2 0 ,
under  C.L.
A. Act of
1868
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of October, folio 789 of  the  Government Gazette t
relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of a Road from Cressbrook to Gatton, parish of
Gatton, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,  which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road' referred to according the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Gatton. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the
date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they
are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
76-2675. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD  FROM CRESSBROOK  TO GATTON,  THROUGH PORTION 74,
PARISH OF GATTON ,  COrNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
,.o q
How held. Reputed
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths. of  Area.Owner. Road.
Remarks.
ohs. lks. A.  X.  P. I
1 A strip of land along Under Deed Robert  Robert  166° 0' 2 45 5 0 38  Partly fenced
the east boundary off of Grant IBell Bell  105° 15'  2 96#r and cleared
Portion 74 containing 180° 0' 33 631  1 chain ...
a general
reservation
for roads
Nova-The  above  Book of Reference  cancels reference  No. 2 of  the one dated  let July ,  1876,  and proclaimed in the
Government  Gazette,  folio 1313.
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Commissioner for Railways' Ofce,
Brisbane , 7th October, 187 8.
TIME TABLE.
OUTIIERN RAILWAY.--On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table  wi ll  come
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
She, from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations.
Roc.ba,nptoi, depart
6 (iraeeiiiere ... ...
10 I Ten-Mile ... ...
15 stanwell ...
24 Rosewood
30 Westwood arrivet depart38
Rocky Creek ...44 ...
53 Herbert's Creek ...
58 Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa ... ...
88 Dingo ...
Up kitles from l
Trains . Lingo.
8.0
... 8.24
... 9A 0
A
... 10. 0
... ... 1015
... *10.47
... 11.15
... 11.56
... A
p.m.
... 12.44
2.15
Stations.
Dingo, depart...
23 Duaringa ,.. ...
30) Boolburra
35 Herbert's Creek
44 Rocky Creek ...
50 Goganjo
58 Westwood
..s arrive
i depart
61 Rosewood ..
73 Stanwell ...
78 Ten-Mile ... ...
82 Graeemere ...
88 Rockhampton
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
... ...
... ...
... ...
•  Trains meet here.
(A,) TheTrains  marked  thus, A ,  will stop  by signal to  take up passengers  only, who will  be charged the fare to the Station at
whic h  their  Journey  terminates. Passengers requiring  to alight  at those places can only do  so by giving  notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat  which they  join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  Goods and Live
Fares. Stock.
Week  ending  13th January, 1877 ...
Co -responding  week last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease ... ...
18'27-Total Traffic to date ... ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
••.  £ s. d. £ a. d.
992 2 9 2,335 2 7
879 5 3  1,698 12 11
112.17 6 1 636 "9 8
Goods and  Live  Parcels and
Stock .  Miscellaneous.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending 13th January, 1877 ...
Corresponding  week last year ...
Increase
Decrease
1877-Total Traffic to date ...1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
...
£  S.  d.
228 10 6
214 15 3
13 15 3
...
...
727 2 10
7,069 5 11
5,128 14 5
£1,940 11 6
Total.
£  a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
396 7 2 24 18 10 649 16 6
296 16 4 18 11 1 530 2 8
99 10 10
Down
Trains.
a.m.
7.20
8.51
A
9.39
10.20
*10-47
11.20
11.35
A
p.m.
12.35
A
1.11
1.35
Total.
£  s. d. j £ a. d.
81 15 1 3,412 0 5
106 19 5 2,68417 7
22 4 4
6 7 9
...
119 13 10
1,149 15 2
1,015 2 10
£134 12 4
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 17th  January, 187 7.T 1 HE following SUMULRIES of RAINFALL,  taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout the Colony, during the  Month of October,  1876, are published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1876.
SHOWING the  Latitude and Longitude , and distance from Sea -coast of each Station  ;  also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours,  and date of  same, the number  of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall
of the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the  returns obtained from new Stations  added to it
as received.
Name of Station .  Latitude  (South ). I  Longitude  (East) . Distance fro mSea-coast.
Maximum in 24 No .  of Total
hours ,  and date. days  Rain Rainfall.fell.
Miles.  Inches. Date.  Inches.
Banana  .. ... ... 24° 30' 150° 10' 80 0.46 22nd 5 1.28
Beechal  Downs ... ... 27 9 145 0 500 0.13 19th 2 0.18
Beenleigh ... ... 27 49 153 8 10 2 32 1st 6 5.74
0Bloomsbury ... ... 20 39 148 32 12 94 22nd 4 1 52
Bowen .. . ... ... 20 1 148 16 on coast 0.64 2nd 4 0.86
Brisbane  ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 0.98 18th 16 3.21
Caamboon+ .. ... 25 1 150 25 105
Cabulture (Moray field)... 27 7 152 55 5 1.00 18th 3 1.72
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28  on coast  0.86 let 10 3.09
Cape York* ... ... 10 40 142 35  on coast
Cardwell + ... ... 18 6 146 0 on coast
Cashmere  ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 ... 21st 2 0.56
Charleville+ ... ... 26 35 146 6 350
Clermont  ... ...  22 45  147 38 130 0.26 24th 1 0.26
Cleveland  ... ...  27 32  153 18  on coast  0.85 1st 3 2.25
Condamine  ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 0.25 17th 2 0.37
Cooktown+ ... ... 15 27 145 15 one mile
Creen  Creek* ... ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalbys ... ... ... 27 30 151 16 112
Dural*  .. ... 26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoirs  ... 27 27 152 55 16
Gayndah 25 38 151 36 72 0'45 let 7 1.07
Georgetown ,Ethridge Riv. 17 57 143 40 176 0.39 25th 6 0.59
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133 0 95 22nd 3 1.65
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20  on coast
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 66 21 0.97 1st 10 3.23
Gyymppies ... ... 26 12 152 38 30
Helidon .. ... 27 39 152 3 60 0.75 18th 2 0.90
Herbert River, Lower ... 18  25  146 6 5 0.10  22nd 3 0 23
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.96 1st 10 3.32
Jimbourt ... ... ... ... ... 0'66 1st 8 2.26
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 0.16 24th 4 0.32
Keppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151  4 on coast  0.70 22nd 2 1.20
Kimberley+ ... ... 17 28 141 0  on coast
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11  on coast  0.70 18th 4 1.80
Mackay ... ... 21 10 149 5 5  0.82 21st 5 2.46
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 0155 1st 1 0.65
Marloborough  ... ... 25 35 152  43 18 ... ..  2.99
Maryland ... ... ... .. 1.26 let 10 3.69
Nebo ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 0.50 25th 1 0.50
Normanton+ ... ... 17 38 141 25 38
Ravenswood* ... ... 20 20 146 50 70
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 1.37 25th 3 2.63
Roman  ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230
Sandy Cape ... 24 48 153 25  on coast 0 .99 18th 5 1.31
Springsure (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 0.33 . let 4 0.47
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 0 90 0.48 25th 8 1.67
St. Helena*  ...  ... 27 26  153 16 on coast
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 0.80 1st 4 1.09
Tambot ... ... ... ... 0.32
Talgait ... ... ... ... ... ... 1.14 1st 11 3.77
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 ... 5 2.01
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 0.45 18th 9 2.50
Townsville+ ... 19 18 146 50  on coast
Valley of Lagoons* ... 18 23 145 0 140
Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 0.80 1st 10 2.96
Waterview$ .. ..I 18 5 146 10 5Westbrook,Darl.Downst .. 1.15 25th 12 3.60
Westwood ... 23 38  150 8 46  1.49 7th 6 3.75
Woody Island ... ...  25 21  ] 52 57  on coast
Yandillat ... ... ... ... ...  0.88 8th 11 2.24
No Return  received . t New  station.  ;  No Rain fell.
Greatest Rainfall during the month ,  5.74 inches ,  was at Beenleigh .  Greatest number of days rain tell,  16, at Brisbane.
Greatest fall in 24  hours ,  2.32 inches ,  on 1st, at Beenleigh.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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REVENUE and Expenditure of the MUNI,IPALITY of ToowooMBA,  for the Half-year ending 31st
December, 1876.
To
„toto
Dr.
Rents ,  swamp reserves
Rents, market dues
Rents , Queen' s Park ...
Licenses ,  brick-makers' ...
Licenses ,  drays and  cabs ...
Impressions , Corporation
seal
..Fine .
Drain through private pro-
perty
...
Half cost of dividing fence,
toto
to
to
toto
Queen's Park ...
Covered crossings ...
Discount ... ...
£  s. d. £ a. d.
46 18 9
29 5 0
17 16 3
12 0 0
34 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
20 0 0
12 10 0
9 15 7
1 1 7
Rates ... .
Overdrawn account ,  A.J.S. Bank
186 7 2
1,005 9 4
135 6 8
Cr.
£ s. d.
By Balance ..
49 3 10
2 8 6
10 7 9
5 1 7
29 12 0
to Town Clerk's salary ... .
to Wages, Inspector of Nuisances ,  and day
labor
Auditors'  fees 6 6to Printing, advertising, and
sAbscribing to local
papers...
Stationery
Insurance...
to
ittototo
Interest ... ... ...
Town  Hall and Reserve...
Incidental  and petty ex-
Bathurst burr
Improvements,
Ward ..
Improvements,
Ward ...
Improvements,
Ward ...
to
„
100 10 9
North
304 19 1
Central
... 109 4 8
South
... 151 13 1
...
£ a. d.
19 3 9
100 0 0
216 17 3
203 10 5
3 6 4
565 16 10
22 1 0
66 10 6
129 17 1
toQuarry Reserve ...toSwamp account ...
„ Queen's Park ...
Jo$N M. FLYNN,
Town Clerk.
£1,327 3 2 £1,327 3 S
JOHN GARGET,
Mayor.
We, the undersigned, having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
account, do hereby certify the same to be correct.
B. J. BEIRNE, Auditors.
CHARLES JONES,
4th January, 1877.
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MUNICIPALITY OF MACKAY.
23s.
BALANCE SHE F.T of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for Half-year ending 31st DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr.
1st July, 1876.  £ a. d.
To Balance 276 1 5
toto
„
31st December, 1876.
Rates collected  ... ... ... ...  258 4 6
Dray licenses  ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
Rent  for wharves  ... ... ... 16 10 0
of Ferry ... ... ... ... 14 7 3
Brickyards  ... ... ... 6 0 0
Dogs registered  ... ...  0 5 0totoPolice  Fines  (for furious riding) ... 19 10 0Refund on W. Loge's contract, No. 52 10 0 0
W. Landell's  expenses  on sale of ferry
lease,  4th November, 1876 ... 1 9 3
Balance  (overdraft  Australian  Joint Stock
Bank ) ... ... ... ...  68 16 1
£665 3 6
Cr.
31st December, 1876.
By Day labor ... ... ...
Bal'ast  ... ... ... ... ...
Tennyson street ... ... ... ...
Carting ballast ... ... ... ...
River and Moore  streets ... ...
Albert street ... ... ... ...
Broken metal .. ... ... ...
Town Clerk' s salary  ... ... ...
Clerk of Work' s salary  ... ... ...
Inspector  of Nuisances '  salary...Office expenses
Expenses on sale of ferry lease, 4th
November ... ... ... ...
Sundries ... ... ... ... ...
Bank Interest  ... ... ..
J. C. BINNRY, Town Clerk.
Examined and found correct, 13th January, 1877.
£ a. d.
176 9 6
175 5 2
53 5 0
1 16 3
19 5 0
52 5 8
43 11 6
50 0 0
43 4 0
5 0 0
6 18 8
1 9 3
82 12 6
4 1 0
£665 3 6
KORAN H. WILLS,  Mayor.
WM. D. FREW,
J. SORBY Auditors.,
Municipal Council Chambers, 13th  January, 1877.
79 18s.
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NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Customs
Store at Cairns, Trinity Bay, and  Messrs.
Craig's building, leased by the Government, are
set apart for the purposes of a Government Bonded
Warehouse, for the warehousing of Dutiable
Goods,, previously to the payment thereon of Duties
or to Exportation,  in accordance  with the 11th
Clause of  "The  Customs  Act of  1873."
IN THE MATTER  OF J. A.  HANSEN,
INSOLVENT.
FIRST Dividend of 2s. in the  £  will be pay-
( able at the Trustee's office, in Queen street,
on and after  MONDAY,  the 29th instant, to all
creditors who have proved in the Estate.
I
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WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SOUTH ENTRANCE, MORETON BAY.
MASTERS of  vessels  using the South Entrance
to Moreton Bay, are cautioned to pass the
Red Buoy off the south end of Moreton Island at
the distance of a ship's length. This will take
them in 13 feet at low water, over a Spit which has
recently formed to the south-westward from the
Buoy. At the south-west end of the Spit,  there is
not more than 8 feet at low water.
As this shoal is of very recent growth, it is
probable that further changes will take place, and
Masters of  vessels  are cautioned accordingly.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 9th January, 1877.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
0
N SALE, at  the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
187t ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol-
veney ."  Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES  OF THE COLONY.NOW  published ,  at the Government PrintingOffice, Wiliam street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto :-
£ s_ d.
Full Bound .. . ...  4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ,..  3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
.J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C
HART of part  of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
• Island to Kissing  Point ;  also plan of Nor-
manby Sound ,  showing Thursday and adjacent
islands , with Aplin  Pass and Ellis Channel ;  surveyed
by Lieut.  Connor , R.N. Copies  to be had a 1 the
Port  Office  and Government Printing ( ffice,
Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane .  Price,  Is.  each.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands,  to make  a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will-be used for such descriptions ;
but where these  words  do not appear the ordinary tyro
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane,  8t'h May, 1874.
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
NOTICE OF INTENDED DIVIDEND.
DIVIDEND  is intended  to be  declared in
L the matter of Patrick  Francis Hanran, of
Townsville ,  adjudicated insolvent  on the 9th day of
December, 1874.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 5th day of February, 1877, will be  excluded.
Dated this 19th day of January, 1877.
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WM. J. MUNCE,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Alfred George Bailey, of Fortitude Valley,
carpenter , by the said Alfred George Bailey.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itisordered that the said Alfred George Bailey
be, ana he is  hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Alfred George Bailey, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-fourth day of January, 1877, at
llleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said Alfred George Bailey
shall, on  the Twenty-third day of January,  at Bris-
bane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full,
true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known , of his cred-
itors,  and of  the causes of his  inability  to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this  seventeenth
day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Blacklock Neilson, of Fortitude Valley,
mariner, by the said Thomas Blacklock Neilson.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Thomas Blacklock Neil-
son be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official  Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Thomas Blacklock Neilson, for the  election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Twenty-fourth day of January, 1877,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Thomas Blacklock Neilson
shall, on the Twenty-second day of January, at
at Brisbane ,  deliver  to the Trustee in this Estate
a full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on
oath, of his debts and  liabilities  of every kind,
and of  the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this tenth
day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
strarBe.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Walton, of Mackay, contractor, by the
said John Walton.
U
PON the bearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said John Walton be. and be
is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that William
Henry M iskin, Esquire, he Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said John
Walton, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Registrar's office, Queen street, Brisbane, on
the Fifth day of February, 1877, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said John Walton, shall, on the Second day of
February, 1877, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate, a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this seven-
teenth day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKEN ZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Frank Shears, of Copperfield, baker, by the said
Frank Shears.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Frank Shears be, and
be is  hereby adjudged insolvent, and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Frank
Shears,  for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Principal Registry, Brisbane, on the Fifth day of
February, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Frank Shears
shall, on the Third day of February, 1877, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Tru stee in this  Estate, a
full, true,  and accurate  statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names  and residences , so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes of  his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this seven-
teenth day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Cantwell, of Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  grocer , by John Cantwell.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said John Cantwell be, and
lie is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Cantwell, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court,
on the Twenty-ninth day of January, 1877, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said John Cantwell shall, on the
Twenty-seventh day of January, 1877, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities  of ever kind, and of  the names and
residences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the seal of the Court,  this seven-
teenth day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Bayley, of Condamine, in
the Colony of Queensland, store and hotel-
keeper, an Insolvent.
IHE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at the Court
House, Condamine, before the Police Magistrate,
on the Seventh day of February, 1877. at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this seventeenth day of January, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
71 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of William Beit, late
of Westbrook, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the accounts in
the above Estate have this day been lodged
in my office, and all parties having any claims on the
said  Estate, or being otherwise interested therein, are
required to come in before me, at my office, Supreme
Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before
FRIDAY, the sixteenth day of February, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and if
they should think fit object thereto, and if no excep
tion shall be taken to such accounts, the same will
be duly enquired into, at my said office, on the above
day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this sixteenth day of January, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE AND BROWNS,
Proctors for the Executrix and Executors,
59
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
To Thomas Evans, lately of the Village of Logan-
holme, in the Colony of Queensland,  store-
keeper and licensed victualler.
?{LAKE Notice, that an Insolvency Petition has
.L been presented  against you  to this Court,
by Siegmund Berens, Armand Ranniger, and
James Andrew Tait, trading together in Brisbane
under the  name , style, or firm of "Berens,
Ranniger , and Co.," and the Court has ordered that
the publication of this notice in the  Gazette  shall be
deemed to be service of the Petition on you after
the expiration of fourteen days after such publica-
tion. And further take notice, that you are
required to appear to the said Petition within eight
days of such service, and if you do not appear the
Court may adjudge you insolvent  is your absence.
The Petition  can be inspected  by you on  applica.
tion to this Court.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, 1877.
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J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Job Pratten, late of Cooper 's Plains,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the Will of the abovenamed deceased may be
granted to George Love Pratten and Richard
Symes Warry, both of Brisbane aforesaid, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, A.D. 1877.
ROBERTS, LIDDLE, AND ROBERTS,
60
Proctors for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of James Clarke, late of Spring
Creek, Clifton, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
iiereof ,  application will be made  to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods ,  chattels, credits , and effects of the above-
siamed  James Clarke, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted  to Joseph Clarke, of Spring Creek,
Clifton, in the said colony, the lawfully constituted
.attorney of William Clarke, of Ravensthorpe, in
the county of Northampton, in England, father of
the said deceased.
Dated at Toowoomba, this eighteenth day of
January, A.D. 1877.
HAMILTON AND SON,
Ruthven street, Toowoomba,
Proctors for the said Joseph Clarke.
53 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
In the Will of Ralph Gardiner, late of Cooktown
in the Colony of Queensland, licensed publican,
deceased.
N OT ICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof in the  Govern inert Gazette,  appli-
'cation will be made to the said Honorable Court, that
Probate of Will of the above-named Ralph
Gardiner, deceased, may be granted to Thomas
.James Gilbert, late of Cooktown, but now of the
Normanby Gold Fields, and Edwin Pickering, of
Cooktown, the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this fifth day of January, A.D. 187 7.
W. PRITCHARD MORGAN,
Proctor for the said Thomas James
Gilbert and Edwin Pickering.
By his Agent-
PETER MACPHERSON.
69 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
In the Goods of John Ledingham, late of Thorn-
borough, Hodgkinson Gold Fields, in the
Colony of Queensland, storekeeper, deceased,
intestate.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Government Gazette,  application will
be made to the said Honorable Court, that Letters
of Administration of all the goods, chattels, and
effects  of the above-named John Ledingham,
deceased , who died intestate, may be granted to
William Thomson, of Thornborough, Hodgkinson
Gold Fields, in the said colony, storekeeper, uncle
.and next of kin and only relative of the said
deceased  in the said colony.
Dated this fifth day of January, A.D. 1877.
W. PRITCHARD MORGAN, Cooktown,
Proctor for the said William Thomson.
By his Agent-
PETER  MACPHERSON.
68 7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Richard Giles, late of Barolin, near
Bundaberg, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
-said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Richard Giles, deceased, may be
granted to Walter Adams and George Skyring,
both of Bundaberg aforesaid, the Executors named
in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, A.D. 1877.
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PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executors.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
In the Will of James S. Menzies, late of Palmer
Gold Fields, in the Colony of Queensland,
miner, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication in the  Government Gazette,  application
will be made to the said Honorable Court, that
Probate of Will of the above-named James S.
Menzies,  deceased, may be granted to Charles
Rogers, packer, at the Palmer Gold Fields, and
Helmuth Korteum, M.D., late of Oakey Creek,
Palmer Gold Fields, but now of Cooktown, in the
Colony of Queensland, the Executors named in the
said Will.
Dated this 24th day of October, 187 6.
W. PRITCHARD MORGAN,
Proctor for the said Charles
Rogers and Helmuth Korteum.
By his Agent-
PETER  MACPHERSON.
65 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Edward Broadley, of Bur-
leigh Station ,  in the district of Bourke, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  grazier, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion  of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Wi ll
of the above-named George Edward Broadley,
deceased ,  may be granted to Frederick Henry
Broadley ,  of Burleigh Station, in the district of
Bourke, in the Colony of Queenland ,  grazier, sole
Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this eighth day of January ,  A.D. 1877.
EDWIN  NORRIS,
Wickham  street ,  Townsville,
Proctor for the said Frederick Henry Broadley.
By his Agent-
PETER MACPHERSON,
Brisbane.
70 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of James Houston, the elder, late
of Drayton, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that Accounts of
the administration of the Estate of the above-
named deceased, from the thirty-first day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, to the
thirty-first day of December, one thousand eight hun-
dred and seventy-six, having been filed in the
Registrar's Office, by William Crawford  and James
Green, the Executors of the Will of the a.bove-
named deceased, all persons having  claims, or
being otherwise interested therein, may come in
before me, at my office, Supreme Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the nineteenth
day of February, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-seven, to inspect the said  accounts,
and if they shall think fit, object thereto ; and take
notice, that if no objection  is made  to said Accounts,
the same  will be duly inquired into at my said
office, on  the day aforesaid, at the hour of Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
THomrsoN  AND HAVARD,
Proctors for the said Executors,
By their Agents-
THoMPBoN AND HELLICAR,
Queen street, Brisbane.
G1 7s. 3d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of 1VIargaret Greig, late of Lake
El1hiustone, district of Leichhardt, in the
Colony of Queensland, deceased.
'
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Gorernment Gaz tte,  appli-
cation will be made to this Honorable Court, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
abovenamed deceased may be granted to James
Greig, of Lake Elphinstone aforesaid, the husband
of the said deceased, and sole Executor named in
the said Will.
Dated this fifteenth day of December, A.D. 1876.
By his Agent-
PETER  MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
66 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Cook, late of Mackay, in
the Colony of Queensland, blacksmith, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honorable
Court, that Probate of the last Will and Testament
of the abovenamed deceased may be granted to
John Duffy, of Mackay aforesaid, storekeeper, the
sole Executor appointed in and by the said Will.
Dated this nineteenth day of December, A.D.
187 6.
By his Agent -
FRANK H. SMITH,
Proctor for Executor,
Victoria street, Mackay.
FRANK  H. SMITH,
Proctor for Executor,
Victoria street, Mackay.
P. MACPHERSON.
Queen street, Brisbane.
67 4s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the owners of tenements on Berry street from
Wickham terrace to Leichhardt street ;
Bartley street from Berry street, five chains
towards Wickham terrace ; Leichhardt street
from Fortescue street to Henry street ; Upper
Edward street from Leichhardt street to Boun-
dary street; Hope street from Leichhardt
street to Boundary street ; Boundary street
from Upper Edward street to N ope street ;
Boundary street towards Wickham street, four
chains ; Kennego street from Spring Hollow
Culvert to Gregory terrace ; Leichhardt street
from Kennego street to Brunswick street ;
Warren street from Wickham street towards
Leichhardt street, twelve and three-quarter
chains ; Warren street from Wickham street
towards _inn street, two and three-quarter
chains ; and the private streets, courts,  lanes,
and alleys opening thereto.
T
HE Main Pipe in the said streets being laid
down, the Owners of all tenements are hereby
required to pay the rates and charges for the supply
of water, as directed by law, .
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of
Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
78 8s.
HEREBY give Notice that it is my intention
Pto apply to the Bench of Magistrates, Rock-
hampton, on MONDAY, the 19th day of February
next, for permission to erect Licensed Gates
at the crossing of Deep Creek, on the South
Yaamba Road, being on Selection No. 74 on the
Gracemere Run.
Dated at Rockhampton, this fifth day of January,
J.D. 1877. WILLIAM ORR.
54 3s. 6d.
' OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Partnership
1 heretofore existing between the undersigned,
Michael DlcGrade, George Fox ,  and William
Adair ,  carrying on business at St. Lawrence, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  as general storekeepers, has
been dissolved as from the twenty -first day of
March last past, by mutual consent, by the retire-
ment  of the said  Michael McGride from the said
partnership and business.
All debts  and liabilities in connection with the
said business will be received and paid by the said
George Fox and William Adair, who continue the
said business on their own account.
Dated this twenty -seventh day of October, one
thousand  eight  hundred and seventy-six.
Signed by the said Michael McGrade, in the,
presence of  THOMAS  LENTON.
M. McGRADE.
And by the said George Fox, in the presence
of THOMAS LENTON.
GEO. FOX.
And by  the said William Adair, in the presence
Of WILLIAM TENNANT.
W M. ADAI ll.
50 6s.
To the Worshipful the Bench of Magistrates acting
in and for the Police District of Bundaberg, in
ti.e Colony of Queenslard.
T r
HE undersigned hereby gives notice that lie
1. intends to apply to the Bench on the First day
of February next.  1877, for permission to erect
Swing Gates at Portions 29 and 31, parish of
Kalkie-freehold.
December 31st, 1876.
51
S. KIRBY.
3s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1877. £ s. d.
Jan. 16- Chas. SP. Melbourne ... ... 0 6 6
16-Warwick Municipality ... ...  1 5 0 1
16-Thos. White  ... ... ... 0 8 6
17- C. Gaynor ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
17-Messrs. Cribb and Foote ... ... 0 10 0
18-James Stew art ... ... ... 0 1 0
18-Joseph E. Freestcae ... ... 0 7 0
18-Toowoomba Municipality ... ... 0 3 0
19-T. N. Rope ... ... ... ... 0 6 0•
19-Joe. King ... ... ... 0 9 0
19-11. L loud ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
19-Chas. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
19-Mackay Municipality ... ... 1 3 0
Itmpounbinrg%.
C;W Poundkeepers are reminded that .4dvertisc2nents-
of Impounded Stock trill be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement  will be insetted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by  a remittance  sujZcient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Roma ,  from enclosed lands ,  Mucca-
dilla, on the 8th January, 1877, by order of Jona-
than  McLean ,  Esquire .  Damages, 2s. 6d. ; Driving, 5s.
One red and white cow, piece out of back off ear,
near ear slit, 2T off ribs, like AFS near loin.
One yellow and white cow, top off near ear, like AB near
rump.
One red-sided cow, white back, top off  off ear , like WHR
(the HR conjoined) off ribs ; white bull-calf un-
branded.
One white steer, piece out of back off ear, like IJY off"
ribs, like 6 off cheek.
One white heifer, like IBZ near ribs.
One strawberry bullock, like ys near rump.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1877,.
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
52
0. GAYNOR, Poundkeeper.
6s.
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7 MPOUNDED at Condamine ,  from Wombo, on the 8th
1 January ,  1877 ,  by order of Mr. George Smith.
Driving, 4s.
One dark -bay gelding ,  W near shoulder, heart near cheek,
coll ar-marked.
One bro wn gelding ,
" of shoulder ,  WDW near shoul-
der, like 8 near thigh.
One cream -colored gelding ,  white main and tail, KF
near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blotch near shoulder.
One bay gelding, K7 and blotch like B near shoulder, 92
near neck.
One chesnut  gelding, GW  over H near shoulder, COB(registered brand) off thigh , CbT (registered
brand )  off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAS. KIN G, Poundkeeper.
73 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Myall Grove, on
the 13th January, 1877, by order of W. Addison,
Esquire. Driving, 3s.
One dark-bay or brown mare, W2A near shoulder, white
feet and tail.
One chesnut mare, like G5L indistinct over OF over F
near shoulder, 11 near ribs, F over 5 near thigh, w
over B6 off shoulder.
One brown gelding, 112B near shoulder, P7B off shoul-
der, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAS. KING,  Poundkeeper.
74 3s.
IMPOti NDED at Toowoomba, from the enclosed lands
of W. Crawford, Esquire, on the 13th January, 187 7.
Damages and  driving, 3s. per head.
One bay horse, TT reversed nesr thigh, T off thigh, off
fore and bind feet white,  star and snip, collar -marked.
One bay mare , JP sideways near shoulder, hind feet
white, white face.
If not released on  or before the February, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
75 iis.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at. St. George, from Waroo, on the 19th
December, 1876, by order Richard McDougall,
Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d. each.
One brown horse, like 8CB (registered brand) near
shoulder, G over U off shoulder, = off ribs.
Also, from Boombeh, on the 21st December, 1876, by
rder of Thomas Baker, Esquire. Driving, Is.
One grey horse, docked tail, HC near shoulder, 11C near
thigh, like  150  near cheek.
If not released on or before the 26th December, 1876,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
77
CHAS. EGAN,  Poundkeeper.
mss.
I1%TPOUNDED at Inglewood, fr m Canning Creek, on
the 12th January, 1877, by A. L. Gillespie, Esquire.
Damages  and driving expenses, 5s. 10d. each.
One black horse, white marks on back, off fore foot
white, like JF near shoulder,  writing B over 2 off
shoulder.
One bay mare, short tail, collar-marked, white marks on
back, hind feet white, writing W over indescribable
brand  near  shoulder, OA Q (registered brand) off
shoulder, 1 near thigh.
If not released on or before the Gth February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
55
JOSEPH E. FREESTONE, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Whetstone, on the9th January, 1877, by P. Devine, Esquire. Driv-
ing expenses, 2s. each.
One brown cob, docked tail, saddle-marked, F near
shoulder and thigh.
One yellow-bay mare, saddle-marked, pulled tail,  51g
conjoined near shoulder, EP near thigh.
One brown horse, saddle-marked, M in circle over gB
near shoulder,  9  over J conjoined off shoulder.
One brown mare, blaze down face, lame off fore foot,
like C or G near shoulder ; bay filly fool, unbranded.
One bay mare, LIVI, near ribs; bay  filly foal, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 9th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPII E. FRET?STONE, Poundkeeper.
56 55.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, front the Allora Coumnmouage,
on the 9th December, 1876, by of :ler of A. Cameron.
Driving, 10d. ; damages, 2s. 61 Wrongly described in
former advertisement.
One black filly, like BY4 near shoulder, star and snip.
If not released on or before the 26th January, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
57 1s.
IMPOU NDED at St. George, from Waroo, on the 6thof January, 1877, by order of Richard McDougall,
Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d. each.
One bay mare, IIC near shoulder, saddle-marked.
Also, from Thontby, on the 8th January, 1877, by
order of R. Davy, Esquire. Pi iving, 6s. 8d. each.
One brown horse, 1 over Y over SO near shoulder.
One bay cob, bald face, hind feet white, Ti) near
shoulder.
One chesnut horse, star, 4 over NP conjoined off shoulder.
One chesnut colt, blaze, B13Z (registered) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CIIAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
76I 5s.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, Monday, the 22nd day of January, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS, on the eighteenth day of January, it was directed that the
Steamship " City of Brisbane," then recently arrived in Moreton Bay,
having a suspected case of infectious disease called Small Pox amongst her
passengers, should be placed in Quarantine, and there remain until it should
be notified by the officer superintending such Quarantine that her release
would be unattended by danger to the public health ; and whereas the said
officer as aforesaid hath now made report that the said vessel may be so
released : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Governor, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, doth order, and it is hereby ordered, that
the said vessel be released from Quarantine, and admitted to Pratique.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
instructions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
By Authority,  James  C. Beal, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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Q,N8LAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1WHEREAS information has been received bythe Government that a certain infectious
disease, called Small Pox, has been found to exist
in the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the powers in me vested by  "The Quarantine
Act of  1863," do, with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby notify that portions of the said
colonies are infected with the said disease, and
that it is possible that such disease may be brought
from the said colonies into the Colony of Queens-
land, and, with the advice aforesaid, I do order
and direct that no steamships or other vessels
arriving in this colony from or having tcuched
at any port of the said Colonies of New South
Wales and New Zealand, shall be permitted
within the Port of Brisbane to come above the
Hulk " Proserpine," now moored at the entrance of
the Brisbane River, or to communicate with the
shore at any port within the colony until they shall
have been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ; and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board, or to land from any such steamship or other
vessel until the crew and passengers shall have
been inspected by the Health Officer, and the
steamship or vessel by him be admitted to pratique.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWA-RT.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St.
W. W. CAIRNS, Michael and St. George, Gover-
Governor.  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
%%' HEREAS it has been deemed expedient to
1 1 constitute  the Port of Bundaberg a Ware-
housing Port for the Warehousing of Dutiable
Goods intended for home consumption or exporta-
tion, previously to the payment thereon of Duties :
Now, therefore, 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council,  and in pursuance
of the power and authority vested in me under the
eleventh clause of  " The Customs Act of  1873,"
do direct it to be notified that from and after the
(1st) first February, 1877, the Port of Bundaberg
shall be a Warehousing Port accordingly ; and it
shall be lawful for the Collector of Customs, by
notice under his hand, to appoint from time to time
such warehouse or warehouses at the said Port as
shall be approved of by him for the warehousing
of dutiable goods therein, subject to the law in
that behalf, which is now or shall hereafter be in
force.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth
day of January, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
seven ,  and in  the fortieth year of Her
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. R. DICKSON.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN l
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The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1877.
I j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HANLEY STAFFORD SNEYD, Extra Tide Waiter in
the Customs Department at Brisbane,
to be 2nd Customs Clerk at Rockhampton.
JAMES  R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
[ ] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDMUND MACDONNELL
to be a member of the Board constituted at Brisbane
for the purpose of carrying into effect the provisions
of  " The Fire Brigades  A ct of  1876."
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  and upon the
nomination of a majority of the members of the
City  Volunteer Fire Brigade ,  has been pleased to
make the following appointments :-
FRANCIS BEATTIE
to be Superintendent, and
WILLIAM WALSH
to be Assistant Superin tendent of that Brigade for
the year 1877.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1877.
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
BARTHOLOMEW SHEA ,  Sergeant of Police,
to be an Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of
Cattle intended for slaughter ,  for the District of
Maryborough beyond the limits of the Municipality,
under the provisions of the Act of Council ,  5 William
IV., No.l.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
%%7 H EREAS His  Excellency the Gove rn or, with
the advice of the Executive Council, did by
notice in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December ,  1876, order that all
vessels arriving from Singapore and Chinese Porte
should he required to obtain admission to pratique
at the first port of call south of Somerset, and also
at the  Port of  Brisbane  ;  and that no person should
be allowed to  quit such  vessels until pratique should
have been so granted, notwithstanding that such
vessels might have previously called at Somerset :
And whereas it has been deemed expedient to
amend the said Notice  :  His Excellency the
Governor,  with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to order further that all
vessels arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain admission to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call ,  before communicating
with the shore  ;  and that no persons be allowed to
quit  such vessels until pratique be so granted, not-
withstanding that such vessels may have previously
called at Somc rset.
1 R. M. STEWART.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
To WIT. ? Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L  S.)  W. W. CAIRNS', Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
``? HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st day of August and 26th
day of September, A D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described from Ipswich to Dugandan, parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, e ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4656.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM IPSWICH TO DL:GANDAN,  PARISH OF FLINDERS,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the north-west
corner of Mount
Flinders Pre-
emptive  No. 1
south-ensterly to
its south boundary
I I
Length.  of Road. Area . Remarks.
chs. lks. A. it. r.1
91 6 1 chain... 9 2 0 8  acres 2 roods
reserved
NOTB.-The above Book of Reference cancels the road described in Ref. Nos. 1 to 8 inclusive of the Book of Reference, dated 15th
March, 1875, folio 650,  Government Gazette.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
I
No. of How Reld. Reputed Occupier.  Bearings.Inrti nn flmn ar
1 Under Deed Wm. Winks Wm. Winks 117° 27'
of Grant
containing
a specified'
reservation
for roads
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. $Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of May and 23rd day
of September, A.D.1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Roads hereunder described,
leading from the Dugandan and Ipswich Road to Selections situate to the east thereof, parish of Dugandan,
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified :
And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice. of the Executive Council, have been pleased
to approve of the opening of the said Roads : Now, therefore, .1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Roads have been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same are now open for
public use.
76-892.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROADS LEADING FROM THE DUGANDAN AND IPSWICH ROAD TO
SELECTIONS SITUATED TO THE EAST THEREOF, PARISH OF DUGANDAN, COUNTY OF WARD.
No. Portion  of Road.
oc
zo
How Reputed
held. Owners. Occupiers .
1 Continuation of re- 565  C.  L. A.  Jessie Mc- Jessie Mc-
served road in portion  Act of  Donald, Donald,
17, running westerly 1868 John Ran- John Ran-
and north  -  westerly kin Mc- kin Mc-
through portion2 from Donald ,  Donald, and
its east boundary to and Mac -  Macquar ri e
the crossing of Teviot quarrie McDonald
Brook McDonald
2 Running easterly from 2332  C.  L. A  Jessie Mc- Jessie Mc-
the Ipswich and Du-  Act of  Donald, Donald ,
gandan road through 1869 John Ran-  John Ran-
portion 19 to the kin Mc- kin Mc-
Teviot Brook Donald ,  Donald, and
and Mac- Macquarrie
quarrie McDonald
McDonald
Bearings. Length Breadthin Chains ,  of Road. Area . Remarks.
ohs.lks. A. X.  P.
269° 43' 16 09 Irregular 15 2 0 Unimproved and
2980 30' 16 40 Irregular unfenced.
900 0' 6 10 1 chain 1 1 19 Unimproved and
130° 0' 3 46 Irregular unfenced.
119°  0' 1 97 Irregular
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the year of dur Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor. '  Dependencies.WHEREAS Notices were published in the Government Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, and28th day of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion 4, parish of Wararba, county of Canning, through lands in the occupation of
the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I,. the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said road : Now,
therefore,  1,  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-6610. .--
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 4, PARISH OF WARARBA, COUNTY OF CANNING
Reputed BreadthNo. Portion of Road. , o v How Held. Owner. Occupier.  Bearings . Lengths. of Area. Remarks.
Z
Road.
1 A triangular piece of
land o8  the south
boundary of portion 4
2 A triangular piece of
land  off  the south-east
corner  of portion 4,
giving access to the
crossing  of the Cabul-
ture River
ohs. lks. A. R. r.
458  C. L. A. Jonathan Jonathan 36°41' 1 29 Irregular 0 1 10 Unimproved
Act of Lither - Lither- 100°  56' 5 50 land
1868 land land
458 Ditto Ditto Ditto 50° 17 3 3 Ditto 0 '  0 25 Ditto
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
I
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of September and 28th
day of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder des-
cribed, from Camping Reserve, Ross River, to Bohle River, parish of Coonambelab, county of Elphill-
stone, through lands in the occupation of the person fin the said notice specified : And whereas 1, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road : Now, therefore I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked
and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5218.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM CAMPING RESERVE, ROSS RIVER, TO BOHLE RIVER,
PARISH OF COONAMBELAH, COUNTY OF ELPHINSTONE.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the east boundary
of Selection  No. 115,
Townsville District,
bearing westerly to
the Bohle River, being
the west boundary of
the Selection
x.
o v How Held. Reputed
d a; Owner.
Occupier.' Bearings. Lengths.
115 Under
I
Thomas Thomas N. 243° 15' E. chs. lks.
C. L. A. Lawrence Lawrence N. 249° 45' E. 23 00
Act of
,
N. 266° 19 15
1868 N. 272°  30' E. I 27 54
N. 249° 45' E. 17 35
N. 275° E. 25 00
29 00
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
A. R. F.
2 chains, 29 0 0
widening 1
to 4 chains
at the
crossing of
the Bohle
River.
Remarks.
Open forest
land, unim-
proved on
line of road,
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the  Secretary , for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO wlr. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order oP St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 26th day of August  and 21st
1 1 day of September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portions 46, 56, and 24, parish of Darlington, county of Ward, through lands in the
occupation of the several  persons in  the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and
opened by the proper officers, and that the same  is now  open for public use.
76 4414.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF  ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  46, 56, AND 24, PARISH OF DARLINGTON,
COUNTY OF WARD.
1"co
No. Portion of Road . c o How Held.
Been-
leigh
1
Reputed
Owner.
Register
Commencing on a 457 Under  Land  Allan Dunn Unoccupied N.
surveyed road in  Act  of  I N;90°  15' E.
portion 46,  and 1868
running  northerly
and westerly to
2 Commencing on the 551
south  boundary
of portion 56, and
running north-
westerly to its
north boundary
3 Commencing on the 311
south boundary
of portion 24, and
running nort1 grly
to a  surveyed
road
4 Commencing on the 311
east boundary of
portion 24, and
running westerly
to a ferry reserve
Under  Land  John Mon-
I Act of  teith
1868 Douglas
Under  Land  J. M. Doug-
Act of  las
1068
Occupier  Bearings .  Lengths.
J. M. Doug- N .  329° E .
las N. 2'56°  8' E.
N. 305°  38' E.
N. 347° 40' E.
J.M. Doug-
las
N. 347°  40' E.
Under  Lanwt  J. M. Dot g- J. M. Doug- N. 263° 32' E.
Act of  las las N. 267° 17' E.
1868 N .  265° 45' E.
N. 263°  15 E.
Breadth
of
Road.
chs. lks_ i
'26 6 1 chain
26 53
5 26 1 chain
6 774
8 15t
1
I
58
11 4 1 chain
9 99; 1 chain
15 3
2 4
4 92
Area.  I Remarks.
A. B. P.
5 0 26 Unimproved
forest land,
part of re-
s, rued  ro ad
to be closed
2 0 27 Unimproved
1 forest land,
part of re-
sei ved road
to be closed
1 0 16  (Unimproved
forest land
3 0 31„ Unimproved
forest land,
reserved
road to be
closed
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
another road
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. ' Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
W. W. CAIRNS, George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and
Governor,  its Dependencies.
W\ 1 HEREAS notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of September and 28th
day of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
through Portions 32, 33, and 379, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, through lands in the
occupation  of the  several persons  in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice  of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper  officers,  and that the  same is  now open for public use.
76 6139.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTIONS 32, 33, AND 379, PARISH OF REDLAND,
COUNTY  OF STANLEY.
No. cPortion  of Road . c How Held.
1 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 32, and
running north-
easterly to its east
boundary
2 Commencing on the ...
west boundary of
portion 33,  and run-
ning easterly to its
east boundary
The Crown
3 Commencing  on the  !2,243  Under  4ct:01  W. H.
west boundary of 1863 Stewart
portion 379, and
running south-
easterly  alohg its
south boundary
chs. Iks.
Unoccupied N. 191181 E.
N 41° 3'E
Unoccupied  N.410 31E.
N. 43° 18' E.
N. 66° 48' E.
N. 76° 48'E.
N.112° 40' E.
W. H. N.119°  51' E.
Stewart
Area.
A.  R.  P.
Remarks
5 55 1 chain 1 0 3 Unimproved
5 591 forest land.
0 61 1 chain 2 1 15
6 82
3 30
6 91
5 68
11 60 Irregular
width
0 1 29 Forest lan d
Given under my Hand and Seal , at Government House,  Brisbane , this eleventh day of January,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in the  fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. I Companion of the Most  Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W.  CAIRNS, Governor and Commander -in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 19th day of August and 23rd dayW of September , A.D. 1876,  respectively ,  relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder  described
through Portion 14, parish of Deuchar ,  county of Merivale ,  through land in the occupation of the person
in the said notice specified  :  And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now ,  therefore, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid , do, by  and with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened  by the proper  officers, and
that the same is now open for public use.
76-5083.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14, PARISH OF DEUCHAR ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held.
A strip of land one  I Under Deed
chain wide off the ' of Grant eon-
north -east boundary taining a
of portion 14 from its general re-
north corner to Free- servation for
stone Creek ,  as it is roads
shown on the maps in
the Surveyor-General's
Office
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
James James
chs. lks .
143° 16 00
Owens Owens 190° 2 82
123° 45'  6 30
143° 20 00
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
I A. R. P.
1One chain, 5 1 0
widening to
three chains,
closing from
three chains
to one chain
Portion
fenced-
apple and
gum for-
est
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Reputed Breadth
Owner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths. ofRoad.
Under deed C. W. Cox
of grant,
containing
a general .
reservation
for roads,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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QUEENSLND, Proclamation  by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government  Gazette  of the 20th day of May and 24th day
1 1 of  June, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
from Tabletop to Allora, parish of Allora, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of
the several  persons in  the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor  aforesaid , with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore,
I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers , and that the  same is now open  for public use.
76-4240.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD  FROM TABLETOP  TO ALLORA , PARISH OF  ALLORA, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE , DARLING DOWNS.
No. Portion  of Road . portion. How held. ReputedOccupier.  Bearings.Owner.
1 A strip 1 chain 25 Pre-emp- Under Deed Hodgson, C. H. Green 1800 0'
links wide off the tive No. of Grant McLean,
east side of Goom -  25  containing a  and
burra pre-emptive reservation Green
No. 25 for roads of
thearea now
required
2 Running south-
easterly through
Portion 145
145 Crown land, The Unoccupied 1630 46'
unalienated Crown
Lengths.
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chs. lks. A. R. P.
40 0 11; chains 5 0 0 Unimproved,
partly open
plain, and
lightly
timbered;
black and
red soil ; 5
acres re-
served for
roads in
deed.
21 0 11 chains 2 2 20 Unimproved
and un-
occupied;
vary thinly
timbered
forest land.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s_reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for;Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire
TO WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.S.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its Depen-
Governor.  dencies.
W HERE AS notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 21st day of August and 22nd day of
September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
through Portions 3 and 35, parish of Nerang, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the
several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5197.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 3 AND 35, PARISH OF NERANG, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT.
No. Portion  of Road.
t
o
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier.  Bearin gs.  Lengths.Breadth Area .  Remarks.of Road.
ohs. lks. A. R. P.
1 Commencing on the ... Under  Land  P.McClusky  Unoccupied N.  29°20'E.  2 61 Irregular 0 2 36 An irre gular
south boundary  of  Act  of 1868  N. 9° 0• E .  6 70 breadth piece of land
po rt ion 3, and running N. 40 8' E. 1  1 231 on the east
no rt herly boundary.
2 Commencing on the 740 Under  Land  J. M. Black Unoccupied N. 218° 30' E .  4 18 Irregular 0 3 13 An irregular
no rt h boundary of  Act  of 1868  N.228° 50' E .  2 1 breadth piece of land
port ion 35,  and run- on the west
ning south -westerly boundary.
to the south-west
boundary
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. I Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of September and
23th day of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, through Portion 52, parish of Mort, county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now,
therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4770.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 52, PARISH OF MORT, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL.
No
s.w z
Portion o Road How Held Reputed Occupier Bearings BreadthLengths of Area Remarks.
d7p m
. Owner. . . . Road.
..
1 Commencing at the 667 Under deed Geo. Camp- Geo. Camp- N.  232° 48' E.
chs. lks.
5 41 Irregular
A. R. P.
0 2 13t Not fenced or
north boundary of
portion No .  52, and
running  south-
westerly to a re-
served road
of grant
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
bell bell cleared.
Given under my Hand and Seal at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT.  J Companion of the Most Distinguished COrder of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor .  Dependencies.
1 !
W HEREAS Notices were published  in the  Government  Gazette  of the 26th day of -August and 28th
day of October, A.D. 1876,  respective ly, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described
through  Portions  16, 7, and 8,  parishes  of Gilston and Mudgeraba, county of Ward, through  lands in the
occupation of the several persons  in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the  Executive  Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice  of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the
proper officers , and that the  same is now  open for public use.
76-5562.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 16, 7, AND 8, PARISHES OF GILSTON
AND MUEGEBABA, COUNTY OF WARD.
No. Portion of Road.
, coo
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
Road. S
ohs. lks.
1 Commencing on the Been-  Under Land  Robert Unoccupied N.  120° 0 ' E.  7 72  I Unim-
west boundary of per -  leigh .  Act of  Andrews N . 127°  O' E  9 52 2 chains  5  2 30 provedtion  I B,  and running 716 1868 N .  148° 0' E. 4 18 land ;
south-easterly to Mud -  N. 1361136'E.  6 45 the  re-
served
2 Commencing on Mud- 206 Under Deed David David
geeraba Creek,  and of Grant,  Pfrunder Pfrunder
running south-easter- contain-
ly to the east boundary ing special
of portion 7 reserva-
tions for
roads
3 Commencing on the
west boundary of por-
tion 8, and running
easterly to its east
boundary
884 Under  Land  J .  Kropp Unoccupied
Act of
186t8
road
to be
closed.
N.136° 36' E. 12 99 Scrub
N.110° 0' E. 7 90 and
N. 177° 30'E. 6 30 2 chains' 6 0 0 forest
N. 100° 0' E. 15 34 land,
N. 91° 30' E. 2 6 partly
cleared ;
one of
the re-
served
roads
to be
closed.
N. 91° 30'E. 6 33 I Unim-
N. 106°  (Y E. 7 20 12  chains '  4 1 29 proved
N. 50° 34' E. 8 67 forest
land;
the re-
served
road
to be
closed.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. ) Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.S.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 26th day of August and 23rd
day of September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion No. 1, on Electra Run, county of Cook, through lands in the occupation of the
person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers,  and that  the same is now  open for public use.
76-6125.
BOOK OF RRFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 1, ON ELECTRA RUN, COUNTY OF COOK, WIDE
BAY DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier .  Bearings.
Commencing on the 309  1 " C .  L. A.  I  James James
eastern boundary of  'Act of  1868"  Drinan Drinan
portion 1, and running
westerly to its western
boundary ,  the Burnett
River i I
N. 281°  30'E.
300° 40'
262'
241°
282° 40'
246° 20'
257° 20'
282° 10'
241° 45'
325° 35'
297° 45'
A. R. P.
150 links
irregular j 24 3
I
I
Breadth
Lengths ,  of Area.
Road.
ch. Ike.
24 451
12 26
11 79
9 70
39 90
14 34
30 02
7 60)
5 57
2 50
4 56
Remarks,
*  From Station  1A to 20-chain peg in course  VA to VIA, the country  resumed is  unimproved forest land; thence to  the fence
the trees are ring-barked  ;  the land resumed inside the paddock is  partially cleared.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of January,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
To WIT. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.s.) W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its
Governor.  Dependencies.W r j HERE AS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of September and1 1 28th day of October, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portion 82, parish of Oxley, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of
the several persons in the said Notice specified : And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, there-
fore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by the
proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-3781.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 82, PARISH OF OXLEY, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
No. Portion of Road. How Held .  ReputedOwner . ,Occupier.
1 Commencing at the no rt h -west  (Under Deed of Grant E .  0. D. McDevitt None
corner of subdivision 25, and containing a gene-
running south to the south - !  ral reservation for
west corner of subdivision 1301 roads
2 Commencing at the south-east
corner of subdivision 3, and
running west to the south-
west corner of subdivision 26
Ditto ... Ditto ... Ditto
3 Commencing at the north -east Ditto ... ... Ditto  ...  Ditto
corner of subdivision 128, and
running south 47° 46 '  east to
the north corner of subdivi-
sion 74
4 Commencing at the north -west Ditto  ... ...  Ditto ... Ditto
corner of subdivision 67, and
running east to the no rt h-east
corner of subdivision 55
6 Commencing at the no rt h-west Ditto ... . ..  Ditto .. .  Ditto
corner of subdivision 39, and
running south to the south-
west comer of subdivision 47
chs. Ike.  A. R. P.
South ... 4 42 1 chain 0 1 24
... West ... 24. 0 Ditto ... 2 1 24
... S. 47° 46' E . 24 60 Ditto ... 2 1 17
... East 10 10 Ditto ,.. 1 0 10
... South ... 6 0 Ditto  ... 0 1 aI
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire,
anion of the Most Distinguished Order of St.  Michael and St.TO WIT. Com p
(L.s.) W. W.  CAIRNS, George,  Governor  and Commander -in-Chief  of the  Colony of  Queensland
Governor .  and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 26th day of  May  and 10th day
of August, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
from  Beauaraba  to Jondaryan Railway Station, county of Aubigny, through lands in the occupation of
the several  persons in  the said notice specified : And whereas I. the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore,
I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify  and proclaim  that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and that the  same is now open  for public use.
76.5051.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM BEAUARABA
Edgecombe marked broad -arrow Run
over 1, running north -easterly
to a Government road between
selections 132 and 167; thence
northerly to Mt. Irving; thence
north -easterly to the division
fence between Westbrook and
Jondaryan  ;  thence along the
division fence to the south-west
corner of Westbrook pre-emp-
.  OF AUBIGNY ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .  Reputed
Owner.
Occupier.
1 Commencing at the north -west Crown Crown
corner of Beauaraba Selection
134, running west to a Govern-
ment road
2 Commencing at a karbeen -tree in Crown Kentandwien -
the division fence between Beau-  I  bolt as lessees
araba and East Prairie on Mount of Jondaryan
tive 83
3 A. strip of land out of the west side The heirs of W. Shanaghan and
of Westbrook pre-emptive 83 I Beit Jennings
4 A strip of land out of the west side The heirs of Do .
of Westbrook pre-emptive 15
5 A strip of land out of the east side
Wm .  Beit and
John Donald
McLean
Ed. Wienholt , Kent  and Wi en-
of Jondaryan pre-emptive 39 John Sargent bolt
Tu rn er, Wm.
Graham, and
Wm. Charles
Wil liams
6 Commencing on the north side of KentandWien- KentandWien-
Oakey Creek ,  running northerly bolt bolt
through subdivision 1 of portion
38 to the main road to Too-
woomba
7 Commencing on the main road to Kentandwien -  Kentandwien -
Toowoomba ,  running northerly bolt bolt
through subdivision 1 of portion
42
8 Commencing at the north boun - Crown Crown
dary of portion 42, running
northerly to the Dalby Railway ;
thence along the railway line to
the station reserve at Jondaryan
To JONDARYAN RAILWAY STATION, COUNTY
Remarks. Bearings. Length in
Breadth
of Area.h iaC ns. Road.
chs. Iks. A.  R.  P
Open plains N. 270° E. 24 00 1 chain 2 1 23
500 6'  Bl Ni 5 88ns .Open p a .
N. 690 E. 149 64 I
N. 6° 43' E. 1103 27
20° EN 18 00. .
45° EN 40 00 2 chs. 131 1 9. .
N 3591,36'E100 m'A.00.
N. 3590 42' E. 140 00 I
N. 3590 52'E. 70 00
N. 359° 43' E. 29 75
Open plains  N. 359° 43' E. 90 25 average 16 1 28
1 ch.
Open  plains N.  359° 57'E, 86 87
82 Iks
average 13 3 33
Open plains N. 3590 57'E. 80 20
1 ch.
60 lks.
average 3 0 33
Open plains N. 3590 E. 41
40  Ike
95 2chains 8 115
1 Open plains  N. 359" 27' E. i  43 47 2chains 8 2 37
Partly  plains,  N. 359° 27' E. 14 55
partly myall N. 3590 44' E. 46 16
scrub N .  296°  9E. 95 00 l 2 chs. 36 1 35
N, 228° 19' E. 6 86 I I
N. 296°  9'E. 19 )80
NOTE.-Reg .  Nos. 3, 4, 6, and 7 are held under Deed of Grant containing a general reservation for public ways.
„ ' „  5 is held under Deed of Grant containing a reservation of 13 acres for roads.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this eleventh day of January, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and  seventy-seven ,  and in the fortieth
year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, r:or and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  th.- Colony or Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
flrst section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the Leases of the following selections of land, under
the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee.
Land
Area .  Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
2366 Richard Hutchins ... 640 0 0 Brisbane
1735 William Graham ... 600 0 0 Toowoom-
ba
61 Daniel Hendry ...  79 0 0 Gympie
237 Robert Walker ... 457 0 0 B undaberg
313 John Robson ... 80 0 0
376 Edwin Win. Otway ... 104 2 0
383 Henry Edwd. Peirson 191 0 0
431 John Houston Cathcart 188 0 0 „
464 Christian Andresen ... 99 3
I
0
73 Thomas Mancktelow... 46 1 0 Roma
85 Nicholas Chas. Suttor 42 0 0
93 Jonathan Wilson ... 80 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment  House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QCTEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St'
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gofer-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.TN pursuance of s ction forty-one f "  The CrownLands Alienation Bet  of 1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land included in the undermentioned selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the several
Land Offices named.
.,a
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. r.
2366 R. Hutchins 640 0 0 Brisbane
237 R. Walker ... ... 457 0 0 Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Fsquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section forty-one of  "  The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after  TUESDAY , the twentieth
day of February , 1877,  at the several Land Offices
named.
1.9;0.2 aParish. C;G.
13 Tantitha
42 S. Kolon
SA Marathon
98 Kalkie...
211 Walde-
grave
210
W
Land
.Late Lessee .  Area . , Agent's
District.
1 A. R. P.313 J. Robson .. 80 0 0  Bundaberg
376 1 E. W. Otway ... -101 2 0
383 H .  E. Peirson ... 191 0 0 „
464 C.  Andresen ... 99 3 0
73 1 T. Mancktelow... 46 1 0 Roma
85 N. C. Suttor ... 42 0  0
„
93 J. Wilson ... 80 0  0
„
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year- of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  TAE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.  S.)  Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section one of  "  The Homestead
1 Areas  Act of  1872, " 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the portion
of land hereunder described shall continue to form
part of the Homestead Area within which it is
situated ,  and shall be open to Selection as a Home-
stead, and not otherwise ,  subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and  after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February ,  1877, at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
Parish. District. Homestead Late Lessee. Area.Area.
I  A.
Barolin  ...  431 Bundaberg Barolin  ...  J. H. Cath- 188
• cart
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane, this fourth day of
January ,  in the  y ear of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and
in the  fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAFE THE QUEEN I
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QIIEENSLAND, Proclamation  by His Excellency
WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,TO WIT.
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of se tion hree of "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," 1, WILLIAM WELLING-
TON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the lands here-
under described are and shall be withdrawn from
the operation of the said Act, with the view of
offering same for sale by auction.
District. Homestead Area Late Lessee. Area.
1735 Toowoomba Beauaraba...
A. R. P.
W. Graham 500 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the authority in me vested by an
Act passed in the second year of the reign of
his late Majesty King William the Fourth, and
numbered twelve, and with the advice of the
Executive Council, I, the Governor aforesaid, do
hereby appoint the under-mentioned River Cross-
ings as places of public traffic, and where Tolls and
Ferry Dues may be levied under the regulations,
restrictions, and provisions of the said recited Act,
of which ferries all persons are hereby required
to take due notice.
On the Old Palmerville Road-
Normanby River Crossing.
Laura River Crossing.
Palmerville Crossing.
On the New Road to Byerstown-Normanby East Crossing.
Normanby West Crossing.
Palmer and Byerstown Crossing.
On the Thornburough Road-
Upper Palmer Crossing.
Mitchell Crossing.
Hodgkinson Crossing.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this eleventh day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QIIEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
(L. S.)
W. W. CAIRNS,
Governor.
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
nor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Queensland and
ifs Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  " ?he Crown Lands Alienation
Art of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, wit   the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and declare that the Roads hereinunder
described shall be and are hereby opened as Public
Roads.
DESCRIPTIONS.
1. Road one chain wide, resumed from selection
157, Warwick District. (C. Brosnan.)
From the road reserved through selection 157
north -westerly to its west boundary  ;  also, from
the west boundary north-easterly to the north
boundary ,  containing seven acres.
2. Road one chain wide, resumed from selection
219, Warwick District . (A. Hall.)
From the south -east corner of selection 219 along
its east boundary to the north-east corner, contain-
ing six acres.
3. Road one chain wide ,  resumed from selection
436, Warwick District . (G. Mawhirst.)
From the road reserved through selection 436
easterly to its east boundary.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this ninth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,  I Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  ,  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and Commander -in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the eighteenth
section of  The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1868, "  I, WILLIAM  WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor  aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive  Council, do hereby notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be reserved
for Township purposes ,  and be withheld from selec-
tion or sale by auction ,  otherwise than in town or
suburban lots.
TOWN RESERVE ON YANDARAM CREEK, KOLAN
RIVER.
County of Cook.
About 640 acres.
Commencing on the Bolan River at the S.E
corner of selection 524, and bounded thence on part
of the N.W. by the S.E. boundary line of that
selection bearing 225 degrees about forty-eight
chains ; thence by part of the S.W. boundary of
the same selection bearing 315 degrees about thirty-
two and a-half chains ; again on the N.W. by a
line bearing 225 degrees eighty chains ; on the
S.W. by a line bearing 135 degrees to Yandaram
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its
junction with the Bolan River, and by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, by His Excellency
TO WIT.
]Proclamation
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the
eighteenth section of "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act Of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do hereby notify and pro-
claim that the lands hereunder described shall be
reserved for Township purposes, and be withheld
from selection or sale by auction, otherwise than in
Town or Suburban lots.
RESERVE FOR  A TOWNSHIP.
On Canterbury Run, Flinders, near Burke
District.
Area-4 square miles.
Commencing on the north or right bank of the
Flinders River at the south-east angle of the Buna
Run, being opposite a point about sixty-five chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over XXXI, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
part of the east boundary of the before-mentioned
run one mile forty chains ; thence on the north by
an east line  two miles twelve chains ; thence on the
east by a south line about one mile twenty chains
to the Flinders River ; and thence on the south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the
point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE Q iJEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
A TTENTION is directed to the Notice pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th December, 1876, page 1364, relative to a
proposed Sale of Lands by Auction in the vicinity of
Roma and Surat, in the Western Railway Reserve.
The Sale will be conducted by Mr. John Cameron,
at the School of Arts, Brisbane, commencing at
11 a.m. on THURSDAY, the 29th day of March,
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes  named  with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOB  CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west forty chains ; on the west by a
line bearing  north forty  chains ; on  the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
I RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links; on the south-west
by a line bearing 236 degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t- the Bolonne River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains and fifty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection 145; on the southwest by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone River ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department Df Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October,  1860;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MARYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west bcundary of reserve fox
wharves proclaimed 6th March, 1874; thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
'CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."TV HE Leases of the under-mentioned Selections,1 having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor, are now lying at the several Land Agents'
Offices, for delivery to the Lessees.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
A. R. P.
No. of
Lease.
BRISBANE.
2198 John Delaney Bergin .. 270 0 0 6760
2422 John Delaney Bergin ... 227 0 0 6761
2423 William Allen ... ... 195 0 0 6762
2493 Walter George Skerman 301 2 0 6763
2504 Thomas Herron ... 201 0 0 6764
2515 John Waters ... ... 274 0 0 6765
2516  Seth Brook ... ... 344, 0 0 6766
2519 1 Dennis Cahil ... ... 514 0 0 6767
2520 John Finegan Smith ... 96 0 0 6768
2527  Joseph Hogan ... ... 150 0 0 6769
2533 James Wyllie ... ... 180 0 0 6770
2557 Rody Cruise ... ... 255 0 0 6771
2671 William Tyler ... ... 273 0 0 6772
2714 William Clarkstone ... 300 0 0 6773
1140 Rose McGoldrick ... 62 0 0 6810
2242 Nicholas Bell ... ... 348 0 0 6811
2517 Joseph Darragh ... 660 0 0 6812
2518 Martin Sullivan ... 267 1 24 6813
2526 Evan James ... 300 0 0 6814
2600  John  Tucker ... 1937 0 0 6815
2681 William Lloyd Dee ... 870 0 0 6816
2800 George  Blaxland  Molle 1426 0 0 6817
IPswicH.
303 Hugh McGovern ... 63 3 21 6774
1391 Robert Dunn ... 693 0 0 6775
1529 John Phillip Jost ... 297 2 18 6776
3109 John McConnell ... 322 0 0 6777
3160 Peter Thomson ... 467 0 0 6778
3382 Jarres Charles White ... 1293 0 0 6779
3480 Daniel Neurath ... 180 0 0 6780
3500 Carl Stark ... ... 80 0 0 6781
3557 Johann Schmidt ... 318 0 0 6782
3568 Rudolph Beitzel ... 307 0 0 6783
3569 John Grieve ... ... 360 0 0 6781
3570 John Greive ... ... 350 0 0 6785
3580 Walter Greive ... ... 360 0 0 6786
3581 Walter Greive ... 430 0 0 6787
1130 Robert Hardgrave ... 131 0 0 6788
3094 Louis Hope ... ... 1550 0 0 6789
3385 George  Smith,  senior  ... 180 0 0 6790
2168  Sarah Mary Gilliver ... 80 0 0 6791
3584 Daniel Neurath ... 80 0 0 6792
3759 Rudolph Keller ... 80 0 0 6793
3770 John Jones ... ... 400 0 0 6794
3813 James Dunlop ... ... 200 0 0 6795
3832 Thomas Alford... ... 476 2 0 6796
3844 James Brisbane ... 200 0 0 6797
3923 Robert Grieve ... ... 360 0 0 6798
3924 John McDonald 275 0 0 6799
3954 August Tessman 120 0 0 6800
3961 James Goan, jun. 400 0 0 6801
3987 Edward Sealy ... ... 321 0 0 6802
3988 Edward Sealy ... ... 321 0 0 6803
3989 Edward Sealy ... ... 321 0 0 6804
4043 Thomas Hancock, jun. 304 0 0 6805
4096 Carl Friedrick Ernst 120 0 0 6806
Berlin
4100 Thomas Hancock 161 0 0 6807
4147 Wilhelm Litzow 200 0 0 6808
4161 Charles Luton ... ... 397 0 0 6809
BEENLEIGH.
186 1 Robert Christie ...
438  1 William Knight Witty
734 Philip Henry Nind ...
751 James Ramsay...
HELIDON.
333 Richard Savage
505 ! Simeon Fitz-Herbcrt
1 Lord
517 Charles Cocks ... ...
532 1 Michael O'Connor ...
541 Samuel Dear ... ..
Lessee. A i ea.
82 0 0
70 1 32
795 3 0
103 0 0
6818
6819
6820
6821
240 0 0 - 6822
244 0 0
4040 0 0
40 0 0
300 0 0
6823
6824
6825
6826
LEASES LYING  FOR  DELIVERY-Continued.
Register
No. ofApplica-
tion.
Lessee. Area No. ofLease.
A. R. P.
• HELIDON -eonliuued.
525 John Moran ... ... 1 140 0 0 6827
537 Henry Jurgs ...  320 0 0 6828
575 James Geddes ... ... 59 0 0 6829
580 William Lougheed ... 160 0 0 6830
582 William Lougheed ... 230 0 0 6831
583 Daniel Kennedy  ... 80 1 0 6832
584 Daniel Kennedy  168 1 0 6833
598 James Dear ... ... 100 0 0 6834
606 Hinrich Pohlmann ... 84 0 0 6835
608 William Dunege ...  72 3 22 6836
659 James Cudihy ... 80 0 0 6837
665 Thomas Cudihy ... 40 0 0 6838
666 Henry Lowe ... ... 160 0 0 6839
672 Thomas Crotty ... 100 0 0 6840
679 William Chadwick ... 190 0 0 6841
716 Jessie Scott ... ... 1000 0 0 6842
ToowooMBA.
782 James Plant ... ... 333 0 0 6843
956 ' Timothy Hayden  230 0 0 6844
984 Charles Frederick 40 0 0 6345
Couchman
1222 John Thomas Littleton 492 2 0 6846
1287 Charles Barnes .. .. 788 2 0 6847
1291 Edward Wilmot Pechey 250 0 0 6848
1317 Ditto 309 0 0 6849
1366 Franz Bodman 320 0 0 6850
1379 John Trousdell  200 0 0 6851
1713 George Say ... 267 0 0 6852
1724  Edward Weinholt and 320 0 0 6853
William Graham,
Charles Williams,
and John Sargent
Turner, Trustees of
the late William Kent
1725 Ditto ... ... 160 0 0 6854
1726 Ditto ... ...  2060 0 0 6"55
1753 William Jordan 165 0 0 6856
1858 William Pierce... ... 296 0 0 6857
WARWICK.
561 Kenneth Hutchison . ( 1428 0 0 6858
600 The Corporation of the 1550 0 0 6859
Bank of Australasia
653 Christian Benzold ...  238 0 0 6860
870 David Butler ... .. 320 0 0 6861
897 Henry Smith  ... ... 137 3 22 6862
964 John Affleck  ... ... 120 0 0 6863
967 Ditto ... 470 0 0 6864
677 James Butler . .... 227 0 0 6865
1010 William Donald Coutts  43 3 0 6866
1070 William Turnbull ...  66 0 0 16867
1317 Isaac Hardwick ...  62 0 0 6868
DALBY.
336 1 Samuel  Nunn ... ... I 2,000 0 0 6869
ROCKHAMPTON.
668 Chs. Handasyde Wilson 1,330 0 0
680 James Black ... ... I 1,206 0 0
777 Patrick McEvoy 1,631 0 0
787 James Black ... ... 624 0 0
843 Robert Bell .. 640 0 0
847 Francis George Newbold 1.600 0 0
849 Ditto ... ... 319 3 0
921 John Hefferan ... ... 423 0 0
933 Thomas Atherton ... 900 0 0
959 Henry Beak ... ... 483 0 0
960 Montague Beak ... 420 0 0
963 David Cadwallader ... 1,506 0 0
966 John Reid Clark ... 1,578 0 0
978 James Hutton ... ... 1,067 0 0
992 Daniel James Martin ... 550 0 0
1007 John Robertson ... 338 0 0
1051 Richard Smalley ... 640 0 0
1057 Joseph George Harper 320 0 0
1081 Henry Edward Russel 3.071 0 0
1186A, Patrick Doherty 64 0 0
1253A Honorie Ryan ... ... I 760 0 0
1261 William Archer 484 0 0
1262 Ditto 129 0 0
1280 Henry Edward  Russel 432 0 0
1320 James Rutherford ... 1,460 0 0
1321 Ditto ... ... 1,100 0 0
1334 John Robertson ... 90 0 0
1345 Ditto 80 0 0
6870
6871
6872
6873
6874
6875
6876
6877
6878
6879
6880
6881
6882
6883
6884
6885
6886
6887
6888
6889
6890
68916892
6893
6894
6895
6896
6897
I
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LEASES LYING FOB DELIVERY - continued.
Register
No. of
A pplica-
tion.
Lessee. Area. No. ofLease.
1346
]366
1370
1371
1376
1377
1378
1387
1390
1393
1394
1425
67
188
225
234
A. B. P.
RoCKHAMPTON-  continued.
John Confrey Jones ... 190 0 0
Charles Lutton... 93 0 0
Montague  Beake ... 1 418 0 0
Thomas Black ... ... 160 0 0
John Hogan ... ... 306 0 0
Ditto ... ... 1,363 0 0
Ditto ... ... 1,450 0 0
Edwin Macaree 640 0 0
Donald Macdonald ... 495 0 0
Thomas Creed ... ... 340 0 0
Thomas Creed and 1,092 0 0
G C deorge ree
Ditto 863 0 0
GLADSTONE.
Theodor Schulze ... 127 0 0
Henry. Lilly ... ... 106 0 0
William Mackay ... 280 0 0
James Glennie, Trustee 1,746 0 0
for the children of the
late Mary Collins
MARYBOROUGII.
6898
6899
6900
6901
6902
6903
6904
6905
6906
6907
6908
6909
6910
6911
6912
6913
124 Hugh Hutchison ... 60 0 0 6914
688 Joseph Cleary ... ... 1,790 0 C 6915
772 Fli Lenthall ... ... 1,400 0 0 6916
850 William Horton ... 200 0 0 6917
865 Nicholas Thurecht ... 373 0 16  6918
866 Edward Clifford ... 5(0 0 0 6919
875 John Hood ... ... 97 0 0 6920
885 Jochim Pohlmann ... 80 0 0 6921
889 William Hennessy ... 987 0 0 6922
896 James Howlett... ... 105 0 0 6923
904 Carl Newbauer... ... 61 2 10 6324
912 Michael Balow... ... 160 0 0 6925
916 Percy Ramsay ... 640 0 0 6926
917 Ditto ... ... 640 0 0 6927
918 Edward Bernard Cresset 640 0 0 6928
Corser
919 Ditto ... 240 0 0 6929
920 William Cooke Rogers 640 0 0 6930
921 James King ... ... 100 0 0 6931
922 Wiegand Vollmershause 309 0 0 6932
950 William Whitley ... 525 0 0 6933
951 William Howard ... 520 0 0 6934
9 '2 George Howard ... 640 0 0 6935
955 Maurice O'Brien ... 68 0 0 6936
957 Charles Powers ... 200 0 0 i 6937
981 John Thomas Ellis ... 121 0 0 1 6938
982 Thomas Rogers ... 100 0 0 6939
984 Hugh Henderson ... 521 3 14 6940
990 I William Broom 100 0 0 6941
GYMPIE.
87 Edward Booker ...
211 Isaac Moore ...
309 James Mellwrailh ...
434 Frederic William Hetley
489 James Hayden... ...
531 Hamilton Anne Mont-
gomery Lacy
562 William Easey ... ...
578 John Townsend Atherton
579 Robert Gordon Walker
592 James John Good Caul-
field
596 Patrick Lillis ...
630 Peter MacPherson
648 Andrew Ogilvie
649 Ditto ...
658 C eorge Sloan ... ...
672 Thomas Brand... ...
689 Charles Simpson Ailkin
( Drain
BUNDABERG.
400 I Johan Zielke ... ...
415
4•!2
529
537
538
Richard Jones ... ...
William Thomas Bates
Alfred Thomas Coomber
Daniel Mahoney
James Court Walker
542 j Thomas Mcllwraith
796 0 0 6942
321 0 0 6943
160 0 0 6244
563 0 0 6945
82 0 0 6946
161 0 0 6947
138 0 0 6948
1,350 0 0 6949
119 0 0 6950
1,105 0 0 6951
2,979 0 0 16952
5,106 0 0 6953
1,200 0 0 6954
1,231,  0 0 6955
1,156 0 0 6956
80 0 0 6957
340 0 0 6958
79 0 0
190 3 0
640 0 0
400 0 0
104 0 0
100 0 0
3,675 0 0
6959
6960
6961
6962
6963
6964
6966
LEASES  LYING iron DELIVERY-continned.
RegisterNo. of
Applica-'
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.
No. of
Lease.
TENNINOEBING.
21 David Pollock ... ... 180 0 0 6966
30 I Joseph Allen ... ... 74 0 0 6967
BowEN.
230 Sydney Yeates ... ... 473 0 0 6268
265 John Clarke ... ... 1,186 0 0 6969
276 William Joehheim 359 3 0 6970
286 Robert Gordon... ... I 367 0 0 6971
MACKAY.
306 Charles Keeley... ... 2,225 0 0 6972
361 Edward Denman • ... 600 0 0 6973
367 John Dickie ... ... 642 0 0 6974
419 William George Kemp 83 0 0 6975
423  Hugh McCready, senior 108 0 0 6076
ROMA.
96 I George Wieneke ... 76 0 0 6977
110 Dougald Carr ... 153 0 0 6978
111 I Samuel Stewart ... 2,325 0 0 6979
119 George Wieneke ... 41 0 0 6980
CLE RMONT.
125 Thomas Neil ... ... 147 0 0 6981
151 Christian Neidermeyer 111 1 0 6982
152 Charles William Gandry 80 0 0 6983
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands in-
tended to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions,  and  such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles  Street.
Land Granted- Portion  685 , county of  Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly , 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
Cuunty of  Stanle//, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area ,  68 acres, 1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links;  on the north by a line bearing west twenty-
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links  wide;  on the north -west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south -west by that creek downwards to the
north-west corner of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen chains fifty links to Witton Creek ,  thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
BrisbaneRi-v  er ;  and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
£13
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date  of Grant-24 h March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion f'83, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly,  35 acres  2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION. -
County of .Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees  59 minutes east eight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east  ten chains sixty- nine  links ; thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52  minutes east  forty-four links to a road
one chain  wide ; on the  east  by that road bearing
south twenty- one chains  ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
j 7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
11 11''  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Governmer t Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County  of Churchill, parish of Alfred,  portions  16,
18,  and 21.
L1 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north -east corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north  by that  road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty -one chains  ;  on the south by
another road one chain  wide  bearing west ten
chains;  and on  the west by  portions  12 and 17
bearing north twenty-one chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
I
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
fr the Executive Council, directs it to be notified,
in pursuance of the fifty-fifth section of "  The Pas-
toral Leases Art of  1869," that the lands hereunder
described have been resumed from the lease of the
Run called Canterbury, in the Burke District, with
the view of being proclaimed for Township pur-
poses.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
CANTERBURY RUN.
Burke District.
Area Resumed- 4 square miles.
Commencing on the north or right bank of the
Flinders River, at the south-east angle of the
Bund Run, being opposite a point about sixty-five
chains  above a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXI, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along part  of the east boundary of the before-
mentioned  run, one mile  forty  chains  ; thence on
the north by an  east  line two  miles twelve  chains ;
thence  on the east by a south line about  one mile
twenty chains  to the Flinders River ; and thence
on the south by the right bank of that river down-
wards  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
The Crawn Lands Alienation Act of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JOHN DOUGLAS
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
thence north  3(X) degrees 18 minutes east fiftylinks; thence north 30 degrees 18 minutes east to
the Mary River low -water mark spring  tides;
thence by that mark upwards to a point bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east from the com-
mencing  point; and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18 minutes east to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR WATER, WIDE BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing east one hundred and sixty chains ; on the
east by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty -seven  links;  again
on the south by. a line bearing west fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek ,  and pas-
sing through a post three hundred and ten links
from said creek  ;  and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
443, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General's Office.
RESERVE FOR A POUND, ST .  GEORGE.
County of Belmrre, parish  of St. G eorge, town of
St. George ,  allotments 9 and  10  of section 28.
2 acres.
Commencing on the north -west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section ,  and bounded
thence on the south -east by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south -west by allotment
8 bearing 311 degrees  five  chains;  on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street  ;  and on the north -east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roofs 17 perel. es.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River ,  at the west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south -west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south-easterly three chains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street ; on the south-east
by that street ,  bearing north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin -street ; on the north -cast by that street,
bearing north -westerly three chains and  eight yy-
nine  links to the Burnett River ,  and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg.
allotments 1 and 4 of section 29.
1 acre 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section ,  and bounded
thence on the south -west by Burrum -street, bear-
ing south -easterly two chains and eighty -five links
to Quay street ; on the south -east by that street,
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bearing north -easterly six chains; on  the north-east
by allotment'  seven, bearing rnorth-westerly three
chains to  the Burnett River.  and on  the north-west
by that river upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES,  ON THR BARRON
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK, FROM CAIRNS TO
THORNBOROUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence on part of the east by a line
bearing south fifty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west  one hundred chains, crossing the
Barron  River ; on the west by a line bearing north
one hundred  chains ; on  the north by a line bearing
east one hundred chains,  crossing  the Barron River;
and on the  remainder , of the east by a line bearing
south fifty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Churchill, parish of 1'ent;Hill, portion
No. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tent Hill Creek,
at a point bearing 2713 degrees, and distant eighty
links from a gum tree marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy  links ,  and passing  through a
post three hundred and seventy links from said
creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by portion 43, bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing through a post one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek ; and on the east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclie.
78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion 216, and
bounded thence on the south-west and south by
portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees
east fourteen chains and fifteen links, and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve  chains ; again  on the south by that
portion  bearing east  twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty  links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees  east, one chain  and eighty-
one links ; on the north-east and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees  east ten chains,
and west forty- seven chains  and seventy  links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Wharf purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres  1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Barolin street,  bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street ; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly  two chains  and sixty-
three  links  to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
West by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
PRELIMINARY  NOTICE.
LANDS RESUMED FROM RUNS IN THE BURNETT
DISTRICT AND IN THE STANTHORPE DISTRICT
ON THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE COLONY-
( T is hereby notified for general information that
j the lands resumed during the late Session of
Parliament from the hereinafter -mentioned Runs
will be declared open to Selection under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," at as early a
date as possible after that Act comes into opera-
tion. These lands contain an area of about 1,387,500
acres-a portion of which will be reserved for
township purposes and sale by auction.
Descriptions of the proposed reservations will be
published  an soon as possible, so as to afford
intending selectors an opportunity of inspecting
the country prior to its being declared open to
selection.
Name of Run.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Run.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS.
Coolmumda
Bengally and Wyemo
Beebo
Whetstone
Brush Creek
Swithland
Canning Creek
Stonehenge
Bodumba
Glenelg
Terrica
Texas
Pikedale
Auchinblae
Catterthum
Pike's Creek
Pike's Creek North
Emu Vale
Bonshaw
Maidenhead
Aitkin's Flat
Mingoola
Ballindean
Tenterfield North
Nulidubbermere
Coolnumda.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Baramba
North Baramba
East Baramba
Baramba Ranges
Nanango
Booie
Boonara
Nangur
Goomerrinbong
BoobyjanWindera
Gobongo
Gobongo North
Manumbar
Mondure
Mondure Back
Warra
Dundar
Johngboon
Mungore
South Mungore
Cattle
Ginoondan
Gooroolballin.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1876.WHER EAS, by the twenty -fifth  section of"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall  be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBURRA.
County of  Merivale , parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty -three links and
north  184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by  a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety -six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five  links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1876.
CANCELLATION OF A TEMPORARY
RESERVE.IN pursuance of section 24 of " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," it is hereby
notified for general information that the temporary
reserve for a Police Paddock at Bundaborg ,  estab-
lished by notice bearing date 25th September , 1874,
appearing in the  Government Gazette  of  1874, folio
1833, is hereby cance lled.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
11' 1T'  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,'
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north-east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links ; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees east
twenty-four chains and seven links; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods' .38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
six chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the nort-east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other roadfirst aforesaid bearing orth 323 degrees 3 minutes
east eleven chains and ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January; 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish and town of St. George,
allotment  6 of section 22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-west side of Alfred
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52  degrees two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north-west by allotment 5 bearing 232
degrees two  chains to Henry, street ; and on the
south-east  by that street bearing 142 degrees five
chains  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that he DeedsGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Aot of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names and  descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants,  qnd in every deed containing the erroneous
names  and descriptions, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.--Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No. 211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant--5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land  granted.-Portion 92, county ofStanley,
parish of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links ; on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes  east  ten chains
thirty-one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes  east  twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 mites
east  ten chains six links to the point of commence.
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. [Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land ranted.  Portion 161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty  acres  three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  161r
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287  degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one  chains fifteen links  ; on the north-west
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by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty-one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich rcad 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel JosephWills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Land granted.-Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1876.
TOWN RESERVE OF WALLAL, WARREGO
DISTRICT.THE following amended description of the boun-daries of the above Town Reserve, proclaimed
under the  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," is substituted for that contained in the
proclamation dated the 14th December, 1875, and
published in page 2481 of the  Government Gazette
of 1875.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
is also required to produce  his original  field notes,
plans plotted therefrom, and a specimen of drawing.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years  must also  be given.
5. The course of examination will include the
following subjects:-
(a)  Decimal arithmetic and fractions.
(b) The use of logarithms.
(c) The elements of geometry.
(d) Plane trigonometry.
(e) Al ensuration.
(f) Plotting surveys, and checking same by
calculation.
(g) General knowledge of the details of practi-
cal surveying in the field.
(h) Writing descriptions of boundaries.
(i) The  uses  and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(k) Methods of obtaining the true meridian.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40 scale, a parallel ruler, a
protractor, and a pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor -General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th  December, 1876.
W HEREAS,  by the  twenty-fifth section of" The  Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
Description'of the amended boundaries of the Town
Reserve of Wallal, Warrego District.
Commencing on the left bank of the Warrego
River at a point one mile forty chains south of a
tree marked broad-arrow over 33 within triangle,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line
one mile" sixty-four chains ; thence on the east by a
south line one mile forty chains ; thence on the south
by a west line sixty-six chains to left bank of
Warrego River ; and thence on the west by left
bank of said river upwards to point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
• Survey Branch,
Brisbane , 13th  December, 1876.
EXAMINATION  FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS,
UNDER  " THE CROWN LANDS ALIENA-
TION ACT OF  1868."
I
T is hereby  notified that an Examination of
candidates desiring to qualify themselves as
Licensed Surveyors ,  will be commepeed at the
Public Lands Office, George  street, on TUESDAY,
30th January, 1877.
1. Each candidate , before entering upon his
examination for a license as a Surveyor ,  is required
to produce to the Surveyor -General a certificate
from a Staff or Licensed Surveyor ,  as to his term
of service and general experience in field duties,
and hig competency to undertake surveys on his
own responsibility .  The term of service must in
all cases extend  over  a period of not less than two
years.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified
Surveyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand ,  and who can produce
certificates from the Surveyor-General of the colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory manner, are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years as required by
the preceding clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least ten
days '  notice of their intention to present themselves,
enclosing with same a fee of  £ 5 together with any
testimonials of professional qualifications they may
have previously obtained ,  which will be returned
after the examination is completed .  Each candidate
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  March, town  of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to  g ent street ; on
the south -west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes cast about ten chains to
Ferry street  ;  and on the north -west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees  50 minutes  east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
Coy uty of Churchill, parish of  Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty -four links  ;  on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ; and on the north -east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, thecorrect names shall betaken to have
been inserted in the respective  grants , and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names  and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land  Granted--Selection 1345, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 650 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant--20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted- Selection  1346, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 1,157 acres.
Nature  of  Misnomer-The name Holford Henry
Adcock having  been inserted  in the deed of grant
as the  intended  grantee,  instead of Nalford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,975. Date of Grant, 20th
September 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted- Selection  1344, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 640 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended  grantee . instead of Nalford Henry
Adcock.
Depar nt of Public Lands,
'' isbane , 8th December, 1876.
I
T is hereby notified for general  information,
that application under the 27th section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868 " has
been made for the closing of the undermentioned
Road; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.  Applicant.
1 C. McCul-
loch
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Road separating poP Robinson 13 1 32
tions 200, 201, 202,
204, and 359, from
portion 234,  235, and
selection 896 Wit
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Department of Public Lands,
lrisbane, 7th November, 187 6.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
\' OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
names, and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRRD TO.
No. of Grant-14,795. Date of Grant, 9th July
1866.
Name of Grantee-Alfred Murray, junior.
Land  Granted-Portion 37, county of Churchill,
parish of Gatton, 5 acres.Nature of Misnomer-The name Alfred Murray,
junior, having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the intended grantee, instead of Alfred Murry.
No. of Grant-  18,834. Date of Grant, 12th
August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-Alfred Wyatt Cook.
Land Granted-Portion  33, county of Churchill,
parish of Laidley, 15 acres, 3 roods.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Wyatt
Cook having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the intended grantee, instead of Arthur Wyatt
Cook.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th December, 1876.
j T is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  11 The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  "  has been
made for the closing  of the  undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider  their  interests
affected  thereby, are required to  transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land  Agent 's Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
I
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 S. Fountain Road separating
A.B. P.
Eurpengary 2 1 15
2 IS. Fountain
portion 38 from
portion 39
Road separating Burpengary "j 2 1 '9
portion 49 fromDepartment of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868  "  has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby,  are required to transmit to th'
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agents '  Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD  APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. j Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
3 3 321  it.  Jarrott Roads separating por- Warner
and tious 223 and 225,
David Hall from portion 229
portion 50
V1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per.
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Goverment
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : r otice
is hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL  ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Xholo, county of Stanley.
About 70 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River, at the north- east  corner of portion 25, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north 180  degrees
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30 minutes east about  seventeen  chains ; on the
south by portion 49 bearing north 112 degrees east
seven chains and thirty links, and north 88 degrees
east  thirteen chains to the east side of a road,
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
40 degrees  east seven  chains and eighty-five links,
north 21 degrees east six chains, north 42 degrees
east five chains and eighty links, north 20 degrees
east  nine chains, north 27 degrees 30 minutes east
six chains and ninety-three links, north 28 degrees
east  four chains, north 83 degrees 45 minutes east
three chains and sixty-seven links, north 39 degrees
east  one chain and fifty-one links, north 7 degrees
east two chains  and thirty-nine links, north 353 de-
grees east five chains and ninety-three links, north
337 degrees east eight chains and twenty-five links,
and north 355 degrees 15 minutes  east  three chains
and forty-five links ; on the north by lines bearing
west ten chains and three links, and north 319 de-
grees east  six chains and sixty-six links ; again on
the west by part of portion 42 bearing south six
chains and seventy-four links to the Brisbane
River ; and on the north-west by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
a road as marked on map in the Surveyor-General's
office.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish and town of Laidley.
1 acre 2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Drayton street
at the south-west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing
north 86 degrees east six chains and fifty links, and
north 75 degrees  east  two chains ; on the north-east
by allotment 5 beating north 345 degrees east two
chains and 50 links to  a lane ; on  the north-west by
that lane bearing north 255 degrees east eight
chains and thirty-two links ; and on the south-west
by a line bearing north 167 degrees and 30 minutes
east one chain and twenty-six links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ON THE ROAD FROM
WARWICK TO TOOWOOMBA,  AT THE  CROSSING
OF SPRING CREEK.
County of Aubigny, parish of Table-top.
4 acres 3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at the
north-east corner of portion 41; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing north
335 degrees 20 minutes east thirteen chains and
nine links ; on the north by a line bearing west one
chain and thirty-eight links ; on the west by a line
bearing south eleven chains and ninety links ; and
on the south by portion 41 bearing east six chains
and eighty-two links to the point of commence.
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Maclean.
60 acres.
Commencing on the Teviot road at a point bear-
ing north 27 degrees east, and distant 112 links
from the north-west corner of portion 23; and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing north 27 degrees east twenty chains and
twenty-seven links, and north 54 degrees east
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing east
four chains and thirty-three links ; on the east by a
line bearing south thirty chains and ten links to a
road one chain wide ; and on the south by that
road bearing north 270 degrees thirty minutes east
twenty-nine chains and eighty links to the point of
commencement.
NEW STREET, TO GIVE ACCESS TO THE QUEEN'S
WHARF, TOWN OF MARYBOROUGH.
1 chain wide.
Commencing on the north- east  side of Wharf
street at the south corner of reserve for Immigra-
tion Dep5t ; bounded thence by the south-east
boundary of said reserve, being a line bearing about
north thirty degrees eighteen minutes east 225 links
to the  east  corner of said reserve ; thence on the
north- east  by a line at right- angles  to aforesaid
boundary,  being a line bearing  about north 120
degrees  18 minutes  east  649 links to the left bank
of the River Mary ; thence by said bank of the
river upwards bearing north three hundred and
twenty-six degrees forty eight minutes north 225
links in a direct line ; thence by a line bearing about
north three hundred degrees eighteen minutes east
750 links to the north corner of the Customs
Reserve ; thence by the north-west boundary of
said reserve bearing about north two hundred and
ten degrees eighteen minutes east 125 links to the
west corner of the Customs Reserve ; and thence
by a line bearing about north three hundred degrees
eighteen  minutes east  100 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.
VAJ
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
JOHN 'DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY ,  MOOSE'S CREEK,
NORTH ROCKUAMPTON.
Portion  235,  parish  of Murchison, county of
Livingstone.
33 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Moore's Creek
at the south corner of portion 171, and bounded
thence on the north-east by part of that portion
bearing north 43 degrees west  ten chains  and fifty
links ; on the north-west by portion 235A bearing
south 47 degrees west eighteen chains and thirty-
six links ; on the south-west by the Yaamba road
and a  line bearing south 30 degrees east twenty-one
chains and  forty links to Moore's Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1876.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanent )yy reserved for the purposes
named with respect fo each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOB A SCHOOL NEAR GOWBIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba, Portion
No.  421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that portion bearing
south twenty- six chains  and sixty-seven links ; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and ninety-three links, and 42 degrees 58
minutes  seven chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, town of
Roma, allotments  1, 2,  3, 4,  6, 7, 8, and 9, of
section  44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north-west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north by that street  bearing
east five  chains to Arthur street ; on the east by that
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street bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne  street  ; and on the west by that street
bearing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION OF THE HOSPITAL  RESERVE, COO%-
TOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of Cook-
town, allotment  7 of section 8.
2 roods  16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
9 degrees  and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north-cast by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degres and
10 minutes  east  2 chains; and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes  east three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deedsof Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His
Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance ofthe provisions of "  The Titles to Lana Act  of 1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instrument endorsed on such Deeds of
Grant, respectively, under his Hand and the Seal of
the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-24,803. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion 8,  county of Livingstone,
parish of Cawarral, eighteen acres one rood thirty-
three perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No. 8.
18 acres 1 rood 33 perches.
Commencing  on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 7, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing  east  twenty-six chains and
seventy-one links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing 146 degrees 50 minutes seven chains and
seventy-nine links ; on the south by portion 9 and
a reserve  bearing west thirty chains and eight
links  ; and on the west by the said road bearing
351 degrees 52 minutes six chains and fifty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-24,802. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  17, county of Living-
stone , parish of Cawarral, sixteen acres ten perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No. 17.
16 acres 10 perches.
Commencing on the Cawarral road at a point
bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes, and distant one chain
and fifteen links from the west corner of portion 11,
and bounded thence on the west and north-west
by that road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes five
chains and eighty-one and a-half links, 356 degrees
twenty-two chains and eighty-five links, 63 degrees
30 minutes five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
north-east by a line bearing 171 degrees 50 minutes
twenty-two chains and twelve links ; and on the
south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees 6 minutes
twelve chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-22,789. Date of Grant--10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No.  11.
41 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 10, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-three chains ; on
the south-east by a line and portion 12 bearing 188
degrees 40 minutes four chains and three links, and
220 degrees 6 minutes thirty-three chains to a road ;
on the south-west by that road bearing 310 degrees
6 minutes nine chains ; on the west by the same
road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one chain and
fifteen links ; and on the north-west by the same
road bearing 40 degrees 6 minutes twelve chains
and sixteen links ; again on the west by the same
road bearing 351 degrees 52 minutes thirteen chains
and one link to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-9,797. Date of Grant--13th
October, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Charles Mallard.
Land granted.-Portion  25, county, Aubigny,
Felton Run.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Felton, portion No. 25.
160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Hodgson°s
Creek at the south-east corner of portion 24, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion and a
line bearing west  eighty- one chains  and thirty
links ; on the west by a line bearing south twenty
chains  ; on the south by a  line bearing  east fifty-
six chains  and forty links to Hodgson's Creek ;
and on  the south-east by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement,- inclusive  of three acres
for a reserved road one chain wide,  as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
No. of Grant --58-56.  Date of Grant-12th
October, 1858.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Henry Marsh.
Land granted.-One  hundred and sixty acres,
pre-emptive purchase on Quart-pot Creek.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Bentine k, parish of Folkestone, Folke-
stone  Pre-emptive.
160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Quart-pot
Creek at the north-west corner of a township re-
serve,  and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that reserve, portion 369, and part
of portion 383, bearing north 91 degrees  45 minutes
east eighty-one chains  and passing  through a post
one hundred and seven links from  said  creek ; on
the east by part of the west boundary of portions
383 and 428 bearing north 1 degree 45 minutes east
twenty chains ; on the north by part of the south
boundary line of portion 428 and  a line in  continu-
ation  bearing  north 271 degrees 45  minutes east
eighty-three  chains and  forty-five links to Quart-
pot Creek  ; and on  the west by that creek down-
wards to the point  of commencement ,- exclusive of
two acres  for a reserved  road ,  as shown  on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Grant--12,774. Date of Grant-21st
September, 1865.
Name of Grantees-Arthur Hodgson and John
Watts.
Land granted.-Pre -emptive  purchase No. 104
on Eton Vale Run, five liuudred and forty-op@
acres.
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AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Auuiigny, parish of Ramsay, Eton Vale
Pre-emptive Purchase No.  104.
530 acres.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of Eton
Vale Pre-emptive Purchase No. 105, and bounded
thence on part of the south by a line bearing north
92 degrees 10 minutes east thirty- nine chains and
ninety- six links ; on  the east by a line bearing north
357 degrees 7 minutes  east  fifty-eight chains and
thirty-eight links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 270  degrees  forty-three minutes east seventy-
nine chains  and fifty-three links to Hodgson's Creek ;
on the  west  by that creek downwards to the north-
west corner  of pre-emptive purchase No. 105 ; and
on the  remainder  of the south by the north bound-
'iry line of that portion easterly to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under His Hand and
the Seal of  the Colony,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that , by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Names of Grantees-Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of Grant-31,675. Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
Description of Land  Granted-Allotment 2 of
section 1, town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
92 perches.
Nature of Misnomer---The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended grantees, instead of
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron Rodgers.
Department of Public Bands,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 1876.
'• CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Commissioners of Crown Lands under "the
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned  offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At  the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
A t the Land  Office,  Beenleigh, the second
Friday in each month.
West Moreton.
At he Land Office, Ipswich, t e first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the second Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors and their
witnesses, when applying for certificates.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
A t the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Coniamine, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter.
irate month afterwards.
As the Lund Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
A t the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT  CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DIS RICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayyndah , the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1876, and every  alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT  OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday  in each month.
S ETTLED  D ISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton , the second
Tuesday  in every  third month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land, Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in  July, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.At the Land Office, Surat, he last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified  from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1875.
PURSUANT to the provisions contained in the
twenty-ninth section of the Timber Regula-
tions, established under notice from thisDepartment,
dated 17th November, 1869, it is hereby notified
for general information, that the cutting and re-
moval of Timber on Great Sandy, or Frazer's
Island, consisting of the under-mentioned tree, is
absolutely prohibited, from and after this date ; and
all Commissioners  of Crown Lands , Rangers, and
Police Officers are requested to see that this pro-
hibition is respected.
TURPENTINE-Eucalyptus Microcorys.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING-  OF SETTLEMENT , TRINITY BAY.
IT is hereby  notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay, will
do so at their own risk, until Such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off'  a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-given to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at  the officer's disposal; and that any Land
Agent, or tither officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion , or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient however, of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans,  t rangements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer,  a tracing  or copy of the plan
required  will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1877.
i T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe undermentioned Tenders have been
accepted ,  viz::-
ALFRED JONES, Lease of Bookstall, Terminal
Station, Brisbane ;
G. and J. BLACK, Lease of Bookstall, Too-
woomba Station.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the following Tenders have been accepted:-Messrs. Low and McGEE, for Repairs. &c.,
Parliamentary Buildings ;
Mr. JOHN WRIGHT, for erection of Police
Station, Veresdale ;
Mr. THOMAS FoRD, for erection of Police
Station, Glen Esk ;
Mr. W. WILLIAMSON, for erection of Police
Station, Jondaryan.
GEORGE THORN.
Pepartment of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
FENCING LOCK-UP, FORTITUDE VALLEY.Tf 1ENDEE S will be received at this Office, untilJ_ 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February
next, from persons willing to contract for Fencing
at the Lock-up. Fortitude Valley.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Fencing
Lock-up, Fortitude Valley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance ,  a Bund to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1877.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
WINDING AND REGULATING CLOCKS.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
1 Four o'clock.p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February next, from persons willing to contract
for Winding and Regulating the Clocks at the
various Public Offices in Brisbane, and on the
Southern and Western Railway, for the term end-
ing 31st December, 1878.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Winding
and Regulating Clocks."
Form of Tender may be seen, and further parti-
culars obtained, at this Office.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, IPSWICH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Benevolent Asylum near Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Benevolent
Asylum, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other;
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  - not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January,  18'1'1.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS TO COTTAGE, POWDER MAGAZINE,
EAGLE FARM.
I
IENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February
next, from persons willing to contract for repairing
Cottage at the Powder Magazine, Eagle Farm.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Repairs,
Cottage, Powder Magazine."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, SEVENTEEN-MILE ROCKS.TENDERS will be received at this Office,until Four o'clock p.m., on FRIDAY, the
23rd February, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Primary School at the
Seventeen-Mile Rocks.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Primary
School, Seventeen-Mile Rocks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Goodna.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, HIGHFIELDS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House and Lock-up at High-fields.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
Souse and Lock-up at .Highfields."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PLAY SHEDS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, LEICH.
HARDT STREET.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
February next, from persons willing to contract
for the erection " of two Sheds at the Primary
School, Leichhardt street.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Sheds,
Primary School, Leichhardt street."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majest for securing such perform-
ance ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE,
POSTMAN'S RIDGE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February next, from persons willing to Contract
for the erection of Primary School and Resi.
dence, Postman's Ridge, between Helidon and
Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Primary
School, 4'c., Postman's Ridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Primary Schools, Toowoomba and Murphy's
Creek.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, COOKTOWN.
T NDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at Court House, Cooktown, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Residence for the Sub-Collector of Customs at
Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender fbr Residence,Sub- Collector of Customs, Cooktown."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Court House, Cooktown.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreein to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing  such performance  ;  other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, NANANGO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 23rd
February next, from persons wiling to contract for
the erection of a Court House at Nanango.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Court House,
Nanango."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, and at Court House, Nanango.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by  the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of-Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender  will not  be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ROMA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Primary School, Roma, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February next, from
persons willing to contract for Additions to Primary
School, Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Roma."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Primary School, Roma.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majecty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MUSEUM, BRISBANE.
rLENDERS will be received at his Office, until1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a building for Museum, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed 10 Tender for Museum,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public  Works.)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS, PRIMARY
SCHOOL, ALFRED.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until4 o'clock P.M. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February
next, from persons will ing to contract for Repairs
and Alterations to Primary School, Alfred.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Repairs,
tc., Primary School, Alfred."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Primary School, Alfred.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking to
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bony
to
Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1877
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER QUART-POT CREEK, STAN-
THORPE.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd
February next, from persons willin to contract for
the construction of a Bridge over Quart-pot Creek
Causeway, Stanthorpe, according to modified plan.
Tenders to be  endorsed  " Tender for Bridge,
Quart pot Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, Roads
Offices, Toowoomba and Warwick, and Court
House, Stanthorpe,
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the suns of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual noti fication of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER FITZROY RIFER, AT ROCK-
HAMPTON.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of Iron Cylinders for the Piers of a Bridge over the
Fitzroy River, at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Iron Cylin-
ders, Fitzroy Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, and
the Roads Offices at Rockhampton and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen dais
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her M ajesty for  securing  such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
UNDERGROUND TANK, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the School-house, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd February next,
from persons willing to contract for the construc-
tion of an Underground Tank at the Primary
School, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Tank,
Primal y School, Mackay."
Plan,* Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and urther particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the School-house, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, UPPER TENT HILL.
rpENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd Feb-
ruary next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School at Upper Tent Hill.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for School, Upper
Tent Hill."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
at the School-house, Gatton, and Court-house,
Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent, on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance of the contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
1 the Custom House, Townsville, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a Resi-
dence for Sub-Collector of Customs, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender.for Residence,Sub- Collector of Customs, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security  for  the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that a new line of
Road through Portions 53, 241 ,  and 242,
parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 15th March,
1875, and 31st May, 1875, folios 650 and 1144, re-
spectively ,  of the  Government Gazette ),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now opened for public use.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4656. JOHN QOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new line of
Road through Pre-emptive Selection No. 48J
I.R., being part of a Road from Cressbrook to
Gatton, parish of Clarendon, county of Cavendish,
district of East Moreton (referred to in Notices
dated 1st July, 1875, and 26th September, 1876,
folios 1313 and 600, respectively, of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer,  and the same is now opened for
public use.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-2675. JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.--FINAL NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
Road through  Selections  Nos. 349, 400, and
401,  parish  of Haldon, county of Aubigny, Darling
Downs  (referred to in Notices dated 24th January,
1876, and 26th April, 1876, folios 190 and 917, re-
spectively,  of the  Government  Gazette),  has been
formally marked  and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now  opened for public use.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
76-5308. - JOHN DOUGLAS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
(TENDERS will be received at this Office, until 4
j o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March
next ,  from persons  willing to contract for the supply
of Coal for the Southern and Western Railway, at
Toowoomba, for Locomotive Engines and Shops,
for one or two years, from 1st April, 1877.
The Coal must be cf the best description, and
samples must  be supplied to the Locomotive
Department, Ipswich, prior to the 2nd March.
Specifications, with further particulars, can be
seen at this  Office, and at the Locomotive Depart-
ment, North Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
DRAIN, PETRIE'S BIGHT.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane , until noon on SATURDAY, the
3rd February, for the construction of about 200
lineal feet of two feet Brick Drain at Petrie's Bight,
according  to plan and specification to be seen at the
Offiee of Engineer of Harbors and Rivers.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
J. R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1877.
FOR SALE.
A DAMAGED  Boat, to be seen on Government
Wharf ,  Petrie 's Bight ; and three old Dredge
Punts ,  moored abreast of Gardens .  Offers for any
or all of the above will be received at the Harbors
and Rivers Office,  till Noon on  SATURDAY, 3rd
February.
The highest or any offer not necessarily accepted.
WILLIAM D.  NISBET,
Engineer of Harbors and Rivers.
26th January, 1877.
NEW WHARF, NEAR DOUGHBOY CREEK,
BRISBANE RIVER.TENDERS will be received at the Treasury,Brisbane ,  until Noon  on SATURDAY, the
3rd February , for the  erection  of a Wharf at the
above place ,  according to Plan and Specification, to
be seen at the Office of Engineer of Harbors and
Rivers.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
J. R. DICKSON,
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Maytown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
,xeeeding £200, at the rate of five pound.- per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200 ,  the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
my of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General 's Office,
Brisbane , 18th January, 187 7.
CARRIAGE OF SUBMARINE CABLE AND
OTHER TELEGRAPH MATERIAL-
BRISBANE TO MACKAY.
r `[ENDERS will be received at the office of the
I Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon, on THURSDAY, 25th instant,
for a  small Steamer  to take from Brisbane to
Mackay about fourteen (14) tons, more or less, of
Telegraph Material, including Submarine Cable,
and, without transhipment, to lay the cable from
Flat-Top Island to the Mainland, and another piece
across the Narrows at Keppel Bay. The Tender to
include passage and provisions for four (4) men.
Full particulars may be obtained on application
at the  office  of the Superintendent of Electric
Telegraphs, Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
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Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane,  6th January, 1877.
CONVEYANCE  OF MAILS  BETWEEN CAIRNS
AND THORNSBOROUGH.TENDERS are hereby invited ,  and will bereceived at this Office up to Noon of 3rd
February next, for the Conveyance  of Mails, by
horse, once a week ,  between Cairns and Thorns-
borough.
Tenders must be written on an approved form,
printed copies of which may be had gratuitously,
on application at any Post  Office  in the colony ;
and may be forwarded  (if by post ,  pre-paid),
addressed to the Postmaster -General ,  with the
words  "  Tender , for the  Conveyance  of Mails."
Every Tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons wil ling
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster -General may direct ,  not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster -General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of their Tenders, if
accepted ,  as a guarantee until their bonds and con-
tracts shall be executed ,  for their duly commencing
and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster -General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any Post Office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st December, 1876.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
IPSWICH TO FASSIFERN-HIGHFIELDS TO
CROW'S NEST.SEPARATE enders will be received at theOffice of the Superintendent of Electric Tele-
graphs, Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the
fifth (5th) day of February next, 1877, from per-
sons  desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire and insulators, and for all
workmanship necessary for the erection of the
undermentioned Lines of Telegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions, and specifications
appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
1. Ipswich to Fassifern, a distance of 30 miles,
more or less. -The wire and insulators to be sup-
plied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The whole contract to be
completed and banded over to the Government
within four (4) months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
2. Highfields to Crow's Nest, a distance of 17
miles, more or  less.-The wire and insulators  be
supplied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane. The whole contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within three (3) months from the notification of
the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of them ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand.
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall hav°
full power at any time afterwards, before final
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
A ll  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
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removed,  not less  than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts  or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the pole. The wire to be so stretched that the de-
flection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as di-
rected, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject to
the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect  the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
For the Postmaster-General,
GEORGE THORN.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 25th January, 1877.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock noon, on SATURDAY, the 17th
February  next , for the supply of 1,800 pairs (one
thousand eight hundred  pairs ) of Blankets for the
Aborigines, of the same quality as  a sample
blanket to  be seen at  the Colonial Stores, and to be
delivered  as follows :-
800 (Eight  hundred) pairs on 1st January, 1878.
500 (Five hundred)  pairs  on 1st March, 1878.
500 (Five hundred)  pairs  on 1st April, 1878.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted , in the sum of £200, with two sureties in
the sum of £100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender for Blankets
for Aborigines."
Further  particulars  can be supplied on appli-
cation  to the Colonial Storekeeper.
R. M. STEWART,
Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.RETURN of all Applications for T mber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Blackall,
from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st day
of December, 1876, both inclusive.
H. II. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
WhetherAmount
License. granted or of Fee.refused.
John Latham ...
John Desmond
Charles Burton
B. McHenry .
John Korners...
Henry Smith ...
William Springer
John Elliot ...
Hardwood... Granted ]
„
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
NOTICE.
R. CHARLES WRIGHT MACAULAY has
been appointed Registrar of Births, Mar-
riages, and  Deaths for the Registry Districts of
Rockhampton and Westwood, during the  suspen-
sion of Mr. Frank N. Beddek.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
IMMIGRATION ACT OF  1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
BRITISH.PERSONS resident i  Queensland, wishing toobtain passages  to the colony for their  friends
or relatives  in the United Kingdom,  can do so,
under the provisions of  " The Immigration Act of
1872," by paying to the Immigration Agent in
Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the colony,  amounts in accordance  with the
following scale :-
Males and females between 1 and 12, each £1
Males between 12 and 40, each ... ... 2
Females between 12 and 40, each ... ... 1
Males and females above 40
Infants under 12 months free.
4
FOREIGN.
Persons resident in Queensland, wishing to obtain
passages  to the colony, for their friends or relatives,
from the Continent of Europe, can obtain Free
Passage Tickets, available for any Queensland
immigrant ship leaving London or other British
port, on application to this Office, or to any Clerk
of Petty  Sessions  throughout the colony.
Applicants must clearly understand that these
Tickets do not include the passage from the Con-
tinent to the port of embarkation in Great Britain,
the entire cost of which must be defrayed by the
Immigrant himself.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1876.
NOTICE.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Customs
Store at Cairns, Trinity Bay ,  and Messrs.
Craig's building ,  leased by the Government, are
set apart for the purposes of a Government Bonded
Warehouse, for the  warehousing of Dutiable
Goods, previously to the payment thereon  of Duties
or to Exportation ,  in accordance  with the 11th
Clause of  "  The Customs  Act of  1873."
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane , 15th January, 1877.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N OW published, at the Government  PrintingOffice, William  street, the  Statutes of the
Colony, in four  volumes , demy quarto :--
£ s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ,,, ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound .,. .,. 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 14th December, 1876.
SALE OF A RUN IN THE SETTLED DISTRICTS BY AUCTION.
I
N pursuance of the Regulation proclaimed on the 4th January, 1872, under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby notified for general information, that lease for
five years of the Run of Crown lands hereunder described, which has become vacant by forfeiture, will be
offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of A. Martin, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the 30th January, 1877, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which the Run will be offered, according to the estimated area,
is two pounds sterling, and the highest amount bid shall. be the annual rent for the term of five years,
ending on the 31st December, 1881.
A deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year' s rent,  will have to be paid at the time of
sale ; each subsequent year' s rent  will require to be paid at the Treasury.
The Run offered for sale under this Notice will be subject to general  selection , under the provisions
of " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," and in the  case of an  area exceeding  one square mile
being alienated in one or more years, a proportional reduction of rent will be made in the payment
following such  alienation.
All information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Run may be obtained by application
to the Under Secretary for Lands, Brisbane.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SALE  AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET,  BRISBANE , ON TUESDAY,  THE 30TH
JANUARY, 1877.
Available
Lot. Name of Run. Area in Square
I Miles.
Too-
woomba
Register.
Description of Boundaries.
1 1881.
1 Bacon Creek 60
No. 1 and
2, and Gil-linbin
£ s. d
SETTLED DISTRICT OF PORT CURTIS.
Commencing at a point on the sea-coast bearing east 31 December 2  -0
from Mount Funnel, and bounded thence on the
ncrth by a west line to the summit of Mount Funnel ;
thence on the north-west by a spur range to the
Coast Range ; on the west by the Coast Range to
the head of West Hill Creek ; on the south by that
creek downwards to the sea-coast ; and thence on
the east by the sea-coast northerly to the point of
commencement. The country embraced in this run
lies between Mount Funnel Run on the north and
Porphyry Hill Run on the south
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 187 7.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST  NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections 813 and 1350 T.R., parish of Ramsey, county of Aubigny,
through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned,  are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ;  and all persons
inter€sted therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which ma•y exist to the formation of the Road in
question. .
76-6072. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH  SELECTIONS  813 AND 1350, TOOWOOMBA  REGISTER,
PARISH OF RAMSEY ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY,  DARLING DOWNS , INTENDED TO BB PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion  of Road. No. of How held.
Selection.
1 A strip one chain wide
off the west boundary
of Selection 813
2 A strip one chain wide
off the west ,  north ,
and west boundaries
of the selection
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Date of  Upset Price
Expiration of per Square
Lease. I Mile.
Lengths . Breadth Area.of Road.
ohs. lks .  A. X. P.
Remarks.
813 A.
Act  of 1868"
Garrett  G. Culhane  Nort h ...
Culhane
56 66 1 chain  ...  5 2 25 West
boundary
fenced
otherwise
unim-
proved
1350 Ditto  ... Lawrence Unoccupied N. 00 E.
Buckley 900  E
7
16
42 1 chain  ...  317 1 26 Left side
I
.
00 21' 7 54 average 135
links.
of  road
fenced ;
selection
otherwise
unim-
proved
and unoc-
cupied
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 27th December, 1876.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DIST]:I STS.
r1IHE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
I Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty- first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said  clause , which declares that unless payment is made within  six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS
Name of Lessee or Licensee.
Area in
Name of Run. District.  Square
Miles.
Amount.
£ a. d.
John  Farrar ... ... Berrellem ... ... Gregory North  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Currawilla ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Samuel Wilson... ... Doveridge No. 1 ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 2 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 3 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 4 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 1 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 2 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 3 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 4 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 5 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 6 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 7 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto Middleton No. 1 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto Middleton No. 2 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
John Costello Sallen ... ...  ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto Yendah ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto Ulva ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... .. ... Derry warra ... ...  ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Patrigk Kinchela White ... Diamentina Lakes No. 1 ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Diamentina Gates No. 3 ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina Lakes No. 2 ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Diamentina  Plains ...  ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Mayne's Lake ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Diamentina  Gates No.  I  ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina Gates No. 2 ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Merrion Downs No. 1 ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Panic ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Brian O'Lynne ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Manuka ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Sledmere ... ... ditto ...  1')0 25 0 0
Andrew Scott and Andrew Gordon Vindex No. 1 ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 2 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Viudex No. 3 ... ditto . .  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Vindex No. 5 ... ditto ...  53  13 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... I Vindex No. 6 ...  ditto 86 21 10 0
Ditto ... ... . Vindex No. 7 ditto ...  90 22 10 0
Thomas  Mcllwraith... ... I Wokingham No. 1 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Wokingham No. 2 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Wokingham No. 3 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto
... Wokingham No. 5 ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cork No. 1 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cork No. 2 ... ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cork No.  3 ... ...  ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto . . .. ... Wokingham No. 9... ditto ...  70 17 10 0
The Bank of New South Wales Brighton Downs No. 1  ditto ... 100  25 0 0
Ditto Brighton Downs No. 2 ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Mackenzie , Bostock, and Mitchell Wokingham No. 4 ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Philip Gidley  King ... The Nile No. 1 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... The Nile No. 3 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto The Nile No. 4 ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Sydney Grandison Watson ... Hercules ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Prodigal ... ... ditto ...  100  25 0 0
Ditto ... Googlum No. 1 ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto  ... ... ... Googlum No. 2 ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Edward King  Cox ... ... ... Werna No. 1 ditto
W
100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... erna No. 2 ... ditto... ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... We rna No. 3  ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Werna No. 4 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Werna  No. 5  ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 6 ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 7 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werra No. 8 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
De Burgh  Persse ... ... Derry Downs East... ditto
D W
... 75 18 15  0
Ditto
Ditto
...
...
...
...
...
...
erry Downs est... ditto...
... Emu Downs East... ditto
...
...
75 18
75 18
15 0
15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Emu Downs West, .. ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Cobar East ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cobar West ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Niel Hugh Macdonald ... ... Kenegarry ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Mowarrah ... ditto ... 50  12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Mandragoonah ...  ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Coombara ... ...  ditto ... 50  12 10 0
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PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE  U NSETTLED  DISTRICTS - continued.
Name of Lessee  or Licensee.
Euston Blomfield
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Donald Smith Wallace
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .. ...
James Crawford, Andrew Gordon, and
Andrew Scott ... ...
Ditto  ...  ... ...
William Brown Bradley and James
Rutherford ..
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
Euston Blomfield and John Nisbet
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
John Francis Barry
James Nisbet
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
James Crawford
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... .. ...
Andrew Scott and John Nisbet
Ditto ...
Ditto
Felix Clewett and James Nisbet
Ditto
Felix Clewett
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
William  Miles ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Herbert Hunter and John Urquhart...
Charles Skuthorp, Thomas James Sku-
thorp, and John Richard Skuthorp...
Edward Rowland Edkins .. ...
John Thomas Campbell Ranken ...
Name of Run.
Goongarry No. 3
Sesbania No. 1
Sesbania No. 2
Sesbania No. 3 ...
Sesbania No. 4
Sesbania No. 5
Sesbania No. 6 ...
Sesbania No. 7
Cadell No. 1
Cadell No. 2
Donald ... ...
Cathedral ...
Diamentina No. 8 ...
Diamentina No. 11...
Vindex No. 8
Vindex No. 9
McIntyre Downs ...
Davenport Downs ...
Bunda Bulla ...
Tapilla ...
Dirleton No. 1
Dirleton No. 2
Dirleton No. 3 ...
Dirleton No. 4 ...
Oondooroo .. ...
Vindex No. 4 ...
Dirleton No. 5 ...
Dirleton No. 6
Dirleton No. 7
Upper Oondooroo ...
Rangelands ... ...
Vindex No. 10
Vindex No. 11 ...Vindex No. 12 ...
Vindex No. 13 ...
Wokingham No. 6 ...
Wokingham No. 7 ...
Wokingham No. 8 ...
Olio No. 1 ... ...
Olio No. 2 .. ...
Bellkate No. 1 ...
Bellkate No. 2 ...
. olia No. 1... ...
1Eolia No. 2... ...
Venture No. 1 ...
Venture No. 2 ...
Wombat ... ...
Dagworth ... ...
Gordonia No. 1 ...
Gordonia No. 2 ...
Crescent No. 2 ...
Urbana No. 1 ...
Urbana No. 2 . .
Marmion ... ...
Jackton ...
Dist rict.
... Gregory North
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
...  ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Area in
Square  Amount.
Miles.
80
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
50
50
50
77
£ s. d.
20 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
19 5 0
53
100
13 5 0
25 0 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
J  100 25 0 0
80 20 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
80 20 0 0
108 27 0 0
83 20 15 0
56 14 0 0
75 18 15 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
32 8 0 0
38 9 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
65 16 5 0
... 88 22 0 0
43 10 15 0
...  100 25 0 0
.., 100 25 0 0
.., 60 15 0 0
.., 100 25 0 0
0100 25 0
33
100
100
50
50
100
100
100
82
100
8 5 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
20 10 0
25 0 0
1
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T]" IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
J 1 to open a new Road through portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon, county of Ward, through
lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-5216. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register j
Portion of Road. No. ofSelec-
tion.
How held. Reputed Occu ier  Bearings Lengths BreadthOwner.
1 From the  ro ad reserved through 2286 Homestead under Edwin Brook
portion 33 westerly and south -  " C. L. A. Act ty
westerly to its west corner 1868"
2 From the crossing place on 2286 Ditto  ... ...  Ditto ...
Christmas Creek north-west-
erly and south -westerly to
join the above
p of Road.
2730
Area.
chs. lke. I
25 94 1} chains 1 6 2 0
3180 30' 10 35  1 chain 0 1 0
300° 7 8 and
2360 37 87 irregular
3 From  the south  corner  of por- 2291 Ditto  ... ...  Michael  326° 48  0 11 chains 7 1 0
tion 34 north -westerly along
its south -west  boundary to
the west corner
Cahill
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Department of Public Works,
•  Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
1
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1281 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of Road from Warwick to Ipswi eh,
through the Mount Tabor Estate, parish of Warwick, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation
of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation for Roads of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making Public Ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is  therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days.from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-137.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Boon OF REFERENCE OF PAST OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO IPSWICH, THROUGH THE MOUNT TABOR
ESTATE, PARISH OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF MERIvALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD
gister,
No. Portion of Road .  Nos. of How Held .
Portions
I Running  northerly ... Proclamation
through the Cattle in  Govern-
Market Reserve from .  went Gazette
its south -east  boundary of 1869, folio
to its north corner 4
2 A triangular piece  off  4 Under Deed
the east corner of of Grant
allotment 4, section 2A, containing a
town of Warwick general re-
servation
for roads
8 A triangular piece of 160 Ditto  ...
the no rt h -west co rn er
of portion 160
4 Prom the  south-west  162 Ditto  ...
corner of port ion 162, 163
no rt herly and north-
easterly to the south-
east corner of port ion
163
S Running  north -easterly  164 Ditto  ...
from the west to the
north boundary of por-
tion 164
6 1 Running north-easterly 165 Ditto  ...
from the south to the
east  boundary of por-
tion 165
7 Running  north-easterly 368 Ditto  ...
from the west to the
out  boundary of por-
tion 368
8 Running  north -easterly  369 I Ditto  ...
fr om the west bound- 370
ary of po rt ion 369 to
the north -east corner
of portion 370
9 Running no rt h -easterly  407 Ditto  ...
from  the south -west 408
corner of  portion 407 409
to the north boundary 410
of portion 410
10 Running  north-easterly 411 Ditto  ...
from  the south bound- 412
ary of portion 411 to 413
the north boundary of 431
portion  423 432
11 , Running no rt h-easterly  433 Ditto  ...
from the south  bound- 434
ary of port ion  433 to 436
the east boundary of
portion 435
I
Reputed
I
I Breadth
kA ROwner. .Occupier . Bearings . Lengths . ofRoad.
s.rea . emar
I ohs. Ike . A. R. P.
The Crown Unoccupied 0° 57' 10 53 150  links 1 2 12  Unimproved
poor sandy
soil
John Ditto  ...
McCulloch
0° 67' 3 42 Ditto ... 0 1 1 Ditto
Patrick Ditto  ...  0°
McNamara
67' 2 42 Ditto  ... 0 029 Ditto
James  Ditto  ...  0° 57' 3 69 Ditto  ... 2 1 38 Ditto
Quinn  49° 0' 13 98
Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  49° 0' 13 76 Ditto  ... 2 1 6 Ditto
Florence Ditto  ...  49°
Honors
O'Reilly
0' 4 72 Ditto  ... 0 1 37 Ditto
Ditto  ...  G. Pigott ... 55° 30' 15 62 Ditto  ... 2 1 12 Unimp roved
John Cani Ditto  ... 55° 30' 29 05 Ditto  ... 4 2 15 Ditto
Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  37° 35' 46 29 Ditto  ... 7 1 20 Ditto
Ditto . ..  Ditto  ...  37° 35' 14 531 Ditto ... 10 1 15  Unimproved
66° 0' 27 00 forest laud
50° 0' 27 24
Ditto ... Ditto  ... 50° 0' 42 20 Ditto.. . 6 0 16 Fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MUDGEERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, 1876, folio 935 of Cho  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from  selections  on Tallebuggera Creek, towards
Brisbane, Beenleigh, and the Border, parishes of Mudgeeraba and Tallebuggera, county of Ward,
through lands in the occupation of the  several persons  hereunder specified, being lands  whereof some
part was on go granted by Deeds of Grant severally  containing a spec ial reservation  for roads,and whereof the residue is held under  other  titles, as hereunder respectively  set forth : Notice  is hereby
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given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5744. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF R EFERENCE  OF ROADS FROM SELECTIONS ON TALLEBUGGERI CREEK TOWARDS  BRISBANE
BEI':NLEIGH, AND THE BORDER, PARISHES OF MUDGFERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PIIOCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
I Register
No. . Portion  of Road .  No. of
1 Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running westerly
through portion No.
16 to a Government
road
2 Commen  cing on Talle-
buggeta Creek, and
running north-east-
erly and northerly
through portion No.,
15 to its eastern
boundary
3 Commencing on the
western boundary of
portion No. 14, and
running north-
easterly to its north-
east boundary ; com-
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
dary, and running
westerly to the
western boundary
4 Commencing on the
soul h-west boundary
of portion N o. 13,
and running east-
erly to a Govern-
ment road ; com-
mencing on the
north-east boundary
of the portion, and
running south-
westerly and south-
erly to its south-
west boundary
5 Commencing on the
north-east boundary
of portion 12, and
running southerly to
Tallebuggera Creek
e Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running south-
easterly through
portion No. 21 to its
north-east boundary
7 Commencing on the
south-west boun-
dary of porl ion No.
18, and runniug
south-easterly and
north-easterly to its
north-eastboundary
8 Commencing on the
south-west boun-
dary of portion No.
19, and running
north-easterly to its
north-east boundary
9 Connnencing  on the
How held.
I
Ditto
Ditto
Reputed
Owner.
Stephen
Tobin
William
Dolan
Occupier.  Bearings . Lengths. Dreadthof  Roaf Area.d Remarks.
chs. lke .  A. R. r. I
276° 40' 7 70 1  chain 0 3 4 Parish of
52° 30' 2
Tallebuggera.
I
30 1 chain 3 37 Pa ri sh of
41° 30' 4 11 3ludgeeraba.
30° 50' ' 5 70
16° 0' 7 09
0° 35' 16 45
8° 0' 7 43
,.. 8° 0' 11 63 1 chain 5 1 2 Ditto.
30° 36' 20 28
48° 30' 2 35
254° (V 3 09
286° 45' 7 78
327" (Y 4 08
... 48° 30' 5 99 1chain 4 2 16 Ditto.
94° 45' 6 04
245° 15' 1 84
211° 30' 4 90
1374 0' 4 23
173° 30' 4 40
162°
°
30'
'
8
5
48
181
197°
15
15' 5
94
06
197° 15' 2 64 1 chain 2 2 20 Ditto.
191° 45' 8 86
14'2° 15' 15 47
126° 40' 2 00 1 chain 1 2 21 Parish of
78° 50' 5 87 Tallebuggera
1.10° :31" 6 17
1'27° 0' 2 50
1217° 0' 13 nI I chain 2 3 4 Ditto.j 47° 10' 8 08
:i8° 4,5' 8 37
f
a8° M' 3 50
i
I chain 4 0 9 Ditto.
16° 30' 5 75
18° 47' 9 04
4.4° 0' 14 17
24° 40' 8 01
I
13 j° 0' 0 34 1 chain 0  2 6 . Parish of
75" 0' 2 03 , Mudgeeraha
21' 30, ! 1 31
i
... 360° 0' 10 00 1 chain 1 0 0 Ditto.
360° 0' 2 48  I chain 0 0 26 Ditto.
north-west boun-
dary of portion  No.
lo, and running
south-sasterly and
north-easterly to the
same bot ndary
I
Scle^tion.
Beenleigh
Register y
122 Conditional
Selection
under " C.
L. A. Act of
1868 "
123
248 Samuel
Andrews
142 Under Deed William j
of Grant Andrews
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
141 Under Deed Samuel
of Grant Andrews
containinga
special re-I
r ervation for
roads
21.5 1 Conditional  Stephen
Selection Tobin
under " C.
L. A. Act of
1868 "
1.)2 1 Under Deed J. J. Dwyer
of Gratt {
contaiuinga
special re-
servation for
roads
88 1) 1868 Act IIen rich
Gypske
13 5  Under Deed Fred .Fowler
of Grant
contaiuinga
special re-
servation for
roads
10 Commencing on the
south b •undary of
portion No. 14A, and
running north to its
north botni lacy
11 Commencing on the'
south boundary or
portion No. 13A, and
running north to its'
north-east bound-
ary
Under Deed  Satnl.llowes
of Grant I
containing a I
special re-
servatlon for
roads
Under Deed Ditto
I of Grant
contaiuinga
special re-
servation for
roads
Fora .- On the Deeds of Grant of p, rticns 10, 12,  13, 18,13A, and 14s the above rcad has been iescrred.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 10th day of October, 1876, folio 790 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road  through Portion 30, parish of Moondoolan,
County of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, originally granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of
the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation
unless  they  are otherwise by law so entitled.
. (For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5356.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 30, PARISH OF MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
'aArea. a
chs. lks. A. R P.
1 From the road reserved ... Under Deed John Collins 116° 53'  9 35 11 chains 20 0 0
through Portion 30 of Grant 87° 8' 9 60 ditto ...
easterly 0  the Albert containing 122° 56' 14 69 ditto ...
River ,  and southerly a general 74° 28' 10 00 Irregular
along that river reservation 181° 24' 6 46 ditto ...
for roads. 184° 50' 18 00 ditto ...
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
REW ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 27th day of November, 1876, folio 1218 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the opening of a new Road through Selection 1003TR, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby  given , that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road , and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of' the Surveyor-
General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion  in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle  the persons so claiming  to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5330. - JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 1003 T.R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC LOAD.
No. Portion of Road. C aRtim 1Iow ReputedHeld. Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Length Breadthin Chains .  of Road. Area. Remarks
A. R. P.
1 From the south-west 1003 Home- William ... N. 0° 4' E. 24 72 1 chain 2 2 0
corner of selection stead Bishop
1003,  parish of Merin- under
gandan ,  northerly  "C.L.A.
along its west boun-  Act of
dary to the north-west 1868"
corner
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BUNYA AND WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
1TH reference to the Notice dated the 16th day of November, 1876, folio 1071 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 10A, parish of Bunya, and 98,
parish of Warner. county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, being lands originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excel .
lency  the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it  is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to  any such  compensation ,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-6154.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 10A, PARISH OF BUNYA, AND 98, PARISH OF
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
I No. of Re utedNo. Portion of Road . Portion . How held . Owner . Occupier.
1 Commencing in the 10A
south -east boundary of
portion 10A,  and run-
ning north -westetly to
the junction of Sandy
Creek with the South
Pine River
Under deed Joseph Chs. Copp
of grant Baynes
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
2 A piece of land off the
south -west corner of
subdivision 1 of por-
tion 98
ditto ...Sam]. Coe Saml. Coe
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths. of Area. Remarks.
Road.
chs.lks .  A. R. P.
335° 14 81 1 chain, 1 2 20 Cultivated
and
irregular
land, un-
fenced,
along east
boundary
of portion
10s.
315° 4 0 Irregular 0 1 29 Unfenced,
278° 2 0 along west
and north
boundaries
of portion
98.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 21st December, 1876.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOT1CE.
1 1
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of October, 1876, folio 789 of the  Government Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a new Road through Portions 319 and 334, parish of Enoggera, county
of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might hereafter b e required for
making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation,
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-3885. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 319 AND 334, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
00 R d BreadthNo. How held .Portion  of Road, eputeOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengt hs. ofRoad.
Area . Remarks.
I chs. lks. A- R. P.
1 A triangular piece 319
off the north-east
comer of  Portion
Under Deed
of Grant
containing
Rev. James Rev. James
Voller Voller
N. 148°  24E.1 1 21 Varying 0 0 3} Forest land,
fenced in.
319 general
reservation
for roads
2 A strip of land off  1 334
the eastern  boun-
Under  Deed
of Grant
Ditto ... Ditto ... N. 20' E. 22 86 1 chain 2 1 6 Forest land
unim-
dary of Portion containing proved.
334 general
reservation
for roads
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND  NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the  28th  day of November, 1876, folio 1218 of the  Governmen
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road  through Portw n  43, parish  of Gilston,  county of
Ward, through land in the occupation  of the  person hereunderspecified  :  Notice is  hereby  given, that His
Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm  the said
Road ,  and it is therefore  hereby  declared expedient to open and make the  Road referred  to according to the
Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the  Office of the  Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police
Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect  of the  said Road ,  are hereby
informed that notice of the compensation  they  claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the  Secretary  for Public Works)
76-6030.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 43, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
c246Z
Occupier . ;Bearings.  Lengths . Breadthof Road.
chs. lks.
I From the road reserved 372 Home -  J. Glass  ... ...  163° 30' 2 63 1 chain
through portion 43, stead 148° 6 23
parish of Gilston ,  under 138° 1 60
south-easterly to the  "C.L.A.
south boundary  Act of
1868"
Area.
A. R. P.
1 0 0
Remarks.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BLENHEIM, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W Il'H reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road to upper part of Sandy Creek, parish of Blenheim,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5225. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK, PARISH  OF BLENHEIM,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the north bound-
ary of portion 120,
south - westerly and
southerly, to its south
boundary
How Reputed
Held.  Owner.
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Ipswich. '
1677 Homestead  .Martin
under  C .L.  Carmody
A. Act of
1868
2 From the north bound- 1830  Homestead Dedlef
ary of portion  125, under  C.L.  Bander
southerly to its south  A. Act of
boundary,  and again 1868
from its north bound-
ary south-westerly to
Sandy Creek
3 From the north-east
corner of portion 126,
southerly  to its south
boundary
Helidon.
308 Homestead
under  C.L.
A. Act of
1868
Henry
Pohlman
I
Occupier.  Bearings. Lengths.
chs. lks.
224° 25 26
168° 30' 4 15
South. 14 95
172° 6 10
270° 7 0
232° 13 0
278° 8 0
338° 1 40
148° 36'
210°
180°
5 4
7 10
8 33
Breadth.
of Area.
Road.
A.  R. P.
1 chain 3 0 0
1 chain 5 0 0
1 chain
and irre-
gular
2 0 0
Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
1
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of October, 1876, folio 884 of the  Government  Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a new N oad through Portions 320 and 321, parish of Tenthill, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the
Police Office, Gatton. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation  in respect of the said Road, are
hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim  must  be served upon the Secretary for Pub-
lic Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice  will not entitle the persons so claiming
to any such compensation , unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4557. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 320 AND 321, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the north
boundary of por-
tion 321 south-
westerly and
westerly to its
south-west corner
on Sandy Creek
2 From the north
boundary of por-
tion 320 south-
0
boo
How Held. Reputed
w
Occupier. Bearings .
I
Lengths. (
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
-Q O ner . Road.
ohs. Iks . A.  R.  P.
1980 Homestead Charles ... 201° west 21 46 2 chains 8 0 0
under  "  C.
L. A. Act
Tryhorn 19 30
of 1868 "
1985 Homestead Joseph ... 201° 14 28 2 chains  6 0 0
under  "  C.
L. A. Act
Avis 239° 13 0
westerly to  its  of  1868 "
south boundary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MACKENZIE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH  reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November ,  1876, folio 996 of the  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road in subdivision A, of portion 22, parish of
Mackenzie ,  county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted  by Deed of  Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that  his  Excellency the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is
therefore  hereby declared  expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office  of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,
Beenleigh . All persons  desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice  of the  compensation they claim must be served  upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such
compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-4808.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN SUBDIVISION A OF PORTION 22, PARISH OF MACKENZIE ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY, DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
t
An irregular piece of
land off  the north-
east corner of Sub-
division  A, Portion 22
c 00NQ
rAzW
How Reputed
held. Owner.
Under Henry
Deed of  Jordan.
Grant
contain-f
ing
general
reserva-
tion for
roads.
Occupier .  Bearings. Length iBreadthin Chains ,  of Road.
ohs lks .  ch. lks.
Average. ,
Unoccupied .  East 4 22 1 50
Area.
A. B. P.
Remarks.
0 2 20 Fenced.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 187 7.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
%TITR reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876. folio 997 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening  of a new  Road through Portion 140, parish of Redland,
county  of Stanley, through  land in  the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally
granted  by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such. parts thereof as might thereafter he
required for making  public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased  to confirm  the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared  expedient  to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference,  to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh . All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice  of the  compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within  forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-5001.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 140 , PARISH  OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT  OF MORETON, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
° tR d INo. Portion of Road . c How Held.
epu e Occupier . Bearings.Owner
,
.
1 From thenorth boundary 1,373 Underdeed J. H. Heine- 129^ 50'
of portion 140 south- Bris- of grant, mann 157° 10'
easterly and south- bane containing 866° 15'
westerly to Its south Beg. a general 156° 46'
boundary reservation 156° 15'
for  roads. 208° 57'
225°
Breadth
Lengths .  Of Area. Remarks.Road.
chs. lks.
1 14
2 12
6 44
3 08
4 34
4 36
1 16
A. R. P.
1 chain 2 1 2 Taken up as
a Conditional
Selection
under the C.
L. A. Act of
1863, in Octo-
ber,  18
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH  reference  to the Notice dated the 14th day of November, 1876, folio 1070 of the  Government
Gazette  relative  to the opening of a new Road, being part of a Road from Logan Village to
Beenleigh  through Portion 261, parish of Moffatt, county of Ward, through land in the occupation of the
person hereunder  specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
cf the Executive  Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation  in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works n ithin forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
76-4794.  JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF  ROAD FROM  LOGAN VILLAGE TO  BEENLEIGH ,  THROUGH
PORTION  261, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD, MOIIETON DISTRICT, INTENDED To
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
mo.
o
o•No. j  Portion of Road. d U
mz
I m
How Held
1 A strip of land off the  633A Under
south boundary of l9  "Land Act
portion 261 . Immigra - of 1868
tion se-
lection,
Beenleigh'
isterReg
Reputed Occupier Bearings Lengths
Breadth
of Area RemarksOwner. . . . Ruad.
. .
A. it. I'.
Saul. Smith Saul. Smith N. 89° 53' E. chs, lke. 150 links 3 2 39 Forest
21 96 land,
partly
rennced.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, folio 941 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road, being deviation of Warwick Road, near Fassifern, parish of
Fassifern, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectivily set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich.
All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that
notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compen-
sation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
75-672.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD,  BEING  DEVIATION OF THE WARWICK ROAD, NEAR FASSIFERN, PARISH
OF FAssIFERN , COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road .
1 Running north-east-
erly from the west
to the east boundary
of subdivision 1 of
portion 22
2 Commencing  in the '
east  boundary of
portion 105, and
running north-east-
erly to its north
boundary
3 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 43,  and run-
ning north -easterly
to its north boun-
dary
4 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning  north-easterly
to its west boundary
5 Commencing  in the
east boundary of
portion 66,  and run-
ning north -easterly
and north -westerly
to its north-west
corner
6 Commencing In the
south boundary of
portion 156, and run-
ning  north-westerly
to its west boundary
7 Commencing  in the
east  boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning north -westerly
and northerly to its
north boundary
Register
No. of How held.
Selection.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths ,
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
chs. Ike . lks. A. R. P.
Under deed Michael  '  M. McAna-  62° 00' 11 24 150 1 2 15
of grant
containing a
general re-
servation
for roads
2008  "C. L. A. Act
IteAnalan Ian
Rd. Brad- Rd. Brad- 620 00 '  10 10 150 1 2 7
of 1868 " field field  38° 00'  1 50
Homestead
309  " C. L. A. Act Julia  Ml. McAna -  38° 00' 14 96 150 6 0 16
of 1868 " MacAnalen  len 27° 00' 14 51
Conditional 72° 00' 12 42
93  C. L. A. Act Julia MacAnalen  72° 00'  6 60 150 1 2 19
of 1868 " MacAnalen and Pea- 25° 00' 0 961
708
Conditional
C.  L. A. Act MI. Mac-
cock
Ml. Mac- 250 00' 15 86 150 3 1 30
of 1868" Analen Analen 325° 00' 9 50
2560
Conditional
" C. L. A. Act Ml. Mac- MI. Mac- 325° 00 ' 2 16 A.tri- 0 0 171
of 1868 " Analen Analen angular
Conditional piece
93 " C. L. A. Act Julia MacAnalen 325° 00'  4 45 1501ks . 5 0 49
of 1868" MacAnalen and Pea- 356° 25 '  17 29 IIrre-
Conditional cock 11° 83' 7 66 1
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that  the undermentioned  Overtime Goods, in
Mackay, will be sold by Public Auction, at that place, at Noon, on
proximo, under  the 113th  Clause "  Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of
Bonding.
1873.
Dec. 8 ...
1874.
Jan. 5 ...
ship. M aster.
" Naomi " McPherson
"Amy Bob- Foster
cart "
„ „
Whence.
Brisbane ...
Brisbane ...
„
Remarks.
Unfenced and
unimproved
to be ex-
changed for
part of a
closed ro ad.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Reserved road
to be closed
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Part of re-
served road
to be closed.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Ditto.
Ditto.
the Government Bond at
SATURDAY, the 24th
Merchant . Bond Mark . Goods. Quantity.
B Broodnitz 0 No 1 1 qr cask wine 25 allons. .
66
. g . U.P.
Bromber L NoS 3 r cask brand1 21 allsj 18.2g. .68 . y .`q , g
„ N 1 half  chest tea s 40 lbs. nett.
68
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,  Brisbane, 20th January, 1877.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th January, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SOUTH BRISBANE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day ;of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road to the South Brisbane and Toowon; Ferry,
parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such harts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and. make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that  notice  of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary
for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will:not entitle the persons so
claiming  to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise bylaw-so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
77-106. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD TO THE SOUTH BRISBANE AND ToowoNG FERRY ,  PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MOBETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No.I Portion of Road .  How Hold. ReputedOwner.
1 A strip of land off the Under Deed E. H.
north -east boundary of Grant Harries
of subdivision 2 of containinga
suburban allotment general reser-
43 vation for
roads
2 A strip of land off the Ditto  ...  Thos.
south-west boundary Thomson
of subdivision C of
suburban allotments
42 and 43
Occupier.  Bea ri ngs.
E. H. 290°0'
Harries
Thos. 290° 0'
Thomson
Lengths.
chs. lks.
17 20
4 00
Breadth of ,
Road Area..
32 links
A. R. P.
0 2 8
20 links 0 0 13
Remarks.
Agricul-
tural land,
fenced
Agricul-
tural land,
fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
[J. ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 996 of the  Government
11 Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 21, parish of Jimboomba, county
of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and, at the Police Office, Beenleigb. All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For Secretary of Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-4882. ----
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21, PARISH OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion  of Road
a
now
I
Reputed BearingsOccupier Lengths .
Breadth
of Area Remarks.. . held. Owner. .. Road.
.
chs. 1ks . A. H. P.
A triangular piece, off 1913, Under T. E.Williams T. E. Williams N. 1900 4' E. 8 28 Irre- 0 2 21 Required to
the south -west corner Bris- Act of gular give access
of portion 21 bane 1868 to new
Reg. bridge.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th January,  18'47.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, folio 997 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Goomburra up the Valley of Dalrymple Creek to
Selection 594 W.L., parishes of Glengallan and Gladfield, county of Merivale, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof some part was originally,
granted by Deed of Grant containing a special reservation for Roads, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given. that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is
herefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police  Office
Allora. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
That notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such
compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
76-4801.
roads
"Leasing  Chs .  Brown Ditto
Art of  Fisher
1866 "
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOOMBURRA UP THE VALLEY OF DALRYMPLE CREEK TO SELECTION
594 W.lt., PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road . 6 How held.
a
i4 a
m
Reputed
Owner.
`Breadth
Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths. ofL Road.
chs.lks.
1 From junction with  ...  Under deed C. H. Green ,  Unoccupied  790  25' 11  00 1 chain
Allora and Goom -  of grant  Hodgson,  66°15' 3 47
burra Homestead  ro ad containing McLean,
in pre -emptive 2,  • ast- a special and Green
erly to its east boun -  reserva-
dary tion for
2 Running no:-th-easterlv 1796
through selection 2.50
3 Running north east, rly 1897
through selection 250
4 Running notth •easter y 2191
through selection 539
5 Running north-easterly 2193
through selection 5313
6 Running north easterly 2192
through selection 5:17,
and south-ease rly to
its east boundary
7 Running  south-easterly,
east,  and north-
easterly through
Crown land to south
boundary of selection
275
8
0
10
Running northerly  and 1852
easterly tro ts the
south to the east bouu-
dary of selection 278
Running easterly 1853
through selection 279
Running north -easterly W. R.
through selection 593 593
11 Running north -easterly
from the west boun-
dary of selection 594
to junction with road
near water reserve in
I said selection
Ditto Ditto Ditto
Ditto C.  11. Green Ditto
Ditto Ditto Ditto
Ditto Ditto Ditto
Pastoral The  Crown  C. H. Greenlease
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 2 26 Part of pad-
dock fence
on this se-
lection.
66° 15' 21 86 Ditto 2 0 30  ,  Unimproved
6601.51  15 03 Ditto 2 0 31
62° 45' 6 95
620 45'  25 45 Ditto 2 2 7
62° 45' 27 60 Ditto 3 0 37
45° 0' 4 73
4,50 ' 7 26  Di, to 3 2 8
31° 0' 6 00470 0' 4 4)0
74°25' 4 84
116° 3' 13 32
116° 3'
88° 40'
4604,5/
16° 39'
65° 14'
48° 15'
16° 36'
" Leasing  Thurtle Unoccupied 16° 36'
Act of  Fisher 54° 41'
18661,  92° 60'
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Fence
crosses
sel. ction.
Unimproved
Ditto
Unimproved
selec'tiou
17 Ol Ditto 17 1 J Open box,
60 00 gum, and
58 75  apple forest.
4 68 Wire fence
23 80 crosses
7 01 road.
0 74
9 26 Ditto  2 0 20  Unimproved
7 59
5 30
I 4
Ditto Ditto Ditto  92'  50' 19 94 Ditto 2 0 0 Ditto.
Land  Act) C.  H Green Ditto 92° 50' 2 37 Ditto 9 0 0 Ditto.
of 1868 "  51° 47' 26 704000221 14 34
67° 55' 32 03
84° 10' ; 11 73
60° 15' 2 94
1 15 09 Ditto  1 3 6 DittoW. R. Ditto Ditto Ditto 60° 15'
594
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GATTON, COUNT17 OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to'the Notice dated the 12th day of Octiber, folio 789 of the  Government Gazelle,
relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of a Road from Cressbrook to Gatton, parish of
Gatton, county of' Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was
originally  granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for public ways : Notice is hereby given, that If i, 1 xcelleney the Governor,  with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been ple-tsed to confirm the s tid R6ad, and it is therefore hereby
declared  expedient to open and make the Road referred to accor,ling to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,'and the Police Office, Gatton. All persons
desirous  of claiming  compensation in respect  of the said Road ate hereby  informed  that notice of the
compensation  they claim must b3 served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the
date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such  compensation ,  unless they
are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-2675. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM CRESSBROOK TO GATTON, THROUGH PORTION 74,
PARISH OF  GATTOIT,  Co' NTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A strip of land along
the east boundary of
Portion 74
+;o
0.''4m
How held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.Owner.
Breadth
of
Road.
I
Area.  I Remgdks.
-^ ells ,  lks. A. It, P.
Under Deed Robert Robert 1660 0' 2 45 5 0 36 Partly fenced
of Grant Bell Bell 105° 15' 2 961  , Irregular and cleared
containing 180° 0 '  33 631 1 chain ...
% general
reservation
for roads
NoTs -The above Book of Reference cancels reference No. 2 of the one dated 1st July, 1875, and procl%imed in the
Government  Gazette,  folio 1313.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
11 open  a new Road through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny, through
land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, which was originally granted by Deeds
of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts there ,f as might thereafter be required for making
public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
77.8. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526, PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No .  of flow held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths . f Breadth Area  Remarks.Portion .  Owner. of Road.
I A ati ip off south and 402 Under Deed Marian  F. T. Gregory
part of east boundal y of Grant Seott
of Portion 402 containing Gregory
a general
reservation
l for roads.
2 A strip off south boun- 626 Ditto  ...  T. P. Gregory F T. Gregory
dary of Portion 526 I 1
chs. lks.
90° 33 25
4 98
A.  It.  P.
I chain  ..  3 3 4; Portion
fenced.
1 chain... 2 0 0 Portion
fenced.
2-12
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it expedient
to open a new  Road through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, county of Merivale, through
land in the  occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Fnad abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-G eneral, Brisbane ,  and at  the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are
requested  to transmit , in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grcunded objections which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
fib-6073. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14A, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF
MF.RIV ALE, DARLING- DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. o ctiC; How Held . ReputedOwner . Occupier. Bearings . Lengths .
I
chs. lks.
1 Running north -welt- 286 Martin" C. L. A. H.  Bourke 276° 3 25
erly from the east to W. R.  Act of  l868 "  Bourke 297° 16 69
the west boundary of
portion 14A
Cr.
s. d. June  30, 1876.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Breadth
of Road.
One chain
BRISBANE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.
S
TATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the  BRISBANE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, 1st July to
31st December, 1b76.
Dr.
June 30, 1876.
To Cash in bank
account), as pe
statement ...
„ Bill receivable ...
Cheque ... ...
(rate
r last
...
...
...
December 31.
Bridge tolls &c. . .,
„ Rates received-
.
East Ward ...
North Ward ...
West Ward ...
Valley Ward ...
South Ward ..
Kangaroo Point
Ward ... ...
„ Local Board of Health
„ Culvert  lands... ...
„ Ferry rents ... ...
„ Licenses ... ...
„ Market rent ... ...
„ Police  fines ... ...
„ Sale Yard rent ...
Town Hall rent ..
£ s. d. £
... ... 1,561
... 15
... ... 1
1,624 10 6
1,129 12 7
870 12 1
643 6 10
361 0 6
214 16 0
... ...
... ...
„ Wharfage  rent and dues ...
North Ward (Walker) ... ...
„ East  Ward (Goertz) ... ... ...
Sundries  ... ... ... ...
By Bank overdraft (Bridge
account) as per last
13 1 statement
0 0 December 31.
Area. Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 3 36 Portion through
which  ro ad runs
unfenced and
unimp ro ved.
215 2 9
15 0 „ Bridge Interest, &c. ... ... ... 3,480 17 8 -
,,  Local Board of Health 708 6 11
3,751 14 7 „ Ditto (cleaning streets) 56 8 0
764 14 11
„ Expenditure-
East  Ward ... 1,143 0 7
North Ward ... 815 12 5
West Ward ... 765 14 1
Valley Ward ... 405 17 2
South Ward 161 17 7
Ditto (Dock vote) 297 14 54,843 18 6 Kangaroo Point
732 2 8 Ward ... ... 91 6 11259 17 10  3,681 3 2
440 0 0 Ferries ... ... ... ... 1 5 4
92 10 0 Lighting streets ... ... ... 223 14 6
170 0 0 Market Interest, &c. ... ... 68 3  2-41 3 0 Fine refunded ... ... ... l0 0 0
30 0 0 Stone Crusher and Engine ... 605 0 0
667 1 8  Salaries  ...  ... ... ... X825 0 0
113 13 8 Town Hall Interest, &c. ... ... 830 13 7-
3 0 0 Watering streets .. ... ... 98 10 0
2 0 0 Wharfage (collecting dues) ... 21 1 3
6 0 0 „ Contingencies-
Picnic on Railway  153 5 8 '`
Printing, Advertis-
ing, and Stationery 110 11 2
Law expenses  ...  67 16 8 .-
Ditto (Hobbs v.
Corporation) ... 100 0 0
Ironmongery and
tools ... ... 64 1 7
Auditors ... ... 60 0 0 X
Election expenses
and incidentals  ... 41 16 10 ,
577 10 11
„ Cheque ... ...  2 0 0
Waterway construction ... ... 482 3 0
Bill receivable  .. ...  15 0 0
„ Cash in bank  (rate account ) ... ...  851 5 10
Cash in bank  (bridge account) ... 78 3 11
£12,731 10 0  912,731 10 0
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
ROBERT B. HALL, Accountant.
I hereby certify the foregoing statement to be correct.
R. A. KINGSFORD, Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined all Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Brisbane
Municipal Council, and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
JOHN CROWTHER, 2 Auditors.
HENRY J. OXLEY,
17th January, 1877.
102 33s.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T ARE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions of  "The  Real Property Act  of  1861 ."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
odging ,  by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land.
2 roods 4 perches ,  being allotments 9 and 10 of section
80, parish and town of Maryborough ,  county of
March
Cr.
£  s. d. £ s, d.
61 19 8 To Botanic Reserve  ... ... ...  10 0 6
1,016 5 7 „ Toll  Bar ... ... ... . ... 20 12 0
11,040 12 2 „ Victoria Ferry  ... ... ...  288 10 3
729 10 0  „  Wharves  ... ... ...  22 7 11
33 6 8  „  Streets  ...  1,909 10 0
9 0 0 „ Stock  ... ... ... ...  39 0 2
125 10 0 „ Fire reward ... ... ...  3 0 0
292 18 1 „ Salaries ... ... ... ... 215 10 3
183 1 0  „  Dishonored cheque  ... ...  3 0 0
30 0 0  „  Board of Health  ... ... ...  57 13 0
48 17 8 „ Law expenses  ...  14 17 8
1 1 0 „ Town Ha ll  ... ... ... ... 40 10 8
2 16 6  „  Tools account ... ... 39 1 11
44 16 6  „  Incidental account ... ... ... 43 8 1
1,443 13 0  „  Advertising, &c. ... ... ... 28 8 0
„ Botanic Gardens ... 37 10 0
Government Loan, last half-year  ...  11,432 0 2
„ Cash in Bank New South Wales  ...  445 0 2
Inte re st on Government Loan ... 338 2 0
„ Cash in hand  ... ... ...  75 5 1
FINANCIAL  STATEMENT ,  MARYBOEOIT GH MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, for Half-year ending 31st  Decem-ber, 1876.
Dr.
By Cash in hand f ro m last Sitting ...
Bank of  New  South Wales ...
Government Loan  ... ... ...
„ Endowment  ... ... ...
Botanic Reserve  ... ... . ...
Carters' licenses ...
„ To ll  Bar  ... ... ...
Victoria Ferry ... ... . ...
„ Wharves  ... ... ...
„ Town Ha ll  ... ... ...
Stock  ... ... ... ...
Impression Seal ... ... ...
Board of Health ... ...
Rates,  1875  ... ... ... ...
Rates, 1876  ... ... ... ...
JAMES CUNNINGHAM,
£15,063 7 10 £15 ,063 7 10
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lod;ed.
Julien Briere  .. ...  27th February, 1877.
I
I hereby certify the above  statement  to be correct.
Town Clerk.
W. SOUTHERDEN,
Mayor.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Account and Vouchers connected therewith
kept by the Municipal Council of Maryborough ,  and that the above statement corresponds therewith.
87
N. TOOTH, Auditors.H. J. RAMSAY,
20s.
STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS  by the COUNCIL Of the MUNICIPALITY of BOWEN,
for the Half year ending 31st December, 1876.
RECEIPTS.
Cash in hand  ... ... ... ...
Balance in Bank ... ...
Jetty ... ... ... ... ...
Cattle Yard  ... ... ... ...
Rates  ... ... ... ... ...
Government Endowments...
Dray Licenses ...
I DISBURSEMENTS.
£ s. d.
62 3 4 Jetty  ... ... ...
0 9 2 Horse ... ...
219 0 2 Council Chambers ...
0 15 9 Incidental expenses ...
85 0 6 Salaries ... ...86 16 6 Printing ... ... ...
7 0 0 Interest .
Loan, paid in liquidation ...
Stationery  ... ... ...
Implements ... ...
Cattle Yard ...
Powell street ...
Herbert street ... ...
Gregory  street ... ...
William street ... ...
Poole street  ... ... ...
Balance in Bank ... ...
Cash in hand
£461 5 5
£ s. d.
... ... 161 15 7
8 16 9
... ... 3 10 1
12 6 0
... ... 84 13 6
... ... 10 4 6
... ... 56 12 2
... ... 30 6 10
1 18 6
1 1 6
,., 01711
... ... 0 10 6
8 15 6
4 8 3
19 5 0
0 7 0
61 2 7
9 13 3
£461 5 5
R. H. SMITH, Town Clerk.  D. MILLER, Mayor.
We have this day examined the Books of Account and Vouchers of the Bowen Municipality that
have been exhibited to us, and find them correct.
JOHN M. PRATT, I Auditors.J. E. SMITH,
Bowen, 13th January,  1877.
97 20s.
2141
STATEMENT of Receipts and Disbursements of the WARWICK MUNICIPAL OUNCIL,  from the 1stJuly to the 31st December, 1876.
Dr.
let July ,  1876. £  a. d. £
To Balance ,  Australian Joint
Stock Bank
10th August, 1876.
Government endowment on
rates, received to 25th May,
„
1876 ... ... ...  82 17. 2
31st December, 1876.
Government grant for streets 270 3 10
„
Rates received  ... ...  387 13 6
Town Hall re t ... ... 70 11 10
Sale yards rent  ... ...  7 15 0
Licens,'s  ... ... ...  6 10 0
Rent of Parks  ... ...  12 6 8
Weigh-bridge account  ...  17 0 0
Rent of Baths  ... ...  5 0 0
Police Court  fines  ... ... 0 9 0
Sale of palings  ... ...  7 8 9
Corporation Seal ... .. 0 10 0
Bathurst burr account ... 0 2 6
Commonage fees, &c. ...
R. Wilkins,  kerbing account 8 0 0
C. Schnitzerling ,  culvert ac-
count  ... ...  9 0 0
166
353
515
31
17
„  Clique not presented ,No.192 1
Cr.
a. d. 31st December,  1876.
By Salaries  ... ... ...
8 6 if Office furniture and station-
„
„
ery ...
Printing  and advertising  ...
Improvements ,  Main streetImprovements, Albion streetImprovements, Fitzroystreet
Improvements, Guy street
Improvements, Recreation
Parks, &e.... ... ...
Improvements ,  Sandy Creek
ro ad ... ...
Stumping and clearing water
lanes  ... ...
Corner posts for  streets  ...
Erection of baths ...
Culvert over Deuchar ' s Creek
Cartage of metal for repairs
7 3 of streets ...
16 8 „ Day wages  ...  ... ...
Repairing tools , &c.
„ Nuisance account  .. ...
Night watchman and lamp-
0 0 lighter  ... ... ...
15 6 „ Cab fare, Improvement Com-
mittee  ... .. ...
Deputation to Brisbane, ex-
penses  ... ... ...
Town Hall, repairs , &c. ...
Commonage expenses ...
Insurance of hall  ... ...
Exchange ,  commission , &c.
Interest on loan  ... ...
Balance  ...
£1,085 8 11
£ s. d. £ a. d.
153 8 11
6 16 0
30 6 0
37 2 0
234 19 8
37 13 0
41 0 0
20 J 2
39 4 8
4 5 0
11 10 0
7 13 3
45 3 0
29 14 0
47411 9
123 5 2
46 13 9
3 9 0
5 1 6
9 811
2 0 0
12 0 0
31 19 5
25 8 0
86 13 4
7 10 0
1 4 6
83 3 9
91 18 3
14 8 4
£1,085 8 11
I hereby certify the foregoing  statement to be correct.
JACOB HORWITZ,
FRAS.  P. WooDS, Mayor.
Town Clerk.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Account and Vouchers  connected there-
with, kept by the Warwick Municipal Council, and that the above  statement  corresponds therewith.
81
THOS. HORSMAN,  IAuditors.ARCH. STEWART,
29s.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1877.
fjHE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Rockhampton General Cemetery is hereby
ii published for general  information.
Ak8TRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE ROCKHA MPTON GENERAL
YEAR  ENDED DECEMBER  31ST, 1876.
Dr. 1 Cr.
1st January ,  1876 . £ s. d.  31st December ,  1876.
To Balance ... ... ... ... 71 9 4 By Wages ... ...
Burial fees ... ... ... 260 5 0 „ Improvements ... ...
Rent 7 0 0 „ Stationery , &c.
„ Tools, &c.
...
I „ Balance ... ...
£338 14 4 1
R. M. STEWART.
CEMETERY ,  FOR THE
£ a. d.
... 209 10 0
... ... 72 1 1
... ... 2 0 0
.. 2 5 2
... ... 52 18 1
£338 14 4
*  From this balance fatty pounds was voted in December last for new fencing.
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Rockhampton General Cemetery, do solemnly  and sincerely
declare than the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended 31st  December, 1876,
is correct  ;  and  we  make this  solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing  the same to be true, and by
virtue of the provisions  of "  The Oaths Act of  1867."
EDW. P. LIVERMORE,
CHARLES PYBUS,  Trustees.
JOHN FERGUSON,
Declared  and signed  before me, this 11th day of January, 1877.
JOHN HEADRICK, J.P.
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BALANCE SH ET, COPPERFIELD MUNICIPALITY , for the  Half-year ending 31st December, 1876.
1876.
Dr.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
To Rates  ... ... ... 86 7 8
Rent of water tax  ... ... 19 14 3
Deg licenses ... 0 7 6
Carriers ' ditto ... 0 10 0
Horses and drais ,  sale of ... 31 6 0
Government  endowment  ...  190 9 9
- 263 3 3
... 24 8 11„ Cr. balance
EDMUND F. CRAVEN.
'1 own Clerk.
101
£328 15 2
Examined and found correct.
£328 15 2
THOMAS HEARD,
Mayor.
W. SELWAY , Auditors.B. B. GRIFFIN,
20s.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
11
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Tingalpa General Cemetery is hereby
published for general information.
R. M. STEWART.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  OF THE  TINGALPA GENERAL CEMETERY,  FOR THE  YEAR
ENDED  31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
RECEIPTS.
1876. £ s.
Jan. I .- Balance  in bank , &c. ...  ...  41 1
Feb. 16.-Received from W.Gibson-funeral
fees ... ... ... ...
„ 16.-Received from Angus Gibson-
1
ExPEN DITURE.
d. ( 1876.
7 Jan. 17.-Paid Leonard Stemp- grave 5s.,
£ a. d.
4 days work £1 4s. ... ... 1 9 0
0 17.-Paid G. Goodwin-plans, &c. ... 2 0 010
0
July.
Cr.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
By Overdraft A.J.C. Bank... ... ... 41 3 0
Day labor... ... ... 46 15 0
Legal expenses ... ... 55 5 0
Printing and advertising 17 0 6
Auditors' fef a 8 8 0
Stabling and fodder ... 21 17 7
Repairs, tools, &c. 1 6 6
Town Clerk,  salary and
commission ... ... 71 11 7
Election expenses ... 4 4 0
Inspector of Nuisances ... 7 10 0
Pump for North Dam ... 5 11 6
Town Clerk ... ... 12 0 0
Allowances, widows, &c.... 3 9 9
Office expenses , telegrams,
&c. ... ... ... 0 10 10
„ Rent of hall , elections , &c. 3 0 0
Railway petition expenses 2 5 0
„ Bank interest  on over-
draft  ... ... ...  2 8 0
Feb. 24.- „ Edward Starkey-erecting
building ... ... ... 20 0 0
April 4.-Paid G. Laid law- rope ... ... 0 1 5
Mrs Holpen's funeral fees 2 3
Mar 2.- Received of Fredk. Pitt.-funeral
fees .. ... .. ... 1 3
July 15.-Received of Mr. John Miles-
funeral fees ... ... ... 1 18
Nov. 11.-Received of Mr. J. Shmidt-fee
for grave ... ... ... 0 10
0 „ 22.- „ L. Stemp--digging graves ... 0 12 6
June 24.- „ L. Stemp-41 days work at 5s. 1 3 9
0 July 1.- „ L. Stemp, digging grave 7s. 6d.,
5 days work £1 5s. ... 1 12 6
0 12.-Paid L. Stemp-2 days work ... 0 10 0
„ 18.- „ L. Stemp-digging grave ... 0 7 6
Dec. 31.-Postage to date ... ... ... 0 1 6
27 182
Balance in  Bank £16 0 0
in hand 4 7 5
- 20 7 5
£48 5 7 £48 5 7
We, the  uni'ersigned Trustees of the Tingalpa General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above , bstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the 12 months ending on the 31st
December is correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by virtue of the provi sions of  "  The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
STEPHEN SMITH,
RICHARDSON NICHOLS, Trustees.
CHARLES COPE,
Signed before me, this twentieth day of January, 1877.
ANGUs GIBSON, J.P.
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Comniisycioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
1\
ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table will eon e
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Mies from]
Rock-
hampton.
6
10
15
24
30
38
44
53
58
Stations.
Roe ha nptoi , depart
Graceniere ... ...
Ten-Mile ... ...
Stanwell ...
Rosewood ... ...
Westwood arrive
.
depart
Goganjo ... ...
Rocky Creek ... ...
Herbert's Creek
Boolburra ... ...
Up Miles from
Trains.  Dingo.
a.m.
8. 0
8.24
A
9. 0
A
10. 0
10.15
*10.4711-15
11.56
AP.M.
12.44
2-1565 Duaringa ... ...88 Dingo ... ...
Stations.
a.m.
Dingo, depart... ... ... 7'20
23 Duaringa ... ... ... ... 8 51
30 Boolburra ... ... ... ... A
35 Herbert's Creek ... ... ... 939
44 Rocky Creek ... ... 10.20
50 Goganjo ... ... ... ... *10.47
58 Westwood 1 depart ... ... 11'35
64 Rosewood ... ... ... ... A
p.m.
73 Stanwell ... ... .. 12.35
78 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
82 Gracemere ... ... ... ... 1.11
88 Rockhampton ... ... ... 135
• Trains meet here.
(A.)  The Trains marked thus , A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring  to alight at  those places can only do so by  giving notice at the preceding
Ntation to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live
Fares. stock.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending 20th January, 1877 ... ... 1,083 0 7 2,275 10 6
Corresponding week last year  ... ...  956 16 0  _  1,949 1 9
Increase ... 126 4 7
Decrease  ... ... ... ...
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
326 8 9
10,534 2 8
8,121 19 11
£2,412 2 10
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares. Stock. Misce llaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending 20th  January, 1877 ... ... 183 11 8 589 15 11 22 18 3 796 5 5
Corresponding week last year ... ... 176 6 3 168 3 7 14 14 8 359 4 6
Increase  ...
Decrease
... ... 7 5 0 421 12 4 8 3 7 437 0 11
1877.-Total  Traffic to date ... ... 1,946 0 7
1876--Ditto ditto ... 1,374 6 4
Total Increase ... ... £571 14 3
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
Down
Trains.
Total.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
106 5 8  3,464 16  9
_87_7 8 2,993 5 5
18 18 0 471 11 4
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  23rd January, 1877.
T IIE following  SIMMABIES Of RAINFALL,  taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout the
Colony, during the Month of November,  1876, are published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1876.
SnOWING the  Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ;  also, the maximum
fall during 24 hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total Rainfall
of the Month.
This Table will be continued monthly, and the returns obtained from new Stations added to it
as received.
Name of Station. Latitude  (South). I Longitude  (East'.Distance from  I  Maximum in 24Sea-coast. hours, and date . days Rainfell.
Total
Rainfall.
Miles. Inches. Date . Inches.
Banana * ... ... ... j 21° 30'  150° 10' 80Beechal Downs  ... ... 27 9  145 0 500 1.15 15th 2 1.96
Beenlei ggh ... ... 27 49  153 8 10 0.41 24th 2 0'72
Bloomsbury ` ... ... 20 39  148 32 12 1
Bowen  ,.. ... ... 20 1 148 16  on coast 1.16 16th 6 2.39
Brisbane ... ... 27 28  153 6 10 0.84 16th 6 2.23
Caamboon+ .. 25 1  150 25 105
Cabulture (Morayfield)... 27 7  152 55 5  ...
.
3 3.75
2.59Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 80 17th153  28 on  coast  0 8
Cape York* ... ... 10 40 142 35  on coast
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 0  on coast  2.50 13th 4 6.90
Cashmere* ... ... 18 3 145 13 50
Charleville+ ... ...  26 35 146 6 350
Clermont ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 1.25
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18 on  coast 0'65 17th 3 1.70
Condamine+ ... ... 26 57 150 6 180
Cooktown ,.. ... 15 27 145 15 one mile 0.20 14th 2 0.30
Creen Creek ... ... 18 0 142 0 119 1.40 18th 3 3.17
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 ... ... ... 3.34
Durah* ... ... ... 26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoir* ... 27 27  152 55 16
Gayndah 25 38  151 36 72 2.52 14th 6 4.84
Georgetown,Ethridge Riv. 17 57  143 40 176 3.13 15th 7 5.57
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0  133  1.00 16th 2 1.70
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on  coast  0.65 23rd 4 1.56
Goodna ... ... ... 27 36 152 66 21 0.90 16th 5 1.27
Gympie* ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30
l i don ... ... ... 27 39 152 3 60 1.50  16th 3 2.25
Herbert. liver, Lower*... 18 25  146 6 5
Ipswich .. ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.89 16th 5 1.22
Jimbourt ... ... ... 0.79 16th 5 1.37
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 0.72 11th 6 2.76
Keppel Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on  coast 2 .50 30th 3 3.88
Kimberley ... ... 17 28 141 0 on  coast  0.80 5th 1 0180
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on  coast 0 .55 17th 3 0.80
Mackay ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 0.80 9th 3 1.27
Marlborough ... 22 57 150 1 40  0.86 21st 5 2.93
Maryborough ... ...  25 35 152 43 18 0.34
Maryland ... ... .. . 0.61 16th 4 1.16
Nebo .. ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 1.20 23rd 7 3.01
Normanton 17 38 141 25 38 2.50 6th 2 3.85Ravenswood*...... ...... 20 20 146 50 70
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 ... ... 8 3.58
Roma* ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230
Sandy Cape ... 24 48 153 25 on coast 1.53 21st 7 3.28
Springsure  (13ainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 1.60 12th 4 1.74
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 0 90 0.22 19th 3 0.51
St. Helena*  ... ... 27 26 153 16 on coast
St. Lawrence ...
...  22 21 149 30 8 0.90 22nd 3 1.40
Tambot ... ... ... ... 8 1.39
Talgait ... ...
...
-
0.39 23rd 4 0.88
Taroom  ...
... ... 25 38 14945  , 160 4 1.17
Toowoomba ...
... 27 34 152 10 80 0.61 11th 6 1.93
Townsville ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast  0.60 17th 1 0.60
Valley of Lagoons* ... 18 23 145 0 140
Warwick ... ... 28 12 152 16 90 0.31 16th 4 0.61
Waterview 18 5 146 10 5 0.33  14th 3 0.65
Westbrook,Darl. Downst
W
,. 0.28 11th 3 0.48
estwood
.. ... 23 38 150 8 45  1-70  16th 4 2.92
Woody Island*
... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast
Yandillat
...
,,, 0.60 16th 2 0.95
'  No Return received . t  New Station . $  No Rain fell.
Greatest Rainfall during the month ,  6.90 inches ,  was at Cardwell. Greatest number of days rain fell, 8, at Rockhampton ,  Tambo, and
Cape Moreton .  Greatest fall in 24 hours ,  3.13 inches ,  on 15th, at Georgetown.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorologioal Observer.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
HE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of Queensland, during theT Quarter from th  2nd OCTOBER to the 25th DECEMBER, 1876, is published in conformity with theird section ofthe Act fCouncil, 4 Vi toria, N . 13.H. H. MASSIF,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILiTims and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the 2nd OCTOBER to the 25th DECEMBER, 1876.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT.
Rotes in Circulation( Not bearing Interest..,Bearing Interest
Bills in  Circulation Not bearing Interest
...Bearing Interest
Balance due  to other Banks ...
Deposits ... ... Not bearing Interest...Bearing Interest ,..
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
18,976 17 8
197 0 9
54 13 10
106,589 15 6131,454 17  3  238,044 12  9
Total Amount of Liabilities .., ... £ 257,273 5 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ... ... ... ... ... 500,000 0 0
Rate  of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders  ... ... ... ... 25  per cent .  per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ,.. ... ... 62,500 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend .., ... 410,123 15 1
Brisbane, 24th January, 1877.
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined Metals
Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bars
Landed Property
Notes  and Bills of  other Banks
Balances due  from other Banks .. ...
Amount of a ll  Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT .  TOTALS.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
48,610 12 7
11,700 0 02,192 17  8
1,950 14 10
371)033 18  4
... ... £ 435,488 3 5
THOS. H. PAIGE,  Manager.
A. W. WEBSTER, Accountant.
I, Thomas Henry Paige, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
during the period specified, and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of January, 1877.
ERNEST H. WEBB,  Justice  of the Peace.
THOS. H. PAIGE.
I, the undersigned ,  being the  Manager  of the COMMERCIAL BANEiNG COMPANY OF SYDNEY,  at Brisbane, do hereby  offer  to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14,  section 9, the sum
of £142 6s. 6d.,  for the duty after the rate of £3 per  cent. per annum upon the sum of £18 ,976 17s.  8d., being one Quarter's composition  of the duty payable  on the annual average of  the money  value of the notes
in  circulation of the said Bank  in the Colony  of Queensland,  according  to the  annexed Return.!
Dated  this 16th day of January, 1877. THOS. H. PAIGE.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 187'.
N OTICE.-In accordance with  provisions of the 6th section of " The Marriage Act"  (28 Vic.
No. 15), it is hereby notified that the undermentioned are registered in this Office, as Ministers
of Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in the colony for the current year.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Name of Minister . Re ligious Denomination . Residence .  Registry District.
Abraham, Thomas ... ... ...
Adams, Edward ... ... ... ...
Addison, John ... ... ... ...
Allen, Robert .. ... ... .. .
Allnutt, George Herbert ... ...
Amos, Charles Edward ... ... ...
Bertwistle, Robert ... ... ...
Black, James K., M.A.... ... ...
Blain, Thomas .. ... ...
Brentnall, Frederick Thomas ... ...
Brown, Frederick Henry ...
Bucas,  Peter ... ... ...
Buckle, Joseph ... .. ..
Burghard, Wilhelm ... ... ...
Byrne, Denis J.... ... ... ...
Campbell, Henry J. ... ... ...
Cani, John ... ...
Capra, Peter .. ...
Carson, James ... ... ... .. .
Clipsham, Paul .. ... ...
Connolly, James Patk. Maria ... ...
Copas, Frederiok ... ...
Court, David Alexander ... ...
Creyke, Robert ... ... ... ...
Dandie, Alexander ... ... ...
Davadi, Jerome ... ... ... ...
Draper, William... ... ... ...
Dunham, Robert Fitzwilliam  ..
Dunham, Francis Augustino Fitzwilliam
Dunne, Robert ... ... ...
Eager,  Clefden H. ... ... ...
Eglinton, William ... ... ...
Eva, Richard Roberts ... ... ...
Ferguson, James ... ... ...
Fouhey,  Denis ... ... ... ...
Fuller, Edward .. ... ... ...
Gammie, James Ivel ... ... ...
Gaustad, Christopher ... ... ...
Gerard, Thomas... ... ... ...
Gibson, Thomas Hood ... ...
Gilbertson,  James ... ...
Glennie,  Benjamin , B.A. ... ...
Godson, William Theophilus ...
Goldstein,  Samuel ...
Gray, William .. ... ... ...
Griffith, Edward ..
Hale, Right Rev. Matthew Blagden, D.D.
Hampe, Godfried Daniel
Hansen , John Henry ... ... ...
Hartley, Robert ... ... ... ...
Hartwig, August Daniel ... ...
Hassell, James Samuel ... ... ...
Hausemann, John Godfried ... ...
Hay, Alexander . . ...
Heiner, E rn est Christian F. T.
He llmuth, Carl God fr ied ...
Henry, Joseph  Wilson ... ...
Hennessy ,  John David... ...
Holme, Thomas  ... ... ...
Horan, Andrew ... ... ...
Horan, Matthew ... ...
Horan, James J. .. ...
Hugill, William Joseph
Hughes, Henry Phillip William, L.D.
Hume, Thomas .. ... ... ...
Humphries, Samuel ... ... ...
Irvine, John ... ... ... ...
Person, Thomas William ...
Jamieson, Leslie C. ... ...
Jones, Thomas  ... .. , ...
Church of England ..
United Methodist Free
Church
Primitive Methodist ...
Wesleyan Methodist ...
Church of England
Presbyterian ...
Congregational ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Wesleyan .. ...
Congregational... ...
Roman Catholic ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Lutheran
Roman Catholic
Church of England ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Presbyterian ...
Wesleyan ...
Roman Catholic ...
Lutheran ...
Church of England ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian .. ...
Roman Catholic ...
Congregational... ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Congregational ...
Church of England ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Congregational ...
Lutheran ...
Baptist... ... ...
Wesleyan ..
Church of England
Archdeacon Church of
England
Baptist ... ... ..,
Jewish . ...
Congregational... .. .
Congregational... ...
Bishop Church of Eng-
land
Lutheran ... ...
Lutheran
Primitive Methodist ...
Lutheran
Church of England ...
Lutheran ... ...
Presbyterian
Lutheran ... ...
Lutheran ..
Congregational... ...
Wesleyan
Church of England
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Roman Catholic ...
Church of England ...
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Particular Baptist ...
Baptist... .. ...
Congregational... ...
Church  of England
Toowoomba
Brisbane ...
Rockhampton ...
Ipswich ... ...
Charters Towers
Sandgate ... ...
Gatton ... ...
Milton ..
Rockhampton ...
Ipswich ...
Ipswich ...
Mackay ...
Maryborough ...
Toowoomba ...
Dalby ... ...
Allora ... w.
Brisbane ... ...
Ipswich ..,
Charters  Towers ...
Brisbane ... ...
Townsville ...
Maryborough ...
Kangaroo  Point ...
South Brisbane ...
Warwick ... ...
Stanthorpe
South  Brisbane ...
Clermont ... ...
Roma ...
Toowoomba ...
St. George ...
Cleveland ... ...
Cooktown ... ...
Springsure ...
Charters Towers ,..
Bundaberg
Roma ...
Walloon ... ...
Ipswich ...
Pimpama ...
Beenleigh ...
Toowong ...
Maryborough
Toowoomba
Townsville
Brisbane ...
Milton ...
Toowoomba ...
Maryborough ...
Rockhampton
Zillmann's Waterholes
Ipswich ...
Albert River
Rockhampton
Ipswich ...
Logan Reserve ...
Rockhampton ...
Stanthorpe ...
Maryborough ...
Ipswich ...
Maryborough ...
Warwick ... ...
Leyburn ... ...
Maryborough ...
Mackay ...
Gympie ...
Townsville
Rockhampton ...
Gympie
Brisbane ...
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Ipswich
Kennedy North
Caboolture
West Moreton
Oxley
Rockhampton
Ipswich
Ipswich
Mackay
Maryborough
Toowoomba
Dalby
Darling  Downs East
Brisbane
Ipswich
Kennedy North
Brisbane
Townsvi lle
Maryborough
Brisbane
Brisbane
Warwick
Stanthorpe
Brisbane
Clermont
Maranoa
Toowoomba
Balonne
East Moreton
Cooktown
Springsure
Kennedy North
Bundaberg
Maranoa
West  Moreton
Ipswich
Logan
Logan
Oxley
Maryborough
Toowoomba
Townsville
Brisbane
Oxley
Toowoomba
Maryborough
Rockhampton
East Moreton
Ipswich
Logan
Rockhampton
Ipswich
Logan
Rockhampton
Stanthorpe
Maryborough
Ipswich
Maryborough
Warwick
Darling Downs East
Maryborough
MackayGympieTownsville
Rockhampton
Brisbane
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al:ns
LIST OF  MINISTERS -continued.
Name of Minister.
Eaercher, Francis X. G. ...
Kildahl, William ... ...
Kingsford, Thomas ... ...
Kingsford, John... ... ...
Knipe, Joseph Irwin
Laing, Adam Arbuthnot
Locke, William ... ...
Love,  James  ... ... ...
MacGuiness, Patk. Joseph ...
MacKenzie , Wil li am ...
MacPherson, John
Maddern, Mathew ... ...
Mahalm, Robert ... ...
Mather, William Benson ...
Matthews, James ...
Meiklejohn, William David
Midgeley, Alfred
Mitchell, David Forrest ...
Moberley, Edmund G. ...
Moore, William ... ...
Moseley, John ... ...
Mossop, Daniel ... ...
Murlay, Charles ... ...
Myers, Jonas M. ...
McAra, John ... ... ...
McCleverty,  James .., ...
McCulloch, Colin ... ...
McDonogh, Stephen Henry ...
McNab, Duncan ... ...
McNaught, William
McSwaine, John Fleming ...
Nelson, William Lambie, L.D.
O'Brien, Thomas ,., ...
Ogg, Charles ...
O'Reilly, John
Orr, John  Flanagan .. ...
Parkinson, Matthew Henry ...
Phillips, Abraham ... ...
Porteus, David ...
Powell, William ... , . .
Quinn, Right Revd.  James .. ,
Rathjen, Wm. Stretton ...
Robertson, Peter ... ...
Romani, Joseph ...
Rossolini, Constantino , . . ...
Richmond, Frederick , , , ...
Rutledge, Arthur ... ...
Savage, Samuel ,,,
Schirmeister, C. F. A. F. ...
Schleicher, John Theophilus .. ,
Scortechini, Benedict ... ...
Scott, Charles James . , . ...
Selway, Cedric
Smith, Frederick ...
Spence, Joseph ... ...
Spence, Robert William ...
Spooner, John ... ... ...
Straughen, John
Sutton, John ...
Thatcher, Thomas ... ...
Taylor, Wm. George ... ...
Turner, Edmund
Religious Denomination.
Roman Catholic
Church of England
Presbyterian ...
Particular Baptist
Presbyterian ..,
Presbyterian ...
Church of England
Church of England
Roman Catholic
Presbyterian ...
Baptist
Wesleyan ...
Church of England
Wesleyan
Church of England
Presbyterian ...
Wesleyan ,,,
Presbyterian ...
Church of England
Baptist ...
Church of England
Congregational ... ...
Roman Catholic ...
Jewish ...
Presbyterian ...
Church of England
... Presbyterian ... ..,
... Roman Catholic ...
... Church of Rome ...
... Primitive Methodist ...
... Presbyterian ... ...
... Presbyterian ... ...
... Roman Catholic ...
... Presbyterian
... Roman Catholic
... Wesleyan ... ...
... Wesleyan
Jewish
United Methodist Free
Church
Primitive  Methodist ...
Bishop ,  Church of Rome
Presbyterian
Presbyterian .. ...
Roman  Catholic
Roman Catholic ,.,
Church  of England ...
Wesleyan
Congregational ..,
Lutheran , . , ...
Church of  England
Roman  Catholic
Church of  England
Congregational
.., Church of  England
... Wesleyan ...
... Congregational
,.. Church  of England
... Particular Baptist ,..
... Church of England ...
,,, Primitive Methodist ..,
... Wesleyan
United Methodist Free
Church
Residence.
Brisbane ... ...
Townsville ...
Warwick ... ...
Brisbane
Maryborough  ...
Gladstone ...
Rockhampton
Fortitude Valley
St. George's Bridge
Herbert River ...
Toowoomba ...
Gympie ... ...
Dalby
Townsville
Warwick
Springsure ...
Brisbane ...
South Brisbane
Gympie ... ...
Milton ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Grandchester ,,,
Rockhampton ...
Brisbane ... • . .
Laidley ... ...
Drayton ... ...
Brisbane ..
Cooktown... ...
Mackay ... ...
Gympie ... ...
Brisbane .. .,,
Toowoomba
Maryborough ...
Brisbane ..,
Brisbane ... ...
Rockhampton ...
Warwick ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Ipswich ...
Brisbane  ... ... ...
Brisbane .. ...
Toowoomba ... ...
Dalby ... ...
Nanango  ... ... ...
Gayndah ... ... ...
Stanthorpe ... ...
Bowen Terrace ... ...
South Brisbane . ..
Tent street; Fortitude
Valley
Townsville ... ...
Logan
Cardwell ... ... ...
Roma  ... ... ...
Gladstone.. .
Maryborough .. ...
Goodna ... ... ...
Bowen . .. ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Ipswich . ... ...
Toowoomba ... ...
Brisbane ...
Registry District.
Brisbane
Townsville
Warwick
Brisbane
Maryborough
Gladstone
Rockhampton
Brisbane
Balonne
Cardwell
Toowoomba
Gympie
Dalby
Townsville
Warwick
Springsure
Brisbane
Brisbane
Gympie
Oxley
Ipswich
West Moreton
Rockhampton
Brisbane
West Moreton
Drayton and Too-
woomba
Brisbane
Cook
Mackay
Gympie
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Maryborough
Brisbane
Brisbane
Rockhampton
Warwick
Brisbane
Ipswich
Voller, James  ...
Wagner, Godfried
Wall, William ...
Walsh, William Mason...
Waraker, John Thomas
Warner, Thomas Davenport
Watt, David, M.A. ...
West, Charles Thomas ...
Williams, William Henry ,..
Williams, James ,., ..,
Williams, Lloyde Cosmo ...
Wilson, Benjn. Gilmore ...
Wilson, William
Woolcock, William
Zillmann, John Herman Leopold
Paptist ... ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Wesleyan ...
Roman Catholic
Congregational
Church of England ...
Presbyterian ... ...
Burnett Protestant
Church
Wesleyan ...
Primitive Methodist ...
Church of England  ...
Baptist  ...  ...
Wesleyan ... ...
Bible Christian... ...
Church of England ...
Brisbane
Brisbane
Toowoomba
Dalby
Burnett
Burnett
Stanthorpe
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Townsville
Logan
Cardwell
Maranoa
Gladstone
Maryborough
West Moreton
Bowen
Ipswich
Brisbane
Ipswich
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Samford Road ... ... Oxley
German Station ... ... Brisbane
Copperfield ... Clermont
Brisbane .. Brisbane
Toowoomba ... ... Toowoomba
Roma ... Maranoa
Cressbrook ... ... Stanley
Bundaberg ... ... Bundaberg
Mount Perry
South  Brisbane
Ipswich
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Ipswiclf
Burnett
Brisbane
Ipswich
Brisbane
Brisbane
Brisbane
Ipswich
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NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government Gazette is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock, Is. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for sums of 5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.AT a Court of Petty Sessions, held at Beenleigh,the 24th instant, Mr. ]RICHARD GRIFFITHS
was appointed Poundkeeper for twelve months,
dating from the 1st January, 1877.
For the Bench,
R. A. RANKING, P.M.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 25th January, 1877.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
Before His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight,
Chief Justice of Queensland and Judge of the
said Vice-Admiralty Court.
WEDNESDAY, 17TH JANUARY, 1877.
In the Matter of the " Peony."
ME. HARDING moved for decree for payment
of the taxed costs (out of the proceeds in
Court) of four separate actions (45 to 48) inclusive,
and of six consolidated actions (49 to 54) inclusive ;
then for the payment of the Promoter's claims in 46
to 54 inclusive,  part passu ;  residue in discharge of
the Promoter's claim in (45).
Decree accordingly.
Court adjourned to WEDNESDAY, the 31st
day of January, A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Michael Noonan, of Northbrook , near  Ipswich,
in the Colony of Queensland, by Michael
Noonan.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Michel Noonan be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Michael
Noonan, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Principal Registry, on the Fifth day of
February, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Michael
Noonan shall, on the Third day of February, at
Eleven, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this twenty-
fourth day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
• J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Henry Buchanan, of Charters Towers,
miner, by the said William Henry Buchanan.
fTPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
U upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said William
Henry Buchanan having been given : It is ordered
that the said William enry Buchanan be, and he
is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that Mr. Frede-
rick Jepson Beor be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said William Henry
Buchanan, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Seventh day of February, 1877, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said William Henry Buchanan shall, on the
Sixth day of February, at Bowen, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the names and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Edward Beaufort Cullen, of Bowen,  at present
out of business, by the said Edward Beaufort
Cullen.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Edward
Beaufort Cullen having been given, it is ordered
that the said Edward Beaufort Cullen be, and he is
hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that Mr. Frederick
Jepson Beor be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Edward Beau-
fort Cullen, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Thirty-first day of January, 1877, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Edward Beaufort Cullen shall, on the Twenty.
ninth day ofJanuary,'at the Registrar's Office, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences , so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet  his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this
seventeenth day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Fred. Berger Hayward ,  of Ipswich,
storekeeper ,  insolvent.
A
FIRST  Dividend is intended to be declared
in the matter of the above Insolvent, adju-
dicated on the 23rd day of December, 1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
lCth  day of February ,  1877, will be excluded.
Dated this  24th day  of January, 1877.
93
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
4s.
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ESTATE OF E. H. RAMSDEN AND CO.
IN LIQUIDATION.
A DIVIDEND  is intended  to be  declared inthe above Estate.
Creditors who have not proved  their debts by the
Tenth day  of February, 1877, will be  excluded.
88
JOHN F. BUCKLAND,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of August Wagner, of Bowen, an
Insolvent.JOHN MACALISTER, of Bowen, Clerk of Petty
Sessions , has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this tenth day of January, A.D. 1877.
95
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
4s. 6d
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Waugh  Hing, an  Insolvent.
TAS. G. KIDGELL, of Gympie,  has been
0 appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the Insolvent  must  deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this 19th day of January, 1877.
80
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Richard Taylor Couch, of Dalby,
storekeeper, an Insolvent.
SAMUEL BENJAMIN, of Dalby, merchant,
1.7 has been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-second day of January, A.D.
1877.
92
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Lindsay, of Rossond Creek,
near Ipswich, in the Colony of Queensland,
miner, an Insolvent.
O
N  the Nineteenth day of February, 1877, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, James Lindsay,
of Rossend Creek, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, miner, adjudicated insolvent on the
sixth day of September, 1876, will apply to the
Supreme Court at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of January, 1877.
89
PETER MACPHERSON,
Attorney  for James  Lindsay,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
55.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Stocker, of Mary.borough, laboror, an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place before the
Police Magistrate, at Maryborough, on the Twenty-
third day of February next, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of January, 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW.
R. K. MACNISH,Mai borough,
Registrar.
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
By his Town A ent-
W. K. MACNISH,
Brisbane.
82 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry John Goodwin Robinson,
of Lorne ,  near Mackay, in the Colony of Queens-
land, sugar -planter, an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take  place at the Police
Court, Mackay ,  before the Police Magistrate, on
the Nineteenth day of February ,  1877 ,  at Eleven
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this Twenty-fourth day of January, 1877.
90
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
O
N  the Nineteenth day of February ,  1877, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon , K enneth Hutchison,
of Warwick ,  adjudged insolvent on the eighteenth
day of September, 1876, wi ll  apply to the Court at
Brisbane for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty -fifth day of January, A.D.1877.
ROBERTS, LIDDLE, AND ROBERTS,
100
Solicitors for Insolvent,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Estate of James Houston, the elder, late
of Drayton, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that Accounts of
the administration of the Estate of the above-
nameddeceased, from the thirty-first day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, to the
thirty-first dayof December, onethousand eighthun
dred and seventy-six, having been filed in theRegistrar's Office, by William Crawford and James
Green, the Executors of the Wi ll of the above-
named deceased, all persons having, claims, or
being otherwise interested therein, may come in
before me, at my office, Supreme Court House,
Queen street, Brisbane, on or before the nineteenth
day of February, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-seven, to inspect the said accounts,
and if they shall think fit, object thereto ; and take
notice, that if no objection is made to said Accounts,
the same will be duly inquired into at my said
office, on the day aforesaid, at the hour of Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this eighteenth day of January, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
THOMP80N  AND HAVARD,
Proctors for the  said Executors,
By their Agents---
TuoMPsoN AND HELLICAR,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
61 ' 7s. U.
253
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Hadley, late of Maryland,
in the Colony of New South Wales, bushman,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Joseph Hadley, deceased, may be
granted to Martin Kelly, of Stanthorpe, in the
Colony of Queensland, and William Thomas, of
Maryland, in the Colony of N ew South Wales, the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated this first day of September, 1876.
J. F. G. FOXTON,
Maryland street, Stanthor e,
81
Proctor for the said Martin
Kelly and William  Thomas.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Peter Corcoran, formerly of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland, and
late of the London Hospital, Mile End,
London, in that part of Great Britain and
Ireland called England, teamster, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-N tion of ourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Peter Corcoran, deceased, may be
granted to John Confrey Jones, of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, farmer, the Executor
and Trustee named  in the said Will.
Dated this tenth day of January, in the year of
our Lord  one thousand  eight 1}undred and seventy-
seven.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Fitzroy  street,  Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Executor.
By his Agents-
MACALI$TER AND MEIN,
Queen street, Brisbane.
96 8s. 6d.
NOTICE.I INTEND to apply at he Court of Petty Sessions
for the Police District of Surat, to be held at
Surat on THURSDAY, the first day of March
next, for a license to enclose  the top road passing
through Noorindoo from Surat to Condamine, by
erecting two pairs  of Swing-gates thereon.
HENRY W. BELL.
Noorindoo , 15th day of January, 1877.
94 4s.
NOTICE.
I Fthe person who took a Bay Mare, branded Tnear  shoulder, I over B near thigh, from the
stables of Seiver's Hotel, Queen street, Brisbane,
on the night of the 14th of December last, and left
a bay horse in its place, does not return the same
to Seiver's Hotel, within fourteen days from the
date hereof, the horse that was left will be sold at
the risk of the owner.
J. P. BRUHN.
Beenleigh, 23rd January, 1877.
83 3s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Bench of Magistrates acting
in and for the Police District of Bundaberg, in
the Colony of Queensland.
T
HE undersigned hereby gives notice that he
intends to apply to the Bench on the First day
of February next, 1877, for permission to erect
Swing Gates at Portions 29 and 31, parish of
Kalkie-freehold.
S. KIRBY.
December 31st, 1876.
61 3s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace, acting
in and for the district of Rockhampton, Colony
of Queensland.
WALTER REID, of Rockhampton, intend to
I apply, on TUESDAY, the sixth day of March,
1877, for permission to erect Gates on the road from
Rockhampton to Balnagowan, situated on Selection
1225, at Meadow Flats, parish Thozet ; also gates on
the Southern Boundary of said selection on the
road separating selection No. 1245 from 1253A;
also gates on the Northern Boundary of selection
1224 on the Balnagowan road ; and also  gates on
Southern Boundary on Broadmount road, parish of
Herbert. The said several gates shall not be less
than sixteen feet wide ; they shall be painted of a
uniform color, with the letters " Licensed Public
Gate " painted thereon.
WALTER REID.
Dated at Rockhampton, this sixteenth day of
January, A.D. 1877.
99 6s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the owners of tenements on Berry street from
Wickham terrace to Leichhardt  street ;
Bartley street from Berry street, five chains
towards Wickham terrace ; Leichhardt street
from Fortescue street to Henry street ; Upper
Edward street from Leichhardt street to Boun-
dary street ; Hope street from Leichhardt
street to Boundary street ; Boundary street
from Upper Edward street to Hope street ;
Boundary street towards Wickham street, four
chains ; Kennego street from Spring Hollow
Culvert to Gregory terrace ; Leichhardt street
from Kennego street to Brunswick street ;
Warren street from Wickham street towards
Leichhardt street, twelve and three-quarter
chains ; Warren street from Wickham street
towards Ann street, two and three-quarter
chains ; and the private  streets, courts ,  lanes,
and alloys opening thereto.
THE Main Pipe in the  said streets  being laid
down, the Owners of all tenements are hereby
required to pay the rates and charges for the supply
of water, as directed by law,
• JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of
Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
78
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
8s.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following  amounts1877.  £ s. d.
Jan. 20-Corporation Maryborough... ... 1 0 022-J. and R. Sheridan ... ... ... 1 0 0
23-J. F. G. Foxton ... ... ... 0 6 6
24-A. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
24-J. Deschamps ... 0 6 0
24-Municipal Council, Warwick ... 0 4 0
24-J. Stewart ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
25-J. P. Wilkie... ... ... ... 2 3 0
26-J. Macalister ... ... 0 4 6
26-Municipal Council, Copperfield ... 2 0 0
26-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
26-T. Ke lly . ... ... ... 1 0 0
26-C. S. D. Melbourne ... ... 0 2 0
26-Municipal Council, Bowen... ... 1 5 0
Empounbingo.
Ca' Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock  will  be charged  for at  the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  i n the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED  at Brisbane, from the  Bald Hi lls, onthe 12th January, 1877, by order of Charles
Duncan. Damage and driving, 4s. 6d.
One bay mare, PC near shoulder ,  like writing W near
rump.
not released onor before the 5th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
91
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
le.
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MPOUNDED at Dalby, from St. Ruth, on the 5th
I January, 1877, by order of A. H. Evans, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. 6d.
One bay gelding, indistinct brand like SF over 3J@(registered brand) near shoulder, bald face, three
white fetlocks, docked.
One bay gelding, like B over td over a big blotch or scar
near shoulder, near hind fetlock white.
One bay mare, like ., over M near thigh, like DYR off
shoulder, hind feet white.
Also, from Daandine, on the 5th January, 1877, by
order of Jas. Hunt, Esquire. Driving and damages,
5s. 10d.
One bay filly, like Z1G (registered brand) near shoulder,
star , near hind foot white.
Also, from Daandine. Driving, 4s. each.
One shesnut horse,  star  and snip, four white feet, D3Y(registered brand) near shoulder, JQ7 (registered
brand) near thigh ; damages, £5.
One chesnut  mare , MD near shoulder, blaze down face,
three feet white, blind near eye.
One bay filly, blotch near shoulder.
One black horse, like 1A over L near shoulder, hide
round neck ; damages, £5.
Also, from Massingford, on the 9th January, 1877, by
order of F. McKeon, Esquire. Driving, 3s.
One bay gelding, like Lm over (curl of run into
bottom part of L) over like M near shoulder, like
BR3 (registered brand) near thigh, star.
Also, from Frogmore, by order of D. McLraen,
Esquire. Driving and damages, 3s. 8d.
One red and white spotted cow, like CK2 (registered
brand) blotched off rump, notch out of off ear.
Also, from Loudoun, by order of H. M. Nelson,
Esquire. Driving, is.
One brown gelding, BA5 (registered brand) off shoul-
der.
Also, from Selection, on the 12th January, 1877, by
order of P. Wormwell, Esquire. Driving, is. each.
One chesnut mare, bald face, ROS off shoulder.
One bay mare, FMa (registered brand) near shoulder,
DRO off shoulder.
One brown mare, 7UZ (registered brand) near shoul-
der.
Also, from Forest Park, on the 11th January, 1877,
by order of J. S. Jessop, Esquire. Driving, 6d. each.
One brown  mare,  like tSJ over A near shoulder, like ,a
over LI near rump ; bay filly foal at foot.
One chesnut colt, star, near bind foot white, H5H
(registered brand) near shohulder.
One bay gelding, like P -d off shoulder, star and snip,
hind feet white.
Also, from Forest Park, on the 17th January, 1877.
One strawberry steer, like MK near shoulder.
One red and white heifer, indistinct brand like SOB
(registered brand) off back, piece out under side
both ears.
Also, from Massingford, on the 17th January, 1877,
by order of F. McKeon, Esquire. Driving, 3s. each.
One bay mare, like K near shoulder and ribs, TKb
(registered brand) off shoulder, large star.
One bay gelding like AR over C near shoulder, star.
Also, from Town Common, by order of the Inspector.
Driving, 6d. each.
One chesnut colt, like H1Q (registered brand) near
shoulder, hind feet white.
One black horse,  scum over near  eye, no visible brand.
One black  mare , like 7JY (registered brand) near shoul.
der, indistinct brand like PR8 (registered brand)
near ribs.
Also, from Jimbour, on the 17th January, 1877, by
order of Jas. Wallace, Esquire. Driving, 2s. 6d. each.
One black gelding, like a+ over SJ (the J reversed) over
Pa near  shoulder, P+ near cheek, like Ei R off shoul-
der, three white feet.
One bay gelding,  star , like RJ7 (registered brand) near
shoulder,  star , near fore foot white.
One bay gelding, like H near shoulder, J near thigh.
One bay gelding, like 5SM (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, like  .  tl over J near shoulder, like 5
near thigh ,  like T off shoulder.
One grey colt, blotch brand near shoulder.
One brown gelding, like 5TN sideways blotched off
shoulder.
One bay mare , like WH  near shoulder, like HP over 222
off shoulder ,  hind feet white ,  top off near ear.
One bay mare, like JD4 (registered brand )  over Was
(registered brand )  near shoulder, like C near thigh,
4PD (registered brand )  off shoulder ,  near hind
foot white.
One bay mare, blotched brand like OC over 3 near ribs,
like 126 off ribs ,  star, hind feet white  ;  chesunt
filly foal at foot.
One roan filly, C near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  like YG6  (registered brand )  near shoul-
der.
One bay filly, blotch brand S near shoulder, star, near
hind foot white.
One chesnut horse, bald face, three white feet ,  like 5TN
sideways near shoulder and thigh.
One black mare, 8A V (registered brand )  near shoul-
der ; bay filly foal at foot.
One chesnut gelding ,  LB over 8CB (registered brand)
near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  blotch brand near shoulder, like 2TT
(registered brand )  blotched off  shoulder.
One bay gelding ,  LB over 8CB (registered brand)
near shoulder, star, hind feet white.
One bay gelding ,  star, al over 4 near shoulder ,  diamond
off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE ,  Poundkeeper.
86 43s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the ToowoombaCommonage, on the 17th January, 1877, by order of
Mr. Peter Healy. Driving expenses, is. 8d.
One white steer, W jP (registered brand) near shoulder.
One white steer, W jP (registered brand) near shoulder.
One red steer, T3A off ribs, roan hairs in forehead.
Also, from the same place, on the 18th January, 1877.
Driving, Is.
One dark-bay or brown mare, WL over A near shoulder,
near fore fetlock white, star, collar-marked.
Also, from the lands of Messrs. King and Sons, Gowrie,
on the 23rd January, 1877. Damages and driving, 4s. 6d.
One bay mare, H over FK over M near shoulder, star,
MY3 (registered brand) off shoulder, M off thigh ;
bay entire foal, unbranded, at foot, near hind fetlock
white. Damages and driving, £2 10s.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
98 55.
I MPOUNDED at Allora, from Pilton, on the 20thJanuary, 1877, by order of W. Wilson, Esquire.
Damages, 2s. 6d. ; driving, 2s.
One roan horse, R4S near shoulder, star,
One brown mare, T near shoulder, T near thigh, near
fore and hind feet white, star.
One roan filly, black stripe down back, 6M$ off shoul.
der, 6  near  shoulder.
One brown draught mare, collar-marked. like EK near
shoulder, star.
One bay draught horse, collar-marked, like DB (the
B blotched ) near  shoulder,  near  hind foot white,
white on near fore foot.
One bay horse, writing W near shoulder, like SE off
shoulder, hind feet white, stripe down face.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
85
JAMES STEWART , Poundkeeper.
6s.
Printed and Published by Jsxxs C.  BEAL, Government  Printer,
William  street, Brisbane , 27th January, 1877.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
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SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE  'UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN THE
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T is hereby noti fied for general information ,  that ,  in accordance with the provisions of the twenty -seventh clause of
I "The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869, "  the unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Crown Lands hereunder
described ,  which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise, wi ll  be offered for Sale by Public Auction ,  at the  A uction
Booms of A. Martin ,  Queen street, Brisbane ,  on TUESDAY ,  20th March ,  1877 ,  at Eleven o 'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule ,  according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid sha ll  be the annual Rent for the unexpired
period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year 's rent, will  have to be paid at the time of Sale, together with
the Survey Fee chargeable on each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the Leases enumerated below shall  be allowed six months to stock the country;
failing in which,  or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cancelled.
Lots 27 and 28 having an unexpired term of six months  only,  in the event of the Government refusing to renew the
lease under section  40  of  " The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869," the half year 's rent paid in excess wi ll  be refunded.
JOHN DOUGLA.S.
SALB AT Till AvcTIOis Rooms or A .  MARTIN ,  QIIEEN STREET, BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY, 20TH MABCH ,  1877, AT
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
TAk NOW of Rnni.
I
1 Authoringa
North ... I 30
Description of Boundaries.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
years.  $ t.
Commencing at a leaning gum-tree on the left bank of Angellala River
marked broad-arrow over C in triangle on its east side  ;  and bounded
thence on the east by a north line four miles twenty-three chains to a
box-tree on the left bank-of Branch Creek,  a tributary  of Authoringa
Creek,  marked broad-arrow in triangle on its south side -;  thence by a
continuation of said north line three miles fifty-seven chains to a box-
tree  marked broad-arrow over 01 in triangle on its south side  ; - thence
on the north by a west line  five miles ; thence on the west by a south
line eight miles  ;  thence on the south by an east line one mile fifty-
eight chains to a gum-tree in the bed of Authoringa Creek marked
broad-arrow over AC in triangle on its north side ; and thence by a
continuation of the said east line three miles twenty-two chains to the 1877.
marked tree hereinbefore  first described  ... ... ... ...  3} 1 July
1880.
31 Dec. 0 16
a a.
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U1sEZPIBED Tiaras Ol LEA8E.  or SURVEYED  RIINS-continued.
Lot. Name of gun. Description of Boundaries.
WARRE GO  DISTRICT-- continued.
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2 Barradeen  40 Commencing  at a  gum-tree marked  broad -arrow  over B in triangle in the
bed of the Bardoothulla Creek,  an eastern  affluent of he Warrego
River, about six miles above its confluence with that river, the said
tree being  also situated  on the east boundary line of the Ahmoo
Run ; and bounded thence on the west by a north line one mile
twenty-three chains ; thence on the north by an east line ten miles ;
thence on the east by a south line five  miles crossing  a point  one mile
seventy-five chains due east of a karbene-tree marked broad- arrow in
triangle  at the head of the Bardoothulla Creek ; thence on the
south by  a west  line ten miles ; thence  again on  the east by a north
line three  miles  fifty-seven chains to the marked tree hereinbefore 1877. 1878.
first  described  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1I 1 July 31  Dec. 0 15
BURKE DISTRICT.
rA
•nr
.
£ a.
8 Cammo ... 44 (Commencing on the west bank of the Saxby River at a point ten chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over 20 over E, and bounded thence
partly on the north by a line being portion of the south boundary of
Borogong Run bearing west four miles ; on the west by a line bearing
south ten miles ; on the south by a line crossing the Saxby River ten
chains below a tree marked bro ad -arrow over 24 over E ,  beari ng east
eight miles ; on the east by a line bearing north ten miles ; and again
on the north by a line bearing west four miles to the point of com- 1879-
( mencement ... ... ... ... ... . ... ... 21 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12 20 0
4 Borogong ... 44 Commencing on the west bank of the Saxby River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over 14 over E, and bounded thence partly on the north
by a line bearing west one mile twenty chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south ten  miles  ; on the south by a line bearing  east  (crossing
the Saxby River ten chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over 20
over E, and being also a portion of the north boundary of Camino
Run) eight  miles  ; on the east by a line bearing north ten miles ; and
again  on the north by a line bearing  west six  miles sixty chains to the
point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2} 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12 12 0
6 Corella
Logoon ... 30 Commencing on Woondoola Creek one mile above a tree marked broad-
arrow over 2 over F, and bounded thence partly on the north by a
line bearing west, and being portion of the southern boundary of
Woondoola Run, three miles ; on the west by a line bearing south
seven miles  ;  on the south by a  li ne bearing east seven miles ,  crossing
Woondoola Creek ; on the east by a line bearing north seven miles to
the south boundary of Woondoola Run ; and  again on the  north by a 1880.
line bearing west four miles to the point of commencement ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 7 7
6 Woondoola 40 Commencing on the west bank of the Saxby River half-a-mile above a
tree marked broad -arro w over 10 over E ,  being the south -east corner
of Uralla Run, and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west crossing Woondoola Creek half -a-mile below a tree marked broad-
arrow over 5 over F eight miles forty chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south seven miles  ;  on the south by a line  be aring east crossing
Woondoola Creek one mile above a tree marked broad-arrow over 2
over F ten miles forty chains to the Saxby River, at a point one mile
below a tree marked broad-arrow over 14 over E ; and on the east by
the Saxby River downwards to the point of commencement ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 9 9
7 Uralla ... 36 Commencing on the west bank of the Saxby River opposite a tree (on
east bank) marked broad-arrow over 6 over E, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west and crossing Woondoola Creek ten
chains above a tree marked broad -arro w over 10 over F, 'six miles forty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south seven miles ; on the south
by a line bearing east, crossing Woondoola Creek half-a-mile below a
tree marked broad-arrow over 5 over F, ten miles to the Saxby River,
at a point half-a-mile above a tree marked broad-arrow over 10 over E,
being also the north-east corner of Woondoola Run ; and on the east
by that river downwards to the point of commencement ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 8 8
8 Flinders
Junction 25 Commencing at the junction of the Flinders and Cloncurry Rivers, and
bounded thence on the north- east  by the Flinders  River upwards to a
point seventy chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over XXXIX ;
thence by a line bearing west eight miles forty chains to the Clon-
curry River at a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over X A ;
and on the north-west by that river downwards to the point of com- 1879.
mencement ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... 24 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12 9 0
9 Milgarra  ... 25 Commencing on the east bank of the Saxby River, at a tree marked
broad-arrow over 6 over E, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing east  six miles  forty chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
seven miles; on the south by a line bearing west three miles to the
Saxby River, opposite a point half- a-mile  above a tree marked broad-
arrow over 10 over E ; and on the west by the Saxby River down-
wards to the point of commencement ... ... ... 3
1880.
1 July  30 June 0 12 5 5
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UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF SURVEYED  RUNS - continued.
Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
'A
pA
j Years.
10 Wills ... 56 Pommencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over XXIV on the east
bank of the Flinders River,  near  its junction with the Bynoe, being
also the S. W. corner of Tempe Downs No. 1, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing  east six  miles ; on the east by a line bear-
ing south fifteen miles to the north boundary of Burke Run ; on the
south by that boundary,  being a  line bearing west four miles twenty
chains, to the Flinders River at a point twenty chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over XL; and on the west by that river down- 1877. 1880.
1 July 30 Junwards to the point of commencement 3
11 Miriam
Downs ... 56 Commencing on the west bank of the Flinders River, at a point opposite
a tree marked broad-arrow over LII, being also the south-east corner
of Pyaram Run, and bounded thence on the north by a line  bearing
west five miles forty chains ; on the west by a line bearing south
fifteen miles  to the north boundary of Gulah Run ; on the south by a
line bearing  east one mile  forty chains to the Flinders River, at a point
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over LXXII ; and on the east by
that river downwards to the point of commencement ... ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 18 15
12 Gulah ... 34 Commencing on the west bank of the Flinders River at a point opposite
a tree  marked broad-arrow over LXXII, being also the south-east
corner of Miriam Downs Run, and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west five miles forty chains ; on the north-west by a line
bearing south-west fourteen miles to the north boundary of Donar's
Hills Run ; on the south by a line bearing east six miles sixty chains
to the Cloncurry River opposite a point thirty chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over 1 A ; and on the south-east by the Cloncurry 1879.
and Flinders Rivers downwards to the point of commencement ... 21 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12 12 10
13 Pyaram ... 56 Commencing on the west bank of the Flinders River opposite a point
half a mile below a tree (on the east bank) marked broad-arrow over
XXXIII, being also the south-east corner of Tempe Downs No. 4
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing west three
miles sixty chains ; on the west by a line bearing south fifteen miles ;
on the south by a line bearing east  six miles  forty chains to the
Flinders River opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over LII ; and on 1880.
the east by that river downwards to the point of commencement ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 18 15
14 Donars Hills 45 Commencing on the west bank of the Cloncurry River, opposite a point
thirty  chains  above a tree marked broad -arrow over 1 A, being also
the south-east corner of (Iulah Run, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing west seven miles and sixty chains ; partly on the
west by a line bearing south eight miles ; again on the north by a
line bearing west three miles forty chains ; again on the west by a
line bearing south eight miles ; on the south by a line bearing east
three miles and sixty chains to the Cloncurry River, at a tree marked
broad-arrow over XXA, near a place known as Woodward's Inn ; and
on the east by that river downwards to the point of commencement... 24 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12 18 15
15 Palmerston 34 Commencing on the north-east bank of the Cloneurry River opposite a
point ten chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over LXXXVI A
being the southern corner of Cardwell Run, and bounded thence on
the north- west  by a line bearing north-east three miles to the Flinders
River at a point thirty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over
LXXII ; on the north-east by the Flinders River upwards about ten
miles to a point fifteen chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over
LXXXIV being the northern corner of Caroline Downs Run ; on the
south-east by a line bearing south-west four miles forty chains to the
Clonourry River opposite a point half-a-mile above a tree marked
XC VIII A ; and on the south-west by the Cloncurry River downwards 1880.
to the point of commencement ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 10 0
16 Mount
Walker No.2 67 Commencing on Mountain Creek, a tributary of Walker's Creek, at the
17 Saltbush
Park ... 25
south- east  corner of Mount Walker No. 1 Run, and bounded thence
on the west by the east boundary of that run bearing north ; on the
north by  a line , being the continuation of the north boundary of
Mount Walker No. 1 Run,  bearing east  (and following the southern
boundary of Somerset Run) fifteen  miles  to a point three miles east
of the south- east  corner of Somerset Run ; on the east by a line
bearing  south to Mountain Creek ; and on the south by that creek 1879.
downwards  to the point of  commencement  ... ... 2} j 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Commencing on the left bank of the Alice River at a point due south
from a tree on the right bank marked broad-arrow  over  A over
XLVIII, and bounded thence partly on the west by a south line to a
point three miles fifty-three chains south of the said marked tree ;
thence by a west line eight chains ; thence again on the west by a
south line, along part of the eastern boundary of Bon Venture No. 2
Run, two miles fifty chains ; thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the Delta No. 1 Run seven miles
m 0a
v
m
3
1
W
1£a.I£a.
e 0 12 18 15
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UNEXPIR ED TERMS of LEASES OB SiRVEYRD  RIINs--continued.
Lot. Name of Run.
18 Wokingha;n0. 1  , .. 100
Description of Boundaries.
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MITCHELL  DISTRICT-- continued.
Years.
seventy-eight chains to  a tree  marked broad-arrow over K over XL; i
thence on  the east  by a north  line  six miles twenty-three chains ; '
thence on the north by a west line  passing  forty chains south of a tree
on the Alice River marked broad-arrow over A over XLIX, about six
miles fifty-five chains to the left bank of that river (which last line if 1
produced to a total length of seven miles seventy-eight chains would
reach the tree first above-mentioned), and by the said river down-
wards  to the point  of commencement  ... ... ... ...
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
1Commencing on the east boundary of the Doveridge No. 1 Run at a
point twenty-nine chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over
D over XI on the right bank of the Wokingham Creek, and bounded
thence on the south by an east line twelve miles forty chains crossing
Wokingham Creek along the north boundary of the Doveridge No.
2 Run and part of the north boundary of Doveridge No. 3 Run,
passing a  tree marked broad-arrow over D over XII and a giddia-tree
marked broad-arrow over D over XIII to a point bearing 276 degrees
distant twenty-chains from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over D over XIV ; thence on the east by a north line eight miles ;
thence on the north by a west line twelve miles forty chains, crossing
Wokingham Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over C over II to a
point bearing 20 degrees distant twenty-six chains from a whitewood-
tree marked broad-arrow over D over XLII ; and thence on the west
by a south line to the north- east  angle of the first-mentioned run,
being a point bearing 298 degrees distant twenty-one chains from a
bauhinia-tree marked broad-arrow over D over XLIII and along part
of the east boundary of that run, in all eight miles, to the point of
commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
19 Wokingham
No. 2 ... 100 Commencing on the left bank of Wokingham Creek at a tree marked
20 Wokingham
broad- arrow over  C over II, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line  along part  of the northern boundary of the Wokingham
No. 1 Run and a prolongation thereof, in all three miles fifty-six
chains,  to a post marked  broad-arrow over D over XXXIII ; thence
on the  east  by a north li ne passing  through a tree on  an eastern
tributary of Wokingham Creek marked broad-arrow over D over
XXXIV aifd a post marked broad-arrow over D over XXXV ten
miles to a point bearing 184  degrees distant sixteen chains from a
coolibar-tree marked broad-arrow over  D over XXXVI ; thence on
the north by a west line ten miles  crossing  Weroa Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over D over XXXVI  passing  through a post
marked broad- arrow over  D over XXXVIII and  crossing  Wokingham
Creek about thirty-eight chains below  a tree  marked broad-arrow over
H over LXV to a post marked broad- arrow over  D over XXXIX ;
thence on the west by south line  ten miles to  the north boundary of
the Wokingham No.1 Run ; and thence  again on the  south by an
east line six miles twenty-four chains to  and across  Wokingham Creek
to the point  of commencement  ... ... ... ... ...
No. 3 ... 100 Commencing on the left bank of W okingham Creek at a point about
thirty-eight chains below  a tree  marked broad-arrow over H over
LXV, and bounded thence on the south by an east line along part of
the north boundary of the Wokingbam No. 2 Run three  miles to a
post marked broad-arrow over D over XXXVIII ; thence on the east
by a north line ten miles to a post marked broad-arrow over
CXLVIII ; thence on the north by a west line ten miles , passing
through a tree marked broad-arrow over N over CXLVII, and
crossing Wokingham Creek at  a tree  marked broad-arrow over N over
CXLIII to a post marked broad-arrow over N over CXLIII ; thence
on the west by a south line passing through a post marked broad-
arrow over N over CXLIV  ten miles to  a point bearing 265  degrees,
distant fourteen chains from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over D over XL ; and thence again on the south by an  east  line to a
post at the north-west  angle  of the Wokingham No. 2 Run marked
broad-arrow over D over XXXIX, and along part of the north
boundary of that run, in all seven  miles, to and across  Wokingham
Creek to the point of commencement ...
Amphitheabre
No. 1 ... 75 Commencing on the right bank of Middleton Creek opposite a tree
at the junction of Saville Creek with Middleton Creek marked broad-
arrow  over F over XX, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
south-west line along part of the north-west boundary of the Middle-
ton No. 2 Run and a prolongation thereof, in all eight miles seventeen
chains ; thence on the south-west by a north-west line fifteen miles ;
thence on the north-west by a north-east line four miles sixty-eight
chains to Middleton Creek at a point about thirty-two chains north-
west of a tree marked broad-arrow over F over XXXII ; and thence
on the north-east by the right bank of Middleton Creek downwards to
the point  of commencement  ... ... ... ...
21
1877.  1896.
19 1 July 30 June
£ a.
0 12
m
£ 1.
12 10
19 1 July 30  June 0 15 25 0
19 1 July 30  June 0 16 25 0
I
19 1 July 30 June 0 15 25 0
1898.
21 1 July  30 June 0 12 18 15
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Lot.l Name .of Run.
l
Age
22 Amphitheatre'
No. .2 ...  75
23 Amphitheatre90.3  ... 100
UNEXPIRED TEEMS OF LEASES OF SURVEYED  RUNS-COfftinued.
Deseription of Boundaries.
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GREGORY NORTH  DISTRICT- continued.
Commencing at a tree  at the junction  of Saville  Creek with Middleton
Creek marked broad-arrow  over F over XX, and bounded thence on
the south -east by a north-east line along  part of the north-west
boundary of the Middleton No. 2 Run, and a prolongation thereof, in
an ten miles  ; thence on the north-east by a north-west line eight
miles  forty chains ; thence on the north by a west line five miles fifty-
five chains to Saville Creek at a point about thirty-six chains below a
tree marked  broad-arrow over F over XLVIII ; and thence on the
west  by the left bank of the last-mentioned creek downwards to the
point of commencement  ... ... ...
Commencing at the  j unction of Saville Creek with Middleton Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over F over XX, and bounded thence on the
south-west by the left bank of the latter creek upwards to a point
about thirty-two chains north-west of a tree marked broad-arrow over 1
F over XII  ;  thence on the  north-west by  a north-east line six
miles seventy-two chains  ;  thence on the north by an east line three
miles forty chains to Saville Creek at a  point about thirty -six chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over F over  XLVIII ;  and thence
on the east  by the right bank of the last-mentioned  creek downwards
£  W.9 a.
1877. 1898.
21 1 July  30 June 0 12 18 16
012' 26 0to the point  of commencement  ... ... 21
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
24  Barrett Vale 30
25 Walters
Plains ... 70
26 Gunnawarra 80
27 Hidden
Valley ... 67
28 Mount Wyat 68
ommencing on the left bank of the Douglass Creek at a tree marked
broad -arrow  over  XII, and bounded thence on the south by an east
line along part of the north boundary of Kangaroo Hills No. 7 Run
three miles seventy chains ; thence on the  east  by a north line seven
miles  fifty-six chains ; thence on the north by a west line five miles
seventy chains to Douglass Creek opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over XX ,  where that creek branches into two heads  ;  and thence on
the west by the left bank of the said Douglass Creek downwards to
1 July 30 June
1897.
the point  of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... 20 1 July 30 June
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Tempe Run, being a point
one mile south from a tree marked broad-arrow over VII, on the track
leading from Monemusk Station to Gunawarra Station, and also  being
about two and a-half miles north from Mount Salton ; and bounded
thence on the north by the south boundary of Gunawarra Run and a
prolongation thereof,  being an east  line eleven miles six chains  ;  thence
on the east by a south line five miles thirty-two chains ; thence on the
south by a west line eighteen mile. forty chains, passing through a
point about twenty chains south from a tree marked broad-arrow over
I on the track from Monemusk Station to Gunawarra Station ; thence
on the west by a north line live miles thirty-two chains ; thence again
on the north  by an east line seven miles  thirty-four  chains  to the point
of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing on the  ri ght bank of Rudd Creek ,  a western tributary of
the Upper Herbert River, at a tree marked broad-arrow over XVI ;
bounded thence on the east by a south line fifteen miles thirty chains ;
on the south by a west line six miles thirty chains to the south-eastern
corner of the Tempe Run ,  being a point one mile south from a tree
marked bro ad -arrow over VII on the track leading f ro m Monemusk
Station to Gunawarra Station ,  and also being about two and a-half
miles north from Mount Salton ; bounded on the west by a portion of
the eastern boundary of that run, being a north line seven miles to
the right bank of Rudd Creek at a point about thirty chains above a
tree marked bro ad-ar ro w over I  ;  and bounded thence again on the
west and also on the north by the right bank of that creek downwards
to  the  point of  oommenoement  ... ... ... ... ... ...
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
0 12
1879.
2 1 July 30 June 0 12
I
21 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12
Commencing at a point on Rosetta  Creek, about one mile below a bottle-
tree marked CORRIEVAHN in oblong, and bounded thence on the
south by a west line eight miles thirty chains, crossing the Sellheim
River at about half-a-mile above its  'unction with Isabella Creek ;
thence on the west by a north line eight miles ; thence on the north
by an east line nine miles  ;  thence on the east by a south line five
miles forty chains to the Rosetta Creek  ;  and thence by that creek Mnths .  1877.
downwards to the point of commencement  ... ... ... ...  6 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12
Commencing at an ironbark-tree marked PT Da in oblong, at the
junction of the Percy Douglas Creek with the Sellheim River, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line eight miles  thirty  chains ;
thence on the north by an east line ten miles  thirty  chains to the
Isabella Creek,  crossing also the head of the  Percy  Douglas Creek at
a gum-tree marked MT WT in oblong  ;  thence down the first-named
creek to its junction with the Sellheim River ; and thence on the
south-east and south by that river downwards to the marked tree
hereinbefore first described  ... ... ... ... ... ...  6 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12
9 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1877.
UNSURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN THE
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of "  The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May, 1870, established under  said Act, relating
to the Sale by auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the
unexpired term of the Leases of Unsurveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have  become  vacant by
forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur  Martin,  Queen  street,
Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 20th March, 1877, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs will be only  sold ; and
the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness of the area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs
so offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey the moneys paid will be returned.
The country comprised in the Runs has not yet been surveyed, and the Government  reserve  the right  of increasing the
available area if it should be discovered after survey that the estimate set down opposite each Run is less than the  character
of the country warrants. In the event of the  available  area being  increased , the purchaser will be liable for the rent on
account thereof during the period commencing from date of unexpired  term  of lease.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite  to its name  in the  appended
Schedule, according to the estimated  area  in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be  the annual  Rent for the
unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the  time of sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months to stock the
country ; failing in which, or not thereafter  maintaining  the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs,  so far as  is known, may be obtained by application
at this Department.
Lot 19 will be offered with amended description of boundaries, subject to re-amendment after survey.
Lot 18, being within the Western Railway Reserve, will be sold subject to the provisions of  " The Western Railway
Act."
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SALE  AT -THE  AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN ,  QUEEN STREET ,  BRISBANE , -ON TUESDAY ,  20TH MARCH , 1877, AT
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Bounda ries. UnexpiredTerm
of Lease.
Years. 2 s.
1877. 1880.
3 1 July 30  June 0 12
3 1 July 30  June 0 12
3 1 July 30  June 0 12
BURKE DISTRICT.
1 Welney ... 60 Commencing at the north -east boundary corner of Borogong Run ; thence
in a north -easterly direction for four miles to Spear Creek  ;  thence
fo llowing same  ins.  north-westerly course for six miles  ;  thence about
south-west eight miles to Saxby Creek and acro ss same for four miles ;
thence about south -east to corner of Bo ro gong, following its north -east
li ne to point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 Borsey  ...  30 Commencing at the south -east boundary corner  of Welney Run  on Spear
Creek ,  and up same for nine miles ; thence about south-west to the
north- east  boundary line of Borogong Run about four miles, following
said line north-west for nine miles  to Welney  Run-; thence by its
boundary to starting point  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Riffiey  ...  60 Commencing at the north -east boundary corner of, Welney Run  ;  thence
in a north -west direction along Spear Creek for six miles  ;  thence about
south -west for eight miles to Saxby Creek and across same for four
miles  ;  thence by a  li ne para llel to said creek for six miles to south-west
boundary of Welney Run  ;  and thence by a line along said boundary to
starting point ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
4 Nelia Ponds 60 The Neelia Ponds Run commences at a tree marked S under crescent,
being the point of commencement of the Minnamere Run, and is boun-
ded on the south -east  by a  li ne running in a south -westerly direction
(at right -angles to the general course of Nee li a Creek )  three miles ;
in a nor ht -ne runn ngence ih i it t s b ounded on the south-west by a li
westerly direction (parallel to the general course of N eelia Creek)
fifteen miles ; thence it is bounded on the north-west by a line running
in a north-easterly direction (at right- angles  to the south-western boun-
dary) five miles ; thence it is bounded on the north-east by a line
running in a south-easterly direction (parallel to the south-western
boundary) fifteen miles ; thence in a south-westerly direction two miles
to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12
5 Rupert's
Creek ... 34 Commencing at a point on the left or western bank of Rupert's Creek
bearing about south-west by west from Richmond Downs Station on the
Flinders River, distant about forty-five miles, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west five miles ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south ten miles ; on the south by a line bearing east five miles
to Rupert's Creek ; and thence by the said  creek downwards  to the  point 1895.
of commencement ... ... ... ... 18 1 July 30 June 0 12
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UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES  OF UNSURVEYRD  RUNS-continued.
Description of Boundaries.
I
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
Years. I £  S.
BURKE  DISTRICT- continued.
6 Berwick East : 37 Commencing  at a tree marked  P over I on the right bank of the Fullerton
or Marchant  River, about two miles up from where the road from Fort
Constantine  to Eddington  intersects  the said river, and which  tree is at
the upper boundary  and starting  point of Leilaville  East  Run, and
bounded thence by a line bearing  east five m il es ;  by a line parallel with
the upward course of the Fullerton River ten  miles  ; by a line bearing
west five miles to  that river ; and by its downward  course  to the point ! 1877. 1897.
of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
7 Berwick West 37 Commencing at a tree marked P over II on the left bank of the Fullerton
8 Berwick
No. 3 East 30
9 Berwick
No. 4 West 30
10 Saaby Plains 40
11 Little Saaby
Plains ... 25
or Marchant  River, about two miles up from where the road from Fort
Constantine to Eddington  intersects  the said river, and which  tree is at
the upper boundary  and starting  point of Leilaville West Run, and
bounded thence by a line  bearing west  five miles ; by a line parallel with
the upper  course of  the Fullerton River ten miires ; by  a line bearing
east five m iles  to that river ; and by its course downwards to the point
of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing on the right  bank  of the Fullerton or Marchant River, at
the upper boundary of Berwick  East  Run, and bounded thence by the
upper boundary of that run, being a line bearing easterly five miles ; by
a line  parallel with the upper course of the Fullerton River eight miles ;
by a line bearing westerly five miles to that river ; and by its downward
course to the point of commencement
Commencing on the left bank of the Fullerton or Marchant River, at the
upper boundary of Berwick West Run, and bounded thence by the
upper boundary of that run, being a line bearing westerly five miles ; by
a line parallel with the upward  course  of the Fullerton River eight
miles ;  by a line bearing easterly  five miles  to that river ; and by its
course  downwards to the point of commencement ... ... ...
Commencing at the north- east  corner of Fort Bowen Run, and  in continua-
tion of  same line for nine  miles for a north or rorth-west boundary ;
thence  in a south -easterly direction for ten  miles  ; thence for six miles
to the eastern boundary of Fort Bowen Run, and by said boundary line
to point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing at the southern boundary corner of Saxby Plains Run, where
it joins  Fort Bowen Run ; thence along the Saxby Plains boundary for
five miles ; thence in a south-easterly direction for five miles ; thence to
and along the northern boundary of Mount Little Run ; and thence
along  the eastern boundary of Fort Bowen Run to starting-point ...
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
12 Saline Creek
18 I Venture No. 1 I 70
14 Venture No.2 70
15 Venture No.3 70
16 Venture No.4 7J
39 Saline Creek is bounded on the east for five miles by the western boundary
of the  run known  as Ashfield, on the south by unoccupied Crown lands
at the back of the  run known  as Denby No. 5 ; on the  west  by the range
dividing the waters of Perch Creek from those  of Saline  Creek ; on the
north by scrubby  ranges  ... ... ... ... ...
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
'Commencing at a point on Lagoon Creek, five miles below a waterhole
known as Trooper's Camp ; thence by a line southerly five miles ; thence
easterly parallel to the said creek ten miles ; thence northerly ten miles ;
thence westerly parallel with Lagoon Creek ten miles ; thence southerly
five miles to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ...
Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining the western boundary of Venture
No.  1; thence following that boundary northerly five miles ; thence
westerly parallel to the creek ten miles ; thence southerly crossing the
creek ten miles ; thence easterly parallel with the creek ten miles ;
thence northerly five miles to the point of commencement
Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining the east boundary of Venture
No. 1; thence following that boundary in a northerly direction five
miles ; thence easterly parallel with the creek ten miles ; thence southerly
ten miles crossing the creek ; thence westerly parallel with the creek
ten miles ; thence northerly five miles to the point of commencement...
Commencing on Lagoon Creek adjoining Venture No. 3 on the east ;
thence following that boundary northerly five miles ; thence easterly
parallel with the creek ten mules ; thence southerly crossing the creek ten
miles ; thence westerly parallel with the creek ten miles ; thence northerly
five miles to the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ...
20 1 July 30 June 0 12
20 1 July 30 June 0 12
20 1 July 30 June 0 12
20 1 July 30 June 0 12
1879.
21 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12
2A j 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12
11 1 July
1888.
30 June 0 10
1 1896.
19 1 July 30 June 0 10
19 1 July 30 June 0 10
19 1 July 30 June 0 10
19 1 July 30 June 0 10
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Lot. Name of Run.
I
UNBXPIUD Tanta or Lnisae or UNSUXTBYRD Rmrs - continued.
Description of Boundaries.
GREGORY SOUTH  DISTRICT- continued.
17 Junction ... 40 Commencing at the north-west corner of Tenham Run, and bounded
thence on the north by a line west five miles  ;  thence south ten miles;
thence east five miles to west boundary of Tenham Run ; thence north
ten miles to point of comiencement  ... ... ... ...
MARANOA DISTRICT.
18 Drumfern... 35 Commencing on the west bank of the Western Lagoons Creek ,  where the
north -west boundary of the Western Lagoons Run  crosses  that creek ;
thence running north two and a -half miles on each side of the creek for
ten miles  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
®
gN
°p e
Wa go.
ABp qaa
Fo° W pd
Years. £ s.
18
13
1877.
1 July
1895.
30 June 0 10
1 July
1890.
30 June 0 10
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
19 Alfred
Downs No. 8 30
Amended Description.
Commencing at the south -west angle of  the Alfred  Downs No .  3 Run, and
bounded thence on the east by a north  line along part of the east boun-
dary of that run seven miles seventy -four chains  ;  thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of the Alfred Downs No. 9
Run five miles fifty chains ; thence on the west by a south line along
the east boundary of the Vergemont No. 2 Run ten  miles  ; thence on the
south by an east line along part of the north boundary of the Vergemont
No. 3 Run five miles to the west boundary of the Vergemont No. 4
Run ; thence again on  the east by  a north line along part of that
boundary two miles ; and thence again on the south by an east line
along part of the north boundary of the last-named run fifty chains to 1896.
the point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ... ...  19 1 July 30 June 0 12
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor directs the sub-
joined Circular Despatch and its Enclosures,
relating  to the Apprehension of Deserters fromMerchant Ships belonging to the Kingdom of
Hawaii ,  under  "  The Foreign Deserters Act, 1852,"
to be published  for general information.R. M. STEWART.
[cInerLAR.]
Downing street,
8th November, 1876.
SIR,-1 have the  honor to transmit to you for
your information , and for publication in the colony
under your  Government, a copy of an Order of
Her Majesty in Council , dated the 23rd October,
1876. providing for the apprehension of Deserters
from Merchant Ships belonging  to the Kingdom of
Hawaii, under  " The Foreign Deserters Act,  1852."
I have, etc.,
C1&l{NARVON.
The Officer  Administering the Government
of Queensland.
At the Court at Balmoral, the 23rd day of October,
1876.
PR' SENT:
THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN
COUNCIL.
Whereas by the  "Foreign Deserters A^t,  1852," it is
provided that whenever it is made to appear to Her
Majesty that due facilities are or will be given for
recovering or apprehending seamen who desert from
British Merchant Ships in the territories of any
Foreign power, Her Majesty may, by Order in
Council stating that such facilities are or will be
given, declare that seamen, not being slaves, who
desert from Merchant ships belonging to such
power when within Her Majesty's dominions shall
-be- liable to be a prehended and carried on board
their respective ships, and may limit the operation
of such order, and may render the operation thereof
subject to such conditions and qualifications, if any,
as may be deemed expedient : and whereas it has
been made to appear to Her Majesty that due
facilities are given for recovering and apprehending
seamen  who desert from British ships in the terri-
tories of His Majesty the King of Hawaii :
Now,  therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue of the
power vested in Her by the said  "Foreign Deserters
Act,  1852," and by and with the advice of Her
Privy Council, is pleased to order and declare, and
it is  hereby ordered and declared that from and
after  the publication hereof in the  London Gazette.
Seamen ,  not being slaw s,  and not b eing  British
Subjects, who within Her Majesty' s dominions'
desert from Merchant ships belonging to the King-
dom of Hawaii, shall be liable to be apprehended
and carried on board their respective ships.
Provided always, that if any such Deserter has
committed any crime in Her Majesty' s dominions,
he may be detained until he has been tried by a
competent Court, and until his sentence (if any) has
been fully carried into effect.
And the Secretaries of State for India in Council,
the Home Department, and the Colonies are to give
the necessary directions herein accordingly.
C. L. PEEL.
w.uaaNSLAND, Proclamation by tits Excellency""
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire. Companion of the ,Mettt
nguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in •Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
% 7 H FIIEAS information has been received by
the Government that a certain infectious
disease, called Small Pox, has been found to exist
in the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the powers in me vested by  "The Quarantine
Art o,t  1863," do, with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby notify that portions of the said
colonies are infected with the said disease, and
that it is possible that such disease may be brought
from the said colonies into the Colony of Queens-
land and, with the advice aforesaid, I do order
and direct that no steamships or other  vessels
arriving in this colony from or having touched
at any port of the said Colonies of New South
Wales and New Zealand, shall be permitted
within the Port of Brisbane to come above the
Hulk " Proserpine," now moored at the entrance of
the Brisbane River, or to communicate with the
shore at any port within the colony until they shall
have been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port • and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board, or to land from any such steamship or other
vessel until the crew and passengers shall have
been inspected by the Health Officer, and the
steamship or vessel by him be admitted to pratique.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government,
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of January,
in the  year of  our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVA  THE QV3EXP 1
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 30th  January,  1877.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto make the following appointment :-
RICHARD WILLIAM  WINGFIELD,  Esquire,
to be His Excelleney 's Private Secretary,-date
the 29th January, 1877.
By His Excellency 's Command,
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint, by Commission under his Hand
and Seal,-
Queensland Volunteer Engineer Corps-to be
Lieutenant,
JOHN ALFRED BALE ;
to be Surgeon,
Joux THOMSON, M.B.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
1 1'
W HEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with
the  advice of the Executive Council, did by
notice in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December, 1876, order that all
vessels arriving  from Singapore and Chinese Ports
should be required to obtain admission to pratique
at the first port of call south of Somerset, and also
at the Port of Brisbane ; and that no person should
be allowed to quit such  vessels until  pratique should
have been  so granted , notwithstanding that such
vessels  might have previously called at Somerset :
And whereas it has been deemed expedient to
amend  the said Notice : His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been  pleased to order further that all
vessels arriving  from Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain  admission  to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call, before communicating
with the shore ; and that  no persons  be allowed to
quit such  vessels until  pratique be so granted, not-
withstanding that such  vessels may  have previously
called at Somerset.
R. M. STEWART.
QrEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of'St. Mi-
(L.a.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first
section  of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the Leases of the following  selections  of land,
under the  said  Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee . Area. Land Agent'sApplies -  District.
tion.
2100 Patk.  Michael  Keane  444 0 0
2408 Ditto  .. ...  92 0 12
745 (Domenico Mazza  ... 115 0 0
Brisbane
Ditto
Toowoomba
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House , Brisbane , this twenty-fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand  eight hundred  aid  seventy-seven,
and in the  fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN I 4
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of section forty-one of "  The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land included in the undermentioned  selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the  several
Land Offices named.
o
a0
r
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
2366  R. Hutchins ... 640 0  0 Brisbane
237 R. Walker ... ... 457 0  0 Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  S WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Al ienation  Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twentieth
day of February, 1877, at the several Land Offices
named.
Parish.
a
os
Late Lessee . ,
x,m
os
I
Area .  i
i
Land
Agent's
District.
13 Tantitha 313 J .  Robson ...
A. R.  P.
80 0 0 Bundaberg
42 S. Solon 378 E. W. Otway ... 104 2 0
Bs Marathon 383  H. E. Peirson ... 191 0 0
98 Balkie ... 464 C.  Andresen ... 99 3 0
211 Walde - , 73 T. Mancktelow... 46 1 0 Roma
210
grave
„ 85 N. C. Suttor ... 42 0 0 b
93 J. Wilson ... 80 0 0 N
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TAE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND, S Proclamation by His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
TO WIT. t Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George,
(L.S.) W. W. CAI1a14S, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the  Colony  of Queensland and its
• Governor.  Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 1st day of August and 26th
day of September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described from Ipswich to Dugandan, parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : ' And whereas I, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4656.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM IPSWICH TO DUGANDAN, PARISH OF FLINDERS
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
No. Portion  of Road . No. of I i ReputedPortion., How Held. f Owner.
1 From the north-west
corner of Mount
Flinders Pre-
emptive No. 1
south-easterly to
its south  boundary
1 Under Deed Wm. Winks
of Grant
containing
a specified
reservation
for roads
Occupier.
Wm. Winks
Bea ri ngs .  Length . Bre adth Area.
of Road.
ohs. lks. A.  R. P.
147° 27' 94 6 1 chain... 9 2 0
Remarks.
8 acres 2 roods
reserved
Nors.-The above Book of Reference cancels the  road described in Ref .  Nos. 1 to 8 inclusive of the  Book of Reference ,  dated 15th
March ,  1875, folio  650,  Government  Gazette,
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency QUEENSLAND,Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L. S.) Michael and St. George, Gover- (L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor. the Colony of Queensland and its Governor. Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies. Dependencies.
IN pursuance of s ction e of" The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice  of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation , notify and proclaim that the portion
of land hereunder described shall continue to form
part of the Homestead Area within which it is
situated , and shall be open to Selection as a Home-
stead , and not otherwise, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
a lParish. c 8 District.
Homestead
Area. Late Lessee. Area.
G
Ba ro lin  ...  431 Bundaberg Barolin  ... I  J. H. Cath-
cart
A.
188
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord  one thou-
sand eight  hundred and seventy- seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion, notify and declare that the Road hereinunder
described shall be and is hereby opened as a public
Road.
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain wide resumed from Selection 340,
Beenleigh District. (F. McIntyre.)
From the reserved road through Portion 6A,
parish of Gilston, south-westerly through that
portion and portions 4A and 5B, to the west bound-
ary of 5B, containing 12 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written  being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth. His Excellency the governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858." at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent  that, by force of the A. t aforesaid, the
correct  name  and description shall be taken to have
been inserted  in the  respective grants and in every
deed  containing  the erroneous name and descrirti.,n ;
and such grants  and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
r No.- of Grant- 28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-Allotment 2,  section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1t60.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish, of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chuin wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ; on the south by a road
one chair) wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 187 7.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lunds Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Lind Agent's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I "The Crown Lands Al ienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named v ith respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Buryorah, countq of hebnore, near St.George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point, bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bonded thence on part of the east by a
line hearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west forty  chains  ; on the west by a
line bearing north forty  chains ; on the  north by a
line baring east forty chains; and on the  remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore,  near St.
Georqe.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
nortli-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south. ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links; on the south-Nest
by a line bearing 23d degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chairs and forty-one links; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 cegrees eighty
chains t^ the Bolonne River; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that read bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
tl ree chains and ficty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection 14.' ; on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone liver ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department 3f Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
%' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1 " the Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown Ian is  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council cif Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. ' Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1
02
A. H.Brown Road separating porti -n' Oxley  ..  ' 1 2 21
120 from portion 121
A. Binstead Reserved road through Barrow 3 0
portion 3 from the
bouth boundary to the
Coomera River
a Thin  MA  to pYtipbeed to be closed  in exchange ft a new road
turtb* tti ttt6  elartt'waid.
RESFRVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is  also on the
north-west boundary of' Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified  in  Government  Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence earth Sao  degrees 18 minutb'a ehst me
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hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north F0
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING AccEss TO
THE WHARF RFSERVE AT MARYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencini at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east. being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration. Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west lip undary of reserve tog
wharves proclaimed 6th March,  1874; thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east.
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th anuary, 1877.
A
TTENTION is directed to the Notice pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th December, 1876 page 1364, relative to a
proposed Sale of Lands by Auction in the vicinity of
Roma and Surat, in the Western Railway Reserve.
The Sale will be conducted by Mr. John Cameron,
at the School of Arts, Brisbane, commencing at
11 a.m . on THURSDAY, the 29th day of March,
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of' Grants respectively. under his H and
arid the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by torce of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th Mareb, 1869.
Name of Grantee---Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly,  70  acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 68 acres, 1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the  left  bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links; on the north by a line bearing west twenty-
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fitty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-'four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north-west corner of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen chains fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
BrisbaneRiver; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20.031.
Date of Grant-24-
'
h March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion P rtion ('83, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of &'i'tanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounced
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28. degrees 59 minutes east fight chaii,s
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes eist ten chains sixty-nine links; thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty, five links; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-your chains
ninty•eight links to the point of commencement.-
exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
w
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereundei described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portions  16,
18, and 21.
1 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
northeast corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty-one chains ; on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains ; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty-one chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
I N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JO tI N DOUGLAS
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS BOAT  SHED  AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east fifty
links; thence north 30 degrees 18 minutes east to
the Mary River low-water mark spring tides ;
thence by that mark upwards to a point bearing
north 30 degrees 18 iinutes east from t4e com
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mencing point  ; and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18 minutes east  to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR WATER, WIDE BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish ofBrooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing east one hundred and sixty chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty-seven links ; again
on the south by  a line  bearing west fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek, and pas-
sing  through a post three hundred and ten links
from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
443, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE FOR A POUND, ST. GEORIUE.
County of Belmore, parish of St. George, town of
St. George, allotments 9 and  10  of section 28.
2 acres.
Commencing on the north-west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south-west by allotment
8 bearing 311 degrees five chains ; on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street ; and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roods 17 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south-easterly three chains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street ; on the south-east
by that street, bearing; north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin-street ; on the north-east by that street,
bearing north-westerly three chains and eight
nine links to the Burnett River, and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and town of Btandabery
allotments 1 and 4 of section  29.
1 acre 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum-street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty-five links
to Quay street ; on the south-east by that street,
bearing north-easterly six chains; on the north-east
by allotment seven, bearing north-westerly three
chains to the Burnett River, and on the north-west
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES ,  ON THE BARRON
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK,  FROM  CAIRNS TO
THORNBOROUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence on part of the east by a line
bearing south fifty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred chains, crossing the
Barron River ; on the west by a line bearing north
one hundred chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east one hundred chains, crossing the Barron River;
and on the remainder, of the east by a line bearing
south fifty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of  Churchill ,  parish of Tent Hill, portion
No. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tent Hi ll  Creek,
at a point bearing  2713  degrees ,  and distant eighty
links from a gum tree marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy links, and passing through a
post three hundred and seventy links from said
creek  ;  on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by portion 43, bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing through a post one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek  ;  and on the east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Redcli,$e.
78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion 216, and
bounded thence on the south -west and south by
portions 216  and-217  bearing north 111 degrees
east fourteen chains and fifteen links, and east
twenty chains  ;  on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve chains ; again on the south by that
portion bearing east twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees east, one chain and eighty-
one links  ;  on the north -east and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees east ten chains,
and west forty -seven chains and seventy links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th January, 1877.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT  OF 1869."HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice ofthe Executive Council ,  directs it to be notified,
in pursuance of the fifty -fifth section of "  The Pas-
toral Leases  Act of  1869," that the lands hereunder
described have been resumed from the lease of the
Run called Canterbury ,  in the Burke District, with
the view of being proclaimed for Township pur-
poses.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
CANTERBURY RUN.
Burke District.
Area Resumed-4 square miles.
Commencing on the north or right bank of the
Flinders River, at the south-east angle of the
Bund Run, being opposite a point about sixty-five
chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXI, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along part of the east boundary of the before-
mentioned run, one mile forty chains ; thence on
the north by an east line two miles twelve chains ;
thence on the east by a south line about one mile
twenty chains to the Flinders River ; and thence
on the south by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish and town of St. George,
allotment 6 of section  22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-west side of Alfred
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52 degrees two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north-west by allotment 5 bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street ; and on the
south-east by that street bearing 142 degrees five
chains to the point of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd December, 1876.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.
LANDS RESUMED FROM RUNS IN THE BURNETT
DISTRICT AND IN THE STANTHORPE DISTRICT
ON THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE COLONY
I T is hereby notified for general information that
the lands resumed during the late Session of
Parliament from the hereinafter-mentioned Runs
will be declared open to Selection under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," at as early a
date as possible after that Act comes into opera-
tion. These lands contain an area of about 1,387,500
acres--a portion of which will be reserved for
township purposes and sale by auction.
Descriptions of the proposed reservations will be
published  as soon as  possible, so as to afford
intending selectors an opportunity of inspecting
the country prior to its being declared open to
selection.
JOHN DO t7GLAS.
Name of Run. Name of Run.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT of DARLING Dow-,,s.
Coolmumda
Bengally and Wyemo
Beebo
Whetstone
Brush Creek
Swithland
Canning Creek
Stonehenge
Bodumba
Glenelg
Terrica
Texas
Pikedale
Auchinblae
Catterthum
Pike's Creek
Pike's Creek North
Emu Vale
Bonshaw
Maidenhead
Aitkin's Flat
Mingoola
Ballindean
Tenterfield North
Nundubbermere
Coolnumda.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Baramba
North Baramba
East Baramba
Baramba Ranges
Nanango
Booie
Boonara
NangurGoomerrinbong
Boobyjan
W indera
Gobongo
Gobongo North
Manumbar
Mondure
Mondure Back
Warra
Dundar
Johngboon
Mungore
South Mungore
Cattle
Ginoondan
Gooroolballin.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBUREA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each one chain  and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees  east  two chains and forty-three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by  a line  bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
WHEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth  section of
V V  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for Wharf  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  WHARF  PURPOSES.
County of  Cook, parish and town of Bundaberq,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south -west by Barolin street ,  bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street ; on the
south -east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street  ;  on the north-east by that
street bearing north -westerly two chains and sixt yy-
three links to the Burnett River  ;  and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north- east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four  chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links ; on the north
by another road bearing north  86 degrees east
twenty-four chains and seven links ; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Wall iebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
westby one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
six chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north 323 degrees 3 minutes
east  eleven chains and ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
CANCELLATION OF A TEMPORARY
RESERVE.IN pursuance of section 24 of " The Crown
].ands Alienation Act of  1868," it is hereby
notified for general information that the temporary
reserve for a Police Paddock at Bundaberg, estab-
lished by notice bearing date 25th September,  1874,
appearing in the  Government Gazette  of 1874, folio
1833, is hereby cancelled.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written bein erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
dot  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees , to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  names and  descriptions shall
be taken to have  been  inserted in the respective
grants,  and in every deed containing the erroneous
names and descriptions , and such grants and every
such  deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Zand qranted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No.  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west  by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 miuutes  east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links  ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east  fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links; and on the north by portion 210
bearing  north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains  and forty-two links to the point of" com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No. 92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains  five links ; on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty-one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes  east  twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east  ten chains six links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  1611
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287  degrees 38 minutes east
thirty- one chains  fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes eas
nine chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty-one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich road 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant - 31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees - Samuel JosephWills ,  Robert
Little ,  and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.Land granted.-Portion 37 ,  county Clinton ,  parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees ,  instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George  Little,  and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
%X HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen cc,nsecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March, town of 1llaryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to Kent street; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten c!iains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended  grantees , to the intent that, by force of the
i Act aforesaid, the correct names shall betaken to have
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been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry-Adcock.
Land Granted— Selection 1345, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 650 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-1  be name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford Henry
Adcock. _
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant-20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1346, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish K ilcoy, 1,157 acres.
1%'ature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of .Halford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,1,75. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1344. Ipswich I)istriet,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 640 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the  intended grantee. instead of 1-1 afford Henry
Adcock.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1876.
I T is hereby  notified for general information,that application under the 27th section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " has
been made for the closing of the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
interests  affected thereby,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent 's Office, Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDrLE OF  A ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
C. McCul-
loch
ISituation. Pariah. Area.
A. R. P.
Road separating por- Robinson 13 1 32
tions  200, 201, 202,
204, and 359, from
portion 231. 235, and
selection 596 WR
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A. ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish .  Area.
A. R. P.
1 R. Jarrott  Roads separating por- Warner 3 3 32
and tions  223 and 225,
David Hall from portion 229
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule  hereunder
written being erroneous in the particu. ars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act cf  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe  the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants and in every deed containing  the erroneous
names , and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-14 ,795. Date of Grant ,  9th July
1866.
Name of  Grantee - Alfred  Murray, junior.
Land Granted-  Portion 37 ,  county of Churchill,
parish of Gatton ,  5 acres.Nature of Misnomer - The  name Alfred Murray,
junior, having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the intended grantee, instead of  Alfred Murry.
No. of Grant-18,834. Date of Grant, 12th
August. 1868.
Name of Grantee-Alfred Wyatt Cook.
Land Granted-Portion  33, county of Churchill,
parish of Laidley, 15 acres, 3 roods.
1, alure of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Wyatt
Cook having been inserted in the deed of  grant as
the intended grantee, instead of Arthur Wyatt
Cook.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application Lnder the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" has been
made for the closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of' the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE. OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE  CT OSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation. Parish. Area.
1 S. Fountain Road separating Burpengary
A. R. P.
2 1 15
2
portion 38 from
portion 39
S. Fountain  Road separating Burpengary 2 1 29
portion 49 from
portion 50
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1876.
J[ HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per.
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Goverment
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice
is hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect  to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL  ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Kholo, county of Stanley.
About 70 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River, at the north-east corner of portion 25, and
bounded thence by  a line bearing  north 180  degrees
272
30 minutes east  about seventeen chains ; on the
south byy portion 49 bearing north 112 degrees cost
seven chains and thirty links, and north 88 degrees
east  thirteen chains to the east side of a road,
chain wide; on the east by that road bearing north
40 degrees east seven chains and eighty-five links,
north 21 degrees east six chains, north 42 degrees
east five chains and eighty links, north 20 degrees
east nine chains, north 27 degrees  30 minutes east
six chains and ninety-three links, north 23 degrees
east four chains, north 83 degrees  45 minutes east
three chains and sixty-seven links, north 39 degrees
east one chain and fifty-one links, north 7 degrees
east two chains and thirty- nine  links, north 353 de-
grees east five chains and ninety-three links, north
337 degrees east eight chains and twenty-five links,
and north 355 degrees 15 minutes  east  three chains
and forty-five links ; on the north by lines bearing
west ten chains and three links, and north 319 de-
grees east six chains and sixty- six links ; again on
the west by part of portion 42 bearing south six
chains and seventy-four links to the Brisbane
River; and on the north-west by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
a road as marked on map in the Surveyor-General's
office.
]RESERVE FOB A SCHOOL, LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish and town of laidley.
1 acre 2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Drayton street
at the south-west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing
north 86 degrees east six chains and fifty links, and
north 75 degrees east two chains ; on the north-east
by allotment 5 bearing north 345 degrees east two
chains and 50 links to a lane ; on the north-west by
that lane bearing north 255 degrees east eight
chains and thirty-two links; and on the south-west
by a line bearing north 167 degrees and 30 minutes
east one chain and twenty-six links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ON THE ROAD FROM
WARWICK TO TOOWOOMBA, AT THE CROSSING
OF SPRING CREEK.
County of Aubigny, parish of Table-top.
4 acres 3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at the
north-east corner of portion 41 ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing north
335 degrees 20 minutes east thirteen chains and
nine links; on the north by a line bearing west one
chain and thirty-eight links ; on the west by a line
hearing south eleven chains and ninety links ; and
on the south by portion 41 bearing east six chains
and eighty-two links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Maclean.
60 acres.
Commencing on the Teviot road at a point bear-
ing north 27 degrees east, and distant 112 links
from the north-west corner of portion  23;  and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing north 27 degrees east twenty chains and
twenty-seven links, and north 54 degrees east
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing east
four chains and thirty-three links; on the east by a
line bearing south thirty chains and ten links to a
road one chain wide ; and on the south by that
road bearing north 270 degrees thirty minutes east
twenty-nine chains and eighty links to the point of
commencement.
NEW STREET, TO GIVE ACCESS TO THE QUEEN'S
WHARF, TOWN OF MARYBOROUGH.
1 chain wide.
Commencing on the north-east side of Wharf
street at the south corner of reserve for Immigra-
tion Dept ; bounded thence by the south-east
boundary of said reserve, being a line bearing about
north thirty degrees eighteen minutes east  225  links
to the east corner of said reserve ; thence on the
north-east by a line at right-angles to aforesaid
boundary, being a line bearing about north 120
degrees 18 minutes east 649 links to the left bank
of the River Mary; thence by said bank of the
river upwards bearing north three hundred and
twenty-six degrees forty eight minutes north 225
links in a direct line ; thence by a line bearing about
north three hundred degrees eighteen minutes east
750 links to the north corner of the Customs
Reserve ; thence by the north-west boundary of
said reserve bearing about north two hundred and
ten degrees eighteen minutes east 125 links to the
west corner of the Customs Reserve ; and thence
by a line bearing about north three hundred degrees
eighteen minutes east 100 links to the point of
commencement.
1N
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY ,  MOORE'S CREEK,
NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
Portion  235, parish  of Murchison, county of
Livingstone.
33 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Moore's Creek
at the south corner of portion 171, and bounded
thence on the north -east by part of that portion
bearing north 43 degrees west ten chains and fifty
links ; on the north - west by portion 235A bearing
south 47  degrees west eighteen chains and thirty-
six links ; on the south-west by the Yaamba road
and a line bearing south 30 degrees east twenty-one
chains and forty links to Moore 's Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1876.
? HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1  " The Crown lands Alienation Art of  186b,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOB A SCHOOL NEAR GOWBIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba, portion
.No. 421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that portion bearing
south twenty-six chains and sixty-seven links ; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by ' that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and ninety-three links, and 42 d egrees 58
minutes seven chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RFSERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of Waldegrare, parish of Roma, town of
Roma, allotments 1,  2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8,  and 9, of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north-west corner of the section, and
bounded thence or, the north by that street  bearing
east  five chains to Arthur street ; on the east by that
£73
street bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne street ; and on the west by that street
bearing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION OF THE HOSPITAL RI SERVE,  COOK-
TOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of Cook-
town, allotment 7 of section  8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
9 degrees and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north-cast by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degres and
10 minutes east 2 chain-4; and on the south-i est
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes east three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
north-east by a line bearing 171 degrees 50 minutestwenty-two chains and twelve links ; and on the
south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees 6 minutes
twelve chains and ten links to the point of com-
mencement.
I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 31st October, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deedsof Grant
mentioned in the schedule hereunder written
being erroneous in the particulars therein set forth,
His Excellency the Governor will, in pursuance of
the provisions of "  The Titles to  I  a n d  Act of  1858,"
at the expiration of three months from the date
hereof, by instrument endorsed on such Deeds of
Grant, respectively, under his Hand and the seal of
the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-24,803. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion 8,  county of Livingstone,
parish of Cawarral, eighteen acres one rood thirty-
three perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion No. 8.
18 acres 1 rood 33 perches.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 7, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-six chains and
seventy-one links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing 146 degrees 50 minutes seven chains and
seventy-nine links ; on the south by portion 9 and
a reserve  bearing west thirty chains and eight
links ; and on the west by the said road bearing
351 degrees 52 minutes six chains and fifty-seven
links to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant--24,802. Date of Grant-1st July,
1873.Name ofGrantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land  granted.-Portion 17, county of Living-
stone , parish of Cawarral,  sixteen acres  ten perches.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion  No. 17.
16 acres 10 perches.
Commencing on the Cawarral road at a point
bearing 9  degrees 29 minutes, and distant one chain
and fifteen links from the west corner of portion 11,
and bounded thence on the west and north-west
by that road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes five
chains and eighty-one and a-half links, 356 degrees
twenty-two chains and eighty-five links, 63 degrees
30 m'Wates five chains and ninety-one links ; on the
No. of Grant-22,789. Date of Grant-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land ,granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, rarish of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
Count/ of Lirirrgatone, parish of Cawarral, por-
tion 1`o.11.
41 acres 1 rood.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion  10, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing east twenty-three chains ; on
the south-east by a line and portion 12 bearing 188
degrees 40 minutes four chains and three links, and
220 degrees 6 minutes thirty-three chains to a road ;
on the south-west by that road bearing 310 degrees
6 minutes nine chains ; on the west by the same
road bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one chain and
fifteen links; and on the north-west by the same
road bearing 40 degrees 6 minutes twelve chains
and sixteen links ; again on the west by the same
road bearing 351 degrees 52 minutes thirteen chains
and one link to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-9,797. Date of Grant-13th
October, 1864.
Name of Grantee-Charles Mallard.
Land  granted.-Portion 25, county, Aubigny,
Felton Run.
AMFNDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Felton, portion No. 25.
160 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Hodgson's
Creek at the south-east corner of portion 24, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion and a
line bearing west eighty-one chains and thirty
links ; on the west by a line bearing south twenty
chains ; on the south by a line bearing east fifty-
six chains and forty links to Hodgson's Creek ;
and on the south-east by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement, inclusive of three acres
for a reserved road one chain wide, as shown on
plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's
Office.
No. of Grant-58-56. Date of Grant-12th
October, 1858.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Henry Marsh.
Land granted.-One  hundred and sixty acres,
pre-emptive purchase on Quart-pot Creek.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Bentincic, pariah of Folkestone, Folke-
stone Pre-emptive.
160 acres.
Commencing on. the right bank of Quart-pot
Creek at the north-west corner of a township re-
serve, and bounded thence on the south by the north
boundary line of that reserve, portion 369, and part
of portion 383, bearing north 91 degrees 45  minutes
east eighty-one chains and passing through a post
one hundred and seven links from said creek ; on
the east by part of the west boundary of portions
383 and 428 bearing north 1 degree 45  minutes east
twenty chains ; on the north by part of the south
boundary line of portion 428 and a line in continu-
ation bearing north 271 degrees 45  minutes east
eight -three  chains  and forty-five links to Quart-
pot Creek ;  and on the west  by that creek down-
wards to the point  of commencement ,- exclusive of
two acres for a  reserved road , as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Grant-12,774. Date of Grant-21st
September, 1865.
Name of Grantees-Arthur Hodgson and John
Watts.
Land granted.-Pre-emptive  purchase No. 104
on Eton Yale Run, five hundred and forty-one
acres.
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AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Aubignv, parish of Ii'amsav. Eton Yale
Pre-emptive Purchase No.  104.
530 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Eton
Vale Pre-emptive Purthase No. 105, and bounded
thence on part of the south by a line bearing north
92 degrees 10 minutes east thirty-nine chains and
ninety-six links ; on the east by a line bearing north
357 degrees 7 minutes east fifty-eight chains and
thirty-eight links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 270 degrees forty-three minutes east seventy-
nine chains and fifty-three links to H odgson's Creek ;
on the west by that creek downwards to the north-
west  corner of pre-emptive purchase No. 105 ; and
on the remainder of the south by the north bound-
ary line of that portion easterly to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 187 6.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1458," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under His Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such  grant  and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Names of Grantees-Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of Graut--31,675. Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
.Description of Land Granted-Allotment  2 of
section  1, town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
perches.
Nature of 1llsnomer-The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended grantees, instead of
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron Rodgers.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 1876.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "?he
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance  of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MOBETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office , Brisbane , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Friday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the second Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors and their
witnesses ,  when applying for certificates,
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month:
the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in July, 1876,  and every alter-
uate month afterwards.
Al the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
A t the Land Office, Stantliorpe,  the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Lana Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
VIDE BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, 11aryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first W ednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
I31'RNEIT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah , the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
%3ETTLF.D DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth ThurF-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,the second Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in  July,  1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A t the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in  July,  1876, and every alternate month
afterw ards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOxTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown,  the second
Wednesday in each month. -
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BunBE.
At, the Land Office, Normanton, thesecond
Tuesday in every third month.
M ARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHIIARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in August, 1876,  and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above  days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on  the following
day.
Special sittings , when necessary,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1875.
I
)URSUANT to the provisions  contained in the
twenty-ninth section of the limber Regula-
tions, established under notice from thisDepartment,
dated 17th November, 1869, it is hereby notified
for general information, that the cutting and re-
moval of Timber on Great sandy, or Frazer's
Island, consisting of the under-mentioned  tree, is
absolutely prohibited, from and after this date ; and
all Commissioners of Crown Lands,  Rangers, and
Police Officers are requested to see that this pro.
hibition is respected.
TURPE NTINE -Eucalyptus Microcorys.
WILLIAM FRYAR,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT , TRINITY BAY.
i T  is hereby notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crown lands at Trinity B ty. will
do so at their own risk, until such  time  as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surve or will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off  a Township  as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands.
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
W
ITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land t  f3ices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts--sven to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or zrc•her officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fi es for clerical
+tssistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,   ; angemen is have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a tee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the.
individual requiring the same.
WIT.LIA M FRYAR..
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MESSENGER'S QUARTERS, ETC., BRISBANE.
I' \E1\DhRS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Messenger's Quarters and Stables at
the Terminus, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Messenger'sQuarters."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and fur. her particulars obtained, at the
Office of the ChiefEngineer, Brisbare.
Tenders must lie sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the ttrie vi ithin a hich it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a me.norandlum signed by
the party tendering, a teeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cept. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty 'for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.
TO BUILDE hS AND OTHERS.
LENGTHENING BRICK CULVERT, TERMINUS,
BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at his Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February, from persons willing to contract for
lengthening  Bribk Culvert at the Terminus, Brid-
bane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Brick
Culvert, Terminus."
Plan, Specification, and form  r f  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars ootained, at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the toot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of 10 per
cent, on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st February 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, &c., TO QUARANTINE STATION,
PEEL ISLAND.TjTENDERS will be received at this Office, untill/ 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions, and executing repairs at the Quarantine
Station, feel Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
4'c., Quarantine Station."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this Odice.
'l'enders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the (office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
STABLES, POLICE STATION, WARWICK.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilfour o clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Stables at the Police Station, Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tenderyor Stables, Police
Station, Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily bb
az,depte4. , ,
GI,`ORGR THU T.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE, MARY-
BOROUGH.
rj`ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Lunatic Reception House at Mary-
borough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lunatic
Reception House, Marlborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the 'I ender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
I epartment of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO POST OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat Court House, Maryborough, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons  willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Post Office, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions,
Post Office, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bund to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender ss ill not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1877.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
WINDING AND REGULATING CLOCKS.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February next, from  persons  willing to contract
for Winding, Regulating, and keeping in order the
Clocks at the various Public Offices in Brisbane,
and the Clocks and Watches on the Southern and
Western Railway, for the term ending 31st Decem-
ber, 1878.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Windinq
and Regulating Clocks."
Form of Tender may be seen, and further parti-
culars  obtained, at this Office.
At the foot of every Tender there  must be a
memorandum signed  by the party tendering,  agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on atiiount of
Tender as  security for the due performance of the
Contract in the Qvent of the Tender  being  accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, IPSWICH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Benevolent Asylum near Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Benevolent
Asylum, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other,
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS TO COTTAGE, POWDER MAGAZINE,
EAGLE FARM.
IENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February
next, from persons willing to contract  for repairing
Cottage at the Powder  Magazine , Eagle  Farm.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Repairs,
Cottage, Powder Magazine."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
i state the time within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the  sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver,  at the  Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within  fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such  performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The loss est or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, SEVENTEEN-MILE ROCKS.
r`ENDERS will be received at this Office,
I until Four o'clock p.m., on kRIDAY, the
23rd February, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Primary School at the
Seventeen-Mile Rocks.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Primary
School, Seventeen-Mile Rocks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Goodna.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing alich performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, HIGHFIELDS.
IVENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House and Lock-up at High-
fields.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Court
Rouse and Lock-up at Highfields."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Fublic Works,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE,
POSTMAN'S RIDGE.TENDERS will be received at this Office untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February next, from persons willing to Contract
for the erection of Primary School and Resi-
dence, Postman's Ridge, between Helidon and
Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School,  f e., Postman's Ridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and
further particulars obtained, at this Office,and at Primary Schools, Toowoomba and Murphy's
Creek.
Tenders must qe on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract, in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, COOKTOWN.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at Court House, Cooktown, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Residence for the Sub-Collector of Customs at
Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender .for Residence,
Sub-Collector of Customs, Cooktown."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Court House, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance; other..
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, NANANGO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Court House at Nanango.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender  for Court House,
Nanango."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Nanango.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown !Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ROMA.
TENDERS  will be received  at this  Office, and at
the Primary  School, Roma,  until Four o'clock
p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 16th February  next, from
persons willing to contract  for Additions  to Primary
School, Roma.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Additions,
Primary  School, Roma."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at Primary School, Roma.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MUSEUM, BRISBANE.
1 GENDERS will be received at this Office, until
l Four o'clock p.m. on FR IDAY, the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a building for Museum, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Ten,ler for 3luseum,
Brisbane."
Plan. Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it. is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the 'lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public  Works.)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, TOWNSVILLE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Custom House, To,% nsville, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of aResi-
dence for Sub-Collector of Customs, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Residence,
Sub-Collector nf'Customs, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
I..
N OTICE is hereby given, that a new road from
the Highfields Main Road to Ballard's Camp,
through Portions 12 and 132, parish of' Taylor,
county of Cavendish (referred to in Notices dated
222nd V November, 1870, and 26th January, 1871,
folios 1595 and 115, respectively, of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer, and the  same  is now open for
public use.
77-432.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd January, 1877.
TO CONTRACTO I: S AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER FITZROY RIVER, AT ROCK-
HAMPTON.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of Iron Cylinders for the Piers of a Bridge over the
Fitzroy .liver, at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Iron Cylin-
ders, Fztzroy Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, and
the Roads Offices at Rockbampton and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
e cthd.
GEORGE THORN.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that  a new line ofRoad through Portions 53, 241,  and 242,
parish of Flinders, county of Churchill, Moreton
District (referred to in Notices dated 15th March,
1875, and 31st May, 1875, folios b50 and 1144, re-
spectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper  officer,
and the same is now opened for public use.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-46.56. JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  a new line of
Road through Pre-emptive Selection No. 480
I.R., being part of a Road from Cressbrook to
Gatton, parish of Clarendon, county of Cavendish,
district of East Moreton (referred to in Notices
dated 1st July, 1875, and 26th September, 1876,
folios 1313 and 600, respectively, of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer, and  the same is  now opened for
public use.
(For Sdaretery for Public Works,)
96.2876. JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that a new line ofRoad through Selections Nos. 349, 400, and
401, parish of Haldon, county of Aubigny, Darling
Downs (referred to in Notices dated 24th January,
1876, and 26th April, 1876, folios 190 and 917, re-
spectively, of the Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now opened for public use.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5308. JOHN DOUGLAS.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until 4
1 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March
next, from  persons  willing to contract for the supply
of Coal for the Southern and Western Railway, at
Toowoomba, for Locomotive Engines and Shops,
for one or two years, from 1st April, 1877.
The Coal must be of the best description, and
samples must  be supplied to *the Locomotive
Department, Ipswich, prior to the 2nd March.
Specifications, with further particulars, can be
seen at this  Office, and at the Locomotive Depart-
ment,  North Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Maytown. Mackay, Marl.
borough, Maryborough, Millchestor, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborougb, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits  exceeding  £100, but not
'exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.Further intormation ca be obtained byapplying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His  Exce llency's Comjnand,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 31st January, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of January, 1877.
Name.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Place.
WHOLESALE  SPIRIT DEALERS.
(For the Year 1877.)
Tilbury, J. T ,,, Aramac
Brown and  Co., D. L. ,,.  Brisbane
Burns , J. and J. ... , ditto
Barker and Co.  ditto
Brabant and Co. ... ..  ditto
Berens,  Ranniger,  and Co.  ditto
Corrigan ,  N. ... ... ditto
Cusack, L. ... ... ditto
Fletcher, Charles ... ... ditto
Geortz, E. .. ... ditto
Kennedy  and de Fraine ...  ditto
Morehead ,  B. D., and Co. ditto
Muir, Warde, and Co. ... ditto
Quinlan and Co. ... ... dittoRaff and  Co., Geo. ...  ditto
Scott ,  James .  ditto
Unmack ,  Heusaler ,  and Co. ditto
Young, E. and J.... ...  ditto
Woodward and Co. ... ditto
Bell, J. D.... ... ...  Bowen
Mi ller, D. ... ditto
Palmer  and Co., J. ...  ditto
Clewitt Felix ...  Blackall,
Hann,  Charles .  Cloncurry
Brodziak ,  Rogers, & Semel Charters Towers
O'Brien, Patk. ... Charleston, Georgetown
Benjamin and Co .,  S. ...  Cooktown
Bell, Dall ,  and Co. ...  ditto
Brodziak, L. and M. ...  ditto
Chow, Lee, and Co. ... ditto
Fuller, B. C. ... ditto
Gray and C. ... ...  ditto
Gee Wah Cheong...  ditto
Henry Dermott ... ditto
Nyulasev, Chas. ... ,..  ditto
Quong Zee Loon..,  ditto
Sun Kum Fung and Co....  ditto
Sun Yee Lee ... ... ditto
Samper, Samuel ...  ditto
Tye  Tong Zick ... ... ditto
Walsh and Co.  ditto
Walsh, J. .. .  ditto
Nay, ,  James ...  Condamine
Skier, R. A. Charleville
Benjamin and Co.... ... Dalby
Landy Bros. ... ... ditto
O'Brien, Denis ditto
Wilson, G. H., and Co. ... ditto
i Breslin,  C. C. ... ...  Gladstone
McCollen, Friend,  and Bros  ditto
Cullinane, J. N. .. , ... Gympie
Scott, Wm. ...  ditto
Zaheel, Jonathan ... Gayndah
Clifton Aplin Bros. Georgetown
Brady and Co. ..,  Ipswich
Pettigrew, John ditto
Wilson, G. H., and Co.  ditto
Brown , J. E. ... Mary borough
Corser and Co. ...  ditto
Graham, John . ditto
Power and Connolly  Mount Perry
Marsh and Wester Mackay
Wills, K. H. ... ditto
Ah Ming ... ...  Millchester
Feez, A. Rockh,, mpton
Bigson  and Co., W. ditto
Hunter and Co., R. M.  ditto
Headrick and Co., Juo. ditto
McDermott  Bros....  ditto
Reid, Walter, and Co. ... ditto
Walton, W. F.  ditto
Benjamin ,D. and J .,and Co.  Roma
Lewin and Co. ... ... ditto
George ,  H. ... Stanthorpe
Louis,  Jacobs ,  and Qo. ditto
Hinton Brothers Springsure
Meyer, L. . ditto
Thomson,  M.C. , .. ditto
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LICENSES - continued.
Name .  Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS- continued.
Bays, F. B. ... ... Surat
Schott and Phillips ... ditto
Benjamin, D. and J., and Co. St. George
Cavanagh, Jas. ... ... ditto
Walker and Lamb ditto
Webb and Co. ... . Somerset
Brodziak and Rogers ... Townsville
Clifton Aplin Brothers ditto
Philp, Robt. ditto
Bilton, G. A.  ... .. Tambo
Benjamin and Co., D. and J. Toowoomba
Spiro, H., Executors of ... ditto
Benjamin and Co., H. .. Warwick
Horwitz and Co., J. ... ditto
AUCTIONEERS.
(For the Year 1877.)
Buckland, J. F. ... ... Brisbane
Cameron, John ... ... ditto
Dickson, J. R. .. ... ditto
Elliott, H. H. ... ditto
Ellis, J. B. ... ditto
Fenwick, John ... ditto
Fraser,  Simon ... ditto
Harris , A. E. ... ditto
Jarvas, Robt. ... .. ditto
gent, W. H. ... ditto
Love, David ... ... ditto
Martin, A. ... ... ditto
Morwitch, Henry ... ... ditto
Phillips,  Saml. ... ditto
dScott, James H.
Todd, J. W.
.. ..
..
itto
ditto
Clewitt, Felix ... Blackall
Horsey, Thos. K.... ... Bowen
Smith, Robt. H. ... .. ditto
Castles, Wm. ... ... Beenleigh
Nagel, A. J. ... ... Dalby
Eicke, Fredk. ... ... Cooktown
Henriques, Edmd. ... ditto
Hawthorne, James ... Gladstone
Booth,  Ernest  H. ... Gympie
Barter, Saml . ... ... ditto
Staley, John ... ... ditto
Jenkins, J. V. ... ... Ipswich
Salkeld, Wm. ... ... ditto
Cameron, W. J. .. ... Mackay
Smith, George ... ditto
Shiels, Alexander .., ditto
Ackers, Wm. A. .. ... Millchester
Aland,  Isaac  ... ditto
Jackson, Wm. .. ... ditto
McDermott, John J. ... ditto
Bryant, Fred. Maryborough
Hutchins, Thomas ... ditto •
Alexander, A. E. . Rockhampton
Curtis, Geo. S. ... ditto
Dibdin, R. L. ... ... ditto
Kirwin, Jno. ... ditto
Lambert, S. ... ditto
McDermott, W. F. ... ditto
Shaw, G. B. ... ... ditto
Bellgrove ,  Edwin  ... ... Roma
Allom, Wm. J. ... Ravenswood
Just, Arthur Z. ... ... ditto
Webb, Harry Somerset
Fleming , Wi llm. ... ... Springsure
Dexter, J. C. ... ... Stanthorpe
Tyrel, John de Poix ... ditto
TCurtis, George ... ... iaro
Balls , Wm. C. ... ... Toowoomba
Brunker, Jas. W.... ... ditto
Grimes ,  James  W. ... ditto
Mattinson, J. W. ... ditto
McIntyre, Joseph S. ditto
Robinson, T. G. .. , ditto
Swann,  Hugh ... ... ditto
Grimaldi, W. B. ... ... Townsville
Walker, Spencer F. ... ditto
Daveney, Chas. B. ... Warwick
Wynne, Cardinal ... ... ditto
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
(For the Year 1S77.)
Steel, Wm. B. ... ... Aiamac
Heydon,  James ... ... Beenleigh
Jansen, Timm .. Byerstown
Mullone, Thos. ... ... ditto
Nolan, Jas. eitto
Tin Tong Ling ... ... ditto
LICENSES-continued.
Name. Name.
RETAIL SPIRIT  DEALERS--continued.
Hooley, Albert N. C'unnamulla
Burke, J. .. Cairns
Boughton, Thos. ditto
Banks, Silas A. ditto
Danahey, Mich. ditto
Chamncy, Thos. ... ditto
Faber, Martha B. ditto
Frith, Robert ditto
Hunt, Wm. R. ditto
Koch, Henry ... ditto
Kelly, Michael ditto
Lucas, Robert ... ditto
O'Donnell, Robt.... ditto
Wade, Win. ...  ditto
Gordon, John ... Charleville
Lynch, Mich. ... Dalby
Anderson, Annie ... Maytown
Cook, J. Ali ... ditto
Douglas, S. ditto
Evans, L. L. ... ditto
Moran, Michl. ditto
Robinson, George ditto
Smith, Wm. Nebo
Highatt, Henry H. Rockhampton
Kehlet, Fritz ... ditto
Murphy, W. J. ditto
Schmidt, C. A. ditto
Warrell, Chas. Hy, ..  ,  Roma
BILLIARDS.
Walsh, Win. ... ... Brisbane
Drinkwater, Chas. ... Gayndali
O'Neill, Patrick ... Millehester
McDonald, J. ... ... Stanthorpe
Bugden, C. ... ... Warwick
B
Allen, J. W. ..
AGA
.. ,
TELLE.
Cooktown
Baldrey, C. ... ... Ipswich
Ronald, M. S. ... ... Nebo
To DISTIL FROM SUGAR.
(For the Year 1877.)
Gardner, Owen ... ... Brisbane
Raff and Co., Geo. ... Caboolture
Sloane and Co., W. ... Mackay
Rawson, T. L. ... ... Maryborough
Tooth and Crar. ... ... ditto
To DISTIL FROM WINE.
(For the  Year 1877.)
Spreadborou ^b, W. Warwick
FOR SALE.
A DAMAGED  Boat, to be seen on Government
Wharf, Petrie' s Bight  ;  and three old Dredge
Punts, moored abreast of Gardens .  Offers for any
or all of the above will be received at the Harbors
and Rivers  Office, till  Noon  on SATURDAY, 3rd
February.
The highest or any offer not necessarily accepted.
WILLIAM D.  NISBET,
Engineer of Harbors and Rivers.
26th  January, 1877.
Postmaster -General's  Office,
Brisbane, 30th  January, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
FROM A POINT ON THE EXISTING LINE
BETWEEN THE TATE AND WALSH TELE-
GRAPH STATIONS TO THORNBOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris.
bane, until Noon  on MOAN DAY, the 19th day of
March next ,  from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all material ,  except wire and
insulators , and for all  workmanship necessary for
the erection  of the  under-mentioned line of tele-
graph,  according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
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Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
From a point on the existing line between the
Tate and Walsh Telegraph Stations to Thorn-
borough, a distance of eighty-five miles, more or
less.
Also for stretching an additional wire on the
existing line of poles from the point of junction to
the Tate or Walsh Telegraph Station. The wire
and insulators to be supplied by the Government,
and delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
whole contract to be completed and banded over
to the Government within ten (10) months from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the  " The .Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erect on of the line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not-defrayed, the Superintends rit is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Gorernrnent Gazette.
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to he done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to menty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
tLe lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and Underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open u ithin the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places ultere
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super.
intendent of
proval
Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intenderit of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN,
pro  Postmaster-General.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1S77.
CAP,EIAGE OF SUBMARINE. CABLE AND
O1HE1I TELEGRAPH MATERIAL--
BII RISBAN'E' TO ]NIACKAY.
ENDERS uuill be received at the office ofthe
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until 1Noon, on THURSDAY, 25th instant,
for a small Steamer to take from Brisbane to
Mackay about fourteen (14) tons, more or less, of
'Telegraph Material, including Submarine Cable,
and, R itbout transhipment, to lay the cable from
Flat-Top Island to the Mainland, and another piece
across the Narrows at Keppel Pay. The Tender toinclude passage and pros i lons for four (4) men.
Fu]] l_articulars may be chtained en application
at the office of the `upci iutPiuh-i,t of Electri'•
Telegraphs. Brisbane.The low et or arYT'„sacr will tet ncct;->>ii'y
be aced tcd. CIIAI,',LLti STUART MEI .
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Postmaster -General s Office,
Brisbane ,  21st December, 1876.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINES.
IPSWICH TO FASSIFERN- HIGHFIELDS TO
CROW'S NEST.
SEPARATE  Tenders will be received at theOffice of the Superintendent of Electric Tele-
graplhs.  Brisbane , until N oon on  MONDAY, the
fifth (5th )  day of February next, 1877 ,  from per-
sons desirous of contracting for the supply of all
material except wire and insulators, and for all
workmanship necessary for the erecticn of the
undermentioned Lines of  Telegraph, according to
the terms, general conditions ,  and specifications
appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot ,  for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
1. Ipswich to Fassifern, a distance of 30 miles,
more or less.-The a ire and insulators to be sup-
plied by the Government, and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane .  The whole contract to be
completed and banded over to the Government
within  four (4)  months from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender.
2. II igbfields to Crow's Nest ,  a distance of 17
miles, more or less -The wire and insulators to be
supplied by  the Government ,  and delivered to the
contractor in Brisbane .  The whole contract to be
completed and handed over to the Government
within three  (3) months from the notification of
the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the v, ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall hav°
full power at any time afterwards, before final
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against  any claims  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of  money which may be due to the con.
tractor ,  together  with  all  materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
.event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Spec fication.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away. and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight t8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width  - of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt. and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark, according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of
the pole. The wire to be so stretched that the de-
flection between any two poles shall not exceed
two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made as di-
rected, and the wire tied to the insulator with the
binding wire supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject to
the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
For the Postmaster-General,
GEORGE THORN.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Mary-
borough, from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st
day of December, 1876, both inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Description  of whether fAmount
'Applicant s Name.  granted or
License.
refused, of Fee.
Wilson, Hart, and Co.... Employer's Granted 8
Cedar and
Pine (4)
Daniel Watts ... ... Hardwood
William Clark ... 1
Charles  Sayers... 1
James  Howlett
James Jackman 1
Boyle  Martin ... 1
Robert Fulton... ... Cedar and 2
Pine
William Bennett ... „ „ 2
William Bennett ... Employer's „ 6
Cedar and
Pine (3)
Henry Pouting . Cedar and „ 2
Pine
Henry Ponting ... Employer's .. 4
Cedar and
Pine (2)
Wilson,  Hart,  and Co ... ,(2) „ 4
Pettigrew and Co. ... „ 15) „ 10
Hugh Henderson ... ,(2)  „ 4
Alexander  Henderson ... Cedar and „
Pi
2
Henry Raynor
ne
... Hardwood „ 1
Eli Lenthall ... Cedar and „ 2
Henry Eisentrager
Pine
... 2
Jonathan  l+ ilbeck ... Hardwood 1
John  O'Keefe ...  Employer's 3
Hardwood
(3)
Pettigrew and Co. ... Employer's ,. 12
Cedar and
Pine (6)
Wilson ,  Hart, and Co.... 4
Pettigrew and Co. ...  Cedar and 2
Pin e
Redmond O'Conne ll  ... „ 2
J. J. Burgess ... 2
Wilson,  Hart, and Co....  Employer's 30
Cedar and
Pine (15)
Robert Caro lan ... „ (2) 4
Wilson,  H art,  and Co.... (2) 4
James McDonald ... Hardwood 1
Peter Blackwell ... „ 1
Ramsay  and Co. .. Employer's 8
Cedar and
Pine (4)
Samuel  Spencer Hardwood 1
B. Thureeht 1
Godfrey White Employer's 2
Hardwood
(2)
Gabriel Neilson ... if (2) „ 2
Ramsay and  Co. Employer's ., 6
Cedar and
Eli Lenthall ..
Pine (3)
2
Henry Pierson ... (2) 4
Thomas Woods ... Hardwood 1
Henry Eisentrager ... Employer's 2
Cedar and
Pine
Wilson, Hart, and Co..., „ „ 2
John Lamb ... „ (2) „ 4
George Smith ... Cedar and „ 2
Henry Marten
Pine
... Hardwood „ 1
Wilson, Hart, and Co.... Employer's „ 6
Cedar and
William Bennett
Pine (3)
.,, „ (2) „ 4
4, Cameron , , . Employer's 4
Hardwood(4)
TIMBER  LICE NSES-eo ))th)ued.
Applicant 's  Name. Description of
License.
Whether
granted or
refused.
Amount
of Fee.
le MartinBo Hardwoody
William Ha lliday ...... it ,. 1
C. Thurlegard ... Cedar and
Pine
2
Thomas Harvey ... Employer's
Cedar and
Pine (2)
.. 4
Ramsay and Co. „ (2) „ 4
M. O'Brien Hardwood „ 1
John Thompson . Employer's
Hardwood
„ 2
3
)R. Taylor „ (2) „ 2
T. McMahon . Cedar and „
Pine
2
John O'Keefe 2
C. Smidth ... Hardwood „ 1
C. Homelgard . Cedar and „
nine I
2
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brishane, 2nd February, 1877.
R
ETU'RN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at St.
George, from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st
day of December, 1876, both days inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant 's Name. Description of
WhetherAmount
License . granted or of Fee.
refused.
a
Jacob Ludeman ... General Granted  2
Thomas Chandler
„ „
2
Herbert Ryan... 2
Charles Digger ... Hardwood..,  I
William Paget... ... G eneral ...  2
Franklin R.  Douglas 2
Horan  Kirwan... 2
Edward Berry... 2
Frederick Thompson 2
Thomas Walton ... Hardwood... I
Wm. Davis ... 1
Ditto ... 1.
Ditto 1
Wm. Carkrow ... 1
Walter Heap . , . .. „ 1
Alfred Skit ner ... General ... 2
Martin Brady ... .. Hardwood... 1
William Kerr ... ... 1
Frederick Winter ... General ... 2
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1877.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock noon, on  SATURDAY, the 17th
February next, for the supply of 1,800 pairs (one
thousand eight hundred pairs )  of Blankets for the
Aborigines ,  of the same quality as a sample
blanket to be seen at the Colonial stores, and to be
delivered as follows :-
800 (Eight hundred )  pairs on 1st January, 1878.
500 (Five hundred )  pairs on 1st March, 1878.
500 (Five hundred)  pairs on 1st April, 1878.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted ,  in the sum of £200, with two sureties in
the sum of  £ 100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Blankets
for Aborigines."
Further particulars can be supplied on appli.
cation to the Colonial Storekeeper.
M. STEWART,
Colonial Sepre* y1
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 27th December, 1876.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTBI'ITS.TH E Licensees  and Lessees  of the undermentioned  Runs  are hereby  required  to pay forthwith  into the3 Treasury ,  at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the  provisions of the sixty-first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government  Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS
Name of Lessee or Licensee.
Area in
Name of 1'tiann. District. Square Amount.
Miles.
John Farrar ... ... ... ...Berrelleiu  Gregory North  50
£ a. d.
12 10 0
Ditto C urrawilla ditto  50 12 10 0
Samuel Wilson . Doveridge N 3. 1 ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Doveridge No. 2 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Doveridge No. 3 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Doveridge N o. 4 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Diamentina No. 1  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 2  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 3 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto 4 dittoDiamentina No 100 25 0 0
Ditto
.
Diamentina No. 5 ditto
...
100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 6 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 7 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Middleton No.  I  ditto 100 23 0 0
Ditto Middleton No. 2 ditto 100 25 0 0
John Costello ... ... ... Sallen  ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Yendah  ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto LJ lva ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Derrywarra ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Patrick Kinchela White ... Diamentina Lakes No. 1 ditto ...  75 1s 15 0
Ditto Diamentina Gates No. 3 ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto Diamentina Lakes No. 2  ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina Plains ... ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto Mayne's Lake ... ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto Diamentinv Gates No.  I  ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto Diamentina Gates No. 2  ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Merrion Downs No. 1 ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto Panic  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto Brian O'Lynne ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Manuka ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto Sledmere ditto ...  110 25 0 0
Andrew Scott and Andrew Gordon Vindex No. 1 ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Vindex No. 2 ditto . .  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Vindex No. 3 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 5 ditto ...  53 13 5 0
Ditto ... ... Vindex No. 6 ... ditto ...  86 1 21 10 0
Ditto ... ... Vindeg No. 7 ... ditto ...  90 22 10 0
Thomas 11ellwraith ... ... ... Wokingham No. 1 . . ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... I Wokingham No. 2 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Wokingham No. 3 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Wokingham No. 5 ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cork No. 1 ... ditto . .  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cork No. 2 . . ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Cork No. 3 ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Wokingham No. 9...  ditto 70 1710 0
The Bank of New South Wales ... Brighton Downs No. 1 ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Litto ... ... Brighton Downs No. 2 ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Mackenzie, Bostock, and Mitchell ... Wokingham No. 4  ditto 50 12 10 0
Philip Gidley King ... ... ... The Nile No. 1 ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... The Nile No. 3 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto .. ... ... The Nile No. 4  ditto 100 25 0 0
Sydney Grandison Watson ... ... Hercules ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Prodigal ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Googlum No. 1 ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Googlum No. 2  ditto 50 12 10 0
Edward King Cox ... ... ... Werna No. 1 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Verna No. 2 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werra No. 3  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Werna No. 4 ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Werna  No. 5  ditto ... 100 I 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werra No. 6 ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Werna No. 7 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 8  ditto 100 25 0 0
De Burgh Persse ... ... ... Derry Downs East ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Derry DownsWest... ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto Emu Downs East ... ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Emu Downs West ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Cobar East ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Ditto Cobar West ditto ...  75 18 15 0
Niel Hugh Macdonald ... Kenegarry .. ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Mowarrah . ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto Mandragoonah  ditto ...  50 • 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Coombara  ditto ...  50 12 10 0
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PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS-Continued.
Name cf Lessee or Licensee.
Euston Blomfield
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Donald Smith Wallace
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Name of Run.
Goongarry No. 3
Sesbania No. 1
Sesbania No. 2
Sesbania No. 3
Sesbania No. 4
Sesbania  No.  5
Sesbania  Na.  6
Sesbania No. 7
Cadell No. 1
Cadell No. 2
Donald
Cathedra l! ... ...
Dianientina No. 8 ...
Ditto .. .. ... ... Diainentina No. 11 ...
James Crawford, Andrew Gordon, and
Andrew Scott ... Vindex No. 8 ...
Ditto .. ... ... ... . Vindex No. 9 ...
William Brown Bradley and James
Rutherford ... .. .. ... McIntyre Downs ...
Ditto ... .. ... Davenport Downs ...
Ditto ... .. .. ... Banda Bulla
Ditto ... ... .. ... Tapilla ...
Euston Blomfield and John Nisbet ... Dirleton No. 1 ...
Ditto ... ... ... Dirleton No. 3 ...
Ditto ... ... .. ... Dirleton No. 3 ...
Ditto ... .. ... .. Dirleton No. 4 ...
Ditto ... .. .. Oondooroo ... ...
John Francis Barry .. .. . .. Vindex No. 4 ...
James  Nisbet ... .. ... ... Dirleton No. 5 ...
Ditto ... .. .. , . Dirleton No. 6 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Dirleton No. 7 ...
Ditto ... ... ... Upper Oondooroo ...
Ditto ... ... .. ... Rangelands ... ...
James Crawford ... .. .. Vindex No. 10 ...
Ditto ... .. ... .. Vindex No. 11
Ditto .. ... .. . Vindex No. 12 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Vindex No. 13
Andrew Scott and John Nisbet .. Wokingham No. 6 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Wokingham No. 7 ...
Ditto Wokingham No. 8 ...
Felix Clewett and  James  Nisbet ... Olio No. 1 ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Olio No. 2 ... ...
Felix  Clewett ... ... ... ... Bellkate No. 1 ...
Ditto ... ... .. ... Bellkate No. 2 ...
Ditto ... .. ... AEolia No. 1... ...
Ditto ... .. ... ... .2Eolia No. 2 .. ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Venture No. 1 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Venture No. 2
William  Miles  ... ... ... ... Wombat ...
Ditto ... ... ... . Dagworth
Ditto ... ... ... .. Gordonia No. 1 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Gordonia No. 2 ...
Herbert Hunter and John Urquhart... Crescent No. 2 ...
Charles Skuthorp, Thomas James Sku- f Urbana No. 1 ...
thorp, and John Richard Skuthorp... I Urbana No. 2 ...
Edward Rowland Edkins ... .. Marmion ... ...
John Thomas Campbell Ranken ... Jackton
Area in
District.  Square
Miles.
Amount.
2 s. d.
Gregory North ... 80 20 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 b 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto .. 100 25 0 0
ditto .. 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto .. ... ! 100 25 0 0
ditto .. ... 100 25 0 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto .. ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 77 19 5 0
ditto  ... ...  53 I 13 5 0
ditto  .. ... 100 ; 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ," 50
ditto 100
ditto .. .. 100
ditto ... .. , 100
ditto .. , . 80
ditto ... .. I 100
ditto .. ... 50
ditto .. .. 80
ditto .. .. 108
ditto .. 83
ditto .. .. 56
ditto .. 75
ditto .. .. 100
ditto .. ... 100
ditto .. ..  32
ditto ... ... 38
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 100
ditto ... ... 65
ditto ... ...  88
ditto .. ... 43
ditto ... ... 100
ditto  . .  .. 100
ditto ... 60
ditto ... ... 100
ditto .. ... 100
ditto ... ..  33
ditto ... ... 100
ditto ... ... 100
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 50
ditto ... ... 100
ditto ... ... 100
ditto ... .... 100
ditto ... ...  82
ditto ... ... 100
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
23 0 0
20 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
20 0 0
27 0 0
20 15 0
14 0 0
18 15 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
8 0 0
9 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
16 5 0
22 0 0
10 15 0
25  0-  0
25 0 0
15 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
8 5 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
25 0 0
20 10 0
25 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through portions 33 and 34, parish of Telem3n, county of Ward, through
lands in  the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned , are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ;  and all persons  interested therein
are requested  to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road  in question.
76-5216. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF RRFFRFNCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PAR_sH OF TELEMON, COl'\TY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Portion of Road.
Register
No. of How held . Reputed Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths . Breadth AreaSelec- Owner .  I of Road.
tion.
1 From the road reserved through 2286 Homestead under I Edwin Brook
portion 33 westerly and south -  " C. L. A. Act of
westerly to its west corner 1868"
2 From the crossing place on 2286 Ditto ... . ...  Ditto ...
Christmas creek  north-west-
erly and south -westerly tojoin the above I
3 From the south corner of por-  2291 Ditto  ... ... Michael
tion 34 north -westerly along I Cahill
its south -west boundary to
the west corner
chs.lks.
273° 25  94 ! li; chains 6
318' 30' 10 35  1 chain
300° 7 8 and
236° 37  87  irregular
336' 48 0 1j chains
2  0
2 0
7 1 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BUNYA AND WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
UT
1TH reference to the Notice dated the 16th day of November, 1876, folio 1071 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 10A, parish of Bunya, and 98,
parish of Warner. county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, being lands originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excel
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is  therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the  said  Road are
hereby informed that no'`ice of the compensation they claim  must  be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to  any such compensation, unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
76-6154.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 10A, PARISH OF BONYA ,  AND 98, PARISH OF
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
I
No. Portion of Road. No. ofPortion. How held .
Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings.  i Leng ths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
ohs. lks. A. R. P.
Joseph Chg. Copp 335° 14 81 1 chain, 1 2 20 Cultivated
Baynes and land, un-
irregular fenced,
along east
boundary
of portion
10.1.
same. Coe Saml. Coe  315° 4 0 Irregular 0 1 29 Unfenced,
278° 2 0 along west
and north
boundaries
of portion
I Commencing  in the j 10A
south -east boundary of
portion 10A, and run-
ning north westerly to
th'- junction of Sandy
Creek with the South
Pine River
2 A niece of land off the
south-west corner of
subdivision 1 of por-
tion 98
Under deed
of grant
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
ditto ...
98.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of Warner, county of Stanley,
Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for
Public Works, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation  of the  road in question.
77-61.
chg. Iks.
27 20
28 18
17 31
5 00
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246 ,  AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing  at the 2156
south -east corner of
portion 208, and
running north -wcat-
erly to its west
b doun ary
2 Commencing  at the 2170
south -east corner of
portion 246, and
running westerly
along its southern
boundary
How Held. Reputed Occupier.Owner.
Conditional Robert
clause of Leitch
` C.L.A. Act
of  1868 "
C.L.A. Act  Henry
of 1868" Walker
3 Commencing  on the .. i Forfeited
north boundary of selection
portion 216, and
running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
The Crown
1
Bearings .  Lengths.
R. Leitch ...  1 305° 00'
29-5° 45'
283° 45'
270° 27'I
H.  Walker  270° 27'
259° 20'
241° 00'
214° 00'
237° 00'
GEORGE THORN.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
1 chain
15 08 Irregular
4 98 Irregular
4 81
4 95
12 22
A. R. P.
7 3 1
1 3 17
4 2 80
Fenced.
Partly
fenced ;
hou ,,e,
stockyard,
&c.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road through Selections 813 and 1350 T.R., parish of Ramsey, county of Aubigny,
through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
At the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons
inter€sted therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
76-6072. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, TOOWOOMBA  REGISTER,
PARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Register ReputedNo. Portion of Road .  No. of How held . Owner.
Selection.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Occupier. Lengths. Breadthof Road.
Too-
woomba
Register .  ohs. 1ks.
I A strip one chain wide 813  "C. L. A.  Garrett G. Culhane North ...  56 56 1 chain ...
off the west boundary  Act  of  1868" Culbane
of Selection 813
2 A strip one chain wide 1350 Ditto  ...  Lawrence Unoccupied N. 0° E. 7  421
off the west ,  north ,  Buckley 90°  E. 18 17
and west boundaries 0° 21' 7 64
of the selection
Area.  Remarks,
A. B. P.
5 2 25 West
1 chain  ...  3 1 26
average 135
links.
boundary
fenced ;
otherwise
unim-
proved
Left side
of road
fenced ;
selection
otherwise
unim-
pro ved
and unoc-
cupied
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th January, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed
it expedient to open a new Road from the NV arwick Road to Harding's Selection, portion 411,
parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-59. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING ' S SELECTION ,  PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing on the
Warwick  Road and
running east along
north boundary of
portion 209
2 Commencing at the
south -west corner of
portion  183, and run-
ning east to south-
east corner
k A
4 o
mo
1AXM
442
How Held.
Crown land
Bearings.
90°
Breadth
of Area.  Remarks.
Road.
chs. lks. I A. B. P.
46 68 1 chain  ...  4 2 24 Thro ugh water
reserve.
Conditional Thos .  Unoccu -  90° 36' 39 09
Clause  " C. L.  Glynn piedA.
1868"
3 Commencing at the 759  I ' Conditional
south  west corner  of Clause  " C. L.
portion 212,  and run-  A. Act of
ning westerly th ro ugh 1868"
that portion and
Crown land, to north-
west corner of port ion
411
Reputed Occupier.  Bea ri ngA- s. I Lengths.
Francis  Francis
Porter Porter
Crown
laud
1 chain ... 3 3 26 Adjoiningland
fenced-two
rails.
90° 12'  20 73 Irregular 1 1 20 This land was
being fenced
at time of
1 chain  ...  2 0 11 survey.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF 1TERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
1TH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1281 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of Road from Warwick tc Ipswich,
throug'i the \Tount Tabor Estate, parish of Warwick, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation
of tl.e s .veral persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation for Roads of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making Public Ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
ouncil, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declaredExecutive C cil.'
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said !toad are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so  entitled.
77-137.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
Boor, OF RF. EitE _NCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO  IPSWICH, THROUGH THE MOUNT TABOR
ESrATI?,,  PARISH  OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF MEIUVALE, DARLING  DoWNs, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAI)
No. Portion of Road.
1 Running northerly
through the Cattle
Market  Reserve from,
its south east boundary
to its north corner
Register
Nos. of
Pot tiou,
2 A triangular  piece off  4
the east corner  of
allotment 4 ,  section 2 u,
town of Warwick
3 A triangular piece of 160
the north-west corner
of portion 160
4 From the south-west 162
corner of portion 162, 163
northerly and north-
easteriy to the south-
east corner of portion
163
5 Running north-easterly 16x,
from the west to the
north boundary of por-
tion 164
6 Running north-easterly 16.;
from the south to the
east boundary of por-
tion 165
7 Running north-easterly 368
from the west to the
east boundary of por-
tion 368
8 Running north-easterly 369
from the west bound- 370
ary of portion 369 to
the north-east corner
of portion 370
9 Running north-e -sterly 407
from the south-west 408
corner of portion 407 409
to the north boundary 410
of portion 410
10 Running north-easterly 411
from the south bound- 412
ary of portion 411 to 413
the north boundary of 431
portion 423 432
11 Running north-easterly 433
from e souh h boun d - 3t t 4 4
ary of portion 433 to 435
the east boundary of
portion 435
i
How Held. Reputed .Owner . Occu pler. a
Breadth
Bearings . Lengths.  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
--
chs. Ike. A. R. P.
Proclamation The Crown Unoccupied 09  57' i0 53 150 links  1 2 12  Unimproved
in  Govern- poor sandy
men tGazette
of 1869, folio
4
soil
' Under Deed John  Ditto ... O° 57' 3 42 I Ditto ...  0 1 1 Ditto
of Grant McCulloch
containing a
general
.ervation
for roads
Ditto
re-
... Patrick Ditto  ...
I
00 57' I 2  42 Ditto  ...  0 0 21 Ditto
Ditto ...
Mc Samara
Janes  I Ditto ... O° 57' 3 69 Ditto  ...  2 1 38 Ditto
Quinn 49° 0' 13 96
Ditto ...  Ditto . .. I Ditto ... 49° 0' 13 76 Ditto ... 2 1 6 ! Ditto
Ditto ...  Florence Ditto  ... 490 0' 4  72  Ditto  ... 0 1 37 Ditto
Ditto
IIonnra
O'Reilly
Ditto  ...  G. Pigott ... 55a 30,  15 52 Ditto ... 2 1 12 Unimproved
Ditto John Cani Ditto  ... 55° 30'  29 05 i Ditto ... 4 2 15 Ditto
Ditto . ..  , Ditto ... Ditto 370  35' 46 29 Ditto... 7 1 20 Ditto
Ditto ... Ditto ... Ditto ... 37° 35'  14 531 Ditto ...  10 1 15 Unimproved
66° 0' 27 00 forest land
5')° 0' 27 24
Ditto ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ... 50° 0' 42  20 Ditto... 6 0 16 Fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MUDGEERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
`_?[T  ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, 1876, folio 935 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from selections on Tallebuggera Creek, towards
Brisbane, Beenleigh, and the Border, parishes of Mudgeeraba and Tallebuggera, county of Ward,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof some
part was originally granted by heeds of Grant severally containing a special reservation for roads,
and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby
289
given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General.
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-5744.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROADS FROM SELECTIONS ON TALLEBUGGER.1 CREEK TOWARDS  BRISBANE
BEENLEIGH , AND THE BORDER, PARISHES OF MUDGFERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY OF
WARD, T%fORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing on Talle-
buggera  Creek, and
running westerly
through portion No.
16 to a Government
road
Register I I Re utedNo. of How held. I Owner. Occupier. Bearings.,! Lengths.Selection. I
Beenleigh
Register
122 Conditional
Selection
under C.
L. A. Act of
1868"
2 Commencing on Talle- 123 Ditto
buggera Creek, and
running north-east-
erly and northerly
through portion No.
15 to its eastern
boundary
3 Commencing on the 249 Ditto
western boundary of
portion No. 14, and
running north-
easterly to  its north-
eastboundary; com-
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
dary, and running
westerly to the
western boundary
4 Commencing on the
south -west boundary
of portion No. 13,
and running east.
erly to a Govern-
ment road ; com-
mencing on the
north-east boundary
of the portion, and
running south-
westerly and south-
erly to its south-
west boundary
5 Commencing on the
north-east boundary
of portion 12, and
running southerly to
Tallebuggera Creek
Conditional
Selection
under " C.
L. A. Act of186811
6 Commencing  on Talle- 215
buggera Creek, and
running south-
easterly through
portion No. 21 to its
north-east boundary
7 Commencing  on the 152
south -west boun-
dary of portion No.
18, and running
south-easterly and
north-easterly to its
north-eastboundary-
8 Commencing on the I 880
south-west boun-
dary of portion No.
19, and running
north- easterly to its
north-east boundary
9 Commencing  on the, 135
north -west boun-
dary of portion No.
10, and running
south-Pasterly and
north- easterly to the
same boundary
103 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion No .  14A, and
running no rth to its
north boundary
11 Commencing on the
south bounda ry  of
portion No. 13A, and
running  north to its)
north- east bound-
ary
142 Under Deed William
of Grant Andrews
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
141 Under Deed Samuel
of Grant Andrews
containing a ,
special re-I
ervation for
roads
Stephen
Tobin
William
Dolan
Samuel
Andrews
Stephen
Tobin
Under Deed J. J. Dwyer
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
1868 Act  Heinrich
Gypske
Under Deed
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
Fred. Fowler
Under Deed
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
Under Deed
of Grant
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
Saml.Howes
Ditto
Breadth
of Road Area. Remarks.
chs. Iks. A. R. P.
276° 40' 7 70 1 chain 0 4 Parish of
Tallebuggera,
... 32° 30' 2 30 1 chain 3 :17 Parish of
41° 30'  4 11 Mudgeeraba.
30° 50'  5 70
16° 0'  7 09
0° 35'  16 45
8° 0'  7 43
8° 0' ' 11 53 1 chain 5 1 2 Ditto.
30° 36' 20 28
48° 30' 2 35
254° 0' 3 09
286° 45' 7 78
327° 0' 4 08
48° 30' 5 99 1 chain 4 2 16 Ditto
94° 45' 6 04
245° 15' 1 84
211° 30' 4 90
1374 0' 4 23
173° 30' 4 40
162° 30' 8 48
181° 15' 5 94
197° 15' 5 06
197° 15' ' 2 64 1 chain 2 2 20 Ditto.
191° 45' I 8 86
14'2° 15' 15 47
126° 40' 2 00 1 chain 1 2 21 Parish of
78° 50'  5 87 Tallebuggera
150° 30' 6 17
127° 0' 2 50
127° 0' 13 01 1 chain 2 3 4 Ditto.
47° 10' 8 08
38° 45' 8 37
38° 45' 3 50
I I
chain 4 0 9 Ditto.
16° 30' 5 75
18° 47' 9 04440 0' 14 17
24° 40' 8 01
13'1° 0' 0 34 1 chain 0 2 6 Parish of
75° 0' 2 03 M4udgeeraba
21° 30, 1 31
360° 0' 10 00 1 chain 1 0 0 Ditto.
360° 0'  2 48 1 chain 0 0 28  Ditto.
Nora .- On the  Deeds  of Grant of portions 10, 12,  13, 18,  13A, and 14A the above  road has been reserved.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 10th day of October, 1876, folio 790 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 30, parish of Moondoolan,
County of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, originally granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan rnd Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor. General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of
the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5356.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 30, PARISH OF MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No, Portion  of Road.
Rogister
No. of
BPWec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner.
1 Fro m the road reserved  ...  Under Deed John Collins
through Portion 30 of Grant
easterly  t ') the Albert containing
River ,  and southerly a general
along that river reservation
for roads.
Occupier. Bearings.
1169 53'
87° 8'
122° 56'
74° 28'
181° 24'
184° 60'
I Breadth
Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
chs. iks.
9 35
9 60
14 69
10 00
6 46
18 00
A. R P.
1i chains 20 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
Irregular
ditto ...
ditto ...
S
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
REW ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 27th day of November, 1876, folio 1218 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road Through Selection 1003TR, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of' the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming  compensa-
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they caim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5330.  JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOKOF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  1003 T. R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN ,  COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
C now  Reputed
Held . Owner.
• o m
xm
Occupier .  Bearings. Length  I  Breadthi in Chains .  of Load . Area .  Remarks
A. R. P.
1 From the south -west 1003 Home -  William  .,. N. 0° 4' E.  24 72 1 chain 2 2 0
corner of selection stead Bishop
1003, parish of Merin- under
gandan ,  northerly  "C.L.A.
along its west boun -  Act of
dary to the north -west 1868"
Corner
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of November, 1876, folio 1218 of the  Governmen
/;azette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portic n 43, parish of Gilston, county of
Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunderspecified : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it ,s therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Beenl. igh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby
informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works)
76-6030.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 43 ,  PARISH OF GILSTON ,  COUNTY OF WARD,
M OBETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
From the road reserved
through portion 43,
parish of Gilston,
south -easterly to the
south boundary
I ci
,.
o
moo How
Held.
Reputed
Owner, Occupier . Bearings. Lengths .
Breadth Area .
of Road. Remarks
chs. lks . A. R. P.
372 Howe - J. Glass  ... ... 163° 30' 2 63 1 chain 1 0 0
stead 148° 6 23
under
"C.L.A.
Act of
136° 1 60
1868"
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BLENHEIM, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
I1'H reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road to upper part of Sandy Creek, parish of Blenheim,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several  persons  hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at  the Police Office, Ipswich .  All persons  desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the
Secretary  for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice  will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such  compensation ,  unless they  are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5225. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK ,  PARISH OF BLENHEIM,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. °y How Held . ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. Breadth.of  A re a.Road. Remarks.
Ipswich. chs. lks. 1 A. Y. P.
1c77 Homestead Martin 224= 25 26 1 1 chain  3 0 0
under  C.L.  Carmody 168°30' 4 15
A. Act of
1868
South. 14  95 1 1 chain 5 0 0
1830  Homestead Dedlef ... 172° 5 10 1
under  C.L.  Bander 270° 7 0
A. Act of 232° 13 0
1868 278° 8 0
338° 1 40
Helidon.
308 Homestead Henry ... I 148° 36'  5 4 1 chain 2 0 0
under  C L Pohlman 7 10 and irre-. .
A. Act of
I 2
8 33 gWar
1 From the north bound-
ary of portion 120,
south - westerly and
southerly,  to its south
boundary
2 From the north bound-
ary of portion 125,
southerly to its south
boundary, and again
from its north bound-
ary south-westerly to
Sandy Creek
3 From the north-east
corner  of portion 126,
southerly  to its south
boundary 1868
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of October, 1876, folio 884 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new 1 oad through Portions 320 and 321, parish of Tenthill, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Gatton. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are
hereby intormed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Pub-
lic Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the  persons so claiming
to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4557. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF IRO %D THROUGH POItTIONs 320 AND 321, PARIAH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
2
Portion of Road. How Held.
From the north 1980 Homestead Charles
boundary of por-  under "C'. Tryhorn
tion 321 south-  L. A. Act
westerly and of 1868 "
westerly to its
south -west co rn er
on Sandy Creek
From the north
boundary of por-
tion 3:0 south-
westerly to its
south boundary
1985 h omestead
under " C.
L. A. Act
.f 1868 "
Reputed
Owner.
201° west
2010
239°
Breadth
Lengths. of Area.
Road.
chs. lks. A. E. P.
21 46  2 chains 8 0 0
19 30
1
14 28  2 chains 6 0 0
13 0  1
Remarks.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MMACBENZIE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
NV ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 996 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road in subdivision A, of portion 22, parish of
Mackenzie, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the flan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Bcenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such
compensation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.76-4808.
BOOK of REFERENCE OF ROAD IN SUBDIVISION A OF PoRTIuN 22, PARIAH of MACKENLIL, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
,An Irregular piece of
land off the north-
east  corner of Sub-
division A, Portion 22
C7 How
c I held.
0JCD
xz
Reputed
Owner.
Occupier . .  Bearings.
Occupier .  Bearings . Length Breadthin Chains ,  of Road.
al
Under Henry Unoccupied.
Deed oft Jordan.
Grant I
contain-I
ing
general
reserva-
tion for'
roads.
I
Area .  Remarks.
chs lks. ch. Iks .  A. R. P.
Average.
Ea.t 4 22 1  50 0 2 20 Fenced.
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Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
' ITII reference  to the Notice dated the 6t11 day of November ,  1876. folio 997 of the  Government
' i' Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 140, parish of Red1and,
county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specifics, which was origina lly
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts  thereof  as might thereafter be
required for making public  ways: Notice  is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, m ith
the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Ilan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General .  Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road ,  are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary  f'or Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not erititle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-5001.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 140, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEr,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Reuted (BreadthNo. Portion of Road. How Held. p Occupier .  Beariwnei. ngs.Lengths. ofRoad. Area. Remarks.
Chs.lks . A. R. P.
1 'From thenorth boundary 1,373 Under deed J. H. Heine- 129" 50' 1 14 11 chain 2 1 2 Taken up as
of portion 110 south- Bris- of grant, mann 1570 10' I 2 12 I a Conditional
easterly and south- bane containing 156015' K 44 Selection
westerly to its south Beg. a general 156° 46'  3 08 under the C.
boundary reservation 156° 15'  4 34 L. A. Act of
for roads 208057' 4 36 1869, in Octo-. 2250 1 16 ber, 1871.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
NAT  ITH reference to the Notice dated the 14th day of November, 1876, folio 1070 of the  Gozernmevt
Gazette  relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of a Road from Logan Village to
Beenleigh through Portion 261, parish of Moffatt, county of Ward, through land in the occupation of the
person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persona
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
76-4794.  JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM LOGAN VILLAGE  TO BEENLEIGH ,  THROUGH
PORTION 261, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD, MoaIrroN DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO
BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
w a
moo
dzm How Held
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths, of Area . Remarks.
Road.
chs. Iks.
A.
150 links
'
3
R.
`2
P.
39 Forest
24 96 land,
partly
fenced.
1 A strip of land off the 633A Under Saml. Smith'  Saml . Smith N. 89° 53' E.
south boundary of, -iy  "Land Act
portion 261. Immigra -  of 1868
tion  se-
lection,
Beenleigh'
Register
i I
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WY J ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, folio 941 of the  Government Gazette,ITH
to the opening of a new Road, being deviation of Warwick Road, near Fassifern, parish of
Fassifern, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, wi'h the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roal referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich.
All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that
notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compen-
sation ,  unless they are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
(For Secretary for Pub lic Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
75-672.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ,  BEING DEVIATION OF THE  WARW ICK ROAD, NEAR FASSIFERN ,  PARISH
OF FASSIFERN ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,  MORETON  DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
I Running north-east-
erly  from the west
to the east  boundary
of subdivision 1 of
portion 22
2 Commencing in the
east boundary of
portion 105, and
running no rt h-east-
er.y to its north
boundary
3 Commencing in the
south boundary of
port ion 43,  and run-
ning north-easterly
to its north boun-
dary
4 ; Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion  41, and run-
ning north -easterly
to its west boundary
5 Commencing in the
east bouudary of
portion 66.  and run-
ning north -easterly
and north -westerly
to its north-west
Register
No. of  How held.
Selection.
Under deed
of grant
containinga
general re-
servation
for roads
2008 s "C. L. A.  Act
of 1868"
Homestead
309  " C. L. A. Act
,f  1868"
Conditional
93  C. L. A. Act
of 1868 "
Conditional
708 C. L. A. Act
of 1868"
Conditional
corner
6 Commeuoiug in the
south boundary of
portion  168, and run-
ning  north -westerly
to its west boundary
f Commencing in the
east  boundary of If
portion 41, and run-
ning north-westerly
and northerly to its
north boundary
2560  "  V. L. A. Act
of 1868 "  I
Conditional
93  " C. L.  A. Act
of 1868"
Conditional
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.  Bearin gs. Lengths .
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
chs. lks. lks. A. R. P.
Michael
McAnalan
Rd. Brad-
M. McAna- 620Ian
Rd. Brad- 62°
00'
00'
11
10
24
10
150
150
1 2
1 2
15
7field field 38° 00' 1 50
Julia M1. McAna-  38° 00' 14 96 150 6 0 16
MacAnalen ion 270 00' 14 51
72° 00' 12 42
Julia MacAnalen  72° 00'  6 60 150  1 2 19
MacAnalen and Pea -  26° 00'  0 961
cock
Ml. Mac- Ml. Mac-  25° 00' 15 86 150 3 1 30
Analen Analen  325° 00' 9 50
Ml. Mac-  ail. Mac -  325° 00 '  2 16 I A  tri. 0  0 171
Aualeu Analen angular
piece
Julia MacAnalen  3250001, 1 45 150 Iks. 1 5 0 49
MacAnalen and Pea- 856° 25'  17 29 Irre-
cock 11033' 1 7 66 5 gular
Remarks.
Unfenced and
unimproved
to be ex-
changed for
part of a
closed road.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Reserved road
to be closed
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Part of re-
served road
to be closed.
Unfenced and
unimproved.
Ditto.
Ditto.
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
N OTICF,, is hereby  given , that the  undermentioned  Overtime Goods, in the Government Bond at
Mackay, will be sold by Public Auction, at that place, at Noon, on SATURDAY, the 24th
proximo, under the 113th  Clause "  Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of tsbilt.Bonding. Master. Whence. I Merchant .  Bond Mark .l Goods .  Quantity.
--I
1873.
Dec. 8  ..
1874
"  Naomi " McPherson Brisbane B. Broodnitz 0 No. 1 1 qr. cask wine 25 gallons.
. 66 u.p.
Jan. 5 ... Amy Rob.Foster Brisbane S. Bromberg L No. 3 1 qr. cask brandy 21-& galls. 18'2
Bart " 68
N
,
1 half chest tea 40 lbs. nett.
68
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of  Customs.
Cnftgtns,  Brisbane, 20th January, 1877.
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Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane ,  16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD , PARISH OF SOUTH BRISBANE , COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice dated the 6th day of December ,  1876, folio 1282 of the  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road to the South Brisbane and Toowong Ferry,
parish of South Brisbane ,  county of Stanley ,  through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder speci fied, which were originally granted by Deeds  of  Grant severally containing a reservation
of all  such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways  :  Notice is hereby given,
that His Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, B ri sbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary
for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will "not entitle the persons so
claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by_law „so entitled.
77-106.
(For_Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TO  THE SOUTH BRISBANE  AND ToowoNu FERRY ,  PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE ,  COUNTY OF STAI 't1,U , 4O101TON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED _TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A strip of land o>' the
north-east  boundary
of subdivision 2 of
suburban allotment
43
How Held. Reputed Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths.Owner.
Under Deed  E. H. E. H.
of Grant  Harries Harries
containing a
general reser-
vation for
roads
2 A strip of land  off  the Ditto  ...  Thos.
south-west boundary Thomson
of subdivision C of
suburban allotmeutp
42 and 43
Thos.
Thomson
Breadth of
Road. Area .  Remarks.
chg. iks .  A. Y. P.
290° Of 17 20 32 links 0 2 9 Agric4l-
tural land,
fenced
290°  Of 4 00 20 links 0 0 13 Agrloul-
turalland,
Cana"
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  10th January,  1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1g76, folio 996 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to  the opening  of a new Road  through Portion 21, parish  of Jimboomba, county
of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is  hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said  Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient  to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen at  the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous  of claiming compensation
in respect  of the said Road, are hereby .informed that notice of  the compensation they claim must be
served upon  the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,  but such notice
will not entitle  the persons  so claiming  to any  such compensation, unless  they  are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For Secretary  of Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76.4882. ---
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21 ,  PARISH OF JIMBOOMBA ,  COUNTY OF WARD,
MOiETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
S.
°-' °
v - ;c How Reputed
f
Z held .  Owner. Occupier.
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
A trial nlar piece, off 1913 ,  tinder T. L".willia tp T.!. Wk1,,taene  N. it E
the south -west opraer  Bras. Act of
of yomon 24 bane 18118
II Beg.
chg. 11n.
0  30 irk.
1'W
A.
' P. 44Iwo sap=to now
bgld4oL
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NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND  NOTICE.
W Y v,
ITI1 reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, folio 997 of the  Government  Gazette,
V ` relative  to the opening of a new Road from Goomburra up the Valley of Dalrymple Creek to
Selection  594 W.R., parishes of Glengallan and Gladfield, county of Merivale, through lands in the
occupation of the several  persons  hereunder specified ,  being lands  whereof  some part was originally,
granted by Deed of Grant containing a special reservation for Roads, and whereof the residue is held
under  other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is
herefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the  Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General , Brisbane , and the Police Office
Allora. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming to any such
compensation ,  unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4801.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOOMBURRA UP THE VALLEY OF DALRYMPLE  CREEK TO SELECTION
594 W. R., PARISHES  OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,  DARLING DOWNS,
INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 From junction with
Allora and Goom-
burra Homestead road
in pre-emptive 2, past-
erly to its  east boun -
dary
2 Running  north -easterly
through selection 250
3 Running north -easterly
through selection 250
4 Running north-easterly
th ro ugh selection 639
5 Running north -easterly
through selection 536
6 Running north -easterly
th ro ugh selection 537,
and south -easterly to
Its  east boundary
7 Running  youth-easterly ,
east ,  and north-
easterly th ro ugh
Crown land to south
boundary  of selection
278
8 Running  northerly and
easterly  from  the
south to the  east boun-
dary of selection 278
9 Running  easterly
through selection 279
10 Running north -easterly
th ro ugh selection  593
11 Running no rt h-easterly
A
How held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.Owner.
Breadth
of Area .
Road.
chs.lks . I A.  R.  P.
...  Under deed C. H. Green, Unoccupied 79° 25' 14 00 1 chain 1 2 26
of grant Hodgson, 66°15 '  3 47
containing McLean,
a special and Green
reserva-
tion for
1796
roads
Leasing  Chs. Bro wn Ditto 86° 16' 21 86 Ditto 2 0 30
Act of  Fisher
1866 "
1897 !Ditto Ditto - Ditto 660161  15 01 Ditto 2 0 31
62° 45' 6 95
2194 Ditto C.  H. Green Ditto  62° 45'  25 45 Ditto 2 2 7
2193 Ditto Ditto Ditto 62° 45'  27 60  Ditto 3 0 37
45° 0' 4 73
2192 Ditto Ditto Ditto 45° 0' 7 26 Ditto 3 2 8
34° 0' 6 00
47° 0' 4 00
74°20-' 4 84
116° 3' 13 32 1
,,,  Pastoral The  Cro wn C.  H. Green 116° 3'  17 01 1 Ditto 17 1 "
lease 88°40'  60 00
46° 45'  58 75
16°39'  4 68
65° 14'  23 80  j
48° 15'  7 01
16° 36'  0 74
1852  " Lensing  Thurtle Unoccupied  16° 36'  9 26 Ditto 2 0 20 lAct of Fisher  54° 44'  7 691866" 92° 50'  5 30
1853 Ditto Ditto Ditto  92° 50' 19 94  Ditto  2 0 0
W. It.  " Land Act  C.  H Green Ditto  92° 50'  2 37 I Ditto 9 0 0
593 of 1868 "  51° 47' 26 70
40° 22' 14 34
67° 55' 32 03
84° 10' 11 73
60°15' 2 94
w. R. Ditto Ditto Ditto 60° 16' 15 09 Ditto 1 2 6
from the west boun- 594
dary  of selection 594
to junction with road
near  water  reserve in
said selection
Remarks.
Part  of pad-
dock fence
on this se-
lection.
Unimp roved
Fence
cro sses
selection.
Unimproved
Ditto
Unimproved
selection
Open box,
gum, and
apple forest.
Wire  fence
crosses
road.
Unimproved
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD ,  PARISH OF  GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of October, folio 789 of the  GovernmentGaz tte,
1 relative  to the opening of a new Road, being part of a Road from Cressbrook to Gatton, parish of
Gatton, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof  as might
thereafter be required for public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Gatton. All persons
desirous of claiming  compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the
date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they
are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
76-2675. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM CRESSBROOK TO GATTON, THROUGH PORTION 74,
PARISH OF GATTOI?, CO^NTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS & PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How held.
1 A strip of  • land along
the east boundary  of
Portion 74
Under Deed'
of  Grant
containing
% general
reservation
for roa s
p
Breadth
Reputed Occupier. Bearings . ' Lengths. ofRoad.
chs. lks. I A. R. P.
Robert Robert 1669 0' 2 445 5 0 36 Partly fenced
Bell Bell 105Q 15' 2 96t Irregular and cleared
1800 0' 33 631 1 chain ...
I
NOTE - The above Book of Reference cancels
Government  Gazette,  [olio 1313.
reference  No. 2 of  the one dated 1st  July, 1875,  and proclaimed in the
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T 7  IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice  of the  Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient to
Lj open a new Road through Portions 402 and 526 ,  parish of Drayton ,  county of Aubigny ,  through
land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified ,  which was originally granted by Deeds
of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public ways : Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the
Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to
the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from this date, any well-grounded  objections which
may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-8. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH P"TlONs 402 AND 526, PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 A strip  off south and
part  of east boundary
of Portion 402
No. of I How held . Reputed Occupier. ! Bearings. Lengths . BreadthPortion .  Owner .  J I of Road.
chs. lks.
402 Under Deed Marian  F. T. Gregory 900 33 25
of Grant Scott 4 98
containing  Gregory
a general
reservation
for roads.
l
1 chain ..
Area I Remarks.
A. R. P.
3 3 41 Portion
fenced.
1
1 chain... 2 0 0 Portion2 A strip off south boun- 626 Ditto  ...  T. F. Gregory F T. Gregory 90° 19 79
+ fenced.dary of Po rt ion 526
Area.  Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion* 14A, parish of Robinson, county of M erivale, through
land in the  occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby givcn, that a Plan and Book of
Reference , shoo mg the intended line of ]Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in R riting , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which  may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
76-6073. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF  ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 14A,  PARISH OF ROBINSON , COUNTY OF
MERIVALE , DARLING  DowNs ,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
w
gYe. Portion of Road. . c How Held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . Breadth Area. Remarks.
6 83 Owner .  of Road.
1 Running north-west -  285  " C .  L.  A. Martin M. Bourke
erly from the east to W. R.  Act  of 1868111 Bourke
the west boundary of
port ion 14A
ohs. Ike. A
276° 3 26 One chat .
297° 16 69
1'oetion through
road runs
which ed and
unfenc oved.
unimpr
EVENUE  and EXPENDITURE Of the MUNICIPALITY Of  ALLORA, for Half-year ending 31st Decem-
11 ber, 1876.
Dr.
To Balance ... ...toGovernment Loan
,, Rate Endowment
„ Rates Received ... ...
„ Commonage Fees
Miscellaneous Receipts
£ a. d.
217 6 4
300 0 0
48 13 2
90 11 3
31 6 22015 6
708 12 5
Cr.
Improvements:-Commonage fence
Merivale street ...
South street ... ...
Dank' s lane .. .
Drayton road ... ... ...
Petty Disbursements ... ...
Salaries  ... ... ... ...
Printing and Advertising
Chandelier, &c. ... ..
Stamps, Stationery, and Exchange
Burning Carcasses ...
Balance ...
£ a. d.
... 214 15 0
... 100 3 9
... 29 7 3
9 5 0
1 10 0
1 8 6
... 77 11 2
... 9 12 7
... 3 6 6
... 2 9 10
... 1 12 6
... 257 10 4
708 12 6
FRANCIS RATES,
A. CAMERON. Mayor.
Town Clerk.
We, the undersigned, having examined the Books and Vouchers in connection with the above
Accounts, do hereby certify  the same to  be correct.
Allora Municipality, 24th January, 1877.
ROBERT COOKE, ) Auditors.WILLIAM SCOTT,
122 16s. 6d.
BALANCE SHEET of the IrsWicH SCHOOL of ARTS, for the Half-year ending 30th December, 1876.
Dr.
July 1,1876. £ a. d.
To Balance  in Bank ... 4 3 8
to  „ Cash in hand ... 6 15 2
December 30.
„ Subscriptions ... ... 57 8 0
„ ]hire of rooms 33 6 0
„ piano ... 2 7 0
„ Rent of offices ... ... 101 5 0
„ Overdraft at A.J.S. Bank ...
Cr.
£ a. d.  December 30, 1876.  £ s. d. £ a. d.
By Salaries ... ... ... 17 10 0
Boot, s and periodicals sup-
10 18 10 plied to library and read-
ing room ... ... . 85 10 6
„ Incidental expenses, including
lighting ... ... 26 4 8
„ Pri,lting, advertising, and
stationery ... ... 6 0 6
194 6 0 „ Repairs to premises .. 63 0 9
179 6 3 „ Insurance ... ... ... 18 0 0
216 6 6
„ Interest on Government loan,
9 months ... ... ... 117 0 0
„ Interest charged on Bank
overdraft .. ... 4 12 0
Balance, cash in hand 46 12 8
£384 11 1 £384 11 1
We certify  the above  to be  a correct statement.
JOHN MACFARLANE,
R. J. KENDALL , Mayor.
Town Cl, rk.
We have examined the Books and Vouchers  of the  Ipswich School of Arts, and certify the above
statement to be correct.
129
C. C. CAMERON,
5
Auditors.
A. H. BARLOW,
17s. 6d.
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Commissioner for Railways' Ofce,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
l
ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after  16th October,  1876, the following Time Table will come
into operation until further notice.
Miles from)
Rock-
hampton.
6
10
15
24
30
3844
53
58
Stations.
Rockhampton, depart
(racemere ... ...
Ten-Mile ... ...
5tanwell ... .,.
R osewood ... ...
Westwood arrivedepart
Goganjo ... ...
Rocky Creek ...
Herbert's Creek
Boolburra
65 1 Duaringa
88 ( Dingo ... ...
Up
Trains.
... 8 0
... 8.24
... A
... 9. 0
A
... 10. 0
... 10.15
... *10.47
... 11.15
... 11.66
A
p.m.
...  12-44
... 2.15
Mites from
Lingo.
A. O. HERBERT,
C ori missioner  for Railways.
Stations.
*  Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the pre ceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat which they join the Train to the pla( e
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending 27th  January , 1877 ... ...
Corresponding week last year ... ...
Increase  ... ... ...
Decrease  ... ... ...
181,7-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
£ s. d.
893 18 10
984 2 9
Goods and Live
Stock.
£ a. d.
2,066 18 4
1,928 6 0
90 3 11
138 14 4
13,591 16 8
11,127 15 10
£2,464  0 10
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN AILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending 27th January, 1877 ...
Corresponding week last year
In crease
Decrease
1877-Total Traffic to date ... ...
1876-Ditto ditto ... ... ...
Total Increase
£ a. d.
196 9 6
87 17 9
108 11 9
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
a.m.1 Dingo, depart... ... ... 7.2011 23 Duaringa ... ... ... ... 8.51
30 Boolburra ... ... ... A
11 35 Herbert's Creek ... ... ... 9139
44 Rocky Creek ... ... .. 10.20
50 Goganjo ... ... ... ... x`10.47
58 Westwood arrpive 11201 de art ... ... 11.35
64 Rosewood ... ... .... A
p.m.
73 S tanwel l  ... ... ... ... 12.35
78 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
82 Gracemere ... .. ... ... 1'11
88 Rockhampton  ...
Goods and Live  !  Parcels and
Stock.  I Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. s. d.  £ a. d.
454 12 2 38 18 5 690 0 1
149 12 6 12 5 10 I_ 249 16 1
304 19 8
Down
Trains.
Total.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
96  16 10  3,057 14 0
93 9 3 3 ,005 16 0
3 7 7 51 18 0
26 12 7 440 4 0
2 636 0 8
1,624 2 5
£1,011 18 3
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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NOTICE.-UNCLAIMED GOODS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Unclaimed Goods in the Queen's Warehouse at
Townsville, will be Sold by Public Auction,  at noon  on SATURDAY, the 24th proximo, under
the F-2nd  clause  " Customs Act of  1873."
Date. Ship .  Master. Whence. Merchant. Mark. Goods.
Cooktown J. Aisbett H JA 5  cases Sardines
Irving" 57 a
L JA 1 case Cocoa
57 a
Customs, Brisbane, WILLIAM THORNTON,
26th  January ,  1877. Collector of Customs.
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Overtime Goods, in the Government Bond at
Townsville , will Le sold by  Public Auction ,  at that place, at noon  on SATURDAY, the 24th
proximo, under the  113th  clause  " The Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of Bonding. Ship. Master. Whence. Merchant. Bond Mark . Goods. Quantity.
1873.
June 21 F " Boomerang" M. L. Solo- B 3 pkgs. Tobacco 61 lbs.
mon 135
D 1  60
135
E 1 45 „
135
„ IF 1  56
135
C 1 case Cigars 68
135
Customs,  Brisbane,
26th January, 1877.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
BALANCE SHEET of the CORPORATION of IPSWICH ,  for the  Half-year ending 30th December, 1876.
Dr.
July 1,  1876. £ s. d.
To Balance ... ...
December 30.
General Revenue-
Rent of wharves and
fr ,ntages ... ... 77 17 10
Rent of Corporation wharf 5 0 0
7,
Store ... .. 4 4 0
sale yards  ...  15 0 0
Market  and weigh-
bridge  .. ...  12 10 0
Baths and water-
works  ... ...  37 1 8
Water reserve ... 5 0 0
Cottage  ... ...  3 0 0
Licenses-
Cars .. .. ... 3 0 0
Drays .. ... ... 12 10 0
Sales of gravel ... ... 4 3 0
Fines for breacbesof  Bye-laws 8 3 6
Cr.
a. d.  July 1, 1876.  £  a. d. £ a. d.
2 7 10 By Overdraft at A.J. S. Bank  .. ... 492 7 6
December 30.
„ Public Works-
Labor and cartage ... 377 1 9
Metal, timber , gravel , &c. 45 15 4
Mason ,  smith, carpenter,
&c. ... ... ... 51 9 9
Ironmongery, tools, light -
ingstreets ,and sundries 41 12 6
187 10 0
Rates on assessment  ...  808 4 1
Overdraft at A.J. S. Bank ... 221 1 6
£1,219 3 5
Sala ries-
Town Clerk ... ... 95 0 0
Rate collector ... ... 65 0 0
Auditors ... ... 10 0 0
Quantity.
515 19 4
170 0 0
Printing  and advertising ... 6 4 9
Surveying ... ... ... 1 11 6
Insurance on market buildings 6 5 0
Interest on Bank  overdraft 16 10 4
Bank exchange  ... ... 0 1 0
Balance cash in hand  ...  10 4 0
£1,219 3 5
We certify the above to be a correct  statement.
JOHN MACFARLAN E,
R. J. KENDALL, Mayor.
'1 own Clerk.
We have  examined  the Books and Vouchers of the Municipality, and certify the above  statement
to be correct.
128
C. C. CAMERON , Auditors.
A. H. BARLOW, 5
20s.
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MUNICIPALITY OF TOWNSVILLE.STATEMENT of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the  Municipality  of TOWNSVILLE for the Half.year endipg 31st December, 1876.
Dr.
1st July, 1876. £ s. d.
Balance ,  cash in hand  ... ... ...
Advance repaid  M. Skene ..
Rates  collected ... ... 725 1 0
Rents  collected  ... ...  286 19 2
Dray Licences ... ... 17 0 0
Fines , breach of Bye-
laws  ... ... ... 2 17 0
Horses sold  ... ... 106 10 0
Endowment from Gov-
ernment on Rates  ... 143 17 1
Jones ,  Assessor ' s fee ... 10 0 0
To
)f
„ Cash  surplus
„ Balance due  A.J.S. Bank
Cr.
£ s. d.  1st July, 1876.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
68 12 0 By Balance brought forward ... ... 742 16 8
25 0 0  „ Public Works-
Day labor  ... ... 342 15 0
waterworks ... 42 13 0
Forage ... ... 4617 8
Tools and repairs ... 19 12 0
Sundry expenses ... 14 18 6
Ha rn ess repairs ... 1 8 0
Timber 36 17 4
Paddocking ... ...  2 6 0
Powder for blasting 3 2 6
1,242  4 3 Contracts ... ... 47 0 0
6 5 5 - 657 10 0
586 0 1  „  Salaries  and Office  Expenses-
Town Clerks ... 81 10 0
Auditors .. . , . 14 14 0
Office Furniture ... 5 11 0
Plans... ... ... 1612 6
Printing and adver-
tising ...  ... 75 6 0
Petty cash ... ...  5 0 0
198 13 6
Commission on Rates and
PI
))
£1,928 1 9
I certify the above  statement  to be correct.
JAMES W. N. LEWIS.
Town Clerk.
We certify that we have  examined  the books and
find the  above statement  to be correct.
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Inte rest,  A.J.S. Bank  .. ... 42 10 3
Rents collected ... ... ... 111 9 6
Interest on Government
Loans  ... ... ... ... ...  105 12 6
Ground rent, Municipal
Chambers ... ... ... ... 8 0 0
Repairing chambers ... ... ... 20 0 0
Assessors  ... ... ... ...  20 0 0
Legal Expenses ... ...  91 2 2
Cash in hand ... ... ... 30 7 2
£1,928 1 9
P. F. HANRAN,
Mayor.
vouchers of the Municipality of Townsville, and
CLIFTON E. TUXE, Auditors.EDWN. ASHTON,
26s.
ROMA MUNICIPALITY.
STATEMENT Of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  Of the  MUNICIPALITY of ROM, for the Half-yearending 31st  December, 1876.
Dr. Cr.
December 31, 1876. £ s. d.  December 31, 1876. £ s. d
To Rates collected ... ... ... ... 179 17 6 By Town Clerk's Salary and Petty Cash ... 34 18 0
Rent, Town Hall ... ... 1 7 6 „ Day labor ... ... ... ... 35 12 0
„ Endowment  of Land Sales 1874, per Dray hire ... ... ... ... 6 15 0
Walter Crawford ... ... ... 37 13 5 „ Postage stamps ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
Printing,  Western Star ...  ... ... 4 18 0
Dalby Herald,  1875 ... ... 2 11 0
„ Assessor's Fee, 1876 ... ... ... 10 10 0
„ Stores, stationery, &c. ... ... ... 18 1 5
Repairs, Town Ha ll  ... ... ... 3 3 6
Retaining Fee, Corporation Solicitor ... 5 5 0
Furniture, Burkit ... ... ... 11 0 0
„ Bank New South W ales, Balance late
Municipality ... ... ... ... 16 13 0
Payment in fu'l, Crawford's claim ... 50 0 0
Exchange on cheques ... ... ... 0 2 0
Stamped cheque book ... ... ... 0 8 4
„ Balance to  credit,  Bank  New South
Wales ... ... ... ... ... 18 1 2
£218 18 5 £218 18 5
I hereby certify the foregoing  statement  to be correct.
THOMAS McEWEN,
EDWARD A. REES, Mayor.
Town Clerk.
We hereby certify that  we have examined  the Books of Account and Vouchers kept by the Loma
Municipal Council, and that the  above  statement corresponds therewith.
232
WALTER CRAWFORD, 1 4uditors.C. R. K LUGH,
19s. 6d.
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STATEMENT of RECEIPTS  and DISBUBSEMENTa of the CoaPozATION of Roc HAMPTON, for the
Half-year ending 31st December, 1876.
RECEIPTS.
E5,295  4  10
To Cash in  Bank on River Bank  Account,
30th June, 1876 ... ... 1,159 0 11
Cash in hand, General Account 62 5 0
Wharfage Dues collected 1,232 17 1
„ Market Account  Rents received  ... 151 4 2
Miscellaneous  Receipts .. ... 3 11 0
Receipts of Punts, Ferries, &c. 620 7 0
Rates Account-.
Leichhardt Ward (collected) ... 107 1 0
Archer Ward (collected) ... ...  626 15 0
Fitzroy Ward (collected) ... ... 142 11 0
Carriers '  Licenses  ... .. ...  30 0 0
„ Additional Loan for River  Embankment  1,000 0 0
„  Interest on  Account in A.J.S. Bank .. 5 5 6
Overdraft, A.J.S. Bank, £ 2,48516x. 8d.,
less received previous half-year,
£2,331 8s.  6d. ... ... .. 164 7 2
RECEIPTS.
To Balance in Bank, 30th June, 1876
r Interest  received on Bank Account
Reval ue Accounts-Iftates received
Shipping and Standpipes ...
Plumbers' Licenses ... ...
DISBURSEMENTS.
£ a. d.
By Interest on Overdraft at A.J. S. Bank 125 0 0
„ Punt and Ferry Account ...  829 13 1
„ Salaries  Account ... ...  431 3 4
Charges Account-
Printing, Advertising, Tools, &c.... 167 5 6
Commission on Wharfage Collection 123 5 9
Repairs to Offices ... ... ...  0 6 0
„ Miscellaneous  Account ... ... ...  3 3 0
„ Broken Metal Account... . 70 6 0
„ Leichhardt Ward Account --  Repairs
and Works  ... ... 257 19 1
Archer Ward  Account-Repairs and
Works ... ... ... ...  204 6 5
„ Fitzroy Ward  Account-Repairs and
Works ... ... ... ...  883 4 2
„ River Frontage Account (including
Deep-water  Wharf) ... ... 719 18 1
„ Works on River  Embankment  ...  2,154 10 2
„ Balance in Bank  (River  Account ) ...  9 16 3
„ Cash in hand ... ... ... ... 315 10 0
WATER SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.
A a,  d.
... 1,241 1 11
17 15 11
£ s. d.
787 15 3
94 15 5
1 6 0
321 16 0„ Overdraft, A.J.S. Bank ... ...
£2,46410 6
WILLIAM DAVIS, Town Clerk.
Rockhampton. 25th January,  1877,
DISBUESEMENTS.
£6,295  4  10
£  it.  d.
By Suspense  Account  ... ... ... 8 19 5
„ Construction Account ... ... 1,801 7 7
Charges Account ... ... ...  327 0 4
„ Salaries  Account  ... .. ... 231 13 4
Interest charged on  Overdraft ... 1 4 4
„ Balance in  hand  ... ... ...  94 5 6
£2,46410 6
JOHN MACFARLANE,
Mayor.
We have this day examined the Corporation Accounts for the half- year ending  31st  December,
1876, and find the  same correct.
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" IMMIGRATION  ACT OF  1872.
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
BRITISH.PERSONS resident i  Queensland, wishing toobtain passages to the colony for their friends
or relatives  in the United Kingdom, can do so,
under the provisions of "  The Immigration Art of
1872," by paying to the Immigration Agent in
Brisbane , or to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the colony, amounts  in accordance  with the
following  scale :-
Males and  females between 1 and 12, each £1
Males between 12 and 40, each ... ... 2
Females between 12 and 40, each ... ... 1
bales and females  above 40 ... ... 4
Infants  under 12 months free.
FOREIGN.
Persons resident in Queensland ,  wishing  to obtain
passages  to the colony, for their friends or relatives,
from  the Continent of Europe, can obtain Free
Passage Tickets, available for any Queensland
immigrant  ship leaving London or other British
port, on application to this office, or to any Clerk
of Petty Sessions throughout the colony.
Applicants must clearly understand that these
Tickets do not include the passage from the Con-
tinent to the port of embarkation in Great Britain,
the entire cost of which must be defrayed by the
Immigrant himself.
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration .Agent.
Immigration Office,Bri*b e, I*h Let inber, 1678.
T. W. I'ERSON, Auditors.H. B. VIZE,
25s. 6d.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the  CustomsStore at Cairns, Trinity Bay,  and Messrs.
Craig's building, leased by the Government, are
set apart for the purposes of a Government Bonded
Warehouse, for the warehousing of Dutiable
Goods, previously to the payment thereon of Duties
or to .Exportation, in accordance with the 11th
Clause of  " The Customs Act (f  1873."
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane, 15th January, 1877.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet  form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871 ," together  with "General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five  shillings, must be made byPost-Office Order, orcash ; otherwise the abvertieements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Gbw+erau>ent Painter.
808
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N OW published, at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, dewy quarto
£ s. d.
Full Bound  ... ...  4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ,,. ,.. 2 17 6
.1. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form , 11 7'he Gold  Fields Aet
of  l 874 ,"  together with  " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony."  Demy 8vo .  Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. DEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing  Office,
3risbane , 8th May, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
.LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
CHART of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of Nor-
manhy Sound, showing Thursday and adjacent
islands, with Aplin Pass  and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government Printing (ffice,
William street,  Brisbane . Price, ] s. each.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street ,  Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SUBSCRIPTION  to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES:--
Impounded Stock, Is. per  animal . (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for  sums  of 6s.  or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered  " and other  brands , by placing  the words
"  Registered Brand  "  after  the description of the former.
Registered brands  type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear  the ordinary tyre
only wi ll  be used.
J. C. SEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1874.
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1877.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that ALEXANDER
MACKINTOSH,  Of Brisbane, has been admitted
as a duly qualified Medical Practitioner.
K. CAN NAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES JURISDICTION.
Sheriff's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st February, 1877.
" LOMAX v.  LOMAX."
To ALL PERSONS CONCERNED. --
TAKE  Notice, that a Writ of  Fieri Facfas  has
been issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
Plaintiff in the above action, and that all Defen-
dant's right ,  title ,  and interest  (if any )  of, in, and
to all that piece of land situated in the parish and
town of Blackall ,  being part of allotment three,
section five ,  containing by admeasurement one
rood and twenty -eight perches (more or less),
commencing at the north corner of allotment
four ,  and bounded thence on the north-east by
Thistle street bearing north seventy -eight degrees
west eighty -five links ; on the north -west by a
line bearing south -westerly at right angles five
chains  ;  on the south -west by subdivision c,
bearing south -easterly at right angles ,  eighty-fire
links ;  and on the south-east by the north-west
boundary of allotment four, bearing north-easterly
at right angles .  five chains to the point of com-
mencement  ;  being part of the land described in
certificate of title No. 36399 ,  vol 246. folio 151.
Also, all that allotment or parcel of land in the
Colony of Queensland ,  containing by admeasure-
ment one acre  (be the same more or less) .  situated
in the county of Tambo ,  parish of Blackall, and
town of Blackall ,  being allotment number nine of
section number five ,  commencing on the north side
of Shamrock street on the west corner of  allotment
eight, and bounded thence on the south -west by
that street bearing two hundred and eighty-two
degrees two chains ; on the north-west by allot-
ment ten bearing twelve degrees five chains ; on
the nnrtli -east by allotment four bearing one hun-
dred and two degrees two chains  ;  and on the
south -east by allotment eight bearing one hundred
and ninety-two degrees five chains to the point of
commencement  ;  being the allotment purchased
under  the thirtieth clause of  " The ('ro'an  Lands
Alienation  Art of  1868'; being the whole of the
land described in Crown grant number 30i60, vol.
259.  folio  170.
Also, all that piece of land situated in the parish
and town of Blackall. county of Tambn, being part
of allotment ten of section five, containing by ad-
measurement one rood and twenty -eight  perches
(more or less ),  commencing at the west corner of
subdivision nine,  and  bounded thence on the south-
west by  shamrock  street, bearing north seventy-
eight degrees  west eighty- five links; on the north-
west b a line bearing  north-caster'y  at right angles
five chains  ;  on the north -east  by subdivision B
bearing south -easterly at right angles eighty-five
links  ;  on the south -east by the north-west boun-
dary of allotment nine bearing south-westerly at
right angles five chains to the point of commence.
ment  ;  being part of the land described in Crown
grant number 30161 ,  vol. 259 ,  folio 171.
Also, all that piece of land situated in the county
of , parish of Blackall, and town of Black-
all, being allotment four of section five, containing
by admeasurement one acre  (more or less), com-
mencing on the south-west side of Thistle street
at the east corner of allotment three ,  and bounded
thence on the north-east by that street south-
easterly two chains ; on the south -east by the north-
west boundary line of allotment five south-westerly
at right angles to Thistle street five chains ; on the
south -west by the north -east boundary line of
allotment nine north -westerly parallel with Thistle
street two chains  ;  and on the north -west by the
south -east boundary line of allotment three north-
easterly at right angles to Thistle street five chains
to the point of commencement  ;  being the whole
of the land described in certificate of title number
36259,  vol. 246, folio  11,-
Will be  Sold by the Sheriff of Queensland, by
Public Auction, at Simmonds '  Caf6 Royal, Queen
street, Brisbane , on THUBIDAY,  the Fifteenth
day of March next, at Twelve o'clock noon ,  unless
this execution is previously satisfied.
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ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
22s. 9d,
304
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Antony Blitz, of Townsville, storekeeper, by
the said Antony Blitz.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Antony Blitz be, and
he is hereby adjudged  insolvent , and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Antony
Blitz, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Principal Registry, Queen street, Brsibane, on the
Seventh day of February, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Antony Blitz shall, on the Fifth day of February,
1877, atBrisbane, deliver tothe Trustee in this Estate,
a full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this thirty-
first  day of January, 187 7.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In forma pauperis.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Snowdon, at present a confinee in Her
Majesty's Gaol at Brisbane, by himself.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said William Snowdon be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,  in forma
uperis,  and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire,
V Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the cre-
ditors of the said William Snowdon, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Principal Registry,
Brisbane, on the Twelfth day of February, 1877, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William Snowdon shall, on
the Tenth day of February, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the  names and  residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirty-
first  day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
DALY AND ABBOTT, Brisbane. Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
in the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Richard Stevenson Craig, of Brisbane, by
Richard Stevenson Craig.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this- day, it is
ordered that the said Richard Stevenson Craig
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent,  in forma
pauperis,  and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Richard Stevenson Craig, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Principal
Registry, on the Twelfth day of February, 1877, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Richard Stevenson Craig shall,
on the Tenth day of February, 1877, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true,
and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirty-first
day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Thomas Evans, of the Village of Logan, in the
Colony of Queensland, licensed victualler and
storekeeper, by Siegmund Berens, Armand
Ranniger, and James Andrew Tait, trading
together at Brisbane, in the said colony, under
the name, style, or firm of " Berens, Ranniger,
and Co."
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this-day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
due service of the Petition, and of no appearance
thereto having been entered by the said Thomas
Evans, it is ordered that the said Thomas Evans
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Thomas Evans, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Principal Registrar, Bris-
bane, on the Twelfth day of February, 1877, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Thomas Evans shall, on the
Tenth day of February, 1877, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts  anM liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the names  and residences,
so far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes
of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirty-
first day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Aitkin, of Boundary  street , Spring
Hill, Brisbane, presented by John Muirhead
Dawson and Robert Muter Stewart, trading
together under the style of " Scott, Dawson,
and Stewart."
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said William
Aitkin having been given : It is ordered that the said
William Aitkin be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ; and that William Henry Miskin be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said William Aitkin, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Seventh day of February
next, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said William Aitken
shall, on the Fifth day of February  next,  at Brisbane
aforesaid, deliver to the Trustee in his Estate, a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the names
and residences , so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the  causes of  his inability  to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this thirty-
first day of January, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
ESTATE OF PATRICK FRANCIS HANRAN,
OF TOWSVILLE, AN INSOLVENT.
A FOURTH Dividend- one shilling in the B- -
will be payable  at my office, K ingsford's
Buildings ,  Queen street ,  on and after the 6th day
of February, 1877.
Dated at Brisbane ,  31st January,  1877-
112
WM. J. MUNCE,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
305
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Collins, of Toowoomba, an
Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend at the rate of
4s. 7d. in the £ is now payable at the Office
of the undersigned.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
121
Brisbane , 1st February, 1877.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Walker Cran, of Mackay,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDIT() RS.
A FIRS C and Final Dividend at the rate of
4s. 2*d.  in the £ is now payable at the Office
of the undersigned.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
120
Brisbane , 1st February, 1877.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Peter Martin, of Fortitude Valley,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend at the rate of
is. 31d . in the £  is now  payable at the Office
of the undersigned.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
119.
Brisbane , 1st February, 1877. 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Cornwall Boldero, of
Brisbane ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST and Final Dividend at the rate of 2;d.
in the £ is now payable at the Office of the
undersigned.
W. H.  MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme  Court House,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1877.
118 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
1.\ INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of David Bell, of South Brisbane, an
Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.A FIRST Dividend at the rate of 2s. 6d. in the
£ is now payable at the Office of the under-
signed.
W. H. M1ISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme  Court House,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1877.
117 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVE \ CY.
In the Matter of William Gallagher, of South
Brisbane, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
FIRST and Final Dividend at the rate of
2s. 31d. in  the £ is now payable at the Office
of the undersigned.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John William Parker, of
Brisbane ,  an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.AA FIRST and Final Dividend at the rate of5s. 22d. in the £ is now payable at the Office
of the undersigned.
W. IT, MISKIN,Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 1st February, 187 7.
115 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Eyre  and Clarke ,  of Brisbane,
Insolvents.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A FIRST and  Final Dividend at the rate.of
6$d. (nearly)  in the  £  is now payable at
the Office  of the undersigned.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1877.
114 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Cooke Unsworth, of
South Brisbane ,  an Insolvent.
ON  the Fifth  day of March , A.D.  1877, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon , W illiam Cooke
Unsworth,  of South Brisbane ,  adjudicated insolvent
on the twenty -first day  of June,  1876, will apply to
the Supreme  Court  at Brisbane, for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this second day of February ,  A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
125 4s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the Peace, acting
in and for the district of Rockhampton, Colony
of Queensland.
WALTER REID, of Rockhampton, intend to
19 apply, on TUESDAY, the sixth day of March,
1877, for permission to erect Gates on the road from
.Rockhampton to Balnagowan, situated on Selection
1225. at Meadow Flats, parish Thozet ;  also gates on
the Southern Boundary of said selection on the
road separating selection No. 1245 from 1253A;
also gates  on the Northern Boundary of selection
1224 on the Balnagowan road ;  and also gates on
Southern Boundary on Broadmount road, parish of
Herbert. The said  several gates shall not be less
than sixteen feet wide ; they shall be painted of a
uniform color, with the letters " Licensed Public
Gate " painted thereon.
WALTER REID.
Dated at Rockhampton, this sixteenth day of
January,  A.D. 1877.
99 6s.
NOTICE.
OTICE is  hereby given, that I, the under-N signed ,  intend to apply to the Court of Petty
Sessions for the Police District of Ipswich, on
TUESDAY,  the sixth day of March next, for a
license to erect two Swing  Gates on the Govern-
ment road dividing Portion No .  220 from PortionNo. 228, in the parish of Flinders.
111
ELIZABETH  SCHMEIDER.
3s.  tid.
L OST from Butcher 's Creek , ?4laytown, a BayM are, branded 89 over AC near shoulder,
long mane and tail ; believed to be stolen.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 1st February, 1877.
116  4s. 109
H. T. BURSTALL,
Maytown.
3s.
808
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alfred Peter Mackenzie, William
Stewart ,  and Alexander  Richard Mackenzie, of
Gairloch ,  Herbert River ,  sugar -planters, Insol-
vents.
O
N the Twenty- third day of February, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -seven,  at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon , Alfred Peter  Mackenzie , William Stewart,
and Alexander  ]Richard Mackenzie, of Gairloch,
Herbert River,  sugar -planters, adjudicated insol-
vent on the  third day of November, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- six, will  apply to the
Supreme  Court, Bowen, for a Certificate of Dis-
charge.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of January, A.D.
1877.
130
JOHN ALEXANDER GREGORY,
Bowen,
Agent for HENRY KNAPP,
Townsville,
Solicitor for the Applicants.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Monteith and William
Smith, of Townsville, in the Colony of Queens-
land, hotel-keepers, Insolvents.
O
N the Twenty-third day of February, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -seven , at Eleven o'clock in the fore-
noon, William Smith, of Townsville, publican, ad-
judicated insolvent  on the twenty-eighth day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
siz, will  apply to the  Supreme  Court, Bowen, for
a Certificate  of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of January, A.D.
1877.
JOHN ALEXANDER GREGORY,
131
Bowen,
Agent for HENRY KNAPP,
Townsville,
Solicitor for the Applicant.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTIC aL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Smith, late of St.  Lawrence,
in the Colony of Queensland, laborer, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made  to this Honorable
Court,  in its Ecclesiastical  Jurisdiction, that Probate
of the  Will of the above- named  John Smith, de-
ceased ,  may be granted to Katherine  Smith, of St.
Lawrence ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  widow, the
sole Executrix named  and appointed by the said
Will.
Dated at Rockhampton, this twenty-sixth day of
January,  in the year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hund re d and seventy-seven.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Quay street, Rockhampton,
Proctor  for the said  Katherine Smith.
By his Agents,-Messrs. DALY and ABBOTT,
Brisbane.
127 6s.
Bowen , 18th January, 1877.THE Partnership hitherto existing between
George Henderson and Alexander Charles
Grant ,  has this day been dissolved by mutual con-
sent.
GEORGE SKENE,
Attorney for George Henderson.
ALEXANDER CHARLES GRANT.
J. MADDOCY HUGHES,  Witness.
118 3s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.W E, HENRY C. CRUMPLER and JAMES
WAINWRIGHT,  at present carrying on
business  in Eagle  street ,  Brisbane ,  as iron-founders,
have this day Dissolved the Partnership hitherto
existing . All debts due by the  late firm will be
paid by Henry C. Crumpler. Dated  at Brisbane,
this 30th day of January, 1877.
HENRY C. CRUMPLER.
JAMES WAINWRIGHT.
Witness-
.1 EWMAN R. WILSON.
108 3s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.NOTICE.
To the owners of tenements on Berry  street from
Wickham terrace to Leichhardt street ;
Bartley street from Berry  street,  five chains
towards Wickham terrace ; Leichhardt street
from Fortescue street to Henry street ; Upper
Edward street from Leichhardt  street to Boun-
dary street ; Hope street from Leichhardt
street to Boundary street ; Boundary street
from Upper Edward street to Hope street;
Boundary street towards Wickham street, four
chains ; Kennego street from Spring Hollow
Culvert to Gregory terrace ; Leichhardt street
from Kennego street  to Brunswick  street;
Warren street from Wickham street towards
Leichhardt street, twelve and three-quarter
chains ; Warren street from Wickham street
towards Ann street, two and three-quarter
chains ; and the private  streets, courts, lanes,
and alleys opening thereto.
"HE Main Pipe in the said streets being laid
ll d'wn, the Owners of all tenements  are hereby
required to pay the rates and charges for the supply
of water, as airected by law,
. JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the  Brisbane  Board of
Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
78 8s.
The GOVERNMENT  PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts 1--
1877.  £ a. d.
Jan. 27-E. Bradley 0 8 0
27-E. Bradley . .. 0 4 0
„ 27--C. Gaynor 0 14 0
29-T. Lynch .. ... ...  0 2 0
30-J. Fisher ... ... 0 7 0
31-Municipal Council, Ipswich ... 2 0 0
Feb. 1-Municipal Council, Mrs.... .,. 1 0 0
1-H S. Finch Hatton .. .. ..  0 12 6
1-Cowton and Irwin  0 2 0
1-R. Fitzgerald ... ... 0 6 0
„ 1-Municipal Council, Rockhampton... 3 10 0
„ 2-Municipal Council, Townsville ... 1 7 0
2-Municipal Council, Roma  , . ... 2 0 0
2-J. P. Wilkie... ... ... 0 16 0
2-R. J. Cottell... .. ... 0 6 0
2-J. A. G regory  ... ... ... 2 9 0
2-T. Holt ... .. ... ... 1 0 0
ltmpaunbiit p .
- Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will  be charged  for at  the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PER ANIMAL  ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless avcom-
vanied by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the  cost  of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs,  on 16th day of
January , 1877,  from Amby Downs ,  by order of J. L.Andrew, Esq., for trespass .  Driving ,  2s. 10d.
One blue-roan  horse ,  branded TYO off shoulder ; dinge
in the off neck  ;  indistinct  brand over 4 near
shoulder.
One skewbald  mare, 2 over 2  heart  heart near shoulder ;
DL7 off shoulder.
If not released on  or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
THOS .  LYNCH ,  Poundkeeper.
106 to.
307
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Angelalla Downs
Station, on  the 8th December, 1876, by order of
A. Gordon, Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 15s. 10d.
each. (Re-advertised  for sale,  16th January, 1877.)
One brown horse, B near shoulder, heart near thigh,
4EM (registered brand) off shoulder, star on
forehead, hollow back.
One brown  mare, B8Z (registered  brand) near shoul-
der.
One chesnut mare, hind feet white, like X6 near shoul-
der ; chesnut filly foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay mare,  star  on forehead, saddle-marked, like Qg
indistinct  near  shoulder, like I-G conjoined off
shoulder ; bay filly foal at foot, unbranded.
If not  released on  or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
104
E. BRADLEY,  Poundkeeper.
4s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Bell street, on the20th January, 1877, by order of Mr. W. A. Smi ,
Inspector of Nuisances.
One bay filly, JH near shoulder, like NM3 (registered
brand) off shoulder.
Also, from Two-mile Hut, on the 22nd January, 1877,
by order of S. McGregor, Esquire. Driving, 10d. per
head.
One chesnut mare, like ED near shoulder, 0 near rump,
small star.
One bay mare, star and snip, TOP (registered brand)
near shoulder.
One brown  mare,  like P in triangle over JM conjoined
over 3 near shoulder.
Also, fromWilson's Plains, on the 25th January, 1877,
by order of J. Moffatt, Esquire. Driving, 3s. 8d.
One iron-grey  filly, like FM6 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
110
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
58.
IMPOUNDED, at Dalby, from Jimbour, on the 22nd
January, 1877, by order of James Wallace, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. 6d. each.
One grey mare, like 3FJ or 5FJ (registered brand) over
AJ near shoulder, piece out of wither ; black filly
foal at foot.
One bay mare, like over II near shoulder, indistinct
brand like J off shoulder over like W.
One chesnut colt, unbranded.
One bay gelding, like HB blotched near shoulder, star,
shod fore feet.
One bay mare, like 5TN (registered brand) near
shoulder ; black colt foal at foot.
One bay mare, NP near shoulder.
One chesnut  mare,  like W over G near shoulder.
One bay gelding, blotch brand like BLB near shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, like 7 heart heart over JS near
shoulder, L near rump,  star , shod fore feet.
One bay mare, star, blotch brand  near  shoulder.
One bay horse, like PT3 (registered brand) near shoulder,
R off shoulder, ribs, and thigh.
One bay gelding, blaze, DYR near shoulder, like TV3
(registered brand) over Q 6CO (registered brand)
near thigh.
One bay gelding, like DW near shoulder.
Also, from Forest Park, by order of J. S. Jessop,
Esquire. Driving, 6d. each.
One light-strawberry steer, like WC1 (registered brand)
near  ribs, the W blotched.
One light-strawberry  steer,
'5ML (registered brand)
near ribs.
One strawberry cow, like BW near ribs, like BOR
(registered brand ) over 5J® (registered brand) off
rump.
If not released  on or before the 22nd February, 1877,
will be sold.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
124 16s.
f IMPOUNDED  at Roma,  from Rocky Bank, on the
15th January, 1877, by order of Donald Ross,
Esquire. Driving, 4s.
One grey horse, T near shoulder, boot brand  near thigh,
S off shoulder.
One bay mare, like 4 heart heart over like F1C near
shoulder, like R blotched off hip, bell on neck ; bay
colt foal,  star , hind feet white, unbranded.
One chesnut colt blaze, off fore foot white, S6S near
shoulder.
One bay horse , star  and snip, Z8Z near thigh, like 9BT
over like C near shoulder, JC over like THL side-
ways  conjoined off shoulder, like blotched brand
near  and off ribs.
One bay filly, near hind foot white, FT3 near shoulder.
One brown horse, like i-, over JHC  conjoined sideways
near  shoulder, diamond diamond 6 off shoulder.
One bay mare, like 8BZ  near  shoulder.
One roan horse,  star, near  fore and hind feet white,
WA conjoined  near  shoulder.
One grey colt, blaze, NN5 near thigh,  5 near  cheek, FT3
off ribs.
Also, from Cattle Creek, on the 16th January, 1877,
by order of Mr. P._G. Copley.  Damages on entire,  209.;
driving, 8d.
One bay filly, star, 4GB near shoulder.
One iron-grey entire, white spots on shoulder  and neck,
like 5DT  near  shoulder, like RM7 off shoulder.
One bay colt, off hind foot white, unbranded.
One bay mare,  star and snip, near  hind foot white, 2
over 3A over 2 heart heart  near  shoulder.
One bay colt,  star , near bind foot white, JL and blotch
off hip.
If not  released  on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
C. GAYNOR, Poundkeeper.
105 14s.
j MPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Gomally, on the 15th
1 January, 1877, by order of C. B. Dutton, Esquire.
Driving, 9s. 2d. per head.
One bay horse,  like SS over  TL (the L reversed) neat
shoulder,  star , collar-marked.
One roan horse, T over TR off shoulder,  star, collar-
marked.
One grey horse, ER near shoulder, 5JH (registered
brand) off shoulder.
Also, from Wooroona, on the 15th January, 1877, by
order of W. F. White, Esquire. Driving, 14s. 2d. per
head.
One bay mare, ;8 heart heart over 4SA (registered
brand) near shoulder,  star  ; bay colt foal at foot.
One bay colt, 4SA (registered  brand)  near shoulder,
star, hind feet white.
One black horse, heart  heart 8 near  shoulder, WY near
saddle, star.
One brown horse, like Z-B near shoulder,  Z near saddle,
} MW4 (registered brand) off shoulder,  saddle-
marked.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
107 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Murweh Station,
on the 13th January, 1877, by order of W. Hand-
cock, Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 7s. 8d. each.
One bay horse,  star  and snip, collar-marked, like 7 over
AH or AN over like T over diamond conjoined near
shoulder.
One bay horse, short tail, near hind foot white, like PH
over TM over like DK near shoulder, indistinct
brand near thigh, like brand near rump.
One bay horse, hind feet white, saddle-marked, illegible
brands over like v near shoulder, like TJ c,ver like
6 off shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Poundkeeper.
103 38.
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No. 1.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1877.PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names , as such
reference  will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons  in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former  particulars,  are
requested  to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other  information tendingto
prevent an unnecessary transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where  any person may see and
search them.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE. The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is-opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
c, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ; in, Victoria ; a, South
Australia ; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand ; w a, Western Australia ; u k, United Kingdom ;
f, foreign.
A.
1 AARON N. J., Brisbane u k
2 Abckett -, Brisbane m
3 Abraham -, Brisbane u k
4 Abraham J., Brisbane u k
5 Adams G., Bowen Downs c
6 Adams William, Ipswich Reserve c
7 Adams W., Valley c
8 Ah Chee, Fort Cooper c
9 Ah Chin, Cooktown s
10 Ahern Mrs., South Brisbane c
11 Ahern T. P., Cooktown c
12 Ah Foo, Cooktown n z
13 Ah Ned Jimmy, Rockhampton o c
14 Ah Nin, Cooktown s
15 Ali Row, Pikedale Station c
16 Aitkin George, Bald Hills c
17 Aitkins -, Ipswich c
18 Alcock Alfred, Charlevife o c and u k (7)
19 Aldrish  Miss  Marie, Charters Towers o c
20 Allandorf A., Brisbane i
21 Allard Herbert, Burenda Station c
22 Allandyce -, Ipswich c
23 Allen J. A., Cooktown  in
24 Alsop  Jobn, Brisbane u k
25 Alward  Mrs. G., Thornborough s
26 Amos R. (surveyor),  Condamine c (2)
27 Andersen Peter, Copperfield o c (2)
28 Andersen , Toowoomba c (2)
29 Anderson C. J. A., Warwick u k
30 Anderson David, Dalby c
31 Adderson D. (carrier), Jimbour c
32 Anderson F., Doughboy Creek c
33 Anderson William, Ipswich c
34 Andrew P., Nive Downs, Tambo o
35 Andrews -, Cecil Plains c
36 Andrews Thomas, Dalby c
37 Andrews Wm., Charters Towers c
38 Ansell -, Brisbane c
39 Appell Ludwig, Toowoomba e
40 Appleton Mrs. W. W., Cooktown u k
41 Arandale Edward, Cooktown o c
42 Archer G. F., Springsure c
43 Archer W., Rockhampton a
44 Archong -, Blackall c
45 Argent John, Kedron Brook s
46 Armstrong (solicitor), Warwick c
47 Armstrong Mrs. A., Rockhampton c
48 Armstrong W., Rockhampton s
49 Arnould  Miss gmma , Fortitude Valley u k (2)
50 Arthur  James, Blackall a (2)
51 Asdal  -,  Rockhampton c
52 Ashfield  Miss E., Brisbane c
53 Ashton L. R., Warwick c 1
54 Ashworth  H., Warwick o
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55 Atkins Fanny, Brisbane    k
56 Atkins James, Charters Towers s and c (2)
57 Atkinson John, B]ackall c
58 Atkinson J. F., Brisbane it k
59 Atwell  -,  Toowoomba c
60 Atwell Miss Bella, Toowoomba c
61 Auld Capt. W., Brisbane a
62 Austin Eli, Warwick c
63 Axt (butcher), Warwick c (2)
F,4 Ayles Frank, Eton Vale c
65 Ayres Thomas, Brisbane  it k
B.
1 BADULEY and Hindmarsh, Breakfast Creek s
2 Bagnell V., Kedron Brook c
3 Bailey M. (care of Richards), Brisbane m
4 Baker , Brisbane s
5 Baker Miss M. Jane, Brisbane s
6 Baldwin J., Brisbane o
7 Bailey John, Brisbane o
8 Balls Mrs., Toowoomba c
9 Banks Mrs. J., Brisbane o
10 Banks Win., Maryborough t
11 Banks W., Coon burra Station c
12 Bannon Michael, Mackay c
13 Barbour James, Laidley c
14 Barker James, Brisbane It k
15 Barker W. H., Brisbane o c
16 Barmuren I'., Toowoomba c
17 Barr Andrew, Cookto«n o
18 Barrett -, Grandel cster c
19 Barry -, Moggill e
20 Barry Al., Jiinbour ('
21 Bartels -, Valley c
22 Barton Mrs. H. L., South Brisbane    k
23 Barton Julius, Cape River c (2)
24 Bateman Wm., Gyn pie u k
25 Bates Thompson, Brisbane it k
26 Bath John, Cooktown c
27 Bath Thomas, Charters Towers s
28 Batiyloff Christian, Toowoomba c
• 29 Batslof -, Toowoomba c
30 Beaton A., Blackall s
31 Beck H. W., South Brisbane c
32 Bedgood E., Paddington c
33 Bee P., Charters Towers o c
34 Beecher Harry, Brisbane u k
35 Beeley Charles, Brisbane c
36 Beeston Robert, Brisbane c
37 Behan Michael, Dalby e
38 Beidall E., Gowrie Road c
39 Belford Richard, Cooktown c
40 Belgin George, Rockhampton it k-41 Bell Mrs., Petrie Terrace 
42 Bell Robert, Brisbane c (2)
43 Bell R. G.,Dalbyiik
44 Bell Wm., Toowooniba c
45 Bellamy Miss, Brisbane c
46 Bellamy John, Dalby c
47 Beuckendorff A. V., Toowoomba c
48 Benge -, Herbert River c (3)
49 Bennan --, Toowoomba c
50 Bennett Henry, Mackay a and it k (3)
51 Bennett Henry, Tambo o c
52 Bennett J. D , Brisbane c
53 Bennett Wm , junr., Brisbane it k
51 Bently Miss M. A., Brisbane c
55 Bentick Win., Rockhampton m
56. Bernard Win., Rockhampton c
57 Berneastle Julius, Brisbane c
58 Berry J. L., Brisbane c
59 Berry J. R., Toowoomba c
60 Best J. R., Brisbane it k
61 Biddel Robert, BiirntgroN c Creek o r
62 Bidel Edward, Jondaryan c
63 Bigger C., Lagoon Pocket c
64 Bird  John,  Alice Downs c
65 Birmingham --, Toowoomba c
66 Bisgrove --, Ipswich c
67 Bittner F., Oakey Creek c
68 Black --, Higlifields c
69 Black --, Yaamba c
70 Black Mrs., Tanibo c
71 Black Revd. G., Beenleigli c72 Black James, Rockhampton u k
73 Blackwood Thomas, Warwick c and m (2)
74 Blaker J. E., Brisbane u k
75 Blake J. K., Toowoomba c
76 Bliss -, Ipswich c
77 Block Sorens J., Brisbane o and f (2)
78 Blom Benjamin, Rockhampton c
79 Bloom Ben, Boolburra f
80 Bloomfield W. J., Darling Downs u k
81 Bloton  --,  Malton Creek e
82 Bly Mrs .,  Maryborough c
83 Bly Mrs., Maryborough c
84 Boag  --,  Rockhampton c
85 Boag Wm . (photographer ),  Port Mackay c and
s (3)
86 Bob C.  E., Kangaroo Point o
87 Bock John, Bald Hills c (2)
88 Bock and Standlon ,  Toowoomba c
89 Bohmer Frederick ,  Port Mackay c
90 Boison  ---,  Rockhampton e
91 Bolger J. C., Brisbane s
92 Bolger Martin ,  Cambooya o c
93 Bolin - -,  Nive Downs c
94 Boll S .,  Toowoomba c
95 Bolton H. J., Rockhampton c
96 Bonner Thomas, Toowoomba e
97 Booth Alfred,  T ownsville u k
98 Booth Geo., Valley c
99 Borbidge J. R., Bulbo River s
100 Borham H., Brisbane s
101 Bott G., Brisbane c
102  Bourke John ,  Oakey Creek c
103 Bowden  Mrs. T . (care of Wise ),  Gympie
104 Bowen James, Clermont c
105 Bowlen Mrs. J .,  Charters Towers u k
106 Boyd  W.  Carr ,  Port Mackay c
107 Boyle Teresa ,  Brisbane u k
108 Bradbury Miss, Toowoomba c
109 Bradford P., Brisbane c
110 Brailev Richard, Townsville c
111 Bramfit James ,  Brisbane it k
112 Branley John ,  Cooktown u k
113 Branniga John Rockhampton u k
114 Brayshaw Mrs. Levi ,  Brisbane  it  k
115 Brazier H., Rockhampton u k
116 Brennan James, Rockhampton o c
117 Brennan James, Rockford c
118 Brenan J ? Brisbane c
119 Brennan Mrs. M .,  Dalby c (2)
120 Brennan T. C., Brisbane  it  k (2)
121 Brides Mrs. Carl ,  Maryborough c
122 Bridewell George ,  Townsville c
123 Bridge Miss E .,  Brisbane m
124 Bridgeman Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
125 Broil Win .,  Toowoomba c
126  Broad W. A., Brisbane u k
127 Broadbent Hannah ,  St. Lawrence  it  k
128 Brodensen Hans, Rockhampton c
129 Braden Catherine, Mackay o
130 Brooks J. B., Banana e
131 Brophy Martin ,  Toowoomba c
132 Brougham W. E., Bundaberg c and u k (2)
133 Brown  -,  Brisbane o c
134 Broughan  Edward (care of Cassidy ),  Jimbour e
135 Browne C., Springton c
136 Brown Elizabeth ,  Brisbane c
137 Brown George, Brisbane s (2)
138 Brown G., Dalby c
139 Brown James , Valley c
140  Brown John ,  Roch ford o
141 Brown Joseph ,  Brisbane s
142 Brown  Miss M., Cooktown c
143 Brown Maryanne ,  Brisbane e
194 Brown S., Dalby c•
145 Brown  Wm., Fortitude  Valley c
146 Browning Wm., Cooktown u k
147 Bruce  -,  Toowoomba c
148 Bruelin  -,  Toowoomba c
149 Brun If .  J., Brisbane u k
150 Brunell J. H., Cooktown c
151 Bryant  -,  Oakey Creek c
152 Bryson  William,  Roma s and m (3)
153 Buchanan W. J., Brisbane c
154 Bucheister A, Toowoomba c
155 Buckly G., Valley e
156 Buckeridge Henry ,  Charters Towers c (2)
157 Buckingham , Brisbane c
158 Buckleton  Win .,  Townsville s
159 Buckley Dennis ,  Jondaryian c
160 Buckley John ,  Brisbane  it  k
161 Buckley John ,  Gowrie Road c
162 Buckly Lawrence, Eton Vale o c
163 Buckley Michael ,  Brisbane a
1  164 Buckner George, Brisbane u k
165 Budd  --,  Bowenville c
166 Budd Mrs., Dalby c (2)
167 Buggy Ellen, Toowoomba c
168 Bu ll  Dr. George ,  Brisbane o e
169 Bull John, Roma c
170 Buleen Dr. F. B .,  Brisbane o c
171 Bunz Claus ,  Westwood c
172 Burke  -,  Toowoomba c
173 Burnes W., Townsville m
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174 Bu rnett  -,  Brisbane o
175 Burns Charles ,  Tambo o
176 Burns Miss E., Brisbane c
177 Burns  John, (carrier ), Copperfield c
178 Burnwell  W. P., Eton Vale c (2)
179 Burre ll Wm., Oakwood  Station s (2)
180 Burslam  Wm., Ipswich c
181 Burt H .,  Parro  River s (2)
182 Burt  J. C., Brisbane it k
183 Burton Mrs. Eleanor , Brisbane o c (2)
184 Buschell  -, Mitchell c
185 Busk  A., Brisbane c
186 Bush  A. E., Toowoomba c
187 Busteed R.. Tambo s
188 Butler Dr. B. B ., Brisbane o c
189 Butler J., Brisbane c
190 Butler  Richard, Roma o c
191 Butler  Wm., Dalby it k (2)
192 Byers  Hugh,  Brisbane c
193 Byrne Francis  (miner ),  Brisbane o c
194 Byrne Juhn, Dalby  c and s (2)
C.
1 CAHILL Miss C., Charters Towers o c
2 Cahill James, Cooktown c (2)
3 Caf all Henry ,  Brisbane u k
4 Cain Catherine ,  Brisbane c
5 Cain W., Ipswich c
6 Callanan Patk., Brisbane c
7 Cannon Timothy, Charleville c
8 Cameron -, Toowoomba c
9 Cameron Bridget ,  Rockhampton o
10 Campbell John,  Brisbane s
11 Candse ll -, Brisbane c
12 Cane  Wm., Walton Creek o c
13 Cannon W., Brisbane c
14 Capiner Mrs. B .,  Brisbane u k
15 Capner Miss Emily ,  Brisbane c
16 Cardan -, Maryborough c
17 Carey  Mrs., South Brisb ane c
18 Carey Michael ,  Cambooya c
19 Carey T .  H., Brisbane u k
20 Carly Mary ,  Charters Towers o c•
21 Carpenter  -,  Franklyn Vale c
22 Carr A. W., Cardwell u k
23 Carr Thomas, Roma c
24 Carroll -, Blackall c
25 Carroll J., Dingo Creek o
26 Carroll M., Blacka ll o c
27 Carr,ll John C., Blackall c
28 Carroll  John M., Alice Downs o
29 Carryon -, Cooktown c
21) Carter G. E., Brisbane it k
31 Carter  Dr W. F.,  Brisbane o c
32 Carver Miss, Toowong c
33 Carver Charles ,  Mackay a
34 Cassidy -, Jondaryan c
35 Cassidy Thos .,  Bowen s
36 Cavanagh  -,  Ipswich c
37 Cecil -, Waterworks road c
38 Chamberlin W. A., Brisbane u k
39 Chambers William ,  Highfields c
40 Chapman Miss A., Toowoomba m
41 Chapman T., Toowoomba c (2)
42 Chater  W ni., Tambo  in  and s (2)
43 Chauvel A. B. J., Oxford Downs s
44 Cheesman A., Cambooya c (3)
45 Chen Chan, Cooktown c
46 Cherry C., Brisbane c
47 Chevalier Mrs. L., Cooktown c
48 Chin Wah, Port Mackay c
49 Chippindale J., Port Mackay c
50 Chishohn L., Beenleigh c
51 Christensen  -,  Rockhampton c
52 Christensen S.  0., Isis Downs c
53 Christiansen  -,  Toowoomba e
54 Christiansen James, Townsville c
55  Chrivlie Edward, Adelaide street, LrisLa,ie u k
56 Christy J., Tambo s
57 Church Mrs., Maryborough s
58 Clarke , Cape street c
59 Clarke S .  F., Blackall c
60 Clarke E., Gympie ut
61 Clarke Peter, Brisbane c
62 Clarke T, Brisbane c
63 Clarke Thomas, Rockhampton c and s (2)
64 Clarkin H., Townsville s
65 Clayle Robert, South Brisbane o c
66 Clayton James, Toowoomba c
67 Cleary Peter, Condamine c (2)
68 Clere John, Ballard's Camp c
69 Clinton Miss Eda, Brisbane c
70 Clive Jame  (carpenter ),  Brisbane e
I
71 Clary -, Cambooya c
72 Coady Robert, Brisbane u k (2)
73 Cochrane -, Ipgwieh c
74 Cockfield John, Millcbester o c
75 Coffell Joseph Taylor, Roma  s
76 Colfee John, Charters Towers s
77 Coghlan Eduard, Charters Towers o e
78 Coleman J., Cambooya o c
79 Colee Richard (baker), Brisbane o e (5)
80 Collier J., Bi isbane o c
81 Collier T. S., Brisbane ni
82 Collier W. G., Brisbane it k
83 Collins , Brisbane c8t Collins -, Toolburra c
85 Collins , Mount Esk Station in
86 Collins  Dennis,  Townsville o and in (2)
87 Collins Miss Ellen, Townsville u k
88 Collins John, Warwick u k
89 Comba John, Peak Downs it k
90 Condon Thomas, Charters Towers o
91 Conley Miss A., Brisbane c
92 Connell Dan., Brisbane in
93 Connell Jeremiah, Jimbour e
94 Connelley Peter, Millchester c
95 Connor -, Gowrie road c
96 Connor Brien, Brisbane e
97 Connor Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton o e
98 Conolly Margaret, Toowoomba u k
99 Conradi Dr., Cooktown o e, c, ii k end 1' (4)
100 Conroy Michael, Dalby c
101 Considine M., Mount Esk c
102 Constable M., Maryborough c
103 Conway -, Eton Vale c
104 Cook Mrs., Toowoomba u k
105 Cook Allen, Peak Downs c
106 Cook G., Lillyvale Station e
107 Cook J. J., Maryborough s
108 Cooke W., Ipswich c
109 Cook A. C., Townsville c
110 Cooling C. S.. Walton Creek e
111 Coonan Con. (care of Phillip's), Brisbane c
112 Cooney -, Toowoomba c
113 Copper 11. T. (care of J. and G Harris),  Brisbane c
114 Corbett John, Dalby c
115 Corlett A., Taroom u k
116 Corlett E., Logan road c
117 Cordoroy -, Caboolture c
118 Cosgrove James, Dalby o c
119 Cosh Thomas A., Toowong c
120 Costigan M., Charters Towers a
121 Court Alfred, Cooktown c
122 Court Lenord, Cooktown s (2)
123 Coutts Andrew, Mackay s
121 Cowell Alfred, Gympie o
125 Cowman Patk., Brisbane ti k
126 Cox Hobson, Brisbane c
127 Cox Thomas, Tambo c
128 Coyle James, Maryborough o c
129 Crace E. K., Franklyn Vale c
130 Craig James W., Brisbane it k
131 Craig James, Ipswich c
132 Crawford J., Blackall o
133 Crawley -, Bundainba c
134 Crawley George, Millchester c
135 Crew 1{enry, Peak Downs it k
136 Cristee Hugh It., Felton Station c
137 Cronin J., Bowen Downs c
138 Cross H., Warwick o and c (2)
139 Croston -, Sandy Creek e
140 Crotty It. A., Gympie c
141 Crotty Miss Margaret, Brisbane s
112 Crotty Patk., Brisbane s
143 Crotty W., Gympie c
144 Crow Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c
145 Crowley D M., Mackay e (2)
146 Crowley John, Rockhampton o c
147 Crowley J. W. (carrier), Cooktown e (2)
148 Crozier Miss Mary, Rockhamptcn o
119 Crozier 11 in., Brisbane c
150 Crump Thos., Rockhampton o c (2)
151 Cuddihy -, Toowoomba c
152 Cullin A., Drayton u k
153 Cullin Richard, Brisbane c
154 Culligan Ellen, Toowoomba c
155 Cullum R., Brisbane it k
156 Cumming F., Brisbane e
157 Cummings -, Bulimba c
158 Cummings J., Brisbane c
159 Curran Henry, Wellshot o c
160 Currell Walter, Cooktown f and u k (2)
161 Currie Captn., Cooktown in
162 Curry Patk., Rockhampton o c
163 Curtin Jeremiah, Darling Downs c
164 Curtis Mrs. J., Dalby m (3)
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D.
DAALHA C., Eton Vale c
Daily R., Brisbane s
Daines C. W., Brisbane u k
Dainton  -,  Brisbane u k
Dalbedyhil C. G., Warwick o c
Dale James, Brisbane e
Dalen F., Dalby c
Dall Erik, Charters Towers o
Dalton James, Grandchester o c
Daly Edmund, South Brisbane c
Daniell G., Brisbane s
Daniels  -,  Brisbane c
Daniels David, Cairns c
Daniels Joseph, Brisbane c
Daniels Wm., Tambo c
Dan So Ten (Chinaman), Brisbane e
Dantill Gotlieb, Ipswich Road c
Darkin J., Toowoomba c
Darlington John, Roma c
Darnley James, Brisbane u k
Darr Fred., Jondaryan c
Darvell G. E., Tambo c
Dash Mrs., Rockhampton c
Davenhill J. S., Emu Creek c
Daveson J. P., Jimbour c
Davidson  -,  Roma c
Davidson George, Warwick it k
Davidson J. S., Yandilla c
Davies J. F., Tambo c
Davis  -,  Toowoomba c
Davis Catherine, Cooktown e
Davis Miss H. M., Ipswich o
Davis Kenneth, Malvern Downs e
Davis T., Highfields c
Davis Win., Coogoon c
Davis Wm. (carpenter), Brisbane c
Davy E. J., Toowoomba c and in (4)
Dawson Margaret, Maryborough o
Dawson R., Aebo in and s (2)
Dawson S., Townsville s
Day Win., Rockhampton o c
Dean Thos. (grocer), Brisbane o c
Deane Thos., Dalby o c
Dean Miss Hannah, Townsville o
Decley Mrs., Millchester c
Deidrick  -,  Toowoomba c
De Kadek Fred., Brisbane u k
De Libert 0. (surveyor), Blackall c (3)
Dering Win., Dalby o c
Desmond T. A., Townsville c
Dickson Thomas, Brisbane c
Dixon , Brisbane s
Dixon John, Ipswich c
Dixon Thos., South Brisbane c
Dodd Miss, Toowoomba c
Doherty Hugh, Cooktown s
Dollery R., Brisbane in.
Domeineo A., Millchester in
Donaghi Michael, Rockhampton c
Donnell Thos., Dingo o c
Donoghue Daniel, Felton Station c
Donovan Dan., South Brisbane s
Donovan Mary, Maryborough e
Dorries Charles, Toowoomba c
Dorries Carl, Toowoomba c
Dow John, Charter's Towers s
Dowling Lawrence, Brisbane c (2)
Downing Captain, Brisbane c
Downing John, Stanthorpe c
Downs Alex., Cambooya e (3)
Downs J., Brisbane c
Dowse Mrs. Mary, West Milton c
Doyle John, Gympie c (2)
Doyle P., Toowoomba c
Doyle Mrs. R., Darling Downs c
Drew Robert, Brisbane c
Drinnan James, Brisbane s
Driscoll Mrs., Brisbane c
Driscoll Miss Julia, Brisbane c (2)
Drummond Alex., Tambo o
Duff John, Brisbane c, in, and
 it  k (5)
Duffey John, Copperfield cDuffin Patk., Chareville c, and u k (2)
Duke Win., Brisbane u k
Dunavey.James, Walton Creek o c
Dunkeld J., Brisbane c and u k (2)
Dunn J., Warwick o c
Dunn Michael, Rockhampton c
Dunn P., Murphy Creek c
Dunn C. 1). (surveyor), Dalby s
Dunning Win., Warwick f
Durbin H., Peak Downs c
93 Dwyer Dennis, Toowoomba c
94 Dyer Matthew, Dalby e
95 Dyson Mrs., South Brisbane c (2)
E.
1 EAKIN James, Brisbane u k
2 Eaton -, Eton Vale c
3 Eaves S. H., Brisbane s
4 Eckford P. R., Townsville s
5 Edert Wm., Cooktown f
6 Edwards Fredk., Highfiel4s c
7 Edwards Richard, Roma o
8 Edwards S., Warwick c
9 Egan Wm., Charters Towers u z
10 Egart Miss Agnes, Gympie o
11 Eignot Martha, Gympie c
12 Eisar , Toowoomba c
13 Elliott Albert, Rockhampton s
14 Elliott C. W., Rockhampton a (2)
15 Elliott G., Beenleigh c
16 Elliott H. L., Blackall c
17 Erick;Fredk., Yengarie c
18 Erichsen Fredk., Brisbane c
19 Ericksen Harry, Cooktown in
20 Estensen E., Townsville f
21 Evans D., Oakey Creek c
22 Evans John, Jondaryan e (2)
23 Evans J., Maryborough c
24 Ewan Alex., Darling Downs s
25 Exter Richard, Brisbane uk
26  Ezzy C..  Toowoomba c
F.
1 FAGAN Charles, Barcoo River u k
2 Fagan R., Yandilla s (2)
3 Fagen W. (butcher), Brisbane s
I  Fagg Richard, Yengarie o c
5 Fairfax  -,  Mackay s
6 Falker  -,  Toowoomba c
7 Fannon  -,  Toowoomba c
8 Farley Andrew, Toowoomba e
9 Farmer Miss A., Warwick u k
10 I+armer F. P., Mackay n z
11 Farquhason P., Eton Vale o c
12 Farrell J., Rockhampton c
13 Farrell Mary Miss, Brisbane c
14 Fay Hugh, Rockhampton s
15 Fay P., Rockhampton c
16 Fairbanks R., Jimbour e
17 Feeney Michael, Rockhampton c
18 Fellgsr John, Gowrie Road c
19 Femister A., Toowoomba c
20 Fennel.John, Darling Downs u k
21 Fennell F., Brisbane u k
22 Ferguson  -,  Brisbane s
23 Ferguson E. A., Tiaro e
24 Ferguson George, Brisbane u k
25 Ferguson John, Brisbane u k (2)
26 Ferguson Peter, Warwick c
27 Ferguson T. James, Rockhampton o c
28 Ferrers E., Toowoomba u k
29 Feuriqel  -,  Brisbane o
30 Fielding M. J., Beenleigh c
31 Fife Joseph, Brisbane c
32 Fifield Saml., Townsville o c
33 Finch Robt., Brisbane u k
34 Findlay Miss, Brisbane in (2)
35 Finger Conrod, Brisbane f
36 Finlay Mrs., Brisbane c
37 Finnegan Joseph, Dalby c
38 Finn Win., Rockhampton o c
39 Firth Mrs. Capt. James, Cooktown s
40 Fisher and Hill, Cambooya c
41 Fisher Alfred, Fernvale c (2)
42 Fitzgerald  -,  Toowoomba c
43 Fitzgerald E., Charleville s
44 Fitzgerald John, Toowoomba c and o (2)
45 Fitzgerald Michael, Rockhampton o c
46 Fitzmorris  -,  Palmer River e
47 Fitzpatrick F. A., Toowoomba s
48 Fitzsimmons M., Mackay c
49 Fitzsimon Nicholas, Brisbane a
50 Flack A., Brisbane u k
51 Flanders Mrs. W., Dalby u k and c (2)
52 Flannagan , Toowoomba c
53 Flannery Patk., Dalby s
54 Flatman J., Duaringa a
55 Fleming, C., Charters Towers c
56 Flin Morris, Jondaryau c
57 Flohr Gottlieb, Toowoomba c
58 Flori Harry, Dalby o c
59 Flinn Miss, Charleville m
60 Flinn James, Millchester e
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61 Flinn Thomas ,  Brisbane o e 60 Gray G. J., Rockford e
62 Fogarty E., Dalby c 61 Gray H., Gympie c (2)
63 Fogarty G., Toowoomba s 62 Greany John, Brisbane c
64 Foran James ,  Felton Station c 63 Greden Patrick ,  Nive Downs u k
65 Ford Thomas, Toowoomba c 64 Green Robert, South Pine c (3)
66 Fordham Hy., Brisbane c 65 Green R., Toowoomba c
67 Formby Miss ,  Cooktown  in  66 Greenham  -,  Toowoomba s
68 For rest W., Brisbane o e 67 Greer A. W., Brisbane a
69 Foss John, Tambo f 68 Greer James ,  Landsdown Station c (2)
70 Fot Joseph ,  Toowoomba c 69 Grt eg T., Fortitude  Valley c
71 Fox Wm., Eton Vale o c  70 Grice James, Townsville o e (2)
72 Frame R., Gympie c (2) 71 Grierson A., Dalby e
73 Francisco B., Brisbane o e 72 Griffin G., Brisbane  in
74 Frank Wm., Taroom c 73 Griffin James, Burnett c
75 Franklin A., Wa lloon c 74 Grigrasehi Bernard ,  Cooktown f
76 Franks Carl, Toowoomba e 75 Grigson J., Brisbane c
77 Frawley  -,  Toowoomba c 76 Grimwood Miss, Roma c
78 Fraser H., Millebester o 77 Gribbor G B., Rockhampton c
79 Frayer J. M, Roma o e 78 Grundy Joseph, Brisbane  it k
80 French A., Brisbane e 79 Guare Michael, Toowoomba  in (2)
81 French John, Copperfield c 80 Guerine Mrs. F .,  Fortitude Valley e
82 F rench J., Eton Vale Road c (2) 81 Guest R .,  Yaamba c
83 Fresse John  (tailor ),  Ipswich c 82 Guiseppe J., Brisbane o
84 Friss  -,  Toowoomba, c 83 Gullet G .,  Charters Towers a
85 Frost Peter, Toowoomba c 84 Gundersen  .Anders, Maryborougl+ f
86 Fry James, Dalby c 85 Gunn Mrs., Brisbane c
87 Fry W., Toowoomba c 86 Gu rney Gilbert ,  Brisbane c
88 Fullon J .,  Brisbane u 87 G utvy  -,  Toowoomba c
89 Fuller James, Northampton Downs e 88 Gwyther E. L., Dalby in
90 Fullerton James ,  Cooktown o c 89 Gynne Vary .  Toowoomba t
91 Funk Henry, Charlevi lle c IL
1 HAAGENSEN Gunda,  Brisbane n z
2 Habirdge W., Maryborough c
1 GABRIEL  -,  Brisbane s 3 Hack A. J., Brisbane u k
2 Gainey, Humphrey ,  Brisbane s 4 Hadley Afd .,  Brisbane u k
3 Gallagher M., Maryborough c 5 Hagger O. T., Fortitude  Valley c
4 Gard Mrs .  H. S., Walton Creek e 6 Haigh W., Warwick e
5 Garvay Mrs. Sarah ,  Dalby c 7 Hailes  Joln, Ipswich s
6 Gamier A. E., Rockhampton c 8 Hains ,  Josiah, Brisbane u k
7 Gaws James, Cambooya o c 9 Hainge, Arthur, Nebo c
8 Gearside  ,  Broadsound s 10 Haine John ,  Brisbane u k
9 Geary  (carrier ),  Rockhampton c 11 Haine W. J. (care of Overend), Dalby c (2)
10 Geddes,  Ellen Mrs., Tambo e 12 Hairs George  (care of Dart ),  Indooroopilly c
11 Gee H., Brisbane c 13 Hak Chas .,  Bowen Hills o c
12 Genotscheski  -,  Toowoomba c 14 Halkyar  -, Toowooniba c
13 George G. R., Gympie u k 15 Hall  -,  Oakey Creek c
14 Gerrard Miss Jerrie, Cooktown  in  16 Hall E., Brisbane c
15 Gesner  ,  Toowoomba c 17 Ha ll George ,  Maryborough c
16 Gessler  ,  Toowoomba c 18 Hall Joseph ,  Warwick c
17 Gheis N., Blackall o 19 Hall M., Mackay s
18 Gibbs John A., Toowoomba u k 20 Hambrough W., Rockhampton e
19 Gibbs P .  W., Brisbane s 21 Hamer Wm., Nanango e
20 Giblett H., Ipswich e 22 Hamilton D., Toowoomba c
21 Gibson ,  Thos .,  Clermont c 23 Hamilton Hugh ,  P. O. Hamilton e
22 Gibson B., Toowoomba c 24 Hamilton James ,  Felton Station s
23 Giddens George, Nive Downs o 25 Hamilton W., Barcoo River c
24 Gilbert A., Valley c 26 Hampleton E. M., Rockhampton c
25 Gilbert Matthew ,  Stanthorpe u k 27 Hang J., Toowoomba e
26 Giles Edmund D .,  Rockhampton o c 28 Hanly James, Toowoomba o
27 Giles Miss Flora ,  Dalby o 29 Hannah John ,  Brisbane c
28 Gillespie J. (contractor ),  Ipswich o and c (2) 30 Hansell  -,  Balgowrie c
29 Gilmore Mrs. or Miss, Toowoomba o 31 Hansen Anders, Rockford c
30 Glyn Margaret ,  Brisbane u k 32 Hansen Ane S ',  Rockhampton c
31 Godfrey E. F., Rockhampton c 33 Hansen Hans J., Brisbane  in
32 Goldsilver Ernest, Rockhampton o e 34 Hansen Hans P .,  Rockhampton o and f (2)
33 Goodwin  -,  Northbrook c 35 Hansen John, Townsville c
34 Goodwin James ,  Roma s (2) 36 Hansen Jens Chr., Brisbane c
35 Gordon  -,  Bald Hills c  37 Hansen  J. P., Charters  Tourers e
36 Gordon John, Roma c 38 Hansen P. G., Brisbane  in
37 Gordon W. M., Brisbane c 39 Hansen Soren P., Walton Creek • (2)
38 Gore Richard  (bootmaker ),  Ipswich e 40 Hara  -, Toowoomba c
39 Gorge G., Toowoomba c 41 Harber Mrs, Jondaryan c
40 Gorman John ,  Murphy's Creek c 42 Harbert W. J., Brisbane u k
41 Gormley A., Bri-bane o e 43 Harding Rev. Thomas ,  Brisbane  it k
42 Gorruy S., Fortitude  Valley c  44 Harding W. B., Toowoomba c
43 Goss C.  W.,  Brisbane n k 45 Hardman Miss ,  South Brisbane a
44 Gough P. B., Brisbane o c 46 Hardman J., Endeavor River c
45 Govers  - ,  Kedron Brook c 47 Hardwidge Miss M., Kangaroo Point n k
46 Govett Phil lip, Brisbane c 48 Harkin John ,  Dungeness  in
47 Graaf  -,  Gowrie Road c (2) 49 Harrentho rn Thomas ,  Stanley Creek c
48 Grace N., South Brisbane c 50 Harricks -,  Port Mackay s
49 Gracewood James ,  Brisbane  in  51 Harris Mrs., South Brisbane u k
50 Graham  --,  Valley c 52 Harris Miss Hannah ,  Toowong c
51 Graham John ,  Bonnie Doon Station e 53 Harris Henry, Tambo o e and  in (3)
52 Grant Alexander ,  Cooktown n z 54 Harris  Miss  Mary, Tanibo c (2)
53 Grant Henry ,  Valley c  55 Harris W. (arriving by ship " Queen of Nations"),
54 Grant Miss Jane ,  Brisbane c Brisbane u v
55 Grant John, Warwick c (2) 56 Harrison  -,  Lakes Creek c (2)
56 Grant J. D., Eton Vale e 57 Harrison F., Brisbane  in
57 Grant J. D., Eton Vale c 58 Harrisson  -,  Charleville s
58 Grantham J., Stanthorpe c 59 Harrison Jno., Toowoorr,ba o c
59 Grapentien Charles, Gowrie Road e 60 Harrison Person. Rory nmpton c'
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61 Hart Martin, Rosalie c 155 Houghton Thomas, Fortitude Valley it k
62 Hart S., Ipswich c 156 Hounshaw E., Felton Station o c
63 Hartland A. (painter), Ipswich s 157 Houston James, Cooktown m
64 Hartmann Anna G., Toowoomba o 158 Hooland J. H., Malvern Station f
65 Hartmann George, Toowoomba c 159 Howard Richard, Townsville c
66 1lartwecker  -,  Toowoomba c 160 Home, J.  If. Rochfort o
67 Harting A. D., Cabbage-tree Creek o 161 Howell Edwin, Brisbane c
68 Harvey , Toowoomba c 162 Howell A. W., Toowoomba it k
69 Has Jacob, Toowoomba c 163 Hows J. W., (carpenter) Village of Logan  0 c
70 Hatchinae Harry, South Brisbane c 164 Hoy Jo., Five-mile, Gympie c
71 Hatter Miss Mary, Brisbane n z 165 Huler Henry, Peak Downs c
72 Hatton, Mrs., Rocky Creek c 166 Hudson Annie, Spring Hill o c
73 Hauslein  -,  Toowoomba c 167 Hudson G. T., Townsville o c
74 Hawkes P. Chas, Tambo o c 168 Hughes Joseph, Rockhampton n k
75 Ilawkes T. L., Port Mackay it k 169 Hughes J., 141aryborough c
76 Hawley  -,  Toowoomba c 170 Hughes J. F., Joudaryan c77 Hayes Mrs . Mary, Rockhampton it k 171 Hughes L. E., Maryborough c
78 Hays W., Ipswich road c 172 Hughes Thos., Rockhampton c
79 hays James, Rockhampton o c  173 Humphrey Miss, Brisbane s
80 flays J., Brisbane c 174 Humphiey Win., Fortitude Valley s
81 Ileood and Hazell (painters), Fortitude Valley c  175 Hunt Mrs. J., Stanthorpe c
82 Head Miss, Brisbane c 176 Husley Bernard, Maryborough it k
83 Ileaslip Robert, Ipswich road s 177 Hurley Capt., Maryborough c81 Ileatheock James, Cooktown o 178 Harrel Wm., Mackay u k
85 Heather Peter, Peak Downs e 179 Hushman Miss, Brisbane e
86 Hearey Bridget, Toowoomba c 180 Hutchinson Wm., St. Lawrence e (2)
87 Hector  -,  Toowoomba c 181 Hutchinson Dr. F., Clermont in
88 Hedges Ihos., Toowoomba e 182 Hutchison Dr. F. W., Brisbane o e
89 H Iff i W i k
90
e era n ., arw c c
Ilegarty  -,  Terra Terra c 1.
91 Ileggerty H., Tambo c 1 11MIIOFF Toowoomba c
92 Heinniann , Toowoomba e 2
,
Ingram Win., Fortitude Valley c ('_')93 Ileinmann P. (carrier), Roma c 3 Ireland John H. Brisbane it k
94 Heinrich Jasper, Toowoomba c 4
,
Irvin Chas. Dalby c95 Hewer Mrs., South Brisbane c 5
,
ton cIzabeth  - Rockham96 llelbrang Toowoomba c
p,
97
,
Hallberg , Gowrie road c J.
98 Henderson  -,  Toowoomba c 1 JACKSON F., Maryborougli c
99 Henderson T. Henry, Fortitude Valley c 2 Jackson R. S., Felton o and c (2)
100 Henfrien Charles, Toowoomba c 3 Jackson Wm. (blacksmith), Brisbane c (3 )
101 Henne Patrick, Blackall o 4 Jacobsen Mrs. Anne, Rockhampton o c
102 Henrich Gottlieb, Toowoomba e 5 James Charles, Charters Towers s
103 Henrike Mrs., Toowoomba s 6 James G , Brisbane o
101 Herbert M. A., Brisbane it k (2) 7 James James, Maryborough c
IOa Hermann August, Breakfast Creek e 8 James John (constable), Cooktown in
106 Herrin Henry, Brisbane a 9 James John Hogan, Cambooya c
107 Il:erschell Wm., Oakey Creek e 10 James M., Kilkivan c
108 Hesse D., Walloon c 11 Jamieson  -,  Fortitude Valley c109Henret P., Stanthorpe c 12 Jamison Mrs., Ipswich s (3)
110 Hewitt R. L., Jondaryan o c 13 Jamieson John, Brisbane u k
111 Hickey --, Yengarie e 14 Janaschowski ----, Toowoomba c
112 Hickmont  -,  Taroom c 15 Janerick Ernest, Toowoomba o c
113 Hickson James P., Albinia Downs e 16 Jansen Haner, Toowoomba c
114 Hickey Mrs., Rockhampton o 17 Jansen Johan, Gowrie road c
115 Iliguith E. P., Toowong c 18 Jansen Soren T., Watton Creek o c
116 Hill James, Charters Towers c (3) 19 Jarrett Hugh, Rockhampton in117Hill John (saddler), Auburn Station c (5) 20 Jeffery C. H., Charters Towers c
118 Hinchy John, Tambo s 21 Jenkins R. L., Highfields c
119 Hinder, Mrs. R., Rockhampton o 22 Jenner --, Mount Brisbane c
120 Hindmore J., Toowoomb% u k 23 Jennings , Cleveland road c
121 Hines K., Brisbane c 24 Jennings --, Dalby c
122 Hinton Alfred, Brisbane c 25 Jennings Henry, Townsville o c
123 Hirsch  -,  Toowoomba 26 Jensen --, Townsville o
124 Hirst W., Barcoo Road c 27 Jensen M. P., Millchester o
125 Hisler Chas., Toowoomba c 28 Jensen 11. P., Millchester c
126 Hi •lop Robert, Ipswich Road c 29 Jeye John, Brisbane c
127 Ifitchcogk Robert, Yandilla c 30 Jinks Edmund, Brisbane o e
128 Hoar Joseph, Rockhampton s 31 Johansen Peter, Mackay c
129 Hobson James, Brisbane it k 32 Johanson Sander, Rockhampton c
130 Hogg  U., Blackall c 33 Johl John, Toowoomba c
131 Hollingsworth Mrs. L., Rockhampton f 34 John John (blacksmith), Little Ipswich u k (3)
132 Hollis Wm., Dingo c 35 Johnson --, Beenleigh c
133 Holloway Miss, Dalby c 36 Johnson Carl A., Rockhampton o c
134 Holly Miss C., Toowoomba c 37 Johnson Charles, Charters Towers a
135 Holmes -- (carpenter), Brisbane e 38 Johnson Chas., Maryborough o c
136 Holmes Clement, Barcoo Roa  I it It  39 Johnson John, Maryborough o c
137 Holme George, Rockhampton o 40 Johnson Miss J. (care of Mrs. Hughes), Brisbane u
138 Holmes Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o c 41 Johnson Peter, Jimbour e
139 Hohues Robert, Brisbane s 42 Johnson T. R., Toowoomba c
140 Holt,)n Mrs. W., Marivale s 43 Johnson W., Dalby c
141 Holzhaner  -,  Rockhampton c 44 Johnston apt., Brisbane c
142 Hook  -,  Toowoomba c 45 Johnston J. W., Charleville  m and a (2)
143 Hooker John, Rockhampton o c 46 Johnston James, Rockhampton o c
144 Hopkins  -,  Toowoomba c 47 Johnston John, Roma c
145 Ilopks'as R. A., Charters Towers e  48 Johnstone F. W., Milton c
146 Hopkins W., Maryborough c 49 Johnstone Mrs. Maria, Charters Towers c
147 Horan Mrs. M., Townsville c (2) 50 Jones Albert, Burenda c
148 Horley Robert, Fortfude Valley o c 51 Jones Sydney, Brisbane c
149 Hornan Dr. F., Dally o c 52 Jones Charles S., Brisbane c
150 Horne James Henry, Rockhampton it k  (4)  53 Jones Dr., Rockhampton o c
151 Horner, Adam, Toowoomba e 54 Jones Dr. J. A., Warwick o c
152 Horner Andrew, Millchester c 55 Jones Mrs. Eliza, Tiaro u k
153 Horrigan James, Spring Creek c 56 Jones F. W., Toowoomba e
154 Horrigan Jerry, Dalby c 57 Jones George, Highfields o c
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58 Jones Wm. H. M., Maroon s 6 Lalley J., Barcoo c
59 Jones Jeremiah, Maryborough u k 7 Lamb ---, Toowoomba c
60 Jones John, Gogango o 8 Lamont Joseph, Brisbane u k
61 Jones Win., Rockhampton o c and it k (2) 9 Lang Augustus, Townsville a and o c (2)
62 Jones Wm. Henry, Townsville it k 10 Langford Mrs., Toowoomba c
63 Jons Hans, Maryborough n z 11 Langford T. P., Tambo c
64 Johnston G. W., Upper Warrego in 12 Langton John, Gowrie road c
65 Jorgenser A. F., Peak Downs f 13 Langergruhn Charles, Toowoomba c
66 Jorgensen Soren J., Rockhampton o c• 14 Larsen Hans, Port Mackay f
67 Joull A. J., Tambo c 15 Larter C., Port Mackay u k
68 Jounquay Daniel, Roma c 16 Lass Mrs., Brisbane u k
69 Judkins Win., Rockhampton it k 17 Lavaring Francis, Brisbane c
18 Law --, Boggo c
19 Law (or Saw) James, Felton Station c and it k (2)
K. 20 Law Richard, Boggo u k
1 KAHILL John, Rockhampton c 21 Lawler Edward, Tambo s (2)
2 Kalb F., Brisbane o c 22 Lau ranee G. B., Rolleston o
3 Kane Timothy, Toowoomba c 23 Lawrence L.' P., B, isbane e
4 Karney Kate, Charters Towers o 24 Lawrence Margaret, Brisbane c
5 Kavanagh M. (carrier), Roma e 25 Lawson Georg-, Rockhampton it k
6 Keanes Mrs., Brisbane c 26 Layton W., Toowoomba c
7 Keanley A., Jisnbour c 27 Leacey W., Brisbane u k
8 Keat -, Toowoomba c 28 Leaddy T., Brisbane c
9 Keating Edmund, Jimbour e 29 Leahy John, Cooktown c (6)
10 Keating Edward, Toowoomba c 30 Leary --, Boggo c
11 Keating E. T. S , Dalby c 31 Leatham Jno., Tambo c
12 Kegan -, Toowoomba c 32 Leatheard Mrs., Toowoomba c
13 Keen John, Brisbane s 33 Lebreton Julies, Charters Towers f
14 Keil H. A., Gympie road c 34 Lee Mrs., Toowoomba c
15 Keleher -, Toowoomba c 35 Lee A. W., Brisbane e
16 Kelleher Mrs., Blackall o  36 Lee James, Bowen c and u k (2)
17 Kelleher Daniel, Mount Russel c 37 Lee John, Townsville c
18 Kelley ---, Charleville c 38 Lee John (miner), Charters Towers o e
19 Kelly Miss Anne, Ipswich c 39 Lee Michael, Toowoomba c
2J Kelly Margaret, Toowoomba c 40 Lee Patrick, Tambo c
21. Kelly R. L., Rockhampton c 41 Leech --, Charters Towers c
22 Kelly Win., Charleville s  42 Leech (or Luche) --, Jondaryan c
23 Kelsie Win., Maryborough c 43 Leeaing G., Warwick c
24 Kemp Dr. Joseph, Brisbane o e 44 Lenanaw J., Tambo c
25 Kemp Mrs. W., Rockhampton c  45 L>pple Franz, Rockhampton o c
26 Kendall -, Toowong c 46 Le Q,uesne C., Townsville s
27 Kendall  Miss , Toowong c 47 Leslie A., Cooktown c
28 Kener Mrs., Ipswich s 48 Leslie George, Brisbane c
29 Kennedy --, Rolleston e 49 Lesslei Wm., Brisbane c
30 Kennedy  James  (baker), Mackay c (2) 50 Lethem C. B., Beenleigh c
31 Kennedy J, Toowoomba c (3) 51 Lewis Albert, Rochford c
32 Kennedy Miss Kate, Brisbane u 52 Lewis F., Dalby c (2)
33 Kennedy Miss Mary,  Brisbane c• 53 Lewis George, Brisbane c
34 Kennest Eve, Rockhampton c 54 Lewis Teresa, Corango Station c
35 Kennett H., Cooktown a (3) 55 Linch Joseph, Cecil Plains c
36 Kent Charles, Rockhampton o 56 Lind Charles, Etheridge c
37 Kent Miss Maria, Ipswich c 57 Linding C. M., Charters Towers o
38 Kent Robt., Northampton c and o c (2) 58 Liney -, Toowoomba c
39 Kenyon John, Charters Towers in (3) 59 Link Harrv, Rockhampton s
40 Kerlin Johann, Ipswich f 60 Little Joe, Charters Towers c
41 Kerr -, Dalby o c 61 Little R., Burenda c
42 Kerr Richard, Dalby c 62 Little W., Brisbane c
43 Kerrigan James, Cooktown u k 63 Livingstone -, Highfields road c
44 Kerrigan, Rhody, Brisbane c 64 Lloyd Charles, Ganawilla o c
45 Kessetake Richard, Brisbane s 65 Lloyd W., Fortitude Valley e
46 Kicktroff John, South Brisbane s 66 Lockey Miss Jane, Caboolture it k
47 Kilde A., Indooroopilly c (2) 67 Locke Win., Brisbane s
48 Kielberg -, Gowrie road c 68 Lockrey and Greer, Dalby c (2)
49 King -, Toowoomba c (2) 69 Long John, Maryborough u k
50 King Charles, Charters Towers o 70 Long Wm., Brisbane c
51 King C. F. T., Brisbane f 71 Lord J. N. B., Tambo c
52 King Henry, Dalby c 72 Lord T., Jondaryan c
53 King John, Brisbane o c 73 Lott Mark, Cooktown m (2)
54 King Wm., South Brisbane u k 74 Love Davey, Brisbane s
55 King Wm., Eton Vale c 75 Loveday  Miss  F,mma, Toowoomba c
56 Kirkham Henry, Brisbane c 76 Loveday James, Ipswich c
57 Kirkpatrick Miss M., Toowoomba c 77 Lovelock George, Cooktown c
58 Kizey D., Blackall c 78 Lowndes Ganger, Warwick c
59 Klausen -, Toowoomba c 79 Lowrigan Miss M., Brisbane c
60 Kluver John, South Brisbane s 80 Lowe Mrs., Toowoomba s
61 Knave -, Maryborough c 81 Lowe J., Ipswich c
62 Kneale Thomas, Felton Station c 82 Luneberg U., Charters Towers c
63 Knyvett II., Cambooya c 83 Lye --, Dalby c
64 Koltcr J., Toowoomba c 84 Lynch John, Cooktown o
65 Kopp Franz, Maryborough f 85 Lynch Joseph, Cecil Plains c
66 Kopper G., Oakey Creek c 86 Lyon W. S,, Brisbane c
67 Kranz Simon, Dalby f 87 Lyons  Miss  Kate, Dalby o c
68 Krencke -, Toowoomba c (2)
69 Krenzman H. (blacksmith), Yengarie s X.70 Krunstunger Peter, Roma f (2)
71 Kum Jeh, Cooktown c. 1 MACK Mrs., Brisbane c
2 Mack Mrs. J., Brisbane c
3L. Madden -, Jondaryan c4 Madden A., Toowoomba c (3)
1 LABON Arthur, Mackay u k 5 Madsen Niel, Maryborough c
2 Laherty R., Toowoomba c 6 Maguire  --, Maryborough c
3 Laaey T., Dalby c 7 Maher D., Ward River c
4 Toowoomba sLame A. 8 Rockhampton o cMaher J.5 ,Laird Wm., Cooktown in 9 ,Maher M., Dalby o c (2)
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10 Mahon  Miss  Maria ,  Brisbane u k
11 Mahoney  --,  Gowrie Road c
12 Mahoney ,  South Brisbane c
13 Mahoney M., Cooktown c
14 Mahone Wni., Stanthorpe  c
15 Mailer H .,  Goodna c
16 Mallon James ,  Nanango c
17 Maloon  Mrs., Maryborough c•
18 Malpas --, Dalby c (3)
19 Mannakay E. F., Brisbane  it  k
20 Manning P., Yengarie o c
21 Manson  Andrew . Charters  Towers c
22 31archant  George, Brisbane u k
23 Mark Mrs M .  K., Rockhampton o c•
24 Marks  P. N., Townsville c
25 Markwe ll  R., Mitchell Downs s
26 Marney J., Highfields c
27 Marsden J., Tambo o c
28 Marshall  -,  Toowoomba c29 Marshall Thos., Cedar Creek o c
30 Marstn  Win., Charters Towers c
31 Marstun G., Murphy 's Creek c
32 Martin James , Dalby c
33 Martin John Francis ,  Rockhampton c
34 Martin Miss Marcella , Dalby c
35 Mason Mrs. Helen, The Oval o c
36 Mason Thos .,  Jimbour c
37 Masters  0., Eton Vale c
38 Mathason  -,  Toowoomba c
39 Mathews  M. J., Dalby o c
40 Matties Charles, Gowrie Road c
41 Matutsell John , Jimbour c
42 May Charles ,  Rockhampton o c (2)
43 Meade Daniel ,  Burenda Station o c and c (4)
44 Meagher Patk .,  Blacka ll  c
45 Meehan Daniel ,  Mount Russell c
46 Meher E., Warwick c
47 Meikle Malcolm ,  Ipswich s
48 Meineke Heinrith ,  Mount Oppen f
49 Me ll ifont Thos., Brisbane c
50 Mellon T., Jimbour c
51 Melnott  -,  Rockhampton c
52 Me llville Thos .,  Brisbane c
53 Mencer  -,  Toowoomba c
54 Merdick Martin, Rockhampton c
55  Menlo  G., Maryborough c
56 Meteyer  -,  Gowrie Road c
57 Metynutz T., Yengarie c
58 Meyer  Henry, Goondiwindi f
59 Mia ll Wm. John, Brisbane m
60 Michael  -,  Drayton c
61 Midwood H., Barcoo River s
62 Miles F .,  Mount Brisbane c
63 Mi llar J., Cambooya c
64 Miller Edward ,  Toowoomba  o c and it k (2)
65 Miller George, Toowoomba c
66 Miller  John,  Ellattgowan  in
67 Miller  Win.,Brisbane c
68 Miller  Win., Dalby c
69 Mills John, South  Brisbane s
70 Mi lls Joseph ,  Toowoomba u k
71 Minter  Win., Brook field u k
72 Minz  -,  Toowoomba c
73 Mirchiner August, Tambo c
74 Mitcham Harriet, South Brisbane o
75 Mitche ll Annie,  Mackay o
76 Mitche ll  J., Walton Creek c
77 Mitchell  Stuart S .,  Aramac m
78 Mittage Fredk .,  Charleville s
79 Moffat  Miss Jane ,  Brisbane 9
80 Moffat John , Dalby c
81 Moffatt  W., Nive  Downs o c and c (4)
82 Mohr  ,  Boggo c
83 Mohr  , G owrie Road c
84 Mohir D., Jimbarra c
85 Moir J., Yengarie c
86 Molle H., Dalby c
87 Muller J . J., Warwick f
88 Mu lloney Mrs. M .,  Brisbane c
89 Molloy Jos., Dingo o c
90 Moloney Miss Ellen ,  Rockhampton s
91 Money  J,,Rockhampton c
92 Moon Walter ,  Charters Towers  it k
93 Moore Edward  0., Brisbane u k
94 Moore George, Rochford s (3)
95 Moore J. and T ., Moorlands c
96 Moore R. S., Buloo River c
97 Moore Thomas ,  Townsvi lle c
98 Moors H., Maryborough o
99 Moran Alice ,  Brisbane  it  k
100  Morcom  Allen , Dalby e
101  Mona Peter,  Charters Towers c
102 Morley W.,  Laidley c
08  Morris Charles ,  Rockhampton f
104 Morris Mrs. C. A., Brisbane u k
105 Morris Mrs. J. H., Rockhampton it k
106 Morris Oliver, Gympie in
107 Morris Owen, Cooktown it z
108 Morris Win., Tambo c
109 Morressev Ed., Jimbour c
110 Morrissey John, Dalby o c
111 Morrison  -,  Dalby c
112 Morrisby Edwin, Charters Towers c
113 Morron Win. John, Ipswich o c
114 Mortuttsen T., Yengarie c
115 Mortimer  -,  Oakey Creek c
116 Moss Miss, Brisbane c
117 Mowatt T., Tainbo c
118 Muller, Gowrie road c
119 Muller Mrs., Gowrie road c
120 -Muller W., Gympie c
121 Mullins W. F., Ipswich o c
122 Mullholland R. J., Malvern Downs c
123 Mu',vena Charles, Townsville c
124 Mtuien Mrs., Brisbane s
125 Murphy Mrs., Toowoomba c•
126 Murphy Miss, South Brisbane c
127 Murphy Arthur, Caboolture c
128 Murphy Miss C., Brisbane o c
129 Murphy Miss E., Brisbane o c
130 Murphy J., Tambo s
131 Murphy Mary, Brisbane e
132 Murphy N. B., Warwick e
133 Murphy P., Burenda c
134 Murphy P. J., Burenda Station c
135 Murphy S. M., Rockhampton o c
136 Murray Geo., Brisbane u k
137 Murray G., Rockhampton c
138 Murray Gideon, Brisbane c
139 Murray Eric, Mackay c
140 Murey J., Townsville u k
141 Murtaugh M., Rochford o
142 Musgrove Miss, Warwick c
143 Myers  -,  Toowoomba c (2)
144 Myers Mrs., Townsville c
Mc.
1 McALLEUM Wm., Toowoomba c
2 McAlona, Dingo n z
3 McAnalen Mrs. Julia, Ipswich o c
4 McArthur A. T., Marlborough u k (2)
5 McAulay Wm., Warwick o c
6 McBeath John, Port Mackay c
7 McCallum J., Tambo c
8 McCann Win., Dalby if k-9 McCarthy ----, Toowoomba c
10 McCarthy Miss A., Toowoomba c
11 McCarthy Mrs. B., Toowoomba c-12 McCarthy -, Blackall o c
13 McCarthy Dennis, Toowoomba c
14 McCarthy W., Tambo c
15 McCane John, Toowoomba u k
16 McClean John, Toowoomba c
17 McClelland Moses, Canning Doi; its c
18 McClelland Thos., Pikedale c
19 McConnell R., Rockhampton c
20 McConnell Thos., Wellshot c (2)
21 McCormack Mrs, Rockhampton c
22 McCormack John, Dalby c
23 McCormack Miss M., Rockhampton c
24 McCorry Daniel, Jimbour c
25 McCreeny M. J., Blackall f
26 McCulloch Horace, Gympie it k (2)
27 McCulloch James, Tambo e
28 McDonald Alex., Gympie c (2)
29 McDonald A., Cooinera c
30 McDonald A. (contractor), Warwick c
31 McDonald Alex., Maryborough o
32 McDonald James, Jimbour c
33 McDonald John, Tambo e (3)
34 McDonald J. M., Charters Towers c
35 McDonald N., Morinish o c
36 McDonald R., Cambooya c
37 McDonald R., Toowoomba c
38 McDonald Wm., Blackall o
39 McDonall George, Tenningering it k
40 McDonnell James, Roma c
41 McDougall D., Dalby o c
42 1cDougall John, Yengarie c
43 McFarlane James, Cambooya c
44 McFudrice -, Cooktown c
45 McGill A., Tainbo c
46 McGrath James, Dingo c
47 McGrath Terence, Rockhampton u k
48 McGugan A., Spriugaure- c
49 McGuiness -, Warwick m
50 McGuire  Thos., Jimbour c (2)
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51 McNair  Ralph,  Cooktown n z  16 O'Connor Mary, South  Brisbane o
52 McHugh  John,  Eton Vale o 0  17 O'Connor Norah,  Rockhampton u k
53 McInnes  Alex.,  Cooktown a  18 O'Connor P., Blackall o e
54 McIntosh J., Toowoomba u k 19 O'Connor Wm. Maurice,  Stanthorpe u k
55 McIntyre Donald ,  Toowoomba c  20 O'Day John, Cooktown c
56 McKay Brd .,  Mackay c (2)  21 O'Donel  Mrs., Rockhampton u k
57 McKay -, Toowoomba c 22 O'Donoghue  Dan, Toowoomba u k
58 McKaiy P., Charters Towers m  23 O'Grady D.,  Boggo 0
69 McKeever A., Toowoomba u k (2) 24 O'Grady T., Dingo c 2
60 McKie R., South Brisbane c  25 Oh Ah Den (storekeeper),  Cooktown c
61 McKurow  M., Charters Towers 0  26 O'Hara George,  Rockham ton a and o c (2)
62 McLachlan Mrs. James,  Charters Towers c  27 O'Keefe J. A. M., Ipswich c
63 McLaughlin James ,  Charters Towers a  28 O'Keefe Nora ,  Toowoomba e
64 McLean  ,  Rockhampton e  29 O'Lean Wm., Cooktown c
66 McLean  ,  South Brisbane c  30 Oliver Mrs., Rockhampton e
66 McLean A., Mackay s (2)  31 Olsen -, Townsville o
67 McLean W. H. C., Blackall e 32 O'Malley Bridget,  Rockhampton u k
68 McLellan  Marga ret,  Mackay c  33 O'Mara C.,  Toowoomba c
69 McLennan Wm., Charters Towers u k 34O'Meard  James ,  Brisbane u k70 McLeod John, Maryborough c 35 O'Neall  Mrs., Toowoomba e
71 McLeod  R., Roma e  36 O'Neil --, Toowoomba a
72 McMahon ,  Millchester e  37 O'Neil ,  Blue Mountains e
73 McMahon  Bridget,  Rockhampton c  38 O'Neil C.,  Brisbane c14 McManus G. C., Tambo e  39 O'Neil Patk .,  Toowoomba s
75 McManus  John,  Townsville s  40 O'Neill James,  Toowoomba u k
76 McNally  Miss M., Warwick c (2)  41 O'Reilly Phillip,  Brisbane u k
77 McNamara  -, Warwick c 42 O'Riley  James , Jondaryan c
78 McNamara James ,  Rockhampton o e  43 Orniston Mrs. G., Warwick e
79 McNamara Miss J .,  Rockhampton c  44 O'Rourke John,  Springton c
80 McNamara  P., Ipswich c 46 Osborn Eliza, Cooktown m
81 McOia  -, Felton o 46 Osborn Henry,  Brisbane n z
82 MoRay ,  Blackall o  47 Osborne Hannibal, Charters  Towers m (2)
83 McSweeney  Timothv ,  Gympie f 48 Osler Robert, Cambooya u k (2)
84 MoVicar J. Y., Cape River c 49 O'Sullivan D., Brisbane u k
50 Otto Wm., Toowoomba a
51 Owens J Millehester c
1
N.
NAIL S L Tambo e
.,
2
. .,
Nash Frank,  Capeville u k P.
3 Nash James ,  Maryborough e 1 PACEY Patk., Stauthorpe c
4 Neighbour  (saddler).  Brisbane e  2 Page W., Bulimba c
5 Neighbour Joseph ,  Brisbane e  3 Paine John J., Ravenswood u k (2)
6 Neielson  C., Rochford c 4 Painter G., Brisbane c
7 Neill John,  Ipswich o (2)  5 Palmer --, Eaton Vale c
8 Nelson A.  L., Blackall e  6 Palmer A , Toowoomba c
9 Nelson O .,.Rockhampton c  7 Palmer A. E., Cooktown s
10 Nerschge -, Toowoomba c 8 Palmer Mrs. W., Charters  Towers e
11 Neville T. C., Pimpama u k 9 Parker Kerr, and Ryan,  Charters Towers 0
12 Newby John, Gympie  s and f (2)  10 Parker ---, Fortitude Valley e
13 Newman -, Ipswich c 11 Parker --, Charters e
14 Newman John, Dalby o c 12 Parker --, Paddington e
15 Newton  Isaac, Toowoomba c  13 Parker C. H., Rockhampton e
16 Newton  James , Warwick e 14 Parker W. J., Rockhampton e
17 Newton  J. R., Brisbane a  15 Parnell J. W. G., Brisbane u k (2)
:8 Nicholson John,  Millchester n z  16 Parsons Mrs., Townsville s (3)
19 Nichol  D., Rockhampton s (2)  17 Parsons J., Townsville a
20 Nicholson John  B., Brisbane u k (3)  18 Parsons J., Warwick c
21 Nicol G. T., Bulimba o 0 19 Partridge John (saddler),  Charlevill. (2)
22 Nicolls W., Brisbane s 20 Pashley W., Coomera c
23 Nielson James, Dalby c 21 Paterson Hugh ,  Charters Towers a
24 Nielson Wm., Charters  Towers o and c (2)  22 Paterson J., Oakwood o
25 Nixion  -- (Government Agent  "  Native Lass "),  23 Paton  H., Tambo s (2)
Biisbane e  24 Partridge  James ,  Millchester o
26 Noble George, Ipswich u k 25 Payne Nelly, South  Brisbane f
27 Noek E. E., Valley c 26 Pearce J. L., Brisbane o
28 Nolan A., Eulo m 27 Pearie Richard, Jimbour c
29 Nolan John, Landsdown  Station u k  28 Peberdy W. K., Cooroora s
30 Nolan John  (carrier ),  Maryborough c 29 Pearsen W., Mackay a
31 Nolan Peter,  Bowen e  30 Penny J., Warwick a
32 Non Sams  (S. S. Islander ),  Rockhampton o c  31 Pent Peter, Brisbane c
33 Noonan Mrs. E., South  Brisbane a  32 Percy Mrs ., Mount Esk e
34 Norman C., Bechal o 33 Persky -,  Brisbane e
35 Norris Edward ,  Warwick c  34 Peters John, Tambo c
36 North J. (surveyor),  Brisbane c  35 Petersen Miss J.,  Brisbane a
37 Norton  Thomas ,  Endeavor River m  36 Petersen J. C., Dalby a (2)
38 Neum George,  Seven-mile Creek e  37 Petersen  J. P., Rockhampton a a
38 Petersen --,  Highfields Road o
0. 39 Petersen  Mrs. E .,  Brisbane o40 Petby Henry,  Tambo a
1 OBERLI C.,  Ipswich o 0  41 Phair John,  Irrawarra o a
2 O'Brien ,  Toowoomba c  42 Phelan -,  Rockhampton e
3 O'Brien  Miss Mary C., South Brisbane u k 43 Phersen -,  Brisbane c
4 O'Brien Frank ,  Tambo 0  44 Phillip (saddler),  Banana a
5 O'Brien James,  Toowoomba c  45 Phillips -, Roma c
6 O'Brien Miss Mary Anne , Brisbane c  46 Phillips  Mrs., Yengarie c
7 O'Brien  Maurice, Townsville c (2)  47 Phillips  George,  Brisbane u k
8 O'Brien Patrick, Dalby n z 48 Phillips  J., Marrom s
• 9 Obt J., Toowoomba c 49 Phillips  James W., Maryborough a
10 O'Callaghan  James ,  Rockhampton c  50 Phimestere  R. J., Nive Downs s and a (2)
11 O'Connell  Mrs., Rockhampton c  51 Phyffkof -,  Brisbane e
12 O'Connor Daniel,  Blacka ll  c 52 Pimm Fredk ., Toowoomba c
13 O'Connor Ellen  Miss ,  B ri sbane u k 53 Pitt John, Leyburn a
14 O'Connor J., Dalby c 54 Place Robert,  Rockhampton u k
15 O'Connor John, Jimbour c 55 Plint Henry, Ipswich e
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56 Pocock Oliver, Rochford c 50 Robb Wm., Rochford c
67 Pocock W., Toowoomba c 51 Robert E., Cooktown c
58 Poh Loui, Stanthorpe o c 52 Roberts E. C., Toowoomba c
69 Pohland John, Milton c 53 Roberts George, Rockhampton a
60 Pollard C., Rockhampton u k 54 Roberts J., Townsville c (2)
61 Pollard J. A., Cambooya c 55 Roberts Thos., Cape River c (2)
62 Pollet A., Rosewood o c (2) 56 Robertson J., Warwick o e
63 Pollock Rowland, Brisbane u k 57 Robertson James M., Dalby c
64 Poole Reginald, Dalby o 58 Robertson Jno., Mackay c
65 Poole Thos., Dalby c 59 Robertson Lawrence, Maryborough u k
66 Porter H., Breakfast Creek c 60 Robinson Mrs. A., Kilkivan c (3)
67 Porter M. C., Breakfast Creek c 61 Robinson A. C., South Brisbane s
68 Powell Frank, Brisbane u k 62 Robinson Henry, Ravenswood m
69 Power A. James, Rockhampton c 63 Robinson Thos., Toowoomba c
70 Power T., Townsville c 64 Robinson Wm., Toowoomba c (4)
71 Prest John, Lillyvale c 65 Robinson W. L. (farmer), Brisbane e
72 Price -, Brisbane c 66 Robson -, Tambo c
73 Price David, South Brisbane c 67 Robson Wm., Toowoomba c
74 Price Edmund H., Brisbane oc 68 Rochaix Jules, Brisbane f (2)
75 Price James, Paddington c 69 Roche F. W. C., Charleville c
76 Price, Win., Gowrie c 70 Roche Wm , Clermont c (2)
77 Primrose, J. A., Carrington c 71 Rodgers John, Toowoomba o
78 Pringle Alex., Maryborough uk 72 Rodgers Thos, Brisbane c
79 Pritchard Mrs, Brisbane m 73 Rodgers Wilson, Rockhampton o c
80 Prosser Wm., Toowoomba e 74 Roebuck G. W., Brisbane c
81 Prue Noah, Mackay uk 75 Roessler John, Ipswich o c
82 Pryde Thos., Brisbane c 76 Rogan E., Dingo c
83 Pugle Joseph, Dalby oc 77 Rommel -, Toowoomba c
84 Purcell -, Warwick o 78 Rooney W., South Brisbane c
85 Purris Robt., Brisbane c 79 Rose Henry, Charters Towers c
86 Pyle John, Maryboro' n k 80 Rose J. 0., Cecil Plains c (2)
81 Rosevale George, Warwick s
Q. 82 Ross Mrs., Condamine c
83 Elphinstone o cRoss James S.1 QUEEN Mrs., Dalby c 84
,
Dalby n zRoss John2 Quigan Thos., Leyburn s 85
,
Charters Towers cRoss John3 Quigley P., Tiaro c 86
,
Rossiter B. L. Botswood Station c4 Quinane Jeremiah, South Brisbane o 87
,
Roughan Miss Marie Gympie c5 Quinger --, Ipswich c 88
,
Roughtil G. L. Jondaryan c6 Quinlan John, Charters Towers in 89
,
Rowe Joseph C., Cooktown u k
7 Quinlan, Wm., Eton Vale o c and c (3) 90 Rowland Miss M. Brisbane in8 Quinn H. J., Dalby o c 91
,
Rush Miss A. Brisbane c9 Quinn Thos., Brisbane f 92
,
Rushton George, Dotswood s
93 Russell George Toowoomba c
R. 94
,
Russell James, Toowoomba c
1 ROCH Carl, Maryboro' f 95 Russell Richard, Brisbane u k
2 Radcliffe --, Toowoomba c 96 Russell R., Eton Vale c
3 Radwell , Headington Hill c 97 Ruthenberg F., Charters Towers o c
4 Raffles Mrs. H., Townsville c 98 Ryan Miss, Toowoomba c
5 Rumsey Mrs., Ipswich c 99 Ryan Cornelius, Brisbane c
6 Randi Edward, Cooktown o c 100 Ryan Daniel, (carrier) Lillyvale c
7 Rasmassen J. M., Rockhampton f 101 Ryan Herbert, Porter's Bridge c
8 Ranhill ,'Toowoomba c 102 Ryan James, Charters Towers e
9 Raymond G. W., Nebo c 103 Ryan John, Fortitude Valley c
10 Reading A. C., Brisbane o c 104 Ryan John, Dingo Creek c
11 Ready Ellen, Brisbane c 105 Ryan Michael, Warwick o c (2)
12 Reid -, Toowoomba c 106 Ryan Patrick, Ravenswood o & u k (2)
13 Reed Miss Ellen, Toowoomba e 107 Ryan P., Thirty-mile Camp, Dalby c
14 Reed James, Tambo c 108 Ryan P., Warwick c
15 Reeves Charles, Stanthorpe a 109 Ryan P., Jimbour c
16 Rehren -, Brisbane a 110 Ryan Tobias, Eton Vale o c
17 Reid Joseph, Alice Downs o c 111 Ryan Thomas, Highfield c
18 Reilly Christian, Gowrie Road c 112 Ryan Thomas, Jimbour o
19 Reinke Win., Toowoomba c 113 Ryder Charles, Dalby c
20 Reisenleiter L., Toowoomba c
21 Reitz H. 0., Tambo o c s.22 Renny J., Cambooya c (2)
23 Reuter Henry, Maryborough o c 1 SALMON A. JI., Ipswich o c and a (2)
24 Reynolds -, Toowoomba c 2 Salmond D., Blackall c (6)
25 Reynolds Mrs., Brisbane m 3 Sammon Joseph, Bulimba o e
26 Reynolds James, Toowoomba e 4 Samuels W., Blackall c (3)
27 Ricci Dr. E., Brisbane o c 5 Sargent George, Yatala o
28 Richard -, Felton c 6 Sarjant Robt., Listowel Downs c
29 Richards George, Brisbane c 7 Saunders R., Brisbane o
30 Richards W. H., Brisbane o c 8 Sawyer George (carrier), Brisbane o c
31 Richardson John, Copperfield c 9 Sawyer L., Fortitude Valley c
32 Richardson Robert, Gympie o 10 Sayers Miss, Brisbane u k
33 Rickard M., Rockford o 11 Scanlan A., Flinders River u k
34 Rider Mary Anne, Dalby u k 12 Schattling William, Noosa c
35 Rieck F., Ipswich a 13 Schawecker Carl, Toowoomba c
36 Riese J. J., Charters Towers c 14 Schilling -, Townsville c (2)
37 Rigg John, Blackall o c, c, and m (3) 15 Schmidt, C. H. F., One-mile Swamp a
38 Rigby Joseph, Eton Vale c (2) 16 Schmidt George, Toowoomba o
39 Rigney S. B,, Toowoomba c 17 Schmit C. G., Rockhampton o c
40 Riley Patrick, Bremer Saw Mills f 18 Schneider Mrs. M., Brisbane c
41 Ring G., Roma c 19 Schorbach Mrs. C., North Ipswich c
42 Repstein Miss Mary, Toowoomba c 20 Schupp -, Toowoomba c
43 Ritchie Mrs., Rockhampton c 21 Scott , Murphy's Creek e
44 Ritchie George, Charters Towers c 22 Scott E. F., Goondiwindi m
45 Ritchie Walter, Warwick o 23 Scott Mrs. J., Copperfield u k
46 Ritter R., Toowoomba in 24 Scott Miss F., Dalby s
47 Roach Mrs., Brisbane c 25 Scott L. P., Rockhampton c
48 Roach John, Felton o c 26 Scully --, Jondaryan c
:49 Robb -, Townsville c 27 Seaborn Mrs. H. L., Brookfield e
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28 Seatter  Thos.,  Brisbane s 121 Smith Wm., Pikedale  Station a
29 Sedgwick  IT., Brisbane it k 122 Smithers George,  Brisbane  in
30 Sehudel Jacob, Maryborough o c 123 Smyth A. M., Brisbane u k
31 Sellman  John, Toowoomba c 124 Smyth Saml., Brisbane u k
32 Shadforth H. S., Ravenswood s 125 Sneddon Alex., Cooktown s
33 Shanks  Wm., Cooktown it k 126 Snell John, Toowoomba c
34 Shannon Thomas, Charters Towers o 127 Snow S., Charters Towers c
35 Sharples  R., Maryborough s 128 Soderiss M. N., Jimbour c
36 Shatkouski  John, Maryborough o c 129 Songberg Nelson, Brisbane o e
37 Shaw H .  S., Charleville c 130 Sonneborn E., Widgee Widgee a
38 Shaw Wm .,  One-mile Swamp s 131 Sorensen C., Rockhampton f
39 Shea  Ellen, Toowoomba c 132 Sorensen Christian, Jimbour c
40 Sheanch Meta, Brisbane it k 133 Sorrensen Christian, Yengarie o c
41 Sheehan J., Warwick c 134 Sorensen  Soren  F., Brisbane o c
42 Sheffield J. A., Charters Towers u k 135 Sow Ching, Cooktown s
43 Shelden  E. M., Brisbane c 136 Spagell W., Boggo c
44 Sheppard ---, Cambooya c 137 Spane N. G., Blackall o
45 Sheppard H. W., Cooktown o 138 Spar. s John , Brisbane s
46 Sheppard John, Brisbane c 139 Spicht Carl, Toowoomba in
47 Shery -, Warwick c 140 Speight Joseph, South  Brisbane s
48 Sherry  F., Brisbane s 141 Speiro Win., Dalby c
49 Shewman  George, Nanango it k 142 &Speiss Matthew, Dalby e
50 Shiel John ,  Brisbane s 143 Spinks W., Dalby c
51 Shillington  Wm., Ipswich it k 144 Spratt James, Barcoo River s
62 Shineman  L., Roma c 145 Sproat James, Yandilla c
53 Sholl R .  H., South  Brisbane c 146 Stack J., Brisbane c
54 Sidders  Wm., Rockhampton in 147 Stack Michael, Barcoo c•
55 Siddins  Thos .,  Ipswich s 148 Star J., Brisbane c
66 Sijanouski  --, Toowoomba c 149 Star  John, Brisbane s
57 Silcock L., Kedron Brook c 150 Steeds John,  Brisbane o c
58 Silvester  J. C., Cooktown m 151 Steele J., Brisbane s
59 Simcott Nicholas,  South Brisbane c 152 Steetins A., Brisbane c
60 Simmonds  --, Toowoomba c 'I 153 Stegemann H., Brisbane o c
61 Simmonds  Arthur, Ipswich c 154 Steen Thos.,  Duaringa c
62 Simmons  T. A., Ipswich c 155 Stephens Francis, Jimbour o c
63 Simonsley Miss H., Brisbane s 156 Stephens John, Rockhampton o c
64 Simpson  A. B., Oakwood c (3) 157 Stephens John. Terrick Downs s
65 Simpson  Miss L .,  Brisbane e (3) 158 Stephenson J. T., Maryborough o
66 Sim Alex ., Millchester c 159 Sterling John, Stanthorpe c
67 Sims J . G., Jondaryan c 160 Stern J. J, Maryborough a
68 Sims Wm ., Gympie u k 161 Stevens C., Brisbane u k (2)
69 Simson  Mrs. L.,  Brisbane c 162 Stevens E., Mackay c
70 Sinclair  G., Mackay c 163 Steven John, Rockhampton o c
71 Sinclair  R., Antigua c 164 Steward Joseph , Brisbane c
72 Sin  Coo Jane, Hawkwood c 165 Steward Wm., Roma o c
73 Sinnott  N., Cleveland c 166 Stewart  B., Dalby s
74 Sjoherg Carl A., Brisbane o 167 Stewart, John, Dalby c
75 Skinner  Mrs., Sandy Creek o e 168 St. Leon Gus.,  Brisbane m
76 Skinner B., Breakfast Creek e 169 Stockhain John, Toowoomba c
77 Skirlow John, Brisbane c 170 Stone George, Brisbane c
78 Skov S., Nerang Creek f 171 Stone P., Brisbane f
79 Slater G., Yengarie o c 172 Stone W., Bri: bane u k
80 Slatter P., Cambooya c 173 Stone, Mrs. Win. A. S., Brisbane f
81 Slattery Mrs., Balnagowan e 174 Stonebridge --, Toowoomba c
82 Slattery  M., Peak Downs in 175 Stower , Cambooya c
83 Slaughter  Mrs. If., Breakfast Creek c 176 Strangman A. G., Tambo u k (2)
84 Slaughter N., Tingalpa c (2) 177 Stratton Walter, Jondaryan c
85 Slawson  W., Fortitude Valley c 178 Street Afred, Townsville c
86 Sloane Patk .,  Brisbane c 179 Streeter H., Walton Creek c (2)
87 Small  A., Glenmore o c 180 Strong Thos.,  Brisbane u k88 Small  Jane, Brisbane o 181 Stuart John S., Townsville u k
89 Smidth  -, Cooktown c 182 Stubbeffield --, Toowoomba c
90 Smith , Rockhampton e (2) 183 Suer -- , Toowoomba c
91 Smith , Brisbane c 184 Sullivan -, Spring Creek c
92 Smith ,  Warwick c 185 Sullivan Dr., Toowoomba c
93 Smith Alfred, Maryborough s 186 Sullivan George, Emu Creek c
94 Smith Anne, Toowoomba c 187 Sullivan M., Toowoomba c
95 Smith Alex. A., Brisbane c and o c (3) 188 Sullivan T., Toowoomba c
96 Smith Miss Carrie, Toowoomba c 189 Summerfield --, Toowoomba c
97 Smith C. Henry, Mackay f 190 Sun Ching, Cooktown s
98 Smith Christian, Tiaro c 191 Sun Come War, Maryborough s
99 Smith Edward, Grandchester in 192 Sutheiland  James ,  Mackay c
100 Smith Edward,  Brisbane s 193 Sutherland  R, Brisbane u k
101 Smith E. P., Boggo c (2) 194 Sutton Henry , Swan Creek s
102 Smith George, Tingalpa c 195 Swansen G., Townsville o c
103 Smith G., Toowoomba c 196 Swaine  J. W., Ellang'wan o c
104 Smith H., Fortitude Valley c 197 Sweeney Wm., Dalby c
105 Smith Howell, Pimpama it k
106 Smith John, Warrego c T.
107 Smith Joseph Cooktown f
108
,
Smith J. Gympie c 1 TAYLOR Andrew,  Ipswich u k
109
,
Smith J., Brisbane s 23
Taylor  Mrs. Annie ,  Brisbane c
Taylor A. R. Maryborough o110 Smith J. H., Rockhampton o c 4
,
Taylor Gilbert Cooktown m111 Smith J. W., Roma o c 5
,
Taylor Henry Roma c112 Smith Martha,  Brisbane o c 6
,
Taylor J. Brisbane s113 Smith  Mrs. Marv,  Roma it k 7
,
Taylor Thos . Brisbane c114 Smith Miss M., Gympie c 8
,
Taylor Wm. Brisbane u k115 Smith Neils, Tiaro m 9
,
Taylor W.  D Brisbane e116 Smith Richard, Roma c 10
,
Tarrey Brisbane c117 Smith Robt., Toowoomba c 11
,
Tayzen Christi Dalby c118 Smith Thos .,  Brisbane s 12
,
Teek R Jimbour c119 Smith Miss ,  Wallarro c 13
.,
Tem leton  Mrs. M . Brisbane o120 Smith T. S. Brisbane c ,p, 14 Tepper August, Charters  Towers (2)
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15 Terrier  S., St. Helena s
16 Terry James, Clermont e
17 Tetten Wm., Townsville c
18 Teuple Christi,  Toowoomba c
19 Teiis Chas., Toowoomba o
20 Tew Wm., Rockhampton a
21 Thomas -, Fortitude Valley e
22 Thomas Evan, Highfields c
23 Thomas John, Cooktown c
24 Thomas Peter, Jimbour c  and s (2)
25 Thompson  Miss ,  South Brisbane a
26 Thompson Arthur,  Townsville c
27 Thompson C., Rochford e
28 Thompson  George , Rockhampton o
29 Thompson H., Townsville c
30 Thompson  Miss  J., Boggo e
31 Thompson James, Cooktown a
32 Thompson John,  Rosalie c
33 Thompson Saml., Dalby c
34 Thomsen C., Yengarie o
35 Thomson E. R. D, Toowoomba o c
36 Thone J. G., Moggill a (2)
37 Thorne J. W., Toowoomba e
38 Thornton George, Dalby o c
39 Thygeson J., Charters Towers e
40 Tie S. G., Ipswich ni
41 Tieman P., Tambo e
42 Tilly Elizabeth, Charters Towers o c
43 Tin Chong, Cooktown s
44 Tining Mrs., South Brisbane c
45 Tomson W., Brisbane in
46 Tonson J. B., Nebo c
47 Toogood Edward, Cooktown it k
48 Toole Phelan, Townsville u k
49 Toon Fat, Cooktown n z
50 Trashman  Wm., Brisbane s
51 Travers Mat., Dalby o e
52 Tregise  John, Cooktown u k
53 Tucker James, Brisbane c
54 Tully Charles,  Brisbane u k
55 Tumath or Zumath J., Indooroopilly u k
56 Turner --, New Farm c
57 Turner J. H., Warwick c
58 Turner M. A., Tingalpa o c
59 Turner R., Brisbane c
60 Turner S. T., Cooktown in
61 Tustin F., Townsville u k (2)
62 Tutton Miss E.,  Brisbane c
U.
1 UTSEKINK F. Mackay o
2 Urban Win., Cabbage-tree Creek c
3 Usler, Mrs. C., Rockhampton o.c
V.-
1  VACHELL J. if. P., Mooloolah o
2 Varing L., Brisbane e
3 Valas J., Jimbour c
4 Vall W., Rockhampton o c and it k (3)
5 Vallis  -,  Stanthorpe c
6 Varey James, South Brisbane o c and a (4)
7 Vantin M. D., Rockhampton e
8 Vesper A. E., Rockhampton o
9 Vesperniann Wm., Dingo c (3)
10 Vincent Win., Brisbane a
11 finer Wm., Rockhampton o c (2)
12 V'aulker , Toowoomba c
13 Vohl --, Gowrie Road c (2)
14 Vonasperen Johann, Brisbane o
15 Virogh H., Warwick f
16 Von Rrog Henry, Chiverton o
17 Vowels J., Jondaryan a (2)
18 Vowes Mrs., Maryborough c
W.
1 WABBER Moses, Toowoomba c
2 Wacker --, Gowrie Creek c (2)
3 Wadler J. K. H., South Brisbane s
4 Wadsworth Frank, Mackay s
5 Wakefield Henry, Fortitude Valley e
6 Wakenshaw A. Rockhampton e
7 Wales C ., Brisbane m
8 Walker James, Roma c
9 Walker James C., Gympie in
10 Walker W., Rosewood Gate c
11 Walker Win., Townsville s
12 Wall P. J., Taroom c
13 Wallace Mrs., South  Brisbane o c
14 Wallace R., Blackall e
15 Wallis John, Rockhampton c
16 Walsh John, Brisbane n a
17 Walsh Patk., Jimbour e
1S Walten --,  Moggill e
19 Want  Mrs. C.,  Breakfast  Creek o c
20 Want Joseph, Peak Downs e
21 Ward F., Brisbane a
22 Ward Grainger , Breakfast Cre ek c
23 Ward J., Brisbane e
24 Wardley J., Beenleigh c
25 Ware Emma,  Brisbane o
26 Warner -,  Ellengowan c
27 Warrell James, Jimbour o
28 Warren Geo., Cooktown c
29 Warren L. P., Brisbane  c and o c (3)
30 Warren Thomas, Charters Towers c
31 Warren W. S., Ipswich c
32 Warskett S., Breakfast Creek u k
33 Waterman Edward, Rockhampton o o
34 Waters James, Mackay n z
35 Waters Mrs. Mary, South  Brisbane
36 Waters Miss M. A., Stanthorpe a
37 Waters W. C., Brisbane e
38  Watkins Miss E., Brisbane s
39 Watkins  Miss E., Brisbane s
40 Watson D., Yengarie e
41 Watson James, South  Brisbane e
1 42 Watson Jessie, Rockhampton o c
.13 Watson T. F., Toowoomba e
44 Watson Win., Brisbane c
45 Watt Mrs.  Sarah,  Brisbane f
46 Watterson Mrs. M ., Brisbane o e
47 Way J. R. B., Brisbane u k
48 Wavle John, South  Brisbane c
49 Weatherall Walter,  Brisbane a
50 Webb Mrs., Brisbane c
51 Webb Horace, Warwick c
52 Webb John Martin,  Blackall a  and a c (4)
53 Webb R., Maryborough a
54 Webber E., Brookfield c
65 Webster W. C., Barcoo River s
56 Weinhamer F., Yarra Yarra o e
57 Weir J. W., Blackall c
58 Weldon Mrs. E. J., Brisbane a
59 Wells W., Brisbane c
60 Welsh William, Cooktown s
61 Werner Mrs. C., Toowoomba c
62 West  George W., Tambo a
63 West Mark, Maryborough u k
64 Westen F., South Brisbane c
65 Wester William, Brisb' ' a
66 Westley Thomas, Bris, e e
67 Weston G., Brisbane m
68 Wetherell Joseph, Dingo e
69 Wett J., Toowoomba c
70 Whare James, Charters  Towers f
71 Whelan Miss S., Rockhampton  is  k (2)
72 Whisker C., Copperfield in
73 White C. R., Breakfast Creek o c
74 White Mrs. E., Rockhampton c
75 White James, Cambooya c
76 White John, Cooktown c
77 White J., Brisbane m
1 78 White P., Fortitude Valley c
79 White Thomas, Rockhampton o e (2)
80 White Wm., Brisbane  is  k
81 White Wm., Warwick c
82 White W., Rockhampton s
83 Whitehead -, Brisbane a
84 Whitley, John, Dalby s
85 Whitney A., Brisbane o
86 Willingham Henry, Cooktown c
87 Wilcox and Co., Brisbane c
88 Wild S., Rosewood Gate c
89 Wilkies Wm., Toowoomba e
90 Wilkie Mrs., Brisbane c
91 Wilkie J. N., Rockhampton e
92 Wilkins --, Warwick e
93 Wilkinson -, Toowoomba e
94 Wilkinson Miss  Barbara, Toowoomba c
95 Wilkinson W., Roma e
96 Williams --, Millchester  is  k
97 Williams --, Dotswood e
98 Williams A., Barcoo River a
99 Williams C., Rockhampton c
100 Williams F., Brisbane c
101 Williams James, Tambo a
102  Williams John, Charters Towers c
103 Williams John, Brisbane  is  k (2)
104 Williams John J., Rockhampton a
105 Williams Lewis, Cambooy& u k (2)
106 Williams M. L., Brisbane c (2)
107 Williams F., Blackall c
108 Willnot Wm., Maryborough f
109 Wilson -, Toowoomba c (2)
110 Wilson A. J., Toowoomba e
111 Wilson C., Brisbane u k
112 Wilson Henry, Roma o e
113 Wilson Herbert, Charters Towers e
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114 Wilson James, Jimbour c 4 Yeates R., Charters Towers m
115 Wilson John, Warwick c 5 Yeslett E. T., Brisbane u k
116 Wilson John V., Felton o c 6 Young A. O. 0., South Brisbane c
117 Wilson Julia, Brisbane o c 7 Young C. D., Tambo c
118 Wilson Robt., Tambo o c 8 Young C. J., Brisbane u k
119 Wilson Stephen, Cooranga Creek c 9 Youlten -, Palmer m
120 Wilson Thos., Maryborough o c 10 Yung Cosh, Toowoomba c
121 Wilson Wm., Blackall o 11 Yunker George, Logan Road o c
122 Wilson W., Brisbane s
123 Wilson W. G., Ipswich c Z.124 Winokelmann W. B., Brisbane f
125 Wing -, Toowoomba c 1 ZELOW Herman, Sandy Creek c
126 Winter -, Toowoomba c 2 Zeppel Matilda, Stanthorpe s
127 Wintertine John, Dalby c 3 Zink Mary, Dalby o
128 Witbitch J. W., Cooktown u k 4 Zollen -, Toowoomba c -
129 Wood Harry C., Duaringa m 5 Zoller J. G., Yengarie o c (2)
130 Wood John, Palmer s
131 Wood Thos., Dalby c &c.Initials
132 West G. W., Tambo e
,
133 Wolworth -, Mackay c 1 A. B., Copperfield s
134 Wong Tye, Brisbane c 2 A. B. (draper), Brisbane c
135 Woodrow T. T., Rockhampton c 3 B. M. L., St. Lawrence c
136 Wornoak Wm., Brisbane u k 4 C. P. S., Cape River o c
137 Wrae -, Toowoomba c 5 D. C., Maryborough c (2)
138 Wright -, Brisbane c 6
-G. R., Brisbane c
139 Wright Harry, Roma u k 7 J. W., Brisbane c
140 Wright James, Sandgate o 8 L., South Brisbane c
141 Wright John, Brisbane n z 9 T. C., Brisbane c
142 Wright Joseph Gill, Barcoo c 10 Agent, Leon's Circus, Brisbane c
143 Wright Robt., Bulimba c 2 11 Alice, Cooktown s
144 Wright Wm., Barcoo c 12 Clerk Petty Sessions, Cape River o c
145 Wylie R. P., Brisbane c 13 Horsebreaker, Northampton c
146 Wyllie James, Brisbane f 14 Johnny (S. S. Islander), Marlborough c
147 Wyndham and Rainbow, Charters Towers c 15 Kociall (S. S. Islander), Maryborough o c
16 Land Agent, Capeville o c (2)
Y. 17 Proprietor, Commercial Hotel, Mackay s
1 YALDWYN J. W., Walton c 18 Simon (S. S. Islander), Peak Downs c
2 Yates Richard, Brisbane u k 19 Trustees of the Shipwright Association, Brisbane 2 c
3 Yearwood R. B., Gympie f 20 Wasfus (S. S. Islander), Maryborough o c.
By Authority :  Jut s C.  BRAL,  Government  Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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TAE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month of January last, is published for general
information, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
Office of Registrar of Brands,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1877.
Brand
Registered.
No. of
Certlfoate I.l
7EQ
8EQ
ETa
OET
9ET
EU3
EU6
EU9
E3U
8
9
12367
12368
12369
Nil
Nil
Nil
IORY &R BRAND.
Horses.
12390 ' Various
12391 Nil
12392 Nil
12404 ED near shoulder
12405 Nil ...
12406 Various ...12407 Nil ...
12408 Nil ...
12409 Nil ...
12410 Nil
12435 Various ...
12434 Various
12438 Nil ...
12487 Nil
12458 Various
13466 Varsone
134R  Nil
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
PRO PR IF. I -)R.
Cattle. Rnu I ray -11i „h«-i eBrunel IN to he used.
NA trest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
Nil John Cooke ... Highfielde ... Geham
Various Denis Hayes ... ... Milaghney's Farm Drayton
Nil ... Wright Brook ... ... Hill  Farm ... Pine  Mountain
Nil ... George  Ccck ... . Clifton Clifton
Nil ... John Carstcus ... ... Haragan's Lane Toooombaw
Nil ... Edmond Moriarty ... Waterdale ... ... 1 Walloon
Nil ... Edward Doyle . . Goomburra ... ... Allora
Nil ... William Thomas  Hans en, Commonage ... ... Yaamba
Various Andrew Baggott ... Lyon Creek ... ... Rockhampton
Nil ... ... Patrick Mulcahy ... Reserve ... Taroom
Nil Charles Dennin Providence Farm an ValeGlamor...
jNil
g ...
Martha Bell ...
...
... Jondaryan ...
gJondaryan
GR off rump William  Bails  ... ... Mount Walker Mount Walker'
Various ...
Nil
Francis  McAdam.
Conrad Miller .
... Cawarral
...  Morinish .. ...
1 Cawarral
Morinish
Nil ... Benjamin Barrett ... ...  Barrett's Bend RockhamptonNil Charles  Haen Mistake Creek Clermont
Various
...g
James  McCarthy ... Quart-pot Creek Stanttorps
.
... John Mogenna Commonage . Rocklamptdn
v rious .. ...Carl Schulz  ... .. ....  lernhi ll  ... ..... iWivenhve
32A
Brand No. of
Registered . Certificate
F 7 N 12433 Nil
F 9 T 12479 Nil
F 2> ( 12419 Nil
F 6 Y 12421 Nil
Q Y 9 12455 Nil
K b E
KQ99
K2S
8KS
KSW
Horses.
12442 Nil
12383 Nil
12411 Nil12423 Nil
12374 Various
12414 Nil
L D b 12424  VariousL F 7 12366 Nil
7L F 12478 Nil
L 8 N 12475 Nil
9 L R 12426 Nil
4 L T 12422 TL
5 L T 12418  Various
8 L T 12416 Nil
L 2 Z 12440 CW
L 8 Z 12379 Nil
MYb 12400 NilM)<712464 N il
ND9
3NG:
8NN
NR9
7NT
12428 Nil
12427 Nil
12456 Nil
12372 Nil
12386 Nil
12447 Nil12375 Nil
12450 N il
12439 Various
12382 N il
12403 Nil000  12364 Nil
9 P a 12387 Various
QB5
QB8Q B9
Q2B
Q3B
QbB
2QB
bQBQ C 3
QC4
1QQ
QS2
12370 Nil
12473 Various
12425 Nil
12402 N il
12430 Nil
12462 Various
12460 Nil
12472 Nil
12429 Nil
12477 Various
12438 Nil
12395 Nil
3R1' 12445
4 R F 12413
.Tuu.
8 V5'T U'
12468
12443
1,2469
12420
12463
12415
12365
12453
N il
N il
N il
Various
N il
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
IORITEIt BRAND.
Cattle. Name.
PROPRIETOR.
Run or  Farm where  Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used . of Run  or Farm.
... Nil .. ... Martin Flynn Table Mountain
... Nil .. ... Thomas Ford .. Mount Esk ...
... WFX near ribs ... William Fox .. Emu Creek ...
Nil .. .. Adelaide Eliza Echlin Beenleigh
... Nil
... Nil
... Nil
... Nil
... Various
Nil
Rockhampton
Mount Esk
Greenmount
Beenleigh
... George Young ... ... North Pine River ... North Pine
... Ernest Augustus J. Kayser
John George Keilbach
. Robert Walker ... ...
Frederick  Silkie  ...
... John Frederick Schumann
Patrick Walsh . .
Etheridge
Suttor Creek
Seven-mile Creek
Tiaro... ...
Fernie Lawn
St. Lawrence
Georgetown
.:. Nebo
Seven-mile Creek
Tiaro
... Fernvale
... St. Lawrence
Nil ... ... John Leonard ...
Nil ... ... Davidson and Blake . .
Nil ... ... Martha L. D. Fountain ...
Nil ... .. Charles Laxon ...
Nil ... ... Ludwig Reek . .
N il  ... ... Thomas Stevens Langton
Nil ... ... Thomas Leonard . ...
Nil ... ... Thomas Clarke Lincoln
CW ... ... Mary D. Collins
Nil ... .. August Lenz
... Richard Mayes
... McGrath Brothers
Nil
N il
Nil
Nil
N il
... James Dolan
... Gotleab Newman
. William George
... Edward Joyce
... Elizabeth Rahusleben
... Theresa Ryan ...
... James Scanlon
.. Hans Toslensen
... Owen Flemluing
George  Michael Hess
Andrew McCuullough
... John Henderson ...
North Rockhampton RockhamptonYamma, Gin Gin Creek Eulo
Burpengarry Burpengarry
Logan River Waterford
Normanby Reserve Mount Walker
Wotton Barn ... Gowrie Junction
Townsville ... ... Townsville
Sandy Creek... ...  Charters Towers
Thornhill ... ... Gladstone
Downfall Creek .. Brisbane
Scrubby Creek ... Waterford
Palmer Road Cooktown
Tallehuggra  ... Tallebuggra
Kedron ..  German Station
Scrubby Creek  Logan Reserve
Reserve Thorgomindah
Gold Fields ...  Charters Towers
Tambourine  ... ...  Tambourine
Springfield ... ... Thorgomindah
Nelson Farm  ,.. Townsville
Lode Creek ... ...  Sugarloaf
Suttor Creek ... Nebo
Cedar Creek ,  Enoggera '  Brisbane
Tambourine ... ..  Tambourine
... James Pelling  .  Reserve  ... ...  St. George
Tinana ...
Reserve ...
North Rockhampton
N il  ... ... Jacob Jorgen Ludu is Baab
Various .. ... Robert Bloom ... ...
Various Theodore Gregory Bour-
rienne
Nil ... ... Ernest  Belliss
Nil . Robert Boughen
Nil ... Thomas Buckland
N il  ... . John Wilkinson
Nil Charles Boddington ...
Nil ... . Charles Walter Copeland
Various ... ... Henry Collins .. ...
Nil .. . Arthur Edward Douglas ..
N il  ... . John Sue ...
Nil
N il
Tin Can Bay
Rosewood ...
Homestead ...
Cooper' s Plains
Gympie ...
Mount Pleasant
Sugarloaf Creek
Brisbane
Cardbeign
... Charles Thomas West ... Carlton
Frank Ruthenberg ... Kearon
Nil ... .. George Frederick Sandrock  Bowen ...
Various .. . F. H. Symes  B ro thers  . Gold Fields ..
Nil ... .. Charles James Mitchell . Reserve ...
Nil ... ... Robert Scott . Reserve ...
Tinana
Condamine
Rockhampton
Maryborough
Rosewood Gate
Charters Towers
Cooper 's Plains
Gympie
Eight- mile Plains
Stanthorpe
Brisbane
Springsure
... Bundaberg
German Station
Bowen
Charters Towers
Gracemere
... ' Mitchell
... Nil .. . Jesse Turner  ..  Etheridge Gold Fields  Georgetown
N il  ... .. William Downs Turner ...  Reserve Thorgomindah
Nil . Thomas Price . Gipps  street , Valley  Brisbane
... Nil :.. .. I Walter Toombs  .. Reserve  ...  Clermont
John Andrews .. .. Allora ... .., Allora3 u 5 12897  Various ... Nil ..
12417 Nil Alexander Warden  ..  Goondiwindi  ...  GoondiwindiNil
325
Brand 1 No. of
Registered .  Certificate
12399 Nil
123x9 Nil
12378 Nil
12461 Nil
Hors..
U 9 J 12454
U N b 12373
2 U N 12401
U(3R 12431
U 6Y 12459
U2Y 12457
b U > ( 12361
Y 2 A 1238.5
1554
1555
8058
5M
12441 Various
12394 Various1
Y$6 f2412 Nil
V 9S 12471 Various(5YY 12466 Nil
9YY 12470 Nil
Y2W 12432 Nil
7 V Y 12449 Nil
W U 4 12362
WZb 12384
1 WZ 12363
5)(C 12371
9 ) (C 12388
>(D1 12381
> ('2 Q  12380
> <  HO 12451)(OH 12,452
7) (L 12377
)(MB  12376)(Mg  12446)  (4M 12476) (S 9 12444
PORMss asp.
Qattle. Name.
raoratsTOR.
Nil ... Nil
Nil
... Nil
Various ... ... Various
Nil ... Nil
Nil
... Nil
Nil ... Nil
Nil Nil
Various
Nil
Neils Jensen  ... ..  Homestead ... ...
... John Dalton ... ...  Bowen ...
... Merin Louisa  Harries  .. Avondale
... James Rodney ... Gympie
:. Frederick A. Wood Durundur : ; ...
Lucy E. Garbutt ... ... Cryna
I John Collins  and Sons  .. Whitula ...
Nil .. ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
A over n (writing M) Nil
near  shoulder
PC .. ... PC
Nil .. ... Nil
Nil ... .. Nil
Nil .. ... Nil
Nil ... N il
Nil ... .. Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Various  ... ..  Various
Nil Nil
Various  .. ...  Nil
Mooloolah ... ... Mooloolah
Various ... ... Windsor de Burgh Hum- Mackay ... ...  Mackay
brough
HB off rump . ' William Henry McGuire  Commonage ... ...  Allora
Various ... Thomas Rose  Kilkiven Station  ..  K ilkiven
Nil ... William  Spitler  ... Quart-pot  Cre ek ... Stanthorpe
Nit ... John Seidner ... ... ]Reserve  ... ... Gayndah
Nil ... ... James Crombi ... ...  Enniski ll en  ... ... Tambo
Nil ... .. , Frederick V. Haggard  ... Birralee  ... ...  Bowen
Nil ... J. C. Walker ... ... North  Bundaberg  ...  Bundaberg
Nil ... ... Henry Cory ... ...  Tocal... ... Isis Downs
... Nil
Y J 3 12393 Nil ... ... Various
Y J 4 12448 Nil ... NilYbR 12396 Various  ... ... Nil
Y 7 R 12474 Various .. Nil
5 Y T 12398 Nil ... I Nil
1ZE
ZH8
ZS6
Z4W
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
... Steve Short
Logan River and Brisbane
Echibin
Run or  Farm  where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used. of Run or Farm.
'William Zunker ... ... Mackay  ... ... Mackay
Hugh Wade
... Coman Brothers
Patrick Cullen
St. Croix and Donovan
Patrick Geoghegan
James Hannah
David Horne ...
... The Honorable Matthew
H. Moreton
... Johann Lothar  Muller ...
Alfred Marstin ... ..,
Neil Christian Morthensen
... John  Searle ...
... Karl Lederle
. John Yore.. ...
... Reinhold Yroth ...
Henry Richard
George Taylor
George Johnstone
Christian Hansen ..
Charles Smith
William  Watson .,,
Thyeroo,  Wantalta  ...  Thorgomindsh
Lagoons  ... ...  Mackay
Warroo ... ... Leyburn
1 Eight-mile, Palmer '  Cooktown
i Road
Reserve ...  ..  Clermont
Gayndah Road  ,,.  Marybo ro ugh
Mungy ... ... Gayndah
Walloon  ...  Ipswich
Reserve  .. ...  St. George
Bowen  ... ...  Bowen
Gold Fields  .. ... Ravenswood
Maryborough
Talbragalba ...
Mackay ...
... Reserve
... Mount Cornish
... Conondale ...
... Helidon
... Pine Mountain
... Long Bridge
Townsville
Bowen
South  Brisbane
Gympie
Brisbane
Beaudesert
Jundah
Maryborough
... Tambourine
Mackay
Gayndah
Bowen Downs
... Caboolture
.,. Helidon
.. Pine Mountain
... Rockhampton
BRANDS TRANSFERRED during the Month of JANrART, 1877.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
TF9
TFb
Z1E
7N B 2
B >A 3
7 CY
2TP
QiR
FS9
S8R
Transferror.
George  Edward Forbes ...
George Edward Forbes ...
Andrew Gallie Mackenzie
2665 Charles Fitzsimmons
12263  William Godschall Johnson
2595 George Sutherland Caird
5609 Alford and Company
5669  Henry Cory ...
7404
3018
1278
5614
1826
9276
Prior and Hunter
John Cameron Turner
George  Irlam ...
Robert Williams . ...
Francis Richard Stirling
Robert Stubbins ...
Transferee.
Horace Sydney Cooper ...
Horace Sydney Cooper ...
William Fraser and Co.
Wi ll iam Sloane and Co.
Jessie Emma Johnson ...
James Hutton ..
Parker and  Dunn ... .. I Hidden Valley
James  Taylor,  G. G.  Cory , and Tocal
H C y. or
Thomas Prior .
Robert Wright Knox ... ...
.. William Johnston ..- ...
William John Williams ... ...
Maria Sterling
Louisa Stubbins ... ...
Name of Run  or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Mount McConnel ...
Ravenswood
Catherine Creek
Nebra Plantation ...
Moolboolaman
Raspberry Creek
Wolca
Paroo River
Urmston ...
Reserve
South  Brisbane
Rosewood Gate
Near est Post Town
Bowen
Bowen
Isis Downs
Mackay
Maryborough
Yaamba
Bowen
Isis Downs
Mount Perry
Charleville
Clermont
Gayndsh
South  Brisbane
Rosewood
826
CY,NAB of RBernZNCB.
Brand.
NM7
No. of
Certificate
6996
Name of Proprietor.
Michael Maloney
Run or Farm where Brand  I.  to be
used.
Nearest  Poet Town.
Kennelworth ,  Wa llan Creek ... St. George
Bemarln.
P. B. GORDON,
Rsgiatrae of Brands.
By Authority  JAsar  C. BB&s,  Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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QUNSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.W 1 HFREAS information has been received bythe Government that a certain inlectious
disease , called Small Pox, has been found to exist
in the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand : IN ow, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the powers  in me vested  by  "The Quarantine
Act of  1863," do, with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby notify that portions of the said
colonies are  infected with the said disease, and
that it is possible that such  disease  may be brought
from the said colonies into the Colony of Queens-
land and, with the advice aforesaid, I do order
and direct that no steamships or other  vessels
arriving in this colony from or having touched
at any port of the said Colonies of New South
Wales and New Zealand, shall be permitted
within the Port of Brisbane to come above the
Hulk Proserpine," now moored at the entrance of
the Brisbane River. or to communicate with the
shore at any port within the colony until they shall
have been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ; and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board, or to land from any such steamship or other
vessel until the crew and pas-engers shall have
been inspected by the Health Officer, and the
steamship or vessel by him be admitted to pratique.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAV E  THE QUEEN 1
Crown T av Offices,
Brisbane ,  6t February, 1877.
IS Excellency the Goverl )r, with the advice
1 1 of the Executive Council has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES POWERS,  Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Cairns, and
WILLIAM RUTLAND
to be respectively  High  Bailiff and Sheriff 's Bailiff
at that place ,  under the provisions of  The  Sheri f's
Act of  1875."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
ITIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments :-
GILBERT WILLIAM ELIOTT, Police Magistrate at
Toowoomba,
to be Police Magistrate at Townsville;
BENJAMIN CRIBB, Police Magistrate at Dalby,
to be Police Magistrate at Toowoomba, in the room
of Gilbert William Eliott, transferred ;
FITZ Roy W. H. SOMERSET, Police Magistrate
at Townsville,
to be Police Magistrate at Dalby, in the room of
Benjamin Cribb, transferred.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
nIS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the adviceof the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
JOSEPH HUGHES
to be Water  Police Magistrate at Townsville.
R. M. S TEWART.
828
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
QUAPAI\TINE NOTICE.
W HFRFAS His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the h.xeeutive l'oi netl. did by
notice in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th Deceinl er, 18;6, order that all
vessels arri'in r front Singapore and Chinese Ports
should be required to cbtrin admissi, n to pratique
at the  first port of call south of Somer,et, and also
at the Port of  Brisbane; and  that no person sliculd
be ailowed to quit such vessels until pratique should
have  been sn  granted, no,withstand ng that such
vessels  might have previously called at Somerset :
And whereas it has been deemed expedient to
amend the said Notice: His Excellency the
Goi ernor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil. has been  pleased to order further that all
vessels arriving frr m Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain admission to pratique. at all
Queensland ports of call, before coiumunicar ng
with the shore ; and that no persons be allowed to
quit such  vessels  until pratique be so grant d, not-
withstanding  that such vessels may have previously
called  at Som. rset.
R. M. STEWART.
Q1: EENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land included in the undermentioned selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the several
Land Offices named.
Late Lessee.
2366 R . Hutchins
237 R.  Walker
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. F.
640 0 0 Brisbane
457 0 0 Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
F.quire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section forty-one of  The Crown/.ands Alienation Art of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAI ,NS, Esquire, the Governor afore.
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of ?and hereunder described  shall be
open to selection, under the prov isions of the
said Act. on and after T1TEJ , the twentieth
day of February, 1877,  at the several  Laud Offices
named.
`co
I Land
'Pat ish. C V Late Lessee . Area. Agent s
District.
13 Tantitha 313 J .  Robson ...
A.  It.  P.
80 0 0 Bundaberg42 S. Kotun376 E.  W.  Otway... 104 2 0
s+A Mtai athon 383 It.  E ten so  it ... 191 0 0
sS Kalkie 464 C. Andre$en ... 99 3 0
211 Wrii'le- 73 i T.3lancktelow ... 46 1 0  Roma
210
grave
85 N. V. Suttor 42 0 0„
1 11 93 J. Wilson ao 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  TEE  QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS'
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.  S.)  Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section one of  "  The Homestead
Areas  Act of  1872,"  I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor aforesaid , with the
advice of the Executive  Council,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the portion
of land hereunder  described  shall continue to form
part of the  Homestead  Area within which it is
situated ,  and shall be open to `election as a Home-
stead, and not otherwise ,  subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February ,  1877, at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
Parish. C v
xd
Dist rict. Homestead Late Lessee. Area.Area.
Barolin  ...  431
1
Bundaberg
I
A.
Barolln  ...  J. H. Cath- 188
cart
Given under my H and and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TAE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th . anuary, 1877.
% TTENTION is directed to the Notice pub-
lished in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th December,  1876, page 1364, relative to a
proposed Sale of Lands by Auction in the vicinity of
Roma and Surat, in the Western Railway Reserve.
The bale will be conducted by Mr. John Cameron,
at the School of Arts, Brisbane, commencing at
11 a.m. on  I HURSDAY, the 29th day of March,
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane. 9th February, 1877.
IN pursuance of the tsi enty-fourth section f" The Grown Lands Ali nation Art of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarilv reserved for a Quarry, and placed under the
control of the Municipal Council of Brisbane.
RESERVE FOR QrTARRY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres 2 root's 18 perches.
Commencing on the north-west side of Leich-
bardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 238 dt grees 8 minutes two chairs and fifty
links ; on the. south-west by a line bearing 328
degrees 8 minutes ten chains and forty-seven links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 5(s  degrees 8
minutes two chains and fitly links; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 148 degrees 8 minutes
ten chains and forty-seven links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
lr T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe, under the 34th section of  "  The Mineral
Lands Act of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY.
During the Month of January, 1877.
No. Name.
1775  R. Walmsley
177B J. Ives
1777 Wm. Cooper
1778 J. Clifford
1779 W.  H. Howell
1780  W. French
1781 Adam Potts
No. Name.
1782 F. J. Hunt
1783 J Herman
1784  A h  Quay
1785 D. Grigg
17'36 J. Kennedy
1787 J. J O'Connor
1788 D. Crisp
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch.
Brisbane, 8th February,  1877,
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."THE Lessee of the undermentioned Run havingmade application for the instrument of Lease
to be issued to him by the Government, the
following description of the boundaries thereof is
hereby published in pursuance of the 58th section
of "  the Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said description, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Department, before
the 8th May, 187 7.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Kornit.
Claimant of Lease-John Officer.
,Estimated Area-Available ...
'Unavailable
45
5
square miles.
„
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Merra-
monca Run, at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over MK
in t•-iangle on its west side, and bounded thence on the
west by a south  line along  part of the east boundary of
Boobara  North Run five  miles, crossing  lioobara C,eek
and passing through a aid) ah-tree marked broad-arrow
over ti over 2 in triangle on its east side on the right
bank of said creek three miles forty-seven chains from
starting point, to a mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over
BN over K in triangle on its south side at the south-
east corner of the Boobara North Hun ; thence by an
east line along  part of the north boundary of the
Boobara Run one mile thirty-four chains to a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B-over K in triangle on west.
side ; thence again on the west by a south line five miles
al( ng part of the east boundary of the Boobara Run, to a.
mulga-tree marked broad-arrow over K over KS iu
triangle on south side ; thence on the south by an east
line four miles twenty-three chains ; thence on the east
by a north line ten miles ; thence on the north by a.
west  inc •five miles  fifty- seven  chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for  general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 "  have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required  to transmit
to this  Department their objections,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen  at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No.
1
•2
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  Situation . Parish. Area.
A. H.Brown Road  separating  porti n Oxley  .. 1 2 21
120 from portion 121
A. Binstead Reserved  road  through I  arrow 3 0
portion 3 from the'
south boundary to the
I Coomera River
• This road is proposed to be closed in exchange  for a new road
further to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
N pursuance of the twenty- fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described  have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with  respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE }OR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Buryorah, county of Relniore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
a line bearing west forty chains ; on the west by a
line bearing north forty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by  a line  bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, runty of Belmore, near St.
George.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees  and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing 23d degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t" the Bolonne River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
tltree chains and fitty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of' selection 14.5; on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone River ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 187 7.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
Ni
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1 Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the (4overnor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively. under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to he granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the A, t aforesaid, the
correct name and desci ipt ion shall he taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous  name and descri pti.)n;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed  accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant--28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 1875.
\ ame of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-Allotment 2,  section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name' Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
in tended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1660.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DEscRIP7IoN.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
IN
Department  :;f Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Mary borough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, 4,-5 links from the cast corner of Reserve
for  I  mmigration Depot, ,% hich point is also on the
nor.l -west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Goreinment Gazette. 27th  October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-live links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes cast to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides; thence up"ards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve norti -easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro.
ch ctio i and part of said north-west boundary line
southwesterly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING ACCESS TO
TUE WHARF RESERVE AT MARYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes  east  one hundred
links to the south-west h, undary of reserve fox
wharves proclaimed 6th March, 1874; thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred  links  to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees  18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1877.IT is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the 27th section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
inter sts affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  this, and the
Land Agent's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 E. Turich
A. R. P.Road separatingpor- Boyne ... 6316
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
J OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by turce of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 7) acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of StanleQ, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 68 acres, 1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing i.orth sixteen chains fifty-one
links; on the north by a line bearing west twenty-
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links wi-'e ; on the north-west by that road
beal-ing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-'.our links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west-five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek
on the south-west by that creek  downwards to the
north-u+ est coiner of' portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that  portion bearing east
831
nineteen  chains fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
1jrisbane Ri`er; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24 h March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly , 35 acres  2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 rcods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and hounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes east eight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east ten chains sixty-nine links; thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of a road one chain wide from. the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area  of which has been deducted from the total
area.
w
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portions  16,
18,  and  21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty-one chains ; on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains ; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty-one chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
1
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crotsn Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JOHN DOUGLAS
RESERVE FOR CrsTO3is BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROvGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel  with Wharf-
street three hundred and  fifty links  from the east
corner  of the reserve for Immigration Depbt ;
thence  north 31d) degrees 18 minutes east fifty
links ; thence  north 30 degrees  18 mi :.utes east to
tl,e Mary River low-water mark spring tides ;
thence by that mark upwards to a point bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east from the com-
mencing; point; and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18 minutes east to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR WATER, WIDE BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing east one hundred and sixty chains; on the
east by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty-seven links; again
on the south by a line bearing west filty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek, and pas-
sing through a post three hundred and ten links
from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
413, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE FOR A POUND, ST. GEORUE.
County of Belmrre, parish of St. George, town of
St. George, allotments 9 and  10  of secli.ona 28.
2 acres
Commencing on the north-west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south-west by allotment
8 bearing 311 degrees five chains; on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street ; and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET.
County of Cook, parish and town (f Bundaberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roofs 17 perch es.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of' the section, and
bounded thence on the south-west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south-easterly three chains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street; on the south-east
by that street, bearin' north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin-street; cn the north-east by that street,
bearing north-westerly three chains and eighty-
nine links to the Burnett River, and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundal erg
allotments 2 at,d 4 of tection 29.
1 acre 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section. and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum-street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty-five links
to Quay street ; on the south-east by that street,
bearing north-easterly six chains; on the north-east
by allotment seven, bearing north-westerly three
chains to the Burnett River. and on the north-west
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, ON THE BARROAI
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK, FROM CAIRNS TO
THOBNBOROUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distan
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence on part of the east by a line
bearing south fifty chains; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred chains, crossing the
Barron River; on the west by a line bearing north
one hundred chains; on the north by a line bearing
east one btu deed' h:+*,n,. cr,  s  cc tie  I  nr, (  it hi', r;
and on the rrn,aindir, of the ecat b a to e t•caii.,g
south fifty chains to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Churchill,, parish of Tent Hill, portion
11To. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tent Hill Creek,
at a point  bearing 273 degrees, and distant eighty
links from a gum tree marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy links, and passing through a
post three hundred and seventy links from said
creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains  ; on the north by portion 43, bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing  through a pout one hundred and twenty-
four  links from  said  creek ; and on the east by that
creek upwards to tht point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclife.
78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide  at the north corner of portion 216, and
bounded thence on the south-west and south by
portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees
east fourteen  chains and  fifteen links, and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve chains ; again on the south by that
portion bearing east twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees east, one chain and eighty-
one links ; on  the north-east and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees east ten chains,
and west  forty-seven chains and seventy links ; and
on the west  by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.
LANDS RESUMED  FROM RUNS IN THE  BURNETT
DISTRICT AND IN THE STANTHORPE DISTRICT
ON THE SOUTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE COLONY
j T is hereby notified for general information that
the lands resumed during the late Session of
Parliament from the hereinafter-mentioned Runs
will be der-tared open to Selection under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," at as early a
date as possible  after that Act comes into opera-
tion . These lands  contain  an area of about 1,387,500
acres-a portion of which will be reserved for
township purposes  and sale  by auction.
Descriptions of the proposed reservations will be
published  as soon as  possible,  so as  to afford
intending select.'rs  an opportunity of inspecting
the country prior to its being declared open to
selection.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Run. Name of Run.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING DowNs.
Coolmumda
Bengally and Wyemo
Beebo
Whetstone
Brush Creek
Swit hland
Canning Creek
Stonehenge
BodumbaGleneig
TerricaTexas
Pikedale
Auchinblae
Catterthum
Pike's Creek
Pike's Creek North
Emu Vale
Bonshaw
Maidenhead
Aitkin's Flat
Mingoola
Ballindean
Tenterfield North
Nundubbermere
Coolmumda.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Baramba
North Baramba
East Baramba
Baramba Ranges
Nanango
Booie
Boonara
Nangur
Goomerrinbong
BoobyjanWindera
0obongo
Gobongo North
Mauumbar
Mondure
Mondure Back
Warra
Dundar
Johngboon
M ungore
South Mungore
Cattle
Ginoondan
Gooroolballin.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January. 1877.
I N
pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish and town of St. George,
allotment 6 of section  22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-west side of Alfred
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52 degrees two chains; on the north.
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north-west by allotment O bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street ; and on the
south-east by that street bearing 142 degrees five
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBURRA.
County of 1erivale, pai ish of Goomhurra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 18 -1  degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5`h January, 187 7.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
?T 11  " The Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Gov€-nmcnt
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : N,)tire is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will he
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north-east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
five links; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 de;;rees cast
twenty-four chains and seven links ; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBORGUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
$33
six chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north east by a line
bearine north 143 decrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ;  and on the south-west by the other road
first rforesaid bearing north 323 degrees 3 minutes
east eleven chains and ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth section of
"  The Crown  lands  Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are yermanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will  be permanently reserved  for Wharf  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Barolii, street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street; on the
south -east  by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains  to Targo street; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly two chains and sixty-
three links to the Burnett River; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands.
Brisbane , 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant  mentioned in  the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth , His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The 'Titles to Land
AN  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his H and
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct names and descriptions shall
be taken  to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and  in every deed containing the erroneous
names  and descriptions, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.--Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DEscaIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No. 211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and forty-
seven  links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement,
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley. parish of Oxley, portion X o.  92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91. and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links; on the west by  a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east  ten chains
thirty one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six licks to the point  of  commence.
merit.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th  June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
land granted.-Port;on  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  1611
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 2r7 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one ch=iins fi:teen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 decrees :A minutes east tli rty-one chains
eighty-five links; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich r ad 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees 8 minutes cast
seven chains eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mt ncemen t.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.Names of Grantees- Samuel  JosepbWill-1, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell l3ulkley Praed.
land granted .- Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
.c ature of  Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little,  and Arthur Campbell Buikley
Praed Laving been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended granttes ,  instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell  Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :  Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiraticn of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A  SCHOOL.
County of March,  town  of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210  degrees
and 50 minutes cast ten chains to Kent street; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
884
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on tLe north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ;  on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Departmert of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, thecorrect names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective  grants,  and in every
deed containing the erroneous  names and  such  grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
names, and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-14,795. Date of Grant, 9th July
1866.
Name of Grantee-Alfred Murray,  junior.
Land Granted-Portion  37, county of Churchill,
parish of Gatton , 5 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Murray,
junior , having been inserted in the deed of  grant as
the intended  grantee, instead  of Alfred Murry.
No. of Grant-18,834. Date of Grant, 12th
August, 1868.
Name of Grantee-Alfred Wyatt Cook.
Land Granted-Portion  33, county of Churchill,
parish of Laidley, 15 acres, 3 roods.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Wyatt
Cook having been inserted in the deed  of grant as
the intended  grantee , instead of Arthur Wyatt
Cook.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that application under the 27th section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868 " has
been made for the closing of the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Office, Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant - 31,973 .  Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
.Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted -- Selection  ]345, Ipswich District,
county Canning ,  parish  K ilcoy, 650 acres.
14-gture  of Misnomer- The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant-20th
Sept(mber, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1346, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish R ileoy, 1,157 acres.
Kature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed  -of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,975. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
.Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1344. Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 640 acres.Nature of Misnomer-The name Holford Henry
Adcock baying been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee. instead of Halford Henry
Adc )ck.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
OTICE is  hereby given , that the  Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule  hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particu_ ars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration  of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant reshectively, under his 1 f and
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the  Act afore said, the correct names shall be
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1
I I A.  R.
C. McCul -  Poad separating por-, Robinson 13 1 32
loco lions  200, 201, 202,
204,  and 3:,9, from
portion 231. 285. and
selection c96 WE
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"NA
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Goverment
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : i otice
is hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL  ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Kholo, county of Stanley.
About 70 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River, at the north-east corner of portion 25, and
bounded thence Iii a line bearing north 180 degrees
30 minutes east about seventeen chains ; on the
south by portion 49 bearing north 112 degrees east
seven chains and thirty links, and north 88 degrees
east thirteen chains to the east side of a road,
chain wide; on the cast ley that read bearing north
40 degrees east seven chains and eighty-five links,
north 21 degrees east six cl ains, north 42 degrees
east five chains aid eighty hi.ks, north 20 degrees
east nine chains, i orth 27 - egr(es 30 minutes east
six chains aim ninety-tliiee links, north 2- degrees
east four chains, north 83 degrees 45 niiniites east
three chains and sixty-seven links, north 39 d, grecs
east one chain and filly-one links, north 7 degrees
335
east two chains and thirty -nine  links, north 353 de-
grees east five chains and ninety-three links, north
337 degrees east eight chains and twenty-five links,
and north 35.5 degrees 15 minutes east three chains
and forty-five links ; on the north bylines bearing
Kest ten chains and three links,' and north 319 de-
grees east six chains and sixty-six links ; again on
the west by part of portion 42 bearing south six
chains and seventy-four links to the Brisbane
River ; and on the north-west by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement,--exclusive of
a rcad as marked on map in the Surveyor-General's
office.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, LAIDLEY.
Ccvnty of Chvrc ill, garish and toRB cf Laidley.
1 acre 2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Drayton street
at the south-w est corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing
north 86 degrees east six chains and fifty links, and
north 75 degrees ea'-t two chains ; on the north-east
by allotment 5 bearing north 345 degrees east two
chains and 50 Links to a lane ; on the north-west by
that lane bearing north 255 degrees east eight
chains and thirty-two links ; and on the south-west
by a line bearing north 167 degrees and 30 minutes
east one chain and twenty-six links to the point of
commencement.
RISEaVE FIR A SC'HCOL , ON THE  ROAD FROM
WALWIC& TO ToowooMIiA,  AT IRE  CROSSING
OF SPRING CREEK.
County of Av1i( ny, parish of Tablc-top.
4 acres 3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on a road three  chains wide at the
north-east  corner of portion 41 ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that road bearing north
335 degrees 20 minutes  east thirteen chains and
nine links ; on the north by a line bearing west cue
chain and  thirty-eight links ; on the west by a line
hearing south eleven chains and ninety links ; and
on the south by portion 41 bearing  east six chains
and eighty-two links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of 111aclean.
60 acres.
Commencing cn the Teviot road at a point bear-
ing north 27 degrees east, and distant 112 links
from the north-.w est corner of portion 23; and
bounded the nee on the north-west by that road
bearing north 27 degrees east twenty chains and
twenty-seven links, and north 54 degrees east
twenty chains  ; on the north by a line bearing east
four chains and thirty-three links; on the east by a
line bearing south thirty chains and ten  links to a
road one chain w ide ; and on the south by that
road bearing north 270 degrees thirty minutes east
twenty- nine chains  and eighty links to the point of
commencement.
NEW STLELT, TO GIVE ACCESS TO THE QUEEN'S
'\ IIAI3F, TOWN OF NARYBOROVGH.
I chain wide.
Commencing on the north-east side of Wharf
street at the south corner of reserve for Immigra-
tion Dep:,t ; bounded thence by the south-cast
boundary of said reserve, being a line bearing about
north thirty degrees eighteen minutes east 225 links
to the east corner of said reserve ; thence on the
north-east by a line at right-angles to aforesaid
boundary, being a line bearing about north 120
degrees 18 minutes  east  649 lurks to the left bank
of the River Mary; thence by said bank of the
river upwards bearing north three hundred and
twenty-six degrees. forty eight minutes north 225
links in a direct l ne ; thence by a line bearing about
north three I undred degrees eighteen minutes east
750 links to the north corner of the Customs
Reserve; thor e, by the north-west boundary of
said reserl e l earing about north two hundred and
ten degrees eighteen minutes east 125 links to the
we st corm r of the Customs 1leserve ; and thence
by it line bearing about north three hundred degrees
eighteen nrinu. es cast  1U0 links to the point of
colwrpencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lame.,: Alienation Act of  1868" has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
xo. Applicant .  Situation .
I Parish . I Area.
I R. Jarrolt i Roads separating por-
I
Warner 1
A. R. P.
3 3 32
and
David Hall
tions 223 and  225,
from portion 229
I
Department of public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1876.
'U's BEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" Tlie Crown Lands Alienation Act of  186b,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL NEAR GowRIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubiigny, parish of Toowoomba, portion
2Vo.  421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of' that portion bearing
south twenty-six chains and sixty-seven links; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and ninety-three links, and 42 d egrees 58
minutes seven chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Runia, town of
Jioma, allotments 1,  2, 3, 4,  6, 7, 8, and I), of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north-west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north by that street  bearing
east five chains to Arthur street ; on the east by that
street bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne street ; and on the west by that street
Searing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION OF THE  H OSPITAL RESERVE, COOK-
TOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of Cook-
town, allotment  7 of se,'tion 8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
9 degrees and 10 minutes cast two chains; on the
north-east by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degres and
10 minutes east 2 chains; and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes east three chains to the point of com-
mepcement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.
THFREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"  7h(  Crown Lands Ali i,ation Act of  1868,"
it is pros id.'d that before ai y Crow n lands are
permanently reserved from ale for any public
purpose, -iotice thereof shall e published in the
Gorernn ?2t Gazette  for thirtee;. consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands  I  ereunder described
will be pe manently reserved fc r a Cemetery.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
PFSERVE FOR A CEMETERY, MOORE'S CREEK,
NORTH ROCKHADIPTON.
Purtion  ".'35, parish of Murchison, county
Livingstone.
33 acres.
Commencing on the right bat k of Moore's Creek
at the smith corner of portion 171, and bounded
thence on the north-east by l art of that portion
bearing north 43 degrees west ten chains and fifty
links ; on the north-west by portion 235A bearing
south 47 degrees west eighteen chains and thirty-
six links ; on the south-west b3 the Y aamba road
and a line bearing south 30  deg-ees east tw enty-one
chains and forty links to bloore's Creek; and
thence b3 that creek upwards to the point of
cotLInencement.
Department  of Pu olio Lands,
Brisbane , 29th  December, 1876.Fr is hereby notified for general information, that
application i.nder  the 27th  section of  " the0vjicn Lends Alienation  Act  • f 1868"  has been
made for  ;be closing of the undermentioned  Roads;
and all persons who may coneider  their  interests
aflieted iliereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Del a,-tme'it  their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
met_ tlis fi  , •m this date.
Plans oo '  the Roads can be  ;  een at this and the
Land  Age at' s Offices, George  sireet.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SC HEFT' LF. OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd June, 1876.
CLOZ1 N , LAItI 8  A1.11 N ArIION ACT
OF 1868."
SITTIDGS OF COMMISSIONERS.
F
r  is hereby noti fied for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crow n Lands under  "the
Crown Lands Alienates)' Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
IMORETON DISTRICT.
Fast  _iloreton.
At the Land Office ,  Brisbane ,  the  first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh ,  the second
Friday In each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich ,  the  first Friday in
each month.
At Nelidon ,  the second Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors and their
witnesses ,  when applying for certificates.
MARLING DowNs DISTRICT.
the Land Office, Toow oomba, the second
Friday in each month.
the Land  Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in earl' month.
At the Land Office, Dalby,  the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Laird Office ,  Con latrine ,  the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A: the Lund Office ,  Goondiwindi ,  the  first
'T'uesday to each month.
A t the Land  Office, Stanthorpe ,  the first
Friday in each month.
P ORT Cun v is DISTRICT.
of
No. I Applicant.  Situation .  Parish. I Area.
A. R. P.
1 S. Foe ntain  Road separatin.; Burpengary 2 1 16
portion 38 Prot i
portion 39
2 S. F' i.ntain Road sepal atin •  Burpengary 2 1 29
portion 49 iroi i
portion 50
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Deed ofGrp nt mentioned in the  Scbedule hereunder
written ,  1 ring erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth .  his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  The  Titles to Land
Act of  1t ,58," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant ,  under His Hand and
the Sea]  )f the Colony,  describe the names of
the intend  -d Grantees,  to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid ,  the correct  -lames shall be taken
to have 1 een inserted in the said  giant and in
every decd containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such det:d shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Names of Grantees - Abral am Brodziak and
Herbert IF Odgers.
No.  of Grant - 31,675 .  Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember , 1c,76.
Description of Land  Granted-Allotment 2 of
section 1. town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
perches.
Nature of  Misnomer - The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended grantees ,  instead of
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron Lodgers.
At the Lana Office, Rockhampton, the second
A'1 oLday in every month.
At the Land Off ce, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A t the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office. Maryborough, the first
Friday in ev erx month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day  in every m'mth.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in c ach month.
5ETTLPD DIsii ICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in August. 1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Vlackay,thesecond Thurs-
day in August,  1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell. the first Monday
in July. 1876, and every alternate month
aftera ards.
LAND  AGENT's  DISTRICT  OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Offict, Cooktown,  the second
Wednesday  in t ach month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office,  Normanton ,  the second
Tuesday in every third month.
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MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in August, 1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARUT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourthMonday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the following
day.
Special sittings, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th November, 1875.
PURSUANT to the provisions contained in the
1 tR enty-ninth section of the 1 imber Regula-
tions, established under notice from thisDepartment,
dated 17th 1\ ovember, 1869, it is hereby notified
for general information, that the cutting and re-
moval of Timber on Great Sandy, or Frazer's
Island, consisting of the under-mentioned tree, is
absolutely prohibited, from and after this date ; and
all Commissioners of Crown Lands, Rangers, and
Police Officers are requested to see that this pro-
hibition is respected.
TURPENTINE-Eucalyptus Microcorys.
W ILLI AM FRYAR.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th September,,}Rjb;
N OTTCT
-L -L U h.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
i
T is hereby notified that any persons  erecting
buildings on Crown lands  at Trinity Bay. will
do so at their own risk, until tu ch time as the
Government decide  cn the site  for the  Settlement,
and the necessary reservation  for public  purposes.
A Surveyor a ill be despatched for the purpose of
marking  off a Township  as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.WTIT}I the view of facilitating the transactionrr of business at the Land ( ffiees throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-even to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persuns, if there
is time at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or 'her officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, a ;angements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
fi
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
'LIGHTHOUSE, FLAT-TOP ISLAND.
r ENL7ERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay, 111-.til 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
March next-, from persons willing to contract for
the erection ()f a Lighthouse at Flat-top Island.
Tenders to a.e endorsed  " Tender for Lighthouse,
Flat-top Islanai,"
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further,articulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay.
Tenders must .EN on proper printed forms, and
state the time wiLhin which it is proposed to
complete the work, a:ld at the foot of every Tender
there must be a meL`norandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing t o deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, , and undertaking in that
event to execute and d.s liver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brise.,ane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her M ajesty for securinv -such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not
-be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tauder Rill not necessarily bo
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department Of -Public Works,
Brisbane 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS,AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, ThRROR'S CREEK, NORTH
PINE.
GENDERS will 'De received at this Office, until
I Four o'cl, p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
March next, f'tom persons willing to contract for
the erects of a Primary School at Terror's Creek.
Teiers to be endorsed  " 'l'ender for Primary
-School, Terror's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Office, North Pine.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the a ork, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sun. of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
INFANTS' SCHOOL, TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
M arch next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of an Infants' School at Toowoomba.
Tenders to he endorsed  " Tender for Infants'
School, Toouoomba."
Plan, specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, James street, Too-
woomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender,  as secu i ity for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
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the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Erisbane, within fourteen  days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MESSENGER'S QUARTERS, ETC., BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Messenger's Quarters and Stables at
the Terminus, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Messenger's
Quarter.."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the
Office of the Chief Engineer, Brisbare.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the tima R ithin which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the suni of
ten ner cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE , MORN .
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1877.
S. AND W . RAILWAY.
TO BUILDE hS AND OTHERS.
LENGTHENING BRICK CULVERT ,  TERMINUS,
BRISBANE.TENDERS willbe received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February ,  from persons willing to contract for
lengthening Brick Culvert at the Terminus, Bris-
bane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Brick
Culvert, Terminus."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at the Office
of the Chief Engineer ,  Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed b y the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN'.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st February 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, &c., TO QUARANTINE STATION.
PEEL ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection of
Additions ,  and executing  Repairs  at the Quarantine
station,  Peel Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
c 'e., Quarant,ne Station."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
STABLES, POLICE STATION, WARWICK.
j
T ElN DER S will be received at this Office, until
four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Stables at the Folice Station, Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tenderjcr Stables, Police
Station, Waricick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which. it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Htr Majesty  for securing  such performance;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE, MARY-
BOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on F t, IDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Lunatic Reception House at Mary-
borough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lunatic
Reception House, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryyborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the office of
the Crown Solicitor,in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherw ise the 'I ender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO POST OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at Court House, Al aryborou gh, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Post Office, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Zender for Additions,
Post Office, 1tlarlorough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, MMaryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a B nd, to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1877.
TO CLOCK AND WATCHMAKERS.
WINDING AND REGULATING CLOCKS.T ENDERS will bereceived at his Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February next, from persons willing to contrac t
for Winding, Regulating, and keeping in order th e
Clocks at the various Public Offices in Brisbane,
and the Clocks and Watches on the Southern and
Western Railway, for the term ending 31st D ecem-
ber, 1878.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Winding
and Requlatinq Cf neks."
Form of Tender may be seen, and further parti-
culars obtained, at this Office.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, agree-
ing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent. on amount of
Tender as security for the due performance of the
Contract in the event of the Tender being accepted,
and undertaking in that event to execute and
deliver, at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in
Brisbane, within seven days from the usual notifi-
cation of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for
securing such performance ; otherwise the Tender
will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, IPSWICH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Benevolent Asylum near Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Benevolent
Asylum, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further Particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must he on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the toot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen day
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing such performance ; other
wise the Tender  will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender  will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th  January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS TO COTTAGE, POWDER MAGAZINE,
EAGLE FARM.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 4 o'clock p.m . on FRIDAY,  the 16th February
next, from persons willing to contract for repairing
Cottage at the Powder Magazine ,  Eagle Farm.
Tenders to by ndorsed  " Tender for Repairs,
Cottage, Poi- ' -'ragazive."
Plan, Sheci  `fication, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Oifi ce.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the  lender  will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL,  SEVENTEEN -MILE ROCKS.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office,
until Four o'clock p.m., oi! F RIDAY, the
23rd February ,  from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Primary School at the
Seventeen-Mile Rocks.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Seventeen -Mile  Rocks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Goodna.
lenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the  foot  of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance of the Con tract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
i
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK- UP, HIGIIFIELDS.
F1, ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 23rd
February ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House and Lock -up at High.
fields.
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Tenders to  be endorsed  "Tender for Court
house and Lock-up at Higl el.ls."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may Le
seen, and  'urther particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  (n  amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted .  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor. in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing sucli performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not. be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MUSEUM, BRISBANE.
FNDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a building for Museum, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " lender for Museum,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the 'event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond-
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into cc-n-
sideration.
The lowest or'any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works.)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  18th January, 1877.
TO I UILDERS AND OTHERS.
CCURT HOUSE, NANANGO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February nee t, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Court House at Nanango.
Tenders to be endorsed " 1eno'er fo Court House,
Nanunvo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at Court House, Nanango.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the p-. rty
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of 'Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY S 'AOOL AND RESIDENCE,
P• STMA2.'S RIDGE.
`ENDERS will be received at this Office until
Four o'clock p m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
February next, from 1wisons wiling to Contract
for the erection of Primary School and Resi.
de !ce, Postman's Ridge, between Helidon and
Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, 4 e , Pos/man's Ridqe."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this tAfice,
and at Primary Schools, Toowoomba and Murphy's
Creek.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Al ajest3 for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, COOKTOWN.
!TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at Court House, Cooktown, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
-Residence  for the ub-Collector of  Customs at
Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Residence,
Sub-collector off Customs, Cooktown."
Plans, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at Court House, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security f'or the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 11th  January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ROMA.
`ENDERS will he received at this  Office, and at
the Primary School,  Roma, until  Four  o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February  next, from
persons willing to contract  for Additions  to Primary
School, Roma.
Tenders to  be endorsed  "  Tender for  Additions,
Primary School , Roma."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Primary School, Roma.
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Tenders must be on  proper printed forms, ;nd
state  the time within which it is proposed  to c,-m-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there umst be  a memoran dum signed by the pr.rty
tendering,  agr. eing  to do posit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bend
to Her Vl ajeety for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
siderat ion.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessaril3 be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd Februar r. 1877.
NEW ROA D.-FINAL NOTICE.N('TICE is her, by given,  that a new  road fromthe Highfields Main Road to Ballard's Camp,
through Portions  12 and 132, parish of Taylor,
county of Cavendish (referred  to in  Notices dated
22nd November, 1870, and 26th Janu-try, 1871,
folios 1595 and 115, respectively, of the  G .nernmsnt
Gazette),  has been  normally marked and opened by
the proper  officer,  and the  same is  now open for
public use.
GEORGE THORN.
I
77-432.
Department of Public Works,
hrisbane, 3rd January, 1877 .
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER FITZROY RIVER, AT ROCK-
HAMPTON.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th February
next,  from persons willing t o contract for the supply
of Iron Cylinders for the Piers of a Bridge over the
Fitzroy River, at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Iron Cylin-
ders, Fitzroy Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at the Office
of the Inspector-General of Roads, Brisbane, and
the Roads Offices at Rockhampton and Mary-
borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, ann at 1 he foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the cue
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, TOWNSVILLE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Custom House, Townsville, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the lfth February next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of aResi.
dence for Sub-Collector of Customs, Townsville.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Residence,
Sub-Collector of Customs, Townsville."
Plan, Specification, aid form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
'must  state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tenc er
there must be a memorandum signed by the pal ty
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten er
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the Sue
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, aid undertaking in that
event to execute and delis c r, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of :acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Mines,
Irisbane, 5th February, 1877.
BUSH' ESS LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the underlrent Toned Business Lice •ises "have
been returned as i-sued by the Wardens at the
places respectively specified.
(For the Secretary for Mines,)
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
During the month ended 31st December, 1877.
TuoRNBORouGn.
No. Name.
2284  Graves  and Joyce
2285  John Neilson
2286 Thomas Templeton
2287  J. A. Parker
2288 Hans Balkier
2289 Poyson and Foster
No. Name.
2290 James Reynolds
2291 Archy For. yth
2292 Hugh Robertson
2293 H. Farley
2294 H. Farley
2295 H . Farley
MATTOWN.
No. Name.
2704 Ah Sin
2705 Dr. Riby
2706 Wm. Lewis
2707 E. McGliuchey
X708 Jimmy Ah Rin
2709 H. Bradford
2710 Ah San
2711 Gibbons ,k Leitgett
2020 It Man
No. Name.
498 Leong Main
499 Sam Hop
500' Sing On
2145 Ali Tin
2146 Hook Chow
2147 Tou Jim
2148 Son Chang Hang
2701 Jemmy Ah Lee
2702 Sin Look Son
2703 Sim Rim Chow
t
During the month ended 31st January, 1877.
GYMPIE.
No. Name.
65 Marcus Collison
66 George Whittington
TINNINQERING.
No. Name.
4015 Tong Ah Sam
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 5th February, 187 7.THE following Donations o the Museum were
received during the month of January,
1877,  viz. :-
Mr. Henry Craig, Kedron-Two birds
Mr. J. F. Roche, Telegraph Office, Waterview-One
snake's skin , eighteen feet three inches long
Mr. Stanley Hockings ,  South Brisbane - Male and
and female phasma
Mr. S. Diggles -- One bird ,  kingfisher  (alcyon)
Mr. L. G. tarter--One I)iodon Lystris
Mr. J. Baird- A collection of beetles
Mr. A. C. Grant-Five fossils of the auticec  us series,
from Walsh River
Master R .  W. Southerlen-One hen egg with a smaller
one inside.
VISITORS,  2,252.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAI .WAY.
RETURN of Tin Ore forwarded from Warwick
Railway Statio:l during the month of January,
1877 :-
Tons. ewt. qrs. lbs.
Total, 245 15 2 10
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissoner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
rI"ENDERS will be received at this Office, until4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of Coal for the Southern and Western Railway, at
Toowoomba, for Locomotive Engines and Shops,
for one or two years, from 1st April, 1877.
The Coal must be cf the best description, and
samples must be supplied to the Locomotive
Department, Ipswich, prior to the 2nd March.
Specifications, with further particulars, can be
seen at this Office, and at the Locomotive Depart-
ment, North Ipswich.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK'
13 RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, I3lackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda, Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, 1N ormanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
1xf•eeding £200, at tht• rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturd,,y evenings.
Further intormation can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 29th January, 1877.
IT is hereby notified for general information thatClause 14  -No. 6 of " The Postage Act o 1871 "
has been amended to read as follows:-
f
Clause 14.--The Governor in Council may by any
such regulation as hereinbefore provided define
packets, and direct what packets may be sent by
post as town, country, and foreign packets within
the meaning of this Act, &c.
N o.  6.-Packets (in covers open at the ends or
sides, and the contents legibly endorsed
thereon) containing  medical diplom ai, certi-
ficates (partly written and partly printed,
writing paper, envelopes, scrip, pamphlets,
maps, plans, specifications, music, photo-
graphs (on paper), magazines, reviews,
placards, almanacs, prospectuses, paintings,
engravings, printers' proof, or periodical
publications other than newspapers.
(For the Postmaster-General,)
GEORGE THORN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Bi isbane, 30th January, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
FROM A POINT ON THE EXISTING LINE
BETWEEN THE TATE AND WALSH TELE-
GRAPH STATIONS TOTHORNBOROUGH.
TEND EIlS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY,  the 19th day of
March  next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the  supply  of all material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under -mentioned line of tele-
graph ,  according to the terms ,  general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each,  for extra poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
From a point on the existing line between the
Tate and  Walsh Telegraph  Stations to Thorn-
borough, a distance of eighty-five miles, more or
less.
Also for  stretching an additional wire on the
existing line of poles from  the point of  junction to
the Tate or  Walsh Telegraph  Station .  The wire
and insulators to be supplied by the Government,
and delivered  to the  contractor in Brisbane. The
whole contract to be completed  and handed over
to the Government within ten (1{)) months from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  the Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
lie may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazelle,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con.
tractor, together with all  materials and implements
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in his  possession  on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether  named  in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties
for the  non-fulfilment  of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered  as ascertained  damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the con-bract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course  of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under  the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all  timber  within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared  away , and a  good straight
bridle-track ,  of not less  than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from  trees  beyond the
distance mentioned , which in the judgment of the
inspecting  officer might  endanger  the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by  fallen timber ,  must  be cleared by the
removal of  the timber to the original width of such
ro adway . In cases where tracks may become
blocked ,  all fallen timber must  be removed ,  leaving
a cleared  space of not  less than  twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed , not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter  at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from  the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well  coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch
wide.  The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  n, and served with a thick coating of
white leas,
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards  apart,  unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of s lit iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN,
pro  Postmaster- General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock noon, on SATURDAY, the 17th
February next, for the supply of 1,800 pairs (one
thousand eight hundred pairs) of Blankets for the
Aborigines, of the same quality  as a sample
blanket to be seen at the Colonial Stores, and to be
delivered as follows :-
800 (Eight hundred) pairs on 1st January, 1878.
500 (Five hundred) pairs on 1st March, 1878.
500 (Five hundred) pairs on 1st April, 1878.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted, in the sum of £200, with  two sureties in
the sum of £100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Blankets
fur Aborigines."
Further particulars can be supplied on appli-
cation to the Colonial Storekeeper.
R. M. STEWART,
Colonial  Secretary.
IMMIGRATION ACT OF  1872."
REMITTANCE PASSENGERS.
BRITISH.PERSONS resident i  Queensland, wishing toobtain passages to the colony for their  friends
or relatives in the United  Kingdom, can do so,
under the provisions of "  The Immigration Act of
1872," by paying to the Immigration Agent in
Brisbane, or to any of the Clerks of Petty Sessions
in the colony,  amounts in accordance  with the
following scale
Males and  females between 1 and 12, each £1
Males between 12 and 40, each ... ...  2
Females between 12 and 40, each ... ... 1
Males and females  above 40 ... ... 4
Infants under 12 months free.
FOREIGN.
Persons resident in Queensland ,  wishing to obtain
passages to the colony, for their friends or relatives,
from the Continent of Europe,  can obtain F re e
Passage Tickets, available for any Queensland
immigrant ship leaving London or other British
port, on application to this Office, or to any Clerk
of Petty Sessions throughout the colony.
Applicants must clearly understand that these
Tickets do not include the passage from the Con-
tinent to the port of embarkation in Great Britain,
the entire cost of which must be defrayed by the
Immigrant himself
ROBT. GRAY,
Immigration Agent.
Immigration Office,
Brisbane , 14th December, 1876.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Reverend JOHN JOSEPH AHERN ,  a Ministerof the Roman Catholic Church residing at
Brisbane , in the Registry District  of Brisbane, is
duly registered  as a Minister  of Religion  author.
ised to celebrate  Marriages  within the Colony of
Queensland ,  under  the provisions of  " The Marriage
Act  of 1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Customs
Store at Cairns ,  Trinity Bay ,  and Messrs.
Craig's building, leased by the Government, are
set apart for the purposes of a Government Bonded
Warehouse ,  for the warehousing of Dutiable
Goods, previously to the payment  thereon of Duties
or to Exportation,  in accordance  with the 11th
Clause of  " The Customs Act of  1873."
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of  Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane ,  15th January, 1877,
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Department of Pub lic Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  27th December, 1876.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees  and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury ,  at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective  R uns ,  in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters  shall  be
forfeited.
Name  of Louse or Licensee.
john Farrar ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Samuel  Wilson ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
John Costello ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... . ...
Patrick Kinchela White ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Andrew Scott and Andrew Gordon
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...Ditto ... ...
Thomas McIlwraith ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .
The Bank of New South Wales
Ditto ... ...
Mackenzie , Bostock, and Mitchell
Philip Gidley King ... ..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Sydney Grandison Watson ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Edward King Cox
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
De Burgh Persse ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Niel Hugh Macdonald
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
JOHN DOUGLAS
Area in
Name of Run .  Dist rict . Square Amount.
Mites.
Berrellem ... ...
Currawilla . ...
Doveridge No. 1 ...
Doveridge No. 2 ...
Doveridge No. 3 ...
Doveridge No. 4 ...
Diamentina No. 1 ...
Diamentina No. 2 ...
Diamentina No. 3 ...
Diamentina No. 4 ...
Diamentina No. 5 ...
Diamentina No. 6 ...
Diamentina No. 7 ...
Middleton No. 1 ...
Middleton No. 2 ...
Sallen ...
Yendah ... ...
Ulva ... ...
Derrywarra ... ...
Diamentina Lakes No. 1
Diamentina Gates No. 3
Diamentina Lake No. 2
Diamentina Plains ...
Mayne's Lake ..
Diamentina Gates No. 1
Diamentina Gates No. 2
Merrion Downs No. 1
Panic ... ...
Brian O'Lynnc ...
Manuka ... ...
.. Sledmere ... ...
.. Vindex No. 1 ...
... Vindex No. 2 ...
... Vindex No. 3 ...
... Vindex No. 5 ...
... Vindex No. 6
... Vindex No. 7 ...
... Wokingham No. 1 ...
... Wokingham No. 2 ..
... Wokingham No. 3 ...
... Wokingham No. 5 ...
... Cork No. 1 ... ...
... Cork No. 2 ...
... Cork No. 3 ... ...
... Wokingham No. 9...
... Brighton Downs No. 1
... Brighton Downs No. 2
... Wokingham No. 4
... The Nile No. 1 ...
... The Nile No. 3 ...
... The Nile No. 4 ...
... Hercules ... ...
... Prodigal ... ...
... Googlum No. 1 ...
... Googlum  No. 2 ...
... jWe rn a No. 1 ...
... Werna No. 2
... Werna No. 3 ...
... Werna No. 4 ...
... Werna No. 5 ...
... Werna No. 6 ...
... Werna No. 7 ...
Werna No. 8
... Derry Downs East ...
... Derry Down sWest...
... Emu Downs East ...
... Emu Downs West...
... Cobar East ... ...
... Cobar West ... ...
Kenegarry ... ...
Mowarrah ...
Mandragoonah ...
... Coombara ... ...
.. Gregory North
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
.. ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... I ditto ..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
£  S.  d.
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 190 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
53 13 5 0
... 86 21 10 0
... 90 22 10 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 70 17 10 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 16 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 16 0
75 18 16 0
75 18 15 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
60 12 10 0
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PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS-continued.
Name  of  Lessee or Licensee.
Euston Blomfield
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Donald  Smith Wallace
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
James  Crawford, Andrew Gordon, and
Andrew Scott ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
William Brown Bradley and James
Rutherford ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Euston Blomfield and John Nisbet
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto .. ... ...
John Francis Barry ... ...
James Nisbet ... ... ..
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
James  Crawford
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Andrew Scott and John Nisbet ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. .. ...
Felix Clewett and James Nisbet ...
Ditto ... ...
Felix Clewett
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
William  Miles ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Herbert Hunter and John Urquhart...
Charles Skuthorp, Thomas James Sku-
thorp, and John Richard Skuthorp.. .
Edward Rowland Edkins
John Thomas Campbell Ranken ...
Name of Run.
Goongarry No. 3
Sesbania No. 1
Sesbania No. 2
Sesbania  No. 3 ...
Sesbania  No. 4 ...
Sesbania No. 5
Sesbania Nc,. 6 ...
Sesbania No. 7 ...
Cadell No. 1
Cadell No. 2 ...
Donald .... ...
Cathedral ...
Diamentina No. 8 ...
Diamentina No. 11...
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new  Road through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, county of Merivale, through
land in  the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference , showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may  exist to  the formation of the Road in question.
76-6073. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 144, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF
MEBIVALE , DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion of Road
mac
.  v
ReputedHow Held. .
z
d . wner.
I Running  north -west- 285 " C. L.  A. Martin
erly from the  east to W. R. Act of  1868"  Bourke
the west boundary of
portion 14.
Occupier.
Vindex No.  8 ... ... ditto ... ... 53 13 6 0
Vindea No. 9 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
McIntyre Downs ,., ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Davenport Downs ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Bunda Bulla ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Tapilla ... ... , . , ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Dirleton No. 1 ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Dirleton No.  *1  ... ... ditto ... .. , 100 25 0 0
Dirleton No. 3 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Dirleton No. 4 ... ... ditto . , ... 80 20 0 0
Oondooroo ... ... .., ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Vindex No. 4 ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Dirleton No. 5 ... ... ditto ... 80 20 0 0
Dirleton No. 6 ... . ... ditto 108 27 0 0
Dirleton No. 7 ... ... ditto 83 20 15 0
Upper Oondooroo ... ... ditto ... 56 14 0 0
Rangelands ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Vindex No. 10 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Vindex No. 11 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Vindex No. 12 ...  ...  ditto ... 32 8 0 0
Vindex No. 13 ... ditto ... ... 38 9 10 0
Wokingham No. 6 ... ,., ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Wokingham No. 7 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Wokingham No. 8 ,., ... ditto ... ... 65 1 16 5 0
Olio No. 1 ... ... ... ditto ... ... 88 22 0 0
Olio No. z ... ditto 43 10 15 0
Bellkate No. 1 ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Bellkate No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
.olia No. 1... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
.tEolia No. 2... ... ,., ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Venture No. 1 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Venture No. 2 ... ditto .. , ... 33 8 5 0.
Wombat ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Dagworth ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Gordonia No. 1 ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Gordonia No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Crescent No. 2  ...  ditto ... ... 100 23 0 0
Urbana No. 1 ... . , . ditto .. , 100  25  0 0
Urbana No. 2 ditto 100 25 0 0
Marmion ... .. , ditto ... 82 20 10 0
Jackton ... ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Area in
District .  Square
Miles.
Amount.
£ s. d.
Gregory North ... 80 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 77 19 5 0
Bearings .  Lengths.
chs. lks.
M. Bourke 378° 8 262070 16 60
Breadth Area.  Remarks.
of Road,
One chain
A. A. P.
1 338  Portion through
which road runs
unfeneed and
unimproved.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BUNYA AND WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE. -
W1TH
reference to the Notice dated the 16th day of November, 1876, folio 1071 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 10A, parish of Bunya, and 98,
parish of Warner. county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
s ecified ,  being  lands originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing  a reservation  of all such parts
thereof as  might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excel •
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it  is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle  the persons so
claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-6154.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 1OA, PARISH OF BUNYA, AND 98, PARISH OF
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Port ion of Road.
1 Commencing in the
south -east boundary of
portion 10A,  and run-
ning north -westerly to
the junction of Sandy
Creek with the South
Pine River
2 A piece of land off  the
south -west corner  of,
subdivision 1 of por-
tion 98 I
No. of
Portion. How held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings. Lengths .
cl,s. Iks.
10A Under deed Joseph Chs. Copp 335° 14 81
...
of grant Baynes
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
ditto  ...  Saml. Coe Saml.  Coe 315° 5 0
278° 2 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 30th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of Warner, count of Stanley,
Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for
Public Works, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the road in question.
GEORGE THORN.77-61.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A Pr'BLIC ROAD.
No. Po rt ion of Road.
aw o0
°c How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
Breadth
of Area.
Road . l
Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 chain, 1 2 20  Cultivated
and land, un-
irregular fenced,
along east
boundary
of portion
10A.
Irregular 0 1 29 Unfenced,
along west
and north
boundaries
of portion
98.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.Lengths.
I  ohs. Iks.
1 Commencing at the 2156 Conditional Robe rt It.  Leitch ...
south -east corner of clause of Leitch
portion 208, and  "C.L.A. Act
running no rth -west-  of 1868 "
erly to its west
bounda ry
2 Commencing at the 2170  C.L.A. Act  Henry H. Walker
south-east corner of  of 1868  Walker
portion 246, and
running westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the ... Forfeited The Cro wn  ...
no rt h boundary of selection
portion 216,  and
running south - I
westerly to its west
boundary
A. R. P.
305° 00' 27 20 1 chain 7 3 1 1Fenced
295" 43' 28 18
283° 45' 17 31
270° 27' 5 00
270° 27' 15 OS Irregular  1 3 17 Partly
fenced ;
house,
stockyard,
Re.
239° 20' 4 98 Irregular 4 2 80
211° 00' 4 81
214° 00' 4 95
-237°00' 12 22
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January,  1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Selections 813 and 1350 T.R., parish of Ramsey, county of Aubigny,
through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
76-6072. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, ToowooMBA REGISTER,
PARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DowNs, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
N o. of
Selection.
442
Reputed
Owner.
Too-
woomba
Register.
I A strip one chain wide  813  "C. L. A.  Garrett G. Culhane North
off the  west boundary  Act  of 1868" Culhane
of Selection 813
2 A strip one chain wide 1350
off the  west ,  north,
and west  boundaries
of the selection
Remarks.
West
boundary
fenced;
otherwise
unim-
proved
Left side
of road
fenced ;
selection
otherwise
unim-
proved
and unoc-
cupied
Department  of Public Works,
Bri sbane , 30th January, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,  having deemed
it expedient to open a new Road from the Warwick Road to Harding' s Selection , portion 411,
parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the  several
persons  hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference  showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all  persons  interested  therein are requested
to transmit ,  in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this  date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-59. GEORGE THORN.
NEW ROAD.--FIRST NOTICE.
How held.
Crown land
Area.
A. 1. P.
5 2 25
Ditto ...  Lawrence Unoccupied  N. 00  E. 7 42 1 chain ... 3 1 26Buckley  900 E. 16 17
0° 21' 7 54 average 136
links.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING 'S SELECTION ,  PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
'" o
tee" Reputed  I
I +  Breadth
How Held. Owner. (Occupier . Bearings .
,
Lengths. of Area.  Remarks.
Road.
I Commencing on the
Warwick Road and
running east along
north boundary of
portion 209
2 Commencing at the
south -west corner of
port ion 183,  and run-
ning east to south-
east corner
Occupier.  Bearings . j Lengths. Breadthof Road.
90°
I ohs. Iks.
... 56 56 1 chain ...
chs. Iks .  A. R. P.
46 68  -  1 chain  ...  4 2 24  Through water
reserve.
Conditional Thos .  Unoccu- 90° 36' 39 09 1 chain  ...  3 3 26 Adjoining land
Clause  " C.  L.  Glynn pied I  fenced-two
A. Act of
1868" 1
rails.
3 Commencing at the 759 j` Conditional Francis Francis 90° 12' 20 73 Irregular 1 1 20 This land was
south -west corner of Clause  " C. L.  Porter  Port er being  fenced
portion 212, and run -  A. Act of  at time of
ning westerly th ro ugh 18681' Crown  1 chain  ...  2 0 11 survey.
that port ion and laud
Cro wn land, to north-
west corner of portion
411 i
1
348
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1281 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of Road from Warwick tc Ipswich,
through the Mount Tabor Estate, parish of Warwick, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation
of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation for Roads of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making Public Ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such  compensation, unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
77-137. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO IPSWICH,  THROUGH THE  MOUNT TABOR
ESTATE, PARISH OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
No.  Portion of Road. RegisterNos. of How Held.
Portions
1 Running northerly' ... Proclamation
through the Cattle in  Govern-
Market Reserve from  ment Gazette
its south-east boundary of 1869, folio
to its north corner 4
2 A triangular piece off 4 Under Deed
the east corner of of Grant
allotment 4, section 2A, containing a
town of Warwick general re-
servation
for roads
3 A triangular piece of 160 Ditto ...
the north-west corner
of portion 160
4 From the  south-west
corner of portion 162,
northerly and north-
easterly to the south-
east corner of portion
163
162 Ditto  ...
163
6 Running north -easterly 164 Ditto  ...
from the west to the
north boundary of por-
tion 164
6 Running north-easterly 165 Ditto  ...
from the south  to the
east boundary  of por-
tion 165
7 Running north -easterly 1 368 Ditto  ...
from the west to the
east boundary of por-
tion 368
8 Running  north -easterly 369 Ditto ...
from the west bound- 370
ary of portion 369 to
the north-east corner
of portion 370
9 Running north-easterly 407
from the south-west 408
corner of portion 407 409
to the north boundary 410
of portion 410
10 Running north-easterly 411
from the south bound-, 412
ary of portion 411 to 413
the north boundary of 431
portion 423 432
11 Running north -easterly 433
fro m the south bound- 434
ary of portion 433 to 436
the east boundary of
portion 435
Ditto
Ditto
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings .
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
chs. lks . A. R. P.
I The Crown Unoccupied 0° 57' 10 53 150  links 1 2 12 Unimp roved
poor sandy
soil
John Ditto 0° 57' 3 42 Ditto  ... 0 1 1 Ditto
McCu lloch
Patrick
V
Ditto ... 0° 57' 2 42 Ditto  ... 0 0 29 Ditto
McNamara
James Ditto  ...  0° 57' 3 69 Ditto ... 2 1 38 Ditto
1 Quinn 490 0' 13 96
I
Ditto  ... Ditto ... 49° 0' 13 76 Ditto... 2 1 6 Ditto
Florence Ditto  ...  49° 0' 4 72 Ditto  ... 0 1 37 Ditto
Honors
O'Reilly
Ditto  ... G. Pigott ...  65° 30' 16 62 Ditto  ... 2 1 12 Unimproved
John Cani  ' Ditto ... 55° 30' 29 05  Ditto  ... 4 2 16 Ditto
Ditto ... Ditto ... 37° 35' 48 29 Ditto ... 7 1 20 Ditto
Ditto .., Ditto ...  37° 35' 14 63} Ditto  ... 10 1 15 Unimproved
66° 0' 27 00 forest laud
500 tt 27 24
Ditto  ... Ditto  ...  50' 0' 42 20 Ditto ... 6 0 16 Fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF MUDGEERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, 1876, folio 935 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from selections on Tallebuggera Creek, towards
Brisbane, Beenleigh, and the Border, parishes of Mudgeeraba and Tallebuggera, county of Ward,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof some
part was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a special reservation for roads,
and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby
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given , that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5744. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF ROADS FROM SELECTIONS ON TALLEBUGGERA CREEK TOWARDS  BRISBANE
BEENLEIGH ,  AND THE BORDER, PARISHES  OF MIIDGEERABA AND TALLEBIIGGERA, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion  of Road .  No. of How held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . Breadth Area .  Remarks.
Selection . Owner. of Road
Beenleigh
Register
1 Commencing on Talle- 122
buggers Creek, and
running westerly
through port ion No.
16 to a Government
road
2 Commencing on Tall e- 123
buggers Creek, and
running no rt h-east-
erly and northerly
through portion No.
15 to its eastern
boundary
3 Commencing on the 248
western boundary of
po rt ion No .  14, and
running no rt h-
easterly to its north-
eastboundary; com-
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
da ry , and running
westerly to the
western bounda ry
4 Commencing on the 142
south -west bounda ry
of port ion No. 13,
and running east-
erly to a Govern-
ment road ; com-
mencing on the
no rt h-east boundary I
of the portion, and I
running south-
westerly and south-
erly to its south-
west bounda ry
6 Commencing  on the 141
no rt h -east boundary
of port ion 12, and
running southerly to
Tallebuggera Creek
6  Commencing on Taile- 245
buggers  Creek ,  and
running south -
easterly through
portion No .  21 to its
north -east  boundary
7 Commencing on the 162
south -west boun-
dary of portion No.
18, and running
south -easterly and
north- easterly to its
north -eastboundary
8 Commencing  on the 889
south -west boun-
dary of port ion No.
19, and running
north -easterly to its
north- east bounda ry
9 Commencing on the 135
north -west boun-
dary of portion No.
10, and running
south-easterly and
north -easterly to the
same boundary
10 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion No .  14e, and
running  north to its
north boundary
11 Commencing on the;
south boundary of'
Conditional Stephen
Selection Tobin
under " C.
L. A. Act of188811
276° 40'
Ditto William ... 52° 30'
Dolan 41° 30' 1$0° 50'
1 0
01
0° 35'
8°
01
Ditto Samuel S. 0'
Andrews 30° 36'
I 48° 30'
254° 0'
286° 45'
327" 0'
I
Under Deed William 480 30'
of Grant Andrews 94° 45'
containinga 245° 15'
special re- 211° 30'
servation for 1374 0'
roads 173° 30'
162° 30'
181° 15'
197° 15'
Under Deed Samuel 197° 15'
of Grant Andrews 191° 46'
containing a 142° 15'
special re-
servation for
roads
Conditional Stephen 126° 40'
Selection Tobin 78° 50'
under " C. 150° 30'
L. A. Act of 127° 0'
1888"
Under Deed J. J. Dwyer 127° 0'
of Grant 47° 10'
containinga 38° 45'
special re-
servation for
ro ads
1868 Act Heinrich 38° 46'
Gypske 16° 30'
18° 47'
44° 0'
24° 40'
IUnder Deed Fred .Fowler 131° 0'
of Grant 75° 0'
containing a 21° 30,
special  re-1  servation for
i  roads
Under Deed Sarnl.Howes 3600 0'
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
Under  Deed Ditto ... 380° 0'
of  Grant
portion  No. M,  and containinga
running north to its special re-
north- east bound -  servation for
ary  ro ads
chs. lks. A.  R.  P.
7 70 1 chain 4 Parish of
Tallebuggers,
2 30 1 chain 3 37 Parish of
4 11 Mudgeeraba.
5 70
7 09
16 45
7 43
11 53 1 chain 5 1 2 Ditto.
20 28
2 35
3 09
7 78
4 08
5 99 1 chain  4 2 16 Ditto.
6 04
1 84
4 90
4 23
4 40
8 48
5 94
5 06
2 64 1  chain  2 2 20 Ditto.
8 86
15 47
2 00 1 chain  1 2 21 Parish of
5 87 Tallebuggera
6 17
2 50
13 01 1 chain 2 3 4 Ditto.
8 08
8 37 I
3 60 ' 1 chain 4 0 9 Ditto.
5 75
9 04
14 17
8 01
0 34 1 chain 0 2 Parish of
2 03 Mudgeeraba
1 31
10 00  "1 chain 1 0 0 Ditto.
2 48 1 chain 0 0 26 Ditto.
AMMM-
k Nor s .-- On the Deeds of Grant of portions 10, 12,  13, 18,  13x, and 14A the above road has been reserved.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOONDOOLAN , COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
11'
ITH reference to the Notice dated the  10th  day of October , 1876, folio 790  of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through  Portion 30,  parish of Moondoolan,
County of  Ward,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified ,  originally granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making public ways  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that His Excellency  the Governor,  with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office ,  Beenleigh .  A ll  persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of
the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works ,  within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
76-5356.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 30, PARISH  OF MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth I
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.  of Area.
Road.
1 Fro m the road reserved  ... Under  Deed  John  Collins
through Portion  30 of Grant
easterly to the Albert  containing
River ,  and southerly  a general
along that  river  reservation
for roads.
__1_
cbs. Iks .  A.  R  P.
1169 53' 9 35 14 chains 20 0 0
87° 8' 9 60 ditto ...
122° 56' 14 69 ditto ...
74Q 28' 10 00  Irregular
1819 24' 6 46 ditto ...
184° 50' 18 00 ditto ...
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
REW ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 27th day of November, 1876, folio 1218 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Selection 1003TR, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5330. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 1003 T.R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
I
Portion  of Road. ° m NP
w Reputed Occupier.  1 Bearings. i en„ tna i BpR a Area.  Remarks
'R 0 16CAM
A.  K.  P.
Fro m the south-west 1003 Home -  William  ... N. 011 4' E.  24 72 1 chain 2 2 0
corner of selection stead Bishop
1003, parish of Merin- under
gandan , northerly  "C.L.A.
along its west  boun-  Act of
dary to the no rt h-west 1868"
corner
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of Novmber.  1876,  folio 1218 of the  Governmen
1 Gazette,  relative' to the opening of a new Road through Portico •t3, parish of Gilston, county of
Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunderspecified : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming' compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby
informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works)
76-6030.
.TOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION  43, PARISH OF GILSTON ,  COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
From the road  re served
through portion 43,
parish of Gilston,
south-easterly to the
south boundary
' FIO
.2`o" How
e Held.
Reputed  Breadthoccupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . of  Road.' Owner. . Area  Remarksw  i I
1 lk e a P'
372 Home-  1 J. Glass ...
stead
under
"C-L.A.,
Act of
1868"
1 1630301 2 63 1 chain ! 1 0 0
148° 6 23
136° 1 60
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BLENHEIM, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1' W
I1'H  reference  to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the opening of a new Road to upper part of Sandy Creek, parish of Blenheim,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby  given , that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of deference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at  the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming coml ensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary  for Public Works within forty days froth the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5225.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK, PARISH OF  BLENHEIM,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the north bound -
ary of portion 120,
south - westerly and
southerly ,  to its south
boundary
2 From the  north bound-
ary of portion 125,
southerly to its south
boundary,  and again
from its north bound-
ary south -westerly to
Sandy Creek
S From the north -east I
corner of portion 126,
southerly to its south
$4 0
How Held . ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
Breadth.
Lengths .  of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
Ipswich. chs. lks . ' A.  R. F.
1677 Homestead Martin
under  C. L.  Carmodv
A. Act of
22 1°
168° 30'
25
4
26 1 chain
15
3 0 0
1868
18,30 Homestead Dedlef
South. 14
172° 5
95 1 chain
10
5 0 0
under  C.L.  Bander 270° 7 0
A. Act of 2.12" 13 0
1868 278° 8 0
Ilelidon.
338° 1 40
308 Homestead Ilenry  148°361 5 4  I chain 2 0 0
under  C.L. Pohlman  210° 7 10 acid irre-
A. AN of 180° 8 33 gular
boundary 1868
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
1J
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of October, 1876, folio 884 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of  a new 1i oad through Portions 320 and 321, parish of Tenthill, county ofChurchill,through lands inthe occupation of theseveral persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the
Police Office, Gatton. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation in respect  of the  said Road, are
hereby intormed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Pub-
lic Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice  will not entitle the persons so claiming
to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4557. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 320 AND 321 ,  PARISH OF TENTHILL ,  COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
ma, 0Qo
Reputed I Breadth I
. e " How Held . Occupier . Bearings . Lengths. of I Area .  Remarks.gz m Owner . Road. I
ohs. iks. A. A. P.
1980 Homestead Charles 2011 west 21 46 2 chains 8 0 0
under  " C. Tryhorn 19 30
L. A. Act
of 1888 "
1985 Homestead Joseph 2010 14 28 1 2 chains 6 0 0
under  " C. Avis 2390 13 0
L. A. Act
1 From the  north
boundary of por -
tion 321 south-
westerly and
westerly to its
south-west corner
on Sandy Creek
2 Fro m the  north
boundary of por -
tion 320 south -
westerly to its  of  1868'.
south  boundary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MACKENZIE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
` ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 996 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening  of a new Road in subdivision A, of portion 22, parish of
Mackenzie, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane ,  and at  the Police Office,
Beenleigb. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such
compensation , unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-4808.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD IN SUBDIVISION A OF PORTION  22, PARISH OF MACKENZIE,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
,CD
0
How Reputed Length BreadthNo., Portion of Road.
oa
r
c  held.
zm
Occupier .Owner. Bearings. Area . Iin Chains .  of Road. Remarks.
ohs iks .  ch. iks . A. R. P.
An irregular piece of ...  Under  I Henry Unoccupied. East
Average.
1 60 10 2 20  Fenced.
land off the north - Deed of l Jordan.
east corner  of Sub- Grant
division A, Portion 22 contain-ing
general
reserva-
b
roads.
858
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 997 of the  Government
y  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 140, parish of Redland,
county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specific a, which was originally
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Fxecutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the  persons so claiming to any
such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76.5001.
Boox OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 140, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY',
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD.
NO. Portion of Road.
N $3
So°
How Held.
zm
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
I
Lengths . I
Breadthl
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike. A.  X. P.
1 From thenorth boundary 1,373  Underdeed J. H. Heine-  129° 60' 1 14 11 chain 2 1 2 Taken up as
of portion 140 south- Bris -  of grant, mann  157°10' 2 12 a Conditional
easterly and south- bane containing 156°16' 6 44 Selection
westerly to Its south Beg. a general 166°46' 308 under the C.
boundary reservation 156°16' 4 34 L. A. Act of
for roads. 208°57' 436 1863,  in Octo-
226° 1 16 ber,1€71.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th  January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 14th day of November, 1876, folio 1070 of the  Government
Gazette  relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of a Road from Logan Village to
Beenleigh  through Portion 261, parish of Moffatt, county of Ward, through land  in the  occupation of the
person hereunder  specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient  to open and make the }load referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous  of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4794. JOHN DOUGLAS.
Boor OF  REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM LOGAN VILLAGE  TO BEENLEIGH, THROUGH
PORTION 261 ,  PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD ,  MORETON DISTRICT , INTENDED TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
, c!
moo
' c o
Dz0
How Held. Reputed I Occupier.Owner. Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
1 A strip of land  offthe 633A Under Saml .  Smith '  Saml.  SmithN. 89° 53'  E. chs .  Iks.
i
1501inks 3 2 39 Forest
south boundary of ly " Land Act 24 96 land,
portion 261 . Immigra - II  of  1868 partly
tion se-
leeetion,
Beenleigb
Register
fenced.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
`i ' ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, folio 941 of the  Government  Gazette,
F relative to the opening of a new Road, being deviation of Warwick Road, near Fassifern, parish of
Fassifern, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, wi'h the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roa ' referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane. and the Police Office, Ipswich.
All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are  hereby  informed that
notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compen-
sation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
75-672.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD,  BEING  DEVIATION OF THE WARWICK ROAD, NEAR F.&SSIFERN , PARISH
OF FASSIFERN , COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MOREION DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
g
of subdivision 1 of general re-
portion 22 1 servation
for roads
2 Commencing  in the' 2008  "C. L. A Act
east boundary of of 1868"
portion 105, and Homestead
running north -east-
er.y to its north
boundary
9 Commencing  in the, 309
4 Commencing  in the 93
south boundary ofl
portion 41, and run-
ning north -easterly
to its west boundary
5 Commencing in the 708
east boundary of
portion 66,  and run-
ning north-easterly
and north -westerly
to its north-west
I corner I
6 Commencing  in the 2560
south boundary of
portion 156,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its west boundary
7 Commencing  in the 93
east  boundary of
portion 41,  and  run- '
ning north -westerly
and northerly to its
north boundary
3[cAnalan,
Rd. Brad-
field
" C. L. A. Act  Julia
,f  1868" MacAnalen
Conditional
" C. L. A. Act
of 1868"
Conditional
Julia
MacAnalen
"C. L. A. Act  Mi. Mac-
of 1868" Analen
Conditional
" C. L. A. Act'  Ml. Mac-
of 1868 " Analen
Conditional
" C. L A. Act  Julia
of 1868"  MacAnalen
Conditional
Breadth
Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
cl is. Iks.  lks. A.  R. P.
M. McAna- 62° 00'  11 24 150 1 2 15 Unfenced andIan unimproved
to be ex
changed for
part of a
closed  ro ad.
Rd.  Brad -  62° 00'  10 10 150 1 2 7 Unfenced and
field 38° 00'  1 50 unimproved.
M1. McAua- 38° 00'  14 96 I 150 6 0 16 Unfenced and
len 27° 00'  14 51 unimproved.
72° 00'  12 42 Reserved road
to be closed
MacAiialen 72° 00' 6 60 160 1 2 19 Unfenced and
and Pea -  25° 00' 0 96A unimproved.
cock Part of re-
served  ro ad
to be closed.
Ml. Mae- 25° 00' 15 86  150 3 1 30 Unfenced and
Analeu 1 325° 00' 0 50 unimproved.
Ml. Mac-
Analen
325000' 2 16  A tri- 0
angular
piece
0 171 Ditto.
MacAnaleu325° 00' 4 4.5 160  lks.1 5 0  49 Ditto.
and Pea- 356° 25 17 29 1 Irre-
cock 11° 33' 7 66 s gular
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
OTICE is hereby  given , that the  undermentioned  Overtime Goods,
Mackay. will be sold by Public Auction, at that place, at Noon,
proximo,  under the 113th Clause "  Customs Act of  1873."
Date of
Bonding. ship. Master. Whence. Merchant.  Bond Mark.
in the Government Bond at
on SATURDAY,  the 24th
Goods .  Quantity.
1873.
Dec. 8  ... " Naomi " McPherson  Brisbane  ... B. Broodnitz 0  No. 1 1 qr. cask wine 25 gallons.
1874. 66 U.P.
Jan. 5  ... " Amy Rob- Foster ,.. Brisbane ... I S. Bromberg L No. 3 1 qr. cask brandy 21 ' e galls. 18.2
cart " 68
N 1 half chest tea 40 lbs. nett.
68
Register
Portion of Road. No. of now held.
Selection.
Reputed
Owner.
Running north-east- ,.. Under deed Michael
erly from the west of grant
to the east boundary containin a
south  boundary of
portion 43,  and run-
ning  north-easterly
to its north boun-
dary
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Customs ,  Brisbane , 20th January, 1877.
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Department of' Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SOUTH BRISBANE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio  1282  of the  Government
11'' Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road to the South Brisbane and Toowong Ferry,
parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified, which were originally granted by  P eeds of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for snaking public ways : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim niust be served upon the Secretary
for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to  any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public works,)
77-106. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TO THE SOUTH BRISBANE AND ToowvoNG FERRY, PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE , COUNTY OF STANLEY, iMIOREToN DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No. Portion of Road . How Held. Reputed Occupier . Bearings . Lengths. Breadth ofOwner. Road. Area . Remarks.
ch.. iks. A. It, P. I
1 A strip of land  off  the  Under  Deed  Y. 11. E. If.  290°0'  17 20 32 links  0 2 8 Agricul-
no rt h -east boundary  of Grant Harries  Har ri es turalland,
of subdivision 2 of containinga fenced
suburban allotment general reser-
43 vation for
roads
2 A st ri p of land  off the Ditto ... Thos. Thos.
south -west boundary  ,  Thomson  Thomson
of subdivision C of
suburban allotments
42 and 43
290" 0' 1 00 20 links 0 0 13 Agricul-
turalland,
fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD,  PARISHES  OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND  NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November , 1x76,  folio 996 of the  Grnernment
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion  2 1, parish of Jimboomba ,  county
of Ward ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified  :  Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency  the Governor,  n ith the advice of the  Executive  • Council ,  has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office  of'  the Surveyor.
General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Beenleigh .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect  of'  the said Road ,  are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public  Works  within forty days from the date hereof ,  but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For Secretary of Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
488276- .
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21, PARISH OF JIMBOO MBA, CO UNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
s.. p
W 0 How Reputed I BreadthNo. Portion of Road. Q d
mz held.
Occupier.Owner. Bearings. Lengths. I ofRoad. Area . Remarks.
A triangular  piece, off, 1913, Under T. E.Wi lliams T. E. Williams1N. 19J° 4' E. chs. Iks.8 28 Irre - A.  It.  P.0 2. 21 Required to
the south -west corner ' Bris- Act of gular give access
of portion 21 bane 1868 to new
Reg. bridge.
856
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES  OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF  MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, folio 997 of the  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Goomburra up the Valley of Dalrymple Creek to
Selection  594 W.H., parishes of Glengallan and Gladfield, county of Merivale, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof some part was originally,
granted by Deed of Grant containing a special reservation for Roads, and whereof the residue. is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is
herefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office
Allora. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such
compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4801.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF RF . FF,RENCE  OF ROAD FROM GOOMBURRA  UP THIS  VALLEY OF DALRYMPLE  CREEK TO SELECTION
594 W. H., PARISHES  OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MZERIVALE,  DARLING Dowxs,
INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
I From junction with
Allora and Goom-
burra Homestead road
in pre-emptive 2, F ast-
erly to its east boun-
dary
2 Running  north- easterly
through selection 250
S Running no rt h easterly
through selection 250
4 Running  not th -easter y
through selection 539
6 Running north -easterly
through selection 538
6 Running  north easterly
through selection 537,
and south-easterly to
its east boundary
Running  south-easterly,
east ,  and north-
easterly through
Crown  land to south
boundary of selection
278
A
ecoa
aim
How held. Reputed Occupier.Owner.
Under  deed C.  H. Green ,  Unoccupied
of grant Hodgson,
containing  McLean,
a special  and Green
reserva-
tion for
roads
1798  " Leasing  Cbs, Brown Ditto
Aet of  Fisher
1868"
1897 Ditto Ditto Ditto
2194 Ditto C. H. Green Ditto
2193 Ditto Ditto Ditto
2192  Ditto Ditto Ditto
8 Running  northerly  and 1852
easterly fro m the
south to the  east boun-
dary of selection 278
a Running easterly 1853
through selection 279
10 Running north -easterly W. R.
Pastoral
lease
The Crown C. H. Green
Leasing  Thurtle Unoccupied
Act of  Fisher
1866 "
Ditto
Land Act
through selection 593 693 of 1868 "
11 Running no rt h-easterly
from the west boun-
dary of selection 694
to junction with road
near water reserve in
Ditto Ditto
C H Green Ditto
W. R. Ditto Ditto Ditto
boo
said selection
Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
chs.lks . A. R. P.
79° 25' 14 00 1 chain 1 2 26
66° 15' 3 47
647' 15'  21 86 Ditto 2 0 30
1
65° 15' 15 01  Ditto 2 0 31
62° 45' 6 95
62° 15' 25 45 1 Ditto 2 2 7
62° 45' 27 60 Ditto 3 0 37
45° 0' 4 73
45° 0' 7 26 Ditto 3 2 8
34° 0' 8 00
47° 0' 4 00
74° 25'  4 84
116° 3' 13 32
116° 3' 17 01 Ditto 17 1 J
88° 40' 60 00
46° 45' 58 75
16°39' 4 68
65° 14' 23 80
48° 15' 7 01
16° 36' 0 74
16° 36' 9 26 Ditto 2 0 20
54° 41' 7 69
92° 50' 5 3o ( '
92° 50' 19 94 Ditto 2 0 0
92° 50'  2 37 Ditto 9 0 0
61° 47' 1 26 70
40° 22'  14 34
67° 55'  32 03
84° 10'  11 73
60° 15'  2 94
60° 15'  16 09 Ditto 1 2 6
Remarks.
Part of pad.
dock fence
on this se-
leotion.
Unimproved
Fence
crosses
selection.
Unimproved
Ditto
Unimproved
selection
Open box,
gum, and
apple forest.
Wire fence
crosses
road.
Unimproved
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of October, folio 789 of  the  Governrnent Gazetts,
relative to the opening  of a new Road, being part of a Road from Cressbrook to Gatton, parish of
Gatton, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was
originally granted  by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof  as might
thereafter be required for public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Gatton. All persons
desirous  of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim  must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the
date hereof , but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they
are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-2675. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM Cii ssnaOOB TO GATTON, THROUGH PORTION 74,
PARISH  OF GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A strip of land  along, ...
the east boundary of
Portion 74
How held.
Under Deed
of Grant
containing
n general
reservation
for roads
Reputed Occupier.Owner.
Robert Robert
Bell Bell
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths.  of Area . Remarks.
Road.
1660 0'
1050 15'
1800 0'
chs.  Iks.
4 } Irregular
2
3
961
3  63+} I chain ...
A. R. P. 1
5 0 36 Partly fenced
and cleared
Nora -The  above Book of Reference cancels reference No. 2 of the one  dated 1st July, 1875, and proclaimed in the
Goverxnwnt Gazette ,  folio 1313.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new  Road through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny, through
lan3 in the  occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, which was originally granted by Deeds
of Grant containing a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required  for making
public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,  and at the
Police Office, Toowoomba ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road  in question.
77-8.  GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526, PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. of ReputedNo. Portion of  Road . Portion . How held . Owner.
1
3
A strip off  south and 402 Under Deed Mari an
pa rt  of east  boundary of Grant Scott
of Portion  402 containing  Gregory
a general
reservation
for  ro ads.
A strip off south boun-
dary of Portion 526
Occupier.  Bearings . Lengths.) Breadth
- of Road.
chs. Ike.
F. T. Gregory  900  33 25
4 98
526 Ditto  ... .  F. GragorylF  T. Gregory!  900 j 19 79
1 chain .
1 chain...
Area  Remarks.
A. E. r.
3 3 4t Portion
fenced.
2 0 0 Portion
ftcosa.
358
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT.
SECOND NOTICE.
r ITH reference to the Notice dated the `98th day of December, 1876, folio 45 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several ersons hereunder specified: Notice is hereby
given, that His Excellency tie Governor, with the advice' of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan aid Book of Reference. to he seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich.  All  persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty (lays from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
76-5701. GEORGE THORN.
BooK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  TRROUGI{ PORTIONS 4') AND  it,  PARtSI ; OF THORN,  COUNTY  OV
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT .  INTENDED TO BE PRO C LAIMED AS A  P UBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. 4 c * How held.
axEI
1 From the south-east
corner of  portion 40,
i northerly along its
east boundary to the
north-east corner
2 From the south -east
corner of portion 41,
northerly  along  its
How field.
Reputed O B ^tOwner.
North
North
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
1 chain
a. r. p.
2 2 0
I chain ' 2 2 0
Department of Public Works,Brisbane. 8th February, 1877.
N ENV ROAD, PARISH  OF BROMELTON , COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice  dated  the 12th day of December, 1876 ,  folio 1354 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton,
county  of'  Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the ::ail Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation  in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that nctice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-4831.  GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND 8, PARISH OF BROMELTON ,  COUNTY OF
WARD,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
I Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 7,  and run-
ning north and north-
westerly
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 8,  and run-
ning north-westerly
to a surveyed road
2897 Homestead ,  Heinrich
under  C L. Goebel
A. Act of  i
' 1868
I
3846 Homestead
under  C.L.
A. Act of
Alfred Rose
Brisbane  Under Land
Register  Act of  1868
1734
1839
Reputed I OccupierOwner I
John
J1un ay
ccupior Carngs. eng s.
chs. iks.
24 0
24  0
I
Bearings .  Lengths.
of Road . Area .  Remarks.
ohs. Ike  A. B. P.
John North 30 ( I  chain 5 1 0 Onen
Murray  N. 315°  E. 22 54 forest
land.
Under  Land  Catherine Cathe ri ne  N. 315°  E. 10 98 1 chain 1 0 20
Act  of  1868 ; Colgan  Colgan
NOTICE.-UNCLAIMED GOODS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Unclaimed Goods in the  Queen 's Warehouse at
r Townsville,  will be Sold  by Public Auction,  at noon  on SATURDAY,  the 24th proximo, under
the 82nd clause  " Customs  Act of  1873."
Date. I Ship. Master,  Whence.  Merchant.
1876. '
June 29 " Florence  Phillips Cooktown
Irving"
Customs ,  Brisbane,
26th January, 1877.
east boundary to the 1868
north-east corner
I
J. Aisbett
Mark ,  Goods .  Quantity.
H JA 5 cases  Sardines
57 R
L JA 1 case Cocoa
57 R
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
36U
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TAMBORINE AND TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1$76, folio 1349 of the  Gvvert ment.
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road throuhl Portions 61 and 63, Parish of Iattiborilae,
and Portion 19, parish of Tabragalba, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons  hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been leased to eonfiria the said Road, a,nit is tbprofore hereby declare4
expedient to open and make the
pleased
referred to according to the Plan and gook of I,eference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road ,  are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they  claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days Amp
the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claming to any such,  compensation ,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-261.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 61 AND 63, PARISH OF TAMBORINE, AND POn-
Tiow 196 P jgr or TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO *.*, P49-
CLAIMED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
Yob Portion of Road .  No. at
selection.
1 Commencing on a
surveyed road in
portion 63.  and run-
ning northerly to
its north boundary
2 Commencing  on the
south boundary of
portion 61, and
running  northerly
to the Coburg
River
1 Running  northerly
through portion 1!,
aeboss a bend of
the Coburg River
R ErO%ted]sow  11814. or, Occupier. P earings .  Lqugths , of.cad Ares,  mar](!'
cha, iks. A. R. P.
Brisbane, Immigra - Thomas T.  Irving N. 370 E . 5 00 1 ohatu. 1 3 8 Forest land,
Register tion selec - Irving N. 33° E . 8 10 fenced;
20264 Lion N.  345° 30'E . 4 62 siightaitera-
86 Lion of re-
served ro&4.
2026 Under  Land
Act  of 1868
Charles
Rolmee
Unoccupied N. 346°  30' E. 9 9 1  chain 1  0 0 Forest laud,
fe;
slightcskera-
tion of re-
served road.
1412 Under Land illiaxn Unoccupied H. 343°  28' E. 3 16 1 chain 2 10 0  Forest d,
Act  of  1868 olntee N .  8° A'  It. 12 411
N  .18° b8' E. 3 30
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF W4RI).
SECOND NOTICE.
W1 reference to the Notice dated the 2nd day of Jaaiary, 1877, folio 45 of the  Cvov"went
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon,
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is
hereby girow, that His  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Couaeil, has been
pleased to confirm the said ]load ,  and it is therefore  hereby  declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Survtyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office ,  Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the coulpensaticm they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by pity so, entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76-5216.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU GH PORTIONS 33 AND 34 ,  PARISH OF TELEMON ,  OOTN'SY OF
WARD, MORBTON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BB PROCLAIMED All 4 PUBLIC Ro4D.
No Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
. Selec-
tion.
I Prom the road reserved through 2286
portion 33 westerly and south -
westerly to its west corner
2 From the crossing place on 2286
Christmas  Creek north-west-
erly and south -westerly to
join the above
S From  the south corner of  por- 3391
tion 34 north -westerly along
How held, ReputedOwner. Occupier . (Bearings. Lengthq '
Breadth
of Road.
Homestead under Edwin Brook 273°
chs. lks.
25 94 11 chains 6 3 6
"  C. L. A. Act  of
1868"
Ditto ... ...  Ditto 318° 30'  10 36  1 chain b 1 0$00° 7 8 and
236° 37 87 irregular
pitto... Michael ... 336' 48 0 It chains r 1 0
Cahill
its south -west boundary to
the west corner
360
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th February, 187 7.
How held.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish of Cunningham, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts there-
of as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other
titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of ]Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-5927. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK To KILLARNEY, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM,
COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No *of
Selec-
tion.
1 Running easterly
through portion
2128
428, parish of
Cunningham
2 Running easterly 2129
from the west to
the east boundary
of portion 429
3 A strip 60  links wide ,  W. R.,
off part of the north  No. 6
boundary of selec -
tion 6
Selection
under
" The Leae-
ing Act of
18661,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
F
Lengths.
chs. Iks.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
A. R. P.
Remarks.
29 03 2 chains 5 3 9 South boundary
of portion
fenced
Chas. Smith Unoccupied
Bearings.
92° 37'
Ditto ...  Chas . Smith Unoccupied 92° 37'
Under  deed J. D.
of grant ,  Macansh  Unoccupied 89° 50'
containing
a general
reservation
for  roads
Running east from 1902 Selection Alexander Unoccupied 89° 50'
the west to the  under Macdonald
east boundary of  " The Leas-
portion 139  ing Act of
1866"
5 Running  east from  1868  Ditto  ...  Alexander I Unoccupied 89° 50'
the west to the Macdonald
"at boundary of
portion 274
6 Running east and 2040  Ditto  ... Alexander
south -easterly from
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 272
Macdonald
7 Running  south -east-  2143 Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied 1110 00'
erly from the west
to the east  boun-dary of portion 160
8 Running  south-east- 1878 Ditto
erly and north-east-
erly from the west
totheeastboundary
of portion 273
9 Running south -east- 2016
erly from the west
to the south boun-
dary of portion 276
10 Running from the W. R.,
no rt h boundary of No.72
selection No. 72
south-easterly and
easterly to its east
boundary
Running from the
west boundary of
Ki llarney pre-emp-
tive 66 easterly to
junction with  ro ad
already proclaimed
in said pre-emptive
Macdonald
Alexander  Unoccupied 111° 00'
Macdonald 96° 00'
133° 10'
Ditto ..  Alexander
Macdonald
Under deed J. D.
of grant ,  Macansh
containing
a general
reservation
for  roads
28 98 2 chains ,  7 2 29 Apparently un-
andirre- imp ro ved
gular
30 43 Po rt ion 1 2 3 South boundary
resumed ,  fenced, and
50 links  fence crosses
selection
59 93 2 chains 12 0 0 Unimproved ;
part forest and
part plain
57 31 2 chains 11 1 34 Iron sheep-shed
on selection
Unoccupied  89° 50' 16 33 2 chains 11 1 30
111° 00' 40 84
Unoccupied 138°
J. D. 122° 30' .
Macansh  137° 20'
97°
Ditto ... J. D. J. D. 97°
Macansh Macansh
Unimproved ;
open box
forest
58 20 2 chains 11 2 22 Sheep -shed on
selection
29 35
20 53
12 24
22 95
60 0
49 0
80 1
15 86
2 chains 12 1 35 Sheep -shed on
selection
2 chains 4 0 30 Unimproved
forest land
2 chains 37 3 17 South  and part
of east boun-
dary; fenced
2 chains 2 2 31 Unimproved
forest ridges ;
black soil.
Nora .- The above Book of Reference cancels Proclamation of a  ro ad from Warwick to Selection  (W.R.) No .  560, on Farm Creek.
via  Saw Mills ,  and fro m Warwick and Farm Creek  ro ad to Killarney ,  pari sh of Cunningham ,  county of Merivale ,  dated 11th September,
1876. (See  Government Gazette ,  folio 623.)
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Comn ,iseioner for  Railways'Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
Lv
ORTIIEE N RAILWAY.--On and  atter  16th October,  1876, the following Time  Table  will cun.e
into operation until further notice.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  f'or Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
...
6
10
15
24
30
.38
44
53
58
Stations.
Rockhamptor, depart
Gracemere
Ten-Mile ... ...
Stanwell
Rosewood ...
Westwood arrivet depart
Goganjo ... ...
Rocky Creek . ...
Herbert 's Creek ...
Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa ...
88 Dingo ...
Up
Trains.
a.m.8.0
8.24
A
9. 0
... A
... 10. 0
... 10.15
... x`10.47
... 11.15
... ... 11.56
... ... A
p.m.
... ... 12.44
... ... 2.15
Miles  from
I Dingo. Stations.
Down
Trains.
a.m.
Dingo, depart... ... ... 720
23 Duaringa ... ... ... ... 8.51
30 Boolburra ... ... ... A
35 Herbert's Creek ... ... ... 9.39
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ... 10.20
50 Goganjo ... ... ...
...
*10.47
58 Westwood arrive 11.20
1 depart ... ... 11'35
64 Rosewood ... ... ... ... A
p.m.
73  Stanwell ... ... ... ...  12.35
78 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
82 Gracemere  ... ... ... 1.11
88 Rockhampton ... .. .. 1.35
*  Trains meet here.
(A.) The  Trains marked  thus, A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey  terminates .  Passengers  requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to  the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at  the time of booking ,  from  the place at  which they join the Train  to the place
at which they  propose to alight.
&OUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares .
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ a. d. £ e. d. £ a. d. £ S. d-
Week ending 3rd February, 1877 ... 907 9 0 1,730 1 4 89 15 10 2,727 6 2
Corresponding week last year ... 85418 6 1,753 18 5 76 0 2 2,684 17 1
Increase ... 52 10 6 13 15 8 42 9 1
Decrease ... 23 17 1
1877--Total Traffic to date ... 16,319 2 10
1876-Ditto ditto ... 13,812 12 11
Total Increase £2,506 9 11
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and T t lFares. Stock. Miscellaneous. o .a
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 3rd February, 1877 ...  141 3 6 113 9 3 16 6 0 270 18 9
Corresponding week last year ...  161 10 0 197 17 8 19 11 6 37819  2
Increase
Decrease 206 6 84 8 5 3 5 6 108 0 5
1877-Total  Traffic to date ... 2,906 19 5
1876--Ditto ditto ... 2,003 1 7
Total Increase ... j ...
1
£903 17 10
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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OTICE is  hereby given, 'that i he undermentioned  Goods  will be  sold by Public Auction, by J. V.
Jenkins, at his Booms , Nicholas  street , Ipswich, at Eleven (11) o'clock on THURSDAY, the 15th
March  next,  under  the 114th  section  "  Customs dct of  1873."
Date of Bonding.
1869.
22 November
1872.
13 January
27 March
Marls .  Description of Goods .  Quantities.
V No. 2 1 half-tierce tobacco ... 297 lbs.
24
P No.3
656
Q No.1
699
Q No.3
699
Q No.4
699
K No.2
657
1 quarter- cask  sherry  wine  22 gallons
ditto  ... ... ... 26  gallons
ditto  ... ... ... 26 gallons
ditto ... ... ...  26 gallons
1 quarter -cask  port wine 24 gallons
ditto
ditto
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Customs, Brisbane, 6th February, 1877.
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Overtime Goods, in the Government Bond at
Townsville, will be sold by Public Auction, at that place, at noon on SATURDAY, the 24th
proximo, under the 113th  clause  " The Customs Act of  1873."
Date  of Bonding. Ship.
1873.
June 21  ... "  Boomerang"
of
))
Master. whence. Merchant .  Bond Mark .!  Goods .  Quantity.
...
I
M. L. Solo- B 1 3 pkgs. Tobacco 61 lbs.
mon 135
>)
))
Customs,  Brisbane,
26th January, 1877.
By whom warehoused.
R. Sparrow
Bright  Bros . and Co.
Webster  and Company
ditto
D 1 „ „ 60
135
B 1 ))
135
F 1 „ ))
135
C
135
1 case Cigars
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
j 'UNICIPALITY OF GLADSTONE.- Balance Sheet  for Half  year ending 31st December,
LVI 1876.
Da. £ s. d. Ca.
1876. December 31, 1876.
£ s. d.
To cash in hand ... ... ... 14 19 9 By Overdraft A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 4 12 3
„ Endowment  on Rates  ... ... 37 ' 12 7 „ Repair of roads and baths ... ... 60 8 10
Rates collected  ... ... ... ... 126 16 4 „ Salaries, fees, &c. ... 50 6 6
Stamps , printing, &c. ... ... 2 19 6
General  stores  ... ... ... ...  3 0 6
„ Payments on Loan account .. ... 37 12 7
Interest and commission, A.J.S. Bank ... 0 13 3
Cash in hand ... 0 3 7
„ Balance  at A.J.S. Bank ... ... ... 19 11 8
£179 8 8 £179 8 8
JAMES HAWTHORNE,
Mayor.
THOMAS G. BLOOMFIELD, Auditors.R. R. SILVESTER,
Compared with the books and vouchers, and found correct.
C. W. Rica, P.M.
31st Jauuary,1671.
163 13s.
General Post  Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland,  6th February, 1877.THE follo*lAX  S Vikif iBY of OBfti-i'ATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION ,  BRISBANE ,  during the Month of JANUARY, 1877, is published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN, Postmaster-General.
8U1<kMA1tY C METEOROLOGICAL O$SkRVA±IONS TAKEN AT BEISEANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1877.
LAT., 27 0  28' 3" So; LONG.,  153° 16'  15" E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  S EA LEVEL ,  140 FEET ;  DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST ,  10 MILES.
*AYOSIRTU.
,l d
a M
„
HIGROYETEE.
Humidity.
a a
a m A e,
» W W M
)tL1tiAz' GI6t EEINO
THsx>IOMRTbas.
m
O .d on o
aM
W
I.qW
M
Om
m
a
M
b
Summary of  Direction. 0-10.
9 a.m. 3 P.M. 9 P.M.
q
W
e3 a 0
F4 a N yl
co  W . 4
Maximum  ... ... ... ... ...  30'122 30.066 30.130 85.0 91.0 80'6 78'0 80 '0 75.0 '960 •890 1'000 166'0 131.0 75 '0 84.0 104.0 75*0 43'5 1900 300 N 2 NW 1 N 0 NW 0 N 11 NW 0 10 10 10 7 12
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean of Air .  Evaporation.
sea level.
a a a
d  ci  d
W W
lean ... . . ... ... ... ...  29,941 29864 29939 78-7
Minimum ... ... ... ... ... 29'712129'592 29.717 71-0
Itemary of  January, 181F7to
to 1876
n to 1875
.  it 1874
it of 1873
r  of 1878
w „ 1871
„ 1870
n  of 1869
n 18e8
1867
to
Kean  Shaft Temp .,  78.6 degrees .  Rain foil on 14 days. Total Rainfall,  690 Inches .  Evaporation 9.410 inches .  Zlectrica ]  Observations - 80 Positive  :  33 Negative .  Prevailing Winds ,  S. and N.E.
to to
to to
11  11
,. „
It  „
to 11
.1  to
1 11
799
79.5
79.0
76'2
78.7
76.7
77.7
817
76.9
77'0
„
„
11
a a
W W
83'5 73.6 71.7 73.9 699  •671 '598  '810 1419 1139 67.5 814 88'1 68'5 19.9  '220 142'6
WO  3 W4W9 SW2W1 8W0
6.0 6.5 49 4-5 8.2
812 SE 481  BE  8810 SE 2
72'0 67-0 1  65 1  64 '5 641 1460  '290 '610  95-5  86.5 601 78'0 77.0 59.0  8.5  000 100 E 2 NE 6  E 7 NE 13  E 4 NE 3 0 0 0 3 5
it  ,, 16 „ „  6.86 „ 1, 8'480  75  to  18 „ S. 4nd N.E.
of  u 10 ,.  of 5.25 „  it 6410 ,, ,,  to 67 26 it N.E. and S.E.
11'08 ,, n 51660 52  it  41 ,,  of  ,, 6.f~.
S.E.18 a ,, 4 '67  to to  6'410  n  It  ,, 41 ,, 52  , , ,,  toto  „
N.Z.it to 19  to  11 8'37 ,,  to 6'700  to to by 48  to  45 11  of to
to to $' 13 to n 8'79 it  „  7-206 to -11  it  26 to 68 ,, of to S.E. and N.E.
It of  n 11 ,, n 4'92 to it 7-920  to  it  to  64 „ 39  „ „  to S.E. and N.E.
to  1  to  11 u  to  7'97  to of 7'490 n 11  to  30 a 63  to  ,,  of N.E.
1. to to 16 n to 7.22 to it 6914 to ,, it 41 to 52 It  „  to N.E. and W.
n  to  11 n ,, 6'85 „ „ 6'417 n n  to  36 1 57  of to to N .E. and S.E.
The weather  has been slightly warmer than usual during the month  ;  the mean shade temperature ,  78-6°, being 0.4° over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  but 0'8° under the previous three years .  The highest  reading to shade , 104.0°
was on the  17th ;  the lowest on  gr ass ,  60.0°, was on the morning of the 16th. The mean barometric reading ,  29.914,  is 0.008 above the average of the month  :  the highest, 30930, was at 9 p.m on the 28th ,  and the lowest, 29.692,  at 3 p .m. on the 17th.
Rainfa ll  on 14  days; the total fall ,  6.90inches ,  being 0 '  19 inches under the  average  of the month for the previous ten years ;  the maximum fall during  24 hours ,  190 inches ,  was on the 22nd .  The total rainfall of the year 1877,  up to 31st January ,  690 inches, on 14
days .  For further information  to  to the raltifatl  of the colbny ,  Bee the  general Bummhry published ixenthly in tke  O'overmtteat  G0 04e.
EDMUND MAC DOXNELL,
Government M orol6gical Obi84h'ef.
RAIN .  WIND . CLOUD. OZONE.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1877.
HE following General Abstract showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, within the Colony of Queensland, during the Quarter
T from the 1st OCTOBER to the 31st DECEMBER, 1876, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13. g. H. MASSIF,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNION BANK of AUSTRALIA, Within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly
Statements during the Quarter from the 1st OCTOBER to the 31st DECEMBER, 1876.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes  in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...
Bearing Interest
TOTALS.
£ s. d. £  S.  d.48,592 12  8 48,592 12  8
Bills in Circulation ..
€  Not
bearing
InteInterest  ... ... 4,731 5 4 ...,4,731 5 4
Balances  due to other Banks ... ...
Deposits  ............... Not bearing Interest ...{ Bearing Interest ... 90,034 19 10582,759 7 2 672,794 7 0
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ... £ 726,118 5 0
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ... ... ... ... ... 1,250,000 0 0
Rate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ... .., 16 per cent. per anm.
Amount of the last half-yearly Dividend declared 100,000 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 507,816 17 5
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals... ...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and  Bars ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other  Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances due  from other  Banks .. ..
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and  Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£  S.  d.
140,410 8 6
165 10 10
18,000 0 0
256 11 4
19,524 3 3
529,975 7 1
£ 707,332 1 0
A. THOMSON,  Manager.
A. WOOLDRIDGE,  Accountant.
I, Alexander Thomson, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank  during the period specified ; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 6th day of February, 1877. A. THOMSON.
Gao. RAFF, Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the UNION BANK OF AUSTRALIA, Brisbane, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, Section 9, the sum of £364 8s. 10d.
for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £48,59212s. 8d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in circulation of the
said Bank, in the Colony of Queensland, according to the annexed Return.
Dated this 3rd day of February, 1877. A. THOMSON, Manager.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 9th  February, 1877.THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the QUEENSLAND  NATIONAL BANS LIMITED,.duringg the Quarter from the 1st OCTOBER to 31st
DECEMBEE, 1876, is published in conformity with the third  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIF,
---- Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK LIMITED, taken from the several  Weekly Statements  during the Quarter from
the 1st OCTOBER to 31st DECEMBER, 1876.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in  Circulation i Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Bills in  Circulation c Not bearing Interest
..,Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ..,
Deposits
"""""""Not bearing Inte rest ,.. ..................€ Bearing I terest . ,
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of Capital Stock paid up to this date
Rate  of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders .,.
Amount of  the last  Dividend declared .., ,., ,.,
AMOUNT.
£ a. d.
221,310 8 11
484,829 0 5
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
TOTALS.
£  S.  d.
88,013 17 8
1,757 10 9
25,089 5 3
706,139 9 4
..,1 821,000 3 0
250,000 0 0
8 per  cent.  per annum
10,000 0 0
23,017 9 11 1
ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals... ,..
Gold and Silver in Bullion and Bars... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances due  from other Banks  ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange , and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets... ...
£ s. d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.136,020 17  2
47,409 15 427,777 16  6
571 13 10
59,228 4 9
817,286 3 9
£  1,088,294 11  4
E. R. DRURY, General  Manager.
Brisbane , 8th February, 1877. L. A. JOHNSTONE, Branch Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that, to the beet of my  knowledge  and belief, the foregoing Abstract is  a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of  Assets  and Liabilities  of the above
Bank during the period specified ;  and that the  same was made  up from the Weekly Statements thereof,  kept in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales,  4 Victo ri a, No. 13.
E. R. DRURY.
Sworn before  me,  at Brisbane, this 8th day of February, 1877.
F. H. HART, Justice of the Peace.
I, the undersigned, being the General Manager of the QIIRBNSLAND NATIONAL BANK LIMITED, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, Section 9, the sum o
£660 2s.  Id.  for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £88,013 17s. 8d., being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes in
circulation of the said Bank , in the Colony of. Queensland,  according to the annexed  Return.
Dated this  8th day of February, 1877. E. R. DRURY.
• Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
T
HE following General Abstract showing the Average Amount of the IAEILtTIES and AssETS of the BANE of NEw SoUTig WAL,Es, within  the Colony of Queensland, during the
Quarter from tae 1st OCTOBER to the 31st  DEcuxnn n,1876, is published in conformity with the third section of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
H. H. MASSIF,
--- Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETS of the Buts OF NEW SOUTE WALES, within the Colony of Queensland, taken from the several Weekly  Statements
during the Quarter from the 1st OcToBER to the 31st DECExBEE, 1876.
LIABILITIES. AxoUNT. TOTALS.
Not bearing Interest...8 tea  ' Circul t'on a no i i Bearing Interest .,, ,,.l
Bills  in Circulation ( Not bearing Interest... ... ...Bearing Interest
Balances due  to other Banks ,,,
Deposits Not bearing Interest ...t Bearing Interest ,.,
Total Amount  of Liabilities ,.,
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ., .
Rate of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
1,000,000 0 0
171 per cent , per annum.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ... ... ,., 87,500 0 0
Amount of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
ASSETS.
Gold and Silver  in Bullion and Bars ;...
Government Securities ... ... ...
3,904 10 8 Landed  Property
Notes and Bi lls of other Banks
Balances due from other Banks
12,966 17 8 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
420,000 0 0
Total Amount of Assets ...
Ax ONT.
£ s.  d.
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
... 181,145 8 1
25,480 3 1
...
21,941 0 10
2,333 19 10
6,031 12 11
611,67410 0
... ... £ 848,60614  9
Brisbane, 5th February, 1877. W. V. BROWN, Assistant Manager.
JNO. CRIBB, Accountant.
I, William Villiers Brown, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is  a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Bank
daring the period specified, and that the  same was  made up from the Weekiy Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
4 Victoria, No, 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this fifth day of February, 1877.
A. 0. Gssaoav, Justice of the Peace.
W. V. BROWN.
I, the undersigned, being the Assistant  Manager  of the BANK OF NEW SouTn WALES, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the snm of £695 Ila. Id.,
for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £92,740 12s. 3d., being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the  notes  in circulation
£  S.  d.
92,740 12 3 I Coined Gold and Silver, and other Coined  Metals
£ s. d.
355,205 11 10403,89L 3 6 750,096 15 4 Balances  due to the said Bank  from other Banks
,,, ,,, £ 868,7081511
of the said Bank  in the Colony of Queensland,  according  to the  annexed Return.
Dated this  5th day of February, 1877. W. V. BROWN.
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Commissicner  fcr Railways' Office,
Brisbane. 5th February, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY -SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
' OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
A. Department, Southern  and Western  Railway.
Owners can  obtain the  same on  application to the Traffic Manager,  Brisbane ,  and paying costs.
If not  released  on or before SATURDAY, the 10th March next, they will be sold by public  auction,
to defray  expenses. A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  fcr Railways.
LIST OF LOST  PROPERTY ON  HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER,  1876.
Date. Station  and Place. Where found.
1876.
19 .July .. Brisbane ...
„ ditto ..
ditto ..
29 „ ... ditto ...
1 August  ...  ditto ..,
3 „
24 ,,
Ipswich
Gatton
29 „ ... Walloon ...
14 September  ...  Toowong
17 „ ... Brisbane
25 „ ... ditto ...
ditto
„ ditto .
29 ., ... Toone oomba
„ ... ditto
„ ... (lit to
... Toowong
4 October Brisbane
7 „ ... ditto
.., ditto
,)  „ ... ditto ...
... ditto
10 „ .., ditto ...
.., ditto
„ ... ditto ...
13 November ... TToowong ...
10 December ... Ipswich . .
13 „ ... Brisbane ..,
15 „ ... ditto ...
18 „ ditto ...
23 „ ditto ...
26 „ ditto
ditto ...
Toowoomba
Brisbane
Toowoomba
2nd class carriage
Brake van.
ditto ...
Carriage ...
ditto ..
Goods shed
Station
Line
Station ...
Platform ...
Carriage
ditto
ditto ...
Platform
ditto ..
ditto
Line
ditto ...
Van
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Carriage
ditto ...
ditto ... ..
,,, Line
Platform ...
ditto ... •.
... ditto ...
, , . ditto ...
ditto ... ..
... ditto ...
... ditto .
... ditto ...
ditto . .
ditto ...
ON HAND,LIST OF UN CLAIMED GOODS
Date . Sender.
1875.
6 December A.S.N. Co.
Station from.
Ipswich . •
Description of Article.
I handkerchief
1 scarf
1 parasol
1 scarf pin
1 pair gloves
2 c arpet bags
1 bag salt
1 boy's but
1 pocket knife
1 box containing clothing
1 leather bag
2 waterproof coats
i 1 umbrella
1 waterproof coat
1 walking stick
i 2 cases empty medicine bottles
1 felt hat
I straw hat
I jacket
I l)iuullc containing blanket;
I I-ox containing clothing
I carpet bag
I shawlI jacket
I waterproof
1 lady'-; hat
... I bag sundries
1 overcoat
1 tin can
1 child's cape
1 tin can
I coat
1 hat
1 swag containing blankets
1 swag
I bag sundries
IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Consignee.
G. Smith
Station to Description.
... %1"atuu iek ... ... 1 bundle  bedding
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act o>
1871," together with General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal Svo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to  make a distinction  between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
VICE-. D31IRALTI COURT OF QUEENSLAND
A SITTING of the above Court was held beforeHis Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, at the Supreme Court House,
Brisbane. on Wednesday, the 31st day of January,
1877. .? o business being on the paper, the Court
was adjourned to MONDAY, the 26th day of
February, A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
JURI ACT OF  1867."
I
N conformity witlc the provisions of the seventh
section of"-' The  Jeei;y Act of  1867," 31 Vic-
toria, No. 31,  1  hereby appoint LFwIS JACKSON,
Esquire, to he a Deputy bheriff for the purpose of
issuing Jury Summonses for Jurors, for the
District Court holden at Roma, in the Colony of
Queensland, under the said  Act, vice  Henry Taylor
Macfarlane, Esquire.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane, this eighth day of February, A.D. 1877.
AIiTHUIt E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
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NOTICE is hereby given that the Bench of
Magistrates at Maryborough have this day
re-appointed  Mr. JAMES Dowzrs to be Pound.
keeper at  Maryborough for twelve months ending
31st  January, 1878.
By order of the Bench.
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Maryborough, 1st February, 1877.
M
IJOSEPH EARL FREESTONE has been
appointed Pound keeper for the Police District
of Inglewood. for the ensuing twelve months,  •rice
J. Cornfnrd, resigned.
WALTER C. CARDER", P.M.
Court. Rouse,
Inglewood, 1st January, 1877.
NOTICE IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of N7arlay and Selke (Edward Mar-
lay and Julius Selko). adjudicated insolvent on the
26th day of July, 1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the 17th day of February, 1877, will be excluded.
139
JAMES R. ROSS,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Joseph Tandevin, of South
Brisbane, an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.ASECOND and Final Dividend at the rate ofIs. 4d. in the £, is now payable at this office.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme  Court House,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1877.
136 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Eyre and Clarke ,  of Brisbane,
commission agents, Insolvents.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
above matter ,  as to the separate Estate of
George Lewis Clarke ,  adjudicated insolvent on the
18th day of August, 1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
18th day of February instant, will be excluded.
Dated this 2nd day of February ,  1877..
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
137
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
4s.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Willson Bailey, of the Mackenzie Crossing,
Peak Downs road, Mackenzie River, store-
keeper and builder, by himself.
UPON the bearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Willson Bailey be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Willson
Bailey, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Principal  Registry, Brisbane, on the Nineteenth day
of February, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Willson Bailey
shall, on the Seventeenth day of February,  at Bris-
bane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a, full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and  residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William  Boyd,  of South  Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, by William Draper
Box and John Parry de Winton,  trading as
" Henry Box and Son ;" and John K ennedy
and William de Fraine, trading  as " Kennedy
and de Fraine."
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the Petitioners, and of the act of  insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said William
Boyd having been given,  it is  ordered that the said
William Boyd be, and he is hereby adjudged insol-
vent ; and that William Henry Miaken, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said William Boyd, for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Twelfth day of February, 1877,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said William Boyd shall, on the
Tenth day of February, 1877, at Brisbane, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true,  and accu-
rate statement, verified on oath, of his  debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences, so far as known, of his  creditors, and of
the causes of'his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this second
day of February, 1877.
By tl1' Court,
J. MACKEN ZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Frederick Hamilton, of  Brisbane, com-
positor, late storekeeper, by the said John
Frederick Hamilton.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said John Frederick Hamil-
ton be, and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent,
in formd parpei'is,  and that William Henry Miskin,
Esquire be Official Trustee of his Estate. And
it is further ordered that the First General Meet-
ing of the creditors of the said John Frederick
Hamilton, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Fourteenth day of February, 1877, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said John Frederick  Hamilton shall,
on the Twelfth day of February,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full,
true, and accurate statement, verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
. Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Aitkin, of Brisbane, an
Insolvent.
TAMES CANE  of Brisbane, Accountant, has
tJ been appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this eighth day of February ,  A.D. 1877.
Registrar.
DALY AND ABBOTT,
Brisbane. 144
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
58.
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In the Supreme Court of QuecwQl:tud.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  :Natter of JQhu  Harris and  George Harris,
of Brisbane ,  merchants ,  trading together under
the firm  of " J. and G.  Harris, "  Insolvents.
O
N the Fifth day of March, 1877 , at Ten o'clock
in the  forenoon,  the abovenan ied John
Harris , adjudicated  insolvent on the  29th day of
August,  1876, will apply  to the  Supreme Court of
Q ueensland ,  at Brisbane , for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this ninth day  of February, 1877.
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitors for Iusol  vent ,  John  Harris,
154
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. tid.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.ON the Fifth day of March, onethousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, at Ten o'cock
in the forenoon, George Harris, of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, merchant, a member of the
firm of " J. and G. Harris," adjudicate] insolvent
on the twenty-ninth day of August, one thousand
-eight undred and seventy-six, w ll apply tothisCourt, atBrisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this eiehth day of February, 1877.
LYONS AND CHAMBERS,
Solicitors for the Tnsolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
143 58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Antony Blitz, of Townsville, an
Insolvent.
A MEETING of creditors will be held at the
Principal Registry, on the Sixteenth day of
February, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, for the
purpose of appointing a Trustee in the place of
William Pocock, who was elected, but refuses to
-act as  Trustee.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Principal Registrar.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1877.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Horatio Spencer Howe Wills, late
of Bellevue, in the Colony of Victoria, and of
the Cullin]aringo Station, on the Nogoa, in the
Colony of Queensland, Esquire, deceased.
N OTICE is Hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Ancillary Probate of the
Will of the abovenamed Horatio Spencer Howe
Wills, deceased, may be granted to Elizabeth
Wills, of Geelong, in the Colony of Victoria,
Widow, the Executrix named in the said Will.
Dated this seventh day of February, A.D. 187 7.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors f'or the said Elizabeth Wills.
146 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Algernon Thomas Lempriere, late of ,
Pelham, near Alton, in the county of South
ampton , in England, Esquire, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the espiraourteen days from the date of theLion  of f '
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honorable Court. that Ancillary Probate of the
Willof theabovenamedAlgernonTliomasLempriere,
deceased, may be granted to Eyles Irwin Caulfeild
Browne, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
gentleman , the lawfully constituted Attorney of
Ellen Lempriere and Harriet Lempriere, the Ex-
ecutors named in the Will of the said deceased.
Dated this 6th clay of February, 1877.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Eyles Irwin Caulfeild Browne.
147 6s. t
In the Supreme  Couri of Queensland,
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Charles Herbert Rogers, late of
Gympie, in the Colony  of Queensland, new--
paper proprietor, deceased.
NOTTCF is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will he made to the
said  Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Charles Herbert Rogers, deceased,
may be granted to Mary Ann Rogers, the sole
Executrix  named  in the said Will.
Dated this 8th day of February, A.D. 1877.
HORACE TOZE11,
Proctor for the said Mary Ann Rogers, Gympie.
By his Agent-
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
1.18 6s.
I n the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
IN INTESTACY.NOTICE is, hereby given, that the accounts ofthe  administration  by me of the under-
mentioned  Intestate Estates have been filed in the
Office of the Supreme Court of Queensland, Queen
street.  Brisbane ; and I hereby turther notify that
I will apply to the said Supreme Court, on the last
day of Hilary Term next ensuing, to pass the said
accounts:-John Canovan. l teof Cooktown ; AhTing, late
of Palmerville ; Philip Marks, late of Waroouga ;
Joseph King, late of Woolshed ; William Wood,
late of Gilbert River; John McLeod, late of
Cardwell ; William Woolfrim, late of' Normanby
Diggings ; James or Samuel Warren, late of
Mackay ; John Delaney, late of Palmer River :
James  Neil, late of Greenwood ; Thomas Maloney,
Clermont ; John McCarthy, late of Mount
Margaret ; Anton Clemens Sehilling, late of
Georgetown ; Harry William Blackadda, late of
Mary borough; Thoinas Stone, late of Gladstone;
Michael Casey, late of St. George ; Charles
Erick-en, late of Cooktown ; John La Galle, late
of Tickleman ; Archibald Menzies, late of Albany
Station; Thomas Feeney,  alia.-  Freney, late of'
Toowoomba ; William W illianis,late of Toowoomba ;
Alexander Finlayson, late of Glendhu ; Michael
Clune, late of Lammermoor ; James Fox, late of
Bowen ; James Lucas, late of B!ackall ; John
Jerney, or J. Tierney, late of Edwardstown ;
William Hoyle, late of Walla,ii Creek ; • Edward
Askew, late of' Clermont ; Stephen Amrim or
Amrim, late of Glen Creek; --- Tanna, late of
Maryborough ; Walter Tout, late of Brisbane ;
James Rouse, late of Brisbane ; Edmond Ferrero,
late of Toowoomba ; Daniel Muldoon, late of
Cooktown ; Alfred Boutle, late of' Brisbane ;
William Kirkwood, late of Warwicl ; Henry
Byers, ',at.- of Gladstone ; John Hands, late of
Brisbane ; `rhorpas Walters, or Gibson, late of
Nurcnda; Ali See, late of Breakfast Creek; Joe
John, late of Lilyvale ; John Kin, Al urphy, late of
Bowen ; David Thompson, late of Afalvern Downs ;
John White, late of Euthulla ; Albert Green, late
of Burencta ; John Killeen, late of Springsure
Station ; Hannah Puck, late of Beaudesert ;
Frederick Holland, late of Enniskillen ; Elizabeth
illcllwraith, late of Townsville; William I'arbury,
late of Kyanga.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 10th February, 1877.
142 10s. 6d.
I)HE Association hitherto subsisting between the
undersigned in the Pearl Fishery, carried
on at Prince of Wales Group, Torres Straits,
and in certain Mineral Properties situate at Lake
Macquarie and Mandeinar respectively, is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. .
Dated 25th day of January,  1 877.
145
J. DE V. LAMB.
JAS. A. BROWN.
3s. 6d.
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PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
I HAVE this day admitted into Partnership my
son, Mr. Albert Thomas Hockings ; and the
business of seed, plant, agricultural implement,
and general merchants, will in future be carried
on under the style or firm of "A. J. Hockings and
Son."
A. J. HOCKINGS.
Brisbane, 1st February, 1877.
138 3s. 6d.
NOTICE.I HEREBY give notice  that  it is my intention to
apply to the  Bench of  Magistrates,  at Ipswich,
on 7th  March , 1877, for  permission to erect a
Licensed  Public Gate,  on road from  Gatton to
Mount Esk, through Portion 86, parish of Esk,
county of Cavendish.
134
DANIEL PATRICK.
3s. 6d.
I HERMAN GOELDNER, herebygive notice,
that I intend to apply to the worshipful the
Bench of Magistrates, sitting at Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the thirteenth day of March, 1877,
for a license to enclose the road running through
Selection No. 39, parish of Whiteside, where it
passes out of Selection 36 into Selection 39, by the
erection of a pair of Swing Gates sixteen feet wide,
also, by the erection of a similar pair, where the
said road passes out of Selection 39 into Selection 6 ;
license for the same having been granted, but
allowed to lapse through inadvertence.
HERMAN GOELDNEI R.
Brisbane , 3rd February, 1877.
135 5s.
L OST from Limestone Creek, Palmer GoldFields, about the middle of March, 1876, one
Grey  Pony M are, branded TG over like e.4 over H
conjoined near shoulder ,  black • snip on nose, dark
mane and tail .  A reward of £5 will be paid for the
recovery of the above mare  ;  supposed to have
been stolen.
JOHN HAIR.
Hodgkinson  Gold Fields,  8th February, 1877.
MPOUNDED at Charleville, from Oakwood Station
I on 16th January, 1877, by order of Messrs. Humphrey
and Beelmore, for trespass. Driving, 10s. each.
One grey mare, Q7K (registered brand) near shoulder,
like brand off shoulder.
One chesnut mare, white stripe down face, hind feet
white, near fare foot white, like A over G7K near
shoulder, like WI off shoulder.
One bay mare, off hind foot white, AN7 (registered
brand ) near  shoulder.
One bay mare, white stripe down face,  near  hind foot
white,  off fo re  foot white, hollow back, -F near
shoulder,  2 near  cheek, like 5 near neck, AN7
(registered brand) off shoulder.
One chesnut  mare , EB over EB7 near shoulder, AN7
(registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, star and snip, U over t4 near shoulder,
EP4 (registered brand) near thigh, 5 heart heart
over EB7 off shoulder.
One grey horse, like a in circle over a off shoulder,
illegible brand near shoulder, like brand near neck,
saddle-marked.
One brown mare, TM near shoulder, T near neck, like D
off neck.
One brown mare, S L near shoulder, WiT rear rump,
1 near thigh.
One bay mare, saddle-marked, indistinct brand like W
reversed near thigh.
One bay horse, star on forehead, like WJF (the JF
conjoined) near shoulder, like 5 ne tr neck, 2 near
cheek, illegible brand off shoulder.
One bay horse, star and snip, hind feet white, blotched
brand near cheek, illegible brand near saddle,
blotched brand near rump, illegible brands near
thigh.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1877,.
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Poundkeeper.
140 12s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Rainworth, on
22nd January, 1877, by James Bolitho, Esq.
Driving expenses, 1s.
One yellow and white bullock, worker, JG near ribs, slit
off ear, cocked horns.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1877,.
will be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN, Poundkeeper.
141 3s. 6d. 150 1e.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-1877.  £ a. d.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at $t . G eorge ,  from Waroo, on the 19th
Frb. 3-E. IT. Booth ...  0 16 9 of December,  1876 , by order of R. Mc Douga ll ,.
7-Cowton  and Irwin 0 1 6 Esq. Driving,  6e. 8d.
7-F. Bradley 1 0 0  One brown  l.orse, like tz over 8CB (registered) near
9-C. Egan ... 0 1 0  shoulder , G over G off  shoulder,  A off ribs.
9-J. Watson ... .. ... ...  0 3 0 If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1877,
9-Municipal  Council, Gladstone ... 0 13 0 will be sold to defray expenses.
9-G. Milliken ... 0 1 0 CHAS. EGAN Poundkeeper.
9-J. Gillen ... ...  0 10 0
,
152 is.9-C. S. D. Melbour ne ... 0 13 0
Jfmpounbingl3.
f Porendkeepers are reminded that _ldrertiseanents
of Impounded Stock i'•ill be charged for at the rate of
0--%-E SrtII.I.i'e PER ANim'I. ;  and no arch  Adver-
ficenncat a•,tf le ;a.%F,fcd i,, the  Gazi,tte  unless ace om-
vanied by a reu; ltauce  sufficient to weer the coat of its
insertion.
I MPO UNDED at Brisbane, from Queen street, on the
29th January,  1877, by Police.
One bay horse, Al H near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
1 tt1  Is.
11I'OUNDEI)  at Surat,  from  Tartalla ,  on the 16th of
I January, 1877, by %Vm.  Beckett ,  Esq. Driving, 6s.
One brown horse, CS5 (registered brand) near shoulder,
like MMO (registered brand) off shoulder
One Chesnut horse. star and snip, like U over C'S near-
1110111(1t-r.OMM (registered brand) of.houlder.
One bay snare, star, blotch like PI j over c7 over tr over-
MD7 (registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
.i. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
151 3s.
Priuted and Published by JAMiS C. BEAL, Government Printer,.
William street, Brisbane, 10th February, 1877.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.THE REGISTRAR-GENERAL'S REPORT on the VITAL STATISTICS of the REGISTRYDISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  including  the CITY and SUBURBS, for the Month of JANUARY,
1877, is published  for general  information.
R. M. STEWART.
BIRTHS.
During the month of January, one hundred and twenty -three births were registered in
Brisbane  Registry District--sixty-one  males  and sixty-two females-the number being forty-
three more than in the previous month of December.
* In the  month  of January, 1876, there were one hundred and thirty-three births regis-
tered ,  the number  for the corresponding mouth of this year being ten less than in January
of last year.
DEATHS.
Thera have been sixty-two deaths registered in the district during the month-thirty-
three  males  and twenty-nine females ; the excess of births over deaths being Sixty-one.
'I he number of deaths was twenty-one less than was registered in the previous month of
December.
TABLE  showing ESTIMATED ,  POPULATION,  the NUMBF a  of BIRTHS  (tnd DsAins of MALES and FEMALES Regis-
tered  within and outside the MUNICIPALITY, in the RSGISTRY'DISTRICT  of BHI613ANE , from  the 1st to
Slat of January , 1877; also TOTAL DEATHS under Firx TEARS and under ONE YEAR, and PROPORTION
of DEATHS  under ONE YE %R to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRT118 ; also the PROPORTION  of DEATHS
under Fiva  YEAas and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DFATHS in the BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Re6istry  Population
District of from
Brisbane .  Census. 1876.
I.
Municipal
BIRTHS MATHS.
"V. a
a Ad E0 E? a a
Cd _'rea o0 o° Ose  V.y
Portion ...  20.645  i  48 53 101 1 22 1 23
Suburban
Portion ...  6.308 13 9 22 ; 11 ; 6
1
TOTAL  ...  26-953 61 62 12  ,3 33 29
d
A o Io
7 # C C.C A m  G Aye  m.-. e mCD 0 C.0
FIF ^ aooa  ; o.E~ aA
I aa wA jwa7
-I--1 I 1 `I
, 5645 1 32 24 123.76 7111  0.48 0 .21 53.33
5 117  6  4 1818  31,29 0 *35 0,27 23-531
62 38 1 28 22.76 61 .29 0.46  0-23 45 .16' 61
I I
• A new  arrangement  of the Re,1stry Dstrict• took pace in the early part of 1878. and what  are  now  called he  Registry
Distriots of  Jag Moreton .  part of Oxley ,  and Csbooltw e, were taken from Brisbane District as constituted in 1975.  In the IAWhof
January ,  the following Births were registsod  in each of the new Districts:.-East Mormon, 9 ; Dart Oxley, 17 ; Caboolture ,  11. Total,87;'& number  (57') more than the deficiency above -mentioned as  having  occurred in thi s  Brisbane  District in January of this year.
872
It will be seen that, within the municipality, 71.11 per cent. of the deaths were of
children under five years ; the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 35.29.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the.
district,  is seen  to have been 23'76 per cent. within, and 18.18 per cent. outside the municipality.*
The General Hospital, Benevolent Asylum, Diamantina Orphanage, Infants' Asylum,
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, and Gaol, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 16 during the month, or 25.81 per cent.
of the total number of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of January, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows :-
Period.
January, 1877.
Number of Deaths.  Mean Shade Temperature.
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Mean height of Baro meter.
78.06  29.914
The highest temperature in the shade recorded at the Brisbane Observatory during the
month was 104.0 on the 17th, and the lowest, 60.0, on the 16th.
The mean temperature of the month was 73.6 degrees ; the average during the month
of January for the last ten years was 73.3.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which  was 43.5
degrees,  took place on the 13th, viz., from a maximum of 103 degrees to a minimum of 69.5
degrees.
The mean daily range was 19.9.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 29.914 inches ; the average of the same month during
the last nine  years was 29.906 inches.
The following table, furnished by the Meteorological Observer, shows the mean of
barometer, mean shade temperature, maximum temperature in shade, minimum  on grass, mean
humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at Brisbane in the month of January, for a period
of ten years :-
Year. Mean of Mean Shade Maximum in  I Minimum on Mean
Rainfal. Prevailing
Barometer .  Temperature .  Shade . grass. Humidity.
Inches. Days.
Winds.
1877 29.914 78.6 104.0 60.0 •693 6.90 14 S.
1876 29.878 78.9 99.5 69.0 •615 5.86 16 S.1815 29.929 79.5 99.0 60.0 632 5.25 10 N.E.
1874 29.900 79.0 94.0 57.0 •716 11.08 18 S.E.
1873 29.983 75.2 88.0 48.0 •776 4.67  18 S.E.
1872 29'910 78.7 95.0 60.0 •743 8.37 19 N.E.
1871 29.905 76.7 94.0 56.0 •716 8.79 13 S.E.
1870 29.931 77.7 93.0 55.0 •663 4.92 11 S.E.
1869 29.801 81.7 108.0 62.0 •686 7.97 11 N.E.
1868 29.912 76.9 104.0 59.4 •736 7.22 16 N.E.
The deaths occurring  in the Public  Institutions were as  follows:-
Males. Female .. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 7 2 9
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... 2 0 2
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... 2 2 4
Diamantina Orphanage ... ... ... 0 0 0
Lunatic Reception House ... ... 0 1 1
Lock Hospital ... ... ... .. 0 0 0
Brisbane Gaol ... ... .. ... 0 0 0
Total ... 16
The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both  sexes, under one year,
total under five years, and over five years ; also, the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month.
Class.
I. Zymotic  diseases  .. .. 11 15
II. Constitutional  diseases  ... ... 0 2
III. Local  diseases  ... .. ... 4 6
IV. Developmental  diseases 12 14
V. Violence .. ... ... ... 1 1
Causes not specified  ... .., .. ...
Causes of Death. Under Totalunder Over1 year .  1 6 years .  6 years. Total.
Proportion
per Dent.
5 20 32.26
1 3 4.84
9 15 24.19
4 18 29.03
4 5 8.07
1 1 1.61
All causes 28 38 24 62 100.00
• Nora .- During the summer months ,  from  October to March ,  the rate of infantile mortality is always
found to be  very high .  The average  death -rate of children under 1 year ,  as compared to births durin g  the last
ten years , throughout the whole of Queensland,  is 12 .46.---Tide Vital Statistics  of 1876.
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Clay. Order.  Nature of Disease.
1.
II.
IV.
V.
ZYYOTIC DISEASES.
1 Miasmatic diseases  ... ... ... ...
2 Enthetic diseases  ... ... ... ...
3 Dietic diseases  ... ... ...
4 Parasitic diseases  ... ... ... ...
CONSTITUTIONAL  DIsEASEs.
1 Diathetic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ...
2 Tubercular diseases  ... ... ... ... ...
LOCAL DISEAess.
1 Diseases  of the  nervous  system ...
2 Diseases  of the  organs  of circulation ...
3 Diseases  of the respiratory system ...
4 Diseases  of the digestive  organs ...
5  Diseases  of the urinary  organs .
6 Diseases  of the  organs of generation
7 Diseases  of the joints and bones ..
8 Diseases  of the integumentary system
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
17
0
3
0
DEVELOPM ENTAL DISEASES.
1 Developmental  diseases  of children ... ... ... 7
2 Developmental  diseases  of adults ... ... ... .. ...  1
3 Developmental  diseases  of old people  ... ... ... ... ... i 3
4 Developmental  diseases  of nutrition  ... ... ... ...  7
1 Accident  or negligence
2 Wounds in battle ...
3 Homicide
4 Suicide
b Execution ... ...
VIOLENCE.
CAUSES  NOT SPECIFIED  OE ILL-DEFINED
ToTJ L ...
4
0
0
1
0
1
... ..I ...1 62
Of deaths registered during the month  as arising from external causes ,  four  are ascribed
to accident ,  none to homicide ,  and one to suicide.
The following are the particulars :-
Sunstroke,  one male.
Drowning ,  one male .  Suicide by  drowning ,  one male.
Suffocation ,  one male.
Killed by a kick from  a horse ,  one male.
JORDAN,
General  Registry Office,
HENRY
Re`istrar -( sues!.
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1877.
By Authority  :  JAMBSC. Bsu  aouseet PrinNr,  William street,  Brisbasre.
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Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.S.) Distinguished Order of St.
W. W. CAIRNS, Michael and St. George, Gover-
Governor.  nor  and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS the Parliament of Queensland now
stands  Prorogued to Tuesday the twentieth
day of February, 1877, and it is expedient further
to Prorogue  the same  : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, in pursuance of the
power and authority in me vested as 'Governor of
the said Colony, do hereby further Prorogue the
said Parliament  to TUESDAY, the third day of
April, 1877.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENS  ', &ND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO Wl r.  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire. Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
' 7
HEREAS information has been received by
the Government that a certain infectious
disease , called Small Pox, has been found to exist
in the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand: Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the powers  in me  vested by  "The Quarantine
Act of  1863," do, with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby notify that portions of the said
colonies are infected with the said disease, and
that it is possible that such disease may be brought
from the said colonies into the Colony of Queens-
land, and, with the advice aforesaid, I do order
and direct that no steamships or other vessels
arriving in this colony from or having touched
at any port of the said Colonies of New South
Wales and New Zealand, shall be permitted
within the Port of Brisbane to come above the
Hulk " Proserpine," now moored at the entrance of
the Brisbane River, or to communicate with the
shore at any port within the colony until they shall
have been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ; and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board, or to land from any such steamship or other
vessel until the crew and  passengers shall have
been inspected by the Health Officer, and the
steamship or vessel by him be admitted to pratique.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE THY QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor,  with the advice
of the Executive  Council, has been pleased
to appoint
AUGUST  HASENKAMP
to be Assistant Clerk in the Police Office, Ipswich.
R. M. STEWART.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the name of
GEORGE BLIGH STEPHENS , Upper.  Brisbane,
be substituted for George Bligh Stevens, appearing
in the new Commission of the Peace, published
in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary of Tues-
day, 2nd January instant.
R. M. STEWART.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I I of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment of the under-
mentioned gentlemen ,  as Trustees  of the  Brisbane
Grammar  School, upon the nomination of sub-
scribers  thereto, in terms of the Act 24 Victoria,
clause 7; and  that such appointments take effect
from the 28th January ultimo.
The Hon .  CHARLES LILLEY ,  Esquire ;
The Hon. SAMUEL WALKER GRIFFITH, Esquire;
and
LEwis ADOLPHUS BERNAYS,  Esquire.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
u IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Trustees of the Brisbane Grammar School ,  in terms
of the Act 24 Victoria, clause 7 ; such appointments
to take effect from the 28th January ultimo.
The Hon. Sir JAMES COCKLE, Chief Justice of
Queensland ;
The Hon.  CHARLES STUART MEIN , Esquire ;
JOHN SCOTT,  Esquire ; and
EDWARD BARROW FORREST ,  Esquire.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
"DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
ANNUAL MEETING OF OWNERS.
S
HEEPOWNERS competent to vote for the
election  of Directors under the provisions of
section 7  of the  above-named  Act, and of section 1
of the Amending Act (31 Vic., No. 42), are required
to meet  at the Police Court-houses at the under-
mentioned _places in  the respective Sheep Dis-
tricts , at Twelve o'clock  noon on  SATURDAY,
the 31st day of March  next,  for the election of
Sheep  Directors  for the current year, namely:-
Sheep Districts .  Places of Meeting.
Burke Normanton
Burnett Gayndah
Cook Cooktown
Dalby Dalby
Dawson Taroom
Gladstone Gladstone
Goondiwindi Goondiwindi
North Kennedy Townsville
South Kennedy Bowen
Maranoa St . George
Mitchell Blackall
East Moreton Brisbane
West  Moreton  Ipswich
Peak Downs Clermont
Rockhampton Rockhampton
Springsure Springsure
Warwick WarwickWarrego Charleville
Wide Bay Maryborough
R. M. STEWAItT.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
W
HEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, did by
notice in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December, 1876, order that all
vessels arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
should be required to obtain  admission  to pratique
at the first port of call south of Somerset,  and also
at the Port of Brisbane ; and that no person should
be allowed to quit such  vessels  until pratique should
have been so granted, notwithstanding that such
vessels  might have previously called at Somerset :
And whereas it has been deemed expedient to
amend  the said Notice : His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to order further that all
vessels arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain admission to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call, before communicating
with the shore ; and that no persons be allowed to
quit such  vessels  until pratique be so granted, not(.
withstanding that such vessels may have previously
called at Somerset.
R. M. STEWART.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section forty-one of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land included in the undermentioned  selections
shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the several
Land Offices named.
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
2366 R. Hutchins ... 640 0 0 Brisbane
237 R. Walker ... 457 0 0 Bundaberg
riven under my Hand and Sea], at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her  Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, ? Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 3 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Fsquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section forty-one of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
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the portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the
said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the twentieth
day of February, 1877, at the several Land Offices
named.
00
Parish. O G  Late Lessee .  I Area.
Land
Agent's
P4 zmoz
District.
A R. P. 1
13 Tantitha 313 J .  Robson ...
6
80 0 0 Bundaberg
42 S. Kolon 376 E . W. Otway ... 104 2 0 I
8A Marathon 383 H .  E. Peirson ... 191 0 0 „
98 Kalkie  ... 464 1 C.  Andresen 99 3 0
211 Walde -
grave
73 T. Mancktelow ... 46 1 0 Roma
210 85 C SuttorN 42 0 0
1 93
..
J. Wilson
...
... 80 0 0 ..
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS'
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L. S.)' Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1N pursuance of section one of "  The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice  of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the portion
of land hereunder described shall continue to form
part of the Homestead Area within which it is
situated, and shall be open to Selection as a Home-
stead, and not otherwise, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twentieth day of February, 1877, at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
a
Parish c 4 District
Homestead Late Lessee Area.
zm
m
. Area. . .
Barolin  ... 431 , Bundaberg I Barolin  ... J. H. Cath-
A.
188
cart
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of
January, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.ATTENTION is directed to the Notice pub-lished in the  Government Gazette  of the
16th December, 1876, page 1364, relative to a
proposed Sale of Lands by Auction in the vicinity of
Roma and Surat, in the Western Railway Reserve.
The Sale will be conducted by Mr. John Cameron,
at the School of Arts, Brisbane, commencing at
11 a.m. on THURSDAY, the 29th day of March,
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general  information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a Quarry, and placed under the
control of the Municipal Council of  Brisbane.
RESERVE FOR  QUARRY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres  2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing on the north- west side  of Leich-
hardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south-east by  that street
bearing 238 degrees 8 minutes two chains and fifty
links ; on the south-west by a line  bearing 328
degrees  8 minutes  ten chains and forty- seven links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing  58 degrees 8
minutes two chains and fifty links ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 148  degrees 8 minutes
ten chains  and forty- seven  links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively , under his  Hand and
the seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that ,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and iY
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land granted.--Selection  347, Beenleigh District,
seven hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera,  selection 347,
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south-east corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by lines bearing north 257  degrees 30
minutes east one hundred and eight  chains , thence
north 151 degrees east ninety-three  chains  to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point  of commence-
ment, -exclusive of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen  acres one  rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of .Enoggera, portion
641.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46 minutes, and distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-
east corner of portion 164, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
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line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty -one chains
and forty -five.and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the  south-east by that road bearing 218 degrees five
chains and  forty-nine links ,  277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty -four and one -third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty -two and
a-half links ,  231 degrees 40 minutes six chains and
forty-five links ,  274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty -seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents '  Offices, Brisbane ,  Beenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation.
I C. Shepperd Road reserved through
portion 9
2 J. Murtha Road reserved  through
and E .  portion 13,  from Pim-
McCready pama Creek easterly
to its east boundary
*3
*4
F. G. Part of road reserved
Walker through portion 13
Roads De- Road separating por-
partment tion 15 from portion
22
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of. Cardwell, parish of  Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty -two chains to a road ; thence
by that  road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three  chains and fifty links to the north -east boun-
dary line of selection  145;  on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone  River ;  and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868  " have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
I Parish. Area .
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
A. R. P.
Kholo ... 1 3 14 No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
Pimpama 2 0 0
A. R. P.
1 A. H.Brown Road separating portion
120 from portion 121
I
Oxley ... 1 2 21
Cedar ... 1 2 30 r2 A. Binstead Reserved road through
portion 3 from the
south boundary to the
Barrow 3 0
Deuchar  ... 3 0 23 Coomera River
• The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection  with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
a line  bearing west forty chains ; on the west by a
line bearing  north forty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB  CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore, near St.
Georqe.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing 236 degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t- the Bolonne River ; and on the north-
west  by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
t This road is proposed to be closed in exchange for a  new road
further to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NT
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the At aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-Allotment  2,  section  110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain  wide separating  it from portion  8 bearing
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north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River ; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
' HEREAS,  by the twenty -fifth  section of
`` " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazet te  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each ,  and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel  with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October,  1860;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water niark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE  OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MARYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west bcundary of reserve foa
wharves proclaimed 6th March,  1874;  thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent 's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD PROPOSED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. App licant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
1 E. Turich Road separating por- Boyne ...  6316
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.AlOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 68 acres, 1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point  one chain  west from the west
boundary of portion  48, and  bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links ; on the north by a line bearing  west  twenty-
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north-west corner of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen chains fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
Brisbane River; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes  east  eight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east ten chains sixty-nine links; thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links ; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52  minutes east  forty-four  links  to a road
one chain wide ; on the  east  by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided  that  before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for the  purpose of
a School. •
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portions  16,
18,  and  21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north- east  corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty-one chains ; on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains ; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty-one chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
I N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information that the
lands  hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JOHN DOUGLAS
RESERVE FOR  CUSTOMS BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east,  being a line parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner  of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east fifty
links ; thence north 30 degrees 18 minutes east to
the Mary River low-water mark spring tides ;
thence by that mark upwards to a point  bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east from the com-
mencing  point ; and thence by  a line  north 210
degrees  18 minutes east to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  WATER, WIDE BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its  intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing  west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing east  one hundred and sixty chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty-seven links ; again
on the south by a line bearing west fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek, and pas-
sing  through a post three hundred and ten links
from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
443, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE FOR  A POUND, ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish of St. George, town of
St. George,  allotments  9 and  10  of section  28.
2 acres
Commencing  on the north-west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south-west by allotment
8 bearing 311 degrees five chains; on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street ; and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roods 17 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south-easterly three chains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street ; on the south-east
by that street, bearing north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin-street ; on the north- east  by that street,
bearing north-westerly three chains and eighty-
nine links to the Burnett River, and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg
allotments 1 and 4 of section  29.
1 acre 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum-street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty-five links
to Quay street ; on the south-east
by that street,bearing north-easterly six chains; on the north-east
by allotment seven, bearing north-westerly three.
chains to the Burnett River, and on the north-west
by that river upwards to the,point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES, ON THE BARROlz
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK, FROM CAIRNS TO
THORNBOROUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence on part of the east by a line
bearing south fifty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred chains, crossing the
Barron River ; on the west by a line bearing north
one hundred chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east one hundred chains, crossing the Barron River;
and on the remainder, of the east by a line bearing
south fifty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Churchill, parish of Tent Hill, portion
No. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tent Hill Creek,
at a point bearing 273 degrees, and distant eighty
links from a gum tree marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy links, and passing through a
post three hundred and seventy links from said
creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by portion  43, bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing through a post one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek ; and on the east by that
creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redcliffe.
78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion 216, and
bounded thence on the south-west and south by
portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees
east fourteen chains and fifteen links, and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve chains ; again on the south by that
portion bearing east twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees east, one chain and eighty-
one links ; on the north-east and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees east ten chains,
and west forty-seven chains and seventy links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.
LANDS RESUMED FROM RUNS IN THE BURNETT
DISTRICT AND  IN THE  STANTHORPE DISTRICT
ON THE SOUTHERN  BOUNDARY OF THE COLONY
I T is hereby notified for general information that
the lands resumed during the late Session of
Parliament from the hereinafter-mentioned Runs
will be declared open to Selection under  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," at as early a
date as possible after that Act comes into opera-
tion . These lands contain an area of about 1,387,500
acres -a portion of which will be reserved for
township purposes and sale by auction.
Descriptions of the proposed reservations will be
published  as soon as  possible, so as to afford
Intending selectors an opportunity of inspecting
the country prior to its being declared open to
selection.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of  Run.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT
Coolmumda
Bengally and Wyemo
Beebo
Whetstone
Brush Creek
Swithland
Canning Creek
Stonehenge
Bodumba
Glenelg
Terrica
Texas
Pikedale
UNSETTLED DISTRICT
Baramba
North  Baramba
East Baramba
Baramba Ranges'
Nanango
Booie
Boonara
Nangur
Goomerrinbong
Boobyjan
Winders
Gobongo
Name of Run.
of DARLING Downs.
Auchinblae
Catterthum
Pike's Creek
Pike's Creek North
Emu Vale
Bonshaw
Maidenhead
Aitkin's Flat
Mingoola
Ballindean
Tenterfield North
Nundubbermere
Coolnumda.
OF BURNETT.
Gobongo North
Manumbar
Mondure
Mondure Back
Warra
Dundar
Johngboon
Mungore
South  Mungore
Cattle
Ginoondan
Gooroolballin.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
W
EREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north-east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links ; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees east
twenty-four  chains  and seven links; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres  3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain  wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearing north 53 degreeseast
six chains  and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing  east two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south- east  by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north 323 degrees  3 minutes
east eleven chains and ninety-six links to the poin}
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is Hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish and town of St. George,
allotment 6 of section  22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-west side of Alfred
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52 degrees two chains ; on the north.
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north-west by allotment 5 bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street ; and on the
south-east by that street bearing 142 degrees five
chains to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1876.
W V V
HEREAS , by the  twenty-fifth  section of
1 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act o
1868, "  it is provided that before any Crown  lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
wi ll  be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBtRRA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen  chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
UTHEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth  section o
1'V  " the Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is  provided  that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for Wharf  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the scuth-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street ; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly two chains and sixty
three links to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
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Department of Public  Lando,
.urisnane , 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  names  and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and  in  every  deed containing the erroneous
names and  descriptions, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
the north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty-one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich road 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant--30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel Joseph Wills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Land granted.-Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land ,granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DEs(;RIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No.  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes  east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east  fifty- nine  chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty.
nine  chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No. 92.
25 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links ; on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty-one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains  six links to the point of commence.
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  1611
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one chains fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1876.
W WW
HEREAS , by the twenty-fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868, "
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for the  purpose named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March, town of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes. east ten chains to gent street ; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and  - twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended grantees, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, thecorrect names shallbe takento have
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been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deedcontaining the erroneous names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
is hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted--Selection  1345, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 650 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of Halford henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant-20th
Sept(mber. 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1346, Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish R ilcoy, 1,157 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee, instead of N alford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,975. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1314, Ipswich I)istr)ct,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 640 acres.
Nature of Misnomer--The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee. instead of .Halford Henry
Adcock.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby- given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particu:ars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants and  in every deed  containing  the erroneous
names , and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-14,795. Date of Grant, 9th July
1866.
Name of Grantee-Alfred Murray, junior.
Land Granted-Portion 37,  county of Churchill,
parish of Gatton, 5 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Alfred Murray,
junior, having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the intended grantee, instead of Alfred Murry.
No. of Grant -  18,834. Date of Grant, 12th
August, 1868.
Name of Grantee - Alfred  Wyatt Cook.
Land Granted - Portion  33 ,  county of Chnrehill,
parish of Laidley, 15 acres, 3 roods.
Nature of Misnomer - The  name Alfred Wyatt
Cook having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the intended grantee, instead  of Arthur Wyatt
Cook.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1876.
N1 ' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per.
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Goverment
Gazette  for tI irteen consecutive weeks : 2 otice
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Kholo, county of Stanley.
About 70 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River, at the north-east corner of portion 25, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north 180 degrees
30 minutes east about seventeen chains ; on the
south by portion 49 bearing north 112 degrees east
seven chains and thirty links, and north 88 degrees
east thirteen chains to the east side of a road,
chain w ide ; on the east by that road bearing north
40 degrees east seven chains and eighty-five links,
north 21 degrees east six chains, north 42 degrees
east five chains and eighty links, north 20 degrees
east nine chains, north 27 degrees 30 minutes east
six chains and ninety-three links, north 28 degrees
east four chains, north 83 degrees 45 minutes east
three chains and sixty-seven links, north 39 degrees
east one chain and fifty-one links, north ' degrees
east two chains and thirty-nine links, north 353 de-
grees east five chains and ninety-three links, north
337 degrees east eight chains and twenty-five links,
and north 355 degrees 15 minutes east three chains
and forty-five links; on the north by lines bearing
west ten chains and three links, and north 319 de-
grees east six chains and sixty-six links ; again on
the west by part of portion 42 bearing south six
chains and seventy-four links to the Brisbane
River ; and on the north-west by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
a road as marked on map in the Surveyor-General's
office.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, LAIDLEY.
Ccunty of Churchill, parish and town of'Laidley.
1 acre 2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Drayton street
at the south-west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-cast by that street bearing
north 86 degrees east six chains and fifty links, and
north 75 degrees cast two chains ; on the north-east
by allotment 5 bearing north 345 degrees east two
chains and 50 links to a lane ; on the north-west by
that lane bearing north 255 degrees east eight
chains and thirty -two links ; and on the south-west
by a line bearing north 167 degrees and 30 minutes
east one chain and twenty-six links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ON THE ROAD FROM
WARWICK To TOOwOOMBA, AT THE CROSSING
OF SPRING CREEK.
County of Aubigny, parish of Table-top.
4 acres 3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at the
north-east corner of portion 41 ; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that read bearing north
335 degrees 20 minutes east thirteen chains and
nine links; on the north by a line bearing west one
chain and thirty-eight links ; on the west by a line
bearing south eleven chains and ninety links; and
on the south by portion 41 bearing east six chains
and eighty-two links to the point of- commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Maclean.
60 acres.
Commencing on the Teviot road at a point bear-
ing north 27 degrees east, and distant 112 links
from the north-west corner of portion  23;  and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing north 27 degrees east twenty chains and
twenty-seven links, and north 54 degrees east
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing east
four chains and thirty-three links; on the east by a
line bearing south thirty chains and ten links to a
road one chain wide ;  and on the south by that
road bearing north 2, 0 degrees thirty minutes east
twenty-nine chains and eighty links to the point of
commencement,
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NEW STREET ,  TO GIVE ACCESS TO THE QUEEN'S
WHARF, TOWN OF MARYBOROUGH.
1 chain wide.
Commencing on the north- east  side of Wharf
street  at the south corner of reserve for Immigra-
tion DepM ; bounded thence by the south-east
boundary of said reserve, being a line bearing about
north thirty degrees eighteen  minutes east  225 links
to the east corner of said reserve ; thence on the
north-east by a line at right-angles to aforesaid
boundary,  being a line  bearing about north 120
degrees 18 minutes  east 649 links to the left bank
of the River Mary ; thence by said bank of the
river upwards bearing north three hundred and
twenty-six degrees forty eight minutes north 225
links  in a direct line ; thence by a line bearing about
north three hundred degrees eighteen  minutes east
750 links to the north  corner  of the Customs
Reserve  ; thence by the north-west boundary of
said reserve  bearing about north two hundred and
ten degrees eighteen  minutes east  125 links to the
west corner  of the Customs Reserve ; and thence
by a line bearing about north three hundred degrees
eighteen minutes east  100 links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  24th November, 1876.
HEREAS , by the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale  -for  any public
purpose,  notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY,  MOORE'S CREEK,
NORTH ROCKHAMPTON.
Portion 235, parish of Murchison, county of
Livingstone.
33 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Moore's Creek
at the south corner of portion 171, and bounded
thence on the north-east by part of that portion
bearing  north 43 degrees  west ten chains  and fifty
links ; on  the north-west by portion 235A bearing
south 47 degrees west eighteen  chains and  thirty-
six links ; on  the south-west by the Yaamba road
and a line  bearing south 30 degrees east twenty-one
chains  and forty links to Moore's Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of Waldegrave, parish of Roma, town of
Roma,  allotments  1, 2,  3, 4,  6, 7, 8, and 9, of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George  street,
at the north-west corner of the  section, and
bounded thence or, the north by that  street bearing
east five chains to Arthur street ; on the east by that
street bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne street ; and on the west by that street
Searing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION  OF THE  HOSPITAL RESERVE, COOY-
TOWN.
County of Banks, parish of Cook, town of Cook-
town ,  allotment  7 of section 8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
9 degrees and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north-cast by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degres and
10 minutes  east  2 chains ; and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes east  three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868"  has been
made for the closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation . I  Parish . I  Area.
1 S. Fountain Road separating
portion 38 from
portion 39
2 S. Fountain Road separating
portion 49 from
portion 50
Department of Public Lauds,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1876.
At. HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL NEAR GowRIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba, portion
.No.  421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that portion bearing
south twenty-six chains and sixty-seven links ; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and ninety-three links, and 42 d egrees 58
minutes seven chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
Eurpengary
Burpengary
A.  IL P.
2 1 15
2 1 29
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
1 Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of-three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under His Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Names of Grantees - Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of  Grant - 31,675. Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
Description  of Land  Granted - Allotment 2  of
section 1,  town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
9; perches.
Nature of Misnomer- The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended grantees ,  instead of
Abraham lrodziak and Aaron Rodgers,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 187 6.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " has been
made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all  persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department  their objections, in writing, within two
months from  this date.
Plans of the road can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  I  Situation. I Parish.
1 R. Jarrott
and
David Hall
Roads separating por-
tions  223 and 225,
from portion 229
Warner
Area.
A.  R.  P.
3 3 39
Departmelt of Public Lantta,
Brisbane, 23rd June, l t' 76.
•• CROWN LANDS ALIENATION £1UT
OF 1868."
SITTINGS OF COMMISSIOIIEES.
i
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under  "7he
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will hold the
Sitting in  pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices, on
the following dates :-
MORETON  DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Peenleigh, the second
Friday in each month.
JVest Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,the first Friday in
each month.
At Helidon, the second Tuesday in each month,
for the examination of selectors and their
witnes§es , when applying for certificates.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Con la.nine, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
Al the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in August, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BL'ILNRTT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gynipie. the first W ednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month,
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
A t the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1876, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A I the Land Oilice, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1876, and every  alternate  n c.nth
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT OF COOKTOWN.
A t the Land Office, Cooktown,  the second
At
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
tie land office, Norn.anton,  the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in July, 1876, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in August, 1876, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , the fourth
Monday in August,. 1876,  and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above  days falling on
a holiday, the sitting will be held on the  following
day.
Special sittings ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time  to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands.
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
W
ITH the view of facilitating  the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that  instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information  on matters  connected
with the working of the Land Acts-even to the
extent of filling up forms of application,  transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate  persons,  if there
is time at  the officer' s disposal  ; and that any Land
Agent, or -'her officer, refusing to supply  informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for  clerical
assistance  to his own  use, on  the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient however, of persons  requir-
ing copies  of plans, :angements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer,  a tracing  or copy of  the plan
required will be prepared  and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WTLLTAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT ,  TRINITY BAY.
T is hereby notified that any persons erecting
buildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay, will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surve y or will be despatched for the purpose of
marking  off  a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th November, 1875.
J_)URSUA1\1T  to the provisions contained in the
twenty-ninth section of  the Timber  Regula-
tions, established under notice from this Department,
dated 17th  November,  1869, it is  hereby notified
for general information ,  that the cutting and re-
moval of Timber  on Great Sandy,  or Frazer's
Island, consisting  of the  under -mentioned tree, is
absolutely  prohibited,  from and after this date ; and
all Commissioners  of Crown Lands,  Rangers, and
Police Officers are requested to see that  this pro-
hibition is respected.
TURPENTINE - Evcati lpius  Microcorys.
W ILLTAM FRY A R
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th  February, 1877.
NOTICE.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Bakery, Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is Troposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
I I' is  hereby notified for general information, thatany Licensed Auctioneer  may be employed
for the sale of  Government property, subject to the
approval  of the  Ministerial  Head of the Department
concerned.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the following 'l'enders have been accepted,
viz. :
Erection of Wharf Stores, Petrie's Bight, T.
M. WLLTERS ;
Foundation for Wharf Stores, Petrie's Bight,
R. PORTER ;
Erection of Public Offices, Toowoomba, J.
GARGET ;
Erection of Police Station at Wiccenhoc, Taos.
FORDE;
Erection of Police Barracks, Surat, Tnos.
PRYDE.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SERVICE RESERVOIR FOR WATERWORKS,
WARWICK.
r  "ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Excavation  of a Service Reservoir for the Water-
works, at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Excavation,
Warwick Waterworks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
at the Engineer for Waterworks' Office, Ipswich,
or at the  Works, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ver cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the 'l'ender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO BAKERY, BENEVOLENT
ASYLUM, DUNWICH.TENDERS will be  received  at this Office, until 4o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to the Bakery at the Benevolent
Asylum ,  Dunwich.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES, GLADSTONE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Gladstone, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Post and Telegraph Offices at Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Post and
Telegraph Office, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office and at the Telegraph Office, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, FLAT-TOP ISLAND.
r ENDERS will he received at this  Office, and
at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay, until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Lighthouse at Flat-top  Island.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Lighthouse,
Flat-top Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
lender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender a ill not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TERROR'S CREEK, NORTH
PINE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Primary School at Terror's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Terror's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Post Office, North Pine.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
BO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
INFANTS' SCHOOL, TOOWOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
March next , from persons willing to contract for
the erection  of an  Infants' School at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Infants'
School, Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification. and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, James street, Too-
woomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to coin-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st February 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, &c., TO QUARANTINE STATION.
PEEL ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions, and executing Repairs at the Quarantine
Station, Peel Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
4'c., Quarantine Station."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender i
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'l'ender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
STABLES, POLICE STATION, WARWICK.
' 1ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 23rd
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of Stables  at the Police Station, Warwick.
Tenders to be  endorsed" Tenderfo  Stables, Police
Station, Warwick."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the  Court  House, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance  of the  contract ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. -
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE, MARY-
BOROUGH.
r' ENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at the  Court  House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Lunatic Reception House at Mary-
borough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Lunatic
Reception  House, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event  to execute and deliver ,  at the  Office  of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the  Tender  will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Fepartment of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO POST OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at Court House, Maryborough, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Post Office, Maryborough.
• Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Post Once, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bund to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Forks,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, IPSWICH.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next , from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Benevolent Asylum near Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tens, er for Benevolent
Asylum, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further  particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender w'll not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, SEVENTEEN-MILE ROCKS.TENDERS will be received at this Office,until Four o'clock p.m., on h RIDAY, the
23rd February, from persons willing to contract
for the erection of a Primary School at the
Seventeen-Mile Rocks.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Seventeen-Mile Rocks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Goodna.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual potification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE AND LOCK-UP, HIGHFIELDS.
r('ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Court House and Lock- up at High-
fields.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House and Lock-up at Highfields."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Court House, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. cn amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MUSEUM, BRISBANE.
/MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a building for Museum, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Museum,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of' every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majest for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, NANANGO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd
February next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection  of a Court  House at Nanango.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Court  House,
Nanango."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office. and at Court House, Nanango.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at  the foot of  every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the  T ender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary  for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, COOKTOWN.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at Court House, Cooktown, until Four o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons  willing  to contract for the erection of a
Residence for the Sub-Collector of Customs at
Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Residence,
Sub-Collector of Customs, Cooktown."
Plans , Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  Court House, Cooktown.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent . on amount  of Tender as security for the due
Performance  of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that  a new  road fromi. the Highfields MainRoad to Ballard's Camp,
through Portions 12 and 132, parish of Taylor,
county of Cavendish (referred to in Notices dated
22nd
-November, 1870, and 26th January, 1871,
folios 1595 and 115, respectively, of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer, and the  same is now  open for
public use.
77-432.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 15th February, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens at the
places  respectively specified.
(For the Secretary for Mines,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
During the Month ended 31st December, 1876.
No. Name.
ETH EBIDGE.
No. Name.
369 Tom Foo  1 370 Ah Lum
.During the Month ended 31st January, 1877.
BYEBSTOWN.
No. Name.  No Name.
1667 Ah See 1670 Ah Choy
1668  Cooie 1671 Ah See
1669 E . M. D. Spring I
CHAnTzas Towan8 AND MILLOHESTEB.
No. Name.
1881 Hong Eck
1882 Richd .  Binden
1883 Hop Sing
1884 Isidor Lissner
No. Name.
1885 Ah San
1886 Hill Bros.
1887 Brodziak, Rodger
and Memel
RAVENSWOOD.
No. Name.  No. Name.
283 Tommy Ah Sing 284 Henry Paige
PEAK Downs.
No. Name.  No. Name.
521 Crofton Moat  522  See Lee
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of Coal for the Southern and Western Railway, at
Toowoomba, for Locomotive Engines and Shops,
for one or two years, from 1st April, 1877.
The Coal must be cf the best description, and
samples must  be supplied to the Locomotive
Department, Ipswich, prior to the 2nd March.
Specifications, with further particulars, can be
seen  at this Office, and at the Locomotive Depart-
ment,  North Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
REPAIRS, DREDGE "LYTTON."
ri `ENDERS will be received at the Treasury,
I Brisbane ,  until noon  on SATURDAY, 10th
March, for the supply of a full het of  Buckets (24)
and single  Links (48) for the Dredge "Lytton,"
according to specification and plan to  be seen at
the Office of  Engineer  of Harbors  and Rivers,
Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender  not necessarily
accepted.
(For the Colonial Treasurer,)
R. M. STEWART.
The Treasury,
15th February, 1877.
DRAIN IN BOTANICAL GARDENS.
TENDERS  will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  until noon  on SATURDAY, the
24th February ,  for the construction of a Drain in
Botanical Gardens, according to plan and specifi-
cation to be seen at  the Office of  Engineer of
Harbors and Rivers.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
(For the  Colonial Treasurer,
R. M. ST>WART.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1877.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QOEENSLANP GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramne, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell,Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah. George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswich,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, %Vestwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
9xneeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding 9200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further intormation can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1;77.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
FROM A POINT ON THE EXISTING LINE
BETWEEN THE TATE AND WALSH TELE-
GRAPH STATIONS TO THORNBOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 19th day of
March next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under-mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders  must state  separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where  necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing  insulators and
stretching wire.
From a point on the existing line between the
Tate and Walsh Telegraph Stations to Thorn.borough, a distance  of eighty-five miles, more or
less.
Also for stretching an additional wire on the
existing line of poles from the point of junction to
the Tate or Walsh Telegraph Station. The wire
and insulators to be supplied by the Government,
and delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
whole contract to be completed and handed over
to the Government within ten (10) months from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for  the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy  any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con.
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of  money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials  and implements
in his possession on the ground,  and all sums of
money, whether  named  in the Bond to be  entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or  any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor,  under  the direction  of the inspecting
officer.
All trees at<d Underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet  on each side  of the  line to  be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away,  and a  good straight
bridle-track , of not less  than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from  trees  beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such trick. _ _
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Poles to be heavy straight  saplings of  the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton  Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter  at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated  with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch
wide . The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required,  struts  or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not  less than one  (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or  splices to be made as  directed, and the
wire tied  to the insulator  with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together  with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final  approval or rejection of the Super.
intendent of Electric  Telegraphs ,  or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN,
pro  Postmaster -General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
R ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
made to the Bench of Magistrates, at Mill-
cheater , from the 1st day of July, 1876, to the 31st
day of  December ,  1876, both  inclusive.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
Description of Whether AmountApplicant s Name . License. granted ors of Fue.
refused. `
J. C. Nolan ... Hardwood Granted 1
Ang Gee ... 1
King Ching ...
Ah Nee ...
„ „
1
Geo. Peeps ... ...
R. F. Walker ...
...
„
1
Thos Bourne ... ... 1
Ah Ing ...
Henry Coward ... Employer's 1
Geo. Brown ...
Hardwood
1
Adolph Heilbron ... Hardwood 1
Hans  F. Jenson
Peter Cristensen
„
i 1
Petro Barilletta 1
Jno. Higgins ... 1
Donald Forbes...
„ 1
Charles Devoe... 1
Albert thorn ...
„ 1
John McGoven 1
Lars Nelson ...
„ „ 1
John Peterson... 1
John McFadden „ 1
Isaac  Robinson ... Employer's „ 1
Jacob Brenholm
Niels D. Jergeson
Hardwood
Hardwood
1
Chas.  McCormac 1
Chas.  Petersen 1
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1877.
I
THE following Bye-law, made by the Municipal
Council of Brisbane, having been confirmed
by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, under his Hand, in ac-
enrdance with the 74th section of  "  The Municipal
Institutions  Act of  1864." the same is hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
R. M. STEWART.
MUNICIPALITY OF BRISBANE.
BYE-LAW No. 25.
BYE-LAW TO PREVENT CARELESS AND RECKLESS
DRIVING AND RIDING  IN THE  MUNICIPALITY
OF BRISBANE.
WHEREAS the  careless  and neglient driving of
vehicles and riding of horses in the' Municipality of
Brisbane is fraught with danger and inconvenience
to the public :  Be it  therefore ordered by the
Municipal Council for the City of Brisbane, in
pursuance  of the  powers in  them in that behalf
vested
1. No person shall, within the Municipality of
Brisbane, drive the horse or horses attached to any
coach,  carriage , or other vehicle of any description,
or ride any horse from one public street into any
other public  street  at a pace faster than a walk.
2. All persons driving any vehicle through any
public street in the said unicipality shall keep
such vehicle  as near as practicable  to the left-hand
or near  side of the said street.
3. No person shall permit or suffer any vehicle
to stand or  remain  in any street or place within the
said Municipality without causing the same to be
placed alongside of and  parallel  with the footway
of the said  street.
4. For any  offence  against any provision of this
Bye-law the offender shall, upon conviction before
any two  or more  Justices of the Peace, be liable to,
and shall pay a penalty not exceeding (£20) twenty
pounds.
Approved by the Municipal Council of  Brisbane,
this 8th day of January, 1877.
R. A. KINGSFORD,
I
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL,
Town Clerk.
Mayor.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifteenth day of February,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy-seven , and in the fortieth
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By Command,
It. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Twelve o'clock  noon , on SATURDAY, the 17th
February  next,  f'or the supply of 1,800  pairs (one
thousand eight hundred pairs) of Blankets for the
Aborigines, of the  same  quality as  a sample
blanket to be seen at the Colonial Stores, and to be
delivered as follows :-
800 (Eight hundred) pairs on 1st January, 1878.
500 (Five hundred) puii s on 1st March, 1878.
600 (Five hundred)  pairs  on 1st April, 1878.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted, in the sum of £200, with two sureties in
the sum of £100 each.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Blankets
for Aborigines."
Further particulars can be supplied  on appli-
cation to the Colonial  Storekeeper.
R.. M. STEWART,
Colonial Secretary.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1877.
NOTICE.POLICE Sergeant JOHN CAREY has been ap-pointed Assistant District }egistrar of Births
and Deaths at Dingo, for the Registry District of
Leichhardt.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE. .
N OTICE is  hereby given , that  the Customs
Store at Cairns ,  Trinity Bay, and Messrs.
Craig's building, leased by the Government, are
set apart for the purposes of a Government Bonded
Warehouse ,  for the warehousing of Dutiable
Goods, previoiisly to the payment thereon of Duties
or to Exportation ,  in accordance  with the 11th
Clause of  "  The Customs  Act cf  1873."
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,
Brisbane ,  15th  Janus-y, 1877.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1874 ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.pOUNDBEEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other brands, by placing the words
"  Registered Brand " after the description of the former.Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC  OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART  of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of Nor-
manby Sound, showing Thursday and adjacent
islands, with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel ;  surveyed
by Lieut. Connor ,  R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port  Office and Government Printin( fE e,
Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane .  Price, Is.  each.-
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
TOW -published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four  volumes , demy quarto:-
2  a. d.
Full Bound ,.. ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ,,, ,.. 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ,,. 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over  fire shillings ,  must be made by
Post -Office Order, or cash  ;  otherwise the abvertisementr
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government  Gazette is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADv ERTISINQ RATES:-
Impounded Stock, Is.per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to  a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for  sums  of 5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in- the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.T HE Annual Licensing Meeting of Her Majesty's
Justices of the Peace acting in and for the
Police District of Clermont, will be holden at the
Court House, Clermont, on TUESDAY, the 17th
day of April next, at Twelve o'clock noon, for the
purpose of taking into consideration applications
for Publicans' Licenses, under the Act, 27 Vic. No.
16.
Applications must be lodged with the undersigned
on or before the 27th day of March.
W. M. CAVE, C.P.B.
Police Office,
Clermont, 1st February, 1877.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Goods of Christopher James
Kelly, late of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, gold-miner, deceased.
N
OI'ICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Christopher James Kelly, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Ellen Kelly,
of Charters Towers aforesaid, widow of the said
deceased.
Dated at Charters Towers, this twenty-fourth
day of November, A.D. 1876.
J. SPENCER CARTER,
Charters Towers,
Proctor for the said Ellen Kelly.
By his Agents-
'Messrs. DALY AND ABBOTT,
Queen street, Brisbane.
161 6s.
' OTICE is  hereby given, that Mr. Henry
Blakesley, junior ,  has retired from the firm
of Messrs .  Hunter and Co., of Friday Island,
Torres Straits.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this third day of February,
1877.
GEORGE HUNTER,
ROBERT HUNTER,
Per G.  HUNTER.
FRITZ WILHELM BAUER,
By his Attorney, F. BAYER.
A. J. THYNNE,
Witness-
A. MOFFATT.
162
Solicitor for the said Henry
Blakesley, junior.
4s. -6d. - -
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, haring deemed  it expedient
to open a new Road in Fassifern Scrub, parish of Fassifern, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested  therein are  requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from  this  date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
77-58.  GEORGE THORN.
BOOR ON REFERENCE OF ROAD IN FASSIFERN SCRUB, PARISH OF FASSIFERN , COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
pro
How Held.
'Ipswich
lpe 'ster
1 Commencing at the  93 " C. L. A.
intersection  of the  dct  q/ 1868"
Ipswich road and
the east boundary
of portion 41, and
running south to
south boundary
2 Commencing on the  309 Ditto
north -east corner
of portion 43, and
running south to
its south -east cor-
ner
3 Commencing at the 2008
no rt h -east turner
of portion 105. and
ru nning south to
its south boundary
4 Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion 128, and
running  west and
then south along
north  and east
boundaries to its
south -east comer
Ditto
2246  Ditto
5  Reserved  road be - ..
tween portions  207
and 151
6 Commencing on the 2380
west boundary of
portion 151, and
ru nning south to
the south - west
corner
7 Triangular piece
near south - west
corner portion 151
8 Reserved  ro ad be-
tween portions 128
and 207
9 Deviation of road on 2380
south boundary of
portion 151
Homestead ,
" C. L. A.
dct y  1868"
C. L. A.
Actor 1868"
10 Deviation of  ro ad on 2489 i Ditto
south boundary of
portion 153
11 Deviation of same 3281
ro ad into portion
173
Ditto
12 Commencing  at the  2223 Ditto
north -west  corner
of 138,  and running
westerly through
portion 126
;
13 Commencing  on the  2833 Ditto
east  boundary of
portion 162, and
running south-
west to  its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
south- west  corner
14 Commencing at the 3448 ...
south east corner
and running west-
erly to the west
boundary of por-
tion 127
Reputed Occupier Bearings.
Freadth
Lengths ,  of Area .  Remarks.Owner. Road.
chs. lkx A. R.  P.
Julia bic- Ju i a rile- N.  )810E. 1 88 1 101 links 4)0 35 Partly fen-
Analen Analen ced
Ditto J.bicAnalen  N. 181' E. 28 441  100 links 2 3 15  Unimproved
Richard Richard  N 1800 45'  E. 36 64 1(0 links 3 2 26 Partly  fen-BradfieldBradfield cod  and
cultivated
Elizabeth E Horton N .  90° 23' E. 6 as  100 links 3 3 18 Ditto
Horton N. 1800 18' E. 30 8•
The Crown • • •  N.  180° 10'  E. 15 22 Irregular 1 2 37
166° 07' 4 23
Ferdinand F. Sonnburg 179°57' 10 23 Ditto 1)3 18 Partly
Sonnburg under cul-
The Crown ... 201° 9' 1 s0 Ditto 0 0 21
tivation
Ditto I 90O 1i' 19 76 1 chain 1 3 32
Ferdinand P.  Sonnburg 90° 30' 7 28 Irregular 0 1 16
Sonnburg
Friederich F.Schurnac - taw 30' 8 i6 Ditto 2 1 29 Part under
Schumacher her cultivation
Christian C. Derck- 90° 30' 3 46 Ditto 0 0 35 Ditto
Deickmann
Thomas
mann
, Thos.Ileas - 90° 20' 6 61 1 chain 2 0 3 Ditto
Heasman man 266° 2ti' 13 62
John Mc- John Sic- 2320 2a' 3ti Ditto 2 1  t;
Donald Donald '270° 45' 16 53
Carl De ck- C. Derck- °27° 45' 13 31  Di'tn •i ' S1
mann  mann 216° 46' 9 62
27')° 45' 2S 67
;
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road th ough Portions 21 and 30, parish of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill, Moreton
District, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which were originally granted
by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
Register
No. of
Selection.
77-421.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 21 AND 30, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
I Commencing at the N .W. corner XXI
i
of portion  21, and running  "Leasing
east to its  N.E. corner  Act of
1866"
2 1Commencing in the west boun-
dary of portion 30, and run-
ning westerly to the Warwick
road
Ditto
Ditto ... Ditto ... 1340 15' 15 37
109° 30' 1 30810  13 32
1 chain 2 3 13
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
n
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedien
to open part of a - new Road from Beaudesert to Nindooimbah, parishes of Beaudesert and
Nindooimbah, county of Ward, District of Moreton, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant
containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways,
and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is
hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public
Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the  formation
of the Road in question.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDESERT TO NINDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
Register
Portion of Road . No. of How held.Selec-
tion.
1 Running  southerly  and 287  " Crown
south -easterly from Bris-  Lands
the north  to the bane  Alienation
south boundary of Register  Act  of
portion  2, parish of 1868 "
Beaudesert
2 Running south-easterly 1182
from the boundary of Bris-
portion 72 to the bane
originally reserved Register
road
3 Running easterly and
south-easterly from
the west toundary ofNindooimbah Pre-
emptive No. 1, to the
main road to Beenleigh
I Under  Deed!
of Grant
contain-
ing a gen
eral reser
How Held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.Owner.
GEORGE THORN.
Breadth
Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
chs. 1ks.  A. B.  P.
Under deed of Darby Darby 900 64 00 1 chain e 1 24
grant containing McGrath McGrath
a general reser-
vation  for roads i
Ditto ... ...
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths .  of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike.  Links . A. s. F.
George ... 189° 0' 24 03  160 14 1 5 Old re-
Robinson 140° 30' 16 12 served
159° 10' 12 17 road to be
161° 45'  8 68 closed.
165° 8'  33 88
Ernest White 166° 8' 19 40 160 2 3 32 Correa-
J. D. White ... J.D. White 84° 25'  11 94 150 4 2
ponding
part of old
reserved
road to be
i closed
6
113° 10' 18 09
vation for 1 11
roads
BRANCH ROAD CONNECTING THE ABOVE ROAD WITH THE TELEMON ROAD-
1  Running north-easterly 287 GeorgeCroton
fro m the south -west Bris- Lands Robinson
corner of portion 2, bane Alienation
parish of Beaudesert ,  Register Act of
to the above road, 1868"
from Beaudesert to
Nindooimbah
350 15' 14 14 150 2 0 0
3911
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road, being the continuation of Caxton street, Brisbane, through the Jewish
Cemetery, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of
the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the  Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77.920. GEORGE THORN.
Boor  OF REFERENCE  OF THE CONTINUATION OF CAXTON STREET,  BRISBANE , THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY, PARISH OF ENOGGBRA, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner.
Length inBreadthOccupier .  Bearings . Chains . of Area.Road.
Remarks.
Ike. A.
1  Running orth -westerl through The Trustees ...  Resumed o chs. 72 0  R. P.  Iy ug por-  E83 30' 2 72 Irre -  0 0 32  Fenced.
the northern half of the Jewish tion unoccu -  gular
Cemetery pied
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor; with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road through Portion 208, parish of England, county of Cavendish, Moreton
District, through  14d in  the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.
76-4844.
BOOK OF RgFBBENCB  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION  '208, PARISH OF ENGLAND ,  COUNTY OF CAVENDISH
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A Prrnnic ROAL.
No. Portion  of Road .
1 Running south -easterly
from the west boun -
dory of portion 206 to
Lookyer 's Creek
How Reputed Occu ier Bearin thsLen Breadth of Area Remarks
1 x
8 Held . Owner . p . gs . .g Road . .
ohs. lks . A. R. P.
203 " Crown John John 168° 2  90 100 links 2 0 0 West boun-
Lando Noonan Noonan 108° 22' 14 34 dary
Aliena - 156° 3 70 fenced with
tion  Act two-railOf 1869 " fence.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1, parish of Northbrook,
county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-394.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH NORTHBROOK PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASE No. 1, PARISH OF
NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
ch. lks.
N. 0° 60' E. 20 01 From the south bound- Under Deed of Grant  William
containing a general Pearsonary of Northbrook pre-
emptive  purchare No. reservation for  ro ads
1, northerly to its north
boundary
Breadth
of
Road.
3 chains
Area.
A. R. P.
6 0 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane, 27th  December, 1876.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTJ{ITS.
r[ ` H 1J Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay  forthwith  into the
1 Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause  of the Act 33 Vic., No. 10.
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after noti fication in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS
Name of Lessee or Licensee . Name of Run. Dist riot.
Area in
square Amount.
Miles.
John  Farrar  Berrellem Gregory North
£ s. d.
50 12 10 0
Ditto  Currawilla ... ...  ditto 50 12 10 0
Same  tel Wilson ... ... Doveridge No. 1 ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 2 ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 3 ditto .. 100 25 0 0
Ditto Doveridge No. 4 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 1 ...  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina No. 2 ...  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 3 . . ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 4 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 5 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ...  Diamentina No. 6 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto Diamentina No. 7 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ...  Middleton No.  I ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ...  Middleton No. 2 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
John Costello ... ... ...  Sallen ... ...  ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ...  Yendah ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto Ulva ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Derrywarra ditto 50 12 10 0
Patrick Kinchela White Diamentina Lakes No. 1 ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina Gates No. 3 ditto 75 18 15. 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina Lake No. 2 ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Diamentina Plains ... ditto .. 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Mayne's Lake ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Diamentina Gates No. I  ditto 75 1815 0
Ditto ... Diamentina Gates No. 2  ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Merrion Downs No. 1 ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Panic ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Brian  O'Lynnc ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ...  Manuka ... ...  ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... .. Sledmere ditto ... 1')0 25 0 0
Andrew Scott and Andrew Gordon Vindex No. 1 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Vindex No. 2 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 3 ...  ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 5 ... ditto 53 13 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 6 ... ditto ... 86 21 10 0
Ditto ... ... Vindex No. 7 ... ditto ... 90 22 10 0
Thomas McIlwraith ... ... Wokingham No. 1 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ...  Wokingham No. 2 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ...  Wokingham No. 3 ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Wokingham No. 5 ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Cork  No. 1 ... ...  ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Cork No.  2 ... ...  ditto ... 1 00 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cork No. 3 .. ...  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto Wokingham No. 9...  ditto 70 17 10 0
The Bank of New South Wales Brighton Downs No. 1 ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... . Brighton Downs No. 2 ditto 100 25 0 0
Mackenzie, Bostock, and Mitchell Wokingham No. 4 ditto 50 12 10 0
I'hilip Gidley King ... ... The Nile No. 1 ditto
T Nil 3 diN
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0ttohe e o.Ditto .
Ditto ... ... The Nile No. 4  ditto 100 25 0 0
Sydney Grandison Watson ...  Hercules  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Prodigal ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ...  Googlum No. 1 ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto dittoGooglum No 2 50 12 10 0
Edward King Cox
....
Werna No. 1 ... d4 to 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Verna No. 2  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 3 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Werna No. 4 ...  ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ...  Werna No. 5 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ...  Werna No. 6 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Werna No. 7 ... ditto 100 25 0 0
I)itto ... ... ...  Werna No. 8  ditto 100 25 0 0
De Burgh Persse ... ...  Derry Downs East ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto . . Derry DownsW est...  ditto 76 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Emu Downs  East ...  ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Emu Downs West.. ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Cobar East ...  ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Cobar West ditto 75 18 15 0
Niel Hugh Macdonald  Kenegarry ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto  Mowarrah  ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto  Mandragoonah ...  ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto  Coombara  ditto 50 1210 0
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Name cf Lessee or Licensee.
I•
Name of Run. District.
Area in
Square
Miles. Amount.
£ s. d.
Euston Blomfleld
... ... ... Goongarry No. 3 Gregory North ... 80 ! 20 0 0
Ditto ...
... ... ...  Sesbania No. 1 ditto .. ... , 100 1 25 0 0Ditto ...
... Sesbania No. 2 ditto .. ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Sesbania No. 3  ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Sesbania No. 4  ditto ... ... 100.  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Sesbania No 5  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Sesbania Nc. 6  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Sesbania No. 7  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Donald Smith  Wallace ...
... Cadell No. 1 ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Cadell No. 2 ...  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Donald ditto { 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Cathedral ... ...  ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Diamentina No. 8 ..,  ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ...  Diamentina No. 11 ...  ditto ... ... 77 19 5 0
James Crawford, Andrew Gordon, and
Andrew Scott ... ... Vindex No. 8  ditto ... ... 53 13 5 0
Ditto Vindex No. 9  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
William  Brown  Bradley and • James
Rutherford ... ... ... .. McIntyre Downs ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Davenport Downs  ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto .. ... Bunda Bulla ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Tapilla ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Euston Blomfield and John Nisbet
... Dirleton No. 1  ditto .., ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ...
... Dirleton No. ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Dirleton No. 3 ditto ... .. 100  25 0 0
Ditto Dirleton No 4 ditto 2080 0 0... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
... .
... Oondooroo ... ditto
.11
... ... 100  25 0 0
John Fran cis  Barry ... ... ... Vindex No. 4 ditto ... 50 12 10 0
James Nisbet ... ... ... ... Dirleton No. 5 ditto ... 80  20 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Dirleton No. 6 ditto ... 108  27 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Dirleton No. 7 ditto ... ... 83  20 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Upper Oondooroo ditto ... ... 56  14 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Rangelands ... ditto ... ... 75  18 15 0
James Crawford ... ... Vindex No. 10 ditto ... .,. 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Vindex No. 11 ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Vindex No. 12 ditto ... ... 32 8 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Vindex No. 13 ditto ... ... 38  9 10 0
Andrew Scott and John Nisbet ... Wokingham No.  6 ...  ditto ... ... 50  12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Wokingham No.  7 ...  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Wokingham No.  8 ...  ditto ... ... 65 16 5 0
Felix  Clewett and James Nisbet ... Olio No. 1 ...  ditto ... .. 88 22 0 0
Ditto .. .. ' Olio No.?, ...  ditto ... ... 43  10 15 0
Felix  Clewett ... ... ... .. Bel]kate No. 1  ditto ... ... 100  25 0 0
Ditto . . ... Bellkate No. 2  ... ditto ... ... IOU  h) v v
Ditto
.
... ... ... ... 2Eolia No. 1... ditto ... ... 60  15 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... . Eolia No. 2 ..  ... ditto ... ... 100  25 0 0
Ditto ... .... ... Venture No. 1 ditto ... ... 100  25 0 0
Ditto
. .
... ... ... ... Venture No. 2 ditto ,.. ... . 33  8 5 0
William  Miles ... ... ... Wombat ...  ... ditto... ... ... 110  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Dagworth ..  ditto ... .. 100  25 0 0
Ditto ... . . ... Gordonia No. 1  ditto ... ... 50  12 10 0
Ditto
.
. , . ... ... ... Gordonia No. 2 ditto ... ... 50  12 10 0
Herbert  Hunter and John Urquhart... Crescent No. 2 ditto ... ... 100  25 0 0
Charles Skuthorp, Thomas James Sku- ( Urbana No. 1  ... ditto .. .. , 100  25 0 0
thorp, and John Richard Skuthorp... i Z Urbana No. 2  ... ditto .. ... ! 100  25 0 0
0 0Edward Rowland Edkins ...  Marmion ...  ditto ... ... 82  20 1
John Thomas Campbell Ranken .., i Jack ton ... ditto ...
100  25 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IlIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road  through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, cou ty of 1Ml rivale, through
land in  the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference, shod'ing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of theSurveyor. General, Brisbane, andat the Police Office, Warwick; and all persons  interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-6073. GEORGE THORN.
BOOR OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 141, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE, DARLING DowNs, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
oo
'mzm
How Held. Reputed
I
Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
I
M. Bourke 276°1 Running no rt h-we,t - 285  " C. L. A.  Martin
297°erly from the east  to'  W. R.  Act  of 1868" Bourke
the west boundary of
portion 14A
Lengths.
I
Breadth
of Road.
chs. lks.
3 25 One chain
16 s9
I
Area. Remarks.
A.  R.  P.
1 3 36 Portion through
which road runs
unfeneed and
unimp ro ved.
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Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BUNYA AND WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
1TH reference to the Notice dated the 16th day of November, 1876, folio 1071  of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 10A, parish of Bunya,  and 98,
parish of Warner. county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, being lands orig'rfally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as mif,•lit thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excel.
lency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,
and it is theretore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to. according to the
Plan and Hook of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Brisbane All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to  any such compensation, unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.76-6154.
Boor, OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 10A, PARISH OF BONYA, AND 98, PARISH OF
WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing in the 1south -east boundary of I
portion 10e ,  and run-
ning north westerly to
the junction of Sandy
Creek with the South
Pine River
2  A.  niece of land off the
south-west corner of
subdivision 1 of por-
tion 98
No. of
Portion.
10,
How held Reputed Occupier. Bearings. Lengths,
Breadth
of Area.. Owner, Road.
chs.lks . A.  R.  V.
Under deed Joseph Chs .  Copp 335° 14 81 1 chain, 1 2 20
of grant
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
ditto  ..,
Baynes
Sam]. Coe Saml. Coe 2750
I
4 0
and
irregular
Irregular 0 1 29
2 0
Remarks.
Cultivated
land, un-
fenced,
along east
boundary
of portion
10A.
Unfenced,
along west
and north
boundaries
of portion
98.
Department o1 Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of Warner, county of Stanley,
Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for
Public Works, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the road in question.
77-61. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK or REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PRBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
mw0
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth  I
of I
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chs. lke, A*  a. P.
Robert R. Leitch ... 305° 00' 27 20 1 chain 7 3 1 Fenced
Leitch 295° 45' 28 18
283° 45' 17 31
270° 27' 5 00
Henry H. Walker, 270° 27' 15 03 Irregular 1 3 17 Partly'
walker fenced ;
The Crown 259° 20' 4 98 Irregular 4 2 80
house,
stockyard,
&c.
241° 00' 4 81
214° 00' 4 95
237° 00' 12 22
I Commencing at the 2158 Conditional
south -east corner of, clause of
portion 208,  and  "C.L.A. Act
running north -west-  of  1868
erly to its west
boundary
2 Commencing at the 2170  C.L.A. Act
south-east corner of of 1868
portion 246, and
running westerly
along its  southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the ... Forfeited
north boundary of selection
portion 218, and
running south-
westerly  to its west
boundary
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice  of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road through Selections 813 and 1360 T.R., parish of Ramsey, county of Aubigny,
through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
76-6072. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, TOOWOOMBA  REGISTER,
PARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road ofNo How held Reputed Occupier Bearings Breadth Area RemarksLengths. . .
Selection.
. .Owner. , .. of Road.
Too-
woomba
Register. ohs. Ike. A. X. P.
1 A strip one chain wide 813  " C. L. A. Garrett  G.  Culhane Nort h  ...  56 66 1 chain  ...  5 2 25  West
off the  west boundary  Act  of 1868" Culhane boundary
of Selection 813
2 A strip one chain wide 1350 Ditto Lawrence Unoccupied N 0° E 7 42
fenced ;
otherwise
unim-
proved
...
off the west north
..
Buckley 90° E 16 1 chain  ...  317 1 26 Left side, ,
and west boundaries
.
o° 21' 7 54 average 135 of roadfenced ;
of the selection links.
selection
otherwise
unim-
proved
and unoc-
cupied
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.--FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor,' with t e advice of the Executive Council, having deemed
it expedient to open a new Road from the Warwick Road to Harding's Selection, portion 411,
parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-59. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  FROM  THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING' S SELECTION , PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORMON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
Warwick  Road and
running  east along
north boundary of
portion 209
2 Commencing at the
south -west corner of
portion 183,  and run-
ning east to south-
east corner
'" o
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier .  Bea rings. Lengths.
chs. lke . I
... 90° 46 68
Thos. Unoccu- 90° 36' 39 09
Glynn
Francis
pied
Francis 90° 12'  20 73
Porter Porter
Crown
laud
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
A.  R.  P.
1 chain  ...  4 2 24 Through water
reserve.
442
Crown land
Conditional
Clause  "C . L.
A. Act of
1868"
3 Commencing  at the 759  " Conditional
south west corner of Clause  " C. L.
portion 212, and run -  A. Act of
ning  westerly through 1868"
that  portion and
Crown land, to north-
west corner  of portion
411
1 chain  ... 3 3 28 Adjoining land
fenced-two
rails. ,
Irregular 1 1 20
1 chain  ...  2 0 11
This land was
being fenced
at time of
survey.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARWICK, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
"7 ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th d'iy of December, 1876, folio 1281 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of Road from Warwick tc Ipswich,
through the Mount Tabor Estate, parish of Warwick, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation
of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation for Roads of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making Public Ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared.
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date here if, but such notice will not entitle tie persons so claiming to any such compensation , unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-137.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
-- JOHN DOUGLAS.
BooK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD *FROIM WARWICK TO  IPSWICH, THROUGH THE MOUNT TABOR
ESTATR, PARISH OF \VLRWICK, u,IUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BI!
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD
No.
(Register
Portion of Road .  Noy. of
Pot tions
How held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths. of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
chs. Iks.  A. R.  P.
The Crown 00Unoccupied 57' 10 53 150 links  1 2 12 Unimproved,
poor sandy
soil
John Ditto  ...  0° 57' 3 42  Ditto ... 0 1 1 Ditto
McCulloch
Patrick Ditto  ...  0° 67' 2 42 Ditto ... 0 0 29 Ditto
1  McNamara
James Ditto  ... '  0° 57' 3 69 Ditto ... 2 138 Ditto
Quinn 49° 0' 13 96
Ditto ...  Ditto  ...  49° 0' 13 76  Ditto  ...  2 1 6 Ditto
Florence Ditto ..  49° 0'  4 72 Ditto  ...  0 1 37 Ditto
Hounra
O'Reilly
Ditto ... G. Pigott ... 55° 30' 15 52 Ditto ...  2 1 12 Unimp roved
John Cani Ditto ... 55° 30'  29 05 Ditto  ...  4 2 15 Ditto
Ditto ... Ditto .. .  37° 35' 48 29 Ditto ... 7 1 20 Ditto
Ditto Ditto 37° 35' 14 531 Ditt 10 roved1 15 Unim... ... 6600'  27 o ...00 pforest land
60° 0'  27 24
Ditto  ...  Ditto ... 50° 0' 42 20 Ditto ... 6 0 16 Fenced
1 I Running northerly ...
through the Cattle
Market Reserve from
its south -east boundary
to its north corner
2 A triangular piece off 4
the east corner of
allotment 4,  section 2A,
town of Warwick
3 A triangular piece of 160
the north -west corner
of portion 160
4 From the  south -west 162
corner of portion 162, 163
northerly  and north-
easterly to the south-
east corner of portion
163
b Running north -easterly 18$
from the west to the
north boundary of por-
tion 164
6
7
Running north-easterly 165
from the south to the
east boundary of por-
tion 165
Proclamation
in  Govern -
men t Gazette
of 1869, folio
4
Under Deed
of Grant
containing a
general re-
servation
for roads
Ditto ...
Ditto  ...
Ditto  ...
Ditto  ...
Running north -easterly 368 Ditto
from the west to the
east boundary of por-
tion 368
8 Running  north -easterly 369 Ditto
from the west  bound- 370
ary of portion 369 to
the north-east corner
of portion 370
9 Running north-eisteriy  407 Ditto
from the south -west 408
corner of portion 407 409
to the north  boundary 410
of portion 410
10 Running  north-easterly' 411
from the south bound- 412
ary of portion 411 to 413
the norta boundary of 431
portion 423 432
11 R-inning north -easterly  43
from the south bound- 434
ary of portion 433 to 435
the east boundary of
portion 435
Ditto
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD,  PARISHES  OF MUDGEERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY
OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the  30th day of October ,  1876 .  folio 935 of the  Government
 t=azette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from selections on Tallebuggera Creek ,  towards
B 'isbane ,  Beenleigh ,  and the Border ,  parishes of Mudgeeraba and Tallebuggera ,  county of Ward,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder speci fied, being lands whereof some
part was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a special reservation for roads,
and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby
401
given , that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm  the said Roaa, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and snake the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brish'1ne, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are  hereby  informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so  claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5744. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK  OF  ]R EFERENCE OF ROADS FROM SELECTIONS ON TALLEBUGGER A CREEK  TOWARDS BRISBANE
BEENLEIGH ,  AND THE BORDER ,  PARISHES OF MUDGEERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA , COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
Register
Portion of Road. No. of
Selection.
1 Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running westerly
through port ion No.
16 to a Gove rn ment
Beenleigh
Register122
How held. ReputedOwner.
Conditional Stephen
Selection Tobin
under " C.
L. A. Act of
18148„
road
2 Commencing on Talle- 123
bugger s, Creek, and
running north-east-
erly and northerly
through po rt ion No.
15 to its eastern
boundary
3 Commencing on the 249
weste rn  boundary of
portion No .  14, and
running north-
easterly to its  north  -
eastboundary; com-
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
dary ,  and running
westerly to the
western boundary
4 Commencing on the
soul h -west boundary
of portion No. 13,
and running east-
erly to a Gove rn -
ment road ; com-
mencing on the
no rt h-east boundary
of the port ion, and
running south-
westerly and south-
erly to its south-
west boundary
6 Commencing on the
north-east boundary
of port •on 12, and
running southerly to
Tallebuggera Creek
6 Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running south-
easterly through
portion No .  21 to its
north -east boundary
7 Commencing on the
south-west bouin-
dary of portion No.
18, and running
south -easterly and
north -easterly to its
north -east boundary
Ditto William
Dolan
Ditto Samuel
Andrews
142 Under  Deed William
of Grant Andrews
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
141 Under Deed Samuel
of Grant Andrews
containing a
special re-
s ervation for
roads
245 Conditional
Selection
under " C.
L. A. Act q/186811
Stephen
Tobin
152 Under Deed J. J. Dwyer
of Gran
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
8 Commencing on the 889 1868 Act Heinrich
south -west boun -  Gypske
dary of portion No .
19, and running
north -easterly to its
north -east boundary f
9 Commencing on the 135 1Uuder Deed Fred. Fowler
north-west boun - 1 of Grantdart' of portion No containi ga
10,  and  running  '  special re-
south -." sterly and servation for
no rt h -easterly to the  ro ads
same boundary
10 'Commencing on the
south  b, undary of
portion \o. 14A, and
running  north to its
north boundary
11
Under Deed Saml.Howes
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
Commencing on  they  Under need Ditto
south boundary of of Grant
portion  No  13x ,  and containinga
running north to its special re-
north -east bound -  servation for
ary  roads
Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths . Breadth Area .  Remarks.of Road
ohs. lks. A. R. P.
276° 40'
1
7 70 1 chain
I
Parish of
Tallebuggera.
52° 30' 2 30 1 chain 3 37 Parish of
41° 30' 4 11 3udgeeraba.30050' 5 70
16° 0' 7 09
0° 35' 16 45
8° 0' 7 43
8° 0' 11 53 1 chain 5 1 2 Ditto.
30° 36' 20 28
48° 30' 2 35
254° 0' 3 09
286° 45' 7 78
327°a 4 08
... 48° 30'  5 99 1 chain 4 2 16 Ditto
94° 45' 6 04
245° 15' 1 84
211° 30' 4 90
137° 0' 4 23
173° 30' 4. 40
162° 30' 8 48
181° 15' 5 94
197° 15' 5 06
197° 15' 2 64 1 chain 2 2 20 Ditto.
191° 45' 8 86
142° 15' 15 47
126° 40'  2 00 ' 1 chain 1 2 21 Parish of
78° 60' 5 87 Tallebuggera
150° 311'  6 17
127° 0' 2 50
.,,  127° 0' 13 01 1 chain 2 3 4 Ditto.
47° 10' 8 08
38° 4.5' 8 37
..,  38° 45' 3 50 1 chain 4 0 9 Ditto.
16° 30'  6 75
18° 47'  9 04., ,,
44°240 0' 144  8 1701
13  0 0'  0 34 1 chain 0 2 Parish of
75° 0' 2 03 Mudgeeraba
21° 30, 1 31
360° 0' 10 00 1 chain 1 0 0 Ditto.
...  360° 0' 2 48 1 chain 0 0 28 Ditto ,
Nora .-- On the Deeds of Grant of portions 10, 12,  13, 18.  13A. and 14A the above  ro ad has been reset ved.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 10th day of October, 1876, folio 790 of the  Government
1 Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 30, parish of Moondoolan,
County of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, originally granted
by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan And Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of
the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so  claiming to  any such compensation
unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5356.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 30 ,  PARISH  OF MOONDOOLAN, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Fro m the road reserved
th ro ugh Port ion 30
easterly to the Albert
River,  and southerly
along that river
Register BreadthNo. of
Selec_
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings . Lengths, of 1 Area.Road. I a
chs. lks. A. B P.
Under Deed John Collins ...  116° 53' 9 35 it chains 20 0 0
of Grant 87° 8' 9 60 ditto ...
containing 122° 66' 14 69 ditto ...
a general 74° 28' 10 00 Irregular
reservation 181° 24' 6 46 ditto ...
for roads. 184° 60' 18 00 ditto ...
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
REW ROAD, PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.W'I TITH reference to the Notice dated the 27th day of November, 1876, folio 1218 of the  Government11 11  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Selection 1003TR, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5330.  JOHN  DOUGLAS.
BOOR OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  SELECTION  1003 T .R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN , COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
From the south -west
corner of selection
1003,  parish of Merin-
gandan , northerly
along  its west boun-
., d
How
Held .
Reputed
Owner . Occupier .
Length BreadthBearings . In  Chains .  of Road . Area . Remarks
1003 Home - William N. 00 41  E. 24 72 1  chain
A. B. P.
2 2 0
stead
under
"C.L.A.
Act of
Bishop
dary to the north -west 1868"
corner
403
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of Novmber. 1876, folio 1218 of the  Governmen
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Porticn 43, parish of Gilston, county of
Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunderspecified : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the
Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police
Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby
informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public Works)
76-6030.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 43, PARISH OF GILSTON, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
0
ma- How Reputed Occupier Bearings. Lengths Breadth ! Area. Remarks
.5
x.
1 Held. Owner. . . of Road. I
From the road reserved 372 Home- J. Glass ...
chs. lks.1630301 2 63 1 chain A. R. P.1 0 0
through portion 43, stead 148° 6 23
parish of Gilston , under 136° 1 60
south-easterly to the
th b d
"C.L. a.
sou oun ary Act of
1868"
I I(
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BLENHEIM, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W I1'H reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  Govei nment
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road to upper part of Sandy Creek, parish of Blenheim,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-5225.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK, PARISH OF BLENHEIM,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.  Portion of Road. How Held. ReputedOwner.
ipswlcu. .
1 From the north bound- , 1677 Homestead Martin
ary of port ion 120, I under  C.L.  Carmody
south- westerly  and  A. Act of
southerly ,  to its south , 1868
boundary
2 ' Fro m the  north bound -  1830  Homestead Dedlef
ary of  portion  125, under  C.L.  Bander
southerly to its south  A. Act of
boundary,  and again 1868
from its north bound-
ary south-westerly to
Sandy Creek
From the north-east
corner of  portion 126,
southerly  to its south
boundary
3
Helidon.
308 Homestead
under  C.L.
A. Act of
1868
Henry
Pohlman
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
2210
168° 30'
Breadth.1
of Area.
Road.
chs. Iks.
25 26 1 chain
4 15
A. R. P.
3 0 0
South. 14 95 t chain 1 5 0 0
172° 5 10
270° 7 0 i
232° 13 0
278° 8 0
338° 1 40
...  1480361
210°
180°
5 4
7 10
8 33
1 chain 1 2 0 0
and irre-I
Qular
I
Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W rrITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of October, 1876, folio 884 of the  Government Gazette,relative to the opening  of a new  t oad through Portions 320 and 321, parish of Tenthill, county of
Churchill, through  lands in  the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road,  and it  is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, accord-
ing to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Gatton. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the sail Road, are
hereby intormed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Pub-
lie Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming
to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4557. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 320 AND 321, PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY
OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
2
Portion of Road.
From the no rt h
boundary of por-
tion 321 south -
westerly and
westerly to its
south-west corner
on Sandy Creek
From the north
boundary of por -
tion 3.0 south -
westerly to its of 1868 "
south boundary
c. s7
boo
How Held. Reputed Occupier . Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. of Area .  Remarks.
z
Owner. Road.
chs. lks. ( A. H. P.
1980 Homestead Charles 201° west 21 46 2 chains 8 0 0
under  " C. Tryhorn 19 30
L. A. Act
o j 1868 "
1985 Homestead Joseph .. 201° 14 28 12 chains 6 0 0
under " C. Avis 2390 13 0 1
L. A. Act
Department of Public Works.
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MACKENZIE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
\V ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 996 of the  Government
((;azetle,  relative to the opening of a new Road in subdivision A, of portion 22, parish of
it aekenzie, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways : r otice is hereby given, that His Ex,-ellene the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such  notice  will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such
compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-4808.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN SUBDIVISION A OF PORTION 22, PARISH OF MACKENZIE, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, DISTRICT OF 'MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
How Reputed  Length  BreadthNo. Portion  of Road. held.  Owner. Occupier .  Bearings. ,in Chains. of Road. 9rea .  Remarks.
P9z 9D
chs lks .  ch. lks .  A. R. P.
Average.
An irregular piece of  ...  Under  Aenrv  unoccupied .  Ea`t 4 22 1 50 0  2 20 Fenced.
land off the  north-  Deed o Jordan.
east corner of Sub- Grant
division  A. Portion 22  contain-IIng
general
j
I
reserva-
tion for
roads.)
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice dated the 6th day of November , 1876 . folio 997 of the  Government
Gazette  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 140. parish of Redland,
county of Stanley ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specific,), which was originally
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Governor, R ith
the advice of the Fxecutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according, to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General .  Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Beenleigh .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty  days from  the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For the Secretary for Public  Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
76-5001.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 140, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road. How Held.
azm
Reputed Bearings .Owner. Occupier.
1 Fro m  the north boundary 1,373 Underdeed J. H. Heine- 1290 50'(
of portion 140 south- Bris- of grant, mann 157° 10'
easterly and south- bane containing 156° 15'
westerly to its south Reg. a general 156° 46'
boundary i reservation 156° 15'
for roads 208° 67'. 2250
Breadth!
Lengths. of I
Road.
Area.
chs.lks . A. R. P.
1 14 1  chain 2 1 2
2 12
6 44
308
4 34
436 I
1 16
Remarks.
Taken up as
a Conditional
Selection
under the  C.
L. A. Act of
1863, in Octo-
ber,  16
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 14th day of November, 1876, folio 1070 of the  Government
Gazette  relative to  the opening  of a new  Road, being part of a Road from Logan  I illage to
Beenleigh  through Portion 26L parish of Moffatt, county of Ward, through land  in the  occupation of the
person hereunder  specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive  Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient  to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming  compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation ,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4794. JOHN  DOUGLAS.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM LOGAN VILLAGE To BEENLEIGH ,  THROUGH
PORTION 261, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A POBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road. How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings .
1 A strip of land  off  the 633A Under Saml .  Smith Saml .  Smith) N. 890 53'E.
south boundary of I .19  " Land Act  I
po rt ion 261. Immigra - Of  1868
tion se -
Breadth
Lengths. of Area .  Remarks.)
Road,
A. R. P.
chs . lks. 150  links 1 3 2 39 Forest
24 96 land,
partly
fenced.I
leetion,Beenleigh
Register
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
`J[7ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of October, folio 941 of the  Government Gazette,
v relative to the opening of a new Road, being deviation of Warwick Road, near Fassifern, parish of
Fassifern, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands whereof  some  part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is
therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roa 1 referred to, according to the Plan and Book
of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich.
All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that
notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compen
sation, unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Pub lic Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.75-672.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, BEING DEVIATION OF THE WARWICK ROAD, NEAR FASSIFERN, PARISH
OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Register Reputed BreadthNo. Portion of  Road .  No. of How held.
I
I Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area. Remarks.Owner.
I
1 Running north -east-
erly from the  west
to the  east boundary
of subdivision  1 of
portion 22
2 Commencing  in the 1
east boundary of
portion 105, and
running north-east-
eriy to its north
boundary
3 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 43,  and run-
ning north -easterly
to its north boun-
dary
A Commencing in the
south boundary  of
portion 41, and run-
ning north -easterly
to its west boundary
5 Commencing in the
east  boundary ofd
portion 66, and run-
ning north -easterly
and north -westerly
to its north-west
corner
6 Commencing in the
south boundary of
portion 156,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its west boundary
7 Commencing in the
east boundary of
portion 41,  and run-
ning north -westerly
and northerly to its
north boundary
_
Selection. Road.
cl is. Ike. lks. A. R. P.
... Under deed Michael  M. Mekna- 62° 00' 11 24 150 1 2 15 Unfenced and
of grant
containinga
general re-
servation
for roads
McAnalan tan unimproved
to be  ex
changed for
part of a
closed road.
2008  "C. L. A Act Rd.  Brad- Rd .  Brad- 62° 00' 10 10 150 1 2 7 Unfenced and
of 1868"
Homestead
field field 38° 00'  1 50 unimproved.
309  C. L. A. Act Julia I Ml. McAna-  38° 00 '  14 96 150 6 0 16 Unfenced and
of  1868" MacAnalen len 27° 00' 14 51 unimproved.
Conditional 72° 00 '  12 42 Reserved road
to be closed
93  "C. L. A. Act Julia MacAnalen  72° 00'  6 60 150 1 2 19 Unfenced and
of 1868 " MacAnalen and Pea- 25° 00' 0 961 unimproved.
Conditional cock
I
Part of re-
served road
to be closed.
708 " C. L. A. Act MI-Mac-  Ml. Mae- 250 00' 15 86  150 I 3  1 30 Unfenced and
of  1868 "
Conditional
Analen Analen  325° 00' 9 50 unimproved
2560 " C. L. A. Act Ml. Mac- Ml .  Mac- 325° 00' 2 16 A tri. 0 0 17' Ditto.
of 1868 "
Conditional
Analen Analen angular
piece
93 " C. L. A. Act Julia  MacAnalen 325° 00' 4 45 150lks . 5 0 49 Ditto.
of 1868" MacAnalen and Pea- 356° 25' 17 29 Irre-
Conditional cock 11° 33' 7 66 gularS
I
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that the undermentioned Overtime Goods, in the Government Bond at
Mackay, will be sold by Public Auction, at that place, at Noon, on SATURDAY, the 24th
proximo, under the 113th Clause "  Customs Act of  1873."
Date of
Bonding.
1873.
Dec. 8 ...
1874.
Jan. 5 ...
Ship. Master.
sart
Whence.
" Naomi "
I
McPherson Brisbane ...
" Amy Rob- I Foster ...  Brisbane ...
Merchant. (Bond  Mark .I Goods. Quantity.
I
B. Broodnitz' 0 No. 1 1 qr. cask wine 25 gallons.
66 U.P.
S. Bromberg L No. 3 1 qr. cask brandy, 21. galls. 18 2
68
N 1 half chest tea i 40 lbs. nett.
1 68
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,  Brisbane , 90th January, 1877.
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Department of Public Works,
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SOUTH BRISBANE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative  to the  opening of a new Road , to the South Brisbane and  Toowong Ferry,
parish of  South B ri sbane , county of Stanley ,  through  lands  in the occupation of the  several persons
hereunder speci fied,  which were originally granted by  Deeds  of Grant severally  containing a reservation
of all such parts  thereof  as might thereafter  be required for making public ways  :  Notice is  hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been  pleased to confirm
the said Road , and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and, make the Road referred to,
according  to the  Plan and  Book of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane,
and the Po lice  Office,  B ri sbane .  All persons desirous of claiming  compensation in respect of the said
Road are  hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon  the Secretary
for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will'not  entitle the persons so
claiming to any such compensation ,  unless  they  are otherwise  by,law,so entitled.
(For;,Secretary for Public Works,)
77-106. JOHN DOUGLAS.
Boos of REFERENCR OF ROAD TO T$E SOUTH BRISBANE  AND ToowoNG  FERRY, PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE ,  COUNTY  OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC
ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .  How Held.
1 A strip of land off the Under Deed
port4 -east boundary of Grout
of subdivision 2 of containing a
suburban allotment general reser-
43 vation for
roads
2 A strip of land off the Ditto  ...
south -west bounda ry
of subdivision 0 of
suburban allotments
42 and 43
eputedOw Occupier . Bearings. Lengths . B tdh of. Area . Remarks.
chs. lks.
 .  IL P.
E. H. E. H. 290° 0' 17 20 32 links 0 2 8 Agricul-
Harries Harries I turalland,
Thos. Thom. 290° 0' 4 00 20 links 0 0 13
fenced
Agricul-
Thomson Thomson turaliand,
fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th January, I877.
NBW ROAD, PARISHES OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH  refe re nce  to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, 1876, folio 996 of the  Gavernment
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 21, parish of Jimboomba, county
of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is  here by given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has  been pleased
to confirm  the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient  to open and make the Road
referred to, according  to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be  seen at the  Office of the  Surveyor-
General, Brisbane ,  and at  the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of  claiming compensation
in respect  of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must be
served upon  the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,  but such notice
will  not  entitle the  persons so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
(For Secretary of Public Works,)
JOHN LOUGLAS.
76-4882.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21 ,  PARISH OF JIMBOOMBA ,  COUNTY OF W4RD,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. Q How
i
A
450 held.
at so
Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths. of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chs. lke. A. S. rA triangular piece , off 1913, Under  T. E.williams  T.  E. wi}liams N.1909 4' E. 8 28 IrrA.  0 y 24 8 aired tothe south -west some Brie -  Act of guJV  52P5 a0c saof portion 21 bane 1568
Reg., ltli
408
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY  OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, folio 997 of  the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Goomburra up the Valley of Dalrymple Creek to
Selection  594 W.R., parishes of Glengallan and Gladfield, county of Merivale , through lands in the
occupation of the  several persons  hereunder specified, being lands whereof some  part was originally,
granted by Deed of Grant containing a special reservation for Roads, and whereof  the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that  His Exce llency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm  the said  Road,  and it is
herefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred  to, according  to the  Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office
Allora. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby  informed
that notice  of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the  persons so claiming to any such
compensation ,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4601.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF  ]ROAD FROM GOOMBURBA UP THE  VALLEY OF  DALBYMPLE CREEK TO SELECTION
594 W.R.,  PARISHES  OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY  OF MERIVALE, DARLING Downs,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. c m How held.
1 From junction with ... Under deed
Allora and Goom- of grant
burra Homestead road containing
in pre -emptive 2, east -  a special
erly to its  east boun -  reserva-
dary  tion for
roads
2 Running north-easterly 1796  " Leasing
through selection  250  Act of
1866 "
2 Running  north-easterly 1897 Ditto
through selection  250
4 Running  north-easterly 2194 Ditto
th ro ugh selection 539
6 Running north -easterly 2193  Ditto
through selection 536
6 Running north-easterly 2192 Ditto
through selection 537,
and south -easterly to
its east  boundary
7 Running south-easterly, Pastoral
east, and north- lease
easterly th ro ugh
Cro wn land to south
boundary of selection
278
8 Running northerly and 1852  " Leasing
easterly from  the  Act or
south  to the east  boun- 18661,
dary of selection 278
9 Running easterly  1853 Ditto
through selection 279
10 Running  north- easterly  W. R.  i "Land Act
th ro ugh selection 593 593  1 o11868 "
11 Running north-easterly W. R. 'Ditto
from the west boun- 694
dary of  selection 594
to junction with road
ne ar  water reserve in
said selection
-- - -- !Breadth-`-
Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths .! of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
Reputed
Owner.
ohs. lks . I A. R. V.
C. H. Gre en ,  Unoccupied 79°25 '  14 00 1 chain 1
Hodgson, 66° 15' 3 47
McLean ,
and Green
Chs .  Brown Ditto 66°15'  21 86 Ditto  2
Fisher
Ditto  Ditto 66° 15'  15 01 Ditto  2
62° 45'  6 95
C. It. Green  Ditto 62° 45' 25 45 Ditto 2
Ditto Ditto 62° 45' 27 60  Ditto  3
45°  Of  4 73
Ditto Ditto 45° 0'  7 26 Ditto 3
34° 0' 6 00
47° 0' 4 00
74° 25'  4 84
116° 3'  13 32
The  Crown C.  H. Green 116° 3'  17 01 Ditto 17
88° 40' 60 00
46° 45'  58 75
16°39' 4 68
65° 14'  23 80
48° 15'  7 01
16° 36'  0 74
Thurtle Unoccupied 16°36' 9 26 Ditto 2
Fisher 54° 44'  7 59920 50'  5 30
Ditto Ditto 920 50' 19 94 Ditto  2
C. H Green Ditto 92° 50'  2 37 Ditto 9
51° 47'  26 70
40° 22'  14 34
67° 55'  32 03
84° 10' 11 73
60°15' 2 94
Ditto Ditto 60° 15' 15 09 Ditto 1
2 26 Part of pad-
dock fence
on this se-
lection. j I
0 30 Unimproved
0 31 Fence
crosses
selection.
2 7 Unimproved
0 37 I Ditto
2 8 Unimp ro ved
selection
1 J  Open box,
gum, and
apple forest.
Wire fence
crosses
road.
0  20  Unimp roved
0 0 Ditto.
0 0 Ditto,
2 a Ditto
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January,  1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of October, folio 789 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of a Road from Cressbrook to Gatton, parish of
Gatton, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was
originally  granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient  to open  and make  the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Gatton. All persons
desirous  of claiming  compensation  in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the
date  hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they
are otherwise  by law so entitled.
How held . Reputed Occupier.  Bearings.Owner.
76-`2675. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM  CRE88BROOK  TO GATTON, THROUGH PORTION 74,
PARISH  OF GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A, PUBLIC ROAD.
9
No.  Portion of Road. 68 How held. ReputedOwner .
1 A strip of land along ... Under Deed Robert
the east boundary  of of Grant Bell
Portion 74 containing
n general
reservation
for  roads
Under Land  Hugh H .  Strain ...  279° 33'
Act  of 1868  Strain 324° 0'
Nara -The above Book of Reference cancels reference  No. 2 of  the one dated  1st July ,  1875,  and proclaimed in the
Government Gazette,  folio 1313.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Z] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open  a new  Road through Portions 71, 108, 107, and 66, parish of Samsonvale, county of
Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary
for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  71, 108, 107, AND 66,  PARISH OF SAMSONVALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
M i7
0
1 Commencing on a re- 1473
served road near the
North Pine River, and
running north-west-
erly to the north boun-
dary of portion 71
2 Commencing on the 2392  Ditto  ...  Ditto ...
south boundary of
portion 108,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its north boundary
3 Branch  road  from  new 2392  Ditto ... Ditto ...road along  the north
boundary of portion
108, to its north-west
corner
4 Branch  road from new 2351 Dittoroad along the south
boundary to south-
west corner of portion
107
6 Commencing on the 2361
south boundary of
portion 107,  and run-
ning north westerly
to its north -west corner
Commencing on the 1463
south boundary of
portion  66, and run-
ning north -westerly
to a reserved road
William
Nugent
Occupier .
Robert
Bell
Ditto ...
I
324° 0'
312° 0'
•
Ditto ...
(For Secretary for Public  Works,)
Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. of Area. Remarks.
Road.
chs. lks. A. R. F.
166°
106°
0'
16'
2 45
2 964 Irregular
5 0 36 Partly fenced
and cleared
180° 0' 33 631 1 chain ...
West
Lengths . Breadth Area .  Remarks.of Road.
chs. iks .  A. R.  P.
4 78 1 chain ...  0 2 9 Partly
1 484  cleared
4 681 1 chain
4 25
}15 00 50 links
W. Nugent West
Ditto  ...  Ditto ... Ditto  ...  293° 0'
314° 6'
Ditto ... Ditto ,.. Ditto
l
11 80  50 links
9 114 1 chain
4
269° 13' 8 90
300° 0' 4 30
313° 0' 4 50
338° 0' 3 0
301° 0' 4  544
1° 11' 3 84
1 chain...
1
}
Partly
cleared and
cultivated,
reserved road
to be closed
Partly
cleared,re-served road
to be closed
2 3 18 Unimproved
scrub land,
part of
reserved
road to be
closed.
No'ra-Nos .  3 and 4 cancel the Book  of Reference published in the  Government Gazette  of November 11th ,  1876,  folio 996.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of December, 1876, folio 45 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the  opening  of a new Road through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given, that  His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open acid make the Road
referred  to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
=u
of  the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
pon  the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons  so claiming  toy any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
76-5701. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFER ENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY 01
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .
N
c How held,
1 From the south-east 2897
corner of portion 40,
northerly  along its
east bounds )  y to the
north- east corner
2 From the south-east
corner  of portion 41,
northerly  along its
east boundary to the
north- east corner
3846
Homestead
under C L.
A. Act of
1868
Reputed Occupier.Owner.
Heinrich
Goebel
Homestead Alfred Rose
under  C.L.
A. Act of
1888
Bearings .  Lengths.
ohs. lks.
North ... 24 0
Breadth Area. Remar ks.
of Road.
a. r. p.
1 chain 2 2 0
North  ... 24 0 1 chain
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BROMELTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
%7 ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1354 of the  Govermmen,
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased  to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane , and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect  of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-4831. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND 8, PARISH  OF BROMELTON, COUNTY OF
WARD, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
oo
is
dm
4ZA
How Held. Reputed Occupier.Owner
I  Commencing on the Brisbane  I Under  Landl  John
south boundary of Register  Act of  1868 Murray
portion 7, and run- 1734
ning no rth and north-
westerly
Bearings.  Lengths. :Breadthof Road.
2 2 0
Area .  Remarks.
chs. lks  A. R. P.
John North 30 00 1 chain  6 1 0 Open
Murray N . 315° E. 22 54 forest
land.
2 Commencing on the 1839 Under  Land  Catherine Catherine  N; 315°  E. 10 98 1 chain  1110 20
south  boundary of  Act  of 1868 Colgan'  Colgan
portion 8, and run-
ning north -westerly
to a surveyed road
NOTICE.-U1Q'CLAIMED GOODS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the  undermentioned  Unclaimed Goods in the Queen's Warehouse at
Townsville , will be Sold by Public Auction, at noon on SATURDAY,  the 24th proximo, under
the 82nd clause  " Customs Act of  1873."
Date .  Ship .  Master. Whence.
I
Merchant.  Mark. Goods.  Quantity.
1876.
June 29  " Florence Phillips Cooktown J. Aisbett H JA 5 cases  Sardines
Irving" 57 R
!! !) )) L JA 1  case Cocoa
57 K
Customs, Brisbane, WILLIAM THORNTON,
26th January , 1877. Collector  of Customs.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TAMBORINE AND TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1349 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road through Portions 61 and 63, Parish of Tamborine,
and Portion 19, parish of Tabragalba, county of Ward, through  lands  in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor. General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-261.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 61 AND 63, PARISH OF TAMBORINE, AND POR-
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BI PRO-
CLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No.  Portion of Road. Register  ' ReputedNo. of How Held. Owner.
Selection.
1 Commencing  on a Brisbane
surveyed road in Register
portion 63,  and run- 2025L
ning northerly to 85
its north boundary
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . Breadth
of Road. Area.  Remarks.
chs. lks. A. X.  F.
Immigra -  Thomas T.  Irving  N. 37° E. 5 00 1 chain 1  3 8 Forest land,
tion selec -  Irving N .  33° E. 8 10  fenced ;
tion N.  345° 30' E. 4 62 alightaltera-
tion of re-
served road.
2 Commencing  on the 2026 Under  Land  Charles Unoccupied N. 340°  30' E. 9 9  1 chain  1 0 0 Forest land,
south boundary  of  det of  1868  Holmes fenced;
portion 61,  and slight alters-
running  northerly  Lion of re-
River
to the Coburg  ' I I I served road.
S Running  northerly 1 1412 Under  Land  William
thrc•ugh portion 19, Act  of 1868 Holmes
across  a bend of
the Coburg River
Unoccupied N. 343°  28' E. 3 16
N. 6° Of E. 12 411j
N. 18° 58' E. 3 30
1 chain  2 10 0 Forest land,
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
\ 7  ITH reference to the Notice dated the 2nd day of January, 1877 ,  folio 45  of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon,
county of  Ward,  through lands in the occupation  of the  several persons hereunder specified  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Governor , with  the advice  of the  Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Beenleigh .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road ,  are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof ,  but such notice wi ll  not
entitle the persons so claiming  to any  such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.76-5216.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, COVN?Y oir
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. (Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. AM.
ohs. lke.
1 From the road reserved through 2286 Homestead under Edwin Brook ... 2730 25 94 1' chains'  6 2
portion 33 westerly and south -  " C. L. A. Act  of
westerly to its west corner 1888"
2 From the crossing place on 2286 Ditto  ... ...  Ditto  ... ...  318° 30' 10 35 1  chain 6 2 0
Christmas Creek north-west- 300° 7 8 and
erly and south -westerly to 236° 37 87  irregular
join the above
3 From the south corner of por- 2291 Dib o  ... ...  Michael  ...  n6" 48 0 1}  chains, 7 1 0
tion 34 north -westerly along Cahill
its south -west boundary to
the west corner
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
II IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expediento open a new Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish of Cunningham ,  county
of Merivale ,  Darling Downs ,  through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts there-
of as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other
titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor.
General,  Brisbane ,  and at the  Police Office, Warwick ;  and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-5927. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO KILLARNEY ,  PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM,
COUNTY OF  MERIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
I Running easterly 2128 Selection
through portion under
428, parish of  " The Leas-
Cunningham  tag  Act of
1888"
2 Running easterly 2129 Ditto
from the west to
the east  boundary
of portion 429
Chas. Smith '  Unoccupied ) 92° 37'
Chas. Smith Unoccupied 92° 37'
3 A strip 50 links wide, W. R., Under deed' J. D.
off part of the north No. 6 of grant ,  Macansh
boundary of selec -  containing
tion  6 a general
reservation
for  roads
4 Running east from 1902 Selection Alexander
the west to the under Macdonald
east boundary of  "The Leas-
portion 139  Ing Act of
1866"
6 Running east from 1868  Ditto ...  Alexander
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 274
6 Running east and 2040 Ditto
south -easterly fro m
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 272
7 Running south -east -  3143 Ditto
erly from the west
to the east boun-
dary of portion 160
8 Running south -east -  1878 ')itto
erly and  north-east-
erly from I he west
to the east boundary
of portion 273
9 Running  South -east -  2016 Ditto
erly fro m the west
to the south boun-
dary of portion 276
10 Running from the W. R.
north boundary of No.72
selection No. 72
south-easterly and
easterly to its east
boundary
Macdonald
... Alexander
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
89° 50'
89° 50'
89° 50'
Unoccupied 89° 50'
Lengths.
chg. lks.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
A. R. P.
Remarks.
29 03 2 chains 5 3 9 South boun"ary
of port ion
fenced
28 98 2 chains ,  7 2 29 Apparently un-
andirre -  improved
gular
30 43 Portion  1 2 3 South  boundary
resumed,  fenced, an450 links fence crosses
selection
69 93 2  chains 12 0 0 Unimproved ;
part forest and
part plain
67 31 2 chains 11 1 34 Iro n sheep-shad
on selection
16 33  2 chains 11 1 30 Unimproved;
40 84 open box
forest
Macdonald  111° 00'
... Alexander Unoccupied 1110 00'
Macdonald
Alexander Unoccupied  111° 00'
Macdonald 96° 00'
133° 10'
Alexander
Macdonald
Under deed
of grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
14 Running from the ... Ditto
west boundary of
Killarney pre-emp-
tive 66 easterly to
function with  ro ad
already proclaimed
in said pre -emptive
J. D.
Macansh
... J. D.
Macansh
58 20 2 chains 11 2 22 Sheep-shed on
selection
29 35  2 chains  12 1 36 Sheep -shed on
20 53  selection
12 24
Unoccupied  138° 22 95
J. D. , 122° 30'
Macansh 137° 20'
97°
J. D.
Macansh
97°
2 chains 4 0 30 Unimproved
forest land
60 0 2 chains 37 3 17  ' South  and part
49 0 of out boun-
80 1 dary  ;  fenced
16 86 2 chains 2 2 31 Unimp ro ved
forest ridges ;
black soil.
Nara .- The above Book of Reference cancels Proclamation of a  ro ad  fr om Warwick to Selection  (W.R.) No .  660, on Farm Creek,
via Saw Mills, and from Warwick and Farm Creek road to Ki llarney ,  parish of Cunningham ,  county of Merivale ,  dated 11th September,
1876 . (See Government  Gazette,  folio 623.)
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD. FIRST NOTICE.
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientH to open a new Road through Portion 421 ,  parish  of Walloon, county of Churchill,  Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder  specified :  Notice is  hereby given, that a Plai
and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of  Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the  Police Office ,  Ipswich  ;  and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary  for Public Works, within  one month from
this date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation  of the Road  in question.
77.347. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 421, PARISH  OF WALLOON ,  COUNTY 01 CHURCHILL,
DISTRICT OF MORETON , INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PIIBLic ROAD.
d I  Occupier.No. Portion of Road .  08  now  Held . Owner.16-
alzm
1 Fro m the south -east 1,666  Home-  Thomas
boundary of portion stead Rinks
421, parish of Walloon, under
no rt h -westerly  to its  C. L. A.
north-west boundary  Act of
1868
Bea ri ngs . i  Lengths.
326°
285°
308°
ohs. lks.
17 22
2 50
5 28
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
A.  R.  P.
1 chain ... 2 2 0
NOTICE is hereby given, that  the undermentioned  Goods  will be  sold by Public Auction, by J. V.Jenkins,  at his Rooms ,  Nicholas street , Ipswich , at Eleven  (11) o'clock on THURSDAY, the 16th
March  next, under  the 114th  section  " Customs Actof 1873."
Date of Bonding. Marks. Description of Goods. Quantities. 1 By whom Warehoused.
1869.
22 November ... V No. 2 1 ha lf-tierce toba cco ... 297 lbs . ... R. Sparrow
24
1872.
13 January ... P No. 3 1 quarter -cask sherry wine 22 gallons ... Bright Bros. and Co.
656
27 March ... Q No. 1 ditto  ... ... ... 26 gallons ... Webster and Company
699
Q  No. 3 ditto ... 26 gallons ... ditto
699
Q No. 4 ditto ... ... ... 26 gallons ... ditto
699
K No. 2 1 qu arter -cask po rt wine 24 gallons ... ditto
657
Customs ,  Brisbane , 6th February, 1877.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
NOTICE.-OVERTIME GOODS.
N OTICF, is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Overtime  Goods,  in the Government Bond at
Townsville ,  will Le sold  by Public  Auction ,  at that place ,  at noon  on SATURDAY, the 24th
proximo, under the 113th clause  " The Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of Bonding. 1 Ship. Master. IWhence. Merchant .  Bond Mark. Goods .  Quantity.
1873.
June 21 ... i " Boomerang" M. L. Solo-  B 1 3 pkgs. Tobacco 61 lbs.1
mon 135
„ „ it
D135 1
„ „
f 60 „
„ „ E 1 45 „
135
„ "
135
„ C 1 case Cigars 681
135
Customs,  Brisbane, WILLIAM THORNTON,
26th January, 1877. Collector  of Customs.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  24th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.--FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedient to
ll open a new  Road through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny, through
land in the occupation of the several  persons  hereunder specified, which was originally granted by Deeds
of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts there )f as might thereafter be required for making
public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line
of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to
the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which
may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
77-8. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGR PORTIONS 402 AND 526, PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road . No. ofPortion .
1  A strip off south and
part of east boundary
of Portion 402
402
2 A strip off  south boun -I
dary  of Portion 626
526
Commissioner  for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane,  5th February, 1877.
Reputed
I
BreadthHow held. Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths .
of Road . Area  Remarks.Owner.
_-I
Under Deed
of Grant
containing
a general
reservation
for roads.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 1Cth March next, they will be sold by public  auction,
to defray  expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Date .  Station and Place . Where found .  Description of Article.
1876.
19 July ...  Brisbane ...
29 „
1 August
8 „
24 „
29 „
14 September
17 „
25 „
29
„
i,
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Ipswich ...
... Gat-ton ...
... Walloon ...
... Toowong ...
... Brisbane ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Toowoomba
ditto ...
ditto ...
Toowong ...
f ohs. Iks. A.  It. P.
Marian F. T. Gregory  90o I 33 26 1 chain ... 3 3 41 Portion
Scott 4 98 fenced.
Gregory
T. F. Gregory F T. Gregory 900 19 79 1 chain ... 2 0 0 Portion
fenced.
2nd class carriage 1 handkerchief
Brake van...
ditto ...
Carriage ...
ditto
Goods shed
Station
...
...
...
...
...
1 scarf
1 parasol
1 scarf pin
1 pair gloves
2 carpet bags
1 bag salt
Line ... ... 1 boy's hat
Station ... 1 pocket knife
Platform ... ... 1 box containing clothing
Carriage ... .. 1 leather bag
ditto
ditto
...
...
2 waterproof coats
I umbrella
Platform ... 1 waterproof coat
ditto ... .. 1 walking stick
ditto ... .. 2 cases empty medicine bottles
Line
ditto
Van
ditto
...
...
...
... ..
1 felt hat
1 straw hat
1 jacket
1 bundle containing blankets
ditto ... ... 1 box containing clothing
... ditto ... ... 1 carpet bag
... Carriage ... ... 1 shawl
... ditto ... ... ... 1 jacket
... ditto ... ... ... 1 waterproof
... Line ... ... 1 lady's hat
... Platform ... ... ... 1 bag  sundries
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
1 overcoat
1 tin can
... ditto ... ... 1 child's cape
... ditto ... ... 1 tin can
... ditto ... ... 1 coat
.., ditto ... ... ... 1 hat
... ditto ... 1 swag containing blankets
... ditto ... 1 swag
ditto ... 1 bag sundries
4 October ... Brisbane ...
7 „ ... ditto ...
„ ... ditto ...
9 „ ... ditto ...
„ ... ditto ...
10 „ ... ditto ,..
... ditto ...
„ ... ditto ...
13 November  ...  Toowong ...
10 December ... Ipswich ...
13 „ ... Brisbane ...
16 „ ... ditto ...
18 „ ... ditto ...
23 „ ... ditto ...
26 „ ... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Toowoomba
„ ... Brisbane ...
... Toowoomba
Dste
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND, IPSWICH
Bander. Station Rom .  Co lgnee.
STATION ,  31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
station to.  Description.
1876.
Warwick  .i. ...  1 bundle bedding6 December  ...  A.S.N. Co. Ipswich  ... ... G. Smith
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Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
lORTHE RN R A [ LWA Y.--On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table  will con e
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations. Up Miles fromTrains . 11 Dingo.
too Rockha nptoi , depart
a.m.
8 0
6 Gracemere ... ... ... 8.24  23
10 Ten-Mile ... ... 30
15 Stanwell ... ... 35
24 Rosewood ... A 44
30 Westwood
arrive
depart
... 10.0 50
1015... 58
*38  Goganjo ... ... ... 10.47
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ... 11.15 64
53 Herbert's Creek ... ... 11.56
58 Boolburra ... ... 73
P•m. 78
65 Duaringa ... 12.44 82
88 Dingo ... 2.15 88
Stations.
Dingo, depart...
Duaringa ... ...
Boolburra ...Herbert's Creek ...
Rocky Creek ... ...
Goganjo ... ...
Westwood 1
arrivedepart
Rosewood ... ...
Stanwell ...
Ten-Mile ...
Gracemere ...
Rockhampton
Parcels  an-1
Miscellaneous.
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers  only, who  will be charged the fare to the Station ,,t
which their journey terminates .  Passengers  requiring to  alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the precediLg
Ration  to the Guard of the Train ,  and  paying  the fare at  the time of booking ,  from the place at  which  they join the Train to the picl e
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending 10th  February, 1877 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase
Decrease
£ a. d.
865 3 3
700 4 3
1877-Total  Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase
NORTHERN AILWAY.
19,330 11 10
16,212 7 8
£3,118 4 2
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Week ending 10th February, 1877 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase ...
Decrease ...
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-D'-tto ditto ...
Total Increase
164 19 0 1 363 11 0
Goods and Live
stock.
£ a. d.
2,000 10 4
1,636 19 4
TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
...
... ,
Passenger
Fares.
Gods aid  Live Parcels and
Stock .  Miscellaneous . Total.
£  it. d.
188 8 0
142 14 0
45 14 0
£  s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
314 19 9 17 5 0 620 12 9
273 1 9 13 16  9 429 12 6
41 18 0 3 8 3 91 0 3
Down
Trains.
a.m.
7.20
851
A
9.3910-20
'10.47
11.20
11.35
A
p.m.
12.35
A
1.11
1.35
Total.
2  S.  d. E' A  it.
145 15 5 3,011 9 062 11  2
---2,399 14  9
83 4 3 611 14 3
3,427 12 2
2,432 14 1
£994 18 1
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications have been made to  bring the Land described  below under the1 provisi ns  of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppos  must do so by
odging,  by himself or his attorney, a Caveat  in form B  of said Act,  on or  before the  days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.Name of Applicant.
1 rood 2.4 perches, being allotments 5, 6, and 7 of section George Thorn the younger,
2, parish  and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley  as attorney for Geo.
Thorn, Trustee under
Will of Wm. Horton
17th April, 1877.
22-,%5T perches, b ing subdivision A of allotment 5 ofDitto ... ... ditto.
section 2, parish and town of Ipswich, county of
Stanley
2 roods 14 perches, being allotment 10 of section 10, John Lackey ... ... 17th March, 1877.
parish and town of I aforesaidswich count yp ,
25 acres,  being subdivision 2 of allotment 8 of portion John Richardson, as at- ditto.
9, parish of Toombul, county of Stanley torney of Wm. Richard-
son
25 acres, being  subdivision I of allotment 8 of portion Ditto ditto.
9, parish of Toombul, county of Stanley
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
THE following Statement of Accounts of the Cooktown General Cemetery, and of all moneys received
and expended by the Trustees on account of the same, from the 1st January to 31st December,
1876, is hereby published for general information.
R. M. STEWART.
STATEMENT  OF ACCOUNTS  OF THE  COOKTowN GENERAL CEMETERY, AND OF ALL  MONEYS RECEIVED
AND EXPENDED  BY THE TRUSTEES ON ACCOUNT OF THE  SAME, FSOM THE 1ST  JANUARY TO 31ST
DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr.
1876.
To Balance due Trustees last
statement ... ...
Amount paid for signboard
Amount paid for painting sign-
board ... .. ...
Timber for Sexton's cottage
Amount paid for stationery...
Amount paid for tools, &c....
Amountpaid Evans for brands
§lto9 ... ..
„ Amount paid Mr. Berwick,
laying out cemetery in sub-
divisions ... ... ...
Paid W. Young, as per con-
tract, clearing and making
roads in cemetery ... ...
Removing and re-erecting
main  gate ... ...
Timber for Sexton's office ...
Cartage of timber to cemetery
Paid  Courier,  advertising
tenders ... ...
Paid Willmett and Co., sta-
tionery ...
Paid ditto, Stationery ..
„ Paid John Walsh, account for
tools ... ... ... ..
Paid  Courier  account, print-
ing 4,000 forms and regula-
tions  ... ... ... ...
„ Paid  wages ,  Sexton , from 17th
June to 30th  December, 28
weeks at  £4... ..
Paid Secretary  from 30th
June to 31st December, 6
months  at £10 lOs. ...
„ Balance in  Bank  ... ...
„ Balance on  hand ... ...
Cr.
£ a. d. a. d.  January, 1876 .  £ a. d. £
By error in charging exchange,
a. d.
18 12 0 last statement ... ... 1 0 0
0 14 0 May, 1876.
Amount received from Gov-
1 12 6 ernment ... ... ... 100 0 0
14 3 0 Ditto ... ... ... 75 0 0
0 10 6 19th May 1876.
9 7 0 „ Burial fees to date, per Sexton 7 0 0
19th June, 1876.
5 0 0 Burial fees to date, per Sexton 12 0 0
3rd July, 1876.
Burial fees to date, per Sexton 3 0 0
6 6 0 17th July, 1876.
Burial fees to date, per Sexton 7 10 0
16th August, 1876.
25 0 0 „ Burial fees to date per Sexton 10 0 0
11th September, 1876.
2 0 0 Burial fees to date, per Sexton 9 10 0
8 6 9 10th October, 1876.
1 0 0 „ Burial fees to date, per Sexton 6 10 0
6th November, 1876.
0 10 0 Burial fees to date, per Sexton 11 0 0
4th December, 1876.
1 1 6 Burial fees  to date ,  per Sexton 5 10 0
0 4 0 12th December, 1876.
Burial fees  to date ,  per Secre-
0 17 0 1 0 0
23rd December, 1876.
Burial fees  to date , per Secre-
6 10 0 tary ... ...  5 6 0
26th December, 1876.
„ Burial fees to date, per Secre-
112 0 0 tare  ... ... ... ... 4 0 0
29th December, 1876.
Fee for enclosing grave ... 1 0 0
5 5 0 259 6 0
218 19 3
39 6 9
1 0 0
40 6 9 _.
£259 6 0
£259 6 0 „ Balance to credit ... ...  40 6 9
We solemnly and sincerely declare this to be a true and correct statement of all  moneys  received
and expended by us for the year ending 31st December, 1876; and we make this  solemn declaration,
conscientiously believing the same be true, and by virtue of the provisions of "  The Oaths Act of  1867."
F. J. W. BEARDMORE,
THOS. W. WILLIAMS, Trustees.
JAS. C. BAIRD,
Taken and declared before me, this nineteenth January, A.D. 1877, at Cooktown, in the Colony of
Queensland . HOWARD ST. GEORGE, Police Magistrate.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1877.THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure by th  Trustees of the Townsvile GeneralCemetery for the year ended 81st December, 1876,  is hereby published for general information.
R. M. STEWART.
ABSTSACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE T0wNSVILLB GENERAL CEMETERY,
FOR THE YEAR ENDED  3 18T DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr. Cir.
r. d. E •. d.
To Cemetery fees ... ... ... ... 154 18 0 By Overdraft at Queensland National Bank 6 17 8
Overdraft at Queensland National Benk 16 4 2 „ Sexton 's salary  ... ...  107 14 6
Sec re tary ' s salary  ... ... ...  27 3 4
„ Tools  ... ... ... ... ...  6 0 11
„ Labels  ... ... ... ... ..  10 6 0
F. Gordon 's timber account  ... ..  8 1 0
Printing and stationery ... ... ... 4 12 11
Interest on overdraft ... ... 0 6 10
2171 2 2 2171 2 2
We, the undersigned ,  Trustees of the Townsv ille General  Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the accounts as per Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure  of the  above Cemetery for the year
ended 81st December ,  A.D. 1876, are correct ; and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and by virtue of "  The Oaths  Act of  1867."
W. APLIN,
A. BRODZIAK ,  Trustees.
P. F. HANRAN,
Declared and signed at Townsville,  this 6th day  of February,  L.D. 1877,  before me.
JOHN P. SHARKRY, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisba»e,16th February, 1877.THE following Statement  of Receipts and Expenditure of the Brisbane  General Cemetery for the
year ending  31st December ,  1876, is hereby published for general information.
R. M. STEWART.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE BRISBANE GENERAL CEMETERY ,  FOR THE YEAR
ENDING ?  31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr. Cr.
1st January, 1876.  B s. d. 30 December, 1876 . B s. d. 2 a. d.
To Cash in Bank at this date ... 10 9 By office expenses,  including-
30th December, 1876. Secretary, salary, thirteen
„  F ees received on applications for inter- months  ... ... ... 108 6 8
ments from lot January to 80th Postages and receipt stamps 3 13 3
December ,.. ... ...  1,818 18 9 Cab hire 28.6d ., tape1s.10d. 0 6 4
Plans ... ... ... 7 2 0
Stationer and rintin 3 18 1y p g  ...Subscription, Acclimatisa-
tion -society
-
^
. -  .,. 8 8 0
Advertising 21s. 6d., two
frames 159.  ... ... 1 16 6
„ Bonus to overseer ....
„ Cost of painting  fence and
4 10
0 0
128
10
gates .. ... .. 32 8 3
„ Cost of  tools ... 22  9  8
„ Cost of 1,000  labels, iron ... 125 0 0
Wages to men ,  preparing
-graves. a cc. ...  489 13 8
W es to  men, clearing, road.
making,  including black-
smith's salary, cartage, and
overseer's salary  ... ...  488 19 6
21,488 9 6 „ Balance  ... ...  196 19 1
81st December, 1876.
„ Balance,  cash in Bank at this date  ...  196 19 1 21,488 9 6
We, the undersigned ,  Trustees of the Brisbane General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely
declare the above to a true and correct statement  ;  and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths  Act of  1867."
JOHN PETRIE,
COLEMAN DAVIS ,  Trustees of the
N. LADE , Brisbane General
WM. PETTIGREW ,  Cemetery.
E. EDMONDSTONE,
Declared by declarants,  at Brisbane,  this ninth day  or February,  A.D. 1877, before me.
HENRY BUCKLEY, J.P.
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GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Officein pamphlet form, " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1874.
IN THE MATTER OF ADAM  YOUNG,
INSOLVENT.
A FIRST Dividend of 4s. in the £ will be pay-able at the Trustee's Office, Queen street, on
and after MONDAY, the 19th instant, to all
creditors who have proved in the above Estate.
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
168 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Samuel Spencer , of the Coomera River, in
the Colony of Queensland, hotel-keeper, by
himself.
UPON the  hearing  of this Petition this day by
His Honor Sir James Cockle, Knight, Chief
Justice, it is ordered that the said Samuel Spencer
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Samuel Spencer , for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Principal Registry Office, Brisbane, on
the Twenty-second day of February, 1877, at Eleven
o'clock  of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Samuel Spencer shall, on the Nine-
teenth day of February, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences ,  so far  as known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of February, 1877.
By the Courr
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Gordon, of Gympie,
tailor, an Insolvent.
UPON reading a report of the Trustee of the
property of the Insolvent, dated this day,
reporting that the whole amount realized from the
sale of assets handed over by the above Insolvent,
was the sum  of forty-three pounds fifteen  shillings ;
and that the Trustee had also received from another
source, on account  of the said Insolvent, a further
sum of money which, with the above  sum, was suffi.
cient to pay the Insolvent's liabilities in full, with
interest  added, and  all expenses  of the  insolvency ;
and that the Trustee had accordingly paid twenty
shillings in the pound to all the creditors who had
proved their debts before him, and the affidavit of
Barron Lewis Barnett, the said Trustee of the
Estate and property of the abovenamed Insolvent,
sworn and filed herein this day : the Court being
satisfied that so much of the property of the Insol-
vent  as can  be realised without needlessly protract-
ing the insolvency, has been realised, doth order
and declare that the insolvency of the said Robert
Gordon has closed.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Hawe, of Stanthorpe, in
the Colony of Queensland, an Insolvent.UPON reading a report of the Trustee of theproperty of the Insolvent, dated the Thirtieth
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-seven, reporting that the whole of the prb-
perty of the Insolvent has been realised for the
benefit of his creditors, and dividends  to an amount
of twelve shillings and seven pence halfpenny in
the pound have been paid : the Court being satisfied
that the whole of the property of the Insolvent has
been realised for the benefit of his creditors, and
that dividends  to an  amount of twelve shillings and
seven  pence halfpenny in the pound have been paid,
doth order and declare that the Insolvency of the
said  William Hawe  has closed.
Given under the seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of February, A.D. 1877.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Insolvency Petition of James
John Dekins, of Edward  street, Brisbane,
butcher.
UPON  reading the  Petition of the above-named
James John Dekins, it is ordered that the
said James  John Dekins be, and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent  ; and that William Henry
Miskin be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said James John Dekins,
for the election of a Trustee, be held at the office of
the Registrar of this Court, on the Sixth day of
March  next, at  Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said James John
Dekins shall,  on or  before the Third day of March
next,  at the office of the said Trustee, deliver to
him, the said Trustee, a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabili-
ties  of every kind, and of the  names  and residences,
so far  as known, of his creditors, and of the
causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
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By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter of John Wilson Carey, of Brisbane,
cabinet-maker, an Insolvent.
U PON reading a Report of John Woodburn,
the Trustee of the property of the Insolvent,
dated the thirty-first day of January, 1877, report-
ing that the whole of the property of the Insolvent
has been realised for the benefit of his creditors, and
that two dividends to the amount of five (5)  shillings
and eleven (11) pence in the pound have been
paid : the Court being satisfied that the whole of the
property of the Insolvent has been realised for the
benefit of his creditors, and that two (2) dividends
to the amount of five shillings and eleven pence in
the pound have been paid, cloth order and  declare
that the Insolvency of the said John Wilson Carey
has closed.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of February, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
159
Registrar.
6a.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Walton, of Mackay, an
Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at the Supreme
Court, Brisbane, on the Ninth day of March, 187 7.
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this 14th day of February, 1877.
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J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Thomas Evans, of Logan Village,
Insolvent.
G EORGE CANNON, Accountant, Brisbane,has been  appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons  having in+beir possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated  this fifteenth day of February, A.D. 1877.
169
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter  of Proceedings for Liquidation by
Arrangement or Composition with creditors,
instituted by William Hennessy, of the Mary
River,  near  Maryborough, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  lumberer.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that a First General
Meeting of the creditors of the above-named
William Hennessy has been summoned to be held
at the Office of Messrs. Barnett & Powers, Soli-
citors, Helsham's .Buildings, Maryborough', on the
26th day of February, 1877, at Eleven oclock in
the forenoon  precisely.
Dated  this  7th day of February, 1877.
BARNETT AND POWERS,
Attorneys for the said William Hennessy.
158 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
To Thomas Carter ,  trading in  co-partnership with
Henry Muller, at Nerang Creek, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  as timber merchants and saw-
mill propprietors, under the name, style, or firm
of " =and Carter."
T AKE notice that an Insolvency Petition hasbeen  presented  against  you the said Thomas
Carter  and Henry Muller, trading together as co-
partners  at Nerang Creek aforesaid, under the style
or  firm  of " Muller and Carter," to this Court, by
John Muirhead Dawson and Robert Muter Stewart,
tradin  under the style or firm of " Scott, Dawson,
and Stewart," at Brisbane, and the Court has
ordered that the publication of this notice in the
Gazette  shall be deemed to be service of the
Petition upon you the said Thomas Carter, on
the day of such publication ; and further take
notice that  you are required to appear to the
said  Petition within four days of such service, and
if you do not appear the Court may adjudge you
Insolvent  in your absence.
The Petition can be inspected by you on applica-
tion at this Court.
Dated this fifteenth day of February, 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
WALTER  HORATJO WILSON,
Solicitor for Petitioners,
Queen street, Brisbane.
183 8s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Aldborough Prittie Hirst,
and Augustus Frederick John Hirst, of Bris-
bane, Insolvents.
ON the Fourteenth day of March, 1877, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, George Aldborough
Prittie Hirst, and Augustus Frederick John Hirst,
of Brisbane, adjudicated Insolvents on the twelfth
day of July, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-five, will apply to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Dis-
charge.
Dated this twelth day of February, 1877.
W. E. MURPHY,
Solicitor for the said Insolvents,
Queen street, Brisbane.
160 68.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Johann Adolph Scharffenberg, late
of Charters Towers, in the Colony of Queens.
land, doctor of medicine, deceased,  intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at the  expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
letters of administration  of all and singular the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the said de-
ceased, who died intestate, may be  granted to
Siegmund  Berens,  of the City  of Brisbane,
Merchant, Consul of the German Empire  at Bris-
bane, the duly constituted attorney of Dorothea
Elsaba Scharffenberg, of Pinneberg, Germany,
widow, mother of the said deceased ; Diedrich Hin-
rich Scharffenberg, of Schiern, Germany,  farmer ;
Carl Scharffenberg, of Ahrensfeld, Germany, farmer ;
Heinrich Reinhold Scharffenberg, of Pinneberg,
Germany,  machinist , brothers of the said deceased ;
and Marie Ihlenfeld, of Liivensdorf, Germany,
Johanna Starner, of Pinneberg, Germany, Dorothea
Schlicehting, of Hamburg, Germany, Friedericke
Kahlke, of Sondershovet, Denmark, and So hie
Schroeder, of Langwedel, Germany, sisters o7the
said deceased.
Dated this 16th day of February, 1877.
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Siegmund  Berens.
171 8s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Duncan, late of the City of
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland,  licensed
publican, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that at the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
above-named  William Duncan,  deceased , be granted
to John McLennan and John K eane, of Brisbane
aforesaid , the Executors in the said Will named.
Dated this sixteenth day of February, 1877.
W. E. MURPHY,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executors.
170 6s.
I
HE Partnership hitherto  existing between
Robert Laurie and William  Ho lliman, carry-
ing on business  at the  One-M ile, Gym e,  as Engi-
neers and Iron Merchants, under the style of
`' Laurie and  Holliman, "  has this day been dissolved
by mutual  consent.  The said William  Holliman
retires  from  the business , which will be  carried on
by the said Robert Laurie, who will pay  all debts
due by the  firm and receive all accounts owing to
the firm.
Dated this second day of February, 1877.
it. LAURIE.
WM. HOLLIMAN.
Witness :  J. STVxx,
One-Mile, Gympie, February 2nd, 1877.
175 4s. 6d.
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The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1877. £ s. a.
Feb. 10-F. Merritt ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
12-ChristiLon, Bros .. 2 2 0
12-W. J. Clemments ... 0 1 0
12-E. Bradley .. 0 2 0
11.-T. Lynch .. ... 0 3 0
„ 14-J. Watson ... ... 0 6 0
14--Williams, Bros. ... .. 2 0 0
15-J. E. Freestone ... ... . 0 1 0
15-J. P. Wilkie .. ... ... . 0 18 0
16-W. Kewley . ... .. . 0 4 0
16-G. Milliken ... .. . 0 5 0
16-W. Kewley .. .. . 0 2 0
„ 16-R. Laurie ... ... . 0 9 0
16-G. Milliken . ... 0 11 0
16-P. Lemhan ... 0 17 0
16-Municipal Council, Copperfield ... 0 19 9
16-T. Foote and Sons ..16-C. Egan ... .. .. . 20 0 02 0
16-H. Lloyd .. ... 0 4 0
finpounarngP,.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertas.ments
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Yarrawonga
Station, on the 23rd January, 1877, by order of
James Bradley, for tre -pass. Driving, 2s. each.
One grey horse, short tail, collar and saddle-marked, like
6 over EB  near  shoulder, like 5 over HN 3 near
thigh, b)(C (registered brand) off shoulder.
One brown horse,  star  on foi ehead, EB over JM over
illegible brand  near  shoulder, like indistinct brand
off shoulder, collar-marked.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Poundkeeper.
156 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Mackay , from Nebia  Plantation, on
the 29th January , 1877, by lfr. Duval,  for trespass.
Driving, Is. 2d . ;  damages, 2s. 6d.
One bay horse, heart 6 heart  (pound brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 21st February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
W. J. CLEMMENTS, Pcundkeeper.
155 Is.
foot white.
One chesnut colt, like BR8 (registered brand) near
shoulder, stripe, hind feet white.
One brown mare, like blotch over 7LC (registered
brand) near shoulder, G in heart off shoulder,
small star.
One brown mare, like 88 near neck, like P6M (registered
brand) near shoulder, off hind foot white.
One Lay gelding, W near shoulder and thigh, small star.
One grey mare, like BC5 (registered brand) near thigh,
hind feet white.
One bay mare, like P7 1f  (registered brand) near shoul-
der, like B in diamond over JR off shoulder, like
WA off ribs, star.
One cliesnut gelding, like P near shoulder, like a off
thigh, like N off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby, from Jimbour, on the Sth
February, 1877, by order of Jas. Wallace,  Esquire.
Driving, 2s. 6d. each
One bay mare, star, SG near shoulder, indistinct brand
like BJ5 (registered brand) off shoulder,  34 near
thigh.
One chesnut gelding, like DLI (registered brand) off
shoulder, DL near shoulder and off rump, star,
hind feet white.
One bay colt, like 8BA (registered brand) over CL near
shoulder.
One bay mare, diamond near and off rump, T diamond
off shoulder, off hind fo )t white ; bay filly foal,
white face, at foot.
One iron-grey filly, white face, like BL3 or DL3 (regis-tered brand) over 9near shoulder.
One bay mare, like illegible brand before  S near shoul-
der, white face, near hind foot white ; chesnut filly
foal at foot, white face.
One dun-color gelding, like J over BW over TR near
shoulder, 7ED (registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay gelding, like SG blotched near shoulder, three
white feet.
One bay gelding, star, like GK7 (registered brand) off
thigh.
One bay mare,  M near shoulder ,  B near  neck, bind feet
white, large star.
One bay mare, C near shoulder , small star ,  near hind
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IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Drayton
Commonage, on the 7th February, 1877. Driving,
2s. per head.
One strawberry cow, like BQ with like  3 or 8 off  ribs
(registered brand) ; red heifer calf at foot.
Also from the Drayton Commonage, on the 24th
January, 1877. (Corrected brands.)
One bay horse, RR.2 (registered  brand) off thigh, star,
off hind foot white, light snip, roan hairs in tail.
One roan filly, L near shoulder, L reversed near thigh,
star.
Also, from the lands of Mr. C. Cox, Highfields.
Driving,  2s. 6d.  (Corrected brands.)
One white cow, like three strokes with 8 off ribs ; white
calf at side, unbranded.
If not released on or b, fore the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
184  4s.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Wheyan, on the
8th of February, 1877, by order of P. M. McAuley,
Esquire. Driving,  2s. each.
One bay  mare, blaze, collar -marked,  like 2UM (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder,  like scar off ribs, like 11A
or f}lY near thighs.
One bay horse,  saddle -marked, THO  over like M or H
near  shoulder, SV near thigh.
If not released on or before the 6th  March , 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN,  Poundkeeper.
I MPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Sunny Side,
on the 7th February, 1877, by order of J. B.
Murphy, Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 11s. 8d.
One black gelding, FE off shoulder, off hip down, collar-
marked.
One bay gelding, star in forehead, white marks under
saddle, writing M over NK near shoulder, like
G7K off shoulder.
One bay n are, U over over S over BY near shoulder,
SK5 over like 77 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6t:i March, 1877,
will be  sold to defray expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
157 3s.
I
MPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Coolmunda, on the
6th February, 1877, by order of H. Bracker, Esquire.
Driving  expenses , is. 2d.
One bay horse, collar-marked, near fore foot white,
IFB1 (registered brand) over C over T near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOSEPH E. FREESTONE, Poundkeeper.
166 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Glenvern Hill,
Kingsford's Ridges, on 24th January, 1877.
Damages, £1 ; driving, is. 2d.
One roan bull, 8PW off rump.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
177
182
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
18s.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Glenvern Hills,
Kingsford's Ridges, on the 24th January, 1877, by
Mr. G. H. Marsh. Driving, is. 2d. (Strayed from
Pound).
One red heifer, illegible brand, and like M3 off rump.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
1s. 180
P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
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IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Cardbeign, on 29th
January, 1877, by A. McGugan, Esquire. - Driving
expenses , Is. 6d. per head.
One black gelding, IM near shoulder, very  small star,
white spots  near  saddle.
One light-brown gelding, CC near shoulner, like Bill
or BH4 (registered brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare, W3 off shoulder,  B near  thigh, blaze, two
hind feet and near fore foot white.
One dark-brown or black gelding, like REP (the HE
conjoined) off thigh, lump underneath girth.
One brown mare, like B7P (registered brand) near
shoulder,  like 3  off shoulder ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
174
GEO. MILLIKEN,  Poundkeeper.
58.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Mount Sturt, on the
20th December, 1876, by Mr. William Wilson.
Damages and driving, £1 is. 6d. (Strayed from Pound.)
One roan mare, PN9 (registered brand)  near  shoulder,
near  hind heel white, star.
Also, from John Wilson's, on the Glen, on the 17th
January, 1877. Damages and driving, 7s.
One light-strawberry bullock, IMD near rump, P off
rump, D and three illegible brands off loin, notch
out of top off ear.
A1sb, from the Commonage, by order of the Municipal
Council. Driving  expenses, 8d.
One bay filly, GtN1 (registered brand) near shoulder,
hind feet white, large star.
Also, from Lonsdale, on the 19th December, 1876, by
E. L. Thornton, Esquire. Damages and driving, 20s.
One chesnut horse, like HW near shoulder, w3H(registered  brand) off shoulder,  star , near hind foot
white.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1877,
will be sold to  de fray expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
178 4s.
I MPOUNDED at Springsure, from Springsure Station,on the 9th February, 1877, by  W. H.  Richards,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 5d. per head.
One grey or creamy mare, short tail, WJF (the JF con-
joined) near shoulder, 5 near neck, 2 off ribs ; white
foal at foot. 0
One yellow-bay or dark-creamy mare, like horse-shoe
over horse-shoe near ribs.
One chesnut mare, star and snip, near hind foot white,
WJF (the JF conjoined) near shoulder, 75 near
ribs ,  1 near cheek.
One dark-bay mare,  star ,  near  hind foot white, WJF
(the JF conjoined)  near  shoulder, 5 near neck.
One bay gelding, X over L near shoulder, like I off
saddle, switch tail.
One bay gelding, small  star , 0 two hearts over R near
shoulder, W off shoulder.
One bay  mare, star , 0 over RR near shoulder, 11 near
ribs, 5 near neck, 3ES (registered brand) off
shoulder.
One bay mare, 1V9R (registered brand) near shoulder,
small star.
One chesnut  mare,  blaze, near fore and hind foot white,
F9R (registered brand)  near  shoulder ; chesnut
foal at foot.
One chesnut  mare, blaze,  like R over DYR near shoulder ;
foal at foot.
One brown gelding, A over W over M over t near
shoulder, like q  near  cheek, a near rump, short
tail.
If not released  on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
1 IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the  Reserve, on the
5th February, 1877, by Mr. Patrick  M'Namara.
Driving, 8d. per head.
One dark-bay mare, heart 6 heart  near  shoulder.
One iron-grey filly, W3H (the three  upsidedown) near
shoulder.
One bay filly, unbranded, star.
Also, from Canning Downs, on the 2nd February, 1877,
by J. D. Macansh, Esquire. Damages and driving
expenses ,  5s. 8d . per head.
One chesnut mare, C in square over blotch near shoulder,
blotch near and off thigh, collar-marked, star.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1877,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
179 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Northampton Downs,
on the 30th January, 1877. Driving, 4s. 2d. each.
One bay mare, HK near shoulder, HN (conjoined) over
K near thigh, off hind foot white,  star ,  saddle
marked.
One bay mare, H7 W(registered brand ) near  shoulder,
blind near eye, like diamond 3 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th  March,  1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
173 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Gora, on 16thJanuary, 1877. Driving, 10s. per head.
One brown horse, M over W over JA near shoulder.
One bay horse, like M over 12 off shoulder, near hind
foot white, star.
One roan mare, like TS over blotch brand over SS near
shoulder, blotch brand off shoulder, off hind leg
white, star, saddle-marked ; roan colt foal at foot,
unbranded.
If not released on or before the 20th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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WM. KEWLEY,  Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from Canning  Downs, on
the 7th February, 1877, by J. D. Macansh, Esquire.
Damages and driving expenses, 4s. per head.
One chesnut horse, MP conjoined near shoulder, J side.
ways off shoulder, star.
Also, from Spring Vale, on the 7th February, 1877,
by Mr. L. M'Leod. Driving, is. 4d. per head.
One brown  mare,  no brand visible, hind feet white, star,
off hip down.
One yellow-bay mare, JL5 (registered brand) off
shoulder, star, stripe, and snip.
One bay filly, 7 over 7G near shoulder, near hind foot
white, star.
Also, from Lord John's Swamp, on the 7th February,
1877, by Mr. Paul T. Bell. Driving, Is. 8d. per head.
One white steer, 3TR (registered brand) off rump.
One red heifer, white face, no brand visible.
Also, from Spring Vale, on the 8th February, 1877,
by Mr. Lachlan M'Leod. Driving  expenses , Is. 4d. per
head.
One white steer, like 4TM off rump.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sn]d to defray  expenses.
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P. LENIHAN,  Poundkeeper.
7s.
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QnxENS  :&ND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLIN GTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.9.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIHNs, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 T W
HEREAS information has been received by
the Government that a certain infectious
disease, called Small Pox, has been found to exist
in the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand : Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON
CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of
the powers  in me vested  by  " The Quarantine
Act of  1863," do, with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby notify that portions of the said
colonies are  infected with the said  disease, and
that it  is possible  that such  disease  may be brought
from the  said colonies into  the Colony of Queens-
land, and, with the advice aforesaid, I do order
and direct that no steamships or other vessels
arriving in this colony from or having tcuched
at any port of the  said  Colonies of New South
Wales and New Zealand, shall be permitted
within the Port of Brisbane to come above the
Hulk " Proserpine," now moored at the entrance of
the Brisbane River, or to communicate with the
shore at any port within the colony until they shall
have been boarded by the Health Officer of such
port ; and that no person shall be allowed to go on
board, or to land from any such steamship or other
vessel until the crew and passengers shall have
been inspected by the Health Officer, and the
steamship or vessel by him be admitted to pratique.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this ninth day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAV E  THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St.
W. W. CAIRNS, Michael and St. Georges Got-er-
G'overnw .  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by a Proclamation dated ninth
day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and seventy -seven , under my Hand and Seal, and
made in pursuance of the powers and authorities
vested in me as Governor of the Colony of Queens-
land, under and by virtue of the provisions of an
Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her
Majesty reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and
Consolidate the Laws relating to Quarantine,"  I did
prohibit all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever,
from going, under any pretence whatsoever, within
the limits of the Station, duly proclaimed a station
for the performance of Quarantine, at Curtis Island,
under the penalties  contained  in the said Act, until
the said Proclamation should have been rescinded :
And whereas the said prohibition is no longer
necessary, and it is expedient to rescind the same :
Now, therefore, 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
in pursuance of all powers so vested in me, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, rescind the Proclamation
relating to such prohibition as aforesaid, and do
hereby declare that the same is revoked and has no
further force or effect.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
GEOR GE MILFORD
to be Messenger to the Southern District Court at
Brisbane, in the room of William Callaghan,
resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial  Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 21st February, 1877.HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint ,  under his Hand  and Seal,-
No. 1 Battery Queensland Volunteer Artillery, to
be Captain,
ERNEST HENRY WEBS.
No. 1 Company Queensland Volunteer  Rifles, to
be Captain,
JOSEPH  HODSON ADAMS.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd February, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased, with the
advice  of the  Executive  Council, to accept  the
resignation  tendered by the undermentioned gentle-
men of the appointment of Magistrate for the
Territory :-
JAMES HUTTON, Raspberry Creek, Yaamba ;
ALEXANDER HENRY ROURKE ,  Dotswood ,  Towns-
ville ;
DAVID LEWIS  WILLIAMS ,  Glenlee.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd February, 1877.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, directs it to be
notified that the name of
JOHN RULE, Arcturus Downs,
has been inadvertently omitted in the new Commis-
sion of the Peace published in the Government
Gazette  Extraordinary of Tuesday, 2nd January,
1877.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd  February, 1877.j IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to direct that the name of
ROBERT COPLAND LETHBRID GE, Forest Vale,Maranoa,
be substituted for Robert Copeland Lethbridge,
appearing in the new Commission  of the Peace
published in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary
of Tuesday, 2nd January, 1877.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd February, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that a writ hath this day been
issued, under the Great Seal of the Colony, and
with the advice of the Executive Council, dis-
charging
FRANK NEWELL BEDDEK
from the office and functions of a Magistrate of the
Territory of Queensland and its Dependencies.
R. M. STEWART.
Department  of Public  Instruction,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1877.
Z] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
j j of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
JOHN JAMES CAINE
to be a District Inspector of Schools, under the
Department of Public Instruction. Such appoint-
ment to take effect from 1st January last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
l of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint _
WILLIAM ARTHY
to be Music Instructor under the Department of
Public Instruction. Such appointment to take
effect from 1st January last.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 23rd February, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
P. F. MACDONALD,
ANDREW  GEDDES,
MURDOCH CAMPBELL MCLENNAN,
ALBERT J. CALLAN, and
JAMES TAYLOR,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Yaamba ;
Rev. JAMES MATTHEWS,
SAMUEL BUTCHER,
THOMAS MCCABE,
SAMUEL MARSHAL, and
ADOLPH GEERISH,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School  at East  Warwick ;
JAMES STEWART,
JACOB DILGAR,
JOHN MILLAR,
THOMAS BRASCH, and
RICHARD F. CLARKE,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Young;
ARTHUR MORLEY FRANCIS,
Member of the School Committee for the State
School at  Banana,  vice  Edmund Morey, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
'• DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
ANNUAL MEETING OF OWNERS.SHEEPOWNERS competent to vote for theelection of Dii ectora under the provisions of
section 7 of the above named Act, and of section 1
of the Amending Act (31 Vic., No. 42), are required
to meet at the Police Court-houses at the under-
mentioned places in the respective Sheep Dis-
tricts , at Twelve o'clock noon on SATURDAY,
the 31st day of March next, for the election of
Sheep Directors for the current year, namely:-
Sheep Districts.
Burke
Burnett
Cook
Dalby
Dawson
Gladstone
n win i
North Kennedy
South Kennedy
Maranoa
Mitchell
East Moreton
West Moreton
Peak Downs
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Warrego
Wide Bay
Places of Meeting.
Normanton
Gayndah
Cooktown
Dalby
'Taroom
Gladstone
oon iwin 1
Townsville
Bowen
St. George
Blackall
Brisbane
Ipswich
Clermont
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Charleville
Maryborough
R. M. STEWART.
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Colonial Secretary 's Ollice,
Brisbane ,  5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
1 , HIE;REAS  His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive  Council, did by
notice in  the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December ,  1876, order that all
vessels arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
should be required to obtain admission to pratique
at the first port of call south of Somcr , et, and also
at the Port of Brisbane  ;  and that no person  should
be ailowed to quit such vessels until pratique should
have been so granted ,  notwithstanding that such
vessels might have previously  called  at Sorcerset :
And whereas it has been  deemed expedient to
amend the sa id Notice: His Excellency the
Governor ,  vuith  the  advice  of the  Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to  order  further that all
vessels arriving from Singapore  and Chine se Ports
be required to obtain admission to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call, before con,munical:ng
with the shore ;  and that no persons be allowed to
quit such vessels until pratique be so grants d, not-
withstanding that such vessels may have previously
called at Som rset.
It. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
1
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
! the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Tow ers. pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
It. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colun,y
of Queensland. and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  "The Alunicipcnl Institietro's
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed since 1861; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of the u1-
selves  and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more, and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is ex cry
indication of the town increasing in populati in,
wealth, and stability.
Name.
John Deane
William A. Ackers
John R. Cowan
O'Connor Hishro
R. J. Jamison
Thadeus O'Kane
Hugh Ross
Francis Joseph Bladon
W. T. Smith
Henry Walker
A. F. Foy
Charles Curtis
J. W. Clifford
Pasquale Wigro
Francis E. Johnson
M. T. Thomsen
Hans Steemer
Thomas Dunstan
Alfred Barkley
August Paradise
Carl Knuth
A. T. Foster
Stone.
Chas. S. Dicken
J. G. Jackson
On Chong and Co.
Harvy and Chick
Walter Gorrick
Robert Cooper
Nruine.
Isidor Lissner
Patrick Earl
Benj:imin Andrews
11i dry Cavanagh
John Bartz
Ludwig Pedersen
Charles Rcddle
Thomas Warnock
Al.  "sorris
Gerald C. Edgley
James Nede
Denis henne,dy
John Trevethard
S. H. Swann
J D. Synu's
(4. M. O'Loughlin
Thos. U. Muir
P. O'Neill
Henry Fitz
Alex. Malcolm
William Tierney
A. Pattersen
It. T. Potter
J H. R. Ruth rford
Martha Grogan
J. W. Miles
T. Willmett and Co., per
J. Penny
A. Walter
Hugh Mosman
John Dailey
G.  F. Dunn
fi. Walsh
Charles Printhy
11. Wyndham Paln cr
James liar ker
William Dunn
At. Malone
G Bunn
L. Hopkins
V.  Waghorne
Cr' E. Osmond
J, h   Bronx iu
J. Kouty
Robert Sprake
William Bright
Margaret Morgan, + her
mark
Andro Essery
James De vereux
J. llurp hy.
W. Fellows
James Carson
Richard Cran
John Wilkie
' ante.
Suit San Y
Jas. Ahern
Antoni Silvey
Ed"ard Seymour
W illiam Davie
A G. Billiard
Ifenri Webb
Ilugh C,nelly
Albert N. Prince
James Boleno Coleman
John McDonald
John Bronn Page
Herbert C. Purcell
George A ubrey
Robert RussellW. Laing
If. Pollinsou
G. \i inkel
Wine Sic Line
W. D. Casey
Al„ ernon Ball
James 11eClelland
Jo-eph Hy Little
Nicholas Brown
J. S. W. Carter
Fdmond Lee
W. Buchanan
F. Tuderscn
George Bolger
R. W. Sh ridan
Brodziak, Rodgers, and
Lemel
Louis Hamann
,Alfred J. Swann
James Harper
Gudulupe We
Mat. Highins
Patrick Carty
Christian Madsen
Christian iloller
Alfred Charlton
Joseph Keeling
Daniel Heatlh, + his mark
lfenrt F:, el
Charles Fry
John Norman
Peter Zelbs
George Zellbs
Antonio Glover
Ingebreth Thore-en
James Mayhew
Andrew McFarlane
Louis Freve
J. R. Baxter Bruce
Ross Robinson
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 187 7.
LEYBURN COMMONAGE.
pursuance of the 5th section of the Additional
y Commonage Regulat iris of the 26th Sertem-
ber, 1, .0,  established  under  " The Crown LandsAlit notion Act of  1;468," it is  hereby notified for
general information that the under-mentioned per-
sons Lave been elected Trustees of' tl e Leyburn
'town Common under said regula inns, in room of
the persons appointed by nut-ce in the  Gur'ernnrent
Gazette,  dated 28th January, 1876, and that the
8. cretary or Lands has cumuli mcii the appoint-
hnents : -
FRANCrs 13UTTNER,
NIATIH:w L1DDY,
FRA-ccis GILLI,SPIr,
C11ARL: s TiioMAS,
J tiILS CASTLES, and
rtTCri Aww IcTZZSY. -- - -- -
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Ihomas  henne iy
Alexander Limn
John Gard
Hennings Bradribasch
J. F. Simonsen
Charles Western
David Glanville
James Padden
S. Wood
Thomas Wyatt
Vi illiam Jentiin
Wilcock and Dunstan
A. Ehrlich
John Evan. j runr.
.t no. Harty y
John Clark
I1epartnue'nt of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th anuary,  1877.
T11',NTION is directed to the Notice pub-
lished in the  Gr'crnntent Gazette  of the
1t;tl  Ilec,'rnber,  1876 parse 1364, relative to a
pr.rpc,sed jale of Lauds by Auction  III the vicinity of
1{-tuna and `urat, in the  cull  Railway Reserve.
I he ,)ale us ill Ire cunklucted Iry Mu.. .John Cameron,
at the  Solo) I  if kris, Vri,,hai,p, commencing, at
I I a.uu. on I H 1JLSII.A 1', the 2ttth d ry of March,
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd February, 1877.
W `"
HEREAS , by the  twenty-fifth section of
 " The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, TENTHILL CREEK.
County of  Churchill ,  parish  of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south -east corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on  the north  by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek  ;  on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links  ;  on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north -east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south -west corner of por-
tion 377 ,  and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains  ;  on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains  ;  on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains  ;  and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west seven chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven chains and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  Canning, parish  of Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north eleven
chains ; and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of a i eserved road, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General 's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
T
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING ON TEVIOT BROOK.
County  of Ward, parish  of Dugandan.
100 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook at the north-east
corner of portion 19, and bounded thence on part
of the south by one of the north -east boundaries
and part of the north boundary of that portion
north -westerly and westerly to the road from
Dugandan  to Ipswich ;  on the west by that road
northerly about one hundred and thirty-one chains
to its junction with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing of Teviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the south and on the east by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE Pon TIMBER.
(Within Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 1875, folio 1298.)
On Bingera Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked BT over
XXV ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line south-easterly about seventy-five chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over EA over II on the
road from Bingera to Eureka ; on the south by a
line westerly to the Burnett River at a point
opposite a tree on the left bank of the river marked
BT over X XVII ; and thence by the Burnett
River downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB  TIMBER.
County of Cook, parish of South Kolan.
570 acres.
Commencing at a point one 'chain north from the
north-east corner of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south by the road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51, and 13, and a line west to
the south-east corner of portion 52; on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine chains and ten
links ; thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy-one degrees thirty minutes two chains and
seventy-eight links one degree thirty minutes
twenty-six chains and sixty-four links ; on the-north
by a line hearing east fifty-two chains and ninety-
one links ; thence by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 24 southerly and
easterly to the road forming the west boundary of
portion IA; and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Condamine River, at crossing of Main Western
Road from Dally, county of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at its intersection by the south side of the
main road from Dalby to Condamine, and bounded
thence on the south by the south side of that road
westerly to the east boundary of the reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1872,
page 13 ; on the north-west by that reserve north-
easterly to the Condamine River ; and on the north-
east by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook District (on the Telegraph line).
238 acres.
Commencing on the Laura River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over QG, and bounded thence by a
line running east-north-east fifty-three chains ;
thence by  a line  running north-north-west forty-five
chains ; thence by a line running west-south-west
fifty-three chains ; thence by a line running south-
south-east forty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Franklyn Vale Creek, county of Churchill, parish
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the south-west corner of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty-two chains and sixteen links, and
passing through a post on the bank of said creek ;
on the north- east  by a road two chains wide bearing
two hundred degrees one chain and twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty-five degrees and
twenty-one  minutes east  eleven chains and fifty-
nine links ; on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty-five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek, and passing through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 24th February, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1868."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Commissioners of Crown Lands under "  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will hold the
Sitting in pursuance of the fourth section of the
above-recited Act at the under-mentioned offices,
on the following dates :-
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Tuesday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes.
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday  in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday  in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Ofice, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in March, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BIIRBE.
At the Land Office, Norleanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and  every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , the fourth
Monday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days  falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the  followingday.
Courts, when necessary,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a Quarry, and placed under the
control of the Municipal Council of Brisbane.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres  2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing on the north-west side of Leich-
hardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 238 degrees  8 minutes  two chains and fifty
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 328
degrees  8 minutes  ten chains and forty- seven links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing  58 degrees 8
minutes two chains and fifty links ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 148 degrees 8 minutes
ten chains and forty-seven links Co the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective  grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land granted .-Selection  347,  Beenleigh District,
seven hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, selection 347,
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south- east  corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by  lines bearing  north 257 degrees 30
minutes east one hundred and eight chains, thence
north 151  degrees east  ninety-three chains to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
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Broadwater  northerly to the point of commence-
ment, -exclusive of  hree acres three roads and
twenty perches f,r a reser  ed road one chain wide,
as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,951 Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen acres one rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Jinoggera, portion
641.
Commencing on a road one  chain  wide, at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46  minutes, and  distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-
east corner  of portion 16 t, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line heari ng 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south-east by thatroad bearing 218 degrees five
chains  and forty-rime links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes ttvo  chains  and sixty-two and
a-half links, 231 degree, 41) minutes six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty-seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
i T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the 27th section of  "  114
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, Brisbane, Beenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
S CHEDULE OF  ROAt s APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant Situation .  Parish . i Area.
A.  H.  P.
I C. Shepperd  Road  reserved through I  Kholo  ... 1 3 11
portion J
9 J. Murtha  Road r( served through Pimpama 2 0 0
and R .  portion 13,  from Pim-
McCready , pima Cieek  easterly
to its ea.,t boundary
93 F G. Part  of road reserved Cedar  ...  1 2 30
Walker through portion 13
•3  Roads Dc -  Road separating por- Deuchar  ...  3 0 23
partment tion 15 from portion
• The c 'osure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection  with the opening  of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
ti pursuance of the to enty-tourth section ofI " The Crown Lands Alienation Act f 1868,"
it is hereby notified tor- gonurat oriafion; that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarilv reserved for the purposes named vti th respect
to each.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
RI sEhvE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Pariah of Iiure orah, rountr/ of Lelmc,re, near St.(r eorge.
160 acres.
Commencing at a paint bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line hearing south twenty chains ; oi. the south by
u line beai ing west forty chains ; on t I:e west by a
line bearing north forty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east fog ty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by a line bearing s,)uth twenty
chains to the point of commencement
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore, near St.
Georoe.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound.
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links; on the south-west
by a line bearing 236 degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links; on the
south-west by a line bearing. 320 degrees eighty
chains t^ the Bolonne River ; and on the north-
west by that river upv% ards to the point of com-
tuencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains and fifty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection 145; on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone River ; and by that river downwards to
the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February,  1877,
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
i ` Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall, be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant- 28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 187 5.
IN ame of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-Allotment 2,  section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted-Portion 9,  coiin1y Of_ S_tanley,
1 parish of Oxley, thirty -three acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stunley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links; on the south by a road
i one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
cast tvi o thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
I  that river upwards to the point of coinmencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
W r r
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1` "The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any public
.purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period afore said ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR A  SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portions  16,
18,  and 21.
21 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
north- east corner  of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on  the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty-one chains ; on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains  ; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty-one chains to the point of
commencement.
-Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
Wj 7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of+ "The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved fro m sale for  any public purpose,
notice thereof  shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby  given, that  at the expiration  of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands  hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for the purposes named with
respect to  each ,  and placed under  the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A. WHARF ,  MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east ,  being a line parallel  with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified  in  Government Gazette,  27th October,  1860;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark ,  spring tides  ;  thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly  to the  point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVIN G  ACCESS TO
THE WHAR
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes  east , being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west bcundary of reserve fox
wharves proclaimed 6th March, 1874; thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.N OTICE is hereby given,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the  intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFEREED To.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 685,  county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area , 68 acres,  1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by a line-bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links ; on the north by a line bearing west twenty-
four  chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fitty  links  wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north-west corner of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that  portion bearing east
nineteen chains fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
Brisbane River ;  and thence  by that  river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly,  35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of Indooroopilly.
Amended area ,  33 acres ,  0 roods, 7 perches ,  portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north -west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the nort h-west  by that  road bearing
north 28 _degrees 59--minutes eas  eight chains
R e-Ji- As ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east ten chains sixty -nine links  ;  thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy -two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links ;  thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four  links to a road
one chain wide  ; on the  east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south  by a line bearing west twenty -four chains
ninty -eight links to  the point  of commencement,-
exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station ,  as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the  Survey or-General 's Office,
the area of which has  been deucted  from the total
area.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
I
T is hereby, notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ;  and all persons  who may consider their
interests  affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen at  this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I
*2
A. H.B ro wnI Road separating portion
120 Nm portion 121
A. Binstead Reserved  ro ad through
portion 3 from the
south boundary to the
Coomera River
Oxley ...
Barrow
A.B.  '.
1 2 21
3 0
• This road is proposed to be closed  in exchange for a new road
further to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
IT is hereby notified for general information,that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all  persons  who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  this, and the
Land Agent's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. IL E.
1 B. Turich Roadeeparatingpor- Boyne  ...  6316
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,'
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degr ees
18 minutes  east,  being a line parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
thence north 300 degrees 1S minutes east fifty
links ; thence north 30 degrees 18 minutes east to
the Mary River low-water mark spring tides ;
thence by that mark upwards to a point bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east from the com-
mencing point ; and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18 minutes east to the point of commence-
ment.
BESERVp FOR WATER, WIDE BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of13rooyar.
2,560 acres.Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection  b the north boundary  of selec-
ion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing east one hundred and sixty chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty-seven links ; again
on the south by a line bearing west fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek, and pas-
sing  through a post three hundred and ten links
from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
443, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE  FOR A POUND,  ST. GEOEaE.
County of Belmore, parish of St. George, town of
St. George , allotments  9 and  10  of  section  28.
2 acres
Commencing on the north-west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south- east  by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south-west by allotment
18 bearing 31 degrees five  chains;  on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street ; and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
.RESERVE FOJ .& MARKET.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 28.
3 acres 3 roods 17 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south-easterly h eechains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street ; on the south-east
by that street, bearing north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin-street; on the north-east by that street,
bearing north-westerly three chains and eighty-
nine links to the Burnett River, and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR A. FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and  town  of Bundaberg
allotments  1 and 4 of section  29.
1 acre 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum-street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty-five links
to Quay street ; on the south-east by that street,
bearing north-easterly six chains; on the north-east
by allotment seven, bearing north-westerly thrett
chains to the Burnett River,  and on  the north-west
by that river upwards to the point of comm ence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES , ON THE BABROK
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK, FROM CAIRNS TO
THORNBOROUG}H.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence on part of the east by a line
bearing south fifty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred chains, crossing the
Barron River ; on the west by a line bearing north
one hundred chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east  one hundred chains , crossing  the Barron River;
and on the remainder, of the east by a line bearing
south fifty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
County of Churchill, parish of Tent Hill, portion
No. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tent Hill Creek,
at a point bearing 273 degrees, and distant eighty
links from a gum tree marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy links,  and passing  through a
post three hundred and seventy  links  from said
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creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by portion 43, bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing through a post one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek ; and on the east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redclife.
78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion 216, and
bounded thence on the south-west and south by
portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees
east fourteen chains and fifteen links, and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve chains ; again on the south by that
portion bearing east twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees east, one chain and eighty-
one links ; on the north-east and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees east ten chains,
and- west forty-seven chains and seventy links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
W
HERE48, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBURRA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
W
HFRE4S, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands dlienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County  of Churchill, parish of  Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north -east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty -four chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty -seven links ; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees east
twenty-four chains and seven links ; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and  five links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY,  NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish  of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
six chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north 323 degrees 3 minutes
east eleven chains and ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for Wharf  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres  1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street ; on the
south- east  by that street bearing north-easterly tell
chains to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly two chains and sixty
three links to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lauds,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds o
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted ,  and the names of the
Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct names and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and in every deed containing the erroneous
names and descriptions ,  and such grants and eve rryy
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
land ,granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three sores one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No.  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
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No. of Grant- 4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee -Charles W illiam Blakeney.
Land granted .- Portion  92 ,  county of Stanley,
parish  of Oxley, twenty-fi ve acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of St anley ,  parish  of Oxley,  portion No.  92.
25 acres  2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the  south by  a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty- five
chains five links ; on the west by a line bearing
north 359 deg re es 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty -five chains
four  links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that  road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
l and .granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty  acres  three roods.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  No.  1611
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south  corner  of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees 38  minutes east
thirty- one chains  fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains  fifty-one links; on the south-west by
i,lle north-east boundary ilne or portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty-one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich r ad 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees  3 minutes  east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees  8 minutes east
seven chains  eighty- seven links  to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel Joseph Wills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Landgranted.-Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Lulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1877.
I N pursuance of th  twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for  general information, that
the lands hereunder described have  been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE F:,&  A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST .  GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish and town of St. George,
allotment  6 of section 22.
1 acre. -
Commencing on the north-west side of Alfred
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52 degrees two  chains; on  the north
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north-west by allotment bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street ; and on the
south-east by that street bearing 142 degrees five
chains  to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
W HEREAS, by  the twenty-fifth  section of" The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,'
it is  provided that before  any Crown lands are  per-
manen tly reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby  given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  March, town  of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to  g ent street; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
Fos A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Departmert of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th November, 1876.
ERROR 121 DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1 Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of the
intended  grantees , to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, thecorrect names shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants, and in every
deed containing the erroneous names and such grants
respectively, and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant, 20th
September, 1876.
Name of Grantee -Holford Henry Adcock.
Land  G w-nta  Selection 1345, Ipswich- District,
county Canning, parish gilcoy,  650 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-Tbe  name Holford Henry
Adcock having  been inserted  in the deed of grant
as the  intended  grantee, instead  of Halford Henry
Adcock.
No. of Grant-31,973. Date of Grant-20th
Sept( mber, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted- Selection  1346, Ipswich District,
county Canning,  parish  Rilcoy,  1,157 acres.
Nature of 'Misnomer - The  name  Holford Henry
Adcock having  been inserted  in the deed  of grant
as the intended grantee, instead  of H alford Henry
Adcock.
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No. of Grant--31,975. Date of Grant, 20th
Se tember, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Holford Henry Adcock.
Land Granted-Selection  1344. Ipswich District,
county Canning, parish Kilcoy, 640 acres.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Holford Henry
Adcock having been inserted in the deed of grant
as the intended grantee. instead of Halford Henry
Adcock.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th November, 1876.
ERROR IN DEEDS.
L't
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by  instruments  endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct  names  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
names , and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE BEFEBBFD TO.
No. of Grant-14,795. Date of Grant, 9th July
1866.
Name of Grantee --A)fred Murray,  junior.
Land  Granted -Portion 37,  county of Churchill,
parish of  Gatton,  5 acres.Nature of Misnomer - The  name  Alfred Murray,
junior ,  having been inserted  in the deed  of grant as
the intended grantee, instead of  Alfred Murry.
No. of Grant - 18,834 . Date of Grant, 12th
August, 1868.
Name of Grantee -Alfred Wyatt Cook.
Land Granted-Portion  33, county-of Chnrchill,
parish  of Laidley,  15 acres,  3 roods.
Nature of Misnomer- The  name  Alfred Wyatt
Cook having been inserted in the  deed of grant as
the intended grantee, instead  of Arthur Wyatt
Cook.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 10th November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be . published in the  Goverment
Gazette  for *` irteen consecutive weeks : ^ otice
is hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOB  A SCHOOL ON  THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Xholo, county of Stanley.
About 70 acres.
mmencina  on 0-e- left, bank of the Brisbane
River, at the north- east corner  of portion _25, and
bounded thence by a line bearing north 180 degrees
30 minutes east about seventeen  chains ; on the
south by portion 49 bearing north 112  degrees east
seven chains  and thirty links, and north 88 degrees
east  thirteen chains to the east side of a road,
chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing north
40 degrees  east  seven chains and eighty-five links,
north 21 degrees east six chains, north 42 degrees
east five chains and eighty links, north 20 degrees
east nine  chains, north 27 degrees 30 minutes east
six chains and ninety-three links, north 28  degrees
east four chains, north 83 degrees 45 minutes east
three chains and sixty-seven links, north 39 degrees
east one chain and fifty-one links, north .  degrees
east two chains  and thirty-nine links, north 353 de
grees east  five chains and ninety-three links, north
337 degrees east eight chains and, twenty-five links,
and north 355 degrees 15 minutes east three chains
and forty-five links ; on the north by lines bearing
west ten chains and three links, and north 319 de-
grees  east six chains and sixty-six links ; again on
the west by part of portion 42 bearing south six
chains and seventy-four links to the Brisbane
River ; and on the north-west by that river down-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
a road  as marked  on map in the Surveyor-General's
office.
RESERVE FOB A  SCHOOL, LAIDLEY.
County of Churchill, parish and town of Zaidley.
I acre 2 roods 30 perches.
Commencing on the north side of Drayton street
at the south-west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing
north 86 degrees  east six  chains and fifty links, and
north 75 degrees east two chains ; on the north-east
by allotment 5 bearing north 345 degrees east two
chains and 50 links  to a lane  ; on the north-west by
that lane bearing north 255 degrees east eight
chains and thirty-two links ; and on the south-west
by a line bearing north 167 degrees and 30 minutes
east one chain and twenty-six links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL,  ON THE  ROAD FROM
WARWICK TO ToowooMBA, AT THE CROSSING
OF SPRING CREEK.
County of Aubigny, parish of Table-top.
4 acres 3 roods 19 perches.
Commencing on a road three chains wide at the
north- east  corner of portion 41 ; and bounded
thence on. the north-east by that road bearing north
335 degrees 20 minutes east thirteen chains and
nine links ; on the north by a line bearing west one
chain and thirty-eight links ; on the west by a line
bearing south eleven chains and ninety links ; and
on the south by portion 41 bearing east six chains
and eighty-two links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  Stanley ,  parish  of Maclean.
60 acres.
Commencing on the Teviot road at a point bear-
ing north 27 degrees  east,  and distant 112 links
from the north-west corner of portion 23; and
bounded thence on the north-west by that road
bearing north 27 degrees east twenty  chains and
twenty-seven links, and north 64 degrees east
twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing east
four chains and thirty-three links ; on the east by a
line bearing south thirty chains and ten links to a
road one chain wide ; and on the south by that
road bearing north 270 degrees thirty minutes east
twenty-nine chains and eighty links to the point of
commencement.
NEW STREET, TO GIVE ACCESS TO  THE QUEEN'S
WHARF, TOWN OF MABYBOBOUGH.
1 chain wide.
Commencing on the north-east side of Wharf
street at the south corner of reserve for Immigra-
tion Depit ; bounded thence by the south-east
boundary of said reserve, being a line bearing about
north thirty degrees eighteen  minutes east  225 links
to the east corner of said reserve ; thence on the
north-east by  a line  at right-angles to aforesaid
boundary , being a line  bearing about north 120
degrees 18 minutes  east 649  links  to the left bank
of the River Mary ; thence by said bank- of the
river upwards bearing north three hundred and
twenty-six degrees forty eight minutes north 225
links in a direct line ; thence by a line bearing about
north three hundred degrees eighteen minutes east
750 links to the north corner of the Customs
Reserve ; thence by the north-west boundary of
said reserve bearing about north two hundred and
ten degrees eighteen  minutes east  125 links to the
west corner  of the Customs Reserve ; and thence
by a line bearing about north three hundred degrees
eighteen minutes east 100 links to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th December, 1876.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of  '° The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of'  1868 " has been
made for the closing of the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
N o. ! Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
S. Fountain Road separating  Burpengary
A.  X. P.
2 1 15
2
portion 38 from
portion 39
S. Fountain Road separating Burpengary 2 1 29
portion 49 from
portion 50
Department of Public Lauds,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1876.
7 H BIAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 1 11 The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved  from sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for the purposes
named with respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL NEAR GOwBIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba, portion
No. 421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that portion bearing
south twenty-six chains and sixty-seven links ; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and ninety-three links, and 42 d egrees 58
minutes seven chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL, RoMA.
County of Waldegrave, parisk of Roma, town of
.jfoma, allotments  1, 2,  3, 4, 6,  7, 8, and 9, of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north-west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north by that street bearing
east five chains to Arthur gtreet ; on the east by that
street bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne street ; and on the West by that street
bearing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION OF THE HOSPITAL RFSERVE, Coo]R-
TOWN.
County of  Banks, parish  of Cook, town  of Cook-
town ,  allotment 7 of section 8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
9 degrees and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north-east by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degree and
10 minutes east 8 chains  ;  and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes east three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 24th November, 1876.Vr T HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of 1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a Cemetery.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, MOORE'S CREEK,
NORTH ROCR$AMPTON.
Portion 235, parisk of Murchison, county of
Livingstone.
33 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Moore's Creek
at the south corner of portion 171, and bounded
thence on the north-east by part of that portion
bearing north 43 degrees west ten chains and fifty
links ; on the north-west by portion 235A bearing
south 47 degrees west eighteen chains and thirty-
six links ; on the south-west by the Yaamba road
and a line bearing south 30 degrees east twenty-one
chains and forty links to Moore's Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.NN OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
purst}ance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under Ijis  If and and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the dames of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the Act aforesaid, the correct names shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Names of Grantees-Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of Grant-31,675. Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
Description of Land Granted-Allotment 2 of
section 1, town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
91 perches.
Nature of Misnomer-The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended  grantees , instead of
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron Rodgers.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisba;e, 22nd December, 1876.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the 27th section of If  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " has been
made for closing the ugdermentioned Road ;
and all persons  who may consider  their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the road  can be seen  at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD  APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 4. Jarrott
and
David Hall
Situation.
]Roads separating por-
tions 223 and 225,
from portion 229
Parish.
Warner
Area.
A.  R.  T.
3 3 32
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE,
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction
1 of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-sven to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is tibia at  the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient, however, of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans,  tangements  have been made
by which) on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
oy that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will  be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring  the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR..
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
7 T is hereby notified that any persons erecting
buildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay, will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 18'17.
NOTICE.
It is hereby notified for general information, that
any Licensed Auctioneer may be employed
for the sale of Government property, subject to the
approval of the Ministerial Head of the Department
concerned.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, LOW ISLAND, NEAR CAIRNS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Cooktown, and Works
Office, `Townsville, until 4 o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 6th April next, from persons willing
to contract for the erection of a Lighthouse on Low
Island, near Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lighthouse,
Lobo Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Cooktown, and Foreman
of Works' Office, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AN D OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WESTWOOD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Westwood, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd March,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Westwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Ofiee, Westwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,.at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Westwood.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1877.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.
TO BUILDE Ii S AND OTHERS.
PLATFORM EXTENSIONS, PASSENGER
SHED, AND PORTER'S COTTAGE, AT
MILTON.
IIENDERS will be received at Commissioner
for Railways' Office, until 4 o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 2nd March, from persons willing to
contract for extending the Platform and for the
erection of a Passenger Shed and Porter's Cottage
at Milton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Platform
Extensions, (4c., at Milton."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th Februuary, 187 7.
S. AND W. RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PLATFORM EXTENSIONS AND PASSEN-
GER SHED AT TOOWONG.
I T
ENDERS will be received at the Commissioner
for Railways' Office, until Font o'clock p.m.
on FRIDAY, the 2nd of March, from persons will-
ing to contract for extending the Platform, &c., and
for the erection  of a Passenger  Shed at Toowong.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Platform
Extensions, 4'c., at Toowonq."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at the Office
of the Chief  Engineer ,  Brisbane.
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_ Tenders must be sent  in on proper  printed forms,
and state the time within  which  it is proposed to
complete the  work ,  and at the foot of  every Tender
there must be  a
.memorandum  signed by  the partytendering ,  agreeing to'deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on am'lunt ut Tender as security for the due
perform:w ce of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma'est for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will  not be taken  ,into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
•  JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th February, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SERVICE RESERVOIR FOR WATERWORKS,
WARWICK.
TENDERS will be received  at this Office,  until
Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY ,  the 9th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Excavation  of a Service Reservoir  for the Water-
works, at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for E xcavation,
Warwick  Waterworks."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
at the Engineer  for Waterworks '  Office ,  Ipswich,
or at the Works ,  Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time  within which it is proposed to
complete the  work,  and at the  foot of every
Tender  there must be a memorandum signed by
the party  tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten Der cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender  being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourt een days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the 'render wil l not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO BAKERY ,  BENEVOLENT
' ASYLUM, DUNWICH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until 4o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY , the 9th March
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to the Bakery at the Benevolent
Asylum ,  Dunwich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for  Additions
to Bake ry ,  Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and furt her particulars obtained at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
sta' a the time within  which  it is 1 roposed to com-
plete the work, and at the  foot  of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten.
dering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  an.i undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver ,  at the  office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen  days  from
the usual notification of acceptance , a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender  will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES ,  GLADSTONE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
I. at the Telegraph Office, Gladstone, until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 16th March
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Post and  Telegraph  Offices at Gladstone.
' 'enders to be endorsed  "  lender for Post and
Telegraph  Office, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office and at the Telegraph Office, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent .  on amount of Tender ,  as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute  fand deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, it Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. .
I
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of` Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIG HTHOUSE ,  FLAT -TOP ISLAND.
1 ENDERS will be received  at this Office, and
at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay, until  4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
March next ,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Lighthouse at Flat -top Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for  Lighthouse,
Flat-top Island."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and  at  the Custom Houses ,  Rockhampton and
Mackay.
Tenders  must be on  proper printed  forms, and
state the time  within which  it is proposed to
complete  the work ,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there  must be  a memorandum signed by  the party
tendering, agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent. on amount of  Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract  in the event of the
Tender being accepted , and undert aking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from  the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond fo
Her Majesty  for securing such performance  ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessar ily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL,  TERROR 'S CREEK, NORTH
PINE.
ri T ENDER S will  be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 9th
March next ,  from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Primary School at Terror's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Primary
School , Terror' s Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Post Office,  North Pine.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum. signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
INFANTS' SCHOOL, TOOWOOMBA.
n `ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of an Infants' School at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Infants'
School, Toowoombu."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, James street, Too-
woomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due erformance of the Contract in the event of
the  Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Cro wn Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st February 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, &c., TO QUARANTINE STATION10
PEEL ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March,from persons willing tocontract for the erection of
Additions ,  and executing Repairs at the Quarantine
Station ,  Peel Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,4-c., Quarantine Station."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
-there must be a memorandum signed by the-party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE T11ORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE, MARY.
BOROUGH.
''GENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House. Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on F lI IDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Lunatic Reception House at Mary-
borough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender .for Lunatic
Reception House, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due  perfoi mance  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO POST OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH.
MENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at Court House, Maryborough, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persons will ing  to contract for the erection of
Additions to Post Office, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Additions,
Post  Office, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, and-at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on pro per printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in'
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen' days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bund to Her Ma'est for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, IPSWICH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 Ve"- p: en- FRIDAY,- the 9th March
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Benevolent  Asylum  near  Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Benevolent
As lum , Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
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Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, ti Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will dot necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
RESIDENCE FOR SUB-COLLECTOR OF
CUSTOMS, COOKTOWN.T lENDERS will be received at this Office, and1 at Court House, Cooktown, until Pour o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March next, from
persofis willing to contract for the erection of a
Residence for the Sub-Collector of Customs at
Cooktown.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender ,for Residence,
Sub-Collector of Customs, Cooktown."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
sLen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at Court House, Cooktown.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memor ndum signed by the party
tendering, dgreeing to
deposit the sum of 10 percent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 21st f+'ebruary, 1817.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
i
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Warden, Thorn-
borough, during the month ended 31st January,
1877.
(For the Secretary for Mines,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. Name.
2296 Ah Sam
2297 Ah Pan
2298 W. F. Ray
2299 E. W. Spain
2300 M. Cameron
2301 William Crisp
2302  G.  W. Clarke
2303 J. V. Mulligan & Co.
No. Name.
2304 J. D. Little
2305 Andrew Zigimbene
2306 J. G. Harman
2307 W. Nettle
2308 J. S. Reid
2309 John Doyle
2310 Ah Sam
Commissioner  for Railwayys' Office,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
TENDERS FOR COAL.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 2nd March
next, from persons willing to contract for the supply
of Coal for the Southern and Western Railway, at
Toowoomba, for Locomotive Engines and Shops,
for one or two years, from 1st April, 1877.
The Coal must be of the best description, and
samples must be supplied to the Locomotive
Department, Ipswich, prior to the 2nd March.
Specifications, with further articulars, can be
seen at this Office, and at the Locomotive Depart-
ment, North Ipswich.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
REPAIRS, DREDGE " LYTTON."
T ENDERS  will be received at the Treasury,
Brisbane ,  until noon  on SATURDAY, 10th
March, for the supply of a full Set of Buckets (24)
and single Links  (48) for the Dredge "  Lytton,"
according to specification and plan to be seen at
the Office of Engineer of Harbors and Rivers,
Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
(For the Colonial Treasurer,)
R. M. STEWART.
The Treasury,
15th February, 1877.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANKBRANCHES of the above are now pen atAllora, Aramac, Ban na, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns Calliope, Cardwell,Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Cfarleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnathulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jiinna, Leyburn, Ma
Mtown. Mackay, Marl-borough, Maryborough, illchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
,xceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
FROM A POINT ON THE EXISTING LINE
BETWEEN THE TATE AND WALSH TELE-
GRAPH STATIONS TO THORNBOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY
,
the 19th day of
March next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under-mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
From a point on the existing line between the
Tate and Walsh Telegraph Stations to Thorn.borough, a distance of eighty-five miles, more or
less.
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Also for stretching an additional wire on the
existing  line of poles from the point of junction to
the Tate or Walsh Telegraph Station. The wire
and insulators to be supplied by the Government,
and delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
whole contract to be completed and handed over
to the Government within ten (10) months from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes.
sages , prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims  for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con.
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his  possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained  damages  for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as  sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown. Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings of  the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
.length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well  coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of  not less  than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special  permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed  in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator  pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or  splices  to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the  final  approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by,&im to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN,
pro  Postmaster- General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
ETURN of all Applications for Timber Licenses
I L made to the Bench of Magistrates, at
Charters Towers, from the 1st day of July, 1876,
to the 31st day of December, 1876, both days
inclusive.
H. H. MASSL,
Under Colonial  Secretary.
Applicant' s Name. Description of
WhetherAmount
License . granted or of Fee.refused.
Thomas Nicholls Hardwood Granted 1
W. D. Casey ... Employer's
Hardwood „ - - 1
Ditto ... ... 1
Ditto ... 1
Ditto ... 1
Ditto 1
Ditto ...
Ditto ... 1
J. Stocks ... ... Hardwood 1
J. Connors ... 1
Peter Barelletta ...  „ 1
John Deane ... ... Hardwood
Employer's „ 1
Ditto ... ...
W. D. Casey ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Charlee Lendram
John Reddy ...
... Hardwood
... „
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 50, parish of Burnett ,  county of Stanley, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office ,  Ipswich ; and all  persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this -date,
any we ll-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77.642. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF RsFEBENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 50, PARISH OF BURNETT,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS  A. PUBLIC  ROAD.
1%0. I Portion of Road. ReputedOwner. BreadthOccupier .  Bearings .  Lengths, ofRoad. Area.
chg. lks
1 Commencing on the Ipswich Conditional William Dob - ...  867° 0 '  10 0 160links 3 0 8 Ua-
reserved main no rt h - ,  Beg. Clause ,  A. bie 285° 40' 1s 58 fenced.
ern  ro ad ,  and running 899  " C. L. A.
westerly to join a  road  des qJ
on the north of the 1868."
portion ,  and leading to
Atkinson 's crossing.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new  Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
through  land in  the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
77-573.
m
m
How Held.
GEORGE THORN.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU GH PORTION 114, PARISH OF FORBES ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road:
moo
Reputed BreadthHow Held . Owner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  Of  Area .  Remarks.
I
Road.
1 From the road re- 2619 Homestead, Edward
served th ro ugh por -  Ipswich under Act Collins
tion 114  pansh of Register) of 1872
Forbes ,  south-
westerly to its
south boundary
chs.lks .  A.  R. P.
244° 40' 28 82 2 chains 6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having  deemed it expedient
to open a  new Road through Portion  421, parish  of Walloon, county of Churchill,  Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan
and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended  line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Ipswich ;  and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within  one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-34'7. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROU GH PORTION 421, PARISH OF WALLOON ,  COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL,
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
t °o Breadth
No. Portion  of Road . +>ao g How Held . ReputedOwner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of  Area.  Remarks.Road.
Pdxo°o
Chs. lks .  A. S. P.
I F ro m the south -east 1,668 Home -  Thomas  ...  326° 17 22 1 chain ... 2 2 0
boundary of po rt ion stead Hinks 285° 2 50
421, parish of Walloon ,  under 308° 6 28
north -westerly to  its  C. L. A.
no rt h -west boundary  Act of
1868
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road in Fassifern Scrub, parish of Fassifern, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road aboveznentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
77-58. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN FASSIFERN SCRUB ,  PARISH OF FASSIFERN , COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing at the
intersection of the
Ipswich road and
the east boundary
of port ion 41, and
ru nning south to
south boundary
Ipswich,
Register
How Held . Reputed Occupier  Bearings .  Lengths.Owner.
93  " C. L. A.  Julia Me-
Act  gf1868 " Analen
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chs. lkk A.  I. P.
Ju i a Me-  N. 181°  E. 1 86 101 links 0 0 35 Partly fen-
Analen cad
2 Commencing on the 309 Ditto Ditto  ...  J.McAnalen N. 1810 E. 28 441  100 links 2 3 15 Unimp ro ved
north-east corner
of port ion 43, and
running south to
its south -east cor-
ner
3 Commencing at the 2008
north-east 'orner
of portion 105, and
ru nning south to
its south boundary
Ditto  Richard Richard N. 180°  45' E. 26 64 100 links 3 2 26 Partly fen-
Brad field Bradfield cad and
cultivated
4 Commencing on the 2245 Ditto Elizabeth E Horton N. 90° 23'  E. 6 63  100 links 3 3 16 Ditto
north boundary of Horton N. 180°  48' E. 30 84
portion 128, and
ru nning west and
then south along
north and east
boundaries to its
south -east corner
5 Reserved  road be-  ... ...  The Crown  ... N.  1800 10' E. 16 22 Irregular 1 2 37
tween portions 207 166°  07' 4 23
and 161
6 Commencing on the 2380 Honlestead ,  Ferdinand F. Sonnburg  179° 57' 10 23 Ditto  0 3 18 Partly
west boundary  of  " C. L.  A.  Sonnburg under cul-
portion 151,  and Actof 1868"  tivation
ru nning south to
the south - west
corner
7  Triangular piece ... The Crown  ...  201° 46 '  1 80 Ditto 0 0 21
near south - west
corner portion 151
8 Reserved  ro ad be - ,.,  Ditto  ...  90° 46' 19 76 1 chain 1 3 38
tween portions 128
and 207
9 Deviation of  ro ad on 2380  " C. L. A.  Ferdinand  F. Sonnburg  90° 30'  7 28 Irregular 0 1 18
south boundary of  Act  q/1868 "  Sonnburg
portion 151
10  Deviation froadon  2489
south boundary of
portion 153
11 Deviation of same 3281
ro ad into po rt ion
173
12 Commencing at the 2223
north- west corner
of 138,  and  running
westerly through
port ion 126
Ditto Friederich F. Schuman -  90° 30 '  8 65 Ditto 2 1 29 Part  under
Schumache her cultivation
Ditto Christian C. Deick -  90° 30' 3 46 Ditto 0 035 Ditto
Deickmann mann
Ditto Thomas Thos.Heas-
Heasman man
90° 20'
266° 20'
8 61 1 chain  2 0 3 Ditto
13 52
13 Commencing on the  2833  1 Ditto John Me- John Mc- 2320201 J 6 38 Ditto 2 1 6
east boundary of Donald Donald 270°  45' 16 63
portion 162, and
running south-
west to its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
south-west corner
14 Commencing at the 3448  ...  Carl Deick -  C. Deick -  2870451  13 34 Ditto 6 0 24
south -east corner mann mann 248' 45' 9 52
and running west- 270° 46' 28 67
erly to the west
boundary of por-
tion 127
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 21 and 30, parish of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill, Moreton
District, through lands in the occupation of the person 'here under specified, which were originally granted
by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-421.
GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 21 AND 30 ,  PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY ,  COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
I
2
How Held. ReputedOwner.
i  I  BreadthOccupier. Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
rhs. lks. A.  R.  P.
Under  deed of  Darby Darby  90° 64 00 1 chain 6 1 24
grant containing McGrath McGrath
a general reser-
vation for  ro ads
Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  134' 15'  15 37 1 chain 2 3 13
109° 30' 1 301  1  81° 13 32
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST  NOTICE.
IS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedien
to open  p.irt  of a new Road from Beaudesert to Nindooimbah ,  parishes of Beaudesert and
F indooimbab , county of Ward,  District of Moreton , through  lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified ,  being lands whereof some part was originally granted  by Deed  of Grant
containing a reservation of all  such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways,
and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth  :  Notice is
hereby given , that  a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ;
and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public
Works, within one month from this date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of  the Road in question.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDESERT TO NINDOOIMBAH , COUNTY OF WARD,
DISTRICT  OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road . No. of How held.selec-
tion.
1 Running southerly and 287  " Crown
south -easterly  from Bris -  Lands
the north to the bane  Alienation
south boundary of Register  Act  of
portion 2,  parish of  1868
Beaudesert
Portion  of Road.
Commencing  at the N.W. corner XXI
of portion  21, and running  "  Leasing
east to its  N.E. corner  Act of
1886"
Commencing in the west boun-
dary of portion 30, and run-
ning westerly to the Warwick
ro ad
Register
No. of
Selection.
2 Running  south-easterly 1182 Ditto
from the boundary of Eris-
portion 72 to the bane
originally reserved  Register
ro ad I
3 Running easterly and
south-easterly from
the west houndary of,
Nindooimbah Pre-
emptive No .  1, to the,
main road to Beenleigh
Under Deed
of Grant
contain-
ing a gen-
eral reser-
vation for
ro ads
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings. Lengths .
Breadth
of Area . R.emarkr.
Road.
ohs. lks. Links . A. A.. P.
George ... 189° 0' 24 03 150 14 1 5 Old re-
Robinson 149° 30' 16 12 served
159° 10' 12 17 road to be
161° 45'  8 68 closed.
165° 8'  33 88
Ernest White 1650  8' 19 40 150 2 3 32 Corres-
J. D. White ... J.D. White 8t° 25' 11 94 150 4 2 6
ponding
part of old
reserved
ro ad to be
closed
1130 10' 18 09
BRANCH ROAD CONNECTING THE
1 Running north-easterly 287
from the south -west Bris-
corner of portion 2, bane
parish of Beaudesert ,  Register
to the above road,from Beaudesert to
Crown
Lands
Alienatioi
Act of
1868"
George
ABOVE ROAD WITH THE TELEMON ROAD.
35° 15' 14 14 150 2 0 0
Nindooimbah
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road, being the continuation of Caxton street, Brisbane, through the Jewish
Cemetery, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of
the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77.420. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF THE CONTINUATION  OF CAX TON STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
1 Running north -westerly th ro ugh The Trustees ... Resumed por - 293° 30'
the northern half of the Jewish tion unocou-
Cemetery pied
Length inBreadth
Chains . of Area.Road.
Remarks.
ohs. iks. A. R. P. I2 72 Irre- 0 0 32 Fenced.
gular
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 208, parish of England, county of Cavendish, Moreton
District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.
76-4844.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION l08, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road .
I Running south -easterly
fro m ti'e west boun -
dary of portion 208 to
Loekyer 's Creek
CD.S
16  8 HowHeld . Reputed I Occupier .Owner . Bearings . Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area. Remarks.
Q m
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
203 "  Crown John John 168° 2 90 100 links 2 0 0 West boun-
Lands Noonan Noonan 108° 22' 14 34 dary
Aliena - 156° 3 70 fenced with
tion Act two-rail
of 1868 " I fence.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
11 to open a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1, parish of Northbrook,
county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-394.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH NORTHBROOK PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASE No. 1, PARISH OF
NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No I
IRegisterl
No. of lPortion of Road How H ld Reputed O i
Breadth
. . Selec-
tion.
e . Owner. ccup er . Bearings. Lengths. of
Road.
Area.
1 From the south bound- ... Under Deed of Grant I William N. 0° 50' E.
ch. Ike.
20 0 3 chains
A. R. P.
6 0 0
ary of Northbrook  pre- containinga general Pearson
emptive purchase No. reservation  for  roads
1, northerly to its north 1
boundary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of Warner, county of Stanley,
Moreton District ,  through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for
Public Works, within one month from this date, any well grounded objections which may exist to the
formation of the road in question.
77-61.
GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER , COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MOBETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
+go0
ra
How Held. Reputed Occupier.Owner.
1 Commencing at the 2156 Conditional Robe rtsouth -east corner of clause of Leitch
port ion 208, and  "C.L.A. Act
running north-west- of 1868 "
erly to its west
boundary
R. Leitch...
2 Commencing at the 2170  "C.L.A. Act  Henry H. Walker;
south-east corner of of 1868" Walker
portion 246,  and
running westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the  ,..  Forfeited The Crown  ...
north boundary of selection
port ion 216 ,  and
running south - I
westerly to its west
boundary
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  30th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor,) with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemedit expedient to open a new Road from the Warwick Road to Harding's Selection, portion 411,
parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons  hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference showing the
intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-59. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDIN G'S SELECTION , PORTION
411, PARISH OF PUBGA ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the I
Warwick Road and
ru nning east along
no rt h boundary of
port ion 209
2 Commencing at the
south-west corner of
po rt ion 183, and run-
ning east to south-
east corner
3 Commencing at the
south -west corner of
portion 212, and  ru n-
ning westerly th ro ugh
that port ion and
Cro wn land, to north-
west corner of po rt ion
411
Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
305° 00' 27 20 1 chain 7 3 1 Fenced
295° 45' 28 18
283° 45' 17 31
270° 27' 5 00
270° 27' 15 08 Irregular  1 3 17 Partly)
fenced ;
house,
stockyard,
dtc.
259° 20' 4 98 Irregular 4 2 80
241° 00' 4 81
214° 00' 4 95
237° 00' 12 22
J
Q o
mo+ How Held . Reputed Occupier. Bearings
czo
.Owner.
Crown land 90°
442 Conditional Thos .  Unoccu- 90° 36'
Clause  " C. L.  Glynn
A. Act of
1868"
pied
759 Conditional Francis Francis 90° 12'
Clause  " C. L.
A. Act of
1868"
Porter
Crown
Porter
laud
Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
ohs. lks.l  A. R. P.I
46 68 1 chain  ...  4 2 24  Through water
reserve.
39 09 1 chain  ...  3 3 26 Adjoining land
fenced-two
rails. ,
20 73 Irregular 1 1 20 This  land was
being fenced
at time of
1 chain  ...  2 0 11 survey.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of November, folio 997 of  the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road from Goomburra up the Valley of Dalrymple Creek to
Selection  594 W.R., parishes of Glengallan and Gladfield, county of Merivale, through lands in the
occupation  of the several persons hereunder specified ,  being lands whereof  some part was originally,
granted by Deed of Grant  containing  a special reservation for Roads, and whereof the residue is held
under  other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is
herefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office
Allora. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation  in respect of the said Road are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within
forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such
compensation ,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-4801.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM GOOMBURRA  UP THE VALLEY OF DALEYMPLE  CREEK TO SELECTION
594 W .R.,  PARISHES  OF GLENGALLAN AND GLADFIELD, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS,
INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Po rt ion of Road . . c How held.;4
m
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .
1 From junction  with  ...  Under deed C. H. Green ,  Unoccupied
Allora and Goom- of grant Hodgson,
burrs Homestead road  containing McLean,
in pre -emptive 2, east- a special  and Green
erly  to its  east boun -  reserva-
dary  tion for
roads
2 Running  north -easterly 1796  "Leasing  Chs. Brown Ditto
through selection  250  Act of  Fisher18661,
I
3 Running  north -easterly 1897  Ditto Ditto Ditto
through  selection 260
4 Running north -easterly 2194 Ditto  C. H. Green Ditto
th ro ugh selection 589
5 Running no rt h -easterly 2193 Ditto  Ditto Ditto
th ro ugh selection 536
0 Running  north -easterly 2192  Ditto Ditto Ditto
th ro ugh selection  537,
and south -easterly to
its east boundary
7 Running  Pouth- easterly , ...  Pastoral  The Crown  C. H. Green
east ,  and north -  lease
easterly th ro ugh
Cro wn land to south
boundary of selection
278
8 Running  northerly and 1852  Leasing  Thurtle Unoccupied
easterly from the  Act of  Fisher
south to the east boun- 1866 " idary of selection 278
9 Running easterly  1853 Ditto Ditto Ditto
through selection 279
10 Running  north -easterly  W. R.  "Land Act  C.  H Green Ditto
through selection 593 593 of 1868 "
11 Running  north -easterly  W. R. Ditto Ditto Ditto
from the west  boun- 694
dary of selection 594
to junction  with road
near water reserve in
said selection
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chs.lks .  A.  R.  P.
790 25 '  14 00  1 chain 1 2 26 Part  of pad-
66°15' 3 47 dock-fence
86° 15'  21 86 Ditto 2 0
on this se-
lection.
30 Unimp ro ved
660151  15 02  Ditto  2 0 31 Fence620461  6 95 crosses
i620461 26 46 Ditto  2 2 selecton.7 Unimp ro ved
620461 27 60 Ditto  3 0 37  Ditto
45° 0'  4 73
46° 0'  7 26 Ditto  3 2 8 Unimproved
340  0'  6 00 selection
47° 0'  4 00
74°25'  4 84
116° 3' 13 32
116° 3' 17 01 Ditto 17 1 J Open box,
88° 40' 60 00 gum, and
46°45' 58 75 apple forest.160391 4 68 Wire -fence
15° 19' 23 80 crosses48016/ 7 01 road.
16° 36' 0 74
16° 36' 9 26 Ditto 2 0 20 Unimproved
540 44'  7 59
92° 50'  5 30
92° 50'  19 94 Ditto 2 0 0 Ditto.
92° 50' 2 37 Ditto 9 0 0 Ditto.
51° 47'  26
400221  14 7034670551  32 03
84° 10'  11 73
60° 15'  2 94
60° 15' 15 09 Ditto 1 2 6 Ditto
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of October, folio 789 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road, being part of a Road from Cressbrook to Gatton, parish of
Gatton, county of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Gatton. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the
date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they
are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
76-2675. JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM CRESsBROOK TO GATTON, THROUGH PORTION 74,
PARISH OF GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion of Road
•. cl
How held Reputed Occupier Bearings
Breadth
ofLengths Area Remarks. . .
W m Owner.
. . .
Road.
. .
chs. lks. A. R. P. 1
1 A strip of  land along
the east boundary of
Under Deed
of Grant
Robert
Bell
Robert
Bell
166° 0'
105° 15'
2 45
2 961 Irregular
5 0 36 'Partly fenced
i and cleared
Portion 74 containing 180° 0' 33 63} 1 chain ...
a general
reservation
for roads
NOTE -The above Book of Reference cancels reference No. 2 of the one dated 1st July, 1875, and proclaimed in the
Government Gazette,  folio 1313.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 71, 108, 107, and 66, parish of Samsonvale, county of
Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary
for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-groundei objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS, 7], 108, 107, AND 66, PARISH OF SAMSONYALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .  v How held . Reputed
CDZ
m Owner .
rn
I Commencing on a re- 1473  UnderLand  Hugh
served road near the  Act  of 1868 Strain
North Pine River, and
running north-west-
erly to the north boun-
dary of portion 71
2 Commencing on the 2392 Ditto ... Ditto ...
south boundary of
portion 108, and run-
ning north -westerly
to its northbound ary
3 Branch road from new 2392 Ditto ... Ditto  ...
ro ad along  the north
boundary r of portion
108, to its north-west
corner
4 Branch road from new 2351 Ditto . ..  William
road along the south Nugent
boundary  to  south-
west corner of portion
107
6 Commencing on the 2351 Ditto ...  Ditto  ...
south boundary of
portion 107,  and run-
ning north westerly
to its north-west corner
Commencing on the 1453 Ditto  ...  Ditto .. .
south boundary of I
portion 66, and run-
ning  north-westerly
to  a reserved road
Occupier . Bearings . Lengths . Breadthof Road. Area .  Remarks.
chs. Iks. A. R. P.
H .  Strain ... 279° 33 4 78 1 chain ... 0 2 9 Partly
324° Of 1 481 cleared
I I
Ditto ... ' 324° 0' 4 581, 1 chain
312° 0' 4 25
Partly
cleared and
} 1 2 30{ cultivated,
Ditto  ...
I
West ...  15 00 50 links reservedroad
to be closed
J l
W. Nugent West ...  11 80 50 links
Partly
clearedre-
Ditto ... 293° 0' 9 114 1 chain
2 023 ,
to
served road
be  closed314° 5' 4 80;
J l
Ditto ... 269° 13'  8 90 1 chain ... 2 3 18 Unimproved
I 300° 0' 4 30 scrub land,
313° 0' 4 50 part of
338° 0'  3 0 reserved
301° 0'  4 644 road  to be
1° 11' 3 84 closed.
NoTE-Nos .  3 and 4 cancel the Book of Reference published in  the  Government Gazette  of November 11th, 1876,  folio 996.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TAMBORINE AND TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1349 of the  GovernmentGazett ,  relative to the opening of a New Ro d through Po tions 1 and 63, Parish of Tamborine,
and Portion 19, parish of Tabragalba, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation  in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such  compensation ,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-261.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 61 AND 63, PARISH OF TAMBORINE, AND POR-
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on a
surveyed road in
portion 63,  and run-
ning northerly to
its north boundary
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 61, and
running northerly
to the Coburg
River
3 Running  northerly
thrc .ugh portion 19,
across a bend of
the Coburg River
Register
No of Reputed Occupier Bea ringsHow Held Lengths
I
Breadth I Area.
.
Selection.
. .. Owner. . of Road.
chs. lks. 1 A. R. P.
Brisbane Immigra -  Thomas T.  Irving N .  370 E. 5 00 1 chain 1 3 8
Register tion selec -  Irving N .  33° E. 8 10
2025t tion N. 345° 30' E. 4 62
85
2026 Under  Land  Charles Unoccupied N.3451301 E. 9 9 1 chain 1 0 0 J
Act of  1868 Holmes
1412 Under  Land  William Unoccupied N. 343°  28' E. 3 16 1 chain 2 10 0
Act  of 1868 Holmes N. 6° 0' E . 12 41$
N. 18° 581E. 3 30
Remarks.
Forest land,
fenced ;
slight a itera-
tion of re-
served road.
Forest land,
fenced;
slight altera-
tion of re-
served road.
Forest land,
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 2nd day of January, 1877, folio 45 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon,
county of Ward, through  lands in  the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons  desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim  must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the  persons so  claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76.5216.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner.
I From the  road reserved  through 2286  Homestead under  Edwin Brook
portion 33 westerly and south -  " C. L. A. Act of
westerly to its  west corner 1868"
2 Fro m the c ro ssing place on 2286  Ditto ... ...  Ditto ...
Christmas  Creek north-west-
erly and south -westerly to
join the above
3 From  the south corner of por -  2291 Ditto  ... ...  Michael
tion 34 north -westerly along Cahill
its south -west boundary to
the west corner
Occupier. (Bea rings. Lengths. Breadth
of Road. Area.
chs.lks. '
273° 25 94  It  chains1 6 2
318° 30' 10 35 1 chain
300° 7 8 and
236° 37 87 irregular
326' ' 48 0 It chains
6 i
7 1 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedien
to open a new Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish of Cunningham, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts there-
of as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other
titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-5927. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF  ROAD FROM  WARWICK  TO KILLARNEY ,  PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM$
COUNTY OF  MERIVALE , DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Na. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
ohs. 1ks.l  A. B.P.
Chas .  Smith Unoccupied 92° 37' 29 03 2 chains  5 3 9 South boun'ary
of portion
fenced
Chas .  Smith Unoccupied 92° 37' 28 98 2 chains, 7 2 29 Apparently un-
and irre - improved
gular
J. D.
Macansh Unoccupied 89° 60' 30 43 Portion 1 2 3 South boundary
resumed, fenced, and
50 links fence crosses
Alexander Unoccupied 890 50'  59 93 2 chains 12 0
selection
0 Unimproved ;
Macdonald part  forest and
Alexander Unoccupied 890 50'  57 31 2 chains 11 1
part plain
34 Iro n sheep-shed
Macdonald, on selection
Alexander Unoccupied 89° 50' 16 33 2 chains 11 1 30 Unimp roved ;
Macdonald  I  111° 00'  40 84 open box
forest
Alexander Unoccupied 1110 00' 68 20 2 chains 11 2 22 Sheep -shed on
Macdonald selection
Alexander Unoccupied 111°00' 29 35 2 chains 12 1 35 Sheep-shed on
Macdonald 96° 00'  20 53 selection
133°10' 12 24
Alexander Unoccupied 138° 22 95 2 chains 4 0 130 Unimproved
Macdonald
.
forest land
J. D. J. D. 1220 30' 60 0 2 chains 37 3 17 South and part
Macansh Macansh  137° 20 40 0 of east boun-
970 80 1 dary; fenced
J. D. J. D. ; 97' 15 86 2 chains 2 2 31 Unimp roved
Macansh Macansh forest ridges;
black soil.
I Running easterly  i  2128 Selection
through portion under
428, parish of  " The Leas-
Cunningham  ing Act of
1866"
3 Running easterly 2129 Ditto
from the west to
the east boundary
of portion 429
3 A strip 50 links wide, W. R.,
off part of the north No. 6
boundary of selec-
tion 6
4 Running  out  from 1902
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 139
Under  deed
of grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Selection
under
" The Leaa-
tng Act of
1866"
6 Running east  from 1888 Ditto
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 274
6 Running east end 2040  Ditto ...
south-easterly fro m
the west to the
east boundary of
port ion 272
7 Running south -east- 2143 Ditto
erly fro m the west
to the east boun-
dary of portion 160
8 Running south -east- 1878 Ditto
erly and north-east-
erly fro m the west
to theeastboundary
of portion 273
9 Running south -east- 2018 Ditto
erly from the west
to the south boun-
dary of portion 275
10 Running  from the W. R,
north boundary of No.72
selection No. 72
south-easterly and
easterly to  its east
boundary
Under deed
of grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for  ro ads
41 Running from the  ... Ditto  ...
west boundary of
Killarney pre-emp-
tive 68 easterly to
function with road
already proclaimed
in said pre -emptive
NoTE.- The above Book of Reference cancels Proclamation of a  ro ad fro m Warwick to Selection  (W.R.) No .  660, on Parm Creek,
s4a Saw Mills ,  and  fr om Warwick and Farm Creek road to Ki llarney ,  par ish of Cunningham ,  county of Merivale ,  dated 11th Septembur
1676. (See  Gover.msent Gaeette ,  folio 623.)
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON  DISTRICT.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of December, 1876, folio 45 of the  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the  several persons  hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given , that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred  to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane , and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect  of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
76-6701. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MOREToN DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
"
M a
mz-PA
How held. ReputedOwner.
1 Fro m the south -east 2897 Homestead Heinrich
corner of portion 40, under 0  L.I Goebel
no rt herly along  its  A. Act of
east boundary to the 1868
north-east corner
2 From the south -east 3846 Homestead Alfred Rose
corner of po rt ion  41, 1 underC.L.
no rt herly along its  A. Act of
east boundary to thel 1868
nort h -east corner
How Held.
Bearings. Lengths.
24 0 1 chain
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th January, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SOUTH BRISBANE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 6th day of December, 1876, folio 1282 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new. Road to the South Brisbane and Toowong Perry,
parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified, which were originally granted by needs of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
accordin to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary
for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
(For Secretary for Public Works,)
17-106.  JOHN DOUGLAS.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TO THE SOUTH  BRISBANE  AND TOOWONG  FERRY, PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A strip of land  off  the
no rt h -east boundary
of subdivision 2 of
suburban allotment
43
2 A st ri p of land off the
south-west boundary
of subdivision C of
suburban allotments
42 and 43
Reputed I
Owner. Occupier.
Occupier.
chs, lks.
Breadth Area. Remarks.of Road.
a. r. p.
1 chain 2 2 0... North ... 24 0
North ...
Bea rings.
Under Deed E. H. E. H .  2900 0J
of Grant Harries Harries
containing a
general  reser-
vation for
ro ads
Ditto  ,.  Thos. I Thos. 290° a
Thomson Thomson
I
Lengths. Breadth ofRoad.
2 2 01
Area .  Remarks.
-
1-1
chs. lks .  A.  R.  P.
17 20  32 links 0 2 S Agricul-tural
fenced
4 00 20 links 0 0 13 Agricul-tural land,
fenced
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BROMELTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1354 of the  Governnten,
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the tlai3 Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim  must  be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76.4831. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTIONS  7 AND  8, PARISH OF BROMELTON,  COUNTY OF
WARD, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
;
c
0
50 `
I Commencing on the Brisbane
south boundary of Register
portion 7, and run- 1734
ning north and north-
westerly
2 Commencing on the 1839
south boundary of
portion 8 ,  and run-
ning  not th -westerly
to a surveyed road
How Held. ReputedOwner
Under  Land'  John
Act of  1868 Murray
Occupier Bearings. Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area.
ohs.  lks A. R.  V.
John North 30 00 1 chain 5 1 0
Murray N .  315° E. 22  54
Under  Land  Catherine Catherine  N. 315°  E. 10 98 1 chain 1 0 20
Act of  1868  Colgan Colgan
Remarks
Open
forest
land.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.THE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements of the Trustees of the Bundaberg Cemetery,for the year ended 31st December, 1876, is hereby published fot general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE BUNDABERO CEMETERY ,  FOR THE YEAR ENDED
31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
RECEIPTS.
£ s. d.
EXPENDITURE.
£ a. d.
Balance from  1875 ... ... ... ... 50 0 0 Fencing in  the ground ... ... ... 104 0 0
Government Grant ... ... ... ... 50 0 0
We, the  undersigned ,  Trustees of the Bundaberg General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended 31st December,
1876, is correct  ;  and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by virtue of the  provisions  of  " The Ouths AN of  1867."
ALEXANDER WALKER,
J. H. CUTHCART, 5Trustees.
WALTER ADAMS,
Declared and signed before me, this  14th day of February, 1877.
JAMES PRINGLE, J.P.
S TATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE  of the GAYNDAH MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, from the1st July to 31st December, 1876.
Dr.
1st July, 1876.
To Balance  ... ... ... ...
Rates  for half -year ...
„ Assessment  on stock for half-year
Government  grant, road repairs
„ Licenses  ... ... ...
„ Incidental  ... ... ...
Cr.
£ a. d.  31st December,  1876.  £ a. d
110 6 10 By  Improvements  ... ... ... ...  119 12 2
59 19 0 „ Printing ,  advertising ,  stationery, ex-
42 1 0 change, &c. ... ... ... ... 6 13 3
72 6 4  „  Salaries  ... ... ... ...  40 10 0
3 15 0  „  Rent of chambers  ... ...  5 4 0
28 5 9 „ Ferryman ... ... ... ... 2 10 0
„ Auditors ... ... ... ... ...  2 2 0
Law expenses , &c. ... ... ... 55 11 6
„ Balance, creditor... ... ... ... 88 11 0
£316 13 11 £316 13 11
I certify this statement to be correct.
J. BENSTED,
Chairman.
THos. BLACK,
Town Clerk.
We hereby certify that we have examined the Books of Accounts and Vouchers connected there-
with, kept by the G ayndah Municipal Council, and that the above corresponds therewith.
185
JOHN CONNOLLY, Auditors.HARRY BRYMA.N, I
15s.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 20th February, 1877.
(1 ENERAL ABSTRACT  Showing the AVERAGE LIABILITIEs and ASSETS,  and of the CAPITAL  and PROFITS  of the  undermentioned BANKS of  the COLONY of QUEENSLAND ,  for the Quarter
a' ended on the 31st  December, 1876.
BANKS. Notes in Circulation
not bearing Interest.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in Circulation Bills in Circulation
bearing Interest,  not bearing Interest.
Australian Joint Stock Bank ..,
Bank of New South Wales ,..
Union Bank of Australia .., .., ...
Bank of Australasia .. ...
Commercial  Banking Company of Sydney ...
Queensland  National Bank ..,
TOTALS
£ 8. d.
...  86,975 10 0
... ...  92,740 12  3
... ...  48,592 1  8
.,. ... 10,137 7 8
... ,..  18,976 17  8
... ... 88,013 17 8
... ...  345,436 1711
£ s. d. £ s. d.
873 18 5
£ s. d.
246)384 9 1
355,205 11 10
90,034 19 1053,304 15  5106,589 15 6
221,310 8 11
Interest.
£ s. d.
199,780 10 0
403,891 3 6
582,759 7 2
216,136 10 10
131,454 17 3
484,829 0 5
,.. 3,90410 8
,.. 4,731 5 4
.., 8,133 6 2
... 197 0 9
,., I 1,75710 9
14,597 12 1
ASSETS.
BANKS.
Australian Joint Stock Bank ... ... ...
Bank of New South Wales ... ... ...
Union Bank of Australia ... ...
Bank of Australasia  ... ... ... ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ,.,
Queensland National Bank  ,.. ... ,,,
TOTALS
BANKS.
Australian  Joint  Stock Bank
Bank of  New South Wales
Union Bank of Australia ,,.
Bank of Australasia  ,.. ... ...
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney
Queensland National Bank ... ...
Coined Gold and Gold and Silver in
Silver ,  and other Bullion or Bars, and
Coined Metals .  Stamp Account.
£ s. d. £ s. d.128,322 19 6 13,687 0 6
181,145 18  1 25,480 3 1
140,410 8 6 165  10 10
32,946 2 2  71  12  2
48,610 12 7
136,020 17  2  47,409 15  4
... ... ... 667,456 8 0 86,814  1 11
...
1,072,830 0  7 2,018,851 9 2
Government  Notes  and Bills of Balances due from
Securities.
Bills In Circulation
bearing Interest.
£ s. d.
Landed Property.
Balances  due to other Deposits not bearing Deposits bearing
Banks .  Interest.
£ 8. d.
4,409 10 5
12,966 17 8
54 13 10
25,089 5 3
42,520 7 2
other Banks .  other Banks.
£  d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
...  22,884 15  0 4,469 1 5
... 21,941 0 10 2,333 19 10
... 18,000 0  0 256 11 4
.,. 9,000 0 0 217 6 3
... 11,700 0 0  2,192 17  8
...  27,777 16  6  571 13 10
,.,  111,303  12  4  10,041  10  4
Capital paid up
to date. Rates per annum last Dividend.
500,000  8 per cent. per annum
... 1,000,000 171 per cent.  per annum
...
,,. 1,250,000  16 per cent. per annum and Bonus
,
4,700,000
1,200,000 121 per cent. per annum
500,000 25 per cent. per annum
250 000  8 per cent. per annum
£ s, d.
57 1 6
6,031 12 11
19,524 3 3
1,950 14 10
59,228 4 9
86,791 17 3
Bonus.
2s. per share , = 1o} V cent.
per anuum.
Amount of  all debts due
to the Banks ,  including
Notes, Bills of Exchange,
and all Stock and
Funded Debts of every
description ,  excepting
Notes,  Bills,and Balances
due to the  said Banks
from other Banks.
£ s. d.
612,714 19 3
611,674 10 0
528,975 7 1
458,361 5 8
371,033 18  4
817,286 3 9
Total Liabilities.
£ s. d.
538,423 17 11
868,708 15 11
726,118 5 0
282,712 0 1
257,273 5 0
821,000 3 0
3,494,236  6 11
Total Amount of
Assets.
£ s. d.
782,135 17 2
848,606 14  9
707,332 1 0
500,596 6 3
435,488 3 5
1,088,294 11 4
3,400,046 4 1 4,362,453 13 11
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
Amount of the Reserved
Profits at the time of
declaring such Dividend.
£  8, d. £ s. d.
26,250 0 0 96,726 4 9
87,500 0 0 420,000 0 0
100,000 0 0  507,816 17  5
75,000 0 0 382,242 5 7
62,500 0 0  410,123 15  1
10,000 0 0 23,017  9 11
361,250 0 0 I  1,839,926 12  9
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  5th February, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department ,  Southe rn  and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY, the 1Cth  March next ,  they will be sold by public auction,
to defray  expenses.
Station from.
Date. Station and Place .  Where found .  Desc ri ption of Article.
1876.
19 July
29
1 August
3 „
24
29
14 September
17
26
29
13 November
10 December
13
15
18
23
26
Date.
1875.
6 December ...
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
... Brisbane ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Ipswich ...Gat-ton ...
Walloon ...
Toowong ...
Brisbane ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Toowoomba
ditto ...
ditto ...
Toowong ...
Brisbane ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto... ...
... ditto ...
Toowong ...
Ipswich ...
Brisbane ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Toowoomba
Brisbane ...
Toowoomba
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON
Sender.
A.S.N. Co.. Ipswich ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
1 handkerchief
1 scarf
1 parasol
1 scarf pin
1 pair gloves
2 carpet bags
1 bag salt
1 boy's hat
1 pocket knife
1 box containing clothing
1 leather bag
2 waterproof coats
1 umbrella
1 waterproof coat
1 walking stick
2 cases empty  medicine bottles
1 felt hat
1 straw hat
1 jacket
1 bundle containing blankets
1 box containing clothing
1 carpet bag
1 shawl
1 jacket
1 waterproof
1 lady's hat
1 bag sundries
1 overcoat
1 tin can
1 child's cape
1 tin can
1 coat
1 hat
1 swag containing blankets
1 swag
1 bag sundries
STATION, 31ST  DECEMBER, 1876.
Station to.
Warwick ...
2nd class carriage
Brake van... ...
ditto ... ...
Carriage ... ...
ditto ...
(foods shed ...
Station
Line ...
Station ... ...
Platform ...
Carriage ...
ditto ...
ditto
Platform ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Line ...
ditto ...
Van ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Carriage ... ..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Line ... ...
Platform ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... .
HAND, IPSWICH
I Consignee.
G. Smith
Dese ription.
1 bundle bedding
1N OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by Public Auction, by J. V
J Jenkins, at his Rooms, Nicholas street, Ipswich, at Eleven (11) o'clock on THURSDAY, the 15th
March next, under the 114th section "  Customs Act of  1873."
Date of Bonding .  Marks . I  Description of Goods.
1869.
22 November  ... V No. 2
24
1872.
13 January ... P No. 3
656
27 March ... Q No. 1
699
Q No.3
699
Q No.4
699
K No.2
667
Quantities.
1 half-tierce tobacco ... 297 lbs.
1 quarter-cask sherry  wine 22 gallons
ditto ... ... ... 26 gallons
ditto ... ... ...  26 gallons
ditto ..: ... ...  26 gallons
1 quarter-cask port wine 24 gallons
By whom Warehoused.
R. Sparrow
Bright Bros .  and Co.
Webster  and Company
ditto
ditto
ditto
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector  of Customs.
Customs ,  Brisbane , 6th February, 1877.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 14th February, 1877.
THE following  SvarfLsiss of RAINFALL,  taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout theColony ,  during the Month of December , 1876,  are published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster -General.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1876.
Sao WING  the Latitude and Longitude ,  and distance from Sea -coast of each Station; also, the maximum
fall during 21 hours, and date of same, the number of  days on which Rain  fell, and  Total Rainfall
of the Month.
I Maximum
Name of Station .  Latitude (South ).  Longitude  (East' . Distance from  in 24 days
of Total
Sea-coast . hours,  ,  and date . fell. Ma ll.
Miles.  Inches.  Date.  Inches.
Banana  ... ... 24° 30' 150° 10' 80 1.05 23rd 7 2.87
Beechal Downs  ... ...  27 9 145  0 500 0.15 29th 1 0.15
Beenlei ggh  ... ...  27 49 153 8  10 I 1.43 25th 5 4.21
Bloomsbury*  ... ...  20 39 148 32 12
Bowen  ... ... ...  20 1 148 16 on coast  '  1.14 26th 5  2.25
Brisbane  ... ... 27 28  153 6 10 2.39 24th 6 3.76
Caamboon+  ...  ... 25 1 150 25 105
Cabulture  (Morayfield )...  27 7  152 55  5 .. .. 4 5.00
Cape Morefon  ... ...  27 •1 153 28 on coast 2.15 23rd 7 4.46
Cape York*  ... 10 40 142 35  on coast
Cardwell ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 4.80 29th 4 8.70Cashmere* ... ... 18 3 146 13 50
Charleville *  ... ... 26 35  146 6 350
Clermont ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 155 22nd 4 2.73
Cleveland  ... ...  27 32 153 18 on coast  1.25 24th 4 3.30
Condamine  ... ...  26 57 150 6 180 1.56 22nd 3 2.79
Cooktown* ... ... 15 27 145 15 one mile
Green  Creek* .., ... 18 0 142 0 119
Dalb yy  ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 2.24Dural*  .. ...  26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera  Reservoir  ...  27 27  152 55 16 1.58 23rd 5 3.00
Gayndah  .. .. 25  38 151 36  72 1.25  25th 5 2.72
Georgetown,Ethridge Riv. 17 57 143 40 176 1.42 29th 8 4.15
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133 1.52 29th 8 4.32
Gladstone ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 1.60 23rd 2 2.90
Goodna  ... ... ...  27 36 152 66 21 1.35 23rd 6 2.43
Goondiwindit ... ... ... ... ... 0'10 24th 4 0.28
e,  ..  26 12  152 38  30vmmppie
Helidon *  ... ... 27 39 152 3 60
Herbert River, Lowers`... 18 25 146 6 5
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 0.91 23rd 4 2.11Jimbourt ... ... ..
Junction Creek ... ... 17 46 144*** 9 78 1.34 26th 9 3.58
Keppel Bay ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 0 65 28th 5 1.39
'Kimberley ... ... 17 28 141 0 on coast 1.00 13th 2 1105
Lytton  ... ... 27 25  153 11 on coast 2 .00 23rd 4 3.44
Mackay  ,.,  21 10 149 5 5 1.18 1st 8 609
Marlborough  .. ...  22 57  150 1 40 2.12 3rd 4 3.17
Maryborough  ... ...  25 35 152 43 18 4.98
Maryland  ... 0.74 26th 9 2.02
Nebo ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 1.53 1st 6 3.66
Normanton ... ... 17 38 141 25 38 1.65 28th 4 4.90Ravenswood ...  20 20 146 50 70 .. . ...  2.00
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 ... ... 8 3.20
Roma*  ... ...  ... 26 37  148 42 230
Sandy Cape .. ... 24 48 153 25 on coast 2.75 24th 10 5.58
Springsure (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 1.47 25th 6 3.52
Stanthorpe ... ... 28 40 152 0 90 0.38 16th 2 0.70
St. Helena*  ... ...  27 26 153 16 on coast
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 149 30 8 3.80 1st 5 5.13
Tambot ... ... ... ... ...  6 2.34
Talgait ... ... ... ... ... ... 080 23rd 7 2.80
Taroom*  ... ...  25 38 149 45 160
Toowoomba ... .,. 27 34 152 10 80 0.89 12th 8 3.40
Townsville .. ... 19 18 146 50 on coast 1.53 28th 3 3.78
Valley of Lagoons* ... 18 23 145 0 140
Warwick ... 28 12 152 16 90 0.48 16th 9 2.07
Waterview 18 5 146 10 5 3.37 29th 6 8.02
Westbrook,Darl. Downst .. 1.01 12th 6 2.70
Westwood .. ... 23 38 150 8 46 1.49 26th 3 2.43
Woody Island* ... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast
Yandillat ... ... ... ... ... 0.21 12th 6 0.63
*  No Return received . t  New Station . t  No Bain fell.
Greatest Rainfall during the month ,  8.70 inc hes, was at Cardwell .  Greatest number of days rain  fell, 10,  at Sandy Cape.
Greatest fall in  24 hours ,  4*80 inches, on 29th ,  at Cardwell.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological  Observer.
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Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
lv 0IUT It E Il N RAILWAY .-On and after 16th  O ctober, 1876, the following Time Table will come
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
10
15
24
30
Stations.
Roc'cha nptor, depart
Gracemere ... ...
Ten-Mile ...
Stanwell ... ...
Rosewood ... ...
Westwood arrivedepart
38 Goganjo ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
53 Herbert's Creek ...
58 Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa
88 Dingo
Up Miles from
Trains. Dingo. Stations.
a.m.
... 8. 0 Dingo, depart...
,.,
10-15
... *10.47 58 Westwood
arrive
1 depart
... ... 11.15 64 Rosewood ... ...
11.56
A 73 Stanwell ...
P.M.  78 Ten-Mile ...
12.44  82 Gracemere.., ...
215 88 Rockham ton... .., p
...
Down
Trains.
...
a.m.
7.20
8.51
A
9.39
... 10.20
,.. x`10.47
... 11.20
... 11.35
... A
... 12 35
A
... 1.11
1.35
*  Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains  marked  thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take  up passengers  only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those  places can  only do so by giving  notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the  time of booking ,  from the  placeat which  they join the  Train to the place
at which they  propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and T ltFares. Stock . Miscellaneous. .o a
£  S. d. £ • a. d. £ S.  d. £ a. d.
Week ending 17th February, 1877 ... 911 13 0 2,129 15 3 133 3 1 3,17411 4
Corresponding week last year ... 654 10 6 1,522 13 3 55 18 10 2,233 2 7
Increase ... ... 257 2 6 607 2 0 77 4 3 941 8 9
Decrease ... ...
1877--Total Traffic to date ... 22,505 3 2
1876-Ditto ditto ... 18,445 10 3
Total Increase ... £4,059 12 11
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNII((GS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and TotalFares. Stock. .Miscellaneous.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 17th February, 1877 ... ...  151 9 9 270 13 4 19 11 0 444 14 1
Corresponding  week last year ... ...  115 0 6 195 4 8 17 16 0 328 1 2
Increase .. ... 39 9 3 75 8 8 1 15 0 116 12 11
Decrease ... ...
1877-Total Traffic to date ... 3,872 6 3
1876-Ditto ditto ... ... ... 2,760 15 8
Total Increase ... ... £1,111 11 0
8.24 23 Duaringa ... ...
A 30 Boolburra ...
9. 0 35 Herbert's Creek ...
A 44 Rocky Creek... ...
10. 0 50 Goganjo ... .,.
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
THE following General Abstract of the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  a nd ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN  J OINT STOCK BANK ,  during
DECEMBER, 1876, is published in conformity with the third  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd  February, 1877.
the Quarter from the 1st OCTOBER to 31st
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS  of the AUSTBALLIN JOINT STOCK  BANK, taken fro m the several  Weekly  Statements  .during  the Quarter from the
1st OCTOBER to the  Slat DEcas a$R, 1876.
LIABILITIES.
N I.-' P.;-1 t
c
Not bearing  Interest
n ra  ione si Bearing  Interest ... ...
Bills in Circulation Not bearin g  Interest ;:;Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ... ..
AMOUNT.
£ s. d.
124.6,384 9 1Deposits 1 BearingrInterest
Interest ... • •
... 99,780 10 0
Total Amount of Liabilities
I
Amount of Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 31st December,,,
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders  ,,, .,. ,,
Amount of the last Dividend declared and Bonus
TOTALS.
£ s. d.
86,975 10 0
873 18  6
4,409 10 5
446,164 19 1
538,423 17 11
500,000 0 0
8 per cent .  per annum
and bonus of 2s. per
share, being equal to
to per cent .  per annum
26,250 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend  _.  96,726 4 9
ASSETS.
Coined Gold and  Silver  and other Coined  Metals... ...
Gold and Silver  in Bullion or  Bars ... ... ... ...
Landed Property .., ... ..,
Notes and Bi ll s of other Banks  ... ... ...
Balances due  from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bi lls of Exchange ,  and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bi ll s, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
£  S. d.128,322 19  6
13,687 0 6
22,884 15 0
4,469 1 5
57 1 6
Total Amount of Assets...
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
612,714 19 3
£  782,135 17  2
ALEX. KERB, Assistant  Manager.
D. G. R. FREW ,  pro  Accountant.
I, Alexander Kerr, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is  a true  and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the  period specified; and that the  same  was made up from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales,  4 Victoria,  No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this 19th day of February, 1877.
WILLIAM Mani  DAY, Justice of the Peace.
ALEX. KERB.
I, the undersigned,  being  the  Assistant Manager of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK,  at Brisbane,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps,  under Act 30 Victoria,  No. 14, Section 9, the
sum  of  £652 6a.  4d. for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent.  per annum upon the sum of £86 ,975 lOs.,  being one quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of the notes
in circulation of the said Bank,  in the Colony of Queensland,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated this 19th day of February,  1877. ALEX. KERB.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice, that applications havebeen made to bring the Land escribed low under theprovisions of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
odging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Desc ri ption and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
2 roods, being allotment 5 of section 18, parish and John Lumsden
town of Cleveland, county of Stanley
3 acres 3 perches, being western suburban allotment 63, Henry Sinfield ...
parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
NOTICE.OLICE Sergeant JOHN CASEY has been ap-
pointed Assistant District  Registrar  of Births
and  Deaths at Dingo, for the Registry District of
Leichhardt.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE, at the  Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871,,"  together  with " General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other brands, by placing the words
"  Registered Brand  "  after the description  of the  former.
Registered brands type will  be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane,  8th May, 1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William  street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes ,  demy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. L. BEAL,
Government Printer.
VICE -ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING  of the above Court will be held atthe Supreme Court House, Brisbane, before
His Honor Sir JAMES CocKLE,  Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland ,  and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court , on MONDAY,  the 26th day of
February, A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
T HE Bench of Magistrates, Rockhampton, have
this day appointed Mr. JAMES DELANT, as
Bailiff of the Small Debts Court, Rockhampton, in
the room of Mr. John Adolph Williams,  dismissed.
THEO. P. PUGH, P.M.
Court House,
Rockhampton, 13th February, 1877.
... 24th March, 1877.
ditto.
THE COOKTOWN BUTCHERING COMPANY,
LIMITED.
SPECIAL Resolution passed at a General Meet-
ing of the above Company, held at Cooktown,
on the Eleventh day of January, 1877, and confirmed
at a General Meeting of the Company, held at
Cooktown, on the twenty-sixth day of the same
month-" That the Company be wound up volun-
tarily."
Dated this twenty-ninth day of January, 1877.
202
A. Q. HENRIQUES,
Secretary.
2s. 6d.
Supreme  Court Office,
Brisbane , 24th February, 1877.
TRADE MARK.N OTICE is hereby given, that John de Kuyper
and Son, trading as  Distillers, at Rotterdam,
in Holland, by Richard Blackwood, of Little Collins
street West, Melbourne, have, in pursuance of the
provisions of the fourth section of  " The Trade
Marks Act of  1864," 28 Victoria, No. 5, applied to
register  a Trade Mark of the following descrip-
tion :-" The name 'John de Kuyperand Son' printed
so as  to form an arch, underneath which is a repre-
sentation of an anchor;" which said trade mark is
intended to be marked  on cases containing  Geneva.
It is hereby notified that,  unless it  be shown to
my satisfaction  before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such trade
mark has been  previously  reglistered , or that some
other person is entitled to such trade mark, or that
such trade mark is so like some other trade mark
that it may be mistaken for the same, a Certificate
will , in pursuance  of the provisions of the said Act,
be issued to the said John de Kuyper and Son,
certifying that they are entitled to the use of the
same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of Supreme Court,
and Registrar of Trade Marks.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 24th February, 1877.N OTICE is hereby given, that John de Kuyper
and Son, trading as Distillers at Rotterdam,
in Holland, by Richard Blackwood, of Little
Collins street West, Melbourne, have, in pursuance
of the provisions of the fourth section of  "The
Trade Marks Act of  1864," 28th Victoria, No. 5,
applied to register a Trade Mark of the followingdescription:-" The initials JDK & Z, with an
anchor above them -; "  which said trade mark is
intended to be used as a brand for cases containing
Geneva.
It is hereby notified that, unless it be shown to
my satisfaction, before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such trade
mark has been previously regixt,ered, or t iat some
other person is entitled to such grade mark, or that
such trade mark is so like some other trade mark
hat it may be mistaken for the same, a Certificate
will, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act,
be issued to the said John de Kuyper and Son,
certifying that they are entitled to the use of the
same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar Supreme Court,
and Registrar of Trade Marks.
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Supreme Court Offi-.e,
Brisbane, 24th February, 187 7.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that W. and A.
Gilbey, trading as Wine and Spirit
Merchants, at the Pantheon, Oxford street, London,
in England, have,  in pursuance  of the provisions of
the fourth section of  " The Trade Marks Act of
1864," 28 Victoria, No. 5, applied to register a
Trade Mark of the following description:-" A
shield on a disc crosshatched and colored red in
imitation  of a seal , the shield bearing the word
`Castle' at the upper left-hand corner (to be
followed by letters, words, or figures, denoting the
brand and description of the wine or spirit), and
the name of the firm' W. and A. Gilbey.' At the
base of the shield  is a crest consisting  of a Castle
and Griffin, with the words `Patent Cork ' " Which
said  trade mark is intended to be used for and in
respect of wines and spirits.
It is hereby notified that,  unless  it be shown to my
satisfaction , before the expiration of fourteen days
from  the publication hereof, that such trade mark
has been previously registered , or that some other
person is  entitled to such trade  mark, or  that such
trade  mark is so like some  other trade mark that it
may be mistaken  for the  same,  a Certificate  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, be
issued to the said W. and A. Gilbey, certifying
that they  are entitled  to the use of such trade mark.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar  Supreme Court,
and Registrar  of Trade Marks.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane , 24th February, 1877.NOTIC E is hereby given, that John de Kuyperand Son ,  trading as Distillers ,  at Rotter-
dam, in Holland, by Richard Blackwood, of Little
Collins street West ,  Melbourne ,  have, in pursu-
ance of the provisions  of the 4th section of  " The
Trade Marks Act of  1864," 28 Vic., No. 5, applied
to register  a Trade Mark of the following descrip-
tion :-" A heart-shaped border, within which, and
near  the top, are the words ` Genuine HollandsGeneva;' underneath these words is the representa-
tion of an anchor, and below the anchor are the
letters JDK & Z, underneath which is a representa-
tion of a ribbon, on which are inscribed the words
`John de Kuyper and Son,' with the word 'Rotter-dam' at the foot ;" which said trade mark is intended
to be used as a label for bottles of a spirit known as
" Hollands Geneva ,"  or " Hollands Gin," or more
properly " Geneva."
It is hereby notified that, unless it be shown
to my satisfaction, before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such trade
mark has been previously registered ,  or that some
other person is entitled to such trade mark, or that
such trade mark is so like some other trade mark
that it may be mistaken for the same, a Certificate
will, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act,
be issued  to the said John de Kuyper and Son, cer-
tifying that they are entitled to the use of the same.
J.  MACKENZIE  SHAW,
Registrar  Supreme Court,
and Registrar of Trade Marks.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of  an  Insolvency Petition against
Alfred Cleve and Daniel ermann Cleve, of
Cooktown,  trading as  storekeepers, under the
name , style, or firm of " Alfred Cleve and Co.,"
by the  said  Daniel Hermann Cleve, the resi-
dent partner in Queensland.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Alfred Cleve and
Daniel Hermann Cleve be, and they are hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that William Henry
Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of their Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Alfred Cleve
and Daniel Hermann Cleve, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Sixth day of March, 1877,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is fur-
ther ordered that the said Alfred Cleve and Daniel
Hermann Cleve shall, on the Third day of March,
1877, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full, true, and accurate statement, verified
on oath, of their debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences, so far as
known, of their creditors, and of the causes of
their inability to meet their engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
John Benjamin, of Ravenswood, storekeeper,
by the said John  Benjamin.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said John
Benjamin  having been given, it is ordered that the
said John  Benjamin  be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  ; and that Mr. Frederick Jepson Boor
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said John  Benjamin , for the election
of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court, on the Seventh day of March, 1877,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said John  Benjamin  shall, on the
Sixth day of March, 1877, at Bowen, deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accu-
rate statement , verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Henry Muller and Thomas Carter, trading at
Nerang Creek, in the Colony of Queensland,
under the style or firm of "Muller and
Carter," by John Muirhead Dawson and
Robert Muter Stewart, trading at Brisbane, in
the said colony, under the style or firm of
" Scott, Dawson, and Stewart."
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, andupon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioners, and ofthe acts of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Henry
Muller and Thomas Carter having been given, it is
ordered that the said Henry Muller and Thomas
Carter be, and they are hereby adjudged insolvent,
and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of their Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said Henr Muller and Thomas Carter, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Principal Registrar, on the Fifth day of March, 1877,
at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Henry Muller and Thomas
Carter shall, on the Second day of March, 1877,
at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate,
a full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on
oath, of their debts and liabilities of every kind,
and of the names  and residences, so far as known,
of their creditors, and of the causes of their inability
to meet their  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
second day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACgENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Robert Williams, of Brisbane,
laborer, an Insolvent, in  forma pauperis.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the Insolvent, to take place before His
Honor Mr. Justice Lilley, at the Supreme Court
House, Brisbane, on the Twelfth day of March,
1877, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this nineteenth day of February, 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
PETER MACPHERSON,
Insolvent's Solicitor,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
204
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Monteith and William
Smith, of Townsville, in the Colony of Queens-
land, hotel-keepers, Insolvents.
O
N the Twenty-third day of March, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-seven, at Eleven of the o'clock in the fore-
noon, William Smith, of Townsville, publican, adju-
dicated insolvent on the twenty-eighth day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six,
will apply to the Supreme Court, Bowen, for a
Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirteenth day of February, A.D.
1877.
JOHN ALEXANDER GREGORY,
Bowen,
Agent for HENRY KNAPP, Townsville,
Solicitor for the applicant.
189 6s. 9d.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Harold Ashworth,  of Toowoomba,
an Insolvent.A FINAL Dividend of one shilling in the 2 is
hereby declared ,  payable at the  office of the
Trustee ,  Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  on and after the
sixth day of March, 1877.
THOMAS E. WHITE,
Trustee.
Brisbane , 20th February, 1877.
206 4s.
In the Supreme  Court  pf Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Alfred Peter  Mackenzie , William
Stewart, and Alexander Richard Mackenzie, of
Gairloch ,  Herbert River, sugar planters, In.
solvents.
O
N the Twenty -third day  of March, in the year
of  our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-seven ,  at Eleven  of the  o'clock in the fore-
noon ,  Alfred Peter Mackenzie ,  William Stewart, and
Alexander Richard Mackenzie ,  of Gairloch ,  Herbert
River, sugax planters, adjudicated insolvent on the
third day of November ,  one thousand eight hun-
dred and seventy -six, will  apply to the Supreme
Court ,  Bowezi ,  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirteenth day of February, A.D.
1877.
JOHN ALEXANDER GREGORY,
Bowen,
Agent  for HENRY KNAPP,  Townsvi lle,
190
Solicitor for the Applicants.
6s. 9d.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend making
application at the Court of Petty  Sessions, to
be held at Toowoomba, on the 20th of March, 1877,
for leave to erect three Licensed Gates upon two
roads  running westerly and northerly through Selec-
tion No. 11, Crow's Nest. Gates to be of sawn
timber and  sixteen  feet in width.
CHAS. COCKS,
Toowoomba.
I HEREBY givenotice that i is my intention
to apply to the Bench of Magistrates, at the
first Court of Petty Sessions, holden at Beenleigh,
in the month of April next, for permission to erect
Licensed Gates on the surveyed road running up
the east side of Christmas Creek, where said road
passes through a fence dividing my selection (No.
11) from J. Lawlor's homestead (No. 17). The
proposed gateway to be eighteen feet wide in the
clear.
G. CRESSWELL CRUMP.
207 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Jaap, ]ate of Woogaroo, in the
Colony of Queensland, surgeon, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
1 tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed John Jaap, deceased, may be
granted to Jane Maria Jaap, of Woogaroo aforesaid,
the sole Executrix named in the Will of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-first day of February, A.D.
1877.
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LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Jane Maria Jaap.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of William Humphreys,
formerly of Wetheron, in the Burnett District,
of the Colony of New South Wales, and late
of Janemount, in the County of Cork, Esquire,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honorable Court, that Ancillary Letters of Probate
of the Will of the above-named William Humph-
reys, deceased, may be granted to Graham Lloyd
Hart, of the City of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, the duly constituted attorney of
Frances Mary Humphreys, late of Janemount, in
the County of Cork, but now of Arros House,
Central Hill, Upper Norwood, London, widow ;
Henry Herbert, of Cahernane, in the County of
Kerry, Esquire ; and Arthur Maynard Denny, of
Killora Lodge, in the County of Cork, Esquire,
Executrix and Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-second day of February, A.D.
1877.
201
HART AND FLOWER,
Proctors,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
7s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of William Batzlofl', late of Roma, in
the Colony of Queensland, publican,  deceased.
i N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels, and effects of the above-named
deceased, who died intestate, may be granted to
Frederika Batzloff, of Roma, in the Colony of
Queensland, the lawful widow of the said deceased.
Dated this fifth day of February, in the year of
our Lord 1877.
FRANCIS WALTER PERCIVAL
THOMPSON,
McDowall street, Roma,
Proctor for the  said  Applicant.
By his Agents-
Messrs. LYONS AND  CHAMBERS,
February 22nd, 1877. Queen  street, Brisbane.
208 6s.  203 6s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Henry Anderson, late of Booran-
dara Station, in the District of St. Lawrence
and Colony of Queensland, grazier, deceased.
N1 OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
t tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Go:'ernment Gaz.-tte,  appli-
cation will be made to this Honorable Court, in its
Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that letters of adminis-
tration of all and singular the goods, chattels,
credits, and effects of the abovenamed Henry An-
derson, late of Boorandara Station,  in the  District
of St. Lawrence and colony aforesaid,  grazier,
deceased, who (lied intestate, may be granted to
George Hislop, of Wolfang Station, near Clermont,
in the District of Peak Downs and colony aforesaid,
the duly constituted attorney of Alexander Ander-
son, of Siaiptov, in the Colony of Victoria, Esquire,
the father of the said Henry Anderson, deceased.
Dated this first day of February, A D. 187 7.
JOHN ELLIOTT, .
Proctor for the said George Hislop,
Drummond street, Clermont
By his Agents-
DALY AND ABBOTT, Brisbane.
199 7 s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Martin Nielsen, late of Bunda.
berg; Philip Dwyer, or O'Dwyer, late of
Cooktown ; William Reissnecker, late of
Mitchell Downs ; Wustefeld, Dono-
van, Charles  Moller, McOnville, Fanny
Davidson and Samuel Ekman , late of Rock-
hampton ; Andrew Herald, late of Gladstone ;
William Morrison,  late of  Terrick Downs;
William  Thomas  Owens, late  of Mackenzie
River  ; Christopher  Ferguson , late of War-
aick  ; Ah Sin, late  of Mackay  ; John Brennan,
Wi lliam  K neen , John Leonard, and David
Brady , late of Toowoomba ; Joshua Pattison,
late of  Mackay'; James R rne, Harry L.
Haden,  and William Preston, late of Brisbane ;
John Cockley, late of Colinton ; John Brooks,
late of  Roma ; Ah Tong, late of Dillalah
Station  ; Thomas Thomsen, late of Mary-
borough ; William Cooper and He ry Mitchell,
late of Cunnamulla  ; Ootonip (S. S. Islander),
late of Helen's Vale ; Charles H. Ruston, late
of Stanthorpe ; Henry Charles M ers, late of
S ringsure ; and Bartholomew Murphy, late
of Teraran Creek.PURSUANT to  " The Curator of IntestateEstates Act of  1867," all persons  having any
claims against  the Estates of any of the above-named
deceased persons are to come in and  prove their
debts at my office, Queen  street ,  Brisbane, on or
before the Twenty-fourth day of April  next, or in
default they will be peremptorily excluded from
all benefit  accruing from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane , 24th February, 1877.
205 10s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on Warry street, from
Leichhardt street to Gregory Terrace ; and the
private  streets,  courts, lanes, and alleys opening
thereto.
r- HE Main Pipe in the said streets being laid
down, the owners of all tenements are hereby
required to pay the rates and charges for the supply
of water, as directed by law. -
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of
Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 19th February, 1877.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Thomas Howard Greenhalgh,
late of Ann street, Fortitude  Valley,  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  general dealer,
deceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Thomas Howard Greenbalgh ,  deceased, who
died intestate ,  may be granted to Jane Greenbalgh,
of Ann street, Fortitude Valley aforesaid, the
widow  of the said deceased.
Dated this 20th day of February ,  A.D.  1877.
MACALISTE R AND MEIN,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street, Brisbane.
193 Es.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-1877.  £ s. d.
Feb. 19-T. Lynch ... ... ... ...  0 9 0is19-1V. Fitzgerald  .. ...  0 2 6
  
ff
19-Municipal Council, Gayndah ... 1 0 0
19-S. J. Turner ... ... ... 0 2 0
20-M. Jordan ... ... 1 0 0
20-J. A. Gregory 0 9 0
20-J. Macfarlane ... ... .. 2 2 0
20-G.  Porter ... ... 0 3 0
20--C. S. D. Melbourne... 0 2 6
20-G.  Milliken ... ... 0 3 0
22-J. E. Freestone • ... ... ... 0 6 0
22-T. Lynch ... ... 0 2 0
22-J. Mackenzie ... . ... ... 0 1 0
22-J. P. Wilkie ... ... 0 8 023-M. Hickey ... ... 0 5 0
23-C. Egau 0 2 0
23-C. Cocks ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
16-11. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
1Fmpounbfngs.
SW Poundkeepers ar  reminded that  Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  a, a no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the (hitette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance sufficient lc cover the cost of if*
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Caraba, on the 15th
February, 1877, by order of G. C. Langhorne,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 2s. per brad.
One bay horse FOX near shoulder, short tail, old sore
mark on back.
One bay horse, JH conjoined near shoulder, saddle-
strap round neck.
One bay horse, 3RH (registered brand ) near  shoulder,
star, short tail.
One chesnut horse, 3RH (registered brand) near
shoulder, star.
One roan horse JRR or 3RH (registered brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expen, es.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
209  58.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, fro  the enclosed landof Patrick Ruan, on the 20th February, 1877.
Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 2d.
One yellow steer, like 3TC or 3TS (registered brand)
off ribs.
Also, from the Toowoomba Commonage, 18th January,
1877. (Corrected brands.)
One dark-bay or brown  mare , W L ov'r writing A near
shoulder, near fore fetlock white, star, collar-
marked.
Also, from the lands of W. Crawford, Esquire. (Cor-
rected brands.)
One bay horse, T reversed off thigh, TT reversed near
thigh, off fore and bind feet white,  star and snip,
scar off hip, cellar-marked.
Also, from the Drayton Commonage.
One bay horse, RR2 (registered brand)  off shoulder,
1 off neck, star, off bind foot white,  light snip,
white hairs in tail.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be  sold  to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
211 4e.
460
CORRECTED $RA` DS.
1 MPOUNDED at Dalby, from Forest Park, on 7th
February, 18;7, by order of J. S. Jessop, Esquire.
Driving, 6d. each.
One brown mare,  like IOW  over writing capital N near
shoulder,  BQ9 (registered  brand)  near ribs,  like
R in shield  near thigh ,  like S over W over writing
capital N  off shoulder ,  heart 4 heart off thigh, off
hip own.
One brown colt, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at alby, in in Jimbour, n 12th
February, 1877, by order of James Wallace, Esquire.
Driving, 2s. 6d. each.
One b ty mare, like IS over ST (the T in circle) near
shoulder, like IS near rump, like yr over T in
circle off shoulder.
One iron-grey mare, like indistinct brand near shoulder ;
brown colt foal.
One brown mare, S (writing capital) T near shoulder,
like J over J blotched off shoulder.
One bay mare, RP near shoulder, P-+ near rump, 59 over
8 off shoulder, white hind feet.
One black gelding, like SYO (registered brand) nrar
shoulder, like H over ti reversed blotchedoff shouder,
collar-marked.
One chesnut gelding, white face, three white feet, silver
mane and tail, blotch near shoulder, NC3 (regis-
tered brand) near thigh.
One griy mare, no brand visible.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877, will
be Fold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
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IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Urnbacollie, on
the 9th February, 1877, by order of W. H.
Treeveeke, Esquire. Damages, 1:5; driving, Is. 4d.
One brown entire, like DOII blotched off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN McKENZIE, Poundkeeper.
196 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Forest Vale, onthe14th Frbruery, 1877, by ord r of R. C. Lethbridge,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 8s. 4d.
One bay gelding, star, like IW or PW over 8 over oo
near shoulder.
One grey gelding, W1H over M near shoulder, 311E
over 8BM near thigh, eS off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 13th of Marcli, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
195 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from Canning Creek,
on the 17th February, 1877, by A. L. Gillispie,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 3s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut mare, blaze down face,  near  hind foot white,
collar-marked, GD near shoulder, n over near
ribs ; bay colt foal at foot, unbranded.
One bay horse, two hind feet white, star in forehead,
pulled tail, HL3 (registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay mare, near hind foot white,  star  in forehead,
GM near shoulder ; brown filly foal at foot, un-
branded.
One chesnut horse, hollow- back, two hind feet white,
blaze in face, collar-marked, shod'all round, JH
over  D near  shoulder, LF (conjoined), L reversed, off
shoulder.
One bay horse, docked tail, two hind feet white, star in
forehead, like EB (conjoined) E reversed over
illegible brands n, ar shoulder, saddle-marked.
One bay horse, docked  tail, star  in forehead, like WV
over J over J1K ovar J near shoulder, LWL near
ribs, 104 near side neck, I near cheek, 3d® (re-
gistered brand) off shoulder.
r If not released on or before the 20th clay of March,
1877, will be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH E. FREESTONE, Poundkeeper.
194 6s.
MPOUNDED  at St.  George,  from Wagal.y, on the
112th February, 1877, by order of G. M.  Kirke, Esq.
One ch esnut horse, sniall star, saddle -marked, MBb
(registered  bran(i) over like 5WN  (registered
brand )  near thigh.
One bay horse , WW near shoulder,  broken.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN,  Poundkeeper.
210 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Amby Downs, onthe 12th February, 1877, by order of J. L. A drew,
Esquire,  for trespass . - Driving,  2s. 10d.
One bay  gelding , like KUM or KOM over c near
shoulder.
One yellow-bay horse,  star , fore and hind feet white,
saddle-marked,  small bell on neck ,  like CC near
shoulder, blotched brand over 00 near thigh.
One dark-bay gelding,  star , near fore  and off hind
fetlocks white, C over M over C near shoulder.
One brown horse  foal, small blaze  down the face, off
hind foot white, like Al  near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th of March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
2s.
186 4s.
I MPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Waroonga, on the9th February, 1877, by order of H. G. Biscoe,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, as.
One bay horse, WS off shoulder.
One bay horse, FB over SA over L near shoulder.
One bay mart, indistinct brand near shoulder, C off
shoulder.
One black more, like gg  near  shoulder ; grey horse foal
at foot, unbranded.
One black  mare,  d over ti over J near shoulder, J near
cheek, W over W over b over t-i reversed  over 2 and
two hearts off shoulder, hind feet white,  star in fore-
head.
If not released on or before the 6th of March, 1877,
will be sold to defray Expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
187 5e.
6s.
IMPOUNDED  at Springsure ,  from Echo Hills, on the
10th February, 1877, by Robert  Reid ,  Esquire.
Driving expenses , 9s. 2d. per head.
One bay  mare, star , W near shoulder,  2 near thigh, near
fore foot white, lump behind  near ear.
Also, on the 15th February, 1877, by John Rule,
Esquire , Arcturus Downs.  Driving expenses ,  4s. 2d.
per head.
One chesnut more, JD near shoulder, JP5 off shoulder,
like D3P or D8P near thigh,  star, near hind foot
white.
One bay gelding, NN5  near  thigh, 5 near  cheek, star,
snip.
If not  released on or  before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
GEO. MILLIKIN, Poundkeeper.
192 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac , on the 19th  January, 1877,
by Mr. Forsyth,  for trespass.
One bay gelding, 182 over TS over LH near shoulder,
blind one eye.
Also, on the 21st January, 1877.
One black gelding, Ei 0 near shoulder, white foot, star,
and snip.
It not released on or before the 13th February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
Also, from Bowen Downs, on the 28th January, 1877,
by Mr. Elliot.
One bay gelding, MC near shoulder, LB7 (registered
brand) off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 23rd February, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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GEO. PORTER, Poundkeeper.
3s.
Piinted and Published by Jeux_s C. SEAL, Government Printer,
William street,  Brisbane , 24th February, 1877.
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QUUIBLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT.  $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the
Governor  aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
lands comprised  in the Runs hereunder described,
having been  resumed by Resolutions of both Houses
of Parliament, shall be  and are  hereby resumed,
subject  to the provisions of  " The Settled Districts
Pastoral Leases Act of  1876."
SETTLED DISTRICT OF MORETON.
Lands resumed  out of Colinton East and West
Run (Consolidated).
About 94,080 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of the  Brisbane
River  at a small creek about sixty chains  below the
unc tion  of Avoca Creek, and bounded thence by a
line bearing west 24 degrees  south one and a-half
miles ; thence by a  line bearing west  to the eastern
watershed of Taromeo  Creek ; thence by that water-
jibed  southerly to a point due west from a point on
the Brisbane River about  one hundred and fifty
chains above the junction  of Wallaby Creek ; thence
by a line bearing east to  the t risbane River  ;  thence
by that  river downwards  to the  junction  of Gregor's
Creek  ;  thence by  Gregor 's Creek  upwards to a spur
fr om the Mount Brisbane  Range ; thence by that
spur easterly  to the Mount Brisbane  Range at a
tree marked broad -arrow over  CK over III  ;  thence
by that  range forming  the watershed between the
Brisbane and the  Stanley Rivers north-westerly to
the southern  watershed of Monsildale Creek; thence
by that watershed south-westerly to a point bearing
south -east and distant  about two hundred and
eighty chains from a tree  on Monsildale Creek
marked broad- arrow  over M over III ; thence by
a marked tree line bearing  north a half  mile crossing
Monsildale  Creek ; thence by a line  bearing west
24 degrees  north about two hundred  and twenty-
eight chains to Squirrel Creek  at a tree marked
broad- arrow  over S over I ; thence by  Squirrel
Creek downwards to the Brisbane River ;  thence
by the  Brisbane  River upwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of all selected and
alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of Mount Stanley East and
the Mount Stanley Best Run (Consolidated).
About 120,320 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Brisbane
River at a small creek about sixty chains below the
junction of Avoca Creek, and bounded thence by a
line bearing west 24 degrees south one and a-half
miles  ;  thence bearing  west  to the eastern watershed
of Taromeo Creek ; thence by that watershed north-
westerly to Cooyar Creek ; thence by Cooyar
Creek upwards to Taromeo Creek ; thence by the
range dividing the waters of Oaky Creek from those
of Paradise Creek north-westerly to the range
dividing the waters of Baramba Creek from those of
the Brisbane River ; thence by that range northerly
to the northern watershed of the Brisbane River ;
thence by that watershed easterly to a point due
north from a tree marked broad-arrow over A
over XVI on Avoca Creek ; thence by a line
bearing south to Avoca' Creek at the aforesaid
marked tree ; thence by Avoca Creek downwards to
the Brisbane River ; thence by the Brisbane River
downwards to the point  of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all selected  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Rilcoy Run,
About 107  square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Kilcoy Creek
with the Stanley River, and bounded thence by the
Stanley River downwards about forty chains to a
fence ; thence by that fence north-westerly about
ninety chains to the edge of a scrub at a point due
east from Goonneringerringi Mountain ; thence by
the range dividing the waters of Kilcoy and Sheep
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Station Creeks from those of the Brisbane River
northerly to the range dividing the waters of the
Mary River from those of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers ; thence by that range south-easterly to the
range dividing the waters of Kilcoy Creek from
those of Sheep Station Creek ; thence by that
range south-easterly to Mount Talbot ; thence by
a line  bearing east to Kilcoy Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a pre-emptive purchase of 320 acres ;
exclusive of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  out of Eskdale Run.
About 120 square miles.
Commencing  at Mount Deongwar on the range
forming  the eastern watershed of the head of Oakey
Creek, and bounded thence by a line south-easterly
about  five miles in  a direct line to the watershed
between Cressbrook Creek and Gullinani Creek at
a tree marked broad-arrow over C E over XXXI on
the range forming the  eastern  watershed of Kipper's
Gully ; thence by that  range  southerly to the Bald
Hill ; thence by that range dividing the waters of
Cressbrook Creek from those of G ullanani, Buaraba,
and Perseverance Creeks south-westerly about
seven  hundred and twenty chains ; thence north-
westerly about three hundred and sixty chains to
Dongineeriaman or Sandy Mount ; thence by a line
bearing west 31 degrees 20 minutes north one
hundred and twenty-two chains to a spur range ;
thence by that spur  range  north-westerly about
thirty chains to the junction of Crow's Nest and
Perseverance Creeks ; thence by a range forming
the eastern watershed of Crow's Nest Creek bearing
northerly to a tree marked broad-arrow over E over
XVIII ; thence by a line hearing north 45 degrees
west fourteen chains ; thence bearing north 64
degrees west  twelve chains to  a range  forming the
eastern watershed of Pierce's Creek ; thence by
that range north-westerly to the range dividing the
waters of Salty Waterhole Creek from those of
Emu Creek ; thence by that range northerly to a
tree marked broad-arrow over E over V ; thence by
a line bearing  about east 20 degrees south about
one thousand one hundred and eighty chains to the
point of commencement,- exclusive  of all selected
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Cooyar Run.
About 127 square miles.
Commencing  on Cooyar Creek three hundred
and fifty-five chains in a direct line above the
junction of Boobir Creek, and bounded thence by a
line bearing north 25 degrees west to Yaramin
Creek, and by that creek upwards one hundred and
eighty-seven chains in a direct line ; thence by a
line bearing south 25 degrees east to Cooyar Creek,
and by that creek upwards to a branch creek which
joins about half-a-mile below Cooyar Head Station;
then by the branch creek to its head near where the
Burnett road crosses the Great Dividing Range ;
then by the watershed separating Cooyar Creek
from the Condamine and Burnett River waters
northerly and easterly, and by  a spur  range separat-
ing Cooyar Creek from Oaky Creek to the head of
a gully which joins Cooyar Creek about ninety
chains  in a direct line below the junction of Yaramin
Creek ; then by said gully to Cooyar Creek, and by
said creek upwards to the point of commencement,
- exclusive  of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Cressbrook Run.
About 59,670 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Brisbane
River at a point opposite the junction of Gregor's
Creek, and bounded on the north by that river
upwards about two miles and thirty-five chains in a
direct line to the junction of Anduramba or Ivory's
Creek ; thence on the west by that creek upwards
about three miles and nineteen chains in a direct
line in a south-westerly direction to a tree marked
broad-arrow over WC on the left bank of that
creek ; thence by a marked tree line westerly about
one and a-quarter miles in a direct line to the
dividing ridge called the Biarrah Range, between
Anduramba and Maronghi Creeks ; thence by a
marked  tree line along that range  southerly about
six miles  and thirty-five chains  in a direct line to
Anduramba Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over E over XVII , near  the junction of a scrubby
gully on the left bank of said creek ;  thence
crossing  Anduramba Creek by a marked  tree line
extending along the watershed between Anduramba
and Oaky Creeks southerly about  five miles in a
direct line to Oaky Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over EC over XXXV on the right bank of
that creek ; thence by a marked tree line southerly
about one mile and sixty-five chains in a direct line
along  a spur ridge dividing the waters of Cress-
brook Creek from those of Oaky Creek to Mount
Deongwar  at a tree  marked broad-arrow over
EC over XXXIII ; thence on the south by a
marked  tree line extending  south-easterly about
five miles in a direct  line to the watershed or
dividing ride between Cressbrook Creek and Gul-
lanani Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
CE over XXXI,  and crossing  Cressbrook Creek
and Kipper's Gully ; thence by a marked  tree line
along that dividing ridge north-easterly about eight
and a-half miles in a direct line to a point on the
said ridge about twelve chains north- east from a
tree marked broad-arrow over CE over XXII ;
thence on the east by a line bearing north about
five hundred and twenty-five chains, passing through
a tree marked broad-arrow over C over VI, on the
right bank of Cressbrook Creek, and terminating
on the southern boundary of portion number one,
six hundred and thirty-two acres purchased land
around Cressbrook head station ; thence  again on
the north by a line bearing west about forty-seven
chains to the corner of the Cressbrook paddock
fence ; thence again on the east by  a line bearing
north about two hundred and fifteen chains to the
Brisbane River ; and thence by that river upwards
to a point opposite the junction of Gregor's Creek,
being the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Emu Creek Run.
About 150 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Bum Bum and
Emu Creeks, and bounded thence by Bum Bum
Creek upwards about forty chains to  a fence ;
thence by a line bearing north  55  degrees west to
the southern watershed of Cooyar Creek ;  thence
by that watershed westerly to the  Main  Dividing
Range ; thence by that range south-easterly to the
head of Gowrie Creek; thence by Gowrie Creek
downward to a tree marked broad-arrow over G
over IV ; thence by a line bearing about north 26
degrees east to Pierce's Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over I ; thence by a line bear.
ing about north 3 degrees west to Emu Creek ;
thence by Emu Creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all  selected and ali-
enated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Waverly Run.
About 6,601 acres.
Commencing on the north side of the  Brisbane
River, at the north-east corner of surveyed portion
No. 4, parish of Sahl, and bounded thence'on the
south by part of the north boundary line of that
portion west five chains forty links ; on the west by
the east boundary line of portion 6, bearing north
thirty-two chains fifty links ; on the south by the
north boundary line of that portion west eighty
chains ; on the west b the east boundary
lines of portions 6 and 6,
bearing north one hun-dred and sixty chains ; on the north by part of the
south boundary line of portion 5, and  a section line
east eighty chains ; on the east by a section line
bearing south eighty chains ; on the north by a sec-
tion line bearing east eighty chains; on the west by
a section line bearing north one hundred and sixty
chains ; on the south by a section line bearing west
eighty chains ; on the west by a section line bearing
north eighty chains ; on the north by a section line
bearing east one hundred and nine five  chains
eighty-four links ; on the  east  by a line bearing
south three hundred and twenty chains ; on the
south by a section line bearing west one hundred
and fifteen  chains  eighty -four links  ;  on the west
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by a section line bearing south seventy -five chains
to the Brisbane  River ;  and on  the south by that
river upwards  to the point  of commencement,-
exclusive of all  selected and alienated lands.
Land  resumed  out of Tandary or Taromeo Run.
About 33,000 acres.
Commencing  on Cooyar Creek at a point about
one hundred and eighty-eight chains in a direct
line  above the junction of Yeramin Creek, and
bounded thence by a line bearing  east  (crossing
Taromeo  Creek at a point about, twenty chains
below the junction of Eastern Creek) to the Black-
butt Range ; thence by the Blackbutt Range
northerly to Cooyar Creek at a point about
thirty-five chains above the junction of Para-
dise  Creek ; thence by Cooyar Creek upwards to
the junction of Taromeo Creek ; thence by the
southern watershed of Paradise Creek north-west-
erly to the eastern watershed of Baramba Creek ;
thence by that watershed southerly to the southern
watershed of Oakey Creek ; thence by that water-
shed easterly to the head of a gully, a tributary of
Cooyar Creek ; thence by that gully downwards to
Cooyar Creek ; thence by Cooyar Creek upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Durundur Run.
About 34,000 acres.
Commencing  on the Stanley River at a point
south  from the south-west corner of portion 5,
parish  of Durundur, and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing south to the south boundary
of the  run ; thence  by the range forming that south
boundary easterly to Mount Mee on D'Aguilar's
Range ; thence  by D'Aguilar's Range northerly
about twelve  and three-quarter miles to a tree
marked broad- arrow  over N over XXXIX ; thence
by a line  west  to the south- east corner  of portion
13 parish  of Durundur, and by the south boundary
of that portion bearing west  to the Stanley River,
and by that  river downwards  to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all  alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Grantham Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing on the west boundary of portion
177, parish of Clarendon, at its intersection by the
south boundary of Grantham ten years' lease, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing 279
degrees  about six hundred and five chains to the
range forming  the western watershed of Sandy
Creek ; thence by a marked tree line along the
summit of  that range north-easterly to a point north
from the north- west  corner of portion 170, parish
of Clarendon ; and on the east by a line south to
the point of commencement,- exclusive of all
alienated lands.
A.
Lands resumed  out of Tarampa Run.
About 18,000 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Lockyer's
Creek at the south -east corner  of portion 20 parish
of En land , and bounded thence on the east by the
west  boundaries of portions 16, 17, 18, 34, 94, 95,
101, 122, 128, 130, 131, 132, and by a line north
about fifteen chains to  a spur range  ; thence by
lines  bearing 245 degrees  ninety chains, 201 degrees
15 minutes  one thousand four hundred and eighty
links , 254 degrees  32 minutes  two thousand five
hundred and  fifteen  links,  255  degrees 45  minutes
one hundred  and sixty chains, 257 degrees 15
minutes  two thousand three hundred and sixty
links  ; thence about five chains south-westerly cross-
ing Buaraba  Creek; thence 172 de grees one  thousand
four  hundred and twenty- six links,  181 degrees
ninety -two chains , 193 degrees 30 minutes one
thousand  five hundred and eighty links, 205 degrees
40 minutes  sixty-four chains, 221 degrees 44
minutes two  thousand and seventy-five links, 321
degrees 15 minutes one  thousand and seventy-five
links, 235 degrees  one thousand nine hundred and
five links, 236  degrees 30  minutes one  hundred and
forty-six chains, 245 degrees fifty chains, 210 degrees
53 minutes  thirty-one chains to Round Mountain ;
thence on the south-west by a fenced line south-
easterly and easterly, in all about four hundred and
ten chains to Lockyer's Creek, and by that creek
downwards to a tree marked broad-arrow over R in
shield ; again on the west by a line bearing 183
degrees 34 minutes about one hundred and eighteen
chains to the north-west corner of the homestead
area  proclaimed  in  Government  Gazette  for 1872,
folio 1981 ; on the south by that homestead area
bearing east to the east boundary of the  Tarampa
ten years'  lease  ; thence by a line north to Lockyer's
Creek at the point of the bend forming the south-
eastern extremity of portion 14 parish of England
and by Lockyer's Creek upwards to the point of
commencement,- exclusive of all  alienated lands
within the above-mentioned boundaries.
Lands  resumed out  of Mount Brisbane Run.
About 72,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south-
east corner  of portion 2, and bounded thence on the
south by a line east to the east boundary of the
ran ; thence by that east boundary north about two
and a-quarter miles ; thence east three miles ; thence
north two miles ; thence  east one mile  ; thence north
three miles  crossing  Byron's Creek ; thence west
five miles ; thence north two and a-half miles ;
thence west one mile ; thence north one  mile; thence
west one mile ; thence north  crossing  Oaky Creek
to a fence at a tree marked broad-arrow over B over
II in shield ; thence by that fence westerly crossing
the Stanley River to Goonneringerringgi Peak on
the range dividing the waters of the Brisbane from
those of the Stanley River ; thence by that range
southerly to Point Deception ; thence by a spur
range  and a small creek westerly about forty chains
to the Brisbane River, and by that river downwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of four
hundred and eighty  acres  reserved for a  camping
place at the Beam Hut, and of all surveyed and
alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Buaraba Run.
About  26,000 acres.
Commencing on the range dividing the waters of
Buaraba Creek from those  of Lockyer 's Creek, and
bounded thence on the east by a  line bearing north
crossing Buaraba Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over B over 10 in shield to the northern
watershed of Buaraba  Creek ;  thence by that water-
shed westerly and by the eastern watershed of
Perseverance Creek to a point west from the north-
west corner of portion 25, parish of Buaraba ;
thence by a line east to the north -west corner of
portion  25;  thence by a line south four miles ;
thence by a line west  ;to the eastern water-
shed  of Alice Creek ;  thence by that watershed
southerly to the southern watershed of Buaraba
Creek  ;  and by that watershed easterly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all  surveyed and
alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Undullah Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Teviot Brook with
Woollaman Creek, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing north 37 degrees west
to the range dividing the waters of Undullah Creek
from Oxley Creek ; thence by that  range  westerly
to Mount Flinders Range ; on the west by that
range southerly to the west corner of the  homestead
area proclaimed  in  Government  Gazette  for 1872,
folio 198C; thence by the north- west  boundary of
that homestead area north-easterly to Undullah
Creek ; and thence by that creek and Woollaman
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all surveryed and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of Helidon Run.
A.
Comprising about 17,500 acres.
Commencing on Flagstone Creek at its  intersec-
tion by the east boundury of the Drayton Town
Reserve, and bounded thence on the west by a line
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bearing  south to the Main Range ; thence by that
range southerly to a tree marked broad-arrow over
ETH at the junction of a spur range dividing the
waters of Mi Mi from those of Ma Ma or Sandy
Creek ; on the south by that spur easterly about
four miles to a tree marked broad-arrow over T over
16 on the edge of a scrub ; on the east by that
scrub northerly to Flagstone Creek ; and on the
north by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all surveyed and alienated
lands.
B.
Comprising about 17,500 acres.
Commencing  on the western watershed of Sandy
Creek at a post marked broad-arrow over OM,
bearing  312 degrees  and distant  thirty-two chains
from  a tree marked  G over 12 W on the same
watershed ; and bounded thence on the south-west
by marked  lines  bearing 312 degrees one hundred
and forty-three  chains , 357 degrees one hundred
and forty  chains , 328 degrees one hundred and
ninety-nine  chains, and 286 degrees about four
hundred and ninety chains to the summit of the
Main Range ; on the west by that range north-
easterly about two and a-half miles to a tree marked
broad-arrow over H at a spur range dividing Lock-
yer's Creek from Cressbrook Creek, by that spur
south-easterly about seven and a-half miles to the
edge of Cedar Scrub ; thence by that scrub south-
easterly and northerly to a tree marked broad-arrow
over H6 on the range dividing the waters of Lockyer
Creek from those of Buaraba Creek ; thence by that
range  south-easterly about  six miles  to a tree marked
G over SW on the western watershed of Sandy Creek ;
thence by that watershed south-easterly to the
point of commencement,- exclusive  of all surveyed
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Fassifern Run.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on the summit of the Great Di-
viding Range at a point distant about one hundred
and ten chains north-westerly from Cunningham's
Gap, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north 15° east to Warrill Creek; thence
by that creek downwards to the north-west corner
of portion 53, in the parish of Fassifern ; thence by
part of the west boundary of that portion bearing
south, and by a marked tree line along a spur ridge
south-easterly about four miles to a tree marked
broad-arrow over F about one mile south-west from
the top of Mount Edwards ; thence by the bounda-
ries of the homestead  area  as proclaimed in the
Government  Gazette  for 1875, folio 1755, south-
westerly, southerly, easterly, and northerly to the
north-east corner of the said homestead area ;
thence by  a line east  to the watershed dividing
Reynolds' Creek from the tributaries of the Logan
River ; thence by that watershed southerly to the
Great Dividing Range ; and thence by that range
north-westerly to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all surveyed and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  out of Melcombe and Palen Runs.
About 58,500 acres.
Commencing on Burnett 's Creek  at a point bear-
ing north 7° east from the top of Mount Walker,
and bounded thence by  a line bearing  north 7° east
to the  watershed separating Barnett 's Creek from
Knapp 's Creek; by that watershed south-easterly
about six miles,  and by a scrubby spur ridge to the
Logan River at a point  sixteen chains  below a tree
marked broad-arrow over 7 in shield ; thence by
Logan River downwards to the junction of New
Year's Creek ; thence by the watershed  separating
New Year's Creek from the Logan River and
Palen  Creek southerly to McPherson' s Range ;
thence by that  range  westerly to a point bearing
south 20 degrees west from Mount Walker; thence
by a line bearing north 20 degrees east to the
south-west corner of the homestead area resumed
by Proclamation dated 7th December, 1875; thence
by the south boundary of that homestead area
bearing east  five miles ; thence by a line north to
the Logan River, and by that  river  upwards to
Burnett's Creek, and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Franklin Yale Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencing on Mount Walker  Range at the
south-east corner of the homestead  area proclaimed
in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio 2241, and
bounded thence on the south-east, south, and south-
west  by that range and the Mistake  Mountain
Range to a point west from the south -west corner
of portion 17, parish of Thornton ; thence by a line
east to that south-west corner ; thence by a line
south three hundred and forty-three chains ; thence
by lines bearing east one hundred and fifty-nine
chains and thirty links, south twenty- one chains,
and east  seventy-two chains to Laidley Creek;
thence by that creek downwards to the south
corner  of portion 44, by the east and north-east
boundaries of portions 44 and 43, and by Laidley
Creek downwards to the south  corner  of portion
28, by the south- east  and north- east  boundaries
of portion 28; thence by a line north to the
south-east corner of portion 52, parish of Mort ;
thence by  a line  east to the north-west corner of
portion 54, parish of Franklin Vale; thence by the
west boundary of that portion, by part of the north
and the west and south boundaries of portion 55 to
the west boundary of the homestead  area as pro-
claimed in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio 2241;
thence by the west and south boundaries of that
homestead  area  south and  east  to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated lands within
above boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN  I
QrEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, I, WIL-
LIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Go-
vernor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclain that the
lands comprised in the Runs hereunder described,
having been resumed by Resolutions of both Houses
of Parliament, shall be and are hereby resumed,
subject to the provisions of  " The Settled Districts
.Pastoral Leases Act of  1876."
SETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed out of Canning Downs Run.
About  46,000 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of the
Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
of 1875, page 1753 ; thence by a line east to the
north -west corner of the  Lucky Valley  Gold Field
Reserve, proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1875,
folio 1754 ;  thence  by the  west, south ,  and east boun.
daries of that reserve bearing south ,  east, and north
to the south -east corner of selection  72;  thence by
the boundaries of 72 ,  100, to the west boundary of
WR 1037, by part  of the west, the south ,  and part
of the east boundary of 1037 ,  bearing south-east
and north  ;  thence by the boundaries of 388, 387,
385, 386, 384 ,  383, 394,,395, and 396, by Canning
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Downs pre-emptive of 320 acres ,  and by the boun-
daries of selections 82, 83 .  324,158, 159, and 157 to
the south- east corner  of 157 ; thence by a line south
to the Great Dividing Range ; on the south-east by
that range south -westerly about seventeen miles ;
and on the west by the watershed separating the
Condamine River from Rosenthal Creek northerly
to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of alien-
ated lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out  of W estbrook Run.
About 21,700 acres.
A.
Commencing at the summit of Mount Irving,
and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing
north to the south -west corner of Westbrook pre.
emptive purchase No. 83 ; on the north by the
boundaries of selections 83, 76,  75,  74,  73,  and the
south -west boundary of selection 327 and a line in
continuation thereof to the boundary of pre-emptive
No. 21 ; thence by the boundaries of that pre-
emptive and of 69, 68 ,  66, and a line south from
the south -west corner of 66 to the south boundary
of the run, and on the south by that boundary
westerly to the point of commencement ,- exclusive
of all alienated lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of Cecil  Plains Run.
About 51,600 acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River at a point
twenty -five chains south from the north boundary
of Cecil Plains pre-emptive purchase No. 12, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing west
two hundred and twenty chains to the east boun-
dary of the Western Railway Reserve ; on the
west by that boundary northerly seven and three-
quarter miles on the north by a line east to the
north-west corner of the Homestead Area proclaimed
in the  Government Gazette  for 1873 ,  folio  1433;
thence by the west and south boundaries of that
Homestead Area to the Condamine River ,  by that
river downwards  to the north- west corner  of Cecil
Plains pre-emptive  iNo. 20 ; thence by a line east
to the south -east corner of the Homestead Area
above-mentioned , by the  east  boundary of that
Homestead Area north to the north boundary of
the run ; thence by a line east to the west boundary
of selection 107 TR ; thence by the west boundary
of that selection and a line in continuation south-
easterly to the north -east corner of portion 178,
parish of Cecil Plains  ;  on the south by a line west
to the east boundary of Cecil Plains pre-emptive
No. 11, by part of the east boundary of that
portion north to its north -east corner ;  thence by a
line west to the Condamine River, and by that river
downwards  to the  point of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of all alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Ellangowan Run.
A.
About 5,200 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of King 's Creek
at a tree marked broad -arrow over  -K  in triangle,
bounded thence on the north -east by a line north
fifty- five degrees west about three hundred and
twenty-eight chains  ;  thence on the north -west by
a line bearing south -west to the Condamine  River ;
and thence on the south -west and  south by that
river to the confluence of King's Creek  ;  and thence
by King 's Creek up to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated lands within above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed  out of Jimbour Run.
About 40,000 acres.
Commencing  on the south boundary of pre-
emptive purchase No. 24 at the intersection of the
east boundary of the Western Railway Reserve,
and bounded thence southerly by that east boun-
dary to the boundary of Jimbour ten years'
lease; thence east by that boundary of the ten
years '  lease to the west boundary of portion 437
parish  of Cumkillenbar; thence north by the west
boundaries of 437, 461, 443, 469 ,  445,  439;  thence
by the north boundaries of 439 ,  452, to the west
boundary of 433 ; thence by  the boundaries of 433,
316, 470, 450, 438, 62, 61, and 66 to the  south-east
corner of 66 ; thence north 45 degrees east to the
north- east  bcundary of Jimbour ten years'  lease ;
thence by that boundary north-westerly to its inter-
section with the east boundary of the Western
Railway Reserve ; thence by that eastern boundary
southerly to the north boundary of the Homestead
Area resumed in 18715; by the north  and east
boundaries of that resumption ; by the  east and
south boundaries of the Homestead Area resumed
in 1872 to Nliddle Creek ; by Middle Creek down-
waids to pre-emptive purchase 27; by pre-emptive
purchase 29 to east boundary of pre-emptive pur-
chase 24; thence by the east and part of south
boundaries of pre-emptive purchase 24 to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of alienated lands
within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of St. Ruth Run.
About 22,000 acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River at the
north-west corner of DR 363, and bounded thence
on the south by a line bearing  east three  hundred
and twenty chains ; on the east by a line bearing
north six degrees west to the south boundary of
the Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873, folio 1433 ; on the north by that
homestead  area  bearing west to the Condamine
River, by that river downwards to the south-east
corner of portion 79, parish of St. Ruth ; thence by
a line  bearing south seventy-seven degrees west
about sixty chains to the Western Railway Reserve;
on the west by that reserve southerly to the south
boundary of the run ; and on the south by a
line bearing east to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of North  Branch Run.
About 35,000 acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River, at the
south -west coiner of the Homestead Area pro.
claimed in  Government Gazette  for 1872, folio 1978,
and bounded thence on the east  by that  homestead
area northerly  to the  Gentleman 's Seat ;  thence by
the watershed separating Hodgson s Creek from
the north branch of  the Condamine  , iver northerly
to Mount  Mallard ; on the north by a  line bearing
south eighty -six degrees west to the east corner of
selection 409; on  the north- west by the south-east
boundaries of selections  469, 84, 85, and 66 to the
north branch  of the  Condamine !fiver ; and on the
south -west by  that north  branch and  by the Con-
damine River upwards to the point of commence-
ment ,  exclusive of all alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands  resumed out of Yandilla Run.
About  83,000 acres.
Commencing on the north branch of the Con-
damine River, at the east corner of the Homestead
Area  proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1873,
folio 1433, and bounded thence by that homestead
area  south-westerly, north-westerly, and south-
westerly to the Condamine River; thence by that
River downwards to the  -east  corner of selection
235; thence by the south-east boundaries of selec-
tions 235, 236 ,  325, 298 ,  and 271 to the south corner
of 271 ; on the south-west by the watershed sepa-
rating the Condamine River from Western Creek
south-easterly to Mount Domville ; on the south-
east by a line north . easterly ,  passing through the
north -west corner of Tummaville pre-emptive pur-
chase  No. 10,  and crossing the Condamine River
to the north branch of the Condamine River; and
on the north -east by that north branch downwards
to the point of  commencement ,- exclusive of all
alienated lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed but of Tummaville Run.
About 54,000 acres.
Commencing  on the north branch of the Con-
damine  River at the north-west corner  of selection
96, and bounded thence on the south -east by that
selection  south-westerly  to the Condamine River,
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by that river downwards to the north-west corner
of Tummaville pre-emptive No. 4; thence by the
west boundary of that portion and by the north-
west boundaries of selections 250, 308, 407, and
262, and by a line south-westerly in continuation
of the north-west boundary of 262 to the range
separating the Condamine River from the tribu-
taries of the Macintyre River ; by that range north-
westerly to Mount Domville ; on the north-west by
a line north-easterly passing the north-west corner
of Tummaville pre-emptive No. 10, and crossing the
Condamine River to the north branch of the Conda-
mine River; and thence by that north branch upwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
alienated lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Talgai Run.
A.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
385, and bounded thence by the south boundary
of pre-emptive portion N o. 54 bearing west seventy-
eight chains and twenty links ; thence by the
boundaries of that pre-emptive and pre-emptives
55, 56, 63, 71, 62, 61, 64, 52, and 51, to the boundary
of the run ; on the north-west by lines bearing south
14 degrees west two hundred and twenty-two
chains and west 27 degrees south one hundred and
eighteen chains to a tree marked FG on the bank
of Thane's Creek ; thence by Thane's Creek
upwards to selection 576 ; thence by the boundaries
of selection 576, pre-emptives 65 and 66, selection
577, and pre-emptives 68 and 70 to Thane's Creek ;
thence by that creek upwards to the south-west
boundary of the run; thence by a spur ridge to the
watershed separating Thane's Creek from the Con-
damine River ; thence by that watershed northerly
to the south boundaries of the Talgai Gold Field
Reserve, by the boundaries of that gold field west,
north, east, and south to the watershed separating
Mocatta's Creek from other watercourses flowing
into the Condamine River above that creek ; thence
by that watershed north-easterly to the north-west
corner of selection 108 and by the north boundary
of that selection east, and by the west boundary of
portion 38.5 north to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated lands within above bound-
aries.
Lands resumed out of Pilton Run.
About 5,600 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of selection
58, and bounded thence on the west by a line bear-
ing north to the south boundary of selection  488;
on the north by the south boundary of that selec-
tion and a line east to the Main Dividing Range ;
thence by that range south-easterly to the north-
west corner of the homestead area proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875, folio 2240; on the
east by that homestead area bearing south to King's
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to the
south corner of portion 28, parish of Pilton ; thence
by the boundaries of portions 28, 27,  26, 19,  18, 13,
12, 7, 4, 2, and 1, and by part of the east and the north
boundary of selection 58 to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands  resumed  out of Rosalie Plains Run.
About 74,560 acres.
Commencing at the summit of a small hill on the
watershed separating the Rosalie Plains branch of
Myall Creek from Oaky Creek, and bounded
thence on the west by a line bearing north to the
south boundary of selection 1227; thence by the
boundaries of selections 1227 and 1226, and by part
of the west and south boundaries of the Homestead
Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette for  1875,
folio 2240, and by the boundaries of selection 774
to the east boundary of the aforesaid homestead
area  ; thence by the east and north boundaries of
that homestead area and by the boundaries of
selections  1226 and 1227 to a point north from the
starting -point; thence by a line north to the water-
shed separating Rosalie Plains Creek from the
north branch of Myall Creek, by that watershed
north-easterly ; on the north-east by the Great
Dividing Range south-easterly, on the east by a
line south to the north-west corner of selection 351,
and by the west boundary of that selection south to
the middle branch of Rosalie Plains Creek, by that
creek upwards about eighty chains; thence by a
line south to the north-west corner of selection 775,
by the west and south boundaries of that selection
to the west boundary of selection  88;  thence by a
line south to the watershed separating Rosalie
Plains Creek from Oaky Creek ; and on the south
by that watershed westerly to the point of com-
mencement, -exclusive of all alienated lands within
the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Tondaryan Run.
A.
About 28,000 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of Jon-
daryan pre-emptive purchase No. 39, and bounded
thence on the east by a line bearing south about
two hundred and forty chains to the north bound-
ary of East Prairie Run ; on the south by a line
bearing west 16 degrees north about fifteen and a
half miles to the south-east corner of the Homestead
Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1873,
folio 1433; on the west by that homestead area
north to the south boundary of Jondaryan pre-
emptive No.  53;  thence by the boundaries of pre.
emptives Nos. 53, 54, 18, 47, 48, and 49, to the
south-west corner of portion 15, parish of Bowen-
yule; thence by a line east one hundred and
twenty-four chains and nineteen links to the south-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Bowenville ;
thence  by  a line bearing east 28 degrees south about
one h indred and twenty chains to Oaky Creek, by
that creek upwards to pre-emptive No.  28;  thence
by the boundaries of pre-emptives Nos. 28,43, 44, 24,
40, 41, 42, 21, 20, 1, 14, and 39, to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all alienated lands.
Also,
B.
About 6,000 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
28, parish of Young, and bounded thence on the
west by a line north to the north-west corner of
portion  25;  thence by a line west to the west
boundary of Jondaryan Run ; thence by that west
boundary north-westerly to the south boundary of
portion 175, parish of St. Ruth ; on the north by
that south boundary and a line in continuation
bearing east to the south-east corner of portion
34, parish of Young; thence by a line bearing east
25 degrees south about three hundred and forty-
five chains to the north boundary of pre-emptive
No. 46; on the south by the boundaries of pre-
emptives 46, 45, 52, 51, 60, 19, 56, 55, and 34, to
the point of commencement,-exclu-ive of all
alienated lands within above boundaries. Also,
C.
About 6,624 acres.
Commencing on the watershed separating Oaky
Creek  from  Myall  Creek at a point bearing north
from Mount Irving ,  and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing south about two hundred and
ten chains  :  on the south-west by a line parallel
with and distant three miles from the Dalby Rail-
way, bearing west 26 degrees north five hundred
and forty five chains  ;  on the north by a line bear.
ing east about one hundred chains to the watershed
separating Oaky Creek from Myall Creek, and by
that watershed easterly to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all  alienated lands within above
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Canal Creek Run.
About 46,500 acres.
Commencing on the watershed separating Canal
Creek from Mosquito and Canning Creeks, and
bounded thence on the north by a line east to the
northwest corner of the Homestead Area proclaimed
in  Government Gazette  for 1872, folio 1789 ; thence
by the west, south, and east boundaries of that home-
stead area to a point east from the south-east corner
of selection 413; thence by a line east to a point
about one hundred and forty chains from the south-
east corner of selection 413; on the east by a line
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south about  five hundred and seven chains to the
north boundary of Canal Creek Gold Field  ;  thence
by that gold field west to Canal Creek ,  by Canal
Creek upwards to the junction of the west branch,
and by said branch upwards to the first crossing
of the road fro m Leyburn to Glenelg Station, and
by that  ro ad to the southern watershed of Canal
Creek  ;  on the south and west by the watershed
separating Canal Creek from Bodumba ,  Musquito,
and Canning Creeks westerly and north -westerly to
the point of  commencement,-exclusive of all
alienated lands within above boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of Peel' s Plains  or Felton
Bun.
A.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Peel's
Plains pre-emptive No .  2, and bounded thence by
the boundaries of selections 696 and  743 to the
west  boundary  of pre -emptive No. 5, by that west
boundary and the boundaries of pre-emptives Nos.
17a, 8,  19, 12,  11, and 24 ,  to the  south -west corner
of 24 ;  thence by a line west to the south -east cor-
ner of the Homestead Area proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  for 1872, folio 1979; by the
east boundary of that homestead area ,  and by the
south -east and north boundaries of selection 988,
and by the east boundary  of the  Homestead Area
northerly to the south  boundary  of portion 68,
parish of Bolleston  ;  and by a line east  to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all alienated lands
within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out  of Eton Vale Bun.
A.
About 7,200 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner of Eton
Vale pre-emptive purchase  No. 107 ,  and bounded
thence on the north by the boundaries of that por-
tion and selection 568 and by the south boundary
of the Homestead A re a proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1875 ,  folio 1755 ,  westerly to the west
boundary of the run ; by that west boundary
southerly to the head of Grass -tree Gully  ;  thence
that gully downwards to its junction withWodgson's Creek ; b that creek upwards to the
south -east corner  of
Eton Vale  pre-emptive No. 11;thence by the boundaries of pre-emptives  Nos. 11,
14, 97 ,  95, 92,  89, 86 ,  and 85 to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated lands within
the above -mentioned boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Beauaraba Run.
About 37,000 acres.
Commencing at the summit of the Gentleman's
Beat, and bounded thence by the summit of a ridge
northerly about four and a-half miles to Mount
Mallard  ;  thence by a line bearing west 4 degrees
30 minutes south about four and a-quarter miles
to a point south  from the south -east corner of selec-
tion  432TR;  thence by a line north and by the east
boundary of selection 432 to its north -east corner ;
thence by the north -east boundaries of selections
432, 455, 427, and  456;  thence by the east bound-
aries of selections 454,433 ,  and part of 472 to a point
west from the south -west corner of selection 117 ;
on the north by a line east to the north -west corner
of the Homestead Area proclaimed in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  for 1876 ,  folio 212 ; thence by the west
and south boundaries of that homestead area
southerly and easterly to the watershed separating
Beauraba Creek  fr om Hodgson 's Creek, b that
watershed southerly about four miles to the
head ofGrass-tree Gully  ;  thence by a line bearing south
forty ,-two degrees west to the point of commence-
met,-exclusive of alienated lands within said
boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of Clifton Run.
A.
About 8,740 acres.
Commencing on the west boundary of portion 5,
parish of Hodgson ,  at a point about ten chains
south  from its north -west corner ,  and bounded
thence on the east by a  line south to the north
boundary of Clifton pre-emptive purchase No.  16;
thence by the boundaries of pre-emptives 16, 16,
12, 11, 10, 9. and 3, to the north-east corner of
pre-emptive No. 6 ; thence by the boundaries of
pre-emptives 6, 8, and 24, and by portions 15 and
16, parish of Stephens ,  to a point south from the
south -east corner of portion 107, parish of
Tooth  ;  thence by a line north two hundred
and forty -six chains and sixt-six  links to the
north -east corner of  selection'  809 TR  ;  thence
by the north boundaries of that selection and selec-
tion 808 TR west, and by the west boundaries of
portions 78, 71 ,  and 59, to the south -east boundary
of selection 465  TR;  by the south-east ,  east, and
north-east boundaries of that selection ,  north-
easterly and north -westerly to the boundary be-
tween Clifton and Eton Vale Runs, and by that
boundary easterly to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all  alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of East Prairie Run.
About 70 square miles.
Commencing at the north -west corner of the
Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1873, folio 1433, and bounded thence on the
north by a  line north -westerly to the north-east
corner of selection No. 128; on the west by the
east boundaries of selections 128 and 198 and a line
south to the north-west corner of selection 376 ;
on the south by that selection and a line in continu.
ation bearing east to the north -west boundary of
selection 132, by that north-west boundary north-
easterly to the south -west corner of the above-
mentioned homestead area ; and on the east by that
homestead area bearing north to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated lands within
the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Irvingdale Run.
About 30,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of Dalby
Commonage Extension proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  1871 ,  folio 949 ,  and bounded thence on the
south by part of the north boundary of that exten-
sion west to a point south from the south-east
corner of  DR148;  thence by a line and the east
boundary of selection 148 north to its north-east
corner  ;  on the north by a  line east about sixteen
and a-half miles to the east boundary of the run ;
on the east by the east boundary of the run south
to the north-east corner of the homestead area pro.
claimed in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio  2240;
on the south by that homestead area west to the
east boundary of the homestead area proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1874 ,  folio  1676;  thence by
the east and north boundaries of that homestead
area north and west to the east boundary of
ppre-emptive No. 7; thence by part of the east
boundary of that portion bearing by the north
boundaries of that portion and of the reserve for
camping, proclaimed  Government Gazette  1876,
folio 360, bearing west and by part of the west
boundary of that reserve bearing south to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all  alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Rosenthal Bun.
About 128 ,380 acres.
Commencing on the watershed separating Sandy
Creek from the Condamine River at a post situated
two hundred and thirteen chains and thirty-five
links bearing west 14 degrees 11 minutes south
from the south -west corner of the Warwick 'I own
Reserve, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing south one thousand four hundred and four-
teen chains to the watershed separating the Conda-
mine River from the  Macintyre  River ; on the
south by that watershed north - westerly about
eighteen miles ; on the west  by the  watershed
separating  Thane's Creek  from Canal Creek
northerly about thirteen and a-half miles ; on the
north by a spur ridge south -easterly about two
miles to Branch Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over RST ; thence by a line south -easterly
about three -quarters of a mile to Thane's Creek at
a tree marked broad-ar ro w over TR ; thence by
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that creek  upwards to the west boundary of the
homestead  area  proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1872, folio 1979; thence by the boundaries of
that homestead  area  and by the south boundary of
the homestead  area  proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1875, folio 2239; thence by the bound-
aries of selections  1,011 and 611 to the north-east
corner  of 611; thence by a line bearing east about
thirty chains ; thence by a spur ridge to the water-
shed separating  Sandy Creek from the Condamine
River ; and by that watershed south-easterly to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all alienated
lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of South Toolburra Run.
A.
About 7,500 acres.
Commencing  at the south- east  cornerof portion 73,
parish of Pratten, and bounded thence on the south
by the north and part of the west boundary of the
homestead area resumed  in 1872 bearing  west and
south to the watershed separating the Condamine
River from Thane's Creek ; by that watershed
north-westerly and northerly to the north boundary
of the run ; on the north by a line bearing east to
the south- west corner  of portion 41, parish of
Pratten ; thence by the boundaries of portions 42,
43, 44, 53, 54, 49, 36, 67, and 68, to the south-west
corner  of portion 68; thence by a line east along
the south boundaries of portions 68 and 69 to the
west boundary of South Toolburra pre-emptive No.
7; and by that west boundary south to the point
of commencement ,-exclusive of all alienated lands
within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of West Prairie Run.
About 10,094 acres.
Commencing at the south- east  corner of the
homestead area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1873, folio 1433, and bounded thence on the east
by a line bearing south to the north-east corner of
selection  1288 ; on the south by that selection bear-
ing west to its north-west corner ; on the south-
west by  a line  bearing north 28 degrees west to the
south-west corner of the homestead area above-
mentioned  ; and on the north by that homestead
area bearing east  to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all alienated lands within above
boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUZINSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . IWILLIAN WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, I,
I WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu.
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the lands comprised in the Nuns hereunder de-
scribed, having been resumed by Resolutions of
both Houses of Parliament, shall be and are hereby
resumed, subject to the provisions of  " The Settled
Districts Pastoral Leases Act of  1876."
SETTLED DISTRICT OF WIDE BAY AND
BURNETT.
Lands resumed out of Conandale Run.
About 28,500 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Obi Obi
branch of the Mary River, at a point about twenty
chains  east from a large gum-tree marked TMK,
said tree being  about thirty-one chains and fifty
links south from the  nineteen -mile tree on the
road from Imbie to Durundur, and bounded thence
on the north by a line bearing west about two hun-
dred and ten chains to the western watershed of the
Obi Obi branch of the Mary River; thence on the
west by that watershed southerly about five miles
to its Junction with the dividing range forming the
watershed separating the Mary River from the
Brisbane River ; thence on the south by that range
south-easterly about eight  miles and a-quarter ; and
thence on the east by  a line  bearing north by east
about three miles and three -quarters  to the  junction
of the eastern  and western  branches of the Obi Obi
branch of the Diary River  at an oak -tree marked C ;
and again  on the east by the Obi Obi branch of the
Mary River downwards  about seven miles and
a-half to the point  of commencement ,- oxclusive of
all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 54,300 acres.
Commencing on Tinana Creek at a spot about
twenty-two chains in a direct line above a tree
marked T over 33, bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing west for about four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie ; thence on the west by that road
southerly for about nine hundred and eighty-nine
chains in a direct line to its meeting with the old
Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing about south seventy-eight degrees east for
about five hundred and twenty-eight chains to the
summit of Mount Goomboorian ; thence on the
east by a line bearing about north thirty-two
degrees east for about one hundred and sixty-three
chains to a tree marked AH on the Goomboorain
Creek ; thence by that creek downwards for about
one hundred and sixty-six chains in a direct line to
its junction with Tinana Creek ; and thence by that
creek downwards for about eight hundred and
eighty-eight chains in a direct line to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all selected and
alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Toweran Run.
About 14,350 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by the
spur dividing the waters of said  creeks  westerly to
their northern watershed ; then southerly and
south-easterly by that range to a spot on the Bolan
River about fifteen (15) chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over K over XI in triangle ; then
crossing  the river easterly to the Kolonga Range ;
then by  said range  passing through the Toomboro
Mountain to the crossing of the Maryborough and
Gladstone road ; then by said road to the Bolan
River; then by said river to the junction of
George's Creek ; thence by said creek upwards to
the junction of Branch Creek to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all selected  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of golonga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Moolboolaman and Glad-
stone road where it crosses the range forming the
northern watershed of Walily Creek, and bounded
thence on the north by that  range  westerly ; on the
west by the same range southerly and south-
easterly ; on the south by the  same range  forming
the southern watershed of Takilberan and Tararan
Creeks easterly ; on the east by the range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid; and thence by that road north-
westerly, crossing Tararan, Takilberan, and Walily
Creeks to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Molangul Run.
About 72,080 acres.
Commencing on the range forming the northern
watershed of Bolan River at a point called Molangul,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
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bearing south 46 degrees west about three hundred
and forty chains to the Bolan River ; thence by
that river downwards to the confluence of Five-mile
Creek ; thence by that creek upwards to its head in
the Burnett .Range ; on the south by that range
and the range forming the southern watershed of
Five-mile Creek, Station Creek, and Two-mile Creek
easterly by the said range, forming the eastern
watershed of Two-mile Creek, and the southern
watershed of Kolan River northerly, and by a spur
range  westerly to the Bolan River at a point about
forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ; thence cross-
ing Kolan River by a spur range north-westerly to
the first-mentioned range, and by that range
westerly to Mount Molangul, the point of com-
mencentent , -exclusive of all selected and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Moolboolomon Run.
About  50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the  west  by a line north for
about thirty  chains  to the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek ; on the north by the said water-
shed easterly about five hundred and thirty chains
in a direct line ; on the east by a line south about
one hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek
at a spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IN over XXVIII in triangle ;
then by said creek upwards about one hundred and
twenty-seven chains in a direct line to the  junction
of Rainbow Creek ; then south for about five hun-
dred and sixty chains to the Hog Back Range ;
thence on the south and again on the west by said
range to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of North Kenilworth Run.
About 17,280 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the River Mary
at a tree marked P on one side, G on another side,
and B  over broad-arrow on another side, about one
and three-quarter miles below the 'unction of Belli
Creek with the Mary River, bounded on the north
by a line bearing east about five hundred and eighty
chains to the Sea-coast Range ; thence on the east
by that range southerly about two hundred chains
to the Mooloolah road ; thence on the south and
south- east  by that road south-westerly to a point
where it  crosses  the Mary River at Kenilworth
Head Station at a point about seventy chains below
the junction of Obi Obi Creek with the said river ;
and on the west by that river downwards about
eight  miles and  a-half to the point of commence-
ment, - exclusive  of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands  renamed  out of  Cambroon  Run.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing  at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary
ncti n
bounded on the south
by that creek upwards about three hundred and
eighty  chains to  the Yabba road ; thence on the
south- east  by that road south-westerly about five
hundred and  seventy  chains to the range dividing
the waters  of the Little Yabba Creek from those of
Jimna  Creek ; thence on the south-west by that
range north -westerly about seventy chains to the
range dividing  the waters of Little Yabba Creek
from  those of Sandy Creek ; thence on the north-
west by that  range north -easterly about five hun-
dred  and sixty chains to a range  dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from those of the Yabba
and Goonoongibber Creeks  ; thence by that range
bearing south -easterly about  one hundred and
eighty chains and  north-easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy  chains  to a point due west from a
tree  marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River ; and on the north
by a line  bearing east  about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion  of said creek and Mary River ; and on the east
by the said river upwards about four hundred and
forty  chains  to the Little Yabba Creek, being point
of commencement ,-exclusive of all selected and
alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Teebar Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencing on the boundary between Gigoom-
gan and Teebar at a point sixty chains north 9
degrees 30  minutes east  from the summit of Mount
Joseph, and bounded thence on the south by a line
bearing west about twelve miles to the watershed
separating the Mary River from the Burnett River ;
on the north-west by said watershed north-easterly
about ten and a-half miles ; on the north by the
northern watershed of Yaroomba Creek and bT a
spur ridge to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains
in a direct line below the junction of Eel Creek ;
then by Sandy Creek downwards about  ten miles
to the junction of Teebar Creek ; on the east by
Teebar Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9
degrees 30 minutes east one hundred and ninety
chains from the summit of Mount Joseph; then by
a line bearing  south 9 degrees 30 minutes west
about one hundred and thirty chains to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all selected and
alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
A.
About 9  square miles.
Commencing at the forty-one mile tree  on Munna
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
102 degrees 30 minutes  east  six miles and twenty
chains ; thence  south one mile and ten  chains ;
thence west five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna  Creek ; and by Munna Creek upwards
to starting -point.
B.
About 37 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked VA four  miles up
Munna  Creek, and bounded thence by  a line west
five miles ; thence north  six miles  and fifty-three
chains to Jacky's Creek ; thence by that creek
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over J ;
thence by a line bearing north 109 degrees 30
minutes east six miles  and forty-five chains to River
Mary ; thence by the left bank of River Mary
upwards to Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek
upwards to the point of commencement,- exclusive
of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Warrah Run.
About  12,870 acres.
Commencing at a blue gum -tree marked R over
WI on the left bank of Stoney or Dungal Creek
one hundred and thirty -one chains from the crossing
place on the Gayndah road, with the course of the
creek downwards ,  and bounded thence on the south
by that creek downwards ,  bearing no rt h-easterly
about five miles and twenty-nine chains in a direct
line;  thence on the east  by  a line bearing north
322 degrees east about five and a-half miles to
Dackinwilla Creak ; thence on the north by Dackin-
willa Creek upwards, bearing westerly about one
hundred and thirty -two chains in a direct line to an
ironbark -tree marked F ; and on the west by a  line
bearing north 180 degrees east four hundred and
seventy -two chains to the point of commencement,
- exclusive of all  selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of G'goomgan Run (con-
solidated).
About 107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Munna Creek
at a point  one mile in a direct line  below the junc-
tion of Calgoa Creek, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south-west to the watershed  separating
Calgoa Creek from Sandy Creek ; thence by that
watershed south-westerly about four miles ; then by
a line bearing  west two hundred and ten chains ; then
by a line bearing north- west crossing  the heads of
Calgoa Creek ten chains below the junction of
Munro Creek and terminating at the watershed
separating Calgoa Creek from Spring Creek ; then
by that watershed south-westerly to the watershed
separating the tributaries of the Mary River from
those of the Burnett River ; then by that water-
shed westerly and the watershed separating Spring
Creek from Dry Creek northerly to Mount Joseph;
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then by a  line bearing  north  91 degrees east to Dry
Creek at its eastern bend  ; then by said creek
downwards  to Teebar Creek ; then by that creek
downwards  to Munna Creek ; and by that creek
downwards  to the point of commencement,- exclu-
sive  of all  selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Tantitha Run.
About  5,480 acres.
Commencing  on Welcome Creek at the west
corner of  the Homestead Area proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141, and
bounded thence on the south-west by  a line bearing
north 328  degrees east  about one hundred and
fourteen  chains to  the southern boundary of the
Coast Reserve ; thence by that  reserve easterl yy to
the south-west corner of portion 6, parish of Goo-
burrum  ; thence by the south boundary of that
portion and  by the west boundaries of portions 4
and 3  and by the south boundary of portion 3 to
the Burnett River ; thence by that river upwards
to the north- east corner  of portion 10, parish of
Gooburrum, by the north and west boundaries of
that portion and the west boundaries of portions
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 to the south-west
corner of 17; thence by the north and part of the
west  boundaries of portions 2 and 1 to the west
boundary of portion 9 by the east, north, and north-
west boundaries  of that portion to the north-east
boundary of the Homestead Area aforesaid, and by
that north- east  boundary north-westerly to Wel-
come  Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement,- exclusive of all
alienated  and selected lands.
Land resumed out of Sarah. anna  and Agnes Yale
Run.
About 25  square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
K over II in triangle on the Port Curtis road,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west 7 degrees north about two hundred and
twenty-five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow
over AV over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ;
thence on the north-west by that creek downwards
to the junction of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes
Creek ; thence by that creek upwards about one
hundred and eighty chains until it is intersected by
a line bearing north 42 degrees east from the tree
first-named, broad-arrow over K over II in triangle ;
and thence by the said line bearing south 42 degrees
west about eight miles to the point of commence-
ment, -exclusive of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,000 acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
GHH broad-arrow ; bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing about south-east for two
hundred and forty-two chains to a tree marked
broad-arrow over LM over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence on the east by
a line  north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct line above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII in triangle ; thence
by Powell's Creek downwards to its 'unction with
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Toomolongyore or Eureka
Run.
About 32 square miles.
Commencing  on Edward's Creek where the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it ; bounded
thence on the south-west by that road north-
westerly for about six hundred and eight chains in
a direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over
TM over X in triangle ; thence by a line bearing
north 61 degrees 30 minutes east for about five
hundred and fifteen chains, passing through a tree
on Sand Creek marked broad-arrow over AY
over XXXIV in triangle ; thence by a line bearing
north 151  degrees 30 minutes east for  three hun-
dred and seventy-four chains ; thence bearing north
217 degrees  east  for about two hundred and twenty-
four chains to Edward's Creek at a spot about
seventeen chains in a direct line  above a tree
marked broad-arrow over ED over II  in triangle ;
thence by Edward's Creek upwards to  the crossing
of the Maryborough and Port Curtis road, the
point of  commencement ,- exclusive  of all  selected
and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of Stanton Harcourt Run.
About 66 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Boundary Creek
with Sandy Creek near a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle ; thence by that creek upwards
to its head ; thence by the range separating the
waters of Sandy, Corfields, Six-mile, and Cabbage-
tree Creeks trom those of Degilbo Creek north.
westerly to the junction of a ravine with the
Burnett River about twenty chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over BT over LIV in triangle ;
thence by that river downwards about two hundred
and thirty chains in a direct line to a dense pine
scrub ; thence by that scrub easterly about three
hundred and fifty chains in a direct line to a tree
marked broad-arrow over TM over XII in triangle
on the Port Curtis and Maryborough road ; thence
by that road south-easterly crossing Corfields and
Sandy Creeks to Edward's Creek; thence by that
creek downwards about ten chains ; thence by.a
line bearing 80 degrees 15 minutes ninety-six
chains and fifty links ; thence by  a line bearing
141 degrees 15 minutes twenty-six chains and
fifty links ; thence by a line bearing 144 degrees
twelve chains and twenty links ; thence by a line
bearing 136 degrees forty-five chains ; thence by a
line bearing 160 degrees twenty-seven chains
seventeen links ; thence by a line bearing 112
degrees seventeen chains and sixty-eight links ;
thence by a line bearing 45 degrees twenty-five
chains to Oaky Creek ; thence by that creek
upwards to a tree marked broad-arrow over KY
over IV in triangle ; thence by a line bearing 217
degrees about four miles to the point of commence-
ment, - exclusive of all  selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out' of Doongal Run.
About  20,200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborough and
Gayndah main road bearing north 43 degrees west
about twelve chains from an ironbark-tree marked
EM over II  in triangle  on the Eighteen-mile Creek,
and  bounded 'on the north by the Maryborough
and Gayndah road westerly to the crossing at
Beardy's Creek ; thence on the west by a line south
to the ranges extending northerly from the head of
Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by a continuation of
those ranges forming the watershed of Doongal or
Stoney Creek easterly to the head of Eighteen-
mile Creek ; thence. by that creek down to thebefore. mentioned ironbark-tree marked EM over
I1 in triangle ; and thence b a line north 43
degrees  west to the point of`y  commencement,-
exclusive of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out  of Yabba Run.
About  67 square miles.
Commencing on Yabba Creek at a point about
sixty-five chains in a direct line above the junction
of Sandy Creek, thence by a line north about two
hundred and ninety chains to Kingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in a direct line ; thence by a  line north
crossing Bella Creek to the northern watershed of
Be lla and Kingaham Creeks ; thence by that water-
shed westerly to the range separating the Brisbane
River  from Yabba  Creek ; thence by that range
southerly  about  nine hundred chains in a direct
line to a small gully, and  by that gully  downwards
to Yabba Creek  at a point about one hundred and
five chains in a direct line above Capsize Creek ;
thence by  Yabba  Creek downwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all  selected and
alienated lands.
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Lands  resumed out  of Walla Run.
About 39,000 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Barker's Gully
about fifty  chains in  a straight line above an ash-
tree  marked broad- arrow  over K over I in shield,
where the boundary line of the settled district
intersects  ; thence by that boundary line north-west
three hundred and fifty  chains  to the  range sepa-
rating the waters  of the Burnett from those falling
into the Bolan ; thence by that  range in  a north-
easterly direction about six hundred chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by that
scrub  in a north-easterly and south-easterly direc-
tion about three hundred and seventy  chains in a
straight  line to the junction of Boundary Creek
with the Burnett River ; thence by the left bank of
the Burnett River upwards southerly about three
hundred  chains  in a straight line to St. Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek upwards in a
westerly direction about four hundred and eighty
chains in a straight  line to Barker's Gully ; and
thence by Barker's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly  direction about ninety-five chains in a
straight  line to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed, out of Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point  on the south boundary of
Toogoom Run  bearing  north 104 degrees east four
hundred and sixty-five chains from a tree on
Toogoom  waterhole branded broad-arrow over BT
in triangle , and bounded on the south by a line
bearing north 104 degrees east  about six hundred
and forty-five chains to the River Susan ; thence
on the east  by a line bearing north 342 degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains ; thence on the
north by  a line bearing  north 284 degrees east two
hundred and ninety chains ; thence again on the
north by a line bearing  west two hundred and
seventy -five chains  ; and thence on the west by a
line bearing south  one hundred and thirty chains to
the point  of commencement ,-exclusive of a water
reserve of  three hundred and twenty  acres.
Lands  resumed out  of Tagigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where  the fence on the upper side of the present
paddock  at Tagigan  house  joins  the same, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line north-
east three  hundred and fifty-six chains ; thence on
the north-east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to  a peg; thence on the north-west by a
line  south -west  four hundred chains to a tree
marked BR  on Tagigan  Range ; thence on the south-
west  by that  range  south-easterly two hundred
chains to  a point bearing south-west from commenc-
ing point ; and thence  again on  the south-east by a
line north-east sixty-four chains to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of all selected and
alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Nolan Run.
Area-69,300 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Kolan River
at the junction of a small creek called Stony Creek,
which enters the river about ninety-five chains in a
direct line above  a gum -tree branded broad-arrow
over K over XXX in triangle, and bounded on the
west  by a line running north to the head of
Tandaram  Creek ; thence on the north-west by the
northern watershed of that creek to the Bolan ;
thence by the left bank of the Kolan upwards to a
point about fifty chains above a gum-tree branded
broad- arrow  over K over XIX in triangle ; thence
by a line south  crossing  the Kolan about three
hundred and thirty chains ; thence by a line west
crossing  the Bolan about two hundred and sixty-
five chains ; and thence by the Bolan upwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
selected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Imbil Run.
About 34  square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba Creek
with the Mary River, and bounded on the north-
west by Yabba-Creek upwards about one and a-half
miles  to the junction of - Goonoongibber Creek ;
then by the watershed separating the two creeks
southerly about four  and a-half  miles  ; then by a
line bearing west 15 degrees south about three
hundred chains to Yabba Creek at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of Derrier Flat, and just be-
low the junction of a small creek coming from the
south ; on the west by said small creek southerly
to its head ; on the south by the southern water-
shed of Yabba Creek and Goonoongibber Creek
easterly to Mount Blooloo, and then by a small
gully easterly to the Mary River ; and on the east
by said river northerly to Yabba Creek, the point
of  commencement,-exclusive of all selected and
alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Munduran Run.Area -63,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at a point north 14 degrees east forty chains from a
tree marked broad -arrow over  K over XXXVII in
horse-shoe  ;  thence by a line north 14 degrees east
335 chains to the left bank of Stony Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards in a northerly direction 610
chains in a straight line to a tree marked broad-
arrow over B over 3 in horse -shoe on Branch
Creek  ;  thence by a line about north 14 degrees
east 65 chains to the watershed of Litabe lla Inlet
and the  B olan River  ;  thence by that watershed
known as Double Sloping Hummock Range south-
easterly about 385 chains ; thence by a line north
10 degrees east about 260 chains in a straight line
to a tree marked broad -arrow over M over  755  in
horse -shoe on survey of Mu llet Creek  ;  thence by
the left bank of that creek downwards in a north-
easterly direction about 500 chains to its nction
with Litabella Creek ; thence crossing LuitabellaCreek and by its left bank downwards in an easterly
direction about 180 chains in a straight line to its
intersection with the boundary of the Coast Re-
serve ; thence  by that  reserve north-westerly about
430 chains in a straight line to the range forming
the north -western watershed of Litabella Inlet ;
thence by that range in a south -westerly direction
about 800 chains in a straight line to where it joins
the range forming the north-west watershed of
Stony Creek ; thence by that range in a south-
westerly direction about 800 chains in a straight
line to the range forming the eastern boundary of
Kolanga Run ; thence  by that  range in a southerly
direction and by the said boundary to where it
strikes the Kolan River on the left bank ,  opposite
a tree marked broad-arrow over K  over XLV in
horse -shoe, about 440 chains in a straight line ;
and thence  by the  left bank of the Kolan River
downwards in a general easterly direction about
250 chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed  out of  Curra Run.
About 23,350 acres.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
River Mary, about 1 wenty-five chains in a direct line
below a tree marked 46 on the survey of the river,
and bounded thence by a line bearing north 79
degrees east three hundred chains to Curra Creek,
intersecting the present Maryborough and Gympie
road about two chains south of the Head Station,
Curra  ;  thence by a line bearing north 26 degrees
east three hundred chains to the watershed of the
Mary and Tinana waters ; thence by that range,
and a spur range forming the northern watershed
of Durham Bov Creek in a north-westerly and
westerly direction ,  to a point bearing north 75
degrees  east  about two hundred and sixty chains
from a tree marked 67 on the survey of the river ;
thence by a line bearing north 255 ;  degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mary ; and thence  by that  river upwards about
four hundred and ten chains in a direct line to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all selected
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Kullogum Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Oakey Creek at a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over X about twenty
chains in a direct line above Gigoom Head Station,
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and about three chains  below  a large gum-tree
marked TB, and bounded on part of the south-west
by a line bearing west 34 degrees north one hundred
and sixty-five chains twenty-five links to  It  point on
Edwards Creek about  sixteen chains  below the
south-east corner of Eureka Run ; thence by Ed-
wards Creek up to that corner of Eureka Run ;
thence on the north-west by the south-east boun-
dary of Eureka  and a line in  continuation bearing
north 37 degrees east two hundred and fifty-seven
chains; thence on the north-east by a line bearing
south 50 degrees east crossing Oakey Creek twenty-
seven chains in a direct line below a tree marked
broad-arrow ov r KV over VIII three hundred and
fifty chains to the north-west boundary of Keogum;
thence on the south-east by the aforesaid boundary
bearing south 46 degrees west two hundred and
eighty-three chains to Oakey Creek ; thence again
on the south-west by said creeks downwards to the
point of  commencement ,-exclusive of all selected
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Clifton Run.
About 10,960 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek fifteen
chains and twenty links distant in a north-westerly
direction from the Five-mile Tree, and bounded
thence by  a line  north about  six miles and ten
chains to a range ; thence by that range north-
westerly about  four miles and a-half to where it
comes down into Clifton Creek ; thence crossing
Clifton Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over 51; thence by the range on the
opposite side south-easterly and southerly to Sandy
Creek about  two chains  above the  junction  of Bonpa
Creek ; and thence by Sandy Creek downwards to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of all se-
lected and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Bingera Run.
About 431  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about  seven chains  above it gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over BT over XXI, and bounded
thence by a line bearing south ninety chains ; thence
by a line bearing north 77 degrees east three hun-
dred and eight chains ; thence by a line bearing
north 58 degrees east to the west corner of portion
41 ; thence by the boundaries of portions 41 and
40 to the east  corner  of 41 ; thence by  a line south-
easterly in continuation of the north-east boundary
of portion 41 to  a mangrove  swamp ;  thence by that
swamp south-easterly to the Elliot River ; on the
south by that river upwards to a tree marked
broad-arrow over ET over V ; on the south-west by
a line bearing about 285 degrees to the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek distant
about thirty chains in a direct line above Bingera
bead station ; and thence by the Burnett River
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all alienated lands within the above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of Widgee Widgee Run.
About  43,000 acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 2, parish  of A% idgee, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion and a
line in continuation bearing  west to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
u wards to its head ; thence by the western water-
slped of that creek north-westerly about two hun-
dred and  fifty chains in a direct line; thence by a
line bearing north to the south-west corner of the
land resumed from Widgee Run, proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875, folio  1753;  on the
north by a line bearing cast to Widgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River; by that river upwards to the junction
of Glastonbury Creek ; and by that creek upwards
to the point f commencement ,- exclusive of all
alienated landos  within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed outof Gin Gin Run.
About 34,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the
wrest by a line bearing south to the watershed
separating the Kolan River from the Burnett
River ; thence by that watershed north-easterly
about four miles to a tree marked N over VIII,
situated at the edge of  a dense scrub  ; thence by
tl!e edge of said scrub north-easterly about two
miles  and south-easterly about  five miles  to Boun-
dary Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to
the Burnett River, and by that river downwards to
the south corner of the land resumed by proclnma-
tion in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio 2017 ;
thence by the south-west and north-west bounda.
ries of that land north-west rly and north-easterly
to the east  boundary of Gin Gin  Run ; on the eabt
by that boundary north-westerly to the Kolan
River; and on the north-west by that river and by
Gin (yin Creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Kili van Run (Murray's
debatabie land).
A.
About 6,900 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifty-five chains from a tree on Wide Bay Creek
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven
miles ; thence by a line bearing north thirteen
chains and eighty links; on the north by a line
bearing west four hundred and sixty -six chains ;
and on the west by a line bearing south to the point
of commencement.
B.
About 32,000 acres.
Commencing on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase portion No. 1, and bounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and east to the north -east corner;
thence by a line north to the range dividing Munna
Creek from Wide Bay Creek ;  thence by that range
and by the range separating the waters of Wide
Bay Creek from those flowing into Boonara and
Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from the
junction of Deep  (.reek with Wide Bay Creek; on
the south by a line east to Wide Bay Creek at the
junction of Deep Creek; and by Wide Bay Creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all alienated lauds within the above bounda-
ries.
Lands resumed out of Wonbah Run.
About 16,500 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek ,  and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east about one hundred chains to
the watershed separating Wonbah from Moolbool-
aman waters ; on the east b that watershed south-
erly to a point east from the north-east corner of
mineral selection  972;  on the south by that
selection and a line west to Gin Gin Creek; thence
by part of the west boundary of mineral selection No.
1,074 and the north and part of the west boundary
of surveyed portion No. 6; thence by a line bearing
west to the watershed separating the waters  flowing
into Gin Gin Creek from those flowing into Eastern
Creek, and by that watershed northerly to a point
near the bead of Cattle Creek, where the said
watershed is intersected by a  line bearing south-
west from the junction of Cattle Creek with Four-
mile Creek  ;  thence by that line bearing north-east
to the said junction by Four-mile Creek downwards
to its junction with Gin Gin ; and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of all alienated lands within the above bounda-
ries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -sixth day of
February ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  i WILLIAM WELLIN GTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St .  George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN_pursuance  of the powers in me ' vested, I,WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the
Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice  of the Executive
Council ,  do hereby notify and proclaim that the lands
comprised in the runs hereunder described, having
been resumed by Resolutions of both Houses of
Parliament ,  shall be and are hereby resumed
subject to the provisions of "  The Western Railway
Act."
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF DARLING DOWNS.
Lands resumed  out of  Jimbour Run.
(Within the Western Railway Reserve.)
About 126,600 acres.
Commencing  on the Condamine River at the west
corner of  Jimbour pre -emptive No .  33, and bounded
thence  by the north boundary of that portion
easterly ;  thence by the north and east boundaries
of P.P. No. 46; thence b y the north and east
boundaries of Macalister  Town Reserve to the
north -west corner  of P.P. 80, by the boundaries of
P.P. 80 ,  79, 78 ,  81, 11,  10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, and
8 to Jimbour  Creek; by that creek upwards to the
north -east corner of  P.P. No. 1; thence by the
boundaries  of P.P. 1, 17, 18,  21, 22 ,  and part of
25, to  the south -west corner  of the Homestead
Area proclaimed in  Government  Gazette  for 187  b,
folio 2240 ;  thence '  b the west and part of the
north boundaries  of that homestead  area  to the east
boundary  of the Western Railway Reserve, by that
boundary  northerly to the north -east  boundary of
Jimbour 10 - years ' lease, by that boundary north-
westerly to Corranga  Creek ; by that creek down-
wards  to the north  corner  of selection 16 Dll ; by
the north-east boundary of that selection  and a line
in continuation  to a point north of the north-east
corner of  selection  46 DR  ;  thence by a line south
to the Condamine River ; and by that river up-
wards  to the point of commencement.
Also-Comndbncing  on south boundary of P.P.
24 at the intersection  of the east boundary of the
Western Railway  Reserve , and bounded thence by
the south boundary of 24 and the boundaries
of P.P.  23, 20, 69 , 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, to the
north boundary  of portion 14; thence east by the
north boundaries of that portion ; and by portions
11 and 10, parish of Macalister, and of portions
3, 4,  9, 10,  11, 16, 22, 23, and 28, parish of Jimbour,
and a line in continuation about sixty chains ;
thence by the boundary of Jimbour  10 years' lease
north about seventy chains ; thence north-easterly
and easterly to the east boundary of the Western
Railway Reserve ; and by that boundary northerly
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of the
alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  out of Cecil Plains Run.
(Within the Western  Railway Reserve.)
About 31,000 acres.
Commencing  on the north boundary  of selection
DR 116, where  it is intersected  by the east
boundary of the Western Railway  Reserve, and
bounded thence on the south by a line  bearing
west about five and  a-half miles  to the watershed
separating  the Condamine River from Wilkins
Creek ; on the west by that watershed northerly
about three and a-half  miles  to a bloodwood-tree
marked broad-arrow over 118; thence by a line
north three hundred and twenty-two  chains  to a
spotted gum-tree marked broad-arrow over GR ;
on the -north by a line east about six and three-
quarter miles  to the east boundary of the Western
Railway Reserve ; and on the east by that
boundary southerly to the point  of commencement,
- exclusive  of all alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  out of St.  Ruth's Run.
(Within the  Western Railway  Reserve.)
About 21 ,000 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of the run
where it is intersected  by the  east boundary of the
Western Railway Reserve ; bounded thence on the
south by a line west about six and three -quarter
miles ; on the west by the west boundary of the
run bearing north about three hundred chains ; on
the north by a line running east to the east
boundary  of the  Western Railway Reserve ; and
on the east by that boundary southerly to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all  alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-sixth day of
February , in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
By Authority  :  SAMas  C. BaAL,  Government  Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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Department  of Public Lands.
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Executive Council, has been pleased to
make the following appointments under and subject
to the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1876 " :-
RICHARD JOSEPH SMITH
to be  Inspecting Commissioner ,  and also  Land Com-
missioner  for the Land Agents' Districts of Bris.
bane, Beenleigh , Ipswich, and Helidon ;
WALTER CUNPIINGHAM HUME
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Land
Agents' Districts of Toowoomba, Warwick, and
Dalby ;
JOHN REID WARNER
to be Land Commissioner and Land Agent for the
Gympie Land Agent's District ;
CHRISTOPHER FRANCIS
to be Land  Commissioner and Land Agent for the
Maryborough Land Agent's District ;
CHARLES W. RICH
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Gladstone
Land Agent's District ;
A RT 1'4 Fn * A V- WODEHOUSE
to be Agent for the
Rr'
BRINSLEY GUISE SHERIDAN
to be Acting Land  Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent for the Land Agents ' Districts of Cardwe ll
and Cairns ;
HOWARD ST. GEORGE
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Land
Agent's District of Cooktown ;
SAMUEL MILLS BARTER
to be Land Agent and Acting Land Commissioner
for the Normanton Land Agent's District ;
LEONARD GEORGE BOARD
to be Land Commissioner and Land Agent for the
Nanango Land Agent's District ;
THE POLICE MAGISTRATE AT STANTHORPE
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Stanthorpe
Land Agent's District ;
THE POLICE MAGISTRATE AT GooNDIWINDI
to be Acting Land  Commissioner  and Land Agent
for the Goondiwindi Land Agent's District ;
THE POLICE MAGISTRATE AT CONDAMINE
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent for the Condamine Land Agent's District ;
THE POLICE MAGISTRATE AT SUBAT
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent for the Surat Land Agent's District ;
THE PoLICF M •
to be A
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THE POLICE MAGISTRATE AT TENNINGERING
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent for the Tenningering Land Agent's District ;
THE POLICE MAGISTRATE AT SPRINGSURE
to be Acting Land Commissioner and Acting Land
Agent for the Springsure Land Agent's District ;
THE POLICE MAGISTRATE AT CLERMONT
to be Acting Land Commissioner for the Clermont
Land Agent's District ;
THOMAS  K IRWAN PERSSE
to be Land Agent for the Brisbane Land Agent's
District ;
ROBERT  MILLER
to be Land Agent for the Beenleigh Land Agent's
District ;
ALEXANDER PATRICK CAMERON
to be Land Agent for the Ipswich Land  Agent's
District ;
JOHN ROBINSON
to be Land Agent for the Helidon Land Agent's
District ;
GEORGE BUNTON
to be Land Agent for the Toowoomba Land Agent's
District ;
WILLIAM GARNETT HANBURY
to be Land Agent for the Warwick Land Agent's
District ;
CHARLES  FRANCIS CUMMING
to be Land Agent for the Dalby Land Agent's
District ;
GEORGE WHITE
to be Land Agent for the Gladstone Land Agent's
District ;
CHARLES CLAUDIUS INNES
to be Land Agent for the Mackay Land Agent's
District ;
JAMES PRYDE
to be Land Agent for the Cooktown Land Agent's
District ;
WILLIAM CAVE
to be Land Agent for the Clermont Land Agent's
District ;
THE CLERK  OF PETTY SESSIONS  AT ST. GEORGE
to be Land Agent for the St. George Land Agent's
District ;
THE RECORDING CLERK AT RAMA
to be Land Agent for the Roma Land Agent's
District ;
HENRY MASSIE
to be Bailiff of Crown  lands  for the Land Agents'
Districts of Brisbane and Beenleigh ;
JOHN BLAINE
to be Bailiff of Crown lands for the Land Agents'
Districts of Ipswich and Helidon ;
WILLIAM STANLEY WARREN
to be Bailiff of Crown lands for the Land Agents'
Districts of Toowoomba, Warwick, and Dalby ;
W. H. FRANKLIN
to be Bailiff of Crown  lands for  the Land Agents'
Districts of Bundaberg  and Tenningering.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
I of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to make the following appointments under and
subject to the provisions of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876 " :-
GODFREY NAIRNE BENJAMIN GEARY
to be Land Commissioner and Land Agent for the
I  " "° 't'o )istrict, in the room of
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George,  ( over-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-In-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of th  power in me vested, I,
WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS , E squire, the
Governor  aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do, by this my  Proclamation , notify
and proclaim  that  the following Regulations have
been established under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 " and all other
Acts  enabling in that behalf.
REGULATION S.
Second payment  on selections.
1. The second payment on conditional  purchase
and homestead  selections , shall be made on or before
the 31st day of March following the date of applica-
tion ; and the said payment, together with the first
year 's rent , shall cover the period between the date
of application and the 31st day of March next after
the expiration of one year from the date of the appli-
cation. The second payment on each selection will,
therefore, be proportionate to the number  of clear
months intervening between the expiration of the
twelve months from date of application and the
following 31st day of March.
Land Commissioner to declare the acceptance or
rejection of applications  in open court.
2. The  land commissioner shall declare in open
court his acceptance or rejection of each appli-
cation for a conditional purchase  or homestead,
in the order in which the applications  were made.
In the case of rejected applications, he will return
the deposit of first year's rent and survey fee to the .
applicant, by giving him a cheque for the amount
initialled by the land agent.
Applicants to attend at land court.
3. Applicants for conditional  purchases or home-
steads, or their duly authorised  agents, w ill be
required to appear at the land court when their
applications are dealt with by the laud com-
missioner.
Non-appearance  at land court.
4. In the  case of an  applicant failing to  appear at
the land court as prescribed in the preceding  clause,
his application will be rejected, and a penalty of
twenty shillings will be exacted for such non-
appearance. This amount will be deducted from
the moneys lodged with the land agent on account
of rent and survey fee, when ref'undment of the.
same is  made to the applicant.
Commissioner  may examine witnesses.
5. If the commissioner thinks it necessary, he
shall require  the applicant or any other person to be
examined on  oath, before  dealing  with the appli-
cation.
Survey fees payable on surveyed  portions.
6. In cases where surveyed lands are open to
selection  by lease ,  after having  been first  submitted
to auction ,  and not sold or withdrawn ,  and two or
more conterminous  portions shall be selected by one
person ,  the survey fee payable  on such selection
shall be computed  at the rate  of one-half of the
amount of the aggregate  fees chargeable on each
single portion included in the selection  as aforesaid :
provided that ' nt be
charged t on
of the
e duties
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at which the land  may be proclaimed open to
selection  ; and the applicant bidding the highest
amount per acre  shall be declared the successful
applicant , and shall forthwith pay to the land
agent the  balance due on account of the higher
rent.  In the event of there being any dispute in
regard to the bidding, the land commissioner may
re-submit  the land to competition ; if the highest
bidder decline or fail to pay the balance on account
of higher rent on demand, the land commissioner
sha ll  cause  the land to be re-submitted to competition
amongst the  other applicants.
Proceedings when applications are partially for the
same land.
8. When two  or more simultaneous  applications
are only partially for the same land, the commis-
sioner  shall offer the area which is comprised in the
greatest  number of such applications at auction
amongst the several applicants  therefor, and then
the area comprised in the next greatest number,
and so on , as often as may be necessary to determine
the rights of the several applicants. Except as
aforesaid the provisions of the last preceding
regulation  shall apply to such cases.
Advance at  each bid  not less  than one halfpenny per
acre per annum.
9. When  simultaneous  applications are sub-
mitted to competition, the advance at each bid shall
not be less than  one halfpenny per acre per annum.
Permission to withdraw  selections  in certain cases.
10. In  cases  where applicants for conditional
purchases  or homesteads are desirous of withdrawing
their applications in consequence of the land des-
cribed therein not being that intended to be
selected, they may  make  an application to the
land commissioner  to be allowed to withdraw
as aforesaid ; and the commissioner, on receipt
of such application, shall forward the same,
with his report, for the consideration of the
Minister . In the event of the application being
approved , a refundment  of the deposit of the
first year 's rent, less  twenty per cent. and the
survey fee (if no expense has been incurred by
the Government), will be -- to the applicant.
Agreement for occupation by servant must be
registered within one month.
11. One copy of every agreement for the employ-
ment of a person by a conditional purchaser to
reside on his selection, as prescribed in sub-section
4 of section 28 of the Act, must be registered in the
office of the commissioner of the district ict in which
the selection is situated, within one' month from
date of the signing of the agreement ; failing which,
and until the agreement is registered, the residence
on the selection of any person than the selector,
shall be deemed null and void.
Selection of improved land.
12. Where improvements are included in land
applied for, either as a conditional purchase or as a
homestead, such lands not being held under the pro-
visions of  " The Settled Districts Pastoral Leases
Act of  1876," the applicant must specify, in his
application, the nature of such improvements, and
his estimate of their value, the amount of which he
will be required to pay to the land agent at the time
of application ; and any further sum which may be
finally determined upon by appraisement, must
be paid within sixty days from the date of the
award, or the selection will not be confirmed.
Applications for certificates of fu lment of
conditions to be noti.fied in local papers prior
to sitting of commissioner's court.
13. Notice of every application for a certificate of
fulfilment of conditions shall be published twice
in each local paper (if there be any), in the land
agent's district in which the selection for which the
certificate is sought is situated, in addition to the
publicity prescribed in section 51 of the Act, such
publication to be at least ten days prior to the date
of the sitting of the commissioner's court.
Lands comprised  in selections  withdrawn or can-
celled before confirmation, not available for
re-selection until notice is given.
14. When any application for a conditional pur-
chase, or homestead selection, is withdrawn under
the 10th clause of these regulations, or otherwise
cancelled, before confirmation by the Minister,
notice will be given by the land commissioner
of the district, fixing a day on which the land will
be open to re-selection, not being less than a month
from the date of the notice ; and such notice shall
be posted in the office of the land agent for the
district in which the land is situated,  and shall also
be inserted in the local papers three  times  before the
date on which the land will be open. No applica-
tion to select the land before the day appointed
will be entertained or approved.
Selection  in virtue of volunteer land orders.
15. When applications to select land by virtue of
volunteer land orders issued under the 98th section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
are made  simultaneously with applications for the
same  land as conditional purchases or homesteads,
the applications in virtue of such land orders shall
be postponed to such other applications.
•Fees to be paid before preparation of deeds of grant.
16. Before the preparation of any deed  of grant
of land is authorised, all charges  and fees due
thereon must be paid, together with the contribu-
tion to the  assurance  fund, under the provisions of
" The Beat Property Act of  1861," as prescribed in
section 81 of the Act.
Notice of withdrawal of lands from  lease to be
forwarded  to pastoral lessee.
17. Upon confirmation by the Minister of a
solcetion comprising land held under the provisions
of  " The Settled liisw cts Pastoral Leases Act of
1876," being notified to the land commissioner, that
officer shall  cause  the land agent to forward a notice
in the form M in the schedule annexed, to the
pastoral essee.
A fee of one pound  to be  paid with applications to
close roads.
18. The  sum of one  pound sterling must be
forwarded with all applications  to close roads,
either permanently or temporarily, for the purpose
of defraying the expense of inquiry and advertising
Temporary closure of roads.
19. Six months' rent only shall be demanded in
advance in cases  where the temporary closure of
roads is  approved during the six months ending the
31st of December.  In all cases  a full year's rent
must  be paid on the following 1st day of January.
Gold fields.
20. Application  to select lands  comprised within
any portion of a proclaimed gold field will not be
entertained or approved  unless the  land on the gold
field has  been specially  declared open to selection.
Receipts  to be  given by land  agents.
21. On receipt of any moneys payable under the
provisions of the Act, the land  agent shall  give the
depositor a receipt for the same, and shall, within
seven days thereafter, forward a duplicate thereof
to the Auditor-General, and every such  receipt
shall be in such form as the Auditor-General shall
direct.
Appointment of Arbitrator for the Government.
22. In all  cases  of arbitration under the Act,
the arbitrator on the part of the Government shall
be appointed by the Minister for Lands.
Form to be  used  in appraisements  or arbitrations.
23. The forms H, I, K, L, M, shall be  the forms
used in conducting appraisements or arbitrations
under  the Act.
Payment of survey fees.
24. All survey  fees , chargeable  on selections under
the Act,  must  be paid to the land agent in cash.
Form of deed of grant.
25. The form contained in schedule P of these
regulations , shall be the form of deed  of grant issued
under the provisions of the Act.
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Forms  to be used.
26. The following forms shall be those used for
the purposes  of the Act and  these regulations.
FORMS.
A.
" Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1876."
APPLICATION BY TO LASE LANDS BEFOBI
SURVEY.
Received  this day of , at o' clock.
, Land Agent,
at
, 187J' a
, do hereby state my desire to become thelessee of the Crown lands described in the Schedule
annexed , which are now open to selection under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876 ;" and I hereby tender the sum of pounds
shillings and pence as the first year's
rent , together with the survey fee.t I declare that I am
of the full age of eighteen years, that I reside in
Queensland, and that I select the land for my own use
and not as  the agent or trustee for any other person.
And I further declare that the said land, conjointly
with all other land now held by me as a conditional
selection, under the said Act, or under  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1808," does not exceed five
thousand one hundred and twenty (5,120) acres. And
I further declare that I apply for the said portion
in order that I may use the  same,  and that  I have not
entered into any agreement  to se ll , demise ,  or mortgage
the said portion.
Signature.
Declarbd before  me, at , this day
of ,187
J.P.
I Deposit of Highest
Area of Land Applied for .  first years' I Bid
rent. per acre
per annum.
a. d. £ a. d.
Annual
Rent.
£ a. d.
Acres .  Roods .  Perches.
Value of Improvements
Received from the sum of pounds
shillings and pence as the rent of the
above land and survey fee.
Land Agent.
a When there  are improvements ,  insert the estimated value,
except in cases of lands resumed from Buns held  under  " The
Settled Districts Pastoral  Leases  Act  of  1876."
t Insert  the Christian  and Surname at full length.
Schedule to Application.
Date  of Proclamation... ... ...
County or district ... ... ...
Area ...
DESCRIPTION.
B.
" Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1876."
APPLICATION BY TO LEASE LANDS AFTER
SURVEY.
Received this day of , 186 at
o'clock . ,  Land Agent,
at
I,e , do hereby state my desire to become the
lessee of  the Crown lands described in the Schedule
annexed, which are now open to selection under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876 ;" and I hereby tender the sum of pounds
shillings and pence as the first year's
rent , together with the survey fee.t I declare thatI am
of the full  age of  eighteen years ,  that  I reside in
Queensland ,  and that I  select  the land for my own use
and not as the agent or  trustee for any other  person.
And I further declare that the said land, conjointly
with all other land now held by  me as  a conditional
selection under the said Act, or under  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868," does not exceed Eve
thousand one hundred and twenty (5,120) acres. And
I further declare that I apply for the said portion
in order that I may use the  same,  and that I have not
entered into any agreement to sell ,  demise, or mortgage
the said portion.
Signature.
Declared before me, at , this day
of '187 .
Area of Land Applied for.
Deposit of
first year's
rent.
Acres .  Hoods .  Perches.
£ a. d.
J.P.
i Highest
Bid
per acre
per annum.
Annual
Bent.
£ a. d. £ a.  d.
Value  of Improvements I
Received from the sum of pounds
shillings and pence as the rent of the
above land and survey fee.
Land Agent.
a When  there are improvements ,  insert the estimated value,
except in cases of lands resumed from Runs held under  "Tha
Settled Districts Pastoral Leases Act  of  1876."
t Insert  the Christian  and Surname at full length.
Schedule to Application.
No. of lot or lots ...
Date of Proclamation...
Date when offered for sale by auction
No. of acres in each lot ...
County... ... ... ...
Parish or  place ... ...
No. of portion... ... ... ...
Total number  of acres in selection ...
C.
" Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876."
APPLICATION BY TO SELECT CROWN LANDS.
Land Agent.
Received this day of 187 , at
o'clock.
District
,187
I,e oft am desirous of purchasing
the portion of Crown lands hereunder described, which
is now  open to selection without competition,  having
been  previously offered for sale, and not bid for, and I
hereby tender the sum  of pounds
shillings and pence as the price thereof. includ-
ing the fee on the deed.
No. of lot at previous  sale .. .
Date of Proclamation ...
Date when offered for  sale .. . ...
No. of acres in the lot ...
County.. , .. ... .. . ...
Parish or place ... .. .
No. of portion... ... .. . ...
Upset price ... ... .. . ...
(Applicant' s Signature)
Land ... ...
Survey fee ... ...
Deed fee ...
Assurance fee ...
L'
The Agent for the  sale  of Crown lands.
Received from the sum of pounds
shi ll ings and pence ,  as the price of the
land above described.
Agent for the sale of  Crown lands at
• Insert the Christian and Surname  at full  length.
t Nearest Post Town.
t Offered for sale and not bid for  (or sold and the deposit for-
feited ,  as the  case may be).
D.
" Croton Lands Alienation  Act  of 1876."
CONDITIONAL  PURCHASE.
APPLICATION  BY TO LEASH  ADJOINING LANDS.
Received this day of 187
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, Land Agent
at
,187
I, , do hereby state my desire to become the
lessee of  the Crown lands (adjoining my selection No.
) as described in the Schedule annexed, which
are now  open to selection under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 ;" and I hereby
tender the sum of pounds shillings and
pence as the first year's rent, together with the
survey fee. I declare that I am of the full age of
eighteen years, that I reside in Queensland, and that I
select the land for my own use and not as the agent or
trustee for any other person, and that the said land
conjointly with all other land held by me as a conditional
selection under the said Act or  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868 " does not exceed five thousand
one hundred and twenty (5,120) acres. And, I further
declare that I apply for the said portion in order that I
may use the same, and that I have not entered into any
agreement to sell, demise ,  or mortgage the said land.
(Signature.)
Declared before me, at , this day
of , 187
J.P.
I Deposit of
Area of Land Applied for. first Year's
Rent.
Highest Bid
per acre
per annum.
Annual
Rent.
Acres.  Roods.  Perches. e a. CL 2 a. d. s. d.
Received from the sum of pounds
shillings and pence as the rent of the
above land and survey fee.
Land Agent.
Schedule to Application.
Date of Proclamation... ... ...
County or district ... .. ..
Area ... ... ... ...
Description  ... ... ... ...
E.
" Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876."
APPLICATION TO SELECT A HOMESTEAD.
Received this day of ,18 , at o'clock
Land Agent,
District of
I, , do hereby state my desire to become the
lessee  of the Crown lands described in the schedule
annexed, which are now open to selection without com-petition, as a homestead un er the provisions f " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," and I hereby
tender the sum of pounds shillings and
pence, as the first year's rent, together with the
survey fee, ; and I do solemnly declare that
I am* and that  I apply for such lands for my
own use and occupation ,  and not as the agent or trustee
for any other person, and that the selection I now apply
for is the only homestead selection I have made under
this or any other Act in force in the Colony of Queens-
land,  and  that I apply for the land for the purpose of
actual settlement and cultivation ; and I further declare
that I have not entered into any agreement to sell,
demise, or mortgage the said lands.
(Signature.)
Declared before me, at , this day of
18
J.P.
Deposit of Highest Bid AnnualArea of Land Applied for.  first  Year' s per acre Rent.Rent. per annum.
Acres .  Roods .  Perches .  £ a. d. Q a. d. A a. d.
Received from the sum of pounds
shillings and pence, as rent of the land
above described, and survey fee.
Land Agent.
• Of the full age of 18 years , or the  head of a family,  as the case
may be.
Schedule to Application.
Date of Proclamation... ... ...
County or district ... ... ...
Area  ... ... .,,
Description  .,. ,., ,,,
F.
" Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of 1876."
APPLICATION TO SELECT LAND
HOMESTEAD
ADJOINIlXG A
Received this
.
day of
o'clock.
,18 , at
, Land Agent,
District of
is , do hereby state my desire to become the
lessee  of the Crown lands (adjoining my previous
Homestead selection No. ) as described in the
Schedule annexed, which are now open to selection
without competition as a Homestead under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876 ;" and I hereby tender the sum of pounds
shillings and pence as the first year's
rent, together with the survey fee. And I do solemnly
declare that I am* and that I apply for such
lands for my own use and occupation, and not as the
agent or trustee of any other person, and that the selection
I now apply for conjointly with my previous selection
hereinbefore specified does not exceed a total area of
t acres ; and  I further declare that I have not
entered into any agreement to sell, demise ,  or mortgage
the said lands.
(Signature.)
Declared before me, at , this day
of ,18 .
J.P.
Deposit of Highest Bid AnnualArea of Land Applied for .  first year's per acre per Rent.
rent .  Annum.
Acres .  Roods. Perches. A a.  d. A e.  d. a s. d.
Received from the sum of pounds
shillings and pence ,  as rent of the
land above described, and survey fee.
Land Agent.
* Of the full  age of 1S  years ,  or  the head of a family ,  as the case
may be.
t In a  Homestead area,  80 acres;  out* a  Homestead area,
160 acres.
Schedule to Application.
Date of Proclamation ...
County or district ...
Area
Description ... ...
G.
Form of declaration  to accompany  applications for
Conditional  Purchases  made in pursuance  of section
25  of "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876."
I, the holder and occupant of the land
comprised in selection No. District , do hereby  solemnly
declare  that I have  resided continuously on the above-
mentioned selection for a period of one year ,  viz.:-From
day of 18 , to
day of inclusive  ;  and I make this solemn
declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true,
and by virtue of the provisions of an  Act made and
passed  in the thirty- first year  of the  reign of Her
present Majesty, intituled  "  The Oaths  Act  of 1867."
Declared before me, at
this day of
J.P.
187 .
H.
Appointment of Appraiser or Arbitrator on behalf of
the Crown ,  under the  Act  40  Victoria, No.  15.
Whereas by the 102nd clause of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876,"  it is  provided that  in all cases
of appraisement or arbitration under the said Act, the
arbitrator on behalf of the Crown shall be appointed by
the Minister : Now, therefore, I, being the Secretary
for Public Lands, do hereby appoint to
act as arbitrator  on behalf of the Crown in the matter
of
Given u der my hand,  at , this day
of ,18
(Signature)
Secretary for Public Lando.
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1.
Appointment  of Appraiser  or Arbitrator under the Act
40  Victoria , No.  15.
I, in accordance  with  the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," do hereby
appoint to act as arbitrator on my behalf, in
the matter of
Given under my hand, at this day
of 18
(Signature)
Signed by the said this day of
18  in the presence of
(Signature)
J.P.
K.
Appointment  of Umpire  under the Act 40 Victoria,  No.15.
We, the undersigned,  acting on behalf of
and on behalf of*
under the provisions  of  " The Crown  Lands Alienation
Act of  1876," do hereby certify that  we have appointed
to act as umpire in the matter of
Given under our hands, at this
day of 18
(Signature)
(Signature)
•  The Crown or one of the parties in the arbitration.
L.
Concurrence in the Appointment of a single Appraiser
or Arbitrator.
In pursuance of the p ro visions of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876," we, the undersigned ,  do hereby
concur in the appointment of to act as a
single 's in the matter of ; and we
agree to accept his award as final, and to be bound by
his decision.
Given under our hands,  this day
of 18 .
(Signature.)
(Signature.)
•  Appraiser  or Arbitrator.
M.
Declaration to be made by Arbitrator  or Umpire.
In the matter of
I, do solemnly and
sincerely declare, that I am not , directly or indirectly,
interested in the matter  referred  to me  ; and that I will
faithfully, honestly, and to the  best of  my skill and
ability,  hear and determine the matter refer red to me,
under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1876."
(Signature)
Made and subscribed,  this day of ,18
in the presence of
J.P.
N.
Transfer of Lease under " Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1876."
Know all men  by these presents, That
the Crown lands hereunder described :-
Land Agent's District
Selection No.
County of
Parish of
Portion No.
Number of acres.
, Lessee of
And now held by under  the pro vi-
sions of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876"
(40 Vic., No. 15), do hereby  transfer and assign all
right, title, and interest in the said land, and in the
lease thereof, to
and heirs ,  executors , and administrators, and
hereby request that this  transfer  may be registered in
the office of the Secretary for Public Lands accordingly.
In witness whereof have hereunto
set Hand and Seal, this
day of 187
Signature of
Transferror
Signed,  sealed,  and delivered by the
said
in my presence.
J.P.
A fee of ten shillings  must  be paid on every transfer  of a lease.
Separate forms of application must be filled up and duly signed
for each  lease  to be transferred.
The lease must be sent in with the application to transfer, that
such transfer may be noted thereon.
0.
LAND COURT,
DISTRICT.
To of
in the Colony of Queensland.
Whereas it hath been made to appear to me, the Land
Commissioner for the District of ,
that you are likely to give material evidence upon an
inquiry to be held under  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1876," in respect of
These are, therefore, to require you and each of you
to be and appear before me, on the day
of , at o'clock in the
noon, at in the said colony,
to testify what you shall know concerning the matter
of the said inquiry. Herein fail not.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at
this day of
year of our Lord, 187
P.
No.
County
Parish
Date of Purchase
Area
Queensland.
in the
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United  Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland,Queen,  Defender of
the Faith, and so forth
To all to whom these  presents  shall  come, greeting :--
Whereas, in conformity with the laws  and regulations
in force for the alienation  of Crown lands in our
territory of Queensland,*
and in further  consideration  of the quit-rent here-
inafter reserved, we, with the advice of our Executive
Council of Queensland, have granted, and for us,
our heirs  and successors , do hereby grant unto the
said h heirs  and assigns,
subject to the several and respective  reservations  herein-
after mentioned, all that piece or parcel of land in our
said territory, containing by admeasurement
be the same more or less, situated in the county of
and parish of with all the
rights and appurtenances whatsoever thereto belonging :
To hold unto the said h heirs and
assigns for  ever, yielding and paying therefor yearly unto
us, our heirs and successors, the quit-rent of one pepper-
corn for ever, if demanded ; but subject, nevertheless to
the several conditions  and reservations contained and
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declared in the laws of our said Territory in that
behalf. In testimony whereof we have caused this
Our grant to be sealed with the Seal of Our said Terri-
tory.
Witness, &c.
A. B., of on the day of 18 ,
made  application to select the land hereinafter described by con-
ditional purchase ,  and, his application having been duly approved
and confirmed ,  a lease  of the said land for the term of ten years
was afterwards issued to him ,  reserving an annual rent of
And whereas the said A.  B. has since become entitled to a deed of
grunt in fee simple of the said land : Now know ye that in con-
sideration of the premises,
Or, A. B., of on the day of 18
made application to select the land hereinafter described as a
Homestead ,  and his application was duly approved and confirmed.
And whereas the said A .  B. has since become entitled to a deed of
grant in fee simple of the said land : Now know ye that in con-
sideration of the premises,
Or, A. B., of has become the purchaser, at auction, of
the land hereinafter described, for the sum of sterling :
Now know ye that in consideration of the said sum for us and on
our behalf well and truly paid into the Treasury of our said Terri-
tory before these presents are issued,
Or, A. B., of has become the purchaser, by uncon-
ditional selection ,  of the land hereinafter described ,  for the sum of
sterling : Now know ye that in consideration of the
said sum for us and on our behalf well and truly paid into the
Treasury of our said Territory before these presents are issued,
Q.
Schedule  of Fees to  be paid by Selectors and Purchasers,
to defray the Cost of  Survey.
Under 1 acre ... ... ... ... ...
£ s. d.
0 12 0
1 acre and under 5 acres ... ... 0 18 0
5 10 „ ... ... 112 0
10 15 „ ... ... 118 0
15 20  it ... 2 4 0
20  it  „ 30 „ 2 12 0
30 90 „ ... ... 2 18 040 60 „ ... 3 8 0
60 80 „ ... ... 3 16 0
80 it „ 120 „ ... ... 4 12  0
120 „ „ 160 „ ... ... 5 4 0
160  it  „ 240  it ... ... 5 16 0
240 „ it 320  it ... ... 6 4 0
320  it  „ 480 „ ... ... 7 0 0
480 it „ 640 „ ... ... 7 18 0
640  it ... 8 0 0
And for every additional 640 acres, or part of
640 acres after the first 640 acres ... 4 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,
-
Proclamation by His Exce llency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.e.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W pursuance of section seventy-five of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the
Governor aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify
and proclaim that the following Regulations with
respect to Commons ,  which have been, or may
hereafter be proclaimed for the use of any Town-
ship or Agricultural District, have been established
under the provisions of the said Act.
REGULATIONS.
Commissioners  to enforce  Regulations.
1. The Land  Commissioners  shall, under the
direction of the Minister for Lands, have full power
to enforce these regulations within their respective
districts.
Map showing boundaries of Common  to be exhibited.
2. Every Land Commissioner shall, when
directed by the Minister for Lands, mark out or
cause to be marked out, any lands which shall be
petitioned for or proclaimed as a common within
his district, and shall prepare or cause to be pre-
pared, a plan of such lands showing the boundaries
thereof  ; and a  copy of such plan shall be deposited
in the office of the said commissioner  as we ll  as
in the office of each land agent for such district,
and also in  the office of the Surveyor-General, and
such plan shall be accessible for reference by any
person, within such hours as the offices of the
said Land Commissioner, land agent, or Surveyor-
General are usually open : In the case of com-
mons proclaimed before the date of the publica-
tion of these Regulations, these Regulations shall
apply in like  manner as  if they had been made
and published before such commons were so pro-
claimed.
Appointment  of Inspector of Cattle.
3. Every Land  Commissioner shall, whenever the
Minister  for Lands  sha ll  so instruct him, appoint
some person  to be  an inspector  of the  cattle or stock
depastured within or upon any common within
his district ,  at such rate of remuneration as the
Minister may direct.
Duties of Inspector.
4. The duties of such inspector shall be as
follows :--
(1.) The said inspector shall require the owner
of cattle to enter in a book kept by the
said inspector for the purpose the full par-
ticulars ot-
(a) The  name, residence,  and occupation
of the owner or owners thereof.
(b) The description and brands of all cattle
proposed to be depastured on the
common.
And until such particulars have been fully com-
plied with, he may refuse to allow such
cattle to be depastured.
(2.) Such registry being completed, the said
inspector may, and is hereby empowered
to permit the depasturage of cattle, subject
to the following conditions:-(a) No owner shall be allowed to ran more
than twenty (20) head of cattle on any
single common proclaimed under the
Act.
(b) By the term " cattle "  is meant mares,
(c)
(d)
geldings, colts ,  fillies ,  asses, mules,
cows ,  oxen,  heifers,  steers, and calves ;
but such  term shall not apply  to entire
male animals more than six months
old.
Payment must be made for cattle at
the rate of two shillings per head per
annum,  and all  payments must be
made half-yearly in advance.
In case of default in payment as afore-
said ,  all cattle in respect of which such
default shall be  made shall be dealt
with  as if trespassing on the said
common ,  or, at the option of the in-
speetor,  may be removed at once
therefrom.
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Residents entitled to depasture.
5. Every resident in any townshi or agricultural
district for which a common shall be proclaimed
under the Act shall, on comp liance with these
regulations ,  and on payment of the fees pre-
scribed ,  be entitled to depasture such cattle or stock
as are permitted by these regulations.
Payment  of Fees to  Commissioner.
6. The inspector shall, within one week of the
receipt of any of the fees or payments herein pre•
scribed ,  pay the same over to the Land Com-
missioner ,  and the receipt of the commissioner shall
be a full  and sufficient discharge for any such pay-
ment; and the commissioner shall account for the
receipt of all  such moneys as public moneys under
the provisions of  " The Audit Act  of  1874."
Returns to be furnished by the Inspector.
7. The inspector shall prepare and furnish to the
commissioner of the district ,  twice in every year,
that is to say, on the 30th day of June and the
Slat day of December in each year ,  a detailed return
of all  moneys received by him under these regula.
tions ,  and of all cattle, stock, or sheep depastured.
together with the names ,  residences ,  and occupa-
tions of the persons owning or claiming to own
any such cattle ,  stock ,  or sheep.
Unregistered cattle may be impounded.
8. Any cattle ,  stock ,  or sheep found on any
common ,  which sha ll  not have been registered ,  shall
be deemed to be trespassing ,  and shall  be  li able to
be impounded and dealt with in all respects as pre-
scribed by  " The Impounding  Act of  1863," or any
other Act to regulate the impounding of cattle,
which may during the existence of these Regulations
be in force in the colony.
Bond fide  Travellers may depasture Stock.
9. These Regulations shall  not affect sheep or
cattle or stock,  within the following provisions of
the Act , viz.:-"Nothing  herein contained shall
prevent  bond fide  travellers from depasturing their
bullocks,  horses, or other stock on any common :
Provided also that no person travel ing with stock
shall be deemed  a bond fide  traveller who shall not
proceed four miles in one direction during every
twenty-four hours unless delayed by floods."
No mustering allowed without notice to the Inspector.
10. No person sha ll  be allowed to muster cattle
or stock which shall  be on any common,
saving milking cows and their calves, or to drive
any such cattle or stock, unless he first give two
clear days '  notice in writing to the inspector of his
intention so to do. Nor shall  any  notice be valid
to that effect ,  unless signed by the owner or duly
authorised agent of the owner of such cattle or
stock,  and delivered at the office of the inspector
during office hours ,  by or on behalf of such owner
or agent.
Penalty for illegally depasturing.
.11. Any person depasturing or attempting to
departure cattle, stock,  or sheep upon any common
without having conformed to these Regulations,
or who shall commit any breach of the last pre-
ceding clause,  shall  be subject to a penalty not
exceeding  £5 for every such offence.
pasturing of Sheep may be allowed by MinisterD&
of Lands.
12. On application by any owner or driver of sheep
for leave to depasture the same on a common, the
Land Commissioner for the district shall forthwith
report to the Minister for Lands the nature and par.
ticulars of such application ; and until the Minister
for Lands shall have decided thereon, as well as upon
the rates to be charged for such depasturage ,  no such
sheep shall be allowed to depasture on any common :
Provided that all applications to depasture sheep
must be made to the Commissioner for the district,
and not to any Municipal Council or Trustees under
whose control the common may have been placed.
Provided further that no such application shall be
decided upon by the Minister for Lands until after
fourteen days '  notice thereof shall  have been pub-
lished in the  Gazette,  and in at least one local
newspaper nearest to the common in which such
sheep are intended to be depasuured ; and all such
advertisements shall be made by and at the cost of
the applicant, who shall, if required, furnish proof
thereof to the Minister.
Trustees may be appointed in certain cases.
13. In cases where commons are proclaimed
under the Act for the benefit of towns not  possess.
ing Municipal Institutions, or for agricultural dis-
tricts, the  management  of such commons may,
subject to the approval of the Minister of Lands,
be vested in trustees, not less than five in number,
who shall be appointed in manner hereinafter
provided, and such trustees shall have and
perform all the powers and duties which, under and
by virtue of these Regulations, the Land Com-
missioners have or are required to perform :
Provided always that such trustees shall be liable in
all respects to account to the Minister for all acts
and proceedings done by them in respect of such
management in the same manner as such commis-
sioners are now or may hereafter be liable so to
account.
Election of Trustees.
14. Trustees for the management of commons
shall be elected annually at such times as the
Minister may appoint for the first election ; but
each subsequent election of trustees shall be held
on some day to be appointed  by the  retiring trustees
during the month preceding the expiration of the
twelve months during which such retiring trustees
hold office.
Election of first Trustees.
15. The first trustees sha ll  be elected by the resi-
dent freeholders in the town or agricultural district,
at a meeting convened for the purpose by a person
acting under the instructions of the Minister, who
will also act as chairman and returning officer, and
every subsequent election shall be convened by the
retiring trustees. The election to be conducted by
ballot or open voting, as may be determined by re-
solution of the meeting, which  will also decide as
to the number of trustees to be elected.
Declaration to be made by Trustees.
16. After such election, each of the trustees elected
sha ll make a declaration in the form in Schedule
C, undertaking to act in accordance with the
provisions of these Regulations, and binding himself
to obey all lawful instructions issued by the
Minister consistent therewith ; and the returning
officer shall forward such declarations, together with
a return stating the names, occupations, and resi-
dences of the trustees so elected, to the Minister,
whose ccnfirmation shall have the effect of vesting
in such trustees the management of the common
in respect of which they shall have been elected.
Appointments to be notified in Government Gazette.
17. The appointment of trustees will be notified
in the  Government Gazette  under the hand of the
Minister.
Trustees may be discharged from their office for
neglect of duty.
18. In case any such trustee ortrustees shall,in the
opinion of the Minister, fail to act in accordance
with the provisions of these Regulations, or to obey
any lawful instructions issued by the Minister con-
sistent therewith, he or they shall  be liable
to be discharged from the office and duties of
such trusteeship by the Governor in Council, who
shall have the power to appoint successors to any
trustees so discharged.
Vacancies may be filled.
19. In the event of any vacancy occurring by
death or resignation, the remaining trustees shall
be empowered to nominate a person to fill the
vacancy : Provided that, if more than one vacancy
occurs at the same time, trustees shall be elected
to fill  such vacancies by the resident freeholders,
in meeting to be convened as hereinbefore provided.
Trustees to apply fees for commonage purposes.
20. When the  management of a common is vested
in rustees, the fees received for the depasturage of
cattle or sheep thereon shall be applied by the
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trustees  towards the  expenses  of management and
the general improvement of the common.
Power  to make rules  or bye-laws.
21. The trustees shall have power to make
rules or  bye-laws not inconsistent with these Regula-
tions, with respect to their own proceedings, ap.
pointment  of a chairman, and the  arrangements
necessary  to carry the Regulations into effect :
Provided that such  rules  or bye- laws shall be in all
cases confirmed  by the  Minister  and published in
the  Gazette  before they shall have any force.
Forms.
22. The forms to be employed in the different
notices and registries  under these Regulations, shall
be in accordance  with those set out in the Schedules
hereto.
SCHEDULE A.
Form of Inspector's Registry.
°i a d m 45. 0
o o c i. aka am
oU0
4i Ao m
.a
0
SCHEDULE B.
Form  of Application  to depasture Sheep.
The Land Commissioner for the district of
187
Sir,
I beg to apply to you for permission to depasture
on the common of the of subject to
the the following sheep:-Rams
Ewes
Wethers
Lambe
Store Sheep.
The circumstances under which I make the application
are as follows :-
(Here state the circumstances.)
I am, Sir,
Your obedient  Servant,
G.H.
RaroaT.
I fecommend that the application be  (not)  complied
with, on the following conditions  (for the following
reasons) : (state conditions or reasons).
E.F.,
Land Commissioner for the District
of
The Minister  for Lands ,  Brisbane.
SCHEDULE C.
I, , do sincerely and solemnly declare that
I will, to the best of my ability,  act as a  trustee of the
common  proclaimed under the 72nd clause
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," in
accordance with the provisions of the Commonage Regu-
lations  of , and that I will bind
myself to obey all lawful instructions issued by the
minister  for Lands ,  consistent  with the said Act and
Regulations.
(Signature) J.P.
Declared before me, this day of 18
Given under,my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this first day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand  eight hundred and seventy- seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TIE  QUEEN  I
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His Exce llencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and Commander -in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, I.
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, notify and
proclaim that the following Regulations, relative to
the cutting and removal of timber, and to the
removal of  stone, gravel , brick-earth , shells, or
other materials, from Crown Lands, have been
established under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
REGULATIONS.
TIMBER LICENSES.
Application for licenses to be made to Land
Commissioners.
1. Applications for licenses to cut timber on Crown
lands must be addressed in the form A to the Land
Commissioner for the district, and lodged with the
land agent, together with the fees, as hereinafter
provided. On receipt of each application, the Land
Commissioner will exercise a full discretion as to
the granting or refusal of the license applied for,
according to the merits of each ease.
The commissioner or other officer to attend at con-
venient points  of his district, if required.
2. The commissioner will, if necessary, attend
periodically at convenient points in his district,
within an easy accessible distance of all persons
who are engaged in cutting timber on Crown lands,
for the purpose of receiving applications and issuing
licenses  ;  and such arrangements  will be duly.
notified in the  Gazette  and nearest local paper.
Licenses when issued not to be transferable.
3. On application for a timber  license ae aforesaid,
if there be no objection, the commissioner is em-
powered to grant a license to the applicant in the
form C, which will not entitle any person but
the actual holder to any privilege whatever ; the
license  is not transferable.
Separate licenses for each person.
4. A separate license must be taken out by each
person actually employed in felling, cutting, sawing,
splitting, or removing timber from Crown lands,
whether live or dead timber, underwood, or roots
cut for sale as fuel.
Lessees may cut timber for certain purposes without
license.
5. The  lessee , or licensed occupant of Crown
lands, is permitted to cut any timber growing
thereon for domestic  uses,  as firewood, fencing, &c.,
but not for  We  or  barter.
Licenses.
6. Licenses shall be of two kinds-one empowering
the holder to cut cedar, pine, and hardwood ; the
other for hardwood alone.
Fee charged  on licenses.
7. The fee chargeable on a cedar and pine  license,
which must be paid to the land agent previously
to the issue of the license, shall be £5 ; the fee for a
hardwood license, £3, to be paid in like manner.
Terms of licenses.
8. The licenses will ordinarily be in force from the
date of issue to the 31st day of December then next
ensuing ; but licenses may be granted at any time
available to the end of the current quarter or half.year, for which one-quarter or one-half only of
the above-mentioned fee will be charged  respec-
tively.
Land Agents to account.
9. The sums so paid to the land agents are to be
accounted for and paid over in the  same manner as
other public moneys passing through their hands.
Operation of licenses.
10. Licenses will only be operative within the
land agent's district for which they  are issued.
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A quarterly return of applications to be forwarded
to Lands Department.
11. A return (in the form B) of all applications
granted or refused is to be forwarded quarterly by
the land agents to the Department of Public Lands.
A return will be published in the  Gazette  from time
to time of all timber licenses issued.
Licenses to extend to land under pastoral  lease in
certain cases.
12. Licenses will extend not only to vacant Crown
lands, but also to lands under pastoral lease ,  subject
to the restrictions contained in  '° The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876 " and  " The Pastoral Leases
Act of  1869." Lands held under special timber
license are excepted.from the operation of ordinary
timber licenses.
No timber to be cut within two miles of a head
station.
13. No timber shall be cut within two miles of
any head station, or within an enclosure of less ex-
tent than one thousand acres, except with the
special consent of the lessee or superintendent of
the run.
Lessees make objections to licenses being granted.
14. The lessee of a run may notify in writing to
the commissioner any reasonable objection to any
timber license being granted; and the commis-
sioner shall furnish a report upon every such ob-
jection to the Minister for Lands, for the determina-
tion of the Governor in Council.
Timber licenses not to extend to town, timber, and
other reserves, 4'c., except in special cases.
15. Timber licenses will not extend to town,
timber, or other reserves, or to lands surveyed
for sale, except under special authority in each
case.
License to be exhibited when demanded.
16. Every person holding a license to cut timber
must exhibit such license whenever he is called
upon to do so, to the commissioner or any officer of
the Government authorised in that behalf, or any
bailiff or ranger of Crown lands, or police con-
stable, as well as to the occupier of any run
upon which he is cutting timber, or to the agent of
such occupier. Any person refusing to produce his
license when called upon to do so, in pursuance of
this regulation, will be considered as unlicensed,
and will be prosecuted accordingly.
Timber to be removed.
17. All timber must be removed within twelve
months from the time when cut ; otherwise it will
be liable to be seized, forfeited, and sold on behalf
of the Crown, notwithstanding that it was cut under
the authority of a license : pine timber must be
removed within three months after it has been out,
else it may be seized and sold as aforesaid.
Timber to be branded.
18. All timber which has ' been cut under any
license issued by virtue of these regulations must
be branded by the licensee with the initial letter of
his surname ; else it will be liable to be seized, for.
feited, and sold on behalf of the Crown.
Timber cut without license may be seized.
19. The Land Commissioner of the district, or
other officer duly appointed to act in that behalf,
may seize any timber out by unlicensed persons, and
any cut timber lying on Crown lands which he may
have cause to believe has been cut by a person not
duly authorised to cut the same; but in case a right
to such timber shall be asserted within fourteen
days after the notice to be presently mentioned, and
shall be established to the satisfaction of the com-
missioner or officer seizing the same, it shall be
restored to the claimant.
Sale thereof of ter due notice.
20. All such timber when seized shall be marked
with the broad-arrow, and atter due notice of the
seizure  thereof, by a writing to be posted up at the
principal place of petty sessions in the district,
shall, in case no claimant shall appear and establish
his claim within fourteen days therefrom, be there
sold ; such timber having been previously removed
thither, or sold for delivery on the spot, as may be
most expedient, and subject to such conditions of
removal as may be specified at the time of such
sale.
Proceeds of seizure, how dealt with.
21. In the event of any timber being seized and
sold as aforesaid, the Minister may direct that a
proportion of the proceeds of the sale of timber so
seized, not exceeding one-half thereof, be paid to the
commissioner ,  ranger, or other officer through whose
agency or information the seizure was made ; the
balance of the proceeds being accounted for and
paid over in the same manner as other pub lic
moneys.
Withdrawal of lands from operation of timber
licenses.
23. The Minister for Lands may at any time, by
notification in the  trazette,  exclude any specified
portion of land from the operation of timber
licenses, or may prohibit, by notification as afore-
said, the cutting and removing of any particular
kind of timber from any such specified portion of
land.
The cutting of certain kinds of timber prohibited.
23. The cutting or removal of timber  consisting
of the undermentioned  trees  is strictly prohibited,
that is to say :
Bunya Bun  a-Araucaria Bidwillii.
Queensland Nut-Macadamia Ternifolia.
Turpentine-Eucalyptus Microcorys.
Pea  Bean-Synocarpa Laurifolia.
But this prohibition does not extend to Bunya
Bunya trees when standing or growing on Crown
lands within the limits of a proclaimed gold field.
The Land Commissioner of the district may also
except timber reserved for shade or ornament from
the operation of timber  licenses.
Cedar of less  diameter  than two feet  not to be  out.
24. Cedar trees of a diameter less than two feet
shall not be cut down, under any circumstances,
either by  licensees  or any other  persons.
LICENSES TO REMOVE STONE, GRAVEL,
BRICK, EARTH, SHELLS, OR OTHER MA-
TERIAL FROM CROWN LANDS.
Licenses to dig and remove  stone , gravel, 4c., re-
stricted to particular localities.
25. Licenses  to dig and remove  stone, gravel,
brick ,  earth, shells, or other  similar material ,  will be
issued in the form D,  in the same manner
as timber licenses, but  will be restricted to the
particular locality described in the  license.
Form of application.
26. Applications for such licenses must be in the
forin +', and must contain a description of the
locality in which the license is to be used.
Fees charged for licenses.
27. The fee chargeable  for a license  to dig for and
remove any gravel, stone, brick, earth, shells, or
other material from off Crown lands shall be £8
per annum,  and the license  fee to be paid by per-
sons engaged in making  bricks  shall be £4 per
annum ,  chargeable on each mould.
License  to be subject to  the same general  regulations
as timber licenses.
28. In all other particulars , these  licenses will be
subject to  the regulations  applicable to timberlicenses.
EMPLOYERS' LICENSES.
Form of application.
29. Applications for employers '  licenses to  out
timber on Crown lands are to be addressed, in the
form F, to the  Land Commissioner  for the  district
where the license is to be used.
Conditions  of employer 's license.
30. The conditions of an employer 's license are
as follows  :- That the licensee shall endorse on the
li cense the name of such person as he may desire to
employ  ;  and the person whose name is so endorsed
thereon will be authorised to  out  timber from
Crown lands in the same manner as the holder of
a personal  license under these Regulations.
Employer may change the persons employed by him.
31. Whenever  the licensee desires to change the
person employed by him, he shall erase the former
name, and enter the new name, and countersign
the entry.
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Licenses to be subject to the same general regulations
as timber licenses.
32. In all other respects ,  employers '  licenses will
be subject to the regulations applicable to timber
li censes.
SPECIAL TIMBER LICENSBs.
Application  for licenses  to be made to District
Land  Commissioner.
33. Application for special licenses to cut and
remove timber from Crown lands must be made
to the Land Commissioner for the district, in
the form H. The application shall contain a clear
and sufficient description of the boundaries of the
land over which the applicant desires to exercise the
exclusive right of cutting timber ,  and shall also be
accompanied by a diagram from actual survey,
showing the boundaries of the land applied for, as
marked on the ground by a licensed surveyor.
License to be paid at time of application.
34. A license fee of (£15) fifteen pounds for each
square mile must be paid by the applicant
for a special timber license, at the time of lodging
his application ; and if it shall appear that the issue
of a license is unobjectionable, the Land Commis-
sioner, after having submitted the application, with
his report , for the approval of the Minister for
Lands, will, on receiving such approval, grant the
license.
Land Commissioner may amend boundaries.
35. It shall be competent for the Land Commis-
sioner  to amend the description of boundaries, or
the area to be inserted in the license ,  or to exclude
any land which it may appear expedient to withhold
from license.
Rights of holders of special licenses.
36. A special timber license will entitle the holder
thereof to the exclusive right to cut and remove
timber  from the lands comprised in such liew4e :
provided that the rights of lessees for pastoral pur-
poses  shall not be interfered with, and that timber
required for public works may be removed by any
pe*'san+slay  oaC.rA
Personal authorities for employ of labor.
37. The holder of a special license will receive
personal  authorities for (3) three men for each
square mile comprised in the special license ; and if
he shall  desire to employ a larger number of men,
be must obtain additional authorities, and shall
pay a further sum of five pounds  (£5) for each
additional man.
Penalties for refusal to produce authority.
38. The holder of a special license shall endorse
on each personal  authority the name of the person
employed by him thereunder in cutting or removing
timber from the land comprised in his license ; and
such authority shall be produced by the person so
authorised to the Land Commissioner or other person
authorised in that behalf, or ranger or bailiff of
Crown lands, or any police constable, whenever it
may be required ; and any person refusing to pro-
duce such authority to cut timber shall be deemed
to be unlicensed and unauthorised, and liable to the
penalties  prescribed by law.
Duration of license.
39. Special licenses will be in force during the
current year ending on  the 31st day of December ; j
but if issued after the 30th day of June, only
one-half the fees shall be charged.
Renewal of license.
40. Special  licenses  may be renewed for each
succeeding year, on application, accompanied by
the full amount of license fee, being lodged with
the Land Commissioner, not less than one month prior
to the expiration of the current year of the license ;
but a renewal of a special license may be refused,
if it shall appear expedient that the land should be
withheld from special license, or that any objection
exists as to  the character of the licensee.
Transfer of license.
41. Special licenses may  be transferred on appli-
cation to the Minister, through the Land Com-
missioner , and payment of a fee of one pound (£1.)
Lands held under special  timber licenses not avail-
able for selection.
42. Lands comprised within  a special timber
license shall  not be available for  conditional pur-
chase  or homestead  selection  under "  Vie Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876."
Timber  cross -cut by ordinary timber licensees before
issue of special  licenses  may be removed.
43. When any portion of  land is included in a
special  timber license under these  regulations, all
timber which has been fallen thereon,  and cross-cut
into lengths ready for rem,)val by the holder of an
ordinary  license , may be removed by such person
within three months if'pine timber, and within twelve
months if hardwood or cedar timber, provided
that he continues to hold a license ; but all timber
which has only been fallen  and not cross -cut into
proper lengths prior to the issue of the  special
license, will  be deemed to be the property of the
holder of the special timber  license.
Lands may be excluded from operation of special
licenses.
44. The Governor, with the advice of the Execu
tive Council, may exclude any district or port;
of country from the operation of special lice
to cut and remove timber.
GENERAL.
Existing licenses to continue in fog
45. A ll  existing licenses shall continue
force, subject to the conditions imposed
Regulations.
SCHEDULES.
A.
Application for a License  to  out Timber*  in..
cedar and  pine wood, on Crown lands.
I, hereby make applict.
to cut timber * including cedar and p
wood, on the vacant Crown  lands in the distri,
of for the ending 187
We, the undersigned,  beg leave to reeomme ++
Arsonabove-n p Prl  as a  fit and prop
Lo U01Cl Lri 'e llu vo - - -
To the  Land Commissioner at
•  The word  " not" to be inserted ,  as the  case  may require.
B.
Return  of all applications for Timber  and other Licenses
lodged with the Land Agent at , gone
the day of 18  , to the
day of  18  both inclusive.
Description of License , Amount
Applicant 's whether general ,  or whether  Grounds of Fee re-
Name . for hardwood only, Grantedor of ceived inor for  stone, Refused .  Refusal . each casebrick ,  earth, &c.
Signature of Land Commissioner
and Land Agent
C.
QUEENSLAND.
License  to  cut Timber ,*  including  cedar
and pine  wood, on Crown Lands.
Whereas , of
appears  to me ,  the Land Commissioner for the  District
of , to be  a fit and proper person
to hold  a  license  to cut timber, * including cedar
and pine wood ,  growing on  the waste  lands of the Crown,
situated in the district  of , in the
Colony of Queensland  ; and whereas the stipulated fee
of pounds has been duly  paid for such
license  for the period of months, into
the hands of the Land Agent ,  as hereunder  acknowledged
by him : Now I, the Land Commisisoner  afo re said, do
hereby ,  in pursuance of the  regulations  in that behalf
made, bearing date the 1st day of March, 1877 ,  authorise
the said to  fe ll , cut, saw ,  split, and
remove  any timber ,* including cedar and
pine  wood, growing  on waste lands of the Crown in the
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said district of . This  li cense to be in
force for the space of calendar months
from the 18  ,  and no longer .  Excepting
always f ro m the operation of this license the trees known
as the Bunya Bunya, Queensland Nut, Turpentine, and
Pea Bean and all timber growing or standing upon Crown
lands within a distance of two miles of a surveyed railway
line, or f ro m any Timber or other  Government Reserve.
Provided  always  that this exception shall not apply to
the Bunya Bunya tree when growing or standing upon
Crown lands included within the boundaries of a pro-
claimed gold  field.
Given under my hand, this day
of one thousand eight hundred
and
Land Commissioner.
£
Received the sum of as  the fee of the
above license.
Land Agent.
•  The word "not" to be inserted,  as the case may require.
Endorsement.
Clauses 13  and 15 of the  Regulations  for Timber
Licenses , established on the 1st March, 1877.
Clause 13 .-No timber shall be cut within  two miles of
head station ,  or within  an enclosure of less extent
,jne thousand  acres ,  except  with the  special consent
lessee or superintendent  of the run.
-e 15.-Timber  licenses  will not  extend to town,
r other  re serves ,  or to lands  surveyed  for sale,
der special  authority  in each case.
D.
QUEENSLAND.
dig and removes
Crown Lands.
from
areas , of ,
.rs to me, the Land Commissioner for the District
to be a fit and proper person to
.i a  license to dig and  remove* from
Town lands in the district of , in the
Jolony of Queensland  ;  and whe re as the stipulated fee
lA • pounds has been duly paid for such
into tn. or the period of months,
led g b Lands of the IPnd nent b-- '- ', .. . . v w i, t, e Lrku  Commissioner as
aforesaid , do hereby,  in pursuance of the Regulations in
that  behalf made ,  bearing date the 1st day of March, 1877,
authorise the said to dig and remove
any* from the Crown lands
particularly described in the annexed schedule. Thislicense is to  be in force for the space of
calendar months  from the day of
,  18 , and no longer.
Given under my hand, this day
of one thousand eight hundred
and
Land Commissioner.
Received the sum of pounds, as
the fee of the above license.
Land Agent.
SCHEDULE.
Licensee:
Nature of material to be dug and  removed under
this lioense :
Districts :
Description  of the locality in which this  license is
to  be used :
• State whether stone ,  brick ,  earth ,  gravel ,  shells ,  or other
material  as the case may be.
E.
Application for a License to dig  and removes'
from Crown Lands in the district of
I, of
apply for a license to dig and removes
from the under described Crown landst
, hereby
for the ending the 187 -
[Signature of Applipant.]
The Land Commissioner at
• State whether sto e, brick ,  earth ,  gravel ,  she lls,  or other
mate rial, as the case may be.
t  Describe the locality within whick the license is to be used.
F.
Application for Employer' s License to  out Timber on
Crown Lands.
I, , of , do
hereby apply that an Employer 's License to  out  and re-
move timbers including cedar
and pine wood, f rom the vacant Crown lands in the
district  of for the ending , 18
may be issued to me, in accordance  with  the Regulations.
Given under my hand, this day
of , 18
To the  Land Commissioner at
*The word " not" to be  inserted as the case may require.
G.
QUEENSLAND.
Employer 's License to  out  Timber on Crown Lands.
Whereas , of  ,  appears
to me,  the Land Commissioner of the district of
to be a fit and proper person to hold an Employer's
License to cut and remove timbers including
cedar and pine wood, from the vacant Crown lands in
the district of ; and whe reas the stipulated
fee of pounds has been duly paid for suchlicense into the hands of the Land Agent, as hereunder
acknowledged by him : Now I, the Land Commissioner
aforesaid , do hereby  authorise the said to
employ the person whose name may be endorsed here-
under by the said  licensee ,  to cut and  remove any timber
a including cedar and pine wood ,  growing on the
vacant Crown lands in the said district of , from
ui... ..w1e 1lere0t ,  Until  Tiro - -
- - ,  and
no longer .  Excepting always f ro m the operation of this
lioense the trees known as the Bunya Bunya, the Queens.
land Nut, the Turpentine, and the Pea Bean, and all
timber growing or standing upon Crown lands within a dis-
tance of two  miles  of a surveyed railway line or from any
Timber or other Government Reserve. Provided always
that this exception shall not apply to the Bunya Bunya
t re e when gro wing or standing upon Cro wn lands in-
cluded within the boundaries of a proclaimed gold field.
Give under my hand, this day of
one thousand eight hundred and
Land Commissoner.
£ .
Received the sum of pounds as the fee of
the above license.
Land Agent.
•  The word  "not" to  be inse rted ,  as the case may require.
NAME of PERsoN EMPLOYED :
Endorsement.
Clauses  13 and 15 of the Regulations for Timber
Licenses established on the let March, 1877.
Clause 13.-No timber shall be out within two  miles of.
any head station ,  or within an enclosure of less extent
than one thousand acres,  except with the special consent
of the lessee or superintendent of the run.
Clause 15.-Timber licenses will not extend to town,
timber ,  or other reserves ,  or to lands surveyed for sale,
except under special authority in each case.
H.
Application  for Special  License to  out I mber on Croton
Lands.
I, of , do hereby
apply for a Special License to cut and  remove timber from
the lands described in the schedule hereto annexed, and
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do also request that personal authorities to employ
men the re on may be issued to me, in
accordance with the existing Regulations.
Given under my hand,  this day of 18
The Land Commissioner,
SCHEDULE.
District of
Area in square miles :
Description of boundaries :
1.
District of
No.
Special License to cut and remove Timber from Crown
Lands.
This is to certify that , of is
duly licensed to cut and remove timber from the lands
described in the schedule hereto annexed ,  from the
to the 31st day of December, 18 , in
accordance  with the  Regulations governing special
timber licenses.
Given under my hand,  this day of 18
Land Commissioner.
SCHEDULE.
District of
Area  in square miles :
Description of boundaries :
J.
District of
Personal authority to cut Timber under a Special Timber
License.
This is to certify that , of
being the holder of Special Timber License No.
is authorised to employ the person whose name is
endorsed hereon,  to cut and remove timber from the
lands comprised  in the  said  license,  from the
day of to the
18
day of
Given  under my hand, this day of 18
Land Commissioner.
Description of land included in  license.
The name of the person employed by the holder of the special
license is to be written below; and if the person employed be
changed ,  the new name is to be written under the previous
one, as the  last  name will only be recognised.
NAMn of PERSON EMPLOYED :
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
QUEENSLAND, P roclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St .  George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "  The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WFLLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the  Governor af e-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the lands open to
conditional selection in the Settled  Districts of More-
ton, Darling Downs, Wide Bay and Burnett, Port
Curtis ,  Kennedy, and Burke, under the pro-
visi -)ns of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of1868, pt at the time of its repeal, shall  be and are
hereby open to Selection by conditional purchase,
under the first-mentioned Act, at the upset price of
5s. per acre ,  with the exception of the lands within
Railway Reserves ,  the upset price of which shall be
10s. per acre .  And I further notify and proclaim that
the area which may be selected of the said lands by
conditional purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
A(1Rt ((,  jy ,_ JOHN DOUGLAS.
,rer in me .
)rovisinr- `,,,wGoD SAVa THE QUERN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Exce llency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George,  Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the lands open to
conditional selection in the Settled District of Cook,
north of Cape Tribulation ,  under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," at the
time of its repeal ,  shall  be and are hereby open to Se-
lection by conditional purchase under the fizst-men-
tioned Act at the upset price of 5s. per acre, and I
further notify and proclaim that the area which
may be selected of the said lands by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Given under my Hand and  See"- Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first dA,,"-.)f March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I I GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions  of " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice  of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the lands open to
conditional selection In the Settled District  of Cook,
south of Cape Tribulation ,  under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" at the
time of its repeal ,  shall be and are hereby open to
Selection by conditional purchase under the first-
mentioned Act, at the upset price of 10s. per acre ;
and I further notify and proclaim that the area
which may be selected of the said lands  by condi-
tional purchase sha ll  not exceed 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
_.,..,u jaR:,._ .
, to
QUERNSLANRR to dig and
b His Excellencye lency
--9-WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
rZf Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions  of  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I WILLIAM WEL-
LINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the  Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice  of the  Executive  Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the Nindooimbah ,  Moondoolan,
TabFagalba ,  Tamrookum , Undallab, Melcombe,
Beaudesert ,  Tambourine ,  Telemon, Bromelton, and
Jimboomba Homestead Areas, in the BRISBANE Land
Agent's District ,  open to selection under the pro-
visions of  "  The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1868 "  and  " The Homestead  Areas Act of  18172,"
at the time of the repeal of those Acts, shall be
and are hereby open to Selection under  the pro-
visions contained in the first -mentioned  Act relat-
ing to Homestead Areas . And I do further notify
and proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase
shall be seven shillings and sixpence per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase sha ll  not exceed 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first  day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Exce llency
TO WIT . ]WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, error and Commander -in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the power  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the  provisions of  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Es uire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify  and proclaim ,  that the unalienated and
unselected lands within the undermentioned Home-
stead Areas  in the  IPSWICH  Land  Agent 's District,
open to selection under the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands A lienation  Act of  1868  "  and  " The Home-
stead  Areas Act of  1872, "  at the time of the repeal
of those Acts,  shall be ,  and are  hereby open to
Selection under the provisions contained  in  thefirst. mentioned Actrelating to Homestead Areas.
And I do further notify  and proclaim ,  that the
lands as aforesaid shall be open to selection by
conditional purchase  at the  upset price hereunder
mentioned  ;  and also  that the  maximum area of the
said lands  allowed to be selected by  conditional
purchase shall not exceed the area respectively
specified  in the  following Schedule
Homestead Area. Upset Priceper Acre.
Maximum Area
allowed to be
Selected.
E a. d.  Acres.
Wivenhoe 0 10 0 640
Dugandan ... ...  0 10 0 640
2 arampa 0 10 0 640
i LL* , nt Brisbane 0 10 0 640ouuTl"k
Rosebro, :.a
...
0 10 0 640
Coochin Coo""-;n No. 1  0 10 0 640
Franklyn Vale ... !)_10 0 640
Coochin Coochin No. 2 1 5 u 640
Fassifern ... ... 0 7 6 640
Durundur ... ... 0 7 6 640
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this  first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS'
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876, "  I, WILLIAM WEL-
LINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the undermentioned Home-
stead Areas in the HELIDON Land Agent 's district,
open to selection under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868  "  and  " The
Homestead Areas  Act of  1872 ,"  at the time of the
repeal of those Acts ,  shall be, and are hereby open
to Selection under the provisions contained in the
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first-mentioned Act relating to Homestead Areas.
And I do further notify and proclaim, that the
lands as aforesaid sha ll  be open to selection by con-
ditional purchase, at the upset price hereunder
mentioned  ;  and also that the maximum area of the
said lands allowed to be selected by conditional
purchase ,  shall not exceed the area respectively
specified in the following schedule
Homestead  Area .
Maximum
Upset price Area
per acre .  allowed to be
selected.
' £ s. d. Acres.
Crows' Nest ... ... ... 0 7 6 1,280
Buaraba ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 1,280
Helidon ... ... ... ... 0 7 6 640
Tent Hill ... ... ... ... Q 7 6 640
Grantham  ... ... ... ... 0 10 0 640
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first  day of March,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENBLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  A lienation  Act of  1876,"  I, WILLIAM WEL-
LINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the Rosalie Plains, Beauraba,
Clifton, East Prairie, Pilton, and Goombungee
Homestead Areas, in the TUOWOOMBA Land Agent's
District ,  open to selection under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Art of  1868" and
The Homestead Areas  Act of  1872 , at the time
of the repeal of those Acts ,  shall be and are hereby
open to selection under the provisions contained in
the first-mentioned Act relating to Homestead Areas.
And I do further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s .  per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall  not exceed 640 acres.
Given ender my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the unali"mated
and unselected lands within the Canal Creek, Talgai,
Swan Creek, Gladfield, and Strathmillar Home-
stead Areas, in the WARWICK Land Agent's district,
open to Selection under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " The
Homestead Areas Act of  1872,' at the time of the
repeal of those Acts, shall be and are hereby open
to Selection under the provisions contained in the
first -mentioned Act relating to Homestead Areas.
And I do further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at  which the  said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be lOs. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,-
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENBLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
To WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power  in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM WEL-
LINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and
unselected lands within the Jimbour, Irvingdale, and
Cecil Plains Homestead Areas, in the DALSY Land
Agent's District, open to selection under the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 " and  " The Homestead Areas Act of  1872,"
at the time of the repeal of those Acts, shall be,
and are hereby open to Selection under the provi-
sions contained in the first -mentioned Act, relating
to Homestead Areas. And I do further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said lands
are open to selection by conditional purchase, shall
be l08. per acre, and that the area which may be
Selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ! GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,
TO WIT .
Proclamation  by His  Excellency
$ WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His  Excellency
5Esquire ,  Companion  of the Most TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
E i C i f th M t
(L.S.)
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St.  George ,  Gover-
re,squ ompan on o e os
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of' the power in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876, " I, WILLIAM
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WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and unselected  lands within the Miva and Gutchy
Homestead  Areas, in the GYMPIR Land Agent's
District, open to selection under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and
" The Homestead Areas Act of  1872," at the time
of the  repeal  of those Acts, shall be, and are hereby
open for Selection under the provisions contained
in the first-mentioned Act relating to Homestead
Areas. And I do further notify and proclaim, that
the upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection  by conditional purchase, shall be 7s. 6d.
per acre, and  that the area which may be selected
by conditional purchase shall not exceed 640  acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Quesnsland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and unselected lands within the Barolin, Tantitha,
Bingera, and  Wonbah Homestead Areas, in the
BUNDABERG Land Agent's District, open to selection
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion Act of  1868 " and  " The Homestead Areas Act
of  1872, at the time of the repeal of those Acts,
shall be,  and are  hereby open to Selection under
the provisions contained in the first-mentioned Act
relating to  Homestead Areas. And I do further
notify and proclaim, that the upset price at which
the said lands  are open to selection by conditional
purchase  shall be 10s. per  acre , and that the area
which may be selected by conditional  purchase
shall not exceed 640  acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her lb ajesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QtTEEESLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and  Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and unselected  lands within the Riverston, Mount
Lareom, and Carrara Homestead Areas, in the GLAp-
TONE Land Agent's District, open to selection
under the provisions of"  The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion  Act  of 1868 " and  " The Homestead Areas
Act of  1872," at the time of the repeal of those
Acts, shall be and are hereby open to Selection
under the provisions contained in the first-mentioned
Act relating to Homestead Areas. And I do further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by conditional
purchase shall be 7s 6d. per acre, and that the
area which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth' year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SA VE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim, that the unalienated
and unselected lands within the Gracemere, Glemore,
Meadow Flats, Raglan, and Cawarral Homestead
Areas, in the ROCKHAMPTON Land Agent's District,
open to selection under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " The
Homesteads Areas Act of  1872," at the time of the
repeal of those Acts, shall be and are hereby open
to Selection under the provisions contained in the
first-mentioned Act relating to Homestead Areas.
And I do further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 7s. 6d. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional selection shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
QruuNsLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St-
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the powers in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated and
unselected lands within the Waverley Homestead
Area, in the ST. LAWRENCE Land Agent's District,
open to selection under the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " The
Homestead Areas Act of  1872," at the time of the
repeal of these Acts, shall be and are hereby open
to Selection under the provisions contained in the
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first-mentioned  Act relating to Homestead Areas.
And I do further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said land, are open to selection
by conditional purchase sh dll be 7s. 6d. per acre,
and that  the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not  exceed 640 acres.
Given  under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred  and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
1 accordance with the provisions of  " The crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and  unselected lands within the Honrebush and
Greenmount Homestead Areas, in the MACKAY Land
Agent's District, open to selection under the
provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868" and  " The Homestead Areas Act of  187 2,"
at the time  of the repeal of those Acts, shall be,
and are  hereby  open  to Selection under the pro-
visions contained  in the  first . mentioned Act relating
to Homestead  Areas. And I do further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands  are open  to selection  by conditional purchase
shall be 7s. 6d. per acre, and that the area which
may be selected by conditional purchase shall not
exceed 1,260 acres.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred  and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . I WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
.Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of th  power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1,
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the unalienated and unselected lands
within the Lannercost Homestead Area, in the
CARI,WeLL Land Agent's district, open to -election
under the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alie-
nation Act of  1868 " anTi  " The homestead -1 reas
Act of  1872," at the time of the repeal of those
Acts,  shall be  and are hereby open to selection
under the provisions contained in the first-mentioned
Act relating to Homestead Areas. And I do further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open  to selection by conditional i
purchase  shall be 7s. 6d.  per acre , and that  the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 610 acres.
Given under ray [land and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Go SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished t  rder of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation !t ct of  1876," I, WILLIAM WEL-
LINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and l.roclaini that the unalienated
and unselected lands within the t•unyan, Terrica,
Meriwa, Beebo, Texas, and Warroo Home-
stead Areas, in the STANTITaRPE Land Agent's
district, open to selection under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  i868' and
" The Homestead Areas Act of  1872," at the time
of the repeal of those Acts, shall be and are hereby
open to Selection under the provisions contained in
the first-mentioned Act relating to Homestead
Areas. And I do further notify and proclaim that
the upset price at which the said lands are oven to
selection by conditional purchase shall be 7s. 6d.
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by conditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand  eight
hundred and seventy-seven. and in the
fortieth year of Her S1 aje,ty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commatder-in-Chief
Governor.  Of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and unelected binds within the Bromfield and
Goondiwindah Homestead Areas in the GOONDI-
WINDI Land Agent's District, open to selection under
the provisions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868" and  " The Homestead Areas Act of
1872," at the time of the repeal of those Acts, shall
be, and are hereby open to Selection under the pro.
visions contained in the first-mentioned Act relating
to Homestead Areas. And I do further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
Jane's  are open to selection by conditional purchase
shall be 7s. 6d. per acre, and that the area which
may be selected by conditional purchase shall not
exceed 1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at =overnment
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord ode thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by His Exce llency
TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.e.) Michael  and St . George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the  power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM WEL-
LINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the  unalienated and un-
selected lands  within the R,)ma Homestead Area,
in the RoMA Land Agent's District, open to selection
under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands Aliena-
tion  Act of  1863" and  " The Homestead Areas Act
of 1872,"  at the time of the repeal of those Acts,
shall be  and are hereby open to Selection under the
provisions contain3d in the first-mentioned Act
relating to Homestead Areas. And I do further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by conditional
purchase  shall be 10s. per  acre, and  that the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 6I0 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first  day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection, sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Brisbane Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the  area  which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Nindooimba, and Kerry
Sarabah Runs.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on the Albert River at the south-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence by the Albert River upwards to
the south-west corner of the land resumed in 1872 ;
thence by a line along the south boundary of that
resumption bearing east to the range forming the
eastern boundary of the run ; on the east and
south-east by that range southerly and south-
westerly, and by the range forming the south-west
boundary of the run north-westerly to the south-
west corner of the resumption of 1875 aforesaid,
and by the south boundary of same to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . j WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, r squire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do
hereby notify Pind proclain that the unalienated and
unselected lands within the 'T'ownship Deserves of
Clermont, Condamine, Goodiwindi, St. George,
Springsure, Surat, Roma, Tenningering, Pikedale,
Stanthorpe, and Gavndah, open to selection under
the provisions of "  The Crown. Lands Alienation Act
of  18-i8," at the time of its repeal, shall be and are
hereby open to Selection, under the provisions con-
tained in the first-mentioned Act. And I do
further notify and proclaim that the upset price at
which the said lands are open to selection by.con-
ditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre; and that
the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed  2,560  acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Lands resumed  from  the Melcombe and Palen Runs.
About  15,500 acres.
Commencing on the Logan River at the north-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence on the west by the east boundary
of that resumption bearing south to the south-east
corner of same ; thence by a line east to the range
forming the east boundary of the run ; thence by
that i ange north -easterly to the Logan River ; and
on the north  by that  river upwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO  W.T.  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander. i -Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described Shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area ,  and that
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the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said  Act, at  the Brisbane
Land Office, on and after I  UESDAY, the 17th
day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Telemon Run.
Area, about 15,400 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of the land
resumed from the Telemon Run in 1875, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the south-
east boundary of that resumption north-easterly
to the north-east boundary of the run ; thence
south-easterly along that boundary ; thence by a
line parallel to and distant four and a quarter miles
from the north-west boundary south-westerly to
the south-west boundary of the ten years' lease ;
and on the south-west by that boundary north-
westerly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated ]ands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSL&ND  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) cbael and St . George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commanner -in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
j .Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim that the upset price at which the said lands are
open to  selection  by conditional purchase shall be
15s. per  acre , and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Wivenhoe Run.
Area, about 6,500 acres.
Commencing  at the south-west corner of portion
40, parish of Wivenhoe, and bounded thence on the
east  by the west boundaries of portions 40 and 37
bearing north to Logan's Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards till it intersects the south-west
boundary of Wivenhoe ten years' lease ; thence by
the south-west and south-east boundaries of that
lease south-easterly and north-easterly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed from the Tarampa Run.
Area, about 2,240 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 130, parish of England, and bounded thence
by a line west to the east boundary of portion 7A,
same  parish ; thence by part of the east boundary
north ; then by the south-east boundary of portion
13, and by the northern boundary of Tarampa ten
years' lease north-easterly ; on the  east  by a line
south, and by the west boundaries of portions 132,
131, and 130 bearing south to the point of com-
mencement ,---exclusive  of reserved  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Mount Brisbane Run.
About 31,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south-
east  corner of portion 2, parish of  Dixon, and
bounded thence on the'south by a line east to the
east  boundary of the run ; thence by that east
boundary and a  line in continuation  bearing north
about two and three-quarter miles  to a point east
from the junction of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers ; thence by a line west to that junction ;
again  on the east by the Stanley River upwards to
south-west corner of portion 72, parish of Kilcoy ;
thence by a fence being the north boundary of
Mount Brisbane Run westerly to Goonnerm-
gerringgi Peak on the range dividing the waters of
the Brisbane River from those of the Stanley River ;
thence by that range southerly to Point Deception ;
they ce by a spur range and a small creek westerly
about forty chains to the Brisbane River ; thence
by that river downwards to the north-east  corner of
portion 3, parish of Dixon, and by the  east  boundary
of that portion and part of the north and the east
boundary of portion 2, to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved,  selected, and
alienated lands within these described  boundaries.
Lands resumed from the Durundur Run.
Area, about 10,800 acres.
Commencing on Neurum Creek  where it is in-
tersected by the east boundary of the  land resumed
in 1875, and bounded thence by t hat creek  upwards
to Delaney's Creek, and by Delaney's Creek up to
its head in the range, forming  the eastern  boundary
of Durundur Run ; thence by that range southerly
and westerly to the aforesaid  east  boundary, and
by that boundary northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive  of reserved  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Kilcoy Run.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing on Sheep Station Creek at the north-
i  east corner of portion 6A, and bounded thence by the
north and west boundaries o that portion west and
south to its south-west corner ; thence by a line bear-
ing about west 14 degrees south about two and three-
quarter miles to the range dividing the waters of
Sheep Station Creek from those of the Brisbane
River ; thence by that range and the range dividing
the waters of Sheep Station Creek from those of
Monsildale Creek northerly to the range dividing
the waters of the Mary River from those of the
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers ; thence by that range
south-easterly to the range dividing the waters
of Kilcoy Creek from those of Sheep Station
Creek ; thence by that range south-easterly to a
point north from the north-east corner of portion
4A, parish of Kilcoy ; thence by a line south to
that north-east corner ; thence by the north
boundary of portion 4A west to Sheep Station
Creek, and by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands within these described bound-
aries.
Lands resumed from the Colinton Run.
Area, about 23,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at  a point one
mile above the confluence of Gregor's Creek, and
bounded thence by a line north six and a-half
miles ; on the north by a line east about  five miles
to the range forming the boundary of Colinton Run;
on the east by that range southerly ; and on the
south by the south boundary of the run westerly,
and by i he Brisbane River upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reservedand  alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEU !
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QUF.ENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Fxeelleney
TO WIr.  WILLIA M W ELLINGTON CAiI'NS,
• ,'quire, l t,nlpiillioii  tit the  M (-t
Dix: itigitishe. I Order of St.
(L.s) hitch  cl and St. t -eorre, Gover-
W. W.  CAIRNS.  nor and -Commander -iii Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queeu ,land and
its Dependencies.I N pursuance of the provisions of" The  crown
L awls Alienation Art of  1876,"  1, WIt LIAM
WELLINGTONCAT us,  E-quire , the Governor atore-
said, %%itli the advice ofthe Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation,  notify and proclaim that
-the Iands hereunder de,cribetl shall be ,  and are
barely set ap•irt as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to clectiori, sul •jeet to the
provisions of  the said  Act, at the I pswieh Land
thilce ,  on and alter  THUE,D.il-, the  nineteenth
day of A pt-if,  1877
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at  u Inch the said  hands are oven to selection
by conditional  purchase shall  be £1 5s per acre,
and that the arta which , may be selected by con-
ditiunal purchase shall not exceed C40 acres.
Lands resumed from the Coocltin Coochin Run.
Area, about 8,5 '0 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook, and bounded
thence by the south bott:ldary (,f the land resunied
in 1472 , bearing west ; thence by west b,iuudary of
Raid 1'e,llnlf)ilult bearing  north to the ilorilt•west
curlier of faille;  tilt-) Co. by a line west to ttie ranee
dividing ('ot,elun CooehiiI and Fas,ith•tu Ruus, by
that inure southerly ; on the south by a lice dls
taut 11 rec tuiles Irolu the first-mentioned Tine bearing
east to feyiot  Brook  ; and tlien -c by that  brook
d 'viii arils to Ilie i,oint of' coinnienceuient,-exclu-
sive of  reserved  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Fassifer•n Run.
Area, about 17,700 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, parish of Cluinlrer, and bounded thence by a line
so oil It to Ilie -outIi- .test corner of land resumed in
1,75 ; thence by the soul It boundary of that re-
t•11111pt ion bearing east ; thence t)y the east(rn
b-uund try of the resunlpnon to its north-cast
corner ; thence by a line cast to the range tortuin,
the cast boundary of the run ; on the east by that
laugt• southerly in Mount blood ; thence by a line
,%tc,t to the Main Range; b' the Alain Mange
nttrtlerly about three n  ler ; and by a spur iange
uoi tl -eas-.erly about three aid i hiree-qu•tri er nines;
an I 'thence by a line south to die point of cont-
Incncent'nt,-exclusive of' reserved and alienated
lauds.
Given tinder my !land and Seal, at Government
1 louse, Brt-pane, t leis first (lay of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and scvtnty-seven, and in the
fortieth year of I1 er Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TILE QtTEEN
QrEENSIAND o  Proclamatvn by  His  I"xeellcney
Tu WIT .  5 WILLIAM  W1 LLINGTON  C AIRNS,
l-.s(ithire, Companion of'  the  Most
Distingulattd Order of St.
(t.s.) ;Micl iael and St. George .  Gover-
WV. W .  CAIRNS, nor  and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
A
N pursuance of the  provisions of  " The Crown
fi  / ands Alienation  Act of  IS7 6." 1. `VII LIAMM
tLLI -, GTON C- IitN,, h:squire ,  the Governor ature-
said,  it it It the advice of  the E'xevutive Conueil. d,,,
by this my Pr- claniation .  notity and proclaim that
the lands hereinl nder  describ ed shaft be, and are
her, by set apart as a 1-1 inestead Arta ,  and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Otfit;e, on and after  '1'U K'D  %Y, the seventeenth.
day uu  k ril, 1877.  And I ftu44cr notify and
proclaim  that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase,
shall be £ I p-r acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
61) acres.
Lands resumed from the Cressbrook Run.
Area, abo.. t 15 700 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north
corner of' select ion 1.568, po rt ion 1.  parish  of Cress-
brook, and bounded thence by a line bearing south
to south-west corner of same portion ; thence by a
line west crossing, Ivory's Creek to Biarra Mange,
the west boundary of l'ressbrook Hun ; thence by
that boundary northerly to Ivory's Creek, and by
Ivory's Creek downwards to the Brisbane  l{iver,
and by that river downwards to the point of' com-
mencement,-exclusive of res'rued and alienated
lands.
lands resumed from the Franklyn Yule Run.
Area, about 48,000 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
5`2, p arish of hi ort, and bounded thence by a line
east to south-„ cst corner of portion 74, parish of
Alfred ; thence by Little Liverpool 1{ange south-
erly about 11 Miles ; thence by a line east and
distant three miles south. front the south boundary of
pox ion '?, parish of i{osevahe, to the east boundary
o- the rule ; thence by the eastern, southern, and
south western boundaries of' the run southerly,
we-terlt', and north-westerly ; on the north by a
line cast along the south boundaries of portions 56,
59, parish of Tb,-rnton, to the west boundary of
portion i(, same parish ; thence by the west and
south boundaries of the land resumed in 11475 bear-
ing southerly and eastei ly to Laidley Creek ; and
by Laidley Creek downwards to the point of' coun-
lne cement,--exclusive of reserved  and alieuatel
lauds.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of' our Lord one thousand  eight
hundred and st-v< nty-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Got) SACK THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND,
-
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILL1iM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
E,gnire, Companion of' the Mcst
Distinguished Order of St. Ali.([,.S.) enact and ,t. Gccrge. Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Coiniuander-in Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Q ueensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said.  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described  shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas,  and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TULSDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notity  and proclaim  that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be  10s. per acre. and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed  1,280 acres.
Lands  resumed  from the Fskdale Run.
Area. about  15.200 acres.
Commencing, on Cressbrook Creek  at its inter-
section by the north-east boundary  of the ten
years' lease, and boutid -d thence by that boundary
north-westerly to Mount Deongwar, thence by a
line northwesterly f,,ur and a-quarter miles, being
part of  the northern  boundary  of the run ; thence
by a line  south about  five and  three-quarter  miles
to aforesaid  creek,  and by that creek downwards to
the point  of comuleucement ,-- exclusive of reserved
and alienated lauds.
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Lands resumed  from the Emu Creek Run.
Area. about 23 500 acres.
Commencing on the range between Cooyar and
Entu Creek Runs. and bounded thence by the north-
east  b. undary of Etnu Creek ten years' lease south.
easterly to bunt Burn Creek, by that creek clown-
wards to  Emu Creek. by lE ntu Creek upwards, and
by the  east and south -cast  boundaries of  the said
ten years' lease  southerly and south-westerly ; on
the south- west by a line  raraliel to, and  distant
four miles  from the  af,resaid north-east boundary
north -westerly to the range dividing, Com ar and
Emu Creek Runs. and thence by that range north-
easterly to the point of ccinuneiceumen:,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lauds.
Given  tinnier  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House. Brisbane, thi-4 first  day  of ilarch,
in the year of our Lord one th.au,and eight
hundred  aid  s venty-seven. arid in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QITEFN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by I I is Fxcellency
TO WIT . j WILLIAM W I•LLINGTON  CAIRNS.
i-qu re. Companion of' the XJost
Distinguished Order of St
(L S.) Michat t and S'.Georee. Governor
W. W. JAIBNS, and  Commander-in Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its]Dependencies.I N pursuance of th  provisions of " The Crr,zan
l a,,ds Alitnaliun A, t of  1876." I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CALirDa, Esquire, the (governor More-
said. with the advi,  e of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation. notily and 1 r.)clain  that
the lands  hereunder described shrr!l be. and are
hereby  set apart as  a .Homestead Area and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY. the twenty-iburih
day of April, 1877.
• And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which (lie said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the  area which  may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not  exceed 6411 acres.
Lands resumed  , rom the  Helidon Run.
Area-About 8 000 acres.
Commencing  on the Main Haut e, and bounded
thence  by the southern boundary of the ten years'
lease easterly , being; the range beat een the Mi 11 i
and Ma  Ma Creeks ;  on the cast  by the east
boundary of same, being line northerly about four
miles; on the  north by the timber reserve south-
westerly and  west  to the Mari Range; and by the
Main Mange  southerly to the point of commence-
ment.-exclusive of r served and alienated lands.
Given tinder my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of 1Iarch.
in the year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, arid in the
fortieth year of Her ,\l ajesty's reign.
By Conrtnand,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT I `\ ILl IAM  Wt LL ' NGTON CAIel.s,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.a.) Distinguished Order  of St. blichael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and Com-
Governor .  mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and  its  Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  _876." I, `N JLI IAM
R-FLLITGTON CAI kA s. E-qutre, Ilie Gover'ltortlfore-
said. tt ith the admire of the Executive Coui.cil, do,
by this my l'roelalnati:ln, n.,tity and proclaiw that
the lands hereunder desert led, but vrng; bee it set ;part
as a Homestead  Area under the ltruvisiuns of the
said  Act, shnllbe open to Selection.nt the Tnowoomba
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seven-
teeitl  dui of April. 1877.
And I further itotiIv and rro.'lainl that the nrset
price at which tlt- said land, are open to sel, etton
I,y conditional purchase stall be 20s. per acre. w id
that the area which  mayI-c selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 i,cre+.
Lands resumed from the Rosalie Plains Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing; at the s, nth-test corner of D.R.
1.' 27. thence by the south toundaries of' 1,227 and
1 226 east ; thence by part ot'tlie west boundary of
1.702 s'•nth; rl enee bP south boundar-es of 1702,
1,7o1, 1934, 1709 • ast ; Ilienee by l,nt t it the tt est
and bl the s• nth, aid Fart of the east buttndar1i of
774 so nth-cast aid north ; tht tee I y a hi a east in
continuation of the south I,olntdarv of 1.70 to i ast
I ortm,dary of Rosalie ten years' lease, by that boun-
dary Si uth, by the souther it boundary of ltosahe It'll
years' lease westerly to south-east corner of D.li.
421 ; and thence by the east buundat ies of 421 aid
280 to point of a mimencement,- exclusive of D.lt.
772 and all reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Peauaraba Run.
About 43,()(,0 acres.
Commencing at 11oltnt Alarlard, and i ounded
ihene a by the southern boundary of Beauaraba ten
y. acs' lease westerly ; on the west by a line north
alon•a e, stern buuidary of pre-emptive i-urcltaso
XXXIII aid portion 432 about tttree Hundred
chains; thence by a line pas-ing about 1wenty.liv'e
chairs north tiont the north bouiWarv ut 1re-
emptive 1 urchase XXXI al out five and a-halt miles
east ; on  the east by  it line south along the (test
botindarmes of  1" OS. 1.7. )  and 1.02 to the South
corner of 1802 ; thence by the road riling sortth t ast
boundary of 1'os 1,802, 1.8::1, 1 846,  1,82o. arid
1.7x`9 ; thence by the north-cast b'"tndaty of
lit auaraba ten years' lease south-easterly ; thence
by  if  e west b, undary  (it No. lit. the m.•rtlt-nest
1,ourtdttr v of  IN os. •.9. 33, 4!, 52. 53,  it rescl v',, mind
others along the south-cast boundary of ten years'
lease  south-westerly to the Gentlemen's `eat ;
thence by the boundary between 1\ortll 1'rairh
and Beauaraba Runs northerly to point of cotn-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, l.ri.4ane; this first day or Mrreh, in
the Vicar of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy-seven, and in the
lor:ieth year of I1er 1% ajesty' s reign.
By  Comnianti,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QLF.FNSLASD, Preclt.niatioit by his Excellency
To W1T'. `W I I LIAM `W GTON CAI hl, 8,
I' squire, I. 01111 anion of the lest
ntstirtuuished l rder of St.
(L S.) Michael amid ` t George. Governor
W. NW. CAIRNS, anti Coninimider-In Chief of tile
Governor.  l'olrniy of Cxucei.sland and its
I)e'per'dencit  S.
N pursuance of the provisions  of `• The C'rutrn
l_ancl.. A/ient,tion  Art  or  lt•76,'' I, 1W11 LiAM
W'FLLI I GTON CAIRNS, l' squire. l ltl' Go' er llul ' ah
said. ttith  the advice of the Executive C. tit cll. do,
by this my 1'roclamu ation, notily aid  proelaini tl.at
the lat:ds hart under d<'scri1 eel. hsvnig be t n ,et
apart as a Hontcsteacl Alea lutdi r the prot'isi its of
the said Act, shall  be open to Seltction at,  ti e
Toots ooniba Land Oflit e on and triter IULSDAY,
the seventeenth day of April. 1877.Arid I further notily 81,d proclaim that the upset
price  at whi ch the said hinds a r e 0 ) ( 1 i to st lit'  tie n
by condi(tot,al yurehase, shall be 31ts. I'er mere. ai,d
that the area tt Lich nttty be s t It cted 1.1 ceuuitiu.al
purchase shall not exrced 320 acres.
lands resumed  out of Clifton  Run.
AI„ut 6.  CO atrts.
Cemmcnein g  at the i:oitlt-cast corner of T .R. 41T,
and t,oit.ced  litter Ity t Lc sout {; ast h.  it ielt r\  "t
that  1011,1011 S 1-We,:rely,  l y  the cast butaldary
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T.R. 1,586 ,  and 1,613 south ,  by part of the north of
boundary of pre-emptive purchase XX and a line
east to the west  boundary  of pre-emptive purchase
XII,  by  the west boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
XII, V,  part of the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  XV, the  west and part of the
north boundary of pre-emptive purchase  XVI, the
west boundaries of Nos .  49, 609 ,  510, and 5 ; thence
by the south boundary of 338 bearing west to the
north boundary  of T R. 465;  thence by that boun-
dary south -easterly to point of commencement,--
exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depondencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart  as a Homestead Area under the provisions
of the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said  lands  are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not  exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Felton Run.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing  at the south- west  corner of Peel's
Plains  P.P. N o. 2, and bounded thence by the
boundaries of Selections 696 and 743 to the west
boundary of P.P. No. 5, by that west boundary
and the boundaries of P.P s. Nos. 17A 8, 19, 12,
11, and 24  to the south- west corner  of 24; thence
by a line west  to the south -east  corner of the
Homestead  Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1872, folio 1979, by the east boundary of that
Homestead Area, and by the south-east and north
boundaries  of Selection 988, and by the east boun-
dary of the Homestead Area northerly to the south
boundary of portion 68, parish of Rolleston ; and
by a line east to the point of  commencement,-
exclusive  of all alienated and reserved lands within
the above boundaries.
Lands resumed from the North Branch Run.
About 17,500 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the northern boundary of North Branch
ten years' lease westerly to a point south from
the south- east  corner of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII  Beauaraba  ; thence south four and three-
quarter miles ; thence east five and a-quarter miles ;
thence north half-a-mile, and north-east three-
quarters of a-mile to the Gentleman's Seat ; thence
by the boundary between North Branch and
Beauaraba  Runs north-westerly to point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SA VE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L s) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Govvernor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, having  been set
apart as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said  lands are  open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £ 2 per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 160 acres.
Lands resumed out of Westbrook Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of West-
brook pre-emptive purchase LXXX, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of that pre-emptive
purchase  east , by part of the west, the south, and
east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase LXXXI
bearing south-east and north  and a  continuation of
the east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
LXXXI north to a point west from the south-west
corner of pre-emptive purchase LXIX ; thence by
a line east and part of the south boundary of pre-
emptive purchase LXIX ; thence by the west boun-
dary of pre-emptive purchases LXVIII, LXVI, and
of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875 south to
.a point east from the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase 45; thence by a line west to
portion 653; thence by the south-west boundary
of that portion north-westerly to a point south
from the south-west corner of pre-empt ive purchase
LXXX ; and thence by a line north to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  -'The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Too-
woomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
Iric.- at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase, shall be £1 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eton Vale Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing on Hodgson's Creek at the south-east
corner of PPXI, and bounded thence by Hodgson's
Creek downwards to Grass-tree Gully ; thence by
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Grass-tree Gully upwards and by the south-west
boundary of Eton Vale ten years' lease north-
wester] to the south-west corner of T R. 1482;
thence by the south boundaries of Nos. 1482, 1457,
1444, 1521, bearing east, by part of the west
boundary of No. 568, bearing south to the south-
west corner ; thence by part of the south boundary
of same bearing east  about ten chains; thence by a
line south to the north boundary of P.P. XCII., by
part of the north boundary of P.Y XCI I. west to the
north-west corner ; thence by the west and south
boundaries of same south and east, by the westbound ariesofP.Y.XCV.,XCVII.,XIV.,X (.,bearing
south and by the south boundary of P.Y. XI. east to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of alienated
and reserved lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March.
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Goveruor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation ,let of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notity and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described having been set
apart as  a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Warwick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the  said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 15s.  per acre,
and that  the area which  may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosenthal Run.
About 27,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of W.R. 614,
and bounded thence by the south boundary of that
portion west, by the east and part of the south
boundaries of JNo. 611 bearing south and west, by
the east boundary of No. 1,011, bearing south, by
the south boundaries of 1,011, 1,347, 1,357 1358,
1551, bearing west to the north-east boundary of
the land resumed in 1872 ; thence by the northeast
boundary of that resumption south-easterly, and
by part of south-east boundary of same south-
westerly one mile ; thence by a line east four
miles; thence south five miles, east four and a
quarter miles, north about eight  miles,  to the south-
west boundary of W.R. 169, and by that boundary
and the northern boundary of the Rosenthal Run
north-westerly to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive  of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " TIie Crown
Lands Alienation Art of'  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire. the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
tl e said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the War-
wick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY, the
nineteenth day of April, 1877. And I further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by conditional
purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by conditional  purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Canning DownsRun.
About 25,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 72.
aid bounded thence by the east boundary of that por-
t-on, by the eastern southern,and western boundaries
of Lucky Valley Gold Field, bearing south, west,
and north to north-west corner of same ; thence by
a line  west to Rosenthal Creek about two and three-
quarter miles ; thence by that creek upwards to its
head in the Main Range; thence by the Main
Range easterly to a point south from south-east
corner of W.H. 1039; thence by a line north to
that south-east corner; thence by the south, west,
and part of the north boundaries of No. 1039, by the
west boundary of No. 1038, by part of the south
boundary of 394, the south and part of the west
boundaries of No. 383, by the south and part of the
eastern boundaries of 381, 386, 385, 387, 388, by
part of the east, the south, and part of the west
boundaries of 1037, and by the south boundary of
No. 100 to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of'reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fir-t day of Ma-ch,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-thief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described; having been  set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 21 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the St. Ruth Run.
About 9,OQO acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River at the
north-west corner of DR 261, and bounded thence
by the north  and east boundaries of that selection,
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by the north boundary of P.P .  11 (2), and a line
east to eastern boundary of St. Ruth's ten years'
lea'a ; thence  by that  eastern boundary northerly
about three end three  quarter  miles; thence l,y
a line west about four and three -quarter miles
to the Condamine River ; arid by that river
upwards to point of  commencement,-exclusive of
reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  from the  Test Prairie Run.
About  6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north -cast corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains ,  at the western boundary
of West  Prairie ten years '  lease, and bounded
thence on the south by a line east about one mile;
on the east by a line Along the west boundaries of
Nos. 459, 376 ,  north four and three -quarter -miles ;
thence west about three and a-half miles to afore-
said west boundary of ten 3 ears' lease ; and by that
boundary  south- easterly to point of commencement,
- exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  from  the Cecil Plains Run.
About 8, 300 acres.
Commencing at the north -east corner of portion
178, parish of  Cecil Plains,  and bounded on the
south by the north boundaries  of Nos. 177, 36, 34,
33, 29 ,  2> west  ; thence  by a line north four and
three-quarter  miles;  tl ei ce east about one and
a-half n iles to the  east boundary  of ten years' lease ;
and by that boundary south -easterly to point of
commencement ,- exclusive of alienated and re-
sei red lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House,  Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-sever ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
tion ,  by the east and south boundaries of the
Homestead Area resumed in 1872 to Middle Creek,
by Middle  Creek  downwards to P.P. 27, by
I' P. 27 to cast boundary of P.P 24 ; then by
the east and part, of south boundaries of Y.Y. 2-1
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael  and St . George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queens.
land and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1,  WILLIAM
WrFLLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Nxecutive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s .  per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by
conditional purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
I squire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and  St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the provisions of "  Y7ie  CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with  tie advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation. notify and proclaim that
the lands  hereunder described, having been  set apart
as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of the
::aid Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Dalby
Land ('flice, cn and alter IUE6LAY, the
twenty-fo  rih day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said  lands  are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £:1 per acre, and
that the area  which may be sel, cted by  conditional
purchase shall  not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Jimbour Run.
40,000 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of P.P.
No. 24. at the  intersection  of the east boundary of
the \\ estern Railway 114 serve, and bounded thence
southerly by that east boundary to the boundary
of the Jimbour ten years' lease; thence east by that
boundary of the ten years' lease  to the west
boundary of portion 437, parish of Cumkillenbar ;
thence north 1 y the west boundaries of 437, 461,
443, 469. 445. 439 ; thence by the north boundaries
of 439 and 452 to the west boundary of 433: then
by the Loundaries of 433. 316, 470, 450. 438, 62, 61,
and 66, to the rout h-cast carne r of 66; t hr r,ce north
45 degrees east to the north-cast boundary of Jim-
bour tun years' lease ; thence by that boundary
nor,l;-cicster)y to its incersecticil with tl,c cast
l,cut dart' et' the VV'e,tern Railli ny Iit•5c rve ; thence
by that eastern houudary s(,utherly to the north
1)c.undary of the 11 t u estcad Arca resumed in ]t+75,
by the north and cast boundaries of that  iesump-
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
Portion A-About  9 square miles.
Commencing at the flirty- one mile tree on Munna
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
102 degrees 30 minutes east six miles and twenty
chains  ; thence south  one mile and ten chains ;
thence west  five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna Creek  ;  and by Munna Creek upwards
to  starting-point,-exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Land resumed out of Srrahanna and Agnes Yale
Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad -arrow over
K over It in triangle on the Port Curtis toad, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing west
7 degrees north about two hundred and twenty-
five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow over AV
over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the junction
of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards about one hundred and
eighty chains until it is intersected by a line bearing
north 42 degrees east from the tree  first named
broad- arrow over  K over  II in triangle  ;  and thence
by the  said line bearing south 42 degrees west
about eight miles to the point of commencement,-
esclusive of all reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Kullogum Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Oakey Creek at
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over X about
twenty chains in a direct  line above Gigoom Head
Station, and about three  chains below a large gum-
tree marked TI3, and bounded on part of the south-
west by a line be aring west 34 degrees  north one
hundred and sixty-five chains twenty-five links to a
point on Edwards Creek about  sixteen chains
below the south-cast corner of Eureka Run; thence
by Ldii ards Creek up to that corner of h.ureka
Inn ; thence on the north-west by the  south east
boundary of Eureka and  a line in continuation
bearing north 37 degrees cast two hundred and
fifty- seven chains  ;  thence on the north -east by a
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line bearing south  50 degrees east crossing Oakey
Creek twenty-seven chains in a direct line below a
tree marked broad-arrow over KV over VIII three
hundred and fitty chains to the north-west boundary
of Keogum ; thence on the south-east by the
aforesaid boundary, bearing south 46 degrees west
two hundred and eighty-three chains to Oakey
Creek ; thence again on the south-west by said
creeks downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed  out of Clifton Run.
About 10,960 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek fifteen
chains and twenty links distant in a north-westerly
direction from the five-mile tree, and bounded
thence by a line north about six miles and ten
chains to a range ; thence by that range north-
westerly about four miles and a-half to where it
comes down into Clifton Creek thence crossing
Clifton Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over  511;  thence by the range on the
opposite side south-easterly and southerly to
Sandy Creek about two chains above the junction
of Bonpa Creek ; and thence by Sandy Creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first  day of March,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND. Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .
3
WILLMAN WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael
(L.S.) and  St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander-in-Chief or the Colony
Governor.  of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  "The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Arias, and that
the said  lands shall  be open to selection, sub-
.
the provisions of the said Act, at the
Maryborough Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of Apr;), 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 1(1s. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Glenbur Run.
Portion B.
About 37 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked VA four miles up
Munna Creek, and bounded thence by a line west
five miles ; thence north six miles and fifty-three
chains to Jacky's Creek ; thence by that creek
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over J ;
thence by a line bearing north 109 degrees 30
minutes east six miles and forty-five chains to River
Mary ; thence by the lett bank of River Mary up-
wards to b1 unna Creek ; and by Munna Creek up-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of IV irrah Run.
About 12,870 acres.
Commencing at a blue gum-tree marked H over
Vt I on the left bank of Stoney or Dungal Creek nne
hundred and thirty-one chains from the crossing-
place on the Gayndah road, with the course of the
creek downwards, and bounded thence on the south
by that creek downwards, bearing north-easterly
about five miles and twenty- nine chains in a dir-yet
line ; thence on the east by a line bearing  north 322
degrees east about five and a-half miles to Dackin-
willa Creek ; thence on the north by Jackinwilla
Creek upwards, bearing westerly about one hundred
and thirty-two chains in a direct line to an iron-bark
tree marked F ; and on the west by a line  bearing
not th 180 degrees east four hundred and seventy-
two chains to the point of commencement,- ex-
clusive of all reserved, selected,  and alienated lands.
.Lands resumed out of the Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,000 acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
GHII broad-arrow; bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing  about  south,-east for two
ltt:n lred and forty-two  chains  to a tree marked
broad-arrow over L_ll over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence  on the east
by a line north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct  line above a  tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII  in triangle  ; thence by
Powell's  Creek  downwards to its junction with
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point  of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out. of Doongal Run.
About 20 200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborough and
Gayndah main road bearing north 43 degrees west,
about twelve chains from an ironbark- tree marked
Ell over II in triangle on the Eighteen-mile
Creek, and bounded on the north by the Mary-
borough and Gayndah road westerly to the cross-
ing at Beardy's Creek ; thence on the west by a line
south to the  ranges  extending northerly from the
head of Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by  a continu.
ation of those  ranges  forming the watershed of
Doongal or Stoney Creek easterly to the head of
Eighteen-mile Creek ; thence by that creek down
to the before-mentioned ironbark-tree marked Eli
over I [ in triangle ; and thence by a line north 43
degrees west to the point  of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved ,  selected, and  alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the  Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point on the south boundary of
Toogoom Run bearing north  104 degrees  east tour
hundred and sixty-five chains from a tree on Too.
goom waterhole branded broad-arrow over BT in
triangle, and bounded on the south by a  line bear.
jug north 104 degrees east about six hundred
and forte-five chains to the River Susan ;  thence on
the east by  a line  bearing north 342 degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains; thence on the
north by a line bearing north 28-1 degrees east two
hundred and ninety  chains ; thence again on the
north by  a line bearing west  two hundred and
seventy- five chains  ; and thence on the west by a
line bearing south one hundred and thirty- chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive  of a water
reserve of three hur.dred and twenty  acres, and all
other reserved, selected , and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first, day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUERN!
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QOEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation At of  1876." I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore.
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall he open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUN SDAI -, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877, at Gympie Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional rurchase shall be lOs. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Conandale Run.
About 28 500 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Obi Obi
branch of the Mary River, at a point about twenty
chains east  from a  large gum -tree marked TMK,
said tree being about thirty-one chains and fifty
links south from the  nineteen-mile  tree on the road
from  Imbie to Durundur, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west about two hundred
and ten chains to the western watershed of the Ohi
Obi branch of the Mary River ; thence on the west
by that watershed southerly about five miles to its
junction with the dividing range forming the water.
shed separating the Mary River from the Brisbane
River ; thence on the south by that range south-
easterly about eight miles and a-quarter; thence on
the east by a line bearing north by east about three
miles and three-quarters to the junction of the
eastern and western branches of the Obi Obi branch
of the Mary River  at an oak-tree marked C ; and
again  on the east by the Obi Obi branch of the
D1 ary River downwards about seven  miles and a-
half to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved , selected,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 34,300 acres.
Commencing on Tinana  Creek at a spot about
twenty-two  chains in  a direct line above a tree
marked T over 33, bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing  west for about four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie ; thence on the west by that road
southerly for about six hundred and eighty chains
in a direct line to a point bearing west from Ulirrah
Head Station ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east for about five hundred chains to Goomboo.
rian  Creek ; thence by that creek downwards for
about seven hundred and twenty chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,- exclusive of all
reserved , selected,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  North Kenilworth Run.
About 17,280 acres.
Commencing  on the east bank of the Mary River
at a tree  marked P  on one  side, G  on another side,
and B  over broad- arrow  on another  side, about one
and three- quarter miles  below the junction of Belli
Creek with the Mary River; bounded on the north
by a line bearing east  about five hundred and
eighty chains to the  Sea-coast Range  ;  thence on the
ea.t by that range southerly about two hundred
chains to  the Mooloolah road ;  thence on  the south
and south -east by that  road south -westerly to a
point where it crosses  the Mary River  at Kenil-
worth  Head Station at a point about seventy chains
below  the junction  of Obi Ot,i Creek  with the side
river  ;  and on the  west by that  river downwards
about eight miles and  a-half to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out  of Cambroon Run.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing  at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary River, bounded on the south
by that creek upwards abou, three hundred and
eighty chains to the Yabba road ; thence on the
south-east by that road south-westerly about five
hundred and seventy chains to the range dividing
the waters of the Little Yabba Creek from those of
Jimna Creek ; thence on the south-west by that
range north-westerly about seventy chains to the
range  dividing the waters of Little Yabba Creek
from those of Sandy Creek ; thence on the north-
west by that range north-easterly about five hun-
dred and sixty chains to  a range  dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from those of the Yabba
and Goonoongibber Creeks ; thence by that range
bearing south-easterly about one hundred and
eighty chains and north-easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy  chains to  a point due west from a
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River ; and on the north
by a line bearing  east  about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion of said creek and Mary River ;  and on the east
by the said river upwards about four hundred and
forty chains to the Litte Yabba Creek, being point
of commencement,-exclusive  of all reserved, se-
lected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of 2eebar Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencingon the boundary between Gigoomgan
and Teebar at a point sixty chains north  9 degrees
30 minutes east from the summit of Mount Joseph,
and bounded thence on the south by a line  bearing
west about twelve miles to the watershed  separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River; on the
north-west by said watershed north-easterly about
ten and a-half  miles ; on  the north by the northern
watershed of Y aroomba Creek and by a spur ridge
to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains in a direct
line below the junction of Eel Creek ; then by
Sandy Creek downwards about ten miles 0 the
junction of Teebar Creek ; on the east by Teebar
Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9 degrees
30 minutes  east one hundred ano ninety chains from
the summit  of Mount Joseph ; then by a line bear-
ing south  9 degrees 30 minutes west about one
hundred and thirty chains to the point  of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of an area  of about 6,000
acres shown on the Land Agent's official  maps, and
of all reserved,  selected , and alienated land.
Lands resumed out of the Gigoomgan Run (Con.
solidated).
About 107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank  of Manna Creek
at a point  one mile in  a direct line below the junc-
tion of Calgoa Creek, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south- west  to the watershed separating Cal-
goa Creek from Sandy Creek ; then by that water-
shed south-westerly about four miles ; then by a line
bearing west two hundred and ten chains ; then by
a line  bearing north-west crossing the heads of
Calgoa Creek ten chains below the junction of
Munro Creek, and terminating at the watershed
separating Calgoa Creek from Spring Greek ; then
by that watershed south-westerly to the watershed
separating  the tributaries of the Mary River from
those of the  Burnett  River ; then by that watershed
westerly and the watershed separating Spring
Creek from Dry Creek northerly to Mount Joseph;
then by a line bearing north 91 degrees east to Dry
Creek  at its eastern  bend ; then by the said creek
downwards to Teebar Creek ; then by that creek
downwards to Munna Creek ; and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of  an area of  about 7,000 acres shown on the
Land Agent' s oTicial maps ,  and all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  the Yabba Run.
About 67 square miles.
Commencing on Yabba Creek at a point about
sixty-five chains in a direct line above the junction
of Sandy Creek  ;  thence by a line north about two
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hundred and ninety chains to gingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in a direct line ; thence by a line north
crossing Bella Creek to the northern watershed
of Bella and Kingaham Creeks ; thence by that
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Brisbane River from Yabba Creek ; thence by
that range southerly about nine hundred chains in
a direct line to a small gully, and by that gully
downwards to Yabba Creek at a point about one
hundred and five chains in a direct line above
Capsize Creek ; thence by Yabba Creek downwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Eilkivan Run (Murray's
Debateable /.and).
Portion A.
About 6,900 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifty-five chains from a tree on Wide Bay Creek
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven
miles ; thence by a line bearing north thirteen
chains and eighty links ; on the north by a line
bearing west four hundred and sixty-six chains ;
and on the west by a line bearing south to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Portion B.
About 32,000 acres.
Commencing  on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner  of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase portion No. 1, and bounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and east to the north-east
corner ; thence by a line north to the range dividing
Munna Creek from Wide Bay Creek ; thence by
that  range  and by the range separating the waters
of Wide Bay Creek from those flowing into Boonara
and Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from
the junction of Deep Creek with Wide Bay Creek ;
on the south by a line east to Wide Bay Creek at
the junction of Deep Creek ; and by Wide Bay
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of an  area  of about 2,000 acres, shown in
the Land Agent's official maps, and of all reserved,
selected , and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands  resumed out  of Curra Run.
About 23,500 acres.
Commencing  at a point on the right bank of the
River Mary about twenty-five chains in a direct
line below a  tree marked 46 on the survey of the
river,  and bounded thence by a line bearing north
79 degrees east  three hundred  cliains  to Curra
Creek, intersecting the present Maryborough and
Gympie road about two chains south of the Head
Station, Curra ; thence by a line bearing north 26
degrees east  three hundred chains to the watershed
of the Mary and Tinana waters ; thence by that
range ,  and a  spur range forming the northern
watershed of Durham Boy Creek in a north-westerly
and westerly direction to a point bearing north 75
degrees east  about two hundred and sixty chains
from a tree marked 57 on the survey of the river ;
thence by a line bearing north 2551 degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mary ;and thence by that river upwards about four
hundred and ten chains in a direct line to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and  alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QrERN l
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  The Crown
! Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Gympie Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 20,000 acres.
Commencing on the  new  road from Maryborough
to Gympie, at a point west from Ulirrah Head
Station ; thence by that road southerly about three
hundred and thirty chains to its meeting with the
old Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line
bearing about south 78 degrees east for about five
hundred and twenty-eight chains to the summit of
Mount Goomboorian ; thence on the east by a
line bearing about north 32 degrees east for about
one hundred and sixty-three chains to a tree marked
AR on the Goomboorian Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards for about one hundred and sixty-
six chains in a direct line to its junction with Tinana
Creek; thence by that creek downwards about three
hundred and forty chains to a point east from
starting-point ; and thence by a line west, about five
hundred chains, to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of the Tagigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where the fence on the upper side of the present
paddock at Tagigan House joins the same, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line north-
east three hundred and fifty-six chains ; thence on
the north-east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to a peg; thence on the north-west by a line
south-west four hundred chains to a tree marked
BR on Tagigan Range ; thence on the south-west
by that range south-easterly two hundred chains to
a point bearing south-west from commencing point;
and thence again on the south-east by a line north-
east sixty-four chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed out of Widgee Widgee Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Widgee, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion and a
line in continuation bearing west to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
upwards to its head ; thence by the western water-
shed of that creek north-westerly about two hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line; thence by a line
bearing north to the south-west corner of the land
resumed from Widgee Run, proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875. folio  1753;  on the
north by a line bearing east to Widgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River; by that river upwards to the junction
of Glastonbury Creek ; and by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of an area
of about 4,800 acres shown on the Land Agent's
official maps, and of all reserved, selected, and alie-
nated lands within the above boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Imbil Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba Creek
with the Mary River, and bounded on the north-
west by Yabba Creek upwards a'-out one and a-half
miles to the junction of Goonoongibber Creek ;
then by the watershed  separating  the two creek;
southerly about four  and a-half miles; then by a
ling bearing west  15 degrees south about three
hundred chains to Yabba Creek at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of I)errier Flat, and- just
below the junction of a small creek coming from
the south ; on the west by said small creek south-
erly to its head ; on the south by the southern
watershed  of Yabba Creek and Goonoongibber
Creek easterly to Mount Brooloo, and then by a
small gully easterly to the Mary River; and on the
east by said river northerly to Yabba Creek, the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QT?EENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
To Wiz. JW(LLIAM N'ELLINGrON CAIt,NS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of 5t.
(LS.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief' of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the provisions of " The Crown
Lands  Alienation Act of  1876." I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said . with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion , under the provisions of the said A ct, on and
after TUESDAI , the seventeenth day of April,
1877. at the Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
y conditional pug chase shall be 10s. per acre. and
that the  area  which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands  resumed out  of Toweran Run.
About 14,350 acres
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by
the spur dividing the waters of said creeks west-
erly to their northern watershed ; then southerly
and south-easterly by that range to a spot on the
Kcdan River about fifteen (15) chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XI in triangle ;
then  crossing the river easterly to the Kolonga
Range; then by said range passing through the
To,,rnboro Mountain to the crossing of the Mary-
borough and Gladstone road; then by said road to
the Bolan River; then by said river to the junction
of George's Creek ; thence by said creek upwards
to the  junction  of Branch Creek to the point of
commencement,- exclusive of all reserved,  s lected,
and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of Solo-nga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Moolboolaman and Gladstone
road  where it crosses the  range  forming the northern
watershed of Walily Creek, and hounded thence
on the north by that  range  westerly ; on the west
by the same  range  southerly and south-easterly ;
on the south by the  same  range forming the
southern  watershed of Takilheran and Tararan
creeks easterly ; on the east by the range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid ; and thence by that road
north-westerly, crossing Tararan, Takil )eran, andWalily Creeks tothe point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved,  selected, and alienated
hudss
Lan 1zresumed out of Molangul Run.
About 72.080 acres.
Commencing on the range forming the northern
watershed of Kolan River at a point called Molan.
gul, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 45 degrees west about three
hundred and forty chains to the Bolan River
thence by that river downwards to the confluence
of Five-mile Creek; thence by that creek upwards
to its head in the Burnett Range;  on the  south by
that range and the range forming the southern
watershed of Five-mile Creek. Station Creek, and
Two-mile Creek easterly by the same range forming
the eastern watershed of Two-mile Creek,  and the
southern watershed of Kolan River northerly, and
by a spur range westerly to the Kolan  River at a
pint about forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ;
thence crossing Kolan River by a spur range north-
westerly to the first-mentioned.  range , and by that
range  westerly to Mount Molangul, the point of
commencement,--exclusive of all reserved , selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Moolboolomon Run.
About  50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the west by a line north for
about thirty chains to the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek ; on the north by the said watershed
easterly about five hundred and thirty chains in a
direct line; on the east by a line south about one
hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek at a
spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IN over XXVIII in triangle;
then by said creek upwards about one hundred and
twenty-seven  chains  in a direct line to the junction
of Rainbow Creek ; then south f,r about five
hundred and sixty chains to the Hog Back Range;
thence on the south  and again  on the west by said
range to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toomolongyore or Eureka
Run.
About 32  square miles.
Commencing  on Edwards Creek Rhere the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it; bounded
thence on the south-west by that road north-west-
erly for about six hundred and eight  chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad- arrow  over TM
over X in triangle; thence by a line bearing north
61 de revs 30 minutes east for about five hundred
and fifteen chains, passing through a tree on Sandy
Creek marked broad-arrow over AY over XXXIV
in  triangle; thence by a line bearing orth 1.51
degrees 30  minutes east  for three hundred and
seventy-four chains; thence bearing north 217
degrees east for about two hundred and twenty-four
chains to Edwards Creek at a spot about  seventeen
chains  in a direct line above  a tree  marked broad-
arrow over ED over iI  in  triangle; thence by
Edwards Cret k upwards to the crossing of the
Maryhorough and Port Curtis road, the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the  Stanton Harcourt Run.
About  66 square miles.
Commencing at the  junction of  B undary Creek
with Sandy Creek near a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle; thence by that creek  upwards
to its bead; thence by the  range  separating the
waters of Sandy. Con fields. --ix-mile, and Cabbage-
tree Creeks from those of Degilbo Crcck north-
westerly to the junction of a ravine with the Burnett
River about twenty  chains  below a tree marked
broad-arrow over B 17 over L t V in triangle ; thence
by that river downwards about two hundred and
thirty chains in a direct l'ne to a dense pine scrub ;
thence by that scrub easterly about three hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line to a tree marked
bread-arrow over TAI over XII in triangle on the
Port Curtis and lMaryborow-di road; tlierce by
that road south-easterly crossing Corlields and
Sandy Creeks to Edwards Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards about ten  chains  ; thence by a
line bearing  80 degrees 15 minutes nir.ety .six chains
sad fifty licks  ;  thence by a  line bearing 141 degrees
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15 minutes  twenty-six  chains and  fifty links  ;  thence
by a .line bearing 144 degrees twelve chains and
twenty links; thence by a line bearing 1:36 degrees
forty-five chains ; thence by a line bearing 160
degrees twenty-seven chains seventeen links; thence
by a line bearing 112 degrees seventeen , hains and
sixty-eight links ; thence by a line bearing 45
degrees twenty-five chains to Oaky Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to a tree marked broad-
arrow over K Y over IV in triangle ; thence by a
line bearing 217 degrees about four miles to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and  alienated lands.
.Lands resumed out of the Walla Run.
About 39,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker's Gully
about fifty chains in a straight line above an ash-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 1 in shield,
where the boundary line of the settled district
intersects ; thence by that boundary line north-west
three hundred and fifty chains to the range separat.
jig the waters of the Burnett from those falling
into the Bolan ; thence by that range in a north-
easterly direction about six hundred chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by
that scrub in a north-easterly and south-easterly
direction about three hundred and seventy chains
in a straight tine to the junction of Boundary Creek
with the Burnett River; thence by the Lett batik of
the Burnett River upwards southerly about three
hundred chains in a straight line to St. Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek upwards a
westerly direction about four hundred and eighty
chains  in a straight line to Barker's Gully ; and
thence by Barker's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly direction about ninety-five chair s in a
straight line to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by a line  bearing south to the watershed separ-
ating the Kolan River from the Burnett River;
thence by that watershed north-easterly about four
miles to a tree  marked N over VIII  situate at the
edge of a dense scrub ; thence by the edge of said
scrub north -easterly about  two miles  and, south-
easterly  about  one and a-half miles to a p, pint
bearing s )utlt  from the south -east corner  of selec-
tion  No. 515, Bundaberg Register; and thence
on the east  by a line hearing north, crossing
the Mount Perry and Bundaberg  main  road about
three  and a-half miles  to the right bank of Gin
Gin Creek ;  and thence  by Gin Gin Creek upwards
to the point.  of commencement ,- exclusive of all
reserved, s(-lected, and alienated lands  within the
above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Wonbala Run.
About 16,500 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east about one hundred chains to
the watershed separating \Vonbalr from N1oolboola-
man wateri ; on  the east by that watershed lout herly
to a point east from the north-east corner of mineral
selection 972 ; on the south by that selection and
a line west to Gin Gin Creek ; thence by part
of the west boundary of mineral selection No.
1.074 and the north and part of the west boundary
of surveyed portion No. 6 ; thence by a line
bearing west to the watershed separating the
waters flowintT into Gin Gin Creek from those
flowing into Eastern Creek, and by that watershed
northerly to a point tear the head of Cattle
Creek where the said watershed is intersected
by a line hearing south-west from the junction of
Cattle Creek with Four-mile Creek ; thence by that
line bearing north-east to the said junction by Four-
mile Creek downwards to its ]'unction with Gin Gin;
and by that creek downwards to the point of com.
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,
and a1ie sated lands Within the alxrvu boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Munduran Run.
About 63,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at a point north 14 degrees  east  forty chains from a
tree marked broad-arrow over K over XXXV II in
horse-shoe ; thence by  a line north  14 degrees east
three hundred and thirty-five chains to the left hank
of Stony Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards  in
a nort  lierly direction six hundred and ten  chains in
a straight  line to a tree marked broad -arrow over
B over 3 in horse-shoe on Branch Creek; thence by
a line about  north 14 degrees  east  sixty -five chains
to the watershed of Littabella Inlet and the Kolan
1-liver ; thence by that watershed known as Double
Sloping Hummock Range south-easterly about three
hundred and eighty-five chains ; thence by a line
north 10 degrees east about two hundred and sixty
chains in a straight  line to a tree  marked broad-arrow
over M. over 755 in horse-shoe on survey of Mullet
Creek ; thence by the left bank of that creek down-
wards in a north-easterly direction about five
hundred chains to its junction with Littabella Creek ;
thence crossing Littabella Creek and by its left
bank downwards  in an  easterly direction about one
hundred and eighty chains in a straight  line to its
intersection with the boundary of the Coast Reserve ;
thence by that reserve north-westerly about four
hundred and thirty chains in a straight line to the
range forming the north-western watershed of
Littabella Inlet ; thence by that range in'a south-
westerly direction about eight hundred  chains in a
straight line to where it joins the range forming the
north-west watt rslred of -ton y Creek ; thence by
that range in a south-westerly direction about eight
hundred chains tit a straight line to the ran; a forming
the eastern boundary of Kolanga Run ; thence by
that range in a southerly direction and by the said
boundary to where it strikes the Kolan River on
the left bank, opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over K over XLV in Horse-shoe, about four hundred
and forty chains in a straight line; and thence by
the left bank of the Kolan River downwards in a
general easterly direction about two hundred and
fifty chains to the point of commencement,- exclu-
sive  of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
QUEFNSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His h' xeelleney
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGrON CAIRNS,
Companion of the Most Dis'in-
guislred Order of St. Michael
(L.S.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS,  Commander  -  in - Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.f N pursuance of the provisions of " The Crown
Land s Alienation Art  of 1876 ," 1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire .  the  Governor af e-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proelamaton ,  notity and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be ,  and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Bundnberg Land  O ffice, on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
arid that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tantitha Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing  on Welcome Creek  at the west
cornerof  the Homestead Area proclaimed in Govern.
tweet Gazette  for 1973, folio 2141,  and btotunded
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thence on the south-west by  a line  bearing north
328 degrees east about 114 chains to the southern
boundary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the
south corner of portion 1, parish of Bolan ; thence
by the boundaries of portions 1, 20, 18, and 26
of that parish to the  east  corner of portion 26,
parish of Bolan, on the coast line of Hervey's Bay ;
thence in an easterly direction by that  coast line
about four miles to the mouth of a small creek ;
thence by that creek upwards in a south-westerly
direction to the boundary of portion 6, parish of
Gooburrum ; thence by that portion in a westerly
and south direction to the south-west corner of said
portion ; thence by the south boundary thereof in a
south-easterly direction to the  west  boundary of
portion 4 of said parish, by part of that west boun-
ary and its continuation to the south-west corner
of portion 3, parish of Gooburrum ; thence by a
line bearing north 238 degrees east to the north-
east  boundary of portion 25 on the north-east
boundary of the  area  proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141 ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to Welcome
Creek and by Welcome Creek upwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selec-
ted, and alienated lands within the described boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of the Kolan Run.
About 69,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bolan
River at the junction of a small creek called Stony
Creek, which enters the river about ninety-five
chains in a direct line above a gum-tree branded
broad-arrow over K over XXX in triangle, and
bounded on the west by a line running north to
the head of Tandaram Creek ; thence on the north-
west by the northern watershed of that creek to
the Bolan ; thence by the left bank of the Bolan up-
wards to a point about fifty chains above a gum-tree
branded broad-arrow over K over XIX in triangle ;
thence by a line south crossing the Bolan about three
hundred and thirty chains; thence by a line west
crossinthe Bolan about two hundred and sixty-five
chains ;-and thence by the Kolan upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Binger'a Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about seven chains above a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over BT over XX I, and bounded thence
by a line bearing south ninety chins; thence by a
line bearing north 77 degrees east three hundred
and eight chains ; thence by a line bearing north
58 degrees east to a point bearing north two hun-
dred and thirty-eight degrees east two and a-half
miles from the west corner of portion 41, parish of
Kolan; thence by a line bearing north one hun-
dred and forty-eight degrees east about four and a-
half miles to the Elliot River; on the south by
that river upwards to a tree marked broad-arrow
over ET over V ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing about  285  degrees to the Burnett River at the
confluence of a small creek distant about thirty
chains in a direct line above Bingera head station ;
and thence by the Burnett River downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 22,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a point bearing south from the south-east corner
of selection No. 515, Bundaberg Register, and
bounded thence by aline bearing south about three
and a-half miles crossing the Mount Perry and Bun-
daberg main road to the scrub forming the boun-
dary of the run ; thence by that scrub south-
easterly about three  miles  to the head of Boundary
Creek and by that creek downwards to the
Burnett River, by that river downwards to the area
proclaimed  in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio
2017; thence by the south- west and north-west
boundaries of that area to the north corner of same ;
thence by a line bearing north three hundred and
twenty-five degrees east about three miles to the
Kolan River, by that river up to the confluence of
Gin Gin Creek, and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TITS QUENN  I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
7 0  WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of(L. S.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON tiAIBNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, resumed from
Runs in the Unsettled District of Daring Downs,
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the  area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed out of Bengalla and Wyemo Runs.
About 21  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River  at a gum -tree marked broad- arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the south- east by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees  east five miles
thirty-three chains along the north- west  boundary
of the Beebo Run to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over D ; thence on the north by a west  line along
part of the south boundary of the Whetstone Run,
crossing the Macintyre Brook at a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over W, about  five miles sixteen chains;
thence on the west by a south line to the Severn
River, at the junction of the Macintyre Brook ;
thence on the south by the right bank of the
Severn River upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Beebo Run.
About 31  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east four hundred
and thirty-three chains along the south- east  boundary
of the Bengalla and Wyemo Run to  a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on the north
by an east line to a spur separating the Macintyre
Brook waters from those falling into the Severn
River, and by that spur easterly along part of the
south boundary of the Whetstone Run to the
western watershed of Brush Creek ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed south-westerly to the
Severn River ; and thence on the south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Whetstone Run.
About 59  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Macintyre
Brook at an apple. tree marked broad-arrow over W
about one  mile and sixty  chains above  the junction
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of Catfish Creek, and bounded thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that brook downwards to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W ; thence on
the south by an east line three hundred and seventy-
six chains along part  of the northern boundaries of
the Bengalla  and Wyemo and the Beebo Runs to
the watershed between the Macintyre Brook and
Brush Creek ; thence  again  on the south and the
south- east  by that watershed easterly along part of
the northern boundary of the last-named run and
north-easterly along the north-west boundary of
the Brush Creek Run  to an  ironbark-tree on
Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over F. and
thence on the north by a line bearing  west ten
degrees thirty minutes north along the southern
boundary of the Swithland Run six hundred and
seventy-three chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Brush Creek Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the north -west  boundary of the
Texas Run at an iroubark-tree marked C, and
bounded thence on the south-east by  a line  bearing
north 29 degrees east three miles crossing Brush
Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
and being along part of the north-west boundary of
the before-mentioned Texas Run ; thence on the
north by  a west  line to the watershed between
Brush Creek and the Macintyre Brook ; thence on
the north-west bey that watershed along part of the
south- east  bounaary of the Whetstone Run south-
westerly to the northern boundary of the Beebo
Run; and thence on the south by an  east  line along
part of the north boundary of the Beebe Run
crossing  Brush Creek  at a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow  over B eight miles eighteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Swithland Run.
About 81  square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Canning Creek
opposite a gum -tree marked broad -arrow  over Gf),
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west eight  hundred  chains crossing  Pariagana Creek
at a tree marked  broad -arrow over 11; thence on
the north-west by  a line bearing south 52 degrees
west eight hundred and three chains ;  thence ou
the south-west by a line bearing  east  30 degrees
south six hundred and forty chains to the Macintyre
Brook at an  apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W;
thence on  the south- east  by the right bank of that
brook upwards to the junction of Canning Creek,
and by the right bank of that creek upwards to an
apple -tree on Leslie's  road marked broad -arrow,
and by that  road  north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Canning Creek Run.
About 112 square miles.
Commencing at a gum -tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over G f) about
sixteen miles six chains in a direct line below
or down the creek from the junction of Mosquito-
Creek ; bounded thence by a line bearing east 30
degrees north three hundred and two chains to an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; thence
by a north line two hundred and forty chains to
Mosquito Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L ; thence by the range separating Mosquito
Creek from Canning Creek in a general north-
easterly direction to a point bearing east 20 degrees
south from an apple-tree on the right bank of last-
named creek marked broad -arrow over CB ; thence
by a line bearing west 20 degrees north crossing
Cannirg Creek at last -named tree ,  also Mingi-
marny Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-as row
over C,  B, to the range separating the waters of Min-
gimarny Creek from those of the eastern branch of
Bungabilly Creek at a box -tree marked broad-
arrow over H in triangle ; thence on the north by
a line  westerly to the unction of Bungabilly
Creek and its western branch ; thence on the
west by a south line to the watershed between
Canning Creek and Pariagana Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to the north boundary of the
bwithland Run; and thence on the south by an east
line along part of that boundary to the point of
oommencemeut. -
Lands resumed out of Stonehenge Run.
About 43 square miles.
Commencing on the northern. boundary of the
Canning Creek Run at the intersection of the
watershed between Mingimarny Creek and Canning
Creek, and bounded thence on the north-west by
that watershed north-easterly to the dividing range
separating the waters fl.)wing into the Condamine
River from those falling into the Macintyre drook
on the north and east by that watershed easterly
and southerly ; on the south- east  by the watershed
between Canning Creek and Mosquito Creek south-
westerly to a point bearing east twenty degrees
south from starting point; and thence on the south
by a line bearing west twenty degrees north along
part of the northern boundary of the Canning
Creek Run to tho point  of commencement.
Lands  resumed out of  Bodumba Run.
About 85 square miles.
.Commencing at a point opposite to a gum-tree
marke I broad-arrow over L on the left bank of Mos-
quito Creek at a point about two miles and a-half
below the junction of Bxdamba Creek, anti boon led
thence by a range separating Mosquito Creek from
Canning Creei in a northerly direction along part
of the east boundary of the Canning Creek Run to
a point west of a spat twenty chains south of t3o-
dumba Head Station ; thence on the north by an
east  line crossing Mosquito Creek about seventy-
two chains above the junction of Bodumba Creek,
and Bodumba Creek twenty chains below Bodumba
Station to the range separating the heads of
Bodumba and Chain-of-Ponds Creek from the
middle head of Macintyre Brook ; thence by the
last -named range south-westerly to a point bearing
south from a yellow box-tree marked  broad-arrow
over V on Chain-of-Ponds Creek ; thence by a
north line to Chain-of-Ponds Creek  at last-named
tree  ;  thence by  a line bearing  west 14 de-
grees 30 minutes  north six hundred and ninety-
seven chains  to a point south of starting  point at an
ironbark- tree marked  broad-arrow over A ; and
thence by a north line two hundred and forty
chains to  the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Glenelg Run.
About  42 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook at  a gum-tree  marked broad- arrow over
TC.C0 at a point about six miles  sixteen chains
above or up the brook from the junction of Trever-
ton's  Creek, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line  crossing  the Macintyre Brook ninety-eight
chains to the watershed  separating  Chain-of-Ponds
Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north-easterly along
part of the south-east boundary of the Bodumba Run
to the intersection of the road from Bodumba ; thence
on the north-east by that road south-easterly to the
crossing  of the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
south by a  west line two miles ;  thence  on the east
by a south  line crossing  the Macintyre Brook to the
watershed between  the last -named brook and
Treverton's Creek ; thence  again  on the south by
that watershed westerly along part of the  northern
boundary of Terrica Run to  a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over G ; and thence on the south-west
by a line bearing south one hundred and thirty-five
degrees west  two hundred and eighty -six chains to
the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Terrica Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing  on Treverton 's Creek at  a point where
it is met. by the east boundary of a 4,800 acre reserve,
and bounded thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek upwards  to its source in the
range separating  Pike's Creek from Treverton's
Creek ; thence on the north- east  and north by the
northern watershed of the last-named creek north-
westerly and westerly to  where it is  met by the
eastern boundary of the first- mentioned reserve ;
and thence on the west by  a south line along the
east  boundary of that reserve to Troverton' s Creek,
the point  of commencement.
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Lands resumed  out of Texas Rnu.
About 140 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an iron -bark tree marked broad-arrow
over T, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north  24 degrees 45 minutes east five
miles  seventy- four chains  to Branch Creek at a gum-
tree marked  broad- arrow ,  and a line  bearing north 29
degrees east seven  miles thirty-two chains crossing
Brush Creek  at an apple -tree marked broad-arrow
over B along  the south-east boundaries of the
Beebo  and Brush Creek Runs  to an  ironbark-tree
marked broad- arrow  over I on the watershed
between  the Severn River and Bracker's Creek ;
thence on  the north by that watershed easterly
along part  of the southern boundary of the Cool-
munda Run  to the head of the western branch of
Oaky Creek ; thence on the  east  by the right bank
of that branch downward to its junction with Oaky
Creek and by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to  the northern boundary of the surrend.;red
portion of the run (nine  square miles) ; thence by
a west line  along part of that boundary to the
north- west angle  of the last-mentioned portion ;
thence by a south line along the western boundary
of the same  portion to the Severn River; and
thence on the south by the right bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pikedale Bun.
About 27  square miles.
Commencing  on the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek at a point about eight
chains north-westerly from Traverse Station, No.
51 on the survey of that watershed, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing Pike's
Creek along part of the south boundary of the Pitt
Arrow Run  four miles  seventy-six chains ; then on
the east by a south  line along  the west boundary of
the Catterthun Run five miles to the northern
boundary of the Auchinblae Run ; thence on the
south by a west line crossing Pike's Creek along
part of that boundary to the south-east angle of the
Pikedale pre-emptive purchase ; thence by a north
line along  the east boundary of that pre-emption
one hundred and sixty- one chains ten  links; thence
by a west line  along the north boundary of the
same pre-emption  one hundred and sixty-one chains
eight  links ; thence by a south line along the west
boundary of the before-mentioned pre-emption one
hundred and sixty-one chains seven links to the
northern boundary of the Auchinblae Run; thence
again on the  south by a west line along part of the
northern boundary of the last-named run to the
watershed between Pike's Creek and Bracker's
Creek at a point about twelve chains northerly from
an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over P over P
XII in triangle; and thence on the north-west by
that watershed and the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek along parts of the
south-east boundaries  of the Warroo and Terrica
Runs north- easterly to  the point of commencement,
-ex' lusive of an area  of 1,280  acres  in two separate
portions  of 640 acres each contained within these
described boundaries , and shown on the Land
Agent' s  official  map.
Lands resumed out of Auehinblae Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point  opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gully
with said  creek,  and bounded thence by that creek
downwards  about half- a-mile in a direct  line to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on
the south- west  by a line bearing north fifty-five
degrees west one hundred and nineteen chains to
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G, and
by a line bearing west  seven  degrees north two
hundred and fifty chains along part of the north-
east  boundary of the Pike's Creek North Run to an
apple- tree mark ed broad-arrow over PP ovt r XII
in triangle  on the watershed separating Bracker's
Creek from Pike's Creek, thence by that watershed
northerly about twelve chains; thence on the north
by an  east line crossing  Pike's Creek, along the
south  boundaries  of the Pikedale Run, the Pikedale
preemptive purchase and the Oatterthun Run, in
all thirteen  miles  twenty chains to the west bound-
ary of the resumed portion of the Pikedale Run;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the
last-named boundary to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River; thence on the
south and south-east by that watershed westerly
and south-westerly along part of the north-west
boundaries of the Nundubbermere Run to the head
of Lighthouse Gully at an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over P over XII in triangle ; thence
again  on the north-west by the right bank of that
gully downwards to its junction with Pike's Creek
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P, and by a
line across  that creek to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Catterthun Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the Pike-
dale Run, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the
Pitt Arrow Run, five miles forty-eight chains to
the west boundary of the resumed portion of the
original Pickdade Run ; thence on the east by a
south line along part of that boundary five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles forty-
eight chains along part of the north boundary of
the Auchinblae Hun; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the Pikedale
Run five miles to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek Run.
About 19 square miles.
Commencing at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over PB on the east side of Pike's Creek at
the junction of Oaky Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by the right bank of the lastnamed
creek upwards to where it branches into two heads ;
thence from the junction of the said two branches
by a line bearing north one hundre I and five
degrees east one mile and thirty-seven chains, and
by a line bearing north eighty-eight degrees east
two miles and thirteen chains to the apex of the
Jibbinban Mountain at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over J, along part of the north boundary of
the Glenlyon Run ; thence on the west by the
watershed between Pike's Creek and the Severn
River northerly to along part of the western
boundary of the Nundubbermere Run to a tree
marked P; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Pike's
Creek North Run to Pike's Creek ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek North Run.
About 9a square miles.
Commencing at the bead of Lighthouse Gully a
an ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed be-
tween Pike's Creek and the Severn River, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the northern boundary of the Pike's Creek
•Run to Pike's Creek ; thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek upwards to the junction of
Lighthouse Gully at a box-tree marked P ; and
thence on the north-east by the left bank of that
gully upwards to its source at the tree marked P
first mentioned, the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Emu Yale Run.
About 75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point half-a-mile above the present washpool
on the original Glenlyon Run, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line crossing Pike's Creek
to the watershed between Pike's Creek and the
Severn Diver ; thence on the south-east by that
watershed south-westerly along part of the north-
west boundary of the Jlingoola Run to the east
bank of Pike's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over M, opposite the junction of little Plains Creek;
thence crossing l'ike's Creek to the watershed be-
tween Little Plains Creek and Pike's Greek south-
westerly along a portion of the southern boundary
of the before-mentioned Mingoola Run to the
northern boundary of the Aitkin's Flat Run ;
thence on the east by the last-mentioned watershed
southerly along a portion  of  the west boundary of
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Aitkin's Flat Run to the watershed separating the
heads of Little Plains Creek from those of Back
Creek ; thence on the south by that watershed
westerly along a part of the north boundary of the
Maidenhead Run ; thence on the west by the
Bracker's Range, shedding its waters easterly into
Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek, bearing
northerly along a portion of the east boundaries of
the Bonshaw and Gunyan Runs to a point west of
starting point ; and thence again on the north by an
east line to Pike's Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Bonshaw Run.
About 20 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Severn
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over G,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
north eighty-two degrees east two hundred and
thirty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line one hun-
dred and forty-two chains to the watershed between
the Severn River and Little Plains Creek ; thence
on the east by that watershed and the watershed
between Back Creek and the Severn River in a
southerly direction, in all about four miles ; thence
on the south by a west line to Severn River ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Maidenhead Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
snd bounded thence on the north-west by a
line  bearing north forty degrees east three miles
thirty chains to the watershed between Back Creek
and the Severn  River and by that watershed along
the south-east boundary of the Bonshaw Run to a
point  west  and about fifteen chains north of the
junction  of Back Creek and its western branch;
thence on  the north by an east line crossing the
last-mentioned  creek and its western branch about
fifteen chains above the junction to the Severn
River ; and thence on the south-east and south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Aitkin's Flat Run.
About 14  square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Severn
River at an ironbark-tree marked A, and bounded
thence on  the south by a west line to the water-
shed between Back Creek and the Severn River
along part  of the north boundary of the Maiden.
head Run ; thence on the west by that watershed
northerly  along the east  boundary of the last-
mentioned  run and by the watershed between Little
Plains Creek and the Severn River northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Emu Vale Run,,
in all about  four miles ; thence on the north by an
east  line to the Severn River ; and thence on the
south-east  by the right bank of that river down-
wards  to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Mingoola Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing  on the watershed separating Pike's
Creek from the Severn River at the source of a
gully which empties itself into the Severn River
opposite a point about four miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Tenterfield branch with
the last- named river , and bounded thence by that
watershed  southerly to a tree on Pike's Creek
marked  broad-arrow over M ; then  across that
creek to the watershed between it and Little Plains
Creek, and by that watershed and the watershed
between Limestone Gully and Pike's Creek easterly
to the Severn River at  a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle ; thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to a point south-east of
the junction of the first-mentioned gully with Pike's
Creek ; and thence on the north-east by a line
bearing north- west  to and across Pike's Creek to
the last-mentioned junction, and by the right bank
of the  first-mentioned  gully upwards to its  source,
the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Ballindean.
About 98  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Severn
River at the Junction of Accommodation Creek,
and bounded thence on the south- east  by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the intersection of
the north-west boundary of the Tenterfield North
Run ; thence by a north -east  line  along part of
that boundary to the north- west angle  of the last-
named run ; thence on the south by an  east line
along the north boundary of the before-mentioned
Tenterfield North Run to the  Main Dividing Range
between New South Wales and Queensland ; thence
on the east by that range  in a general  northerly
direction to the watershed  separating  Quart Pot
Creek from the waters flowing to the south-west ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly along the south-west boundary of the
Folkstone Run to the junction of Quart Pot Creek
with the Severn River at a gum-tree marked DF;
and thence on the north-west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Tenterfield North Run.
About 9  square miles.
Commencing on the Main Dividing  Range at a
point where it is met by the south-east boundary
of the Ballindean Run, and bounded thence on the
north- west  by a north- east line along  the south-east
boundary of the last-named run three  miles and
thirty chains ; thence on the north by an east line
along part of the south boundary of the before-
mentioned Ballindean Run about two miles twenty
chains ; thence on the  east  by a south line to the
Main Dividing Range, and thence on the south by
that range westerly to the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Nundubbermere Run.
About 53  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of  the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N,
and bounded thence on the south- east  by right
bank of that river upwards to a point about two
miles in  a direct line above the intersection of the
north-western road therewith ; thence on  the east
by a north line to the watershed between the
Severn River and Maryland Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed south-westerly to an
ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn (being along the south-
west boundary of the Pikedale Run) ; thence on
the east by the last-mentioned watershed southerly
along the  east  boundary of the Pike's Creek Run
to a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over J, and con-
tinuing along the same watershed along part of the
east boundary of the Glenlyon Run to a point
west of starting point ; and thence on the south by
an east line along  the north boundary of the Min-
goola Run one mile fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Coolmundu Run.
About 99 square miles.
Commencing  at a gum -tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over G oppo-
site the north-east corner of the Swithland Run,
and bounded by a line bearing  east  thirty degrees
north and  crossing  Canning Creek twice, three
hundred and two chains to an ironbark -tree marked
broad-arrow over A which  also forms  the south-
west corner  of the Bodumba Run ; then by a line
bearing east fourteen  degrees  thirty  minutes south
six hundred and ninety- seven chains to a ye llow
box-tree on Chain-of-Ponds Creek marked broad-
arrow over - over V ; thence by  a line bearing
south and  crossing  that creek and the  Macintyre
Brook two hundred  chains to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over TC CC on the left bank of that
brook ; thence by a line bearing  south-east two
hundred and eighty-six chains to  a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G on the  range separating Tre-
verton's Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; then
by a line bearing south fifty-one degrees thirty
minutes west two hundred  and  sixty-seven  chains
to Bracker's Creek at a tree on the right bank
marked broad-arrow ; thence on the south by the
right bank of the last- named creek downwards to
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its unction with the Macintyre Brook and by the
right bank of that brook downwards to an apple-
tree on Leslie 's road marked broad-arrow over L ;
and thence on the west by that road northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Swithland Run
crossing Canning Creek at an apple -tree marked
broad -arrow over L to the north -east corner of the
Swithland Run ; and thence across Canning Creek
to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of an
area of about seven square miles adjoining the east
boundary of Inglewood Town Reserve and between
Macintyre Brook and Canning Creek ,  shown on the
land agent 's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Nanango Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim  that the upset price at which the said
lands are open  to selection by conditional purchase
shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Taromeo Run.
Area, about 14,500 acres.
Commencing  on Cooyar Creek at the point where
the spur range  forming the northern boundary of
Taromeo Run touches the creek, opposite the con.
fluence of  Taromeo Creek, and bounded thence by
that northern boundary north-westerly to the range
separating  the Burnett River waters from the Bris-
bane  River waters; thence by that range southerly
and by a spur range easterly, and by a small creek
forming parts of the southern boundary of Taromeo
]tun easterly to Cooyar Creek ; and thence by
Cooyar Creek to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of  reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cooyar Run.
Area, about 18,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek one and a-half
miles  below Cooyar head station, and bounded
thence by a line bearing north 335 degrees east to
the range separating Cooyar Creek from Barambah
Creek ; thence by that range north-easterly about
eight miles  in a direct line ; on the north-east by a
line bearing  north 155 degrees east, and distant six
and a-half miles from the south-west boundary to
Cooyar Creek ; and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of .reserved and
alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this first day of March,
in  the year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  1QUEE1 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described,  resumed from runs
in the Unsettled District of Burnett, shall be open
to Selection, subject to the provisions of the said Act,
at the Nanango Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s.  per acre, and
that the  area  whichfmay be selected by conditional
purchase  shall not  exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Lands  resumed  out of Baramba Run.
About 1.1,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of South Baramba,
or Barker's Creek, with Baramba Creek opposite a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BB over 21 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west, north,
and north-east by the left bank of the  last-named
creek upwards to the north-west corner of Baramba
Pre-emptive No. 4; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that pre-emptive purchase and a line
in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of Steplenton Run; thence on the south by the
northern boundary of the Stephenton Run, about
two hundred and ten chains to South Baramba
Creek, at a point fifty-two chains in a direct line
above an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 16 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of the last-named creek down-
wards to its junction with Baramba Creek, the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of North Baramba Run.
About 18,500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Baramba Creek
at a gumtree marked broad-arrow over if over 46 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of the  Baramba Ranges
Run to the range separating the Nangur Creek
waters from those falling into Baramba Creek two
miles forty-four chains at a point thirty-two chains
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
9 in triangle ; thence on the north by that range
westerly along the southern boundary of the Llan-
gollen Run and part of the south-west boundary of
the Goomeribong Run to a point north of an apple-
tree on the left bank of Baramba Creek marked
broad-arrow over B over 28 in  triangle  ;  thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Murgon Run to the right bank of
the last-named creek at a point about  sixteen chain-
north of the aforesaid apple-tree marked broads
arrow over H over 28 in triangle ; thence on the
south by the right bank of the before-mentioned
Baramba Creek upwards to the south- west corner
of North Baramba Pre-emptive No. 2; thence by
the west and north boundaries of that pre-emptive
north and east to the north-east corner ; thence by
part of the north-east boundary of that pre-emptive
south-easterly along the Maryborough and Nanango
main road about seventy chains ; thence by a line
bearing cast about one hundred and fifty chains to
Baramba Creek ; thence by that creek upwards in
an easterly direction about forty chains to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of East Baramba Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at an  apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B over
64 in triangle, and bounded thence on the north by
the left bank of that creek downwards to the junc-
tion of Moonda Waamba Creek ; thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that creek upwards
to a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 8 in triangle ; thence on the south by an
east  line along part of the north boundary of the
Brisbane Ranges Run to a point sixteen chains
north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BM
over 10 in triangle ; and thence on the east by a
north line four miles sixty-four chains to the point
of commencement.-exclusive of a pre-emptive
purchase of four square miles contained within the
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Ranges Run.
About 4.500 acres.
Commencing on the range  separating  the Wide
Bay waters from the Baramba Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over B A over 5 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the  east  by a line bearing
south 22 degrees 30 minutes west ninety-nine
chains ; thence by a south line two  miles  thirty-
nine chains  to Baramba Creek opposite an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 in triangle ;
thence on the south by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the south- east  corner of Baramba
Ranges  Run Pre-emptive No. 1 ; thence by the
east  and north boundaries of that pre-emptive north
and west and  a line in  continuation of said north
boundary west to the east boundary of North
Baramba  Run; thence on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of the North Baramba
Run about one mile to the range dividing the
Nangur Creek waters from those of the Baramba
Creek, at a point thirty-two chains west of an iron-
bark-treek marked broad-arrow over 9 in triangle ;
and thence on the north by that range easterly to
the first-mentioned range shedding its waters into
Wide Bay Creek, and along that range easterly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all re-
served and alienated lands contained wihin these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nanango Run.
About 48 square miles.
Commencing at an ironbark-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 14 in tri-
angle,  being the south-east corner of Coolabunia
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of that run crossing
South Baramba or Barker's Creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 19 in triangle to
the range separating the Stewart River waters from
the Baramba waters ; thence on the west by that
range  southerly along part of the west boundary of
the Boonnenne Run about forty chains to a spur-
range; thence on the south-west along that spur
east-south-easterly to South Baramba Creek oppo-
site to a gum-tree marked BO and broad-arrow over
TN in triangle by a line bearing south-east to a
tree marked broad-arrow over T LNover 3 in triangle
on a spur of the Brisbane Range and by that spur
south-easterly to the Brisbane Range, this south-
west boundary being also the north-east boundary
of the Kunioon Run ; thence on the south-east by
the Brisbane Range north-easterly to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of the area contained in
the Nanango Town Reserve, and all alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  BooieRun.
About  54 square miles.
Commencing on the Brisbane Range at a point
equidistant from an ironbark -tree marked broad-
arrow over  N over 5  in triangle and gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 4 in triangle, said
point being the south-east corner  of the  Broadwater
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary  of the  last-named
run crossing the head  of Reedy Creek  ten chains
below a. gum -tree marked broad-arrow over  W  over
3 in triangle and South Baramba or Barker 's Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 26
in triangle on the right side of said creek to the
range separating the Stewart Creek waters from
the Baramba Creek waters ; thence on the west by
that range southerly along parts of the Wooroolin
and Boonnenne Runs about three miles fifty-six
chains to a point west of a gum-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in tri-
angle ; and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Coolabunia Run
crossing Baramba Creek five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 23 in triangle to
the gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in
triangle on the Brisbane Range ; and thence on the
east by that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonara Run.
About 47 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Nangur Run, bounded thence on the east by the
line of range  separating  the Wide Bay from the
Burnett District, about five and three- quarter miles
in a north-easterly direction to a line of fence about
a quarter of a mile south-westerly from a spotted
gum-tree on the head of Alma Creek marked broad.
arrow over A over 6.55 in triangle ; thence on the
north and east by said line of fence, about four
miles in a direct line to the edge of a dense pine
scrub ; thence again on the north by a line bearing
about west seven degrees south about ten  miles and
a-quarter to a scrubby  range crossing  Planted or
Scrubby, Jengban, Diggers', Washpool, and
Christmas Creeks, to a point  bearing about east-
north-east from  a gum -tree on Boonara Creek
marked broad-arrow over B over 26  in triangle and
broad-arrow over BN in triangle about  one mile
distant ; thence on the west by said scrubby range
in a southerly direction about four miles and a-half
in a direct line to the north-west corner of Nangur
Run ; thence on the south by part of the north
boundary of that run being  an east line  about five
miles to the south-west corner of Boonara PP3 ;
thence by the west boundary of that PP and a line
in continuation north about two hundred and forty
chains to Boonara Creek ; thence by that creek up-
wards north-easterly in a direct line about three
hundred and forty chains ; thence by  a line south
to the north boundary of Nangur Run ; and thence
by that boundary  east  about one hundred and
seventy chains to the point  of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nangur Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Goomerribong Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of range separating the Wide Bay
from the Burnett District in a northerly direction
about four  miles  and a-quarter crossing the road to
Kilkivan near to an ironbark-tree on the head of
Gap Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 5 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BO over 8 in tri-
angle ; thence on the north by a west line about
one hundred and seventy chains ; thence by a line
south two hundred and sixty chains ; thence by a
line west eight hundred and twenty chains to a
point south of the south-west corner of  Boonara
P.P. No. 3; thence by a line north about two hun-
dred and sixty chains to aforesaid south-west corner
of P.P No. 3; thence by a line west being the south
boundary of Boonara Run about five miles to a
scrubby range at a point about one mile southerly
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WB over 4-30 in triangle ; and thence on the west
by said scrubby range south-easterly about four and
a-half miles in a direct line to a point on the said
range about one mile south-west of a Moreton Bay
ash-tree on Trinity Creek marked broad-arrow over
T over 6 in triangle, being the north-west corner
of the Goomerribong Run ; and thence on the south
by the north boundary of that  run, being an east
line about nine miles and a-quarter to the starting
point,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands
contained within these described boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Goomerribong Run.
About 41 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Llangollen Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of ranges eparating the Wide
Bay from the Burnett District, about five
miles  in a direct line to a point about
eight chains  south of a dense scrub; thence
on the north by a west line about  nine miles and
a-quarter crossing  Eulers Creek, also Nangur Creek
about ten  chains below  a gum -tree marked broad-
arro w  over N over 12 in triangle, and also crossing
Lambing, Champion, Waterfall, and one of the
beads of Trinity Creeks to a scrubby  range ; and
thence on  the west by that  range in a  south-easterly
direction  about seven miles to the west boundary of
Llangollen Run ; and thence northerly by the west
boundary of that run about two miles in a direct
line crossing  the Jura Creek  at a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over J over 5 in triangle ; and thence
on the south by the north boundary of said run,
being an east  line about eight miles to the point of
commencement ,-exclusive of a pre-emptive pur-
chase of four square miles, and all reserved and
alienated  lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonbjan Run.
About  63 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Boonara Creek
at the south- west  corner of Boonbyjan P.P. No. 1,
and bounded tb ' ce by that creek upwards in a
southerly ':.ection to the north boundary of
Windera Run ; thence by  an east line  to the range
separating  the heads of Christmas, Washpool, and
Planted Creeks from those of Goounuloom Creek,
said range  also being the western and north-western
boundary of Scrubby Creek Run ; thence by last-
mentioned range  north-easterly and northerly to
the watershed separating Teebar waters from those
of the Dadamarine Creek ; thence by last-men-
tioned range in a north-westerly direction to the
range separating  the Ban  Ban waters  from those of
the last-mentioned creek ; thence by last-named
range in a south -westerly direction to where it is
intersected  by the postman's track to Gayndah at a
point about  six chains  east of a spotted gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over 3 in shield ; thence
by the east boundary of Boonimba Run being a line
bearing south  to the north boundary of Windera
Run ; thence by that north boundary  east  to the left
banx  of Boonara Creek ; thence by Boonara Creek
upwards to Dadamarine Creek, and by that upwards
to Goonuloom Creek, and by that creek upwards to
the east boundary of mineral selection No. 1836
northerly and easterly ; thence by a line bearing
south  to a point east from starting point ; and
thence by  a  ]me  bearing  west to the point of com-
mencement ,-- exclusive  of all alienated and reserved
lands contained  within the described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Windera Run.
About 91  square miles.
Commencing  at the junction of the Cloyne with
Windera Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line to the right or east bank of the Ba-
ramba  Creek at a point about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above the junction on the west side of
the Boogoorootommy Creeek ; bounded thence on
the west by the right bank of Baramba Creek
upwards for about two miles sixteen  chains in a
direct line to a point opposite to an ironbark-tree
near  the junction of the Coongaroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over BH over XCVIII in shield;
thence by  an east line  two and a-half miles ; thence
by a south line eight  miles  sixty-four chains ; thence
b a line bearing north 60 degrees east, crossing
Windera Creek at an appple-tree marked broad-
arrow over  W over 14 in shield to the high range
separating  the heads of the last-named creek from
those of Cloyne Creek ; thence by that range
southerly and easterly to the scrubby range sepa-
rating the  heads of Undaban and Watchbox Creeks
from those of Redbank Creek, said  range also
forming portions of the western boundaries of the
Nangur and Boonara Runs ; thence by last-named
range in a northerly direction to a point  bearing
about west-south-westerly from  a gum -tree on Boo.
nara  Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BN in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing about east-north-easterly
crossing Boonara Creek at last-named tree to the
range separating the heads of Christmas Creek
from other waters at the south-east corner of the
Boonbyjan Run ; thence by last-named  range in a
northerly direction to a point  east of starting point ;
and thence again on the north by  a west line to
the point of commencement, exclusive of a pre-
emptive purchase of four  square miles and all
reserved and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo Run.
About 16 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Ba-
ramba Ranges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 1; and bounded thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary or
the Gobongo orth Run about one hundred and
ten chains to the north-west corner of Gobongo
pre-emptive purchase 41A; thence by the west and
south boundaries of that pre-emptive purchase
south and east to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line south about eignty-five chains ; thence by a
line east about one hundred and forty chains to the
west boundary of Toomcul Run ; thence south by
part of the west boundary of Toomcul Run to the
north boundary of Gallangowan Run; thence west
by part of the north boundary of that run about
five miles to the east boundary of the East Baramba
Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over B M over 9;
and thence on the west by a north line along part
of that boundary and part of the east boundary of
the Baramba Ranges Run in all five  miles  crossing
the Toomcul branch of Baramba Creek at an apple.
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 at the
junction of Peenam Creek to the tree hereinbefore
first described, the point of commencement,- exclu-
sive  of all reserved and alienated  lands contained
within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo North Run.
About 22 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the  Baramba
Ranges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over
BM over 1, and bounded thence on the south by an
east  line about three hundred and  ten chains along
the north boundary of Gobongo, and part of the
north boundary of Toomcul Run, to the south-
west corner of Gobongo North P.P. 41 B ; thence
by the west boundary of that P.P. north to the
north-west corner ; thence by a line east to the
north-east corner of that P.P. ; thence south by its
east boundary to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line east along part of the north boundary of
Toomcul Run to the west boundary of the Manum-
bar Run ; thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed dividing the Unsettled District of Burnett
from the Settled District of Wide Bay and Burnett,
being along part of the west boundary of the
Manumbar Run ; thence on the north by that
watershed westerly to a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 5 ; thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 22 degrees 30 minutes west
ninety-nine chains along the south-east boundary of
the Baramba Ranges Run ; and thence on the west
by a south line along part of the east boundary of
that run one mile forty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Manumbar Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Settled
from the Unsettled Districts at the south-east
corner of the Gallangowan Run, being a point about
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thirty-two chains in a north-easterly direction from
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BE, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
the east boundaries of the Gallangowan and Tcomcul
Runs, to the south-west corner of Manumbar P.P.
41 C ; thence  by  the south, east, and north boun-
daries of that P.P. east, north, and west, to the
north-west corner of same ; thence by a line north
along part of the east boundary of Toomeul and
the east boundary of Gobongo North Run to the
before-mentioned dividing range ; and thence on
the north-east and south-east by that range south-
easterly, southerly, and south-westerly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Run.
About 68 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Baramba Creek, and bounded
thence on the north-east and north by the left bank
of Baramba Creek downwards to the north-east
corner of Mondure P.P. 40; thence by the west
boundary of that P.P., and a line in continuation
thereof south one hundred and twenty chains ;
thence by a line west about two hundred and thirty
chains to the east boundary of Mondure Back Run ;
thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure .hack Run, passing
through a point one mile and a-half east of the
summit of McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating the waters of the Stuart River from
those of Baramba Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general south-east direction to a point west
from a tree on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield ; thence
on the south by an east line to the last-named creek
at a point opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield ; and thence on
the east  by  the left bank of said Yellow Waterhole
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Back Run.
About 56 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated about ninety chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of Mun-
dure Run to the watershed separating the waters
of the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of
Baramba Creek ; thence on the south-west by said
watershed in a general south-east direction to a
point south of a gum-tree on the left bank of
Baramba Creek marked broad-arrow over 20 over
B in shield ; thence on the east by a north line about
three and three-quarter miles passing through a
point one and a-half miles east of the summit of
McEuen Mountain ; thence by a line west about
two and a-quarter miles to a point south of the
south-west corner of Mondure Back Run P. P. 41;
thence by a line north to the south-west corner of
said P. P. ; thence by the west and north-west
boundaries of said P P. bearing north and north-
easterly to Baramba Creek ; and thence by the left
bank of Baramba Creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under my Hand and deal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  TUE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1877.
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IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice
of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to approve of the following descriptions of the
boundaries of the districts assigned to the Land
Agents under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876."
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at the mouth of the Logan River,
and bounded thence by that river westerly and
southerly to the south-west corner of portion 186,
parish of Moffatt ; then by the south boundary of
that portion bearing east thirty-four chains seventy-
five links ; then by the west boundary of portion
191 bearing south fourteen chains ; then by a line
bearing east to the watershed separating the Logan
River from the Albert River ; then by said water-
shed southerly about sixty chains ; then by a line
bearing east crossing the Albert River at the north
boundary of portion 4A, parish of Wickham, to the
watershed separating the Albert River from
Pimpama Creek and other waters ; then by said
watershed southerly to the range separating the
Logan River from the Tweed, Richmond, and
Clarence Rivers ; then by said range westerly ;
then by the watershed separating Teviot Brook
from the Logan River, and the watershed separating
Teviot Brook from Crow's Creek to the junction of
said creeks ; then by Teviot Brook to the junction of
Woolooman Creek, and by that creek upwards to
Mount Flinders ; then by the Mount Flinders
Range to the head of Woogaroo Creek, and by that
creek to its confluence with the Brisbane River ;
then by a spur range to D'Aquilar's Range, and by
that range to the northern watershed of the
Maroochydore River, and by that watershed to the
sea-coast ; then by the sea-coast and shore of
Moreton Bay southerly to the Logan River, the
point of commencement.
BEENLEIGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at the mouth of the Logan River,
and bounded thence by that river westerly and
southerly to the south-west corner of portion No.
186, parish of Moffatt ; then by the south boundary
of that portion bearing east thirty-four chains
seventy-five links ; then by the west boundary of
portion 191 bearing south fourteen chains ; then by
a line bearing east to the watershed separating the
Logan River from the Albert River; then by said
watershed southerly about sixty chains ; then by a
line bearing cast crossing the Albert River at the
north boundary of portion 4A, parish of Wickham,
and terminating at the watershed separating the
Albert River from Pimpama Creek and other
waters ; then by said watershed southerly to the
south boundary of Queensland ; then by said
boundary easterly to Point Danger ; and thence by
the sea-coast and shore of Moreton Bay northerly
to the point of commencement.
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at the junction of Woogaroo Creek
with the Brisbane River, and bounded thence by
that creek upwards to its head in Mount Flinders
Range, and by that range to Mount Flinders; then
by Moolooman Creek downwards to its junction
with Teviot Brook, and by that brook to the
junction of Crow's Creek ; then by' the watershed
separating Teviot Brook from Crows Creek and the
Logan River southerly to the range separating
Teviot Brook and the Bremer River from the
Clarence River ; then by said range westerly ; then
by the Great Dividing Range northerly to where
it junctions with the Mistake Mountains ; then by
those mountains and the watershed between Laidley
and Blackfellows' Creek northerly to the head of
Sandy Creek ; then by that creek downwards to the
Southern and Western Railway ; then by that rail-
way north-westerly to the south-east corner of
portion 79, parish of Gatton ; then by the eastern
boundaries of portions 79, 77, and 76, in said
parish, to Lockyer's Creek ; then by that creek
upwards to the boundary between the parishes of
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Lockyer and Clarendon  ; then by  that boundary,
being the western boundaries  of portions  211, 196,
194, 193,  184, 183,  177, 176, 174, 171, and 170,
parish of Clarendon ,  and by  a line north crossing
Buaraba  Creek to the  range separating Buaraba
Creek from Esk or Sandy Creek ; then by that
range westerly and the  range forming  the boundary
between Eskdale or beads of Cressbrook and
Mount Esk ,  Cressbrook and Colinton  Runs  northerly
to Nukinenda Creek  ;  then by  that creek down-
wards to its junction  with Emu Creek ,  and by that
creek upwards  to the junction of Googa Googa
Creek ; then by a spur range to Blackbutt Range,
and by that  range  northerly to Cooyar Creek,
between the confluence  of Paradise  and Taromeo
Creeks ; then by Cooyar Creek upwards to the
junction  of faromeo  Creek  ;  then by the  watershed
separating Paradise from  Oaky Creek  north-westerly
to the  Main Dividing Range  ;  then by that range
and the  range separating the waters flowing into
the 'Mary River from those of the  Brisbane River
northerly and easterly to D'Aguilar 's Range, and
by that range southerly  and a spur range to the
confluence  of Woogaroo Creek with  the Brisbane
River,  the point of commencement.
River ; thence  by the north  branch and by the Con-
damine River upwards to the confluence of King's
Creek  ;  by King 's Creek upwards to north-east
corner of portion 1,  parish of King's  Creek  ;  thence
by part of  the east boundary of that portion south
and by the  northern and eastern  boundaries of P.P.
80, 48 ,  49; by  the southe rn  boundaries  of 90, 91,
92, 101, 102,  103, parish  of Stephens  ;  by the east
boundary of 103; by the south  boundaries of  75,
72, 71,  68, 118 ,  122, 23 ,  131, 132 ,  parish of Elphin-
stone, easterly  to Warwick Railway  ; by that rail-
way northerly to the  north-west corner  of portion
186, parish  of Allora ; by  the northern boundaries
of 186, 201, 200 ,  199, 198 ,  197, 196,  195, and by a
line east to the south -east corner of portion 545,
parish of Clifton ; thence by the south -east boun-
daries of selections 307, 86 ,  290, 305  W.R. to the
east corner  of 305;  thence by the watershed
between King 's and Dalrymple Creeks easterly to
the Main ttange  ;  on the east  by the  Main Range
northerly by the eastern boundary of the Drayton
Town Reserve,  the southern ,  eastern, and northern
boundaries  of the Toowoomba  Agricultural Reserve,
easterly ,  northerly ,  and westerly  to the gain
Range ; and thence  by the  Main Range  northerly
to the point  o commencement.
HELIDON LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Commencing on Lockyer 's Creek where the
boundary between the parishes of Clarendon and
Lockyer intersects the creek ,  then by that boundary,
being the western boundaries of portions 211, 196,
194, 193, 184, 183 ,  177, 176, 174, 171 ,  170, parish of
Clarendon ,  and by a line north crossing Buaraba
Creek to the range separating Buaraba Creek from
Esk or Sandy Creek  ;  then by that range westerly,
and by the range forming the boundary between
Eskdale or heads of Cressbrook and Mount Esk,
Cressbrook and Colinton Runs northerly to Nuki-
nenda Creek  ;  then by that creek downwards to its
junction with  Emu' Creek,  and by that creek
upwards to its junction  with G'ooga Googa Creek ;
then by a spur range to Blackbutt Range, and by
that range and the range forming the south-east
'watershed of Cooyar Creek , south-westerly to the
Mein Dividing Range ; then by that range southerly
to the northern boundary of the Toowoomba Agri-
cultural Reserve  ;  then by the northern ,  eastern,
and southern boundaries of that reserve ,  and the
eastern boundary of Drayton Town Reserve,
southerly to the Main Range ,  and by the Main
Dividing Range south -easterly to where it j unctions
with the Mistake Mountains  ;  then by those moun-
tains and the watershed between Laidly and Black-
fellows' Creeks northerly to the head of Sandy
Creek  ;  then by that creek downwards to the
Southern and Western Railway  ;  then by that rail-
way north -westerly to the south -east corner of
portion 79, parish of Gatton  ;  then by the eastern
boundaries of portions 79, 77 ,  and 76 in said parish
to Lockyer 's Creek  ;  then by that creek upwards to
the boundary between the parishes of Lockyer and
Clarendon ,  the point of commencement.
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the Main Range ,  and bounded
on the north -west and-  west by the north -western
and western boundaries of Rosalie Plains Run ;
thence  by part  of the southern boundary of same
run easterly , by the  eastern boundary of Jondaryan
Run, the northern boundary of Prairie East Run,
the eastern boundary of Prairie West Run southerly,
by part of  the south -west boundary of same north-
westerly ,  by the south boundary of Cecil Plains
Run westerly to the Condamine River, by the
Condamine River upwards to the south -east corner
of selection  115 D .R. ; by the  southern boundary
of that selection and a line in continuation westerly
to the range separating Condamine River waters
from those of the Macintyre River  ;  by that range
southerly to the south corner of Tummavi lle Ten
Years '  Lea-e ; thence by the south -east boundary
of that lease north -easterly to the south boundary
of P.P .  4 ; by part of the south and west boundaries
of that portion west and north to Condamine River ;
by that river upwards  to the  west corner of W.R.
96;  by the north -west boundary of that selection
north-easterly to the north branch of Condamine
DALBY LAND AGENT'S DISTRIC P.
Commencing at the head  of Goorangah Creek,
and bounded  thence on  the north -east and north by
the Main Range  northerly  and westerly to the range
dividing  Charley 's Creek  from Dogwood Creek ; on
the west  by that  range  southerly  to the junction of
Charley's Creek with  the Condamine River  ; thence
by a line south-easterly to  the head  of Kogan
Creek  ;  thence by  the range  dividing the Con.
damine waters from the Moonie  and Weir Rivers'
waters southerly to the southern boundary  of Cecil
Plains Hun ;  by that boundary  easterly, being a line
along the southern boundaries  of selections 120,
115 D .R. to the  Condamine  River ; b; the Con-
damine River down" -a: is and  by the south boun-
dary  of ]A i 1  Plain's Ten  Year 's Lease east to the
south- west boundary of Prairie  West Run ; by
part of the west  boundary of that  run south -easterly
by the  east boundary  of  same  run north by the
north-east boundary of Prairie East Run ; by the
east  boundary  of Jondaryan Run north to the south
boundary  of Rosalie Plains Run  ;  by the south
boundary of that run westerly  and by the  west and
north-west boundaries of s tme run northerly and
north -easterly to the Main Range,  and by the
Main Range north -westerly  to point of  commence-
ment.
WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the main range at Maryland, and
bounded on the south  by Herrie' s Range and the
range separating the Condamine River waters from
those falling into the Macintyre River westerly and
northerly  to the south corner of Tummaville Ten
Years'  Lease ; thence  by the south -east boundary
of that  lease north-easterly  to the south  boundary
of P.P .4; by part of the south  and west boundaries of
that portion west and north to the Condamine
River  ;  by that river  upwards to the west corner of
W . R. 96; by the north -west boundary of that
selection north-easterly  to the north  branch of
Condamine  River  ;  thence by the north branch and
by the Condamine River upwards to the confluence
of King 's Creek  ;  by that  creek upwards to the
north -east corner  of Portion 1, parish of King's
Creek  ; thence  by part of the  east boundary of that
portion  south ,  and by the  northern and eastern
boundaries  of P.P. &), 48, 49,  by the southern
boundaries of portions  90, 91,  92, 101, 102, 103,
parish of  Stephens  ;  by the east boundary of 103,
by the south  boundaries  of 75 ,  72, 71, 68, 118, 122,
123, 131,  132, parish  of Elphinstone ,  easterly to the
Warwick Railway  ;  by that  railway northerly to
the north -west corner  of Portion 186, parish of
Allora ; by the  northern boundaries of portions
186, 201 ,  200, 199 ,  198, 197 ,  196, 195,  and by a line
east  to the  south -east  corner of Portion  545, parish
of Clifton  ;  thence  by the south -east boundaries of
Selections 307, 86,  290, 305,  W.R., to the east
corner of  305;  thence by the watershed between
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King 's and Dalrymple Creeks easterly to the Main
Range ; and on the east and south -east by the
Main Range southerly and south -westerly to
Maryland, the point of commencement.
GYMPIE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the shore of Wide Bay, and
bounded on the north by a line bearing west to the
south boundary of Tiaro Town Reserve ; thence by
a line bearing west to the Mary River ;  by that
river upwards to Munna Creek  ;  by that creek
upwards to a point where the spur range forming
the north-east boundary of Teebar Ten Years'
Lease meets that creek near the south -west corner
of Mineral Selection  1310;  thence by that spur
range north -westerly to the range separating the
Mary River from the Burnett River ; on the west by
that range southerly  ;  on the south by the range
separating the Mary River from Brisbane River
easterly to the head of Maroochydore River  ;  thence
by the northern watershed of that river to the sea-
coast ,  and on the east by the sea-coast to the point
of commencement.
MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
Commencing on the shore of Wide Bay and
bounded on the south by a line bearing west to the
south boundary of Tiaro town reserve ; thence by a
line west  to the Mary River ; by that river upwards
to Munna Creek ; by that creek upwards to a point
where the spur range forming the north -east boun-
dary of Teebar Ten Years' Lease meets that creek
near the south -west corner of Mineral Selection
1310; thence by that spur range north-westerly to the
range separating the Mary  diver  from the Burnett
River ; on the west by that  range  and by a spur
range forming the eastern watershed of Degilbo
Creek to the junction of that creek with Burnett
River  ;  thence by a line bearing east 31 degrees
north about 1840 chains to the south -west corner of
C. West's selection No. 503; thence north 6472
links ; thence west 40 chains to the south-west
corner of W. Quin 's selection No. 491; thence north
160 chains to north -west corner  of A. H.  Wilson's
selection No. 511 on the right bank of Gregory
River  ;  thence by that river downwards to Burrum
River  ; by the  Burrum River downwards to the sea-
coast ,  and by the sea -coast southerly to the point of
commencement.
BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the left bank of the Gregory
River, opposite the north -west corner of Andrew
Heron Wilson' s selection , No. 511, Maryborough
District  ;  thence south one hundred and sixty chains
to the south -west corner of Wi ll iam Quinn's selec-
tion, No .  491 ; thence east forty chains  ;  thence
south sixty -four chains and seventy -two links to the
south-west corner  of Charles West' s selection No.
503 ; thence  south fifty- nine degrees west about one
thousand eight hundred and forty chains to the
mouth of Degilbo Creek ; thence by a line north-
west to the range separating the waters of the
Burnett River from those falling into the Rolan
River; thence westerly, northerly, and a-sterl , by
the range forming the watershed of the Kolan River
to where it strikes the sea-coast at the mouth of that
river ; thence by the coast line south-easterly to the
Burrum River ; thence westerly by the Burrum
River upwards to the confluence of the Gregory
River, and by the left bank of that river up to the
point of  commencement.
GAYN DAH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the Great Dividing Range at the
head of Boondooma Creek, and bounded thence by
the northern boundary of Boondooma Run easterly
to the Boyne River ; thence by that river to the
confluence of Stuart's River; thence by the spur
range forming  the northern boundary of Preston
Run easterly to the watershed between Stuart's
River and Barambah Creek ; by that watershed and
a spur ridge to the confluence of Barambah and
Boonara Creeks ; thence by a spur range forming
the northern boundaries of Boonimba and Boonby-
jan Runs easterly to the watershed separating the
Mary River waters from those of the Burnett River ;
then by said watershed and the eastern watershed
of Degilbo Creek northerly to the Burnett River at
the confluence of Degilbo Creek and Burnett .River ;
thence by the Burnett River upwards to a point
bearing west from the intersection of the Gavndah
and Maryborough Road by the west boundary of
Degilbo Run ; thence by a line west to the western
watershed of Reid's Creek ; then by said watershed
and a  spur ridge to the confluence of Rawbelle
Creek and Burnett River ; then by the eastern
watershed of that creek northerly ; then by the
watershed  separating  Rawbelle Creek from Kroom-
bit Creek ; then by the watershed  separating Bur-
nett River from Dawson River southerly to the
Great Dividing Range, and by said range southerly
and easterly to the point of commencement.
ROCKHAMPTON L.IND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
Commencing  at a tree  marked broad -arrow JP
situate  at the edge of the mangroves on the bank of
a small tributary of Raglan Creek, and bounded
thence by said creek southerly to its head in the
Mount Larcom Range; then by said range and the
range separating Raglan Creek from the Calliope
and Don Rivers westerly ; then by  a line bearing
south-west crossing the Don River at a tree marked
X in circle and situate about one hundred and five
chains  below the junction of Manton's Creek, and
terminating at the range separating the Don River
from Gerrard's Creek ; then by the  said range
easterly about one hundred and forty chains ; then
by a line bearing south three and a-half degrees
west  about thirteen and a-half miles crossing Ger-
rard's, Smoky, and Bell's Creeks ; then by a line
bearing west-south-west crossing the Callide and
Kroombit Creeks and the Lillies Waterhole to the
range separating  Kroombit Creek from the Dawson
River ; then by said range northerly and by a line
west crossing  the Don River at a point about three
quarters of a mile below selection 462 RR, being
the boundary of Callingal Run to Mount  Spencer
Range ; by that range northerly to Mount Spencer ;
then by the western waterhole of Gogango Creek to
its junction  with the Fitzroy River ; thence by a
line bearing  north-west to the range separating the
Mackenzie River from tributaries of the Fitzroy
River below Gogango Creek ; thence by said range
and the range separating the Mackenzie  and Isaac
Rivers from waters flowing easterly to the sea,
northerly to the head of Granite Creek ; thence by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
River Styx ; thence by the left bank of that river
downwards  to the sea -coast.
GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at a tree marked broad -arrow JP
situate at the edge of the mangroves on the bank
of a small creek tributary to Raglan Creek, and
bounded thence by said creek sou herly to  its head
in the Mount Larcom Range ; then by  said range
and the range separating Raglan Creek from the
Calliope and Don Rivers westerly ; then by a line
bearing south-west, crossing the Don River at a
tree marked X in circle, about one hundred and
five chains below the junction of Manton's Creek,
and terminating at the range separating the Don
River from Gerrard's Creek ; then by said range
easterly about one hundrt d and forty chains ; then
by a line bearing south three and a-half degrees
west about thirteen and a-half miles; then by a line
bearing west-south-west crossing the Callide and
Kroombit Creeks and the Lillie; Waterhole to the
range separating Kroombit Creek from the Dawson
River ; thence by said range southerly ; then by
the range separating Kroombit Creek, the Boyne
giver, and Baffle Creek from the Burnett River
and Kolan Creek easterly to the sea-coast ; thence
by the sea-coast north-westerly to the point of com-
mencement, including the islands adjacent thereto.
ST. LAWRENCE L4ND AGENT'SDISTRICT.
Commencing at the junction of Granite Creek
with the Styx River and bounded on the south by
1. Granite Creek westerly to the  range separating the
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waters  of the  Isaac  River from those flowing direct
to the coast ; thence by said  range  northerly to
Long Hill ; thence by a spur range to Cape Pal-
merston  ; thence by the sea-coast southerly to the
mouth  of the River Styx ; and thence by the left
bank of that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
MACKAY LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at Cape Palmerston, and bounded
thence on the south by a spur range westerly to
Long Hill; and thence by a line bearing north-west
to a point thirty miles in a direct line to the sea-
coast ; thence by a line parallel to the sea-coast, at
a distance of thirty miles ; on the north by a line
bearing north-east to Mount Hector, and thence
again on the north by a line bearing north-east to
the Andromache River near its source, and by that
river downwards to its confluence with O'Connell
River, and by that river downwards to the north-
west  extreme of Repulse Bay ; and on the east by
the sea-coast southerly to the point of commence-
ment.
BOWEN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the sea-coast between Cape
Bowling Green and Cape Cleveland at the mouth
of the Houghton River, and bounded thence on the
north- west  by the Houghton River upwards ; on
the south-west by a line parallel to and distant from
the sea-coast thirty miles south-easterly ; on the
south-east by a line bearing north-east to Mount
Hector, and thence again on the south-east by a
line bearing  north-east to the Andromache River
near  its source, and by that river downwards to its
confluence  with the O'Connell River, and by that
river  downwards to the north-west extreme of
Repulse Bay ; and thence on the east and north-
east  by the sea-coast northerly and north-westerly
to the point of commencement.
TOWNSVILLE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the sea-coast between Cape
Bowling  Green and Cape Cleveland at the mouth
of the Houghton River, and bounded thence on the
south- east  by the Houghton River upwards; on the
west and north-west b a line parallel to the sea-
coast at a distance  ofdthirty miles therefrom, and
bearing north-westerly ; on the north by the nine-
teenth parallel of south latitude, bearing true, east
to the shore of Halifax Bay ; and on the east and
north-east by the sea-coast south-easterly to the
point of  commencement.
CARD WELL LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay, and
bounded on the south by the nineteenth parallel of
south latitude bearing true west; on the west by a
line bearing northerly parallel to the sea-coast, and
distant thirty miles therefrom ; on the north by the
northern  watershed of the Mackay River easterly
to Tam O'Shanter Point ; and on the east by the
sea-coast  to the point of commencement.
NORMANTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the shore of the Gulf of Carpen-
taria at Point Fitzmaurice, and bounded thence on
the north by a line east to the south-western water-
shed of the Gilbert River, and by that watershed
to a point thirty miles in a direct line from the
nearest  part of the said shore ; on the east and
south by a line parallel to the shore, and distant
thirty miles therefrom, to the 138th parallel of east
longitude, which is-also the boundary of the Colony
of Queensland, and by that parallel to the shore of
the Gulf of Carpentaria ; thence by the shore to
the point of commencement.
CAIRNS LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at Tam O'Shanter's Point, and
bounded thence by the northern watershed of
Mackay River westerly to a point distant thirty miles
from the sea-coast ; thence by a line parallel to and
distant thirty miles from the sea-coast northerly,
and by a line east to Cape Tribulation ; and on the
east by the sea-coast southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
TENNINGERING LAND AGENT'S
DISTRICT.
Commencing on the left bank of Sunday Creek at
a point  about twenty-five chains south and twenty
chains west of a tree marked 8 on the survey of that
creek, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line crossing  Sunday Creek and passing through a
spot five miles south of the south corner of section
No. 10 of the town of Tenningering  eight miles ;
thence on the west by a north line to the watershed
forming the southern boundary of the Settled
District of Wide Bay and Burnett ; thence on the
north by that boundary easterly to a point north of
a tree  marked broad-arrow over P over XIII on
the Perry River ; thence on the east by a south
line passing through the last-mentioned marked
tree to  a point east  of starting-point ;  and thence
again on  the south  by a west line seven miles to
Sunday Creek, The point of  commencement,-in-
elusive of two thousand five hundred and sixty
acres, reserved by notice dated 24th November,
1871  (vide Government Gazette  of 1871, page 1756),
and thirty square miles reserved by proclamation
dated 2nd November, 1874  (vide Government
Gazette  of 1874, page 2132).
CLERMONT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at a point about two miles above
the confluence of Douglas and Sandy Creek, and
bounded thence by Douglas Creek downwards to
Sandy Creek ,  and by Sandy Creek downwards, in
all about seven and three-quarter miles bearing
south 59 degrees east from starting -point ; thence
on south-east by a line bearing south 43 degrees
west, about three miles forty chains, being part of
the north-west boundary of Slateford Run, and
same line continued to Theresa Creek ; by that
creek downwards to the junction of Tomahawk
Creek ; by the  last creek upwards to a point on left
bank, about half-a-mile above a hill called Langton
Edge ; thence on the south-west by a line bearing
north-west  crossing Theresa Creek to a point distant
four hundred and twenty-five chains from Theresa
Creek ; thence by a line north-east to the southern
watershed of Douglas  Creek ;  by that watershed
westerly ; on the west by the watershed separating
Douglas and Sandy Creeks from Logan Creek and
other waters northerly  ;  on the north by the north-
ern watershed of Sandy Creek easterly and
southerly ; and by a line east crossing Bath Creek
to the junction of Apsley and Woltang Creeks ;
then by a line east five miles ; on the east by a
line southerly to the north -west corner of Langton
Station paddock , No. 1, then by the  western fence
of said paddock  southerly, then by the  northern
fence of Langton Station paddock ,  No. 2, bearing
west ,  crossing Sandy Creek to the eastern boun-
dary of Clermont and Copperfield Municipality ;
by said boundary south to Douglas Creek, and
thence by Douglas Creek to point of commence.
ment.
SPRINGSURE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at the confluence of Theresa Creek
with the Nogoa River, and bounded thence on the
north by a line bearing west to the  western water-
shed of the Nogoa River ; on the west by that
watershed southerly t- the Great Dividing  Range ;
on the south by that range easterly to Expe-
dition Range ; on the east by Expedition Range
northerly to a point  bearing east  from the confluence
of the Comet and Mackenzie Rivers ; thence by a
line west to that confluence, and by  the Mackenzie
River upwards to the point of  commencement.
ROMA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the Main Dividing Range at the
junction of a spur range dividing Charley's Creek
from Dogwood Creek, and bounded thence by that
spur range southerly to the confluence of Charley's
Creek with the Condamine River ; thence by a line
south-easterly to the head of Kogan Creek ; thence
by the range dividing the Condamine River waters
from those of the Moonie and Weir Rivers southerly
to where it is intersected by the east boundary of
the Western Railway Reserve ; thence by that
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eastern  boundary southerly to the south- east corner
of that  reserve  ; thence by the southern boundary
of same  westerly, by the western boundary of same
northerly, by the northern boundary of same
easterly  to the Main Dividing Range near the
head of  Dogwood Creek ; and thence by the Main
Dividing  Range easter  to the point of commence-
ment,-excluding  the Land Agents' Districts of
Surat and Condamine.
ST. GEORGE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing  at a point on the summit of the
range forming  the watershed between the Moonie
and Balonne  Rivers, and bounded thence on the
east by a south line to the north-east corner of
Black 's Camp Run, and by the eastern boundaries
of said run and of  Ungabilla and Pooloon Runs ;
then  by the north boundary of Wagganba Run
East to the  north-east corner ; thence by the east
boundaries  of Wagganba, Lower Teelba, East
Teelba ,  and Brigalow  Scrub Runs to the Moonie
River at a tree marked  broad-arrow over DDM,
and by a continuation  of said line south following
the east boundaries of Brigalow  Scrub, Ula Ula,
and North Guradla  Runs to  the north boundary of
Gurardera  Run ; thence by that boundary  east one
mile to east corner  of said run ,  and by a south line
to Barwan  River at a tree marked broad-arrow
over DDWM ; on the south by the Barwan or
Macintyre  River downwards to the 29th parallel of
south latitude, and by that parallel true west to the
watershed  between the Warrego River and Mun-
gullala  Creek ; thence on the west by that water-
shed  northerly to a point west from Drysdale
Ponds, in  the
Maranoa River ; thence on the northby  an east  line crossing  the Mungullala and Wallam
Creeks to  the Maranoa River ; thence easterly
creasing Balonne  River at the Douay Station to the
dividing range between  the Balonne and Moonie
Rivers,  and by  that range  to the point of com-
mencement.
SURAT LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing  on the left bank of Balonne River
at the confluence  of a small creek bearing north
80 degrees  west, and distant about seventy-two
chains from  the late commissioner's residence, and
bound thence on the west by a line bearing south
one hundred and fo;iy chains, on the south by a
line bearing eat one hundred and thirty chains ;
thence by it line bearing south- east  about three
miles „may chains ; thence  by a line bearing north-
P:wst five miles ;  thence by  a line  bearing north-west
four miles  sixty  chains  to the Balonne River, oppo-
site the south -east corner  of Yambugle Run ; and
thence  by the Balonne River downwards to the
north -east corner  of the original Surat town reserve ;
thence  on the north-east by a line north-west one
mile seventy -five FOins  ; on the north-west by a
line south -west two miles  seventeen  chains to the
south -west boundary of Yambugle Run ; and on
the south -west by a line south-east along that
boundary to the  Balonne  River at the point of
commencement.
GOONDIWINDI LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing  at the confluence of Macintyre
Brook with Dumaresq River, and bounded thence
on the east  by a line bearing north to the
range dividing  the waters of Macintyre Brook from
those  of the Weir River ; thence by that range
northerly to the head of Commoron Creek ; thence
by a spur range  forming the southern watershed of
Western  Creek to the confluence of said creek with
Weir River ; thence by  a line bearing  north to the
range dividin  the waters of the Weir River from
those  of the Moonie River ; on the north-west by
said watershed  in a south-west direction to the
29th parallel  of south latitude ; on the south by
said parall el  of latitude  east  to the Barwan River ;
and thence  by the Barwan or Dumaresq River
upwards to  the point  of commencement.
STANTHORPE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the confluence of • Macintyre
Brook with Dumaresq River, and bounded thence
on the west by a line north to the range  separating
Macintyre Brook from Commoron Creek, by that
range north-easterly ; thence by the  range separat-
ing the Condamine River from Macintyre Brook
south-easterly to the Great Dividing Range at
Maryland by the Great Dividing Range southerly
and by a spur range forming the northern water-
shed of Tenterfield Creek to the confluence of that
creek with the Severn River ; thence by the Severn
or Dumaresq River downwards to the point of
commencement.
CONI)AMtNE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at the junction of the Caliguel
Lagoons Creek with the Condamine River, and
bounded on the south by an  east line seven  hundred
and twenty-six chains sixty-nine links, crossing the
above-named creek ; on the east by a north line
five hundred and sixty-fi ve chains  sixty-nine links
crossing  Gooloomallee and Rocky Creeks ; on the
north by a west line five hundred and forty-two
chains sixty-nine links  crossing  the Condamine
River ; on the west by a south line to the left bank
of that river ; and then by the said left bank of the
Condamine River to the point of commencement.
COOKTOWN LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at Cape Tribulation, and bounded
on the south by a line west to the boundary of the
settled districts ; thence by that boundary which is
a line  parallel to the  sea coast , and distant thirty
miles  therefrom northerly to a point west from Cape
Sidmouth ; thence by a line east to the sea -coast,
and thence by the sea-coast to the point of com-
mencement.
NANANGO LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the Main Dividing Range at the
head of Boondooma Creek, and bounded thence by
the northern boundary of Boondooma Run easterly
to the Boyne River ; thence by that river to the
confluence  of Stuart's River ; thence by the spur
range  forming the northern boundary of Proston
Run easterly to the watershed between  Stuart's
River and Barambah Creek, by that watershed and
by a spur range to the confluence of Barambah and
Boonara Creeks ; thence by a spur range forming
the northern boundaries of Boonimba and Boonby-
jan Runs easterly to the  range  dividing the Mary
River waters from those of the Burnett River ;
thence by that range southerly to the range divid-
ing the Brisbane River  waters  from those of the
Burnett River ; thence by  that range  south-westerly
to the spur range separating Paradise and Oaky
Creeks south-easterly to Cooyar Creek opposite the
confluence of Taromeo Creek ; thence by Cooyar
Creek downwards about one mile in a direct line to
the termination of Blackbutt Range, being the
north-east boundary of Taromeo Run ; thence by
that  range  southerly and by the  range forming
the south-east watershed of Cooyar Creek south-
westerly to the Main Range, and by the Main
Range northerly to the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  " I  he Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
A ll  business in connection with selections under
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be dealt  with by the Land commissioners  at
their Courts.
MOEETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the second
Tuesday in each month.
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West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
t)ARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A:, the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, th  first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE  BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in March, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT  OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1877, and every alter.
nate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month  afterwards.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Springsnre , the fourth
Monday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1877.
LICENSED  SURVEYORS UNDER  " THE
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1876."
IT is hereby notified  for general information, that
the Surveyors  named in the following list
have been licensed  to effect  surveys under  the pro-
visions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor-General.
Austin, R.
Barns, W. L.
Bedford, C. T.
Bell, N.
Berwick, F.
Bishop, W. F.
Blake, H. E.
Bradbury, C. E.
Bull, W. M.
Chamberlain, A. L.
Cutten. J. W.
Delisser, A.
Desgrand, V.
Elmy, W. T.
Fitzgerald, T. H.
Francis, P.
Freney, T.
Fryar, W.
Gataker, C. F.
Geddes, W. G.
Grant, P. G.
Hamilton, R. A.
Hamilton, J. E.
Harding, S.
Harrisson, H. B. R.
Hogge, M.
Horan, T.
Lansberg, L F.
Lavelle, M.
Lymburner, A.
McLennan,  U.  G.
Margetts, A.
Monk, G. W.
Murray, A. D.
Pratten, G. L.
Reid, J.
Roesseler, J.
Schneider, H.
Sinnott, N.
Steele, J. D.
Thompson, J. C.
Townson, W. P.
Warner, F. H.
Warner, C. J.
Watson, G. C.
Weale, G. T.
White, W. T.
Williams, J. V.
Wilson, W. C. B.
Wilson, W. A.
Wood, A. F.
Wood, H. St. J.
Woodhouse, G. G.
By Authority  s JAYas  0. BB•ry  Government Printer ,  William street  Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND,
IWILLIAX
Proclamation by His Excellency
To WIT. WELLINGTON C AIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most]Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act 40
'Victoria , No. 15, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and  proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned  place, at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified , at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively.
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said  Country Lots  as may remain  unsold shall,
at and after Eleven  o'clock on the day following
such  auction , be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset  price, for a period of fourteen days, at the
Brisbane  Land Agent's Office, and thereafter at
the Roma  Land Agent's Office.
In cases  where there are improvements on the
portions , the payment of the value  of same will be
made a condition of sale . A deposit of 2') per cent.
of the  amount bid  for each lot will be required to be
paid at time of sale , and the balance, with deed,
survey ,  and assurance  fee, as affixed to each lot,
within one  calendar month from date of sale. The
land will be  sold subject to the provisions of  " The
Western Railway Act."
SALE AT THE SCHOOL OF ARTS, BRIS-
BANE, BY JOHN CAMERON, AUC-
TIONEER.
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 29rH DAY OF MARCH, 1877.
County of Elgin, parish of Noorindoo.
No. of No. of Price pertA Value of
Deed,
and
survey,
assur-
Lot. Portion rea. i  Acre .  I Improvements .  ant e fees.
Acres. £ s £ s. d.l £ s. d.
1 2 4,373 1 0 120 0 0 49 10 0
2 3 4,$85 1 0 200 0 0 55 10 0
3 4 3,555 1 0 41 10 0
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Portion Area.
Deed ,survey,
Price per Value  of an' assur-
Acre .  Improveibeints .  ante fees.
Acres.  12  s.  £
4 5 3,074 1 0
5 6 2,903 1 0
6 7 1,789 1 10
7 8 2,697 1 10
8 9 2,049 1 10
9 10 2,286  1 10
10 11 1.837 1 10
11 12 1,934 1 10
12 13 2,301 1 10
13 14 1,789 1 10
14 15 1,883 1 5
15 16 2,493 1 5
16 17 2,492 1 10
17 18 2,560 1 10
18 19 1,879 1 5
19 20 2,166 1 5
20 21 1.958 1 5
21 22 2,492 1 10
22 23 1,673 1 10
23 24 1.246 1 10.
24 25 1,345 1 10 I
25 26 1,512 1 5
26 27 1,638 1 5
27 28 1,917 1 10
28 29 2,100 1 10
29 30 2,195 1 10
30 31 2,241 1 5
31 32 1,963 1 5
32 33 1,114 1 5
33 34 1,902 1 5
34 35 1,810 1 5
35 36 1,477 1 5
36 37 1,258 1 10
37 38 1,918 1 5
38 39 1,787 1 5
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169
8734
18
108
60
74
18
37
30
38
3433
33
101
s. d. £ s. d.
... 35 10 0
... 34 10 0
... 22 10 0
... 34 10 0
0 0 27 10 0
... 2810 0
... 22 10 0
10 0 26 10 0
... 28 10 0
0 0 22 10 010 0 22 10 0
... 29 10 0
0 0 2910 0
0 0 29 10 0
0 0 22 10 0
5 0 27 10 0
... 26 10 0
... 29 10 0
... 21 10 0
... 16 10 0
... 20 10 0
... 21 10 0
... 21 10 0
... 22 10 0
... 27 10 0
15 0 27 10 0
10 0 25 10 0
0 0 27 10 0
15 6 15 10 0
10 0 22 10 015 0 22  10 0
7 6 20 10 016 10 0
2 0 22 10 022 10 0
County of Waldegrave, parish of Bindeygo.
39 2 702 - 0 15 65 0 0 14 10 0
40 3 1,445 1 10 162 10 0 20 10  0
41 6 2,367 1 5 641 7 6 28 10 0
42 7 2,862 1 10 100 6 3 34 10  0
43 8 1,956 1 10 ... 26 10 0
44 9 2,658 1 5 20315 0 28 10  0
45 10 2,306 1 5 50 0 0 28 10  0
46 11 1,816 1 5 73 2 6 22 10  0
47 12 1,960 1 5 8112 0 26 10 0
48 13 1,995 1 0 120 17 6 27 10 0
49 26 1,000 1 10 151 17 6 14 10 0
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No. of No of Area. Price perLot. Portion Acre.I I
Deed, survey,
Value of and asur-
Improvements . ance fees.
Acres. I £ s. 1 £ s.  d. £ s. r1.
Parish  of f lodgson.
50 80 2.267 0 15 84 7 6 28 10
61 81 2,791 0 15 146 17 6 34 10
62 82 2.439 0 15 123 2 6 28 10
63 83 2,292 0 15 325 0 0 28 10
54 84 2,009 0 15 75 0 0 27 10
55 t,5 2,150 0 15 46 17 6 27 10
56 86 1,330 0 15 ... 20 10
57 88 2,056  015  155 0 0 27 10
58 89 2,598  1 0 130 12 6 33 10
59 9l A 1,142 1 5 137 10 0 15 10
60 92 5,877 1 5 3000 0 0 67 10
61 92A 3 ,874 1 10 214 3 9 46 10
62 93 2,350 0 15 187 10 0 28 10
63 94 2,187 0 15 57 10 0 27 10
64 95 1,700  1-5 156 5 0 21 10
65 96 1,695 1 0 21 7 6 21 10
66 97 1,739 0 15 25 0 0 22 10
67 98 2,496  1 0 112 10 0 2' 10
68 99 2,379  1 0 177 10 0 28 10
69 101 2,048 1 0 330 0 0 27 10
70 101A 1,683 1 10 75 0 0 21 10
71 102 1,774  0 15 ... 2210
72 102A 1,892 0 15 57 4 6  2210
73 102B 1,020 1 0 36 16 0 15 10
74 103 1,x.39 1 10 155 0 0 j 2610
75 103A 1,954 1 10 I 95 9 0 1 26 10
76 104 2,643  1 10 244 4 0 33 10
77 104A 2,674 1 10 9 4 0 33 10
78 106 2,589  1 10 105 0 0 33 10
79 106A 2,476 1 10 152 0 0 29 10
80 107 2,453 1 5 225 5 0 911 1081  108 2.366 1 5 ... 28 10
82 109 2.613 1 0 69 12 0 33 10
83 109A 2,629 1 0 96 0 0 33 10
84 110 1.995 1 10 72 14 0 27 10
85 110A 1.972 1 10 73 0 0 27 10
86 111 2,949 1 10 177 2 0 35 10
87 112 5,417 1 10 5085 7 0 61 10
88 112A 2,195 1 10 351 0 0 27 10
89 113 3,748 1 10 725 0 0 42 10
90 113A 1,133 1 10 213 7 0 15 10
91 115 2.039 1 5 142 0 0 27 10
92 115A 2.030 1 0 59 16 0 27 10
93 115B 2,032 1 0 55 7 0 27 10
94 116 2,' 33 1 0 76 12 0 28 10
95 116A 2.305 1 0 '2 10 0 28 10
96 116B 2,478 1 0 70 0 0 29 10
97 117 1,415 1 10 9 15 6 20 10
98 118 2,333  1 10 231 14 6 28 10
99 119 2,652 1 10 740 0 0 33 10
100 120 2,152 1 10 175 7 6 27 10
101 121 5,000 1 10 275 10 0 55 10
Parish of Norma n.
102 121 2,231 1 10 104 1 6 28 1011)3 1221 1,842 1 10 19 11 0 22 10
104 123 11,108 1 10 89 14 0 15 10105 124 2.121 1 0 126 10 0 27 10
106 125 2,1341 0 114 3 0 27 10
107 126 2,144 0 15 81 13 0 27 10
108 127 1,887  15  45 00  22 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0( )
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0_
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govei nment
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUFENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distingui.hed Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael end St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in Chief of
Governor ,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the auth )rity in me vested, andin accordance  with the provisions of the Act 40
Victoria, No. 15,  respecting  the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place, at Eleven o'clock, on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.SAL",' AT M A i,TIN"S AUCTION ROOMS,
BR16BANE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 4TH DAY OF APRIL, 1877.
County of Stanley. parish of North Brisbane, City
of Brisbane.
TOWN LOT.
To be sold under the provisions of  " The Brisbane
Drainage Act of  1875."
No of No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. of
Section. Area.
Upset pri ce
per Lot.
1 6
A. R. P.
]1 1 1 85 5,000
(riven under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
pursu: uce cf the authority in me vested, and
y in accordance with the provisions of the Act 40
Victoria,  N o. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands, 1, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned places, at Eleven o'clock on the days
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Iegulations.
S ALEATTH ELAND OFFICE,TOOWOOMBA,
ON FRIDAY, THE 6TH DAY OF APRIL, 1877.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
)° w r r Price
t r ierci
392  22 1 3 3 0
2 393 34 2 31 3 0
3 394  33 0 8 3 0
4 395 33 0 12 3 0
5 396  17 1 11 3 0
6 397 17 3 29 3 0
7 398 17 0 11 3 0
8 399 17 0 11 3 0
9 401 9 1 4 3 0
l0 403 17 0 39 3 0
11 401  17 028 3 0
12 406  11 1 0 3 0
13 410  12 1 0 3 0
14 412 16 3 0 3 0
15 417 35 2 7 3 0
16 419 44 0 11 3 0
17 420 32 2 5 3 0
18 423 11 3 6 3 '0
19 424 18 2 9 3 0
20 425 12 1 24 3 021 426 11 2 0 3 0
g2 429 10 1 11 3 0
23 430 11 3 24 3 0
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SUBURBAN LOTS - continued. TOWN  LOTS - continued.
n f
'
No of No. of No. n! A ff- f Trine per„f No of
uI
l
t,...ll
rice Lot.Area ' i
pee Aera.
Allotment Section I tcrt•.
i
-
_
J +
24 432 .
A. R. P.
10 3 8
£ R.
3 0 38 18 12 0 1 0 50 0
25 436  (
..
... 10 3 0 3 0. 39 19 12 0 1 0 50 0
26 437 ... 9 2 0 3 0 40 20 12 0 1 0 50 0
27 438 10 1 0 3 0 41 1 13 0 1 0 50 0
2-4  439 .. 13 0 0 3 0 42 2 13 0 1 0 50 0
29 440
.
... 13 3 3 3 0 43 3 13 0 1 0 50 0
30 441 ... 10 0 36 3 0 44 4 13 0 1 0 50 0
31 442 ... 12 2 0 3 0 45 5 13 0 1 0 50 0
32 444 ... 10 2 0 3 0 46 6 13 0 1 0 50 0
33 445 ... 11 2 0 3 0 47 7 13 0 1 0 60 0
34 446 ... 33 0 0 3 0 48 8 13 0 1 0 50 0
35 447 ... 20 124 3 0 49 9 13 0 1 0 50 0
36 449 ... 14 0 0 3 0 50 10 13 0 1 0 50 0
37 451 ... 10 1 0 3 0 51 11 13 0 1 0 50 0
38 454 ... 14 2 0 3 0 52 12 13 0 1 0 50 0
39 455 ... 13 0 0 3 0 53 13 13 0 1 0 50 0
40 456 ... 12 1 0 3 0 64 14 13 0 1 0 50 0
41 462  ... 12 0 0 3 0 55 15 13 0 1 0 60 0
42 463  .. 12 0 0 3 0 66 16 13 0 1 0 50 0
43 465  ... 9 0 0 3 0 57 17 13 0 1 0 50 0
44 468  ... 10 3 9 3 0 58 18 13 0 1 0 50 0
45 469  ... 10 1 21 3 0 59 19 13 0 1 0 50 0
46 472 ... 16 3 10 3 0 60 20 13 0 1 0 50 0
47 473 ... 31 1 31 3 0 61 1 14 0 1 0 50 0
48 474 ... 27 3 21 3 0 62 2 14 0 1 0 50 0
49 475 ... 27 3 26 3 0 63 3 14 0 1 0 50 0
50 476 ... 27 3 22 3 0 64 4 14 0 1 0 50 0
51 477 ... 21 3 33 3 0 65 5 14 0 1 0 50 0
52 478  ... 20 0 21 3 0 66 6 14 0 1 0 50 0
53 479  ... 17 3 2 3 0 67 7 14 0 1 0 50 0
54 481 ... 16 2 27 3 0 68 8 14 0 1 0 50 0
55 483 ... 22 3 38 3 0 69 9 14 0 1 0 50 0
70 10 14 0 1 0 50 0
71 1 15 0 1 0 50 0SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CAIRNS, 72 2 15 0 1 0 50 0
73 3 15 0 1 0 50 0ON FRIDAY,  THE 2 7TH  DAY OF APRIL, 1877. 74 4 15 0 1 0 50 0
75 5 15 0 1 0 50 0
Nrr ..1 \ rf
I, tl A Irr it ii' .L Sr•t t ^:.
I t xt ptr 76 6Srr a I \t rti 15 0 1 0 50 0
-
77 7 15 0 1 0 50 01 l 78 8 1A. a. P. £ 79 9 5 015 0 11 00 5050 00
TOWN LOTS. 80 10 15 0 1 0 50 0
Parish of Cai rns, town of Cairns. 81 1182 12
15 0
15 0
1
1
0
0
50
50
0
0
1 1 11 0 1 0 50 0 83 13 15 0 1 0 50 0
2 2 11 0 1 0 60 0 84 14 15 0 1 0 50 0
3 3 11 0 1 0 50 0 85 15 15 0 1 0 50 0
4 4 11 0 1 0 60 0 86 16 15 0 1 0 50 0
5 5 11 0 1 0 50 0 87 17 16 06 6 11 0 1 0 50 0 88 18 15 0 11 00 5050 007 7 11 0 1 0 50 0 89 19 15 08 8 11 0 1 0 50 0 90 20 15 0 11 00 5050 009 9 11 0 1 0 60 0 91 1 16 0 1 0 50 0
10 10 11 0 1 0 60 0 92 2 16 0 1 0 50 0
11 i 11 11 0 1 0 50 0 93 3 16 0 1 0 50 0
12 12 11 0 1 0 50 0 94 4 16 0 1 0 50 0
13 13 11 0 1 0 50 0 95 5 16 0 1 0 50 0
14 14 11 0 1 0 50 0 96 6 16 0 1 0 50 0
15 15 11 0 1 0 50 0 97 7 16 0 1 0 50 0
16 16 11 0 1 0 50 0 98 8 16 { 0 1 0 50 0
17 17 11 0 1 0 50 0 99 9 16 0 1 0 60 0
18 18 11 0 1 0 60 0 100 10 16 0 1 0 50 0
19 19 11 0 1 0 50 0 101 11 16 0 1 0 50 0
20 20 11 0 1 0 50 0 102 12 16 0 1 0 50 0
21 1 12 0 1 0 50 0 103 13 16 0 1 0 50 0
22 2 12 0 1 0 50 0 104 14 16 I 0 1 0 50 0
23 3 12 0 1 0 50 0 105 15 16 0 1 0 50 024  4 I 12
'
0 1 0 50 0 106 16 16 0 1 0 50 0
25  5 12 0 1 0 50 0 107 17 16 0 1 0 50 0
26  6 12 0 1 0 50 0 108 18 16 0 1 0 50 027 7 12 0 1 0 50 0 109 19 16 0 1 0 50 0
28  8 12 0 1 0 50 0 110 20 16 0 1 0 50 0
29 9 12 0 1 0 50 0 111 1 18 0 1 0 50 030 10 12 0 1 0 50 0 112 2 18 0 1 0 60 031  11 12 0 1 0 50 0 113 3 18 0 1 0 50 032 12 12 0 1 0 50 0 114 4 18 0 1 0 50 033 13 12 0 1 0 50 0 115 5 18 0 1 0 50 034 14 12 0 1 0 50 0 116 6 18 0 1 0 50 035 15 12 0 1 0 50 0 117 7 18 0 1 0 50 036 16 12 0 1 0 50 0 118 8 18 0 1 0 50 037 17 12 0 1 0 50 0 119 9 18 0 1 0 50 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued .  TOWN  LOTS -continued.
No. of
Lot.
No. of No of
Allotment . Section. A re&
No. ofPrice per Lot.
Acre.
No. of I 1o. of
Allotment Section.
Price  perAren. Acre.
r I H. P. i £ i.
1 A.  B. P. £ it. 201 11 25 0 1 0 50 0
120 10 18 0 1 0 50 0 202 12  25 0 1 0 50 0
121 11 18 0 1 0 50 0 203 13 25 0 1 0 50 0
122 12 18 0 1 0 50 0 204 14 25 0 1 0 50 0
123 13 18 0 1 0 50 0 205 15  25 0 1 0 50 0
124 14 18 0 1 0 50 0 206 16 25 0 1 0 50 0
125 15  18 0 1 0 50 0 207 17 25 0 1 0 50 0
126 16 18 0 1 0 50 0 208 18 25 0 1 0 50 0
127 17 18 0 1 0 50 0 209 19 25 0 1 0 50 0
128 18 18 0 1 0 50 0 210 20 25 0 1 0 60 0
129 19 18 0 1 0 50 0 211 1 26 0 1 0 50 0
130 20 18 0 1 0 50 0 212 2 26 0 1 0 50 0
131 1 20 0 1 0 50 0 213  3 26  0 1 0 50 0
132 2 20 0 1 0 50 0 214 4 26 0 1 0 50 0
133 3 20 0 1 0 50 0 215 5  26 0 1 0 50 0
134 4 20 0 1 0 50 0 216 6 26 0 1 0 50 0
135 6 20 0 1 0 50 0 217 7 26 0 1 0 50 0
136 6 20 0 1 0 50 0 218 8  26 0 1 0 50 0
137 7 20 0 1 0 50 0 219 9 26' 0 1 0 50 0
138 8 20 0 1 0 50 0 220 10 26 0 1 0 50 0
139 9 20 0 1 0 50 0 221 11 26 0 1 0 50 0
140 10 20 0 1 0 60 0 222  12 26 0 1 0 50 0
141 11 20 0 1 0 50 0 223 13 26 0 1 0 50 0
142 12 20 0 1 0 50 0 224 14 26 0 1 0 50 0
143 13 20 0 1 0 50 0 225 16 26 0 1 0 50 0
144 14 20 0 1 0 50 0 226 16 26 0 1 0 E0 0
145 15 20 0 1 0 50 0 227 17 26 0 1 0 50 0
146 16 20 0 1 0 50 0 226 18 26 0 1 0 50 0
147 17 20 0 1 0 50 0 229 19  26  0 1 0 50 0
148 18 20 0 1
1
0 50
0 5
0
0
230 20 26 0 1 0 50 0
149 19 20 0
150 20 20 0 1
0
0 50 0 CLON-SALE AT TH E POLICE OFFICE
151 . 1 22 0 1 0 50 0
,CURRY
152 2 22 0 1 0 50 0
,
ON FRIDAY,  THE 25TH DAY  OF MAY, 1877.
153 3 22 0
164 4 22 0
1
1
0 50
0 50
0
0 Town of Cloncur ry.
155 5 22 0 1 0 50 0 No. of No. of  No. of A eA I Price per
156 6 22 0 1 0 50 0 Lot.
I
Allotment
-
Section. r . Acre.
157 7 22 0 1 0 50 0
158 8 22 0 1 0 50 0
7 1
A. R. P. S.
159 9 22 0 1 0 50 0 TOWN LOTS.
160 10 22 0 1 0 50 0 1 1 2 0 2 0 8 0
161 11 22 0 1 0 50 0 2 2  2 0 2 0 8 0
162 12 22 0 1 0 50 0 3 3 2 0 2 0 8 0
163 13 22 0 1 0 50 0 4 4  2 0 2 0 8 0
164 14 22 0 1 0 50 0 5 5  2 0 2 0 8 0
165 15 22 0 1 0 50 0 6 6 2 0 2 0 8 0
166 16 22 0 1 0 50 0 7 7 2 0 2 0 8 0
167 17 22 0 1 0 50 0 8 8  2 0 2 0 8 0
168 18 22 0 1 0 50 0 9 9  2 0 2 0 8 0
169 19 22 0 1 0 50 0 10 10 2 0 2 0 8 0
170 20 22 0 1 0 50 0 11 1 3 0 2 0 8 0
171 1 24 0 1 0  5') 0 12 2  3 0 2 0 8 0
172 2 24 0 1 0 50 0 13 3  3 0 2 0 8 0
173 3 24 0 1 0 50 0 14 4 3 0 2 0 8 0
174 4 24 0 1 0 50 0 16 5  3 0 2 0 8 0
175 5 24 0 1 0 50 0 16 6 3 0 2 0 8 0
176 6 24 0 1 0 50 0 17 7 3 0 2 0 8 0
177 7 24 0 1 0 50 0 18 8  3 0 2 0 8 0
178 8 24 0 1 0 50 0 19 9  3 0 2 0 8 0
179 9 24 0 1 0 50 0 20 10 3 0 2 0 8 0
180 10 24 0 1 0 50 0 21 1  14 0 2 0 8 0
181 11 24 0 1 0 50 0 22 2  14 0 2 0 8 0
182 12 24 0 1 0 50 0 23 3  14 0 2 0 8 0
183 13 24 0 1 0 50 0 24 4  14 0 2 0 8 0
184 14 24 0 1 0  50 0 25 6  14 0 2 0 8 0
185 15 24 0 1 0 50 0 26 6  14 0 2 0 8 0
186 16 24 0 1 0 50 0 27 7  14 0 2 0 8 0
187 17 24 0 1 0 50 0 28 8  14 0 2 0' 8 0
188 18 24 0 1 0 60 0 29 9  14 0 2 0 8 0
189 19 24 0 1 0 50 0 30 10  14 0 2 0 8 0
190 20 24 0 1 0 50 0 31 1  15 0  2 0 .8 0
191 1 25 0 1 0 50 0 32 2  15 0 2 0 8 0
192 2 25 0 1 0 50 0 33 3  15 0 2 0 8 0
193 3 25 0 1 0 50 0 34 4  15 0 2 0 8 0
194 4 25 0 1 0 50 0 35 5  15 0 2 0 8 0
195 5 25 0 1 0 50 0 36 6 15 0 2 0 8 0
196 6 25 0 1 0 60 0 27 7  15 0 2 0 8 0
197 7 25 0 1 0 60 0 38 8  15 0 2 0 8 0
198 8 25 0 1 0 50 0 39 9 15 0 2 0 8 0
199 9 25 0 1 0 50 0 40 10 15 0 2 0 8 0
200 10 25 0 1 0  50 0 41 3 17 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-contiued.
No of No. of
Lug. AAllotment
No of
Section . A8
Price
per Acre.
A. R. P. £ a.
42 4 17 0 2 0 8 0
43 5 17 0 2 0 8 0
44 6 17 0 2 0 8 0
45 7 17 0 2 0 8 0
46 8 17 0 2 0 8 0
47 9 17 0 2 0 8 0
48 10 17 0 2 0 8 0
49 1 18 0 2 0 8 0
60 2 18 0 2 0 8 0
61 3 18 0 2 0 8 0
52 4 18 0 2 0 8 0
63 5 18 0 2 0 8 0
64 6 18 0 2 0 8 0
65 7 18 0 2 0 8 0
66 8 18 0 2 0 8 0
57 9 18 0 2 0 8 0
58 10 18 0 2 0 8 0
69 1 38 0 2 0 8 0
60 2 38 0 2 0 8 0
61 3 38 0 2 0 8 0
62 4 38 0 2 0 8 0
63 5 38 0 2 0 8 0
64 6 38 0 2 0 8 0
65 7 38 0 2 0 8 0
66 8 38 0 2 0 8 0
67 9 38 0 2 0 8 0
68 10 38 0 2 0 8 0
69 1 43 0 2 0 8 0
70 2 43 0 2 0 8 0
71 3 43 0 2 0 8 0
72 4 43 0 2 0 8 0
73 5 43 0 2 0 8 0
74 6 43 0 2 0 8 0
75 7 43 0 2 0 8 0
76 8 43 0 2 0 8 0
77 9 43 0 2 0 8 0
78 10 43 - 0 2 0 8 0
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy  -  seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT.  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, andin accordance  with the provisions of the Act 40
Victoria, No. 15,  respecting  the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GovERNoR aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Counci., do hereby notify and
proclaim that  the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale  by public auction, at the under-
mentioned  place, at Eleven o'elock, on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
The Deed, Survey,  and Assurance  Fees will be
charged according  to the scale established by the
Acts  and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO-
WOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 10TH  DAY OF APRIL, 1877.
County of Aubigny, parish of Drayton, town of
Toowoomba.
TOWN LOTS.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment . No. ofSection. Area.
Price  per
Acre.
A. R. P. 1 £ a.
1 18 43 0 1 34 25 0
2 4 44 0 1 34 25 0
3 8 44 0 1 34 25 0
4 12 44 0 1 34 25 0
5 2 46 0 1 34 25 0
6 3 45 0 1 34 25 0
7 4 45  0 1 34 25 0
8 6 45  0 1 34 25 0
9 7 45  0 1 34 25 0
10 8 45  0 1 34 25 0
11 12 45  0 1 34 25 0
12 13 45  0 1 34 25 0
13 14 45  0 1 34 25 0
14 15 45  0 1 34 25 0
15 16 45  0 1 34 25 0
16 17 45  0 1 34 25 0
17 1 46  0 1 34 25 0
18 2 46  0 1 34 25 0
19 3 46  0 1 34 25 0
20 4 46  0 1 34 25 0
21 11 46  0 1 34 25 0
22 12 46  0 1 34 25 0
23 2 47  0 1 34 25 0
24 3 47  0 1 34 25 0
25 4 47  0 1 34 25 0
26 5 47  0 1 34 25 0
27 6 47  0 1 34 25 0
28 7 47  0 1 34 25 0
29 8 47  0 1 34 25 0
30 12 47  0 1 34 25 0
31 13 47  0 1 34 25 0
32 14 47  0 1 34 25 0
33 15 47  0 1 34 25 0
34 1.6 47 0 1 34 25 0
35 17 47  0 1 34 25 0
36 18 47  0 1 34 25 0
37 4 48  0 1 34 25 0
38 3 49  0 1 34 25 0
39 4 49  0 1 34 25 0
40 6 49  0 1 34 25 0
41 6 51  0 2 0; 25 0
42 9 51  0 2 0 25 0
43 10 61  0 2 0 25 0
44 11 51  0 2 0 25 0
45 12 51  0 2 0 25 0
46 1 52  0 2 1 25 0
47 3 52  0 2 1 25 0
48 4 52  0 2 2 25 0
49 5 62  0 2 2 25 0
50 6 52  0 2 2 25 0
51 7 52  0 2 2 25 0
52 8 52  0 2 21 25 0
53 9 52  0 2 0 25 0
54 10 52  0 2 0 25 0
55 11 52  0 2 0 25 0
56 12 52  0 2 0 25 0
57 13 52  0 2 0 26 0
68 14 52  0 2 0 25 0
59 15 52  0 2 0 25 0
60 16 52  0 2 0 26 0
61 2 53  0 2 0 25 0
62 3 53  0 2 0 25 0
63 4 53  0 2 38 25 0
64 1 54 0 1 38; 25 0
65 2 54  0 2 0 25 0
66 3 54  0 2 0 25 0
67 4 54  0 2 0 25 0
68 5 54  0 2 0 25 0
69 6 54  0 2 0 25 0
70 7 54  0 2 0 25 0
71 8 54  0 2 7; 25 0
72 9 54 0 2 71- 25 0
73 10 54 0 2 72 25 0
74 11 54  0 2 0 25 0
75 12 54  0 2 0 25 0
76 13 56  0 2 0 25 0
77 14 54  0 2 0 25 0
78 15 54  0 2 0 25 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of
`Al
No' of i  No.  of f Area.tomen "P to 11.
y I 1 A. B. P.
Price per
Acre.
I
No of I No. of
Lot. !Allotment.
TOWN  LOTS - Continued.
No. of
Section.
S.  1 1. R r. 4 L a.
79 16 54 0 2 0  25 0 129 13 60 0 2 282 25 0
81 18 54 0 2 5 25 0 130 14 60 0 2 16 25 0
82 19 54 0 2 6 25 0 131 15 60 0 2 16 25 0
83 20 54 0 2 64 25 0 132 16 60 0 2 16 25 0
84 1 55 0 2 0 25 0 133 17 60 0 2 16 25 0
85 2 55 0 2 0 25 0 134 18 60 0 2 16 25 0
86 3 55 0 2 0 25 0 135 19 60 1 0 2 16 25 0
87 4 55 0 2 0 25 0 136 20 60 0 2 16 25 0
88 5 55 0 2 171  25 0 137 21 60 0 3 24 25 0
89 6 55 0 2 12 25 0 138 22 60 0 3 24 25 0
90 7 66 0 2 7 25 0 139 23 60 0 3 24 25 0
91 8 65 0 2 202 25 0 140 24 60 0 3 24 25 0
92 9 55 0 2 144 25 0 141 1 65 1 0 0 25 0
93 10 55 0 2 16 25 0 142 2 65 1 0 0 25 0
94 11 55 0 2 102 25 0 143 3 65 1 0 0 26 0
95 12 55 0 2 52 25 0 144 4 65 1 0 32 25 0
96 13 55 0 2 0 25 0 145 5 65 1 0 3 192 25 0
97 14 55 0 2 0 25 0 146 6 65 0 3 192 25 0
98 15 55 0 2 0 26 0 147 7 65  1  0 3 192 25 0
99 16 55 0 2 16 25 0 148 8 65 0 3 192 25 0
100 17 55 0 2 16 25 0 149 9 65 1 0 3 192 25 0
101 9 59 0 2 0 25 0 150 10 65 1 0 0 25 0
102 10 59 0 2 0 25 0 151 11 65 ` 1 0 0 25 0
103 11 59 0 2 0 25 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
104 12 59 0 2 0 25 0 152 1 51A 4 2 0 25 0105 13 59 0 2 0 25 0 153  2 61A 4 2 0 25 0106 14 59 0 2 0 25 0 154 3 51A 5 1 24 25 0107 15 59 0 2 0 25 0 155  1 52A 5 0 0 25 0108 16 59 0 2 0 25 0 156 2 I 52A 5 0 0 25 0109 17 59 0 2 0 25 0 157 1 53A 8 0 0 25 0110 18 69 0 2 0 25 0 158 2 53A 6 0 0 25 0111 19 59 0 2 0 25 0 159 3 53A 6 0 0 25 0112 20 59 0 2 0 25 0 160 2 77 5 0 0 25 0113 21 59 0 2 0  25 0 Portion.
114 22 59 0 2 0  25 0 161 726 ... 37 0 0 25 0
115 23 59 0 2 0  26 0 162 727 ... 26 2 19 26 0
116 24 59 0 2 0  25 0 163 728 ... 30 1 11 25 0
117 25 59 0 2 0 25 0
118 26 59 0 2 0  25 0 at GovernmentGiven under my Hand and Sea]119 27 59 0 2 0  25 0 ,this first day of March inBrisbaneHouse120 28 59 0 2 0  25 0 , ,,the  y ear of our Lord one thousand eight121 5 60 0 2 16 25 0 hundred and seventy-seven, and in the122 6 60 0 2 16  25 0 fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.123 7 60 0 2 16 25 0
124 8 60 0 2 282  25 0 By Command
125 9 60 0 3 284 25 0
,
129 10 60 0 3 282  25 0 J . DOUGLAS.
127 11 60 0 3 281 25 0
128 12 60 0 3 282  25 0 GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Price pArea. Acre
er
By Authority  i JAMB/  C. BzAL, Government Print ,  Williams strut ,  Brisbmo
V0
SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
QUEENSLA NI)
oieintitent a tttt
OF SATURDAY, 24TH FEBRUARY, 1877.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] THURSDAY, 1ST MARCH, 1877.
QUEEIQSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act passed and made in the
thirty-first year of the reign of Her present
Majesty , and numbered thirty-five, intituled  " An
Act for the Prevention and Cure of Diseases in
Sheep,"  power is given to  the Governor to divide
the colony into conveniently -sized districts , to be de-
fined  from  time  to time by Proclamation : And
whereas, by  virtue of the above-recited power, the
colony was  divided into districts by Proclamations
dated respectively the fourteenth day of February,
the twenty-seventh day of March, and the
eighteenth  day of December, 18C8; the sixteenth
day of September, 1869; and the third day of Sep.
tember , 1875: And whereas  it is  deemed expedient
to re-divide the colony into  more  convenient districts
for the purposes of the above-recited Act : Now,
therefore, T, the Governor aforesaid, with the ad-
vice  of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation , rescind and revoke the above-recited i
Proclamations , and in lieu of the districts thereby
respectively defined, do hereby define the following
to be Sheep Districts for the purposes of the said
Act ; that is to say
SHEEP DISTRICT OF EAST MORETON.
Comprising the Police Districts of Brisbane and
Logan,  namely:-
POLICE DISTRICT OE BRISBANE.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south
boundary of portion 14, parish of Moggill, and
bounded thence by a road forming the southern and
western boundaries of portions 14, 13, 158, 159, 18,
167, 169, 170, and 171, parish of Moggill ; then by
[No. 26.
part of the east boundary of portion  172 and a
line north to D'Aguilar' s Range  ; then by said
range  northerly, and by the watershed  separating
the Mooloola and Mooroochydore Rivers from the
Mary River ; then by the northern watershed of the
Mooroochydore River easterly to the  sea-coast ;
then by a line bearing south-easterly to Cape More-
ton and by the eastern shores of  Moreton Island
and Stradbroke Island southerly ; then by a line
bearing west  to the north boundary of the village
reserve  of Redland ; then by a line  west to the main
road from Brisbane to the Logan River at Water-
ford, and by that road to the watershed  separating
the Brisbane River from the Logan River, and by
said  watershed to the head of Oxley Creek ; then
by the  eastern  watershed of Woogaroo Creek
northerly to the  main road  from Brisbane to
Ipswich, and by that road to Woogaroo Creek, and
by that creek to its mouth ; thence by the  Brisbane
River downwards to the point  of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF LOGAN.
Commencing on the shore of Moreton Bay, at the
north boundary of the Redland Village  Reserve,
and bounded thence by a line bearing west to the
main road from Brisbane to the Logan River at
Waterford; then by said road to the watershed
separating  the Logan River from  the Brisbane
River, and by said watershed south-westerly ; then
by a line bearing south to the 'unction of Teviot
Brook with the Logan River ; then by the water-
shed separating the Logan River from Teviot Brook
south-easterly to. the southern boundary of the
colony, and by said boundary easterly to Point
Danger ; then by the  sea-coast  and the  eastern
shore of Stradbroke Island northerly, and by a line
bearing west to the point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF WEST MORETON.
Comprising the Police Districts of Ipswich,
Goodna, and Gatton, namely :-
POLICE DISTRICT OF IPSWICH.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south
boundary of portion 14, parish of Moggill, and
bounded thence by a road forming the southern
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and western boundaries of portions 14,13, 158. 159,
18, 167, 169, 170, and 171, parish of Moggill ; then
by a line bearing north to D'Aguilar's range, and
by that range northerly ; then by the watershed
separating the Brisbane River from the Mary River
and Burnett River westerly ; then by the eastern
watershed of Cooyar Creek to its junction with the
Brisbane River, and by the southern watershed of
Cooyar Creek to the Great Dividing Range, and by
that range southerly ; then by the watershed
separating Beauaraba Creek from Lockyer Creek,
and by a line bearing east to Lockyer Creek at the
north boundary of portion 1, parish of Clarendon ;
then by a line south to the Little Liverpool Range
at the Railway Tunnel, and by that range southerly
to the Great Dividing Range, and by that range
and the southern boundary of the colony to the
head of Teviot Brook ; then by the watershed sep-
arating Teviot Brook from the Logan River to their
junction ; then by a line north to the watershed
separating the Logan River from the Brisbane
River, and by that watershed to the head of Woo-
roo Creek ; then by the western watershed of
Waoogaroo Creek northerly to the road forming the
south boundary of portion 73, parish of Bundanba ;
then by that road west to the south-west corner of
portion 74, and north to the north-west corner of
portion 70, parish of Bundanba, and then westerly
to Six-mile Creek ; by that creek to its mouth ; and
by the Brisbane River downwards to the point of
commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF GOODNA.
Commencing at the mouth of Woogaroo Creek,
and bounded by that creek upwards to the Brisbane
and Ipswich road, and by that road easterly to the
eastern watershed of Woogaroo Creek, and by that
watershed southerly ; then by the western water-
shed of said creek northerly to a road forming the
south boundary of portion 73, parish of Bundanba,
and by that road westerly to the south-west corner
of portion 74; then north to the north-west corner
of portion 70, parish of Bundanba ; then westerly
to Six-mile Creek, by that creek to the Brisbane
River, and by that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF GATTON.
Commencing on Lockyer's Creek at the north
boundary of portion 1, parish of Clarendon, and
bounded thence by a line bearing west to the water-
shed separating Lockyer's Creek from Beauaraba
Creek ; then by said watershed and the northern
watershed of Lockyer's Creek to the Great Dividing
Range and by that range southerly ; then by a line
bearing south to the south-east corner of Too-
woomba selection No. 216, by a line bearing west
three chains sixteen links, and by a line bearing
south to the Ipswich and Toowoomba Railway, and
by the railway to the summit of the Great Dividing
Range ; then by a line bearing east 230 chains and
by a line bearing south to the Great Dividing
Range, and by that range southerly and easterly to
the head of Laidley Creek ; then by the Little
Liverpool Range northerly to the railway at the
long tunnel and by a line bearing north to Lockyer's
Creek, at the point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF DALBY.
Comprising the Police District of Condamine,
part of the Police District of Dalby, and part of the
Police District of Toowoomba, and bounded as
follows :-
Commencing at the Great Dividing Range, and
bounded thence by King's Creek to its junction
with the Condamine River ; then by that river and
its north branch downwards to the western boundary
of Warwick selection No.  9d;  by the western
boundaries of that portion (Tummavi Ile) pre-emptive
purchase IV. Warwick selections, Nos. 230, 308,
407, and 262 south-south-westerly, and by a con-
tinuation of the same to the watershed separating
the Condamine River from tributaries of the Barwan
River ; then by said watershed northerly, and by
the watershed separating the Condamine River
from the Moouie River westerly ; then by the
south-eastern boundaries of Woodstock, Dinwoodie,
and Murilla Runs north-easterly to the Condamine
River ; by that river downwards to Dogwood
Creek, and by Dogwood Creek upwards to the
confluence of Tchanning Creek ; thence by a line
bearing west to the western watershed of Tchanning
Creek, and by that watershed northerly to the
Great Dividing Range ; and thence by the Great
Dividing Range easterly and south-easterly to the
point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF WARWICK.
Comprising the Police Districts of Warwick
and Allora, Leyburn, Inglewood, and Stanthorpe,
namely:-
POLICE DISTRICT OF WARWICK  AND ALLORA.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Condamine
River,  at the east corner  of portion  1, parish of
Ellangowan ; and bounded thence by  a line bearing
south-west to the watershed  separating Thane's
Creek fr )m Canal Creek and by that  watershed
southerly ; then by the southern watershed of the
Condamine River easterly to the Great Dividing
Range, and by that range northerly to the head of
King's Creek, and by that creek westerly to its
junction with the Condamine River; and by that
river downwards to the  point of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF LEYBIIEN.
Commencing on the north branch of the Con-
damine River at the western boundary of Warwick
selection No. 96, and bounded thence by the
western boundaries of that portion, Tumaville pre-
emptive purchase No. IV., Warwick  selections 230,
308, 407, and 262, bearing south- south-easterly
and by a continuation of the same to the  watershed
separating the Condamine River from Western
Creek ; thence by the watershed  separating the
Condamine River from Western Creek and other
tributaries of the Barwan River southerly and
easterly to the head of Canal Creek ; then by the
watershed separating Canal Creek from Thane's
Creek northerly and by a line bearing north-east to
the Condamine River at the  east corner  of portion
1, parish of Ellangowan ; and thence by the Con-
damine River and its northern  branch downwards
to the point of  commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF ING LEWOOD.
Commencing at the junction of the  Macintyre
Brook with the Dumaresq River, and bounded
thence by a line bearing north  separating the
Macintyre Brook from Commoran Creek and by
that watershed north-easterly ; then by  the water-
shed separating the Macintyre Brook from the
Condamine River south-easterly ; then by the
watershed separating Macintyre Brook from Pike's
Creek southerly to a point  bearing west  fr om
Glenlyon head station and by a line  bearing south-
west to the Dumaresq River ; and by that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF STANTHORPE.
Commencing on the Great Dividing  Range at
Maryland, 'and bounded thence by the  watershed
separating the Severn River and Pike's Creek from
tributaries of the Condamine River bearing north-
westerly ; then by the watershed  separating Pike's
Creek from the Macintyre Brook southerly to a
point bearing west from Glenlyon  head station ;
then by  a line  bearing south- west to the Dumaresq
River, by that river upwards to the junction of
Tenterfield Creek ; then by a spur  range forming
the watershed between Tenterfield Creek and the
Severn River easterly to the Great  Dividing Range,
and by that range northerly to the  point of com-
mencement.
SHEEP  DISTRICT OF GOONDIWINDI.
Comprising the Police District of Goondiwindi,
and portions  of the  Police Districts Toowoomba and
Dalby,  and bounded as follows :-
Commencing at the confluence of Macintyre
Brook with the Barwan River, and bounded thence
by a line bearing north to the watershed separating
the Macintyre Brook from Commoran Creek ;
thence by said watershed north-easterly to Mount
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Domville at the watershed  separating  the Condamine
from tributaries of the Barwan River ; then by said
watershed northerly and l;y the watershed sepa-
rating the Condamine River from the Moonie River
westerly; then by a line bearing south to the south-
east corner of Pooloon Run ; then by a line east to
the north- east corner  of Wagganba Run; then by a
line south to the south-east corner of North Guradla
Run; Lhen by  a line east  to the north-east corner of
Guradera  Run, and a line  bearing south to the
Barwan River , and by that river upwards to the
point  of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF MARANOA.
Comprising the Police Districts of Roma, Surat
and St. George, namely :-
POLICE DISTRICT OF ROHA.
Commencing at the junction of Tchanning Creek
with Dogwood Creek, and bounded thence by the
northern boundaries of the Runs Balle, Warkon,
Amoolee, Horsetrack Creek, Coombarngo, bearing
west ; then by part of the north- east  and north-
west boundaries of Bainbilla North, Wollombolla
North, Yambugle North, Bungil North, and Gunda
Ganda North, bearing south-westerly ; then by the
south-west boundaries of Oberina, Pannonia, and
the southern boundaries of Lower Deepwater and
Mount Abundance,  and a line  bearing true west to
the watershed separating the Maranoa River from
Wallam Creek, and by that watershed southerly to
a point bearing  west from the junction of the
Maranoa River with the Balonne River ; then by a
line bearing  west to the watershed  separating
Mungallala Creek from the Warrego River ; then
by that watershed and the watershed separating the
Maranoa River from the Warrego River northerly
and easterly to the Great Dividing Range, and by
that range  south- easterly ;  then by the western
watershed of Tchanning Creek southerly to a point
bearing  west from the junction of Tchanning Creek
and Dogwood Creek.
POLICE DISTRICT OF SURAT.
Commencing at the  junction  of Dogwood Creek
with Tchanning Creek, and bounded thence by a
line bearin west ;  then by the northern  boundaries
of the following  runs , Balle, Workon, Amoolee,
Horsetrack Creek, Coombarngo,  bearing west ;
then by part of the north-west and north-east
boundaries of Bainbilla North, Wollombolla North,
Yambugle North, Bungil North, and Gunda Gunda
North, south-westerly ; then by the south-west
boundaries of Oberina and Pannonia and the south
boundaries of Lower Deepwater and Mount Abun-
dance ,  and a line bearing true west  to the western
watershed of the Maranoa River ; then by said
watershed southerly, and by a line  bearing east,
crossing the Balonne  River at the junction of the
Maranoa River to the watershed  separating the
Balonne River from the Moonie River, and by said
watershed north-easterly ; then by the  south-east
boundaries of the Woodstock, Dinwoodie, and
Murrilla north-easterly to the Condamine River, by
that river  downwards  to Dogwood Creek, and by
that creek upwards to the junction of Tchanning
Creek, the point of commencement.
POLICE  DISTRICT  OF ST. GEORGE.
Commencing at the junction of the Maranoa
River with the Balonne River, and bounded thence
by a line  bearing east  to the watershed separating
the Balonne  River from the Moonie River ; then
by the said watershed north-easterly ; then by a
line hearing  south to the north- east  corner of
Blacks ' Camp Run, and by the east boundaries of
that run and Ungabilla and Pooloon Runs ; then
by the north boundary of Wagganba,  bearing east
to the north- east corner  ; then by the  east  boundaries
of Wagganba, Lower Teelba, and Brigalow Scrub,
bearing  south to the Moonie River  at a tree marked
DDM; then by a line bearing south along the
east  boundaries of Brigalow Scrub, Ulla Ullo, and
North Guradla ; then by the north boundary of
Guradera, bearing east  one  mile; then by the east
boundary of that run and its continuation, bearing
south to the Barwan River, and by that river
downwards  to the twenty-ninth degree of south
latitude, and by that parallel of latitude west to
the watershed separating the Balonne River and
Mungallala  Creek from the Warrego River, and
by that watershed northerly ; and then by a line
bearing  east  to the junction of the Maranoa River
with the Balonne River to the point of commence-
ment.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF WARREGO.
Comprising the Police Districts of Charleville
and Cunnamulla, namely:-
POLICE DISTRICT  OF CHARLEVILLE.
Commencing on the watershed  separating the
Warrego River  from Mungallala  Creek, and
bounded thence by the twenty- seventh parallel of
south latitude bearing true west to the south- eastern
watershed of the Corni Paroo River ; then by that
watershed north-easterly to the southern watershed
of the Barcoo River ; then by the watershed
separating the Paroo and Warrego Rivers from
the Barcoo River and the Nogoa River easterly ;
then • by the watershed  separating  the Warrego
River from the Comet River,  Maranoa River, and
Mungallala  Creek southerly to the point of com-
mencement.
POLICE DISTRICT  OF CIINNAMIILLA.
Commencing on the watershed separating the
Warrego River from  Mungallala  Creek, and
bounded thence by the twenty-seventh degree of
south latitude true west to the south- eastern water-
shed of the Corni Paroo River ; then by that
watershed northerly to the southern watershed of
the Barcoo River, and by that watershed south-
westerly to the twenty-sixth degree of south lati-
tude, and by that parallel of latitude true west to
the 141st meridian of east longitude ; by that
meridian true south to the twenty-ninth degree of
south latitude, and by that parallel of latitude true
east to  the eastern watershed of the Warrego
River, and by said watershed northerly to the point
of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF SOUTH GREGORY.
Comprising part of the Police District of Black-
all, and bounded as follows:-Commencing at the confluence of the Thomson
River with the Barcoo River, and bounded thence
by a line south to the 26th degree of south latitude,
and by that parallel of latitude true west to the 138th
degree of east longitude ; then by the 138th parallel
of east longitude true north ; then by the 24th
parallel of south latitude true east to the western
watershed of the Thomson River ; then by said
watershed southerly to the point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF NORTH GREGORY.
Comprising part of the Police District of Mara-
thon, and bounded as follows
Commencing in latitude 21 degrees south and
longitude 138 degrees  east , and bounded thence by
a line bearing true east, and by the northern water-
shed of Diamantina and Western Rivers; thence by
the western watershed of Landsborough Creek and
Thomson River southerly to latitude 24 degrees
south ; then by said parallel of latitude true west ;
and then by the 138th degree of east longitude
true north to the point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF MITCHELL.
Comprising the Police District of Tambo, and
portions of the Police Districts of Marathon and
Blackall, and bounded as follows:-
Commencing at the Great Dividing Range,
and bounded thence by the southern water.
shed of the Barcoo River south-westerly to
the twenty-sixth degree of south latitude,
and by that parallel of latitude true west ;
then by a line north to the  confluence of the
Thompson and Barcoo Rivers; then by the western
watershed of the Thompson River and Lands-
borough Creek northerly to the northern watershed
of the Barcoo River and its tributaries ; by that
watershed easterly to the Great Dividing  Range,
and then by the Great Dividing Range southerly to
the point of commencement.
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SHEEP DISTRICT  OF DAWSON.
Comprising the Police Districts of Taaoom and
Banana ,  namely:-
POLICE  DISTRICT OF TAROOM.
Commencing at the junction of Zamia Creek with
the Dawson River ,  and bounded thence by that
river upwards to Crakow Creek ;  then by the south-
ern watershed of that creek easterly ; then by the
watershed separating the Burnett River southerly
to the Great Dividing Range, and by that range
westerly and northerly  ;  then by the watershed
separating  the Upper  Dawson River and Palm-tree
Creek from the Comet River and Zamia Creek
easterly to the junction of Zamia Creek with the
Dawson River ,  the point of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BANANA.
Commencing at the junction of Zamia Creek
with the Dawson River ,  and bounded  ;thence by
that river upwards to Crakow Creek ; then by the
southern watershed  of that  creek easterly ; then by
the watershed separating the Dawson River fro m
the Burnett River and Kroombit Creek northerly ;
then by a  li ne bearing west over the summit of
Mount Ramsay and crossing the Dawson River to
the northern watershed  of Perch Creek ; then by
the northern watershed  of Perch Creek  and Zamia
Creek westerly to Expedition Range and by that
range southerly  ; then by the  southern watershed
of Zamia Creek and its tributaries easterly and
northerly to its junction with the Dawson River,
the point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT  OF SPRINGSURE.
Comprising the Police District of Springsure, and
commencing at the unction of the Comet River
with the Mack enzie River,  and bounded thence by
a line bearing south -east to Expedition Range ; then
by that  range southerly  ;  then by the watershed
separating the Comet River and Nogoa River
from the Dawson River ,  Maranoa River, and
Warrego River westerly  ;  then by the watershed
separating the Nogoa River from the Warrego
River ,  Barcoo River ,  and Belyando River northerly ;
then by the  southern watershed of Theresa Creek
to its junction with the Nogoa River ;  and thence
by the Mackenzie River downwards to the junction
of the Comet River ,  the point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF PEAK DOWNS.
Comprising the Police District of Clermont and
Copperfield ,  and commencing at the junction of
Theresa Creek with the Nogoa River, and bounded
thence by the watershed between those  streams
westerly ; then by the watershed separating the
Belyando River from the Nogoa River southerly ;
then by the watershed separating the Belyando
River from the Barcoo River northerly to the 22nd
degree of south latitude  ; then by  said parallel of
latitude true east to the watershed separat ing Logan
Creek  from the Isaac  River ; then by  said water-
shed southerly to Peak Range ,  and by that range
and the eastern watershed of Crinum Creek and a
line bearing south to the unction of the Comet
River with the Mackenzie River, and by that river
upwards to the junction of Theresa Creek and the
Nogoa River ,  the point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF WIDE BAY.
Comprising the Police Districts of Maryborough,Gym le,  Tiaro,  Bundaberg ,  and Tenningering,
namely :-
POLICE DISTRICT OF MARYBOROUGH.
Commencing at the mouth of the Elliot, and
bounded thence by the southern watershed of that
river westerly to a point bearing south -east from
the junction of Gin Gin Creek with the Bolan
River  ;  then by a line bearing north -west to the
Burnett River and by that river upwards to Degilbo
Creek ; then by the watershed  separating  Degilbo
Creek from the Upper Burnett southerly and by
the watershed separating the Mary River from the
Burnett to the northern watershed of Munna Creek ;
thence by that watershed easterly to Myrtle Creek,
and by Myrtle Creek downwards to its  ' unction with
the Mary River, and by that river downwards to
the south -western corner of portion 57, parish of
Young  ;  then by the southern boundary of portions
57, 58,  59, 60, 61, and by a line east to the western
boundary of portion 241; then by said boundary
north and by the northern boundary of same portion
and by a line east to the north-eastern corner of
portion 69 ,  parish of Tinana ; then by the dividing
line of portions 68 and 69 south-easterly to Tinana
Creek  ;  then by the southern and eastern boun-
daries of portion 30,  parish of Bidwe ll ,  by the north-
eastern boundary of portion L48, and by the northern
boundary of portion L61, easterly ,  and by a line
east to the sea-coast ,  and by the sea-coast northerly
to the point of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF GYMPIE.
Commencing at the mouth of the Mooroochydore
River, and bounded thence on the south by the
northern watershed of the  Mooroochydore River
north-westerly to the eastern watershed of the
Mary River  ;  then by the watershed separatin the
Mary River from the Mooroochydore River, Moo-
loolah River ,  and Brisbane River southerly and
westerly ; on the west by the watershed separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River northerly ;
on the north by the northern watershed of Wide
Bay Creek easterly to the west boundary of portion
No. 1 of 640 acres ,  and by that boundary southerly
to Wide  Bay Creek ; thence by Wide Bay Creek
downwards about one hundred chains in a direct
line to its junction with the Mary River; and
thence by a line east to the sea-coast, and by the
sea-coast southerly to the point of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF TIA$O.
Commencing on the Mary River at the south-
western corner of portion 57, parish of Young ;
thence by the southern boundary of portions 57,
58, 59, 60, 61, and by a line east to the western
boundary of portion  241;  then by said boundary
north, and by the northern boundary of same por-
tion ,  and by a line east to the north -eastern corner
of portion 69, parish of Tinana  ;  then by the
dividing  line of portions 68 and 69 south -easterly
to Tinana Creek  ;  then by the southern and
eastern boundaries of portion 30, parish of Bidwell,
by the north -eastern boundary of portion L48, and
by the northern boundary of portion L61 easterly,
and by a line east to the sea-coast  ;  then by the
sea-coast southerly to a point bearing east from
the confluence  of Wide  Bay Creek with the Mary
River ; thence by a line west to that confluence
and by Wide Bay Creek upwards about one hun-
dred  (100) chains in a direct line to the south-west
corner of portion No. 1 of 640 acres ; then by the
west boundary of that portion north to the northern
watershed  of Wide  Bay Creek ,  and by that northern
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Mary River waters from those of the Burnett ; by
that range northerly to the northern watershed of
Munna Creek  ;  thence  by that  watershed easterly
to Myrtle Creek ,  and by  Myrtle Creek  downwards
to the Mary River  ;  and thence by the Mary River
downwards to the point of conmencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BUNDABERG}.
Commencing at the mouth of the Elliott River,
and bounded thence by the southern watershed of
that river westerly  ;  then by a line bearing north-
west crossing the Burnett River to the Kolan River
at the junction of Gin Gin Creek ; and by a con-
tinuation of the said line north -west to the water-
shed separating the Bolan River from  Baffle  Creek ;
and by said watershed easterly to the head of
Littabe lla Creek ,  and by that creek to its mouth ;
and thence by the sea -coast southerly to the point
of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF TEN UNGERING.
Commencing at the junction of Gin Gin Creek
with the Bolan River, and bounded thence by a
line bearing north-west to the watershed separating
the Bolan River from Baffle Creek ; then by that
watershed and the watershed separating the Bur-
nett River from the Boyne River westerly ; then
by the watershed separating Reid's Creek from the
Upper Burnett River southerly ; then by a line
bearing east, crossing the Burnett River, to the
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Maryborough and Gayndah road at the summit of
a high ridge about thirteen miles from the crossing
of Baramba Creek ; then by said road easterly to
the watershed separating Degilbo Creek from the I
Upper Burnett River; and by that watershed to
the junction of Degilbo Creek with the Burnett
River, and by that river downwards to a point
bearing south-east from the junction of Gin Gin
Creek with the Bolan River ; and then by a line
bearing north-west to the point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Comprising the Police Districts  of Nanango,
Gayndah, and Rawbelle, namely:-
POLICE DISTRICT OF NANANGO.
Commencing on the Great Dividing Range. and
bounded thence by a line bearing east-north-east,
crossing the Boyne River at a point seven miles
below Burrandow an Station  to the range separating
the Burnett 1l iver from the Mary River ; then by
said range and  the watershed  separating  the Burnett
River from the Brisbane River ; then by the water-
shed  separating  t:-e head of the  Brisbane River
from Cooyar Creek southerly to their junction ;
then by the southern watershed of Cooyar Creek to
the Great Dividing Range, and by  that range
northerly to the point  of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF GAYNDAH.
Commencing at the Great Dividing Range, and
bounded thence by a line bearing east-north-east
crossing  the Boyne River at a point  seven miles
below Burrandowan Station to the watershed
separating the Burnett River from the Mary River ;
then by said watershel and the watershed separat.
ing the Upper Burnett River from Degilbo Creek,
northerly to the Maryborough and Gayndah road ;
then by that road westerly to the summit of a high
ridge about thirteen miles from the crossing of
Barramba Creek ; then by a line bearing west
crossing the Burnett River to the western water-
shed of Reid's Creek, and by that watershed and a
spur ridge to the Burnett River at the junction of
Rawbelle Creek ; then by the southern watershed
of Rawbelle Creek and Trevethan's Creek westerly
to the watershed  separating  the Burnett River
from the Dawson River, and by that watershed and
the Great Dividing Range southerly to the point
of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF RAWBELLB.
Commencing at the junction of Rawbelle Creek
with the Burnett River, and bounded thence by
the southern watershed of Rawbelle Creek and
Trevethan's Creek westerly ; then by the watershed
separating the Burnett River from the Dawson
River northerly ; then by the watershed separating
the Burnett River from Kroombit Creek and the
Boyne River easterly ; then  by  the watershed
separating the Upper Burnett River from Reid's
Creek southerly, and by a spur ridge westerly to
the junction of Rawbellc Creek with the Burnett
River, the point of commencement.
SHEEP  DISTRICT OF GLADSTONE.
Comprising the Police Districts of Gladstone and
Kroombit ,  namely :-
POLICE DISTRICT OF GLADSTONE.
Commencing  on the south bank of the Fitzroy
River,  at a point  bearing south from the summit of
Broad Mount, and bounded thence by  a ,line bearing
south-west to the watershed  separating Raglan
Creek from the Fitzroy R -. er  ; then by said water-
shed and the watershed separating Raglan Creek,
the Calliope River, and the Boyne River from the
Dee River, the Don River, and Kroombit Creek,
southerly ; then by the watershed  separating- the
Boyne River and Baffle Creek from the Burnett
River and Kolan River easterly to the head of
Littabella Creek, and by that creek to its mouth ;
thence by the sea-coast and the Fitzroy River
northerly to the point  of commencement , including
Facing  Island and Curtis Island.
POLICE DISTRICT OF KROOMBIT.
Commencing at the junction of Bell's Creek with
the Callide and Kroombit Creeks, and bounded
thence by the northern watershed of Bell's Creek
easterly ; then by the watershed separating Kroom-
bit Creek from the Boyne River southerly ; then
by the watershed separating groombit Creek from
the Burnett River and the Dawson River westerly
and northerly ; and by a line bearing east to the
junction of Bell's Creek with Kroombit Creek, the
point of commencement.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF ROCKHAMPTON.
Comprising the Police Districts of Rockhampton,
St. Lawrence, and Fort Cooper, namely :-
POLICE DISTRICT OF ROCKHAMPTON.
Commencing on the south bank of the Fitzroy
River, at a point bearing south from the summit of
Broad Mount, and bounded thence by a line  bearing
south-west to the watershed  separating Raglan
Creek from the Fitzroy River ; then by said water.
shed and the watershed  separating  Raglan Creek
and the Calliope River from the Dee River and
Don River, southerly ; then by the northern
watershed of Bell's Creek westerly to its junction
with the Callide and Kroombit Creeks ; then by a
line bearing west to the watershed  separating
Kroombit Creek from the Dawson River, and by
said watershed southerly ; then by a line  bearing
west over the summit of Mount Ramsay and cross-
ing the Dawson River to the northern watershed
of Perch Creek, and by that watershed to Expedi-
tion Range ; by that range northerly,  and a  line
bearing north-west to the junction of the Comet
River with the Mackenzie River, and by that river
north-easterly to the junction of the Isaac River;
then by a line bearing north- east  to the watershed
separating  the Upper Fitzroy River from Marl-
borough Creek ; then by the northern watershed of
that creek and a spur ridge to Mount Wellington,
and a  line bearing  east to Broad  Sound, and thence
by the ses-coast easterly and southerly to the Fitz-
roy River, and by that river upwards to the point
of commencement, including the islands adjacent
thereto.
POLICE DISTRICT OF ST. LAWRENCE.
Commencing on the shore of Broad Sound, and
bounded thence by a line bearing west to Mount
Wellington ; then by a spur ridge to the watershed
of Marlborough Creek, and by that watershed
south-westerly  and a  line bearing' south-west to the
junction of the  Isaac  River with the Mackenzie
River ; then by the Mackenzie River upwards to
the junction of the Comet River ; they by a line
bearing north to the eastern watershed of Crinum
Creek, and by that watershed and Peak Range
northerly to Fletcher's Awl ; then by the northern
watershed of Phillip's Creek to its junction with
the Isaac River ; then by a line bearing north-
easterly to the junction of Cooper Creek with
Funnell Creek, and thence by a line bearing east to
the western watershed of Connor's River, and by
that watershed north-easterly ; then by the range
separating Funnell Creek from waters flowing
easterly to the sea northerly, and by  a line bearing
north-east to Cape Palmerston ; and thence by the
sea-coast  southerly to the point of commencement,
-including  all islands  adjacent thereto.
POLICE  DISTRICT  OF FORT COOPER.
Commencing at Fletcher's Awl, and bounded
thence by the northern watershed of Phillip's Creek
to its junction with the Isaac River ; then by a line
bearing north-easterly to the junction of Cooper
Creek with Funnell Creek and by a line bearing
east to the western watershed of Connor's River ;
and by that watershed to the  range separating
Funnell Creek from waters flowing direct to the
sea-coast ; then by said range northerly ; then by
the watershed  separating  the Mackenzie River from
the Pioneer River and Burdekin River westerly
and southerly to Fletcher's Awl, the point of com-
mencement.
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SHEEP DISTRICT OF SOUTH KENNEDY.
Comprising the Police Districts of Bowen and
Mackay, namely:--
POLICE DISTRICT OF BOWEN.
Commencing at the mouth of the Burdekin River,
and bounded by that river upwards to the Suitor
River, and by the Suitor River upwards to the
Cape River, and by that river to the junction of
the Campa, pe River ; then by a line bearing south
to the southern watershed of the Cape River, and
by that watershed to the Great Dividing Range,
and by that range southerly to the twenty-second
degree of south latitude, and by that parallel of
latitude true east to the watershed separating the
Isaac River from Logan Creek ; then by that water.
shed and the watershed separating the Suttor River
and Bowen River from the Isaac River, Pioneer
River, and O'Connell River easterly and northerly ;
then by a line bearing north-east to the mouth of
the  0  Connell River ; and thence by the sea-coast
northerly to the point of commencement,-including
the islands adjacent thereto.
POLICE DISTRICT OF MACKAY.
Commencing at the mouth of the O'Connell
River, and bounded thence by a line bearing south-
west to the watershed separating the O'Connell
River and Pioneer River from the Bowen River
and Isaac River ; then by said watershed south-
easterly and by a line bearing north-east to Cape
Palmerston ; and thence by the sea-coast north-
westerly to the point of commencement,-including
the islands adjacent 1 hereto.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF NORTH KENNEDY.
Comprising the Police Districts of Charters
Towers and Cape River, Ravenswood, Townsville,
and Cardwell, namely :-
POLICE DISTRICT OF CHARTERS TOWERS AND CAPE
RIVER.
Commencing at the junction of the Suttor River
with the Burdekin River, and bounded thence by
the Bardekin River upwards to the junction of the
Clarke River ; then by the southern watershed of
the Clarke River south-westerly to the Great Divid-
ing Range, and by that range southerly ; then by
the southern watershed of the Cape River easterly,
and a line bearing north to the junction of the
Campaspe River with the Calve River, and by the
latter river and the Suttor River downwards to the
Burdekin River, the point of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF RAVENSWOOD.
Commencing at the junction of the Bowen
River with the Burdekin River, and bounded
thence by a line bearing west to the north-eastern
watershed of the Upper Burdekin River ; then by
that watershed north-westerly, and by a line bear-
ing south-west to the junction of the Fanning
River with the Burdekin River ; and thence by the
Burdekin River downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF TOWNSVILLE.
Commencing at the mouth of the Burdekin River,
and bounded by that river upwards to the junction
of the Bowen River ; then by a line bearing we,t
to the north-eastern watershed of the Upper Bur-
dekin, and by that watershed north-westerly ; then
by a line bearing south-west to the junction of the
Fanning River with the Burdekin River, and by the
Burdekin River upwards to the Clarke River ; then
by a line bearing north-east to the nineteenth degree
of south latitude, and by that parallel of latitude
true east to Halifax Bay ; and thence by the sea-
coast south-easterly to the point of commencement,
-including all islands adjacent thereto.
POLICE DISTRICT OF CARDWELL.
Commencing on the shore of Halifax Bay in
latitude nineteen degrees south, and bounded
thence by that parallel of latitude true west to the
watershed separating the Herbert River from the
Burdekin River ; tI en by a line south-westerly to
the junction of the Clarke River with the Burkekin
River ; then by the southern watershed of the
Clarke River westerly to the Great Dividing Range
and by that range northerly ; then by a line bear-
ing north-east to Cape Grafton and by the sea-
coast southerly to the point of commencement,-
'including all islands adjacent thereto.
S I l EEP DISTRICT OF COOK.
Comprising the Police Districts of Palmer, Cook,
and Somerset, namely:-
POLICE DISTRICT OF PALMER.
Commencing on the shore of the Gulf of Car-
pentaria, near the mouth of the Gilbert River, and
bounded thence by the seventeenth  parallel  of south
latitude true east to the Great Dividing Range ;
then by that range northerly to latitude twelve
degrees ; then by a line bearing east to the shore of
the Gulf of Carpentaria, and by said shore southerly
to the point of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF  COOK.
Commencing at Cape Grafton, and bounded
thence by a line bearing south-west to the Great
Dividing Range, and by that  range  northerly to
latitude twelve degrees so'ith ; then by a line
bearing east to Cape Grenville ; and thence by the
sea-coast  southerly to the point of commencement,
-including  all islands  adjacent thereto.
POLICE DISTRICT OF SOMERSET.
Commencing at Cape Grenville, and bounded
thence by the twelfth degree of south latitude,
bearing true west to the shore of the Gulf of Car-
pentaria ; then by the shore of that Gulf northerly
to Cape York, and by the east coast southerly to
the point of commencement,-including  all islands
adjacent thereto.
SHEEP DISTRICT OF BURKE.
Comprising the Police Districts of Etheridge,
Burke, and Gilberton, namely:-
POLICE DISTRICT OF ETHERIDGE.
Commencing at the junction of the Etheridge
River with the Gilbert River, and bounded thence
by the watershed separating those rivers easterly
to the Great Dividing Range ; then by that range
northerly ; then by the seventeenth degree of south
latitude true west, and by a line bearing south to
the junction of the Etheridge River with the Gilbert
River, the point of commencement.
POLICE DISTRICT OF BURKE.
Commencing on the shore of the Gulf of Carpen-
taria, in latitude seventeen south, and bounded by
that parallel of latitude true east ; then by a line
bearing south, crossing the Gilbert River at the
junction of the Einasleigh River to the southern
watershed of the Gilbert River, and by that water-
shed south-easterly to the Great Dividing Range ;
then by the eastern and southern watersheds of the
Flinders River southerly and westerly, and by the
twenty-first degree of south latitude westerly to the
138th meridian of east longitude, and by said meri-
dian true north to the Gulf of Carpentaria ; and by
the shore of the Gulf easterly to the point of com-
mencement,-including all islands adjacent thereto.
POLICE DISTRICT OF GILBERTON.
Commencing at the junction of the Gilbert River
and Einasleigh River, and bounded thence by a
line bearing south to the southern watershed of the
Gilbert River ; then by that watershed south-
easterly ; then by the watershed separating the
Gilbert River from the Etheridge River northerly
and westerly to their junction, and by the Gilbert
River downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this first day of
March, in the y car of our Lord one
thou g4-eight hundred and seventy-seven,
-afid in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
By Command,
R. M. STEWART.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEBNSLAIND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.B.) St . Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queens-
land and its  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  by my  Proclamation, dated the
ninth day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , it was notified and
proclaimed  that a certain infectious disease called
" Small Pox  " had been found to exist in portions of
the Colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand  ; and, in order to guard against the intro-
duction of the said disease into the Colony of
Queensland, it was by such Proclamation ordered
and directed that no steamships or other vessels
arriving  in this colony from, or having touched at,
any port of the said Colonies of New South Wales
and New Zealand should be permitted within
the Port of Brisbane, to come above the hulk
" Proserpine," now moored at the entrance of the
Brisbane  River, or to communicate with the shore
at any port within the colony, until they had been
boarded by the Health Officer of such port, and
that no persons should be allowed to go on board
or to land from any such steamship or other vessel
until  the crew and passengers should have been
inspected by the Health Officer, and the steamship
or vessel by him been admitted to pratique :
And whereas it has been deemed necessary and
expedient to suspend the provisions of the aforesaid
Proclamation : i\ ow, therefore, I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, the Governor aforesaid, in
pursuance of the power bested in me, and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, declare that my said Proclamation of
the ninth day of January  last shall be , and the
same is hereby rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this second day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE rHE QIIEBN  I
QLuLNSL&ND, Proclamation by His  Excellency
TO Wi r.  €  W ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire .  Companion of the  Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
`A' HER EAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland , Styled  "  The District Coverts
Act of  1877,"  it is amongst other things enacted
that it shall be lawful for the Governor  in  Council
from time to time to order ,  by Proclamation in the
Gazette,  that Courts to be called District Courts
shall be holden at such towns and places as he shall
think fit  ;  and whereas by the said last-mentioned
Act it is further enacted that it shall be lawful for
the Governor in Council to divide the colony into
districts for the purposes of the said Act, and from
time to time to alter such districts  ;  and whereas by
the said Act it is further enacted that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council from time to
time, by Proclamation in the  Gazette,  to declare
that any District Court shall be a court possessing
criminal jurisdiction , and by the  same or any subse-
quent Proclamation to declare at what place or
places the said jurisdiction shall be exercised, and
that any District Court named in any such Pro.
clamation shall, after three calendar months from
the publition thereof in the  Gazette,  possess
jurisdiction in  respect of crimes ,  misdemeanors, and
offences  as therein more particularly is mentioned ;
and whereas amongst others a District Court has
been duly created, having jurisdiction within a
district called the Central District, the limits
whereof were duly defined in and by a certain Pro-
clamation under my hand and seal, bearing date
the eleventh day of September ,  in the year of our
Lord  one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five ;
and whereas by the said Proclamation it was ordered
and directed that the said court should be holden at
the towns and places therein mentioned ,  and that
the said court should be a court possessing criminal
jurisdiction ,  and that the said jurisdiction should be
exercised at the several towns and places in the
said Proclamation mentioned ; and whereas it is
necessary that the said court should be holden at
another town or place within the said Central
District ,  namely, the town or place of Springsure,
and that the criminal jurisdiction of the said court
should be exercised at the said town or place of
Springsure  :  Now, therefore ,  I, WILSAAM WEL-
LINGTON CAIRNS,  .squire, Governor of the said
colony, by virtue of the powers vested in me by the
said recited Acts ,  and by virtue of all other powers
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
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enabling me  in that behalf, and with the advice of
the Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclama-
tion , order and declare that the said District Court
shall  be holden at the town or place of Springsure,
within  the said Central District, twice in each year,
at intervals  of not more than seven nor less than
five months , and that the criminal jurisdiction pos-
sessed by  the said District Court shall be exercised
at the said  town or place of Springsure.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-seventh day of
February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in the  fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St.
W. W. CAIRNS, Michael and St. George, Gover-
Governat.  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the thirty-
1' 1 ninth year of Her Majesty's reign, numbered
eleven. intituled  "An Act to Amend the Law
relating to Education,"  it is enacted that the
Governor in Council may from time to time make
Regulations  for the due and effectual execution of
the said Act, and the objects thereof, and other
purposes therein mentioned, and that all such
Regulations shall be proclaimed, and when so
proclaimed shall have the force of law : And
whereas  I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, have, in pursuance of the
said  Act, made the Regulation hereunder set forth :
Now, therefore, I, the Governor aforesaid, do by
virtue of the powers vested in me by the said
recited Act, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim the follow-
ing Regulation ,  of which all persons concerned are
to take notice and govern themselves accordingly.
REGULATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION IN QUEENS-
LAND.
IN cases in  which the average attendance at
any school shall exceed  four hundred and twenty, a
capitation allowance  will be made to teachers in
respect of the children in attendance above that
number ,  at the following  rates per annum ,  that is
to say :-
Boys '  SCHOOLS AND  MIXED SCHOOLS.
From 421 From  491 From 561
to 490. to 560. to 630.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
Head Teacher ... 5 0 4 0 4 0 3 0
First Assistant ... 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Second  „ ... 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Third „ 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Fourth „  ... 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Fifth 3 0' 2 0 1 0 1 0
Sixth  ... 7 0 3 0 2 0 1 0
Seventh „ ... 7 0 3 0 1 0
Additional Assis -
tants
... ... 1 0
FEMALE TEACHERS IN GIRLS' SCHOOLS OR MIXED
SCHOOLS,
Two-thirds of the above rates.
TEACHERS IN INFANTS' SCHOOLS,
One-half of the  above rates.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House,  Brisbane, this second day
of March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,
and in  the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advico
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS ERNEST MORGAN
to be Crown Lands Forest Ranger for the Districts
of Cairns and the Daintree River.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd Mardi, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor,  with tjie advice
t of the Executive Council, has been  pleased
to appoint
WALDRON JosFpIn  COOPER BURROWES
to be Acting Commissioner of Crown Lands for
the Unsettled Districts of North and South
Kennedy and Cook, under the provisions of  " The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," in the room of
P. Macarthur, who has been relieved from the
duties of the office.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with  the advice
I of the Executive Council , has been pleased
to appoint
FREDERICK RAWLINS
to be Acting Under Colonial Secretary during the
absence on leave of Hugh Hamon  Ml assie.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, and upon the
recommendation of the Honorable the President of
the Legislative Council, has been pleased to appoint
The Honorable CHARLES GEORGE  HOLMES  A'COURT
to be Assistant Clerk in the Legislative  Council, in
the room of St. George Ralph Gore,  resigned.
(For the Colonial  Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to make the following appointments
PHILIP PINNocK, Police Magistrate, Warwick,
to be Police Magistrate, Brisbane, in the room of
Frederick Rawlins, transferred ;
FITZROY W. H. SOMERSET, Police Magistrate,
Dalby,
to be Police Magistrate, Warwick, in the room of
Philip Pinnock, transferred ;
STANLEY GRANTHAM HILL, Clerk of Petty
Sessions, Maryborough,
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions, Rockhampton, in
the room of Frank Newell Beddek, dismissed ;
SIDNEY BRIGGS TERRY
to be Clerk of Petty Sessions at Maryborough, in
the room of Stanley Grantham Hill, transferred ;
ST. GEORGE EALPH GORE
to be Chief' Clerk in the Colonial Secretary's
Office, in the room of kidney Briggs Terry, trans-
ferred ;
JAMES 'KEEL
to be Deposition Clerk in the Police Office, Brisbane.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Above
630.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THOMAS  HEYWOOD DOUGHERTY
to be a Clerk in the Registrar-General's Depart-
ment, in  the room of William Wilcocks, resigned.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
MATTHEW WHITELAw and
FRANK LEYSLEY
to be Auditors of the Municipality of Clermont,
under the provisions of  " The Ihfunicipal Institu-
tions  Act  of 1864."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1877.
BRISBANE HOSPITAL.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
WILLIAM LEWORTHY GOODS DREW
to be Chairman, and
The Reverend EDWARD GRIFFITH,
JAM$s SWAN. and
ALEXANDER RAFF
to be Members of the Committee of Management
of the Brisbane Hospital, to act with
PETER MACPHERSON,
JOHN BTCKLAND, and
JOHN MARKWELL,
elected by the Subscribers to the Hospital, at their
annual meeting , held on the 15th February, 1877.
R. Al. STE WART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
" DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
ANNUAL MERTING OF OWNERS.
SHEEPOWNERS competent to vote for theelection of Directors under the provisions of
section 7 of the above-named Act, and of section 1
of the Amending Act (31 Vic., No. 42), are required
to meet at the Police Court-houses at the under-
mentioned places in the respective Sheep Dis-
tricts, at Twelve o'clock noon on SATURDAY,
the 31st day of March next, for the election of
Sheep Directors for the current year, namely:-
Sheep Districts . I  Places  of Meeting.
Burke
Burnett
Cook
Dalby
Dawson
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
North Kennedy
South Kennedy
Maranoa
Mitchell
East Moreton
West Moreton
Peak Downs
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Warrego
Wide Bay
Normanton
Gayndah
Cooktown
Dalby
Taroom
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Townsville
Bowen
St. George
Blackall
Brisbane
Ipswich
Clermont
Rockhamptoi i
Springsure
Warwick
Charleville
Maryborough
R. M. bTEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
HEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, did by
notice in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December, 1876, order that all'
vessels arriving from Singapore  and Chinese Ports
should be required to obtain  admission  to pratique
at the first port of call south of Somerset,  and also
at the Port of Brisbane ; and that no person should
be allowed to quit such  vessels until  pratique should
have been so granted, notwithstanding that such
vessels might have previously called at Somerset :
And whereas it has been deemed expedient to
amend the said Notice : His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been pleased to order further that all
vessels arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain  admission  to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call, before communicating
with the shore ; and that no  persons  be allowed to
quit such  vessels  until pratique be so granted, not-
withstanding  that  such vessels  may have previously
called at  SomL rset.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
IS Excellency  the Governor, with  the advice of
l the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of  Council 28  Vic., No.  21, has directed the
publication  of the  substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth,  signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the  said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed since 1864 ; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more, and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town increasing in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the above Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
24th February,  1877,  11o. 22, page  425)
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the  schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
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been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land g ranted-Portion 137, parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley,  39 acres  3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres  3 roods.
Commencing  on a road  at the  east  corner of por.
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty- nine  chains and sixty links to the  main road
to Brisbane; on the south-east by that road bearing
north 2:17 degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links ; on the south.
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty- one chains  ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degree's 15 minutes
east ten  chains six  and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
applications  under the sixty-fifth section ofofThe Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads; and all persons  who may consider their
interests  affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Depart :dent their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
I ' A.  R. P.
1 P. Thomson Reserved road through Burnett  ...  I I 1 16
portion 41 I
2 F.T.Gregory Road eeparating  per- Drayton ...
ton 402 from por-
tion 403
3 0 6
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1877.THE fallowing amended scription is substitutedfor that contained in the Proclamation dated
1st March, 1877, declaring 11,500 acres of land on
Rosalie Plains Run, in the Toowoomba Land
Agent's Di,trict, open to selection, on Tuesday,
17th April, 1877, which was inserted  in error.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Lands resumed from Rosalie Plains Run.
Area-10,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Rosalie
Homestead Area No. 1, thence bounded on the west
by a line north one hundred and fifty chains; thence
on the north by a line east to the north branch of
Myall Creek ; thence again on the west by said
creek northerly about one hundred and seventy-four
chains; thence again on the north by a line east
about two hundred and thirty-five chains ; thence
on the east  by a line south three hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north-east corner of Rosalie
Plains Homestead Area No. 2;  and  on the south by
the northern boundaries of Rosalie Plains Home.
stead Areas  Nov. I  and 9,  to the point  of commence-
moutA
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gocer-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
i N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLIN GTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection, sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Brisbane Land Office, on and after  TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s .  per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres..
Lands resumed from the Nindooimba, and Kerry
Sarabah Runs.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on the Albert River at the south-
east corner  of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence by the Albert River upwards to
the south-west corner of the land resumed in 1872 ;
thence by a line along the south boundary of that
resumption bearing east to the  range  forming the
eastern boundary of the run ; on the east and
south-east by that range southerly and south-
westerly, and by the range forming the south-went
boundary of the run north-westerly to the south.
west corner of the resumption of ' 1875 aforesaid,
and by the south boundary  of same  to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved  and alien-
ated lands.
Lands resumed from the Melcombe and Palen Runs.
About 15,500 acres.
Commencing .on the Logan River at the north-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence on the west by the east boundary
of that resumption bearing south to the south-east
corner of same ; thence by a line east to thb range
forming the east boundary of the run ; thence by
that range north-easterly to the Logan River; and
on the north by that river upwards to the point of .
commencement,-exclusive of reserved  and alien.
ated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
I
i
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
QLTEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of' Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " I'he Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described  shall be ,  and are
hereby  set apart as a Homestead  Area,  and that
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the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Brisbane
Land Office, on and after I UESDAY, the 17th
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 644) acres
Lands resumed from the Telemon Run.
Area, about 15,400 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of the land
resumed from the Telemon Run in 1875, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the south-
east  boundary of that resumption north-easterly
to the north-east boundary of the run ; thence
south-easterly along that boundary ; thence by a
line parallel to and distant four and a quarter miles
from the north-west boundary south-westerly to
the south-west boundary of the ten years' lease ;
and on the south-west by that boundary north-
westerly to the point of commencement,--exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of' March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L S.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commanner-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April,  1877.  And I further notify and pro-
claim  that the upset price at which the said lands are
open to selection by conditional purchase shall be
15s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres:
Lands resumed from the Wivenkoe Run.
Area, about 5,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
40, pariah of Wivenhoe, and bounded thence on the
east  by the west boundaries of portions 40 and 37
bearing ncrth to Logan's Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards till it intersects the south-west
boundary of Wivenhoe ten years' lease, thence by
the south-west and south-east boundaries of that
lease south-easterly and north-easterly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed from the Tarampa Run.
Area, about 2,24+0 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 13t), parish of England, and bounded thence
by a line west to the east boundary of portion 7A,
some parish ; thence by part of the east boundary
north ; then by the south-east boundary of portion
13, and by the northern boundary of Tarampa ten
years'  lease  north-easterly ; on the east by a line
south, and by the west boundaries of portions 132,
131, and 130 bearing south to the point of com-
mencement ,--exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Mount Brisbane Run.
About 31,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south.
east corner of portion 2, parish of Dixon, and
bounded thence on the south by a line east to the
east boundary of the run ; thence by that east
boundary and a line in continuation bearing north
about two and three-quarter miles to a point east
from the junction of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers ; thence by a line west to that junction ;
again on the east by the Stanley River upwards to
south-west corner of portion 72, parish of Kilcoy ;
thence by a fence being the north boundary of
Mount Brisbane Run westerly to Goonnerin-
gerringgi Peak on the range dividing the' waters of
the Brisbane River from those of the Stanley River;
thence by that range southerly to Point Deception ;
they ce by a spur range and a small creek westerly
about forty chains to the Brisbane River ; thence
by that river downwards to the north-east corner of
portion 3, parish of Dixon, and by the east boundary
of that portion and part of the north and the east
boundary of portion 2, to the point of commence-
ment,--exclusive of all reserved, selected, and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed from the Durundur Run.
Area, about 10,800 acres.
Commencing on Neurum Creek where it is in-
tersected by the east boundary of the land resumed
in 1875, and bounded thence by that creek upwards
to Delaney's Creek, and by Delaney's Creek uu to
its head in the range, forming the eastern boundary
of Durundur Run ; thence by that range southerly
and westerly to the aforesaid east boundary, and
by that boundary northerly to the point of com-
mencement,--exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands renamed front the Kilcoy Run.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing  on Sheep Station  Creek at the north-
east corner of portion  SA, and bounded  thence by the
north and west boundaries o that portion west and
south to its south -west corner  ;  thence by a line bear-
ing about west 14 degrees south about two and three-
quarte r miles to the range  dividing  the waters of
Sheep Station  Creek  from those of the Brisbane
River ;  thence  by that  range and the range dividing
the waters of Sheep Station Creek from those of
Monsildale Creek northerl y  to the range dividing
the waters  of the Mary  River from those of the
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers  ;  thence by that range
south -easterly to the range dividing the waters
of Kilcoy Creek from those of Sheep Station
Creek ;  thence by that range south -easterly to a
point north from the north -east corner of portion
4A, parish of Kilcoy ;  thence by a line south to
that north -east corner  ;  thence by the north
boundary of portion  4A west to  Sheep Station
Creek ,  and by that creek downwards to the point cf
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved ,  s lected,
and alienated lands within these descri bed bound-
aries.
Lands resumed from the Colinton Run.
Area, about 23,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at a point.one
mile  above  the confluence of Gregor's Creek, and
bounded thence by a line north six and a-half
miles ; on the -north by a line east about fire miles
to the range forming the boundary of Colinton Run;
on the east by that range southerly ; and on the
south by the south boundary of the run westerly,
and by he Brisbane River upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS,
GOD SAVE THE QIIE$N
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His  Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall  be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be £1 5s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Coochin Coochin Run.
Area, about 8,500 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of the land resumed
in 1872, bearing west; thence by west boundary of
said resumption bearing north to the north-west
corner of same ; thence by a line west to the range
dividing Coochin Coocbin and Fassifern Runs, by
that range southerly ; on the south by a line dis.
tant three miles from the first-mentioned line bearing
east to Teviot Brook ; and thence by that brook
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Fassifern Run.
Area, about 17,700 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, parish of Clumber, and bounded thence by aline
south to the south-west corner of land resumed in
1875 ; thence by the south boundary of that re-
sumption bearing east  ;  thence by the eastern
boundary of the resumption to its north-east
corner  ; thence by  a line east  to the  range  forming
the east boundary of the run ; on the east by that
range southerly to Mount Moon ; thence by a line
west to the Main Range ; by the Main Range
northerly about three  miles  ; and by a  spur range
north-easterly about three and three-quarter miles ;
and thence by a line south to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
To WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereinunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase,
shall be £1 per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Cressbrook Run.
Area, about 15,700 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north
corner of selection 1,568, portion 4, parish of Cress-
brook, and bounded thence by a line bearing south
to south-west corner of same portion ; thence by a
line west crossing Ivory's Creek to Biarra Range,
the west boundary of Cressbrook Run ; thence by
that boundary northerly to Ivory's Creek, and by
Ivory's Creek downwards to the Brisbane River,
and by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Franklyn Yale Run.
Area, about 48,000 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
52, parish of Mort, and bounded  thence by a line
east to south-west corner of portion 74, parish of
Alfred ; thence by Little Liverpool Range south-
erly about 11 miles ; thence by a line east and
distant three miles south from the south boundary of
portion 2, parish of Rosevale, to the  east  boundary
of the run ; thence by the eastern, southern, and
south-western boundaries of the run southerly,
westerly, and north-westerly ; on the north by a
line east along the south boundaries of portions 56,
59, parish of Thornton, to the west boundary of
portion 16,  same  parish ; thence by the west and
south boundaries of the land resumed in 1875 bear-
ing southerly and easterly to Laidley Creek ; and
by Laidley Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) cbael and  St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described  shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions  of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notity and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per  acre; and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eskdale Run.
Area, about 15,200 acres.
Commencing on Cressbrook Creek at  its inter-
section by the north-east boundary of the ten
years' lease, and bounded thence by that boundary
north-westerly to Mount Deongwar, thence by a
line north-westerly four  and a-quarter miles, being
part of the northern boundary of the  run ; thence
by a line south about five and three- quarter miles
to aforesaid creek, and by that creek  downwards to
the point of'  commencement ,- exclusive of reserved
and alienated lands.
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Lands resumed from the Emu Creek Run.
Area, about 23,500 acres.
Commencing on the range between Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and bounded thence by the north-
east boundary of Emu Creek ten years' lease south-
easterly to Bum Bum Creek, by that creek down-
wards to Emu Creek, by Emu Creek upwards, and
by the east and south- east  boundaries of the said
ten years '  lease southerly and south -westerly ; on
the south -west by a line parallel to, and distant
four miles from the aforesaid north-east  boundary
north-westerly to the range dividing Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and thence by that range north-
easterly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT . W ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and S'. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be ,  and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection .  subject to
the p ro visions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after  TUESDAY,  the twenty -fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said  lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumedfrom the Ilelidon Run.
Area-About 8,000 acres.
Commencing on the Main Range, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of the ten years'
lease easterly , being the range between the Mi Mi
and Ma Ma Creeks ; on the east by the east
boundary of same, being line northerly about four
miles; on the north by the timber reserve south-
westerly and west to the Main Range; and by the
Main Mange  southerly to the point of commence-
ment ,-exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth. year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT  S WILLIAM W 1 LLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Toowoomba
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seven-
teenth day of April, 1877.
And [ further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 20s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosalie Plains Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of D.R.
1,227, thence by the south boundaries of 1,227 and
1,226 east; thence by part of the west boundary of
1,702 south; thence by south boundaries of 1702,
1,701, 1934, 1709 east ; thence by part of  the west
and by the south, and part of the  east  boundary of
774 south-east and north ; thence by  a line east in
continuation of the south boundary of 1,709 to east
boundary of Rosalie ten years'  lease,  by that boun-
dary south, by the southern boundary  of Rosalie ten
years' lease westerly to south -east corner of D.R.
421; and thence by the east boundaries of 421 aad
280 to point of commencement ,- exclusive of D.R.
772 and all reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Beauaraba Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of Beauaraba ten
years' lease westerly ; on the west by a line north
along eastern boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XXX1II and portion 432 about three hundred
chains ; thence by a line passing about twenty-five
chains  north from the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  XXXI  about five and a-half miles
east  ;  on the east by a line south along the west
boundaries of 1\ os.  1,759  and 1802 to the south
corner of  1802;  thence by the road along south-east
boundary of Nos. 1,802, 1,813, 1,846, 1,820, and
1,789 ; thence by the north-east boundary of
Beauaraba ten years' lease south-easterly ; thence
by the west boundary of No. 10, the north-west
boundary of Nos. 29, 33, 42, 52, 53, a reserve, and
others along the south-east boundary of ten years'
lease south -westerly to the Gentlemen' s Seat ;
thence by the boundary between North Branch
and Beauaraba Runs northerly to point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one  thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her bl  ajesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QIIEENSLA1D, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  0 1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said. with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described,  having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act ,  shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and  proclaim  that  the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s.  per acre, and
that the area which  may be  selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed out of (iliftnn Run.
About 6,h00 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of T.R. 465,
and bounded thence by the south- east  boundary of
that portion south-westerly, by the east boundary
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T.R. 1,586, and 1,613 south , by part  of the north of
boundary of pre-emptive purchase XX and a line
east to the west boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XII, by  the west boundaries of pre emptive purchase
XII, XV,  part of  the north  boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  XV, the  west and part of the
north boundary of pre-emptive purchase  XVI, the
west boundaries of Nos. 49, 609 ,  510, and 5  ;  thence
by the  south boundary of 338 bearing west to the
north boundary  of T R.  465 ; thence by that boun-
dary south -easterly to point of commencement,-
exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depondencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1878," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON- CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions
of the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Felton Run.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Peel's
Plains P.P. N o. 2, and bounded thence by the
boundaries of Selections 696 and 743 to the west
boundary of P.P. No. 5, by that west boundary
and the boundaries of P.P's. Nos. 17A 8, 19, 12,
11, and 24 to the south-west corner of 24; thence
by a line west to the south-east corner of the
Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1872, folio 1979, by the east boundary of that
Homestead Area, and by the south-east and north
boundaries of Selection 988, and oy the east boun-
dary of the Homestead Area northerly to the south
boundary of portion 68, parish of Rolleston ; and
by a line east to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all alienated and reserved lands within
the above boundaries.
.Lands resumed from the North Branch Run.
About 17,500 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the northern boundary of North Branch
ten years '  lease  westerly to a point south from
the south-east corner of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII Beauaraba ; thence south four and three-
quarter miles ; thence east five and a-quarter miles ;
thence north half-a-mile, and north-east three-
quarters  of a-mile to the Gentleman's Seat ; thence
by the boundary between North Branch and
Beauaraba  ]Runs north-westerly to point of com-
mencement ,--exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fort  eth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SANS THE QUEENi
QUEENSLAND, ) Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L s) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W• W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office,  on and  after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price at which the  said lands  are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £2 per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 160 acres.
Lands resumed out of Westbrook Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of West-
brook pre-emptive purchase LXXX, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of that pre-emptive
purchase  east, by
OF of' the west, the south, andeast boundaries of pre-emptive purc ase LXXXI
bearing south-east and north  and a  continuation of
the east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
LXXXI north to a point west from the south-west
corner of pre-emptive  purchase  LXIX; thence by
a line east  and part of the south boundary of pre-
emptive purchase LXIX ; thence by the west boun-
dary of pre-emptive purchases LXVIII, LXVI, and
of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875 south to
a point east from the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase 45 ; thence by a line west to
portion 653; thence by the  south -west boundary
of that portion north- westerly  to A point south
from the south- west corner of pre -emptive purchase
LXXX ; and thence by a line north to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.
I
WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
i Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esqquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this m Proclamation,' notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Too-
woomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase, shall be £1 15s. per acre, and
that the  area  which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed from  the  -Eton  Vale Run.
About  6,500 acres.
Commencing on Hodgson 's Creek at the south-east
corner  of PPXT, and bounded  thence by Hodgson's
Creek downwards to Grass-tree  Gully  ; thence by
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Grass-tree Gully upwards and by the south-west
boundary of Eton Vale ten years '  lease north-
westerly to the south -west corner  of T.R. 1 482 ;
thence by the south boundaries  of Nos.  1482, 1457,
1444 ,  1521, bearing east, by part of the west
boundary  of No.  668, bearing south to the south-
west corner  ;  thence by part of the south boundary
of same bearing east about ten  chains;  thence by a
line south to the north boundary  of P.P. XCIL, by
part of the north boundary  of P.P XC1I.  west to the
north -west corner  ;  thence by the west and south
boundaries of same south and east, by the west
bound ariesof  P.Y. XC V.,XCVII.,XI V ., X  f .,bearing
south and by the south boundary  of Y.P.  XI. east to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of alienated
and reserved lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of  March,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
GOD AVE THE QIIEEN
QIIEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Goveruor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation .let  of 1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described having been set
apart as a Homestead  Area under  the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
'Warwick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said lands  are open to selection
by conditional purchase,  shal l  be  16s. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase  shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosenthal Run.
About 27,800 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of W.R. 614,
and bounded thence by the south boundary of that
portion west, by the  east and part  of the south
boundaries of IN o. 611 bearing south and west, by
the east  boundary of No. 1,011,  bearing  south, by
the south boundaries of 1,011, 1,347, 1,357 1358,
1551, bearing west to the north-east boundary of
the land resumed in 1872 ; thence by the north- east
boundary of that resumption south-easterly, and
by part of south-east boundary of same south-
westerly one mile; thence by a line east four
miles  ; thence south five miles, 'east four and a
quarter  miles, north about  eight miles , to the south-
west  boundary of W.R. 169, and by that boundary
and the northern boundary of the Rosenthal Run
north-westerly to point of  commencement ,-exclu-
sive  of reserved  and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbanc, this first day of March,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QIIFENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W W CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire. the Governqr afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
tl e said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the War-
wick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY, the
nineteenth day of April, 1877. And I further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by conditional
purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Canning Downs Run.
About 25,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 72.
a ad bounded thence by the east boundary of that por-
tion, by the eastern, southern,and western boundaries
of' Lucky Valley Gold Field, bearing south, west,
and north to north-west corner of same ; thence by
a line west to Rosenthal Creek about two and three-
quarter miles ; thence by that creek upwards to its
head in the Main Range; thence by the Main
Range easterly to a point south from south-east
corner of W.R.  1039;  thence by a line north to
that south-east corner ; thence by the south, west,
and part of the north boundaries of No. 1039, by the
west boundary of No. 1038, by part of the south
boundary of' 394, the south and part of the west
boundaries of No. 383, by the south and part of the
eastern boundaries of 384, 386, 385, 387, 388, by
part of the east, the south, and part of the west
boundaries of 1037, and by the south boundary of
No. 100 to the point of' commencement,-exchisive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fir t day of Mach,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND. Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-thief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.1 N pursuance of' the provisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, }:squire, the Governor afore.
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been  set  apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said  Act, shall be open to Selection at the Dalhy
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, thetwenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands  are open  to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 91 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the St. Ruth Run.
About 9,000 acres.
Commencing  on the Condamine  River at the
north-west  corner  of DR 261,  and bounded thence
by the north  and east boundaries of that selection,
,3S
by the north boundary of P.P. 11 (2), and a line
east to eastern boundary of St. Ruth's ten years'
lease ; thence by that eastern boundary northerly
about three and three quarter miles; thence by
a line west about four and three-quarter miles
to the Condamine River ; and by that river
upwards to point of commencement,-exclusive of
reserved and alienated lands.
lands resumed from the West Prairie Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Ceeil Plains, at the western boundary
of West Prairie ten years' lease, and bounded
thence on the south by a line east about one mile;
on the east by a line along the west boundaries of
Nos. 459, 376, north four and three-quarter miles ;
thence west about three  and a-half miles to afore-
said west boundary  of ten 3 ears' lease ;  and by that
boundary south-easterly to point of commencement,
-exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cecil Plains Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, and bounded on the
south by the north boundaries (if Nos. 177, 36, 34,
33, 29, 27 west ; thence by a line north four and
three-quarter miles ; thei ce east about one and
a-half miles to the east boundary of ten years ' lease ;
and by that boundary south-easterly to point of
commencement,-exclusive of alienated and re-
served lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-sever, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
tion ,  by the east and south boundaries of the
Homestead Area resumed in 1872 to  Middle Creek,
by Middle Creek  downwards  to Y.P. 27, by
Y.P. 27 to east boundary  of P.P 24 ; then by
the east and part of south boundaries  of Y.P. 2-1
to the point of commencement.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first  day of March,
in the year  of'  our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUBENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St .  Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of  Queens.
land and its Dependencies.
"i pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownI l ands Alienation Act f 1876," 1, WILLIAM
`VFLLI NGTON CAIRNS , Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Co'Incil, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection,  under  the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877,  at the  Maryborough Land O ffice.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price at which the  said lands are open to selection
by conditional  purchase  shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area  which may be selected by
conditional purchase  shall not exceed 55,120 acres.
QUEFNSLAND,
5'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
t.squire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
11 Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with tl,e advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area tinder the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Dalby
Land ('ffice, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £1 per acre, and
that the area which may be seh eted by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
I ands resumed from the Jimbour Run.
40,000 acres.
Commencing  on the south boundary of P.P.
No. 24. at the intersection of the east boundary of
the Western Railway Reserve, and  bounded thence
southerly by that east boundary to the boundary
of the Jimbour  ten years'  lease; thence east by that
boundary of the ten years'  lease  to the west
boundary of portion 437, parish of Cumkillenbar ;
thence north by the west boundaries of 437, 461,
443, 469, 445, 439 ; thence by the north  boundaries
of 439 and 452 to the west boundary of 433 ; then
by the boundaries of 433, 316, 470, 450, 438, 62, 61,
and 66, to the south-east corner of 66; thence north
45 degrees east to the north-east boundary of Jim-
bour ten years'  lease ; thence  by that boundary
north-westerly to its intersection with the east
boundary of'the Western Railway Reserve; thence
by that eastern boundary southerly to the north
boundary of the  homestead  Area resumed in 1875,
by the north and  east boundaries  of that  resump-
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
Portion A-About 9 square miles.
Commencing at the forty-one mile tree on Munna
Creek, aid bounded thence by a line bearing north
]02 degrees 30 minutes east six miles and twenty
chains ; thence south one mile and ten chains ;
thence west five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek upwards
to starting-point.-exclusive of a.1 reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
land resumed out of Seraleanna and Agnes Yale
Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
K over If in triangle on the Port Curtis load, and
hounded thence on the south by a line bearing west
7 degrees north about two hundred and twenty-
five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow over AV
over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the junction
of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards about one hundred and
eighty  chains until it is intersected by a line bearing
north 42 decrees east from the tree first named
broad-arrow over K over II in triangle ; and thence
by the said ]isle bearing south 42 degrees west
out eight miles to the point of  commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved ,  selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands  resumed out of .ullogum Run.
About  8,300 acres.
Commencing on th+• left bank of Oakey Creek at
a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over X about
tvi enty chains in a direct line above Gigoom Head
Station, and about three chains below  a large gum-
tree marked TB, and bounded on part of the south-
west by a line be aring west 34 degrees north one
hundred and sixty-five chains twenty-five links to a
point on Edwards Creek about  sixteen chains
below the south-east corner of Eureka Run;  thence
by Edwards Creek up to that corner of Eureka
Itun ; thence on the north-west by the  south-east
boundary of Eureka  and a line iii continuation
bearing north 37 degrees east two hundred and
fifty-seven chains ; thence - `he north-east by a
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line bearing  south 50 degrees east crossing Oakey
Creek twenty-seven chains in a direct line below a
tree  marked broad-arrow over KV over VIII three
hundred and fifty chains to the north-west boundary
of Keogum ; thence on the south-east by the
aforesaid boundary, bearing south 46 degrees vi est
two hundred and eighty-tlrrte chains to Oakey
Creek ; thence again on the south-west by said
creeks downwards to the point of corn mencemenit,-
exclusive  of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed  out of Clifton Run.
About 10,960 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek fifteen
chains  and twenty  links  distant in a north-westerly
direction from the five-mile tree, and bounded
thence by  a line  north about  six miles and ten
chains to a range  ; thence by that range north-
westerly about four miles and a-halt to where it
comes down  into Clifton Creek ; thence  crossing
Clifton Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over  C over 54 ; thence by the range on the
opposite side south -easterly and southerly to
Sandy  Creek about two chains above the junction
of Bonpa Creek  ; and thence by Sandy Creek'
downwards to the point of cinimencement,-exc'u-
sive of all reserved , selected, and alienated lands.
Given under  my Hand  and Sea] , at Government
House, Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord one thousand
eight  hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUFENSLAND ,)  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT . ) WILLMAN WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Ordt r of St. J' ichael
(L.s.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander-in-Chief' of the Colony
Governor.  of Queensland and its l)epcn-
denciE s.
I
N pursuance  of the provisions of  " The ( rotcn
Lands Alienation Aet of  1876." I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with  the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands  hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands  shall be open to selection, sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Maryborough Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And 1 further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which  the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be It's. per acre,
and that the  area R hick may be selected by con-
ditional  purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands  reszvmed  out of Glenl5ar Run.
Portion B.
About 37 square miles.
Commencing at a tree  marked VA four mils up
Munna Creek , and bounded thence by a line west
five  miles ; thence north  six miles and  fifty-three
chains to  Jacky's Creek ; thence by that creek
easterly to  a tree marked brc ad-arrow over J ;
thence by a line bearing north 109 degrees 30
minutes east  six miles and forty-five chains to Hiver
Mary ; thence by the left bank of River Mary up-
a ards to Munna  Creek ; and by Munna Creek up-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated lands.
Lends resumed out of Warrah Run.
About  12,870 acres.
Commencing at a blue guns-tr -e marked H over
t I on the left bank of Stoney or Dungal Creak one
hundred and  thirty-one  chains from the crossing-
place on the Gayndah road, with the course of the
creek downwards, and bounded thence on the south
by that creek  downwards, bearing north-easterly
about five miles and twenty -nine chains in a direct
line ; thence on the east by a line bearing north 322
degrees east about five and a-half miles to Dackin-
willa Creek ; thence on the north by Dackinwilla
Creek upwards, hearing a esterly•about one hundred
and thirty-two chains in a direct line to an iron-bark
tree marked F ; and on the west by  a line bearing
north 180 degrees east four hundred and seventy-
tiio chains to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
La,,ds resumed out of the Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,000 acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
GH H broad-arrow ; bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing about south-east for two
hundred and forty-two chains to a tree marked
hioad-arrow over L\I over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence on the east
by a line north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct  line above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII in triangle ; thence by
Powell's Creek downwards to its junction with
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Doongal Run.
About 20 200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborough and
Gayndah main road bearing north '43 degrees west,
about twelve chains from an ironbark-tree marked
EM over II in triangle on the Eighteen-mile
Creek, and bounded on the north by the Mary-
borough and Gayndah road westerly to the cross-
ing at Beardy's Creek ; thence  on the west by a line
south to the ranges extending northerly from the
head of Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by  a continu-
ation of those ranges forming the watershed of
Doongal or Stoney Creek easterly to the head of
Eighteen-mile Creek ; thence by that creek down
to the before-mentioned ironbark-tree marked EM
over I t in triangle; and thence by a line north 43
degrees west to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved,  selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point on the south boundary of
Toogoorn Run bearing north 104  degrees east four
hundred and sixty-five chains from a tree on Too-
goom a aterhole branded broad-arrow over BT in
triangle , and bounded on the south by  a line bear-
ing north  104 degrees  east about six hundred
and forty-five chains to the River Susan  ;  thence on
the east by a line bearing north 342 degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains; thence on the
north by a line bearing north 284 degrees eaat two
hundred and ninety  chains  ; thence  again on the
north by a line bearing west two hundred and
seventy-five chains ; and thence on the west by a
line bearing south one hundred and thirty- chains to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of a water
reserve of three hundred and twenty acres and all
other reserved ,  selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of' March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JO 11 N DOUGLAS.
Gon SAVE THE QUEEN
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QrEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the lost
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W .  CAIRNS, nor and Commander -in-Cl iet of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the provisions of " The Croton
Lands  Alienation Act of  1876," 1, 'WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April ,  1877,  at Gympie Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may l.e selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed  5.120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Conandale Run.
About 28.500 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Obi Obi
branch of the Mary River, at a point about twenty
chains  east from a large gum-tree marked TINT K,
said  tree being about thirty-one chains and fifty
links south from the nineteen-mile tree on the road
from Imbie to Durundur, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west about two hundred
and ten chains to the western watershed of the Ohi
Obi branch of the Mary River; thence on the west
by that watershed southerly about five miles to its
junction a ith the dividing range forming the water-
shed separating the Mary River from the Brisbane
River ; thence on the south by that range south-
easterly about eight miles and a-quarter; thence on
the east by a line bearing north by east about three
miles and three-quarters to the junction of the
eastern and western branches of the Obi Obi branch
of the Mary River  at an  oak-tree marked C ; and
again on the east  by the Obi Obi branch of the
Mary River downwards about seven miles and a-
half to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 34,300 acres.
Commencing on Tinana Creek at a spot about
twenty-two chains in a direct line above a tree
marked T over 33, bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing west for about four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie ; thence on the west by that road
southerly f'or about six hundred and eighty chains
in a direct line to a point bearing west from Ulirrah
Head Station ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east  for about five hundred chains to Goomboo-
rian  Creek ; thence by that creek downwards for
about seven hundred and twenty chains in a direct
line to  the point  of commencement ,- exclusive of all
reserved ,  selected,  and alienated lands.
Lands resun ed out of North Kenilworth Run.
About 17,280 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the Mary River
at a tree marked P on one side, G on another side,
and B over broad- arrow  on another side, about one
and three-quarter miles below the Junction of Belli
Creek with the Mary River ; bounded on the north
by a line bearing east about five hundred and
eighty chains to the Sea-coast Range; thence on the
ea"t by that  range  southerly about two hundred
Chains to the Mooloolah road; thence on the south
and south-east by that road south-westerly to a
point where it crosses the Mary River at Kenil-
worth Head Station at a point about seventy chains
below the junction of Obi Or,i Creek with the side
river; and on the west by that river downwards
about eight  miles and  a-half to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Cambroon Run.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary River, bounded on the south
by that creek upwards abou'. three hundred and
eighty chains to the Yabba road ; thence on the
south-east by that road south-westerly about fire
hundred and seventy chains to the range dividing
the waters of the Little Yabba Creek from those of
Jimna Creek ; thence on the south-west by that
range north-westerly about seventy chains to the
range dividing the waters of Little Yabba Creek
from those of Sandy Creek ; thence on the north-
west by that range north-easterly about five hun-
dred and sixty chains to a range dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from those of the Yabba
and Goonoongibber Creeks ; thence by that range
bearing south-easterly about one hundred and
eighty chains and north-easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy chains to a point due west from a
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River; and on the north
by a line bearing east about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion of said creek and Mary River ; and on the east
by the said river upwards about four hundred and
forty chains to the Litte Yabba Creek, being point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, se-
lected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed oat of Zeebar Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencing on the boundary between Gigoomgan
and Teebar at a point sixty chains north 9 degrees
30 minutes east from the summit of Mount Joseph,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west about twelve miles to the watershed separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River; on the
north-west by said watershed north-easterly about
ten and a-half miles ; on the north by the northern
watershed of Yaroomba Creek and by a spur ridge
to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains in a direct
line below the junction of Eel Creek ; then by
Sandy Creek downwards about ten miles to the
junction of Teebar Creek ; on the east by Teebar
Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9 degrees
30 minutes east one hundred and ninety chains from
the summit of Mount Joseph ; then by a line bear-
ing south 9 degrees 30 minutes west about one
hundred and thirty chains to the point of' com-
mencement,-exclusive of an area of about 6,000
acres shown on the Land Agent's official maps, and
of all reserved, selected, and alienated land.
Lands resumed out of the Gigoomgani Run  (Con-
About 107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Manna Creek
at a point one mile  in a direct  line below the junc-
tion  of Calgoa Creek,  and bounded thence by a line
bearing south -west to the watershed separating Cal-
goa Creek from Sandy  Creek ;  then by that water-
shed south -westerly about four miles  ;  then by a line
bearing west two hundred and ten chains  ;  then by
a line bearing north -west crossing the heads of
Calgoa Creek ten chains below the junction of
Munro Creek ,  and terminating at the watershed
separating Calgoa Creek from Spring Creek ; then
by that watershed south -westerly to the watershed
separating the tributaries of the Mary River from
those  of the  Burnett River  ;  then by that watershed
westerly and the watershed separating Spring
(,reek from Dry Creek northerly to  Mount  Joseph;
then by a line bearing north 9 ;  degrees east to Dr
Creek at its eastern bend  ;  then by the said creek
downwards to Teebar Creek  ;  then by that creek
downwards to Munna Creek ; and by that creek
downwards  to the  point of commeucement ,---exclu-
sive of an area of about  7,000 acres shown on the
Land  Agent's o licial maps ,  and all  reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of the  Yabba Run,
About 67 square miles.
Commencing on Yabba Creek at a  point about
sixty-five chains in a direct line above the junction
of Sandy Creek  ;  thence by a line north about two
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hundred and ninety chains to Kingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in a direct line ; thence by a line north
crossing  Bella Creek to the northern watershed
of Bella and Kingaham Creeks; thence by that
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Brisbane  River from Yabba Creek ; thence by
that  range  southerly about nine hundred chains in
a direct line  to a small gully, and by that gully
downwards to Yabba Creek at a point about one
hundred and five chains in a direct line above
Capsize Creek ; thence by Yabba Creek downwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved , selected, and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  out of Kilkivan Run (.Murra.y's
Debateable land).
Portion A.
About 6,900 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifty-five chains from a tree on Wide Bay Creek
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven
miles  ; thence by a line bearing north thirteen
chains and eighty links; on the north by a line
bearing west  four hundred and sixty-six chains;-
and on the west by a line hearing south othe point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Portion B.
About 32,000 acres.
Commencing  on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner  of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase  portion No. 1, and hounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and east to the north-east
corner ; thence by a line north to the  range  dividing
Munna  Creek from Wide Bay Creek ; thence by
that  range  and by the range separating the waters
of Wide Bay Creek from those flowing into  Boonara
and Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from
the junction of Deep Creek with Wide Bay Creek ;
on the south by a line east to Wide Bay Creek at
the junction of Deep Creek ; and by Wide Bay
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of an area of about 2,000 acres, shown in
the Land Agents official maps, and of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Curia Run.
About 23,500 acres.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
River Mary about twenty-five chains in a direct
line below a tree marked 46 on the survey of the
river, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
79 degrees east three hundred c' ains to Curra
Creek, intersecting the present Mary borough and
Gympie road about two chains south of the Head
Station, Curra ; thence by a line bearing north 26
degrees east three hundred chains to the watershed
of the Mary and Tinana waters ; thence by that
range ,  and a  spur range forming the northern
watershed of Durham Boy Creek in a north-westerly
and westerly direction to a point bearing north 75
degrees east about two hundred and sixty chains
from a tree marked 57 on the survey of the river ;
thence by a line bearing north  25512 degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mary ; and thence by that river upwards about four
hundred and ten chains in a direct line to the point
of commencement ,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected , and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOUR DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVZ THE Qt7ialt
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crorenn
Lan Is Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the .h xecutive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Gympie Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 187 7.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
the area w hich may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Takiti Run.
About 20,000 acres.
Commencing on the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie, at a point west from Ulirrah Head
Station ; thence by that road southerly about three
hundred and thirty chains to -its meeting with the
old Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line
bearing about south 78 degrees  east  for about five
hundred and twenty-eight chains to the summit of
Mount Goomboorian; thence on the east by a
line bearing about north 32 degrees east for about
one hundred and sixty-three chains to a tree marked
AH on the Goomboorian Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards for about one hundred and sixty-
six chains  in a direct line to its junction with Tinana
Creek; thence by that creek downwards about three
hundred and forty chains to a point east from
starting-point ; and thence by a line west, about five
hundred chains, to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of the Tagigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where the fence on the upper side of the present
paddock at Tagigan House joins the  same, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line north-
east three hundred and fifty-six chains ; thence on
the north-east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to a peg ; thence on the north-west by a line
south-west four hundred chains to a tree marked
BR on Tagigan Range ; thence on the south-west
by that range south-easterly two hundred chains to
a point bearing south-west from commencing point;
and thence again on the south-east by a line north-
east sixty-four chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected , and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed out of Widgee Widgee Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Widgee, and
bounded thence on the south by th a portion and a
line in  continuation bearing west to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
upwards to its head ; then e by the  western water-
shed of that creek north-westerly about two hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line ; thence by a line
bearing north to the south-west corner of the land
resumed from Widgee Run, proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875. folio 1753 ; on the
north by a line bearing east to Widgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River ; by that river upwards to the junction
of Glastonbury Creek ; and by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement, - exclusive of an area
of about 4,800  acres  shown on, the Land Agent'i
official maps ,  and of  all reserved, selected ,  and alie-
nated lands  within the  above boundaries.
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Lands resumed  out of  lmbil Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba  Creek
with the Mary River ,  and hounded on the north-
west by  Yabba Creek  upwards a out one and a-half
miles to the junction  of Goonoongibber Creek
then by the watershed separating the two creeks
southerly about four and a-half miles ;  then by a
line bearing west 15 degrees south about three
hundred chains  to Y abba Creek  at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of 1 Ferrier Flat, and just
below the junction of a small creek coming  from
the south  ;  on the west by said small creek south-
erly to its head  ;  on the  south by the  southern
watershed of Yabba Creek and Goonoongibber
Creek easterly to Mount Brooloo ,  and then by a
small gully easterly to the Mary River ; and on the
east by said ri' er northerly to  Yabba  Creek, the
point of commencement ,-exclusive  of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the  3  ear of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE 1 11E  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM VV ELLINGrON CAII NS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distingu;shed Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS ,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lanus Alienation Act of  1576," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY ,  the seventeenth day of April,
1877 ,  at the Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at m hich the said lands are open to selection
by conditional 1 urchase shall be 10s. per acre. and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of" Tuweran Run.
About 14,350 acres
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by
the spur dividing the waters of said creeks m, est-
erly to their northern watershed ; then southerly
and south-easterly by that range to a spot on the
Kolan River about fifteen (15) chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XI in triangle ;
then crossing the river easterly to the Kolonga
Range; then by said range passing through the
Toomboro Mountain to the crossing of the Mary-
borough and Gladstone road ; then by said road to
the Kolan River ; then by said river to the junction
of George's Creek ; thence by said creek upwards
to the junction of Branch Creek to the point of'
commencement ,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Kolunga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Mop,Iboolaman and Gladstone
road where it crosses the range torming the northern
watershed of Walily Creek, and bounded thence
on the north by that range westerly; on the west
by the same range southerly and south-easterly ;
on the south by the same range forming the
southern watershed of Takilberan and Tararan
creeks easterly ; on the east by the range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid ; and thence by that road
north-westerly, crossing Tararan, Takil reran, and
'Walily Creeks to the point of' commencement,--
exclusive  of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lan resumed out of Molangul Ru4c.
About 72,080 acres.
Commencing on the range forming the northern
watershed of Kolan River at a point called Molan-
gul, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 45 degrees west about three
hundred and forty chains to the Kolan River ;
thence by that river downwards to the confluence
of Five mile Cret k ; thence by that creek upwards
to its head in the Burnett Range; on the south by
that range and the range forming the southern
watershed of Five-mile Creek, Station Creek, and
'I'm o-mile Creek easterly by the same range forming
the eastern watershed of Two-mile Creek, and the
southern watershed of Kolan River northerly, and
by a spur range westerly to the Kolan River at a
p int about forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ;
thence crossing Kolan River by a spur range north-
westerly to the first-mentioned range, and by that
range westerly to Mount Molangul, the point of
commencement, --exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  out cf  Moolboolomon Run.
About  50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the west by a line north for
about thirty chains to the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek ; on the north by the said watershed
easterl - about five hundred and thirty chains in a
direct line ; on the east by a line south about one
hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek at a
spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-a-row over IN over XXVIII in triangle;
then by said creek upwards about one hundred and
to enty-seven chains in a direct line to the junction
of Rainbow Creek ; then south for about five
hundred and sixty chains to the Hog Back Range ;
thence on the south and again on the west by said
range to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toomolongyore or Eureka
Run.
About 32 square miles.
Commencing on Edwards Creek where the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it; bounded
thence on the south-west by that rbad north-west-
erly for about six hundred and eight  chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over TM
over X in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
61 degrees 30 minutes east for about five hundred
and fifteen chains, passing through a tree on Sandy
Creek marked broad-arrow over AY over XXXIV
in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 151
degrees 30 minutes east f'or three hundred and
seventy-four chains ; thence bearing north 217
degrees east for about two hundred and twenty-four
chains to Edwards Creek at a spot about  seventeen
chains in a direct line above a tree marked broad-
ar; ow over ED over II in triangle ; thence by
Edwards Cre, k upwards to the crossing of the
Maryborough and Port Curtis road, the point of
commencement ,-exclusive  of all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the  Stanton  Hai-court Run.
About 66 square miles.
Commencing  at the junction of Boundary Creek
with Sandy Creek near  a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle; thence by that creek  upwards
to its head ; thence by  the range separating the
waters of Sandy, Cot fields,  fix-mile, and Cabbage-
tree Creeks from those of Degilbo Creek north-
westerly to the junction  of a ravine  with the  Burnett
River about twenty chains below  a tree marked
broad-arrow over BT over L IV in  triangle ; thence
by that river dom awards  about two hundred and
thirty  chains in a  direct  line to a dense pine scrub ;
thence by that scrub  easterly about three hundred
and fifty chains in a direct  line to a tree marked
bread-arrow over T .V1 over XII in  triangle on the
Port Curtis and Maryborouglt  road  ;  thence by
that road south-easterly crossing  Corfields and
Sandy Creeks to Edwards Creek ;  thence by that
creek downwards about  ten chains ; thence by a
line bearing 80 degrees 15 minutes ninety -six chains
and fifty links  ; thence by a line  bearing 141 degrees
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15 minutes  twenty- six chains  and fifty links;  thence
by a line bearing 144 degrees twelve  chains and
twenty links ; thence by a line bearing 136 degrees
forty-five  chains ;  thence by a line bearing 160
degrees twenty-seven chains seventeen links; thence
by a line bearing 112 degrees seventeen  t pains and
sixty-eight links ; thence by a line bearing 45
degrees twenty-five chains to Oaky Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to a tree marked broad-
arrow over  KY over IV  in triangle  ; thence by a
line bearing  217 degrees about tour miles to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Walla Run.
About 39,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker's Gully
about fifty chains  in a straight  line above an ash-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 1 in shield,
where the boundary line of the settled district
intersects ; thence by that boundary line north-west
three hundred and fifty chains to the range separat-
ing the  waters of  the Burnett from those falling
into the Kolan ; thence by that.  range in  a north-
easterly  direction about six hundred  chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by
that scrub in a north -easterly and  south -easterly
direction  about three hundred and  seventy chains
in a straight line to  the junction of Boundary Creek
with the  Burnett  River ; thence by the left bank of
the Burnett 1{iver upwards southerly about three
hundred chains  in a straight  line to St. Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek  upwards in a
westerly direction  about four hundred and eighty
chains in a straight line to  Barker's Gully; and
thence  by Barker's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly direction about ninety-five chairs in a
straight line to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the
west  by a line bearing south to the watershed separ-
ating  the Kolan River from the Burnett River ;
thence by that watershed north-easterly about four
miles to a tree marked N over VIII situate at the
edge of a dense scrub ; thence by the edge of said
scrub north-easterly about two miles and south-
easterly  about one  and a-half miles  to a point
bearing  south from the south-east corner of selec-
tion lNo. 545, Bundaberg Kegister; and thence
on the  east  by a line  bearing  north,  crossing
the Mount Perry and Bundaberg  main  road about
three and a-half miles to the right bank of Gin
Gin Creek ; and thence by Gin Gin Creek upwards
to the point of commencement,- exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands resumed cut of Wonbah Run.
About 16,500 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east about one hundred chains to
the watershed separating Wonbah from Moolboola-
man waters  ; on the east by that watershed southerly
to a point east from the north- east corner  of mineral
selection  972 ; on the south by that selection and
a line  west to Gin Gin Creek ; thence by part
of the west boundary of mineral selection No.
1,074 and the north and part of the west boundary
of surveyed portion No. 6 ; thence by a line
bearing west  to the watershed  separating the
waters flowing into  Gin Gin Creek from those
flowing  into Eastern Creek, and by that watershed
northerly to a point  near  the head of Cattle
Creek where the  said  watershed  is intersected
by a line bearing south-west from the junction of
Cattle Creek with Four-mile Creek ; thence by that
line bearing north-east to the said junction by Four.
mile Creek downwards to its junction with Gin Gin ;
and by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands within  the above boundaries
Lands resumed out of ltlundurau Run.
About 63,300  acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bolan River
at a point Borth 14 degrees  east  forty chains from a
tree marked broad-arrow over K over XXXVII in
horse-shoe ; thence by a line north 14 degree s east
three hundred and thirty-five chains to the left bank
of Stony Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards in
a northerly direction :.ix hundred  and ten chains in
a straight  line to a tree marked broad- arrow over
B over 3 in horse-shoe on Branch Creek; thence by
a line  about north 14 degrees  east  sixty- five chains
to the watershed of littabella Inlet  and the Kolan
River ; thence by that watershed  known as Double
Sloping Hummock Range south-easterly about three
hundred and eighty-five chains; thence by a line
north 10 degrees east about two hundred  and sixty
chains in a straight  line to a tree marked broad-arrow
over M over 755 in horse-shoe on survey of Mullet
Creek ; thence by the left bank of that creek down-
wards in  a north-easterly direction  about five
hundr, d chains to its junctions with Littabella Creek ;
thence crossing Littabella Creek and by its left
bank  d wnwards in an easterly  direction about one
hundred  and eighty  chains in a straight line to its
intersection  with the boundary of the Coast  Reserve ;
thence by  that reserve  north-westerly about four
hundred and thirty  chains in a straight line to the
range forming  the north-western watershed of
Littabella  Inlet ; thence  by that range  in a south-
westerly direction about eight hundred  chains in a
straight  line to  where it joins the  range forming the
north-west watershed of titony Creek ; thence by
that range  in a south-westerly direction about eight
hundred chains in a straight  line to the  range forming
the eastern boundary of Kolanga Run ; thence by
that  range in a  southerly dire'tion and by the said
boundary to where it strikes the Kolan River on
the left bank, opposite  a tree marked broad-arrow
over K over XLV in horse-shoe, about four hundred
and forty  chains in a  straight line ; and thence by
the left  dank  of the Kolan sliver  downwards in a
general easterly  direction about two hundred and
fifty  chains to  the point  of commencement ,+ exclu-
sive of  all reserved, selected,  and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of 1larch,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Companion of the Most Distin-
guished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander - in - Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamaton, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Bundaberg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of lunt h ha Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on Welcome Creek at the west
cornerof the Homestead Area proclaimed in  Govern-
ment Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141, and bounded
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thence on the south-west by  a line  bearing north
328 degrees east about 114 chains to the southern
boundary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the
south corner of portion 1, parish of Kolan ; thence
by the boundaries of portions 1, 20, 18. and 26
of that parish to the east corner of portion 26,
parish of Kolau, on the coast liLe of Hervey's Bay ;
thence in an easterly direction by that  coast line
about four miles to the mouth of a  small creek ;
thence by that creek upwards in a south-westerly
direction to the boundary of portion 6, parish of
Gooburrum ; thence by that portion in a westerly
and south direction to the south-west corner of said
portion ;  thence  by the south boundary thereof in a
south-easterly direction to the  west  boundary of
portion 4 of' said parish, by part of that west boun.
ary and its  continuation to the south- west corner
of portion 3, parish of Gooburrum ; thence by a
line bearing north 238 degrees east to the north-
east boundary of portion 25 on the north-east
boundary of the  area  proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141 ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to Welcome
Creek and by Welcome Creek upwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selec-
ted, and alienated  lands  within the described boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of the Kolan Run.
About 69,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bolan
River at the junction of a small creek called Stony
Creek. which enters the river about ninety-five
chains in a direct line above a gum-tree branded
broad-arrow over K over XXX in triangle, and
bounded on the west by a line running north to
the head of Tandaram Creek ; thence on the north-
west by the northern watershed of that creek to
the Kolan ; thence by the left bank of the Bolan up-
wards to a point about fifty chains above a gum-tree
branded broad-ai row over K over X IX in triangle ;
thence by a line south crossing the Bolan about three
hundred and thirty chains ; thence by a line west
crossing the Nolan about two hundred and sixty-five
chains ; and thence by the Kolan upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Bingera Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about seven chains above a gums-tree marked
broad-arrow over BT over XXI, and bounded thence
by a line bearing south ninety chins; thence by a
line bearing north 77 degrees east three hundred
and eight chains ; thence by a line bearing north
58 degrees east to a point bearing north two hun-
dred and thirty-eight degrees east two and a-half
miles from the west corner of portion 41, parish of
Bolan ; thence by a line bearing north one hun-
dred and forty-eight degrees east about four and a-
half miles to the Elliot River ; on the south by
that river upwards to a tree marked broad-arrow
over ET over V ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing about 285 degrees to the Burnett River at the
confluence of a small creek distant about thirty
chains in a direct line above Bingera head station ;
and thence by the -Burnett River downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed  out of Gin  Gin Run.
About 22,010 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a point bearing south from the south -east coiner
of selection No. 515, Bundaberg Register, and
bounded thence by a line bearing south about three
and a-half miles crossing the Mount Perry and Bun-
daberg main road to the scrub forming the boun-
dary of the run.; thence by that scrub south-
easterly about three miles to the head of Boundary
Creek and by that creek downwards to the
13urnett River ,  by that river downwards to the area
proclaimed  in  Government Gazette  for 1876, folio
2017; thence by the south-west and north-west
boundaries of that area to the north corner of same
thence by  a line bearing  north three hundred and
twenty-five  degrees east  about three  miles to the
Bolan River, by that river up to the  confluence of
Gin Gin Creek. and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point  of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected,  and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
(jOL SAVR THIC QUENN I
QUEI.NSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
To WIT. , WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAixus, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIA31
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim
that the  lands  hereunder described,  resumed from
Runs in the Unsettled District of Daring Downs,
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed out of  Bengalla and Wyemo Runs.
About  21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the south -east by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east five miles
thirty-three chains along  the north- west boundary
of the  Beebo Run to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over D  ;  thence on  the north  by a west line along
part of the south boundary of the Whetstone Run,
crossing the Macintyi  e Brook at  a box-tree marked
broad -arrow over W, about five miles sixteen chains;
thence on the west by a south line to the Severn
River,  at the junction of the Macintyre Brook ;
thence on the south  by the  right bank of the
Severn River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Beebo Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east four hundred
and thirty-three chains along the south-east boundary
of the Bengalla and Wyemo Run to a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on the north
by an  east line to  a spur separating the Macintyre
Brook waters from those  falling  into the Severn
River, and by that spar easterly along part of the
south boundary of the Whetstone Run to the
western watershed of Brush Creek ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed south-westerly to the
Severn River ; and thence on the south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
of Whets ne dun.Lands resumed out
About 59  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the MaciintyiI
Brook at  an apple -tree marked broad-arrow over W
about one mile and  sixty  chains  above  the junction
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of Catfish Creek, and bounded thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that brook downwards to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W ; thence on
the south by an east line three hundred and seventy-
six chains  along part of the northern boundaries of
the Bengalla and Wyemo and the Beebo Runs to
the watershed between the Macintyre Brook and
Brush Creek ; thence again on the south and the
south-east by that watershed easterly along part of
the northern boundary of the last-named run and
north-easterly along the north-west boundary of
the Brush Creek Run to an ironbark-tree on
Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over F ; and
thence on the north by a line bearing west ten
degrees thirty minutes north along the southern
boundary of the Swithland Run six hundred and
seventy-three chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Brush Creek Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the north-west boundary of the
Texas Run  at an  ironbark-tree marked C, and
bounded thence on the south- east  by a line bearing
north 29 degrees east three miles crossing Brush
Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
and being along part of the north-west boundary of
the before-mentioned Texas Run ; thence on the
north by a west line to the watershed between
Brush Creek and the Macintyre Brook ; thence on
the north-west by that watershed along part of the
south- east  boundary of the Whetstone Run south-
westerly to the northern boundary of the Beebo
Run; and thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the Beebo Run
crossing  Brush Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over B eight miles eighteen chains to the
point of  commencement.
Lands resumed out of Swithland Run.
About 81 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Canning Creek
opposite  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over G-9,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearin
west eight hundred chains crossing Pariagana Creef
at a tree marked broad-arrow over 11 ; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south 52 degrees
west eight hundred and three chains ; thence on
the south-west by a line bearing east 30 degrees
south six hundred and forty chains to the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W;
thence on the south-east by the right bank of that
brook upwards to the junction of Canning Creek,
and by the right bank of that creek upwards to an
apple-tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow,
and by that road north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Canning Creek Run.
About 112 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over G -9  about
sixteen miles six chains in a direct line below
or down the creek from the junction of Mosquito
Creek ; bounded thence by a line bearing east 30
degrees north three hundred and two chains to an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; thence
by a north line two hundred and forty chains to
Mosquito Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L ; thence by the range separating Mosquito
Creek from Canning Creek in a general north-
easterly direction to a point bearing east 20 degrees
south from an apple-tree on the right bank of last-
named creek marked broad-arrow over CB ; thence
by a line bearing west 20 degrees north crossing
Canning Creek at last-named tree, also Mingi-
marny Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over CB, to the range separating the waters of Min-
gimarny Creek from those of the eastern branch of
Bungabilly Creek at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over H in triangle ; thence on the north by
a line westerly to the Junction of Bungabilly
Creek and its western branch ; thence on the
west by a south line to the watershed between
Canning Creek and Pariagana Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to the north boundary of the
Swithland Run ; and thence on the south by an east
line along part of that boundary to the point of
commencemeut.
Lands resumed out of Stonehenge Run.
About 43 square miles.
Commencing on the northern boundary of the
Canning Creek Run at the intersection of the
watershed between Mingimarny Creek and Canning
Creek, and bounded thence on the north-west by
that watershed north-easterly to the dividing range
separating the waters flowing into the Condamine
River from those falling into the Macintyre Brook ;
on the north and east by that watershed easterly
and southerly ; on the south-east by the watershed
between Canning Creek and Mosquito Creek south-
westerly to a point bearing east twenty degrees
south from starting point ; and thence on the south
by a line bearing west twenty degrees north along
part of the northern boundary of the Canning
Creek Run to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Bodumba Run.
About 85  square miles.
Commencing at a point opposite to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over L on the left bank of Mos-
quito Creek at a point about two miles and a-half
below the  junction  of Bodumba Creek, and bounded
thence by a range  separating  Mosquito Creek from
Canning Creek in a northerly direction along part
of the east boundary of the Canning Creek Run to
a point west of a spot twenty chains south of Bo-
dumba Head Station ; thence on the north by an
east  line crossing Mosquito Creek about seventy-
two chains above the junction of Bodumba Creek,
and Bodumba Creek twenty chains below Bodumba
Station to the range separating the heads of
Bodumba and Chain-of-Ponds Creek from the
middle head of Macintyre Brook.; thence by the
last- named  range south-westerly to a point bearing
south from a yellow box-tree marked broad-arrow
over V on Chain-of-Ponds Creek ; thence by a
north line to Chain-of-Ponds Creek at last-named
tree ; thence by  a line  bearing west 14 de-
grees 30 minutes north six hundred and ninety-
seven chains  to a point south of  starting  point at an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; and
thence by a north line two hundred and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Glenelg Run.
About 42 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook at  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over
TC.CC at a point about six miles sixteen chains
above or up the brook from the junction of Trever-
ton's  Creek, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line crossing the Macintyre Brook ninety-eight
chains to the watershed separating Chain-of-Ponds
Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north-easterly along
part of the south-east boundary of the Bodumba Run
to the intersection of the road from Bodumba ; thence
on the north-east by that road south-easterly to the
crossing of the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
south by a west line two miles ; thence on the east
by a south line crossing the Macintyre Brook to the
watershed between the last-named brook and
Treverton's Creek ; thence again on the south by
that watershed westerly along part of the northern
boundary of Terrica Run to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G ; and thence on the south-west
by a line bearing south one hundred and thirty-five
degrees west two hundred and eighty-six chains to
the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Terrica Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on Treverton's Creek at a point where
it is met by the  east  boundary of a 4,800  acre reserve,
and bounded thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek upwards to its source in the
range separating Pike's Creek from Treverton's
Creek ; thence on the north-east and north by the
northern watershed of the last-named creek north-
westerly and westerly to where it is met by the
eastern boundary of the first-mentioned reserve ;
and thence on the west by a south line along the
east boundary of that reserve to Treverton's Creek,
the point of  commencement.
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Lands resumed  out of  Texas Rnu.
About  140 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an iron-bark tree marked broad-arrow
over T, and bounded thence on the north -west by a
line bearing north 24 degrees 45 minutes east five
miles seventy -four chains to Branch Creek at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow ,  and a line bearing north 29
degrees east seven miles thirty -two chains crossing
Brush Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow
over B along the south -east boundaries of the
Beebo and Brush Creek Runs to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over I  on  the watershed
between the Severn River and Bracker 's Creek ;
thence on the north by that watershed easterly
along part of the southern boundary of the Cool-
munda Run to the head of the western branch of
Oaky Creek  ;  thence on the east by the right bank
of that branch downward to its junction with Oaky
Creek and by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the northern boundary of the surrendered
portion of the run  (nine square miles ) ;  thence by
a west line along part  of that boundary to the
north-west angle of the last-mentioned portion ;
thence by a south line along the western boundary
of the same portion to the Severn River; and
thence on the south  by the  right bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed  out of  Piledale Run.
About  27 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton 's Creek at a point about eight
chains north -westerly from Traverse Station, No.
51 on the survey of that watershed ,  and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing Pike's
Creek along  part  of the south boundary  of the Pitt
Arrow Run four miles seventy -six chains  ;  then on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of
the Catterthun Run five miles to the northern
boundary of the Auchinblae  Run ;  thence on the
south by a west line crossing Pike's Creek along
part of that boundary  to the  south-east angle of the
Pikedale pre-emptive purchase  ;  thence by a north
line along the east boundary of that pre-emption
one hundred and sixty -one chains ten links ; thence
by a west line along the north boundary of the
same pre-emption one hundred and sixty -one chains
eight links ; thence by a south line along the west
boundary  of the  before-mentioned pre-emption one
hundred and sixty-one chains seven links to the
northern boundary  of the Auchinblae  Run ; thence
again on the south by a west line along part of the
northern boundary  of the  last-named run to the
watershed between Pike's Creek and Bracker's
Creek at a point about twelve chains northerly from
an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over P over P
XII in triangle ; and thence on the north -west by
that watershed and the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton 's Creek along parts of the
south -east boundaries  of the  Warroo and Terrica
Runs north-easterly to the point of commencement,
-ex4 lusive of an area of 1,280 acres in two separate
portions of 640 acres each contained within these
described boundaries ,  and shown on the Land
Agent 's official map.
Lands resumed  out of  Auchinblae Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gully
with said creek, and bounded thence by that creek
downwards about half -a-mile in a direct line to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on
the south -west by a line bearing north fifty-five
degrees west one hundred and nineteen chains to
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G, and
by a line bearing west seven degrees north two
hundred and fifty chains along part of the north-
east boundary  of the Pike's Creek  North Run to an
apple-tree marked broad-arrow over  PP over XII
in triangle on the watershed separating Bracker's
Creek from Pike's Creek , thence by that  watershed
northerly about twelve chains  ;  thence on the north
by an east line crossin g Pike's Creek, along the
south boundaries  of the Pikedale Run, the  Pikedale
pre-emptive purchase and the Catterthun Run, in
all thirteen miles twenty chains to the west bound-
ary of the resumed portion of the Pikedale Run ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the
last-named boundary to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south and south-east by that watershed westerly
and south -westerly along part of the north-west
boundaries of the Nundubbermere Run to the head
of Lighthouse Gully at an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over P over XII in triangle ; thence
again  on the north -west by the right bank of that
gully downwards to its junction with Pike's Creek
at a box-tree marked broad -arrow over P, and by a
line across  that creek to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Catterthun Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the Pike-
dale Run, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the
Pitt Arrow Run, five miles forty-eight chains to
the west boundary of the resumed portion of the
original Pickdade Run ; thence on the east by a
south line along part of that boundary five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles forty-
eight chains along part of the north boundary of
the Auchinblae Run ; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the Pikedale
Run five miles to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek Run.
About 19  square miles.
Commencing at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over PB on the east side of Pike's Creek at
the junction of Oaky Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by the right bank of the  lastnamed
creek upwards to where it branches into two heads ;
thence from the junction of the said two branches
by a line bearing north one hundred and five
degrees east one mile and thirty -seven chains, and
by a line bearing north eighty-eight  degrees east
two miles and thirteen chains to the apex of the
Jibbinban Mountain at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over J, along part of the north boundary of
the Glenlyon Run ; thence on the west by the
watershed between Pike 's Creek and the Severn
River northerly to along part of the western
boundary of the Nundubbermere Run to a tree
marked P ; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Pike"s
Creek North Run to Pike's Creek ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek North Run.
About 92  square miles. A.
Commencing at the head of Lighthouse Gully a
an ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed be-
tween Pike's Creek and the Severn River, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the northern boundary of the Pike's Creek
Run to Pike's Creek ; thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek upwards to the junction of
Lighthouse Gully at a box -tree marked P ; and
thence on the north-east by the left bank of that
gully upwards to its source at the tree marked P
first mentioned ,  the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Emu Yale Run.
About  75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point half-a -mile above the present washpool
on the original Glenlyon Run ,  and bounded thence
on the north by an cast line crossing Pike's Creek
to the watershed between Pike 's Creek and the
Severn River ; thence on the south-east by that
watershed south-westerly along part of the north-
west boundary of the IvIingoola Run to the east
bank of Pike's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over M, opposite the junction of Little  Plains Creek;
thence crossing Pike 's Creek to the watershed be-
tween Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek south-
westerly along a portion of the southern boundary
of the before-mentioned Mingoola Run to the
northern boundary of the Aitkin' s Flat Run ;
thence on the east by the last-mentioned watershed
southerly along a portion of the west boundary of
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Aitkin's Flat Run to the watershed separatin the
heads of Little Plains Creek from those of Back
Creek ; thence on the south by that watershed
westerly along a part of the north boundary of the
Maidenhead Run ; thence on the west by the
Bracker's Range, shedding  its waters  easterly into
Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek, bearing
northerly along a portion of the east boundaries of
the Bonshaw and Gunyan Runs to a point west of
starting  point; and thence again on the north by an
east line to Pike's Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Bonshaw Run.
About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over G,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
north eighty-two degrees east two hundred and
thirty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line one hun-
dred and forty-two chains to the watershed between
the Severn River and Little Plains Creek ; thence
on the east by that watershed and the watershed
between Back Creek and the Severn River in a
southerly direction, in all about four miles ; thence
on the south by a west line to Severn River ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Maidenhead Run.
About  21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over B,
snd bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north forty degrees east three miles
thirty chains to the watershed between Back Creek
and the Severn River and by that watershed along
the south- east  boundary of the Bonshaw Run to a
point west and about fifteen chains  north of the
junction of Back Creek and its western branch ;
thence on the north by an east line crossing the
last-mentioned creek and its western branch about
fifteen chains above the junction to the Severn
River ; and thence on the south-east and south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Lands resurlaed out of Ailkin's Flat Run.
About 14 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an ironbark-tree marked A, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line to the water-
shed between Back Creek and the Severn River
along . part of the north boundary of the Maiden-
head Run ; thence on the west by that watershed
northerly along the east boundary of the last-
mentioned run and by the watershed between Little
Plains Creek and the Severn River northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Emu Vale Run,
in all about four miles ; thence on the north by an
east  line to the Severn River ; and thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Mingoola Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed separating Pike's
Creek from the Severn River at the source of a
gully which empties itself into the Severn River
opposite a point about four  miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Tenterfield branch with
the last-named river, and bounded thence by that
watershed southerly to a tree on Pike's Creek
marked broad-arrow over M  ;  then across that
creek to the watershed between it and Little Plains
Creek, and by that watershed and the watershed
between Limestone Gully and Pike's Creek easterly
to the Severn River at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle ; thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to a point south-east of
the junction of the first-mentioned gully with Pike's
Creek ; and thence on the north-east by a line
bearing north-west to and across Pike's Creek to
the last-mentioned junction, and by the right bank
of the first-mentioned gully upwards to its source,
the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Ballindean.
About 98 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Severn
River at the Junction of Accommodation Creek,
and bounded thence on the south- east  by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the intersection of
the north-west boundary of the Tenterfield North
Run ; thence by a north- east line along part of
that boundary to the north-west angle of the last-
named run ; thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the before-mentioned
Tenterfield North Run to the Main Dividing Range
between New South Wales and Queensland; thence
on the east  by that  range in a general northerly
direction to the watershed  separating  Quart Pot
Creek from the waters flowing to the south-west ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north-
westerly along the south-west boundary of the
Folkstone Run to the junction of Quart Pot Creek
with the Severn River  at a gum-tree  marked DF ;
and thence on the north-west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Tenterfield North Run.
About 9 square miles.
Commencing on the Main Dividing  Range at a
point where it is met by the south-east boundary
of the Ballindean Run, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a north -east line along the south-east
boundary of the last-named run three miles and
thirty chains ; thence on the north  by an east line
along part of the south boundary of the before-
mentioned Ballindean Run about two miles twenty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line to the
Main Dividing Range, and thence on the south by
that  range  westerly to the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Nundubbermere Run.
About- 53 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N,
and bounded thence on the south-east by right
bank of  that river upwards to a point about two
miles in a direct line above the intersection of the
north-western road therewith ; thence on the east
by a north line to the watershed between the
Severn River and Maryland Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed south-westerly to an
ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn (being along the south-
west boundary of the Pikedale Run ) ;  thence on
the east by the last-mentioned watershed southerly
along the east boundary of the Pike's Creek Run
to a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over J, and con-
tinuing along the same watershed along part of the
east boundary of the Glenlyon Run to a point
west of starting point ; and thence on the south by
an east line along the north boundary of" the Min-
goola Run one mile fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Coolmunda Run.
About  99 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning  Creek marked broad-arrow over G op o-
site the north -east corner of the Swithland Run,
and bounded by a line bearing east thirty degrees
north and crossing Canning Creek twice, three
hundred and  two chains to an ironbark -tree marked
broad -arrow  over A which  also forms the south-
west corner of the Bodumba Run ; then by a line
bearing east fourteen degrees  thirty  minutes south
six hundred and ninety-seven chains to a ye llow
box-tree on Chain -of-Ponds Creek marked broad-
arrow over -  over V ; thence  by a line bearing
south and crossing that creek and the Macintyre
Brook two hundred chains to a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow  over TC CC  on the left bank of that
brook ; thence by  a line bearing south -east two
hundred and eighty- six chains to a gum-tree marked
broad -arrow over G on the range separating Tre-
verton's Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; then
by a line  bearing  south fifty -one degrees thirty
minutes west two hundred and sixty-seven chains
to Bracker 's Creek at a tree on the right bank
marked broad-arrow ; thence on the south by the
right bank of the last-named creek downwards to
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its Junction with the Macintyre Brook and by the
right bank of that brook downwards to an apple-
tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over L ;
and thence on the west by that road northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Swithland Run
crossing  Canning Creek at an apple-tree marked
broad-arrow over L to the north-east-corner of the
Swithland Run; and thence across Canning Creek
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of an
area  of about seven  square  miles adjoining the east
boundary of Inglewood Town Reserve and between
Macintyre Brook and Canning Creek, shown on the
land agent 's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said  lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Nanango Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are  open to selection by conditional purchase
shall be 10s.  per acre,  and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Taromeo Run.
Area, about 14,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek at the point where
the spur range forming the northern boundary of
Taromeo Run touches the creek, opposite the con-
fluence  of Taromeo Creek, and bounded thence by
that northern boundary north-westerly to the range
separating the Burnett River waters from the Bris-
bane River waters ; thence by that range southerly
and by  a spur range  easterly, and by a small creek
forming parts of the southern boundary of Taromeo
Run easterly to Cooyar Creek ; and thence by
Cooyar Creek to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cooyar Run.
Area, about 18,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek one and a-half
miles below Cooyar head station, and bounded
thence by a line bearing north 335 degrees east to
the range separating Cooyar Creek from Barambah
Creek ; thence by that range north-easterly about
eight  miles  in a direct line ; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 155 degrees east, and distant six
and a-half miles from the south-west boundary to
Cooyar Creek ; and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and
ali enated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE  THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(t.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, resumed from runs
in the Unsettled District of Burnett, shall be open
to Selection, subject to the provisions of the said Act,
at the Nanango Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which(may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of South Baramba,
or Barker's Creek, with Baramba Creek opposite a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BB over 21 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west, north,
and north-east by the left bank of the last-named
creek upwards to the north-west corner of Baramba
Pre-emptive No. 4; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that pre-emptive purchase and a line
in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of Stephenton Run ; thence on the south by the
northern boundary of the Stephenton Run, about
two hundred and ten chains to South Baramba
Creek, at a point fifty-two chains in a direct line
above an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 15 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of the last-named creek down-
wards to its junction with Baramba Creek, the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of North  Baramba Run.
About  18,500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over B over 46 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of the Baramba Ranges
Run to the range separating the Nangur Creek
waters from those falling into Baratnba Creek two
miles forty -four chains at a point  thirty- two chains
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
9 in triangle  ;  thence on the north by that range
westerly along the southern boundary of the Llan-
gollen Run and part of the south -west boundary of
the Goomeribong Run to a point north of an apple-
tree on the left bank of Baramba Creek marked
broad -arrow over B over 28 in triangle ; thence on
the west by  a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Murgon Run to  the  right bank of
the last -named creek at a point about sixteen chain-
north of the aforesaid apple-tree marked broads
arrow over B over 28 in triangle  ;  thence on the
south by the right bank of the before-mentioned
Baramba Creek upwards to the south -west corner
of North  Baramba Pre-emptive No.  2;  thence by
the west and north boundaries of that pre -emptive
north and east to the north-east corner  ;  thence by
part of the north-east boundary of that pre-emptive
south-easterly along the Maryborough and Nanango
main road about seventy chains ; thence by a line
bearing east about one hundred and fifty chains to
Baramba Creek  ;  thence by that creek upwards in
an easterly direction about forty chains to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all  reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
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Lands resumed  out of  East Baramba Run.
About  28 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at an apple-tree marked broad -arrow over B over
54 in triangle, and bounded thence on  the north by
the left bank of that creek downwards to the junc-
tion of Moonda Waamba Creek  ;  thence on the
south -east by the right bank of that creek upwards
to a point opposite a tree marked broad -arrow over
M over 8 in triangle  ;  thence on the south by an
east line along part of the north boundary of the
Brisbane Ranges Run to a point sixteen chains
north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BM
over 10 in triangle  ;  and thence on the east by a
north line four miles sixty-four chains to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of a pre-emptive
purchase of four square miles contained  within the
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Baramba  Ranges Run.
About 4, 500 acres.
Commencing on the range separating  the Wide
Bay waters from the Baramba Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over BM over 5 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south 22 degrees 30 minutes west ninety-nine
chains ; thence  by a south  line two  miles thirty-
nine chains to Baramba  Creek opposite  an apple-
tree marked broad -arrow over B over 54 in triangle ;
thence on  the south by the right bank of that creek
downwards  to the south -east corner of Baramba
Ranges Run Pre-emptive  No. 1 ; thence by the
east and north boundaries  of that  pre-emptive north
and west and a line in continuation  of said north
boundary west to the east  boundary of North
Baramba Run ;  thence  on the west  by a north line
along the cast  boundary of the  North Baramba
Run about one mile to the range  dividing the
Nangur Creek waters from  those of the  Baramba
Creek, at a  point thirty -two chains west of an iron-
bark -treek marked broad -arrow over 9 in triangle ;
and thence on the north  by that  range easterly to
the first-mentioned range  shedding  its waters into
Wide  Bay Creek ,  and along that range easterly to
the point  of commencement ,- exclusive of all re-
served and  alienated  lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nanango Run.
About 48 square miles.
Commencing at an ironbark -tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 14 in tri-
angle ,  being the south -east corner of Coolabunia
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of that run crossing
South Baramba or Barker 's Creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 19 in triangle to
the range separating the Stewart River waters from
the Baramba waters ; thence on the west by that
range southerly along part of the west boundary of
the Boonnenne Run about forty chains to a spur-
range ; thence on the south -west along that spur
east -south-easterly to South Baramba Creek oppo-
site to a gum-tree marked BO and broad-arrow over
TN in triangle by a line bearing south -east to a
tree marked broad-arrow over TN over 3 in triangle
on a spur of the Brisbane Range and by that spur
south-easterly to the Brisbane Range, this south-
west boundary being also the north -east boundary
of the Kunioon Run ; thence on the south-east by
the Brisbane Range north-easterly to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of the  area contained in
the Nanango Town Reserve ,  and all alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of BooieRun.
About 54  square miles.
Commencing on the Brisbane Range at a point
equidistant from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over  N over  5 in triangle and gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 4 in triangle, said
point being the south-east corner of the Broadwater
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of the last-named
run crossing the head of Reedy Creek ten chains
below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
3 in triangle and South Baramba or Barker's Cree
at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over N over 26
in triangle on the right side of said creek to the
range separating the Stewart Creek waters from
the Baramba Creek waters ; thence on the west by
that range southerly  along  parts of the Wooroolin
and Boonnenne Runs about three miles fifty-six
chains to a point west of a gum -tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in tri-
angle ; and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Coolabunia Run
crossing Baramba  Creek five  chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 23 in triangle to
the gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in
triangle on the Brisbane Range ; and thence on the
east by that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonara Run..
About  47 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Nangur Run, bounded thence on the east by the
line of range separating  the Wide Bay from the
Burnett District, about five and three -quarter miles
in a north -easterly direction to a line of fence about
a quarter of a mile south -westerly from a spotted
gum-tree on  the head of Alma Creek marked broad-
arrow over A over 6.55 in triangle ; thence on the
north and east by said line of fence, about four
miles in a direct line  to the edge  of a dense pine
scrub ; thence again on the north by a line bearing
about west seven degrees south about ten miles and
a-quarter to a scrubby range crossing Planted or
Scrubby, Jengban, Diggers', Washpool, and
Christmas Creeks, to a point bearing about east-
north-east from a gum-tree on Boonara Creek
marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in triangle and
broad-arrow over BN in triangle about one mile
distant ; thence on the west by said scrubby range
in a southerly direction about four miles and a-half
in a direct line to the north -west corner of Nangur
Run ; thence on the south by part of the north
boundary of that run being an east line about five
miles to the south -west corner of Boonara  PP3;
thence by the west boundary of that PP and a line
in continuation north about two hundred and forty
chains to Boonara Creek ; thence by that creek up-
wards north-easterly in a direct line about three
hundred and forty chains ; thence by a line south
to the north boundary of Nangur Run ; and thence
by that boundary east about one hundred and
seventy chains to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nangur Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Goomerribong Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of range separating the Wide Bay
from the Burnett District in a northerly direction
about four miles and a-quarter crossing the road to
Kilkivan near to an ironbark-tree on the head of
Gap Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 5 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BO over 8 in tri-
angle ; thence on the north by a west line about
one hundred and seventy chains ; thence by a line
south two hundred and sixty chains ; thence by a
line west eight hundred and twenty chains to a
point  south of the south-west corner of Boonara
P.P. No.  3;  thence by a line north about two hun-
dred and sixty chains to aforesaid south-west corner
of P.P No.  3;  thence by a line west being the south
boundary of Boonara Run about five miles to a
scrubby range at a point about one mile southerly
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WB over 4-.30 in triangle ; and thence on the west
by said scrubby range south-easterly about four and
a-half miles in a direct line to a point on the said
range about one mile south-west of a Moreton Bay
ash-tree on Trinity Creek marked broad-arrow over
T over 6 in triangle, being the north-west corner
of the Goomerribong Run ; and thence on the south
by the north boundary of that run, being an east
line about nine miles and a-quarter to the starting
point,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands
contained within these described boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Goomerrihong Run.
About 41 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Llangollen Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of ranges eparating the Wide
Bay from the Burnett District, about five
miles  in a direct line to a point about
eight chains south of a dense scrub; thence
on the north by a west line about nine miles and
a-quarter  crossing l± ulers Creek, also Nangur Creek
about ten chains below a gum-tree marke I broad-
arro w over  N over 12 in triangle, and also crossing
Lambing, Champion, Waterfall, and one of the
heads  of Trinity Creeks to a scrubby range ; and
thence on the west by that range in a south-easterly
direction  about  seven  miles to the west boundary of
Llangollen Run ; and thence northerly by the west
boundary of that run about  two miles in  a direct
line crossing  the Jura Creek at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over J over 5 in triangle ; and thence
on the south by the north boundary of said run,
being an east  line about eight miles to the point of
commencement ,-exclusive of a pre-emptive pur-
chase of four square miles, and all reserved and
alienated  lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonb.v .an Run.
About 63 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Boonara Creek
at the south-west corner of Boonbyjan P.P. No. 1,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards in a
southerly direction to the north boundary of
Winders Run ; thence by an east line to the range
separating  the heads of Christmas, Washpool, and
Planted Creeks from those of Goounuloom Creek,
said range  also being the western and north-western
boundary of Scrubby Creek Run; thence by last-
mentioned range north-easterly and northerly to
the watershed separating Teebar waters from those
of the Dadamarine Creek ; thence by last-men-
tioned range  in a north-westerly direction to the
range separating  the Ban Ban waters from those of
the last-mentioned creek ; thence by last-named
range in a  south-westerly direction to where it is
intersected  by the postman's track to Gayndah at a
point about  six chains  east of a spotted gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over 3 in shield ; thence
by the  east  boundary of Boonimba Run being a line
bearing  south to the north boundary of Windera
Run ; thence by that north boundary east to the left
bang of Boonara Creek ; thence by Boonara Creek
upwards to Dadamarine Creek, and by that upwards
to Goonuloom Creek, and by that creek upwards to
the east boundary of mineral selection No. 1836
northerly and easterly ; thence by a line bearing
south to a poi i„ i ist t ioi: i starting point ; and
thence by a line bearin,, .c st to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands contained within the described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Wndera Run.
About 91  square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Cloyne with
Windera Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line to the right or east bank of the Ba-
ramba Creek  at a point  about sixty-four  chains in a
direct line above the junction on the west side of
the Boogoorootommy Creeek ; bounded thence on
the west by the right bank of Baramba Creek
upwards for about two  miles sixteen  chains in a
direct line to a point opposite  to an  ironbark-tree
near the junction of the Coongaroo Creek marked
broad- arrow  over BH over XCVIII in shield ;
thence by an east line two and a-half miles ; thence
by a south line eight miles sixty-four chains ; thence
b line bearing north 60 degrees east, crossing
Rdera Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow  over W over 14 in shield to the high range
separating  the heads of the last-named creek from
those of Cloyne Creek ; thence by that range
southerly and easterly to the scrubby range sepa-
rating  the heads of [Indaban and Watchbox Creeks
from those of Redbank Creek, said range also
forming portions of the western boundaries of the
Nangur and Boonara Runs ; thence  by last-named
range in a northerly direction to a point bearing
about west -south-westerly from a gum -tree on Boo-
nara Creek marked broad -arrow over B over 26 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BN in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing about east -north-easterly
crossing Boonara Creek at last -named tree to the
range separating the heads of Christmas Creek
from other waters at the south -east corner of the
Boonbyjan Run;  thence by last -named range in a
northerly direction to a point east of starting  point;
and thence again on the north by a.  west line to
the pint of commencement ,- exclusive of a pre-
emptive purchase of four square miles and all
reserved and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo Run.
About 16 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Ba-
ramba Ranges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over  1;  and bounded thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary or
the Gobongo orth Run about one hundred and
ten chains to the north-west corner of Gobongo
pre-emptive purchase 41A; thence by the west and
south boundaries of that pre-emptive purchase
south and east to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line south about eignty-five chains ; thence by a
line east about one hundred and forty chain3 to the
west boundary of Toomcul Run ; thence south by
part of the west boundary of Toomml Run to the
north boundary of Gallangowan Run; thence west
by part of the north boundary of that run about
five miles to the east boundary of the East Baramba
Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over B  _NI over  9;
and thence on the west by a north line along part
of that boundary and part of the east boundary of
the Baraniba Ranges Run in all five miles crossing
the Toomcul branch of Baramba Creek at an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 at the
junction of Peenam Creek to the tree hereinbefore
first described, the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved and alienated lands contained
within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Gobongo North Run.
About 22 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Baramba
Ranges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over
BM over 1, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line about three hundred and ten chains along
the north boundary of Gobongo, and part of the
north boundary of Toomcul Run, to the south-
west corner of Gobongo North P.P. 41 B ; thence
by the west boundary of that Y.P. north to the
north-west corner ; thence by a line east to the
north-east corner of that P.P. ; thence south by its
east boundary to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line east  along part of the north boundary of
Toomcul Run to the west boundary of the Manum-
bar Run ; thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed dividing the Unsettled District of Burnett
from the Settled District of Wide Bay and Burnett,
being  along  part of the west boundary of the
Manumbar Run ; thence on the north by that
watershed westerly to a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 5; thence on the north-west by a
line be,+ring  south 22 degrees 30 minutes west
ninety-nine chains along the south- east  boundary of
the Baramba Ranges Run ; and thence on the west
by a swnth line along part of the east boundary of
that run one mile forty chains to the point of com-
mencement.-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Manurnhar Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Settled
from the 'Unsettled Districts at the  south-east
corner of the Gallangowan Run, being a point about
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thirty-two chains in a north-easterly direction from
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over BE, and
bounded thence on the west by a north  line along
the east boundaries of the Gallangowan and Tcomcul
Runs, to the south-west corner of Manumbar P.P.
41 C ; thence by the south,  east, and  north boun-
daries of that P.P. east, north, and west, to the
north-west corner  of same ;  thence by a line north
along part  of the east boundary of Toomeul and
the east boundary of Gobongo North Run to the
before-mentioned dividing  range ;  and thence on
the north- east  and south-east by that range south-
easterly, southerly, and south-westerly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Run.
About 68 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Baramba Creek, and bounded
thence on the north- east  and north by the left bank
of Baramba Creek downwards to the north-east
corner of Mondure P.P. 40; thence by the west
boundary of that P.P., and  a line in  continuation
thereof south one hundred and twenty  chains ;
thence by a line west about two hundred and thirty
chains  to the east boundary of Mondure Back Run ;
thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure Pack  Run, passing
through a point one mile and a-half east of the
summit of McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating the waters of the Stuart River from
those of Baramba Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general  south-east direction to a point west
from a tree on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield ; thence
on the south by an east line to the last-named creek
at a point opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield ; and thence on
the east by the left bank of said Yellow Waterhole
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Back Run.
About  56 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated about ninety chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of Mun-
dure Run to the watershed separating the waters
of the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of
Baramba Creek ; thence on the south-west by said
watershed in a general south-east direction to a
point south of a gum-tree on the left bank of
Baramba Creek marked broad-arrow over 20 over
B in shield ; thence on the east by a north line about
three and three-quarter miles passing through a
point one and a-half miles east of the summit of
McEuen Mountain ; thence by a line west about
two and a-quarter miles to a point south of the
south-west corner of Mondure Back Run P. P. 41;
thence by a line north to the south-west corner of
said P. P. ; thence by the west and north-west
boundaries of said P P. bearing north and north-
easterly to Baramba Creek ; and thence by the left
bank of Baramba Creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND  COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "21ie Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876." will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above -recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868," wi ll
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land  Office, Beenleigh, the second
Tuesday in each month.
West -Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office,  Condamine ,  the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
As the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April,  18779and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first  Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday  in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in March, 1877, and every  alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT  OF COOYTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
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S ETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MABANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
' 7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  18 68,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL ,  TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, parish of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south- east  corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links ; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and  seven  links from  said  creek ; and on
the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing  west  ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing  east ten  chains ; and on the  east  by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west  seven  chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven  chains and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
south- east  corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains  ; on the west by a line bearing north eleven
chains ;  and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing  east  twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of a reserved  road, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Gcvernor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective  grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
land granted.-Selection 347,  Beenleigh District,
seven hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, selection  347
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south -east  corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by lines bearing north 257 degrees 30
minutes  east one hundred and eight chains, thence
north 151  degrees east  ninety-three chains to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of commence-
ment, - exclusive  of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen  acres  one rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2  roods  11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion
641.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46 minutes, and distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-
east corner of portion 164, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five-and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south-east by thatroad bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty-nine links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-half links ,  231 degrees 40 minutes six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees  1 minute five chains
and thirty -seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point  of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1877.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts ,  have been surveyed, and
Amended Descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the Leases of the said
Runs.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions, must
forward their objections ,  in writing ,  to this Depart-
ment, before the 26th May, 1877.
Plans of these Runs may be seen ,  and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained ,  on application at
this Department.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Gunadorah.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Becker.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ...
Total Area ... 50 „
Commencing at the north- west corner  of the Korag-
garak Run , at a point on the left bank of the Bulloo or
Coorni Paroo River,  at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over C within triangle  on its east  side, and bounded
thence on the south  by an east  line along  part of the
north boundary of the above-named  run five miles ;
thence on the east by a north line ten miles ; thence on
the north by an east  line five miles  thirty-two chains to
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River at a point about ten
chains west of ,  and passing  through  a box -tree marked
broad- arrow  over B over 34 within  triangle on its west
aide ; and thence on the west by the left bank of the
river afo re said  downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Wombadulla.
Claimant of  Lease-Joseph Becker.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 9
Total ... ... 34 „
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Bulloo
or Coorni Paroo River, situated about ten chains west of
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 34 within
triangle on its west side, and bounded thence on the
south by an east line passing through said tree along the
north boundary of the Gunadorah Run and a prolonga-
tion thereof, in all thirteen miles and thirty-two chains ;
thence on the east by a north line two miles fifty-seven
chains ; thence on the north by a west line to the south-
east corner of the Imbadulla East Run, and its continu-
ation along the south boundary of that run-in all
twelve miles and thirty-two chains to the Bulloo or
Coorni Paroo River, at a point opposite a koolabah-tree
marked broad-arrow over I within triangle on its north
side ; and thence on the west by the left bank of the
aforesaid river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Green.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Becker.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30
„
Total ... ... 100 99
Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary of
the Owthorpe No. 7 Run one mile north of a yapunyah-
tree on left bank of Goora Goora Creek marked broad-
arrow over G over 1 within triangle on its north-east
side, and bounded thence on the west by a south line
crossing Goora Goora Creek, and passing through said
tree ten miles along part of the western boundary of
Owthorpe No. 7 Run to its south-east corner; thence
on the south by an east line ten miles ; thence on the
east by a north line crossing Goora Goora Creek at a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over G within triangle on its
north-east side on right bank of creek 10 miles ;
and thence on the north by a west line ten miles, passing
through a box-tree on the left bank of Beengala Creek
marked trjad-arrow over G over 6 in triangle on its
south side to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Balthazzar.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Becker.
Estimated Area-
- Available ... ... 60 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 40 „
Total ... ... 100 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Green
Run, beinga point on the  east  boundary of Owthorpe No. 7
Run one mile north of a yapunyah-tree on the left bank
of Goora Goora Creek marked broad-arrow over G over
I in triangle  on its north -east side  ;  and bounded thence
on the west by a north line  along a part of the east
boundary of the said Owthorpe No. 7 Run  five miles to
the south boundary of the Owthorpe No. 6 Run; thence
on the north by an east  line along a part  of that boundary
69 chains  ; thence again on the  west  by a north line
along the east boundary of last-mentioned  run 5 miles ;
thence again on the north by  an east  line  9 miles 45
chains ; thence on the east by a south  line 10 miles cross-
ing Beengala  Creek 16  chains east  of a box -tre e marked
brad -arrow over G over 8  in triangle on its south-west
side ; and thence on the south by a west line to the
north- east angle  of the Green Run, and by the north
boundary of that run, in all 10 miles  34 chains ,  crossing
Beengala  Creek  at a box -tree marked broad-arrow over
G over 6 in triangle on its south side, and Goora Goora
Creek at  a tre e  marked broad-arrow over G over 4
within triangle on its south side to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Napoleon.
Claimant of Lease-Joseph Becker.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 55 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 45 „
Total .. ... 100 „
Commencing at the south -east corner of the Balthazzar
Run at a point three  miles and  sixty  chains south and
sixteen  chains  east of a box -tree on the right bank of
Beengala  Creek marked broad -arrow  over G over 8
within triangle on its south -west side ,  and bounded
thence on the west by a north line  along the east
boundary  of the Balthazzar Run ten miles  ;  thence on
the north by an east  line ten miles cro ssing the head of
Beengala  Creek to a point  four miles  fifty- two chains east
and sixteen  chains north  of a mountain -ash on left bank
of said creek marked broad -arrow over  G over 13 within
triangle on its north -east side ; thence  on the east by a
south line  ten miles  ;  and thence on the south by a
west line ten miles  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Imbadulla.
Claimant of Lease - Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Bulloo or Coorni  Pa ro o River at a point opposite to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 39 within
triangle on its south-east side, and bounded thence on
the north by a west  li ne four miles seventy -four chains ;
thence on the west by a south line ten miles  ;  thence on
the south by an east line to the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo
River four miles and sixty -six chains to a point about
five chains east of and passing th ro ugh a koolabah-t re e
marked broad -arrow over I on its north side ; and thence
on the east by the right bank of said river upwards to
the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Imbadu lla East.
Claimant of Lease - E rn est James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  33 squa re  miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17
Total .. 50 „
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Bulloo
or Coorni Paroo River,  situated  about fifty  chains west
of a box -tree marked broad -arrow over B over 39 within
triangle on its south -east side ,  and bounded thence on
the north by an east line passing th ro ugh said t re e five
miles and six chains ; thence on the east by a south  line
ten miles cro ssing  Wombadulla Creek about twenty-four
chair -s above a koolabah -tree marl ed broad -arrow over B
over W in  triangle  ;  thence on  the south by  a west line
five miles and fourteen chains to the Bulloo or Coorni
Pa ro o River at a point opposite a koolabah-t re e marked
broad-arrow over I within triangle on its north side ;
and thence on the west by the left bank of the river
aforesaid upwards to the point of commencement,
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Name of Run-Injamulla.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... 32 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 18
Total ... ... 50
Commencing on the right bank of the Bullo or
Coorni Paroo River, opposite to a point sixteen chains
north of a koolabali-tree on the left bank of the
river marked broad-arrow over B over 43 within triangle
on its south-south-east side, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line five miles and sixty-six chains ;
thence on the west by a south line ten miles to the
north-west corner of the Imbadulla Run ; thence on the
south by an  east line  along tht- north boundary of the last-
named run four miles seventy-four chains to the Bulloo
or Coorni Paroo River, at a point opposite a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over 39 within triangle on
its south-east side ; and thence on the east by the right
bank of the aforesaid river upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Injamulla East.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16 it
Name of Run-Gundary East.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest  James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  25 it
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on the left bank of the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River at a point sixteen chains north of and eight
chains  ' west  of a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow
over B over 43 within triangle on its south-south-east
side,  and bounded thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Injainulla East Run
and a  prolongation thereof, in  all nine miles , fifty chains;
thence on the east by a north line fifteen  miles cro ssing
Blackwater Creek ; thence on the north by a west line
four miles thirty- two chains  to the left bank of the
Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River to a point  five chains
north of a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over M
over G within triangle  on its east side  ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of the  aforesaid  river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hoomooloo North.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest  James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  42 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  18
Total ... ... 60
Total ... ... 50
Commencing on the left bank of the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River, at a point  sixteen chains  north of a
koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over  B over  13 within
triangle on its south south-east side and bounded thence
on the north by an east line four miles fourteen chains ;
thence on the east by a south line ten miles to the north-
east  corner of the Imba lulla East Run ; thence on the
south by a west line along the north boundary of last-
named run five miles six chains to the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River at a point about fifty chains west of and
passing through a box-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 39  within triangle on iti south-east side ; and thence
on the west by the left bank of the aforesaid river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mogadarra.
Claimant or Lease-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... ! 5
Total  ... ... 75
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the Bulloo
or Coorni Paroo River about five chains east of a koola-
bah-tree marked broad-arrow over I within triangle on
its north side ; and bounded thence on the north by a
west line  along the south boundary of the Imbadulla
Rnn and a prolongation thereof-in all five miles
twenty-four chains ; thence on the west by a south line
fifteen miles ; thence on the south by an east line four
miles  fifty-two chains to the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo
River at a point about five chains east of, and passing
through a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over M
within triangle on its north side ; and thence on the
east by the left bank of the aforesaid river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Gundary.
Claimant  of Lease-E rnest James Stevens.
Estimated  Area-Available... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25
Total ... ... 75 )f
Commencing  on the right bank of the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River at a point sixteen chains north and ten
chains west  of a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over
B over 43 within triangle on its south-south-east side,
and bounded thence on the south by a west  line along
part of the north boundary of the Injamulla Run thirty
chains ; thence on the west by a north line fifteen miles ;
thence on the north by an east line five miles and forty-
eight chains to the Bulloo or Coorni River at a point
five chains north of a koolabah- tree  marked broad-
arrow over R over 7 within triangle on  its west side ;
and  thence  on the east by the right bank of the afore-
said river downwards to the point of  commencement.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of Gumbardo
Creek situated at a marked tree JB over + about two chains
south of a koolabah tree marked broad-arrow over HG
over HY within triangle on its west side, and bounded
thence on the east by a north line passing through last-
named tree ten miles thirty-two chains ; thence on the
north by a west line eight miles seventy-six chains
crossing Blackwater Creek eight chains south of a koolabah
marked broad-arrow over B over 10 in triangle on its
east side to the north-east corner of Gundary East Run ;
thence on  the west  by a south line along part of the
east bonndary of last-named run five miles seventy-two
chains to Blackwater ' Creek at a point about fifty-six
chains east and sixty chains south of a koolabah tree
marked broad-arrow over B over 4 within triangle on
its north-west side ; thence on the south by the right
bank of Blackwater Creek upwards to its confluence
with Gumbardo Creek ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of last-named creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hoomooloo South.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 36 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ... ... 51 „
Commencing on the left bank of Gumbardo Creek at
a point opposite a tree marked JB over + about two
chains south of a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over
HG  over HY within triangle on its west side, and
bounded thence on the east by a south line two miles ;
thence on the south by a west line eight miles seventy-
six chains to the eastern boundary of the Gundary East
Run ; thence on the west by a north line along part of
the eastern boundary of last-named run six miles forty
chains to Blackwater Creek at a point about fifty-six
chains east and sixty ebians south of a koolabah-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over 4 on its north-west side ;
thence on the north by the left bank of Blackwater
Creek upwards to its confluence with Gumbardo Creek ;
and thence on the north-east by the left bank of last-
named creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run--Patchimellun.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on t'ie right bank of the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River at a point about two chains east of a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 74 within triangle
on its south -east side, also marked cross over  -  in dia-
mond on north-east side, and bounded thence on the
north  by a west line passing through said tree seven
miles and twelve chains ; thence on the west by a
south line ten miles ; thence on the south by an
east line three miles thirty- five chains  to the Bulloo
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or Coorni Paroo River at a point about two chains
east  of and passing through an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over B over 66 within triangle on its west
side ; and thence on the east by the right bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Patchimellun East.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest James Stephens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... 15
Total ... ... 50
Commencing on the left bank of the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River at a point opposite to a box-tree marled
broad-arrow over B over 74 within triangle on its south-
east side a,nd also on its north-east side marked cross
over - in diamond, and boundd thence on the north
by an east line two miles sixty-eight chains ; thence on
the ea,t by a south line ten miles ; thence on the soulr
by a west line six miles forty-five chains to the Bulloo or
Coorni Paroo River at a point opposite an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over 66 within triangle on
its west side ; and thence on the west by the left bank
of that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Bismark.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available .. 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of the Gun-
dary East Run, on the left bank of the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River, at a point five chains north of a koolabah
tree marked broad.arrow over M over G within triangle
on its east side, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line along the north boundary of the Gundary East
Run, and a prolongation thereof-in all four miles forty
chains ; thence on the east by a north line ten miles to
the south boundary of the Coomete East Run ; thence
on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of last-named run four miles thirty chains to
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River, at a koolabah-tree
marked broad arrow over B over 60 within triangle on
its north-west side ; and thence on the west by the left
bank of the aforesaid river downwards to the point of
commencement.
I
Name of  Run-Morgans.
Claimant of Lease -Ernest James  Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  35 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 15
Total ... ... 50
Commencing  on the right bank of the Bulloo or Coorni
Paroo River  at the north- east  corner of the Gundary
Run, at a point  about five chains north of a koolabah-tree
marked broad-arrow over R over 7 within triangle on
its west side , and bounded thence on the south by a
west line along  part of the north boundary of the Gun-
dary Run five  miles  forty chains ; thence on the west
by a north line ten miles ; thence on the north by an
east line  five miles  fifty chains to the right bank of the
Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River, to a point opposite to a
koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 60 within
triangle  on its north-west side ; and thence on the east
by the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Coomete.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14
Total ... ... 39
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Coorni Paroo River at a p int opposite to a koolabah-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 60 within triangle
on its north-west aide, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line along part of the north boundary of the
Morgans Run four miles twenty-six chains ; thence on
the west by a north line seven miles sixty-four chains ;
thence on the north by an east line to the south-west
corner of the Patchimellun Run, and its continuation
along the south boundary of the last-named run, in all
five miles sixty chains to the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo
River at a point about two chains east of, and passing
through an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 66 within triangle on its west aide ; and thence on
the east by the right bank of the aforesaid river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Coomete East.
Claimant of Lease-Ernest James Stevens.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... .. 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14
Total ... ... ... 39
Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Bulloo
or Coorni Paroo River, at a koolabah-tree marked broad-
arrrw over B over 60 within triangle on its north-west
side, and bounded thence on the south by an east line
five miles fifty-four chains ; thence on the east by a
north line seven miles sixty-four chains to the south
boundary of the Patchimellun East Run ; thence on
the north by an east line along part of the south boun-
dary of the last-named run four miles twenty chains to
the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo River, at a point opposite to
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 66
within triangle on its west side ; and thence on the west
by the left bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Gunadorah West.
Claimants of Lease-Joseph Becker and WilliamSly.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 25  square miles.
Unavailab' e ... ... 10
Total ... ... 35
Commencing on the right bank of the Bulloo or
Coorni Paroo River, at a point opposite  a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over C1 within triangle on  its east
side, and bounded thence on the south by a west line
along the north boundary of the Yungerah Run and a
prolongation thereof, in all fifteen miles forty chains ;
thence on the west by a north line two miles fifty chains ;
thence on the north by a west line to the south-west
corner of the Mogadarra Run and its continuation
along the south boundary  of last -named  run, in all four-
teen miles fifty-two chains to the Bulloo or Coorni Paroo
River at a point about five chains  east of and passing
through a koolahah-tree marked broad-arrow over M
within triangle on its north side ; and thence on the
east  by the right bank of the  aforesaid  river downwards
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Sanquhar.
Claimant of Lease-William Oswold Gilchrist.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 19 „
Total ... ... 44 „
Commencing on the right bank of Blackwater Creek
at a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 38
within triangle on its west-north-west side on right bank
of said creek, and bounded thence on the north by a
west line three miles ; thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 24 degrees west twelve miles to a
point forty chains west of a koolabah-tree marked
broad-arrow over B over 25 within triangle on its north-
west side on right bank of creek ; thence on the south
by an east line four miles forty chains, passing through
said tree and crossing Blackwater Creek ; thence on the
east by a line bearing north twenty-four degrees east
twelve miles ; and thence again on the north by a west
line one mile forty chains to and across Blackwater
Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Sanqubar No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-William Oswold Gilchrist.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  27 square miles.
Unavailable ... 20 „
Total ... ... 47 „
Commencing on the right bank of the  Blackwater
Creek at a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 25 within triangle on its north-west  side on right
bank of that creek, and bounded thence on the north by
an east  line along part of the south boundary of the
Sanqubar Run two miles thirty-four chains ; thence on
the east by a south line two miles sixty- six chains ;
thence on the south by a west line one mile thirty-four
chains ; thence again on the east by a south line two
miles sixty-four chains ; thence again on the south by a
west line  one mile  thirty- six chains  ; thence  again on the
east by a south line  three miles  twenty chains to a point
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two miles  forty chains  east of a koolabah -tree marked
broad-arrow over B over 15 within triangle on its north-
west side  on right bank of creek ; thence on the south
by a west  line crossing  Blackwater Creek and  passing
through said  tree  five miles ; thence on the west by a
north  line  four miles twenty-eight chains ; thence on
the north by an east line one mile and eight  chains ;
thence again  on the  west  by a north  line two miles four-
teen chains; thence  again  on the north by an east line
one mile  twenty-four chains ; thence again on the west
by a north  line two miles  twenty-eight  chains ; and
thence again on the north by an  east  line three miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Wallstown.
Claimant of Lease - Wil liam Oswold  Gilchrist.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable
... ... 15 „
Total ... ... 40
Commencing on the left bank of Pleasant Creek, at a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over PB over 50 within
triangle on its west side, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line passing through said tree and
crossing Pleasant and Blackwater Creeks three miles ;
thence on the north-west by a line bearing south 38
degrees west eleven miles twenty chaains to the north-
west corner of the Sanquhar Run, being a point three
miles west of a koolabah-tree on right bank of Black-
water Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 38 on its
west-north-west side ; thence on the south by an east
line along the north boundary of the Sanquhar Run and
a prolongation thereof, in all five miles ; thence on
the south-east by a line bearing north 38 degrees east
eleven  miles  and twenty chains ; and thence again on the
north by a west line  two miles  to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Fermoy.
Claimant of Lease-William Oswold Gilchrist.
Estimated Area-
Available
U il bl
... 25 square miles.1nava a e
Total
...
...
...
...
3f
38J
„
Commencing on the right bank of Blackwater Creek,
at a point about sixteen  chains east  of a koolabah-tree
marked broad-arrow over B over 15 in triangle on its
north- west  side, and bounded thence on the north by
a west line along part of the south boundary of the
Sanquhar No. 2 Run, and a prolongation thereof,
in all seven  miles  forty chains, to the east boundary
of the Bismark Run ; thence on the west by a
south line along part of that boundary three miles
sixty-eight chains to the north boundary of the
Hoomooloo North Run ; thence on the south by an
east line  along part of that boundary and a prolongation
thereof, crossing Blackwater Creek about eight chains
south of a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 10 in triangle on its  east  side, in all ten miles ;
thence on the east by a north line three miles sixty-eight
chains ; and thence  again on  the north by a west line
along part  of the south boundary of the Sanquhar No. 2
Run two miles forty chains to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run-Gumbardo.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Wright Knox.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 34 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 171 „
Total ... ... 51* „
Commencing  at the south- east corn er  of the Hoomooloo
North Run at a point on the right bank of Gumbardo
Creek situate  at a tree marked  JB over + about two
chains south of a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow
over HG over HY within triangle on its west side, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along part
of the eastern boundary of the Hoomooloo North Run
four miles and fifty-six chains ; thence on the north by
an east  line  ten miles ; thence on the  east  by a south line
nine miles to  Gumbardo Creek at a point opposite a box-
tree  marked broad-arrow within  triangle on its west side ;
and thence on the south- west  and south by the right
bank of Gumbardo Creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Cumbertine.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Wright Knox.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 37 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 16
„
Total ... ... 53 it
Commencing on the right bank of Gumbardo Creek at
a point opposite a box-tree marked broad-arrow within
triangle on its west side ; and bounded thence on the
west by a north line along part of the eastern boundary
of the Gumbardo Run four miles sixty chains ; thence
on the north by an east line five miles forty-five chains ;
thence on the east by a south line thirteen miles fifty-
four chains to Gumbardo Creek at a point opposite a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over 22 on its south
side ; and thence on the south-west by the right bank
of Gumbardo Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Yesaba.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Wright Knox.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 151  ,,
Total ... ... 48} „
Commencing at the north-east corner of Hoomooloo
South Run on the left bank of Gumbardo Creek at a
point opposite a tree marked JB over + about two
chains south of a koolabah-tree marked broad-arrow over
HG over HY within triangle on its west side, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line along the
eastern boundary of the Hoomooloo South Run and a
prolongation thereof, in all five miles twenty-four
chains ; thence on the south by an  east  line ten miles ;
thence on the east by a north line  one mile  to Gumbardo
Creek at a box-tree marked broad-arrow within  triangle
on its west side ; and thence on the north -east  and north
by the left bank of Gumbardo Creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Yabra.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Wright Knox.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14
Total ... ... 47
Commencing on the left bank of Gumbardo Creek
the north- east corner  of the Yesaba Run  at a box-t re e
marked broad-arrow within triangle  on its west side ;
bounded thence on the west by a south  line along
the eastern boundary of last-named run one mile
thence on the north by a west  line along  part of the
south boundary of said run  two miles  four  chains ;
thence again on the  west  by a south line four miles
forty chains ; thence on the south by an  east  line two
miles four chains ; thence again on the  west  by a south
line three miles twenty- six chains  ; thence again on the
south by an east line two miles seven chains ; thence
again on the west by a south line four miles forty-two
chains  ; thence again on the south by an east line three
miles thirty-eight  chains  ; thence on the east by a north
line four miles thirty-four chains to Gumbardo  Creek at
a point about three chains north  of, and passing  through
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over 22 within
triangle  on its south side ; and thence on the north-
east by the left bank of Gumbardo Creek  downwards to
the point  of commencemeut.
Name of Run-Helidon.
Claimant of  Lease -Robert Wright Knox.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 15 „
Total ... ... 53 „
Commencing on the right bank of Gumbardo Creek
at the south- east corner of the Cumbertine Run opposite
to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over G over 22 within
triangle on its south side, and bounded thence on the
west by a north line along part of the eastern boundary
of the Cumbertine Run seven miles seventy-eight  chains;
thence on the north by an east line  nine miles  ; thence
on the east by a south line six miles to  a box -tree on the
Charleville r ad marked broad-arrow over 31 on  its north
side ; thence on the south by a line bearing  north 889
degrees  east  one mile sixty-four chains to  a box -tree on
left bank of Gumbardo Creek marked broad-arrow over
5,57
G over  28 on its  north side, and thence  again on the
south by a line across Gumbardo Creek and by the left
bank of that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Yahparaba.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Wright Knox.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ... 30 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 14
Total ... 44 „
Commencing  at a point on the left bank of Gumbardo
Creek  situated about three chains north of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over G over 22 within triangle on
its south  side , and bounded thence on the west by a
south line two miles  seventy-six chains to the north-
west corner  of the Pingine Run ; thence on the south by
an east line  along part of the north boundary of Pingine
Run and passing  through a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over 84 within triangle  on its  south-west side nine miles;
thence on the east by a north line four  miles seventy-
four chains to a box- tree  on the Charleville road marked
broad-arrow over 31 within  triangle  on its north side ;
thence on the north by a line bearing north 289 degrees
east  to a box-tree on the left bank of Gumbardo Creek
marked broad-arrow over G over 28 within triangle on
its north  side,  and thence on the north by the left bank
of Gumbardo Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Yarraboota.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 15
Total  ... ...  50
Commencing at a box -t re e marked broad-arrow over
Y over N within  triangle on its west side on right bank
of Pintahra or Goonbo Goonbo Creek, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line along part of the
north boundary  of the Norley  Run and  the north
boundary of the  Norley West  Run, in all  six miles seven
chains  ;  thence on the west  by a north  line  five miles ;
thence on  the north  by an east line crossing Pintahra or
Goonbo  Goonbo  Creek ,  about fifteen chains below a box-
tree marked broad -arro w over  (1 over 2 within triangle
on its east side ten miles to the weste rn  boundary of
Quamby Run  ;  thence on  the east by  a south line along
part of the west  boundary  of last-named run five miles
to the north boundary  of the Norley Run ;  and thence
again on the south by a west line three miles  seventy-
three chains  to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run - Pintahra.
Claimant of Lease-Wil liam Naunton  Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  45 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  25 „
Total ... 70
Commencing on the north boundary of the Yarra-
boota Run at a point ten chains south of a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over G over 2 within triangle on its
east  side, and bounded thence on the south by a west
line along part of that boundary four miles fifty-three
chains ; thence on the west by a north line fifteen miles
crossing Pintahra or Goonbo Goonbo Creek to a point
forty chains rorth of and passing through a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over G over 6 within triangle on
its north-north-east side on right bank of creek ; thence
on the north by an east line four miles fifty-three
chains ; thence on the east by a south line fifteen miles
crossing Pintahra or Goonbo Goonbo Creek to a point
ten chains south of and passing through the first-men-
tioned box-tree on left bank of said creek marked broad-
arrow over G over 2 within triangle on its east side to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lawrenny Back Block No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 10 „
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing  on the north boundary of the Lawrenny
Run, at  a yapunyah-tree on the left aide of the Neerebah
Creek, marked broad -arrow over  LB within triangle and
bounded thence on the south by an east line along part of
that boundary five miles forty-two  chains  ; thence on the
east by a north line along part of the western boundary
of the Huntworth Run, and a prolongation thereof
along  the western boundary of the Norley West Run-
in all five miles  ; thence on the north by a west line ten
miles to a  point sixteen chains west and eighty-four
hcains  north of a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow
over LLB within triangle on its north side ; thence on
the west by a south line five miles to the north-west
corner of the Lawrenny Run ; and thence again on the
south by an  east line along  part of the north boundary
of the last-named run four miles thirty-eight chains,
crossing Neerebah Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kiandra.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 55 square miles.
Unavailable .. ...  25 „
Total ... ...  80
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Pintahra
Run, at a point ten chains south of a box-tree on right
bank of Pintahra or Goonbo Gloonbo Creek marked
broad-arrow over G over 2 within triangle  on its east
side, and bounded thence on the west by a north line
along  eastern boundary of Pintahra Run, passing
through said tree and  crossing the said creek, fifteen
miles  ; thence on the north by an east  line five miles
twenty-seven chains to a point on the right bank of
Mooliana  Creek ten chains north of a box tree marked
broad-arrow over K over B over B within triangle on its
north-east  side, said  tree being at the head of Teebullah
Waterhole ; thence on the east by a south line to the nortl1-
west corner of Quamby Run and  a continuation along
part of  its weste rn boundary- in all fifteen  miles to the
north-east corner of the Yarraboota Run ; and thence on
the south by a west line  along part  of the north boun-
dary of last-named run,  crossing  Pintahra or Goonbo
GFoonbo Creek five miles twenty-seven chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Barnum.
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 30 square miles.
Unavailale ... ... 27 „
Total ... ... 57 3)
Commencing at north- west co rn er  of Owthorpe, No.
5 Run, at a point one mile twenty- six chains  north of
a yapunyah tree-marked broad- arrow  over 0 over B
within triangle  on its  north- east side , and bounded
thence on the east by a south line passing through said
tree, along  western  boundary of last-named run five
miles to  northern boundary of Quamby Run ; thence on
the south by a west line  along  part of the north
boundary of last-named run two miles forty  chains to
its north-west corner, at a point four miles sixty-three
chains south, and seventy -six chains  west of a box-tree
on the right bank of the Ttheraway Waterhole, marked
broad-arrow over M within triangle on its east side ;
thence on the west by a north line along part of the
eastern  boundary of the Kiandra Run, and a prolonga-
tion thereof passing through a tree on the right bank of
Mooliana Creek, marked broad-arrow over K over B over
B within triangle on its north -east side, crossing last-
named creek in all twenty  miles  to a point eight miles
twenty-eight ehains north of tree last mentioned ;
thence on the north by  an east line  to the south-west
corner of the Wombin Run, and a continuation along its
south boundary, in all three miles ; thence on the east by
a south line fifteen miles to north boundary of Owthorpe
No. 5 Run, and thence on the south by a west line along
part of the north boundary of the last-named run, forty
chains to the point of commencement.NOTE.-The portion fthe eastern boundary-line of
this run lying north of the northern boundary-line of
Owthorpe, No. 5, Run  is as agreed  to on the 18th March,
1876, by the Lessees of the Barnum  and Belfast runs
respectively.
Name of Run-Itheraway
Claimant of Lease-William Naunton Waller.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 10
Total ... ... 50
Commencing at the north- west  corner of the Pintahre
Run, on the left  bank  of the Pintahra or Goonbo
Goonbo Creek, forty chains north of  a box -tree marked
broad-arrow over G over 6 within  triangle  on its north
north- east side , and bounded thence on the south by a
west line ten  miles cro ssing  the said creek ; thence on
the west by a north line five miles to a point four miles
east  and ten chains north of a box-tree, marked broad-
arrow  over G over 9 within triangle on its south-east
side ;  thence on the north by an east line crossing
Pintahra or Goonbo Goonbo Creek ten miles, and thence
on the east by a south line five miles  to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
j N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
11 " The Crown Lan,s Aliena+ion Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING ON TEVIOT BROOK.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan.
100 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook at the north-east
corner  of portion 19, and bounded thence  o ft  part
of the south by one of the north-east houndaries
and part of  the north boundary of that p,,rtion
north westerly and westerly to the rt ad from
Dugandan to Ipswich ; on the west by that road
northerly about one hundred and thirty- one chains
to its junction with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing  of Teviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the south and on the east by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
(Within Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 1875, folio 1298.)
On Bingeru Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River  at the confluence  of a small creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked BT over
XXV; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line south -easterly about seventy-five chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over E. over II on the
road from Bingera to Eureka ; on the south by a
line westerly to the Burnett liver at a point
opposite a tree on the left bank of the river marked
BT over X XVII ; and thence by the Burnett
River downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
Caunly of Cook, parish of South Kolan.
570 acres.
Commencing  at a point one chain  north from the
north-east  corner  of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south by the road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51, and 13, and a line west to
the south-east corner of portion 52; on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine chains and ten
links ; thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy-one degrees thirty minutes two chains and
seventy-eight links one degree thirty minutes
twenty-six chains and sixty-four links ; on the north
by a line bearing east fifty-two chains and ninety-
one links; thence by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 24 southerly and
easterly to the road forming the west boundary of
portion 1A ; and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AND WATER.
Condamine River, at crossing of Main Western
Road from Dalby, county of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Condamine
River  at its intersection  by the south side of the
main road  from Dalby to Condamine, and bounded
thence on the south by the south side of that road
westerly to the east boundary of the reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government  Gazette  for 1872,
page 13 ; on the north-west by that reserve north-
easterly to the Condamine River ; and on the north-
east by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook District (on the Telegraph line).
238 acres.
Commencing on the Laura River at a tree marked
broad- arrow  over QG, and bounded thence by a
line running east-north-east fifty-three chains ;
thence by  a line running  north-north-west forty-five
chains ; thence by  a line running  west-south-westfifty-three chains ; thence by a line  running south-
south-east forty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Franklyn Vale Creek, county of Churchill, parisit
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the south-west corner of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty two chains  and sixteen links, and
passing through a post on the bank  of said creek ;
on the north-east by a road  two chains  wide  bearing
two hundred degrees one chain and  twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty- five degrees and
twenty-one  minutes east eleven  chains and fifty-
nine links ; on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty-five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek, and passing through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
TN pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
1 " The Cro wn Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved f'or a Quarry ,  and placed under the
control of the Municipal Council of Brisbane.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY.
Count of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres 2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing on the north-west side of Leich-
bardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 238 degrees 8 minutes two chains and fifty
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 328
degrees 8 minutes ten chains and forty- seven links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 58 degrees 8
minutes two chains and fifty links ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 148 degrees  8 minutes
ten chains and forty-seven links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
i
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices,  Brisbane ,  Beenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 C. ShepperdRoad reserved through
portion 9
Kholo ...  1 3 14
2 1 J. Murtha Road reserved through
and R.' portion 13, from Pim- Pimpama 2
0 0
McCready pama Creek easterly
to its east boundary
.3 P G.WalkerPart of road reservedthrough portion 13 Cedar ...  1
2 30
s; Roads De-
partment
Road separating por-
tion 15 from portion
Deuchar ...  3 0 23
22
The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th January, 1877.
I N pursuance of the _1 ttXdA1n.&ckt 6P- I sts's,
" The C-:  ed for general information, that
it is' cereunder described have been tempo-
rarily  reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
r.., .. Yom,... -oar- C1ZEL$. ° I
RFSERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Buryorah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line  bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
t? line bearing west  forty  chains ; on  thewe st by a
line bearing north forty  chains ; on  the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the  remain-
der of the  east  by a line bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah,  county  of Belmore, near St.
Georqe.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and  seventy- eight  links; on the south-west
by a line bearing 236 degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t" the Bolonne River; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
tuencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the nortli-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains and fifty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection 145; on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone River ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant  mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended
to be granted ,  and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force  of the  Act aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant- 28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 1875.
N ame of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-Allotment 2,  section 110, toR n
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Land Granted. 'pe-Robert Little.
parish of Oxley, -2.-Portion 9, county of Stanley,
AMi.,thirty-three acres.
County of Stan' NDED DESCRIPIION.
39 ac ley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
res 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing tin the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ;  on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Grows Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof' shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portions  16
18,  and  21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south to enty-one chains ; on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty-one chains to the point of
commencement.
Department :,f Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commenceniLnt.
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DESERVE FOB THE PURPOSE OF  GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MABYBOBOIJGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH  MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east ,  being a  line parallel with Wharf
street ,  three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links  ;  thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west bcundary of reserve fo.i
wharves proclaimed 6th March ,  1874; thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve  ;  thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands in-
tended to be granted ,  to the intent  that, by  force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions ,  and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 685,  county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area,  68 acres,  I rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east  by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links; on the north by a line bearing west twenty
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fitty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north- west corner  of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen  chains fifty  links  to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
BrisbaneRiver , and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy -two and. a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degree 7 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links ; t ce bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes  east  forty-four links to a road
one chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the -point of commencement,-
exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected  thereby,  are required to transmit
to this Department  their  objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this  date.  , .
Plans of the  Roads can be seen at this and the
Land  Agent 's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
*2
Applicant. Situation. Parish.
A. H.Brown Road separating portion I Oxley ...
120 from portion 121
A. Binstead Reserved road through I Barrow
portion 3 from the,
south boundary to the
Coomera River I
Area.
A.B.  P.
1 2 21
3 0
* This road is proposed to be closed in  exchange  for a new road
further to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this ,  and the
Land Agent 's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation . Parish. i Area.
I E. Turich Road separating  por-
I
Boyne ... 1
A.  R. P.
6 3 16
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name  of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of  Indooroopilly ,  35 acres  2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Stanley , parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended  area ,  33 acres,  0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain  fifty links wide
at the north-west corner  of portion 685, and bounded
thence on  the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes east  eight chains
five links  ; thence  bearing north  44 degrees 26
minutes east ten chains sixty -nine  links; thence
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
j N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
I " 17ie Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JO RN DOUGLAS
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being  a line  parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
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thence north 300 degrees  18 minutes  east fifty
links  ;  thence north 30 degrees  18 minutes east to
the Mary River  low-water mark  spring tides ;
thence. by that mark upwards to a point bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east from the com-
mencing point ; and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18  minutes east  to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  WATER, WIDE  BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish ofBrooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing east one hundred and sixty chains ; on the
east by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty- nine  chains and eighty-seven links ; again
on the south by a line bearing west fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek, and pas-
sing  through a post three hundred and ten links
from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
413, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
RESERVE FOR A. POUND, ST. GEORon.
County of Belmnre, parish of St. George, town of
St. George, allotments 9 and  10  of section  28.
2 acres
Commencing on the north-west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south-west by allotment
18 bearing 31 degrees five chains; on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street ; and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roofs 17 pi.rclLes.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south-easterly three chains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street ; on the south-east
by that street, bearing north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin-street; on the north-east by that street,
bearing north-westerly three chains and eightyy-
nine  links  to the Burnett River, and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg
allotments 1 and 4 of section  29.
1 acre 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum-street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty-five links
to Quay street ; on the south-east by that street,
bearing north-easterly six chains; on the north-east
by allotment  seven , bearing north-westerly thret
chains to  the Burnett River. and on the north-west
by that  river  upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES.  ON THE BARROK
RIVER ,  DOUGLAS '  TRACK ,  FROM CAIRNS TO
THORNBOBOUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded  thence on  part of the  east  by a line
bearing south  fifty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west  one hundred  chains, crossing the
Barron River ;  on the west  by a line bearing north
ove hundred chains ; on the north  by a line bearing
east one  hundred  chains, crossing the Barron River;
and on the  remainder ,  of the east  by a line bearing
south fifty chains to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
County of Churchill, parish of Tent Sill , portion
0 No. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tent Hill Creek
at a point  bearing  273 degrees, and distant eighty
links from a gum tree marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line  bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy  links, and passing  through a
post three hundred and seventy  links from said
creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by portion 43 , bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing through a poet one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek ; and on the east by that
creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redele.
78 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  hundred and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion  216, and
bounded thence on the south- west  and south by
portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees
east  fourteen chains and fifteen links , and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion  220, bearing
north twelve chains ;  again on  the south by that
portion bearing east twenty chains ; on the south-
east  by a road one hundred and fifty  links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees  east, one chain  and eighty-
one links ; on the north-east and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees  east ten chains,
and west forty-seven  chains and seventy links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th January, 1877.WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north- east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four  chains and
five links ; on the west by  a line  bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links ; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees east
twenty-four chains and seven  links  ; and on the
east  by the road first aforesaid  bearing  south five
chains and five links to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR A CEMETERY ,  NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection  of two  roads each
one chain  wide,  and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearin g north 53  degrees east
six chains  and fifty-eight  links ; on  the north by
another road  one chain  wide bearing east  two chains
and thirty -seven links  ;  on the north -east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees  east ten chains  and fifty-
four links ; on the south-east by  a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north  323 degrees 3 minutes
cast eleven chains and ninety-six links  to the poin3
of commencement.
I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868,"  it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the.
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBURRA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomhurra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
each one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868, "  it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Wharf purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
]RESERVE  FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood  29 perches.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on  the south-west by. Barolin street, bearing
south -easterly four chains to Quay street ; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains  to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing  north-westerly  two chains  and sixty
three links to the Burnett River;  and on  the north-
west  by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE
is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  names  and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and  in every deed containing the erroneous
names  and descriptions, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land ,granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three  acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No.  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains  and forty-
seven links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty -nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Oxley,  portion No. 92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains fire  links; on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty-one  links; on the  north by  a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes  east twenty -five chains
four links  to the aforesaid  road  ;  and on the east
by that  road bearing  north  179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links to the point of commence.
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Nathe of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land granted.-Portion  161, county of -Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion I o.  161t
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road ,  and bounded thence on the
north- east  by the south- west  boundary  line of that
portion  bearing  north 287  degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one  chains fifteen links  ;  on the north-west
by a line  bearing  north 197  degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains  fifty- one links ; on the south-west.by
the north -east boundary nne of portion 162 bearing
north 108  degrees 30 minutes cast  thirty- one chains
eighty -five links ; and on the south -east by the
Ipswich r( ad 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links;  and north 10 degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains  eighty -seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date  of  Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel Joseph Wills,  Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Landgranted.-Portion  37,  county Clinton, pari sh
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell  Bulkley
Praed having  been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended  grantees ,  instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little,  and Arthur Campbell  Bulkley
Praed.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1876.
W  V
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868, "
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described wi ll  be
permanently reserved  for the  purpose named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March, town of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets,  and bounded thence on the north-
east  by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to gent street ; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing  at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety -eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east  eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four  chains  and twenty links ;  and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 3rd November, 1876.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
11 ``  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for the  purposes
named with respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL NEAR GOwRIE  JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba, portionNo. 421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-west corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that portion bearing
south twenty-six chains and sixty-seven links ; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and  twenty- nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains and ninety-three links, and 42 d egrees 58
minutes seven chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of lhaldegrave, parish of Roma, town of
Roma, allotments 1, 2,  3, 4, 6, 7,  8, and 9, of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north-west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north by that  street bearing I
east five chains to Arthur street; on the east by that
street bearing south eight chains  ;  on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne street ; and on the west by that street
bearing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION  OF THE  HOSPITAL  RESERVE, 0008-
TOWN.
County of  Banks, parish  of Cook, town of Cook.
town, allotment  7 of section 8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
9 degrees and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north -cast by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing  north  189 degres and
10 minutes east 2 chains  ;  and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing  north  99 degrees and 10
minutes east three chains to the point  of'  com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th January; 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have  ,been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County of  Belmore ,  parish and  town of  St. George,
allotment 6 of section 22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north-west side of Alfred
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 52 degrees two chains ; on the north-
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north -west by allotment  5  bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street  ;  and on the
south-east by that street bearing 142 degrees five
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.N ' OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of1 Grant mentioned in the Schedule  hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under His Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the names of
the intended Grantees, to the intent that, by force
of the A ct aforesaid, the correct  names shall  be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous  name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Names of Grantees - Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of Grant-31,675. Date of Grant- 4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
Description of Land Granted -Allotment 2  of
section 1, town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
91 perches.
Nature of Misnomer-The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended grantees ,  instead of
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron Rodgers.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-even to the
c-Itent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal; and that any Land
Agent, or +.her officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient A. however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, eangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
vy that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FItYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT , TRINITY BAY.
i
T  is hereby notified that any persons erecting
buildings  on Crown  lands at Trinity Bay. will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NOTICE.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatany Licensed Auctioneer may be employed
for the sale of Government property, subject to the
approval of the Ministerial Head of the Department
concerned.
. GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, GRAMZOW, LOGAN AND
ALBERT RIVERS.TENDERS will be received at this Office until 4o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School at Gramzow.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Primary
School, Gramzow."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor; in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her ..*Vlajesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any ';ender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, YAAMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Yaamba.
Tenders to be endorsed ' Tender for Telegraph
Office,Yaamba."
Plan, ification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and t efurther particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bor., to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.
rilENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at the Primary School, St. George, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
additicns to the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions,Primary School, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders must he on proper printed forms, and
state the time A'ithin which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TIARO.
1 ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Tiaro, until 4 o'clock p m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th April, from persons will-
ing to contract for the erection of a Primary School
at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office
and at the Court House, Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
eeent  on amount  di Tender as deburity fm the dw
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performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHARTERS TOWERS.
F 'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
1 the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 pet
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
T
erformance of the Contract in the event of the
ende; being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, IPSWICH RESERVE.
F 'ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Primary School, Ipswich Reserve.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Ipswich Reserve."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st  March, 1877.
TO ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.
MACHINERY FOR WATERWORKS, TOO-
WOOMBA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 6th
April next ,  from persons willing to contract for sup-
plying and erecting the Machinery required for the
Loowoomba Waterworks.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Machinery,
Toowoomba Waterworks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Engineer for Waterworks' office,
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Lender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER QUART-POT CREEK, STAN-
THORPE.FRESld TENDERS will be received at thisOffice, until Four o'clock p.m. on 1 RIDGY,
the 23rd March, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Road Bridge over Quart-Pot;
Creek, at Stanthorpe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Quart- Pot
Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the Roads Office, Toowoomba, and at the Court
Houses at Warwick and Stanthorpe.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount,of Tender, as security for the dice
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acce ,tance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing st.ch performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, LOW ISLAND ,  NEAR CAIRNS.
MENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at the Court House ,  Cooktown ,  and Works
Office , Townsville,  until 4 o 'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY,  the 6th April next ,  from persons willing
to contract for the erection of a Lighthouse on Low
Island ,  near Cairns.Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Lighthouse,
Low  Island."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office, at the Court House, Cooktown ,  and Foreman
of Works' Office, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is propos. d to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WESTWOOD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Westwood, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd March,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Westwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Oiiee, Westwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Westwood.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th February, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
SERVICE RESERVOIR FOR WATERWORKS,
WARWICK.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
March, from persons willing to contract for the
Excavation of a Service Reservoir for the Water-
works, at Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Excavation,
Warwick Waterworks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the Engineer for Waterworks' Office, Ipswich,
or at the Works, Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten tier cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the sue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO BAKERY, BENEVOLENT
ASYLUM, DUNWICH.
(TENDERS will be received at this Office, until 41. o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to the Bakery at the Benevolent
Asylum, Dunwich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to Bakery, Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender,may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per.
of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO POST OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH,
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Post Office, Maryborougl.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Post Office, Maryborough."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking•in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES, GLADSIONE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
j at the Telegraph Office, Gladstone, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Post and Telegraph Offices at Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Post and
Telegraph Office, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office and at the Telegraph Office, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the
party tendering. agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
S
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
ue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, FLAT-TOP ISLAND.
F
I
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay, until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Lighthouse at Flat-top Island.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Lighthouse,
Flat-top Island."
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Plan,  Specification, and f rm of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  v ill not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TERROR'S CREEK, NORTH
PINE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
March next, from persons  willing to contract for
the erection of a Primary School at Terror's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Terror's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Post Office, North Pine.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
INFANTS' SCHOOL, TOOWOOMBA.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of an Infants' School at Toowoomba.
Tenders to be -endorsed  " Tender for Infants'
School, Toowoomba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Primary School, James street, Too-
woomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the %ork, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st February 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS,  &c., TO QUARANTINE STATION
PEEL ISLAND.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions, and executing Repairs at the Quarantine
Station, Peel Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
J c., Quarantine Station."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this Office.
Tenders  must be on  proper printed  forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LUNATIC RECEPTION HOUSE, MARY.
BOROUGH.
rI"ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Lunatic Reception House at Mary-
borough.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender ,for Lunatic
Reception House, Maryborough."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the 'l'ender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th January, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BENEVOLENT ASYLUM, IPSWICH.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 9th March
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the erec.
tion of a Benevolent Asylum near Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Benevolent
Asylum, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10  or
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
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performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such pertormance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 27th February, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
I T is hereby notified for general information that
the undermentioned  Business  Licenses have
been  returned by the Warden at Maytown as
having  been issued during the month ended 31st
January ult.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
No. Name. No.
2021 Trustees , Tate and 2715
Turner 2716
2022  Geo. Pulley 2717
2023 Harry  Brede 2718
2024 Chow On 2719
2025 Ali N in 12720
2026  P. M. Corbett 12721
2027 Hassingham  and Allen 2722
2028 Didliff Meyer i 2723
2029 Ah Wo 1 2724
2030 Jy Loy  12725
2149 A. G. Wilson 2726
2150 Ali Sun k727
2151 Ah ii 2728
2152 Ali Gamman 2729
2153 Du Chang
2154 Ah Chow
2155 A. Matthews
2712  Ali Lee
2713 Ah Chin
2714  Ali Hin
Name.
Ah Can
Jan Sew
Sin Sew
Thos. Madigan
Wilson and McNeil
Ah Sun
Gibbons and Jetzel
Robert Baird
Joey Loy
Ah Koey
Ah Mang
Chang Sung
Ai Jock
Jin Wah Dick
John Bruntz
2730 Burke and Egan
2731  Ali Haw
2732 Ah Chang
2733 Tit Hin
2734 Cooper and Mitchell
2735 Craigie and Patton
PUNTS FOR DREDGE "LYTTON."
TO IRON SHIP -BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
T ENDERS will be received until noon ofSATURDAY. 14th April, for the  construction
of Three  (3) Iron Hopper Barges ,  to carry 250 tons
each.
Plans and Specification may be seen at the Office
of the Engineer of Harbors and Rivers ,  Brisbane,
where also  lithographed  copies may be obtained on
payment of one guinea.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
DRAIN IN BOTANICAL GARDENS.FRESH Tenders will bereceived at he Treasury,
Brisbane , until  Noon on SATURDAY, the
17th March, for the construction of a Drain in
Botanical  Gardens, according to plan and specifica.
tion to be seen at the Office of Engineer of Harbors
and Rivers.
The lowest  or any Tender  not necessarily
accepted.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1877.
REPAIRS, DREDGE "LYTTON."TENDERS willbe received at the Treasury,
Brisbane , until  noon  on SATURDAY, 10th
March, for the supply of a full Set of Buckets (24)
and single  Links (48) for the Dredge "Lytton,"
according  to specification and plan to be seen at
the Office of Engineer of Harbors and Rivers,
Brisbane.
The lowest or any Tender  not necessarily
accepted.
(For the Colonial Treasurer,)
R. M. STEWART.
The Treasury,
15th February, 1877.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
ll Allora, Aram ac, Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda , Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Maytown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millehester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, - Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ;  on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pound.- per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on  the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
sny of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R.. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
FROM A POINT ON THE EXISTING LINE
BETWEEN THE TATE AND WALSH TELE-
GRAPH STATIONS TO THORNBOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MO.N DAY, the 19th day of
March next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under-mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing  insulators and
stretching wire.
From a point on the existing line between the
Tate and Walsh Telegraph  Stations  to Thorn-
borough, a distance of eighty- five miles, more or
less.
Also for stretching an additional wire on the
existing  line of poles from the point of junction to
the Tate or Walsh Telegraph Station. The wire
and insulators to be supplied by the Government,
and delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
whole contract to be completed and banded over
to the Government within ten (10) months from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL  C ONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
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Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
meit shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to  final completion . Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also,
for damage so caust'd to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should  the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall he in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette.
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties  for the  non-fulfilment  of the  contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together  with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
axcepance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle -track ,  of not less than eight  (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber ,  must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked,  all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of' the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at  five (5) feet from the butt ,  and five  (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to he carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch trom its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and  •  served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty -eight (88)
yards  apart ,  unless  by special  permission ; to be
sunk five  (5) feet  in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, ai,d well rammed with rubble
and earth .  At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship.  are to  be subject
to the  final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or any officer
appointed by him to  inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN,
pro  Postmaster-General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th February, 1877.
ACCEPTED TEN DER FOR BLANKETS.
ITis hereby  notified for general information thatthe Tender of Messrs .  GRIMEs AND PETTY for
the supply  of 1,800 blankets for the Aborigines, for
the year 1878,  has been accepted.
R. M. STEWART.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane ,  3rd March, 1877.NOTICE is hereby given, that I intend, on orafter the 20th (lay of March  current ,  in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th  section of
" 1'he Real Property Act  of 1861,"  to issue in the
name of Samuel  Blackburn  a Provisional  Certificate
of Title for 264 perches ; being subdivision 19 of por-
tion 155, parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley,
more particularly described in the Register Book,
vol. 79, folio  25, and  numbered 9755;  the original
Certificate of Title  having been lost.
HENRY JORDAN,
R egistrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
T HE following  Ministers  of Religion  have  noti-fied their emoval, in accordance  with the pro-
":-visions of "  The Marriage Art of  1864
The Reverend B EN RY P. HuG  HEs, M .A., LL.D.,
Church of England Minister, from Maryborough to
Rockhampton ; and the Reverend  JAMES SAMUEL
HASS  FLL, Church  of England Minister, from Ipswich
to Oxley. HENRY JORDAN,1,; egistrar-General.
r OTICE TO MARINERS.
FREEMAN 'S CHANNEL,  MORETON BAY.
OTICE  is hereby given, that the available
N depth at  low water springs in Freeman's
Channel is now only 9 feet.
Vessels should still pass at a ship's length south
of the buoys.
U. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.I
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SINGAPORE ROCK-LI ISLES-CUMBERLAND
ISLANDS.
TEIE Rock on which the " Singapore " struck
has its outer edge awash  at low water springs,
gradually deepening towards L1 Island. This
danger is of very small extent,  and lies in the
following position,  viz.:-
N.W. point of western L1 Island ... N.W.
S. W. do. do. ... E. by S.*S.
There is a deep passage between the rock and the
island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane . 26th February, 1877.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other  brands, by  placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only  will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
OW published, at the  Government Printing
l Office, William street the  Statutes of the,
Colony, in four  volumes, demy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ...  2 1? 6
.1. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
r.TTHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
HART of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of Nor-
manby Sound, showing Thursday and adjacent
islands, with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government Printing ( Bice.
William street, Brisbane. Price, 1 a. each.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
I 1 N SALE, at the Government Printing OfficeI in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1874.
NOTICE.
P OUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice thatall  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shil lings ,  must be made by
Post-Office  Order,  or cash ; otherwise the abvertisementa
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 1875.
THE SuBSCBIPTION to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVE RTISIN G RATES
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).Remittances amounting  to more than  5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps  may be used for sums of  5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless  accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Brisbane , 1st March, 1877.
T OTICE is  hereby given ,  that GEORGE JoHN
SCALE,  of Toowoomba ,  has this day been
admitted as a duly qualified Medical Practitioner.
K.  CANNAN,
President.
CHARLES C. HORROCKS,
Secretary.
I I HE Annual Publicans  General  Licensing  Meet-ing, in accordance with the  Act 27  Victoria
No. 16 ,  will be held at the Court House, Goondi-
windi ,  on the third Tuesday in April now next
ensuing, at 12 o'clock noon.
A. R. WETTENHALL,
Police Magistrate.
Goondiwindi ,  22nd February, 1877.
T HE Annual Court of Petty Sessions for the
Revision  of the Jury List  for the District of
Townsville ,  will be  held at  the Court House, Towns-
ville, on FRIDAY, the 13th day  of April next, at
Ten o 'clock in the forenoon.
By order,
W. HANDLEY DEAN,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Townsville, 21st February, 1877.
THE Annual Licensing Meeting of Her Majesty's
Justices of the Peace acting in and for the
Police District of Townsville, will be holden at the
Court House, Townsville, on TUESDAY, the 17th
day of April next, for the purpose of considering
applications for licenses under the Acts 27 Vic.
No. 16 and 34 Vic. No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed, on or before 27th day of March.
By order,
W. HANDLEY DEAN,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Townsville, 21st February, 1877.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on Warry street, from
Leichhardt street to Gregory Terrace ; and the
private streets, courts,  lanes , and alleys  opening
thereto.
' j HE Main Pipe in the  said streets being laid
down, the owners of all tenements are hereby
required to pay the  rates and charges  for the supply
of water, as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the  Brisbane  Board of
Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1877.
188 5a.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN TKE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T HE Licensees and Lessees of the undernentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into th eTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said  clause,  which declares that unless payment  is made  within six months
after  notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run.
Area in
District.  Square
Miles.
Amount.
£ s. d.
Joseph Becker ... ...  Gunadorah ... ... ... Warrego  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Wombadulla ... ... ditto 34 8 10 0
Ditto ... ... Green ... ... ... ditto  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ...  Balthazzar  ... ... ditto Iu0 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Napoleon ... ... ditto  100 25 0 0
Ernest James Stevens...  Imbadulla ditto  50 12 10 0
Ditto Imbadulla  East  ... ... ditto  50 12 10 0
Ditto  Injamulla ... ditto  50 12 10 0
Ditto Injamulla  East  ... ... ditto  50 12 10 0
Ditto Mogadarra .. ... ... ditto  75 18 15 0
Ditto Gundary ... ... ... ditto  75 18 15 0
Ditto Gundary East ... ... ditto  75 18 15 0
Ditto Hoomooloo North ... ... ditto ... ...  60 15 0 0
Ditto Hoomooloo South ... ... ditto 51 12 15 0
Ditto Patchimellun ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Patchimellun  East  ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Morgana ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Coomete ... ... ... ditto 39 9 15 0
Ditto ... ... Coomete East ... .., ditto 39 9 15 0
Ditto Bismark ditto  60 12 10 0
Joseph  Becker and William Sly Gunadorah West ... ditto  35 8 15 0
William Oswold Gilchrist Sanquhar .. ... ditto  44 11 0 0
Ditto ... ... Sanquhar No. 2 ditto  47 11 15 0
Ditto ... ... Wallstown ... ... ... ditto  40 10 0 0
Ditto ... Fermoy ... ... ... ditto  381 9 12 6
Robert  Wright Knox ...  Gumbardo ... ... ditto  511 12 17 6
Ditto ... ... Cumbertine ... ... ditto  53 13 5 0
Ditto ... ... Yesaba ... .., ditto 48} 12 2 6
Ditto ... ... Yabra .., ditto  47 11 15 0
Ditto ... ... Helidon ... ... ... ditto  53 13 5 0
Ditto ... .. Yahparaba ... ... ditto  44 11 0 0
William Naunton Waller Yarraboota ... ... ... ditto  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Pintahra ... ditto  70 17 10 0
Ditto ... ... Lawrenny Back Block No. 1 ditto  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... Kiandra ... ... ... ditto  80 20 0 0
Ditto ... Barnum  ... ... ... ditto 57 14 6 0
Ditto ... ... .., Itheraway ... ... . . . ditto 50 12 10 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February,  1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISI{ OF BROMELTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1354 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton,
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the sail Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to  be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, ar- the Police Office, Beenleigb. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-4831. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND 8, PARISH OF BROMRLTON, COUNTY OF
WARD, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .
1 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 7,  and run-
ning north and north-
westerly
2  Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 8,  and run-
ning  north-westerly
to a surveyed road
mM
F0
0.2
ow Held Reputed BearingsOccupier Lengths Breadth Area Remarks. Owner . . of Road. .
zm
chs. lks A. R. P.I
Brisbane I Under  Land  John John North 30 00 1 chain 5 1 0 II Open
Register Act  qI 1868 Murray Murray N. 315° E. 22 54 forest
1734 1 land.
1839 Under  Land  Catherine Catherine N. 315° E. 10 98 1 chain 1 0 20
Act  of  1868  Colgan Colgan
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
j I fo  open a new Road through Portion 50, parish of Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-642. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 50, PARISH OF BURNETT,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. O Jm U
Commencing on the Ipswich
reserved main north- Reg.
ern read, and running 899
wee' erly to join & road
on the north of the
portion ,  and leading to
Atktnson 's crossing.
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier .  I Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths, of
Read.
Area. 8a
chg. Ike
Conditional William Dob- 2670  0 '  141 0 Un-
Clause ,  A. bie 285° 40' 13 58 15Olinks 3 0 8 fenced.
" C. L. A.
1868„
of
i
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this data, any well-grounded objections'which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.77-573.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114 ,  PARISH OF  FoRBEs,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion  of Road a0
.
How Held.
Fro m the  ro ad re-
served through por-
tion 1144  par'gh of
Forbes,  south-
westerly to its
soutn boundary
2519 iHomestead,Ipswich under ActRegister , of 1872
Reputed
Owner.
Edward
Collins
Occupier.  Bearings.
29x1° 40'
Breadth
Lengths .  of Are a.
Road.
chg.  lks .  S. R. P.
28 82 2 chains 6 0 0
Remarks.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 187 7.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
l to open a new Road through Portion 421, parish of Walloon, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plak
and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Ipswich; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-347. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 421, Piuisn OF WALLOON ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
DISTRICT OF MORETON,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
O Breadth
No. Portion of Road. How Held. Owner Occupier.  Bearings . Lengths. ( of Area.  Remarks.Road.
atim I
chg. Ike.  A.  I. P.
1 Fro m the south -east 1,666 Home -  Thomas  ...  3260  17 22 1 chain ... 2 2 0
boundary of portion stead Hink4 285° 2 50
421, palish of Walloon ,  under 3080  5 28
north-westerly to its  C. L. A.
north-west boundary  Act of68
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road in Fassifern Scrub, parish of Fassifern, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
hrough lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder s recified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in uu riting, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any sell-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
77-58. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCR OF  Roil) IN  FASSIFERN SCRUB ,  PARISH OF FABSIFERN , COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road . c How Held.
Ipswich
1 Commencing  at the
Regi93er "
C.  L. A.intersection r the Act q/1868"
Ipswich road and
Vie east boundary
of portion 41, and
running  south to
souteboundary
2 CCommencing  on the 309 Ditto
north-east corner
of portion 43, and
running south to
its south-east cor-
ner i
3 Commencing at the 2008 Ditto
north -east  •orner
of portion 105, and
running south to
its south  boundary
4 Commencing on the , 2246 Ditto
north boundary of
portion 128, and
running west and
then south along
north and east
boundaries to its
south-east corner
b Reserve road be -d
tween portions  207
and 151
6 Commencing  on the 2380  Homestead ,
west boundary  of  " C. L.  A.
portion 151,  and Actof 1868"
running  south to
the south - west
corner
7 Triangular piece
near south - west
corner port ion 151
8 Reserved  ro ad be-
tween portions 128
and 207
9 Deviation  of road on 2380
south  boundary of
portion 151
10 Deviation of road on
south boundary of
port ion 153
2-189
11 Deviation of same 3281
road into portion
173
12 Commencing  at the 2223
north- west corner
of 138,  and running
westerly  though
portion 126
13 Commencing on the
east boundary of
portion 162, and
running south-
west to its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
south- west corner
14 Commencing i,t the
south east corner
and running  west-
erly to the west
boundary of  por-
t"  127
2833
C. L. A.
Act of  1868"
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
OpwutenerdOccupier
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths .  of  Area.  itemarke.Road.
ch it. lk A. R. P.
Julia Mc -  Ju i a Mc- N. 181° E .  1 86 101 links 0 0 35 Partly  fen
Analen Analen eed
Ditto J.McAnalenN. 181°  E. 28 44° 100 links 2 3 15  Unimproved
Mc hard Richard N .  180° 45'  E. Sri 64 100 links 3 2 26 Partly fen-
Brad field
Elizabeth
Bradfield
E  Horton N. 90° 'L3' E. 6 63 1001ft 3
ivatnanddcultivated
3 16 Ditto
Horton N. 180° 48' E. 30 84 -
The Crown  ... N. 180°  l0' H. 15 22  Irregular 1 2 37
i 166°07' 4 23
Ferdinand F.Sonnburg 179°57' 10 23 Ditto 0 3 18 Partly
Sonnburg under cul-
The Crown 201° 15' 1 80 Ditto 0
tivation
0 21
Ditto ... 90° 45' I
19 76  1 chain 1 3 32
Ferdinand  F.Sonnburg 90°30' 7 28 Irregular 0 1 16
Sonnburg
Friederich  F. Schumac - 90° 30'  8 i5 Ditto 2 1 29 Part under
Schumacher , her cultivation
Christian C. Deick-  90° 30'  3 46 Ditto 0 0 35  Ditto
Di-ickmann
Thomas
man i
Thos. Iieas-  90° 20'  6 61 1 chain  2 0 3 Ditto
Heasman man 2650 20'  13 52 I
John Mc- John  Mc- 232° 20'  6 38 Ditto I 2 1 6
Donald Donald 270° 45'  16 53
Carl Deick -  C. Deick - 2870451 13 34 Ditto 5 024
mann mann  2460451  9 52
270°45' 28 67
I I
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 21 and 30, parish of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill, Moreton
District, through lands in the occupation of the person 'hereunder specifie,f, which were originally granted
by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the
intended line of road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-421. '
GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PuRrio.Ns 21 AND 30, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS  A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing at the N.W. corner
of portion 21, and running
east  to its N.E. corner
2 Commencing  in the west boun-
dary of portion 30,  and run-
ning westerly  to the Warwick
road
Portion of Road.
Register
No. of How Held.
Selection.
XY1 U nder deed of
"Leasing  grant containing
Act of  a general reser-
1866 " vation for roads
Ditto ... ... 134° 15' , 15 37
109° 30' 1 30
81° 13 32
1 chain 2 3 13
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
N EW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
' IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Execnti.ve. (`•::,, ki, having deemed it expedien
to open part of a new Road from BeaudeCAit to Nindooimbah, parishes of Beaudesert and
Nindooimbah, county of Ward, District f iVloreton, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified, b.& tg lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant
containing a reservation ui all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways,
and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is
hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ;
and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public
Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDESERT TO NINDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD,
- DISTRICT OF IVIORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
I Running southerly and
south-easterly from
the north to the
south boundary of
Register,
ofNo Reputed.
selec- How held. Owner.
tion.
287 " Croton George
Bris- Lands  Robinson
baneRegisterAlienationAct of
portion 2, parish  of 1868 "
Beaudesert
9 Running  south-easterly
from the boundary of
1182
Bris-
portion 72 to the ,
originally reserved
road
bane
Register)
3 Running  easterly and
south-easterly from
...
1
the west boundary of contain-
Nindooimbah Pre- lug a geu-
emptive No. 1, to the  eral reser-
main road to Beenleighl  vation for
roads
Reputed pi I Breadth
Owner . Occupier.. Bearin gs .  Lengthis. of Area.Road.
chs. lks .  A.  R.  P.
Darby Darby I 900 64  00 1 chain 6 1 24
McGrath McGrath
Ditto ... Ditto ...
Occupier .  Bearings.
B
Lengths .
readth
of Area . Remark..
Road.
chs. 1ks. Links . A. . P.
... 189° 0' 24 03 160 14 1 5 Old re-
149° 30'  16 12 served159010' 12 17 road to be161045' 8 68 closed.
165° 8' 33 88
1 ... 1V5° 8' 19 40 150 2 3 32 Corres-
I ponding
J. D. White 81°
f
25' 11 94 150 4 2 5 1
part of old
reserved
road to be
closed
113° 10' II 18 09
BRANCH  ROAD  CONNECTING THE ABOVE ROAD WI THE TELEMON ROAD.
Ruunih ,g north-easterly  287 1" Crown  George
from the south-west Bris-  Lands  Robinson
corner of  portion 2,  1 bane  I  Alienation
parish of Beaudesert, Register I) Act of
1868"to the above  road,
from Beaudese rt  to
Nindooimbah I i
Ditto Ernest White
Under Deed, J. D. White...
of Grant
35'  15' 14 14 150 2 0 0
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.HIS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it xpedient
to open a new Road, being the continuation of Caxton street, Brisbane, through the Jewish
Cemetery, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of
the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Otlict of the Surveyor. General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-4,20.
dth1B
Boox  OF REFERENCE OF THR  CONTINUATION OF CAXTON  STREET, BRISBANE , THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY ,  PARISH OF ENOGGERA , COUNTY OF' STANLEY,  MORETON  DISTRICT , INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
I Running north -westerly through The Trustees ... !Resumed por- 293° 3°'
the northern half of the Jewish tion unoccu-
Cemetery pled
reaLength in
Chains. ofRoad. Area. Remarks.
chg. iks. A. R. P.
2 72  Irre- 0 0 32  Fenced.
gular
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 187 7.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 208, parish of England, county of Cavendish, Moreton
District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
Bearings.
7&-M44-
Boor. OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION '208, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH
MORETON DISTRICT , INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Running south -easterly
from tse west boun-
dart' of portion 208 to
Lockyer 's Creek
•
ii
A
°°do.
FAZ
How
Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
chg. lks. A. R. P.
203 "  Crown John John 168° 2 90 100  links 2 0 0 West boun-
Lands Noonan Noonan 108° 22' 14 34 dary
Aliena-
tion  Act
156° 3 70 fenced with
two-rail
of 1868" fence.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
NEW  ROAD.- FIRST  NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1, parish of Northbrook,
county of Stanley ,  Moreton District ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation  of all such  parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways  : Notice is hereby given, that a  Plan and Book of
Reference ,  showing the intended  line of Road  above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office , Ipswich;  and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation  of the  Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-394.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH NOR7HBROOK PEE-EMP 111E  PURCHASE NO. 1, PARISH OF
NORTHBROOK , COUNTY OF  STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED As A
PUBLIC  R,1 'AD.
Registers
No. of  I  ReputedNo. Portion of Road. Selec - I now  Held . Owner.
tion .
I From the  south  bound- Under Deed  of Grant  William
ary of Northbroo: c pre- containinga general ,  Pearson
emptive purchase No rese rv ation for roads,
1, northerly toIts north
boundary
Occupier.
GEORGE THORN.
GEORGE THORN.
j Breadth)
Lengths. of Area.
Road.
cll. lks. A.  it.  P.
N. 0° 60' E . 20 0 3 chains 6 0 0
lI I
I !
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TAMBOIi;INE AND TABIIAGALBA, COU-NTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1349 of the  Government
Gazette,  rr lative to the opening of a New Road through Portions 61 and 63, Parish of Tamborine,
and Portion 19, parish of Tabragalba, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they  claim  mint be served upon the Secretary for Public Works withit, forty days from
the date hereof, 'but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-261.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 31 AND 63 ,  PARISH OF TAMBORINE, AND POR-
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA ,  COUNTY  OF WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Register
Portion of Road.  No.  of How Held.
Selection.
Commencing on a 1 Brisbane Immigra -
surveyed road in  !  Regi -ter tion selec -
portion 63,  and run - 2025a tion
ning northerly to 85
its north  boundary
Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 61, and
running northerly
to the Coburg
River
3 Running  northerly
thr( ugh portion 19.
across  a bend of
the Coburg River
2026  Under  Land
Act  of  1868
1412
Remarks.
Forest land,
fenced;
slights tera-
tion of re-
ser%ed road.
Forest land,
fenced ;
slight altera-
tion of re-
served road.
Forest land,
fenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 2nd day of January, 1877, folio 45 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon,
county of Ward. through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore herby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76-5216.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH POLTION6 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
2
3
Portion of Road.
From the road reserved  through
portion 33 westerly and south
westerly to its  west  corner
Under  Land
Act of  1568
Register
No. of
selec-
tion.
Reputed Breadth IOccupier LengthsBearings AresOwner. .. . of Road. .
chs. Iks. A.  R. F.
Thomas T. Irving N. 370 E. 5 00  1 chain 1 3 8
Irving N. 33° E. 8 10
N. 345° 30' E. 4 62
Charles Unoccupied N.3I5° 30' E. 9 9 1 chain 1 0 0
Holmes
William Unoccupied N. 343°28'E. 3 16 I  chain 2 10 0
Holmes N. 6° 0' E. 12 411
N. 18° 58' E. 3 30
1
How held.
2286  Homestead under
" C. L. A. Act of18681,
From the crossing place on 2'2,86
Christmas  Creel,  north-west
erly and south -westerly to
Join the above
Ditto ...
From the south corner of por- 2291 Ditto ...
tion 31 north-westerly along
its south-west loundary to
the west corner
Owner .
Edwin Brook
Ditto
Michael
Cahill
Occupier. Bearings . I Lengths.
chs. Ikrn.
273°  25  94
$16° 30'
310°
236°
Breadth
of Road. Area.
1i chains 6 2
10 35  1 chain 6 9
7 8 and
37 87 irregular
326' 48  0 11 chains 7 1 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish of Cunningham, county
of Merivale, Darling Downs, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts there-
of as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other
titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
76-5927.  GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF RFFEBENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM  WARWICK TO  KILLARNEY, P*RISH Of CUNNINGHAM,
COUNTY OF  MERIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register)
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
Selection  Chas. Smith  Unoccupied 92° 37'1 Running easterly 2128
through portion
428, parish of
Cunningham
2 Running easterly 2129
from the west to
the east boundary
of portion 429
3 A strip 50  links wide, W. R.,
off part of the norr;t No. 6
• boundary of selec-
tion 6
4 Running east from 1902
the west to the
east  boundary of
portion 139
6 Running east from 1868
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 274
8 Running east and 2040
south -easterly from
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 272
7 Running south -east- 2143
erly from the west
to the east boun-
dary of portion 160
8 Running south-east- 1878
erly and no rt h-east-
erly from the west
to the east boundary
of portion 278
9 Running south-east-
erly from the west
to the south boun-
dary of  portion 275
10 Running  from the
north boundary of
selection No. 72
south-easterly and
easterly to its east
boundary
41 Running from the
west boundary of
Killarney  pre-emp-
tive 66 easterly to
junction with road
already proclaimed
In said pre-emptive
under
" The Leas-
ttu ofg
1866"
Ditto  ...  Chas . Smith Unoccupied 92° 37'
Under  deed J. D.
of grant ,  Macanah  Unoccupied
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Selection Alexander  Unoccupied
under Macdonald
"The Leas-
ing Act of
1866„
Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied
Macdonald
Ditto ...  Alexander Unoccupied
89" 50'
s9° 60'
89° 50'
89° 50'
Macdonald  1 111° 00'
Ditto  ...  Alexander  Unoccupied
Macdonald
111° 00'
Ditto ... Alexander Unoccupied 111° 00'
Macdonald  NO  00'
133° 10'
2016  'Ditto
W.  It,
No.  72
Alexander (Unoccupied
Macdonald!!!
Under deed J. D.
of grant, Macansh
containing
a general
reservation
for  roads
138°
J. D.  1220 30'
3facansh 137° 20
970
Ditto ... J. D. J. D. 970
Macanah Macansh
Lengths.
chg. lke.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
A. s. P.
Remarks.
29 03 2 chains
1 28
30
6 8 9 south boundary
of portion
fenced
98 2 chains ,  7 2 29  Apparently un-
andirr e- improved
gular
43 Portion  1 2 3  South boundary
resumed ,  fenced, and
60 links  fence crosses
selection
69 93 2  chains 12 0 0 Unimproved ;
part forest and
part plain
67 31 2 chains 11 1 34 Iron sheep-shed
on selection
16 33 2 chains  11 1 30 Unimproved ;
40 84  open box
forest
58 20 2 chains 11 2 22 Sheep -shed on
selection
29 33 2 chains 12 1 36 Sheep -shed on
20 53  selection
12 24
22 95 12 chains
60 0 2 chains
49 0
80 1
15 86
4 0 30 Unimproved
forest land
37 3 17 South  and part
of  out boun-
dary; fenced
2 chains 2 2 31 Unimproved
forest  ridges;
black soil.
NoTE.-The above Book of Reference cancels Proclamation of a road from Warwick to Selection  (W.R.) No .  660, on Farm Creek,
via  Saw Mills ,  and from Warwick and Farm Creek road to Killarney ,  parish of Cunningham , county  of Merivale ,  dated  11th September
3876. (See  Governneenl  Gasette ,  folio 523.)
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed  it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 71, 108, 107, and 66, parish of Samsonvale, county of
Stanley ,  Moreton District ,  through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary
for Public  W orks ,  within one month from this date, any well-grounde d  objections which may exist to
the formation  of the Road  in question.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  71, 108,  107, AND 66, PARISH OF SAMSONYALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. . Portion of Road.
o°
oil
ow Z
1 Commencing on a re-  1473 Under Lan'
served road near the  Act of  1868
I orth Fine River. and
running  north-west-
to the north boun-erly
dary of portion 71
2 Commencing on the 2392 Ditto ...
south boundary of
portion 108,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its  northbound ary
3 Branch road from new 2392
road along the north
boundary of portion
108, to its north-west
corner
' o
'cc o y
4 Branch road from new 2351 Ditto ...
ro ad along the south
boundary to south-
west corner of portion
107
6 Commencing on the 2351 Ditto ...
south boundary of
portion 107,  and run-
ning north westerly
to its north -west corner
6 Commencing  on the 1453
south boundary of
portion 66,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to a reserved road
How held.
Ditto ...
Ditto
I
Reputed
Owner.
Hugh
Strain
Occupier.
B. Strain...
Ditto  ...  Ditto
Bearings.
279° 33'
32 to Of
324°  Of
312° 0'
Ditto  ...  Ditto ...  West
William
Nugent
Ditto
Ditto ...
W.  Nugent West
Lengths . Breadth  I Area .  Remarks.of Road. I{
cha. lks. 4. R. P.
4 78 1 chain ... 0 2 9 Partly
1 48J cleared
4 581; 1 chain r
4 25
II
I Part ly
cleared and
} 1 2 30. cultivated,
15 00  50 links reservedroad
to be closed
l
11 80  !  50 links
2 023
}
Partly
cleared, re-
9 111 1 chain served roadto be closed4 80t
I
8 90 1  chain... 2 31S Unimproved
4 30 scrub land,
4 50 part of
3 0 reserved
4 54;} road to be
3 84 closed.
NOTE-Nos .  3 and 4 cancel the Book of Reference published in the  Government Gazette  of November 11th, 1876,  folio 996.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of December, 1876, folio 45 of the  Government  Gazette,
relative  to the opening of a new Road through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given , that H is Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been  pleased to
confirm  the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open  and make the Road
referred  to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons  desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said  Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must be
served upon  the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,  but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming  to any such  compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
76-5701. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTIONS 40 AND  41, PARISR OF THORN ,  COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 From the south-east
corner of portion 40,
northerly  along its
east boundary to the
north-east corner
2 From the south-east
corner of port ion 41,
northerly  along its
east bouu.tw y to the
north -east corner
How held .  ' ReputedOwner.
2897 Homestead  1 Heinrich
under C L.i  Goebel
A. Act of
1868
I
Ditto ... 293° Of I
314° 5'
I
I Ditto ... 269° 13'
300°  Of
313°  Of
338° 0'
301°  Of
1° 11'
Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths.
chs. lks.
North ... 24 0
3846 Homestead Alfred Rose  1 ... North  ...  24 0
under C.L.
A. Aol q/
1868
Breadth
of Road.
1 chain
Area .  Remarks.
a. r. p.
2 2 0
1 chain 1 2 2 0
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost PropertyDepartment , Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can  obtain the  same  on application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane, and paying costs.
If not  released on  or before SATURDAY, the 10th March next, they will be sold by public  auction,
to defray  expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Date . Station and Place. Where found. Description of Article.
1876.
19  July  ...  Brisbane  ... ... ...  2nd class carriage
„ ... ditto ... ,,,  Brake van... ...
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
29 „ ... ditto  ... ... ...  Carriage ... ...
1 August  ... ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
3 „ Ipswich ... ... ... Goods shed ...
24 „ ... ' Gatton ... .. ... Station ... ...
29 „
14 September
Walloon ... ... Line
Toowong ... ... ... Station ... ...
17 ,, ... Brisbane  ... ... ... Platform ... ...
26 „ ... ditto  ... ... ... Carriage ...
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
29 „ ... Toowoomba  ... ... Platform ...
... ditto ... ... ... ditto
„ ... ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Toowong Line ...
4 October ...  Brisbane  ... .., ... ditto ...
7 „ ... ditto ... ... ... Van ...
9
10
ditto ... ... ... ditto ..,
ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
ditto ... ... ... ditto ..,
ditto ... ... ...  Carriage ...
ditto ...  ...  ...  ditto ...
dittoditto ,..„ ... ... ...
18 November  ...  Toowong  ... ... ... Line ...
10 December ... Ipswich  ... ... ...  Platform ...
13 „ ... Brisbane  ... ... ditto ,..
15 „ ... ditto  ... ... ... ditto ...
18 „ ... ditto  ... ... ... ditto ...
23 „ ... ditto  ... ... ... ditto ...
26 „ ... ditto  ... ... ... ditto ...
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
... Toowoomba ... ditto ...
„ ... Brisbane  ... ... ... ditto ...
... Toowoomba  .., ... ditto ...
Date.
1875.
6 December ...
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND, IPSWICH
Sender. Station from. Consignee.
A.S.N. Co. Ipswich ... G. Smith
1 handkerchief
1 scarf
1 parasol
1 scarf pin
1 pair gloves
2 carpet bags
1 bag salt
1 boy's hat
1 pocket knife
1 box containing clothing
1 leather bag
2 waterproof coats
1 umbrella
1 waterproof coat
1 walking stick
2 cases empty medicine bottles
I felt hat
1 straw hat
1 jacket
1 bundle containing blankets
1 box containing clothing
1 carpet bag
1 shawl
1 jacket
1 waterproof
1 lady's hat
... 1 bag sundries
1 overcoat
1 tin can
1 child's cape
1 tin can
1 coat
... 1 hat
1 swag containing blankets
1 swag
1 bag sundries
STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Station to.
Warwick ...
Description.
1 bundle bedding
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by Public Auction, by J. V
Jenkins, at his Rooms, Nicholas street, Ipswich, at Eleven (11) o'clock on THURSDAY, the 15th
March next, under the 114th section "  Customs Act of  1873."
Date of Bonding .  Marks. Description of Goods.  Quantities .  By whom Warehoused.
1869.
22 November ... V No. 2 1 half-tierce tobacco ... 297 lbs. ... R. Sparrow
24
1872.
13 January ... P No. 3 1 quarter-cask sherry wine 22 gallons
656
27 March ... I Q No. 1 ditto ... ... ... 26 gallons
699
Q No. 3 ditto ... 26 gallons
699
Q No. 4 ditto ... ... ... 26 gallons
699
K No. 2 1 quarter-cask port wine 24 gallons
657
Bright  Bros . and Co.
Webster  and Company
ditto
ditto
ditto
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs ,  Brisbane , 6th February, 1877.
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Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
lJ
O1THERN RAILWAY.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table will con. e
into operation until further notice.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations.
,,, Rockhamptor, depart
6 Gracemere ... ...
10 Ten- Mile ... ...
15 Stanwell ... ...
24 Rosewood ... ...
30 Westwood
arrive
1 depart
38 Goganjo ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
53 Herbert's Creek ...
58 Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa ...
88 l Dingo ... ...
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Up Miles from Down
Trains .  Dingo . Stations. Trains.
a.m.
... ... 8. 0
... ... 8.24
A
... ... 9. 0
... A
... 10. 0
... 10.15
...  *10,47
... 11.15
... ... 11.56
AP.M.
... 12.44
... 2.15
a.m.
Dingo, depart... ... ... 7.20
23 Duaringa ... ... ... ... 8.51
30 Boolburra ... ... ... ... A
35 Herbert's Creek ... ... ...  9.39
44 Rocky Creek ... ... 10.20
50 Goganjo ... ... ... ... 'x10.47
58 Westwood 1 depart ... ... 11.35
64 Rosewood ... ... ... ... A
p.m.
73 Stanwell ... ... ... ... 12'35
78 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
82 Gracemere ... ... ... ... 1'11
88 Rockhampton ... ... 1.35
*  Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thu ss, 4, w}J1 stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their  journey  terminates .  Passengers requiring to ali ght at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the  Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat which they  join  the Train to the plac e
at which they propose to alight.
8OUTI N  AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  Goods and Live
Fares. Stock.
Week ending  24th February, 1877 ...
Corresponding week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877-Total  Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total  Increase
... ... ...
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ 8. d.
102 1 1
113 16 5
Total.
£ a. d.
3,427 6 4
2,318 15 2
1,108 11 2
11 15 4 1 ...
25,932 9 6
20,764 5 5
£5,168 4 1
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commiesigner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EA1 NINI}S.
Passenger
rues.
Week  ending  24th February, 1877 ...
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase
Decrease
... ...
1877-Total Traffic to date ...1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
£  S.  d. £ a. d.908 12 6  2,416 2 9
805 0 7 1,399 18 2
103 11 11 1,016 14 7
£ a. d.
162 8 9
109 11 3
52 17 6
Goods and Live
Stock.
£ a. d.Olt
161 11 5
350 4 8
... ...
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total
£  a. d. £ a. d.
2; 14 1 696 18 11
11 18 5 283 1 '1
10 15 8 413 17 10
...
...
4,669 5 2
3,043 16 4
£1,525  8 10
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner #oz Railways.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Land described below  under the
provisions of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
odging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of  said  Act, on or before the days  named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
pescription  and situation  of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which  a Caveatmay be  lodged.
58 acres  3 roods 31 perches, being subdivision 3 of John Richardson, as 3rd April, 1877.
allotment 8 of portion 9, parish of Toombul, attorney of William
county of Stanley Richardson
3 roods 54 perches, subdivisions 27 and 28 of suburban David Seymour Bishop ... ditto.
portion 228, and subdivision  29 of  suburban portion
226, parish of North Brisbane, county of Stanley i
16 acres , being suburban portion 51, parish of Drayton, Bridget Healy ...
at Drayton Swamp, county of Aubigny
29 acres 1 rood, being portion 21, parish of Tingalpa, Robt. Little, as attorney
count of Staple for John Brid  as
ditto.
ditto.
15 perches,  being  subdivision C of allotment 26, and Richard Ash Kingsford ,  i 3rd May, 1877.
subdivision C of allotment 27 of section 6, parish and Thomas Blacket
and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley Stephens
I
Colonial Secretary's Oiioe,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1877.
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements of the Maryborough  General  Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st Pecember, 1876, is hereby published for general  information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE MARYBOROUGH GENERAL CEMETERY ,  FOR THE
YEAR ENDING  ON THE 31ST  DAY OF DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr.
1st January, 1876.
To Balance ... ...
„ Government grant, 1875-6 ...
Fees--Interments, &c. ... ... ...
Private  graves  ... ... ...
„ Iron labels ... ...
„ Monuments and headstones ...
Certificates ... ...
Cr.
s. d. £ s. d
103 18 5 By Salaries and Wages  ... ... ...  223 3 4
100 0 0 „ Extra labor ... ... ... ... 89 3 9
112 10 0 „  Planting account ... ... ... ...  37 3 3
66 0 0 ,, Labels, tank,  spouting , &c. . ... 49 19 6
37 10 0 „ Printing, advertising, and stationery ... 6 7 6
10 10 0 „ Tools and sundries ... ... ...  4 6 3
3 15 0  „  Balance  ... ... ... ...  23 19 10
£434 3 5 £434 3 5
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Maryborough General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending on the 31st day of
December, 1876, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration, co isciertiously believing the same
to be true, acid by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
ROBT. TRAVIS.
W.  SOUTHERDEN.
FRANCIS WIITERHELD.
C. WILL4AM WEBER.
Declared and signed  before me, this the 27th day of Februi y, 1877.
HENRY J. GRAY, J.P.
MUNICIPALITY OF COO$TOWN.
STATEMENT  of ASSETS and LI4BILITIES to 31st December, 1876.
Asszrs . LIABILITISs.
£ s. d. 2 s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Broken metal  ... ... ... 150 0 0 Sies  ... ... ... ... 25 6 8
Stone quarried  ... ... ...  100 0 0 Trade accounts ... ... ...  64 3 6
Timber ... ... ...  75 0 0 Balance ... ... ... ... Q 4 0
Office furniture  ... ... ...  40 0 0 709 13 1
405 0 P
Unpaid rates  ... ... ... 202 9  6
Cash at bank  ... ... ...  101 6 11
Cash in hand  ... ... ...  0 16 8
102 3 7
£70913 1 970913 1
IRROOKS CLAY,
Town Clerk.
HOWARD ST.  GEORGE, P.M.
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(Signed ) BENJAMIN DAVISON,
Acting Mayor.
Audited and found correct.
JOHN  THOMAS CLARBZ, Auditors.W. J. HARTLEY,
12s.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1877.
r
HE  following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements of the Warwick Cemetery, for the year
ended 31st December, 1876, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIF,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF IRECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE  OF THE  WARWICK  CEMETERY ,  FOB THE YEAR ENDING
31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr.
1st January, 1876.
To Balance from 1875
4th November, 1876.
Government Grant ...
31st December, 1876.
„ Interment fees ... ...
Monumental fees ..
Land fees ... ...
Cr.
£  a. d.  31st December,  1876.  £ a. d.
214 16 1 1 By Sexton ' s salary  ... ... ... ...  80 0 0
Clerical assistance  ... ... ...  2 2 0
100 0 0 „  Printing and stationery  .. ... ... 7 5 0
Posts and battens  ... ... ...  7 2 0
44 6 0  „  Sexton 's cottage  ... ... ... ...  223 0 0
12 12 0 „ Balance  .. ... ... 71 5 1
19 0 0
£390 14 1 £390 14 1
We, the undersigned Trustees  of the Warwick Cemetery,  do solemnly and sincerely declare
that the above Abstract of Revenue and Payments  for the  year ending  31st  December ,  1876, is correct ;
and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to be true ,  and by virtue of
" The Oaths  Act of  1867."
JAMES McKEACHIE,
C. BEEVOR DAVENLY, Trustees.W. G. WATT,
HENRY BENJAMIN,
Declared and signed before me, at Warwick ,  this 26th day of February, 1877,
J. H. DUNLOP, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1877.
THE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements of the Trustees of the Toowoomba Cemetery,
for the year ended 31st December, 1876, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS OF THE  DRAYTON  AND ToowooMBA CEMETERY,  FOR THE
YEAR 1876.
RECEIPTS.
1876.
To Bank balances from 1875-
„
Government  Savings  Bank 110 5
Bank  of N.B.W. ... ... 60 2
Jan. To  Burial fees ...
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
£ a. d.
... 13 17
... 6 3
10 11
13 17
10 3
12 14
18 11
11 13
12 15
12 3
14 10
12 17
„ Monumental fees ..
Interest,  Savings Bank
PAYMENTS.
£  a. d.  1876.  £  S. d. £ S. d.
By Sexton's 12 months' salary... 80 0 0
0 „ „ extras ... ... 13 13 6
6 „ Clergymen' s fees  .. . 33 17 6
- 170 7 6 „ Printing, advertising, Fire
6 Insurance premium, stamps,
6 &c. ... ... ... ... 8 14 9
6 „ Sundries ... ... ... 8 14 7
0
6 „ Permanent Improvements-
6 Fencing ... ... ... 83 18 4
6 Tank ... ... ... 10 0 0
0
6 „ Funds in hand, viz.-
0 Government Savings Bank 115 12 0
0 Bank of N.S.W.... ... 24 8 10
0
- 149 17 6
63 7 6
6 7 0
£378 19 6
145 0 4
93 18 4
140 0 10
£378 19 6
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Drayton and Toowoomba Cemetery, do solemnly and
sincerely declare that the above Abstract of Receipts and Payments for the year ending 31st December,
1876, is correct; and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same be true,
and by virtue  of  " The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
J. T. WALKER,
WILLIAM H. GROOM,  Trustees.
S. G. STEPHENS,
Declared and signed before me, this 16th  day of February, 1877.
J. WONDERLEY, J.P.
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Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
  (1 HE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements of the Trustees of the Copperfield Cemetery,
L for the year ended 31st December, 1876, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE COPPERFIELD CEMETERY, FOR 1876.
RECEIPTS .  EXPENDITURE.
lot January, 1876. £ a. d. 25th April, 1876. £ a. d.
To Balance from 1875 ... ... 53 19 5 By Laborers '  wages, repairing fence ... 6 5 0
„ Balance ,  31st December ,  1876  ... ... 47 14 5
£5319 5 £5319 5
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Copperfield Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that the above Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure, for the year 1876, is correct ; and we make this
solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths Act of
1867."
H. H. THOMPSON,
WAL. SELWAY , Trustees.
A. B. McD O N ALD,
Declared and signed before me, the 16th day of February, 1877.
GEO. M. MURRAY, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 27th February, 1877.
'HE  following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements of the Trustees of the Ipswich General
Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1876, is hereby published for general information.
H. H. MASSIE,
Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE  IPSWICH GENERAL  CEMETERY
FOR THE YEAR 1876.
RECEIPTS.
31st December, 1876. £ a.
To Balance  over from  last statement 87 15
„ Cash  receipts for interments ,  ere cting
headstones and railings ,  and selected
ground ... ... ... ... 210 7
Charles Salisbury  ... ... ... 2 0
£300 3 2
DISBURSEMENTS.
d. 1876. £  S.  d.
8 By Fees and salary of Sexton  ... ...  99 0 0
„ „ Secretary ... ...  39 17  6
S. Shenton, for notice-board ... ... 1 9 0
6 „ New garden seat  ... ... ...  2 2 0
0 „ Preparing holes for planting trees  ...  11 10 0
Printing ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Timber for numbering  graves  ... ... 2 17 0
Loam ,  14s. 6d . ;  paint and  oil, 18s.  ... 1 12 6
Ironmongery, 7s. ld. ; freight  and cart-
age, 20s . ... ... ... ... 1 7 1
Stamped cheque book ... ... ... 0 4 2
„ Ornamental trees  ...  3 15 0
Cash returned to Reed,  for overcharge 0 5 0
Balance to credit in Bank N.S.W. 135 13 11
£300 3 2
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Ipswich General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare
that the above balance sheet is a correct account of all Receipts and Disbursements in connection with
the Ipswich General Cemetery, for the year ended 31st December, 1876; and we make this solemn
declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
G. R. WEISE,
THOMAS PRYDE, Trustees.GEO. H. WILSON,
CHRIST. GORRY,
Signed and declared  before  me, at Ipswich, this 23rd  day of February, 1877.
J. C. Foorg, J.P.
J. H. MooRE HENDREN,
Secretary to Trustees.
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MUNICIPALITY OF COOKTOWN.THE FIRST HALF-YEARLY GENERAL STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE for the half-yearending thirty-first day of December, 1876.
REC &IPTS .
I
EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
To General Rate  ... ... 605 15 0 By Public Works account-
Land Endowment Fund... 500 0 0 Day labor .. 420 15 0
Government  Grant, Char- Blacksmith's Work-
lotte  street ... ... 1,500 0 0  Moffatt and Witted...
B605 15 0  L th2
34
6
10
0
8
0aw ro ers,
James  Moffatt ... 5 15 9
James Witted ... 4 1 4
50 7 9
Powder, Fuse, &c. ... ... ... 30 17 10
„ Salaries account-
Town Clerk ... ...
R
130 0 0
ate  Collector ...
Engineer  ... ...
39
20
2
0
10
0
Road Overseer ... 8 4 4
197 7 2
„ To Advertising, Printing,
and Stationery-
Willmett and Co. ... 47 16 9
W. H. L. Bailey ... 17 0 6
Courier  Company ... 14 2 0
78 19 3
„ Office Furniture account ... ... 47 14 6
A ssessors' account .. . ... ... 50 0 0
R ent account 43 10 0
W orking Plant account ... ... 42 15 9
„ G eneral Expenses accou nt ... ... 33 5 2
„ I nterest account .. . .. ... 7 19 0
„ G overnment Grant, Ch
lotte stre et account-
Engineer ...
ar-
... 20 0 0
Stores and Materials... 53 19 4
Contractor ... ... 225 0 0
Timber ... ... 100 0 0
Wages ... ...1,101 0 8
5001 0 0
Balance carried forward -
,
Cash at Bank ... ... 101 6 11
Cash in hand... ... 0 16 8
102 3 7
£2,605 15 0
£2,605 15 0
BRooKs CLAY,
Town Clerk.
HOWARD ST. GEORGE, P.M.
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BENJAMIN DAVISON,
Acting Mayor,
Audited and found correct.
JOHN THOMAS CLARKE, IAuditors.W. J. HARTLEY,
29s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
David Price, of South Brisbane,  quarryman,
by the said David Price.
UPON the hearing of this Petition  this  day, it is
ordered that the said David Price be, and he
is hereby  adjudged insolvent ,  in formd pauperis,
and that
judged
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be
Official Trustee for his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said David Price, for the election of
a Trustee, be held at the  office  of the Registrar of
this Court,  on the  Fifth day of March, 1877, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said David Price shall, on the
third day of March, 1877,  at Brisbane , deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate, .a full„ true, and  accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts  and lia-
bilities. of every kind, and of the u anmes and resi-
dences, so far as  known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
third day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Charles Stewart Thow, of Nerang Creek, in
the Colony of Queensland, farmer, by himself.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Charles Stewart fhow
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Charles Stewart Thow, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Principal Begistry, Brisbane, on the
Fifteenth day of March, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Charles Stewart Thow shall, on the Twelfth
day of Marcb, 1877, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities
of every kind, and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors, and of the causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
sixth day of February, 1877.
By the -Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Mn. JUSTICE LILLEY.
In the Matter of an Insolvent Petition against
Alexander Campbell, of Brisbane, by the said
Alexander Campbell.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Alexander Campbell be,
and be is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
Wi lliam Henry Miskin ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Alexander  Campbell, for  the election of a Trustee,
be held at the office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the fifth day of March, 1877, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Alexander Campbell shall, on the  Third day
of March ,  at Brisbane ,  de liver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full ,  true ,  and accurate statement ,  verified
on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every ,  kind,
and of the names and residences ,  so far as known,
of his creditors, and of the causes of  his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of this Court, this twenty.
third day of February, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
ESTATE OF E. H. RAMSDEN AND Co., IN
LIQUIDATION.
A FIRST  Dividend of one shilling and sixpence
in the pound will be payable at my office, on
and after MONDAY, the 12th March.
JOHN F. BUCKLAND,
Trustee.
Brisbane,  27th February, 1877.
227 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Boyd ,  of South Brisbane,
an Insolvent.WILLIAM DRAPER BOX, of Brisbane, has
been appointed Trustee of the property of
the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward  their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW.
Registrar.
229 bs.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Henry Buchanan, of
Charters Towers,  miner.
R. ROBERT THOMAS JAMISON, of
Charters Towers, storekeeper, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this seventh day of February, A.D. 1877.
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
220 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John McCarthy, of George street,
Brisbane ,  collar-maker ,  an Insolvent.
UPON hearing the application made herein, and
V reading the affidavit of Thomas Blacket Ste-
phens, filed herein, on the twenty-fourth day of
February instant, I do order that the Second Meet.
ing in the above Estate be restored to the paper,
and that the said meeting be held on the Nine-
teenth day of March next.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the Court,
at Brisbane, this 26th day of February, A.D. 1877.
[L.s.] ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ON the Twenty-sixth day of March, 1877, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Joseph Bayley, of
Condamine, Hotel and Store-keeper, adjudicated
insolvent on the sixth day of October, 1876, will
apply to the Supreme Court, at Brisbane, for a Cer-
tificate  of Discharge.
Dated this first day of March, 1877.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
236 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Rowland Wicks , late of Blair
Athol,  near Clermont,  grazier,  deceased.N OTl CE ishereby given,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels,  credits, and effects of the
above-named Rowland  Wicks , deceased,  who died
intestate,  may be granted to  Mary Anne Wicks, of
Blair Athol aforesaid, widow of the said deceased.
Dated this first day  of March, 1877.
W. L. FOWLES,
Clermont,
Proctor for the said Mary Anne Wicks.
By his  Agent-
PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
230 6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Lillis, late of Gympie, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  miner ,  deceased.
' OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Thomas Lillis, deceased, may
be granted to Isabella Lillis, widow of the said
deceased ,  and Francis Isidore Power ,  the Executrix
and Executor named in the said Will.
Dated this first day of March, A.D. 1877.
LYONS AND CHAMBERS,
Proctors for the said Isabella Lillis  and Francis
235
Isidore Power,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Henry  O'Reilly, late of Toonarbin,
South Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
Resident Agent of the Australasian Steam
Navigation Company, deceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application will be made to this Honor-
able Court ,  in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the Will of the  abovenamed deceased
may be granted to Charles  John O'Reilly,  Thomas
Bird, and Mary  O'Reilly,  all  of Brisbane aforesaid,
the Executors and Executrix in the said Will
named.
Dated this first day of March, A.D. 1877.
ROBERTS,  LIDDLE,  AND ROBERTS,
Proctors for the said Executors and Executrix,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
233 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will  and Codicils  of John  Hoskisson, late of
Windsor,  in the Colony  of New  South Wales,
grazier ,  deceased.NOTICE is  hereby given , that  after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  Court  that ancillary Probate of the
Will and Codicils of the abovenamed John Hos-
kisson, deceased ,  may be granted to Richard Ridge,
George Matcham  Pitt,  and Robert Dick, the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Wi ll
and Codicils.
Dated this first day of March , A.D.  1877.
Roar .  TuouoLD,
Associate.
226 6s.  6d.  234-34 -
LYONSYONS AND CHAMBERS,
Proctors for the Applicants,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
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THE Partnership hitherto subsisting between the
undersigned has been dissolved from this date.
The business carried on by us as Clothiers and
Outfitters at " The Beehive," Queen street, Bris-
bane, will be continued by Messrs. James Kittson
and Co., who will receive and discharge all assets
and liabilities.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of February, 1877.
JAMES KITTSON.
E. J. GARDINER.
Witness-
Jos. LIDDLE,
Solicitor.
232 4s.
THE Partnership heretofore existing between theundersigned, William Bott a d Isaac Mills,
carrying on business in Warner street, Fortitude
Valley, as Engineers and Nutt and Bolt Manufac-
turers, under the style of " Bott and Co.," has been
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts due in connection with the said business
will be received and paid by the said Isaac Mills,
who will continue to carry on the business on his
own account.
Dated this seventeenth day of February, 1877.
WILLIAM BOTT.
ISAAC MILLS.Witness-
CHAS. H. HEMMING.
231 4s.
THE Partnership hitherto existing betweenRobert Laurie and William Holliman, carry-
ing on business at the One-mile, Gympie, as
Engineers and Iron Merchants, under the style of
is Laurie and Holliman," has this day been dissolved
by mutual consent. The said William Holliman
retires from the business, which will be carried on
by the said Robert Laurie, who will pay all debts
due by the firm and receive all accounts owing to
the .firm.
Dated this second day of February, 1877.
R. LAURIE.
WM. HOLLIMAN.Witness-
J.  STUMM.
One-mile, Gympie, 2nd February, 1877.
175 4s. 6d.
VOLUNTARY WINDING UP OF THE
MARYBOROUGH SUGAR COMPANY
(LIMITED).
?T OTICE is hereby given, that at a general
t meeting of shareholders of the Maryborough
Sugar Company (Limited), held at the Company's
office, on the 13th February, 1877, an extraordinary
resolution was passed, in accordance with clause 3,
section 119 of  " The Companies Act of  1863," for
the voluntary winding up of the Company's affairs.
An extraordinary meeting of shareholders will be
held at the Company's Office, Kent street, Mary-
borough, to confirm said extraordinary resolution,
and appoint a liquidator or liquidators.
By order,
JAMES ROBERTSON,
Secretary.
221 5s.
CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I HER1 BY give notice that I intend to makeapplication to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich, on FRIDAY, the ninth day of March,  1877-,
for a License to enclose the Road between portions
119 and 123, parish of North, by the erection of a
Swing Gate at the south end of the said.portions.
And I make this application under the Act 28
Vic., No. 19.
Dated at Ipswich, the twenty-third day of
February, 1877. JOHN REDMOND.
222 4s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
£ s. i .1877.
Feb. 24-F. T. Beor ... 0 10 0
24-J. Robertson ... ... ... 0 5 0
24-L. McLeod ... ... ...  0 2 0
24-J. S. Bruce ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
24-J. D. Macansh ... ... 0 10 0
26-C. Egan ... ... ...  0 2 0
„ 26-J. Watson ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
26-C. Gaynor ... ... ... ... 0 17 0
26-T. Lynch 0 2 0
26-Marcus  and Mellifout ... ... 0 8 0
27-H. Martyn Gwyther ... ... 0 1 6
28-T. Lynch  ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 28-Corporation, Cooktown .. 2 1 0
Mar. I-E. Fletcher ... ... ... ... 0 1 2
1-J. P. Wilkie ... ... ... ... 0 14 6
2-C. Bostock ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
2-11.  Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
2-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
2-J. M. Bruce... ... ... 0 1 0
2-J. A. Gregory ... ... ... 0 10 8
2-G. Milliken ... ... ... ... 0 14 0
IEmpaunbfngs.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Drayton
Commonage, by order of H. Parker. Driving,  Is.
One bay horse, RR2 (registered brand) off shoulder,
star, off hind foot white, light snip, 1 off neck,
white hairs in tail.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
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H. LLOYD , Poundkeeper.
is.
MPOUNDED at Taroom, from enclosed lands, onI 20th February, 1877, by Mr. M. O'Donohue.
One chesnut entire, like III near neck, blotch like 6HC
(registered brand) near shoulder, four white feet,
white face ; damages, £5.
One bay mare, like 1R over 2 or IR over 2 near
shoulder, star and a little white stripe  in face, near
hind fetlock a little white, some white  spots  on back.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
238 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Westgrove,
on the 21st day of February, 1877 , for trespass,
by order of John McElwee. Driving, 18s. 4d.
One bay mare,  star, near  hind foot white, W over JF
conjoined  near  shoulder, like 7PG or 7BG off
shoulder.
One brown gelding, MP conjoined over like MP con-
joined  near  shoulder, 2 near thigh.
Ono roan mare, lump on  near  flank , blotch brand like
HJ or BJ near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
223 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Gladstone, from Galloway Plains,
on the 15th February, 1877, by order of H. Neill,
Esquire.
One brown horse, CM near shoulder, STB (registered
brand)  near  thigh, No. 3 off thigh, hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN McL. BRUCE, Poundkeeper.
219 is.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs, onthe 19th February, 1877, by rder of R. W. Stuart,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 6d.
One brown gelding, small star, near hind foot white, like
diamond over two diamonds 6 near shoulder.
One chesnut mare, blaze down face, off fore and hind
feet white, like RS over like (I near shoulder,
6AX off shoulder ; chesnut filly foal at foot, 6AX
near shoulder, star, two hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 13th March, 1877,
Will be sold to defray expenses.
216
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
2s.
587
IMPOUNDED at Springsure,  from Glendarriw ill, on
23rd February, 1877, by W. s. Paul, Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  6s. 2d .  per head.
One bay mare, like P reversed off hip, with bell and
chain with padlock.
One bay gelding ,  li ke JM3 near shoulder ,  near hind foot
white, star.
One bay gelding ,  like x in C near shoulder ,  like If in C
near thigh ,  1BN (registered )  under  heart 0 heart
off shoulder ,  hind feet white ,  star and snip.
One bay gelding, over m 2 near shoulder, q over rT
off shoulder, hind feet white.
One black mare ,  0 over RR near shoulder ,  5 over like 5
near neck ,  20 near ribs, star.
If not released  on or before the 30th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN, Poundkeeper.
241 58.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Rainworth, on
22nd February , 1877,  by James Bolitho ,  Esquire.
Driving expenses,  Is. per head  ;  damages on entire
colt, £5.
One grey gelding ,  G over JG over 7 near shoulder, G in
circle near rump.
One bay gelding, cross over 0 over  E near  shoulder, 66
near thigh ,  star ,  hind feet white.
One bay mare, W off thigh, C1Z (registered) off
shoulder ,  star,  bell strapped on neck.
One bs filly, like WA conjoined blotched off shoulder,
R U1 (registered)  near  shoulder, very small star.
One grey gelding ,  G over F over W upside down over
like JA near shoulder.
One grey  mare,  39 off ribs.
One chesnut colt, G1R (registered )  near  shoulder,
hind feet white, star.
One bay filly, like writing N near rump ,  hind feet white,
blaze.
One steel -grey entire colt ,  like PG (the P to left) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN ,  Poundkeeper.
240 9s.
IMPOUNDED at alby,  from Jimbour,  on 20thFebruary, 1877, by order of Jas. Wallace, Esquire,
Driving, 2s . 6d. each.
One chesnut mare, like H over M near  shoulder.
white face ,  two white legs, white spot near girth,
collar marks.
One grey gelding ,  hack mane and tail ,  like HH off
shoulder  (blotched), off hip down.
One bay mare ,  3 near thigh ,  like 13 over T near shoulder.
One brown gelding ,  like TF near shoulder, JS2(registered )  near thigh ,  near ear marked, star.
One dark -bay mare ,  like VD near shoulder, M H1(registered) off shoulder.
One bay or  light -chesnut mare ,  large star ,  like indistindt
brand near near shoulder ,  very nest head and neck.
One ehesnut mare, like 55 near shoulder, star.
Also, from Warra Warra, on 22nd February, by order
of M. B . Gannon, Esquire. Driving, 5s. each.
One black gelding, like A over J near shoulder,  AA, near
thigh, JFS (the JF conjoined) off shoulder.
One white  mare , like (jBY (registered) over CH near
shoulder, W off shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, face and two feet white, like CK
over GW near shoulder, like Z or scar near thigh,
off hip down.
One dark-bay cob, three white feet, small star and snip,
indescribable brand like or like o0 over o near
shoulder, docked, something like a brand off
shoulder.
One dark-bay mare, like heart over A near shoulder,
IW -near saddle, AO F ' (registered) near thigh,
E B4 (registered )  off shoulder ,  star ,  white hind
feet.
One black pony gelding , like UU  conjoined near
shoulder, grey star.
One brown mare,  like XK near shoulder  ;  bay colt foal
at foot
If not released on or before 29th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
14s. 6d.228
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from Blair Athol, on
12th February,  1877,  by oider of Mr. Rowland
Wicks .  Driving expenses and trespass, 49.
One bay gelding, A over B over A near shoulder, like
c in circle near neck.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
LOUISA McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
217 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Gladstone ,  from Stowe ,  on 21st Feb-
ruary ,  1877 ,  by order of Jas .  Bell, Esquire.
One bay mare, MC over DB near shoulder, SC near
rump, indistinot brand near thigh, blind off eye.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN MoL. BRUCE, Poundkeeper.
239 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fr m Glenmore, on 12th
February, 1877, by order of Mr. A. Small. Driving
and trespass expenses, 5s.
One chesnut gelding, blaze down face, like Y over W
near shoulder,  0  near thigh, with indistinct letter
on each side of brand.
If not released on or before  the 20th March, 1877,
wi ll  be sold  to defray  expenses.
LOUISA McLEOD, Poundkeeper.
218 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Engilton, on the 8th
February, 1877, by order of S. Brown, Esquire.
Driving, 13s. per head.
One bay horse, black points, saddle-marked, blotch like
BHU  off shoulder.
One  flea-bitten grey horse, saddle -marked ,  indistinct
brand  like B near shoulder ,  J off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 6th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
214 2s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at St.  George, from Wagaby, on the
12th February, 1877, by order of G. M. Kirke,
Esquire.
One chesnut horse, saddle -marked, small  star, M Bb
over 5W R. (registered brands) near thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
212 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Roma , from Stewart's Creek, on the
13th February, 1877, by order of  Messrs. Geo.
Smith Brs. Driving, 6s. 8d.
One black mare, hind feet white,  star, like  U8S near
shoulder.
One bay  mare,  OC conjoined  near  shoulder ; colt foal at
foot, unbranded.
One chesnut horse,  star , hind feet white, C over M near
shoulder.
One bay mare,  star,  on over 8R  near  shoulder.
One bay pony horse, like CD  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, star, W4J near shoulder.
Also, from Blythdale, on the 14th February, 1877, by
order of Wienholt Bros. Driving, 2s.
One white  steer , top off off ear, like G1T near ribs.
One red and white cow, both ears slit, ROS off ribs.
One red and white working bullock, two slits  in off ear,
like MB7 near ribs, bell and coupling chain on
neck.
One black cow, both  ears marked , blotch brand over U
over like 0 off shoulder, RS over blotch over TB
over TB7 off ribs, like I over J in circle (conjoined)
and blotch  over  like I over bar in circle (conjoined)
off rump.
One red and white heifer,  swallow  tail off ear, D5B
near ribs.
One red and white steer, both ears slit, blotch brand like
DM6 off rump.
One white heifer, two notches  in near ear , F4R near
ribs.
One red and white cow, both  ears  slit, like DXL off
rump ; calf at foot, unbranded.
One red and white  steer ,  swallow  tail off ear, like D6B
near ribs.
One red and white bullock, swallow tail off ea h I c
D5B near ribs.
One red and white cow, both ears slit, like DR6 off
rump ; white bull calf at foot, unbranded
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
wi ll  be  sold to defray  expenses.
C. GAYNOR, Poundkeeper.
215 17s.
IMPOUNDED  at St. George, from Wagaby, on the
15th of February, 1877, by order of G. M. Kirke,
Esquire.
One brown 'mare , blaze, saddle-marked, SWP, over
MBb (registered  brands )  near thigh.
If not  released  on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAR. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
213 1s.
Printed and Published by Jas zs C. BEAL, Government Printer,
William  street, Brisbane, 3rd  March, 1877.
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PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX .] SATURDAY, 3RD MARCH, 1877. [No. 28.
Government House,
Brisbane, 3rd March, 1877.
A N Undress Levee will be held on TUESDAY next, the 6th ' instant,at Twelve o'clock precisely, in order to enable the Governor to take
leave of his friends ; and on the same day a Farewell Reception, for
Ladies, at Four o'clock p.m.
For the greater convenience of Visitors, no Entree Cards will be
issued for the Levee.
By His Excellency's Command,
H. DEBONAIRE HAGGARD,
Extra Aide-de-Camp.
By Authority z Ji Ksa C. BsAL, Government  Printer,  William street Brisbane.
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PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] MONDAY, 5TH MARCH, 1877. [No. 29.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor has been pleased to appoint
Captain EDWARD ROBERT Pltuny,
Queensland Volunteers unattached, to be Major in the Queensland Volunteer Artillery,  vice  Geary,
resigned.
(For the Colonial  Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Author,ty: JAmas C. BEAL, Governrumt Printer, Willitm street, Brisbane.
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EXTRA ORDINARY.
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] THURSDAY, 8TH MARCH, 1877. [No. 30.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor directs it obe notified that he has beenpleased to accept the resignation of
The Honorable GEORGE THORN, Esquire,
as Vice-President of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1877.HIS Excellency the Governor directs itto be notified that he has been
pleased to appoint
The Honorable JOHN DOUGLAS, Esquire,
to be Vice-President of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
By Auihwrity : JsitEs C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street  Brisbane.
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0
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] THURSDAY, 8TH MARCH, 1877.
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. s WILLIAM WELLING TON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queens-land and its  Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act 40
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the GOVERNOR aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following lots of land will be
offered for sale by public  auction , at the under.
mentioned  place, at Eleven o'clock, on the day
specified , at the upset price affixed to each lot
respectively.
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Country Lots  as may remain  unsold shall,
at and after Eleven o'clock on the day following
such auction, be open to selection by purchase, at
the upset price, at the Dalby Land Agent's Office.
In cases where there are improvements on the
portions, the payment of the value of same will be
made a condition  of sale . A deposit of 20 per cent.
of the amount bid for each lot will be required to be
paid at time of sale, and the balance, with deed,
survey,  and assurance  fee, as affixed to each lot,
within one calendar month from date of sale. The
land will be sold subject to the provisions of  11 The
Western Railway Act."
SALE AT THE COURT HOUSE, DALBY, BY
JOHN CAMERON, AUCTIONEER,
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 11TH  DAY OF APRIL, 1877.
County of Lytton, Parish of Corangah.
COUNTRY LOTS.
No. No.  (
of por- Area.
Lot. tion.
Price
per Acre. Improvements.
Deed, Survey,
and Assurance
Fees.
L a. L e.  d. Q s. d.Acres.
1 10 10 12 6 14 10 01 1 756
1 10 1 32 0 0 14 10 06642 2
1 10 1 32 13 12 10 10 06403 3
COUNTRY  LOTS-continued.
[No. 31.
No.
of
Lot.
No.Of Area. Price.Por- per Acre.
tion.
I
Improvements .I
Deed ,  Survey,
and Assur-
ance Fees.
Acres.  £ a. £  S.  d. ic 4.  d.
4 4 974 1 10 14 10 0
5 5 640 1 10 33 8 6 10 10 0
6 6 640 1 10 62 16 102 10 10 0
7, 7 640 110 10 10 0
8 8 640 1 10 10 10 0
9 9 829 1 10 21 15 0 14 10 0
10 10 2362 1 10 36 17 6 28 10 0
11 11 2359 1 10 7 16 9 28 10 0
Parish of Bell.
12 1 640 1 10 ...  10 10 0
13 2 1926 1 10 55  18 9 26 10 0
14 3 2976 1 10 57 16 3 35 10 0
15 4 1827 1 10 133 8  9 22 10  0
16 5 1782 1 10 48 10  0 22 10 0
17 6 1758 1 10 106 0  0i  22 10 0
Parish of Jimbour.
18 1A 640 1 10 10 10 0
19 2A 640 1 10  25 11 10  10 10 0
20 3A 640 1 10 22 15 0 10 10 0
21 4A 611 1 10 10 8 0
22 5A 640 1 10 54 5 0 10 10 0
23 6A 640 1 10 264 10 0 10 10 0
24 7A 640 1 10 30 6 10 10 10 0
25 8A 640 1 10 12 7 7 10 10 0
26 9A 640 1 10 37 8 0 10 10 0
27 10A 640 1 10 47 9 0 10 10 0
28 11A 646 1 10 ...  14 10  0
29 12A 821 1 10 387 4 0 14 10 0
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven, and in  the for-
tieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Authority  :  JAME8 C.  BEAL,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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SUPPLEMENT .
TO THE
QU EENSLAND
OF SATURDAY, 3"  MARCH, 1877.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] FRIDAY, 9TH MARCH, 1877. [No. 32.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1877.
PAYMENTS UNDER "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."THE attention of Selectors under  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" is directed to the provisions of the fifty.first clause thereof, and also to the Amended Regulation established under said Act, bearing date 5th March, 1869, which
provides that the second payment shall be made on or before the 31st March in each and every year, and that the amount to be
paid shall be proportionate to the number of clear months intervening between the expiration of twelve months from date of
selection and 31st March next succeeding ; and that in default of such payment the lease shall be forfeited, and the land
selected,  and all improvements thereon shall revert to the Crown. Provided the Lessee may defeat such forfeiture for
non-payment of rent by paying to the Land Agent in cash, within ninety days of the day on which the rent shall have fallen
due, a sum equal to the amount due, together with an additional sum equal to one-fourth part thereof by way of penalty.
The accompanying Schedules of the Payments due on the 31st March, are published for general information ;  and it is
hereby notified that the payment of rent on any selection included in these Schedules or otherwise, will not place the Selector
in a better position to claim a title in the event of it coming within the knowledge of the Government that any other provisoes
or conditions of the Act, or of the leases under which the lands are held, have been violated.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Register
No.
otinnineut6aett P
Lessee.
1Abbot
A. B. P.
2444 , Frances Louisa ... Homestead, 1872 40 0 0
'' 2677 Abbott, Thos. K ingsmill . .. Conditional ... ...
*2678 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*2730  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
2478 Adams, George  ... ... Homestead ...
1407 Adsett, Aaron ... .... Conditional ... ...
*2682  Ditto ... ... .. ditto ... ...
1654 Ditto ... ...
1970 Ditto ... ...
2057 Ditto ... ...
'2175 Ditto ... ...f2176  Ditto ... ...
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Nature of Selection . Agricultural . First' ClassPastoral .
Second  Clam
Pastoral. Year.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
20 0 0
60 0 0
176 0 0
560
...
0...
... 2,250 0
160 0
129 0 0 ...
... 385 3
' ... 300 0
Rent.
I £ a. d.
3rd 9 12 0
3rd 14 0 0
3rd 56 5 0
2nd 3 13 4
3rd 6 9 0
7th 9 13 0
3rd 7 10 0
... 201 3 0 6th
... 150 0 0 5th
... 366 3 0 5th
... 44 0 0 4th
... 180 0 0 4th
6 11 0
3 15 0
13 13 6
0 0 0
4 10 0
I
Balance due.
£  N. d.
0 12 6
0 3 1
If Survey fee.
NoTIE.-Selections marked thus * have not yet been finally classified.
In cases  marked f the amount of rent due has been reduced  in consequence  of there  being a credit in favor of
the selector on account of excess on previous payments.
In cases  marked thus 11 credit has been or will have to be allowed on account  of lands resumed  for road  purposes .
In  cases  marked thus + penalty is charged.
In cases  marked § improvements to be paid for.
Register
No.
Lessee.
439 Adsett, John ... ...
603 Adsett,  Moses ... ...
.4 Ditto ... ... ...
1187 Allen, Job ... ... ...
1932 Ditto .. ... ...
674 Allen, William ... ...
879 Ditto ... ...
2423  Ditto ...
1270 Amstead, John ... ...
2171 Anders, John ... ...
*2742 Andersen, Neils ... ...
2273 Anderson, John ... ...
*2528 Anderson, P. S. ... ...
2523  Anderson, Peter ...
*2665  Ditto ... ... ...
2651 Anderson, John Peter ...
*2823 Anderson, Thomas Kerr...
'2811  Ansell, Alfred ... ...
t1309 Armstrong, Thomas ...
1211 Ditto ,,. ...
1296 Armstrong, William ...
2254 Ditto ... ... ...
2166 Atkinson, Thomas ...
1048 Auld, Archibald ...
1923 Ditto ... ...
2181 Ditto ... ...
*2609 Auld, James ...
1592 Auld, John ...
1810 Ditto ...
2395, Bagnall, Richard ...
t1941 Bailey, Alexander ...
2136 Ditto ... ...
2524 Bailey, Henry ...
*2817 Ditto ...
1377 Baker, Charles ...
1209 Baker, Elizabeth ...
1485 Ditto ... ... ...
2619 Balfe, Augustine ...
*2812 Ditto ... ... ...
1888 Ballard, John ... ...
*2610 Ballinger, Charles ... ...
*2546  Ditto ... ...
*2512 Ballinger , John ...
1172 Ballinger, Thomas John ...
2160 Bamberger, Louis .. ..
821 Bank of New South Wales
1645 Banking Company, Com-
mercial, Sydney ... ...
2195 Ditto ... ... ...
1786 Banks, James Horbury ...
1840 Ditto ... ...
2638 Banks, J. H. ... ...
-*2717 Banks, Thomas ... ...
t2498 Banning, Andrew ... ...
388 Barker, William ... ,..
392 Ditto .. ...
393 Ditto ... ... ...
1495 Ditto ... ... ...
1496 Ditto ... ... ...
1497 Ditto ... ... ...
1612 Ditto . ...
389 Barker, Anna Maria ...
391 Ditto ... ... ...
2330  Barnes , Eli ... ...
2331 Ditto ... ...
2577  Barnes , James ...
2425  Barnes,  Samuel ..
496 Barnett, J. W., Executors of
1542 Barnard, John ... ...
1451 Barrett, Walter ... ...
*1925 Bartholomai, Ad m ...
2454 Battersby, Matthew ...
2045 Ditto ... ...
1902 Battershill, William ...
*2692  Ditto ... ... ...
1498 Baxter, Ole ... ... ...
1991 Ditto ...
1694 Baynes, William ... ...
598
BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural.
I A. R. P.
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 200 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 12 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ... ' ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 58 0 0
Conditional ... 60 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... 78-0 0
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
That  Class
Pastoral. Second ClamsPastora l. Rent.
£ a. d.
11 0 0
3 1 6
19 19 11
2 0 6
1 1 0
5 7 0
2 18 6
4 12 6
2 3 0
4 0 0
1 13 4
12 9 0
16 0 0
4 0 0
2 0 0
3 12 6
6 11 3
0 18 6
5 0 0
4 7 0
4 10 0
4 10 0
6 0 6
5 0 0
8 9 6
5 17 0
2 17 6
8 0 0
8 8 0
2 12 4
Year.
A. B. P.  I   B. P. I
90 0 0 140 0 0 9th
123 0 0 9th
... 199 -3 33 9th
... 81 0 0 8th
42 0 0 5th
30 0 0 118 0 0 9th
... 117 0 0 9th
... 195 0 0 3rd
85 120 7th
160 0 0 ... 4th
... 80 0 0 2nd
... 498 0 0 4th
.. 640 0 0 3rd
160 0 0  ...  3rd
... 80 0 0 3rd
... 145 0 0 3rd
630 0 0 2nd
733 0 0 ... 2nd
80 0 0 ... 7th
... ... 8th
... ... 7th
4th
241 0 0 4th
200 0 0 8th
80 0 0 179 0  -0  5th
,... 4th
115 0 0 .. 3rd
57 3 0 5th
320 0 0 6th
336 0 0 5th
10 t 0 0 4th
76 1 0 4th 118 6
133 0 0 3rd 4 3 0
... 95.0 0 2nd 1 3 9
180 0 0 7th 4 10 0
160 0 0 ... 8th 8 0 0
... 102 0 0 6th 211 0
... 317 0 0 3rd 7 0 6
... 115 0 0 2nd 1 8 9
. 140 0 0 5th 3 10 0
20 0 0 280 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead ... 22  0  0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ..
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased halt'
of Tamrookum
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
dittoHomestead ,1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
110 0 0 8th 4 5 0
515 0 0 4th 18 17 680 0  0 353 0  0 8th 14 16 6
... 99 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 160 0 0
... 215 0 0
... 160 0 0
20 0 0 200 0 0
25 0 0 160 0 0
50 0 0 300 0 0
300 0
300 0
250 0
...
450
5th 4 19 0
0 4th 1 2 6
5th 6 0 0
5th 6 0 0
3rd 8 1 3
2nd 4 0 0
115 0  0 3rd 2 5 0
1,763 3 0 9th  55 12 0
1,065 0 0 9th 36 10 0
1,108 0  0 9th 46 9 0
0 600
0 700
0 350
96
662
550
40 0 0 120 0 0
10 0 0 80 0 0
120 0 0 ...
130 0 0
... 591 0 0
... 20 0 0 620
100 0 0 100 0 0 160
__ 20 0 0 98
ditto ... .•
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
see 26...0
30 0
618
644)640
104
100
160
0 169
0 0 6th
0 0 6th
0 0 6th
2 0 6th
3 0 9th
0 0 9th
4th
4th
3rd
0 0 3rd
0 0 9th
0 0 6th
2 0 10th
0 0 3th
0 0 3rd
0 0 5th
0 0 5t.h
30 0 0
32 10 0
21 5 0
2 8 6
25 11 6
18 10 0
9 0 0
9 15 0
22 3 3
16 10 0
1R 5 0
390
15 9 3
16 0 0
16 0 0
2 12 02 10 0
0 66627
0 0 3rd 7 0 0
2 30 6th 5 10 7
0 0 5th 3 3 0
0 0 6th 1513 6
Balance due
£ a. d
+1 15 0
1 10 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Leases. Nature of selection . Agricultural .
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
A. B. P. A .  B. P. A. B. P.
1769 Baynes, William ... ... Conditional ... ... 450. 0 0 6th
2113 Beal, John ... ... ditto ... ... 60 0 0 261 0 0 4th
1954  Beanland , Thomas ... ... ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 5th
2309 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 39 3 0 4th
*2868 Beard, Js. ... ... ditto ... .. ... 80 0 0 2nd
1554 Beetham, John S. ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... 6th
2115 Bell,  Andrew .. ... Homestead ... ... 125 2 0 .. 4th
1952 Be ll, Nicholas ... ... Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 560 0 0 5th
2059 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 122 0 0 5th
t2342 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 348 0 0 4th
1955 Benfer, Philipp ... ... ditto ... 39 3 37 5th
1572 Benfer, Johann ... ... Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 6th
1938 Benfer , Philips ... ... Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 68 0 0 5th
2116  Bennett , Joseph ... ... ditto ... ... ... 47 0 0 4th
1160 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 8th
*2675t  Bennett,  John Smith ... ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0' 3rd
2421  Ber in,  J. D. ... ... ditto ... ... ... 41 0 0 3rd
12422 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ... ... 227 0 0 3rd
1297  Bergin , John Delany ... ditto ... 50 0 130 0 0 7th
1058 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 216 2 0 8th
1075 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 143 0 0 8th
122 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 0 0 241 0 0 10th
1595 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ,.. ... 240 0 0 6th
1899  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 457 0 0 5th
1596 Ditto ... ... • ... ditto ... 10 0 0 ... 30 0 0 6th
1728 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ,.. 180 0 0 6th
1824 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 57 2 0 5th
1979 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 430 0 0 5th
2198  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 270 0 0 4th
*2826 Biddle ,  Samuel ...
2030 Biggin, Edward ...
1657 Biggs, George ...
1489 Bird, George ...
t1878 Bishop, John ...
2341 Bishop, Thomas ...
*2555 Ditto ... ...
2481 Blair, Wm. ...
1693 Blaney, Neil... ...
2262 Bleckley, Andrew ...
92 Bonney, Askin Edward
1581 Bonney, Henry A....
1427 Bonney, Thomas Edwin
1969 Ditto ... ...
2455  Ditto ...
*2483 Bowler, W.R. ...
2446 Boyce, Thomas ...
02670 Boyle, Jas. ... ...
t2501 Bradley, James ...
2505 Bradley, Wm. ...
1908 Brandon, Thomas ...
*2573 Brayford, Thos. ...
2047 Ditto ...
1261 Brennan, Michael ...
1095 Ditto ... ...
2495 Bridges, George ...
2496 Ditto ... ...
1649 Ditto ... ...
2028 Bridges, Samuel ...
1615 Bright, Charles Duncan
2064 Ditto ...
740 Brimblecombe, James
*2739 Ditto .. ...
*2361 Brimelow, James ...
1113 Brodie, William ...
t2516 Brook, Seth ... ...
1936 Ditto
1937 Brook, William ...
2286 Brook, Edwin ...
1981 Brook, Henry ...
2697 Ditto ... ...
2537 Brown, Charles ...
679 Ditto ... ...
1573 Ditto ... ...
2201 Ditto ...
1795 Brown, David ...
2216 Ditto ... ...
2269 Brown, Joseph ...
1989 Bryce, Thomas ...
.., ditto ...
.,, ditto ... 80 0 0
,.. ditto ...
... ditto ... 40 0 0
... Homestead ... ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ... ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ... 10 0 0
... Conditional ...
... ditto ... 120 0 0
... ditto ... ...
.., ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
.., ditto ... ...
... Homestead ... ...
... Conditional ... ...
,., ditto ...
... Homestead ... 20 0 0
... ditto .. 5 0 0
... Conditional ... ...
... Homestead, 1872 10 0 0
,.. ditto ... 30 0 0
... Conditional ....
... ditto ...I ...
... ditto ... ! ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
.., ditto ... ..
... ditto ... ...
... Homestead ... ...
... Conditional ... ...
... ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ... ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872 60 0 0
... ditto ... 60 0 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0
...  I  ditto ... 50 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0
Homestead ,., 76 0 0
Conditional ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ... 10 0 0
... Homestead ... 77 3 36
... ditto ... ...
... Conditional ...
...
3C0 0 0 2nd
5th
80 0 0 6th
20 0 0 6th
150 0 0 5th
81 0 0 81 1 0 4th
100 0 0 3rd
23 3 0 ... 3rd
115 0 0 .. 6th
27 0 0 520 0 0 4th
40 0 0 64 0 0 10th
... 172 0 0 6th
... 135 0 0 7th
... 146 0 0 5th
.. 1,059 0 0 3rd
46 3 8 ... 3rd
30 0 0 600 0 0 3rd
... 100 0 0 4th
76 0 0 3rd
66 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 5th
176 0 0 ... 3rd
•288 0  0  5th
... 112 0 0 7th
200 0 0 8th
80 0 0 114 2 0 3rd
210 0 0 3rd
629 0 0 6th20  0  0 220 0 0 5th
247 2 0 6th
315 0 0 5th
30 0 0 185 0 0 9th
80 0 0 220 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 4th
... 300 0 0 8th
344 0 0 3rd
260 0 0 ... 5th
260 0 0 ... 5th
280 0 0 ... 4th
270 0 0 ... 5th
290 0 0 ... 2nd
3rd
100 0 0 .. 9th
... 109 0 0 6th
129 0 0 4th
20 0 0 290 0 0 5th
4th
80 0 0 ... 4th
987 0 0 5th
Rent. I Balance due.
£ s. d. j £ s. d.
11 5 0
9 10 6
2 10 0
1 0 0
0 6 8
6 0 0
3 3 0
18 0 0
3 1 0
4 3 0
1 0 0
0 11 3
5 14 0
1 3 62 10 0
6 5 0
1 0 6
5 4 6
3 12 6
10 8 6
3 11 6
9 0 6
6 0 0
11 8 6
1 10 04 10 0
1 9 010 15 0
6 15 0 4 11 8
¶1 12 0
3 2 6
6 0 0
2 0 0
3 10 0
2 10 0
6 1 0
2 10 0
0 12 0
2 17 6
14 7 0
12 12 0
4 6 0
3 7 6
3 13 0
25 9 6
1 3 6
16 10 0
2 10 0
1 17 11
1 16 9
2 0 0
4 12 3
13 1 0 +0 7 5
2 16 0
5 0 0
6 17 6
5 5 0
14 8 2
6 10 0
6 4 0
7 17 6
6 2 6
8 14 2
3 0 0
7 10 0
1 10 6
14 5 0
14 5 0
13 10 0
13 17 6
13 2 6
2 17 0
2 10 0
2 14 6
3 4 6
9 0 0
2 18 6
2 0 0
24 13 6
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BRISBA"TE  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register
No.
2446
*2821
2276
1951
2223
1889
2112
2149
Bryce, Thomas ...
Bryce, Charles James
Buchanan, Jno. Arthur
Buckle, Joseph ...
Buckby, George ...
Buckley, Timothy ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Buhot, John ... ...
1685  Buisson, Lucien  S.... ...
2615 Bumkum, Wm. ,.. ...
1389 Burgess, Isaac ... ...
1749 Burke, Peter ...
2035 Burnett, John ... ...
2148 Burnett, John ... ...
1772 Bush, Charles ... ....
*2760 Busch, Henry ... ...
1523 Ditto ... ...
*2748 Butler, Fredk. Culverson ...
1345 Butler, William, senior
1312 Ditto ... ...
680 Ditto ... ...
*2866  Ditto ...
1579 Butler, William ...
632 Butler,  John ... ...
729 Ditto .. ... ...
1567 Byrne, William
2558 Cahill. Dennis
2519 Ditto ...
2630 Ditto ...
2625 Cahill, James
t2629 Cahill ,  John ... ...
2291 Cahill , Michael ... ...
*2687  Callaghan ,  Timothy ...
2296 Cameron, Alexander ...
1370 Campbell ,  Henry ... ...
12547  Campbell, John ... ...
1293 Ditto ... ...
1499 Campbell ,  A., and Hay, Jno.
1500 Ditto ... ...
1501 Ditto ..
2293 Campbell, Alexander
2403 Campbell, Alex. ...
1643 Campbell, Angus ...
1684 Campbell, Donald ...
1683 Campbell, Ewen ... ...
2318 Campbell, John Edwin ...
2337 Capson, Thomas ... ...
2595 Carseldine, Jonathan ...
*2458  Ditto ...
1671 Ditto ...
1880 Ditto ... ...
1748 Ditto ... ...
*2876 Carseldine, J. ...
2144 Carter, George ...
2473 Ditto ... ...
2405 Ditto ... ...
1295 Carty, James ...
1851 Carver, James Thomas ...
732 Cash, James... ... ...
*2644 Caton, John ... ...
1208 Cavell, Edwin ... ...
1762 Ditto ... ... ...
1973 Ditto ... ...
1439 Chambers, Charles ... ...
2372 Ditto ... ... ...
*2711 Chambers, Thomas ... ...
1631 Chardon, Franc ... ...
*2769 Ditto ... ... ...
*2854 Ditto ... ... ...
*2874 Chardon, F... ... ...
2024 Christie, ]Robert ... ...
2560 Clapham, George
2443 Clarke, Patk. ... ...
240 Clarke, William Peter ...
1566 Ditto ... ... ...
02082 Ditto , .. ... .. .
Nature  of Seleotton. AgrtoulturaL That  ClamPastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
Conditional ... ... 30 0 0
Homestead ... 70 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 291 0 0
ditto ... .
ditto ... 60 0 0 ...
ditto ... 106 0 0 ...
ditto ... 13 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ... 64 0 0
ditto ... ... 19 1 16
Conditional ... 10 0 0 ...
ditto
ditto
ditt ... ...
Homestead ... ... 120 0 0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872 ... 80 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
d i tto ...
ditto ... 112 0 0
ditto ... ... 60 0 0
ditto 100 0 0
Homestead, 1872 80 0 0 560 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 580 0
ditto ... 70 0 0 570 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 300 0 0
Conditional ... ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... 30 0 0
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Undulla ... 20 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto ... 7 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... • 8 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... .. .
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1868 ...
Ditto ... ...
Conditional ... ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
144 0 0
26 0 0
...
45 0 0
100 0 0
140 0 0
...
150 0 0
...
30 0 0
89 0 0
80 0 0
112 0 0
80 0 0
70 0 0
80 0 0
...
...
...
80 0 0
28 0 0
40 0 0
.,
160 0 0
151 1 0
100 0 0
S d  Clecon ass
Pastoral. Year. Gent Balance due.
A. B. P. £ s. d. £a. d.
600 0 0 3rd 16 10 0
... 2nd 0 14 7
... 4th 3 0 0
5th 9 10 6
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
. , 5th 4 10 0.
4th 7 19 0
522 0 0 4th 14 0 6
+0 11 6
6th 1 4 0
3rd 0 10 0
0118 0 7th 3 14 0
80 2 0 6th 2 4 6
154 1 0 6th 317 6
60 0 0 4th 1 5 8
... 6th 2 15 0
2nd 20 0 0400 0 0 6th 10  00
. 2nd 0 12 6
72 0 0 7th 1 10 6
198 1 11 7th 4 19 2
200 0 0 9th 5 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
300 0 0 6th 7 10 0
100 0 0 9th 2 10 0
80 0 0 9th 2 0 0
6th 0 14 0
3rd 0 15 0 3 0 0
414 0 0 3rd 15 7 0
3rd 27 0 0
3rd 26 5 0
3rd 26 3 1
4th 12 15 0 1 1 3
0100 0 3rd 2 10 0 0 4 2
$0 1 1
.. 4th 3 12 0
401 0 0 7th
3rd
10 0 6
107 0 0 7th 4 18 6
570 0 0 6th 18 0 0
700 0 0 6th 22 10 0
500 0 0 6th 19 10 0
740 0 0 4th 18 10 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 6th 3 15 0
400 0 0 6th 10 0 0
115 0 0 6th 3 12 6
73 0 0 4th 2 7 0
126 0 0 4th 3 3 0
106 0 0 3rd 2 13 0
403 0 0 3rd 10 1 6
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
109 0 0 5th 3 6 6
320 0 0 6th 9 10 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
... 4th 2 4 6
3rd 4 0 0
300 0 0 4th 7 10 0
130 0 0 7th 3 5 0
... 6th 2 16 0
200 0 9th 4 10 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
115 0 0 8th 6 7 6
102 0 0 6th 6 11 0
77 0 0 5th 4 18 6
200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
565 0 0 4th 14 2 6
140 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
...
6th 1 0 0
...
2nd 0 10 6
...
2nd 0 5 0
90 0 0 2nd 0 7 6
...
5th 4 0 0
...
3rd 3 16 0
98 0 0 3rd 2 9 0
1 196 0 0 10th 12 18 0
110 0 0 1 6th 2 15 0
420 0 0 5th 10 10 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
legister
No.
Lamm.
*2864 Clarke , W. P. ...
*2865  Ditto .. ...
*2844 Clark ,  Charles ...
*2436 Clark, John
*2360 Ditto ... ...
*2387 Ditto
1616 Clarkston ,  William ...
2714 Ditto ...
761 Cleary ,  Edward ...
*2843 Clench, Thomas ...
1320 Cockerill, John ...
1321 Ditto ...
1971 Cogil ,  Donald ...
1971 Cog  1, Donald
1996 Colburn ,  Daniel W iliam
1196 Ditto ...
1839 Colgan ,  Catherine ..
02576 Colgan,  Thomas, senr.
1703 Ditto ... ...
1701 Colgan ,  Thomas, junr.
1754 Collins ,  Daniel James
1832 Collins ,  James ...
875 Coll ins ,  Jane ..
876 Ditto ... ...
1117 Ditto ... ...
1372 Collins ,  John ...
1195 Ditto
921 Ditto ... ...
599 Ditto ... ...
1815 Ditto ... ...
2281  Ditto ...
*2767  Ditto
461 Commercial Bank
1842 Ditto ...
493 Connors, JamesN15  Considine, John
*2585 Cook, Thomas
1359 Cooper, Edward
1958 Copson, Thomas
*2572 Corcoran, Charles
1735 Ditto ..
2424 Corcoran, Simon
*1636 Ditto
1865 Cosgrove, Patrick
794 Coulson, Francis
*2514 Coulson, F. J.
1356 Coulson, Thomas Hugh
1193 Ditto ... ...
763 Ditto .. ...
1642 Court, George C. ...
*2579 Cox, George ...
1828 Craig, William
2348 Ditto
2631 Crewe, Geo. Samuel
1199 Crewe, Samuel Mort
1163 Ditto ... ...
624 Ditto ...
2437 Cribb, John George
1348 Ditto ...
1565 Ditto ... ...
1673 Ditto ... ...
1674 Ditto ... ...
*2733 Ditto ... ...
*2469 Cribb, William ...
1837 Ditto ... ...
2065 Ditto ... ...
2081 Ditto ... ...
*2846 Cross, Croxford
2240 Crotty, Jeremiah
1058 Ditto
1738 Crouch, Edward
2570 1 Crowe, Thomas
29157 Cruice, Body
Nature  of selection.
... ...
... ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
...o
.., ditto ...
...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
. ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .. .
; ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ConditionalHomestead, 1872
Pre-emptive
lease on the half
of MortlakeRun
ditt
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
second Class
Pastoral. Year.
Rent Balance due
I  A. R. P. A .  B. P. 1 A. B .  P.I  I £ s. d. 1 £ s. d.
... ...
150 0 0 2nd  0  12 6
... ...
270 0 0 2nd 1 2 6
...
...
150 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
... 20 0 0 300 0 0 3rd 8 10 0
... ...
150 0 0 4th 3 15 0
5 0 0 155 0 0 ... 4th 4 5 0
40 0 0 ... 6th  0 15  0
... ...
300 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
20 0 0 180 0 0 9th  5 10  0
15 0 0 147 0 0 2nd 1 12 0
... 10 0 0 90 0 0 7th 2 15 0
80 0 0 70 0 0 7th 5 15 0
14 0 0 ... 86 0 0 6th 3 4 0 1 1 0
+0 6 3
14 0 0 ,.. 86 0 0 5th 3 5 0
40 0 0 24 0 0 5th 3 12 0
10 0 0 93 0 0 ... 8th 5 8 0
... 320 0 0 ... 5th 12 0 0
200 0 0 ... 3rd 7 10 0
40 0 0 276 0 0 ... 6th 10 0 3
40 0 0 280 0 0 ... 6th 10 2 6
Improvements 9 8 0
... ...
206 0 0 6th 5 3 0
... 100 0 0 ... 5th 2 13 0
60 0 0 280 0 0 268 0 0 9th 25 4 0
120 0 0 400 0 0 531 0 0 9th 42 6 6
... 80 0 0 416 0 0 8th 14 8 0
... 250 0 0 891 0 0 7th  34 16  6
... ...
560 0 0 8th 14 0 0
80 0 0 520 0 0 1,074 0 0 8th 58 17 0
60 0 0 300 0 0 1,298 0 0 9th 51 19 0
... ... 1,700 0 0 5th  42 10 0
... ...
99 3 37 4th 2 10 0
... ... 150 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
20 0 0 140 0 0 313 0 0 9th 16 6 6
... ...
153 2 38 5th 3 17 0
.. ... 320 0 0 9th 8 0 0
105 0 0 ... 7th 7 17 6
10 0 0 310 0 0 ... 3rd 12 7 6
... ...
121 0 0 7th 3 0 6
... ...
90 0 0 5th 2 5 0
50 0 0 ... 3rd 1 17 6
40 0 0 280 0 0
...
6th 11 5 0
... ... 168 0 0 3rd 4 4 0
... ...
300 0 0 6th  7 10  0
93 0 0 5th 2 6 610 0  0 30 0 0 102 0 0 9th 4 16 0
80 0 0 560 0 0 3rd 18 0 0
80 0 0 640 0 0 5,308 0 0 7th  170 14 0
60 0 0 83 0 0 8th 5 1 6
60 0 0 210 0 0 351 0 0 9th 23 15 6
... 75 0 0 6th 1 17 6
... ...
200 0 0 3rd 2 1 8  5 0 0
+0 10 6
40 0 0 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
8 0 0 104 0 0 4th 3 0 0
80 0 0 560 0 0 ... 3rd 27 0 0
... ...
90 0 0 8th 2 5 0
... ...
280 0 0 8th 7 0 0
40 0 0 600 0 0 9th 17 0 0
.. ... 628 0 0 3rd 15 0 6
40 0 0 280 0 0 7th 10 0 0
...
...
-
1 178 0 0 6th 4 9 0
... 80 0 0 240 0 0 6th 10 0 0
... 200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
... ... 100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
... ... 56 0 0 3rd 1 8 0
... I .., 632 1 15  5th  15 16  6
... ...
62 0 0 5th 1 11 0
... ...
84 0 0 , 5th 2 2 0  1 6 0
+0 6 6
400 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
40 0 0 409 0 0 4th 13 4 6
...
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
' ... 125 0 0 6th 2 12 1
... 160 0 0  6th 4 0 0
... 255 0 0  3rd 2 1 3 I 6 7 6
i 1
I` $0 10 4
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No.
2412 Cruice, Rody ...
2707 Ditto ,.. ...
*373" Crump, George Creswell
375j Ditto ... ...
1518; Ditto ... ...
2311 Ditto ...
1677 Ditto .
2111 Cusack, Michael
*2344  Ditto ... ...
x`2664 Ditto ... ..,
*3702 Cusack ,  Lawrence ...
*2703  Ditto ... ...
*2870 Cusack , L. ,,, ...
*2871 Ditto .. ...
2522 Cutts ,  Charles ...
2073  Daly, Michael
2217 Ditto ... ...
*2350 Daniels ,  Jesse ...
Nature of  selection.
;Conditional ,,.
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Telemon ...
ditto
... Conditional ...
.,, ditto ,.,
.., ditto ...
ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
.. , ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
...
6.6
2298 Ditto ..,
1773 Ditto
1147 Ditto
1238 Ditto
1239 Ditto ... ...
615, Ditto ... ...
*2747 Ditto ...
919 Dar t, John ... ,,, ...
543 Ditto ...
11544 Ditto
2639 Dar ragh, Hugh
2517 Dar ragh, Joseph
2325 Dav enport Rich. ...
t2438 Davidson, E. D. G.
*28C2 Daw son, James ...
517 Daw son, Thomas ...
2617 Day , David .,. ,..
1476 Ditto ... ...
1814 Dea n, John .,. ...
t1681 Dee, William Lloyd
*2792 Ditto ... ...
*2569 Dee reen, Ja mes
1704 Dee ren, Jam es
2608 Dee rin, Rich ard
1151 Del aney, Jos eph
166 Ditto ...
*1692 Ditto ... ...
2138 Ditto
2139 Ditto
309 Ditto
*2801 Ditto ..
*2828Del lit, Henr y Chr istian
1368 Del pratt, J. H. ...
1647 Ditto ... ... ...
772 Ditto ... ...
1525 Ditto ... ... ...
1526 Ditto ... ...
*2389 Ditto ... ...
1959 Ditto ... ...
12672 Ditto ... ...
*2785 Ditto ... ...
*2805 Ditto ... ...
2453 De nnis , Jam es ...
12554 De nnis, Joh n
2385 De nnis, Wil liam
1466 De shon, Ed ward ...
367 Die tz, Leon hart
1404 Dix on, Jose ph
*2151 Dix on, J. C.
*2704 Do bbin, Leo nard ...
805 Do naldson, Rober t ... ...
*2855Do wnman, James ...
*2856 Ditto ... ...
1471 Do yle, Geor ge
1947 Ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead,
Conditional
1872
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral
A. R. P. A .  R. P. A. R. P.
20 0 0  ...  186 0 080 0  a] 320 0 0
250 *0 0 900 0 0 1,250 0 0
225 0 0 1,100 0 0 2,739 0 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 200 0 0
...
100 0 0 346 0 0
80 0 0 247 0 0
.., 80 0 0
80 0 0 240 0 0
40 0 0 ... 14 0 0
... ... 26 0 0
... ... 120 0 0
40 0 0
..,
240 0 0
40 0 0
Second Class
rastoral.
73 0 0
178 0 0
5 1 4
600 0 0
213 0 0
40 0 0
320 0 0
20 0 0 420 0 0
80 0 020 0  0 111 0 0
.., 400 0 0
30 0 0 ... 50 0 0
10 0 0 72 0 0
... 20 0 0 97 0 0
320 0 0
40 0 0 300 0 0 320 0
Year. Rent. Baanee due.
3rd 1 3 13 0.  a. d.
2nd 12 0 0
9th 95 0 0
9th 126 4 3
6th 18 0 0
4th 13 13 0
6th 10 3 6
4th 1 16 6
4th 2 0 0
3rd 10 0 0
2nd 3 7 0
2nd 0 13 0
2nd 0 10 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 1 0 0
5th 4 9 0
4th 3 3 0
4th 15 0 0
4th 5 6 6
6th 1 0 0
8th 8 0 0
8th 11 10 0
8th 2 0 0
9th 3 15 6
2nd 8 6 8
9th 2 10 0
9th 2 11 0
9th 2 2 0
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 26 0 0 17 8 4
Improvements 23 0 0
'q4 2 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0 140 0 0 4th  3 17  6
Conditional ... ... 6,160 0 0 3rd 142 3 4
Homestead ... ... 40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 11 8
Conditional ... ... 60 0 0 100 0 0 9th  5 10 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
Homestead ... 6 0 0 91. 0 0 5th 2 10 0
Conditional ... ... ... 870 0 0 3rd 20 18 9
ditto  ...  ... 20 0 0 2nd 0 6 0
Homestead, 1872 100 0 0 ... 3rd 3 15 3
ditto ... 40 0 0 280 0 0 ... 6th 10 2 6
ditto ... 30 0 0 290 0 0  ...  3rd 13 2 6
Conditional ... ... .. . 170 0 0 8th 4 5 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 440 0 0 10th 21 0 0
ditto ... .. , ... 160 0 0 6th 4 0 0
ditto ... .,. 110 0 0 4th 2 15 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 110 0 0 4th  6 15 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 9th  2 10  0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 2nd 2  18 4
ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0 2nd  1 11  3
ditto ... .. ... 435 0 0 7th  10 17  6
ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Tambo.
rine Run ... .. 60 0 0 204 0 0 9th 8 2 0
ditto ... 40. 0 0 80 0 0 544 0 0 6th  20 16  0
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 492 0 0 6th 19 6 0
Conditional ... ...
1
... 1,280 0 0 4th 32 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 101 2 0 5th  2 11  0
ditto ... ... ... 45 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 2nd 2 6 8
ditto ...  ... 558 0 0 3rd  13 19  0
Homestead, 1872 ... 159 3 0 ... 3rd 3 8 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
Conditional ... 205 1 0 7th 4 12 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 120 0 0 375 0 0 9th 18 7 6
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 63 0 0 7th 3 11 6
ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
ditto ... .. 300 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
ditto ,.. 10 0 0 80 0 0 537 0 0 9th 18 3 6
ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0 2nd  0 18  3
ditto ... ... ... 54 2 0 2nd 3 0 0
ditto ... ... , .. 80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT-continued.
Se inter
o. Le-;see.
1897 Doyle, John ... ... ...
1818 Ditto ... ...
1600 Doyle, Henry ... ...
1802 Ditto ... ... ...
228 Drury, Edward Robert ...
*2186t Drynan, Andrew ...
*2614 Ditto ... ...
*2188 Ditto ... ... ...
*2323  Ditto ... ...
1067 Drynan, William ...
...
579 Ditto ... ... ...
1658 Ditto ... ... ...
1687 Ditto ... ...
...
1753 Ditto ... ...
...
*2186  Ditto ... ... ...
*2187 Ditto ...
...
1855 Duffield, John,  Sen....
...
1856 Duffield, John,  jun....
1381 Duggan,  Michael ...
2735  Dunlop ,  James ...
...
*2736 Ditto ... ...
...
*2774 Ditto ... ...
1258 Dunn, Jeremiah ... ...
1879 Ditto ... ...
...
2103 Ditto ... ... ...
454 Dunn , John... ...
...
25F0  Dunne ,  Lawrence ... ...
*2835  Dyne, Anne... ... ...
2565  Dyson, Wm. ...
...
2445 Eames , John ...
...
2596 Ditto ... ...
...
1076 Earley, George ...
...
t2597 Eastwood, Charles
...
887 Ditto ...
...
1823 Eaton , Charles ...
...
*2725 Eaton , George ...
...
1666 Egan , Patrick ... ...
*2708 Ditto ..
400 Elliott, Henry Herbert, and
Coulson, Thomas Hngh
716 Elliott, Henry Herbert
2365 Ditto ... ...
2131 Ditto ... ...
2174 Ditto ... ...
2224  Ditto .. ...
1926 Ellis,  William Dunn
*2722 Elver , Sidney
2266  Emerson, James
*2857 Endersby, John
422 England, David
2210 Evans, Rich.
1477 Evans, William
1827 Evans, John
1825
1826
1793
755
1318
1319
*1866
2167
*2815
2004
2050
*2162
#2757
1517
2130
2371
*2379
2601
1916
*2718
2290
1310
*2727
243
1882
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Everdell, William ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Eyre, John Monsell ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
... ...
Fahey, Michael ... ...
Farley, Hervy ...
Farquharson, Francis Albert
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Farrow, George ...
Farry, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Featherstone, Geo.
Fels, Martin... ...
Fenwick, John ...
Ditto
... ,..
Ferguson, David
...
Ferguson, William...
F erguson, David
...
Ditto ...
... ...
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto • ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Undallah
Run .. ...
Conditional • ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ,..
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. B.
...
P. I A .  B.
80 0
P.  I
0
100 0 ...
20 0 0  ...
40 0 0 280 0 0
... 320 0 0
... ...
80 0 0
...
60 0 0 150 0 0
640 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0 ...
...
... 30 0 0
...
100 0 0
... 20 0 0
40 0
100 0
0
0
40 0 0 280 0 0
100 0 9 100 0 0
.
40 0 0 280 0 0
40 0 0 240 0 0
26 0 0 ...
170 0 0 ..
30 0 0 94 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
4 0 0 16 0 0
...
... 71 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 20 0 0
39 1 0
10 0 0 72 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0 ...
80 0 0
16 0 0
80 0 0,
...
...
...
...
60 0 0
80 0 0
.
500 0 0
120 0 0
40 0 0
80-0  0
227 2 0
100 0
147 0 0
Second Class
i'astoraL Year. Bent. Balance due
A. B. P. ( i £  S.d. £  'r. l;.
232 0 0 5th 5 16 0
... I 6th 4 0 0
140 0 0 6th 4 5 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
60 0 0 10th 3 0 0
... 3rd 3 7 6
... 3rd 12 0 0
321 0 0 4th 8 0 6
560 0 0 4th 18 0 0
190 0 0 8th 4 15 0
510 0 0 9th 24 15 0
2,020 0 0 6th 82 10 0
294 0 0 6th 8 7
.
0
40 0 0 6th 1 0 0
158 0 0 4th 3 19 0
158 0 0 4th 319 0
242 0 0 5th 6 1 0
308 0 0 5th 7 14 0
130 0 0 7th 6 5 0
392 0 0 2nd 819 8
270 0 0 2nd 7 11 3
250 0 0 2nd 413 9
300 0 0 7th 12 10 0
191 0 0 5th 5 15 6
128 3 16 4th 8 4 6
... 9th 3 0 0
... 3rd 13 10 0
620 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
93 0 0 3rd 2 6 6
... 3rd 13 10 0
.. 3rd 12 0 0
196 0 0 8th 4 18 0
... 3rd
... 9th
5th 3 9 6
101 0 0 2nd 2 6 4
207 0 0 6th 5 3 6
400 0 0 2nd 10 0 0
320 0 0 9th 12 0 0
200 0 0 9th 5 0 .0
150 0 0 4th 3 15 0
344 0 0 4th 8 12 0
3,550 0 0 4th 88 15 0
120 0 0 4th 7 0 0
5th 011 0
400 0 0 2nd 9 3 4
... 4th 1 15 6
... 2nd 3 0 0
60 0 0 9th 210 0
... 4th 1 0 0
... 6th 0 11 320  0 0 5th 4 10 0
60 0 0 5th 410 0
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
120 0 0 5th 7 0 0
193 0 0 9th 5 12 6
21 0 0 7th 4 10 6
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
40 0 0 5th 1 0 0
101 0 0 4th 2 10 6
5,760 0 0 2nd 72 0 0
457 0 0 5th 14 8 6
559 0 0 5th 17 19 6
300 0 0 4th 7 10 0
... 2nd 15 12 6
... 6th 0 5 0
104 0 0 4th 2 12 0
496 1 0 4th 15 8 6
9 0 0 4th 4 4 6
3rd 17 2 0
266 2 30 5th 7 3 5
230 0 0 2nd 5 5 5
635 0 0 4th 15 17 6
62 0 0 7th 1 11 0
338 0 0 2nd 9  1411
. 10th 7 7 0
311 0 0 5th 7 15 6
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VO. Lessee.
t1907 Field, Henry
2107 Fielding, John
*2676 Finger , Conrad
1420 Fischer, August
1898 Ditto ...
2305 Fisher, Jesse
1274 Fisher, Jessie
...
2145 Fitzgerald , David ...
*2724 Fitzgerald, John ...
2244  Fitzgibbon, John
694 Fitzpatrick,  Michael
*1697 Flanagan , Anthony.. .
*2542  Ditto ... ... ...
1386 Fleming, Robert
1387 Ditto ... ... ...
2060 Ditto ... ...
1405 Ditto , .. ...
1456 Ditto ... .. ..
1760 Ditto ... ...
1784 Ditto ... ...
1910 Ditto .. ...
2054 Flemming, Archibald Robert-
son ... ...
2055 Ditto ... ... ...
2265  Ditto
2645  Fletcher, Price
2646 Ditto ...
2657 Ditto ...02655  Ditto .. ... ...
906 Fogarty, Michael „. ,.,
310 Ditto ...
2449 Fogg, John
Nature of selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ......
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
1848 Fogg, William  ... ,.,
*2825 Ford, Thomas Baynton ...
1568 Foreman, James ... ...
1789 Ditto ... ... ...
1655 Ditto ... ,..
2096 Ditto ... ... ...
2706 Foskell, Thomas
2690 Franklin, Geo. Thos.
1716 Franklin, Henry ...
*2401 Ditto ...
593 Franz, John David...
*2465 Franz , William ...
...
...
Homestead, 1872
ditto  ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional  ...
ditto
ditto  ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
2508  Ditto ... ...
28 Ditto ... ...
1695 Ditto ... ... ...
1964 Ditto ... ... ...
*2784 Ditto ... ...
*2852 Freeman, Cornelia Clariss...
2301 French, Samuel Abel
1181 Freeney, Matthew ...
1763 Ditto ...
1509 Freeney, Martin ...
1743 Ditto ...
2249 Frost, David Jackson
2232  Fyfe, Joseph ..
1646 Garbut, Arthur H....
2084 Garbutt, Ch. Overend
1417 Gardner, Owen ...
1091 Ditto ... ...
290 Ditto ... ... ...
137 Ditto ... ...
2612 Gavin ,  Thomas ...
319 Geddes, W. G.
2168 Ditto ...
'2716 George, William
*2606 Gibbings ,  George
2456 Gibson, Angus
2464 Ditto ...
2549 Gibson, Thomas
1101 Gill, Charles...
*2804 Ditto ...
610 Gillis, Hector
2363 Gittins, Thomas ...
*2797  Ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral. Second ClawPastoral. Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
c-t
Balance due.
£ 8. d.A. B . P. I A .  B. P. J A. B. P. I
20 0 0
...
20 0 0
40 0 0 65 0 0
20 0 0
64 0 040 0 0 60 0 0
100 0 0
40
...
0 0 ...
40 0 0
...
...
160n 0
80 0 0
30 0 0
160 0 0
..
20 0 0
60 0 0
41 3 23
30 0 0
200 282 0 0
60 0 0 260.0 0
76 0 30
20 0 0
...
...
...
...
70 0 0
...
55 0 0
3'h  0
10 0  0
...
81 0 0
50 0 0 50 0 0
6 0 0 ...
35 G 0
14 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
29 0 0
480 0 0
120 0 0
30 0 0
...
90 0 0 5th 2 3 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
140 0 0 3rd 3 10 0 0 6 10
*0 1 5
60 0 0 7th 2 10 0
70 0 0 5th 3 5 0 $0 7 6
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
6th 0 5 2
129 0 0 4th 4  40 6
2nd 1 9 4
4th ..
1,000 0 0 9th 30 0 0
110 0 0 6th 2 15 0
110 0 0 3rd 2 17 6 5 15 0
$0 14 4
164 0 0 7th 4 2 0
121 0 0 7th 6 0 6
123 0 0 5th 3'1 6
116 0 0 7th 7 0 0
358 0 0 7th 8 19 0
301 0 0 6th 7 10 6
1,252 0 0 5th 31 6 0
379 0 0 5th 9 9 6
206 3 0 5th 5 3 6
105 2 0 5th 2 13 0
340 0 0 4th 8 10 0
01,177 0
3rd
3rd
4 0
33 8
0
6
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
178 0 0 3rd 4 9 0
120 0 0 8th 4 10 0
100 0 0 9th 2 10 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
5th 4 0 0
240 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
78 0 0 6th 2 18 10
150 0 0 5th 6 15 0
. 6th 0 16 0
87 0 0 4th 2 3 6
2nd 0 15 0
3rd 12 1 6
.. 6th 10 13 9
400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
9th 5 15 695 0 0 3rd 2 7 6
463 0
'
0 3rd 11 116  3 110
300 0 0 10th 9 0 0
235 0 26 6th 9 18 0
358 0 0 5th 8 19 0
200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
2nd 0 3 9
155 0 0 4th 3 17 6
112 0 0 8th 216 0
127 0 0 6th 3 3 6
404 0 0 6th 10 2 0
... 6th 1 2 11
340 0 0 4th 8 10 0
4th 3 12 0
261 0 0 6th 6 10 6
159 2 0 4th 4 10 0
249 0 0 7th 6 4 6
43 0 0 8th 1 1 6
80 0 0 9th 2 0 0
482 0 0 10th 17 6 0
400 0 0 3rd 14 1 0 9 16 0
2 9 0
406 0 0 9th 16 8 0
109 0 0 4th 3 3 6 $010 4
100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
3rd 0 17 6
02,026 0 3rd 51 7 0
310 0 0 3rd 8 10 0
173 0 0 3rd 4 6 6
316 0 0 8th 9 7 0
...
2nd 10 10 0
. 9th 7 10 0
50 0 0 4th 4 5 0
45 0 0  2nd l 0 13 2
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Lessee.
1884 Goertz, Ernest Augustus
407
1803
2105
2006
2095
1124
151
1613
2052
2128
2179
t2548
*2764
*2807
1300
790
*2088
2551
1458
1479
1588
2133
2165
414
1494
2474
1397
2287
2488
2538
1406
2069
*2772
*2783
1944
*28791540
2143
2212
2480
827
1490
2457
1069
2094
1552
2272
551
2575
1611
1930
2040
Morris ... ... ... Conditional ...
Gold, Henry... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ...
Gordon, David ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ditto
Gordon, James ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ditto
Gordon, William Leith ... ditto
Gordon, W. L. ... ... ditto
Gorman, Thomas ... ... Homestead
Gowlett, William ... ... Conditional
Graham, John ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ...'- ditto
Grant, James ... ... ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
D i tt ditto... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto  ...  ... ... ditto
Green, Charles ... ... ditto
Green, Robert  ...  Homestead
Grieve, Archibald Freeland Conditional
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Grieve, Robt.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Gridley, Joseph ...
Ditto ...
Griffin, John  B. Saunders ...
Grigor, William ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Dl'tt
Grimmann , Heinrich Wil-
helm Christoph ... ...
Nature  of Selection.
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Guy, Francis R. ... Homestead
Haack, Julius Matthias ... ditto
Habermann, Carl ... ... Conditional
Ditto . . ...
HagBarth, Graham A. ...
Hall, David ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Hall, George ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Hall, Henry John ... ...
Halkett, David Henderson
2439 Hallet , Joseph ...
1308  Ditto .. .
2221 Hammond , Edward
2684 Ditto ... ...
1557 Hamilton, Douglas D.
1794 Hamilton, Hugh ...
2102 Hampton, Christopher
*2869 Hancock, Geo. ...
2087 Hardy, Ch. G. ...
2219 Harry, William Steven
2153 Harris, Caleb ...
*2641 Harris, George, sen.
1787 Ditto ...
*2511 Harris, Owen
2018  Harris,  Richard
1806 Ditto
2426  Harrison , Daniel
*2642  Harrison , Edward
*2643 Ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of ParadiseRun ..
Conditional
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
...
ditto ...
Agricultural.
` A. B. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Balance due
£ a. d.
818 0 0 5th 20 9 0
60 0 0 ... 100 0 0 9th 7 0i0
... 120 0 0 5th 3 0 0
10 0 0 ... 90 0 0 4th 3 0, 0
... ... 370 0 0 5th 9 5 0
490 0
450 0
60 0 0
60 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
150 •0 0
40 0 0
100 0 0
40 0 0
142 0 0
5 0 0 ...
40 0 0
80 0 0
58 3 28
...
12 0 0 108 0 0 ... 9th 6 6 0
160 0 0 ... 6th 0 6 8
20 0 0 120 0 0 .. 3rd 3 15 0
... 100 0 0 8th 2 10 0
... 20 0 0 130 0 0 4th 4 5 0
320 0 0 1,280 0 0 2,880 0 0 6th 160 0 0
40 0 0
100 0 0
6 0 0
82 3 0
8 0 0
... 40 0 0 4th 1 0 0
100 0 0 9th 2 10 0
230. 0 0 3rd 5 15 0
40 1 0 ... 6th 1 0 6
29 1 7 ... 6th 0 15 0
... 366 0 0 5th 9 3 0
... 329 3 0 3rd 8 5 0
315 2  0 7th 7 18 0
40 0 0 ... 4th 1 0 0
... ... 3rd 3 0 0 0 6 0
t0 1 3
37-0 0
...
20 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
114 0 0 4th 2 17'0
100 0 0 8th 4 la! ;0
.. 10th 3 131 j6
176 0 0 6th 4 8 0
163 3 0 6th 4 2 0
528 0 0 4th 13 4 0
713 0 0 4th 17 16 6
Year. Rent.
£ 8. d.
3rd
2nd 3 2 6
2nd 12 3 9
283 0 0 7th 9 1 6
89 0 0 9th 11 14 6
150 0 0 4th 3 15 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
89 3 30 7th 2 5 0
11 2 0 5th 3 6 0
89 3 30 6th 2 5 0
60 0 0 4th 1 10 0
62 2 0 4th 1 11 6
32 0 0 9th 3 16 0
... 6th 0 2 11
95 0 0 3rd 2 16 0
20 0 0 7th 3 10 0
117 1 0 4th 2 19 0
110 0 0 3rd 3 5 0
13 1 12 3rd 0 7 0
20 1 4 7th 4 10 6
320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
... 2nd 1 2 2 0 1 6
225 0 0 2nd 3 15 0 1 12 6
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
90 0 0 6th 2 5 0
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
99 0 0 4th 2 9 6
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
1,180 0 0 6th 37 0 0
200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
... 4th 0 18 6
100 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
134 0 0 4th 3 7 0
860 0 0 4th 22 19 0
907 0 0 4th 22 13 6
500 0 0 3rd 3 2 6
80 0 0 420 0 0 5th 14 10 0
3rd 6 4 6
400 0 125 0 0 5th 6 14 6
A 241 0 0 5th 6 0 6
36 3 30 .. 3rd 0 18 6
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
12 10 0
+0 15 8
+1 6 1
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RegisterNo. Lessee.
2192 Harrison , Edward ... ...
2193  Ditto ... ... ...1776 Harrison, George ...
1122 Harvey, Ezra ...
*1984 Ditto ... ...
*2410 ' Ditto ...
2552 Hawkins, George
*2809 ' Ditto
*2400 Ditto ... ...
1562 Ditto ... ...
1563 Ditto ... ...
1836 Ditto ... ...
...
...
2121 Ditto ... ...
*2621 Hawkins, Wm. ... ...
*2777 Hayes, James ...
*2737 Haygartb, Graham Albert...
488 Heathwood, Samuel ,..
1161 Ditto ... ...
*2824 Heinemann, Edward .
1933 Heinemann, Hans Heinrich
*2494 Heinrichs, Louis ..
*2782 Hellawell, John Beaumont
1531 Henderson, Andrew I.
2018 Ditto ... ... ...
1532 Ditto  ... ... ...
1025 Ditto  ... ... ...
774 Ditto  ... ... ...
1488 Ditto  ... ...
*2553  Henderson, James ... ...
1515 Henkey, Charles ... ...
1887 Henry ,  Robert .. ...
t2723 Hermann, John Henry ...
2504 Heron , Thomas ... ...
2003 Hewitt,  William ... ...
1659 Higgins,  John .., ...
+2628 Hill, David ...
1378 Hill, John  William... ...
293 Hill, Walter ... ...
1949 Hiscock, William
2062 Hobbs, William ... ...
2300 Ditto ... ... ...
2683 Ditto ... ...
2527  Hogan, Joseph ... ...
736 Holden, Andrew ... ...
833 Holland, Ambrose ... ...
1598 Ditto ... .. ...
1796 Holloway. William Smith...
1412 Holmes,  William ...
1342 Ditto ... ...
111 Ditto ... ...
*2787 Ditto ...
2026 Holmes ,  Charles ...
2036  Ditto ... ...
1384 Holmes , C. ... ...
2267 Holzapfel,  Herman ,  senr....
1778 Hooton,  Harry George
1811 Ditto ...
1037 Hopkins ,  Augustus...
1903 Hopkins,  John ...
*2583 Horan, gate ...
2531 Horan, Mark
2063 Horan , Matthew
1230 Hornig, C. G.
*2652 Howie, Matt.
1632 Hubner ,  Christian ... ...
1177 Hughes, John Maddock ...
1178  Ditto ... ...
899 Hunn , John ... ...
1519 Hurman .  Augustus...
2236 Hutton, Agnes ...
*2728 Hutchinson, Herbert
2021 Irving ,  James ...
2025 Irving, Thomas ...
2349 Ditto ... ...2778  Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First Class Second ClawPastoral Pastoral
A. B. P. A. B. P.
Conditional ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
Conditional ... ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Homestead ... 59 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 41 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ...Homestead, 1872 640 0 0
Conditional ..
ditto 83 0 0
Conditional... ... I 80 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Gimboonba ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... .. ...
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ..
ditto ... 40 0 0
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872 50 0 0
Conditional ... ..
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... 10  0  0
22 2 16
.
510 0 0
30 0 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
Homestead ... 60 0 0 ...
Conditional ... .. 80 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 100 0. 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 0 0
Pre-emptive on
resumed half of
Tabragalba ... ...
Conditional ... 40  0  0 ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
160 0 0
150 0 0  ...
... 30 0 0
,.. ..
640 0 025 0  0 295 0 0
60 0 0 260 0 0
40 0 0 ...
20 0 0 80 0 0
40 0 0 30 0 0
60 0 0
16 0 0 ...
40 0 0
10 0 0
. , j 35 0 32
.44 3  0
20 0 0 1 220 0 0
ditto
Year. Rent Balance due.
A. R. . P. £ s. d. £ s: d.
80 0 0 4th  2 0 0
317 0 0 4th  7 18 6
238 0 0 6th  5 19 0
333 0 0 8th  10 6 6
169 3 0 5th  4 3 3
25 0 0 3rd  0 12 6
46 0 0 3rd  1 2 3
30 0 0 2ud  0 8 9
122 0 0 4th  3 1 0
... 6th  0 11 0
.. 6th  3 1 6
276 0 0 5th  6 18 0
80 2 0 4th 2 0 •6
500 0 0 3rd  12 10 0
... 2nd  2 5 0
... 2nd  22 0 0
378 0 0 9th  9 9 0
... 8th  4 3 0
0 9 5
427 0 0 5th  14 13 6
120 0 0 3rd  3 0 0
217 0 0 2nd  4 1 5
78 0 0 6th 1 19 0
283 0 0 5th 7 1 6
120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
8th 3 0 0
1,087 0 0 9th 27 3 6
351 0 0 6th 8 15 6
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
124 0 0 6th 6 2 0
... 5th 0 11 6
75 0 0 2nd
201 0 0 3rd  5 0 6 0 0 8
238 0 0 5th 5 19 0
132 0 0 6th 3 6
3rd
0
136 0 0 7th 4 18 0
9th 6 0 0
245 0 0 5th 6 2 6
191 1 39 5th  4 16 0
150 0 0 4th 3 15 0
300 0 0 3rd  7100
140 0 0 3rd 4 5 6
140 0 0 9th  4 10 0
50 0 0 9th 3 15 0
180 0 0 6th 8 7 7
5th 2 5 0
80 0 0 7th 6 0 0
700 0 0 7th  24 0 0
500 0 0 10th 12 10 0
100 0 0 3rd 1 12 8
5th 4 0 0
5th 1 5 0
13 0 0 7th  0 6 6
30 1 0 4th  3 15 6 4 14 10
+1 3 8
... 6th  4 0 0
183 0 0 5th  15 16 6
267 2 8 8th  8 3 8
200 0 0 5th  5 0 0
... 3rd  24 0 0
... 3rd  12 18 9
... 5th 14 5 0
40 0 0 8th  4 0 0
400 0 0 3rd  10 0 0
6th  1 7 6
251 0 0 8th  10 15 6
261 0 0 8th  9 10 6
6U 0 0 9th  2 6 0
6th 0 1 8
290 0 0 4th  8 0 0
... 2nd  16 10 0
... 5th  3 7 6
5th 9 15 0
200 0 0 4th  5 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 1 10 0
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Register
No. Lessee.
Nature of  Selection.Agricultural. First ClassPastoral. Second ClassPastoral.
P.I A. R. P .  A. R. P.
1679 Irwin, Michs el ... ...
1586 Jackson, Peter ... ...
*2399 Ditto ... ... ...
2285  Jackson, John ... ...
2315 Jackson, Mary Ann
2525 James, Ewan ...
1398 Jarrott, R.
] 399 Ditto ...
2563 Jenkinson, John ...
2591 Jennings, Wm. ...
2604 Ditto ... ...
2419 Ditto .. ...
2264 Johnson, Henry ...
2588 Johnston, Charles ...
2279 Johnston, George  ...
*2584 Johnston, Robert, junr.
1334 Johnston, Thomas ...
413 Jones, Thomas Isaac
900 Josey, James ...
901 Ditto ... ...
465 Ditto ... ...
47 Ditto ... ...
83 Ditto ... ...
82 Ditto ... ...
135 Ditto ... ...
250 Ditto  ... ... ...
*2816  Ditto
1260 Joyner , William C.... ...
352 Ditto  ... ... ...
523 Ditto  ... ... ...
848 Ditto  ... ... ...
55 Ditto ... ... ...
56 Ditto ... ... ...
*2732 Ditto  ... ... ...
1858 Judman, John ... ...
2001 Ditto ... ...
1253 .Judman,  Stephen ... ...
1771 Ditto  ... ... ...
*2659 Keaveny, Lawrence ...
*2743  K eehn ,  Albert
973 Keil, Henry August ...
553 Ditto  ... ... ...
693 Ditto  ... ... ...
1629 Ditto ... ... ...
*2851 Ditto  .. ... ...
1560 Keilar ,  Alexander  ... . ...
1689 Ditto ... ...
2327 Kelso ,  Daniel ... ...
976 Ditto  ... ... ...
1781 Ditto  ... ... ...
*2808 Ditto ... ...
1686 Kennedy, John ... ...
1850 Ditto  ... ... ...
2075 Ditto ... ... ...
2521 Kerr ,  John  ... ... ...
677 Ditto  ... ... ...
977 Kerwin ,  John ... ...
320 Ditto
1511 Kingston, Charles ...
*2740t Ditto ...
762 Kinmond, John ...
2142 Kirchner, Heinrich...
41 Kirwin , John ...
2396 Klumpp, Henry William ...
2539  Knight, Aug. Chas. ...
1302 1 Koch,  William ...
1298 Kriesch ,  Christian ... ...
*2853 Kunooski ,  August .. ...
1017  Lade ,  Joseph John ... ...
1872 Ditto ... ...
2124 Lander ,  Edmund ... ...
766 Ditto  ... .,. ,..
162 Ditto  ... ... ...
192 Ditto .
1279 Lane, Charles
1272 Ditto
2292 Lang ,  Samuel
t1983 Langdon, George
1119 Langton, George
1713 Lawlor, John
I A. R.
Year.
Homestead ... 60 0 0 ... 6th
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 I  36-0 0 6th
ditto ... ...  ... 200 0 0 4th
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 495 0 0 5th
ditto ...  ...  30 0 0 1,061 0 0 5th
ditto ... 10 0 0 I .. 67 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 355 0 0 7th
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 7th
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 3rd
ditto ... 40 0 0 40 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... 33 3 0 33 3 0 3rd
ditto ... ...  ...  142 0 0 3rd
Homestead ... 160 0 0 ... 4th
ditto, 1872... 80 0 0 560 0 0 3rd
Conditional .. 30 0 0 190 0 0 4th
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 600 0 0 3rd
Conditional ... .. 630 0 0 7th
ditto ... 12 0 0 68 0 0 .. 9th
ditto ... ... ... 848 2 0 8th
ditto ... ... ... 111 0 0 8th
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 337 0 0 9th
ditto ... ... ... 1,910 0 0 10th
ditto ... ... ... 393 0 0 10th .
ditto ... ... ... 718 0 0 10th
ditto ... ... 314 0 0 10th
ditto ... ... ... 340 0 0 10th
ditto ... ... ... 704 0 0 2nd
ditto ... .. .. 124 0 0 7th
ditto ... 50 0 0 100 0 0 403 0 0 9th
ditto ... 80 0 0 40 0 0 105 0 0 9th
ditto ... .. 120 0 0 800 0 0 9th
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0 10th
ditto ... 40 0 0 100 0 0 496 1 0 10th
ditto 701 0 0 3rd
Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0 5th
Conditional ... ... ... 100 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0 8th
ditto ... ... 99 3 0 6th
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 280 0 0 ... 3rd
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 2nd
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 8th
ditto ... 40 0 0 9th
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 9th
ditto ... 20 0 0 ... 60 0 0 6th
ditto ... ... ... 400 0 0 2nd
Homestead ... 40 0 0 60 0 0 6th
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 13 0 (  6th
ditto ... ... 10 0 0 70 0 0 4th
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 8th
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 40 0 0 2nd
Homestead  ...  160 0 0 .. 6th
Conditional ... ... ... 500 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 149 2 0 5th
ditto ...  ... ...  110 0 0 3rd
ditto .. . ... ...  80 0 0 9th
ditto ... ... . ..  100 0 0 8th
ditto ...  ... ... 80 0 0 9th
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 6th
ditto ... .. . ...  200 0 0 2nd
ditto . .. ... ... 193  2 28 9th
ditto ...  ...  120 0 0 4th
ditto . .. 200 0 0 10th
Homestead ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 4th
Conditional ... ... 97 3 9 3rd
ditto ... 154-2 0 7th
ditto ... 20 0 0 .. 67 3 0 7th
Homestead ... 10 0 0 50 0 0 ... 2nd
Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0 8th
ditto ... ... • ... 26 0 0 5th
ditto ... 161 0 0 4th
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 37 0 25 9th
ditto  ...  ... 80 0 0 10th
ditto ... y ... 90 0 0 ... 10th
ditto 80 0 0 20 0 0 7th
ditto ... 82 2 0 7th
ditto ... ...  40  0  0 331 0 0 4th
ditto ... I ., 154 0 0 5th
ditto ..  10 0  0 80 0 0 251 0 0 8th
Homestead,  18,2  100 0 0 220 0 0 1 ... 6th
Rent. Balance dae
£ s. d. £ s. a
1 10 0
4 18 0
5 0 0
13 7 6
28 0 6
2 10 0
12 17 6
2 0 0
5 0 0
2 6b8 4 0 0
1 14 0 1 1 4 1
3 11 0
4 0 0
27 0 0 1 2 6
6 5 0
25 10 0
15 15 0
2 12 0
21 4 62  15 6
11 8 6
47 10 0
9 16 6
17 19 0
7 17 0
8 10 0
8 16 0
3 2 0
18 16 6
10 12 6
26 0 0
4 0 0
20 7 8
8 16 0
6 0 0
2 10 0
3 15 0
2 10 0
13 10 0
2 1 8
2 0 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
2 10 0
0 15 0
3 6 6
2 5 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
0 11 8
3 0 0
12 10 0
3 15 0
1 6 8
2 0 0
2 10 0
2 0 0
5 0 0
1 11 24  16 10
3 0 0
5 0 0
3 10 0
2 9 0
3 17 6
3 4 0
0 7 6
2 0 0
0 13 0
4 0 6
3 19 0
2 0 0 1
4 10 0 14  10 0
2 1 6
10 5 6
3 13 7
11 0 6
11 16 3
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BRISBANE DISTRICT-co);  tillited.
Register
No. Lessee.
1808 Lawrence, George Isaac ...
*2721 Leacy, Joseph ... ...
2322 Leary Joseph ... ...
2156 Leitch, Robert ...
1463 Leo, Richard ... ...
1534 Ditto ... ... ...
*2867 Ditto .
1656 Levingston, Richard ...
897 Lewis, Thomas Wyndham...
896 Ditto ... ... ...
1681 Ditto
2012 Lightbody, Charles John
1390 Lindsay, Janes .,.
*2191 Litherland, Jonathan, senr.
2227 Logan, George ... ...
647 Ditto ...
1875 Ditto ... ... ...
2017 Ditto ...
2110 Logan, Rob. Joseph ...
1401 Logan, Whitmore ... ...
1376 Ditto ... ... ...
922 Logan, Thomas ... ...
621 Ditto .,
658 Logan, R. J. . ... ...
2209 Louis, David ... ...
1043 Low, James, junr. ...
641 Ditto ... ...
269 Ditto ... ...
2663 Ditto
2161 Lowe, Arthur William
*2182 Loweke, William
1652 Lowry, Robert
*2798 Lucas, Thomas
1077 Luc ock, H enry ...
1515 Ditto
1589 Mac donnel l, Randall
1591 Ditto
1590 Ditto
518 Ditto ... ... ...
519 Ditto ... ... ...
597 Ditto ...
728 Ma cdonald , Campb ell Livi ng-
stone ... ...
2089 Ditto
1504 Ma
st
F
cdonald
one,  T
. J. Co
, Campb
. H. Co
ulson
ell Livi
ulson, a
ng-
nd
1307 Ma cquire, Thos. ... ...
1539 Ditto ... ...
825 Maddock, Richard ... ...
*2840Ma gee ,  Be rnard ... ...
*2388 Ma hony, T homas ... ...
*2861 Ma honey, Huh ...
2477 Ma kepeace , Thom as ...
1788 Mallett, George ... ...
2190 Ditto ...
1092 Ma rks, Wi lliam ...
149 Ma rkwell, Charles Rober t...
1251 Ma rkwell, Isaac ...
1004 Ditto .. ...
1154 Ditto .. ...2140Markwell, Isaac, junr.
2636 Ma rkwell, Samuel ... ...
1006
72
Ditto ... ...
1 3
1676 Mar
Ditto
shall, George P.
...
2155 Ditto ...
200 Marshall , John ...
2076 Mar shall , Thomas ...
1080 Mas on, W illiam ...
2540 Mas sie , H enry ... ...
2169 Ditto ... ... ...
776 Ma ssie, M ichael
1530 Ditto ... ...
2104 Ditto ... ... ...
*2282 Ma ssey ,  J ames ... ...
*2457 Ma tthias, Julius ... ...
*2841 Ma ubennay ,  Jame s,.. ...
Nature of Selection . I
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Samford ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Bromelton
Conditional  ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto I..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto  ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional  ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due,
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B. P. 1
h
£ s.
1 10
d.
0
£ s. d.
... 60 0 0 5t
98 3 24 2nd 2 5 6
18 0 0 124 0 0 4th 3 15 6
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
66 0 0 7th 4 19 0
43 0 0 6th 3 4 6
... '1,000 0 0 2nd 6 3 4
30 0 0 6th 0 12 11...
80 0
...
0 120 0 0 8th 7 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 8th 3 0 0
40 0 0 ... 320 0 0 6th 11 0 0
100 0 0 1,584 0 0 5th 44 12 0
12 0 0 ... 108 0 0 7th 3 12 0
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
960 0 0 4th 24 0 0
282 0 0 9th 7 1 0
40 0 0 ... 597 0 0 5th 17 18 6
47 0 0 5th 1 3 6
.,. 80 0 0 351 0 0 4th 12 15 6
... 200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
40 0 0 ... 190 0 0 7th 7 15 0
15 0 0  ... 65 0 0 8th 2 15 0
.,, 20 0 0 80 0 0 9th 3 0 0
60 0 0 563 0 0 9th 17 0 8
5 0 0 52 0 0 ,,. 4th 1 9 9 0 10 0$0 2 6
.. 80 0 0 17 0 0 8th 4 8 6
50 0 0 .. 80 0 0 9th 5 15 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 100 0 0 10th 8 10 0
... ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
1,994 0 0 4th 49 17 0
... 120 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 25 0 0 ... 6th 0  16 0
... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 2 6 8
... ...
199 0 0 8th 4 19 6
... ... 212 0 0 6th 5 6 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 790 0 0 6th 27 15 0
... ... 600 0 0 6th 15 0 0
20 0 0 938 0 0 6th 24 19 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 507 3 0 9th 19 14 0
40 0 0 90 0 0 605 0 0 9th 22 12 6
... ... 640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
100 0 0 520 0 0 884 2 0 9th 55 12 6
... ... 662 0 0 4th 16 11 0
.. 100 0 0 202 0 0 6th 10 1 0
30 0 0 ... 50 0 0 7th 3 10 0
... ... 56 1 2 6th 1 8 6
... ... 108 0 0 9th 2 14 0
... ... 1,084 0 0 2nd 9 13 4
... ... 200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
... ... 300 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
... ... 173 0 0 3rd 4 6 6  0 19  6
... ... 320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
... ...
202 0 0 4th 6 1 0
.. 101 0 0 8th 5 1 0
318 0 0 307 0 0 321 1 0 10th 47 5 0
80 0 0 103 2 0 8th 6  12 0
60 0 0 105 0 0 130 1 0 8th 13 0 6
...
100 0 0 300 0 0 8th 12 10 0
. 100 0 0 200 0 0 4th 10 0 0
40 0 0 280 0 0 ... 3rd 13 10 0
300 0 0 640 0 0 318 2 0 8th 62 9 6
40 0 0 280 0 0 6th 10 2 6
... ...
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
... ...
97 0 0 4th 2 8 6
40 0 0 ... 20 0 0 10th 3 10 0
... ... 88 3 37 5th 2 4 6
50 0 0 ... 130 0 0 8th 7 0 0
... ...
123 0 0 3rd 3 1 6
... ...
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
30 0 0 130 0 0 9th 5 10 0
... 80 0 0 233 0 0 6th 9 16 6
... 60 0 0 260 0 0 4th 9 30 0
... ... 120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 . 3rd 3 15 0
... i ... . 1 160 0 0 2nd ' 1 6 8
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BRISBANE DISTRICT- continued.
RegisterNo. Lessee. Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. I
First Class
Pastoral.
1521 Mawdslay, Richard ... {
*2862 Mawhinny, James ...
1873 Mayes, John ... ...
2332 Mayes, Richard ...
1601 McAlroy, Patrick ... ...
*2661 McAnalen, Luke ...
*2773 McAnalen, Michael ...
1780 McBride, James ... ...
2146 McCaffery, John ... ...
2211 Ditto ... ... ...
*2795 Ditto ...
*2611 McCallum, Alex. ...
*250 Ditto ...
824 McCaskill, Duncan...
2637 McCasland, Thomas
1630 McCaughay, Hugh...
1990 McClure, James ..
834 McCoombe, Daniel...
2226 McCracken, Will. John
424 McCullagh, James ...
2679 Ditto ... ...
1564 McCullum, Archd.
1504 McDonald, Campbell L.,
Coulson , Thomas H.,
Coulson, Frank J. ...
2067 McDonald, Campbell Thomas
2068 Ditto ... ... ...
2280 McDonald , Flora ...
2245 McDonald, Campbell Living-
stone  ... ... ...
2246 Ditto ... ... ...
*2571 McDonald, Hugh ... ...
1105 McDonald, John ...
2147 Ditto ...
*2818 McDonnell, James ... ...
*2806 McDougall, John ... ...
284 McDowall, John ... ...
2080 McGavin, Robert .. ...
t2564 McGoldrick, Patrick ...
1140 McGoldrick ... ...
2343 McHugh, Patrick ...
2581 McHugh, Wm. ... ...
415 McIver, Daniel ... ...
1516 Ditto ... ... ...
2157 McKay, James ... ...
2114 McKenzie, John ... ...
1639 McKinlay, James ... ...
431 McLean, Archibald ...
1089 McLean, George ... ...
*2696 Ditto ... ... ...
2235 McLennan ,  Kenneth ...
*2303 Ditto ... ...
*2863 McLennan ,  K. ...
1575  McMahon ,  Richard ...
2255 McNeave, John ... ...
2376 McNeven , Jno. ... .
2274 Mecklem ,  James ...  ...
1790 Meissner ,  Herman ... ...
1877 Mersen ,  Christian ... ...
1431 Mersen, C. . ... ...
2003 Mewett , William ... ...
2220 Michael, Ebenezer ... ...
2559 Millbanks ,  Patrick ...
1960 Miller, John Benjamin ...
2415 Miller ,  Robert ... ...
*2803 Miller , John ... ...
1583 Minnage, Edward ... ...
1333 Mitchell ,  James ... ...
2382 Ditto ... ...
2594  Moffatt, Frank ...
*2822t Molle ,  George Blaxland ...
*2800 Ditto ... ...
649 Moodie, William ...
612 Moody ,  Adam ...
A. R. P.
Conditional ...
ditto ... 40-0 0
ditto ... .•.
ditto ... . • .
Homestead ...
Homestead,  1872'  ...
ditto ...
I
...
Conditional ...  5 0  0
Homestead ... 10 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Conditional  ...  30 0 0
Homestead, 1872 73 0 0
Homestead ...
Conditional ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
...
• Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
A. B. P. A. R. P.
... 615 0 0 6th
... 80 0 0 2nd
... 321 0 0 5th
100 0 0 4th
76 2 22 ... 6th
640 0 0 ... 3rd
640 0 0 ... 2nd
10 0 0 185 0 0 5th
30 0 0 ... 4th
98 3 8 ... 4th
80 0 0 ... 2nd
50 0 0 ... 3rd
50 0 0 3rd
... 82 0 0 9th
... 3rd
116 0 0 .. 6th
... 120 0 0 5th
... 10 3 0 9th
155 0 0 4th
100 0 0 9th
300 0 0 3rd
Rent. Balance due
£ s. d. ( £ s. d.
15 7 6
0 16 8
8 0 6
2 10 0
0 16 0
24 0 0
18 0 0
6 10 0
1 2 6
2 9 6
1 6 8
1 5 0
1 6 0
a 6 0
3 0 0
1 9 0
4 10 0
3 5 6
6 17 6
2 10 0
0 12 0 7 10 0
+0 3 0
160 0 0 ... 6th 1 0 0
Pre-emptive ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...Homestead ...
Conditional
100 0 0 202 0 0 6th 10 1 0
200 0 0 400 0 0 5th 20 0 0
100 0 0 3,670 0 0 5th 96 15 0
5,110 0 0 4th 127 15 0
+0 18 3
160 0 0 799 1 0 4th 28 0 0
140 0 0 726 2 0 4th 25 3 6 2 5 4
+0
100 0 0
ditto 60 0 0 ...
ditto ... 60 0 0 ...
ditto ... 62 0 0 ...
dittoHomestead, 1972  30 0 0 610 0 0
Conditional ... 12 0 0 ...
ditto ... 30 0 0 ...
ditto ... 30 0 0 ...
ditto
ditto ... 40 0 0 39 3 0
ditto ... 100 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  30 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...  40 0  0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .
Homestead,  1872  10 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto ... 56 0 0
ditto
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .
Homestead,  1872  9 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of leaning
Apple Run. ...
80 0 0 1,228 0 0 4th - 34 14 0
... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 012 6
... 292 0 0 6th 7 6 0
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
40 0 0 377 0 0 4th 11 8 6
30 0 0 129 3 29 4th 4 15 0
60 0 0 120 0 0 5th 6 0 0
... 37 0 0 5th 3 18 6
... 183 2 0 7th 412 0
... 238 0 0 5th 519 0
326 0 0 4th 8 3 0
310 0 0 ... 3rd 12 7 6
70 0 0 ... 5th 2 2 6
700 0 0 3rd 17 10 0
141 0 0 • 8th 3 10 6
108 0 0 4th 2 14 0
150 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
.. 2nd 1 9 2
111 1 13 8th 2 15 8
260 0 0 5th 8 5 0
... 3rd
8th 4 13 0
230 0 0 4th 5 15 0
3rd 25 2 6
68 0 0 9th 2 12 0
50 0 0 6th 3 10 0
170 0 0 4th 6 10 0
205 0 0 4th 5 2 6
6th 5 0 0
200 0 0 9th 1210 0
50 0 0 8th 310 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
3rd 4 4 0
40 0 0 ... 2nd 011 8
80 0 0 320 0 0 6th 12 0 0
240 3 0 7th 6 0 680 0  0 470 0 0 4th  15 15 0
11 4
0 3 4
4.0 0 10
80 0 a ... 3rd  0 19  7 2 6 9-
+0 4 11
... ... 161 2 0 2nd 113 3
600 0 0 826 0 0  ...  2nd 50 6 10
... 40 0 0 600 0 0 9th 17 0 0
640 0 0 • 9th 16 0 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
I.egliter
No.
Leases.
1924 Moody ,  Adam ... ...
*2712  Ditto ... ...
1927 Moody ,  George Thomas ...
*2713  Ditto  .. ... ...
1341 Moore , William ... ...
2000 Ditto .. ...
1445 Morrison ,  Roderick ...
1012 Morison ,  Daniel ...
t1929 Ditto  ... ... ...
2250  Morton ,  Joe... ... ...
*2814 Muchow ,  Wilhelm ... ..
*2839 Murdock ,  Francis  Edward..
*2847 Mullens ,  James ... ...
1761 Murphy ,  Robert
1734 Murray, John ... ...
*2570  Ditto ...
2428 Murray , W. M. O.
t2078 Myles,  James
24117 Ditto ...
2356  Mylett, Anne
1707 Mylett, James
'2762 Ditto
*2578  Mylett ,  Martin ...
1708 Ditto ... ...
1756  Mylett,  Mary ...
1009  Mylett ,  Stephen ...
1032 Ditto ... ...
1709 .  Ditto ... ...
2077  Nash, Isaac ... ...
1881 Ditto ... ...
1520 Nielsen ,  Johannes ...
1449  Nightingale, Alfred
1434 Ditto
1098  -Norris, William ...
1352 Northridge, Ellen ...
2603 Nosworthy, Robert
1721 Ditto ...
2351 Nugent, William ...
1357 O'Brien, Charles ...
2326 Ditto
1222 O'Brien, James ...
2277 Ogilvy, George ...
2278 Ditto ... ...
1070 Ogle, John ... ...
1053 Ditto ... ... ...
*2638 Olsen, Christian ... ...
1486 O'Neill, Lawrence ... ...
2200 O'Reilly, Florence Honoria
t2397 Ditto ... ... ...
1179 Orr, William ... ...
1171 O'Toole, John Isaac ...
450 Owens, Edward .. ...
241 Pacey, Patrick ... ...
2380 Pascoe, James Bray ...
36 Paten, William Henry ...
42 Paten, -Jesse ... ...
2506 Paull, John
*2471 Payne, H. H. ... ...
927 Payne, Henry II. ...
515 Ditto .. ... ...
806 Payne, Henry Howard ...
871 Ditto .. ... ...
34 Payne, Henry Thomas ...
61 Ditto ... ...
2358 Payne, William H.... ...
2417 Pedler, James ... ...
2207 Pellatt, Theophilus ... ...
1287 I Persse, De Burgh ... ...
1288 Ditto ...
1018 Ditto ...
1019
1020
1143
t 1575
576
577
1725
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Nature  pf Selection .  I Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P. I A.  B. P. ' A. R. P.
Conditional ... ... ... 200 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 60 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 94  0 10
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 164 0 38
ditto ... ... .. 88 3 7
Homestead ... ...  26 2 0
Conditional ... 64 0 0 ... 96-0 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0
Homestead ... , ... 100 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 150 0 0 ...
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 280 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 ...
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 .. .
Conditional ... ... ... 68 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 40 0 0
Homestead,1872 20 0 0 120 0 0 ...
ditto ... 30 0 0 100 0 .0 ...
ditto ... ... 300 0 0 ...
ditto ... .. 30) 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 30 0 0 100 0 0 ...
ditto ... 20 0 0 120 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 30 0 0 ' 7 9 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 30 0 0 100 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ... 635 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 180 0 0
Homestead  ...  ... 78 0 0 ...
Conditional 42 2 0
ditto .. 90 0 0 18 0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0 300 0 0 580 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 295 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 199 0 0 1 ...
Homestead ... ... 314 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 13 0 0 120 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 651 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 8') 0 0
ditto ... I 85 0 0
ditto ... ... .:. 356 0 0
ditto 15 0 0 ... 35 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 ... 90 0 0
Homestead ... ... 56 3 10 ...
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 212 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 160 0 0 3,000 0 0
ditto ... I ... 1,730 0 0
ditto ... ... .. 244 0 0
ditto ... ... 60 0 0 420 0 0
ditto ... 15 0 0 30 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ... 1,280 0 0
ditto j 880 0 0
ditto ...I ... i 110 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 141 2 0
ditto ... ... 10 0 0 651 0 0
ditto ... ... .. 160 0 tl
ditto  ...  20 0 0 301 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 180 0 0 844 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 210 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 50 0 0 315 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 172 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 175 0 0
ditto ... .. ... 220 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto 211 0 0
ditto ... i 92 2 36
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 248 0 0
Pre-emptive on
I the resumed
half of Tabra-
galba ... ... 20 0 0 20 0 0 50 0 0
Conditicnal ...I 80 0 0 180 0 0 302 0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0 240 0 0 281 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 95 0 0 195 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0' 60 0 0 40 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0' 700 0 0 584 0 0
ditto 60 0 0 I 159 0 0
ditto ... ... 250 0  0  1,036 0 0
Year. Rent Valance dues
I £ s. d. I £ s. d.
5th 5 0 0
2nd 1 10 0
5th 3 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
7th 2 7 6
5th 4 10 0
7th 8 0 0
8th 4 2 6
5th
4th 0 13 6
2nd 3 12 0
2nd 5 6 8
2nd 0 16 8
6th 3 8 9
6th 11 5 0
3rd 3 15 0
3rd 4 0 0
5th 0 16 0
4th 1 0 0
4th 3 15 0
6th 4 10 0
2nd 9 7 6
3rd 14 5 0
6th 2 14 4
6th 3 8 9
8th 6 4 0
8th 4 0 0
6th 2 14 4
5th 15 17 6
5th 4 10 0
6th 0 3 3
7th 1 1 6
7th 4 19 0
8th 37 0 0
7th 10 7 6
3rd 7 9 3
6th 8 4 7
4th 0 10 0
7th 3 13 0
4th 20 5 6
8th 2 0 0
4th 2 2 6
4th 8 18 0
8th 1 19 11
8th 4 8 7
3rd
6th 9 6 0
4th 86 0 0
4th
8th i 6 2 0
8th 13 10 0
9th 2 12 6
10th 32 0 0
4th 22 0 0
10th I 5 10 0
10th 1 7 10 0
3rd 16 15 6
3rd 4 0 0
8th 8 10 6
9th 33 2 0
9th 9 15 0
9th 11 17 6
10th 9 6 0
10th 4 7 6
4th 5 10 0
3rd 6 0 0
4th 5 5 6
7th 1 3 2
7th 4 3 10
8th
8th
8th
8th
9th
9th
9th
6th
2 12 0
17 11 4
15 7 6
9 8 4
3 10 4
55 10 9
8 9 3
38 8 0
$1 9 2
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT--continued.
Register  I
No. Levee.
572 Persse, De Burgh
1527  Ditto ... ...
1528  Ditto ... ...
1529  Ditto ... ...
*1821 Ditto ... ...
1962 Peterson, Franz ...
909 Petrie, Thomas ...
1144 Ditto ... ...
104 Ditto ... ...
2091 Ditto ...
698 Pettigrew, William
100 Ditto ... ...
1587 Ditto ... ...
1867 Ditto ... ...
*1939 Ditto ... ...
*1940 Ditto ...
1454 Phipps, John Thomas
1305 Ditto ... ...
731 Ditto ... ...
1961 Pike, Henry ...
2497 Pillinger, Wm. ...
2427 Pitt, John ...
2406  Pleace , Jas. Henry...
*2532 Plunkett ,  Thomas ...
1669 . Ditto ... ...
1670 Ditto ... ...
*2829 Ditto ... ...
2336  Ditto ... ...
Nature of  selection.
... ' Pre-emption on
the resumed
half of Tabra-
galba ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
...
agricultural.
A. B. P.
80 0 0
40 0 0
4000
40 0 0
30 0 0
20 0 0
90 0 0
20 0 0
160 0 0
...
10 0  0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
80 0 0 180 0 0
100 0 0 184 0 0
80 0 0 201 0 0
260 0 0 830 0 0
... 2,000 0 0
13 0 0
137 0 0 414 3 0
101 0 0
152 0 0 197 0 0
500. 0 0
100 0 0 420 0 0
... 200 0 0
470 0 0
100 0 0
. 84 0 0
10 0 0 25 0 0
41 0 0
70 0 0
91 2 0
Year. Rent.
£  jr. d.
Balance due.
£ a. d
9th 14 10 0
6th 12 12 0
6th 12 0 6
6th 33 5 0
5th 50 0 0
5th 3 6 6
8th 19 9 6
8th 4 0 6
10th 19 6 0
4th 12 10 0
9th 17 0 0
10th 12 0 0
6th 5 0 0
5th 11 15 0
6th 2 10 0
5th 2 2 0
7th 1 2 6
7th 2 10 0
9th 2 6 0
5th 1 2 0 2 9 6
Conditional ... ... ... 98 1 0 3rd 1 13 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 ... ... 3rd  0 15 0
Conditional ... ... ... 833 0 0 4th 20  16  6
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 308 0 0 6th 11 14 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 360 0 0 6th 12 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
ditto ... .. 10 0 0 860 0 0 4th 22 0 0
ditto ... 45 0 0 70 0 0 9th 6 17 6
ditto ,,. ... ... 128 0 0 5th 3 4 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0. 0 3rd 2 10 0
ditto .. ... ... 204 0 0 4th 5 2 0
... 150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
Conditional ... • 40 0 0 ... 120 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
584 Ditto ... ...
2056 Pointer, William ... ...
141 Pointon, Wm., sell.
52  Pointon , William,  senr. ...
*2667 Pollock, John ...02726  Ditto ... ... ...
689 Post]ethwaite , Joseph ...
722 Ditto ... ... ...
808 Ditto ... ... ...
1606 Poultney, Joseph ... ...
1730 Ditto  ...  ... ...
495 Power, Richard ... ...
1127 Pownall, John ... ...
*2710  Ditto ... ... ...
2015 Pownall,  Thomas ... ...
2041 Prewet, Albert ...
1922  Priday,  Samuel Swindells...
2097 Ditto ... ... ...
t11371 Prior, T. M. L.
372 Ditto ...
1506 Ditto ...
1507 Ditto ...
1522 Ditto ..
*2648 Prior, T.  M.  M.
1662 Ditto
*2860 Prior, T. L. M.
1968 Prior, T. de M.
1450 Prothero, David
1343 Ditto ... ...
1480 Prout, John ...
1846 Ditto ... ...
*2759 Prout, Thomas ...
*2773 Prout, John, junr. ...
1698 Purton, Henry ...
1597 Quinn, James ...
*2733 Raaen, Haagen ...
2429  Ra aem, Ole ...
2463 Raatz, Rudolph ...
2354 Raddatz, Gotlieb ...
2029 Raff, George ...
t2039 Ditto ... ...
2038 Ditto ...
2008 Rafter, Bridget ...
2567 Rafter, Mary ...
1852 Ditto ... ..
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 134 0 0 9th 5 7 0
ditto- ... ... ... 81 0 32 9th 2 1 0
ditty ... ... 80 0 0 16 0 0 9th 4 8 0
ditto ... ... ... 135 0 0 6th 3 7 6
Homestead ... ... 110 0 0 ... 6th 2 6 10
Conditional ... 76 2 0 69 0 0 .. 9th 9 4 6
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 399 0 0 8th 13 19 6
ditto ... ... ... 360 0 0 2nd
ditto ... ... ... 465 0 0 5th 11 12 6
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 302 2 11 5th 8 11 3
ditto ... ... ... 87 0 0 4th 2 3 6
ditto ... 320 0 0 1,280 0 0 3,353 0 0 9th 157 1 4
ditto ... 320 0 0 1,280 0 0 3,353 0 0 9th 159 15 9
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Melcombe 40 0 0 100 0 0 285 0 0 6th 15 2 6
ditto ... 40 0 0 100 0 0 190 0 0 6th 12 15 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 800 0 0 6th 30 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 640 0 0 .. 3rd 24 0 0
Conditional ... ... 500 0 0 3,310 0 0 6th 107 15 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
ditto ... 65 0 0 610 0 0 6th 19 5 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 .. 10 0 0 7th 3 5 0
Homestead ... 50 0 0 57 0 0 .. 7th 3 6 0
Conditional ... ... ... 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
ditto  ...  ... .. 300 0 0 5th 7 10 0Homestead, 18721  ... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 040 0 0 ... 2nd 18 0 0
Conditional ... 10 0 0 ... 90 0 0 6th 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 89 0 0 6th 2 4 6
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 2nd 4 11 8
ditto ... ... ... 351 0 0 3rd 8 17 0
ditto ... .. 230 0 0 3rd 5 15 0
Homestead ... 40  0  0  80 0  0 ... 4th 3 10 0
Conditional ... ... ' ... 246 0 0 5th 6 3 0
ditto ... ... ... 238 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
Homestead, 1872 50 0 0 270 0 0 ... 5th 13 17 6
ditto ... ... F 144 0 0 ... 3rd 5 8 0
ditto
... 20 0 0I 300 0 0 ... 5th 12 15 0
+0 8 3
2 0 0
+0 12 0
2 11
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fegister
No. Lessee.
2566 Rafter, Thomas
1764 Ditto ...
*2877 Rannon, Wm.
650 Rawling, Mary
1731 Raymont, Richard ...
2383 Ditto ... ...
1782 Ditto .. ...
*2746 Raynbird , Samuel ...
44 Raynbird, Henry ...
2616 Reed, William ...
2317 Reese, John ...
...
...
...
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Claws
Pastoral. Year.
A. B. P.
Homestead, 1872 10 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
Homestead ...
Conditional ... 50 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... 360 0 0
Homestead ... ...
ditto
...Homestead ,  1872  20 0  02049 Reiszen, George Friedrick
12605 Remfry, G. P. ... ...
*2833 Reynolds, Patrick ... ...
147 Rhodes, Ann ... ...
1049 Ditto ... ... ...
1292 Ditto ... ... ...
2451 Rice, A. G. ...
769 Rice, Henry... ... ...9I q  Ditto .. ... ...
768 Rice, Joseph ... ...
894 Ditto ... ... ...
*2680 Ditto ... ... ...
1883 Richards, Arthur ... ...
1871 Richards, Thomas ... ...
2353 Ditto ... ... ...
2328 Richardson, Geo. St. ...
2324 Rick, Christopher ... ...
342 Riggs, George ... ...
453 Ditto .. ... ...
287 Robinson, George ... ...
2459 Ditto
2460 Ditto ...
2461 Ditto
2247
1038
2117
*2586
*2587
*2838
2007
442
*2776
*2729
*2775
2509
*2791
*2768
*2749
2229
283
1690
1351
1551
*2329
1861
*2770
2258
787
*2543
1576
1599
18452022
1702
1574
1559
2231
2409
1809
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Robinson, H. N.
Robinson, Huddah N.
Robinson , John . ..
Robinson , William Langton
Robinson ,  George ...
Robinson ,  Thomas ...
Robinson ,  James ...
Roche , William ...
Ditto ...
Roe, Nathaniel ...
Rollason, .it ichard ...
Rotherey, Joshua ...
Roxburgh, John Pirie
Riingert ,  Fredrick  W. A,....
Russell, David
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
Ryan, James
Ryan, John ...
Ditto .
Ryan, Patrick
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ryan, William
Salisbury, Francis
Salisbury, Thomas
Sampson, Errick
Ditto ..
Sankey, John
ditto
Conditional
ditto ... 344 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ,
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half of Beau-
A. R. P. A. R. P.  £ s. d.  1 £ i. d.
135 0 0 i ... 3rd 2 16 0
300 0 0 ... 6th 12 15 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
200 0 0 453 0 0 9th 25 1 6
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
80 0 0 21 0 0 4th 410 6
173 0 0 5th 4 6 6
... 640 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
280 0 0 10th 34 0 0
18 018 ... 3rd 0 9 6
157 0 0 ... 4th 318 6
100 0 0 ... 5th 315 0
61 2 0  ...  3rd 0 9 8
... 103 0 0 2nd 0 17 2
320 0 0 333 0 0 10th 50 2 6
73 0 0 8th 211 6
35 0 0 7th 1 12 6
40 0 0 357 0 0 3rd 10 18 6
80 0 0 242 0 0 9th 10 1 0
237 0 0 9th 5 18 6
40 0 0 599 2 0 9th 17 0 0
81 0 0 41 0 0 9th 5 1 6
... 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
4th
4th
9th
9th
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
10
100
0 0
0 0
..•
desert Run ... 140 0 0 200 0 0 225 0 0
Pre-emptive ... 150 0 0 850 0 0 ...
ditto ... 350 0 0 800 0 0 200 0 0
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead,
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead,
Conditional
Homestead,
Conditional
ditto
Homestead,
ditto
ditto
1872
1872
1872
1872
Pre-emptive, on
resumed half of
Telemon Run
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead,  1872
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
100 0  106 0 0
9th
3rd
3rd
3rd
Rent
7 15 0
2 10 0
2 10 0
3 0 0
Balance ft e
40 2 8
0 4 2
$0 1 1
+0 15 10
$0 12 6
26 2 6
53 15 0
71 5 0 19 0 5
+415 2
7 13 0 2 10 6
+0 12 8
54 10 0
15 10 0
15 15 0 +1 16 012 15 0
27 0 C
5 1 4
3 19 0
22 12 0
18 0 0
5 0 10
18 0 0
4 5 0 0 5 0
4 13 4
0 8 4
10 0 0
3 18 9
2,180 0 0 4th
209 1 0 200 0 0 7th
100 0 0 220 0 0 ... 4th
20 0 0 300 0 0 ... 3rd
80 0 0 560 0 0 3rd
608 0 0 2nd
158 0 0 5th
40 0 0 200 0 0 388 3 15 9th
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd
60 0 0 ... 40 0 0 2nd
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd
... 170 0 0 3rd
... 80 *0 0 120 0 0 2nd
... 20 0 0 ... 2nd
... 30 1 0 ... 2nd
5 0 0 150 0 0 ... 4th
150 0 0 400 0 0 484 0 0
8 0 0 144 0 0 ...
16 0 0 70 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0
230 0 0
19 0 0
160 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0 143 2 0
...
198 0 0 5th 4 19 0
207 0 0 4th  610 6 3 3 2
290 0 0
70 0 0
60 0 0
90 0 0
100 0 0
120 0 0
... 80 0 0 49 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
.
28 0 0
40 0 0
280 0 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
131 0
299 2 32
120 0 0
120 0 0
9th 43 7 0
6th 2 18 6
7th 2 11 0
8th 7 0 0
4th 5 15 0
5th 0 9 6
2nd 3 0 0
4th 4 12 0
9th 3 0 0
3rd 2 10 0
6th 3 0 0
6th 5 4 6
5th 2 10 0
5th 6 5 6
6th 10 2 0
6th 1 6 8
6th 9 12 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 3 0 0
8th 3.0 0
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT-continued.
Begtster
No.
Lessee.
*2691 Sargent, Andrew ...
940 Saville, Elijah ...
2335 Ditto ...
1469 Savile ,  Elizabeth ...
2432 Scanlan, Thomas ...
*2510 Ditto ...
2023 Scarborough, John...
2431 Schewer, Jacob ...
2141 Schmidt, Heinrich ...
128 Schneider, Mary Ann
2412  Schrodter, Carl ...
2099 Schroder, Paul ...
2334  Ditto ...
2154  Schultz, William ...
1843 Scott,  James ...
742 Sebter, Charles
2479 Sellin , Franz ...
2367 Ditto .. ...
1912  Senden , August V....
1087  Sexton ,  Thomas ...
*2618  Shailer ,  Francis ...
2468 Ditto ...
2137 Ditto ...
2251 Ditto
1363 Shaw ,  Frederick ...
1250 Ditto ... ...
1249 Ditto ... ...
1001 Ditto ... ...
1011 Ditto ... ...
767 Ditto ... ...
*2872 Ditto ...
*2873 Ditto ...
1668 Sheehan, Julia ...
*2763 Sheehan, David ...
2222 Shields,  James, jun.
1226 Shields, John ...
165 Ditto ... ...
2152  Ditto ... ...
2316 Shield ,  James ,  jun....
536 Shield, Thomas ...
*2849 Shirley, Joseph ...
2020 Shittler, Thomas ...
t1890 Shuttleworth, James
2339 Sidey, Thomas ...
2238 Sigley, Ch. H rnry ...
`2.294  Ditto
2196 Simpson , Ch. Henry
*2875  Simpson, Wm.
*2842 Simpson ,  William ...
*2815 Ditto ...
*2836 Simpson , John ...
2493 Skerman, W. G. ...
1544 Slack, William ...
1584 Ditto ... ...
1653 Ditto ... ...
1768 Smales ,  Edward ...
114  Ditto ... ...
12500 Ditto .. ...
1602 Smales , Thos.,  junr.
2122  Ditto ... ...
2447 Smith, Adam ...
*2568  Ditto .. ...
$2513 Smith, F. T. ...
$2520  Smith, John  Finegan
2290 Smith, Jno. Finegan
436 Smith, George ...
2086  Ditto ...
2150 Ditto ... ...
*2184 Smith, Frederick ...
2208 Ditto ...
2320 Smith, Fr. T. ...
2367 Ditto ...
2384 Ditto ...
*2690 Smith, Charles ...
2414 Snook ,  Thomas ...
2197 .  Sommers,  James ...
t271 ..  * 1irk, R6b*t ...
Nature of selection.
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
...
1Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
... ditto
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
10 0 0
...
First Class
Pastoral.
second Class
Pastoral.
4 B. P. A. B. P.
600 0 0 3rd
30 0 0 120 0 0 8th
200 0 800 0
... 23 0 0
10 0 0 103 0 0
25 0 0 40 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
... Homestead, 1872
.., ditto ...  80 0  0
... Conditional
... Homestead ,  1872 ...
... ditto ... 20 0 0
... Conditional ... 14 0 0
... ditto ... ...
... ditto
... ditto ... ...
ditto ... 30 0 0
ditto
ditto
.., ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...  30 0  0
... ditto ... 60 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ,.. .
ditto 30 0 0
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto.. ...
... ditto ...  40 0  0
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
... Condi+ional ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
...
...
581 0
31 0 0
60 0 0
10 0 0
...
200 0 0 4th
300 0 0 7th
200 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 3rd
800 0 0
Year.
5th
3rd
... 4th255 0  0 10th
3rd
130 0 0 4th
62 0 0 4th
4th
5th
80 0 0 9th
... 3rd
... 4th415 0  0 5th
166 3 0 8th
640 0 0 3rd
130 3 9 3rd
Rent.  Balance due.
£ s. d. £ s. d,
15 0 0
5 5 0
5 0 0
7 10 0
5 0 0
4 0 0
2 15 0
21 3 0
2 19 0
10 5 0
3 15 0
3 15 0
1 11 0
1 9 16
3 0 0
2 0 0
0 15 6
2 5 0
11 18 6
4 3 6
16 0 0
3 5 6 013 2
$0 3 4
110 0 0 4th 5 0 0
140 0 0 4th 3 10 0
268 0 0 7th 6 14 0
40 0 0 8th 1 0 0
40 0 0 42 0 0 8th 3 1 0
40 0 0 ... 8th 2 0 030 0 0 8th 3 15 0
60 0 0 60 0 0 9th 9 0 0
40 0 0 2nd 0 3 4
746 0 0 2nd 3 2 0
70 0 0 5th 4 0 0
100 0 0  2nd 2 1 8
140 0 0 4th 6 10 0
150 0 0 8th 3 15 0
60 0 0 100 0 0 loth 5 10 0
... 318 0 0 4th 7 19 0
34 0 0 4th 3 17 0
160 0 0 9th 4 0 0100-0 0 2nd 0 16 8
34 A 0 ... 5th 0 17 0
37 2 32 ...  5th 0 15 4
153 3 0 4th 3 19 6
60 0 0 4th 012 4
122 0 0 4th 3 1 0
100 0 0 500 0 0 4th 17 10 0
100 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
160 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
80 0 0 .. 2nd 1 6 8
640 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
10 0 0 291 2 0 3rd 5 4 0 7 16 0
$1 6 0
... ......
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... 40* *0
... ditto ... ...
.., ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto
... Homestead, 1872
80 0 0 220 0 0 6th 9 10 0
80 0 0 170 0 0 6th 8 5 0
0
...
...
400 0 2400
.., ditto ...
... Conditional ... ...
... ditto
30... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ... 40 0
.., ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
... ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
0
300 0 0 3rd 11 5 0
106 0 0 3rd 2 12 0
96 0 0 3rd 017  0
0 290 0 0 4th 13 2 6
0 60 0 0 202 2 0 9th 11 1 6
2,000 0 0  4-h  50 0 0
2,161 0 0 4th 54 2 0 1
1600 0 4th 4 0 0
97 0 0 4th 2 8 6
...
634 0 0 6th 16 7 0
200 0 0 6th 6 0 0
100 0 0 5tli 2 10 0
95 0 0 3rd 2 3 4
149 0 0 6th 3 14 6
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
701 0 0 4th 17 10 611,056 0 0 4th 26 8 0
... 423 0 0 4th  10 11 6
...
40 0 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0 1 t0 5 0
164 0 0 3rd ' 3 17 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
... ltd I
to  1 8
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Register
No. Lessee.
t2780*' Spark, Robert
*2781 Ditto ...
*2850
*2788
2620
1648
1994
1015
2053
869
1904
2163
2589
1571
2126
2013
2183
2590
2233
2093
2037
2418
1474
*2704
2392
2313
t2314
2347
2604
2699
2649
*2502
*2234
2518
2288
2134
1078
*2666
*2859
2132
1900
*2720
1267
1071
463
1741
Ditto ... ...
Spark , John ... .
Sprenger , Gottfried
Stapleton ,  George ...
Ditto ...
Starkey, George ...
Steele,  William ...
Ditto
Stevens, Zachariah...
Ditto ...
Stevenson , Robert ...
Ditto ...
Stewart, Robert
Stewart, William ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Stewart, William
Stock, Johannes
Strachan, Lewis
Strain, Samuel
Strain, Hugh
Ditto
Ditto ...
Strain, Thos.
Ditto
Stratton, John
Stretton, George
Ditto
Henry
Stuart,  W. Henry
Ditto .
Stumpf, Carl
Sullivan, Martin
Ditto
Summers, J. 0.
Sutton, Emanuel
Swadkins, Wm.
Symes, Mary L.
Tait, Samuel
Tamblyn, John
Tarres, William
Taylor, Richard
Taylor, Thomas
Ditto
Taylor, Alfred J.
2085 Ditto ...
*2741
1402
240
1993
2199
*2789
#2790
2098
15
1640
*2796
1751
2202
1917
2019
11816
1492
2268
839
1481
1593
1915
*2490
Teasdale, George ...
Temple, Jane ...
Terry, Agnes
Thompson, Christopher
Thompson, Aaron ...
Thompson, Joseph ...
Ditto ..
Thoni, John George
Tilley,  John ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Timmins,  Mary
,..
...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto .
Homestead,  1872,
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
... Homestead,
ditto
..
Conditional
.  ditto
ditto
ditto...
... Homestead,
.., Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... Homestead,
... Conditional
ditto
...
18721
Homestead
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead,
Conditional
ditto
... ditto
.. Homestead
... Conditional
Tinney, Alfred ... ...
Tippett, Theodore  Bellott...
Ditto
Tobin. Patrick
Todd, John ...
Ditto ...
Tones, John ...
Toohey, James
Ditto ...
Ditto
Tracey, Hervey
1849 Tracey, William
2394 Ditto .
2660 Tripcony, T. Martin
890 Tucker, Ambrose ...
1885 Ditto ... ...
2600 Tucker, John ...
...
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead,
Homestead
ditto
Homestead,
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
. Conditional
ditto
ditto
1868
...
1872
1872
...
...
...
...
...
...
1
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
32 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 48 1 16
.. 80 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
2nd 1 6 8
3rd 1 4 6
6th 2 0 0 ,
0 5th ' 3 17 0
0 8th 21 0 0 1
0 5th 18 0 0
0 9th 4 12 6
5th 2 5 0
0 4th 3 13 0
0 3rd 17 0 0
0 6th 3 3 0
4th 11 14 0
0 5th 11 8 6
0 4th 4 14 6 1
0 3rd 4 10 0
4th 310 0j
4th 0 19 0
10 0 0 1 ... 124 0
200 0 0 410 0
90 0 0 150 0 0 150 0
70 0 0 45 0
... 90 0 0
146 0
40-0  0 600 0
40 0 0, ! 6 0
... 312 0 0
40 0 0 377 0
40 0 0 69 0
20 0 0 j 120 0
... 139 2 0
37 0 20
234 0 0
30 0 0' 91 0 0
20 0 0
20 0  0
80 0 0 ...
20 0 0 j ...
30 0 0, 70 0 0 1
... 332 0 0
120 3  0
0 6 3 ,
3 16 6
3 5 6
11 18 6
16 4 6
3 5 0
20 0 0
267 1
20 0 0 298 '0 0
40 0 0 ... IS 0
... 229 0
... 17 0 0 ...
... 640 0 0 ..
... 101 2
160 0I
61. 0 0 I •.•
10 0 0 ... 1 70 0
64 2
10 0 0 1 30 0 0 160 0
20 0 0 1 ... 80 0
4 '0 01
... 495 0 0
100 0 0•,.
... 26 0 0
26 3 19
100 0 0
640 0 0
80 0 0'
5 0 0  127 0 0
30 0 0 250 0 0
A. R. P. I I £ s. d.
2ud
85 0 0 2nd 1 11 11
32 1 39 2nd 0 4 2
... 5th ! 8 15 6'
3rd 3 8 0 1
94 0 0 7th 3 17 0
300 0 0 2nd 7 10 0 ,
... 4th 0 10 0 '
126 0 0 4th 9 3 0
70 0 0 4th 2 10 0
152. 0
250 0
80 0
4th 2 17 6
3rd 8 6 0
2nd ' 3 0 0
0 3rd 3 16 0
0 3rd 6 5 0
0 4th 2 0 0
24 3rd 5 8 8
4th 12 13 6
0 4th 3 9 0
0 8th 5 14 6
3rd 0 8 6
2nd 4 0 0
0 4th 2 11 0
0 5th 4 0 0
2nd 2 2 0
0 7th 2 10 0
0 8th 1 12 6
0 9th 6 5 0
0 . 6th 3 10 0
Year.
36 0 0
394 0 0
80 0 0
320 0 0
25 0 0
55 0 3
640 0 0
327 0 0
40 0 0
200 0
151 0 0
40 0 0 ...  32 2
40 0 0 ... 10 2
... ... 477 0
... ... 649 0
... 129 2
400 0 0
500 0
60 0 0 400 0
300 0
...  296  2 0 j
. ... 1 106 0
1,937 0
4th
Rent.
1 4 0
2nd
7th
3rd
1 5th
1 4th2nd
2nd
10 6 3
1417 0
2 0 0
9 6 0
2 10 0
0 8 41
0 18  41
4th 1 0 3 j
10th 16 0 0 j
6th 8 3 6
2nd ... 14 0 0
6th 2 10 0
4th 3 7 3
5th 11 12 6
5th 1 10 0
0
24
0
0
0
0
5th
6th
4th
9th
6th
6th
5th
3rd
01
0
0,
1
0
01
Balance due.
£ s. d.
0 9 5
0 0 6
1 0 0
+0 5 0
1 8 0
+0 7 0
30 0 0
+5 0 0
5th 12 10 0
4th ' 13 0 0
3rd  j 7 10 0
9th 8 13 0
5th 2 13 0 j
3rd l 48 8 6 45 18 9
'Survty fee +12 0 0
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RegiZter
2635t2321
1893
2671
1487
1330
1974
*2599
*2634
786
*2482
1963
1921
2033
2159
*2832
*2799
1569
2194
*2170
2673
2499
2034
2082
1682
1054
1065
1197
1198
1779
*2794
t2503*
474
734
*2544
*16752027
*2830
423
2074
*2658
1901
2289
2228
*2507
2381
1869
t2515
987
1548
2338
2633
Lessee.
Tudman ,  John ...
Twible ,  Th. William
Tyler ,  William Henry
Tyler , Wm.... ...
Underwood ,  William
Upton, Charles
Upton ,  Norman Thomas
Veivers, David ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Veivers, Walter
Ditto
Velentine ,  George ..
Wagner ,  John Gottfried
Ditto
Wakerley, William...
Waldron .  Joshua ...
Walker,  Adam ...
Ditto ...
Walker ,  Henry ...
Walker ,  John J. ...
Walker , J. J. ...
Walker ,  William Tuton
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Wallace, William ...
Wallin, James
Ditto ...
Walsh,  Michael ...
Walsh ,  William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Walter, Gottlieb
Want, Henry
Warburton ,  John ..
Warburton ,  Edmund
Ward, Patrick ...
Ward, William
Ditto
Warner ,  William
Waters, John
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .. ...
Waters,  Mary ...
Watt, Alexander
2189 Ditto ... ...
2375 Ditto
831 Ditto ...
895 Ditto ... ...
1441 Ditto
-2304 Weaber ,  William
*2827 Ditto ... ...
22 18 Wearing, Janies
*2837 Webber ,  Thomas E.
1603 Weber ,  Joseph V. ...
2061 Weber ,  Joseph Valentin
*2489 Webster, John
t2263 Weeks, John Charles
369 Welch, James ...
1919 Wendt, Henry .
1385 Westaway ,  Richard
443 Ditto ... ...
*2689 Ditto
449 Westawav , William
*2878 Westaway,  W. H....
2536 I Whalan ,  Elizabeth
1283  , White, William George
1303 Ditto
1220  Ditto ...
1284 1 White, Ernest
- 1085 Ditto ...1182  Ditto
Nature  of selection.
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
.. ditto
Agricultural.
A.  R.  P.
ditto ...
ditto  ... 10 0 0 70 0 0
... Homestead  ...  80 0 0 ...
20 0 0
20 0 0
30 0 0
Conditional ... ! ... ... 30 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 75 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 304 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0
ditto ... 132 0
ditto ... . • . .. 140 0
ditto .. ... 10 0 0 1,590 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 601 0
ditto 149 2
Homestead, 1872
40 0 0
... I Conditional  ... . • . 200 ' 0
ditto 98 0.'•
ditto
...
100 0
ditto ... 15 0 0 ... 97 0
ditto ... ... 386 0
ditto ... ...  40  0 0 303 0
ditto ... ... ... 600 0
ditto ...I ... I 80 0
ditto ...  ... 80 0 0 i 517 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 ... 99 0
ditto ... ... 1120 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 .. 205 0
ditto ... ... ... 160 0
ditto 394 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 150 0
ditto ... .. 40 0 0 451 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 200 0
ditto ... ... ... 426 0
ditto ... ... ... 290 0
ditto ... ... ... 61 l 0
.. ditto ... ... ... 80 0
ditto ... 15 0 0 ... 78 0
... ditto 80 0
... Homestead, 1872 200 0 0 ...
.. ditto ... I 80 0 0
... ditto ... 20 0  0  300 0 0
Conditional ... ... I ... 405 0
... Homestead
.., Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
Homestead
.. Homestead 1872
...
..
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto
... Conditional ...
ditto
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
,., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
ditto ...
40 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
First Class  Second  Class
Pastoral.  Pastoral
A. R. P. A. R. P.
640 0 0
80 0 0 20 0
15 2 6
114 0
80 0 0 194 0
344 0
35 0 01
300 0 0
610 0  0
Year.
3rd {
4th
5th
3rd
Rent.
£ 8. d.
1 0 0
0 17 8
22 7 6
6 16 6
6th 2 1 0
7th 2 10 0
5th 3 0 0
3rd 0 15 0
3rd 4 17 6
9th 10 2 0
3rd ! 2 0 0
5th 3 6 0
5th 3 10 0
5th 40 5 0
4th 16 0 6
2nd 1 11 3
2nd 14 0 0
6th 5 0 0
4th , 2 9 0
4th I 2 10 0
3rd 5 5 0
3rd 13 5 6
5th 8 0 0
4th 10 13 0
6th 7 6 0
8th 15 5 6
8th 3 11 0
8th 9 13 0
8th 9 11 6
6th 15 0 0
2nd 1 6 8
3rd It; 16 2
9th 3 19 6
9th 3 0 0
3rd 8 2 6
6th 4 0 0
5th 9 17 0
2nd 0 16 8
9th 3 1 6
5th 2 0 0
3rd 5 0 0
5th 3 0 0
4th 12 15 0
4th 10 2 6
3rd 4 10 0
4th 0 8 0
5th 2 17 0
3rd 7 16 5
8th 10 2 0
6th 0 1 11
4th 12 15 0
3rd 25 2 6
0
0
104 0 0
100 0 188 0 0
40 0 0 1 40 0 0
I4a...o o
200...0 0
5 0 0
... 79 0 0
111 0 0 ..
80 0 0l
40 0 0
50 0 0
895 0 0
273 0 0
82 0 0
... ... 80 0 0
500 0 0
1. 0 0 14 0 0 1
30 0 0 118 0 0
20 0  0  ...  78 0  0
40 0 0 160 0 0
60 0  0 110 0 0; 310 0 0
640 0 0
20 0 0  100 0  0 179 1 6,
640 0 0
40 0 0 484 0 0
80 0 0 420 0 0
80 0  0 532  0 0
100 0 0 946 0 0
80 0 0 309 0 0
80 0 0 320 0 0
57 1 6
4th 2 12 0
4th 5 4 0
9th 3 0 0
9th 5 0 0
7th 5 0 0
4th 1 4 9
2nd 2 1 6
4th 3 0 0
2nd 0 18 6
4th 1 0 16 8
5th 2 0 0
3rd 12 10 0
4th
9th 4 9 0
5th 3 9 0
7th 6 0 0
9th 17  1,5  0
3rd 16 0 0
9th 10 19 6
2nd 2 13 4
3rd 1 9 0
7th 14 2 0
7th 4 14 10 0
ith1  17  6 0
7th 28 13 0
8th 11 14 6
8th 12 0 0
Balance due
£ s. !L
0 7 0
0 5 10
0 13 7
$0 17 6
1 8 2$0 7 1
tegister  f Lessee.
No.
653 White,  Ernest ... ...
*1817 Ditto  ... ... ...
1911 Ditto  ... ... ...
2257 Ditto  ... ... ...
2393 Ditto  ... ... ...
1950 White , D. W. ... ...
2002 Ditto ... ...
2647  White, W. D. ... ...
962 Ditto  ... ... ...
1083 Ditto  ... ... ...
528 Ditto  ... ... ...
513 Ditto  ... ... ...
1512 Ditto
1513  Ditto ... ... ...
1514 Ditto ... ... ...
514 Ditto ...
1218 White, A. W. D. ...
1219 Ditto ... ... ...
630 Ditto ... ... ...
631 Ditto ... ... ...
2316 Ditto ... ... ...
2011 White. kobert ... ...
*2484 Wid iitop, William ... ...
t14 Ditto .. ...
2373  Wight, James Scott ...
*2102  Wilkie, A. H. ...
1452 %Villard,  James  ... ...
2135 Williams. C. T.2476 Williams, Joseph
1913 Wil tains, Thomas Edward
19i  VV illianis, John Jeremiah ...
1541 W'hiams, Geo J. ... ...
2225  Williams, Ch. Thomas ...
160 t 11 ilson, William ... ...
2•t7:' Ditto
1651 Wilson,  Charles ... ...
2352 Ditto ...
2415  Winn.1tichard .,.
2012  \1 inkel,  Christian ...
1421 Wolf, Henry ...
1744 Wood, John J. ...
1183 Woods, John ...
1857 Ditto ... ...2214  Ditto .
*2715 WoodHard. Rob. Geo.
1277 Wright, John ...
2491 Wright, Robert ...
1413 Ditto ...
1462 Wright, Peel ...
452 Wright, William ... ...
*2533 Wyllie, James ... ...
1543 Wynne, Mary ... ...
785  Yore, Michael ... ...
1672 Ditto ... ... ...
*2545 Ditto ... ... ...
1741) Ditto ... ... ...
*2849 Ditto ... ... ...
*2858  Yore, John ...
1538  Zahel, John Alfred... ...
1546 i itto ... ...
1638 Ditto ... ...
1585 1 Zanow, Johann
355 Zillman, John Leopold
*28 ;51 Ditto ... ...
*2834 Ditto
355i Zillman, John William ...
1696 Ditto  ...  ... ...
*2765 Zillman, John Williams ...
*2766 Ditto ... ... ...
61d
3RIS33ANE DISTRICT-eontine .
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half of N indoo-
imbah ... 60 0 0 9th
Bent.
£ a. d.1
17 12  0'
16 0 0
3 10 0
20 13 0
12 18 6
28 19 6
4 0 0
0 16 0
3 14 6
18 10 0
8 16 0
1 10 0
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Nindooimbah 40 0 0 200 0 0 760 0 0 6th 32 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 200 0 0 754 0 0 6th  31 17 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 200 0 0 316 0 0 6th  21 13 0
Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half of Nindoo-
imbah ... 50 0 0 110 0 0 170 0 0 9th  13 10 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 250 0 0 488 0 0 8th  27 14 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 120 0 0 595 1 31 8th 22 8 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 350 0 0 658 0 0 9th 36 19 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 400 0 0 862 0 0 9th 50 11 0
ditto ... ... 494 0 0 4th 12 7 0
Homestead ... ... 43 0 0 ... 5th 1 1 6
Conditional ... ... ... 230 0 0 3rd 5 15 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 80 0 0 238 0 0 9th  10 14 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 4th 25 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 4tti 16 0 0
ditto ... ...
- *
96 2 27 7th 2 8 6
Hoineitead ... 5 0 0  970  0 ... 3rd 2 12 3
ditto ... ... 161) 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 160 0 0  ... 5th 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 239 0 0 10th  5 19  6
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0  ... 6th 0 13 4
Conditional ... ... 40 0 0 165 0 0 4th 6 2 6
ditto, 1868... ... 156 0 0 ... 6th 1 12 6
d tto ... ... 814 0 0 5th 20 7 0
ditto ... ...  14t 0 0 65 0 0 6t  It  8 16 6
ditto ... ... ... 400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
Homestead ... ... 150 0 0 ... 4th 3 15 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 118 0 0 ...  5th  3 14  0
Conditional ... ... 201 0 0 7th 5 0 6
... 56 0 0 ... 6th 1 1 0Homestead
Conditional ... ... 110 0 0 200 0 0 8th  10 10 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 204 0 0 5th 6 2 0
ditto ... ... ... 364 0 0 4th 9 2 0
Homestead ... ... 120 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 143 0 0 7th 4 11 6
ditto ... ... ... 135 2 0 3rd 3 8 0
ditto ... ... ... 267  0 13  7th  6 14 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 Oth 4 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 1S0 0 0 3rd  3 14  2
Homestead ... 36 3 30 ... ... 6th 0 4 7
Conditional ... 16 0 0 ... 87 0 0 8th 3 7 6
ditto ... ... ... 364 2 0 6th 9 2 6
ditto ... 40 0 0 210 0 0 3rd 8 5 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 118 0 0 6th 6 19 0
ditto ... 160 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
Homestead ... 160- 0 0  160-0 0 .. I 2nd 1 0 0
Conditional .. ... 50 0 0 350 0 0 6th 11 5 0
ditto ... 400 0 0 1 1200 0  0  5th 50 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 440 0 0 8th  1  13 0 0
ditto ...  40 0  0 ... 1960 0 0 2nd 21 13 4
ditto ... .. 3000 0 0 2nd 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 376 0 0 8th 14 8 0
ditto ... ... ,.. 316 0 0 6th 7 180
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
ditto ... ck  80 0  0 160 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
Agriculture]. Pirst ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
L.  R.  P. I A. B. P. 1 A.  R.  P. )
80 0 0 120 0 0 224 0 0 9th
..,  .  690 0 0 5th
... 20 0 0 100 0 0 5th
826 0 0 3rd
517 0 0 4th
200 0 0 759 0 0 5th
160 0 0 5th
16 0 0 10 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 69 0 0 Sth
40 0 0 80 0 0 460 0 0 8th
76 0 0 200 0 0 9th
Baland due.
£ t. d.
Register
No. Lessee.
248 Andrews ,  Samuel ...
634 Andrews, John ...
783 Ditto ... ...
*574 Andrews, I aac ...
11716 Andrews, Robert ...
906 Ilitto ..
93?1 Anderson, Jas. Grifan
'940 Anderson. J. G. ...
0626 Ardagll, Arthur ...
270 Atehells, John ...
815 Bai-ey, William B....
293 Barr, Jas. F.
300 Ditto ...
466 Barr. E. J. ...
674 Ditto
772 Batten, Charles
97 Bauer, Fred. ...
166 Beaton , Alex. ...
447 Ditto ...
553 Ditto ...
642 Ditto ... ...
737 Ditto ... ...
481 Beattie , A. ... ...
846 Beattie ,  Alexander ...
919 Ditto ... ...
*612 Beatty , John...
502 Behm,  Wilhelm
304 Bell, Angus ... ...
446 Berg, F. ...
788 Berndt, Christian ...
770 Berrigan, Pierce ...
702 Betz, Peter ... ...
*579 Billian, Johann ...
920 Billian , August ...
*838  Binstead , Arthur, senr.
27 Binstead , Wm. Alf.
877  Binstead, Wm., senr.
487 Binstead, Wm. A....
621 Ditto ...
608 Binstead, William
649 Binstead, William, junr.
327 Binstead, Arthur ...
624 Ditto ..
606 Binstead, Arthur, junr.
10 Birley, Septimus ...
297 Ditto ...
496 Ditto ...
561 Birley, Robert
662 Birley, Walter
209 Bird , John ... ...
302 Ditto ... ...
003 Ditto ... ...
643 Bird, Jesse ... ...
678 Ditto ...
634 Ditto
406 Bishop ,  D. S. ...
627 Bishop ,  David Seymour
630 Black .  Adam ...
538 Bourke ,  Thomas ...
277 Bray ,  Joshua ...
883 Brehmer ,  Wilhelm...
897 Brooks ,  Richard ..
439 Buchbach , W. F. R.
682 Buckley, S. ..
882 Bugenhagen ,  Friedrich
608 Burns ,  Robert ...
921 Burton ,  Robert ...
940 Ditto .
801 Carrington , Edward
676 Castles ,  William ...
*943  Castles , Wm. ...
328 Champ, Wm. ...
t186 Christie ,  Robt. ...
187 Ditto ...
188 Ditto ...
671 Christie, R. ...
672 Ditto ...
...
•.•
617
BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
Nature  of selection. Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
See-)n4 Class
Pastoral.
BentYear.
I I A. B. P. I A. R .  P. I A. B. P. I
... I Conditional ... 10 0 0 ... I 7U 0 U 8th
Homestead ... 10 0 0 118 0 0 1 ... 6th
... Conditional  ... 30 0 0 ... 84 0 0 3rd
... ditto ... .. .. 230 0 0 5th
... ditto ... 60 0 0 37 0 0 ... 4th
... ditto ... 30 0 0 ... 93 0 0  2nd
... Homestead, 1868 ... 160 0 0 ... 2nd
.. Conditional ... ... ... 140 0 0 2nd
... ditto ... ... ... 8') 0 0 6th 1
... ditto ... ...  80' 0  0 8th
.., ditto ... ... 10 0 0 353 0 0 3rd
.. ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 63 0 0 8th
... ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 8th
ditto ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 7th
20 0 0 60 0 0 6thditto ...
... ditto ... 20 0 0 84 0 0 ... 4th
... ditto ... .. ... 163 0 0 9th
... ditto ... 20 0 0  200 0 0 9th
... ditto ... ... 10 0 0 136 0 0 7th
ditto ... ... ... 152 0 0 6th
ditto ... 140 0 0 6th
ditto ...  12  0  0  28 0  0 600 0 0 4th
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 5 0 0 6th
ditto ... 40 0 0 100 0 0 100 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... ... 65 0 0 2nd
Homestead ... 20 0 0 ... ... 5th
ditto ... 40 0 0  ...  6th
Conditional ...  ... 20  0  0 135 0 0 8th
Homestead ... 20 0 0 30 0 0  ...  7th
Conditional ... 150 0 0 250 0, 0 3rd
Homestead ... 20 0 0 120 0 0 4th
Conditional ... 40 0 0 78 0 0 4th
Homestead  ...  30 0 0 42 0 0 ... 5th
Homestead, 1868 50 0 0 ... 2nd
Conditional ... ... .. 100 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 560 0 0 10th
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 3rd
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 305 0 0 6th
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 6th
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... ... 149 0 0 5th
ditto ... 15 0 0 20 0 0 47 0 0 8th
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 244 0 0 5th
ditto ...
...
176 0 0 5th
ditto ... 100 0 0 20 0 0 520 0 0 10th
ditto ... 25 0 0 ... 173 0 0 8th
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 6th
... ditto ... 30 0 0 ... 370 0 0 6th
ditto ,.. 24 0 0 ... 263 0 0 6th
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 35 0 0 8th
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 17 0 0 8th
ditto ... 20 0 0 50 0 0 30 0 0 8th
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 5th
ditto ... .. ... 120 0 0 5th
Homestead ... 30 0 0 100 0 0 ... 6th
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 691 0 0 7th
ditto  ...  ... 76 0 0 400 0 0 5th
ditto ... ... 115 1 0 5th
Homestead ... 10 0 0 80 0 0  ...  6th
Conditional .. ... .. 203 0 0 8th
Homestead,1868 32 0 0  ...  2nd
Conditional ... 60- 0 0  ...  100 0 0 2nd
ditto 40 0 0  20  0  0 ... 7th
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ... 5th
Homestead,1868 ... 100 0 0 ... 2nd
Homestead ... ... 6 0 0  ...  6th
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 156 0 0 2nd
ditto ... ... 140 0 0 2nd
ditto ... 60 0 ... 74 0 0 3rd
ditto ... 5 0 0 ... 115 0 0 5th
40 0 0 2ndditto ... ... ......
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 8th
Pre-emptive on
resumed half of
Pine-tree Creek
Run ... 15 0 0
ditto, on resumed 15 0 0
ditto. on resumed 80 0 0
Conditional ,.. 40 ..0 0 2()...0
£ s. d.
2  14) U
1 13 3
3 8 9
5 15 0
5 5 11
3 8 8
1 12 4
0  11  8
2 0 0
2 0 0
9 6 6
4 11 6
2 10 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
5 14 0
4 1 6
6 10 0
3 18 0
3 16 0
3 10 0
17 6 0
3 2 6
10 10 0
1 4 5
0 15 0
0 7 6
4 7 4
1 10 0
17 10 0
3 15 0
4 19 0
2 3 6
1 8 2
2 10 0
18 0 0
5 0 0
11 12 6
2 0 0
5 0 0
3 14 6
3 5 2
7 2 0
4 8 0
21 10 0
6 4 0
5 0 0
11 10 0
8 7 6
3 17 6
4 7 4
4 15 0
4 0 0
3 0 0
3 12 6
21 5 0
13 16 0
2 18 0
1 7 8
5 1 6
0 14 8
5 5 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
2 10 0
0 0 9
3 5 4
0 11 8
2 6 0
3 5 0
0 1 8
2 0 0
67 0 0 9th 1 17 6
118 0 0 9th 4 1 6
911 It  4 0 0
56 0 fl 1 It 4
83 0o
l
Balance due.
£  d-
3  5 0
0 0 4
t0 3 0
618
BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
I I
Register
No. Lessee.
127 Cockerill, James ...
472 Ditto ... ...
493 Ditto ... ...
738 Ditto ... ...
*795 Ditto ... ...
913 Ditto ...
878 Ditto ... ...
499 Coonan, Thomas ...
473 Costello, Alexr. ...
806  !  Ditto
460 , Couldery, W. H. ...
494  'Cox, Charles W.
525 Ditto
t597 Ditto
893 Ditto ... ...
894 Diito
618 Ditto ...
653 Ditto ... ...
685 Ditso ... ...
7221 Ditto ...
805 Ditto .. ...
542 Davis, James ...
657  Davies, James ...
1730 Ditto
*875 Denkmann, Frederick
*748 Doherty, William ...
123 Dolan,  Wm.... ...
*749 Ditto ,.. ...
11453 Dolan, Jas. ,. ,.,
551 i Douglas, John Monteith
417 Ditto ... ...
691 Ditto .. ...
417 Drewe, James Warwick
789 Ditto
814 Driscoll, Peter
859  1  Ditto
565 1 Duncan, John
628 Ditto ... ...
629 Ditto ... ...
*366 Dunn ,  Allan...
11467 Ditto ... ...
570 Ditto
504 Dwyer ,  Denis ...
*625 Ditto ... ...
687 Eden, Henry ...
*823 Edwards ,  Charles ...
*824 Ditto ...
918 Eichmann ,  Christian
*863 I Enklemann ,  Wilhelm
667 Enkelmsn, W. ...
*840 Ernst , lhcl t
*871 Ditto
929 Ditto ... ...
800 Finch ,  Thomas ...
*862. Fortune ,  Alexander
'0745 Fowler ,  Frederick ...
243 Ditto ...
Ill Frederick, J. L. .
523 Fursdon ,  Edward S.
927 Gannon ,  John ...
315 Geike ,  Frederick ...
804 Goll ,  Kasper ...
*701 Gooding , William ...
219 Gray, S. Wm.
220 Ditto ... ...
260 Ditto .
482 Grenside, J. R.
335 Gross ,  Gottlieb ...
889 Gupske ,  Heinrich ...
577 Flail,  Stephen ...
*757 Ditto
690 Hall, Stephen John...
721 Hall ,  William ...
*564 Hamer ,  John ...
599 Ditto ... ...
264 Harding ,  Isaac ...
283 Ditto ... ...
284 Ditto ... ...
*556 Ditto ... ,,,
Nature of Selection.
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
... ditto ... ..
... ditto 8 0 0
... ditto ... 5 0 0 ,
ditto ... 80 0 0
. ditto .,. ...
.. ditto ...
... ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
... I Conditional ... ...
... ditto ...
Homestead,1872 60 0 0
Conditional 20 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0
ditto ... ..
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ( 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 60 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
264 0 0
80 0  0  772 0 0
70 0 0
200 0 0
... 220 0 0
100 0 0'
392 0 0
... 395 0 0
410 0 0
25 0 0 135 0 0'
... 1,920 0 0
40 0 0 476 1 36 1
123 0 23 1
33 1 0
80 0 0 4,000 0 0
80 0 0 450 0 0
102 0 0'
98 0 0
65 2 0
39 0 15
20 0 0 100 0 0 !
... ditto
ditto ..,
... ditto
... ditto ...
ditto
40 0 0
20 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
114 0 0
80 0  0
112 0 0
115 0 0
260 0 0
158 0 0
29 0 0 77 1 0
70 0 0'
16 2 0 80 0 0 1
16-2  0 80 0 0
90 0 0
130 0  0
40 0 0
80 0 0.1 480 0 0
Year. Rent. Balance due.
£ a. d. d.
9th 9 17 0
7th 2 0 0
6th 6 12 0
4th 23 6 0 1
3rd 5 0 0
2nd; 2 12 6 ,
2nd 5 10 0
6th 2 10 0
7th 8 12 6
3rd 10 8 0
7th 16 5 0
6th 4 12 6 1
6th 48 0 0 1
5th 13 11 6
2nd ' 2 6 6
2nd 0 12 95th 104 0 0
5th ' 16 15 0
5th 1 4 16 0
4th' 418 0 1
3rd 1 0 0
6th 1 2 0
5th 1 3 10 0 '
4th
3rd 3 1 6 1
4th 4 7 6 1
9th 11 0 0
4th 3 19 0
7th 3 7 4
6th 1 9 2
7th 2 17 0
4th 3 0 0
7th 2 17 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 3 5 01
3rd 5 10 0
6th 19 0 0 1 12 0
I$0 8 0
5th 13 5 0
5th 17 19 0
7th 2 0 0
7th 5 4 1
6th 2 16 6 '
6th 3 15 0
5th 2 5 0
4th 27 10 0
3rd 3 10 0
3rd 2 10 0 '
2nd 10 17 6
3rd 3 0 0
5th 3 7 6
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 10 0 0
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 9 13 0
4th 2-1 0 0
8th 5 0 0
9th 7 8 0
6th 8 7 6
2nd 1 9 2
6th 0 10 2
3rd ' 9 3 0 '
4th 1 15 6 ,
8th 83 15 0
8th 21 0 0
8th 17 17 0
6th ' 6 8 0
8th 9 0 0
2nd 1 19 5
5th 3 5 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 10 19 6
4th 4 0 0
6th 3 15 0
5th 2 18 6
8th 5 19 4
8th 18 9 6
8th 13 17 0
6th I 4 14 6
20 0 0 370 0 0
80 0 0 498 0 0 1
... 80 0 0I
10 0 0 224 2 10
10 0 0 1 93 0 0
1 150 0 0
200 0 0 I
20 0 0
100 0 0 60 0
15 0 0' 5 0
20 0 0
.. ......
... ditto ... ..
... ditto ... 80 0 0
... ditto
... ditto ... 70 0 0
... ditto
... Homestead, 1868 ...
Homestead ... .. i
Conditional ... 122 0 0
... Homestead ... 14 0 0
Conditional ... 400 0 0
... ditto ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 140 0 0
ditto ... 6 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 I
Homestead, 1868 63 0 0
:•: Conditional ...
ditto 40 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 6 0 0 .
ditto ... 10 0  0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .,. ...
33 0 0'
A. B. P. I A .  B. P. I A. B. P. I
40 0 0 80 0 0
1 90 0 0500 0 0
80 0 0
1 100 0 0 ,
01 160 0 01  120 0 0
01 80 0 0
60 0 0
400 0 0
80 0 01
80 0 0
... 386 0 0
... 720 0 0
... 200 0 0
86 0 0
522 23 1 228 0 28
100 0 0 ' ...
61 0 0
50 0 01 ...
160 0 0 1,950 0 0
1  540 0 0 !
80 0 0 134 0 0 '
237 3 0
10 0 0 110 0 0
60 0 0 219 0 0
160 0 0
150 0 0
99 0 0
20 0 0 1 168 3 23
40 0 0 ' 659 0 0
,.. 654 0 0
... 188 2 0
619
4egisterNo. Lessee.
621 Harding, Isaac ...
743 Ditto ... ...
825 Ditto ... ...
*837 Ditto ...
792 Hart, Michael ...
505 Ditto ... ..
64 Hausmann, John G.
66 Ditto ... ...
70 Ditto ... ...
183 Ditto
910
517
791
38
760
85
798
484
563
619
654
78
898
t576
736
766
651
548
519
765
185
*636
637
*645
724
*839
885
619
776
879
492
t664
464
939
937
876
383
*857
926
601
881
84
449
895
*661
*699
905
5
688
809
x`850
*799
659
686
t681
t818*
*942
794
*874
648
881
514
520
733
t781
*786
*856
781
820
BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
Conditional
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
.., ditto .,,
... ditto ...
ditto
1. B. P.
5 0 0
12 0 0
100 0 0
60 0 0
20 0 0
91 0 0
ditto••. ::.
ditto
ditto ... i 46 0 0
ditto 64 1 0 J
ditto ... 213 0 0
...
ditto ... 40 0 0 ,
ditto 127 0 0
... ditto ...
.., ditto ... ! 10 0 0
Healy, Patrick ...
Heathwood, Robert
fiellmutll, Carl Gottfried
Hell muth, C. G.
Ditto ,., ,..
Herbst, Wm. ...
Hinchcliffe, Verdon
Hodson, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Hodson, Jas. ...
Holland, Julius ...
Holliday, Wilson ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Holliday, Thomas ...
Holliday, John ...
Holliday, Joseph ...
Hope, George Alexander
Howard, J. W. C....
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Howard, John W. Corn.
Huth, Carl ... ...
Ditto
Jackson, Peter ...
Jensen, Jens Peter...
Johnson, John ...
Jones, Robert J. ...
Jordan, H. ... ...
Jordan, Henry ...
Ditto ...
Blatt, Friedrich ...
Ditto
Kleinschmidt, Frederick
Krause. August
Ditto
Krebs, Matthias
Kropp, John
Lahey, F.
Ditto
Lahrs, Claus
Lahrs, C.
Ditto ... ...
Latimer, James ...
Learmouth, Robt. ...
Ditto ...
Learmouth, Robert...
Learmouth, Thomas
Leonard, Patrick ...
Levinge, Richard ...
Ditto ... ...
Loder, J. R.
Lord, William ...
Lord, Wm. ...
Lotz, Johannes ..
Macintosh, Thomas B.
Mathewson, John ...
Ditto ..
Matthewson, John .
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Mewing, Nicolaus ...
Mewing, Hermann ...
Ditto
Mi11s, Daniel
Molle, Geo. Blaxland
,., ditto
,,, ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
40 0 0
.., ditto .,. 10  -0  0
... Homestead .,. 8 0 0
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...I 107 2 0
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
150 0
... Homestead, 1868
C  di lOn ltlona
ditto ... ..
ditto ...I 20 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto.,,
... ditto ... 50...0 0Homestead, 1868  40 0 0
... Conditional ... 53 0 0
Homestead, 1868 29 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
Conditional ... ..
ditto 10 0 0
ditto ... 137 0 0
ditto ... 16 0 0Homestead, 1868, 79 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,.. ' 21 0
ditto ...
Homestead, 1868 ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ... ...
Homestead
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.
40 0 0
A.  B. P. I + d. d.
25 0 0 5th 1 0 0
28 0 0 4th 0 8 5
265 0 0 3rd 7 10 6
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
.., 9th 7 10 0
9th 6 10 0
80...0 0 9th 3 10 0
9th 6 16 0
105 0 01 205 0 0 2nd
.,, 191 0 0 6th3rd
... ' 10th
... 4th
...
9t'1
...
3rd
138 0 0 6th
::: } 342 0 0 5th
195 0 0 5th
328 0 0 5th
25 3 0  ...  9th
130 0 0 2nd
8 0 0 72 0 0 5th
80 0 0 1 112 0 0 4th
117 0 0 3rd26-0 0 340 0 0 5th
144 0 0 ... 6th
15 0 0 154 0 0 6th
4th
... 80 0 0 9th
... 640 0 0 5th
... 242 0 0 5th
... 1,280 0 0 5th
...  284 0 0 4th
. 260 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 .. 2nd
30 0 0 240 0 0 6th
... 200 0 0 4th
180 0 0 2nd
30 0 0 330 0 0 6th
160 0 0 2,000 0 0 5th
80 0 0 177 2 0 7th
... 100 0 0 2nd
1 60 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 ... 3rd
... 7th
71 0 0 ... 3rd
76 0 0 .. 2nd
37 0 0 , 113 0 0 5th
01
80 0 0 2nd
67 0 0 9th
144 0 0 7th
2nd
100 0 0 4th
110 0 0 4th.. ,
80 0 0 2nd
80 0 0
...
10th
75 3 0 3rd
32 0 0 36 2 0 3rd
61 2 0 3rd
160 0 0 ... 3rd
93 0 0 216 0 0 5th
73 0 0 253 0 0 5th
160 0 0 ... 5th
70 0 0 ... 3rd
150 0 0 ... 2nd
... 3rd
... 100 - 0 0 3rd
234 0 0 3rd
34 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 20 0 0 6th
... 95 2 0 6th
... 100 0 0 4th
133 0 0 3rd
110 3 0 3rd
71 0 0 i . 3rd80" 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 i 229 0 0 3rd
Conditional ... I  30-0 0
Homestead
Conditional ... 132 0
ditto ... ,.,
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Homestead,1872 50 0
ditto ... 120 0
Conditional
ditto 20 0 0
7 15 8
Balance due.
£ s. d.
2 8 6
3 12 0
+0 18 0
415 6 0 0 6
3 9 0
4 17 6
15 19 6
3 0 0
9 10 6 +1 11 9
3 9 0
9 6  ()4 17 6
8 4 0
4 6 0
2 8 9
2 4 0
4 4 0
2 18 6
10 11 0
2 18 6
4 12 0
8 2 0
2 0 0
16 0 0
7 3 6
32 0 0
7 2 0 13 9 8
14 0 0
0 18 4
7 10 0
5 0 0
6 0 0
9 15 0
51 0 0
8 8 5
0 12 6
2 3 9
310 0 0 510
3 19 6
2 17 3
1 10 11
4 13 6
2 10 5
11 19 0
4 16 0
2 4 6
2 10 0
2 15 0
1 10 0
4 0 0
3 14 0
2 10 6
1 11 0
4 0 0 012 0
10 1 0
9 19 6
316 9.
0 12 6
9 18 0
2 10 0
5 8 8
0 17 0
410 0
2 8 0
2 10 0
6 10 6
6 5 6
2 0 0
11 4 6
620
BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
segiater
No.
822
922
900
*793
45
476
214
916
*834
427
60
480
387
580
340
120
119
113689
18
378
675V34
763
742
710
1711
712
739
*797
890
*829
*830
*867
*868
167
*847
*735
744
695
925
933
294
*593
618
430
527
0631
811
*869
t394
656
688
*841
t732
359
Molle, Geo.  Blaxland
Ditto
Morris ,  Chas . -Aug. Mayne-
Muir,  Robert
Ditto ,..
...
Muir, It. ... ... ...
Ditto ,. ,,,
Muir, Matthew P....
...
Murtha, James ... ...
Murtha ,  Jas. ... ...
Myles , G. T. ... ...
Ditto ,., ...
McCready ,  Robt . ...
Ditto .. ... ...
McIntire ,  Francis ... ...
Ditto  ... ,..
Ditto  ,.. ,.. ...
Ditto
McKavanagh , Pat
.. ,..
,, .,,
McLean, Peter ,., ,,.
McLeod, N.... ... ...
Neilson, Peter ... ...
Nind, Philip Henry
Ditto
Nixon, Frank ...
Ditto ... ,.. ...
Ditto ... ,., ...
Ditto .., ... ...
Ditto
Nixon, Geo. Lewis ... ...
Nixon, Frederic Dougan ,..
Norbury, Sydney ..; ...
Ditto ... ,.. ...
Ditto ,.. ,.. .,,
Ditto ... ... ..,
Oakman, T. ...O'Connell, Maurice John ...
Ditto ... ..,
Ditto
Oppermann ,  Heinrich Philipp
Opperman ,  Henrich Philipp
Opperman ,  Andreas ...
Orr, James ... .,.
Ditto  ,.. ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Orr, Wm. . .. ... ...
Ditto ... .., ,,.
Ditto ,.. .., ,,.
Payne ,  Robert ,.. ,..
Pfrunder ,  David ,.. ,..
Philpott ,  Wm. ... ...
Philpott,  Chas .  H.... ...
Pidd ,  William .., ...
Ditto .. ...
Poole ,  Frederick Geo. ...
Pratten , J. ... ... ...
*842 Price, William ... ...
374 Price, W. ,..
...
*47 Quinn, J. ... ... ...
679 Quinn, John... ... ...
751 Ramsay,  James ... ...
670 Rehfeldt, C. ... ...
0623  Reichy, Charles ...
390 Robinson. Arth. Anth. ...
291 Ross, Wm. ... ...
299 Ditto .,. ...
491 Ditto  .  ...
179 huddle JH, . . ... ...
232  Ditto ... ... ...
626 Savage ,  James ... ,..
756 Ditto ...
*873 Schmish ,  William ...
601) Sch111ish, William ... ...
720 Ditto ... ...
350 Schneider ,  H. ... ...
99 Seaton , Jas..., ...
474 Shelly, S. F. .,.
*`ia5 hltlitts, itol)a:rt ...1  1, 1 tl  11"  li It ... ...
Nature of selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural
A. E. P.
... ...
40 0 0
40 0 0
Second Clan
1',.atoral Year.
A.  it.  P.
1,290 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 2nd
700 0 0 2nd
450 0 0 3rd
369 0 0 9th
200 0 0 6th
225 0 0 8th
200 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 3rd
253 0 0 7th
210 0 0 9th
546 0 0 6th
70 0 0 7th
98 0 0 5th
1 811 0 0 8th
188 0 0 9th
258 0 0 9th
... 9th
106 0 0 4th
80 0 0 10th
.. 7th
329 0 0 5th
765 3 0 4th
608 0 0 4th
40 0 0 4th
4th
354 0 0 4th
120 0 0 4th
90 0 0 4th
40 0 0 3rd
2nd
110 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 3rd
180 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 3rd
200 0 0 9th
140 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 4th
90 0 0 4th
0
... 6 0 0 ...
... 100 0
... 150 0 0
First Class
Pastoral
155- 0 0
A. B. P.
200 0 0
80- *0
.10 0 0
40 0 0 800 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
4 0 0 10 0 0
99 3 0
30 0 0
30 0 0 .,.
..1200 0
... 30 0 0
30 0 0
... ...0 0
20
60 0 0
Homestead, 186
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
Homestead, 1868
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...ditto  ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
40 0 0
24 2 32
60 0 0 40 0 0
40 0 0 ...
40 0 0
10 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0
20.0 0 ...
10 0 0 20 0 0
30 0 0 20 0 0
...
43 0 0 ,..
80 0 0
40 0 0
120 0 0
60 0
450 0
20 0
50 0 0 50 0
4th
... 2nd
,. 2nd
229 0 0 8th
50 0 0 5th
67 0 0 6th
110 0 0 7th
182 0 0 6th
50 0 0 5th
108 0 0 3rd
219 0 0 3rd
7th
163 0 0 5th
...
0
0
0
0
5th
3rd
119 0 0 4th
191 0 0 8th
ditto ... ,.. .
ditto ... 200 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 10 0 0
ditto ... ,..
ditto ... ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 45 0 0
Homestead ...  10  0 0 100 0 0
Conditional ... ... 15 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 ...
ditto
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 180 0 0
ditto . ; 80 0 0
Homestead, 1872  ... 420  -0  0
Conditional ... 15 0 0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ...  41-0  0 ..
ditto ... ... 20 0 0
ditto ... .,. 100 0 0
ditto ,.. , 80 0 0ditto 81) 0 0
673 0 0 3rd
7th
9th
80 3 0 5th
63 0 0 4th
169 0 0 5th
5th
65
,0
0 7th
117 0 0 8th
80 0 0 8th
40 0 0 6th
110 0 0 9th
80 0 0 8th440 0 0 5th
174 3 0 4th
3rd
65 0 0 6th
228 0 0 4th
8th
60 0 0 9th
210 0 0 7th
3rd9
Rent  Balance due.
£ d. d. I £ 1. d.
42 5 0
1 6 8
18 18 9
11 5 0
9 4 6
7 17 4
9 11 3
3 15 0
3 9 0
6 16 6
16 10 0
13 13 0
2 5 0
2 9 0
20 5 6
11 14 0
11 9 0
7 0 0
3 9 0
2 0 07 10  0
8 4 6
20 11 9
17 9 0
4 0 0
3 0 0
10 5 8
7 0 0
2 6 0
3 0 0
2 10 0
2 15 0
2 10 0
6 15 0
2 0 0
6 10 0
8 0 0
5 10 0
3 10 0
6 10 0
2 0 0
15 0
6 4 6
450
3 3 6
2 15 0
6 6 0
4 10 0
2 14 0
6 9 6
3 1 6
4 1 61 10  0
11 5 0
1 13 6
11 6 0 0 16 6
+0 4 2
16 16 6
10 0 0
3 10 0
2 0 6
311 6 2 8 4
6 9 6
2 17 6
2 7 6
5 17 9
2 0 0
5 0 0
5 5 0
3 10 0
21 10 0
10 7 6
10 10 0
2 15 0
9 14 0
3 1 6
2  10  0
10 5 0
4 0 0
n
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BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Water
No.
128 Skiffens, Robert ...
936 Skiffins, Robert ...
222 Smith. H. ,.. ..
*729 Smith, Jno.
408 Smith, Howitt ...
754 Ditto ...
*828 Sommer, Wilhelm ...
101 Sommer, W.... ...
*692 Somner, Wilhelm ...
*693  Ditto ...1111 Spence, J. ... ,..J-728 Spence, John ...
t668 Stephens, T. B. ...
669 Ditto ... ...
677 Ditto
759 'Terry, Alex. Robert
911 Thomas, Carl ...
*858 Thorsborne, August
49 Ditto ...
*750 I how, Stewart ...
122 Tobin, Stephen ...
245 Ditto ... ...
725  Ditto ...
807 Vaughan, John ...
778 Veivers, Walter ...
468 Veivers, John ..,
330 Ditto ...
342 Veivers, Robert ...
598 Veivers, David
0848 Von Senden, Christian
796 Walker, Fred Gee.
569 Walker, Fredk. George
924 Walker, Frederick Geo.
541 Walker, Mark Russell
511 Wardley, John
*836  Ditto ...
812 Watson, Hugh ...
490 Welsh, Henry ...
589 White, William ...
31 White, W. D. ...
32 Ditto
33 Ditto
103 Ditto
761 Wilkinson, John ...
810 Ditto ... ...
1680 Williams, J.... ...
880 Williams, Henry ...
646 W illiamson , John ...
2 Wilson, A. E. ...
256 Winterford, Wm. ...
408A Witty, W. K. ...
320 Ditto ... ...
5S9 Ditto ...
438 Ditto ...
0941 Wolff, Otto .. ...
*827 Yaun, David, senr....
368 Zimmermann, H. ...
04138  Abbott, George
1828 Abbott, By...,
2584  Abbott, J. ...
2108 Abell, Thos....
03945 k i,rahams. D.
27i) Adams. Win.
3121 1d iitiski Casimir ...
2886 Adcock, Herbert Henry
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural . First (Ism  second clamPastoral.  Pastoral y Beat. Bdsnoe due.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B.  P.  d. £r e. d
... Conditional ... ... ... bU U 0 9th 2 0 u
... i ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
:.: ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 78 0 0 8th 4 19 0
ditto
. .
133 0 0 4th 3 6 6
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 78 0 0 7th 5 8 4
ditto 7 0 0 77 0 0 4th 2 0 0 0 9 5
... i ditto ... .. 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 143 2 0 9th 8 2 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
... ditto ... 20 0 0 ... 61 3 30 9th 2 0 6
... ditto ... 5 0 0 ... 44 0 0 4th 0 18 5
... ditto ... 40 0 0 .. t 65 0 0 5th 19 11 10
... ditto ... ... 201 0 0 6,707 0 0 5th 277 14 6 16 0 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 228 0 0 5th 9 14 0 0 4 0
... ditto ... .. .. 148 0 0 4th 3 14 0
... ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 0 68 0 0 2nd 3 10 6
... ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 80 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
... ditto ... ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 9th 4 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 80 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 0
... Conditional ... 46 0 0 ... 274 0 0 9th 10 6 0
... ditto ... 8 0 0 ... 112 0 0 8th 3 8 0
... ditto ... ... ... 350 0 0 4th  8 15  0
... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 3 0
... ditto ... 30 0 0 ... 144 0 0 4th 5 17 0
... ditto ... 15 0 0 ... 65 0 0 7th  2 15  0
... ditto ... ... 40 0 0 280 0 0 8th 9 0 0
... ditto ... 93 1 0 ... 8th 7 1 0
... ditto ... 105 0 0 5th 2 12 6
... ditto ... 100 0 0 120 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 15 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 3rd  2 10  0
... ditto ... 10 0 0 ... 102 0 0 6th 3 6 0
... ditto ... ... ... 600 0 0 2nd 10 0 0
... ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 3 77 0 0 3rd  2  9 3
... ditto ... ... ... 407 0 0 6th 10 3 6
... ditto ... ... ... 800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 2 0 3rd 2 0 6
... ditto ... ... ... 207 0 0 6th 5 3 6
... ditto ... ... ... 112 0 0 5th  2 16  0
Pre-emptive on
the resumed half
of Murry Jerry 30 0 0 30 0 0 140 0 0 10th 7 5 0
... Pre-emptive on
the resumed halt
of Pimpama ... 26 0 0 64 0 0 60 0 0 10th 6 13 0
... Pre-emptive on
the resumed hal
of Coombaba ... 50 0 0
... Pre-emptive on
the resumed halt
of Coombaba and
270 0 0 10th 10 10 0
Pimpama ... 10 0 0 20 0 0  770 0 0  9th 20 14 3
... Homestead ... 30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 4th 2 7 6
... ditto ... 20 0 0 ...  100 0 0 3rd 3 5 0
... ditto ... 10 0 0 75 0 0 ... 5th 14 2 1
... Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
... ditto ... ... 40 0 0 600 0 0 6th 17 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ... llth 6 0 0
... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 108 0 0 8th  8 14 0
ditto ... 55 0 15 ... ... 7th 4 4 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 8th 3 0 0
... ditto ... ... 20 0 0 210 0 0 6th 6 5 0
... ditto .. 70 2 0 ... 7th 5 5 9
... Home'steaa, 1868 ... 30 0 0 ... 2nd 0 2 6
... Conditional ... ... ... 500 0 0 3rd 12  10  0
... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
I I omestead,  1875
Conditional ...
550 0
0 3 3 0
+0 15 9
20 0 0 100
ditto  ... ..  50 0
ditto  ...  40 0 0 30 0
FTomivead  ... ..  120 0
C.,t'di. ,i 1 ... 8() 0 n 21  ()
:l,..u. -„a t It10 0
Cundittenal ...I ... ...
0 ... 2nd 17 3 9
0 519 3 0 7th 1910 0
0 600 0 0 6th 17 10 0
0 140 0 0 7th 8 0 0
0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
t)
... l1ith 7 1 0
0 .j" h 2 1 , 0
6U7 0 0 6tl l 1213  6
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IPSWICH  DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No.
Lessee.
2887  1 Adcock,  Herbert Henry
1078 Ahearn ,  James ...
2515 Ahearn, n....
2549 Ahearn, P.
*3950 Ahearn, Julia ...
3877 Ahern. Hugh ...
*4143 Ditto ...
4651 Alcorn , Wm. ...
4064 Alcorn ,  David ...
3832 Alford, Thomas ...
1835 Ditto ...
2700 Ditto
2863 Ditto ...
*3415 Andersen, N. C.
*3682 Anderson ,  James John
1179 Andrews ,  Richd. ...
606 Ditto ... ...
4195 Ditto ... ...
*4397 Ditto ...
*4111 Andrisen ,  Tue ...
*3550 Archinald ,  John ...
*3857 Ditto ... ...
1899 Argow ,  Herman ...
366 Armstrong ,  John ..,
3183 Arndt, Carl ... ...
2416 Arndt, C.
2270 Arndt, W. ...
*3391 Atkin ,  John ... ...
2895 Auld, William ...
2894
2231
1795
t3952
2690
2392
*4312
3493
3410
2767
*4277
*4278
*4174
*3155
3019
*42662687
Ditto
Austin, W. H.
Aylott, Win.
Baalam, John
Backer, Jacob
Bade, F. ...
Bade, J. ...
Badrick. Thomas
Bailey, Joseph
Baker, AlfredDitto  ...
Ditto ...
Ball, Luke ...
Ballinger, Charles
Bandidt. Albert
Ditto
Band, Wilhelm
2174 Bank New South Wales
2175
2176
13'3
*4 L56
142
143
2271
*3586
3003
516
2869
2107
1838
23912279
*3312
3 366
3367
*3855
3568
20552134
1060
1061
1062
2253
2194
t2880
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ,., ...
Ditto ... ...
Baralch. Geo. ...
Barlow,  Denis ...
Ditto ...
Barnhagen, H. ...
Bartliolomai , Adam...
Ditto .. ...
Bartlett. Wm.
Bartz, August ...
Bates, W.
Beasley, John
Becker, J. ...
Beckmann, C. ...
Beduhn, Wilhelm ...
Beer, John ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Beitzel,  Rudolph ...
Belcher, Joseph ...
Belcher, Jos. ..
Bell, J. P. and J. A.
Ditto ...
Ditto
Bell, J. ...
Bell, J. A. ...
Ditto ...
Nature of selection.
... Conditional ...
... ditto
Homestead,  187")
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Homestead, 1875
... ditto ,..
... Conditional ...
... , Homestead
...... Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
... Homestead
... Homestead,1872
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead, 1875
... Homestead
.... ditto
... 1 Conditional ...
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
.. Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
.. Homestead ...
.. Homestead, 1872
.. ditto ...
.. Homestead. 1875
Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
.. Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
Pre-emptive onCress brook ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive,
Buaraba Run
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
20 0 0
120 0 0
40 0 0
71 0 0
120 0 0
40- 0 0
30-0  0
160 0 0
130 0 0
60 0 0
125 0 0
39 0 0
25 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
65 0 0
30 0 0
30 0 0
50 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
I
0
0
0
1 -
I-A. B. P. A. B. p.80 0 0 45 0 0 5th 1
20 0 0 90 0 0 9th
200 0 0 ' 6th
80 0 0 ' ... 6th
3rd I
275 -0 0 ... 3rd
16 0 0 ... 1 2nd
178 0 0 1 10th
100 0 0  .. 1 2nd
130 0 0 1 316 2 0 3rd
640 0 0 1.751 2 0 7th
600 0 011,652 2 0 5th
250 0 0  61.4  2 0 5th
80 0 0 I 3rd
640 0 0 .., 3rd
8th
80 0 0 124 0 0 9th 1
174 0 0 ...  2nd
... ... 2nd
... ... 2nd
... 3rd
...
320 0 0 3rd
7th
305 0 0 ' , .. 10th '
91 0 0 ... 4th
70 0 0 ... 6th
50 0 0 ... 6th
... ... 3rd
95 0 0 1 ... 5th
195 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 160 0 0
20 0 0 ... 62  0 0
102 0 0 438 0 0 ...
100 0 0' 39 0 0
64 0 0 65 3 0
...
40 0 0 ... ...
80 0 0 .., •,•
30 0 0 100 0 0 , ...
40 0 0 75 0 0 ,..
80 0 0 445 0 0 ...
... ... 61{1 0 0
10 0 0 ... 72 3 0
... 640 0 0
40 0 0 59 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ...
150 0
150 0
100 0
60 0
40 0
40 0
200 0 0 415 0 0
3C0 0 0 551 0 0
300 0 0 408 0 0
1,225 0 0 2,315 0 0
100 0 0
180 0 1 40 0 00
0
20 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0
10 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
4'! 0 0
13 0 0
110 0 0
86 0 0
66 0 0
200 0 0
120 0 0 ' 280 0 0
116 0 0 1 .,.
65 0 0
20 0 0 72 0 0
20 0  0  140 0 0
40 0 0 ' ...
55 3 30
60 0 0 ...
95 0 0 ., .
100 0 0 540 0 0
... 1
20 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
80 0 0
277 0 0
75 1 0
77 0 0
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
5 7 0
4 15 0
12 7 6
2 18 4
1 10 0
19 6 3
Balance due
£a-d,
0 10 0
11 9 0
2 10 0
16 13 0
87 16 0
81 1 6
32 7 6
2 0 0
24 0 0
9 7 6
7 2 0
4 7 3
0 4 9
2 15 0
3 0 0
8 0 0
4 17 6
15 5 0
6 16 0
1 8 9
0 10 5
3 0 0
3 2 6 012 0
5th 4 17 6
6th 6 10 0
7th 3 1 0
3rd 24 3 2
6th 6 4 0
6th 8 2 0
2nd 1 5 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 3 12 6
5th 5 16 3
2nd 11 6 11
2nd  1  8 0 0
2nd 1 18 8
4th 16 0 0
5th , 2 19 6
2nd I 2 3 9
5th I 2 15 0
I
6th
6th
6th
9th
2nd
10th
10th
6th
3rd
5th
9Lh
5th
7th
7th
6th
6th
4th
4th
4th
3rd
3rd
7th
27 17 6
40 0 6
32 14 0
123 12 6
2 1 8
4 18 0
4 6 0
0 10 6
5 0 0
14 10 0
7 6 u
2 3 9
2 16 0
4 10 0
0 11 5
0 11 0
1 10 0
3 2 6
18 10 0
2 0 0
9 3 6
4.18 0
6th ' 2 18 6
160 0 0 1 439 0 30 8th
160 0 01 434 3 16 8th
110 0 0 1 297 120 8th
51 2 0 ... t 6th
1,130 0 0 5,580 0 0 6th
200 0 0 2,060 0 0 5th
21 19 5
21 16 6
15 18 6
0 8 3
201 5 0
61 10 0
fine
+0 3 0
0 4 7
0 1 2
4 0 0
1 0 0
623
4-1
Begister
No.
I
3723 Bell, Joshua Peter ...
3724 Ditto ... ...
*3748  Ditto ... ...
2797 Bell, J. P.
2777 Ditto ...
2626 Ditto ... ...
3041 Ditto ... ...
*4347 Ditto
3406 Benson, J. L.
3442 Ditto ...
1324 Bergman, Carl
1898 Ditto .
2085 Bergin, Denis
3326 Ditto ..
t3330 Ditto ...
2551 Bergin, D.
2590 liergin T.
580 Bergmann, Carl
2271 Berlin, C. F....
*3165 Berlin, William
4096 Berlin, C. F. E.
4097 Ditto ... ... ...
1908 Best, John ... ...
2325 Beutel, C.
$2806 Bielke, Ernest ...
719 Bigge, Francis Edward
721 Ditto ...
722 Ditto ... ... ...
723 Ditto ... ... ...
2307 Bigge, Bigge, and Bowman
2308 Ditto ... ... ...
2309 Ditto ... ... ...
*4342 Birch, James ... ...
3032 Birch, Isabella ...
1320 Birch, Thomas ...
633 Bindley, William ...
971 Ditto ...
3319 Bjerke, Theodor ...
2118 Blacker, Joseph ...
2143 Ditto ... ...
2923 Ditto ... ..,
1370 Blake, John ... ...
1494 Ditto
2465 Blaine, J.
2020 Bland, Robert ...
*4419 Blank, W.
2572 Blank, Carl ... ...
2562 Blank, Chrn. ...
*3925 Blank, Christian ...
3709 Blank, Lousia ...
2561 Blank, W.
3099 Blas, Gustav ...
3101 Bliesner, August ...
361 Blundell, Patrick ...
1825 Bock, Claus ... ...
2753 Bohr Wilhelm ...
*42K8 Booth, C. H.
x4346 Bolingbroke, W. H.
*2743 Borchert, Wilhelm...
2848 Bourke, John ...
2272 Bourke, J.
740 Bourke, Thomas ... ...
1342 Ditto
*4159 Ditto ... ...
325 Bourke, Richard ...
*3585  Ditto ...
*3048 Bowman, Fredk. M. ...
3119 Ditto ...
*3600 Bowman, Fred. Mac. ...
3704 Bowman, W. M. ...
*3237  Ditto ...
2951 Ditto
950 Ditto, W. MacA. ...
*3527 Boyce, Joseph ... ...
*3695  Ditto ... ...
*4375 Bradfield, Wm.
137 Brand, Charles H....
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural.
A. B. P
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
First (`lass
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
A. B. P. I A .  B. P.I  I fr' a. d. a. d.
15') 0 0 1,450 0 0 3rd 43 15 0
80 0 0 98 0 0 3rd 6 9 0
2,500 0 0 ;ird 62 10 0
100 0 0 502 0 0 5th 17 11 0'
182 0 0 5th 4 11 0
200 0 0 2,330 0 0 6th 68 5 0
20 0 0 153 0 0 4th 4 16 6
140 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
40 0 0 , 91 0 0 3rd 4 7 0 4 11 9
80 0 0 32 2 0
... 20 0 0 79 3 0
20 0 0 82 0 0
80 0 0 320 0 0
20 0 0  100 0 0 520 0 0
... 60 0 0 243 0 0
40 0 0 250 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
.. 80 0 0 1 120 0
50 0 0 50 0 0
30 0 0 70 0 0
30 0 0 70 0 0
50 0 0 ...
90 1 0
15 0 0 25 0 0
70 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 ...
1 3 0
3rd 4 16 6 4 6 11
1 1 9
8th 3 0 0 i
7th 3 1 0
7th 12 0 0
4th 10 10 0
4th 8 12 6
6th 8 5 0
6th 13 15 0 1
9th 7 0 0
6th 0 10 5
4th 217 6
0
0
2nd 2 12 9
2nd 5 0 10
7th 6 16 6
6th 0 5 11
5th 2 5 .  0 10 0
++0 2 6
9th 133 11 0
9th 39 15 0
9th 35 0 0
9th 31 15 0
6th 39 17 6
6th 36 10 0
6th 10 15 0
2nd 1 3 4
5th 3 4 0
8th 5 14 6
9th 6 0 0
9th 2 10 6
4th 2 10 0
7th 6 5 6
6th 2 5 0
6th 4 19 0
8th 8 0 0
8th 23 1 6
6th 7 0 0
7th 3 18 6
2nd 1 7 1
6th 2 18 4
6th 2 18 4
3rd 25 0 0
3rd 16 10 0
6th 2 18 4
4th 2 12 6 0 7 1
4th 1 7 6
10th 10 4 0
7th 3 0 0
5th 2 10 0
2nd 8 11 3
grid 8 0 0
5th 3 10 0
5th 3 0 0
6th 0 5 11
9th 3 17 0
8th 3 15 0
2nd 12 10 0
10th 3 3 0
3rd 3 10 0
4th 50 0 0
4th 16 10 0
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 28 10 0
4th 63 2 6
5th 35 10 0
9th 24 12 6
3rd 4 6 0
3rd 4 14 0
3rd 1 3 4
10th 18 0 0
Conditional ... 400 0 0 950 0 0 2,242 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 400 0 0 640 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 300 0 0 650 0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0 I 200 0 0 570 0 0
Pre-emptive ... 50 0 0 375 0 0 695 0 0
ditto ... 50 0  0  200 0 0 910 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 130 0 0 140 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 40 0 0 47 2 0
ditto ... 15 0 0 . ... 184 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 .. 179 0 16
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 60 1 30
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0
Conditional ... ... 40 0 0 171 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 90 0 0
ditto ... .. 198 0 0
ditto ... ... 159 3 27
ditto ... 140 0 0 ... 502 2 0
ditto ... ... ... 280 0 0
ditto ... ... 30 0 0 97 0 0
ditto ..  ... 325 0 0
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0  80 0  0 ...
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 1,000 0
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 200 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 10 0 0 90 0 0 ...
ditto ... 10 0 0 40 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 20 0 0 174 0 0 ..
ditto 20 0 0 ... 60 0
Homestead .. • ... 100 0 0 ...
ditto, 1872 ... 470 0 0 ...
ditto, 1875 .. 640 0 0
ditto, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... ...
ditto ... 40 1 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 20 0 0 114 0
ditto .. 50 0 0
Homestead, 1875 ... 400 0 0 ...
0
0
0
Conditional ... 23 0 0 ... 57 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 140 0 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 2,000 0 0
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 200 0 0
ditto ...  ...  320 0 0 ...
ditto ... 120 0 0 520 0 0
Conditional ... .. 605 0 0 1,315 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 220 0 0 830 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 120 0 0 564 3 0
ditto ... ... ... 172 0 0
ditto ...  1  ... 188 0 0
Homestead ... + ... 140 0 0
Conditional ... 240 0 0
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Lame..
1064 Brennan , John ...
1532 Ditto ... ...
*4251 Brennan, Thos. ...
775 Brennan ,  Eugene ...
2984 Brennan ,  Catherine...
41 Brennan, MI.
3525 Brennan ,  Thomas
1063 Brennan ,  Thomas1788 Ditto ... ...
'3597  Brighton ,  James ...
2587 Brighton, J....
3844 Brisbane. James
t3698 Brown ,  James ...
2898 Brown ,  John Jones...
2145 Ditto ... ...
2608 Ditto ... ...
3214 Ditto ... ...
1944 Brown , John ...2786  Ditto ... ...
3294 Ditto ... ...
2511 Brown,  J. ... ...
2617 Brown, R. ... ...
226 Ditto ... ...
t2867 Ditto ...
'4058 Brown , J. J. ...
*4281 Ditto ..
nr.' 4412  Brown ,  J.,
R2470 Browning, .
2649 Bruns, Henry
'4044 Brydon, Wm. ...
456 Buchannan ,  James ...
864 Ditto ...
1632 Bugler , Frederick ,.,
3018 Bulow ,  August
2367 Bundrock, C. ...
1657 Bunting ,  Elizabeth ...
1841 Ditto ...
2014 Ditto ... ...
'4376 Bunting, E . ,,. ...
04305 Ditto ...
2404 Bunting , Elizabeth...
2870  Burgess, Thomas ...
*4187 Burgess . Thos. ...
230 Burnett ,  Catherine ...
163 Burnett, Cath. ...
257 Ditto ... ...
*4077  Burns,  Mary ...
'1078  Burns,  Pat. . ...
1715 Burton,  Benj. ...
04285 Burrows, J.... ...
2243 Butterfield, H. ...
2337 Butterfield, C., jun....
2399 Butterfield, C. ...
2344 Butler, J. F.
2834  Butler, John ...
43 Butler , W illiam ...
2893  Ditto junr.
44 Ditto ... ...
2101 Ditto ... ...
*4266 Butler, Wm. ...
*4561 Ditto ... ...
'4339 Butler, Wm. ...
1939 Byrne ,  Francis ...
1205 Caffery, Patrick ...
2697  Cahill,  John... ...
*4172 Cain, M ...
2095 Campbell, John ...
*4298 Campbell, A. D.
787 Campbell,  Alex., and
John
3037  Campbell  and Hay ...
3038  Ditto ...
30'39 Ditto ..
2760 Cannon,  John ,..
2530 C +nn-ii1,  M.... ...
2 29 C  . non, P. ...
18'.1 t. arde , P. F. ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
dittoditto
ditt i
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
30 0 0
10 0 0
Second Clans
Pastoral. Year.
A. B. P.I
200 U u 1 8th
81 2 10 8th
420 0 0 2nd
... 9th
5th
111 2 0 10th
466 0 0 3rd
... ditto ... ... 50 0 0 200 0 0
... ditto  ...  ... 80 0 0 320 0 0
... Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ...
... ditto ... 120 0 0 200 0 0
... Conditional ... ... ... 200 0 0
... ditto ... ... 100 0 0
.., ditto ... 45 3 0 .
ditto ... 50 0 0 203 1 0
Homestead  ... 60 0 0 40 0 0
Conditional ... ... .. 166 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 103 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 200 0 0 390 0 0
ditto
...
83 0 0
Homestead,1872 120 0 0 200 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... ...  44 0  0 40 0 0
...
...
ditto ... 80 0 0 558 0 0
ditto ...  46-0 0
ditto ... ... ... 1000 0 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0
ditto ... .. 80 0 0 ..
ditto 20 0 0 .. 62 0 0
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 520 0 0
ditto ... 15 0 0 ... 176 0 0
ditto ... 53 0 0
ditto ... .. 30 0 0 122 0 0
33 0 0 94 0 0Homestead ...
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 ..
Conditional ... 80 0 0 200 0 0 1,025 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 200 0 0 225 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 60 0 0 180 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 2132 0 0
ditto . ., 400 0 0 2700 0 0
Homestead  ...  49 0  0 62 3 24 ...
ditto ... 44 0 0 ...
Conditional  ...  120 0  0 25 2 0 ...
ditto ... 243 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  100 0 0 23 0 0 ...
Homestead , 1875 80 0 0
ditt 80 0 0
ditto ... 124 0 0 ...
.Conditional ... 200 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0  32  0 0 ...
ditto ... 20 0 0 21 0 0 ...
ditto ... 10 0 0 10 0 0 ...
ditto ... 25 0 0 75 0 0 ...
ditto ... 35 0 0 88 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 20 0 0  67 0  0
ditto ... 40 0 0 50  0 0 297 0 0
ditto ... 5 0 0 17 0 0 95 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 100 0 0 540 0 0
..
150 0 0ditto.., ... ... .
ditto  ... ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ...  ... ... 500 0 0
ditto ... 38 0 0 84 0 0
ditto ...  30 0 0 40 0 0 232 2 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ,.. ...
Homestead,  1872 210 0 0
Conditional  ...  20 0 0 60 0 0
0 0 ...Homestead , 1875  ...  200
Pre-emptive.
x2 7 6
8th 7 10 0
7th 12 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
6th 13 15 0
3rd 5 0 0
3rd
5th 3 9 0
6th 7 12 0
6th 2 19 7
4th 4 3 0
7th 311 6
5th 23 10 0
4th 2 1 6
6th 12 17 6
6th 3 10 0
10th 3 4 0
5th 17 13 5
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 12 10 0
2nd 0 16 8
6th 4 0 0
5th 3 1 0
2nd 28 10 0
10th 5 10 6
9th 3 19 6
8th 4 11 0
5th 3 11 9
6th 0 15 0
7th 41 12 6
7th 19 7 6
7th 10 10 0
2nd 2 13 4
2nd 22 4 2
6th 87 10 0
5th 3 7 9
2nd 0 16 6
10th 10 6 0
10th 18 6 0
10th 8 13 0
2nd 3 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
7th 9 6 0
2nd 2 10 0
6th 1 18 6 0
6th 0 6 4
6th 0 5 2
6th 0 14 0
5th 3 10 3
10th 2 13 6
5th 12 18 6
10th 3 12 0
7th 21 10 0
2nd 2 3 9
2nd 1 3 4
2nd 5 4 2
7th 7 1 0
8th 10 1 6
5th 3 0 0
2nd 6 4 0
7th 3 0 0
2nd 3 15 0
WivenhoeRun 300 0 0 600 0 0 302 0 0 9th 60 1 0
Pre-em tive,
leased half
Wivenhoe ... 80 0 0 274 0 0 5th 10 17 0
ditto 40 0  0 100 0 0 300 0 0 5th 15 10 0,,, .06
ditto  ... 40 0 0 340 0 0 1,368 0 0 5th 54 4 0
Homestead  ... 80 0 0  ... ...  5th 3 0 0
ditto 40' 0 0 80 0 0  ... 6th 2 12 6
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0  ("11  2 i2 R
COLdiLiOLal ... 40 0 0 t  85 1  16 ' i  X11 7 l; U
Agricultural. Pirst ClansPastoral.
P .  A. B. P.
5U U 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
117 0 0
100 0 16 0 0
Rent. Balance due
E i. d. ( E . d
7 10 0
4 1 0
8 9 2
5 17 0
0 15 6
4 6 0
12 3 0 9 9 9
3 2
meter
.ro. Lessee.
t r
2612 Carding Frederick ...
1330 Carpendale, Alex. Victor
2911 Ditto ... ..
2942 Ditto ... ...
*3943 Ditto ...
*3993 Carmody, Martin ...
*3771 Carew, Patk. ...
3492 Carless , John ...
2184 Casey, W. .. ...
3140 Cavenagh, James ...
*4198 Cavenagh, J. ...
04192 Ditto ...
3322 Cavenagh , William
986 Chalk,  Maria ...
877 Chapman, Fred.
3533 Chapman, Geo. Fred.
3534 Ditto ... ...
3511 Ditto ...
2432 Chatterton, T. ...
1764 Cheyne, Charles ...
3255 Chikotski, Valentin
1520 Chislet t, George ...
712 Christie, Michael ...
2860 Ditto ..
2961 Christensen, Christen
t3627 Clarke, Henry ...
4414 Clarke, F.
3675  Clark, Mary Elizabeth
1165 Clegg, William ...
*4348 Clem, George ...
1718 Cle n, K. ... ...•
2015 Clifford, C. ...
*4237  Ditto ...
2009 Clifford, James
*4249 Clifford, P. ...
2010 Clifford, Patrick ...
2615 Ditto ... ..
*3516 Coates, .James .
2~54 ( oaten, Samuel ...
03841  Cole,  Jas. Jonathan
168 Collett, Edwin ...
1308 Coleman,  Daniel ...
233o Coleman, D.... ...
1987 Ditto ... ...331)2 I I )itto ...
711 Colemar, William ...
21 35 Coley, Philemon ...
2265 Colledge, G.. ...
2443 Collingwood,
*4368 Collingwood, J.
04066 Collingwood, Isaac ...
*3798 Colli'.s, Edward ...
2519 Collins, E.
*4221 Collins, William
2521  Collins, W. ...
3764 Condon, John
*4188 Connellan, L.
3601 Conroy, Hugh
1081 Ditto ... ...
907 Ditto ...
3163 Conroy, William ...
3324 Ditto ...
1181 Connolly, John ...
2633 Ditto .
t3880 Connolly, Margaret
1478 Connellan, Lucius R.
1996 Ditto ... ...
1239 Cook, John ... ...
21-i2 Cook, .1., sen. ...
1094 Cook, .Joseph ...
178') Cook, Joseph,  jun....
3626 Cook, Phoebe ...
3029 Cook, William, sen.
560 Cooper, James ...
1989 Ditto ... ...3746 Cooper, Samuel ...
t3731 Corcoran, Edward ...
4037 Ditto ...
1284 Corcoran, M. ...
1569 C ite no ,  Martin ...
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Nature of Selection.
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... Homestead - ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto
,,. Homestead, 1872
dii to, 1875
... ditto ..,
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
.., ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ..
Conditional
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Hi-mestead,1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional .
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
.., ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Homestead,1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
1l omestead,1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional .. ,
ditto ,..
Pfrst visas
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
Rent.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B . P. I  I £ .. d.
Balance due.
£ 8.d.
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 2 1 3
40 0 0 206 1 0 ... Sth 13 6 5
40 0 0 387 1 0 ... 5th 22 8 0
40 0 0 309 3 0 ... 5th 18 10 0
120 0 0 150 0 0 ... 3rd 28 10  0
... 100 0  0 ... 2nd 2 10 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
40 0
...
152 0 0 3rd 4 2 0
80 0 0 100 0 0 140 0 0 6th 14 10 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
280 0 0 ... 2nd 7 17 6
30 0 0 ... 2nd 016 11
120 0 0 200 0 0 4th 16 10 0
200 0 0 9th 5 0 0
200 0 180 0 0 9th 5 10 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
,,, 103 0 0 3rd 211 6
,., 98 0 0 3rd 2 9 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 6th 3 0 0
100 0 0 ... 7th 5 0 0
25 0 0 75 0 0  ... 4th 2 16 3
100 0 0 200 0 0 350 0 0 8th 26 5 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 180 0 0 9th 11 0 0
61 3 0 ... 5th 1 11 0
10 0 0 50 0 0 ... 5th 1 12 6
38 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 14 5
.. 1 20 0 0 ... 2nd 0 10 0
120 0 0 520 0 0  ... 3rd 28 10 0
... 20 0 0 144 3 22 8th 4 12 1
63 0 0 .. 2nd 010 6
150 0 10 0 0 55 0 0 7th 3 0 0
50 0 0 50 0 0 220 0 0 7th 11 15 u
..  100 0 0. 2nd 1 9 2
0 0 270 0 050 7th 9 6 0
80 0 Q 2nd 1 3 4
50 0 0 270 0 0 7th 9 5 0
010 0 40 0 0 ... 5th 1 7 6.
35 0 0 ... 3rd 0 17 6
046 0 .., 5th 1 14 6
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
98 0 0 10th 7 7 0
90 0 0 100 0 0 8th 7 0 0
20 0 0 22 1 0 ... 6th 0 6 7
600 0 0 2,117 0 0 7th 82 18 6
200 0 0  734 0 0 4th 28 7 0
...
611 0 0 9th 15 5 6
040 0 80 0 0 5th 3 10 0
... 95 0 0 6th 2 7 6
80 0 0 6th 1 15 0
40 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
1000 0 3rd 3 15 0
120 0 0 2(10 0 0 6th 12 7 6
96 0 0 2nd 2 8 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 6th 12 7 6
25 0 0 55 0 0 3rd 2 6 3
110 0 0 2nd 2 1 3
120 0 0 516 0 0 3rd 28 7 0
20 0 0 40 0 0 108 0 0 8th 6 4 0
100 0 0 140 0 0  425 0 0 9th 23 2 6
320 0 0 4th 8 0 020 0  0 80 0 0 4th 3 11 0
80 0 0 ... ... 8th 6 0 0
67 2 0 ... ... 6th 6 2 C
71 0 0 ... 3rd 1 9 5
2') 0 0 120 0 0 89 0 0 8th 9 14 6
40 0 0 100 0 0 260 0 0 7th 14 10 0
200 0 0 ... 8th 15 0 0
40 0 0 61 320 ... 6th 6 2 0
'40 0 0 140 0 0 ... 8th 10  0 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 ... 7th 6  10  0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 3rd 16 10 0
86 0 0 6th 6 9 0
200 0 0  1,291 2 34 9th 42 6 0
40 0 0- 293 0 0 7th 10 6 6
120 0 0 200 0 0 .., 3rd 1610 0
120 0 0 196 0 0 ... 3rd 15 7 0
•
263 0 0 2nd 9 17 3
10 0 0 1500  0 8th 410 0
77 0 0 ... 8th 5 16 6
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Bevis' er
\o Lessee.
t3896 Coveney, Bartholomew
*3898 Coveney, Thomas'
*3689 Cowan, William
2227 Cowan. W., jun. ...
2257 Ditto ... ,,,
*4225 Ditto ...
*4212 Cowan,  M. L.
2605 Cowell, C.
...
2606 Cowell, E. ..
*3708 Cox, Alexander
2713 Cox, John ...
2736 Coyne, Patrick
3879 Coyne, William
1495 Crace, Edward K.
2610 Crack, W.
2763 Crane, Daniel
2772 Crane, Daniel,  jun....
*424.5 Crawford, W.
3352 Creedy, Dennis Joseph
Nature o1 Selection.
... Homestead,1875
... ditto ..
... ditto ...
... Conditicnal ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1875
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
`2233 Creedy, Denis
1185 Creedy, John ...
251 Ditto ... ...
2632 Creedy, Mary ...2712  Ditto ... ...
404 Cribb, Benjamin ...
481 Ditto ... .
601 Cribb, Thomas Brideson
3289 Ditto
2141 Crossow, C....
18.1 Crossthwaite, Robert
*4139 Crow, John ... ...
*2237 Cufle, G.
743 Culhan, John
1844 Cummins, Patrick J.
1843 Cummins, William ...
1292 Cumner, William ...
*3567 Currie, Thomas ...
*3484 Curtis, Edward ...
*4284 Ditto
*3375 Dahms, A. F. Hermann
*4254 Dale, Patrick ...
1256 Daly. John ... ,,,
*4081 Ditto ... ,..
2664 Damm, Henry ...
*3840 Daniells, William ...
*3686 Ditto ,..
7.41 Daniels, Wiliiam ,..
2247 Daniels, W.... ...
4165 Dargusch, A. ...
2235 Dart, J. ...
145 Darker, Richd. Thomas
*3870 Davenport, Jos. ...
*3871 Ditto ... ...
3217 Davis, George ... ,,.
250 Ditto ... ...
t3485 Davis, John ... ...
*4283 Ditto ... ...
2566 Ditto ,., ...
*3816 Day, Denis ... ... ...
2053 Dee, William L. ...
2701 Degen, Hermann ...
3016 De Graves, Joseph... ...
363 Denman, James ... ...
955 Denman, Emanuel ... ...
3143 Ditto  ... ...
2412 Denman, E... ...
707 Denman, Joseph ... ...
*4164Denning, Henry ... ...
2338 Devin, P. ...
2513 Dickfos, A. ..
3523 Dickfos, Carl .., ...
3864 Dickens, S. ..
2512 Dickfos, C. ... ...
*4144 Ditto ... ...
2574 Dickfos, J. , , . ...
965 Dickens, Samuel ... ...
t3679 Ditto ,., ..
3281 Dickman, Christn.... ....
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead
Conditional ,..
Homestead ...
'Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
Agricultural. First Class
ra.,toral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent  Balance aaA i
A. B. P. I A.  B. P. ' A. B. P. I
60 0 0 140 0 0 3rd
120 0 0 160 0 0 ,., 3rd
120 0 0 520 0 0 ... 3rd
... 50 0 0 271 0 0 , 6th
... 40 0 0 260 0  0  6th
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd
80 0 0 .:. ... 2nd
15 0 0 24 3 0 ... 6th
15 0 0 -23 0 0 ...
40 0 0
30 0 0  70-0  0
80 0 0
80 0 0
7 0 0 201:50 0 0 450 0 0  570*
60 0 0 40 O 0 .,.
50 0 0 ... ...
... 35 0 0 ...
... 640 0 0 ...
... 50 0 0 100 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 41 1 0 ...
ditto ... ... 50 0 0 100 0 0
Homestead 1 40 0 0 ... ...
Conditional ... 42 0 0
ditto ... 151 1 27
ditto ... 100 0 0 66 1 0 ...
ditto ... 200 0 0
ditto ... ... 360 0 0 503 0 32
Homestead ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 10 0 0 20 0 0 79 0 0
Homestead, 1875 450 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 30 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 45 0 0 50 2 0
ditto ... 128 0 0 ... ..,
ditto 122 0 0
ditto 20 0 0 71 0 0 .,.
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... ... 150 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 20 0 0
Homestead ... ... 49 3 0 ...
Conditional ... .. . ... 160 0 0
ditto ... ... 240 0 0
ditto ... ... 240 0 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 ,..
Homestead, 1872 19 0 0 81 0 0  ...
ditto ... ... 450 0 0 ..
Conditional ... 10 0 0 40 0 0 150 0 0
Homestead, 1872 10 0 0 26 0 0
Homestead ... 14 0 0 160 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 20 0 0 157 3 0
ditto ... ... 121 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 50 0 0 50 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 100 0 0 ,..
ditto 40 0 0 .. 104 0 0
ditto .. ... 89 0 0
diito ... ... ... 147 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 20 0 0
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 200 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 22 0 0 65 0 0 ...
ditto 20 0 0 80 0 0 133 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 56 3 30
ditto ... 10 0 0 31 2 0 ..
Conditional ... ... 40 0  0 7 3  0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 100 0 0 119 0 0
ditto ...I 10 0 (1 57 0 0 28 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 40 0 0 110 0 0
ditto ... ... 100  0 0 143 0 0
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 24 0 0 ,,.
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 103 0 0 ...Homestead, 1875!  80 0 0 156 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 180 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional ... 70 (l 0 50 0 0
Homestead.1872 40 0 0 1 280 0 0
Homestead  ... ! 20 0 0 , 100 0 0
57 0 0
£ s. d.
5 14 6
2 10 0
28 10 0
9 5 6
8 10 0
16 0 0
2 0 0
1 3 9
6th 1 0 18 11
3rd 3 0 0
5th 3 5 0
5th 3 0 0
3rd 3 0 0
8th 48 0 6
6th 2 19 7
5th 3 15 0
5th 0 17 6
`'2nd 14 0 0
£:.d.
0 6 9
+0 1 9
4th 5 0 0 1 7 1
$0 6 10
6th 0 5 0
8th 3 3 0
10h 5 0 0
6th 2 0 0
5th 3 3 0
10th 11 7 7
10th 10 17 0
-9th , 5 0 0
4th 30 12 0
6th 2 16 8
7th 3 14 6
2nd 13 12 9
6th 0 1 3
9th 3 10 4
7th 9 12 0
7t'i 9 3 0
8th 5 1 0
3rd 2 10 0
3rd 3 15 0
2nd 2 5 0
3rd 1 5 0
2nd 2 6 8
8th 6 0 0
2nd 6 0 0
5th 2 15 03rd 2 14 9
3rd 16 7 6
9th 6 10 0
6th O 5 11
2nd 2 12 11  1
6th 6 8 6
10th 6 1 0
3rd 3 2 6
3rd 7 10 0
4th 5 12 0
10th 2 4 6
3rd 3 10 11
2nd 2 5 0
6th 13 15 0
3rd 4 18 0
7th 8 16 6
5th 2 18 3
5th 1 3 6
10th 3 16 6
9th 9 9 6
4th 4 6 0
6th 510 0
9th 8 11 6
2nd 4 3 4
6th 0 4 10
6th 2 12 6
3rd 7 12 3
3rd 11 17 0
6th 4 10 0
2nd 2 10 0
! 6th 2 18 4
9th 9 3 6
3rd 12 8 9
4th 3 5 0
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Lessee.
2320 Dieckmann, A. F. ...
3448 Dieckmann, Carl ...
112318 Dieckmann, C. ...
2319 Dieckmann, C. F. ...
2739 Dineen, John ...
*3420 Dobbie, William ...
899 Ditto .
*4158 Dobbie, Dennis
2746 Doherty, Thomas ...
*2790  Ditto
*3498 Domjahn, Julius ...
3148 Domrow, Fred. ...
2969 Donald, John Kennedy
1269 Donnelly, John
2816 Ditto ... ...
1358 Ditto ,.. ...
3872 Dooner, Edward ...
2532 Dooner, E. ...
2531  Dooner, Jas.
2921 Dore, Gottfried ...
2721 Dowling, John ...
128 Dowe, Frederick ...
*3809 Doyle, John... ...
2434 Draheim. E. ..
3072 Draheim, Frederick
278 Dray, James... ...
695 Ditto
1115 Dumaresq, Wm. Alex.
*t3203 Dunbar, Lorenz ...
*4053 Duncan, Geo. ...
4213 Duncan, Wm. ...
3378 Dunlop, James ...
*3813  Ditto ... ...
3292 Ditto ...
*4355
1391
2677
243
'4150
*4158
*4291
Ditto .
Dunn, Robert
Dunn, Winnifred
Dwyer, Denis
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
113 'Dwyer, Daniel ,..
2202 Dwyer. P.
2312 Ditto ...
*4401 Ditto ...
2602 Dwyer, D.
3521 Dwyer, Thomas Scott
*4197 Dwyer, James
*4163 Dwyer, Michael ...
2313 Dyer, W. J. ...
3272 Ditto .. ...
3684 Ebert, Jacob ...
3610 Edwards, Geo. ...
592 Edwards, George ...
342 Edwards, Samuel D.
1918 Eggert, Christian ...
2059 Ehrich, .Joachiin ..,
20.35 Eisenmenger, Fred.
2348 Eitel, C.
2557 Eitel, F.
1287 Elliott, Henry H. ...
347 Elliott, Robert
*4234 Elsholz, Wm. ...
2342 Elver, S.
*3437 1 Embrey, Alfred ...
*3436 Ditto ..
t3502 ' Embrey, Richard, junr.
2686 Embrey. Richard ...
346 English, Jas. ...
3023 Engels, August ...
*3859 Enright, Thomas ...
307 Evans, Geo....
3971 Ewin(y, Win.
209 Fahy, Martin ...
*3763 Ditto
210 j Ditto ... ...
1876 Ditto
*2166 Fallon, M.
4191 Falkenhagen, J F. H.
1526 Farrell, John ...
Nature of  Selection .  I Agricultural.
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead,
ditto
... Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
1872
Homestead, 1872
ditto ... i
.., ditto
.., Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead, 1875
:: Conditional
...ditto
ditto ,..
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
... Homestead, 1875
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1875
... ditto ..
... Homestead ..,
... Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
.., ditto ...
... Conditional ...
ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
.. Homestead
. ditto
... Conditional
.., ditto
... Homestead
... ditto
.,. Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
... Homestead,
... Conditional
... ditto
.,, ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
First Class
Panto, al.
Sec,)nd  01 a.s I Year.
I'aotoral.
A. R. P. 1 A.  R. P. f A. R. P.
160 0 04,0
0 0 60 0 0 ..,
160 0 0
20 0 0 83 0 0 ...
80 0 0
120 0 0 ..
... 100 0 0 1,132 2 0
80 0 0 20 0 0
49 0 0 ...
40 0 0 31 0 0 ...
120 0 0 ...
30 0 0 70 0 0 ...
40 0 0 144 1 0
100 0 0 .,. ...
120 0 0
51 3 30 ... ...
120  0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
15 0 0 85 0 0 ...
10 0 0 17 1 0 ...
300 0 0 1 35 3 0 ...
325 0 0 ...
20 0 0 80 0 0 ...
25 0 0 ... 75 0 0
10 0 0 1 20 0 0 130 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0
340 0 0 1,360 0 0 1,523 0 3
... 124 0 0
94 0 0 406 0 0 ...
... .. 100 0 0
... 50 0 0 790 0 0
.. .. 200 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
... ... 240 0 0
640 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
40 0 0 200 0 0 180 0 0
300 0 0
... 360 0 0'
40 0 0 80 0 0 ...
20 0 0 50 0 0 29 0 0
50 0 0 250 0  0  421 0 0
160 0 0
140 0 0
51 3 0
102 0 0
640 0 0
2t0 0 0
160 0 0
80 0 0
120 0 0  52o "'O  0
120 0 0 200 0 0
30 0 0 76 0 0 230 0 0
80 0 0 ..
20 0 0  ...  62 0 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 1 139 0 7
10 0 0 20 0 0 83 1 0
20 0 0 27 0 0 ...
15 3 0 1 20 0 0 ...4A) 0 0 150 0 0 2,419 0 0
20 0 0 ... 81 2 0
100 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0
••
80 0 0
120 0 0 1
20 0 0 98 0 0 ...
48 3 12
... 86 0 0
20 0 0 ... 101 0 0
100 0 0 480 0 0 ..
5 0 0 17 0 0 205 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 221 0 0
30 0 0 370 0 0 202 1 22
... ... 220 0 0
59 0 0
... 30 0 0 170 0 0
40 0 0
250 0 0
153 2 0 ..,
Dent. i a•uc hie
£ s.  d. ( £ s. d.
6th 4 0 0
3rd 6 0 0
6th 0 12 6
6th 1 0 0
5th 3 0 0
3rd i 3 0 0
9th 33 6 6
2nd 3 15 0
5th 1 4 6
5th 2 5 6
3rd , 3 0 0
4th  2 17 6
5th 5 12 6
8th 1 7 10 0
5th 9 0 0
8th 3 13 0
3rd 9 n i  
6th 212  6
6th 2 12 6
5th 213 9
5th 1 0 16 6
10th 24 6 0
3rd 12 3 9
6th 1 12 1
4th 3 15 0
10th 5 0 0
9th 3 0 0
8th 131 11 6
4th
2nd 22 5 6
2nd 1 5 0
3rd 22 5 0
3rd 5 15 0
4th 7 10 0
2nd 2 0 0
8th 17 6 6
5th 3 5 10
10th 17 10 0
2nd 6 5 0
2nd 11 5 0
2nd 13 0 0
10th 4 14 6
6th 26 15 6 1
6th 1 0 0
2nd 0 11 8
6th 3 18 0
3rd 5 2 0
2nd 18 0 0
2nd 7 10 0
6th 1 0 0
4th 6 0 0
3rd 28 10 0
3rd 16 1. 0
9th 11 16 0
10th 4 0 0
7th 3 1 0
7th 4 14 2
7th 3 17 0
6th 0 - 4
6th 1 2 0
8th 70 19 6
10th 311 0!
2nd 1 13 4
6th 0 18 9
3rd 2 0 0i
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 2 18 8
5th 313 61
10th 2 3 0
Uth 4 0 6
3rd 25 10 0
10th 6 7 0
3rd 8 0 6
10th 25 16 6
3rd 5 10 0
10th 4 8 6
7th 5 15 0
6th 6 5 0
2nd 2 5 0
8th 7 14 0I
e28
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6eltister
,No. Lessee. Nature of Selection. AgrieulturaL First classPastoral. Second ClaraPastoral. Year . I Rent. Balr,.y': lne,v
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B. P. £ a.  d. £ a. d.
.. 400 0 0 3rd 15 0 0
12 0 0 14 0 0 6th 0 5 4
25 0 0 72 0 0 7th 3 1 0
15 0 0 ... 77 2 0 3rd 3 1 6
60 0 0 ... 28 3 0 10th 5 4 6
40 0 0 38 0 0 ... 9th 3 19 0
... 320 0 0 ... 2nd 10 0 0
... 50 0 0 350 0 0 3rd 11 5 0
... ... 200 0 0 9th 5 0 01
.. 200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
.. 640 0 0 .. 2nd 24 0 C
40 0 0 30 0 0 132 0 0 8th 7 10 0
... ... 2,000 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
40 0 0 140 0 0 4si3 0 0 8th 2l 11 6
,.. 140 0 0 3rd  3 10 0
640 0 0 grid 16 0 0
...
.
303 0 0 3rd 7 11 6
20 0 0 60 0 0 5th 2 10 0
20 0 0 .. 82 3 0 8th 3 11 6
.. 600 0 0 ... 3rd 22 10 0
40 0 0 ... ... 5th 1 10 0
120 0 0 520 0 0 ... 3rd 28 10 0
,,, 80 0 0 96 0 0 7th 6 8 0
200 0 0 9th 5 0 0...
40 0 0
...
5 0 0 40 0 0 10th 4 5 0
120 0 0 520 0 0 ... 3rd 28 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 40 0 0 8th 8 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 40 0 0 8th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 40 0 0 7th 8 0 0
80 0 0 400 0 0 845 0 0 8th 47 2 6
.. 450 0 0 919 0 0 6th 45 9 6
40 0 0 1,100 0 0 2.824 0 0 6th 148 2 0
80 0 0 141 0 0 300 0 0 6th  20 11 0
... ... 520 0 0 2nd 7 11 8
... ... 1,040 0 0 2nd 6 10 0
30 0 0 150 0 0 320 0 0 4th 17 15 0
80 0 0 300 0 0 809 0 0 5th 41 4 6
50 0 0 200 0 0 610 0 0 5t 1 i 29 0 0
90 0 0 410 0 0 3rd 22 2 6
.. 50 0 0 253 0 0 6th 8 16 6
56 2 0 ... 7th 4 5 6
120 0 0 40 0 0 9th 11 0 0
... 100 0 0 95 0 0 8th 7 7 6
60 0 0 ... 1. 1,  1 10 0
146 0 16 ... 9th 7 6 10
20 0 0 95 0 0 ... 2nd 0 7 5
,.. 20 0 0 ... 4th  0 10 0
... 80 0 0 ... 3rd  2  0 0
... 100 0 0 ... 3rd  2 10 0
20 0 0 30 0 0 .. 4th 1 10 0
.., 80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
... 120 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
20 0 0 78 0 0 8th 6 8 0
... ,,. 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
10 0 0 140 0 0 ... 7th 3 17 6
40 0 0 80 0 0  .
80 0 0 320 0 0
4th 3 10
d 12 03
0
0 2 3 4... r :010 10
200 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
0 0 99  0 2730 9th 3 19 5
20 0 0 57 0 38 10th 2 3 9
30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 5th  2 17 6
640 () 0 3rd 24 0 0
80 0 0 100 0 0 1,050 0 0 6th 37 5 0
200 0 0 992 0 0 6th 34 16 0
100 0 0 689 0 0 6th 22 4 6  4 9 0
1 2 3
148 3 0 9th 7 9 0
20 0 0 30 0 0 127 3 0 5th 6 4 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 70 0 0 7th 3 10 0
80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 16 8
250 0 75 0 0 ... 4th 2  16 3
... 100 0 01 6th 0 17 6
160 0 0 ... 6th
O3o 0 o 168 0 d 7h 1 8 0I , ...
*3865 Faulkner,  Stephen ...
2389 Ferguson, A.
2064 Finch ,  Samuel
3975 Finch, Henry
475 Finney, Hy.... ...
957 Ditto ...
4152 Fischer ,  Paul ..,
3912 Fitzgerald ,  James ...
888 Fitzsimmons ,  Thomas
*4229  Ditto ..
4060 Fleming, Joseph
1603 Flintoff, W....
*4384 Flocher, A. W.
1217 Forbes, Geo. Ed.
*3800 Fluck, James
*4215 Flux, F. E....
3401 Flux, James ...
2771) Flynn, Thomas ...
1264 Flynn, John .. ...
*3849 Fogg, John .. ...
27('3 Fohrenbach, John ...
*3905 Foley,  Patrick
2061  Foote, Joseph ...
602 Ditto ... ...
147 Forbes, Alexander ...
*3676 Forbes,  Alexander, junr.
1105 Forbes, George Ed.
1106 Ditto ... ...
1107 Ditto ... ...
1301 Ditto ...
2377  Forbes, G. E. ...2546  Ditto ... ...
2585 Ditto ... ...
*4267 Ditto ... ...
*4394  Ditto
2965 Fobes and Raff
2966 Ditto ... ...
2967 Ditto ... ...
*3856 Forde,  Thomas ...
2256 Forsyth ,  R... ...
2099 Forsyth ,  Robert ...
535 Foot, J C ...
1305 Foote ,  John Clarke...
3245 Frampton , John ...
614 Fraser ,  Thomas ...
*4405 Freiber  & Co. ...
*3265 Freeman ,  Charles ...
*3400 Freeman ,  John ...
*3387 Freese ,  Henry ..,
3267  Fritz, F. W. ...04169 Frisby, J.
*3496 Frost ,  Edward ,,.
1133 Fullelove ,  Thomas ,,,
*3691 Gadiachki, Thomas
1870 Gall,  Isabella
3285  Gannon, John ...
3961  Gaen, James... ...
4146 Garaner ,  James ...
779 Gardner, Richard ...
4 Ditto
2855 Garlieb, Theodore ...
*3808 Geddes, Richard John
1982 Geddes., William G.
1993 Ditto ... ...
2052 Geddes, William ...
524 Geiger, John ...
2761 Geiger, John Adam...
2033 Geigler, Carl
*4321 Gelin>tki, G.$266 Gendrachofski, Anton
2498  Gerichow, A. ...
2480 (erichow,  X.im  Gvmsn ,  John ,..
{
Homestead, 1875
Homestead  ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto .,.
dittoHomestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Pre-emptive, E.
and W. Colin-
ton ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Mount Stanley
ditto ..
Pre-emptive, ten
years'  lease,
Colinton ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead  ..
ditto, 1872 ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Cdht'lit apt ...
629
2285  German, John ...
2334 Germaine, John ...
*3593 Gibbs, Timothy James
*3595 Ditto ... ...
756 Gill, Charles... ...
2168 Gilliver, Sarah M....
2539  Gilligan, M.... ...
442 Glinn, Thomas ...
3276 Gnech, Jacob ...
4154 Gnech, Rudolph ...
Lessee.
IPSWICH  DISTRICT -continued.
Nature of Selection . Agricultural . First ClassPastoral. Second ChasPastoral. Year. Rent.
L.  R. P.t L.  R. P.
8 2 0 14.3 U  0 . 6th ulJ u
40 0 0 ... 154 0 0 6th 6 17 0
3,800 0 0 3rd 95 0 0
1,200 0 0 3rd 30 0 0
97 0 0 9th 2 8 6
80 0 0 6th 3 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 6th 2 12 6
160 0 0 10th 4 0 0 1
20 0 0 120 0 0 4th 3 15 0
6 0 0 34 0 0 2nd 0 17 11 0 1 6
+0 0 5
20 0 0• 200 0 0 780 0 0 8th 31 0 0
100 0 0 ... 2nd 1 9 2
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
40 0 0 40 1 0 ... 10th 5 1 0
12 0 0 108 0 0 ... 3rd 3 3 0
90 0 0 460 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
30 0 0 60 0 0 ... 4th 410 0 117 6
+0 9 5
41 0 0 77 2 0 ... 6th 0 3 7
100 0 0 10th 5 0 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 79 0 0 8th 4 9 6
140 0 0  ... 2nd 3 10 0
30 0 0 20 0 0 500 0 8th 4 10 0
400 0 0 ... 3rd 15 0 0
660 0 0 ... 2nd 19 5 0
80 0 0 126 1 0 , .. 9th 12 7 0
151 0 0 ... 10th 7 11 0
25 0 0 25 0 0 6th 0 5 2
180 0 0 4th 13 10 0
25 0 0 116 0 0 ... 8th 7 13 6
40 0 0 107 3 15 ... 6th 8 8 0
20 0 0 ... 6th 0 1 8
40 0 0 179 0 0  ... 3rd 9 13 3
10 0 0 25 0 0  60 0 0 5th 3 10 0
160 0 0 ... 2nd 4 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
30 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 1 19 7
30 0 0 113 0 0 9th 7 18
7
0
... 80 0 0 270 0 0 3rd 10 6
... 40 0 0 320 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
.,, 150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
30 0 0 167 0 0 6th 5 13 6
40 0 0 320 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
,,, 639 0 0 3rd 15 16 9
80 0 0 280 0 0 3rd 11 0 0
40 0 0 .. 390 0 0 3rd 12 15 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 2nd 6 0 0
15 0 0 26 0 0 3rd 1 4 3
140 0 0 500 0 0 8th 19 10 0
240 0 0 400 0 0 8th 22 0 0
762 33 6th 1 8 4
50 0 0 550 0 0 6th 16 5 0
40 0 0 20 0 0 157 0 0 5th 718 6
35 0 0 85 0 0 ... 4th 3 8 9
40 0 0 63 2 0 9th 6 4 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 280 0 0 8th 14 0 0
106 2 0 9th 2 13 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 202 0 0 5th 12 1 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 42 0 0 8th 2 6 0
... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
. 3,6000 0 4th 90 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th 2 18 4
40 0 0 290 0 0 ... 9th 17 10 u
85.0 0 9th 4 5 0
80 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
68 120 ... ... 9th 5 3 b
100 0 0 ...
*
2nd 6 17 6
300 0 340 0 0 9th 31 0 00
800 0 81 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
140 0 0 . 2nd 3 10 u
0... 304 0 2nd 7 10 u 0 2 0
... 360 0 0 2nd 3 15 b
.,, 1,280 0 0 2nd 13 6 6
... 3,060 0 0 2nd 31 17 g,
40 0 0 ... 260 0 0 2nd 3 3
120 0 0 430 0 0 ... 2nd 14 13 2
20 0 0 79 3 0
***
5th 2 15 0
... 040 0 0 188 0 4th 6 6 0
1056 Goan, James ... ...
*4255 Goan, Thos.. ... ...
2897 Gobel, Heinreich ... ...
372 Goebel, Michael .
3508 Goldenstein, Wilhelm Hein-
rich ...
3718 Gordon, Alfred Hector ...
*3196 Gordon, Alfred H.... ...
2194 Gordon, R.... ... ...
7 Gorman, John ... ...
1043 Gough, David ... ...
*4017 Ditto ... ...
1146 Gough,  Maurice ... ...
*3867 Grace, William ... ...
*4103 Graham, Thos. .. ...
626 Grant, John ... ... ...
169 Ditto ... ... ...
2295 Gruske, C. ... ...
3164 Green, Thomas ... ...
1030 Ditto ... ...
2884 Ditto ... ...
2286 Greet, Joshua ... ...
t3717 Gregor, Thomas ... ...
2960 Ditto ... ... ...
*4184 Ditto ...
3280 Greinke, Carl ... ...
2580 Gregorek, M. ... ...
826 Grieve, Andrew ... ...
t3570 Grieve, John ...
3569 Ditto ... ... ...
*3545 Ditto ... ... ...
2284 Grieve, J. ... ... ...
3923 Grieve, Robert ... ...
t3546 Grieve, Walter ... ...
3580 Ditto ... ... ...
3581 Ditto ... ... ...
*4166 Ditto ... ... ...39--0 Grunow, W.... ... ...
1332 Gunn, John ... ... ...
1423 Ditto ... ... ...
2374 Ditto ... ... ...
*2591 Ditto ... ... ...
2891 Ditto ... ...
3283 Gurski, Michael ... ...
748 Guth, Johann ... ...
1406 Gutteridge, Joseph ...
714 Ditto ... ... ...
2901 Ditto .. ...
1419 Gutteridge, William J. ...
2740 Hagemann, Andreas ...
*3184 Hagarth, John ... ...
2543 Hall, H. ...
486 Hallam, Peter, un. ...
497 Hallam, Jane E. ... ...
4050 Hallet, Wm. ... ...
624 Hammill,  Samuel ... ...
*4119 Hammond,  Sam. ... ...
884 Hancock, Thomas ... ...
t4100 Ditto .. ...
*4042 Hancock, Thos., junior ...
4043 Ditto ... ... ...
*4315 Ditto ... ... ...
*4316 Ditto ... ... ...
*4314 Hancock, J.... ... ...
*4363 Ditto ... ...
04246  Hannemann , J. ... ...
2989 Hansen,  Hans ... ...
3182  Hansen , Jacob ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto .,,
Conditional ...
Homestead
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead .
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto .
Homestead 1872
Conditional .
Homestead, 1875
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead .
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1875
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Balance doer
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lieglater
N o.
2268
2340
*41)94
2360
2363
2251
*3399
2 2501992
2018
1130
3236
1622
783
125
*3142
t3153
2938
4061
92
2672
2403
2262
1198
1199
1200
806
305 t
3700
3766
*4155
2223
621
t3623
1069
2738
3144
315
1688
4097
*3384
2483
3293
*3452
2822
29:17
2799
3207
3129
2935
3247
*41.04
2843
2146
2011
2414
*4357
1010
331
1839
2433
2390
3556
*3713
2977
*2723
2248
*3351
x`3791
x`4120
1136
1089
296
*3751
3392
2089
*3920
575
893
380
].esteer
Harding, Jas. ...
Harding, Jos. ...
Ditto ...
Harding, Elias ...
Ditto ...
Harris, A. ..
Harris, James ...
Harris, J., jun. ...
Hardgrave, Robert...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Harding, Elias ..,
Harris. William ...
Harris, John, junior
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Harris, George ...
Ditto ...
Harrison , Letitia
Harvey, Ezra
Hauschild, J. H.
Hauser, Heinrich
Hay, G.
Haygarth, John
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Hay, Adam ...
Ditto ...
Hayes, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  .  ...
Heasmann, T. ...
Head, Thomas ...
Heeney, William ...
Heenan, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Heffernan, John
Heeney, Wm.
H eid, Peter ...
Heide, J. H.
Heide, August
Heisner. Gustav
Henderson, John
Ditto
Henderson , Robert...
H erruiann , Carl A. ...
Herrmann, John F.
Herrmann , W. H....
Ditto ...
Hesse,  W. .. ...
Hewlett,  Robert ...
Hickey, H. ... ...
Hickey, William ...
Ditto ...
Silber t, H.
Hill, Henry Edwards
Ditto ..
Himstedt ,  Augustus
Hines, E. ...
Hine,  John ...
Hines, Edwin ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Hine, Thomas ...
Hirnstedt, A. ...
Hjerresen ,  Johan ...
Hoar ,  t'atk .... ...
Hodges, S. ...
fl odgsc,n ,  John ...
Hodgson,  William ...
Hodges, William ...
Hoffmann, Hermann
Hogan, Denis ...
Ditto ... ...
Hogan, James ...
Hogan ,  John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead
Con -l it Tonal
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
... ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
... ditto
.., ditto .
... Homestead, 1875
... Conditional
.., ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional ..
...  If ornestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
.., ditto , .
.., ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto- ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... ditto ...
,,, ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
...
Conditional ...
ditto
... ditto ,..
Agricultural Firs, ClawPastoral.
Beyond Class
Pastoral.
Year. Bent. Balance duel
A.  U. P. I  A.  R. P. I A.  X.  P. I £ s. d. I $ s. d.
25 0 01 75 0 u ... 6th 0 9 4
... 361 0 0 6th 9 0 6
140 0 0 2nd 3 4 2
40 0 0 400 0 0 2,425 0 0 6th 83 12 6
300 0 0 926 0 0 6th 38 9 6
22 0 0 100 0 0 ... 6th 0 11 i
120 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
21 0 0 97 2 20 .. 6th 0 13 4
.  30 0 0 130 0 0 7th 4 15 0
40 0 0 .. 150 0 0 7th 6 15 0
10 0 0 124 0 0  ...  8th 6 19 0
.. 90 0 0 268 0 0 4th 11 4 0
30 0 0 70 0 0 295 0 0 8th 13 2 6
40 0 0 180 0 0 1,425 0 0 9th 47 13 0
150 0 0 1,114 0 0 10th 35 6 6
,,, 143 0 0 4th 3 11 6
. 2,560 0 0 4th 36 18 4
40 0 0 241 0 0 5th 8 4 0
640 0 0 2nd 24 0 0
80 0 0 ... ... 10th 6 0 0
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
30 0 0 20 0 0 ... 6th 013 6
5 0 0 29 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 0
40 0 0 280 0 0 8th 10 0 0
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
80 0 0  223 2 0  8th 9 10 11
400 0 30 0 0 110 0 0 9th 7 5 0
30 0 0 80 0 0 590 0 0 4th 21 0 0
60 0 0 .. 3rd 2 5 0
19 2 35 ... ... 3rd 0 15 0
40 0 0 ... ... 2nd 2 10 0
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 11
80 0 0 59 1 0 9th 9 0 0
54 0 0 93 0 0 ... 3rd 7 4 4
40 0 0 49 2 20 ... 8th 5 10 0
99 3 0 ... .. 5th 7 10 0
... 300 0 0 4th 7 10 0
82 0  () 4th 2 1 0
20 0 0 137 0 25 7th 4 9 0
14. .  0 0 24 2 0 2nd 1 16 6
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
10 0 0 37 0 0 ... 6th 017 4
200 0 100 0 0 4tn 3 5 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
1 0001 60 0 0 106 2 0 5th 6 8 6
40 0 0 200 0 0 542 0 0 5th 2611 0
20 0  0  150 0 0 470 0 0 5th 20 15 0
20 0 0 98 0 0 4th 3 19 0
20 0 0 ... 77 3 16 4th 3 9 0
28 1 0 ... ... 5th 1 1 9
20 0 0 100 0 0 4rd 4 0 0
120 0 0 ... 2nd 0 10 0
13 0  0 11 1 12 ... 5th  0 15  9
78 3 30 .. ... 6th 1 17 4
.. 50 0 0 270 0 0 7th 9 5 0
10 0 0 40 0 0 ... 6th 0 8 6
120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 0 0
60 0 0 29 0 0 ... 9th 5 19 0
666 0 0 10th 16 13 0
20 0 0 140 0 0 240 0 0 7th 14 10 0
40 0 0 130 0 0 6th 5 5 0
50 0 0 ... 56 2 0 6th 5 3 6
170 0 0 3rd 4 5 0
800 0 80 0 0 1 3rd 6 0 0
20 0 0 70 0 0 5th 2 15 0
200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
R00 0 120 0 0 6th 7 0 0
100 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 0 I
60 0 0 1 260 0 0 ... 3rd 14 5 0
502  0
0 ...
2nd 3 8 9
180 0 0 8th 6 0 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 394 0 0 8th 15 17 0
40 0 0 54 0 0 10th 3 7 0
.. .  80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
40 0 0 ... ... 3rd 3 0 0
40 2 0 ... ... 7th 3 1 6
80 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 9th 2 10 0
200 0 0 9th 5 0 0
,,, 40 0 0 150 0 0 10th 6 4 0
631
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Register
No.
I
Lessee.
3918 Hogan, Patk.
1027 Holt, George
2088 Ditto ...
*4231 Holt, G. S. ...
1114 Hope, Louis...
*4218 Ditto ...
*4203 Ditto ...
*4337 Ditto ...
*4344 Ditto ...
2397 Ditto ...
2398  Ditto ...
3094 Ditto ... ...
*4408 Ditto
*3805 Hooper, James
*3811 Horne, Enoch
*4167 Horne, Chas....
*4347 Horne, John... ...
2245 Horton, E.
*3916 Horton, 'T'hos. Price
*3946 Horton, T. P.
*3495 H ousee, John
*2403 Houser,  It.  ..
2912 Hough, Patrick
*4253 Hough, M. ...
*4175 Howard, C. A.
218 Howes, John ...
*3298 Hubner, Johann ...
2791 Huebner, Albert ...
3186  Ditto ...
2927 Hughes, Ephraim ...
*3941
*3939 Hughes,o Wm. ...
*3940 Ditto ...
286 Hughes, John ...
2098 Hughes, Patrick ...
*4252 Humphreys, F. ...
1896 Hunt, Fredk. ...
1979 Hunt, George ...
2266 Hunt, G.
*4116 Hunter, Alex. ...
114x1 Hunter, John ...
2249 Hursthouse, S. ...
459 Hutchinson, Jas.
*3775 Huth, H C. F. ...
1024 Ihle, John Chas.
3006 Ironmonger, F. I ....
3504 Irwin, James ...
3169 Iszlaub, Conrad F....
2557 Itel, Frederick ...
2742 Ivory, Geo. Wm. ...
*3754 Ivory, James ...
3269 Jackson, Peter ...
3137 Jackwitz, Fredk.
4039 Jackson, Win. H.
1225 Jacobs Hy. ...
3223 Jaenke,Johann
2029 Jenkins, J. V. ...
2962 Jessen, J. W. ...
902 Johnston, 'Hamilton
634 Johnston, Wm. ...
2077 Johnson, Geo. ...
1070 Johnson, Jas. ...
2013 Johnson, Thos. ...
2366 Johnson, John ...
*4341 Johnson, Thomas ...
2415 Jones, Jas.
3447
3974
2671
3093
1176
3770
3611
104
*4112
1153
Jones, James
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Jones, John ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Jones, Geo. Leece ...
Jones, Lewis ...
Jorensen, Peter ...
Jost, John P. ...
1529  i Ditto ... ...
Nature  of Selection.
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Pre-emptive,
leased half of
Kilcoy
... ditto ...
... ditto
... Conditional ...
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto .
ditto, 1875
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
... ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... Homestead,  1875
Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... Conditional
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...I
Homestead, 1875
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
.., ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Agricultura l.
A. B. P.
First Class
Pastoral
A. B. P.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Year. Bent
£  S. d.
Balance due
£ a.d
80 0 0  ... 3rd 3 0 0
102 0 0 8th 2 11 0
20 0 0 83 0 0 7th 3 1 6
420 0 0 2nd 8 0 6
300 0 0  1,200 0 0 3,245 0 0 8th 163 12 6
... 120 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
... 950 0 0 2nd 17 16 3
1,900 0 0 2nd 19 15 10
... 565 0 0 2nd 4 14 2
100 0 0 1 1500 0 240 0 0 6th 21 0 0
100 0 0 200 0 0 200 0 0 6th 22 10 0
100 0 0 400 0 0 1,050 0 0 4th 53 15 0
...
.. 200 0 0 2nd 016 8
94 0 0 156 0 0 ... 4th 12 13 0
640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
40 0 0 ... ... 2nd 2 10 0
200 0 0 ... 2nd 210 0
. 160 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
480 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 7 0 0
100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
30 0 0 20 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 1 .. 5th 3 10 0
80 0 0 ... ... 2nd 1 15 0
50 0 0 50 0 0 ... 2nd 2 6 11
.,. 45 0 0 51 0 0 10th 3 10 6
120 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
10 0 0 28 2 0 ... 5th 1 2 0
... 60 0 0 .. 4th 1 10 0
... 347 0 0 5th 8 13 6
. ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
. 80 0 0 3rd 4 0 3
50 0 0 400 0 0 107 0 0 10th 26 8 6
25 0 0 ... 55 0 0 7th 3 5 06400 0 2nd 14 0 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 79 2 0 7th 3 5 0
... 50 0 0 137 3 0 7th 5 19 0
15 0 0 18 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 4
... ... 163 0 0 2nd 314 9
50 0 0 702 0 0 8th 20 1 0
20 0 0 80 0 0  ... 5th 0 9 2
.. ... 100 0 0 10th 2 10 0
... .. 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0 48 2 32 9th , 4 4 6
10 0 0 11 2  0 ... 5th' 0 13 6
60 0 0 ... ... 3rd 4 10 0
12 0 0 38 0 0 ... 4th 1 8 0
15 3 0 20 0 0 ... 6th 0 18 4
10 0 0 140 a 0 ... 5th 1 3 17 6
6,14)  () 0 3rd I 16  () ( ) ,
113 0 ( 4th 2 16 6
80 0 0 ... ... 4th ' 3 0 0
120 0 0 2(o) 0 0 .. 2nd 16 10 0
40 0 0 50 0 0 171 0 0 8th 9 15 6
30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 4th 3 7 6
50 0 0 250 0 0 1 7th 8 15 0
10 0 0 50 0 0  ... 5th 1 12 6
100 0 0 42 0 0 30 0 0 9th 10 7 0
56 0 0 40 2 0  ... 9th 6 5 0
35 0 0 1030 0 7th 4 6 6
0 0 -40 0 0 228 060 0 8th 12 4 0
10 0 0 20 0 0 1 93 1 0 7th 4 2 0
20 0 0 20 0 0' 56 0 0 6th 3 18 0
120 0 0 2nd 1 0 04 0 0 0 150 0 0 463 0 0} 6th 22 1 6 6 18 6
+1 14 7
20 0 0 40 0 0 1 136 0 0 3rd 6 18 0
40 0 0 ... 75 0 0 1 3rn 4 17 6
40 0 0 5th 3 3 0 0 3 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 500 0 0 I 4th 20 0 0'
331 0 0 .. 8th 24 16 680 0  0 320 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... I 3rd 16 10 0
... 50 0 0 176 0 i) 10th 6 18 0
50 0 0 .. . ' 2nd 1 2 11
20 0 0 80 0 0 1,036 0 0 8th 31 8 0
30 0 0  50  0 0  217 2 18 8th 10  4 0 17 12 11
682
Register
No. Lessee.
498 I Jost, John P. ...
111 Ditto ...
112 Ditto
277 T'itto
1703 Ditto ... ...
2244 Ditto ...
2362 Ditto ...
4089 Jungen, Juan
2696 Jurgensen, H. T.
4349 Just, Theodor
365 Kamp, Ludwig
2846 Kapitzke, August
*3419 Kearnan, Michael
2644
2012
*3088
*3089
2449
3342
2717
3299
585
t3903
2836
892
2565
555
*4356
2075
67
Keegan ,  Bernard ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Keily, J.
Keller, Rudolph ...
Kelleher, John
Kellett, Wm.
Kelly, George
Kelly, Michael
Kelley, John
Kelly, Patrick
Kelly, P.
Kenealy, Cornelius...
Kenway, Geo.
Keogh, D. T.
Kent and Wienholt
135 Ditto ... ...
761 Ditto ... ...
823 Ditto ...
2160 Ditto ..,
2161 Ditto ... ..
2162 Ditto
3073 Kerkow, Christian ...
2667 Kerle, August ...
3284 Kirlin, Michael ...
2060 Kerwin , Michael ...
*4242 Kerwin, M. ...
*4241 Kerwin, Emily
2425 Kietzelman, J.
*3681 Kilroy, Thomas
1151 Ditto ...
996 King, Thomas ...
*4250 King, Thos., junior...
14052
*
King, Richard
4214 King, Henry ...
*4386 Kingelstein, C.
*2780 Kingston, James ...
*3837 Kingston, Thos. Jas.
1077 Kingstone, Thomas J.
1761 Ditto ...
2365 Kingston, F. C.
851 Kinnane, James
854 Kinnane, Patrick ...
3162 Ditto ... ...
2276 Kinnane, P., sen.
*4296 Kinnane, M. A. ...
*4289 Kinnane, T.... ...
*4290 K innane,  P....
*3714 Kirchner, Fried, ieh
21 Kirwin, M1.. ...
2936 Kleier, Kadel
2665 Klewe, August ...
3240 Klibbe, Fdk.
2607 Klickbusch, G.
3279 Rluck, Johann
3114 Kluck, Michael
2343 Klupfel, P. ...
2926 Knepke, August
2215 Koop, Jasper
2563 Korner, J.
2748 Korner, .Jacob ...
3224 Krause, Carl F. ...
X722 Kreis,  Jacob ...
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- ronfinued.
Nature of Selection . Agricultural .
First Class
Pastoral .
Second Class
Pastoral , Year. Bent:
A. B .  P . A. B. P. A. B.  P. d.£ a.
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ... I
Conditional ..
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1875
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive,
Mount Flinders
ditto ...
Pre-emptive,
Tarampa ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Pre-emptive,
Tarampa ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional  ...
Homestead, 1875
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1875
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
... ditto ...
ditto
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
Balance due;
9th 21 13 0
200 0 0 950 0 0 692 0 0 10th 79 16 0
640 0 0 10th 32  0 0
250 0 0 700 0 0 1,631 1 4 10th 94 10 6
140 0 0 120 0 0 1,660 0 0 7th 58 0 0
559 2 0 6th 14 0 0
20 0 0 128 3 0 6th 4 4 6
80 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 2 15 0
77 0 0 ... 4th 1 18 6
46 1 30 ... 7th 3 10 6
10 0 0 30 0 0  ... 5th 1 2 6
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0 2 10 0
$0 12 6
20 0 0 80 0 0  ... 5th 215 0
... 50 0 0 270 0 0 7th 9 5 0
20 0 0 4th 010 0
... 100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
80 0 0 .. ... 6th 1 15 0
... 160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
10 0 0 40 0 0 5th 1 7 6
... 404 3 0 4th 1013 0  1 4 6
. 75 0 0 75 0 0 9th 5 12 6
116 0 0 ... 3rd 7 15 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 .. 5th 3 10 0
50 0 0 50 0 0 144 0 0 9th 9 17 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th 218 4
... 300 0 0 ... 9th 15 0 0
... 100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
20 0 0 ... 82 0 0 7th 3 11 0
937 0 0 ... ... 10th 62 4 3
62 0 0 304 0 0 344 0 0 10th 28 9 0
240 0 0 742 0 0 .. 10th 55 2 0
40 0 0 160 0 0 200 0 0 9th 16 0 0
350 0 0 780 1 0 6th 37 0 6
100 0 0 200 0 0 500 0 0 6th 30 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 425 0 0 6th 22 12 6
20 0 0 83 0 0 ... 4th 2 16 6
25 0 0 55 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 3
20 0 0 60 0 0  ... 4th 2 5 0
20 0 0 70 2 0 7th 2 15 6
120-0 0 ... ... 2nd 5 5 0
120 0 0 ... 2nd 5 5 0
20 0 0 40 0 0 ... 6th 017 6
.. 640 0 0  ... 3rd 24 0 0
20 0 0 50 0 0 206 3 25 8th 9 3 6
40 0 0 100 0 0 92 0 0 9th 10 6 0
-
640 0 0 ... 2nd 14 0 0700 0 302 0 0 ... 2nd 3 13 0
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 16 0 0
... 599 0 0 ... 2nd 5 12 4
-
60 0 0 ... 5th 1 10 01120 ( 488 0 0 .. 3rd 26 14 0
20 0 0 87 0 0 8th 3 13 6
25 0 0 76 1 0 7th 3 3 6
10 0 0 82 2 0 6th 418 0
20 0 0' 30 0 0 39 1 14 9th 4 0 0
20 0 0 30 0 0 40 1 28 9th 4 0 6
227 0 0 4th 5 14 0
*
20 0 0 70 1 0 6th 2 15 6
080 0 2nd 1 10 0
120 0 0 2nd 4 10 0
120 0 0 2nd 4 10 0
80 00 3rd 2 0 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 10th 3 0 0
15 0 0 25 0 0 Stn 1 3 9
30 0 0 39 0 0 5th 2 2 0
30 0 0 90 0 0 4th 3 7 6
30 0 0 70 0 0 6th 4 0 0
35 0 0 85 0 0 4th 3 8 9
30 0 0 70 0 0 4th 2 17 6
24 0 0 46 0 0 6th 0 10 5
25 0 0 55 0 0 5th 3 5 020  0 0 119 2 0 ... 6th 0 7 3
23 0 0 46 0 0 ... 6th 113 6
12 0 0 24 0 0 ... 5th 1 1 0
25 0 0 75 0 0 .. 4th 216 3
10 0 0 ..a ro 0 0 7th 2 10 0
633
TPSWICH DISTRICT- continued.
Register
Na
Nature of Selection. AgrioulturaL First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
Rent .  Balance due.
A. B. P, I A.  B. P.) A. B .  P. I £' s. d.  £ s. d.
*3854 K roll, Carl  .. ... ...
*3699 Kruegar ,  William ... ...
*3296 Krueger ,  Carl ...
*3418 Krueger ,  Charles ,  junr. ...
*4407 Kruger , A. ... ... ...
*3781 Kiibler ,  George ... ...
t3532 Kuhn ,  Christian ...
2734 R uhz,  Angst. ... ...
3180  B undle, Carl
2783 Kurth ,  Ludwig ... ...
1999 Lackey, John ... ...
1977 Lamb ,  Tompson ... ...
1709 Lane, Charles ... ...
3325 Larsen ,  Neils ... ...
176 Larkin ,  Catherine ... ...
290 Ditto  ... ... ...
413 Ditto
2241 Lawlor ,  Patrick ... ...
*4051  Lawrence ,  Thos. ... ...
2185 Le Grand,  It.  W. ... ...
2191 Ditto ... ...
1296 Lenehan ,  Patk. ...
2952 Leu ,  Theodor ... ...
2448 Lewis,  It.  T. ...
4129 Liesgang ,  Christian... ...
3060 Lindemann ,  August ...
3408 Lindemann ,  Claus ... ...
3451 Lindemann ,  Henry... ...
611 Littlejohn ,  T. & Alford T....
612 Ditto  ... ... ...
613 Ditto  ... ... ...
2378 Ditto  ... ... ...
2774 Ditto ... ...
4147 Litzow, Wilhelm ... ...
*3460 Lobegeier W., senr. ...
3749 Lobegeyer, W. F. C. ...
2578  Lobeger, F. ...
1553 Lobeger, William ... ...
3130 Logan, Whitmore ...
*3583  Ditto ...
*4157 Loney, Absolom ... ...
1194 Ditto ... ... ...
*2819 Ditto -.- ... ...
386 Long, Thomas
3063 Lord, Simeon Fitzherbert
3359 Lord,  Simeon Fitz  Herbert
*3166 Lord, Simeon F. H. ...
*4311 Lord, Simeon ... ...
4049 Lord, William ... ...
2611 Lorterton, John,  junr. ...
2540 Loughrane, J. ... ...
3745 Loughran, John ... ...
*3862  Ditto ... ... ...
1231 Ditto ... ... ...
1543 Ditto ... ... ...
2948  Ditto ,.. ...
*4136 Ditto ... ... ...
2749 Loveday, Walter ...
2300 Lowndes , J.... ...
2737 Lubke ,  Ludwig ...
2183 Lucas, J.
3107 Lucke ,  Michael ...
*4141 Ludlow , J. G. ...
t3678 Lumb ,  John Taster
2933 Luton ,  Charles ...
t4161 Ditto
1125 Macdonald ,  Jessie ..,
1126 Ditto ... ...
1127 Ditto ... ... ...
1128 Ditto ...
513 Mack, M. ...
1914 Mackay, B. ... .. .
*4413 Mackay, Hugh, jun. ...
1753 Ditto ...
396 Mackay, Hugh ...
*3440 Mackey, Bernard ...
2139 Mackey, B....
3365 Mackey, Hugh, junr.
t3A59 Ditto ... ... ...
Homestead, 1875
Homestead, 1872
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
HomesteadConditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Pre-emptive ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-em tive on
Ccochin ...
ditto , . .
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ..,
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ..
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto 1875
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
108 0 0 472 0 0 ... 3rd 25 16 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 U  ... 4th 3 10 0
... ... 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
.,. 120 0 0 ... 2nd 0 10 0
... 120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
... 98 2 0 ... 3rd 2 8 9
... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 4th 2 5 0
200 -0 0 5th 5 0 0
100 0 0 400 0 0 277 0 0 7th 34 8 6
66 0 0 66 0 0 ... 7th 8 5 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 ... 7th 6 10 0
27 0 0 98 0 19 ... 4th 3 9 9
121 0 0 40 1 0 ... 10th 11 2 6
120 0 0 280 0 0 ... 10th 23 0 0
80 3 22 ... ... 10th 6 1 6
80 0 0 221 0 0 6th 9 10 6
80 0 0  ...  .. 3nd 3 0 0
. 100 0 0 295 0 0 6th 12 7 6
10 0 0 40 0 0 150 0 0 6th 6 10 0'
80 0 0 19 3 24 ... 8th 7 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 2 5 0
100 0 0 820 0 0 6th 25 10 0
30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 2nd 1 19 7
68 0 0 .. ... 4th 5.2 0
20 0 0 20 0 0 ... 3rd 1 5 0
20 0 0  ... 85 0 0 3rd 3 12 6
380 0 0 ... 9th 19 0 0
240 0 0 76 3 4 ... 9th 22 15 7
80 0 0 240 0 0 ... 9 h 18 0 0
200 0 0 600 0 0 414 0 0 6th 55 16 0
40 0 0 95 0 0 .. 5th 7 15 0
40 0 0 ... 160 0 0 tad 5 16 8
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
40 0 0 42 2 0 6th 2 2 11
20 0 0 20 0 0 81 2 0 8th 411 0
... 80 0 0 139 2 0 4th 7 10 0
,. ... 150 0 0 3th 3 15 0
80 0 0 ... ... 2nd 5 0 0
100 0 0 ... ... 8th 7 10 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
-„ 40 0 0 121 2 0 10th 5 1 0
... 450 0 0 1,530 0 0 4th 60 15 0
193 0 0 117 0 0 3rd 12 11 6
,,, ... 1,000 0 0 4th 25 0 0
... ... 640 0 0 2nd 613 4
640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
3 0 0 154 0 0 ... 6th 3 12 5
120 0 0  ...  ... 6th 6 15 0
... 120 0 0 ... 3rd 4 10 0
120 0 0 .. 3rd 4 10 0
40 0 0 100 0 0 161 0 0 8th 12 0 6
80 0 0 8th 2 0 0
... 197 0 0 ... 5th 7 7 9
. 83 0 0 ... 2nd 2 11  11
15 0 0 71 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 9
25 0 0 75 0 0 ... 6th 0 14 0
150 0 0 173 0 0 5th 15 11 6
80 0 0 240 0 0 6th 10 0 0
10 0 0 39 2 0 ... 4th 1 7 6
30 0 0 ... 2nd 0 12 6
50 0 0 200 0 0 3rd
41 0 0 ... ... 5th 3 1 6
,.. 397 0 0 2nd 7 16 3
80 0 0 567 0 0 8th 20 3 6
100 0 0 540 0 0 8th 18 10 0
120 0 0 - ... ... 8th 9 0 0
25 0 0 25 0 0 50 0 0 8th 4 7 6
54 1 0 ... 10th 4 2 6
... 40 0 0  640 -0 0 7th 5 10 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 213 4
160 0 0 480 0 0 7th 20 0 0
150 0 0 550 0 0 1,300 0 0 9th 71 5 0
... 80 0 0 202 0 0 3rd 8 4 6
... 40 0 0 100 0 0 6th  4  10  0
40 0 0 100 0 0 4th 415 0
319 0 0 3rd  72  9
I
t0 1 11
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IPSWICH  DISTRICT-continued.
F0.
2€76 Mackey, Hugh, junr.
2400 Ditto ... ...
2471 Ditto ...
*4190 MacPhail, G. R. ..
389 Macgregor,  Samuel...
3295 Macfarlane, Mary ...
3960 Madden, P... ...
3977 Madden, John
*4243 Ditto .. ...
*4244 Madden, Ellen ...
1786 Madden, Patrick ...
*3519 Ditto ...
*3422 Magnusen, Erik ...
2902 Mahaffy, William ...
2779 Maher, John ...
2820 Mahon, John ...
13991 Ditto
*4282 Malstellar, John
2741 Mandelkow, F. A W.
3241 Manthey, Peter ...
*3364 Manz, Julius ...
2618 Marbach, P. ...
04132 Markwell, John ...
3235 Maroski, Albert ...
214 Marsh, Thomas ...
*3578 Marsh, Stephen ...
*3594 Ditto
2372 Marstella, J.
2100 Martin, M. ...
2138 Martin, E.
196 Martindale, Chas. C.
949 Ditto .. ...
*3258 Mason, Richard ...
2699 Mason, George
2619 Mason, G.
2620 Ditto ... ...
2356 Mather, R. ...
*4173 Meier, Carl ... ...
*4240 Meissmer, H. ...
3091 Melville, John ...
4117 Merritt, Thos.
*4262 Messer, Henry ...
3328 Millenski, G. ...
1655 Miller, John... ...
*4385 Miller, M. ...
2856 Miller, Fredk.
3416 Miles, Luke... ...
*3487 Minors, Edith ...
868 Minor, Sterling ...
358 Ditto ... ...
1079 Moloney, E. ...
2527 Moller, H.
173 Moller, Henry ...
2756 Moore, Edward ...
833 Moore, George F. ...
*3494 Moore, Jas. Dunn ...
t3672 Ditto ... ...
*4170 Moore, W. .. ,
3671 Moore, John ...
2866 Morrow, William ...
2868 Ditto ... ...
122 Mort, Henry
2016 Ditto
2120 Ditto
2121 Ditto
2122 Ditto ... ...
505 Ditto ... ...
*4047 Ditto ...
*3999 Mort, Chas. F. ...
*4417 Ditto ...
3838 Muckert, Otto ...
32Q9 Mueller, Fredk. ...
*3126 Mueller , Johan F....
2430 Muir, J.
4057 Muir, David... ...
2733  Muller ,  August ...
*4358  Muller, A. ...
Nature of Selection.
... Conditional ..
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
... ditto .
... Homestead;1872
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
... Homestead, 1875
... Conditional ..
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto, 1875...
Conditional .
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional .
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
,Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto .
Homestead 1872
Pre-emptive .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption,
Franklin Vale
Conditional ...
Pre-emption,
Franklin Vale
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive ...
Homestead, 1875
ditto ...
ditto ...
.., ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent Balance due
A.  R.  P. I A.  U.  P. I A.  X. P. 1 I £  S.  d. £ a. d.
'
30 0 0 70 u 0 5th 3 5 0
0 020 80 0 0 80 0 0 6th 7 10 0
20 0 0 62 0 0 ... 6th 1 10 8
540 0 0 2nd 20 5 0
108 0 0 44 0 0 44 0 0 9th 11 8 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
143 2 0 ... 3rd 7 4 0
80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 6 0 0
80 0 0 ... ... 2nd 1 15 0
80 0 0 ... ... 2nd 1 15 0
40 0 0 ... ... 7th 3 0 0
200 0 0 ... ... 3rd 15 0 0
.. 100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
80 0 0  ... ... 5th 3 0 0
100 0 0 ... 5th 2 10 0
90 0 0 399 0 0 ... 2nd 21 3 0
50 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
40 0 0 800 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
30 0 0 96 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 6
.. 100 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th 2 10 5
... 2,500 0 0 2nd 63 15 0
25 0 0 75 0 0 .. 4th 216 3
... 38 0 0 400 0 0 10th 11 18 0
... ... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
... 150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
115 0 0 6th 2 17 6
... 30 0 0 70 0 12  7th 3 5 6
20 0 0 82 3 0 6th 3 1 6
10 0 0 60 0 0 30 0 0 10th 4 10 0
206 0 0 9th 5 3 0
120 0 0 ... 4th 6 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 369 0 0 5th 14 4 6
... 80 0 0 721 0 0 6th 22 0 6
80 0 0 171 0 0 6th 8 5 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 18 0 0
,,, 400 0 0 2nd 5 16 8
20 0 0 40 0 0 116 0 0 4th 6 8 0
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 2 15 0
..
120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 15 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 2 15 0
... 80 0 0 ... 7th 4 0 0
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 6 0 0
20 0 0 64 0 0 5th 2 12 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
42 0 0 ... ... 9th 3 3 0
126 0 0 ... 20 0 0 10th 9 19 0
25 0 0 110 0 0 8th 4 12 6
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th 2 12 6
40 0 0 ... 25 0 0 10th 3 12 6
., 50 0 0 663 0 0 5th 19 1 6
40 0 0 78 0 0 ... 9th 6 11 1
... .. 7,680 0 0 3rd 192 0 0
120 0 0 513 0 ) .. 3rd 27 15 4
2,560 0 0 2nd 53 6 8
120 0 0 520 0 0 3rd 28 10 0
60 0 0 1440 0 0 5th 6 10 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 5  10 0
200 0 0 180 0 0 247 0 0 10th 30 3 6
50 0 0 40 0 0 30 0 0 7th 6 10 0
200 0 0 300 0 0 324 0 0 7th 38 2 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 164 0 0 7th 14 2 0
808 0 0 400 0 0 204 0 0 7th 85 14 0
80 0 0 117 0 0 9th 8 18 6
640 0 0 ... 2nd 24 0 0
640 0 0 ... 2nd 24 0 0
140 0 0 ... 2nd 017 6
100 0 0 ... 3rd 212 9
10 0 0 110 0 0 ... 4th 3 2 6
100 0 0 ... 4th 2 10 0
10 0 0 30 0 0 122 2 0 6th 5 6 6
79 0 0 325 0 0 .. 2nd 17 16 3
20 0 0 75 0 0 5th 3 7 6
80 0 0 _ _ _ 2nd 1 0 0
Register
No.
2321
259:
2787
2222
2259
917
595
641
862
1847
2264
2940
4113
*4377
2560
708
93
309
360
*4072
2115112316
2722
2547
2837
Muller, August
Muller, C. .. ...
Muller, Carl... ...
Mullins , Jas. ...
Mullins,  Jno. ...
Mullins,  Patrick ...
Mullins, Robert ...
Ditto ...
Mulholland,  James...
Ditto ...
Mundt, H. ...
Mundt, Karoline ...
Murray, J. D. ...
Murphy, D. ... ...
McAnalen, M. ...
McAnalen, Michael,  junior
McAnalen, Julia ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
McAnalen, M.
McAndrew, J.
Ditto ...
McAndrew,  James ... ...
McAuliffe, D. ... ...
McAuliffe, Cornelius ...
3369  McCarrol ,  S. H. ... ...
3370 Ditto ... ... ...
2573 Ditto .. ...
2599 McCarthy, Michael... ...
1244 Ditto ... ...
3132 Ditto ... ... ...
*4270 Ditto ... ...
2437 McConnel, J. H. ... ...
2438 Ditto ... ...
3239 Ditto ... ...
3108 McConnel, John ... ...
3109 Ditto ... ...
3110 Ditto ... ... ...
1245 Ditto ... ... ...
*4080  Ditto ... ... ...
*4088 Ditto ... ... ...
*4271 Ditto ... ... ...
*4369 Ditto ... ...
*4079 Ditto ... ...
*4406 Ditto ...
1116 McConnell, John Arthur ...
1120 Ditto .. ... ...
2068 McConnel, D. C. ...
1364 Ditto ... ... ...
*4313 Ditto ... ...
1365 McConnel, D. R. ... ...
*4137 McConnel. D. ... ...
2466 McCorry, D. ...
1497 McCormack, Bryan... ...
1656 Ditto ... ...
t3924 McDonald, Jno. ... ...
2833 McDonald, John ... ...
2873 Ditto ... ... ...
3973 Ditto ... ... ...
2990 McDonald, Campbell ...
1072 McDonald, C. ... ...
1073 Ditto ... ... ...
1086 Ditto ... ... ...
1087 Ditto ... ... ...
2447 Ditto ... ...
2509 McDonald, E. ... ...
2508 McDonald, F. ...
11565 McDonald, Jessie ; Turner,
William ; and Ranken, John
2038 McDonald, Jessie ... ...
2039 Ditto ... ... ...
2040 McDonald, Elizabeth
2331 McDonald, Al., Executors of
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Nature of Selection.
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1875
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive,
leased half of
Durundur ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Pre-emption,
Dugandan ...
Conditional ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Dungandan ...
Agricultural. First r1assPastoraL
Second Clan
Pastoral. Year. Bent.
A.  R.  P. A.  R.  P.  I A. 11. P. I  ! £ d. d.
. 160 0 0 .. 6th l u u
40 0 0 40 0 0 6th 4 0 0
50 0 0 ... 5th 1 5 0
15 0 0 65 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 7
20 0 0 119 2 0 ... 6th  0 13 0
... ... 140 0 0 9th 3 10 0
... ... 112 1 0 9th 2 16 6
... 198 0 0 9th 4 19 0
40 0 0 ... ... 9th 3 0 0
40 0 0 ... 7th 3 0 0
25 0 0 26 0 0 ... 6th 0 5 8
20 0 0 37 0 0 ... 5th 1 13 6
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 22 0 0
... 500 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
... 50 0 0 119 0 0 6th 5 9 6
40 0 0 60 0 0 9th 3 10 0
50 0 0 320 0 0 ... 10th 19 15 0
... 286 3 0 10th 14 7 0
82 0 0 10th 2 1 0
150 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
160 0 0  ...  6th 10 0 0
200 0 0 6th 310 2
40 0 0 .. 97 0 0 5th 5 8 6
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th 13 15 0
20 0 0 31 0 0 ... 5th 1 10 6
100 0 0 900 0 0 3rd 27 10 0
60 0 0 660 0 0 3rd 19 10 0
... 50 0 0 590 0 0 6th 17 5 0
... 40 0 0 238 0 0 6th 7 19 0
... 40 0 0 187 0 0 8th 6 12 8
... 162 0 0 4th 4 1 0
640 0.0 2nd 12 0 0
40 0 0 ... 144 3 0 6th 612 6
200 0 0 1,200 3 0 6th 40 0 6
... 60 0 0 321  1 38  4th 11 1 0
30 0 0 80 0 0 220 0 0 4th
30 0 0 80 0 0 212 0 0 4th
30 0 0 119 3 0 4th
40 0 0 200 0 0 371 0 0 8th
780 0 0 2nd
480 0 0 2nd
,., ... 4,000 0 0 2nd
... .., 400 0 0 2nd
400 0 ... 600 0 0 2nd
...  . 510 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 300 0 0 580 0 0 Sth
520 0 0 2,260 0 0 4,322 0 0 8th
60 0 0  12,132 1 31 7th
580 0 0 I 775 0 0 1,485 0 0 8th
.., 1,260 0 0 2nd
500 0 0 1,000 0 0  12,150 0 0 8th
80. 0 0 241 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 73 0 0 .. 6th
40 0 0 156 0 34 8th
20 0 0 99 0 0 7th
275 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 .. 60 0 0 5th
... 60 0 0 140 0 0 5th
30 0 0 69 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 250 0 0 1,106 0 0 5th.
902 0 0 8th.
20 0 0 100 0 0 500 0 0 8th
80 0 0 120 0 0 8th
40 0 0 80 0 0 200 0 0 8th
20 0 0200 0 0 880 0 0' 6th
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th
120 0 0 190 0 0 ... 6th
11 15 0
11 11 0
4 10 0
22 5 6
19 10 0
12 0 0
60 0 0
3 6 8
41<< 0
2 5 0
38 10 0
260 1 0
56 6 6
119 7 6
13 2 6
141 5 0
8 7 1
1 14 4
5 18 6
3 9 6
6 4 0
3 0 0
6 10 0
3 4 6
43 3 0
22 11 0
19 0 0
7 0 0
12 0 0
33 10 0
12 7 6
12 1 10
10 0 0 200 0 0 448 0 0 9th 13 1 6
. 50 0 0 50 0 0 7th 3 15 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 296 0 0 7th 12 18 0
20 0 0 .21 0 0  701  4 0 6
80 0 0 1  113 0 0 116 0 0 6th
1
15 9 0
Balance due.
0 8 0
4.0 2 0
0 5 5
*0 1 5
686
ReemerNo.
2332
2333*3955
3860
2510
1675
303
121
155
182
422
423
33904151
2086
2240
2349
2352
2369
2388
2964
3323
2719
742
768
2809
741
2808
1721
265303765
3503
2252
1776
x`4400
3058
2928
3887
2552
3540
983
3092
3331
2384
2050
2051
*4210
2564
3017
2473
*4371
*4372
3362
*4054
*4216
*49
IPSWICH  DISTRICT--continued.
Lessee .  Nature of Selection.
McDonald, M.,Executors of Pre-emptive on
Ditto  .
McFadden, J.
:;:
McFarlane, Cathrin
McFarlen, T. ...
McGeary, Henry ...
McGoveran, Hugh ...
McGrath, Darby ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
McGrath, John
McGrath, J.
McGrath, Thos.
Ditto ..
McGrath, P.
McGrath, M.
McGrory, Robert
Ditto ..
McGrory , Bernard ...
McGuire, Thos. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
McGuire, Andrew ...
Ditto ... ...
McKay, George ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
...
leased half of
Dugandan
ditto ...
Homestead, 1875
ditto, 1872
ditto,
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...McKee ,  Edwd. ...
McKenna, W. ...
McKeon,  Ml. V. ..,
McLaughlan, R.
McLaughland ,  William
McLaughlin, Annie
McLaughlin , Bessie
McLaughlin, D.
McLean, Geo.
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
HomesteadHomestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Ellen...
McLean . G.. ...
McLeod,  Rodk., jun.
Ditto ...
?McMillan, Wm. ,..
McMurdy, W.
McNamara ,  Michael
117c Phail. G. R.
McPhail, Geo. R.
Ditto
McPherson, Alex.
Nairn, Joseph
Ditto ...
Nelson, Peter
*4162  Ditto ...
3115 Nemitz ,  Johann
2614 Neuman, F....
'4295 Neundorf, C.
3138 Newman , Robert
3305 Newman ,  Gottlieb
*4223 Nicholson F. W.
*4224  Ditto
*3260 Nielson, Christian
3335 Nielson, Thomas
2600 Nitz, G. ..
2858 Noonan, John ...
3147 Ditto ... ...
2361 Noonan, Jno. ...
1263 Ditto ... ...
912 Ditto ... ...
203 Ditto ... ...
1685 Ditto ... ...
2768 Ditto ... ...
*3565  Ditto ...
2598 Noonan, J. ...
2548 Noonan, M....
*3712 Noonan, Patk.
...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..:
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1875...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
... Homestead ..
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
.., ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
ditto ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Agricultural.
A. B P.
100 0 0
First Class
Pastoral
A. B. P.
130 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral Tear.
100
N. P.
t 6th
60 0 0 106 0 0 60 ,0 0 6th
640 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th
88 0 0 94 0 0 ... 7th
40 0 0 23 3 21 ... 10th
.  1,001 1 37 ... 10th
40 0 0 1,200 0 0 255 0 0 10th
179 2 0 21 0 0 10th
300 0 0 540 0 0• 10th
90 0 0 60 0 0 487 0 0 10th
100 0 0 50 0 0 494 0 0 10th
. 210 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 319 3 0 7th
30 0 0 80 0 0  172  0 0 6th
80 0 0 ... ... 6th
80 0 0 ... ... 6th
20 0 0 ... 60 0 0 6th
80 0 0 ...  ...  6th
40 0 0 156 0 0 5th
100 0 0 718 0 0 4th
69 2 0  ...  5th
... 299 0 0 9th
20 0 0 60 0 0 9th
80 0 0 125 0 0 5th
398 2 0 9th
800 0 120 0 0 5th
65 2 0 ... ... 7th
20 0 0 .. 120 0 0 5th
560 0 0 ... 3rd
99 3 29  ... 3rd
70 0 0 131 1 0 6th
15 0 0 ... 90 0 0 7th
120 0 0 2nd
20 0 0  ...  73 0 0 4th
11 0 0 21 1 0 ... 5th
80 0 0 ... ... 3rd
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th
543 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 100 0 0 80 0 0 9th
30 0 0 150 0 0 452 0 0 4th
... 40. 0 0 597 0 0 4th
... 30 0 0 85 0 0 6th
... 150 0 0 490 0 0 7th
180 0 0 463 0 0• 7th
40 0 0 ... ...  2nd
40 0 0 80 0 0 .. 6th
... 70 0 0 262 0 0 5th
... 250 0 0 650 0 0 6th
... 620 0 0 2nd
... ... 480 0 0 2nd
10 0 0 30 0 0 ... 4th
... 100 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 ... 3rd
.  320 0 0 .. 2nd
15 2 0 ... 85 0 0 4th
30 0 0  ...  70 0 0 6th
120 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 ... 4th
... 80 0 0 4th
400 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 320 0 0 2nd..,
60 0 0 ... 4th
30 0 `) 84 0 0  ... 4th
30 0 0 ... 70 0 0 6th
... 80 0 0 48 2 0 5th
100 0 0 366 0 0 4th
10 0 0 60 0 0 41 0 0 6th
10 0 0 20 0 0 143 0 0 8th
10 0 0 25 0 0 164 0 0 9th
80 0 0 308 0 0 90 0 0 10th
20 0 0 80 0 0 7th
50 0 0 178 0 0 5th
... 80 0 0 3rd
4000 ... 16000 6th
40 0 0 80 0 0 6th
160 0 0 ,.. I 3rd
Rent
t  d.
16 10 0
Balance due
£ t.
11 6 0
24 0  0  2 0 0
3 10 0
2 12 6
11 6 0
4 4 0
50 2 0
68 17 6
9 10 6
36 0 0
21 18 6
22 7 0
4 7 6
12 0 0
10 11 0
6 0 0
0 15 0
1 18 4
1 0 0
5 18 0
22 19 0
1 15 0
7 9 6
2 10 0
7 2 6
9 19 6
7 0 0
4 19 0
4 10 0
21 0 0
7 10 0
6 16 0
3 7 6
0 10 0
3 6 6
0 19 3
3 0 0
13 15 0
13 11 6
8 10 0
21 1 0
16 18 6
3 12 6
19 15 0
20 11 6
2 0 0
2 18 4
10 1 0
28 15 0
5 3 4
4 0 0
1 2 6
2 10 0
1 13 0
4 0 0 0 6 8
*0 1 8
6 13 4
3 6 6
4 0 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
2 0 0
23 6 5
8 0 0
1 10 0
6 9 0
4 0 0
5 4 6
14 3 0
4 15 6
5 6 6
6 2 0
23 13 0
3 0 0
6 19 0
2 0 0
7 0 0
2 18 4
6 0 0I
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8egister
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection.
Agricultural. That  ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
Bent .  Balance due,
L. B. P. 1 A.  B. P. 1 A. B. P. 1 a  S. d. E  S. d.
153 Noonan Patrick ... ... Conditional ...  1:$8 0 0 ... .. 10th 10 t o
471
,
Ditto .. ... ditto 120 0 0 10th 3 0 0
2815
.
Ditto ... Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 5th 16 10 0
1299 Noonan Robert ... ... Conditional ... 100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
180
,
Ditto ... ... ditto ... 30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 10th  4 15 0
2781 Ditto ... ditto ... 40 0 0 10 0 0 70 0 0 5th  5 5 0
312 Noonan, Thomas ... ditto .. 60 0 0 ... 20 0 0 l0th  5 0 0
*
'
225 0 0 2nd  2 6 114302
*3450
North, Joseph ...
Norman. James ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd  3 10 9
1750 North, Charles Conditional ... 57 0 0 I ...  ... 7th  4 5 6
3588 North, Joseph, junr. ditto ... 320 0 0 3d 8 0 0r
*3606 Ditto ... ditto ... 150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
3902 Ditto ... ... ditto 80 0 0 80 0 0 3rd  6 0 0
1017 Ditto ... ditto ... 42 0 0 336 0 0 9th  10 10 0
1018 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 56 3 0 9th  2 8 6
2/27 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 235 0 0 5th 4 11 1
813 Ditto ditto ... 80 0 0 120 0 0 9th  7 0 0
878 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 590 0 0 9th 16 15 0
921 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 180 0 0 9th  5 10 0
922 Ditto ditto ... 40 0 0 365 0 0 9th  11 2 6
t2956 Ditto ditto ... 799 0 0 5th  3 4 6
786 North, Jos. and Wm., sen.  Pre-emptive on
the resumed
half Wivenhoe 100 0 0 852 0 0 9th 26 6 0
812 North, Joseph, senior Conditional ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 560 0 0 9th 18 10 0
13441 North, Wm. John Edwd....  ditto ... 80 0 0 472 0 0 3rd 11 13 4
*3761 Ditto .. ... ...  ditto ... 100 0 0 3rd 210 0
815 North, Robert ditto  ... 80 0 0 137 0 0 9th 7 8 6
2728 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto ,,, ... 294 0 0 5th 7 7 0
3128 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto  .. 332 0 0 4th 8 6 0
258 North, Roger ditto  20 0 0 20 0 0 169 0 0 10th 6 14 6
675 North, William J....  ditto  ... 20  -0  0 80 0 0 9th 3 0 0
900 North, William, jun. ditto  ... 120 0 0 540 0 0 9th 1910 0
*3768 Neundorf, August ditto ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
13843 Neundorf, Ferdinand ... Homestead ...  20 0 0 80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 9 2
3421 Neville, Thos. ... ditto ... 15 3 0
•
. 3rd 0 8 0
3480 Neurath, Daniel ... ... Conditional ... ...  180 0  0 3rd 4 10 0
3584 Ditto ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
3566 Carl, junr. ,.. ...Oberli Homestead ...  15 0 0 85 0 0 ... 3rd 213 9 0 5 8,
+0 2 10
2668 Oberli, Charles ... ditto ...  40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 5th 3 0 0
2825 Ochsenkopf, Wilhelmine ... Conditional  56 3 0 ... 5th 4 5 6
2804 O'Brien, Catherine... ... Homestead, 1872  120 0 0 2C0 0 0 ... 5th 16 10 0
2805 O'Brien, Daniel ditto ...  120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 5th  16 10  0
2814 O'Brien, Daniel,  sen. ...  ditto ...  40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
1606 O'Brien, Ml. ... ... Conditional ...  233 2 0 ... 8th 1711 0
3208 O'Brien, Michael ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
1608 Ditto ... ditto  461 2 0 ... 8th 3413 0
4098 O'Brien, James ... ditto 25 0 0 50 0 0 2nd 4 0 3
1846 O'Connor, Arthur ... ditto 160 0 0 640 0 0 7th 24 0 0
4(41 O'Donnell, Dan ... Homestead 7 0 0 146 0 0 ... 2nd 3 18 3
4055 O'Donnell, John ... Conditional 20 0 0 .. ... 2nd 015 0
1816 O'Hanlon, Patk. ...  ditto 15 0 0 72 3 0 ... 7th  4 15  6
*4257 O'Hanlan, P., junior Homestead
i li'
100 0 0 ...
102 1 0
2nd 1 9 2
6th 5 3 02467 Keefe, P....O ... t onaCond ...
*4093 O'Neil, Dan. .. Homestead 80 0 0 ... ... 2nd 215 0
*3705 O'Reilly, Florence Honoria Conditional
H d
600
0
0 0 2,400 0 0 2,950 0 0
0
3rd 23815 0
4th 3 0 03098
3097
Ollenburg, Mary
Ollenburg, Peter
...
...
omestea
ditto
8
80
... ...0
0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
1671 Ord, David, junr. ... Conditional 40 0 0 100 0 0 136 0 0 7th 11 8 0
2032 Ditto ... ... ditto 60 0 0 300 0 0 740 0 0 7th 38 0 0
1894 Ditto ... ... ditto 120 0 0 400 0 0 701 0 0 7th 4610 6
2001 Ord, Peter .. ditto 20 0 0 60 0 0 288 0 0 7th 11 14 0
3044 O'Sullivan, Patrick ditto 52 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 18 0
0 12 0
1005 O'Sullivan, Patk. ... ditto ... 30 0 0 60 2 0 ... 9th 5 6 0
2879 Oughton, Arthur ... ...  ditto ... 50 0 0 ... 150 0 0 5th 7 10 0
244 Owen, Thos.... ... ... ditto ... 100 0 0 10th 2 10 0
t526 Ditto ... ...  ditto ...
••
84 0 0 9th 2 2 0
1207 Parkinson, C. F. D. ... ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 8th 6 0 0
*4359 Ditto .. ... ditto ... , , , ... 600 0 0 2r,d 5 0 0
*3830 Parsons, John ... ... ditto ... 325 0 9 3rd 8 2 6
199 Patrick, Daniel ... ... ditto ... 60 0 0 120 0 0 177 3 0 10th 14 19 0
2729 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 10 0 0 103 0 0 5th 6 1 6  0 1 0
+0 0 3
2812 Ditto ... ... ... ditto  20 0 0 100 0 0 520 0 0 5th 19 10 0 1 10 0
2954 Ditto ... ... ditto 20 0 0 100 0 0 480 0 0 5th 18 10 0
2813 Patrick, Thomas ditto  20 0 0 100 0 0 520 0 0 5th 19 10 0
*4068 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
177 Patrick, Wm. ... ... ditto 55 0 0 60 0 0 • 10th 7 2 6
223 Ditto ... ... ... ditto 100 0 0 167 3 0 220 0 0 10th 21 8 0
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Re ig ster Lasses,No.
252 Patrick, Wm. ...
r
...
1424 Ditto .. ...
469 Patrick, Wm., junr.
1 D754 itto ... ...
2401 Patrick, W., jun.
...
178 Patrick, William
198 Ditto ... ...
..,
*4395 Payne, James ...
...
3630 Peacock, Collin ...
...
t3056 Ditto .,. ...
...
760 Ditto ... ...
...
591 Ditto ... ...
...
352 Ditto ,,. ...
...
395 Ditto ...
...
990 Peacock, Emily ...
...
687 Pearson, William ... ...
678 Ditto ... ...
...
3354 Pender, Edward ... ...
233 Pender, Ed. ...
...
2755 Ditto ... ...
2479 Pendar, P.
1163 Perram, William ...
...
2386 Perrett, A. ...
3106 Percy, James George
...
3574 Perry, Thomas ...
3573 Ditto ... ..,
*3511 Ditto ... ...
1651 Ditto .. ... ...
1845 Perry, William ...
...
*35 10  Ditto ... ... ...
2242 Peters, T. ...
726 Peters, Thomas ... ...
3034 Ditto . ...
*3417Peters William
*3461 , ...Ditto ... i
1556 Pettigrew, John ...
...
1055 Ditto ... ...
...
1988 Ditto ... ... ...
2582 Phelps, A. ...
1326 I Pitt, James ... ...
2255 Pickels, J.
3315 Pickering, T. A. ...
3151 Pieper, Hermann ... ...
2706 Pitman, William ...
...
*3386 Ditto .. ...
2261 Platt, W. ... ...
3341 Pocock, James ...
3286 Porter, Daniel
*3528 Porter, Francis ...
..
*3529 Ditto ... ...
759 Ditto ... ... ...
1016 Ditto ... ...
...
2604 Portley, A. ...
2968 Portley, Bridget ...
1222 Portley, James ...
t2603 Portley, J.
2593 Portley, M., as Devisee of
M. Molley ... ...
599 Poole, John S. ... ...
3268 Power, Thomas ... ...
3978 Ditto .. ... ...
1190 Power, Walter ... ...
2716 Preston, John ...
3198 Price, ]Richard ... ...
*3303 Ditto ... ... ...
*4268 Ditto ... ...
*4387 Price, J.
...
*4399 Ditto ...
3145 Prinquitz, Charles ...
*
...
3603 Pryde, James ... ...
*3604 Pryde, Thos.
*
... ...3757  Ditto ... ...
*3992 Ditto ... ... ...
*4392 Ditto ...
... ...
*4393 Ditto ... ... ...
897 Pullen, George ... ...
485 Quinn, Edward ... ...
2275 Quinn, B. ...
2480 Quinn, E. ...
2520 Ditto ... ... ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditionalditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..I
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...ditto ...
ditto
ditto ,,,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
ditto, 1872
Conditional
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ... !
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead,  1872,
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due
A B P. A. B. P. A PR.
B
£ i. d. £i. d. . 60 0 0 . . 10th 5 00 050 0 0 157 0 0 8th  6 8 6
100 0 0 49 320 9th  6 5 0
30 0 0 160 3 24 7th 5 10 0
60 0 0 584 0 0 6th 17 12 0
80 0 0 ... I0th  4 0 0
148 0 0 10th  7 8 0
100 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
120 0 0  220 0 0 3rd  17 5 0.
340 0 0 4th  7 0 0
60 0 0 100 0 0 9th 5 10 0
25 0 0  50 0 0 266 0 0 9th  11 0 6
50 0 0 578 0 0 10th 16 19 0
305 0 0 10th  7 12 6
80 0 0 51 0 0 9th  5 5 6
10 0 0  40 0 0 49 0 0 9th 3 19 6
100 0 0  25 3 22 20 0 0 9th 9 6 0
... 80 0 0 .. 4th  4 0 0
40 0 0 57 2 0 10th 3 8 0..
36 0 0  41 2 10 ... 5th  4 15 0
22 0 0  115 3 0 ... 6th  2 9 8
40 0 0 8th 3 0 0
20 0 0  20 0 0 61 2 0 6th  4 1 0
,. 149 0 0 4th 3 14 6
20 0 0  ... 100 0 0 3rd  4 0 0
20 0 0 ... 60 0 0 3rd  3 0 0
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
100 0 0 ... 8th  5 0 0
10 0 0  70 0 0 ... 7th  4 5 0
... 150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
15 0 0  100 0 0 238 0 0 6th  12 1 6
20 0 0  50 0 0 130 0 0 9th  7 5 0
10 0 0  100 0 0 186 0 0 5th 10 8 0
. ... 130 0 0 3rd  3 5 0..
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 80 0 0 .. 8th  4 0 0
135 2 0 8th  3 8 020-0 ...0 60 0 0 7th 3 0 0
74 0 0  281 0 0 86 3 0 6th  21 15 6
25 0 0 75 0 0 8th 3 15 0
30 0 0  70 0 0 ... 6th  0 9 7
10 0 0  49 3 0 ...  4th  1 12 6
30 0 0 70 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 20 0 0 78 0 0 5th  2 19 0
... 80 0 0 ... 3rd  2 0 0
40 0 0  43 0 0 ... 6th  0 8 7
15 0 0 65 0 0 ... 4th  2 3 9
120 0 0  200 0 0 4th 16 10 0
. 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
25 0 0 75 0 0 3rd  3 2 6
... 625 0 0 9th 15 12 6
475 3 0 9th  11 18 040 0 0  41 0 0 ...... 6th  2 2 1
80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
90 0 0 8th 6 15 0
10 0 0  13 0 0 6th 0 10 8
28 0 0 104 0 0 ...  6th 3 0 10
... 95 2 12 ...  9th 4 16 0
70 0 0 ... 4th 1 15 0
73 0 0 ... ...  3rd 5 9 6
90 0 0 ... ...  8th 6 15 0
80 0 0 ... ..  5th 3 0 0
10 0 0 110 0 0 ,..  4th 3 2 6
40 0 0 ... 4th 3 0 0
... ... 298 3 20
120 0 0
2nd 3 13
2nd 0 15
6
0 I
... 80 0 0 50 0 0  2nd 0 17 6
15 0 0 25 0 0 ...  4th 1 3 9
... ... 1,000 0 0  3rd 25 0 0
... ... 1,000 0 0  3rd 25 0 0
... 80 0 0 920 0 0  3rd 27 0 0
... 80 0 0 241 0 0  2nd 10 0 6
... ... 100 0 0  2nd 0 12 6
80 0 0 158 0 0  2nd 1 19 9
56 2 32 ... ..  9th 4 5 6
50 0 0 30 0 0 263 0 0  9th 11 16 6
30 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 9
20 0 0 .. 60 0 0  6th 3 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 6th 2 12 6
689
Reglvt
N o. Leoee.
3899 Quirk, Jno. . , ,
3878 Quirk, Patk.
3953 Quirk, M.
*3839 Raabe, Carl ... ...
1122 Raff, Alexander ...
*3984 Ditto ...
3985 Ditto
*4299 Ditto
3071 Rafter, Edmond ...
*4194 Rafter, E.
*3582 Rafter, Hugh ...
2831 Rafter, James
2402 Rafter, J.
2980 Randall, Edwin ...
2981 Ditto ...
1068 Retschlag, Christian
2460 Rea, J. ... ...
1612 Rea, John ...
*4140 Ready, Fatrick ...
692 Ditto ... ...
2535 Real, E. ... ...
2558  Real, J. ... ...
3013 Real. James ... ...
*4109 Ditto ... ...
1629 Reddy, John... ...
179 Ditto .
34 Redmond, John ...
129 Ditto .. ...
3535 Redmond, Jno.
370 Reed, Joseph Alfd. ,..
*3438 Reid, Jno ... ...
3111 -lees, Rees ... ...
2875 Reick, Charles ...
1616 Reif, John ... ...
1617 Reif, Charles ...
627 Reid, John ...
362 Reilly, Michael ...
*2431 Reilly, J.
2451 Ditto ...
2452 Ditto ... ...
2801 Reilly, James ...
3499 Reinbott, Carl ..
3021 Reinbott, Ebarhard
3080 Reinhardt, Ferdinand
*3398 Reinke, Karl... ...
3383 Reinke, Otto ...
*4402 Reish, J. J, ...
3759 Reller, Rudolph ...
*3826 Rewald, Ferdinand ...
417 Rice, Henry ...
*4040 Ditto ... ...
2028 Ditto ... ...
780 Ditto .. ...
2027 Rice, Joseph
*4023 Ditto ...
2918 Richter, Jacob
3683 Rick, Wilhelm ...
1325 Ridsdale, C....
3057 Rieck, Charles ...
3049 Rieck, Adolph .
1873 Ringlestein, Conrad
1767 Retschlag, Christian
*3861 Robertson, Jno.
*3965 Robson, R. T.
*3607 Roderick, Thos.
674 Roderick, Thomas ...
886 Roots, J. W. ...
*3846 Rose, Alfred ...
*3847 Ditto
2845 Rosentreter, Johan...
*3948 Rosenstreter, Wm.
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature  of selectio n. Agricultural . First ClassPastoral .
Second Clan
Pastoral. Year.
1.  R.  Y. A.  R. P. A.  B» P.
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto
ditto, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
.., ditto ...
ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1875
... , Conditional ...
... Homestead,  1872
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
1243 Roulston . John ...  Conditional ...
*351 Ruhland , Adam ... ... ditto ...
2418 Runge , C. F. W. ... ... ditto ...
3618 Runge , C. F. ... ... ditto ...
2373 Runge ,  F. ... ... ... Homestead ...
Bent. Balance duns
£ s. d.i £ s. L
79 3 z9 ... ... 3rd U .0 u
76 0 0 8 0 0 ... 3rd 3 1 0
76 0 0 8 0 0 ... 3rd 3 1 0
10 0 0 264 2 0 ... 3rd 1 1 0
300 0 0 400 0 0 300 0 0 8th 50 0 0
... 480 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
480 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
80 0 0 6,420 0 0 2nd 82 5 0
83 0 0 ... , .. 4th 6 4 6
40 0 0 ... ... 2nd 2 5 0
70 0 0 ... ... 3rd 2 12 6
54 0 0 ... ... 5th 4 1 0
80 0 0 ... ... 6th 1 5 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 520 0 0 5th 19 10 0
40 0 0 120 0 0 389 0 0 5th 18 14 6
20 0 0 ... 60 0 0 8th 3 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 4 10 0
... 288 013 8th 14 6 0
... 200 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
70 0 0 131 2 0 9th 6 16 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th 12 7 6
36 0 0 73 0 0 ... 6th 4 10 7
50 0 0 68 0 0 ... 5th 6 6 0
120 0 0 2nd 5 2 6
74 0 0
...
.. ... 8th 5 11 0
80 0 0 33 3 0 ... 10th 7 14 0
60 0 0 60 0 0 60 0 0 10th 9 0 0
... 50 0 0 308 0 0 10th 10 4 0
400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
... 83 3 0 ... 10th 4 4 0
80 0 0 920 0 0 3rd 27 0 0
15 0 0 25 0 0 ... 4th 1 3 9
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
100 0 0 ... ... 8th 7 10 0
100 0 0 ... ... 8th 7 10 0
73 2 0 ... ... 9th 1 17 0
25 0 0 242 3 0  ... 10th 14 0 6
.. ... 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
40 0 0 ... 71 0 0 6th 4 15 6
130 0 0 ... 130 0 0 6th 13 0 0
.. 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
20 0 0 23 0 0 ... 3rd 1 6 6
15 0 0 .. 102 2 0 5th 3 14 0
10 0 0 68 2 0 ... 4th 2 2 0
... 100 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
15 0 0 85 0 0 ... 3rd 2 13 9
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd 0 10 0
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 3rd 210 0 013 4
40 3 4
... 120 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
... 60 0 0 334 0 0 9th 11 7 0
... ... 140 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
... 100 0 0 187 0 0 7th 9 13 6
... 60 0 0 438 0 0 9th 13 19 0
... 250 0 0 670 0 0 7th 29 5 0
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 21 0 0
20 0 0 , . 60 0 0 5th 3 0 0
120 0 0 520 0 0 .. 3rd 28 10 0
10 0 0 10 0 0 60 0 0 8th 2 15 0
30 0 0 89 3 0 ... 4th 4 10 0
20 0 0 78 0 0 ... 4th 5 8 0
46 3 0 ... ... 7th 3 10 6
20 0 0 61 0 0 ... 7th 4 11 0
... ... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
100 0 0 ... ... 3rd 7 10 0 0 12  6
2
1
3
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
80 0 0 .. ... 8th 6 0 0
60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 9th 6 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 .. 3rd 6 0 0
... 400 0 0 3rd 15 0 0
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 5th 2 10 0
... 50 0 0 ... 3rd 1 5 0 0 2 1$0 0 7
40 0 0 66 3 0 ... 8th 4 13 6
50 0 0 50 1 0 10th 3 16 0
20 0 0 140 0 0 6th 4 10 0
72 3 0 ... .., 3rd 5 9 6
80 0 0 ... ... 6th 1 0 0
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IPSWICH  DISTRICT-eontinned.
I  i l
Register
No. Lessee.
3174  Ryan ,  Elizabeth ... ...
1717 Ryan,  James ... ...
2876 Ditto
3197 Ryan,  Jeremiah ... ...
2280 Ryan , J. .. ... ...
84 Ryan ,  Martin ... ...
115 Ditto  ... ... ...
144 Ditto .. ... ...
3728 Ryan ,  Matthew
262 Ryan ,  Michael ... ...
2764 Ditto ... ...
889 Ryan ,  M. ... ...
*3740 Ryan , Richd, Arthur ...
261 Ryan ,  Thomas ... ...
*3964 Ryan ,  Patrick ... ...
2993 Sampford, Peter
202 Saunders ,  Patrick ... ...
2468 Scanlan, W.
*3609 Schabbon ,  Friedrich ...
*4287 Schaler , H. ... ...
3242 Schasser ,  David ... ...
*4038 Scherer, F . ... ...
*4176 Scheonfisch, F.
9932 Schiefelbern ,  Carl ... ...
3219 Schmike,  Wilhelm ...
2335 Schimming , G. ... , , .
3201 Schlecht ,  Franz X.
2525 Schmidt  A.... ... ...
3557 Schmidt, Johann ...
3793 Schmidt, Wilhelm ... ...
322 Schneider ,  Fredolin , . .
2623 Schneider , F. ... ...
2579 Schneider , G. ... ...
3076 Schneider , Johann ... ,..
2673 Scholz ,  Edward ... ...
*3715 Scholz ,  Henirich .. ...
224 Schonfield , John Henry ...
617 Schonfield , J. H. ,,.
*4239 Schonknecht, ...
2657 Schroder ,  August ... ...
*4294 Schroder , W. ,.. ...
2324 Schulz , A. ... ...
2732 Schulze , Wilhelm ... ...
2440 Schultz ,  August ... ...
3150 Schulz ,  Wilhelm ... ...
3229 Schulz , J. F. ... ...
*4263 Schumann , E. ... ...
2489 Schumacher, F.
3257 Schumnuhofski ,  Ludwig
*3412 Schluter ,  Jas. ... ...
3361 Schulz ,  Wilhelm ... ...
336 Scott ,  Robert ...
4083 Scott,  Jessie ...
2379 Scott, Henderson ,  and Co....
*3355 Sculley, Michel ...
3478 Seample, Andrew ...
*4333 Ditto ...
1461 Sealy, E. J.... ...
359 Ditto .. ...
3987 Sealey, Edward ...
3988 Ditto
3989 Ditto ... ...
2698 Seeley ,  William ... ...
2750 Seib , John A. ... ...
*4383 Seib, F. ...
3873 Sellars, Jos....
3935 Sellars, John
*3515 Shard, Henry
2387 Sharkey, J....
2485 Shea, J.
1389 Sheppard, Francis
*3605 Siedofsky, Carl
1390 Siemon, Conrad
551 Siemon, Geo. H.
557 Siemon, Wm.
*4075  Simpson, John
*4076 Ditto ...
*4388 Ditto
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First ClawPastoral.
I  A. B. P. I A .  B. P. I
Homestead ... 22 2 22  !
Conditional ... 20 0 0 70 0 0
ditto ... 113 3 17
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 45 0 0 ...
ditto ... 200 0 0 .
ditto ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... ... 248 0 0
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 200 0 0
Conditional ... 90 0 0 35 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 51 0 35 ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 50 0 0 ...
Homestead , 1875 ... 640 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 46 2 0
Conditional ... ... 179 0 0
Homestead ... ... 38 0 0
ditto ... ... 120 0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 90 0 0
ditto 80 0 0 ...
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0 60 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0 100 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 41 0 0
ditto 10 0 0 34 3 0Homestead, 1872  40 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional  ...  30 0 0  ...
Conditional, 1872 60 0 0 260 0 0
Conditional ... ... 92 0 0
Homestead ... 53 0 0
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional .. , 20 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 50 0 0 50 0 24
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0  ...
ditto ... 40 0 0 41 0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 20 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional ...  ... ...
Homestead ...  15 0  0 25 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ...
ditto ... 20 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 10 0 0 40 0 0
ditto .. . 25 0 0 75 0 0Homestead, 1875 120 0 0 60 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 120 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 ..
ditto ... 60 0 0 150 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
Pre-emptive on 150 0 0 600 0 0
Coochin Coochin
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0
Conditional ... ... ...
ditto .,. .. ...
ditto ... 83 0 0
'ditto ... ... 97 0 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ., 80 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 ..
Homestead ... 20 0 0 74 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0 ..
Homestead 80 0 0
Conditional, 1872 120 0 0 ...
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto ...  ...  160 0 0
Conditional ... 50 0 0 ...
ditto  ... 10 0 0 20 0 0
ditto  ... 10 0 0 40 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 100 0 0
Conditional  ...  20 0 0 62 1 0
ditto  ... 10 0 0  152 0 0
ditto  ... ...  160 0 0
ditto  ... ... ...
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
ditto  ... ...  80 0 0
Second Class
pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance dues
A. B. P. i £ S. d. l £ S.  d.
4th 0 17 3 0 6 0
7th 5 0 0
5th 8 11 0
120 0 0  4th 3 0 0
... 5th 3 7 6
10th 15 0 0
139 0 0  10th 8 9 6
... 10th 12 8 0
... 3rd 16 10 0
100 0 0 10th 11 0 0
150 0 0  6th 7 15 0
... 9th 3 18 0
4,800 0 0  3rd 120 0 0
158 0 0 i th 7 14 0
... 3rd 24 0 0 2 0 0
*0 10 0
... 5th 2 6 0
... 10th 8 19 0
... 5th 0 13 4
... 3rd 3 0 0
... 2nd 1 5 0
... 4th 3 7 6
... 2nd 3 0 0
... 2nd 9 0 0
... 5th 2 5 0
... 4th 3 12 6
... 6th 0 12 7
... 4th 1 5 0
6th 2 12 6
288 0 0  3rd 9 9 0
3rd 14 5 0
... 10th 4 12 0
... 6th 0 4 3
6th 2 18 4
78 0 0  4th 3 9 0
5th 3 3 0
3rd 2 0 0
95 0 0  10th 3 17 6
... 9th 5 1 0
... 2nd 4 7 6
6th 2 15 0
150 0 0  2nd 1 17 6
6th 0 11 9
5th 300•
100 0 0 6th 4 0 0
... 4th 1 7 6
... 4th 2 16 3
... 2nd 6 11 3
... 6th 3 0 0
... 4th 2 15 0
... 3rd 3 0 0
100 0 0 4th 4 0 0
254 0 0  10th 18 7 0
730 0 0  2nd 22 5 0
440 0 0  6th 52 5 0
4th 2 10 0
200 0 0  3rd 5 0 0
125 0 0  2nd 1 6 1
... 8th 6 4 6
... 10th 4 17 0
281 0 0  2nd 9 0 6
241 0 0  2nd ' 10 0 6
281 0 0  2nd 10 0 6
... 5th 2 3 4
60 0 0  5th 3 0 0
2nd 0 10 0
3rd 9 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
6th 3 15 0
73 0 0  6th 3 11 6
131 0 0  8th 6 0 6
... 3rd 2 10 0
8th 4 13 0
... 9th 8 7 0
... 9th 8 0 0
150 0 0  2nd 3 15 0
70 0 0  2nd 5 15 0
120 0 0  2nd 1 15 0
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IPSWICH DISTRICT-continued.
Regtier
No.
*4415
1422
3340
*3747
190
2832
2914
*2915
3332
1486
1487
1488
1147554
260
1080
t3036
2499
3776
*3818
1149
3385
2724
2725
13486
*3536
3215
*4411
*4351
*4092
*4180
*4320
*3834
3024
*4276
*4286
*3591
*3517
*3608
2380
*3794
1164
*4300
3052
*4016
*4 243
1856
t3497
2346
*3589
*3760
2629
2395
2571
2658
1741
1742
19112024
2840
2841
*4258
*4409
2782
766
394
1634
*2792
2953
3577
t3821
*4168
*4178
3004
3227
*3772
769
*4142
2550
3343
Lessee.
Simpson, C. H.
Slack, Ben.
Slater, William ...
Sloane, Wm. Jno. ...
Sloman, Josian Bowring
Smallwood, James ...
Smith, A. L. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Smith, Chas. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Smith, D. ...
Smith, Edwd. ...
Ditto ... ...
Smith, Geo....
Smith, Geo., senr. ...
Smith, George, senr.
Smith, George, junr.
Smith, John... ...
Ditto ... ...
Smith, Scott ...
Smith, G. S. ...
Ditto ... ...
Smith, John ...
Smith, Geo. C. ...
Smith, Wm. H.
Somerville, James
Sommerville, James
Sommerville, J. ...
Ditto ..
Somerville, Samuel
Somerfeld, Ferd.
Sommerfeldt, Fred.
Sounburg, F. ...
Spann, Carl
Spann, C. ...
Spann, C. F. W. ...
Spann, William ..
Spooner, Chs., senior
Spooner, J ., junior ...
Spresser, G.
Spresser, Gottlieb ...
Stark, J.
Stark, John ...
Ditto ...
Startz, Fredk.
Steele, G. ...
Steens, J. ... ...
Stegemann, Heinrich
Steven, James
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Steven ,  Donald
Stevens ,  Donald
Stewart, Gibson
Stewart , Arthur
Ditto ...
Ditto
Stewart, Duncan
Stewart, Hugh
Stewart, Ralph ...
Stewart, Gibson
Stewart, Arthur ...
Stenzel, August ...
Stibbe, Johann ...
Stirling, Robert ...
Ditto .. ...
Stokes, Edward
Stolpe, C. ...
Storck, Carl
Nature of selection.
.. ' Conditional
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
... I ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto ...
ditto ...
.. ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
ditto, 1872 .
Homestead ..
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1875
... Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto, 1875 ...
Conditional
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... 1 Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Agricultural
A. B. P.
100 0
20 0 0
153 0 0
20 0 0
10 0 0I
100 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
70 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
20 0 0
80 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Bent.
A. B. P. I  I £ i. d.
640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
80 2 20 8th 3 15 6
Balance due.
£ s. d
... 470 0
102 2 0 1
3rd 2 15 00
3rd 1115 0
10th 11 9 6
5th 3 6 6
5th 10 10 0
5th 5 0 0
4th l 3 5 0
... 1 420 0 0
... 200 0 0
130 0 0
20 0 0 49 0 0 8th 2 19 6
60 0 0 445 1 0 8th 14 3 0
100 0 0 368 0 0 8th 21 14 0
80 0 0
163 3 0 8th 5 12 0 1
590 0 0 5th 17 15 0 9 2 7
79 0 0 8th 1 19 6
82 0 0 9th 5 1 0
284 0 0 loth 14 17 0
50 0 0 103 0 0 6th 5 1  6
158 0 01 ... 3rd 3 19 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
60 0 0 240 0 0 8th 12 0  0
20 0 0 160 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
60 0 0 240 0 0 5th 9 0 0
60 0 0 240 0 0 5th 9 0 0
50 0 0 1 274 0 0 3rd 8 5 8
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
80 0 0 422 0 0 4th  14 11  6
.. 500 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
80 0 0 120 0 0 2nd 2 6 8
... 320 0 0 2nd 7 6 8
... 820 0 0 2nd 15 7 6
... 80 0 0 2nd 016 8
..
... 3rd 5 5 0
30 0 0 153 0 0 5th 5 6 6
136 0 0 2nd 114 0
180 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
6,10 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
... 3rd 3 0 0
... 3rd 1 0 0
... 6th 1 6 8
3rd 9 0 0
81 3 0 8th 3 8 7
2nd 1 5  0
780 0 0 ( 4th 19 10 0
... 2nd 3 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
236 1 0 7th 12 18 6
3rd 10 18 4
617 0 0 1 6th 17 18 6
350 0 0 3rd 8 15 0
... 120 0 0
... 40 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0 160 0 0
20 0 0
120 0 0
... 120 0 0
240 0 0
20 0 0 110 0 0
20 0 0 190 0 0
50 0 0
20 0 0
23 0 0
10 0 0
30 0 0
22 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
1,000 0 0II 3rd 25 0 0
... 80 0 0 6th 310 0
100 0 0 ... 6th 1 7 1 1
35 0 0 ... 6th 1 5 11
31 0 0 ... 5th 1 18 0
116 0 0 ... , 7th 7 9 0
80 0 0 200 0 0 7th 12 0 0
290 0 0 i th 10  5  0
80 0 0 201 0 01 7th 12 0 6
70 0 0' 1,337 0 0 5th 39 18 6
150 0 0 1,066 0 0 5th 34 3 0
275 0 0 2nd 4 0 3
80 0 0 880 0 0 2nd 4 6 8
80 0 0 515 0 0 5th ' 16 17 6
20 0 0 73 3 30 9th 2 17 0
20 0 0 80 0 0 10th 3 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 u 8th 2 10 0
100 0 0 4th 210 0
701 0 0 5th 16 0 0
310 0 0 3rd 7 15 0
40 0 0
35 0 0
30 0 0
160 0 0 113 0 0 3rd 12 16 2
... 120 0 0 2nd 210 0
..  100 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
150 0 0 1 442 0 0 1 5th 21 3 6
90 0 0 4th 3 7 6
25 0 0 ! 3rd 0 12 6
29 0 0 57 3 0
30 0 0 90 0 0
170 0 0 9th 4 5 0
84 0 0 2nd 115 0
6th 2 2 3
4th 3 7 0
612
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4+eista
No.
3344 Storch, C.
3500 Ditto ... ...
2601 Strufeldt, A. ...
2327 Stiimer, C. ...
1288 Sughrue, Denis ...
*3645 Sullivan, Patrick ...
2854 Sumer, Carl ... ...
680 Summarville, John...
*4307 Summers, J. O. ...
3270 Sumerville, John ...
*4264 Surowski, F. ...
*4265 Surowski, T. ...
2296 Swanson, A....
t2506 Ditto ... ...
t2507 Ditto .. ...
2838 Swanson, Alexander
t2839 Ditto ... ...
12973 Ditto ... ...
*4389 Ditto
t2842 Swanson, James ...
*4084 Ditto ... ...
1950 Sweeney, John ...
3086 Swrosski, Joseph
2287  Tallon, R.
431 Tamlyn, William ..,
1000 Tansey, Thomas ...
3733 Taylor, James
3613 Taylor, William
2260 Taylor, W.
*4127 Taylor, Mary T.
2288 Teenes, A.
3954 Tessman, A....
*4301 Ditto ... ...
3514 Theaker, James ..
2747 Theuerkauf, Wilhelm
2622 Theuerkauf, A.
629 Thistlewayte, Donald S.
2103 Thomas, Lewis ...
1874 Thomas, John ...
1687 Thompson, James ...
3059 Ditto
3238 Thompson, Wm. Jno.
3779 Ditto ... ...
870 Thomson, Peter ...
3160 Ditto ... ...
*4235 Ditto
2631 Thomson, H. W.
90 Thorn, George ...
2310
2311
*4390
*4391
*4403
3047
3120
*3801
2071
3881
14069
654
655
2925
2110
2871
3524
t3693
1583
3901
3592
1250
3096
318
1337
3372
3046
3318
3673
2568
*3598
Ditto ... ...
D it to ... ...
Thorn, John... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Thorn, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Tidman, William
Tierney, James ...
Tierney, Patrick ...
Tighe, James ...
Tighe, William ...
Tinsley, Henry ...
Titmarsh, John
Titmarsh, William
Ditto
Titmarsh, Wm.Tomkins, William B.
Toohey, Catherine . .
Toohey, Denis ...
Toohey, Matthew ...
Ditto ...
Toohill, Edward ...
Toomey, James ...
Trebbin, Friedrich ...
Triiloff, William ...
Trulson, Ola... ...
Turnbull, John ...
Tweedie, J. M. ...
Tweedie, John Martin
Nature  of Selection. Agricultural.
1 I A. E. P. 1
Conditional ... 40 0 0
... ditto ' ...
ditto ... 30 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto .. ...
... Homestead, 1872 40 0 0
... Homestead ... 20 0 0
... Conditional ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
.. Homestead
,., ditto ... ...
... Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... 44 1) 0
... Homestead ... 40 0 0
... Conditional ... 35 0 0
... ditto ... 631 0 0
... ditto ... 32 0 0
... Homestead, 1872 120 0 0
ditto .. 120 0 0
... Homestead ... 37 0 0
... ditto
ditto 77 2 0
... ,Conditional ... 30 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead ... 4 0 0
Conditional  ...  25 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto  ...  10 0 0
ditto  ...  10 0 0
ditto ... 54 0 36
ditto  ...  80 0 0
Homestead ,  18721 120 0 0
ditto ... ,
Conditional  ... 17 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,  1872, 80 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Rosebrook ...
ditto ... 120 0 0I
ditto ... i
Conditional ... I
ditto
ditto  ... ' 40 0 0
ditto  ... I 30 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
dittoHomestead, 1872 79 0 0
ditto, 18751 63 0 0
Conditional  ...  50 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0
Homestead 20 0 0
ditto . 20 0 0
ditto, 1872 120 0 0
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional  ... i ...Homestead, 1872  80 0 0
Homestead ...1 ...
Conditional ... I
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ... 20-0 0
ditto '
ditto 40 0 0
ditto, 1872 120 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0
...I ditto .. ...
First Clan
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
A. E. P. A. 8. P. i
... 160 0 0 4th
... 80 0 0 3rd
84 0 0 6th
41 0 0 ... 6th
128 0 0 ... 8th
200 0 0 ... 3rd
62 0 0 5th
160 0 0 9th
320 0 0 ... 2nd
20 0 0 186 0 0 4th
120 0 0 ... 2nd
120 0 0 .. 2nd
40 0 0 281 0 0 1 6th
80 0 0 242 0 0 6th
80 0 0 241 0 0 6th
150 0 0 1.507 0 0 5th
... 744 0 0 5th
... 281 0 0 5th
840 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 239 0 0 ' 5th
... 85 0 0 2nd
7th
80 0 0 .. 4th
50 0 0 382 0 0 ' 6th
68 0 11 .. 10th
.. 130 0 0 9th
200 0 0 ... 3rd
200 0 0 ... 3rd
86 0 0 ... 5th
71 0 0 ... 2nd
6th
90 0 0 3rd
... 180 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 1 558 0 0 3rd
4 035 ... 5th
... 98 0 0 6th
333 0 0 9th
10 0 0 s0 1 0 7th
80 0 0 , 80 0 0 7thi 7th
... 4th
200 0 0 ... 1 4th
99 3 0 ... ' 3rd
20 0 0 96 0 0 9th
100 0 0 350 0 0 4th
100 0 0 tad
200 0 0 ... 6th
400 0 0 232 0 0 10th
600 0 0 1,308 0 0 6th '
40 0 0 44) 1 t  6th
11,980 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 12,920 0 0 2nd
380 0 0 2nd
320 0 0 ' 1,075 0 0 ' 4th1,460 0 0 l 4th
321 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 70 0 0 7th 1
2 0  0  ... 1 3rd
2nd
48 3 0 ... 9th
48 3 0 ... 9th 1
100 0 0 ... 5th
60 0 0 ' ... i 7th
153 0 0 ... 5th f
47 0 0 ... 3rd '
d '255 0 0 ... 3r
160 0 0 ... 8th
3rd
25 2 0 .. 3rd
100 0 0 20 0 0 8th
80 0 0 213 0 0 4th
244 0 0 10th
901 0
...
8th
80 0 0I 3rd
102 0 0 ... 4th
80 0 0 I ... 4th
520 0 0 ' ... 3rd
200 0 0 ... 6th
990 0 01 ... 3rd
!Lent. Balance due
£ s. d. l £ s. d.
7 0 0
2 0 0
4 7 0
0 12 7
6 8 0
10 10 0
2 6 0
4 0 0
6 13 4
5 13 0
1 15 0
1 15 0
9 0 6
5 18 1
6 3 4
45 3 6 7 19 0
21 9 4
9 18 10
5 5 0
9 1 8
2 2 6
3 6 0
3 10 0
14 13 6
50  12  3
5 13 0
16 10 0
16 10 0
0 5 9
1 12 7
0 9 9
4 10 0
1 17 6
18 19 0
0 5 6
4 6 6
8 6 6
3 5 6
6 15 0
4 2 6
6 0 0
16 10 0
3 15 0
4 13 6
13 15 0
1 13 4
12 2 6 2 0 0
25 16 0
71 14 0
3 0 6
12 7 6
19 5 0
2 1 8
45 2 6
36 10 0
8 0 6
2 15 0
3 0 3 0 4 0
1 18 3
6 4 0
6 19 0
3 5 0
2 5 0
14 14 9
1 15 3
9 6 0
8 0 0
3 0 0
0 13 0
5 10 0
9 6 6
6 2 0
4 11 0
2 15 0
2 11 0
3 10 0
28 10 0
13 15 0
12 0 0
I
6"3
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
b
Ugl
NU.
ater
I Lessee.
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent Balance due
A. B. P. A. B. P. I A. B. P.I £ a. d. I £ r. d.
t3599 ThomasTweedie ... Homestead. 1872 233 U U ... 3rd 7 1i 4
2624
,
Ditto ... ditto ...  120 0 0  200 0 0 ... 6th 15 12 6
2691
...
CharlesUrry ... Homestead ... 80 0 0 5th 3 0 0
2692
,
Ditto ... Conditional ...  166 2 0 ... 5th 1211) 6
3178
...
John ..Vance ... Homestead ...  20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 4th 2 5 0
*3243 , .Ditto ... Conditional ... 120 0 0 ... 4thh 6 0 01331 Vanneck, Wm. A.... ditto ... 20 0 0 129 2 0 .. 8th 8 0 060 7 03012 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 100 0 0 1,056 1 0 5t
2807 ... ditto ... 20 0Ditto . 0 112 0 0 ... 5th 7 2 0
2810
..
Ditto ... ditto 50 0 0 400 0 0 382  0 0 5th 33 6 0
3944 Walter ... Homestead, 1872  120 0Vanneck 0  620 0 0 ... 3rd 28 10 0
1892
,
Ditto ... ... Conditional ... 83 0 0 --- ... 7th 6 4 6
480 Ditto ... ... Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Grantham 1,089 0 0 ... 10th  54 9 0
3087 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 1,000 0 0 1,560 0 0 4th 89 0 0
2991 Richard ... ConditionalVarley 20 0 0 120 0 0 5th  4 0 0
472
,
John ... dittoVerdon so  0 0 82 3 0 10th  6 1 6
127
,
Robert ...  dittoVernor 80 0 0 ... 9th  4 0 0
t496
,
Thos. ...  dittoVerrall 151 0 17 ... 10th 4 19 1
26
,
George ... dittoVerrall 100 0 0 554 0 36 10th 18 16 9
477
,
Ditto ditto 306 2 0 244 0 0 ... loth 35 4 6
476 Ditto ditto  333 2 0 .. ... 10th 25 1 0
371 ditto  30 0Verrall, Chas. St. V. 0 50 2 0 ... 10th  4 16 0
*4274 August ... Homestead ...Voigt 99 0 0 ... 2nd  1 4 9
*3767
,
Volkmann, C. E. ... ditto 100 0 0 ... 3rd  2 10 0
2544 Vonderheid, H. L.... Homestead, 1872  120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th  13 15 0
2545 Vonderheid, P. ... ditto ...  120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th  13 15 0
*4148 Ditto ..  ditto, 1875 320 0 0 ... 2nd  10 0 0
3028 Vorpagel, Carl ... B omestead ...  30 0 0 70 0 0 ... 5th 2 17 6
3819 Wagner, C. F. ... ditto ...  10 0 0 32 2 30 .. 3rd 1 4 6
3360 Wagner, Jonas ... Conditional ...  30 0 0 ... 90 0 0 4th  4 10 0
03755 Wagner, Lorenz ... Homestead . ... 120 0 0 ... 3rd  3 0 0
*4345 Waite, E. ... Homestead, 1875 ... 640 0 0 ... 2nd  8 0 0
3287 Walsh, Darby ... Conditional . 128 3 4 . ... 4th 6 9 0
2835 Walsh, Thomas ... Homestead, 1872  40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
*3790 Walton, Charles ditto ... 50 0 0 210 0 0 3rd 11 12 6615Ward, Patk. ... Conditional ... 60 0 0 108 0 0 9th 5 14 0
2771 Ditto ... ...  ditto 167 0 0 5th i  4 3 6
2273 Ward, P. Homestead ... 20 0 0 101 3 0 ... 6th  0 11 0
258i Watherston, A.  ditto ... 12 0 0 16 2 22 ... 6th  0 14 7
920 Watherston, Andrew Conditional ...  20 0 0 20 0 0 40 2 0 9th 3 10 6
*4126Watkins, A. J. ... Homestead ... 60 0 0 ... 2nd 1 7 6
13640 Watkins, ]Reuben ... Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 195 0 0 ... 3rd 15 5 0
1t3738Watkins, William ...  ditto ... 112 0 0 19? 0 0 ... 3rd  13 3 9
3316 Watson, A. E. ... Homestead ... 10 0 0 23 0 0 ... 4th 0 19 0
450 Watson, John ... Conditional ... ... 70 0 0 30 0 0 10th 4 5 0
*3726 Ditto .. ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 285 0 0 3rd 10 2 6
758 Watson, Nathaniel... ditto ... ... 453 0 0 9th  11 6 6
1548 Watson, Richard, senr. ditto 40 0 0  ... 120 0 0 8th  6 0 0
3065 Ditto ... ...  ditto 20 0 0 150 0 0 4th  4 15 0
13159 Ditto ... ...  ditto 249 0 0 4th 6 3 2
2435 Watson, R., sen. ...  ditto 60 0 0 100 0 0 6th  5 10 004230 Ditto ... ... ditto 280 0 0 2nd 4 13 4
2881 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 25  0 0 73 0 0 5th  3 1 6
2882 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 50 0 0 298 0 0 5th 9 19 0
1371 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0 80 0 0 8th  6 0 0
274 Ditto ... ...  ditto  20 0 0 40 0 0 63 0 0 10th  5 1 6
393 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0 10th 2 0 0
430 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
•
... 80 0 0 10th  2 0 0
449 Ditto ... 0... ditto ...  25 0 110 0 0 10th  4 12 6
2023 Ditto ..  ditto ... 40 0 0 120 0 0 7th 5 0 0
175 Watson, Richard, junr. ditto ...
di 800
160 0 0
0 80 0 0
10th 4 0 0
10th 6 0 0237
*3727 Ditto ...Ditto tto ...... ditto ... 80 0 0 245 0 0 3rd  10 2 6
1307 Watson, Samuel ... ditto ... 60 0 0  ... 100 0 0 8th  6 5 0
225 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 108 0 0  30 0 0 10th 9 12 0
1683 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 30 0 0 81 0 0 7th  3 10 6
1981 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 783 2 37 7th 23 11 9
*4247Watson, S. ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd  1 3 4
1276 Waters, Wm. ... ditto ... 400 0 0 8th  30 0 0
120 Watkins, Wm. ... ditto ... 52 0 0 153 2 3 10th 7 13 4
140 Ditto ... ditto ... 294 3 0  350 0 0 40 2 0 10th 40 13 0
208 Ditto ... ditto 235 0 0  ...
.
10th  17 12 6
*4122Webb, Thomas ditto 450 0 0 2nd  10 6 3
x`412:3 Ditto ditto 80 0 0 220 0 0 2nd  8 14 2
*3414 ..Weber, August ditto  ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
3193 WilhelmWeber ditto ... 50 0 0  20 0 0 92 0 0 4th  7 1 0
1197
,
Webster, Jno. ditto ... 200 0 0 8th  15 0 0
1631 Ditto ... ... , ditto ... 60 0 0 8th 3 16 0
64
IPSWICH  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
Lessee.
*4090 Webster, Sam. ...
*4091 Webster, E. J. ...
2702 Weise, Ferdinand ... ...
2133 Wells,T. F.
2775 Wells, Thos. Fdk....
'4185 Welch, S. ... ... ...
3210 Wenzel, F. W. ... ...
3211 Ditto ... ... ...
1335 West, James ... ... ...
*4236 Wheeler, Henry ... ...
1641 White, Benjn. ...
t3382 White, James Charles
2495  Whitehouse, C. J....
883 Whitney, Geo.
3317 Whitney, John ...
3823 Whiteway, Edmund ...
*4303 Wickham, J. ... ...
2336 Wieck,A.
2347 Wiegand, N. ...
1316 Wienholt, Arthur ... ...
+1002 Ditto ... ... ...
319 Ditto ... ... ...
332 Ditto ... ... ...
313 Wienholt Bros. ... ...
315 Ditto
2147 Wienholt, John, William,
Arnold, Edward, and
Arthur ... ... ...
2148  Ditto ... ...
2149 Ditto ... ... ...
314 Ditto ... .
1350 Wienholt,  Edward, and the
Trustees  of the  late Wil-
liam Kent ... ... ...
1351 Ditto ... ... ...
1352 Ditto ...
2151 Wienholt and Kent ...
2152 I)itto ...
2153 Ditto
*3787 Wieland, Albertine... ...
3894 Wieland, August
2583 Wieland, John
2793 Wieland, Gottlieb ... ...
3170 Wieland, Ernest ... ...
*4192 Wieland, F. ... ..
2621 Wilkin, Hans ... ...
*4030 Wilks, Wm.. ... ...
2931 Wilkinson, W. H.... ...
2428 Ditto ...
*3812 Wilkinson, Jos. ... ...
*3869 Ditto
222 Wilkinson, Robert ... ...
2947 Ditto ... ... ...
643 Wilkinson, Patk.
*4220 Williams, Chrs. ...
*4226 Williams, Chs. ... ...
*4398 W illiams , R. ... ...
3123 Williams, Robert ... ...
3308 Ditto ... ... ...
3685 Williams, Samuel ... ..
3373 Williamson, John ... ...
3261 Wilson, Charles ...
234 Wilson, Francis ... ...
3620 Wilson, Hugh ...
1599 Wilson, Samuel ... ...
2413 Wilson, G. H. ... ...
3752 Winchester, Harry... ...
2212 Winks, W. ...
2213 Ditto ... ... ...
2381 Ditto ... ...
2382 Ditto ... ,..
2759 Wissemann, Geo. ...
*4353 Wool, H. C. ... ...
1117 Wood, Henry C. ...
1119 Ditto ... ... ...
Nature of selection.
Homestead, 1875'
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ... i
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive,
Fassifern
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Fassifern ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
30 0 0
10 0 0
100 0 0
320 0 0
30 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
15 0 0
125 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0
360 0 0
430 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
iRent  1 Balance due
A. B. P. I A.  B. P.I I £ a. d.
450 0 0 2nd 14 19 5
400 0 0
... 2nd 13 15 0
50 0 0 .. 5th 2 7 6
15 0 0 142 0 0 6th 5 1 0
71 0 0 .,. 5th 11 1 0
... 2nd 18 0 0
90 0 0 4th 3 7 6
68 0 0 4th 3 4 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 8th 3 0 0
800 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
158 0 33 .. 8th 7 19 0
1,293 0 0 3rd 29 9 6
84 0 33 ... 6th 4 5 0
72 1 0 ... 9th 5 3 0
30 2 0 ... 4th 1 6 9
107 0 0 ... 3rd 14 14 6
. ... 2nd 1 5 0
41 0 0 ... 6th 0 12 7
30 0 0 ... 6th 0 7 6
40 0 0 539 3 20 8th 17 0 0400 0 0 1,020 3 10 9th I 60 10 6
1
650 0 0 3,650 0 0 10th 135 15 0
738 0 0 10th 18 9 0
200 0 0 80 0 0 10th 39 0 0
100 0 0 150 0 0 250 0 0 6th 21 5 0
80 0 0 100 0 0 460 0 0 6th 22 10 0
100 0 0 200 0 0 1,120 0 0 6th 45 10 0
650 0 0 ... 290 0 0 10th 56 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Rosewood ... 400 0 0 259 3 0
ditto ...)
' -
289 0 0
ditto ...  70 0  0 111 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 200 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 100 0 0
ditto 150 0 0 200 0 0
Homestead, 18721 60 0 0 260 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 40 0 0 ...
Homestead, 1872, 80 0 0
Conditional ... 42 3 14
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0
Conditional .
Homestead .. 20 0 0 80 0 0
ditto, 1872... ... 450 0 0
ditto, 1875... 15 0 0 85 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto  ...  ... 400 0 0
ditto
Homestead, 1872,
Conditional ...
ditto ...
120 0 0
dittoHomestead, 187275 0 0
Conditional  ... i 185 0 0
di tto ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional
ditto ...  IN  0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... I
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
25 0 0
1500 0
100 0  01
512 0 0
550 0 0 10th 46 0 0
Year.
£a.d,
30 9 0
$7 12 3
8th 43 0 0
8th 14 9 0
8th 10 16 0
924 0 0 6th 36 17 0
170 0 0 6th  13  0 0
709 0 0 6th 36 16 11
3rd 14 5 0
... 3rd 3 0 0
.. 6th 3 0 0
131 1 0 5th 3 6 0
... 4th 3 0 0
... 2nd 2 5 0
... 6th 3 4 6
... 2nd 12 0 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
... 6th 1 7 6
... 3rd 16 17 6
3rd 4 6 3
13 0 0 10th 3 6 6
240 0 0 5th 6 0 0
91 0 0 9th 3 5 6
560 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
1,000 0 0 2nd 16 13 4
320 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
1,592 0 0 4th  59 16  0
450 0 0 4th 13 5 0
3rd 28 4 0 5 17 0
$1 9 3
503 0 0
20 0 0 84 2 0
76 0 0 40 0 0
125 0 0 ' ...
250 0 0 865 0 9
120 0 0
40 0 0' 138 0 0
400 0 0 559 0 0
150 0 0 430 2 0
30 0 0 90 3 0
56 317
273 0 0  12'627 0 0DO 0 0 147 0 0
300 0 0 103 0 0
3rd 12 11 6
4th 3 2 6
10th 4 16 0
3rd 10 6 3
8th 13 17 6
7th 34 1 2
3rd 3 0 0
6th 5 9 0
hth 41 9 6
6th 18 5 6
6th 3 15 6
5th 2 7 3
2nd 26 81'1
8th 24 18 6
8th 25 1 6
645
IPSWICH  ; DISTRICT- coaztiitue .
Raeder
No. Yee.
1943 Wood, Henry C. ...
1765 Wood, J. D.
2246 Wood, H. C.
2394 Ditto ... ...
3008 Ditto ... ...
587 Wright, George
3476 Wruck, August
1343 Yarrow, Charles
364 Yates, John ... ...
*4306 Young, John ...
*4308 Ditto ... ...
*4309 Ditto ... ...
3773 Zahl, Carl ... ...
2417 Zarnke, F. ... ...
2478 Zessin, F. ...
2788 Zillmann, Christian...
3149 Zimmermann, Ernst
Nature of Seleotlon.
Conditional ' ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
HELIDON DISTRICT.
98 Abbott, Jno. ... ...
*487 Ditto ... ...
*746 Allen, Jno. Chas. ... ...
*723 Allison,  Samuel ..
*688 Ambrose, William Patrick...
103 Andrew, Jas. ... ...
302 Andrews, David ... ...
114 Andrews, Henry ... ...
524 Ashton, John ... ...
*651 Bailey, Robert ... ...
143 Bailey, Wm. ... ...
389 Ballantine, Robert ... ...
404 Barber,  Benjamin ... ...
421 Ditto ... ... ...
182 Barclay, James ... ...
330 Ditto ... ...
*642 Barclay, James jun. ...
299 Barclay, Robert ... ...
232 Belford, Wm. John... ...
314 Bell, J. P., and J. A. ...
315 Ditto ... ... ...
316 Bell and  Sons ...
24 Blaine, John ... ...
32 Ditto ... ... ...
329 Ditto ...
465 Blakiston, Arthur Cuthbert
Tyton ... ...
533 Brigg , Jno. Thos. ... ...
*543 Ditto ... ... ...
544 Ditto ... ... ...
*593 Brown, Peter
189
*643
*644
646
*760
*761
469
470
472
1215
31"
352
378
337
349
392
8
515
347
221
669
t679
700
254
111
a596
Burns, Owen ... ...
Byrne, James ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Caffrey, Bernard ...
Campbell, Alex. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Campbell, John ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Carpendale, Alex. Victor ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Carew, Michael ... ,..
Cassart, Henry ... ...
Carrig, Austin ... ...
Chadwick, Wm. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Chapman, Henry ... ,..
Chalmers, David ...
Ditto ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Agrioultursl.
A. B. P.
160 0 0
124 0 0
30 0 0
15 0 0
20 0 0
First Clans
Pastora l.
A*  E.  P.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year .  Bent. Balance due.
A. B. P. 1  I £ e. d.1 £ ao d.
420 0 0 801 0
400 0 0 2,355 0
967 0
150 0 0 680 0
70 0 0 100 0
185 0
99 0
80 0 0 70 0
120 0
80 0 0 228 0
43 1 0 153 0
151 0 0
30 0 0 70 0 0 ...
20 0 0 40 0 0 ...
10.0 0
...
20...0 0
50 0 0
20 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
120 0 0
294 0 0
...
50 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0 286 0
320 0
640 0 0
300 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ...
106 0 0 .
100 0 0 179 0
30 0 0 286 0
80 0 0 ...
260 0 0 ...
...
325 0 0 ...
...
82 0 0
113 0 0
100 0 0
60 0 0 260 0 0 ...
... 163 0 0 ...
... 47 3 0
... 200 0 0 280 0
40 0 0 200 0 0 400 0
80 0 0 450 0 0 910 0
... 201 220 ...
0
80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 991 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Pre-emptive
Homestead, 1872
Pre-emptive ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
243 3 0 ,.,
1953 0 0
.., 240 0 0 ...
... 140 0 0 ...
... 100 0 0
10 0 0 117 0 0
...
100 0 0 436 0
200 0 0 120 0
30 0 0l 91 0 0 .,
.. 2,000 0
... 478 0 0 .
.. , 100 0 0 540 0
... 9000 5500
180 0 0 1,080 0
5 0 0 135 3 22
320 0 0 ...
100 0 0
128 2  0 ... ...
80 0 0 ..
240 0 0
285 0 0
400 0 0 411 1 29
... 100 0 0
40 0 0
10 0 0 155 0 0
80 0 0 ...
190 0 0
80 0 0
25 01
200 0
1700 040 0 0 295 0
120 0 0I ,.,
0 7th )3 0 6
7th 9 6 0
0 6th 78 17 6
0 6th 24 3 6
0 5th 24 10 0
0 9th 8 5 0
0 3rd 5 15 0
0 8th 2 9 6
10th 9 1 0
0 2nd 2 7 11
0 2nd 1 5 0
0 2nd 4 13 4
0 3rd 6 0 6
6th 1 8 9
6th 1 6 3
5th 1 5 0
4th 1 7 6
0 9th 11 3 0
0 3rd 8 0 0
2nd 12 0 0
2nd 13 15 0
3rd 12 0 0
8th 6 16 0
0 6th 13 4 6
0 8th 10 3 0
4th 4 3 10
3rd 14 5 0
8th 9 0 0
5th 22 1 0
5th 16 5 0
5th 5 13 0
8th 5 0 0
6th 4 2 0
3rd 14 5 0
7th 8 3 0
7th 1 4 0
0 6th 17 0 0
0 6th 23 0 0
0 6th  51 5 0
9th 10 2 0
9th 4 0 0
6th 7 10 0
4th 12 4 0
4th 97 13 0
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 7 0 0
3rd 2 10 0 1 9 2
*0 7 4
7th 6 12 0
0 3rd 15 18 0
0 3rd 13 0 0
3rd 3 8 0
0 2nd 16 13 4
2nd 5 19 6
0 4th 18 10 0
0 4th 18 5 0 412 6
0 4th 36 0 0
7th 7 2 2
6th 24 0 0
6th 7 10 0
5th 9 13 6
6th 6 0 0
6th 12 0 0
5th 14 5 0
10th 50 10 6
4th 2 10 0
0 6th 7 0 0
7th 8 10 0
3rd 6 0 0
3rd 13 7 6
3rd 6 0 0
7th 8 10 0
8th 11 5 00
3rd 3 0 0
Nature of Seleotfon.
HELIDON  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*721 Cherry ,  James 7 ...
*693 Cleary ,  John ...
*702 Cocks ,  Charles ...
*517 Ditto ... ...
*520 Ditto ...
27 Connolly ,  Michael ...
156 Connole ,  Daniel ...
612 Connole ,  David ,..
*726 Conley ,  John ...
*749 Connolly ,  Patrick ...
*752 Connolly ,  Michael ...
*769  Ditto ... ...
277 Cook,  W., jun. ...
328 Ditto ... ...
*738 Ditto ...
444 Cossart ,  Joseph ...
5 Cross,  Walter A. ...
29 Ditto ...
386 Crotty ,  Patrick ...
0755 Ditto ... ...
387 Crotty ,  Thomas ...
672 Ditto ... ...
659 Cudihy ,  James ...
193 Ditto ... ...
664 Cudihy ,  Thomas ...
665 Ditto ... ...
*689 Cuppage ,  George ...
113 Currie ,  James ...
157 Curtis, John... ...
*591 Dalton ,  Michael ...
*783
t542
690
589
476
478
• 501
504
641
597
598
*720
138
364
371
225
483
484
608
620
*759
245
489
*739
*653
f633
452
*645
312
108
222
*556
*557
*558
*706
575
648
666
685
678
514
*663
*668
310
468
*715
397
467
Darvall,  Anth. Wm.
Darvall,  Anthony Wm.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Davis, Charles
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Dear, Samuel ...
Dear ,  George ...
Dear, James ...
Dolley, Wm John ...
Donoghue ,  Michael
Ditto ... ..,
Ditto ...
Donovan ,  Denis ...
Duckworth,  James ...
Ditto ...
Dunege , William ...
Duncan ,  Alex. ...
Dunn ,  James ...
Fahy, John ...
Ditto ...
Fahey ,  Michael ...
Falvey, John
Flanagan, Francis ...
Flannery , John ...
Fleming ,  Joseph ...
Ditto .. ...
Foote, James ...
Gallogly ,  Terence ...
Garvey .  Patrick ...
Garvey , John ...
Garvey ,  Michael ...
Ditto ...
Geddes, James
Gilliver, James
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Gilshenan , Patrick ...
Gleeson, Mathew ...
Gleeson, Thomas ...
Gorman, John ...
Ditto ...
Gould, Joseph ...
Gracey, John
Greeoy ,  Catherine ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
64
Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class Year.Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. I A. R. P.
34 0 0) 66 0 0 1
640 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 20 0
ditto ... ...
ditto 220 0
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
0
0
Conditional ... ... i
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional ... 67 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 42  0  0
ditto ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 322 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0
Conditional 40 0 0
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ... 100 0 0
ditto  ...  10 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ,.,
Conditional ...
800 0
180 0 0
108 0 0
80 0 0
80 0 0
..
160 0 0
99 3 0
91 0 0
120 0 0
209 0 0
100 0 0
400 0 0
190 0 0
320 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0
Pre-emptive ,.. 100 0 0 100 0 0
Conditional ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 165 0 0
Homestead ... 75 0 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 , . ,
ditto ... 50 0 0 , . .
ditto ... 20 0 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0 110 0 0
Conditional .. 8 0 0
Homestead, 1872 60 0 0 100 0 0
Conditional ... 142 0 0 . .
ditto ... ... 124 3 0
ditto ... ... 123 1 0
ditto 10 0 0 139 3 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 40 0 0
ditto ... 72 3 22
Homestead, 1872 100 0 0 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
Conditional ... ... 291 3 0
ditto ... ... 118 2 0
ditto .
...
160 0 0
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional ... ' ... 117 0 0
ditto ... .. ...
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 30 0 0
ditto ... ... 219 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... 56 0 0
Conditional ... 59 0 0 ,
ditto ... ... 1,362 0 0
ditto ... ... 187 0 0
ditto ... ... 124 0 0
ditto ... .. 90 0 0
Homestead .. 30 0 0 55 0 0
ditto, 1872 ... ... 640 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead .., 21 0 0 118 0 0
Conditional 20 0 0 78 0 '0
Homestead, 1872 ... 300 0 0
Conditional ... ... 25 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 ...
2nd
3rd
300 0 0 ' 3rd
4,040 0 0 4th
1,560 0 0 4th
... 9th
... 8th
... 4th
... 2nd
... 2nd
2nd
Bent. Balance due,
£ s. d. I £ . d.
2 13 8
24 0 0 2 0 0
+0 10 0
7 10 0
97 12 4
37 15 10
4 0 0
10 10 0
5 8 0
13 15 0
1 0 0
0 16 8
80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
7th 8 0 0
6th 5 0 0
2nd 2 5 6
5th 3 0 0
10th 5 0 6
9th 10 9 0
5th 3 0 0
2nd 2 1 8
5th 3 3 0
... 3rd 7 10 0
... 3rd 6 0 0
... 7th 24 3 0
,., 3rd 6 0 0
...
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 15 0 0
227 0 0 8th 13 3 6
...
8th 10 5 0
3rd 12 0 0
160 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
190 0 0 3rd 6 11 0
359 0 0 3rd 21 9 6
169 0 25 3rd 9 5 0
...
4th 12 7 6
4th 2 18 6
...
4th 7 10 0
4th 3 15 0
280 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
3rd 3 2 6
92 0 0 3rd 2 18 0
2nd 7 11 3
8th 10 13 0
6th 6 5 0
5th 6 4 0
7th 6 5 0
4th 3 0 0
4th 5 0 0
3rd 5 9 6
... I 3rd 8 6 1
2nd 4 0 0
... 7th 14 12 0
,., 4th 5 19 0
... 2nd 4 0 0
... I 3rd 3 10 03rd 1 2 0
5th 5 17 0
206 0 0 3rd 5 3 0
6th ) 6 0 0 4
150 0 0 8th 6 15 0
7thl 1019  0
3rd 12 0 0 1
3rd 12 0  0
3rd, 12 0  0
2nd 2 2 0
3rd 4 8 63rd 68 2 0
3rd 9 7 0
3rd 6 4 0
lr[1 410 01
4th : 2 10 0
3rd 24 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
. 6th 0 14 3 1
4th 5 8 0
2nd 11 6 0
167 0 0 5th 5 8 6
85 0 0 4th 217 6
7 0 0
+1 15 0
617
HELIDON  DISTRICT -continued.
Register
No.
7.essee. Nature of selection. AgrioulturaL That  Class second ClassPastoral.  Pastoral. Year. Bent Balance due
A.  R. P. A. B . P. A. B. P.  I  £ s. d. £ s. d.
270 Gregson, Thomas ... Conditional ... 82 3 0 ... 7th  4 3 0
*600 Gunter, William ... Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 3rd  12 0 0
*708 Ditto ... ditto ... 190 0 0 ... 2nd  7 2 6
498 Handley, John ... Conditional ... ... 328 0 0 ... I 4th 16 8 0
*733 Hans. Christopher ... Homestead ...
0
80 0 0 ... 2nd  1 6 8
3 d  9622 Hamilton, Robert ...  ditto, 1872 120 0 ... r 0 0...
155 Hegarty, John ... Conditional ... 40 0 0 40 0 k0 ... 8th 5 0 0
400 Ditto .. ... ditto ... ... 336 0 0 I .. 5th 16 16 0
670 Higgins, John ... ditto ... 20 0 0 80 0 0 580 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
85 Hirst, August Fredk. Jno.... ditto ... i ... 60 0 0 300 0 0 9th 10 10 0
86 Hirst, G. Aldborough Prittie ditto ... ... 100 0 0 402 0 0 9th 15 1 0
87 Ditto ditto ... ... 20 0 0 191 0 0 9th 5 15 6
88 Ditto ditto ... ... 229 0 0 ... 9th 11 9 0
89 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 251 0 0 .. 9th 12 11 0
90 Ditto ditto ... ... 50 0 0 310
0
0 9th 10 5 0
*728 Hodges, Caroline ditto ... ... 200 0 0 ... 2nd  7 10 0
331 Holcomb, Jno. Homestead ... 20 0 0 89 1 0 ... 6th  1 5 0
332 Ditto ... Conditional ... 20 0 0 86 0 0 ...  6th  5 16 0
154 Honan, John ditto . 40 0 0 43 0 0 8th 5 3 0
657 Ditto ... Homestead, 1872 30 0  0 51 0 0 ... ' 3rd  2 8 0
158 Hooper, Harry ... Conditional 172 0 0 ... 8th  8 12 0
t471 Ditto .. ditto 209 0 0 I . 4th  10 6 7
*680Horton, Thos. Price ditto ... 800 0 0 3rd  20 0 0
304 Houston, James ... ditto 140 0 0 577 0 0 6th  21 8 6
454 Ditto ...  ditto 104 0 0 , 5th  2 12 0
68 Ivory, James Pre-emptive 200 0 0 400 0 0 275 1 33 9th 41 18 0
t69 Ditto ditto 250 0 0 300 0 0 198 0 0 • 9th 30 7 6
70 Ditto Conditional 240 0 0 560 0 0 1,350 0 0 9th  79 15 0
71 Ditto ditto 150 0 0 200 0 0 882 0 0 9th  43 6 0
72 Ditto  ditto 130 0 0 200 0 0 926 0 0! 9th 42 18 0
73 Ditto .. ditto 120 0 0 200 0 0 904 0 0 9th 41 12 0
*750 Jacobsen, Hans ... Homestead ... 120 0 0 2nd  1 10 0
133 Johnston, Wm. Geo. Conditional ... 332 0 0 8th  8 6 0
*420Jones, Humphrey ... Homestead . 160 0 0 ... 5th  4 0 0
595 Jones, Richard ...  ditto 10 0 0 90 0 0 ... 3rd  2 12 6
*762 Ditto ...  ditto ... 28 0 0 ... 2nd  0 4 8
*707 Jordan, John ... Conditional 40 0 0 ... 2nd  3 0 0
379 Juillerat, F. A. ... Homestead 39 0 0 82 0 0 ...  5th 3 10 3
537 Jurgs, Henry .. Conditional 25 0 0 .. 259 0 0 4th 9 5 0 212 1
529 Kagerrski, Christoph Homestead 20 0 0 100 0 0 ... 4th
3 d
3 5 0
12 0 0*561 Keating, Thomas ...  ditto, 1872 320 0 0 ... r
*740 Ditto ditto 170 0 0 I ... 2nd  3 3 9
411 Keetling, George Homestead 119 2 0i ... 5th  3 0 0
416 Ditto ... Conditional 80 0 0 ... 5th  4 0 0
388 Keiley, John ditto 119 0 0 ... 5th  8 7 0
492 Keller, Henry ditto 80 0 0 ... 4th  6 0 0
406
*
Ditto ...
J
Homestead 80 0 0
168 0 0
... 5th  3 0 0
2 d 1 8 0778 ....Kelly, T. Conditional n
583 Kennedy, Daniel ditto 200 0 60 1 0 3rd  3 6 0 11511
584 Ditto ... ditto 50 0 0 118 1 0 3rd  614 6 4 8 5
640 Ditto .. Homestead,  1872 40 0 0 I 360 2 22 3rd 16 10 9
227 Kerr, Richard ... Conditional 23 0 0 I 67 2 32 ... 7th  5 2 6
228 Ditto ... ... ditto 162 0 0 ... 7th  8 2 0
523 Ditto ditto ... 45 0  0 ... ... 4th  3 7 6
360 Kettle, Richard ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ... 6th  4 0 0
:361 Ditto ... .. Homestead . 10 0 0 140 0 0 ... 6th 3 11 0
*513Kunkel, George . . .... ditto 160 0 0 I 4th 4 0 0
694 Kynock, David ... Homestead, 1872 400 0 0 3rd  15 0 0
*781 Laffey, John ... Conditional ... 640 0 0 .. 2nd 8 0 0
*699 OleLarsen Homestead 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
522
...,
Larsen, Peter
..
... ditto 10 0  0 50 0 0 4th 1 12 6
151 Latimer, Richard ... Conditional . 20 0 0 222 0 0 8th 12 12 0
673 Layton, Wm. ... Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
'736 Liddiard, Stephen ... I Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 15 0
t58 Logan, James 'Conditional 100 0 0 75  0 0 122 0 0 9th 14 4 6
594 JamesLee ditto ... 79  0 0 ... 3rd 319 0 2 5 9
342
..,
Lord, Frederick ditto .. .. 250 0 0 2,590 0 0 I6th  77 5 0
343 Ditto ditto
. .
250  0 0 3,100 0 0 6th 90 0 0
344
..
Ditt ditto 800 0 0 5 731 0 0 6th 183 5 6
346
o ...
Ditto ... ditto ...
...
0
1
0
,
1,750 0 0 6th 52 5 0
t413 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 240 0 0 1 5th  9 15 0
461 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 146  0 0 ... 4th  7 6 0
494 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 648  0 0 ... 4th  32 8 0 210 0
66 Lord, Simeon ... Pre-emptive ... 100 0 0 400  0 0 424 2 7 9th 38 2 6
569 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto ... ... 100  0 0 540 0 0 3rd 18 10 0
570 Ditto ...
... ... ditto ... ... 200  0 0 920 0 0 3rd  33 0 0
571 Ditt ditt 150  0 0 650 0 0 3rd 23 15 0
348
o ... o
Lord, Simeon Fitzherbert ... Conditional
...
...
...
... 120 0 0 3,120 0 0 6th 8-1 0 0
368 Ditto ...
... ... ditto ... 50  0 0 258 0 0 5th 8 19 0
412 Ditto ,,, ditto 20 0 0 100  0 0 479 0 0 5th  18 9 6
648
6egister Lessee.
Na
417  Lord, Simeon Fitzherdert ...
505  Ditto ...
506  Ditto ...
493  Lord, William
538  Ditto ...
*705  Ditto ...
*767  Ditto
*545 Lougheed, Wm.
580  Lougheed, William... ,..
582  Ditto
691  Loughlin, Andrew
365  Loved ay, George ... ...
t459  Ditto ..
377  Loveday, Thos. Edwin
139  Lowe, Henry
345  Ditto ...
666  Ditto .
140  Lowe, Joseph
339  Ditto ...
*731  Mahaffy, Elizabeth...
*732  Mahaffy, Wm.
394  Mahaffey, William...
395  Ditto ...
402  Ditto ...
414  Ditto ...
419  Ditto
427  Mahon, Edward
428  Ditto
325  Marsh, John
209  Meade, James
491  Ditto ..
568  Mitchell, Wm. Jno.
*647  Ditto ...
*609  Mitchell, W. L. ..
567  Mitchell, Wm. Luke
408  Montgomery, Robert
540 Ditto .. ...
3 Moran, John
525 Ditto ...
107 Morrow, Henry
*711 Munro, Archibald ...
*782 Ditto ... ...
*660 Murphy, James
*686 Murphy, Thomas
*727 Ditto ...
*581
*
Murphy, Wm. Frederick ...
724 Murry, John ...
160 McCarthy, David ...9 McCaskie, Elizabeth ...
*7 17 McConville, Robert ...
*429 McCulla, Alex. ... ...
*430  Ditto ...
511  McCullagh, Edward ...
477  McDonald, Archibald ...
473  McDougall, D'Arcy Texas...
*743  Ditto ...
*753  McDougall, Roderick ...
*754 Ditto ... ...
*654 McGovern, Patrick... ...
301 Mclivana, Esther ... ...
t241 Francis Augustus:'V1 cKeon ,
*340 McLean, J o. Andrew
120  McNamara, John ... ...
*674  Ditto
451  McNamara, Michael
219 McNamara, Patrick
*683 McQuillan, James ...
*692 McQuillan, John ...
274 McQuillan, Roger ...
292  Ditto ... ...
*729  Neale, Amos
*770  Ditto ..
*747 1 Neale, Henry, junr.
*779 Neilson, Ludwig ...
*704 Nicholls, David ...
*780 Nun, S. .. ...
*719 O'Brien, John ...
*734 1_ itto ...
311 O'Brien, Michael ...
0736 Ditto ... ...
HELIDON  DISTRICT -- continued.
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional
ditt o
ditto
ditto
( ditto
ditto
I
Homestead,
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead,
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1872
1872
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ... 1
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1868
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872 1
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
1'astoral. Year. Rent. Balance due
A. B. P.l A.  B. P.1  A.  B. P.I  £ S. d. 1 £  S. d.
3:.0 0 0 7t;0 0 0 5th ;,5 0 0
106 0 0 138 0 0 4th 8 15 0
126 0 0 278 0 0 4th 13 5 0
200 0 0 1,728 0 0 4th  53 4 0 5 4 0
300 0 0 3,085 0 0 4th 92 2 6
... 1,500 0 0 2nd  37 10 0
... 400 0 0 2nd  3 6 8
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
20 0 0 210 0 0 3rd  6 5 0 0 8 0
320 0 0 .. 3rd  12 0 0
... 500 0 0 4th  13 19 7
... 590 0 0 4th  13 19 7
... 500 0 0 5th  12 10 0
60 0 0 ... ... 8th 4 10 0
48 1 0 ... ... 6th  3 13 6
160 0 0 ... ... 3rd  12 0 0
50 0 0 ... ... 8th 3 15 0
41 1 0 ... 6th  3 3 0
... 150 0 0 ... 2nd 2 10 0
... 470 0 0 2nd  7 16 8
50 0 0 378 2 0 .. 5th  22 14 0
50 0 0 600 0 0 122 0 0 5th 36 16 0
200 0 0 270 0 0 5th 16 15 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th  7 0 0
30 0 0 115 0 0 ... 5th  8 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ! ... 5th  3 10 0
80 0 0 ... ... 6th  1 0 0
... 364 0 0 . ... 7th 18 4 0
... 136 3 0 ... 4th 6 17 0
320 0 0 ... 3rd  12 0 0
... 300 0 0 ... 3rd  11 5 0
320 0 0 ... 3rd  12 0 0
320 0 0 ... 3rd  12 0 0
5 0 0 55 1 30 ... 5th 1 11 9
8 0 0 143 0 0 ... 3rd 7 15 0
40 0 0 20 0 0 ... 10th 4 0 0
10 0 0 130 0 0 4th 4 0 0
25 0 0 35 0 0 267 0 0 8th 8 15 10
640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
320 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 18 0 0
... 320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
234 0 0 2nd 10 14 6
10 0 0 190 0
...
0 ... 8th 10 5 0
89 0 0 .., 5th 2 4 6
60 0 0 260 0 0 2nd 13 1 3
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
10 0 0 89 0 0 ... 4th 2 12 0
... 235 0 0 4th 11 15 0
... 400 0 0 2,050 0 0 4th 71 5 0
... ... 2,500 0 0 2nd  31 5 0
... ... 1,$00 0 0 2nd  18 15 0
... . 900 0 0 2nd  9 7 6
. 320 0 0 ... 3rd  12 0 0
14 0 0 33 0 0
...
6th  0 4 6
15 U 0 97 0 0 7th 2 9 480  0 0 6th 4 0 0
80 0 0 240 0 0 8th  10 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 500
... 70 0 0 262 0 0 6th 10 1 0
100 0 0 215 2 35 7th  10 8 0
482 0 0 3rd 18 1 6
... 600 0 0 3rd  22 10 0...
... 60 0 0 160 0 0 7th 7 0 0  11
30 0 0 96 1 0 7th  3 18 0
100 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
80 0 0 2nd  0 10 0
640 0 0 ... 2nd  12 0  0
140 0 0 ... 2nd  0 11 8
... 100 0 0 ... 2nd  2 10 0
... 1 3,000 0 0 2nd  12 10 0
112 2 0 ... 2nd  5 3 7
. 400 0 0 ... 2nd 10 0 0
021 0 118 0 0 .. 6th  0 6 2
4,200 0.0 2nd  70 0 0
649
HELIDON  DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
535 O'C onnor, P atrick ...
*537  O'C onnor, Michael ...
532 Ditto .. .
224  O'D onoughu e, Mic hael
*742  O'K eefe, Mi chael ...
0745  O'K eefe, Pa trick ...
+350  Ord , George351 Ditto ...
383 Ditto ...
481 Ditto
431  O'S ullivan, Wm.
710  Ove ns, Geor ge
519  Par oz, rlys se
370  Par r, Fredk . Chas. ...
384 Ditto ...
96  Pea cock, E mily .
649  Pen tecost, Henry L ear
341  Pet ersen, H ans Ma rcus
695  Phi lp, Wm. Haig ..
606  Poh lmann, Hinrich ...
256  Pot tinger, Charles ...
297 Ditto
290  Pri mrose, F rancis Archiba ld
423 Ditto
424 Ditto
463 Ditto
464 Ditto
217 Ditto
218 Ditto
*677 Ditto.
603 Ditto
604 Ditto
*605 Ditto
+166 Ditto
*764 Ditto
*765 Ditto ...
*787 Primrose, F
...
. A.
...
... ...
*788 Ditto ... ... ...
x`789 Ditto .
220  Pri mrose, Gilbert Edward
t391 Ditto ... ...
422 Ditto ...
1549 Ditto
*690  Pur till Mic hael
*785 Ris ,on, H.
588  Ro Sabson rah
*741 Ru
,
ssell , Th omas
440  Ryan, William
626  Ry an, Thos ....
*697  Ry an, Jere miah
*725 Ditto ... ... ...
696 Ry man,  Be njamin ... ...
236 Sav age , Ric hard ... ...
333 Ditto ... ... ...
565 Ditto ... ...
242 Sav age , Ro bert ... ...
271 Sav age,  Ja mes ... ...
479 Ditto ... ...
682 Ditto ... ... ...
*698 Savage, Thos. Henry ...
*607 Schluter, Claus ... ...
244 Scott, Jessie... ... ...
468 Ditto ... ... ...
t482 Ditto ... ... ...
716 Ditto ... ... ...
601 Scott,  Mar ian ... ...
*771 Scott, Wal ter ... ...
*772 Ditto ... ... ...
*773 Ditto .. ... ...
641 Sk enmer , Geo. ... ...
*648 Skllay, Pat rick ... ...
309 Smitb, Robert ... ...
*656 Smith, Jos eph .. ...
485 Sm ith, Alf red Hal colm ...
507 Ditto ... ... ...
521 Ditto
.. ...
0614 Su llivan, P atrick , .. .. .
676 Tasker,  James ,,, ,,,
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ..
ditto, 1872 ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1868 ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Pre-emptive ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872 ,.,
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ,..
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral Second ClassPastoral.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B. P.
Year. Bent. Balance due,
S.  d.1'9  S.  d.
50 0 0 ... 4th 1 6 0
80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
40 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
111 0 0 . ... 7th 8 6 6
40 0 0 40 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
640 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
40 0 0 160 0 0 429 0 0 6th 19 2 0
100 0 0 400 0 0 1,072 0 0 6th 54 6 0
70 0 0 300 0 0 787 0 0 5th 39 18 6
180 0 0 629 0 0 4th 24 14 6 2 14 6
76 0 0
-
... 5th 2 17 00...  117 0 ... 2nd 5 17 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 4th 3 10 0
40 0 0 250 0 0 1,399 0 0 5th 63 19 6
40 0 0 300 0 384 0  00 1 5th 52 12 0
50 0
,20  0 00 7 9th 9 5 0
60 0 0 190 0 0 ... 3rd 11 12 6
30 0 0 50 0 0 ... 6th 1 7 8
20 0 0 60 0 0 560 0 0 3rd 18 10 0
20 0 0 64 0 0 ... 3rd 4 14 0 4 1 0
... 252 0 0 ... 7th 12 12 0
,., 82 0 0 7th 4 2 0
... 100 0 0 1,183 0 0 7th 34 11 6
... 150 0 0 850 0 0 5th 28 15 0
... 200 0 0  12,190 0 0 5th 64 15 0
... 40 0 0 270 0 0 4th 8 15 0
...
40 0 0 280 0 0 4th 9 0 0
... 100 0 0 540 0 0 7th 18 10 0
100 0 0 541 0 0 7th 18 10 6
Rn 0 0 720 0 0 3rd 22 0 0
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
80 0 0 233 0 0 3rd 9 16 6
,.. 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
40 0 0 215 0 0 8th 4 2 2
... 1,500 0 0 2nd 12 10 0
... 420 0 0 2nd 3 10 0
... 200 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
... 160 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
.., 160 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
1,277 0 0 7th 31 18 6
80 0 0 232 0 0 5th 8 4 8
150 0 0 1,750 0 0 5th 61 5 0
,,. 100 0 0 540 0 0 3rd 18 5 10
640 0 '0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
. 100 0 0 2nd 0 4 2
10 0 0 110 0 0 3rd 3 2 6
80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 10 0
34 0 0 92 0 0 5th 3 11 6
120 0 0 200 0 0 3rd 16 10 0
80 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0 0 5 0
+0 1 3
.. 232 2 0 ... 2nd 9 14 2
10 0 0 110 0 0 ... 3rd 3 2 6
... 199 2 0 ... 7th 10 0 0
... 240 0 0 6th 12 0 0
... 158 0 0 3rd 7 18 0
244 0 0 7th 12 4 0...
... 264 0 0 7th 13 4 0
1,215 0 0 4th 60 15 0
... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 8 0 0
... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0 2 0 0
0 10 0I +
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
20 0 0 40 0 0  261 0 0 7th 10 0 6
... 150 0 0  490 3 0 4th 9 15 6
... 60 0 0  259 1 0 4th 8 16 0
100 0 0 900 0 0 2nd 25 4 2
... 160 0 0  ... 3rd  4 0 0
760 0- 0 2nd  4 15 0
401 0 0 2nd  2 10 2
321 0 0 2nd 2 0 2
40 0 0 59 3 33  ... 3rd  3 0 0
640 0 0  ... 3rd  24 0 0
30 0 0 30 0 0  ... 6th  0 3 1
40 0 0 80 0 0  ... 3rd  3 10 0
80 0 0 .. 4th 3 0 0
30 0 0 208 0 0  ... 4th  12 13 0
20 0 0 245 0 0 4th 13 15 0
40 0 0 200 0 0  .., 3rd  10 10 0
13 0 0 119 0 0  .,. 3rd  3 9 3
650
Register
No.
*775j -Taylor," Thomas
*776
*539
195
323
280
I 376401
*763
stus
250 Turner, Wm. Robt.
434 Ditto ...
403 Turner, William ...
17 Vanneck, Walter ...
1 238 Ditto ... ...
239 Ditto ... ...
240 Ditto ... ...
418 Ditto ...
510 Ditto ... ...
373 Vanneck, Charles ,.
128 Vanneck, Archdeckne
291 Wagner, Henry ...
335 Wellstead, Charles ...
t631 Walsh, Patrick ...
480 Wilkinson, Charles ...
*650 Williamson, William
*651 Williams, Thomas ...
*784 Williams,  J.... ...
*748 Winfield, Wm. ...
324 Woods, Patrick
HELIDON  DISTRICT-continued.
Nature of Selection . Agricultural. First ClassPastoral . Second ClosePastoral. Year
 . B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P.
Conditional
ditto,1 ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 50 0 0 21 0 0
ditto ... ... 201 0 0
ditto ... 150 0 0 1,100 0 0
ditto ...  250  0 0
ditto 160 0 0 ...
Homestead  ... 80 0 0 ...
Conditional  ...  530 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  100 0 0
ditto  ...  590 0 0 .,,
Pre-emptive ... 218 2 0
Conditional  ...  61 3 0 I . .
ditto  ...  120 0 0 421 2 0
ditto  ...  40 0 0 262 2 0
ditto  ...  335 0 0  11,439 0 0
ditto ... ... 226 0 0
.. ditto ... ... 90 0 0
... ditto ...  400  0 189 2 0
.., ditto ... .., 150 0 0
ditto ... ... 104 0 0
.,. Homestead , 1872 100 0 0 80 0 0
,.. Conditional ... 74 3 6 ..
... Homestead, 1872 ... 640 0 0
... ditto ... ... 320 0 0
Homestead, 1868 30  0 0 70 0 0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0
... Conditional ...  3 2 ...
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
t1354 Abbott, Geo rge
503 Adams, Jam es
632 Adams, John
810 Allen, Thom as ...
1457 Anderson, R ichard ...
1330 Andrew, W m. ...
947 Ditto ..
1670 Anger, Char les Au gu
*1315 Archer, Fred erick ...
1371 Atwell, Wm . ...
*1746 Atwell, Will iam ...
*1908 Ditto ... ...
1708 Ditto ... ...
564 Ditto ...
*779 Bailey, Tho mas ...
1346 Bain, Peter ...
62 Baldock, Go re, and P
63 Ditto ...
64 Ditto ...
65 Ditto ... ...
66 Ditto ...
81 Ditto ...
695 Ditto ...
694 Ditto ...
692 Ditto
793 Ditto ...
794 Ditto ... ...
1728 Ball, Josiah... ...
*1729 Ball, John ... ...
*1747 Balls, Josiah ...
853 Bange , John... ...
56 Bank  of N.S. Wales
1911 Barkman , Richard ...
1287 Barnes, Charles ...
862 Barron , James ...
863 Barron, Piitrick , . ,
Ditto .. .. ...
Ditto .. ..,
Thistlewaite, Harris ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Thorn, Jane ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Trickett, Aaron
Tuckett, Aaron ... ...
..
riaulx
Tummaville ... ...
Ditto, Tumma-
ville ... ... ...
Homestead, 1875 ...
ditto ... ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Pre-emption on
Clifton 712 0
Homestead, 1872 80 0
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872  50 0
ditto, 1872,  00  0
Conditional ...
ditto ... 42 2
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 120 0
ditto ... 120 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto .. ...
Homestead, 1868 ..
ditto ... 80 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional ... ...
Homestead ...
ditto, 1868 ...
Pre-emption on
Tummaville
Run ... ... 1,398 0
ditto ... 346 0
ditto ... 386 0
Pre-emption on
resumed half
North Branch 625 0
ditto ... 600 0
ditto 203 0
ditto, leased half ...
Leased half of
Yandilla ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Tummaville
Pre - emptive,
0
60 0 0
0 200 0 0
0 520 0 0
116 0 0
0
60 0 0
. , ,
...
..
500 0 0
240 0 0
20 0 0
91 0 0
0 ...
0
0 505 0 0
0
0
0
..2,5600 0
2,560 0 0
640 0 0
923 0 0
200 0 0
605 0 0
640 0 0
...
320 0 0
0 ..
0 127 0 0
0 270  0 0
0 270 0 Q
236 0
100 0
640 0
...
...
4,750 0
620 0
0
0
0
0
0
2nd i
2nd
4th
7th
6th
7th
5th
5th
2nd
7th
5th
5th
10th
7th
7th
7th
5th
...
4th
5th
8th
7th
6th
3rd
4th
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd 1
6th
... 3rd
8th
90 0 0 7th
... 6th
.. 3rd
124 2 0 3rd
... 5th
... 3rd
. 3rd
500 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 2nd
... i 3rd
... 7th
... 6th
... 3rd
10th
10th
10th
...
10th
... 10th
... 10th
7th
7th
7th
797 0 0
6th I
6th
... 3rd
360 0 0
3rd
3rd
...
6th
...
10th
... 2nd
788 2 0 6th
... 9th
,,, 4th
Rent. Balance due.
£ a. d. ( £ a. d.
0 19 8
0 8 4
16 0 0
4 19 0
10 1 0
185 0 0
28 0 0
12 0 0
1 0 0
39 15 0 1
7 10 0
44 5 0
16 8 6
4 13 0
30 2 0
16 3 0
97 1 6
11 6 0
4 10 0
12 10 0
7 10 0
5 4 0
3 19 9
5 12 6
24 0 0
12 0 0
0 4 10
12 0 0
4 2 6
3 4 6
2 5 0
16 10 0
28 10 0
3 2 0
5 16 0
1 10 0
3 0 0
12 10 0
2 10 0
1 17 6
18 15 0
12 0 0
0 3 4
2 7 0
104 17 0
25 19 0
28 19 0
46 17 6
45 0 0
15 4 6
128 0 0
128 0 0
32 0 0
46 3 0
29 18 6
18 18 9
24 0 0
9 0 0
12 0 0
53 8 0
8 1 6 *3 0 6
19 3 1
13 17 6
1317 0
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TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
1564 Batzloff, Friedrich ...
...
274 Beattie, William C.
1307 Beck, James... ...
657 Beeston, Thomas ...
1058 Ditto ...
*1913 Bellingham, J. T.
1031 Berghoefer, Elizabetha
797 Bidgood, Alfred ...
*1286 Bierhals, Johann ...
1003 Bishop, William ...
913 Blacklock, Thomas...
836 Blackie, Robert ...
346 Blain, William ...
*1945 Blanok, Charles ...
1366 Bodman, Franz ..
*1328 Bond, Herbert, Wm.
*1181 Bonham, Edgar ...
1290 Ditto ...
*1921 Borgert, J. N. ...
*1293 Bormann, Heinrich...
571 Borthwick, John
1198 Bostock, Enoch
t1359 Boucher, Robert
1090 Bougoure, John
942 Bowden, Thomas
993 Ditto
976 Bowden, William
563 Bradley, Matthew
613 Ditto ...
954 Ditto ...
987 Ditto ...
1386 Ditto
796 Brady, Bartholomew
1122 Bratz, John
808 Brawley, Francis
353 Brennan, Thomas
t 854 Brennan, John
*1372 Ditto
900 Brodribb, K. E.
1143 Browne, Holden
*1686 Brown, Andrew
1063 Bruggemann, Freidrich
*1709 Bruhn, Johann Jacob
*1740 Buck, Boaz ... ...
950 Buckley, John ...
t1350 Buckley, Lawrence...
866 Burgess, Allen ...
867 Burgess, James ...
1050 Ditto ...
904 Burrows, William ...
1027 Ditto ...
1073 Burke, Body
100 Burns, James
*1977 Burns, Thomas ...
1613 Caffyn, Wm. Samuel ...
*1363 Caldicott, Thomas Weaver
1526 Campbell, Charles ... ...
772 Campbell, Alexander ...
774 Ditto ...
775 Ditto ...
788 Ditto ...
789 Ditto ... ...
790 Ditto ...
785 Campbell, John ...
t1075 Ditto ... ...
1829 Campbell, William ... ...
1521 Carey, Michael ... ...0.19Carter, John... ... ...
603 Cherry, James ... ...
*1399 Clark, Donald ... ...
*960 Clarke, Henry ... ...
1141 Clarke, H. ... ...
*1961 Clarke, J. F. ... ...
*1978 Ditto .. ... ...
1446 Cleary, Richard ... ...
1013 Cocks, Charles ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ..
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homest ead
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1868
ditto, 1872
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
ditto, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional
H omestead,1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ,,.
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1868
ditto, 1872
Homestead .
ditto, 1872
ditto, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Rosalie Run...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Pilton and Hal-
don ...
Consolidated ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1875
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead,1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ,..
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Cla
Pastoral.
ss Year. Bent. Balance dna
 . B. P. A. B. P.  I A .  B. P. { £ a. d. £a. d
56 0 0 264 0 0 ... 3rd 14 2 0
80 0 0 ... 7th 4 0 00 17 033 2 17 ... 3rd
... 200 0 0 7th 10 0 0
120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
100 0 0 ... 2nd 2 16 3
229 0 (i 4th 8 11 9
140 0 0 6th 3 10 0
102 0 0 ... 4th 2 11 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 2  0 0
104 0 0 ... ... 5th
h
7 16 0
15 15 0100 0 0 220 0 0 .. 6t
100 0 0 400 0 0 9th 15 0 0
40 0 0  ... 2nd 0 11 8
. 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
80 0 0 120 0 0 3rd 7 0 0
... 100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 160 0 0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
... 320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
640 0 0 ... 7th 48 0 0
176 0 0640 0 0 2,560 0 0 ... 4th
42 1 0 ... ... 3rd
.. 320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
... 156 0 0 5th 3 18 0
138 0 0 5th 3 9 0
80 0 0 240 0 0 5th 15 0 0
124 0 0 7th 3 2 0
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
107 0 0 3rd 2 13 6
.., 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
200 0 0 56 2 0 4th 11 8 6
60 0 0 100 0 0 ... 6th 8 5 0
... 300 0 0 ... 9th 15 0 0
... 99 0 0 ... 6th
44 0 0 ... 3rd 2 4 0
80 0 0 6th 4 0 0
480 0 0 4th 11 1810
640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
... 40 0 0 ... 4th 1 0 0
564 0 0 ... 3rd 21 3 0-
75  0 0 640 0 0 ... 3rd 2 16 3
... 320 0 0 ... 5th 12 0 0
108 0 0 .. 3rd
80 0 0 20 0 0 6th 410 0
... 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
16 0 0 284 0 0 ... 6th 11 17  0
... 20 0 0 ... 4th 015 0
500 0 0 ... 4th 25 0 0
70 3 30 ... 10th 5 6 6
77 0 0 ... 2nd 0 6 5
640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
247 0 0 ... 3rd 9 5 3
120 0 0 520 0 0 ... 3rd 28 10 0
1,300 0 0 413 0 0 6th 75 6 6
287 0 0 80 0 0 6th 16 7 0
280 0 0 200 0 0 6th 19 0 0
880 0 0 440 0 0 6th 5.5 0 0
470 0 0 470 0 0 6th 35 5 0
40 0 0 1 160 0 0 100 0 0 6th 13 10 0
80 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
& improve ments124  0 0 4th 2 19 4
120 0 0 520 0 0 ... 2nd 28 10 0
43 0 0 175 0 0 ... 3rd 9 15 9
40 0 0 277 0 0 ... 4th 13 7 9
360 0 0 ... 7th 27 0 0
... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
... 171 0 0 ... 5th 6 8 0
... 57 0 0 4th 1 6 1
240 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
... . 80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
64 0 0 256 0 0 ... 3rd 14 8 0
855 0 0 5th 1 21 7 6
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TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT - continued.
Zeaister
No.
1098
971
*1056
*1360
*1957
*1887
*1888
1382
*1873
1383
*1744
1009
379
205
209
239
204
207
1732
t1731
*1869
137
*1975
918
984
1224
1482
1690
*1199
1087
1282
1680
783
190
805
1023
806
813
1650
1273
1721
841
1733
898
1220
928
1560
*1702
*1701
*1910
*754
*1069
403
592
593
949
992
895
824
1651
809
624
888
*1946
*1294
1021
*1045
1792
873
1123
*1693
14117
*1898
1060
t1602
842
912
1405
1402
Cocks, Charles
Cockburn, G. ...
Collard, Frederick ...
Collins, Cornelius ...
Connell, Archibald
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Connor, John ...
Connors, Henry ...
Cooke, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Cooke, Richard ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Cooke, John
Ditto
Cory, Gilbert G.
Costello, Pat ...
Couchmann, C. F. ...
Ditto
Couchman, Charles F.
Cowhey, Nano ...
Cowley, Edwin .. ,
Ditto ... ...
Creagh, Peter ...
Cronin, James ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Cudmore, Milo
Culhane, Michael
Culhane, M. S.
Culhane, Thomas
Culhane, Garrett
Ditto
Cumming, David
Ditto
Cumming, Wm.
S.
Cumming, G. ...
Cuskelly, Wm. ...
Cutten, Jas. Walker
Cutten, Jane... ...
Daley, Peter... ...
Daly, Jeremiah J. ...
Daly, John ...
Dalton, Michl. ...
Dalton, Wm. ...
Dalton, Edward ...
Davenport, G. H. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Day, Peter
Demsey, Matthew ...
Dippel, Heinrick ...
Doneley, Napoleon...
Ditto ...
Doolan, Denis
Doonan, James
Dornbush, John
Douglas, Jas.
Douglas,  Richard
Duff, Pat. ...
Ditto ...
Duffy, James
Duffy, Peter... ...
Duneman, August ...
Dwyer, Richard ,,.
Dwyer, Thomas ...
Ebeling, Ferdinand
Egan, James
Ernst, Herman
Ernst, W in.
Evans, Chas.
Falkiner, Fannie ,,,
Falkiner, Frederick
Nature of Selection.
... Homestead ...
... ditto, 1872
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1875
... ditto, 1872
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ..
... Homestead, 1875
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
.., ditto
,.. Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto .
... ditto, 1875
... ditto, 1872
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ... {
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead,18721
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
... 1 Homestead,  1872
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1868
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1875
ditto, 1872
ditto, 1868
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ;
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...lot  ditto ,..
Agrlaultoral. First ClawPastoral.
Second Claw Year .Pastoral. Rent Balance due.
J. R. P. A.  R. P. A.  R.  P.  I
98 1 0 4th
£ s. d. £ a. d.
2 9 6
320 0 0
1
... 5th 12 0 0
84 0 0 4th 3 3 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
600 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
420 0 0 2nd 9 12 6
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
600 0 0 3rd 15 0 0
300 0 0 ... 2nd 11 5 0
320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
320 0 0 .. 3rd 12 0 0
75 0 0 100 0 0 5th 6 5 0
.. 94 1 0 8th 2 7 6
175 t 0 215 0 0 10th 14 2 6
60 0 0 20 0 0 10th 3 10 0
110 0 0 .. 9th 5 10 0
630 0 0 730 0 0 10th 49 15 0
100 0 0 110 0 0 10th 7 15 0
... 761 0 0 3rd 19 0 6
... 530 0 0 ... 3rd 18 19 3
63 0 0 ... 2nd 2 7 0
640 0 0 ... ... 10th 48 0 0
,., 40 0 0 2nd 0 3 4
... 80 0 0 5th
h
2 0 0
040 0 0 .. 5t 3 0
200 0 69 3 0 4th 2 15 0...
.., 104 0 0 ... 3rd  3 18  0  1 16 10
*0 9 3
640 0 0 ...  3rd 24 0 0
300 0 0 694 0 0 4th 32 7 0
320 0 0 4th 12 0 0
320 0 0
...
... 4th 12 0 0
320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
640 0 0 620 0 0 ,.. 10th 74 0 0
120 0 0 100 0 0 ... 6th  12 15  0
99 3 0 ... 4th 3 15 0
70 0 0 10 0 0 ... 6th 2 17 6
20 0 0 300 0 0 ... 6th 12 15 0
1`20 0 0 ,.. 3rd 410 0
0 0 240 0 080 ... 4th 15 0 0
, , , 150 0 0 ... 3rd 5 12 6
20 0 0 293 0 0 ... 6th 12 9 9
640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 ... 6th 2 5 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 4th 16 10 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 5th 16 10 0
120 0 0 520 0 0 ... 3rd 28 10 0...
640 0 0 ,,, 3rd 24 0 0
640 0 0
25 0 0
... 3rd 24 0 0
820 0 0 2nd 1 0
... 340 0 0 6th 810 0.
,., 57 0 0 4th 1 8 6
5,870 0 0 8th 146 15 0
01,269 0 ... 7th 63 9 0
814 0 0 ... 7th 4014 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
228 0 0 80 0 0 5th 13 8 0
21 0 0 ... 6th 0 9 7
100 0 0 220 0 0 ... 6th 15 15 0
, 320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 ... 6th 9 0 0
40 0 0 91 0 0 ... 7th 7 11 0
10 0 0 34 0 0 .. 6th 1 4 6
160 0 0 2nd 2 6 8
80 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 0
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
80 0  0  4th 2 0 0
70 0 0 570 0 0 ... 2nd  26 12  6 0 4 6
20 0 0 58 0 0 ... 6th 2 4 0
...
80 0 0 ... 4th 2 0 0
640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
73 0 0 .. ... 3rd 5 9 6
...
80 0 0 ... 2nd 113 4
,,, 269 3 34 ... 4th 10 2 6
483 0 0 ... 3rd 9 13 6
120 0 0 180 0 0 ... 4th 15 15 0
105 0 0 45 0 0 .,, 5th  9 11  3
640 0 0 3rd 24 0 010 1 640 0 0 ,,,,,, 3rd 24 0 0
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TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Zegister
No.
1403
1404
1401
1474
1890
1562
1889
908
*1353
426
1272
1704
1745
1917
1895
t1922
1276
1657
1036
*1901
365
1537
941
915
1107
1111
871
1223
1339
516
879
*1916
1588
814
1859
*1980
1093
1130
1682
*1362
1341
*1011
769
868
923
*969
1221
*1928
1126
*1924
1086
*1926
*1734
*1914
970
828
1119
741
1455
*1866
1614
*1698
*1900
215
617
688
934
*1395
690
*1875
*1397
1308
1309
1586
940
1903
*1954
*1966
01969
37
Lessee.
T.
Falkiner, John ... I Homestead, 1872
Falkiner, Rebecca ... ... ditto ...
Falkiner, Robert ...
Nature  of Selection.
... ditto ...
Farquharson, Peter ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ditto ...
Farrington,  Emma  Ann ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional ...Farrington, F. H. ... .. Homestead, 1872
Felgenhauer,AugustWilhelm ditto, 1868...
Fisher, William D.
Flannery, Patrick
Ditto ...
Ditto
Flannery, James
Ditto
Ditto
Fletcher , William
Fogarty,  Edward
Fogarty, John
Ditto ..
Folind , Francis
Fox, Patrick...
Fox, Wm.
Ditto
Fox, Wm., junr.
Frank, Ferdinand
Frawley, James
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
French, James
Freyling, Wm. ...
Frost, Robert ...
Gallagher , Mary Ann
Gallogher,  Eugene...
Gardiner ,  Ellen Jane
Garske, M.
Garvay, Pat.
Garvey, Jas...
Genrick, Ernst
Gesler, George
Gillis, Frank
Ditto ...
Gillis, William
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Glindeman, H. F.
Graf, Jacob ...
Graham, John
Ditto
Graham, Agnes
Ditto
Grant, R. P.
Green, George
Green, Joseph
Grehan, M....
Gwynne, Wm.
Hagarth, Wm.
Hall, George
Hall, William
Hamahan, John
Hamlyn, John
Hamlyn, John D.
Ditto
Hamill, Hy....
Hamil, Henry
Hamlyn, John
Handy, Edward
Hanmer, Thomas
Handley, John
Ditto
Hanley, James
Hanrahan, Denis
Harber, Jas.
Harth, John
Ditto
Ditto
Hartmann, G. H,
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto, 1875...
Homestead ...
ditto ..
ditto, 1868...
ditto, 1872...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ..
ditto, 1872...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto, 1868...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ..
ditto, 1872...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1868
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1868
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ..
ditto, 1872...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead
ditto, 1872 ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872 ...
Conditional .. .
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ...
.., ,..
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
Year.
A. B. P. I A .  B. P. ' A. B. P. '
... 640 0 0 ... 3rd
... 634 0 0 ... 3rd
.. 640 0 0 ... 3rd
68 0 0 276 0 0 ... 3rd
40 0 0 136 0 0 ... 2nd
... 304 0 0 ... 3rd
278 0 0 ... 2nd
20 0 0 96 0 0 ... 5th
40 1 0 ... ... 3rd
'340 0 0 ... ... 8th
120 0 0 190 0 0 ... 4th
... 130 0 0 3rd
200 0 0 2nd
431 0 0 ... 2nd
168 0 0 ... 2nd
41 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 ... 4th
3rd320 0 0 ...
64 0 0 255 0 0 ... 4th
... 120 0 0 ... 2nd
160 0 0 ... 8th
80 0 0 320 0 0 ... 3rd
... 267 0 0 ... 5th
35 0 0 18 0 0 ... 5th
... 160 0 0 ... 4th
... 103 0 0 ... 4th
... 119 2 24  ...  6th
... 60 0 0 60 0 0 4th
... 100 0 0 185 0 0 3rd
... 8th... 186 0  0'
... 18 0 0 ... 6th
... 81 0 0 ... 2nd
.. 320 0 0 ... 3rd
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th
320 0 0 ... 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
30 0 0 50
.0
0 4th
160 0 0 ... 4th
3rd50 0 0 1... ...
... 60 0 0 I 3rd
... ... 152 0 0 3rd
... ... 160 0 0 6th
... 381 0 0 6th
160 0 0 6th
40 0 0 5th
.. 100 0 0 5th
30 0 0 51 2 0 ... 4th
... 40 0 0 2nd
... 220 0 0 4th
... 40 0 0 ... 2nd
... 320 0 0 ... 4th
... 200 0 0 ... 2nd
... 160 0 0 ... 3rd
120 0 0 200 0 0  ...  2nd
... 100 0 0 5th
... 320 0 0 ... 6th
... 320 0 0 ... 4th
100 0 0 6th
53 0 0  313 0  0 ... 3rd
160 0 0 ... 2nd
... 640 0 0 ... 3rd
... 320 0 0 ... 3rd
640 0 0 ... 2nd
100 2 0 ... 9th
... ... 87 0 0 7th
89 3 0 7th
60 0 0 100 0 0I ... 5th
80 0 0  ...  3rd
204 0 0 7th
... 50 0 0 2nd
... 640 0 0 3rd
... 140 0 0 1 ... 3rd
394 0 0 ... 3rd
40 0 0 600 0 0 .... 3rd
148 1 10 ... 5th
20 0 0 166 0 0 ... 2nd
80 0 0 its
500 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
,.. 10th
Rent Balance due
£ s. d. t £ a. d.
24 0 0
23 6 2
24 0 0
15 9 0
7 8 6 015 9
11 8 0
9 11 2 3 6 6
3 3 0
1 10 9
48 0 0
16 2 6
4 17 6 2 15
7 10 0
12 2 6 0 12
5 5 0 1 13
1-b  0
12 0 0
14 7 3
3 15 0
6 0 0
18 0 0
10 0 3
3 6 0
4 0 0
2 11 6
2 19 10
4 10 0
9 12 6
9 6 0
0 8 3
1 10 5
13 10 0
16 10 0
12 0 0
0 4 2
2 15 0
4 0 0
1 5 0
1 10 0
3 16 0
4 0 0
,9 10 6
4 0 0
1 0 0
2 10 0
3 11 0
0 13 4
5 10 0
0 13 4
12 0 0
5 0 0
6 0 0
12 0 0
2 10 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
2 10 0
15 14 3
4 0 0
24 0 0
12 0 0
20 0 0
7 11 6
2 3 6
2 5 0
8 5 0
3 0 0
5 2 0
2
9
0
15 0
24 0 0
7 0 0
19 14' 0
25 10 0
14  6
012 0
6 5 0
1 0 0
0 16 6
6 0 0
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TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No.
684
1660
*1739
859
Leases.
Harkiss, Alexander
Hartigan. John
Harth, Conrad
Hawks, Wm.
18 Hayden, Timothy ...
956 Ditto ...
*1304 Hayden, Michael ...
1375 Hayden, Patrick ...
864 Haydock, Wm. ...
*1934 Healy, Kate ...
1450
*
Heffernan, Joseph ...
1378 Heeney, Edward ...
778 Heeney, James
t1741 Ditto
1020 Ditto
1234 Heeney, William
870 Hegarty, John
*1929 Hegarty, Patrick
911 Herbert, John
968 Ditto ...
1101 Ditto
938 Hickey, Michael
341 Higgins, T. E. ...
1322 Hillbergen, Niklaus
1759 Hine, Henry ..
*1084 Hinrichs, Claus Wm.
837 Hinz. Mass H. ...
1915 Ditto ... ...
*1947 Hinz, John ... ...
1387 Hock, John ...
347 Hodgson and Ramsay
1 Ditto
2 Ditto
3 Ditto
567 Ditto
568 Ditto
75B Hoey, Joseph
'1691 Holmes, Samuel
1357 Holmes, John
*1930 Ditto
*1981 Holmes, J. ...
76A Holzworth ,  John ...
1662 Horrigan ,  Daniel
548 Houston ,  James, junior
1675 Hughes ,  Robert ...
11892 Hunt, Chas.
*1289 Ingran ,  William ...
*1971 Jackson, Geo. ...
*1972 Jackson ,  Sam. ...
*1974 Jackson ,  James ...
962 Jansen , C. ... ...
991 Ditto ... ...
1665 Jenkins, Thos. J. ...
1018 Johnson , J. H. ...
1313 Johnson ,  John ...
*1344 Johnson , Thos. ...
193 Jordan ,  William ...
1753 Ditto ... ...
827 Kane, James ...
1882 Kane, Pat.
838 Kann ,  Detleff N. W.
*1962 Kanowski ,  Johann
710 Kates ,  Francis ...
75A Keary ,  John ...
*1694 Keding ,  Edward ...
889 Keene ,  Thos. ...
88 Kent and Wienholt
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
A. B. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.1 A B. P.1
80 0 0 ...Conditional ...
Homestead,  1872, 41 0
Homestead ... 1
Homestead, 1872' 60 0
0 166 0 0 ...
40 0 0 ...
0 134 0 0 , ...
Impr ovements
. ...
230 0 0  ...
450 0
100 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... 80 0 0
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1875...
ditto,  1872...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead. 1868
ditto, 1875...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1868
Pre-emptive on
15 0 0 305 0 0 ...
.. 360 0 0 ...
64 0 0 256 0 0 ...
30 0 0 290 0 0 ...
... 320 0 0 ...
. 160 0 0
47 0 0 47 0 0 14 2
55 1 16
40 0 0
120 0 0
80 0 0
Eton Vale Run
ditto .. 1,236
ditto ... 469
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
leased half of
Eton Vale ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... Homestead
... ditto, 1875
... Conditional ...
... Homestead, 1872
.. Conditional ...
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... ditto, 1868...
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
89 Ditto' ... ...
90 Ditto ... ...
*1923 Kelly, Thos. J. ...
7 Kent, Trustees of, and Wien-
holt ... ... ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Rosalie Run
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
resumed half
455
120 0 0  ...
... 119 0
... 40 0
80 0
95 0
40 0 0 40 0
320 0 0 ...
... ...
.. . ...
520 0 0 ...
... 160 0
160 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ...
100 0 0 ...
660 0 0 ...
0 0 300 0 0 ...
0 0 ... ...
0 0 100 0 0  ...
131 2 18
120 0 0
41 2 16
12 0 0
33 0 0
580 0 0 ...
1,320 0 0 ...
...
640 0
203 0 0 ...
124 0 0 ...
100 0 0 ...
... ...
640 0 0
200 0 0 491 0
640 0 0 ...
115 0 0 ...
90 0 0 ...
... 350 0
... 100 0
40 0 0  ...
... 720 0
367 0
134 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ...
130 0
278 0 0 ...
42 0 0 ...
95 1
80 0
50 0
40...0
8 ...
640 0 0 ...
0 120 0 0 ...i
0 750 0 0  11,360 0
200 0
0 110 0 0 50 0
47 0 0 ...
of Lagoon Ck.,
J). . 800 0 0 1,497 0 0
145 0
320 0 0 ...
204 3 01 ...
160 0 0 ...
100 0 0 ...
1,000 0 0 1,046 0
Year. Rent.
£ s. d.
Balance due
£s.d
7th 4 0 0
3rd  9 6 0
3rd  1 0 0
6th  9 10 6
34 18 6 $8 14 8...
10th  6 0 0
5th  11 10 0
0 3rd 11 5 0
3rd  5 0 0 5 8 4
$0 14 7
6th 12 11 3
2nd 7 17 6
3rd 14 8 0
3rd 3 0 0
0 6th  2  19 6
d 0130 3 4r
0 4th 2 0 0 3 0 0
4th 13 2 6
6th 12 0 0
2nd 2 6 8
0 5th 2 7 0
0 5th 2 7 6
0 4th 3 0 0
4th 12 0 0
9th 4 4 0
3rd 1 0 0
2nd 28 10 0
0 4th 4 0 0
6th 6 0 0
2nd 9 0 0
2nd 1 5 0
3rd 3 0 0
9th 33 0 0
10th 107 14 0
10th 35 3 6
10th 39 2 6
7th  29 0 0
7th 66 0 0
10th  9 18 0
0 3rd 24 0 0
3rd  16 12 3 0 2 3
2nd  2 14 3
2nd  0 6 3
10th  3 3 0
3rd 24 0 0
0 7th 22 5 6
3rd  24 0 0
2nd  0 11 0,
4th  2 5 0
0 2nd  1 9 2
0 2nd  0 8 4
2nd  0 3 4
0 5th 18 0 0
0 5th  9 3 6
3rd  7 10 0
4th 12 0 0
0 3rd 3 5 0
3rd  10 8 6
10th  3 3 0
0 2nd 5 2 6
6th 12 0 0
2nd  7 1 0 0 3 9
6th  4 0 0
2nd  1 5 0
0 7th 76 3 0
10th 7 4 0
3rd 24 0 0
6th 10 10 0
0 10th 75 5 0
0 10th 5 0 0
0 10th  9 15 0
2nd  1 11 4
loth 13417 0
655
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J
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of Selection.
72 Kent, Trustees of, and
Wienholt ... . Eesumed half of
*1722 Kent  and  Wienholt
*1723 Ditto
1724 Ditto
1725 Ditto
1726 Ditto
t1219 Kieman, Henry
258 King, George
277 Ditto
4 Ditto ...
5 Ditto ...
6 Ditto ...
12 King, George B. ...
13 Ditto ...
497 King, H. V. ,.. ...
513 Ditto ... ...
629 Kirk, W. ...
652 Ditto ... ...
951 Ditto ... ...
952 Ditto ... ...
*1899 Kirk, Wm. ...
1128 Klein, Christian ...
*1057 Ditto ... ...
*1085 Ditto ... ...
*1285 Kolberg, August ...
*1338 Kolter, Joseph ...
1017 Kuhl, Ludwig ...
852 Lack, Frederick ...
1009 Lau, Claus ... ...
*1874 Ditto ...
646 Lawrence, Fred.
*1748 Leahy, Thos.
680 Leane, John ... ...
784 Ditto ... ...
791 Ditto ... ...
*795 Ditto ... ...
1015 Leane, Eneas ...
929 Lee, John ... ...
1140 Lee, Wm. ... ...
1124 Lehman, Henry ...
909 Lennox, Ann ...
1088 Leonard, Peter ...
1681 Lewndoski, Franz ...
1654 Little, John .
1222 Littleton, Jno. Thos.
*1896 Littleton, J. T.
*1855 Lizepanowski, Christn.
409 Lord, Francis ...
86 Ditto ...
84 Lord, Robert S.
113 Lord, Frederick ...
860 Lorenz, Charles ...
229 Loveday, George ...
230 Ditto ... ...
146 Ditto ... ...
626 Ditto ... ...
693 Ditto ... ...
*1047 Loveday, Geo. ...
1117 Liicht, Friedrich ...
*1821 Luck, Samuel ...
302 Luscombe, John ...
342 Ditto
682 Ditto ... ...
1715 Maag, Henry ...
*1302 Maag, John ..
1658 Mackintosh, Donald
*1891 Ditto ... ...
1352 Mahoney, James ...
1385 Ditto .. ..
*1970 Mahoney, Jeremiah
*1751 Mahon, Thos. ...
*1965 Malone, Andrew ...
1097 Maloney, James ...
931 Mann, Geo. ...$30 Mann, William ,.,
E. Prairie ...
Pre-emptive on
Lagoon Creek
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
East Prairie...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestesd,1868
Pre-emptive on
Gowrie Run...
Pre-emptive on
Gowrie Run...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ..
Homestead, 1868
ditto ...
ditto
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
... Homestead, 1868
... Homestead
... Homestead,1872
... ditto, 1868 ...
ditto, 1872 ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
1,920 0 0 640 0 0
900 0 0
540 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
2,060 0 0
80 0 0
2,329 0 0
231 0 0
310 0 0 499 1 15
400 0 0 370 0 0
200 0 0 641 2 32
370 0 0 ...
270 0 0 ...
... 1,200 0 0
... 1,190 0 0'
350 0 0
... 78 0 0
77 0 33
... 150 0 0
... 40 0 0
30 0 0 290 0 0
... 160 0 0
...
30 0 0
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
.., ditto ...
.. ditto
... ditto .
... Homestead,1872
... Conditional ,..
... ditto ...
... ditto
.... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
... Homestead, 1868
... ditto .
ditto, 1872
ditto
... Conditional
,.. ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
,,, ditto4,, ditto ,..
640 0 0
640 0 0
419 1 0
120 0 0
40 0 0
120 0 0
30...0 0
120 0 0
120 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
146 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
52 0 0
606 0 0
100 0
1,146 0
2.560 0
320 0
80 0
160 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
116 9
... 9th 11 11
... 10th 48 5
... 10th 48 10
10th 47 2
... 10th 27 15
. 10th 20 5
2,785 1 0 1 8th 129 138th 59 10
1,704 2 34 7th 60 2
291 0 0 7th 7 5
91 0 0 5th 2 5
198 0 0 5th 4 19
200 0 0 2nd 4 3
98 0 0 4th 2 9
4th 1 19
238 0 0 4th 5 19
4th 1 19
... 3rd 3 15
... 5th 1 0
... 6th 13 2
5th 4 0
220 0 0 2nd 5 10
80 0 0 7th 4 0
260 0 0 3rd 6 10
85 3 28 7th 2 3
328 0 0 6th 8 4
80 0 0 6th 2 0
120 0 0 6th 3 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0
... 5th 12 0
... 4th 8 0
... 4th 3 13
... 5th 4 0
... 4th 12 0
... 3rd 1 6
3rd 24 19
492 2 0 4th 12 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 1
0 .. 2nd 2 10
0 300 0 0 8th 64 16
... 10th 48 0
0 ... 10th 128 0
... 10th 48 0
0 ... 6th 12 0
0 ... 9th 4 0
0 ... 9th 8 0
10th 31 10
315 3 35 7th 7 18
80 0 0 239 3 0 7th 10 0
... 160 0 0 4th 4 0
... 120 0 0 4th 3 0
520 0 0  ...  2nd 2810
640 0 0 640 0 0 9th 48 0
... 640 0 0 9th 16 0
1,025 0 0 7th 25 12
130 0 0 ... 3rd 3 5
100 0 0 ... 3rd 210
437 0 0 ... 3rd 19 7
4) 0 0 ... 2nd 9 12
100 0 0 ... 3rd 5 0
50 0 0 ... 3rd 2 10
... 80 0 0 2nd 010
... 240 0 0 3rd 6 0
... 90 0 0 2nd 1 17
320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0
200 0 0 ... 5th 16 10
200 0 0  0 ,, 6th 1610
Year. Rent
10th 176 0 0
3rd 45 0 0
3rd 27 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
3rd 103 0 0
th.
Balance due.
£ r. d.
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I I f
aegister
No. Lessee Nature of Selection.
I `
792 Martin , John R.
*1131 Martin, J. R.
*1955 Matheison, John
*1956  Ditto ...
921 May, Patk...
985 Mead ,  Samuel
1061 Ditto
72B' Meldon ,  Martin
666 Merritt , Alfred
374 Merritt , William
1068 Mielke ,  Michael
*1968 Miller, Ed. ...
1032 Mills, Jas. Checkley
1672 Moloney, Wm. ...
t1673 Ditto ... ...
1615 Morgan, Sydney ...
1369 Morressey, David ...
*1705  Ditto ...
1284 Morrissey, Patrick ...
t883 Mullen. R obt. ...
*1697 M tiller, Jacob ...
989 Munro, Archibald ...
990 Ditto ...
995 Ditto ... ...
621 Munro, Duncan ...
*1054 Ditto ...
*1905  Ditto ... ...
703 Murphy, James ...
704 Ditto ... ...
1016 Ditto ... ...
11104 Ditto ... ...
*1303  Ditto ...
1283 Murphy, Julia ...
1173 Murphy, John ...
454 McAllister, John E.
1906 Ditto ...
614 McCafferty, James, junr.
*1738  Ditto ...
40 McCleverty, George
206 McCleverty, John ...
*1920 McCleverty, Wm. ...
292 McCormack, P.
518 Ditto
500 McCulla, Alexander
*1716  Ditto ...
1029 McDonald, Neil ...
1000 McDonald, Donald ...
1127 McDonald, Philip ..
220 McDougall, John F.
350 Ditto ... ...
351 Ditto
352 Ditto
221 Ditto
1226 Ditto
1227 Ditto ... ...
01963 Ditto ...
222 McDougall, D. T. ...
223 Ditto ... ...
91 Ditto ... ...
52 Ditto ... ...
1297 Ditto ... ...
1298 Ditto ... ...
1299 Ditto ... ...
1319 Ditto ... ...
1320 Ditto
*1935McGilp, Neil ...
*1936 Ditto .
776 McGrath, Thos. ...
943 McHugh, Patk.
1444 McHugh, John ...
668 McIntosh, Jas. ...
392 McIntyre, Malcolm
948 Ditto ... ...
1019 Ditto ...
336 McIntyre, Peter
798 McIntyre, Duncan ...
01948 Ditto ... ...
01949 Ditto ... .,,
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
Homestead  ... ... 80 0 0 ...
... Conditional  ...  33 3 5  ... ...
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0
1600 0 0ditto ... ... ...
...  Homestead, 187 2  20 0 0 300 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... I ... 80 0 0
... ditto ...' 143 2 0 ... ...
... ditto ... ... ... 106 0 0
... ditto ... ... 160  0 0 ...
... Homestead, 1868 ... 60 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... 200 0 0
... .omestead,1872 ... 320 0 0 ...
... nditional ... ... ... 324 0 0
... omestead , 1872 ... 310 0 0 ...
... ditto ... i ... 509 0 0 ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional . .
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .. .
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... II ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead, 1872
ditto, 1868...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ..
ditto, 1872...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
,,, ditto ...
640 0 0
80 0
0
70 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
Im provements
... 160 0 0
40 0 0
320 0 0 ...
159 0 0 ...
640 0 0 ...
... 190 0 0
... 80 0 0
611 2 0
230 0  0 ...
Second Class
Pastoral.
96 0 1
640 0 0
105 0 0
120 0 0
160 0 0
94 1 0
297 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ...
1,360 0 0 ...
921 0 0 ...
501 0 0 ...
... 640 0 0
... 53 0 0
50 0 0 ...
640 0 0
160 0 0 ...
147 2 0 ...
100 0 0 540 0 0
100 0 0
... 79 2 38
227 0 0
84 1 0
100 0 0 220 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 80 0 0
40...0 0
... 1,000 0 0
... 400 0 0
... 400 0 0
... 150 0 0
... 170 0 0
280 0 0
...
320 0 0
155 0 0
283 0 0
163 0 0
40 0 0
1,997 0 0
1,875 0 0
1,100 0 0725 0 0
165 0 0
150 0 0
1,160 0 0
382 3 0
353 2 0
179 0 0
330 2 0
329 3 0
1,800 0 0
300 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
99 0 0
207 0 0
500 0 0
120 0 0
210 U 0
1600 030 0  0 290 0 0
100 0 0 220 0 0
83 2 0
... 103 0 0
300 0
150 0 0 457 0 0
#to
Year. Rent. Balance due
£ s. d. £ s. d.
6th  0 16 8
4th  2 11 0
2nd  2 10 0
2nd  20 0 0
5th  12 15 0
5th  2 6 8
4th 2 0 0
10th  10 16  0
7th  2 13  0
8th 8 0 0
4th 1 10 0
2nd 1 13 4
4th 9 0 0
3rd 8 2 0
3rd 11 7 6
3rd 19 1 9
... 75 4 9
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 1 0 0
4th 12 0 0
6th 2 7 0
3rd 24 0 0
5th 415 0
5th 2 0 0
6th 15 5 9
7th 1110 0
4th 2 8 6
2nd 12 0 0
7th 2 12 6
7th 3 0 0
5th 4 0 0
4th 2 1 9
3rd  14 17  0 23 14 0
4th 12 0 0
4th 116 0 0
8th 46 1 0
2nd 14 1 10
7th 16 0 0
3rd 1 6 6
h 610 0t 0
10th 7 15 0
2nd 12 0 0
9th 8 0 0
8th 7 8 0
8th 18 10 0
3rd 2 10 0
4th 2 0 0 1 5 0
*0 6 3
5th  810 3 1 2 0
4th 2 2 6
9th 26 10 0
9th 7 17 6
9th  11 1 6
9th 4 1 6
9th  3 0 0
4th  99 18 6
4th 66 17 6
2nd  11 9 2
9th  38 2 6
9th 11 12 6
10th  12 5 0
10th 43 0 0
3rd 9 11 6
3rd 8 17 0
3rd 4 9 6
3rd 8 5 6
3rd 8 5 0
2nd  26 5 0
2nd 4 7 6
6th  1 0 0
5th  13 2 6
3rd  15 15 0
7th  6 6 0
8th  5 3 0
5th  2 9 6
4th 6 13 6
9th  34 2 0
6th 12 10 0
2nd 1 10 0
2nd  2 12 6
TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT - continued.
Register
No.
McIntyre ,  Duncan ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto .. . ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto . .. ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .. ... ...
McIntyre ,  D. ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
McIntyre ,  Dugald ... ...
Ditto ... ...
McInnis ,  John ... ...
McKewen ,  John ... ...McKewin, John ... ...
McKinnon ,  Neil ... ...
Ditto ... ...
McKinstry , Wm. ,,, ..
Ditto
McKinstry , William ...McLardy, Alex., junr. ...
McLachlan ,  Daniel ... ...
McLennon ,  Malcolm ...
McPherson , L. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
McPhee,  John ... ...
Naumann, J. H.
Naumann, John, senior ...
Nehlsen, August ...
Nelder ,  Robert ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Newton , W. H. ...
Nielsen , ]Rasmus ,.. ...
Noller, Carl ... ...
Norgoard ,  Christian ...
Nugent, Michael ...
O'Brien,  James ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
O'Brien , John ... ...
O'Dea,  John ... ...
O'Halloran,  John ... ...
Ditto ... ...
O'Keefe, Patrick ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
O'Neale, Pat. ... ...
O'Reilly, John ... ...
Orme, Thos.... ...
Palmer ,  Harriet Belinda ...
Pauli, Nikolaus ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Paulsen, Peter ... ...
Pearson , J. A. ... ...
Pechey , E. W.... ...
Ditto ... ...
Pechey ,  Edward Wilmot ..,
Ditto ... ... ...
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First ClassPastoral. second ClassPastoral. Year. Rent .  Bu.anoe due.
A. B. P. A. B.  P. 1 1 £ s. d. £ s. d
*1950
*1951
*1972
1037
1038
1051
1062
1109
*1335
*1984
*1985
1683
1684
*1398
831
*1872
946
927
891
*1909
*1390
914
1652
1932
939
448
334
1323
850
*1292
*1137
1275
*1973
925
*1311
*1886
1534
1391
945
*1142
1216
1931
*1933
826
*1937
964
11533
973
1419
1627
1857
*1868
*1982
1291
1317
*1676
*1677
*1678
1022
1030
936
*1750
*1893
*1897
1324
1 096
615
1314
1333
*1878
1727
1858
1095
1960
427
428
429
1120
t782
1669
f-
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ..
Pedersen ,  Hans ... ...
Perry, George ...
Perkins ,  Thomas ... ...
Perina , John .. ...
Peters,  John Nicolaus .,.
Philip, W. Haig ...
Pierce, C. T. ...
Pierce, William
Pillar, Wm.
Ditto ... ...
Place, John ... ...
Ditto  ...  ...
Ditto ... ...
Plant, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Plant, John . , , ...
Conditional ... ... ... 800 0 0 2nd 10 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 660 0 0 2nd 8 5 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
ditto ... 300 0 0 500 0 0 4th  27 10  0
ditto ... ... ... 1,359 0 0 4th 33 19 6
ditto ... ... , .. 480 0 0 4th 10 0 0 1 3 0
ditto ... ... 379 0 0 4th 9 9 6
ditto ... ... 360 0 0 872 0 0 4th 39 16 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
ditto • ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 3 4
ditto ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 3 4
Homestead, 1872 ... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
Conditional .. 100 0 0 3rd 2  10  0
Homestead, 1872 .. 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th  16 10  0
ditto  ...  ... 15 0 0 ... 2nd  0 11  3
Homestead ... ... 100 0 0 ... 5th 2  10  0
ditto ... ... 50 0 0 5th 1 5 0
ditto,  1872  120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 6th 16 10 0
Homestead ... 44 0 0 ... 2nd 1 4 9
ditto, 1872 ... ... 136 0 0 ... 3rd 5 2 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
ditto, 1872... ... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
Homestead, 1875 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd 9 12 6
ditto, 1872... ... 103 0 0  ... 5th 3 17 3
ditto ... ... 103 0 0  ... 8th 3 17 3
Conditional ... 100 0 0 209 2 26 ... 9th 18 0 0 3 13 4
Homestead, 1868 40 0 0  ...  ... 3rd 1 10 0
ditto, 1872... 20 0 0 300 0 0 .. 6th 12 15 0
Conditional  ...  ... ... 320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 ... 78 0 0 4th 3 9 0
ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 2nd  0 13  4
Homestead, 1872 ... 225 0 0 5th 8 8 9
Conditional ... ... ... 83  3  16  3rd 2 2 0
Homestead ... 100 0 0 ... 2nd 2  5 10
ditto, 1872 ... ... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 6 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ... 5th 12 0 0
ditto, 1868... ... 57 1 0  ... 4th 1 9 0
Conditional .. 320 0 0 320 0 0 4th 24 0 0Homestead, 1875  120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 2nd 9 12 6
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 1 15 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 6th 12 0 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 ... 2nd 4 7 7
ditto ... 120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 5th  16 10  0
ditto  ...  ... 506 0 0 3rd 12 7 8
ditto .. 320 0 0 5th 12 0 0ditto, 1875... 120 0 0 520 0 0  ... 3rd 28 10 0
ditto, 1872.., 100 0 0 304 0 0 ... 3rd 18 18 0
ditto ... ... 161 0 0 ... 2nd  8  14 0 0 3 9
Homestead ... ... 50 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5 0
Conditional ... ... ... 960 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 250 0 0 4th 6 5 0
ditto ... ... ... 309 0 0 3rd 5  6 11
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 180 0 0 4th  4  10  0
ditto ... ... ... 972 0 11 4th 24 6 6
ditto ... ... ... 4,328 0 0 5th 108 4 0
ditto ... ... ... 49 2 33 3rd 1 5 0
ditto ... ... ... 400 0 0 2nd 9 3 4
ditto ... ... ... 65 2 20 2nd 1 8 2
Homestead, 1868 78 0 0 4 9 0 ... 3rd 3 0 6
ditto, 1872... 320 0 0 ,.. 4th 12 0 0
Conditional  ...  ... 608 0 0  ...  7th 30 8 0
ditto .., ... ... 860 0 0 3rd 21 10 0
ditto ... ... ... 500 0 0 3rd 12 10 0
ditto ... ... ... 480 0 0 2nd 11 0 0
Homestead, 1872  ... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
Conditional ... 296 0 0 ... 2nd 14  16  0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ... 4th 12 0 0
Homestead .. ... 139 0 0 ... 2nd 2 12 2
Conditional .,. ... 325 0 0 ... 8th 16 5 u
ditto ... ... 315 0 0 ... 8th 15 15 0
ditto ... ... 1,920 0 0 ... 8th 96 0 0
ditto  ...  40 0 0 ... .. 4th 3 0 0
ditto .. ... 200 0 0 133 0 0 6th 12 18 6
Homestead, 1868 ... 1143 0 0 ,,, 3rd 3 11 6
A. B. P.
(8
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Register
No.
1
Lessee.
1925 Pointer ,  Hugh ...
1067 Polzin ,  Joseph ...
957 Porter ,  Alex. ...
*1393 Porter, James ...
967 Ditto
01710 Porter, Robert ...
966 Ditto ... ...
1006 Ditto .. ...
1380 Pout, Mary Ann ...
01699 Powell, John ...
1819 Purcell, Andrew ...
519 Purtell , Michael ...
521 Ditto
1296 Puschmann ,  Friedrich
*1942 Puttaroo .  J an ...
1479  Q uinlan, Wm.
*1883 Rawlings. Wm.
1135 Reichle, Jacob
972 Reilly, A. A. ...
1005 Reilly , .John... ...
899 Ditto ...
851 Reuter ,  Elizabeth ...
812 Reynolds , Wm. A....
807 Richardson ,  Samuel
180 Rietlimuller ,  Carl G.
1862 Roche ,  John... ...
642 Robertson ,  John ...
572 Ditto ...
787 Robinson ,  Edward ...
1116 Ditto ... ...
602 Robinson ,  Louis ...
1940 Robinson , T. G. ...
905 Roberts ,  John ...
843 Roberts ,  Joseph ...
*1870 Ditto ... ...
1460 Roberts ,  Samuel ...
1204 Ditto ... ..
849 Roessler ,  Gottfried ...
*1976 Roessler ,  Henry ...
1368 Rowlings ,  James ...
1301 Ruff, Johann ...
1108 Russell ,  Benjamin ...
847 Russell, Elizabeth ...
1847 Russell ,  J. H. ...
t1846 Russell ,  James ...
1305 Russel John
t1217  Ditto ... ...
845 Ditto
61 Russell, John Henry
45 Ditto ... ...
60 Ditto .
974 Ryan, Daniel ...
1105 Ryan ,  James
1326 Ryan Tobias ...
*1679 Ditto ... ...
1713 Say, George... ...
1663 Schefe ,  Matthias ...
1080
*1967
916
*1894
*1912
417
*1692
1370
1671
658
507
*1703
*1688
*1689
*1907
848
1211
1112
1089
240
541
Schmaling , Friedrich
Ditto
Schrek, Chas. ...
Schwerin ,  Franz ...
Seipe, John ... ...
Shanklin, Hugh E.
Shapland, Christopher
Sharpe, Richard ...
Ditto ...
Shepperd, Robert ...
Shepperd, John ...
Nature of  Selection.
... Homestead, 1872
...
ditto, 1868
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1868
Conditional ..
ditto, 1872...
Homestead ...
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
,.. Conditional ...
ditto, 1875...
Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Homestead
... ditto, 1868...
... Conditional ...
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
ditto
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead, 1872
ditto
Conditional ...
... ditto ...
Homestead, 1868
ditto, 1872...
... ditto, 1875...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead,  1872
... Conditional ...
... ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
... Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... Homestead, 1872
Shepperd, John, jun. ...
Shepperd, Samuel George...
Shepperd, James Alfred ...
Siegmund, Heinrich ...
Siebenhausen, Charles ...
Ditto ... ...
Sim, George ...
Simmons, George ...
Simms, Joseph G. ...
Ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead
ditto, 1872...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ... I
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ,
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral. Second ClassPastoral
A. B. P. A. B. P.1 A. B.  P.
91 0 0 361 0 0 ...
... 60 0 0 ...
... 320 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ...
120  0  0 200 0 0
...320 0 0
...
160 0 0 ...
16000
... 320 0 0 ...
.. 640 0 0 ...
100 0 0 220 0 0 ...
... 145 0 0 ...
... 70 0 0 ...
... 40 0 0 ...
200 0 0
32 0 0 227 0 0 ...
... 40 0 0 ...
... 320 0 0 ...
40 0 0 43 0 0
... 73 0 0 ...
120 0 0 ...
10 0 0 310 0 0 ...
120 0 0 200 0 0 ...
70 0 0 90 0 0 ...
75 0 22 ...
... 640 0 0 ...
252 0 0 ...
640 0 0 ...
... 40 0 0 ...
... 40 0 0 ...
62 0 0  ...
800 0 0
160 0 0 ...
60 0 0 260 0 0 ...
... 61 0 0 ...
80 0 0 190 0 0 ...
400 0 0  1,679 0 0
80 0 0 233 0 0 ...
75 0 0 ...
... 100 0 0 ...
... 100 0 0 220 0 0
... 160 0 0 ...
.. 320 0 0 ...
70 0 0 570 0 0 ...
30 0 0, 233 0 0  ...
... 154 2  0
604 2 0
320 0 0  ...
340 0 0 940 0 0 ...
150 0 0 245 0 0 245 0 0
60 0 0 290 0 0 290 0 0
... 320 0 0 ...
... 80 0 0
19.1 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ..
.. 267 0 0
40 0 0 120 0 0 ...
159 0 0 ...
80 0 0 ...
... 320 0 0 ...
50 0 0 ...
19 0 0 71 0 0 ...
631 0 0 ... ...
640 0 0 ...
500 0 0
600 0 0 ...
92 0 0
241 0 0 ...
640 0 0 ...
640 0 0 ...
640 0 0 ...
8 3 25 ... ...
320 0 0 ...
300 0 0 1,076 0 0
954 0 0
0 0
340 0 0  63'2 00 0 0 ...
274 0 0 .., i ...
Year. Rent. Balance due.
I I £ s. d. I £ d.  it.
2nd 13 11 6
4th 1 10 0
5th 12 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
5th 16 10 0
3rd 12 0 0
5th 6 0 0
5th 600
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
6th
8th 7 5 0
8th 3 10 0
3rd 1 0 0
2nd 2 18 4
3rd 10 18 3
2nd 0 18 4
4th 12 0 0
5th 3 1 6
5th  2  14 9
6th 4 10 0
6th 12 7 6
6th  16 10  0  13 10 0
+3 7 6
6th 8 12 6
10th 5 14 0
2nd 24 0 0
7th 12 12 0
7th 48 0 0
6th 0 7 6
4th 1 0 0
7th 3 2 0
2nd 11 13 4
6th 4 0 0
6th 14 5 0
2nd 2 5 0
3rd 13 2 6
4th 57 11 8
6th 14 14 9
2nd 0 6 3
3rd 5 0 0
3rd  10 10  0
4th 4 0 0
5th 12 0 0
2nd 26 12 6 0 4 6
I 2nd
3rd 317 6
4th 15 2 6
6th 12 0 0
10th 72 10 0
10th 29 12 6
10th 26 5 0
5th 12 0 0
4th 2 0 0
3rd 7 5 6
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 6 11 8
3rd 710 0 4 9 2
1 2 1
4th 3 19 6
2nd 1 0 0
5th 12 0 0
2nd 1 2 11
2nd 1 17 4
8th 47 11 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 12 10 0
3rd 22 10 0
7th 2 6 0
8th 12 1 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
2nd 0 5 1
6th 12 0 0
4rd 41 18 0
5th 37 10 0
4th 12 0 0
9th 51 10 0
7th 20 11 0
659
Lessee.
835 Smith, Bernard ... ...
1010 Ditto ... ...
216 Sondergeld, John ... ...
*1884 Sperling, Fred. ... ...
825 Stadhams, Henry ...
*1876 Stack, Garnett
*1959 Stanke, George
1351 Steger, Charles
910 Storey, John
1428 Stower, Job ...
1049 Strong, James ...
803 Stuck, Heinrich .
1361 Siihr, Carl Heinrich
953 Tansey, Michael ...
999 Ditto ... ...
245 Ditto ...
1001 Ditto ... ...
214 Ditto ... ...
*1225 Ditto ... ...
555 Ditto
544 Ditto
532 Ditto
533 Ditto
528 Ditto
529 Ditto
1026 Ditto
1053 Ditto
1132 Ditto
781 Ditto
1312 Ditto
t1321 Ditto
557 Ditto ... ...
135 Taylor, James ...
*1373 Ditto ...
*1048 Tewes, Charles ...
*1902 Thomas, Abraham, senr.
*1885 Thomson, Peter ...
25 Thorn, George, jun.
*1789 Tibbs, John. ...
*1880 Torqueldsen, Niels ...
49 Tooth, William B....
109 Ditto ... ...
620 Ditto ... ... ...
1024 Ditto ... ...
1025 Ditto ... ....
610 Tooth, Atticus
611 Ditto ...
*1737 Tooth, Nelson
924 Tomney, Felix
1674 Trott, James
996 Trousdell, John
1379 Ditto ...
*1749 Ditto ...
*1964 Tull, J. W. ...
487 Turner, John S.
488 Ditto ..,
t1358 Twidall, Edward ... ...
800 Tyson, James ... ...
*1919 Underwood, Henry... ...
*1958 Voll, Joseph ... ...
1138 Volp, Henry
1337 Walker, Robt. Francis, senr.
1110 Walker, R. F. ...
436 Wallis, James ...
1007 Walsh, John ...
*1863 Ditto ... ...
1578 Walters, James ...
1059 Waraker, Alfred ... I1055 Ward, David ...
922 Watson, Robert ...
1515 Watson, Wm. Nelson
935 Weber, J. F. ...
1563 Werner, Christian ...
t1717* West, Francis ... ...
430 West, Francis J. ... ...
432 Ditto ... ... ...
483 Ditto .. ... ...L1854 Wheeler ,  Thos. ... ...
TOO WOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.
Homestead, 1872:
ditto .I
Conditional
Homestead  :::
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ..I
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1875
Homestead ...
Conditi nal .
Homestead, 1875
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Clifton ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1375
ditto, 1872 ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872...
Conditional
dHomestea ,1868
Conditional
Homestead,1872
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
AgrioulturaL First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Bent. Balance due
.L. B. P.I
I
A.  B. P. A. B. P. £ S. d. £ a. d
40 0 0 280 0 0 ... 6th I 13 10 0
80 0 0  ... ... 5th 3 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 9th 7 0 0
... 100 0 0 ... 2nd 2 5 10
... 320 0 0 6th 12 0 0
151 0 0 2nd 3 15 6
100 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5 0
120 0 0 200 0 0 ... 3rd 16 10 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
120 0 0 520 0 0 ... 3rd  2810 0
120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
40 0 0 6th 3 0 0
500 0 0 3rd 12 10 0
700 0 0 5th 17 10 0
143 0 0 5th 3 11 6
... 100 0 0 ... 9th 5 0 0
...
240 0 0 5th 6 0 0
69 2 0 ... 9th 5 5 0
50 0  0 4th 2 10 0
141 0 0 7th 3 10 6
114 0 0 7th 2 17 0
100 0 -0 7th 2 10 0
100 0 0 7th 2 10 0
114 0 0 ... 7th 5 14 0
114 0 0 ...  7th 5 14 0
... 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
... 387 0 0 4th 9 13 6
58 0 0 4th 1 9 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
34 0 0 3rd
312 0 0 7th 7 16 0
640 0 0 9th 48 0 0
43 2  0 ... 3rd 2 4 0
160 0 0 4th
... 480 0 0 ... 2nd 15 0 0
... 50 0 0 ... 2nd 1 2 11
... ... 640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
32 0 0 288 0 0 ... 2nd 13 4 0
22 0 0 2nd 0 15 2
214 0 0 106 0 0 ... 10th 21 7 0
320 0 0 821 0 0 ... 10th 65 1 0
... 157 3 0 ... 7th 7 18 0
509 0 0 ... 4th 25 9 0
150 0 0 810 0 0 ... 4th 51 15 0
... 566 0 0 ... 7th 28 6 0
... 198 0 0 ... 7th  9 18 0
300 0 0 ... 3rd  11 5 030 0  0 290 0 0 ... 5th 13 2 6
640 0 0 ... 3rd  24 0 0
313 0 0 ... 5th  11 14 9
,.. 200 0 0 3rd  5 0 0•
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
1,200 0 0 2nd  12 10 0
346 0 0 1 ... 8th 17 6 0
448 0 0 ... ... 8th  33 12 0
... 140 0 0 .. 3rd  3 1 4
,,. 119 0 0 6th  7 9 0:::
320 0 0 2nd 6 0 0
100 0 0 2nd  1 5 0
40 0 0 4th 3 0 0
28 0 0 3rd 1 8 0
80 0 0 4th  2 0 0638-1 0 8th 47 18 6
. 100 0 0 . 5th 2 10 0..
5 0 0
..
2nd 0 2 6
... 320 0 0
-
3rd 12 0 0
... .. 1150  0 4th 2 17 6
... 160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
. 80 0 0 291 0 0 5th 11 5 60
0 139 0 034 ... 3r,d 7 15 3
20 0. 0 300 0 0
'
... 5th 12 15 00 595 0 045 0 ... 3rd 25 13 9
... 60 0 0 .. , 3rd 2 5 0
... 1,785 0 0 ... 8th 89 5 0
... 470 0 0 ... 8th 23 10 0
... 305 0 0 ; ... 8th 15 5 0
80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
 ,egister
No. Lou".
*1918 White,  H. G. ... ...
1343  Widderich ,  Jurgen... ...
1349 Wilcox, Edmund ..
1384 Wilcox, William Edmund...
1106 Wilcox, W .  E. ... ...
*1076 Wilkes, William ... ...
1134 Ditto  ... ... ...
*1306 Wilks ,  Wm.... ... ...
1014 Wilkinson ,  John ... ...
537 Willis , S. V. ... ...
*1860 Williams, John ... ...
*1939 Williams ,  Jaa. ... ...
*1953 Wimpenny ,  Mark ... ..,
*1695 Wockner ,  Ludwig ... ...
*1856 Wrembeck ,  John .. ...
1091 Wright ,  John  William ...
*1742 Wright, J. W. ... ...
*1813 Yonge,  A. K. D. .. ...
*1081 Young ,  Daniel ... ...
*408 Ashmore ,  Richard ...
326 Atkins, J. H. ..,
323 Beehean ,  Michael ...
*439 Behan, Michael ...
39 Bell, Joshua Peter
173 Bell,  Thomas ...
33 Ditto ... ...
36 Ditto ... ...
63 Ditto
20 Bell ,  Thomas, Joshua Peter,
John Alexander, and
Marmadllke ... ...
265 Ditto ... ...
266 Ditto  ... ... ...
267 Ditto .. ... ...
286 Bellingham ,  William ...
224 Blaxland ,  Edward James ...
287 Blundell, Mark ... ...
*371 Bokelmann, I  ink
201  Boo], Thomas ... ...
186 Bradford ,  Solomon ... ...
*347 Bradley ,  John ... ...
*339 • Braizer ,  Elizabeth ...
*340 Ditto  ... ... ...
91 Burton ,  William .
*395 Cameron ,  Duncan Alexander
*416 Cameron, D. A.
209 Campbell ,  Alexander D.
*446 Cameron , A. D. ...
219 Carmody , Mary T....
236 Carmody ,  Joseph James
*414 Chambers ,  Wm. ... ...
*355 Condon ,  Daniel ... ...
*359 Ditto  ... ... ...
196 Cran,  John ... ...
226 Cran,  J. ...
179 Dale, William
190 Darvall ,  Anthony W m.
276 Deane , Edward l { ...
277 Ditto¶ . ...
315 Donovan , John ...
*348 Ditto .
*361 Ditto  ... !!.
*384 Donovan, Pat John
406 Dunkein ,  John ,.,
338 Elborne ,  Charles ...
*345 E lliott ,  Griffith
386 Ensor ,  Henry ..,
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TOOWOOMBA  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature  of selection. Agricultural.
A. R. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
Year. Rent Balance due,
P. ' A . R. P. 1 I £ s.d. £ s. d.
1,200 0 0 2nd 22 10 0
0 3rd 2 10 0
180 0 0 3rd 4 10 0
468 0 0 3rd 15 9 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
280 0 0 4th 7 0 0
195 0 0 4th 4 17 6
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
5th 9 0 0
0 .. 7th 8 11 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
1,400 0 0 2nd 20 8 4
0 ... 2nd 12 0 0
0 ' ... 3rd 24 0 0
0 ... 2nd 2 10 0
0 ... 4th 12 0 0
0 ! ... 3rd 12 0 0
0 2nd 28 16 0
116 0 0 4th 2 18 0
0 3rd 24 0 0
0 4th 12 0 0
0 ... 4th 12 0 0
0 ... 2nd 3 0 0
... 10th 48 0 0
0 8th 50 0 0
0 ... 10th 64 0 0
10th 48 0 0
0 10th 14 0 0
... 10th 192 0 0
0 ... 6th 100 0 00 ... 6th 8 0 0
0 ... 6th 20 0 0
0 ... 5th 12 0 0
0 ... 7th 15 18 0
0 ... 5th 12 0 0
3rd 24 0 0 10 0 0
and fine 2 10 0
0 150 0 0 7th 11 5 0
0 ... 7th 30 0 0
0 3rd 12 0 0
1 92 2 0 4th 2 6 6
190 0 0 4th 4 15 0
360 0 0 9th 9 0 0
0 3rd 24 0 0
2,000 0 0 3rd 50 0 0
0 ... 7th 32 0 0
400 0 0 2nd 016 8
0 ... 7th 81 15 0
0 ... 7th 9 3 0
0 , ... 3rd 24 0 0
0 1 ... 3rd 12 0 0
0 ... 7th 12 0 0
0 i 7th 129 1 6
... 7th 27 3 0
0 7th 64 2 0
0
...
340 0 0 3rd 23 10 0
200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
164 2 0 6th 4 2 6
0 ... 4th 12 0 0
0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
0 J ... 3rd 12 0 0
0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
0 ... 3rd 2810 0 5 126
and fine 1 8 2
0 ... 4th 12 0 0
0 ... 4th 3 15 0
0 3rd 27 12 014 8 0
Conditional ...
Homestead,1868 ,..
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
50 0 0
A.  it.
100 0
ditto ..
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
ditto, 1872
Homestead
ditto, 1872 ...
ditto
ditto, 1875 128 0 0
Conditional ... ...
171 0
...
640 0
640 0
100 0
320 0
320 0
512 0
DALBY DISTRICT.
Homestead , 1872 ... 640 0
ditto ... ... 320 0
ditto ... ... 320 0
ditto .. ... 320 0
Conditional ¶ ... 640 0 0 ...
ditto ¶ ... ... 1,000 0
ditto ... ... 1,280 0ditto  ...
ditto ...
640... 0 0
290  0
Pre-emptive, on
Consolidated
RunsofJimbour,
Cumkillenbar,
and Corangah 2,560 0 0
Pre-emptive, on
Jimbour Run ..,
ditto ...
.ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ... 640 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ¶
ditto ¶
ditto ...
Homestead;  18712
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto
...
Conditional 41 0  0
ditto
ditto
362 0 0
ditto ,.. ...
ditto
ditto
...
,,,
Homestead, 1872 ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 120 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto 0 0108
2,0011 0
160 0
400 0
320 0
317 2
320 0
150 0
600 0
320 0
...
...
640 0
.
640
0
1,634  2
182 21  640 0
320 0
320 0
2,520 0
1,282  0
300 0
...
320 0
320 0
320 0
640 0
520 0
320 0
100 0
520 0
¶ Western Railway Act
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RegisterNO.
DALBY DISTRICT-continued.
Nature of Selection . Agricultural .
First Class
Pastoral.
8eoond  Clan
Pastoral. Year. Bent.
A. 8. P. P.A. R. A. B» P.
2 Evans, Augustus ... ...
156 Fisher, W. D. .. ...
*370 Fitzsimmons, C. P.... ...
409 Fletcher, Niel ...
*414 Ford, Wm. .. ...
385 Foster, Elizabeth Anne ...
194 Fraser, Sidney P. ...
147 Furnnoval,  James¶ ...
316 Gleeson, Martin ... ...
*438 Ditto ... ... ...
*430 Green, Chas. ... ...
278 Hall; James ... ... ...
343 Hampton, Wm. ... ...
*436 Ditto .. ... ...
283 Hawks ,  Samuel ... ...
t350 Hawks, Mary Anne... ...
392 Hitz, Carl ... ...
327 Honeyford, John ... ...
*375 Ditto .. ...
52 Hunter, Herbert¶... ...
288 Hunter, Thomas G. ...
*388 Hunter, Thomas Godfrey ...
393 Hunt, George ... ...
328 Kennedy, Jane ... ...
330 Kennedy, John ... ...
*364 Ditto ...
5 Kent, Wm., Trustees of, and
E. Wienholt ... ...
6 Ditto ... ...
7 Ditto ... ...
8 Ditto ... ...
9 Ditto ... ...
28 Ditto ... ...
258 Ditto ... ...
260 Ditto
232 Kent, William, jun.
112 Ditto ... ...
114 Ditto .. ...
*354 Laine, William ...
*417 Landy,  James ...
418 ditto ...
421 Landy, Patrick .
3 Lester, Leonard Edward
*311 Luff, Thomas ...
*312 Ditto ...
331 Lynch, Patrick ...
297 Manara, John
397 Martin, Joel Archable
351 Martin, Joseph ...
352 Ditto
157 Mason, M. C. ...
41 Miles, Alice¶ ...
50 Miles, William¶ ...
134 Miles, Wm. ...¶ ..
213 Moffatt, William G.
*444 Moffatt, T. D. ...
254 Moffatt, Samuel ...
292 Ditto ... ...
255 Ditto ... ...
256 Ditto ... ...
257 Ditto ... ...
270 Ditto¶ ... ...
271 Ditto ... ...
291 Ditto ...
325 Moore, John ...
*290 Moy, Peter ... ...
*346 Ditto ... ...
367 Mop, Sarah ... ...
half of Irving-
dale .. ...
ditto of Jon-
daryan ...
Conditional ..
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
t,1000
... 640 0 0 ,
640 0 0 ,
120 0 0 520 0 0
2,244 0 0
142 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 320 0 0
430 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 320 0 0
.,, 320 0 0
317 0 0
640 0 0
120 0 0
1,280 0 0
280 0 0 40 0 0
800 0 0 160 0 0
111,971 0 6
610 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
520 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
260 0 0
320 0 0
80 0 0 80 0 0
1,000 0 0 1,073 0 0
640
.0
640 0
0
710 0 0
2,560 0 0
2,560 0 0
320 0 0
1,477 0 0
408 0 0
1600 0
240 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
640 0 0
200 0 0
1,185 0 11
2,107 0 0
835 0 0
1.801 1 0
110 0 0
320 0 0
80 0 0
120 0 0
80 0 0
418 0 0
696 0 0
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
0
... 600 0 0
... 640 0 0
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
ditto ..
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
*366 Moy, Peter,  senr . ... ... ditto ...
*433 Moy, Peter, junior ... ... ditto ...
863 McDougall, IFUcan ... ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead,1872
Homestead
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Jon-
daryan ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the resumed half
of Irvingdale...
ditto ...
ditto...
... On the leased
80"0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
239 0 0
...
...
Balance due
10th 48 0 u
8th 98 12 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 28 10 0
7th 112 4 0
3rd 10 13 0
4th 12 0 0
2nd 2 10 0
2nd 9 0 0
5th 21 10 0
4th 12 0 0
2nd 8 0 0
6th 12 0 0
3rd 10 17 8
3rd 24 0 0
4th 12 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
10th 48 0 0
6th 12 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 28 10 0 5 12 6
4th 12 0 0
4th 12 0 0
3rd 9 15 0
10th 96 0 0
10th 23 0 0
10th 68 0 0
10th 24 0 0
10th 10 0 0
10th 128 13 0
... 7th 35 10 0
.. 7th 128 0 0
2,554 0 0 7th 6317 0
3,760 0 0 8th 94 0 0
860 0 0 8th 149 10 0
... 3rd 12 0 0
2nd 48 0 0
2nd 73 17 0 4 0 0
2000 0 0  2nd 64 10 8 28 8 0
10th 48 0 0
... 4th 4 0 0
4th 6 0 0
.,, 4th 12 0 0
... 5th 12 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
642 0 0 3rd 26 1 0
162 0 0 3rd 4 1 0 0 16 A
8th 59 6 0
10th  150 7 0
... 10th 48 0 0
... 8th 41 15 0
7th 90 2 0
320 0 0 2nd 0 13 4
257 3 0 7th 11 19 0 5 17 10
5th 12 0 0
3720 0 7th  13 5 6 3 16 6
7th 6 0 0
373 0 0 7th  13 6 6  3 19  6
... 6th 2018 0 1613 9
6th 34 16 0 11 12 0
102 0 0 5th  5 2 0 4 16 3
... 4th 12 0 0
... 5th 12 0 0
... 3rd 12 0 0
... 3rd 24 0 0 110 0 0
fine $N.
3rd 12 0 0
2nd 9 0 0
Ord 14 19 3
cwsatera Railway Act.
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DALBY  DISTRICT-continued.
liegister
No.
Lessee.
*410 McDougall, Duncan
332 McGregor, Peer
378 Mclnnernay, Daniel
*428 Mclnnerney, Martin
281 McKeon, Francis ...
*:394 Ditto ... ...
*411 McKeon, James¶ ..
302 McLaren, Alexanders
148
294
295
304
305
*424
4
45
51
336t*367
13
McLavan, D.s ...
McLaran, Donald ...
McLaran, Malcolm
McClelland, William
McClelland, John ...
Neville, John ...
Newdick, Frank S....
Nicholls, Johns ...
Dittos .. ...
Nunn, Samuels ...
O'Briens, Michael ...
Nature of  Selection.
H(m?stead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead,  1872
ditto
... Conditional
... ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...O'Keefe, William ...
Palgrave, Robert , and Bigge,
Fredk. Wm.s ...
14 Dittos
261 Palgrave and Biggs
2621 Ditto ...
320 Radford, James ...
368 Ditto
391 Riethmuller, Lutwig
222 Radford, Rebecca ...
322 Ditto ... ...
*419 Robertson, William
*420 Robertson, John ...
111 Ross, Roberts ...
263 Dittos ... ...
296 Ross, William ...
183 Rontley, Richard ...
185 Ditto ..
398 Saunders, Daniel ...
171 Scott, James ... ...
172 Dittos ...
*363 I Shanklin, Hugh Evans
'437 Shanklin, Henrietta
306 Sheriff, Johns ...
*413
*426
*349
289
101
*401
144
*441
337182
*435
Skeers, Samuel
Sweeney, J. J.
Ditto
Symes , Joseph
Syms ,  Silas ...
Ditto ..
Thompson, C.j[
Pre-emptive, on
St. Ruth's Run
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
leased half of
St. Ruth's Run
ditto
... Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
... Conditional
... Homestead, 18712
ditto ...
... i Homestead ...
... ' Conditional ...
... ditto .
... Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 187 2
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Thompson, J. C.
Thorn, G.  senior ...
Thorn, George, jun.s ...
Thorn, George, The execu-
tors of ... ... ...
*434 Thorn, John... ... ...
412 1 Travers ,  Michael ...
396 Turkington , Richard ...
273 Vickery,  Ebenezeri ...
303 Dittos ... ... ...
57 Ditto ... ... ...
109 Ditto ... ...
82 Ditto ... ...
151 Wienholt, Edward ... ...
280 Ditto ...
238 Williamson , Alexanders ...
195 Winks, William ... ...
229 Ditto ...t309 Winkelman , C. F.s ...
j'310 (Winkehman, W. F.!j ...
Pre-emptive, on
Warra Warra
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
Greenbank
leasedRun ,
half ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
First Class
Pastoral
A. B. P.
Second ClassPastoral.
A. U. P.
Year. Rent IVBalance due
£ a. d.I
12 U U
12 0 0
24 0 0
6 6 7
12 0 0
12 0 0
24 0 0
12 0 0
46 15 0
72 3 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
20 11 0
22 10 0
20 0 0
48 0 0
49 6 0
48 0 0
100 0 0
:iGU  ()  0 ... 3rd
320 0 0 ... 4th
64U 0 0 3rd
225 0 0 ... 2nd
320 0 0 ... 6th
320 0 0 ... 3rd
640 0 0 ... 3rd
320 0 0 4th
1,200 0
320 0
320 0
... 900 0 0 4th
640 0 0 ... 2nd
640 0  0  ... 10th
. 986 0 0 ... 10th
640 0  0
...
... 10th
... 2,000 0 0 ... 4th
... 80 0 0
... 640 0 0
1,255 0 0
1,305 0 0
... 597 0
... 1,963 0
320 0
...  320 0120 0 0 520 0
... 1,500 0
... 320 0
... 640 0
...
640 0
600 0
... 220 0
... 320 0
... 1,920 0
600 0
120 0 0 520 0
240 0
400 1
640 0
640 ()
320 0
and Improv ements
0 486 0 0 8th
0 ... 5th
0 ... 5th
834 0 0 4th
0 ...0  ...
0
0 ...
0
0
0
0 287 0 0
0 575  0 0
0
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0 ...
0
Im provements
o ...640 0
59 0
200 0
3.20 0
600 0 0
186 0 0
479 0 0
()
0
4,000 0 0
0 1,200 0 0
600 0 0 1,109 1 0
.,2(,0 0
60 0 0
560 0 0 ...
2,553 2 0 ...
... 2,560 0 0
3,000 0 0320 .0 0 ...
640 0 0 ...
500 0 0
1,100 0 0
254 0 0
657 0 0
100 0 O
315 0 0
0
830 0 0
657 0 0
... 2,560 0 0
885 0 0
391 0 0 ...
2,419 0 0 ...
315 0 0 1 ...
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 18 0 0
10th 94 2 6
10th 97 17 6
£ . L
6th 29 17 0
6th 98 3 0
4th 12 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 28 10 0 6 19 6
7th 75 0 0
4th 12 0 0
2nd 24 0 O
2nd 24 0 0
8th 37 3 6
6th 25 7 6
5th 12 0 0
7th 96 0 0
7th 30 0 0
3rd 28 10 0 5 12 6
8th 12 0 0
8th 20 1 0
3rd 24 0 0
2nd 10 0 0
4th 12 0 0
.. 46 15 0
3rd 24 0 0
2nd 113 3
3rd 710 0
5th 12 0 0
8th1 110 0
3rd 21 0 0
8th 127 14 0
2nd 8 6 8
4th 90 0 0
7th 57 15 0
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
48 0 0
33 0 0
12 0 0
24 0 0
6th 25 0 0
4th 75 15 0
10th 57 14 0
8th I 63 4 6
9th 1 5 0  ()
8th 64 0 0
5th 22 2 6
7th I 19 11 0
7th'  120 19 0
7th 35 18 6
4th 10 10 7
4th 10 10 7
if Western Railway Act.
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B,eg!eter
No. Lessee.
*440 Winkle, Timothy ... ...
*344 Ditto ...
268 Wormwell, Pinkney¶ ...
300 Dittos ... ... ...
Baillie , John ...
Bamberry, John ..
Bank of Australasia
Agricultural.
L. R. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
s. n. P.
'25 0 0
320 0 0
400 0 0
320 0 0
Im
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
611 0 0
provements
WARWICK DISTRICT.
101 Abbott, John ...
845 Aberthnot ,  James ...
333 Aleck ,  George ...
334 Ditto ...
364 Ditto ... ...
*1319 Ditto ... ...
375 Ditto ... ...
542 Ditto ... ...
317 Affieck ,  John ...
246 Ditto ... ...
318 Ditto ... ...
75 Ditto ... ...
76 Ditto ... ...
78 Ditto ... ...
194 Ditto ... ...
195 Ditto ... ...
196 Ditto ... ...
528 Ditto ... ...
529 Ditto ... ...
626 Ditto ... ...
*1562 Ditto ... ...
*1604 Ditto ...
*1606 Ditto ... ...
*1610 Ditto ... ....
757 Ditto ... ...
758 Ditto ...
964 Ditto ...
t967 Ditto ...
*1047 Ditto ... ...
337 Affleck, Peter ...
338 Ditto ... ...
*354 Ditto ... ...
*557 Ditto ... ...
658 Ditto ... ...
11659 Ditto ...
680 Ditto ... ...
*981 Ahearns, Thomas ...
844 Ahrens, August ...
765 Allen, Henry ...
776 Ditto ... ...
834 Ditto ...
*1019 Alexander, R. ...
384 Arbuthnot, James ...
11269 Aspinall, John ...
331 Ditto ... ...
131 Ditto ... ...
457
1215
597
598
699
11600
601
602
60
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
Nature of Selection.
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Swan Creek ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Pre-emption on
Stratmiller,
leased half ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Gladfield leased
... ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
half
on
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
Ditto  ...  .. ditto
Bank of New South Wales Pre-emptive
753 Banks , John  J., junr. ... Homestead, 1872
*1507 Barlow, Ebenezer,  senior ...
1448 Barlow, Robert ... ...
*1135 Barnes , Joseph ... ...
*15 9 1 Ditto ... ...
320 0 0 2,240 0 0
100 0 0
1,280 0 0
80 0 0 560 0 0
... 80 0 0
640 0 0
252 0 0
896 1 32
40...0 0 380-0 0
40 0 0 ...
60 0 0 ...
80 0 0
40 0 0 ...
40 0 0 ...
40 0 0
1,222 1 0
ditto ... 101 0 19
ditto ... 120 0 0
Conditional ... .. .
ditto ... ...
280 0 0
1,112 0 0
560 0 0
600 0 0
690 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
120 0 0 ...
80 0 0 1 80 0 0
480 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
313 0 0
120 0 0
470 0 0
160 0 0  2,400 0 0
... 1,280 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 920 0 0
... 320 0 0
180 0 0
891 0 0
597 0 0
300 0 0
80 0 0 560 0 0
... 117 0 0
80 0 0
100 0 0
220 0 0
150 0 0 292 0 0
1
618 0
311 1 11
1,262 2 35
Im provements
Year.
2nd
4th
6th
4th
Rent.
£ a. d.
1 8 2
12 0 0
35 5 6
12 0 0
45 10 0
10th 72 0 0
5th 2 10 0
8th 32 0 0
8th 18 0 0
8th 2 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
8th 6 6 0
7th 22 8 6
9th 3 0 0
9th 19 0 0
9th 10 0 0
10th 32 6 0
10th 20 0 0
10th 18 0 0
10th 17 15 0 1
10th 16 0 0 1
10th 16 0 0
7th ' 3 0 0 '
7th ; 6 0 0
6th 6 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
2nd 10 13 4
2nd 10 13 4
2nd 4 13 4
6th 8 0 0
6th 7 16 6
5th 3 0 0
5th 10 6 2
4th 3 0 0
8th 68 0 0
8th 32 0 0
8th 16 0 0
7th 23 0 0
7th 8 0 0
6th 18 18 0
6th 14 18 6
4th 6 15 0
5th 7 10 0
6th 18 0 0
6th 2 18 6
5th 2 0 0
4th 5 10 0
8th 5 0 0
9th 13 15 0
9th 7 15 8
10th 31 11 4
§5 0 0
7th 1 25 0 0
3rd 23 3 6
1,000 0 0
0
300 0 0
750 0 0
320 0 0
700 0 0 6th 1 32 10 0
170 0 0 6th l 41 15 0
320 0 0 ' 5th ! 24 0 0
600 0 0 950 0 0
120 0 0 196 0 0
220 0 0 420 0 0
320 0 0 ...
Im provements
80  0 0
100 0 0
6th
6th
6th
10th
6th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
48 12 0
10 17 3
21 10 0
91 14 6
12 0 0
32 0 0
7 13 0
9 0 0
2 0 0
2 10 0
Balance dua
£ s. d.
q Western  Railway Act.
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Reghter Leaaee.No.
1187 Barnet, John ...
t1309 Barrett, Thomas ...
1388 Ditto ...
*1057 Beil, Tobias
949 Ditto ... ...
750 Beil, John ...
t1518 Beirne, B. J.... ...
614 Bell, Henry ...
881 Bell, Robert ...
882 Ditto ... ...*1018  Ditto ... ...
*1572 Ditto ...
t1568 Bell, P. T.
*1591 Ditto
*1037 I ettington, J. B.
*1038 Ditto ... ...
*1039 Ditto .. ...
136 Bezold ,  Michael ...
605 Ditto ...
559 Bezold ,  Christian ...
680 Ditto ... ...
t653 Ditto ...
*655 Bezold , Eve Mary ...
1324 Black ,  Henry ,  junior
713 Black , Henry
1126 Ditto ... ...
837 Black ,  Margaret ...
*1325
1059
963
*1304
328
285
*842
*1146
1036
*1021
*1556
986
tl 169
985
146
165
893
1314
345
313
188
885
872
*971
718
178
11306
1218
743
973
974
*1614
617
620
420
42
4221
271
204
440
441
741
267
284
423
939
Ditto ... ...
Black, H. .. ...
Bloomfield, William J.
Ditto ... ...
Bott, Adam ...
Bourke, Martin
Ditto ...
Bourke, Martin ...
Bourke, James
Ditto ... ...
Bowles, John ...
Boyce, Walter ...
Boyce, F. R. ...
Bradburn, Wm. ...
Brewer, Michael ...
Brewer, Thomas ...
Ditto ... ...
Brittain, W m. George
1 Browne, John
Ditto ... ...
WARWICK  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural.
A. B. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
3zo u o
319 0 0
320 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
...  Homestead, 18721
ditto
... Homestead ...
... Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
••• I ditto
ditto
... Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
... Homestead ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
... Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Canning
Downs ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...I
... ditto ...
... ditto
::
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional  ...
Homestead, 1868
ditto
Homestead ...  1
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Browne, James ... ... I ditto
Brown, James ...
Browne, Robert ...
Ditto
Brown, William J. M.
Brosnan, Cornelius...
Brosnan, Maurice ..
Brosnan, Bartholomew
Brushaber, Frederick
Ditto
ditto ...
... ditto ...I dittoHomestead, 1872,
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
... ditto
... I ditto
... ditto
Brushaber, Frederick, sear. ditto
Ditto
Buckley, John
Ditto ...
Burgess, George
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Barton, William
ditto
... i Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
...
60 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
60 3 0
70
.0 0
147 0 0
36 0 0
...
A. B. P.
100 0 0 4th
160 0 0 ... 6th
160 0 0 ... 6th
3rd320-0 0 7th120"'0  ... 5th
40 0 0 ... 6th
180 0 0 ' 4th
300 0  0 I ... 2nd
222 0 0 ... 2nd
130 0 0 ...  I 2nd
... 622 0 0
614 0 0
1,330 0 0
200 0 0 1,080 0 0
5850 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
238 0 0
640 0 0
280 0 0 ...
Improvements
153 0 0
Im
487 0 0
352 0 0
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
4th
10th
6th
7th
7th
6th
6th
3rd
6th
3rd
5th
3rd
4th
5th
3rd
9th
9th
6th
provements
... 11,176 0 0
... ...
100 0 0 540 0 0
69 1 24
40 0 0
94
..0 0
66 0 0
160 0  0
116 0 0
309 0 0
348 0 0
138 1 11
107 0 11
134 2 0
277 0 0 1
100 0 0 3rd
1 160 ..0 0
250 0 0 750 0 0
Improvements
4th
4th
3rd
4th
3rd
4th
10th
10th
5th
3rd
8th
9th
10th
5th
80 0 0 5th
120 0 0 ' 6th I
320 0 0 .. 6th
1640 0 0I loth
612 0 0 j ... 3rd
442 0 0  1  ... , 3rd
160 0 0 ... 6th
115 0 0 ... 5th
317 3 0 ... 5th
320 0 0 i ... 2nd i
320 0 0 6th
628 0 0 i 6th
507 0 0 ' 8th
840 0 0 8th
339 2 33 8th '
800 0 0 9th
1,280 0 0 10th
160 0 0 7th
160 0 0 7th I
233 0 0 6th M
600 0 -0 9th
100 0  0 ... 9th ,
151 0 0 8th
70 0 0 ... 6th
Rent Balance due
£ a. d.
12 0 0
11 2 3
12 0 0
2 10 0
3 6 8
3 6 8
7 3 8
8 0 0
3 0 0
1 10 0
4 10 0
10 6 3
8 1 6
3 13 2
15 10 0
15 7 0
33 5 0
37 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
d.£  it.
5 6 6
16 0 0
25 13 9 2 0 3
13 10 0
28 0 0
8 16 05 14 9
4 0 0
8 5 8 i
29 8 0
3 0 0I
3 16 618 10 0i
8 15 0
1 0 02 10  0I
2 7 0'
1 13 0
4 0 0
6 16 0
10 4 1
17 8 0
6 19 0
5 8 0
3 7 6
10 7 9
4 0 0'
31 5 0
1 0 0
11 0  6  11 0 6$2 15 2
2 0 0
3 0 0
12 0 0
16 0 0
12 7 3
16 11 6
6 0 0
4 6 3
11 18 6
7 0 0
8 0 0
15 14 0
12 ]3 6
21 0 0
8 10 0
15 0 0
32 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
5 16 6
15 0 0
b 0 0
3 17 0
0 10 0
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Lessee.
241 Butler, David
654
803
810
604
677
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Butler, James
Ditto ...
240
807
889
244
01614
*1566
1219
1588
*485
*627
*1131
858
541
861
957
*1618
849
773
'1119
227
249
*1650
706
01596
1263
*1612
24
36
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Byrnes, John ...
Byron, Pat. ...
Caldwell, David
Campbell, James ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Canavan, Patrick ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Carr, W. T. ...
Carmody, Patrick ...
Cavanagh, John
Ditto
Cawley,  Cornelius
Ditto ...
Ditto
Chapman, Robert
Chard, Wm.
Chauvel, C. H. E.
Clare, John ...
Clarke, George
Ditto ...
84 Ditto
85 Ditte ... ...
90 Ditto
91 Ditto ...
92 Ditto ... ...
93 Ditto ... ...
98 Ditto ... ...
100 Ditto ... ...
120 Ditto ... ...
121 Ditto
*1130 Clarke, Christopher
*1137 Ditto ... ...
658 Cleary, Henry ...
1347 Cleary, John ...
*1581 Clift, Jas. ...
*1582 Ditto ... ...
*1573 Ditto ...
*1574 Clift, Wm. ...
*1575 Ditto ...
621 Clunes, William ...
820 Ditto
*1122 Clunes, William, junr.
*1022 Collins, Wm. ...
905 Collins, William ...
1250 Collins, Martin ...
387 I Connolly, Denis ...
392 Ditto ..
1129 'Connors, Edward
*1609 Connor, Edward ...
1600 Conway, Denis ...
1026 Cooke, Robert ,..
1445 Cook, Eliza Jane ...
Nature of selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.. ditto
... Homestead,  18721
... Conditional ...
.. Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Pre-emption on
:Talgai Run ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emption on
Talgai Run ...
ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto ...
ditto
... Conditional ...
...
..•
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... 1
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
...
' ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
ditto -::
Homestead, 1872,
t1310 Cooper,  Samuel ... ...
347 Coutts, Thomas (Trustees of)
248 Ditto ... ... ...
283 Ditto ... ... ...
27 Ditto ... ...
140 Ditto
585 Ditto ... .... ...
586 Ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emption onN orth Toolburra
leased half ...
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. B. P. I A. B. P.
... 213 0 0
...
... , 213 0 0
65 0
300 0
640 0
50 0
second Class
Pastoral. year. Rent Balance due
 .  B. Pe l S  s.  d. l . d.
427 0 u 9th L1 6 6
493 0 0 6th 12 6 6
200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
227 0 0 6th 5 13 6 4 0 0
*1 0 0
427 0 0 9th 21 6 6
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
100 0 0 ' 6th 2 10 0
135 0 0 9th 6 12 6
2nd 6 11 3
100 0 0 1 2nd 2 10 0
0
0
0
0
3rd 24 0 0
2nd 0 18 9
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
2,500 0 0 ' 3rd 62 10 0
649 0 0 5th 16 4 6
185 0 0 7th 4 12 6
120 0 0 5th 3 0 0
115 0 0 5th 2 17 6
2nd 2 6 8
364 0 0 5th 9 2 0
150 0 0 6th 3 15 0
130 0 0 4th 3 5 0
95 3 6 9th 7 6 10
100 0 0 9th 7 10 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
... 6th 12 0 0
... 2nd 2 13 4
3rd 24 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
... 10th 35 14 0
160 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
640 0 0
476 0 0 ...
160 0 0 464 2 0
1,365 0 0
50 0 0 41 0 0
30 0 0 99 0 0
.,: 120 0 0
160 10 0
120 0 0
20000
30 0 0 365 1 0
945 0 0
500 0 0
...
...
...
... 640 0 0
80 0 0
11,000 0 0
6400 0
80 0 0
$0 1 0I
54 0 0
230 0 0
...  11,530 2 0
467 0  0
553 0 0 ...  I
80 0 0 228 0 0
3rd 6 1 6 3 16 11
1 +*0 19 S
3rd
8th
9th
9th
10th
10th
1,320 0 0 282 0 0 8th
660 0 0 ... 6th
10th 35 5 0
10th d8 5 0
10th 24 14 0
13th 6 15 0
10th 6 0 0
10th 8 0 0
10th 6 0 0
327 0 0 10th 18 3 6
10th 20 11 0
738 2 0 10th 65 14 6
571 2 0 10th 39 6 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
232 0 0 8th 5 16 0
630 0 0 6th 15 15 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
... 5th 3 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
240 0 0 8th 10 0 0
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
100 0 0 31d 210 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
2nd 16 13 4
385 0 0 4th 9 12 6
0 0 0
11 10 0
76 11 0
23 7 0
41 9 6
17 8 0
73 1 0
33 0 0
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$eglster
No. Lessee.
721 Coutts, Thomas (Trustees of)'
28 Coutts, Maria ..
247 Coutts, William (Trustees of)
300 Ditto ... ...
1010 Coutts, W. D.
719 Coutts, Robert ... ...
720 Coutts, William D.... ...
*1584 Cowen, James ... ...
*1585 Ditto ... ... ...
162 Cox, Mary ... ... ...
*1116 Craig, Thomas ... ...
*1613  Ditto ... ... ...
1072 Ditto ... ... ...
647 Craig, James
1114 Craig, John R. Lee... ...
1117 Ditto ... ...
*1583 Craig, R. j. Lee ... ...
348 Crane, Martin ... ...
349 Ditto ...
362 Ditto ... ...
321 Ditto ... ...
455 Ditto ... ...
456 Ditto ... ...
477 Ditto ... ...
492 Ditto ... ...
507 Ditto ... ...
607 Ditto ... ... ...
643 Ditto ... ... ...
*1598 Ditto ...
1473 Cranitch, John ... ...
*1550 Crisp, Thos. ... ...
745 Cronin, James ... ...
*1637 Dagg, George ... ...
*1644 Dagg, Wm.... ... ...
*1646 Ditto ...
970 Davenport, George Henry...
88 Deacon, William ... ...
89 Ditto .. ..;
698 Devaney, Denis ... ...
956 Ditto ... ... ...
*1327 Devlin, Sylvester ... ...
*1052 Dougherty, Ed. ...
388 Dougall, Andrew ... ...
395 Ditto ... ... ...
714 Ditto ... ... ...
209 Dougall, James ...
1160 Downing, John ...
1020 Doyle, 1 d. ..
1031 Doyle, Patk.
683 Drakard, Henry
*1386 Duffy, Andrew ...
1282 Duggan, William, senr.
1281 Duggan, William, juar.
*1316 Dwan, Michael ...
*1318 Ditto ... ... ...
*1385 Ditto ... ...
342 Dwyer, William ... ...
625 Ditto ... ... ...
959 Ditto ... ...
1168 Ditto ... ...
1165  Dwyer,  Philip ...
1269 Dwyer, Timothy ... ...
303 Easton, Fredk. Chas. ...
182 Ditto ... ... ...
124 Ditto ...
941 Eastwell, Joseph ... ...
642 Ditto ... ... ...
1676 Ditto ...
153 Eastwell, Thomas ... ...
245 Eastwell, William ...
203 Eastwell, John ... ...
156 Eastwell, Edward ... ...
161h Eckhardt, J. G. ... ...
*1144 Endres, John ... ...
1592 Enright, Michael .,, ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead,  1872
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ..
ditto, 1872...
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
Year. Rent Balance dui
A. B. P. A.  B. P. I A. B. P.
2 0 0
£ e.  d.
320 0 0 1 ... 6th 1
5 0470 0 0
- * -
10th 35
2,560 0 0  1700  0 9th 132 5 0
630 0 0 9th 39 15 0
43 0 0 4th 3 6 0 2 7 610 12 0
323 0 0 ... 6th 12 2 3
20 6th 12 0 03 0 0
... 80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
... 80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
105 0 0 10th 7 17 6
...
... 640 0 0  4th 16 0 0
... ... 160 0 0  2nd 2 6 8
... 640 0 0  4th 16 0 0
42 2 0 6th 0 13 5
...
... 640 0 0  4th 16 0 0
...
... 640 0 0  4th 16 0 0
80 0 0  2nd 1 16 8
...
400 0 0 240 0 0  8th 26 0 0
...
400 0 0 240 0 0 8th 26 0 0
... 500 0 0 500 0 0  8th 37 10 0
400 0 0 600 0 0  9th 35 0 0
...
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
... ... 762 0 0  7th 19 1 0
... ... 760 0 0 7th 19 0 0
...
... 640 0 0  7th 16 0 0
0
...
. 640 0 0 7th 16 0
... 100 0 0 816 0 0 6th 25 8 0
... 500 0 0  6th 26 12 0
... 320 0 0  2nd 5 6 8
120 0 0 3rd 9 0 0
30 0 0 3rd 1 2 6
... 241 0 0  6th 9 0 9
80 0 0  2nd 1 0 0
250 0 0  2nd 2 1 8
260 0 0 2nd 1 11 3
1,256 0 0  5th 31 8 0
149 0 0 10th 7 9 0
20 0 0  82 0 0 10th 5 12 0
160 0 0  6th 6 0 0
...
160 0 0 5th 6 0 0
... 640 0 0 3rd 24 0 0
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
6400 0  8th 16 0 0
...
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
25 0 0 155 0 0 ...  6th 7 13 9
Im provements 37 10 0
80 0 0 560 0 0  10th 18 0 0
... 247 0 0 ... 3rd 9 5 3
... 363 0 0 .., 4th 9 17 3
... ... 80 0 0  4th 2 0 0
.. 640 0 0  6th 16 0 0
...
80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
320 0 0 ...  3rd 12 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
100 0 0  3rd 2 10 0 1 0 100 5 3
100 0 0  3rd 2 0
$
0 0 16 8
*0 4 2
80 0 0 3rd 2 10 0 0 10 0$0 2 6
80 0 0 560 0 0  8th 18 0 0
.., 200 0 0  6th  1  5 0 0
167 0 0 5th 4 3 6
298 0 0 3rd 11 3 6
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
192 0 0 3rd' 7 4 0
80 0 0 218 0 0 9th 16 18 0
275 3 30 56 0 0 10th 23 10 0
342 0 0 10th 17 2 0
1000  0 5th 2 10 0
60 0 0  6th 0 10 0
100 0 0  2ndi 2 6 10
75 0 0 10th 5 12 6
46 0 0 34 1 0  9th 5 4 0
89 0 0 10th 6 13 6
50 3 0 10th 3 16 6
640 0 0 ...  2nd 14 0 0
85 0 0 ...  3rd 1 2 2 6
17 1 0 2nd 1 0 10 2
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RegisterNo. Lessee.
1552 Enwright, Michael ...
841 Evans, Andrew ...
*1154 Evenden, Samuel ...
430 Fagg, George ...
1123 Ditto
259 Falconer, John ...
755 Fanning, Wm. ...
972 Ditto
876 Fanning, William ...
1363 Ferguson, Walter ...
1553 Ferguson, John ...
465 Fisher, William D....
466 Ditto ..
631 Fisher, C. B. ...
632 Ditto ...
801 Fitzgeral, James .
1496 Fitzgerald, Edward
434 Fitzgerald, Edmund
413 Fitzsimons, John ...
1212 Flannagan, Peter ...
578 Flint, John ... ...
652 Ditto ... ...
01141 Forsyth, Thomas ...
1320 Frawley, Michael ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
...
...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of lEllango -
wan
ditto
Homestead , 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto, 1872
730 Gallagher, John ...
1242
756
774326
965
618
777
848
640
982
682
778
154
335
*1634
497
498
808
827
1012
*1045
t1005
417
1546
*1372
01677
*163.
*1135
*1536
*1636
316
208
215
670
01024
831
Garvey, Michael ... ...
Geany, John ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Geary ,  John ... ... ...
G erick, Joseph ... ...
Gillespie, Leonard ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Gillespie, Leonard, senr.
Gillespie ,  James  J.... ...
Ditto ... ...
Gillespie, W illiam ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Gillespie, James ...
Gillespie, James John ...
Gillespie, John
Gillmour, Allen
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Gilmour, John ...
Girdlestone, H. ...
Glasby, G. E. ...
Glasheen, John ...
Gleeson, Patrick ...
Gleeson , Thos. ...
Gleaddle, Thos. ...
Godsall, Richard ...
Goggins,  Michael
Goodwin,  James ...
Gordon,  Samuel ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Gordon, S. ... ... ...
Graham ,  James ... ...
229 Grayson , Allen ... ...
839 Ditto ... ...
1537 Ditto ...
01.59  Grayson, John ...
830 Ditto ...
685 Grayson, Robert ...
527 Grayson, Francis ...
606 Ditto .. ...
*164*3 Grayson, Allan ...
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
I A. B. P. A. R. P.
Second Class
pastoral.
A. R. P. 1
42 2 U ...
...
100 0 0
...
160 0 0
... ...
310 0 0
642 0 0
... 172 2 0 ...
... 60 0 0 ...
... 80 0 0
... 20 0 0 ...
... 640 0 0
640 0 0...
... 80 0 0 563-0 0
... 80 0 0  283 0 0
... 1,390 0 0
... 1,170 0 0  ...
.. 100 0 0  ...
120 0 0 ...
427 0 0
.
640 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
... 50 0 0
... 182 0 0
320 0 0 ...
Improvements
... 565 0 0
...
... 640 0 0
359 0 0
... 100 0 0 540 0 0
... 313 0 0
... ...
241 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 355 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 160 0 0
160 0 0
80  0 0
72 0 0
... 160 0 0 ...
... 400 0 0 250 0 0
80 0 0
...
160 0 0
154 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0 ...
... ...
94 0 0
... 80 0 0
62 2 0 ... ...
... 640 0 0 ...
... 50 0 0 ...
...
... 80 0 0
...
.., 160 0 0
...
100 0 0
...
40 0 0
...
320 0 0
... 80 0 0 660 0 0
...
61.0 0 0
... 87 1 0 ...
...
320 0 0
... 160 0 0
Improv
30 0 0 70 0 0
100 0 0
100 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 329 0 0
... 182 0 0
80 0 0
239 0 0
100 0 0
400 ' 0 0
640 0 0 2,140 0 0
200 0 0 440 0 0
100 0 0 540 0 0
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
• ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
dittoHomestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
I
...
...
...
304 Green, Charles Henry ...
68 Ditto ... ... ...
69 Ditto ... ... ...
1.02 Ditto .,. .., ,..
Year. Rent, Balance dui
£ e. d. £ a,d
3rd 1 12 3
5th 2 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
8th 7 14 11
4th 16 1 0
9th 8 13 0
6th 1 5 0
5th 2 0 0
5th 0 10 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
7th 18 1 6
7th 11 1 6
6th 69 10 0
6th 58 10 0
6th 2 5 10
3rd 9 0 0
8th 10 13 6
8th 16 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
7th 16 0 0
6th 4 0 0
3rd 1 5 0
3rd 6 16 6 4 8 8
:0 12 0
6th 12 0 0
12 10 0
3rd 21 3 9
6th 16 0 0
6th 8 19 6
9th 18 10 -0
5th 11 14 9
6th 6 0 6
6th 8 0 0
5th 8 17 6
6th 010 0
4th 16 0 0
6th 2 13 4
6th 4 0 0 6 7 8
10th 6 0 0
8th 5 8 0
2nd 2 6 8
7th 26 4 1
7th 2 0 0
5th 4 0 0
5th 3 17 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 2 4 3
8th 2 0 0
2nd 2 7 3
3rd 24 0 0
2nd 1 2 11
2nd 1 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 2 10 0
2nd 0 10 0
9th 8 0 0
10th 18 0 0
10th 16 0 0
6th 4 8 0
4th 8 0 0
5th 1 4 0 0
ement s 7 10 0
9th 3 5 0
5th 2 10 0
3rd 2 10 0
7th , 16 0 0
5th 8 4 6
6th 411 0
7th 2 0 0
6th 5 19 6
2nd 0 16 8
9th 10 0 0
10th 1 155 0 0
10th 21 14 2'
10th 18 10 0
V693 ;Green,  Charles Henry
694 Ditto ...
695 Ditto
381 Grieve, William
311
491`
609
638"
660,
761
940
723
977;
622
674
01133
11219
840
569
445
446
855
969
952
t836
854
*1571
*1648
929
*1652
1090
01647
700
701
1295
1008
11317
*1563
1147
01148
1484
1485
823
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Gurney, William
Haidle, William
Ditto ...
Ditto
Hall, Alexander
...
Hall, Amos ... ...
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Nature  of Selection.
..` ' Pre-emption on
Goomburrra
leased half ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ;Conditional ...
... ditto
...
Ditto .. ...
Hall, Thomas Armstrong ...
Hall, Thomas ... ...
Ditto ...
Hall, William
Ditto ...
Hall, John ...
Ditto ...
Hall, George
Hall, Wm.
Hall, Joseph
Hamill. John
Hanmer,  Thomas
Ditto ...
Hansen, Peter
Hart, George
Hart, James
Hart, Nicholas
Hardwick, Isaac
Ditto
Haslam, Robt.
Hazenbach, Peter
Ditto ..
Hegarty, Maurice
Hegarty, Abigail
Henry, John
*1619  Ditto ..
290 Herron, John
...
744 Heyder, Augustus .
975 Heyder, Wolfgang F.
314 Hill, E. 0. W. ...
1530 Hobart, William ...
260 Hoffman, Jacob ...
668  Hoffmann,Jacob ...
805  Hoffman, P .... ...
935 Holmes ,  Isaac ...
256 Hughes ,  Bernard ...
1288  Hurley ,  Jeremiah ...
1291 Hurley, James .
660 Hutchison, Kenneth
561 Ditto .
865 Hutchison,  Alexander R.
1875 Ditto ... ...
806 Hutton, David ...
*1323 Ditto
*1132 Jacobsen, Christian
*1586  Jeffries, Edward ...
673 Jensen , Niels ..,
01654 Ditto ...
273 Johnson, John, junr.
748 Ditto ...
1112 Ditto ...
*1158  Ditto ..
1034 Johnson, Alex.
*1081 Ditto ...
*1088  Ditto ,,,
453 Jones, Henry
634 Ditto ...
*1091  Jones,  Mary...
*1121 . Ditto
1355 Kale, August
...
...
...
...
...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto  ...
Conditional  ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
dit;,o ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto .. .
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Agricultural. First ClamPastoral.
Second Class Year.Pastoral.
Bent,  Balance due.
A. 3L. P. A. B. P. A. B. P.  £ s: d. £ s. d.
428 0 0 200 0 0 6th 26 8 0
820 0 0 172 0 0 6th 20 6 0
240 0 0 1,200 0 0 6th 42 0 0
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
...
988 1 9 9th 21 14 2
160 0 0 7th 4 0 0
140 0 0 6th 3 10 0
400 0 0 6th 10 3 0
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
121 0 0 6th 3 0 6
531 0 0 5th 13 5 6
320 0 0  ... 6th 12 0 0
135 0 0 4th 3 7 6
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
640 0 0 1 3rd 16 0 0
100 0 0 94 0 0 9th 3 13 6
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
130 2  0  ...  7th 6 11 0
320 0 0 7th 8 0 0
320 0 0 7th 8 0 0
203 0 0 5th 6 1 6
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
147 2 0 5th 3 14 0
96 0 0 5th 2 0 6
...
194 0 0 5th 4 17 0
2nd 14 3640 0 0 4... ...
.. 40 0 0 ... 2nd 0 5 080 0o ... 5th 3 0 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
2,090 0 0 4th 52 5 0
... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 010 0
320 0 0 ... 6th 12 0 0
320 0 0 ... 6th 12 0 0
320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
320 0 0 4th 12 0 0
40 0 0 22 0 0 3rd 3 5 4
0 0 3rd80 2 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
63 3 0
6 3 0
... ...  3rd
3rd
2 8
2 8
0
03
15 0 0
...
305 0 0 ... 5th 12 11 3
5 0 0 315 0 0 ... 2nd 7 2 3
250 0 0 390 0 0 9th 22 6 0
320 0 0 ... 6th 12 0 0
315 0 0 .. 5th 11 6 3
805 0 0 9th 20 2 6
450 0 0  ...  3rd 16 17 6
91 0 0 540 0 0 9th 18 1 0
...
1 100 0 0 6th 5 0 0
80 0 0 ... 5th 2 0 0
120 0  0 5th 9 0 0
120 0 0 ,,. 9th 6 0 0
640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
602 0 0 ... 3rd 22 11 6
... 160 0 0 7th 4 0 0
... 1,428 0 0 7th 34 2 6
180 0 0 944 0 0 5th 37 2 0
80 0 0 312 0 0 5th 11 1 8
300 0 100 0 0 ... 5th 6 0 0
33 0 0 ... 3rd 1 4 9
42 2 0  ... 3rd 1 1 6
750 0 ... 2nd 4 4 5
...
120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
. 320 0 0 9th 8 0 0
...
... 630 0 0 6th 15 15 0
134 0 0 4th 3 7 0
560 0 0 ... 3rd 21 0 0
268 0 0 .. 4th 10 1 0
...
,,, 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 1,400 0 0 4th 35 0 0
1,000 0 0 7th 25 0 0
376 0 26
280 0 01
7th
4th
9 8
32 0
1
0,...
,. 500 0 0 4th 12 10 0
...
320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
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Lessee.
t1555 Karle, August ...
1356 Karle,  John ... ...
$1545 Ditto
366 Kates, Francis ...
367 Ditto ...
368 Ditto ... ...
383 Ditto ... ...
425 Ditto ... ...
426 Ditto ... ...
432 Ditto ... ..•
298 Keable, Septimus ...
460 Ditto .. ... .•.
329 Reim, Michael ... ...
692 Reim, Meikhael • . •
*1134 Kingsford, J. J. ... ...
746 Kyle, William ...
1017 Lambley, Chas. ... ...
$1156 Ditto ... ... ...
733 Large , John ..
129 Lester, Leonard Edwd.
130 Ditto ...
*1150 Lewis, William ...
385 Locke , Albert ..,
608 Ditto ... ...
676 Ditto ... ...
*1139 Ditto ... ...
159 Locke, John...
629 Ditto ... ... . • .
833 Ditto ... ... ...
961 Ditto ... ... •..
*1115  Ditto ... ...
*1142 Locke, John, junior
689 Locke, James ...
590 Ditto ... ... ...
888 Ditto ... ... ...
*1544  Ditto ... ...
340 Lomas, George Hugh ...
686 Ditto
1287 Long, Daniel  ... ...
1007 Lyons, John... ... ...
1275 Madden, Patrick ... ...
699 Maher, James ... ...
1234 Ditto ...  ...
1189 Malcolm ...
716 Margetts, Edmund •H. ...
1157 Margetts, E. H. ... ...
$1231 Ditto ... • .. ...
t1276 Mare, William .. , ...
412 Marshall, Chas. •..
1390 Marshall, William ... ...
$1357 Ditto .
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural . First ClassPastoral
A. R. P.  A. R. P. 1
Homestead, 1872 ... 178 0 0
ditto . 320 0 0Homestead, 1875 .. 73 0 0.
Conditional ... 98 1
ditto ... ' 87 1 0
ditto ... 148 3 0
ditto ... 72 3 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
924 0 0
106 0 0
724 0 0
500 0 0
ditto ... !
ditto .. ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 319 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
Conditional ... ... 1,792 2 23
ditto ... 760 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 82 0 0
Conditional  ...  ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto  ...
ditto
Homestead ,  1872 ' ... 158 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... 500 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ... 640 0 0
Conditional ... ...Homestead, 1872  ... 640 0 0
ditto ... ... 237 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... .. 640 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 270 0 0
ditto ... ... 197 0 0
ditto ... ... 117 0 0
ditto ... 99 3 0
Conditional ... 420 0 0 2,500 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 277 0 0
ditto ... ... 363 0 0
Homestead  . • • 640 0 0
Homestead ,  1875  ... 640 0 0
ditto ... ... 94 0 0
1 72 320 0 0u 8
1358 Marshall, Wm-, senior
1551 Marshall, Wm., jun. .•
1035 Martin, George ... ...
1014 Masters, Aaron ... •..
649 Mauch, Freaderich ... ...
223 Mauch, Michael ...224 Ditto ...
436 Mawhirt, G.... ...
*1058 May, John ... ... ...
7 24 Meara, James ...
725 Meara, John ...1084  Ditto ... ... ...
*1145 Milkins, James ... ...
279 Mills, John B. ... ...
900 I Milward, William ... ...01540 Ditto ...
1547 Milward, Wm. •.,
374 Mitchell, Henry ... ...
a to,
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 120 0 0
ditto ... ... 32 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872  ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
Conditional  793  0 0
ditto ... I ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
•..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
239 Ditto ... ... ...
662 Ditto ... ... ...
431 Ditto ... ... ...
509 Ditto ...
622 Ditto ...
*1564 Mitchell, Patk. ...
'1608 Ditto
496 Moffatt, Jas. Campbell
ditto ...
ditto ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
100 0 0
622 0 0
Second Class
1'astoral. Year.
A. R. P.I
... 3rd
3rd
3rd
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
8th
500 0 0 9th
400 0 0 8th
800 0 0 9th
320 0 0 : 6tb
252 0 0 i 3rd
6th
4th
3rd
6th
10th
10th
3rd
312 2 8 8th
100 0 0 6th
215 3 15 6th
160 0 0 3rd
640 0 0 10th
250 0 0 6th
... 5th
5th
160 0 0 4th
320 0 0 3rd
513 0 0 6th
100 0 0 6th
151 3 25 5th
100 0 0 3rd
500 0 0 8th
305 0 0 6th
3rd
107 0 15 4th
.., 3rd
... 6th
...
3rd
... 3rd
... 6th
3rd
3rd
3rd
8th
3rd
100 0 0
220 0 0
160 0 0
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
6th
9th
9th
7th
4th
6th
6th
4th
3rd
Rent Balance due.
E a. d.I £ ..
o 14 i
12 0 0
0 15 2
7 8 6
6 12 0
11 3  6
5 9 6
46 4 0
5 6 0 ,
36 4 0
37 10 0
and improv ,emehts
10 0 0
20 0 0
8 0 0
6 6 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
11 18 3
12 0 0
89 13 0
38 0 0
2 0 0
7 16 3
2 10 0
5 7 11
4 0 0
16 0 0
6 5 0
5 18 6
6 0 0
4 0 0
8 0 0
12 16 6
2 10 0
2 9 8
2  10 0
37 10 0
7 12 6
24 0 0
2 14 0
24 0 0
8 17 9
3 0 0
21 0 0
13 17 6
7 7 9
0 18 1
2 8 10156 0 0
10 7 9
5 8 4
9 6 0
24 0  0
24 0  0
2 4 6
12 0 0
3 0 0
15 0 0
1 12 02 10  05 10  0
12 0 0
12 0 039 13 0
4 0 0 i, 2 13 4
30 -1 2
2 10 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
7 10 0
16 0 0
6 4 0
7 17 0
8 0 0
8 0 0
8 0 0
1 9 2
26 2 0
1,202 1 22 9th
5th
80-0  0 3rd
80 0 0 3rd
300 0 0 8th
640 0 01 9th
248 0 0 6th
314 0 0 8th
320 0 0 7th
320 0 0 7th
320 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 2nd 1
0 13 7
7th
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RegisterNo.
*161 1 Morris, Aaron
166 Morris, John
991 Morris, Saml.
*890 Morrison, John
*1152 Ditto
1259 Morrison, G. W.
1009 Morey, Alfred
978 Mullen, Peter
538 Muller, Peter
t1292 Mullins, Mark ...
651 Ditto ... ...
857 Mullins, Timothy ...
731 Murphy, Michael ...
*1367 Murphy, Hannah ...
t695 Murray, John
117 Murray, Catherine ...
118 Ditto ... ...
802 McAra, Jas.... ...
268 McConvill, James ...
867 McConville, James...
*1143 Ditto ...
*896 McCullock ...
*1138 McDonald, Alexr. ...
*1140 McDonald, Donald...
339 McDonnell, Michael
391 Ditto ...
257 McGahan, John ...
180 McGahan, Thomas...
863 McGeevor, Henry ...
480 McGucken, Thomas
'1561 McGucken, Peter ...
352 McIntosh, James
323 Ditto
255 Ditto
322 Ditto ...
173 Ditto ... ...
556 Ditto ...
667 Ditto ... ...
760 Ditto ... ...
1494 McKee, Edward ...
7 03 McKinley, George ...
1197 McLeod, Lachlan ...
727 McMahon, Thos. ...
*1605 McMahon, James ...
751 McMillan, Alex. ...
1392 McMillan, Archibald
934 Mc'_Millan, Ewen ...
987 McMonagle, Chas....
360 McNamara, Patrick
252 Ditto ... ...
176 Ditto ... ...
175 Ditto ... ...
181 Ditto ... ...
150 Ditto ... ...
*1124 Ditto
11548 McPhail, Archibald
*996 Nelson, Peter ...
797 Nicholls, Isaac ...
*1302 Ditto ... ...
*1599 Ditto ,.,
505 Nolan, Edward
860 Ditto
1238 Nunan, Francis ...
433 O'Brien, Anthony ...
*1642 O'Leary, John ...
693 O'Brien, Daniel ...
1227 O'Brien, Michael ...
1475 O'Brien, Patrick ...
1477 O'Brien, William ...
702  O'Dea, Martin ...
1179 Ditto ... ..
147 O'Dempsey, James P.
171 Ditto ... ...
1029 Ditto ... ...
1416 Ogden, Isaac, junior
628 Page, Henry ...
871 Ditto ... ,..
Nature of selection.
... I Homestead, 1872
... Conditional
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
... Homestead ..
... ditto. 1872..
.., ditto ...
... Conditional ,..
... ditto
... Homestead, 1872
... Conditional ...
.., ditto ...
... I Homestead, 1872
... ditto ...
;,. ditto ...
C'onditiinal ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
.., ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A.  B. P. I A. B .  P. I A. B. P.
100 0 ()
35 0 0 185 0 0
... 30 0 0
58 0 0
40 3 0
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto .
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
60 0 0
120 0 0
50 0 0 1
644 0 0
103 0 0
second Class
Pastoral
100 0 0
980 0
... 296 0 21
318 0 0
... 244 0 0
657 0 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
5th 4 7 0
9th 3 1 6
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
300 0 0 5th 7 10 0
320 0 0 ... 6th 12 0 0
640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
158 2 33  ... 6th 1 11 6
100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
50 0 0 ... 3rd 1 5 0
245 0 0 ... 8th 12 5 0
100 0 0 ... 8th 5 0 0
80 0 0 ... 9th 4 0 0
Baleace dua
£ s. d.
400
+1 0 0
0 7 6
+0 1 11
1,280 0 0 1,280 0 0 10th 96 0 0
10th 4 10 0
94 0 0 5th 2 7 0
215 3 0 7th 5 8 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
320 0 0 8th 8 0 0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
960 0 0 9th 24 0 0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
2,377 0 0 7th 59 8 6
320 0 0 6th 8 0 0
438 0 0 6th 10 19 0
... 3rd 9 0 0
Year. Rent.
£  S. d.
2nd 1 010
10th 11 17 6
4th 0 15 0
5th 2 10 0
3rd 1 5 0
3rd 24 0 0
4th 2 11 6
4th 2 9 0
7th 7 8 1
3rd 11 0 5
6th 6 2 0
5th 16 8 6
160 0 0 ... 6th 3 0 0
640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
262 0 0 ... 6th 9 16 6
640 0 0 2nd 10 13 4
15 0 0 145 0 0 ... 6th 611 3
Im provements 14 0 0
... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0.., ditto
ditto
... Homestead
.. Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto ...
... ditto
.. Homestead,  1872
.,. ditto, 1868...
.., ditto, 1872...
... ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
ditto .
8000
92 0 0
70 0 0
16 3 8
... Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872 ...
Homestead ... ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ... 51 3 0
ditto ... 120 0 0
... ditto ...I
.. , ditto
... Conditional ... 176 0 0
... ditto ... 79 0 0
.., ditto I
... Homestead, 1872  88-3 0
... Conditional ,.,
... ditto ... 50 0 0
5th 3 0 0
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
606 0 0 8th 15 3 0
73 3 0 .. 9th 3 14 0
980 0 0 980 0 0 10th 73 10 0
980 0 0 980 0 0 10th 73 10 0
10th 6 18 0
85 0 0 ... 10th 4 5 0
... ... 3rd 5 5 0
3rd 0 2 2
160 0 0 ... 4th 14 0 0
313 219 ... 6th 1 15 6
38 0 0 ... 3rd 1 8 6
40 0 33 ... 2nd 1 0 7
79 312 ... 7th 4 0 0
91 1 27 , 5th 22 6 0
640 0 0 1 • ... 3rd 14 0 0
311 0 0 ... 8th 5 11 0
120 0 0 ... 2nd 1 5 0
85 0 0 ... 6th 21 11 10
640 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
... ... 3rd 3 18 0 2 8 9
... 3rd 19 0 0
320  0  0 ... 6th 12 0 0
320 0 0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
10th 3 4 0
10th 5 18 6
253 0 0 4th 6 6 6
3rd 6 13 6
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
144 0 0 5th 7 7 0
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RegisterNo.
*1027
873
107
144
611
612
1011
614
Lessee.
Page, H.
Page. Frederick
Palgrave and Bigge...
Ditto
Ditto
Nature of Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption,
Rosenthal Run
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Rosenthal Run,
leased half ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Toolburra,
leased half ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto , . .
ditto ,.,
ditto , . .
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due.
 . B. P. A. B. P. A. u. P.
buu u u, 4th
£ :. d. I
4 u  U £ a. di!
40 0 0 153 0 0 5th 6 16 6
220 0 0 2,340 0 0 ... 10th 133 10 0
112 0 0 934 0 0 ... 10th 55 2 0
.., 1,308 0 0 ... 6th 65 8 0
640 0 0 ... 6th 32 0 0
200 0 0 400 0 0 4th  20 0 0
2,014 0 0 ... 6th 100 14 0
260 0 0 6th 13 1 0
285 0 0 ... 6th 14 5 0
97 0 0 10th 7 5 6
102 0 0 15 0 0 10th 8 8 0
640 0  0 6th 16 0 0
160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
320 0 0 6th 12 0 0
320 0 0 6th 12 0 0
311 0 0 4th 11 13 3
310 0 0 ... 3rd 11 12 6 0 9 5
19 9 0 3rd 1 8 6  0 19 9
... 2,560 0  0 7th 64 0 .0
... 324 0  0 7th 8 2 0
527 0  0 6th 13 3 6
... 873 0  0 6th 21 16 6
... 475 0 0 9th 11 17 6
1,280 0  0 6th 32 0 0
280 0 0 .,, 2nd 6 2 6
94 0 0 ... 2nd 0 15 8
Im provements  13 4 0
100 0 0 3rd 2 5 0 1 5 0
+0 6 3
20  0* 0  300 0 0 ... 5th  12 15 0
40 0 0 186 0 0 ... 2nd  5 16 5
... 640 0 0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
... 1,200 0 0 800 0 0 9th 80 0 0.
640 0 0 3rd  24 0 0
... 320 0 0 ... ! 6th 12 0 0
.., 320 0 0 6th  8 0 0
211 0 0 6th  5 5 6
640 0 0 ... 3rd  24 0 0
135 1 0 ... 6th  2 11 0
120 0 0 ... 3rd  9 0 0
161 3 0 ... 5th  4 1 0
80 0 0 ... ... 5th  3 0 0
... 100 0 0 ... 2nd  1 5 0
160 0 0 ... 6th  1'0 0
348 0 0 ... 8th 17 8 0
... 423 0 0 ... 8th 21 3 0
320 0 0 , ... 8th 16 2 0
35 1 0 ... ... 3rd  1 7 0
153 0 0 ... 2nd  2 4 8
. 313 0 0 ... 5th  11 14 9
267 3 0 13 0 0 ... 10th  20 15 0
... 641) 0 0 4th 16 0 0
15 036  ... ... 5th  0 12 0
160 0 0 ... 6th  3 0 0
... 68 0 0 ... 6th  0 8 6
... 144 3 37 ... 5th  3 12 6
100 0 0 100 0 0 440 0 0 5th 23 10 0
1611 0 0 ... 5th  8 0 0
... 250 0 0 468 0 0 9tih 24 4 0
160 0 0 8th  4 0. 0
200 0 0 6th  5 0 0
25 0 0 295 0 0 ... 6th  12 18 9
160 0 0 4th  4 0 0
80 0 0 `4th 2 0 0
456 0 0 ... 8th  22 16 0
160 0 0 .. , 6th  1 0 0
320 0 0 ... 5th 12 0 0
99 0 0 522 0 U 9th 18 0 0
610 0 0 ... 3rd  24 0 0
120 0 0
0
3rd
3 d
9 0 0
10 2 6270 0
640 0
.,.
0 ...
r
3rd 24 0 0
105 0 10 i 6th 5 6 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
616 Ditto ...
624 Ditto
145 Palmer, William
160 Ditto
766 Palmer, Wni. L.
775 Ditto
708 Passmore, Hugh
709 Passmore, John
1030 Paton Thomas
1389 Ditto ... ...
*1391  Ditto ...
473 Patterson, Andrew...
526 Ditto . , . . .
623 Ditto ...
*672 Ditto ...
309 Ditto ...
679 Patterson, James
*1617 Patterson, Andrew, junr.
*1645 Patterson, David ...
'1535 Peachey, Nathan ...
822 Pender ,  Michael ...
*1632 Peters ,  Nicholas ...
*1326 Phelan .  Thomas
312 Porter ,  Alexr. E.
*1368 Power, John... ...
732 Power , William ...
664 Reader, William ...
665 Ditto ... ...
1533 Reid, John ,  senior ...
691 Richter,  Friederich
1469 Rickert ,  Michael
815  Eigbv, Joseph ...
938 Rippingale ,  R. J. ...
*1638 Robinson ,  Thos., junr.
630 Rosenbeyer, George
346 Ross, James R. ,.,
382 Ditto ... ...
400 Ditto .. ..,
1560 Ross, Jas. Smith .,.
*1623 Ruston ,  John ...
966 Rutsch ,  Johann Gottlieb
172 Ryan ,  Jeremiah . , ,
*1120  Ditto ..
895 Ryan, Jermiah ...
696 Ditto ...
*639 Ryan, Cornelius ...
809 Ryan, Stephen
846 Ryan, Thomas John
866 Ditto ...
305 Saal , Henry.:.  ...
424 Scoch ,  Christian ..,
687 Ditto ..,
694 Schneider ,  John ...
*1085  Ditto ... ...
*1094  Ditto ...
365 Sexton, Peter
636 Sewell, James
824 Shannon, James
218 Ditto .. ...
*1549 Shannon, Alex. ...
1466 Shaw, John ... ...
1220 Sheehan, Timothq
1170 Sheehan, Michae ...
747 Slade, Wm. B. ...
01149 Sleyer, William ...
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
di cto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872
Homestead
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ..,
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
Homestead
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto :
.., ditto .,
... Homestead ..,
,,, ditto, 1672'
Conditional
Homestead, 1875
ditto, 18721
Homestead ..
ditto, 18721
Conditional ...
ditto
€72
a'gister
No
Lessee.
161 Smith, Henry
897 Ditto
*1136 Smith, William
*1362 Smith, Jacob
1558 Ditto
828
770
772
994
*1128
*1040
1406
t1407
377
438
501
562
675
681
894
785
373
*1060
1321
1239
737
1203
'1590
794
Sparksman , Edward
Spry, Courtnay
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Stapleton, Patk.
Stapleton,  Bridget ...
Stapleton,Michael  ...
Stevens, Thomas ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ..
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Stevenson , Joseph ...
Stewart, James ...
Stirling,  Robert ...
Ditto ... ...
Sullivan ,  Cornelius...
Ditto ...
Sweeney , Daniel ...
Ditto
Sweeney, Michl.
Tambling, Richard_
1289 Taylor ,  Henry ...
671  Teitzel, Carl ...
*811 Ditto ...
535 Thompson ,  David ...
588 Ditto ...
*1603 Thompsett ,  Chas. ..
478 Thornton ,  Edward L.
738 Thornton ,  Nicholas...
1322  •  Ditto ... ...
*1104 Tickle ,  George
t1200  Toomey, Timothy ...
1248 Toomey ,  Patrick ...
1454 Tooth ,  Sidn -y
125 Tooth,  William B. ...
992 Tooth ,  W. B. ...
490 Topfer, Henry
829 Turnbull, William ...
t1070 Ditto ...
*1043 Tulloch, Wm. ...
1689 Wagner, Henry
t1417 Wait, James
962 Wallace, Andrew J.
406 Wallis, James ..
291 Walker, William G...
292 Ditto ... ...
179 Ditto ... ...
1557 Watt, John ...
t1305 Watts, William Gilpin
804 Webber, Edwin ...
01315 Ditto ... ...
754 Webb, George ...
818 Ditto ... ...
t819 Ditto .
1023 Wickham, G. Izard
*1118 Ditto .. ...228 Wienholt, Arnold ...
WARWICK  T)TSTRICT- enntinued.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. Plrst ClassPastoral. Second ('lassPastoral.
l  . B. P. I
Conditional ... 1 94 0 0  1
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto, 1872...
ditto, 1875...
... ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ..
l
A. R. P. A,.  B. P. I
30 0  0  107 322
5-1 0 0
320 0 0
206 0 01
15 0 0 145 0 0
Homestead, 1868
ditto,  1872... 50  0  17
Homestead ... 103 2 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
... Homestead, 187 2 ' ..
,., ditto ... 85 3 0
... Conditional ...
ditto ...
... Homestead, 1872 ...
... Homestead ...
... ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
... ditto, 1872... ... I
,,, ditto ... 37 3 34 1
,., ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Clifton ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
...
119 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0
140 0 0
40 0 0
58 0 11
84 0 0
150 0 0
80 0 0
80-0 0 1,197 0 0
640 0 0
320 0 0
... 600 t  0
... 1,575 0 0
... 816 0 0
75 2 0 ...
80 0 0 920 0 0
. 2,560 0 0
320 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ...
216  3-24  ...
424 0 0 ...
200 0 0 ...
Im provements
200 0 0
... 1,566 0 0
... 1,893 0 0
100 0 0 895 0 0
... 228 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 160 0 0
620 0 0 ...
382 0 0
320 0 0
58 0 0
120 0 0 ...
106 0 0 380 0 0
150 0 0 890 0
320 0 0
. 273 0 0 ...
66 0 0 ...
Homestead, 1872 80 0 0
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead,  18751  ...
ditto, 1872.. .
ditto ... 45 0 0
ditto ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
... ditto ... 50 0 0
100 0 0
0
140 0 0
80 0 0
... 2,482 0 0
1,700 0 0
... 700 0 0
1,200 0 0
640 0 0
474 0 0 ...
253 0 0 ...
180 0 0
... 1,257 2 32
.., 100 0 0
300 0 0
160 0 0
... 350 0 0
400 0 0 1,740 0 0
Im provements
50 0 0 460 0 0 2,240 0 0ditto282 Ditto
Pre-emption,
Gladfield Run,
Darling Downs ...
,.. Pre-emption,
Merlvale Run,
Darling Downs 1 160 0 0
Conditional  ... 100 0 0
Im provements
560 0 0 2,000 0 0
800 0 0 1,600 0 0
700 0 0 1,400 0 0
Im provements
Year. Rent. Balance due
1 £ a. d.
10th 7 1 0
5th , 4 4 0
3rd ' 1 7 0
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 7 14 6 3 1 0(
+0 15 3
5th ' 6 11 3
6th 3 9 6
6th 4 12 3
4th 10 15 0
3rd 2 0 0
4th 1 0 0
3rd 1 18 3
3rd 7 14 1
8th 33 18 6
7th 16 0 0
7th 7 18 6
7th 15 0 0
6th 39 7 6
6th 20 8 0
5th 1 18 0
6th 6 9 0
8th 27 0 0
4th 64 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
6th 8 2 9
3rd 15 16 3
2nd 5 12 6
6th 1. 6 1
6 0 0
3rd 7 10 0
6th 39 3 0
5th 47 6 6
7th 27 7 6
6th 5 14 0
2nd 1 13 4
7th 8 18 6
6th 12 0 0
3rd 2 3 6
4th 4 0 0
3rd 22 1 9
3rd 14 6 6
3rd 9 0 0
i 10th 26 19 0
4th 55 15 0
7th 8 0 0
5th 10 4 9
4th 3 8 7
4th 3 10 0
2nd 1 10 0
3rd 2 8 0
5th 2 10 0
8th 124 2 0
9th 42 10 0
9th 17 10 0
9th 30 0 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 7 19 2
5th 12 17 3
3rd 6 15 0
6th 31 13 4
5th 2 10 0
5th 7 10 0
4th 8 0 0
4th 8 15 0
9th 67 5 0
376 5 0
9th 1 82 15 0
391 16 0
9th 78 0 0
10th 92 0 0
10th 77 10 0
... 276 16 0
673
BeglaterNO. Imam
83 Wienholt, Arnold ...
WARWICK  DIST RICT - continued.
Nature of Selection Agricultural.
First Class
Pastoral.
second  Class
Pastoral. Year.
P.A. B. A. B. P. A. B. P.
*1064 Wienholt, Ed. ...
932 Wightman, John ...
299 Wildash, Frederick J. C.
*1161 Ditto
*1534 Williams, Richard , ..
141 Wills, Charles Henry
211 Wilson, Alexander...
1032 Wilson, Alex. ...
1033 Ditto .. ...
343 Wilson, John ...
344 Ditto ... ...
419 Ditto ...
251 Ditto ...
t133 Ditto ... ...
163 Ditto ... ...
427 Ditto
539 Ditto ...
796 Ditto ...
1262 Wilson, Henry O'Brien
350 Wilson, Thomas
*1153 Wilson, R. S. ...
581 Wilson, Robert S. ...
610 Ditto ...
t657 Ditto ...
678 Ditto
210 Wilson, `William
439 Ditto ..
302 Wood, Richard
*899 Frank
*1108
Wright,
itto ...
149 Young, John
989 Young, Robert
816 Young, Sam...
821 Ditto ... ...
817 Young, Henry
110 Young and Gilchrist
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead,1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Talgai Run,
leased half' ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead,1868
Conditional ..,
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emption, on
Talgai Run ...
100 0 0 1,o00 0 0 2,000 0 0
Im provements
3,000 0 0
638 0 0
200 0 0
160 0 0  1
900 ' 0 0 ...
1,296 0 0
80 0 0
... 80 0 0
640 0 0
50 0 0 270 0 0
80 0 0 289 0 0
640 0 0
500 0 0 1,491 0 0
480 0 0 805 0 0
15 0 0 293 0 0
640 0 0
96 0 0
200 0 0
98 0 0
MARYBOROUGH
20 Adams, Christopher
119 Aldridge, Edgar Thomas
165 Ditto .. ...
...
a973 Andersen, Gustav ... ...
+855 Ditto
*1030 Anderson, Soren
876 Andersen, T. N.
877 Anderson, T. J.
895 Aner, J. F. W.
'964 Ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto, 1868 ...
Homestead
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
*1019 'Appel, John ... ... I Conditional
*1009 Baab,JacobJoachim Ludwig ! ditto
182 Bailey, William Gill ... j ditto
912 Balow, M. ... ...
69 Bank, Commercial
431 Bank. Queensland  National
*1028 Bar, Xaver ..,
625 Barlow, Michel ...
646 Barlow, Joseph ...
719 Bartholomew, James
783 1 Barylak, Michel ...
*901 1 Bauer, Augustin ...
*897
633
634
765
623
497
898
X1006
*969
Ditto ...
Bauer , Christoph ...
Ditto ..
Beier, August ...
Belfus, Carl...
Bennett, William JohnBengtsson. Iven ..
Bertram, Frederick...
Berthelsen ,  Jorgen...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
74 0 17
100 0 0 1,188 0 0
... 640 0 0
638 1 0
878 0 0
180 0 0 460 0 0
1,019 0 0
75 0 0 '
100 0 0
... 100 0 0
40...0 0
...  260-0  0
... 150 0 0
... 200 0 0
80.0 0 80 0 0
DISTRICT.
9 0 0
5 0 0 8 3 7
60 0 0
35 0 0 16 0 0
30 0 0 9 3 0
19 1 0 53 0 0
40 0 0
360 0 0
160 0 0
Bent Balance Quo
ii r. d.;e a. d.
9th 107 to 0
424 0 0
4th 75 0 0
5th 3 0 0
9th 15 19 0
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
10th 45 v 0
10th 32 8 0
4th 2 0 0
4th 2 0 0
8th 16 0 0
8th 9 5 0
8th 11 4 6
9th 16 0 0
10th 62 6 6
10th 44 2 6
8th 9 0 0
7th 4 0 0
6th 12 2 3
3rd 24 0 0
8th 5 0 0
3rd 2 10 0
6th 34 14 0
6th 16 0 0
6th 15 19 6
6th 21 19 0
10th 20 10 0
7th 25 9 6
9th 315 0
5th 2 10 0
4th 2 10 0
10th 7 7 0
4th 1 0 0
5th 6 10. 0
5th 3 15 0
5th 5 0 0
10th 6 0 0
10th 5 12 6 '
1,091 3 0 9th 27 6 0
168 3 0' 9th 4 4 6
... 3rd 0 4 6
... 3rd
2nd 0 5 '0
3rd 1 13 9
... 3rd 1 7 6
• ... 600 0
42...0 0 ...
3rd 2 1 6
and fine
3rd 1 0 0
and fine
2nd 5 0 0
2nd 1 6 3
9th 2 5 0
3rd 4 0 0
9th 5 17 6
7th 6 14 6
2nd 0 5 3
6th 0 6 8
6th 2 0 0
5th 5 12 0
4th 1 1 0
3rd 7 10 0
3rd 10 0 0
6th 0 9 6
6th 2 12 0
4th 1 19 0
6th 0 7 10
7th 4 0 0
3rd 1 18 6
2nd 1 17 6
3rd 1 5 0
0 1I
... ... 90 0 0
... ... 160 0 0
... 234 3 22
20 0 0  ... 208 2 32
... 42 0  0!  ...
... 40 0 0 1 ...
72 0 0
80 0 0
8 0 0
41 2 0 ..
... 300 0 0
400 0 0
56 2 0•
103 2 0
78 0 0
10 0 0 31 3 0
160 0 0
40 0 0  16 2 0 ...
160 0 0
50 0 0 ...
0 8 9
1 14 2
0 8 7
0 5 0
0 1 3
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No. Leases.
MARY BOROUGH  'DISTRICT - continued.
689 Biengts, Hakan ... ...
225 Binstead ,  Samuel ... ...
472 Boden , John ... ...
808 Boije, Carl Gustaf ... ...
*1016 Boughey , Walter ... ...
'1017 Ditto ...
f280 Brandt ,  Peter ... ...
879 Brand , T. ... .. .
943 Ditto ...
989 Broadhurst ,  William ...
990 Brown , William ... ...
744 Bruce , A. K. ...
208 Buchanan , .James
838 Burgess , E A. ...
*983 Burgess ,  Edwin  Adolphus...
1035 Buss, T.  7'. ... ... ...
t968 Butcher ,  James ... ...
308 Ditto  ... ... ...
272 Cameron ,  James Aitchison...
271 Ditto ...
691 Cameron ,  James  A.... ...
47 Canny,  William Peter
104 Ditto ... ...
627 Carruthers , Wm. ...
806 Casey . H. G. J. ...
483 Clarke ,  Richard Fraiser ...
111 Ditto ... ... ...
88 Ditto ... ... ...
41 Ditto ... ...
40 Ditto ... ...
170 Ditto ...
t954 Clarke, Samuel ...
210 Clarke, William .
148 Cleary, James, junior
171 Ditto ... ...
688 Cleary, Joseph ...
866 Clifford, EdAand ... ...
197 Commercial Banking Com-
pany of Sydney ...
269 Connolly, Ellen Mary ...
168 Connor, Michael ... ...
805 Cooper, Thomas ... ...
178 Corfield, Henry Cox ...
244  Ditto' ... ... ...
275 Ditto ... ... ...
974 Corney, Charles Clements ...
914 Corser, E. B. C. .. ...
918 Ditto .. ...
919 Ditto ...
522 Corser, Edward ... ...
521 Ditto ... ... ...
439 Ditto ... ... ...
438 Ditto ... ...
658 Cornwell, Thomas ...
1109 Cran, John ... ... ...
*884 Cran, James... ... ...
571 Ditto ... ... ...
570 Cran, Robert
594 Ditto ... ... ...
595  Ditto ...
831 Crawford, T. G. ...
837 Ditto ... ... ...
155 Croft, John ... ... ...
477 Cunningham, James ...
478 Ditto ... ...
710 Ditto
742 Cunningham, John ... ...
1000 Dale, David ... ... ...
810 1 Denzler, J. H. ... ...
698 Dirig, Wilhelm ... ...
616 Dittmann, August ... ...
268 Douglas, George ... ...
558 Dowzer, James ... ...
-461 Eaton, John ... ... ...
162 Ditto ... ... ...
70 Ditto .. ...
619 Eichler, Joseph ... ...
981 + Ellis, Thomas ... ...
*986 Elves, William
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... i
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
dii to
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
50 0 0 ..
103 3 36
... 90 0 0
100 0 0
638 0 0
565 0 0
322 0 0
750 0 0
320 0 0
6 0 0 ...
100...0 0
37 0 0
30 0 0 ...
90 0 0
50 0 0
100 0 0
447 0 0
73 0 0
400 0 0
200 0 0
150 0 0
890 0 0
478 0 0
177 2 0
314 1 25
178 2 0
82 0 0
223 0 0
81 1 17
67 0 0
54 1 0
131 0 0
79 0 0 ...
140 0 0
101 0 0
149 0 0 ...
ditto ... 1,280 0 0 ...
ditto ... 50 0 0 ...
ditto ... i 43 2 29 ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 70 0 0
ditto  ...  50 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  50 0 0
Homestead, 1868 ... 100 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... ..
ditto ...
ditto i ... ...
ditto ... ' 20 0 0 ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... , 75 0 0 '
ditto ... ...
500 0 0
116 3 0
511 0 0257 2 0
1,790 0 0
Year. Rent.
5th  £1 85 d.
9th 212 0
7th 2 5 0
4th 2 10 0
2nd 5 6 4
2nd 4 14 2
7th
3rd 19 4 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 2 1 8
2nd 2 1 8
5th 13 19 0
9th 4 1 6
4th 10 0 0
2nd 5 0 0
2nd 0 12 6
3rd 20 0 10
8th 11 19 0
9th 4 9 0
9th 14 12 6
5th 4 9 6
10th 2 5 0
9th 5 16 0
6th 5 11 6
4th 2 1 0
7th 1 13 6
9th 1 7 6
9th 3 5 6
10th 4 0 0
10th 3 10 0
9th 2 10 6
3rd ; 3 13 10
9th I 2 18 6
9th 12 15 6
9th 6 9 0
5th 44 15 0
3rd 12 10 0
Balance due,
£  J.  d
9th 96 0 0
950 0 0 9th 27 10 0
9th 3 4 6
83 2 8 4th 2 2 0
67 0 0 9th 6 18 6
1 1 0 9th 3 16 0
33 0 0 9th 4 11 6
3rd 2 10 011,666 0 0 3rd 32 7 9
540 0 0 3rd 21 0 0 7 18 4
190 0 0 3rd 8 10  0  3 19 2
82 0 0 7th 2 1 0
59 1 12 7th 1 10 0
82 3 9 7th 2 1 6
107 2 2 7th 2 14 0
120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
76 2 9 8th
530 0 0 3rd 13 5 0
215 0 15 6th 5 8 0
403 0 0 6th ; 10 1 6
158 1 0 6th ' 3 19 6
17 3 0 6th 6 1 6
200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
92 0 0 4th i 2 6 0
9th I 96 0 0
85 0 0 7th 4 7 6
120 0 0 7th 6 0 0
250 0 0 5th I 6 5 0
642 0 0 5th 16 1 0
2nd 7 8 9
4th 1 0 0
... 5th 0 15 0
6th 0 15 0
87 0 0 9th 2 3 6
83 2 0 7th  2 2 0
250 0 `0 7th I 25 0 0
9th 3 7 6
233 2 0 10th 5 17 0
... 6th 0 9 10
121 0 0 2nd 3 0 6 0 0 6
ditto
Sugar purchase 1,280 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ' 30 0 0 ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
Homestead I 40 0 01
ditto ... ' ... 29 1 21 '
ditto ... ... 40 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... ... 1 ...
ditto ... 250 0 0
ditto ... I 45 0 0
ditto ... ..
Homestead ... ...  79  0 0
Conditional ... ... ...
Homestead, 1868; ... 18 0 0 2nd 0 8 3
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Register
No.
663
90
Lessee. Nature of  Selection.
Eve. Charles ... ... Conditional
Ditto ... ... .. ditto
479 Ferguson, Robert ... ...
894 Franz , J. A. ... ...
864 Fredereksen, N. M. ...
*1003 Gallagher, William... ...
749 Garde, H. T. N. ... ...
750 Garde, William ... ...
613 Gibson, Wm. L. George ...
614 Gibson, W. L. G. .. ...
766 Gilbert, John Hewett ...
209 Gordon, Samuel ... ...
657 Green, William ... ...
759 Groundwater, George ...
836 Grout, Edward ... ...
782 Gundersen Andersen ...
701 Habler, Friedrick ... ...
108 Hamill, John .,, ...
t854 Hansen, C. F. ... ...
925 Ditto ...
*985 Hansen, Christian Tortesen
717 Hart, Robert ... ..
911 Ditto ... ...
t953 Ditto
*1020 Harwood, John ...
829 Hasselbach, G. D. ...
660 Hausknecht, Chas.
24 Hay, Walter ...
22 Ditto .. ...
93 Heath, Richard ...
589 Ditto ...
42 Henderson, Hugh ...
t984 Ditto ..
256 Henderson, Donald...
748 Hendle, John ...
889 Hennessy, Wm. ..
621 Hielscher, Heinrich
760 H odgkinson, James
t458 Holden, Charles ...
t348 Ditto ...
t228 Ditto ... ... ...
875 Hood, John ... ... ...
821 Horn, George
823 Horn, David
850 Horton. William
952 Howard, George
*970 Ditto ...
*971 Ditto ...
972 Ditto
951 Howard, William ... ...
896 Howlett, James ... ...
*1034 Hubner, F. ...
668 Hutchinson, Hugh ... ...
124 Ditto ,.,
799 Illidge, J. M., senr. ...
292 Illidge, Josiah Mason , Sen....
722  Ditto .. ... ...
188 Inman , Carlotta ...
738 Jacobsen, Louis Caroline ...
1 Jarvis, E. L. ... ...
*956 Jensen, Christian ... ...
900 Jensen, Anders ... ...
856
*857
1902
743
878
139
796
888
*913
871
395
820624
800
Jensen ,  Emil ...
Jensen ,  Soren Peter ...
Jesse, Ferdinand ... ...
Job, Jonathan ... ...
Johnsen , J. C. ... ...
Jones, George
Jones, Robert
Juhl, H. P. N.Ditto ..
Kasse,  Nis Peder
Kehlet, Fritz
Kerlin , Gottlieb
Kikhofel, Carl
Ditto ...
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Homestead. 1868
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Agricultural First Claus Sec,)ud Classl'asto ul I Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
0 40 0 0 ...
160 0 0 ..
. 94 0 0'
35 0 0  35 0 0 ...
40 0
25...0 0
5 0 0
...
A.  U.  P.
45 0 0
268 0 8
1,218 0 0
407 1 C
131 0 0
17 0 0
39 1 0
120 0 0
125 0 0
44 2 12
320 0 0
40 0 0 ..
167 3 0
144 2 0 ...
6 0 0 7 3 39
,,. 80 0 0
... 80 0 0
... 28 0 0
... 1,316 1 0
.., 581 0 0
... 400 0 0
... 349 3 0
78 3 21 ...
ditto ...  52 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
*
.
Conditional ... 90 0 0
ditto ... 84 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto, 1868 ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto :::
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
i Conditional ...
I  Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
... 218 1 0
... 127 0 0
100 0 0 107 0 0
... 521 3 14
640 0 0
80 0 0 ...
987 0 0
45 0 0
45 0 0 42 0 0
... 160 0 0
120 0 0
... 130 0 0
... 97 0 0
196 0 0
100 0 0 ...
... 200 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 200 0 0
... 320 0 0
... 82 0 0
520 0 0
105 0 0
160 0 0.' ..
87 0 060 0  0 ...
110 0 8
92 0 16
410 0 0
409 0 0
10 0 0
40 0 0
15 0 0
30 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
44 0 0
50...0 0
52 0 0
10 0 0
60 0 0 ...
100 0 0 530 0 0
30 0 0
10 0 0
40 0 0
136 0 0
39 3 0
321 2 0
83 2 8
50 0 0 i
... 160 0 0
54 3 0
316 0 0
60 0 0 ...
28 3 0 ...
38 3 0 ...
Year. Rent. Balance dunx
d.
5thi I G ti
8th i 6 14 E'
6th
3rd
3rd
2nd
5th
5th I
6th
6th
4th 1
9th
6th
5th
4th
4th
5th
9th
3rd
3rd
2nd
5th
3rd
3rd
2nd
4th
6th
10th
10th
9th
6th
9th
2nd
9th
5th
3rd
6th
5th
7th
8th
9th
3rd
4th
4th
4th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
2nd
5th
9th
4th
8th
5th
9th
5th
10th
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
5th
3rd
9th
4th
3rd
3rd
3rd
8th
4th
6th
4th
£ s. d.
+0 5 102  7 02 3 9 1 17 11
and  fine 0 9 6
2 10 0
2 0 0
30 9 0
10 4 0
3 5 6
2 6 0
1 7 6
3 0 0
3 2 6
1 2 6
8 0 0
1 0 0
4 4 0
7 5 0
2 0 0
1 16 8
4 12 0
32 16 2
12 6 9
3 6 8
8 15 0
1 16 2
6 15 0
6 6 0
5 9 6
3 3 6
7 13 6
12 19 6
16 0 0
2 0 0
24 13 6
0 5 7
3 6 0
2 5 11
4 18 0
2 10 0
5 0 0
16 0 0
5 0 0
8 0 0
3 8 0 1 1 0
13 0 l)
212 61  1 17  6
*0 9 5
0 13 4
2 5 0
3 0 0
2 15 6
2 6 6
10 5 0
10 4 6
1 10 0
19 0 0
3 0 0
1 6 3
1 7 6
1 7 6
3 4 4
8 1 0
0 19 1
+0 4 10
3 5 0 0 15 0
3 6 0
2 2 0
3 2 6
4 0 0
3 6 6 1 8 11
7 18 0
1 10 0
0 7 4
0 19 6
676
MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT - continued.
Re~ Lessee.
'163Kinbacher ,  Niklaus
921 King, James
740 Knipe ,  Joseph Irvine
584 Knotzen ,  Peter Cristian
905 koppen , C. L. 0.
946
887
1029
834
772
651
120
112
t977
860
*880
Kraus,  Heinrich
Kunst, H. J.
Kunst, Henry
Lederle, Carl
Lenthall, Eli
Lenz, Frederick
Leslie, Alexander
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
List, Johan ...
Lohse, Jochim
*873 Lorentzen, Neils
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
,,. ditto ...
,.. ditto
Homestead
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
,., ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
ditto
ditto
872 Lowe,  Hans Andreas
947 Ditto ...
858 Lund, Carl ...
874 Lundenz, Andres ...
392 Maitland , Richard ,..
736 Manski ,  Martin ...
842 Martens,  Johan ...
543 Martin, Boyle
411 Ditto ...
387 Ditto ...
374 Ditto ...
*906 Ditto
814 Matthies ,  Carl Friedrich
480 McDonald , Albert ..,
979 McDonald, Geo.
25 McfTill, John
137 i Mcllraith, James
53 Ditto .
294 Melville , Andrew
776
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
Homestead
ditto
... Conditional
,.. ditto
.,. ... ditto
. ditto
Wedder.
burne ... ...
Melville,  A. W. ...
839 Mielkowski , Johann
186 Miller , George Phillip
Dorville ..
891 Miller , Louis ...
862 Moes, C. P.... ...
191 Moffett, Andrew ...
969 Mohr, James
31 Moir,  James ...
3 Moore, Isaac
351 Ditto ..
849 Morcolm, Alfred
786 Morgan, Henry
*881 Nagel, F.
693 Nash, James
301 Ditto ...
459 Nash, John
804 Ditto
797 Negus, George
798 Negus, Edwin
630 Neil, George
617 Neubauer, Carl
701 Ditto ...
904 Ditto .
639 Nichol, William
140 Nichols, James
133 Ditto ...
362. Ditto ...
993 Nicol, James
714 Niesler, Reinholt
853 Nielsen, Anders ..
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
,.. Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
ditto
...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
538 Nightingale, George Henry Conditional
504 Ditto ... ... ditto
460 Ditto ... ... ditto
807 Nilsson, Pher. ... ...' ditto
*997 Nissen,  Laurlde Hansen  ,., Homestead,
...
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
...
19 2 0 57 0 0 ... 3rd 2 3 6' 1 13 11$086
44 3 0 ... 35 0 0 3rd 4 5 0, 4 4 7$1 1 2
13 0 0 ... 87 0 0 3rd 3 3 0
... ... 220 0 0 2nd ' 1 7 6
.,, 250 0 0 4th 6 5 0
1,400 0 0 4th 35 0 0
3 0 0 53 0 0 ... 6th 1 1 7
First Class
Pastoral.
72? 321
Bent. Balance due
A. B. P. A.  B. P. I  I £ a. d.I £ a. d
... n0 0 u 4th 2 0 0
... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
1,280 0 0 5th 32 0 0
68 2 0 6th 0 210
.
10 0 0 24 1
...
...
...
...
30 0 0
25 0 0
80 0 0
30 0 0
15-0  0
100 0 0
20 0 0
105 0 0
75 0
1 $0 8 5
0 1 ... 3rd 5 12 6
800 0 3rd 8 0 0
60 0 0 1 ... 3rd 119
10 0 0 ... 3rd 1 7
6
6
320 0 0 9th 8 0 0
33-3  0 ... 5th 1 8 3
112  0 0 ..  4th 2 16 0 013 6
185 0 0 9th 4 12 6
320 0 0 9th 8 0 0
161 0 0 3rd ! 2 19 5
526 0 0 3rd 13 3 0
0 ... 3rd 1 0 0
0 3rd 4 0 0 213 4
$0 13 4
12 0 0 ...  3rd 1 8 6 1 13 8
Second Class
Pastoral.
50 0 0
Year.
8th 5 9 6
3rd 1 5 0
4th 3 4 6
7th 1 2 12 6
2nd' 2 7 695 0 0
30 0 0 70 0 0 200 0 0
... 102 1  24,
... ...
10th 10 15 0
9th 2 11 6
9th 4 5 0
80 0 0 8th 2 0 0
448 0 0 4th 11 4 0 16 18 8
1 4 0
105 0 0 ,.. 4th 212 6
..
.
... 12 0 0
1868
20 0 0` 60 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
.  102 3 0 9th 2 11 8.,,
80 0 0 ... 3rd 2 0 0
43 1 0 ... ... 10th 3 6 0
589 0 0 ... .. 10th 44 3 6
35 0 0 ' ... 965 0 0 8th 26 15 0
...
..
.., 160 0 0
100 0 0
.
110 0 0
50 0 0
20 0 0
70 0 0
10 0 0
30 0 0
57 0 0
130 2 0 9th 3 5 6
219 0 0 3rd 6 7 6
1,000 0 0 4th 25 0 0
980 0 0 4th 24 10 0
... 3rd 4 0 0
135 0 0 6th i 10 17 6
748 0 0 8th 18 14 0
90 0 0 7th : 10 10 0
100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
83 2 8 4th 2 2 0
126 1 38 4th 3 3 6
... 6th 0 9 6
40 0 0 .. 6th l 0 5 0
... 71 0 0 5th 115 6
61 2 1 3rd 1 11 080-0 0 ... 6th 1 3 4
... 521 0 0 8th 16 15 6
,.. 327 0 0 9th 8 3 6
...
208 0 0 8th 5 4 0
... 300 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
295 0 0 5th 7 7 6
14 0 0 3rd 1 2 0
20 0 0  ...  7th 515 6
224 1 0 7th 1 6 '7 6
... 90 0 0 7th 'i 4 10 0
... 100 0 0 4th 2 10 0
80 0 0  2nd 1 6 8
60 0 0 7th 9 0 0
229 0 0  7th 5 14 6
576 0 0 8th 14 8 0
169 0 15
2 18 4
,p  13 4
0 9 6
677
Lessee.
695 Nixon, F. F. ... ...
706 Ditto ... ... ...
707 Ditto ... ... ...
758 Ditto ...
241 Ditto ... ... ...
705 Ditto ...
502 Nolan, Patrick ...
492 O'Brien, Denis
482 Ditto ..
955 O'Brien, Maurice
843 Oertel, Anthony
97 Palmer, Henry
471 Park, John ...
720 Ditto
628 Parker , John ...
869 Pedersen, Jens ...
*1023D Pengelly, Jno. Henry
426 Penny, Tom . ...
676 Petersen, Henrich ...
735 Ditto ... ...
757 Petersen, Jorgen Christian
*848 Ditto ... ... ...
870 Petersen, Knud ... ...
885 Pohlman, Jochim ...
*998 Pohlman, Jno. Henry ...
988 Pohlmann, Hans Hinrich ...
183 Poole, John .. ... ...
145 Powell, William,  sen. ...
*886  Powers, Charles ... ...
957 Ditto ... ... ...
812 Ditto ... ... ...
*815  Ditto ... ... ...
*915 Ramsay, Percy ... ...
916 Ditto ... .. ..
917 Ditto ... ... ...
226 Ditto .. ...
227 Ramsay, Edward Pierson ...
196 Ditto .. ... ...
*963 Ramsay, John Simeon ...
683 Ditto ... ...
684 Ditto ... ...
696 Ditto ... ...
697 Ditto ... ...
721 Ditto ...
*1037 Ramsay , B. A. ...
677 Rankin, James ..,
767 Rasmussen, Peter ...
709 Rayner, Henry
802 Ditto ..,
229 Reid, Samuel ...
656 Richards, Noah ...
553 Richmond, Mary
622 Rikenberg, Johann
996 Robertson, James ...
644 Robinson, Wm. ...
659 Ditto ...
475 Rockemer, John ...
982 Rodgers, Thomas ...
920 Rogers, W. C. ...
730 Ross, John ...
*961 Ross, Joseph
353 Ditto ... ...
338 Ditto ...
430 Rowland, Benjamin...
420 Rowland, J. ...
373 Schmidt, Carl ...
790  Schmidt, Nes ...
712 Schindler, August ...
*903 Schubring, Carl ...
764 Seegart, Gottfried ...
755 Selke, Fredericke ...
653 Sempf, August F. ..
620 1 Shelback, William ...
519 1Sinfield, Henry ...
*1007 Ditto ... ... ...
441 Slater, Frederick Augustus
*1021  Ditto ..: ... ...
163 Sly, William ... ...
181 Ditto ... ... ...
MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature  of Selection,
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead, 1868
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... 240 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0
ditto ... 200 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 100 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... 200 0 0
ditto
Homestead ... ...
ditto
Conditional ... 65 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto
ditto ... 5 0 0
ditto ...  1 10 0 0
ditto ... ..
ditto  ...  12 0 0  1
ditto  ...  5 0 01
Homestead ...
ditto  ... ...
ditto
Conditional  ...  80 0 0
Homestead  ...  20 0 0
ditto  ...  9 0 0
ditto
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
4,..0
ditto ... ( ,..
A
Pirat Class
Pastoral.
Second Claw
Pastoral. Year.
A. 8. P . A.  Ii. P.I A. it. P.
4000 0
60 0 0
45 0 0
50 0 0
40 *0 0
5 0 0
20 0 0
229 0 0 5th
170 3 0 5th
Rent.
£ s. d.
5 14 6
4 5 6
Balance due,
S e. d.
569 2 0 5th 44 5 0
102 0 0 5th 2 11 0
40 0 0 9th 5 10 0
88 1 0 5th 5 12 0
90 2 0 7th 2 5 6
201 3 0 7th 8 16 0
272 0 0 7th 6 16 0
28 0 0 3rd  3 14 0 1 12 2
85 3 0 4th 2 6 9
111 2
5 0 0 95 0
40 0 0
532
75 0 0 ...
30 0 0 69 3 0
350 0 0 2nd 3 12 11
307 0 0 7th 7 13 6
1242 0 0 2nd 10 7 0
0 s0 2  0 ... 9th 4 7 0
S73 0 0  ... 9th 1812 0
60 0
47 0
1,015 0 0 9th 25 7 6
208 0 0 7th 6 14 0
0 ... 5th 2 16 0
119 0 0 6th 2 19 6
0 ... 3rd 2 11 3
22 0 0 2nd 0 17 9
80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
0 ...  5th 1 7 0
60 3 0 5th 1 10 6
126 3 0 5th 3 3 6
267 0 0 4th 12 6 0
...  3rd 2 17 6
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
Improvements 12 0 0
0 ... 2nd 1 0. 0
0 .. 2nd 0 19 7
196 1 0 9th 4 18 6
1,025 0 0 9th 25 12 6
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
701 0 0 4th 17 10 6
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
1,920 0 0 3rd 48 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
200 0 0 9th 23 0 0
195 0 0 9th 13 17 6
980 0 0 8th 39 10 0
1,680 0 0 3rd 42 0 0
267 1 0 5th 6 14 0
168 2 0 5th 11 14 6
314 0 0 5th 7 17 0
308 0 0 5th 7 14 0
963 0 0 5th 39 1 6
100 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
45 0 0 ... 5th 1 2 6
41 3 0 4th 1 1 0
286 0 0 5th 11 5 6
87 0 32 4th 2 4 0
120 0 0 9th 3 0 0
160 0 0 ... 6th 3 6 8
160 1 0 ... 7th 3 13 9
37 0 0 .. 6th 0 4 7
700 0 0 2nd 11 13 4
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
135 2 0 5th 3 8 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
115 0 0 8th 3 5 0
100 0 0 130 0 0 8th 9 0 0
... 127 2 0 7th 3 4 0
... 148 0 0 7th 412 0
101 2 0 7th 2 18 6155-0 0 ... 4th 3 17 6
35 3 0 ... 5th 018 0
150 0 0  ...  3rd 3 15 0
.. 133 0 0 4th 9 6 6
20 0 0 ... 5th 1 5 0
64 0 0 ... 6th 1 12 3
90 0 0 ... 6th 011 3
1,004 0 0 7th 25 2 0
678
MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT-- continued.
Register0. Lessee .  Nature  of Selection. Agricultural. .Pastora.  Pastora
A. R. P. A. R. P.  £ s. d. £ s. d.I I A. R. P.
335 Sly, William ... ... ; Conditional ... ...
665 Smith ,  Hercules ...  ... ditto ... 15 0 0
*1014 Smith, Henry ... ... ditto ... ...
822 Spencer, Samuel  ... ... Homestead ... ...
723 Spiden, Robert .. ... Conditional ... ...
*1001 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*1015  Spiden , Thos.,  junr . ... ditto
771 Staier , Carl ... ... ... ditto ...
795 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
520 Statham , Frank Marsh ... ditto ... 20 0 0
437 Starkey, Elizabeth ... ... ditto ...
187 Steley, Joseph Spencer ... ditto ... 20 0 0
861 Steley, J. B. ... ... Homestead ... ...
*1018 Steley, Abel ... ... ... Conditional ... :..
679 Ditto ... ditto ...
*1008 Stellmack,  Franz  ... ... Homestead,  1868 ...
739 Stevens,  Magnus  ... ... Conditional ... ...
212 Stewart, James .., ... ditto ... ...
205 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
496 St. Ledger, William ... ditto ... ...
642 St. Ledger, James .. ... ditto ... ...
789 Stringer, Charles Augustus ditto ... 115 0 0
*1036 Stultz, T. J. ... ditto
601 Thefs, C. Friedrich Wm. ... Homestead ... ...
652 Thompson, William ... Conditional ... ...
773 Thomson, John ... ditto ... ...
948 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
907 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
908 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
778 Thomsen, A. F. ... Homestead
779 Thomsen, H. J. ... ... ditto ... ...
t865 Thurecht, N.
... ... ditto ... ...
745 Timbrell, George ... ... ditto
422 Travis , Thomas ... ... ditto ...
385 Travis, Robert ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0
180 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0
966 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
*1033 Travis, R. ... ... ditto ...
t*931 Tyrer, 11. A.... ... ... ditto ... ...
t*958 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
*1027 Tyrer, Henry Albert ... ditto ... ...
826 Vollmerhause, Wiegand ... ditto ...
648 Wainwright, Jas. ... ... Homestead
599 Wales, Alfred ... ... Conditional ... 10 0 0
468 Walsh, Martin ... ... ditto ...
350 Walsh. Martin ... ... ditto ...
462 Walker, John George ... ditto ... 410 0 0
376 Walker, Matthew ... ... ditto ... 26 0 0
708 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
747 Walsh, William Henry ... ditto ... ...
809 Waltisbahl, Auton ... ... Homestead ...
8511  Watkins, T. J. ... ... Conditional ... ...
*1032 Ditto ... .. ... ditto
541 Watson, George Thomas ... ditto ... 160 0 0
690 Watson, Eliza ... ... ditto .. ..
435 Wearin, John ... ... ditto ... ...
660 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
265 Webb, Richard ... .. ditto 40 0 0
675 Ditto ... ditto
923 Wegner, Carl Friedrich ... ditto .. 95 2 0
*1005 West, Chas. John ... ... ditto ... ...
*1022 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
*1025 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
592 White, David Philip ... Homestead
598 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional ...
716 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
785 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ... ...
*965 Ditto ... ... .. ditto ... ...
*852 White, W. C. ... ... ! ditto
469 White, William ... ... ditto ... ...
452 Ditto ... ... ... , ditto .,. ..
447 Ditto ... ... .. ditto . , ..
261 Ditto ... ... ... ditto .., 1 ...
127 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... j ...
126 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ..: ...
102 Ditto ... ... ... ditto .. ...
16 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
2 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
692 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...I ..,
First Clans Second  Class  I Year. I Rent . Balance due.ll
86 230 ... 8th 2 3 6
... 625 0 0 5th  1  16 15 0
... 200 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
100 0 0 ... 4th 210 0
... 400 0 0 5th 10 0 0
... 200 0 0 2nd 2 18 4
... 640 0 0 2ud 613 4
...
79  3 0 1 4th 2 0 0
... 40 0 0 l 4th 1 0 0
... 601 0 4 7th 16 11 0
... 100 0 0 7th 2 10 0
.. 54 0 0 9th 2 17 0
150 0 0  ...  3rd 3 15 0
... 200 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
150 0 0 5to  I 3 15 0
100 0 0  ... 2nd 1 010
... 400 0 0 5th 10 0 0
... 184 0 32 9th 4 12 6
... 89 0 4 9th 2 5 0
... 466 0 0 7th 11 13 0
... 173 0 0 6th 4 6 6
4th 8 12 6
... 77 0 0 2nd 0 6 5
31 3 0 ... 6th 0 2 8
... 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
... 95 0 0 4th 2 7 6
... 939 0 0 3rd 23 9 6
94 3 0 3rd 2 7 6
90 0 0 3rd 2 5 0
77 0 0 ... 4th 1 18 6
44 0 0 .. 4th 1 2 0
373 0 16 3rd 8 3 5
90 0 0 5th 2 5 0
81 2 0 7th 2 1 0
... , 1,200 0 0 8th 36 0 0
9th 3 0 0
13,160-00 3rd 79 0 0 4  13  4
392 0 0 2nd 1 12 8
744 0 0 3rd 11 2 0
640 0 0 3rd 15 5 4
600 0 0 2nd 3 15 042 00 4 t h  1 1 0t25 3 20 ... I 6th 0 9 9
67 0 0' 6th 2 8 6
162 0 0 ... 7th 4 1 0
... 479 1 8 8th 12 0 0
... 90 0 0 7th 33 0 0
54 0 0 8th 3 6 0
100 0 0I 5th 2 10 0
144 2 4 5th 3 12 6
40 0 0 ... 4th 1 .0 0
230 0 0 4th 5 15 0
152 0 0 2nd 0 12 8
175 0 0 7th 16 7 6
300 0 0 5th 7 10 0
...  T  95 0 0 7th 2 7 6
... 258 0 0 7th 6 9 0
... 160 0 0 9th 7 0 0
... 200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
100 0 0 1 3rd 9 14 0 7 1 0
$1 15 3
200 0 0, 2nd 2 10 0
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
891 0  0  2nd j 5 11 5
150 0 0 ... 6th 3 15 0
... 317 0 0 6th' 718 6
312 0 0 5th 7 16 0
... 627 0 0 4th 1 15 13 6
320 0 0 3rd { 8 0 0
... 1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
... 640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
... 89 2 0 7th 2 5 0
... 1,014 0 0 7th 25 7 0
... 100 0 0 9th 2 10 0
... 366 3 0 9th 9 3 6
... 518 0 0 9th 12 19 0
... 640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0 ,
... 650 0 0 10th 16 5 0
... 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
679
aegister
No. Lessee.
MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of  Selection.
*962 White, William ... ... Conditional
*987  Ditto ... ... ditto
827 Whitley, William ... ... ditto
950 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
95 Whittaker, John ... ... ditto
801 Ditto ... ditto
443 Wieckhorst, Hans Peter ... ditto
*1024 Wieckhorst, Peter Andrew ditto
345 Wiekhorst, JohnJacob  H enryl ditto
803 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
654 Wiekhorst, August ... Homestead
617 Wieland, August ... Conditional
945 Wllscfski, Ferdinand ... ditto
718
910
818
819
26
597
859
924
922
826 Ditto
980 Wood, Jno. Jas.
792 Wool, John Lover
868 Ditto ...
830 Wright, James
724 Yelm , T. P....
867 Yensen ,  Anders
ditto ... 109 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... 49 2 0
Homestead ... 6 0 0
ditto
Conditional ... 8 0 0
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto ...
BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
470 Andresen, Hans ...
188 Anderson, James ...
301 Andersen, Louis ...
513 Annable, Samuel ...
66 Archer, William Henry
141 Ditto ... ...
211
312
*252
262
387
*503
197
11104
280
46
47
455
#577
Wilson, A. H.
Ditto
Wilson, James
ditto ...
Wilson, Thomas ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Winchester, John ...
Wolstencroft, James ...
Wollmerhauser, Wiegand ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Arstall, Isaiah ... ...
Atkinson, Wm. ... ...
Atkinson, William ... ...
Bain, Robert ... ...
Baker , Charles ...
Bank New South Wales ...
Ditto
Barnes , William Lesfric
Ditto ... ... ...
Barns, W.
Barker, John ... ...
219 Ditto ...
t220
t449
127
150
543
t315
*836
534
253
422
406
407
421
303
273
419$00
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Barnard ,  Benjamin ... ...
Ditto ...
Barton , Robert Crofts ...
Barton, A. P. ... ...
Barton , Robert C. ...
Barton,  Augustus  Purling...
Barton , Augustus P. ...
Bates, William Thomas
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Bates, Joseph ... ...
Becher, Christian ... ...
Benkron, Nells Petter ...
Berg ,  August ... ...
Boisen,  1 '. P. ... ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto .,.
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Walla 11un
Pre-emptive on
the resumed half
of Walla Run
ditto
Conditional
ditto ... 20 0 0
Agricultural
A. R. P.
30 0 0
15 0 0
70 0 0
45 0 0
38 0 0
10 0 0 30 0 0
Second Clans
Pastoral Year. Rent Balance due.
A. R. P.1
100 0 0 ; 3rd
320 0 01 2nd
320 0 0 4th
525 0 0 3rd
185 3 0 6th 4 13 0
30 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
15 0 0 5th
1,267 0 0 3rd
507 0 0 4th
41 1 0 ' 1th
60 0 0 2nd
135 2 0 4th
35 0 0 3rd
203 0 0
i
4th
5th
... 3rd
£ a. d. l £  S. CL
2 10 0
7 6 8
8 0 0
13 2 6 011 4
8 11 0
26 7 5
12 13 6
3 0 0
3 15 0
0 2 4
4 0 0
TO 2 10
4 19 2
$1 4 10
7 14 6 4 1 9
$1 0 6
1 1 0
1 10 0
3 8 0
4 5 0 318 9
5 1 6
0 19 0
1 2 6 1
60 0 0 , 116 0 0 3rd 7 8 0
1 156 0 0 ... 6th 0 6 6
40 0  0  80 0 0 ... 5th 3 10 0
120 0  0  520 0 0 ...  3rd 28 10 0 8.13 4
40 0 0 ... ... 8th 3 0 0
... ... 300 0 0 7th 7 10 0 6 14 9
10 0 0 ... 70 0 0 6th 2 10 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 040 0  0 40 0 0 ... 6th 1 17 6
52 0  0  66 0 0I  6th 2 15 10
50 0 0 ... 1 47 0 0 4th 4 18 6
6,000 0 0 3rd 50 0 0
40 0 0 ... 260 0 0 6th 9 10 0
142 0 0 ... 571 3 17 8th 24 17 9
50 0 0 ... 263 0 0 5th ' 10 5 5
100 0 0 ... 546 0 0 8th 21 3 0
10 0 0 ... 344 0 0 8th 9 7 0
46 0 0 ... 98 1 0 4th ! 11 3 6
... 1,280 0 0  2nd; 5 6 8
First Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P.
,., 90 0 0 9th 2 5 0
90 0 0 4th 2 5 0
... 165 0 0 7th 6 7 6
122 0 0 2nd 0 15 3
... 511 1 2 8th 13 18 6
114 2 28 4th 2 17 6
14 2 28  1  1 6th 0 6 3
...
... 120 0 0 4th
... 10th
18 0 0 ... 6th
160 0 0 ... 3rd
... 111 0 0 3rd
309 0 0 3rd
610 0 0 6th
...  675 0 0
... 632 0 0
... 220 0 0
... 150 0 0
4,000 0 0
600 0 0 3,760 0 0
... 2,500 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 250 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
leased half Mool-
boolaman
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
...
...
60 0 0
30 0 0
55 0 0
5 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
120 0 0
214 0 0 426 0 0
39 3  0
... 69 3 0
... 250 0 0
190 0 0
19 3 0 ..
.,. 61 2 0
80 0 0
$1 13 8
15 5 0 0 3 0
6th
4th 15 5 0  1
7th 7 0  0
7th 3 15 0
2nd 75 0 0 1
5th 321 0 0
2nd 57 5 10
2nd 16 0 0
6th 6 5 0
4th 13 7 6
4th 6 10 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 10 7 6
5th 5 2 6
5th 1 12 014th 4 11 0
5th  1  11 0 0
680
Register
No. Lessee.
BUNDA 13ERG  DISTRICT--continued.
Nature of Selection.
299 I
320 1
239
256
425
366
186
*498
*562
142
458
t*463
*479
183
184
185204
389
317
439
279
385
240
257
t356
277
209
*566
11309
t529
146
471
359
205
244
331
443
388
26)0
*467
367
157
269
98
203
*515
372
271
*551
*552
*568
*558
304
335
125
265
346
*571
Boyd ,  James...
Ditto
Brandt, Jno. Christian
Brandt, Heinrich ...
Breusch, Ludwig Jensen
Broom, William ...
Broom, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Brotherton, W.
Brown, Arthur ...
Brown , Alfred
Ditto ...
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive, Gin
Gin ... ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Barolin Run,
leased half ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ...  ...  ... ditto
Butterworth, Wm. Hooton Homestead
Carlson, Magnus ...  ...  Conditional
Caswell, Henry Drew ... ditto
Ditto
Chapplelow, Ralph ...
Child, Thomas ...
Christensen ,  Mads Peter
Christensen ,  Jens ...
Ditto ...
Christensen ,  John Fetter ...
Clark, John . ...
Clough , William .. ...
Commercial Banking Com-
pany of Sydney
Coomber, Alfred Thomas ...
Cooper, Thomas ...
Courtoy, Wm. ...
Dall, N iels . .
Davenport, George .
Dawson, George ...
Drinan, James ...
Drinan, Maurice ...
Easther, Henry Alfred
Ebbesen, Ebbe Nicolai
Elvery, William
Farquhar, Wm. Gordon
Faulkner, Charles ...
ditto ...
Field, Josph ...
Ditto ...
Flint, William ...
Fox, Joseph ...
Franklin.  William  Henry ...
Gaden ,  William Henry ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Gahan, Michael ... ...
Gaylard ,  John ... ...
Ditto ...
Gayton ,  George ... ...
Giles, Rd.
Gilchrist ,  Wil liam Oswald
Gilchrist ,  Wm. Oswald ...
*572 Ditto ... ...
*573 Ditto ...
378 Gillen, John...
*477 Gillen, Joseph
506 Gorlick, George
250 Ditto ..
*543 Gossner, Joseph
*564 Ditto
231 Graham, Robert
233 Ditto ...
227 Graham, Michael ...
893 Gran, Ferdinand ...
70 Greathead, George ...
416 Grossman, August ...
223 Grotherr, Reinke ...
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural.
A. R.
4...0
40 0
30 0
60 0
P.
0
Second Clasi
Pastoral.
250 0  0 5th 6 11 00  40 0 0 ... 5th 1 5 0
0 100 0 0 6th 2 14 4
0,
40 0 0
61 3 0 4th 6 1 0
325 0 0 4th 2 13 2
400 0 0 6th 10 0 0
205 0 0 3rd 5 2 6
200 0  0 2nd 2 1 8
200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
20 0 0 3rd 3 10 0
800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
'1,100  0 ,  3rd 20 12 6
First Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent. Balance due
I
A. R. P. I A.  R. P. 1  ) 2 s.  d.  Q e. d.
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
850 0 0 ... 6th 42 10 0
850 0 0 ... 6th 42  10 0
860 0 0 ... 6th 43 0 0
60 0 0 30 0 0 ... 6th 0 8 9
20 0 0 ... 60 0 0 4th 3 0 0
100 0 0 5,674 0 0 5th 146 17 0
100 0 0 1,883 0 0 4th 52 1 6
12 0 0 i 135 0 0 .. 5th 3 16 6
80 0  0 ... 20 0 0 4th 6 10 0
30 0 0 90 0 0 ... 6th 1 13 9
80 0 0 .. .. 6th 2 4 0
40 0 0 59 3 0 ... 5th 5 0 0
4') 0 0 30 0 0 5th 2 11 6
35 0 0 68 0 0 ... 6th  0 15  1
100 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
114 0 0 ... 5,645 0 0 5th 149 13 0
10 0
60 0
35 0
25 0
60 0
30 0
0
0
0
... 400 0  0  2nd 3 13 8
... 97 1 28 1 7th 2 8 8
86 2 0 3rd 2 11 0
40 0 0 ... 5th 3 5 0
15 0 0 ... 6th 0 3 9
160 0 0 ... 6th 2 6 8
0 150 0 0 1,210 0 0 5th 39 12 6
0 ... 270 0 0 4th 10 10 0
0 65 0 0$ ... 4th 2 15 0
240 0 0
85 0 0
27 0 0
80 0 0
...
40 0 0
20 0 0
82 0 0 .. 6th 1 10 9
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
. 408 2 0 4th 28 4 6
155 0 0 7th 10 5 0
105 0 0 ... 5th 7 5 6
50 0 0 190 0 0 8th 13 5 0
198 0 0 6th 4 19 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
60 0 0; ... 4th 3 0 0
... 183 0 0 5th 6 1 6
1440 0 0 2nd 21 0 0
3,b40 0 0 2nd 56 0 0
... ... 400 0 0 2nd 2 10 l 
60 0 0 ... 260 0 0 2nd 4 11 8
90 0 0 ... 111 0 0 5th 9 10 6
70 0 0 ... 92 0 0 5th 7 11 0
5 0 0 ... 75 0 0 7th 2 5 0
320 0 0 .. 6th 10 0 0
... 200 0 0 11,363 0 0 5th 44 1 6
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead,  18721
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
leased half
Kolonga ...
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
ditto
1,280 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 640 0 0
180 0 0 ... 137 2 0
113 0 0
100 0 0 429 0 0
40 0 0 1 ... I 40 0 0
1,003 0 0
700 0 0
900 0 0
480 0 0
320 0 0
50-0  0 ... 47 3 0
72 0 0 ...
60 0 0 4,0 0 0 ...
60 0 0 ... ...
...
...
2nd
2nd
2nd
4th
3rd
3rd
6th
2nd
2nd
6th
6th
6th
4th
8th
4th
6th
5 6 8
2 13 2
2  13  2
16 19 0
2 16 6
23 11 9
4 0 0
16 13 4
5 16 8
22 1u 0
12 0 0
8 0 0
6 16 0
5 8 0
3 5 0
0 16 7
631
,tegister
No. Lessee.
BUNDABERG DISTRICT- continued.
t377 rGundersen, Neils ...
392 Ditto
t347 Habermann, Friedrick
254 Hansen, Lors ...
44 Hart, Robert... ...
382 Havers, Robert ...
232 Henderson, James ...
*478  Ditto ... ...
13 Ditto ... ...
56
102
103
127
168
*525
0526
300
481
t306
308
*567
437
268
362
54
494
t396
397
398
126
145
259
215
216
333
364
213
*547
318
*557
*169
415
298
*540
1s8
492
128
339
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Henker, Charles ...
Ditto
Henrichson, Jacob ...
Hermann , Otto ...
Hesse ,  Carl ... ...
Ditto ...
Hickman, Rupert Dudley
Hoffmann, Franz ... ...
Hohm,  Niels Lorsen ...
Holmes, Charles ... ...
Hood, James
Hort, John
Hughes and Shand...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Hunt, William
Ditto ...
Jacobsen, Lorenz ...
Jeffs, Joseph
Jennings, James
Jensen, Peter Christian
Jensen, Niels Christian
Jessen, Peter Christian ...
Johnson, Wm. Godshall .
Johnston, David Frederick
Joice, Joseph
Jones, Richard
Ditto ...
Jones,  Isaac ...
Kenny, Edward
Kirby, Stephen
Klein,  Herman
Knights, Wm. R.
Knight, Robert
*549 Ditto ..
194 Knox, R., and Stephen, C.
195 Ditto ... ...
196 Ditto
465 Laurisen, L. H.
229 Lee, Richard ...
74 Lodg, James ...
404 Lorsen, Hans ...
1523 Lloyd, John Payne...
*533 Ditto ... ...
*574 Ditto ... ...
283 Lukin, George L. ...
284 Lukin, Gresley ...
343 Ditto ... ...
390 Lutz, Henry...
334 Lymer, Charles ...
210 Lyons, John Perry...
117 Ditto ... ...
124 Ditto ... ...
t450 Mahoney, Daniel ...
t*500 Ditto ... ...
537 Ditto .. ...
24 Maunsell, Vero ...
281 McCann, Henry
473 McCulloch, James ...
474 McDonald, Angus ... ...
t484 Mcllwraith, Thos..., ...
t493 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead '
ditto
...
...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... I
ditto ..
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Wonbah ...
ditto
ditto ... 1
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ,..
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
theleasedhalf of
Bolan Run ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
dit,.od4fn
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto, 1872 ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ulturaLAgric
P.
 . B.
25 0 0 ;
60 0 0
50 0 0
40 0 0
400 3 36
36 0 0
160 0
600 0 1
8 0 0
61 0  0
15 0 0
400 0'
20 0 0 '
25 0 0
90 0 0
15 0 0
8 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
320 0 0
40...0 0
2 0 0
...
70 0 .0
60 0 0
35 0 0
.
30 0 0 1
90 0 0
7 0 0 y
80 0  0
100 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
90 0 0
460 0 0
70 0 0
57 0 0
60 0 0'
10 0 0
70 0  0
Fire[ Class
tokw.
Seeond Class
Paastoral . Year . Rent . Balance dua
A. B. P. A. B. P. s. d. L a. d.
... 76 1 0 4th 3 0 0
. 91 3 0 4th 616  0
60 0 0 5th 2 6 10
38 1 19  ... 6th 2 6 91
9th 30 1 6
87 3 0 4th 3 11  0 0 7 1
640 0 0 6th , 16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 8 0 0 !
3,000 0 0 9th 75 0 0
299 0 0 8th 7 9 6
624 0 0 8th 16 16 0
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
800 0 0 7th 20 0 0
882 0 0 7th 22 1 0
300 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
850 0 0 2nd 21 5 0
27 2 0 5th 2 5 7
34 2 30  ... 3rd
5th
1 3 6
... 315 0 0 5th 9 0 0
... 1,250 0 0 2nd 10 8 4
.. 50 1 0 1 4th 3 15 0
80 0 0 5th 2 15 0
102 2 0 4th 3 10 3
... 108 0 0 8th 9 9 0 9 0 9
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
297 0 0 4th 4 13 10
464 0 0 4th 11 12 0
932 0 0 4th 23 6 0
225 0 0 7th 6 15 0
1
100 0 0 7th 2 10 0
80 0 0 6th 1 10 01 ..109 0 0 6th 3 6 6
70 0 0 ... 6th 1 1 8
69 3 0 5th 3 5 0
29 3 0 4th 315 0
... 6th 0 10 0
2nd 5 6 8
700 0 0 5th 17 10 0
150 0 0 2nd 2 16 3
100 0 0 7th 2 10 0:.
150 3 0 4th  6 15 6 6 18 9
156 0 0 5th 3 19 6
200 0 0 2nd 6 17 6
210 0 0 6th 6 0 0
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
328 0 0 7th 13 9 0
294 0 0 5th 7 7 0
115 0 0 2nd 1 13 7
1,240 0 0 6th  66 10 0
1,035 0 0 6th  54 7 6
210 0 0
-
6th 10 10 0
0...  166 0 3rd  6 8 0
... 163 1) 0 6th  10 16 6
..  133 0 0 8th 3 17 0
...
20 0 0 4th  6 10 0
743 0 0 2nd 16 12 4
2,500 0 0 2nd  62 10 0
1,900 0 0 2nd  7 18 2
500 0 0  6,500 0 0 5th  187 10 0
1,000 0 0 6,015 0 0 5th 200 7 6
800 0 0  791 0 0 5th 59 15 6
97 2 0 4th  5 9  0
1400 0 5th  6 15 0
41 0 0 6th  7 15 6
538 0 0 7th 46 18 8
130 0 0 7th 8 10 0
300 0 0 4th  11 18 6
230 0 0 3rd 0 18 4
. .
180 0 0 2nd  4 2 6
. 340 0 0 9th 13 0 0
158 3 37 .. 5th 3 19 6
32 0 0 3rd 1 4 0 1 6 6
4.0 6 10
247 3 0 3rd 14 11 0
2,540 0 0 3rd
1,600 0 0 i 3rd i 20 15 0
682
RegisterNo. Leta.
BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
542 Mcllwraith, Thomas ...
670 Ditto ... ... ...
*556 Melville , William ... ...
214 Melville ,  Andrew Wedder-
burn ... ...
394 Miller , John ... ...
451 Ditto
495 Miller, Sven  Christian
243 Mittelheuser, Paul... ...
627 Ditto „ ... ...
514 Mitchell, John ... ...
228 Moore,  Isaac ... ...
6 Moore, Isaac
57 Ditto
100 Ditto  ... ... ...
101 Ditto ... ...
267 Moore ,  William George ...
*563  Ditto  ... ... ...
x`561 Morcom ,  Walter ...
*553 Mort, Thomas Sutcliffe. and
Ewan Wallace Cameron
*555
654
365
294
295
296
297
357
665
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Mortensen, Niels Peder ...
Mullett, Edward
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
274 Natzcher, Carl Fredrick
544 Neill, Irael Edmund
326 Newall, Alexander ...
251 Newell, Alexander ...
224
258
t482
487
287
163
Nielsen ,  Jurgen ...
Nielsen , Erik ... ...
Nielsen ,  Niels ... ...
Nielsen, Lars
Nixon ,  George  William
Noakes ,  James E. .. ...
270 Noakes, James Equestrian...
167
440
290
291
380
375
325
618
322
323
360
427
628
76
93
165
282
20
'520
106
535
*461
340
436
441
Noakes, George ... ...
Nott, Ebenezer ... ...
Nott, John ... ... ...
Nott, Henry 0. ...
Nott, Henry Oswald ...
Nott, John, junr. ... ...
Nott, John, sear. ...
O'Connell, Michael ,,, ...
Olsson, Charles ...
Olsson, John Alfred ...
O'Leary, John ... ...
O'Leary, Patrick ... ...
Palmer, Edward ... ...
Palmer, James ... ...
Palmer, Henry ... ...
Pegg, Abraham ... ...
Perkins, Thomas ... ...
Pierson, Edward ... ...
Power William Greve ...
Pringle, James ... ...
Prior, Thomas ... ...
Quinn, D. ...
Rasmussen, Anders
Rasmussen, Niels Peter  ...
Reamer, Frederick ...
438 Reinhard , Henry ...
432 1 Re  bein, Henry ...
15 Ridler, R.. and J. ,,.
Nature of selection.
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
Gin Gin
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Pre-emptive on
Ottoo and Wel-
come Creek
Run
Conditional ...
Pre-emption, on
Otoo and Wel-
come Creek ...
ditto ...
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
leased half,
Molangool
ditto
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ,.,
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto ,..
ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultura l.
A.  R. P.
First Class
Pastora l. Second ClassPastoral.
A. R. P. 1 A. B .  P. I
200 0 0 13,475 0 0
... ' 630 0 0
640 0 0 ...
610 0 0 ... i 190 0 0
40 0 0 ... 21 1 0
18 0 33 ' ... i
123 0 0 ...
...
100 0 0 900 0 0I
.. 640 0 0100-0 0  400-0  0 0 ... i
180 0
15 0
5 0
10 0
00
0
0
30 0 0 `
80 0 0
65 0 0
31 0 0
50 0 0
60 0 0
20 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead ... 29 3 0
Conditional ... 150 0 0
ditto ... 35 0 0
ditto 120 0 0
Homestead,  1872 100 0 0
ditto ... 15 0 0
ditto ... ..
Conditional ... 50 0 0
ditto 70 0 0
Homestead, 1872 70 0 0
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
80 0 0
80 0 0
20 0 0
100 0 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... 300 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 175 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1872 ...
Homestead ... 20 0 0
Conditional ... 60 0 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 25 0 0
Conditional 15 0 0
Homestead, 1872 50 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Bingera ... ...
968 1 0
5,397 0 0
... 504 0 0
... 785 0 0
635 0 0
310 0 0 ...
1.20 0 0 ...
... 6,000 0 0
120 0
800 0
640 0
120 0
320 0
755 0
1,500 0
458 0
80 0 0 244 0
... 800 0
60 0 0
40 0 0
79 3 0
360 0
25 0
Year. Rent, Balance due
2nd
I £
72
S.
13
d.
0
£  S.
8 17
d
6
2nd 3 18 9
2nd 14 0 0
6th 50 10 0
4th 3 11 0 0 8 0
+0 2 0
4th 0 14 3
3rd 3 2 0 0 17 0
Survey fee 0 12 0
6th 27 10 0
2nd 16 0 0
3rd 22 10 0 417 8
6th 24 4 6
9th 134 18 6
8th 26 2 0
8th 20 15 0
8th 16 5 0
5th 12 7 6
2nd 1 17 6
2nd 62 10 0
2nd 16 6 8
2nd 11 13 42nd 9 6 8
4th 5 5 0
5th 8 0 0
5th 18 17 6
5th 37 10 0
6th 11 9 0
5th 10 2 0
2nd 6 13 2
5th 3 0 0
2nd 3 4 6
5th 4 15 0
6th 0 12 3
6th 1 8 1
6th 8 9
3rd 2 15 0
3rd 7 10 0
5th 3 12 6
7th 13 10 0
5th 4 0 6
7th 9 15 0
4th 15 15 0
5th 12 11 3
5th 12 0 0
4th 5 3 0
4th 6 0 0
5th 14 11 9
2nd 2 10 0
5th 3 0 0
5th 3 0 0
4th 12 15 0
4th 14 0 6  24 12 6
+6 3 2
2nd 2 17 6  0 8 2
8th 15 13 0
8th 26 6 6
7th 10 0 6
5th 183 12 6
9th 18 14 6
2nd 106 0 0
8th 2 4 6
2nd 3 6 8
3rd 2 15 0
5th 7 10 0
4th 3 0 6
4th 1 13 3
4th 3 5 0
4th 3 2 6
th 5 0 0
0
0
300 0 0
100 0 0
90 0 0
27 1 0 .
30 0 0
220 0 0 ...
305 0 0 ...
320 0 0 ...
...  56 0  0
249 0 0
100 0 0
30 0 0
300 0 0 ...
174 0 0 ...
70 0 0
626 0 0
153 0 0
... 401 0 0
...  7,345 0 0
224 0 0
... 4,240 0 0
88 2 18
320 0 0 ...
80 0 0 ...
60 0 0 ...
60 2 0 ...
29 0 0
50 0 0
84 3 0
200 0 0
683
180 Ridler,  R. and J. ... Pre-emptive on
Bingera Run,
I
leased half ... ...
t189 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ...
t181 Ditto ... ditto 12 0 0
140 Riedy ,  Thomas ... Conditional 1  20 0 0
73 Rooney, John ...
I
ditto 120 0 0
289 Rowe, Samuel ... ,,. Homestead ...  60 0 0
330 Ditto ... Conditional ...  80 0 0
226 Schmidt ,  Nis Lansen ... Homestead ...  60 0 0
480 Schutt ,  Carl... ... .. ; ditto, 1872 ...  60 0 0
622 Shearin ,  James ... Homestead ... ...
t329 Sheeran ,  James ... ditto ... ...
235 Shorrock ,  George ... Conditional ...
t520 Skiring ,  George ... Homestead ,  1872
225  Smidt, Andreas Lonsen Conditional ...  48 0 0
122 Smith ,  James ... ditto ...  40 0 0
123 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
358 Ditto ... Homestead ...  460 0
285 Smith ,  Frederick ... Conditional ...  51 0 27
345 Smith, James  ditto ... ...
*545 Smyth ,  Joseph Capel ditto
179 Smyth ,  Samuel ...  ditto ...  15 0 0
241 Sorensen ,  Jens Jorgen Homestead ... 15 0 0
395 Stanieg ,  Rudolf Conditional ...  60 0 0
491 Steinagger ,  Jacob ... Homestead ... ...
*569 Stevensohn ,  Alex. ... Conditional ... ..
139 Stevenson ,  Samuel ... ditto ... 40 3 0
417 Stevens, Luis Homestead ...  60 0 0
247 Stebens,  Willhelm ... ditto ...  45 0 0
*452 Storrie ,  John S. ... ditto .. .  30 0 0
72 Strathdee ,  Robert ... Conditional ...  100 0 0
255 Swansen ,  Andrew ... Homestead ...  40 0 0
275 Tanner ,  Edward ... Conditional ...  475 0 0
332 Ditto ... ...  ditto .,.
370 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 60 0 0
374. Turner ,  Edward ... Homestead ...  60 0 0
489  Tyson,  George ... ditto ... 15 0 0
t354 Vane ,  George  ditto, 1872 ... 15 0 0
35 Walker ,  Alexander... Conditional  ...
36 Ditto .. ... ditto 30 0 0
75 Walker, Alex. C. ...  ditto 255 0 0
132 Ditto ... ...  .., ditto ...  36 0 0
144 Ditto ... ...  ... ditto ... ...
45 Ditto ... ...  .., ditto ... ...
*58 Walker, Alex.  ditto ...  ...
149 Ditto ... ditto ... ...
*509 Walker ,  Alex. Christie ... ditto ...  ...
510 Ditto ... ... ... ditto . ..  10 0 0
*559 Walker ,  James Court ... ditto ...  15 0 0
638 Ditto ... ... ditto ...  15 0 0
48 Wallace, John ... .,, ditto . ..  604 0 0
49 Wallace, Michael ... dittb ...  24 0 0
178 Ditto .. ... ditto ... ...
276 Wallace, Wm. ditto ...
310 Walsh ,  William Henry Pre-emptive ... ...
311 Ditto ... ditto ...
212 Warburton ,  John ... Homestead 40 0 0
136 Watson ,  William ... Conditional
249 Watson ,  Thomas ... ditto ...
445 Ditto .. ... ditto
*488 Weir ,  R. M. ... ditto ...  20 0 0
t369 Wessel , Martin ...  Homestead ... 40 0 0
453 West, Charles Thomas ditto ...
11 West, Charles J. ... Conditional ... 166 0 0
33 Ditto ... ditto . I 80 0 0
348 White ,  Joseph ... Homestead, 1872 70 0 0
230 Williams ,  Thomas ... Conditional ... 82 0 0
242 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 100 0 0
408 Wood ,  Joseph ...  Homestead... 26 3 32
171 Wood,  James F. ... Conditional ... 100 0 0
172 Ditto ... ... ditto ... • 118 0 0
321 Wood ,  Robert ... ditto ...
*546 Woods ,  Daniel ... ditto ...
*499 Woodward , W. T....  ditto ...  10 0 0
99 Workman ,  Benjamin ditto ... 60 0 0
202 Ditto ... ...I ditto ...
238 Wright ,  Samuel ... .,, 1Homestead ...  40 0 0261 Ditto ... ... .., I Conditional ... 40 0 0
Leases.
BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection.  Agricultural.
A.  S. P
First Class
Pastoral.
A.  IL  P.
Second Clan
Pastoral.
I
A. P. P.!
Rent. Balance due.
£a.d.I£ad
I
... 400 0 0 6th 10 0 0
... 1,117 0 0 6th 27 11 6
... 310 0 0 6th 16 15 0
.. 145 0 0 7th 5 2 6 9 0 0
... 87 0 0 8th 11 3 6
24 3 0 .. .  5th 2 17 6
.. 20 0 0 6th 6 10 0
35 1 38 ... 6th 1 10 7
84 0 0 ... 3rd 6 18 0
320 0 0 ... 2nd 12 0 0
320 0 0 ... 5th 7 19 4
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
631 3 0 ... 2nd 23 5 0
63 1 35 ... 6th 1 8 4
40 0 0 7th 5 0 0
244 0 0 7th 6 2 0
55 0 0 ... 5th 3 1 3
...
5th 3 18 0
...
223 0 0 5th 6 11 6
... 7,680 0 0 2nd 128 0 0
.. 65 0 0 6th 2 15 0
130 0 0 ... 6th 1 18 1
151 2 0 4th 6 16 0
87 3 0 ... 3rd 2 4 0 0 6 0
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
... 7th 3 1 6
14 1 0 ... 4th 2 12 6
35 0 0 ... 6th 1 14 2
100 0 0 .. 4th 3 12 6
.. 533 0 0 8th 20  16  6
46 0 38 6th 2 0 1
... 203 0 0 5th 40 14 0
... 80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
23 0 0 4th 4 6 6
40 0 0 ... 4th 3 5 0
129 1 0 ... 3rd 3 16 3
285 0 0  ... 5th 11 8 3
... 400 0 0 9th 10 0 0
.. 270 0 0 9th 9  0. 0.
223 0 0 8th 2414 0
... 194 0 0 7th 7 11 0
...
200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
... 381 0 0 8th  9 10  6
... 200 0 0 8th 6 5 0
... 311 1 0 7th  7 15  7
... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
... 472 0 0 3rd  12 11 0 2 1 4
... 485 0
85 0
... 36 0
... 216 0
86 0
... 80 0
... 1,500 0
1,000 0
5 0 0 ...
80 0 0
150 0 082 0 0
250 0 0
106 0
240 0
310 0
60 0
502 3 0 7th 20 1 2
77 1 0 7th 10 12 10
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
1,280 0 0 2nd 21 6 8
100 0 0 3rd I 3 5 0
60 0 0 8th 6 0 0
240 0 0 6th , 6 0 0
6th 0 15 0
40 0 0 1 6th 4 0 0
Tear.
Survey  fee 0 18 0
0 2nd 5 10 5
0 ; 2nd 1 16 8
0 8th 46 4 0
0 8th 7 4 0
0 7th 2 3 0
0 5th 2 0 0
0 5th 37 10 0
0 5th 25 0 0
6th 0 8 1
0 7th 2 13 0
0 6th 6 0 0
0 4th 7 15 0
0 3rd 3 0 0
4th 2 6 4
4th 3 15 0
9th 16 11 0
9th 6 0 0
5th 14 12 6
25 0 37 6th 6 16 0
60 1 27 6th 8 15 6
4th 1 0 3
684
Register
No. Losses.
BUNDABERG  DISTRICT- continued.
338 Wynter, Henry Philip ... Conditional
135 Young, William ... ... ditto
245 Zahn, Carl ... ... ... Homestead
246 Ditto  ... ... Conditional
402 Zentler, Martin ... ... Homestead
400 Zielke, Johan ... ... Conditional
£ s. d.
19 10 0
24 0 6
1 17 1
6 10 0
2 6 3
3 9 6
Balance dne.
£ s. d.A. B .  P. 1 A. B. P. {'L.  U. P.
25  040  100 0 0 505 0 0 5th
230 0 0 271 0 0 7th
60 0 0 20 0 0
...
6th
50 0 0 110 0 0 6th
25 0 0 ; 54 3 0 ... 4th
30 0 0 ... 49 0 0 4th
GYMPID DISTRICT.
155 Abdy,  Thomas, junr . ... Conditional ... 40 0 0
546 Anderson , George W. ... ditto ... ...
609 Andrew , James ,  senr . ... ditto ... ...
657 Andrew,  James ,  junr . ... ditto ... ...
0806 Armitage , Henry ... ... ditto ... ...
71 Atherton, John T. ... ... ditto ... 30 0 0
110 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 130 0 0
418 Ditto ... ... ... Pre-emptive
442 Ditto ... ... ... Conditional ... 25 0 0
461 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
567 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*678 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
*674 Atkinson, J. F. ... ... ditto ... ...
.  .. 1,700 0 0 2nd  17 14  2
20 0 0 119 3 16 4th 3 15 0
18 0 0 40 0 0 109 3 0 4th 6 2 0
10 C 0 .  70 0 0 3rd 2 10 0 0 11 8
23 0 0 52 0 0  ...  5th 1 16 0
,., 320 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
... 125 0 0 ... 2nd 1 11 3
7th 3 7 6
4th 4 2 6 }
4th 15 16 0
3rd 7 10 0
2nd 10 0 0
9th 1710 0
8th 22 10 0
5th 27 17 0
5th 7 7 0
4th 31 4 6
3rd 6 7 6
3rd 41 11 0
3rd 14 15 0
0706 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 2nd 2016 8
*775 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 2nd 8 6 8
670 Ayres, Charles ... ... ditto ... 60 0 0 ... 20 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
*521 Bainbridge, John ... ... ditto ... 60 0 0 60 0 0 340 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
*568  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 75 0 0 3rd  1 17  6
0 737 Bank of New South Wales Pre-emptive on
leased half ofImbil .. ... ... 500 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
311 Barriskill, William ... ... Homestead ... ... 62 2 0 ... 5th 1 11 6
*796  Batt, A. A. ... ... ... Conditional ... ... ... 900 0 0 2nd 5 12 6
563 Bell, John ... ... ... Homestead ... 20 0 0 38 0 0 ... 3rd 1 14 0
*536  Betts, Thos. ... ... Conditional ... ... ... 127 0 0 4th 3 3 6
217 Bigger, Charles ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
*723 Ditto ... .., ... ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
*580 Black Thomas ditto .. ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
t434 Blair, 'William ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0 130 0 0 5th 4  15  0
119 Blakesley, Henry, junr. ditto ... 54 0 0 189 0 0 74 0 0 8th 15 7 0
446 Bonney, Askin L.  ...  ditto ... 50 0 0 20 0 0 370 0 0 5th 14 0 0
447 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0 80 0 0 211 0 0 5th 15 5 6
493 Bonney, Ernest Arthur ... ditto ... 12 0 0 ... 83 0 0 4th 2 19 6
559 Bonney, Henry  A. ..  ... ditto ... ... 20 0 0 311 0 0 3rd 8 15 6
*810 Bonney, H. A. ... ... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
*838 Ditto  ...  ... ... ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 2nd  0 13 4
*690  Bonney, C. A. ... ... ditto ... ... 1,440 0 0 2nd 36 0 0
*691 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 560 0 0 2nd 18 0 0
0839 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 321 0 0 2nd  0 13  5
*840 Bonney, J. E.  ...  .. ditto ... ... .. 200 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
*577 Bonney, Thomas ... ... Homestead ... ... 20 0 U ... 3rd 0 10 0
t12 Booker, Edward ... ... Conditional ... 80 0 0 ... 1,231 0 0 9th 36 15 9
42 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 50 0 0 ... 444 0 0 9th 14  17  0
79 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 219 0 0 8th 5 9 6
10 13 0
1 4 7
+0 6 2
29 6 3
+7 6 8
87 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 150 0 0 576 0 0 8th  23 130 11 1 3 43 
*750
495
496
672
293
0758
*742
253
254
443
219
260
304
488
658
*783
471
66
120
Ditto ... ... ditto
Bradford, Hugh ... ... Homestead
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional
Brand, Thomas ... ... ditto
Bray, James... ... ... Homestead
Braysher, A. H. ... ... Conditional
Brede, John ... ... Homestead
Broadbent, J., and Williams,
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Broadbent , John .., ..,
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... .. ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Buchanan , Thos. , . ,Buffey, John
Bunn, Esther Jane... ...
Butler,  Isaac ...
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
Bent.Nature  of Selection . Agricultural.
Pre-emptive ...
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ,..
14 0 39
165 0 0
632 0 0
300 0 0
1,600 0 0
610 0 0
... 510 0 0
... 1,114 0 0
219 0 0
124 0 0 1,000 2 0
215 0 0
312 0 0 1,038 0 0
... 590 0 0
640 0 011,660 0 0 6th 73 10 0
... 120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
152 0 0 5th 3 16 0
80 0 0 280 0 0 6th 11' 0 0
... 80 0 0 272 ' 0 0 6th 1 10 16 0
... 80 0 0 74 0 0 5th 5 17 0
... 80 0 0 2,007 0 0 4th 1 54 3 6
... ... 749 0 0 3rd 1814 6
... .. 150 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
50 0 0 98 0 0 4th 419 0
130 0 0 246 0 0 9th 15 18 080"'0 0 ... 8th 4 0 0
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707 Byrne, M. H. ... Conditional ...
347 Byrne, George ... ... ditto
348 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
350 Ditto ... ... ...I ditto
351 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
381 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
448 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
516 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
517 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*708 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
215 Callaghan, Henry ... ditto
297 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*699 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*700 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*797 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*798 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*827  Ditto ... ... ... ditto
652 Carlson, Johan .. ... ditto
Lessee. Nature of Selection.
501 Carroll , William H.  Homestead ...
*803 Carroll ,  W. H. ... ... Conditional ...
*809 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ...
501 Carroll , Martin E. ... ...  Homestead ...
181 Carter ,  G,-o. Fredk .  St. John Conditional ...
525 Casey, William  ... ...  Homestead ...
548 Ditto  ... ...  ditto ...
*592 Caulfield ,  J. J. G.... ... Conditional ...
*811 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ...
335 Caulley ,  Thomas  ... ...  ditto ...
*697 Chapple ,  Thomas  ...  ditto ...
*698 Chapple ,  James  ... ...  ditto ...
*770  Ditto  .. ...  ditto ...
104 Chippendall , W. T. ... ditto ...
259 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
392 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ...
532 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ...
*533 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto ...
344 Clancy ,  James  ... ...  ditto ...
201 Clapperton ,  Charles ,  Repre.
sentatives of ... ... ditto ...
203 Ditto
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
40...0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
1,280 0 0 ; 2nd
60 0 0 907 0 0 5th
... 640 0 0 5th
100 0 0 893 0 0  Ste
,.. 265 0 0 5th
77 0 0 5th 1
65 0 0 400 0 0 I 5th j
... 347 0 0 4th
... 640 0 0 , 3rd
690 0 0 2nd80 0  0 114 0 0 6th
77 0 0 5th
80 0 0 2nd
104 0 0 1 2nd i
100 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 2nd
220 0 0
...10  0
25 0 0
80 0 0 160 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 ... 4th ,
...
640 0 0 ' 2nd i
330 0 0 2nd
154 1 0 4th
171 0 0 7th ,
20 0 0 4th
60 2 0 ... 3rd
265 0 0 840 0 0 3rd
... 1,600 0 0 2nd
...
70 0 0 5th
321 0 0 2nd
321 0 0 2nd
100 0 0 2nd
120 0 0 1 ... 8th
173 0 0 6th292 0 0 5th
320 0 0 4th
1,231 0 0 4th
400 0 0 5th
Rent . Balance due.
£ s. d. d
26 13 4 10 0 0
28 13 6
10 0 0
27 6 6
6 12 6
1 18 6
12 15 0
8 13 6
16 0 0
12 18 9
6 17 0
1 18 6
1 16 8
2 7 8
0 12 6
0 10 0
0 3 4
8 0 0
4 0 0
4 0 0
2 1 3
3 17 6
20 15 6
0 10 0
1 10 6
34 15 0
10 0 0
2 10 0
7 7 2
7 7 2
0 16 8
6 0 0
4 6 6
9 3 6
8 0 0
30 15 6
10 0 0
321 0 0 6th
ditto
... ditto
...
ditto
ditto
491 Clapperton, Ellen T.
*805 Clapperton, E. T. ...
537 Clarke, James ...
+427 Clarke, John ...
*825 Clarke, J. N. ...
*828 Ditto ... ...
353 Collison, Benjamin ...
368 Coles, Asher... ...
384 Ditto ... ...
428 Ditto ...
*793 Commercial Bank ...
*736 Ditto ...
*719 . Ditto ... ...
*721
*751
t487
*676.
*791
66
483
t436
121
325
506
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Conway, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Cooper, Thomas ...
Cooper, Matthew ...
Copson, John ...
Corley, Thomas, senr.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
*710 1 Corley, James ,..
74 Cornwell, Thomas .. .
96 Ditto ... ...
302 Ditto
513 Cotham, Lawrence ...
514 Ditto .. ...
413 Courtman, Jonah
*714 Crefcoeur, Francis
205 Cunningham, David
687 Curran, John ...
80 0 0 80 0
... ditto .., ... ...
... ditto  ... I ... ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... 10 0 0
... Homestead ... .. 16 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0
... Pre-emptive on
]eased half of
Tagigan ...
.., ditto ...
... Pre-emptive on i
leased half of
Currra ... ...
... ditto ...
...I ditto ...
Conditional ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto
...
..
ditto 320 0 0
... I Homestead .. ' ...
... Conditional ... 18 0 0
... ditto ... I ...
...
...
ditto
ditto ..,
ditto' ... 40 0 0
ditto ...
ditto,,, ...
::: ditto ...  93 2 0
ditto
ditto ... 97-  0 27
.., ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 30 0 0
ditto ... 124 0 0
.,. ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto
8 0 6 6 7 4
321 0 0 6th 1 8 0 6
400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 10 0
292 0 0 4th j 17 6 0
200 0 0 5th I 5 0 0
115 0 0 2nd1 0 9 7
80 0 0 2nd 0 3 4
201 0 0 5th 5 0 6
89 0 0 5th 2 19 6
0
0
Year.
5th 0 8 0
5th 3 0 0
400 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
400 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
1,200 0 0 2nd 20 0 C
1,000  0 0 2nd 16 13 4
360 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
318 0 0  4th 6 10 7
400 0 0  2nd 10 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
... 9th 24 0 0
...
4th 1 2 0
105 0 0 5th 3 19 6
86 0 0 8th 2 3 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
46 0 0 4th 4 3 0
302 0 0 2nd 5 0 8
448 0 0 8th 11 4 0
8th 7 1 0
43 2  0
.,. 1,986 0 0 5th 49 13 0
4th 1 7 7 080 0 0 104 0 28 4th 12 12 6
1  290 0 0 5th I 9 10 0
1,020 0 0 2nd 23 4 0
20 0 0 6th 3 10 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
*1 11 10
8 0 6
$2 0 2
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661 Dart, George W. ...
385 Dennis , John ...
234277
278
*733
64
473
*576
510
662
689
till
159
*638
*639
*640
*647
*830
*6(32 1
41
235
*834
*835
449
tt3
469
t113
432
523
*612
688
0782
*812
t653
222
280
397
*669
*747
*637
365
*659
*821
*754
*389
499
*725
160
231
106
114
197
300
t701
361
362
363
*741
321
Dibley, Thomas ...
Dillon, Robert
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Dou m r, James ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Drain. C. S. A.
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Dun. Charles
Ditto
Dunlop, William ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..,
Ditto ... ...
Dunlop, W..,,
Easy, William ...
Eaton, John ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Eaton,  William ...
}towards, Thos. ...
Elworthy, John ...
Elworthy, William...
Emery, William ...
Finney, Benjamin ...
Fitzgerald, John
Ditto ...
Ditto
Fitzpatrick, John
Ford, Walter J.
Fullerton, James
Ditto ...
Ditto
Gallagher, Thomas ...
Gargett, Wm.
George, William
Gerler, Benjamin H.
Ditto ...
Gerler, B. H. ...
Ditto ...
Gilchrist, Edward ...
Ditto ... ...
Gillis, John ... ...
Godber, Robert H....
Ditto
Uoodchap, Fredk. G.
Ditto ...
Gordon, Henry ...
Gordon, Samuel ...
Green, William
Groundwater, David
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Gucb, Rubt.... ...
Hall, John ... ...
393
478
*831
*818
569
*572
489462
582
115
151
396
13
230
*813
*824
*7660767
Hamilton, William ...
Hambleton, Thomas
Harwood, James ...
Harwood, Jonathan
Hatch, Henry ...
Ditto
Hayden, James ...
Hales, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Hay, Walter ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Helsham, Douglass... .
Hendry, Daniel ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...I
Nature of selection. Agricultural. First Claw Second ClawPastoral.  Pastoral.
1 - I A. Y. V- A.  a. P.  A. I.  P.
... Conditional .,. 40 0 0 1 ... 171 0 0
Homestead ... 77 0 (11 ,,,
! ditto ... 30 0 0 .44
Conditional ... 10 0 0 ... 100 0 $
ditto 50 0 01 608 0 0
ditto
... .., i ... 146 0 0
.., ditto ... 120 0 0 ... ...
.., ditto ... ... ... 647 0 0
... ditto ...I ... 640 0 0
ditto 770 0
... ' ditto ... ,160 0 0
... ditto ... 100...0 0 217 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 ... 30 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 1,210 0 0
ditto 1,210 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... I 990 0 0
.. ditto ... ... ... 440 0 0
ditto ...  ...  I ... 135 0 0
.. ditto ... ;  38 0 0  ... 10) 0 0
ditto ...  ... 916 1 24
... Pre-emptive  ... 150 0 0 ... 1,035 0 0
... Pre-emption on
Teebar ... ... ... 1,560 0 0
ditto ... ...  ..  1,000 0 0
Conditional ... ... 1,000 0 0 2,400 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 600 0 0
cl;t.f..n ! efF n n
ditto ... .. ... 500 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 .. , 175 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ... .. ... 1,100 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 600 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 315 0 0
ditto ...
...
110 0 0
Homestead ... 20 0 0  59 0 0 ...
... I ditto ... ... 77 0 0 ...
Conditional ... , 10 0 0 25 0 0 172 0 0
... I Homestead ... 6 0 0 66 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 36 0 0
ditto ... ... 360 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 400 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 420 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0
ditto ... I ... ... 240 0 0
ditto ... ... 236 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 34 0 0
ditto ... 140 0 0 ... 530 0 0
.., ditto ...I ... ` ... 201 0 0
ditto ... ...  ...  80 0 0
... ditto .,. ... 80 0 0
... ditto ... ... 90 0 0
ditto ... 200 0 0 ... 1,300 0 0
ditto ... .. ... 150 0 0
ditto .., . 40 0 0 ... 56 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 400 0 0
... ditto ... ... .. 300 0 0
... Homestead ...  ...  25 0 0 ..
... Conditional .. ,  10 0  0 80 0 0 171 0 0
... Homestead ... 20 0 0 56 0 0 ...
... ditto ... i ... 40 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... , ... ... 640 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 405 0 0
... ditto ... ... ` ... 320 0 0
ditto ... C .. ... 178 0 0
... I Conditional ... 20 0 0 ... 62 0 0
... Homestead ... 10 0 0 135 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...1 15 0 0 1 ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
.,. , ditto ...
ditto
I
... I .. .. •
...ditto
.. ! ditto
79 3 0
64 0 0
347 0 0
613 0 0
1,582 2 23
171 0 0
500 0 0
125 0 0
300 0 0
80 0 0
you. $ent. Balance Qua
I £ a. d.
3rd 7 5 6
5th 2 17 9 !
6th 0 6 0 j
gth 8 5 6
6th 18 19 0
2nd 2 2 9 1
9th 9 0 0
4th 16 3 6
3rd 16 0 0
4th 5 15 6 ,
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 8 10 0 l
8th 1113 0!
7th l 4 10 0
3rd 30 5 0
3rd 30 5 0
3rd 24 15 0
3rd 11 0 0
2nd 0 5 8
3rd 5 7 0 1 18 6
9th ! 22 18 6
6th I 37 2 6
2nd 3 5 0
2nd 2 1 8
5th 110 0 0
2nd
4th 10 2 6
8th
5th 10 7 6
4th 2 0 0
3rd 27 10 0
2nd 1S 0 0
2nd 2 12 6
2nd 013  9
3rd 1 7 11
6th 0 9 7
6th 6 6 0
5th 1 17 6
3rd 4 16 0
2nd 4 10 0
3rd 4 0 0 '
5th 10 0  0
3rd 10 10 0 ,
2nd 0 12 6 '
2nd 2 10 0
5th 518  0
4th 317 0'
2nd 13 17 1
7th , 5 2 0
6th 2 0 0 1
8th 4 0 0
8th 2 5 0
6th ' 47 10 0
5th 3 15 0
2nd 3 18 8
5th 3 15 0
5th 10 0 0
5th 7 10 0
2nd 0 6 3
5th 9 0 6 0 8 0
+Q 2 0
5th 2 3 0
4th 1 0 0
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 1 13 9
3rd 8 0 0
3rd 4 9 0
4th 3 1 0 2 17 9
4th 3 15 0
3rd 1 19 0
8th 2 14 6
7th 8 13 6
5th 15 6 6 29 1 9
9th 45 11 6
6th 4 5 6
2nd 2 1 8
2nd 0 10 5
2nd 3 2 6
2nd 0 16 8
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768 Hendry ,  Daniel ...
328 Hetley ,  Fredk. Wm.
423 Ditto ...
t424 Ditto
183 Hillcoat, John W....
394 Ditto ... ...
257 Ditto .. ...0702 Hislop, J. R.
625 Homer, Edward  T....
*626  Ditto
359 Hommelgaard, Simon
250 Houston, Isaac ...
305 Hunter ,  Robert ...
557 Ditto ...
547 Hunter, James ...
470 Hurt,  William ...
*667 Hurt, William, senior
414 Hutchinson ,  Abraham
*740 Hutchinson , Al. ...
777 Hutchins ,  Henry ...
'820 Ditto
401 Ingham ,  Nicholas
40 Inman, Charlotte
* 704 Innes , H. Al.
*807  Ditto ...
97 Jenkins, Moses
73  1 Johnston, Saml.
316 ! Ditto
242 Jorgensen, Fredk. A.
475 Kelly and 111 cTaggart
476 Ditto ... ...
*477  Ditto ,.,
245 Kemsley, Francis ...664 Ditto
336 Ditto ... ...
416 Ditto ..
610 King, Henry Edward
*730 King, H. E. . ...
*571 Kinmond, John ...
*778
t531
*816
80
81
412
315
319
534
1596
518
229
*790
100
485
243
263
354
404
*774
*761
*695
Kraft, Christian
Lacy, H. A. M. ...
Lane Maurice
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First Class  Second  Class Year. Rent  Balance dne,Pastoral Pastoral.
1 I A.  it.  I?. I A.  R. P. A. B. P.  £ d. d. $ 1.
Conditional ... ... ... 200 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
... ditto ... ... ... 1,281 0 0 5th 32 0 6
... ditto ... ... 206 2 0 5th 5 3 6
... ditto ... ... ... 5'3 0 0 5th 11  17  1
... ditto ... ... ... 411 0 0 7th 10 5 6
,.. ditto ... ... ... 1,276 0 0 5th 31 18 0
Homestead ... ... 159 0 0 6th 1 19 9
.., Conditional ... ... ... 125 0 0 2nd 2 12 1
... ditto ... ... 580 0 0 1,220 0 0 3rd 59 10 0
... ditto ... 640 0 0 1,280 0 0 3rd 64 0 0
... ditto ... 60 0 0 100 0 0 5th 7 0 0
... Homestead ... 10 0 0 30 0 0 ... 6th 0 11 3
... Conditional ... ... ... 1d0 0 0 bth 17 10 0
... ditto ... ... ... 497 0 0 3rd , 12 8 0
... ditto ... ... 1,395 0 0 3rd ; 34 17 6
... Homestead ... 150 *0 0 ... 4th 3 15 0
ditto ... 15 0 0 130 0 0 3rd 3 16 3
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 204 1 0 5th 8 2 6
... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 320 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
... ditto ... ... .,. 100 0 0 2nd 0 8 4
... ditto ... ... 118 3 0 5th 2 16 6
... ditto ... ... 239 0 0 9th 5 19 6
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 €1 9nd 13 6 8
... ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0 2nd 0 12 6
... ditto ... 100 0 0 ... 543 0 0 8th 21 1 6
.., ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 160 0 0 9th 10 0 0
.,, ditto ... ... ... 476 0 0 5th 11 18 0
,., ditto ... 12 0 0 68 0 0 6th 2 12 0
... Pre-emptive ... ... 60 0 0 260 0 0 4th 9 10 0
... ditto ... ... 40 0 0 280 0 0 4th 9 0 0 1
ditto ... ... 400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
... Homestead ... .. 22 1 36 ... 6th 0 4 9
ditto ... 40 0 0 29 0 0 ... 3rd 2 4 6
,.. Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 35 1 16 5th 3 18 0
.,. ditto ... .. 120 0 0 .. 5th 6 0 0
.., ditto ... 200 0 0 2,000 0 0 2,636 0 0 3rd 180 18 0
... ditto ... ... ... 360 0 0 2nd 5 5 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0 ... 40 0 0 3rd 4 0 0 2 6
Lawless, Clement and Paul
Ditto ... ... ...
Leahy, Michael ,,.
Liddy, James
Ditto  ...  ... ...
Lillis, Patrick ...
Ditto ... ...
Lilwall, William ... ...
Lindsay, John ... ..,
Lindert, Franz ,..
Lipsett, James
Ditto .. ..
Littleton, Henry S.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Littleton, H. S.
Lord, A. P....
Ditto
45 Lorensen, Peter ...
379 Ditto ... .,,
549 ; Lovell, Selina ...
*746 '  Luya, A. F. .. ...
238 Luya, Abraham F.... ...
668 ( Ditto ... ... ...
272 'Lynch, Cornelius ... ,..
*823 Ditto ... ,,,
273 Lynch, Matthew ... ...
276 Maltman, John ... ...
*808 Mant, George
*749 Mant, Geo. .. ...
.233 Mant, G., and Littleton,
H. S. ... ... ...
240 Ditto ... ... ..,
248 Ditto ... ... ...
507 DNIarkhaw, Henry ,,, .,,
Homestead, 1872 ... 321 0 0 2nd 4 0 3
Conditional ... .., ... 161 0 0 4th 1 5 3
ditto ... ... ... 324 0 0 2nd 1 7 0
Pre-emptive ... 200 0 0 211 0 0 .. 8th 25 11 0
ditto ... 100 0 0 233 0 0 8th 13 6 6
Homestead ... 154 0 0 ... 5th 3 17 0
ditto ... ... 29 0  0  5th 0 14 6
Conditional ... ... ... 83 2 30 5th 2 2 0
ditto ... 100 0 0 413 0 0 4th 15 6 6
ditto ... 50 0 0 550 0 0 2,379 0 0 3rd 25 18 5
Homestead ... 80 0 0 ... ... 4th 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0 ... 6th 1 6 8
Conditional ... 216 0 0 ... 95 0 0 2nd 4 12 10
ditto 90 0 0 ... 226 0 0 8th 12 8 0
ditto ... ... .. 144 0 0 4th 3 12 0
ditto ... ... 150 0 0 887 0 0 6th 29 13 6
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 673 0 0 6th 21 16 6
ditto ... ... 776 0 0 .. 5th 38 16 0
ditto ... ... ... 364 2 0 5th 9 2 6
ditto ... ... ... 303 0 0 2nd 2 10 6
ditto ... ...  ... 2,560  0 0 2nd 26 3 4
ditto ... ... ... 2,210 0 0 2nd  50  12  11
ditto ... 37 0 0 43 0 0 9th 4 18 6
ditto , . 10 0 0 ... 74 0 0 9th 2 12 0
ditto ... ... ... 193 0 0 5th 4 16 6
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 240 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
ditto ... ... 84.0 0 6th 2 2 0
ditto 23 0 0 ... 77 0 0 3rd 3 13 0
ditto ... ... ... 156 0 24 6th 3 18 6
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
ditto ... 10 0 0 ... 153 2 2 6th  4 12  0
ditto ... ... ... 77 0 0 6th 1 18 6
ditto ... ... ... 4,000 0 0 2nd  25  0 0
ditto ... ... 3,000 0  0  2nd 31 5 0
Pre-emptive  ...  150 0 0 ... 1,014
ditto ... 40 0 0 100 0 0 759
ditto ... ... ... 496
Conditional ... 20 0 0 ... 610
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
6th 36 12 0
6th 26 19 6
6th 12 8 0
4th 16 15 0
10 11
8
8
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529 Markham, Henry ...
t590 Markwell. Walter ...
680 Martin, Wm. ...
*681 Ditto ...
545 Mathew, Alexander
*817 Matthew, Alex. ...
386 Matthewson, Peter ...
*650 Maulsberry, John ...
*776 McCarthy, James ...
314 McClements, George
480 McConnell, John ...
481 Ditto
482 Ditto ...
*745 McGhie, James ...
*322 Ditto ... ...
309 Mcllwraith, James...
457 ' Ditto
*574 McKenzie, Roderick
279 McMaster, Andrew
308 McMullan, John ...
*741 Ditto ...
*631) McPherson, Peter ...
299 Meakin, James ...
313 Ditto
247 Mellor, Matthew ...
388 Ditto ... ...
*819 Mellor, Matt. ...
*757 Ditto ... ...
0760 Ditto ...
*779 Meredith, James ...
*641 Missing, Henry ...
*735 Ditto ... ..
398 Moffat, Thomas H....
467 Ditto ... ...
330 Mogan, John
675 Ditto ...
*769 Ditto ... ...
*752 Ditto ... ...
211 Moore, Isaac ...
212 Ditto ...
*290 Ditto ... ...
369 Ditto ... ...
459 Ditto ... ...
460 Ditto ... ...
*781 Ditto ... ...
198
400
216
265
210
417
*832
451
*720
255
296
*804
327
223
360
554
673
560
598
403
*732
648
619
332
t474
*696
*326
527
550
303
*583
*748
Moore, Thomas B. ..
Moreland, Charles ...
Mullaly, Thomas ...
Ditto
Mulholland, Adam ...
Ditto
Mulholland, A.
Mullins, James ...
Murrey, John ...
Nahrung, Conrad ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Nevin, John... ...
O'Brien, Thomas ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
O'Brien, Thos. ...
O'Brien, Michael ...
Ditto ...
Ogden, James
Ogden, Edmund
Ogilvie ,  Andrew
Ditto
O'Keefe, John A
Ditto ...
Paterson, Jas. ...
Patrick, Henry
Peacan, Charles M.
Ditto ...
Pearen, John ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ,..
Nature of Selection.
... Conditional ";
` ditto
... ditto ...
... , ditto ...
... ditto ...
:.. ditto
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
Pre-emptive
ditto
ditto
... Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.. Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditt... o
... ditto
ditto
... Pre-emptive
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... dittoditto
... ditto
... Pre-emptive
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... Conditional
... Pre-emptive ...
... Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Cambroom
Run
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto .
Homestead, 1875
Conditional .. ,
Homestead
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
rastoral. Year. Rent. Balance or
A. R. P. A.  R.  P.  A. B. p.  I  1 £  S. Cl. I £ a.  CL
.,, 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
475 0 0 1,236 0 0 3rd
... ... 358 0 0 2nd 8 19 0
372 0 0 2nd 9 6 0
.. 296 0 0 4th 1 7 8 0
321 0 0 2nd 1 6 9
20 0 0 ... 76 0 0 5th 3 8 0
40 0 0 60 0 0 ... 3rd 3 0 0
160 0 0' 2ndi 1 6 8
35 0 0 ... 80 0  0  5th 4 12 6
... 535 0 0 4th 13 7 6
127 0 0 ... 613 0 0 4th 24 17 0
239 0 0 4th 5 19 6
r+0 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
320 0 0 5th 8 0 0
160 0 0 ... 5th 8 0 0
5 0  0  ... 135 0 0 4th 3 15 0
... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
22 2 0 57 2 0 6th 1 14 8
300 2 0 5th 7 10 6
99 0 D 2nd 1 4 9
450 0 0; 1,500 0 0 3,156 0 0 3rd 187 13 0 39 3 5
78 0 0, ... 254 0 0 6th 12 4 0
25 0 0 I ... 160 0 0 5th 5 17 6
321 0 0 6th 8 0 6
40 0 0 ... 754 0 0 5th 21 17 0
... 260 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
180 0 0 i 2nd 1 17 6
... 123 0 0 2nd 1 5 8
... 750 0  0 t 2nd 6 5 0
... 2,560 0 0 3rd 64 0 0
2,000 0 0 2nd 25 0 0
151 0 0 ... 5th 3 17 0
123 0 0 1 4th 3 1 6
1,862 0 0 5th  46 11  0
500 2 0 3rd 12 10 6
... 200 0  0! 2nd 2 1 8
... ... 320 0 0 2nd 3 6 10
321 0 0 5th 8 0 6
166 0  0 ... 100 0 0 6th 14 19 0
... 400 0 0 6th 10 0 0
... 460 0 0 5th 11 10 0
111 0 0 135 0 0 286 0 0 4th 22 4 6
... 94 0 0 591 0 0; 4th 19 9 6
... 900 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
... 1,917 0 0 6th 47 18 6
... 135 0 0 5th 3 7 6
361 0 0 6th 9 0 6
20 0 0 60 0 0 358 0 0 6th 13 9 0
187 2 0 6th 4 14 0
... 135 1 0 5th 1 3 8 0
.. 108 0 0 2nd 0 4 6
18 0 0 124 0 0 ... 5th 3 15 6
.. 100 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
... 160 0 0  ...  6th 2 0 0
... ... 78 0 0 6th 1 19 0
.. .. 300 0 0 2nd 1 17 6
12 0 0 16 2 0 ... 5th 0 17 6
... 119 0 0 6th 2 19 6
44 0 0 .. 160 0 0 5th 7 6 0
60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 3rd 3 5 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
... 117 0 0 3rd 1 2 18 6
... 750 0 0  3,050  0 3rd 113 15 0
... 195 0 0 5th ; 4 17 6
40 0 0; ... 200 0 0 2nd 4 13 4
... .. 1,200 0 0 3rd 30 0 0
134 0 0 1,100 0 0 3rd ' 33 2 8
60 0 0 ... 590 0 0 5th 18 10 0
748 0 0 'I  4th
, .. 2nd ' 22 0 0640 0 0 1
196 0 15 5th 4 18 6
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
20 0 0 130 0 0 3rd 4 15 0
20 0 0 62 0 0 ... 5th ; 2 6 0
110 0 0 3rd ; 2 5 0
500 0 0 2nd 1 5 4 2
7 6 8
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BRISBANE  DISTRICT- continued.
R.eii.ter
1 U, Leases. ature of Selection.
656 Pedersen, Engelbrett ... Conditional
295 Penny, Tom... ... ditto
170 Pollock, Alex. ditto
251 Ditto ...  ditto
333 Ditto  ...  ditto
37 Powell, Thomas .,. ditto
208 Ditto ...
,.. ditto284  Ditto .,. ...  ditto
*644 Raleigh, Thomas ... ditto
310 I Ramsey, John S.  ditto
28 R7 ay, John ... ,
... 1Homestead288 Ditto ...  ... Conditional
581 Richardson, Robert A. ditto
636 Ditto .,. ditto
*829 Richards, W. S.  ditto
331 Rogers, Patrick ditto
*755 Ditto ... .., ditto
*756 Ditto ...  ditto
*727 Rose, Thomas ...  ditto
*728 Ditto .. ...  ditto
*795 Ditto ...  ditto
187 Ross, Henry... ...  ditto
472 Ditto ... .., ditto
99 Ryan, John ... ditto
163 Salter, James ... ditto
9 Scarrott, Charles ...  ...  ditto
3 Sim , William .,. ditto
*274 Ditto .  ditto
502 Simcock, Charles Henry Homestead
75 Sinclair, David .,, ... Conditional
204 Ditto ...  ... ditto
241 Skinner, Jacob .., Homestead
15 Skyring, Daniel ... Conditional
500 Ditto ... ..,  I Homestead
56L Ditto
.. ` Conditional
378 Skyring, Zachariah... ditto
619 Sloan, George ... ditto
658 Ditto .,. ... ditto
463 Smaldon, Daniel ... ... ditto
639 Ditto ... ditto
555 Ditto  ...  ...  ditto
*724 Smith, W. L. ditto
306 Smith, James ... .., Homestead
*739 Ditto .. ... ...  ditto
*833 Spencer, Wm. ... ... Conditional
184 Staley, John ditto
*814 Ditto ...  ditto
282 Stephens, John Day Homestead
551 Ditto ... ... Conditional
584 Ditto  ditto
t A*726 St lewar , l an  ditto
665 Stewart, Daniel Homestead
530 Stringer, Charles Augustus Conditional
*671 Stuckey, George ditto
458 Svensen, Bengt ...  ditto
206 Swanson, James ... ditto
t430 Ditto .. ...
*763 Swanson, Alexander ... Pre-emptive
*764 Ditto ... ...
Yabber
ditto
*765 Ditto ... ditto
207
... ...
Thomsen, Christian  ...  Homestead7159Thomson, Andrew ... ditto
508 Thomas, Tom . , , Conditional
528 I Ditto ditto
453 Thoreson, Nils . ditto
*565 Tozer, H., and Lord, R. S.
as Trustees ... Pre-emptive
*566 Ditto ... ditto
32 Tullock, John ... ... Conditional
139 Ditto ditto
312 Ditto ... ... ditto512 Ditto ditto
*535 Ditto .,. ditto
643 Turner, Henry ... ditto
200 Ulsen, Jacob ditto166Wade, Joseph ... ditto
301 Ditto ... ... ditto
*524 Ditto ... .., ditto
Agricultural.
A. R. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. R. P.
Year. Rent.
2  s. d.76  0 0 1 ... ... 3rd 5 14 0
... 2,520 0 0 6th 63 0 0
1 160 0 0 7th 4 0 0
76 2 0 103 1 36 6th 8 7 6
... 264 0 0 5th 6 12 0
i 204 0 0 9th 5 2 0 1
150 0 0 200 0  0  285 0 0 6th 28 7 6
162 0 0 (186 0 0 6th 29 6  0
230 0 0 3rd 5 15 0
500 0 0 ... 140 0 0 5th 41 0 020 0 0 84 0 0 ... 6th 2 7 6
82 0 0 6th '  2  1 0
... 80 0  0  .. 3rd 4 0 0
40 0 0 ... 37 0 0 3rd 3 18 6,
... 321 0 0 2nd 0 13 5
1,000 0 0 5th 26 0 0
40 0 0 176 0 0 2nd 3 1 8
.. 200 0 0 2nd 2 1 8
... .., 800 0 0 2nd 11 13 4
... 724 0 0 2nd 1011 2
... 900 0 0 2nd 5 12 6
... ... 120 2 0 7th 3 0 6
... 68 0 0 4th 1 14 0
30 0 0 34 0 U 8th 3 19 0
395 0 11 7th 9 18 0
250 0 0 9th 6 5 0
100 0 0 9th 2 10 01,0()() 0 0 6th 25 0 0
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
75 2 0 ... 8th 5 14 0
... 105 1 0 6th 2 13 0
164) 0 0 ... 6th 1 13 4
-88 0 0 .. 10 0 0 9th 6 17 0
25 0  0 ... 4th 0 12 6
40 0 0 35 0 U .. 3rd 4 15 0
20 0 0 ... 134 0 0 5th 4 17 0
... 750 0 0 1,070 0 0 3rd 65 0 0
and fine
... 1,156 0 0 3rd 28 18 (i
50 0 0 ... 130 0 0 4th 7 0 0
80 0 0 ... 4th 6 0 0
80 0 0 ... ... 3rd 6 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
... 160 0 0 ... 5th 4 0 0
20 0 0 .. 2nd 0 5 0
640 0 0 2nd
87 0 0 7th 2 3 6
720 0 0  2nd 3 0 0.
... 16 0 0 ... 6th 0 6 8
26' 0 0 3r1 610 0
20 0 0 114 0 0 ... I 3rd 7 4 0
20 0 0 f ... 430 0 0 2nd 7 2 11
76 0 0 .. 3rd 2 17 0
20 0 0
on
80-0  0
15 0 0
35 0 0
82 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
8 0 0
... 92 0 0 4th 2 6 0
... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
... 80 0 0 4th 3 10 0
321 0 0 6th
80 0 0 315 0 0 5thI
... 1,600 0 0 ' 2nd
... 640 0 0 2nd
.. 320 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 ... 6th 0 13 4
2nd 1 1 5 0
138 0 0 4th 411 6
80 0 0 157 0 0 4th 7 18 6
25 0 0 25 0 0 4th 410 0
800 0 0 3rd
800 0 0 3rd
9th
140 0 0 7th
640 0 0 5th
4th
211 0 0 4th
66 3 6 3rd
60 0 0 6th
400 0 0 7th
403 0 0 5th
86 0 0 4th
20 0 0
20 0 0
6 3 0
6 10 0
16 0 0
3 0 0
5 5 6
4 13 6
3 0 0
10 0 0
10 18 6
2 3 0
Balance due
.£ ar. .l
3 3 9
0 15 11
22 14 6
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GYMPIE  DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*788 Wade, Joseph
44 Walker, R. G.
t366
579
*826
126
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Walker, John
169 Ward , Grainger
*675 Watts , Charles
*780
677
*771
*629
Weking, Charles
Whelan, Michael
Ditto
Whichello, Stephen H.
520
426
*789
399
358
*792
553
*651
*794
*773
Whitington, George
Wilkin, Albert Henry
Wilkins, A. H. ...
Wilson, Christopher
Williams, Emanuel...
Ditto .. ...
Williams, George ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditty ...
Wood,  W. J. P.
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... Homestead
... Conditional
.., ditto
... ditto
... 400 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
... 70 0 0 9th 2 10 0
... 210 0 0 5th 5 0 4
... 119 0 0 3rd ! 2 19 6 0 6 9
... 80 0 0 2nd 0 5 10
340 0 0 8th 31 0 0
... 640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
.. 115 0 0 2nd 2 17 6
60 0 0 ... 2nd 0 10 0
... 110 0 0 2nd 2 15 0
110 0 0 2nd 0 18 4
520 0 0 3,394 0 0 3rd 110 17 0 62 6 7
and fine 15 11 8
40 0 0  ...  600 0 0 4th 18 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 530 0 0 5th 20 5 0
... 826 0 0 2nd 6 17 8
40 0 0  ...  36 0 0 5th 3 18 0
14 0 0 130 0 0  ...  5th 3 15 6
15 0 0  ...  145 0 0 2nd 1 3 9
... 118 0 0  ...  3rd 2 19 0
... ... 170 2  24 3rd 4 5 6
... ... 150 0 0 2nd 0 18 9
... ... 3,000 0 0 J 2nd 25 0 0
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
1223 Acton . William ...
1.24 Ditto ... ...
1327 Adams ,  James ...
Graham , Arthur ..
401 Anderson ,  Alexander
539 Ditto ... ...
798 Ditto ... ...
799 Ditto ... ...
832 Ditto ... ...
669 Ditto ... ...
670 Ditto ... ...
832 Ditto ...
760 Antonini ,  Michael ...
::: Conditional
ditto
I` ditto
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto
1 Archer and Co. ... ... Pre-emption on
Gracemere ...
1194 Archer, James George Lewis Conditional
1060 Archer, David & William ... Pre-emption on
Meadow Flats
1061 Ditto ...
1260  Archer,  Wiliiam ...
1261 Ditto ...
1262 Ditto
732 Arrowsinith, John ...
77 Atherton, James ...
78
351
1437
*1453
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
82 Atherton, Esther ...
392 Atherton, T.
393 Ditto ..
933 Atherton, Thomas
*934
*1431
134
Ditto ...
Ditto
Australian Joint Stock
135 Ditto
489 Ditto ... ...
ditto
Pre-emption,
leased half,
Gracemere
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emption on
Canoona ...
ditto ..
... Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... Pre-em tive on
leased half
Bamoyea
... Pre-emption, Mt.
Hedlow ...
Conditional ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
Bank Pre-emption on
Lake Learmouth'
, . , ditto ...
... Pre-emptive on
Cawarral ..
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
2,560 0 0 ... 10th 128 0 0
1,040 0 0 3,100 0 0 3rd 129 10 0
73t 0 0  1'468 0 0 3rd 73 8 0
25 19 11
120 0 0 238 0 0 3rd 11 19 0
4 5 0
Year. Rent Balance due
 . B. P. I A.  R.  P. A. B. P. I  1 £ s. d. £ d.
10 0 0
... 20 0 0
... 300 0 0
380 0 0 222 0 0 3rd 24 11 0
82 0 0 164 2 0 2nd 8 4 6
... 336 0 0  2nd 7 15 0
1 188 0 0  7th 29 14' 0,
175 0 0 175 0 0 6th 13 2 6
210 0 0 ... 414 0 0 4th 20 17 6
... 320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
... 100 0 0 100 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
... ... 866 0 0 5th 21 13 0
... 426 0 0 5th 1013 0
... 100 0 0 100 0.0 4th 7 10 0
... 60 0 0 208 0 0 5th 8 4 0
0 4 10
660 0 0 1,287 0 0 3rd 65 3 6
40 0 0 444 0 0 3rd 13 2 0
129 0 0 3rd 3 4 6
360 0 0 920 0 0 5th 41 0 0
200 -0 0 200 0 0 10th 15 0 0
150 0 0 179 0 0 10th 11 19' 6
450 0 0 1,307 0 0 7th 55 3 6
Second Class
Pastoral
440 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
... 1831 0 3 2nd 19 1 3
460 0 0 2,100 0 0 10th 75 10 0
400 0 0 1,600 0 0' 7th GO 0 0
170 0 0 550 0 0 7th 22 5 0
180 0 0 720 0 0 3rd 27 0 0
38 9 2
350 0 0 3rd 8 15 0
1100 0 0 2nd 16 0 10
... 1 1,826 0 0 9th 45 13 0
... ! 747 0 0 9th 18 13 6
600 0 0 1,000 0 0 6th 55 0 0
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-IF
.tegister
No. Lessee.
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT-- Con tin ued.
Nature of selection . Agricultural .
First Clays
Pastoral
Second Class
Pastoral. Tear.
P.. P.A. A. S. P. A. B. P.
1025 Australian Joint Stock Bank
*1026 Ditto ... ... ...
*1027 Ditto
565 Australian Joint Stock Bank,
Corporation of ... ...
57 Ditto ...
585 Baker, Edward H . ,., ...
702 Ballinger ,  Michael ...
1422 Bank ,  Queensland National
567 Bartholomew , J. T....
568 Ditto  ... ...
603 Ditto .
842 Bartholomew ,  John Thomas
868 Barnett , C. H. A. ... ...875  Ditto
999 Ditto
1000 Ditto
(1001 Ditto
1002 Ditto ...
773 Barrett, John
*1497  Barrett, Wm.
403 Bates, E. ...
562 Ditto ...
615 Ditto ...
654 Ditto ...
99 Beak, Henry
278 Ditto ...
959 Ditto ...
*1447 Ditto ... ...
659 Beak ,  Montague
960 Ditto ... ...
*A137 Ditto ... ...
361 Beard, J. L. , .
633 Beardmore , O. C. J.
t1506 Ditto
*1507 Ditto
*1508 Ditto
634 Ditto
889 Ditto
890 Ditto ... ... ...
891 Ditto ... ... ...
192 Ditto ... ... ...
843 Bell, Robert... ... ...
*1487 Ditto ... ... ...
*861 Ditto ... ...
1962  Ditto ...
1232 Berkelman, Anna Maria ...
241 Bertram, Andrew ... ...
1066 Ditto ... ... ...
976 Ditto ... ... ...
1053 Ditto ...
1055 Besch, August GottfriedHeinrich. ... ...
27 Binney, T. C. ... ...
*1490 Birkbeck, Alfred Elentorius
1429 Birkbeck, Carloz Varcissus
11432 Ditto ... ...
201 Birkbeck,  C. N.  ... ...
274 Ditto ... ...
277 Ditto ... ... ...
290 Ditto ... ... ...
1046 Ditto ... ... ...
1047 Ditto ... ...
631 Black, James ... ...
679 Ditto ... ... ...
680 Ditto ... ...
780 Ditto ... ... ...
787 I Ditto
*788 Ditto ... ...
Pre-emptive on
leased half
Glenmore Run
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
Cawarral Run
Pre-emption on
Glenmore ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
Malborough
Conditional
ditto ... 30 0 0
ditto ...
ditto. .,.
ditto
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto  ...
ditto ...
12 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto , . .
Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Tooloombah...
Pre-emptive on
Tooloombah
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... ,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1868
Pre-emption on
Riverton ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional .. .
ditto ...
ditto .,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
...
...
...
60 0 0
25 0 0
265 0 0 3rd
133 0 0 3rd
75 0 0 3rd
240 0 0 720 0 0 6th
226 0  0 9th
159 3  0 .. 6th
... 372 0 0 5th
2400 0 0 2nd
266 2  0 ... 6th
35 0 0 ... 6th
1,120 0 0 ... 5th
156 2  0 .. 4th
100 0 0 1,778 0 0 9th
,., 2,835 0 0 4th
.. 320 0 0 4th
70 0 0 284 0 0 3rd
... 306 0 0 3rd
,., 376 0 0 3rd
100 0 0 716 0 0 3rd
160 0 0 ... 5th
200 0 0  ...  2nd
...
616 1 0 7th
339 0 0 6th
...
44 0 0 5th
328 2  0 5th
175 0 0 .. 9th
52 0 0 8th
403 0 0 3rd
400 9 0 2nd
1,380 0 0 5th
160 0 0 260 0 0 3rd
60 u 0  358 0  0 2nd
164 0 0 ... 7th
1,350 0 0 5th
400 0 0 2nd
500 0 0 2nd
3,472 0 0 2nd
870 0 0 5th
50 0 0 180 0 0 194 0 0 4th
299 0 0 3rd
,,, 3g5 0 0 3rd
136 0  0
1000
... 3rd
40 0 0 10th
1,040 0 0 2nd
C 48 0 0 2nd
263 0 0 2nd
394 0 0 8th
208 0 0 8th
948 0 0 8th
338 0 0 8th
200 0 0 990 0 0 3rd
... 400 0 0 2,868 0 0 3rd
... 1,920 0  0  3,840 0 0 5th
800 0 0 5th
150 0 0 1,056 0 0 6th
80 0 0
1,564 0 0 4th
1,244 0 0 4th
600 0 0 4th
640 0 0 4th
80 0 0 2nd
158 0 0 4th
30 0 0 290 0 0 2nd
645 0 0 1,292 0 0 3rd
140 0 0 570 0 0 8th
40 0 0 2 7 0 0 0 3rd
633 0 0 5th
624 0 0 4th
0 0 4th
Rent. aa.ance due.
s. d. S 1. d.
912 6
3 6 6
3 2 6
30 0 0
5 13 0
3 6 8
9 6 0
35 0 0
13 7 0
4 0 0
56 0 0
7 17 0
49 9 0
70 17 6
8 0 0
10 12 0
7 13 0
8 8 6 Cr. bal.
22 18 0
4 0 0
1 17 6
15 8 6
8 9 6
2 0 0
8 4 6
815 0
2 16 0
14 1 6
13 12 11
5 0 0034
14
01
10 0
9 19 2
8 4 0
33 15 0
0 16 8
1 0 0
7 4 8
21 15 0
17 12 0
39 2 0 0 14  0
31 2 0
12 10 0
16 0 0
0 10 0
3 19 0
8 0 5
64 11 0
21 5 0
8 5 11
7 8 8
5 9 5
3 8 0
1 0 0
6 10 0
3 12 4 j 1 2 0
2 7 3
9 17 0
5 4 0
23 14 0
8 9 0
34 16 0
91 14 0
192 0 0
20 0 0
33 18 0 65 3 2
15 16 6 i
14 7 4
I12 0 0
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ROCKHAIMIPTON  DISTRICT - continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
Nature of  Selection. Agricultura l. First ClassPastoral. Second ClassPastoral. Year. Bent .  Balance due
I A. B. P. I A .  B. P.1 A. B .  P.  2 s . d . 9 s. d.
Conditional 135 0 0 I 135 0 0 4th 13 10 0
ditto ... 135 0 0  ...  135 2 0 4th 13 10 6
ditto ... .. 430 0 0 210 0 0 3rd 26 15 0 614 7
ditto ... 181 0 0 46 0 0 ... 2nd 5 5 10
ditto ... 80 0 0 , ... : 2nd 2 0 0
Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Telpal ... ... I ... 320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
... Conditional ... 160 0  0 2nd 3 6 8
.... I I omestead 47 0 0 62 0 0
...
5th 3 6 3
... Conditional ... ... 255 0 0 10th 6 7 6
ditto ... .. 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
,.. ditto ...  1  200 0 0 88 3 0 9th 12 4 6
ditto ...  80-0  0! 160 0 0 130 3 0 8th 17 5 6
80 0 0 80 0 0 189 0 0 8th 14 14 6
ditto ... ... 226 3 0 6th 5 13 6
... ditto ... ... ... 326 0 0 5th 8 3 0
ditto ... ,. 237 2 0 3rd 5 19 0
... ditto ... 20 0 0 300 0 0 3rd 8 10 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
ditto ... 325 0 0
100 0  0
9th 1615 0
Homestead, 1868 75 0 0 ... ... 3rd 2 16 3
Conditional ... 175 0 0 6th 8 15 0
829 Black, James
823 Ditto ...
*1059  Ditto ...
*1483  Ditto ...
*1484  Ditto ...
883 Ditto ...
1371 Black, Thomas ...
612 Black, David ...
68 Blackwell, Thomas ...
604 ' Ditto ...
133 Bond, Richard ...
268 Ditto ... ...
345 Ditto ... ...
505 Ditto ... ...
628 Ditto ... ...
922 Ditto ... ...
994 1Boyd, William Henry
980 Ditto ... ...
237 Bradley, Mary ...
136 Brady, William ...
946 Brake, Chas. ...
513 Brogli, Blasius
*695 Broome, William ...
667 Ditto ... ...
06961 Ditto ... ...
872 Ditto
420 Ditto ... ...
'932 Ditto
1269 Ditto ... ...
*1272  Ditto
01493 Ditto ...
1317 Ditto
*1494 Ditto ... ...
1309 Ditto ...
*1451 Ditto ... ...
410 Bryden, Catherine ...
439 Ditto ... ...
630 Bull, William
962 Cadwallader, David
963 Ditto ..
369 Campbell, William ...
772 Campion, James ...
514 Camps, Richard ...
563 Ditto ... ...
604 Ditto
863 Ditto ... ...
957 Ditto ... ...
414 Carrol, Andrew ...
725 Carroll, Edmond ...
0768 Ditto ... ...
267 Chapple, James ...
918 Chardon, John Henry
39 Cifuentes, D. ...
966 Clark, John Reid ...
9f7 Ditto
01457 Clerk, Duncan Ramsay
367 Clerk, D. R.... ...
605 Ditto
606 Ditto ...
865 Collins, James Carden
955 Ditto .. ...
55 Conachan, J. ...
89 Ditto ... ...
384 Ditto .. ...
869 Conachan, James ...
*869 Conachan, William ...
*1498 Ditto ...
555 Connor, Daniel ...
641 Ditto ... ...
713 Conran, James
595 Coombs, Eden ...
602A Coombs, Isaac ...
382 Cowan, John ...
926 Cowan, William ...
1014 Ditto ... ...
1380 Ditto ... ...
0]438 Ditto ... ...
689 Creed, George ...
ditto ... I ... 500 0 0 5th  12 10  0
ditto ... ... f ... 1,920 0 0 5th 48 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 400 0 0 5th 10 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 0 0 590 0 0 4th 17 5 0
ditto ... ... ...  11,190 0 0 7th 29 15 0
ditto ... .. ... 1,560 0 0 3rd 39 0 0
ditto ... 300 0 0 ... 60 0 0 3rd 24 0 0
ditto ... • ... ... 410 0 0 3rd 10 5 0
ditto ... 340 0 0 ... 2nd 6 7 6
ditto ... ... .. 640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,988 0 0 ... 2nd 24 17 0
ditto ... 320 0 0  3200  0 2nd 24 0 0
ditto ... 374 0 0 ... 2nd 3 17 11
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 ... 6th 10 0 0
ditto ... ... 282 0  0 1  ... 6th 14 2 0
ditto ...  .  ... 162 0 0 6th 4 1 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 318 0 0 3rd 13 19 0
... ditto ... ... ..  1,506  0 0 3rd 30 9 6
... ditto ... ,,. ... 108 0 0 7th  2 14  0
... ditto ... 640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
... ditto ... ... I 202  0 0 ... 6th 10 2 0
... Homestead ... .. 160 0 0 ... 6th 2 6 8
... Conditional ... ... 223 0 0 ... 5th 11 3 0
... ditto ... 83 0 0 ... 4th 4 3 0
... ditto ... .. 155 0 0 , ... 3rd 7 15 0
... ditto 312 0 0 6th 7 16 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 431 0 0 5th 16 17 0
ditto .. ... .. 159 3 0 5th 4 0 0 0 9 9
ditto ... ... 93 2 34 ... 8th 4 14 0
ditto ... ... ... 210 2 0 4th 5 5 6
ditto 69 2 0 ... ... 10th 4 10 0
ditto ... ... 1 400 0 0 1,178 0 0 3rd 49 9 0
ditto ... 1 50 0 0 248 0 0 3rd 1 10 0ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
ditto ... 16 0 0 ... 104 0 0 7th 3 16 0
... ditto ... ... ... 165 0 0 5th 4 2 6
.., ditto ... ... ... 76 0 0 5th 1 18 0
... ditto ... ... 50 0 0 567 0 0 4th 16 13 6
... ditto ... ... ! .. 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
. ditto ... ... 360 0 0 ... 10th 18 0 0
ditto ... ... 120 0 0 ... 10th 6 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ... 7th 4 0 0
ditto ... I 200 0 0 ... 4th 10 0 0
ditto ... 198 0 0 ... 4th 9 18 0
ditto ... ... 1200 0 0 ... 2nd 7 10 0
ditto ... ... 98 0 0 ... 6th 4 18 0
ditto 120 0 0 6th 6 0 0......
... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 642 0 0 5th 21 1 6
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ... 6th 3 13 4
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 5th 2 0 0
Conditional .. 80 0 0 ... 7th 4 0 0
.. I ditto ... 120 0 0 840 0 0 3rd 27 0 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 280 0 0 3rd 9 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 •212 0 0 2nd 6 4 0 t4 0 0
ditto ... ... .. 11.3 0 0 2nd 1 8 3
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 8V0 0 0 hsh 26 6 0
693
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ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
820 Creed, George ... ...
686 Creed, Thomas ... ...
687 Ditto ... ... ...
688 Ditto ... ... ...
*1295  Ditto ... ...
1296 Ditto ... ...
1393 Ditto ... ... ...
1394 Creed, Thomas and George
1424 Ditto ... ... ...
1425 Ditto ... ... ...
1068 Croft, Francis Henry Burney
1276 Ditto ... ... ...
1318 Ditto ... ... ...
1319 Ditto ...
885 Culverhouse, Frederick
683 Cummins , T. T. ... ...
929 Cunningham ,  James ...
942 Ditto ... ... ...
943 Ditto ...
*1472 Cunningham, Michael Wil-
liam  ... ... ...
*1473  Ditto ... ...
596 Currin, Patrick ... ...
1009 Daley, Peter ... ...
1245 Dallon, Charles ... ...
1336 Davis, Rudolphus ... ...
*1467  Ditto ... ... ...
01468 Ditto ... ... ...
285 Dempsey ,  James ... ...
322 Ditto .. ... ...
01502 Dempsey, T.... ...
t1339 De Vis, Charles Walter ...
522 Dobbins ,  James ... ...
1186 Doherty, Patrick ... ...
A1186 Ditto .. ... ...
707 Dolding, John ... ...
708 Ditto ... ... ...
886 Ditto ... ... ...
*897 Dorian, William ... ...
60 Duncan, R.... ... ,..
379 Ditto ... ...
833 Duncan, Robert ... ...
1054 Ditto ... ...
769 Dwyer, William ... ...
778  Ditto  ... ... .. .
770 Ditto ...
923 Dit,to
Nature  ofeelection. Agrioultnral.
i A. B. P.
Conditional ... ...
ditto  ..:
I
...
ditto ..  ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Leased half of
Langmorne ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ,.,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional .. .
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ..
ditto ...
Homestead, 1875 .
Conditional ... 76 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto .. ..
ditto ... ...
ditto ... 90 0 0
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...779 Dwyer Michael ...
t998 Edwards, George Arthur ,..
1326  Ditto ... ... ...
852 Effeamy ,  George ... ...
10to Ditto ... ...
40 Egan,  Patrick ... ...
276 Ditto ... .. ...
54 Ellrott,  Franz ... ,..
479 Ditto ... ... ...
t492 Ditto ... ... ...
1010 Ditto ... ...
35 England ,  Robert ... ...
98 Ditto ... ... ...
116 Ditto ... ... ...
480 Ditto ... ... ...
347 Ditto ... ...
*1456  Ditto ... ... ...
110542Ditto ... ...
8 Evers , Detlef ...
1328 Finlay ,  George Charles ...
618 Fitzgibbons ,  Patrick ...
t1434 Flower, Field ... ,..
'1435  Ditto ... ...
264 Flowers , William ... ...
265 Ditto .. ... ...
690 Flowers, W. . ... ...
742 Flynn, Patrick_ .. ...
743 Ditto . ... ...
01062  Forbes, Cbs. Stuart  ...
674 Fuller, H. M. ... ...658 Geary,  George ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 160 0 0
Homestead ,..
Conditional ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ..
ditto ... ...
ditto .., ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
Homestead ... .. •
First Class
PeatoraL
Second Clue
Pastoral. Year.
A. B. P. ' A. B. P.
64 0 0 500 0 0 4th
150 0 0 890 0 0 5th
1,489 0 0 5th
50 0 0 505 0 0 5th
... 900 0 0 3rd
500 0 0 3rd
340 0 0 2nd
lent Balance dnu
£  s. d.  £s.d.
15 14 0
29 15 0
37 4 6
15 2 6
22 10 0
8 6 4
5 13 4
1,092  0 0 2nd 12 4 0 2 6 0
55 0 0 550 0 0 2nd 912 6 0 8 0
400 0 0 463 0 0 2nd  18 8 8 811 6
730 0 0 1,990 0 0 3rd  86 5 0 6516 8
960 0 0 3rd 24 0 0
... 250 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
416 0 0 2nd 10 8 0
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
318 0 0 5th 15 18 0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
20 0 0 291 0 0 3rd 7 1 3
... 321 0 0 3rd 8 0 6
... 1,500 0 0 2nd  12 10 0
120 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
1482 0  ... 5th 3 14 6311 0  0 3rd 7 15 6
200 0 0 1,260 0 0 3rd 41 10 0
320 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
121 0 0 2nd 1 0 2
158 0 0 2nd 1 6 4
168 0 0 ...  8th 8 8 0
161 0 0 ... 8th 8 1 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
... 172 0 0 2nd
460 0 0 6th 11 10 0
245 0 0 411 0 0 3rd 22 10 6
64 0 0 3rd 1 12 0
158 0 0 5th 3 19 0 0 1 7
30 0 0 185 0 0  5th 6 2 6 1 4 5
200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
250 0 0 550 0 0 4th 26 5 0
... 120 2 0 10th 3 0 6
120 2 0 7th 3 0 6
30 0 23 4th 8 6 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
159 3 0 5th 4 0 0
... 289 3 0 5th 7 5 0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
193 3 0 3rd 4 17 0
50 0 0 450 0 0 5th 13 15 0
800 0 0 5,650 0 0 3rd 131 9 7
100 0 0 183 0 0 2nd  9 10 0 2 14 2
60 0 0 251 0 0 4th 9 5 6 2 010
131 9 7 3rd 2 12 0
88 0 0 ... 10th 4 8 0
82 0 0 .. 8th 4 2 0
680 0 0 10th 17 0 0
664 0 0 7th 16 12 0
... 993 0 0 6th 23 1 6
.. 307 0 0 3rd 4 17 9
202 0 0 2,500 0 0 10th  72 12 0
... 1,006 0 0 9th 25 3 0
... 366 3 0 9th 9 3 6
... 80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
... 360 0 0 8th 9 0 0
... 250 0 0 2nd 212 1
258 0 0 3rd 11 14 0
80 0 0  ...  6th 0 16 8
255 0  0 2nd  5 8 7
192 32 .. . 5th 0 10 0
1280 0 0  2nd
980 0 0  ...  2nd 24 0 0
205 0 0 811 0 0 8th 30 10 6
139 0 0 922 0 0 8th 30 0 0
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0200 0 340 0 0 5th 9 10 0
80 0 0 280 0 0 5th 11 0 0
60 0 0 .. 3rd 1 10 0
616 0 0 5th 12 18 0
1600 0 ...  6th 2 0 0
694
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No.
*1392  Geary, William ...
526 Geddes, Andrew ...
888 Ditto ... ...
928 Ditto ... ...
*1011 Ditto ... ...
1044 Ditto  ... ... ...
*1298 Ditto  ... ... ..:I
1341 Geddes ,  James Henry
1342 Ditto
797 Gensen ,  Frederick Nicholas
838 Ditto  ... ...
495 Gillespie ,  Eliza ... ...
574 Gillespie ,  John ... ...
638 Ditto ... ...
1382 Gladen, Robert Wakeham...
767 Glasgow ,  John ... ...
836 Goebel, C. H. W. ... ...
837 Ditto
1381 Goebel, Chas .  Henry Wi lliam
*1365 Gordon ,  Don ald Coutts
247 Gordon , J. .. ... ...
502 Gordon ,  John ... ...
940 Gordon, Hobert ... ...
t1175 Gosset , Arthur  Percy ...
*1465 Ditto  ... ... ...
1034 Graham ,  George ... ...
279 Grant ,  Thomas ... ...
866 Ditto  ... ... ...
•1449 Ditto ...
128 Gunn, Alexander ...
288 Ditto  ... ... ...
877 Ditto  ... ... ...
1063 Ditto  ... ... ...
1379 Ditto ... ...
1380 Ditto ... ...
984 Guymer ,  Benjamin ... ...
20 Hall ,  Frank  ... ... ...
58 Ditto  ... ... ...
117 Ditto ... ...
528 Ditto  ... ... ...
*951 Ditto  ... ...
518 Hansen ,  Wm. Brind ...
520 Harper ;  James ... ...
592 Ditto  ... ...
1057 Harper ,  Joseph George ...
340 Hatton ,  John ...
368 Ditto  ... ... ...
808 Ditto  ... ... ...
67 Hayes ,  James ... ...
496 Ditto  ... ... ...
*1330 Ditto  ... .. ...
*1333 Ditto  ... ... ...
*1360 Ditto  ... ... ...
*1448 Ditto  ... ... ...
803 Hefferan ,  John ... ...
921 Ditto  ... ... ...
968 Ditto  ... ...
1420 Ditto  .. ... ...
1356 Henderson ,  Adam ... ...
961 Hewett ,  Robert ... ...
1367 Ditto ... ...
1166 Hinchcliffe ,  Joshua... ...
258 Hobler ,  F. H. ... ...
920 Ditto  ... ...
545 Hobler ,  Francis H.... ...
644 Ditto  ... ... ...
645 Ditto  ... ... ...
646 Ditto  ... ... ...
945 Hog ,  Peter  ... ... ...
953 Ditto  ... ... ...
1376 Hogan, John ...
1377 Ditto ... ...
1378 Ditto .. ...
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection .  I Agricultural.
First Clan
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral
1. it. P .  A. 2. P. I A. 8. P.
Conditional ... ... 280 0 0 360 0 0
ditto ... ... .. 1,061 0 0
ditto ... ... 210 0 0 430 0 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 188 0 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0
ditto ... ... 240 0 0 692  0 0
ditto ... ... ... 300 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ... "' I .. 88 0 0
Homestead ... ... 152 0 0
Conditional ... ... 164 3 24
Homestead ... ... 8 0 0
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... ... 90 0 0
ditto ... ... 91 0 0
Year. Rent Balance due
2nd ..
6th 26 10 6
4th 21 5 0
3rd 6 14 0
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 29 6 0
3rd 7 10 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 2 4 0
4th 3 16 0
4th 4 2 6
6th 0 4 0
6th 2 13 4
5th 4 10 0
2nd 1 14 0
5th 27 15 0
4th 4 18 6
4th 8 0 0
2nd 6 0 9
2nd 3 2 6
8th 16 0 0
6th 3 11 6
3rd 4 0 0
3rd 13 14 0
2nd 1 14 7
3rd 12 0 0
8th 17 8 0
4th 4 10 0
2nd 1 2 1
9th 2 3 0
8th 1 17 0
4th 2 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
2nd 1 17 6
2nd 2 7 0
3rd 11 19 3
10th 13 10 0
10th 2 12 0
9th 2 18 6
6th 6 10 0
3rd 12 19 6
6th 7 10 0
6th 28 15 0
6th 3 7 10
3rd 8 0 0
8th 15 0 0
7th 6 13 0
4th 5 10 0
10th 8 0 0
6th 2 15 0
2nd 2 15 0
2nd 2 15 0
2nd 5 5 5
2nd 3 5 0
4th 4 0 0
3rd 10 11 6
3rd 28 0 0
2nd 4 13 0
2nd 26 13 4
ditto ... ... 150 0 0 810 0 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 117 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 322 0 0
ditto ... ... 150 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0
ditto 143 0 0
Homestead, 1868 ...  160-0 0
Conditional ... ... 220 0 0 113 3 0
ditto 166 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0 ..
Conditional ... 190 0 0 ... 126 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 180 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 105 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 86 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 74 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 125 0 0
1872Homestead .. .,
Conditional ... 180 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ... 104 0 0
ditto ... ... 117 0 0
ditto ... ... 125 0 0 9 1 21
ditto ... ... 180 0 0 159 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 100 0 0
ditto ... ... .. 1,150 0 0
Homestead ... ... 148 0 0
Conditional ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 200 0 0
ditto ... ... 66 0 0 134 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 220 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 110 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 110 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 110 0 0
ditto ... ... ,.. 230 0 0
ditto ... ...  ... 360 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... ... 423 0 0
ditto ... ... 120 0 0 880 0 0
ditto ... ... ,.. 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,200 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 860 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 10 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 394 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 201 1 15 ...
Homestead ... ... 21 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 163 2 0 ...
ditto ... ... 213 0 0 ...
Homestead, 1868 ... 121 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 90 0 0
*1008 Holmes, Francis ... ...
1344 Ditto
*1452 Holt, George Reginald
623 Holt, William Harvey ...
684 Ditto ... ...
685 Ditto ... ...
•1003 Ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
318 1 0
1200 0
250 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ..
ditto . 50 0 0 150 0 0
ditto ... ... 800 0 0
ditto ... ... 1,000 0 0
ditto
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 2 1 8
3rd 21 10 0
8th 3 10 0
4th 19 14 0
6th 10 2 0
5th 0 10 6
5th 8 4 0
5th 10 13 0
3rd 3 0 6
3rd 4 10 0
2nd 5 14 9
2nd 27 16 0
2nd 31 17 6
3rd 32 0 0
2nd 2 0 0
2nd 10 7 4
5th 22 3 0
5th 67 13 6
5th 88 0 0
3rd 12 10 0
306 0 0
1,243 0 0
1,200 0 0
1,280 0 0
80 0 0
1,000 0 0
436 0 0
1,107 0 0
1,620 0 0
500 0 0
3 0
27 0 6
4
6
11 6
6 0
6 96
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT -continued.
Register
No. Lessee.
*1004 Holt, William Harvey
*1018 Ditto ... ...
*1273  Ditto ... ,,.
*1351  Ditto
*1352 Ditto
j118 Ditto
119 Ditto
120 Ditto
121 Ditto ...
*704 Hourigan, Bridget ...
*705 Ditto
764 Ditto .. ...
745 Hourigan, Cornelius
766 Ditto ... ...
507 1 Hughes, J ames ...
1369 Hutton, James
01476 Ditto ... ...
*1492 Ditto ...
974 Hughes,  James  William
160 Hutton,  James ...
*1415 Ditto
*1416 Ditto ... ...
666 Ditto ... ...
*672  Ditto ... ..
694 Ditto ...
785 Ditto ... ...
978 Ditto ... ...
979 Ditto ...
*1388 Inglis, Alexander ...
417 Jardine, J. R. ,
969 Jardine, John Robert
1358 Ditto ..
74 Jenkins, Richard Lewis
287 Ditto ... ...
731 Jenkyn, Thomas ...
44 Johnson, H.... ...
549 Jones, Arthur ...
*1469 Ditto
1351 Ditto
312 Jones, D.
436 Ditto
437 Ditto
735 Ditto .
824 Jones, David
972  Jones, Henry
988 Ditto ...
989 Ditto ...
990 Ditto ...
991 Ditto ...
1028 Ditto ...
1029 Ditto ...
1268 Ditto
*1442 Ditto ...
*1443  Ditto ... ...
*1444 Ditto ...
*1445  Ditto
728 Jones, John ...
846 Jones, John Confre y**
1346 Ditto ,.,
599 Jose hson, J. J. .,.
600 Ditto
791 Judas, Ludwig
793 Ditto ... ...
424 Kearney, J.... ...
586 Ditto ...
259 Kennedy, Alexander635  Ditto ... :::
151 Klaproth, A.
254 Lamond, W. O. ...
617 Ditto ... ...
550 Ditto ... ...
977 Ditto ...
266 Lamond, James ...
Nature of  selection. Agricultural.
A. B. P.
Conditional ... ..
ditto .. ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive,
Pint Clan
Pasto ral
A. B. P.
Second Claw
Pastoral
A. B. P.
840 0 0
240 0 0
960 0 0
824 0 0
1,030 0 0
Glenprairie  ... ... ... 630 0 0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0 ...
Pre-emptive,
Stoodleigh ...
.., ditto ... 218 0 0
640 0 0
... Homestead ...I ... 135 0 0
... Conditional ... ; ... 80 0 0 224 0 0
... ditto ...I ... ... 330 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 185 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 168 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 109 2 0
... ditto ... ... ...  255 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,650 0 0
ditto ... I ... ... 900 0 0
Homestead , 1872 60 0 0 149 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Shoalwater ... ...
Pre-emption,
leased half
Raspberry
360 0 0
Creek Run  ... ... ... 1,000 0 0
Conditional  ... ... ... 1,000 0 0
ditto  ... ... ... 1,280 0 0
640 0 0ditto ... ... ......
... ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 300 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 1,067 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 377 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... ... 380 0 0
ditto ... ... 130 0 0 b10 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 123 0 0
PY e-emption on
Balaclava  ... ... 640 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 860 0 0
... Conditional ... ... 400 0 0 1,329 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 667 0 0
... ditto ... 25 0 0 43 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 560 0 0
... ditto ... ... 202 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0
... ditto ... ... 500 0 0 2,736 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 320 0 0
... ditto ... ... 200 0 0 2.085 0 0
... ditto ... ... 160 0 0 1,000 0 0
... ditto ... ... 120 0 0 600 0 0
... ditto ... ... 638 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 733 0 0
... ditto ... ... 50 0 0 353 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 409 0. 0
... ditto ... ... 250 0 0 450 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 131 0 0
...I ditto ... ... ... 140 0 0
ditto ... 180 0 0
... ditto ... .. 189 0 0
ditto ... ... 20 0 0 865 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 513 2 0
ditto ... ... 40 0 0 150 0 0
200 0 0ditto 640 0 0 3,... ...
... ditto ... ...  2,306 0 0
... Homestead ... 10 0 0  30-0 0
... ditto ... 8 0 0 32 0 0 ..
... Conditional ... ... ... 812 0 0
... ditto ... ...
*
264 0 0
... ditto ... 640 0 0 48 0 0 267 3 8
... ditto .. ... ... 434 1 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0
... ditto ... ... 188 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 82 0 0
... Homestead ... ... 115 0 0 ...
... Conditional ... ... 225 0 0 ...
... ditto ... ... 210 0 0 ...
Year. Rent.
1  £  S.  d.
3rd 21 0 0
3rd
3rd
2nd
2nd
6 0 0
24 0 0
20 12 0
22 15 0
9th 1 13 17 2
9th 1 32 0 0
Balance due.
2 a. d.
9th 16 0 0
9th 16 7 0
5th I 3 7 6
5th 3 15 3
5th 8 5 0
5th 3 0 0
5th 4 4 0 2
6th 2 16 0
2nd 5 6 3
2nd 13 15 0
2nd 5 1.2 6
3rd 9 6 9
9th 9 0 0
2nd 16 13 4
2nd 16 13 4
5th 32 0 0
5th 16 0 0
5th 3 15 0
4th 7 10 0
3rd 26 13 6
3rd .9 8 6
2nd 1 13 4
7th 9 10 0
3rd 19 5 0
2nd 7 8 0
10th 16 0 0
8th 21 10 0
5th 53 4 6
10th 16 13 6
6th 4 0 6
2nd 1 6 8
2nd 14 13 4
8th 10 2 0
6th 4 0 0
7th 8 0 0
5th 93 8 0
4th 8 0 0
3rd 62 2 6
3rd 33 0 0
3rd 21 0 0
3rd 15 19 0
3rd 22 6 6
3rd 11 6 6
3rd 14 4 6
3rd 23 15 0
2nd 1 12 9
2nd 1 15 0
2nd 2 5 0
2nd  2 7 3
5th 31 12 6
4th 12 17 0
2nd 5 15 0
5th 112 0 0
5th 57 13 0
4th 1 2 6
4th 1 2 0
7th 20 6 0
6th 6 12 0
8th 57 2 0
5th 10 17 6
9th 16 0 0
8th 9 8 0
6th 4 2 0
6th 1 3 11
3rd 11 5 G
8th 12 0 0
10 11
Nature of  Selection.
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No.
14.5
170
173
*1455
524
561
617
9:38
1325
1288
1338
*1278
1316
*1478
200
850
781
1270
1271
554
1058
1323
1366
310
859
931
252
427
598
1381
*1510
Lessee.
Lanigan, E.... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Landsberg, Leopold Franz
Lawrence, Freeman
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Lawrence, Charles ... ...
Lawrence, John ... ...
Laws, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Lennon, Edward
Leigh, G. M. ... ...
Little, Robert ...
Lovell, Robert Esk ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Lutton,  William
Ditto
Lutton ,  Charles
Ditto ...
Lynch, John
Ditto ...
Lynch ,  Thos. Hare ... ., .
Lyons,  P. J. ... ...
Macaree, Edwin
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
*1511 Ditto
*1509 Macarer, E.. ...
13 Macdonald, Kenneth John.. .
t663 Macdonald, R. S. G. ...
1348 Ditto ... ... ...
531 Macdonald, P. F. ...
571 Ditto ... ...
*1440 McCartney, Adam ...
315 Macdonald, J. C. ...
332 Ditto ... ... ...
487 Ditto .. ... ...
544 Macdonald, Duncan ...
391 Ditto ... ... ...
935 Macdonald, P. F. A.
t1265 Macdonald, Robert Stair
Graham
1390 MacDonald, Donald
355 Macfadyen, Alexander ...
t1350 Ditto .. ...
184 MacGregor, Elizabeth ...
88 Mackay, C. C. ... ...
227
370
371
372
*678
*1041
46
187
224
412
413
817
774
717
261
662
880
812
786
789
1361
992
1005
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Mackay, Duncan Forbes ...
Mackenzie, John ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Mahoney, Jeremiah ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Mannion Peter ... ...
Martin, John ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Martin, Daniel James ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead,  187,21
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead
ditto, 1868
Homestead ..,
Conditional ..
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto .
Homestead, 1868
ditto, 1872...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive
leased half of
Lake Lear-
month Run
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
696
First Class
Pastoral
(second Class
Pastoral. Year.
A.  B.  P. j A.  R.  P. A. B. P. I
1,1;05 0 0 9th
73 0 0 ... 9th122 2 0 9th
460 0 0 ... 2nd
155 0 0 ... 6th
28 0 0 38 0 0 6th
... 116 0 0 ... 5th
... 202 0 0 • ... 3rd
... 340 0 0 ... 2nd
... 157  0 0 ,.. 3rd
... 80 0 0 2nd
20 0 0 40 0 0 3rd
40 0 0 .. 20 0 0 2nd
158 0 0 .. 2ud
40 0 0 ... 12 0 0 8th
... 340 0 0 300 0 0 4th
... 213 0 0 4th
... 640 0 0 3rd
200 0 0 440 0 0 3rd
... 20 0 0 300 0 0 6th
... 480 0 0 ... 3rd
282 0 0 ... 2nd
... 36 0 0 57 0 0 2nd
... 1 84 0 0 ... 8th
160 0 0 ... 4th
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 160 0 0
ditto .. 50 0 0
ditto ... 4 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptionMorinish
Conditional
ditto
... ,
on
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... I ..
ditto . M ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... ! ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...  !
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
121 0 0 3rd
173 0 0 8th
640 0 0 7th
320 0 0 5th
640 0 0 2nd
1,570 0 0 2nd
Rent Balance due.
£  S. d. £a.. d.
40 2 6
5 9 6
3 1 6
7 3 9
0 19 4
4 0 0
5 16 0
5 6 0
17 0 0
3 4 8
2 0 0
2 0 0
3 10 0
1 6 4
3 6 0
24 10 0
4 19 6
16 0 0
21 0 0
8 10 0
12 0 0
7 1 0
2 13 9
4 4 0
8 0 0
3 0 6
4 6 6
16 0 0
8 0 0
10 13 4
3 5 5
... 600 0 0 2nd 1 5 0
... 1,060 0 0 2nd 2 4 2
... 10th 6 l0 6
.  1,342 0 0 5th 19 14 6
20 0 0 92 0 0 2nd 3 6 0
4,165 0 0 6th 104 2 6
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
191 0 0 8th 16 15 6
30 0 0 8th 4 10 0
68 0 0 6th 2 0 0
222 0 0 6th 5 11 0
424 0 0 7th 10 12 0
1,987 0 0 3rd 49 13 6
118 3 0 3rd
180 0 0 315 0 0 2nd 11 0 0
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
... 520 0 0 2nd 918 0
... 160 0 0 9th 4 0 0
2,372  0 0 10th 59 6 0
524 0 0  8th 13 2 0 j
1,160 0 0 7th 29 0 0
... ' 638 0 0 7th 15 19 0
... 1,186 0 0 7th  29 13  0
... 3,000 0 0 5th i 75 0 0
... 1,060 0 0 3rd 26 10 0
.. , 160 0 0 10th 4 0 0
... 160 0 0 9th 4 0 0
865 0 0 8th 21 12 6
... 425 0 0 7th 10 12 6
468 0 0 7th 11 14 020 0  0 100 2 0 4th 3 10 6
40 0 0 155 0 0 5th 517 6
70 0 0 290 0 0 5th 10 16 0
150 0 0 ... 8th 7 10 0
160 0 0 .. 5th 4 0 0
... 346 0 0 4th 813 0
120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
80 0 0 536 0 0 Ott 17 8 0
190 0 0 4th 4 15 0
160 0 0 ...  2nd 3 6 8
40 0 0 510 0 0 3rd 14 15  01,
... 804 0 0 3rd 20 2 0 1
0 7 0
0 1 9
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ReuterNo.
i
Lem -oe.
01284 Martin, Daniel James ...
#1285  Ditto ... ... ...
1017 Maskell, Chs. Alf.... ...
1279 Miller, David ...
810 Miller, Charles ... ...
1441 Ditto ..
609 Milman, Hugh Miles, and
Jardine, John Robert
348 Molloy, Joseph ...
622 Ditto .. ...
796 Ditto ... ... ...
189 Morton, Street, and Norton
701 Mulry, J. H.
*761 Murlay , Charles
813 Murray, John ... ...
132 Ditto ... ...
141 Ditto ...
182 Ditto ...
185 Ditto ... ...
230 Ditto
815 Murray, Campbell ... ...
1292 Ditto ... ... ...
834 Ditto .. .. ...
814 'Murray, Peter,  sear. .. .
1036 Ditto ... ... ...
153 Murray, Peter ...
249 Ditto ... ... ...
1384 Ditto ... ... ...
'757 Mylrea, John ... ...
758 Ditto ... ...
t656 Ditto ... ...
374 McCartney, A. ...
640 Ditto ...
851 Ditto ... ...
394 McConnell, Jas.
395 Ditto ... ... ...
*1450  Ditto ... ...
1263 McConnel, Robert ... ...
1264 Ditto ... ...
759 McDonald, Duncan ...
1065 McDonald, Hugh
1168 Ditto ...
1293 Ditto ... ...
613 lcDonell, John ... ...
731) McEvoy, George ... ...
727 Ditto ... ... ...
85 McEvoy, Pat. ... ...
293 Ditto ... ... ...
441 Ditto ... ... ...
583 Ditto
722 Ditto
775 Ditto
*826 Ditto
776 Ditto
777 Ditto ... ... ...
947 McGavin, John Adam S....
845 Ditto ... ... ...
670 McGladdery, James ...
647 Ditto ... ... ...
648 Ditto ... ... ...
649 McGladdery, William ...
650 Ditto ... ... ...
651 Ditto ... ... ...
652 Ditto ... ...
653 Ditto ...
97 McGrath, John ... ...
818 Ditto .. ... ...
898 McGrath, P. ... ...
1282 Ditto ... ... ...
1283 Ditto
950 McGregor, Elizabeth ...
402 McHarg, F.... ...
t639 McHarg, John
1301 McHarg, Ferguson
673 McKenzie, John ...
1308 Ditto ...
657 Ditto ..
996 MacLean, Alexander
616 McMullen, J. F. ...
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural.
A. B. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Conditional ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead, 1868 ... 80 0 0
ditto 1872 60 0 0 260 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto , .. I 160 0 0
Pre-emptive on
Marlborough
Conditional ... 100 0 0
ditto ... ' ..
ditto ... 20 0 0 ...
Pre-emptive  on ... ...
Prairie
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... I ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ... 96 1 0
Homestead,  1872 . .. 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
Conditional ... 250 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 122 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... 320 0 0
Homestead 1872 ... 148 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... .. 200 0 0
ditto .. ... 100 0 0
Conditional ,1868  ... 54 0 0
Homestead ,  1868 , ... 160 0 0
Conditional  ... ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ... 1 500 0 0
uitto ... 1 240 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ... 150 0 0
ditto ... 720 0 0
ditto ...
...
634 0 0
ditto ... ... 133 1 0
ditto ... ... 250 0 0
ditto ... ... 180 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... 50 0 0
ditto
ditto ...  50 0  0 10 1 0
ditto ... 90 0 0 18 0 0
ditto ... ... 85 0 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 859 3 0
Homestead ... 30 0 0 57 0 0
Conditional ... 60 0 0 45 0 0
ditto ... 29 0 0 36 2 0
ditto ... 127 1 0
ditto ... ... 99 3 0
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ... 80 0 0 60 0 0
ditto ... ... ...
ditto .. .
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... ..,
ditto ,.. ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead,  1872' 20 0 0
Conditional ... ...
80 0
300 0
Second Class
1'astorai.
A. B. P.
640 0 0
360 0 0
40 0 0
540 0 0
744 0 0
254 0 0
211 0 0
Year. Bent Balance dna
i £ a. d.
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 9 0 0
3rd 2 0 0
3rd 14 5 0
4th 12 0 0
2nd 3 0 0
5th 1 0 0
8th 18 10 0
5th 18 12 0
4th 7 17 0
9th 5 5 6
676 0 0 5th
420 0 0 5th
456 0 25 4th
1807 2 0 9th
144 0 0 9th
132 1 0 9th
80 0 0 9th
8th
4th
3rd
144 0 0 4th
4th
3rd
160 0 0 9th
8th
2nd
5,120 0 0 5th
600 0 0 5th
997 0 0 5th
400 0 0 7th
632 0 0 5th
405 0 0 4th
517 0  0  7th
200 0 0 7th
2nd
3rd
400 0 0 3rd
215 0 0 5th
940 0 0 3rd
480 0 0 3rd
180 0 0 3rd
434 0 0 5th
993 0 0 5th
1,051 0 0 5th
10th
... 8th
7th
6th
1,186 0 0 5th
408 0 0 5th
480 0 0 4th
295 0 0 5th
1,631 0 0 5th
3rd
4th
6th
5th
5th
5th
... 5th
6th
5th
5th
274 0 0 9th
200 0 0 4th
403 0 0 7th
175 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 3rd
92 0 0 3rd
865 0 0 7th
279 0 0 5th
160 0 0 2nd
80 0 0 5th
160 0 0 2nd
212 0 0 5th
3rd
890 0 0 5th
0
0
£ .1. d.
16 18 0
11 9 0
11 8 6
45 4 0
3 12 0
3 6 6
2 0 0
4 17 0
12 0 0
12 0 0
22 7 0
12 0 0
8 6 6
4 0 0
16 0 0
7 8 0
20 0 0 4 0 0
15 0 0
22 17 3 I
10 0 0
15 16 0
10 2 622 18  610 0 00 11 3
4 0 0
10 0 0
5 7 6
48 10 0
8 0 0
4 10 0
1017 0 l
24 16 633 15 6
36 0 0
3114 0
6 14 0
12 10 038 13 0
10 4 0
12 0 0
9 17 6
40 15 6
4 6 0
7 13 0
4 5 0
4 0 0
43 0 0
2 11 06 15 0
4 0 6
6 8 0
5 0 0
6 17 0
5 0 0
10 1 6
13 7 6
2 0 0
2 6 0
21 12 6
2 10 1
4 0 0
6 0 0
4 0 0
5 6 0
12 15 0
22 5 0
698
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Register
No. Leese&
Nature of Selection.
1183 McMullen, J. F. ... ... Pre-emptive on
Tea-tree Run
123 Ditto  ...  ... ... Conditional
1314 Meierheins, Caspar... ... Homestead, 1868
668 Melbourne, Chas. Sydney Conditional ...
475
430
954
*848
Dick
Neil, W.
Neill, Walter
Neilssen, Jens ...
Newbold, F. G. (the Trustees
of) ... ...
163 Ditto
164 Ditto
165 Ditto
166 Ditto
168 Ditto
205 Ditto
206 Ditto
207 Ditto
208 Ditto
...
209 Ditto ...
138 Norton , William ...
01474 Olsen, Johannes ...
'1477  Ditto ...
*1439 Olson .  Tedarran ...
280 Orr,  William ...
405 Orr , T. H. ...
1311 Ditto
84 Ditto
1310 Ditto ...
14 O'Shanessy, J.
41 O'Shanessy, Patk. Adam
21 O'Shanessy, John
677 Ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Pre-emption on
leased half of
Torilla ...
Conditional...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
...
...
...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
,.. ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
...
Homestead, 1872
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
973 Ditto ...
970 O'Shanesy, Patrick Adam...
1032 Osborne, Alf. Fred... ...
1355 Ditto ...
1033 Ditto ...
*816 Pacey, Flora
632 Palfrey, Emanuel
551 Ditto
610 Ditto
'632 Ditto
876 Ditto
643 Parsons, Edwin
827 Ditto ...
...
661 Part, A. R. .. ...
807 Paterson, Robert Laidlaw...
250 Ditto ... ... ...
261 Ditto
804 Ditto
806 Ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
...
...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive on
Raglan re-
sumed half
ditto ...
ditto leasedditto halfditto
...
806 Ditto ... ...
65 Paterson, Andrew ... ...
305 Ditto ... ... ...
711 Ditto .. ...
*1464 Perkins, Thos. Henry Steele
*1485 Pershouse , John ...
588 Pipe,  Luke ...
878 Potts , George
879 Ditto
1012 Ditto
'1013 Ditto ...
154 Rattenbury, James ...
363 Ditto ... .. ...
*1458 Rogers ,  Edward Powys ...
*1459 Ditto ... ...
t1460 Ditto .
*1475 Rosel, Joseph
*1495 Struber, Stephan
*1496 Ditto
*1482 Turner , Abraham
*1486 Truelsen, Carl
157 Jones, George
158 Ditto ...
159 Ditto ...
601 Rettanbury,  James,.,
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
agricultural.
1. B.tooTP1
...
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral.
 . B. P. (  A.  B. P.
100 0 U
i
1,762 0 0 10th
Bent.
£ a. d.
49 0 7
Balance due.
£a. d.
900 0 0 9th 22 10 0
120 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
450 0 0 880 0 0 5th 44 10 0  1127 4 8
... 320 0 0 7th 8 0 0
348 0 0 7th 8 14 0
90 0 0 ... 3rd 2 5 0
2,120 0 032 0  0 120 0 0
60 0 0 80 0 0
48 0 0 100 0 0
200 0 0
... 150 0 0
... 320 0 0
...
640 0 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
Tear.
9th 53 0 0
80 0 0 9th 10 8 0
100 0 0 9th 11 0 0
200 0 0 9th 13 12 0
40 0 0 9th 16 0 0
448 0 0 8th 18 14 0
320 0 0 8th 24 0 0
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
640 0 0 8th 16 0 0
604 0 0 8th 15 2 0
640 0 0 9th 16 0 0
2nd 8 0 0
232 0 0 2nd 1 18 8
160 0 0  2nd 2 0 0
477 0 0 ... 40 0 0 8th 36 15 6
... 1,459 0 0 7th 36 9 6
... 100 0 0 2nd 2 7 1
.,. 1,506 0 0 10th 37 13 0
60 0 0 ... 40 0 0 2nd 5 10 0
40 0 0  ...  ... 10th 3 0 0
... 105 0 0 ... 10th 5 5 0
40 0 0
40 0
...
374 0 0
160 0 0
204 0 0
... 10th 3 0 0
5th 8 0 0
... 3rd 6 16 0
3rd 3 5 0
320 0 0 3rd 12 0 0
100 0 0 2nd 2 5 10
355 0 0 3rd 11 17 6
240 0 0 4th 6 0 0
6th 18 14 0
6th 1 13 4
5th 10 4 0
5th 4 0 0... 80 0 0 ,..
30 0 0
30 0 0
160 0 0
45 0 0
40...0
. 4th 8 0 0
487 0 0 5th 14 8 6
667 0 0 4th 16 13 6
5th 1 2 6
1,140 0 0 4 h 28 10 0
0 30 0 0 8th 5 0 0
20 0 0 120 0 0 176 0 0 8th 11 18 0
... 836 0 0 4th 20 18 0
673 0 0 4th 16 16 6
104 0 0 4th 26 0 0
.., 500 0 0 ... 10th  _')3 0 0
73 0 0 .., 8th 3 13 0
... 160" 0 0 5th 8 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 6 13 4
... 400 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
... 160 0 0 6th 3 13 4
... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
80 0 0 560 0 0 4th 18 0 0
325 0 0 3rd 8 2 6
325 0 0 3rd 8 2 6
161 2 7 9th 4 1 0
197 0 0 7th 4 18 6
3,390 0 0 2nd 35 6 3
1,875 0 0 2nd  18 17 11
1,200 0 0 2nd
320 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
243 0 0 2nd 1 10 4
243 0 0 2nd 1 10 4
... 100 0 0 ... 2nd 1 13 4
... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 6 0 0
r..
60 0 0 ... 9th 210 0
311 0 0 ... 9th 15 11 0
... 169 0 0 9th 8 9 0
,..
.
160 0 0
116 0 0
0 5 0 0
80 0 0
60 0 0
•.. 243 1 25 6th 6 2 0
699
L'
No.
*930 Raven,  Herbert Fenton
71 Rea, William ...
795 Richter, George ...
691 Reeve, E. W. ...
625 Ditto :..
658 Reid, John . , , ..
1224 Reid, Walter ...
1225 Ditto ...
1035 Reilly, Michael ...
637 Reinhardt, Joseph ...
794 Ditto .. .
790 Risien, Henry Walters
698 Ditto ... ...
756 Ditto
*1006 Robertson, J hn ...
1007 Ditto ...
1345 Ditto ... ...
1334 Ditto ...
1426 Robertson, William
01353 Roden, George
660 Rogers, James
925 Rogers , Nathan ...
1042 Ditto ... ...
162 Rogers, John
847 Ditto ...
849 Ditto .
356 Rosel , Joseph ...
521 Ditto ...
&1385 Ditto ...
1421 Ditto ...
286 Ross , Andrew
376 Ditto ...
240 Ross,  James ...
460 Ditto
681 Ditto
1119 Ditto - ...
784 Ross, Robert ..
1079 Russell, Henry Edward
1080 Ditto ... ...
1081 Ditto ...
1280 Ditto ... ...
1281 Ditto ...
1321 Rutherford, James ...
1386 Ditto
1250 Ryan, Honoria
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT-continued.
Nato" of Selection. Agricultural. First ClawPutoraL Beeond ClanPastoral Tear. Rent. Balance due
A.  B. P. I { $  S.  d. 8  S.
640 0 0 3rd 14 13 4
365 0 0 10th 9 2 6
325 0 0 4th 8 2 6
.. 6th 3 13 4
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
.. 6th 4 0 0
250 0 0 3rd 15 15 0
2,350 0 0 3rd 148 15 0
... 3rd 21 19 6
... 5th 1 6 0
4th 1 8 0
489 0 0 4th 12 4 6
404 0 0 5th 11 12 0
890 0 0 5th 34 6 0
...1 Conditional ...
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ditto ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto .
... Homestead, 1875
... Homestead ...
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead, 1868
A. L P. I A. B. P.
... 160 0 0
12 0 0 62 0 0
190 0 0
1,800 0 0
586 0 0
... 52 0 0
... 56 0 0
... 30 0 0
... 240 0 0
.,. 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0 2 6 8
... Conditional ... ... ... 338 0 0 3rd 8 7 8
... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
... ditto ... ... ... 90 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
... Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0 ... 2nd 2 0 10
ditto ... ... 640 0 0 ... 2nd 24 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 636 0 0 5th 15 18 0
:0 11 8
Homestead, 1868 ... 159 3 0 3rd 4 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 160 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
Pre-emptive on '
resumed half
Torilla ... ... ... , 400 0 0 9th 10 0 0
... Pre-emptive on
leased half
Torilla  ... ... 600 0 0 1,100 0 0 4th 52 10 0
... ditto ... 160 0 0 159 3 0 4th 12 0 0
... Conditional  ... 50 0 0 107 0 0 7th 9 2 0
... ditto ... ... ... 311 0 0 6th  7 15  6
... ditto ... ... ...  252 0 0 2nd 5 5 0
ditto ... ... ... 135 0 0 2nd  1 19  1
ditto ... ... ... 1,200 0 0 8th 20 7 6
ditto ... 1,205 0 0 7th 30 2 6
ditto ... 160 0 0 780 0 0 3,273 0 0 8th 132 16 6
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
... ditto ...  . 488 0 0 5th 12 4 0
ditto 80 0 0 100 0 0 143 0 0 3rd 29 11 6
ditto ... 709 0 0 4th 17 14 6
ditto ... 300 0 0 940 0 0 3rd 38 10 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 240 0 0 986 0 0 3rd 42 13 0
ditto ... 50 0 0 800 0 0 2,221 0 0 3rd  99 5 6 25 14 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 372 0 0 3rd 11 15 6
ditto ... 80 0 0 225 0 0 3rd 11 12 6
ditto ... ... 1,100 0 0 .. 2nd 27 10 0
ditto ... ... ... 560 0 0 2nd 10 10 0
ditto ... ... 416 0 0 208 0 0 3rd 26 0 0
ditto ... ... 290 0 0 372 0 0 3rd 23 16 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 300 •0 0 2nd 12 10 0
1253 Ditto ... ...
1331 Ditto ... ...
 1253 Ditto ... ...
*1363 Salmon , John ...
79 Savage, S. ...
174 Scott, John .. ..
801 Scott, David... ...
765 Seery, James
142 Shannon, John
143 - Ditto
691 Shaw, Ann
220 Sheridan, Michael ...
621 Sherwin, J. P. ...
1329 Ditto ... ...
1354 Ditto ...
320 Skinner , Joseph ...
321 Ditto
614 Ditto ...
1051 Smalley, Richard ...
512 Smith ,  James Ernest
541 Smith, Robert ...
835 Stapp , Henry Turney
870 Stapp, Charles Turney
434 Stephen, Edward Milner
451 Ditto ... ...
462 Ditto
537 Ditto .. ...
519 Stirling , Robert J....
1291 Ditto ...
593 Stirling , R. J....
... ditto ... ... 190 0 0 570 0 0 3rd 23 15 0
... Homestead, 1868 160 0 0 ... 2nd 3 6 8
... Conditional ... ... 106 0 0 ... 10th 5 6 0
... ditto ... ... 317 0 0 ... 9th  7 18  6
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 .. 4th 4 0 0
... Conditional ... ... 30 0 0 432 0 0 5th 12 6 0
... ditto .. ... ... 1,355 0 0 9th 33 17 6
... ditto ... ... 90 0 0 304 3 0 9th 12 2 6
... ditto ... .., 194 0 0 5th 4 7 0
... ditto ... 40 0 0 10 0 0 ... 8th 3 10 0
... ditto ... 1,280 0 0 2,555 0 0 5th 127 17 6
ditto ... ... ... 90 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
ditto ... .. 1,080 0 0 2nd 24 0 0
... ditto ... ... 742 0 0 ... 8th 37 2 0
... ditto ... ... 120 0 0 8th 6 0 0
... ditto ... ... 127 0 0 5th 6 7 0
... ditto ... ... 60 0 0 580 0 0 3rd 17 10 0 2 2 6
... ditto ... ... .. 264 0 0 6th 6 12 0
Homestead ... 160 0 0 ... 6th 1 6 8
:.. Conditional ... 54 0 0  ...  .. 4th 4 1 0
... Homestead ... 144 1 19  ...  4th  3 12 6
... Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 540 0 0 6th 18 10 0
ditto ... ... ... 3,974 0 0 6th 99 7 0
.., ditto ... ... ... 1,252 0 0 6th 31 6 0
... ditto ... ... 640  0 0 5th 16 0 0
... ditto ... ... 130 0 0 740 0 0 6th 25 0 0
.., ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
... Homestead ... ... 160 0 0
1
,., 6th 3 13 4
700
694 Stirling . R. J. ...
102 Stockall , John ...
60 Struber ,  Stephan ...
146 Ditto ... ... ...
294 Ditto ... ... ...
609 Ditto ... ... ...
689 Ditto ... ... ...
690 Ditto ... ... ...
809 Ditto ... ... ...
1129 Ditto ... ... ...
1287 Ditto ... ... ...
*1427 Ditto ... ... ...
*1470 Ditto ... ...
*1471 Ditto .. ...
864 Tarrant , Edward
444 Taylor, William John ...
1201 Teefey, William ... ...
1383 Thomasson, James ... ...
944 Thomason, Thomas... ...
952 Ditto ... ... ...
828 Tonges, Conrad ... ...
72 Ditto ... ... ...
898 Ditto ... ... ...
1247 Ditto ... ... ...
183 Tourle, Thomas ... ...
212 Ditto ...
*510 Tourle, Morse, and Co. ...
124 Ditto ...
92 Towns and Stuart ...
94 Ditto ...
802 Ditto ... ...
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of detection.
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto 40
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Banksia ...
ditto
Pre-emption,
CalliungalNo.3
Pre-emption on
CalliungalNo.2
Pre-emptive on
Calliungal No.1
...
980 Towns, Robert, and Stuart,
Alexander ... ... ...
981 Ditto ... ...
1314 Triffitt, Richard ... ...
1315 Ditto ... ... ...
949 Triffit, R. ... ... ...
993 Ditto .. ... ...
171 Tucker, Elihu ... ...
125 Tucker, Michael ...
467 Ditto ... ...
*1290 Ditto ... ... ...
148 Tucker, Stephen ... ,..
449 Ditto ... ... ...
577 Ditto ... ... ...
675 Ditto ... ...
844 Tucker, Lewis ... ...
1462 Turner, Abraham ... ...
*1463 Ditto ... ...
476 Tutton, William ... ...
887 Ditto ... ... ...
587 Valentine, Thos.
435 Vaughan , W. ... ...
1430 Vaughan ,  Wil liam ... ...
1499 Ditto  ... ...
*1504 Vaughan,  W. ... ...
*1505 Vickary, T. W. ...
0987 Vickary, Thos. Wm.
655 Vickary, T. W. ...
126 Ditto ... ...
127 Ditto .. ...
01274 Watt, John  Brown, and
Gilchrist, Wm. Oswald ...
01275 Ditto
*221 Watson, J. E.
433 Wenzel, Fanny
452 Ditto ... ... ...
453 Ditto ... ... ...
664 Werner, Herman ... ...
63 Williamson, G. ...
1418 William John Tapping ...
1419 Ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
.erioalturaL
A. N. P.
Pint Class
Pastoral.
second Class
Pastora l.
L B. P.
Year. Rent .  Balance due.
£ s. d.
... 429 0 0 6th 1014 6
L N. P.
44 0 0
-
.. 9th 3 6 0
80 0 0 720 0 0 9th 22 0 0
160 0 0 9th 4 0 0
80 0 0 160 0 0 8th • 8 0 0
... 240 0 0 6th 6 0 0
200 0 0 6th 6 0 0
... 240 0 0 6th 6 0 0
495 0 0 4th 12 7 6
80 0 0 380 0 0 325 0 0 3rd 33 2 6
80 0 0 ... 284 0 0 3rd 13 2 0
... 800 0 0 2nd 11 13 4
... ... 188 0 0 2nd 1 11 4
. 163 0 0 2nd 1 7 2
25 0 0 298 0 0 4th 8 14 0
2,014 0 0 6th  100 14 0
20 0 0 60 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
60 0 0 788 0 0 2nd 16 5 6 0 9 0
20 0 0 89 0 0 ... 3rd 2 19 6
...
ditto ...
ditto ... 60. 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
Pre-emption on
Maryvale Run ...
Conditional ... .. .
ditto ... ...
ditto ,.. ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868 ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ... 40-0 0
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
Canoona  No. 4 ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
leased half of
Glenpraire ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
...
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ... 50 2 0
90 0 0 3rd 4 10 0
200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
... 320 0 0 10th 8 0 0
63  0
200 0 0 4th 5 0 0
800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
1,000 0 0 9th 25 0 0
0 800 0 0 8th 23 3 0
420 0 0 427 0 0 6th 31 13 6
640 0 0 640 0 0 9th 48 0 0
400 0 0 1,414 0 0 9th 55 7 0
160 0 0 9th 4 0 0
100 0 0" 537 0 0 4th 18 8 6
... 1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
364 0 0 3rd 9 2 0
177 0 0 2nd 3 12 2
30 0 0 95 0 0 2nd 3 17 6
160 0 0 ... 3rd 8 0 0
109 3 0  ...  3rd 5 10 0
... 260 0 0 9th 11 0 0
600 0 0 9th 12 10 0
210 0 0 7th 5 5 0
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 9th 6 0 0
178 0 0 7th 4 9 0
1,175 0 0 6th 29 7 6
• 532 0 0 5th 13 6 0
80 0 0 4th ' 2 0 0
13 0 0 , .. 2nd 0 6 3
60 0 0 2nd 012 6
200 0 0 7th 5 0 0
120 0 0 4th 6 0 0
159 0 0  ...  6th 3 6 3
648 0 0 7th 16 4 060 0  0 94 0 0 2nd 3 2 5
478 0 0 2nd 2 19 9
430 0 0 2nd 0 17 11
800 0 0  ...  1 13 4
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
640 0 0 5th l 16 0 0
280 0  0 1,000 0 0 9th
400 0 0 880 0 0 9th
39 0 0
42 0 0
... 1,920 0 0 3rd 48 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
361 0 14 ... 8th
43 2 0 ... 7th 2 4 0
10 0 0 ... 7th 010 0
17 1 31 ... 7th 0 18 0
80 0 0 5th 2 0 0
500 0 0 ... 10th 25 0 0
100 0 0 ... , 2nd 1 13 4
2nd 2 11 0
4 6 8
1 10 6
019 9
0 11 0
-701
Register
No. Lessee.
ROCKHAMPTON  DISTRICT- continued.
*1396 Wilson, Nathan ... ...
14331 Ditto ... ... ...
323 Wilson, D. ... ... ...
156 ; Wood, James ... ...
465 Ditto ...
474 Ditto ..
'1481 Wood, Ed. Geo. Lethbridge
'1603 Wool, E. G. L.
975 Wright, Theodore ... ...
1038 Ditto ... ... ...
1164 Ditto ... ...
64 Wust, F. ... ...
X862 Wyatt, Alfred ...
1428 Wyatt, George ...
533 York, John ...
534 Ditto ... ...
27 Aldous, J. ...
90 Bain, Thos. ...
196 Bank, Commercial
*226 Ditto ...
248 Ditto ...
20 Barker, W....
311 Ditto .. ..
312 Ditto ...
313 Ditto  .. ... ...
314 Barker , W. H. ...
142 Barry ,  John ...
147 Ditto ... ...
202 Ditto  ... ... ...
*222 Baylis ,  Sidney ... ...
2 Bell, J.  ... ... ...
80 Bell, Wm. L. ...
123 Bell, John S.
210 Bell, James ... ...
*278  Ditto ... ...
*307 Ditto
193 Blackman, Alfred ...
122 Buchanan, H. R. ...
89 Cadell, Thomas ...
*299  Ditto ..
*306 Cadell, Wiliam
*281 Ditto ...
*282 Ditto ...
*288 Ditto ..
28 Caincross, D.
115 Cairncross, David ...
209 Ditto ... ... ...
172 Ditto ... ... ...
86 Cameron, Ewen ... ...
182 Ditto ... ... ...
*251  Ditto ...
*256 Christensen, John Andrew
76 Clark, Arthur
187 Ditto ... ...
93 Ditto
114 Clowes, Daniel
68 Coe,  J. ... ... ...
148 Ditto  ... ... ...
78 Cowan, Robert ..
37 Cox,  E. K., and Bloomfield,
108 Cox, Edward K ing ... ...
*230 Cox, E. K.
*221 Crosica, Giabetta George ...
232  Deschamps , John ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead, 1868
Conditional
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...I
Agricultural.
 . R. P.
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Clam
Pastoral.
A. R. P. i A. R.
... 940 0
100 0
82 0 0  ...
... 320 0
... 277 0
116 0
640 0
... 640 0
... 1,290 0
220 0
10 0 0 160 0
418 3
20 0 0 137 1
80 0 0 300 0
... 50 0
... 50 0
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
Conditional ... ... 80 0
ditto ... ... 160 ()
Pre-emptive on
Warroo ... ... ... 960 0
Pre-emptive on
Warra ... ... ... 1,028 0
Pre-emptive on
Warroo ... ... ... 532 0
Pre-emptive on
Barmundoo ... ... 640 0 0
ditto ... .. , 1,280 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0
ditto ... 640 0
Conditional ... ... ... 640 0
ditto ... ... ... 337 0
ditto ... ... ... 113 0
ditto ... ... .. 40 0
Homestead ... ... 150 0 0 ...
Pre-emptive on
Baroon ... 80 0 0 ... ...
Conditional ... ... 50 0 0 258 0
ditto ... ... ... 3,696 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,017 0
ditto ... ... ... 320 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0
ditto ... .. ... 1,390 0
Pre-emptive
Lewd half of
Kroombit ... ... ... 1,000 0
ditto ... ... ... 64G 0
Conditional ... ... ... 640 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,760 0
ditto ... ... .. 640 0
ditto ... ... ... 360 0
ditto ... ... ... 120 0
ditto ... ... 119 0
ditto ... ... ... 11.2 0
ditto ... ... ... 128 0
ditto ... ... ... 163 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0
ditto ... ... ... 120 0
ditto  ...  ... ... 659 0
ditto ... ... ... 89 2
ditto ... ... ... 563 0
ditto ... ... ... 122 0
ditto ... ... ... 102 0
ditto ... ... ... 137 0
Pre-emptive on
Miriam Vale ... 106 0 0 214 0
Conditional ... ... ... 500 0
ditto ... ... ... 500 0
ditto ... ... ... 80 0
ditto ... ... ... 5,670 0
Year. Bent. Balance due
P.  £ s. cl.  £s. d.
0 2nd  15 13 4
0 2nd  1 5 0
6th  4 2 0
0 1 9th  8 0 00 7th  6 18 6
0 7th 2 18 0
0 i 2nd  5 6 8
0 2nd  2 6 8
0 3rd  32 5 0
0 3rd 5 10 0
0 3rd  6 0 0
7 , 10th 10 9 6
0 4th  4 9 0
0 2nd  6 18 10
0 6th  1 5 0
0 6th  1 5 0
0 8th 2 0 0
0 6th 4 0 0
0 4th 24 0 0
0 3rd 25 14 0
0 3rd 13 6 0
9th 32 0 0
0 2nd 5 6 8
0 2nd 2 13 4
0 2nd 2 13 4
0 2nd 2 13 4
0 5th 8 8 6
0 5th 2 16 6
0 4th 1 0 0
3rd 3 15 0
10th 6 0 0
0 6th 8 19 0
0 5th 92 8 0
0 4th 25 8 6
0 3rd 8 0 0
0 2nd 8 6 8
0 4th 16 0 0
0 5th  3415 0
0 6th 25 0 0
0 2nd 8 0 0
0 2nd 5 6 8
0 3rd 44 0 0
0 3rd 16 0 0
0 2nd 8 5 0
0 8th 3 0 0
0 5th 2 19 6
0 4th  2 16 0
0 5th 3 4 0
0 6th 4 1 6
0 4th 2 0 0
0 Srd 2 0 0
0 3rd 2 0 0  1 0 0
$0 5 0
0 7th 3 0 0
01 4th 16 9 6
0 i 6th 2 5 0
0 6th 14 1 6
0 7th 3 1 0
0 5th 2 11 0
0 6th 3 8 6
0 8th 10 13 0
0 6th 12 10 0
0 3rd 9 7 6
0 3rd 2 0 0
0 3rd 141 15 0
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GLADSTONE  DISTRICT-continued.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. lint clanPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral Year.
IV
Rent.  Balance due
I  I  A. B. P. 1 A. B. P.  I  A. B. P. 1 I  a  S.  d. £  S. A
228 Dickinson, John ... ... Conditional ... ... ... 100 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
47 Dickinson, J. ... ... ditto ... ... ... 110 0 0 7th 2 15 0
71 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 7th 2 0 0
107 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 110 0 0 6th 2 15 0
*181 Drinan, Patrick ... .. ditto ... ... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
0237 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ,.. 400 0 0 ... 3rd 20 0 0
*259 Ditto ... ... ... Pre-emptive,
Cawarra ... ... ,.. 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
*260 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
*261 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
200 Farmer, Joseph Harley ... Conditional ... ... ... 1,755 0 0 4th 43 17 6
180 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 300 0 0 3,325 0 0 4th 98 2 6
198 Farmer, Joseph ... ... ditto ... ... ... 298 0 0 4th 7 9 0
177 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,354 0 0 4th 33 17 0
178 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 4th 25 0 0
179 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 500 0 0 2,029 0 0 4th 75 14 6
29 Ferguson, G. ... ... ditto ... ... ... 204 0 0 8th 5 2 0
*264 Fisher, William ... ... ditto ... ... I 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
32 Friend, H. ... ... ... ditto ... ... 200 0 0 473 0 0 8th 21 16 6
34 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 8th 2 0 0
79 Friend, Henry ... ... ditto ... ... ... 615 0 0 6th 15 7 6
*257 Gilbert, John Hewitt ... ditto ... ... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
207 Gilbert, R. G. ... ... ditto ... ... 600 0 0 7,180 0 0 4th 209 10 0
325 Glackin, Peter ... ditto ... ... ... 6,640 0 0 2nd 13 16 8
154 Glennie, James ... ... ditto ... ... ... 610 0 0 5th 16 0 0
213 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1,000 0 0 6,000 0 0 4th 200 0 0
245 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
234 Glennie, James (as trustee Pre-emptive,
of the late Mary Collins) Thornhill ... ... ... 1,746 0 0 3rd 43 1 4
235 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 797 0 0 3rd 19 16 0
99 Graham, J. L. ... ... Conditional ... ... ... 457 0 0 6th 11 8 6
130 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 2,398 0 0 5th 44 1 9
155 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 752 0 0 5th 18 16 0
326 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... a 640 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
173 Graham, John Lockwood ... ditto ... ... ... 1,186 0 0 5th 29 13 0
174 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 723 0 0 5th 18 1 6
175 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 193 0 0 5th 4 16 6
t183 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... I
... 612 0 0 4th 9 10 6
215 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 436 0 0 3rd 1018 0
*263 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
92 Harbottle, Thos. ., . ... ditto ... ... ... 3,284 0 0 6th 82 2 0
128 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 398 0 0 5th 9 19 0
129 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... I ... 390 0 0 5th 9 15 0
81 Harvey, Rob(rt ... ..e ditto ... ... I ... 140 1 0. 6th 3 10 6
*277 Hoffman, John ... ... ditto ... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
106 Ibbotson, John ... ... ditto ... ... ... 111 0 0 6th 2 15 6
109 Ditto .., ... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 6th 2 0 0.
231 Jenard, Joseph ... :.. ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
8 Jinks, W. ... ... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 0 9th 2 0 0
*258 Judges, William Edward ... ditto ... ... 120 0 0 3rd 3 0 9
219 gable, H. C. ... ... ditto ... ... 50 0 0 343 0 0 3rd 11 1 6 10 3 0
Survey Fea 0 16 0
146 Kable, Henry Charlton ... ditto ... ... 150 0 0 490 0 0 5th 19 15 0
0271 Keitly, Daniel ... ... ditto ... ... ... 150 0 0 3rd 3 15 0
0253 Kelly, Michael ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
156 Kelly, William T. ... ... ditto ... ... ... 60 0 0 5th 1 10 0
157 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 79 2 30 5th 2 0 0
0243 Leslie, Mary Auld .,, ... ' ditto ... ... ... 120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
220 Lidey, James ... ... I ditto ... ... ... 250 0 0 3rd 8 15 0
44 Lilly, Brothers ... ... Pre-emptive on
the Boyne ... ... ... 214 0 0 7th 5 7 0
46 Lilly, H. ... ... ... Conditional ... ... ... 316 0 0 7th 7 18 0
t188 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 106 0 0 4th ...
*275 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 50 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
*276 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 50 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
9 Livie, G. ditto ... 120 0 0 9th 3 0 0
10 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 80 0 28 9th 2 0 6
143 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 300 0 0 5th 7 10 0
144 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 333 0 0 5th 8 6 6
201 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 20') 0 0 4th 5 0 0
242 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 174 0 0 3rd 4 7 0
t195 Lloyd, John Henry... ... ditto ... ... ... 77 3 0 4th 0 6 9
225 Mackay, William ... ... ditto ... ... ... 280 0 0 3rd 7 0 0
7 Macleay, Onslow, and Onslow Pre-emptive on
Collide ... ... 80 0 0 9th 2 0 0
61 Mann, T. ... ... ... Conditional ... ... 100 0 0 415 0 0 7th 15 7 6
64 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 550 0 0 7th 18 15 0
96 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 50 0 0 ... 418 0 0 6th 14 4 0
176 March, Jose h ... ... Homestead ... ... 40 0 0 .. 4th 1 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 80'0 0 8th 2 0 031 Monro, D. ...
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Register
No. Lessee.
*308 Monro, D. E. ... ...
120 McGuire, Charles ,. ,,.
191 McLeod, Murdoch... ...
*265 Ditto ... ... ...
33 McLiver, J. ... ...
63 Ditto ... ...
*280
*
McPherson, George ...
185 Miller, Robert ... ...
*186 Ditto ... ... ...
*229 Ditto ...
*308 Monro, David E.J1284 Ditto ...
*285 Ditto ... ... ..,
*286 Ditto ... ...
*287 Murphy, James ...
*309 Murray, James ...
309 Ditto ... ...
72 Nash, J. ... ...
168 Neill, Hugh... ...
149 Ditto .,. ... ...
136 Ditto ... ... ...
170 Ditto
171 Ditto ... ...
184 Ditto ... ...
*249I Ditto ... ... ...
*250 Ditto ... ... ...
*283 Ditto ... ... ...
6 Norton, Albert, and Alfred
Morcom ... I
324 Owen, Wm.... ... ...
52 Palmer, J. ... ... ...
531 Ditto ... ...
Ill Ditto ... ... ...
112 Ditto ... ... ...
132 Ditto ... ... ...
133 Ditto ... ... ...
*1501 Ditto ... ... ...
*301 Parsloe, Henry ...
21 Paterson, Robt. Laidlaw ...
*296 Ditto ... ...
*297 Ditto ... ...
*298 Ditto ...
190 Pershouse, John ...
14 Pershouse, F. A. ...
35 Pershouse, William
140 Robertson, Thomas...
*223 Ditto ... ... ...
*224 Ditto ...
160 Robertson, William ...
t162 Robertson, Richard... ...
164 Ditto ... ... ...
t67 Schulze, T. .,, ...
t217 Stirratt, David ... ...
218 Ditto ... ...
t262 Ditto ...
*269 Ditto
320 Stirrat, David
321 Ditto ...
84 Sutherland, M. Agnes
t110 Ditto ... ...
*206 Ditto ...
241 Tilley, Thomas
315 Tilley, T. ...
18 Turich, C.
*95 Turich, Charles ...
62 Turich, T. ... ... ...
113 Ditto
*291 Union Bank of Australia
*292 Ditto ... ...
*293 Ditto ...
*302 Wade, Thomas William
*303 Ditto ... ...
322 Ditto • ...
40 Walters, J.
119 Walters, Joseph ,.,
151 Watt, William W....
...
GLADSTONE  DISTRICT - continued.
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptive on
Rod's Bay Run
Conditional ,,.
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...ditto  ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emption on
Monte Christo
Pre-emptive on
leased half
Monte Christo
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
. ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Pre-emptiv e,
Mount Alma...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive
leased half
Milton Run
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
120 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
decond Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent.
A. B. P. 1 A. B. P.
150 0 0
460 0 0
... ...
...
38 0 0 22 2 0
...
... 58 0 0
..•
...
...
...
500 0 0
2,060 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
.
82 0 0
£ 1. d.
Balance  du a
£l. d.
1,280 0 0 2nd 8 0,0
160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
... 4th 1 1 0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
90 0 0 8th 2 5 0
183 0 0 7th 4 11 6 1
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
1 20 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
1,280 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 2 0 0
2nd 17 10 0
1,920 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
1,920 0 0 2nd 12 0 0
120 0 0 7th 3 0 0
540 0 0 5th 18 10 0
612 0 0 5th 15 6 0
3,010 0 0 5th 75 5 0
1,150 0 0 5th 28 15 0 1
788 0 0 5th 19 14 0
750 0 0 4th 18 15 0 i
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 16 0 0
324 2 0 9th 8 2 6
640 0 0 2nd 1 6 8
331 0 0 7th 8 5 6
265 0 0 7th 6 12 6
284 0 0 6th 7 2 0
200 0 0 6th 5 0 0
925 0
0 5th 10 12 6
100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
... 5th 3 15 0
80 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
440 0 0 9th 34 0 0
720 0 0 2nd 1010 0
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
. 4th 4 0 0
92 0 0 9th 2 6 0
116 0 0 8th 5 16 0 0 10 0
+0 2 6
7,640 0 0 5th 191 0 0
... 3rd 4 0 0
... 3rd 4 0 0
7,640 0 0 5th 191 0 0
1,000 0 0 5th
6,630 0 0 5th 165 15 0
127 0 0 7th
1,237 0 0 3rd 23 16  6
483 0 0 3rd 12 1 6 01S 0$0 4 6
323 0 0 3rd 8 0 10
800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
1,920 0 0  2nd 4 0 0
640 0 0  2nd 1 6 8
222 0 0  6th 5 11 0
239 0 0  6th 4 7 7
1 45 0 0  4th 1 2 6
1,500 0 0  3rd 137 10 0
3,180 0 0  2nd 21 16 8
454 0 0  9th 11 7 0
125 0 0  6th 3 2 6
288 0 0 7th 7 4 0
508 0 0  6th 12 14 0
1,666 0 0  2nd 27 15 4
472 0 0  2nd 7 17 4
422 0 0  2nd 7 0 8
5,650 0 0  2nd 58 17 1
1,000 0 0  2nd 10 8 4
918 0 0 2nd 2 5 0
582 0 0 8th 14 11 0
137 0 0 5th 3 8 6
250 0 0 5th 1 6 5 0
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GLADSTONE  DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No.
*205
*304
*305
*203
Lessee.
Watt, William W....
Watt, Wm. Wilson
Ditto ..
Williams, George
194 Wilson, Joseph
12, Ditto ...
30 Ditto ...1181  Ditto ...
153 Ditto ...
214 Ditto ...
t233 Ditto ...
238 Ditto ... ...
239 i Ditto ... ...
240 Ditto ... ...
241 Ditto ... ...
*252 Ditto ... ...
*290  Ditto  ...
*295 Ditto ... ...
318 Ditto ... ...
319 Ditto ..
*145 Worthington, James
201 Young, Jcmes
*268 Young, William
*267 Ditto ... ...
310 Young, W. ...
*300 Young, Andrew ...
Nature  of Selection.
• Conditional
... ditto
,.. ditto ...
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Homestead
... Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
ditto
Conditional ... 200 0 0 ... 210 0 0
Pre-emption on
Mt. Funnel Run ... 200 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... ... 1,280 0 0
ditto ... 320 0 0 ... 320 0 0
Pre-emption on
Wilangi Run .. ... 640 0 0
Conditional ... 100 0 0 100 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0 ...
ditto ... .. 240 0 0 ...
ditto ... 20 0 0 60 0 0 ..
Homestead  ...  ... ... 156 0 0
Homestead, 1872 .. 484 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 25 0 0 ... 75 0 0
ditto ... ... .. 100 0 0
Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 ...
First Class
Pastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent Valance dui
A. B. P. 1 A. B. P. I  I £  S. d. I £ i. d.
... 125 0 0 4th 3 2 6
... 80 0 0 2nd 016 8
300 u 0 2nd 3 2 6
... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
368 0 0 4th 9 4 0
... 69 1 17 9th 1 15 0
... 82 0 0 8th 2 1 0
438 0 0 5th 10 19 0
900 0 0 5th 2210 0
... 302 0 0 4th 7 11 0
... 79 3 0 3rd 1 4 0
... 115 3 0 3rd 218 0
... 171 0 0 3rd 4 5 6
... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 81 2 0 3rd 119 6 1
150 0 0 3rd 3 15 O
... 80 0 0 2nd 1 1 6 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 3 4
135 0 0 2nd 0 5 8
385 0 0 2nd 0 16 1
160 0 0 .. 5th 4 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 4th 3 0 0
... 1,400 0 0 3rd 35 0 0
2,000 0 0 3rd 50 0 0
... 640 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
... 1.280 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
8 Bernstein, L.
2 Christian , W. and M.
3 Christian , William ...
4 Ditto
6 Christian, J. and W.
7 Christian, W.
15 Christian, W. M.
*16 Ditto ...
21 Christian , M. M. ...
70 Gorch,  Edward Barron
*71 Ditto .
*67 Harris ,  Johnstone ...
22 Joss, William ..
*60 Kersey,  William, unr.
9 Macartney  and Mayne
*64 Ditto ... ...
*65 Ditto
23 Macartney, John Arthur
24 Ditto ... ...
29 Ditto ... ...
30 Ditto ...
*66 Ditto
*68 Ditto ... ...
*69 Ditto ... ...
34 Ditto ... ...
35 Ditto  ... ... ...
36 Ditto  .. ... ...
37 Ditto  ... ... ...
38 Ditto  ... ...
1 Mayne, E . G. ... ...
10 Ditto .. ...
25 McCornack ,  Patrick ...
40 Paterson ,  William Hunter...
27 Robinson, John ...
49 Robinson ,  William Henry...
28 Schroder ,  Christian F.
32 Smith, John .
*62 Tagg ,  Thomas Francis ...
*63 Ditto .. ...
*72 Ditto  ... ... ...
4J Talbot,  Edward ... ...
Pre-emption on
Waverley Run
Pre-emption on
leased half,
Agricultural.
.400 0
8th 20 5 0
9th 10 0 0
9th 32 0 0
9th 32 0 0
9th 16 0 0
8th 10 0 0
7th 16 0 0
7th 12 0 0
7th 4 10 0
2nd 1 12 6
2nd 5 0 10
2nd 1 11 3
6th 2 10 0
3rd 4 0 0
0 7th 10 0 0
Waverley ... ... ... 670 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 770 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 1,756 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,065 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 369 0 0
ditto ... ... 921 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 640 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 200 0 0 ...
ditto ... 450 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 262 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 660 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 372 0 0
ditto ...I ... ... 324 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 408 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 5,780 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 1,440 0 0
ditto ... 634 0 0
Homestead ... 24 0  0  94 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead,  1872
187 0 0
... 468 0 0
... 154 0 0 ...
... 169 0 0 ..
... .. 1,700 0 0
... 640 0 0 ..
640 0 0
30 0 0 89 0 0  1  ,,.
2nd 11 3 4
2nd 12 16 8
5th 43 18 0
5th 26 12 6
5th 9 4 6
5th 23 0 6
2nd 16 0 0
2nd 2 1 8
2nd 4 13 9
4th 6 11 0
4th 16 10 0
4th 9 6 0
4th 8 2 0
4th 10 4 0
9th 144 10 0
7th 36 0 0
5th 15 17 0
4th 0 8 11
6th 3 9 2
4th 11 14 0
5th 3 17 0
4th 4 4 6
3rd 42 10 0
3rd 5 6 8
2nd 4 0 0
4th 1 13 6
3 5 0
$0 2 3
0 12 9
Nature of Selection.
ST. LAWRENCE  DISTRICT-coiitinued.
Register
o.
26
33
*61
*73
6
Lessee.
Talbot, Philip
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto
Talbot, P.
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
...
BOWEN DISTRICT.
*313
*312
*291
250
84
150
151
*311
218
241
242
243
241
*299
175
169
170
196
171
t282
265
71
148
*293
*314
44
Albeitz, Gottlieb ...
Andrews, John ...
Andrews, Jno.
Bank, Australian Joint Stock
Baynes, William ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Betzel, Gottfried ...
Bode, F. R.... ...
Bode, H. M.
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Bradley, C. G. ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
Campbell, D. ...
Christensen, J. H....
Clarke, John ...
Clarke, J. ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Cunningham ,  Terence ...
Ditto ... ...
Danger, W. J. ... ...
42A Ditto ... ...
43 Ditto ... ... ...
193 Delhnut y, J. B. ... ...
*237 Emmerson, Joseph... ...
*283 Ditto ..
*310 Galloghy,  Cbristoper Fredk.
*225 Gordon , William ...
t*248 Gordon, James ...
*322 Gordon,  James ,  junr. ...
*292 Ditto ... ...
286 Gordon, Robert ...
*296 Gordon, F. P. ...
281 Graham, Robert William ...
189 Gregory, J. A. ...
203 Ditto ...
201 Ditto ...
149 Ditto ...
216 Ditto ...
217 Ditto ...
228 Ditto ...
236 Ditto ...
239 Ditto
260  Gregory, J. A. ...
*261 Di tto ... ...
*262 Ditto ... ...
*290 Harsant ,  Jno. ...
*325 Herrod ,  Joseph ...
31 Holt, Thomas ...
63 Holt, F. S. E.
104 Jockheim, W.
276 Ditto ... ...
#2881 Ditto ...
X275 Kelsey, Joseph Francis
Conditional ...
ditto ,..
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
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Agr ieultnral.
A. B. P. 1
20 0 0
40 0  0
...
"'
...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emption on
the resumed
half of Strath-
den ... ...
ditto
ditto Clydes-
dale ..
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emption on
the resumed
half of Salis-
bury Plains
Run .. ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
40-0 0
20 0 0
30 0 0
180 0 0
12 0 0
15 0 0
18 0 0
100 0 0
150 0 0
First rlaae  second  Clan
PastoraL  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A. R. P.
.. 97 0 0
80 0 0
... 640 0 0
640 0 0
140 0 0 500 0 0
... 320 0 0
,.. 100 0 0
... 100 0 0
661 0 0
140 0 0 502 0 0
... 116 0 0
... 1,586 0 0
... 1,100 0 0
818 0 0
270 0 0 484 0 0
100 0 0 668 0 0
380 0 0 625 0 0
180 0 0 453 0 0
160 0 0 ..
80 2 0
105 0 0
89 2 0
83 0 0
200 0 0 757 0 0
103 0 0
346 0 0 840 0 0
... 690 0 0
... 94 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 640 0 0
Year.
6th
4th
3rd
2nd
9th
Bent
£ a. d.
3 18 0
3 10 0
16 0 0
4 0 0
19 10 0
B..lnoe due.
£ a. d
2nd 4 13 4
2nd 1 9 2
3rd 2 12 0
5th 16 10 6
9th 22 11 0
7th 4 8 0
7th 41 18 0
2nd 18 6 8
6th 33 19 0
5th 2512 0
5th 19 4 0
5th 34 12 6
5th 20 6 6
3rd 4 0 0
6th 2 18 6
6th 3 15 0
6th 3 12 0
6th 2 1 6
6th 36 8 641,  2 5 9
4th 38 6 0 17 17 0
9th 16 0 0
6th 2 7 0
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 9 6 8
523 0 0 9th 13 1 6
200 0 0 377 0 0 9th 19 8 6
236 0 0 100 0 0 9th 14 6 0
100 0 0 390 0 0 6th 26 0 0
80 0 0 5th , 2 0 064000  4th  1600
.., 200 0 0 2nd 315 0
... 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
... ... 312 0 0 5th
... ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
... ... 367 0 0 3rd 9 3 6
.. ... 2,200 0 0 3rd 55 0 0
. 5,760 0 0 4th 144 0 0
... ... 116 0 0 6th 1 2 18 0
20 0 0 100 0 0 520 0 0 6th I 19 10 0
20 0 0 ... F 163 0 0 6th 5 6 6
15 0 0 ... I 271 0 0 6th 7 18 0
... ... 75 0 0 6th 1] 7 6
... ... 100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
... 102 0 0 5th 211 0
35 0 0 ... 143 0 0 5th 6 4 0
10 0 0 127 0 0 5th 318 6
Survey fee
253 0 0 5th 1 16 11
112 0 0 5th 2 16 0
]00 0 0 5th 2 10 0
1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
290 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
80 0 0  2,238 0 0 10th 59 19 0
60 0 0 7,011 0 0 9th 179 15 0
... 160 0 0 480 0 0 8th 20 0 0
... ... 369 3 0 4th 9 0 0
... ...
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
180 0 0  4th l- 8 6 0
2 12 0
j0 13 01010 6
$0 9 8
1 18 6
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BOWEN
$egteter
No.
24
*301
*302
*319
*320
*315
254
258
Kyle, John ... ...
Lambton, A. H. ...
Ditto ...
Lambton, Alfred Henry ...
. Ditto ..
Macaulay, Archibald Cook
Mackenzie, James ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
18 Macmillan, A. C.
3 McDonald, James
82 Ditto ...
232 Ditto
*316 McDonald ,  William ...
*317 Ditto ..
*308 McKenzie ,  Alexander ...
*285 Mills, C.  H.. ... ...
108 Morris, Geo. Robt. ...
162 Morris ,  George Robert ...
163 Ditto ...
173 Ditto ...
211 O'Connell, J.G.
231 O'Connel, J. G.
*321 Peterson ,  Peter ... ...
12 Pott, G. ... ... ...
*246 Ditto ... ... ...
*247 Ditto ... ...
26 Reid ,  Eliza  ... ... ...
*300 Ross , Andrew ... ...
168 Scott, J. ... ...
207 Scott, J. H.... ... ...
208 Ditto ... ... ...
*257 Ditto
194 Ditto
54 Ditto ...
55 Ditto ...
122 Ditto ...
123 Ditto  ..
83 Smith, R . H. ... ...
37 Stuart and Towns ... ...
*259
*289
*303
*324
185
186
187
*323
*297
126
Toms , W. H. ... ...
Ditto ...
Toms ,  V1 illiam Henry ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Towns,  R. ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Townshend, John Alford ...
Townshend, J. A.
Waite, C. B. and G. A. H.
*270 Waite ,  George ...
*271 Ditto .. .
*327  Waite , George Derby
174 Walker, R. ... ...
*304 Welsh ,  John ...
251 Ditto ... ...
*267 Ditto .. ...
*268 West ,  William ...
68 Wilson, J. W. ...
69 Ditto ... ...
*178 Ditto ... ...
154 Ditto ... ...
234 Ditto
235 Ditto ...
161 Yeates, S.
135 Ditto ... ...
141 Ditto ...
229 Ditto ... ...
230 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection.
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
DISTRICT-contiaaued.
Agricultural. First Class Second ClassPastorsL PastoraL
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P.
83.••0 0
720 0 0
... 330 0 0
... 240 0 0
... 180 0 0
. 640 0 0
200 0 0 800 0 0 1,280 0 0
100 0 0 400  0 0 1,020 0 0
66 0 0
... ...
ditto ... 40 0 0 '
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... 252 0 0
ditto ... 29 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 460 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 49 0 0
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... 300 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 63 0 0
Pre-emptive on
the resumed hal
of Inkermann
Downs Run ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of Crystal
Brook Run ...
ditto ...
... Conditional ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
40 0 0
120 0 0
...
6400 0
120 0 0 255 0 0
60 0 0 145 0 0
100 0 0
... 100 0 0
... 82 0 0
321 0 0
80 0 0
... 521 0 0
222 0 0
1,025 0 0
380 0 0
191 0 0loo 0 0
... 320 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0 ...
500 0 0 1,767 0 0
80 0 0 1,371 0 0
80 0 0 1,208 0 0
... 396 0 0
... 184 0 0
... 1,479 0 0
885 0 0
300 0 0 62 0 0
660 0 0
1,800 0 0 80 2 0 1
... 640 0 0
... 321 0 0
... 80 0 0
320 0 0
200 0 0 898 0 0
250 0 0 780 0 0
300 0 0 337 0 0
... 640 0 0
... 2,560 0 0
... 131 2 0
80 0 0
... 80 0 0
640 0 0
30 0 0 64 0 0
230 0 0
120 0 0 514 0 0
... 200 0 0
640 0 0
100 0 0 1,180 0 0
... 528 0 0
... 496 0 0
... 1,430 0 0
484 0 0
480 0 0
116 0 0
380 0 0
80 0 0
1,256 0 0
473 0 0
Year. Rent Valance due
1 £ a.  d. 1 £ a.  d.
10th 4 3 0
3rd 18 0 0
3rd 8 5 0
2nd 1 5 0
2nd 2 5 0
2nd 9 6 8
5th 87 0 05th 53 0 0 517 2
10th 4 19 0
10th 16 0 0
9th 12 7 6
5th 6 13 0
2nd 1 5 0
2nd 1 5 0
2nd 1 17 7
3rd 8 0 6
8th 7 0 0
6th 13 0 6
6th 5 11 0
5th 25 12 6
6th 28 8 0
5th 6 19 0
2nd 1 5 0
10th 34 10 0
5th 8 0 0
6th 8 0 0
10th 3 13 6
11 9 4
1 13 5
$0 8 4
3rd 2 0 0 4 0 0
$0 10 0
6th 91 13 6
6th 38 5 6
6th 34 4 0
5th 9 18 0
6th 4 12 0 1 15 10
09th 36 19 11
9th 22 2 6
8th 16 11 0
8th 16 10 0
9th 4 14 6
$0 9 0
9th 92 0 6
5th 16 0 0
3rd 8 0 6
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 3 6 8
6th 32 9 0
6th 32 0 0
6th 23 8 6, 0 2 0
2nd 1 6 13 4
3rd 64 0 0
7th 3 6 0
4th 2 0 0
4th 2 0 0
2nd 5 6 8
6th 6 2 0
3rd 5 15 0
5th 18 17 0
4th 5 0 0
4th 16 0 0
9th 34 10 0
9th 22 4 0
6th 15 8 0
6th 36 15 0
5th 12 2 0
5th 12 0 0
6th 2 18 8
7th 9 10 0
10 0 6
30 18 6
$7 17 2
1 12 2
TO 8 1
7th 3 0 0
6th 31 8 0
5th 11 16 6 10  if  6
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Water
No.
308 Absolon, Wm. ...
150 Ditto ...
382 Amhurst , F. Tyrsen
409 Ditto ... ...
Nature of Selection.
Homestead
... Conditional
ditto
Pre-emptive
Leased half
at. Helen's
of
445 Armitage ,  Jeremiah Downs Homestead
261 Atherton,  Edmund  ... ...  Conditional
307 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
300 Atherton, Richard ... ... ditto
309 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
393 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
394 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
80 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
230 Ditto ... ... ditto
239 Avery, J. S.. '.. .. ... ditto ...
331 Bagley, Thomas ... ... ditto ...
t333 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
103 Bentley, Thomas ... ... ditto
t403 Black, M. Hume ... ... ditto ...
404 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
ditto
ditto
335 Brandon , Hen... ... ditto ...
21  Bridgman, G.7. ... ditto ... 189 0 0 100 0 0
74 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 3 0
76 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 3 0
77 Ditto ditto ... ...
101 Ditto ... ... ditto
13 Brown, C. W. ... ... ditto ... 60 0 0
277 Brown, F. ... ... ... ditto ... ...
t285 Ditto ... ... ditto
79 Brown, H. R. ... ... ditto
92 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*448 Bucas,  Pierre  Marie  ... ditto
449 Ditto ... ... ditto
450 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
233 Carroll, Michael ... ... ditto
237 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
238 Ditto ditto... ... ... ...
321 Ditto  ...  ... ditto
123 Commercial Banking Co. ... ditto
17 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
173 Cook, J. ... ... ditto
367 Costello , John  Marcus ... ditto
78 Cowley, J. W. ... ... ditto
28 Ditto  ... ... ditto
73 Dalrymple, D. H. ... ... ditto
405 Ditto .. ... ... ditto
361 Denman ,  Edward  ... ... ditto
417 D'Erlon, Valentine ... ditto ...
157 Dove, J.
322 Doyle, William
310 Draper, Andrew ... ... Homestead
354 Dupuy, Celesten ... ... Conditional
375 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
410 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
304 Edwards , James A. ... ditto ...
317 Edwards, James Augustus ditto
434 Fay, Michael Joseph ... ditto
217 Finlay, A. B. ... ... ditto
390 Finlayson, Hector Mac- ditto
412
t283
426
927
102
211
457
*438
kenzie
Fitzsimmons ,  Charles
Fitzsimmons, M.
Flood,  Michael ...
Ditto ... ...
Foan, Ed. ... ...
Ditto
Gibbard, Charles ...
Gilchrist, Wm. 0.
*439 Ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Agrlcultursl.
A. B. P. 1
20 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
112 0 0
100 0 0
120 0 0 ...
Second Clam Year.Pastoral.
A. B. P.
6th
... 1 8th
... 4th
500 0 0 600 0 0 277 0 0 5th
160 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 76 1 0 ... 7th
20 0 0 60 0 0 26 3 0 6th
340 0 0 300 0 0 6th
Rent  Balance dne.
£ s. d. £ i. d.
0It 9
6 10 0
9 0 0
74 8 6
3 13 4
6 17 0
5 3 6 0 4 9
+0 1 2
24 10 0 7 1 8
40 0 0 370 0 0 6th 11 5 0
... 640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... i 245 0 0 4th 6 2 6
... 1,271 2 0 9th  31 16 0
..
99 0 0 7th 2 9 6
100 0 0 100 0 0 7th 7 10 0
50. 0 0 90 0 0 32 0 0 6th 8 6 11
60 0 0 60 0 0 9th 4 10 0
... 237 0 0 4th
125 0 0 4th I 3 2 6 3 7 0
i +0 16 9
30 0 0 90 0
250 0
40 0 0 100 0
40 0 0 80 0
80 0 0 6th 22 0 0
... 10th 19 3 6
... 9th 5 1 0
... 9th 5 1 0
168 0 0 9th 4 4 0
100 3 0 9th 2 10 6
... 10th 4 10 0
240 0 0 7th 6 0 0
203 2 0 7th
96 0 0 9th 2 8 0
0 60 0 0 9th 8 5 0
2,000 0 0  2nd 33 6 8
0 285 0 0 2nd 13 1 8
0 370 0 0 2nd 11 10 0
0 60 0 0 7th 810 0
7 15 6
... 200 0 0 345 3 0 7th  18 13 0
... 100 0 0 213 2 0 7th 10 7 0
. 100 0 0 30 0 0 6th 5 15 0
200 0 0 60 0 0 167 0 0 9th 22 3 6
60 0 0 .. ... 10th 410 0
40 0 0 50  3 0 8th 3 5 6
60 0 0 80 0 0 502 0 0 5th 21 1 0
90 0 0 ... 9th 4 4 0
90 0 0 10th 6 15 0
40 0 0 100 0  0 185  0 0 9th 12 12 6
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
80 0 0 100 0 0 420 0 0 6th 21 10 0 19 19 686  1 0 4th 2 2 0 0 3 0
100 0 0 110 0 36 8th
... 430 0 0 6th
150 0 0 6th
20 0 0 40 0 0 21 0 0 5th
20 0 0 40 0 0 33 0 0 5th
20 0 0 30 0 0
30 0 0
80 0 0
90 0 0
10 0 0
450 0 0
31 0 0 ! 4th;
171 3  0  6th1
36 2 0 i 6th
30 0 0 i 3rd
70 2 0 7th
242 0 0 5th '
.
...  200 "o 0
... 50 0 0
ditto
... Homestead,  1872
... Pre-emptive on
Greenmount ...
ditto ...
4th
80 0 0 7th
...0 225 0 0 4th
40 0 0 292 0 0 4th90 0 0  9th
50 0 0 100 0 0 7th
320 0 0 ... 2nd
... 480 0 0
... 1,440 0 0
2nd
2nd
+1 15 5
6 0 0
1 10 0
21 13 4
6 8 4
+0 0 9
10 15 0 3 7 6
+0 16 11
1 5 0 0 5 0
4 0 6
$0 1 3
4 6 6 210 4
3 15 6
6 11 0
4 18 6
5 5 0
2 5 6
43 11 0
3 15 0
0 17 1
5 12 6
8 10 0
4 10 0
5 0 0
1 6 8
12 0 0
36 0 0
+0 12 7
58 14 10
+14 13 9
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Register
No. Lessee.
*440 Gilchrist , Wm. 0. ...
0441 Ditto ... ...
436 Ditto ... ...
437 Ditto
402 Graham, Robt. William
401 Ditto ... ...
*444 Hagen, Hans Amunsden
63 Hewitt, Alfred ...
89 Ditto ... ...
*446 Ditto ... ...
*447  Ditto ...
280 Hoey, W.
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
5 Holmes,  Jos. ... ditto
133 Hyne, W. H. ... ditto
134 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
165 Ironside, G.... ... ... ` ditto
99 James,  H. R. ... ... ditto
323 Jane,  Henry J. ... ... I ditto
189 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
399 Ditto ... ... ditto
98 Jeffray, Robert Jonathan ... ditto
154 Ditto ... ditto
155 Ditto ... ... ditto
350 Jeffray, R. J. ... ... ditto
6 Joint Stock Bank ... ... ditto
7
8
18
31
36
39
94
105
172
381
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
231 Kean, R.
232 Ditto ...
11
31
75
85
306
358
380
t330
419
Keeley, C. ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Kemmis , Arthur ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ...
Kemp ,  William George
*454  Ditto ... ... ...
243 Kenny, Jno....
t408 Ditto
195 King, Geo. Henry Maitland208  Ditto ... ... ...
247 ; Ditto ... ... ...
248 Ditto ...
t355 Long, Edward Maitland ...
130 Loyd, A. H.... ... ...
270 Ditto ... ...
395 Macartney , Wil. Geo.
t396 Ditto
t397 Ditto
*430t Ditto
.1267 Macdonaldo Arch. ...
Nature  of Selection.
... Pre-emptive on
Greemount ...
..ditto on Home-bush ... ...
... ditto
... ditto ...
... Conditional ...
... Pre-emptive, on
the leased half
of St.  Helen's
No. 2
... Homestead
... Sugar lease ...
... Conditional ...1
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pre-emptive
St. Helen's
Conditional
ditto
on
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive on
the leased half
of St. Helen's
Nos. 3 and 4 80 0 0
Run
ditto ... 50 0 0
ditto 70 0 0
Pre-emptive, St.
Helens ... ...
Conditional ... ...
Agricultural.
A. B. P.
645 0 0
60 0 0
50 0 0
600 0
46 0 0 80 0 0 10th 5 9 0
254 3 0 9th 6 7 6
Year.
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
4th
4th 4 0 0
2nd 3 13 4
9th 48 7 6
9th 33 8 0
2nd 20 8 9
2nd 77 0 6
7th 4 10 0
Bent
£  S. d.
16 0 0
Balance due
£ a. d.
31 5 0 1
24 0 0 18 15 0126 10 0 1  4  6 11
+1 1 9
... 140 0 0 162 0 0 9th 11 1 6
60 0 0 55 0 0 8th 4 7 6
111 0 0 ...  1,180 0 0 9th 37 16 6
86 0 0 930 0 ... 6th 11 2 0
30 0 0 60 0 0 15 1 31 7th 5 13 0
160 0 0
i
5th 28 0 0
5th 16 17 0
i 6th 1 8 1083 0  0 4th 2 1 0
... 30 0 0 119 0 0 4th  l 4 9 6 1 1 7 4
.  331 2 0 9th ; 8 6 0
280 0 0 80 0 0 40 1 0 8th 26 0 6
100 0 0 100 0 0 121 2 16 8th 15 11 0
10th 7 4 0
... 144 0 0  740-0 0 5th 18 10 0
7 0 0
60 0 0 ... ... 10th 4 10 0
150 0 01 ... ... 10th 11 5 0
90 0 0 1 ... ... 10th 6 15 0
90 0 0 ... 10th 6 15 0
100 0 0 .. 167 0 0 10th 11 13 6
... 150 0 0 ... 10th 7 10 0
150 0 0 ... 9th 7 10 0
72 0 0 ... 9th 5 8 0
39 0 0 598 0 0 274 2 0 8th 39 14 0
161 0 0
73 0 0
59 0  0
73 0 0
125 0 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
160 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
640 0 0
1,250 0 0
960 0 0
350 0 0
1,060 0 0
160 0 0
1,156 0 0
350 0 0 ' 240 0 0
...  14,108 0 0
124 0 0 140 0 0 5th 9 14 0
300 0 0 200 0 0 7th 20 0 0
280 0 0 200 0 0 7th 19 0 0
90 0 0 10th 14 6
.. 10th 6 9
80 0 0 9th 6 8
9th 5 9
2,100 0 0 6th 61 17
480 0 01
337 0 0
356 0 0
80 0 0  300.0 0
... 100 0 0
73 0 0
30 0 0
... 25 0 0300,
0
011, 25
000
0 0
0 0
80 0 0
60 0 0
100 0 0
206 0 0
54 0 0
240 1 0
52 0 0
63 3 0
63 3 0
1,490 0 0
133 3 0
46 3 0
2nd
7th
4th
7th
7th
7th
7th
f.th
9th
7th
0 12 6
26 3 0
6 6 2
9 13 6
2 16 0
2 17 0
2 17 0
74 5 10
9 7 0
4 3 6
Survey fee
1 10 0
+0 7 6
0 10 3
+0 2 7
9
4
4-3
7 6
0 0
6 11
0 7 2
+0 1 9
0 3 8
+0 0 11
6 0 5
+1 5 1
552  0 0 4th 19 16 0 0 5 8
300 0 0 4th 5 7 9
735 0 0 4th 21 11 10
919 0 0 2nd 1 14 11
640 0 0 7th
+0 2 6
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Register
No. Lewes.
41 Martin, Martin, and Barker
42 Ditto ...
t 40 Martin and Barker...
386 Martin ,  Robert ...
345 M o$att , Wil. ...
174 Mundy, E. ...
223 Murphy, J. S. ,..
...
201 McCready, Hugh .. ...
*423 McCready, Hugh,sear. ...
t267 McDonald, Archibald ...
314 McEvoy, Edward ... ...
*421 Neill, Richard .. ...
*442 Neil, Richard ... ...
229 Paget, J. G.... ...
327 Ditto ... ... ...
292 Ditto ... ... ...
353 Ditto ... ...
*4j1 Paget, Walter Trueman ...
357 Paine, J. E. ... ...
290 Perry, Charles ... ...
334 Phillips, William ...
389 Porter, John ... ...
72 Poyson, Levi ... ...
398 Raff, George ... ...
344 Ditto ... ... ...
341 Rafter, William ... ...
t374 Ditto ... ...
428 Rawson, Ch. C. ...
47 Rawson, E. S. and C. C. ...
48 Ditto ... ...
100 Rawson, E. S. ... ...
376 Raa son, C. C. ...
t388 Rawson, Charles Collinson ...
391 Ditto ... ... ...
236 Ready, James ... ...
24 Ditto ... ...
82 Rhewben, A. M.
369 Robertson, William
385 Ditto ... ...
425 Ditto ... ...
207 Robinson, A. V.
160 RomilTG C. E.
38 Ross,
*452 Ross, Donald
198 Sacham ,  Johann
200 Seal, P. ...
...
...
218 Ditto ... ...
192 Sievers , H. C. W....
93 Smith , J. ... ...
368 Ditto ... ...  - ...
219 Spiller, J. ... ... ...
220 Ditto ... ... ...
t346 Ditto ... ...
t347 Ditto .. ...
t138 Spiller, Emma Ruth .,.
153 Ditto ... ... ...
158 Ditto ... ... ...
119 Ditto ... ...
235 Swift, E. H. L. ,,. .,.
313 Ditto ...
163 Wales, James
278r z Ditto ...
352 Walker,  Charles ,..
440 Walker,  Alexander...
445 Walker, Alex. ..,
411 Warry, Adolphe Ch.
214 Webster ,  Charles ...
...
...
...
...
...
..
Nature  of Selection . ABrlcultural.
B. P.A.
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Hamil-
ton Run ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0
ditto ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 50 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... 40  0  0
ditto ...
ditto ... 50 0 0
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive, on
the resumed
half of Abing-
ton Run ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
dttto ...
ditto ,.,
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead,1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
236  Ditto
... ... ,. 4  ditto ...
...
First Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Second Class
Pastoral.
A. B. P.
Year. Bent .  Balance due
£ a. d. £ a. d
lCth  7 10 0
100 0 0 10th 7 0 0
500 0 0 200 0 0 10th 30 0 0
250 0 0 150 0 0 5th 16 5 0
80 0 0 80 0 0 5th 6 0 0
47 0 0 80 0 0 8th 4 7 0
160 0 0 .. . 7th 4  0 0 '4TO'O
+1 0 0
100 0 0 190 2 0 7th 9 15 6
108 0 0 4th 24 0 0 0 19 10
640 0 0 7th
6th 3 15 0
... 640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
200 0 0 4th 6 0 0
130 0 0 79 0 0 7th 11 9 6
60 0 0 40 0 0 6th 4 0 0
50 0 0 215 0 0 6th 11 12 6
315 0 0 5th 7 17 6
230 0 0 3rd 5 15 0
40 0 0 81 2 0 5th 4 1 0
105 0 0  ... 6th 5 5 0
113 0 0 67 0 0 6th 7 6 6  If 15 3
+0 13 10
60 0 0 120 0 0 31 0 0 5th 11 5 6
... ... 93 3 0 9th 2 7 0
80 0 0  ... 1,200 0 0 4th 36 0 0
30 0 0 583 0 5th 5 4 0
,,. 210 0 0 6th 5 5 0 0 5 5
1000
184 0 0 5th 4 9 8
0 151 2 0 4th 8 16 0
60 0 0 150 0 0 342 0 0 9th 19 16 0
100 0 0 100 0 0 9th 7 10 0
100 0 0 48 0 0 1,180 0 0 9th 39 8 0
...
...
600 0 0 780 0 0 5th 49 10 0
700 0 0 514 0 0 4th 34 13 4
400 0 0 768 0 0 5th 39 4 0
... 80 0 0 160 0 0 7th 8 0 0
60 0 0  ...  .. 10th 4 10 0
90 0 0 9th 2 5 0
200 0 0 300 0 0 505 0 0 5th 42 12 6
120 3 0 200 0 0 634 0 0 6th 34 18 6
40 0 0 41 0 0 4th 3 0 6
60 0 0 117 2 0 7th 5 19 0
600 0 0 676 3 0 8th 46 18 6
85 1 21 .. .  10th 4 6 0
300 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
150 0 73 3 0  ... 7th 4 16 6
60 0 0 600 0 7th 4 10 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 42 2 0 7th 6 1 6
30 0 0 70 3 0 7th 3 5 6
90 0 0 9th 4 10 0
0 1 5
0 2 11
+0 0 9
80 0 0 220 0 0 159 2 0 5th 21 0 0
168 0 0 5th
20 0 0 260 0 0 5th 5 12 6
25- 0 0 60 0 0 167 3 34 9th 4 3 9
20 0 0 62 0 0 31 2 0 8th 5 8 0
40 0 0 58 0 0 100 0 0 8th 8 8 0
507 0 0 420, 0 0 37 2 0 9th 39 19 6
100 0 0 29 0 0 ... 7th 2819 0  0 18 0
40 0 0 80 0 0 53 0 28 6th 8 7 0
54 0 23  ...  ... 8th 4 2 6
150 0 0 500 0 ... 7th 18 2 6
65 0 0 ... 5th 417 6
10 4 6
60 0 0 260 0 0 2nd 14 5 0 6 5 0
... 20 0 0 2nd 2 3 9
160 .0 0  ..  4th 4 0 0
8 0 0 0  100 0 0 60 0 0 7th 12  10 0 2 12 0
43 3 0 ... 90 0 0 7th 6 1111
120 0 0 81 2 16 7th 8 1 0
35 0 0 51 0 0 7th 3 0 6
1
+0 1s 0
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253
70
316
422
t418
312
4:6
Lessee.
Willis,  w.  H.
1: ilson , E. E. A.
Ditto
Williamson, A. B.
Wilson.  E. 1:.  it.
Webster ,  Charles
Ditto ...
Nature  of  selection.
... ... Conditional ...
,,, .., ditto ...
... ... ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
,.. ... ditto ...
Agricultural.
First ria,3
PastoraL
A. B. P. A.  R. P.
40 0 0 4,t'0  0
100 0 0 100 0 0 j
650 0 0
ev"nd Class Year. Rent.Pastoral.S Balance Que.
A. B. P.  1 £ a o  do I L t. d.
36 3 z9 7th 5 I8 6 1
140 0 0 9th 16 0 0
509 0 0 6th 12 14 6
179 0 0 4th 20 14 6
317 0 0 4th 7 18 6
3l 0 0 6th 11 0 6
135 0 0 2nd 0 11 3
50 0 0 130 0 0
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
*159
*166
*156
*187
129
144
*J8t
75
* 76
* 74
*173
"08
*140
1 42
*199
*182
*136
*125
*158
*188
79
*162
33
*106
*178
27
67101
1 02
*413
*163
37
42
57
60
61
99
10)
*194
*139
*111
*16.5
*211
115
l eor, Frederick Jepson ... Conditional ...
Beor, F. T. ... ... ditto ...
Hotelier, William ... ... ditto ...Butcher. Win. ... ... ditto ...
Castlitig, W. J. ... ... ditto ...Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Collins, Jolin ... ... ditto ...
Corvett, Francis ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Corvette, F. ... ... ... ditto ...
Cummins. Pat. ... ... ditto ...
Danielson, Andrew... ... ditto ...
Davies. Richard ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Deane, George ... ... ditto ...
Edgar. Witliam ... ... Homestead ...
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional ...
Fanning, James ... ... ditto ...
Findlater, Charles ... ... ditto ...
Fordman, Jolin George ... ditto ...
Gleeson,  To  ... ... ... ditto ...
Gleeson, Thomas ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Gordon, J. ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Gordon, James ... ... ditto ...
1)itto ... ... ditto ...
Hackett, S. G. ... ... ditto ...
Hnnnon, Pat. ... ... ditto ...
Hann, W. ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... .., ditto ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ditto
Ditto ... dittodittoP FH ,..annan, . . ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
Hind, S.  M.  ... ... ditto ...
.lensen,  I' iels ... ... ditto ...
Johnson, It. C. G. ... ... Homestead ,,.
Ditto ... ... ... Conditional ...
Knapp. Henry ... ... Homestead ...
Lawrence, Thomas ... ... Conditional .,.
t133 D itto ... ... .,.
*149 Ditto ... ... ...
*197 Ditto ... ..
*190 Lett, C. A. W. ... ...
*172 Low, A. F. ,.. ... ...
*161 Macleod,  James Alexander
John ... ... ...
*161 Ditto  ... ... .,.
65 Marron , T. ,.. ...
83 Ditto ... ... ..
*180 Ditto ... ... ...
*201 Ditto ... ...
*138 Marrow, Thomas ...
4.8 1 lorris. J. .,.
*105 11 c A lister, Cornelius
*183 Ditto ...
*135 McAlister, C. ...
*206 Ditto ...
*175 Macalister, C. ...
117 Misen. J P. ...
*160 U':Yeill,  Boas ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
,., ditto
ditto
...
,., ...
,., ditto ...
,., ditto ...
ditto ...
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
...
...
240 0 () 2nd 6 0 0
... 180 0 0 3rd 4 10 0
.., 320 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
... 454 0 0 2nd 9 9 2
10 0 0 30 0 0 3(0  0 0 6th 9 15 0
...
... 300 0 0 4th 7 10 0
... 1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
80 0 0 6i 1i 2 0 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0
3,000 0 0 3rd 75 0 0
106 0 0 2nd 1 15 4
350 0 0 4th 8 15 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
... 360 0 0 2nd 6 15 0
... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
380 0 0 4t 1i 9 10 0
100 0 0  5th 2 10 0
... 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
122 0 0 2nd 2 10 10
30 0 0 105 1 0 6th 4 3 0
145 0 0 3rd 3 12 6 3 2 4
and tine 0 15 7
50 0 0 63 3 0 7th 4 2 0
463 0 0 5th 11 11 6
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0,,,
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
10 0 0 60 0 0 90 3 0 7tli 6 0 6
...
497 0 0 5th 12 8 6
1,258 0 0 5th 31 9 0
640 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
2,250 0 0 3rd 56 5 0
45 0 0 180 0 0 9th 6 15 0
60 0 0 120 0 0 9th 6 0 0
40 0 0 140 0 0 8th 5 10 0
15 0 0 153 0 0 8th 4 11 6
80 0 0 540 0 0 8th 17 10 0
5 5 0 0  • ... 312 0 0 501  1118 6 +0 4 3
25 0 0  ... 325 3  0 rd 10 0 6
400 0 0  2nd  8 6 8
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
99 0 0  ...  5th 2 9 6
,,, . 80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
...
...
1639 0 0 5th 24 0 0 36 16 7
340 0 0 5th 6 7 9
220 0 0 3rd 5 10 0
190 0 0 2nd 3 11 3
6.10 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
610 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
1,000 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 045 0  0  50-0 0  545 0 0 7th 19 10 0
82 0 0 6th 2 1 0
300 0 0 3rd 7 10 0
...
20 0 0 2nd 0 9 2
231) 0 0 2nd 3 16 8
160 0 0 ... 4th 4 0 0
160 0 0
3F3 0 0 9th 9 1 6
640 0 0 5th 16 0 0
250 0 0 4th 6 5 0
610 0 0 3:d 16 0 0
116 0 0 2nd 118 8
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
400 0 .o1 2nd 10 Q 0
4th 4 0 C
4 0 0
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TOWNSVILLE  DISTRICT- continued.
aeNister I Lewes. Natu re of selection.
*151 O'Neill, Rose ... ... Conditional ...
*177  Ditto  ...  ditto ...
*149 Peterson, Frederick Ferdinand ditto ...
*169 Rasmussen, J. ... ... ditto ...
77 Robinson, Henry F. ... ditto ...
84 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
97 Robinson, H. F. ... ... ditto ...
107 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*186 Ditto ... ... ditto ...
*198 Ditto  ...  ... ... ditto ...
*15S Robinson, Henry ... ... ditto ...
*185 Rolfe, Wm.  .. ... ditto ...
*153 Rowe, Charles Seville ... ditto ...
*209 Rowe, C. S.... ... ... ditto ...
... ... Conditional ...
... ... ditto
*168  Ditto ... ditto ... ...
*191  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*210 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ...
*202 Sachs, L. F. ... ... ditto ...
*203  Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*204 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*205 Ditto ... .. ... ditto
*141 Sanbok, Jos. Jakobsen ... ditto ... ...
*170 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
*104 Saunders, George ... ... ditto ... ...
112 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
89 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
128 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*176 Ditto ... ditto ...
96 Steiglitz, John Charles  ...  ditto ...
*132 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*123 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*143 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*167 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*192 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*193 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*200 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
*195 Tobin. Michael ... ... ditto ...
*196 Ditto ditto ... ...
71 Towns, R., Executrix and
Executors of the late ... ditto ... ...
73 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ...
, ... ditto ... ...*157 Trenfield, Andrew -
*160 Webb, William Hnry ... ditto ... .
53 Wendt, P. .. ditto ... 60 0 0
*145 Wilson, William Edward... ditto
*146 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
*174 Ditto ... ... ditto
*181 Wilson, W. E. ... ... ditto
*207 Williams, S.... ... ... ditto
CARDWELL DISTRICT.
*171 Allingham, C.
*174 Ditto ...
67 Arnot, J. T.
9 Atkinson, J....
48 Ditto ...
60 Ditto ...
104 Ditto ...
110 Ditto ...
43 Boyle, W. H.
149 Ditto ...
41 Bridson, C. ...
42 Ditto ...
70 Cassady, J. ...
*181 Ditto ...
71 Cassady, P....
100 Cozens, J. C.
P18 Cud more, D....
*175 Ditto
31 Cudmore, D. H.
38 Ditto ..
68 1 Davinson, R.
55 i Donnelly, N.
751 Ditto ...
*89 Ditto ...
147 Iicrwling, T....
... ... ditto ...
,,. .., ditto ...
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
.Agricultural.
A. B. P. I
.250 0 0
60 0 0
400 0
ditto ...
ditto ... '  80 0
ditto ...
ditto
... ... ditto ... I 80 0
...
ditto 80 0
ditto ... 300 0
ditto ..: ! ...
ditto
ditto .., 100 0
.., ditto ... 120 0
... ... ditto .. 4.50 0
... ... ditto ... 40 0
... ... ditto ... 100 0
... ditto
...
...
...
...
ditto ... 44 0
ditto ... 127 0
ditto
... ... ditto  ...  60 0
First Clan
Pastoral.
A. B. P. !  . 8. P.  !  fi s. d.  fr s. d.
... 300 0 0 2nd 710 0
Second Ciaas
rastoral.
400 0 0 3rd 10 0 C
400 0  0 2nd 7 18 6 2 5 10
and fine  Oil  6
240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
1,003 0 0 6th  25 1 6
435 0 0 6th 10 17 6
198 2 0 5th 4 19 6
83 0 0 5th 2 1 6
133 0  0 3rd 3 6 6
Year.  Beat  Balsa" dQ&
270 0 0 2nd 5 1 3
... 152 0 0  3rd 3 16 0
... 100 0 0  3rd 2 10 0
... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
... 1,000 0 0 2nd 10 8 4
200 0
200 0
324 0 0 3rd 8 2 0
640 0 0  2nd 13 6 8
236 0 0 2nd 2 9 2
324 0 0 2nd 5 8 0
324 0 0 2nd 5 8 0
324 0 0 2nd 5 8 0
480 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
116 0 0 3rd 2 18 0
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
122 0 0 5th 3 1 0
247 0 0 6th 6 3 6
253 0 0 5th 6 6 6
400 0 0 3rd 10 0 0
617 0 0 5th  15 8 6 0 6 1
460 0 0 5th 11 10 0
80 0 0 6th 2 0 0 $0 1 7
460 0 0 4th 11 10 0
120 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
284 0 0 2nd 5 18 4
150 0  0 2nd 3 2 6
200 0 0 2nd 3 6 8
230 0 0 2nd 4 6 3
190 0 0 2nd 3 0 0
673 0 0 6th 16 16 6
500 0 0 6th 12 10 0
97 0 0  3rd  2 8 6
160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
590 0 0 8th 18 10 0
1,000 0 0 4th 25 0 0
500 0 0 4th 12 10 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
1,000 0 0  2nd 1613 4
0 1,080 0
640 0
350 0
0 380 0
0 3rd 37 0 0
0 2nd 9 6 8
0 7th 27 10 0
0 9th 24 0 0
0 8th 1 0 0
0 7th 12 3 6
0 6th 10 4 0
0 6th 1 8 0
0 8th 14 7 0
0 5th 10 0 0
0 8th 6 10 0
8th 6 0 0
0 7th 55 11 10
0 2nd 5 6 8
0 7th 13 2 6
0 6th 38 10 6
0 10th 15 0 0
0 2nd 115 0 0
0 8th 4 0 0
0 8th 31 2 6
0 7th 2 0 6
7th 8 6 0
0 7th 32 0 6
0 7th 16 0 0
0 6th 9 0 0
40 0
100 0 0 167 0
... 407 2
... 55 2
0 1 ... 334 0
100 0
0 ... 20 0
0
0 3400 0 642 0
640 0
100 0 0 325 0
0 300 0 0 641 0
0 ... 240 0
0 ... 5,550 0
0 ... 40 0
0 ... 945 0
81 0
0 100 0 0 .
0 800 0 0 300 0
640 0
01 160- 0 0 140 0
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CARDWELL  DT ST RIOT- c'n tinned.
Lessees
I
126 Dransfield, J. ... ...
99
I
Fahey, B. ... ... ...
131 Fursden, E. S. ... ...
39 Gardiner, F. C. ... ...
69 Ditto ... ...
t159 HaiT, F. ...M18 Hawkins , W. ... ...
t18 Ditto ...
*150 Holland ,  Daniel ...
*leO Hubinger , J. C. ...
85 Hull,  J. ...
*175 Jones, Stephen ...
*178  Ditto ... ...
139 Jones, S. ... ... ...
84 Long, W. H. ... ...
142 Lyall, R. ... ...
Nature of 8eleetion.
Homestead
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
...
•177 Ditto ...
64 Mackenzie ,  Isabella J. ...
74 Ditto ... ...
113 Ditto ... ...
t129 Ditto ...
138 Miles,  H. R. W. ...
...
157 Ditto ... ... ...
*172 Millar, J. B. ...
152 Miller, William Cochrane...
153 Ditto ...
10 Murray, J. ...
141 McAusland, D. ...
109 McKenzie , A. P. ... ...
61 Nearne , Fred. ... ...
t116 Ditto ... ...
62 Ditto ... ... ...
x179  Ditto .. ... ...
151 Neame , Arthur ... ...
64 Neame , A. ... ...
82 Ditto ... ... ...
103 Ditto ... ... ...
115 Nind, P. H. ... ...
140 Plant, E. H. T. ...
'x145 Scott, W. J.... ... ...
*95 Scott Brothers ... ...
*161 Scott, A. J. and W. J. ...
t162 Scott Bros., Dalrymple and
Co.
*165  Ditto ... ... ...
#166 Ditto .. ...
...164 Scott, A. J. and W.  J.
107 Smith, Sidney ... ...
101 Stewart, W. ... ...
130 Ditto ... ... ...
66 Ditto ...
*144 Stone, Henry ... ...
16 Thorn, J. ... ... ...
121 Tottenham, J. ... ...
122 Ditto ... ... ...
*158  Ditto ... ...
114 Waller, E. S. ... ...
2 Walters, N.... ... ...
124 Ditto ... ... ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive re-
sumed half of
Glenartrie ...
Pre-emptive,
Vale of Herbert
Pre-emptive,
Lanercost
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive,
Vale of Herbert
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Agricultural.
First Clam
PastoraL
Second Class
Pastoral y ear. Bent. Balance due.
A. B. P. A. B. P. A. B. P.
6th
£
4
a.
0
d.
0
£e. d.
20 0
160 0 0
0 100 0 0 6th 4 0 0
.. 100 0 0 260 0 0 6th 11 10 0
250 0 0 1,170 0 0 8th 48 0 0
336 0 0 200  0  0 500 0 0 7th 47 14 0
80 0 0 200 0 0 1,000 0 0 3rd 6 11 0
...
400 0 0  10th 10 0 0
240 0 0 ... 10th 18 0 0
...
400 0 0 4th 10 0 0
...
640 0 0 3rd 10 13 4
... 200  0  0 800 0 0 7th 30 0 0
200 0 0 200 0 0 1,520 0 0 2nd 26 5 0
450 0 0 2nd 4 13 9
100.0 0 525 0 0 1,400 0 0 5th 69 10 0
150 0 0 300 0 0 550 0 0 7th 40 0 0
110 0 0 500 0 0 600 0 0 6th 48 5 0
100 0 0 228 0 0 500 0 0 2nd 13 1 8
120 0 0 815 0 0 7th 29 7 6
40 0 6 80 0 0 330 0 0 6th 1 15 5 0
... 300 0 0 1,028 0 0 6th 40 14 0
254 3 0 1,000 0 0 5th 37 10 0
60 0 0 300 0 0 5th 12 0 0
40 0 0 81 0 0 200 0 0 4th 12 1 0 8 3 11
12 1 0
80 0 0 ... 560 0 0 2nd 13 6 8
... 160 0 0 . 4th 4 0 0
160 0 0 100 0 0 4th 10 10 0
40 0 0 600 0 0 9th 15 10 0
40 0 0 600 0 184 0 0 5th 11 0 0
400 0 0 200 0 0 911 0 0 6th 35 15 6
200 0 0 100 0 0 ... 7th 25 2 6
40 0 0 167 0 0 . 6th 11 6 6
270 0 0 300 0 0 573 0 0 7th 49 11 6
. 430 0 0 2nd 3 11 8
60 0 0 20 0 0 . 4th 5 10 0
40 0 0 40 0 0 7th 4 0 0
150 0 0 185 0 0 7th 12 2 650 0 0 150 0 0 6th 7 10 0
100 0 0 260 0 0 6th 11 10 0
300 0 0 1,500 0 0 2,342 0 0 5th 156 1 0
50 0 0 100 0 0 500 0 0 5th 21 6 0
400 0 0 120 0 0 120 0 0 6th 39 0 0
50 0 0 200 0 0 450 0 0 3rd 25 0 0
80 0 0 180 0 0 537 0 0 3rd 23 13 9
60 0 0 160 0 0 577 0 0 3rd 26 18 6
60 0 0 160 0 0 577 0 0 3rd 26 18 6
60 0 0 100 0 0 490 0 0 3rd 21 0 0
... ... 135 0 0 6th 3 7 6
50 0 0 ... 50 0 0 6th 5 0 0
421 0 0 5th 10 10 6...
40 0
...
0  . 40 0 0 7th 4 0 0
100 0 0 243 0 0 697 0 0 5th 34 13 0
20 0 0 ... 300 0 0 9th 9 0 0
35 0 0 80 0 0 6th 412 6
40 0 0 • 80 0 0 ... 6th 3 10 0
100 0 0 .. . 140 0  0 3rd 11 0 0
60 0 0 47 0 0 6th 5 13 6
90 0 .0 210 0 0 700 0 0 9th 34 15 0
... 23 2 0 80 0 0 6th 3 4 0
COOK DISTRICT.
*17 Hayes, Edmund ... Conditional ... 160 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
18 Cowljhomas  11.
19 Henry, Ernest ...
22 Ditto ... ....
.Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
...
...
...
80 0 0 6th
640 0 0 6th
640 0 0 4th
12 0 0
`2 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
6 0 0
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CONDAMINE DISTRICT.
Register
No.
t21 Clarke, J. MeD. ... ...
5 Clarke, John McDermott ...
9 Davidson, William ... ...
t*20 Davidson , Wm. ... ...
10 Ditto ... ... ...
*20 Ditto ... ... ...
12 King, James... ... ...
2 Mackie, Robert ...
17 Reetz, Hermann Otto ...
t16 Schutz,  Hermann
13 Weir, David
18
t*19
Ditto
Ditto
... ...
...
... ...
...
Nature of  Selection.
Homestead, 1875
Homestead
ditto
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
ditto
ditto
ditto
... Conditional
155 0 0
134 0 0
GAYNDAH DISTRICT.
*3
1
Miller, James
Wedemeyer, G. H. Lo
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
100 0 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
*13 Diamond, Henry
8 Haunam, M....
*14 Pearce, James
*15 Pearce, W. G.
9 Smith, W.
...
...
...
Homestead, 1875
Conditional
Homestead, 1875
ditto ...
Conditional ...
640 0 0
64.0 0 0
640 0 0
TENINGERING DISTRICT.
*10 Allen, Jos. ...
t30 Ditto ... ...
12 Bates,  Jos. ...
25 Chapman , John ...
*33 Kemp , James ...
7 Linde, J. D. ...
28 McDonald, Albert ...
6 Mason, T. B. .,,
16 Ditto ...
*14 Muller, Jacob ...
22 Moller, Carl ...
9 Neller, Chas. ...
t31 Orerthco, J. H. ...
t21 Pollock, David
t13 Prior, Thos. ...
8 Stone , Edwd. ...
19 Ditto ... ...
*36 Thomas , Mercy ...
32 ti ock. Peter ... ...
1 Walsh, Jas. S. ...
26 Wedge, Chas.
ditto ,.. 64 0 0 .
Conditional ... 131 0 0
Homestead ... 16 0 0 80 0 0
ditto ... .. 44 3 0
ditto ... 32 0 0 ...
ditto ... 61 0 0
Conditional ... 300 0 0
Homestead ... I 53 0 0
ditto ... 54 1 0
Conditional ... ... 122 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
Homestead ...I 41 0 0
ditto
First Class Second  Class
Pastoral.  Pastoral.
A. B. P. A.  B. P. A. B. P.151 0 0 ...
160 0 0 ...
156 0 0
159 0 0
143 0 0
159 0 0
...
...
... 82 0 0
319 0 0
... 157 0 0
148 0 0
... 153 0 0
165 0 0
...
...
39 3 0
ditto ...1 20 0 0 23 2 0
ROMA DISTRICT.
8 Adair, Robert ...
17 Aherns, Charles F....
124 Aherns, Charles ..
54 Ahren, Chas. Fredk.
91 Arnolds. Charles ...
65 Atkins, James B.
...
36 Ditto ... ...
44 Ditto .. ...
68 Baker, William
80 Ditto ..,
...
Conditional ... 156 1 16 .
ditto ... ... 74 0 0
ditto ... ... 181 2 0
Homestead ... 126 0 0
Homestead, 1872  69 0  0 ...
Homestead ... 37 0 0
ditto ... 12 0 0 54  0  0
Conditional ... 100 0 0
ditto 60 0 0 69 2 0
Homestead, 1868 320 0 0
Conditional 25 0 0 64 0 4
Homestead, 1868 ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... 415 0 0
ditto ... 260 0 0
ditto ... .. 320 0 0
Homestead ... 49 0 0 ...
Conditional ..,  68 0 22 ,,,
324 0 0
0 01,000
.•1
Year .  Rent Balance due,
£ a. d. £ S. d.
2nd
6th 4 0 0 0 2 3
6th 3 18 0
+0 0 7
2nd 3 7 5
6th 7 3 0
3rd 3 12 11
5th 4 2 0
5th 15 19 0
5th 3 18 6 1 19 2
+0 9 10
5th 2 17 10
5th 3 16 6 1 15 5
+0 8 11
5th 3 17 6 0 7 0
3rd
4th
7th
2nd
5th
2nd
2nd
4th
6 2 10
2 10 0
12 7 6
18 0 0
8 2 0
4 0 0
2 0 032 11 6
4th 11 15 6
3rd 3 12 0
3rd 9 2 0
3rd 3 3 0
2nd 1 10 3
4th 1 7 9
3rd 1 16 9
4th
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
2nd
3rd
3rd
4th
3rd
2nd
2nd
4th
3rd
2 8 0
6 11 0
1 10 0
1  2  6
1 4 0
2 1 11
7 2 0
0 3 0
+0 1 9
0 10 4
+0 2 7
2 0 9 0 1 6
6 0 0
5 6 8
0 18 10
1 10 0
1 7 0 0 0 3
8th
7th
3rd
7th
4th
6th
7th
7th
5th
4th
7 10 0
8 0 0
1`l. 0 0
5 2 6
2 0 0
20 15 0
19 10 0
16 0 0
1 16 9
4 8 6
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ROMA  DISTRICT--continued.
No.
123 Batzlof,  Willliam ...
81 BatzloT, William ...
87 Bellgrove ,  Edwin ...
179 Benjamin, David, junr.
114 Best,  Walter ...
99 Burton , Wm. ...
89 Bredhauer, G. ...
90 Ditto ...
32 Cameron ,  Isabella ...
f 110 Carr, Dugald ...
69 Copley, Pierce G. ...
t113 Ditto ...
163 Copley, Pierce Gould
61 Cook, John .. ...
15 Cottell, Richard Jas.
98 Dick . David ...
*154  Ditto .. ..
88 Downes ,  Francis R.
149 Downes, Wm., junr.
0152 Ditto ...
173 Doyle, Robert ...
174 Ditto ... ...
175 Ditto ... ...
125 Duffy, Henry ...
170 Fassler, Charles
*132 Fisher,  John, senr.
0120 Ditto ...
*121 Fisher, John, junr....
172 Furby, John James
10 Gammie, J. J.
106 Gammie ,  James Joel
0148 Ditto ... ...
*156 Ditto ... ...
72 Gibson, George ...
0109 Ditto ...
*153 Hasted, George ...
41 Hayes, George
*128 Home , Robert ...
13 Jones, William ...
76 KSrner, Charles ...
107 Kupfer, Henry ...
*146 Laycock, Walter ...
*145 Ditto ... ...
*14t Laycock, Joseph ...
165 Laycock,  Thomas ...
166 Ditto ... ...
75 Lines, John ...
*94  Ditto ...
169 Loclr. Joseph ...
*143 Mar cktelow , Thomas
*138 Ditto ... ...
*115 McEvoy, Joseph ...
135 McGhee, Joseph ...
167 Mitchell, Wm. Sutgar
131 Moylan, John ...
10157 Dittot176 Nutting, John Bligh
t151 O' Connell. Michael
177 Okeden, Wm. Ed. Parry
t118 Page, John ...
137 Peake, Wm.
*117 Phillips, John
*129 Pope,  Ahaziah ...
95 Power, John ...
t100 Rayner ,  Benj. ...
122 Ditto ... ...
*108 Reif, John ..
24 Robertson, John
2 Ditto ... ...
64 Ditto ... ...
70 Ditto ...
66 Robinson ,  Alexr. ...
101 Ditto ... ...
126 Scott ,  James ...
82 Scraggs , John ...
162 Scraggs ,  Stephen
*105 Sharry, Lawrence ...
0104 Sharry ,  Stephen ...
Nature of  Wootton.Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
A. B. P. A. B. P.
Conditional ... .. 159 0 36
ditto  ...  121 2 0 ...
ditto ... 43 0 23 ...
ditto ... 404 0 0
Homestead ,  1868  ...  320 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 ...
Conditional .. 60 2 0 ...
ditto  ...  257 3 8 ...
ditto  .. 38 218
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional
153 0 0
80 0 0
134 0 0
46 0 0
120 0 0
45 1 10
160 0 0
480 0 0
.Homestead , 1872 ... 320 0 0
Homestead  ... 160 0 0
Conditional ... 107 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto 243 0 0
Homestead,  1868  ... 100 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... ... 100 0 0
Homestead, 1868 ... 124 0 0
ditto ... ... 74 0 0
ditto  ... 66 0 0
ditto, 1872 80 0 0
ditto ... ... 240 0 0
...
Conditional ... ... 50 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 320 0 0
Homestead ... ... 75 0 0
Conditional  ...  ... 307 0 0
Homestead, 1872 100 0 0
Conditional 20 0 0 82 0 0
Homestead, 1868 62 0 35
Conditional ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 148 0 0
Homestead, 1868 ... 60 0 0
Conditional ... 54 0 0
Homestead ,  1868  ... 120 0 0
ditto ... ... 125 0 0
ditto ...  ... 101 0 0
Conditional ... 94 0 0
ditto ... ... 170 0 0
ditto ... 98 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 200 0 0
Conditional .. ... 55 0 0
Homestead, 1868 ... 56 0 0
ditto ... ... 75 0 0
Conditional 82 1 4
Homestead, 1872 75 0 0
Conditional ... 160 0 0
Homestead, 1872 150 0 0
Conditional ... 608 0 0
Homestead ... ... 54 0 0
Conditional 80 0 0
Homestead, 1868  7 0  0
ditto, 1872 ... 320 0 0
Conditional ... 57 0 0
Homestead ,  1868  ...  59 0 34
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional  ... 2,473 0 0
Homestead, 1868 ... 110 0 0
ditto ... FO 0 0
Conditional  ...  80 0  0 160 0 0
ditto  ...  320 0 0
ditto  ... ...  103 0 0
ditto  ... ... 136 0 0
ditto ... ...  68 0 0
...
ditto ... ... 297 0 0
ditto .. ... 640 0 0
Homestead, 1868 80 0 0 ...
Conditional ...
ditto, 1868
ditto ...
63  .0 0
120 0 0
148 0 0
86 0 0
second Clan
Pastora l.
A. B. P. 1
...
...
...
...
Year. Rent. Balance due
1 £ s. d. ( £ •. d.
3rd 8 0 0
5th 6 1 6
4th 3 6 0
2nd 10 2 0
3rd 12 0 0
4th 1 10 0
4th 3 16 6
4th 17 1 0
7th 3 0 0
3rd 2 10 11
5th 2 0 0
3rd 4 6 0
2nd 0 5 9
7th 6 0 0
8th 3 9 0
4th 6 0 0
3rd 18 0 0
4th 4 14 6
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 6 0 0
2nd 5 7 0
2nd 4 0 0
2nd 12 3 0
3rd 3 15 0
2nd 1 13 4
3rd 5 0 0
3rd 3 2 0
3rd 1 17 0
2nd 1 17 2
Rth 6 0 0
Sri 9 0 0
3rd 2 10 0
3rd 12 0 0
5th 1 17 6
3rd 15 7 0
3rd 2 10 0
7th 5 12 0
3rd 1 11 6
8th 7 10 0
5th 7 8 0
3rd 1 10 0
3rd 2 14 0
3rd 3 0 0
3rd 3 2 6
2nd 0 4 8
2nd 0 11 9
5th 8 10 0
4th 4 18 0
2nd 6 5 0
3rd 2 15 0
3rd 1 8 0
+0 3
3rd 1 11 3 1 17 8
3rd 4 3 0
2nd 2 16 3
3rd 8 0 0
3rd 3 2 6
2nd 21 18 0
3rd
2nd 2 0 0
3rd
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 2 17 0
3rd 1 10 0
4th 4 0 0
4th 119 10 0
3rd 2 15 0
3rd 2 0 0
7th 14 0 0
8th 24 0 0
6th 5 3 0
5th 6 16 0
7th 3 8 0
4th 15 0 0
3rd 32 0 0
4th 3 0 0 2 3 9
and fine 0 10 11
2nd .010 0
3rd 3 14 0
...
2 3 0 0 7 2
+0 1 10
715
Register
.N 0. lessee.
*66 1 Smith, William ..
*116 Sparks, William Henry
46 Spence, Wm.
147 Spencer, Jas. Wm. Dowling
*15S  Ditto
*130 Sterner, John Frederick ...
40 Steward, William ,.. ...
133 Stewart, Samuel ...
111 Ditto ... ...
161 Tatten. John ...
102 Tune, William Dean ...
161 Ware. Matthew ,.. ...
171 Ditto .., ...
t96 W en -ke, George ... ...
1119 D Ito ... .,. ...
*158 Westlnacott, E. D. ...
ROMA  DISTRICT- continued.
Nature of Selection .  Agricultural . Piro ('hiss  Second  ClassPastoral Pastoral
A. B. P. A .  B. P.  A.  B. P.
Homestead ... ... 08 3 0
Conditional ... ... 60 0 0
ditto ... ... 146 0 0
ditto 500 0 0
500 0 0di tt o  ...  ...
Homestead, 1868  . 160 0 0
Homestead ... 10 0 0 37 0 0
ditto, 1868 ... 122 0 0
Conditional .,,  2.32.5 0 0
H omcstead,1872 ' ... 150 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 640 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0 ... ...
ditto ... 76 0 0 ... ...
ditto ... 41 0 0
Homestead, 1875
SURAT DISTRICT.
6 Adams , Richard John
15 Ditto ... ...
1 Brindley, J.. ...
14 Hill, Benjamin ,..
3 McGill,  Margaret ..,
8 Ditto
'
...
4 Ross,  Donald ...
11 Ditto ... ...
12 Ditto ... ...
13 Ditto
5 Wood, Joseph
10 Wood, Joseph,
16 Wood,  Joseph, Sen.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead, 1868
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
640 0 0
450 0 0
81 1 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
601)  0 0
... 1,268 0 0
641. 0 0
ditto ...I  ... 320 0 0
ditto  ... ... 320 0 0
ditto  2,114 0 0
Homestead , 1868  ... 159 0 0
ditto  ... ... 128 0 0
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
*46 Alexander, James ... ...
14 3nderson, W. B. ... ...
*29 Anderso;i, Wm. Beaton ...
*43 Ditto ... ... ...
*35 Raj;is, George .,. ...
7 Douglas, F. It. ...
*52 Fgan, Charles ...
*4 t Egan , Charles Westrepp ...
*45 Ditto ... ...
*49 Gallagher, Thomas... ...
4 Heap, Waiter ... ...
5 Ditto
21 Ludeman, Jacob
*41 Ditto ... ...
*42 Ditto ...
*30 Macalister, Arthur ...
*36 Ditto ..
24 McAuley, Peter Milley
*32 Ditto
123 Meacle, Richard Eyre
*37 Ditto ... ...
*50 Ditto ...
12 Moore. Sarah ...
*38 Moore, John... ...
*11 Powditch, John ...
3 Smith, James ...
18 Simpson, .iohn Macneill ...
6 Stewart, Alexander... ...
*25 Ditto ...
*39 Slack, Thomas ... ...
*34 Tebb, Samuel ... ...
*40 Winter, Frederick ... ...
*51 Ditto ... ,,, ,..
I
Homestead  ... ... 40 0 0
Conditional ... ,., 640 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ,  . ... 160 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 160 0 0
Conditional  ...  80 iv 0 ...
ditto ... ... 292 0 0
uitto ... ... ., .
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 640 0 0
Homestead ... 80 0 0
Conditional ... 50 0 0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
160 0 0
165 0 0
100 0 0
160 0 0
320 0 0
160 0 0
159 0 0
100 0 0
Conditional ... ...
160 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
Homestead ...  80 0  0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
Conditional ( 479 0 0
0 0Homestead  ...  80
Conditional ... 400 0 0
Homestead, 1872  60  0 0 1 ...
Homestead ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 60 0 0 ,..
ditto ... 50 0 0 ...
Year. Rent.  Balance due.
5th I £ a.
u
I
a. d.1  14
3rd 3 0 0
7th 10 19 0
3rd 25 0 0
3rd 25 0 0
3rd 4 0 0
7th 0 6 103rd., 3 1 0
3rd 109 9 7
2nd 0 6 3
3rd 3 0 0
211d 2 13 4
2nd 6 0 0
4, h
3rd
3rd 21 0 0
4th
3rd
7th
3rd
6th
3rd
4th
3rd
22 10 0
2 16 6
32 0 0
4 0 02  13  4
3) 0 0
6:3 8 0
32 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
.., 4th  115 14 0
3rd 3 6 831d  2 18 2
... 2nd 0 17 6
... 3rd 32 0 0
2nd 31:3 4
2nd 5 6 8
2nd 3 0 t i
4th 3 0 0
0 1 7
+0 0 5
0 5 0
+0 1 3
... 2nd 3 13 0
610 0 0 2nd 18 13 4
... 2nd 4 13 4
,,. 2nd 10 13 4
... 5th 3 0 0
...
1
+0 9 5
4th 3 15 0 1 17 6
3rd 32. 0 0 1 12 10
2nd 5 6 8
2nd 5 10 0
2nd 4 3 4
2nd 6 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
2nd 6 13 4
3rd 3 13 8
... 2nd 3 15 0
... 2n(l 2 0 0
... 3rd 4 0 0
2nd 6 0 0
... 3rd 3 0 0
5th 3 0 0
... 3rd 23 19 0
... 4th 3 0 0
.,. 2nd 18 6 8
.,. 2nd 113 9
,,. 2nd 3 0 0
2nd l 13 92nd 0 9 5
+0 8 3
1 6 8
+0 0 8
2 15 0
+0 13 9
0 5 0
+0 1 8
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CLERMONT DISTRICT.
J esl•ter L
No.
Nature of Selection. Agricultural. First ClassD6storal. Beyond ClassPa,toral. Year. Rent .  Balance due.
A. B. P. I A. R. P.  A. B. P.  I £ a. d. £ s. d.
97 Angel, Augustus A . Homestead ,,. 50 0 0 5th 1 5 0
*137 Angel, Augustus M arrett ... Homestead,1868 _.. 50 0 0 3rd 1 5 0
133 Bamford, Wm. ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
63  Bastet, G. ... ... ...  Conditional ...  100 0 0 13 0 0  6th 8 3 0
*115 Berry, Wm. ... ... ditto ...  60 0 0 180 0 0  4th 13 10 0
85 Bettridge, Charles ... ... Homestead ... 80 0 0  6th l 16 8
t124 Boylan, Patrick ... ... Conditional .. . 290 0 0  3rd 3 3 2
138 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto ... 119 0 0 3rd 5 19 0
$144 Carrol, John ... ... Homestead 79 0 0  3rd 1 16 6
120 Coxhead, Elijah ... ... H omestead,1868 160 0 0  3rd 4 0 0
94 Crofts, William ... Homestead ... 100 0 0 5th 2 10 0
$134 Ditto ... ... ...  Conditional 80 0 0 3rd 2 18 8
107 Crosby, Thomas ... ... Homestead,1868 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
25 Dixon, William ... ... Conditional .,. 92 0 0 7th 4 12 0
75 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ... 90 0 0 6th 4 10 0
95 Edgeley, Peter ... Homestead ... 34 0 0 5th 0 17 0
$127 Ditto ... ,..  Homestead, 1868  ... 49 0 0  3rd 0 711
103 Eile, Edward ... ... ditto ...  ... 160 0 0  5th 4 0 0
136 Fawkes, W. H. ... .. ditto ...  ... 160 0 0  3rd 4 0 0
William7:' Frost ... Conditional ...  ... 100 0 0  6th 5 0 0,
152 Gaudry C. W. ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0  2nd 3 13 4,
*158 Haystone, Thomas ... ... ditto .. 80 0 0  2nd 1 0 0
*163 Herscber, V. ... ... Homestead, 1868 40 0 0  2nd 0 3 4
*165 Herrscher George ... ... ditto ... 40 0 0  2nd 0 1 8,
104 Hudson, John ... ... ditto ... 160 0 0 5th 4 0 0
*157 Iken, Peter C. ... ... Homestead ... 80 0 0  2nd 0 10 0
*1413 Johnson B. F. ... ditto ...  ... 200 0 0  3rd 5 0 0,
76 Kettle, George Wil liam ... Conditional ... 110 0 0  6th 5 10 0
24 Ditto ... ... ...  ditto ... 130 0 0  7th 6 10 0
80 Ditto .. ... ditto ... 100 0 0  6th 5. 0 0.
87 Ditto ... ...  ditto ... 110 0 0  6th 5 10 0
*146 Keune Fred. ... ... ditto 80 0 0  2nd 4 0 0,
147 Ditto .. ... ... ditto 120 0 0  2nd 6 0 0
*145 Leighton, Henry ... ... Homestead 45 0 0  2nd 1 2 6
74 Lynch William ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0  6th 91 0 0,
'0119 Lynch Wm. ... Conditional  80 0 0 3rd 4 0 0,
114 Madge, Adolph ... ... Homestead,1868 45 0 0  4th 1 2 6
117 Ditto ... ditto 25 0 0  4th 0 12 6
66 Marley William ... ... Conditional 240 0 0  6th 12 0 0,
Jamest122 McCormack ...  ditto ... 2,309 0 0 3rd 17 11 0,
31 McDonald A. B. ... ... ditto 640 0 0 7th 32 0 0,
16 McKean W. H. .. . ditto 253 0 0  7th 12 13 0,
J.93 McLaughlin
.
,..
..
...  ditto 80 0 0  5th 4 0 0,
Angus37 McLeod ... ... ditto ... 330 0 0 7th 16 10 0,
39 Ditto .. ... ... ditto ... 109 0 0 3rd 5 9 0.
$110 Moat C. ... ... ditto ... 194 0 0 4th 9 14 0,
till Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 196 0 0 4th 9 16 0
112 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 197 0 0  4th 9 17 0
t41 Ditto ... ditto ... ... 200 0 0  7th 10 0 0
Chrit118 Neidermeyer stian ... ditto ... 398 0 0 3rd 19 13 8,
er C151 N iederme ditto ... 111 1 0  2nd 5 2 8, .y ... t2 12 0
¶0 16 0
$121 Nelson, Alexander ... ... Homestead, 1868 100 0 0 3rd
116 Nieht Jacob ... ... ditto ... 45 0 0 ... 4th 1 2 6,
Rodger130 O'Sullivan .,. ditto ...  ... 150 0 0  3rd 3 15 0,
*164 O'S lli F ditto . 49 0 0  2nd 0 3 4van, .u
Charles83 Richard
...
...
...
.. Conditional
.
...
.
...
... 160 0 1 6th0 8 0 0
,
*112 Richards Chas.
.
...
ditto ... 80 0 0  2nd 0 13 4,
$126 Hiemann H. .. ... ditto ... 95 2 0 ... 3rd 0 6 2,
Chs. jun154 Ric' ards
.
r. ... ditto ...  ... 340 0 0  2nd 15 11 8, ,
98 Salinond. Michael ... ... Homestead ...  ... 160 0 0 6th 4 0 0
135 S•ilmond. Donald ... . ... Homestead,1868  ... 99 3 0  3rd 2 10 0
W. M.*161 Scott ...  ditto ... 159 2 0 2nd 0 13 4,
Thomas88 Shepherd Pearso n Homestead ... 156 0 0 5th 3 18 0,
$153 Sing Gong ... ... ditto ,., 95 0 0 2nd...
9 Small A. ... Condi- ional.. 480 0 0  8th 24 0 0,
45 Ditto . ...
.
... ditto 160 0 0 480 0 0  7th 36 0 0..
Andrew*159 Small ... ditto ... 265 0 0 2nd 3 6 3,
*160 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 80 0 0  2nd 1 0 0
William72 Springer . ditto ... 160 0 0 6th 8 0 0,
Andrew73 Todd
...
..
..
... Homestead ... 101 0 0 6th 1 1 0,
Hson1 Thom H
.
Conditional .. 320 0 0 7th 16 0 0.,p .
21 Ditto
... ...
ditto
.
...
150 0 0 7th 7 10 0
,..
23 Ditto ditto ... 84 0 0  7th 4 4 0..
Wm131 Warren ditto ... 100 0 0  ... 3rd 5 0 0, .
17 Weller, A i thur ... ... ditto ... 410 0 0 7thd3
20 10 0
15 2 6
+12ts 1William, C. E. ... ... ditto ... 118 0 0 r
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SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
Losses. Nature of Selection. AgriOnlturaL Bent. Balance due.Plrat ClassPastoral. Second ('lassPastoral. Year.
A. B. P. A. S. P. A. B. P.7 EllisW Conditional 313
0
8th, . ..
19  Fleming,  William .  ...
(
ditto
...
...
... 231
..
1 21 5th
*26  Funk, Johann Jacob Homestead ... ... 160 0 0 3rd
41  Ditto ... ... 'Conditional,.. ... 228 0 0 2nd
22  Hofmeister, G orge  ... Homestead ... ... 160
15
0 0
0 0
5th
5th23  Ditto ... ... Conditional ... 0...
30  Ditto ... ditto ... ... j 120 0 0 3rd
20  Knox, Alexander ... Homestead ... ... 46 3 30 5th
*36 M Cab iP t k ditto 72 0 35 2nd
*37
c e, a r c ...
Ditto ... ... Conditional
...
...
...
... , 320 0 0 oll 2nd
*38 Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... I 320 0 0 2nd
*39 Ditto ditto 80 0 0 2nd... ...040 Ditto . ditto ...... ...... 80 0 0 2nd
t18  Meyer, Louis  ... Homestead ... .. , 76 0 0 5th
28  Ditto ... ditto ... ... 80 0 0 3rd
29  Ditto ..,  ... Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 ... 3rd
15  Ditto ditto ... ...
I
508 0 0 7th
12  Milliken, G.... ditto ... ... 303 1 11 7th
16  Ditto ditto ... ... 417 3 0 ... 6th
*27  O'Regan, David Connell rd;ttn IRA 3 2 3rd
*31  Phelps, Daniel A. ... ditto ... 150 0 0 ... 3rd
32  Ditto ditto 200 0 0 . . 3rd... ...
*33 Ditto ... ...  .,. ditto ...... ... 77 0 0 . 3rd
*42  Ditto ... ... ditto ... ... 100 0 0 2nd
3  Smith, T. ... ditto ... .. 168 0 b 8th
9  Ditto .,. ... ditto ...  68 0 34  . 7th
5  Steele, J. ditto ... ...  254 0 0 8th
21  Wakenshaw, Alex.... Homestead ... 22 0 0 5th
24  Ditto ... Homestead, 1868 ... 32 0 13 3rd
2  Wallis, C. E. ... Conditional ... ... 254 0 0 8th
Ditto ...  ditto ... .,. 125 2 8 ... 2nd
8 Williams, D. L. ditto ... ... 413 2 0 8th
1 Bailey, Charles W....
*t32 Balsillie, Andr. ...
16 Brennan ,  James ...
t24 Brennan, Denis ...
3 Brennan , John ...
*t31 Brown, P. J. ...
*t26 Carter, Wm. S. ...
*t30 Ditto ...
*t35 Coventry, Andrew ...
41 Ditto ... ...
28 Curry, 'John ... ...
12 Davis,  Francis ...  ...
17 Ditto . ...
5 Droughton,  Samuel  ...
8 Ditto ,.. ... ...
20 Ditto
11 Heavy, Dominick ... ...
*t27 Heavy, D. ... ... ...
21 Heusler, C. ... ...22 Ditto ... ...
2 Holmes, Richard ... ...
9 Hunter, Thomas ... ...
4 Lucas, William G.... ...
*33 McDonald, ]Roderick ...
*37 McDonald, Duncan
*t40 McDonald, Charles...
15 McIntyre, Allan ... ...
t 6 McKenzie, John ... ...
18 Ditto .. ...
*t29 Perry, Hugh ... ...
* Pfingst, Valentin ... ...
*t39 I icking, Henry ...  ,.,
*26 Smith, James ... ...
*t43 Ditto ... ...
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead,  1872'
ditto
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
I£1.d.I ;ee.d.
15 13 0 '
11 13 0
4 0 0
8 11 0
4 0 0
7 10 0
6 0 0
1 3 6
1 7 5
12 0 0 • 1[0 16 0
12 0 0 0 16 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
0 3 2
1 10 0
4 0 0
25 8 0
15 4 0
20 18 0
6 19 0
13 2 6 0 7 0
15 0 0
3 17 0
3 15 0
8 8 0
5 3 6
12 14 0
0 11 0
0 16 6
12 14 0
2 17 9
20 14 0
630 0 0 6th 14 5 6
640 0 0 3rd
115 0 0 5th 2 17 6
120 0 0 ... 5th 8 9 9 13 15 3
76 0 0 . 6th 0 9 6
640 0 0 ... 3rd
610 0 0 3rd
640 0 0 3rd
320 0 0  ... 2nd 9 1 0
320 0 0  ... 2nd 10 0 0
318 0 0 3rd 7 19 0
...
53 0 0 ... 6th 2
1
13
7
0
027 0 0 5th
0104 0 6th 7 16 0
...
0277 0 6th 13 17 0
140 0 0 5th 7 0 0
235 0 0 5th 11 15 0
85 0 0 3rd 0 18 11
141 0 0 5th 7 1 0
92 0 0 5th 6 18 0
6400 0 6th 32 0 0
158 0 0 5th 3 12 5
41 0 0 ... 6th 3 1 6
0320 0 2nd 16 0 0
318 0 0 2nd 7 19 0
... 360 0 0 2nd 5 8 4
521 0 0 6th 26 1 0
352 0 0 6th 2 18 8
21 2 24 6th 1 2 0
... 80 0 0 3rd
... 400 0 0 2nd 15 0 0
... 320 0 0 2nd 2 13 4
... 320 0 0 3rd 12 0 0 018 2
... 200 0 0 2nd 3 16 1
aegister0. Lessee.
*39 Barratt , 0. ... ... ...
*43 Eichorn, C. ...
*17 Jones, Jeremiah ... ...
*34 Keating . Wm. ...
*9  Beating , John Ernest ...
*15 Ditto ... ... ...
*22 Ditto ... ... ...
t20 Liy, Lee ... ...
*23 Mactarish, A. L. ... ...
*24 Ditto  ... ... ...
*1 McCarey,  Thomas ... ...
*40 McA ickle, Alex. ...
*41 Ditto
21 Miller , Edward ... ...
*37 Molee, G.  B.... ... ...
*38 Ditto ... ... ...
*42 Morrey. Henry ... ...
*14 Poole, Henry ... ...
*28 Walsh, John ... ...
029
*30
*25
*26
*27
Ditto ...
Ditto .
Williams , Wm. ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
*15 Affieck, Geo. ... ...
3 Bamberry, George ... ...
*31 Bishop, J ... ... ...
16 Bott. Henry ... ...
17 Ditto ... ... ...
18 Ditto ... ...
9 Bracker, William ... ...
5 Corrigan, Peter ... ...
4 Ditto ... ... ...
t20 ditto ...21 Cook, Robert ... ...
25 Dairadi, J. ... ...
*21 Pines, Richard ... ...
28 Dowling, T. B. ,,, ...
t10 Fleming, Patrick ..
6 Hetherington, Richard Alpin
7 Hetherington, C. S. ,..
*27 Lalor, Vat. ... ...
1 Malone, James ... ...
12 Ditto ... ...til Malone, Mathew ... ...
*22 Marshall, fl arry ... ...
*29 McNaniara, M. ... ...
8 Myles. 'Thos. Geo.... ...
23 Ross, D. H. Me&.... ,..
*30 Sear, Geo. ...
2 Sheldon, James
*14 Skeldon, J. ..
t13 Smith , Thos. Whyte
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COOKTOWN DISTRICT-continued.
Nature of  Selection.
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditt.) ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,,,
Agricultural. F1rst classPastoral. Year. Rent.
A. B. P. A .  B. P.  £ a. d.
...
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
400 0 0 2nd 613 4
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
20 0 0 69 0 0 3rd
300 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
300 0 0 2nd 6 17 6
1,600 0 0 4th 40 0 0
An() n  n 2nd 4 1 A
400 0 0 2nd 4 3 4
240 0 0 3rd 6 0 0
... 2,560 0 0 2nd 32 0 0
Second Class
Pastoral.
500 0 0 2nd 6 5 0
165 0 0 2nd 0 13 9
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto
STANTHORPE DISTRICT.
1,440 0 0 2nd 27 0 0
960 0 0 2nd 18 0 0
Conditional ... ... 320 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 640 0 0
ditto ... ... 200 0 0
ditto ... ... 35 0 0
ditto ... ... 26 0 0
ditto ... ...  20 2 0 ...
Homestead, 1872 ... 640 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... 67 0 0
ditto ... .. 105 0 0 ...
Homestead ...  32  0 0 ... ...
Homestead,  1872  ... 640 0 0 ,.,
Conditional  ...  ... 177 0 0Homestead, 1872  ... 640 0 0 ...
ditto  ...  ... 300 0 0 ...Homestead, 1872 ... 317 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... ... 320 0 0
Conditional ... ... 320 0 0
ditto ... 160 0 0Homestead, 1872  ... 317 0 0
ditto ... ... 640 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 500 0 0 ...
Honiestead,1872 640 0 0 ...
Conditional ... 42 0 0 ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
640 0 0 2nd 8 0 0
165 0 0 2nd 013 9
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
... 1,440 0 0 2nd 27 0 0
... 1,440 0 0 2nd 27 0 0
... 960 , 0 0 2nd 18 0 0
... 1,440 0 0 2nd 27 0 0
520 0 0
1,280 0 0
320 0 0
631 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 32 0 0
2nd 0 16 8
3rd 1 15 0
3rd 1 6 0
3rd 1 1 0
3rd 24 0 0
3rd 3 7 0
3rd 5 5 0
2nd 1 4 0
2nd 24 0 0
2nd 7 7 11
2nd 24 0 0
2nd 4 13 9
3rd  10  18 3
3rd 12 0 0
3rd 12 0 0
2nd 10 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 8 0 0
3rd 10 18 3
2nd 24 0 0
2nd 8 6 8
3rd 24 0 6
2nd 1 18 6
2nd 4 0 0
3rd 64 0 0
3rd 16 0 0
3rd 23 3 5
Balance due.
£ a. d.
1 1 0
:0 5 3
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Lessee.
EIGHTH PAYMENT UNDER THE SIXTY-SEVENTH CLAUSE OF "THE CROWN
LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
THE attention of Selectors under  " The Alienation of Crown Lands Act of  1860," who have broughtTHE holdings under the sixty-seventh clause of  " The Crnon Lands Alienation Act off"  1868," is
.1st March instant.3irected to the accompanying Schedule of Payments due on the  t
Occupants under the sixty-seventh clause are subject to the same conditions, with respect to
payment of rent, as ordinary selectors of agricultural land under  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868."
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Register
No.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1877.
Reserve. Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
BRISBANE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Rent.
£  S.  d.
1 Raker,  Charles  and Elizabeth ...
...  Brisbane ... 41 70 0 0 2 12 6
2 Beetham , J. S. ... ... ... ... Logan ... 14 79 0 0 1 19 6
3 Colgan , T., and Deering,  James
... ditto ... 36 85 0 0 3 3 9
48 Dunn , Jeremiah ... ...
... ditto ... 11 60 0 0 1 10 0
and arrears&c. 5 12 3$
19 Emmerson , James ... ...
...  Brisbane ... 25A 40 0 0 1 0 0
17 Elworthy, W. ... ... ...
... Logan ... 61 53 0 0 1 19 9
18 Hawkins, George ... ... ditto ... 60 53 0 0 1 19 9
6 Hobbs, Wm. ... ... ...
... ditto ... 214 20 0 0 1 0 0
7 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 245 20 0 0 1 0 0
10  Ditto  .. ... ... ... ditto ... 248 20 0 0 1 0 0
11 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 260 29 0 0 1 16 3
12 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 249 20 0 0 1 0 0
13 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 253 20 0 0 1 0 0
22 Leo, Richard .. . . ..... ... ditto ... 20 48 0 0  1 16 0
33 Miller, Mary Campbell ... ... ...  Brisbane ... 42 76 0 0  6 13 0
34 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 44 69 0 0  6 0 9
35 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 43 68 0 0  5 19 0
45 McLuckie, William ... ... ... Logan ... 92 51 0 0  1 18 3
44 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 89 44 0 0  1 13 0
46 North, Elizabeth ... ... ... ... ditto ... 57 42 0 0  1 1 0
74 Ogg, Charles, and Hill, Walter ... ... Redcli $e ... 86 71 0 0  2 13 3
50 Petrie, Thomas ... ... ... ... ditto ... -24 40 0 0  1  11) 0
51 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 30 51 0 0  1 18 3
52 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 411 66 0 0  4 19 0
53 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 412 121 0 0  9 1 6
54 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 414 118 0 0  8 17 0
55 Ditto ... .. ... ... ditto ... 415 91 0 0  6 16 6
56 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 419 43 0 0  3 4 6
57 Ditto ... ... ... .. ditto ... 1 73 0 0  2 14 9
58 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 420 73 0 0  5 9 6
66 Walsh, William ... ... ... ... ditto ... 95 53 0 0  1 17 9
67 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 93 55 0 0  2 3 3
68 Ward, William John ... ... ... ditto ... 291 27 2 0  2 2 0
69 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 292 19 1 10  1 10 0
70 Ditto ... ... ... ... ditto ... 151 30 0 0  2 5 0
72 Whelan, Patrick ... ... ... ...  ditto ... 106 121 0 0  2 18 6
Includes fine.
BEENLEIGH LANIS AGENT'S DISTRICT.
1 Drynan, William  ... ... ...  Logan 189 41 0 0  1 0 6
3 Williamson , -fames .. ... ... ditto 313 40 0 0  2 0 09 O'Donnell,  Michael , junior  ... ... ditto 347 44 0 0  1 13 0
19  O'Donnell,  Michael  ... ditto 344 59 0 0  2 4 3
11  Pownall, J. and T.,  and Brennand , M. ditto 187 58 0 0  2 3 6
4  Queensland 1\ ational  Bank  Limited ... ditto 240 40 0 0  1 10 0
5  Ditto ... ... ... ditto 341 51 0 0  1 18 3
6  Ditto ... ... ... ditto 342 45 0 0  1 13 9
14  Schneider , J. G. ... ... ... ditto 326 54 0 0  2 0 6
16  Ditto ... ... ... ditto 334 40 0 0 3 1 6
8  Waugh, J. N. ... ... ... ditto 309 45 0 0 1 1 8
15  Weaber, Henry ... ... ... ditto 286 58 0 0 1 9 0
2  Williamson,  James  .. , ... ... l ditto 307 40 0 0 2 0 0
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EIGHTH PAYMENT UNDER  " CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF  1868  "- contti i ed.
Register
No. Lessee. Reserve. Portion. Area.
A. B. P.
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Rent.
2 s. d.
3 Bauer ,  Frederick Ipswich ... ... 14 75 0 0 5 12 6
55 Boyce,  Joseph ... ... ... Weat  Moreton  ... 39 30 0 0 2 5 0
56 Ditto ditto ... 38 30 0 0 2 5 0
57 Ditto  ... ditto ... 37 30 0 0 2 5 0
4 Boyle, John ... Ipswich ... 145 72 0 0 5 8 0
5 Boyle, Robert, Henry,  and Mary ditto ... 173  56 3 0 4 18 10
6 Brand ,  Charles Hayman ... ... ditto ... 157 80 0 0 6 1 6
7 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 174 75 0 0 5 12 6
8 Ditto  ... ditto 153 80 0 0 6 1 6
9 Brown, John ditto ... 216 43 1 0 3 6 0
10 BurnEtt, Catherine ditto ... 146 69 3 0  2 126
11 Ditto ditto ... 170 56 3 0 2 2 9
58 Carson, William ... ditto ... 117 38 0 0 1 18 G
12 Casey, William and John... ditto ... 50 48 2 0 313 6
15 Collins, Ellen ditto ... 10 72 1 0 5 9 6
17 Cribb,  Benjamin ... ... ditto ... 156 48 0 0 3 12 0
18 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 155 78 0 0 5 17 0
19 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 137 80 0 0 6 0 0
16 Cribb, Thomas  Bridson .. .. ditto ... 58 136 2 0 10 5 6
20 Cross ,  Abraham,  and Parcel, J.... ditto ... 106 51 3 0  2 100
36 Darvall, A. W. West Moreton ... 42 70 3 0 5 6 6
37 Ditto ditto ... 41 70 3 0 5 6 6
21 Drew, Thomas Ipswich ... 212 84 2 0 6 7 6
22 Ditto ditto ... 214 107 2 0 8 2 0
23 Dunn, Robert ditto ... 160 58 0 0  2 180
24 Ditto ditto ... 158 66 0 0 2 9 6
105 Dunn Wm. ditto ... 161 68 0 0 4 7 0
107 Ditto ditto ... 164 58 0 0 4 7 0
106 Ditto ditto ... 163 60 0 0  4 100
74 Ditto ditto ... 165 58 0 0 2 3 6
30 Foote, John Clarke ... ... West Moreton ... 202 36 0 32 2 15 6
31 Forsyth,  James ... ... Ipswich ... 209 104 3 0 7 17 6
32 Forsyth, John ... ... ditto 16 97 2 0 7 7 0
122 Forsyth,  Samuel ... ... 208 99 0 0 7 8 6
33 Frazer ,  Isabella ... ... West Moreton ... 167 56 0 0 2 2 0
34 Hawkins, George  ... ditto ... 135 80 0 0 6 0 0
35 Hines, Charles ... ... ... 4 86 1 0 4 7 4
41 Hunter ,  Alexander ... ... Laidley ... 51 100 0 0 7 10 0
42 Ironmonger ,  Francis  W.... ... West  Moreton  ... 364 31 0 0 2 6 6
44 Jackson, T. ... ... Ipswich ... 63 36 0 32 2 15 6
45 Ditto ditto ... 64 33  1 16 2 110
46 Ditto ditto ... 67 33  1 16 2 110
and due 0 3 00
59 Jeffries, R. T. ditto ... 172 88 0 0  6 120
60 Ditto ditto ... 171 84 0 0 6 6 0
118 Ditto ditto ... 169 130 0 0  9 150
119 Ditto ... ditto 170 71 0 0 5 6 6
47 Johnson, James ditto ... 141 80 0 0 6 0 0
48 Johnston, William ... ... 45 35 0 0 2 12 6
25 Kent and  Wienholt
D
Ipswich ...
di
`9 46 0 0 2 17
6
6
326
134
itto
Trustees of W. Kent and Ed. Wienholt
tto ...
ditto ...
56 45 0 0 21
158 107 0 0  7 178
135 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 199 71 3 0 5 8 0
75 Ditto ... ... ... West Moreton ... 162 41 0 0 3 1 6
76 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 163 160 0 0 12 0 0
77 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 185 66 0 0  4 190
78 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 63 157 0 0  11 156
81 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 64 180 0 0  13 100
49 Lewis,  David ... ... ... Ipswich ... ... 202 80 1 0 6 1 6
50 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 203 80 3 0 6 1 6
51 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 204 52 2 0 319 6
54 Lucas,  William .. ... 15 90 0 0 6 15 0
63 McCormack, Bryan ... ... ... 89 40 0 0 3 0 0
13 McGrath, Thomas ... ... ... ditto  ... 51 52 2 0 3 19 6
64 McLaughlin, Robert ... ... ... ... 53 80 0 0 4 0 0
136 Mort, Henry Laidley ... 7 64 0 0 416 0
137 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 8 70 0 0 6 5 0
43 North, Roger ... ... ... West  Moreton  ... 369 38 0 0 2 17 0
139 Ditto ditto ... 370 37 3 0  2 170
67 Nutley,  James ... ... ... ditto ... 123 47 1 0  3 120
65 Nutley, William ... ... ... Ipswich ... 135 50 0 0 3 2 6
66 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 133 80 0 0 6 0 0
69 Pampling ,  Jonathan ... ... ditto ... 10 94 3 0 7 2 6
72 Patrick ,  Thomas ... ... Tarampa  ... 179 70 1 0 5 6 6
71 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 178 71 2 0 5 8 0
70 Patrick, William ... ...
...
ditto ... 172 60 0 0 4 100
* And aua.
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EIGHTH PAYMENT UND E R " CROWN LANDS ALIENATION  ACT OF  1868  " --continued.
RegisterNo. Lessee. Reserve. Portion. Area.
A. R. P.
IPSWICH LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT- continued.
Rent.
£ i. d.
14 Pedwell,  Charles ,, Ipswich ... 342 30 0 0 2 5 0
73 Perrett. S. ,, ditto ... 136 60 0 0 410 0
82 Robertson ,  Thomas ditto ... 65 75 0 0 5 14 0
81 Robson, Sarah ... ditto ... 162 80 0 0 6 0 0
83 Ditto .., ditto ... 161 80 0 0 6 0 0
85 Ditto .., ditto ... 153 80 0 0 6 0 0
87 Roderick, Thomas ... ditto ... 226 77 2 22 5-17 0
88 Howe, William ... ditto ... 227 80 0 0 6 0 0
90 Scells, Alfred .., ditto ... 140 63 0 2 416 0
89 Ditto ditto ... 139 80 0 0 6 0 0
40 Scott, Robert ... Laidley ... 48 84 0 0 6 6 0
91 Ditto . Ipswich ... 26 43 2 0 3 6 0
92 Ditto ditto ... 27 46 1 0 3 10 6
94 Ditto ditto ... 30 55 0 0 4 2 6
93 Ditto ... ditto ... 28 47 0 0 3 10 6
98 Sealey Sarah ditto ... 52 66 0 0 4 1 6,
99 Ditto ditto 59 69 1 0 4 8 6
100 Shanks, John 127 96 1 0 7 5 6
104 Shelton, Henry Ipswich ... 55 42 0  0  3 3 0
102 Ditto ditto ... 63 33 1 16 2 11 0
103 Ditto ditto 54 33 1 16 2 11 0
38 Sloman, J. B. ... ... ditto 56 42 0 0 3 3 0
39 Ditto ... ,,, ditto 59 42 0 0 3 3 0
68 Toms, Ann , , , ditto 205 42 1 0 3 4 6
101 Treraskes, R. ... ditto 128 96 3 0 7 5 6
123 Watson, Richard, senior  ... ... Tarampa 121 60 0 0 4 10 0
124 Watson, Richard,  junior  ... ... ditto 115 48 0 0 3 12 0
125 Ditto ... ,.. ditto 117 65 0 0 4 17 6
126 Watson,  Samuel  ... ,., ditto 43 40 3 0 2 1 7
127 Ditto ... .., ditto 44 42 1 0 2 4 6
128 Ditto  ... ,., ditto ,., 45 53 0 0 213 0
129 Ditto ... ... ditto ,.. 46 59 0 0 219 0
133 White,  Samuel ...  ... ... Ipswich ... 66 42 0 0 3 3 0
132 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ,,. 71 42 0 2 3 4 6
131 Ditto ...  ... .., ditto 65 42 0 0 3 3 0
1 1 1
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Adams, James Toowoomba 90 42 0 0 1 14 0
4  Ditto 91 42 0 0 1 14 0
26  Brennan,  John ...  ... ... Toowoomba 7 42 0 0 1 1 0
27  Ditto ... ... ditto 8 42 0 0 1 1 0
Alexander ...  ...20  Campbell Pilton ... 11 80 0 0 6. 0 0,21 Ditto ... .., ditto ... 17 86 0 0 6 9 0
22  Ditto ... ditto 19 80 0 0 6 0 0
23  Ditto ... ... ditto ... 26 84 0 0 6 6 0
19  Campbell, John ... ... Toowoomba ... 100 40 0 0 1 0 0
99  Ditto .., ,.. ditto ... 102 40 0 0 1 0 0
100  Ditto ... ... ditto ... 103 40 0 0 1 0 0
24  Cossart, Henry ... ,., ditto ... 5 422 2 0 1 2 9
125  Cribb, Robert ... ditto ... 127 71 0 0 2 13 3
33  Crosbie,  Francis  ... .. , ... ditto ... 202 80 0 0 3 0 0
34  Ditto  ... ... ditto ... 203 80 0 0 3 0 0
35  Ditto ditto ... 204 80 0 0 3 0 0
41  Farquharson,  William Drayton ... 14 80 0 0 3 0 0
54  Gleeson, Matthew ... ... ... Toowoomba ... 101 40 0 0 1 10 0
53  Ditto ... ... . , , ditto ... 98 40 0 0 1 10 0
52  Ditto  ,., ,,, ditto 94 40 0 0 1 10 0
67  Gleeson, M., and Costello, P. ... ditto ... 60 40 0 0 1 10 0
56  Ditto ... .,, ... ditto ... 66 40 0 0 1 10 0
65  Ditto ... ... ditto ... 55 40 0 0 1 10 0
135  Grehan, M.  ... ditto ,., 206 42 0 0 2 16 0
98  Grimes, James Watts ... ditto ... 162 40 0 0 3 0 0
61  Ditto ... ... ditto ... 161 50 0 0 3 15 0
107  Hanrahan, D. ... ... ... ditto ... 194 29 117 2 5 9
108  Ditto ... ... ditto ... 211 30 3 0 2 6 9
109  Ditto ... ditto ... 210 25 0 0 1 17 6
62 Hay, John ... ... ... Pilton ... 12 93 0 0 619 6
63 Ditto ... ... ditto ... 13 121 0 0 9 1 632 Keating and Cronin ... 73 41 0 0 2 1 0
26 $ranz ,  Caspar ... Toowoomba ,,, 6 42 2 0 1 2 9
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Resister0. Lessee. Reset ve. Psrtion. Area.
A. R. P.
TOOWOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT  -continued.
Rent.
£ s. d.
81 Lawrence, Frederick ... ... Toowoomba ...  175  80 0 0 3 0 0
80 Ditto ... ... .,, ditto 174  80 0 0 3 0 0
79 Ditto ... ... .., ditto ...  173  80 0 0 3 0 0
87 Merritt, W. and Alfred ... ... ... ditto ...  198  80 0 0 5 00
0
086 Ditto ... ditto ...  197  80 0 0 5
92 Munro, J. ditto ...  134  47 0 0 2 7 0
Patrick94 McCall ... ditto 95  40 0 0 1 0 0,
Bernard95 McCall ... ditto ...  96  40 0 0 1 0 0,
T.101 McCall ... ditto 146  76 0 0 3 16 0,
123 McCleverty, George ... Drayton ...  22  80 0 0 3 0 0
122 Ditto ... . •• ... ditto ... 21  80 0 0 3 0 0
124 Ditto ,., ditto 33  80 0 0 3 0 0
105 McGrath, T., and D. Hanraha n ... Toowoomba ...  192  20 0 0 1 10 0
106 Ditto ditto ... ditto ...  193  20 0 0 1 10 00113 McLeod, Donald ditto ...  79  80 0 0 2 0
112 Ditto ditto ...  77  80 0 0 2 0 0
118 Perkins.  Thomas Drayton ...  85  103 0 0 2 11 6
stPl J2 Toowoomba ...  115  49 0 0 3 13 6, amean01
121 Ditto ditto 116  43 0 0 3 4 6
119 Ditto ditto 114  59 0 0 4 8 60
127 Robinson, Edward ... Drayton ...  136 80 0 0 7 0
131 lobinson, Louis ditto 242  43 2 0 3 6 9
132 Ditto ... ditto ...  220 51 1 0 319 0
129 Ditto ... ditto ...  233  30 0 0 2 5 0
130 Ditto ditto ...  234  30 0 0 2 5 0
139 Schulz. William and Daniel ditto ...  104  67 0 0 1 13 6
138 Ditto ditto ... 105  65 0 0 1 12 60145 Sta$nsky, Charles Julius .., Too soomba 88  42 0 00
2 2
2 0 0143 Ditto ... ditto ... 86  40 0
144 Ditto ... ditto ... 87  40 0 0 2 0 0
Michael ...60 Tansey ditto ... 164  84 0 0 5 5 0,
73 Ditto ... ditto ...  231  50 1 0 1 19 7
72 Ditto ... ditto ...  221  41 0 0 110 9
71 Ditto ... ditto ... 223  39 2 0 1 11 2
74 Ditto ... ditto ...  221  39 1 0 111 875 Ditto ... ditto 222  49 2 0 1 18 8
88 Ditto ditto ... 200 79 3 0 5 0 2...
58 Ditto ... ditto ... 167 72 0 0 410 0
59 Ditto ... ditto ... 166 77 0 0 416 3
146 Tooth, William B. ... Darling Downs ...  2139
138
95
0
0
0 10 7
0 7 2
0
6
147 Wilson, William ... Pilton ...
148 Ditto ... ditto ...  10  90 0 0 6 15 0
WARWICK LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
August1  Aherns .. Warwick 97 74 1 0 2 1 4,
73  Affieck, Peter ... .., ditto 84 53 2 0 1 8 3
74  Ditto ... ditto ,.. 83 44 2 0 1 3
9
75  Ditto ... ditto 88 62 2 0 1 7
9
76  Ditto ... .., ditto 86 62 3 0 1 11
11
2  Bourke, Thomas ... ... dilto 186 67 0 0 4 3 10
3 Ditto ... ... Clifton 185 57 2 0 3 3 4
9  Brennan, Francis ... ditto 7 40 0 0 3 0 0
Michael8  Brewer ... Warwick 247 73 0 0 5 9 6,
Thomas4  Brewer ditto 255 52 0 0 2 8 0,
5 Ditto ditto ... 250 44 0 0 2 4 0
7 Ditto ... ditto ... 251 38 0 0 1 18 0
6 Coll, J. ditto .. 252 42 0 0 2 2 0
12 Campbell,  James ... ... ... ditto 275 48 0 0 2 8 0
13 Ditto .. ... ditto ... 292 22 0 0 1 2 0
14 Ditto ... ditto ... 293 22 0 0 1 2 0
15 Ditto ditto .. 294 22 0 0 1 7 6
16 Ditto ... ditto ... 295 22 0 0 1 7 6
10 Canavan Patk. ditto 25 54 0 0 4 1 0
11 Ditto ... ditto 26 47 3 0 3 12
0
Thomas2t  Caskey ... ... Clifton ... 57 66 2 0 5 1 3,
25 Ditto ... ditto 63 84 2 38 6 74 8
6
6Jas. and Henry26  Clarke .., ditto 45 59 0 0,
27 Ditto ... ditto 46 47 0 0
3 10
3 10
6
6
28  Ditto ... ... ditto 47 47 0 0
31  Conway, Denis ... ... Warwick 340 25 0 0 0 12 6
32 Ditto ditto 341 25 0 0 0 12115
6
8
33  Cox, C.,  and Smith, H. ... ... ditto ,,. 46 67 1 0
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Register
No. Leases. Reserve. Portion. Area. neut.
A. R. r.
WARWICK LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT- continued.
£ a. d.
37 Craig, Jas. ... ...
... 1 Warwick ... 50 1 48 0 0 3 6 338 Craig. R. T. L. ... ...
.., ditto ... 102 97 1 0 2 10 7
34 Crai '. T., and Craig, R. J. L. ... ... ditto ... 112 59 1 0 1 11 8
35 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 114 76 0 0 1 18 0
36 Craig, Wm.,  senr. ... ... ... ditto ... 101 56 1 0 2 16 6
39 Dalton, Patrick ... ... ... Clifton ... 4 40 0 0 3 0 0
40 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 10 40 0 0 3 0 0
41 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 16 40 0 0 3 0 0
47 Doran, James ... ... ... Warwick ... 82 52 1 0 2 11 4
48 Ditto
...
... ,.. ditto ... 78 62 0 0 3 2 0
49 Dwyer, Richard ... ... ... Clifton ... 15 63 2 0 4 17 0
50 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 22 35 2 8 2 16 3
51 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 30 21 1 0 1 14 0
52 Ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 31 28 2 0 2 4 3
118 Eastwell, Thos. ... ... ... Warwick ... 52 45 1 0 1 16 6
69 Fielder, H., and  Stallman, C., and
Ressel, P. ... ... ... Clifton ... 101 54 1 24 4 18 169, Free, George ... ... ... Warwick
64 John Geary, Patrick O'Neil, Timothy
O'Neil, and John Enright,  trading as
John Geary and Co. ... ... ... Clifton
'65 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
66 Gillan, Charles ... ,.. ... ditto
67 Gillespie, Leonard ... ... ... Warwick
68 Ditto
... .., ditto
69 Ditto ... ... ditto
70 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
71 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
72 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
77 Harris, George ... ... ... King's Creek
83 Harris, John ... ... ... ditto
84 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
85 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
80 Hughes, Bernard ... ... ... Warwick
81 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
82 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
86 Malone , Ed. ... ... ... ditto
87 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
109 Mauch, E. F. ... ... ... ditto
110 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
111 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
89 Morris , John ... ... ... ditto
90 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
91 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
92 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
93 Ditto ... ... ditto
94 Mur by, T., and McGucken, P. ... ditto
95 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
96 McAra,.James ... ... ... ditto
97 McConville, James ... ... ... ditto
98 Dii to ... ... ... ditto
99 McCullock, Colin ... ... ... ditto
100 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
101 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
102 McCiillock,  Jemima  ... ... ... ditto
103 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
104 Ditto ... ... ditto
105 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
106 McCurdy,  James  ... ... ... Clifton
107 McGucken, Peter ... ... ... Warwick
108 Ditto ... ,.. ... ditto
124 McMahon, James ... ... ... ditto
125 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
130 McNally, Jas. ... ... ... ditto
155 McNally,  James  ... ... ... ditto
156 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
112 Nevan, Michael ... ... ... ditto
113 Ditto ... ... ditto
119 Newton, Christopher ... ... ... Warwick
131 Saal, H., and Heron, Jno. ... ... Clifton
132 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
133 Ditto  ...
...
... ditto
... 42 29 2 32 2 5 3
... 43 29 2 32 2 5 4
... 58 40 0 0 3 0 0
... 371 42 3 0 3 4 6
... 370 39 1 0 3 0 0
... 369 40 0 0 3 0 0
... 343 25 0 0 1 17 6
... 333 25 0 0 117 6
... 331 25 0 0 1 17 6
... 74 106 1 0 8 0 6
... 97 73 1 0 5 11 0
... 98 78 0 0 5 17 0
107 63 0 0 4 14 6
... 276 48 0 0 2 8 0
... 278 31 0 0 1 11 0
... 279 25 0 0 1 5 0
... 281 18 0 0 1 2 6
... 282 18 0 0 1 2 6
.,. 214 29 0 0 2 3 6
and 0 7 3
,,. 215 18 0 0 1 7 0
and 0 4 6
... 218 18 0 0 1 7 0
and 0 4 6
... 236 21 10 0 1 11 6
...
238 30 0 0 2 5 0
...
239 30 0 0 2 5 0
... 240 30 0 0 2 5 0
,.. 248 45 0 0 3 7 6
... 271 . 40 0 0 2 0 0
... 272 43 0 0 2 3 0
... 359 59 0 0 4 8 6
... 266 18  .0  0 0 18 0
... 268 18 0 0 018 0
...
199 21 0 0 1 1 0
...
197 22 0 0 1 2 0
... 196 22 0 0 1 2 0
... 200 67 3 0 3 8 7
... 234 23 1 0 1 6 8
,,, 367 45 0 0 3 7 6
... 358 45 0 0 3 7 6
,,, 49 40 0 0 3 0 0
...  '257 67 0 0 4 3 9
... 258 69 0 0 4 6 3
,,, 21 65 1 0 2 11 4
20 75 0 0 2 16 3
... 219 69 3 0 5 5 0
... 221 40 2 0 3 1 6
... 222 26 0 0 1 19 0
... 263 52 0 0 3 18 0
...  264 52 0 0 3 5 0
,,, 49 49 0 0 118 3
3 80 0 0 6 0 0
.., 9 42 0 0 3 3 0
130 37 3 11 2 17 0
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Register
No.
AIGHT H  PAYMENT UNDER  "  CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868  "-- continued.
Leeeee. Reserve. Area.
A. B. P.
WARWICK LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT -continued.
Portion. Bent.
£ s. d.
132 47 017' 3 1 9
31 58 1 0 1 11 6
134 Saal,  If., and Heron, Jno.
135 Watt, Andrew ...
136 Ditto
137 Wellingerhof,  Henry ...
138 Ditto ...
139 Wilson ,  James ...
140 Ditto
151 Ditto
152 Ditto
153 Ditto
114 Ditto
115 Ditto
116 Ditto
126 Ditto
127 Ditto
128 Ditto
63 Ditto
154 Wood, Richard
117 Wood, R.
4
56
7
S
30 64 3 0 1 12 7
... 137 36 1 21 2 7 2
... 138 31 2 38 2 0 3
... 162 50 0 0 3 15 0
163 55 0 0 4 2 6
41 72 0 0 1 16 0
... 75 49 3 0 1 5 7
42 69 1 0 1 17 0
90 87 1 0 3 7 10
91 69 2 0 2 13 9
... ; 85 76 1 0 3 2 0
... 45 65 1 0 2 11 2
44 67 1 0 2 12 8
34 69 0 0 2 11 9
... 168 61 0 0 4 11 6
and 0 15 3
... 36 57 1 0 1 11 0
... 53 44 0 0 1 13 0
MARYBOROUGH LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
...
...
,,.
.., ditto
...
i Mary River
ditto
... Maryborough
ditto
Clifton ...
Warwick
ditto
ditto
ditto
Clifton
ditto
Warwick
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Clifton
ditto
Clark,  Richard Fraizer ...
Ditto
Ferguson, Robert ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Orr, William
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Murray, John
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
ditto
63 0 0 1 11 6
66 0 0 1 13 0
40 0 0 3 10 0
41 0 0 3 11 9
41 0 0 3 11 9
28
32
9A9
10
ROCKHAMPTON LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Duncan,  4 bt. ...
Beak, Henry
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Devlin,  Patrick
Duncan, R.
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
... Rockhampton
.., ditto
.. , ditto
ditto
... .,, ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... ... ditto
... .., ditto
.., ditto
... ... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
..
... ditto
.. .., ditto
... ditto
... ... ditto
... ditto
,,. ... ditto
,.. ... ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.,, ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
.,, ditto
ditto
206 19 3 11 1 15 0
192 18 0 0 1 11 6
191 18 0 0 1 11 6
193 18 0 0 1 11 6
195 18 0 0 1 11 6
198 22 0 0 2 8 0
167 18 0 0 0 13 6
168 18 0 0 0 13 6
169 18 0 6 0 13 11
172 18 0 0 0 13 6
173 18 0 0 0 13 6
174 18 0 0 0 13 6
175 18 0 0 0 13 6
176 18 00 013 6
177 18 0 0 0 13 6
178 18 0 0 0 13 6
179 18 0 0 0 13 6
170 18 0 8 0 19 7
171 18 0 0 0 18 0
182 18 0 0 0 18 0
183 18 0 0 0 18 0
188 18 0 0 0 18 0
189 18 0 0 0 18 0
191 18 0 0 0 18 0
217 18 0 01 111 6
220 33 1 0 2 18 2
221 18 0 0 1 11 6
222 33 0 0 2 17 9
305 80 0 0 4 0 0
302 40 0 0 2 0 0
297 40 0 0 2 0 0
296 40 0 0 2 0 0
303 40 0 0 2 0 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 7th March, 1877.
PAYMENTS UNDER " THE IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1869."TT HE attention of Lessees who have selected land in excess above what their Land Orders entitle them under the thirdclause of the Regulations of the 21st April, 1870, is directed to the accompanying schedule of Payments due on the
31st March instant.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Register
No. Lessee. Nature of  Selection. Agricultural.
A. B. P.
First-class Second-class Year.Pastoral .  Pastoral.
A. R. P. A. B. P.
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
Rent.
£ S. il.
51 McKinnon ,  A llan Immigration  Act 11  0 0 .. ... 6th 0 8 3
*48 Nielsen ,  Jens . ..  ditto  ... 1111 0 0  ... 6th 2 15 6
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
71 Harrison, M. A. ... ... Immigration Act ... 33 2 39 ... 5th 0 17 0
65 Jenkins, Geo. ... ... ... ditto ... ... 44 2 0 ... 5th 1 2 6
74 Jesse, Henry ... ... ... ditto ... ... 19 3 0 ... 5th 0 10 0
44 Lane, Robert ... ... ditto ... ... 40 0 0 ... 6th 0 8 4 1
69 Lownsbrough, Thomas ... ditto ... ... 2 0 0 ... 5th 0 1 0
46 Sankey, John ... ... ... ditto ... ... 5 0 0 ... 6th 0 1 10
73 Shittler, Thomas ... ... ditto ... ... 25 0 0 ... 5th 0 13 6
79 Shaw, Edward ... ... ... ditto ... ... 6 0 0 ... 5th 0 3 0
80 Shaw, George ... ... ... ditto ... ... 6 0 0 ... 5th 0 3 0
72 Williams  J1. A.  ditto 24 0 0 5th 012 0...
52 Wood, Jane ... ... ... ditto ... ... 4 0 0 ... 6th 0 1 8
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
*19 j Clarke, Henry ... ... ...  Immigration  Act J ... 1 47 0 0 ... 6th 1 15 3 1
WARWICK DISTRICT.
13 1 Burton , William ... ...  Immigration  Act ( ... 1 14 2 0 ... 6th 1 0 7 6 1
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
30 Hingst, Carl ... Immigration  Act 30 0 0 96 0 0
11 Ottosen, Adam ditto .. ... ! 2 0 0
12 Petersen,  X. H. ... ditto ... 2 0 0
ditto ... i
4,th
5th
5th
3 10 6
0 1 0
0 1 0
Balance due.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1877.
PAYMENT OF RENT OF SUGAR AND COFFEE SELECTIONS, BROUGHT UNDER THE
PROVISIONS OF "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
IT is hereby notified that the  annual  rent, at the rate of one shilling and sixpence per acre,  on lands
leased under  the Sugar and Coffee  Regulations  of 1864, but now brought under the provisions of
the sixty-sixth  clause  of "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will require to be paid to the Land
Agent of the district within which the land is situated, or to the Treasury, on or before the thirty-first
day of March, 1877.
The accompanying Schedule of Payments  due is  published for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Secretary for Public Lands.
d
Whe re Situated.
Name.
County.
Nerang Creek...
Stanley ...
Carlisle ...
Ward ...
ditta ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Stanley ...
ditto
Canning
Ward ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Carlisle
Cook ...
ditto ...
ditto
41 Alexander Black ...
43 A. M. Hutchinson ...
44 John Walker ...
45 Alexander Black ...
47 W. Carver
49 Jessie Daniels
51 James Francis Garrick ...
54 Edward Wyndham Tufnell ...
55 William Richmond Alexander
60 Thomas Edwin Bonney
63 William Binstead ...
64 E. L. Fenwick ...
65 William Ker Macnish...
66 Robert Jonathan Jeffray
70 Arthur Brown ... ...
71 A. H. Brown ..
72 The Commercial Banking
Company of Sydney
Parish.
Amount of
yearly rent
Area .  payable under
Act  31
Vic.. No. 46.
A. R. P.  £ s. d.
Redland ... 335 0 0 25 2 6
Burnett ... 313  1 10  24 4 6
Greenmount ... 946 0 0 68 17 0
Nerang ... 364 0 0 27 6 0
320 0 0 24 0 0
Tamborine ... 386 0 0  28 19  0
Tamborine ... 520 0 0 39 0 0
Samson Vale ... 685 0 0 51 7 6
Russell Island... 646 0 0 48 9 0
Toorbal ... 320 0 0 24 0 0
Cedar ... 310 0 0 11 5 0
Tamborine ... 575 0 0 43 2 6
Albert ... 355 0 0 26 12 6
Bassett ... 400 0 0 30 0 0
Gooburrum ... 1,280 0 0 96 0 0
ditto ... 1,280 0 0 96 0 0
Bundaberg ... 1,213 0 0 90 7 8
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF  ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TIIE -Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information, that a Writ bath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Gympie, in room of ROBERT STUART LORD, Esquire, whose Seat in
the said Assembly bath become vacant by reason of the resignation thereof
by the said Robert Stuart Lord, Esquire.
Place of Nowi-nalion ... ... Gympie.
Date of  Writ ... ... ... Friday ,  9th March, 1877.
Date of 11Nontination ... ... Tuesday ,  20th March, 1877.
P olling Day ... ... ... Friday ,  23rd March, 1877.
Return of Writ ... ... ... Tuesday, 3rd April, 1877.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority :  JAMBS C. Eau, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  .) WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS'
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAiRxs, ernor  and Commander-in-Chief
Governor.  of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by a Proclamation dated seven-teenth day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , under my Hand and
Seal ,  and made in pursuance  of the powers and
authorities  vested  in me  as Governor of the Colony
of Queensland, under and by virtue of the provisions
of an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her
Majesty reign, intituled  "An Act to Amend and
Consolidate the Laws relating to Quarantine," I
did prohibit  all persons, vessels,  and boats what.
soever , from going, under any pretence whatsoever,
within the  limits  of the Station, duly proclaimed a
station for the performance of Quarantine, at the
Island in Moreton Bay known as Peel Island,
under the penalties contained in the said Act, until
the said Proclamation should have been rescinded :
And whereas the said prohibition is no longer
necessary, and it is expedient to rescind the same :
Now, therefore, I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
in pursuance of all powers so vested in me, and by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, rescind the Proclamation
relating to such prohibition as aforesaid, and do
hereby declare that the same is revoked and has no
further force or effect.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint
THE CENTRAL DISTRICT  COURT OF  QUEENSLAND,
holden  at Springsure,
to be a District Court in Insolvency,  under the
provisions  of  " The Insolvency Act  of 1874."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
11 the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to
appoint
JOHN GRAHAM MACDONALD
to be Registrar of the Central District Court of
Queensland at Springsure.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
CORRECTION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.A N Error having occurred in theNotification of
the appointment of the Clerk Assistant in
the Legislative Council, which appeared in the
Gazette  of the 3rd March, 1877 , it is now notified
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and upon  the recommen-
dation of the Honorable the President of the
Legislative Council, has been pleased to appoint
The Honorable CHARLES GEORGE  HOLM ES  A'COURT
to be Clerk Assistant in the Legislative Council, in
the room of St. George Ralph Gore, resigned.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
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NOTIFICATION.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.SITTINGS of the Central District Court ofQueensland having been appointed to be
holden  at Springsure , a town other than that at
which Sittings  of the said Court are now held, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive  Council, has been pleased , in pursuance of
the provisions  of section 15 of  " The District
Courts Act of  1867," to direct the Bench of Magis-
trates for  the District  of Springsure  to cause Jury
Lists  for that  place to be  prepared forthwith.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary 's Office;
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1877.
DISEASES  IN SHEEP ACT  OF 1867."
ANNUAL MEETING OF OWNERS.
S HEEPOWNERS competent to vote for theelection of Directors under the provisions of
section 7 of the  above-named Act ,  and of section 1
of the Amending  Act (31 Vic.,  No. 42),  are required
to meet at the Police Court -houses at the under-
mentioned places in the respective Sheep Dis-
tricts, at Twelve o'clock  noon on SATURDAY,
the 31st day of March next ,  for the election of
Sheep Directors for the current year , namely:-
Sheep Districts. Places of Meeting.
Burke
Burnett
Cook
Dalby
Dawson
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
North Kennedy
South Kennedy
Maranoa
Mitchell
East Moreton
West Moreton
Peak Downs
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Warrego
Wide Bay
Normanton
Gayndah
Cooktown
Dalby
Taroom
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Townsville
Bowen
St. George
Blackall
Brisbane
Ipswich
Clermont
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Charleville
Maryborough
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
QUARANTINE NOTICE.
1
W HEREAS His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, did by
notice in the  Government Gazette  Extraordinary,
dated the 29th December, 1876, order that all
vessels  arriving from Singapore and Chinese Ports
should be required to obtain  admission  to pratique
at the first port of call south of Somerset, and also
at the Port of Brisbane ; and that no person should
be allowed to quit  such vessels  until pratique should
have been so granted, notwithstanding that such
vessels might  have previously called at Somerset :
And whereas  it has  been deemed expedient to
amend the  said Notice : His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been  pleased to order further that all
vessels arriving  from Singapore and Chinese Ports
be required to obtain admission to pratique, at all
Queensland ports of call, before communicating
with the shore ; and that no persons be allowed to
quit such  vessels until  pratique be so granted, not-
withstanding that such vessels may have previously
called at  Somerset.
R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER  "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
i j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
1 the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed since 1864 ; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more, and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town increasing in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the above Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
24th February,  1877,  No.  22,  page 425 )
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
Lj IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
j I the Executive Council, directs it to be notified,
in pursuance of the fifty-fifth section of "  The Pas-
toral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands hereunder
described have been resumed from the lease of the
Run called D 4, No. 5, in the Warrego District,
with the view of being proclaimed for Township
purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
D 4, No. 5 Rux.
Area resumed - 4 square miles.
Commencing '  on the left bank of the Warrego
River, at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over Lat.
29 in triangle ,  said tree being on the boundary
between New South Wales and Queensland ; and
bounded thence on the south by a true east line
along part of that boundary two miles eight chains;
thence on the east by a north line (magnetic) two
miles ; thence on the north by a west line (magnetic)
one mile  fifty- eight chains to the Warrego
River ;  and thence on the west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," it is hereby
notified for general information ,  that allotment 1 of
section 3 A, town of Townsville ,  is withdrawn from
the reservation for a FireBrigade Station ,  established
by notice dated 8th September ,  1870 ,  under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868,"  with a view of being proclaimed a reserve
for  a residence for the Sub -Collector of Customs.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.THE following amended descriptions of theBundaberg and Gladstone Land Agents'
Districts are published for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BUNDABERG  LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing on the left bank of the Gregory
River, opposite the north- west corner  of Andrew
Heron W ilson 's selection , No. 511, Maryborough
District ; thence south one hundred and sixty chains
to the south- west corner  of William Quinn 's  selec-
tion, No. 491; thence  east  forty chains ; thence
south  sixty-four  chains  and seventy-two links to the
south- west corner  of Charles West's selection No.
503 ; thence south fifty-nine degrees west about one
thousand  eight hundred and forty chains to the
mouth of Degilbo Creek ; thence by a line north-
west to the range separating the waters of the
Burnett River from those falling into the Bolan
River; thence westerly, northerly, and easterly, by
the range  forming the northern watershed of the
Bolan River  to Double Sloping Hummock ; thence
by the north- western watershed  of the Littabella
Creek north- easterly  about eight hundred chains
in a straight  line to the  Coast Reserve  ; thence by
the Coast Reserve northerly to Baffle Creek ;
thence by Baffle Creek downwards  to the sea-
coast  ; and by the  sea-coast  easterly to the
Burrum River  ; thence westerly by the Burrum
River upwards to  the confluence of the Gregory
River, and  by the left bank of that river up to the
point of  commencement.
GLADSTONE LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
Commencing at a tree  marked broad-arrow JP
situate  at the edge of the  mangroves  on the bank
of a small  creek tributary to Raglan Creek, and
bounded thence by said creek southerly to its head
in the Mount  Larcom Range ; then by  said range
and the range separating Raglan  Creek from the
Calliope and Don Rivers westerly ; then by a line
bearing south- west ,  crossing  the Don River at a
tree  marked X  in circle,  about one hundred and
five chains  below the junction of Manton's Creek,
and terminating  at the range separating the Don
River from Gerrard's Creek ; then by said range
easterly about one hundred and forty chains ; then
by a line bearing south three and a-half degrees
west about thirteen and a-half miles; then by a line
bearing west-south-west crossing the Callide and
Kroombit Creeks and the Lillies Waterhole to the
range separating  Kroombit Creek from the Dawson
River ; thence by said range southerly ; then by
the range separating  Kroombit Creek, the Boyne
River,  and Baffle  Creek from the Burnett River
and Bolan Creek easterly to Double Sloping
Hummock ; thence by the north- western  watershed
of Littabella Creek north-easterly about eight
hundred chains in a straight line to the Coast
Reserve ; thence by the Coast Reserve northerly
to Baffle  Creek ; thence by that creek to the
sea-coast  ; thence by the sea-coast north-westerly
to the point of commencement, including the islands
adjacent  thereto.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876 ," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Counc il ,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection. sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Brisbane Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the 17th day  of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Nindooimba, and .Kerry
Sarabah Runs.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on the Albert River at the south-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence by the Albert River upwards to
the south-west corner of the land resumed in 1872 ;
thence by a line along the south boundary of that
resumption bearing east to the range forming the
eastern boundary of the run ; on the east and
south-east by that range southerly and south-
westerly, and by the range forming the south-west
boundary of the run north-westerly to the south-
west corner of the resumption of 1875 aforesaid,
and by the south boundary of same to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Lands resumed  from the  Melcombe and Palen Runs
About  15,500 acres.
Commencing on the Logan River at the north-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence on the west by the east boundary
of that resumption bearing south to the south-east
corner of same ; thence by a line east to the range
forming the east boundary of the run ; thence by
that range north -easterly to the Logan River ; and
on the north by that river upwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described  sha ll  be, and are
hereby  set apart as a Homestead Area ,  and that
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Area.Parish.
Joseph Road separating portion Buudauiba 2 3 37
Belcher  20 from portions 129
and 130
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the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Brisbane
Land Office,  on and after  1 UESDAY,  the 17th
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 610 acres
Lands resumed front the Telemon Run.
Area, about 15,400 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of the land
resumed frcm  the Telemon Run in 1875, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the south-
east  boundary of that resumption north-easterly
to the  north-east  boundary of the run ; thence
south-easterly along that boundary ; thence by a
line parallel  to and distant four  and a quarter miles
from the north- west  boundary south-westerly to
the south-west boundary of the ten  years' lease ;
and on the south-west by that boundary north-
westerly to the point of commencement,- exclusive
of reserved  and alienated ]ands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIADr WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commanner-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder descz ibed shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim that the upset price at which the said lands are
open to selection  by  conditional purchase shall be
15s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the JVivenhoe Run.
Area, about 5,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
40, parish of Wivenhoe, and bounded thence on the
east by the west boundaries of portions 40 and 37
beating north to Logan's Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards till it intersects the south-west
boundary of Wivenhoe ten years' lease, thence by
the south-west and south-east boundaries of that
lease south-easterly and north-easterly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed from the Tarremha Run.
Area, about 2,240 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 130, parish of England, and bounded thence
by a line west to the east boundary of portion 7.A,
same parish ; thence by part of the east boundary
north ; then by the south-east boundary of portion
13, and by the northern boundary of Tarampa ten
years' lease north-easterly ; on the east by a line
south, and by the west boundaries of portions 132,
131, and 130 bearing south to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Mount Brisbane Run.
About 31,001 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Dixon, and
bounded thence on the south by a line east to the
east boundary of the run ; thence by that east
boundary and a line in continuation bearing north
about two and three-quarter miles to a point east
from the junction of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers ; thence by a line west to that junction ;
again on the east by the Stanley River upwards to
south-west corner of portion 72, parish of Kilcoy ;
thence by a fence being the north boundary of
Mount Brisbane Run westerly to Goonnerin-
gerringgi Peak on the range dividing the waters of
the Brisbane River from those of the Stanley River ;
thence by that range southerly to Point Deception ;
then ce by  a spur range and a small creek  westerly
about forty chains to the Brisbane River ;  thence
by that river downwards to the north -east corner of
portion 3, parish of Dixon, and by the east boundary
of that portion and part of the north and the east
boundary of portion 2, to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed from the Durundur Run.
Area, about 10,800 acres.
Commene: ng on  Neurum Creek  where it is in-
tersected by the east boundary of the land  resumed
in 1875, and bounded thence by that creek upwards
to Delaney's Creek, and by Delaney's Creek up to
its head in the range, forming the astern boundary
of Durundur Run ; thence by that range southerly
and westerly to the aforesaid  east  boundary, and
by that boundary northerly to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of reserved  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed front the Kilcoy Run.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing on Sheep Station Creek at the north-
east corner  of portion 5A, and bounded thence by the
north and west boundaries o, that portion  west and
south to its south-west corner ; thence by  a line bear-
ing about west 14 degrees south about two and three-
quarter miles to the range dividing the waters of
Sheep Station Creek from those of the Brisbane
River; thence by that  range and  the range dividing
the waters of Sheep Station Creek from those of
Monsildale Creek northerly to the range dividing
the waters of the Mary River from those of the
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers ; thence by that range
south-easterly to the range dividing the waters
of Kilcoy Creek from those of Sheep Station
Creek ; thence by that range south-easterly to a
point north from the north- east corner  of portion
4A, parish of Kilcoy ; thence by a line south to
that north- east corner  ; thence by the north
boundary of portion 4A west to Sheep Station
Creek, and by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated  lands  within these described bound-
aries.
Lands resumed from the Colinton Run.
Area, about 23,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at a point one
mile above the confluence of Gregor's Creek, and
bounded thence by a line north six and a-half
miles ; on the north by a line east about five miles
to the range forming the boundary of Colinton Run;
on the east by that range southerly ; and on the
south by the south boundary of the run westerly,
and by the Brisbane River upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD  SATE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND,Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queen land and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of thprovisions of " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-WELLINGTON
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby  set apart  as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said  lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be £1 5s. per acre,
and that  the area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase  shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Coochin Coochin Run.
Area, about 8,500 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of the land resumed
in 1872, bearing west; thence by west boundary of
said resumption bearing north to the north-west
corner of  same  ; thence by  a line  west to the range
dividing Coochin Coochin and Fassifern Runs, by
that range southerly ; on the south by a line dis.
tant three miles from the first-mentioned line bearing
east to Teviot Brook ; and thence by that brook
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Fassifern Run.
Area, about 17,700 acres.
Commencing at the  south-west corner of portion
7, parish of Clumber, and bounded thence by a line
south to the south- west  corner of land resumed in
1875 ; thence by the south boundary of that re-
sumption  bearing east ; thence by the eastern
boundary of the resumption to its north-east
corner  ; thence by a line east to the range forming
the east boundary of the run ; on the east by that
range southerly to Mount Moon ; thence by a line
west to the Main Range ; by the Main Range
northerly  about  three  miles  ; and by a  spur range
north-easterly about three and three-quarter miles ;
and thence  by a line south to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
To WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereinunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase,
shall be £1 per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Cressbrook Run.
Area, about 15,700 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north
corner of selection 1,568, portion 4, parish of Cress-
brook, and bounded thence by a line bearing south
• to south-west corner of same portion ; thence by a
line west crossing Ivory's Creek to Biarra Range,
the west boundary of Cressbrook Run ; thence by
that boundary northerly to Ivory's Creek, and by
Ivory's Creek downwards to the Brisbane River,
and by that river downwards to the point of' com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Franklyn Vale Run.
Area, about 48,000 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
52, parish of Mort, and bounded thence by a line
east to south- west corner  of portion 74, parish of
Alfred ; thence by -Little Liverpool Range south-
erly about 11 miles ; thence by  a line east and
distant three miles south from the south boundary of
portion 2, parish of Rosevale, to the east boundary
of the run ; thence by the eastern, southern, and
south-western boundaries of the run Southerly,
westerly, and north-westerly ; on the north by a
line east along  the south boundaries of portions 56,
59, parish of Thornton, to the west boundary of
portion 16, same parish ; thence by the west and
south boundaries of the land resumed in 1875 bear-
ing southerly and easterly to Laidley Creek ; and
by Laidley Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.S.) chael and 8t. Gecrge, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notity and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be , and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eskdale Run.
Area, about 15,200 acres.
Commencing on Cressbrook Creek at its inter-
section  by the north-east boundary of' the ten
years' lease, and bounded thence by that boundary
north-westerly to Mount Deongwar, thence by a
line north-westerly four and a-quarter miles, being
part of the northern boundary of the run ; thence
by a line south about five and three-quarter miles
to aforesaid creek, and by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of reserved
and alienated lands.
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Lands resumed from the Emu Creek Run.
Area, about 23,500 acres.
Commencing on the  range  between Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and bounded thence by the north-
east boundary of Emu Creek ten years' lease south-
easterly to Bum Bum Creek, by that creek down-
wards to Emu Creek, by Emu Creek upwards, and
by the east and south-east boundaries of the said
ten years' lease southerly and south-westerly ; on
the south-west by a line parallel to, and distant
four miles from the aforesaid north-east boundary
north-westerly to the range dividing Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and thence by that range north-
easterly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
overnor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Helidon Run.
Area-About 8,000 acres.
Commencing on the Main Range, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of the ten years'
lease easterly , being the range between the Mi Mi
and Ma Ma Creeks ; on the east by the east
boundary  of same,  being line northerly about four
miles ; on  the north by the timber reserve south-
westerly and west to the Main Range ; and by the
Main Range southerly to the point of commence-
ment ,-exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, •
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.a.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
IN
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  o  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIeNs, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act,  shall be open to Selection ,  at the Toowoomba
Land Office, on and  after TUESDAY,  the seven-
teenth day of April, 1877.
And I further  notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase sha ll  be 20s. per acre, and
that  the area  which may  be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from Rosalie Plains Run.
Area-10,500 acres.
Commencing at the north- west corner of Rosalie
Homestead Area No. 1, thence bounded  on the west
by a line north one hundred and fifty  chains ; thence
on the north by a  line east  to the north branch of
Myall Creek ;  thence again  on the  west by said
creek northerly  about one  hundred and  seventy-four
chains  ;  thence again  on the north  by a line east
about two hundred and thirty- five chains  ;  thence
on the east  by a line south three hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north- east corner of Rosalie
Plains  Homestead Area No .  2;  and on  the south by
the northern boundaries of Rosalie Plains Home-
stead Areas Nor. 1 and 2, to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from the Beauaraba Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of Beauaraba ten
years'  lease  westerly ; on the west by a line north
along eastern boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII and portion 432 about three hundred
chains ; thence by a line passing about twenty-five
chains north from the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase XXXI about five and a -half miles
east ; on the east by a line south along the west
boundaries of Nos. 1,759 and 1802 to the south
corner of 1802; thence by the road  along south-east
boundary of Nos. 1,802, 1,813, 1,846, 1,820, and
1,789; thence by the north-east boundary of
Beauaraba ten years' lease south-easterly ; thence
by the west boundary of No. 10, the north-west
boundary of Nos. 29, 33, 42, 52, 53,  a reserve, and
others along the south-east boundary of ten years'
lease south-westerly to the Gentlemen' s Seat ;
thence by the boundary between North Branch
and Beauaraba  Runs northerly to point of com-
mencement,- exclusive  of reserved  and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  14 The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said . with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office,  on and  after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands  resumed - out of Clifton Run.
About  6,W0 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of T.R. 465,
and bounded thence  by the south- east boundary of
that portion  south-westerly ,  by the east boundary
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1,613 south, by part of the north of
-vtive purchase XX and a line
"v of pre-emptive purchase
iu  iLLIy  Ili
,in ; thence OIL Idle
boundary, bearing sou
fired and eighty-three
hence again on the soul
wnwards to the point of comp.
of all reserved, selected, an.
L ands resumed  out of Clifton Run.
About 10,960 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy (,reek fifteen
tins and twenty links distant in a north-westerly
c'ttn- from the five-mile tree, and bounded
,,co,.by a line north about six miles and ten
ins \to a range ; thence by that range north-
about four miles and a-half to where it
;,,to Clifton Creek; thence crossing
a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
over 54 ; thence by the range on the
-. side south-easterly and southerly to
,dy Creek about two chains above the junction
,t Bonpa Creek ; and thence by Sandy Creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive'-° " -rved, selected, and alienated lands.
.1  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  ) WILLLIAN WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St. George ,  Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS,  Commander -in-Chief of the Colony
" 1)n'ernor.  of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
'rsuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
uds Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
ITON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
the advice of the Executive Council, do,
v Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
hereunder described shall be, and are
apart as Homestead Areas, and that
ands shall be open to selection, sub-
he provisions of the said Act, at the
_)ugh Land Office ,  on and after TUES-
te seventeenth day of April, 1877.
1 further not;  ry and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Glenbur Run.
Portion B.
About 37 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked VA four miles up
Munna Creek, and bounded thence by a line west
five miles ; the,- six miles and fifty-three
-hains to thence by that creek
d broad-arrow over J ;
north 109 degrees 30
orty-five chains to River
'ank of River Mary up-
id by Munna Creek up-
encement,-exclusive of
lienated lands.
°o pre-emptive purchase
boundary of pre-
and part c ', e
- 4e XTr
QUEENSLAND,
TO WIT.
Proclamatir
WILLIAY
Esqu; -
Dis` 1/1.
(LS) Mi
W. W. CAIRNS, n_r
Governor. '
.,ree marked H over
ey or Dungal Creek one
.,trains from the crossing-
nursuanc  it  road, with the course of the
-'s A , and bounded thence on the south
downwards, bearing north-easterly
miles and twenty-nine chains in a direct
.fence on the east by a line bearing north 322
grees east about five and a-half miles to Dackin-
willa Creek ; thence on the north by Dackinwilla
Creek upwards, bearing westerly about one hundred
and thirty-two chains in a direct line to an iron-bark
tree marked F ; and on the west by a line bearing
not th 180 degrees east four hundred and seventy-
two chains to the point of commencement,-ex-
clusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,000 acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
GH lI broad-arrow ; bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing about south-east for two
hundred and forty-two chains to a tree marked
broad-arrow over LM over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence on the east
by a line north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct line above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII in triangle ; thence by
Powell's Creek downwards to its junction with
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Doongal Run.
About 20,200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborough and
Gayndah main road bearing north 43 degrees west,
about twelve chains from an ironbark-tree marked
EM over II in triangle on the Eighteen-mile
Creek, and bounded on the north by the Mary-
borough and (xayndah road westerly to the cross-
ing at Beardy's Creek ; thence on the west by a line
south to the ranges extending northerly from the
head of Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by a continu-
ation of those ranges forming the watershed of
Doongal or Stoney Creek easterly to the head of
Eighteen-mile Creek ; thence by that creek down
to the before-mentioned ironbark-tree marked EM
over I f  in triangle ; and thence by a line north 43
degrees west to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point on the south boundary of
Toogoom Run bearing north 104 degrees east four
hundred and sixty-five chains from a tree on Too-
goom waterhole branded broad-arrow over BT in
triangle, and bounded on the south by a line bear-
ing north 104 degrees east about six hundred
and forty-five chains to the River Susan ; thence on
the east by a line bearing north 342 degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains ; thence on the
north by a line bearing north 284 degrees east two
hundred and ninety chains ; thence again on the
north by a line bearing west two hundred and
seventy-five chains ; and thence on the west by a
line bearing south one hundred and thirty-chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a water
reserve of three hundred and twenty acres, and all
other reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
CxOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
.t)o
by c_
east to t ,
lease ; the ,-
about three u.
a line west about
to the Condamine
upwards to point of com-
reserved and alienated lands.
part of the west
south to the south-
the south boundary
wins ; thence by a
t' P.P. XCII., by
Lands resumed from the West
About 6,500 acres.
'II. west to th'
.eat and  P-V t,
Commencing at the north-east corner o.
178, parish of Cecil Plains, at the western bounce.
of West Prairie ten years' lease, and bounde,_
thence on the south by a line east about one mile ;
on the east by a line along the west boundaries of
Nos. 459, 376, north four and three-quarter miles ;
thence west about three and a-half miles to afore-
said west boundary of ten years' lease ; and by that
boundary south-easterly to point of commencement,-
-exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
lands resumed from the Cecil Plains Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, and bounded on the
south by the north boundaries of Nos. 177, 36, 34,
33, 29, 27 west ; thence by a line north four and
three-quarter miles ; thence east about one and
a-half miles to the east boundary of ten years' lease ;
and by that boundary south-easterly to point of
commencement,-exclusive of alienated and re-
served lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,
c
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £1 per acre, and
that the area which may be self cted by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Jimbour Run.
40,000 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of P.P.
No. 24, at the intersection of the east boundary of
the Western Railway Reserve, and bounded thence
southerly by that east boundary to the boundary
of the Jimbour ten 3 ears' lease ;  thence east by that
boundary off' the -ten years' lease to the west
boundary of portion 437, parish of Cumkillenbar ;
thence north by the west boundaries of 437, 461,
443, 469, 445, 439; thence by the north boundaries
of 439 and 452 to the west boundary of 433: then
by the boundaries of 433, 316, 470, 450, 438, 62, 61,
and 66, to the south-east corner of 66; thence north
45 degrees east to the north-east boundary of Jim-
bour ten years' lease; thence by that boundary
north-westerly to its intersection with the east
boundary of the Western Railway Reserve ; thence
by that eastern boundary southerly to the north
boundary of the Homestead Area resumed in  1875,
by the north and east boundaries of that resump-
upwards and by the south-west
Vale ten years' lease north-
west corner of T.R. 14S2;
'a,ries of Nos. 1482, 1457,
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Erd, at the Toowoomba
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINr `tJESDAY, the seven-
Esquire, Com-
Distingi,=
(L.s.) Mie'
W CAIRNS.
Ira13,P7_vgrnSeal, vt Gc
,risbane, this  first day o
ear of our Lord one thous,
.red and seventy-seven, anc
cieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLA
GOD "'AVE THE QUEEN?
QLTEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellei
TO WIT. S WJLLIAM WELLING TvJ UA'
Esquire, Companion or
Most Distinguished O-
(L.s.) St. Michurl and St.
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor an,' ('
Governor.  Chief of the Cc._
land and its Dependent,
IN
pursuance of the provisions of  " The t
- Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIa
W'RLLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore.
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and L 41»t
the lands hereunder described shall bt.
Selection, under the provisions of the said
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day
April, 1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre
and that the area which may be selected by
conditional purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
Portion A-About 9 square miles.
Commencing at the forty-one mile tree on Munnr
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
102 degrees 30 minutes east six miles and twenty
chains ; thence south one mile and ten chains,
thence west five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek upwards
to starting-point,-exclusiveof all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Land resumed out of Surahanna and Agne- Vale
Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arr
K over II in triangle on the Port Curtis
bounded thence on the south by a line bed
7 degrees north about two hurdred an,
five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow
over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ; the
north-west by that creek downwards tot]
of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes Cre
by that creek upwards about one hum
eighty chains until it is intersected by a Iii
north 42 degrees east from the tree fir.
broad-arrow over K over II in triangle ; and
by the said line bearing south 42 degrees west
about eight miles to the point of commencement,--
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Ku7logum Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Oakey Creek at
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over X about
twenty chains in a direct line above Gigoom Head
Station, and about three chains below a large gum-
tree marked TB, and bounded on part of the south-
west by a line be aring west 34 degrees north one
hundred and sixty-five char - twenty-five links to a
point on Edwards Crc --teen chains
below the south-east cor *hen,
by Edwards Creek up
Run ; thence on the nc
boundary of Eureka
bearing north 37 deg.
fifty-seven chains ; tht
ee Gully
.y of Eton
to the south-.
,"ree
-lie north-west boundary
south-east by the
by the south bounG
1521, bearing east,
ary of No. 568, beariL,
;orner  ; thence by part of
ie bearing  east about ten eb
outh to the north boundary o.
,f the north boundary of P.P. X .
i-west corner  ; thence by the w,
.e
..outh
adaries of same south and east, 1 ne west
andariesofP .P. XCV.,XCVII.,XI V..,A1,bearing
outh and b the south  boundary of P.P.  XI. east to
the point o7 commencement , exclusive of alienated
and reserved lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Gove rn ment
House, Brisbane , chi -first day of March
in the year of our  Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Lands  resumed  out of Warrah Rv,
About  12,870 acres.
Commencing  at a blue gum-+-
V4 Ion the left bank of Ston r
hundred and thirty-one
place on the Gayndav
creek downwards
by that creel-
about five -
line ;
de'
.lency
CAIRNS,
_ of the Most
..shed Order of St.
.,uael and St. George, Gover-
nor and Commander-in-Chief of
r the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
w pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been  *set
i apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection ,  at the War-
wick Land Office,  on and  after THURSDAY, the
nineteenth  day of April, 1877. And  I further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by conditional
purchase shall be 10s .  per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Goveruor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownI Lands Alienation -let of1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS , Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
I this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim thatlands hereunder described having been set
a art as  a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Warwick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selectionby conditional purchase, shall be 15s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosenthal Run.
About 27,800 acres.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of W.R. 614,
and bounded thence by the south boundary of that
portion west, by the east and part of the south
boundaries  of No. 611 bearing south and west, by
the east boundary of No. 1,011, bearing south, by
the south boundaries of 1,011, 1,347, 1,357 1358,
1551, bearing west to the north-east boundary of
the land resumed in 1872; thence by the north-east
boundary of that resumption south-easterly, • and
by part of south-east boundary of same south-
westerly one  mile ; thence by a line east four
miles ; thence  south five  miles,  east four and a
quarter miles , north about eight miles, to the south-
west boundary of W.R. 169, and by that boundary
and the northern boundary of the Rosenthal Run
north-westerly to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the v'ar of our Lord one thousand eight
d seventy-seven, and in the
r of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
AVE THE QUEEN
th 46 degrees west
-hains to Oakey
`h-west by said
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Lands resumed from the Canning Downs Run.About 25,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 72,
a ad bounded thence by the east boundary of that por-
tion, by the  eastern , southern, and western boundaries
of Lucky Valley Gold Field, bearing south, west,
and north to north-west corner of same ; thence by
a line west  to Rosenthal Creek about two and three-
quarter miles ; thence by that creek upwards to its
head in the Main Range ; thence by the Main
Range easterly to a point south from south-east
corner of W.R. 1039; thence by a line north to
that south-east corner ; thence by the south, west,
and part of the north boundaries of No. 1039, by the
west boundary of No. 1038, by part of the south
boundary of 394, the south and part of the west
boundaries of No. 383, by the south and part of the
eastern boundaries of 384, 386, 385, 387, 388, by
part of the east, the south, and part of the west
boundaries of 1037, and by the south boundary of
No. 100 to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £1 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the St. Ruth Run.
About 9.000 acres.
Commencing on the Co.dgmine River at the
north-west corner of DR 261, and bounded thence
by the north and east boundaries of that  selection,
"he north boundary of P.P. 11 (2), ai,.
,iistern boundary of St. Ruth's ten yt
-ice by that  eastern  boundary northeriy
'nd three qL'lrter miles ; thence by
T.R. 1,586,
boundar of
tour and three-quarter miles
Fiver ; and by that river
mencement,-exclusive of
east to the west  ,,, .u,. u
XII, by the  west  boundaries
Prairie Run.
XII, $V, part of the north
emptive purchase  XV, the west
north boundary of pre-emptive purcha_
west boundaries of Nos. 49, 609, 510,  and., ceby the south boundary of 338 bearing west ,.
north boundary of T R. 465 ; thence by that bou.
dary south-easterly to point of commencement,-
exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depondencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described ,  having  been  set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions
of the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the
Toowoomba Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase ,  shall be 30s .  per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Felton Run.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Peel's
Plains P.P. l No. 2, and bounded thence by the
boundaries of Selections 696 and 743 to the west
boundary of P.P. No.  5, by  that west boundary
and the boundaries of P.P's. Nos. 17A 8, 19, 12,
11, and 24 to the south-west corner of 24; thence
by a line west to the south-east corner of the
Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1872, folio 1979, by the east boundary of that
Homestead Area, and by the south-east and north
boundaries of Selection 988, and ny the east boun-
dary of the Homestead Area northerly to the south
boundary of portion 68, parish of Rolleston ; and
by a line east to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated and reserved lands within
the above boundaries.
Lands resumed from the North Branch Run.
About 17,500 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard ,  and bounded
thence by the northern boundary of North Branch
ten years' lease westerly to a point south from
the south-east corner of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII Beauaraba ; thence south four and three-
quarter miles  ;  thence east five and a-quarter miles ;
thence north half-a-mile, and north-east three-
quarters of a-mile to the Gentleman's Seat ; thence
by the boundary between North Branch and
Beauaraba Runs north-westerly to point of com-
mencement,--exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fort eth  year cf  Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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its Dependencies.IN 1, a of  the provisions  of  " The Cr
Lana d;ation Act of  1876," I, WILLI,
WELLINGTON,  •  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Govern,.
aforesaid ,  with the advice  of the Executive Council,
do, by this  my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim
that the laz <cls hereunder  described ,  having been set
apart  as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of
the said Act ,  shah be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land O1 r, can and  after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be £2 per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed  160 acres.
Lands resumed out of Westbrook Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of West-
brook pre-emptive purchase LXXX, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of that pre-emptive
purchase east , by part of  the west, the south, and
east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase LXXXI
bearing south-east and north and a continuation of
the east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
LXXXI north  to a point west from the south-west
corner of pre-emptive purchase LXIX ; thence by
a line east and part of the south boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  LXIX ;  thence  by the  west boun-
dary of pre-emptive purchases LXVIII, LXVI, and
of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875 south to
a point east from the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase 45 ; thence by a line west to
portion  653;  thence by the south-west boundary
of that portion north-westerly to a point south
from the south-west corner of pre-emptive purchase
LXXX ; and thence by a line north to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , 2  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  )WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chi. , of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland anct its
Dependencies.
I N
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my  Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Too-
woomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase ,  shall be £1  IF  - ,r acre, and
that the area which may be self -gal
purchase shall not exceed 320 a
Lands resumed from the
About 6,500 ac
Commencing on Hodgson's Ci
corner  of PPXI, and bounded t
Creek downwards to Grass-tr,
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM W ELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire,  Companion  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and its
• Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the  provisions  of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire , the Governor afore-
said , with  the advice  of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described  shall be open to
Selection, under  the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877, at Gympie Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the  said lands are open  to selection
by conditional  purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the  area which may be selected  by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Conandale Run.
About 28,500 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Obi Obi
branch  of the Mary River, at a point about twenty
chains east from a large gum-tree  marked TMK,
said tree being  about thirty-one  chains  and fifty
links  south from the nineteen-mile tree on the road
from Imbie to Durundur, and bounded thence on
the north by a line  bearing west  about two hundred
and ten chains  to the western watershed of the Obi
Obi branch of the Mary River ; thence on the west
by that watershed southerly about five miles to its
junction  with the dividing  range forming  the water-
shed  separating  the Mary River from the Brisbane
River ;  thence  on the south by that range south-
easterly about  eight miles  and a-quarter ; thence on
the east  by a line bearing north by east about three
miles  and three- quarters  to the junction of the
eastern and western  branches of the Obi Obi branch
of the Mary River  at an  oak-tree marked C ; and
again  on the east by the Obi Obi branch of the
Mary River downwards about seven miles and a-
half to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved , selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 34,300 acres.
Commencing  on Tinana Creek at a spot about
twenty-two chains in a direct line above a tree
marked T over 33, bounded thence on the north by
a line  bearing west for about four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie ; thence on the west by that road
southerly for about six hundred and eighty chains
in a direct line to a point bearing west from Ulirrah
Head Station ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east for about five hundred chains to Goomboo-
rian Creek ; thence by that creek downwards for
about seven hundred and twenty chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resusred out of North Kenilworth Run.
About 17,280 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the Mary River
at a tree marked P on one side, G on another side,
and B over broad-arrow on another side, about one
and three-quarter miles below the unction of Belli
Creek with the Mary River ; bounded on the north
by a line bearing east about five hundred and
eighty chains to the Sea-coast Range ; thence on the
east  by that range southerly about two hundred
chains to the Mooloolah road; thence on the south
and south-east by that road south-westerly to a
point where  it crosses  the Mary River at Kenil-
worth Head Station at a point about seventy chains
below the junction of Obi O i i Creek with the side
river ; and on the west by that river downwards
about eight  miles and  a-half to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Cambroon Run.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary River, bounded on the south
by that creek upwards abou-, three hundred and
eighty chains to the Yabba road ; thence on the
south-east by that road south-westerly about five
hundred and seventy chains to the range dividing
the waters of the Little Yabba Creek from those of
Jimna Creek ; thence on the south-west by that
range  north-westerly about seventy  chains to the
range dividing the waters of Little Yabba Creek
from those of Sandy Creek ; thence on the north-
west by that range north-easterly about five hun-
dred and sixty chains  to a range  dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from those of the Yabba
and Goonoongibber Creeks ; thence by that range
bearing south-easterly about one hundred and
eighty chains and north-easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy chains to a point due west from a
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River ;  and on  the north
by a line bearing  east  -about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion of said creek and Mary River ;  and on the east
by the said river upwards about four hundred and
forty chains to the Litte Yabba Creek, being point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, se-
lected,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Zeebar Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencingon the boundary between Gigoomgan
and Teebar at a point sixty chains north  9 degrees
30 minutes east from the summit of Mount Joseph,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west  about twelve  miles  to the watershed  separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River ; on the
north-west by said watershed north-easterly about
ten and a-half  miles ; on  the north by the northern
watershed of Yaroomba Creek and by a spur ridge
to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains in a direct
line below the junction of Eel Creek ; then by
Sandy Creek downwards about ten miles to the
junction of Teebar Creek ; on the east by Teebar
Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9 degrees
30 minutes east one hundred and ninety chains from
the summit of Mount Joseph ; then by a line bear-
ing south 9 degrees 30 minutes west about one
hundred and thirty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of an area of about 6,000
acres shown on the Land Agent's official  maps, and
of all reserved, selected, and alienated land.
Lands resumed out of the Gigoomgan Run (Con-
solidated).
About 107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Manna Creek
at a point one mile in a direct line below the junc-
tion of Calgoa Creek, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south-west to the watershed  separating Cal-
goa Creek from Sandy Creek ; then by that water-
shed south-westerly about four miles ; then by a line
bearing west two hundred and ten chains ; then by
a line bearing north-west . crossing  the heads of
Calgoa Creek  ten chains  below the junction of
Munro Creek, and terminating at the watershed
separating Calgoa Creek from Spring Creek ; then
by that watershed south-westerly to the watershed
separating the tributaries of the Mary River from
those of the Burnett River ; then by that watershed
westerly and the watershed  separating Spring
Creek from Dry Creek northerly to Mount Joseph;
then by a line bearing north 91 degrees east to Dry
Creek  at its eastern  bend ; then by the said creek
downwards to Teebar Creek ; then by that creek
downwards to Munna Creek ; and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,- exclu-
sive of an area of about 7,000 acres shown on the
Land Agent's official maps,  and all reserved , selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of the  Yabba Run.
About 67  square miles.
Commencing  on Yabba  Creek at a point about
sixty-five chains in a direct line above the junction
of Sandy Creek ;  thence by a line nort h about two
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hundred and ninety chains to Kingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in  a direct line ; thence by a line north
crossing  Bella Creek to the northern watershed
of Bella and Kingaham Creeks ; thence by that
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Brisbane  River from Yabba Creek ; thence by
that  range  southerly about nine hundred chains in
a direct line to a small gully, and by that gully
downwards to Yabba Creek at a point about one
hundred and five chains in a direct line above
Capsize Creek ; thence by Yabba Creek downwards
to the point of commencement.-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands  rerumed.out  of Rilki.van Run (Murra.y's
Debateable '.and).
Portion A.
About 6,900 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifty-five chains from a tree on Wide Bay Creek
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven
miles ;  thence by a line bearing north thirteen
chains and eighty links; on the north by a line
bearing west four hundred and sixty-six chains ;
and on the west by a line hearing south to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Portion B.
About 32,000 acres.
Commencing on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner  of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase portion No. 1, and hounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and  east  to the north-east
corner  ; thence by a line north to the range dividing
Munna Creek from Wide Bay Creek ; thence by
that  range  and by the range separating the waters
of Wide Bay Creek from those flowing into Boonara
and Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from
the junction of Deep Creek with Wide Bay Creek ;
on the south by a line east to Wide Bay Creek at
the junction of Deep Creek ; and by Wide Bay
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of an area of about 2,000 acres, shown in
the Land Agent's official maps, and of all reserved,
selected , and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Curra Run.
About 23,500 acres.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
River Mary about twenty-five chains in a direct
line below a tree marked 46 on the survey of the
river, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
79 degrees east three hundred chains to Curra
Creek, intersecting the present Mary borough and
Gympie road about two chains south of the ]read
Station, Curra ; thence by a line bearing north 26
degrees east  three hundred chains to the watershed
of the Mary and Tinana waters ; thence by that
range, and a spur range  forming the northern
watershed of Durham Boy Creek in a north-westerly
and westerly direction to a point bearing north 75
degrees east  about two hundred and sixty chains
from a tree marked 57 on the survety of the river;
thence by a line bearing north 255u degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mary ; and  thence  by that river upwards about four
hundred and  ten chains  in a direct line to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Gop  SAVE THE Q>n.JN 1
QUETNSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. . WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIn s, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of thprovisions of .`  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Gympie Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall he 10s. per acre, and
the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 20,000 acres.
Commencing on the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie, at a point west from Ulirrah Head
Station ; thence by that road southerly about three
hundred and thirty chains to its meeting with the
old Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line
bearing about south 78 degrees east for about five
hundred and twenty-eight chains to the summit of
Mount Goomboorian ; thence on the east by a
hne bearing about north 32 degrees  east  for about
one hundred and sixty-three chains to a tree marked
All on the Goomboorian Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards for about one hundred and sixty-
six chains in a direct line to its junction with Tinana
Creek; thence by that creek downwards about three
hundred and forty chains to a point east from
starting-point ; and thence by a line west, about five
hundred chains, to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of the Tagigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where the fence on the upper side of the present
paddock at Tagigan House joins the same, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line north-
east three hundred and fifty-six chains ; thence on
the north-east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to a peg; thence on the north-west by a line
south-west four hundred chains to a tree marked
BR on Tagigan Range ; thence on the south-west
by that range south-easterly two hundred chains to
a point bearing south-west from commencing point;
and thence again on the south-east by a line north-
east sixty-four chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,  and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed out of Widgee Widgee Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Widgee, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion and a
line in continuation bearing west to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
upwards to its head ; thence by the western water-
shed of that creek north-westerly about tR o hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line; thence by a line
bearing north to the south-west corner of the land
resumed from Widgee Run, proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875. folio 1753 ; on the
north by a line bearing east to Widgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River ; by that river upward to the  junction
of Glastonbury Creek ; and by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement,-  exclusive of an area
of about 4,800 acres shown on the Land Agent's
official maps , and of  all reserved, selected, and alie-
nated lands  within the  above boundaries.
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L ands resumed  out of  Imbil Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba Creek
with the Mary River ,  and bounded on the north-
west by Yabba Creek upwards about one and a-half
Whiles to the junction of Goonoongibber Creek ;
then by the watershed separating the two creeks
southerly about four and a-half miles  ;  then  by a
line bearing west 15 degrees south about three
hundred chains to  Yabba  Creek at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of Derrier Flat, and just
below the junction of a small creek coming from
the  south;  on the west by said small creek south-
erly to its head ; on the south by the southern
watershed of Yabba Creek and Goonoongibber
Creek easterly to Mount Brooloo ,  and then by a
small gully easterly to the Mary River  ;  and on the
cast by said river northerly  to Yabba Creek, the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved,
selected ,  and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 W(LLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
!! Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Toweran Run.
About 14,350 acres
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by
the spur dividing the waters of said creeks west-
erly to their northern watershed ; then southerly
and south-easterly by that range to a spot on the
Kolan River about fifteen (15) chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XI in triangle ;
then crossing the river easterly to the Kolonga
Range ; then by said range passing through the
Tooniboro Mountain to the crossing of the Mary-
borough and Gladstone road ; then by said road to
the Kolan River ; then by said river to the junction
of George's Creek ; thence by said creek upwards
to the junction of Branch Creek to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Iiolonga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Moolboolaman and Gladstone
road where it crosses the rang - forming the northern
watershed of Walily Creek, and bounded thence
an the north by that range westerly ; on the west
by the same range southerly and south-easterly ;
on the south by the same range forming the
southern watershed of Takilberan and Tararan
creeks easterly ; on the east by the range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid ; and thence by that road
north-westerly, crossing Tararan, Takilberan, and
Walily Creeks to the point of commencement,---
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
1 ands.
Lands resumed out of Molangul Run.
About 72,080 acres.
Commencing on  the range forming the northern
watershed of Kolan River at a point called Molan-
gul, and bounded thence on the north -west by a
line bearing south 45 degrees west about three
hundred and forty chains to the Kolan River ;
thence by that river downwards to the confluence
of Five -mile Creek  ;  thence by that creek upwards
to its head in the Burnett Range  ;  on the south by
that range and the range forming the southern
watershed of Five-mile Creek ,  Station Creek, and
Two-mile Creek easterly by the same range forming
the eastern watershed of Two-mile Creek ,  and the
southern watershed of Kolan River northerly, and
by a spur range westerly to the Kolan River at a
paint about forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ;
thence crossing Kolan River by a spur range north-
westerly to the  first-mentioned range, and by that
range westerly to Mount Molangul ,  the point of
commencement ,-- exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Moolboolomon Run.
About 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the west by a line north for
about thirty chains to the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek  ;  on the north by the said watershed
easterly about five hundred and thirty chains in a
direct  line;  on the east by a line south about one
hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek at a
spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IN over  XXVIII  in triangle ;
then by said creek upwards about one hundred and
twenty-seven chains in a direct line to the junction
of Rainbow Creek  ;  then south for about five
hundred and sixty chains to the Hog Back Range ;
thence on the south and again on the west by said
range to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of
all reserved, selected ,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out  of the  Toomolongyore or Eureka
Run.
About 32 square miles.
Commencing on Edwards Creek where the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it ; bounded
thence on the south-west by that road north-west-
erly for about six hundred and eight chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over TM
over X in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
61 degrees 30 minutes east for about five hundred
and fifteen chains, passing through a tree on Sandy
Creek marked broad-arrow over AY over XXXIV
in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 151
degrees 30 minutes east for three hundred and
seventy-four chains ; thence bearing north 217
degrees east for about two hundred and twenty-four
chains to Edwards Creek at a spot about seventeen
chains in a direct line above a tree marked broad-
arrow over ED over II in triangle ; thence by
Edwards Creek upwards to the crossing of the
Maryborough and Port Curtis road, the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Stanton Harcourt Run.
About 66 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Boundary Creek
with Sandy Creek near a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle ; thence by that creek upwards
to its head ; thence by the range separating the
waters of Sandy, Corfields, Six-mile, and Cabbage.
tree Creeks from those of Degilbo Creek north-
westerly to the junction of a ravine with the Burnett
River about twenty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over Br over L1V in triangle; thence
by that river downwards about two hundred and
thirty chains in a direct line to a dense pine scrub ;
thence by that scrub easterly about three hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line to a tree marked
bread-arrow over TM over XII in triangle on the
Port Curtis and Maryborough road ; thence by
that road south-easterly crossing Corfields and
Sandy Creeks to Edwards Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards about ten chains ; thence by a
line bearing 80 degrees 15 minutes ninety-six chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing 141 degrees
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15 minutes twenty-six chains and fifty links ; thence
by a line bearing 144 degrees twelve chains and
twenty links ; thence by a line bearing 136 degrees
forty-five chains ; thence by a line bearing 160
degrees twenty-seven chains seventeen links; thence
by a line bearing 112 degrees seventeen chains and
sixty-eight links ; thence by a line bearing 45
degrees twenty-five chains to Oaky Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to a tree marked broad-
arrow over KY over IV in triangle; thence by a
line bearing 217 degrees about four miles to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Walla Run.
About 39,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker's Gully
about fifty chains in a straight line above an ash-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 1 in shield,
where the boundary line of the settled district
Intersects ; thence by that boundary line north-west
three hundred and fifty chains to the range separat-
ing the waters of the Burnett from those falling
into the Kolan ; thence by that range in a north-
easterly direction about six hundred chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by
that scrub in a north-easterly and south-easterly
direction about three hundred and seventy chains
in a straight line to the junction of Boundary Creek
with the Burnett River ; thence by the left bank of
the Burnett River upwards southerly about three
hundred chains in a straight line to St. Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek upwards in a
westerly direction about four hundred and eighty
chains in a straight line to Barker's Gully ; and
thence by Barker's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly direction about ninety-five chains in a
straight line to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the
west  by a line bearing south to the watershed separ-
ating  the Kolan River from the Burnett River ;
thence by that watershed north-easterly about four
miles  to a tree marked N over VIII situate at the
edge of a dense scrub ; thence by the edge of said
scrub north-easterly about two miles and south-
easterly about one and a-half miles to a point
bearing south from the south-east corner of selec-
tion No. 545, Bundaberg Register; and thence
on the east by a line bearing north, crossing
the Mount Perry and Bundaberg main road about
three and a-half miles to the right bank of Gin
Gin Creek ; and thence by Gin Gin Creek upwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Wonbah Run.
About 16,500 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east about one hundred chains to
the watershed separating Wonbah from Moolboola-
man waters ; on the east by that watershed southerly
to a point east from the north-east corner of mineral
selection 972 ; on the south by that selection and
a line west to Gin Gin Creek ; thence by part
of the west boundary of mineral selection No.
1,074 and the north and part of the west boundary
of surveyed portion -No.  6;  thence by a line
bearing west to the watershed separating the
waters flowing into Gin Gin Creek from those
flowing into Eastern Creek, and by that watershed
northerly to a point near the head of Cattle
Creek where the said watershed is intersected
by a line bearing south-west from the junction of
Cattle Creek with Four-mile Creek ; thence by that
line bearing north-east to the said junction by Four-
mile Creek downwar is to its junction with Gin Gin ;
and by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mundurax Run.
About 63,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at a point north 14 degrees  east  forty  chains from a
tree marked broad-arrow over K over XXXVII in
horse-shoe ; thence by  a line  north 14 degrees east
three hundred and thirty-five chains to the left bank
of Stony Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards in
a northerly direction six hundred and ten  chains in
a straight line to a tree marked broad- arrow over
B over 3 in horse-shoe on Branch Creek; thence by
a line  about north 14 degrees east sixty-five chains
to the watershed of Littabella Inlet and the Kolan
River ; thence by that watershed known as Double
Sloping Hummock Range south-easterly about three
hundred and eighty-five chains ; thence by a line
north 10 degrees east about two hundred  and sixty
chains in a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow
over M over 755 in horse-shoe on survey of Mullet
Creek ; thence by the left bank of that creek down-
wards in  a north-easterly direction about five
hundred chains to its junction with Littabella Creek ;
thence crossing Littabella Creek and by its left
bank downwards in an easterly direction about one
hundred and eighty chains in a straight  line to its
intersection with the boundary of the Coast Reserve ;
thence by that reserve north-westerly about four
hundred and thirty chains in a straight line to the
range forming the north-western watershed of
Littabella Inlet ; thence by that range in a south-
westerly direction about eight hundred  chains in a
straight line to where it joins the range forming the
north-west watershed of Stony Creek ; thence by
that  range in  a south-westerly direction about eight
hundred chains in a straight line to the  range forming
the eastern boundary of Kolanga Run ; thence by
that  range in  a southerly direction and by the said
boundary to where it strikes the Kolan River on
the left bank, opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over K over XLV in horse-shoe, about four hundred
and forty chains in a straight line ; and thence by
the left bank of the Kolan River downwards in a
general easterly direction about two hundred and
fifty chains to the point of commencement ,-exclu-
sive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QU EN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Companion of the Most Distin-
guished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander - in - Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamaton, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Bundaberg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tantitha Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on Welcome Creek at the west
cornerof the Homestead  Area  proclaimed in  Govern-
tnent Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141, and bounded
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thence'on the south -west by a line bearing north
328 degrees east about 114 chains to the southern
boundary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the
south corner of portion 1, parish of Bolan ; thence
by the boundaries of portions 1, 20, 18. and 26
of that parish to the east corner of portion 26,
parish of Kolau ,  on the coast line of Hervey's Bay ;
thence in an easterly direction by that coast line
about four miles to the mouth of a small creek ;
thence by that creek upwards in a south -westerly
direction to the boundary of portion 6, parish of
Gooburrum ; thence by that portion in a westerly
and south direction to the south -west corner of said
portion ; thence by the south boundary thereof in a
south -easterly direction to the west boundary of
portion 4 of said parish, by part of that west boun-
ary and its continuation to the south -west corner
of portion 3, parish of Gooburrum ; thence by a
line bearing north 238 degrees east to the north-
east boundary of portion 25 on the north-east
boundary of the area proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141 ; thence by that
boundary in a north -westerly direction to Welcome
Creek and by Welcome Creek upwards to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved, selec-
ted, and alienated lands within the described boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of the Solan Run.
About 69,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bolan
River at the junction of a small creek called Stony
Creek. which enters the river about ninety-five
chains in a direct line above a gum-tree branded
broad-arrow over  K over XXX  in triangle, and
bounded on the west by a line running north to
the head of  Tandaram  Creek ;  thence on  the north-
west by the northern watershed of that creek to
the Bolan ; thence by the left bank of the Bolan up-
wards to a point about  fifty  chains above a gum-tree
branded broad-arrow over K over XIX in triangle ;
thence by a line south crossing the Bolan about three
hundred and thirty  chains  ; thence by  a line west
crossing  the Kolan about two hundred and sixty-five
chains ; and thence  by the  Kolan upwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved,
selected ,  and alienated lands.
lands resumed out of the Bingera Run.
About  31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about seven chains above a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over BT over XXI, and bounded thence
by a line bearing south ninety chains ; thence by a
line bearing north 77 degrees  east  three hundred
and eight chains  ; thence by  a line bearing north
58 degrees east to a point bearing north two hun-
dred and thirty-eight degrees east two and a-half
miles from the west corner of portion 41, parish of
Kolan ; thence by  a line  bearing north one hun-
dred and forty- eight degrees east about four and a-
half miles to the Elliot River ; on the south by
that  river upwards to a tree marked broad-arrow
over ET over V ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing about 285 degrees to the Burnett River at the
confluence  of a small  creek distant about thirty
chains in a direct line above Bingera head station ;
and thence by the Burnett River downwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 22,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a point bearing south from the south -east corner
of selection No. 515, Bundaberg Register, and
bounded thence by a line bearing south about three
and a-half miles  crossing  the Mount Perry and Bun-
daberg main  road to the scrub forming the boun-
dary of the run ; thence by that scrub south-
easterly about three  miles to  the head of Boundary
Creek and by that creek downwards to the
Burnett River, by that river downwards to the area
proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio
2017;  thence by the south-west  and north-west
boundaries of that area to the north corner of same
thence by a line bearing north three hundred and
twenty -five degrees east about three miles to the
Bolan River , by that  river up to the confluence of
Gin Gin Creek,  and thence  by the  right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  s  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876, "  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described ,  resumed from
Runs in the Unsettled District of Darning Downs,
shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the provisions
of the said Act, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on
and after  TUESDAY, the  seventeenth day of April,
1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed out of Bengalla and Wyemo Runs.
About  21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a  gum-tree  marked broad- arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the south- east by a line
bearing north twenty-five  degrees east five miles
thirty-three chains along the north-west boundary
of the Beebo Run to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over D ; thence on the north by a west  line along
part of the south boundary of the Whetstone Run,
crossing  the Macintyre Brook at a box-tree marked
broad- arrow over  W, about  five miles sixteen chains;
thence on the west by a south line to the Severn
River, at the junction of the Macintyre Brook ;
thence on the south by the right bank of the
Severn River upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed  out of  Beebo Run.
About  31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the north -west by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east four hundred
and thirty-three chains along the south -east boundary
of the Bengalla and Wyemo Run to a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over D  ;  thence on the north
by an east line to a s ur separating the Macintyre
Brook waters from those falling into the Severn
River ,  and by that spur easterly along part of the
south boundary of the Whetstone I.un to the
western watershed of Brush Creek ; thence on the
south -east by that watershed south-westerly to the
Severn River  ;  and thence on the south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed  out of  Whetstone Run.
About 59 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W
about one mile and sixty chains above the junction
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of Catfish Creek, and bounded thence  on  the north-
west  by the  right bank of that brook downwards to
a box-tree marked broad -arrow over W  ;  thence on
the south by an eas t, line three hundred and seventy-
six chains along part of the northern boundaries of
the Bengalla  and Wyeuio  and the Beebo Runs to
the watershed between the Macintyre Brook and
Brush Creek ;  thence again ou the south and the
south-east  by that  watershed easterly along part of
the northern boundary of the last-named run and
north-easterly along the north-west boundary of
the Brush Creek Run to an ironbark-tree on
Leslie's road marked broad -arrow over F ; and
thence on the north by a line bearing west ten
degrees thirty minutes north along the southern
boundary of the Swithland Run six hundred and
seventy-three chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed  out of  Brush Creek Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the north -west boundary of the
Texas Run at an ironbark -tree marked C, and
bounded thence on the south -east by a line bearing
north 29 degrees east three miles crossing Brush
Creek  at an apple -tree marked broad-arrow over B
and being along part of the north -west boundary of
the before -mentioned Texas Run  ;  thence on the
north by a 'west line to the watershed between
Brush Creek and the Macintyre Brook ; thence on
the north -west by that watershed along part of the
south-east boundary of the Whetstone Run south-
westerly to the northern boundary of the Beebo
Run;  and thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary  of the  Beebo Run
crossing Brush Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over B eight miles eighteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Swithland Run.
About 81  square-miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Canning Creek
opposite a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over G.9,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west eight hundred chains crossing Pariagana Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over 11 ; thence on
the north -west by a line bearing south 52 degrees
west eight hundred and three chains  ;  thence oa
the south -west by a line bearing east 30 degrees
south six hundred and forty chains to the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad -arrow over W;
thence on the south-east  by the  right bank of that
brook upwards  to the  junction of Canning Creek,
and by the right bank of that creek upwards to an
apple-tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow,
and by that  road north -easterly to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Canning Creek Run.
About 112 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over Gcj about
sixteen miles six chains in a direct line below
or down the crrek from the junction of Mosquito
Creek ; bounded thence by a line bearing east 30
degrees north three hundred and two chains to an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; thence
by a north line two hundred and forty chains to
Mosquito Creek at a guns-tree marked broad-arrow
over L ; thence by the range separating Mosquito
Creek from Canning Creek in a general north-
easterly direction to a point bearing east 20 degrees
south from an apple-tree on the right bank of last-
named creek marked broad-arrow over CB ; thence
by a line bearing west 20 degrees north crossing
Canning Creek at last-named tree, also Mingi-
marny Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-ai row
over CB, to the range separating the waters of Min-
gitnarny Creek from those of the eastern branch of
Bungabilly Creek at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over H in triangle ; thence on the north by
a line westerly to the junction of Bungabilly
Creek and its western branch ; thence on the
west by a south line to the watershed between
Canning Creek and Pariagana Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to the north boundary of the
withland Run ; and thence on the south by an east
line along part of that boundary to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Stonehenge Run.
About 43 square miles.
Commencing on the northern boundary of the
Canning Creek Run at the intersection of the
watershed between Mingimarny Creek and Canning
Creek, and bo-inded thence on the north-west by
that watershed north-easterly to the dividing range
separating the waters flowing into the Condamine
River from those failing into the Macintyre Brook ;
on the north and east by that watershed easterly
and southerly ; on the south-east by the watershed
between Canning Creek and Mosquito Creek south-
westerly to a point bearing east twenty degrees
south from starting point ; and thence on the south
by a line bearing west twenty degrees north along
part of the northern boundary of the Canning
Creek Run to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Bodumba Run.
About 85 square miles.
Commencing at a point opposite to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over L on the left bank of Mos-
quito Creek at a point about two miles and a-half
below the junction of Bodumba Creek, and bounded
thence by a range separating Mosquito Creek from
Canning Creek in a northerly direction along part
of the east boundary of the Canning Creek Run to
a point west of a spot twenty chains south of Bo-
dumba Head Station ; thence on the north by an
east line crossing Mosquito Creek about seventy-
two chains above the junction of Bodumba Creek,
and Bodumba Creek twenty chains below Bodumba
Station to the range separating the heads of
Bodumba and Chain-of-Ponds Creek from the
middle head of Macintyre Brook ; thence by the
last-named range south-westerly to a point bearing
south from a yellow box-tree marked broad-arrow
over V on Chain-of-Ponds Creek ; thence by a
north line to Chain-of-Ponds Creek at last-named
tree ; thence by a line bearing west 14 de-
grees 30 minutes north six hundred acid ninety-
seven chains to a point south of starting point at an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; and
thence by a north line two hundred and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Glenelg Run.
About 42 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
TC.CC at a point about six miles sixteen chains
above or up the brook from the junction of Trever-
ton's Creek, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line crossing the Macintyre Brook ninety-eight
chains to the watershed separating Chain-of-Ponds
Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north-easterly along
part of the south-east boundary of the Bodumba Run
to the intersection of the road from Bodumba ; thence
on the north-east by that road south-easterly to the
crossing of the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
south by a west line two miles ; thence on the east
by a south line crossing the Macintyre Brook to the
watershed between the last-named brook and
Treverton's Creek ; thence again on the south by
that watershed westerly along part of the northern
boundary of Terrica Run to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G ; and thence on the south-west
by a line bearing south one hundred and thirty-five
degrees west two hundred and eighty-six chains to
the point of commencement.
Lund.c rex,'med out of Terrica Rrn.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on Treverton's Creel- at a point where
it is met by the east boundary of a 4,800 acre reserve,
and bounded thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek upwards to its source in the
range separating Pike's Creek from Treverton's
Creek ; thence on the north-east and north by the
northern watershed of the last-named creek north-
westerly and westerly to where it is met by the
eastern boundary of the first-mentioned reserve ;
and thence on the west by a south line along the
east boundary of that reserve to Treverton's Creek,
the point of commencement.
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Lands  resumed  out of Texas Run.
About 144 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of the Severn
River at  an iron -bark tree marked broad-arrow
over T, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north  24 degrees  45 minutes east Ave
miles seventy-four chains to Branch Creek  at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow,  and a line  bearing north 29
degrees east seven miles  thirty-two chains crossing
Brush Creek  at an apple -tree marked broad-arrow
over  B along the  south-east boundaries of the
Beebo and Brush Creek Runs  to an  ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over I on the watershed
between the Severn River and Bracker's Creek ;
thence on the north by that watershed easterlyy
along part of the southern boundary of the Coo.
munda Run to the head of the western branch of
Oaky Creek ; thence on the east by the right bank
of that branch downward to its 'unction with Oaky
Creek and by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the northern boundary of -the surrendered
portion of the  run (nine square miles ) ; thence by
a west line along part  of that boundary to the
north- west  angle of the  last-mentioned  portion ;
thence by  a south line along  the western boundary
of the same portion to the Severn River; and
thence on the south by the right bank of that
river  downwards  to the  point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pikedale Run.
About 27  square miles.
Commencing  on the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek at a point about ei ht
chains north-westerly from Traverse Station, No.
51 on the survey of that watershed, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing Pike's
Creek along part of the south boundary of the Pitt
Arrow Run  four miles  seventy-six  chains  ; then on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of
the Catterthun Run five miles to the northern
boundary of the Auchinblae Run ; thence on the
south by a west line  crossing  Pike's Creek along
part of that boundary to the south-east angle of the
Pikedale pre-emptive purchase ; thence by a north
line  along  the east boundary of that pre-emption
one hundred and sixty-one chains ten links ; thence
by a west line along the north boundary of the
same pre-emption one hundred and sixty-one chains
eight links ; thence by a south line along the west
boundary of the before-mentioned pre-emption one
hundred and sixty-one chains seven links to the
northern boundary of the Auchinblae Rain ; thence
again on  the south by a west line along part of the
northern boundary of the last-named run to the
watershed between Pike's Creek and Bracker's
Creek at a point about twelve chains northerly from
an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over P over P
XII in triangle ; and thence on the north-west by
that watershed and the watershed between Pike s
Creek and Treverton's Creek along parts of the
south-east boundaries of the Warroo and Terrica
Runs north-easterly to the point of commencement,
- exclusive  of an area of 1,280 acres in two separate
portions of 640 acres each contained within these
described boundaries, and shown on the Land
Agent' s official map.
Lands resumed out of Auclinblae Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gully
with said creek, and bounded thence by that crack
downwards about half-a-mile in a direct  line to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on
the south-west by  a line  bearing north fifty-five
degrees  west one hundred and  nineteen chains to
an ironbark- tree  marked broad-arrow over G, and
by a line bearing west seven degrees north two
hundred and fifty  chains  along part of the north-
east boundary of the Pike's Creek North Run to an
apple-tree marked broad-arrow over PP over XII
in triangle on the watershed separating Bracker's
Creek from Pike's Creek, thence by that watershed
northerly about twelve chains ; thence on the north
by an east  line crossin g Pike's Creek, along the
south boundaries of the Pikedalo Run, the Pikedalo
pre-emptive purchase and the  Catterthun Run, in
all thirteen miles twenty  chains  to the  west bound-
ary of the resumed portion of the Pikedale Run ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the
last-named boundary to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south and south-east by that watershed westerly
and south-westerly along part of the north-west
boundaries of the Nundubbermere Run to the head
of Lighthouse Gully at an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over P over XII in triangle ; thence
again on the north-west by the right bank of that
gully downwards to its junction with Pike's Creek
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P, and by a
line across that creek to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Catterthun Run.
About  28 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east angle  of the Pike-
dale Run, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along  part of the south boundary of the
Pitt Arrow Run, five miles forty-eight chains to
the west boundary of the resumed portion of the
original  Pickdade Run ; thence on the east by a
south line  along part  of that boundary five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles forty-
eight  chains along part  of the north boundary of
the Auchinblae Run ; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the Pikedale
Run five miles to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek Run.
About 19 square miles.
Commencing at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over PB on the east side of Pike's Creek at
the junction of Oaky Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by the right bank of the lastnamed
creek upwards to where ittbranches into two heads;
thence from the junction of the said two branches
by a line bearing north one hundred and five
degrees east one mile and thirty-seven chains, and
by a line bearing north eighty-eight degrees east
two miles and thirteen chains to the apex of the
Jibbinban Mountain  at a  gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over J, along part of the north boundary of
the Glenlyon Run ; thence on the west by the
watershed between Pike's Creek and the Severn
River northerly to along part of the western
boundary of the Nundubbermere Run to a tree
marked P ; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Pike's
Creek North Run to Pike's Creek ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek North Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing at the bead of Lighthouse Gully at
an ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed be-
tween Pike's Creek and the Severn River, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the northern boundary of the Pike's Creek
Run to Pike's Creek ; thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek upwards to the junction of
Lighthouse Gully at a box-tree marked P ; and
thence on the north-east by the left bank of that
gully upwards to its source at the tree marked P
first mentioned, the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Emu Vale Run.
About 75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point half-a-mile above the present washpool
on the original Glenlyon Run, and bounded thence
on the north by an  east line crossing  Pike's Creek
to the watershed between Pike's Creek and the
Severn River ; thence on the south-east by that
watershed south-westerly along part of the north-
west boundary of the Mingoola Run to the east
bank of Pike's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over M, opposite the junction of Little Plains Creek;
thence crossing Pike's Creek to the watershed be-
tween Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek south-
westerly along a portion of the southern boundary
of the before-mentioned Mingoola Run to the
northern boundary of the Aitkin's Flat Run ;
thence on the east by the last- mentioned  watershed
southerly  along  a portion of the west boundary of
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Aitkin 's Flat Run to the watershed separating the
heads of Little Plains Creek from those of Back
Creek ; thence on the south by that watershed
westerly along a part of the north boundary of the
Maidenhead Run ; thence on the west by the
Bracker 's Range, shedding its waters easterly into
Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek ,  bei.ring
northerly along a portion of the east boundaries of
the Bonshaw and Gunyan Runs to a point west of
starting point ; and thence again on the north by an
east line to Pike 's Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Bonshaw Run.
• About  20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over G,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
north eighty-two degrees east two hundred and
thirty  chains to a box -tree marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line one hun-
dred and forty-two chains to the watershed between
the Severn River and Little Plains Creek  ;  thence
on the east  by that  watershed and the watershed
between Back Creek and the Severn River in a
southerly direction ,  in all about four miles  ;  thence
on the south by a west line to Severn River ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of 112aidenhead Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and  bounded then"e on the north -west by a
line bearing north forty degrees east three miles
thirty chains to the watershed between Back Creek
and the Severn River and by that watershed along
the south-east boundary of the Bonshaw Run to a
point west and about fifteen chains north of the
junction of Back Creek and its western branch ;
thence on the north by an east line crossing the
last-mentioned creek and its western branch about
fifteen chains above the junction to the Severn
River ; and thence on the south-east and south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Aitkin's Flat Run.
About  14 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an ironbark -tree marked A, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line to the water-
shed between Back Creek and the Severn River
along part  of the north boundary of the Maiden-
head Run ; thence on the west by that watershed
northerly along the east boundary of the last-
mentioned run and by the watershed between Little
Plains Creek and the Severn River northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Emu Vale Run,
in all about four miles ; thence on the north by an
east line to the Severn River; and thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Mingoola Run.
About  34 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed separating Pike's
Creek from the Severn River at the source of a
gully which empties itself into the Severn River
opposite a point about four miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Tenterfield branch with
the last-named river, and bounded thence by that
watershed southerly to a tree on Pike's Creek
marked broad-arrow over M ; then across that
creek to the watershed between it and Little Plains
Creek ,  and by that watershed and the watershed
between Limestone Gully and Pike's Creek easterly
to the Severn River at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle  ;  thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to a point south-east of
the junction of the first-mentioned gully with Pike's
Creek ; and thence on the north-east by a line
bearing north -west to and across Pike 's Creek to
the last-mentioned junction, and by the right bank
of the first -mentioned gully upwards to its source,
the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Ballindean.
About 98 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Severn
River at the  Junction of Accommodation Creek,
and bounded thence on the south -east by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the intersection of
the north-west boundary of the Tenterfield i\ orth
Run ; thence by a north-east line along part of
that boundary to the north-west angle  of'  the last.
named run  ;  thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the before -mentioned
Tenterfield  North  Run to the Main Dividing Range
between  New South  Wales and  Queensland;  thence
on the east by that range in a general northerly
direction to the watershed separating Quart Pot
Creek from the waters flowing to the south-west ;
thence on the north -east by that watershed north.
westerly along the south -west boundary of the
Folkstone Run to the junction of Quart Pot Creek
with the Severn River at a gum-tree marked  DF;
and thence on the north-west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Tenterfield ]North Run.
About 9 square miles.
Commencing on the Main Dividing Range at a
point where it is met by the south-east boundary
of the Ballindean Run, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a north -east line along the south-east
boundary of the last-named run three miles and
thirty chains  ;  thence on the north by an east line
along part  of the south boundary of the before-
mentioned Ballindean Run about two miles twenty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line to the
Main Dividing Range, and thence on the south by
that range westerly to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Nundubbermere Run.
About 53 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over N,
and bounded thence on the south-east by right
bank of that river upwards to a point about two
miles in a direct line above the intersection of the
north-western road therewith  ;  thence on the east
by a north line to the watershed between the
Severn River and Mara land Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed south -westerly to an
ironbark -tree marked P on the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn  (being along the south-
west boundary  of the  Pikedale Run) ; thence on
the east by the last-mentioned watershed southerly
along the east boundary of the Pike's Creek Run
to a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over J, and con-
tinuing along the same watershed along part of the
east boundary of the Glenlyon Run to a point
west of starting point ; and thence on the south by
an east line along the north l eandary of the Min-
goola Run one mile fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Coolmunda Run.
About 99 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over  GD oppo-
site the north -east corner of the Swithland Run,
and bounded by a line bearing east thirty degrees
north and crossing Canning Creek twice, three
hundred and two chains to an ironbark -tree marked
broad -arrow over A which also forms the south-
west corner of the Bodumba Run  ;  then by a line
bearing east fourteen degrees thirty minutes south
six hundred and ninety -seven chains to a yellow
box-tree on Chain -of-Ponds Creek marked broad-
arrow over - over V ; thence by a line bearing
south and crossing that creek and the Macintyre
Brook two hundred chains to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over TC CC on the left bank of that
brook  ;  thence by a line bearing south -east two
hundred and eighty- six chains to a gum-tree markeo
broad-arrow over  G on the  range separating Tre-
verton's Creek from the Kacintyre Brook ; then
by a line bearing south fifty-one degrees thirty
minutes west two hundred and sixty -seven chains
to Bracker 's Creek at a tree on the right bank
marked broad-arrow ; thence on the south by the
right bank of the last-named creek downwards to
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its junction with the Macintyre Brook and by the
right bank of that brook downwards to an apple-
tree on Leslie 's road marked broad-arrow over L ;
and thence on the west by that road northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Swithland Run
crossing Canning Creek at an apple -tree marked
broad-arrow over L to the north -east corner of the
Swithland  Run;  and thence across Canning Creek
to  the point of commencement ,- exclusive of an
area of about seven square miles adjoining the east
boundary of Inglewood Town Reserve and between
Macintyre Brook and Canning Creek ,  shown on the
land agent 's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Gove rn ment
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Exce llency
TO WIT , W ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
! Lands  Alienation  Art of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council. do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Nanango Land
Office, on and after  TUESDAY, the  seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I  further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase
shall be  10s. per  acre ,  and that the area which may
be selected by conditional  purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Taromeo Run.
Area, about 14,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek at the point where
the spur range forming the northern boundary of
Taromeo Run touches the creek, opposite the con-
fluence of Taromeo Creek, and bounded thence by
that northern boundary north-westerly to the range
separating the Burnett River waters from the Bris-
bane River waters ; thence by that range southerly
and by a spur range easterly, and by a small creek
forming parts of the southern boundary of Taromeo
Run easterly to Cooyar Creek ; and thence by
Cooyar Creek to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Land*- °arned from the Cooyar Run.
Area, about 18,50U 4cr .
Commencing on Cooyar Creek one aL1 a-half
miles  below Cooyar head station, and bounar'd
thence by a line bearing north 335 degrees east to
the range separating Cooyar Creek from Barambah
Creek ; thence by that range north-easterly about
eight miles in a direct line ; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 155 degrees  east , and distant six
and a-half miles from the south-west boundary to
Cooyar Creek ; and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement,- exclusive  of reserved and
alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Mxlesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
QUEEN SLAND, Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIItNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of thprovisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described , resumed from runs
in the Unsettled District of Burnett , shall be open
to Selection, subject to the provisions of the said Act,
at the Nanango Land Office, on and after TUES-DAY, the seventeenth  day of April, 1877.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which'may be selected by conditional
purchase  shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of South Baramba,
or Barker's Creek, with Baramba Creek opposite a
guru-tree marked broad-arrow over BB over 21 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west, north,
and north-east by the left bank of the last-named
creek upwards to the north-west corner of Baramba
Pre-emptive No. 4; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that pre-emptive purchase and a line
in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of Stephenton Run; thence on the south by the
northern boundary of the Stephenton Run, about
two hundred and ten chains to South Baramba
Creek, at a point fifty-two chains in a direct line
above an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 15 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of tho last-named creek down-
wards to its junction with Baramba Creek, the point
of commencement, exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of North Baramba Run.
About 18,500 acres.
Commencing on the right. bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 46 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of the Baramba Ranges
Run to the range separating the Nangur Creek
waters from those falling into Baramba Creek two
miles forty-four chains at a point thirty-two chains
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
9 in triangle ; thence on the north by that range
westerly along the southern boundary of the Llan-
gollen Run and part of the south-west boundary of
the Goomeribong Run to a point north of an apple-
tree on the left bank of Baramba Creek marked
bred-arrow over B over 28 in triangle ; thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Murgon Run to the right bank of
the last-name i1 creek at a point about sixteen chain-
north of the LForesaid apple-tree marked broads
arrow over  43  over 28 in triangle ; thence on the
south by the 'right bank of the before-mentioned
Baramba Creek\.upwards to the south-west corner
of North BaramI a b7e-emptive No. 2; thence by
the west and port boundaries of that pre-emptive
north and east to thl,, north-east corner; thence by
part of the north-east'hhoun:lary of that pre-emptive
south-easterly along the'.MarS borough and Nanango
main road about seventh' cbalLs ; thence by a line
bearing east about one huiialred and fifty chains to
Baramba Creek ; thence by that creek upwards in
an easterly direction about forty; chairs to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
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Lands resumed  out of E ast Baramba Run.
About 28 square  miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B over
54 in triangle, and bounded thence on the north by
the left bank of that creek downwards to the junc-
tion of Moonda Waamba Creek ; thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that creek upwards
to a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 8 in triangle; thence on the south by an
east  line along part of the north boundary of the
Brisbane Ranges Run to a point sixteen chains
north of  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow  over  BM
over 10 in triangle ; and thence on the east by a
north line four miles sixty-four chains to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of a pre-emptive
purchase of four  square  miles contained within the
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Ranges Run.
About 4,500 acres.
Commencing on the range  separating  the Wide
Bay waters from the Baramba Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over BM over 5  in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south 22 degrees 30 minutes west ninety-nine
chains ; thence by a south line two miles thirty-
nine chains to Baramba Creek opposite an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 in triangle ;
thence on the south by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the south- east corner  of Baramba
Ranges Run Pre-emptive No. 1; thence by the
east  and north boundaries of that pre-emptive north
and west and a line in continuation of said north
boundary west to the  east  boundary of North
Baramba Run; thence on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of the North Baramba
Run about one mile to the range dividing the
Nangur Creek waters from those of the Baramba
Creek, at a point thirty-two chains west of an iron-
bark-treek marked broad-arrow over 9 in triangle ;
and thence on the north by that range easterly to
the first-mentioned  range  shedding its waters into
Wide Bay Creek, and along that range easterly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all re-
served and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nananyo Run.
About  48 square miles.
Commencing at an ironbark-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 14 in tri-
angle, being  the south-east corner of Coolabunia
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of that run crossing
South  Baramba  or Barker's Creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 19 in triangle to
the range separating  the Stewart River waters from
the Baramba waters ; thence on the west by that
range  southerly along part of the west boundary of
the Boonnenne Run about forty chains to a spur-
range ; thence on the south-west along that spur
east-south-easterly to South Baramba Creek oppo.
site to  a gum -tree marked BO and broad-arrow over
TN in triangle by a line bearing south-east to a
tree marked broad-arrow over TN over 3 in triangle
on a spur  of the Brisbane Range and by that spur
south-easterly to the Brisbane  Range , this south-
west  boundary being also the north-east boundary
of the Kunioon Run ; thence on the scith-east by
the Brisbane Range north-easterly to, the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of the  area contained in
the Nanango Town Reserve,  and all ali,anated lands.
Lands resumed out of Boc'ieRun.
About 54 squsee mules.
Commencing on the BrisbanO Range at a point
equidistant from an iro*,bar)'-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over r- in . ` triangle and gum-tree
marked broad-arrow ;ver M over 4 in triangle, said
point being the sor„ h.eae'c corner of the Broadwater
Run, and bounced tl,,snee on the north by a west
line along, the south boundary of the last-named
run crossing the head of Reedy Creek ten chains
-below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
3 in triangle  and South Baramba or Barker's Cree
at a gum -tree  marked  broad-arrow over N over 26
in triangle on the right side of said creek to the
range  separating the Stewart Creek waters from
the Baramba Creek waters ; thence on the west by
that range southerly along parts of the Wooroolin
and Boonnenne Runs about three miles fifty-six
chains to a point west of a gum-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in tri-
angle ;  and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Coolabunia Run
crossing Baramba Creek five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 23 in triangle to
the gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in
triangle on the Brisbane  Range ;  and thence on the
east by that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement,- exclusive  of all reserved and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonara Run.
About 47  square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Nangur Run, bounded thence on the east by the
line of range separating the Wide Bay from the
Burnett District, about five and three-quarter miles
in a north-easterly direction  to a line  of fence about
a quarter of a mile south-westerly from a spotted
gum-tree on the head of Alma Creek marked broad-
arrow over A over 6.55 in triangle ; thence on the
north and  east  by said line of fence, about four
miles  in a direct line to the edge of a dense pine
scrub ; thence  again  on the north by a line bearing
about west seven degrees south about ten miles and
a-quarter to a scrubby  range crossing  Planted or
Scrubby, Jengban, Diggers', Washpool, and
Christmas Creeks, to a point bearing about east-
north-east from a gum-tree on Boonara Creek
marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in triangle and
broad-arrow over BN in triangle about one mile
distant ; thence on the west by said scrubby range
in a southerly direction about four miles and a-half
in a direct line to the north-west corner of Nangur
Run ; thence on the south by part of the north
boundary of that run being  an east  line about five
miles to the south-west corner of Boonara PP3';
thence by the west boundary of that PP and a line
in continuation north about two hundred and forty
chains to Boonara Creek ; thence by that creek up-
wards north-easterly in a direct line about three
hundred and forty chains ; thence by a line south
to the north boundary of Nangur Run ; and thence
by that boundary  east  about one hundred and
seventy chains to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of 1Vangur Run.
About  34 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Goomerribong Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of range separating the Wide Bay
from the Burnett District in a northerly direction
about four miles  and a -quarter crossing the road to
Kilkivan near to an ironbark-tree on the head of
Gap Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 5 in
triangle and broad-arrow ev"r BC eve- 8 in tri-
angle ; thence. Ou the north by a west line a'u at
one hur,C„tred and seventy chains ; thence by a line
:.uutll two hundred and sixty chains ; thence by a
line west  eight hundred and twenty  chains to a
point  south of the south-west corner of Boonara
P.P. No. 3; thence by a line north about two hun-
dred and sixty chains to aforesaid south-west corner
of P.P No. 3; thence by  a line  west being the south
boundary of Boonara Run about five miles to a
scrubby range at a point about one mile southerly
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WB over 4.30 in triangle ; and thence on the west
by said scrubby range south-easterly about four and
a-half miles in a direct line to a point on the said
range  about one mile south-west of a Moreton Bay
ash-tree on Trinity Creek marked broad- arrow over
T over 6 in triangle, being the north- west corner
of the Goomerribong Run ; and thence on the south
by the north boundary of that  run, being an east
line about nine miles and a-quarter to the startingpoint,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands
contained within these described  boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Goomerribong Run.
About 41 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Llangollen Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of ranges eparating the Wide
Bay from the Burnett District, about five
miles  in a direct line to a point about
eight chains south of a dense scrub ; thence
on the north by a west line about nine miles and
a-quarter crossing Eulers Creek, also Nangur Creek
about ten chains below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 12 in triangle, and also crossing
Lambing, Champion, Waterfall, and one of the
heads of Trinity Creeks to a scrubby range ; and
thence on the west by that range in a south-easterly
direction about seven miles to the west boundary of
Llangollen Run ; and thence northerly by the west
boundary of that run about two miles in a direct
line crossing the Jura Creek at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over J over 5 in triangle ; and thence
on the south by the north boundary of said run,
being an east line about eight miles to the point of
commencement,--exclusive of a pre-emptive pur-
chase of four square miles, and all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonbjan Run.
About 63 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Boonara Creek
at the south-west corner of Boonbyjan P.P. No. 1,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards in a
southerly direction to the north boundary of
Windera Run ; thence by an east line to the range
separating  the heads of Christmas, Washpool. and
Planted Creeks from those of Goounuloom Creek,
said range  also being the western and north-western
boundary of Scrubby Creek Run; thence by last-
mentioned  range north -easterly and northerly to
the watershed  separating  Teebar waters from those
of the Dadamarine Creek ; thence by last-men-
tioned  range in  a north-westerly direction to the
range separating the Ban Ban waters from those of
the last-mentioned creek ; thence by last-named
range in a south-westerly direction to where it is
intersected by the postman's track to Gayndah at a
point about six chains east of a spotted gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over 3 in shield ; thence
by the east boundary of Boonimba Run being a line
bearing south to the north boundary of Windera
Run ; thence by that north boundary east to the left
banx of Boonara Creek ; thence by Boonara Creek
upwards to Dadamarine Creek, and by that upwards
to Goonuloom Creek, and by that creek upwards to
the east boundary of mineral selection No. 1836
northerly and easterly ; thence by a line bearing
south to a point east from starting point ; and
thence by  a line  bearing west to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands  contained within the described boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Windera Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Cloyne with
Windera Creek, and bounded -thence on the north
by a west line to the right or east bank of the Ba-
ramba Creek at a point about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above the junction on the west side of
the Boogoorootommy Creeek ; bounded thence on
the west by the right bank of Baramba Creek
upwards for about two miles sixteen chains in a
direct line to a point opposite to an ironbark-tree
near the junction of the Coongaroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over BH over XCVIII in shield ;
thence by  an east  line two and a-half miles ; thence
by a south line eight miles sixty-four chains ; thence
W
a line bearing north 60 degrees east, crossing
indera Creek  at an  a ple-tree marked broad-
arrow over W over 14 in shield to the high range
separating the heads of the last-named creek from
those of Cloyne Creek ; thence by that range
southerly and easterly to the scrubby range sepa-
rating  the heads of Undaban and Watehbox Creeks
'AAAthp44Pf 4eOauk Creek? said ; l} e
forming portions of the western boundaries of the
Nangur and Boonara Runs ; thence by last-named
range in a northerly direction to a point bearing
about west-south-westerly from a gum-tree on Boo-
nara Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BN in triangle ;
thence by a line bearin about east-north-easterly
crossing Boonara Creek at last-named tree to the
range separating the heads of Christmas Creek
from other waters at the south-east corner of the
Boonbyjan Run; thence by last-named range in a
northerly direction to a point east of starting point;
and thence again on the north by a west line to
the pint of commencement,-exclusive of a pre-
emptive purchase of four square miles and all
reserved and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo Run.
About 16 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Ba-
ramba Ranges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 1; and bounded thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary or
the Gobongo orth Run about one hundred and
ten chains to the north-west corner of Gobongo
pre-emptive purchase 41A; thence by the west and
south boundaries of that pre-emptive purchase
south and east to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line south about eignty-five chains ; thence by a
line east about one hundred and forty chain 3 to the
west boundary of Toomcul Run; thence south by
part of the west boundary of Toomcul Run to the
north boundary of Gallangowan Run ; thence west
by part of the north boundary of that run about
five miles to the east boundary of the East Baramba
Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over  BR  over 9;
and thence on the west by a north line along part
of that boundary and part of the east boundary of
the Baramba Ranges Run in all five miles crossing
the Toomcul branch of Baramba Creek at an apple.
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 at the
junction of Peenam Creek to the tree hereinbefore
first described, the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved and alienated lands contained
within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Gobongo North Run.
About  22 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Baramba
Ranges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over
BM over 1, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line about three hundred and ten chains along
the north boundary of Gobongo ,  and part of the
north boundary of Toomcul Run, to the south-
west corner of Gobongo  North P. P. 41 B  ;  thence
by the west boundary of that P.P. north to the
north-west corner ; thence by a line east to the
north -east corner of that P.P. ; thence south by its
east boundary to the south -east corner  ;  thence by
a line east along part of the north boundary of
Toomcul Run to the west boundary of the Manum-
bar Run  ;  thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed dividing the Unsettled District of Burnett
from the Settled District  of Wide  Bay and Burnett,
being along part of the west boundary of the
Manumbar Run ; thence on the north by that
watershed westerly to a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 5 ; thence on the north -west by a
line bearing south 22 degrees 30 minutes west
ninety -nine chains along the south -east boundary of
the Baramba Ranges Run ; and thence on the west
by a south line along part of the east boundary of
that rim one mile forty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of  Manumbar Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Settled
from the Unsettled Districts at the south-east
Qa nljl' of t 4p 0 0,4a BAS' fiAr hpirl a Q ISt abQ t
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thirty-two chains in a north-easterly direction from
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over BE, and
bounded thence on the west by a north  line along
the east boundaries of the Gallangowan and Tcomcul
Runs, to the south-west corner of Manumbar P.P.
41 C ; thence by the south,  east , and north boun-
daries of that P.P. east, north, and west, to the
north- west corner of same ;  thence by a line north
along part  of the east boundary of Toomeul and
the east boundary of Gobongo North Run to the
before-mentioned dividing range ; and thence on
the north-east and south- east  by that range south-
easterly, southerly, and south-westerly to the point
of' commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands  within these described boundaries.
lands resumed out of Mondure Run.
About 68 square miles.
Commencing at the' junction of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Baramba Creek, and bounded
thence on the  north- east  and north by the left bank
of Baramba Creek downwards to the north-east
corner of Mondure P.P. 40; thence by the west
boundary of that P.P., and  a line in  continuation
thereof south one hundred and twenty chains ;
thence  by a line west about two hundred and thirty
chains to  the east boundary of Mondure Back Run;
thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure Pack Run, passing
through a point one mile and a-half east of the
summit of McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating the waters of the Stuart River from
those of  Baramba  Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general  south-east direction to a point west
from a tree on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad- arrow  over Y over 9 in shield ; thence
on the south by an  east  line to the last-named creek
at a point  opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad- arrow  over Y over 9 in shield ; and thence on
the east by the left bank of said Yellow Waterhole
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,--
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Back Run.
About  56 square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of Baramba Creek
At a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated about ninety chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of Mun-
dure Run to the watershed separating the waters
of the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of
Baramba Creek ; thence on the south-west by said
R atershed in a general south-east direction to a
point south of a gum-tree on the left bank of
Baramba Creek marked broad-arrow over 20 over
B in shield ; thence on the east by a north line about
three and three-quarter miles passing through a
point one and a-half miles east of the summit of
McEuen Mountain ; thence by a line west about
two and a-quarter miles to a point south of the
south-west corner of Mondurg Back Run P. P. 41;
thence by a line north to the south-west corner of
said P. P. ; thence by the west and north-west
boundaries of said P P. bearing north and north-
easterly to Baramba Creek ; and thence by the left
bank of Baramba Creek downwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained  vi ithin these described
boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's_reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
•` CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ALT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSION  FRS' COURTS.
I
T  is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "the Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876." will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned of fices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
Fast Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Brisbane, the firtcruesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Tuesday in each month.
JVest Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING} DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, th, third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A5 the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, th  first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIs DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office. Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the f rst
Monday in each month.
R'II,E BAY  AND BURNETT D1SIRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first W ednef -
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundabera, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Olfice, Ga ndah ,  the  sect nd
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in March , 1877,  and every  alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT  OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktcwn, the bccond
Wednesday in each month.
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S ETTLED DISTRICT OF BURHE.
A t the Land Office, N ormanton , the second
Tuesday in every third month.
AIARANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, -Roma. the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts,  when necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required  to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.R.  F.
1 P. Thomson Reserved road  through Burnett ... 1 1 1e
3 P. T. Gregory
portion 41
Road separating por- Drayton ... 3 0 6
t)on 402 from por-
tion 403
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by. instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.- Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-The  land having been de.
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty-nine links," instead of, by a line bear-
ir.g 234 degrees 21 minutes  six chains  and twenty-
nine links.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
I N pursuance of the seventy- second section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
the following Petition  and description  are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the undersigned
Freeholders, resident in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very great loss
and inconvenience by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of the present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek, and on the west by the Bungewogar4a
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece of land now available for such apurpose.
Your Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names. Names.
Thomas McEwen Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees James Roberts
William Armstrong William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David Benjamin
J. Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel Caldwill S. S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Murphy
L. Ryder Tomas Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Raffia
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
William Jackson
LAND REFERRED  TO IN THE  ABOVE PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that run and a line in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date he. eof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
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been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land granted-Portion  137, parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley,  39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north -east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty- nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to Brisbane  ;  on the south -east by that road bearing
north 237 degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety -five links ,  north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links  ;  on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east  forty- one chains  ;  and on the north -west by.
portion 128 bearing north 68 'degrees 15 minutes
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 #  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of18 68,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given,' that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL ,  TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, parish of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south-east corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearin
west three chains and seventy- seven  links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links ; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOE A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain  west from the south-'vest corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on, the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain  west  from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west  seven  chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven  chains and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing scab twepty
pins to p{ o parpmQnpe etit;
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Canninq, parish of Vooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north eleven
chains ; and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of a reserved road ,  as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.
T
OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Exce llency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  Th' Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  underhis Hand and
the Seal of the Colony,  describe the lands intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that , by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the  correct  descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land granted.-Selection 347,  Beenleigh District,
seven  hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, selection  347
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south- east  corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by lines bearing north 257 degrees 30
minutes east  one hundred and eight chains, thence
north 151 degrees  east  ninety-three chains to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of  commence-
ment,-exclusive of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen  acres  one rood twelve
perches. .
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2  roods 11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion
641.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide ,  at a point
bearing 70  degrees 46 minutes ,  and distant one
hundred  and six  and a-half links from the south-
east corner  of portion 164, and bounded thence on
the west by a line  bearing  55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five  and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south- east  by thatroad bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty- nine  links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-half links, 231 degrees 40 minutes  six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty-seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
tbp46 minutes three chains an4 twelve 1juko to
ncmwpQ Ant,Point Of
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd February, 1877.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lanes Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the  purposes named  with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
R ESERVE  FOR CAMPING ON TEVIOT BOOK.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan.
100 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook at the north-east
corner of portion 19, and bounded thence on part
of the south by one of the north-east boundaries
and .part of the north boundary of that portion
north westerly and westerly to the read from
Dugandan to Ipswich ; on the west by that road
northerly about one hundred and thirty-one chains
to its junction with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing  of Teviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the south and on the  east  by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR TIMBER.
(Within Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 1875, folio 1298.)
On Bingera Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek about
twent -five chains above a tree marked BT over
XXV ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line south-easterly about seventy-five chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over EA over II on the
road from Bingera to Eureka ; on the south by a
line westerly to the Burnett River at a point
opposite a tree on the left bank of the river marked
BT over X XVII ; and thence by the Burnett
River downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOB TIMBER.
County of Cook, parish of South Kolan.
570 acres.
Commencing at a point one chain north from the
north-east corner of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south by the road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51, and 13, and a line west to
the south-east corner of portion 52; on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine chains and ten
links ; thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy-one degrees thirty minutes two chains and
seventy-eight links one degree thirty minutes
twenty-six chains and sixty-four links ; on the north
by a line bearing  east  fifty-two chains and ninety-
one links ; thence by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 24 southerly and
easterly to the road forming the west boundary of
portion IA; and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Condamine River, at crossing of Main Western
Road' from Dalby, county of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at its intersection by the south side of the
main road from Dalby to Condamine, and bounded
thence on the south by the south side of that road
westerly to the east boundary of the reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1872,
page 13; on the north-west by that reserve north-
easterly to the Condamine River ; and on the north-
east by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE Fog POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook District (on the Telegraph line).
238 acres.
Commencing on the Laura River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over QG, and bounded thence by a
cast north-eastfifty-three chainsline ruxulin
N f re
I chains ; thence  by a line running west -south-west
fifty-three chains ; thence by  a line  running south
south-east forty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Franklyn Vale Creek, county of Churchill, parish
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the south- west corner  of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty-two chains and sixteen  links, and
passing  through a post on the bank of said creek ;
on the north-east by a road two chains wide bearing
two hundred  degrees one  chain and twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty-five degrees and
twenty-one  minutes east eleven chains  and fifty-
nine links ; on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty-five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek,  and passing  through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek ; and on the
north- west  by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of 1868,"
it is  hereby notified  for general information, that
the lands hereunder described  have been tempo-
rarily  reserved  for a Quarry,  and placed under  the
control of the Municipal Council of  Brisbane.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres 2 roods  18 perches.
Commencing on the north-west side of Leich-
hardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 238 degrees  8 minutes  two chains and fifty
links ; on the south-west by a line  bearing 328
degrees 8 minutes  ten chains  and forty -seven links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing  58 degrees 8
minutes two  chains and  fifty links ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 148  degrees 8 minutes
ten chains and forty-seven links to the point of
commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified  for general information, that
applications  under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 "  have been
made for  closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may  consider their interests
affected thereby, are  required to transmit to this
Department their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents'  Offices, Brisbane ,  Beenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish.
I- I ` dhC
A. S. F.
Area.
,  Road  reserved th rough Kholo  ...  1 3 14eppar. S1 portion
2 J. Murtha
and  it.
McCready
*3 F. G.Walker
*4  Roads De-
partment
Road reserved through Pimpama 2 0
portion 13, fro m Pim-
pama Creek easterly
to its east boundary
Part of road reserved Cedar  ...  1 2 30
through portion 13
Road separating  / por- Deuchar  ...  3 0 23
tion 15 from portion
22
* The  olosille of these roa4s is  proposed to  bo sppr}$ gilt 14
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.I N pursuance of th twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
R 6 SERVE FOB CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Duryurah, c-aunty of Delmore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
u line bearing  west forty chains; on thewe st by a
line bearing north forty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains  to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burorah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the .left bank of the Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links; on the south-% est
by a line bearing 2311 degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t- the Bolonne River; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains and fifty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection 145 ; on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone fiver ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877,
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
IN
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1 N Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct  name  and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant- 28,982.  Date of Grant-2nd
June, 187 5.
Z' ame of Grantee-Mary Jane  Macdonald.
Land  Granted.-Allotment  2, section  110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name  Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted  in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead  of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land G-ranted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres  1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57  minutes east  four. hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
(A7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
.1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL,  NEAR  GRAN DC1EI ESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portions  16
18,  and  21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner  of portion 17, and bounded
thence on  the north by that  road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south  twenty-one  chains ; on the south by
another road one chain  wide  bearing west ten
chains ; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty -one chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
, "
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes  east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south -westerly to the point  of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF EFSFRVE AT MARTBOROUGH
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH,  1874.
32 perches.
Commencing; at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes  east , being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 3a0
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west brundary of reserve foa
wharves proclaimed 6th March,  1874;  thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended  area , 68 acres, I rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east  by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links ; on  the north by a line bearing west twenty
four  chains  ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north- west corner  of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen chains  fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
Brisbane River; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four li;eks ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the point of commencement ,--
exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Mog;ill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation Act of  1868  "have  been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land  Agent's  Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 A. H. Brown Road separating  porti' n Oxley ..
A. R. P.
1 2 21
•2
120 from portion 121
A. Binstead Reserved road through I arrow 3 0
portion 3 from the
south boundary to the
Coomera River
This road is proposed to be closed in exchange for a new road
further to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
I
T  is  hereby  notified for general information,
that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1868 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD PROPOSED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 E. Turich
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes east eight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east ten chains sixty-nine links ; thence
Situation.
Road separating por-
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
Parish.
Boyne ...
Area.
A.B. P.6316
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information that th e
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
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thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east fifty
links ; thence north 30 degrees 18 minutes east to
the Mary River low-water mark spring tides ;
thence by that mark upwards to a  pint  bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east  from  the com-
mencing point  ;  and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18 minutes east to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  WATER,  WIDE BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox ,  parish ofBrooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links ;  on the north by a line
bearing east one hundred and sixty chains ; on the
east by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty -seven links ; again
on the south by a line bearing west fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek ,  and pas-
sing through a post three hundred and ten  links
from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of one hundred
and fifty -eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
443, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General 's Office.
RESERVE FOR A POUND, ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore ,  parish  of St. George, town of
St. George,  allotments 9 and  10  of sectwn 28.
2 acres
Commencing on the north-west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section ,  and bounded
thence on the south -east by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south -west by allotment
18 bearing 31 degrees five chains; on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street  ;  and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET.
County of  Cook, parish and town  of Bund aberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roods 17 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River ,  at the west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south -west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south -easterly three chains and
fifty -two links to Quay -street ; on the south-east
by that street ,  bearing north -easterly ten chains to
Barolin -street  ;  on the north -east by that street,
bearing north -westerly three chains and  eight
nine  links to the Burnett River ,  and on the north-
west  by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish .and town of Bundaberg
allotments 1 and 4 of section  29.
1 acre 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum-street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty-five links
to Quay street ; on the south- east  by that street,
bearing north- easterly six chains; on  the north-east
by allotment seven, bearing north-westerly thret,
chains to the Burnett River, and on the north-west
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR PUBLIC  PURPOSES, ON THTE  BARROAI
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK, FROM CAIRNS TO
THORNBOROUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point  bearing east  and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence  on part  of the east by a line
bearing south fifty  chains ; on  the south by a line
bearing west  one hundred  chains, crossing the
Barron  f iver  ;  on the west  by a line  bearing northOVA li ehii uja ter 40A by a 40 *41
east  one hundred chains, crossing the Barron River;
and on the remainder, of the east by a line  bearing
south fifty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
County of Churchill, parish of Tent Hill, portion
No. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tent Hill Creek
at a point bearing 273 degrees, and distant eighty
links from a gum tree marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west sixty-
three chains and seventy links,  and passing  through a
post three hundred and seventy links from said
creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by portion  43,  bearing  east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing through a post one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek ; and on the east by that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Stanley, parish of Redcliffe.
78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion 216, and
bounded thence on the south-west and south by
portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees
east fourteen chains and fifteen links,  and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve chains ;  again  on the south by that
portion bearing east twenty chains ; on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees  east , one chain and eighty-
one links ; on the north- east  and north by por-
tion 517, bearing north 315 degrees east ten chains,
and west forty-seven chains and seventy links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
W1 THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of11 l1  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Art of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any`public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parisk of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north- east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four  chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three  chains and  twenty-seven links ; on the north
by another road bearing  north 86 degrees east
twenty-four chains and  seven links  ; and on the
east  by the road first aforesaid  bearing  south five
chains and five links to the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY ,  NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARrBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods  38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two  roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west  by one of said roads bearing north  53 degrees east
six chains  and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing  east two  chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing  north 143  degrees east  ten c#iains and fifty-
four links ; on the south-east by  a line ' bearing
north  233 degrees east  eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north  323  degrees $minutes
east eleven obains sad 8iaety-44 lQ0 t9 the p9iRl
of faMMsARareiit
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
W I HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL AT GooMBUBRA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
Pach one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section ofH REAS,
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868,"  it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Wharf purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street ; on the north-cast by that
street bearing north-westerly two chains and sixty
three links to the Burnett River; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands„
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
.Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  names and  descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants,  and in every deed containing the erroneous
names and descriptions , and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SC$BDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of  Deed-28,286 . Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land .granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill,
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Churchill ,  parish  of Flinders,  portion
No.  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210,  and  bounded thence on the north-
west  by that  road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links  ;  on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty -nine chains and fifty-five  links ;
on the south -east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety -two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish  of Oxley, twenty-fi ve acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of Oxley,  portion No. 92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north -east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links  ;  on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty -one links  ;  on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road  ;  and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land granted.---Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty  acres  three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Oxley, portion  No.  161
30 acres 3  roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north -east by the south -west boundary line of that
port ion bearing north 287 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one chains fifteen links  ;  on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains  fifty- one links  ;  on the south-west by
the north -east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east  thirty- one chains
eighty-five links  ;  and on the south -east by the
Ipswich read 150 links wide bearing north 25
deg re es 3 minutes east two chains twenty -two and
a-Half links ; and north 14) degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains eighty -seven links to the point of coin-
mcncement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel Joseph Wills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Land granted.-Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
[X7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
I " The Crown Lands .4l ienalton Act of  1868,"
it is provided tLat before any Crown lands are per-
cuanently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Guzette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March,  town of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to Kent street; on
the south -west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street  ;  and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD
County of Churchill , parish of  Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide ,  and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety -eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty -four links  ;  on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links  ;  and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
tour chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty -six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd November, 1876.
W
f FiiEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" T,e  Crown  lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are
permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purposes
named with respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A  SCHOOL  NEAR GOwnIE JUNCTION.
County of Aubigny, parish of Toowoomba, portion
No. 421.
17 acres 2 roods 21 perches.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at the
north-a est corner of portion 420, and bounded
thence on the east by part of that porf ion bearing
south to enty-six chains and sixty-seven links ; on
the south by a road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains and twenty-nine and a-half links to the road
first aforesaid ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 13 degrees 56 minutes twenty-one
chains* and ninety-three links, and 42 degrees 58
minutes seven chains and thirty-six links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, ROMA.
County of fl aldegrave, parish of Roma, town of
Roma, allotments 1, 2,  3, 4, 6, 7,  8, and 9, of
section 44.
4 acres.
Commencing on the south side of George street,
at the north-west corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the north by that street  bearing
east five chains  to Arthur street; on the east by that
street bearing south eight chains ; on the south
by allotments 10 and 5 bearing west five chains to
Hawthorne , treet; and on the west by that street
Searing north eight chains to the point of com-
mencement.
EXTENSION OF THE IIOS; ITAL 1t,ESERVE, COOK-
TOWN.
C'onnly of Banks, parish of Cook, town of Cook-
town, allotment 7 of section 8.
2 roods 16 perches.
Commencing on the west side of Hope street at
the east corner of. allotment 6, and bounded thence
on the south-east by that street bearing north
0 degrees and 10 minutes east two chains ; on the
north-cast by allotment 8 bearing north 279 degrees
and 10 minutes east three chains ; on the north-
west by allotment 4 bearing north 189 degres and
10 minutes east 2 chains ; and on the south-west
by allotment 6 bearing north 99 degrees and 10
minutes east three chains to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th January, 1877.
d N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby noti fi ed f 'or general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a School of Arts site.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FC.R A SCHOOL OF ARTS AT ST. GEORGE.
County  of Bel more, parish  and  town of St. George,
allotment 6 of section 22.
1 acre.
Commencing on the north -west side  of Alfre(l
street at the south corner of the section, and
bounded thence on the south -east by that street
bearing 52 degrees two  chains;  on the north.
east by allotment 7 bearing 322 degrees five chains ;
on the north-west by allotment n bearing 232
degrees two chains to Henry street  ;  and on the
south-east by that street bearing 142  degrees five
chains to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th December, 1876.
ERROR IN DEED.
1N
OTICI is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
- Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written , being  erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his .Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, under His Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the names of
the intended Grantees ,  to the intent that, by force
of the A ct aforesaid ,  the correct names shall be taken
to have been inserted in the said grant and in
every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grant and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Names of Grantees-Abraham Brodziak and
Herbert Rodgers.
No. of Grant-31,675. Date of Grant-4th Sep-
tember, 1876.
Description of Land Granted-Allotment  2 of
section 1, town of Charters Towers, 1 rood
9z perches.
Nature of Misnomer-The  names Abraham
Brodziak and Herbert Rodgers having been in-
serted as that of the intended grantees, instead of
Abraham Brodziak and Aaron Rodgers.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
W
ITH  the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land  Offices throughout
the colony ,  it is hereby noti fied that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts--.even to the
extent of filling up forms of application ,  transfers,
and ether documents ,  for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer 's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or  ,-+her.oflicer ,  refusing to supply informa-
tion ,  or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance to his own use, on the matter being
reported ,  will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient a. however ,  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,  :angements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer ,  a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
i T is hereby notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crovin ]ands at Trinity Bay. will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off' a Tom nship as soon as practicable.
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender mill not necessarily be
accepted.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACXALL.
1
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April next,
from persons  willing  to contract for the erection
of a Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and fcrm of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, DEE'RIVER.
r FNDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Iockhampton, until
Four o'clock p in. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at Dee River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " l Tender for Telegraph
Ofce, Dee River."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her M ajesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the 'lender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. -
GEORGE THORN.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Pepartment of Public Works,
Prislane, 5th March, 1877.1 T is hereby ^otified for general information, that
the following Tenders have been accepted,
viz.:-
Additions, Primary School, G oodna-Taos.
NEVILLE.
Primary School, Tallebudgera-Messrs. YANN
AND SONS.
Kitchen at Primary School, Normanby-H.
HAYWARD.
School Buildings, Wivenhoe-T. FORDS.
Cast-iron Cylinders, Fitzroy Bridge, Rock-
bampton-J. R. BuBB.
Winding and Regulating Clocks-S. H.
WHITBY.
Repairs, Cottage, Powder Magazine, Eagle
Farm-Messrs . WOODWARD  AND BETT.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LANDS OFFICES, IPSWI(H.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until 4o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Lands Offices at 1 pswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lands
offices, Ipswich."
Plan, specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is l roposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten.
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE ,  ST. LAWRENCE.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, St .  Lawrence, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  TelegraphOffice, St. Lawrence."
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Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office,  St. Lawrence.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at  the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
ten uer cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1877.
ALBERTON FERRY, LOGAN RIVER.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 23rd March
instant, from persons  willing to contract for the Lease,
for the period of two years, of the F erry on the
Logan River at Alberton. Punt and warp will be
supplied by the Government.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Alberton
Ferry, Logan River."
Conditions  of lease,  form of tender, and regula-
tions for working the Ferry may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at this Office, and at
the Police Office, Beenleigh.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible  persons as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of such amount as map
be hereafter determined upon, for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, GRAMZOW, LOGAN AND
ALBERT RIVERS.
r(' ENDERS will be received at this Office until 4
1l o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School at Gramzow.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Primary
School, Gramzow."
Plan. Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
pperformance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,- within fourteen days
from  the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd March,  1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, YAAMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Yaamba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Yaamba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Primary School, St. George, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
additions to the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the duo
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TIARO.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
I the Court House, Tiaro, until 4 o'clock p.m.
on PRIDAY, the 6th April, from persons will-
ing to contract for the erection of a Primary School
at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office
and at  the Court House, Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
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performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Ma jest for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHARTERS TOWERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and atthe Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Primary
School,  Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot  of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majest for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, IPSWICH RESERVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from  persons  willing to contract for
the erection of a Primary School, Ipswich Reserve.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Ipswich Reserve."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
TO ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.
MACHINERY FOR WATERWORKS, TOO-
WOOMBA.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from persons willing to contract for sup-
plying and erecting the Machinery required for the
Toowoomba Waterworks.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Machinery,
Toowoomba Waterworks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at thisOffice, or at the Engineer fo Waterworks' ffice,
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the suns of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER QUART-POT CREEK, STAN-
THORPE.
F Office,TENDERS will be received at thisuntil Four o'clock p m* on FRIDAY,
the 23rd March, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Road Bridge over Quart-Pot
Creek, at Stanthorpe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Quart- Pot
Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars  obtained, at this Office,
at the Roads Office, Toowoomba, and at the Court
Houses at Warwick and Stanthorpe.
Tenders  must  be on proper  printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of  every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering , agreeing  to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of' ender,  as security  for the due
erformance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, LOW ISLAND, NEAR CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Cooktown, and Works
Office, Townsville, until 4 o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 6th April next, from persons willing
to contract for the erection of a Lighthouse on Low
Island,  near  Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lighthouse,
Low Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Cooktown, and Foreman
of Works' Office, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a BQnd
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEOBGF, THORN`.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WESTWOOD.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Westwood, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd March,
from persons  willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Westwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender fer Telegraph
Office, Westwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Telegraph Office, Westwood.
Tenders  must be on  proper printed  forms, and
state  the time within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance  of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing  such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDI PIONS TO POST OFFICE, MARYBOROUGH
TEE NDERS will be received at this Office, and
at Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Post Office, Mary borough.
Tenders to be endorsed "  lender for Additions,
Post Office, Maryborough."
Plans,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering , agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from  the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance; other.
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POST AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES, GLADSTON E.
TENDERS will be received  at this  Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Gladstone, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th March
next , from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of Post and Telegraph Offices at Gladstone.
Tenders to be endorsed  " 'Lender for Post and
Telegraph Office, Gladstone."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office  and at  the Telegraph Office, Gladstone.
Tenders  must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum  signed by the
party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten.
per cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from  the usual notification of acceptance,
a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Yorks,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, FLAT-TOP ISLAND.
1 ENDERS will he received at this Office, and
at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay, until 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
March next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Lighthouse at Flat-top Island.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Lighthouse,
Flat-top Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom Houses, Rockhampton and
Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE  THORN
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
9th February.
j) ETUHN of Tin Ore and Ingots forwarded
ll from Warwick Railway Station during the
month of February, 187;6:-
Tons .  cwt. qrs. lbs.
Tin ore ... 370 18 2 23
Ingots .. 5 17 2 3
Total ... 376 16 0 26
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissoner for Railways.-
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
')RANCHES of the above are now open at
j Allora, Arantac,  Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda,Byerstowli, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktov<n, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl.
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per  cent.  per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can ue made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further intormatiou can be obtained by applying,
either toy letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 28th February, 187 7.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of February, 1877.
Name. Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Box and Son, Henry ... Brisbane
Civil Service Co-operative ditto
Company
Clarke, Hodgson, and Co.... ditto
Hughes, Wm. ... ditto
Mort, Holland, and Co. ditto
Warry, R. S. and Co. ditto
Webster and Co. ... ... ditto
Mirles, T., and Co. ... Bundaberg
Connolly, John ... ... Gayndah
Bunworth, C. C. ... ... Gympie
Hennessey, Jas. ... ... Georgetown
Clarke, Hodgson, and Co.... Ipswich
Foote, James ... ... ditto
Corbett, Patrick ... ... Maytown
Duff, David ... ... ditto
McLean, J. and F. ... ditto
Travis and Co ... ... Maryborough
Caporn, W. G. .. ... Rockhampton
Marnedel, E., and Co. ... Toowoomba
AUCTIONEERS.
Elliott, Henry H....
Harden ,  George ...
Hicks, Francis ...
Bell, Geo. T. ...
Beardmore , F. J. W.
Ruston, John
Kettle, Geo. W.
Jessop, John S.
Cottell ,  Richd. J....
Harries, Edwd. D.
Stone, Edward ...
Morris , W. T. ...
RETAIL
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
Bundaberg
Cooktown
ditto
Clermont
Dalby
Roma
Tambo
Tenningering
Townsville
SPIRIT DEALERS.
Blondel, Peter ... Condamine
Sand, August ... ditto
Ryan, Robert ... Ipswich
Thain, Geo. ditto
McKenzie, A. Maytown
McLaughton, Michl. ... ditto
Wilson, A. G. ... ... ditto
Hoppner, Carl ... ... Rockhampton
Davison, Wm. ... ... Thornborough
Keeble, Josiah ... ... ditto
O'Grady, Austin J. ... ditto
O'Donoghue, Jas. S. ... ditto
Pfitzmer, Herman ... ditto
Reynolds, Jas. ditto
Trevethan, Alfred ditto
Wilson, Richd. J.... ditto
Mulhern, Denis ... Tambo
Yek Goon ... i ditto
BILLIARDS.
Phillips, A. Brisbane
Sievers, L.... ditto
Cooper, T. ... Maryborough
Thurton, W. ditto
Miller, C.
Williams, John F.
BAGATELLE.
Charleville
Dalby
To DISTIL FROM WINE.
Irwin Brothers ... ... I Ipswich
DRAIN IN BOTANICAL GARDENS.I1RESH Tenders will be received at heTreasury,
Brisbane ,  until  Noon on SATURDAY, the
17th March ,  for the construction of a Drain in
Botanical Gardens, according to plan and specifica-
tion to be seen at the Office of Engineer of Harbors
and Rivers.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily
accepted.
The Treasury,
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
jrisbane, 28th February, 1877.
PUNTS FOR DREDGE "LYTTON."
TO IRON SHIP-BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TENDERS will be received until noon ofSATURDAY. 14th April, for the construction
of Three (3) Iron Hopper Barges, to carry 250 tons
each.
Plans and Specification may be  seen  at the Office
of the Engineer of Harbors  and Rivers ,  Brisbane,
where also  lithographed copies may  be obtained on
payment of  one guinea.
fihe lowest or any Tender  not necessarily accepted
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1877.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
Sr. GEORGE TO CURRIWILLINGHI.
r 'ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
1 Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane ,  until Noon  on MONDAY,  the ninth
(9th) day, of April  next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material except
wire and insulators ,  and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the undermentioned
Line of Telegraph ,  according to the terms ,  general
conditions ,  and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each ,  for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
St. George to Curriwillinghi ,  a distance of 100
miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government ,  and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eight  (8) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Cunditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the m ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " Tlie Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and it' such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
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by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials aid implements
in his  possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specealion.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,-
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1,1-777.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
FROM A POINT ON THE EXISTING LINE
BETWEEN THE TATE AND WALSH TELE-
GRAPH STATIONS TO T1IORNBOROUGH.TENDERS will be received at the office of the
Superintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris.
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY, the 19th day of
March  next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply  of all material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under-mentioned line of tele-
graph ,  according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price,  per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each ,  for extra poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price, per foot,  for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per  mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
From a point  on the existing line between  the
Tate and  Walsh Telegraph  Stations to Thorn-
borough, a  distance  of eighty -five miles ,  more or
less.
Also for  stretching an additional wire on the
existing line  of poles  from the point of junction to
the Tate or Walsh Telegraph  Station ..  The wire
and insulators to be supplied  by the Gove; n,uent,
and delivered  to,  the contractor in Brisbane. The
whole  contract to be completed and handed over
to the Government  within  ten (10)  months from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before Anal pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The .Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erect on of the  line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor. ,
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette.
to terminate the contract. as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties f'or the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be duo to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implementsI
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in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether  named  in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties
for the icon-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the  amount shall
be considered as ascertained  damages  for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum  signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons  as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
xcepance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum a ual  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor,  under  the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overban ing from trees beyond the
distance  mentioned, which in the judgent of the
inspecting  officer might  endanger  the* line, to be
removed. -
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed,  leaving
a cleared space  of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base  upwards  over a  space  of six (6) feet,
and well coated  with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch
wide . The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  uriles*  by special permission ; t  be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per.
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth . At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the 'final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN,
p ro  Postmaster -General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 18Y7.
THE following Rules and  Regulations for the
guidance  of members of the  Bundaberg
Volunteer Rifle Corps, having been approved by
His Excellency the Governor, are hereby published
in the  Government Gazette.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
• S. W. GRIFFITH.
RULES AND REGULATIONS OF BUNDAB RG
VOLUNTEER RIFLE CORPS.
1. The name of the corps shall be " No. 10
Company,  Bundaberg  Rifles.'
2. All British subjects above the age of 18 shall
be eligible to become members of the corps, and
their admission shall be regulated by rule 5.
3. The corps shall also consist of honorary  mem-bers, in addition to effective members mentioned in
rule 2 ,  who shall not be required to attend drill,
and shall not vote at any meeting.
4. Effective members  shall be required to sub-
scribe monthly to the general fund, payable in
advance ,  sixpence each ;  and to the band ,  payable in
advance also, as follows :-Officers, two shillings and
sixpence  ;  sergeants ,  two shillings  ;  corporals, one
shilling ;  privates ,  sixpence,  Honorary members
shall pay an annual subscription of one guinea.
5. The admission of members shall be conducted
as  follows:-Each candidate for  admission to be
nominated by two members of the general committee
provided for in rule 19,  at meeting of the same
legitimately convened ,  and admitted or rejected by
majority of votes ,  taken by ballot, of the committee
at its next ensuing meeting.
6. No person can be regarded as an effective
member of the corps until he has taken the oath of
allegiance ,  as provided byy the Act 28  Vic., No. 10,
and signed the muster•roll.
7. The uniform shall be selected at a general
meeting of the members ,  and submitted to the
approval of the Governor.
8. After the uniform shall have been approved
by the  Governor,  it shall not be altered in quality
or pattern ,  except by a special general meeting of the
members of the corps ,  and with like approval.
9. Any member desiring to resign must gtt e four-
teen days '  written notice of his intention to the
commanding officer  (provident the corps has not been
called out at the time by competent authority). At
the expiration of such period ,  and having returned
all accoutrements and uniform ,  if the  property  of
the Government ,  such member shall cease to belong
to the corps.
10. No  subscription or other money shall be repaid
to any erson so resigning, or to any person dis-
missed from the corps.
11. Every  member shall, within fourteen days of
his enrolment ,  register his address in such office as
may be appointed ,  and shall likewise, from time to
time, register any change in his abode within seven
days of such change .  In every case of neglect of
this rule, the member offending shall be fined two
shillings.
12. It shall be incumbent on every member  (effec-
tive ),  those sick and on leave of absence excepted, to
attend as prescribed  by bye-law, or when specially,
ordered.
13. The  members being duly summoned ,  shall be
at liberty to recommend to His Excellency the
Governor such of their own body as they may
desire to be appointed commissioned officers, and no
recommendation shall be made otherwise than  upon
a ballot of the members present at a gener al  or
special general meeting, of which fourteen days'
notice shall have  been given previously in the local
papers.
14. The election of non-commissioned officers
shall be conducted by ballot of the members present
at any specialor general meeting ;  and the members so
elected shall be appointed  by the  commanding officer
to the respective grades to which they have been
elected.
15. The adjutant or commanding officer shall flu
the times and places of drills, parades, and
practices.
16. Non- commissioned officers to learn their drill
thoroughly ,  as also to acquire a perfect knowledg
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of their respective positions when on parade, and to
be conversant with their duties ; and as in further-
ance of this, attendance at drills and parades is in-
dispensable, power is hereby vested in the com-
manding officer to reduce to any lower grade, or to
that of a private, any non-commissioned officer
absenting himself from recruit or squad drill for one
week in those weeks in which drill takes place, until
duly dismissed from such; and afterwards from three
weekly consecutive drills or parades, held on Satur-
days, unless he shall have obtained leave of absence,
which may be granted by the commanding officer
upon application in writing, and for whatever appears
to him good and sufficient reasons ; and privates so
absenting themselves shall be liable to a fine not ex-
ceeding two shillings for every case. And from and
after the confirmation of these bye-laws by His
Excellency the Governor, no member shall be re-
commended for the appointment of officer or non-
commissioned officer, unless he shall have obtained
a certificate of efficiency in drill from the command-
ing officer and drill instructor.
17. There shall be a commanding officer's parade
monthly ; and any member absenting therefrom,
without reasonable cause, shall be liable to be fined
as follows:- Officers, 5s.; non-commissioned officers,
2s. 6d. ; privates, 2s.
18. A committee, consisting of nine members, for
the purpose of assisting the captain in such matters
as he may require, shall be chosen by ballot. A
secretary and treasurer shall also be appointed, who
shall be  ex officio  members of committee, five to
form a quorum, captain or senior officer present to
preside at all meetings.
19. A general meeting shall be held in October,
on a day to be fixed by the commanding officer, for
the appointment of a committee (as required under
rule 18). Any vacancy occurring during the year
to be supplied by the committee. Members absent
from three consecutive meetings to be replaced.
20. The commanding officer may convene general
or committee meetings when he may deem such
necessary. Meetings to be called by circular or by
advertisement in the local papers. The command-
ing officer may call special general meeting on
written requisition of nine members, and committee
meeting on the written requisition of two members
of committee. Committee meeting to be held in the
orderly-room on the first day of every month.
21. The officer commanding shall have power to
impose fines in accordance with rules and bye-laws ;
and may remit or reduce such fines.
22. Any membermisconducting himself on parade,
at drill, at practice, or in uniform, either by using
threatening and improper language to any other
member, or disobeying any lawful orders, shall be
liable to a fine not exceeding 5s., or be placed under
arrest.
23. Any member on parade, at drill, or at practice,
if guilty of insulting conduct to, or gross dis.
obedience of the orders of any officer, may be
placed  -under arrest by such officer, o  by any
superior officer present, and thereupon it shall be
i mperative on such member so placed under arrest,
to retire from parade, &c., and he shall not be at
liberty, while so under arrest, to appear in the
uniform of the corps.
24. Whenever any member shall be placed under
arrest, the commanding officer shall assemble a
court of inquiry to try the case, such court to con-
sist of nine members of the corps, chosen by ballot;
but the member in arrest shall have the absolute
right to challenge any three members of such court ;
and after duly bearing the case, and defence, if any
is made, it shall be competent for the court so
appointed after such challenge, if the charge be well
founded, to sentence the member so accused, either
to dismissal from the corps, or to the payment of
a fine not exceeding £5. In case of dismissal, the
sentence must be approved by the Governor.
25. It shall be competent for any such court to
summon any member of the corps to give evidence
in court of inquiry. Any member refusing to
attend, or to give evidence, shall be considered
guilty of disobedience within the meaning of rule 22.
26. Any member wishing to make any complaint,
representation, or suggestion, may submit the same
to the commanding officer, in writing.
27. Non-commissioned officers and privates of
the corps shall give the military salute to all com-
missioned officers in Her Majesty's service, or in
any volunteer corps, when both are in uniform.
28. Leave of absence exceeding one month
must be applied for, in writing, to the command-
ing officer.
29. In case of a member being fined, the fine and
cause of the fine shall be notified by the commanding
officer to the member fined, and after the expiration
of seven days, should the fine not be paid, it shall be
recovered in accordance with the provisions of the
6th clause of  " The Volunteer Act,"  18 Victoria,
No. 10.
30. All fines and subscriptions to form a fund at
the disposal of the committee.
31. Members  in arrears  with payments  and fines
shall exercise no vote  at a meeting.
32. The non-commissioned officers of the band
shall be-one  sergeant , one corporal ; acting grades
not to exceed two in number.
33. The secretary shall hold and keep all books,
&c., belonging to the company; such books, &c., to be
kept in the orderly-room, in a tin box, chest, or
safe  ; and he shall keep a general and permanent
muster roll of the company, consecutively numbered
in the order in which each man is admitted, and
specifying the christian and surname in full, date
of admission, age, height, and residence, record of
members on leave, and absent without leave. He
shall keep a cash-book, subscription-book, and
ledger. The secretary shall receive all moneys, and
give receipt f'or same; butts to be kept as a record.
Moneys to be handed over to the treasurer at next
meeting of -committee. The treasurer shall give
voucher for money, and place such money in the
bank next day-secretary to keep duplicate deposit
slip. The secretary shall present a half-yearly
balance sheet on 30th June and 31st December,
such statement to be published in the local papers.
34. All accounts to be submitted to the committee
for payment. Cheque to be signed by captain
and treasurer, and countersigned by secretary.
35. The business to be transacted at any adver-
tised meeting to be stated in advertisement.
36. The commanding officer to have access to all
books at any time, and also to be furnished with any
copy he may require. Committee to have power
to order and examine all books.
37. Business transacted at all meetings to be
kept in record book. Attendance of committee to
be recorded at the close of each year.
3S. A band committee, to consist of bugle-major,
one member of band, and two of company, three to
form a quorum, bugle-major chairman. Committee
to make all engagements for the band at entertain-
ments, &c., and distribute the money so earned
equitably to the parties engaged at such entertain-
ments. Committee to recommend to commanding
officer all members for admission or dismissal from
the band. The commanding officer to have power
to redress any grievance of the band, and to have
power to reverse all decisions of band, if considered
necessary.
39. Tie instructor of musketry to have sole charge
of all officers and men at practice. The following
fines to be inflicted, subject to the captain's
approval :-Loading contrary to order, or firing out
of turn, Is. ; discharging rifle without order, 2s. ;
pointing rifle at anybody, either loaded or unloaded,
2s. 6d. ; talking while any volunteer  is in  the act of
discharging, Is.
RUPERT D. HICKMAN,
Captain ,  No. 10 Company , Q.V.R B.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 7th March, 1877.
NOTICE.THE  Reverend JOHN WRBBER,  a Minister of thePrimitive Methodist Denomination ,  residing
at Laidley ,  in the Registry District of West
Moreton, is duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages within
the Colony  of Queensland ,  under the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  8th March, 1877.
NOTICE.
THE Reverend HERBERT HFATH ,  a Minister of
the Church of England ,  residing at L'owen, in
the R >3gist ry  District of Bowen, and the Reverend
CHARLES FREDERICK WITHEY, a Minister of the
Church of England ,  residing at Ravenswood, in
the Registry District of  K ennedy Norti ?,  are duly
registered as Ministers of Religion authorised to
celebrate Marriages within the Colony of Queens-
land. under the provisions  of  " The Marriage Act
of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED ROCK, FLINDERS PASSAGE,
TORRES STRAITS.C APTAIN SCOTT reports thexistence of a
dangerous  Rock, with 4 feet of water over
it at low water  springs,  lying in the followingposition:-
Channel Rock .. ... West.
Peak of Wednesday Island, N. by W.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane .  6th March, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FREEMAN'S CHANNEL, MORETON BAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that the available
depth at low  water springs in Freeman's
Channel is now only 9 feet.
Vessels should  still pass at a ship 's length south
of the buoys.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane , 26th February, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SINGAPORE ROCK-LI ISLES-CUMBERLAND
ISLANDS.THE Rock on which t e " Singapore " struckhas its outer edge awash at low water springs,
gradually deepening towards L1 Island. This
danger is of very small extent, and lies in the
following position,  viz.:-
N.W. point of western L1 Island... N.-1W.
S.W. do. do. ... E. by S.IS.
There is a deep  passage  between the rock and the
island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,Brisbane. 26th February, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Bench of Magistrates, in Petty Sessionsassembled, have this day appointed THOMAS
LYNCH Poundkeeper at Mitchell for ensuing year.
By order,
MICHL. BURKE,
Court House,
Mitchell, 6th February, 187 7.
Acting C.P.S.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
section  of •`  The Marriage Act of  1864," we, the
Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby appoint
RICHARD JAMES CuTTELL, of  Roma , in the Colony of
Queensland, Justice, tobe Justice of the Peace in the
Registrar's District of Maranoa, who shall, by virtue
of this appointment, give consent in the cases pro-
vided for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth
sections  of the said Act.
Dated this fifth day of March, A.D. 1877.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED P. LUTWYCHE, J.
CHARLES LILLEY, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned n th  ighteenth
section of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint IfENRY WYATT BELL, of Surat, in the Colony
of Queensland, Justice, to be a Justice of the Peace
in the Registrar's District of Maranoa, who shall,
by virtue of this appointment, give consent in the
cases provided for in and by the eighteenth and
nineteenth  sections  of the said Act
Dated this fifth day of March, 1877.
(Signed) JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED P. LUT W YCHE, J.
CHARLES LILLEY, J.
" IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1867."
N conformity with the provisions of the 7th
section of  " The Immigration Act of  1867,"
31 Victoria No. 34, I hereby appoint
JOHN GRAHAM MACDONALD, Esquire,
to be Deputy Sheriff, for the purpose  of issuing
Summonses  for Jurors, for the District Court holden
at Springsure , in the Colony of Queensland, under
the said Act.
Given under my hand and Seal of Office, at
Brisbane , this eighth day of March, A.D. 1877.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT  OF QUEENSLAND.A SITTING of the above Court was held be-
fore His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE,  Knight,
Chief Justice of Queensland ,  and Judge of the said
Vice-Admiralty Court,  at the Supreme Court
House ,  Brisbane , on Monday,  the 26th day of
February , A.D 1877.
No business being on the paper ,  the Court was
adjourned  to MONDAY,  the 26th day of March,
A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
1 IN SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871," together  with "  General Rules  in  Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d .  Postage
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Gove rnment Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
,'+ OW published,  at the Government Printing
1 Office,  William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony,  in four volumes ,  dewy quarto :-
£ a. d.
Full Bound  ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
.1. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENTf.TTHOGRAPHIC OFFI E, TREASURY.
HART of part of Cleveland Bay  from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of Nor-
manby Sound, showing Thursday and adjacentislands, with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government Printing ( ff ce,
William street, Brisbane. Price, Js. each.
NOTICE.
P OUNDKEEPERS are  requested to take notice thatall Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements , over  five shillings ,  must be made by
Post -Office  Order,  or cash ; otherwise the abvertisemento
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees  and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are  hereby required to pay forthwith  into the
Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs ,  in acco;dance
with  the provisions of the sixty -first clause of  " The Pastoral  Leases  Act of  1869."
Attention  is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after noti fication in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall  be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of  Lessee  or Licensee.
Joseph Becker
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ..
Ernest James Stevens...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ,.. ,., ,,,
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ,.,
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto  ...
Joseph Becker and William Sly
William Oswold Gilchrist ...
Ditto .,. ,,, ,,,
Ditto ...
Ditto
Robert  Wright Knox ...
Ditto
Ditto .,,
Ditto
Ditto .,.
Ditto .. ..
William  Naunton Wa ller
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Name of Run.
Gunadorah ...
Wombadu lla ...
Green ... .,,
Balthazzar ... ...Napoleon ... ...
Imbadulla .,,
Imbadulla East ...
Injamulla . ...
Injamulla  East ...
Mogadarra ... ...
Gundary ..
Gundary .East ...
Hoomooloo North ...
Hoomooloo  South ...
Patchimellun ...
Patchimellun  East ...
Morgana ... ...
Coomete ...
Coomete East
Bismark
Gunadorah West
Sanquhar ..
Sanquhar No. 2
Wallstown ... ...
Fermoy ... ...
Gumbardo ... ...
Cumbertine ... ...
Yesaba ... ...
Yabra ... ...
Helidon ... ...
Yahparaba ... ...
Yarraboota ... ...
Pintahra
Lawrenny Back Block
Kiandra ... ...
Barnum ... ..,
Itheraway ... ...
... Warrego
.., ditto
... ditto
,., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
ditto
No..1 ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Area in
Distilet .  Square Amount.
Miles.
B s. d.
.,. 50 12 10 0
... 84 8 10 0
100 25 0 0
... 100 26 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 50. 12 10 0
,.. 50 12 10 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
... 75 18 15 0
... ... 75 18 15 0
... ... 75 18 15 0
... 60 15 0 0
... 61 12 15 0
... ... 60 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
... 60 12 10 0
... ... 89 9 16 0
... 39 9 15 0
60 12 10 0
85 8 15 0
... ... 44 11 0 0
47 11 15 0
... 40 10 0 0
... ... 381 9 12 6
511 12 17 6
... ... 53 13 5 0
... ... 481 12 2 6
... ... 47 11 15 0
... ... 53 13 5 0
44 11 0 0
... ... 50 12 10 0
70 17 10 0
... ... 50 12 10 0
... ... 80 20 0 0
... ... 57 14 5 0
... ... 50 12 10 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BROMELTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1354 of the  GovernmentGaz tte,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelto ,
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased  to confirm the said Road, and it is therefoe hereby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereb informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so  claiming to any such  compensation ,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76.4831. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  7 AND  8,  PARISH OF BROMELTON, COUPTY OF
WARD,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .
1 Commencing  on the
south boundary  of
portion 7, and run-
ning north and north-
westerly
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 8,  and run-
ning north-westerly
to a surveyed  ro ad
c I
°zm
How Held . Reputed Occupier Bearings. Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area .  Remarks
chs.lks A. R.  P.
Brisbane Under  Land John John North 30 00 1 chain 5 1 0 Open
Register  Act of  1868 Murray Murray N. 316°  E. 22 54 forest
1734 land.
1839 Under  Land Catherine Catherine N. 315°  E. 10 98 1 chain 1 0 20
Act  of 1868 Colgan Colgan
769
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 50, parish of Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a flan and
Book of Reference. showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77.642. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 50, PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON  DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
$ o.,. Reputed Breadthgo. Portion of Road .  How Held . Owner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.Road.
1 Commencing on the Ipswich Conditional
reserved main  north -  Reg. Clause, A,
ern  road ,  and running  no  0 C. L. A.
westerly to  loin a road  Act of
on the  north of the 1868"
portion ,  and leading to
Atkinson 's crossing.
William Bob-
bie
chs, lka.2670 0' 10 0 150 links 3 0 8 1 La-2850  40' 13 58 1  i fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
77-573.
GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
I -
Portion of Road.
$4  0
.2o°
How Held. ReputedOwner.
1 From the road re -  2519 Homestead ,  Edward
served through por- Ipswich under Act Collins
tion 114, parish of Register of 1872
Forbes,  south-
westerly to its
south boundary
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
ohs. iks.
243° 40' 128 82 2 chains
Area.  Remarks.
A. R.  P.
6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 187 7.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T IS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
l to open a new Road through Portion 421, parish  of Walloon , county of  Churchill,  Moreton District,
through land in the occupation  of the  person hereunder specified  :  Notice is  hereby  given, that a Plat,.
and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and at the Police Office ,  Ipswich; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public  Works, within  one month from
this date, any well -grounded objections which may exist  to the  formation of the Road in question.
77-347. ---  GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 421, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CI#ItRCHILL,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .
I Fro m the south -east
boundary  of portion
421, parish of Walloon ,
north-westerly  to its
north- west  boundary
'- o
How Held.
4401
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
I Breadth
Lengths.  I  of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
1,666 Home - Thomas ...  325°
ohs. iks.
17 22 1 chain ...
A. R. P.
2 2 0
stead Hinks 285° 2 50
under 308° 5 28
C. L. A.
Act of
Occupier.  Bearings.
1868
770
w
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF RAMSAY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
TTH reference to the Nqtice dated the 2tth day of January, 1877, folio 228 of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new  Road  through Selections 813 and  1350rR ,  parish of
Ramsey ,  county of Atibigny ,  through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder speci fied  :  Notice
is hereby  given ,  that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been
pleased to confirm the said road ,  and it is therefore  hereby declared  expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the office of the  Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the  Police  Office, Toowoomba .  All persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion in respect of the said road ,  are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public  Works,  within forty days from the date hereof ,  but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76-6072 . GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, TooWOOMBA REGISTER,
PARISH OF HAMSEY,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
A strip one chain wide
off the west boundary
of  selection 813
N o. Portion of Road . No. of  flow held.
Selection.,
I
Too-
woomba
1
2 A strip one chain wide
off the west ,  north,
and west boundaries
of the selection
Register j Reputed
Owner. Occupier.  Bearings. Lengths .
Breadth Area.of Road.
Register . I ehs. lks.813  "C.  F.  A.  Garre tt G.Culhane  North ...  56 56 1 chain ...
Act  q/  1868"  Culhane
1350 Ditto ...  Lawrence Unoccupied
Buckley
N. 0° E. 7 421
90° E. 16 17
0° 21' 7 64
A.  X. P.
Remarks.
5 2 25 West
1 chain ... 3 1 26
average 135
links.
boundary
fenced ;
otherwise
unim-
proved
Left side
of road
fenced ;
selection
otherwis
unim-
proved
and un-
ocupied.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCH ILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
` NY, ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 287 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, from the Warwick Road to Harding's Selection,
Portion •111, parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the
several  persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the ad-
vice of' the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they (?aim must he served upon the Secretary for Public works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-940. GEORGE THORN,
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING'S SELECTION, PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL , MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMFD AS A PUBLIC LOAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
Warwick Road and
running east along
2
3
o How Held . ReputedOwner.
ao .
Crown land
Occupier .  Bearings.
90°
no rt h boundary of
portion 209
Commencing at the 442 Conditional Thos. Unnccu-
south-west corner of Clause  " C . L. Glynn pied
portion 183,
ning east
and run-
to south-
A. Act of
1868°
east corner
Commencing
I
at the 759  j: Conditional Francis Francis
south west corner of, Clause  "  C. L. Porter Porter
portion 212,  and  ru n-
ning westerly through
A. Act of
1868" Crown
that portion and land
Crown  land, to north-
west corner of portion
411
90° 36'
90° 12'
BreadthLengths. I of Area.
Road.
chg. Iks. A. R. P.
46 68 1 chain  ...  4  2  24
39 09 1 chain ...
Remarks.
Through water
reserve.
3 3 26 Adjoining land
fenced-two
rails.
20 73 Irregular 1 1 20 This  land was
being fenoed
at time of
1 chain  ...  2 0 11 survey.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ROBINSON. COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
`?[' ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January, 1' 77, folio 242 of the  Government
f Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, county
of Merivale ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified  :  Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
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General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect  of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,  but such notice
will not entitle  the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76-6073. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF  ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14,L. PARISH  OF RoBINSO ° C 1CrN rr OF
MERIVALE, DARLING  DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC RuAD.
No. Portion  of Road. ° °
z
m
1 How Held
Reputed
Owner.
1 Running north-we-t-
erly from the east to
the west boundary of
portion 14A
235
W. R.
" C. L. A.
'Act of  1868" MartinBourke
Occupier. I  Bearings. Lengths.
H. Bourke
cha. lks.
Breadth
of Road.
276° 3 26 One chain
297° 16 o9 1
Area.  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 3 38 Portion th ro ugh
which road runs
unfenced and
unimproved.
Department of Public Works.
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DRAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 2 th day of January,  1877,  folio 241 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served' upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-631.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526, PARISH  OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No. of How held. Reputed Occupier.Portion. Owner.
1
2
A sti ip oft south and 402 Under Deed Marian F. T. Gregory
part of east boundary  of Grant Scott
of Portion 402 containing Gregory
a general
reservation
for roads.
A strip off south boun- 526 Ditto  ...  T. F. Gregory F T. Gregory
dary of Port ion 526
1
chs. lks.
9J° 33 25
4 98
90°  j  19 79
Area Remarks
A. R. P.
1 chain ... 3 3 44 Portion
fenced.
1 chain...
I
2 0 0 Portion
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1TH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 286 of the  Government
1 Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of
Warner, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Bojk of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation , unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-61. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETC-N DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PI`BL1C ROAD.
a
c
_o° I BreadthReputedNo. Portion of Road .  How Held . Owners Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths ,  of Area .  Remarks.Road.
1 Commencing at the 2156  + Conditional Robe rt  I R. Leitch ... 305° 00'
south-east corner of clause of  Leitch 295° 45'
portion 208, and  "C.L.A. Act  283° 45'
running north -west-  of 1868 " 270° 27'
erly to its west
boundary
2 Commencing at the 2170  C.L.A.  Act  Henry H. Walker 270° 27'
south -east corner  of of 1868" •  Walker
portion 246, and
running westerly
along its  southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the ... I Forfeited The Crown ... 259° 20'
north boundary of seleotion 241° 00'
portion 216, and, 214° 00'
running south- I 237° 00'
westerly to its west fI
boundary
I BreadthBearings .  Lengths .
of Road.
chs. Iks.  A. R. P.
27 20  1 chain 7 3 1 Fenced
28 18
17 31
5 00
15 09
4 98
4 81
4 95
12 22
Irregular' 1 3 17 Partly
fenced ;
house,
stockyard,
&c.
Irregular 4 2 8U
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 18'T7.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it  expedient
to open a new Road in Fassifern Scrub, parish of Fassifern, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
hrough lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in R riting, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
77-58. GEORGE THORN.
BOOR OF RRFERENCR OF ROAD IN FASSIFERN SCRUB ,  PARISH OF FASSIFERN ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL
MORETON DISTRICT, 1NTENDF.D TO BE PROCLAIMED ASA PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
I Commencing at the 93  "C.  'L. A.  Julia Mc.  Juts  Me-
intersection of the  Act of  1868" Analen  .tnalen
Ipswich road and
the east boundary i
of portion 41, and
running south to
south boundary
2 Commencing on the 309 Ditto  Ditto ... t. McAnalen
north-east corner
of portion 43, and
running south toI
its south -east cor-
ner
3 Commencing  at the 2008 Ditto Richard Richard
north-east -orner Bradfield  Bradfield
of portion 105, and
running south toy
its South boundary
4 Commencing on the 2245 Ditto Elizabeth E IIorton
north boundary of Horton
portion 128, and
runnilug west and,
then south along
north and east
boundaries to its
south-east corner
5 Reserved road be- ... I ... The Crown ...
tween  portions 207
and 161
6 Commenciug  on the 2380  Homestead ,  Ferdinand F.Sounburg
west boundary  of  •C. L. A.  Sonnburg
portion  161, and  Act of  1868"
running south to
the south - West
corner
7 Triangular piece  ...  The Crown  ...
near south - west
corner portion 161
9 Reserved road  be- ... Ditto ...
tween po rt ions 128
and 207
9 t)eeiation of road on 2380  " C.  L. A.  Ferdinand F. Sonnburg
south boundary  of  dot9f 1868"  Sonnburg
portion 151
10 Deviation Of ro ad on 2489 Ditto Friederich F. Schum
south boundary of Schumacher her
port ion 153
11 Deviation of same 3881  Ditto Christian C. Deick -
ro ad into po rt ion Drickmann mann
173
12 Commencing  at the 2223 Ditto Thomas
north -west corner  Heasman
of 138,  and running
westerly through
portion 126
13 Commencing  on the 2833 Ditto John Mc-
east boundary of Donald
portion 162, and
running south-
west to its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
south -west corner
Thos.Heas-
man
John Mc-
Donald  +
14 Commencing at the 3449 ... Carl Deick -  C. Deick -
south -east corner mann mann
and funning west-
erly to the west
boundary of  per-Non 127
c Reputed
c n I How  Held. Owner. Occupier Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
-Ipawich'
-
- _ -
Register chs,  Iks
Area .  Remarks.
A.  R.  P.
1 . 181°Ty. o 0 35 Partly fbn-
ced
N . 181° E.  28  441,
1
100 links 2 3 15 Unimproved
N .  180° 46' E. S6 64 100 links 3 2 26 P artly fen-
ced and
cultivated
N. 90° 23E.  6 63  100 links  3 3 16 Ditto
N. 180° 48' E. 30 84
N. 1800 10' E. 15  22 Irregular 1 2 37
166°  07'. 4 23
179°57 '  10 23 Ditto 0 3 18 Partly
under eui-
ovation
201°46 '  1 80 Ditto 0 0 21
90° 46 '  19 76 1 chain 1 3 32
90° 30' 7 28 Irregular 0 1 16
90030,  8 Ditto 2 1 29 Part  under
cults &ttoh
90° 30 ' 3 46 Ditto 0 D 35 Ditto
90° 20' 6 61 1 chain 2 0 3 Ditto
265°20' 13 52
232° 20' 6 38 Ditto I 2 1 6
270°45' 16 53
287° 4& 13 84 Ditto 4 0  24
248' 45' 9 522700461 28 67
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
Ii
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portions 21 and 30, oarish of Jeebropilly, county of Churchill, Moreton
District ,  through lands in the occupation of the  person 'here  under specifie ;t, which were originally granted
by Deeds  of  Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and Book of Refe re nce, showing the
intended line of road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane, ackd at the Police Office, Ipswich  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in
writing ,  to the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections  which  may exist  to the  formation  of the  Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.77-421.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 21 AND 30, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. I Port ion of Road .  No. of How Held.
Selection.
Reputed Occupier .! Bearings.Owner.
I
1 Commencing  at the N.W. corner' Yx1 Under deed  of Darby  Darby 90°
of portion  21, and running  " Leasing  grant containing McGrath  McGrath
east to its  N.F. corner  Act of  a general reser-
1866 " vation for roads
2  Commencing  in the west boun - ...  Ditto  ... ...  Ditto  ..  Ditto  ...  134° 15'
dary  of portion 30, and run -  109° 30'
ning westerly ,  to the Warwick 81°
road
I i
Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
chs.  We.
64 00
15 37
1 30
13 32
A.  R.  P.
1 chain 6 124
1 chain 2  3 13
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February,, 1827.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
1 1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedien
to open part of a new Road from Beaudesert to Nindooimbah, parishes of Beaudesert and
Nindooimbah, county of Ward, District of Moreton, through lands in the occupation of tiie Several
persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof  some  part was originally granted by Deed of Grant
containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways,
and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is
hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road abovementioned,
are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Beenleigh ;
and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public
Works, within one moi.th from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation
of the Road in question.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD  FROM BEAUDESERT TO NINDOOIMBAH , COUNTY OF W4RD,
DISTRICT  OF  MORETON,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of How held . Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
I Running southerly and 287  "Crown  George
south -easterly from Brix-  Lands  Robinson
the north to the bane  Alienation
south boundary of Register  Act of
portion 2, parish of I 1868"
Beaudesert
2 Running south-easterly 1182
from the boundary of Bris-
portion 72 to the I bane
ori ginally reserved Register
road
3 Running easterly and
south - easterly from
the west boundary of
Nindooimbah Pre-
emptive No .  1, to the
main  road to Beenleigh
Ditto I Ernest White
Under Deed J. D. White...
of Grant
contain-
ing a gen-
eral reser-
vation for
roads
Occupier .  Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths. of Area . Remark,.
Road.
ohs. Ike.  Links. A. P.
189° 0' 24 0d 150 14 1 5 Old re-
19(1° 30' i6 12 served
159° 10' 12 17 r9e4 to 1?e
181° 45' a 68 closed.
166° a' 33 88
11'5° 8' 19 40 150 2 3  32 Corres-
J. D. White 81026' 1 11 94 150 4 2 6
part of o d
reserved
road to be
closed
113° 10,1  is 09
BRANCH ROAD CONNECTING THE ABOXE ROAD WITH THE TRLBtaON ROAD.
1 Running north-easterly  287  " Crown  George  ...  36° 15'  14 14 160 2 0 0
from the south -went' Brls-  Lands  Robinson
corner of portion  2,1 bane  Alienatio ii
pariah of Bdaudesert ,  Register,  Act  of
to the above  road, 1866"from Beaudesert to
Nindooimbah I i
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
1
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
 l to open a  new Road, being the continuation of Caxton street, Brisbane, through the Jewish
Cemetery, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of
the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections  which may  exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
77-420. GEORGE ,THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF THE CONTINUATION OF CAXTON STREET, BRISBANE, THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner.
1 Running north-westerly through The Trustees... Resumed por-
the northern half of the Jewish tion unoccu-
Cemetery pied
Bearings. Length  in
Breadth
Chains. ofRoad.
Irre-
gular
ohs. Iks.
293° 30' 2 72
Area. Remarks.
A. R F'.
0 0 :32 1Fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
f IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 208, parish of England, county of Cavendish, Moreton
District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.
76-4814.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF LOAD THROUGH PORTION 208, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COPTNTY OF CAVEND1SI1
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAI3ED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
w q
° N How Reputed
Q6" Held.
I Running  south-easterly 203
from the west boun-
dary of portion 208 to
Lockyer's Creek
Owner.
Occupier.
Occupier.
" Crow„  John John
Lands  Nounan Noonan
Aliena-
lion Act
of 18(;8''
Bearings . Lengths.
1680
108°  22'
156°
I
Area.  Remarks.
I
A. R. P0.
2. 0 West boun-
dary
fenced withj two-rail
fence.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
t IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
1 to open a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1, parish of' Northbrook,
county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,
which was originally granted by Deed of' Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of' the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections  v hick may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77.394-
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH `ORIHBROOK PRE-EMPTI`'E PURCHASE NO. 1, PARISH OF
NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC R' AD.
I
,
Register+
ofNoNo. Portion of Road. .s elee-
tion.
1 From the south bound -
ary of  Northbrook  pre-
emptive pu ,cha-e No
...
How Held. ReputedOwner. .
Breadth of
Road.
ohs. Iks.
2 90 101) links
14  34
3 70
Breadth
Bearings. Lengths. of
Road.
Area.
ch. Iks .  A. R. P.
Under Deed of Grant William ... N. 0' iu' L. 20 0 3  chains 6 0 0
contaimnga general  Pearson
reservation for roads
1, northerly to its, orth
boundary
I 1 i I I
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TAMBORINE AND TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH  reference  to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1349 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road through Portions 61 and 6;t, Parish of Tamborine,
and Portion 19, parish of Tabragalba, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder  specified  : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased  to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-261.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  61 AND 63 ,  PARISH OF TAMBORINE ,  AND POR-
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
Register ReputedNo. Portion of  Road . No. of How Held. Owner.Selection. Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
1 Commencing  on a
survey ed road in
portion 63,  and run-
ning northerly to
its north  boundary
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 61, and
running northerly
to the Coburg
River
3 Running  northerly
thr( ugh portion 19,
across a bens of
the Coburg River
Brisbane Immigra- Thomas
Register Lion selec - Irving
2025& tion
85
2026 Under  Land Charles
Jet  of 1868 Holmes
1412 Under  Land William
Act 011868 Holmes
chs. lks.
T. Irving N. 37° E. 5 00 1 chain
N . 330  E. 8 to
N. 345° 30' E. 4 62
Unoccupied N.346°30' E. 9 9 1 chain
Uncccupied  N. 343°  28' E. 3 16 1 chain
N. 6°0' E. 12 41j
N. 18° 58' E. 3 30
A.  it.  P. '
1 3 8 Forest land,
fenced ;
slightaltera-
tion of re-
served road.
1 0 0 Forest land,
fenced;
slight altera-
tion of  re-
served road.
2 10 0  Forest land,
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference  to the  Notice dated  the 2nd day of January , 1877, folio 45 of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon,
county of  Ward , through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice  of the  Executive  Council , has been
pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore  hereby declared  expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the  Office of  the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police  office,  Beenleigh .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road ,  are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.76-5216.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD  THROUGH  PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD. '
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of How held.Selec- ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings . j  Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area,
tion. 1 !
1 From the road reserved through 2286 Homestead under Ed win Brook ... 273°
chs. lks.
i 25 94  14 chains 6 2
port ion 33 westerly and south-
westerly to its west corner
" C. L. A. Act q/
1868"
2 From the cro ssing place on 2286 Ditto...  ... I)itte ... 318° 30' 10 35 1 chain 6 3
Christmas Creek no rt h-west- 300° 7 8 and
erly and south -westerly to 236° 37 87 irregular
Join the above
3 From the south corner of por- 2291 Ditto ... ... I Michael 326' 1 48 0 14 chains 7 1 0
Lion 34  north- westerly along
its south -west  boundary to
the west corner
Cahill
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 12th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD,-FIRST NOTICE.
1
] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
t 1 to open a new Road through Portions 71, 108, 107, and 66, parish of Samsonvale, county of
Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified:
Notice is hereby given, that a .Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-
mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office,
Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary
for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-groundiedi objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE or ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 71, 108, 107, AND 66, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
o
c v How held.
1 Commencing on a re-
served road near the
North  Pine River, and
running north-west-
erly to the north boun-
dary of portion 71
Ditto
2 Commencing on the  2392 Ditto
south boundary of
portion 108,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its north boundary
Branch road  from new 2392
ro ad along the north
boundary of portion
108, to its north-west ,
corner
3
4
1173 UiiderLandl Hugh H. Strain... 279° 33'
Act  of 18868 1 Strain 324° 0'
Reputed
Owner.
Ditto ... Ditto ... 323° 0'0 0312
Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths, Breadthof Road.
ohs. Iks.
4 78 1 chain ... 1
1 481
4 58s 1 chain
4 25 i
Ditto  ...  Ditto  ... West
Branch road  from new 2331 Ditto ... William
road along the south
boundary to south-
west  corner of portion
107
b Commencing on the I 2351
south boundary of
portion 107, and run-
ning  north westerly
to its north-west corner
6 Commencing on the 1453
south boundary ofi
portion 66, and run-
wing north -westerly
to a reserved  ro ad
Nugent
IV. Nugent West ...
15 00 50 links
11 80 50linksl
Area. Remarks.
A. R. P.
0 2 9 Partly
1
2 30.
c
c
cleared
Partly
leared and
ultivated,
I re
t
servedroad
o be closed
Ditto ... Ditto  ...  Ditto ... 293° 0'
314' 5'
Ditto ... Ditto  ...  Ditto ... 269' 13'
1 300° 0'313° 0'
338° 0'
301° 0'
1° I1'
2
9 111 1 chain }
4 80,
l
I
Partly
cleared, re-
served road
to be closed
8 90 1 chain... 2 3 18 Unimproved
4 30 1 scrub land,
4 50 part of
3 0 1 reserved ,
4 6116  road to be
3 84 closed.
NOTE-Nos.  3 and 4 cancel the Book of Reference published in the  Goverainent Gazette  of November  11th,  1876, folio 996.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of December, 1876, folio 45 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the  several persons  hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given , that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan aid Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
76-5701. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK  OF REFSBBNCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISH or  THORN , COUNTY O!
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the south-east
corner of portion 40,
northerly along its
east boundary to the
north-east corner
2 From the  south-east
corner of portion 41,
northerly  along its
east  boundary to the
north-east corner
How held. ReputedOwner. I Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area . Remarks.
Pz CC
ehs. lks . a. r. p.
2897 Homestead ' Heinrich North ... 24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
under  C L. Goebel
A. Act qr
1868
3846 Homestead Alfred Rose North ... 24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
uhder  C.L.
A. Act of
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Commissioner for Railwa s' Office,
Brisbane , 5th February, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
OTICE is hereby given, that  the undermentioned  Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Southern and Western Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on  application to the Traffic Manager, Brisbane,  a d paying costs.
If not  released on or before  SATURDAY, the 10th March next, they will be sold by public  auction,
to defray  expenses.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
LIST of LOST PROPERTY ON HAND AT IPSWICH STATION ,  31sT DECEMBER, 1876.
Date. Station and Pl ace . Where found. Descripti on of Article.
1876.
19 July Brisbane  ... ... ... 2nd class  carriage 1 handkerchief
ditto ... ... ... Brake  van... ... 1 scarf
ditto ... ... ... ditto ... 1 parasol
29 ditto ... ... ... Carriage ... ... 1 scarf pin
1 August ditto ... ... ... ditto .. 1 pair gloves
3 Ipswich ... ... ... Goods shed 2 carpet bags
24 Gatton  ... ... ... Station ... 1 bag salt
29  ... Walloon ... ... ... Line ... 1 boy's hat
14 September ... Toowong  ... ... ... Station ... 1 pocket knife
17 ... Brisbane  ... ... ... Platform ... ... 1 box containing clothing
25 ... ditto ... ... ... Carriage ... ... 1 leather bag
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 2 waterproof coats
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 umbrella
29 ... Toowoomba ... ... Platform ... ... 1 waterproof coat
„
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 walking stick
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 2 cases empty me dicine bottles
... Toowong ... ... Line 1 felt hat
4 October ...  Brisbane  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 straw hat
7 „ ... ditto ... ... ... Van 1 jacket
ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 bundle contain ing blankets
9 ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 box containing clothing
... ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 carpet bag
10 ditto ... ... ... Carriage ... ... 1 shawl
ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 jacket
ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 waterproof
13 November Toowong ... ... ... Line ... 1 lady's hat
10 December Ipswich ... ... ... Platform ... ... 1 bag  sundries
13 Brisbane ... .. ditto ... ... 1 overcoat
15 ditto ... ... ... ditto ... I tin can
18 ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 child's cape
23 ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 tin can
26 ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 coat
ditto ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 hat
Toowoomba ... ... ditto ... ... 1 swag containin g blankets
Brisbane  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 1 swag
„ Toowoomba ... ... ditto ... ... 1 bag sundries
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND, IPSWICH STATION, 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Sender.Date.
1875.
6 December  ... A.S.N. Co.
Station from.
Ipswich
Consignee.
G. Smith
station to.
Warwick ...
Description.
1 bundle bedding
OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Goods will be sold by Public Auction, by J. V
Jenkins, at his Rooms, Nicholas street, Ipswich, at Eleven (11) o'clock on THURSDAY, the 15th
March next, under the 114th section "  Customs Act of  1873." •
Date of Bonding.  Marks.  Description of Goods. Quantities.  By whom Warehoused.
1869.
22 November
1872.
13 January
27 March
V No. 2 1 half-tierce tobacco ... 297 lbs. R. Sparrow
24
P No. 3 1 quarter -cask  sherry wine  22 gallons ... Bright B ros.  and Co.
656Q, No. 1 ditto ... ...  26 gallons  ... ' Webster  and Company
699
Q No. 3 ditto ... ...  26 gallons  ... ditto
699
Q No. 4 ditto ... ... ...  26 gallons  ... ditto
699
K No. 2 1 quarter -cask  port wine  24 gallons  ...  ditto
657
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,  Brisbane, 6th February, 1877.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
" ORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after 16th October,  1876, the following Time Table will come
A into operation until further notice.
A. O. HEEL EI,)T,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
stations. Up Miles fromTrains.  Dingo. stations. DownTrains.
,o. Rockhampton ,  depart
a.m.810 Dingo ,  depart... a.m.7.20
6 Gracemere ... ... 8.24  23 Duarin a 8.51
10 Ten-Mile ... ... A 30 Boolburrra  ... ... ... A
15 Stanwell ... ... 9. 0 35 Herbert 's Creek ... ... 9.39
24 Rosewood .. ... A 44 Rocky Creek  ... ... 10.20
30 Westwood arrive1
10. 0 50 Goganjo ... ... *10.47
depart 10.15
* .
58 Westwood arrive1
11.20
38 Goganjo ... ... 10 47 depart 11.35
44 Rocky Creek .. ... 11.15 64 Rosewood ... ... A
53 Herbert's Creek ... 11.56 p.m.
58 Boolburra ... ... A 73 Stanwell ... ... 12.35
p.m. 78 Ten-Mile ... ... A
65 Duaringa ... ...  ... 12.44 82 Gracemere ... 1.11
88 Dingo ... ...  .., 2.15 88 Rockhampton 1.35
*  Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the placeat which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares.
Week  ending  3rd March, 1877
Corresponding week last year
Increase
Decrease
...
1877-Total Traffic to date ... ...
1876-Ditto ditto
Total Increase ...
stock .  Misce llaneous.
£  S. d. £ ao  d. £  jr. d.977 12 9  2,450 14 0 148 2 0
92913  0 1,640 1 7 7017 3
47 19 9 810 12 5 77 4 9
Total.
£ a. d.
3,576 8 9
2,640 11 10
935 16 11
...
29,508 1  3
23,404 17 3
£6,104 1 0
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending 3rd  March, 1877 ...
Corresponding week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877 - Total Traffic to date ...
1876- Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
... ...
...
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
£ a. d.
194 16 61326 9
62 10 9
Goods and Live
Stock.
£ a. d.
649 9 1
172 12 10
476 16 3
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ a. d.
16 12 8
18 13 9
2 1 1
Total.
£ a. d.
860 18 3
323 12 %
537 5 11
5,430 3 5
3,367 8 8
£2,062 14 9
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 7th March, 1877.
T HE following SUMMARY of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE,  during the Month  of FEBRUARY,  1877, is published for general information.
L ----- CHARLES STUART MEIN,  Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN  AT BRISBANE , DURING  THE MONTH  OF FEBRUARY, 1877.
LAT., 27° 28 '  3" S.; LONG .,  153° 16' 15"  E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 1411 FEET ;  DISTANCE FROM SEACOAST ,  10 MILES.
Maximum
Sloan ». ».
Minimum
BAROMETER. HYGROMETER.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean of Air. Evaporation.
sea level.
i d
o, m
30'189 30'123 30.191
30'077 30.007 30.076
29.957 29'837 29'972
C a
Co
84'0 90.0
78.1 , 84.5
73'0
CLco
76.5 75'0 78'0
71.4 70.4 71'9
1
74'5 640 63'0 65'0
a
m
Humidity.
° d mZ
a moa
d a m oq m sq
72.5 '84 60 '94 16010
67'2 •64
58.5 I '49
.49 '77 147'5
•38 . 58 131.0
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMRTRRS.
RAIN. WIND . CLOUD .  OZONE.
0bo
a
yca
W b
q
aSummary of Direction. 0-10.
m10 9a.m. 1 3p.m .  f 9p.m.
139.0 84'0 82.5 94.0 72.5 32.5 1.050 260 N 2 NW 0
w0 SW9
121.3 64.7 79.9 88.0 65'6 22.6 •060 137.6
89 sE7
106'0  58.0 78'0 81.0 59.5  1  16'5 •000 90 E 0  NE I
N O NW  0 N  7 NW O
WO Sw0)W 0 Swo
Si  SE 9 S 7 SE 4
E3  NE 15 E 1 NE 9
Cl
W
9
a
a
a>
9 10
4.0 4.2 2.1
1 1 0; 0 1 2
Summary of  February, 1877 Mean Shade Temp .,  78-0 degrees.  Rain fell on 7 days. Total  Rainfall ,  1.68 inches .  Evaporation 8.470 Inches .  Electrical Observations - 69 Positive : 15 Negative .  Prevailing  Winds, N.E.
1876 ,,  It  76'0 „  to  B 14 „ „ 5.57 ., ., 5.005 .,  to  „ 57 „ 30 ., „ ,.  S.
., 1876 to  „ 76'4 ., „ ,. 26 ,, a 27'19 „ ., 4061  to to  ,, 33  „  51  .. „ „ S.E.
It  u 1874  to  „ 77'8 „  It  „ 13 ,, „ 2'52 ,, ,, 6.780  to ,.  to 76 to 17  of to to S.E.
„
1873 ., „ 74.8 ., ,. » 13 „ „ 7'92 5.870  „ ,. „  39 ,. 45 ,. „  ,. N.E. and S.E.
u 187 2 „ ,, 77'8 „ „ ., 17 ,, ,, 6'85 ,, ,, 6'620 „  to  ,, 36 „ 51  ,, ,, ., S.E. and S.
» 1871 of  „ 78.1 ., ,. „ 14 4'71 6'640 20 „ 64 ,. „  It S.E.
„ 1870
,, „ 78'8 „ „ ,, 7 ,,  to  3.06 7'056 30 ,, 54 ,, ,,  of S. and S.E.
„ M 1869  ,. ,. 78'1 „ ., 10 .. 4.23 7.230  32 „ 52  ,.  S.E. and N.E.
It 1868 „ to 77'2 ., to ., 17 ., ,. 6'74 to  .,  6'077 „ ., 44 43 to „ to N .E. and S. E.
1867  76'7 It .. It 10  „ „ 12'66 to  ,.  5'379  „  n C . 7 71  ,. ., „  N.E. and S.E.
The weather has been warmer than usual during the month  ;  the mean shade temperature ,  78'0°, being 0.9°  over the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and 1'3° over the previous three years .  The highest reading In shade ,  94.0°, was on the
let; the lowest on grass ,  68.0°, was on the morning of the 4th .  The mean barometric reading ,  30.053 ,  is 0.176 above the average of the month  :  the highest ,  30.194 inches ,  was at 9 p.m. on the 14th ,  and the lowest ,  29.837 inches ,  at 3 p .m. on the 2nd .
lain fell  on 7 days ;  the total fall, 1.68 inches ,  being 6.46 inches under the average of the previous ten years .  The greatest fall in 24 hours, 1'05 inches ,  was on the 2nd. The total rainfall of the year 1877,  up to 28th February ,  is 8'58 inches, on 21 days. For
further information as to the rainfall of the colony ,  see the  general  summary published monthly in the Government  Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.T iiAKE Notice, that applications have been  made  to bring the Land described below under theprovisions of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
1 odging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name  of Applicant. Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
8 acres 25  perches, being subdivision 1 of portion 109, Hugh Connor Judge ... 10th April, 1877.
parish of Bulimba, county of Stanley
36 perches ,  being subdivision 17 of suburban portion 225, Thomas Palmer and Chas .  ditto.
parish of North Brisbane ,  county of Stanley Baldwin, devisees in
trust under will of
Thomas Pole
19 acres  1 rood, being portion 5, parish of Allora, county Henry  Saal ... ...
Merivale
1 acre 2  ro ods, being allotments 8, 9, 10 of section 1, John Sully ... ...
parish of Tingalpa, town of Lytton, county of
Stanley
ditto.
ditto
18} perches, being subdivision 14 of allotment 66c, Wm. Thornton and Daniel 10th May, 1877.
parish of North Brisbane, county of Stanley Foley Roberts, as trustees
of Peter Hartley
36 perches, being allotment 1 of section 33, parish and Ditto ditto ... ... ditto
town of North Brisbane, county of Stanley
General Post Office,
Brisbane , 28th February, 1877.
No. 2.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1877.PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested togive the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
$W c, Colonial  ; o c, official Colonial ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ; a, South
Australia ; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand; w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom ;
f, foreign.
1 ABRAHAM Joseph, Brisbane u k 32 Anderson John, Maryborough c
2 Adams Mrs. senior, Toowoomba c 33 Anderson John (care of Mr. Lewis), Albert street f
3 Adams Charles, Roma c 34 Anderson Johannes, Clermont f
4 Adams James, Beenleigh s 35 Anderson Lars Miller, Rockhampton o c
5 Ah Chung Stank Long, Brisbane c 36 Anderson Ole, Aramac c
6 Ahern T. P., Cooktown c 37 Anderson Professor, Brisbane c
7 Ali Fong, Darling Downs Station c 38 Anderson W., Brisbane River c
8 Ah Foo, Cooktown m (2) 39 Angel William, Crinam c
9 Ah Lee, Jumble Creek c 40 Angell A. M., Clermont c
10 Ahlert --, Toowoomba c 41 Ang,llo Mrs., Westbrook c
11 Ah Shune Willie, Dalby c 42 Annine Joseph (carrier ), Aramac c
12 Ah Sow Yung Mu, Cooktown m { 43 Antisell -,  Brisbane m
13 Ali Wie (cook), Maryborough c 44 Appelt -, Gowrie road c
14 Ah Yet, Cooktown c 45 Appleton  Mrs., Aramac Station u k (4)
15 Aithen Peter Alexander, Charters Towers u k 46 Aram Joseph, Rockhampton u k
16 Alback Frederick, Ipswich c 47 Archer George Frederick, Clermont o
17 Alderson George, Ipswich c 48 Archibald James, Rockhampton o
18 Alexander James, Dalby c 49 Arden Mrs., Brisbane o c
19 Alexander William, Brisbane c (2) 50 Armour Robert, Brisbane c
20 Allanby -, South Brisbane a 51 Armstrong Robert, Brisbane o
21 Aldridge Richard, Clermont o c 52 Armstrong W. J., Clermont c
22 Allen Mrs., Brisbane c 53 Arnold --, Toowoomba c
23. Allen Mrs. Maria, Rockhampton o c 54 Arnold A. (care of Messrs. Martin), Rockhampton e
24 Allen Mrs. S., Clermont u k 55 Arthur James, Herbert River c
25 Allerton Henry, Brisbane a 56 Arthurs, J., Brisbane, c
26 Allison  Samuel,  Toowoomba c 57 Ashton George (shipwright), Brisbane u k
27 Andersen Jens Christian, Brisbane c 58 Atkins W., Kangaroo Point c
28 Andersen  Ole, Rockhampton c 59 Attwell -, Toowoomba c
29 Anderson James, Table Land  Diggings e 60 Angston W. J. (carter),  Brisbane o
30 Anderson  Jane,  Brisbane o 61 Ansborn Louis ,  Brisbane c31 Anderson  John,  Brisbane s (2) 62 Ayscough  G. H., W&terford o c
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B. 91 Brennan James, Dalby o c
92 Brennan 0., Ballandean o c
I BAILHACHE P., Cooktown m 93 Brennan Thomas, Dalby o c
2 Bain  Thomas, Rockhampton c 94 Brennan lhomas, Stanthorpe a3 Bak R. C., Surat e 95 Brewer , Toowoomba c
4 Baker Mrs. C., Brisbane c 96 Bride Mrs. Carl, Maryborough c
5 Baker G., South Brisbane c (2) 97 Bridgman Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
6 Baker  Miss Mary J., North Quay s 98 Bridle T., Warwick u k
7 Baldwin (care of Mr. O'Rourke). Rock- 99 Briess  -,  sawmi lls,  Highfields c
hampton c 100 Bright Harry, Rockhampton u k
8 Ball  John B., Brisbane p o 101 Bright William, Charters Towers o c
9 Banfield Thomas, Tambo c 102 Brisbane  W., junior, Brisbane m
10 Banks ,  Valley c 103 Brittlebank A., Bowen terrace c
II Bannatyne, Winton, and others, Charters Towers c 104 Brodesen H., Springton Creek c
12 Barber -, Toowoomba c 105 Brodie John, Lansdowne Station c
13 Barber, G., Jimbour c 106 Broik Osmond de P., Rockhampton u k
14 Barclay Lindsay, Clermont c 107 Brook Dr. F. G., Rockhampton o c
15 Bardsley Mrs. Hannah, Ipswich f 108 Brooke Adam, Beenleigh o c
16 Barefoot  Miss  Ann, Brisbane u k 109 Brooker Arthur, Malvern Hills c
17 Barnett Dr. H. C., Rockhampton o c 110 Brose Gottlieb, Drayton c
18 Barnett James F., Townsville c 111 Brotherton W. E., Herbert River e
19 Barrett Henry Clermont c 112 Brown A. V., Malvern Downs c20 Barry J. C., Rockhampton, c 113 Brown Charles (farmer), North Pine River c
21 Barry Patrick, Townsville a 114 Brown Charles,  Brisbane a
22 Barston  W., Copperfield c 115 Brown C., Cooktown u k
23 Barter Isaac, Warwick o c 116 Brown John (care of Mr. Dart) South  Brisbane a
24 Bartholomew Thomas, Brisbane u k (2) 117 Brown John, Brisbane c
25 Burton Mrs. H. L., South Brisbane u k 118 Brown Robert (engineer), Brisbane u k
26 Barton Julius, Townsville c 119 Brown S., Margaret street c
27 Bartley Thomas, Brisbane f 120Brown Tom, Gympie c
28 Baumgaten  G. L., Brisbane m 121 Brown William, Rosezale Farm c
29 Bayer Matthias, Maryborough c 122 Brownhalty -, Drayton c
30 Beatley Mrs., Oreal c 123 Bruggeman Mrs. Elise, Maryborough o c
31 Beanes -, Rockhampton c 124 Bryan John, Brisbane m
32 Bee Martin, Woollongabba c (3) 125 Bryant and James,  Messrs., Valley c
33 Becher Harry, Brisbane u k 126 Bryant Joseph, Toowoomba u k
34 Beeley Charles, Brisbane c 127 Bryson Alexander, Peak Vale Station e
35 Beidall E., Gowrie Road c 128 Buchanan N., Aramac Station c
36 Beiller -, Edward street c 129 Buckley A. J., Brisbane e
37 Bell and  Sons Messrs ., Brisbane c 130 Bucknill Dr. E., Rockhampton o e
38 Bell James, Roma c 131 Bugby (saddler), Vallay c
39 Bell Joseph, Maroon c 132 Bulcock R., South Brisbane c
40 Bell Thomas , Brisbane f 133 Burgess Miss, Brisbane u k
41 Bellwood Thomas, Jimbour Creek m 134 Burgess B., South Brisbane c
42 Bennett Mrs. Cath. J., Maryborough o c 135 Burgess F., Talgai Diggings c
43 Bennett John, Toowoomba o 136 Burgess Mrs. Henry, Charters Towers o
44 Benson -, Kelvin Grove a 137 Burgess William, Langton Downs c (2)
45 Bergan William, Millchester a 138 Burgess W. F., Langton Downs o
46 Bernecker A. C., Belmont o c (2) ] 39 Burk Peter, Dalby c
47 Benesford Mrs., South Brisbane c 140 Burke , Clermont c
48 Best Thomas, Valley c 141 Burke Mrs. Bridget, Ballandean u k
49 Best Thompson, Brisbane c 142 Burke James (care of Rory Burke),  Gowrie road c
50 Betts  Miss  K., Brisbane c 143 Burke James, Dalby c
51 Bice Miss Sophia, Brisbane m 144 Burke William, Bon Accord c
52 Bickley Mrs., Brisbane c 145 Burn G. (bootmaker), Charters  Towers a
53 Bienkie F. W., Brisbane f 146 Burns James, Toowoomba c
54 Biggs Samuel , Clermont c 147 Burns John, Maryborough e55 Bilby H. W., Brisbane u k 148 Burns  Miss Maria, t_ harters Towers c
56 Biltoft Martin, Rockhampton o c 149 Burt Alfred, Aramac c
57 Birkbeck H., Petrie terrace c 150 Burton George, Mackay c
58 Bishop Mrs. Charles (care of G. Harris),  Breakfast 151 Charters  Towers aBurton Mary
Creek u k 152
,
Toowoomba cBurchaff -59 Blair A. (road party), Surat c 153 ,Bush A. E., Toowoomba c
60 Blake William, Tallebuggera c 154 Busteed Robert, Spring Hill a
61 Blaker Mrs. J. E., Brisbane u k 155 Button Jesse, South Brisbane u k
62 Blom Benjamin, Dingo Creek c 156 Button W., Brisbane c
63 Boag  (photographer), Mackay c 157 Buxton J. H., Warwick u k
64 Board A. S,. Jimbour Woolshed a 158 Byheree Sarah (black gin), Logan Rivers
65 Board George, Brisbane n z 159 Byeroft and Warde Messrs., Breakfast Creek e
66 Board Mrs. T., Roma u k 200 Byrne James (drayman). Valley c
67 Boardman James, Blythedale Station c 201 Byrne John (carpenter), Anii-street e
68 Boik and Handlon (horsedealers), Brown Township c 202 Byrne Juhn, Roma c
69 Byles Joseph, Malvern Hills c 203 Byrne John, Leichhardt-street Brisbane c
70 Bolger Edward, Thornborough c 204 Byrne Mrs. Mary, Maryborough u k
71 Bond James, Clermont n z 205 Byrnes Mrs., Stratton c
72 Bonetti Luigi, Charters Towers n z 206 Byrnes John, Roma u k
73 Borro Mrs., Boundary street c
74 Bosico John, Toowoomba c (2) C.
75 Bouden Mrs. James, Charters Towers u k 1 CAFFAL, Harry, Brisbane u k
76 Bouling J., Ipswich a 2 Caffyn W. J., Toowoomba o c
77 Bourke John A J., Warwick m 3 Cahill J., Bowen, m
78 Bourke  Miss  M.argaret, North Quay o 4 Cahill Michael, Brisbane o c
79 Bourke Peter, Dalby o 5 Cahill Michael, Roma c
80 Bowdery William, Ann street o c 6 Cahill Michael, Beenleigh o c (2)
81 Boyce G., South Brisbane c 7 Cahill T., Warwick c
82 Boyd Miss Sarah, Brisbane n z 8 Cail (Mr. Grimes'), Toowoomba c
83 Boyd St. Clair, Lanark Downs o c  9 Calligan J., Warrel Creek c
84 Boyle, Richard F. C., Georgetown u k an c (2) 10 Cam Charles (care of Mr. Kelly), Walloon o e
85 Bradshaw John Cardwell s (2) 11 Cam James (laborer), Aramac o c
86 Brady Charles, Brisbane a 12 Cameron Mrs., South Brisbane a
87 Brady Hugh, Drayton c 13 Cameron Donald, Cooktown n z
88 Brandt A., Stanley street m 14 Cameron Donald C., Roma c
89 Bray George, Brisbane o - 15 Cameron Mrs. James, Stanthorpe o
90 Bray Jonathan, Charters Towers m 16 Cameron James,  Townsville e
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17 Came ron John, Brisbane u k 110 Conners  Miss Mary,  Brisbane u k
18 Came ron John, Brisbane u k 111 Connally J. H, South Brisbane c
19 Cameron John, Clermont o c 112 Connally J. B., (Bowa ),  South Brisbane c
20 Cameron Thomas ,  Rockhampton e 113 Connor Mrs. Jane, Rockhampton o c
2l Cammerrer  -,  Beenleigh c 114 Connor Stephen . T oowoomba c
22 Campbell - ,  Surat c 115 Connors James (carrier ), Dalby c
23 Campbell -- (soap manufacturer ),  Breakfast 116 Cooke  W., Mackay c
Creek c 117 Cookson  Edward Clermont s (2)
24 Campbell  ,  Spring Creek c 118 Cooper  W., (care  of G. Fairbairn ,)  Peak Downs
25 Campbell A., Herbert River c Station in
26 Campbell  Miss  A., Clermont s 119 Cooper  Walter,  Peak Downs o c
27 Campbell J., Beenleigh c 120 Copas W. (groom , Sydney  Hotel ),  Maryborough u k
28 Campbe ll R. P., Brisbane c 121 Coppay  -,  Toowoomba c
29 Campbell R. P., Moreton Bay c (2) 122 Coppinger  John, T hornborough c
30 Cannon Mrs., Breakfast Creek o 123 Corbet W., Clermont c
31 Cannon Clarence ,  Rockhampton o e 124 Con Edward, Brisbane c
32 Cannovan Peter ,  Cooktown c 125 Cosgrove G., Mackay c
33 Carke E., Wharf street c 126 Costello Alexander ,  Hodgkinson  in
34 Carl  (Benowa ),  Nerang Creek c 127 Costello Michail ,  Stanthorpe u k
35 Carmichael Mr. A., South Brisbane c 128 Cotton H. (carpenter), Hope street c
36 Carmody James, Thornbo rough  in 129 Coughlan Owen  ( Laborer),  Rockhampton o c
37 Carmody Martin, Ipswich o c 130 Cowen James, Warwick Hospital a
38 Carmody Thomas  (farmer ),  Boggo e 131 Cox William, Thornbo rough c (2)
39 Carney F., Surat o 132 Coyle James, Maryborough c
40 Carr George  (farmer ),  Brisbane o e 133 Craig B. W., Warwick c
41 Carrell John, Drayton s 134 Crane James, Brisbane c
42 Carrigg A., Stanthorpe c 135 Crawford G. (solicitor ),  Roma c
43 Carroll Miss Honora ,  Brisbane o c 136 -Crawford Robert John, Rockhampton u k
44 Carson Matthew, Oval c 137 Cray Michael ,  Rockhampton c
45 Carter Miss A., Dalby c 138 Craye Wil liam, Calliope Diggings u k
46 Carter Parkinson ,  Brisbane u k 139 Cribb Michael ,  Townsville o c
47 Carty Patrick ,  Charters Towers c 140 Crirar A., Western Creek c
48 Casey Miss Bridget ,  Ipswich o 141 Crockley James, Brisbane u k
49 Casey Charles  (butcher ),  Brisbane c (2) 142 Cronan George, Warwick c
50 Casey John ,  P.  0., Dingo c 143 Crosby James C. K., Jimboiir c
51 Casey Michael, Westbrook c 144 Crossland Edward, Thornborough c
52 Caston Arthur  (care of Mr.  Aldham), Ipswich a 145 Crowley Miss Ellen ,  Rockhampton u k
53 Caulfield David ,  Caranga Creek c 146 Crowley John, South Brisbane s
54 Caulfield J., Spring Hill c 147 Crozier Robert, Rockhampton c
55 Cansdell C. J., Brisbane c 148 Cuby, or  Luby,  Patrick ,  Greenmount r
56 Cavanagh James, Charters Towers c 149 Cullen Michael, Clermont u k
57 Chadwick J. (carpenter ),  Ipswich c 150 Cullen W. M., Clermont c
58 Chandlor Thomas, Caranga Creek a 151 Cummings Samuel, Tho rnborough p o, o c (2)
59 Channe lly William H .,  Brisbane n z 152 Cunningham John T .,  Rockhampton u k
60 Chapman Amos ,  Toowoomba u k 153 Cunningham Michael, Bowen Downs c (2)
61 Chapman J., Brisbane c 164Cupp John (blacksmith), Mackay c
62 Cheesman Alfred, Toowoomba c 155 Currell Walter  (baker , &c.), Cooktown u k
63 Cherry Kenneth M., Brisbane s 156 Currier John , (care of J. J. Quinn ) Valley t
64 Childs  -,  Herbert River c 157 Curtis Miss Evelina ,  Brisbane c
65 Childs T., Petrie terrace c
66 Chisholm J., Ro lleston c D.
67 Chisholm L., Waterford c (2)
68 Chiverton Charles, Rockhampton u k 1 DAINES C. W., Brisbane u k
69 Christian Christine ,  Gympie f 2 Daly Miss Bridget A., Spring Hill n z
70 Christie Thomas, Moreton Bay c 3 Dalton Michael, Jimbour Woolshed c
71 Christensen Anders, Logan  road c 4 Damond P., Roma c
72 Christensen Johann .  Clermont o c 5 Daniels  J., Valley c
73 Christensen John, Maryborough u k 6 Darnley Henry ,  Brisbane u k
74 Church Mrs. M .  E., Townsville  in 7 Dath Mrs. E lizabeth ,  Brisbane o c
75 Claffy John  (shearer ),  Dalby o c 8 Davey Mrs. John, Copperfield o
76 Clancey and Co. Messrs .,  Brisbane c 9 Davidge Mrs. Ann ,  Brisbane o c
77 Clancey Patt., Townsvi lle c 10 Davidge Charles  (seaman), Brisbane o c
78 Clark Captain A .  J., Townsville c 11 Davidson J. (care of M r.  Mulligan ),  Hodgkinson
79 Clark Henry ,  Roma u k Diggings e
80 Clark H .,  Toowoomba o c 12 Davies Mrs. (fruiterer, &c.), Brisbane c
81 Clark Peter ,  Hodgkinson c 13 Davies Charles, Brisbane u k
82 Clarkson Mrs. H .  M., Brisbane a 14 Davies T. P. (grocer ),  Albert street c
83 Clements W. A., Brisbane c 15 Davies T. P., Brisbane c
84 Clive James, Brisbane o 16 Davies T. W., Brisbane u k
85 Cloherty Miss Z .,  Sandgate c 17 Davis , Drayton c
86 Coane E. G., Thornbo rough c 18 Davis , Milton c
87 Coates James ,  Charters Towers a 19 Davis O. (carrier), Boolburra c
88 Cochrane Edward, Roma c 20 Davis Edward, Brisbane s
89 Cocking W., Yatala c 21 Davis F., Yatala c
90 Cole Wi lliam ,  Brisbane, u k 22 Davis John (carrier ),  Clermont road c
91 Coleman Mrs., Spring Hill u k 23 Davis John ,  Rosenthal c
92 Coleman William, Dalby c 24 Davis Mrs .  M., Va lley c
93 Coles Richard  (baker ),  Brisbane o c (2) 25 Davis Joseph ,  Colinton Station o
94 Colgan Mrs. Catherine ,  Beenleigh o c (2) 26 Davis J .  G, Brunswick -street f
95 Collin Charles ,  Drayton a 27 Davis Ken., Clermont c
96 Collins senr .,  Petrie Terrace c 28 Davis John,  (care of Mr. Evans) Rosenthal
97 Collins Henry Charles ,  Toowoomba s Station c
98 Collins James ,  Mort Estate c 29 Danlin John, Roma c
99 Collins John,  (carrier ),  Rockhampton a 30 Davy Edward John, Roma c
100 Collins J. G., Albert  street c 31 Dawson Mrs., Petrie terrace s
101 Collins Mrs. Mary Jane. Spring Creek,  it  k 32 Dawson Thomas, Townsvi lle c
102 Collins Patrick, Roma c 33 Day Miss Emma, Logan Road c
103 Coman Michael , (laborer), Dalby o c 34 Day George ,  Dingo c
104 Commorton Thomas, Toowoomba c 35 Decays Mrs. Henry, Warwick u k
105 Comyn W. A., Tambo c (2) 36 Deeninger Mase, Wolfang Station c
106 Condon Mrs., Brisbane u k 37 De la Raby ., Clermont c
107 Condon Mrs. W .,  Maryborough c 38 Denison P. J., Dalby c
108 Condran Bernard ,  Brisbane u k 39 Dennehy Michael, Brisbane u k
109 Connelly  -,  Valley c 40 Desbois D., Copperfield o c
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41 Dicbrie John, Pleystowe c F.
42 Dickinson Joseph (Vet Surgeon) Dalby u k
43
.
Dickson and Co Messrs. Brisbane e 1 FAINE W. F., Charters Towers a
44
,.
Diginis Ned (care of Mr Harris street cRett) 2 Faint Mrs., Mackay u k
45
. ,
Dillen Thomas Surat c 3 Fairbairn George, Brisbane o c
46
,
Dine M. A (care of Messrs Cardwell u kScott) 4 Fairer Thomas, Highfields c
47
. . , 5Dixon C. S Arcturus Downs m Fallin John J., Charters Towers s
48
., 6Dodd J G (Surve Cam ) Moolboolaman u k Faloon J. (carpenter), Petrie terrace c
49
. ., y p 7Dodd W. Cooktown c Farquharson F. A., Fassifern c
60
, 8Dolan Margaret Brisbane u k Faulkner James, Clermont o c
61
, 9Dolan Miss M. (care of Rev. Jones) Spring Hill c Fay Mrs.,, Eagle street c
52
, 10Dolberg William Toowoomba s Fegan C. B., Brisbane o c
53
, 11Doling John Jimbour Creek c Feil -, Drayton Road c
54
, 12Donaldson Mrs. Ann Townsville o c Fellgar -, Drayton c
55
, 13Donaldson J. Brisbane c Feninel Mrs. H., Edward street e
66
, 14Donovan Patrick, Ballandean c (2) 15
Fennelly M. B., Brisbane o
Toowoomba cFer uson David W67 Donkin F., Ward street c 16
g .,
uson E A Tiaro mFer58
59
Dooley James, Dalby c
17Dorress (care of Mr. Ellett) Bowen Downs c
. .,g
Fenis Mina, Brisbane o c (2)
60
, 18Dougherty Henry Brisbane c Ffrench Christopher O'Connell, Herbert River
61
,
Douglas John Gympie c u k (5)
62
, 19Donaldson T. (sailmaker) Brisbane u k Fich Reuben, Clermont c
63
, 20Downey D, Nanango c Fielder (shearer), Jondaryan o c
64 21Downey Patrick Brisbane o Fielding Miss Lizzie, North Quay a (2)
65
, 22Downs Mrs. South Brisbane c Finn John (care of Messrs Overend), Roma c
66
,
Drayton c 23Downs John Finucane Patrick, Townsville o c
67
, 24Doyle E. (care of Messrs. J. Jones) Cooktown o Fisher Frederick Richard, Brisbane u k (3)
68
, 25Doyle Mrs. Maria H. Valley o c Fitz Miss, Dalby c
69
, 26Doyle Mrs. Mary, Brisbane o c Fitzgerald Austin, Durham Downs c
70 27Draper William (cooper) Brisbane o c Fitzgerald Charles M., Peak Downs Stations (2)
71
, 28Driscoll Michael, Toowoomba c (2)
29
Fitzgerald James, Jimbour Creek c
an Downs sFitz erald John Lo72
73
Drony Austin, Warwick c
Cooktown s 30Drurey Michael
, gg
Fitzgerald John, Clermont c
74
,
31Duff John, Brisbane u k (2)
32
Fitzgerald William, Drayton t
Maluem Hills o cFitzpatrick Rodger75 Duggan Charles, Charters Towers c (2)
33
,
alpa cFlanders - Tin76
77
Duggan Edmond, Millchester o
Boggo c 34Duggan John
., g
Flanders William, Brisbane u k
78
,
35Dummit , Waterworks Road c Flannery John, Roma c
79 Brisbane c 361)un George Flegler Christof and Sebastian, Mackay f
80
,
Surat c 37Duncan Peter Fleming C., Charters Towers c
81
,
Dundee Charles Charters Towers c 38 Fleming William, Maryborough f
82
,
Brisbane c 39Dunn John Flemming John, Herbert River c
83
,
Dawson c 40Dunning Patrick Flinn Mrs. J., Highfields o c
84
,
Boolburra c 41Donovan J. Flint W., Murphy's Creek c
85
,
Gympie c 42Durbridge J. Flynn -, Drayton c
86
, 43Dwyer Miss Alice Gympie c Fogarty E., Roma c
87
, 44Dwyer Miss Mary J. Brisbane o Fogarty J. R., Charters Towers c
88
,
Surat c 45Dwyer T. Foggerty W., Waranga e
89
, 46Dwyer William Ipswich o Foote George, Louden c
90
, 47Dyke Mrs. Lydia Brisbane u k Foote Mrs. J., Dalby s
91
,
Brisbane s 48Dymes James Ford James, Rockhampton o c, 49 Ford John A., Warwick s -
50 Forehane Dan, Rosewood Gate c
E.  51 Forrester Arthur, Rosenthal Station e
62 Brisbane cFoster James S.
1 EASTON G., Cooktown f 53
,
Fowles --, Brisbane s
2 Eberhardt Heinrich, One-mile Swamp c 54 Frank C. F., Ipswich Reserve c
3 Edgar James, Tambo c 55 Franklin Fanny, Brisbane u k
4 Edmond G. (carpenter), South Brisbane c 56 Franks David, Brisbane u k
5 Edwards C., Beenleigh c 67 Fraser Donald, Brisbane c
6 Edwards C., Aramac c 58 Frederech --- (horse driver), Dalby o c
7 Edwards Mrs. E., Warwick o 59 Fredericksen Hugh (laborer), Tambo o c
8 Edwards Harry, Aramac Station c 60 Friedrick --, 'l oowoomba c
9 Edwards S., Warwick c 61 Freeman Harry, Westwood u k
10 Ehlman G., Toowoomba c 62 Freeman Henry, Westwood m
11 Ehrers -, Warwick c 63 Freeney Thomas (Survey Camp), Thornborougb c
12 Eiser -, Drayton c 64 Freese John (tailor), Churchill c
13 Eldrett Eli, South Brisbane c 65 Frizell J. J., Malvern Hills c
14 Elies John, Lower Herbert c 66 Fry William, Rockhampton o c
15 Ellingsworth Mrs., Rockhampton c 67 Fuller Frank, Booval c
16 Elliott -, Rocky Point u k 68 Furlong George H., Surat c (2)
17 Elliott John, Pikedale c 69 Fury James, Townsville c
18 Embleton '1 homas, South Brisbane u k (2) 70 Futrell George, Drayton c
19 Emery G., Jimbour Creek c
20 Emmerson John, Toowoomba u k G.21 Emson H. R., Pikedale c
22 English Patrick, Toowoomba c 1 GALLAGAN John, Toowoomba c
23 Eriksen Peter, Townsville c (2) 2 Gallagher James, Talavera, Surat  s and o (2)
24 Etchells Joseph (farmer), Mary River c 3 Gallagher James C., Gympie s
25 Etheridge Donald, Georgetown ut 4 Gallagher John, Springton c
26 Evans Edward T., Goodna u k 5 Gallagher John, Sampsonvale o c
27 Evans Harry E.,.Cooktown c 6 Gallagher John, Mackay c
28 Evans Richard, Brisbane m 7 Gallic W. W., Toowoomba m
29 Evans Samuel, Townsville c 8 Gallogly C. F., Lily Mere c
30 Evans Miss T. (care of Mrs. Bartley), Brisbane c 9 Gamble Henry, Toowoomba e
31 Evans William (collier), Clifton u k 10 Gardner -, Peak Downs s
32 Evans William, Mount Perry n z and u k (2) 11 Gardner Jilhn, Copperfield c
33 Evans William (care of Mr. Jones), Palmer c (3) 12 Gaynor Mrs. Matilda, Boggo c
34 Evans W. W., Brisbane c (2) 13 Gemelly Andrew, Calliope 9
35 Everett Mrs., South Brisbane c 14 George W. W., Millchester u k
36 Ewald (sawmills), Highfields c 15 Geyer A., Toll Bar c (3)
37 Exler Mrs. Jessie, Brisbane u k 16 Giles James (carrier) Roma c
38 Exler Mrs. Richard, Brisbane u k 17 Gill C., Brisbane c
39 Eyles John, Dalby s 18 Gillen Patrick, Dingo c
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19 Gilliner  ,  Brisbane o c 34 Harding Richard ,  Rockhampton s
20 Gilliner  (contractor ),  Toowoomba o 35 Hargraves Richard, Ipswich m
21 Gidler Charles (care of Mrs. Harris), Warwick c (2) 36 Harley -, Tambo Creek c
22 Glendinnon Conrad, South Brisbane c 37 Harney T., Townsville c
23 Glover Mrs. C., Charters Towers c 38 Harper Edward, Cooktown s
24 Glynn William, Westbrook' c 39 Harper J. W., Kelvin Grove c
25 Godfrey H., Surat c 40 Harris --, Caranga Creek c
26 Godfry John, Thornborough c (2) 41 Harris (carpenter), Toowoomba c
27 Godsal R., Rockhampton c 42 Harris Mrs. (care of Mrs. Hyde), Toowoomba c
28 Gogan Michael ,  Brisbane c 43 Harris Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o e
29 Goldsliner Ernest, Rockhampton o c 44 Harris Mrs. B., Rockhampton c80 Gomm R. H., Toowoomba u k 45 Harris David, Greendale o c
31 Goodier Fred .,  Brisbane u k 46 Harris George, Dalby o c
32 Goodwin Bridget, Brisbane c 47 Harris H., Brisbane m
33 Goodwin James, Boondooma s 48 Harris J., South Brisbane u k
34 Goodwin Thomas, Tambo c 49 Harris J., Beenleigh u k
35 Goody James  (carpenter), Brisbane c 60 Harris J., Mackay c
36 Gordon David, Aramac o c 51 Harris W. J., Cooktown u k
37 Goss C. W., Brisbane u k 52 Harrison F., Brisbane m
38 Gottleib Henry, Spring Creek c 53 Hart Edward ,  Townsville o c
39 Gouge Edward, Thornborough o 54 Hartnoll H , South Brisbane e
40 Gould Andrew, Brisbane u k 55 Harvey F., Kelvin Grove o c
41 Gourley -, Toowoomba c 56 Harvey John, Cooktown p o
42 Gourode C. (painter), Brisbane c 57 Harvey John, Cooktown c
43 Gouer J., Kedron Brook c 58 Harvey M. (carrier), Thornborough c
44 Gowdy R. J. (Primary School), Surat c 59 Harvey Robert, Brisbane u k
45 Grace N., South Brisbane c 60 Halton Alfred, Roma m
46 Graham , Drayton c 61 Hawes Thomas, Brisbane u k
47 Graham , Stanthorpe c 62 Hawke James, Ipswich c
48 Graham Mrs., Harcourt street c 63 Hawkins H. H. (care of Mr. Craig), Valley c
49 Grant H (carrier), Roma c 64 Hawkins Walter, Brisbane o e
50 Grant Miss Jane, Brisbane c 65 Hayes Charles, Hodgkinson e
61 Grant Sinclair (laborer), The Oval o c 66 Hayes Denis, Drayton o c
52 Grant Mrs. William, Rockhampton u k 67 Haves James, Dalby o c
63 Grantham J., Stanthorpe c 68 Hayes Mary, Brisbane u k
54 Graty Mrs. C., Townsville o c 69 Haylock William, Trinity Bay c
55 Gray Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane o c 70 Heade Miss Bridget, Charters Towers c
66 Gray Robert, Millchester c 71 Heagan Mac., Malvern Hills c
67 Greasley, J., South Brisbane c 72 Heaseman -, Fassifern c
58 Greedy T. (blacksmith &%., &c.), Peak Downs s 73 Hebbell --, Spring Creek c
59 Green Thomas, Rockhampton u k 74 Hector Mrs. M., Drayton c
60 Green T., Herbert River p o 75 Heelan James, Breakfast Creek s
61 Grege Edwin, Petrie terrace c 76 Heilman Leopold, Cardwell c
62 Grehan John, Calliope n z 77 Heinemann Frederick, Dalby c
63 Grellier and Harris Messrs., Brisbane u k 2 78 Heinsinger John, Drayton Road c
64 Grice James, Townsville o c 79 Henberg -, Ann street c
65 Grier James G., Moggill c 2 80 Henderson R. C., Roma c
66 Griffeth David, Peak Downs Station o 81 Hendley H., Toowoomba e
67 Grishwood  Isaac,  Rockhampton u k 3 82 Hennigan Miss Ann E., Brisbane u k
68 Grogan John (carrier), Nebo c 83 Herbert R. G., Peak Downs o c (2)
69 Groge G. R., Gympie a 84 Herbert Thomas, Aramac c
70 Gubbins P. J., South Brisbane c 85 Hern J. C., Stanthorpe p o
71 Guilfoyle (nurseryman), New Farm Road c 86 Herner Adam, Toowoomba c
72 Guinear -, Nerang Creek c 87 Herschell --, Drayton c
73 Gumm Robert, South Brisbane u k 88 Hewitt John, Clermont c
74 Gundersen Miss Maria ,  Townsville c 89 Hicks Thomas, Broadwater c
75 Gurney  -- (cattle dealer ),  Brisbane a 90 Heilman L , Cardwell c
76 Gwyneth John (care of Messrs. Brogden and Son), 91 Higgins -, Fassifern c
Brisbane n z 92 Higgins John, Ipswich c
H. 93 Higgins William, Chain of Ponds o c
94 Higgs , Gregory terrace c
1 HACKETT •--, Brisbane c 95 Hildebrand Herman, Brisbane c
2 Hackett David, Mackay u k 96 Hill -- (saddler), Kedron Brook c (2)
3 Haddock Thomas J., Dalby c 97 Hill James, Charters Towers s
4 Hade James (laborer), Dalby o c 98 Hill John. Kedron Brook c
6 Nagger C. T., Valley c 99 Hill J. (saddler), Kedron Brook c (4)
6:. Haines J., Cumkillenbar u k 100 Hill Richard, Brisbane u k
7 Haire William John, Brisbane u k 101 Hillsden -, Brisbane c
8 Hall A. D., Brisbane c 102 Hilton B. J., Clifton Station c
9 Hall Ernest, Thornborough c 103 Hine Thomas, Clermont c
10 Hall George, Three-mile Scrub o c 104 Hineman -, Toowoomba c
11 Hall William Alfred, Brisbane m 105 Hodge John, Charters Towers m
12 Hallett If. R. A., Bowen u k (3) 106 Hodgson Hon. A., Brisbane c
13 Halloran -, Drayton c 107 Hoffmann -, Toowoomba c
14 Halvey T., South Brisbane c 108 Hogan -, Toowoomba c
15 Hamann Frederick ,  Rockhampton o c (2) 109 Hogan James ,  Brisbane c
16 Hamilton Captain, Humpy Bong c 110 Hogan Michael, Toowoomba c
17 Hamilton David, Ipswich c 111 H elm -, Drayton c
18 Hamilton F., Toowoomba c 112 Holden G., Herbert c
19 Hamilton G. C., Calliope s (2) 113 Holder Mrs. Sophia, Lower Herbert River f
20 Hamilton John G., Drayton c 114 Holdsworth Job Neal, Rockhampton u k
21 Hampden James, Highfields c 115 Holeynith -, Drayton c
22 Hampton  W illiam ,  Bunva c 116 Holland C. G., Jondaryan s
23 Hancock Thomas James, Cooktown u k (2) 117 Holland John (carrier), Charters Towers o c
24 Handcock E. T., Aramac c 118 Holleran J. C., Stanthorpe c
25 Handley C., Brisbane u k 119 Hollingworth Mrs., Rockhampton u k
26 Handlon P., Brown Township c 120 Holmes (carpenter), Brisbane c
27 Handrickson Handrick, Charters Towers m 121 Holmes Edward, Clermont c
28 Hanley John (care of P. Hughes), Drayton c 122 Holmes E. A., Aramac c
29 Hansen A. (care of Mr. Castor), Pimpama c 123 Holmes Mrs. J., Rockhampton s
30 Hansen J. P., Cooktown c and o c (2) 124 Holmes Miss S. J., Spring Hill c
31 Harbin Miss Harriet, Rockhampton c 125 Hoolahan John, Charters Towers s
32 Harcourt Henry, Charters Towers o 126 Hooper W., Bowen Downs u k
33 Harding Charles F., Warwick u k 127 Hooper William, Bowen Downs c (2)
128 Hopkins R, A,, Brisbane o
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Dalby c 53 Jones  L., Roma e129 Hopkinson ,
130 Hopkinson , Philip street c 54 Jones Michael, Brisbane c
Aramac c 55 Jones Miss M H. Brisbane, n z131 Horger Charles ,
132 Horner A., Millchester c 56 Jones P. M., Brisbane m
Spring Creek c 57 Jones R., Rolleston c133 Horrigan Mrs. ,
Drayton e 58 Jones Mrs. R.,. Hill Side, near Brisbane e134 Horrock - ,
135 Houghton Mrs. Martha, Brisbane f 59 Jones Doctor R. T., Rockhampton o c
136 Houghton Thomas, Townsville c 60 Jones William, '1hornborough c
Charters Towers a 61 Jones William, Brisbane u k137 Houlehan John ,
138 Hourigan Patrick, Charters Towers s (2) 62 Jones William, (shepherd), Rockhampton o c
139 Housten Mrs. C., Brisbane c 63 Jones William, Thornborough c (3)
Ipswich c 64 Jordan -, Drayton c140 Houston J. ,
141 Howard Richard, Cooktown c 65 Jordan Austin, Jimbour Creek, c
142 Howard Richard, Charters Towers c 66 Jordan William, Jimbour Creek s
143 Howe and Co. Messrs. W. H., Stanthorpe s 67 Joseph Alexander, Townsville c
144 Hownes William, Tambo c
145 Hudson J., Clermont c H.
146 Hughes William, Brisbane c
147 Hingermansen -, Nebo road c 1 KANE (care of Mr. Stapleton), Highfields c
148 Hull Miss M. A., Clermont e 2 Kavanagh -, Drayton c
149 Hume T. fi., Gyinpie c 3 Kavanagh John, Maryborough u k
150 Humphreys William, Peak Downs s (2) 4 Keane Patrick, Roma c
151 Hunt William, Calliope m 5 Kearney E., Surat c
152 Hunter James, Millehester s 6 Kearney John (wheelwright), Boolburra f and
153 Hunter J. W., Maryborough c u k (2)
154 Huntley George, Toowoomba c 7 Kearns Mrs., Wharf  street c
155 Huxley Andrew, Millchester c 8 Keary J ohn, Surat e
156 Hyde Abel, Brisbane u k 9 Keating -, Jimbour Woolshed c
157 Hyde Edward, Brisbane u k 10 Keating Paul, Rockhampton c
158 Hynes Cooper, Mackay c 11 Keeble Josiah, Cleveland Bay n z
159 Hynes Edward (french polisher), Brisbane o c 12 Keefe Miss E. J., Clermont s
160 Hynes Constable J., Brisbane u k 13
14
Keelton , Clermont c
Clermont c (2)tt (watchmaker)hlK
I. 15
,e e
Keichle J., Toowoomba o c
1 Pikedale Station a 16INGLIS W. Keiley Walter, Tiaro f
2
,
Brisbane c 17Inks.Mrs. Keleher -, Drayton c (2)
3
,
Cooktown t 18Inman John Kellem Michael, Warwick c
4
, 19Isaac John Brisbane c Kellewey W. (Government Printing Office), George
5
,
Isaacs A. Stanthorpe s street c and m (2), 20 Kelly and Keating Messrs., Cooktown c
21 Rockhampton cMiss Brid etKell
J. 22
,y g
Kelly Francis, Langton Downs c and f (2)
1 JACKSON (bootmaker), Brisbane c 23 Kelly Francis, Gainsford c
2 Jackson -, Cooktown c 24 Kelly Martin, Nether Range c
3 Jackson Mrs. E. H., Brisbane c 25 Kelly Mrs. Martin, Toowoomba c
4 Jackson John, Petrie terrace c 26 Kelly Martin, Dalby o c
5 Jackson R. S., Hodgkinson c 27 Kelly Matthew,  Brisbane c
6 Jackson William, Brisbane c (3) 28 Kelly Patrick, Peak Downs o c
7 Jackson William, Calliope c 29 One-mileKelly Patrick (care of Mr. Crompton)
8 Jacobs Emma, Clermont o c
,Swamps
9 Jahl John, Highfields c 30 Kelly P. (bootmaker), South Brisbane c
10 James -, Dalby c 31 Kelly W. G. (saddler), Gordon Downs c
11 James Charles, Charters Towers m 32 Kemp Isabella, Rockhampton c
12 James Miss C., Brisbane c 33 Kemp James, Charters Towers u k
13 James Lewis, Logan Downs c 34 Kendrick  Miss Eliza , Rockhampton c
14 James Richard H., Gympie c 35 Kennedy James, Cooktown c
15 Jamieson -, Valley c 36 Kennedy John, Toowoomba c 2
16 Jansen Frederick, Cooktown f 37 Keninch  Messrs., Warwick c 2
17 Jappi J., (care of W. Mays), Gladstone e (2) 38 Kenyon John, Charters Towers s
18 Jarden James, Brisbane u k 39 Keogh Miss Anastasia, Mort Estate c
13 Jarrold Thomas, Rockhampton a 40 Kerchner F., Toowoomba c
20 Jenkins John, Copperfield a 41 Kerr G., Brisbane c
21 Jenkins Joseph, Toowoomba o o 42 Kerr R., Stratton c
22 Jenner G., Ipswich c 43 Kessell James, Port Curtis c
23 Jensen Mrs., Brisbane f 44 Keys Edward, Rosewood Station c
24 Jensen C. (farmer), Brisbane o e 45 Kiehn John (schooner " Adviser "), Mackay c
25 Jenson Jens, Cooktown s 46 Killeen -, Fassifern c
26 Jensen J., Boggo c 47 Killeen  Miss , Toowoomba c
27 Jensen M. P., Millchester f 48 Killvran James (care of  Messrs . Overend),
28 Jensen Niels, Lower Herbert f Jimbour c
29 Jensen Towal, Copperfield o 49 Kilmartin William, Brisbane u k
30 Jersekowaky Frederick, Mackay f 50 Kimber  Miss  H., Brisbane e
31 Jinks Emanuel, Brisbane o c 51 King Charles, Charters Towers c
32 Johnsen J. G., Maryborough o e 52 King C. F. T., Brisbane f
33 Johnson James, Rockhampton f 53 King George, Clermont c
34 Johnson J. M., Brisbane m 54 Kingsford Johnny, Breakfast Creek Road e
35 Johnson Miss K., Peak Downs m 55 Kinnelly Michael, Roma u k
36 Johnson Mrs. Rhoda E., Maryborough o c 56 Kirby James, Rockhampton u k e
37 Johnson Mrs. Rhoda E., Maryboron gh o c 57 Kirby James, Boollimba u k
38 Johnson Robert, Townsville o and c (2) 58 Kirkly -, Toowoomba c
39 Johnson Thomas, Charters Towers o c 69 Kleymeyer W., Warwick c
40 Johnson Thomas, Townsville u k  60 Khmer John, Mackay f
41 Johnson Mrs. William, Roma c 61 Knanth Gustav, Clermont o
42 Johnston C., Clermont c 62 Kneale W. (butcher), South Brisbane c
43 Johnstone G. W. Charleville m (2) 63 Knight James, Walloon Station c
44 Johnstone G. W., Tambo s 64 Knoblanche C. A., Townsville, u k
45 Johren Daniel, Tiaro c 65 Koch -, Drayton c
46 Jolly D., Yatala c (2) 66 Koch Mrs. Fanny, South Brisbane c
47 Jones Miss C., Beenleigh o 67 Kohler August (butcher), West Milton c
48 Jones Mrs. Emma, Clermont c 68 Konowsley August, Brisbane f
49 Jones E. R., Brisbane o c 69 Koltsin -, Highfields road c
60 Jones George, Brisbane c 70 Kraatey C., Ipswich o
61 Jones John, Cooktown u k 71 Krass John, Charters Towers o c
52 Jones John Cooke, Roma u k 72 Krencke Christopher (senior), Dalby e
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73 Krenke  -,  Westbrook c
74 Krofft Christian, Maryborough o c
75 Kropp J., Mudgeeraha o c
76 Kubler Michael, North Pine River c
77 Kunder Johanna H , Clermont o c
78 Kurlssonn C. G., Brisbane u k
79 Kurth Christian, Beenleigh o c
80 Kurth Ludwig, Ipswich o c
L.
1 LAIDLEY Messrs., Rockhampton s
2 Lambert John (carrier), Townsville c (2)
3 Landers Samuel, Charters Towers c
4 Lane' , Valley c
5 Lane John, Dalby c
6 Lane Mrs. Michael, Cumkillenbar c
7 Lang Mrs, 'loowoomba e
8 Langford George, Brisbane c
9 Langford W. (pilot-boat), Townsville s
10 Langton P., Jimbor Creek c
11 Lan Kan Foak, Brisbane f
12 Larsen F., Millchester c
13 Larsen Niels Jorgen, Tiaro f
14 Last J., Herbert River c
15 Laurence G. H., Mackay u k
16 Laurie '.' illiam, Clermont c
17 Lauer William, Colinton c
18 Lauery John Edward, Milehester c
19 jaw Richard (farmer), Boggo u k
20 awrence J. G., Brisbane c
21 Lawry P., Rockhampton o c
22 Lawson A., Toowoomba c
23 Laxton Mrs., Brisbane u k
24 Layard E., Toowoomba c
25 Layton W., Toowoomba c
26 Leach Charles, Charters Towers s
:27  Leahy Bridget, Herbert's Creek o
28 Leanstrom Daniel, Peak Downs c
29 Lear Lawrence, Bowen Downs u k
30 Lear W. F., West End c (2)
31 Leare Mrs. A., Toowoomba c
32 Leary Miss Fanny, Brisbane u k
33 Leathbridge G., Waldan Station c
34 Le'Clos Antony, Eaton Vale c
35 Lee John (miner), Charters Towers o c
36 Leech John, Brisbane c
37 Lehman Christian, Copperfield e
38 Lehman C., Springsure c
39  Le'Mesmier J. C., G. P.  0,  Brisbane &
40 Lennant J., Brisbane o c
41 Le'Owens Henry, Cooktown c
42 Le Quesne C. (fruiterer), Townsville s
43 Levitt Mrs. Alexander, Brisbane u k (2)
t4 Levoi and Barnard Messrs., Springsure c
, 5 Lewis R., Surat c
4,
Lewis William, Clermont c
Lewis William, Clermont c
48 Lewis W., Surat c
49 Lightbody C. J., Toowoomba c
50 Lind Charles, Townsville c
51 Lind Miss Sophia, Townsville o c
52 Lineham Patrick, Rockhampton u k
53 Linger Miss A., Charters Towers c
54 Linklater J. H., Cardwell o
55 Linton Mrs. T., Townsville s
56 Linwood  -,  Toowoomba c
57 Lloyd Charles, Dalby c
58 Lloyd George F., Leichhardt street o c
59 I.lo d H. F., Brisbane c
60 Lloyd Thomas, Maryborough u k
61 Lock Miss, Brisbane c
62 Loewe  -,  Emu Creek c
63 Long Why, Maryborough c
64 Lowe J. A., Warwick s
65 Loston  -,  Valley c
66 Lucas Fred. J., Brisbane u k
67 Lucas George, Surat c
68 Lucas Harry, Logan Downs c
69 Luckis Mrs. James, Middle Ridge e
70 Lum J., Cooktown s
71 Lundpen Peter, Clermont c
72 Lupton Mr. or Mrs. John, Aramac c
73 Lupton Robert, Mackay u k (2)
74 Lynch  -,  Jondaryan c
75 Lynch Matthew, Gympie a (3)
76 Lynch Michael, Brisbane c
77 Lynch Thomas J. Kinnear, Boondooma c
78 Lyon F. Lilyvale c
79 Lyons  -,  Milton c
80 Lyons Bartholomew, Cooktown t
81 Lyons Miss Kate, Dalby
M.
1 MACK -, Cooranga Creek o c (2)
2 Mack -, Cooranga Creek o c (2)
3 Maddigan John, Mackay  at  k
4 Maddin Mrs. James, Ipswich c
5 Maden Charles, Charters Towers c
6 Madill R., Clermont c (2)
7 Madsen Neils, Gladstone c (2)
8 Magie Joseph (laborer), Brisbane o c
9 Magill M. A. R., Brisbane c
10 Magill Mary Jane, Mackay u k
11 Maguire R., Valley c (2)
12 Maher (shearer), Blaxlands c
13 Maher Miss Annie, Maryborough e
14 Maher Richard, Rockhampton c
15 Mahon -, Drayton c
16 Mahon Alexander, Warwick c
17 Mahoney Daniel, Rockhampton o c
18 Mahor Mrs., Gipps street c
19 Mainered Miss Alice, Brisbane c
20 Major Benjamin, Brisbane s
21 Malaria C., Roma c
22 Malbre Connor, Rockhampton c
23 Mallin Miss Bridget, Brisbane a
24 Mann Samuel, Drayton c
25 Mann W., Toowoomba o c
26 Manners Charles M., Townsville u k
27 Mansel Stephen, Kedron Brook a
28 Merensen J. P., Brisbane c
29 Mark Mrs. Witte K., Rockhampton o e
30 Marsden -, Stanwell c
31 Marsden W., Westwood c
32 Marsh P., Rockhampton c (2)
33 Marsh R., Fassifern c
1 34 Marshall Mrs. A., Brisbane c
35 Marshall , Cedar Creek c
36 Marshall Edwin J., Rockhampton o c
37 Marshall H. A., Maryborough u k
38 Marshall John, Beenleigh o c
39 Marson -, Oval c
40 Marson Robert, Dalby n z
41 Martel , Brisbane s
42 Martin , Rockhampton c
43 Martin Mrs., Valley c
44 Martin Alexander, Brisbane f
45 Martin Henry (care of R. F. Walker), Dalby c
46 Martin James (carrier), Dalby c
47 Martin James, Surat c
48 Martin John, Lower Herbert c (2)
49 Martin John, Clermont o c (2)
50 Martin J. (grocer), Brisbane c
51 Martin J. (storeman), Brisbane o c
52 Martin J. (mailman), Springsure c
53 Maskill James, Ipswich u k
54 Mason (engineer), Ipswich s
55 Matheson Mrs., Stanley street c
56 Matheson D. (blacksmith), Rockhampton c
57 Mathews William, Dingo a
58 Mathison O. M., Maytown c and o c (4)
59 Mathias Gustav, Clermont f
60 May George, Dee Mine u k
61 May James, Toowoomba c
62 May Peter (selector), Westbrook c
63 Mayer S., Brisbane s
64 Maynard -, Ipswich u k
65 Mayon A. A., Hodgkinson m
66 Mead R., Gympie c (2)
67 Meagher John, Lucky Valley c
68 Meaney Michael, South Brisbane s (3)
69 Medcalf J., Brisbane c
70 Meehan Miss Catherine, Toowoomba c
71 Megann Mrs. A., Rockhampton o
72 Mehan E., (carrier) Warwick c
73 Meeir Miss Ada, Clermont c
74 Meilsen C., (blacksmith) Brisbane o c
75 Melville -, Herbert-street c
76 Menthel A. G.. Brisbane c
77 Menzies Douglas and Co., Rosevale e
78 Meredith Edwin, Brisbane u k
79 Merryweathers Samuel, Canning Downs c (2)
80 Miles, William, Stanthorpe o c
81 Millar Robert, Waterford c
82 Mille A., Brisbane
83 Miller -, Gregory terrace c
84 Millar Conrad, Rockhampton m
85 Miller George, Cardwell o c
86 Miller G., (pilot boat) Cardwell f
87 Miller Henry P., Millchester s (2)
88 Miller Peter, Cooktown o
89 Miller Robert, Rockhampton c
90 Miller Thomas, River terrace c
91 Mills Edward James, Rosewood m (2)
92 Mills, George A., Parish of St. Ruth's o c
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93 Minehan P., Toowoomba c McDermott -, Charters Towers c
94 Miser Mrs .,  Highfields c McDermott Mrs., Kangaroo Point c
95 Mitchell -, Brisbane c McDermott J., Aramac c
96 Mitchell Charles, Glengallan o McDermott Matthew, Gatton u k
97 Mitchell C. J, Tambo c (2) McDonald -, Rockhampton c
98 Mitchell G. F., Townsville c McDonald A., Toowoomba o
99 Mitchell John Gamble,  Brisbane u k  McDonald B., Toowoomba c
100 Mittelsledt J., Drayton c  .lc-Donald Mrs. Catherine, Rockhampton u.:
101 Mohle -, Drayton McDonald Thomas David, Brisbane it k (3)
102 Mohr Ferdinand, Cardwell o c McDonald F., Cooktown u k
103 Mohr John, Maryborough f McDonald J., Wolfang c
104 Moir Mrs. D., Dawson Bridge in McDonnell Alexr., Brisbane u k
105 Molloys R., Paddington c McDonnely Miss, Spring Creek c
106 Maloney David, Rockhampton o c McDougall Alexr., Roma c
107 Malony Thomas, Mount Cornish e. McDowall Miss M., South  Brisbane
108 Money J., Rockhampton c McErlane Arthur, Peak Downs Station c
109 Mooney  Miss  J. M., Charters Towers c McFarlane James, Roma c
110 Moore --, Bundamba c McFarlane J., Kent street c
111 Moore  Isaac,  Bundamba c McFarlane Michael, Clermont c
112 Moore James , Rockhampton u k McFarline James, Spring Creek c
113 Moore  W., Charters lowers c McFarland (bootmaker), Cooktown c
114 Morecroft J., Brisbane c Macracken Jas., Brisbane c
115 Morfett John (care of Messrs . Overend), Dalby c McGarvey --,  Brisbane c
116 Morgan  George, Maryborough e MeGarvey  Jas., Brisbane o c
117 Morrice, W. W., Ipswich c McGavin Robt., Spring Hill c
118 Morris Mrs., Bowen  street u k McGeorge W. H., Dalby o c
119
120
Morris H., Kin 's Downs u k  McGhee James,  Brisbane c
Morrison  ( lb c (2) Mf T D Mth E Gibb R B i b
121
care o a y, sq.),oo
Morrison  Captain, eenleigh c
rs.c on ose, r s ane o
McGinty  J., Brisbane c
122 Morsenurck  -, Drayton McGowin Miss Catherine, Brisbane u k
123 Mortensen  J., Rockhampton f McGovern F., Brisbane o c
124 Mortman Henry (butcher), Charters Towers c McGovern James, Peak Downs u k
125 Morton Hugh (iron-moulder), Rockhampton u k McGrath Mrs. B., Charters Towers f
126 Moses  Lewis, Nashville s McGrath J. (constable), Brisbane u k
127 Moss Miss S . (care of Mr. Jones), South Brisbane e McGrath John, Roma o c
128 Muldowney John, Cooktown c McGrath Rody, Townsville c
129 Mulholland , Roma c McGregor Alexr., Townsville o c
130 Mullen John, One-mile Swamp o c McGregor D., Warwick c
131 Mullen William, Copperfield o c McGregor E., Brisbane c
132 Mullin --, Brisbane c McGregor John, Calliope s
133 Mulvaney Jobn. Rockhampton c McGregor  Samuel , Brisbane in
134 Mumford Mrs. J., Ipswich u k McGregor Saml., Cardwell in
135 Munro --, Albion street c McGuigan John, Copperfield o c
136 Munro and Langton Messrs., Stanthorpe a McGuinness Peter, Ilodgkinson c
137 Munro Fred., Brisbane o c McGuire James (police), Brisbane u k
138 Munro James , Maryborough in McGroarty B. C., Bolingbroke Station s
139 Munro  P., Dalby e McHale Richard, Brisbane f
140 Murduck Joseph, Maryborough c McInnes John,  Brisbane  in
141 Murphy Miss Catherine, Brisbane o c McIntosh --, Albert River c
142 Murphy John D., Charters Towers c McIntosh Andrew, Brisbane u k
143 Murphy Mary, Brisbane u k McIntosh John, Ipswich c
144 Murphy Michael, Charters Towers o McIntosh Thomas, Brisbane u k (2)
145 Murphy Patrick, Toowoomba c Mclvor James, Cooktown n z
146 Murphy , Mrs. S . M., Rockhampton o c McKay Bros., Mackay c
147 Murphy Timothy (drover), s (2) McKay Daniel, Ipswich road c
1 t8 Murphy Timothy, Copperfield c McKaye Edwd., Toowoomba c
149 Murphy Thomas E Duaringa u k McKee  Miss  Annie Toowoomba c
150
,
Murray (care  of Miller Bros.), Brisbane in
,
McKeloy Wm., Stanthorpe c
151 Murray Alfred, Roma t (2) McKenny (chemist), Valley o c
152 Murray  Miss  Bridget ,  Mackay c McKenna Francis, Billa Billa c
153 Murray James, Cooby Creek o c McKeys James, Rockhampton o
154 Murray John, Beenleigh o c 2) McKenzie John, Maryborough m
155 Murray P., Toowcomba c McKenzie Roderick,  Brisbane m (2)
156 Murray Thomas (cook), Warwick o c (2) McKillop --, Rockhampton c
157 Murtagh P., Clermont c McKinlay John, Roma a
158 Mutton D. S., Cardwell s McKinnon Walter, Clermont c
159 Myers Joseph, Rockhampton c McLaughlan D., Millchester t
160 Mylne -, Euthulla c McLachland Wm., Townsville c (2)
161 Mynihan  Mrs. E ., Brisbane c McLaren Robert, Dalby o
162 Mynihan J-, Waterworks Road c McLaughlin  E., Roma s
Mc. McLean Charles, Brisbane cMcLelland Robert John,  Brisbane u k
1 McBEATH John, Townsville c McLeod Alexr., Warwick c
2 McAnallen M., Ipswich c McLeod D. W., Brisbane o c
3 McAuley Wm., Warwick o c McLin  Marga re t,  Rockhampton u k
4 McCawley John, Moggill c McLoughlin Robt., Townsville u k
5 McCague Jas., Charters Towers m McMahon Mrs., Toowoomba c
6 McCallujn  Miss  Ann, Toowoomba u k McMahon B., Toowoomba c
7 McCully  Miss Sarah , Townsville e McMahon John, Brisbane c
8 McCalpin  Mrs., Rockhampton c McMahon Patrick, Cooktown f
9 McCann  Donald, Clermont c McManus John, To:vnsville f
10 McCardle Brisbane c McMasters --, Toowoomba c
11 McCarthy Florence,  Brisbane c McMillan, Dalby c
112 McCarthy John, Rockhampton n a McNab J. M., Brisbane c
13 McCasber -, Nerango c McNaughton  Messrs .,  South Brisbane c
14 McClean  David, Thornborough c McNeish George, Copperfield e
15 McClure Francis, Tambo c McNevin, -, Pine River c
16 McCoomb Mary, Dalby c McNicol John, Rockhampton c
17 McConachy and Co.,  Roma c (2) McNicol Mrs. Mary, Maryborough o c
18 McCoo -, Clermont c McPherson H., Brisbane
19 McCormick John, Brisbane c McPherson Robert, Rocki  ampton o c
20 McCron Mrs., Rockhampton c McShane C., Rollestone f
21 McCory  Mrs., Rockhampton c McTaggart  Neil, Hodgkins con
22 McCrum Robert ,  Brisbane  in McTavish William, Brisbane u
23 McCrystal  John ,  Brisbane c
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N. 10 Parsons  J., Ipswich c
1 Canning Downs cNUNKIVEL and Bligh 11 Passen Charles, Brisbane c
2
,
Townsville o cNunkivel Richard 12 Passey Catherine, Brisbane u k
3
,
Charters Towers cNapierr Thomas 13 Patch -, Toowoomba c
4
,
Ipswich road aNeal - 14 Paterson Hugh, Charters Towers c
5
,
Neale - Aramac c 15 Patsen J. M., Rockhampton c.
6
,
Neale  E. (carrier ) Lansdowne Station c 16 Patszold Fred., Langmorn c
7
,
Neale Wm. Cooktown c 17 Patterson Martin, Dingo c
8
,
Brisbane cNeighbour - 18 Patisin  -, Pimpama c
9
,
Neiht J Clermont o c 19 Paul -, Dalby c., 20 Payne Valley c10 Neil Mrs., Townsville c
21
,
Payne Miss Fit., South Brisbane o11 Neil J., Ipswich road c (3)
22 Ipswich cPayne R. C.12
13
Neil H. J., Mackay c
Neilsen Burge Maryborough o c 23
,
Penhall Charles, Toowoomba c
14
,
Neilsen J. Townsville c 24 Pedersen Christian, Maryborough f
15
,
Neller Mary J. Brisbane o c 25 Pederson Fred., Aramac o
16
,
Nelson Henry Ludnig Brisbane f 26 Pedler J.  E., Brisbane u k
17
,
Nelson Peter Lily Vale c 27 Pegg Geo., Valley a (2)
18
,
Newell James Queensland a 28 Peirce  C. T., Toowoomba c
19
,
Newman Charles Brisbane o 29 Penot Frank, Thornborough c
20
,
Newman Win. Brisbane u k 30 Pentland J., Warwick c
21
,
Newton Chas. Corranga Creek p o 31 Perry J. J., Calliope  m and s (4)
22
,
Newton Chas. Mount Cornish c 32 Perry Thomas, Tambo c
23
,
Nichols A. Toowoomba s 33 Petersen  Jens. Capenda, Maryborough c
24
,
Nichols Thomas Brisbane e 34 Petersen F. (carpenter), Maryborough f
25
,
Nicol Edwd. J Rockhampton p o 35 Peterson John, Mackay c
26
.,
Neill R. Brisbane c 36 Peterson Miss  Theodora, Brisbane f, 87 Dingo cPetty Henry27 Neilsen Carl  Magnus,  Dalby c (2) 38
,
Calliope cPfan Mathew28 Neilsen Mads, Clermont f 39
,
Copperfield mPhillips29 Neilsen  Mariane,  Queensland f 40
,
Blaxlands cPhillips30 Nimmo John, Hodgkinson c 41
,
Rockhampton u kPhillips  Miss  Ann31 Nisbet J., Rockhampton o 42
,
.Brisbane o oPhillips George32 Noble -, Brisbane c 43
,
Ipswich cPhillips W.33 Noble George, Ipswich u k 44
,
Philip R Mackay c34 Noble Henry, Oxley c 45
,
Hodgkinson cPhinestere Robt.35 Nock E. E., Brisbane c 46
,
7.  Brisbane sPhillips Mrs36 Nolan C., Charters Towers c 47
.,
Peak Downs cPickering R H.37 Nolan Kate, Brisbane o o 48
. ,
Picot P. H. Brisbane  m and s (2)37 Nolan Peter, Natal Downs c 49 Broadwater cPieck -39 Norman C., Paroo c 50
,
Barambah cPierse Miss Norah40 Norman  Martin , Lower Herbert c 51
,
Pippey P. Beenleigh c41 Norris Henry, Palmer s 52
,
Mackay fPitsch Franz42 Norton -- (saddler), Surat c 53
,
Toowoomba oPlatz Maria43 Nugent -, Westbrook c 54
,
Plunkett Patrick, Brisbane c
0. 55 Podimore Thomas, Peak Downs c
56 Townsville o cPonsonby Lawrence W.1 O'BRIEN Kate, Rockhampton c 57
,
Poole Mrs., West End c2 O'Brien John, "White Swan Hotel," Queensland u k
'
58 Poole Reginald, Dalby u k (2)3 O Brien John, Toowoomba c 59 Ipswich road cPope W.4 O'Brien Miss Margaiet, South  Brisbane c 60
,
Breakfast Creek cPorter H.5 O'Conal Timothy, Roma e 61
,
Roma mPorter J. E.
6 O'Connell Dennis, Toowoomba o 62
,
Brisbane u kPorter W. H.
7 O'Connor D., Brisbane c 63
,
Portley  Miss  B., Toowoomqa c
8 O'Connor J., Dalby c 64 Powell Thomas, Cooktown o (2)9 O'Doherty Mrs., Gympie in 65
,
Brisbane o cPower Anne] 0 O'Donnell R. H., Brisbane u k 66
,
Rockhampton cPower J D.
11 O'Donohue Daniel, W arwick c 67
,
Power Mrs. W. H., Rockhampton s
12 O'Dowd Simon, Charters Towers t 68 Prentice Henry, Brisbane c13 O'Keefe (timber-getter), Maryborough c 69 Preston -, Cressbrook c14 O'Leary Kate, Dingo c 70 Preston Sophia, Toowoomba e15 Oldfield George, Brisbane u k 71 Clermont cPrice Wm.16 Olsen -- (carrier), Townsville c 72
,
Priggard H. T., Dalby c
17 Olsen Andreas, Brisbane f 73 Pringle and Co., Rockhampton c18 Olsen Beruth, Mackay f 74 Rockhampton u kPritchard B. H.19 Olsen Johan, Copperfield f 75
,
Pritchard Edwin, Brisbane u k
20 O'Neale James, Sandy Creek c 76 Pritchard H. Brisbane c21 O'Neil Mrs., Toowoomba c 77
,
Pritchard H. W., Gympie c
22 O'Neill Caroline, Millchester o c i 8 Pryde Win., Lower Herbert c23 O'Neill H., Rockhampton o c 79 Pugh Richard, Cooktown n z24 O'Neill J., Ipswich Road c 80 Pumfrey John, Brisbane c
25 Organ Michael Thornborough e 81 Purcell Patrick, Brisbane c
26 Orr - Brisbane c
27
,
O'Shannessy Andrew, Cook Town c Q.28 O'Sullivan Joshua, Rockhampton c
29 O'Sullivan Patrick, Headington Hill c 1 QUAIFE J. C., Valley o c
80 Oswin Charles, Brisbane u k 2 Quane  H., Cooktown u k
31 Ott Jacob, Toowoomba c 3 Quigly Joseph, Rockhampton o e (2) -
32 Otto Fred, Kelvin Grove c 4 Quinn Michael, Stanthorpe o e
33 Out Ling Lee, Grandcheater c 5 Qurk Charley, Hodgkinson c
34 Outridge  Mrs. Beenleigh u k
35
,
Owens J., Milichester c R.
36 Owens Wm., Tambo e 1 RADCLIFFE  Mrs Brisbane s
2 Radcliffe  John Roma c
P. 3
,
Raby Charles, Aramac c
1 PADDOCK, W., Brisbane u k 4 Randall Mrs . R., South Brisbane u k
2 Page  A., Toowoomba c 5 Randall Wm., Tambo o c
3 Page Henry,  Brisbane o c 6 Randen Dedley, Ipswich c
4 Painter  John, Peak Downs u k 7 Rane , Irishtown c
5 Palmer David, Toowr.)mba c 8 Ramund Gregor, Yengarie c
6 Parker  -,  Brisbane •; 9 Raper John, Rockhampton c
7 Parry Richard, A.rbmao c 10 Rappell Charles, Townsville c
8 Parsons  A., Mol .nt i peneer m 11 Rasmussen Jens, South Brisbane c
9 Parsons J., To vnsvi lle 0 12 Rasmusr on Peter, Brisbane s
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13 Ray  Edward, Spring Creek c Schmith P. Clausen, Mackay c
14 Read H., Jondaryan c (2) Schneider Charles, Warwick Road c
15 Read J. (farriar), Tambo c Schollich J. S. F., Tambo  s and m (3)
16 Read J. W., Brisbane f Schwieso -, Maryborough u k
17 Reddacliffe J. (carrier), Warwick u k Scott Edmund, Brisbane c
18 Reed George, Brisbane u k Scott E. F., Callandoon in
19 Reetz  H., Surat c Scott J. W., Nerang Creek s
20 Reichell -, Drayton c (2) Scully P., Toowoomba c
21 Reid Alexr., Peak Downs s Seaborn H. S., Rockhampton c
22 Reid  Ralph, Warwick s Sear Charles, Maryborough o c
23 Reilly  M., Rolleston c Searle Susan , Maryborough o
24 Reirdon  Timothy, Charters Towcrs n z Seaver Michael , Townsville c
25 Reynolds Matt., Charters Towers Selby Samuel, Roma o
26 Reynolds  J., Warwick c Shafer Siefert, Lower Herbert c
27 Reynolds Win., Maryborough o c Sharp Edward (carrier), Rockhampton
28 Rhuland G., Cardwell c (2) Shaw John, Logan Downs c
29 Rice  Geo., Peak Downs f Shay (dairyman), Millchester c
30 Rice Win., Mackay s Shears Frank, Herbert Creek c
31 Richards -,  Brisbane s Sheenan -, Brisbane c
32 Richards H. T., Mudgee, N.S.W., f Sheehy -, Dingo c
33 Richards R., Kedron Brook c Sheldon Dr. H., Brisbane o c and s (2)
34 Richards W. J., Charters Towers o c Shepperd Edward, Brisbane u k
35 Richardson , Ipswich c Shepperd Edwin, Brisbane u k
36 Richardson A. T., Rockhampton c Sherlock C. W., Brisbane u k
37 Richardson W., Charters Towers c Shoot Jacob, Peak Downs c
38 Rickett John, Toowoomba c Short Peter, Myra Station c
39 Richmond G., Cardwell c Shumm Herbert, Dalby c
40 Riley -James  Agley,  Maryborough u k (2) Shute R., Tambo c
41 Riley Mathew, Townsville c Silcock Walter, Brisbane c
42 Ring Thomas, Brisbane c Siels N. F., Clermont c
43 Risby --, Toowoomba c Simpson, Captain Wm., Maryborough c
44 Roach Mrs., Brisbane c Simson J. C., Maryborough m45 Roach George, Brisbane c Skepke August, Rockhampton o c (2)
46 Roachmann -, Dalby c Skering  Mrs., Brisbane s
47 Roberts -,  Brisbane c Slade George Penkivel, Lily Vale o c
48 Roberts E. C., Toowoomba c Slater G., Yengarie c
49 Roberts R., Rockhampton c Slatter Daniel, Rockhampton u k
50 Roberts R. I. or T., Brisbane f Slone  W. J., Ipswich c
51 Roberts Thomas, Old Cleveland Road c Slown  Miss  Maria, Charters Towers c
52 Robertson Alex., Kilkivan  it  k Smidt (cabman), Brisbane c
53 Robertson Jas., Dalby c Smith Mrs., Rosewood u k
54 Robertson Noble, Clermont c (2) Smith Mrs., Spring Creek c
55 Robins Charles, Rockhampton o c Smith Mrs. A., Maryborough a
56 Robinson E., Police Barracks c Smith Mrs. A. G., Brisbane c
57 Robinson Mrs., Samford Road c Smith C. C., Roma s
53 Robinson A. V., Aramac c Smith C. E., Millchester c
59 Robinson James, Wolfang Station a Smith Frank R., Surat s (3)
60 Robinson John, Toowoomba s Smith Frank, Wooloongabba c
61 Robinson  S., Berrunia s Smith George, Clermont c
62 Robinson J. M., Brisbane o c Smith John, Ipswich  it  k
63 Robson D. M. L., Peak Downs c Smith John, Copperfield u k
64 Robson  H., Clermont c Smith John (from Garthy) Mackay c
65 Robson W., Rockhampton c Smith Joseph, Cooktown f
66 Rodgers Mrs. Jessie , Toowoomba c Sm.th, Joseph, Rockhampton u k
67 Rodgings -, Toowoomba c Smith Mrs. J., Dalby c
68 Rogers  Mrs. H., Brisbane u k Smith Mrs. J. C., South Brisbane c
69 Rogers James, Brisbane o c Smith J. F., Christmas Creek c
70 Rogers  Michael, Cooktown s Smith Thomas , Brisbane  c and in (2)
71 Rogers Richd., Herbert River c (3) Smith T. A.. Brisbane o
72 Rombach A., Rosewood c Smith T. H., Cooktown u k
73 Rose  Mrs., Ann street c Smith William, (bricklayer)  Brisbane m
74 Rosevear Mrs., Warwick c Smith W., Clifton c
75 Rosetter, B. L., Dotswood Station c Smith Robert, Thornborough c
76 Ross Donald, Drayton c (2) Smithies John Widgee t
77 Ross -, (wheelwright), Toowoomba c Smyth John, Toowoomba u k
78 Ross George, Jimbour Creek c Smyth S. (police), Brisbane  it  k
79 Ross Thomas, Warwick c Snell Miss A., Crynam c
80 Ross W., Charters Towers c Snell John, Toowoomba c (2)
81 Rourke H., Brisbane c Soanes George, Brisbane u k
82 Rowlandson  A. H., Brisbane u k Solomon H. H., Clermont c
83 Rudd Christine, Toowoomba c Solomon S ., Brisbane c
84 Rush Miss A., Brisbane c Somerville A., Clermont c
85 Russell  J., Ipswich c Sorensen  C. K., Maryborough f
86 Rutaerford James, Cunnamulla a Sorentzen Neils, Maryborough f
87 Ratten  Samuel,  Lower Herbert u k South James, Maryborough u k
88 Ryan John, Aramac c Sparks James, Mackay u k
89 Ryan Michael, Rockhampton o c Speed W. G., Rosewood in
90 Ryan Pat, Loganholme o Spelman Edward, Rockhampton a
91 Ryan R. A., South Pine c (2) Spendlove Job, South Pine u k
92 Ryan M., Pie Creek c Speurs T., Dingo c
93 Ryan Miss Mary, Rockhampton c Spice Alfred E., Brisbane  it  k
94 Rycroft R. (Ice Works),  Brisbane s Spinks William,  Brisbane u k
Spinnels J. C., Dingo c
S. Springett Wm., Toweran c
Sproulle Charles A ., Brisbane s
1 SABY William, Aramac c Stacey W., Roma c
2 Sanders  Edwin, Aramac c Staib Christian, Calliope c
3 Sang Song , Brisbane c Stall Mrs., South Brisbane c
4 Sartin  Christian, Rockhampton c Stanmil Samuel,  Brisbane o c
6 Saunders  C., Mackay c Stanley B. H., Clermont o
6 Saunders  H., Taroom o Stapleton -, Tambo c
7 Scanlan Jeremiah , Townsville c Stark  Christy, Warwick o c
8 Soawen G., Brisbane n z Steinman  , South  Brisbane f
9 Scltewell Charles,  Laura o Stellmacher -, Drayton c
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104 Stephens -, Aramac c 59 Tresaett Hugo, Thornborough o
105 Stephens Thomas, Brisbane u k  60 Trickey -, Brisbane e
106 Stephens Thomas, Brisbane u k 61 Trivett Read F., Dalby u k
107 Stephenson John, Brisbane s 62 Trnedsson O. P., Brisbane o c
108 Sterritt R. G., Mitchell Downs c 63 Trouzett Johann, Warwick o a
109 Stevens Alf Bcrto, Rockhampton m 64 Trotter William, Brisbane s
110 Stevens Bridget, Charters Towers o 65 Tucker M., Walloon o c
111 Stewart James, Cardwell e 66 Tudor G., South Brisbane c
112 Stewart John, Mackay c 67 Turner A. P., Brisbane c
113 Stewart Saml. J., Rockhampton u k 68 Turner George, Brisbane u k
114 Stewart W., Cattle Creek c 69 Twatt George, Thornborough c
115 Stewarts:)n Mrs., Charters Towers e 70 Tyler Mrs., Samford c
116 Stay J. J., Pikedale c 71 Tyrrell John,  Brisbane s (2)
117 Stibe C., Table Land e 72 Tyrrell Thomas, Clermont Light-ship e
118 Stibi Christopher, Brisbane e
119 Stin  Mrs., Brisbane s U.
120 Stockley W. M., Brisbane c 1 UHL Ludwig, Spring Hill o c
121 Stone John, Charters Towers c
122 Stra'•han James, Roma u k V.
123 Strange D. Brisbane c
124
, 1Streicker John Toowoomba c VALGHT --, Jimbour c
125
, 2Street George Toowoomba c Vary --, Shafston c (2)1 6 , 3Stuart H. M. Maryborough c Vernon Charles, Brisbane u k
127
, , 4Sullivan J. Brisbane s Vernon C., Rockhampton  in
128
, 5Sumner Thomas Maryborough u k Volker Chas., Drayton c
129
, 6Sun Cum War Maryborough s Vonhausen C., Toowoomba c
130
, 7Sunneman John, Gowrie Road c Vowles J., South  Brisbane c
131 Sutter G Calliope f
132
,
Button William, Rockhampton o c .W,
133 Swain Henry (carpenter), m and n z (3) 1 WADE Michael Joseph,  Clermont u k (2)
134 Swales J. D., Aramac a 2 Wagstaff George, Maryborough u k
135 Symes Brothers, Clermont c (2) 3 Wagstaff J., Brisbane c
136 Symons J., P.O. Brisbane a 4 Wahlers H., Cooktown c
5 Wain John, Spring Creek c
T. 6 Walder Charles, Valley c
7 Walker --, Maryborough c
1 TAGGART John, Charters Towers c 8 Walker A. B., Brisbane c
2 Talty Pat, Jimbour c 9 Walker Hugh, Rockhampton e
3 Talty Susan, Brisbane f 10 Walker J., Lennon's Hotel c
4 Tandressy Gustoff, Toowoomba c 11 Walker Sam, Rockhampton, s
5 Tanner, Mrs. M., Rockhampton o c 12 Wall Miss Margaret, Rockhampton m
ti Taylor Miss Caroline, Toowoomba c 13 Wallace J., Emerald Downs m
7 Taylor Henry, Roma o c 14 Wallace John H., Aramac, c and s
8 Taylor Henry, Brisbane s 15 Wallace J. B., Langton s
9 Taylor H. (gardener), Drayton c 16 Walson Chas. M., Cooktown s
10 Taylor Herbert, Dingo c (2) 17 Walter Frank, Brisbane u k
11 Taylor Jemima, Brisbane c 18 Walter Miss Matilda, Brisbane u k
12 Taylor John, Roma c 19 Wane -- Kangaroo Point c
13 Taylor John, Dalby o c 20 Wang Chang, Brisbane c
11 Taylor Miss Maggie,  Gympie o  21 Ward Miss  Emma, Brisbane o c
15 Taylor Wm., Brisbane f 22 Ward James, Herbert River a
16 Taylor Willliam, Yandilla u k 23 Ward John, Cooktown c
17 Tedford Win., Spring Creek c 24 Ward Michael, Rodney Downs c
18 Tellis A. C., Aramac c (2) 25 Ward Thomas, Russell street c
19 Terney At., Rosewood in 26 Warne G. H., Barcoo s
20 Teylor Patrick, Clermont c 27 Warren L. P., Rockhampton c
21 Thayne D. J., Brisbane c 28 Warren William, Clermont c
22 Tlieam John T., Sliding Rock Mine u k 29 Watkins Mrs., Brisbane e
23 Thomas --, Bowen Downs c 30 Watson --, Toowoomba c
24 Thomas J., Copperfield c 31 Watson Mrs., Brisbane c
25 Thomas L., Ipswich road c 32 Watson Arthur C., Brisbane u k
26 Thompson --, Jimbour c 33 Watson C. E., Surat o c
27 Thompson Alfred, Bowen Downs c 34 Watson C. M., Cooktown u k
28 Thompson A., South Brisbane c (2) 35 Watson F., Toowoomba c
29 Thompson F., Maryborough c 36 Watson G., Toowoomba c
30 Thompson James, Logan Downs c and o (2) 37 Watson James, South Brisbane
31 Thompson J. C., Cooktown c  38 Watson J., Gowrie Creek c
32 Thompson Mrs. L. M., Brisbane o c 39 Watson Wm., Aramac c (2)
33 Thompson Mrs. W. F., Ipswich c 40 Watson W., Ipswich c
34 Thone J., Milton c 41 Watson Thomas, Dalby c
35 Thorn Philip, Warwick c 42 Wayte John, South Brisbane c
36 Thorne J. W., Toowoomba c 43 Wearing J., Stanthorpe c
37 Thornton H. L., Z oowoomba c 44 Webb John. Maryborough u k
38 Tibbitts John, Logan road u k 45 Webb Mrs. W., Valley c
39 Tierney  Miss  (care of Hayes),  Brisbane u k  46 Webber J. F., Toowoomba c
40 Tierney M., Dalby c 47 Webber Wm., Tambo o c
41 Turnbull F., Brisbane o 48 Websur Wm., Valley c
42 Timms J., Brisbane c 49 Wecker Fritz, South Brisbane c
43 Tims Henry, Brisbane c 50 Weiss Philip, Cooktown u k
44 Tindall T., Brisbane m 51 Weir R. M., Tambo c
45 Tinfield -, Rockhampton u k 52 Welch IT., St inthorpe o c
46 Todd and Davenhill, South  Brisbane c  53 Welch James (carrier), Townsville e
47 Toderson Mrs., Charters Towers c 54 Weller F., Spring Hill c
48 Toe George, Drayton e 55 Wellsby --, Toowoomba c
49 Toft --, Warw.ck c 56 Welsh Michael, Rockhampton c
50 Tolmie R., Drayton c (2) 57 Werth --, Drayton c
51 Tomalin James, Cooktown c 58 Wessley Wm, Weranga c
52 Tomkin M., Hodgkinson c 59 Wheatland Albert, Tambo o c
53 Tootell H., Clermont c (2) 60 Wheeler Daniel, Dingo e
54 Tough John, Charters  Towers c  61 Wherritt F., Surat o c
55 Tourney W., Clermont s 62 Whitby Bridget, Rockhampton o
56 Tracy Henry, Sandy  Creek c  63 White Charles,  Mackay c
57 Tramby  James , Dalby o 64 White C.  R., Breakfast Creek o c
58 Tregarthen  B., Toowoomba c  65 White Edmund ,  Aramac c
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66 Thornborough cWhite Jobn 115 Woollett Walter, Ipswich c
67
,
White  Miss Martha , Roma o c 116 Woolich Fredk., Thornborough c
68 White Richard, Cooktown c 117 Worth Mary, Townsville o c
69 White T. D., Brisbane o c 118 Wriede G., Charters Towers c
70 Dalrymple cWhite W. G. 119 Wright G. H., Rockhampton u k
71
,
Whitecross -, Brisbane p o 120 Wright Harry, Brisbane e
72 Whitehouse Miss Lizzy, Toowoomba c 121 Wright John, Margaret street c
73 Whitemore -, Dalby c 122 Wright Mrs. T., Brisbane u k
74 Whitton -,  Brisbane c 123 Wrigley Wm., Rosalie  Plains e
75 Why John, Maryborough c 124 Wuhl V., Toowoomba c
76 Whybird -, Toowoomba o 125 Wyley George, Brisbane c and m (2)
77 Toowoomba cWegg  Moran
78
,
Wild James,  Bowen Downs n z Y.
79 Williams (basket -maker ),  Brisbane c
80 Williams , Dalby c 1 YENNER G., Ipswich c
81 Williams Mrs., Spring Hill c 2 Yohn Thee, Clermont m
82 Williams Alfred, Brisbane u k 3 York George, Brisbane c
83 Williams Charles, Charters Towers c 4 Young and Lascetts, Clermont o c
84 Williams Christie, Cooktown c 5 Young Adam, South Brisbane c (4)
85 Williams C., Warwick u k 6 Young W. J., Brisbane o c
86 Williams C. L., Tambo c 7 Younker George, Logan road c.
87 Williams Ellen Maryborough c
88
,
Williams Emily, Rockhampton o Z.
89 Williams Freak., Brisbane c
90 Williams Harry, Beenleigh c 1 ZALER Peter, Yengarie a
91 Williams  Samuel , Colinton c 2 Zeller Charles Dalby c (2),
92 Williams W., Brisbane s 3 Zerbe A. H. Blackall c (3),
93 Willis G. W., Clermont o c 4 Zoller Mis Katie, Gourie goad c
94 Willis R. C. B., Rockhampton c
95 Wilson and Co., Clermont c Initials, &c.
96 Wilson , Drayton c
97 Wilson , Upper Mary c 1 A. B., Ipswich c
98 Wilson John, Rockhampton a 2 H. B., Brisbane c
99 Wilson John, Roma o c 3 H. R., Brisbane u k
100 Wilson J. (Leon's Circus), Clermont a 4 L. M., Brisbane c
101 Wilson Major, Rosamond Station n z 5 M. B. B. D. Brisbane c (2),
102 Wilson Philip, Brisbane u k 6 S., Brisbane in
103 Wilson William, Toowoomba u k 7 J. M., Brisbane c
104 Wilson Win, Cooktown u k 8 W. A., Brisbane c
105 Wilson W. F. (dentist),  Brisbane c 9 Ace, Charters Towers e
106 Wilson W. S., Peak Downs c 10 Bridget, Roma c
107 Wite John, Clermont c 11 Call S. S. I., Rockhampton o c
108 Witheridge Phileman, Rosewood u k 12 Combo Combo, Calliope e
109 Wing On and Co., Cooktown c 13 Gahan, Brisbane o c
110 Wood James , Brisbane s 14 Hon. Sec. Cardwell J. Club, Cardwell c
111 Wood  James , Cardwell u k 15 Jack, S.S.I., Maryboro' o c
112 Woodyer C., Clermont c 16 Tamete, S.S.I., Cardwell o c
113 Woodlard John, Brisbane u k (2) 17 Tom, S.S.I., Maryboro' o c
114 Woolford Thomas, Toowoomba c 18 Wewoth, 8.5.1., Cardwell oc
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
L
HE following  Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the  Bowen  Cemetery, for the year ending
 31st December , 1876, is hereby published  for general information.
F. RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS BY THE TRUSTEES OF THE BOWEN CEMETERY, FROM 1ST
JANUARY, 1876, TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
RECEIPTS.
1st January, 1876.  £ s. d.
To Balance  in A.J. S. Bank  ... ... ...  62 10 10
,,  Burial fees for 1876 ... ... ... 12 10 0
£75 0 10
EXPENDITURE.
J v nuary to December, 1876. £ s. d.
By Repairs to Cemetery and fees during
1876 ... ... ... ... ... 16 9 0
„ I3alance in bank ... ... ... ... 58 11 10
£75 0 10
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Bowen Cemetery, hereby declare the above Abstract to be
a correct account of our Receipts and Disbursements during the past year ; and we make this solemn
declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
JOHN PALMER0
D MILLER,  Trustees.
DAVID BELL,
Made and signed before me, at Bowen, this 24th day of February, 1877. .
G. F. SANDROCK, J.P.
NOTICE.THE Annual Licensing Meeting of Her Majesty's
Justices of the Peace acting in and for the
District of Goodna ,  will be held at the Court
House, Goodna , on TUESDAY,  the 17th day of
April  next, at 12 o'clock noon ,  for the purpose of 1,
considering applications for Publicans '  Licenses
under the Acts 27  Vic. No.  16, and 34 Vic . No. 7.
HY. W. RANSOM,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Police Office,
Goodna,  1st March, 1877.
IT is hereby notified that the Annual Publicans'Licensing Meeting for the Police District of
Maryborough, will be holden at the Court House,
Maryborough, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
April next, at noon.
Applications  must be  lodged with the Clerk of
Petty  Sessions  on or before the 27th instant.
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Maryborough, 6th March, 1877.
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ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
1 T is hereby notified ,  that the Annual Publicans
Licensing Meeting, for the Police District
of Stanthorpe ,  will be  holden at the  CourtHouse, Stanthorpe , on TUESDAY, the 17th day
of April, 1877, at Twelve o'clock noon , for the
purpose of considering applications for Licenses,
under the Acts  27 Vic.  No. 16, and 34  Vic. No. 7.
By order,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe ,  1st March, 1877.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the AnnualN Licensing Meeting for the District  of Cook,
will be holden at the Court House ,  Cooktown, on
TUESDAY,  the seventeenth day of April next,
at Twelve noon ,  for the purpose of considering
applications under the Publicans  Act, 27 Vic. No. 16.
Applications must be lodged  with the Clerk of
Petty Sessions on or before the Twenty-seventh day
of March next.
By order,
JAMES PRYDE,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Cooktcwn, 24th February, 1877.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING, DALBY.
IT is hereby notified that the Annual Publicans'Meeting for the Police District of Dalby, will
be holden at the Court House in Dalby, on
TUESDAY, the 17th day of April, 1877, at
Twelve o'clock noon, for the purpose of considering
applications  under the Acts of 27 Vic. No. 16, and
34 Vic. No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on  or before the 27th day of March instant.
By order,
C. F. CUMMING,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Dalby, 6th March, 1877.
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING-
1'jIHE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justices
j of the Peace acting in  and for the Police
District of Logan, north of the Coomera River,
will be held at the Court House, Beenleigh, at noon,
on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next, for the
consideration  of applications for Licenses under the
Acts 27 Vic. No. 16, and 34 Vic. No. 7.
All applications must be lodged with the Clerk of
Petty Sessions on or before the 27th instant ;
applications  for Country Publicans' Licenses must
be accompanied by the license fee of fifteen pounds.
ROBERT MILLER,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Beenleigh, 8th March, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Annual Licensing Meeting for the grantingof Publicans' Licenses for that portion of the
Roma Police District comprised within the Sub-
District of Mitchell, will be held at the Court
House, Mitchell, on TUESDAY, 17th April next,
at 12 o'clock noon.
Applicants for Country Publicans' Licenses must
accompany their application with the License Fee
(£15), as required by the Act 34 Vic. No. 7.
By order,
MICHL. BURKE,
Court House,
Acting C.P.S.
Mitchell Downs, 1st March, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Annual Licensing  Meeting of the Justices
of the Peace  acting in  and for the Police
District of St. Lawrence, will be holden in the
Court House, St. Lawrence, on TUESDAY, the
17th of April  now next ensuing , for the purpose of
considering  applications for Publicans'  Licenses and
renewals thereof , for the  said  district.
Applications for Country Publicans'  Licenses
must be accompanied  with the fee of £15.
THOS. GOOCH,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
St. Lawrence, 26th February, 1877.
9 I HE Annual Publicans General Licensing Meet-
I 'ing,  in accordance  with the Act 27 Victorim
No. 16, will be held at the Court House, Goondi-
windi, on the third Tuesday in April now next
ensuing, at  12 o'clock noon.
A. R. WETTENHALL,
Police Magistrate.
Goondiwindi, 22nd February, 1877.
THE Annual  Licensing Meeting  of Her  Majesty's
Justices of the Peace acting in  and for the
Police District of Townsville,  wi ll  be holden at the
Court House ,  Townsville , on TUESDAY, the 17th
day of April  next, for the purpose of considering
applications for licenses under  the Acts 27 Vic.
No. 16 and 34 Vie. No. 7.
Applications must  be lodged with  the under-
signed, on  or before 27th day of March.
By order,
W. HANDLEY DEAN,
Court House,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Townsville ,  21st  February, 1877.
JURY LIST.
N
OTICE is hereby given that the Annual Court
of Petty  Sessions , for the revision of the
Jury List for the District of Dalby, will be holden
at the Court House, in Dalby, on FRIDAY, the
13th day of April next, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon.
By order,
C. F. CUMMING,
Court House,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Dalby, 6th March, 1877.
1 OTICE is hereby given, that a Special Court
1I of Petty Sessions for revising the Jury List
for the Jury District of Cooktown, will be holden
at the Court House, Cooktown, on FRIDAY, the
13th day of April next, at which all Justices of the
Peace residing  within forty miles of the Court
House , Cooktown, are required to attend, under
the provisions of the eighth section of Jury Act,
31 Vic. No. 34.
By Order,
JAMES PRYDE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Cooktown, 24th February, 1877.
JURY LIST.j N accordance with " The Jury Act," a Revision
Court will by holden at the Court House,
Stanthorpe, on FRIDAY, the 13th day of April,
1877, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, for the purpose
of revising the Jury List for the Jury District of
Stanthorpe.
By order,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Stanthorpe, 1st March, 1877.
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NOTICE is hereby given , that a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising  the Jury List
for the Jury District of Maryborough, will be
holden at the Court House, Maryborough, on
FRIDAY, the 13th day of April next, at 10 a.m.,
at which the Justices of the Peace residing within
forty miles of the Court House of Maryborough,
are required to attend under the provisions of the
eighth section  of Jury Act, 31 Vic. No. 34.
STANLEY G. HILL,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office,
Maryborough, 6th March, 1877.
HE Annual Court  of Petty Sessions for the
Revision  of the Jury List for the District of
Townsville , will be held at the Court  House ,  Towns-
ville, on  FRIDAY, the 13th day of April  next, at
Ten o'clock  in the forenoon.
By order,
W. HANDLEY DEAN,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Townsvi lle,  21st February, 1877.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Eli Snell ,  of Queen street ,  Brisbane ,  by himself.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Eli Snell be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that William
Henry  Miskin ,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee of his
Estate .  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Eli
Sne ll ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at the
Principal Registry ,  Brisbane ,  on the Fourteenth
day  of  March , 1877,  at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the said
Eli Snell shall, on the Twelfth day of March,
at Brisbane ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate,
a full, true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this fifth
day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
William Richards ,  of Brisbane ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  wood and coal merchant,  by
himself.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is.ordered  that the said Wi lliam Richards be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
William Richards ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Principal Registry ,  Brisbane, on
the Twelfth day of March , 1877 , at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said William Richards shall, on the
Tenth day of March ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate ,  a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities
of every kind ,  and of the names and residences, so
far as known, of his creditors ; and of the causes of
his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fifth
day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvent Petition against
Daniel Donavan, of South. Brisbane, by the
said Daniel Donavan.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it i sorder d that the said Daniel Donavan be, and
he is  hereby adjudged insolvent,  informd pauperis ;
and that William Henry Miskin, Ea9uire, be
Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Daniel Donavan, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the office of the
Registrar  of this Court, on the Twelfth day of
March, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Daniel
Donavan shall, on the Ninth day of March, at
Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate, a full, true ,  and accurate
statement,  verified on oath,  of his debts and lia-
bilities of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this second
day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Cormack ,  of Dalby, hotel -keeper, by
Samuel Gordon, Public Officer of the Pro-
vincial Bank of Ireland.
U
PON  the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner ,  and of the acts of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said John
Cormack having been given ,  it is ordered that the
said John Cormack be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that Wil liam Henry Miskin ,  Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said John Cormack ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court,  on the Nineteenth day of March,
1877 ,  at Eleven o 'clock of the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said John Cormack sha ll ,
on the Seventeenth day of March instant, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full ,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inabi lity to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this seventh
day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
(Signed ) SAMUEL HODGSON,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
ESTATE JOHN ANDERSON, OF ROMA.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of John Anderson ,  of Roma ,  adjudi-
cated insolvent on the 29th March, 1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
15th day of March , 1877 , wi ll  be excluded.
Dated this 8th day of March, 1877.
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IN INSOLVENCY.
ESTATE OF  G. C. CRAIG AND CO., PEAK
MOUNTAIN.A SECOND dividend of One Shilling and
Ninepence in the £ has  been declared on
the above Estate, and will be payable on and after
the 13th March, 1877.
WM. HANNOM,
Trustee.
Queen street,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
273 4s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
TN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James John Dekins,  of Brisbane,
butcher,  an Insolvent.
HENRY HERBERT ELLIOTT,  of Brisbane,has been  appointed  Trustee  of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the  Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all  debts due to the  Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this seventh day of March, 1877.
J. MACKENZ IE SHAW,
Registrar.
ROBERTS,  LIDDLE ,  AND ROBERTS,
Solicitors  for the  Trustee,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
259 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alfred Cleve, and Daniel Her-
mann  Cleve, trading as -A. Cleve and Co.," at
Cooktown, Insolvents.
' J ILLIAM ROSS, of  Brisbane ,  commission
agent,  has been appointed Trustee of the
property of the above-named Insolvents.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvents must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this 9th day of March, 1877.
271 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Muller and Thomas
Carter, trading as " Muller and Carter," at
Nerang, Insolvents.W ILLIAM DRAPER BOX, of Edward street,
Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
merchant ,  has been appointed Trustee of the pro-
perty of the Insolvent.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvents must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this Sixth day of March,  1877.
268
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Campbell, of Eagle
street, Brisbane ,  cooper ,  an Insolvent.STEPHEN PARKER SCOWEN, of  Brisbane,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
A ll  persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward the proofs of debts to the Trustee, or
to Mr. Alfred Godfrey, solicitor for the Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Dated this eighth day of March, 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
ALFRED GODFREY,
Queen  street, Brisbane,
Solicitor  for the Trustee.
274 6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alfred Peter Mackenzie, William
Stewart, and Alexander Richard Mackenzie, of
Gairloch, Herbert River, sugar-planters, In-
solvents.
O N the twenty- third day of March, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy -seven ,  at Eleven of the clock in the fore
noon , Alfred Peter  Mackenzie ,  William Stewart,
and Alexander Richard Mackenzie ,  of Gairloch,
Herbert River,  sugar-planters ,  adjudicated insol-
vent on the third day of November , one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -six, will apply to the
Supreme  Court,  Bowen ,  for a Certificate of Dis-
charge.
Dated this thirteenth day of February, 1877.
JOHN ALEXANDER GREGORY,
Agent for
Bowen,
HENRY KNAPP,
Townsv ile,
Solicitor for the Applicants.
255 5s.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.ON the Ninth day of April, 1877, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, Henry John Goodwin Robin-
son, of Lorne, near Mackay, Sugar -planter, ad-
judicated insolvent on the ninth day of August,
1876, will apply to the Supreme Court at Brisb sue,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this ninth day of March, 1877.
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PETER MACPHERSON,
Solicitor  for the  Insolvent,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Walton, of Mackay, an
Insolvent.
N the Ninth day of April, 1877,  at Ten o'clock
O in the forenoon , John Walton, of Mackay,
adjudicated  insolvent on the seventeenth day of
January, 1877, will apply to  the Supreme Court,
at  Brisbane, for a  Certificate  of Discharge.
Dated this ninth day of March, 1877.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Solicitor for the Insolvent,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
272 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Edward Marlay and Julius Selke,
of Warwick,  Insolvents.
T HE Court has appointed  the Last Examination of
the above- named Insolvents ,  Edward Marlay
and Julius Selke, to take  place  at the Police Court,
Warwick, on the Twenty-sixth day of March in.
stant,  at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this fifth day of March, A.D. 1877.
254
J. MACKENZIE SHAW.
Registrar.48. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Allen, of Warwick, an
Insolvent.
T HE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the abovenamed Insolvent ,  James Allen,
to take place at the Po lice Court ,  Warwick, on the
Twenty -sixth day of March instant, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon.
Dated this fifth day of March,  A.D. 1877.
253
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll of Patrick Flynn ,  late of Tallebudgera,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  farmer, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will  be made to this Honor-
able Court ,  that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Patrick Flynn ,  deceased ,  may be granted to
Wil liam Dolan ,  of Tallebudgera aforesaid, one of
the Executors named in the said Will ; the other
Executor ,  William Simpson, having renounced
Probate thereof.
Dated this 8th day of March, 1877.
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PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
Proctor for the said William Dolan.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of William  Bassett Christian,  late of
Walhollow, in the Colony of New South Wales,
Esquire, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that  after the expira-tion of fourteen days from  the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court ,  that  Ancillary Probate of the
Will of  the above -named Wil liam Bassett Christian,
deceased ,  may be granted to  George Thornton, of
S dney,  in the  Colony of New South Wales,
Esquire ,  and Mark  $  onds Christian ,  of Hinton,
in the said colony , Esquire, the Executors and
Trustees named in  the said Will.
Dated this eighth  day of March, 1877.
HART AND FLOWER,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctors for the said  George Thornton
and Mark  Symonds Christian.
258 68.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland,  Bowen.
In the Will of William Daly, late of Mount
Douglas Hotel ,  Belyando  River ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  publican ,  deceased.INOTICE is hereby  given , that after the expira.1 tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed William Daly ,  deceased, may be
granted to Mary  Daly, of Mount Douglas Hotel
aforesaid , widow of the  said deceased ,  and sole
Executrix  named in the  said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of February, A.D.
1877.
246
GEORGE CRAWFORD,
Herbert street, Bowen,
Proctor for the said Mary Daly.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Thomas Donaldson, of Seven-mile
Creek ,  near Ipswich ,  in the  Colony  of  Queens-land,farmer ,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts in
the above Estate have this day been lodged
in my office,  and all parties having any claims onthe said Estate ,  or being otherwise interested therein,
are required to come in before me, at my office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street ,  Brisbane, on
or before  MONDAY, the  ninth day of April, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and if
they should think fit, object thereto ; and if no
exception shall be taken to such Accounts ,  the same
will be duly inquired into at my said office, on the
above day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this eighth day of March ,  A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar Supreme Court,
CHARLFS F. CHUBS,
Proctor for Executor,
262
Brisbane  street, Ipswich.
78.
ALEXANDRA LEASEHOLD GOLD MINING
COMPANY (NO LIABILITY).
NOTICE.BY virtue of the provisions of "The Gold Mining
Company's Act of  1875,"  and clause 30 of
the Company  s Articles  of Association, the under-
mentioned shares are  forfeited through  non-payment
of calls, and will  be sold by Public Auction, on
WEDNESDAY, March 21st, 1877,  at 3  p.m.,  at
the Office of the Company, Gill street, Charters
Towers.
Progressive Nos. No. ofShare. Holder of  Shares.
4851 to 4900
3101 to 3200
247
50
100
James McClelland.
HamiltonReed Rutherford.
W. A. ACKERS,
Secretary.
5s. 6d.
NOTICE  is hereby given that a General Meeting
of the proprietors of the Brisbane Oyster
Fishery Company  (Limited )  will be held at Mr.
Arthur  Martin 's Auction Rooms ,  Queen street,
Brisbane , on FRIDAY,  16th instant, at 4 p.m.
ARTHUR MARTIN,
Director.
BusiNEss :
To legalise agreement  re  sale of the Company's
assets to  the Moreton Bay Oyster Company ; to ap-
point liquidator ; and other business.
270 4s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on Warry street, from
Leichhardt street to Gregory Terrace ; and the
private streets,  courts, lanes ,  and alleys opening
thereto.
I
HE Main Pipe in the said  streets  being laid
1 down, the  owners of all tenements  are hereby
required to pay the rates  and charges  for the supply
of water, as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the  Brisbane  Board of
Waterworks.
Office of the  Brisbane  Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane , 19th February, 1877.
188 5s.
The GoVERRNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1877.  £ s. d.
Mar. 5-J. Fisher .. ... ... ...  0 5 0
5-B. Cribb ... ... ... ... 1 1 0
5-C. Egan  ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
5-W. Jenkins ... ... 2 0 0
5-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
5-J. Mackenzie ... ... . ... 0 6 06-G. Crawford... ... ... ... 0 6 0
6-G. Boulter ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
6-H.' Beit and Co. ... ... ... 0 1 2
6-W. A. Ackers ... ... ... 0 10 0
7-E. Bradley ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
7-E. Bradley ... ... 0 10 0
7-T. Lynch ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
7-J. Stewart ... ... ... 0 2 0
7-H. Lloyd 0 4 0
8-J. P. Wilkie... ... ... ... 1 3 0
8-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
8-R. Cave ... ... 0 5 0
8-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 3 0
9-W. K. D'Arcy ... ... 0 11 6
9-C. Egan  ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
9-M. Cudmore... ... ... 0 2 6
9-M. Hick ey  ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
9-J. Dowz er ... ... ... . . . 0 4 0
9-W. Bewley ... ... ... ... 0 18 0
796
lEmpounbtngo.
Q,M' Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Sock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by  a remittance  sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Maryborough,  from St .  Helens, on
the 1st March , 1877, by  Mr. Ewart .  Damages, £5.
One roan bull, MR4 (registered brand)  near loin and
rump, H3C (registered brand) off thigh.
Also, from St. Helens, on the let March, 1877.
Damages and driving ,  3s. per head.
One bay horse ,  JM off shoulder ,  CF near shoulder.
One brown mare, blotch near shoulder  ;  foal at foot.
One red  steer,  registered brand blotched off ribs.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. DOWZER, Poundkeeper.
266 4s.
IMPOUNDED  at St . George,  from  Wagaby, on the
26th February, 1877, by order of G. M. Kirke,
Esquire.
One bay mare ,  star, hind feet white , GIK7 (registered
brand) near shoulder, BR3 (registered brand)
near thigh.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAR. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
263 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall.  from Northampton Downs,
on the  16th  February , 1877. Driving, 5s. per head.
One red working bullock, lame, CS near shoulder, RG
near ribs , blotch off rump.
One red and white working bullock, bald face, like OB
or CB off ribs, blotch near ribs.
One red cow, H8H (registered brand) near rump, like
Y over 1 off rump, quarter out out of the lower
part off ear.
One strawberry bullock (like worker), like , over JP
conjoined near rump, like JP conjoined off rump,
like blotch off ribs.
One red and white heifer, EV4 near ribs,  swa ll ow-tail
near  ear, 7 out back  near ear.
One red -roan  cow, C over  0  near ribs,  quarter cut out
upper part  off ear ,  down horns.
One strawberry  steer ,  unbranded.
One red-roan heifer, 1JY or J1Y of ribs, slit in centre
off ear, like number off cheek.
One brindle working bullock, SD over HAH near shoul-
der, HAHE over BH near ribs, blind near eye.
One strawberry cow, W1H (registered brand) off
rump, halfpenny cut out centre off ear.
One strawberry heifer calf, unbranded.
One strawberry bullock,  BD1 (registe red  brand) off
rump, indistinct brand near rump.
One strawberry steer, DN2 (registered  brand) off
rump, quarter out upper part off ear.
If not  released  on or before the 20th day of March,
1877,  will be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
267 139.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Ferny Side Station,
on the 26th February, 1877, by M. Donohue,
Esquire .  Driving expenses, 5s.
One bay horse, like c and indescribable brand conjoined
over 232 off  shoulder.
If not  released  on or before 30th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY,  Poundkeeper.
264 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Ferny Side Station,
on the 3rd March, 1877, by M. Donohue, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 5s.
One bay mare , JW (the  J reversed) near shoulder, sma ll
star, long tail  ;  foal at foot, unbranded.
If not  released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
265 l9.
IMPOUNDED  at Rolleston,  from Meteor Downs, on
the 19th February ,  1877, by order of  Wm. Kehnan,
Esquire. Driving,  3s. 4d.  per head.
One bay mare ,  73 over  88 near shoulder ,  small star,
black points.
One bay mare, like WV near X  in circle off shoulder, star,
black points.
One brown mare, WI over LS  near  shoulder ,  tip off ear,
star.
One black horse, 8 in diamond near shoulder,  like JC
near saddle and rump,  blind near eye, lump off
shoulder.
One bay horse ,  half-circle  over B conjoined near shoul-
der and  thigh, four  white feet, star.
If not  released on or before the 20th  March, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISH  ER, Poundkeeper.
242 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from Oakey Creek, on
the 2nd March,  1877, by  order of R.  W. Scholefield,
Esquire . Driving,  3s. per head.
One black mare,  LM over  M reversed or W near shoul-
der, near fore fetlock white,  and off fore  and hind
feet  white, small star and  stripe.
One black  horse, CK near  shoulder ,  star,  sore back, near
hind foot white.
One bay horse ,  blind near  eye, off  hind foot  white ,  blotch
like R with W off shoulder ,  star ,  like C or G over
BD4 (registered  brand )  near shoulder.
One bay horse, GH or GHA (the- HA  conjoined) near
shoulder,  star, collar-marked, sore back.
If not released on or before the 30th  March, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
252 4s.
MPOUNDED  at Charleville, from Boothu ll a Station,
on the 26th February, 1877, by order of Christian
Epple ,  for trespass .  Driving ,  15s. 10d. each.
One roan and white bullock, tip off off ear,  like 2  off
rump, 0 off ribs ,  2 off rhoulder.
One red and white cow, near ear slit, off ear marked,
like blotched brand near rump, like CH  (the C, if
such, blotched )  off rump, like R1T  (registered
brand )  over like GE2  (registered brand )  near ribs.
One roan and white cow,  like AS8  (registered brand)
near rump.
One roan and white cow, illegible brand like WM con-
joined off  rump,  66 off ribs,  off ear marked.
One strawberry and white cow,  red  can, like AS near
rump, like AS off rump
One  red cow, near ear marked, like LC  near ribs, like 0
near shoulder.
One white heifer calf, unbranded.
One strawberry bull calf, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 3rd April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY,  Poundkeeper.
250 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville,  from Oakwood Station,
on 16th January,  1877,  by order of Messrs.
Humphrey and Bulmore ,  for tre spass .  Driving 109.
Re-advertised 24th  February, 1877.
One bay mare,  indistinct brand, like A near thigh, like
A near rump.
If not  released on or before  the 3rd April,  1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
E. BRADLEY,  Poundkeeper.
249 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at St. George,  from Wild  Horse Plains,
on the 22nd February , 1877,  by order of Peter
Macdonald ,  Esquire .  Driving, 15s. each.
One bay horse,  star, SZ off  shoulder.
Also, from Wild Horse  Plains, on the 22nd February,
1877, by order  of Elias Harding, Esquire .  Driving, 15s.
each.
One chesnut mare, blaze,  silver mane and tail, like F
over FJ new shoulder.
One brown  mare, T7H (registered  brand)  near shoul-
der.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. EGAN,  Poundkeeper.
243 Is.
797
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Waroonga,  the 27th
February, 1877, by order of H. G. Biscoe, Esquire,
for trespass. Damages on entire, 25; driving, 3s.
One bay entire,  star,  near hind foot white, K in square
near  shoulder.
One chesnut colt, bald face, off hind foot white, AS1
near  shoulder, 2PW off shoulder.
One bay colt, star, AS1 near shoulder.
One bay mare,  star,  two hind feet white, AS1 near
sboulder.
One yellow-bay mare, blacl, . r, l.e clown back, near hind
foot white,  3 near  cheek, AB7 near shoulder.
One black gelding, blotched brand like WMJ  near shoul-
der.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
257. 6s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from paradise Farm, on
the 24th February, 1877, by Mr. P. Hallam.
Damages, 2s . CA.; driving,  2s. 6d.
One bay mare,  small  star, inside of  near  fore foot white,
CA6 over B  near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Also, from Three-mile Creek, on 28th February, 1877,
by Mr. P. Hoar. Driving, 4d. per head.
One grey horse, like J over MP conjoined over b near
shoulder,  P near  rump, P off shoulder.
One brown  mare , WK over 1B and  blotched letter
(registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
It. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
257 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Bowen, from the Pyramid Run,by onald Macdonald, Esquire. Driving 16s. 8d.
per head.
One fleabitten-grey mare, like T over QN3 (registered
brand) blotched near shoulder, short tail.
One bay colt, star forehead, near hind foot white.
If not relca,ed on or before the 25th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
G. J. BOULTER, Poundkeeper.
248 2s.
IDiPOUNDE!) at Allora, from Ilirstvail, on 1stMarch, 1877, by order of W. IT. Philps. Driving,
5s. ; damages, 2s. 6d.
One brown  mare , +-v over ST over ce near shoulder, like
blotch brand under saddle, star.
One dark-bay  mare, J near  shoulder, M near thigh, small
star.
If not released on or before the 31A March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Pouudkeeper.
251
244
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Barrandilla Station,
on the 21st February, 1877, by order of Mr. Martin,
for trespass. Driving, 6s. 8d. each.
One bay horse,  star  on forehead,  near  fore and hind
feet white, 2L)( (registered brand) near thigh,
SK5 off shoulder-
One brown horse, short tail, saddle-marked, off fore and
off hind feet white, small  star  on forelead, like
EYJ near neck, EYJ over like 3F with blotched
letter after  near  shoulder, like brand near cheek.
One dark-brown horse, short tail, star on forehead, N D1
(registered brand) over like over V near shoulder,
over V near rump.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
E. BRADLEY, Poundkeeper.IMPOUNDED at Warwick, from the Reserve, on
12th February, 1877, by Mr. Patrick McNamara.
Damages and  driving, 3s. 2d.
One bay colt, no brand visible, hollow back, star and
stripe.
Also, from the Glen, by Mr. John Wilson, on 30th
December, 1876. Driving, 3s. Wrongly described in
a former advertisement.
One red and white steer, illegible brands off rump.
One white cow, CC off rump, X off loin, 5 or S off
shoulder, slit off ear ; calf at foot, unbranded.
Also, from Canning Downs, by J. D. Macansh, Esquire,
on 5th January, 1877. Driving, Is. 6d.
One strawberry bull calf, illegible brands off rump.
Also, from Spring Vale, by Mr. L. McLeod, on 15th
February, 1877. Driving, Is. 4d. per head.
One strawberry bull, no brand visible.
If not  released  on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will  be sold  to defray  expenses.
2s.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Goondiwindi, from Callandoon, by
order of V. Jenkins, Esquire, on the 24th February,
1877. Damage and driving, 5s. per head.
One grey gelding, D4 near shoulder, horse-shoe over 45
near thigh.
One grey gelding, DO near shoulder, speck on each eye.
One chesnut gelding, over diamond near shoulder,
star and snip, strap round neck.
Or.e bay gelding, near hip down, JY near shoulder, star
and snip.
One brown mare, HN near shoulder.
One b.ry gelding, m w over like Z7 or 27 near shoulder,
over C over diamond off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN McKENZIE, Poundkeeper.
245 6s.
PATK. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper. Printed and Published by JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer,
256 6s. William street, Brisbane, 10th March, 1877.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."THE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month ofFebruary last,'is published for generalinformation, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar of Brands,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane, 8th March, 1877.
Brand
Registered.
I
No. of _
erttacated
YORYBR BRAND.
Horses. Cattle. Name.
reorIIEl011.
ltui: or }'aria %i Love Nearn-t ;[':wt Town
Br.md is to be io.ed. of  Run or I ann.
G E U 12489 Various  ... Nil ...
3 E U 12490 Nil ... ... ... Various
4.F U 12491 Various ... ... Nil ...
5 E U 12492  Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
b E U 12493 Nil ... ... ... Various
7 E U 12494 Various ... ... Various
a E U 12495 Nil ... ... ... Nil
9E U 12496 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
V 8 12509 Various ... ... Various
V a 12607 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
9 12508 Nil ... ... ... Nil ••
ElY 12514 FC near shoulder Various12518  Nil ... . Nil ..
12522 Nil ... ... ... Nil
E 3 V 12624 Nil .. ... ... Nil ...
E4Y 12625 Various ... ... Various
E 5 V 12526 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
E b'V' 12527 EM ... ... ... Nil ...E7Y 12528  Nil ... ... ... Nil
E 9 Y 12534 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...
E 9 V 12535 Nil ... ... ... Nil ...GEV 12536  Nil ... ... ... Nil
1 E Y , 12587 I Nil Nil ...
THE
Johann Bischoff
John Sachan
Enoch Male
Ellen Black
Jeremiah Collins ...
Thomas Hodson ...
William G. Craft ... ...
John McShea ... ...
Holden Browne ... ...
Patrick Joseph Saunders...
Frederick Connford ...
George Alfred Hooper ...
James McPhillips... ...
Rev. Peter Mary Bucas ...
Martin Jensen
William Webb
... John Smith
... ... John  Seip  ... ... ...
Commonage ...
Walloon ...
Reserve ...
Leyburn ...
North Toolburra
Table Top ...
Millchester ...
Bundaberg ...
Reserve .
Brownsholme
Deer Park ...
Inglewood ...
Fassifern ...
Beebo ...
Mackay
Bage  Muhl ...
Scrubby Creek
Euthulla ...
Crocodile Creek
Selection, Ro1$n
.Mount Perry
Jimbour Creek
Maringandan
... Gladstone
... Ipswich
... St. George
... Leyburn
... Allora
... A llora
... Millchester
... Bundaberg
... Bundaberg
... Highfielde
... Ipswich
... Inglewood
... Fassiferp
... Leyburn
... Mackay
... Wivenhoe
... Mackay
... Roma
... Crocodile Creek
... Bundaberg
Mo=t'evey
Dalbv
Toowoomba
BrandRegistered.
2EV
4EIV
5EV
7EV
8EV
EEC
E>(2
E>(4
E,4, S
E>(b
E>(7
E><8
E>(9
E(3>(
E1>(
E2>(
E3)(
E4>(
E5><
Eb>(
No. of
Certifi
Horses.
SORMER BRAND.
12540 Nil ... ...
12541 Nil ... ...
12553  Nil ... ...
12554 Nil ... ...
12555 Nil ... ...
12556  Nil ... ...
12557 Various ...
12558 Nil ... ...
12559 TB near shoulder
12560 Nil ... ...
12562 Nil ... ...
12563  Nil ... ...
12564  Nil ... ...
12565 Nil ... ...
12566 Various ...
12567 Nil ... ...
12568 Nil ... ...
12573 Nil ... ...
12574 Nil ... ...
12581  Nil ... ...
12590 Nil ... ...
12591 RP ...
E 7>( 12592 Nil ...E8>( 12593 Nil ...E9>( 12591 Nil ...
CE>< 12595 Nil ..
1 E > ( 12596  Various
2E>( 12600 Nil3E>(  12603  Various7E>( 12607 Various
E Y 2 12502 Nil ...
G! (3 Y 12510 VariousG! 7Y 12511 Nil
H@4 12551 NilH>(4  12533 Nil
H Z5 12517 Nil
J2Q
J(3
J><9
K 2 D 12583
b K K 12588
K 2 L 12483
12521 Nil
12529 Nil
12520 Nil
12584 Nil
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
L3 N 12550 M it
L Y 9 12522 Nil
L 2 Y 12545 Nil
bM V 12499 Nil ...
NLa
2NL
9NNN PONIPS
1NP
N1Y
©L3
12576 Nil
12532 Nil
12548 Nil
12575 Nil
12605 Nil
12500 Nil
12513 Nil
12561 Nil
12549 Nil
@N5 12487 Nil
00 1 P 12544 Nil ...
P b A 12504 Nil ...P8@  12547 Various
B 12481 Nil
3 B 12503 Nil
8 B 12501 Nil ...3 Q (; 12580 Nil ...
RaF 1 12579 Nil ...
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Cattle.
PROPRIETOR.
Name.
::: Corne lius O'Brien
Carl Eisert
... ... Reuben Wood ...
... Thomas Carro ll  ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil
lario us
Nil
TB off ribs
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Heinrich Wennschlag ...
George Day ...
Catherine  Brennan ...
Frederick Schultz ...
John  Brazer ... ...
Alfred Brazer ... ...
Charles Brazer ... ...
Albert Rivers ... ...
Austin Clancy ...
Christian Lebsandft ...
Henry Robottom...
Patrick  Hogan  .
... ... John Wi ll iam Wheeler ...
... ... Laurence Shackelton ...
... ... Bridget Carroll ... ...
... William O'Brien ... ...
Albert McDonald... ...
... ...  Richard William Picton...
Nil ...
Nil ...Nil ...
Nil ...
Various
Nil ...
Various
Various
Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
... Nil ..
... Various
.. Various
... Nil
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
Nil
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil
Various
Adam Schneider .. .
Timothy Mai tin ...
Daniel Hayes
Jacob Mann
Ferdinand Huch ...
Milo Ryan ...
John McDonald ...
Ellen Brown ...
John Quigley ...
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used .  of Run or Farm.
Emu Creek ... ...
Gympie
Bedford, Pialba Road
Barealdine Downs ...
Yeppon Lagoon ...
Rosevsle ...
Ipswich ...
Reserve ...
Buaraba ...
Bunnett ...
Jondowrie ...
Jondowrie ...
Jondowrie ...
Charters Towers
Grandchester
Gowrie Road
Epsom Estate
Mackay ..
Spring Creek
Reserve ...
Mount Perry
Belyando River,
Douglas
Leura ...
Palmer Road
Charters Towers
Charters Towers
Ipswich ...
Gammie Swamp
Sugarloaf
Rosenthal
Enoggera ...
... Goon Yek  ... ... ...  Reserve
... Michael  Garvey  ... ... 0-ympie
... William  Hopper  .. ... Yengarie  ...
... John  Holzapfel  ...  Middle Oaky
... Alfred Hutson  ... ... Dulacca
... Leonard William Jaques ...  Belton Grange
Christian  Jagenndorff ...  Crocodile Creek
... Joseph Gi ll en  ... ... Bundaberg ...
... Jesse Bird... ... ... Coomera ...
.. Richard Ash Kingsford  ...  Springs
... Carl Kikhofel  ... ... Tinana
... Mary R ilfoyle  ... ...  Roma
T. Foot and Sons  .. ...  Mount Leonard
George Richard Maclean ... Tinana House
...  Edward Laye Bygrave  ...  BulloDowns...
... Charles McVeigh ... Lyon  Creek ...
Mt.
Greenmount
Maryborough
Blacka ll
Rockhampton
Rosewood
Ipswich
Rolleston
A alloon
Warwick
Dalby
Dalby
Dalby
Charters Towers'
Grandchester
Toowoomba
Marlborough
Mackay
Drayton
Roma
Mount Perry
Bowen
Rockhampton
Cooktown
Charters Towers
Charters Towers
Ipswich
Purga Creek
Stanthorpe
Warwick
Brisbane
Tambo
Gympie
... Yengarie
... Cooktown
... Condamine
Copperfield
Crocodile Creek
... Bundaberg
... Coomera
... Tingalpa
... Tinana
Roma
Charleville
... Tinana
... Thorgomindah
... Rockhampton
... Mary Neville ...
John Logan ...
... Nicol McNicol ...
... Wil liam Pembleton
...  Noah  Pearn ...
... Theodo re  B .  Tippett
... Joseph Bancroft ...
... William Nicholl ...
... Charles Olenburg ...
Reserve ...
Abbotsford ,Swan Creek
Big Ridge ... ...
North Rockhampton
Charters Towers ...
Kerry ,  Bradfords
Brisbane ... ...
Lytton
Western Creek ...
Banana
Warwick
Blantyne
Rockhampton
Charters Towers
Beenleigh
Brisbane
Lytton
Weste rn Creek
Station
Bowen... Michael Byron  O'Neill ... G lencoe
Owen Pugh
Adam Petrie
George Harden
... Carl Berlin
Samuel Burden
Bailey and Ray
... Patrick Cannon
Nil ... ... ... Frederick Rush ...
Brisbane  ...  Brisbane
Clifton Station  ...  Clifton
... Oxley  .. ... ...  Oxley
Rosewood Scrub  ...  Rosewood
Gatton  ... ...  Gatton
Albert River... ... Beenleigh
Princess street, Petrie Brisbane
terrace
Ter;ioa  ... ...  Pikedale...
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Brand No. of
Registered .  Certificate
S 0 K 12538 Nil
Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
T 9 E 12543 Nil ...
U b A 12598
C U E 12480
U(; b 12512
3 U J 12506
5 U d 12585
U 2 N 12530
U b N 12599
7UV 12601
U Z b 12569
Nil ...
JWB...
Various
Nil ..
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil
Nil
SH off shoulder ... Nil
Nil ... ... ... Nil
b VIE 12597 Nil
VB 12682 Nil ...
4Y 12488 Nil ...
SV M 12498
V S 8 12rr06
V4Y 12542
UWb
WY3
><7M
> <Wb
Y9D
7YJYL1
Y R3
3YR
YOT
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
12516 Various
12578 Nil ...
12586 Nil ...
12482 Nil
12570 Nil
12497 Nil
Nil ... ... ... 1 Charley Lam Seuk ... Mount Perry
Nil ... ... ... Thomas Andrews ... ... Coopers Plains
... Nil
... Nil ...
... Nil ...
Name.Glattle.
Richard Atkinson ... Prawl
John Eames ... ... Biddidaba Creek
Frederick Greensill ... South Pine ...
John Ryland ... ... Jimna ...
McMahon, Rourke, and Nanango ...
Fairbrother
Henry Stormont Finch Mount Spencer
Hatton
... W. R. Com, and John Boondoon ...
Williams
... Stephen Hardgrave ... Moggill ...
... John George Dougherty Yarrow Vale
and Co.
Mary  Jane  West ...
Revd .  Tames Love
James Mackay ...
... Nil ... ... ... I William Martin ...
... Nil ... . ... ...  I  Diclemann Smith ...
... Nil ... ... .. + Alfred  Gwynn ...
12484  Various ... ... Various ... ... John Harry Pohlman
12546 Nil  ... Nil ... Margaret Young ...
12485 Various  .. ... Various ... Joseph Tr-fine Knipe
12505 Nil .. ... Nil ... .. Layton Robert Ashton
12577 Nil ... ... Nil ... ... Thomas Hamlyn ...
12604 Nil ... ... ... Nil ... ... Henry Risson ...
12587 Nil ... Nil ... ... Thomas Rooksby ...
12533 Nil  ... .. ... Nil ... .. ... Henry Thorne ...
ORMBB B&AZD .  PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to be  used..Horuee.
Z 7 C 12572 Nil ... ... Nil
28 C 12486 Nil ... Nil
3 Z C 12589  Nil ... ... ... Nil
5 Z C 12602 Nil ... ... ... NilZbH
Z 3 M
12519  Nil Nil
12531 Nil ... ... I NilZ NO 12539 Nil ... ... , Nil
Z 7 U 12571 Nil ... .. ... NilZ 7 Y 12515 Nil ... ... ... Nil
John Carmichael ...
Charles Cowell
William Callaghan
Sarah Cribb . .
Wardross M. Hill...
John Mason ...
Claus Zehn
Arthur Graham Butler
Arthur Murray ...
... Nil ... ... ... William Winkleman  ... ,Mall Grove ... Dalby
... Nil ... ... ... John Wil liams  ... ...  Fassifern ... ... Fassifern
... Nil ... ... Charles Walter de Viz  ...  Thickthorne ... ... Rockhampton
... Nil ... ... ... Hugh Sampson Douglas ...  Deep  Creek .. ... Cooktown
... Nil ... ... ... John William Mitchell ... Waterfield ... ... Ipswich
... Nil ... ... ... John Wilson ... ... Gympie .. .. Gympie
Transferee.
BRANDS TRANSFERRED  during the Month of FEBRUARY, 1877.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
dy9
BR1
C N>3
9WDYbM
9MC
6UQR
Transferror.
5608 Charles Young ...
80 William Southerden
118 John Barker
3100 James Rhodes Lomas
3709 John Cowan
5557  William McDowall
10376 William McIntosh
9286 Wendt and Peterson
3050 John Costello ...
9971 John Collins and Sons
8056 George Reeves ...
... John Young ...
Richard  Ash Kingsford ...
G. R. and  A. A. Johnstone
... William  Fraser and Co....
... Wi ll iam Cowan .. . .
... McDowall and Coutts ...
... George E . Hart ...
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Parm.
Mount Perry
Coopers Plains
Maryborough
Village of Logan
... Bald Hills
... Jimna
... Nanango
... Nebo
!
Eulo
Moggill
... Charleville
Carlton Lodge ... Bundaberg
Fortitude Valley . Brisbane
Isaac  Mountain, Too- Marlborough
loombah
One-mile ... ... Gympie
Rosenthal ... ... Warwick
Reserve ... ... Thorgomindah
Frankstone road ...
... Normanby Reserve
... Tiaro ...
... Overton
... Cubbe, Highfields
. Mama Creek ...
... Bustard Head ...
... Cressbrook ...
... Reserve ...
... Rosewood ...
... Jimbour ...
... Kedron Brook
... Mount Morris
... Cooyar
.. Mount Perry
... Royston ...
... ' Reserve ...
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Maryborough
... Kiarwangan ...
... Walla ... ...
... I St. Albans ... .
North Rockhampton
... Luckey Creek ...
Lower Bolton West
Peter Wendt .. Shepherdsholme ...
Frederick Pippin and John Web- Kyabra ...
her
... Hugh Hamilton ... ... ... Morney Plains ...
Ann Park ... ... ... ... Sugarloaf ... ...
Yengarie
Ipswich
Tiaro
Geham
Geham
Tent Hill
Gladstone
Walloon
Roma
Rosewood
Dalby
Brisbane
Charleville
Dalby
Mount Perry
Caboolture
St. George
Nearest Post Town
Maryborough
Maryborough
Maryborough
Blackall
Rockhampton
Cardwell
St. George
Townsville
Thorgomindah
... Thorgomindah
... Stanthorpe
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CORRECTION.
Brand.
U E a
FORMER BRAND.
Horses.
Nil
Cattle.
Name. Run or Farm where Brandis to be used. Nearest Post Town . Remarks.
Nil ... James Edgar ... Lake Learmouth ... 1 Yaamba ... ...  List for December, 1876
P. R. GORDON,
R.6 istrer of Brands.
By Authority  :  JAMIM C. Bs&L, Government Printer, William  street,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 8th March, 1877.
T
HE REGISTRAR-GENERAL'S REPORTonthe VITAL STATISTICS of the REGISTRY
DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  including  the CITY and  SUBURBS,  for the Month of FEBRUARY,
1877,  is published for general information.
R. M. STEWART.
BIRTHS.
During the month of February, one hundred and two births were registered i>i
Brisbane Registry District-fifty-five males and forty-seven females-the number being twenty-
one less than in the previous month of January.
* In the month of February, 1876, there were one hundred and thirteen births regis-
tered, the number for the corresponding month of this. year being eleven less than in February
of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been forty-nine deaths registered in the district during the month-thirty-
four males and fifteen females ; the excess of births over deaths being fifty-three.
The number of deaths was thirteen less than was registered in the previous month of
January.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED  POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS  and DEATHS  of MALES and FEMALES Regis-
tered within and outside the MUNICIPALITY, iii the REGISTRY  DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  from the 1st to
28th of February, 1877;  also  TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR,  and PROPORTION
of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of  BIRTHS ; also the PROPORTION of DEATHS
under FIvE YEARS and under ONE YEAR  to TOTAL DEATHS  in the  BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Registry
Dist ri ct of
Brisbane.
QUEENSLAND
obnument
Population
from
Census, 1876.
 IRTHS. DEATHS.
S
Fr+ E A
I
I o cc  l A
a6 d m
E F
Municipal
Portion ...  20.645 45 36  81 17 10 27 17 12
Suburban t
Portion...  6.308  10 11 21 117 5 122 9  1  7
TOTAL ...  36.953 55 47 1102  1 34 15 49 26 19
14.81
33.33
18-63
62.96 0.39 0.13  '  44.44 54
90.91  0-33 0-34 31.82
53.06 0`38 0.18  38181 54 1
Less excess 1
of deaths
63
* A new  arrangement  of the Registry Districts took place in' the early part of 1876,  ana what  are now called the Reg is try
Dist lots  of East Moreton ,  part of Oxley ,  and Caboolture, were taken from  Brisbane  District as constituted  in 1876.  In the ioonth of
February ,  the following  Births  were registered  in each of the now Districts  :-East Mereton , 16 ; part  Oxley ,  27;  Caboolture ,  10. Total,
63;  a number  (43) more than the deficiency above -mentioned as having occurred in the Brisbane District in Tebruary of this year.
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 62.96 per cent. of the deaths were of
children under five years ; the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 40.91.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district, is seen to have been 14.81 per cent. within, and 33.33 per cent. outside the municipality.*
The General Hospital, Benevolent Asylum, Diamantina Orphanage, Infants' Asylum,
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, and Gaol, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 10 during the month, or 20.41 per cent.
of the total number of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of February, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure, is seen as  follows:-
Period.
February, 1877.
Number of Deaths.
49 78.0
Mean height of Barometer.
30.053
The highest temperature in the shade recorded at the Brisbane Observatory during the
month was 94.0 degrees on the 1st, and the lowest, 59.5, on the 4th.
The mean temperature of the month was 78.0 degrees ; the average during the month
of February for the last nine years was 76'2.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which  was 32.5
degrees, took place on the 4th, viz., from a maximum of 92 degrees to a minimum of 59.5
degrees.
The mean daily range was 22.6.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.053 inches ; the average of the same month during
the last nine years was 29.877 inches.
The following table, furnished by the Meteorological Observer, shows the mean of
barometer ,  mean shade temperature ,  maximum temperature in shade, minimum on grass, mean
humidity-, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at Brisbane in the month of February, for a period
of ten years :-
Year. Mean of Mean Shade Maximum inBarometer .  Temperature .  Shade.
Mean Rainfall . Preva ilingHumidity. Inches.  Days . Winds.
Mean Shade Temperature.
Minimum on
grass.
1877  30.053 78.0 94.0 58.0
1876 29.923 76.0 99.5 59.0
187 5 29.887 76.4 9910 1 63.0
1874 29.929 77.8 94.0 56.0
1873 29 .956 74.8 93.0 55.0
1872 29 .703 78.0 95.0 57.5
1871 29.795 78.1 95.0 52.0
1870 29 .931 78.8 93.0 56.0
1869 29.828 78.1 99.0 60.0
1868 29.945 68 .6 94.5 59.5
•640 1.68
•679 5.57
-763 27.19
•686 2.52
•726 7.92
•756 6.85
•706 4.71
•750 3.06
•616 4.23
•753 6.74
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follows:-
7  N.E.14 S.
24 S.E.
13 S.E.
13  N.H.
17 S.E.14 S.E.
7 S.
10 S.E.
17 N.E.
Males. Females .  Total.
Brisbane  Hospital ... ... ... 8 2 10
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... 0 0 0
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... 0 0 0
Diamantina Orphanage ... ... ... 0 0 0
Lunatic Reception House ... ... 0 0 0
Lock Hospital ... ... ... 0 0 0
Brisbane  gaol  ... ... ... ... 0 0 0
Total 10
The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both  sexes , under one year,
total under five years ,  and over five years  ;  also, the proportion per cent .  of deaths from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month.
Class. Causes  of Death. Under 'Totahuider Over  + Total. Proportion1 year.  6 years.  5 years.  Per oent.
I. Zymotic  diseases  ...
... ... ... 8 11 6 17 34.69
II. Constitutional  diseases
... ... 1 2 6 8 16.33
III. Local  diseases ... ... ... ... ... 4 5 9 14 28.57
IV. Developmental  diseases ... ... ... 4 6 ... 6 12.25
V. Violence ... ... ... ... 1 1 1 2 4.08
Causes  not specified  ... ... ... ... 1 1 1 2 4.08
All causes ... ... 19 26 23 49 100.00
* Nara . - During the  summer  months ,  from October to March ,  the rate of infantile  mortality is always
found to be very high .  The average death-rate of children under 1 year , as compared  to births  during the last
ten years,  throughout the whole of Queensland ,  is  12.46.-Yids  Vital  Statistics  of 1875.
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Class. Order .  Nature of Disease.
1. ZYYoTIC  DISEASES.
Number of
Deaths
in each  Class
aid Order.
1 Miasmatic diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16
2 Enthetic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  0
3 Dietio  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
4 Parasitic diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1
II. CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASES.
1 Diathetic  diseases ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2
2 Tubercular  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  6
III. LOCAL  DISEASES.
1 Diseases  of the nervous  system ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8
2 Diseases of the organs  of circulation ... ... ... ... ... ...  3
3 Diseases  of the respiratory system ... ... ... ...  1
4 Diseases  of the digestive  organs  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  2
5 Diseases  of the urinary  organs  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
6 Diseases  of the  organs  of generation ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
7 Diseases of the joints and bones ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
8 Diseases  of the integumentary system ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
IT. DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.
1 Developmental  diseases  of children ... ... ... ... 4
2 Developmental  diseases  of adults ... ... ... ...  0
3 Developmental  diseases  of old people ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
4 Developmental  diseases  of nutrition ... ... ... ... ... ...  2
V.
1
VIOLENCE.
Accident  or negligence 2
2 Wounds in battle ... 0
3 Homicide ... ...  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 04 Suicide ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0
5 Execution 0
CAusES NOT SPECIFIED OZ ILL -DEFINED ... ...  2
TOTAL ... ... 49
Of deaths registered during the month as arising from  external causes , two are  ascribed
to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars :-
Rupture of the liver, one female.
Suffocation , one female.
HENRY JORDAN,
General  Registry Office, Registrar- G exeral.
Brisbane, 7th March, 1877.
By Authority : jAMEs C. BEAL,  Govetemsat  Printer, William  .trek ,  Brisbane.
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SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE, 1878.
TENDERS will be received at this Office until Noon on SATURDAY, 31st March,  from persons
willing to contract for the Supply c.f Stationery, Surveyors' Materials, Ironmongery, Ship Chandlery,
Upholstery, Brushware, as per accompanying  lists,  during the year 1878, in such quantities as may be
required from time to time by the Colonial Storekeeper, in Brisbane, from whom printed forms of Tender
and all  necessary information can be obtained.
It will be optional for persons to tender for any one or more of the classes into which the supplies
are divided, but no Tender can be received for only a portion of the articles enumerated  in each class.
Ad valorem  duties to be included in the prices quoted.
" A sample of each article to be tendered for will be kept open for inspection in the Colonial  Stores,
and each article supplied must be in every respect equal to the sample."
The Tenders  must  state the price at which each separate article tendered  for is  to be supplied.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memorandum signed by the party tendering and two
responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be answerable for the due performance of the Contract in the
event of the tender being accepted, and undertaking in such case that they will severally execute and
deliver, at the Office of the Civil Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the notification
of the  acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing such performance, in the sum of
one hundred pounds.
The probable quantities of each article required are given for the guidance of persons concerned,
but it must be understood that they are only approximative, and the contractors  must  supply more or less
of each ai title as required.
The Government does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any Tender.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Estimated Requirements. Articles.
STATIONERY.
50 reams ...
50
250 „ ...
350
200
400 ,,
50
50 ...
50
300
300 „ ...
5 91 ...
Paper-blue demy, plain ...
„ „ ruled
it cream -laid foolscap, plain
„ ruled
blue „ plain
„ „ „ ruled
„ cream -laid letter ...
„ blue „ .
„ note, cream-laid, best ...
brief, hand-made
„ „ common
„ blue .. ...
At-
... per ream
ff
ff
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SUPPLIES  FOR  CIVIL SERVICE,  1878-continued.
... Paper-cartridge, imperial ... ...
STATIONIiY- continued.
25 reams
50 „
75 „ ...
100
30 ...
200 „ ...
200 ,,
8,000  skins ...
3,000 „ ...
100 lbs. ...
400 dozen ...
50
100
100
150
25
75
12
25
to
boxes
„
150 ...
100 ...
100 ...
75 ...
600 bottles ...
25  of
75150  „
.^ '
„
100 dozen .;.
75 to  ...
500 pieces ...
250 ...
100 ...
25 ...
300 dozen ...
200 packets ...
1,500 boxes ...
2,000
150
150
150
„to
„
75
40 cards
40 dozen
200  It
200 „
200 „
25
26
100 cards
150 pieces
60
50
50 ...
100 ...
150 ...
100 ...
300 ...
20,000 ...
20,000 ...
20,000 ...
10,000 ...
260,000
250,000
950,000
5,000
200,000
5,000
10,000
5,000
10,000 ...
5,000
10,000
5,000
150 dozen5050
75
75
...
...
75 ...
Articles.
„ brown, large, common ... ...
„ „ small,  of ... ...
„ It large, best ... ...
At-
:.. i per ream
... ...
...
„
blotting, white, best ... ...
...
„  to It
red ...11 go
... Parchments-18 x 28 ... ...
... „ 18- x 24 ... ...
... Gum arabic ... ... ...
... Pencils-Rowney's, ordinary letters
... it red and blue  in one  ...
... „ red ... ... ...
„ blue .. ...
Elastic bands-Perry's No. 6 ...
Damping brushes...
Ink-black, Walkden's best
blue, Blackwood's
hens'blue black Ste p
'copying, Underwood s ... ...
red, Cochran' s ... ...
Ink powders-black ... ... ...
„ red ... ... ...
India rubber ... ... ... ...
Knives-desk ... ... ... ...
„ erasing ... ... ... ...
pocket ... ...is
...
...
... ; Penholders-India rubber
„
per skin
„
... ...
per Ib.
per dozen
... ... „
...
...
...
...
it
It
... per box
„ „ large imperial ...
Letter balances- Salter's 16-ounce ...
of Mitchell's ... ...
Date boxes-large ... ... ...
„ small ... ... ...
Bodkins-handled, eyes ... ... ... ...20  to plain ... ... ...
Millboards-foolscap, covered ... ...
Pounce-Morrell' s ... ... ...
Steel pens---Mitchell' s S ... ...
N . ...
Gillott's broad  nibs ,,.
„ cedar, long...
to „ short ... ...
„ to common ... ...
Copy presses, foolscap  size ...
... Rib on-green silk, 1-inch ...
... I Ferret- ... ...
... i Ebony rulers-12-inch ... ... ...
„ 18 „ ... ... ...
... IS „ medium, „ ...
... „ „ small, ,, ...
... It blue, official, „ ... ... ...
„ It foolscap, „
Ink and pencil  erasers , Faber's
Paper folders, ivory
„ knives „
Paper files, 9-inch ... ... ... ...
„ „ 11 „
...
„ „
16 „ ... ... ... ...
Cop press stands-cedar , with  drawer
... „
... each
... „
„
... „
„
... „
...  of
... per bottle
perdozen
per packet
per boxto
...
...
... „
... ... ... per card
... ... per dozen
...
„
...
each...
...
... ... it
... ... ... per card
... ... ... per piece
... ... .. each
... ... 91
„ ... ... ...„
'Scissors -Mappin s 9-inch ...
„ „ 5 „ ... ...
Clips-hand letter ... ... ...
„ foolscap board ... ... ...
Envelopes-cartridge, large, cameo ...
blue demy cameo ... ...It  „ to long pocket cameo
cream-laid, foolscap, cameo
blue, letter, cameo ...
„ „ plain ...
cream-laid cameo ...
„ „ plain ...
blue note cameo ...It „ plain ...
cream-laid cameo ...
„ „ plain ...
„ medium „ ...
fine „ ...
Mitchell's J nibs ...
lithographic crowquills ...
24
...
...
... per dozen
... ... ... „
... ... ... per piece
each...
...
... ...
of
...
to
...
„
per thousand
...
...
„
... per dozen
... each
... it
... „
... „
Estimated Requirements.
SrriPLris #OR CIVIL SIC$rrcR,  1878- continued.
Articles. At-
8`tA'r1014EfY-continued.
15 dozen
250 bottles
12.
25
50
300
200
25 gross
,..
...
...
...
...
25
25
50 boxes
300
3,000 lbs.
100 „
10,000
...
4..
,..
24
250 sheets
500
40 boxes
,..
, ..
...
40
„
40
,1
40 ,o
20  to
75
150
25
,.•
,..
4..
25
2,000 balls ,..
3,000 , ..
1,500 „ ...
75 skeins , ..
30 dozen
24
24
24
25 quires
80 rolls
24 bottles
24 cakes
...
...
...
24 „ b..
24 It b..
24 „ , ..
24 , ..
24 „  ..
24 „ ...
24 to ...
24
„ ...
24 to ...
24 of ...
80 go
24
...b..
24
24
36
36 a..
36 ...
25 ,..
50 ...
20 bottles ...
50 cakes ,..
24 ,..
30 nests ...
12 ...
12 ... ...
„ „
18
„  IS ... 111, .., ... „
12 ... ... „  of 24
„ It .l, ... ..• ... „20 ... ... „  of 1Q2 „ brass edge ...  1.. ,.. „20 ... ... „ „ 18
„ „  •.• ... ,1
20
... ...  IS  „ 24 „ -„ ... .!. ... ... It
6 ... ...  If  „ 122 „ brass ... ... ... ... ...  11
6 ... ...
„ ,,
18
„  to .1. ... ... ... ... „
6 ,.. ... C  It  „ 24
,,  It ... ... .., ..• ...  to
10 .., .. I Surveyor ' s chains ...  ... ..,  11. ... ... It
50 dozen  ... ... f  Faber s drawing pencils, (all numbers ) ... ... ...  per doRa
Ink wells ,  china ... . ...
Mucilage, bottles of, with brushes ...
Hones ,  in wood  cases  ... ... ...
Ebony  inkstands  ... ... ...
Inkstands, round pewter ,  plain ... ...It it  „ caps and plate ...
99 1, glass,  spring  top ... ...Red tape,  linen,  broad  .., ... ...
„ „ middle
„ „ narrow
Wafers, common red ... ... •.•to  legal seals ...
Wax, best red ...It common red ... ... ... ...
Quill pens, best cut ...
Water wells ... ... ...
Oil sheets, foolscap ... ... ... 4..
Dryin pa r,  ...g . . ...
Paper bin ers Perry 's 02,IS  „ 03 ...... ...... ...
04 ... ...
,1 „It It 05
of 06  ... ... ...
Gum bottles,  glass, with brush ... ... ...
Paper weights ... ... ... ... ...
Hair  pen-cleaners ... ... ... ... ...
t t oC on  s r psan
ballsCord stron 1 lb
... ...
, g, .fi ...ne,
superior . 2 „ ,, ... ... .
Green silk cord ... ... ... ...
per dozen
per bottle
each
„
per gross
per box
per lb.
per thousalid
each
... per box
„
... per skein
SURVEYORS' MATERIALS.
...  Pentagraph pins  ... ... ... ... ... ...  per dozen
...  Tracing paper - double crown .. .. ... ... ... per quire
... to linen - Sagar 's patent, 36 -inch ... ... per roll
...  Ox-gall, Newman 's liquid  ... ...  per bottle
...  Water -colors, Windsor and Newton 's-gamboge  ... ...  per cakeIt  „ burnt  sienna ...  to
... to $2 raw ...
... 1, 91 PrussianBbl blue
... It It raw umber 1.. .. .
... to IV sepia  ...  ...
... „ ,, vermillion  .. ...
... It of neutral tint ...
„
... „ ,, cobalt ... ... It,
„ burnt  umber  ... to
... to it crimson lake ... „
......  to to carmine ,.. „
... Camel-hair brushes ,  large  ...  each
... „ medium  ... ... ,.. ...  It
... „ small  ... ... „
Sable brushes ,  Windsor and Newton 's-
Extra large swan quill .,,  11, ... „
... Medium  „ ... ... ... ... „
... Small  ,,  aid  ... ... „
... Compasses ... ... ... ... ... ...  11
... Drawing -pens, ivory  ... ... . 1. ... ... 11
...  Instrument oil ... ... ... 4.6 ... ... ... per bottle
...  Indian ink... ... ... ... ... ... per cake
... Measuring tapes, links and decimals ,.. .,. ... ... each
...  Palette  .. .. ... ... ... ... ... ...  per nest
.,. Parallel rulers ,  12-inch, ivory edge ...  fit d..  ..,  each
Scales and offsets -Ivory j ... ... ... ... eachIt to, ... ... ... l.. ... ,,
„  it bo ••• •••  • •' ,.. ... ,,
E stimated Requirements.
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SUPPLIES FOR CIVIL SERVICE,  1878-continued.
Articles. At-
IRONMONGERY.
120 ... ...
50 ... ...
12 ... ...
12 ... ...
24 ... ...
50 ... ...
50 ... ...
24 ... ...
50
... ...
75 ... ...
200 bushels ... ...
36 ... ...
150 ... ...
200 ... ...
10 ... ...
24 ... ...
36 ... ...
24 ... ...
10 quires ... ...
48 ... ...
48 ... ...
36 ...
1,000 lbs. ... .. .
2,000 ...
50 cwt. ... ...
24 ... ...
24 ... ...
200 pairs ... ...
200 ... ...
200 ... ...
75 ... ...
75
24 ... ...
36 ... ...
36 ... ...
36 ,,, ,,.
5 cwt. ... ...
3 cwt. ... ...
100 ... ...
50 packets ... ...
300 pairs ... ...
36 ... ...
24 ...
24 ... ...
24 ... ...
12 ... ...
12 ... ...
36 ... ...
12 ... ...
36 ... ...
24 ... ...
100 dozen ...
5 gross ... ...
10 of ... ...
150 ... ...
100 ... ...
86 ...
24 ... ...
12 ... ...
24 ... ...
12 ... ...
12 ... ...
12 ... ...
24 ... ...
24 ... ...
60 ... ...
60 ... ...
300 .., ...
150 ... ...
36 ... ...
48 ... ...
50 .., ...
24 ... ...
150 ... ...
50 packets ... ...
200 ... ...
3,000 lbs. ... ...
Axes-Sharp's American ... ... ... ... ... each
Baskets-waste paper ... ... ... ... ... toBoilers-oval large ... ... ... ... ... ... of
„ ,, small ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Barber's scissors  ... ... ... ... ... ...  per pair
Brace bits- inch ... ... ... ... ... ... each
4 „  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . „Braces-side  ... ... ... ... ...
Cash boxes-Chubb's 11 inch ... ... ... ... ... „
Climbing ropes ... ... ... ... ... „
Charcoal ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per bushel
Camp ovens ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
Curry combs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Cups and saucers-iron enamelled ... ... ... ... „
Chains-marching for six men ... ... ... ... ... It
Door mats-No. 6 large... ... ... ... ... ... 91
99 go 5 medium ... ... ... ... ... „
„ „ 4 small  ... ... ... ... ...  of
Emery cloth ... ... ... ... ... ... .... per quire
Files-cross-cut ... ... ... ... ... ... each
handsaw ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „91
Frying pans ... ... ... ... ... ... ... of
Glue ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
Glasses-for kerosine lamps ... ... ... ... ... each
Galvanized iron-Gospel Oak, beat quality ... ... ... per cwt.
Hammers-- claw ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
to carpenter' s ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Handcuffs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per pair
Handles-American axe... ... ... ... ... ... each
of broom ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
„ mop ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Hand v cea .. ... ... ... ... ... „
Hoes- reaking up ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ chipping, large ... ... ... ... ... ...
„ „ medium ... ... ... ... ...
„ „ small ... ... ... ... ... ...
Iron-round flat, square... ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
to  hoop ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  of
Iron pots .. ... ... .. ... ... ... ... each
Iron chamber-pots (enamelled) ... ... ... ... „
Iron tacks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per packet
Knives and forks, dinner ... ... ... ... ... per pair
„ carving ... ... ... ... ... „
Knives, butchers'... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
Kettles, tea-9-quart (tinned) ... ... ... ... ... „
Knives, budding ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
„ pruning ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
Leg irons ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
Lamps, kerosine, large ... ... ... ... ... ... of
„ „
medium ... ... ... ... ... „
„  to  small  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
„ „ Archer's patent ... ... ... ... „
Lanterns, bull's eye ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Lamp-wicks (assorted) ... ... ... ... ... ... per dozen
Matches, wax, 250's ... ... ... ... ... ... per gross
„ wood, patent safety of
Mane combs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
Plyers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
toPlates ,  iron, enamelled  ... ... ... ... ... ...  of
Rakes ,  iron  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  to
Saucepans ,  4 quarts  ... ... ... ... ... ... of
of 2 to  .. ... ... ... ... „
Saws, hand , Gray's or Sorby 's ... ... ... ... of
to cross-out, , ,  of ... ... ... ... „
Saw-sets, hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... to
of cross-cut ... ... ... ... ... ...  it
Screw-drivers  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
Shovels, American, long... ... ... ... ... ... „
„
short ... ... ... ... ... „
Spades ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... of
Spoons, iron ... ... ... ... ... ... ... of
„
horn  ...  ... ... ... ... ...
Scythes, with American handles ... ... ... ...
Scythe- stones  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Splicers .. ... . ... ... ... ... ... ...
Stable forks ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Soup- basins , iron, enamelled ... ... ... ...
Tin tacks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per packet
Tomahawks ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
Wire nails ,,. ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
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Estimated Requirements .  Articles.
SHIP CHANDLERY.
At-
50 yards  ...  Bunting ,  red, white ,  and blue  ... ... ... ... ...  per yard
2,000 IF ... ...  Canvas ,  best No . 1 ... ... ... ... ... ... IF
500 „ ... ... it  „ , 2  ... ... ... ... ... ... to
300 „ ... ... „  to  „ 3  ... ... ... ... ... ...  to
200 gallons  ... ... Oil, best  raw linseed  ... ... ... ... ... ...  per gallon
250  IF  ... It  boiled  ... ... ... ...  of
25 „ ... ...  ofsweet  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  it
40 „ ... ... If castor  ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  to
60 „ ... ... „ best colza  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
50 „ ... ... ofneatsfoot  ... ... ... ...  of
10 „ „ machine  (Storer 's-Bell) ... ... ...  to
1,000 to ... ... of kerosine, Devoe's best ... ...
200 feet ... ... Oars, ash ... ... ... ...
100 ... ... ins .. ... ... ...
50 cwt. ... ... Whitepplead, best No. 1 ... ... ...
10 „ ... ... Paint, black ... ... ...
10  IF  ... ... it red ... ... ...
5 „ ... ... „ Peacock' s patent ... ...
,,. ... ... per foot
... ... ... per cwt.
it
... ...  of
2 IF ... ... IF fine, best No. 1 ... ... ... ... ... „
25 lbs . ... ... Patent dryers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb
2 cwt . ... ... Pitch ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per cwt.
20 ;, ... ... Rope, Europe ... ... ... ... ... ...
20 „ ... ... It Manilla ... ... ... ... ... ... ...100 lbs. ... ... Resin ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
20 IF ... ... Signal halliards ... ... ... ... ... ... „
100 gallons ... ... Turpentine ... ... ... ... ... ... per gallon
20 lbs. ... ... Twine, roping ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
60 „ ... ... „ seaming  ... ... ... ... ... ... „
10 gallons ... ... Coal tar ... ... ... ... ... ... per gallon
5 It ... ... Stockholm tar ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
2 to ... ... Varnish, bright
2 „ ... ... „ brown ...
5 „ ... ... „ copal ...
200 lbs . ... ...  Cotton waste  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... per lb.
25 gallons  ... ...  Soap lees  ... ... ... ... ... ...  per gallon
25 lbs . ... ...  Engine packing  ... ... ... ... ... ..: ... per lb.
20 of ... ... Beeswax  .. ... ... ... ... ...
200 to ... ... Yellow ochre ... ... ... ... ... .. „
75 IF ... ... Spun -yarn ... ... ... ... ... ...
500 to ... ... Whiting ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
BRUSH WAR E.
300 ... ... Brooms-bass ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
75 ... ... If millet ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  of
350 ... ... hair  ...  ... ... ... ... ... ...  of
400 ... ... Brushes-scrubbing ... ... ... ... ... ...  It
150 ... ...  of whitewash ... ... ... ... ... ...
24 ... ... „ paint 2.0 ... ... ... ... ... ...
36 ...  4 - 0  ... ... ... ...
30 sets ... ...  IF  shoe ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  per set
75 ... ... „ hand ... ... ... ... ... ... ... each
150 ... ... It horse ... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
75 ... ...I  to water ... ... ... ... ... ... „
150 ... ... „ dandriff ... ... ... ... ... ... I50  ... ...I „ battery ... ... ... ... ... „
50 ... ... „ instrument ... ... ... ... ...
12 ... ... It tar (handled) ... .. ... ... ... ...
36 ... ...  99 deck scrub (handled) ... ... ... ...
24 ... ... Dusters-feather... ... ... ... ... ... ... „
150 ... ... Mops-white wool, 16 oz. ... ... ... ... It
UPHOLSTERY.
300 ... ... Hay beds ... ...
75 ... ... Fibre  mattresses ...
25 ... ... Flax It ...
... each
By Authority:  JAMss  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Briabano.
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CONTRACTS  FOR THE  PUBLIC SERVICE.
THE undermentioned Tenders for the supply of Provisions and other articles on account of the PublicService, at Brisbane ,  Danwich ,  St. Helena ,  Woogaroo Lunatic Asylum ,  Rockhampton, and
'Toowoomba ,  from 1st January to 31st December ,  1877 ,  having been accepted, the particulars thereof are
pub lished for the information of Departments and persons concerned.
(For the  Colonial  Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
SCHEDULE No. 1.
Articles.
Bread, 1st quality ...
Artioler.
Brisbane-
A. Billett.
s. d.
per lb. 1 0 0  it
SCHEDULE No. 2.
Brisbane -  Dunwich- St,  Helena-
Co-operative Co-operative Co-operative
Company .  Company .  Company.
Rockhampton -  Toowoomba-
W. Pattison. John Burge.
£  s. d. £  S.  d.
0 0 1} 0 0 1,
Woogaroo --  Rock -  Toowoombe_
D. McFar •  hampton- J. C. and W.ISM  W.  Cook .  Campbe ll.
£ a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. I £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Fresh Beef  ... ... ...  per lb .  0 0 21 0 0 21 0 0 21 0 0 2} . 0 0 21 0 0 214
S a l t Beef  ...
Co    1 1   1   1   }   }   ;
Fresh Mutton ... do. 0 0 21 1 0 0 21 0 0 21 0 0 24  0 0 24  0 0 24
Suet  do. 0 0  4  0 0 4 0 0 9. 0 0 2 0 0 21 0 0 3
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SCHEDULE No. 3.
Articles.
Arrowroot , , . per lb.
Rice ... do.
Tea , ... do.
Coffee . do.
Sugar, Ration do.
„ Fine do.
Salt, Coarse do.
,, Fine do.
Maizemeal do.
Oatmeal ... do.
Pepper do.
Soap do.
Soda do.
Tobacco, American Fig do.
Cake... do.
Tobacco Pipes ...
Salt Butter...
Port Wine-Pale Brandy ,  Hennessy's 1a
Gin, per  case of 4 gallons
English Ale, bottled
English Porter, bottled
Colonial Ale,  'in wood
Vinegar .
... per gross
... per lb.
... per doz.
... per doz.
... per case
perquart
per per pint
dozen perquart
Kerosene  Oil, Devoe's ...
Sperm Candles (16 ozs.) ...
Tallow ditto
per pint
.., per gal.
... do.
... do.
... per lb.
... do.
Currants ... do.
Raisins . do.
Mustard ... do.
Treacle ... (10.
Pearl Barley do.
Sago ... do.
Tapioca ... do.
Starch ... do.
Blue .. do.
Colonial Cheese ... do.
Lime Juice per gal.
Peas ... per lb.
Malt ... do.
Hops ... ... do.
Brisbane-
J. and  J.
Burns .
£  s. d.
0 0 34
0 0 34
0 1 6
0 1 2
0 0 3
0 0 4
0 0 04
0 0 0
0 0 14
0 0 3
0 0 7
0 0 3
0 0 14
0 4 4
0 3 9
0 3 0
0 1 3
110 0
2 16 0
3 0 0
0 10 0
0 7 0
0 10 0
0 7 0
0 2 2
0 2 3
0 3 4
0 1 0
0 0 6
0 0 7
0 0 7
0 010
0 0 1
0 0 4
0 0 5
0 0 6
0 0 6
0 0 10
0 1 2
0 3 4
0 0 3
0 0 4
0 1 6
Dulwich - St. Helena -  t Wooga ro o-- Rock- Toowoomba
J. and J.
Bums.
J. and J .
Burns .
J. and J.
Burns.
hampton- -W. Hand-
W. Pattison. cook.
£ s. d. £  s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
0 0 34 0 0 34 0 0 34  0 0 6 0 0 8
0 0 3; 0 0 34 0 0 34 0 0 34 0 0 44
0 1 6 0 1 6 0 1 6  0 2 3 0 2 4
0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2  0 1 0 0 1 4
0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3  0 0 3 0 0 4
0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 5
0 0 04 0 0 04 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0a 0 0 0a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 14
0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 24 0 0 24
0  0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3  0 0 3; 0 0 4
0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 8
0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 4
0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 14 0 0 it  0 0 14
0 4 4 0 4 4 0 4 4 0 4 0 0 5 0
0 3 9 0 3 9 0 3 9  0 4 0 0 4 6
0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0  0 2 0 0 5 0
0 1 3 0 1 3 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 4
110 0 110 0 110 0 1 4 0 116 0
2 16 0 2 16 0 2 16 0 2 10 0 2 16 0
3 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 2 10 0 3 5 0
0 10 0 0 10 0 0 10 0  0 9 0 0 12 0
0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 8 6
0 10 0 0 10 0 0 10 0  0 9 0 01: 0
0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 8 6
0  2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2  0 1 0 0 3 0
0 2  3 0 2 3 0 2 3 0 1 9 0 2 9
0 3 4 0 3 4 0 3 4 0 3 9 0 4 3
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2
0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 5 0 0 9
0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 5 0 0 6
0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 0 5 0 0 7
0 010 0 010 0 010 0 0 10 0 1 3
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 2
0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 31  0 0 5
0 0 5 0 0 5 0 0 5 0 0 44 0 0 5
0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6  0 0 8 0 0 7
0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 5 0 0 6
0 0 10 0 0 10 0 0 10  0 0 9 0 0 10
0  1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2  0 0 8 0 1 0
0 3 4 0 3 4 0 3 4  0 3 0 0 3 0
0 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 3  0 0 24 0 0 2
0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 0 3
0 1 6 0 1 6 0 1 6  0 1 0 0 1 6
SCHEDULE No. 4.
Articles.
Brisbane -  Dnnwioh-  St. Helena - Woogaroo -  Rock- Toowoomba
J. and J. J. and J .  J. and J. John Wil -  hampton- -W. Hand-Burns.  Burns .  Burns .  liams . W. Pattison. cock.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
Vegetables (including Potatoes, Greens,
Pumpkins, Onions, Carrots, and
Turnips) ... ... per lb. 0 0 04 0 0 Oa 0 0 04 0 0 01 0 0 14 0 0 14
SCHEDULE No. 5.
Milk
Articles. l'risbane - Wooga ro o-  Rookbampton-J. B. Carver .  John Williams. W. Mattison.
£  S.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
... per quart. 0 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 4
By Authority :  JAaIB  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street , Brisbane.
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By His Excellency Sir MAUBICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, Knight, and by Her Majesty's Royal
License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the Catholic, Knight of the Second Class of
San Fernando , a Knight Extraordinary of Charles III. of Spain, President of the
Legislative Council of the Colony of Queensland, and Administrator of the Government
thereof.
WHEREAS Her Majesty the Queen was graciously pleased, by Letters Patent under the Great
!' Seal of the United 1 ingdom of Great Britain and Iroland ,  bearing date at Weatuiiuater, vu tLv
Sixth day of November, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and seventy-four, and in
the thirty-eighth year of Her Reign, to appoint WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies : And whereas Her said Majesty was further pleased, by
Her Commission, under Her Royal Sign Manual and Signet ,  at Her Court at Windsor ,  bearing date the
Thirteenth day of March, One thousand eight hundred and seventy -six, and in the thirt -ninth  year  of
Her Reign, to appoint the President of the Legislative Council of the said Colony of Queensland, for
the time being ,  until Her further pleasure should be signified ,  to administer the Government of the said
Colony of Queensland in case of the death ,  incapacity ,  or absence from the said Colony of the said
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIBNs, with all and singular the powers and authorities granted to the said
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS :  And whereas the said WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIBNB has this day
departed  fr om the said Colon of Queensland for the purpose of assuming the Government of the
Colony of South Australia : Now, therefore, I, Sir MAVRICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, being the President
of the Legislative Council of the Colony of Queensland for the time being, do hereby proclaim and make
known that I have this day taken the prescribed oaths before His Honor Sir James Cockle ,  Knight,
Chief Justice of Queensland, and His Honor Mr. Justice Lilley, and that I have  assumed the office of
Administrator of the Government of Queensland.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
(L.s.) M. C.  O'CONNELL.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Acting Governor has beenpleased to appoint
Lieut. JOHN HART HABDTMAN BERKELEY,
107th Regiment,
to be His Excellency's Private Secretary.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1877.
FI'Excellency the Acting Governor has beenpleas d toappoint
Lieut. JOHN HART HABDTMAN BERKELEY,
107th Regiment,
to be His Excellency's Aide-de-Camp.
By His Excellency's Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
By Authority :  JAMES C. BEAL,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept the resignation of
The Honourable ROBERT MUTER STEWART, Esquire,
as Colonial Secretary of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to accept the resignation of
The Honourable ROBERT MUTER STEWART, Esquire,
as a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government directs it to be
notified that he has been pleased to appoint
The Honourable WILLIAM MILES, Esquire,
to be Colonial Secretary of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government directs it to beH notified that he has beenpleased to appoint
The Honourable WILLIAM MILES, Esquire,
to be a Member of the Executive Council of Queensland.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
By Authorit y : Js,[is  C. Bit, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secratary 's Office,
Brisbane, 14th March, 1877.Tl IIE Allowing List of Prices at which Tenders1 hi  e  been accepted for the supply of Station-
ery, S rveyors '  Materials ,  Ironmongery, Ship
Chandlery ,  and Brushware ,  for 1877, is hereby
published for general information.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
STATIONERY .-- WEBSTEE AND Co.
£  R.  d.
Paper,  blue demy,'plain  ...  per ream 1 0 6
„
„
It ruled . „ 1 2 6
foolscap ,  cream-laid,
plain  ...  to 0 19 0
foolscap ,  cream-laid,
ruled  ... ... to 1 0 0
foolscap ,  blue-laid, plain „ 0 12 3
„ „ ruled „ 0 13 3
letter ,  cream-laid  ... „  0 9 6
„ blue „  ... „  0 6 6
note,  cream laid, common „ 0 4 6
to of best ... „ 0 7 6
„ blue-laid  ... ... „  0 3 6
brief ,  hand -made ... „ 1 2 6
brown, common ,  large ... „  1 19 0
it to to small,.. „  0 19  6
„ „ best ,  large  ... to 2 12 0
„ blotting ,  white, best  ... „  1 11 0
to „ „ „ 0 19 0It red ... ... It 1 6 0
Parchments ,  18 x 28  ... ...  per skin 0 1 8
to 18x24 ... ... It 0 1 6
to
18x20 ... ... „  0 1 0
Gum arabic  ... ... ...  per lb. 0 1 4
Pencils, Rowney 's, ordinary
letters  ... ...  per dozen 0 1 5
to red and blue in one „ 0 3 6
„ red ... ... ... „ 0 2 8
to blue  ..,  ...  ... „  0 2 4Elastic bands ,  Perry 's No. 6  ...  per box 0 3 9
Letter balances ,  Salter 's 16-oz .  each 0 3 6
Mitchell 's... „ 0 16 0
Date-boxes ,  small ... ... to 0 1 6
„ large  .. , ... to  0 2 8
[No. 41.
£ s. d.
Bodkins ,  handled, with eyes ... each 0 0 9
so to plain  ... It 0 0 8
Damping brushes  ... „  0 1 4
Ink, black,  Walkden 's best ... per bottle 0 1 6
to blue, Blackwood 's ...  to  0 1 4
„ blue black ,  Stephens' ... „  0 2 5
copying ,  Underwood 's... „ 0 2 3
0 1 0red, Cochran 's ...  It
Ink-powders ,  black  ... ...  per dozen 0 2 6
„ red ... ... „ 0 3 0
Indiarubber  ... ... ...  per piece 0 0 3
Knives ,  desk  ... ... ...  each 0 2 3
erasing  ... ... „  0 0 10
Mi llboards, foolscap ,  covered ...  per dozen 0 3 4
to demy  „ ... „  0 4 0
Pounce  ...  .  ...  per packet 0 0  2i
Steel pens ,  Mitche ll's N ... per  box  0 0 6493 99 1\ .. „ 0 0 4A
„ Gillott 's broad nibs to 0 1 4It to medium „ „ 0 1 4to  to fine „ „ 0 1 4It Mitchell's J nibs  ... „  0 1 9It lithographic crow-
quills .. . ..  per card 0 1 6
Penholders ,  Indiarubber ... per dozen 0 2 0
„ cedar, long taper „ 0 0 51
short 0 0 41
common  ... „ 0 0 2
Copy  presses, foolscap size each 2 2 6
Copy press stands, cedar, with
drawers ... „ 1 5 0
Ribbon,  green silk ,  i -inch  ...  per card 0 1 6
...  per piece 0 3 9Ferret, „  ? toEbony rulers - 12-inch ... each 0 0 7it 18 „ ... ... „ 0 1 10It 24 ,, ... ... It 0 2 6
Scissors - Mappin 's 9-inch  ... „  0 2 9
„
,,
5 „ ... „ 0 1 6
Clips, hand letter  ... ...  to  0 1 0
„ foolscap  ... ... ... „  0 2 0
Envelopes ,  cartridge ,  large,
cameo  ...  ... ...  per 1,000 2 3 6
Envelopes ,  cartridge ,  medium,
cameo  ... to 115 0
Envelopes ,  cartridge ,  foolscap,
I
cameo ... ... 21 1 0 0
820
£ s. d.
Envelopes, blue-laid, official,
cameo ... ... ... per 1,000 0 11 6
Envelopes, blue-laid, foolscap,
cameo ... ... ... IF  016 6
Envelopes, cream-laid, foolscap,
cameo ... ... ... 0 16 6
Envelopes, blue-laid, letter,
cameo  ... ... ... „ 0 6 9
Envelopes, blue-laid letter,
plain ... .. ... „ 0 5 0
Envelopes, cream-laid, letter,
cameo ...
Envelopes,  cream -laid, letter,
„
1
1
plain ... ... ... „ 0 6 0
Envelopes, blue-laid, note,
cameo „ 0 6 6
Envelopes, blue-laid, note,
plain  ... ... „ 0 4 9
Envelopes, cream-laid, note,
cameo ... ... IF 0 6 9
Envelopes, cream-laid, note,
plain
...
.. ... IF 0 4 6Envelopes, blue-laid, demy,
cameo  ... ... of 1 10 0
Envelopes, blue-laid, long demy
plain  ...  ... It 1 1 0
Faber's ink and pencil erasers per dozen 0 3 9
Paper-folders, ivory ... ... each 0 1 9
„ knives „
Paper-files, 9-inch
to It 11 „ „
to  „ 16 „ ... .. it
Inkwells, china, for pewter
inkstands ... ... per dozen
Mucilage, with brushes ... per bottle
Hones, in wood  cases  ... ... each
Ebony inkstands ... IF
Inkstands, square pewterIt round pewter, plainit o' to capand plate ..
„ „ glass ,  springtop
Red tape, linen, broadIt to middle
„ „ narrow
Wafers, common red...
„ legal  seals ...
Wax, best red . ...
„ common red ...
Quill pens, best cut ...
Water wells for letter press
Oil sheets; foolscap size
Paper-binders, Perry's 02
„ to  03
„
„
...
„
... per gross
... IF
... per box
... per lb.
... per 1,000
... each
...
„
... per box
0 7
0 2 9
0 0 32
0 0 4;
0 0  612
0 2 0
0 0 6
0 5 0
0 15 6
0 9 6
0 1 4
0 3 3
0 10
8 0
2 6
17 0
0 42
0 22
2 6
0 6
13 0
1 6
0  11
1 0
1 2to  04 ...  IF  0 1
„ 05 ... „ 0 1If 06
Glass gum -bottle, with brush
Paper-weights ... ... ...
Hair  pen-cleaners
Canton strops ...
Waste paper
Press drying-paper
Cord, strong ...IFfine ...
„ superior ...
Green silk ...
to
eachIt
... per cwt. 0
per sheet 0
... per llb.ball0
,, S 0
... „ 2 „ 0
... per skein 0
3
5
9
10
6
1
0 11
5 3
15 0
0 04
1 04
0 72
0 104
1 1
SURVEYORS' MATERIALS-FLAY  ELLS BRos.
AND ROBERTS.
Pentagraph  pins  ... ... per dozen 0 0 11
Scales and offsets, ivory  10 ... each 0 9 0
,.  of o ... „ 0 9 6
„ ,. aS... „ 011 0
Tracing paper, double crown per quire 0 2 3
„ linen ,  36-inch  ... per roll 1 15 0
Ox-gall, Newman's liquid per bottle 0 1 0
Water colors, Windsor and
Newton's-
gamboge  ... per cake 0 0 10
burnt sienna  ... „ 0 0 10
raw It ... „ 0 010
Prussian  blue ... „ 0 0 10
raw umber ... IF 0 0 10
sepia  ... ... IF  0 010
£ s. d
Water colors, Windsor and
Newton's-
vermillion ... per cake ;0 0 10
neutral tint ... „ 0 0 10
cobalt  ... ... „  0 2 0
burnt umber  ... „  0 0 10•
crimson lake ...  to  0 1 9
carmine  ... „ 0 3 10
Camel-hair brushes ,  large  ...  each 0 0 6IF medium „ 0 0 4It small .. IF 0 0 2
Sable brushes ,  Windsor and
Newton's-
large swan quill „ 0 9 0
medium  ... „  0 6 a
„ small ... ... to 0 2 &
Compasses ... ... „ 0 8 0
Drawing-pens ,  ivory  ... ... IF 0 4 0
Instrument oil ... ... ... per bottle 0 1 0
Indian ink  ... ...  per cake 0 2 0
Measuring tapes, links and
decimals  ... ...  each 0 10 6
Palettes  ... ... ...  per nest 0 1 6
Parallel rulers-
12-inch, ivory edge  ...  each 0 14 0
18  IF It  ...  It 1 2 0
24  IF  „ ... „ 1 10 0
12  IF brass edge  ...  It 0 17 0
18  IF  „ ... IF 1 10 0
24  IF
„ ... „ 1 17 6
12  IF brass only  ... It 1 1 0
18  IF  „ ...  IF 1 13 024 IF it ...  2  5 0
Surveyor 's chains ,  complete ... it 0 15 a
IRONMONGERY-PERRY BROTHERS.
Axes-Sharp's American. ... each 0 6 0
Baskets-waste paper ... „ 0 2 6
Boilers-oval, large ... ... „ 0 12 0
„ „ small ... ... „ 0 6 0Cash boxes-Chubb's11-inch... „ 1 0 0
Marching chains (for 6 men)... „ 0 6 0
Emery cloth ... ... ... per quire 0 1 0
Files-cross-cut ... ... each 0 0 5
IF handsaw ... ... „ 0 0 3
Frying- pans  .. ... „ 0 1 6
Lamp- glasses  (assorted) ... „ 0 0 32
Glue ... ... ... ... per lb. 0 0 10Hammers-claw .. ... each 0 1 3
Hammers-carpenter's ... „ 0 1 3
Iron (assorted) round flat,
square  ... ... ... per cwt. 0 14 0IF hoop ... ... IF 015 O1 5 0If galvanized, 24 gauge ... to
„ „ 26  IF  ... „ 1 16 0
Leg-irons ... ... each 0 10 0
Handcuffs, best hard ... ... per pair 0 3 4
Handles-American axe ... each 0 0 9IF broom ... ... It 0 0 4
0 0 4
Knives and forks, dinner ... per
pair 0 0 6IF carving ... „ 0 2 0
Knives, butchers' ... ... each 0 0 &
Lamps, kerosine, large ... „ 0 8 6
„ medium  ... to  0 3 6F .F ... IF 0 2 6
Lamps, hand, Archer's patent „ 0 2 6
Lanterns, bull's-eye ... ... to 0 3 0
Matches, wax, 250's ... ..: per gross 1 0 0
„ wood, patent safety It 0 7 0
Door mats-No. 6 large ... each 0 7 6
„ 5 medium ... „ 0 6 0It „ 4 sm".11 ... „ 0 4 0
Wire nails (assorted ) ... ... per lb. 0 0 2§
Tin tacks  ... ... ... per pckt. 0 0 4
Iron tacks ... ... ... to 0 0 3
Saucepans ,  4 quarts  ... ...  each 0 2 3
2 quarts ... „ 0 1 6
Hand- saws , Gray's or Sorby's „ 0 4 6
Crosscut  saws , Gray's or Sorby's „ 0 10 0
Saw-sets, hand  ... ... „ 0 0 6
„ cross-cut  ... ... „ 0 0 9
Barber' s scissors  ... ... It 0 2 0
Screw -drivers ... ...
„
0 0 10
Shovels, American,  long  ... „ 0 4 O
„ „
short ... to 0 4 0
821
Spades . ...
Spoons, iron ...
„ horn
Tomahawks, American
Lamp-wicks (assorted)
Iron rakes
Plyers ..
Side-braces
Scythes ...
Scythe-stones ...
Splicers. .
Stable-forks ...
Climbing ropes
Charcoal
Iron pots
Camp-ovens
Curry-combs
Mane-combs
Hand-vyces ...
Hoes-breaking-up ...
.to chipping, largeIt IV medium ...91 to  small ...
Brace-bits, s inch ... ...
4 „ ...
Iron chamber-pots (enamelled)
Cups and saucers, iron enamelled
Plates, iron, enamelled ..
Soup-basins, iron, enamelled...
19
BRUSHWAIIE- PERRY BROTHERS.
Brooms, bass  ... ... ...  each 0IV hair  ... ... ... 99 0it millet ... ... ... 29 0
Brushes, scrubbing  ... ... IV 0
whitewash  ... ... IV 0
paint 2 .0 ... ...  9V  0
3.0 ... ...  ti 0
4.0 ... ... to  0
shoe ... ...  ...  per set 0
hand  ... ... ... each 0
horse  ... ... ...  It 0
water  . ... ... 91 0
dandriff ... ... „ 0
battery ... ... „ 0
... each
.1.
0
0
0
0
s. d.
6 0
0 2
0 4
2 9
0 5
1 0
... per dozen 0
... each 0
0
... „ 0
„
„
6 0
£ s. d.
Brushes, instrument ... ... each 0 1 0
„ tar (handled)  to 0 1 4
deck scrub (handled) It 0 2 92.9
Mops, white wool, 16 oz. ,.. of 0 1 5
SHIP CHANDLERY.- Paaar BRos.
8 6 Bunting, red, white, and blue per yard 0 1 0
2 6 Canvas, No. 1 ... ... ... „ 0 1 3
0 3 „  it 2 ... ... ... „ 0 0 10
1 6 „ 3... ... ,..  IV 0 010
2 6 Oil, test raw linseed ... ... per gallon 0 4 0
1 6 „ boiled ... ... to 0 4 3
1 0  of sweet ... ... „ 0 5 0
2 6 „ castor ... ... „ 0 5 0
4 0 „ colza ... ... „ 0 5 0
0 6 „ neatsfoot ... „ 0 7 6
0 4 „ machine (Storer's-Bell) 0 7 0
4 0 „ kerosine, Devoe's ... ,. 0 2 0
1 0 Oars, ash ... ... ... per foot 0 0 9
0 9  it ine ... ... ...  P9 0 0 4
00
0
„ 0
„ 0
... perbushl. 0
... each 0
...  to 0
0 8 Whitelead ,  best No. 1 ... per cwt. 2 0 0
0 7 Paint, black ... ... ...  to  1 8 0
2 0  1. red  ... It 1 0 0
1 9  IVPeacock 's patent  ... 99 4 10 0
5 6 Is zinc ,  best No .  1 ... „ 1 10 0
1 0 Patent dryers ...  ..,  per lb 0 0 6
1 4 Pitch  .. ... ... ...  per cwt. 0 18 8
1 3 Rope ,  Europe  ... ... ... „ 2 8 0
,1Manilla ... ... „  3 5 4Resin  ... ... ... ...  per lb. 0 0 2
Signal halliards  ... ... is 0 1 3
Turpentine  ... ... ...  per gallon 0 3 6
1 8 Twine ,  roping  ... ... ...  per lb. 0 1 0
3 3 Is seaming ... IV 0 1 3
1 4 Coal tar... ... ... ... per gallon 0 1 0
0 10 Stockholm tar ... ... ...  99 0 2 0
2 6 Varnish ,  bright ...  ... „ 0 2 0
1 6 $9 copal... ... „ 1 1 0
1 9 )1 brown  ... ... „ 0 2 6
2 0 Cotton waste ... ...  ...  per 1b. 0 0 6
2 6 Soap lees  ... ... ...  per gallon 0 1 6
1 8 Engine packing  ... ...  per lb. 0 1 4
2 6 Beeswax  ... ... ... It 0 1 3
1 9 Yellow ochre  ... ... ... „  0 0 2
1 6 Spun  .yarn  ... ... ... ,.  0 0 7
1 3 Whiting  ... ... ... „  0 0 0A
By Authority: JAMBS C. BEAT., Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Exce llency TOWN LOTS- contfltued.
TO WIT.  IWILLIAM WELLIN GTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most No of ;Aliotment. i
No. of eeion. J Area PAcreper
Distinguished Order of St .
(L.s.) Michael  and St .  George,  (r over -
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the Act 40
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of
Crown Lands, I, the Governor aforesaid, with
the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the following Lots of
Land will be offered for sale by public auction,
at the  undermentioned  places ,  at Eleven  o'clock,
on the days specified, at the upset price affixed
to each Lot respectively. (Deposit 20 per  cent .)
And I further notify and proclaim that such of
the said Town Lots in the Town Reserves of Bur-
leigh,  Tingalpa , Canning, South  Maclean , Yandina,
Alberton, Coomera, Logan, Waterford, Laidley,
Clumber, Granchester, Gallinani, drow's Nest,
Fin al, Helidon, Gatton, as may remain unsold,
shall,  at and after  Eleven o'clock on the day follow-
ing such auction, be open to  selection  by purchase
at the upset price, in pursuance of the 63rd section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 17TH  DAY OF APRIL, 1877.
1T- o. of --No. of No. of Area. wee per-Lot. Allotment Secti n.  Acre.
I
A.  It.  P. ( £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
Count of Stanley, parish of Cleveland, town ofounty y Cleveland.
1 3 27 0 2 0 12 0
2 4 27 0 2 0 12 0
3 5 27 0 2 0 12 0
4 6 27 0 2 0 12 0
A. R. P. I £ s.
5 7 27 0 2 0 12 0
6 8 27 0 2 0 12 0
7 9 27 0 2 0 12 0
8 10 27 0 2 0 12 0
9 1 32 3 2 25 12 0
10 2 32 3 2 34 12 0
11 3 32 2 3 20 12 0
12 4 32 2 3 27 12 0
13 5 32 2 2 0 12 0
14 6 32 2 2 6 12 0
15 7 32 2 2 0 12 0
16 8 32 2 2 6 12 0
17 1 33 2 2 0 12 0
18 2 33 2 2 6 12 0
19 3 33 2 2 0 12 0
20 4 33 2 2 6 12 0
21 1 34 1 0 0 '12 0
22 2 34 1 0 0 12 0
23 3 34 1 0 0 12 0
24 4 24 1 0 0 12 0
25 5 34 1 0 0 12 0
26 6 34 2 2 6 12 0
27 7 34 2 2 6 12 0
28 1 35 1 0 0 12 0
29 2 35 1 0 0 12 0
30 3 35 1 1 0 0 12 0
31 4 35 + 1 0 0 12 0
32 5 35 I 1 0 0 12 0
33 7 35 1 2 3 12 0
34 8 35 2 2 6 12 0
35 1 36 2 0 0 12 0
36 2 36 3 1 16 12 0
37 3 36 3 0 38 12 0
38 1 37 2 0 0 12 0
39 2 37 1 0 0 12 0
40 3 37 1 0 6 12 0
41 4 37 1 2 22 12 0
42 5 37 3 1 12 12 0
43 6 37 2 3 26 12 0
44 1 38 2 2 0 12 0
45 2 38 2 2 0 12 0
46 3 38 2 2 0 12 0
47 4 38 2 2 0 12 0
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TOWN  LOTS -- continual. TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of
Lot.0--
No. of  I  No. of Price per
Allotment  I  Section. A i a.
No of LAIioot,...I!No.  of1OOi. section .Acre. Area pap Aire.
1 A R. t` i I 1 P.A. B. 1; s.
48 2 39 9+ 2 23 12 0 130  8 ; 86  0 2 0 12 049  3 39 4 223 12 0 131  9 86  0 2 0 12 0
50  4 39 4 2 23 12 0 132  10 86  0 2 0 12 0
61  5 39 4 2 29 12 0 133 11 86  0 2 0 12 0
52 1 53 0 2 0 12 0 134  12 86  0 2 0 12 0
53  2 63  0 2 0 12 0 135 13 86 0 2 0 12 0
54  3 53  0 2 0 12 0 136  14 86  0 2 0 12 0
65  4 53  0 2 0 12 0 137 15 86 0 2 0 12 0
56 6 53  0 2 0 12 0 138  16 86  0 2 0 12 0
57  6 53  0 2 0 12 0 139 17 86 0 2 0 12 U
58  10 53  0 2 0 12 0 140 18 86 0 2 0 12 0
59 11 63  0 2 0 12 0 141 19 86 0 2 0 12 0
60  12 53  0 2 0 12 0 142  20 86  0 2 0 12 0
61  13 53  0 2 0 12 0  143 2 74  4 1 8 12 0
62 14 53  0 2 0 12 0 144 5 74 4 1 8 12 0
63  15 63  0 2  0 12 0 145 6 74 4 1 8 12 064  16 53  0 2 0 12 0 146 8 74  4 1 8 12 0
65 17 53  0 2 0 12 0  147 9 74 4 1 8 12 0
66 18 53  0 2 0 12 0 148 10 74 4 1 8 12 0
67 19 53  0 2 0 12 0 149 1 123 2 2 0 12 0
68 20 53  0 2 0 12 0 150 3 123 2 2 0 12 0
69 2 54  0 2 0 12 0 151 4 123 2 2 0 12 0
70
71
3 54  0
4 54  0
2 0 12
2 0 12
0 SUBURBAN LOTS.0
72 6 54  0 2 0 12 0 152 2 45 1 10 0 0 4 0
73 8 54  0 2 0 12 0 153 1 76 11 3 12 4 0
74 9 54  0 2 0 12 0 154 2 76 11 3 12 4 0
76 6 57  0 2 0 12 0 155 3 76 10 3 0 4 0
76 7 57  0 2 0 12 0 156 4 76 10 3 0 4 0
77
78
8 57  0
1 66 0
2 0 12
2 10 12
0 TOWN LOTS.
0
79 2 66  0 2 0 12 0  County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa, town of
80 4 66 0 2 0 12 0  Lytton.
81 5 66 0 2 0 12 0 157 1 14 0 1 34 8 0
82 6 66 0 2 10 12 0 158 2 14 0 2 0 8 0
83. 7 66 0 2 10 12 0 159 3 14 0 2 0 8 0
84 8 66 0 2 9 12 0 160 4 14 0 2 0 8 0
85 9 66 0 2 9 12 0 161 5 14 0 2 0 8 0
86 10 66 0 1 39 12 0 162 6 14 0 2 0 8 0
87 11 66 0 1 39 12 0 163 7 14 0 2 91 8 088  12 66  0 1 39 12 0 164 8 14 0 2 92 8 0
80  13 66 0 1 39 12 0 165 9 14 0 2 91 8 0
90 14 66  0 2 9 12 0 166 10 14 0 2 91 8 091 15 66  0 2 9 12 20 167 11 14 0 2 9 8 0
92 16 66  0 2 10 12 0 168 12 14 0 2 37 8
0
0
93
94
1 84 1
2 84  1
0 0 12
0 0 12 SUBURBAN LOTS.0
95 3 84  1 0 0 12 0  169 1 17 2 0 16 4 0
96 4 84  1 0 0 12 0  170 2  17 2 0 16 4 0
97 5 84  1 0 0 12 0  171 3  17 2 0 16 4 0
98 6 84 0 3 39 12 0 172 4 17 2 0 16 4 0
99  7 84 0 3 39 12 0 173 5 17 2 0 16 4 0
100 8 84  0 3 39 12 0  174 6 17 2 0 38 4 0
101 9 84 0 3 39 12 0 175 14 17 2 0 38 4 0
102 10 84 0 3 39 12 0 176 15 17 2 0 16 4 0
103 1 85 0 2 0 12 0  177 16 17 2 0 16 4 0
104 2 85 0 2 0 12 0  178 17 17 2 0 16 4 0
105 3 85 0 2 0 12 0  179 18 17  2 0 16 4 0
106 4 85 0 2 0 12 0 180 19 17 2 0 16 4 0
107  5 85  0 2 0 12 0 181 20 17 2 0 16 4 0
108 6 85  0 2 0 12 0 182  2  19  1 3 6 4 0
109 7 85  0 2 0 12 0 183  7 19 1 2 24 4 0
110 8 85  0 2 0 12 0 184  8 19  1 1 35 4 0
111 9 86  0 2 0 12 0 185  1 20  1 1 0 1 4 0
112 10 85  0 1 39 12 0 186  2  20  1 0 7 1 4 0
113 11 85 1 0 1 39 12 0 187  3  20 0 3 33 4 0
114 12 85  0 1 39  12 0 188  4 20  0 3 24 4 0
115 13 85 0 1 39 12 0 189 5 20  0 3 21 4 0
116 14 85 0 1 39 12 0 190 6 20  0 3 18 4 0
117 15 85  0 1 39 12 0 191 7 20 0 3 16 4 0
118 16 85 0 1 39 12 0 192 8 20 0 220 4 0
119 17 85 0 1 39 12 0 193 3  22  1 0 0 4 0
120 18 85 0 1 39 12 0 194  4  22 1 0 0 4 0
121 19 85 0 1 39 12 0  195  5 22 1 0 0 j 4 0
122 20 85  0 2 0 12 0  196 6  22 1 0 0 4 0
123 1 86  0 2 0 12 0  197 7 22 1 0 0 4 0
124 2 86  0 2 0 12 0  198  9 22  2 2 31 4 0125  3 86  0 2 0 12 0  199 10  22  2 0 16 4 0
126 4 86  0 2 0 12 0  200 11 22 2 0 16 4 0
127 5 86  0 2 0 12 0  201 12 2 0 16 4 0
128 6 86  0 2 0 12 0  202 13  22  2 0 16 4 0
129  7 86  0 2 0 12 0  203 14  22  2 0 16 4 0
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Inc of No. of No,  of I trice perArea.l.ot. Allotment section. Acre.
SrBURBAN  LOTS---continued. TOWN  LOTS-continued.
A  BP  $ S. .. .I A. Y. Y.  ag  t.
204 15. 22 2 0 16 4 0 County  of Canning ,  parish of Canning , town of
205 16 22 2 0 16 4 0 Canning.
206 17 22 1 020 4 0
0
On the Caboolture River.
207 18 22  26 2 1
208 19 22 9 0 8
4 0
4 0 280 1 1 1 0 0 8 0
209 20 22 5 0 7 4 0 281 2 1 1 0 0 g 0
210 4 23 15 0 32 4 0 282 3 1 10 0 8 0
211 5 23 15 0 32 4 0 283 ++ 4 1 1 0 0 8 0
212 6  23 16 3 18 4 0 284 5 1 1 0 0 8 0
213 3 24 7 3  8  4 0 285 6 1 1 0 0 8 0
214 4 24 6 0 14 4 0 286 7 1 1 0 0 8 0
215 5 24 8 2 33 4 0 287 8 1 1 0 0 8 0
9216 6 2 6 0 289 9 1 1 0 0 8 04 1
217 7 24 16 0 0
4 0
4 0 289 10 1 1 0 0 8 0
218 2 25 11 1 16 4 0 290 1 2 1 0 0 8 0
219  3 25  8 1 13 4 0 291 2 2 1 0 0 8 0
292 3 2 1 0 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS. 293 4 2 1 0 0 8 0
County of Stanley,  parish of  Maclean, town of 294 5 2 1 0 0 8 0
North  Maclean. 295 6 2 1 0 0 8 0
220 4  1  1 0 0 8 0  296 7 2 1 0 0 8 0
221 3 2 1 0 0 8 0  297 8 2 1 0 0 8 0
222 4 2 1 0 0 8 0  298 1 2 1 0 8 8 0
223 5 2 1 0 0 8 0  299 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
224 1 3 1 0 0 8 0 300 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
225 12  3 1 0 0 8 0 301 4 3 1 0 11 8 0
2.26 3 3 1 0 0 8 0 302 1 4 1 0 15 8 0
227 4 3 1 0 0 8 0  303  2 4 1 0 26 8 0
228 1 5 3 1 0 0 8 0 304 1 5 1 1 7 8 0
229 ; 1 4 1 0 0 8 0  305 2 5 1 2 14 8 0
230
231
2 4 1 0 0
3 4 1 0 0
8 0
8 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
232 4 4 1 0 0 8 0  County  of Canning ,  parish  of Maroochy,  town of
County of Ward, parish of Moffatt, town of South Yandina.
Maclean. 306 1 1 1 3 8 4 0
233 1 0 0 8 0  307 2 1 1 3 8 4 0
234 1 0 0 8 0  308 3 1 1 3 8 4 0
235 1 0 0 8 0  309 4 1 1 3 8 4 0236 1 0 0 8 0  310 5 1 1 032 4 0
237 1 0 0 8 0  311 6 1 0 2 30 4 0
238 1 0 0 8 0  312 7 1 0 3 23 4 0
239 1 0 0 8 0  213 1 2 1 3 21 4 0
24) 1 0 0 8 0  314 2 2 2 3 23 4 0241 1 0 0 8 0  315 3 2 2 323 4 0
242 1 0 0 8 0  316 4 2 1 1 16 4 0
243 1 0 0 8 0  317 5 2 0 3 19 4 0
244 1 0 0 8 0  318 6 2 0 2 18 4 0
215  1 0 0 8 0  319 2 3 1 1 0 4 0
246  1 0 0 8 0  320 3 3 1 2 37 4 0
247  1 0 0 8 0  321 4 3 2 0 0 4 0
248  1 0 0 8 0  322 5 3 1 1 9 4 0
249  1 0 0 8 0  323 6 3 1 0 36 4 0
250  1 0 0 8 0  324 7 3 1 0 22 4 0
251  1 0 0 8 0  325 8 3 1 0 7 4 0
252  1 0 0 8 0  326 9 3 1 0 25 4 0
253  1 0 0 8 0  327 1 4 0 3 10 4 0
254  1 0 0 8 0  328 2 4 1 0 14 4 0
255  1 0 0 8 0  329 3 4 1 1 30 4 0
256  1 0 0 8 0  330 4 4 1 0 23 4 0
257  1 0 2; 8 0  331 5 4 1 1 0 4 0
258  1 0 21 8 0  332 6 4 1 1 36 4 0
269  1 0 174 8 0 333  1 Ti 2 2 22 4 0200 1 2  101,3 8 0  334  2 5 1 2 3 8 4 0
261 1 1 37 8 0 335 3 5 2 1 21 4 0
262 1 1 11 8 0 336 4 5 2 3 8 4 0
263 1 1 3 8 0  387 5 5 ! 2 0 19 4 0
264 1 0 28 8 0 338  6 5 2 3 8 4 0
65 1 0 13 8 0  339  7 5 1 1 11 4 0
266 0 3 35$ 8 0 340  8 5 1 3 33 4 0
267 031t 8 0 341 1 6 1 134 4 0
268 1 0 10 8 0  342 2 6 1 0 17 4 0
269 1 0 4 8 0  343 3 6 0 3 4 4 0
270 1 0 184 8 0 344 4 6, 0 2 32 4 0
271 1 1 14  8 0 345 7 , 6 1 0 23 4 0
272 1 220 8 0  346  8 6 0 3 3 4 0273 1 0 0 8 0  347  9; 6 0 3 3 4 O
274 1 0 24 8 0  348  10 6 1 2 0 4 0
275 1 0 24 8 0  349  11 6 1 020 4 0
276 1 0 24 8 0  350 12 1 6 1 1 15 4 0
277 1 0 2; 8 0 351 13 6 1 2 30 1 4 0
278 1 0 2 8 0  352  1 7 10 2 0 4 0
279 1 0 0 8 0  353  2 7 1 11 2 0 1 4 0
No . f  I No of I No of Area Price.1wN.Allotment secstion per Acre .
i 1
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SUBURBAN  LOTS - continued. TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of  No of No of
D,t. Allotment S Ct:uu. Area.
Price per  No. of
tore.  Lot.
No of
Allotment .
No of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
A R. P. S.
A. R. P. I f_' jr.
354 1  8 18 0 0 4 0 33 6 3 0 3 16 8 0
355 1 2 8 14 3 0 4 0 34 1 4 0 2 36 8 0
Portion.
'
35 2 4 0 3 5 8 0
3 ... 8 1 0 4 0356 36 4 0 3 14 8 0
357 4 ... 9 0 0 4 0 37 4 4 0 3 23 8 0
358 6  ... 7 0 32 4 0 38 6 4 0 3 32 8 0
369 7 ... 9 1 10 4 0 39 6 4 1 0 32 8 0
360 8  ... (i 0 0 4 0 40 7 4 1 0 15 8 0
361 9 ... 8 0 0 4 0 41 8  4 0 3 38 8 0
362 10 ... 7 2 34 4 0 42 9 4 0 3 22 8 0
363 11  ... 7 0 24 4 0 43 10  4 0 3 5 8 0364 12 ... 5 3 28 4 0 44 1 11 1 2 24 8 0
COUNTRY LOTS. 45 2  11 0 3 19 8 0
arish  of BurpengaryCount of  Stanle 46 3  11 1 0 6 9 0.y y, p 47 4 11 1 0 32 8 0
365 ( 95  1 ... 444 0 0 1 0 15 48 5  11 0 2 0 8 0
Being forfeited selection No .  2,100 ,  Brisbane. 49 6 11 0 2 0 8 0
Parish of Redcliffe. 50 7 11 0 2 0 8 0
*366  19 I 78 0 0 1 0 16 51 1 12 0 2 38 8 0
52 2  12 1 0 0 8 0Parish of Warner. 53 3  12 1 0 0 8 0
367 47 ... 23 0 0 0 15 54 4  12 1 0 0 8 0
368 48 ... 24 0 29 0 15 56 6 12 1 0 0 8 0
369 49  ... 23 3 23 0 15 56 6  12 1 0 0 8 0370 68 , ...  9-1 0 0 0 15 57 7 12 1 0 0 8 0
Being forfeited selection No .  2,408,  Brisbane. 58 8  12 1 0 0 8 0371 19 ... 85 2 0 0 15 59 9  12 1 0 0 8 0
372 , 191 , ... I 82 0 0 I 0 16 60 10 12 0 2 38 8 0
Being forfeited selection No. 1,289, Biisbane. 61 1 15 0 3 152 8 0
Parish of Yeerongpilly. 62 2 15 0 2 37 8 0
1 31 3 0( 0 15373 1 284 1 63 3 15 0 3 52 8 0... 64 4 15 0 2 20 8 0Being forfeited selection  No. 1,777D,  Brisbane. 65 5 16 0 1 242 8 0
County of Ward, parish of Darlington. 66 6 15 0 1 18 8 0
t374 31 1 ... 1 39 0 0 1 0 15 67 7 16 0 2 0 8 0
Being forfeited selection  No. 1,311e ,  Brisbane. 68 8  15 0 3 8 8 0
•  The purcli as er of lot 366 to pay 22 for improvements. 69 9 15 0 3 8 8 0
t  The purchaser  of lot 374 to  pay £9 for improvements. 70 10 15 1 0 0 8 0
71 11 15 1 0 0 8 0
6 072 1 1 1 42 8 0
73 2  16 0 1 3 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO. 74 3  16 0 1 12 8 0WOOMBA, 7576 4  165 16 00 1 0 80 382 8 00
Ox TUESDAY,  THE 17TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1877. 77 6 16 0 0 362 8 0
78 7 16 0 0 35 8 0TOWN LOTS.
'
79 8  16 0 0 33 8 0
s Nest, townCounty of Cavendish,  parish  of Crow 80 9 16 0 20 30 8 0
of Crow's Nest. 81 10 16 0 0 24 8 0
Allotment. 82 11  16 0 2 0 8 0
1 1 1 0 0 24, 8 0 83 12  16 0 2 0 8 0
2 2 1 0 0 33 8 0 84 13 16 0 2 0 8 03 3 1 0 1 62 8 0 85 14 16 0 2 0 8 04 4 1 0 1 13 8 0 86 15 16 0 2 0 8 05 5 1 0 1 0 8 0
6 6 1 0 1 0 8 0
7 7 1 0 1 0 8 0
8 8 1 0 1 0 8 0
9 9 1 0 1 0 8 0 SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
10 10
11 11
1. 0 1
0 1
0 8 0
0 8 0
ON WEDNESDAY, 18TH DAY OF APRIL, 187 7.
12 12
1
1 0 1 0 8 0 TOWN LOTS.
13 13 1 0 1 24 8 0 County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, town of
14 14 1 0 1 19 8 0 Alfred.
15 15 1 0 1 112 8 0 1 1 1 2 2 0, 10 0
16 16 1 0 1 5 8 0 22 1 2 2 0 10 0
17 17 1 0 0 381 8 0 3 1 3 1 2 2 0 10 0
18 18 1 0 0 32 I 8 0 4 i 1 2 2 0 10 0
19 19010  90 1 0 01  0 0 26 8 0192 8 0 Parish of Laidley, town of Laidley.
21 6 2 0 1 0 8 0 5 3 1 0 2 0 12 0
22 7 2 0 1 0 8 0 6 4 1 0 2  0 12 0
23 8 2 0 1 0 8 0 7 5 1 0 2 0 12 0
24 9 2 0 1 0 8 0 8 1 2 0 2 0 12 0
26 10 2 0 1 0 8 0 9 2 2 0 2 0 12 0
26 11 2 0 1 0 8 0 10 3 2 0 2 0 12 0
27 12 2 0 1 0 8 0 11  4 2 0 2 0 12 0
28 1 3 1 0 0 8 0 12 5 2 0 2 0 12 0
29 2 3 1 0 0 8 0 13 6 2 0 2 0 12 0
30 3 3 1 0 28 8 0 14 7 2 0 2 0 12 0
31 4 3 1 2 4 8 0 16 8 2 0 2  0 12 0
32 5 3 0 3 16 8 0 16 9 2 0 2 0 12 0
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TOWN  LOT6 -C09ttinued-  TOWN LOTS-- COftt*Uedt.
no. of No. of  No of I  i Price per  No. ofLot.
JAllotment
Section . Area . Arre. Lot.
17 10 2
18 1 3
19 2 3
20 3 3
21 4 3
22 5 3
23 6 3
24 7 3
25 8 3
26 9 g
27 10 3
23 2 4
29 3 4
30 4 4
31 5 4
32 6 4
33 8 4
34 9 4
35 3 5
36 4 5
37 5 5
38 7 6
39 2 640  5  6
41 9 6
42 6 14
43 3 15
44 4 15
45 5 15
46 6 15
47 7 15
48 2 16
49 3 16
Sc)  7 16
51 8 16
52 9 16
53 10 16
54 2 18
55 3 18
56 4 18
57 7 18
58 8 18
59 9 18
60 10 18
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 1 34 12 0
0 1 34 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 3 37 13 0
1 0 111 12 0
1 0 25* 12 0
1 0 39* 12 0
0 3 27* 12 0
0 3 2 12 0
0 2 29 12 0
0 3 21 12 0
0 2 26 12 0
0 2 26 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 3 8 12 0
0 3 8 12 0
0 3 8 12 0
0 3 8 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
61 3 21
62 6 21
63 2 31
64 3 . 31
65 4 31
Portion.
66 1 ,..
67 2 ...
68 3 ...
69 4 ...
70 5
71 6
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
7 ...
8
9
10
11
12
14
2 130 4 0
2 2 0 4 0
1 3 28 4 0
1 2 19 4 0
1 1 10 4 0
5 0 0 4 0
5 0 0 4 0
3 020 4 0
3 020 4 0
3 0 20 4 0
3 020 4 0
6 1 0 4 0
5 0 0 4 0
5 1 6 4 0
5 232 4 0
5 0 0 4 0
6 1 0 4 0
16 1 0 4 0
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
No. of No. ofMimi nent  Section. Area
A. S P.
Price ,..+rAviv
St r
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 (1 8 0
0 2.0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
0 2 31 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
0 3 6- 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 1 25 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 3 7 8 0
0 3 9* 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0( 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
144 1 8
145 7 8
146 8 8
147 9 8
148 10 8
149 11 8
150 12 8
151 13 8
152 14 8
153 15 8
154 16 8
155 19 8TOWN LOTS.
County of Churchill, parish of Clumber, town of
Clumb W.
Allotment
79 1 1
80 2 1
81 3 1
82 4 1
83 6 1
84 6 1
85 10 1
86 11 1
87 3 3
88 4 3
89 1 4
90 2 4
91 3 4
County
0 1 15 8 0
0 2 0 8 0 156
0 2 0 8 0 157
0 2 0 8 0 158
0 2 0 8 0 159
0 2 0 8 0 160
1 0 0 8 0 161
1 2 2• 8 0 162
0 2 0 8 0 163
0 2 0 8 0 164
0 1 23* 8 0 165
0 2 0 8 0 166
0 2 0 8 0 167
10 1 0 1 10
40 0 0 1 10
46 0 0 1 10
32 0 0 1 10
35 0 0 1 10
40 2 0 1 10
36 1 0 1 10
35 3 0 1 10
35 0 0 1 10
28 0 0 1 10
29 2 0 1 10
48 0 0 1 10
TOWN LOTS.
of Churchill, parish of Alfred, town of
Grandchester.
2 1
3 1
4 1
9 1
10 1
2 2
3 2
4 2
5 2
7 2
8 2
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 1 0 8 0
0 0 32 8 0
0 1 16 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No of
Lot.
No of No of
Allotment .  Section. Area.
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
20420
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
A. R. P.
0 1 161
0 1 38
0 0 39
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
Price per
Acre.
t  q.
SUBURBAN  LOTS- continued.
No of  ! No of I No.  Of Aroa.Lot. lAlluuuent  Section.
8 0 245
8 0 246
8 0 247
8 0 248
8 0 249
8 0 260
8 0 251
8 0 252
8 0 253
8 0 , 254
9 0 255
8 0 256
8 0 257
8 0 258
8 0 259
8 0 260
8 0 261
8 0 262
8 0 263
8 0 264
8 0 265
8 0 266
8 0 267
8 0 268
8 0 269
8 0 270
8 0 271
8 0
8 0 County
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 3
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 10
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Cavendish,  parish of  Esk, town of
Gallanani.
227  6  1 2 0 4 0
228 5 2 01 0 0 4 0
229 1 4 1 0 0 4 0
230 2 4 1 0 0 4 0
231 3 4 1 0 0 4 0
292 4 4 1 0 0 4 0
233 6  4 1 0 0 4 0
284 6 4 1 0 0 4 0
235 7 4 1 0 0 4 0
236 8 4 1 0 0 4 0
237 9 4 1 0 0 4 0
238 10 4 1 0 0 4 0
239 1 5 1 0 0 4 0
240 2 5 1 0 0 4 0
241 3 6 1 0 0 4 0
242 4 5 1 0 0 4 0
243 5 5  1 0 0 4 0
244 6 5 1 0 0 4 0
5 1 0 0
5 1 0 0
6 1 0 0
6 1 0 0
6 1 0 0
6 1 0 0
6 1 0 0
6 1 0 0
6 1 0 0
6 1 0 32
7 1 0 0
7 1 0 0
7 1 0 0
7 0 3 12
8 1 0 0
8 0 3 32
9 1 0 0
9 1 0 0
9 0 3 27
9 0 3 38
9 1 0 3 25
9 0 2 30
Price per
Acre.
S.
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 0
10 0 1 39 4 0
11 1 0 0 4 0
11 1 0 0 4 0
11 1 0 0 4 0
12 1 1 18 4 0
TOWN LOTS.
of Churchill, parish of Normanby, town of
Normanby.
5 1 0 1 0 8 0
2 2 0 1 0 8 0
3 2 0 1 0 8 0
4 2 0 1 0 8 0
5 2 0 1 0 8 0
6 2 0 1 0 8 0
7 2 0 1 0 8 0
8 2 0 1 0 8 0
9 2 0 1 0 8 0
10 2 0 1 0 8 0
1 8 0 1 0 8 0
2 8 0 1 0 8 0
3 8 0 1 0 8 0
4 8 0 1 0 8 0
5 8 0 1 0 8 0
6 8 0 1 0 8 0
7 8 0 1 0 8 0
8 8 0 1 0 8 0
9 8 0.1 0 8 0
10 8 0 1 0 8 0
1 9 0 1 0 8 0
2 9 0 1 0 8 0
3 9 0 1 0 8 0
4 9 0 1 ()  8 0
6 9 0 1 0 8 0
6 9 0 1 0 8 0
7 9 0 1 0 8 0
8 9 0 1 0 8 0
9 9 0 1 0 8 0
10 9 0 1 0 8 0
3 10 0 1 0 8 0
4 10 0 1 0 8 0
5 11 0 1 0 8 0
6 11 0 1 0 8 0
15 11 0 2 0 8 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, HELIDON,
ON THURSDAY, THE 19TH DAY OF APRIL, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Churchill, parish of Taylor, town of
Fingal.
1' 2 1 1 0 0 8 0
2 3 1 1 0 0 8 0
3 1 2 1 0 0 8 0
4 2 2 1 0 0 8 0
5 3 2 1 0 0 8 0
6 9 2 1 0 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOT S- Continued. TOWN  LOT$-eontinued.
No. of I Yo. of
Lat. Allotment
No. of
Section . Area I
Price per No. of  N
Acre. Lot.  Allo
o. of  N
tment  Se
o  of  Prom' perA rcaction. Acre.
A. B. P. ! £' 1
7 10 2 1 1 0 0 8 0 77 23. 10  0 2 0 12 08 11 2 1 0 0 8 0 78 2 11 0 2 0 12 0
9 1 3 1 0 0 8 0 79 3 11 0 2 0 12 0
10 2 3 1 0 0 8 0 80 5 11 0 2 0 12 0
11 3 3 1 0 0 8 0 81 6 11 0 2 0 12 0
12 4 3 1 0 0 8 0 82 7 11 0 2 0 12 0
13 5{ 3 1 0 0 8 0 83 8 11 0 2 0 12 0
14 6' 3 1 0 0 8 0 84 9 11  0 2 0 12 0
15 7 i 3 1 1 0 0 8 0 85 13 11  0 2 0 12 0
16 8 3 i 1 0 0 8 0 86 14 11  0 2 0 12 0
17 9 3 1 0 0 8 0 87 15 11  0 2 0 12 0
18 10 3 1 0 0 8 0 88 20 11  0 2 0 12 0
19 11 i 3 1 0 0 8 0 89 21 11  0 2 0 12 0
20 1 1 4 1 0 0 8 0 90 22 11  0 2 0 12 0
21 1 2 4 1 0 0 8 0 91 23 11  0 2 0 12 0
22 3 4 1 0 0 8 0 92 1 ' 15  0 2 0 12 0
23 4 4 1 0 0 8 0 93 2 15  0 2 0 12 0
24 1 5 4 1 0 0 8 0 94 3 15  0 2 0 12 0
25 1 6
'
4 1 0 0 8 0 95 4 ' 15  0 2 0 12 0
26 7 4 1 0 0 8 0 96 5 15  0 2 0 12 0
27 8 4 1 0 0 8 0 97 6 15  0 2 0 12 0
28 9 4 1 0 0 8 0 98 7 15  0 2 0 12 0
29 10 4 1 0 0 8 0 99 8 15  0 2 0 12 0
30 11 4 1 0 0 8 0 100 9 15 0 2 0 12 0
31 1 5 1 0 0 8 0 101 10 15 0 1 28 12 0
32 2 5 1 0 0 8 0 102 11 15 0 1 3721 12 0
33 3 5 1 0 0 1 8 0 103 12 15  0 2 232 12 0
24 5 5  , 1 0 0 8 0 104 13 15  0 2 0 12 0
35 10 5 1 1 0 0 8 0 105 14 15  0 2 0 12 0
36 11 5 1 0 0 8 0 106 15 15  0 2 0 12 0
County of Cavendish, parish of Helido n, town of 107 16 16  0 2 0 1.2 0
H elidon. 108 17 15  0 2 0 12 0
37 2 2 0 2 0 1 8 0 109 18 15  0 2 0 12 0
38 6 2 0 2 0 8 0 110 19 15  0 2 0 12 0
39 7 2 0 2 0 8 0 111 20 15  0 2 0 12 0
40 8 2 0 2 0 ` 8 0 112 21 15  0 2 0 12 0
41 9 2 0 2 0 8 0 113 22 15  0 2 0 12 0
42 10 2 0 2 0 . 8 0 114 23 15  0 2 0 12 0
43 12 2 0 2 0 8 0 115 24 15  0 2 0 12 0
44 13 1 2 0 2 0 1 8 0 116 1 16 0 2 0 12 0
45 15 2 0 2 0 1 8 0 117 2 16  0 2 0 12 0
46 16 2 0 2 0 8 0 118 3 16  0 2 0 12 0
47 17 2 0  2  0 1 8 0 119 4 16  0 2 0 12 0
48 18 2 0 2 0 8 0 120 5 16  0 2 0 12 0
49 19 2 0 2 0 8 0 121 6 16  0 2 0 12 0
50 20 2 0 2 0 8 0 122 7 16 0 2 0 12 0
51 5 , 3 0 2 0 8 0 123 8 16 0 2 0 12 0
52 6 1 3 0 2 0 8 0 124 9 16 0 1 26 12 0
63 7 I 3 0 2 0 8 0 125 10 16  0 2 0 12 0
64 8 3 0 2 0 8 0 126 18 16  0 2 0 12 0
65 9 3 0 2 0 8 0 127 19 16  0 2 0 12 0
66 10 3 0 2 0 8 0 128 3 17  0 2 0 12 0
57 16 3 0 2 0 8 0 129 6 17  0 2 0 12 0
58 17 3 0  2  0 8 0 130 7 17  0 2 0 12 0
69 18 3 0 2 0 8 0 131 8 17 0 2 0 12 0
60 19 3 0 2 0 8 0 132 19 17A 0 2 0 12 0
61 3 4 0 3 0 8 0 133 20 17A 0 2 0 12 0
62 4 4 0 3 0 8 0 134 21 17A 0 2 0 12 0
63 5 4 0 2 0 8 0 135 22 17  0 2 0 12 00
COtTNTBY LOTS. 136137
23 17A 0
18 0
2 0 12
12 02 36
County of Church ill, parish of  Lo ckyer. 138
1
2 18  0
!
2 94 12 0
Portion.
'
139 3 18 0 1 23 12 064 1 142 V ... 80 0 0 1 0 15 140 4 18  0 1  12 02  20
Being forfeited selec tion 327, Helidon Dis trict. 141 5 18 0
2
134 12 0
Parish of Tenthill. 142 6 18  0 2 0 12 0
65 1 322  1 ... 1 10 0 0 1 0 15 143 7 18  0 2 0 12 0
144 8 18  0 2 0 12 0TOW
County of Churchill,
N LOTS.
parish of Gatto n, town of 145 11 18 0 2 16 12 0
Gatton. 146 12 18 0 2 16 12 0
Allotment. 147 1 19  0 2 0 12 0
66 13 3 0 2 0 12 0 148 2 19  0 2 0 12 0
67 14 3 0 2 0 12 0 149 3 19  0 2 0 12 0
68 5 10 0 2 0 12 0 150 4 19  0 2 0 12 0
69 6 10 0 2 0 12 0  151 5 19  0 2 0 12 0
70 7 10 0 2 0 12 0 152 6 19  0 2 0 12 0
71 8 10 0 2 0 12 0  153 7 1:1 0 2 0 12 0
72 9 10 0 2 0 12 0 164 8 19  0 2 0 12 0
73 19 10 0 2 0 12 0 155 9 19  0 2 0 12 0
7  20 10 0 2 0 12 0 156 10 19  0 2 0 12 0
75 21 10 0 2 0 12 0 157 11 19  0 2 0 12 0
76 22 10 0 2 0 12 0 158 12 19  0 2 0 12 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of  I No. of ' No * of
Lot. Allotment Section,
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
Area. i Price p tI Acre.
A  It.  P. I £  S.
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 24 12 0
0 2 31 12 0
0 2 244 12 0
0 2 174 12 0
0 2 114 12 0
0 2 4, 12 0
0 1 374 12 0
0 1 31; 12 0
o 1 244 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
SUBJTEBAN LQTS,
Portion.
177 40 ... 5 0 0 1 0
178 41 ... 5 0 0 1 0
179 42 5 0 0 1 0
180 43 ... 5 0 0 1 0
181 46 ... 5 0 0 1 0
182 47 ' ... 5 0 0 1 0
183 54  ... 10 0 0 1 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BEEN-
LEIGH,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 24TH DAY  OF APRIL, 1877.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Ward, parish of Albert, town * of
Alberton.
Allotment'
1 1 1 0 37 8 0
2 1 1 0 19 8 0
3 1 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 1 0 11 8 0
5 1 1 15 8 0
6 1 1 0 0 8 0
6' 2 1 0 0 8 0
7 2 1 0 0 8 0
1 4 1 0 0 8 0
2 4 1 0 0 8 0
1 5 1 0 0 1 8 0
2 5 1 0 0 8 0
3 5 1 0 0 8 0
4 5 1 0 0 8 0
5 5 1 0 0 8 0
6 5 1 1 0 0 8 0
Parish of Mudgeeraba, town of Burleigh.
17 1 8 2 1 1 12 4 0
18 3 5 1 0 0 4
19 4 5 1 1 0 0 4
20 4  7 1 2 17 4
21 ' 5 7 2 2 4 4
22 7  7 1 1 24 4
23 8 7 1 1 24 . 4
24 9 7 1 1 24 ' 4
25 10 7 3 2 0 4
Portion.
26 17A . , .
27 18i1
28 194 1 ...
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
32 0 0 2 0
23 0 0 2 0
15 0 0 2 0
TOWN LOTS.
Parish of Boyd, town of Beenleigh.
1 1 0 0: 8
1 0 0 1 8
0
0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
TOWN  LOTS-COntinuCd.
No of I No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment .  Section.
37 9
38 10
39 1
40 2
41 1
42 2
43 3
44 4
45 5
46 6
47 1
48 2
49 3
50 4
51 5
52 6
53 7
54 8
55 9
56 10
57 11
58 12
59 1
60 2
61 3
62 4
63 5
64 6
65 7
66 8
67 9
68 10
69 1
70 2
71 3
72 4
73 5
74 6
75 7
76 8
77 9
78 10
79 1
80 2
81 5
82 6
83 7
84 8
85 11
86 12
Area. Price perAore
A. 3. P. A  a.
1 1 0 0 8 0
1 1 0 0 8 0
2 1 0 0 8 0
2 1 0 0 8 0
3 1 0 0 8 0
3 1 0 0 8 0
3 1 0 0 8 0
3 1 0 0 8 0
3 1 0 0 8 0
3 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 0 0 8 0
5 1 0 0 8 0
5 1 0 0 8 0
5 1 0 0 8 0
6 1 0 0 8 05
5
5
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
5 1 0 0 8 0
b 1 0 0 8 0
5 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
8 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 0 0 8 0
9 1 0 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Portion.
87 1 15A ... f 5 1 21 2 0
Parish of Coomera, town of Coomera.
Allotment.
88. 7 1 1 1 0 4 0
89 8 1 1 1 0 4 0
90 2 2 1 0 0 4 0
91 3 2 1 0 0 4 0
92 6 2 1 0 12 4 0
93 1 7 2 1 0 12 4 0
94 8 2 1 0 12 4 0
95 1 9 2  1 0 12 , 4 0
96 10 2 1 0 12 4 0
97 11 2 1 0 12 4 0
98 12 2 1 0 12 1 4 0
99 13 2 1 0 12 1 4 0
100 1 3 1 3 39 4 0
101 2 3 1 8 39 4 0
102 3 3 2 3 0 4 0
103 4 3 2 3 0 4 0
Parish of Moffatt, town of Logan.
104 2 1 3 1 1 0 0 8 0
105 3 i 3 1 0 0 8 0
106 4 3 1 2 31 8 0
107 5 3 ' 1 0 25 8 0
108 6; 3 1 0 8 8 0
109 7 3 1 0 8 8 0
110 8 I 3 1 0 16 8 0
111 9 1  3  1 0 0 8 0
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SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
'No .f No of No. of
It. Allotment Section. Area.
112 3 4 1 0 0  8 0
113 4 4 8 0
114 5 4  1 0 0  8 0
115 9 4 1 0 16 8 0
116 10 4 1 0 0 8 0
117 11 4 1 0 0 8 0
118 ' 12 4 1 0 0 8 0
119 13 4 1 0 0 8 0
120 14 4  1 0 0  8 0
TOWN LOTS.
Parish of Nerang, town of Nerang.
121  1 3 0 1  2  8 0
122  2  I 3 0 1 3 8 0
123 5 3 0 038 8 0
124 1 4 0 1 9 8 0
125 2 4 0 1 15 8 0
126 3 4 0 1 18 8 0
127 2 14 1 0 24 8 0
128 9 14 I 1 0 24 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
iPort on.
129 6 ... 4 0 36 1 10
130 7 ( ... 5 0 0 1 10
131 8 ... 5 2 32 1 10
TOWN LOTS.
Town of Southport.
'allotment
132 1 1 1 0 0 12 0
133 2  1 1 0 0 12 0
134 3 1 1 0 0 12 0
135 4 1 1 0 0 12 0
136 5 1 1 0 0 12 0
137 6 1 1 0 0 12 0
139 7 1 1 0 0 12 0
139 8 1 1 1 3 12 0
140 11 2 1 0 0 12 0
141 12  2 1 0 0  12 0
142 13 2 1 0 0 12 0
143 14 2 1 0 0 12 0
144 15 2 1 0 0 12 0
145 16 2 1 0 0 12 0
146 17 2 1 0 0 12 0
147 18 3 1 0 0 12 0
148 2 4 1 0 0 12 0
149 3 4 1 0 0 12 0
150 4 4 1 0 0 12 0
151 5 4 1 0 0 12 0
152 6 4 1 0 0 12 0
153 7 4 1 0 0 12 0
154 8 4 1 0 0 12 0
155 9  4 1 0 0 12 0
156 10 4 1 0 0 12 0
157 11 4 1 0 0 12 0
158 12 4 1 0 0 12 0
159 13 4 1 0 0  12 0
160 14 4 1 0 0 12 0
161 15 4 1 0 0 12 0
162 16 4 1 0 0 12 0
163 5 5 1 0 0 12 0
164 6 5 1 0 0 12 0
165 7 5 2 0 35 12 0
166 8 5 1 3 0 12 0
167 9 5 1 0 0 12 0
168 I 10 5 1 0 0 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
169 7. 1 2 1 24 6 0
170 3 7 2 1 24 6 0
171 7 2 1 24 6 0
172 5  7 3 0 36 6 0
SUBURBAN  LOTS-continued.
No of I
Lot.
No. ofAllotment,No. ofSection.
Price perArea. Acre
173 6 7
A.  It.  P- £ d.3  2 18 6 0
174 7  7 4 1 33  6 0
175 6 8 5 2 8 6 0
176 7 6 1 23  6 0
177 8 8 7 0 38 6 0
178 9 8 8 0 12 6 0
179 1 9 4 0 8 6 0
180 2 9 5 0 0 6 0
181 5  9 4 3 9 6 0
182 6  9 3 3 32 6 U
183 7 9 5 3 23 6 0
184 8 9 5 3 20 6 I 
185 9 9 5 3 20 6 0
186 10 9 5 1 0 6 0
187 1 10 42 0 0  1 10
188 2 10  45 0 0  1 10
189 3 10  45 0 0  1 10
190 4 10  49 1 0 1 10
191 5 10  36 3 0 1 10
Parish of Moffatt, town of Waterford.
192 3 5 1 0 6 4 0
193 4 5 1 0 13 4 0
194 5 5 1 0 26 4 0
195 6 5 2 3 36 4 0
196 1 8 1 0 0 4 0
197 2 8 1 0 0 4 0
198 3 8 1 0 0 4 0
199 5 8 1 0 0 4 0
200 6 8 1 0 0 4 0
201 7 8 1 0 0 4 0
202 8 8 1 0 0 4 0
203 11 8 1 0 0 4 0
204 12 8 1 0 0 4 0
205 2 9 1 0 4- 4 0
206 3 9 1 0 0 4 0
207 4 9 1 0 0 4 0
108 5 9 1 0 0 4 0
209 6 9 1 0 10 4 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Ward, parish of Albert.
210
Portion.
246 I ... 90 0 0 1 0 15
Being forfeited selection No. 275, Beenleigh.
Parish of Darlington.
211 I 57 .. 1 115 0 0 1 0 15
Being forfeited selection No. 584,  Beenleigh.
Parish of Nerang.
212 1 35 1 ... 1 53 0 0 1 0 15
Being forfeited selection  No. 740,  Beenleigh.
#  The purchaser of lot 213 to pay 820 17s.  6d. for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
By Authority  :  Js 0. B$AL, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1877.
l
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
notified for general information ,  that a  Writ hath  this day issued, and
the foll owing arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland ,  for the Electoral
District of Northe rn  Downs ,  in room of the Honorable  W ILLIAM MILES,
Esquire ,  whose Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of
the acceptance of Office by the said Honorable William Miles ,  Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Condamine.
Date  of Writ ... ... ... Friday,  16th March, 1877.
Date of  Nomination ... ... Friday, 30th March, 1877.
Polling Day ... ... ... Monday ,  9th April, 1877.
Return  of Writ ... ... ... Tuesday, 24th April, 1877.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BSAL, G overnment Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1877.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Executive Council, has been pleased to
appoint
HENRY HORNIBLOw, Acting Locomotive Superin-
tendent, Southern and Western Railway,
Locomotive Superintendent of the Southern and
Western Railway.
GEORGE THORN.
Crown  Law Offices,
Brisbane , 10th March, 1877.HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SIDNEY BRIGGS TERRY, Clerk of Petty Sessions at
Maryborough,
to be Registrar  of the  Central District Court of
Queensland at that place ,  in the room of Stanley
Grantham Hill, promoted  ;  such appointment to
take effect from the 1st instant.
. S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 10th March, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
SIDNEY BRIGGS  TERRY, Clerk of Petty  Sessions at
Maryborough,
to be District Receiver in Insolvency, under the
provisions  of  " The Insolvency Act of  1874," at that
place ,  in the room  or Stanley Grantham Hill, pro.
moted.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  10th March, 1877.
j IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice
11 of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased
to appoint
JAMES PowERS,  Clerk of Petty Sessions at Cairns,
to be District Registrar and District Receiver in
Insolvency at that place, under the provisions of
" The Insolvency  Act of  1874."
S. W. GRIFFITH.
[No. 44.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1877.H IS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
THEOPHILUS PARSONS PUGH, Police;Magistrate at
Rockhampton,
to be a Member of the Immigration Board of that
Town.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1877.
F1IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
RUDOLPH ADOLPHUS GOLDRING
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
Kennedy, in the room of Abraham Brodziak, re-
signed.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof th  Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PATRICK SCULLEN, Sergeant of Police,
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses, and of Cattle
intended for slaughter, within the Town and Dis-
trict of Bundaberg.
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
IS  Excellency the Acting Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint
WILLIAM YALDWYN
to be Police Magistrate, at Dalby, under the pro-
visions of the Act of Council, 20 Vic., No. 32.
WILLIAM MILES.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor directs it to be
notified that he has received a letter from
the undermentioned gentleman ,  resigning his seat
as a Member of the Legislative Council of the
Colony ,  viz.:-
WILLIAM YALDWYN ,  Esquire.
By His Excellency 's Command,
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
I 1 of the Executive  Council, has  been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT  JARROTT,
WILLIAM DART,
CHARLES LANE,
JOSIAH PETTY, and
WILLIAM EWART,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Toowong ;
JOSEPH BENNETT,
GEORGE ROGERS HARDING,
ARTHUR HUNTER  P ALMER,
JESSE PATEN, and
ALEXANDER STEWART,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Asbgrove ;
li ENRY MCGBEGOR and
PATRICK STAPLETON
Members of  the School  Committee for the State
School at Upper Swan Creek ;
ALLAN RAVENSCROFT WETTENHALL
a Member of the School Committee fcr the State
School at Goondiwindi ,  vice  Charles Alexander
John. Woodcock,  resigned ;
WILLIAM WARD
a Member of the School Committee for the State
School at Pullenvale,  vice  Duncan McCaskill,
resigned ;
THOMAS McGRATH and
WILLIAM ADAMS
Members of  the School Committee for the State
School at Milora ,  vice  Alfred Scells,  resigned, and
T. C. Hoskins, who has left the colony.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
( IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
1 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY BELL,
PATRICK HIGGINS,
HENRY MITCHELL,
MICHAEL McKoNE, and
GEORGE TOPFER,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Sandy Creek ;
EDWARD JOHN GADSBY,
HORACE CHARLES EANSOME,
WILLIAM ALEXANDER NOBLE,
SAMUEL LAWsON, and
DAWSON CRAWFORD,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Stanthorpe ;
L. LACY,
RICHARD MATTHEW S,
JAMES EDMONDS,
JAMES HENNESSY,
JAMES WILLMETT,
J. SWAN,
HENRY GILLESPIE,
J. C. CLARKE, and
J. A. MACKENZIE,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Georgetown.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, that
as St. Patrick's Day falls on Saturday,
MONDAY, 19th  instant, will be observed as a
Public Holiday ,  and the several Public Offices
will be closed on that day.
WILLIAM MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
•` DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1867."
ANNUAL MEETING OF OWNERS.
S HEEPOWNERS competent to vote for theelection  of Directors  under the provisions of
section 7  of the above -named  Act, and  of section 1
of the Amending Act (31 Vic., No. 42),  are required
to meet  at the Police Court-houses  at the under-
mentioned _places in the respective Sheep Dis-
tricts,  at Twelve o'clock  noon  on SATURDAY,
the 31st day of March next, for the election of
Sheep Directors for the  current  year ,  namely:-
Sheep Districts.
Burke
Burnett
Cook
Dalby
Dawson
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
North Kennedy
South Kennedy
Maranoa
Mitchell
East  Moreton
West Moreton
Peak Downs
Rockhampton
Springsure
Warwick
Warrego
Wide Bay
Places of Meeting.
Noruianton
Gayndah
Cooktown
Dalby
Taroom
Gladstone
Goondiwindi
Townsville
Bowen
St. George
Blackall
Brisbane
Ipswich
Clermont
Rockhampton
Springsure
WarwickCliarleville
Maryborough
- - - R. M. STEWART.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
E j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
l the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, and that they  are desirous  that the
said town of Charters Towers may  be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal  Institutions
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts  passed since  1864 ;  believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them  as  inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants  or more, and is one
square  mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description  are being
erected almost daily,  and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive  mining plants
in and around  the town, and that there  is every
indication  of the  town increasing in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the  above  Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
24th February,  1877,  No. 22, page 425.)
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and
its  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of the sixty-first
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIBN$, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and  proclaim
that  the Leases  of the following  selections  of land,
under  the said Act , are declared  forfeited.
Register
No. ofApplica-
tion.
Land
Name of Lessee. Area. Agent's
District.
22: 0 Herman Holzapfel ...3.15 Francis James Brooks
t? +t Johann G. Schneider12,'-)') William Ingram
if; Philip Hoffman
1: t George Hoffman
i A. C.  B. Piaed
131 Ditto ...
152 P. Drinan ...
159 F .  A. Blackman
197 Robert Miller
211 James Bell ...
212 William Bell ... ...
1 John Francis Adams
255 Stephen Maynard ...
413 A. R. Macdonald ...
263 George R. Absalon ...
A. R. P.
150 0 0
1095 0 0
100 0 0114 0 0
200 0 0
320 0 0
400 0 0
300 0 0
640 0 0
454 0 0
320 0 0
701 0 0
600 0 0
45 0 0
60 0 0
1223 0 0
180 0 0
Brisbane
Beenleigh
Ditto
Toowoomba
Warwick
Ditto
Gladstone
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
St. George
Mackay
Ditto
Ditto
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.S.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and
Governor.  Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the fifth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," 1, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be reserved for
Township purposes.
RESERVE FOR  A TOWNSHIP.
On the Warr-ego River, on the boundary between
New South Wales and Queensland.
4 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Warrego
River at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over Lat.
29 within triangle; said tree being on the boun-
dary between New South Wales and Queensland,
and bounded thence on the south by a  true east line
along part of that boundary two miles eight  chains ;
thence on the east by a north line (magnetic) two
miles ;  thence on the north by a west line
(magnetic )  one mile  fifty-eight chains to the Warrego
River ; and thence on the west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Go:' SATE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section six of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been tem-
porarily reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
RESERVE  FOR A SUB-COLLECTOR  OF CUSTOMS'
RESIDENCE , TOWNSVILLE.
County of Elphinstone parish of  Coonambelah,
allotment  1 of section  3A.
1 acre.
Commencing on the west side of Cleveland-street
at the south -east corner of allotment 2, and
bounded thence on the  east  by that street southerly
ninety-four links ; on the south by a line westerly
at right angles to Cleverland street three  chains ;
on the west by  a line  northerly  parallel  with Cleve-
land street ninety-four links ; and on the north by
the south boundary line of allotment  2 easterly at
right angles to Cleveland street three chains of the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR ABORIGINAL NATIVES.
Parish of Durundur.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Stanley River
where a spur from the D'Aquilar range strikes the
river at a point nearly due south from the south-
west corner of portion 5, parish of Durundur ;
thence by that spur being a line south eighty chains ;
thence by a line east about three hundred and forty
chains to the Caboolture road  ; thence by that road
north westerly to the south-east boundary of the
Camping Reserve at the crossing of the Caboolture
Road over the Stanley River ; and thence by part of
the south-east and the south-west boundary of said
reserve south-westerly and north-westerly to the
Stanley River ; and by that river downwards to the
point of commencement. To include the land
known as Monkey Bong Flat.
RESERVE FOR PASTURAGE AND WATER.
County  of Aubigny, parish of  Felton , Forfeited
Selection No. 822, Toozvooniba.
320 acres. .
Commencing on the right bank of the north
branch of the Condamine River at the south-west
corner of selection 821, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north fifty -nine chains and
seventy-two links ; on the north by a line bearing
west fifty -nine chains  ;  on the west by a line and
Selection 823 bearing south seventy -nine chains and
twenty-two links  to the  aforesaid river; and on
the south  by that  river upwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of a reserved road ten
chains  wide, as shown  on plan of survey  deposited
in the Surveyor -General 's office.
RESERVE FOR A QUARANTINE  S TATION.
Fitzroy Island.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the for-
tieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.S.) St.  Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the 5th
section of  " The Croton Lands Alienation Act of
1876," I, WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereinunder described shall be
reserved for Township purposes.
RESERVE FOR  A TOWNSHIP  AT THE  JUNCTION OF
CLONCURRY RIVER WITH COPPERMINE CREEK.
Burke District.
2,050 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the Cloncurry
River, at the south-west corner of Mineral Selec-
tion No. 2, and bounded thence by the west
boundary of that selection north ; thence by north
boundary  of same  east; thence by part of west and
north boundaries of Mineral Selection Al, bearing
north and east; thence by the west boundaries of
Mineral Selections Nos. 11 and 12 bearing north ;
thence by part of the south by the west and north
boundaries of Mineral Selection 13, by part of the
north boundary of Mineral Selection No. 17; thence
by the west boundary of Mineral Selection No. 14 to
the north-west corner of the same ; thence on the
north by- a line bearing west, being the south
boundary of Mindie Run, to the Cloncurry River,
and on the west by that river upwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of Mineral Selec-
tion No. 19.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  f WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief' of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAI I%NS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that the
said lands  shall be open to selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Bundaberg Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim , that the upset price at which the said lands
are open to selection by conditional purchase, shall
be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
160 acres.
Area-480 acres.
County-Cook.
Parish-Otoo.-Portion 8.
Selection-No. 182, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 328 degrees, and distant one chain from the
north corner of portion 7, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 328 degrees seventy-
one chains  and thirty-three links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing  238 degrees  sixty-four chains
and forty-five links to a road three chains wide ; on
the south-west by that road bearing 148 degrees
sixty-two chains and thirty-three links, and 147
degrees 40  minutes  thirty-seven  chains  and twenty-
nine links to a road one chain wide ; and on the
south-east by that road bearing 58 degrees nineteen
chains and fifty-one links, 328 degrees eleven chains
and one link, 237 degrees 30 minutes fourteen
chains eighty-two links, 327 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen chains and twelve links, 57 degrees 30
minutes thirty-six chains and ninety links, 147
degrees 30 minutes one chain and ninety-eight
link, and 58 degrees twenty-two chains and sixty-
two links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatMr. JAMES WARNER, of Brisbane, has been
licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions of
"The Crown, Lands Alienation Act of  1876."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor-General.
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.THIS isto certify that Mr. FRANK BENWELL, Of
Brisbane, having exhibited evidence of com-
petency as a Surveyor, has been licensed to effect
Surveys under the provisions of  " The Croton
Lands Alienation Art of  1376," and subject to the
rules of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor-General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
i
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe, under the 34th section of "  The Mineral
Lands Act of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
During the month of April, 1877.
No. Name. No. Name.
1789 F.  Baker  1794 I. Paull
1790 E . Ellerson  1795 G.  Barden
1791 F. Popp  1796  H. Gimon
1792 J. Windley 1797 J. Henricksen
1793 J. Frank 1798 C. White
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th March, 1877.
NOTICE.
Re  SALE  LAND  IN THE WESTERN RAILWAY RESERVE,
AT THE SCHOOL OF ARTS, BRISBANE, ON THE
29TH INST .,  AS PUBLISHED  IN THE " GOVER-
MENT  GAZETTE"  ON THE 1ST INST., No. 25.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
the areas  or  the undermentioned lots have
been amended, as follows, viz.:-
No.
of Lot.
No. of
Portion.
Amended  Amended Deed ,  Survey,
Area.  and Assurance Fees.
34 35
68 99
Acres.  £ s. d.
1,780
2,969 35 10 0
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed--  22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish ofCswarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of  Livingstone , parish of Carvarral,  portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corn er of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear.
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links;  on the south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes thirty-three  chains;  on the south -west by
a line bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links  ;  thence 44)  degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links ,  thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104.  Date of Deed - 27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George  Andrew.
Land granted- Portion  120 ,  county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna ,  fifteen acres ,  two roods twenty
perches.
A31ENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris.
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one  and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide  ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1877.
I
T  is hereby notified that a Land Agent's Office
will be opened for the transaction of business
at Nanango ,  on and after  MONDAY,  the 9th April,
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1876, "  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection. sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Brisbane Land Office, on and after TUESDAY.
the 17th day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Nindooiinba ,  and Xerry
Sarabalt Runs.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on the Albert River at the south-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence by the Albert River upwards to
the south -west corner of the land resumed in  1872  ;
thence by a line along the south boundary of that
resumption bearing east to the range forming the
eastern boundary of the run  ;  on the east and
south-east by that range southerly and south-
westerly, and by the range forming the south-west
boundary of the run north -westerly to the south-
west corner of the resumption of 1875 aforesaid,
and by the south boundary of same to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Lands resumed front the Melconabe  and Palen Run.
About  15,500 acres.
Commencing on the Logan River at the' north-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence on the west by the east boundary
of that resumption bearing south to the south-east
corner of same ; thence by a line east to the range
forming the east boundary of the run ; thence by
that range north-easterly to the Logan River ; and
on the north by that river upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS.
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  187 6," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
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the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Brisbane
Land Office,  on and after  TUESDAY, the 17th
day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Telemon Run.
Area, about 15,400 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of the land
resumed from the Telemon Run in 1875, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the south-
east  boundary of that resumption north-easterly
to the north-east boundary of the run ; thence
south-easterly along that boundary ; thence by a
line parallel to and distant four and a quarter miles
from the north-west boundary south-westerly to
the south-west boundary of the ten years' lease ;
and on the south-west by that boundary north-
westerly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
chael and St.  George,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commanner-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of "  The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim that the upset price at which the said lands are
open to selection by conditional purchase shall be
15s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the TVivenhoe Run.
Area, about 5,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
40, parish of Wivenhoe, and bounded thence on the
east by the west boundaries of portions 40 and 37
bearing north to Logan's Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards till it intersects the south-west
boundary of Wivenhoe ten years' lease ; thence by
the south-west and south-east boundaries of that
lease south-easterly and north-easterly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed from the Tarampa Run.
Area, about 2,240 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 130, parish of England, and bounded thence
by a line west to the east boundary of portion 7A,
same  parish ; thence by part of the east boundary
north ; then by the south-east boundary of portion
13, and by the northern boundary of Tarampa ten
years' lease north-easterly ; on the east by a line
south, and by the west boundaries of portions 132,
131, and 130 bearing south to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the h ount Brisbane Run.
About 31,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Dixon, and
bounded thence on the south by a line east to the
east boundary of the run ; thence by that east
boundary and a line in continuation bearing north
about two and three-quarter miles to a point east
from the junction of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers ; thence by a line west to that junction ;
again on the east by the Stanley River upwards to
south-west corner of portion 72, parish of Kilcoy ;
thence by a fence being the north boundary of
Mount Brisbane Run westerly to Goonnerin-
gerringgi Peak on the range dividing the waters of
the Brisbane River from those of the Stanley River ;
thence by that range southerly to Point Deception ;
then. ce by a spur range and a small creek westerly
about forty chains to the Brisbane River ; thence
by that river downwards to the north-east corner of
portion 3, parish of Dixon, and by the east boundary
of that portion and part of the north and the east
boundary of portion 2, to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed from the Durundur Run.
Area, about 10,800 acres.
Commencing on Neurum Creek where it is in-
tersected by the east boundary of the land resumed
in 1875, and bounded thence by 1 hat creek upwards
to Delaney's Creek, and by Delaney's Creek up to
its head in the range, forming the eastern boundary
of Durundur Run; thence by that range southerly
and westerly to the aforesaid east boundary, and
by that boundary northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the .gilcoy Run.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing on Sheep Station Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 5A, and bounded thence by the
north and west boundaries of that portion west and
south to its south -west corner  ;  thence by a line bear-
ing about west 14 degrees south about two and three-
quarter miles to the range dividing the waters of
Sheep Station Creek from those of the Brisbane
River  ;  thence by  that  range and the range dividing
the waters of Sheep Station  Creek  from those of
Monsildale Creek northerly to the range dividing
the waters  of the Mary  River from those of the
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers ; thence by that range
south-easterly to the range dividing the waters
of Kilcoy Creek  from those of Sheep Station
Creek ; thence by that range  south-easterly to a
point north from the north -east corner of portion
4A, parish  of Kilcoy ; thence by a line south to
that north -east corner  ; thence by  the north
boundary of portion  4A west to  Sheep Station
Creek ,  and by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands within these described bound-
aries.
Lands resumed front the Colinton Run.
Area, about 23,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at a point one
mile above the confluence of Gregor's Creek, and
bounded thence by a line north six and a-half
miles ; on the north by a line east about five miles
to the range forming the boundary of Colinton Run;
on the east by that range southerly ; and on the
south by the south boundary of the run westerly,
and by the Brisbane River upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN !
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
Michael  and St.  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire , the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands  hereunder described  shall be, and are
hereby  set apart  as Homestead Areas ,  and that the
said lands shall  be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions  of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on  and after  THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price  at which  the said lands are open to selection
y conditional  purchase  shall be  £ 1 5s. per acre,
and that the area which may be  selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Coochin Coochin Run.
Area ,  about 8,500 acres.
Commencing  on Teviot Brook ,  and bounded
thence by the south boundary of the land resumed
in 1872 ,  bearing west; thence  by west boundary of
said resumption  bearing north to the north-west
corner of same ; thence  by a line west  to the range
dividing  Coochin Coochin  and  Fassifern Runs, by
that range southerly  ;  on the south by a line dis.
tant  three  miles from the first-mentioned line bearing
east  to Teviot  Brook  ;  and thence  by that brook
downwards to the point of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Fassifern Run.
Area, about 17,700 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner  of portion
7, parish of Clumber, and bounded thence by a line
south to the south-west corner  of land  resumed in
1875 ; thence by the south boundary of that re-
sumption bearing east  ;  thence by the eastern
boundary of the  resumption  to its north-east
corner  ;  thence by  a line east  to the  range forming
the east boundary  of the  run ; on the  east by that
range  southerly to Mount Moon  ;  thence by a line
west to the Main Range  ; by the  Main Range
northerly  about  three  miles  ;  and by  a spur range
north -easterly about  three  and three -quarter miles ;
and thence by a line south  to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under  my Hand  and Sea] ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first  day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  not  and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation , notify and proclaim that
the lands hereinunder  described  shall be, and are
hereby set  apart as a Homestead  Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said  Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office,  on and  after TUESDAY,  the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase,
shall be £1 per acre ,  and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
610 acres.
Lands resumed from the Cressbrook Run.
Area, about 15,700 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north
corner of selection 1,568 ,  portion 4,  parish of Cress-
brook ,  and bounded thence by a line bearing south
to south-west corner of same portion ; thence by a
line west crossing  Ivory's Creek  to Biarra Range,
the west boundary of Cressbrook Run ; thence by
that boundary northerly to Ivory's Creek, and by
Ivory 's Creek downwards to the Brisbane River,
and by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Franklyn Vale Run.
Area ,  about 48,000 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of portion
52, parish of Mort ,  and bounded thence by a line
east to south -west corner of portion 74, parish of
Alfred ; thence by Little Liverpool Range south-
erly about  11 miles  ; thence by  a line east and
distant three miles south from the south boundary of
portion 2, parish of Rosevale, to the east boundary
of the run ; thence by the eastern ,  southern, and
south -western boundaries of the run southerly,
westerly, and north -westerly ; on the north by a
line east along the south boundaries of portions 56,
59, parish of Thornton, to the west boundary of
portion 16, same parish  ;  thence by the west and
south boundaries of the land resumed in 1875 bear-
ing southerly and easterly to Laidley Creek ; and
by Laidley Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and  St. George , Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of  the Executive  Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands  hereunder described  shall be ,  and are
hereby  set apart as Homestead  Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the
provisions of the said  Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price at  which  the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional  purchase  shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eskdale Run.
Area ,  about 15,200 acres.
Commencing on Cressbrook Creek at its inter-
section by the north -east boundary of the ten
years '  lease,  and bounded thence by that boundary
north-westerly to Mount Deongwar ,  thence by a
line north-westerly four and a-quarter miles, being
part of the northern boundary of the run ; thence
by a line south about five and three -quarter miles
to aforesaid creek, and by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of reserved
and alienated lands.
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Lands resumed f •om the Emu Creek Run.
Area, about 23,500 acres.
Commencing on the range between Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and bounded thence by the north-
east  boundary of Emu Creek ten years' lease south-
easterly to Bum Bum Creek, by that creek down-
wards to Emu Creek, by Emu Creek upwards, and
by the east and south- east  boundaries of the said
ten years ' lease southerly and south-westerly ; on
the south-west by a line parallel to, and distant
four  miles  from the aforesaid north -east  boundary
north-westerly to the range dividing Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and thence by that range north-
easterly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
overnor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Al ienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be,  and are
hereby set  apart as  a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at  which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase shall be 15s. per  acre, and
that  the area  which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Helidon Run.
Area-About 8,000 acres.
Commencing  on the Main Range, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of the ten years'
lease easterly , being the range between the Mi Mi
and Ma Ma Creeks ; on the east by the east
boundary  of same,  being line northerly about four
miles ; on  the north by the timber reserve south-
westerly and  west to the Main Range ; and by the
Main 11ange  southerly to the point of commence-
ment, - exclusive  of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House , Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of the
said Act, sha ll  be .open to Selection ,  at the Toowoomba
Land Office, on and  after TUESDAY,  the seven-
teenth day  of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 20s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from Rosalie Plains Run.
Area-10,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner  of Rosalie
Homestead Area No. 1, thence bounded on the west
by a line north one hundred and fifty chains ; thence
on the north by a line east to the north branch of
Myall Creek ; thence  again  on the west by said
creek northerly about one hundred and seventy-four
chains ;  thence  again  on the north by a  line east
about two hundred and thirty-five chains ; thence
on the east by a line south three hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north-east corner of Rosalie
Plains Homestead Area No. 2; and on the south by
the northern boundaries of Rosalie Plains Home-
stead Areas Nov. 1  and 2, to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from the Beauaraba Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of Beauaraba ten
years' lease westerly ; on the west by a line north
along eastern  boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII and portion 432 about three hundred
chains ; thence by a line passing about twenty-five
chains north from the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase XXXI about five and a-half miles
east ; on the  east  by a line south along the west
boundaries of Nos. 1,759 and  1802 to the south
corner of 1802; thence by the road along south-east
boundary of Nos. 1,802, 1,813, 1,846, 1,820, and
1,789 ; thence by the north-east boundary of
Beauaraba ten years' lease south-easterly ; thence
by the west boundary of No. 10, the north-west
boundary of Nos. 29, 33, 42, 52, 53, a reserve, and
others along the south-east boundary of ten years'
lease south-westerly to the Gentlemen' s Seat ;
thence by the boundary between North Branch
and Beauaraba Runs northerly to point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of th  provisions of  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said.  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed out of Cljftnn Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of T.R. 465,
and bounded thence by the south -east  boundary of
that portion south-westerly, by the  east  boundary
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T.R. 1,586 ,  and 1,613 south ,  by part of the north of
boundary of pre-emptive purchase XX and a line
east to the west boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XII, by the west  boundariesof pre-emptive purchase
XII, XV, part of the  north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  XV, the  west and part of the
north boundary of pre-emptive purchase  XVI, the
west boundaries of Nos .  49, 609, 510, and 5 ; thence
by the south boundary of 338 bearing west to the
north boundary of T R .  465 ; thence by that boun-
dary south -easterly to point of commencement,-
exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depondencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions
of the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shalt not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Felton Run.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Peel's
Plains P.P. l No. 2, and bounded thence by the
boundaries of Selections 696 and 743 to the west
boundary of P.P. No. 5,  by  that west boundary
and the boundaries of P.P's. Nos. 17A 8, 19, 12,
11, and 24 to the south-west corner of 24; thence
by a line west to the south-east corner of the
Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1872, folio 1979, by the  east  boundary of that
Homestead Area, and by the south-east and north
boundaries of Selection 988, and by the east boun-
dary of the Homestead Area northerly to the south
boundary of portion 68, parish of Rolleston ; and
by a line east to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated and reserved lands within
the above boundaries.
Lands resumed from the North Branch, Run.
About 17,500 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the northern boundary of North Branch
ten years' lease westerly to a point south from
the' south-east corner of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII  Beauaraba  ; thence south four and three-
quarter miles ; thence east five and a-quarter miles ;
thence north half-a-mile, and north-east three-
quarters of a-mile to the Gentleman 's Seat  ;  thence
by the boundary between North Branch and
Beauaraba Runs north-westerly to point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fort eth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George. Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Gorernor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crownbands , 1 cnation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, having been set,
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of'
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £2 per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 160 acres.
Lands resumed out of Westbrook Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of West-
brook pre-emptive purchase LXXX, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of that pre-emptive
purchase east, by part of' the west, the south, and
east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase LXXXI
bearing south-east and north and a continuation of
the east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
LXXXI north to a point west from the south-west
corner of pre-emptive purchase LXIX ; thence by
a line east  and part of the south boundary of pre-
emptive purchase LXIX ; thence by the west boun-
dary of pre-emptive purchases LXVIII, LXVI, and
of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875 south to
a point east from the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase 45 ; thence by a line west to
portion 653; thence by the south-west boundary
of that portion north-westerly to a point south
from the south-west corner of pre-emptive purchase
LXXX ; and thence by a line north to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of' St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been  set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Too-
woomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and  proclaim that  the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase, shall be £1 15s. per  acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase  shall not  exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eton Vale Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing on Hodgson's Creek at the south-east
corner of PPXI, and bounded thence by Hodgson's
Creek downwards to Grass-tree Gully ; thence by
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Grass-tree  Gully upwards and by the south-west
boundary of Eton Vale ten years'  lease north-
westerly to the south-west corner of T.R. 1482;
thence by the south boundaries of Nos. 1482, 1457,
1444, 1521, bearing  east , by part of the west
boundary of No. 568, bearing south to the south-
west corner  ; thence by part of the  south  boundary
of same bearing east  about ten chains; thence by a
line south  to the north boundary of P.P. XCIL, by
part of thenorthboundary of P.Y. XCII. west to the
north-west corner ; thence by the west and south
boundaries of same south and east, by the west
boundariesofP.P.XCV.,XCV II.,XI V., X [., bearing
south  and by the south boundary of Y.Y. XI.  east to
the point of commencement ,-exclusive of alienated
and reserved lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD PAVE THE QIIEEN !
QIIEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.1 N pursuance of thprovisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Jet of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land, hereunder described having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Warwick Land Office, on  and after  THURSDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, 1877.1
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 15s. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosenthal Run.
About 27,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of W.R. 614,
and bounded thence  by the south boundary of that
portion west, by the east and part of the south
boundaries of No. 611 bearing south and west, by
the east boundary of No. 1,011, bearing south, by
the south boundaries of 1,011, 1,347, 1,357 1358,
1551, bearing west to the north-east boundary of
the land resumed in 1872 ; thence by the north-east
boundary of that resumption south-easterly, and
by part of south-east boundary of same south-
westerly one mile ; thence by a line east four
miles; thence south five miles, east four and a
quarter miles, north about eight miles, to the south-
west boundary of W.R. 169, and by that boundary
and the northern boundary of the Rosenthal Run
north-westerly to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QrEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the War-
wick Land Office,  on and  after THURSDAY, the
nineteenth day of April, 1877. And I further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection  by conditional
purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Canning Downs Run.
About 25,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 72.
aid bounded thence bythe east boundary of that por-
tion, by the  eastern, southern ,  and western boundaries
of Lucky Valley Gold Field, bearing south, west,
and north to north-west corner of same ; thence by
a line west  to Rosenthal Creek about two and three-
quarter miles ; thence by that creek upwards to its
head in the Main Range ; thence by the Main
Range easterly to a point south from south-east
corner of W.R. 1039; thence by a line north to
that south- east corner  ; thence by the south, west,
and part of the north boundaries of No. 1039, by the
west boundary of  No.  1038, by part of the south
boundary  of'  394, the south and part of the west
boundaries of No. 383, by the south and part of the
eastern boundaries of 384, 386, 385, 387, 388, by
part of the east, the south ,  and part of the west
boundaries of 1037 ,  and by the south boundary of
No. 100  to the point of commencement ,- exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fir..-t day of Ma-ch,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QOEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(r..s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1N pursuance of the provisions of "  The CrownLand  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Dalby
Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be  £ 1 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from  the St.  Ruth Run.
About  9,000 acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River at the
north -west corner of DR 261 ,  and bounded thence
by the  north and east boundaries of that selection,
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by the north boundary of P.P. 11 (2), and a line
east to eastern  boundary of St. Ruth's ten years'
lease ; thence  by that eastern -boundary northerly
about three and three quarter  miles  ; thence by
a line west  about four and three-quarter miles
to the Condamine River ; and by that river
upwards to point of commencement,-exclusive of
reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Jf-est Prairie Run.
About 6.500 acres.
Commencin at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, at the western boundary
of West Prairie ten years' lease, and bounded
thence  on the south by a line east about  one mile;
on the east  by a line along the west boundaries of
Nos. 459, 376, north four and three-quarter miles ;
thence west  about three  and a -half miles to afore-
said west  boundary of ten years' lease ; and by that
boundary south-easterly to point of commencement,
-exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from, the Cecil Plains Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of portion
178, perish of  Cecil  Plains, and bounded on the
south by the  north boundaries  of Nos. 177, 36, 34,
33, 29, 27 west ; thence by a line north four and
three-quarter miles ; thence east about one and
a-half miles  to the east boundary of ten years'  lease ;
and by that boundary south-easterly to point of
commencement ,-exclusive of alienated and re-
served lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN 1
tion, by the east and south boundaries of the
Homestead Area  resumed in  1872 to Middle Creek,
by Middle Creek downwards to P.P. 27, b )r
P.P. 27 to east boundary of P.P 24 ; then by
the east and  part of south boundaries of P.P. 24
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at GovernmentHouse, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD CAFE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  WILLIAM  WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St .  Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
"T pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Art of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the  seventeenth day of
April, 1877 ,  at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by
conditional purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
QUEENSLAND ,
f
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act (f  1876 ,"  I,  WILLIAM"
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having  been  set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection ,  at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after  TUESDAY, the
twenty -fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be £1 per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Jimbour Run.
40,000 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of P.P.
No. 24, at the intersection of the east boundary of
the Western Railway Reserve, and bounded thence
southerly by that east boundary to the boundary
of the Jimbour ten years' lease; thence east by that
boundary of the ten years' lease to the west
boundary of portion 437, parish of Cumkillenbar ;
thence north by the west boundaries of 437, 461,
443, 469, 445, 439; thence by the north boundaries
of 439 and 452 to the west boundary of 433: then
by the boundaries of 433, 316, 470, 450, 438, 62, 61,
and 66, to the south-east corner of 66; thence north
45 degrees east to the north-east boundary of Jim-
bour ten years' lease ; thence by that boundary
north-westerly to its intersection with the east
boundary of the Western Railway Reserve ; thence
by that eastern boundary southerly to the north
boundary of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875,
by the north and east boundaries of that resump-
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
Portion A-About 9 square miles.
Commencing at the forty-one mile tree on Munna
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
102 degrees 30 minutes  east six miles  and twenty
chains ; thence south one mile and ten chains ;
thence west five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek upwards
to starting-point,--exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Land resumed out of Sarahanna and Agnes Yale
Run.
About 2.5 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
K over It in triangle on the Port Curtis load, and
bounded thence on the south by a line  bearing west
7 degrees north about two hundred and twenty-
five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow over AV
over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the junction
of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards about one hundred and
eighty chains until it is intersected by a line bearing
north 42 degrees east from the tree first named
broad-arrow over K over II in triangle ; and thence
by the said line bearing south 42 degrees west
about eight miles to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and  alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of .gullogum Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Oakey Creek at
a gum-tree marked broad- arrow  over X about
twenty chains in a direct line above Gigoom Head
Station, and about three chains  below a large gum-
tree marked TB, and bounded on part of the south-
west by a line bearing west 34 degrees north one
hundred and sixty-five chains twenty-five links to a
point on Edwards Creek about sixteen chains
below the south-east corner of Eureka Run; thence
by Edwards Creek up to that corner of Eureka
Run ; thence on the north-west by the south-east
boundary of Eureka  and a line in continuaticn
bearing north 37 degrees  east  two hundred and
fifty-seven chains ; thence on the north -east by a
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line bearing south 50 degrees east crossing Oakey
Creek twenty-seven chains in a direct line below a
tree marked broad-arrow over KV over VIII three
hundred and fifty chains to the north-west boundary
of Keogum ; thence on the south-east by the
aforesaid boundary, bearing south 46 degrees west
two hundred and eighty-three chains to Oakey
Creek ; thence again on the south-west by said
creeks downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed  out  of Clif7t-n Run.
About 10,960 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creels fifteen
chains and twenty links distant in a north-westerly
direction from the five-mile tree, and bounded
thence by a line north about six miles and ten
chains to a range ; thence by that range north-
westerly about four miles and a-half to where it
comes down into Clifton Creek ; thence crossing
Clifton Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over 54 ; thence by the range on the
opposite side south-easterly and southerly to
Sandy Crec k about two chains above the junction
of Bonpa Creek ; and thence by Sandy Creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first  day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAV E THE QUEEN  I
QUFENSLAND,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT.  W ILLLIAN  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St.. George ,  Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS,  Commander-in-Chief or the Colony
Governor .  of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I ,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas , and  that
the said lands shall be open to selection, sub-
.ect to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Maryborough h Land Office ,  on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s .  per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
Portion B.
About 37  square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked VA four miles up
Munna Creek, and bounded thence by a line west
five miles ; thence north six miles and fifty-three
chains to Jacky's Creek ; thence by that creek
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over J ;
thence by a line bearing north 109 degrees 30
minutes east six miles  and forty-five chains to River
Mary ; thence by the left bank of River Mary up-
wards to Munna Creek;. and by Munna Creek up-
wards  to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved , selected, and  alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of Warrak Run.
About 12,870 acres.
Commencing at a- blue gum-tree marked H over
R I on the left bank of Stoney or Dungal Creek one
hundred and thirty-one  chains  from the crossing-
place on the Gayndah road, with the course of the
creek downwards, and bounded thence on the south
by that creek downwards, bearing north-easterly
about five miles and twenty- nine chains in  a direct
line; thence on the east by a line bearing north 322
degrees east about five and a-half miles to Dackin-
willa Creek ; thence on the north by Dackinwilla
Creek upwards, bearing westerly about one hundred
and thirty-two chains in a direct line to an iron-bark
tree marked F ; and on the west by a line bearing
north 180 degrees east four hundred and seventy-
two chains to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all  reserved, selected, and  alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of the Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,00)  acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
GHH broad-arrow; bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing about south-east for two
hundred and forty-two chains to a tree marked
broad-arrow over L_M over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence on the east
by a line north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct line above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII in triangle ; thence by
Powell's Creek downwards to its junction with
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Doongal Run.
About 20,200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborougll and
Gayndah main road bearing north 43 degrees west,
about twelve chains from an ironbark-tree marked
EM over II in triangle on the Eighteen-mile
Creek, and bounded on the north by the Mary-
borough and Gayndah road westerly to the cross-
ing at  Beardy's Creek ; thence on the west by a line
south to the ranges extending northerly from the
head of Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by  a continu-
ation of those ranges forming the watershed of
Doongal or Stoney Creek easterly to the head of
Eighteen-mile Creek ; thence by that creek down
to the before-mentioned ironbark-tree marked EM
over I [ in triangle ; and thence by a line north 43
degrees west to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point on the south boundary of
Toogoom Run bearing north 104 degrees east four
hundred and sixty-five  chains  from a tree on Too-
goom waterhoee branded broad-arrow over BT in
triangle, and bounded on the south by  a line bear-
ing north 104 degrees east about six hundred
and forty-five chains to the River  Susan ; thence on
the east by  a line  bearing north 342 degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains; thence on the
north by a  line bearing  north 284  degrees east two
hundred and ninety chains ; thence  again on the
north by a  line bearing  west two hundred and
seventy-five  chains ; and thence on  the west by a
line bearing  south one hundred and thirty- chains to
the point  of  commencement-exclusive-of a water
reserve of three hundred and twenty  acres. and all
other reserved, selected, and  alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TJ1E QUEEN ;
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QOEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CArn u s, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877, at Gympie Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional rurchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may Le selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Conandale Run.
About 28.500 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Obi Obi
branch of the Mary River, at a point about twenty
chains  east from a large gum-tree marked TMK,
said tree  being about thirty-one  chains  and fifty
links  south from the nineteen-mile tree on the road
from Imbie to Durundur, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west about two hundred
and ten chains to the western watershed of the Obi
Obi branch of the Mary River ; thence on the west
by that watershed southerly about five miles to its
junction with the dividing range forming the water-
shed separating the Mary River from the Brisbane
River ; thence on the south by that range south-
easterly about eight miles and a-quarter; thence on
the east by  a line bearing  north by east about three
miles and three-quarters to the junction of the
eastern and western branches of the Obi Obi branch
of the Mary River at an oak-tree marked C ; and
again on the east by the Obi Obi branch of the
Mary River downwards about seven miles and a-
half to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved , selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 34,300 acres.
Commencing  on Tinana  Creek at a spot about
twenty-two  chains  in a direct  line above a tree
marked T over 33, bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing  west for about four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie ; thence on the west by that road
southerly for about six hundred and eighty chains
in a direct line to a point bearing west from Ulirrah
Head Station ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east for  about five hundred chains to Goomboo-
rian Creek ; thence by that creek downwards for
about seven hundred and twenty chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of North Iienitrcorth Run.
About 17,280 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the Mary River
at a tree marked P on one side, G on another side,
and B over broad-arrow on another side, about one
and three-quarter miles below the junction of Belli
Creek with the Mary River ; bounded on the north
by a line bearing east about five hundred and
eighty  chains to  the Sea-coast Range ; thence on the
east by that range southerly about two hundred
chains to  the Mooloolah road ; thence on the south
and south-east by that road south-westerly to a
point where it crosses the Mary River at Kenil-
worth Head Station at a point about seventy chains
below the junction of Obi O:d Creek with the side
-river; and on the west by that river downwards
about eight miles and a-half to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Cambroon Run.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary River, bounded on the south
by that creek upwards about three hundred and
eighty chains to the Yabba road ; thence on the
south-east by that road south-westerly about five
hundred and seventy chains to the range dividing
the waters of the Little Yabba Creek from those of
Jimna Creek ; thence on the south-west by that
range north-westerly about seventy chains to the
range dividing the waters of Little Yabba Creek
from those of Sandy Creek ; thence on the north-
west by that range north-easterly about five hun-
dred and sixty chains to a range dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from those of the Yabba
and Goonoongibber Creeks ; thence by that range
bearing south-easterly about one hundred and
eighty chains and north-easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy chains to a point due west from a
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River ; and on the north
by a line bearing east about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion of said creek and Mary River ; and on the east
by the said river upwards about four hundred and
forty chains to the Litte Yabba Creek, being point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, se-
lected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of leebar Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencingon the boundary between Gigoomgan
and Teebar at a point sixty chains north 9 degrees
30 minutes east from the summit of Mount Joseph,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west about twelve miles to the watershed separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River; on the
north-west by said watershed north-easterly about
ten and a-halt' miles ; on the north by the northern
watershed of Yaroomba Creek and by a spur ridge
to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains in a direct
line below the junction of Eel Creek ; then by
Sandy Creek downwards about ten miles to the
junction of Teebar Creek ; on the east by Teebar
Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9 degrees
30 minutes east one hundred and ninety chains from
the summit of Mount Joseph ; then by a line bear-
ing south 9 degrees 30 minutes west about one
hundred and thirty chains to the point of' com-
mencement,-exclusive of an area of about 6,000
acres shown on the Land Agent's official maps, and
of all reserved, selected, and alienated land.
Lands resumed out of the Gigoomyan Run (Con-
solidated).
About 107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Munna Creek
at a point one mile in a direct tine below the junc-
tion of Calgoa Creek, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south-west to the watershed separating Cal-
goa Creek from Sandy Creek ; then by that water-
shed south-westerly about four miles ; then by a line
bearing west two hundred and ten chains ; then by
a line bearing north-west crossing the heads of
Calgoa Creek ten chains below the junction of
Munro Creek, and terminating at the watershed
separating Calgoa Creek from Spring Creek ; then
by that watershed south-westerly to the watershed
separating the tributaries of' the Mary River from
those of the Burnett River ; then by that watershed
westerly and the watershed separating Spring
Creek from Pry Creek northerly to Mount Joseph;
then by a line bearing north 91 degrees east to Drr
Creek at its  eastern  bend ; then by the said creek
downwards to Teebar Creek ; then by that creek
downwards to Munna Creek ; and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of an area of about 7,000 acres shown on the
Land Agent's official  maps, and all  reserved,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Y abba Run.
About 67 square miles.
Commencing on Yabba Creek  at a point about
sixty-five chains in a direct line above the  junction
of Sandy Creek ; thence by  a line north about two
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hundred and ninety chains to Kingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in a direct line ; thence by a line north
crossin g Bella Creek to the northern watershed
of Bella and Kingaham Creeks; thence by that
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Brisbane  River from Yabba Creek ; thence by
that range southerly about nine hundred chains in
a direct line to a small gully, and by that gully
downwards to Yabba Creek at a point about one
hundred and five chains in a direct line above
Capsize Creek ; thence by Yabba Creek downwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved,-selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Kilkivan Run (Murray's
Debateable ',and).
Portion A.
About 6,900 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifty-five chains from a tree on Wide Bay Creek
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven.
miles ; thence  by a line bearing north thirteen
chains and eighty links; on the north by a line
bearing west four hundred and sixty-six chains ;
and on the west by a line hearing south to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Portion B.
About 32,018) acres.
Commencing on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner  of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase portion No. 1, and hounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and east to the north-east
corner ; thence by  a line  north to the range dividing
Munna Creek from Wide Bay Creek ; thence by
that range  and by the range separating the water s
of Wide Bay Creek from those flowing into Boonara
and Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from
the junction of Deep Creek with Wide Bay Creek ;
on the south by a line east to Wide Bay Creek at
the junction of Deep Creek; and by Wide Bay
Creek downwards to the point of comniencement,-
exclusive of an area of about 2,000 acres, shown in
the Land Agent's official maps, and of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Curia Rrrn.
About 23,501) acres.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
River Mary about twenty-five  chains  in a direct
line below a tree marked 46 on the survey of the
river, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
79 degrees east three hundred chains to Curra
Creek, intersecting the present Marv borough and
Gympie road about two chains south of the Head
Station, Curra ; thence by a Tine bearing north 26
degrees east three hundred chains to the watershed
of the Mary and Tinana waters; thence by that
range, and a spur  range torming the northern
watershed of Durham Boy Creek in a north-westerly
and westerly direction to a point bearing north 75
degrees east  about two hundred and sixty chains
from a tree marked 57 on the survey of the river ;
thence by a line bearing north 255' degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mary ; and thence by that river upwards about four
hundred and ten chains in a direct line to the point
of commencement,- -exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN POUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QVLEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart  as Homestead  Areas,  and that
the said  lands shall  be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Gympie Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY,  the seventeenth
day of April, 187 7.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per  acre, and
the area a hich may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 20,000 acres.
Commencing on the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie, at a point west from Ulirrali Head
Station ; thence by that road southerly about three
hundred and thirty chains to its meeting with the
old Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line
bearing about south 78 degrees east for about five
hundred and twenty-eight chains to the summit of
Mount Goomboorian ; thence on the east by a
line bearing about north 32 deg rees east  for about
one hundred and sixty-three chains to a tree marked
A H on the Goomboorian Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards for about one hundred and sixty-
six chains in a direct line to its junction with Tinana
Creek; thence by that creek downwards about three
hundred and forty chains to a point cast from
starting-point; and thence by a line west, about five
hundred chains, to the point of' commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and  alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of the Tagigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where the fence on the upper side of the present
paddock at Tagigan House joins the same, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line north-
east three hundred and fifty-six chains ; thence on
the north-east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to a peg; thence on the north-west by a line
south-west four hundred chains to a tree marked
BR on Tagigan Range ; thence on the south-west
by that range south-easterly two hundred  chains to
a point bearing south-west from commencing point;
and thence  again on the  south-east by a line north-
east sixty-four chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed out of  Zf idyce lf'ldgee Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north.
east corner of portion 2, parish of Widgee, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion and a
line in continuation bearing west to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
upwards to its head ; thence by the western water-
shed of that creek north-westerly about two hundred
and fifty  chains  in a direct line ; thence by a line
bearing north to the south-west corner of the land
resumed from Widgee Run, proclaimed in
Goer-, nment Gazette  for 1875. folio 1753 ; on the
north by a line bearing east to W1-idgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River ; by that river upward to the junction
of Glastonbury Creek ; and by that creek upwards
to  the  point of commencement,-exclusive of an area
of about 4,800 acres shown on the Land Agent's
official maps , and of all reserved,  selected,  and alie•
nated lands  within the above  boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Imbil Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba Creek
with the Mary River, and bounded on the north-
west by Yabba Creek upwards a&out one and a-half
miles to the junction of Goonoongibber Creek ;
then by the watershed separating the two creeks
southerly about four and a-half miles ; then by a
line bearing west 15 degrees south about three
hundred chains to Yabba Creek at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of Derrier Flat, and just
below the junction of a small creek coming from
the south; on the west by said small creek south-
erly to its head ; on the south by the southern
watershed of Yabba Creek and Goonoongibber
Creek easterly to Mount Brooloo, and then by a
small gully easterly to the Mary River; and on the
east by said river northerly to Yabba Creek, the
point of commencement,--exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
l
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed  5,120 acres.
Lands  resumed  out of Toweran Run.
About 14,350 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by
the spur dividing the waters of said creeks west-
erly to their northern watershed ; then southerly
and south-easterly by that range to a spot on the
Kolan River about fifteen (15) chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XI in triangle ;
then crossing the river easterly to the Kolonga
Range ; then by said range passing through the
Toomboro Mountain to the crossing of the Mary-
borough and Gladstone road ; then by said road to
the Kolan River ; then by said river to the junction
of George's Creek ; thence by said creek upwards
to the junction of Branch Creek to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Iiolonga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Moolboolaman and Gladstone
road where  it crosses  the rang 3forming the northern
watershed of Walily Creek, and bounded thence
on the north by that range westerly ; on the West
by the same range southerly and south-easterly ;
on the south by the same range forming the
southern watershed of Takilberan and Tararan
creeks easterly ; on the east by the range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid ; and thence by that road
north-westerly, crossing Tararan, Takilberan, and
\Valily Creeks to the point of commencenient,-
exclusive  of all  reserved , selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of llfolangul Run.
About 72,080 acres.
Commencing on the range forming the northern
watershed of Kolan River at a point called Molan-
gul, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 45 degrees west about three
hundred and forty chains to the Kolan River ;
thence by that river downwards to the confluence
of Five-mile Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to its head in the Burnett Range ; on the south by
that range and the range forming the southern
watershed of Five-mile Creek, Station Creek, and
Two-mile Creek easterly by the  same range forming
the eastern watershed of Two-mile Creek, and the
southern watershed of Kolan River northerly, and
by a spur range westerly to the Kolan  River at a
point about forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ;
thence crossing Kolan River by a spur range north-
westerly to the first-mentioned  range , and by that
range  westerly to Mount Molangul, the point of
commencement ,--exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Moolboolomon Run.
About 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree  marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the west by a line north for
about thirty  chains to  the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek; on the north by the said watershed
easterly about five hundred and thirty chains in a
direct line; on the east by a line south about one
hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek at a
spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IN over XXVIII in triangle ;
then by said creek upwards about one hundred and
twenty-seven  chains in  a direct line to the junction
of Rainbow Creek ; then south for about five
hundred and sixty chains to the Hog Back Range ;
thence on the south and again on the west by said
range to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toomolongyoi'e or Eureka
Run.
About 32 square miles.
Commencing on Edwards Creek vi here the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it; bounded
thence on the south-west by that road north-west-
erly for about six hundred and eight chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over TM
over X in triangle; thence by a line bearing north
61 degrees 30 minutes  east  for about five hundred
and fifteen  chains,  passing through a tree on Sandy
Creek marked broad -arrow  over AY over XXXIV
in triangle  ; thence by a  line bearing  north 151
degrees 30  minutes east  for three hundred and
seventy-four chains ; thence bearing north 217
degrees east for about two hundred and twenty-four
chains  to Edwards Creek at a spot about seventeen
chains in a direct line above a tree marked broad-
arrow  over ED over II in triangle ; thence by
Edwards Creek upwards to the crossing of the
Maryborough and Port Curtis road, the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Stanton Harcourt Run.
About 66 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of B jundary Creek
with. Sandy Creek hear a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle; thence by that creek upwards
to its head ; thence by the range separating the
waters of Sandy, Cot fields, six-mile, and Cabbage-
tree Creeks from those of Degilbo Creek north-
westerly to the junction of a ravine with the Burnett
River about twenty  chains  below a tree marked
broad-arrow over BT over LW in triangle ; thence
by that river downwards about two hundred and
thirty chains in a direct line to a dense pine scrub ;
thence by that scrub easterly about, three hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line to  a tree marked
bread-arrow over TIM over XII  in triangle on the
Port Curtis and Maryborough road ; thence by
that road south-easterly crossing Corfields and
Sandy Creeks to Edwards Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards about  ten chains  ; thence by a
line hearing  80 degrees 15 minutes ninety- six chains
and fifty  links  ; thence by  a line bearing 141 degrees
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15 minutes twenty-six chains and fifty links ; thence
by a line bearing 144 degrees twelve chains and
twenty links ; thence by a line bearing 136 degrees
forty-five chains ; thence by a line bearing 160
degrees twenty-seven chains seventeen links; thence
by a line bearing 112 degrees seventeen chains and
sixty-eight links ; thence by a line bearing 45
degrees twenty-five chains to Oaky Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to a tree marked broad-
arrow over KY over IV in triangle ; thence by a
line bearing  217 degrees about four miles to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of the Walla Run.
About 39,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker's Gully
about fifty  chains in a straight  line above an ash-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 1 in shield,
where the boundary line of the settled district
intersects ; thence by that boundary line north-west
three hundred and fifty chains to the range separat-
ing the waters of the Burnett from those falling
into the Kolan ; thence by that  range  in a north-
easterly direction about six hundred chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by
that scrub in a north-easterly and south-easterly
direction about three hundred and seventy chains
in a straight line to the junction of Boundary Creek
with the Burnett River ; thence by the left bank of
the Burnett River upwards southerly about three
hundred chains in a straight line to St. Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek upwards in a
westerly direction about four hundred and eighty
chains in a straight line to Barker's Gully; and
thence by Barker's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly direction about ninety-five chains in a
straight line to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing south to the watershed separ-
ating the Kolan River from the Burnett River ;
thence by that watershed north-easterly about four
miles to a tree marked N over VIII situate at the
edge of a dense scrub ; thence by the edge of said
scrub irorth-easterly about two miles and south-
easterly about one and a-half miles to a point
bearing south from the south-east corner of selec-
tion No. 545, Bundaberg Register; and thence
on the east by a line bearing north, crossing
the Mount Perry and Bundaberg main road about
three and a-half miles to the right bank of Gin
Gin Creek ; and thence by Gin Gin Creek upwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands  resumed out  of Wonbah Run.
About 16,500 acres.
Commencing  at  the ,junction of Sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east about one hundred chains to
the watershed separating Wonbah from Moolboola-
man waters  ; on the east by that watershed southerly
to a point east from the north- east corner  of mineral
selection  972 ; on the south by that selection and
a line west  to Gin Gin Creck ; thence by part
of the west boundary of mineral selection No.
1,074 and the north and part of the  west  boundary
of surveyed portion No. 6 ; thence by a line
bearing west to the watershed separating the
waters flowing into Gin Gin Creek from those
flowing into Eastern Creek, and by that watershed
northerly to a point  near  the head of Cattle
Creek where the said watershed  is intersected
by a line bearing south-west from the junction of
Cattle Creek with Four-mile Creek ; thence by that
line bearing north-cast to the said junction by Four-
mile Creek downwards to its junction with Gin Gin ;
and by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of  all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated  lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of _llunduran Run.
About 63,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at a point north 14 degrees  east  forty chains from a
tree marked broad-arrow over K over XXXVII in
horse-shoe ; thence by a line north  14 degrees east
three hundred and thirty-five chains to the left bank
of Stony Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards in
a northerly direction six hundred  and ten chains in
a straight line to a tree marked broad- arrow over
B over 3 in horse-shoe on Branch Creek; thence by
a line  about north 14 degrees  east sixty -five chains
to the watershed of Littabella Inlet and the Kolan
River ; thence by that watershed known as Double
Sloping Hummock-Range south- easterly  about three
hundred and eighty-five  chains ; thence  by a line
north 10 degrees  east about  two hundred -and sixty
chains in-a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow
over M over 755 in horse -shoe on  survey of Mullet
Creek ; thence by the left bank of that creek down-
wards in a north-easterly direction about five
hundred chains to its junction with Littabella Creek ;
thence crossing Littabella Creek and by its left
bank downwards in an easterly direction about one
hundred and eighty chains  in a straight line to its
intersection with the boundary of the Coast Reserve ;
thence by that reserve north-westerly about four
hundred and thirty  chains in a straight  line to the
range forming the north-western watershed of
Littabella Inlet ; thence by that range  in a south-
westerly direction about eight hundred  chains in a
straight line to where it Joins the range forming the
north-west watershed of Stony Creek ; thence by
that range in a south-westerly direction about eight
hundred chains  in a straight  line to the  range forming
the eastern boundary of Kolanga Run ; thence by
that range  in a southerly  direction and by  the said
boundary to where it strikes the Kolan  River on
the left bank, opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over K over XLV in horse-shoe, about four hundred
and forty  chains in  a straight line ; and thence by
the left bank of the Kolan River downwards in a
general easterly direction about two hundred and
fifty chains to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved, selected, and  alienated lands,
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Companion of the Most Distin-
guished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander - in - Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
\VELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamaton,. notify  and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Bundaberg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1.280 acres.
Lands  resumed out  of Tantitha Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on Welcome Creek  at the west
corner of the Homestead  Area proclaimed  in  Govern-
or.; nt Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141,  and bounded
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thence on the south-west by a line bearing north
328 degrees east about 114 chains to the southern
boundary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the
south corner of portion 1, parish of Bolan ; thence
by the boundaries of portions 1, 20. 18. and 2f0
of that parish to the east corner of portion 26,
parish of Kolan ,  on the coast  line of  Hervey's Bay ;
thence in an easterly direction  by that  coast line
about four miles to the mouth of a small creek ;
thence by that creek upwards in a south-westerly
direction to the boundary of portion 6, parish of
Gooburrum  ;  thence by that portion in a westerly
and south direction to the south -west corner of said
portion ; thence by the south boupJ ary thereof in a
south-easterly direction to the west boundary of
portion 4 of said parish, by part of that west bonn-
arv and its continuation  to the  south-west corner
of portion 3, parish of Gooburrum ; thence by a
line bearing north 238 degrees east to the north-
east boundary of portion 25 on the north-east
boundary of the area proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873. folio 2141 ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction  to Welcome
Creek and by Welcome Creek upwards to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved ,  selec-
ted, and alienated lands within the described boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out  of the Kolan Run.
About  69,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan
River at the junction of a small creek called Stony
Creek. which enters the river about ninety-five
chains in a direct line above a gum-tree branded
broad-arrow over  K  over XXX in triangle, and
bounded on the west by a line running north to
the bead of Tandaram Creek  ;  thence on the north-
west by the northern watershed of that creek to
the Kolan ; thence by the left bank of the Bolan up-
wards to a point about fifty chains above a gum-tree
branded broad- arrow over  K over XIX in triangle ;
thence by a line south crossing the Kolan about three
hundred and thirty chains ; thence by a line west
crossing the Kolan about two hundred and sixty-five
chains ; and thence  by the  Kolan upwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Bingera Run.
About 31  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about seven chains above a gum-tree m•irked
broad-arrow over BT over XXI. and bounded thence
by a line bearing south ninety vli sins ; thence by a
line bearing north 77 degrees east three hundred
and eight chains ; thence by a line bearing north
58 degrees east to a point bearing north two hun-
dred and thirty-eight degrees east two and a-half
miles from the west corner of portion 11, parish of
Bolan ; thence by a line bearing north one hun-
dred and forty- eight degrees east about four and a-
half miles to the Elliot River; on the south by
that river upwards to a tree marked broad-arrow
over ET over V ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing about 285 degrees to the Burnett -River at the
confluence of a small creek distant about thirty
chains in a direct line above Bingera head station;
and thence by the Burnett River downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 22,000 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a point  bearing south from the south -east corner
of selection No. 515, Bundaberg Register, and
bounded thence by a line beaiing south about three
and a-Half miles crossing  the Mount Perry and Bun-
daberg main  road to the scrub forming the boun.
dary of the run; thence by that scrub south-
easterly  about three  miles  to the head of Boundary
Creek and by that creek downwards to the
Burnett River, by that river dow nwards  tothe area
proclaimed  in  Government  Gazette  for 1875, folio
2017;  thence by the south -west and north-west
bnnndaries of that area to the north corner of same
thence by a line bearing north three hundred and
twenty-live  degrees east about three miles to the
K )]an liiver, by that river  up to the confluence of
Gin Gin Creek, and  thence  by the  right  bank  of
that creek  ul m ails to  the point  of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands  within  these described  b,inndaries.
Given under my H and and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in  the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GO SAVE TIru QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . W ILLIAM  W LLLINGTJN CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St.  G eorge,
W. W. CAIRNs, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act, of  1876," I ,  WILLIAM-7
V ELLII+GToN CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereun ..er described .  resumed from
Runs in the Unsettled District of Daring Downs,
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on
and after TUESDAY ,  the seventeenth day of April,
1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area w Mich  may  be selected by conditional
purchase shad not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed out of Benyalla and  Wyemao  Runs.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River  at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north  twenty- five degrees east  five miles
thirty-three chains along the north -west boundary
of the  Beebo Run to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over D ; thence on the north by a west line along
part of the south boundary of the Whetstone Run,
crossing the Macintyt a Brook at a box -tree marked
broad-arrow over W, about five miles sixteen chains;
thence on the west by a south line to the Severn
River, at the junction of the Macintyre Brook ;
thence on the south by the right hank of the
Severn River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Land., mesa e nci oat  q f  Beebo Run.
About :11 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east four hundred
and thirty-three chains along the south-east boundary
of the Bengalla and Wyemo Run to a pine-tree
marked broad- arrow  over ll ; thence on the north
by an east line to a spur separating the Macintyre
Brook waters from those  lulling  into the Severn
Ricer, and by that spur  easterly  along part of the
south boundary of the Whetstone Run to the
western watershed of Brush Creek; thence on the
south-east by that watershed south-westerly to the
Severn River ; and thence on the south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of TYlretstone Run.
About 59 square miles.
Commencing on the right, bank of the Jacintyre
Brook  at an apple -tree marked oroad-arrow over W
about one mile and sixty chains above the junction
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of Catfish Creek, and bounded thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that brook downwards to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W ; thence on
the south by an east line three hundred and seventy-
six chains along part of the northern boundaries of
the Bengalla and WVyemo and the Beebo Runs to
the watershed between the Macintyre Brook and
Brush Creek ; thence again on the south and the
south-east by that watershed easterly along part of
the northern boundary of the last-named run and
north-easterly along the north-west boundary of
the Brush Creek Run to an ironbark-tree on
Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over F ; and
thence on the north by a line bearing west ten
degrees thirty minutes north along the southern
boundary of the Swithland Run six hundred avd
seventy-three chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Brush Creek Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the north-west boundary of the
Texas Run at an ironbark-tree marked C, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
north 29 degrees east three miles crossing Brush
Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
and being along part of the north-west boundary of
the before-mentioned Texas Run ; thence on -the
north by a west line to the watershed between
Brush Creek and the Macintyre Brook ; thence o l
the north-west by that watershed along part of the
south-cast boundary of the Whetstone IZun south-
westerly to the northern boundary of the Beebo
Run; and thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the 13eebo Run
crossing Brush Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over B eight miles eighteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Srcithland Run.
About 81 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Canning Creek
opposite a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over G f) ,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west eight hundred chains crossing Pariagana Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over 11 ; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south 52 degrees
west eight hundred and three chains ; thence oss
the south-west by a line bearing east 30 degrees
south six hundred and forty chains to the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W;
thence on the south-east by the right bank of that
brook upwards to the junction of Canning Creek,
and by the right bank of that creek upwards to an
apple-tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow,
and by that road north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Canning Creek Run.
About 112 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over Gt) about
sixteen miles six chains in a direct line below
or down the crrek from the junction of Mosquito
Creek ; bounded thence by a line bearing east 30
degrees north three hundred and two chains to an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; thence
by a north line two hundred and forty chains to
Mosquito Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L ; thence by the range separating Mosquito
Creek from Canning Creek it), a general north-
easterly direction to a point bearing east 20 degrees
south from an apple-tree on the right bank of last-
named creek marked broad-arrow over CB; thence
by a line bearing west 20 degrees north crossing
Cannirg Creek at last-named tree, also Mingi-
marny Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over CB, to the range separating the waters of Min-
gimarny Creek from those of the eastern branch of
Bungabilly Creek at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over ff in triangle ; thence on the north by
a line westerly to the junction of Bungabilly
Creek and its western branch; thence on the
west by a south line to the watershed beta een
Canning Creek and Pariagana Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to the north boundary of the
withland Run; and thence on the south by an east
line along part of that boundary to the point of
oommencemeut.
Lands resumed out cf S'to m henge Rurt.
About  43 square miles.
Commencing on the northern boundary of the
Canning Creek Run at the intersection of the
watershed between Mingimarny Creek and Canning
Creek, and bounded thence on the north-west by
that watershed north-easterly to the dividing range
separating the waters flowing into the Condamine
River from those failing into the Macintyre Brook
on the north and east by that watershed easterly
and southerly ; on the south-east by the watershed
between Canning Creek and Mosquito Creek south-
westerly to a point bearing east twenty degrees
south from starting point ; and thence on the south
by a line bearing vest twenty degrees north along
part of the northern boundary of the Canning
Creek Run to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Bodumba Run.
About 85 square miles.
Commencing at a point opposite to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over L on the left bank of Mos-
quito Creek at a point about two miles and a-half
below the junction of Bodumba Creek, and bounded
thence by a range separating Mosquito  Creek  from
Canning Creek in a northerly direction along part
of the east boundary of the Canning Creek Run to
a point west of a spot twenty chains south of Bo-
dumba Bead Station ; thence on the north by an
east line crossing Mosquito Creek about seventy-
two chains above the junction of Bodumba Creek,
and Bodumba Creek twenty chains below Bodumba
Station to the range separating the heads of
Bodumba and Chain-of-Ponds Creek from the
middle head of Macintyre Brook ; thence by the
last-named range south-westerly o a point bearing
south from a yellow box-tree marked broad-arrow
over V on Chain-of-Ponds Creek ; thence by a
north line to Chain-of-Ponds Creek at last-named
tree ; thence by a line bearing west 14 de-
grees 30 minutes north six hundred acl ninety-
seven  chains  to a point south of starting point at an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; and
thence by a north line two hundred and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Glenelg Run.
About  42 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook at a guns-tree marked broad-arrow over
TC.CC at a point about six miles sixteen chains
above or up the brook from the junction of Trever-
ton's Creek, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line crossing the Macintyre Brook ninety-eight
chains to the watershed separating Chain-of-Ponds
Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north-easterly along
part of the south-east boundary of the Bodumba Iiun
to the intersection of the road from Bodumba ; thence
on the north-east by that road south-easterly to the
crossing of the llacinty re Brook ; thence on the
south by a Ni est line t« o miles ; thence on the east
by a south line crossing the Macintyre Brook to the
watershed between the last-named brook and
Treverton's Creek ; thence  again on  the south by
that watershed westerly along part of the northern
boundary of Terrica Run to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G ; and thence on the south-west
by a line bearing south one hundred and thirty-five
degrees west two hundred and eighty-six chains to
the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of1'erriect Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on Treverton's Creek at a point %%here
it is met by the east boundary of a 4,800 acre reserve,
and bounded thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek upwards to its source in the
range separating Pike's Creek from Treverton's
Creek ; thence on the north-east and north by the
northern watershed of the last-named creek north-
westerly and westerly to where it is met by the
eastern boundary of the first-mentioned reserve ;
and thence on the west by a south line along the
east boundary of that reserve to Treverton's Creek,
the point of commencement.
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T,an(1.c V•esumecl out of 7'ea•as Run.
About 140 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an iron-bark tree marked broad-arrow
over T, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north 24 degrees 45 minutes east five
miles seventy -four chains to Branch Creek at a  gum-
tree  marked broad-arrow ,  and a line bearing north 29
degrees east seven miles thirty-two chains crossing
Brush Creek at an apple -tree marked broad-arrow
over B along the south-east boundaries of the
Beebo and Brush Creek Runs  to an  ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over I on the watershed
between the Severn River and Bracker's Creek ;
thence on the north by that watershed easterly
along part of the southern boundary of the Cool-
nnunda Run to the head of the western branch of
Oaky Creek ; thence on the east by the right bank
of that branch downward  to its  junction with Oaky
Creek and by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the northern boundary of the surrendered
portion of the run  (nine square miles ) ; thence by
a west line along part of that boundary to the
north-west a-igle of the last-mentioned portion ;
t hence by a south line along the western boundary
of the same portion to the Severn River; and
thence on the south  by the  right bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands r esumed  out of Pikedale Run.
About 27  square miles.
Commencing on the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek at a point about eight
chains north -westerly from Traverse Station, No.
51 on the survey of that watershed, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing Pike's
Creek along part of the south boundary of the Pitt
Arrow Run four miles seventy-six chains ; then on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of
the Catterthun Run five  miles  to the northern
boundary of the Auchinblae 11un ; thence on the
south by a west line crossing Pike's Creek along
part of that boundary to the south-east angle of the
.Pikedale  pre-emptive  purchase  ;  thence by a north
line along the east boundary of that pre-emption
one hundred and sixty-one chains ten links  ;  thence
by a west line along the north boundary of the
same pre-emption one hundred and sixty-one chains
eight links; thence by a south line along the west
boundary of the before-mentioned pre-emption one
hundred and sixty-one chains seven links to the
northern boundary of the Auchinblae Run ; thence
again on the south by a west line along part of the
northern boundary of the last-named run to the
watershed between Pike 's Creek •d Bracker's
Creek at a point about twelve chains northerly from
an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over P over P
`11 in triangle ; and thence on the north-west by
that watershed and the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek along parts of the
south-east boundaries of the Warroo and Terrica
Runs north-easterly to the point of commencement.
-ex (lusive of an area of  1,280 acres in two separate
portions of 640 acres each contained within these
described boundaries, and shown on the Land
Agent's official map.
Lairds resented out of Aeehiicblae Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing  on the  right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gully
with said creel:, and bounded thence  by  that creek
downwards about half-a-mile in a direct  line to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over I) ; thence on
the south-west by a line bearing north fifty-five
degrees west one hundred and nineteen chains to
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G, and
by a line bearing west seven degrees north two
hundred and fifty chains along part of the north-
east boundary of the Pike's Creek North Run to an
apple-tree marked broad-arrow over PP over XII
in triangle on the watershed separating Bracker's
Creek from Pike's Creek, thence by that watershed
northerly about twelve chains ; thence on the north
by an east line crossing Pike's Creek, along the
south boundaries of the Pikedale Run, the Pikedale
pre-eml Live purchase and  the  Catterthun Run, in
all thirteen miles  twenty chains  to the west bound-
ary of the  resumed portion of the Pikedale Run ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the
last-named boundary  to the  watershed between
Pike's Creek  and the Severn River ;  thence on the
south and  south-east  by that  watershed westerly
and south-westerly along part of the north-west
boundaries  of the Nundubbermere  Run to the head
of Lighthouse  Gully at an ironbark -tree marked
broad-arrow  over P over  XII in triangle  ;  thence
again on the north-west  by the  right bank of that
gull .,  downwards to its junction with Pike's Creek
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P, and by a
line across that creek to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Catterthun Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the Pike-
dale Run, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the
Pitt Arrow Run, five miles forty-eight chains to
the west boundary of the resumed portion of the
original Pickdade  Run ; thence on the cast by a
south line along part of that boundary five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles forty-
eight chains along part of the north boundary of
the Auchinblae  Run;  and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the Pikedale
Run five  miles  to the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek Run.
About  19 square miles.
Commencing at an apple -tree marked broad-
arrow over PB on the east side of Pike's Creek at
the junction of Oaky Creek ,  and bounded thence
on the south by the right bank of the lastnamed
creek upwards to where it branches into two heads ;
thence from the junction of the said two branches
by a line bearing north one hundred and five
degrees east one mile and thirty -seven chains, and
by a line bearing north eighty-eight degrees east
two miles and thirteen chains to the apex of the
Jibbinban Mountain at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over J, along part of the north boundary of
the Glenlyon Run ; thence on the west by the
watershed between Pike's Creek and the Severn
River northerly to along part of the western
boundary of the Nundubbermere Run to a tree
marked  P ; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Pike's
Creek North Run to Pike's Creek ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the  point of commencement.
Lands resu,ned  out  of Pike's Creek _Vorth Run.
About 9' square miles.
Commencing at the head of Lighthouse Gully at
an ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed be-
tween Pike's Creek and the Severn River, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the northern boundary of the Pike 's Creek
Emu  to Pike 's Creek ; thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek  upwards to the junction of
Lighthouse Gully at a box-tree marked P ; and
thence on the north-east by the left bank of that
gully upwards  to its source at the tree marked P
first mentioned ,  the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Emu Vale Run.
About  75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point half a-mile above the present washpool
on the original Glenlyon Run, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line crossing Pike's Creek
to the watershed between Pike's Creek and the
Severn River ; thence on the south-east by that
watershed south-westerly along part of the north-
west boundary of the Mingoola Run to the east
bank of Pike' s Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over M, opposite the junction of Little Plains Creek;
thence crossing Pike's Creek to the watershed be-
tween Little Plains Creek  and Pike's Creek south-
westerly along a portion of the southern boundary
of the  before-mentioned Mingoola Run to the
northern boundary of the Aitkin 's  Flat  Run ;
thence on  the  east by the last -mentioned a atershed
southerly along a portion of the west boundary of
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Aitkin's Flat Run to the watershed separating the
heads of Little Plains Creek from those of Back
Creek ; thence on the south by that watershed
westerly alum, a part of the north boundary of the
Maidenhead Run ; thence on the west by the
Bracker's Range. shedding its waters easterly into
Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek, bearing
northerly along a portion of the east boundaries of
the Bonshaw and Gunyan Runs to a point west of
starting point ; and thence again on the north by an
east line to Pike's Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Bonsliaza Run.
About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over G,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
north eighty-two degrees east two hundred and
thirty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line one hun-
dred and forty-two chains to the watershed between
the Severn River and Little Plains Creek ; thence
on the east by that watershed and the watershed
between Back Creek and the Severn River in a
southerly direction, in all about four miles; thence
on the south by a west line to Severn River; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of 112aidenhead Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
snd bounded then-'e on the north-west by a
line bearing north forty degrees east three miles
thirty chains to the watershed between Back Creek
and the Severn River and by that watershed along
the south-east boundary of the Bonshaw Run to a
point west and about fifteen chains north of the
junction of Brack Creek and its western branch ;
thence on the north by an east line crossing the
last mentioned creek and its western branch about
fifteen chains above the juncti n to the Severn
River; and thence on the south-east and south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Lands resumed  out of Aitkin' s Flat Run.
About  14 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an ironbark-tree marked A, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line to the water-
shed between Back Creek and the Severn River
along part of the north boundary of the Maiden-
head Run ; thence on the west  by that  watershed
northerly along the east boundary of the last-
mentioned run and by the watershed between Little
Plains Crec k and the Severn River northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Emu Vale Run,
in all about four miles  ;  thence on the north by an
east  line to the Severn  River;  and thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of J'Iingoola Run.
About  34 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed separating Pike's
Creek from the Severn River at the source of a
gully which empties itself into  the  Severn River
opposite a point about four miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Tenterfield branch with
the last-named river ,  and bounded thence by that
watershed southerly to a tree on Pike 's Creek
marked broad-arrow over M ; then across that
greet to the watershed between it and Little Plains
Creek ,  and by that watershed and the watershed
between Limestone  Gully and Pike' s Creek easterly
to the Severn River at a gum -tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle  ;  thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to a point south-east of
the junction of the first -mentioned gully with Pike's
Creek;  and thence on the north-east by a line
bearing north -west to and across Pike's Creek to
the last-mentioned junction, and by the right bank
of the first -mentioned gully upwards to its source,
the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Ballindean.
About 98 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Severn
River at the junction of Accommodation Creek,
and bounded thence on the south-east by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the intersection of
the north- west  boundary of the Tenterfield North
Run ; thence by a north- east line along part of
that boundary to the  north-west angle of the last.
named  run ; thence on the south  by an east line
along the north boundary of the before- mentioned
Tenterfield North Run to the Main Dividing Range
between New South `Vales and Queensland  ; thence
on the east by that range in  a general northerly
direction to the watershed  separating  Quart Pot
Creek from the  waters  flowing to  the south-west ;
thence on  the north-east  by that watershed north-
westerly along the south-west boundary of the
Folkstone Run to the junction of Quart Pet Creek
with the Severn River at  a gum -tree marked DF;
and thence on the north-west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Tenterfield North Run.
About 9 square miles.
Commencing on the Main Dividing  Range at a
point where it is met by the south-east boundary
of the Ballindean Run, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a north- east line along  the south-east
boundary of the  last-named  run three  miles and
thirty chains ; thence on the north  by an east line
along part of the south boundary of the before-
mentioned Ballindean Run about two miles twenty
chains ;  thence on the east by a south line to the
Main Dividing Range, and thence on the south by
that range westerly to the point of  commencement.
Lands resumed out of Nundubberntere Run.
About  53 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N,
and bounded thence on the south-east by right
bank of that river upwards to a point about two
miles in a direct  line above  the intersection of the
north-western road therewith ; thence on  1 he east
by a north line to the watershed  between the
Severn River and Maryland Creek ; thence on the -
north-west by that watershed  south-westerly to an
ironbark-tree marked 1' on the watershed  between
Pike's Creek and the Severn (being along  the south-
west boundary of the Pikedale Run) ; thence on
the east by the last-mentioned watershed southerly
along the east boundary of the Pike's Creek Run
to a gum-tree  harked broad -arrow  over J, and con-
tinuing along  the same watershed  along part of the
east boundary of the Glenlyon Run to a point
west of starting point ; and  thence on  the south by
an east line  along the north boundary of the Min-
goola Run one mile fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Coolmunda Run.
About 99 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over GD oppo-
site the north-east corner of the Swithland Run,
and bounded by a line bearing east thirty  degrees
north and  crossing  Canning Creek twice, three
hundred and two chains  to an  ironbark -tree marked
broad- arrow  over A which  also forms  the south-
west corner of the Bodumba Run ; then by a line
bearing east fourteen degrees thirty  minutes south
six hundred and ninety- seven chains  to a yellow
box-tree on Chain-of-Ponds Creek  marked broad-
arrow over - over V ; thence by a line  bearing
south  and crossing  that creek and the Macintyre
Brook two hundred chains  to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over TC CC on the left bank of that
brook ; thence by  a line bearing  south-east two
hundred and eighty-six  chains to a  gum-tree markec
broad-arrow over G on the  range separating Tre-
verton's Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; then
by a line bearing south fifty-one degrees thirty
minutes  west two hundred and sixty- seven chains
to Bracker 's Creek at  a tree on the right bank
marked  broad-arrow ; thence on the south by the
right bank of the last -named creek downwards to
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its Junction with the Macintyre Brook and by the
right bank of that brook downwards to an apple-
tree on Leslie's road marked broad -arrow over L ;
and thence on the west by that road northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Swithiand Run
crossing Canning Creek at an apple-tree marked
broad-arrow over L to the north-east corner of the
Swithiand Run ; and thence across Canning Creek
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of an
area  of about seven square miles adjoining the east
boundary of Inglewood Town Reserve and between
Macintyre Brook and Canning Creek, shown on the
land agent's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover.
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore.
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said  lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Nanango Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are  open to selection by conditional purchase
shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Taromeo Run.
Area, about 14,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek at the point where
the spur range forming the northern boundary of
Taromeo Run touches the creek, opposite the con-
fluence of Taromeo Creek, and bounded thence by
that northern boundary north-westerly to the range
separating  the Burnett River waters from the Bris-
bane River waters ; thence by that range southerly
and by a spur range easterly, and by a small creek
forming  parts of the southern boundary of raromeo
Run easterly to Cooyar Creek ; and thence by
Cooyar Creek to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cooyar Run.
Area, about 18,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek one and a-half
miles below Cooyar head station, and bounded
thence by a line bearing north 335 degrees east to
the range separating Cooyar CI eek f'roin Barambah
Creek ; thence b that range north-easterly about
eight miles in a direct line ; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 155 degrees east, and distant six
and a -halt' miles from the south-west boundary to
Cooyar Creek ; and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and
alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE Q UEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. IV. CAIIrNS,  and  Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  "The CrotonLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire. the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, resumed from runs
in the Unsettled District of Burnett, shall be open
to Selection, subject to the provisions of the said Act,
at the Nanango Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
TTNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Lands resumed out of I3aranrla Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of South Baramba,
or Barker's Creek, with Baramba Creek opposite a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BB over 21 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west, north,
arA north-east by the left bank of the last-named
creek upw ards to the north-west corner of Baramba
Pre-emptive No. 4; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that pre-emptive purchase and a line
in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of Stephenton Run ; thence on tie south by the
northern boundary of the Stephenton Run, about
two hundred and ten chains to South Baramba
Creek, at a point fifty-two chains in a direct line
above an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 15 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of the last-named creek down-
wards to its junction with Baramba Creek, the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of North Baramba Rtrn.
About 18,500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 13 over  46 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of the Baramba Ranges
Run to the range separating the N augur Creek
waters from those falling into Barainba Creek two
miles forty-four chains at a point thirty-two chains
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over
9 in triangle ; thence on the north by that range
westerly along the southern boundary of the Llan-
gollt-n Run and part of the south-west boundary of
the Goomeribona, Run to a point north of an apple-
tree on the left bank of Baramba Creek marked
broad-arrow over B over 28 in triangle ; thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Murgoss Run to the right bank of
the last-named creek at a point about sixteen chain-
north of the aforesaid apple-tree marked broads
arrow over 13 ov: r 28 in triangle ; thence on the
south by the right bank of the before-mentioned
Baramba Creek upwards to the south-west corner
of North Baramba Pre-emptive No. 2; thence by
the west and north boundaries of that pre-emptive
north and east to the north-east corner ; thence by
part of the north-east boundary of that pre-emptive
south-easterly along the Maryborough and Nanango
main road about seventy chains; thence by a line
bearing east about one hundred and fifty chains to
Baramba Creek ; thence by that creek upwards in
an easterly direction about forty chains to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
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lands resumed out of East Baramba Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B over
54 in triangle, and bounded thence on the north by
the left bank of that creek downwards to the junc-
tion of 1Moonda Waamba Creek ; thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that creek upwards
to a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 8 in triangle ; thence on the south by an
east line along part of the north boundary of the
Brisbane Ranges Run to a point sixteen chains
north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BM.t
over 10 in triangle ; and thence on the east by a
north line four miles sixty-four chains to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of a pre-emptive
purchase of four square miles contained within the
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Ranges Run.
About 4.500 acres.
Commencing on the range separating the Wide
Bay waters from the Baramba Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over BA over 5 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south 22 degrees 30 minutes west ninety-nine
chains ; thence by a south line two miles thirty-
nine chains to Baramba Creek opposite an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 in triangle ;
thence on the south by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the south-east corner of Baramba
Ranges Run Pre-emptive No. 1 ; thence by the
east  and north boundaries of that pre-emptive north
and west and a line in continuation of said north
boundary west to the east boundary of North
Baramba Run; thence on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of the North Baramba
Run about one mile to the range dividing the
Nangur Creek waters from those of the Baramba
Creek, at a point thirty-two chains west of an iron-
bark-treek marked broad-arrow over 9 in triangle ;
and thence on the north by that range easterly to
the first-mentioned range shedding its waters into
Wide Bay Creek, and along that range easterly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all re-
served and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out  of  lanango Run.
About 48 square miles.
Commencing at an ironbark-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 14 in tri-
angle, being the south-east corner of Coolabunia
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of that run crossing
South Baramba or Barker's Creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 19 in triangle to
the range separating the Stewart River waters from
the Baramba waters ; thence on the west by that
range southerly along part of the west boundary of
the Boonnenne Run about forty chains to a tpur-
range ; thence on the south-west along that spur
east-south-easterly to South Baramba Creek oppo-
site to a gum-tree marked BO and broad-arrow over
TN in triangle by a line bearing south-east to a
tree marked broad-arrow over TN over 3 in triangle
on a spur of the Brisbane Range and by that spur
south-easterly to the Brisbane Range, this south-
west boundary being also the north-east boundary
of the Kuniooii run ; thence on the south-east by
the Brisbane Range north-easterly to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of the area contained in
the Nanango Town Reserve, and all alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of BooieRun.
About 54  square miles.
Commencing on the Brisbane Range at a point
equidistant  from an  ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow  over N over 5 in triangle and gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 4 in triangle, said
point being the south-east corner of the Broadwater
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along  the south boundary of the last-named
run crossing  the head of Reedy Creek ten chains
below a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over W over
3 in triangle and South Baramba  or Barker's Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 26
in triangle on the right side of said creek to the
range separating the Stewart Creek waters from
the Baramba Creek waters ; thence on tbe west by
that range southerly along parts of the Wooroolin
and Boonnenne Runs about three miles fifty-six
chains to a point west of a gum-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in tri-
angle;  and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Coolabunia Run
crossing Baramba Creek five chains below a tree
1 marked broad-arrow over N over 23 in triangle to
the gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in
triangle on the Brisbane Range ; and thence on the
east by that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Boonara Run.
About 47 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Nangur  .Run, bounded thence on the east by the
line of range separating  the Wide  Bay from the
Burnett District ,  about five and three-quarter miles
in a north -easterly direction to a line  offence  about
a quarter of a mile south -westerly from a sppotted
gum-tree on the head of Alma Creek marked  Mad.
arrow  over A over 6 .55 in  triangle;  thence on the
north and east by said line of fence ,  about four
miles in a direct line to the edge of a dense pine
scrub ; thence again on the north by a line bearing
about west seven degrees south about ten miles and
a-quarter to a scrubby range crossing Planted or
Scrubby, Jengban ,  Diggers' ,  Washpool, and
Christmas Creeks ,  to a point bearing about east-
north-east from a gum -tree on Boonara Creek
marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in triangle and
broad-arrow over BN in triangle about one mile
distant  ;  thence on the west by said scrubby range
in a southerly direction about four miles and a-half
in a direct line to the north -west corner of Nangur
Run ; thence on the south by part of the north
boundary of that run being an east line about five
miles to the south-west corner of Boonara PP3 ;
thence by the west boundary of that PP and a line
in continuation north about two hundred and forty
chains to Boonara Creek ; thence by that creek up-
wards north-easterly in a direct line about three
hundred and forty chains  ;  thence by a line south
to the north boundary of Nangur Run ; and thence
by that boundary east about one hundred and
seventy chains to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands  resumed  out of . angur Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Goomerribong Run, and bounded thence on the
ea't by the line of range separating  the Wide Bay
from the Burnett District in a northerly direction
about four miles and a-quarter crossing the road to
Kilkivan  near to an ironbark -tree on the head of
Gap Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 5 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BO over 8 in tri-
angle ; thence on the north by a west line about
one hundred and seventy chains ; thence by a line
south two hundred and sixty chains  ;  thence by a
line west eight hundred and twenty chains to a
point south of the south -west corner of Boonara
P.P. No. 3;  thence by a line north about two hun-
dred and silty chains to aforesaid south-west corner
of P.P No.  3;  thence by a line west being the south
boundary of Boonara Run about five miles to a
scrubby range at a point about one mile southerly
from a bloodwood -tree marked broad -arrow over
WB over 4 .30 in triangle  ;  and thence on the west
by said scrubby range south -easterly about four and
a-half miles in a direct line to a point on the said
range about one mile south -west of a Moreton Bay
ash-tree on Trinity Creek marked broad-arrow over
T over 6 in triangle, being the north-west corner
of the Goomerribong Run ; and thence on the south
by the  north boundary of that run, being an east
line about nine miles and a-quarter to the starting
point, - exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands
contained within these described boundaries.
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Lands  resumed  out of Goomerribong Run.
About 41  square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the
Llangollen Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of ranges eparating th.- Wide
Bay from the Burnett District, abcut five
miles  in a direct line to a point about
eight chains  south of a dense  scrub ; thence
on the north by a west line about nine miles and
a-quarter crossing l ;ulers  Creek, also Nangur Creek
about ten  chains  below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 12 in  triangle, and also  crossing
Lambing, Champion, Waterfall, and one of the
heads of Trinity Creeks to a scrubby range ; and
thence on the west by that  range in a  south-easterly
direction about  seven miles  to the west boundary of
Llangollen Run; and thence northerly by the west
boundary of that run about two miles in a direct
line crossing the Jura Creek at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow  over J over  5 in triangle  ; and thence
on the south by the north boundary of siid run,
being an cast line about eight miles to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of a pre-empt ve pur-
chase of four  square miles , and all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boon7.ry'an Run.
About 63 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Boona-a Creek
at the south-west corner of Boonbyjan P.P. No. 1,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards in a
southerly direction to the north boundary of
Windera Run; thence by an east line to the range
separating the heads of Christmas, Washpool, and
Planted Creeks from those of Goounuloont Creek,
said range also being the western and north-western
boundary of Scrubby Creek Run;  thence  by last-
mentioned  range north -easterly and  northerly to
the watershed  separating  Teebar  waters from those
of the Dadamarine  Creek ; thence  by  list-men-
tioned range  in a north -westerly direction to the
range  separating  the Ban  Ban waters  from those of
the last-mentioned creek ; thence by last-named
range in a south-westerly direction to wl  ere it is
intersected by the postman's track to Gayndah at a
point about six chains  east of a  spotted  gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over 3 in shield ; thence
by the east boundary of Boonimba Run being a line
bearing south  to the north boundary of Windera
Run ; thence by that north boundary  east  to the left
bantr of Boonara Creek ; thence by Boonara Creek
upwards to Dadamarine Creek, and by that  upwards
to Goonuloom Creek, and by that creek upwards to
the east boundary  of mineral selection  No. 1836
northerly and easterly ; thence by a line bearing
south to a point east trc ni starting point ; and
thence by a line bearing west to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all alienated and reserved
lands contained  within the described  boundaries.
Lands resumed out of TVindera Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing at the  junction  of the Cloyne with
Windera Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line to the right or  east bank  of the Ba-
ramba Creek  at a point  about sixty-four  chains in a
direct line above the junction on the s es t side of
the Boogoorootommy Creeek ; bounded Bence on
the west by the right bank of Baramba Creek
upwards for about  two miles sixteen chr.ins in a
direct line to a point opposite to an ironbark-tree
near the  junction  of the Coongaroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over BR over XCVIII in shield;
thence by an east line two and a-half miles ; thence
by a south line eight miles sixty-four  chains  ; thence
by a line bearing north 60 degrees  east , crossing
•\'Windera Creek  at an apple -tree marke I broad-
arrow  over W over 14 in shield to the high range
separating the heads of the last-named creek from
those of Cloyne Creek ; thence by that range
southerly and easterly to the scrubby range sepa-
rating the  heads of Undaban and Watchbox Creeks
from tl c se of Redbank Creek, said  range also
forming portions of the  western boundaries of the
Nangur and  Boonara.[funs  ; thence by  last-named
range in a northerly direction to a point bearing
about west-south-westerly from a g+im-tree on Boo-
nara  Creek marked broad-arrow ovar B over 26 in
triangle  and broad-arrow over BN in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing about eait-north-easterly
crossing Boonara Creek at last-named tree to the
range separating the heads of Christmas Creek
from other waters at the south-east corner of the
i Boonbyjan Run; thence by last-named range in a
northerly direction to a point east of starting point;
and thence again on the north by  a west line to
the p_,int of commencement,- exclusive  of a pre-
emptive purchase of four square  miles and all
reserved and alienated  lands  contained within these
described boundarie
Lands resumed out of Gobo,:go Run.
About 16  square miles.
Commencing on th 3 east boundary of the Ba-
ramba Ranges Run  at a tree marl :ed broad-arrow
over BM over L ; and bounded thence on the north
by an cast line along part of the south boundary or
the Gobongo . orth Run about one hundred and
ten chains to the north-west corner of Gobongo
pre-emptive purchase 41A; thence by the west and
south boundaries of that pre-emptive purchase
south and east to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line south about eignty-five chains ; thence by a
line east about one hundred and forty chains to the
west boundary of Too,ncul Run; thence south by
part of the west boundary of Toonicul Run to the
north boundary of Ga-langowan Run; thence west
by part of the north boundary of that run about
five  miles  to the east, boundary of the East Baramba
Run at a tree  marked broad-arrow over B M over 9;
and thence  on the west by a north  line along par`
of that boundary and part of the east boundary)
the Baramba  Ranges  Run in all five  miles crossing
the Toomcul branch of Baramba Creek  at an apple-
tree marked broad- arrow over  B over 54 at the
junction of Peenam Creek to the tree hereinbefore
first described, the point of commencement,- exclu-
sive of all reserved  and alienated lands contained
within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo North Run.
About  22 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Baramba
Ranges Run at a tree marked broad -arrow over
BM over 1, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line about three hundred and ten chains along
the north boundary of Gobongo, and part of the
north boundary of Toomcul Run, to the south-
west corner of Gobongo North P. P. 41 B ; thence
by the west boundary of that P. P. north to the
north-west corner ; thence by a line east to the
north-east corner of that P.P. ; thence south by its
east boundary to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line east along part of the north boundary of
Toomcul Run to the west boundary of the Manum-
bar Run ; thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed dividing the Unsettled District of Burnett
from the Settled District of Wide Bay and Burnett,
being along part of the west boundary of the
Manumbar Run ; thence on the north by that
watershed westerly to a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 5 ; thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 22 degrees 30 minutes west
ninety-nine chains along the south-east boundary of
the Baramba Ranges Run ; and thence on the west
by a south line along part of the east boundary of
that run one mile forty chains to the point of com-
mencement.-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Aanumbar Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Settled
from the Unsettled Districts  at the south-east
corner of the  Gallangowan  Run, being  a point about
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thirty-two chains in a north-easterly direction from
a g  m-tree  marked  broad-arrow over BE, and
bounded thence oil the west by a north line along
the east boundaries of the Gallangow•an and T,, omeul
Runs, to the smith-west corner of 111anumbar Y.P.
41 C ; thence by the south. cast, and north boun-
daries of that 11.P. east, north, and west, to the
north-west corner of same; thence by a line north
along part of the east boundary of Toomeul and
the east boundary of Gohongo North Run to the
before-mentioned dividing range ; and thence on
the north-east and south-east by that range south-
easterly, southerly, and south-westerly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lards resumed out if Jlonvlrtre Run.
About 68 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Baramba Creek, and bounded
thence on the north-east and north by the left hank
of Baraniba Creek downwards to the north-east
corner of Mondure P.P. 40; thence by the west
boundary of that P.P., and a line in continuation
thereof south one hundred and twenty  chains ;
thence by a line west about two hundred and thirty
chains to the east boundary of Mondure Back Run ;
thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure i ack Run, passing
through a point one mile and a-half east of the
summit of McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating the waters of the Stuart Liver from
those of Baramba Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general south-east direction to a point west
from a tree on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield ; thence
on the south by an east line to the last-named creek
at a point  opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield ; and thence on
the east by the left bank of said Yellow Waterhole
Creek downwards to the point  of" commencement.-
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of.3f(i,dure Back Run.
About 56 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated about ninety  chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of Mun-
dure Run to the watershed separating the waters
of the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of
Baramba Creek ; thence on the south-west by said
w atersbed in a general south-east direction to a
point south of a gum-tree on the left bank of
Baramba Creek marked broad-arrow over 20 over
B in shield ; thence on the east by a north line about
three and three-quarter miles passing through a
V
int one and a-half miles east of the summit of
cEuen Mountain ; thence by  a line  west about
two and a-quarter miles to a point south of the
south-west corner of Mondure Back Run P. P. 41 ;
thence 1•y a line north to the south-west corner of
said  P. P. ; thence by the west and north-west
boundaries of said P P. bearing north and north-
easterly to Baramba Creek ; and thence by the left
bank of Baramba Creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION At T
OF 187::."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
j the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions  of  "7h*- !T oren Lands Alienation Act of
1876." will  hold their Courts  in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited  Act, at the
under -mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
The Crown  Lands  Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON D ISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Tuesday in each month.
Nest  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office,  Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
1)ARIAN (3 DowNs D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Toowoomba ,  the second
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Warwick, the thirdTuesday in each month.
A t the Land Office. 1)alby , the -third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the  Land Office ,  Coniamine ,  the second
Thursday in March,  1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Goondiwindi ,  the  first
Tuesday in each month.At the Land Office, Stanthorpe ,  the first
Friday in each month.
P ORT CURTIS  D ISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
RIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BDRNETT D ISTRICT.
At  the  Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office,  Tenningering ,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in March , 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COORTOWN.
At the  Land Office ,  Cooktown ,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
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SETTLED  DISTRICT  OF BIIRKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuecday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Donis, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1877, and every altcl-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tue.-
day in Apra], 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICnIIARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
The, Crown L•rnds Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No.I Applicant .  Situation . i  Parish .  Area.
1 N. Anderson Road separating portion
1 57 from portion 60
Canning ..
A. R. P.
2 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th Nl arch, 1877.
NOTICE TO SELECTORS.
I T is hereby notified  for general  information,that HOMESTEADS  MAY BE SELFCTED ON ANY
CROWN LANDS OPEN FOR SELECTION  AT 6D. PER
ACRE PER ANNUM FOR FIVE YEARS.
Eighty acres may be selected on these terms
within any homestead area, Irresl ective of the
price fixed for conditional selection within those
areas.
Outside Homestead Areas, one hundred and sixty
acres may be selected on the same terms, namely,
at 6d. per acre per annum for five years.
Homestead Selectors are ENTITLED TO PRIORITY
OVER CONDITIONAL SELECTORS, whether within or
outside homestead areas.
They may have to compete  at auction among
themselves for such portions as overlap, but the
conditional selector cannot compete with them.
It is considered expedient to give publicity to this
notification, because the high upset prices in some
cases fixed upon land to be conditionally selected
in homestead  areas  have been  represented as pro-
hibitory  against  homestead  selection.
It is  necessary , therefore, in order to correct
these  misrepresentations , that the provisions of the
Land Act in this respect should be understood.
The homestead selector has the right of priority
of selection  on any Crown lands open for selection.
He pays no more and  no less than 2s . 6d. per acre
in five annual  payments, subject to competition
when the applications for the same  land are simul-
taneous.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
JT is hereby notified for t,eneral information,that application under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  off' 1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SC II EDtLE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. 1 Situation. Parish. I Area.
1 Joseph
I Belcher
Road separating portion Rundamba
20 from portions 129
and 130
A. R. P.
2 3 37
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth section of
"The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land ,  Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation . Parish .  Area.
1
I
P. Thomson Reserved road through
A.
Burnett  ...  1
R. P.
1 16
2
portion 41
F.T. Gregory Road  Separating por- '  3Drayton ... 0 5
tion 402  from por-
tion 403
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, tq the intent that, by force of the Act afore.
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.' Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-Tbe  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 deL reel 0 minutes twenty- one chains
and twenty-nine links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees  21 minutes six chains  and twenty.
nine links.
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Department of Public Lands,
.Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
MURPHY'S CREEK GENERAL CEMETERY.
f  11 14,' following Eules and Regulations, made by
the Trustees of the 1 lurphy's Creek General
Cemetery, pursuant to  '` The ('unetery Act of  1865,"
having been approved and confirmed b His Excel-
lenev the Governor in Council, are hereby pub-
lished in the  Guve,vame, d  Gazette.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. The trustees shall meet on the second Saturday
of tho> months of January. April, July, and October
in each year, at such time and place as may be
agreed upon . A speewl meeting may at any time
be, called on the requisition of two  trustees.
Electi on o/  Qficers.
2. At the ordinary meeting in the month of Jan-
uary,  the trustees  shall elect  a chairman ,  treasurer,
and secretary, who shall hold office for the ensuing
twelve months, and shall be  eligible at any time for
re-election.
Quorum.
3. No business shall be transacted at any meeting
of the hoard, whether ordinary or special, unless
three trustees at least are present.
Banking Account.
4. All moneys received shall be paid to the credit
of the trustees with their bankers, and all payments
of twenty shillings and upwards shall be made by
cheques. to be signed by the treasurer and other
two trustees ; but i o payment, excepting for sexton's
salary and clergyman's fees, to be made until passed
by a meeting of the board.
Minutes of Meetings.
5. The minutes of every meeting of the Trustees
shall be fairly transcribed in a book to be kept for
that purpose.
Annual Statement.
6 The trustees shall keep a full and particular
account of all sums of money received and expended
by them, and shall make an abstract of such
account from the 1st of January to the 31st of De-
cember in each year, and shall transmit such ab-
stract, duly verified by three trustees, to the Colo-
nial Secretary, on or before the 1st day of March
in each year.Denominational Allotments.
7. The trustees shall, on the request or requisition
of any religious denomination or communion, set
apart a portion of the  cemetery  for the use and in-
t- rnient of the members of any such religious deno-
mination cr communion ; which portion shall be
subject neverthel, ss to the general supervision and
control of the trustees.
Religious Ceremonies, "I'.
8 The trustees shall not at any time interfere,
directly or indirectly, with the performance of any
religious ceremony in the burial of the dead, accord-
i ng to the usage of the communion to which the
deceased may have belonged ; or with the original
distribution of land amongst the various religious
denominations.
Appointment of Sexton.
9. The sexton shall be appointed by the  trustees,
and shall procure to their satisfaction a fidelity
guarantee  bond for £10.
Sexton's duties.
10. The sexton's duties include the followingDigging graves ; being present a all funerals, and
rendering whatever  assistance  may be required ;
closing in the graves ; affixing a number to each
grave, immediately on completion of interment,
corresponding with the entry in the register ; seeing
that the gates are properly and securely fastened,
and fences in good repair ; keeping down the grass
and weeds, and generally keeping the grounds in
good order ; keeping the register  of burials, and
rendering  an abstract  once a month to the secretary
of the trustees; receiving burial fees, and paying
over same on the 1st and 16th of every month to
the treasurer of the trustees, accompanied by a
memorandum showing from whom they have been
received,
Disturbance of Graves, 4'c.
11. The  sexton is  on no account to allow any
person to disturb any grave cr vault, or to erect,
remove, or alter any monument, tombstone, railing,
&c., without the written authority of the secretary
of the trustees, excepting as provided for in Rule
12.
Disinterments.
12. When the ends of justica require it , the sex-
ton shall disinter bodies, but not without  a license
under the hand of Cie Colonial Secretary.
flours of Burial.
13. Under ordinary circumstances no burial will
be allowed to take place, except at the following
hours on week days :-From the 1st of May to the
31st of August, between the hours  of 8 a.m. and
5 p.m , and from the 1st September to the 30th
April, between the hours of  8 a.m. and 6 p.m. ; and
on Sundays from 8 to 9 a.m., and  from 3 to 5 p.m.
throughout the year.
Applications for Burials.
14. Aprlication for le; ve to bury shall be made
to the sex--on, who, on payment of the fees charge-
able under the schedule attached to these r gula-
tions, shad furnish the applicant with a printed
paper containing the nee, -ssary instructions for the
preparation of the grave, &c. This paper must be
presented to the sexton eight working hours, at
least, before the time fig ed for the burial of the
deceased person. Applications for permission to
erect monuments, vaults, tombstones,  railings, &c.,
must be made in writing to the secretary of the
trustees.  (See Rule 18.)
Certificates of Death.
15. Before any funeral shall be admitted within
the gates of the cemetery, the sexton must be fur-
nished with the usual certificate of the district
registrar, coroner, or  magistrate ,  as the case may
be.
Register of Burial.
16. The secretary shall enter in a book to be
kept for the purpose, the particulars of each appli-
cation under Rule 14 ; such entry to specify the
name of the applicant, the date of the application, the
name, age, sex ,  calling, cause  of death, and  religion
of deceased, the date of death and burial, and the
number of the grave, together with the names of the
officiating minister and undertaker. The register
(see Rule  10), kept by the sexton,  is a counterpart
of this, and  is open  to the inspection of the public
f eee of charge.
Dimensions of Graves, 4'c.
17. The space allowed for  a single grave shall be
8 x 4 feet ; for a double grave or vault, 8 x 8 feet ;
and for a family grave, 8 x 12 feet (the maximum
quantity of land allowed to be enclosed). A grave
intended for an adult shall be dug  at least six feet
deep, and for a  child not less  than four  feet six
inches. All graves shall be dug either by, or under
the immediate direction of the sexton.
Monuments ,  Railings, 4'c.
18. Any person desirous of erecting amonument,
tombstone ,  or railing ,  in any part of the cemetery
(see Rule 14),  shall submit a plan or description of
the same to the trustees, who shall be at liberty to
withhold their permission, and prevent the erection
of any monument or railing which shall appear to
them inappropriate or unbecoming .  All fees in
connection with monuments ,  tombstones ,  vaults,
and railings must be paid to the secretary before
anything is done.
Pauper  Burials.
19. Notwithstanding anything contained in these
Regulations ,  the trustees may permit the remains
of any poor person to be interred free of all  charges
whatsoever  ;  provided they are satisfied that the
friends or relations  of the  deceased are unable to
pay  the burial fees.
Alterations  of Rules, 4c.
20. It shall be competent for the trustees to re-
voke, or add to any of the foregoing Rules, or to
alter the Schedule of Charges ,  subject to the ap-
proval of the Governor in Council.
RICHARD  SAVAGE,
Hon. Sec.
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Schedule of Charges.
Ground for  single  grave, 8 x 4 feet, exclusive of
sinking ... ... ... 0 7 6
Ground for children under eight . 0 5 0
Ground for double grave or vault, 8 x 8 feet,
exclusive of sinking ... ... . 1 5 0
Ground for family grave, 8 x 12 feet, exclusive
of sinking .. .. ... ... 2 0 0
Sinking or  re-opening grave ... ... ... 0 10 0
Ditto for children under eight ... 0 7 6
For permission to erect tomb, monument, or
flat stone  ... ... 1 0 0
For permission to erect head and foot stones 0 7 6
For permission to erect  railing  ... ... 0 10 0
For permission  to erect vault  ... ... 1 10 0
Re-opening vault, at risk of owner .. 1 0 0
Sinking grave  additional depth-
First foot ... ... 0 3 0
Second foot ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
Third foot ... ... ... 0 7 6
Numbering grave ... 0 1 0
Burial  order and registration fee ... ... 0 1 0
Clergyman' s fee , for burial ... .. 0 7 6
Ditto for children under eight years 0 6 0
And for paupers ,  gaol  and hospital  inmates nil.
Confirmed ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  under my Hand ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this tenth day of  March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in  the fortieth
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
W. W. CAIRNS.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 187 7.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous  name,  and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land granted-Portion  137, parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley, 39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty-nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to Brisbane ; on the south-east by that road bearing
north 237 degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty-one chains ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 15 minutes
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th DIarch, 1877.j N pursuance of thprovisions, of " The Crown
lanes Alienation Act of  1876." it is 1 eteby
notified for general information, that allotment 1 of
section 3 A, town of Townsville, is withdrawn from
the reservation for a Fire Brigade Station, established
by notice dated 8th September, 1870, under the
provisions of  " The Crown I.ands Alienation Art
of 1858," with a view of being proclaimed a reserve
for a residence for the Sub-Collector of Customs.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
IN  pursuance of the seventy -second section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
the following Petition and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WFLLINGTON C AIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most D stinguishedOrder of Saint Michael nd Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the, ndersigned
Freeholders,  resident  in the tot n of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very great loss
and inconvenience by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of the present  reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Btingle Creek , and on  the west by the Bungewogar4a
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece of land now available for  such a
purpose.
Your Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names. Names.
Thomas McEwen Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees James Roberts
William Armstrong William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David Benjamin
J. Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel Caldwill S S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. ?td urphy
L. Ryder T  omas  Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Raffia
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
W illiain Jackson
LAND  REFERRED TO IN THE ABOVE  PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Buigewargorai
Creek at the southernmost  corner  of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that  run and a  line  in  continuation
north-easterly to liungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
Amended Descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the Leases of the said
Runs.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions, must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart.
ment , before the 15th June, 1877.
Plans of these Runs may be  seen , and all infor-
mation concerning  them obtained, on application at
this Department.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Castle Creek.
Claimant of Lease-The Commercial Banking Com-
pany of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 41 square miles.
Unavailable ... 13
Total ... 54
Commencing on the left bank of Castle Creek, at the
junction of Keen's Creek, where there is a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over K, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing south 30 degrees east,
crossing  and recrossing Keen's Creek two mils sixty-
four chains ; thence on the south-east by  a line  bearing
south 60 degrees west, cross.ng South Creek to the
southern watershed of Castle Creek ; thence on the
south by that watershed westerly to a point bearing
south 30 degrees east from a gum-tree on the left
bank of Castie Creek marked broad-arrow over C over
XVII ; thence on the south-west by a line bearing
north thirty degrees west, crossing Castle Creek at the
last-mentioned  tree to the range dividing the last-named
creek from Lonesome Creek ; thence on the north-west
by that range north-easterly to a point bearing north
thirty degrees west from the tree marked broad-arrow
over K first-mentioned ; and thence  again  on the north-
east  by a line bearing south thirty  degrees  east to the
point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Hope.
Claimant of Lease-The Commercial Banking Com-
pany of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 37 square miles.
Unavailable ... 6
Total ... ... 43
Commencing on the left bank of Castle Creek, at a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over C over XVII, and
bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing
south 30 degrees east along p:+rt of the south-west
boundary of the Castle Creek run to the southern water-
shed of the before-mentioned creek ; thence on the
south- east  by that watershed south-westerly to a point
bearing south 30 degrees east from an ironbark-tree
on the left bank of Castle Creek marked broad-arrow
over C over IX ; thence on the south-west-, by a line
bearing north 30 degrees west crossing the last-
named creek at the tree marked broad-arrow over C over
IX to the watershed between Lonesome Creek and
Castle Creek ; thence on the north-west by that water-
shed north-easterly to a point bearing north 30 de-
grees west  from the tree first-mentioned ; and thence
again on the north-east by  a line  bearing south 30
degrees  east to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Thalaba East.
Claimant of Lease-The Commercial Banking Com-
pany cf Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 3 „
Total ... 38 „
Commencing  on the right bank of Castle Creek, at a
point bearing north 30  degrees west from an  ironbark-
tree on the  opposite bank marked broad-arrow over C
over  IX, and bounded thence on the north-east by a line
bearing north 30 degrees west six miles  twenty-four
chains, crossing Lonesome Creek at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow ever L over XI V ; thence on the north by
a west line about five miles to the east boundary of the
Plainby Run ; thence on the west by a south line along
part of that boundary five miles sixty-four chains to the
north boundary of the Thalaba Run ; and thence on the
south by an east line crossing Lonesome Creek, about
sixteen  chains below a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over L over XVIII, along part of the north boundary of
the last-mentioned run, and a prolon_ation thereof, in
all  six  miles sixty chains, to Castle Creek, and by the
right bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-The Forest.
Claimant of Lease-The Commercial Banking Com-
pany of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 55 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 30 „
Total ... ... 85 „
Commencing on the left bank of Castle Creek, at the
junction of Keen's Creek, where there is a box-tree
marked broad-arrow over K, and bounded thence on
the south-west by a line bearing south 30 degrees east
along  part of the north-east boundary of the Castle Creek
Run, crossing and recrossing Keen's Creek, two miles
sixty-four chains ; thence on the south by an  east line
crossing  Keen's Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked
broad-arrow over K over III, and the head of Pump
Creek to the eastern watershed of the Dawson River ;
thence on the east and north by that watershed north-
erly and westerly to where it is met by the range
dividing the heads of Castle Creek from those of Lone-
some Creek ; thence on the north-west by that range
south-westerly to the north corner of the Castle Creek
Run, being a point bearing north 30 degrees west from
the herein first-mentioned tree ; and thence again on the
south-west by a line bearing south 30 degrees  east along
part of the north-east boundary of the last-named run
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Excess No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-The Commercial Banking Com-
pany of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 26 squa re miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 26 „
Commencing  at the south -east angle  of the Thalaba
Run, being  a point fifty -six chains east of a box -tree on the
right bank of Castle Creek marked broad-arrow over C
over VII ; and bounded  thence on  the south  by an east
line along  part of the north boundary of the Woolthorpe
Run to the southern watershed of Castle Creek ; thence
on the south-east by that watershed bearing north-
easterly to a point bearing south 30 degrees  east from an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over C over IX on the
left bank of Castle Creek ; thence on the north-east by a
line bearing north 30 degrees west to Castle Creek at the
last-mentioned tree ; thence on the north by the left
bank of the last-named creek downwards to a point
about forty chains below  an ash -tree marked broad-arrow
over C over VIII; thence by a west line  crossing Castle
Creek to the north-east angle of the Thalaba Run ; and
thence on the west by a south  line along the east boun-
dary of that run, crossing Castle Creek about forty-eight
chains below a tree marked broad -arrow  over C over IV
four miles sixty chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-North Branch.
Claimant of Lease-The  Commercial  Banking Com-
pany of Sydney.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  39 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 17
Total ... ... 56 ) 7
Commencing on the right bank of Lonesome Creek
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over L over VII ;
and bounded thence on the south-west by a line bearing
north 30 degrees west along part of the north-east
boundary of the Belmont Block No. 3 Run to the north-
western watershed of Lonesome Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north-easterly to the
eastern watershed of the Dawson River ; thence on the
north-east by that watershed south-easterly to where it
is met by the range dividing Castle Creek from Lone-
some Creek ; thence on the south-east by that range
youth-westerly along the north-western boundaries ofI
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" The Forest " and Castle Creek runs and part of the
north-west boundary of the " Hope " Run to a point
bearing south 30 degrees east from the tree first men-
tioned ; and thence again on the south-west by a line
bearing north 30 degrees west to the point of commence-
ment.
Name of Run.-Belmont Block, No. 3.
Claimant of Lase-Alexander Gibson Hamilton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 „
Total ... 40
Commencing on the right bank of Lonesome Creek,
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L over XIV,
and bounded thence on the south-west by a line bearing
north 30 degrees west to the north-western watershed of
that creek ; thence on the north-west by that watershed
north-easterly, passing through the summit of Mount
Tam O'Shanter, to a point bearing north 30 degrees
west, from a tree on the left bank of Lonesome Creek,
marked broad-arrow over L over VII ; thence on the
north-east by a line bearing south 30 degrees east cross-
ing Lonesome Creek at the last-mentioned tree, to
the watershed between that creek and Castle Creek ;
thence on the south-east by that watershed south-
westerly along part of the north-west boundary of the
Hope Run, to a point bearing south 30 degrees east
from the gum-tree marked broad-arrow over L over
XIV first-mentioned, and thence again on the south-
west by a line bearing north 30 degrees west to the point
of commencement.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Ridgelauds.
Claimants of Lease-William George Bell, Charles
Boydell Dutton, and Archibald Francis Dutton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 21 „
Total ... 71
Re-amended description.
Commencing on the right bank of the Thomson
River at a point due west of a tree marked broad-arrow
over XXXVIII over T, being the south-east corner of
Vergemont No. 4 Run, and bounded thence on the
north by a west line along the southern boundaries of
the Vergemont No. 4 and Vergemont No. 3 Runs, to a
point twelve miles twenty chains from the said marked
tree ; thence on the west by a line bearing south seven
miles thirty chains to the north, boundary of the
Woodlands Run ; thence on the south by an east line
along a part of the northern boundary of that run bear-
ing east about nine miles twenty chains to the Thomson
River (which line if produced would pass seventy-two
chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXIV over T) ; and thence on the east by the right
bank of the Thomson River, upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Vergemont No. 1.
Claimants of Lease-James Thomas Allan, Herbert
Garnett, John Cameron, and William Crombie.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 50 „
Total ... 100 „
Commencing on Vergemont ('reek, at a point thirty-
five chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over K
over XXI, and bounded thence partly on the south by
a line bearing west five miles forty-five chains ; thence
on the west by a line bearing north ten miles to the
south boundary of the Evesham No. 6 Run ; thence on
the north by an cast line along part of the southern
boundary of that run and a prolongation thereof, in all
ten miles twenty chains, crossing Vergemont Creek
thirty-one chains south of a tree near a native fishery
marked broad-arrow over K over XXXI ; thence on the
east by a south line ten miles ; and thence again on the
south by a line bearing west four miles fifty-five chains
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Vergemont No. 2.
Claimants of Lease-James Thomas Allan, Herbert
Garnett, John Cameron, and William Crombie.
Estimated Area-
bearing west six miles fifty-three chains ; thence on the
west by a line bearing north ten miles to the southern
boundary of the Vergemont No. I Run ; thence on the
north by an east line along the southern boundary of
that run ten miles twenty chains crossing Vergemont
Creek thirty-five chains north of a tree marked broad-
arrow over K over XXI ; thence on the east by a line
bearing south ten miles ; and thence again on the south
by a line bearing west three miles forty-seven chains to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Vergemont, No. 3.
Claimants of Lease-Janues Thomas Allan, Herbert
Garnett, John Cameron, and William Crombie
Estimated Area-
Available 70 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 30 „
Total 100 „
Commencing at a point two miles due west of a tree
on the left bank Hof the Thompson River marked broad-
arrow over XXXVIII over T, and bounded thence on
the south by a line bearing west ten miles twenty
chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing north
ten miles to the south boundary of the Vergemont No.
2 Run ; thence on the north by an east line along part
of the southern boundary of that run and a prolongation
thereof, in all ten miles twenty chains, crossing Verge-
mont Creek fifteen chains north of a tree marked
broad-arrow over K over XI ; thence on the east by a
line bearing south, passing one mile thirty-five chains
east of tree marked broad-arrow over K over I ten miles
to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Evesham No. 6.
Claimant of Lease-James Thomas Allan.
Estimated Area-
Available
.., 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... .. 50
„
100 „
Commencing at a point thirty-one chains south of a
tree on Vergemont Creek, near a Native Fishery marked
broad-arrow over K over XXXI, and bounded thence
partly on the south by a line bearing west six miles
sixty-two chains ; thence on the west by a line bearing
north ten miles ; thence on the north by a line bearing
east ten miles twenty chains, crossing Vergemont Creek
forty chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over K
over XLI ; thence on the east by a line bearing south
ten miles ; and thence again on the south by a line bear-
ing west three miles thirty-eight chains to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Alfred Downs No. 5.
Claimants of Lease-Henry Cory, Gilbert Gost-
wyck Cory, and James Taylor.
Estimated A rea-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
Total . 50 „
Commencing on the north-west boundary of Alfred
Downs No. 1 Run, at a point twenty-eight chains north-
west of a tree on Acheron Creek marked broad-arrow
over Y over XXXI, and bounded thence partly on the
south-east by a south-west line along portion of the
north-west boundary of that run five miles to the north-
east boundary of the Alfred Downs No. 2 Run ; thence on
the south-west by a north-west line along portions of
the north-east boundaries of Alfred Downs No. 2 and
Alfred Downs No. 4 Runs five miles forty-five chains ;
thence on the north-west by a north-east line nine miles,
crossing Acheron Creek seven chains south-east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over Y over XXIV ; thence on
the north-east by a south-east line along the south-west
boundary of the St. Albans Run and part of the south-
west boundary of Wallon Run five miles forty-five
chains ; and thence again on the south-east by a south-
west line along part of the north-west boundary of the
Alfred Downs No. 1 llun four miles to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Vergemont, No. 4.
Claimants of Lease-Henry Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck
Cory, and James Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available 50  square miles. Available ... ... 39 square miles.
Unavailable ... 50 Unavailable ... .. 0 „...
„
Total ... 100 „ Total ... ... 39
Commencing at a point fifteen chains north of a tree
on Vergemont Creek marked broad-arrow over K over
XI, and bounded thence partly on the south by a line
Commencing on the right back of the Thomson River
at a point due west of a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXVIII over T, being the north- east corner  of Ridge-
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lands Run ,  and bounded thence on the south by a west
line along part of the northern boundary of the Ridge-
lands Run to a point two miles frein the said marked
tree ; thence on the west by a north line along the
eastern boundary of Vergemont No. 3 Run and a pro
longation thereof, in all twelve miles ; thence  oil  the
north by  an east l.ne to the south -west angle of the
Alfred  Dow us  No.  3 Run and along part of the southern
boundary of that run, in all about  five miles to the
Thomson River (which last line if produced would pass
ten chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow over
XLVI  over  T ) ; and thence on the east by the right
bank of the Thomson River downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Alfred Downs, No. 11.
Claimants of Lease-Henry Cory ,  Gilbert Gostwyck
Cou'v,  and James Taylor.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  45 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  45
Total ... ... 90
Commencing on the right bank of A(-heron Creek on
the north-west boundary of Alfred Downs No. 5 Run at
it  point about ten chains south of a tree marked broad-
arrow over Y over XXIV ,  and bounded thence partly
on the south -cast by a south -west line along part of the
north-west boundary of Alfred Downs No. 5 Run seven
miles fifty chains ; thence by a north-west line along
part of the north -east boundary of Alfred Downs No. 4
Run twenty chains  ;  thence again on the south -east by
a south-west line along part of the nog th-west boundary
of Alfred  Downs No. 4 Run eight miles ;  thence on the
west by a north line along the eastern boundary of Alfred
Downs  No. 10 Run nine miles forty -eight chains to the
north -east corner of that run  ;  thence on the north-west
by a line bearing north -east nine miles forty chains to
Acheron Creek at a point twenty-four chains  below  a
tree marked broad -arrow over Y over XVII ; and thence
on the north -east by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
GREGORY NORTH DIS I'RICT.
Name of Run - Esmarelda West.
Claimant of Lease - De Burgh Persse.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ...  38 square miles.
Unavailable ... 37
Total ... ... 75
Commencing on Farrar's Creek, at a point forty
chains nortli-ca:t of a tree marked broad-arrow over
LVII, and bounded thence on the south-west by a north-
west line four miles thirty-five chains ; thence on the
north-west by a north cast line fifteen miles ; thence
on the north-east by a south-east line five miles thirty-six
hains to Farrar's Creek at a point forty-nine chains
orth-east of a tree on Meergum Waterhole marked
road-arrow over XLV ; and thence on the soutli-cast
by the right bank of Farrar's Creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Rum-Esmarelda East.
Claimant of Lease-Do Burgh Persse.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 38 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 37
Total
Commencing on Farrar's Creek at a point forty
chains north -east of a tree narked broad -arrow over
LVII,  and bounded thence on the south -west by  a south-
east line  five miles forty- five  chains;  thence on the
south -east by a north -east line  fifteen miles  ;  thence on
the north -east by a north -west line four miles forty-four
chains to Farrar 's Creek at a point forty -nine chains
north -east of a tree on Meergum Waterhole marked
broad- arrow  over XLV ;  and thence on the north-west
by the  left bank of Farrar 's Creek doll awards to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run -Blackhoy West.
Claimant of Lease - De Burgh Persse.
Estimated Area-
Available 57 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 18 ))
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing on Farrar's Creek at a point forty-nine
chains north-east of a tree on Dieergunn WVaterhole,
marked broad-arrow over XLV, and bounded thence on
the south-west by a north-west line five miles seventy-
six chains; thence on the north-west by a north-east
line fifteen miles ; thence on the north-east  by a south
east line  five miles seven chains to Farrar's Creek, at a
point twenty -eight chains  south-west  of a tree marked
broad -arrow over  XXXI ; and thence on  the south-east
by the  right bank of that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Rum- Blackboy East.
Claimant  of Lease-De  Burgh  Persse.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... 57 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ...  18
Total  ... ... 73
„
Commencing  on Farrar 's Creek at a point forty-nine
chains north -east of a tree on bleergum Waterhole
marked broad-arrow over XLV, and  bounded  thence on
the south -west by a south -east line four miles four
chains ; thence on the south-east by a north -east line
fifteen miles  ;  thence on the north -east by a north-west
line four miles seventy -three chains to Farrar 's Creek
at a point twenty -eight  chains south -west of a tree
marked broad -arrow  over XXXI ;  and thence on the
north -west  by the  left bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run - Kilrusli.
Claimant of Lease-De Burgh Persse.
Estimated
 Area -Available ... ...  50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  0 „
Total  ... ...  50 „
Commencing on Farrar 's Creek at a point twenty-eight
chains south-west of a tree marked broad -arrow over
XXXI , and bounded them -e on the south -west by a
north -west line  five miles seventy-two chains ; thence on
the north -west by a no rt h-east line ten miles  ;  thence
on the north -east by a south-east line three miles forty
chains to Farrar 's Creek at a point eleven chains north-
east of a tree  marked broad- arrow over XXII ; and
thence on the south -east by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Clashnamuck.
Claimant of Lease-De Burgh Persse.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
,)
Total ... ... 50
,)
Commencing on Farrar's Creek at a point twenty-eight
chains south-west of a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXXI, and bounded thence on the south-west by a
south-east line four miles eight chains ; thence on the
south-east by a north-east line ten miles ; thence on the
north-east by a north-west line six miles forty chains to
Farrar's Creek at a point eleven chains north-east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over XXII ; and thence on
the north-west by the left bank of that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Name of Rum-Doubtful No. 2.
Claimant of Lease-William  Kelman.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  50 square miles.Unavailable 14
Total ... 64
Commencing on Farrar's Creek at a point eleven
chains north-east of a tree marked broad-arrow over
XXII, and bounded thence partly on the south-west by
a north-west line two miles sixty chains ; thence on the
north-west by a north-east line eight miles ; thence on
the north-east by a south-east line crossing Farrar's
Creek, twelve chains north-east of a tree marked broad-
arrow over it, and Boolooroo Creek, ten chains north-
east of a tree marked b,'oad-arrow over W o,cr XXIII
eight miles ; thence on the south-east by a south-west
line eight miles ; and thence again on the south-west by a
north-west line five miles twenty chains to the point of
commencement.
1!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd February, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of
" The  Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1SG8,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
azette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
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hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL,  TENTHILL CREEK.
County of  Churchill. parish  of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south -east corner thereupon of portion  85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek  ;  on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine  links;  on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north -east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY.
County of  Stanley . parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and  bounded thence  on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains  ;  on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains  ;  on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains  ;  and on the east by another
road one chain  wide,  bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south -west corner of por-
tion 337 ,  and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west seven chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven chains and fifty links  ;  and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  Canning , parish of ?Vlooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 48 ,  and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north eleven
chains ; and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of a I eserved road ,  as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General 's  Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
TOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Gceernor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  Th- Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deedsof Grant respectively, underhis Hand and
the seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective  grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descript-.crs,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Laud grcvnlcc/.- Selection  34", f3eenleigh District,
seven hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
7 50 acres.
County of Ward, parish of  ('oomcra, selection  347
porti"n 79.
Commencing on Broadwater ,  Moreton Bay, at
the south -east corner of'portion eighty ,  and bounded
thence  by lines bearing north 257 degrees 30
minutes cast one hundred and eight chains, thence
north 151 degrees east ninety - three chains to the left
bank of Saltwater  Creek ; tlie ,ice by the left bank of
that creek  downwards  to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of commence-
ment, - ex elusive of -three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950.
Se tember, 1867.
Date of Deed-30th
Fame of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen acres one rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion
641.
Commencing on a road one chain R ide, at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46 minutes, and distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-
east corner of portion 16 1, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south-east by that road bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty-nine links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-half links, 231 degrees 40 minuted six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty-seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lan s Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING ON TEVIOT BltooK.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan.
100 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook at ttie north-east
corner  of portion 19, and bounded thence on part
of the south by one of the north-east  boundaries
and part of the north boundary of that portion
north westerly and westerly to the read from.
Dugandan to Ipswich ; on the west by that road
northerly about one hundred and thirty- one chains
to its junction with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing of '1'eviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the south and on the east by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
(Within Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment  Gazette  of 1875, folio 1298.)
On Bingera Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked BT over
NXV ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line south-easterly about seventy -five chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over EA over II on the
road from Bingera to Eureka  ;  on the south by a
line westerly to the Burnett  River  at a point
opposite a tree on the left bank of the river marked
BT over  X XVII ;  and thence by the Burnett
R iver downwards to the point of comnicniceiaent.
RESERVE FOIL  T I MBRR.
County  of Cook,  parish of South Kolan.
570 acres.
Commencing at a point one chain north from the
north-east corner of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south by the road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51, and 13, and a line west to
the south -east corner of portion  52;  on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine chains and ten
links;  thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy -one degrees thirty minutes two chains and
seventy-eight links one degree thirty minutes
twenty -six chains and sixty -four  links;  on the north
by a line bearing east fifty-two chains and ninety-
one  links;  thence by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 21  southerly and
easterly to the road forming the west boundary of
portion 1A; and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Condamine River ,  at crossing  of plain  Western
Road from Dally, county  of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at its intersection by the south side of the
main road from Dalby to Condamine ,  and bounded
thence on the south by the south side of that road
westerly to the east boundary of the reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government Gazette for  1872,
page 13 ; on the north -west by that reserve north-
eastei ly to the Condamine  River;  and on the north-
east by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook .District (on the Telegraph line).
238 acres.
Commencing on the Laura River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over QG, and bounded thence by a
line running east-north-east fifty-three chains ;
thence by a line running north-north-west forty-five
chains; thence  by a  line running west-south-west
fifty-three chains ; thence by a line running south
south-east forty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Franklyn Vale Creek, county of Churchill, parish
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the south-west corner of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty. two chains and sixteen links, and
passing through a post on the bank of said creek ;
on the north-east by a road two chains wide bearing
two hundred degrees one chain and twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty-five degrees and
twenty-one minutes east eleven chains and  fifty-
nine links ; on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty-five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek, and passing through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  the Titles to Land
jet of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the A, t aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant--28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 187 5.
Name of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-Allotment 2,  section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanle
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres. •
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57
.
minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
-Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
I
pursuance of the twenty - fourth section of
j " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
R FSERV E FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgor•ah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
R line bearing west forty chains ; on thewe st by a
line bearing north forty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Buryorah, country of Belmore, near St.
Georqe.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing 23d degrees one hundred and
twee ty. t nvo chairs and forty-one links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t-" the Bolonne River ; and on the north-
west  .by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
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RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of  Cardwell ,  parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing  on  the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of U?ii etion 2, and bounded
thence on the north -east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty -two chains to a roha  :  thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains and fifty links to the north -east boun-
dary line of selection  145;  on the south -west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty -seven links
to Stone River ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
W HEREAS, by the twenty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868 ,"  it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for the  purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL,  NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County  of Churchill,  parish  of Alfred,  portions  16
18,  and 21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north -east corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty-one ohains  ;  on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains ; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty -one chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, Brisbane, Beenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
I
N  pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder -described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a  Quarry,  and placed under the
control of the Municipal Council of Brisbane.
RESERVE FOR  QUARRY.
County of Stanley, parish of North  Brisbane.
2 acres  2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing on the north-west side of Leich-
hardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south- east  by that street
bearing 238 degrees 8 minutes two chains and fifty
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 328
degrees 8 minutes ten chains and forty -seven links ;
on the north-west by a line bearing 58  degrees 8
minutes two chains and fifty links ; and on the
north-east by a line bearing 148 degrees 8  minutes
ten chains and forty -seven  links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868  " have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation.
1 ' A. H.Brown Road separating portion
*2
120 from portion 121
A. Binstead  Reserved  ro ad through
portion 3 from the
south boundary to the
Coomera River
Parish.
Oxley ...
Barrow
Area.
A.R.  P.
1 2 21
30
This  road is proposed to be closed  in exchange for a new  ro ad
further  to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public  purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks  : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE CLOSED.
No. I Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 C. Shepperd
T. Murtha
and R.
McCready
A. U. P.
Road reserved through Kholo ... 1 3 14
portion 9
Road reserved th ro ugh Pimpama 2 0
portion 13, from Pim-
pama  Creek easterly
to its east boundary
'3 G Part of road reserved Cedar ... 1 2 30
walker through portion 13
*4 Roads De- Road separating 'por- Deuchar ... 3 0 23
partment tion 15 from portion
22
* The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
RESERVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOBOUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October,  1860 ;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
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low-water mark ,  spring tides ; thence by that pro-  north `28 degrees 59 minutes east eight chains
duction and part of said north -west boundary line five links  ;  thence bearing north 44  degrees 26
south -westerly  to  the point of commencement .  minutes east ten chains sixty -nine links  ; •  thence
RESERVE FOR THE  PURPOSE OF aivlN( i ACCESS TO bearing north  52  degrees 2 minutes east, threechains seventy -two and a-quarter links ; thence
THE WHARF RESERVE  AT MARYBOROUGH, bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH ,  1874. chains thirty-five  links:,. thence bearing north 67
32 perches. degrees 52 mini t2s east forty-four links to a road
one chain  :,  ide ; on the east by that road bearingCommencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees so,Ith twenty -one chains ninty -four links ; and  on18 minutes east, being a line parallel with  Wharf the  south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
street ,  three hundred links from the east corn er of
ninty •eight links to the point of commencement,-Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300 exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Moggilldegrees 18 minutes east two hundred lin}is ; thence road to the railway station ,  as shown on plan of
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
survey deposited in  the  Surveyor -General 's Office,links to the south -west boundary of reserve fox the area of which has been deducted from the totalh Mw arves proclaimed 6th arch, 1874; thence by
area.that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Deeds of
ll Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the lands in-
tended to be granted ,  to the intent that , by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions ,  and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 68  acres,  1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point  one chain  west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north  sixteen  chains fifty-one
links;  on the north by a line bearing west twenty
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fitty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west  five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north- west  corner of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen  chains fifty  links  to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
Brisbane Ris er; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name -of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Tndooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED Dhscmi-rio.-4.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685. and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9t1  February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the 27th section of
The  Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868" Nava
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
inter, sts affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this ,  and the
Land Agent 's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD PROPOSED  TO BE CL OSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 E. Turich Road separatingpor- Boyne...
A. IL  P.
.6316
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1877.
I Npursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" 2 he Crown Lands Al ienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CUSTOMS BOAT SHED AND LANDING,
MARYBOROUGH.
About 8 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf-
street three hundred and fifty links from the east
corner of the reserve for Immigration Depot ;
thence north 300 degrees  18 minutes  east fifty
links ; thence north 30 degrees 18 minutes east to
the Mary River  low-water mark spring tides ;
thence by that mark upwards to a point  bearing
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east from the com-
mencing point ; and thence by a line north 210
degrees 18 minutes east to the point of  commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR WATER, WIDE BAY CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
2,560 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Wide Bay Creek
at its intersection by the north boundary of selec-
tion 625, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west fifty chains and two links ; on the
west by a line bearing north one hundred and
seventy chains and ten links; on the north by a line
bearing east one hundred and sixty chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing south one hundred and
sixty-nine chains and eighty-seven  links ; again
on the south by a line bearing  west  fifty eight
chains and ten links to Wide Bay Creek, and pas-
sing through a post three hundred and  ten links
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from said creek ; and by that Creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of one hundred
and fifty-eight acres for pre-emptive purchase No.
443, as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-Cenexal's Office.
RESERVE FOR  A J rND, ST. GEORGE.
County of Belmore, parish of St. George, town of
St. George,  allotments  9 and  10  of sectw:; 28.
2 acres
Commencing on the north-west side of Marie
Street at the east corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that street bearing 221
degrees four chains; on the south-west by allotment
18 bearing 31 degrees five chains; on the north-west
by allotments 1 and 2 bearing 41 degrees four
chains to Row street ; and on the north-east by
that street bearing 131 degrees 5 chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Redcliffe.78 acres.
Commencing on a road one hundred and fifty
links wide at the north corner of portion 216, and
bounded thence on the south -west and south by
portions 216 and 217 bearing north 111 degrees
east fourteen chains and fifteen links, and east
twenty chains ; on the east by portion 220, bearing
north twelve chains ; again on the south by that
porii ;m  bearing east twenty chains  ;  on the south-
east by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north 62 degrees east ,  one chain and eighty-
one links ; on th9 north -east and north by por-
tion 517 ,  bearing north 315 degrees east ten chains,
and west forty -seven chains and seventy links ; and
on the west by a line bearing south fifteen chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A MARKET.
Coi'i,ty of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section  28.
3 acres 3 roods 17 perches!
Ciwi:nencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and
bound,•d thence on the south-west by Maryborough-
street, bearing south-easterly three chains and
fifty-two links to Quay-street; on the south-east
by that street, bearin r north-easterly ten chains to
Barolin-street ; on the north-east by that street,
bearing north-westerly three chains and eightyy-
nine links to the Burnett River, and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  A FERRY.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg
allotments  I and 4 of section 29.
1 acre 2 roods 36 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Burrum-street, bear-
ing south-easterly two chains and eighty-five links
to Quay street ; on the south-east by that street,
bearing north-easterly six chains; on the north-east
by allotment seven, bearing north-westerly three,
chains  to the Burnett River.  and on  the north-west
by that river upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC PURPOSES . ON THE  BARRON
RIVER, DOUGLAS' TRACK, FROM CAIRNS TO
THOENBOROUGH.
1,000 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing east and distant
fifty chains from the crossing of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough over the Barron River,
and bounded thence on part of the east by a line
bearing south fifty chains ; on the south by a line
bearing west one hundred chains, crossing the
Barron River ; on the west by a line bearing north
one hundred chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east one  hundred chains, crossing the Barron River;
and on the remainder, of the east by a line bearing
south fifty chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
County of Churchill, parish of Tent Hill, portion
N o. 44.
126 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Tent Hill Cre ek
at a point bearing  273 degrees, and distant eighty
links from a gum tree  marked 44, and bounded
thence on the south by a line bearing west sixty-
three chains  and seventy links, and passing through a
post three hundred and seventy links  from said
creek ; on the west by a road bearing north twenty
chains ;  on the north by portion  43, bearing east
sixty-two chains and fifty links to Tent Hill Creek,
and passing  through a po it one hundred and twenty-
four links from said creek  ;  and on the east by that
creek upwards to  the point  of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
W r r HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of1 1  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, p%rrish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north-east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees cast
twenty-four chains and seven links; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees eas t
six chains and fifty-eight links; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing  east  two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north- east  by a line
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south- east  by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north 323 degrees 3 minutes
east eleven chains and ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
I NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
IT is hereby notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay. will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surve or will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1876.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
18¢8," it is provided  that before  any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any  public
purpose, notice thereof shall be  published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the  period &foresaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN POUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBUREA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
"ach one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Art of
1868,"  it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose,  notice  thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be  permanently reserved for Wharf purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly two chains and sixty
three links to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  19th December, 1876.
ERRORS  IN DEEDS.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of
l Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor wi ll , in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees ,  to the intent that , by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct names and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and in every deed containing the erroneous
names and descriptions ,  and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.-Portion  211, county of Cht rc hill
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders,  portion
No. 211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south -west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links  ;  on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty -nine chains and fifty -five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two  links;  and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east  fifty-
nine chains and forty -two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish  of Oxley, twenty- five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No. 92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links ; on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty-one links; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  161
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one chains fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary flue of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty-one chains
eighty-five links; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich road 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant - 31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of  Gran tees-Samuel Joseph Wills ,  Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Land granted . Portion 37, county Clinton ,  parish
of Gladstone.
Nature  of Misnomer.- The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and  Arthur  Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills. George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of" The Crown Lands Ali ation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen cc,nsecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiraticn of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March,  town  of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets ,  and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south- east  by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to  Kent  street ; on
the south-west by that  street  bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
to the  point of commencement.
FOR A.  SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the fiorth
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety -eight links ;
on the west by'a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty -four  links; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ; and  on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four  chains and  twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and  fifty -six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
WITH  the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony ,  it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts--even to the
extent of filling up forms of application ,  transfers,
and ether documents ,  for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer 's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or  .' her officer,  refusing to supply informa-
tion ,  or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance to his own use, on the matter being
reported ,  will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient- .  however ,  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, rangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
Missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by  that officer ,  a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FItYA R.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th March, 1877.
i T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe following Tenders have been accepted,  viz.:-
SAMLUEL SHENTO-,-Erection  of Messenger's
Quarters ,  Brisbane Railway Station ;
BANKS  BROS.-Lengthening Culvert, &c.,  Bris-
bane  Railway Station.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified or general information, that
the following Tenders  have been  accepted,
Piz :-
Erection of Court House ,  Nanango-THOMAS
PRYDE.
Erection of Court  House and  Lock -up at High-
fields-JoHN GARGET.
Erection of Quarters for Sub-Collector of
Custon,s,•Town sville-W. SALMON.
Erection  of Museum  Buildings ,  Brisbane-W.
MACFARLANE.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, CAMP FLAT, UPPER
CABOOLTURE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Primary School ,  at Camp Flat, Upper
Caboolture.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Camp Flat, Upper Caboolture."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Caboolture.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOTS' BUILDINGS, CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Cairns, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Pilots' Buildings ,  at Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilots'
Buildings, Cairns."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Custom House ,  Cairns.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoimance  of the  Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration. -
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCK-UP, MACKAY.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Court House, Mackay, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next, from per-
sons willing  to contract for the erection of Additions
to Lock-up, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Lock-up, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LANDS OFFICES, IPSWICH.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Lands Offices at Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for LandsOffices, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount  of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, DEE RIVER.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at Dee River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice,Dee River."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. dwl
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March,  18'17.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office,Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works, .
Brisbane, 9th March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, St.Lawrence."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the aue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise t$e Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th March, 1877.
ALBERTON FERRY, LOGAN RIVER.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 23rd March
instant, from persons willing to contract for the Lease,
for the period of two years, of the F erry on the
Logan River at Alberton. Puut and warp will be
supplied by the Government.
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Allcrton
Ferry, Logan River."
Conditions of lease ,  form of tender ,  and regula-
tions for working the Ferry may be seen, and
further particulars obtained, at this Office, and at
the Police Office, Beenleigh.
At the foot of every Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
in the event of the Tender being accepted, and
undertaking in that event, that they will severally
execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty in the penal sum of such amount as may
be hereafter determined upon. for securing such
performance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken
into consideration.
The highest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works.
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, GRAMZOW, LOGAN AND
ALBERT RIVERS.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School at Gramzow.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Primary
School, Gramzow."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Primary School, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forrhs, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security f'or the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from  the usual notification  of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing such performance  ; other-
wise the  Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or  any 'A"ender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GlRUEGE T14 RN-
.Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, YAAMBA.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office ,  Rockhampton, until
4 o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the  6th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph  Office  at Yaamba.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Telegraph
Office, samba."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance ,  a Bond to Her  Majesty  for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 187 7 .
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.
r  ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
r  at the  Primary School, St. George, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
additicns to the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders tobe endorsed " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, St. George."
Plan,'Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this  Office,
and at the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within  which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TIARO.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Tiaro, until 4 o'clock p in.
on FRIDAY, the 6th April, from persons will-
ing to contract for the erection of a Primary School
at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Dam."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office
and at the Court House, Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHARTERS  TOWERS.
rrENDERS  will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o 'clock p.m on FRIDAY,  the 6th April next,
from. persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School,  Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification .  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Court  House ,  Charters Towers.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every  'l'ender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 pet
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event  of'  the
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Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, IPSWICH RESERVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Primary School, Ipswich Reserve.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Ipswich Reserve."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
TO ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.
MACHINERY FOR WATERWORKS, TOO-
WOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j Four o'clock  p.,m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from persons willing to contract for sup-
lying and erecting the Machinery required for the
oowoomba Waterworks.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Machinery,
Toowoomba Waterworks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Engineer for Waterworks' office,
Ipswich and Toowoomba. -
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th February, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
BRIDGE OVER QUART-POT CREEK, STAN-
THORPE.FRESH TENDERS will be received at thisOffice, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 23rd March, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Road Bridge over Quart-Pot
Creek, at Stanthorpe.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Quart-Pot
Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
at the Roads Office, Toowoomba, and at the Court
Houses at Warwick and Stanthorpe.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, LOW ISLAND, NEAR CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Cooktown, and Works
Office, 'Townsville, until 4 o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 6th April next, from persons willing
to contract for the erection of a Lighthouse on Low
Island, near Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lighthouse,
ow Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Cooktown, and Foreman
of Works' Office, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WESTWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Telegraph Office, Westwood, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd March,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Westwood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
O fce, Westwood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Westwood.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITION S'TO POST OFFICE, MARY BOROU GII.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat Court House, Maryborough, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 23rd March next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Post Office, Maryborough.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Post Office, Mar,borozcyh."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mary borough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1877.THE following Donations to the Museum werereceived during the month of February,
1877, viz .-
Mr. Walter Hill, Botanical Gardens-1 young carpet
snake.
Mr. J. F. Harding--1 bird's nest.
Mr. Treothen, Thornborough-1 rich gold specimen,
from the Flying-pig Reef, Hodgkinson.
Master Burnett-1 phasma.
Mr. W. Stephenson, Tingalpa-9 specimens of beetles,
oryeks babarossa.
Mr. John Fortey-1 human spinal bone, from Malbon
Island, South Sea, found in 16ft. depth of guano.
Mr. Bond-1 scorpeena.
Mr. Travis, Maryborough-1 ceratodus.
Mr. Burstall-1 snake,  cacophir.
Mr. Allen, Townsville-1 pigmy goose.
Mr. Miles, Mount Elsie, Bowen-Collection of insects,
lizards, skull of dingo, and stone implements.
Mr. S. Ilockings, South Brisbane-2 skins of rabbits.
Mr. C. Trundle-1 copy of different signatures of
Napoleon I.
HERBARIUM.
Mr.  A.  F. Green, New Zealand-Plants from NewZealand.
Mr. J. F. Cheeseman, New Zealand-Plants from New
Zealand.
Mr. L. A. Bernays, Brisbane-Plants.
Mr. Carr Boyd, Townsville-Plants.
Mr. W. G. Armit, Etheridge-Plants.
Mr. J. Davidson, Stanthorpe-Plants.
Mr. T. Gulliver, Normanton-Plants.
Mr. De Burgh Birch, Darr River-Plants.
Mr. C. E. Broom, F.L.S., England-1 collection of
fungi.
Mr. C. It. Beddome, Cardwell-1 collection of rare ferns.
NO. OF VISITORS,  1,963.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  14th March, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
j T is  hereby  notified for general information that
1 the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued  by the Wardens, at the
places hereunder specified, during the month ended
28th February, 1877.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
WARWICK.
No. Name.
1302 George Beattie.
ETIII. RIDOE.
No. Name.
371 Ali Site.
PEAK  DOWNS.
No. Name . No.  Name.
523 Site Long 524 Mili Atchin
I:OYNB AND CALLIOPE..
No. Name.
ts03 Arthur Dfay.
No.
1673
1673
1674
BIERSTOWN.
Name.  No Name.
Wor Eiu anal Ac•l. Man 1675 Ali Low and Ah
F. Wilson PowJohn Paterson 1676 Kin 'l'ong.
RAVENSWOOD.
No. Name.  No. Name.
285 Benj,anain  Birkley 287 Lawrence B.
286 Phillip Benjamin Ryan
288 Win. McAdams
and J.  Olsa it.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Araniac,  Banana , Beenleigh, Blackal],
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Bur-
renda, Byers town, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown,  Cunnamulla , Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Mary borough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
'Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits  exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the  rate  of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding 9200, the above  rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours,  and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
PUNTS FOR DREDGE "LYTTON."
TO IRON SHIP-BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
T
ENDERS will be received until noon of
SATURDAY, 14th April, for the construction
of Three (3) Iron Hopper Barges, to carry 250 tons
each.
Plans  and Specification may be  seen  at the Office
of the Engineer of Harbors and Rivers, Brisbane,
where also lithographed copies may be obtained on
payment of  one guinea.
The lowest or any Tender not  necessarily  accepted
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1877.
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Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
DALBY TO COOR.INGA CREEK A\TD CfIAR-
LEY'S CREEK, ALONG THE WESTERN
RAILWAY.
SENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the sixteenth
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material except wire
and insulators , and for all workmanship necessary
for the erection of the undermentioned Line of
Telegraph, according to the terms, general con-
ditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately -
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for  extra  length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for  affixing  insulators, and
stretching wire.
Dalby to Charley's Creek, a distance of 50 miles,
more or less.
The wire and  insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the 'Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to  have  been completed by the off ter
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf', shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials  in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself' the right to
make  use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not  to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor  may avail  himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Art"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that it shall  be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, t:) satisfy any  such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads; and if  such claims
are not  defrayed, the Superintendent  is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in  the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor , together with all  materials and implements
in his possession  on the ground,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount  shall be con-
sidered as ascertained  damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons  as  sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for 'the  due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ;  and undertaking ,  in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within ten (10)  days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specifi"at ion.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle -track of not less than  eight (8) feet  in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by the fallen timber ,  must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed , leaving
a clear space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood  (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed ),  with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five  (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five  (25) feet in
length ;  -to  be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk  five (5) feet in the ground ,  placed in a perpen-
dicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble and
earth .  At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
aq directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to  pattern  supplied,
and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1)  inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to tl.e insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship ,  are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information ,  may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-.
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
CHARLES S fUART MEIN.
TENDER  FOR CONVEYANCE  OF MAILS.
ENDERS are hereby invited ,  and will be
received until noon  of' MONDAY , the 16th
April ,  1877, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails.
To and from Gympie and Imbil, by horse, once
a-week ,  for one or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond  fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with h:m in such sum as the
Postmaster -General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents ,  are required
to pay to the Postmaster -General a sum equal to
ten per cent .  of the amount of such Tender ,  as uiay
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be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and
contract shall have been executed, for their duly
commencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall he absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event  of'  the contractor fa;ling
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at lea4t one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster -General.
All ferry  dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form  of Tender  can be inspected at the General
Post Office,  or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
ADDITIONAL TELEGRAPH WIRE, MARY-BOROUGH TO ROCKHAMPT.-N.
'ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until  Noon on MONDAY, the second clay of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting for
the supply of ah material, except wire  and insula-
tors, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned telegraph wire, ac-
cording to the terms  and general  conditions, specifi-
cations, &c., appended hereto.
Tenders  must state :-
1. Price, per mi'e, for regulating the existing
wire, for affixing brackets and insulators,
and for stretching the additional wire.
2. Price, each, for supplying and erecting new
poles where required.
ADDITIONAL WIRE, MARYBOROUGII TO
ROCKHAMPTON.
A distance of 266 miles more or less.
The wire, brackets, and insulators to be supplied
by the Government, and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and hand' -d
over to the Government within four (4) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the same; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer ap-
pointed by him in that behalf, shall have full power
at any time afterwards, before final payment shall
be made, of rejectinand condemning any of the
work or materials in-respect of which such report
and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid when the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make  use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not  to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the work
or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  "The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government  against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor ;
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see  fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line ; also,
for damage  so caused to roads; and if such claims
are not  defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far  as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non' fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in hi. possession on the ground, and all suns of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the -party tendering, and two
responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum egnsl to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself' to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph Line  is to  be regulated
where  necessary,
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by the contractor)
to be of split ironbark, according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator  to be not less than one (1) inch from the
top of the bracket. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the insulators with
the binding wire supplied.
Poles supplied to be heavy straight saplings of
the best description of approved hardwood (no
spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash being allowed)
with the bark removed, not less than  nine (9) inches
in diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five
(5) inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five
(25) feet in length; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred from the base upwards, over a space of six
(6) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ; the
top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its ex-
tremity with good hoop iron of not  less than one (1)
inch wide.
The top of each pole to be bored for the insulator
pin, and served with a thick coating of white lead.
Poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the ground, and
securely fixed as directed.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject to
the final approval or rejection of the Superintendent
of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed by
him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
Sr.  GEORGE TO CURRIWILLINGHI.
1-ENDERS will bereceived at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the ninth
(9th) day of April next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material except
wire and insulators, and for all workman,liip
necessary for the erection of the undermentioned
Line of Telegraph, according to the  terms , general
conditions, and specification appended hereto.
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Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price,'-Per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
St. George to Curriwillinghi, a distance of 100
miles ,  more or less.
The wire  and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and banded
over to the Government within eight (8) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment ,% ill be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the vs ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
Appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay.
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments way have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac.
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
won k or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph. Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any  claims  for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the  contractor  fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the  work in the manner
and at the  rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall  be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract,  as far as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money  which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with  all materials  and implements
in his possession  on the ground, and  all sums of
money ,  whether named  in the Bond to be entered
into by  the contractor  or otherwise , as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the  amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for  breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo-
randum signed  by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
within the  time stipulated , in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within  ten (10)  days  from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest  or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor , under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away. and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhangin(T from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, n hick in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads wbieh may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt. and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six  (6)  feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
he firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
v kith good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
aide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
Ihe poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
he of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of' it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, orany officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 30th January, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
FROM A POINT ON THE EXISTING LINE
BETWEEN THE TATE AND WALSH TELE-
GRAPH STATIONS TO THORNBOROUGH.
rpENDERS will be received at the office of the
_( Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MOANDAY, the 19th day of
March next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators, and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under-mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
From a point on the existing line betvi een the
Tate and Walsh Telegraph Stations to Thorn-
borough, a distance of eighty-five  miles , more or
less.
Also for stretching' an additional wire on the
existing line of poles from the point of junction to
the Tate or Walsh Telegraph Station. The wire
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and insulators to be supplied by the Government,
and delivered to the contractor in Brisbane. The
whole contract to be completed and handed over
to the Government within ten (10) months from the
notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make  use of  the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor:
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erect:on of the line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette.
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of  money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with  all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
axcepance of' the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the  insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
GEORGE THORN,
pro  Postmaster -General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
MANUFACTURE OF VOLUNTEER
UNIFORMS.
GENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 12 o'clock Noon on SATURDAY, 31st
March, for the making of eight hundred (800)
Tunics and eight hundred (800) Trousers, more or
less, in accordance with sample pattern, to be seen
at the Colonial Stores.
Price to include  making and all material , except
cloth, buttons,  and facings , which will be provided
out of the Government Stores.
The workmanship to be of the very best quality,
and each garment made to measure, and fitted to
the entire satisfaction of the Officer Commanding.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted, in the sum of £200, and two sureties in
£100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily
be accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for making
Volunteer Uniforms."
Further particulars can be supplied upon appli-
cation  to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED. RAWLINS.
pro  Colonial Secretary.
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Cote nial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
VOLUNTN.ER BELTS AND POtCHES.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
12 o'clock Noon on SATURDAY, 31st
March, for the supply of eight hundred (more or
less) Belts and Pouches, in accordance with a sam-
ple pattern to he seen at the Colonial Stores.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract
will be required from the person whose Tender may
he accepted, in the sum of £100, and two sureties
in £50 each.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Volunteer
Belts and Puurhes,"  and the time to be specified
in which they mill be delivered at the Colonial
Stores in the event of the Tender being accepted.
Further particulars can be supplied on applica-
tion to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED. RAWLINS,
pro  Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office.
Brisbane, 16th March, IS-17.
VOLUNTEER CAPS.
ENDERS will be received at this Office until
l 12 o'clock Noon on SATUTRDAY, 31st
March. for the supply of eight hundred (more or
less) Forage Caps, in accordance with a sample
pattern to be seen at the Colonial Stores.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Volunteer
Caps,"  and the time to be specified in which they
will be delivered at the Colonial Stores, in the
event of the Tender being accepted.
A Bond for the performance of tl e Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted, in the sum of 1;75, and two sureties in
£25 each.
Further particulars can be supplied on applica-
tion to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED.  RAWLINS,
pro  Colonial secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office.
Brisbane , 13th March, 1877.
SPRINGSURE HOSPITAL.THE following Rule and Regulation, passed bythe Com; nittee of Management of the spring-
sure Hospital , having been approv, d and confirmed
by His Excellency the Governor in Council, is
hereby published in the  Government Gazette:-
" That, on the admission of a Polynesian laborer,
the employer shall be required to pay, in advance,
the sum of  thirty shillings (30s.) for one week
maintenance , and to pay every other week in
advance also."
(For the Colonial Secretary,)
S. W. GRIFFITH.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SINGAPORE R OCX-L1 ISLES- CUMBERLAND
ISLANDS.
THE Rock on which the " Singapore " struck
has its outer edge awash at low water springs,
gradually deepening towards L1 Island. This
danger is of very small extent, and lies in the
following position, viz.:--
N.W. point of western L1 Island ... N.W.
S.W. do. do. ... E. by S.; S.
There is a deep passage between the rock and the
island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane, 26th February, 187 7.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF STEAMERS
NAVIGATING THE LOGAN RIVER.STEAM vessels passing the Loganholme Ferryare cautioned to blow their wi istles while
rounding the points above and below the ferry, and
to slacken their speed  so as to pass  quite slowly
over the ferry warp.
G. P. II EATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED ROCK, FLINDERS PASSAGE,
TORRES STRAITS.
CAPTAIN
SCOTT reports the  existence of a
dangerous Rock, with 4 feet  of water over
it at low water springs, lying in  the following
position :-
Channel  Rock ... West.
Peak of Wednesday Island, N. by W.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and  Harbors,
Brisbane  6th March, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FREEMAN'S CH 1NNEL, MORETON BAY.
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the available
depth at low water springs in Freeman's
Channel is now only 9 feet.
Vessels should still pass at a ship 's length south
of the buoys.
G. P. HE ATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and  Harbors,
Brisbane .  26th February, 1877.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1877.
TOOWOOMBA GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the adviceof the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the following Regulations for the
management  of the Toowoomba Grammar School,
which are hereby published for  general informa-
tion.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
TOOWOO51Bd GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
REGULATIONS.
1. The trustees shall, at their first meeting in
each year, elect one of their number  as chairman
and treasurer, and another of' their number as
secretary, for the current year.
2. Meetings of the trustees shall be called by
circular, by order of the chairman, at any time he
may think necessary. and such meetings may be
adjourned from time to time to conclude any un-
finished business.
3. At any time, upon the written requisition of
two trustees, the chairman shall convene  a meeting
of thA trustees, to be field at any time after the
expiration of three days from the receipt of such
requisition.
4. At all meetings of the board, the  chairman
(if present) shall preside ; and, in his  absence, a
chairman  of the meeting shall  be chosen by a
majority of the members present. Three  members
shall form a quorum. In the event of there being
an equality of votes, the  chairman shall have a
casting vote.
5. The chairman shall act as returning officer
at all meetings of subscribers qualified to take part
in elections of trustees.
6. The corporate seal of the trustees shall be
placed in charge of the chairman and shall not be
affixed to any document except by order of the
Board. -
7. All proceedings of the trustees shall be
entered in a journal to be kept for the purpose, and
at the  close of each  meeting  of the trustees, the
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minutes of that meeting shall be read,  amended if
necessary ,  and confirmed ,  and the presiding chair-
man shall affix his signature thereto.
8. All vacancies occurring in the number of the
trustees selected by the subscribers to the school,
from any cause whatever ,  before the expiration of the
time for which they shall have been appointed, shall
be filled ,  by election ,  at a meeting of the subscribers,
of which at least fourteen days' notice shall be
given .  And no trustee so elected shall, unless re-
elected, continue to hold eflice beyond the time at
which the term of office of his predecessor would
have expired.
9. Meetings for the election of new trustees
shall be held not less than fourteen days before the
termination of the office of the existing trustees,
and not less than fourteen days '  notice of such
meeting shall be given.
10. A General School Account shall be kept at
such bank as the board may from time to time
appoint, and all payments on account of the school
shall be made by cheques, drawn only by order of
the board ,  signed by the treasurer ,  and  counter-
signed by the secretary or another trustee.
11. The Governor of the colony for the time
being shall ,  with his approval ,  be the visitor of the
school.
12 The school shall be open to members of all
denominations ,  without any distinction whatever,
and no religious test shall be administered to any
person ,  to enable him to be admitted as a pupil in
the school ,  or to hold office therein.
Attenti( ,n is directed to the following Regulations13. The school fees for each school quarter shall
be the  following:-(a.) For each boy  over  twelve years .  of age,
£4 4s.
(b.)  For each  boy under  twelve years of age,
£3 3s.
The term twelve years of age being taken to mean
twelve years of age on the first day of a school
quarter.
14. In the case of two or more brothers attending
the school ,  a reduction of 10s .  Gd. each shall be
made from the fees specified in Rule 13.
15. The fee for each resident boarder shall be
£ 11 11s .  per quarter ,  in addition to the tuition fee.
16. The work of the School shall be selected from
the following list of subjects :-
(a.) The  English ,  Latin, Greek ,  French, and
German languages.
(b.) Pure and Mixed Mathematics.
(c.) History.
(d.) Geography - Political, Physical ,  and Com-
mercial.
(e.) Drawing.(f)  Elocution.
(,q.) Writing and Bookkeeping.
(k.) Chemistry and Experimental Physics.
(i.) Vocal Music.
(j.) Elementary Physiology.
(k.) Geology.
(l.) Drill and Gymnastics.
17. The school hours shall be- in the morning,
from 9 to 12 o'clock  ;  and in the afternoon, from 2
to 4.
18. The whole holidays shall be-
(a.) Every Saturday throughout the year.
(b.) Good Friday ,  Easter Monday ,  the Queen's
Birthday ,  the Prince of Wales '  Birth-
day, and Separation Day.
19. The vacations shall be-
(a.) Six weeks at midsummer.
(b.) Two weeks at midwinter.
20. The school quarters shall each contain eleven
weeks, and shall commence at the times  following:-(L) on the 1st day of February in each year.
(2.) „ 19th „ April „
(3.) „ 19th „ July
(4.) „ 4th  „  October
Provided that when either of these days falls on a
Saturday or Sunday ,  the quarter shall commence
on the Monday following, and that the last quarter
of the year shall never extend beyond the 20th
Deceu ber.
21. All fees shall be paid in advance to the
treasurer or secretary ,  who Ehall issue orders
authorising the head master to admit the holders
as pupils during the term for which the payment
shall have  been wade.
• 22. The school fee shall include instruction in
any suo ect specified in rule 16, and the head
master shall determine, according to the fitness of
each boy, bow many subjects he shall take. pro-
vided that no boy shall be compelled to learn Latin
or Greek against the wish of his parents or guardian.
23. There shall be two examinations, and one
distribution of prizes, in each school year. The
examinations  shall he conducted by such  persons as
the Board may appoint.
24. The power of expulsion shall be vested abso-
lutely in the head master; but any exercise of it,
with the reason thet-efor, shall be reported at once
to the trustees, to whom the boy so expelled shall
have the right of appeal against such expulsion.
25. No boy shall be admitted to the school who
cannot pass an examinition in reading, writing,
easy dictation, and the tour simple rules of arith-
metic.
26. The  lateness or absence of  any pupil,  unless
explained by letter, shall be reported at (,nee to his
parent or guardian ; and any pupil five times late,
or three times absent, during any quarter, shall be
di.qualified from receiving any prizes or honors to
which he might otherwise be entitled during the
current year. No explanation will be deemed satis-
factory which does not come directly from the
parent or guardian.
27. At the end of each year, a report upon the
conduct and progress of each pupil shall be sub-
mitted to his parent or guardian ; and if any boy
leaves school during the year, the report shall be
submitted at the time of his leaving.
28. For the purpose of classification, the subjects
of study shall be arranged in the following groups,
i.e.:-Classics, Mathematics, Modern Languages.
Natural Science ; and the pupils shall be classified,
so far as practicable, according to their proficiency
in each group. The number of classes shall be
determined by the Head Master, according to the
teaching power at his disposal.
29. Vs ilful damage to school buildings or furniture
shall be repaired at the expense of the parent or
guardian  of the boy who commits it.
JAMES TAYLOR,
President.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
)N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Imolvenc, Act of
1874," together with " General Rules in  Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLON 1'.
OW published,  at the Government  Printmg
1 \ Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in tour volumes ,  demy quarto
a. d.
Full Bound  ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound 15 0
Cloth  Bound  ,.. ...  2 17 6
,. U.BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKE EPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other brands, by placing the words
"  Registered Brand " after the description of the former.Registered b an s type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1874.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OFRUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
r'HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
l Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
• , "U' Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Goi ernnent Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name of Lessee or Licensee. Name of Run.
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney
Ditto  ... ... ..
Ditto ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Alexander Gibson Hamilton ... ...
James Thomas Allan, Herbert Gar-
nett ,  John Cameron, and William
Crombie  ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
James Thomas Allan ...
Henry Cory ,  Gilbert Gostwyck Cary,
and James Taylor ...
Ditto  ... .. ...
Ditto ...
De Burgh Persse ..,
Ditto ... . .
Ditto  ... ... .
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  ... ... ...
Ditto  .. ... ... ...
William Kelman  ... ... , , .
Castle Creek ,.,
Hope... ... ...
Thalaba East ...
The Forest ... ...
Excess No. 2 ...
North Branch ,..
Belmont Block No. 3
Vergemont No. 1 ...
Vergement  No. 2 ...
Vergemont  No. 3 ...
Evesham No. 6 ...
Alfred Downs No. 5
Vergemont No. 4
Alfred Downs No. 11
Esmarelda West ...
Esntarelda East ...
Blackboy West ...
Blackboy East
Kilrush
Clashnamuck
Doubtful No. 2 ,.,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in'
District .  Square Amount.
Miles.
£ s. d.
Leichhardt ... ... 54 16 4 0
ditto ... ... 43 12 18 0
ditto ... ... 38 11 8 0
ditto .. , ... 85 25 10 0
ditto . , . ... 26 7 16 0
ditto . . . ... 56 16 16 0
ditto ... ... 40 12 0 0
Mitchell
ditto
ditto
ditto
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ,
Gregory North
ditto ,,,
ditto
ditto . , .
ditto , . .
I ditto  ...
ditto
50 12 10 0
39 9 15 0
90 22 10 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
64 16 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W 1[ ' ITH reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 565 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of
Ipswich, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
whereof Ipart was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof' the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-983.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON  THE LEFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA  CREEK,  PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MOBETON  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Roe.l. How Held.  Reputed Owner .
I I
1 !Commencing in the  Leasing det  of James Ivory
no rt h boundary of 1866
portion 197,  and run-
ning south-westerly
to its south boun-
dary
Commencing in the  Leasing Act of Nathaniel
north boundary of 1866  Watson
portion 198, and run-
ning south-westerly
and south-easterly to I
its south boundary
3 Commencing in the  Leasing Act of  James Ivory
north boundary of 1866
portion 199, and run-
south-easterly to its
south boundary
4 Commencing in the Under deed of James Ivory
north-west corner of grant, con-
portion 200, and ruu• taming a I
ning south-easterly general reser-
to its southern boun- vation for
dart' roads
Occupier. Bearings. Leng ths . Breadthof Road, Area. Remarks
I eh'. Iks A. R.
 . I
J. Ivory 200° 1 19 83 100 links 1 3 38 Unimproved
N. Watson 200° 13 45  100 links  2 1 25 Fenced and
155° 15' 10 63 cultivated
,T.Maguire 7  155° 15' 15 12 100 links 3 2 4 Unimproved
118° 25' 19 80
J. Ivory 118° 25' 4 53 100 links 4 3 0 Unimproved
145° 52' 39 77
136° 00' 2 64
NoTi .  This Notice  cancels the  Notice published  in the  Government Gazette,  dated  26th October ,  1876, folio 882.
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Deparhmient of Public tm ncls,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN TFTE UNSETTLED DISTlUtJr3.
(1IITE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amo ints specified in connection wi:h their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  "'Ike Pastoral beasts Act  (f 1869."
Attention  is called  to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the Government  Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited. JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name  of Lessee  or Licensee.
I
Name of Run. I District.
Area in
square
Mites.
Amount.
Joseph Becker ... . Gunadorah ...  Warrego 50
{ £ e. d.
12 10 0
Ditto ... .,, Wombadulla ditto 34 8 10 0
Ditto ... ... Green ditto 100 25 0 0
Ditto dittoBalthazzar 1'0 25 0 0
Ditto
...Napoleon ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Ernest James  Stevens Imbadulla  ditto 50 It 10 0
Ditto ... Imbadulla East  ditto 50 12 10 u
Ditto dittoInjainulla 50 12 10 0Ditto ..Injamulla East  ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto Mogadarra ... ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto Gundary ... ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Gundary East ... ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Aoomooiloo North ... ditto 60 15 0 it
Ditto Hoomo )loo South ... ditto 51 12 15 0
Ditto Pat(himelhin ...  ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto Patchimellun  East ...  ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Morgans ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto Coomete ditto 39 9 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Coomf-te  East ... ditto 39 9 15 0
Ditto ... Bismark ... ditto 50 12  10  0
Joseph Becker  and William Sly Gunadorah West ...
hS
ditto
ditt
35
44
8 15 0
11 0 0William Oswold Gilchrist ... oanqu ar ...
Ditto ... Sanquhar No. 2  ditto ... 47 11 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Wallstown ... ... • ditto ... 40 10 0 0
Ditto ... ... ,,, Ferinoy ditto 381 9 12 6
Robert Wright Knox ... ... Gumbardo ditto 511 12 17 6
Ditto .. Cumbprtine ditto 53 13 5 0
Ditto Yesaba ditto 481 12 2 6
Ditto Yabra ditto 47 11 15 0Ditto ...... Helidon' ditto ... 53 13 5 0
Ditto ... ... Yahparaba ditto 44 11 0 0
William  Naunton Waller ... ... Yarraboota ditto 50 1210 0
Ditto Pintahra ... ... ditto 70 17 10 0
Ditto Lawrenny  Back  Block No. 1 ditto ,'; 50 ]210 0
0Ditto ... Kiandra  ... ... ... ditto 80 20 0
Ditto Barnum ... ... ... ditto 57 14 5 0
Ditto ... Itheraway ... ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF B1IOMELTON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1354 of the  Gove'nn"-nt
1 Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton.
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Cour,cil, has bt 1ii
pleased to confirm the rai3 Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the
Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office cf the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, ar '-he Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-4831. GEOliGE THORN.
]i0Ox OF REFERENC.Y OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND 8, PARISH OF BROMELTON, COUNTY OF
WARD, INTENDED TO RF. PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1
t- q
How Held.
Commencing on the Brisbane I UnlerLand
south  boundary or Bovister  Act qt  1868
portion  7, and run- 1734
niug north and  north-
westerly
2 Commencing on the 1839 Under  Land
south boundary of  4c1 of  1888
portion 8,  and tan.
niug north -weetRrly
to a surveyed road
Reputed
Owner Occupier
John John
Murray Murray
Bearings . Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area.  Remarks
chg. Ike A. & P.
North 30 00  1 chain 5 1 0 Oren
N. 316° E. 22 54 forest
I land.
Catherine Catherine N. 316° E.00AP4Colgau 10 96 1 chain 0 20
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF TAMBORINE AND TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of December, 1876, folio 1349 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a New Road through Portions 61 and 63, Parish of Tamborine,
and Portion 19, parish of Tabragalba, county of Ward, t hrough  lands in  the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-261.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 61 AND 6 3, PARISH OF TAMBORINE,  AND Pon.
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF  WALD,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing on a
surveyed road in
portion 63,  and run-
ning northerly to
its north boundary
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 61, and
running northerly
to the Coburg
River
3 Running northerly +
thrc ugh portion 19,
across a bend of
the Coburg River
Register
No. of  How Held.Selection.
Reput:d
Owner.
Brisbane' Immigra - Thomas
Register tion selec- Irving
2025# tiou
85
2026 Under  Laud Charles
Act  of 1868
1412 Under  Land
Holmes
William
Act  of  181,8 Holmes
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . Breadth Arei.
of Road.
chs. ]ks.
T. Irving N. 37 ° E.  5 00 1 chain
N. 33° E. 8 10
N. 345°  30' E. 4 62
A.  It.  P.
1 3 8
Remarks.
Forest land,
fenced ;
slightaftera-
tion of re-
ser%ed road.
Unoccupied N.3450301 E. 9 9 1  chain 1 0 0
Unoccupied N. 313° 2b' E. 3 16 1 chain
N .  6° 4 I' E. 12 41,
N. 18°  58'E.  3 30
Forest land,
fenced ;
slight altera-
tion of re-
served road.
1
2 10 0  Forest land,
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 8th February, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1 r/r,
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 2nd day of January, 1877, folio 45 of the  Government
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of  a new  Road through Portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon,
county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
ppleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open  -and make the
Load referred to according to the Plan and Book of  Reference,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane ,  and the Police  Office,  Beenleigh .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public  Works  within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORG E THORN.
76-5216.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON,  COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO 13E PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.  Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Reputed110w held.  Occupier . ;Owner.
1 From theroad reserved through2286 Homestead under, Edwin Brook
portion 33 westerly and south - " C. L. A. Act of
westerly to its west corner 1868"
2 From the crossing place on 2286 Ditto ... ...  Ditto ...
3
Christmas Creek north-west-
erly and  south-westeily to
join the above
From the south corner of por-  2291 Ditto ... ... Michael
tion 34 north -westerly along Cahill
its south -west boundary to
the west corner
Bearings. Lengths.
chs. lkq.
273° 25 94
318° 30' 10 353000 7 8
2360 37 87
326° . 48 0
Breadth
of Road. Area.
1, chains: 6 2
1 chain
and
irregular
6
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
II I Fxcellenc y the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
j 1 to open a new Road through Portion 50, parish of Burnett ,  county of Stanley, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified  : Notice  is hereby given .  that a Plan and
Book of Reference ,  shoving the intended line of lload  abovemenlioned,  are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in v riting ,  to the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from this date,
any well- grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-642 .  GEORGE THORN.
BOOT OF  REFERENCE  CF ROAD THEOUGH PORTION  50, PARISH OF BURNETT ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
M ORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
N o. Portion of Road.
mod
aco How IIeld.
I Commencing on the I Ipswich Conditional
reserved mHin north- ReF. Clause, A.
ern road. and running 899  C. L. A.
westerly to join a road  Act of
on the north of the 1868."
portion,  and lea  ung to
Atkinson' s crossing.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. '  Bearings.
William  Bob- I .. 267° (Y
bie  I  2b5° 40'
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
chs. Iks.
10 0
13 58
Area.
I1501inks 3 0 8
I
Un-
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane. and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.77-573.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILLr
MORETON DISTRICT. INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.! Portion of Road. I •°' c o How Held.
Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths ,  of Area . Remarks.
Road.
4 I
! ! I chs.lks .  A.  R.  P.
1 i From the road re- 2519 Homestead, Edward ,.. 24x1° 40'  28 82  2 chains 6 0 0
served through por- Ipswich under Act Collins I
tion 114, par'sh of Register of 1872
Forbes south-
westerly to its
south boundary
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NO11CE.
f
IS Excellency the Governor, With the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open  a new  Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield Homestead Area, parish of
Gilbert, County of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all
such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick,  and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in v riting, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.
'47-881.
BOOT OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WAS WICK AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GL&DFIELD  HOMESTEAD
AREA, PARISH OF GILIBERT, COUNTY OF `IER1\"AL1., DA1LINo DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
Portion of Road.
1 From near the brO ge over
Miller' s Vale Creek north-
ea.sterlythrou _h Ilaryvale
Pre emptive 1 to its east
boundary
2 1 piece of land off the no rt h-
we,t corner of Jlary'va e
Pre-emi ,tive 5 ac Gap
Creek
*  IIow held.
Under Deed of
Grant con-
tainincagen-
eral reserva-
tionforroa s
ditto ...
1 1
Reputed Owners.  Bearings. Lengths.
I
Breadth of
Road. Ares. Remarks.
i
John Wienholt, 7° 40'
chs. iks.
16 31
A. R. P.
1 chain f 1 0
WilliamWien holt,
Eda and Wienholt, 20° 40' 51 14
Arnold Wienholt,
and Arthur Wien-
bolt
ditto ... 20° 40' 2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
8 19
886
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH CF FURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCH ILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W r r
ITH reference to the otice dated the :30th day of January, 1877, folio 287 of the  Government
1  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road. from the Warwick Road to Harding's Selection,
Portion 411, parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the
several persoi.s hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the ad.
Tice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they  are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-940. GEORGE THORN,
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO  HARDING'S  SELECTION, PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMFD As A PUBLIC 11OAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
Warwick Rosd and
running ' a'-t alo, g
north boundary of
portion 209
2 Commencing at the
•outh west corner of
portion 183,  and run-
ning east to south-
east  Corner
3 Commencing at the
south west eorn'-r of
portion  212,  and rnn-
nin" weiterl y  through
that portion and
Crown tan  .  to north-
west corner of portion
411
w G
m o Reputed Breadth
v I How Held. Occupier  Bea ri ngs . Lengths .  of Area. Remarks.caneto
chg. Iks .  A. R. P.
46 68  1 chain  ...  4 2 24 Through water
reserve.
900
Un"ccu- 90°  36' 39 09
pied
442 Conditional Thos.
Clause  "  C. L.  Glynn
A. Act of
1868"
759 - Conditional  Francis Francis
Clause  C. L.  Porter Porter
A Act of I
1868" Crown
I laid
. I I  I Road.
Lengths. Breadth Area.of Road.
1 chain  ...  2 0 11
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF RAMSAY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 2tth day of January, 1877, folio 228 of the  Government
y r Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Selections 813 and 1350rR, parish of
Ramsey, county of' Aubignv, through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, arid it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
re erred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation  unless  they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76.61)72. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, ToowooMBA REGISTER,
PARISH OF RAMSEY , COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
I A strip one chain wide
off the west boundary
of Selection 813
Register
N o. of How held.
Selection.,
I
Too-
woomba
Register.
813
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bea ri ngs.
"C. T. A. Garre tt G. Culhane Nort h ...
Act  of  1868"  Culhane
Adjoining land
fenced-two
rails.
This  land was
bei'.g fenced
at time of
survey.
Remarkr.
chg. lks. A.  R.  P.
66 66 1 chain  ...  5 2 26 West
t A st ri p one chain wide 1350  Ditto ...  Lawrence Unoccupied N. 0° E. 7 42 1 chain  ...  3 1 2616 17off the we-t, nort h. Buckley 90° E.
7 54 average 135and west b'iundarres W 21' ( Nuke.of the selection I
1 chain ... 3 3 26
90° 12' 20 73 Irregular 1 1 20
boundary
fenced
otherwise
unim-
proved
Left side
of road
tenced ;
selection
otherwis
unim-
proved
and un.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY OF  STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 286 of the  Government
1 Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, through Portions 208, 216, and 216, parish of
Warner, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works. within forts' days from
the date here  of.  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-61. GEt1R,TE THORN.
BOOK OF RFFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WYAIUNER. COUNTY
OF STANLEY, AlORETt N DISTRICT, ITTFNDEn TO BE PRGCLArMF.P AS A Pt BLIC Rtt{D.
ReputedNo. Portion of  Road .
.  c Q How Held . Owner.
1 Commencing at the 2156 Con' itional Robert
south -east corner of clause  of Leitchportion 208, and
o11f 1
8, Actno rt h-we-t-running
erly to its west
boundary
2 Comrreneing at the  2170  C.T.A. "Act  Henry
south -east oirner  of y 1868  Walker
portion  246. and  f
running  westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the  ...  Forfeited  The Cro wn
north boundary of selection
po rt ion 216 ,  and
running south -
westerly to its west
Occupier . Bearings .
I
Lengths .
Breadth
of Area .
Road
Remarks.
1 chs. 1ks.
R.  Leitch ... 805° 00' 27 2) 1  chain 7 3 1 Fenced
29 ° 45'O 1 2147 1845
27bSi0° 27'
1
5 00
H. Walker 270° 27' 15 08 Irregular 1 3 17 Partly
... 259° 20'  4 98 Irregular 4
fenced ;
hou-e.
stoc ii) ard,
&c.
2 St,
2410  00' 4 81
214° 00' 4 95
237° 00' 12 22
I
boundary
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 8th February, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF THORN,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT.
SECOND NOTICE.
IN' ITH reference to the Notice dated the 28th day of December. 1876, folio 45 of the  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given, that His Excellency tae Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to
confirm the said (toad, and it is therefore hereby deelFired expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan attd Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office. Ipswich. All persons desirous ofclaiming compensation in
respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
76-5701. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERF.NCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISrt OF THORN, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT. INTENDFtj TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD
No. Portion  of Road. O[OO
1 From the south-east 2897
corner of portion 40,
northerly along its
east boundary to the
north- east corner
How held. Reputedowner.
Homestead Heinrich
underC L.1 Goebel
A. Act 0-
1868
2 From the south -east 3846 Homestead
co rner  of portion 41, under C.L.
northerly along its  A. Act of
east bo isty to  the  1868
north -east corner
Alfred Rose
I
Occupier . {  Bearings .
North ...
North  ...
Lengt hs. Breadth Area. Remarks.of Road.
ohs. lks. a. r. p.
24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
1 24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
Department of Public Work,;,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.W J T ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January, 1"77, folio 242 of tlrt'  Government1 Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, county
of Merivale, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder sp•cified : Not ice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the ndvice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declar.A expedient to opens -Ind nial:e the Road
referred to, according  to the Plun and Book of Reference, to be  seer  at the Office  of' the Surveyor.
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General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed th tt notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76-6073. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14A, PARISH OF ROBINSON COUNTY OF
MF.RIVALB, DARLING DowNs. INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
0
:3 ow
60 o m
How Held . i ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area .
chs.lka. A. a. P.1 Running no rth-we-t - 285 C. L. A. Martin M.  Bourke 276° 3 25 One chain 1 3 36
erly  from the east  to W. R. Act  of 1868" Bourke 297° 16 69
the west bounda ry of
portion 14A
Remarks.
Portion through
which road runs
unfenced and
unimproved.
Department of Public Works.
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DRAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated the 2ith day of January, 1877, folio 211 of the  Government
y Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specific,, which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing  a reserval ion of all such parts thereof  as might  thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleases to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Su -veyor-General. Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-531.
BOOK OF REFERENC ? OF PIRT OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526, PARISR OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DowNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No. ofPortion.
How held. Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
1 A strip off south and 402 Under Deed Marian F. T.UUregory
part of east  boundary of Grant Scott
of Portion 402 containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Gregory
.
2 A strip off south boun -
da ry  of Portion 526
626 Ditto T. F. Gregory F T. Gregory
Lengths. Breadth Area Remarks
of Road.
1 chs. iks. I A. R. P.
33 25 1 chain 3 3 411 Portion
4 98 fenced.
{
I
19 79 1 chain... 2 0 0 Portion
fenced.
Bearings.
90°
900
I
Department of Public Work
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference  to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 566 of the  Government
r (;azetle,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 174, parish of Goodna, county
of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the p(rson hereunder specified, which was originally
granted by Deed of Grant  containing  a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required
for making public ways, as hereunder set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of tl_ e Executive C;)uncil, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according
to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Goodna. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that nol.ice of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1123.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 174, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road . How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
chs. lks .  A. F. P.
I A triangular piece out of Under Deed J. M. J. M. N. 00 17' 3 58 Irregular . 0 2 10 Fenced and
the north -west corner of Grant con - Thompson Thompson cleared
of portion  No. 174. taining a
general re-
servation for
public ways
Norse This  Notice cancels  the Notice  dated  3r4 November,  1976,  published in the  Government  Gnutte,  folio 943.
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Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
ORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  16th October , 1876, the following  Time Table will  con eA into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
31i'es from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations.
Roc'iha nptor, depart
6 Gracemere  ... ... ...
10 Ten-Mile ... ... ...
15 Stanwell ...
24 Rosewood ... ... ...
arrive ...Westwood30 depart ...
38 1 (loganjo ... ... ...
44 1Rocky Creek . ... ...
53 Herbert's Creek ... ...
58 Boolburra ... ... ...
65 Duaringa ... ...
88 Dingo ... ...
Up  Miles from
Trains .  Dingo.
a.m.
8. 0
8.24
A
9. 0
A
10. 0
10.15
*10-47
11.15
11.56
AP.M.
12.44
2.15
Down
Trains.
a.m.
... 7.20
... 8.51
...
A
... ... 9.39
... 10.20
... x`10.47
... 11.20
... 11.35
... A
p.m.
... 12'35
... A
... ... 1'11
... 1.35
«  Trains meet here.
(A.) The  Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
wliic h  their journey  terminates .  Passengers requiring  to alight at those  places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to  the Quaid  of the Train ,  and paying  the fare  at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they :)ropose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
1'ares .  Stock .  Miscellaneous.
Week ending  10th March, 1877 ...
Corresponding week last year
Increase ...
Decrease ...
18'77-Total Traffic to date ... ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
Total.
£ s. d. £  S.  d.  £ S.  d. £ s. d.828 11  6 1,971 5  4 59  7 10  2,859 4 8762 5 8 1,788 18 3 65 9 4 2,616 13 3
... Dingo, depart...
23 Duaringa ... ...
30 Boolburra ...
35 Herbert's Creek ...
44 Rocky Creek... ...
50 Goganjo ... ...
58 Westwood
t
arrive
depart
61 Rosewood ... ...
73 Stan-well ... ...
78 Ten-Mile ... ...
82 Gracemere . ..
88 Rockhampton ...
Stations.
66 5 10  182 7 1 ..
... 6 1 6
242 11 5
32,368 2 11
26,021 10 6
£6,316 12 5
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending 10th March, 1877
Corresponding week last year ...
Increase
Decrease  ... ... ...
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
...
... ...
£ a. d.
229 17 01689  9
Goods  and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous.
61 7 3
Total
£ a. d. £  S.  d. £ a. d.
593 4 7 22 16 11 845 18 6
233 3 7 13 2  10 414 16 2
360 1 0 9 14 1
...
431 2 4
6,276 1 11
3,782 4 10
£2,493 17 1
A. O. HERBERT,
Comruiuiouor for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN RAILWAY.
`• OTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Northern Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic 'Tanager, Rockhampton, and paying costa.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 28th April next, they will be sold by public auction,
to defray expenses.
F. CUR NOW,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND TO 31ST DECEMBIr@,  1876, AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Date.
1875.
18 September
1876.
9 March
14 „
1 February ...
1 April ,..
„
22 August  ...
8 September
4 October
12 June
17 It
8 July
10 „
15
„
13 September
19
»
11 October
16
9 November
13 of .. ...
2')
25
„
1876.
12 August ...
Where found. Description Article.
.. let class carriage 1 small knife
2nd class carriage
No. 5 gang ...
Ticket hall
let class carriage
ditto
..
...
...
1 rule
1 parachute
I mug
1 pencil case
1 waiting stick
...
ditto
2nd class carriage
Waiting room
. ,
1 tobacco pouch
1 belt and pouch
1 pocket book
..
let  class carriage
On platform
1 whip
1 blanket
, . On line .,, 4 felt hats
In carriage ... 1 coat
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
...
...
,,,
2 pair hobbles
1 blanket
, • , I cape
ditto ... ... ... ,,, 1 pair  leggings
In waiting room ... . , , , 2 coarse sheets
In carriage ... ... , , , 1 basil
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
On platform
ditto
...
...
1 saddle-strap
1 babys' bib
1 hat  in handkerchief
1 bag
... 1 water bag
... ditto l tap
ditto ... 1 billy and pint pdt
..,
In carriage ...
On platform
ditto ...
ditto
1 paper pat eel
1 bundle clothes
I empty keg
1 box
,,,
ditto
ditto
1 horse collar
1 paper parcel
ditto .,. .., 1 bag
ditto
ditto ...
1 bucket in bag
, , , 1 bag of bags
..
ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto .,,
2 bundles of bags
1 ditto
1 lady's cloak
1 billy
... ditto 2 books
ditto 1 girl's hat•.,
... ditto 2 wooden pipes
...
In carriage ...
ditto
,.  1 book
1 valise
ditto
ditto,
ditto ...
ditto , . .
ditto ...
ditto ... .,,
2 sticks
1 sheath-knife
2 hats
1 cap
1 pair gloves11 umbrella
On line
AT MANGO.
... ... ... 3 panama bats
ditto .,. ... ... 1 cabbage -tree hat
On platform ... ... I box
ditto
ditto
ditto
1 swag containing box
1 case
2 swag
„
if
„
31
1 August On platform
ditto
9 November
9 December
On line ...
ditto  ...
80 August ... .. I On platform
20 December ... ... I In goods shed
AT HERBERT'S CREEK.
... ... ...  I 1 singlet
... ... 1 felt hat
.. 1 boy's hat
... ... 1 girl's hat
AT DIIARINGA.
... .,. 1 riding whip
AT BINGO.
...  . , .) parcel containing  shirt  and trowsers
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OVERPLUS GOODS.
Where found.
j Rockhampton
ditto ...
ditto
Herbert's Creek
ditto ...
ditto ..
ditto ...
Duaringa ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
1 ditto ...
Description  of Article.
6 bundles empty bags
1 horse hide
1 bag washing soda
1 drum oil
1 case teapots
1 case glassware
1 case kerosine
1 waggon pole
2 bags flour
1 pair hames
4 cart boxes
3 buckets
1 case schnapps
2 bars iron
Lisr OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND, 31st DECEMBER, 1876.
Date . Station.
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
1875.
27 July .. Rockhampton .. Stanwell ... Voysey
19 November... ditto ... Gogango ... Cherry
17
7
23
2
22
23
17
1876.
January ...
April
May
September
October
November
December
August
October
1875.
1876.
Station from. Name.
ditto  ..  Simmons
ditto  ...  Plumb
Westwood ...  Higgins
... Duaringa  ..  Dooling
Herbert's Creek Seymour
ditto ...  Cherry
Westwood .. Egan
Duaringa  .  Keller
ditto  ...  Yeanson
Herbert's Creek Stanwell
ditto dto
Kenna
N. J. Shakespeare
February ditto ditto ... care of Beattie
March ... ditto .. Westwood ... Smythe ...
May ... Duaringa .. Gogango ... Staunton
„ ditto . ditto ... O'Regan ...
June ditto ditto ... Bowden
October Dingo . Rockhampton ... Connell
November ditto  ...  Duaringa ... Leahy
February . Herbert's Creek Rockhampton ... Coleman
May ... Duaringa . 4 Herbert's Creek O'Rourke
October  ...  Dingo ... . Rockhampton ... Russell
November ditto ... ditto ... Sheeky ...
1 tin
1 case
1 swag
1 bag
1 valise
1 box
1 case
1 camp oven
1 case
1 mat wedges
1 hat
Article.
1 bag preserved meat
1 box raisins
1 parcel drapery
1 pair of boots
1 jar of spirits
Passenger 's luggage
Hinges
1 parcel drapery
I pair old sashes
1 galvanised iron tub
2 tables, 1 form, old timber
Timber
Empty bags
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rj1AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Land described below  under thejI provisions of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring  to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the  days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Description  and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant.
Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
1 acre 1 rood 10 perches, being allotments 1, 2, 3 of George Harris ... ... 17th April, 1877.
section 1, parish of Tingalpa, town of Lytton,
county of Stanley
2 rood 16 percher, being allotments 2 and 3 of section Henry Mort for himself, ditto.
31, parish and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley and as attorney for
Robert Ramsay and
Arthur Hodgson, trus-
tees of the late John
Donald McLean
1 rood 8 perches, being allotment 4 of section 31, parish Frederick Hamilton Hart, ditto
and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley as attorney of the Trust
and Agency Company of
Australasia (Limited),
mortgagees  exercising
power of sale
24 perches, being subdivision A of allotment 20 of Bridget James ... ... ditto
section 3, parish and town of Ipswich, county of
Stanley I
POPULATION  RETURN, SHOWING THE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS AT THE PORTS
 OF THE COLONY
 FOR THE QUARTER ENDING 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
united Kingdom ... ... ...  8
Germany
 . ... ... ... 138
United
 Mates ... ...
Bri tish  North America ...
'Other British Possessions, other
than
 Australian  Colonies
Routh
 America ... ...
India
MONTH ENDING 31ST OCTOBER. MONTII ENDING 30rn NOVEMBER.
ADULTS.
CILII,DRRN,
ITO12. IAF+N1 -4
M. F. M. F. M.
3
F.
781 22 27 11 11
rorAL. AI tt.rs. CHILDREN,1To12.
M. F. M. i F. I M. F.
8 3 523 287 75 82
171 116 ... ... ... ...
it S ...1i ...2i
...
767 551 .., ..,
366 26 258 95 27 15
..
Singapore
 ... ... ... .. 11 3
tkina .. ... ... ... ... .. ... ...
Hong Kong
 .. ... .. ... 767
Java  ... ... ...
'O
.. ... ...
ther
 Foreign Counts  ies ... ... .
blew South  Wales  ... ...  328 121 38 4
Victoria
 ... ... .. 1
'outh Australia .. ... ... ... 1
'Western Australia ... ... ... ... ... ..
Tasmania
 .. ... ... ... ... ,.. ...
Mew  Zealand
 ... ... ... ... ...
South Sea Islands
 ... ... ... 223 I 12 ,..
1,478
1 ..
1 1 1 ,.,
223 i
 L 172 5
218 60 31
 11
 12  1,547  261 1,508 390 102
8
236
351
231 66 36 8
221
2
272
1 301
2
158
5 956
117 712 409
.., 128 78
111 854
1 3
1
314
2
1722
INFANTS.
M. F.
106 ' 23
27 11
...
88 31
11 5:3 28 ,
272 3,8641 8391 228 161
3
1
51
POPULATION RETURN, SHOWING THE NUMBER OF LEPARTURES FROM ALL THE PORTS OF THE COLONY FOR THE QUARTER ENDING 31sT DECEMBER, 1876.
Waited Kingdom  ... ... ...
diermany ..  ... ... ...
Waited States
 .., ... ...
British North  America ..
Other  British Possessions, other
than Australian  Colonies ...
South  America ...
ilas'tia . .
fiagapore
 ... ... ... ...  8 ..3 ... 1
4m ina . ... ... ... ... .. ... ...
,Hoeg  Kong ... ... ... 236
Java .. ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ...
'Drber  Foreign Countries ...
Few South  Wales ... ... ... 320 94 31 22
Victoria
 ... ... ... ...  2 ...
South Australia  ... ,.. ... ... .., ...
Western
 Australia... ... ... ... ... ... ...
llsrmania
 ... ... ... ...
slew Zealand  ... ... ... ...
South Sea Islands
 ... ... ,..  44 1 ...
608 100 31 23
40 .atom House,
Brisbane, lot March, 1877.
i-i
Total Arrivals ... ... ...
Total Departures  ... ... ...
Excess  of Arrivals
 ... ... ... ...
12 14 6 3
4 3
313
116 421
2 ...
44 I 1 77
115 27
MO.,.TH ENDING
 31sr DECEMBER. QUARPER  ENDING 31sT  DECEMBER.
INFANTS .
 TOTAL. ADULTS .
CHI 12. i INFANTS.  TOTAL.
 ADULTS. I
CIIILDR'.
1'
1
1
0
012. 1Tn1.
M.
15
F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M. F. M .  I F. M. F.
9
 613  378 181 119 32 24 8 1 4
... ...
551
285
:: I ::: i72 5 158 it
97 15 9 1,623 498 882
16 2
3
I  18 17 1 I 3
3
2 1 2 1
272 ...
110 266 98 33 12
2 11
,.. ...
18
313 190
450 I 134 462
... ... 1
3
77 3 190
2 3 881  154 865639 123 826  132 33 I 19 1
2 1
133 41
...
9
149 43
5,155
2,851
2,304
1
19
190
1
1 501
3
1
190
16 1 1 908
3 13
9 311
166 2,299
17! 6 3
4
13I
381 107 I 58
2
TOTAL.
M.
842
171
14
F
f+iW
a'4
Fd
F. E-
528
 1,370
116
 287
1,590 1,590
952 317 1,299
31 1 4
li 2 3
...
5.3 28 581
1,029 5,15534 26  11,126
19 20 39
30 1 7 37
... 739 739
... ...1 3 4
2 4 1,304 397 1,701
3 3 6
1 ... 1
311 13 324
42 2,408 443 2,851
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane , Queensland, 13th March, 187 7.
T HE following  Surviaias of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned Stations ttlr.'ui pout the
Colony, during the Mouth of January, 1877, are published for 'erieral information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postina,;ter-6ener at.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 187 7.
STOWING the Latitude and Longitude, and distance from Sea-coast of.e'ch Station; also, tho  maximum
fall during 2 t hours, and date of same, the number of days on which Rain fell, and To,. at daintall
of the Month.
Name of  Station. Latitude (South). Longitude  (East'.) Distance fromSea-coast.I  Maximum in 24hours ,  and date.
No of Totaldays Pain Rainier'.fell.
Miles. Inches. Date. Inches.
Banana  .. ... ... I 21° 30' 1500 10' 80 2.55  28th  8 4.74
Beechal Downs ... ... 27 9 145 0  500 0.77  24th  8 1.55
Beenleigh  ... ... 27 49 153 8  10 2 78  22nd  14 10.50
Bloomsbury* ... . 20 39 148 32  12
Bowen .. . ... ... 20 1 148 16  on coast 1-73  5th 16 6.34
Brisbane  ... ... 27 28 153 6  10 1.90  22nd 14 6.90
Caamboon* .. 25 1 150 25 105
Cabulture (Morayfield)... 27 7 152 55 5 8.70 18th 8 16.96
.Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 1 .34 27th 11 6 7 1
Cape York* ... ... 10 40 142 35 on coast
Cardwell ... ... 18 6 146 t) on coast 3'50 7th 15 17'40
Cashmere  ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 1.40 4th 14 5.42
Charleville* ... ... 26 35 146 6 350
Clermont ... ... 22 45 147 38 130 3 37 12th 9 10416
Cleveland ... ... 27 32 153 18 on coast 2.75 23rd 11 8.28
Condamine ... ... 26 57 150 6 180 2.92 19th 10 10.96
Cooktown* ... ... 15 27 145 15 one mile
Creen Creek ... ... 18 0 142 0 119 2.45 19 16.15
D alby * ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112
Durah* .. ... ... 26 20 150 28 135
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27 152 55 16
Eton Vale Stationt ... . 1.28 26th 13 4.9+)
Gayndah 25 38 151 36 72 1.81 23rd 5 5.87Georgetown,E thridge
*
Riv. 17 57 143 40 176 3.40 5th 2u 16-41
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54 143 0 133
Gladstone ... ... 23 50 151 20 on coast 9.00 28th 7 13.51
Goodna 27 36 152 66 21 1.45 27th 13 7.87..Goondiwindit...... ...... 1.93 22nd 10 5 06
Gympie* ... ... ... 26 12 152 38 30
Helidon ... ... ... 27 39 152 3 60 1.25 23rd 4 2.75
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25 146 6 5 1.64 21st 16 13.57
Ipswich .. ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 2.01 19th 12 5.71
Jimbourt ... ... 2.00 21st It) 4.80
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 2.80 1st 15 11.16
Sep el Bay ... ... 23 28 151 4 on coast 3 15 29th 8 7 87
'Kimberley... ... 17 28 141 0 on coast 1.85 - 13th 16 I 10 93
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25  153 11 on coast 1.40 19th ` 9 5.65
Mackay ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 1.86 25th 16 5 91
Marlborough .. ... 22 57 150 1 40 1•2 25th 3 3.04
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 6.40 21st ... 11.48
Maryland
-
... 2-el  26th 14 7.12
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55  14810 50 0.60 28; h 5 i 1.20Normanton... ... 17 38 141 25 38 1.75 13th 24 14.97
Ravenswood ... ... 20 20 146 50  70 ... ... ... j 2.90
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25  20 2.00 30th 1`2  7-78
Roma * .. ... ... 26 37 148 42  230
Sandy Cape* ... .. 24 48 153 25  on coast
Springsuro (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0  180 0.79 26th 14 4.98
Stanthorpe ... t 28 40 152 0  90 1.20 16th 10 5.09
St. Helene ` ... ... 27 26 153 16  on coast
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21 119 30 8 4.25 28th 10 6.83
Tambot* ... ... ... I
Talgait ... ... 2.10 22nd 13 7.61
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 0•t)6 28th 11 9.17
Thurulgoona, Warregot ... .. 0.50 . 21st 2 2.25
Toowoomba ... ... 27 34 152 10 80 2.03 27th 12 7.62
Townsville ... ... I 19 18 146 50 on coast 2  C8 28th 17 13-43
Valley of Lagoons* ... 18 23 145 0 140 I
Warwick ... 28 12 152 16 90 0.88 4th 8 1.99
Waterview ... .. I 18 5 146 10 5 4.50 16th 13 14.39
Westbrook,Darl. Downst . 2.90 19th 13 7.34
Westwood .. ...1 23 38 150 8 45 2.20 30th 7 6.12
Woody Island*... ... 1 25 21 152 57 on coast
Yandillat ... ... ... ... ... 2.60 26th 15 I 6.54
* No Return  received. t New  Station. No Rain fell.
Greatest Rainfall during the month , 17.40  inches ,  was at Cardwell .  Greatest number of days rain fell, 24, at Normanton.
Greatest fall ire 24 hours, 9.00 inches ,  on 28th ,  at Gladst ,)ne.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Goverumout Moteorologioi4 Obmmrie,.
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GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
J
ON SALE,  at the  Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony ."  Demy 8vo .  Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1874.
MR. PATRICK LENIHAN is this day ap-
pointed Poundkeeper at Warwick for the
ensuing twelve  months.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
CHARLES A. J. WOODCOCK,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Warwick, December 11th, 1876.
MR. JAMES STEWART is this day appointed
Poundkeeper at Allora, for the  ensuing
twelve months.
PHILIP  PINNOCK,
Police Magistrate.
Allora ,  13th February, 1877.
NOTICE.
T
HE Annual  Meeting  of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the District  of Bris-
bane, will be holden at the Police  Office. Elizabeth
street, Brisbane ,  at 12 o'clock  Noon, on TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April now next, for the pur-
pose of considering apllications for Publicans'
Licenses.
Applications  for Country  Licenses must be ac-
companied with the License Fee.
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police Office, Elizabeth street,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1877.
NOTICE.
I HE Annual Meeting of the Justices for Licens-ing purposes ,  will be holden at the Court
House, Banana,  on TUESDAY, 17th April  next, at
noon.
A. M. FRANCIS,
Court House,
Banana,  3rd March, 1877.
Police Magistrate.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given , that the AnnualLicensing Meeting of  the Justices acting for,
or usu i  lly residing in, the  District of Toowoomba,
will be  held in the Court House  at Toowoomba at
Noon on  TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next,
for the purpose  of considering all applications for
Licenses under the Acts 27  Vic. No. 16, and 34 Vic.
No. 7.
By order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this 9th day of March,
1877.
NOTICE.THE Annual Licensing  Meeting of  Justicesacting in and for  the Police District of St.
George, will be holden at  the Court  House, St.
George, on TUESDAY,  the 17th day  of April next,
at Noon, to  consider Applications  for Publicans'
Licenses under  the Act 27 Vic. No. 16, and 34 Vic.
No. 7.
All applications for Renewals  of Country Pub-
licans '  Licenses on or before  the 27th day of March,
accompanied  by the  fee of £15.
By order,
J. BOY LE TON SON.
Clerk Petty  Sessions.
Court House,St. George,  6th March, 1877.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is hereby given , that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of the Justices acting for
or usually residing in the District of Warwick,
will be held in the Court Honse, at Warwick, at
noon, on TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April
next ,  for the purpose of considering all Applica-
tions for Licenses under the Act 27 Vic. No. 16,
and 34  Vic. No. 7.
Dated at Warwick, this 14th day of March, 1877.
By order,
CHARLES A. J. WOODCOCK,
Clerk Petty  Sessions.
1
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Annual
Licensing  Meeting for  the District  of Ingle-
wood, will be held at the Court House,  Inglewood,
at 12 noon, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April
next , for the purpose  of considering applications
under  "  The Publicans Act."
WALTER C. CARDEW, P.M.
Court House,
Inglewood. 13th March, 1877.
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Annual
Licensing Meeting for the District of Ley-
burn ,  will be held at the Court House ,  Leyburn,
at 12  noon, on TUESDAY,  the 17th day of April
next, for the purpos e  of considering applications
under "The Publ icans Act."
WALTER C.  CARDEW, P.M.
Ccurt House,
Leyburn,  13th March. 1877.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Annual
Licensing Meeting of Justices of the Peace
acting in and for the Police District of Allora,
will be holden at the Court House, Allora, on
TUESDAY,  the seventeenth day of April next,
for the purpose of considering applications for
Licenses ,  under the Acts 27  Vic. No.  16, and 34
Vic. No. 7.
Applications must be lodged with the Clerk of
Petty Sessions ,  Allora, on or before the Twenty-
seventh day  of March, 1877.
For the Bench of Magistrates,
THOMAS MANTON,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Allora, 15th March.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING, DALBY.
T is hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of
1 Magistrates for the granting of Licenses to
Publicans in the Police District of Bundaberg,
will be hold in the  Court  House, at Bundaberg,
on TUESDAY,  the 17th day of April ,  at Twelve
noon.
All applications ,  whether for renewal or for new
Licenses ,  must be lodged with the Clerk of Petty
Sessions on or before the 3rd day of April next,
and all applications for Country Publicans '  Licenses,
should be accompanied by the requisite fee of £16,
(fifteen pounds )  sterling for each.
Dated at Bundaberg ,  this 8th day March, 1877.
By order,
L. G. BOARD,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.NOTICE is  hereby given, that a Meeting ofJustices acting in and  for the District of
Nerang Creek, will be held at the Court House,
Nerang, at Twelve o'clock noon , on TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April next ,  for the purpose of con-
sidering Applications for Publicans' Licenses, under
the Acts 27 Vic .  No. 16, and 34 Vic. No. 7.
All Applications must be lodged with the Clerk
of Petty Sessions on or before the 27th day
of March instant .  Applications for Country
Publicans' Licenses must be accompanied with the
fee of  (£ 15) fifteen pounds sterling each.
By order,
PETER BURKE,
Court House,
Nerang, 10th Alarch,1877.
Clerk Petty  Sessions.
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PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
N
OTTCE is  hereby given , that the Annual
Licensing  Meeting for the District of Cairns
will be held at the Police Office, Cairns, at Twelve
noon , on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next,
for the purpose of considering applications under
" The Publicans Act."
By order,
JAMES POWERS,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office.
Cairns ,  March  1, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesacting in and for the District of Palmer, will
be held at the Court House, Maytown, on TUE.-
DAY, the 17th April next, for the express purpose
of considering all applications for Licenses under the
Licensed Publicans Act.
All applications, attended with the usual fee,
must be lodged with the undersigned on or before
the 27th March next.
J. ARCH. ARMSTRONG,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Maytown, February 20th, 1877.
f1 1HE Annual Licensing Meeting, Nanango, will
be held at the Court House, on TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April next, at 12 noon, for the
purpose of considering applications for Publicans'
Licenses.
Applications must be lodged with the undersigned,
on or before the 27th day of March.
A. LEE, P.M.
Court House,
Nanango, 7th March, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Annual Licensing Meeting ofthe Justicesof the Peace acting in and for the Police
District of Tiaro. will be holden in the Court
House, Tiaro, on TUESDAY, the seventeenth day
of April next, for the purpose cf considering all
applications for Publicans' Licenses.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the twenty-seventh day of
March, and must be accompanied by the fee of
(fifteen pounds) £15.
JOHN MCMULLAN,
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Tiaro, 9th March, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Annual Publicans '  Licensing Meeting forthe District of Tenningering ,  will be held at
the Court  House, Tenningering , on TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April next ,  at 12 o 'clock.
Applications have to be lodged with the Clerk of
Petty  Sessions on or before the last Tues (:ay
in March, and miist be accompanied by the fee,
fifteen pounds (£l5)
D. ARMSTRONG,
Police Office,
Police Magistrate.
Tenningering , 28th February, 1877.
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Annual
.l Licensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in and for the Police District of
Gatton .  R ill be holden in the  Court  House ,  Gatton,
on TUESDAY , the 17th April now next ensuing,
for the purpose of considering applications for
Publicans '  Licenses ,  and renewals thereof for the
said district.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied with the fee of £15.
By order,
JOHN WHITE,
Court House,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Gatton,  12th  March, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Annual Court of Petty Sessions for therevision  of the Jury List  for the District of
St. George. will he held at the Court  House. St.
George, on FRIDAY,  the 13th day  of April, 1877,
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
By order of the Bench,
J. BOYLE TONSON,  C.P.S.
Court House,
St. George, 6th March, 1877.
JURY LIST.
A COTJRT of  Petty Sessions , for the  purpose of
Revising  the Jury Lists  for the Jury District
of Warwick , will be held in the  Court  House, at
Warwick , on FRIDAY , the 13th day of April next,
at 11 a.m.
By clause 8 of  " The  Jury Act,"  all Justices re-
siding ' within forty miles of the Court Town of
Warwick,  are required to attend the said meeting.
Dated at Warwick. this 14th day of March, 1877.
By order,
CHARLES A. J. WOODCOCK,
Clerk Petty  Sessions.
JURY LIST.
N OTICE is hereby given  that the Special Court
of Petty  Sessions, for Revising  the Jury List
for the Jury  District of Brisbane ,  will be holden at
the Police Office, Elizabeth  street, Brisbane, at
12 o'clock  Noon, on FRIDAY, the thirteenth day
of April next.
WILLIAM HENRY DAY,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Police Office, Elizabeth street,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1877.
JURY LISTS.
A COURT of  Petty Sessions for the purpose of
revising the Jury Lists for the Jury District
of Toowoomba ,  will be held in the Court House at
Toowoomba ,  on FRIDAY ,  the 13th day of April
next, at 11 a.m.
By  clause 8 of  "  The Jury Act,"  all Justices
resiing within 40 miles of the Court Town of Too-
woomba are required to attend the said meeting.
Dated at Toowoomba, this 9th day '  of March,
A.D. 1877.
By order,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Th. mas Wri. ht, or Ipswich, licensed
publican, by John Smith and John Landers,
trading as -merchants, at Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, under the style or firm
of " Smith and Landers."
UPON the bearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioners, and of the acts of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said John
Thomas Wright having u)een given, it is ordered that
the said John Thomas Wright be, and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent ; and that William Henry Miskin,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said John Thomas Wright, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Nineteenth day of
March, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said John Thomas
Wright shall, on the Seventeenth day of March, 1877,
at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this ninthday of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Alfonzo Arena, of Maryborougb , hairdresser,
by the said Alfonzo Arena.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Alfonzo Arena be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that William
H eery Al iskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting; of the creditors of the said Alfonzo
Arena, for the election of a Trustee. be held at the
Principal l;egiatrv, on the Twenty-third day of
M arch. 1877, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Alfonzo Arena
shall, on the  'T'wenty-third day of11 arch, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in  this Estate a full,
true, and accurate  statement , verified on oath, of
his debts  and liabilities  of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far  as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of March, 187 7 .
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of  Q ueensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Charles Burkinstam ,  of Fortitude Valley, near
Brisbane, carpenter and contractor ,  by himself.
j PON the hearing  of this Petition this day, it is
1 ordered  that the said Charles Burkinstam
be. and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that
William -l  eery M iskiu, Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General  Meeting  of the creditors of the said
Charles Burkinstam ,  for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Principal Registry ,  Brisbane, on the
Twenty -sixth day of  March, 1877, at Eleven o'clock
of the  forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said Charles Burkinstam shall, on the Twenty-
third day of March, 1877, at Brisbane ,  deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate ,  a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of  every kind,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourteenth
day of Mares, 1877.
By  the Court,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the matter of John Kelly, of Gympie, in the
Colony of Queensland, miner, an Insolvent.
ON the Ninth day of April, 1877, at Ten o'clockin the forenoon, John Kelly, of Gympie, in
the Colony of Queensland. miner, adjudicated insol-
vent on the eighteenth day of May, 1876, w ill apply
to this Honorable Court, at Brisbane, for a
Certificate of Disehage.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, A.D. 1877.
LYONS AND CHAMBERS,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Agents for Francis Isidore Power,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Gympie.
291 5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
O
N the Ninth day of April, 1877, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, John Wilson Carey, of
Brisbane, cabinet-maker and upholsterer, adjudi-
cated insolvent on the tenth day of March, 1876,
will apply to the Supreme Court of Queensland, at
Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this fifteenth day of March, 1877.
PETER MACPIIERSON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Q ueen  street, Brisbane.
288 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frank Russell Robinson and
Arthur Vandeleur Robinson, a majority of the
members of the late firm of Lobiuson Bros., of
?t ackay, sugar -planters, Insolvents.
L'
HE' Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent ,  Arthur Vandeleur Robinson,
to take place at  the  Police Court, Mackay, before
the Police Magistrate ,  on the fourth day of April,
1877, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this ninth day  of March, 1877.
289
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of Archibald McDonald,  late of Mount
Hutton ,  near Roma, in the Colony of Queens-
land. shepherd,  deceased.NO PICT: is hereby  given, that after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
J MACKENZ IE SHAW, publication hereof, application will be made to the
Registrar. said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named Archibald McDonald, deceased,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland. may be granted to Hugh Cameron Gillies, of Mount
IN INSOLVENCY. Button aforesaid ,  the sole Executor named in the
Estate of George Hounsell. said Will.
A SECOND  and Final Dividend of lid, per £ Dated this thirteenth day of March, A.D. 1877.A is hereby declared payable at the office of HENRY WILLIAM ABBOTT,
the Trustee ,  Queen street ,  Brisb ane, on and after Proctor for the said Hugh Cameron Gillies,
the fourteenth  day of  Mach, 1877. Queen street,  Brisbane.
GEO. CANNON, 283 6s.
Trustee. In the Su reme Court of Queenslandp .
Brisbane ,  13th  March, 1877. ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
285 3s. In the  Will of  Frederick Augustus Forbes the
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of William Richards,  of Brisbane,
coil merchant.
L EWIS THOMAS, of Ipswich,  has been ap-pointed Trustee of the property of the Insol-
vent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
I  rustee, and all debts due to the insolvent must
he paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debt to the Trustee.
Dated this  twelfth clay  of March, 1877.
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J. MACKENZIE SHAW, 'Registrar
5s. 6d.
younger, late of Rockhampton, in the Colony
of Queensland, bank manager, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Frederick Augustus Forbes the
Younger, deceased, may be granted to Eleanor
'Forbes, ofM ary borough, in the said colony,
widow, the sole Executrix named in the said Will.
hated at Ipswich, this ninth day of March, .&.D.
1877.
THOMPSON AND HA YARD,
Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Executrix.
By their Agents - Tuoursoa AND HELLICAR,
Proctors,  Brisbane.
286 6s. 6d.
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NOTICE.
IIiHE Partnership hitherto subsisting between
the undersigned ,  under the style  of-Smith
and Walters ,"  has been dissolved by mutual con-
sent.
The business will be carried on by David Smith,
who will pay and receive all debts due to or by the
firm.
Brisbane , 14th March, 18;  7.
DAVID SMITH.
THOMAS WALTERS.Witness-A. J. THS"ANE,
Solicitor,  Brisbane.
284 4s.
RAINBOW PROSPECTIIN G GOLD MINING
COMPANY (LIMITED).
A SPECIAL General Meeting of the Share-holders of the Rainbow Prospecting Gold
Mining  Company (Limited), will be held in the
Company's Office, Charters Towers, on MONDAY,
the 19th March, 1877, at 8.30 p.m.Business:- To receive the report of the Liqui-
dators.
292
GEORGE E. CLARKE, ILiquidators.JOHN N. LON GDEN, U.
CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I HEIIEBY give notice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich, on FRIDAY, the twenty-seventh day of
April next, 1877, for a License to enclose the Road
between Portions 119 and 123, parish of North, by
the erection of a Swing Gate, at the south end of
the said portions.
WAnd I make this application under the Act 28
Vic. No. 19.
Dated at Ipswich, the ninth day of March, 1877.
302
JOHN REDMON D.
4s. 6d.
NOTICE.
ERECTION OF A SWING GATE.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Ipswich, on  FRIDAY,  the twenty -seventh day of
April next ,  1877 ,  for a License to erect a Swing
Gate on Portion 50, parish of North.
And I make this application under the Act 28
Vic.  No. 19.
Dated at Ipswich, this 12th day of March, 1877.
307
WILLIAM DOBBIE.
4s. 6d.
The Gov$uxatENT PEINTE$  acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1877. £ a. d.
Mar. 10-J. Fisher .. ... ... ... 0 3 0
10-J. Stewart ... ... 0 3 0
12-J. C. Maca,,slz ... ... ... 0 3 4
13-E. Bradley .. ... ... 0 1 0
13-C. Cooper ... ... 0 3 0
13-C. Egan ... ... 0 1 0
13-C. Gaynor ... 0 4 0
15-J. E. Freestone ... ... ... 0 1 0
15-'lhompson and Hellicar ... ... 0 6 615-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 4 0
16-J. P. Wilkie... ... 0 6 0
16-H. Lloyd ... ... 0 1 0
016-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 1 0
16-T. Black 0 11 0
16---Marcus and Mellefont  ... ... 0 10 0 1
1Empounbirgo.
Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advert mments
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SIILIING PElt ANIMAL ;  area  no such  .Adver-
tiserneut  will  be imse ,  ted in the  Gazette  unless acconz-
vaniea by a remittance  sufficient  to cover  the  cost  of its
insertion.
IMP(, at Ipswich, from Paradise Farm, on
lOt .(Ii, 1877, by Mr. P. WW'allam. Driving,
2s. 6d. p& ead
One bay star, off fore and near hind feet white,Whitt s on back, two triangles forming star over
c ov• gar shoulder, 72 off shoulder.
One grey u. 32E (registered brand) off shoulder.
One iron-gr ly, star, white spots on wither, like
8FG (rc red brand) near shoulder.
If not rele -)n or before the 3rd April, 1877, mill
be sold to detrav expenses
Also, from Grampian Hills, by Mr. F. Porter, on the
12th March, 1877. luriving, Is.
One red  cow, top off  off ear, slit in near ear, hind feet
white, S33 near ribs, like 8U near rump, S near
thigh ; red bull calf at foot, no visible brand.
If not released on or before the 17th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
290
R. FITZGERALD , Poundkeeper.
4s.
I3POUNDED at Tambo, from Mount Enniskillen, onthe 12th Fel i: uary, 1877, by order of J. T. Alle
and Partners. Driving, 5s. each.
One bay horse, like AS n••ar shoulder,  small star.
One brown  mare , It to 67 over IIBI  near  shoulder, like 8
in circle off  shoulder, saddle-iriarked.
One brown mart, like E-i C near shoulder, small star.
It not released  on or  before the 13th March, : 877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHRISTOPHER COOPER, Poundkeeper.
278 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Euthulla, on the 24th
February, 1877, by order of Messrs. Grahame and
Jaffray. Driving Is. 8d, damages, bull, 20s.
One red and white bull, off ear slit, like NGI 4 if rump.
One strawberry cow, top off off ear, undescribable brand,
like n near rump, top of off horn broken.
One white heifer, like WW blotched off ribs.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
C. GAYNOR, Poundkeeper.,
281 3s.
I MPOLTNDED at Rollt stun, fi oin Bauhinia Downs,
on the 24th of February, 1877, by order of W.
Walker, Esquire. Driving, 9s. 2d. per head.
O'.e bay 1t rse, branded GD near shoulder, star, brown
points.
One brown mare, branded FC or FG  near  shoulder, star,
four white feet.
One flea-bitten grey horse, like PP conjoined (the first P
reversed) off shoulder, collar and saddle marked.
If not released on or before the 31st March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
275  3s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from the Municipal  Reserves
on the 7th March, 1877, by order of Mr. A. Cameron,
Commonage Inspector. Driving, 6d.
One chesnut  mare , AC near shoulder, star, four feet
white.
One grey horse, JR conjoined  near  shoulder.
One bay mare, S over half-circle over IM near shoulder,
rat tail, no mane ,  near  hind fetlock white.
If not  released on or before the 3rd April, 1877,
will be  sold  to defray  expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
276 3s.
I MPONNDFD at Roma, from  Rockeybank, on the3rd March , 1877, by order of Donald  Ross,  Esquire.
Driving, 48.
One grey  mare,  like 0near shoulder.
If not  released on  cr before the 3rd of April, 1877,
will be sold to  defray expenses.
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C. OAYN OR,  Pound keeper.
Is.
809
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from Bo.othulla Station,
on 26th February,  1877, by order of Christian Epple,
for trespass. D -iving, 15s. 101. (Re-advertised on ac-
count of not bei ,ig  correctly described.)
One roan and white bullock, tip off off car, like 2 eff
rump,  0  off ribs, like 2 off shoulder, blotched brand
near back.
If not released  on or before the 3rd
be sold to defray  expenses.
280
E. BRADLEY, Po
'17, will
per.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Gulls ', on the
1st March, 1877, by order of G. M . e, Esq.
Driving, 1s.
One bay horse ,  star, lame in  fore foot ,  4 over r•, T
near shoulder ,  like GD or GB  near  t, like GPB
(the PB conjoined, the P being reversed) off
shoulder, 4 heart heart off thigh.
If not released  on or before the 30th of March, 1877,
will be sold to  defray expenses.
279
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
1s.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, from • Coolmunda, on
6th February, 1877, by order of H. Bracker, Esquire.
Driving expenses ,  Is. 2d.
One bay horse, collar and saddle-marked, near foot
white, 1 B1 (registered brand) over like C or  0
over  T near shoulder, like 5 or S bear thigh.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will  be sold to defray expenses. ,
JOSEPH E. FREESTONE, Poundkeeper.
287 Is.
CORRECTED  BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby ,  from Bowenville ,  on the 7th
February , 1877, by  order of Charles Williams,
,hsquire.
One white bullock ,  like CH over K off i ump.
Also,  from Jimbour ,  8th February , 1877, by order of
Jas. Wallace ,  Esquire.
One bay mare ,  like 8BA  (registered brand) over
CL near shoulder.
One bay filly ,  like F8S (registered brand )  near shoulder,
star, near  hind  foot white.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
296 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs, for
trespass , on the 15th day of February, 1877, by
order of R. W. Stuart, Esquire. Driving, 1s. 8d.
One bay horse,  star , like IUI or 1UF near shoulder
saddle-marked.
One Chesnut horse, star and snip, 4 reversed near shoulder,
SbB (registered  brand )  off shoulder.
One grey horse, JW1 (registered brand) near shoulder.
JH conjoined near rump, YD conjoined off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th day of March,
1877,  will be  sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
295 3e.
IMPOUNDED at alby, from Jimbour, n the 20th
day of February, 1877.
One Chesnut mare, like II ., over 31 over CP near
shoulder,  near  fore and off hind foot white.
One bay mare, like over CB over T near shoulder,
3 near thigh.
One dark-bay gelding, like VD near shoulder, like
over  Tx near rump, like Mill (registered brand)
off shoulder, like A near cheek.
If not re'eased on or before  the 29th March, 1877,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
;J7 Ss.
CORRECTED BRAND.
TMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Sunnrside, on the
7th day of February, by order of- B. Murphy,Require, for trespass. Deicing, 11s. &i.
One black gelding, off hip down, collar-marked, FE
near shoulder.
If nor released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to  defray  expenses.
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THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from Cooroda, on the 8th
day of March, 1877, by order of F. Atkins, Esq.
Driving  expenses, 10s.
One bay horse, F over  W m  over PP near shoulder, JK
conjoined near rump, near hind fetlock  white, sma ll
star.
If not released on or before the 17th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY,  Poundkeeper.
299 is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, fr nt the nclosed lands
of B. and J. French, Gowrie Creek, on the 8th of
March, 1877. Damages, 7s, 61.; driving, 8d.
One bay mare, C or G  near  shoulder and thigh ; bay
filly foul at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 17th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
11. LLOYD, Acting-Poundkeeper.
298 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Gayndah, fromDegilbo Station, on
the 5th of March, 1877, by William Sly, Esquire.
Driving, 5s.
One dark chestnut  mare , 5AT over HC over C near
shoulder.
One bay mare,  star  and snip, -E conjoined  near neck,
like MI  near  shoulder.
One bay horse, 8 over V over 8 near shoulder,  88 near
saddle, near hind foot white.
One black horse, star, DH over like MP over like 13
near  shoulder, like 1YC (n-gistered brand) off
shoulder, blind off eve, dock tail.
One brown horse, star, like W3A (registered brand) off
shoulder, near hind coronet white.
One chestnut man-, stripe in face, ML over like RC near
shoulder, like GH off thigh.
One black horse, LW near shoulder.
One chestnut  horse,  bald face, like - over W over
blotch near shoulder, like PC oil shoulder, collar-
marked, hind feet white.
One dark-bay mare, QRp conjoined over like TG over
JIID conjoined  near  slhoulder, nmarks or brands near
and off rump.
One brown mare, star, like CA off shoulder, hind feet
white.
One brown or black pomy mare, 7 near  neck, MN2
(registered brand) gear shoulder.
If not released on or before 19th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
800
THOS. BLACK,  Poundkeeper.116.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, on the 12th day of February,1877, by order of J. L. Andrew,  for trespass .  D iving,
2s. 10d.
One yellow-bay gelding, star, fore feet white,  saddle-
marked small bell on neck, like CC  near  shoulder,
blotched brand over 00 near thigh.
One brown horse foal, small blaze down face, off hind
foot white, like Al near shoulder.
One bay gelding, like KU M or KOM aver Q.
If not released on or before the 20th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
294  Be.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF  ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1877.
T HE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued; and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Normanby, in room of OSCAR DE SATGE, Esquire, whose Seat in
the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation thereof
by the said Oscar De Satge, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... St. Lawrence.
Date  of Writ ... ... ... Tuesday, 20th March, 1877.
Date of  Nomination ... , .. Tuesday ,  10th April, 1877.
Polling Day ... ... ... Thursday ,  19th April, 1877.
Return of Writ ... ... ... Thursday, 3rd May, 1877.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority  :  Jean s  C. BswL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 21st March, 1877.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment 1  directs the subjoined Circular
Despatch, received from the Secretary of State for
the Colonies, and its enclosure, relating to Amended
Rules under  "The Trade Marks Registration Acts,"
to be published for general information.
WM. MILES.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
December 2nd, 1876.
27th November, Sin,-I have the honor to transmit to you for
1876. information in the colony under your  Government,
a copy of a letter  from the  Commissioners  of Patents,
enclosing Amended Rules under  the  " Trade Marks
Registration  Acts,"  and of a notice as to Registra-
tion of Trade Marks for  Cotton Goods.
2. The Commissioners draw attention to Rule 5,
under which foreigners resident in the colonies are
admitted to registration  in this country  upon the
same terms as British subjects . They also point
out that prior registration  in  the colony where a
colonial Trade Mark owner is resident is not
necessary before registration in this  country.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
COPY.]
COMMISSIONERS  OF PATENTS  to  COLONIAL OFFICE.
Office of Commissioners of Patents,
November 27th, 1876.
SIR,-1 am directed bythe Commissioners of
Patents to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
of the 17th instant, and to send herewith, in accord-
ance with the wish of the Earl of Carnarvon,
200 copies of the Amended Rules under  " The Trade
Marks Registration Acts,"  and of the notice as to
Registration of Trade Marks for Cotton Goods.
In transmitting these documents I am directed to
draw attention to Rule 5, under which  foreigners
resident in the colonies are admitted to registration
in this country upon the same terms as British
subjects. It may also be useful to point out that
prior registration in the colony where a colonial
Trade Mark owner is resident is not necessary
before registration in this country.
I have, &c.,
H. READER LACK.
W. R. Macolm, Esq.,
etc., etc., etc.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1877.
I
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
MARCUS ADLER SIMEON
to be Bailiff to the Warden's Court at Maytown,
Palmer River Gold Fields, in the room of Harry
Gough, promoted ; such appointment to date from
the lat January last.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 10th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
PATRICK LOWE, Boatman and Acting Tide Waiter
in the Customs Department at Rockhampton,
to be Tide Waiter at that Port,  vice  Mills,
pensioned.
Appointment to take effect from the 1st January,
1877.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Acting Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council,  has been
pleased to appoiTnt
THOMAS HALL and
HARRY BRYMAN
to be Auditors of the Municipality of Gayndah,
under the provisions of "  The Municipal -Institutions
Act of  1869."
WILLIAM MILES.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Acting Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased  to appoint
HANS KANN and
THOMAS A8HNEY
to be Aldermen for the Municipality of Gayndah,
under the provisions of section 17 of  " The Muni-
cipal Institutions Act of  1864."
WILLIAM MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1877.
IS Exce llency the Acting Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  has been
pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HENRY DAY
to be Assistant Police Magistrate ,  at Brisbane,
without salary ,  under the provisions of "  The Clerks
of Petty Sessions  Act,"  20 Vic.,  No. 32.
.WILLIAM MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
I I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act  of 1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed since 1864 ; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more, and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town increasing in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the above Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
24th February,  1877,  No. 22, page 425)
QrEENsLAND, Proclamation by His Lxcellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.a.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor,  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAI Ns, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that the
said lands shall be open to selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Bundaberg Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY,'the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim, that the upset price at which the said lands
are open to selection by conditional purchase, shall
be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
160 acres.
Area-480 acres.
County-Cook.
Parish-Otoo .- Portion 8.
Selection - No. 182 ,  Bundaberg District.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 328 degrees ,  and distant one chain from the
north corner of portion 7, and bounded thence on the
north -east by that road bearing 328 degrees sevent yy-
one chains and thirty -three links ; on the north-
west by a line bearing 238 degrees sixty -four chains
and forty -five links to a  ro ad three chains wide ; on
the south -west by that road bearing 148 degrees
sixty-two chains and thirty -three links ,  and 147
degrees 40 minutes thirty-seven chains and twenty-
nine links to a road one chain  wide;  and on the
south-east by that road bearing 58  ,degrees nineteen
chains and fifty -one links, 328 degrees eleven chains
and one link, 237 degrees 30 minutes fourteen
chains eighty -two links, 327 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen chains and twelve links, 57 degrees 30
minutes thirty -six chains and ninety links, 147
degrees 30 minutes one chain and ninety-eight
link, and 58 degrees twenty -two chains and sixty-
two links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
T
HF lands comprised in the Toomolongyore, or
Eureka, and Stanton Harcourt Runs, in the
Wide Bay and Burnett District, proclaimed open
to selection under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," at the Bundaberg
Land Office, on and after Tuesday, the 17th April,
1877, will be so open at the Land Office, Mary-
borough, on and after that date, instead of at
Bundaberg.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
j IS Excellency the Acting Governor, with the
!! advice of the Executive Council, directs it to
be notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth section
of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the
lands hereunder described have been resumed from
the lease of the Run called Chain of Ponds, in the
Unsettled District of Darling Downs, with the
view of being proclaimed a temporary reserve for
Road purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
CHAIN OF PONDS RUN.
Unsettled District of Darling Downs.
Area resumed--320 acres.
Commencing at the south-east angle of the
Moonie No. 2 ]tun, and bounded thence on the
east by a south line along the east boundary of the
Chain of Ponds Run four miles to the north-east
angle of the Kennell Grove Run ; thence on the
south by a west line along part of the north bound-
ary of that run ten chains ; thence on the west by
a north line four miles to the south boundary of the
Moonie No. 2 lRun ; and thence on the north by
an east line along part of that boundary ten chains
to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1877.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
the Reserve for Camping Ground and Pastur-
age near Macalister ,  established by notice dated
30th November , 1871, which  appears in page 13 of
the  Government Gazette  of 1872, is cance lled with
a view to the land being offered for sale by auction.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
HIS Excellency the Acting Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, directs it to
be notified, in pursuance of the fifty-fifth section of
" The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," that the lands
hereunder described have been resumed from the
lease  of the Run called "Sussex," in the Burke
District, with the view of being proclaimed for
Township  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SUSSEX RUN.
Burke District.
Area resumed-640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Flinders
River, at a point thirty-two chains east of a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI at the junction
of a small creek with that river, and bounded
thence on the east by a south line sixty-four chains
crossing  said small creek ; thence on the south by a
west line eighty chains ; thence on the west by a
north line ninety-six chains to the Flinders River,
at a point forty-eight chains west of the before.
mentioned tree marked broad-arrow over XXXI ;
and thence on the north by the left bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
Be SALE LAND  IN THE  WESTERN RAILWAYRESERVE,
AT THE SCHOOL OF ARTS, BRISBANE, ON THE
29TH INST., AS PUBLISHED IN THE " GOVERN-
MENT GAZETTE" ON THE 18T INST., No. 25.
i
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the area of the undermentioned lot has been
amended as follows, viz.:-
No. of Lot.
6 7
Amended Area.
Acres.
1,749
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th March, 1877.
NOTICE.
$e SALE LAND  IN THE  WESTERN RAILWAY RESERVE,
AT THE SCHOOL OF ARTS,  BRISBANE, ON THE
29TH INST ., AS PUBLISHED IN THE " GOVERN-
MENT  GAZETTE "  ON THE 1ST  INST., No. 25.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
the areas of the undermentioned lots have
been amended, as follows, viz.:-
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Exce llency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection, sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Brisbane Land Office ,  on and after TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Nindooimba, and Kerry
Sarabah Runs.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on the Albert River at the south-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence by the Albert River upwards to
the south-west corner of the land resumed in 1872 ;
thence by a line along the south boundary of that
resumption bearing east to the range forming the
eastern boundary of the run ; on the east and
south-east by that range southerly and south-
westerly, and by the range forming the south-west
boundary of the run north-westerly to the south-
west corner of the resumption of 1875 aforesaid,
and by the south boundary of same to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Lands resumed from the Melcombe and Palen Runs.
About 15,500 acres.
Commencing on the Logan River at the north-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence on the west by the  east  boundary
of that resumption bearing south to the south-east
corner of same ; thence by a line east to the range
forming the east boundary of the run ; thence by
that range north-easterly to the Logan River ; and
on the north by that river upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
No. No. of Amended Amended Deed , Survey,
of Lot. Portion. Area .  and AssuranceFees. TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Acres.  £ s. d. Distinguished Order of St.
34 35 1 780
68 99
,
2,969 35 10 0 (L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified that a Land Agent's Office
will be opened  for the t ransaction of business
at Nanango , on and after MONDAY, the 9th
April, 1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Portion.
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
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the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Brisbane
Land Office,  on and after  TUESDAY, the 17th
day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase  shall be 15s . per acre, and
that the area which may be selected  by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed  from  the Telemon Run.
Area, about 15,400 acres.
Commencing at the south corner  of the land
resumed from the Telemon Run in 1875, and
bounded thence on the north-west  by the south-
east boundary of that resumption north-easterly
to the north -east boundary  of the  run ; thence
south -easterly along that boundary  ;  thence by a
line parallel to and distant four and a quarter miles
fro m the north -west boundary south -westerly to
the south -west boundary of the ten years' lease ;
and on the south-west  by that boundary north-
westerly to the point of  commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day  of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
chael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commanner -in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the provisions  of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim that the upset price at which the said lands are
open to selection by conditional purchase shall be
15s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall  not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed front the Wivenhoe Run.
Area, about 5,500 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of portion
40, parish of Wivenhoe ,  and bounded thence on the
east by the west boundaries of portions 40 and 37
bearing north to Logan 's Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards till it intersects the south-west
boundary of Wivenhoe ten years '  lease, thence by
the south -west and south -east boundaries of that
lease south -easterly and north-easterly to the point
of commencement , - exclusive of reserved and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed from the Tarampa Run.
Area ,  about 2,240 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of portion
No. 130, parish of England, and bounded thence
by a line west to the east boundary of portion 7A,
same parish  ;  thence by part of the east boundary
north ; then by the south -east boundary of portion
13, and by the northern boundary of Tarampa ten
years' lease north -easterly ; on the east by a line
south, and by the west boundaries of portions 132,
131, and 130 bearing south to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Mount B risbane Run.
About 31,000 acres.
Commencing on the  Brisbane  River at the south-
east corner of  portion 2,  parish of Dixon, and
bounded  thence on  the south  by a line east to the
east boundary of the run; thence by that east
boundary  and  a -line  in continuation bearing north
about two  and three -quarter miles to a point east
from the  junction of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers ; thence by a line west to that junction ;
again on the east  by the  Stanley River upwards to
south-west corner of portion  72, parish of Kilcoy ;
thence by  a fence being the north  boundary of
Mount  Brisbane Run westerly to Goonnerin-
gerringgi  Peak  on the range dividing the waters of
the Brisbane River from those of the Stanley River ;
thence by  that range southerly to Point Deception ;
ther ce  by a spur range and a small creek westerly
about forty chains  to the  Brisbane River  ;  thence
by that  river downwards  to the  north -east corner of
portion 3, parish of  Dixon, and  by the east  boundary
of that portion and  part of the  north and the east
boundary  of portion  2, to the point  of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved ,  selected, and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed from the Durundur Run.
Area ,  about 10,800 acres.
Commencing on Neurum  Creek  where it is in-
tersected  by the east boundary of the land  resumed
in 1875, and bounded thence  by that creek  upwards
to Delaney 's Creek, and  by Delaney 's Creek up to
its head in the range, forming the eastern  boundary
of Durundur Run ; thence  by that range southerly
and westerly to the aforesaid east boundary, and
by that boundary northerly  to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Kilcoy Run.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing on Sheep Station  Creek at the north-
east corner  of portion 5A, and bounded thence by the
north and  west boundaries of that portion west and
south to its south -west corner  ;  thence by a line bear-
ing about west 14 degrees south about two and three-
quarter miles to the range dividing the waters of
Sheep Station  Creek from those of the  Brisbane
River ; thence  by that  range and the range dividing
the waters of Sheep Station  Creek  from those of
Monsildale  Creek northerly to the  range dividing
the waters  of the Mary River from those of the
Brisbane  and Stanley Rivers ; thence  by that range
south-easterly to the  range dividing the waters
of Kilcoy Creek from those of Sheep  Station
Creek ; thence by that range  south-easterly to a
point north from the  north-east corner  of portion
4A, parish of Kilcoy ; thence  by a line south to
that north -east corner  ;  thence by the north
boundary of portion 4A west to Sheep  Station
Creek, and by that creek  downwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands  within  these described bound-
aries.
Lands resumed from the  Colinton Run.
Area, about 23,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at a point one
mile above the confluence of Gregor 's Creek, and
bounded thence by a line north six and a-half
miles ; on the north by a line east about five miles
to the range forming the boundary of Colinton Run;
on the east by that range southerly  ;  and on the
south by the south boundary of the run westerly,
and by the Brisbane River upwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of reservedand alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOhIN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L•s.) Michael and St. George. Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIA31
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection,. subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be £1 5s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Coochin Coochin Run.
Area, about 8,500 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of the land resumed
in 1872, bearing west ; thence by west boundary of
said  resumption bearing north to the north-west
corner  of same ; thence by a line west to the range
dividing Coochin Cooebin and Fassifern Runs, by
that range southerly ; on the south by a line dis-
tant three miles from the first-mentioned line bearing
east  to Teviot Brook ; and thence by that brook
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive  of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Fassifern Run.
Area, about 17,700 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, parish of Clumber, and bounded thence by a line
south to the south-west corner of land resumed in
1875 ; thence by the south boundary of that re-
sumption bearing east ; thence by the eastern
boundary of the resumption to its north-east
corner ; thence by a line east to the range forming
the east boundary of the run; on the east by that
range southerly to Mount Moon ; thence by a line
west to the Main Range ; by the Main Range
northerly about three  miles ; and  by a spur range
north-easterly about three and three-quarter miles;
and thence by a line south to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of her Majesty's reign..
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereinunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions Qf the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase,
shall be £1 per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Cressbrook Run.
Area, about 15,700 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north
corner of selection 1,568, portion 4, parish of Cress-
brook, and bounded thence by a line bearing south
to south-west corner of same portion ; thence by a
line west crossing Ivory's Creek to Biarra Range,
the west boundary of Lressbrook Run; thence by
that boundary northerly to Ivory's Creek, and by
Ivory's Creek downwards to the Brisbane River,
and by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Franklyn Yale Run.
Area, about 48,000 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
52, parish of Mort, and bounded thence by a line
east to south-west corner of portion 74, parish of
Alfred ; thence by Little Liverpool Range south-
erly about 11 miles ; thence by a line east and
distant three miles south from the south boundary of
portion 2, parish of Rosevale, to the east boundary
of the run ; thence by the eastern, southern, and
south-western boundaries of the run southerly,
westerly, and north-westerly ; on the north by a
line east along the south boundaries of portions 56,
59, parish of Thornton, to the west boundary of
portion 16, same parish ; thence by the west and
south boundaries of the land resumed in 1875 bear-
ing southerly and easterly to Laidley Creek ; and
by Laidley Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,
IWILLIAM
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and bt. George ,  Governor
%s7 W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and  after TUESDAY,  the twenty -fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall he 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eskdale Run.
Area, about 15,200 acres.
Commencing on Cressbrook Creek at  its inter-
section by the north- east  boundary of the ten
years'  lease,  and bounded thence by that boundary
north-westerly to Mount Deongwar, thence by a
line north-westerly four and a-quarter miles, being
part of the northern boundary of the run ; thence
by a line south about five and three-quarter miles
to aforesaid creek, and by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of reserved
and alienated lands.
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Lands resumed from the Emu Creek Run.
Area, about 23,500 acres.
Commencing  on the range between Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and bounded thence by the north-
east boundary of Emu Creek ten years' lease south-
easterly to Bum Bum Creek, by that creek down-
wards to Emu Creek, by, Emu Creek upwards, and
by the east and south-east boundaries of the said
ten years '  lease  southerly and south-westerly ; on
the south-west by a line parallel to, and distant
four miles from the aforesaid north-east boundary
north-westerly to the range dividing Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and thence by that range north-
easterly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
overnor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Helidon Run.
Area-About 8,000 acres.
Commencing on the Main Range, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of the ten years'
lease easterly , being the range between the Mi Mi
and Ma Ma Creeks ; on the east by the east
boundary of same, being line northerly about four
miles ; on the  north by the timber reserve south-
westerly and west to the Main Range ; and by the
Main llange southerly to the point of commence-
ment ,- exclusive  of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands  hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Toowoomba
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seven-
teenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 20s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from Rosalie Plains Rnn.
Area-10,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Rosalie
Homestead Area No. 1, thence bounded on the west
by a line north one hundred and fifty chains ; thence
on the north by a line east to the north branch of
Myall Creek ; thence  again on  the west by said
creek northerly about one hundred and seventy-four
chains ; thence  again  on the north by  a line east
about two hundred and thirty-five chains ; thence
on the east by a line south three hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north-east corner of Rosalie
Plains Homestead Area No. 2; and on the south by
the northern boundaries of Rosalie Plains Home-
stead Areas No. 1  and 2, to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from the Beauaraba Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of Beauaraba ten
years' lease westerly ; on the west by a line north
along eastern boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII and portion 432 about three hundred
chains ; thence by a line passing about twenty-five
chains north from the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase XXXI about five and a-half miles
east ; on the east by a line south along the west
boundaries of Nos. 1,759 and 1802 to the south
corner of 1802; thence by the road along south-east
boundary of Nos. 1,802, 1,813, 1,846, 1,820, and
1,789; thence by the north-east boundary of
Beauaraba ten years' lease south-easterly ; thence
by the west boundary of No. 10, the north-west
boundary of Nos. 29, 33, 42, 52, 53, a reserve, and
others along the south-east boundary of ten years'
lease south-westerly to the Gentlemen's Seat ;
thence by the boundary between North Branch
and Beauaraba Runs northerly to point of com-
mencement,- exclusive  of reserved  and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore.
said.  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
wart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area a hich may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed out of Clifton Run.
About 6,600 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of T.R. 465,
and bounded thence by the south-east boundary of
that portion south-westerly, by the east boundary
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T.R. 1,586 ,  and 1,613 south ,  by part of the north of
boundary of pre-emptive purchase XX and a line
east to the west boundary of  pre-emptive purchase
XII, by the west  boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
XII, V,  part of the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase XV, the west and part of the
north boundary of pre-emptive purchase  XVI, the
west boundaries of  Nos. 49 ,  609, 510, and 5 ; thence
by the south boundary of 338 bearing west to the
north boundary of T R. 465 ; thence by that boun-
dary south -easterly to point of commencement,-
exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. j WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depondencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notif and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described ,  having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions
of the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Felton Run.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Peel's
Plains  P.P. No. 2, and bounded thence by the
boundaries of Selections 696 and 743 to the west
boundary of P.P. No. 5, by that west boundary
and the boundaries of P.P 's. Nos. 17A 8,  19, 12,
11, and 24 to the south -west corner of  24;  thence
by a line west to the south-east corner of the
Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1872 ,  folio 1979, by the east boundary of that
Homestead Area, and by the south -east and north
boundaries of Selection 988, and ny the east boun-
dary of the Homestead Area northerly to the south
boundary of portion 68, parish of Rolleston ; and
by a line east to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated and reserved lands within
the above boundaries.
Lands resumed from the North Branch Run.
About 17,500 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard ,  and bounded
thence by the northern boundary of North Branch
ten years '  lease westerly to a point south from
the south -east corner of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII Beauaraba  ;  thence south four and three-
quarter miles  ;  thence east five and a-quarter miles ;
thence north half -a-mile, and north -east three-
quarters of a-mile to the Gentleman 's Seat  ;  thence
by the boundary between North Branch and
Beauaraba  Runs  north -westerly to point  of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fort eth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , T  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  $  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by  this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described ,  having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act ,  shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of  April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase ,  shall be  £2 per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 160 acres.
Lands resumed out of Westbrook Run.
About  11,500 acres.
Commencing  at the south -west corner  of West-
brook pre-emptive  purchase  LXXX , and bounded
thence by the south boundary of that  pre-emptive
purchase  east , by part of' the  west ,  the south, and
east boundaries  of pre-emptive purchase LXXXI
bearing south-east  and north  and a continuation of
the east  boundaries  of pre-emptive  purcl#Ase
LXXXI north  to a point west from the south-west
corner  of pre-emptive  purchase  LXIX ; thence by
a line east  and part of the south  boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  LXIX ; thence by the  west boun-
dary of pre- emptive purchases  LXVIII, LXVI, and
of the  Homestead Area resumed  in 1875 south to
a point east  from the south -east corner of pre-
emptive purchase  45;  thence by a line west to
portion  653;  thence  by the south -west boundary
of that portion north -westerly to  a point south
from  the south -west corner  of pre -emptive purchase
•LXXX ;  and thence  by a line north to the point of
commencement.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal ,  at Gove rn ment
House ,  Brisbane ,  this  first  day of March,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and  seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by His  Exce llency
TO WIT. WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the  Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St.  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the  provisions  of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and  proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under  the provisions of the
said  Act, shall be open  to Selection  at the Too-
woomba Land  Office, on and after  TUESDAY, the
seventeenth  day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and  proclaim that the upset
price  at which  the said lands are open  to selection by
conditional purchase ,  shall be  £ 1  15s.  per acre, and
that  the area  which may  be selected  by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eton Vale Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing on Hodgson's Creek at the south-east
corner  of PPXI, and bounded  thence by Hodgson's
Creek downwards  to Grass -tree Gully  ;  thence by
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Grass -tree Gully upwards and by the south-west i
boundary of Eton Vale ten years' lease north- I
westerly to the south-west corner of T.R. 1482;
thence by the south boundaries of Nos. 1482, 1457,
1444, 1521, bearing east, by part of the west
boundary of No. 568, bearing south to the south-
west corner ; thence by part of the south boundary
of same bearing east about ten chains ; thence by a
line south to the north boundary of P.P. XCII., by
part of the north boundary of P.P. XCI I. west to the
north-west corner ; thence by the west and south
boundaries of same south and east,  by  the west
boundariesof P.P. XC V.,XCVII.,XI V.,
XI.,bearingsouth and by the south boundary of P.P. XI. east to
he point of commencement,-exclusive of alienated
and reserved lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Goveruor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
I Lands Alienation Jet of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Warwick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, 1877.1
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 15s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 *acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosenthal Run.
About 27,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of W.R. 614,
and bounded thence by the south boundary of that
portion west, by the east and part of the south
boundaries of No. 611 bearing south and west, by
the east boundary of No. 1,011, bearing south, by
the south boundaries of 1,011, 1,347, 1,357 1358,
1551,  bearing west to the north-east boundary of
the land resumed in  1872;  thence by the north-east
boundary of that resumption south-easterly, and
by part of south-east boundary of same south-
westerly one mile ; thence by a line cast four
miles ; thence south five miles, east four and a
quarter miles, north about eight miles, to the south-
west boundary of W.R. 169, and by that boundary
and the northern boundary of the Rosenthal Run
north-westerly to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  10 The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the War-
wick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY, the
nineteenth day of April, 1877. And I further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by conditional
purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumedfrom the Canning Downs Run.Nut 25,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 72,
aad bounded thence bythe east boundary of that por-
tion, by the eastern, southern, and western boundaries
of Lucky Valley Gold Field, bearing south, west,
and north to north-west corner of same ; thence by
a line west to Rosenthal Creek about two and three-
quarter miles ; thence by that creek upwards to its
head in the Main Range ; thence by the Main
Range easterly to a point south from south-east
corner of W.R. 1039 ; thence by a line north to
that south-east corner ; thence by the south, west,
and part of the north boundaries of No. 1039, by the
west boundary of No. 1038, by part of the south
boundary of 394, the south and part of the west
boundaries of No. 383, by the south and part of the
eastern boundaries of 384, 386, 385, 387, 388, by
part of the east, the south, and part of the west
boundaries of 1037, and by the south boundary of
No. 100 to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at- the 1)alby
Land Office, on and after TUESD .  Y, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase ,  shall be £1 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed  from the  St. Ruth Run.
About 9,000 acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River at the
north -west corner of DR 261 ,  and bounded thence
by the north and east boundaries of that selection,
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by the north boundary of P.P. 11  (9),  and a line
east to eastern boundary of St. Ruth's ten years'
lease ; thence by that eastern boundary northerly
about three and three quarter miles ; thence by
a line west about four an3 three-quarter miles
to the Condamine River ; and by that river
upwards to point of commencement,-exclusive of
reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the TFest Prairie Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, at the western boundary
of West Prairie ten years' lease, and bounded
thence on the south by a line cast about one mile;
on the cast by a line along the west boundaries of
Nos. 4.59, 376, north four and three-quarter miles
thence west about three and a-half miles to afore-
said west boundary of ten years' lease ; and by that
boundary south-easterly to point of commencement,
-exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cecil Plains Run.
About 8,300  acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, and bounded on the
south by the north boundaries of Nos. 177, 36, 34,
33, 29, 27 west; thence by a line north four and
three-quarter miles ; thence east about one and
a-half miles to the east boundary of ten years' lease ;
and by that boundary south-easterly to point'i t of
commencement,-exclusive of alienated and re-
served lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
tion, by the east and south boundaries of the
Homestead Area res um ed in 1872 to Middle Creek,
by Middle  Creek downwards to P.P. 27, b>'
P.P. 27 to east boundary of P.P 24 ; then by
the east and part of south boundaries of P.P. 21
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By  Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD CAVE TITE QUEEN !
QVFuNSL&ND, Proclamation by His Excellency
To WIT. \\TILLIA\i WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.S.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Gorernor.  Chief of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
"T pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WFLLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council. do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by
conditional purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
QUFFNSLAND, 5' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
lP squire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
• Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " ° The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £1 per acre, and
that the area which may be selc cted by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Jimbour Run.
4t),000 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of P.P.
No. 24. at the intersection of the east boundary of
the Western Railway Reserve, and bounded thence
southerly by that east boundary to the boundary
of the Jimbour ten years' lease; thence east by that
boundary of the ten years' lease to the west
boundary of portion 437, parish of Cumkillenbar ;
thence north by the west boundaries of 437, 461,
443, 469, 445, 439; thence by the north boundaries
of 439 and 452 to the west boundary of 433: then
by the boundaries of 433, 31 t;. 470, 450, 438. 62, 61,
and 66, to the south-east corner of 66; thence north
45 degrees east to the north-east boundary of Jim-
bour ten years' lease ; thence by that boundary
north-westerly to its interjection with the east
boundary of the Western Railway Reserve ; thence
by that eastern boundary southerly to the north
boundary of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875,
by the north and east boundaries of that resump-
Lands resumed out of (Clenbar Run.
Portion A-About 9 square miles.
Commencing at the forty-one mile tree on Mnnna
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
102 degrees 30 minutes east six miles and twenty
chains; thence south one mile and ten chains;
thence west five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek upwards
to starting-point,-exclusiveot all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Land resumed out of Sirahanna and Agnes Vale
Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
K over It in triangle on the Port Curtis i oad, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing west
7 degrees north about two hurdred and twenty-
five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow over AV
over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the junction
of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards about one hundred and
eighty chains until it is intersected by a line bearing
north 42 degrees east from the tree first named
broad-arrow over K over  f  I in triangle ; and thence
by the said line bearing south 42 degrees west
about eight miles to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Tt ullogum Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Oakey Creek at
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over X about
tu% enty chains in a direct line above Gigoom Head
Station, and about three chains below a large gum-
tree marked TB, and bounded on part of the south-
west by a line bearing west 34 degrees north one
hundred and sixty-five chains twenty-five links to a
point on Edwards Creek about sixteen chains
below the south-east corner of Eureka Run; thence
by Edwards Creek up to that corner of Eureka
Itun ; thence on the north-west by the south-east
boundary of' Eureka and a line in continuation
bearing north 37 degrees east two hundred and
fifty-seven chains ; thence on the north-east by %
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line bearing south 50 degrees east crossing Oakey
Creelk  twenty-seven chains in a direct line below a
tree marked broad-arrow over KV over VIII three
hundred and fifty chains to the north-west boundary
of Keognnl ; S hence on the south-east by the
aforesaid boundary, bearing south 46 degrees west
two hundred and eighty-flirt.e chains to Oakey
Creek ; thence again on the south-west by said
creeks downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Cliflbw Ran.
About 10,960 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek fifteen
chains and t+renty links distant in a north-westerly
direction fri,m the five-mile tree, and bounded
thence by a line north about six miles and ten
chains to a range ; thence by that range north-
westerly about four miles and a-halt to where it
comes do A n into Clifton Creek ; thence crossing
Clifton Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over 5; ; thence by the range on the
opposite side south-easterly and southerly to
Sandy Cre< k about two chains above the junction
of Bonpa Creek ; and thence by Sandy Creek
downward- to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved. selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEFN 1
QUI ENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLLIAN WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Ordcr of St. Michael
(L.a.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
Governor.  of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
!! Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Counjil, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands shall be open to selection, sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Maryborough Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And  I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be lOs. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
Portion B.
About 37 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked VA four miles up
Munna Creek, and bounded thence by a line west
five miles ; thence north six miles and fifty-three
chains to Jacky's Creek ; thence by that creek
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over J ;
thence by a line bearing north 109 degrees 30
minutes east six miles and forty-five chains to River
Mary ; thence by the left bank of River Mary up-
wards to Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek up-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Warrah Run.
About 12,870 acres.
Commencing at a blue gum-tree marked H over
Z1I on the left bank of Stoney or Dungal Creek one
hundred and thirty-one chains from the crossing-
place on the Gayndah road, with the course of the
creek downwards, and bounded thence on the south
by that creek downwards, bearing north-easterly
about five miles and twenty-nine chains in a direct
line; thence on the east by a line bearing north 322
degrees east about five and a-half miles to Dackin-
willa Creek ; thence on the north by L)ackinwilla
Creek upwards, bearing westerly about one hundred
and thirty-two chains in a direct line to an iron-bark
tree marked F ; and on the west by a line bearing
north 180 degrees east four hundred and seventy-
two chains to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,000 acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
GH H broad-arrow ; bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing about south-east for two
hundred and forty-two chains to a tree marked
broad-arrow over LM over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence on the east
by a line north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct line above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII in triangle ; thence by
Powell's Creek downwards to its junction with
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Doongal Run.
About 20 200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborough and
Gayndah main road bearing north 43 degrees west,
about twelve chains from an ironbark-tree marked
EM over II in triangle on the Eighteen-mile
Creek, and bounded on the north by the Mary-
borough and (xyndah road westerly to the cross-
ing at Beardy's Creek ; thence on the west by a line
south to the ranges extending northerly from the
head of Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by a con Inu-
ation of those ranges forming the watershed of
Doongal or Stoney Creek easterly to the head of
Eighteen-mile Creek ; thence by that creek down
to the before-mentioned ironbark-tree marked EM
over I t in triangle ; and thence by a line north 43
degrees west to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive ofall reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point on the south boundary of
Toogoom Run bearing north 104 degrees east four
hundred and sixty-five chains from a tree on Too-
goom waterhole branded broad-arrow over BT in
triangle, and bounded on the south by a line bear-
ing north 104 degrees east about six hundred
and forty-five chains to the River Susan ; thence on
the east by a line bearing north 342 degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains ; thence on the
north by a line bearing north 284 degrees east two
hundred and ninety chains ; thence again on the
north by a line bearing west two hundred and
seventy-five chains ; and thence on the west by a
line bearing south one hundred and thirty-chains to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a water
reserve of three hur.dred and twenty acres.  and all
other reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Gov SAVE THE QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
WILLIAM •WELLINGroN I:AIRNS
Lands  resumed  out of Cambroon Run.
About 16,0)0 acres.
Commencing at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary River, bounded on the south
by that creek upwards abou' three hundred and
eighty chains to the Yabba road ; thence on the
south-east by that road south-westerly about five
hundred and seventy chains to' i he range dividing
the waters of the Little Yabba Creek from those of
Jimna Creek ; thence on the south-west by that
range north-westerly about seventy chains to the
range  dividing the waters of Little Y abbo Creek
from those of Sandy Creek ; thence on the north-
west by that range north-easterly about five hun-
dred and sixty chains to a range dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from those of the YabUa
and Goonoongibber Creeks ; thence by that range
bearing south-easterly about one hundred and
eighty chains and north-easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy chains to a point due west from a
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River ; and on the north
by a line bearing  east  about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion of said creek and Mary River ;  and on the east
by the said river upwards about four hundred and
forty chains to the Litte Yabba Creek, being point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, se-
lected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of  7eehar Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencingon the boundary between Gigoomgan
and Teebar at a point sixty chains north 9 degrees
30 minutes east from the summit of Mount Joseph,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west about twelve miles to the watershed separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River;  on the
north-west by said -watershed north-easterly about
ten and a-half miles ; on the north by the northern
watershed of Yaroomba Creek and by a spur ridge
to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains in a direct
line below the junction of Eel Creek ; then by
Sandy Creek downwards about ten miles t.) the
junction of Teebar Creek ; on the east by Teebar
Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9 degrees
30 minutes  east  one hundred anti ninety chains from
the summit of Mount Joseph ; then by a line bear-
ing south 9 degrees 30 minutes west about one
hundred and thirty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive  of an area  of about 6,000
acres shown on the Land Agent' s official  maps, and
of all reserved, selected, and alienated land.
Lands resumed out of the Gigoomgan Run (Con-
solidated).
About 107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Munna Creek
at a point one mile in a direct line below the junc-
tion of Calgoa Creek, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south-west to the watershed separating Cal-
goa Creek from Sandy Creek ; then by that water-
shed south-westerly about four  tniles  ; then by a line
bearing west two hundred and ten chains ; then by
a line bearing  north-west  crossing  the heads of
Calgoa Creek ten chains below the junction of
Munro Creek,  and terminating at the watershed
separating  Calgoa Creek from Spring Creek ; then
by that watershed south-westerly to the watershed
separating the tributaries of the Mary River from
those of the Burnett River ; then by that watershed
westerly and the watershed  separating  Spring
(,reek from Dry Creek northerly to Mount Jocc h;
then by a line bearing north  91 degrees east to Dr
Creek at its  eastern  bend ; then by the said creek
downwards to Teebar Creek ; then by that creek
downwards to Munna Creek ; and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement ,-exclu-
sive of an area of about 7,000 acres shown on the
Land Agent's official  maps , and all  reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Yabba Run.
About 67 square miles.
TO WIT.
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chiet of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienat;on  Art of  1876. "  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Procl amation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said  ket, on
and after  TUESDA  V, the seventeenth day of
April ,  1877, at Gympie Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
y conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Conandale Run.
About 28 500 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Obi Obi
branch of the Mary River. at a point abort twenty
chains east  from a large gum-tree marked VV1K,
said tree  being about thirty-one chains and -fifty
links south from the nineteen-mile tree on the road
from Imbie to Durundur, and hounded thence on
the north by a line hearing west about two hundred
and ten chains  to the western watershed of the Oi)i
Obi branch of the Mary River ; t hence on the west
by that watershed southerly about five miles to its
junction with the dividing range forming the water-
shed  separating the Mary River from the Brisbane
River ; thence on the south by that range south.
easterly  about eight miles and a-quarter ; thence on
the east by a line bearing north by east about three
miles and  three-quarters to the junction of the
eastern and  western branches of the Obi Obi branch
of the Mary River at an oak-tree marked C ; and
again  on the east by the Obi Obi branch of the
Mary River downwards about seven miles and a-
half to'the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved , selected, and alit Hated lands.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 34,300 acres.
Commencing on Tinana Creek at a spot about
twenty-two chains in a direct line above a tree
marked T over 33, hounded thence on the north by
a line bearing  west for ahiut four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryhorough
to Gympie ; thence on the west by that road
southerly for about six hundred and eighty chains
in a direct line to a point bearing west from Ulirrah
Head Station ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east for about five hundred chains to Goomboo-
rian Creek ; thence by that creek downwards for
about seven hundred and twenty chains in a direct
line to the point of  commencement ,-exclusive of all
reserved , selected,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of North Kenilit -.rth Run.
Ab )ut 17,280 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the Mary River
at a tree marked P on one side, G on another side,
and B over broad-arrow on another side, about one
and three-quarter miles below the junction of Belli
Creek with the Mary River; boundsd on the north
by a line bearing east about five hundred and
eighty chains to the Sea-coast Range; thence on the
east by that range southerly about two hundred
chains to  the Mooloolah road ; thence on the south
and south-east by that road south-westerly to a
point where it crosses the Mary River at Kenil-
worth Head Station at a point about seventy chains
below the junction of Obi 0 i Creek with the side
river; and on t! e west by that river downwards
about eight  miles and a-halt to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved , selected,
and alienated lands.
Commencing  on Yabba Creek  at a point about
sixty-five chains in a direct line above the junction
of Sandy Creek ; thence by a line north about two
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hundred and ninety chains to Kingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in a direct line ; thence by a line north
crossing Bella Creek to the northern watershed
of Bella and .Kingaham Creeks; thence by that
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Brisbane ]liver from Yabba Creek ; thence by
that range southerly about nine hundred chains in
a direct line to a small gully, and by that gully
downwards to Yabba Creek at a point about one
hundred and five chains in a direct line above
Capsize Creek ; thence by Yabba Creek downwards
to the point of commencement. --exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Killriran Run (.llurra.t,'s
De hatea/le I aud).
Portion A.
About G,9(x) acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifti -five chains from a tree on Wide B-ty Creek
marked bread-arrow over W over 23 in triangle.
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven
miles; thence by a line bearing north thirteen
chains and eighty links; on the north by a line
bearing west four hundred and sixty-six chains;
and on the west by a line bearing south to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
b"undaries.
QiEENSLAND , ' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELL INGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
(L.s.) chael and St . George,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The CrownLan Is Alienation Act of  1876 ," I, WILLIAM
WELLIN GTON  'CAIRNS. Esquire, the  Governor
aforesaid , with the  advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this  my Proclamation, notif and proclaim
that the  lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said  lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the pr visions  of the said Act, at  the Gympie Land
Office, Oil and after TUESDD.AY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall he 10s. per acre, and
the area which  may he selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
i
Portion B.
About 32.000 acres.
Commencing on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase portion No .  1, and hounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and east to the north-east
corner ; thence by a line north to the range dividing
Munna Creek from Wide Bay Creek  ;  thence by
that range and by the range separating the waters
of Wide Bay Creek from those flowing into Boonara
and Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from
the junction of Deep Creek with Wide Bay Creek ;
on the south by a line east to  Wide  Bay CreeK at
the junction  of'  Deep Creek  ;  and by Wide Bay
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of an area of about 2 ,000 acres ,  shown in
the Land Agent's official maps ,  and of all reserved,
selected ,  and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Curra Run.
About 23 500 acres
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
River Mary about twenty -five chains in a direct
line below a tree marked 46 on the survey of the
river ,  and bounded thence by a line bearing north
79 degrees east three hundred c ' ains to Curra
Creek, intersecting the present Mar. borough and
Gympie road about two chains south of the Head
Station, Curra  ;  thence by a line bearing north 26
degrees east three hundred chains to the watershed
of the Mary and Tinana  waters;  thence by that
range, and a spur range forming the northern
watershed of Durham Boy Creek in a north -westerly
and westerly direction to a point bearing north 75
degrees east about two hundred and sixty chains
from a tree  marked 57 on the survey of the  river;
thence by a line bearing north 255 12degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mary ; and thence by that river upwards about four
hundred and ten chains in a direct line to the point
of commencement,-exclusive  ,  of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QULEN 1
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 20,000 acres.
Commencing on the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie, at a point west from Ulirrah Head
Station ; thence by that road southerly about three
hundred and thirty chains to its meeting with the
old Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line
bearing about south  78  degrees east for about five
hundred and twenty-eight chains to the summit of
Mount Goomboorian; thence on the east by a
line bearing about north 32 degrees east for about
one hundred and sixty-three chains to a tree marked
A R on the Goomboorian Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards for about one hundred and sixty-
six chains in a direct line to its junction with Tinana
Creek; thence by that creek downwards about three
hundred and forty chains to a point east from
starting-point; and thence by a line west, about five
hundred chains, to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of the Tagiigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where the fence on the upper side of the present
paddock at Tagigan Rouse joins the same, and
bounded thence on the south -east by a line north-
east three hundred and fifty-six chains  ;  thence on
the north -east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to a peg ; thence on the north -west by a line
south-west four hundred chains to a tree marked
BR on Tagigan Range ; thence on the south-west
by that range south -easterly two hundred chains to
a point bearing south -west from commencing point;
and thence again on the south -east by a line north-
east sixty -four chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved ,  selected, and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Widgee Widgee Run.
About 4 3 ,(Xx) acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Widgee, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion and a
line in continuation bearing west to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
upwards to its head ; thence by the western water-
shed of that creek north -westerly about two hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line ; thence by a line
bearing north to the south-west corner of the land
resumed from Widgee Mtn, proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875. folio 1753 ; on the
north by a line bearing east to Widgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River;  by that river upward to the junction
of Glastonbury Creek ; and by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement ,-  exclusive of an area
of about 4 ,8(X) acres shown on the Laud A ent's
official  maps ,  and of all reserved ,  selected ,  and alie.
nated lands within the above boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Lmbil Run.
About 34 square mies.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba Creek
with the Mary River. and hounded on the north-
west by Yabba Creek upwards a' out one and a-half
miles to the junction of Goonoongibber Creek-,
then by the watershed separatin"miles;the two creeks
southerly about foul and a-half then by a
line bearing west 15 degrees south about three
hundred chains to Yabba Creek at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of 1)errier Flat, and just
below the junction of a small creek coming from
the south ; on the west by said small creek south-
erly to its head ; on the south by the southern
watershed of Yabba Creek and Goonoongibber
Creek easterly to Mount Brooloo, and then by a
small gully easterly to the Mary River ; and on the
east by said river northerly to Yabba Creek, the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the 3 car of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM N ELLINGrON CATI NS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.(L.S.)  Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief' of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WlLLIA51
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said act, on and
after TUESDA 1', the seventeenth day of April,
1877, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall he 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Toweran Run.
About 14,350 acres
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by
the spur dividing the waters of said creeks west-
erly to their northern watershed ; then southerly
and south-easterly by that range to a spot on the
Kolan River about fifteen (15) chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XI in triangle ;
then crossing the river easterly to the Kolonga
Range; then by said range passing through the
Toomboro Mountain to the crossing of the Mary-
borough and Gladstone road ; then by said road to
the Bolan River; then by said river to the junction
of George's Creek ; thence by said creek upwards
to the junction of Branch Creek to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Kolonga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Moullboolaman and Gladstone
road where it crosses the rang - forming the northern
watershed of Walily Creek, and bounded thence
on the north by that range westerly ; on the west
by the same range southerly and south-easterly ;
on the south by the same range forming the
southern watershed of Takilberan and Tararan
creeks easterly ; on the east by the range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid ; and thence by that road
north-westerly, crossing Tararan, Takilberan, and
ZValily Creeks to the point of commencement,-
,exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands  resumed  out of  Molangul Run.
About 72,080 acres.
Commencing on the range forming the northern
watershed  of Bolan  River at a point called Molan-
gul, and bounded thence  on the  north -west by a
line bearing south 45 degrees west about three
hundred and  forty  chains to the Bolan River ;
thence by that river downwards to they con fluence
of  Five-mile  Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to its head in the Burnett Range ; on the south by
that range and the range forming the southern
watershed of Five-mile Creek ,  Station Creek, and
Two-mile  Creek  easterly by the same range forming
the eastern watershed of Two-mile Creek ,  and the
southern watershed  of Bolan  River northerly, and
by a spur range westerly to the Bolan River at a
p,)int about forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ;
thence crossin g Bolan  River by a spur range north-
westerly to the first-mentioned range, and by that
range westerly to Mount Molangul ,  the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Moolboolomon Run.
About 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the west by a line north for
about thirty chains to the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek ;  on the north by the said watershed
easterly about five hundred and thirty chains in a
direct line ; on the east by a line south about one
hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek at a
spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IN over  XXVIII  in triangle;
then by said  creek 'upwards  about one hundred and
twenty-seven chains in a direct line to the junction
of Rainbow Creek  ;  then south for about five
hundred and sixty chains to the Hog Back _Range;
thence on the south and again on the west by said
range to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out  of  the Toomolongyore or Eureka
Run.
About 32  square miles.
Commencing on Edwards Creek where the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it ; bounded
thence on the south-west by that road north-west-
erly for about six hundred and eight chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over TM
over X in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
61 degrees 30 minutes east for about five hundred
and fifteen chains, passing through a tree on Sandy
Creek marked broad-arrow over AY over XXXIV
in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 151
degrees 30 minutes east for three hundred and
seventy-four chains ; thence bearing north 217
degrees east for about two hundred and twenty-four
chains to Edwards Creek at a spot about seventeen
chains in a direct line above a tree marked broad-
arrow over ED over II in triangle ; thence by
Edwards Creek upwards to the crossing of the
Maryborough and Port Curtis road, the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Stanton Harcourt Run.
About 66 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Boundary Creek
with Sandy Creek near a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle; thence by that creek upwards
to its head ; thence by the range separating the
waters of Sandy, Corfields, i'ix-mile, and Cabbage-
tree Creeks from those of Degilbo Creek north-
westerly to the junction of a ravine with the Burnett
River about twenty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over B'I' over L LV in triangle ; thence
by that river downwards about two hundred and
thirty chains in a direct line to a dense pine scrub ;
thence by that scrub easterly about three hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line to a tree marked
bread-arrow over T .V1 over XII in triangle on tie
Port Curtis and Maryborough road ; thence by
that road south-easterly crossing Corfields and
Sandy Creeks to Edwards Creek ; thence by that
creek  downwards about ten chains ; thence by a
line bearing 80 degrees 15 minutes ninety-six chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing 141 degrees
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15 minutes twenty-six chains and fifty links; thence
by a line bearing 144 degrees twelve chains and
twenfy links ; thence by a line bearing 1 36 degrees
forty-five chains ; thence by  it line bearing 160
degrees twenty-seven chains seventeen links; thence
by a line bearing 112 degrees seventeen - hains and
sixty-eight links ; thence by a line bearing 45
derees twenty-five chains to Oaky Creek ; thenceby"that creek upwards to a tree marked broad-
arrow over K1_ over IV in triangle; thence by a
line bearing 217 degrees about tour miles to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Landis resumed out of the Walla Run.
About 39,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker's Gully
about fifty chains in a straight line above an  aslh-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 1 in shield,
where the boundary line of the settled district
intersects ; tligice by that boundary line north.-west
three hundred and fifty cloi ins  to the range separat-
ing the waters of the Burnett trom those falling
into the Kolan ; thence by that range in a north-
easterly direction about six hundred chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by
that scrub in a nortlr-easterly and south-easterly
direction about three hundred arid seventy chains
in a straight line to  the junction of Boundary Creek
with the Burnett River; thence by the left bank of
the Burnett River upwards southerly about three
hundred chains in a straight line to St. Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek upwards in a
westerly direction about four hundred and eighty
chains in a straight line to Barker's Gully ; and
thence  by Barker's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly direction about ninety-five chairs in a
straight line to the point of comn eucement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing south to the watershed separ-
ating the Kolan River from the Burnett River ;
thence by that watershed north-easterly about four
miles to a tree marked N over VIII situate at the
edge of a dense scrub ; thence by the edge of said
Scrub north-easterly about tuo miles and south-
easterly about one and a-half miles to a point
bearing s autli from the south.-east corner of selec-
tion ltio. 545, Bundaberg ttegister; and thence
on the east by a line hearing north, crossing
the Mount Perry and Bundaberg main road about
three and a-half miles to the right bank of Gin
Gin Creek ; and thence by Gin Gin Creek upwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of  JYonbah Run.
About 16,500  acres.
Commencing  at the  junction  of Sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east  about one hundred chains to
the watershed  separating  Wonbah from Moolboola-
man waters  ; on the  east  by that watershed southerly
to a point east  from the north -east corner of mineral
selection  972 ; on the south by that  selection and
a line west to  Gin Gin Creek ; thence by part
of the west boundary of mineral selection No.
1,074  and the north and part of  the west boundary
of surveyed  portion No. 6 ; thence by a line
bearing west to  the watershed  separating the
waters flowing  into Gin Gin Creek from those
flowing into Eastern Creek ,  and by that watershed
northerly  to a point near  the head of Cattle
Creek where the  said watershed is intersected
by a line bearing  south-west from the junction of
Cattle Creek with Four-mile Creek; thence by that
line bearing  north- east to the  said junction by Four-
mile Creek  downwards  to its junction  s ith Gin Gin ;
and by that creek  downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of  Al  rtworved,  selected,
and alienated lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Mundurax Run.
About 63,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at a point north. 14 degrees east forty chains from a
tree marked broad-arrow over K over XXXVII in
horse-shoe ; thence by a line north 14 degrees east
three hundred and thirty-five chains to the left bank
of Stony Creek ; thence by that creek upwards in
a northerly direction six hundred and ten chains in
a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow over
B over 3 in horse-shoe on Branch Creek; thence by
a line  about north 14 degrees east sixty-five chains
to the watershed of Littabella Inlet and the Kolan
River ; thence by that watershed known as Double
Sloping Hummock Range south-easterly about three
hundred and eighty-five chains ; thence by a line
north 10 degrees east about two hundred and sixty
chains in a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow
over M over 755 in horse-shoe on survey of Mullet
Creek ; thence by the left bank of that creek down-
wards in a north-easterly direction  a bout  five
hundred chains to its junction with Littabella Creek ;
thence crossing Littabella Creek and by its left
bank d u nwards in an easterly direction about one
hundred and eighty chains in a straight line to its
intersection with the boundary of the Coast Reserve ;
thence by that reserve north-westerly about four
hundred and thirty chains in a straight line to the
range forming the north- western watershed of
Littabella  Inlet ; thence  by that  range in a south-
westerly direction about eight hundred chains in a
straight line to where it joins the range forming the
north-wcat watershed of stony Creek ; thence by
that range in a south-westerly direction about eight
hundred chains in a straight line to the range forming
the eastern boundary of Kolanga Run; thence by
that range in a southerly direction and by the said
boundary to where it strikes the Kolan River on
the left bank, oosite a tree marked broad-arrow
over K over XLppV in horse-shoe, about four hundred
and forty chains in a straight line ; and thence by
the left bank of the Kolan River downwards in a
general easterly direction about two hundred and
fifty chains to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved ,  selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEFNSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Companion of the Most Distin-
guished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander - in - Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " Tlie Crown
1 Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1876 ," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamaton ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Bundaberg Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s .  per acre,
and  that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tantitha Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on Welcome Creek at the west
wrnerof the Hc eaestead Area proclaimed in  Govern-
ment Gazette  for 18!'3, folio 2141, and bounded
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thence  on the south- west  by a line bearing north
328 degrees east  about 114  chains to  the southern
boundary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the
south corner of portion 1, parish of Kolan ; thence
by the  boundaries  of portions 1, 20, 18, and 26
of that parish  to the east  corner of portion 26,
parish of B olan, on  the coast line of Hervey's Bay ;
thence  in an easterly  direction by that  coast line
about  four miles  to the mouth  of a small creek ;
thence by that creek  upvt ands  in a south-westerly
direction to the boundary of portion 6, parish of
Gooburrum ; thence by that portion in a westerly
and south direction to the south-west corner of sail
portion ; thence by the south boundary thereof in a
south-easterly direction to the west boundary of
portion 4 of said parish, by part of that west boun
ary and its continuation to the south- west corner
of portion 3, parish of Gooburrum ; thence by a
line bearing north 238 degrees  east  to the north-
east  boundary of portion 25 on the north-east
boundary of the  area  proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141 ; thence by that
boundary in a north- westerly  direction to Welcome
Creek and by Welcome Creek upwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of  all reserved ,  selec-
ted, and  alienated lands  within the described boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of the Kolan Run.
About 69,300  acres.-
Commencing on the left bank of the Bolan
River at the junction of a small creek called Stony
Creek, which enters the river about ninety-five
chains in a direct line above a gum-tree branded
broad-arrow over K over XXX in triangle, and
bounded on the west by  a line running  north to
the head of Tandaram Creek ; thence on the north-
west by the northern watershed of that creek to
the Bolan ; thence by the left bank of the Bolan up-
wards to  a point about fifty chains  above a  gum-tree
branded broad- arrow  over K over XIX  in triangle;
thence by a line south  crossing  the Kolan about three
hundred and thirty chains; thence by a line west
crossing  the Kolan about two hundred and sixty-five
chains ;  and thence by the Bolan upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Bingera Run.
About  31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about  seven  chains above  a gum -tree marked
broad -arrow  over BT over XXI, and bounded thence
by a line  bearing south  ninety ch tins ; thence by a
line bearing  north 77 degrees east three hundred
and eight  chains  ; thence b  a line  bearing north
58 degrees  east  to a point bearing north two hun-
dred and thirty-eight  degrees  east two and a-half
miles from  the west corner of portion 41, parish of
Bolan ; thence by a line  bearing  north one hun-
dred and forty-eight  degrees east  about four and a-
half miles  to the Elliot River ; on the south by
that river upwards to a tree marked broad-arrow
over ET over V ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing about  285 degrees  to the  Burnett  River at the
confluence of a small  creek distant about thirty
chains in a direct line above  Bingera  head station ;
and thence by the Burnett River downwards to the
point of commencement,- exclusive  of all reserved,
selected,  and alienated lands  within the above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 22,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a point  bearing south  from the south- east corner
of selection No. 515, Bundaberg Register, and
bounded thence by a line bearing south about three
and a-half miles crossing  the Mount Perry and Bun-
daberg main road to the scrub forming the boun-
dary of the run ; thence by that scrub south-
easterly about three miles to the head of Boundary
Creek and by that creek downwards to the
Burnett River, by that river downwar. 1 s t o the area
proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio
2017; thence by the  south-west and north-west
boundaries of that area to the north  corner of same
thence by  a line  bearing north three hundred and
twenty-five degrees east about three miles to the
Kolan River, by that river up to the confluence of
Gin Gin Creek, and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
G01)  R4VF TII R QUEEN 1
QUEHNSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
10 WIT. WILLIAM WaLLINGTJN  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion or the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L S.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its  Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereun.:er described,  resumed from
Runs in the Unsettled District of Daring Downs,
shall be open to Selection, subject to  the provisions
of the said Act, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said  lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per  acre, and
that the area  which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed  5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed out of Bengalla and Wyemo Runs.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east five miles
thirty-three chains along the north-west boundary
of the Beebo Run to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over D ; thence on the north by a west line along
part of the south boundary of the Whetstone Run,
crossing the Macintyi e Brook at a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over W, about five miles sixteen chains;
thence on the west by a south line to the Severn
River, at the junction of the Macintyre Brook ;
thence on the south by the right bank of the
Severn River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Beebo Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the nor6-west by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east four hundred
and thirty-three chains along the south-east boundary
of the  Bengalla  and Wyemo Run to a ppine-tree
marked broad- arrow  over i) ; thence on the north
by an east  line to a spur  separating the Macintyre
Brook waters from those falling into the Severn
Ricer, and by that  spur  easterly along-part of the
south boundary of the Whetstone Run to the
western  watershed of Brush Creek ; thence on the
south- east  by that watershed south-westerly to the
Severn River; and thence on the south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Whetstone Run.
About 59 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W
about one mile and  sixty  chains above the junction
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of Catfish Creek, and bounded thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that brook downwards to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W ; thence on
the south by an east line three hundred and seventy-
six chains along part of the northern boundaries of
the Bengalla and Wyemo and the Beebo Runs to
the watershed between the Macin'vvre Rrook and
Brush Creek ; thence again on the south and the
south-east by that watershed easterly along part of
the northern boundary of the last-named run and
north-easterly along the north-west boundary of
the Brush Creek Hun to an ironbark- tree on
Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over F : and
thence on the north by a line bea:ing west ten
degrees thirty minutes north along the southern
boundary of the Swithland Rtln six hundred avd
seventy-three chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Brush Creek Run.
About 21  square miles.
Commencing on the north-west boundary of the
Texas Run at an ironbark-tree marked C, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
north 2J degrees  east  three miles rrossiug Brush
Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
and being along part of the north-west boundary of
the before-mentioned Texas Run ; thence on the
north by a west line to the watershed between
Brush Creek and the Macintyre Brook ; thence on
the north-west by that watershed along part of the
south-east boundary of the Whetstone Run south.
westerly to the northern boundary of the Beebo
Run ; and thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the Beebo Run
crossing Brush Creek at a guns-tree marked broad-
arrow over B eight miles eighteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Saeithland Run.
About 81  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Canning Creek
opposite a guns-tree marked broad-arrow over Go,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west eight hundred chains crossing Pariagana Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over 11 ; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south 52 degrees
west eight hundred and three chains ; thence on
the south-west by a line bearing east 30 degrees
south six hundred and forty chains to the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W;
thence on the south-east by the right bank of that
brook upwards to the junction of Canning Creek,
and by the right bank of that creek upwards to an
apple-tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow,
and by that road north-easterly to the point of
commencement. -
Lands resumed oztt of Canning Creek Run.
About 112 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over Gj about
sixteen miles six chains in a direct line below
or down the crrek from the junction of Mosquito
Creek ; bounded thence by a line bearing east 30
degrees north three hundred and two chains to an
ironbark-true marked broad-arrow over A ; thence
by a north line two hundred and forty chains to
Mosquito Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L ; thence by the range separating Mosquito
Creek from Canning Creek in a general north-
easterly direction to a point bearing east 20 degrees
south from an apple-tree on the right bank of last-
named creek marked broad-arrow over CB ; thence
by a line bearing west 20 degrees north crossing
Canning Creek at last-named tree ,  also Mingi-
marny Creek  at a gum-tree  marked  broad-arrow
over  CB, to the  range separating the waters of Min-
gimarny Creek from those of the eastern branch of
Bungabilly Creek at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over H in triangle  ;  thence on the north by
a line westerly to the Junction of Bungabilly
Creek and  its western  branch ; thence on the
west by a south line to the watershed between
Canning Creek and Pariagana Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to the north boundary of the
Swithland  Run;  and thence on the south by an east
line along part of that boundary to the point of
commencemeut.
Lands  resumed out  of Stonehenge Run.
About 43 square miles.
Commencing on the northern boundary  of'  the
Canning Creek Run at the intersection of the
watershed between Mingimarny Creek and Canning
Creek, and bounded thence on the north-west by
that watershed north-easterly to the dividing range
separating the waters  flowing into the Condamine
River from those failing into the Macintyre  Brook
on the north and cast by that watershed easterly
and so.)utherty  ;  on the south-east by the watershed
between Canning Creek and Mosquito Creek south-
westerly to a point bearing east twenty degrees
south from starting point ;  and thence on the south
by a line bearing west twenty degrees north along
part of the northern boundary of the Canning
Creek Run to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Bodumba Run.
About 85 square miles.
Commencing at a point opposite to a gum-tree
marked broad -arrow over L on the left bank of Mos-
quito  Creek at a point about two miles and a-half
below the junction of Bodumba Creek, and bounded
thence by a range separating Mosquito Creek from
Canning Creek in a northerly direction along part
of the east boundary of the Canning Creek Run to
a point west of a spot twenty chains south of Bo-
dumba Head Station  ;  thence on the north by an
east line crossing Mosquito Creek about seventy-
two chains above the junction of Bodumba Creek,
and Bodumba Creek twenty chains below Bodumba
Station to the range separating the heads of
Bodumba and Chain-of-Ponds Creek from the
middle head of Macintyre Brook ; thence by the
last-named range south-westerly  '  o a point hearing
south from a yellow box -tree market broad-arrow
over V on Chain-of-Ponds Creek ; thence by a
north line to Chain -of-Ponds Creek at last-named
tree  ;  thence by a line bearing west 14 de-
grees  .'30 minutes north six hundred and ninety-
seven chains to a point south of starting point at an
ironbark-tree marked broad -arrow over A ; and
thence by a north line  to  hundred and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Glenelg Run.
About 42  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
'1'C.CC  at a point about six miles sixteen chains
above or up the brook from the junction of Trever-
ton's Creek ,  and bounded thence on the west by a
north line crossing the Macintyre Brook ninety-eight
chains to the watershed separating Chain-of-Ponds
Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north -easterly along
part of the south -east boundary of the Bodumba  tun
to the intersection of the road from Bodumba  ;  thence
on the north -east by that road south -easterly to the
crossing of the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
south by a west line two miles  ;  thence on the eas t
by a south line crossing the Macintyre Brook to the
watershed between the last-named brook and
Treverton 's Creek ; thence again on the south by
that watershed westerly along part of the northern
boundary of Terrica Run to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G ; and thence on the south-west
by a line bearing south one hundred and thirty-five
degrees west two hundred and eighty -six chains to
the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Terrica Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencingon Treverton 's Creek at apoint where
it is met by the east boundary of a 4,800 acre reserve,
and bounded thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek upwards to its source in the
range separating Pike 's Creek from Treverton's
Creek  ;  thence on the north -east and north by the
northern watershed of the last-named creek north-
westerly and westerly to where it is met by the
eastern boundary of the first -mentioned reserve ;
and thence on the west by a south line along the
east boundary of that reserve to Treverton 's Creek,
the point of commencement.
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Lands resumed out of Texas Run.
About 144 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an iron-bark tree marked broad-arrow
over T. and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line hearing north 24 degrees 45 minutes east five
miles seventy-four chains to Branch Creek ac a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow,  and a  line bearing north 29
degrees east seven miles thirty-two chains crossing
Brush Creek  at an apple -tree marked broad-arrow
over fi along  the south -east  boundaries of the
Beeho and rush Creek Runs to an ironbark tree
marked bro id-arrow over I on the watershed
between the Severn River and Bracker's Creek
thence on the north by that watershed easterly
along part of the southern boundary of the Cool-
munda Run to the head of the we.tet n branch of
Oaks Creek ; thence on the east by the right bank
of that branch downward to its junction with Oaky
Creek and by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the northern boundary of the surrendered
portion of the  run (nine square  miles) ; thence by
a west line  along part of that boundary to the
north-west angle of the last-mentioned portion ;
thence by a south line along the  western  boundary
of the  same - portion to the Severn River; and
thence on the south by the right bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pikedale Run.
About 27  square miles.
Commencing on the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek at a point about eight
chains  north-westerly from Traverse Station, No.
51 on the survey of that watershed, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing Pike's
Creek along part of the south boundary of the Pitt
Arrow Run four miles seventy-six chains ; then on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of
the Catterthun Run five miles to the northern
boundary of the Auchinblae ttun ; thence on the
south by a west line crossing Pike's Creek along
part of that boundary to the south- east  angle of the
Pikedale tire-emptive purchase ; thence by a north
line  along  the east boundary of that pre-emption
one hundred and sixty-one chains ten links ; thence
by a west line along the north boundary of the
same  pre-emption one hundred and sixty-one chains
eight links ; thence by a south line along the west
boundary of the before-mentioned pre-emption one
hundred and sixty-one chains seven links to the
northern boundary of the Auchinblae Run ; thence
again on  the south by a  west  line along part of the
northern boundary of the last-named run to the
watershed between Pike's Creek and Bracker's
Creek at  a point  about twelve chains northerly from
an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over P over P
XII in triangle ; and thence on the north-west by
that watershed and the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek along parts of the
south-east boundaries of the Warroo and Terrica
Runs north-easterly to the point of commencement,
-ex, lusive of an area of 1,280 acres in two separate
portions of 640 acres each contained within these
described boundaries, and shown on the Land
Agent's official map.
Lands resumed out of Auchinblae Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gulls
with said creek, and bounded thence by that creek
downwards about half- a-mile  in a direct line to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on
the south- west  by a line bearing north fifty-five
degrees west one hundred  and nineteen  chains to
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G, and
by a line bearing west seven degrees north two
hundred and fifty chains along part of the north-
east  boundary of the Pike's Creek North Run to an
apple-tree marked broad-arrow over PP ovtr XII
in triangle on the watershed separating Bracker's
Creek from Pike's Creek, thence by that watershed
northerly about twelve chains ; thence on the north
by an east  line crossing  Pike's Creek, along the
south boundaries of the Pikedale Run, the Pikedale
pre-emptive  purchase  and the  Oatterthun  Run, in
all thirteen miles twenty chains to the west bound-
ary of the resumed portion of the Pikedale Run ;
Thence on the east by a south line along part of the
last-named bound-ir to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River; thence on the
south and south-east by that watershed westerly
and south-westerly along part of the north-west
boundaries of the Nundubbermere run to the head
of Lighthouse Gully at an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over P over XII in triangle ; thence
again on the north-west by the right bank of that
gull;; downwards to its junction with Pike's reek
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P, and by a
line across that creek to the point of commence-
m ent.
Lands resumed out of Catterthuu Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the Pike-
dale Run, and bounded thence on the north )y an
east line al )ng part of the south boundary of the
Pitt Arrow Run, five miles forty-eight chains to
the west boundary of the resumed portion of the
original Piekdade Run ; thence on the east by a
south line along part of that boundary five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles forty-
eight chains along part of the north boundary of
the Auchinblae Run; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the. Pikedale
Run five miles to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek Run.
About 19 square miles.
Commencing at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over PB on the east side of Pike's Creek at
the junction of Oaky Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by the right bank of the lastnamed
creek upwards to where it branches into two heads;
thence prom the junction of the said two branches
by a line bearing north one hundre:i and five
degrees east one mile and thirty-seven chains, and
by a line bearing north eighty-eight degrees east
two miles and thirteen chains to the apex of the
Jibbinban Mountain at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over J, along part of the north boundary of
the Glenlyon Run ; thence on the west by the
watershed between Pike's Creek and the Severn
River northerly to along part of the western
boundary of the Nundubbermere Run to a tree
marked P ; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Pike's
Creek North Run to Pike's Creek ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek i orth Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing at the head of Lighthouse Gully at
an ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed be-
tween Pike's Creek and the Severn River, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the northern boundary of the Pike's Creek
Run to Pike's Creek ; thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek upwards to the junction of
Lighthouse Gully at a box-tree marked P ; and
thence on the north-east by the left bank of that
gully upwards to its source at the tree marked P
first mentioned , the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Emu Vale Run.
About  75 square miles.
_VW
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point half -a-mile above the present washpool
on the original Glenlyon Run, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line crossing Pike's Creek
to the watershed between Pike's Creek and the
Severn River ; thence on the south-east by that
watershed south-westerly along part of the north-
west boundary of the Mingoola Run to the east
bank of Pike's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over M, opposite the junction of Little Plains Creek;
thence crossing l'ike's Creek to the watershed be-
tween Little Plains Creek and Pike's ('reek south-
westerly along a portion of the southern boundary
of the before-mentioned Mingoola Run to the
northern boundary of the Aitkin's Flat Run ;
thence on the east by the last-mentioned watershed
southerly along a portion of the west boundary of
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Aitkin's Flat Run to  the watershed  separating the
heads  of Little Plains Creek from those of Back
Creek ; thence on the south by that watershed
westerly along  a part of the north boundary of the
Maidenhead  Run; thence on the west by the
Bracker 's Range. shedding  its waters  easterly into
Little  Plains  Creek and Pike's Creek, bearing
northerly  along a portion  of the  east boundaries of
the Bonshaw  and Gunyan Runs to a point west of
starting point ; and  thence again on the north by an
east line to  Pike' s Creek at  the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Bonsharr Rua
About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over G,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
north eighty-two degrees east two hundred and
thirty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line one hun-
dred and forty-two chains to the watershed between
the Severn River and Little Plains Creek ; thence
on the east by that watershed and the watershed
between Back Creek and the Severn River in a
southerly direction, in all about four miles ; thence
on the south by a west line to Severn River; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of -Maidenhead Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
snd bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north forty degrees east three miles
thirty chains to the watershed between Back Creek
and the Severn River and by that watershed along
the south-east boundary of the Bonshaw Run to a
point west and about fifteen chains north of the
junction of Back Creek and its western branch ;
thence on the north by an east line crossing the
last-mentioned creek and its western branch about
fifteen chains above the juncti n to the Severn
River ; and thence on the south-east and south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Lands resumed out ofAitkin's Flat Run.
About 14 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an ironbark-tree marked A, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line to the water-
shed between Back Creek and the Severn River
along part of the north boundary of the Maiden-
head Run ; thence on the west by that watershed
northerly along the east boundary of the last-
mentioned run and by the watershed between Little
Plains Crec k and the Severn River northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Enna Vale Run,
in all about four miles ; thence on the north by an
east line to the Severn River; and thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of 2Vinyoola Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed separating Pike's
Creek from the Severn River at the source of a
gully which empties itself into the Severn River
opposite a point about four miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Tenterfield branch with
the last-named river, and bounded thence by that
watershed southerly to a tree on Pike's Creek
marked broad-arrow over M ; then across that
creek to the watershed between it and Little Plains
Creek, and by that watershed and the watershed
between Limestone Gully and Pike's Creek easterly
to the Severn River at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over MIz in triangle ; thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to a point south-cast of
the junction of the first-mentioned gully with Pike's
Creek ; and thence on the north-east by a line
bearing north-west to and across Pike's Creek to
the last-mentioned junction, and by the right bank
of the first-mentioned gully upwards to its source,
the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Ballindean.
About  98 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Severn
River at the junction of Accommodation Creek,
and bounded thence on the south-cast by the right
ntersection ofbank of that creek upwards to the i "
the north-west boundary of the Tet1•terfield North
Run ; thence by a north-east line along part of
that boundary to the north-west angle of the last.
named run ; thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the before-mentioned
Tenterfield North Run to the Main Dividing Range
between New South Wales and Queensland ; thence
on the cast by that range in a general northerly
direction to the watershed separating Quart Pot
Creek from the waters flowing to the south-West ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north.
westerly along the south-West boundary of the
Folkstone Run to the junction of Quart Pct Creek
with the Severn River at a gum-tree marked DF;
and thence on the north-west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Tenteafeld 1Yorth Raan.
About 9.square miles.
Commencing on the Main Dividing Range at a
point where it is met by the south-east boundary
of the Ballindean Run, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a north-east line along the south-cast
boundary of the last-named run three miles and
thirty chains ; thence on the north by an east line
along part of the south boundary of the before-
mentioned Ballindean Run about two miles twenty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line to the
Main Dividing Range, and thence on the south by
that range westerly to the point of commencement.
Lands resaanaed out of 1lraandubberniea•e Run.
About 53 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N,
and bounded thence on the south-east by right
bank of that river upwards to a point about two
miles in a direct line above the intersection of the
north-western road therewith ; thence on the east
by a north line to the watershed between the
Severn River and Mars land Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed south-westerly to an
ironbark-tree marked t' on the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn (being along the south-
west boundary of the Pikedale Run) ; thence on
the east by the last-mentioned watershed southerly
along the east boundary of the Pike's Creek Hun
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over J, and con-
tinuing along the same watershed along part of the
east boundary of the Glenlyon Run to a point
west of starting point ; and thence on the south by
an cast line along the north boundary of the Min-
goola Run one mile fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Coolmunda Run.
About 99 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over GD oppo-
site the north-east corner of the Swithland Run,
and bounded by a line bearing east thirty degrees
north and crossing Canning Creek twice, three
hundred and two chains to an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over A which also forms the south-
west corner of the Bodumba Run; then by a line
bearing east fourteen degrees thirty minutes south,
sic hundred and ninety-seven chains to a yellow
box-tree on Chain-of-Ponds Creek marked broad-
arrow over - over V ; thence by a line bearing
south and crossing that creek and the Macintyre
Brook two hundred chains to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over TC CC on the left bank of that
brook ; thence by a line bearing south-east two
hundred and eighty-six chains to a gum-tree market
broad-arrow over G on the range separating Tre-
verton's Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; then
by a line bearing south fifty-one degrees thirty
minutes west two hundred and sixty-seven chains
to Bracker's Creek at a tree on the right bank
marked broad-arrow ; thence on the south by the
right bank of the last-named creek downwards to
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its unction with the Macintyre Brook and by the
right bank of that brook downwards to an apple-
tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over L ;
and thence on the west by that road northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Swithland Run
crossing Canning Creek at an apple-tree marked
broai-arrow over L to the north-east corner of the
Swithland Run ; and thence across Canning Creek
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of an
area of about seven square miles adjoining the east
boundary of Inglewood Town Reserve and between
Macintyre Brook and Canning Creek, shown on the
land agent's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,' Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
i Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Nanango Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
pproclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase
shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Taromeo Run.
Area, about 14,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek at the point where
the spur range forming the northern boundary of
Taromeo Run touches the creek, opposite the con-
fluences of Taromeo Creek, and bounded thence by
that northern boundary north-westerly to the range
separating the Burnett River waters from the Bris-
bane River waters; thence by that range southerly
and by a spur range easterly, and by a small creek
forming parts of the southern boundary of' raromeo
Run easterly to Cooyar Creek ; and thence by
Cooyar Creek to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the C'ooyae Run.
Area, about 18,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek one and a-half
miles below Cooyar head station, and bounded
thence by a line bearing north 335 degrees east to
the range separating Cooyar Creek from Batambah
Creek ; thence by that range north-easterly about
eight miles in a direct line ; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 155 degrees east, and distant six
and a-half miles from the south-west boundary to
Cooyar Creek ; and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and
alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Goya SAVE ruE Q csEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Gove rn or afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  resumed from runs
in the Unsettled  District of Burnett ,  shall be open
to Selection ,  subject to the provisions of the said Act,
at the Nanango Land Office ,  on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further  notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of South Baramba,
or Barker's Creek, with Baramba Creek opposite a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BB over 21 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west, north,
and north-east by the left bank of the last-named
creek upm ards to the north-west corner of Baramba
Pre-emptive No. 4; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that pre-emptive purchase and a line
in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of Stephenton Run; thence on the south by the
northern boundary of the Stephenton Run, about
two hundred and ten chains to South Baramba
Creek, at a point fifty-two chains in a direct line
above an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 15 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of the last-named creek. down-
wards to its junction with Baramba Creek, the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of North Baramba Run.
About 18,500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B over 46 in
triangle, and bounded thence  on the east  by a north
line along the west boundary of the  Baramba Ranges
Run to the range separating the Nangur Creek
waters from those falling into Baramba Creek two
miles forty-four chains at a point thirty -two chains
west of an iron bark-tree marked broad-arrow over
9 in triangle ; thence on the north by that range
westerly along the southern boundary of the Llan-
gollen Run and part of the south-west boundary of
the Goomeribong Run to a point north of an apple-
tree on the left bank of Baramba Creek marked
broad-arrow over B over 28 in triangle ; thence on
the west by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Murgon Run to the right bank of
the last-named creek at a point about sixteen chain-
north of the aforesaid apple-tree marked broads
arrow over B ovrr 28 in triangle ; thence on the
south by the right bank of the before-mentioned
Baramba Creek upwards to the south- west co rn er
of North Baramba Pre-emptive No. 2; thence by
the west and north boundaries of that pre-emptive
north and east to the north-east corner ; thence by
part of the north-east boundary of that pre-emptive
south-easterly along the Maryborough and Nanango
main road about seventy chains ; thence by a line
bearing east about one hundred and fifty chains to
Baramba Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards in
an easterly direction about forty chains to the point
of commencement,- exclusive of all  reserved and
alienated lands  within these described  boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of East Baramba Run.
About 28 square miles.
Comrnencina on the left hank of llaramba Creak
at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B over64 in triangle, and bounded tt,enre on the north by
the left hank of that cre, k downwards to the junc-
tion of Moonda Waamba Creek ; thence on the
south-east by the right hank of that creek upwa-ds
to a point opposite a free marked broad-arrow over
M ov• r 8 in triangle; thence on the south by an
east line along part of the north boundary of the
lrisbane banc;es Run to a point sixteen chains
north o' a gum-tree marked hroai-arrow over BM
over 10 in triangle; and theme on the east by a
north lin' four miles sixty-four chains to the point
of conime cement -exclusive of a pre-emptive
purchase of four square miles contained within the
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Ranges Run.
About 4 500 acres.
Commencing on the range  separating  the Wide
Bav waters from the Baramba Creek at a tree
marked hroad-arrow over B tI over 5 in triangle,
and h 'nnde,t thence on the east by a line bearing
south 22 degrees 30 minutes west ninety-nine
chains ; thence by a south line two miles thirty-
nine chains to Baramba Creek opposite an apple-
tree mark d broad-arrow over over .54 in triangle;
thence on the south by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the south-east corner of Baramba
Ranges Run Pre-emptive No. 1. ; thence ny the
east and  north boundaries of that pre-emptive nort;,
and west and it line in continuation of said north
boundary west to the east boundary of North
Baramba  Run; thence on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of the North Baramba
Run about one mile to the  range  dividing the
Nangur Creek waters from these of the Baramba
Creek, at a point thirty-two chains west of an iron-
bark-treek marked broad-arrow over 9 in triangle;
and thence on the north by that range easterly to
the first-mentioned range shedding its waters into
Wide Nay ('reek, and along that range easterly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all re-
served and  alienated  lands contained wi bin these
described boundaries.
Lands resumr-d out of Nanango Run.
About 48 square miles.
Commencing at an troni ark-tree en the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 14 in tri-
angle, being the s uth-east corner of Coolabunia
Run, and hounded thence on t e north by a west
line along the south boundary of that run crossing
tSoutli Baramba or Barker s Creek at a gum-tree
marked hroad-arrow over N over 19 in triangle to
the range separating the Stewart River waters from
the Baramba waters ; thence on the west by that
range southerly along part of the west b undary of
the Uoonnenne Run about forty chains to a spur-
range ; thence on the south-west along that spur
east-south-easterly to Sout Baramba Creek oppo-
site to a gum tree marked Bt.) and broad-arrow over
TN in tria gle by a line bearing south east to a
tree marked broad-arrow over T ' over 3 in triangle
on a spur of the Brisbane Range and by that spur
south-easterly to the Brisbane Range, this south-
west boundary being also the north-east boundary
of the K uni, 'on Run ; thence on the south-east by
the Brisbane Range north-easterly to the point of
conimencentent,-exclusive of the area contained in
the  ,\  anaugo Toss u Reserve, and all alienates lands.
Lands resumed out of BooieRun.
About 54  square miles.
Commencing on the I'rishane Range at a point
equidistant  from an ironbark-tree marked broad.
arrow  over N over 5 if. triangle and gum-tree
markr  d broad-arrow over N over 4  in triangle, said
point being the south-east corner of the Broadwater
un, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along  the south boundary of the last-named
run crossing the head of Reedy Creek  ten chains
beloN a guar-tree marked broad-arrow over 'R: over
3 iil tfiiant lti and  boutb  1sarauibu or Barker 'ta Vreea
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 26 -
in triangle on the right side of said creek to the
r.int e separating the Stewart Creek waters from
the Baramba Creek waters ; thence on the west by
that range southerly along parts of the Wooroelin
and Boonnenne ttuns about three miles fifty-six
chains to a point west of a gum-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in tri-
angle ; and thence on the south by an east line
al• -ng the north boundary of the Coolabunia Run
crossing liaramha Creek five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow , -ver N over 23 in triangle to
the gum-tree marked broad arrow over N over 9 in
triangle on the Brisbane Range ; and thence on the
east t,y that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Lands  resumed  out of  Boonara Run.
About 47  square miles.
Commencing  at the north- east corner of the
Nangur Run, bounded  thence on  the east by the
line of range separating  the Wide Bay from the
Burnett District. about five and three-quarter miles
in a north-easterly direction  to a line of fence about
a quarter of a mile south-westerly from a spotted
guru-tree on the h ad of Alma Creek marked brcad-
arrow over A over 6 55 in triangle ; thence on the
north and  east  by said line of fence, about four
miles in  a direct line to the edge of a dense pine
scrub ; thence  again  on the north by a line bearing
about west  seven  degrees south about ten  miles and
a-quarter to a scrubby  range crossing  Planted or
Scrubby, Jengban, Diggers', Washpool, and
Christmas Creels, to a point bearing about east-
north-east from a gum-tree on Boonara Creek
marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in triangle and
broad-arrow over BN in triangle about  one mile
distant; thence on the west b% said scrubby range
in a southerly direction about four miles and a-half
in a direct line to the north-west corner of Nangur
Run ; thence on the south by part of the north
boundary of that run being an east line about five
miles to the south-west corner of Boonara PP3;
thence by the west boundary of that PP and a line
in continuation  north about two hundred and forty
chains to Boonara Creek ; thence by that creek up-
wards nortt-easterly in a direct line about three
hundred and forty  chains ;  thence by a line south
to the north boundary of Nangur Run ; and thence
by that boundary east about one hurt-tred and
seventy chains to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nangur Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the north east corner of the
Goomerrihong Run, and bounded thence on the
ea t by the line of range separating the Wide Bay
from the Burnett District in a northerly direction
about four  miles  and a-quarter crossing the road to
Kilkivan near to an ironbark tree on the he,-d of
Gap Creek marked broad-arrow over B over a in
triangle and broad-arrow over BO over 8 in tri-
angle ; thence on the north by a  w est line about
one hundred and seventy chains ; thence by a line
south two hundred and sixty chains ; thence by a
line west eight hundred and twenty  chains to a
point south of the south-west corner of Boonara
P.P. No. 3; thence by a line north abut two hun-
dred and sixty chains to aforesaid south-west corner
of P.P No. 3; thence by a line west being the south
boundary of Boonara Run about five miles to a
scrubby range at a point at,out one mile southerly
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WB over 4-30 in triangle ; and thence on the west
by said scrubby range south-easterly about four and
a-Halt miles in a direct line to a point on the said
range about one mile south-west of a Moreton Bay
ash-tree on Trinity Creek marked broad-arrow over
T over 6 in triangle, being the north-west corner
of the Goomerribong Run ; and thence on the south
by the north boundary of that run,  being an east
line about  nine miles and  a-quarter to the starting
point,-exclusive of all reserved  and alienated lands
contained  within  thieve described  boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Goomerribong Run.
About 41 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Llangollen Run, and bounde I thence on the
east by the line of ranges eparating the Wide
Bay from the Burntt District, about five
miles in a direct line to a point about
eight chains south of a dense scrub ; thence
on the north by a west line about nine miles and
a-q tarter  cross ng ulers Creek, also Nangur Creek
about ten chains below a gum-tree marke t broad-
arroa• over N over 12 in triangle, and a!so cro,sin,
Lambing, Champion, Witterfall, and one of the
heads of Trinity Creeks to a scrubby range ; and
thence on the west by that range in a south-easterly
direction about seven miles to the west b-)undary of
Llangollen Run; and thence northerly by the west
boundary of that run about two miles in a direct
line crossing t,ie Jura Creek at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over J over 5 in triangle; and thence
on the south by the north boundary of said run,
being an east line about eight miles to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of a pre-emptive pur-
chase of four square miles, and all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonbr,.ian Run.
About 63 square miles.
Commencing on the right hank of Boonara Creek
at the south-west corner of Boonbyjan P.P No. 1,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards in a
southerly direction to the north boundary of
Windera Run; .thence by an east line to the range
separating  the heads of Christmas, Washpool, and
Planted Creeks from those of Goounuloom Creek,
said range  also being the western and north -western
boundary of Scrubby Creek un ; thence by last-
mentioned  range  north-easterly and northerly to
the watershed separating Teebar waters from those
of the Dadamarine Creek ; thence by last-men-
tioned  range in a  north-westerly direction to the
range separating the Ban  Ban waters  from those of
the last-mentioned creek ; thence by last-named
range in a south-westerly direction to where it is
intersected 'ty the postman's track to Gayndah at a
point about six chains east of a spotted gum-tree
marked broad-arr,w over P over 3 in shield; thence
by the east boundary of Boonimha Run being a line
bearing south to the n rth boundary of Windera
Run ; thence by that north boundary east to the left
bans of lloonara Creek ; thence by Roonara Creek
upwards to Dadamarine reek, and by that upwards
to G-onulot,m Creek, and by that creek upwards to
the east boundary of mineral selection No. 183h
northerly and easterly ; thence by a line bearing
south to a fort i east ft in starting point; and
thence by a line bearing % vat to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated  and reserved
lands contained within the described boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Windera Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Cloyne with
Windera Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line to the right or east bank of the Ba-
ramba Creek at a point about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above the junction on the west side of
the Boogoorootommv Creeek ; bounded thence on
the west by the right bank of Baramba Creek
upwards for about is o miles sixteen chain- in a
direct line to a point opposite to an ironbark-tree
near the junction of the t:oongaroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over BH over XCVIII in shield;
thence by  an east  line two and a-half miles ; thence
by a south line eight miles sixty-four chains ; thence
b a line bearing north 60 degrees east, crossing
Windera Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow o% er W over 14 in shield to the hiLh range
separatit g the heads of the last-named creek from
those of Cloyne Creek ; thence by that range
southerly and easterly to the scrubby range sepa-
rating the heads of 1`ndahan and Watchbox Creeks
from tie of Redbank Creek, said range also
forming portions of the western boundaries of the
Nangur and Boo ara  Runs ; thence  by last-named
range  in a northerly  direction to  a point bearing
about west -south -westerly from a  _gutn-tree on i;oo-
nara Creek marked broad- ar n ,w over B over 26 in
triangle and broad -arrow over BN in triangle ;
thence by a line  caring about east-north-easterly
crossing Boonara Creek at last-named tree to the
range separating the heals of  Christmas  Creek
from other waters at the south-east corner of the
Boenhvj •tn Run ; thence liv las -n -imed range in a
norther  Iv direction  to it  point east of  starting  point;
and thence  again on  the north by a west line to
the p riot of  corn  rnenceint -nt,-exclusive of a pre-
emptive purch a se of four square miles and all
reserved and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Goboego Run.
About 16 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Ba-
ramba hanges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow
over Bill over 1; and bounded thence on the- north
by an east line along part of the south boundary or
the (;obongo orth Run about one hundred and
ten chains to the north-west corner of Gobongo
pre-emptive purchase 411 ; thence by the west and
south boundaries of that pre-emptive purchase
south and east to the south-•'ast corner ; thence by
a line  south about eignty-five  chains  ; thence by a
line east about one hundred and forty chains to the
west boundary of T orncul Ran ; thence south by
part of the we-t boundary of Toorncul Run to the
north boundary of (Tallangowa.n Hun; thence west
by part of the north noutidary of that run about
five miles to the east boundary of the East Baramba
Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over B 0 over 9;
and thence on the west by a north line along par'
of that boundary and part of the east boundary )r
the Bararnba Ranges Run in all five miles crossing
the Toorncul branch of Baramba Creek at an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 51 at the
junction of Peenam Creek to the tree hereintiefore
first described, the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved and a ienated la.tds contained
within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo North Run.
About 22 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Baramba
Ranges  Run at a  tree ma-ked bread arrow aver
BM over 1. and bounded thence on the south by an
east line a--out three hundred and ten chains along
the north boundary of GTobongo, and part of the
north boundar, of fo rncul Run, to the south-
west corner ofGohongo N rth Y.P. 41 B ; thence
by the west boundary of that P.P. north to the
north-west cornet ; thence by  a line  tact to the
north-east corner of that P P. ;, thence south by its
east  boun ary to the south-east corner; thence by
a line east  along part of the north boundary of
Toomcul Run to the west boundary  of the .fit anum-
bar Run ; thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed dividing the rnsett led District of Burnett
from the Settled District of Wide flay and Burnett,
being along part of the west boundary of the
Manumbar Run ; thence on the north by that
watershed westcriy to a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 5 ; thence on the north-v% est by a
line be ring south 22 degrees 30 minutes west
ninety-nine chains along the south east boundary of
the Baramba  Ranges  Run; and thence onthe west
by a south line along part of the east boundary of
that run one mile forty chains to the point of com-
mencement.-exclusive of all reservea and alienated
lands  contained within these described  boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Manumbar Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Settled
from the IL-settled Districts at th south-east
corner  of the  u allanauwan  Run, being  a point about
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thirty- two chains  in a north-easterly direction from
a gum -tree  marked broad-arrow over BE, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
the east boundaries of the Gallangowan and T: omcul
Runs, to the south-west corner of Manumbar P.P.
41 C ; thence by the south, east, and north boun-
daries of that P.P. east, north, and west, to the
north-west corner of same ; thence by a line north
along  part of the east boundary of Toomeul and
the east boundary of Gobongo North Run to the
before-mentioned dividing range ; and thence on
the north- east  and south-east by that range south-
easterly , southerly, and south-westerly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands  within these described boundaries.
lands resumed out of 31ondure Run.
About 68 square miles.
Commencing  at the  junction  of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Baramha Creek, and bounded
thence on the north-east and north by the lest bank
of Baramba Creek downwards to the north-east
corner  of Mondure P.P. 40; thence by the west
boundary of that P.P., and a line in continuation
thereof south one hundred and twenty chains ;
thence by a line west about two hundred and thirty
chains  to the east boundary of Mondure Back Run ;
thence on  the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure tack Run, passing
through a point one mile and a-half east of the
summit of  McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating  the waters of the Stuart Niver from
those of Baramba Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general  south-east direction to a point west
from a  tree on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad- arrow  over Y over 9 in shield ; thence
on the south by an  east  line to the last-named creek
at a point  opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad- arrow  over Y over 9 in shield; and thence on
the east by the left bank of said Yellow Waterhole
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved  and alienated  lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Back Run.
About 56 square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated about ninety chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of Mun-
dure Run to the watershed separating the waters
of the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of
Baramba  Creek ; thence on the south-west by said
watershed in a general  south-east direction to a
point  south of a gum-tree on the left bank of
Baramba Creek marked broad-arrow over 20 over
B in shield ; thence  on the east  by a north line about
three and three-quarter miles  passing  through a
point one and a-half miles  east of the summit of
McEuen M ,"untain ;  thence by a line west about
two and a-quarter miles  to a point south of the
south-west  corner  of Mondure Back Run P. P. 41 ;
thence by a line  north to the south-west corner of
said  P. P.; thence by the west and north-west
boundaries  of said P P. bearing north and north-
easterly  to Baramba  Creek ; and thence by the left
bank  of Baramba  Creek downwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of all reserved and
alienated lands contained  within these described
boundaries.
. Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Got Stvu  Taz,Q, T 1N
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.1 T is hereby notified or public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions  of  " 7 he Crown Land., Alienation Act of1876." will hold their Courts inpursuance of the
eleventh  section  of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with selections under
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be dealt  wit!i by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the  Land  Office,  Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land  Office, Beenleigh ,  the second
Tuesday  in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the  Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes.
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month,
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Condalnine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
Al the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT  CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BuRNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first W ednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in March, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENr'S DISTRICT OF COOSTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in Bach mouth,
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SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURgE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
I _NIARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICIIHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingday.
Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDSNOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip.
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN-DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-halt links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement,- xclusive of 1 acre 2roods 24.perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NOTICE TO SELECTORS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that HOMESTEADS MAY BE SELFCTED ON ANY
CROWN LANDS OPEN FOR SELECTION AT 6D. PER
ACRE PER ANNUM FOR FIVE YEARS.
Eighty acres may be selected on these terms
within any homestead area, irrespective of the
price fixed for conditional selection within those
areas.
Outside Homestead Areas, one hundred and sixty
acres may be selected on the same terms, namely,
at 6d. per acre per annum for five years.
Homestead Selectors are ENTITLED TO PRIORITY
OVER CONDITIONAL SELECTORS, whether within or
outside homestead areas.
They may have to compete at auction among
themselves for such portions as overlap, but the
conditional selector cannot compete with them.
It is considered expedient to give publicity to this
notification, because the high upset prices in some
cases fixed upon land to be conditionally selected
in homestead areas have been represented as pro-
hibitory against homestead selection.
It is necessary, therefore, in order to correct
these misrepresentations, that the provisions of the
Land Act in this respect should be understood.
The homestead selector has the right of priority
of selection on any Crown lands open for selection.
He pays no more and no less than 2s. 6d. per acre
in five annual payments, subject to competition
when the applications for the same land are simul-
taneous.
No. of Deed-22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cazaarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and threelinks; on the south-east by a line bearing 22') degrees
6 minutes thirty-three chains; on the south-west by
a line bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ;* thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten lii,ks, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrew..
Land granted-Portion 120,  county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen acres, two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris.
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 11D, and bounded thewo on 11w
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore.
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description ,  and such grant
and every such deed sha ll  operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of F.rror.-The  land having been de.
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 de-roes 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty-nine links," instead of, by a line bear.
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six chains and twenty,
rifle liniq.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, Uth March, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the sixty-fifth section of
Tim Crown L Inds Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons  who may consider their  interests
affected thereby are required  to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months trom this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
X0.1 Applicant .  Situation .  Parish . I  Area.
1 Anderson  Road separating  portion
I 167 from portion 60
Canning ...
A. R. P.
2 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the sixty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty one chains ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 16 minutes
east ten chains six. and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for  general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
The Grown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads;  and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this 1
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date. 2
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Appl,-ant.
I  Joseph
Belcher
Situation .  Parish.
Roaoseparating portion Bundamba
20 fh"m portions 129
and L30
Situation. Parish . !  Area.
1 I A. R. P.
Reserved road through Burnett  ... i 1 1 16
portion 41
Road separating  por- Drayton ... j  3 0 6
tion 402 from por-
tion 403
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.I N pursuance of the provisions of "The Crown
Area,  ' an""s Alienation Act of  1876." it is hereby
A. R. P.
2 3 37
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent  that, by force  of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land granted-Portion  137,  parish  of Oxley,
county of Stanley,  39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a rcad at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded tiience on the north-east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees  12 mii .utt, east
thirty nine  ehaitls  and sixty I uks to the main load
to Brisbane ; on the south-east by that road beat ng
north 237 degrees 13  minutes east four chains and
notified for general information, that allotment 1 of
section 3 A, town of Townsville, is withdrawn from
the reservation for a Fire Brigade Statism, established
by notice dated 8th September, 1870, under the
previsions of  " The Crown / ands Alienation Art
r
0 1868," with a view of being proclaimed  a reserve
for a residence for the Sub-Collector of Customs.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
I N pursuance of the seventy- second section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"
the following Petition and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the  undersigned
Freeholders,  resident  in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to  very great loss
and inconvenience  by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for  a common to  run stock
on, a very large portion of the  present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
13 tingle Creek, and on the west by the  Bungewogaria
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest  piece of land now  available for such a
purpose.
P. Thomson
F.T.Gregory
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Your Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names.  Names.
Thomas McEwen Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees James Roberts
William Armst,ong William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David Benjamin
J Saunders Go. Finekner
Samuel Caldwill S S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seeiz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Ml urphy
L. Ryder T omas Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis llaflin
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
yV illiam J sckson
LAND REFE RRED TO IN THE ABOVE  PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank  of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner  of Bungewargorai
Run No.  2, and  bounded thence ny the south-east
boundary line of that run and a line in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of c, -m-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated  and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
H FR EAS, by the twenty-fitth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  168,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per.
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the exp ration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL,  TENTHILL CREEK.
County of  Churchill parish  of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south- east  corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from  said  creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY.
County of ,Stanley parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wid, , bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west seven chains ani1 fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven chains and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of 11Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the  west  by a line bearing north eleven
chains ; and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of a , eserved  road, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars  therein
set forth, His l- xcellency the Gc rernor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  Th. Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
fr(m the date hereof, by instrument  endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand and
the 'eal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective  grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed--30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land granted.-Selection 347,  Beenleigh District,
seven hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
i 50 acres.
County of Ward, parish of l'oomera, selection 347
portilm 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south-east corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by lines bearing north 257 degrees 30
minutes east one hundred and eight chains ,  thence
north 151 degrees east ninety-three chains to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; thence by the left hank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of  Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen  acres one rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera,  portion
641.
Commencing on a road one chain wide,  at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46  minutes, and distant one
hundred  and six and  a-half links  from  the south.
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east corner  of portion 164, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
onthe south-eastby thatroad bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty-nine links, 277 degrees 57 .minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-hslf links, 231 degrees 41) minute4 six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees I minute five chains
and thirty-seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
4(1 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
T " The Crown Lan 's Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING ON TEVIOT BROOK.
County/ of Wurd, parish of Dugandan.
100 acres.
Commencing on Teviot llrook at the north-east
corner of portion 19, and bounded thence on part
of the south by one of the north-cast houndaries
and part of the north boundary of that p rtion
north westerly and westerly to the r( ad from
Dugandan to Ipswich ; on the west by that road
northerly about one hundred and thirty-one chains
to its junction with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing of Teviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the south and on the east by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
(Within Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 1875, folio 1298.)
On Bingera Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked BT over
XXV ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line south-easterly about seventy-five chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over h A over II on the
road from Bingera to Eureka; on the south by a
line westerly to the Burnett liver at a point
opposite a tree on the left bank of the river marked
BT over X XVII ; and thence by the Burnett
River downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Cook, parish of South Kolan.
570 acres.
Commencing at a point one chain north from the
north-east corner of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south by the road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51, and 13, and a line west to
the south-east corner of portion  52;  on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine chains and ten
inks; thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy-one degrees thirty minutes two chains and
seventy-eight links. one degree thirty minutes
twenty-six chains and sixty-four links; on the north
by a line bearing east fifty-two chains and ninety-
one links; thence by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 24 southerly and
easterly to the road forming the west boundary of
portion IA; and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Condamine River, at crossing of Main Western
Road from Dalby, county of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at its intersection by the south side of the
main road from Dalby to Condamine, and bounded
thence on the south by the south side of that road
westerly to the east boundary of the reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1872
page 13 ; on the north-west by that reserve north-
easterly to the Condamine River ; and on the north-
east by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook District (on the Telegraph line).
238 acres.
Commencing on the Laura River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over QG, and bounded thence by a
line running east-north-east fifty-three chains
thence by a line running north-north-west forty-five
chains ; thence by a line running west-south-west
fifty-three chains ; thence by a line running south
south-east forty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Fi-anklgn Yale Creek, county of Churchill, parish
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the south-west corner of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty two chains and sixteen links, and
passing through a post on the bank of said creek ;
on the north-east by a road two chains wide bearing
two hundred degrees one chain and twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty-five degrees and
tv enty-one minutes east eleven chains and fifty-
nine links ; on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty-five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek, and passing through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
' OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
! Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively. under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant - 28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 1875.
1 ame of Grantee -Mary  Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted .- Allotment 2,  section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land  Granted.-Portion 9, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPZION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of aommenoement,
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah,  counts / of Belmore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
v line  bearing west forty chains; on thecae st by a
line bearing north forty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county/ of Belmore, near St.
George.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links; on the south-west
by a line bearing 236 degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t' the Bolonne River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains and fifty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection 145; on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone liiver ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th February,  1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents '  Offices, Brisbane, J3eenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 C.  Sliepperd Road reserved through  K
portion 9
holo  ... 1 3 1 t
2 J. Murtha Road reserved  through P
and R .  portion 13 ,  from Pim-
McCready pama Creek easterly
to its east boundary
impama 2 0
*3 Part of road reserved C
Walker through portion 13
edar ... 1 2 30
*4 Roads De- Road separating por- D
partment tion 15  from  portion
euchar  ...  3 0 23
22
* The closure of these roads is proposed to be carri (it
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
1 A. H.Brown Road separating portion Oxley ... 1 2 21
120 from portion 121
*2 A. Winstead Reserved road through
I portion 3 from the
south boundary to the
Coomera River
Farrow 3 0 ,
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose,  notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of A fred, portions  16
18,  and 21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty-one chains ; on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains ; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty-one chains to the point of
eotuuevoemeut
* Thin road is proposed to be closed in exchange for a new road
further  to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
TN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
j " The Crown Lannds Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a Quarty, and placed under the
control of the Municipal Coancil of Brisbane. .
RESERVE FOR QU -,.RRY.
County of Stanley, parish of 1V  rth Brisbane.
2 acres 2 roods 18 perchas.
Commencing on the north -west sict.' of Leich-
bardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 238 dE grees 8 minutes two chains and fifty
links ; on the south-west by a line bearing 328
degrees 8 minutes ten chains  and forty- seven links ;
on the north -west by - a line bearing 5n degrees 8
minutes two chains and fifty  links; and on the
north -east by a line bearing 148 degrees 8 minutes
ten chains and forty-seven links to the point ofPommoncemout,I
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lanes are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks: Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder d'scribed will he
permanently reserved for the purposes nam,-d with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHUU DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east ,  being a line  parallel with Wharf
street. 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
nor;h-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees  18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MAiiYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencinir at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street , three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration De of ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west b(undary of reserve fo.t
wharves proclaimed 6th March,  1874;  thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east.
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Depart,n,ent of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His t xcellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
east  by a line bearing north  sixteen  chains fifty-one
links; on the north by a line bearing west twenty-
four  chains  ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links wi-'e ; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty.four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witten Creek
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north-west cot ner of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion hearing east
nineteen chains  fifty  links to Witten Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
BrisbaneRi`er; and thencebN that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20.031.
Date of Grant-24 h March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted- l'ortion (83, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly,  35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of ia'tanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and hounded
thence on the north-west by that road hearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes  east  eight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east  ten chains sixty-nine links ; thence
bearing nori h 52 degrees  2 minutes  east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links; thence bearing north 67
degrees 62 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty•eight links to the point of commencement.-
exclusive  of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the ,urvei or-General's Office,
the area  of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1877.
j T is hereby notified for general information,
that application unaer the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
inter sts affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD PROPOSED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish.  Area.
A. a. P.
1 E. Turich Road separatingpor- Boyne  ... 6316
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 7° acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanleei , parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 68 acres, 1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
1 T is hereby notified ,that any persons  erecting
buildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay, will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking  off a Township as soon as  practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 61h January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands At ienati -n Art of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved  from sale  for any publ:^ purpose,
notice thereof shall he published in the  Gove-nmcnl
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will ht
permanently reserved for the purposes.  named with
respect to  each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north- east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four  chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three  chains  and twenty-seven links ; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees east
twenty-four chains  and seven links  ; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and  five links to the point of  commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
(XTHEREAS, by the twenty- fifth section of
VV  "the Crown I  antis  Altenutwn ict of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lauds
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for Wharf'  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR WHARF  PURPOSES.
County of Vook, par,vh and  town  of ltundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 roou Gy perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the s uth-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street ; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street  bearing north-westerly two chains and sixty
three links to the Burnett River; and on the north-
west  by that river upwards to the point of cum-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY,  NEAR  DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres  3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west  by one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
six chains  and fifty-eight links; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains
and thirty-seven links; on the north-east by a line
bearing north 19,3 decrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and f rty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north 323 degrees 3 minutes
east eleven cl ains and  ninety -six links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently  reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government  ':azette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently  reserved  for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL AT G00MBURRA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the  intersection  of two roads
'mach one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of  said roads  bearing north 145
degrees east two chains  and forty -three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing  east  eight chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing north thirteen  chains and
ninety-six  links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing  west eight chains
and fifty -five links  to the point  of commencement.
ERRORS IN DEED-i.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
'set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1868," at the expiration of three mouths
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the  intent  that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, tht correct names and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and in every deed containing the erroneous
names  and descriptions, and such  grants  and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
S CHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DEScE IPTION.
County  of Churchill,  parish  of Flinders,  portion
No. 211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south -west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees  and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and fort y-
seven  links  ;  on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty-nine chains  and fifty- five links ;
on the south -east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety -two links ;  and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains  and forty- two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William  Blakeney.
Land  granted .--Portiot)  92, county of Stanley,
pariah of  Oxley ,  twenty -five acres.
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AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  -Yo. 92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links ; on the west by  a line  bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes  east ten chains
thirty one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the cast
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links  to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
land granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  161
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on 'the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one chsins fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine  chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
me north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east tb,rty-one chains
eighty-five links; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich r, ad 150 links wide bearing north 25'
degrees 3 minutes  east  two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees  8 minutes east
seven chains  eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names  of Grantees -Samuel  JosephWills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell l3ulkley Praed.Land gran ted.-Portion 37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  names  Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell 13ulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
V
HEBEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The C row n Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in  the Government
Gazette  for thirteen ec,nseeutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiraticn of the period
aforesaid , the ]ands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for  the purpose named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March, town of 111aryborough.
10 acres. ,
Commencing  at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets,  and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex  street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east  about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east  by that  street bearing  north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to  Kent  street; on
the south -west  by that  street bearing  north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and  on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes cast ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
Counts, of Chaur"hill, parish of Brasvall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ;  on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
W
ITH  the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony,  it is  hereby notified  that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-even to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is tine at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or roller officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for  clerical
assistance to his own use ,  on the matter being
reported, will be severely c1ealt with.
For the convenienc'. however ,  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans , : angcments have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
i
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1877.
IT is hereby  notified for general information, thatthe following  Tenders  have been accepted,
viz.:-
Erection  of Court House ,  Charters  Towers-Messrs. FRAZER and WYATT.
Additions,  Quarantine Station, Peel Island-
Messrs. SANDS and HEADLAND.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
GAOL, ROCKHAMPTON.
ri` ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
!! at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  18th May next,
from persons wiling to contract for the erection
of New Gaol at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  ` 'Tender for Gaol, Rock-
hampton."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty  for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PARLIAMENTARY BUILDINGS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m on FRIDAY, the 4th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Parliamentary Buildings.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Parliament Buildings."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing  such performance; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, CAMP FLAT, UPPER
CABOOLTURE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Primary School, at Camp Flat, Upper
Caboolture.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Camp Flat, Upper Caboolture."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School. Caboolture
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the uork, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOTS' BUILDINGS, CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Cairns, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next,
from persons %% iiling to contract for the erection
of Pilots' Buildings, at Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilots'
Buildings, Cairns."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Cairns.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi rnance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office o
the Crown Solicitor , in  Brisbane, within  fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest, or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 18,17.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCK-UP, MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Mackay, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next, from per-
sons  willing to contract for the erection of Additions
to Lock-up, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Lick-up, 1lfackay."
Plan, specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing  such  perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LANDS OFFICES, IPSWIi H.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until 4o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Lands Offices at Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lands
Offices, Ipswich."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders  must be on  proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which  it is t  roposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum  signed by the party ten•
dering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of 10 per cent.
on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due per-
formance  of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, anu undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRA H OFFICE, DEE RIVER.
TENDERS will be received  at this Office, and
I at the  Telegraph Office,  Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at Dee River.
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Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Telegraph
Office,  Dee River."
Plan. Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen. and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Telegraph  Oltice, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted .  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-.
ance; otherwise the bender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACKALL.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office,Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due performance  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the I ender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph office, St. Lawrence, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FhIDAY, the 20th April
next ,  from persons willing to contract  for the
erection  of a Tt{,legraph Office at St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed "  "lender for Telegraph
Once, St. Lawrence."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Telegraph t  ffice, St. Lawrence.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the l thce of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Vender will not be taken into con.
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will nbt necessarily be
&cceptod,
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS A\D OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, GRAMZOW, LOGAN AND
ALBERT RIVERS.
rr`ENDERS will be received at this Office until 4
11 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Primary School at Gramizow.
Tenders to be endorsed  " lender fur Primary
School, Gramzo'e."
Plan, Specification, a.-id form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this office,
and at the Primary School, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
pertormance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not he taken into consideration.
The lowest or any . ender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GE( )R(=E THORN.
Lepartment of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, YAAMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph t )ffice, Rockhampton, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Yaamba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, Yaamba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed
to complete the woi k, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance ; otherwise the
Tender will notbe taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE
T END ER S will be received at this  Otlice, and
at the Primary School, St. George, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April, from
persons  willing to contract for the erection of
additirns to the Primary School, St. George.Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, St. George."
Plan. Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this office,
and at  the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders mu-.t he on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cant ou amoua of  -Tender as security  for the due
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performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TIARO.
T
ENDERS will  be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Tiaro ,  until 4 o'clock p  in.
on FRIDAY,  the 6th  April, from  persons will-
ing to contract for the erection of a Primary School
at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Tiaro."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office
and at the Court House ,  Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual noti fication of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY  SCHOOL,  CHARTERS TOWERS.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and at
the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 6th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Primary
School, Charters  Towers."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Charters Towers.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10  gel
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, IPSWICH RESERVE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Primary School, Ipswich Reserve.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
Sclool, Ipswich Reserve."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1877.
TO ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.MACHINERY FOR WATERWORKS, TOO-
WOOMBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from persons willing to contract for sup-
plying and erecting the Machinery required for the
Toowoomba Waterworks.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Machinery,
Toowoomba Waterworks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office, or at the Engineer for Waterworks' office,
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, LOW ISLAND, NEAR CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this office, andat the Court House, Cooktown, and Works
Office, Townsville, until 4 o'clock p.m. on
FRIDAY, the 6th April next, from persons willing
to contract for the erection of a Lighthouse on Low
Island, near Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lighthouse,
o w Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Cooktown,  and Foreman
of Works' Office, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertakin in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty  for securing such performance;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department  of Mines,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.I T is hereby notified or general information that
the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued  by the Wardens, at the
places  hereunder specified, during the month ended
28th February, 1877.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary  for Mines.
MAYTOWN,  PALMER RIVER.
No. Name. No. Name.
2031 Thos. Neighbor 2036 John Edwards
2032 Patrick  Fox 2736 Ali Yon
2033 Ang  Gee 2737 Ah Fat
2034 John Dines 2738 Ali Yam
20.35 Ac Sin 2739 Son Gee
2740 Ah Sen 2751 Ah Sew
2741 Ali Sam 2762 Ali Sam
2742 Wilson  and McNill 2753 Ah Lo
2743 Sin  Wa Dick 2754
yAli Pon
2744 McLoughlan  Bros. 2755 Ah Pan
2745 A h Hoey 2756 James Towey
2746 Tuff Wilson & Co. 2757 Hi Lee
2747
, ,
David Wilson 2758
pAli Raw
2748 M .  Moran 2156 O. S. Cassidy
2749 Tommy Ah Sin 2157 Lee Ali Kin
2750 Ali Yah 2158 An Tee
MILLCRESTER.
No. Name .  No. Name.
1888 Thomas  Farrenden 11890 Chatfield and Co.
1889 St . Andrew Warde
PUNTS FOR DREDGE "LYTTON."
TO IRON SHIP-BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
T
ENDERS will be received until noon of
SATURDAY, 14th April, for the construction
of Three (3) Iron Hopper Barges, to carry 250 tons
each.
Plans and Specification may be seen at the Office
of the Engineer of Harbors and Rivers, Brisbane,
where also lithographed copies may be obtained on
payment of one guinea.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac,  Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda , Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswich,
Jimna, Leyburn, Maytown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per  annum on  the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
eny of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information thatthe late-fee charges on letters posted at
Travelling Post Offices are abolished.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 21st March, 1877.
i T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe following new Regulation relative to the
transmission of Electric Telegraph  Messages, is
adopted in lieu of the  existing  Regulation No. 3.
3. Payment of all charges in advance will be
required except :-
(a.) For replies to interrogatory  messages, which
contain the words "Reply paid."
(b.) For messages for transmission  within the
Colony of Queensland, or to any of the Australian
Colonies marked "Collect," when  the sender is a
responsible person known to the officer in charge
of the despatching station, and guarantees in writ-
ing that in the event of the  message  not being paid
for on delivery, it will be paid for on demand by
the sender. In all such  messages , the word
" Collect," must be written by the sender, as the
last word of the  message  to be despatched.
(c.) Press reports to be paid for at  Receiving
Stations on delivery.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  15th March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
DALBY TO COORANGA  CREEK AND CHAR-
LEY'S CREEK, ALONG  THE WESTERN
RAILWAY.
I ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the sixteenth
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material except wire
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary
for the erection of the undermentioned Line of
Telegraph, according to the terms, general con-
ditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately:-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing  insulators and
stretching wire.
Dalby to Charley's Creek, a distance of 50 miles,
more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the offcer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
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The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make  use of the line for the  transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject  or condemn  any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The .Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing  a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any  claims for compensa-
tion  arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided  always that  it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent , from  moneys  due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property  caused  by the erection of the  line, also
for damage  so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not  defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same  from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of or to complete the work  in the manner
and at the rate  of progress  required by the Govern-
ment, it shall  be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract ,  as far as  relates to the
work  remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of  money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all  materials  and implements
in his possession  on the ground,  and all sums of
money, whether  named  in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages  for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a memo-
randum  signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specration.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away,  and a  good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance  mentioned , which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by the fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
.a clear space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings of  the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter  at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well  coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart , unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern sulplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any otlicer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS are hereby invited,  and will be
received until Noon of MONDAY, the 16th
April, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails.
To and from Gympie and Imbil, by horse, once
a-week, for one or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible  persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their  agents,  are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General  a sum  equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted  as a guarantee  until the bond and
contract shall have been executed, for their duly
commencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
ADDITIONAL TELEGRAPH WIRE, MARY-
BOROUGH TO ROCKHAMPTON.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the second day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting for
the supply of all material, except wire  and insula-
tors, and for all workmanship necessary for the
erection of the undermentioned telegraph wire, ac-
cording to the terms and general conditions,  specifi-
cations, &c., appended hereto.
Tenders must state :-
1. Price, per mile, for regulating the existing
wire, for affixing brackets and insulators,
and for stretching the additional wire.
2. Price, each, for supplying and erecting new
poles where required.
ADDITIONAL WIRE, MARYBOROUGH T
ROCKHA'.IPTON.
A distance of 266 miles more  or less.
The wire, brackets, and insulators to be supplied
by the Government, and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane.
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The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within four (4) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been, completed by the officer ap-
pointed to inspect the  same  ; but, notwithstanding
such report and payment on account, the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other officer ap-
pointed by him in that behalf, shall have full power
at any time afterwards, before final payment shall
be made, of rejecting and condemning any of the
work or materials in respect of which such report
and payments may have been made. The total
balance will be paid when the entire contract shall
have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to sub-
sequently reject or condemn any portion of the work
or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor ;
provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
be may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to lences or other
property caused by the erection of the line ; also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be memo-
randum signed  by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to. be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The existing Telegraph Line is to be regulated
where necessary,
Poles to be trimmed, and brackets firmly screwed
on as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by the contractor)
to be of split ironbark, according to pattern sup-
plied, and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the
insulator to be not less than one (1) inch from the
top of the bracket. The wire to be so stretched
that the deflection between any two poles shall not
exceed two (2) feet. Joints or splices to be made
as directed, and the wire tied to the insulators with
t he binding wire supplied.
Poles supplied to be heavy  straight saplings of
the best description of approved hardwood (no
spotted gum or Moreton Bay ash  being allowed)
with the bark removed, not less  than nine  (9) inches
in diameter at five (5) feet from the butt, and five
(5) inches in diameter at the top, and twenty-five
(25) feet in length; to be carefully and thoroughly
charred from the base upwards, over a space of six
(ti) feet, and well coated with the best coal tar ; the
top to be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its ex-
tremity with gocd hoop iron of not  less than one (1)
inch wide.
The top of each pole to be bored for the insulator
pin, and served with a thick coating of vt bite lead.
Poles to be sunk five (5) feet in the  ground, and
securely fixed as directed.
All material used in the  construction  of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the  workmanship ,  are to be subject to
the final approval  or rejection of the Superintendent
of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed by
him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the office of the Superin.
tendent of Electric Telegraphs.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
St'. GEORGE TO CURRIWILLINGHI.
'I ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
I Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the ninth
(9th) day of April next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material except
wire and insulators, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erecticn of the undermentioned
Line of Telegraph, according to the terms,  general
conditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing  insulators, and
stretching wire.
St. George to Curriwillinghi, a distance of 100
miles, more or less.
The wire  and insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract'to be completed and banded
over  to the Government within eight (8) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will  be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the v ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any  claims  for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
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The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation  for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage  so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not  defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution  of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at  the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment,  it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate  the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of  money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether  named in  the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as  ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum  signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as  sureties , agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum  equal to  twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of  the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Spec cation.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each  side  of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away. and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well  coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or  supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator  pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2)  feet.
Joints  or splices  to be made as directed, and the
wire  tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship,  are to  be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GLADSTONE TO BUSTARD HEAD.TENDERS will be received at the office oftheSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 30th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators , and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under-mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, screw-
ing on brackets where necessary, and
stretching wire.
Gladstone to Bustard Head, a distance of fifty
(50) miles, more or less. The wire to be carried on
brackets, to be fastened to the existing poles for a
distance of about 25  miles , as directed.
The wire, brackets, and insulators to be supplied
by the Government, and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same, but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting  and condemning
any of the work  or materials  in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for  the transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for  compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if' not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far  as relates to the
work remaining  to be done, and to enforce the
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penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums  of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his  possession  on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor,  under  the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away,  and a  good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the  clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal  of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of' the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide.  The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five  (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth . At angles or other places where
required,  struts or  supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the  insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent  of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
MANUFACTURE OF VOLUNTEER
UNIFORMS.
LENDERS will be received at this Office, until12 o'clock Noon on SATURDAY, 31st
March, for the making of eight hundred (800)
Tunics and eight hundred (800) Trousers,  more or
less, in accordance  with  sample  pattern, to be seen
at the Colonial Stores.
Price to include making and  all material , except
cloth, buttons,  and facings , which will be provided
out of the Government Stores.
The workmanship to be of the very best quality,
and each garment  made to  measure,  and fitted to
the entire  satisfaction  of the Officer Commandin
A Bond for the performance of the Contract wi
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted, in the sum of £200, and  two sureties in
£100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed " ° Tender for making
Volunteer Uniforms."
Further particulars can be supplied upon appli-
cation  to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED. RAWLIN S.
pro  Colonial  Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
VOLUNTEER BELTS AND POUCHES.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until12 o'clock Noon on SATURDAY, 31st
March, for the supply of eight hundred (more or
less) Belts and Pouches, in accordance with a sam-
ple pattern to be seen at the Colonial Stores.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract
will be required from the person whose Tender may
be accepted, in the sum of £100, and two sureties
in £50 each.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Volunteer
Belts and Pouches,"  and the time to be specified
in which they will be delivered at the Colonial
Stores in the event of the Tender being accepted.
Further particulars can be supplied on applica-
tion to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED. RAWLINS,
pro  Colonial Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 16th March, 1877.
VOLUNTEER CAPS.TENDERS will be received at this Office until12 o'clock Noon on SATURDAY, 31st
March, for the supply of eight hundred (more or
less ) Forage Caps, in accordance  with a sample
pattern to be seen at the Colonial Stores.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for 'Volunteer
Caps,"  and the time to be specified in which they
will be delivered at the Colonial Stores, in the
event of the Tender being accepted.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted, in the sum of £75,  and two sureties in
£25 each.
Further particulars can be supplied  on applica-
tion to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED. RAWLINS,
pro  Colonial  Secretary.
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Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane ,  20th  March, 1877.
NOTICE.
R. FRANK BENNETT,  of Brisbane , is this
day licensed as a Surveyor qualified to act
under the provisions and for the  purposes of  " The
Real Property Act of  1861."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
R. STANLEY GRANTHAM HILL, Clerk
of Petty Sessions at Rockhampton, has been
appointed District Registrar of Births, Marriages,
and Deaths, for the Registry Districts of Rock-
hampton and Westwood, in the room of Mr. Frank
Newell Beddek,  dismissed  ; Mr. SYDNEY  BRiaas
TERRY, Clerk of Petty Sessions at Maryborough,
has been appointed District Registrar of Births,
Marriages , and Deaths, for the Registry Districts
of Maryborough and Wide Bay, in the room of
Mr. Stanley Grantham Hill, transferred.
HENRY JORDAN,Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Reverend ISAAC HARDING, a Ministerof the Wesleyan Church, residing at Petrie
Terrace, Brisbane, in the Registry District of
Brisbane, is duly Registered as a Minister of
Religion authorized to celebrate Marriages within
the Colony of Queensland, under the provisions of
"The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SINGAPORE ROCK-Ll ISLES-CUMBERLAND
ISLANDS:THE Rock on which t e " Singapore " struckhas its outer edge awash at low water springs,
gradually deepening towards L1 Island. This
danger is  of very small extent, and lies in the
following position, viz.:-
N.W. point of western Ll Island ... N. W.
S.W. do. do. ... E. by S.; S.
There  is a deep passage  between the rock and the
island.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane . 26th February, 1877.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF STEAMERS
NAVIGATING THE LOGAN RIVER.STEAM vessels passing the Loganholme Ferryare cautioned  to blow their wl.istles while
rounding the points above and below the ferry, and
to slacken their speed  so as to pass  quite slowly
over the ferry warp.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED ROCK, FLINDERS PASSAGE,
TORRES STRAITS.C APTAIN SCOTT reports thexistence of a
dangerous  Rock, with 4 feet of water over
it at  low water springs , lying in the followingposition:-
Channel Rock ... West.
Peak of Wednesday Island, N. by W.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports  and Harbors,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
1\T OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office, William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony ,  in four volumes ,  dewy quarto :-
B s. d.
Full Bound . .. ...  4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
J.  u. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description of the  former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyro
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th  May, 1674.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  "The Gold Fields Act
of 1874,"  together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the  whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo.  Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
J,ITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
CC HART of part of Cleveland  Bay from  MagazineIsland to Kissing Point ;  also plan  ofNor-
manby Sound, showing Thursday  and adjacent
islands, with Aplin Pass  and Ellis  Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government  Printing (ffice,
William street,  Brisbane . Price,  1 s. each.
NOTICE.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street ,  Brisbane,
1st July, 1875.
THE SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable  in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may  be used for  sums of 5s. or less
but under no circumstances wi ll  duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after  notification in the  Government Gazette,  all thq rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name  of Lessee  or Licensee. Name of Run.
The Commercial  Banking  Company
of Sydney ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto
Alexander Gibson Hamilton ... ...
James  Thomas Allan, Herbert Gar-
nett , John Cameron, and William
Crombie ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
James  Thomas Allan ...
Henry Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck Cory,
and James Taylor ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
De Burgh Persse  ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ...
William Kelman
District.
Castle Creek ... ... Leichhardt
Hope... ... ... ... ditto
Thalaba East ... ... ditto
The Forest ... ... ...' ditto
Excess No. 2 .., ditto
North Branch .. ditto
Belmont Block No. 3 ...
I
ditto
Vergemont No. 1 ... ... Mitchell
Vergemont No. 2 ... ditto
Vergemont No. 3 ditto
Evesham No. 6 ... ... ditto
Alfred Downs No. 5
Vergemont No. 4 ...
Alfred Downs No. 11
Esmarelda  West ...
Esmarelda East ...
... Blackboy West
Blackboy East
1 ilrush
Clashnamnck
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in
Square Amount.
Miles.
B s. d.
54 16 4 0
43 12 18 0
38 11 8 0
85 25 10 0
26 7 16 0
56 16 16 0
40 12 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
39 9 15 0
90 22 10 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
64 16 0 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th March, 1877.
... ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
... Gregory North
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
,.. ditto ...
Doubtful No.  2 ... ...
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH  reference  to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 565 of the  Gov ernmenP
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of
Ipswich, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
whereof part was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road,  and it is  therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roa I referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane.
and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-983.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON THE LEFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETUN DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .  How Held. Reputed Owner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths .
`I . J chs. Ike.
1 Commencing in the  Leasing  Act of  James Ivory J. Ivory 200° 19 83
north bounda ry  of 1866
portion 197,  and run-
ning south-westerly
to its south  boun-dary
2 Commencing in the  Leasing Act of Nathaniel N. Watson 200°  13 45
north bounda ry  of 1866 Watson 1654 16' 10 63
portion 198, and run-
ning south-westerly
and south-easterly to
its south boundary
3 Commencing in the  Leasing  Act -qf  James  Ivory ;T.  Maguire 155°  16' 15 12
north boundary of 1866 118°  251  19 80
portion 199,  and  run-
south-easterly to its
south boundary
4 Commencing in the Under deed of James Ivory J. Ivory 118° 25' 1 4 53
north-west corner off grant, con- 145° 62' j 39 77
portion 200, and run- lag a 136'  00 2 64
ning south -easterly general reser-
to its southern boun- ration for
dary roads
Breadth Area Remarksof Road .
A. S.
100 links I 3 38 Unimproved
100 links 2 1 26 Fenced and
100 links 3 2
cultivated
4 Unimproved
100 links 4 3 0 Unimproved
Nurs ,- This Notice  cancels  the Notice  published in the  Government  Gazette,  dated  28th October ,  1876,  folio 882.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
I reasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty- first clause  of  "the Pastoral Leaws Act l j'  18(39."
Attention is called to the said  clause,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee . Name of Run.
Area  In.
District .  square Amount.
Miles.
Joseph  Becker ... ... Gunadorah ... ...
£ s. d.
... I Warrego ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Wombadulla ... ... ditto ...  34 8 10 0
Ditto ... ... Green ... ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Balthazzar ... ... ... ditto ...  1,0  25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Napoleon ... ... ... ditto ...  100 25 0 0
Ernest James  Stevens... ... Imbadulla ... ... .. , ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Imbadulla  East ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Injamulla ... ... ... dit to ...  50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Injamulla  East ... ... ditto 50 1210 0
Ditto ... Mogadarra ... ditto 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Gundary ... ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... Gundary East ... ... ditto ...  75 1s 15 0
Ditto ... Boomooloo North ... ... ditto ... 60 15 0 0
Ditto ... Hoomo )loo South ... ditto ...  51 12 15 0
Ditt o ... Patehimellun ... ditto ... 5v 12 10 0
Ditto ... Patchimellun  East ... ditto 50 12 10 0Ditto ... Morgana ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Cooinet e  ... ... ditto 39 9 15 0
Ditto ... ... Coomete East ... ditto ... 39 9 15 0
Ditto ... ... Bismark . ditto ... 50 12 1€ 0
Joseph Becker  and William Sly ... Gunadorah West ... ditto ... 35 8 15 0
William Obwold Gilchrist ... Sanquhar ... ... ditto 44 11 0 0
Ditto ... ,,, ... Sanquhar No. 2 ... ditto ... 47 11 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Wallstown ... ... ... ditto ...  ... 40 10 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Fermoy ... ditto ...  ... 381 9 12 6
Robert Wright Knox ... Gumbardo ... ... ... ditto ... 511 12 17 6
5 0Ditto ... ... Cumbertine ... ... ... ditto ... 53 13
Ditto Yesaba ... ... ... ditto ... 481 12 2 6
Ditto Yabra ... ... ditto ,.. 47 11 15 0
Ditto Helidon ... ... ditto ... 53 13 6 0
Ditto .. Yahparaba ... ... ditto 44 11 0 0
William Nauntou Waller Yarraboot  a ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Pintahra ditto 70 17 10 0
Ditto ... Lavirenny Back BlockNo. I ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Kiandra ... ditto ,..  80 20 0 0
Ditto ... Barnum ... ... ditto ...  57 14 5 0
Ditto ... Itheraway ... ... ditto ...  50 12 10 0
Department  of Public Work
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
7 1TH reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 566 of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 174, parish of Goodna,  county
of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was orig;nally
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required
for making public ways, as hereunder set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according
to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Goodna. All persons  desirous of claiming  compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim  must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle  the persons so
claiming to  any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1123.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION  NO. 174,  PARISH OF GOODNA,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Po rt ion of Road .  How Helot. ReputedOwner. Occupier .  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area .  Remarks.
1 A t ri angular piece out of Under Deed
the north -west corner of Grant con-
of portion No. 174.  taining a
general re-
servation for
public ways
chs. lks .  A. N. P.
J. M. J. M.  N. 00 17'  s 58 Irregular .  0 2 10 Fencedand
Thompson Thompson  cleared
NoTx.--This Notice cancels the Notice dated 3rd November ,  1876, published in the  Governmen t  Gasette ,  folio  943.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1877.
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NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road, giving access to the New Moggill Ferry, near Redbank Rail-
way Station, and through Portion 89,  to give access  to Portion 87, parishes of Goodna and Moggill, county
of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the  persons hereunder  specified, being
lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing  a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public  ways  : Notice is hereby  given,  that a Plan and
Book of Reference,  showing  the intended line of Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-Gneneral, Brisbae, and at the Police Office, Goodna ; and  all persons  interested  therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in  question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-889.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD , GIVING ACCESS TO THE  NEW M OGGILL FERRY ,  NEAR REDBANK  RAILWAY
STATION,  P,R1SHES  OF GOODNA AND MOGGILL, COUNTY OF  STANLEY, MOBETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED
TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of  Road. ofPoortion
1 From Redbank Sta- Parish of
tion northerly and Goodna
north- westerly to 106
the north boundary
of portion 106
2 ' From  the south boun- 105 and
dary  of portion 105 104
no rt h - westerly.
westerly, and
south - westerly,
through  portions
105 and 104 back
to the said south
boundary
3 An irregular piece of 106
land out of the
north-west corner
of portion 106
4 From the western
ferry approach
westerly to the
west boundary of
portion 84
How Held. Re pute Occupier.Owner. Bearings . Length.
chs. 1ks.
Under Deed  The Trus- Wm. R. 8° 55' 6 4
of Grant tees  and Alexander 310° 41' 9 4I
containing  Executors 311° 9' 5 8
a  general l  of the late
reservation I Hon. Robt.
for roads Towns, de-
ceased
Breadth
of Road. Area .  Remarks.
A. H. P.
Irregular
11 chain 13 0 10
Ditto ... Ditto ... Ditto ...  311° 9' 518
3250  9' 12 6J 1 chain 4 0 16267° 9' 6 74
196° 39'  13 57 1
Ditto ... Ditto ... Ditto ...  196° 39'  4 88 Irregn- 1I 0
286° 39' 2 72 lar
Parish of Ditto
Moggill
84
... Ditto ... Ditto ...  256° 45'  1 13
256° 45' 4 30
288° 2' 3 73
283° 30' 390
3 30
2 0
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, THROUGH PORTION 89, TO GIVE ACCESS TO PORTION 87 ,  PARISH OF GOODN A
COUNTY  OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
1 Running north-
westerly from the
east to the north
boundary of por-
tion 89
89 Under Deed The Trus-
of Grant  tees and
containing  Executors
a general of  the late
reservation  Hon. Robt.
for roads Towns, de-
ceased
Charles
Emery
311° 20' 7 8 1 chain... 0 2 17 Road between
portions 89
and 86, pro-
posed to be
closed
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
S Excellency the Administrator of the Government with the advice of the Executive Council, havingIl I deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portion 208, parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley,
Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specifie I, which was originally
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required
for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police  Office,  Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the Secretary
for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-982.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD. THROUGH PORTION 208, PARISH OF IPSWICH, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLC ROAD.
BreadthNo. Portion of Road. NP 0. of
I
ortion. How held. Owner. Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.Road.
chs. 1ks.  A. a. P.
1 A triangular piece 208 Under Deed Michael M. O'Keefe N. 135° E. 2 83t  Irregular 0 0 32 Fenced
off the south -west of Grant' Ryan
corner of the por- containing
tion a general
reservation
for roads I
943
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1877.
N EW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
J deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions 122 and 119, parish of North, county
of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being
lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-1135. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD ,  GIVING  ACCESS TO THE  NEW BRIDGE NEAR SPENCER'S  CROSSING,
BRISBANE  RIVER, THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
Register
Portion of Road. No. ofSelec- How held.
Reputed
Owner . Occupier . Bearings .
Length
in Chains .
Breadth
of Road. Area . Remarks.
tion.
ohs.lks . A.  R.  P.
1 An irregular piece of Ipswich Under Deed John John • 49°43 ' 1 7l} Irregular 0 0 27 Portion re-
land at the north cor -  Register of Grant Redmond Redmond sumed un-
ner of portion 122 117 containing a fenced.
general re-
servation
for roads
2 Commencing on the 34  C. L. A. Act  John John 49° 43' 11 20; Irregular 3 1 13 Portion to be
south -west boundary  of  1868  Redmond Redmond resumed un-
of portion 119, and fenced.
running north-east-
erly, being an irregu-
lar piece or land, along
the right bank of the
Brisbane River
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  20th  March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIR'AT NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
j j deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions 96, 51, and 22, parish of Samsonvale,
county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified,
being lands whereof some parts were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue
is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor. General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-876. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THRODUH PORTIONS 96, 51, AND 22, PARISH OF SAMSON VALE. COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held . ReputedOa ners. Occupier.
1 From the east  boundary  Bris- (Under  Deed Richard  Unoccupied
of portion 96 south -  bane  I of Grant Winn
westerly to its south -  Register containing a
west corner  2215  1 general re-
servation
for roads.
2 From  the south -eat 1203 ditto
cor'ter of  portion 51
north-westerly to its
west boundary
Patrick P.  Scanlan
Scanlan
3 Fro m the south - east  396  C.  L. A Act  Hugh F.
corner of port ion  22 of  1868  Mills
north- westerly to a
reserved road
H. F. Mills
Bearings. Lengths. Breadthof Road.
I chs. lks.
248° 22'  128 1 chain
264° 0' 4 62
288° 0' I 260
2'24° 0' 4 70
248° 0' 8 0)
269° 54 600
307° 50'
298° 0'
313° 11'
4 36 ditto
14 80
0 50
313° 11 8 06 ditto ...
323° 0' 600
Area .  Remarks.
A.  R.  P.
2 2 21 Unfenced.
1
1
94-
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1877.
I
!Register
No. of
'elec-
tion.
j j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Execuive Council , having
1 1 deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Gatton up Tenthill or 13lackfellow's Creek, parish of
Tenthill, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of' the several  persons
hereunder specified,  which  were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing  a reservation of all
such parts thereof  as might  thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
-under  other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth: Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General.  Brisbane ,  and at  tltePollee Office, Gatton; and all persons interested therein  are requested
to transmit ,  in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-529. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERE NCE OF PARTS OF R AD FROM GATTON Up TENTHILL OR BLACKFELLOW 'S CREEK,
PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY OF CHITRCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 From the north to the Hetidon
south  bouudar 3 of por-  Register
tion 111 311
2 From the  north to the 704
south  boundary ot'por-
tion 152
3 From the  reserved road 511
in portion 121 north-
easterly to Tenthill
Creek
4 A triangular piece out 78
of the north - west
corner of portion 86
5 A strip of land off part Ipswich
of the south boundary 299
of portion 78
8 A triangular piece at
the intersection of the
re served road  with the
south boundary
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
flow held. ReputedOwner. Occupier.  Bearings ,  Lengths,
Breadth Area.
of Road.
C. L.
Art
lis6rs."
Do.
Hans
31arkus
Pf terson
A.
David
Nichols
Do. ...I Edward Edward
McCullagh McCullagh
Do. ... John James  Thomas B.
Cramp Cribb
UnderDeed  Arthur Anthony
of Grant Ilodgson  McDowell
containing and Robert
a general Rameay
reservation
for roads
Do. Do .  Do. Do.
7 From the north bound -  Hetidon  C. L. A.  John James Thomas B.
ary south -easterly to Register  Act  of C'rainp Cribb
the south boundary 78 1ts68."
of portion 86
27° 0' 9,)4
27° 0' 3 61
89° 42' 63 00
164° 30' 1 17
164° 30' 33 261
131° 0' 31 20
1.18° 0' 7 W
165° 0' 9 00
155° 0' 14 00
189° 0' 13 30
157° 0' 7 36
selection.
Irregular 1 1 30 Not fenced
or cleared.
ditto 0 2 0
1 chain 6 1 9
Irregular 0 0 Zia
Remarks.
Not fenced
or cleared.
Not fenced
or cleared.
Road along
north boun-
dary  to be
closed.
1 chain 11 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
Reserved
road to be
closed.
8 From the north bound -  300 Do ., ...  Arthur Arthur 157° 0' 8 00 ditto 2  2 26 Not fenced
ary southerly to the  Mcllvana  Mcllvaua 199° 0' 8 20 or  cleared.
south boundary  of 147° 0' 3 4l1
portion 114 187° 15' 6 98
9 From the north bound -  301 Do . ...  Esther Do .  187° 15' 10
ary southerly to the
south boundary of
portion 115
Mcl lvana
10 From the north boun -  133 Do.  ...  Wm.  George T. O'Brien  ...  187° 15' 2
dary of portion 94 Johnstone 225° 15' 4
southerly ,  to its south 171° 15' 6
boundary  149° 15' 7
174° 15' 3
157° 15' 14
163" 15' 4
183° 15' 18
11 From the north boun- 112
dary of portion 89
southerly ,  to its south
boundary
12 From the north boun- 111
dary of po rt ion 88
southerly and south-
easterly,  to its south
boundary
13 Prom Murde ri ng Gully 149
through port ion 100
south-westerly and
south to its south-
west corner
Under  Deed James
of Grant Peach
containing a
general re-
servation for
roads
" C. L. A.  David
Act of  Chalmers18681,
Under Deed OwFn
of Grant Caffety
containinc a
general re-
servation for
roads
chs, lks .  A.  H. P.
IIans Marcus  145° 33' 6 77 1 chain 2 0 23 'Not  fenced
Petersen 192° 43' 11 711 or cleared.
165° 4..' 2 87 1
David 165° 45' 7 02;  ditto 2 1 17 This road hasNichols 206° 45' 5  371  been reserved
1168° 45' 11 12  through the
James Peach  17711 15' 25
David 177° 15' 18
Chalmers 171° 15' 17
133° 15' 6
149° 15' 8
122° 15' 11
200° 15' 61
28 ... 1 0 5 ditto
74 ditto 6 0 14
02
50
r,C1
90
01
Not fenced
or cleared.
00 I
65
08 ditto 2 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
95 ditto 6  3 27  Not  fenced,
81 I but partly
16 cleared.
23
51
34
Owen Caffery  230° 15'  14 07 Irregular 8 3 0 Unimproved
265° 15'  6 831 1 chain
184° 45' 3 02
208° 32' 7 72
239° 21' 6 61
179° 53' 16 22
NoTz .- The remarks about fencing  and clea ri ng  refer to the  area  which is to be resumed only.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 187 7.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS  Excellency The Governor, m itll the advice of the "Executive Council, having deemed it exnedient
j to open a new Road through Portion 50, parish of Burnett, county of Stanley, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hercbl .lven. that a Plan and
Book of Reference. showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are.
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections w hivh may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-642. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE PF ROAD THSOtTGH PORTION 50. PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ]low Held.n y
sx
Occupier.  Bearings.
1 Commencing on the Ipswich Conditional William Dob-
reserved main north- Reg. Clause, .1, bie
ern r"arl , and running b99 "  C'. L. A.
westerly to join a road  Act of
on the north of the 1868."
portion, and leading to
Atkinson 's crossing.
207° 0'
'1,85" 40'
Lengths.
150hnks 3 0 8 i's-fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd February, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
j ( IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
11 to open a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county of Churchill, Moreton District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.77-573.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROPtGIT PORTION 114, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILLr
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO  13E  PROCLAIMED AS A PUIILIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road
1
How Held.
ReputedOwner.
Reputed
I Breadth
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. of Area . Remarks.
From the road re- ' 2519 1 Ilome,tead, I Edward
served through por-' Ipswichl under Act i Collinstion 114, par'sh of Register, of 11,72
Forbes.  south-
westerly to its
south boundary
ohs.lks .  A. R. P.
214 40' , 28 82, 2 chains 6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NO11CE.
(] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of' the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
[ 1 to open a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield Homestead Area, parish of
Gilbert, County of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of' Grant severally containing a reservation of all
such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick, and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.77-881.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD  HOMESTEAD
AREA, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE,, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
No. Portion  of Road .  * How held. Reputed Owners.
1 From near the bridge over
Miller's Vale Creek north-
easterlythrou.h Maryvale
Pre emptiye I to its east
boundary
I A piece of land  off  the north-
west corner of Maryva,e
Pre-emptive 5 ac Gap
Creek
Bearings.
Under  Deed of  John Wienholt, 70 40'
Grant con- Willian Wienholt,
tainincagen -  Edward  Wienholt, 200 40'
eral reserva - Arnold Wienholt,
tiou for rou Is and Arthur Wienbolt
di! to  ...  ditto  ... 20° 4''
510 40'
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
clis. iks
10 0
13 58
Road.
Breadth of
Road. Area.
ohs. Iks.  A. R. P.
16 31  1 chain 7 1 0
54 14
2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
8 19
Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH l,F PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 287 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road. from the Warwick Road to Harding's Selection,
Portion 411, parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the
several persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the ad-
vice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the load referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public
Works within forty days fromthe date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-940. GEORGE THORN,
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING'S SELECTION, PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED As A PUBLIC ItOAD.
No. Portion of Road.
a.5) o
`o
m
+ How Held.
sxm i
Crown land
Reputed Occupier  Bearings.Owner. II
1 Commencing on the'
Warwick Road and
running east along
north boundary of
portion 209
2 Commencing at the 442
south-west corner of
portion 183, and run-
ning east to south-
east corner
3 Commencing at the
south west corner of
portion 212, and run-
ning  westerly through
that portion and
Crown land, to north-
west corner of portion
411
Conditional Thos.
Clause  "C . L.  Glynn
A. Act of
1868„
9o°
Un' ccu-  90°36'
pied
I Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
Area.
chs. lks. A. R. P.
46 68 1 chain ...  4 2 24
Remarks.
Through water
reserve.
39 09 1 chain 3 3 26 Adjoining land
I; , ttenced-two
rails. a
20 73 Irregular
1 chain ...
1 1 20  This land was
being fenced
at time of
2 0.11  survey.:
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF RAMSAY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January, 1877, folio 228 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Selections 813 and 1350TR, parish of
Ramsey, county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of' the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76-6072. GEORGE THORN.
BooK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, TooWOOMBA REGISTER
PARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner.
759 j' Conditional Francis Francis
Clause  ` ° C. L.  Porter Porter
A. Act of
1868" Crown
laud
Register
No. of How held.
selection.
I Too-
woomba
Register.
I A strip  one chain  wide 813 "C. T.  A.
off the west boundary
of Selection 813
Act  of 1868"
2 A strip one chain wide 1350 Ditto ...
Occupier.  Bearings.
90°12'
-North ...Garrett G. Culhane
Culhane
Lawrence
off the west,  north , Buckley
and west boundaries
of the selection
Unoccupied N. 0° E.
90° E.
U° 21'
Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks
chs. lks. ' A. R. P.
511 56 1 chain ... 5 2 25 West
boundaryfenced;
otherwise
unim-
proved
7 422 1 chain
16 17 S
7 54 average135
I links.
3 1 26 Left side
of road
fenced ;
selection
ctherwis
unim-
proved
and un-
ocupied.
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Department of Public Works,
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January, 177, folio 242 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, county
of Merivale, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seer at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation  they  claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76-6073. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14A, PARISH OF ROBINSON COUNTY OF
MERIVALB, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC RUAD.
No. Portion of Road. ec o m How Held .
Reputed
Owner.
1 Running north -we-t-
erly from the east to
the west boundary of
portion 14A
286
W. R.
" C. L. A.  Martin
Act  of  1868"  Bourke
Portion of Road.
chs. lks.
90° 33 25
4 98
Occupier.
M. Bourke
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DRAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
V V'
ITII reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January, 1877. folio 241 of the  Government
gazette,  relative to the  opening of  a new Road through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Dra3 ton,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the  several  persons hereunder specific d, which was
originally  granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Fxecutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared  expedient  to open and  make  the Road referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference,  to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba. All persons  desirous of claiming compensation  in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the  compensation  they claim  must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the  persons so claiming to any
such compensation ,  unless  they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-631.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526,  PARISH  OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DowNs,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
No. of How held . Reputed Occupier.Portion .  Owner.
Bearings .  Lengths.
ohs. lks.
276° 3 25297° 16 69
BreadthBearings .  Lengths.
of Road . Area .  Remarks.
A sti ip  off  south and 402 Under Deed Marian  F. T. Gregory
hart of  east boundary of Grant S(•ott
of Portion 402 containing Gregory
a general
reservation
for  ro ads.
2 A strip off south boun -  526 Ditto  ...  T. F. Gregory F T. Gregory
dary of Portion 526
A.  X.  P.
1 chain... 3 3 41 Portion
fenced.
90°
Breadth
of Road. Remarks..
A.  R.  P.
One chain 1 3 36 Portion through
which  road  ru ns
unfenced and
unimproved.
19 79 1 chain... 2 0 0 Portion
fenced.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice ,  that applications have been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions of  "The Real  Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land .  Name of  Applicant.
79 acres, being portion 7,  parish of Purga , county of William W . Billyard, as
Stanley attorney . for Henry
Orlando Chester Master
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
24th April, 1877.
7 acres 2 roods, being suburban allotment 104, and part Samuel Hodgson ... ... 24th May, 1877.
of suburban allotment 105, parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW EOAD, PA lNS1I OF WARN Eli, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1 W
1'1 H reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 286 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, through Portions 208, 216, and 216, parish of
garner, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is. therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of thnt said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice s ill not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-61. -- GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AN1) 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing  at the 2156
south -east corner of
portion 208, and
running north-west-
erly to its west
boundary
2 Commencing at the 2170
south-east corner of
portion 246, and
running westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion  216, and
running south-
westerly  to its west
boundary
Week  ending  17th March, 1877
Corresponding  week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
stock.
£  s. d. £ s. d.
929 9  11 2,443 19 3
935 12 6 2,091 14 7
6 2 7
352 4 8 21 1 2
Total.
1 a. d.
8,446 10 9
3,079 7 6
367 3 3
35,814 13 8
29,100 18 0
£6,713 15 8
A. O. HE RBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Week ending 17th March, 1877
Corresponding week last year
Increase , . ,
Decrease ...
1877-Total Traffic  to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
How IIeld.
Conditional
clause ofC.L.A. ct
of 1868 "
C.L.A..4c1
of 1868
Forfeited
selection
Reputed Occupier Bearings .  Lengths.
Breadth
of Area .  RemarksOwner. . .Road
chs. Ike. A. A. P.
Robert R. Leitch... 305' 00' 27 20 1  chain X 7 3 1  Fenced
Leitch 291°45' 28 18
283° 1i' 17 :31
270' 27' 5 00
Ilenrl II. Walker 270° 27'  15 08 Irregular  1 3 17 1 Partly
Walker fenced ;
The Crown 259° 20' 4 98 Irregular 4 2 80
house,
stockyard,
&c.
211° 00' 4 81
214° 00' 1 95
237° 00' 12 22
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
NORTHERN AILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
£ s. d.
163 1 0
166 5 9
3 4 9
Goods and Live Parcels and
Stock.  Miscellaneous.
£ s. d.
396 15 2
219 9 3
177 6 11
Parcels  aid
Miscellaneous.
a. d.
73 1 7
52 0 5
£ s. d.
18 5 7
13 19 2
4 6 5
Total.
£ a. d.
578 1 9
399 14 2
178 7 7
6,854 3 8
4,181 19 0
£2,672 4 8
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN RAILWAY.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property
Department , Northern  Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager ,  Rockhampton ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or before  SATURDAY,  the 28th April next , they  wi ll  be sold by public aucticx,
to defray  expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND TO 31ST  DECEMBER ,  1876, AT  ROCKHAMPTON.
Date.  Where found.
1875.
18 September  .. ...  1st class carriage ... ...
1876.
3 March ... ... 2nd class carriage ... ...
14 ... ... ... No.  5 gang  ... ... ...
1 February... ... ... Ticket hall ... ... ...
1 April ... ... ...  let class carriage ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
22 August  ... ... ...  2nd class  carriage ... ...
8 September  ... ...  Waiting room ... ...
4 October ... ... ...  lst class carriage ... ...
12 June  ... ... ...  On platform ... ...
17 „ ... ... ... On line... ... ...
... ... ...  .In  carriage  ... ... ...
... ... ditto ... ... ...
... ... ... ditto ... ... ...
... ... ... ditto ... ... ...
8 July ... ... ... ditto ... ... ...
... ... In waiting room ... ...
10
15
13 September
is
19
11 October ...
In carriage  ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto .. ... ...
On platform
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
In carriage ...
On platform
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... ... ... ditto ...
ditto ...
16 ditto ...
9 November  ... ...  In carriage ...
13 ... ... ditto ...
... ... ditto ...
... ditto ...
20 „ ... ... ... ditto ...
ditto ...
25 ditto ...
... ditto ...
1876.
12 August ...
1 August ..
9 November
9 December
On platform
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
AT 0OAANGO.
On line  ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
Desc ri ption Article.
1 small knife
1 rule
1 parachute
1 mug
1 pencil case
1 walking stick
1 tobacco pouch
1 belt and pouch
1 pocket book
1 whip
1 blanket
4 felt hats
1 coat
2 pair hobbles
1 blanket
1 cape
1 pair leggings
2 coarse sheets
1 basil
1 saddle-strap
1 babys' bib
1 hat  in handkerchief
1 bag
1 water bag
1 tap
1 billy and  pint pot
1 paper parcel
1 bundle clothes
1 empty keg
1 box
1 horse collar
1 paper parcel
1 bag
1 bucket in bag
1 bag of bags
2 bundles of bags
1 ditto
1 lady' s cloak
1 billy
2 books
1 girl's hat
2 wooden pipes
1 book
1 valise
2 sticks
1 sheath-knife
2 hats
1 cap
1 pair gloves
1 umbrella
3 panama hats
1 cabbage -tree hat
1 box
1 swag containing box
1 case
2 swag
AT REBBEBT ' 5 CREEI.
On platform  ... ... ...  1 singlet
ditto ... ... ... ...  1 felt hat
On line 1 boy's hat
ditto .. ... 1 girl's hat
AT DDARIIGA.
s0 August  ... ... ...  On platform  ... ... ...  I riding whip
AT DINGO.
20 December ... In goods shed  ... ... ...  parcel containing shirt  and t ro wsers
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OVERPLUS GOODS.
Where found.
Rockhampton
ditto ...
ditto
Herbert' s Creek
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Duaringa ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Date.
2 bars iron
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS ON HAND, 31st  DECEMBER, 1876.
Station. Station from.
1875.
27  July
19 November...
1876.
17 January ...
7 April ...
23 May ...
2 September
7 October ...
8 November...
22 December
23 August
17 October
1875.
6 December
18
1876.
24 February ...
14 March ...
13 May
24 ,t
9 June ...
1 October
11 November...
29 February ...
27 May
13 October
17 November.
Rockhampton  ...  Stanwell
ditto ... Gogango
Description of Article.
6 bundles empty bags
1 horse hide
1 bag washing sods
... 1 drum oil
... 1 case teapots
1 case glassware
1 case kerosine
1 waggon pole
... 2 bags  flour
1 pair Names
... 4 cart boxes
... ... 3 buckets
1 case schnapps
Name.
Voysey  ... ... 1 tin
Cherry  ... ... 1 case
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto .., ditto
ditto ... Westwood ...
ditto ...  Duaringa
ditto ... Herbert's Creek
ditto ... ditto
ditto ... Westwood ...
ditto ...  Duaringa ...
ditto ... ditto ...
Herbert's Creek Stanwell
Simmons
Plumb
Higgins
Dooling
Seymour
Cherry
Egan
Keller
Yeanson
1 swag
1bag
1 valise
1box
1 case
1 camp oven
1 case
1 mat wedges
1 hat
Article.
Kenna ... ... 1 bag  preserved meat
ditto ... d to ... N.  J. Shakespeare
ditto ditto ...
ditto ... Westwood ...
Duaringa ... Gogango ...
ditto ... ditto ...
ditto ... ditto ...
Dingo ... ... Rockhampton....
ditto . Duaringa ...
Herbert's Creek Rockhampton ...
Duaringa ... Herbert's Creek
Dingo ... ... Rockhampton ...
ditto ... ditto ...
care of Beattie
Smythe ...
Staunton
O'Regau
Bowden ...
Connell ...
Leahy
Coleman ...
O'Rourke ...
Russe ll
Sheeky
1 box raisins
... 1 parcel drapery
1 pair of boots
1 jar of spiritsPassenger's luggage
Hinges
1 parcel drapery
1 pair old sashes
1 galvanised iron tub
... 2 tables, 1 form, old timber
... Timber
... Empty bags
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table  will  come
A into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Miles from
Rook-
hampton.
Stations. UpTrains .
Miles from
Dingo.
,,, Rockhampton, depart ...
a.m.8-0 ..
6 Gracemere ... ... ... 8.24 23
10 Ten-Mile ... ... ... A 30
16 Stanwell ... ... ... 9. 0 35
24 Rosewood .. .. ... A 44
30 Westwood arriveI
10. 0 50
depart 10.15 58
38 Goganjo ... #10.47
44 Rocky Creek... ... 11.15 64
53 Herbert's Creek 11.56
58 Boolburra .. . A 73. ..
P.M. 78
65 Duaringa ... ... .. ... 12.44 82
88 Dingo ... ... ... ... 2.15 88
Commissioner for Railways.
Stations. DownTrains.
am.
Dingo, depart... 7.20
Duaringa ... ... 8.51
Boolburra ... A
Herbert's Creek ... 9.39
Rocky Creek... ... 10.20
* 0.47Goganjo ... ... 1
arrive 11.20Westwood depart 11.35
Rosewood ... ... A
p.m.
Stanwell ... ... 12.35
Ten-Mile ... ... A
Gracemere ... 1.11
Rockhampton 1.35
*  Trains meet here.
(A, j The  Trains marked thus , A, will stop by  signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be  charged the fare to the Station at
which  their  Journey  terminates .  Passengers  requiring to alight  at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station  to the  Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to slight.
General Post  Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland,  21st  March, 1877.THE following SUMMARIES of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, ToowooxBA ,  during  the Months of July ,  August ,  and September,  1876,  are published for
general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster -General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1876.
LATITUDE, 27° 34'  S.; LONGITUDE,  152° 10' E.;  HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LBPEL ,  1,960 FEET  ;  DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST ,  80 MILES.
RAROMETER.
Cor. to 32° Fahr.
4 a
N N
0.
HYGROMETER.
Temperature  of Temperature of
Air. Evaporation. Humidity. d °
m$ m
d d. a d  A a d a a 1pl
N N N N N N N N °o A
SELF-REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
BAIN. WIND.
41  O W MRQ . + Summary  of Direction.
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19 9 al
b
apID
JULY.
Maximum  ... ... ... ... ... 28.046 28.012 28.044 63.0 60.0 55'0 52.0 54.0 53'0 •93 1.00 1.00 ... 88.0 47.0 6210 4710 27.0 4.480
Mean  ... ... ... ... ... 27.897 27'848197.849 46.7 55-2 47.5 42.1 471)  44.0  1)2 '59 78 ... 77.0 34.9 56.7 36.7 20.0  1)60
Minimum  ... ... ... ... ...  27.568 27.544'27 '554 37.0 46.0 40.0 34.0 40.0 38 .0 '67 '46 1)8 .,. 59.0 26.0 49.0 30.0 7.0 '000
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
AUGUST.
SEPTEMBER. NO NW1 NO NW0
WO 5W8 W2 8W3
80 SE10 80 SE12
EO NE0  El  NEO
8 am. 2 p.m .  8 P.M. m
CLOUD.  OZONE.
0-10. Is
l~
a a a
N N  an  4  04
NO NWO NO NW1 NO NWO
10 10
W1 SW 21 W 0 SW 20 W2 BW6
3.2 2.8
81 SE3 81 821 81 BE2
0 0
EO NEO E0 NEO E0 NEOI
NO NWO NO NW1 NO NWO
W1 SW9 WO 8W8 WOSW12
88 829 82 826 85 824
E0 NEOIEO NEO EO NEO
NO NW2
W1 8W8
so  8216
El NE1
... 28.104 28082
... 7.970 27.915
.,, 27.739 27.709
28.082 57.0 68.0
27.922 50.5 60-6
27'897 42.0 64.0
59.0 66.0 57.0 54.0 •93 '87  '93 ... 98.0 48'5 69.0 49.0 30.0
51.1 46.7 51.5 46.3 '74 •52 '74 ... 87.9 35.7 81.9 39.5 22.9
39'0 37.0 45.0 35'0 •68 40 '50 ... 80.0 28.0 51.0 30.0 13.5
•300
•016
.000
Maximum  ... ... ... ... ... 28.109 28.039128'049 65.0 79.0 68.0 58.0 62.0 61.0 1.00 '93 93 I ,.. 11010 5310 80.5 65.0 34.0 1.460
Mean ... ... ... ... ... 27896 27.854 27.902 56.8 65.5 56.9 51.4 53.9 51.5 •69 '48 '99  ,,, 96.0 41.8 88.6 45.4 23.5 •115
Minimum  ... ... ... ... ... 27548 27.537127.621 47.0 54.0 46.0 39.0 43.0 38.0 '36 '28 •49 61.0 28.0 59.0 33'0 10.5 •000
JULY,  1876. - Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 49.5 degrees .  Rain fe ll  on 7 days .  Total Rainfall ,  7.65 inches.
to  1674. » »  49.9 ,,  of to  6  to to  3'80
„ 1873 . to It 47'8 of  »  to  2  of to 0.56
1872 . to  46'9  OR It It  5  to  » 1.76
1871 . to  ,, 50.2 to  »  to  5  of to  1.66  OR
1870. „ ,. 50'3  •  OR of  11 11 n  It  4'09
AUGUST , 1876.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month , 54.Odegiees .  Rain fell on 5 days .  Total Rainfall, 0.52
of  1874.  11 51.4 11  ,1 n 1  It it 0.10
1878. It .,  55.7 u 7 N 3'88 1,
1872. „ „  50 0 to  ., „ 4  OR  „  1.24  to
of 1871 . OR to 5510 of to  ,, 4  It ,, 0'68 r
1870. of  11 52 '8 ,, ,, 11 18 ,, ,, 6 1)0  to
SEPTEMBER ,  1876.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  591 degrees .  Rain fell  on 6 days .  Total Rainfall, 3.47
1874. » „ 58 '7 ,, ,, ,,  6 11  to 1.06 ,,
1873. ,, ,, 66'1 ,, ,.  to  2 OR ,, 0.89 ,.
1872 . ,, .. 56'3 „ ,, ,, 5 11  of 1'91 „
1871. „ ,.  80'0 OR to OR 3 OR  ., 1'54 ,,
1870. ,, ,, 59 .5  of of to  10 OR
., 1.84 OR
Electrical, Observations -  Positive ;  Negative.it  47  OR  29  „
1. 74  to  8 of
» 69 ,, 24 toto 84 ,, 9  of
78
,, 6  to
Electrical Observations -  Positive; Negative.
» 65 1, 12  to
55 a 25 to
75  to  18 to
89 „ 4 of
90 „ 3 1.Electrical Observations- Positive ;  Negative.
54  to  19
74
..
6
71 „ 22
82 „ 387 ,.
The readings of the Barometer at Toowoomba  (1,960 feet above the Mean Sea Level )  are corrected to 32° Fahrenheit only.
10 ... ...
2.6 ...
0 ... ...
10 9 10
2.5 2.4 2.2
0 0 0
10 10 10 ...
3.5 2.9 3.0 ...
0 0 0 ...
Prevailing  Winds, B.W.)I so S.W.to to S.W.
, of S.W.OR D S.W.
„ It S.W. and E.
Prevailing Winds, B.W.
to of B.W.It to S.W.
to It S.W.it S.W. and S.E.
of S.W.
Prevailing Winds,  S.E.
of
,1
»
,1
,1
S.W.
B.W. and B.E.
B.E.S.E. and S.W.
S.W. and E.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Obeerret
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.FOR the purposes mentioned i  theeighteenthsection of  " The Marriage Act of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court, do hereby
appoint BENJAMIN CRIBB, of Toowoomba, in the
Colony of Queensland, Police Magistrate, to be a
Justice of the Peace in the Registrar's District of
Drayton and Toowoomba, who shall,_ by virtue of
this appointment, give consent in the cases provided
for in and by the eighteenth and nineteenth sections
of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of March, A.D. 1877.
JAMES COCKLE, C J. .
ALFRED P. LUTWYCHE, J.
CHARLES LILLEY, J.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
FOR the purposes mentioned in the eighteenth
1 section of  " The Marriage  Act  of  1864," we,
the Judges of the Supreme Court ,  do hereby appoint
ROBRR  V  COPLAND LETABRID o E, of Forest Vale, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  Justice, to be a Justice
of the Peace in the Registrar 's District of Maranoa,
who shall, by virtue of this appointment, give
consent in the cases provided for in and by the
eighteenth and nineteenth sections of the said Act.
Dated this twenty-first day of March ,  A.D. 1877.
JAMES COCKLE, C.J.
ALFRED LUTWYCHE, J.
CHARLES  LILLEY, J.
NOTICE.JOSHUA W TSON has this day been re-
appointed Poundkeeper at Surat ,  for the
ensuing twelve months.
RICHD. T. TAYLOR, P.M.,
Court House,
Surat, 6th March, 1877.
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
IT is hereby notified or general information, that
THOMAS WILLIAM FOLEY has this day been
appointed Bailiff of the Central District Court at
Rockhampton,  vice  John Adolph Williams, dis-
missed.
By order of His Honor Judge Hirst,
CHAS. W. MACAULAY,
Acting Registrar.
Rockhampton, 8th March, 1877.
NOTICE.H ANNAH LLOYD has this day been appointed
Poundkeeper at Toowoomba ,  for the period
of (12)  twelve calendar months next ensi}ing.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
J. A. BOYCE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this 20th day of March,
A.D. 1877.
NOTICE.
THE Annual Licensing Meeting of Her Majesty's
Justices of the Peace acting in and for the
Police District of Ravenswood, will be holden at
the Court House, Ravenswood, on TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April next, at Twelve o'clock noon,
for the purpose of taking into consideration appli-
cations for Publicans' Licenses, under the Act 27
Vic. No 16.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed on or before the Twenty-seventh day of
March.
W. SAMWELL,
Clerk  of Petty Sessions.
Police  Office,
Ravenswood ,  5th March, 1877.
PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the AnnualLicensing Meeting for the  Police  District of
Springsure ,  will be held at the Court House,
Springsure , on TUESDAY, the 17th day  of April
next, for the purpose of considering applications
under  " The Publicans Act."
Applications must be lodged with  the Clerk of
Petty Sessions ,  on or before the 27th instant.
J. G. MACDONALD,
Court House,
Springsure , 6th March, 1877.
Police Magistrate.
NOTICE.
T HE Annual Licensing Meeting of Her Majesty'sJustices of the Peace acting in and for the
Police District of Charters  Towers, will be holden
at the Court House, Mi llchester , on TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April next ,  at Twelve o'clock Noon,
for the purpose of taking into consideration appli-
cations for Publicans' Licenses ,  under the Act 27
Vic. No. 16.
Applications must be lodged with the under-
signed ,  on or before the 27th day of March next.
JNO. ARCHIBALD,  C.P.S.
Court House,
Millchester ,  6th March, 1877.
PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING  MEETING.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Annual
Licensin Meeting for the District  of Charle-
ville, will be eld at the  Court House , Charleville,
at Twelve  noon, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
April next,  for the purpose of considering  applica-
tions under  " The Publicans Act."
W. E. PARRY OKEDEN,
Court House,
Charleville, 8th March, 1877.
Police Magistrate.
NOTICE.THE Annual Licensing Meeting of the Justicesacting in and for the Police District of Surat,
will be held at the Court House, Surat, on TUES-
DAY, the 17th day of April next. All applications
must be lodged with the Clerk of Petty Session, on
or before Tuesday, the 27th day of March.
Applications for Country Publicans' Licenses
must be accompanied with the required fee of £15
each.
RICHD. T. TAYLOR, P.M.,
Court House,
Surat, 5th March, 1877.
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
T
HE Annual  Licensing Meeting of Her Ma jesty's
1 Justices  of the  Peace acting in and for the
Police District of Taroom ,  will be held at the Court
House, Taroom, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
April next ,  for the purpose of considering applica-
tions for Publicans '  Licenses ,  under the  Act 27 Vic.
No. 16.
REGINALD C. H. UHR,
Police Magistrate.
Court House,
Taroom, 15th March, 1877.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENSLAND
A SITTING of the above Court will be heldat the Supreme Court House, Brisbane,
before His Honor Sir JAMES COCKLE, Knight,
Chief Justice of Queensland, and Judge of the said
Vice-Admiralty Court, on MONDAY, the 26th day
of March, A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Mulvena ,  Crauley, and Company,
of Rockhampton ,  storekeepers ,  Insolvents.UPON reading a report of the Trustee of theproperty of the Insolvents ,  dated the twelfth
day of March ,  one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-seven, reporting that the whole of the pro-
perty of the Insolvents has been realised for their
creditors ,  and that three dividends to the amount of
three shillings and seven pence and one-eighth of a
penny in the pound have been paid  ;  the Court being
satisfied that the whole of the property of the Insol-
vents has been realised for the benefit of their
creditors .  and that three dividends to the amount of
three  shillings and seven pence and one-eighth of a
penny in the pound have been paid, doth order and
declare that the insolvency of the said Mulvena,
Crauley ,  and Company has closed.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this twenty-
first day of March, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
PETER MACPHERSON,
Solicitor for Trustee,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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Registrar.
7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Gabriel James  Surenne, of  Rockhampton,
clerk, by John Ferguson, of Rockhampton, in
the Colony of Queensland, contractor.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, andupon proof satisfactory to the Court of the debt
of the petitioner, and of the acts of insolvency alleged
to have been committed by the said Gabriel James
Surenne having been given, it is ordered that the
said Gabriel James Surrene be, and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that William Henry
Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate.
And it is further ordered that the First General
Meeting of the creditors of the said Gabriel James
Surenne, for the election of a Trustee, to be held
at the Principal Registry, at Brisbane, on the
Fourth day of April, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon ; and it is further ordered that the
said Gabriel James Surenne shall, on the Thirty
first day of March. 1877, at Brisbane, deliver to
the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to  meet  his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE LILLEY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Charles Demuth, late of Whyanbah, by James
Cavanough, of St. George.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have  been  committed by the said Charles
Demuth having  been  given,  it is  ordered that the
said Charles Demuth be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent  ; and that William Henry Miskin,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it
is further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the  creditors  of the said Charles Demuth, for
the election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of
the Registrar of this Court, on the Fifth day of
April, 1877, at Eleven o'clock in the  forenoon.
And it is further ordered that the said Charles
Demuth shall, on the Third day of April, 1877,
at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee  in this Estate, a
full, true,  and accurate statement , verified on oath,
of his debts and liab ilities of every kind, and of
the names and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this sixteenth
day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Benjamin Davison', of Cooktown, in the Colony
of Queensland, by the  said Benjamin  Davison.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Benjamin Davison
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Benjamin Davison, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-sixth day of March, 1877, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Benjamin Davison  shall, on  the Twenty-
fourth day of March  instant, at Brisbane  aforesaid,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true,
and accurate  statement , verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences, so far as known, of his creditors,
and of  the causes  of his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Alfonzo Arena, of Maryborough, hairdresser,
by the said Alfonzo Arena.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Alfonzo Arena be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Alfonzo
Arena, for the election of a Trustee, be held at the
Principal Registry, on the Twenty-third day of
March, 1877, at Eleven o'clock in the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said Alfonzo Arena
shall, on the Twenty-first day of March, at Bris-
bane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full,
true, and accurate  statement , verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of  the causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twelfth
day of March, 1877.
By the Court, -
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Andrew Morrison, of Rockhampton, store-
keeper, by himself.UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itisordered that the said Andrew Morrison be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Andrew Morrison, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-ninth day of March, 1877, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And  it is  further order(d
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that the said Andrew Morrison shall, on the
Twenty-seventh day of March , at Brisbane , deliver
to the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and
accurate statement , verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and resi-
dences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this nine-
teenth  day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of  Love  and Moffat,  of Stanthorpe,
Insolvent.A FIRST Dividend of 5s . 6d. per £,  will be pay-
able to all  creditors who have roved in the
above Estate ,  on and  after MONDAY, the  twent y-
sixth instant, at the Trustee 's Office,  Queen street.
303
GEO. CANNON,
Trustee.
3s.
IN THE INSOLVENT ESTATE OF JOHN
ANDERSON, ROMA.A FIRST Dividend of (6) six shillings in the £
in the above Estate, is now payable at the
office of Clarke,  Hodgson , and Co.
SAMUEL .HODGSON,
Trustee.
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
304 3s.
INSOLVENT ESTATE OF W. H. CUTLER
AND CO., MARYBOROUGH.A THIRD and Final Dividend of o ehalf-penny
(;) in the £, will be payable in the above
Estate, on and after WEDNESDAY, 4th April, at
my office.
328
JOHN F. BUCKLAND,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In'the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of John McCarthy, of
Brisbane, collar-maker.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
T
AKE notice that a plan of distribution in the
above-mentioned Estate, showing a first and
final dividend of 18s. 9d. in the £, now lies in my
office, Supreme  Court House, Brisbane, for the
inspection  of creditors ; and any creditor or other
person interested therein, objecting to the con-
firmation thereof, must lodge  a caveat  in the said
office, stating the grounds of their objection, on or
before the seventh day of April next ; otherwise the
said  plan of distribution will, on MONDAY, the
ninth day of April next, be confirmed.
Dated this twenty-first day of March, 1877.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee.
327 5s.
INSOLVENT ESTATE OF HENRY MULLER
AND THOMAS CARTER, OF NERANG
CREEK.
A COMPOSITION of fifteen shillings in the
pound in cash, agreed to be accepted by the
creditors, by special resolution passed at the
general meeting held on the fifth day of March
instant, will shortly be payable at the office of
Henry Box and Son, Edward street, Brisbane.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the seventh day of April, 1877, will be excluded.
Dated this twelfth day of March, 1877.
313
WILLIAM D. BOX,
Trustee.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Grayson, late of South Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the above-named David Grayson, deceased, may
be granted to Edward Barrow Forrest, of Brisbane,
and Robert Grayson, of Stanthorpe, in the saidColony, the Executors named and appointed by the
said Will.
Dated at Brisbane, this 21st day of March, A.D.
1877.
314
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for the Applicants,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Andrew Brittlebank, late of Mount
Gravatt, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date off the
publication hereof, application will be made to this
Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above-named Andrew Brittlebank, deceased, may
be granted to Ellen Sarah Brittlebank, of Mount
Gravatt  aforesaid , the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated this  22nd  day of March, A.D. 1877.
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PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executrix.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Samuel White, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, boarding-house
keeper, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Samuel White, deceased, may be
grantedto John Hardgrave and James Spencer, both
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, the
Executors named in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated this twenty-second day of March, A.D.
1877.
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BUNTON AND MAYNE,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will of William Kent, junior,
late of Jondaryan, in the Colony of Queensland,
Esquire, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that he Accounts inthe above Estate have this day been lodged
in my office, and all parties having any claims on
thesaid Estate, or being otherwise interestedtherein,
are required to come in before me, at my office,
Supreme Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on
or before TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
one thousand eight undred anseventy-seven, and if
they should think fit, object thereto ; and if no
exception shall be taken to such Accounts,  the same
will be duly inquired into at my said office, on the
above day, at the hour of Eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this twentieth day of March, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court of Queensland.
LITTLE AND BBOWNE,
Proctors for the Executrix and Executors,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
320 6s.
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In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Christopher Atkinson, late of Mary-
borough ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  shingler,
deceased.
kJ OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
1' tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
above -named Christopher Atkinson ,  deceased, may
be amnted to Isabella Atkinson, of Maryborough,
widow ,  the sole Exectrix named in the said Wi ll.
Dated this thirteenth day of March,  A.D.  1877.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
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Proctor for the  Executrix,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll  of Charles John Thorngren ,  late of
Somerset ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  gentle-
man, deceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub lication
hereof ,  application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in Its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Probate
of the last Wi ll  and Testament of the abovenamed
Charles John Thorngren ,  deceased ,  be granted to
the Reverend Samuel McFarlane ,  of Somerset, in
the said Colony of Queensland ,  the sole Executor
named in and appointed by the said Wi ll .
Dated this twenty-second day of March, 1877.
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor for the said Executor,
Queen street, Brisbane.
325 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Daniel Long, lately of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, police constable,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof,  application will be made to this Honorable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction ,  that Pro-
bate of the Will of the above-named Daniel Long,
deceased ,  may be granted to Thomas Clohesy, of
Cooktown, in the said Colony of Queensland,
Inspector  of Police, and William Armstrong, of
Cairns ,  in the said colony ,  Sergeant of Police, the
Executors named in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated this 21st day of March, A.D. 1877.
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W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor for the Executers,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
I HEREBY give notice, that the xpiration of
one month from the date of publication hereof
in the  Queensland Government Gazette, I  intend to
make application to the Court of Petty Sessions for
the Police District of Gympie, for permission to
erect Licensed Gates on the  road running east and
west through my selection No. 514, situate on the
Brisbane road near Gympie aforesaid ,  and being the
road dividing my said selection from John Kemsley's
selection  No. 336. The proposed Gates to be of
sawn timber ,  sixteen feet in  width,  painted in a
uniform color, with the letters " Licensed Public
Gate," painted in prominent letters on a conspicuous
part thereof.
Dated at Gympie, this fifteenth day of March,
A.D. 1877.
LAWRENCE COTHAM.
324 5$.
APPLICATION FOR LICENSED GATE, UNDER
28 VICTORIA, No. 19.
I HEREBY give notice of my intention to apply
at the Court of Petty Sessions, Beenleigh, on
TUESDAY, the tenth day of April next, for per-
mission to erect two Licensed Gates on selection
848, parish of Albert, county of Ward, Pimpama
Island : one on the road bounding the south of the
said selection about eighteen chains  from the south-
west corner thereof, and one on the road on the west
of the said portion about  seventeen  chains from the
south -west corner of the portion .  Description of
Gate-Ordinary hardwood  gate, sixteen feet wide.
Dated at Beenleigh, this nineteenth day of March,
1877.
326
C. VON SENDEN,
Applicant.
5$.
The GovsR NMENT Pxneran  acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1877.  $ s. d.
Mar. 17-C .  E. Carkeet ... ... ... 0 1 0
17-J. A. Gregory ... ... ... 0 1 0
17-R. H. Smith... ... ... ... 0 1 2
17-W. Bewley ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
17-L. McLeod ... ... ... 0 1 0
17-T. Rutherford ... ... ... 0 1 0
20-T. Lynch ... ... ... ... 0 9 0
20-J. Du ff ... ... ... ... Or 1 2
„ 20-P. Dillon ... ... ... ... 0 3 6
21-T. N.  Rose ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
21-C. Gaynor ... ... 0 3 0
22-J. King ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
22-J.  E .  Freestone ... ... ... 0 3 0
„ 23-B. R . Cumming ... ... ... 0 0 7
„ 23-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 18 0
JEmpnunbfng.
OW Poundkeepers are reminded  that  Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PE$ ANIMAL  ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Townsville, on the 7th March, 1877.
One grey gelding,  branded like - off shoulder, co  off
thigh.
If not released on or before the 25th day of March,
1877,  will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. E. CARKEEL, Poundkeeper.
305  is.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Lorn, on the 28th
February, 1877.  Driving, 10s. each.
One cream-colored mare, no visible brand, two hind feet
white ,  star ; cream-colored foal at foot, unbranded,
two hind feet white, star.
One bay mare, like gC or KC over JR conjoined near
shoulder  ;  bay filly at foot ,  unbranded, near hind
foot white.
If not  released on  or before the 30th March, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
306
WM. KEWLEY,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, fr m Glenmore, by rder
of M. A.  Smale,  on the 3rd March,  1877.  Damages
and driving ,  4e. 6d.
One bay mare, branded like CC near shoulder, like 1ZB
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 3rd April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
307
LOUISA MCLEOD , Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Lake's Creek,
by order of Messrs .  Whitehead and Oo. Driving ,
4d.
One roan horse ,  MH near shoulder ,  near hind foot
white, broken shoulder.
If not released on or before the 20th March,  1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOMAS RUTHERFORD ,  Poundkeeper.
308 Is.
956
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from grazing  paddock,
Brookfield, on the 12th March, 1877, by Thomas
Taylor. Driving, 2s.
One white  horse , A1Y near shoulder , M4M off  shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 5th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
817 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Planet Downs, o
the 9th March, 1877, by order of Messrs. Brodie
and Howard. Driving, 3s. 4d. per head.
One red and white cow, Q) (9 (registered brand) off
rump, 4 off cheek,  piece off lower portion off ear ;
white bull calf at foot.
One strawberry cow, QX9 over 5 off rump,  same ear
mark ; red and white heifer calf at foot.
One white cow, QX9 off rump, 4 off cheek,  same ear
mark ; strawberry bull calf at foot
One red and white spotted cow, QX9 over 5 off rump,
same ear mark.
One strawberry cow, QX9 off rump, 4 off cheek, same
ear mark.
One red and white heifer, QX9 over 5 off rump, same
ear mark.
One red and white cow, QX9 off rump, 4 off cheek, same
ear mark.
One red and white  cow, QX9  near ribs ,  2 near cheek,
same ear mark.
One red and white heifer, QX9 over 5 off rump, same
ear mark.
One light strawberry cow, QX9 off rump, same ear mark ;
strawberry bull calf, at foot.
One white cow, QX9 off rump, 4 off cheek, same ear
mark.
One red and white heifer, QX9 over 5 off rump, same
ear mark.
One red and white cow, QX9 off rump, 4 off cheek, same
ear mark.
One red and white cow, QX9 off rump, 4 off cheek, same
ear mark.
One white cow, QX9 off rump,  same  ear mark.
One roan cow, QX9 off rump, 4 off cheek, same ear
mark.
One strawberry heifer, QX9 over 5 off rump, same ear
mark.
One strawberry cow, QX9 near ribs, 2 near cheek, same
ear mark ; red and white heifer calf at foot.
If not released on or before the 17th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
329 18s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs, on
the 2nd March, 1877, by order of R. W. Stuart,
Esq., for  trespass. Driving, 2s.
One red bullock,  star  in forehead, DRO off rump,
M E7 (registered cancelled brand) off ribs, 0 off
neck.
One red and white working bullock, WD over like MD
near ribs , DRO over AJ off ribs.
If not released on or before the 30th March, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
309 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from Pikedale enclosed
paddock, on the 15th March, 1877, by order of
Donald Gunn, Esq., for  trespass . Driving expenses,
3s. 4d. per head.
One chesnut mare, like 7 near cheek, ., over M near
shoulder, 44 (old brand) near thigh, star and stripe,
near hind foot white, short tail.
One bay mare, C or G near  neck , F C or  G near  shoulder,
off hind foot white.
If not  released  on or before the 17th April, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Beagle, on the
9th March, 1877, by order of John Robertson, Esq.
Driving, 3s. 4d.
One dark-brown or black mare, Z1G  near  shoulder, RL
conjoined near thigh.
One bay horse m over like SV1 near shoulder.
One bay mare, like W blotch L over like OLB blotched
near  shoulder.
If not  released on or  before the 17th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
C. GAYNOR,  Poundkeeper,
311 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Wombo, on the
13th March, 1877, by order of Mr. George Smith.
Driving, 4s.
One dark-bay or brown  gelding , B in diamond off
shoulder, RAb (registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay gelding, HD conjoined near rump.
One dark-chesnut gelding, 5 over IP  over M near
shoulder, stripe down face.
One dark-bay or brown mare, JH conjoined near rump,
RK7 (registered brand) over JH conjoined over
JH conjoined  near  shoulder ; foal at foot.
One grey mare, WK over Q)4t7 (registered brand) near
shoulder, brass bell on neck.
If not released on or before the 27th April., 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
312 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Inglewood, fr m Bodumba, on 13th
March, 1877, by order of Charles Ezzy, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 4s. 4d. each.
One black mare,  star  in forhead, hind feet white, 2 over
3A near shoulder, like GC6 (registered brand) off
shoulder.
One roan colt, few joints off tail, 3MF (registered
brand) near shoulder.
One light-bay mare, like C or 0 near shoulder, 10 near
side under saddle, docked tail.
If not released on or before the 17th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOSEPH E. FREESTONE, Poundkeeper.
315 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Rainsworth, on 1st
March, 1877, by James Bolitho, Esquire. Driving
expenses , is. per head.
One roan or dark-strawberry cow, AlA (registered
brand)  near rump , like D8A (registered brand) off
One strawberry or roan heifer calf, D8A (registered
brand) near rump.
One strawberry cow, 5 near ribs, A near rump, A off
rump.
One strawberry heifer calf, no visible brand.
One red and white cow, OHO near ribs, l near shoulder.
One white heifer calf, top off near  ear, no  visible brand.
One red and white cow, AlA (registered brand) near
rump, like D8A (registered brand) off rump.
One strawberry heifer calf, DBA (registered brand)
near rump.
One red and white cow, OHO (registered brand) near
ribs, top off near ear.
One red and white calf, unbranded.
One red and white cow, EMU off ribs, 0 off rump, alit
off ear.
One roan heifer calf, like D8A (registered brand) near
One redpand white heifer calf, like D8A (registered
brand)  near  rump, very indistinct.
If not released on or before the 3rd April, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN, Poundkeeper.
316 13s.
T. N. ROSE ,  Poundkeeper . hinted and Published  by JAMzs  C. Barr,  Government Printer,
310 2s. 1PWlem street ,  Brisbane , 24th  March, 1877.
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SURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN THE
UN SETTLED DISTRICTS.
I
T is hereby notified  for general information ,  that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of
" The Pastoral  Leases Act of  1869," the  unexpired terms of the Leases of the Runs of Cro wn Lands hereunder
described ,  which have become vacant by forfeiture or otherwise ,  will be offered for Sale by Public Auction ,  at the Auction
Rooms of A .  Mnrtin ,  Queen street, Brisbane , on TUESDAY,  26th June, 1877 ,  at Eleven o'clock a.m.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule ,  according to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be the annual Rent for the unexpired
period of the Leases ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit  of the whole amount bid ,  being  the first  year 's rent, will have to be paid at the time of Sale, together with
the Survey Fee chargeable c-n each Run.
The purchaser of the remainder  of any of the  Leases enumerated below shall  be allowed six months to stock the country ;
failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed  by the Act,  the Lease may
become cancelled.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SAYE AT THE AUCTION ROOMS OF A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE, ON TUESDAY, 26TH JUNE, 1877, AT
ELEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
Lot. Name of Run. Description of Boundaries.
WARREGO DISTRICT.
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1 Woodstock 35 Commencing at the north -east corner of Kargoolnah East Run, at a
t ree marked broad-arrow over KSW in triangle ,  and bounded thence
on the west by a south line along the east boundary of that run ten
miles to a box-tree marked broad-arrow over ICE in triangle on its
north side ; thence on the south by an east line along part of the
north boundary of Kargoolnah Run to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over K in triangle on its south side, and a prolongation thereof
along part of the north boundary of Waverly Run, in all five miles to
a box -tree marked broad -arrow  over W  in triangle on south side ;
thence on the east by a north line ten miles  ;  thence on the north by
a west line to a box -tree marked broad-arrow over SW in triangle on
its south side ,  at the south -east angle of the Serpentine Run, and a
prolongation thereof along part of the south boundary of last-named 1877,
run, in all five miles ,  to  the point of commencement  ... ... ...  19 1 July
4.0
sow
L S.
1896.90 June 0 16  112 10
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UNEXPIRED T ERMS OF LEASES OF SURVEYED  RUNS-Continued.
IrOt. Name of Run. Description  of Boundaries.
WARREGO  DISTRICT- continued.
2 I Waverley ...
3 Leicester ...
25 Commencing at the north -east corner  of the Kargoolnah Run, at a box-
tree marked broad-arrow over K in triangle on south side, and
bounded thence on the west by a south line  ten miles along east
boundary of said run to a box- tree marked  broad-arrow over KW in
triangle on  its north side ; thence on the south by an east line along
a part  of the north boundary of the Buckenby North Run to a box-
tree marked broad- arrow  over BN over L in triangle on its south side,
and a pro longation  thereof  along  a part of the north boundary of the
Leicester  Run, in all five miles  ; thence on the east by a north line
ten miles  ; thence on the north by a west line to a box-tree marked
broad- arrow  over W  in triangle  on south side at the south-east corner
of Woodstock Run, and a prolongation thereof along a part of the
south boundary of the said Woodstock Run, in all five miles, to the
point of  commencement
b
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1877. 1896.
19 1 July 30 June 1 0 15 12 10
35 Commencing at the north-east corner of Buckenby North Run at a box-
tree marked broad- arrow  over BN over L  in triangle  on its south side,
and bounded thence on the north by an east line along part of the
south boundary of the Waverly Run and a prolongation thereof seven
miles  ; thence on the east by a south line ten miles ; thence on the
south by  a west  line  to the north- east corner  of the Geari Run and
along  part of the north boundary of that run, in all seven miles, to
the south- east  corner of Buckenby North Run at a box-tree marked
broad- arrow  over BN over L in triangle on its west side ; and thence
on the west by a north line  along  the east boundary of last-named
run ten  miles to the point of commencement ... ..- 19 1 July
4 D 4 No. 4... 43 Commencing  at a box -tree marked broad-arrow over I in triangle on
south side, close to the left bank of the Warrego River, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line two miles forty-seven chains ;
thence on the west by a south line about nine and a-quarter miles to
the south boundary of Queensland, in latitude twenty-nine degrees
south  ; thence  on the south by a true east line about five and a-half
miles  to the Warrego River, at or near a tree marked broad-arrow
over LAT 29  in triangle  by Commissioner F. T. Gregory ; thence on
the east by  the right bank  of the Warrego River upwards to the
i
30 June 0 15 17 10
1890.
marked tree  hereinbefore  first  described .. ... ... ... 13 1 July 30 June 1 0
5 Dugganbla...
6 Merramonca
25 Commencing  at the south- east corner  of the Paroo North Run at a
point two  miles seventeen  chains  west of a mulga -tree marked broad-
arrow  over M in triangle, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line  passing  through  said tree  five miles ; thence on the east by
a north  line seven  miles forty chains to a box-tree marked broad-
arrow over  7 in triangle on its south side ; thence en the north by a
west line along part of the south boundary of the Buckenby Run
five miles  to a yapunyah-tree marked broad-arrow over 2 in triangle
on its south-west side ; thence on the west by a south line along the
west boundary of the Paroo North Run seven miles forty chains to 1896.
the point of commencement ... ... .. ... ... ... 19 1 July 30 June 0 15 9 10
26 Commencing at the north-east corner of the Boobara North Run at a
point eight chains east of and opposite to an ironwood-tree marked
broad -arrow over B in triangle on its  north  side, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line along part of the south boundary of the
Paroo  Run one mile and fifty-five chains to a yapunyah-tree marked
broad -arrow over P in triangle on its north side  ;  thence on the west
by a north  line along the east boundary of the Pa ro o Run five miles
to a box -tree marked broad -arro w over P over M in triangle on its
south  side  ; thence  by an east  line along part of the south boundary
of the Paroo North Run and a prolongation thereof along part of the
south boundary of the Dugganbla Run four miles twelve chains to a
point five  chains east of and passing  through  a mulga -tree marked
broad -arrow over M in triangle ; thence on the east by a south line
ten miles  ;  thence on the south by a west line five miles sixty-seven
chains to a tree marked broad-arrow over  MK  in triangle  ;  and thence
on the west by a north line  along  part of the east boundary of the
Boobara North Run five miles to the point of commencement
7 Ballymana ...  40 Commencing at the north -west corner of the Humeburn South Run at
a box -tree marked broad -arro w over HS in triangle on its south side,
and bounded thence on the north by a west line along part of the south
boundary of the Humeburn Run one mile  thirty- four chains to a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over H in triangle on its east side at
the south -west corner of the Humeburn Run ; thence on the east by a
north line along part of the west boundary of that run four miles
twenty -seven chains to the south -east corner of the Humeburn West
Run at a point two miles twenty -four  chains nort h of and passing
19 1 July  30 June 0 15 12 10
959
Lot. Namei of  Run.
UNEXPIRED TERMS OP LEASES oP SURVEYED  RUNS - continued.
WARREGO  DISTRICT-continued.
boundary of Par nassus  Run, and opposite to the north boundary of
Delphi Run, and bounded on the north by a west line four miles ;
thence on the west by a south line five miles ; thence on the south by
an east line about five miles to Wallam Creek ; and thence on the
east by the right bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
MARANOA DISTRICT.
8 Byzantium... 25 'Commencing on the right bank of the Wallam Creek, adjoining the south
boundary of Phocis Run, and bounded on the north by a west line five
and a-half miles ; thence on the west by a south line five miles ;
thence on the south by an east line about four and a-half miles to the
Wallam Creek, and opposite to the south boundary of Cypress Run ;
and thence on the east by the right bank of the said creek upwards to
the point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 1 July
9 Sparta  ... 25 Commencing at the left bank of Wallam Creek, adjoining the south
boundary of Marathon Run, and forty chains north of or above the
box-tree marked XXVII over broad-arrow by Mr. Commissioner
Austin, on the right bank of that creek, and bounded on the north
by an  east  line five miles; thence on the east by a south line five
miles ; thence on the south by a west line about five miles to Wallam
Creek ; and thence on the west by the lett bank of that creek upwards
to the point of commencement ... ... ... .. 13 1 July
10 Hellespont... 25 Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek, adjoining the south
boundary  of Salamis  Run, and opposite to the south boundary of
Delphi Run, and bounded on the north by a west line five and a-half
miles ; thence on the west by a south line five miles ; thence on the
south by an east line about four miles to Wallam Creek ; and thence
by that creek on the east upwards along the right bank to the point
of commencement .. .. ... ... 13 1 July
11 Salamis  ... 25 Commencing on the right bank of Wallam Creek,  adjoining  the south
12 Delphi ... 25
Desoription of Boundaries.
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through a box-trey on the north bank of the Twelve-mile Creek marked
broad-arrow over T over S in  triangle on its east  side ; thence on the
north by  a west  line along the south boundary of the Humeburn West
Run four miles two chains ; thence on the west by a south line ten
miles twenty-five chains ; thence on the south by an east line five miles
thirty-six chains to the west boundary of the Humeburn South Run at
a point seventy-eight chains south of a box-tree marked broad-arrow
over B in triangle on its north side ; and thence on the east by a north
line along  part of that boundary five miles seventy-eight chains pas-
sing through said tree and crossing Yarrill Creek, and on its north
bank passing through a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over Y over 5
in triangle on its south side to a point four miles  sixteen chains  north 1877. 1896.
of said  tree, the point  of commencement  ... ... ... 19 1 July 30 June 0 15 12 10
1890.
30 June 0 10
30 June 0 10 7 10
30 June 0 10 7 10
mencement.. ... ... ... ... ... ... 13 1 July 30 June
Commencing on the left bank of Wallam Creek, adjoining the south
boundary of Corycus Run, and bounded on the north by an  east line
six miles ; thence on the  east  by a south line five miles ; thence on
the south by a west line about five miles to Wallam Creek, two and
a-half miles north of or above a box-tree marked XXVIII over broad-
arrow by Mr. Commissioner Austin, on the right bank ; and thence
on the west by that creek upwards to the point of commencement ... 13
13 LowerPalm-
tree Creek
No. 3 ... 40
14 " Baralaba ...
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
1 July 30 June
010 710
010 710
Commencing on Palm-tree Creek opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over P over XXIII situated about five miles below the junction of '
Tualka Creek, and bounded thence on the south-east by the north-
west boundary of Palm-tree Creek No. 2 Run, bearing south-west to
Murphy's Range; on the south by Murphy's Range westerly ; on
the west by a line bearing north-north-east to Palm-tree Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over r over XVII about half-a-mile
below the junction of Gwambaguine Creek ; and on the north-east 1887.
by Palm-tree Creek downwards to the point of commencement ... I 10 1 July 30 June 0 10
30 Commencing at a point on the left bank of the Dawson River, being the
north-east corner of the Spring Creek No. 2 Run, and  bearing east
from the summit of Mount Moss, and bounded thence on the south
by a west line along the north boundary of the before-mentioned
Spring Creek No. 2 Run seven  miles .  sixty  chains.  to Mount Moss ;
thence on the west by a north line  six miles  four chains to the south
boundary of the Southend Run ; thence on the north by an  east line
along part of the last-mentioned boundary  six miles  twenty-eight
chains  to the Dawson River, and thence on the  east  by the left bank  1892.
of that river upwards to the point of commencement . ... 15 1 July 30 June
1010
10 0
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UNEXPIUED  Timms OF LEAsEs  OF SURVEYED  BONS-continued.
Lot. Name of inn. Description of Boundaries.
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BURKE DISTRICT.
15 Cammo ... 4.4 Commencing on the west bank of the  Saxby  River at a point ten chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over 20 over E ,  and bounded thence
partly on the north by a line being portion of the south boundary of
Borogong Run bearing west four miles ; on the west by a line bearing
south ten miles ; on the south by a line crossing the Saxby River ten
chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over 24 over E ,  bearing east
eight miles ; on the east by a line bearing north ten miles ; and again
on the north by a line bearing west four miles to the point of com- 1877. 1879.
mencement  ... ... ... ... ... ...
.... ... ... 21 1 July  31 Dec. 0 12 20 0
16 Borogong ... 44 Commencing on the west bank of the Saaby River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over 14 over E, and bounded thence partly on the north
by a line bearing west one mile twenty chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south ten miles ; on the south by a line bearing east (crossing
the Saxby River ten chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over 20
over E, and being also a portion of the north boundary of Cammo
Run) eight miles ; on the east by a line bearing north ten miles ; and
again on  the north by a line bearing west six miles sixty chains to the
point of commencement ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 2; 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12 12 0
17 Woondoola  40 Commencing on the west bank of the Saxby River half- a-mile above a
tree marked broad-arrow over 10 over E, being the south-east corner
of Uralla Run, and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west crossing Woondoola Creek half-a-mile below a tree marked broad-
arrow over 5 over F eight miles forty chains ; on the west by a line
bearing south seven miles ; on the south by a line bearing east crossing
Woondoola Creek one mile above a tree marked broad-arrow overt
over F ten miles forty chains to the Saxby River, at a point one mile
below a tree marked broad-arrow over 14 over E ; and on the east by 1880.
the Saxby River downwards to the point of commencement .. 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 9 9
18 Uralla  ... 36 Commencing on the west bank of the Saxby River opposite a tree (on
19 Corella La-
east bank) marked broad- arrow  over 6 over E, and bounded thence
on the north by a  line bearing  west and  crossing  Woondoola Creek
ten chains above  a tree marked  broad-arrow over 10 over F, six miles
forty chains ; on the west by a line bearing south seven miles ; on the
south by a line bearing east,  cro ssing  Woondoola Creek half-a-mile
below a tree marked broad-arrow over 5 over F, ten miles to the
Saxby River, at a point half-a-mile above a tree marked broad-arrow
over 10 over E, being also the north-east corner of Woondoola Run ;
and on the east by that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment  ... ... ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 8 8
goon  ... 30 Commencing on Woondoola Creek one mile above a tree marked broad-
arrow over 2 over F, and bounded thence partly on the north by a
line bearing west, and being portion of the southern boundary of
Woondoola Run, three miles ; on the west by a line bearing south
seven  miles ; on the south by a line bearing east seven miles, crossing i
Woondoola Creek ; on the east by a line bearing north seven miles to
the south boundary of Woondoola Run ; and again on the north by a
line bearing west four  miles  to the point of commencement ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 7 7
20 Milgarra  ... 25 Commencing on the east bank of the Saxby River, at a tree marked
broad-arrow over 6 over E, and bounded thence on the north by a line
bearing east six miles forty chains ; on the east by a line bearing south
seven miles-; on the south by a line bearing west three miles to the
Saxby River, opposite a point half-a-mile above a tree marked broad-
arrow over 10 over E ; and on the west by the Saxby River down-
wards to the point of commencement ... ... ... .. ... 3 1 July 30 June 0 12 5 5
21 Flinders
I Junction 25 Commencing at the junction of the Flinders and Cloncurry Rivers, and
bounded thence on the north-east by the Flinders River upwards to a
point seventy chains above  a t re e  marked broad-arrow over XXXIX ;
thence by a line bearing  west  eight miles forty chains to the Clon-
curry River at a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over X A ;
and on the north-west by that river downwards to the point of com- 1879.
mencement .. ... ... ... 21k 1 July 31 Dec. 0 12 9 0
1
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane ,  20th  March, 1877.
UNSURVEYED RUNS.
SALE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERMS OF LEASES OF FORFEITED RUNS OF CROWN LANDS IN THE
UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that, in accordance with the provisions of the twenty-seventh clause of "  The
Pastoral Leases Act of  1869," and of the Regulations of the 27th May, 1870, established under said Act, relating
to the Sale by auction of Forfeited or Vacated Runs, the boundaries of which have not been defined by actual survey, the
unexpired term of the Leases of Unsurveyed Runs of Crown Lands hereunder described, which have become vacant by
forfeiture or otherwise, will be offered for Sale by Public Auction, at the Auction Rooms of Arthur Martin, Queen street,
Brisbane, on TUESDAY, 26th June, 1877, at Eleven o'clock, a.m.
The right, title, and interest of the previous Lessee in the unexpired Lease of each of the Runs will be only sold ; and
the Government will not hold themselves responsible for the correctness 4' the area or boundaries of any Unsurveyed Runs
so offered. Should no country be found to exist on survey the moneys paid will be returned.
The country comprised in the Runs has not yet been surveyed, and the Government  reserve  the right of increasing the
available  area  if it should be discovered after survey that the estimate set down opposite each Run is  less than the character
of the country  warrants . In the event of the available area being increased, the purchaser will be liable for the rent on
account  thereof during the period commencing from date of unexpired term of lease.
The upset price per square mile at which each Run will be offered is inserted opposite to its name in the appended
Schedule,  according  to the estimated area in each case ; and the highest amount bid shall be  the annual  Rent for the
unexpired period of the Leases, ending as stated in the Schedule annexed.
A Deposit of the whole amount bid, being the first year's rent, will have to be paid at the time of sale.
The purchaser of the remainder of any of the leases enumerated below shall be allowed six months to stock the
country ; failing in which, or not thereafter maintaining the amount of stock thereon as prescribed by the Act, the Lease may
become cancelled.
Full information respecting the boundaries and situation of the Runs, so far as is known, may be obtained by application
at this Department.
Lot 11 and 12 will be offered with amended description of boundaries, subject to re-amendment after survey.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SALE AT THE  AUCTION  ROOMS OF  A. MARTIN, QUEEN STREET,  BRISBANE ,  ON TUESDAY , 2 6TH JUNE, 1877, AT
E LEVEN O'CLOCK A.M.
1 Mount Plea-
sant ...
2
3
Description of Boundaries.
NORTH  KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
i  Years.
Ism
60 Commencing at a tree marked MC upon the east bank of one of the heads
of a river supposed to be the Campaspe, and bounded on the west by
that river in a south-easterly direction six miles to another tree marked
MC ; on the south by a line from thence in a north-easterly direction
twelve miles to the range ; on the east by that range north-westerly
about six miles ; and on the north by a continuation of the same range 1877. 1878.
about twelve miles south-westerly to the point of commencement ... 14 1 July 31  Dec. 0 12
Pentland
Hills ... + 60 Commencing at the south-west corner of the Mount  Pleasant  Run, on the
east bank of a river supposed to be the Campaspe, and bounded on the
west by that river south-easterly six  miles  to a tree marked MC ; on the
south by  a line  from thence in a north-easterly direction twelve miles to
the range ; on the east by that  range  to the south- eastern corner of
Mount Pleasant Run, six miles ; and on the north by the southern
boundary line of that run south westerly twelve miles to the point of
commencement .. ... ... ... ... ... ... it 1 July  31 Dec. 0 12
Allandale ... 80 Commencing at the south-west corner of Pentland Hills Run, on the east
bank of a river supposed to be the Campaspe, and bounded on the west
by that river in a south-easterly direction two miles ; on the south by
that river in an easterly direction sixteen miles to a tree marked MC ;
on the east by a line from thence north-westerly to the south-east corner
of Pentland Hills Run ten miles ; and on the north by the southern
boundary of that run in a south-westerly direction twelve miles to the
point of commencement ,., .., 1% 1 July  31 Dec. 0 12
BURKE DISTRICT.
4 ( Darn Downs 40 Commencing at % tree marked M over LIII over LE on the eastern bank
of the river Gilliot, and bounded thence on the north by a line  bearing
east five miles ; on the east by a line bearing south  ten miles ; on the
south  by a line bearing west to the River Gilliot, and thence by its
eastern bank to the point of  commencement  ... ... ... 34 1 July
oma o0
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UmEBPIRED TEEMS OF LEASES OF UNSURVEYBD  RUNS- continued.
Lot. Name of Run.
WARREGO DISTRIC. .
Unexpired
Term
of Lease.
I Years.
5 Fulham ... 25 (Fulham commences at a tree marked over 11I about two  miles from the
junction of the Mackenzie  and Isaac Rivers at  the north- east corner of
Columbria Run, and bears about north-west for  ten miles  ; thence  in a north-
easterly direction for five miles to the Isaacs River ; and thence following
down the right bank of that river to its junction with the Mackenzie,
River; and thence by Mackenzie River for two miles to the  startingI
6
Description of Boundaries.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
13
0
oai
ym
k7
1890.
30 June
Boondoona
No. 2 ... 50 Commencing at the north-east corner of  the Jero  Run on the cast side ofl
the Yowah  Creek  ;  thence north ten miles  ;  thence east five miles ;
thence south ten miles  ;  thence west five miles to the point of com -
i
1882.
mencement  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . ,  5 1 1 July 1 30 June  1  0 15
SOUTH KEN NEL1 DISTRICT.
7 , Bowlee No.2 50 Commencing on the left bank of Mistake (or Gordon) Creek, at the north-
east corner of Bowlee  No. 1 Run, and bounded thence on the south by
the north boundary of that run bearing west five miles ; on the west by
a line parallel to the general course of Mistake Creek northerly ten miles ;
on the north by a line bearing east five miles to Mistake (or Gordon) i
Creek ; and thence by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment ... ... ...
1877.
1 July
GREGORY SOUTH  DISTRICT.
8 Minnie  Vale 50 Commencing  at south -cast corner of  Grabben  Gullen Run ; thence east ten
miles ; thence no rt h five miles  ;  thence west ten miles ; thence south t
I
five miles  to  point of commencement  ... ... ... ... ,
9 Orkney  ...  40 Commencing at north -west corner of Caiidie Run ; thence east two miles ;  j
thence north ten miles  ;  thence west five miles  ;  thence south ten miles ;
thence east three miles to point of commencement  ... ...
10 Shetland  ...  35  Commencing  at north-east corn er of Candie Rum  ;  thence west four miles ;
thence north about five miles  ;  thence east about seven miles ; thence
south about one and a-half miles ; thence east about two miles ;
thence south about four miles  ;  thence west about five miles ; thence
north about  half a-rule to the point  of commencement  ... ...
GREGORY NORTH Dl . iTR1CT.
1 1896.
19 1 July 30 June 0 12
I
19 1 July  30 June 0 10
1897.
20 1 July 30 June 0 10
20 1 July 30 Juno 0 10
11 Dudley  Amended Description.
Downs ... 57 Commencing at the north angle of the Cobar West Run, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a north-west line five miles ; thence on the
north-west by a south-west line fifteen miles ; thence on the south-west
by a south-east line five miles to the west angle of the first-mentioned
run ; and thence on the south-east by a north-east line along the north-
west boundary of that run fifteen miles to the point of commencement... 20 1 July 30 June 0 10
12 I Henry  .1rnended Description.
Downs ... 57 Commencing at the north angle of the Esmarelda West Run, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a north-west line five miles ; thence on the
north-west by a south-west line fifteen miles ; thence on the south-west
by a south-east line to the north angle of the Cobar West Run, and along
part of the north-cast boundary of that ri,n five miles ; and thence on
the soutf.-cast by a north-east line along the north-west boundary of the'
first-mentioned run fifteen miles to the point of commencement ... 20
I
1 July 30  June
ow
pD,at
x sue.
0 15
0 10
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BEAL,  Government  Printer,  Wil li am street ,  Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT  OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1877.
THE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Bowen, in room of FRANCIS TYSSEN A-.N,MIIIIRST, Esquire, whose
Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation
thereof by the said Francis Tyssen Amhurst, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Bowen.
Date of Writ ... ... ... Saturday, 24th March, 1877.
Date of Nomination ... ... Monday, 16th April, 187 7 .
Polling Day ... ... ... Monday, 23rd April, 1877.
Return of Writ ... ... ... Thursday, 3rd May, 1877.41 W
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative  Assembly.
By Authority :  JAxxv  C. BEAt, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUAR a NTINE.
ORDER  IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, Saturday, the 24th day of March, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular  case , with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have deplared it probable that any such
infectious disease may be brought : And whereas it has been reported
to the Administrator of the Government in Council that the infectious
disease called Small Pox exists on board the Steamship " Brisbane," lately
arrived from Singapore, at the Port of Keppel Bay, and now lying at
anchor in  that port : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
in pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act,
doth Order and it is hereby Ordered, that the said ship, and all the crew
and passengers thereof, together with all persons now on board,  be placed
in Quarantine ,  at the Quarantine Station, Curtis Island ,  and so continue
until other order shall be made in that behalf.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir MAURICB CHARLES
O'CONNELL, K night, and by
Her Majesty 's  Royal  License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
[L.s.] the Catholic ,  Knight of the
M. C. O'CONNELL,  Second Class of San Fernando,
Administrator .  a  Knight  Extraordinary of
Charles III. of Spain ,  President
of the Legislative Council  of
Queensland ,  and Adminis-
trator of the Government
thereof.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  by Pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all  persons ,  vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever ,  within the
limits of any Station which, by any order ,f the
Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been, or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine  :  And whereas by a Proclamation,
bearing date the ninth  day of  January,  1877,  issued
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  the land
therein described was appointed a Station at Curtis
Island for the performance  of Quarantine under
the said Act  :  Now, therefore ,  I, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Administrator of the
Government of the said  colony, do, by this nmy Pro-
clamation ,  issued with  the advice of the hxecutive
Council ,  hereby  prohibit ,  all persons ,  vessels, and
boats whatsoever ,  from  going, under auy pretence
whatsoever, within the limits  of the said proclaimed
Station ,  or approaching by sea within one hundred
yards of the same ,  under the penalties contained
in the said Act, until this my Proclamation shall
have been rescinded.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane, this twenty -fourth day of
March, in the year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven, and in
the fortieth year  of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE TH E  QIISEN !
By Au,trority  :  J amm C.  B xAt ,  (Iovernmunt  Printer,   u.hum  Lreet, l- rtsoune.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House ,  Brisbane ,  Sunday ,  the 25th day of March, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE  G OVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty -seventh year of Her Majesty's
V ' reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine ,"  it is ,  amongst other things ,  enacted ,  that it shall be lawful
for the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board,  or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of  the voyage , or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection ,  although such vessels shall not
have arrived  from  any place from which the Governor,  with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such infectious
disease may be brought  :  And whereas by an Order in Council made on the
twenty-fourth day of  March , 1877 ,  reciting that it had been reported to the
Administrator of the Government in Council that the infectious disease
called Small  Pox existed on board the Steamship  "Brisbane,"  then lately
arrived from Singapore ,  at the port of Keppel Bay, and then lying at
anchor in that port,  it was ordered by His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government ,  by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in
pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act, that
the said ship ,  and all  the crew and passengers thereof ,  together with all
persons then on board should be placed in Quarantine ,  at the Quarantine
Station, Curtis Island, and should so continue until other Order should be
made in that behalf :
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And whereas it is now reported to His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government in Council, that certain of the passengers by the said
Steamship have been landed and placed in Quarantine, at the said Quarantine
Station, at Curtis Island : And whereas it is now considered expedient to
vary the said Order in manner hereinafter appearing :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and
exer rise of the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth Order, and it
is hereby Ordered, that the passengers so landed at the said Quarantine
Station, shall there continue in Quarantine until it shall be certified by the
Health Officer there that there does not exist amongst such passengers any
contagious or infectious sickness, and that the release of such passengers
from Quarantine will not endanger the public health, or until other Order
shall be made in that behalf : .
And it is further Ordered that the said ship, with the crew and
passengers remaining thereon, shall be permitted to proceed to sea from the
said Port of Keppel Bay, but shall nevertheless continue in Quarantine at
the said station until the said ship shall so proceed to sea :
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
$y Authority : JAMES C. BB1.z, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, Tuesday, the 27th day of March, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY T1IE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERN11ENT
IN COUNCIL.
WH EREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty'sreign, intituled  "An Act o Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such infectious
disease may be brought : And whereas it has been reported to the Adminis-
trator of the Government in Council that the Steamship  11 Brisbane" has
lately arrived from Singapore, at the port of Moreton Bay, and is now lying
at anchor in that port, and that the infectious disease called Small Pox
appeared in the course of the voyage on board of the said ship : Now,
therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of
the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth Crder, and it is hereby
Ordered that the said ship, and all the crew and passengers thereof, together
with all persons now on board, be placed in Quarantine, at the Quarantine
Station, Peel Island, and there continue in Quarantine until it shall be
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certified by the Health Officer there that there does not exist amongst such
passengers any contagious or infectious sickness, and that the release of such
ship, crew, and passengers from Quarantine will not endanger the public
health, or until other Order shall be made in that behalf :
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
[L.s.] the Catholic, Knight of the
M. C. O'CONNELL, Second Class of San Fernando,
Administrator. a Knight Extraordinary of
Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of
Queensland, and Adminis-
trator of the Government
thereof.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty.
seventh year of Her M ajesty's reign, intituled
" Aga Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by Pro-
clamation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any Station which. by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been, or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine : And whereas by a Proclamation,
bearing date the twenty-sixth day of January, 1877,
issued with the advice of the Executive Council,
Peel Island therein described was appointed a Sta-
tion for the performance of Quarantine under
the said Act : Now, therefore, 1, in pursuance of
the power so vested in me as Administrator of the
Government of the said colony, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, issued with the advice of the Executive
Council, hereby prohibit all persons, vessels, and
boats whatsoever, from going, under any pretence
whatscever, within the limits of the said proclaimed
Station, or approaching by sea within one hundred
yards of the same, under the penalties contained
in the said Act, until this my Proclamation shall
have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of' Her Majesty's reign.
By: Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
By Author,ty : J&mss C. BBAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License,
a Knight Commander of Isa-
bella the Catholic, Knight of
[L.s.] the Second Class of San Fer-
M. C. O'CONNELL, nando, a Knight Extraordinary
Administrator. of Charles III. of Spain, Presi-
dent of the Legislative Council
of Queensland, and Adminis-
trator of the Government
thereof.
W
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things enacted,
that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette,  to appoint stations or
places within the Port of Moreton Bay, or within
or near any other port or place in the colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews ,  passengers , and persons on board thereof
shall perform Quarantine, and also, if necessary, to
appoint Lozarets and other places where such crews,
passengers , and other persons, and the goods,
wares, . and merchandise which shall or may be on
board of such vessels, may be detained and kept
for the performance of Quarantine : And whereas
the steamship " Brisbane," now lying in the Port
of Moreton Bay, is a vessel liable to Quarantine,
and it is desirable to appoint the steamship
" Kate" to be a Lazaret, or place where the passen-
gers and persons on board of the said steamship
" Brisbane," and the goods, wares, and merchan-
dise on board thereof, may be detained and kept
for the performance of Quarantine : Now, there-
fore, I, in pursuance of the power vested in me as
Administrator of the Government of the said
colony, and by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, appoint the
said  steamship " Kate," now lying in Moreton
Bay aforesaid, to be a Lazaret, or place where the
passengers  and persons on board the said steamship
" Brisbane," and the goods, wares, and merchandise
on board thereof, may be detained and kept for thL
performance of Quarantine.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAUEICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
the Catholic, Knight of the[L.S.] Second Class ofSan Fernando,
M. C. O'CONNELL, a Knight Extraordinary of
Administrator. Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of
Queensland, and Adminis-
trator of the Government
thereof.
W
HER EAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her M ajesty' s reign , intituled
An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quaranti ne,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by Pro-
clamation in the  Government  Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons, vessels, and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits of any Station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine : And whereas, by a Proclamation
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, the steamship  " Kate," now
lying in the Port of Moreton Bay, was a pointed a
Lazaret or place for the performance  of Quarantine
under the said Act : Now, therefore, I, in pursuance
of the power so vested  in me as  Administrator of the
Government of the said colony, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation, hereby prohibit all persons, vessels, and
boats whatsoever, from going, under any pretence
whatsoever, to or on board of the said steamship
" Kate," or approaching by sea within one hundred
yards of the  same , under the penalties contained
in the said Act, until this my Proclamation shall
have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and  in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
By Authority : JAmus C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
(L.s.) the Catholic, Knight of the
M. C. U'CONNELL, Second Class of San Fernando,
Administrator. a Knight Extraordinary of
Charles 1II. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of
Queensland, and Administrator
of the Government thereof.
W
HEREAS the Parliament of Queensland now
stands  Prorogued to Tuesday, the third day
of April, 1877, and it is expedient further to Pro.
rogue the same :  Now, therefore, I, SIR MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, in pursuance of the power
and authority  in me  vested, as Administrator of
the Government of the said Colony, do hereby
further Prorogue the said Parliament to TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Acting Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint
CHARLES D. BURNS
to be Engineer Surveyor at the Port of Brisbane,
vice  John Murray, deceased.
1.
a
[No. 53.
The Treasury, Queenr and,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Acting  (  )vernor, with theadvice of the Executive ouncil, has been
pleased to approve of the follor ng appointments
and promotions in the Customs D ' artment, viz.:-
DAVID SPENCE, Acting Sub-Col etor of Customs,
Trinity Bay,
to be Sub-Collector of Customs at that Port ;
FREDERICK G. SYMES, Chief Clerk, Maryborough,
to be Second Officer at Townsville,  vice  D. Spence,
promoted ;
GEORGE H. BURN, Second Clerk, 9aryborough,
to be Chief Clerk at that Port,  vice F.  G. Symes,
promoted ; and
MUIR H. ROBERTSON, Junior Clerk at Maryborough,
to be Second Clerk,  vice G.  H. Burn, promoted.
To take effect from the 1st October, 1876.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1877.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern.ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint the under-.
mentioned persons to be District Receivers in Insol-
vency, under the provisions  of  " The  Insolvency Act
of  1874 ," at the several places specified opposite to
their respective  names:-
STANLEY GRANTHAM HILL,  Registrar of the Central
District Court at Rockhampton ;
JOHN  BOYLE  ToNsoN, Registrar of the Southern
District Court at St. George ;
CHARLES ALEXANDER JOHN WOODCOCK,  Registrar
of the Southern District Court  at Warwick ;
JOHN  ARCHIBALD ARMSTRONG,  Clerk of Petty
Sessions at Maytown.
JAMES R. DICKSON. I S. W. GRIFFITH.
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Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
mentioned persons to be District Registrars and
District Receivers in Insolvency, under the provi-
sions  of  " The Insolvency Act of  1874," for the
several  districts wherein the places specified oppo-
site  to their respective names are situated :-
HORACE BgRKITT, Acting Police Magistrate at
Bundaberg ;
ALLAN RAVENSCROFT WETTENHALL, Police Magis-
trate at Goondiwindi ;
WALTER CLARE CARDEW, Police Magistrate at
Leyburn ;
OCTAVIUS ARMSTRONG, Police Magistrate at Mount
Perry ;
REGINALD CHARLES HEBER UHR, Police Magistrate
at Taroom ;
RICHARD TARGET TAYLOR, Police Magistrate at
Surat.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
IlIS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-ment, with the advice f the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Constable THOMAS CHANDLER
to be Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions xtramac.
WILLIAM MILES.
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane, 24th March, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment has been pleased to appoint, under
his Hand and Seal,
No. 1 Battery Queensland Volunteer Artillery, to
be Lieutenant,
JOSEPH ORTON BOURNE ;
No. 5 Company Queensland Volunteer Rifles, to
be Lieutenant,
ARTHUR MORGAN.
WILLIAM MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1877.•
H
IS  Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
NORTH ROCKHAMPTON
to he an additional Polling Place for taking the
Poll, for the election of a Member to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
N orman by.
WILLIAM MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
OAK'S STATION, CANOONA,
to be an additioml Polling Place for taking the
Poll, for the Election of Members to serve in the
Legislative Assembly for the Electoral District of
N of manby.
WILLIAM MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th March, 187 7.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment directs it to be notified, that acting
in the name and on behalf of Her Majesty, and in
accordance with the provisions of the Act of Council
28 Vic., No. 10, he has been pleased to accept the
services of the Volunteers enrolled at Brisbane, as
No. 12 Company of the Queensland Volunteer
Rifle Brigade.
WILLIAM MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 187 7.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
11IS Excellency the Governor, with the advce ofthe Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereii.after
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  "The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed since  1864;  believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality ,  it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more, and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town increasing in population,
wealth, and  stability.,
(The Signatures to the above Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette  of Saturday,
24th February,  1877,  No. 22,  page  425.)
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L  S.)  Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876." I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that the
said lands shall be open to selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Bundaberg Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim, that the upset price at which the said lands
are open to selection by conditional purchase, shall
be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
160 acres.
Area-480 acres.
County-Cook.
Parisli-O too. -Portion 8.
Selection-No. 182, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 328 degrees, and distant one chain from the
north corner of portion 7, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 328 degrees seventy-
one chains and thirty-three links; on the north-
west by a line bearing 238 degrees sixty-four chains
and forty-five links to a road three chains wide ; on
the south west by that road bearing 148 degrees
sixty-two chains and thirty-three links, and 147
degrees 40 minutes thirty-seven chains and twenty-
iune links to a road one chain wide; and on the
south-east by that road bearing 58 degrees nineteen
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chains and  fifty-one links, 328 degrees eleven chains
and one link ,  237 degrees 30 minutes fourteen
chains eighty -two links, 327 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen chains and twelve links ,  57 degrees 30
minutes thirty-six chains and ninety links, 147
degrees 30 minutes one chain and ninety-eight
link, and 58 degrees twenty-two chains and sixty-
two links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1877.
CORRECTION.
I T is  hereby notified that the name of FRANCISHAMILTON LEIGH BENWELL is to be substi-
tuted for Frank Benwell ,  erroneously inserted in
the Notice licensing Lim as a Surveyor, which
appears in the issue of the  Government Gazette  of
the 17th March, 1877.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor -General.
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane ,  27th March, 1877.
T
HIS is to certify that Mr .  JOHN HEWITT
RENDALL, of Brisbane ,  having exhibited evi-
dence of competency as a Surveyor ,  has been
licensed to effect Surveys under the provisions of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  11376," and
subject to the rules of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor -General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Art of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent 's, Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
rv.- „ ,
No. Applicant. I Situation. I Parish. Area.
1 J. North.  I Roadseparatingpor -  Brassall.
bons  219, 223, 224,1
22.', 218, 229, 230,
2.31, 234, and 233,
from Farney Lawni
pre-emptive Nos
1 Kind 2.
A. R. P.
14 3  35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
1
TH r, lands comprised in the TooinoloIigyore, or
Eureka, and Stanton Harcourt Runs, in the
Wide Hay and Burnett District, proclaimed open
to selection under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," at the Brundaberg
Land Office, on and after Tuesday, the 171h April,
1877, will be so open at the Land Office, Mary-
borough, on and after that dale, instead of at
Bundaberg.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. IWILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection, sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Brisbane Land Office, on and after TUESDAY.
the 17th day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Nindooimba, and Kerry
Saraliah Runs.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing mi the Albert River at the south-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence by the Albert River upwards to
the south-west corner of the land resumed in 1872 ;
thence by a line along the south boundary of that
resumption bearing east to the range forming the
eastern boundary of the run ; on the east and
south-east by that range southerly and south-
westerly, and by the range forming the south-west
boundary of the run north-westerly to the south-
west corner of the resumption of 1875 aforesaid,
and by the south boundary of same to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Lands resumed  from  the Melcombe and Palen Runs.
About 15,500 acres.
Commencing on the Logan River at the north-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence on the west by the east boundary
of that resumption bearing south to the south-east
corner of same ; thence by a line east to the range
forming the east boundary of the run ; thence by
that range north-easterly to the Logan River ; and
on the north by that river upwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO W.T. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Gorer.'wi'.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
l N pursuance of the provisions of  "the Crown
j Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
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the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Brisbane
Land Office, on and after 1UESDAY, the 17th
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Telemon Run.
Area, about 15,400 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of the land
resumed from the Telemon Run in 1875, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the south-
east boundary of that resumption north-easterly
to the north-east boundary of the run ; thence
south-easterly along that boundary; thence by a
line parallel to and distant four and a quarter-miles
from the north-west boundary south-westerly to
the south-west boundary of the ten years' lease ;
and on the south-west by that boundary north-
westerly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 3WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commanner-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim that the upset price at which the said lands are
open to selection by conditional purchase shall be
15s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Wivenhoe Run.
Area, about 5,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
40, parish of Wivenhoe, and bounded thence on the
east  by the west boundaries of portions 40 and 37
bearing north to Logan's Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards till it intersects the south-west
boundary of Wivenhoe ten years' lease ; thence by
the south-west and south-east boundaries of that
lease south -easterly and north-easterly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed from the turampa Run.
Area, about 2,240 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 130, parish of England, and bounded thence
by a line west to the east boundary of portion 7A,
same  parish ; thence by part of the east boundary
north ; then by the south-east boundary of portion
13, and by the northern boundary of Tarampa ten
years'  lease north-easterly ; on the east by a line
south, and by the west boundaries of portions 132,
131, and 130 bearing south to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Mount Brisbane Run.
About 31,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Dixon, and
bounded thence on the south by a line east to the
east boundary of the run ; thence by that east
boundary and a line in continuation bearing north
about two and three-quarter miles to a point east
from the junction of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers; thence by a line west to that junction ;
again on the east by the Stanley River upwards to
south-west corner of portion 72, parish of Kilcoy ;
thence by a fence being the north boundary of
Mount Brisbane Run westerly to Goonnerln-
gerringgi Peak on the range dividing the waters of
the Brisbane River from those of the Stanley River ;
thence by that range southerly to Point Deception ;
thence by a spur range  and a  small creek westerly
about forty chains to the Brisbane River ; thence
by that river downwards to the north-east corner of
portion 3, parish of Dixon, and by the east boundary
of that portion and part of the north and the east
boundary of portion 2, to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed from the Durundur Run.
Area, about 10,800 acres.
Commencing on Neurum Creek where it is in-
tersected by the east boundary of the land resumed
in 1875, and bounded thence by that creek upwards
to Delaney's Creek, and by Delaney's Creek up to
its head in the range, forming the eastern  boundary
of Durundur Run ; thence by that range southerly
and westerly to the aforesaid east boundary, and
by that boundary northerly to the point of com-
mencement,--exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Kilcoy Run.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing on Sheep Station Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 5A, and bounded thence by the
north and west boundaries of that portion west and
south to its south-west corner ; thence by a line bear-
ing about west 14 degrees south about two and three-
quarter miles to the range dividing the waters of
Sheep Station Creek from those of the Brisbane
River; thence by that range and the range dividing
the waters of Sheep Station Creek from those of
Monsildale Creek northerly to the range dividing
the waters of the Mary River from those of the
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers ; thence by that range
south-easterly to the range dividing the waters
of Kilcoy Creek from those of Sheep Station
Creek ; thence by that range south-easterly to a
point north from the north-east corner of portion
4A, parish of Kilcoy; thence by a line south to
that north-east corner; thence by the north
boundary of portion 4A west to Sheep Station
Creek, and by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all res rved, selected,
and alienated lands within these described bound-
aries.
Lands resumed from the Colinton Run.
Area, about 23,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at a point one
mile above the confluence of Gregor's Creek, and
bounded thence by a line north six and a-half
miles ; on the north by a line east about five miles
to the range forming the boundary of Colinton Run;
on the east by that range southerly ; and on the
south by the south boundary of the run westerly,
and by the Brisbane River upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
bibidred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT . 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.IN pursuance of the provisions of  " .The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the  Ipswich Land
Office, on and  after THURSDAY,  the nineteenth
day of  April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be £1 5s .  per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall  not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Coochin Coochin Run.
Area,  about 8,500 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook ,  and bounded
thence by the south boundary of the land resumed
in 1872, bearing west ; thence by west boundary of
said resumption bearing north to the north-west
corner of same ; thence by a line west to the range
dividing Coochin Coochin and Fassifern Runs, by
that range southerly  ;  on the south by a line dis.
tant three miles from the first-mentioned line bearing
east to Teviot Brook  ;  and thence by that brook
downwards to the point of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Fassifern Run.
Area ,  about 17,700 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner  of portion
7, parish of  Clumber ,  and bounded  thence by a line
south  to the south -west corner  of land  resumed in
1875 ; thence  by the south boundary  of that re-
sumption bearing east  ;  thence by  the eastern
boundary  of the resumption to its north-east
corner ;  thence by  a line  east to the  range forming
the east  boundary of the run; on the east by that
range southerly  to Mount Moon  ;  thence by a line
west to the Main Range  ; by the Main Range
northerly about three miles  ;  and by a spur range
north-easterly about three and three-quarter  miles;
and thence by a line south  to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first  day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year  of her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland  and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive  Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereinunder  described  shall be, and are
hereby set  apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said  Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY,  the seventeenth
day of  April, 1877 .  And I  further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase,
shall be £1 per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Cressbrook Run.
Area, about 15,700 acres.
Commencing  on the  Brisbane River at the north
corner of selection 1,568, portion  4,  parish of Cress-
brook,  and bounded thence by a line bearing south
to south-west corner of same portion  ;  thence by a
line west crossing  Ivory's Creek  to Biarra Range,
the west boundary  of Cressbrook Run ; thence by
that boundary northerly to Ivory's Creek, and by
Ivory 's Creek downwards  to the  Brisbane River,
and by that  river downwards  to the  point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive ,  of reserved and alienate d
lands:
Lands  resumed  from the Franklyn Yale Run.
Area, about  48,000 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner  of portion
52, parish of Mort,  and bounded  thence by a line
east to south -west corner of portion  74, parish of
Alfred ; thence by Little Liverpool  Range south-
erly about  11 miles ; thence by a line east and
distant three miles  south from  the south boundary of
portion 2, parish of Rosevale, to the east  boundary
of the run ; thence by the eastern ,  southern, and
south-western boundaries  of the  run southerly,
westerly ,  and north -westerly ; on  the north by a
line east along the south boundaries of portions 56,
59, parish  of Thornton ,  to the  west boundary of
portion 16,  same parish  ;  thence by  the west and
south boundaries  of the land  resumed in  1875 bear-
ing southerly  and easterly  to Laidley  Creek ; and
by Laidley Creek downwards  to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of reserved  and alienated
lands.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred  and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE THE QIIEEN !
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St. Mi-
chael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with  the advice of the  Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify  and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be,  and are
hereby  set apart as Homestead  Areas,  and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection , subject to the
provisions of the said  Act, at the  Helidon  Land
Office, on  and after  TUESDAY,  the twenty -fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify  and proclaim that the upset
price at  which  the said lands are open to selection
by conditional  purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area  which  may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eskdale Run.
Area, about 15,200 acres.
Commencing on Cressbrook Creek at its inter-
section  by the north- east boundary of the ten
years' lease ,  and bounded thence  by that  boundary
north -westerly to Mount Deongwar, thence by a
line north -westerly four and a-quarter miles, being
part of the  northern boundary  of the  run ; thence
by  a line south about five and three -quarter miles
to aforesaid creek ,  and by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement ,-- exclusive of reserved
and alienated lands,I
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Lands  resumed  from the Emu Creek Run.
Area, about 23,500 acres.
Commencing on the range between Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and bounded thence by the north-
east boundary of Emu Creek ten years' lease south-
easterly to Bum Bum Creek, by that creek down-
wards to Emu Creek, by' Emu Creek upwards, and
by the east and south-east boundaries of the said
ten years' lease southerly and south-westerly ; on
the south-west by a line parallel to, and distant
four miles from the aforesaid north-east boundary
north-westerly to the range dividing Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and thence by that range north-
easterly to the point of commencement,-'exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand 'eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
overnor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Art  of 1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Ilelidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Helidon Run.
Area-About 8,000 acres.
Commencing on the Main Range, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of the ten years'
lease easterly, being the range between the Ali Mi
and Ma Ma Creeks ; on the east by the east
boundary of same, being line northerly about four
miles ; on the north by the timber reserve south-
westerly and west to the Main Range ; and by the
Main Range southerly to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and Com-
Governor.  wander-in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to  Selection , at the Toowoomba
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seven-
teenth day of April, 1877.
And [ further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by conditional purchase shall be 20s. per  acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 610 acres.
Lands resumed from Rosalie Plains Run.
Area-10,500 acres.
Commencing at the north- west corner  of Rosalie
Homestead Area No. 1, thence bounded on the west
by a line north one hundred and fifty chains ; thence
on the north by a line east to the north branch of
Myall Creek ;  thence again  on the west by said
creek northerly about one hundred and seventy-four
chains ;  thence again  on the north by a line east
about two hundred and thirty-five chains ; thence
on the east by a line south three hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north- east corner  of Rosalie
Plains Homestead Area No. 2;' and on the south by
the northern boundaries of Rosalie Plains Home-
stead Areas Nos. 1 and 2, to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from the Beauaraba Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of Beauaraba ten
years' lease westerly ; on the west by a line north
along eastern  boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII and portion 432 about three hundred
chains ; thence by a line passing about twenty-five
chains north from the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase XXXI about five and a-half miles
east ; on the east by a line south along the west
boundaries of Nos. 1,759 and 1802 to the south
corner of 1802; thence by the road  along south-east
boundary of Nos. 1,802, 1,813, 1,846, 1,820, and
1,789 ; thence by the north-east boundary of
Beauaraba ten years' lease south-easterly ; thence
by the west boundary of No. 10, the north-west
boundary of Nos. 29, 33, 42, 52, 53, a reserve, and
others along the south-east boundary of ten years'
lease south-westerly to the Gentlemen' s Seat ;
thence by the boundary between North Branch
and Beauaraba Runs northerly to point of com-
mencement ,:-exclusive  of reserved  and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. s WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said. with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
yart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed out of Clifton Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of T.R. 465,
and bounded thence by the south-east boundary of
that portion south-westerly, by the east boundary
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T.R. 1,586, and 1,613 south ,  by part of the north of
boundary of pre-emptive purchase XX and a line
east to the west boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XII, by the west  boundariesof pre emptive purchase
XII, XV, part  of the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  XV, the  west and part of the
north boundary of pre-emptive purchase  XVI, the
west boundaries of Nos .  49, 609, 510, and 5 ; thence
by the south boundary of 338 bearing west to the
north boundary of T R .  465 ; thence by that boun-
dary south-easterly to point of commencement,-
exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON -  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George , Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depondencies.
1
N pursuance of the provisions of  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described ,  having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions
of the sad Act, shall be open to Selection, at the
Toowoomba Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth  day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be 30s .  per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 6-10 acres.
Lands resumed from the Felton Run.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing  at the south -west corner  of Peel's
Plains P.P. N o. 2, and bounded thence by the
boundaries of Selections  696 and 743 to the west
boundary of P.P .  No. 5, by that  west  boundary
and the boundaries  of P.P's. Nos. 17A 8, 19, 12,
11, and 24 to the south -west corner  of 24 ; thence
by a line  west to the south-east corner of the
Homestead  Area proclaimed in  Government  Gazette
for 1872, folio 1979, by the east boundary of that
Homestead Area, and by the south -east and north
boundaries of Selection 988, and ny the east boun-
dary of the Homestead Area northerly  to the south
boundary of  portion 68 ,  parish of Rolleston ; and
by a line east  to the poin t  of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated and reserved  lands within
the above  boundaries. -
Lands resumed from the North Branch Run.
About 17,500 acres.
Commencing  at Mount Mallard ,  and bounded
thence by  the northern  boundary of North Branch
ten years '  lease westerly to a point  south from
the south -east corner  of pre -emptive purchase
X XX I I I  Beauaraba  ; thence  south four and three-
quar '.er miles ; thence east five and a-quarter miles ;
theme north half-a-mile, and north-east three-
quarters of a-mile to the Gentleman 's  Seat;  thence
by the boundary  between  North Branch and
Beauaraba Runs north -westerly to  point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of reserved  and alienated
lands.
Given  under  my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred  and seventy -seven, and in the
fort eth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor  and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid , with  the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described ,  having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth  day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be £2 per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 160 acres.
Lands resumed out of Westbrook Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing  at the south -west corner  of West-
brook pre -emptive purchase  LXXX, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of that pre -emptive
purchase east, by part  of'  the west ,  the south, and
east boundaries  of pre-emptive purchase LXXXI
bearing south -east and north and a continuation of
the east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
LXXXI north to a point  west from the south-west
corner of pre-emptive  purchase  LXIX ; thence by
a line east and part  of the south  boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  LXIX ; thence by the  west boun-
dary of pre- emptive purchases  LXVIII, LXVI, and
of the  Homestead  Area  resumed in 1875 south to
a point east  from the south -east corner of pre-
emptive purchase 45 ; thence by a line west to
portion  653;  thence  by the south -west boundary
of that portion north-westerly  to a point south
from  the south -west corner of pre-emptive purchase
LXXX ; and thence  by a lice  north  to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven, and in
the fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order  of'  St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the  Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Too-
woomba Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the
seventeenth  day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase ,  shall be £1 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eton Vale Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing on Hodgson 's Creek at the south-east
corner  of PPXI,  and bounded thence by Hodgson's
Creek downwards to Grass-tree  Gully; thence by
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Grass-tree Gully upwards  and by the south-west
boundary of Eton Vale ten years' lease north-
wester ly to the south- west corner  of T.R. 1 482 ;
thence by the south boundaries of Nos. 1482, 1457,
1444, 1521,  bearing east , by part of the west
boundary of No. 568, bearing south to the south-
west corner  ; thence by part of the south boundary
of same bearing east  about ten chains ; thence by a
line south to the north boundary of P.P. XCII., by
part of  the north boundary of P.Y. XCII. west to the
north-west corner  ; thence by the west and south
boundaries of same south and east,  by the west
boundariesofP.P. XCV.,XCVII.,XI V.,XL,bearing
south and  by the south boundary of P.P. XI. east to
the point  of  commencement,-exclusive of al enated
and reserved lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of March
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND , Proclamation by His' Excellency
TO WIT . 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Goveruor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the provisions of "  The Crown
I Lands. Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
b this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described having been set
apart as  a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Warwick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, 1877.1
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at  which the said lands are open to selection
y conditional purchase, shall be 15s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosenthal Run.
About 27,800 acres.
Commencing  at the south-east corner of W.R. 614,
and bounded thence by the south boundary of that
portion west , by the east and part of the south
boundaries  of No. 611 bearing south and west, by
the east boundary of No. 1,011, bearing south, by
the south boundaries of 1,011, 1,347, 1,357 1358,
1551, bearing west to the north- east  boundary of
the land resumed in 1872 ; thence by the north-east
boundary of that  resumption  south-easterly, and
by part of south-east boundary of same south-
westerly  one mile ;  thence by a line east four
miles ; thence  south five miles, east four and a
quarter miles , north about eight  miles, to  the south-
west  boundary of W.R. 169, and by that boundary
and the northern boundary of the Rosenthal Run
north-westerly to point of  commencement ,-exclu-
sive of reserved  and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the War-
wick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY, the
nineteenth day of April, 1877. And I further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by conditional
purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Canning Downs Run.About 25,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 72,
and bounded thence by the east boundary of that por-
tion, by the eastern, southern, and western boundaries
of Lucky Valley Gold Field, bearing south, west,
and north to north-west corner of same ; thence by
a line west to Rosenthal Creek about two and three-
quarter miles ; thence by that creek upwards to its
head in the Main Range ; thence by the Main
Range easterly to a point south from south-east
corner of W.R. 1039 ; thence by a line north to
that south-east corner ; thence by the south, west,
and part of the north boundaries of No. 1039, by the
west boundary of No. 1038, by part of the south
boundary of 394, the south and part of the west
boundaries of No. 383, by the south and part of the
eastern boundaries of 384, 386, 385, 387, 388, by
part of the east, the south, and part of the west
boundaries of 1037, and by the south boundary of
No. 100 to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of Mach,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of thprovisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £1 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the St. Ruth Run.
About 9,000 acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River at the
north-west corner of DR 261, and bounded thence
by the north and east boundaries of that selection,
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by the north boundary of P.P. 11 (2), and a line
east to eastern boundary of St. Ruth's ten years'
lease ; thence by that eastern boundary northerly
about three and three quarter miles ; thence by
a line west about four and three-quarter miles
to the Condamine River ; and by that river
upwards to point of commencement,-exclusive of
reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the West Prairie Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, at the western boundary
of West Prairie ten years' lease, and bounded
thence on the south by a line east about one mile ;
on the east by a line along the west boundaries of
Nos. 459, 376, north four and three-quarter miles ;
thence west about three and a-half miles to afore-
said west boundary of ten years' lease ; and by that
boundary south-easterly to point of commencement,
-exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cecil Plains Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, and bounded on the
south by the north boundaries of Nos. 177, 36, 34,
33, 29, 27 west ; thence by a line north four and
three-quarter miles; thence east about one and
a-half miles to the east boundary of ten years' lease ;
and by that boundary south-easterly to point of
commencement,-exclusive of alienated and re-
served lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
tion ,  by the east and south boundaries of the
Homestead Area resumed in 1872 to Middle Creek,
by Middle Creek downwards to P.P. 27, by
P.P. 27 to east boundary of P.P 24 ; then by
the east and part of south boundaries of P.P. 24
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN'
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of' Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
'T pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Iy  Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by
conditional purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
QUEENSLAND,
c
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM  WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the provisions of " The Crown
Lands  Alienation Actof 1876,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Dalby
Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the
twenty -fourth day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase ,  shall be £1 per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed  from the  Jimbour Run.
40,000 acres.
Commencing on the south boundary of P.P.
No. 24 ,  at the intersection of the east boundary of
the Western Railway Reserve ,  and bounded thence
southerly by that east boundary to the boundary
of the Jimbour ten years '  lease ; thence east by that
boundary of the ten years' lease to the west
boundary of portion 437, parish of Cumkillenbar ;
thence north by the west boundaries of 437, 461,
443, 469, 445 , 439;  thence by the north boundaries
of 439 and 452 to the west boundary of 433: then
by the boundaries of 433, 316, 470 , 450, 438 ,  62, 61,
and 66 ,  to the south -east corner of 66; thence north
45 degrees'  _.,t, to the north -east boundary of Jim-
bour ten years '  lease ; thence by that boundary
north-westerly to its intersection with the east
boundary of the Western Railway Reserve ; thence
by that eastern boundary southerly to the north
boundary of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875,
by the north and east boundaries of that resump-
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
Portion A-About 9 square miles.
Commencing at the forty-one mile tree on Munna
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
102 degrees 30 minutes east six miles and twenty
chains ; thence south one mile and ten chains ;
thence west five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek upwards
to starting-point,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
land resumed out of Saralanna and Agnes Vale
Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
K over It in triangle on the Port Curtis load, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing west
7 degrees north about two hundred and twenty-
five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow over AV
over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the junction
of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards about one hundred and
eighty chains until it is intersected by a line bearing
north 42 degrees east from the tree first named
broad-arrow over K over II in triangle ; and thence
by the said line bearing south 42 degrees west
about eight miles to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Kullogum Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Oakey Creek at
a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over X about
twenty chains in a direct line above Gigoom Head
Station, and about three chains below a large gum-
tree marked TB, and bounded on part of the south-
west bF line bearing west 34 degrees north one
hund.., and sixty-five chains twenty-five links to a
point on Edwards Creek about sixteen chains
below the south-east corner of Eureka Run ; thence
by Edwards Creek up to that corner of Eureka
Run ; thence on the north-west by the south-east
boundary of Eureka and a line in continuation
bearing north 37 degrees east two hundred and
fifty-seven chains ; thence on the north-east by a
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line bearing  south 50 degrees  east crossing Oakey
Creek twenty-seven chains  in a direct line below a
tree marked broad-arrow over KV over VIII three
hundred and fifty chains to the north-west boundary
of Keogum ; thence on the south-east by the
aforesaid boundary, bearing south 46 degrees west
two hundred and eighty -three chains to Oakey
Creek ; thence again on the south-west by said
creeks  downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Clifton Run.
About 10,960 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek fifteen
chains and twenty links distant in a north-westerly
direction from the five-mile tree, and bounded
thence by a line north about six miles and ten
chains to a range ; thence by that range north-
westerly about four miles and a-halt' to where it
comes down into Clifton Creek ; thence crossing
Clifton Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over 54 ; thence by the range on the
opposite side south-easterly and southerly to
Sandy Creek about two chains above the junction
of Bonpa Creek ; and thence by Sandy Creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUFENSLAND,) Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. ) WILLLIAN WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
Governor,  of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
1
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
 Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the  advice  of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said  lands  shall be open to selection, sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Maryborough Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands  are open  to selection
by conditional  purchase  shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands  resumed out  of Glenbur Run.
Portion B.
About 37 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked VA four  miles up
Munna Creek, and bounded thence by a line west
five miles ; thence north six miles  and fifty-three
chains to  Jacky's Creek ; thence by that creek
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over J ;
thence by a line bearing north 109 degrees 30
minutes east six miles and  forty-five chains to River
Mary ; thence by the left bank of River Mary up-
wards to  Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek up-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Warrah Run.
About  12,870 acres.
Commencing at a blue gum-tree marked H over
I on the left bank of Stoney or Dungal Creek one
hundred and thirty-one chains from the crossing-
place on the Gayndah road, with the course of the
creek downwards, and bounded thence on the south
by that creek downwards, bearing north-easterly
about five miles and twenty-nine chains in a direct
line ; thence on the east by a line bearing north  322
degrees east about five and a-half miles to Dackin-
willa Creek ; thence on the north by Dackinwilla.
Creek upwards, bearing westerly about one hundred
and thirty-two chains in a direct line to an iron-bark
tree marked F ; and on the west by a line bearing
north 180 degrees east four hundred and seventy-
two chains to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,000 acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
Gil fI broad-arrow ; bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing about south-east for two
hundred and forty-two  chains to a tree marked
broad-arrow over LM over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence on the east
by a line north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct line above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII in triangle ; thence by
Powell's Creek downwards to its junction with
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Doongal Run.
About 20,200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborough and
Gayndah main road bearing north 43 degrees west,
about twelve chains from an ironbark-tree marked
E _N1  over I I  in triangle  on the Eighteen-mile
Creek, and bounded on the north by the Mary-
borough and (xayndah road westerly to the cross-
ing at Beardy's Creek ; thence on the west by a line
south to the ranges extending northerly from the
head of Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by a continu-
ation of those ranges forming the watershed of
Doongal or Stoney Creek easterly to the head of
Eighteen-mile Creek ; thence by that creek down
to the before-mentioned ironbark-tree marked EM
over I t in triangle ; and thence by a line north 43
degrees west to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point on the south boundary of
Toogoom Run  bearing  north 104 degrees  east four
hundred and sixty-five chains from a tree on Too-
goom watersoee branded broad-arrow over BT in
triangle, and bounded on the south by a line bear-
ing north 104 degrees east about six hundred
and forty-five chains to the Liver Susan ; thence on
the east by a line bearing north 342 degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains ; thence on the
north by  a line  bearing north 284 degrees east two
hundred and ninety chains ; thence again on the
north by a line bearing west two hundred and
seventy-five chains ; and thence on the west by a
line bearing south one hundred and thirty-chains to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of a water
reserve of three hundred and twenty acres .  and all
other reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Governmen
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Lands resumed out of Cambroon Run.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary River, bounded on the south
by that creek upwards abou s *three hundred and
eighty chains to the Yabba road ; thence on the
south-east by that road south-westerly about five
hundred and seventy chains to the range dividing
the waters of the Little Yabba Creek from those of
Jimna Creek ; thence on the  south -west by that
range north-westerly about seventy chains to the
range dividing the waters of Little Yabba Creek
from those of Sandy Creek ; thence on the north-
west by that range north-easterly about five hun-
dred and sixty chains to a range dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from those of the Yabba
and Goonoongibber Creeks ; thence by that range
bearing south-easterly about one hundred and
eighty chains and north-easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy chains to a point due west from a
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River ; and on the north
by a line bearing east about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion of said creek and Mary River ; and on the east
by the said river upwards about four hundred and
forty chains to the Litte Yabba Creek, being point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, se-
lected, and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed oat  of leebar Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencingon the boundary between Gigoomgan
and Teebar at a point sixty chains north 9 degrees
30 minutes east from the summit of Mount Joseph,
and bounded thence on the south by a  line bearing
west about twelve miles to the watershed  separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River ; on the
north-west by said watershed north-easterly about
ten and a-half  miles  ; on the north by the northern
watershed of Yaroomba Creek and by a spur ridge
to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains in a direct
line below the junction of Eel Creek ; then by
Sandy Creek downwards about ten miles t,3 the
junction of Teebar Creek ; on the east by Teebar
Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9 degrees
30 minutes  east  one hundred amt ninety chains from
the summit of Mount Joseph; then by a line bear-
ing south 9 degrees 30 minutes west about one
hundred and thirty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of an area of about 6,000
acres  shown on the Land Agent' s oflici •'l maps, and
of all reserved, selected, and alienated land.
Lands resumed out of the Gigoomyan Run (Con-
solidated).
About 107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Manna Creek
at a point  one mile in  a direct line below the junc-
tion of Calgoa Creek, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south-west to the watershed separating Cal-
goa Creek from Sandy Ci eek ; then by that water-
shed south-westerly about lour miles; then by a line
bearing west two hundred and ten chains ; then by
a line bearing north-west crossing the heads of
Calgoa Creek  tei} chains  below the junction of
Munro Creek, and terminating at the watershed
separating Calgoa Creek from Spring Creek ; then
by that watershed south-westerly to the watershed
separating the tributaries of the Mary River from
those of the Burnett River ; then by that watershed
westerly and the watershed  separating Spring
Creek from Dry Creek northerly to Mount Joseph;
then by a line bearing north 92 degrees east to Dry
Creek at its  eastern  bend ; then by the said creek
downwards to Teebar Creek ; then by that creek
downwards to Munna  Creek ;  and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,- exclu-
sive  of an area of about 7,000 acres shown on the
Land Agent' s official maps , and all  reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
TO WIT.
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief o;
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands  Alienation  Act of 1876, "  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Prochinnation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDA Y, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877 ,  at Gympie Land Office.
And I further notify and  proclaim that  the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may Le selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Conandale Run.
About 28,500 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Obi Obi
branch of the Mary River, at a point about twenty
chains east from a large ,gum-tree marked TMK,
said tree being about thirty-one chains and fifty
links south from the nineteen-mile tree on the road
from Imbie to Durundur, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west about two hundred
and ten chains to the western watershed of the Obi
Obi branch of the Mary River ; thence on the west
by that watershed southerly about five-miles to its
junction with the dividing range forming the water-
shed separating the Mary River from the Brisbane
River ; thence on the south by that range south-
easterly about eight miles and a-quarter; thence on
the east by a line bearing north by east about three
miles and three-quarters to the junction of the
eastern and western branches of the Obi Obi branch
of the Mary River at an oak-tree marked C ; and
again  on the east by the Obi Obi branch of the
Mary River downwards about seven miles and a-
half to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 31,300 acres.
Commencing on Tinana Creek at a spot about
twenty-two chains in a direct line above a tree
marked T over 33, bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing west for about four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie ; thence on the west by that road
southerly for about six hundred and eighty chains
in a direct line to a point bearing west from Ulirrah
Head Station ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east for about five hundred chains to Goomboo-
rian Creek ; thence by that creek downwards for
about seven hundred and twenty chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected,-and alienated lands.
Lands resuu ed out of North Kenilworth Run.
About 17,280 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the Mary River
at a tree marked P on one side, G on another side,
and B over broad-arrow on another side, about one
and three-quarter miles below the junction of Belli
Creek with the Mary River ; bounded on the north
by a line bearing east about five hundred and
eighty chains to the Sea-coast Range ; thence on the
east by that range southerly about two hundred
chains to the Mooloolah road ; thence on the south
and south-east by that road south-westerly to a
point where it crosses the Mary River at Kenil-
worth Head Station at a point about seventy chains
below the junction of Obi Ok i Creek with the side
river ; and on the west by that river downwards
about eight miles and a-half to the point of' com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Yabba Run.
About 67 square miles.
Commencing on Yabba Creek at a point about
sixty-five chains in a direct line above the junction
of Sandy Creek ; thence by a line north about two
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hundred and ninety chains to Kingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in a direct line ; thence by a line north
crossing Bella Creek to the northern watershed
of Bella and Kingaham Creeks; thence by that
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Brisbane River from Yabba Creek ; thence by
that range southerly about nine hundred chains in
a direct line to a small gully, and by that gully
downwards to Yabba Creek at a point about one
hundred and five chains in a direct line above
Capsize Creek ; thence by Yabba Creek downwards
to the point of commencement,--exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Kilkivan Run (ifurray's
Debateable '.and).
Portion A.
About 6,900 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifty-five chains from a tree on Wide Bay Creek
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven
miles; thence by a line bearing orth thirteen
chains and eighty links; on the north by a line
bearing west four hundred and sixty-six chains;
and on the west by a line bearing south to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Portion B.
About 32,000 acres.
Commencing on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase portion No. 1, and hounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and east to the north-east
corner ; thence by a line north to the range dividing
Munna Creek from Wide Bay Creek ; thence by
that range and by the range separating the, waters
of Wide Bay Creek from those flowing into Boonara
and Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from
the junction of Deep Creek with Wide Bay Creek ;
on the south by a line east to Wide Bay Creek at
the junction of Deep Creek; and by Wide Bay
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of an area of about 2,000 acres, shown in
the Land Agent's official maps, and of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Curra Run.
About 23,500 acres.
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
River Mary about twenty-five chains in a direct
line below a tree marked 46 on the survey of the
river, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
79 degrees east three hundred chains to Curra
Creek, intersecting the present Maryborough and
Gympie road about two chains south of the Head
Station, Curra ; thence by a line bearing north 26
degrees east three hundred chains to the watershed
of the Mary and Tinana waters ; thence by that
range, and a spur range forming the northern
watershed of Durham Boy Creek in a north-westerly
and westerly direction to a point bearing north 75
degrees east about two hundred' and sixty chains
from a tree marked 57 on the survey of the river ;
thence by a line bearing north 2552 degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mary Y ; and thence by that river upwards about tour
hundred and ten chains in a direct line to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
velected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
. ortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Gop SAVE THE  QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi.
(L.s.) chael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Land s  Alienation  Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Gympie Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY ,  the seventeenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 20,000 acres.
Commencing on the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie, at a point west from Ulirrah Head
Station ; thence by that road southerly about three
hundred and thirty chain%  to its meeting  with the
old Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line
bearing about south 78 degrees east for about five
hundred and twenty-eight chains to the summit of
Mount Goomboorian ; thence on the east by a
line bearing about north 32 decrees east for about
one hundred and sixty-three chains to a tree marked
AH on the Goomboorian Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards for about one hundred and sixty-
six chains  in a direct  line to its  junction with Tinana
Creek; thence by that creek downwards about three
hundred and forty chains to a point  east from
starting -point ; and thence by  a line west , about five
hundred chains, to the point  of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and  alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of the Tagigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where the fence on the upper side of the  present
paddock at Tagigan House joins the  same, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line north-
east three hundred and fifty-six chains; thence on
the north-east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to a peg ; thence on the north-west by a line
south-west lour hundred chains to a tree marked
BR on Tagigan ]Range; thence on the south-west
by that range south-easterly two hundred  chains to
a point bearing south-west from commencing point;
and thence again on the south-east by a line north-
east sixty-four chains to the point of  commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed out of Widgee Widgee Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north-
east corner  of portion 2, parish of Widgee, and
bounded thence on the south by that portion and a
line in continuation bearing west  to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
upwards to its head ; thence by the western water-
shed of that creek north-westerly about two hundred
and fifty  chains in  a direct  line ; thence  by  a line
bearing  north to the south-west corner of the land
resumed from Widgee Run, proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875. folio 1753 ; on the
north by a line bearing east to Widgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River; by that river upward to the junction
of Glastonbury Creek ; and by that creek  upwards
to the point of commencement,- exclusive  of an area
of about 4,800 acres shown on the Land Agent's
official  maps , and of all reserved,  selected ,  and alie-
nated lands  within the above boundaries,
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Lands resumed out of Imhil Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba Creek
with the Mary River ,  and bounded on the north-
west by Yabba Creek upwards a1'out one and a-half
miles to the junction of Goonoongibber Creek ;
then by the watershed separating the two creeks
southerly about four and a-half  miles;  then by a
line bearing west 15 degrees south about three
hundred chains to Yabba Creek at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of 1)errier Flat, and just
below the junction of a small creek coming from
the south  ;  on the west by said small creek south-
erly to its head ; on the south by the southern
watershed of  Yabba  Creek and Goonoongibber
Creek easterly to Mount Brooloo ,  and then by a
small gully easterly to the Mary River ; and on the
east by said river northerly  to Yabba Creek, the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved,
selected ,  and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIIINS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " Tise Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tuwveran Run.
About 14,350 acres
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by
the spur dividing the waters of said creeks west-
erly to their northern watershed ; then southerly
and south-easterly by that range to a spot on the
Kolan River about fifteen (15) chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XI in triangle ;
then crossing the river easterly to the Kolonga
Range ; then by said range passing through the
Toomboro Mountain to the crossing of the Mary-
borough and Gladstone road ; then by said road to
the Kolan River ; then by said river to the junction
of George's Creek; thence by said creek upwards
to the junction of Branch Creek to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Kolonga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Moolboolaman and Gladstone
road where it crosses the rang - forming the northern
watershed of Walily Creek, and bounded thence
an the north by that range westerly ; on the west
by the same range southerly and south-easterly ;
on the south by the same range forming the
southern watershed of' Takilberan and Tararan
creeks easterly ; on the east by the range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid ; and thence by that road
north-westerly, crossing Tararan, Takilberan, and
Walily Creeks to the point of commencenient,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Molangul Run.
About 72,080 acres.
Commencing on the range forming the northern
watershed of Kolan River at a point called Molan-
gul, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 45 degrees west about three
hundred and forty chains to the Kolan River ;
thence by that river downwards to the confluence
of Five-mile Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to its head in the Burnett Range ; on the south by
that range and the range forming the southern
watershed of Five-mile Creek, Station Creek, and
Two-mile Creek easterly  by  the same range forming
the eastern watershed of 'Iwo-mile Creek, and the
southern watershed of Bolan River northerly, and
by a spur range westerly to the Kolan River at a
point about forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ;
thence crossing Kolan River by a spur range north-
westerly to the first-mentioned range, and by that
range westerly to Mount Molangul, the point of
commencement,--exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Ifoolboolomon Run.
About 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the west by a line north for
about thirty chains to the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek ; on the north by the said watershed
easterly about five hundred and thirty chains in a
direct line ; on the east by a line south about one
hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek at a
spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IN over XXVIII in triangle ;
then by said creek upwards about one hundred and
twenty-seven chains in a direct line to the junction
of Rainbow Creek ; then south for about five
hundred and sixty chains to the Hog Back Range ;
thence on the south and again on the west by said
range to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toomolongyore or Eureka
Run.
About 32 square miles.
Commencing on Edwards Creek where the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it ; bounded
thence on the south-west by that road north-west-
erly for about six hundred and eight chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over TM
over X in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
61 degrees 30 minutes east for about five hundred
and fifteen chains, passing through a tree on Sandy
Creek marked broad-arrow over AY over XXXIV
in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 151
degrees 30 minutes east for three hundred and
seventy-four chains ; thence bearing north 217
degrees east for about two hundred and twenty-four
chains to Edwards Creek at a spot about seventeen
chains in a direct line above a tree marked broad-
arrow over ED over II in triangle ; thence by
Edwards Creek upwards to the crossing of the
Maryborougl and Port Curtis road, the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Stanton Harcourt Run.
About 66 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Boundary Creek
with Sandy Creek near a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle; thence by that creek upwards
to its head; thence by the range separating the
waters of Sandy, Coy fields, Six-mile, and Cabbage-
tree Creeks from those of Degilbo Creek north-
westerly to the junction of a ravine with the Burnett
River about twenty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over B I' over LIV in triangle ; thence
by that river downwards about two hundred and
thirty chains in a direct line to a dense pine scrub ;
thence by that scrub easterly about, three hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line to a tree marked
bread-arrow over TM over XII in triangle on the
Port Curtis and 1LIaryborough road ; thence by
that road south-easterly crossing Corfields and
Sandy Creeks to Edwards Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards about ten chains ; thence by a
line bearing 80 degrees 15 minutes ninety-six chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing 141 degrees
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15 minutes twenty-six chains and fifty links ; thence
by a line bearing 144 degrees twelve chains and
twenty links ; thence by a line hearing 136 degrees
forty-five chains ; thence by a line bearing 160
degrees twenty-seven chains seventeen links; thence
by a line bearing 112 degrees seventeen chains and
sixty-eight links ; thence by a litre hearing 45
degrees twenty-five chains to Oaky Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to a tree marked broad-
arrow over KY over  11'  in triangle ; thence by a
line bearing 217 degrees about four miles to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Walla Run.
About 39,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker's Gully
about fifty chains in a straight line above an ash-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 1 in shield,
where the boundary line of the settled district
intersects ; thence by that boundary line north-west
three hundred and fifty drains to the range separat-
ing the waters of the Burnett from those falling
into the Kolan ; thence by that range in a north-
easterly direction about six hundred chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by
that scrub in a north-easterly and south-easterly
direction about three hundred and seventy chains
in a straight line to the junction of Boundary Creek
with the Burnett River; thence by the left bank of
the Burnett River upwards southerly about three
hundred chains in a straight line to St. Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek upwards in a
westerly direction about four hundred and eighty
chains in a straight line to Barker's Gully; and
thence by Barker's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly direction about ninety-five chairs in a
straight line to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 12.000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing south to the watershed separ-
ating the Kolan River from the Burnett River ;
thence by that watershed north-easterly about four
miles to a tree marked N over VIII situate at the
edge of a dense scrub ; thence by the edge of said
scrub north-easterly about two miles and south-
easterly about one and a-half miles to a point
bearing south from the south-east corner of selec-
tion A o. 545, Bundaberg Register; and thence
on the east by a line bearing north, crossing
the Mount Perry and Bundaberg main road about
three and a-half miles to the right bank of Gin
Gin Creek ; and thence by Gin Gin Creek upwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands resumed  out  of JVonlah Run.
About 16,50 acres.
Commencing at the junction of sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east about one hundred chains to
the watershed separating Wonbalr from M oolhoola-
man waters ; on the east by that watershed southerly
to a point east from the north-cast corner of mineral
selection 972 ; on the South by that selection and
a line west to Gin Gin Creek ; thence by part
of the west boundary of mineral selection No.
1,074 and the north and part of the west boundary
of surveyed portion -No. 6 ; thence by a line
bearing west to the watershed separating the
waters flowing into Gin Gin Creek from those
flowing into Eastern Creek, and by that water,,ded
northerly to a point near the bead of Cattle
Creek where the said watershed is intersected
by a line bearing south-west from the junction of
Cattle Creek with Four-mile Creek; thence by that
litre bearing north-east to the said junction by Four-
mile Creek downwards to its junction v%ith Gin Gin ;
and by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands  within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Jlunduran Run.
.About 63,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at a point north 14 degrees east forty chains from a
tree marked broad-arrow over K over XXXV II in
horse-shoe ; thence by a line north 14 degrees east
three hundred and thirty-five chains to the left bank
of Stony Creek ; thence by that creek upwards in
a northerly direction six hundred and ten chains in
a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow over
B over 3 in horse-shoe on Branch Creek; thence by
a line about north 14 degrees east sixty-five chains
to the watershed of Littabella Inlet and the Kolan
River ; thence by that watershed known as Double
Sloping Hummock Range south-easterly about three
hundred and eighty-five chains ; thence by a line
north 10 degrees cast about two hundred and sixty
chains in a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow
over M over 755 in horse-shoe on survey of Mullet
Creek ; thence by the left bank of that creek down-
wards in a north-easterly direction about five
hundred chains to its junction with Littabella Creek ;
thence crossing Littabella Creek and by its left
bank downwards in an easterly direction about one
hundred and eighty chains in a straight line to its
intersection with the boundary of the Coast Reserve ;
thence by that reserve north-westerly about four
hundred and thirty chains in a straight line to the
range forming the north-western watershed of
Littabella Inlet ; thence by that range in a south-
westerly direction about eight hundred chains in a
straight line to where it joins the range forming the
north-west watershed of Stony Creek ; thence by
that range in a south-westerly direction about eight
hundred chains in a straight line to the range forming
the eastern boundary of Kolanga Run; thence by
that range in a southerly direction and by the said
boundary to where it strikes the Kolan River on
the left bank, opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over K over XLV in horse-shoe, about four hundred
and forty chains in a straight line; and thence by
the left bank of the Kolan River downwards in a
general easterly direction about two hundred and
fifty chains to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUESNSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WFLLINGTON CAIRNS,
Companion of the Most Distin-
guished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander - in - Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown,
11 Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by tills my Proclamatory, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Bundaberg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be lOs. per acre,
arid that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tantilhia Run.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on Welcome Creek at the west
cornerof the Honestead Area proclaimed in  Govern-
ment Gazette  for  1873, folio 2141, and bounded
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thence on the south- west  by a line bearing north
328 degrees  east  about 114 chains to the southern
boundary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the
south corner of portion 1, parish of Kolan ; thence
by the  boundaries  of portions 1, 20, 18. and 26
of that parish to the east corner of portion 26,
parish of Kolan, on the coast line of Hervey's Bay ;
thence  in an  easterly direction by that  coast line
about four miles to the mouth of a small creek ;
thence by that creek upwards in a south-westerly
direction to the boundary of portion 6, parish of
Gooburrum ; thence by that portion in a westerly
and south direction to the south-west corner of said
portion ; thence by the south boundary thereof in a
south-easterly direction to the west boundary of
portion 4 of said parish, by part of that west boun.
ary and its continuation to the south-west corner
of portion 3, parish of Gooburrum ; thence by a
line bearing north 238 degrees east to the north-
east  'boundary of portion 25 on the north-east
boundary of the  area  proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141 ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to Welcome
Creek and by Welcome Creek upwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selec-
ted, and  alienated  lands within the described boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of the Kolan Run.
About 69,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bolan
River at the junction of a small  creek  called Stony
Creek. which enters the river about ninety-five
chains in  a direct line above a gum-tree branded
broad-arrow over K over XXX in triangle, and
bounded on the west by a line  running  north to
the head of Tandaram Creek ; thence on the north-
west by the northern watershed of that creek to
the Kolan ; thence by the left bank of the Kolan up-
wards to a  point about fifty chains above a gum-tree
branded broad-arrow over K over XIX in  triangle ;
thence by a line south  crossing  the Kolan about three
hundred and thirty chains ; thence by a line west
crossing the Kolan about two hundred and sixty-five
chains ;  and thence by the Kolan upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected , and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of the Bingera Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about seven chains above a gum-tree marked
broad- arrow  over BT over XXI, and bounded thence
by a line bearing south ninety ch iins ; thence by a
line bearing north 77 degrees east three hundred
and eight  chains ; thence by a line bearing north
58 degrees  east to a point  bearing north two hun-
dred and thirty-eight degrees east two and a-half
miles from  the west corner of portion 41, parish of
Bolan ; thence by a line bearing north one hun-
dred and forty-eight degrees east about four and a-
half miles - to the Elliot River; on the south by
that river upwards to a tree marked broad-arrow
over ET over V ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing about 285 degrees to the Burnett River at the
confluence  of a small creek distant about thirty
chains in a direct line above Bingera bead station ;
and thence by the Burnett River downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 22,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a point bearing south from the south-east corner
of selection No. 515, Bundaberg Register, and
bounded  thence  by a line beating south about three
and a-half miles crossing the Mount Perry and Bun-
daberg main road to the scrub forming the boun-
dary of the run ; thence by that scrub south-
easterly about three miles to the head of Boundary
Creek and by that creek downwards to the
Burnett River, by that river downwards to the area
proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio
2017; thence by the south-west and north-west
boundaries of that area to the north  corner of same
thence by a line bearing north three hundred and
twenty-five degrees east about three miles to the
Bolan River, by that river up to the confluence of
Gin Gin Creek, and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive  of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
(x0 1)  SAVE TITR QUEEN  I
QUEFNSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of(L. S.)  St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.I N pursuance of thprovisions of "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, resumed from
Runs in the Unsettled District of Daring Downs,
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed out of Bengalla and Wyemo Runs.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at  a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east five miles
thirty-three  chains along  the north-west boundary
of the Beebo Run to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over D ; thence on the north by a west line along
part of the south boundary of the Whetstone Run,
crossing  the Macintyt e Brook at a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over W, about five  miles  sixteen chains;
thence on the west by a south line to the Severn
River, at the junction of the Macintyre Brook ;
thence on the south by the right bank of the
Severn  River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands  resumed  out of Beebo Run.
About 31  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the north-west by  a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east four hundred
and thirty-threcchains along the south -east boundary
of the Bengalla and Wyemo Run to a  ]]tine-tree
marked broad -arrow over 1) ; thence on  the  north
by an east line to a spur separating the Macintyre
Brook waters from those falling into the Severn
Ricer ,  and by that  spur  easterly along part of the
south boundary of the Whetstone Run to the
western watershed of Brush Creek  ;  thence on the
south -east by that watershed south -westerly to the
Severn River ;  and thence on the south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed  out of  IT7ietstune Run.
About 59 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Macintyre
Brook at an apple -tree marked broad-arrow over-W
about one mile and sixty chains above the junction
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of Catfish Creek, and bounded thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that brook downwards to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W ; thence on
the south by an east line three hundred and seventy-
six chains along part of the northern boundaries of
the Bengalla and Wyemo and the Beebo Runs to
the watershed between the Macintyre Brook and
Brush Creek ; thence again ou the south and the
south-east by that watershed easterly along part of
the northern boundary of the last-named run and
north-easterly along the north-west boundary of
the Brush Creek Run to an ironbark-tree on
Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over F. and
thence on the north by a line bearing west ten
degrees thirty minutes north along the southern
boundary of the Swithland Run six hundred and
seventy-three chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Brush Creek Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the north-west boundary of the
Texas Run at an ironbark-tree marked C, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
north 29 degrees east three miles crossing Brush
Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
and being along part of the north-west boundary of
the before-mentioned Texas Run ; thence on the
.north by a west line to the watershed between
Brush Creek and the Macintyre Brook ; thence on
the north-west by that watershed along part of the
south-east boundary of the Whetstone Run south-
westerly to the northern boundary of the Beebo
Run ; and thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the Beebo Run
crossing Brush Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over B eight miles eighteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Swithland Run.
About 81 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Canning Creek
opposite a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over Gj,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west eight hundred chains crossing Pariagana Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over 11 ; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south 52 degrees
west eight hundred and three chains ; thence on
the south-west by a line bearing east 30 degrees
south six hundred and forty chains to the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W;
thence on the south-east by the right bank of that
brook upwards to the junction of Canning Creek,
and by the right bank of that creek upwards to an
apple-tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow,
and by that road north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Canning Creek Run.
About 112 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over Gcj about
sixteen miles  six chains in a direct line below
or down the crrek from the junction of Mosquito
Creek ; bounded thence by a line bearing east 30
degrees north three hundred and two chains to an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; thence
by a north line two hundred and forty chains to
Mosquito Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L ; thence by the range separating Mosquito
Creek from Canning Creek in a general north-
easterly direction to a point bearing east 20 degrees
south from an apple-tree on the right bank of last-
named creek marked broad-arrow over CB ; thence
by a line bearing west 20 degrees north crossing
Canning Creek  at last -named tree, also Mingi-
marny Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over CB, to the range separating the waters of Min-
gimarny Creek from those of the eastern branch of
Bungabilly Creek at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow  over H in triangle ; thence on the north by
a line westerly to the Junction of Bungabilly
Creek and its western branch ; thence on the
west by a south line to the watershed between
Canning Creek and Pariagana Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to the north boundary of the
Swithland Run; and thence on the south by an cast
line along part  of that boundary to the point of
commencemeut.
Lands resumed out of Stonehenge Run.
About 43 square miles.
Commencing on the northern boundary of the
Canning Creek Run at the  intersection of the
watershed between Mingimarny Creek  and Canning
Creek, and bounded  thence on  the north-west by
that watershed north-easterly to the dividing range
separating the waters flowing into the Condamine
River from those failing into the Macintyre Brook ;
on the north  and east  by that watershed easterly
and southerly ; on the south-east by the watershed
between Canning Creek and Mosquito Creek south-
westerly to a point bearing east twenty  degrees
south from starting point ;  and thence  on the south
by a line  bearing west  twenty  degrees north along
part of the northern boundary of the  Canning
Creek Run to the point of  commencement.
Lands resumed out of Bodumba Run.
About 85 square miles.
Commencing at a point opposite  to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over L on the left bank of Mos-
quito Creek at a point about two  miles and a-half
below the junction of 13odumba Creek, and bounded
thence by a range separating Mosquito Creek from
Canning Creek in a northerly direction  along part
of the east boundary of the Canning Creek Run to
a point west of a spot twenty chains south of Bo-
dumba Head Station ; thence on the north by an
east line  crossing Mosquito Creek about seventy-
two chains above the junction of Bodumba Creek,
and Bodumba Creek twenty chains below  Bodumba
Station to the range separating the heads of
Bodumba and Chain-of-Ponds Creek from the
middle head of Macintyre Brook ; thence by the
last-named  range south-westerly to a point  bearing
south from a yellow box-tree marked  broad-arrow
over V on Chain-of-Ponds Creek ; thence by a
north line to Chain-of-Ponds Creek  at last-named
tree ; thence by  a line bearing  west 14 de-
grees 30 minutes north six hundred and ninety-
seven chains  to a point south of starting point at an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; and
thence by a north line two hundred and forty
chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Glenelg Run.
Abaut 42 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
TC.CC at a point about  six miles sixteen chains
above or up the brook from the junction of Trever-
ton's Creek, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line crossing the MacintyreBrook ninety-eight
chains to the watershed separating Chain-of-Ponds
Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north-easterly along
part of the south-east boundary of the Bodumba Run
to the intersection of the road from Bodumba ; thence
on the north-east by that road south-easterly to the
crossing of the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
south by a west line two miles ; thence on the east
by a south  line crossing  the Macintyre Brook to the
watershed between the  last-named  brook and
Treverton's Creek ; thence again on the south by
that watershed westerly along part of the northern
boundary of Terrica Run to  a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G ; and thence  on the south-west
by a line bearing south one hundred and thirty-five
degrees west two hundred and eighty- six chains to
the point of  commencement.
Lands resumed out of Terrica Run.
About 31  square miles.
Commencing on Treverton's Creek at a point where
it is met by the east boundary of a 4,800 acre  reserve,
and bounded thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek upwards to  its source in the
range separating Pike's Creek from Treverton's
Creek ; thence on the north-east and north by the
northern watershed of the last- named  creek north-
westerly and westerly to where it is met by the
eastern boundary of the first-mentioned  reserve ;
and thence on the west by a south line along the
east  boundary of that reserve to Treverton's Creek,
the point of  commencement.
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Lands resumed  out of Texas  Run.
About 140 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an iron-bark tree marked broad-arrow
over T, and bounded thence on the north -west by a
line bearing north 24 degrees 45 minutes east  Ave
miles seventy -four chains to Branch Creek at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow ,  and a line bearing north 29
degrees east seven miles thirty -two chains crossing
Brush Creek at an apple -tree marked broad-arrow
over B along the south -east boundaries of the
Beebo and Brush Creek Runs to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over I on the watershed
between the Severn River and Bracker 's Creek ;
thence on the north by that watershed easterl yy
along part of the southern boundary of the Cool-
munda Run to the head of the western branch of
Oaky Creek  ;  thence on the east by the right bank
of that branch downward to its 'unction with Oaky
Creek and by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the northern boundary of the surrendered
portion of the run (nine square miles ) ;  thence by
a west line along part of that boundary to the
north -west angle of the last-mentioned portion ;
thence by a south line along the western boundary
of the same portion to the Severn River ; and
thence on the south by the right bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed  out of  Pikedale Run.
About 27 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton 's Creek at a point about eight
chains north-westerly from Traverse Station, No.
51 on the survey of that watershed ,  and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing Pike's
Creek along part of the south boundary of the Pitt
Arrow  R un four miles seventy-six chains ; then on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of
the Catterthun Run five miles to the northern
boundary of the Auchinblae Run; thence on the
south by a west line crossing Pike's Creek along
part of that boundary to the south -east angle of the
Pikedale pre-emptive purchase  ;  thence by a north
line along the east boundary of that pre -emption
one hundred and sixty-one chains ten links ; thence
by a west line along the north boundary of the
same pre-emption one hundred and sixty -one chains
eight links ; thence by a south line along the west
boundary of the before-mentioned pre-emption one
hundred and sixty-one chains seven links to the
northern boundary of the Auchinblae Run ; thence
again on the south by a west line along part of the
northern boundary of the last-named run to the
watershed between Pike's Creek and Bracker's
Creek at a point about twelve chains northerly from
an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over P over P
XII in triangle  ;  and thence on the north-west by
that watershed and the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton 's Creek along parts of the
south -east boundaries of the Warroo and Terrica
Runs north-easterly to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of an area of 1,280 acres in two separate
portions of 640 acres each contained within these
described boundaries ,  and shown on the Land
Agent 's official map.
Lands resumed  out of  Auchinblae Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gully
with said creek ,  and bounded thence by that creek
downwards about half -a-mile in a direct line to a
box-tree marked broad -arrow over D  ;  thence on
the south -west by a line bearing north fifty-five
degrees west one hundred and nineteen chains to
an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow over G, and
by a line bearing west seven degrees north two
hundred and fifty chains along part of the north-
east boundary of the Pike 's Creek North Run to an
apple-tree marked broad-arrow over PP over XII
in triangle on the watershed separating Bracker's
Creek from Pike 's Creek ,  thence by that watershed
northerly about twelve chains ; thence on the north
by an east line crossing Pike's Creek ,  along the
south boundaries of the Pikedale Run, the Pikedale
pre-emptive purchase and the  Oatterthun  Run, in
all thirteen  miles  twenty chains to the west bound
ary of the resumed portion of the Pikedale Run ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the
last-named boundary to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south and south-east by that watershed westerly
and south-westerly along part of the north-west
boundaries of the Nundubbermere Run to the head
of Lighthouse Gully at an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over P over XII in triangle ; thence
again  on the north -west by the  right bank of that
gully downwards to its junction with Pike's Creek
at a box-tree marked broad -arrow over P, and by a
line across  that creek to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Catterthun Run.
About 28  square miles.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the Pike-
dale Run ,  and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the
Pitt Arrow Run ,  five miles forty-eight chains to
the west boundary of the resumed portion of the
original  Pickdade  Run ; thence on the east by a
south line along part of that boundary five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles forty-
eight chains along part of the north boundary of
the Auchinblae Run ; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary  of the  Pikedalo
Run five miles to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek Run.
About  19 square miles.
Commencing at an apple -tree marked broad-
arrow over PB on the east side of Pike's Creek at
the junction of Oaky Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by the right bank of the lastnamed
creek upwards to where it branches into two heads ;
thence from the junction of the said two branches
by a line bearing north one hundred and five
degrees east one mile and thirty-seven chains, and
by a line bearing north eighty -eight degrees east
two miles and thirteen chains to the apex of the
Jibbinban Mountain at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over J, along part of the north boundary of
the Glenlyon Run ; thence on the west by the
watershed between Pike's Creek and the Severn
River northerly to along part of the western'
boundary of the Nundubbei mere  Run to a tree
marked P ; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Pike's
Creek North Run to Pike 's Creek ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek North Run.
About 91  square miles.
Commencing at the bead of Lighthouse Gully at
an ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed be-
tween Pike 's Creek and the Severn River, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the northern boundary of the Pike's Creek
Run to Pike's Creek ; thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek upwards to the junction of
Lighthouse Gully at a box-tree marked P ; and
thence on the north -east  by the  left bank of that
gully upwards to its source at the tree marked P
first mentioned ,  the point of commencement.
Lands  resumed out  of Emu Vale Run.
About  75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point  half-a-mile  above the present washpool
on the original Glenlyon Run ,  and bounded thence
on the north by an east line crossing Pike's Creek
to the watershed between Pike 's Creek and the
Severn River  ;  thence on the south -east by that
watershed south-westerly along part of the north-
west boundary of the MMIingoola Run to the east
bank of Pike 's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over M, opposite the junction of Little Plains Creek;
thence crossing Pike 's Creek to the watershed be-
tween Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek south-
westerly along a portion of the southern boundary
of the before-mentioned Mingoola Run to the
northern boundary of the Aitkin's Flat Run ;
thence on the east by the last-mentioned watershed
southerly along a portion of the west boundary of
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Aitkin's Flat Run to the watershed separating the
heads of Little Plains Creek from those of Back
Creek ; thence on the south by that watershed
westerly along a part of the north boundary of the
Maidenhead Run; thence on the west *by the
Bracker's Range. shedding its waters easterly into
Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek, hearing
northerly along a porti m of the east boundaries of
the Bonshaw and Gunyan Runs to a point west of
starting point ; and thence again on the north by an
east line to Pike's Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Bonshazo Run.
About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over G,
and hounded thence on the north by a line bearing
north eighty-two degrees east two hundred and
thirty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line one hun-
dred and forty-two chains to the watershed between
the Severn River and Little Plains Creek ; thence
on the east by that watershed and the watershed
between Back Creek and the Severn River in a
southerly direction, in all about four miles ; thence
on the south by a west line to Severn River ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of .Maidenhead Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
snd bounded then•'e on the north-west by a
line bearing north forty degrees east three miles
thirty chains to the watershed between Back Creek
anal the Severn River and by that watershed along
the south-east boundary of the Bonshaw Run to a
point west and about fifteen chains north of the
junction of Back Creek and its western branch ;
thence on the north by an east line crossing the
last mentioned creek and its western branch about
fifteen chains above the juncti n to the Severn
River ; and thence on the south-east and south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Aitkin's Flat Run.
About 14 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an ironbark-tree marked A, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line to the water-
shed between Back Creek and the Severn River
along  part of the north boundary of the Maiden-
head Run ; thence on the west by that watershed
northerly along the east boundary of the last-
mentioned run and by the watershed between Little
Plains Cre. k and the Severn River northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Emu Vale Run,
in all about four miles ; thence on the north by an
east line  to the Severn River; and thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Mingoola Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed separating Pike's
Creek t, om the Severn River at the source of a
gully which empties itself into tl.e Severn River
opposite a point about four miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Tenterfield branch with
the last-named river, and bounded thence by that
watershed southerly to a tree on Pike's Creek
marked broad-arrow over M ; then across that
cree to the watershed between it and Little Plains
Creek, and b% that watershed and the watershed
between Limestone Gully and Pike's Creek easterly
to the Severn River at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle ; thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to a point south-east of
the junction of the first-mentioned gully with Pike's
Creek ; and thence on the north-east by a line
bearing north -west to  and across  Pike's Creek to
the last-mentioned junction, and by the right bank
of the first- menticned  gully upwards  to its source,
tho point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Ballindeait.
About 98 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Severn
River at the junction of Accommodation Creek,
and bounded thence on the south-east by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the intersection of
the north-west boundary of the T,-nterfield North
Run ; thence by a north-east line along part of
that boundary to the north-west angle of' the last-
named run ; thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the before-mentioned
Tenterfield N..rth Run to the Main Dividing Range
between New South Wales and Queensland; thence
on the cast by that range in a general northerly
direction to the watershed separating Quart Pot
Creek from the waters flowing to the south-west ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north.
westerly along the south-west boundary of he
Folkstone Run to the junction of Quart 1'c t Creek
with the Severn River at a gum-tree marked D F ;
and thence on the north-west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Tentezfeld North Run.
About 9 square miles.
Commencing on the Main Dividing Range at a
point where it is met by the south-east boundary
of the Ballindean Run, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a north-east line along the south-east
boundary of the last-named run three miles and
thirty chains ; thence on the north by an east line
along part of the south boundary of the before-
mentioned Ballindean Run about two miles twenty
chains; thence on the east by a south line to the
Main Dividing Range, and thence on the south by
that range westez ly to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Nundubbermere Run.
About X53 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River a~ a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N,
and bounded thence on the south-east by right
bank of that river upwards to a point about two
miles in a direct line above the intersection of the
north-western road therewith ; thence on the east
by a north line to the watershed between the
Severn River and Mari land Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed south-westerly to an
ironbark-tree marked 0 on the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn (being along the south-
west boundary of the Pikedale Run) ; thence on
the east by the last-mentioned watershed southerly
along the east boundary of the Pike's Creek Run
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over J, and con-
tinuing along the same watershed along part of the
east boundary of the Glenlyon Run to a point
west of starting point ; and thence on the south by
an east line along the north boundary of the Min-
goola Run one mile fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Coolmunda Run.
About 99 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over GD oppo-
site the north-east corner of the Swithland Run,
and bounded by a line bearing east thirty degrees
north and crossing Canning Creek twice, three
hundred and two chains to an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over A which also forms the south-
west corner of the Bodumba Run; i hen by a line
bearing east fourteen degrees thirty minutes south
six hundred and ninety-seven chains to a yellow
box-tree on Chain-of-Ponds Creek marked broad-
arrow over - over V ; thence by a line bearing
south and crossing that creek and the Macintyre
Brook two hundred chains to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over  TIC CC on the left bank of that
brook ; thence by a line bearing south-east two
hundred and eighty-six chains to a gum-tree markec
broad-arrow over G on the range separating Tre-
verton's Creek from the Macintyre lhrook ; then
by a line bearing south fifty-one degrees thirty
minutes west two hunored and sixty-seven chains
to Bracker's Creek at a tree on the right bank
marked broad-arrow ; thence on the south by the
right bank of the last-named creek downwards to
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its 'unction  with the MMacintyre Brook and by the
right bank of that brook downwards to an apple-
tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over L ;
and thence on the west by that road northerly along
part of the cast boundary of the Swithland Run
crossing Canning Creek at an apple-tree marked
broad-arrow over L to the north-east corner of the
Swithland  Run;  and thence across Canning Creek
to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of an
area of about seven square miles adjoining the east
boundary of Inglewood Town Reserve and between
Macintyre Brook and Canning Creek, shown on the
land agent 's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  S W ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. AV. CAIRNS, nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  "Tlze Crown
1 Lands Alienation  Act of  1876, " I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council. do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas ,  and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Nanango Land
Office, on and  after TUESDAY,  the seventeenth
day of April , 1877. And  I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase
shall be 10s .  per acre ,  and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the 1aronieo Run.
Area, about 14,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek at the point where
the spur range forming the northern boundary of
Taromeo  Run touches the creek ,  opposite the con-
fluence of Taromeo Creek ,  and bounded thence by
that northern boundary north-westerly to the range
separating the Burnett River waters from the Bris-
bane River waters; thence  by that  range southerly
and by a spur range easterly, and by a small creek
forming parts  of the  southern boundary of raromeo
Run easterly  to Cooyar  Creek ; and thence by
Cooyar Creek to point of  commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  from the Cooyar Run.
Area, about 18,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar  Creek one  and a-half'
miles  below Cooyar  head station ,  and bounded
thence by a line bearing north 335 degrees east to
the range separating  Cooyar Creek from  Barambah
Creek  ;  thence by that range north -easterly about
eight miles in a direct line ; on  the north-east by a
line bearing north 155 degrees east, and distant six
and a-half miles  from the south- west boundary to
Cooyar Creek  ;  and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and
alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day  of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
Goy SAVE TUE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Exce llency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNs, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
[
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The CrownIN
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  resumed from runs
in the Unsettled District of Burnett, shall be open
to Selection ,  subject to the provisions of the said Act,
at the Nanango Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at  which  the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
TTNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Lands  resumed out  of Baraniba Run.
About 1.1,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of South Baramba,
or Barker 's Creek, with Baramba Creek opposite a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BB over 21 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west, north,
and north -east by the left bank of the last-named
creek upw ards to the north -west corner of Baramba
Pre-emptive No.  4;  thence on the east by the  west
boundary of that pre -emptive purchase and a line
in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of Stephenton Run ; thence on the south by the
northern boundary of the Stephenton Run, about
two hundred and ten chains to South Baramba
Creek, at a point fifty -two chains in a direct line
above an apple -tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 15 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the  right bank of the,  last -named creek down-
wards to its junction with Baramba Creek, the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Xurth, Baramba Run.
About 18,500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over B over 46 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line along the west boundary of the Baramba Ranges
Run to the range separating the Nangur Creek
waters from those falling into Baramba Creek two
miles forty -four chains at a point thirty-two chains
west of an ironbark -tree marked broad-arrow over
9 in triangle  ;  thence on the north by that range
westerly along the southern boundary of the Llan-
gollen Run and part of the south -west boundary of
the Goomeribong Run to a point north of an apple-
tree on the left bank of Baramba Creek marked
broad-arrow over B over 28 in triangle  ;  thence on
the West by a south line along part of the east
boundary of the Murgon Run to the right bank of
the last-named creek at a point about sixteen chain-
north of the aforesaid apple-tree marked broads
arrow over B ov-'r 28 in triangle  ;  thence on the
south by the right bank of the before-mentioned
Baramba Creek upwards to the south-west corner
of North Baramba Pre-emptive No. 2; thence by
the west and north boundaries of that pre-emptive
north and east to the north-east corner  ;  thence by
part of the north-east boundary of that pre-emptive
south-easterly along the Maryborough and Nanango
main road about seventy  chains;  thence by a line
bearing cast about one hundred and fifty chains to
Baramba Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards in
an easterly direction about forty chains to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of -East Baramba Run.
About 2R square miles
Cone ; cueing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B over
51 in triangle, and bounded ttieni-e on the north by
the left hank of that creek don nwanls to the junc-
tion of Moonda Waamba Creek ; thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that creek upwa-ds
to a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
III over 8 in triangle; thence on the south by an
east line along part of the north boundary of the
Brisbane Ranges Run to a point sixteen chains
north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over  B K
over 10 in triangle ; and thence on the east by a
north line four miles sixty-four chains to the point
of commencement -exclusive of a pre-emptive
purchase of four square miles contained within the
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Ranges Run.
About 4.500 acres.
Commencing on the range separating the Wide
Bav waters from the Baramba Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over B N over 5 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south 22 degrees 30 minutes «e'.t ninety-nine
chains ; thence by a south line two miles thirty-
nine chains to Baramba Creek opposite an apple-
tree mark d broad-arrow over ti over 54 in triangle ;
thence on the south by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the south-east corner of Baramba
Ranges Run Pre-emptive No. 1 ; thence oy the
east and north boundaries of that pre-emptive north
and west and a line in continuation of said north
boundary west to the east boundary of North
Baramba Run; thence on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of the North Baramba
Run about one mile to the range dividing the
Nangur Creek waters from those of the Baramba
Creek, at a point thirty-two chains west of an iron-
bark-treek marked broad-arrow over 9 in triangle ;
and thence on the north by that range easterly to
the first-mentioned range shedding its waters into
Wide Bay Creek, and along that range easterly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all re-
served and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Xanango Run.
About 48 square miles.
Commencing at an ironbark-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 14 in tri-
angle, being the south-east corner of Coolabunia
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of that run crossing
South Baramba or Barker's Creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 19 in triangle to
the range separating the Stewart River waters from
the Baramba waters ; thence on the west by that
range southerly along part of the west boundary of
the Boonnenne Run about forty chains to a spur-
range ; thence on the south-west along that spur
east-south-easterly to Sout,, Baramba Creek oppo-
site to a gum-tree marked BO and broad-arrow over
T N,  in triangle by a line bearing south east to a
tree marked broad-arrow over T.\ over 3 in triangle
on a spur of the Brisbane Range and by that spur
south-easterly to the Brisbane Range, this south-
west boundary being also the north-east boundary
of the Kunioon Run ; thence on the south-east by
the Brisbane Range north-easterly to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of the area contained in
the Nanango Town Reserve, and all alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of BooieRun.
About 54  square miles.
Commencing on the Brisbane Range at a point
equidistant from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 5 in triangle and gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 4 in triangle, said
point being the south-east corner of the Broadwater
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of the last-named
run crossing the head of Reedy Creek ten chains
below a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
3 in triangle and South Baramba  or Barker 's Creek
at a guns-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 26
in triangle on the right side of said creek to the
range separating the Stewart Creek waters from
the Baramba Creek waters ; thence on the west by
that range southerly along parts of the Wooroolin
and Boonnenne Huns about three miles fifty-six
chains to a point west of a gum-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in tri-
angle ; and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Coolabunia Run
crossing Baramba Creek five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 23 in triangle to
the gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in
triangle on the Brisbane Range ; and thence on the
east by that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonara Run.
About 47 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Nangur Run, bounded thence on the east by the
line of range separating the Wide Bay from the
Burnett District, about five and three-quarter miles
in a north-easterly direction to a line of fence about
a quarter of a mile south-westerly from a spotted
gum-tree on the head of Alma Creek marked broad-
arrow over A over 6.55 in triangle ; thence on the
north and east by said line of fence, about four
miles in a direct line to the edge of a dense pine
scrub ; thence again on the north by a line bearing
about west seven degrees south about ten miles and
a-quarter to a scrubby range crossing Planted or
Scrubby, Jengban, Diggers', Washpool, and
Christmas Creeks, to a point bearing about east-
north-east from a gum-tree on Boonara Creek
marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in triangle and
broad-arrow over BN in triangle about one mile
distant; thence on the west by said scrubby range
in a southerly direction about four miles and a-half
in a direct line to the north-west corner of Nangur
Run ; thence on the south by part of the north
boundary of that run being an east line about five
miles to the south-west corner of Boonara PP3 ;
thence by the west boundary of that PP and a line
in continuation north about two hundred and forty
chains to Boonara Creek ; thence by that creek up-
wards north-easterly in a direct line about three
hundred and forty chains ; thence by a line south
to the north boundary of Nangur Run ; and thence
by that boundary east about one hundred and
seventy chains to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nangur Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Goomerribong Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of range separating the Wide Bay
from the Burnett District in a northerly direction
about four miles and a-quarter crossing the road to
Kilkivan near to an ironbark.tree on the head of
Gap Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 5 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BO over 8 in tri-
angle ; thence on the north by a  west  line about
one hundred and seventy chains ; thence by a line
south two hundred and sixty chains ; thence by a
line west eight hundred and twenty  chains to a
point south of the south- west corner  of Boonara
F.P. X v. 3; thence by a line north about two hun-
dred and sixty chains to aforesaid south-west corner
of P.P No. 3; thence by a line west being the south
boundary of Boonara Run about  five miles to a
scrubby range at a point about one mile southerly
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WB over 4.30 in triangle ; and thence on the west
by said scrubby range south-easterly about four and
a-half miles in a direct line to a point on the said
range about one mile south-west of a Moreton Bay
ash-tree on Trinity Creek marked broad-arrow over
T over 6 in triangle, being the north-west corner
of the Goomerribong Run ; and thence on the south
by the north boundary of that  run, b&g an east
line about nine miles and a-quarter to -Me starting
point,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands
•intained  within these described  boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Goomerribong Run.
About 41 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Llangollen Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of ranges eparating  the Wide
Bay from the Burnett District, about five
miles in a direct line to a point about
eight chains south of a dense scrub  ;  thence
on the north by a west line about nine miles and
a-quarter crossing H ulers Creek ,  also Nangur Creek
about ten chains below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over  N over  12 in triangle ,  and also crossing
Lambing, Champion, Waterfall, and one of the
heads of Trinity Creeks to a scrubby range ; and
thence on the west by that range in a south-easterly
direction about seven miles to the west boundary of
Llangollen Run; and thence northerly by the west
boundary of that run about two miles in a direct
line crossing  the Jura Creek at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over J over 5 in triangle ; and thence
on the south by the north boundary of said run,
being an east line about eight miles to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of a pre-emptive pur-
chase of four square miles ,  and all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Boonbyjan Run.
About 63  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Boonara Creek
at the south -west corner of Boonbyjan  P.P. No. 1,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards in a
southerly direction to the north boundary of
Windera Run; thence by an east line to the range
separating the heads of Christmas, Washpool, and
Planted Creeks from those of Goounuloom Creek,
said range also being the western and north -western
boundary of Scrubby Creek Kun ; thence by last-
mentioned range  north-easterly and northerly to
the watershed separating Teebar waters from those
of the Dadamarine  Creek ;  thence by last-men-
tioned range in a north -westerly direction to the
range separating the Ban Ban waters from  those of
the last -mentioned creek  ; thence by  last-named
range in a south-westerly direction to where it is
intersected by the postman 's track to Gayndah at a
point about six chains east of a spotted gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over 3 in shield  ;  thence
by the east boundary of Boonimba Run being a line
bearing south to the north boundary of Windera
Run ; thence by that north boundary east to the left
banx of Boonara Creek ; thence by Boonara Creek
upwards to Dadamarine  Creek, and by that  upwards
to Goonuloom  Creek,  and by that creek upwards to
the east boundary of mineral selection No. 1836
northerly and easterly  ;  thence by a  line bearing
south to a point east tram starting point ; and
thence by a line bearing west to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands contained within the described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Windera Run.
About 91  square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Cloyne with
Windera Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line to the right or east bank of the Ba-
ramba Creek at a point about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above the junction on the west side of
the Boogoorootommy Creeek ; bounded thence on
the west by the right bank of Baramba Creek
upwards for about too miles sixteen chains in a
direct line to a point opposite  to  an ironbark-tree
near the junction of the Coongaroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over BH over XCVIII in shield;
thence by  an east line two and a-half miles ; thence
by a south line eight miles sixty -four chains ; thence
by a line bearing north 60 degrees east, crossing
Windera Creek at an apple -tree marked broad-
arrow over W over 14 in shield to the hiph range
separating the heads of the last-named creek from
those of Cloyne Creek ; thence by that range
southerly and easterly to the scrubby range sepa-
rating  the heads of Undaban and Watebbox Creeks
from those of Redbank Creek, said range also
forming .  portions  of the  western boundaries of the
Nangur and  Boonara Runs  ; thence by last-named
range in a northerly direction to a point bearing
about west-south-westerly from a guns-tree on 13oo-
nara Creek marked broad arrow over B over 26 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BST in  triangle ;
thence by a line hearing about east-north-easterly
crossing  Boonara Creek  at last-named  tree to the
range  separating the heads of Christmas Creek
from other  waters  at the south-east corner of the
Boonbyjan Run; thence by last- named range in a
northerly direction  to a point east of  starting point;
and thence  again on the  north by a  west line to
the p')int  of commencement ,- exclusive  of a pre-
emptive  purchase of four  square miles and all
reserved and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo Run.
About  16 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Ba-
ramba hanges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 1; and bounded thence on the north
by an east line along part of the south boundary or
the Gobongo orth Run about one hundred and
ten chains to the north-west corner of Gobongo
pre-emptive purchase 41A; thence by the west and
south boundaries of that pre-emptive purchase
south and east to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line south about eignty-five chains ; thence by a
line east about one hundred and forty chains to the
west boundary of Toomcul Run; thence south by
part of the west boundary of Toomcul Run to the
north boundary of Gallangowan Run ; thence west
by part of the north boundary of that run about
five miles to the east boundary of the East Baramba
Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over B VI over  9;
and thence on the west  by a north  line along par-
of that boundary and part of the east boundary or
the Baramba Ranges  Run  in all five miles crossing
the Toomcul branch of Baramba Creek at an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 at the
junction of Peenam Creek to the tree hereinbefore
first described ,  the point of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of all reserved and alienated lands contained
within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Gobongo  North Run.
About 22 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Baramba
Ranges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over
BM over 1,  and bounded thence on the south by an
east line about three hundred and ten chains along
the north boundary of Gobongo ,  and part of the
north boundary of Toomcul Run, to the south-
west corner of Gobongo  North  P.P. 41 B  ;  thence
by the west boundary of that P.P. north to the
north-west corner ; thence by a line east to the
north-east corner of that P.P. ; thence south by its
east boundary to the south-east corner  ;  thence by
a line east along part of' the north boundary of
Toomcul Run to the west boundary of the Manum-
bar Run ; thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed dividing  the Unsettled  District of Burnett
from the Settled District  of Wide Bay  and Burnett,
being along part of the west boundary of the
Manumbar Run ; thence on the north by that
watershed westerly to a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over  5;  thence on the north -west by a
line be ring south 22 degrees 30 minutes west
ninety-nine chains along the southeast boundary of
the Baramba Ranges Run  ;  and thence on the west
by a south line along part of the east boundary of
that run one mile forty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Manumbar Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Settled
from the Unsettled Districts at the south-east
corner of the G allangowan 1; an, being a point about
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thirty-two chains in a north-easterly direction from
a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over BE, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
the east boundaries of the Gallangowan and T, omcul
Runs, to the south-west corner of Manumbar P.P.
41 C ; thence by the south,  east , and north boun-
daries of that P.P. east, north, and west, to the
north -west  corner of  same ;  thence by a line north
along part of the east boundary of Toomeul and
the east boundary of Gobongo North Run to the
before-mentioned dividing range ; and thence on
the north- east  and south- east  by that range south-
easterly, southerly, and south-westerly to the point
of  commencement, exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Run.
About 68 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Baramba Creek, and bounded
thence on the north-east and north by the left bank
of Baramba Creek downwards to the north-east
corner of Mondure P.P. 40; thence by the west
boundary of that P.P., and a line in continuation
thereof south one hundred and twenty chains ;
thence by a line west about two hundred and thirty
chains to  the east boundary of Mondure Back Run ;
thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure track Run, passing
through a point one mile and a-half east of the
summit  of McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating  the waters of the Stuart River from
those of Baramba Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general  south- east  direction to a point west
from a tree on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield ; thence
on the south by an  east line  to the last-named creek
at a point opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield ; and thence on
the east by the left bank of said Yellow Waterhole
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Back Run.
About 56 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated about ninety chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of Mun-
dure Run to the watershed separating the waters
of the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of
Baramba Creek ; thence on the south-west by said
watershed in a general  south- east  direction to a
point south of a gum-tree on the lelt bank of
Baramba  Creek marked broad-arrow over 20 over
B in shield ; thence on the east by a north line about
three and three-quarter miles  passing  through a
point one  and a-half miles east  of the summit of
McEuen Mountain ;  thence by  a line  west about
two and a-quarter miles - to a point south of the
south -west corner  of Mondure Back Run P. P. 41 ;
thence by  a line  north to the south-west corner of
said  P. P.; thence by the west and north-west
boundaries  of said P P. bearing north and north-
easterly to Baramba creek ; and thence by the left
bank  of Baramba  Creek downwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained  within these described
boundaries.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "the Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
The Crown Lands Al  venation  Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Tuesday in each month.
West  Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the  Land Office, Iielidon ,  the  first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Toowoomba, the second
Friday in each month
At the Land Office, Warwick, the third
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Dalby, the third Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Coniamine, the second
Thursday in Ma'•ch,1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A ; the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
1 PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GAA 8.4vli T44  qrs r1
BIIRNETT DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office, Gayndah, thesecond
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday  in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, 'Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every  alternate
month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in March, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF C0oRTOWN.
At the Laud Office, Cooktown,  the Qecoud
Wednesday  ih eaeh mouth,
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SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURiKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office. Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in Apr 1, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in April, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in April, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOTTGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
T
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Reserve for Camping Ground and Pasiur-
age near Macalister, established by notice dated
30th November, 1871. which appears in page 13 of
the  Government Gazette  of  1872,  is cancelled with
,a view to the land being offered for sale by auction.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
Be  SALE  LAND  IN THE W ESTI-RN RAILWAYRESERVE,
AT THE SCHOOL OF ARTS, BRISBANE, ON THE
29TH INST ..  AS PUI LISHF .D IN THE " GOVERN-
MF,NT GAZETTE "  ON TH1, lsr INST ., No. 25.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe area of the undermentioned lot has been
amended as follows,  viz. :-
No. of Lot. No. of Portion. Amended Area.
6 7
Acres.
1,749
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
ERROR  IN DEED.
i
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Zitles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res.
pective grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous name and descriptions. and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William Kimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.Nature of error-The nai w William Kimpp
having  been inserted as that of 4e interaad
gra~atm lawtead of William Romp,
No. of Grant ,  5,278 .  Data of Grant - 9th April,
1863.
1N ame of Grantee - Jol;n Coleman.
Land granted-  Portion 168. county of Stanley.
parish of . oodna .  twenty-one acres.
AMFNDET, DFSCRIPTION.
County  of Stanley, parish of  Goodna, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain  wide;  on the
south  by that  road bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing nort  ,  twenty-one chains and
sixty links to the Sig-mile Creek  ;  an.. on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant , 29,295.  Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin  McCullock.
Land granted -  ` election 270 ,  portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county  of Merivale ,  parish of
Robinson ,  one hundred and twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of 1tferivale , parish of  Robinson .  portions
205, 206,  207, 208, 209,  and  210,  selection 270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north -east corner of portion 212, and hounded
thence on the south by that portion and a line
bearing west thirty -four  chains seventy -five links
to a road one chain and  fifty  links wide ; on the
west  by that  road bearine north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight  links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north by  that road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty.
six links, east one chain ,  north twelve chains
eighty- six links, east twelve chains ,  and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south  twenty-four
(halos  forty- one links to Swan Creek  ;  ana thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commences
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 1877,
j T is hereby  notified that a Land Agent's Office
will be of ened for the transaction of business
at Nanango ,  on and after  MONDAY,  the 9th
April, 1877.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
IT is hereby notified for  general information,that application under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons a ho may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land ,  Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SC II EDrLR OF  ROAD  APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation. Parish. Ark,
i
1 Joseph Road separating portion Aundawba
lelabar 20 from portiono 129
Bad Igo
s'
T.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
PASTURAGE AND WATER RESERVE,
SANDY CREEK, WARWICK.THE following Bye-laws made by the Trusteesof the Pasturage and Water Reserve on Sandy
Creek, near Warwick, pursuant to  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," having been ap-
proved by His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government in Council, are hereby published in
the  Government Gazette.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BYE-LAWS FOR THR REGULATION AND MANAGE.
MENT OF THE SANDY  CRIES  PASTURAGE AND
WATER RESERVE.
1. The trustees of the Sandy Creek Pasturage
and Water Reserve shall have full power to enforce
these Bye-laws.
2. The said trustees shall appoint some person to
be called inspector of cattle or stock depastured on
the aforesaid reserve, and in such manner, and at
such rate of remumeration as the said trustees may
direct.
3. The duties of such inspector shall be as
follows :-
1. He shall allow no cattle nor stock to depas-
ture upon the said reserve, unless the
owner of such cattle, or his duly authorised
agent shall deliver to him an order signed
by the said trustees, empowering said
owner or agent to do so.
2. On receipt of' such order, the said inspector
shall require any such owners, or agent of
any such cattle or stock, to enter in a book
kept by the said inspector for the purpose,
the particulars of-
(a.) The  name,  residence, and occupation of
the owner,  owners , or agent thereof.
(b.) The description of all cattle or stock to
be depastured on said reserve, together
with the brands and marks thereon; and
until such particulars have been fully
complied with, he may not allow any
depasturage of such cattle or stock.
4. Such registry being completed, the said in-
spector may, and is hereby empowered to permit
the depasturage of any sue cattle or stock, subject
to the following conditions :-
(a.) No owner shall be allowed to run more
than (20) twenty head of cattle as specified
hereinafter, on slid reserve.
(b.) By the term "cattle," is meant mares,
geldings, colts, fillies, asses, mules, cows,
oxen, heifers, steers, and calves ; but such
term shall not apply to entire male animals
more than six months old.
Any person wishing to depasture any
entire horse or burl on the said reserve
shall give notice in writing of such inten-
tion to the said trustees; and if in the
opinion of such person as the said trustees
shall appoint to determine the question,
such depasturage may be permitted, the in-
spector may allow the same, but not
without a registered and distinctive brand
being affixed on each and every such entire
animal . Without such permission and
brand no such depasturage to be allowed.
(d.) Payment must be made for cattle at the
rate of two shillings (2s.) per head per
annum, and all payments mustbemade half-
yearly in advance.
(e.) All cattle which shall be found upon the
said reserve otherwise than in compliance
with the above conditions, shall be dealt
with as trespassing on said reserve, and
impounded.
5. Every freeholder, or leaseholder resident
within the. Sandy Creek Agricultural Reserve,
shall, on compliance with these Bye-laws, and on
payment of the
f,,
es prescribed,  entitled to de-
pasture such stock as by these Bye-laws are per-
mitted.
6. The inspector shall, within one month of the
receipt of any of the fees or payments herein pre-
scribed, pay the same over to the chairman of
the trustees ,  whose receipt shall be a full and
sufficient discharge  for any  such payment.
7. The inspector shall prepare and forward to the
said trustees twice in every year ,  that is to say on
the 30th .June and 31st December in each year, a
detailed return of all moneys received by him in
respect of these Bye -laws, and of all cattle and
stock depastured ,  together with the names and
residences of all persons owning ,  or claiming to
own any such cattle or stock.
8. Any  cattle ,  stock ,  or sheep, found on said
reserve, which shall not have been registered as
herein required ,  shall be deemed to be trespassing,
and shall be liable to be impounded and dealt with
in all respects as provided by "  The Impounding
Act of  163," or any other Act to regulate the
impounding of cattle, which may be in force in the
colony during the existence of these Bye-laws.
9. Nothing herein contained shall prevent  bond
fide  travellers from depasturing their bullocks,
horses, or other stock on the said reserve, provided
that no person travelling with stock shall be deemed
a bond fide  traveller ,  why shall not proceed four (4)
miles in one direction every twenty -four  (24) hours,
unless detained by floods.
10. All persons travailing with sheep ,  cattle, or
horses, whether owners ,  shepherds ,  or any other
person in charge thereof ,  shall serve notice in
writing on the inspector ,  twenty -four hours prior
to crossing said reserve, of their intention to travel
across same.
11 All sheep ,  cattle, or horses found depasturing
on the said reserve, shall be deemed to be trespassing,
except stock travelling in accordance with the
conditions prescribed  by the  62nd section of "  The
Pastoral Leases  Art  o 1869, "  and cattle as pro-
vided for in these  Bye-laws.
12. No person will be allowed to muster cattle or
stock which shall be on the reserve, in conformity
with these Bye-laws, saving milking cows and
their calves ,  or to drive any such cattle or stock,
unless after two clear days' notice in writing to the
inspector ,  of his intention so to do.
13. The forms to be employed in the  different
notices and registres under these Bye-laws shall be
in accordance with those set out in the schedule
hereunto annexed.
SCHEDULE A.
Form  of application to be allowed to depasture by a
resident  fre.holder  or resident leaseholder.
of 187
GENTLEMEN,
I beg to apply to you for  permission to departure
the following  cattle and stock  on the Sandy Creek
Pasturage  and Water  Reserve , subject to  the regulations
in that behalf-viz.:-
Mares Cows
Geldings Oxen
Colts  Heifers
Fillies Steers
Mules Calves
Asses
I have the honor, &c.,
To the  Trustees,
Sandy Creek  Pasturage  and Water  Reserve.
SCHEDULE B.
Form of order from Trustees.
To the Inspector of the Sandy Creek Pasturage and
Water Reserve.
SIR,
On receipt of this order and payment of the
prescribed fees, you will permit Mr. --, of Sandy
Creek, to depasture on the Pasturage and Water Reserve
of Sandy Creek, the following-viz.:-
Mares Cows
Geldings Oxen
Colts Heifers
Fillies Steers
Mules Calves
Asses
Chairman  of Trustees.
Sandy Creek, day of 187 .
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SCHEDULE C.
Form of Inspector' s Register.
U
p td I p
Cy A
I • •N C
O y
00
Made and approved  of by the  Trustees of the
Sandy Creek Pasturage  and Water  Reserve, this
31st day of January, 1877.
PATRICK HIGGINS,
HENRY MITCHELL, Trustees.JAMES BYRNE,
1E. STRICKFUSS,
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1877.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
Amended Descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the  Leases  of the said
Runs.
Any persons who may consider  their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions, must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 26th June, 1877.
Name of Run-Christians' Land.
Claimant of lease-The Scottish Australian Invest-
ment Company (Limited).
Estimated Area-
A vailable  35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  35 „
Total 70 „
Commencing on the eastern boundary of Rainsby
Run at a point twelve chains west and nine chains south
of a tree on Torrens Creek marked broad-arrow over F
over II, and bounded thence on the north by an east
line ten miles ; thence on the east by a line  bearing
south seven miles ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing west to the north- east angle  of the Thistlebank Run,
and along the northern boundary of that run, in all
about ten miles to Cornish Creek at a point about one
mile twenty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over C over XII ; thence on the west by the left bank
of Cornish Creek upwards about one mile to the south-
east corner of Rainsby Run, and by a north line along
part of the eastern boundary of that  run six miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Foulden.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Christison.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  38 square miles.
„Unavailable ... ... 12
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Skeleton Creek,
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over T over CIX,
and also marked F, being the south-west corner of
Lammermuir No. 3 Run, and bounded thence on the
north by an east line along portions of the southern
boundaries of Lammermuir No. 3 and Lammermuir No. 1
Runs, six miles seventy chains ; thence on the east by a
south line along the western boundary of Lammermuir
South No. 1 Run, ten miles ; thence on the south by a
line bearing west three  miles  forty chains to Tower Hill
Creek, at a point twenty chains north of a tree marked
broad-arrow over T over CII ; and thence on the west
by the left banks of Tower Hill and Skeleton Creeks
upwards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Lammermuir No. S.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Christison.
Estimated Area-
Plans of these Runs may be  seen , and all infor- Available ... ... 33 square miles.
mation concerning them obtained, on application at Unavailable ... ... 17 „
this Department.
JOHN DOUGLAS. Total ... ... 50 „
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Cumbi Cumbi.
Claimants of Lease-Walter Williamson
William Henry Lindsay Thornton.
Estimated Area-
Available
Unavailable
50 square miles.
25
and
Total ... ... 75 „
Commencing on the left bank of Tower Hill Creek
about sixteen chains west of a tree marked broad-arrow
over T over VI, and bounded thence on the north by
an east line five miles twenty-five chains ; thence on the
east by a south line 15 miles ; thence on the south by a
west line three miles sixty chains to Tower Hill Creek
at a point about two hundred and forty chains below a
tree marked broad-arrow over T over VIII ; and thence
on the west by the left bank of that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Lammermoor West.
Claimant of Lease-Tom McKnight Cameron
Christison.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 33 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 17 „
Total ... 50 „
Commencing on the right bank of Skeleton Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over T over CIX, and also
marked F, being the south-east corner of Lammermuir
No. 2 Run, and bounded thence on the north by a por-
tion of the southern boundary of that  run bearing west,
crossing Coxen's Creek three miles ten chains ; thence on
the west by a line bearing south ten  miles ;  thence on
the south by a line bearing east, crossing Raff's Creek six
miles forty chains to Tower Hill Creek at a point
twenty chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over
T over CII ; and thence on the east by the right bank
of Tower Hill and Skeleton Creeks upwards to the
point of  commencement,
Commencing on the left bank of Skeleton Creek,
opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over T over CIX,
and also marked F, and bounded thence on the south by
an east line two miles forty chains ; thence on the east
by a north line along the western boundary of Lammer-
muir No. 1 Run ten miles ; 1 hence on the north by a
line bearing west six miles fifty chains to Prairie Creek,
at a point eighteen chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over T over CIX ; and thence on the west by the
left bank of Skeleton Creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Montgomery.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Christison.
Estimated Area-
Available 26  square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  25
Total ... ... 50 91
Commencing on the right bank of Tower Hill about
forty-eight chains above the junction of Raff's Creek
and about eight chains south and twenty  chains east of
a tree marked broad-arrow over Z over XV, and bounded
thence on the north by a west line  crossing  Raff's Creek
five miles ; thence on the  west  by a south  line ten miles ;
thence on the south by an  east  line three  miles sixty-
five chains to Tower Hill Creek opposite a point about
one mile twenty-four chains north  of a tree marked
broad-arrow over T over VI ; and thence on the east by
the right bank of that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-St. Ronan.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Christison.
Estimated Area-
Available . .. ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5 „
Total 30 „
Commencing on the right bank of Tower Hill Creek
at a point twenty chains north  of a tree marked broad-
arrow over T over CII, and bounded thence on the north
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by a west line along part of the southern boundary of the
Lammermoor West Nun crossing Raff's Creek four miles
twelve chains ; thence on tt a west by a line bearing
south s' miles ; thence on the south by an east line to
the north-west angle of the Montgomery Run and along
the north boundary of that run (crossing Raff's Creek)
in all five miles forty chains to Tower Hill Creek and
passing six chains south of a tree between 1 aff's and
Tower Hill Creeks marked broad-arrow over Z over
XV ; and thence on the east by the right btnk of Tower
Hill Creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Prairie Lagoon.
Claimants of Lease-Robert Gray and Mowbray
Gray.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
Total ... ... 25 „
Commencing at a point forty chains south of a tree on
the left bank of Prairie Lagoon (Prairie Creek), marked
broad-arrow over V over V ; and bounded thence partly
on the south by a line bearing east two miles ; thence on
the east by a h-'e bearing north five miles ; thence on
the north by a line bearin, west five miles crossing
Prairie Creek and passing sixteen chains south of a tree
on that creek marked broad-arrow over V over I ; thence
on the we,t by a line bearing south five miles ; and
thence again on the south by a line bearing east three
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Perringunga.
Claimants of Lease-James Tolson and William
Justin Beauchamp Cameron.
Estimated Area-
Avai'able ... 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... 10 1)
Total ... ... 50 ))
Commencing on the right bank of Prairie Creek, at a
point twenty-two chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over V over LXIII, and bounded thence partly on
the west by a south line three miles forty chains; thence
on the south by a line bearing ear t ten miles to the
western boundary of Kainsby Run ; thence on the east
by a north line along p srt of that boundary and a pro-
longation thereof, in all five miles, crossing Corniab
Creek and p issing about one mile fo ty chains east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over C over XVI ; thence on
the north by a west 1 ne ten miles ; and thence again on
the we=t by a south line one mile forty chains to the
point of commencement.
Name of Run-Mid-Lothian.
Claimants of Lase-James Tolson and William
Justin Beauchamp Cameron.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 57 square miles.
Unavailable ... 19 „
Total ... 76
Commencing on the right bank of Prairie Creek, at a
point sixteen chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over V over XLVI, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line to the south-east angle of the Lammer-
moor South ' o. 2 Run, and along the southern boundary
of that run and a prolongation thereof, in ali twelve miles,
forts -five chains ; thence on the west by a south line
seven miles twenty-eight chains to the north-east corner
of Cumbie Cumbie Run ; thence on the south by an
east line ten miles thirty, chains to Prairie Creek at a
point forty-five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over V over LIV ; and thence on the east by the right
bank of Prairie Creek upwards to the point of com-
I
the Gretta Plains Run; andf
uth by a west line along part of
t of the north boundary of ther
mile fifty-six chains to the point
ton.p
-Henry Rourke.
... 40 square miles..
... 12.
...  62 „.
Commencing on the right bank of Prairie Creek six-
teen chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over
V over XXXVII, and bounde I thence on the south by
a west line along parts of the north boundaries of
the Wanglejelbie and Lammermoor South No 2 Runs,
in all six miles twenty-four chains, to the south-east
angle of the Lammermoor South No. 1 Run ; thence on the
west by a north lane al )ng the east boundary of the
latter run, crossing Prairie Creek about eighty chains
below a tree marked broad-arrow over V over XVII,
and Emu Creek about one hundred and eight chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over V over XVI ten
miles to the south boundary of the Lammermuir No. I
Run ; thence on the north by an east line along part of
that boundary and a prolongation thereof, in all eight
miles ; thence on the east by a south line ten miles to
mencement. the nort
Name of Run-Uanda North. thence ag
Claimants of Lease-James Tolson and William that boun
h boundary o
ain on the so
dary and pa
Justin Beauchamp Cameron. Wangleje
Estimated Area- of comme
lbie Run one
ncement.
Available ... ... 34 square miles. Nam e of Run-U
Unavailable ... ... 34 Clai mant of Lease
Esti mated Area-
Total ... ... 68 Available ..
Commencing on the
point sixteen chains ab
v V over XLVI an
left ba
ove a
d bou
nk o
tree
nded
f Prairie Creek at a
marked broad-arrow
thence on the north
Unavailable ..
Total ..;ero
by an east line four miles fifty-seven chains ; thence on
the east by a south line ten miles thirty-five chains to
Prairie Creek, at a point sixty-one chains west of a tree
marked broad-arrow over V over LX ; and thence on the
south-west and north-west by the left back of tb t creek
ppwac4 to tba  point of 00=49Ao0mazat,
Name of Run-Uanda South.
Claimants of Lease-James Tolson and William
Justin Beauchamp Carr4 ron.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 45 square miles.
Unavailable ... ...  15
Total ... ... 60
Commencing on the right bank of Prairie Creek, at a
point twenty -two chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over V over LXIII ,  being also on the western
boundary of Perringunga Run ; and bounded thence on
the east by a south line four miles forty chains along
part of the said boundary and a prolongation thereof ;
thence on the south by a west line twelve miles ; thence
on the west by a north line seven miles twenty-two chains
to the southern boundary of Mid-Lothian Run ; thence on
the north by an east line one mile five chains along part
of the said boundary to Prairie Creek at a point forty-
five chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over V
over LIV ; and thence on the north -east and north by
the right bank of that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Gretta Plains.
Claimants of Lease-James Tolson and  William
Justin Beauchamp Cameron.
Estimated Area-
Avail able ... ... 35 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 34
,)
Total ... ... 69
Commencing at the north-east corner of Wanglejelbie
Run, being a point one mile twenty-eight chains east and
ixteen chains north of a tree on Prairie Creek marked
broad-arrow over V over XXXVII, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line six miles seventy-two chains;
thence on the east by a south line to the north-west
angle of the Tainboura Run, and along part of the west
boundary of that run ten miles ; thence on the south
by a west line along the northern boundary of Uanda
North and part of the northern boundary of Mid-Lothian
Runs crossing Prairie Creek sixteen chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over V over XLVI six miles seventy-
two chains; and thence on the west by a north line
along the eastern boundary of Wanglejelbie Run, cross-
ing Prairie Creek twenty-eight chains east of a tree
marked broad-arrow over V over XXXVIII ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Ewen Plains.
Claimants of Lease-James Tolson and William
Justin Beauchamp Cameron.
Estimated Area-
Available 40 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 40
Total ... ... 80
Commencing on the right bank of Tower Hill Creek
at a point about forty chains in a direct line below a
tree marked broad-arrow over T over X, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line to the north-east angle
of the Yanga Run and aloe part of the north boundary
of that r4a, in  #11 reran 1A 167# 07 GAO, to  40r4
999
Creek  at a point  about sixteen chains north-easterly
from  a tree on the opposite bank marked broad-arrow
over K over III ; thence on the west by the left bank
of that creek upwards to the south-west corner of the
Janevi ,le Run ; thence on the north by an east line
along the  south boundary of that run to Tower Hill
Creek at a point about two hundred chains above a tree
on the opposite bank marked broad-arrow over T over
IX ; and thence on the north-east by the right bank of
that  cree  . downwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Redpath.
Claimants  of Lease-Thomas Christison and Robert
Christison.
Estimated Area-
Available ... .  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 5
Total ... . 30
Commencing on the left bank of Tower Hill Creek, at
a point twenty chains north of a tree marked broad-
arrow over  T over CII, and bounded thence on the
north by an east line along the southern boundary of
the Foulden Run and part of the southern boundary of
the Lammermoor South No. I Run, in  all six miles ;
thence on the east by a south line  along  part of the
western boundary of Lammermoor south No. 2 Run six
miles ; thence  on the south by. a west line four miles
fifty-two chains to Tower Hill Creek 'which last line if
produced would  pass six  Chains south of a tree marked
broad arrow over Z over XV) ; and thence on the west
by the left bank of that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
Name  of Run-Jireena.
Claimants of Lease-Thomas Christison and Robert
Christison
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... 24
Total ... ... 29
Commencing  on the left bank of Tower Hill Creek,
at a tree marked  broad-arrow over VI, and bounded
fhence on the south by an east line along the northern
boundary of Cumbi Cumbi Run five miles forty chains ;
thence par' ly on the east by a north line along the
western boundary of Mid-Lothian Run seven miles
twenty-eight chains ; thence by an east line along part
to the northern boundary of the  same  run thirty chains ;
thence again on the east by a north line along part of
the western boundary of Lammermoor South No. 2
Run four  miles ; thence  on the north by a west line along
the southern boundary of Redpath Ru'i four miles fifty-
two chains  to Tower H ill Creek (which last line if produced
would pass six chains  south of  a tree marked  broad-arrow
over Z over XV) ; and thence on the west by the left
bank  of that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore.
said , the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing  the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 de-reea 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty-nine links," instead of, by a line bear.
tug 984 dogreeflf 2; minµtoo six phaipp And twouty'
a*p 4k$,
t)epartmert of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March,  '1877.
ERItO)lS IN DEEPS
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set torth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions Shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective erants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Deed--22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August,  1871.
Name of Grantee-Jolin Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of C iwarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cazvarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes tour chains and three
links; on thesouth-east by a line bearing 22 degrees
6 minutes thirty-three chains; on the south-wept by
a line bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes time chains; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirte, n chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrew.
Land granted-Portion  120. county of Stanley,
parish of Gooana, fifteoa acres, two roods twenty
perches.
A'.-ENDED DESCRIPTION.lo acres 2 roads 20 perches.
Cour' j of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number D9, 9, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line di Biding it from that'land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minute- nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to tl,e point of com-
mencement,- exclusive of I acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NOTICE TO SELECTORS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that HOMESTEADS MAY BE SELFCTED ON ANY
CROWN LANDS OPEN FOR SELECTION AT 6D. PER
ACRE PER ANNUM FOR FIVE YEARS.
Eighty acres may be selected on these terms
within any homestead  area, Irrespective of the
price axed for QeuditiQnttl Aeleetion within thou
1000
Outside Homestead Areas, one hundred and sixty
acres  may be selected on the same terms, namely,
at 6d. per acre per annum for five years.
Homestead Selectors are ENTITLED TO PRIORITY
OVER CONDITIONAL  SELECTORS, whether within or
outside homestead areas.
They may have to compete at auction among
themselves for such portions as overlap, but the
conditional selector cannot compete with them.
It is considered expedient to give publicity to this
notification, because the high upset prices in some
cases  fixed upon land to be conditionally selected
in homestead  areas  have been represented as pro-
hibitory against homestead selection.
It is necessary, therefore, in order to correct
these misrepresentations, that the provisions of the
Land Act in this respect should be understood.
The homestead selector has the right of priority
of selection on any Crown lands open for selection.
He pays no more and no less than 2s. 6d. per acre
in five  annual  payments, subject to competition
when the applications for the same land are simul-
taneous.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Secretary  for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of "  The Titles to Laaa,l
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted , to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name , and such grant
and every  such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land granted-Portion  137, parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley, 39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty- nine  chains and sixty links to  the  main road
to Brisbane ; on the south-east by that road bearing
north 237 degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains  and fifteen  and a-half links; on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty- one chains  ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 15 minu' es
east ten chains  six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
I N pursuance of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," it is hereby
notified for  general information , that allotment 1 of
section 3  A, town of Townsville, is withdrawn from
the reservation  for a Fire Brigade  Station , established
by notice dated 8th September, 1870, under the
provisions  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," with a view of being proclaimed a reserve
for a  residence  for the Sub-Collector of Customs.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown L,inds Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No.Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I A. R. P.
Canning  ...  i 2 0 0
1
1 IN. Anderson Road separating  portion
' 57 from portion 60
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS  APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 P. Thomson Reserved road through
portion 41
Burnett  ...
I
1 1 16
2 F.T.Gregory Road separating por-
tion 402 from por-
tion 403
I
Drayton ... 3 0 5
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
IN pursuance of the seventy -second section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
the following  Petition  and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the undersigned
Freeholders,  resident  in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very great loss
and inconvenience by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of the present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek, and on the west by the  Bungewogarfa
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest  piece of land now available for such a
purpose,
1001
Your Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names.  Names.
Thomas McEwen Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James  O'Brien 'John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees 'James Roberts
William Armstrong William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David  Benjamin
J. Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel  Caldwill S S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Murphy
L. Ryder T  omas  Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Raffia
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
'William Jackson
LAND REFERRED TO IN THE ABOVE PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that run and a line in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fitth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL, TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, parish of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south-east corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred  and seven  links from said creek ; and on
the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east  ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing  west seven  chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion  bearing east
seven chains  and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing  on a road  one chain  wide at the
south- east corner  of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing  south eleven
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north eleven
chains ; and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of a i eserved road, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  Tho Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand and
the ' eal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land granted.-Selection 347,  Beenleigh District,
seven  hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, selection 347
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south-east corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by  lines bearing  north 257 degrees 30
minutes east one hundred and eight chains, thence
north 151  degrees east  ninety-three chains to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of commence.
ment,-exclusive  of three acres three  roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land ,granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen  acres  one rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera , portion
641.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46 minutes ,  and distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-l
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east corner of portion 161-. and brnroded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty five and one-third links; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south-east by that road bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty-nine links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-half links, 231 degree= 4't minute- six chains and
forts -five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty-seven and a-halt links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown tan s Aliena ion Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder de-cribed have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING ON TEVIOT BROOK.
County  of Ward, p,irish  of Dugandan.
100 acres.
Commencing on Teviot brook at the north-east
corner of portion 19,  and bounded thence on part
of the south by one of the north -east houndaries
and part of the north boundary of that p rtion
north westerl ;  and westerly to the r, ad from
Dugandan to Ipswich ; on the west by that road
ncrther'y about one hundred and thirty -one chains
to its junction with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing of Teviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the s, ,uth and on the east by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
(Within Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 1875 ,  folio 1298.)
On Bingera Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked BT over
XXI ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line south -easterly about seventy -five chains to a
tree marked broad -arrow over  h v  over II on the
road from Bingera to  Eureka; on the south by a
line westerly to the Burnett  fiver  at a point
op,,josite a tree on the left bank of the river marked
BT over X X VI I ; and thence by the Burnett
River downwards to the point of commencement.
RESEItVE FOR TIMBER.
County  of C,ok, parish  of  South Kolan.
570 acres.
Commencing at a point one chain north from the
north-ea.t .  corner of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south by the road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51. and 13,  and a line west to
the south-east corner of portion 52; on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine chains and ten
links;  thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy-one degrees thirty minutes two chains and
seventy -eight links one degree thirty minutes
twenty-six chains and sixty-four  links;  on the north
by a line bearing cast fifty-two chains and ninety-
one  links;  the nee by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 24 southerly and
easterly to the  roid  forming the west boundary of
portion 1 t ; and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
C'ondanii ne River ,  at ci'osxing of  plain Western
Road from Dalby, county  of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at its intersection by the south side of the
main road from Dalbyto Condamine ,  and bounded
thence on the south by tLe south side  of'  that road
westerly to the east boundary of the reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government  Gazette for 1872,
page 13 ; on  the north-west by that  reserve north-
easterly to the Condamine River  ;  and on the north-
east by that river upwards to the point of  com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook District (on the Telegraph  line).
238 acres.
Commencing on the Laura River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over  QG, and  bounded thence by a
line running east-north -east fifty -three chains ;
hence by a line running north -north-west forty-five
chains;  thence by a line running west -south-west
fifty-three chains ; thence by a line running south
south-east forty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Franklyn Vale Creek, county  of' Churchill, parish
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank  of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the  south -west corner of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the  north by that  portion bear-
ing east thirty two chains and sixteen links, and
passing through a post on the bank of said creek ;
on the north -east by a road two chains wide bearing
two hundred  degrees one chain and twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty-five degrees and
tii enty-one  minutes east eleven chains and fifty-
nine links ; on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty- five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek,  and passing through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek  ;  and on the
north -west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant--28,982. Dateof Grant-2nd
June, 187 5.
11 ame of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-Allotment 2,  section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
in tended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPIION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47  minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty- two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of  commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
I
N pursuance  of the twenty- tourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alten; ztion Act  of  1868,"
it is hereby  notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder  described have  been tempo-
rarilv reserved for the purposes named  with  respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AND WATER.
Pariah of Burgorah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point, bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chairs north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line hearing  south twenty chains ; on the south by
n line bearing  west forty  chains ; on  thewe st by a
line bearing  north forty chains ; on the north by a
line baring east forty chains ; and on the  remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore,  near St.
Georqe.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the west bound-
ary of  selection  14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and  seventy-eight links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing 231i degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links ; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t"  the Bolonne River; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north- east  by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains and fifty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection 145; on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east  seventeen  chains and  sixty-seven links
to Stone hiver ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16-h February, 1x77.
t T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the 27th section of " ?4e
Crown Lands i lienatton Act o)  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their i-iterests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, a ltltin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be  seen at  this and t he
Land Agents' Offices, Brisbane, !3ecnleigli, and
Warwick.
JOH r DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROsi+s APPL.ED TO BE CLOSED.
I Applicant .  Situation
1  C. Shepperd' Road reserved through
portion 9
2 J. Murtha Road reserved thrnnh
and it. portion 13, from Pitn-
McCready pama Cieek easterly
to its east boundary
*3
garish Area.
A. It P.
Kholo ,.. 1 3 14
Pimp•+ma
Part of road reserved Ce.lar
walker through portion 13
Roads De- Road separating  por-  Deuchar ...
partment tion 15 from portion
22
* The closure  of these roads is  proposed to be  carried out in
connection with the  opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 187 7.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
,and Agent's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1
*2
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th January, 1877.
W 1` 1'
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will he permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL,  NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portion,  16
18,  and  21.
21 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain  wide at the
north-east corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing  east ten
chains ; on  the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south  twenty- one chains  ; on the south by
another  road  one chain  wide bearing west ten
chains;  and  on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing  north twenty -one chains  to the point of
commencement.
Situation. Parish.
1 2 30
3 0 23
Area.
A. R. P.
A.l3.Brown Road  separating porti n Oxley ... 1 2 21
120 from portion 121 11
A. Binstead Reserved road  i hrough I Barrow 3 0
portion 3 from  the ,
south boundary to thei
Coomera River
* This road is proposed to be closed in exchange for a new road
further to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a Quarry, and placed under the
control of the Municipal Council of Brisbane.
DESERVE FOR QUARRY.
County c f, Stanley, parish c f North  Brisbane.
2 acres 2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing on the north -west side of Leich-
hardt street at the south corner of portion  ' 47, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that street
bearing 238 etc grees 8 minutes two chains and fifty
links ; on the south -west by a line bearing 328
degrees 8 minutes ten chains and forty-seven links;
on the north-west by a line bearing 5t• degrees 8
minutes two chains and fifty  links;  and on the
north -east by a line bearing  148  degrees 8 minutes
ten chains and forty -seven links to the point of
commoncement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Set of  1868,"
.it is  provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
REsEEVE  FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing  at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east,  being  a line parallel  with Wharf
street,  485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north- west  boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring `tides ;'thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOB THE PURPOSE OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MARYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes  east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes east two hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south-west bcundary of reserve fox
wharves proclaimed 6th March, 1874; thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in  every deed  containing  the erroneous descrip-
tions ,  and such grants  and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
east by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links ; on the north by a line bearing west twenty-
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
firty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north-west corner of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen chains fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
Brisbane Ri` er; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes east eight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east ten chains sixty-nine links ; thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty five links ; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
I T is hereby noti fied for general information,
that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " hava
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Land Agent's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF A ROAD PROPOSED  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1  E. Turich Road separating por- Boyne ...
A. a. P.6316
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 71' acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 68 acres, 1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
IT is hereby notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay, will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
1HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown  lands are per-
manently reserved  from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north-east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links ; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees east
twenty-four chains and seven links ; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
westby one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
six chains and fifty-eight links ; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north 323 degrees 3 minutes
east eleven chains and ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd December, 1876.
\ ' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 rr  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBURRA.
County of  Merivale , parish of  Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
path one chain and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west  by one of  said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north  by that  road bearing west eight chains
and fifty -five  links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
THEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Wharf purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the scuth-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street ; on the
south- east  by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly  two chains  and sixty
three links to the Burnett River; and on the north-
west  by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is' hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule  hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the  particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and in every deed containing  the erroneous
names  and descriptions,  and such grants  and every
such deed shall operate and be construed  accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill
parish of Flinders, eighty-three  acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No. 211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant--5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county  of Stanley,
pariah of Oxley, twenty- five acres.
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AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing  on the  west side of a road one chain
wide at the  north-east corner of  portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south  by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east  twenty-five
chains five links ; on  the west by  a line bearing
north 359  degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty -one links ; on  the north  by a line bearing
north  90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty -five chains
four  links  to the  aforesaid road  ;  and on the east
by that  road bearing  north  179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links to  the point  of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish  of Oxley, thirty  acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  161
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty- one chains fifteen links  ;  on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east)hirty -one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich rcad 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains  eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel JosephWills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.Land gran ted.-Portion 37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended  grantees , instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th December , 1876.
W HEREAS, by  the twenty -fifth  section of
"The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen  consecutive  weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiraticn of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved  for the  purpose named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of March,  town  of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets , and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to gent street; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and 53 minutes east about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes east ten chains
o the point of commencement.
FORA SCHOOL,  IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
County of  Churchill , parish of  Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection  of two  roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety -eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links  ;  on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links  ;  and on the north -east  by the  other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links  ;  and north 319
d egrees east seven chains and fifty -six and a-half
li nks to the point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
W ITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony ,  it is  hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance is to  be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-even to the
extent of filling up forms of application ,  transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer 's disposal  ;  and that any Land
Agent, or M.her officer ,  refusing to supply informa-
tion ,  or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenient- .  however ,  of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, zangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
iy that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd M arch, 1877.I T is hereby notified or general information, that
the following Tender has been accepted ,  viz.:-
JOHN  STEWART-Erection of Telegraph Office,
Bundamba.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1877.1 T is hereby notified or general information, that
the following Tender has been accepted,  viz.:-
Excavation, Reservoir, Warwick Waterworks-
S. EVENDEN.
GEORGE. THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, ROCKHAMPTON.
V "ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 18th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New Gaol at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  ` -Tender for Gaol, Rock-
hampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tend( r may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
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Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the  Tender will not be taken into con-
isderation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDI rIONS, PARLIAMENTARY BUILDINGS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Parliamentary Buildings.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Parliament Buildings."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to
complete t work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted. and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, CAMP FLAT, UPPER
CABOOLTURE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Primary School, at Camp Flat, Upper
Caboolture.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Camp Flat, Upper Caboolture."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Caboolture.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOTS' BUILDINGS, CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Cairns, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Pilots' Buildings, at Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilots'
Buildings, Cairns."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Cairns.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
must  state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum  signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
ten per cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
h at event to execute and deliver, at the Office o
the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from  the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into  con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCK-UP, MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Mackay, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next, from per-
sons willing  to contract for the erection of Additions
to Lock-up, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Lock-up, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ;  otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily  be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LANDS OFFICES,  IPSWICH.
T ENDERS will  be received at this Office,  until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 6th April
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Lands Offices at Ipswich.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for LandsOffices, Ip wi,ch."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten.
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum  of 10  per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver ,  at the office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen  days  from
the usual notification of acceptance , a Bondto Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, DEE RIVER.TENDERS will be received at his Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, -Rockhampton, until
Four  o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing  to contract for the
erection  of a Telegraph Office at Dee River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphsOffice, .Dee River."
Plan, Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of  Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane , within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to  Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
TO  BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April next,
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise- the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1877.
TO  BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, GRAMZOW, LOGAN AND
ALBERT RIVERS.
TENDERS  will be received at this Office until 4
1 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April
next, from persons willing to contract fbr the
erection of a Primary School at Gramzow.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Primary
School, Gramzow."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, 4 this Office,
and at the Primary School, Beenleigh.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
from_p ersons
-willing to-contract for the erection _ i
of a Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Oce,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.
ET NDERS will be received at this Office, and
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office, St. Lawrence."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ner  cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the clue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, YAAMBA.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Telegraph Office at Yaamba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, raamba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must  be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
often per cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract  in the event
of the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
that event  to execute  and deliver,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within
fourteen days from  the usual notification of ac-
ceptance ,  a Bund to Her Ma jesty  for securing
such  performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration. -
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL,  ST. GEORGE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Primary School, St. George, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
additicns to the Primary School, St.  George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Addition ,
Primary School, St. George."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of l'ublic Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TIARO.
t( 'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
1 the Court House, Tiaro, until 4 o'clock p:m.
on FRIDAY, the 6th April, from persons will-
ing to contract for the erection of a Prunary School
at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office
and at the Court House, Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is pr osed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND.OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHARTERS TOWERS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and at
1 the Court House, Charters Towers, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th April- next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Charters Towers.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
school, Charters Towers."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Charters Towers.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which  it is  proposed to com-
p , --Teadar-
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 pei
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty  for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted,
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, IPSWICH RESERVE.
/MENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Primary School, Ipswich Reserve.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Ipswich Reserve."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within 'which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertakin in that
event  to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from  the usual  notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such pperformance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
I
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
TO ENGINEERS AND OTHERS.
MACHINERY FOR WATERWORKS, TOO-
WOOMBA.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
April next, from persons willing to contract for sup-
plying and erecting the Machinery required for the
oowoomba Waterworks.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Machinery,
Toowoomba Waterworks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, or at the Engineer for Waterworks' office,
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such  performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, LOW ISLAND, NEAR CAIRNS.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
the Court House, Cooktown, and WorksOffice, Townsville, anti o oc
FRIDAY, the 6th April next, from persons willing
to contract for the erection of a Lighthouse on Low
Island, near Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Lighthouse,
ow Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, at the Court House, Cooktown, and Foreman
of Works' Office, Townsville.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
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tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
PUNTS FOR DREDGE  "LYTTON."
TO IRON SHIP -BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ENDERS will  be received until noon of
T SATURDAY. 14th April,  for the construction
of Three  (3) Iron Hopper Barges ,  to carry 250 tons
each.
Plans and Specification may be seen at the Office
of the Engineer of Harbors and Rivers ,  Brisbane,
where also lithographed copies may be obtained onpayment of one guinea.
The lowest or any Tender notnecessarily cceptedJAMES R . DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac,  Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen  (Port  Denison ),  Brisbane , Bundaberg. Bur-
renda , Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine , Cooktown,  Cunnamulla , Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborougb, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be receivedfrom any depositor, subject to he undermentioned
conditions  as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceed ing £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above  rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours , and on Saturday  evenings.
Further  information can be  obtained by applying,
either by letter or  in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
NOTICE TO SPIRIT MERCHANTS.
T
HE Colonial Treasurer directs the following
Notice to be published for general informa-
tion:-The attention of Spirit Merchants throughout
the colony is directed to the provisions of Act of
Parliament, 13 Victoria, No. 26 ; under clause
14 of which they are required to register their
names , and also a particular description of the
premises in which the sale of spirits shall be carried
on and in which s irits shall be ke t and stored ;
and to renew such registration on 1st anuary o
each year, with the nearest Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Under the provisions of 20 Victoria, No. 37,
Spirit Merchants are required to pay to the
Colonial Treasury, within fourteen days after such
registration or any renewal thereof, the sum of
thirty pounds, if such premises are situated within
the boundary of the metropolis, and twenty pounds
if beyond such boundary.
Neglect of the foregoing provisions will render
the defaulters liable to prosecution and fine.
FRANCIS ORR BRYANT,
Chief Inspector of Distilleries.
Brisbane, 26th Marcia, 1877.
The Treasury,
Brisbane , 1st Match, 1877.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
DALBY TO COORANGA CREEK AND CHAR-
LEY'S CREEK, ALONG THE WESTERN
RAILWAY.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the sixteenth
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material except wire
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary
for the erection of the undermentioned Line of
Telegraph, according to the terms, general con-
ditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Pate, per foot, for extra length poles
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
Dalby to Charley's Creek, a distance'of 50 miles,
more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the offcer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work  or materials in respect  of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
r ctor ma avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " Tice Electric Telegraph At  or
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be  responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent  is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con.
tractor.
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Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of or to complete the work in the manner
and at  the rate of  progress  required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,.
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done ,  and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of  money which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered  as ascertained  damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due  performance  of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted  ;  and undertaking ,  in that
event, that they will  severally  execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specifiration.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20)11eet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle track of  not less  than eight (8) feet in width
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment ofthe inspecting officer might endanger the line,. to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by the fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a clear space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over  a space  of six (6) feet,
and well  coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
Tender forms, and every  information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the  Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER  FOR CONVEYANCE  OF MAILS.TENDERS are hereby invited ,  and will bereceived until Noon  of MONDAY,  the 16thApril, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails.
To and from Gympie and Imbil ,  by horse, once
a-week, for one or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bona  fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster -General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents ,  are required
to pay to the Postmaster -General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and
contract shall have been executed, for their duly
commencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall  be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time ,  or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster -General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office,  or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 1st March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
sr. GEORGE TOCURRIWILLINGHI.
'ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the ninth
(9th) day of April next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material except
wire and insulators, and for all workmanship
necessary for the erection of the undermentioned
Line of Telegraph, according to the terms, general
conditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price ,  per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
St. George to Curriwillinghi, a distance of 100
miles, more or less.
The wire and  insulators  to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and banded
over to the Government within eight (8) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironhark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one  (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or  splices to be made as  directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material  used  in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs. or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
on s tons.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the a ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be  made , of rejecting  and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
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The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently re ect or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con.
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount  of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Speccation.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All  existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
-removal of the timber tothe original width of
such roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
-a-
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width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the beat
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five  (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length  ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six  (6) feet,
and we ll  coated  with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not  less than one  (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
A ll  material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General 's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
ELECTRIC  TELEGRAPH LINE.
GLADSTONE TO BUSTARD HEAD.
T NDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon  on MONDAY , the 30th day of
April next ,  from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material ,  except wire and
insulator  and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under -mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each ,  for extra poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price ,  per foot ,  for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators ,  screw-
ing on brackets where necessary, and
stretching wire.
Gladstone to Bustard Head, a distance of fifty
(50) miles, more or less. The wire to  be  carried on
brackets ,  to  be  fastened to the existing poles for a
distance of about 25 miles, as directed.
The wire, brackets ,  and insulators to be supplied
by the Government ,  and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six  (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENBBAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same, but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
ort and  a ents  ma have been made. The
total balance will be paid when t e entire con ract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or  materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The Electric Telegraph Act  " for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising  from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
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Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the  work  in the manner
and at the rate of pro ress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in  the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with  all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money, whether  named  in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable  for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPnCIFIOLTION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not  less than  eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In. cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ;  to e care u  y and oroug _ -charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator  pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split  iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not  less than  one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall  not exceed  two (2) feet.
Joints  or splices  to be  made as directed , and the
wire  tied to the  insulator  with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the  construction  of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best  quality, and,
together with the workmanship,  are to be  subject
to the
final  approval or  rejection  of the Surer-
intendent  of Electric Telegraphs,  or any officer
appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tenders,  forms, and  every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs,  Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 16th March, 187 7.
MANUFACTURE OF VOLUNTEER
UNIFORMS.
RENDERS will bereceived at this Office, until
1 12 o'ciock Noon on SATURDAY, 31st
March, for the making  Of eight  hundred (800)
Tunics and eight hundred (800) Trousers, more or
less, in accordance with sample pattern, to be seen
at the Colonial Stores.
Price to include making and all material, except
cloth, buttons, and facings, which will be provided
out of the Government Stores.
The workmanship to be of the  very  best quality,
and each garment made to measure, and fitted to
the entire satisfaction of the Officer Commanding.
A Bond for the performance of the Contract will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted, in the sum of £200, and two sureties in
£100 each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for making
Volunteer Un forms."
Further particulars can be supplied upon appli-
cation  to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED. RAWLIN S.
pro  Colonial  Secretary.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
VOLUNTEER BELTS AND POUCHES.
rl`ENDERS yvill be received at this Office, until
12 o'clock Noon on SATURDAY, 31st
March, for the supply of eight hundred (more or
less) Belts and Pouches, in accordance with a sam-
ple pattern to be  seen  at the Colonial Stores.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
A- Bond--far the perf,_rmance of the Contract
will be required from the person whose Tender may
be accepted, in the sum of £100, and two sureties
in £50 each.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Volunteer
.Belts and Pouches,"  and the time to be specified
in which they will be delivered at the Colonial
Stores in the event of the Tender being accepted.
Further particulars can be supplied on applica-
tion to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED. RAWLINS,
pro  Colonial  Secretary.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
VOLUNTEER CAPS.TENDERS will be received at this Office until12 o'clock Noon on SATURDAY, 31st
March, for the supply of eight hundred (more or
less )  Forage Caps ,  in accordance with a sample
pattern to be seen at the Colonial Stores.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for 'Volunteer
Caps,"  and the time to be specified in which they
will be delivered at the Colonial Stores, in the
event of the Tender being accepted.
A Bond for the performance of the Contraeb will
be required from the person whose Tender may be
accepted ,  in the sum  of £75,  and two sureties in
£25 each.
Further particulars can be supplied on applica-
tion to the Colonial Storekeeper.
FRED. RAWLINS,
pro  Colonial Secretary.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1877.
lit R. JOHN HEWITT RENDALL, of Bris-
Im bane, is this day  licensed as  a Surveyor,
qualified to act under the provisions and for the
purposes of  " The Real Property Act  of 1861."
HEN.IWY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1877.
NOTICE.
MR. FRANK BEN W ELL, of Brisbane, is this
day licensed  as a Surveyor  qualified to act
under the provisions and for the purposes of  The
Real Property Act of  1861."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Nara.- The name Frank Bennett was erroneously printed, in
above notice ,  in the  Gazette  of 24th instant.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet  form,  " The Insolvency Act of
187 t ,"  together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s .  6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office,  William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony ,  in four volumes ,  decoy quarto :-
s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound
... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound ...  2
J. V. BEAL,
17 6
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
"  Registe re d Brand " after the description of the former.
Registe re d brands type will  be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only will  be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Gnvernment Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1674.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together  with "  Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold  Fields  of the whole of the
Colony." Demy  8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 28th March. 1877.
NOTICE.
j HE Reverend THOMAS HABLIN BUTTEBLY, a
11 Minister  of the Church of England, residing
at St. Lawrence, in the Registry District of St.
Lawrence ,  is duly registered as a Minister author-
ised to celebrate Marriages within the Colony of
Queensland, under the provisions of  " The Mar-
riage Act of  1864.
HENRY JORDAN,Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MASTERS OF STEAMERS
NAVIGATING THE LOGAN RIVER.STEAM vessels passing the Loganholme Ferryare cautioned to blow their wi istles while
rounding the points above and below the ferry, and
to slacken their speed  so as  to pass quite slowly
over the ferry warp.
G. P. II EAT H, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department  of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
REPORTED ROCK, FLINDERS PASSAGE,
TORRES STRAITS.CAPTAIN SCOTT reports the existence of adangerous  Rock, with 4 feet of  water over
it at low water springs,  lying in the  following
position :-
Channel Rock .. ... West.
Peak of Wednesday Island, N. by W.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
HART of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
l Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of Nor-
manby Sound ,  showing Thursday and adjacent
islands, with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Governt ftent Printing ( dice,
Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane .  Price, l s. each.
NOTICE.
Government Printing  Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 1875.
T$E SunscaIPTIoN to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter,  payable in advance.
ADVSBTISING  RATES :--
Jmpounded  Stock, 1s. er animal.  (No charge
is made for oa  s or calves' a41oot")
All other  Notices, 3s . for the  first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash  or b postal  order .  Postage
stamps may be  used for  sums of 5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will  be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required  to pay forthwith  into theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection  with  their respective Runs ,  in accordance
with the provisions  of the  sixty -first clause of  "  The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
Name of  Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run.
The Commercial  Banking  Company
of Sydney ... ... ... Castle Creek ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Hope... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Thalaba East
Ditto ... ... ... ... The Forest ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...  Excess  No. 2 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... North Branch ...
Alexander Gibson Hamilton ... .. Belmont Block No. 3
James Thomas Allan, Herbert Gar-
nett, Jobn Cameron, and William
Crombie ... ... ... ... Vergemont No. 1
Ditto ... ... ... ... Vergemont No. 2 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Vergemont No. 3 ...
James Thomas Allan ... ... ... Evesham No. 6 ...
Henry Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck Cory,
and James Taylor ... ... ... Alfred Downs No. 5
Ditto ... ... ... ... -Vergemont No. 4
Ditto ... ... ... ... Alfred Downs No. 11
De Burgh Persse ... ... ... Esmarelda West ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Esmarelda East ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Blackboy West ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Blackboy East
Ditto ... ... ... . Kilrush ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Clashnamuck ...
William  Kelman  Doubtful No. 2 ...
District.
... Leichhardt
ditto
ditto
ditto
.... ditto
...
..
ditto
ditto
... C Mitchell
... ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto ...
ditto
... Gregory North
..,
ditto ,..
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in
Square Amount.
Miles.
B  S.  d.
... 54 16 4 0
... 43 12 18 0
... 38 11 8 0
... 85 25 10 0
... 26 7 16 0
... 56 16 16 0
... 40 12 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
39 9 15 0
90 22 10 0
75  1 18 15  0-75  1 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
64 16 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWIClyE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
\ T  ITH reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 565 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of
Ipswich, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
whereof part was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roai referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  sees  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-983.
GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON THE LEFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETJN DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Roa,i. How Held .  Reputed Owner .
1 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 197,  and run-
ning south-westerly
to its south boun-
dary
2 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 198,  and run-
ning south-westerly
and south -easterly to
its south boundary
3 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion  199, and run-
south-easterly to its
south boundary
4 Commencing in the
north -west corner of
portion  200, and run-
ning south-easterly
to Its southern boun-
dary
Leasing Act  of Jam es  Ivory
1866
Leasing Act of, Nathaniel
1866  I Watson
Leasing Act of  James  Ivory
1866
Under deed of James Ivory
grant, con-
taining 'a
generalreser-
v[.tion for
roads
Occupier.  Bearings.Len gths. Breadthof Road
chs. lks
J. Ivory  200° 19 83 100 links
N. Watson 200° 13 45 100 links
155° 15' 10 63
T. Maguire 155° 15, 15 12 100 links
118° 25' 19 80
J. Ivory 118° 251 4 63 100 links145052, 39 77
136° 001 , 2 64 I
Area .  Remarks
A.  It.  P.
1 3 38  Unimprov
-2 1 25( Fenced  and
I Cultivate
3 2 4 LI improved
4 3 0 Unimproved
Nora .- This Notice  cancels the  Notice published in the Gover nment  Gazette,  dated 28th  October, 1b76, fo.io Eb2.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
n I HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
1I Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty- first clause  of  " ?he Pastoral Leases Act of  186°."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee . Name of Run. District .
Area in
square
Miles.
Amount.
Joseph Becker ... ... Gunadorah ... ... ... Warrego ... 50
£ s.
12 10
d.
0
Ditto ...
... Wombadulla ... ditto ... l 34 8 10 0
Ditto ... ... Green ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Balthazzar ... ... ... ditto ... ... NO 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Napoleon ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ernest  James  Stevens... ... Imbadulla ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Imbadulla East ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Injamulla, ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Injamulla East ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Mogadarra ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15. 0
Ditto ... ... Gundary ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... Gundary East ... ... ditto ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... I3 oomooloo N rth ... ... ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
Ditto ... ... Hoomooloo South ... ... ditto ... ... 51 12 15 0
Ditto ... ... Patchimelkun ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... Patchimellun East ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Morgana ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Coomete ... ... ... ditto ... 39 9 15 0
Ditto ... ,.. ... ... Coomete East ... ... ditto ... 39 9 15 0
Ditto .. ... ... Bismark  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Joseph Becker and William Sly ... Gunadorah West ... ... ditto
di
... ... 35
44
8 15
11 0
0
0William Oswold Gilchrist ... ... Sanquhar ... tto... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Sanquhar No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 47 11 15 0
Ditto ... Wallstown ... ... ... ditto ... ... 40 10 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Fermoy ... ... ... ditto ... ... 381 9 12 6
Robert Wright Knox ...
...
... Gumbardo ... ... ... ditto 511 12 17 6
Ditto ... ... ... ... Cumbertine ... ... ...  ditto ... 53 13 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Yesaba ... ... ... ditto ... 48} 12 2 6
Ditto ... ... ... Yabra ... ... ditto ... ... 47 11 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... Helidon ... ... ... ditto ... ... 53 13 5 0
Ditto ... .. ... ... Yahparaba •... ... ... ditto ... 44 11 0 0
William Naunton Waller ... Yarraboota ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Pintahra ... ... ... ditto ... ... 70 17 10 0
Ditto ... Lawrenny Back Block No. 1 ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Kiandra ... ... ... ditto ... ... 80 20 0 0
Ditto ... Barnum ditto ... ... 57 14 5 0
Ditto ... Itheraway ... ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS. sstoa llfTHE Licensees and Lessees  of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury,  at Brisbane , the amounts specified in connection with their respective Huns, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty- first clause  of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention  is called  to the  said clause , which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in
Name of Lessee or Licensee . Name of Run .  District. square Amount.
Miles.
Walter Williamson and William Henry
Lindsay Thornton ... ... ... , Cumbi Cumbi
Tom McKnight Cameron Christison Lammermoor West...
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ...
Robert Christison ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
.,. Christians Land
Foulden ... ...
Lammermuir No. 3...
Montgomery ...
Ditto ...
Robert Gray and Mowbray Gray
James  Tolson and William Justin
Beauchamp Cameron ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Henry Rourke ... .
Thomas Chriatison and Robert Cbristi-
Ditto  ... ... ...
St. Ronans ...
Prairie Lagoon
Perringunga...
Mid-Lothian
Uanda North
Uanda South
Gretta Plains
Ewen Plains
Upton ...
Redpath ...
Jireenw ...
a. d.
Mitchell ... ... 75 18 15  0
ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
ditto ... ... 70  17 10  0
ditto ... ... 50 1210 0
ditto ... ...  50 1210 0
ditto  ... ... 60 1210 0
ditto ... ... 30  7 10  0
ditto ... ... 25 6 5 0
ditto  ... 50 1210 0
ditto ... ... 76 19 0 0
ditto ... ...  68 17 0 0
ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
ditto ... ...  69 17 5 0
ditto  ... ... 80 20 0 0
ditto ... ... .52  13 0 0
ditto 30  7 10  0
ditto ... ...  29 7 5 0
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1877.
I NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
II IS Excellency the Administrator of Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, havingdeemed it expechet.t to open a new Road through Portions 122 and 119, parish of North, county
of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being
lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book
of Reference ,  showing the  intended  line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,  Ipswich;  and all persons inte re sted therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-1135. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ,  GIVING ACCESS TO THE NEW BRIDGE NEAR SPENCERS CROSSING$
BRISBANE RIVER, THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISH OF NORTH ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
IRegisterl
No. Portion  of Road.
1 An irregular piece  of
land at the north cor-
ner of port ion  122
2 Commencing on the
south -west boundary
of portion 119, and
running north-east-
erly ,  being an irregu-
lar piece of land, along
the right bank of the
Brisbatte River
R Len$el ec-I How  held. Oewnera Occupier. Bearings . in Chains,  of Boad.
tion.
• Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  20th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, havingdeemed it exp dient to open a new R ad through Portions 96, 51, and 22, parish of Samsonvale,
county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified,
being lands  whereof  some parts were originally granted  by Deeds of Grant severally  containing a reservation
of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways ,  and whereof the residue
is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-876.
Portion of Road.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTIONS 96, 51 , AND 22,  PARISH OF SAMSON  VALE, COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. ReputedOwners.
I ohs. Ike .  A. A. P.
Ipswich Under Deed John John 49° 43' 1 71* Irregular 0 0 27 Portion re-
Register , of Grant  Redmond Redmond sumed un-
117  containing a fenced.
general re-
servation
for roads
34 C. L. A. Act  John John 49° 43'  11 201 Irregular 3 1 13 Portion to be
of 1868  Redmond Redmond resumed un-
fenced.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held.
1 Ftom the east boundary Bris- tUnder Deed Richard
of portion 96 south- bane of Grant Winn
westerly to its south -  B.egistercontaining a
west corner 2215 general re-
servation
for roads.
2
3
From the south-eat 1203 ditto ...
corner of  portion 61
north- westerly to its
west  boundary
Occupier .  I Bea ri ngs .)  Lengths.
Area . Remarks.
GEORGE THORN.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Itemarks.
chs. Ike.
Unoccupied 2480  22' 1 28 1 chain264° 0'  463
288° 0' 260
224° 0' 4 70
248° 0'  ow
269° 54'
Patrick P. Scanlan 30'1° 50' 4 38 ditto
Scanlan 298° 0' 14 80
313°11' 060
Fro m the south  -  east 396  C. L. A Act,  Hugh F.
corner of port ion  22  of  1888
I
Mills
north -westerly to a
reserved road
H. P. Mills  313° 11'
6 00
8 06 ditto ..
323° 0' 500
A. R. F.
2 2 21 Unfenced.
1 3 36 ditto.
1 1 3 Fenced.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  20th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS 1 xcellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Execuive Council, havingdeemed it expedient to open a new Road from Gatton up Tenthill or Blackfellow's Creek, parish of
Tenthill, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all
such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
heference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are  now  deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gatton; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-629. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF  ROAD  FROM  GATTON up  TENTHILL OR BLACKFELLOW 'S  CREEK
PARISH  OF TENTHILL , COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMEI' AS  A.
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
I I
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner.
I
Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths, Breadth
of  Road.
ohs. Iks .  A. R. P.
1 From the north to the Helidon  "  C. L.  A.  Hans IIans Marcus 145° 33'  6 77 1 chain 2 0 23
south boundary of por -  Register  Art  qr  Markus Petersen 192° 45' 11 791
tion 111 341 1868."  Petersen  165° 45' 2 87
Remarks.
Not fenced
or cleared.
2 From  the north to the 704  Do. ... David  David 165°  45' 7 021 ditto 2 1 17  This road has
south  boundary of por -  Nichols Nichols 206° 45' 5 371  been reserved
tion 152 188° 45' 11 12 through the
selection.
3 From  the reserved road 511 Do.  ..  Edward Edward  27° 0' 4 98  Irregular  1 1 30 Xot fenced
in portion  121 north- McCullagh  McCullagh or cleared.
easterly to  Tenthill
Creek
4 A triangular piece out 78 Do. ...
of the north-west
corner of portion 86
6 A strip of land off part Ipswich Under Deed
of I he south boundary 299 of Grant
of port ion 78 containing
a general
reservation
for roads
6 A triangular piece at
the intersection of the
reset ved road with the
south boundary
Do. Do.
John James Thomas B.
Cramp Cribb
Arthur Anthony
Hodgson McDowall
and Robe rt
Ramsay
27° 0' 3 61 ditto 0 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
89° 42 '  63 00 1 chain 6 1 9 Not fenced
or cleared.
Road along
north boun-
dary to be
closed.
•
Do.  M.  164°  30' 1 17 Irregular 0 0  20
7 From the  north bound - ,Helidon  " C. L. A.  John  James Thomas B. 164°  30' 33 261 1 chain
ary south -easterly to Register  Act  of Cramp Cribb 131°  0' 31 20
the south boundary 78 1868." 148° 0' 7 00
of port ion 86 166° 0' 9 00
155° 0' 14 00
189° 0' 13 30
157° 0' 7 36
From the no rt h bound- 300  Do. ... Arthur Arthur  167° 0 8 00 ditto
ary southerly to the Mcllvana 1icIivana 199° 0' 8 20
south boundary of 147° 0' 3 40
port ion 114 187° 15' 6 98
9 From the no rt h bound- 301 Do. ... Esther Do. 187° 15' 10 28 ...
ary southerly to the Mcilvana
south boundary of
portion 115
10 From the north boon- 133 Do. ...  Win. George T. O'Brien ...
dart' of portion 94 Johnstone
southerly,  to its south
boundary
11 From the north boun- 112
dary of port ion 89
southerly, to its south
boundary
187° 15' 2 74 ditto
225° 15' 4 02
171° 15' 8 50
149° 16' 7 t'0
171° 15' 3 90
157° 15 14 01
183" 15' 4 00
183° 15' 18 66
Area.
11 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
Reserved
road to be
closed.
2 2 26 Not fenced
or cleared.
1 0 5 ditto
6 0 14 Not fenced
or cleared.
Under Deed  James James  reach 1770 15' 25 08
of Grant Peach
containing a
general  re-
forservation
roads
12 From the north boon - 111  "C.  L. A.  David David
dary of po rt ion 88 Ac t  of Chalmers Chalmers
southerly and south- 1868 "
easterly ,  to its south
boundary
13 Fr 'm  Murdering Gully 149
through port ion 1001
south-westerly and
south to its south-
west corner
Under Deed Owen
of Grant Caffery
containing a
general re-
servation for
roads
Oweu Caffery
d'tto 2 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
177° 15' 18 95 ditto  6 3 27 Not fenced,
171° 15' 17 81  but partly
133°  15 '  6 l6 cleared.
119° 15' 8 23
122° 15' 11 51
200° 15' 8 34
2:30° 15' 14 07  Irregular 8 3 0 Unimproved
265° 15' 6 831 1 chain
184° 45' 3 02 j
208°  32'  7 72
239° 21' 6 61
179° 53' 16 22
Nora.- The remarks about fencing and clea ring refer to the area which is to be resumed only.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 287 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, from the Warwick Road to Harding's Selection,
Portion 411, parish of Purga, county ofChurchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the
several  persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the ad-
vice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public works within forty days from
the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to,any such compensation ,  unless
they  are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-940. GEORGE THORN,
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING 'S SELECTION, PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. o ci
Breadth
How Held. Reputed Occupier  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths. ofOwner. Road.
1 Commencing on the ...
Warwick Road and
ru nning east along
north boundary of
portion 209
2: Commencing at the 412
Fouth -west corner of
portion 183, and run-
ning  east to south-
east corner i
3 Commencing at the
south -west corner or
portion 212, and  ru n-
ning westerly through
that port ion and
Crown land, to no rt h-
west corner of port ion
411
759
Crown land
•
Conditional Thos.
Clause  " C. L.  Glynn
A. Act of
1868„
Reputed
Owner.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
GEORGE THORN.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF RAMSAY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE:
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 29th day of January, 1877, folio 228 of the  GovernmentGaz tte,  r lative to the opening of a new Road through selections 813 and 1350TR, parish of
Ramsey, county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion in respect of the said road ,  are hereby informed that notice of the compensation  they  claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.76-6072.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, TOOWOOMBA REGISTER
PARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
No.
PUBLIC ROAD.
Portion  of Road.
R
N
Se
egister
o. of
lection.
How held.
1 A strip one chain wide
w
Re
Too-
oomba
gister.
813 "C. I. A.
2
oft the west boundary
of Selection 813
A strip one chain  wide 1350
Act  of  1868"
Ditto  ...
A.
... b
Remarks
B. P.
2  25  West
boundary
fenced ;
otherwise
unim-
proved
3 1 26 Left aide
of  ro ad
tented ;
selection
otherwis
unim-
pro ved
and un-
ocupied.
..
off the west ,  north, Buckley 90° E. 16 17
and west boundaries  0° 21' 7 54 average 135
of the selection  I I links.
Conditional Francis Francis
Clause  11 C. L.  Porter Porter
A. Act of
1868" Crown
laud
Garrett
Culbane
ChB. Iks. A. E. P.
900 j 46 68 1 chain  ...  4 224 Through water
Uneccu-  90° 36' 39 09 1 chain  ...  3 3 26
I I
Adjoining l"nd
pied tented-two
rails.
Occupier.
90° 12' 20 73 Irregular 1 120
Area. Remarks.
reserve.
This  land was
being fenced
at time of
survey.1 chain  ...  2 0 11
I
Bearings.  Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area.
chs. ]ks.
G. Culhane North  ...  56 56 1 chain
Lawrence Unoecupied  N. 0° E. 7 42 1 chain
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 286 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of
Warner, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the  several persons
hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and at the Police Office,  Brisbane . All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of 'the
compensation they claim  must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such  compensation ,  Unless
they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
77-61. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Im
110w Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths.
1 Commencing at the 2156 Conditional Robert It. Leitch... 305° 00'
south- east  corner of , clause of Leitch .295° 45'
portion 208, and  "C.L.A. Act  283° 45'
running north-west- , i of 1868 " 270° 27'
erly to its west
boundary
2 Commencing at the  2170  "C.L.A. Act  Henry 11.  Walker  270° 27'
south-east corner of  of 1868'.  Walker  I I
portion 246, and
running  westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the' ... Forfeited The Crown
north boundary of selection
portion 216, and
running  south-
westerly to  its west
boundary
259° 20'
241° 00'
214° 00'
237° 00'
chs. lks.
27 20 1 chain 7 3 1 Fenced
28 18
17 31
5 00
15 03  Irregular  1 3 17 Partly
fenced ;
house,
stockyard,
&c.
4 98  Irregular 4 2 80
4 81
4 95
12 22
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
A.  R.  P.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DRAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January, 1877, folio 241 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton,
county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specific d, which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof' as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Fxecutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoomba. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-531.
Boox OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD  THROUGH PORT1oNS  402 AND  526, PARISH OF DR AYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DowNs , INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
W I  O , ,, , u  . a No. of Reputed n,.,,,,ao, u"a,;ndo I T.onorha Breadth f Area Remarks
1 A strip off south and
part  of east boundary
of Portion 402
2 i A strip off south boun-
dary of Portion 526
chs. 1kR.  A. R. P.
402 Under Deed Marian F. T. Gregory 90° 33 25 1 chain .. J 3 3 44 Portion
of Grant seott  4 98 fenced.
containing Gregory
a general
reservation
for roads.
526 Ditto ... T. F. Gregory F T. Gregory i 900 19 79 1 chain... 2 0 0 Portion
fenced.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  20th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency  the Administrator of the Government ,  with the  advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road ,  giving access to the New Moggi ll Ferry , near Redbank Rail-
way Station ,  and thro ugh Portion 89,  to give access to Portion 87, parishes of Goodna and Moggill ,  county
of Stanley ,  Moreton District ,  through lands in the occupation  of the  persons hereunder specified, being
lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severa lly containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways  :  Notice is  hereby  given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -Gneneral, Brisbae, and at the Police Office, Goodna  ;  and all  persons interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary  for Public Works,  within one month from this date,
any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-889.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ,  GIVING ACCESS TO THE NEW MOGGILL FERRY ,  NEAR REDBANK RAILWAY
STATION, PARISHES OF GOODNA AND MOGGILL ,  COUNTY  OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No. of How Held.Portion.
I From Redbank Sta- Parish o Under Deed
tion northerly and Goodna of Grant
north -westerly to 106 containing
the north boundary  a general
of portion 106 reservation
for roads
3 Prom  the south boun .  106 and Ditto
dary of portion 105, 104
north  -  westerly,
westerly. and
south  -  westerly,
through portions
106 and 106 back
to the  said south
boundary
Reputed Occupier.Owner.
The Trus -  Wm. R.
tees and Alexander
Executors
of the late
Hon.Robt.
Towns, do-
ceased
Ditto  ...  Ditto ...
3 An irregular piece of  106 Ditto  . ...  Ditto
land  out of the
north-west corner
of portion 106
4 From  the* western Parish of
fen approach Moggill
westerly to the 84
west boundary of
portion 84
Ditto
... Ditto  ...
... Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...
Bearings .  Length .  of readthArea .  Remarks.Road.
ohs. Ike.  A. A. P.
6° 55' 6 4 Irregular
310941' 4} 3 0 10
311° 9'  6 8 1 chain J
311° 9' 5 18
32p 99'
16
74
61 1 chain 4 e U
196° 39'  11357
I
1984
286°
39' 488
89' 272 Ir - 10 330lar
266° 46' 1 13  3 chains
2669
268°
46'
2'
4 30
373  1 chain 1 2 0
283°30' 3 90
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ,  THROUGH PORTION 89, TO GIVE ACCESS TO PORTION 87, PARISH OF GOODN k,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MOBETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
1  Running north- 89 Under Deed The Trus- Charles 311° 20' 7 8 1 chain... 0  211,Road between
westerly from the of Grant tees and Emery Pomona 00
east  to the north containing Executors and 91% pro-
boundary of por. a general of the late posed to be
tion 89 reservation
for roads
Hon. Bobt,
Towns, de-
ceased
closed
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH OF  WALLOON,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February ,  1877 ,  folio 413 of the  Governmext
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through portion 421 ,  parish of Wa lloon, county
of Churchi ll,  Moreton District ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that His Exce llency the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the
Executive Counc il,  has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,  Ipswich A ll  persons desirous
of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compen-
sation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Pub lic Works within , forty days from the date
hereof, but such notice wi ll  not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they
are otherwise  by law so entitled.
77-347. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION  421, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
ci
1 Reputed Occupier.No. Portion  of Road . e 8 How Held . Owner . Bearings . ; Lengths.
Breadth
Area .  Remarks.Road.
j chs. 1ks.  1 A.  IL  r.
1 From the south -east 1,666 Home -  Thomas 325°  17  22 1 chain ... 2 2 0
boundary of portion stead Hinks 285° 2 60
421, parish of Walloon, under I 308° 6 28
north-westerly  to its  " C. L. A.
no rt h-west boundary  dot Qf
1868 "
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference  to the Notice dated the  24th  day of January, 1977, folio 242 of the  Government
j1 11  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road  through Portion 14-A, parish of Robinson ,  county
of Merivale ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder  specified  :  Notice  is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of  the Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seer  at the  Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office , Warwick. All persons  desirous of claiming compensation
in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed  that  notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public  Works  within  forty  days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76.6073 . ---- GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14A ,  PARISH OF ROBINSON COUNTY OF
MERIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC RuAD.
No. Portion of Road. Boo
'odd How Held .  '
1 north-west-Runnin 285 L" C A !g
erly  fr om the east to W. R.
.. .Actoj1868" ,
the west boundary of
portion 14A
Reputed
Owner.
Martin
Bourke
Occupier. Bea ri ngs. Lengths.
chg. lks.31. Bourke  2760 3 25297° 16 69
Breadth
of Road. i
One chain
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 3 36 Port ion through
which road runs
unfenced and
unimproved.
Department o1 Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
13th March, 1877.
IS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
R  to open a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich  Road to Gladfield  Homestead  Area ,  parish of
Gilbert, County of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands which were originally granted by  Deeds of  Grant severally containing a reservation of all
such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making  public  ways  :  Notice  is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of  Road above  mentioned ,  are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick ,  and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary  for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well -grounded objections  which may exist to the  formation  of the road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-881.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AND IPSWICH  ROAD  TO GLLDFIELD HOMESTEAD
AREA ,  PARISH OF GILBERT ,  COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
No. Portion of Road .  * How held. Reputed Owners . Bearings . Lengths.
chg. Iks.
1 Fro m near the b ri dge over Under Deed of John Wienholt , 70 40' 16 31
Miller 's Vale Creek no rt h-  Grant con-
easterly through Maryvale tainingagen-
Wil liam Wienholt,
Edward Wienholt , 20° 40' 54 14
Pre-emptive I to its east
boundary
s A piece of land  off the north-
eral reserva-
tion forroaJs
ditto
Arnold Wienholt,
and Arthur Wien-
holt
ditto  ... 20° 40'  2 49
west corner of Maryvale
Pre emptive 5 at Gap 510 40' 8 19
Creek
Breadth of Area.Road.
A. it. P.
1 chain 7 1 0
Irregular 2 0 0
Remarks.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  27th March, 18'17.T HE following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure  of the Cardwell Cemetery ,  for the  year ending
31st December ,  1876 ,  is herewith published for general information.
F. RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE CARDWELL CEMETERY,  FOB THE YEAR ENDING
31 11T DECEMBER, 1876.
RECEIPTS .  I FTPFIDITUE .
let January ,  1876 .  £  s.  d. £ s.  fl.
To Balance N.S.W. Bank  ... ... ...  19 15 0 To Cash paid Caird, digging graves  ... ...  2 10 0
Church  collections  ... ... ... ...  15 0 0  „  Weise, cutting grass and  undergrowth  ...  6 .6 ()
Burial fees  ... ... ... ... ...  2 10 0 „ Balan ce  in hand  N.S.W. Bank ... ...  28 9 O
£37 5 0 £37 5 0
We, the  Trustees  of the  Cardwell Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely declare the  above to be a
true and correct statement of the Receipts and Expenditure connected  with  the said Cemetery ;
and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to  be true ,  and by  virtue of the
provisions  of  11 The Oaths  Act of  1867."
PeAlared b ffre mr, t OardweU,  tbiR lot d4V Rf 1aroh, ISM
JAMES P. TH EWNDST,
E. W. BRITTAIN,  Trustees,
ACHII E A, GI4LTS1
404T NF; IT91% q_-Vi
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1W
1TH reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio  566 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to  the opening of a new Road through Portion 174, parish of Goodna , county
of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder  specified , which  was origina lly
granted by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof  as might thereafter be required
for making public ways, as hereunder set forth : Notice is hereby -given , that  His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,  has been pleased to confirm
the said Road , and it is  therefore hereby declared expedient  to open and make the  Road referred  to, according
to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor- General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office, Goodna .  All persons desirous  of claiming compensation in respect of the said  Road  are
hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon  the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming  to any such compensation,  unless  they are  otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.77-1123.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 174, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MOIIETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.Owner.
I A triangular piece out of Under Deed
the north -west  corner of Grant con-
of portion No. 174.  taming a
general re-
servation for
public ways
Breadth of
Road. Area.  senarks.
chg.  W.  A.  K.  P.
F.M. J. M. N. 00 17' 3 58 Irregular .  0 2 10 Fenced and
Thompson Thompson cleared
Nora .- This Notice cancels the  Notice  dated  3rd November , 1376, published in the  Gooerament Gazette, folio 943.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND  NOTICE.
W
ITH  reference  toy the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to  the opening  of a new  Road, being  the continuation of Caxton street, Brisbane,
through the Jewish Cemetery, parish of  Enoggera , county  of Stanley , Moreton District,  through land in
the occupation of the persons  hereunder  specified  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that  His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,  has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared  expedient  to open  and make the Road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference,  to be seen  at the Office of the  Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Brisbane .  All persons  desi rous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the  compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from  the date  hereof,  but such notice will  not entitle
the persons  so claiming  to any  such compensation , unless they  are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77.420.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF THE CONTINUATION  OF CAXTON STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY ,  PARISH OF ENOGGERA , COUNTY  OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road Reputed Occupier . Bearings. Length in
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.. Owner. Chains. Road.
1 Running north-westerly through The Trustees ... Resumed por- 293° 30Y
chs: Iks.
2  72 Irre -
A. P.. P.
0 0 32 Fenced.
the northern half of the Jewish tion unoccu- gular
Cemetery pied
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
rr1AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Land  described below under the
ll provisions  of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of  said  Act, on or before the  days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Desc ription and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date  within which a Caveat .
may be  lodged.
1 rood 24 perches, being allotment 82, parish and town
of Ipswich, county of Stanley
Elizabeth Ransom .. let May, 1877.
49 scree 2 roods  39% perches, being subdivision 3 of
portion 84, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley
Charles  Yarrow- Ditto.
General Post Office,
Brisbane,  Queensland, 27th March,  1877.'THE following SUMMARIES of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, oowoolBA,  daring the Months of October,  November,  and December,  1876, are published for
general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,Postmaster-General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT TOOWOOMBA, DURING THE MONTHS OF OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1878.
L ATITUDE ,  27°  34' S.; LONGITUDE, 152° 10'  E.; HEIGHT O2'  OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA  LEVEL, 1,960  FEET ;  DISTANCE FROM  SEA-COAST, 80 MILES.
DAROW ETEE.
Maximum
mean
Minimum '
OCTOBER.
... ... ... ...
... ...
... ...
NOVEMBER.
H!QROMETER.
Temperature of Temperature of
Air. Evaporation.
... 279 44 27'839 27.869 700 83.0
... 27'816 271 62 27'788 62'1 73'3
... 27089 27'664127.671 50'0 61'0
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Minimum
DECEMBER.
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
Cor. to 320 Fahr.
ci a00  00
... 27j05 27.887
... 27 726 27'667
... 27'640 27.477
27666 800 93.0
27.677 69.8 79'9
27.519 600 650
... 27.942 27928
... 27834 27'796
.,. 27'006 27'676
Humidity.
a ci a a d a
Go w so Go Go N
SELF-REGISTERING
THEEMOHgTEzs. RAIN.
p 05
.c ?
..
70'0 66'0 690 64.0 •930  '830 '940  ...  113'0 61'0 87'0 620 36.0 •450
61.5 56*4 60.8 55.3  •691 482  •680 ... 102.2 47'9 75.6 •49.7 25.8 •080
45.0 440 49.0 40.0  •420 '280  '310 ... 79.0 35.0 13'0 40.0 16.0 •000
82.0 70.0 73-0 70.0 830
69'4 60.9 64'3 60.7 687
56.0 48'0 52.0 520 •380
•570 •880
'424 .600
•250 '310
27917 79'0 94'0 86'0 70.0 73.0 74'0  •790 '680 •880
27.830 710 81'7 70.7 629 66'4 61'8 •818  •439 •598
27'836  64, 0,  650 600 550 59.0 510  360 280 '240
... 129'O 61'5 96'0 70'0 40'0 '061
... 116'0 50'6 86.3 56.0 30.3 •047
... 90.0 39'0 72'0 45.0 18.0 000
... 133.0 69'0 98.6 69.5 43.0
... 117'8 56'8 84.3 58'3 26.2
... 740 400 67'0 450 9.0
•890
•110
000
WIND .  CLOUD.
Summary of Direction . . 0-10.
8 am. 2 p.m. 8 P.M. 4 4
a A d
GO as GG
NO NW3 NO NWO NO NWO
W3 SW  6 W2 SW11 W2 SW10
81 SE12 80 8E6 82 8E3
El NEO EO NE1 EO NEO
NI NWO NO NWO NO NWO
WOBW16 W3Sw11 W3SW10
82 BE8 BO 8E8 80 BE8
E3 NEOIEO  •NEO EO NEO
NO NW21NO NW1 NO NWO
W1 SW1
BO  BE is
EO NEE
WO SW2,WO SW2
Si  BE 13  80  BE 17
EO NEE EO NEO
10 9 10
3'4 2'7 3.0
OZONE
e.
0 0 0 ...
10
1'9
0
10
4.3
0
COTOBER,  1876.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  65.6 degrees .  Rain fell on 9 days .  Total Rainfall ,  2'50 inches .  Electrical Observations -  Positive ;  Negative.to 1875 . it  n 06 '1 If  u n 7 so is 2.20 u  .  ,, 48 It 38 toto 1874. to  64.4 n  to  n 7 n n 1'42  is 2; 48  to  83of  1873. „ u 65'4 n  „  Of  4 n  it  1'21  is it 60 of  21  to
„ 1872. n n 620 n  of to  7 u „ 099  11 91  81 „ 12 of
to 1871. „ to 62-5 to  „  to  9  of  n 2 '31  is 11  79 „ 14  ofNOVEMBER ,  1878.- Mean Shade Temperature of Month , 730degiees . An fell on 6 daps .  TotalRainfa ll,  143 Electrical Observations-  Positive ;  Negative.
1875 . of  „  71'4  is to is,  5  of of  3'15  „  of 60 of  25 n
1874. of  Sc  72'0  is to  n 5 n  to  4'93  is  „ 57 „ 18 „1873. n 66.3 to  n 7 „  of  4.46  is 11 51 „ 27 „so 1872 . to  68 '9  u n n 9  is to 6'22 n  of 56  to 34 of
1871. 0 „ 67 .3  is of  D 8  of of  491  is to  78 is 15
DECEMBER ,  1876.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month ,  74'4 degrees .  Rain fell  on 8 days. Total Rainfall, 3.40 „ Electrical Observations -  Positive; Negative.
„ 1875. It  n 73'4 „ u  is 8 n  is  802 n „ 61 a 22 „
1874. of  „ 71'0 is Sc  to  4  it  „  2'92 ,, n 57 36 , n1873. an to 720  is n  it  13 n 9'51  is to 43 „ 36
„ 1872. of „  71'5 u n n 16  to 0  7'24  is n 57 n 86 of1871. to „ 729  is At it  5  of 118 „ n 73 n 20 to
The readings of the Barometer at Toowoomba (1,960 feet above the Mean Sea Level)  are corrected to 32°  Fahrenheit only.
Prevailing Winds,  S.W.
u „ B.W.to of S.E.
,  to S.E.
10 10
2'2 3'6
0 0
10 10
3'8 4.3
0 0
of to B.E.
B.E.to so
Prevailing Winds, B.W.
of it B.W.it  u S.E.
„ B.E.to  u S.E.
Prevailing Winds, B.E.is is B.E.
n  to S.E.S.E.S.E.S.E. and S.W.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Mete=logical Observes
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane,  7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table will comeA  into operation until  further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
Rock-
hampton.
stations. Up Miles from stations. DownTrains .  Dingo .  Trains.
..
Rockhampton ,  depart
6 Graoemere ... ...
10 Ten-Mile ... ...
15 Stanwell ... ...
24 Rosewood .. ...
30 Westwood arrivedepart
38 Goganjo .. ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
53 Herbert's Creek ...
58 Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa ... ...
88 Dingo ... ...
a.m. a.m.810
8.24
A
9. 0
A
10. 0
10.15
e10.47
11.15
11.56
A
p.m.
12.44
2.15
...
...
Dingo, depart...
Duaringa ... ...
Boolburra ...
Herbert's Creek ...
Rocky  Creek ... ...
Goganjo ... ...
# arriveWestwood d
Rosewood ...
Stairwell ...
Ten-Mile ...
Gracemere ...
Rockhampton
... 7.20
8.51
A
9.39
10.20
's10.47
...
...
...
11.20
11.35... ...
...
... ... ...
...
...
A
p.m.
12.35
A
1.11
1.35
*  Trains  meet here.
(A,) The Trains marked thus, A ,  will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  j oin the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN  AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods a
sto
nd Live Parcels and
ck .  Miscellaneous. Total.
£  S. d. £ a. d. £ S. d. £ R. d.
Week  ending  24th March, 1877 ... ... 821 10 10 1,752 6 2 71 6 4 2,645 3 4
Corresponding week  last year ... ... 851 0 10 1,567 10 10 80 5 9 2,498 17 5
Increase  ... ' ... ... 184 15 4 146 5 11
Decrease 29 10 0 ... 8 19 5 .
1877 Total Traffic to  date ... ... ... 38,46917  0
1876-Ditto ditto ... ... ... 31,599 15 5
Total Increase £6,860 1 7
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares. Stock. Miscellaneous. Total.
£  S. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Week  ending  24th March, 1877 151 3 9 278 16 2 16 5 3 446 5 2
Corresponding week last year 1006 3 247 10 11 14 6 2 362 3 4
Increase
Decrease
50 17 6 31 5 3 1 19 1 84 1 10
1877-Total Traffic to date ... ... ... ... ... 7,300 8 101876-Ditto  ditto ... 4,544 2 4
Total Increase... ... ... .. £2,756 6 6
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th :March, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN RAILWAY.N'fir OTICE is hereby  given , that the undermentioned -Articles are in the custody of the Lost Property. Department, Northern Railway.
Owners can obtain the same on  application to the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton, and paying costs.
If not  released  on or before SATURDAY, the 28th April next, they will be sold by public auctie
to defray expenses.
I. CURNOW,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY  ON HAND TO 31ST DECEMBER,  1876, AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Date . Where found.
1875.
18 September
1876.
9 March ...
14
1 February ...
1 April ...
22 August ...
8 September
4 October ...
12 June ...
17
8 July
10
15
„
),
13 September
7,
19
11 October ...
20
25
1876.
12 August
„
7, .
1 August ...
9 November
9 December
30 August ...
20 December
... 1st class  carriage .
2nd class carriage .
No. 5 gang ... ...
Ticket hall ... ...
lot class carriage ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
2nd class carriage ...
,.. Waiting room
1st class carriage ...
On platform
On line ... ...
In carriage ... ...
ditto
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
ditto
... In waiting room
... In carriage ...
.., ditto ... ...
.., ditto
ditto ... ...
On platform
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ...
... In carriage ... ...
On platform ...
ditto
,., ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
.., ditto
... ditto
ditto ... ...
.., ditto ...
... ditto ...
ditto
ditto ...
ditto :..
ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
In carriage ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
On  line ...
ditto
On platform
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
.. ' 1 small knife
AT GOGANGO.
On platform
ditto ...
On line ...
ditto ...
1 singlet
1 felt hat
1 boy's hat
1 girl's hat
AT DUARIIFGA.
On platform ... ... ... 1 riding whip
AT DINGO.
... In goods shed ... .. parcel containing shirt and trowoere
Description  Article.
1 rule
1 parachute
1 mug
1 pencil case
1 walking stick
1 tobacco pouch
1 belt and pouch
1 pocket book
1 whip
I  blanket
4 felt hats
1 coat
2 pair hobbles
1 blanketI  cape
1 pair leggings
2 coarse sheets
1 basil
1 saddle-strap
1 babys' bib
1 hat in handkerchief
1 bag
1 water bag
1 tap
1 billy and pint pot
1 paper parcel
1 bundle clothes
1 empty keg
1 box
1 horse collar
1 paper parcel
1 bag
1 bucket in bag
1 bag of bags
2 bundles of bags
1 ditto
1 lady's cloak
1 billy
2 books
1 girl's hat
2 wooden pipes
1 book
1 valise
2 sticks
1 sheath-knife'
2 hats
1 cap
1 pair gloves
1 umbrella
3 panama hats
1 cabbage -tree hat
1 box
1 swag containing box
1 case
2 swag
AT HERBERT 'S CURRY.
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OVERPLIIS GOODS.
Where found.
Data.
1875.
27 July
19 November...
1876.
17 January ...
7 April ...
23 May
2 September
7 October ...
8 November ..
22 December
23 August ...
17 October
1875.
6 December
18
1876.
24 February ...
14 March ...
13 May ...
24
9 June
1October ...
11 November...
29 February ...
27 May ...
13 October ...
17 November
Rockhampton ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Herbert's Creek
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
Duaringa ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS
Station .  station from.
Rockhampton ...
ditto ...
Stanwell
Gogango
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Herbert's Creek
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
Duaringa
ditto ...
ditto ...
Dingo ... ...
ditto .
Herbert' s Creek
Duaringa ...
Dingo ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Westwood ...
Duaringa .
Herbert's Creek
ditto ...
Westwood ...
Duaringa ...
ditto ...
Stanwell ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Westwood ...
Gogango
ditto ...
ditto ...
Rockhampton ...
Duaringa ...
Rockhampton ...
Herbert's Creek
Rockhampton ...
ditto ...
Description of Article.
ON
6 bundles empty bags
1 horse hide
1 bag washing soda
1 drum oil
1 case teapots
1 case glassware
1 case kerosine
1 waggon pole,
2 bags flour
1 pair hames
4 cart boxes
3 buckets
1 case schnapps
2 bars iron
HAND, 31st DECEMBER, 1876.
Name. Article.
Voysey
Cherry
Simmons
Plumb
Higgins
fooling
Seymour
Cherry
Egan
Keller
Yeanson
Kenna
N. J. Shakespeare
care of  Beattie
Smythe ...
Staunton ...
O'Regan ...
Bowden ...
Connell ...
Leahy ...
Coleman ...
O'Rourke ...
Russell  ...
Sheeky ...
1 tin
1 case
1 swag
1 bag
1 valise
1 box
1 case
1 camp oven
1 case
1 mat wedges
1 hat
1 bag preserved most
1 box raisins
1 parcel drapery
1 pair of boots
1 jar of spirits
Passenger 's luggage
Hinges
1 parcel drapery
I  pair old sashes
1 galvanised iron tub
2 tables, 1 form, old timber
Timber
Empty bags
PUBLICANS' ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that the Annual
.h Licensing  Meeting  for the District of Tambo,
will be held at the Court House, Tambo, at Twelve
noon , on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next,
for the purpose  of considering applications under
" The Publicans Act."
THOMAS J. SADLIER, P.M.
Court House,
Tambo, March, 1877.
NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given , that the AnnualLicensing Meeting for the Police District
of Rockhampton, will be holden at the Court
House, Rockhampton, on TUESDAY,  the seven-
teenth day of April  next,  at Twelve  o'clock noon,
for the  purpose  of considering  applications under
The Publicans Act," 27 Vic.  No. 16.
Applicants for Country Publicans'  Licenses must
accompany their application with the License Fee
(£15), as required by 34 Vic. No. 7.
CHAS. W. MACAULAY,
Acting C.P.S.
Police Office,
#ockhamptpu, loth March, 1877,
ANNUAL LICENSING MEETING.
T HE Annual Meeting for Licensing Publicanswill be held on TUESDAY, the 17th day of
April, 1877. Publicans  desirous of renewing their
licenses must lodge  their  applications before Tues-
day, the 27th instant.
J. E. CAMPBELL,
Clerk of Yetty  Sessions.
Court House,
Thornborough, 1st March, 1877.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the AnnualLicensing Meeting for the District of Conda.
mine,  will be held at the Court  House, Condamine,
at Twelve o'clock noon, on TUESDAY, the 17th
day of April next, for the purpose  of considering
applications under  "Tice Publicans Act."
J. LEITH AY, P.M.
Court House,
Condamine, 19th March, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Annual Meeting of the Justices  acting inand for the District of Gympie, will be holden
t at the Court House, Gympie, on TUESDAY, the
17th day of April, 1877, for the purpose  of consider-
ing applications for Publicans' Licenses.
R. D. BEESTON, C,P,S.
Gympie, a.7tb larpb,1877,
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NOTICE.A SPECIAL Petty Sessions will be held at the
Court House, Gympie ,  on FRIDAY, the
13th day of April, 1877, at Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon ,  to revise the Jury List for the District of
Gympie.
R. D. BEESTON, C.P.S.
Gympie,  17th March, 1877.
JURY LIST.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising  the Jury List
for the Jury District of Rockhampton, will be
holden at the Court House ,  Rockhampton, on
FRIDAY, the 13th day  of April next ,  at Ten a.m.,
at which the Justices  of the  Peace residing within
forty miles of the Court House of Rockhampton
are required to attend ,  under the pro visions of the
eighth section  of  Jury Act,  31 Vic .  No. 34.
CHAS. W. MACAULAY,
Police Office,
Rockhampton ,  16th March, 1877.
Acting C.P.S.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Simon Bromberg ,  of Townsville and Cairns,
by the  said Simon Bromberg.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner ,  and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Simon
Bromberg having been given ,  it is ordere d that the
said Simon Bromberg be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent ,  and that Mr .  Frederick Jepson Beor
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Simon Bromberg ,  for the election
of a Trustee ,  be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court , on the Twenty-eighth day of March,
1877 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is
further ordered that the said Simon Bromberg sha ll ,
on the Twenty -seventh day of March, at
Bowen ,  deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full ,
true, and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of
his debts and liabilities of every kind ,  and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inabi lity to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this four-
teenth day of March, 1877.
By the Court,
FRED .  J. BEOR,
Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Fred Berger Hayward ,  of Ipswich,
an Insolvent.
NOTICE TO  CREDITORS.
A FIRST Dividend at the rate of IOs. in the £
is now payable at this office upon debts
proved.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  24th March, 1877.
334 4s.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter  of J. M .  Ryan and Co.,  of Charters
Towers.
Creditors who have not proved their  debts by
the 7th day of April, 1877 ,  will  be excluded.
Dated this 29th March, 1877.
(Signed)  S. BERENS, Trustee.
339 3s, 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Benjamin Davison ,  of Cooktown,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.JAMES CANE, of Brisbane ,  has been appointed
Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this 27th day of March, 1877.
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J. MACKENZIE.SHAW,
Registrar.
6a.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Cormack ,  of Dalby, hotel-
keeper ,  an Insolvent.
(`I RAHAM LLOYD HART,  of Brisbane, in the
Vf Colony of'  Queensland ,  Solicitor, has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this 27th day of March, 1877.
340
J. MACKENZ.IE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alfred George Bailey, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland ,  an Insolvent.
Z1HE Court  has appointed '  the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane ,  on the Sixteenth  Say of
April, at Ten o 'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty -seventh day of March, A.D.
1877.
332
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of John  Mulvena ,  Timothy Crauley,
and Michael Farra ll , of Rockhampton ,  Insol-
vents.THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent Timothy Crauley to take
place at the Police Court, Rockhampton, on the
Sixteenth day of  April  next ,  at Ten o 'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this twenty -ninth day of March,  . D.1877.
347
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of William  Snowden ,  at present a
confinee in Her Majesty 's Gaol at Brisbane, an
Insolvent.
THE Court  has appointed the Last Examination of
the insolvent, W illiam Snowden ,  to take place
at the Supreme Court House, Queen street, Bris-
bane, on the Sixteenth day of April next, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of March ,  s.D. 1877.
349
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
55,
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In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Edward  Brown , of Rock-
hampton, an Insolvent.
T
HE Court has appointed the Last  Examination
of the Insolvent, John Edward Brown, to
take  place  at the Police Court, Rockhampton, on
the Sixteenth day of April next, at Ten o clock in
the forenoon.
Dated this 29th day of March, A.D. 1877.
346
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Cooke Unsworth, of
South  Brisbane, an Insolvent.
ON the Seventh day of March A.D. 1877, a Cer-.tificate of Discharge was granted to William
Cooke Unsworth, of South  Brisbane ,  who was
adjudicated insolvent  on the  twenty-first day of
June  .D. 1876.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of March A.D.
1877.
345
J. MACKENZIE SHAW.
Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Power and Lyons, of Kirkcubbin,
near  Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land ,  sugar planters , Insolvents.
O
N the Twenty-sixth day of February, 1877, a
Certificate of Discharge  was granted to Robert
Lyons, of Maryborough,  one of the above-named
Insolvents,  who was adjudicated  insolvent on the
Twenty-fifth day of August, 1876.
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J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 8d.
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Power and Lyons, of Kirkcubbin,
near  Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land,  sugar-planters, I solvents.
ON the Twenty-sixth day of February, 1877, aCertificate of Discharge was granted to John
Joseph Power, of Maryborough, one of the above-
named Insolvents, who was adjudged insolvent on
the Twenty-fifth day of August, 1876.
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J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of James Bray Pascoe and
William James Rodgers Pascoe, of Caboolture,
selectors ,  Insolvents.
A MEETING of the creditors of the above-
named Insolvents ,  adjudicated on the seven-
teenth day of May, 1876, w be held at this office,
on MONDAY, the twenty-third day of April, 1877,
at half- past  Ten o'clock in the forenoon, for the pur-
pose of considering the propriety of sanctioning the
assent by the Trustee to a scheme of settlement of
the affairs of the Insolvents, and for the annulling
thereafter of the order of adjudication made against
the Insolvents.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official  Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1877.
335 7s.
In the Matter of the Goods of John Canovan, late
of Cooktown and the Palmer, in the Colony
of Queensland, licensed carrier, deceased,
intestate.
PURSUANT to the fifth section of  " The
Trustees  anit  Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any  claims or  demands
upon or against the Estate of the abovenamed
John Canovan, deceased, who died intestate near
Cooktown, in the Colony of Queensland, on or
about the twentieth day of October, 1875, and
Letters of Administration of whose goods, chattels,
credits and effects were, on the thirteenth day of July,
1876, granted by the Supreme Court of the said
Colony of Queensland to Peter Canovan, of Cook-
town aforesaid, the brother and next of kin of the said
deceased, are hereby required to send in writing
the particulars of their  claims and  demands to the
undersigned, the solicitor of the said Administrator,
Peter Canovan,  at his address  hereunder written,
or to George Crawford, Esquire, Solicitor,  Bowen,
in the colony of Queensland, or to Peter MacPher-
son, Esquire , Solicitor, Queen  street ,  Brisbane, in
the said Colony,  the agents  respectively of the
undersigned, on or before the first day of May,
A.D. 1877.
And notice  is also  hereby given, that  at the ex-
ration of the last-mentioned day, the said Peter
Vanovan will be at liberty to distribute  the assets
of the said John Canovan, or any part thereof,
amongst  the persons entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which the said Peter Canovan
or his said solicitor shall then have notice.
And that the said Peter Canovan will not be
liable for the assets, or any part thereof,  so dis-
tributed to any person  whose claim  he had not
notice of at the time of such distribution.
Dated this 16th day of March, A.D. 1877.
WILLIAM PRITCHARD MORGAN,
Solicitor for the said Peter Canovan,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
344 - 12s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thorpe Riding, late  of Bulimba, near
Brisbane, in the Colony  of Queensland ,  farmer,
deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that fter the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above- named  Thorpe Ridi ng, deceased, may be
granted  to Moses Ward, John Fullerton Thompson,
and William Riding, the Executors  and Trustees
named  in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of March, A.D.
1877.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executors.
350 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Joseph Whittington Smith, of Too.
woomba, in the Colony of Queensland, chemist,
deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that fter the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Joseph Whittington Smith, de-
ceased , may be granted to Mary Smith, widow of
the said deceased ,  and sole Executrix  named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated this 23rd day of March, A.D. 1877.
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E. J. MAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
and Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor  for the said Mary Smith.
5s. 6d.
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In the  Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
In the  Will of William Jones,  late of Roma, in the
Colony of Queensland, boarding-house keeper,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration, with the
Will annexed, of all the goods, chattels, credits,
and effects of the said William Jones,  deceased,
may be granted to Elizabeth Reid, late Elizabeth
Jones, widow of the said William Jones, deceased.
Dated at Roma, this second day of March, A.D.
1877.
DAVID SALMOND,
Proctor for  the said Elizabeth Reid,
McDowall street, Roma.
By his Agents-
DALY AND ABBOTT,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
348 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Catherine Larkin, late of Ipswich
Agricultural Reserve, widow,  deceased.N rOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-L tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all the
personal estate and effects of the above-named
Catherine Larkin, deceased, may be granted to
James Foote, of Ipswich, a creditor of the said
deceased.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of March, A D. 1877.
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JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said James Foote.
4s. 6d.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the
Faith.
To Denis Larkin, of Normanby Gully, • Ipswich,
farmer, and Catherine Larkin, of Normanby
Gully aforesaid, children and next of kin of
Catherine  Larkin, late of Normanby Gully
aforesaid,  widow,  deceased,  and to all whom it
may concern.
W E command you that within eight days after
service hereof on you, inclusive of the day
of such service ,  you do cause an appearance to be
entered for you in our Supreme Court of Queens.
land, Brisbane, and accept or refuse Letters of
Administration of the personal  estate  of the said
Catherine Larkin, deceased, or show cause why
the same  should  not be granted to James Foote, of
Ipswich aforesaid ,  merchant ,  a creditor of the said
deceased . And take notice that, in default of your
appearance ,  the said Letters of Administra tion wi ll
be granted  to the  said James Foote, your absence
notwithstanding . And further  take notice that
the appearance , if by  you in person ,  shall  contain
an address , at which it shall be  sufficient to leave
all  pleadings and other proceedings not requiring
personal service.
Witness the Honorable Sir James Cockle,
Knight, Chief Justice of Queensland, this
twenty-ninth day of March, in the fortieth
year of our reign, and A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
JAMBS O'SuLLIVAN,
Proctor for the said James Foote,
Queen street, Brisbane.
342 8s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Harriott  Georgina Echlin,  late of
Stanthorpe,  in the Colony of Queensland,
widow,  deceased.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland  Govemasext Gaseffe, appli-
cation will be made to the said Honorable Court,
that Ancillary  Probate of the Will of the above-
named Harriott  Georgina Echlin,  deceased, may be
granted to  Hugh  Wallace Watson Echlin,  of Been-
el igh, in the said colony,  Esquire,  one of the
Executors  named in the  saidWill, the other
Executor ,  John Fleming Echlin,  having renounced
probate thereof.
Dated this thirtieth day of March,  in.  1877.
CHARLES JOHN  BLAAEN Y,
I
341
h,
Proctor for the '
Hugh Wallace  Watson Echlin.On. 6d.
INSOLVENT ESTATE OF HENRY MULLER
AND THOMAS CARTER, OF NERANG
CREEK.
COMPOSITION of fifteen  shillings in theA pound in cash, agreed  to be accepted by the
creditors ,  by special resolution passed at the
general meeting held  on the fifth day  of March
instant,  will shortly be payable  at the office of
Henry Box  and Son,  Edward street,  Brisbane.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the seventh day of April ,  1877,  will be excluded.
Dated this twelfth day of March, 1877.
I
318
WILLIAM D. BOX,
Trustee.
be. 8d.
The GOVEENMENT PsINTEB acknowledges  -the receipt
of the following  amounts :-
1877. A  s. d.
24-D. Roberts  ... ... ... ...  0 0 6
26-J. Watson ... ... ... ...  0 1 0
22-J. A. King ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
Empounbfngo.
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock  will be  charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and  so such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless aecom-
vanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine,  from Cobbaareena, onthe 22nd March,  by order o  Mr. Robert Mackie.
Driving ,  3s. 4d.
One grey gelding, BWb (registered brand)  near ribs.
If not released on or before  the 27th April,  1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
388
JAB. KING ,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Surat,  from Englestion,  on the 8thFebruary,  1877,  by o der of S. 'Brown,  Esquire.
Driving,  13s. (Corrected brand)
One flea bitten-grey horse,  saddle-mark, indistinct brand
like B near shoulder, like or T'jff conjoined
near neck, J  of  dhoulder.
If not released on or before  the 17th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
I
330
J. WATSON,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
Printed and Published by JAMBS C. Bw. Governm en t Printer.
William street ,  Brisbane ,  31st March. 1877.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNFLL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License,
a Knight Commander of Isa-
bella the Catholic, Knight of
the Second Class of San Fer-
nando, a Knight Extraordinary
M. C. O'CONNELL, of Chailes III. of Spain, Presi-
Administrator. dent of the Le;islativa Council
of Queensland, and Adminis-
trator of the Government
thereof.
W HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty.seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
"An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine ,"  it is amongst  other things enacted,
that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette,  to appoint stations or
places within the Port of Moreton Bay, or within
or near any other port or place in the colony, for
the performance of Quarantine under the said Act,
where all vessels liable to Quarantine, and the
crews, passengers,  and persons  on board thereof
shall perform Quarantine: Now, therefore, 1, Sir
MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,  in pursuance of
the power Tested in me as Administrator of the
Government of the said colony, and by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, appoint Fitzroy Island, near Cape
Grafton, to be  a station  for the performance of
Quarantine under and for the purposes of the said
Act.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
By Authority : J&xzs C.  Bs.L, Government  Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
.At Government  House ,  Brisbane , Friday, the 30th day of March, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, intituled "' An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
.to Quarantine,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular  case , with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or on board of which any such infectious  disease  may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other  alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such
infectious disease may be brought : And whereas it has been reported
to the Administrator of the Government in Council that the infectious
disease called Small Pox exists on board the Steamship 19 Thales," lately
arrived from Hong Kong, at the Port of Cooktown, and now lying at
anchor in that port : Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and
in pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act,
doth Order and it is hereby Ordered, that the said ship, and all the crew
and passengers thereof, together with all persons now on board, be placed
in Quarantine, at the Quarantine Station, Fitzroy Island, and so continue
until other order shall be made in that behalf.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to,give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, ' Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
[L.s.] the Catholic, Knight of the
M. C. O'CONNELL, Second Class of San Fernando,
Administrator. a Knight Extraordinary of
Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of
Queensland, and Adminis-
trator of the Government
thereof.
-IUTHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty.
vv seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat
ing to Quarantine ,"  it is amongst other thin.
enacted, that it shall be lawful for the Govern,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by Prewia-
mation in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons,  vessels,  and boats whatsoever from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, witliin the
limits  of any Station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been or may be assigned for the performance
of Quarantine : And whereas, by my Proclamation
bearing even date herewith, issued with the advice of
the Executive Council, Fitzroy 'Island, near Cape
Grafton, was appointed a station for the performance
of Quarantine under the said Act: Now, therefore,
I, Sir MAVaicE CHARLES O'CONNELL,  in pursuance
of the power so vested  in me  as Administrator of the
Government of the said colony, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , hereby prohibit  all  persons ,  vessels, and
boats whatsoever, from going, under any pretence
whatsoever, within the limits of the said proclaimed
Station, or approaching by sea within one hundred
yards of the same ,  under the penalties contained
in the said Act, until this my Proclamation shall
have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
such notification , all ships  and vessels  arriving
from, or having touched  at, any  such place,
and all vessels receiving any persons,  goods, wares,
or merchandise, or other article whatsoever, from or
out of any vessel  so coming  from, or having touched
at, such infected place, whether  such persons or
articles shall  have gone  or been put on board the
same before or after the arrival  of such vessels at
any port in Queensland, shall be liable to Quarantine :
And whereas it has been reported to the Adminis-
trator of the Government in Council, that the
Colony of Hongkong is infected with the infectious
disease called  Small Pox, dangerous to the public
health : Now, therefore, I, Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL , the Administrator aforesaid, in pur-
suance and exercise  of the powers  in me  vested,
by the said Act, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,,
notify that the said Colon of Hongkong is infected
with  the said disease , and that it is probable that
such disease  may be brought from the said Colony
of Hongkong to the Colony of Queensland : And
with the advice aforesaid, I do further notify,
order, and direct, that all ships and vessels what-
ever arriving in the Colony of Queensland from,
or having touched at, the said Colony of Hong-
kong, or at any port or place thereof, or having
on board passengers or cargo in transit from
any port or place thereof, and  all  vessels  and boats
which have received any person, goods, wares, or
merchandize , or any other article whatsoever, from
or out of any such  vessel,  and all persons, goods,
wares ,  merchandize , and articles as aforesaid,
whether coming or brought in such vessel from such
infected place, or going or being put OR board the
same , either before or after the arrival of such
vessels  at any port or place in Queensland, and all
persons, goods ,  wares,  merchandize, and other articles
as aforesaid , on board such  vessels  or boats, shall
upon  their arrival at any port or place in Queens-
land, be placed in Quarantine, and shall perform
Quarantine, for the period of sixteen days, from
the arrival of such ships or  vessels.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this thirtieth day of
March, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
the Catholic, Knight of the
Second Class of San Fernando,
(L.s.) a Knight Extraordinary of
M. C. O'CONNELL, Charles III.of Spain, President
Administrator. of the Legislative Council of
Queensland, and Administrator
of the Government thereof.WHEREAS by an Act passed in  the twenty-second year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled
" IAn Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that as often as the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, shall, by Procla-
mation, notify that any place beyond the seas is
infected with any infectious disease dangerous to
the public health, and that it is probable that such
disease may  be brought from such place to the
Colony of Queensland, then, immediately after
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License, a,
Knight Commander of Isabella
[L.s.] the Catholic, Knight of the
M. C. O'CONNELL, Second Class  of San Fernando,
Administrator. a Knight Extraordinary of'
Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of
Queensland, and Adminis-
trator of the Government
thereof.WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-second year of her Majesty's reign, entitled,
"An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine,"  it is amongst other things
enacted, that as often as the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, shall, by Procla-
mation, notify that any place beyond the seas is
infected with any infectious disease dangerous to
the public health, and that it is probable that such
disease  may be brought from such place to the
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Colony of Queensland, then, immediately after
such notification, all ships  and vessels  arriving
from, or having touched at, any such place,
and all  vessels  receiving any persons, goods , wares,
or merchandise , or other article whatsoever, from or
out of any  vessel so coming  from, or having touched
at, suoh  infected place, whether such  persons or
articles  shall have gone or been put on board the
same before  or after the arrival of such  vessels at
any port in Queensland, shall be liable to Quarantine :
And whereas it has been reported to the Adminis-
trator of the Government in Council, that the
Empire of China is infected with the infectious
disease called Small Pox, dangerous to the public
health : Now, therefore, I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, in pur-
suance and exercise  of the powers in me vested
by the said Act, and by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify that the said Empire of China is infected
with the said  disease,  and that it is probable that
such disease  may be brought from the said
Empire to the Colony of Queensland : And,
with the advice aforesaid, I do further notify,
order , and direct, that all ships and vessels what-
ever arriving  in the Colony of Queensland from,
or having touched at, the said Empire, or at any
port or place thereof, or having on board
passengers  or cargo in transit from any port
or place thereof, and all  vessels  and boats
which have received any person, goods,  wares, or
merchandize , or any other article whatsoever, from
or out of any  such vessel , and all persons, goods,
wares,  merchandize, and articles as aforesaid,
whether coming or brought in such  vessel from
such infected place, or going or being put on board
the same, either before or after the arrival of such
vessels  at any port or place in Queensland, and all
persons , goods , wares , merchandise, and otherarticles
as aforesaid , on board  such vessels  or boats, shall
un their  arrival at  any port or  place in  Queens-
lapond, be placed in Quarantine, and shall perform
Quarantine, for the period of sixteen days from
the arrival of such ships  or vessels.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
S. W. GRIFFITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By Authority  :  J AMES C. REAL, Government  Printer, William srruet, brisoar.e.
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HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government directs the subjoined Commission issuedto Commissioners appointed for the purpose of inquiring into, and reporting upon ,  the most
equitable plan for providing for the division of the Colony into separate Districts for Financial purposes ;
for making better provision for the expenditure w, thin each of such Districts of so much of the revenue
raised  therein- as may be available for local purposes  ;  and for apportioning the public debt and the annual
interest payable thereon to the several districts ; to be published for general information.
WM. MILES.
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VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United  Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of
the Faith, &c.
To the Honorable HENRY EDWARD KING, Esquire, Speaker of the Legislative Assembly
of Queensland ; THOMAS MCILWRAITH, Esquire, M.L.A.; JOHN MURTAGH MACROSSAN,
Esquire, M.L.A.; JOHN SCOTT, Esquire, M.L.A.; JOHN PETTIGREW, Esquire, M.L.A.;
EDWARD BARROW FORREST,  Esquire ; JOHN SARGEANT TURNER ,  Esquire ; and
WILLIAM LEWORTHY GOODE DREW, Esquire.
WHEREAS it hath been represented to the Administrator of the Government of our Colony of
Queensland in Counc il , that it is expedient and desirable to appoint Commissioners for the
purpose of inquiring into, and reporting upon ,  the most equitable plan for providing for the
division of the Colony into separate Districts for Financial purposes  ;  for making better pro-
vision  for the expenditure, within each of such districts, of so much of the Revenue raised
therein as may be available for local purposes ; and for apportioning the Public Debt, and the
annual interest payable thereon ,  to the several districts  :  And whereas the Administrator of
the Government of our said Colony in Council, has been pleased to appoint you as Commis-
sioners for the purposes aforesaid  :  Now, know ye, that we, reposing special trust and
confidence in your zeal, industry, discretion, and ability, do by these presents, by and with the
advice of our Executive Council of our Colony aforesaid, constitute and appoint you, the said
HENRY EDWARD KING, THOMAS MCILWRAITH, JOHN MURTAGH MACROSSAN, JOHN SCOTT,
JOHN PETTIGREW,  EDWARD BARROW FORREST, JOHN SARGEANT TURNER ,  and WILLIAM
LEWORTHY GOODS DREW ,  to be our Commissioners to inquire into and report to our Governor
aforesaid upon the most equitable plan for providing for the division of the Colony into  separate
Districts for Financial purposes ; for making better provision for the expenditure, within each
of such Districts, of so much of the Revenue raised therein as may be available for local
purposes ; and for apportioning the Public Debt, and the annual Interest payable thereon,
to the several Districts .  And we do also by these presents give and grant to you at any
meeting or meetings full power and authority to ca ll  before you such persons as you may
judge necessary, by whom you may be better informed of the truth in the premises
And we do further command and enjoin you that you do take down the examination
of the several witnesses that may appear before you ,  and reduce the same into writing ;
and such evidence ,  together with a full and faithful report upon the several matters
above referred to, as you and each of you sha ll  think fit, from time to time to transmit to the
Office of our Colonial Treasurer of our said  Colony  In testimony whereof we have caused this
our Commission to be sealed  with the  Seal of our said  Colony.
Witness our trusty and well-beloved Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, Knight, and
by Her Majesty's Royal License, a Knight Commander of Isabella the Catholic, a
Knight of the Second Class of San Fernando, a Knight Extraordinary of Charles
III. of Spain, President of the Legislative Council of Queensland, and Adminis-
trator of the Government thereof, at Government House, Brisbane, this third day
of April, in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,
and in the fortieth year of our reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BELL,  Government Printer ,  William  street, Brisbane.
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The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane ,  1st March, 1877.
I IS Excellency the Acting Governor ,  with the
1 advice of the Executive Council ,  has been
pleased to appoint
FREDERICK MARKHAM,  Pilot,
to act as an additional Coastwaiter at Moreton
Bay ; appointment to date from the 1st July, 1876.
J. R. DICKSON.
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane ,  6th April, 1877.
H
IS Exce llency the Acting Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint
MICHAEL AU GUSTINE LYONS
to be Junior Clerk in the Customs Department,
Maryborough ,  vice M.  H. Robertson ,  promoted.
Appointment to take  effect from the 1st  Novem-ber, 1876.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane ,  27th March, 1877.
11 HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.ernm nt ,  with the advice of the Executive
Counc il, has been pleased to appoint
VIRGIL POWER ,  Esquire, Barrister -at-Law,
to be Crown Prosecutor of the Southern District
Court of Queensland ,  in the room of James Francis
Garrick, Esquire ,  resigned  ;  such appointment to
take effect from the 1st April.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane,  6th April, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Acting Governor ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint
JOHN DRITMMOND
a Member of the School Committee for the State
School at Gowrie Creek ,  vice C. B.  Smyth,
resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane,  6th April, 1877.
j=] IS Exce llency the Governor, with the advice
11 of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT CRAN,
CHARLES FOSTER,
JOTHAM BLANCHARD,
JAMES MAHONEY,
JOHN A. GILBERT,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Yengarie.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
CORRECTION.
Colonial Secretary's Office,4th April, 1877.
WITH reference to the notification which
appeared in the  Government Gazette  of
Saturday, 31st March last ,  of the acceptance by
His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, of the services of No. 12 Company ,  Q.V.B.,
it is now notified that His Excellency ,  acting in the
name and on behalf of Her Majesty and in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act of Council, 28
Vic. No .  10, has been pleased to accept the  services
of the Volunteers enrolled at Brisbane, as "The
Queensland Rangers Volunteer Corps," No. 12
Company of the Queensland Volunteer Rifle
Brigade.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER " THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF  1864."HIS Exce llency the Governor ,  with the advice ofthe Executive Council ,  in pursuance of the
Act of Council ,  28 Vie .,  No. 21 ,  has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Exce llency as hereinafter
set forth ,  signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray.
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
It.  M. STEWART.
The petitioners  state that  they  are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters  Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers ,  in the Colony
1040
of Queensland, and that they  are desirous  that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act  of 1864 " and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed  since  1864; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and  those who succeed them  as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more,  and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost  daily, and that  large additions are
being made to the already extensive  mining plants
in and around  the town, and that there is every
indication of the town  increasing  in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the  above  Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
24th February,  1877,  No.  22,  page 425 )
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License,
a Knight Commander of Isa-
bella the Catholic, Knight of
[L.S.] the Second Class of San Fer-
M. C. O'CONNELL, nando, a Knight Extraordinary
Administrator. of Charles III. of Spain, Pre-
sident of the Legislative Coun-
cil of' the Colony of Queens-
land, and Administrator of the
Government thereof.
1
N pursuance  of Section  six of  "The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of 1876," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CoNNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserve .i for the purposes named with respect to
each.
RESERVE FOR  A PADDOCK,  FOR USE OF THE ROADS
DEPARTMENT ,  N FAR MITCHELL.
County of Dublin, parish of Mitchell.
160 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of reserve for
dam, and bounded on the south-west by a line
bearing 150 degrees forty chains ; on the south-
east by  a line  bearing 60 degrees forty chains ;
on the north east by a line bearing 330 degrees
forty chains ; and on the north-west by a line
bearing 240 degrees forty chains to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  WATER, TILPAL ROAD, CANOONA
CREEK.
County of Livingstone.
17 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  on the left bank of Canoona Creek
at the north- west corner  of selection 781, and
bounded thence on the south by that selection
bearing east nineteen  chains  and ten links ; on the
north-east by a road ten chains wide bearing north
334 degrees  east  fifteen chains ; on the north by
selection  1062 bearing  west nine  chains and twenty
links to Canoona Creek ; and on the north-west by
that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty ' s Royal License, a
Knight Commander  of Isabella
the Catholic, Knight of the
[L.s.] Second  Class of  San Fernando,
M. C. O'CONNELL, a Knight Extraordinary of
Administrator .  Charles III .  of Spain, President
of the Legislative  Council of
the Colony  of Queensland, and
Administrator of the  Govern.
ment thereof.
W
HEREAS by  an Act passed  in the fortieth
year of the reign of Her Majesty, intituled
" An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating  to the Alienation  of Crown Lands,"  and
numbered fifteen,  in clause  seventy-two,  power is
given to the Governor in Council  to proclaim any
unsold land  as a T ownship Common ,  on the con-
dition that a petition, signed by not less than thirty
freeholders resident within such township, praying
for the proclamation of a Common  adjoining  thereto,
shall have been presented to the Governor in Council,
and that after said petition  shall have been  notified
in the  Government Gazette  fora period of sixty
days, no counter petition shall have been  presented,
signed by a larger number of freeholders  resident
in such township : And whereas a petition signed
by the required number of householders  resident in
the town of Tiaro has been received, praying that
certain unsold lands adjoining the said town be pro-
claimed a  Common, under the provisions of the said
Act; and such petition having been published in
the  Government Gazette  for a period of sixty days,
and no counter petition having been presented in
objection thereto : Now, I, Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid, in pursu-
ance  of the power and authority vested in me, and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
proclaim and declare that the following shall be
deemed to be a Township and Agricultural District
Common within  the meaning  and for the purposes
of the hereinbefore mentioned Act, that is to say
THE TIARO TOWN AND AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT
COMMON.
County of March, parish of Tiaro.
2,430 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the north by that road bearing  east  thirty-one
chains ; thence by lines dividing it from portion
100, bearing south fifty-six chains and two links,
east twenty-eight chains and fifty-four links, and
north fifty-six chains ; thence by the said road
bearing east ninety-one chains  and ten links ; on
the east by a line bearing south one hundred and
ninety-one chains and fifty links ; on the south by
a line  and a road one chain wide, bearing 270
degrees 15  minutes  one hundred  and nineteen chains
and seventy-six links ; and on the west by lines
dividing it from measured portions  bearing north
seventy-three chains and eighty- two links, west
thirty-one chains, north thirty-five chains and
eighteen links, cast fifteen  chains , north forty-two
chains 269 degrees 45 minutes fifteen chains, and
north forty chains and twelve links to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN ! I GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CoNNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
(L.a.) the Catholic, Knight of the
M. C. O'CONNELL, Second Class of San Fernando,
Administrator. a Knight Extraordinary of
Charles  111. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of
the Colony of Queensland, and
Administraor of the Govern-
ment thereof.
I
N pursuance of section six of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
RESERVE FOR ROAD PURPOSES.
On Chain of Ponds Run, Unsettled District of
Darling Downs.
320 acres.
Commencing  at the south-east angle of the
Moonie No. 2 Run, and bounded thence on the east
by a south  line along  the east boundary of the Chain
of Ponds Run four miles to the north- east  angle of the
Kennell Grove Run ; thence on the south by a west
line along part  of the north boundary of that run
ten chains  ;  thence on  the west by a north line four
miles to the south boundary of the Moonie No. 2
Run ; and thence on the north by an east  line along
part of that boundary  ten chains  to the point, of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR  PUBLIC  PURPOSES.
County of March, parish of Urangan.
40 acres.
Commencing on  a road  at the south- east corner
of portion 46, and bounded thence on the south by
that road bearing ninety-eight degrees forty-six
minutes twenty chains and sixty-eight links ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty-one chains and
fitteen links ; on the north by a line bearing west
twenty chains and forty-four links ; and on the west
by part of portion 46 bearing south eighteen chains
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A RACECOURSE,  CHARLEVILLE.
200 acres.
Commencing on the left side of the Warrego
River  at a tree  on the northern boundary of
Charleville Town Reserve (gazetted 11th January,
1865), marked W over RC, said tree being about
fifteen chains  east  from the river, and bounded thence
on the  west  by a north line forty-four chains seventy-
two links ; thence on the north by an east line forty-
four chains seventy-two links ; thence on the east
by a south line forty-four chains seventy-two
links to the north boundary of the before-mentioned
reserve  ; and thence on the south by a west
line forty-four chains seventy-two links along part
of that boundary to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
Parish of Wolca.
8 acres.
Commencing on Drummer's Creek, and bounded
thence by a road one chain wide dividing this land
from portion 60 bearing south 1 degree 30 minutes
east; thence south 26 degrees west about one thousand
six hundred and seventy-five links to another road
one hundred and fifty links wide forming the north-
eastern boundary of portion 57; on the south-west
by the last mentioned road bearing north 25 degrees
west about nine chains to the east boundary of
portion 55; on the west by that boundary hearing
north to Drummer's Creek ; and thence by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING FOR TRAVELLING STOCK
ON THE  CONDAMINE RIVER.
Parishes of M all and Greenbank, counties of,
A
l
and Lytton.
About 2,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Condamine
River at the south-west corner of Portion 234, parish
of Myall, and bounded thence on the east by the
west  boundary of that portion  and its continuation
northerly to the south boundary of selection 134;
thence by the south boundaries of selections 134,
51, 50, 52, 36, and portions 1A and 2A westerly to
the Condamine River ; thence by that river down-
wards to the east boundary of the reserve for camp-
ing (proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1872,
page 13) ; on the north-west by part of that reserve
south-westerly to the south side of the main road
from Pal by to Condamine ; on the south by that road
easterly to the Condamine River, and by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License,
a Knight Commander of Isa-
[L.S.] bella the Catholic, Knight of
M. C. O'CONNELL, the Second Class of San Fer-
Administrator. nando, a Knight Extraordinary
of Charles III. of Spain, Presi-
dent of the Legislative Council
of the Colony of Queensland,
and Administrator of the Go-
vernment thereof.
IN pursuance' of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the fourteenth
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," I, Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby withdrawn from selection.
County of Aubigny, parish of Felton.
ToowooMBA LAND AGENT' s DISTRICT.
3,540 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner  of selec-
tion 743, and bounded thence on the north by the
south boundary of that land bearing east ; on the
east by the west boundaries of pre-emptive pur-
chases No. 5, 17A, 8, 19, bearing south, by part of
the north, and by the  west  boundary of pre-emp-
tive purchase No. 12, bearing  west , and south by
part of the north boundary of pre-emptive purchase
No. 11 bearing west to its north-west corner ; thence
by a line north ten chains ; thence by a line west
to the south-east corner of selection 988; thence by
the east  boundary of selection 988 bearing north,
and by the north boundary  of same  bearing west tothe east boundary of the homestead  area  ; thence
by that east boundary bearing north ; on the north
by a line bearing east to the west boundary of the
aforesaid  selection No. 743; and thence by part of
the west boundary of that selection bearing south
about seven chains to tho point of commencement
Given under my I-land and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELI, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License,
a Knight Commander of Isa-
bella the Catholic, Knight of
[L.S.] the Second Class of San Fer-
M. C. O'CONNELL, nando,  a Knight Extraordinary
Administrator. of Charles Ill. of Spain, Pre-
sident of the Legislative
Council of the Colony of
Queensland, and Administrator
of the Government thereof.
I
N pursuance of section six of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES  O'CONNELL, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this, my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described has been permanently re-
served for a Cemetery.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
8 acres  3 roods 26 perches.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south- east  corner of portion 483, and bounded
thence on the south-east by that road bearing 108
degrees 20 minutes fifty-six links, 61 degrees two
chains and fifty-eight and three-quarter links, 63
degrees 4 minutes two chains and seventy and
a-quarter links, 83 degrees 47 minutes one chain
and twenty and a-quarter links ; on the north-east
by a line bearing 330 degrees 37 minutes two chains
and seventy-seven and a-half links ; again on the
south-east by a line bearing 60 degrees 31 minutes
three chains and twenty-three and a-quarter links ;
again on the north-east by part of portion 459,
bearing 330 degrees 37 minutes seven chains and
thirty-eight and a-half links ; on the north-west by
portion 483, bearing 240 degrees 37 minutes ten
chains ; and on the south-west by that portion,
bearing 150 degrees 37 minutes nine chains and
fourteen links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DO iJGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAVRICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License,
a Knight Commander of Isa-
bella the Catholic, Knight of
the Second Class of San Fer-
M. C. O'CONNELL, nando. a Knight Extraordinary
Administrator. of Charles III. of Spain, Pre-
sident of the Legislative Coun-
cil of the Colony of Queensland,
and Administrator of the Gov-
ernment thereof.
I
N pursuance of section  7  of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir MAURICE
CHARLES O'CONNELL, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and declare that the
persons hereunder named, and their successors,
shall have the control and management of the
Reserve  for Camping, established by proclamation
of this date ; and that the style or title of the
Trustees shall be " The Trustees of the Condamine
Reserve , for Travelling Stock ;" and the said Trus-
tees  shall be empowered to make bye-laws for car-
rying out the objects of the trust, subject to ap-
proval by His Excellency the Governor in Council.
The MAYOR OF DALBY,
The LAND COMMISSIONER for the Dalby Land
Agent's District, and
The Honorable WILLIAM MILES, M.L.A.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Knight, and by
Her Majesty's Royal License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
[L.S.] the Catholic, Knight of the
M. C. O'CONNELL, Second Class of San Fernando,
Administrator. a Knight Extraordinary of
Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of
the Colony of Queensland, and
Administrator of the Govern-
ment thereof.
I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the 5th
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," I, Sir MAVRICE CHARLES O'CONNELL, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereinunder described shall be
reserved for Township  purposes.
RESERVE FOR A  TOWNSHIP,
On Sussex Run, Flinders River, Burke District.
Area-640 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Flinders
River at a point thirty-two chains east of a tree
marked broad-arrow over XXXI at the junction of
a small  creek with that river, and bounded thence
on the east by a south line sixty-four  chains cross-
ing said small creek ; thence on the south by a west
line eighty chains ; thence on the west by a north
line ninety-six chains to the Flinders River at a
point forty-eight chains west of the before-
mentioned tree marked broad-arrow over XXXI ;
and thence on the north by the left bank of that
river upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this fifth day of April,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of thprovisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAInNs, Esquire, the Governor afore.
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said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that the
said lands shall be open to selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Bundaberg Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim , that the upset price at which the said lands
are open to selection by conditional purchase, shall
be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
160 acres.
Area-480 acres.
County-Cook.
Parish-Otoo.-Portion 8.
Selection-No. 182, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 328 degrees, and distant one chain from the
north corner of portion 7. and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 328 degrees seventyy-
one chains and thirty-three links; on the nort-
west by a line bearing 238 degrees sixty-four chains
and forty-five links to a road three chains wide ; on
the south-west by that road bearing 148 degrees
sixty-two chains and thirty-three links, and 147
degrees 40  minutes  thirty-seven  chains  and twenty-
nine links to -a road one chain wide ; and on the
south-east by that road bearing 58 degrees  nineteen
chains and fifty-one links, 328 degrees eleven chains
and one link, 237 degrees 30 minutes fourteen
chains eighty-two links, 327 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen chains and twelve links, 57 degrees 30
minutes  thirty-six chains and ninety links, 147
degrees 30 minutes one chain and ninety-eight
link, and 58 degrees twenty-two chains and sixty-
two links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," have
been made  for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba, and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area
A. S. P.
1 Shanahan and Road separating portions . Watts 6 0 29
Jennings 1, 2, 5, 7 ,  9, and I1 from 1
port ions 3,6,8, 10, and
12
2 Shanahan andl Road separating port ion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings 5 from port ion 7
3 Sl,anshan and Road separating port ion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings 6 from portion 8
4 Shanahan and  toad  separating  portion  Watts 2 1 39
Jennings 13 fro m portions 11
and 12
5 Shanahan and Road separating port ions Watts 6 2 12
Jennings 14, 16, 18, and 20 from
portions 13, 17,19, and
21
8 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 1 1 11
Jennings 16 from portion 18
7 Shanahan and Road separating po rt ion Watts I 1 1 14
Jennings 17 from portion 19
8 A. Beaton Road separating port ion Darlington ill 2 0
38 from  portions 28
and 65, and the road
reserved through por-
tion 68 -- -
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. , WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
INyursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
ands Alienation  Act  of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the ,advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open to Selection, sub-
ect to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Brisbane Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY.
the 17th day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed  from the Nindooimba,  and Kerry
Sarabah Runs.
About  12,000 acres.
Commencing on  the  Albert River at the south-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence  by the Albert  River upwards to
the south -west corner of the land resumed in 1872 ;
thence by a line along the south boundary of that
resumption bearing east to the range' forming the
eastern boundary of the run ; on the east and
south -east by that range southerly and south-
westerly, and by the range forming the south-west
boundary of the run north -westerly to the south-
west corner of the resumption of 1875 aforesaid,
and by the south boundary of same to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Lands resumed from the Meleombe and Palen Runs.
About 15,500 acres.
Commencing on the Logan River at the north-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence on the west by the east boundary
of that resumption bearing south to the south-east
corner of same ; thence by a line east to the range
forming the  east  boundary of the run ; thence by
that range north-easterly to the Logan River ; and
on the north by that river upwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of reserved  and alien-
ated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO W.T. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described sha ll  be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
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the said lands  shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Brisbane
Land Office, on and after 1UESDAY, the 17th
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the 'Telemon Run.
Area, about 15,400 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of the land
resumed from the Telemon Run in 1875, and
bounded thence on the north-west by the south-
east boundary of that resumption north-easterly
to the north-east boundary of the run ; thence
south-easterly along that boundary ; thence by a
line parallel  to and distant four and  a quarter miles
from the north-west boundary south-westerly to
the south-west boundary of the ten years' lease ;
and on the south-west by that boundary north-
westerly to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 3 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commanner-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said  lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim  that the upset price at which the said lands are
open to selection by conditional purchase shall be
15s. per  acre,  and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Wivenhoe Run.
Area, about 5,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
40, parish of Wivenhoe, and bounded thence on the
east  by the west boundaries of portions 40 and 37
bearing north to Logan's Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards till it intersects the south-west
boundary of Wivenhoe ten years' lease ; thence by
the south-west and south-east boundaries of that
lease south-easterly and north-easterly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed from the Tarampa Run.
Area, about 2,240 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 130, parish of England, and bounded thence
by a line west to the  east  boundary of portion 7A,
same parish ; thence by part of the east boundary
north ; then by the south-east boundary of portion
13, and by the northern boundary of Tarampa ten
years'  lease  north-easterly ; on the east by a line
south, and by the west boundaries of portions 132,
131, and 130 bearing south to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of re erved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Mount Brisbane Run.
About 31,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Dixon, and
bounded thence on the south by a line east to the
east boundary of the run; thence by that east
boundary and a line in continuation bearing north
about two and three-quarter miles to a point east
from the junction of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers ; thence by a line west to that junction ;
again  on the east by the Stanley River upwards to
south-west corner of portion 72, parish of gilcoy ;
thence by a fence being the north boundary of
Mount Brisbane Run westerly to Goonnerin-
gerringgi Peak on the  range  dividing the waters of
the Brisbane River from those of the Stanley River ;
thence by that range southerly to Point Deception ;
thence by a spur range  and a  small creek westerly
about forty chains to the Brisbane River ; thence
by that river downwards to the north-east corner of
portion 3, parish of Dixon, and by the east boundary
of that portion and part of the north and the east
boundary of portion 2, to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed from the Durundur Run.
Area, about 10,800 acres.
Commencing on Neurum Creek where  it is in-
tersected by the east boundary of the land resumed
in 1875, and bounded thence by that creek upwards
to Delaney's Creek, and by Delaney's Creek up to
its head in the range, forming the eastern boundary
of Durundur Run ; thence by that range southerly
and westerly to the aforesaid east boundary, and
by that boundary northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the .Tiilcoy Run.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing on Sheep Station Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 5A, and bounded thence by the
north and west boundaries of that portion west and
south to its south-west corner ; thence by a line bear-
ing about west 14 degrees south about two and three-
quarter miles to the range dividing the waters of
Sheep Station Creek from those of the Brisbane
River ; thence by that range and the range dividing
the waters of Sheep Station Creek from those of
Monsildale Creek northerly to the  range  dividing
the waters of the Mary River from those of the
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers ; thence by that range
south-easterly to the range dividing the waters
of Kilcoy Creek from those of Sheep Station
Creek ; thence by that range south-easterly to a
point north from the north-east corner of portion
4A, parish of gilcoy ; thence by a line south to
that north-east corner; thence by the north
boundary of portion 4A west to Sheep Station
Creek, and by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands within these described bound-
aries.
Lands resumed from the Colinton Run.
Area, about 23,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at  a point one
mile above the confluence of Gregor's Creek, and
bounded thence by  a line  north  six and a-half
miles ; on  the north by a line east about five miles
to the range forming the boundary of Colinton Run;
on the east by that range southerly ; and on the
south by the south boundary of the run westerly,
and by the Brisbane River upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reservedand  alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and, seventy-seven,' and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St.  G eorge, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the  Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the
provisions  of the  said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office,  on and after  THURSDAY,  the nineteenth
day of  April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by  conditional purchase shall be  £ 1 5s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Coochin Coochin Run.
Area ,  about 8,590 acres.
Commencing  on Teviot Brook, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of the land resumed
in 1872, bearing west; thence by west boundary of
said resumption bearing north to the north-west
corner of same ; thence by a line west to the range
dividing Coochin Coochin and Fassifern Runs, by
that range southerly ; on the south by a line dis-
tant three miles from the first-mentioned line bearing
east to Teviot Brook ; and thenoe by that brook
downwards to the point of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Fassifern Run.
Area, about 17,700 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, parish of Clumber, and bounded thence by a line
south to the south--,vest corner of land resumed in
1875 ; thence by the south boundary of that re-
sumption bearing east ; thence by the eastern
boundary of the resumption to its north-east
corner ; thence by a line east to the range forming
the east boundary of the run ; on the east by that
range  southerly to Mount Moon ; thence by a line
west to the Main Range ;  by  the Main Range
northerly about three  miles  ; and by a spur range
north-easterly about three and three-quarter miles;
and thence by a line south to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereinunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase,
shall be £1 per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Cressbrook Run.
Area ,  about 15,700 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north
corner of selection 1,568 ,  portion 4, parish of Cress-
brook, and bounded thence by a line bearing south
to south-west corner of same portion ; thence by a
line west crossing Ivory's Creek to Biarra Mange,
the west boundary of Cressbrook Run; thence by
that boundary northerly to Ivory's Creek, and by
Ivory's Creek downwards to the Brisbane River,
and by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands  resumed  from the Franklyn Yale Run.
Area, about 48,000 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of portion
52, parish of Mort, and bounded thence by a line
east to south -west corner of portion 74, parish of
Alfred ; thence by Little Liverpool Range south-
erly about 11 miles ; thence by  a line east and
distant three miles south from the south boundary of
portion 2, parish of RQsevale, to the  east  boundary
of the run ; thence by the eastern, southern, and
south-western boundaries of the run southerly,
westerly, and north-westerly ; on the north by a
line east along the south boundaries of portions 56,
59, parish of Thornton, to the west boundary of
portion 16, same parish ; thence by the west and
south boundaries of the land resumed in 1875 bear-
ing southerly and easterly to Laidley Creek ; and
by Laidley Creek downwards to the point of com-
me-icement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.S.) chael and bt. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to  the
provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and  after TUESDAY,  the twenty -fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall  not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed  from the  Eskdale Run.
Area ,  about 15,200 acres.
Commencing on Cressbrook Creek at its inter-
section by the north -east boundary of the ten
years' lease, and bounded thence by that boundary
north -westerly to Mount Deongwar ,  thence by a
line north -westerly four and a-quarter miles, being
part of the northern boundary of the run  ;  thence
by a line south about five and three -quarter miles
to aforesaid creek ,  and by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of reserved
and alienated lands.
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Lands resumed  from the Emu Creek Run.
Area ,  about 23,500 acres.
Commencing on the range between Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs ,  and bounded thence  by the north-
east boundary of Emu Creek ten years '  lease south-
easterly to Bum Bum Creek , by that  creek down-
wards to Emu Creek, by Emu  Creek  upwards, and
by the east and south -east boundaries of the said
ten years '  lease southerly and south -westerly ; on
the south -west b a line parallel to, and distant
four miles from the aforesaid north-east boundary
north -westerly to the range  'dividing  Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and thence by that range north-
easterly to the point of commencement ,- exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. $ WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
over nor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " Tlie CrownLands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 690 acres.
Lands resumed from the Helidon Run.
Area-About 8,000 acres.
Commencing on the Main Range, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of the ten years'
lease easterly , being the range between the Mi Mi
and Ma Ma Creeks ; on the east by the east
boundary of same, being line northerly about four
miles ; on the north by the timber reserve south-
westerly and west to the Main Range ; and by the
Main Range southerly to the point of commence-
ment, -exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St . George, Governor and Com-
Governor.  wander-in -Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
N  pursuance of the provisions f " The CrownI Lands Alienation Act of 1876," I, WILLIAMWELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the  advice  of the Executive Council, do,
by this myy Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
Pie lands hereunder described, having been set apart
• s a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act,  shall be open to Selection ,  at the Toowoomba
Land Office,  on and after  TUESDAY, the seven-
teenth day  of April, 1877.
And I further  notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 20s. per acre, and
that the  area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed  640  acres.
Lands resumed from Rosalie Plains Run.
Area-10,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Rosalie
Homestead Area No. 1, thence bounded on the west
by a line north one hundred and fifty chains ; thence
on the north by a line east to the north branch of
Myall Creek  ;  thence again on the west by said
creek northerly about one hundred and seventy-four
chains ; thence again on the north by a line east
about two hundred and thirty-five chains ; thence
on the east by a line south three hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north-east corner of Rosalie
Plains Homestead Area No. 2; and on the south by
the northern boundaries of Rosalie Plains Home-
stead Areas Nos. 1 and 2, to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from the Beauaraba Run.
About  43,000 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of Beauaraba ten
years' lease westerly ; on the west by a line north
along eastern boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII and portion 432 about three hundred
chains ; thence by  a line passing  about twent -five
chains north from the north boundary ofpre-
emptive purchase XXXI about five and a-half miles
east; on the east by a line south along the west
boundaries of Nos. 1,759 and 1802 to the south
corner of  1802; thence by the road along south-east
boundary of Nos. 1,802, 1,813, 1,846, 1,820, and1,789; thence by the north- east  boundary of
Beauaraba ten years' lease south-easterly ; thence
by the west boundary of No. 10, the north-west
boundary of Nos. 29, 33, 42, 52, 53, a reserve, and
others along the south-east boundary of ten years'
lease  south-westerly to the Gentlemen' s Seat ;
thence by the boundary between North Branch
and Beauaraba Runs northerly to point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " Tke Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said . with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart  as  a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed out  of Clifton Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of T.R. 465,
and bounded thence by the south -past boundary of
that portion south-westerly, by the east boundary
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T.R. 1,586 ,  and 1,613 south ,  by part of the north of
boundary of pre-emptive purchase XX and a line
east to the west boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XII, by the  west boundaries  of pre -emptive purchase
XII, V,  part of the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  XV, the  west and part of the
north boundary of pre-emptive purchase  XVI, the
west boundaries  of Nos .  49, 609 ,  510, and  5;  thence
by the  south boundary of 338 bearing west to the
north boundary  of T R .  465 ; thence by that boun-
dary south -easterly to point of commencement,-
exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony  of Queensland and
its Depondencies.
T N pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the  Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice  of the  Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described ,  having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions
of the said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the
Toowoomba Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth  day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Felton Run.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south -west corner of Peel's
Plains P.P.  No.  2, and bounded thence by the
boundaries of Selections 696 and 743 to the west
boundary of P.P .  No. 5, by that west boundary
and the boundaries of P.P 's. Nos .  17A 8,  19, 12,
11, and 24 to the south -west corner of  24;  thence
by a line west to the south -east corner of the
Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1872 ,  folio 1979 ,  by the east boundary of that
Homestead Area ,  and by the south -east and north
boundaries of Selection 988, and try the east boun-
dary of the Homestead Area northerly to the south
boundary of portion 68, parish of Rolleston ; and
by a line east to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated and reserved lands within
the above boundaries.
Lands resumed from the North Branch Run.
About 17,500 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard ,  and bounded
thence by the northern boundary of North Branch
ten years '  lease westerly to a point south from
the south -east corner of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII Beauaraba ; thence south four and three-
quarter miles ; thence east fire and a-quarter miles ;
thence north half -a-mile, and north -east three-
quarters of a-mile to the Gentleman 's Seat  ;  thence
by the boundary between North Branch and
Beanaraba Runs north -westerly to point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fort eth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD S ¢ vE T$E QUEEN
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His E xcellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM  WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
(L  S ) Michael and St .  George. Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colon  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the  provisions  of  " The Cron'n
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the  advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this  my Proclamation ,  notify and -proclaim
that the lands  hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead  Area  under the provisions of
the said  Act, shall be  open to Selection at the
Toowoomba  Land Office, on  and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of  April, 1877.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price  at which the  said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, sbail be £2 per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 160 acres.
Lands resumed  out of  Westbrook Run.
About 11 ,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner  of West-
brook pre -emptive purchase  LXXX,  and bounded
thence by the south boundary  of that pre -emptive
purchase east ,  by part  of'  the west, the south, and
east boundaries of pre-emptive  purchase LXXXI
bearing south-east and north and a continuation of
the east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
LXXXI  north to a point west from the south-west
corner of pre-emptive purchase  LXIX ; thence by
a line east and part of  the south boundary of pre-
emptive purchase  LXIX ;  thence  by the  west boun-
dary  of pre-emptive purchases  LXVIII ,  LXVI, and
of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875 south to
a point east from the south -east corner of pre-
emptive purchase 45 ; thence by a line west to
portion  653;  thence  by the south -west boundary
of that portion north -westerly to a point south
from the south -west corner of pre-emptive purchase
LXXX ;  and thence by a line north to the point of
commencement.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , 1Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order  of'  St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876, "  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with  the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Too-
woomba Land Office, on and after  TUESDAY, the
seventeenth  day of April, 1877.
And I further  notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase ,  shall be  £ 1 15s .  per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eton Yale Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencingon Hodgson's Creek at the south-east
corner of PPXI ,  and bounded thence by Hodgson's
Creek downwards to Grass -tree Gu lly  ;  thence by
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Grass-tree  Gully upx'.4rds and by  the south-west
boundary of Eton Vale ten years' lease north-
westerly to the south-west corner of T.R. 1482;
thence by the south boundaries of Nos. 1482, 1457,
1444, 1521, bearing east, by part of the west
boundary of No. 568, bearing south to the south-
west  corner ; thence by part of the south boundary
of same bearing east about ten chains; thence by a
line south to the north boundary of P.P. XCIL, by
part of the north boundary of P.Y XC1I.  west to the
north-west corner ; thence by the west and south
boundaries of same south  and east,  by the west
boundarirsof P. P. XCV.,XCVII.,XI V.,XI.,bearing
south and by the south boundary of P.Y. XI. east to
the point of commencement,--exclusive of alienated
and reserved lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this  first  day of March
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD - AVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Goveruor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1N pursuance of the provisions of "  The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGT ON CAIRNS , Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notity and proclaim that
the land,, hereunder described having  been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Warwick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, 1877.,
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands  are open  to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 15s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosenthal Run.
About 27,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of W.R. 614,
and bounded thence by the south boundary of that
portion west, by the east and part of the south
boundaries of J \o. 611 bearing south and west, by
the east boundary of No. 1.011, bearing south, by
the south boundaries of 1,011, 1.347, 1,357 1358,
1551, bearing west to the north-east boundary of
the land resumed in 1872 ; thence by the north. east
boundary of that resumption south-easterly, and
by part of south- east  boundary  of same south-
westerly one mile ; thence by a line east four
miles;  thence  south  five miles, east  four and a
quarter miles, north about eight miles, to the south-
west  boundary of W.R. 169, and by that boundary
and the northern boundary of the Rosenthal Run
north-westerly to point of commencement,-exclu-
iive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His  Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the  advice  of the  Executive  Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
ti e said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the War-
wick Land Office,  on and after  THURSDAY, the
nineteenth day of April, 1877. And I further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by conditional
purchase shall be 10s .  per acre ,  and that the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Canning Downs Run.About 25,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 72,
aid bounded thence by the east boundary of that por-
tion, by the eastern, southern, and western boundaries
of Lucky Valley Gold Field, bearing south, west,
and north to north-west corner of same ; thence by
a line west  to Rosenthal Creek about two and three-
quarter miles ; thence by that creek upwards to its
bead in the Main Range; thence by the Main
Range easterly to a point south from south-east
corner of W.R.  1039;  thence by a line north to
that south-east corner ; thence by the south, west,
and part of the north boundaries of N o.  1039,  by the
west boundary of No. 1038, by part of the south
boundary of 394, the south and part of the west
boundaries of No. 383, by the south and part of the
eastern boundaries of 384, 386, 385, 387, 388, by
part of the east, the south, and part of the west
boundaries of 1037, and by the south boundary of
No. 100 to the point of commencement,-exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fir t day of Ma-eh,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS, ernor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
f N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , With the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been  set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £I 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the St. Ruth Run.
About 9,000 acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River at the
north-west corner of DR 261, and bounded thence
by the north and east boundaries of that  selection,
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by the north boundary of P.P. 11 (2), and a line
east to eastern  boundary of St. Ruth's ten years'
lease ; thence  by that eastern boundary northerly
about three and three  quarter miles  ; thence by
a line  west about four and three-quarter miles
to the Condamine River ; and by that river
upwards to point of  commencement ,-exclusive of
reserved  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the West Prairie Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, at the western boundary
of West Prairie ten years'  lease,  and bounded
thence on the south by a line east about one mile;
on the east by a line along the west boundaries of
Nos. 459, 376, north four and three-quarter miles ;
thence west about three and a-half miles to afore-
said west boundary of ten years ' lease ; and by that
boundary south-easterly to point of commencement,
- exclusive  of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cecil Plains Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing at the north- east corner  of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, and bounded on the
south by the north boundaries of Nos. 177, 36, 34,
33, 29, 27 west ; thence by a line north four and
three-quarter miles ; thence  east  about one and
a-half miles to the east boundary of ten years ' lease ;
and by that boundary south-easterly to point of
commencement,-exclusive of alienated and re-
served lands.
Given under my Land and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
tion, by the east and south boundaries of the
Homestead Area resumed in 1872 to Middle Creek,
by Middle Creek downwards to P.P. 27, by
P.P. 27 to east boundary of P.P 24 ; then by
the east and part of south boundaries of Y.P. 2-1
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
T pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by
conditional purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
QUEENSLAND,
f
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
h squire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be £1 per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Jimbour Run.
40,000 acres.
Commencing  on the south boundary of P.P.
No. 24, at the intersection of the east boundary of
the Western Railway Reserve, and bounded thence
southerly by that east boundary to the boundary
of the Jimbour ten years'  lease ; thence  east by that
boundary of the  ten years '  lease  to the west
boundary  of portion  437, parish of Cumkillenbar ;
thence north by the  west boundaries  of 437, 461,
443,469, 445, 439; thence by the north boundaries
of 439 and 452 to the west boundary of 433: then
by the boundaries of 433, 316, 470, 450, 438, 62, 61,
and 66, to the south-east corner of 66; thence north
45 degrees east to the north-east boundary of Jim-
bour ten years' lease ; thence by that boundary
north-westerly to its intersection with the east
boundary of the Western Railway Reserve ; thence
by that eastern boundary southerly to the north
boundary of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875,
by the north and east boundaries of that resump-
Lands resumed out of Glenbar Run.
Portion A-About 9 square miles.
Commencing at the furty-one mile tree on Munna
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing north.
102 degrees 30 minutes east six miles and twenty
chains ; thence south one mile and ten chains ;
thence west five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek upwards
to starting-point,-exclusiveof ail reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Land resumed out of S,rah anna  and Agnes Vale
Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
K over II in triangle on the Port Curtis toad, and
bounded thence on the south by a line  bearing west
7 degrees north about two hundred and twenty-
five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow over AV
over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the junction
of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards about one hundred and
eighty chains until it is intersected by a line bearing
north 42 degrees east from the tree first named
broad-arrow over K over II in triangle ; and thence
by the said line bearing south 42 degrees west
about eight miles to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands  resumed out  of Kul logum Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Oakey Creek at
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over X about
twenty chains in a direct line above Gigoom Head
Station, and about three chains below a large gum-
tree marked TB, and bounded on part of the south-
west by a line bearing west 34 degrees north one
hundred and sixty-five chains twenty-five links to a
point on Edwards Creek about sixteen chains
below the south-east corner of Eureka Run; thence
by Edwards Creek up to that corner of Eureka
hun ; thence on the north-west by the south-east
boundary of Eureka and a line in continuation
bearing north 37 degrees  east  two hundred and
fifty-seven chains ; thence on the north-east by a
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line bearing  south 50 degrees east crossing Oakey
Creek twenty-seven chains in a direct line below a
tree marked broad-arrow over KV over VIII three
hundred and fifty chains to the north-west boundary
of Keoguin ; Thence on the south-east by the
aforesaid boundary, bearing south 46 degrees west
two hundred and eighty-three chains to Oakey
Creek ;  thence again ' on the south-west by Raid
creeks downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands. -
Lands resumed out of ('Tifton Run.
About 10,960 acres.
Commencing at a point  on Sandy Creek fifteen
chains  and twenty  links distant in a north -westerly
direction from the five-mile tree, and bounded
thence by a line north about six miles and ten
chains to a range  ; thence by that  range north-
westerly about four  miles and a-halt' to where it
comes down into Clifton Creek ; thence crossing
Clifton Creek at a bloodwood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over 54 ; thence by the range on the
opposite side south-easterly and southerly to
Sandy Creek about two chains above the junction
of Bonpa Creek ; and thence by Sandy Creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all  reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUFENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLLIAN WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and  St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
Governor.  of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby  set apart  as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands  shall be open to selection, sub-
ect to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Maryborough Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the  said lands are open to selection
by conditional  purchase shall be  10s. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed  1,280 acres.
Lands  resumed out  of Glenbcor Run.
Portion B.
About 37  square miles.
Commencing at a tree  marked VA four miles up
Munna  Creek ,  and bounded thence by  a line west
five miles ;  thence north  six miles  and fifty-three
chains to  Jacky's Creek ; thence by that creek
easterly to a tree  marked broad-arrow over J ;
thence by a line  bearing  north 109 degrees 30
minutes east six miles  and forty- five chains  to River
Mary ; thence by the left bank of River Mary up-
wards to Munna  Creek  ;  and by Munna Creek up-
wards to the  point  of commencement ,-exclusive of
reserved ,  selected, and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  out of Warrab Run.
About 12,870 acres.
Commencing at a blue gum-tree marked H over
W I on the left bank of Stoney or Dungal Creek one
hundred and thirty-one chains from the crossing-
place on the Gayndah road, with the course of the
creek downwards, and bounded thence on the south
by that creek downwards, bearing north-easterly
about  five miles and twenty-nine chains in a direct
line; thence on the east by a line bearing north 322
degrees east about fire and a-half  miles  to Dackin-
willa Creek ; thence on the north by Dackinwilla
Creek upwards, bearing westerly about one hundred
and thirty -two chains in a direct line to an iron-bark
tree marked F ; and on the west by a line bearing
north 180 degrees east fntir hundred and seventy-
two chains to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected,  and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of the  Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,000 acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
GHH  broad-arrow ; bounded thence on the south-
west  by a  line bearing about south-east for two
hundred and forty-two chains to a tree marked
broad-arrow over LM over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence on the east
by a line north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct line above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII in triangle ; thence b
Powell's Creek downwards to its junction wit
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of' all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Doongal Run.
About 20 200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborough and
Gayndah main road bearing north 43 degrees west,
about twelve chains from an ironbark-tree marked
EM over If in triangle on the Eighteen-mile
Creek, and bounded on the north by the Mary-
borough and (xayndah road westerly to the cross-
ing at Beardy's  Creek ;  thence on the west by a line
south to the ranges extending northerly from the
bead of Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by a continu-
ation of those ranges forming the watershed of
Doongal or Stoney Creek easterly to the head of
Eighteen-mile Creek ; thence by that creek down
to the before-mentioned ironbark-tree marked EM
over I t in triangle ; and thence by a line north 43
degrees west to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point on the south boundary of
Toogoom Run bearing north 104 degrees east four
hundred and sixty-five chains from a tree on Too-
goom waterhole branded broad-arrow over BT in
triangle, and bounded on the south by a line bear-
ing north 104 degrees  east  about six hundred
and forty -five chains to the  River  Susan ; thence on
the east by a line bearing north 342 degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains ; thence on the
north by  a line bearing north 284 degrees east two
hundred and ninety chains ; thence again on the
north by a line bearing west two hundred and
seventy-five chains ; and thence on the west by a
line bearing south one hundred and thirty -chains to
the point of commencement ,- exclusive of a water
reserve of three hundred and twenty acres, and all
other reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Governmen
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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QtTEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIENS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIiINS, nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the provisions  of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIENS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April , 1877,  at Gympie Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional Purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Conandale Run.
About 28,500 acres.
Commencing on the left bank  of the Obi Obi
branch of the  Mary  River ,  at a point about twenty
chains east from a large gum-tree marked TMK,
said tree being about thirty-one chains and fifty
links south from the nineteen -mile tree on the road
from Imbie to Durundur ,  and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west about two hundred
and ten chains to the western watershed of the Obi
Obi branch of the Mary River  ;  thence on the west
by that watershed southerly about five miles to its
junction with the dividing range forming the water-
shed separating the Mary River from the Brisbane
River ; thence on the south by that range south-
easterly about eight miles and a-quarter ; thence on
the east by a line bearing north by east about three
miles and three -quarters  to the  junction of the
eastern and western branches of the  Obi Obi branch
of the Mary River at an oak-tree marked C ; and
again on the east  by the Obi  Obi branch of the
Mary River downwards about seven miles and a-
half to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Tahiti Run.
About 34,300 acres.
Commencing on Tinana Creek at a spot about
twenty -two chains in a direct line above a tree
marked T over 33, bounded thence on the north by
a line bearing west  for  about four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie  ;  thence on the west by that road
southerly for about six hundred and eighty chains
in a direct line to a point bearing west from Ulirrah
Head Station  ;  thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east for about five hundred chains to Goomboo-
rian Creek  ;  thence by that creek downwards for
about seven hundred and twenty chains in a direct
line to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of all
reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out  of North  Kenilworth Run.
About 17,280 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the Mary River
at a tree marked P on one side, G on another side,
and B over broad -arrow on another side, abcut one
and three -quarter miles below the junction  of Belli
Creek with the Mary River ; bounded on the north
by a line bearing east about five hundred and
eighty chains to the Sea -coast Range  ;  thence on the
east by that range southerly about two hundred
chains to the Mooloolah road  ;  thence on the south
and south -east by that road south -westerly to a
point where it crosses the Mary River at Kenil-
worth Head Station at a point about seventy chains
below the junction  of Obi Oti Creek  with the side
river; and on the west by that river downwards
about eight miles and a-half to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Cambroon Run.
About  16,000 acres. .
Commencing at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary River ,  bounded on the south
by that creek upwards about three hundred and
eighty chains to the Yabba road  ;  thence on the
south-east by that road south -westerly about five
hundred and seventy chains to the range dividing
the waters of the  Little Yabba  Creek from those of
Jimna Creek  ; thence  on the south -west by that
range north-westerly about seventy chains td the
range dividing the waters of Little Yabba Creek
from those of Sandy Creek  ;  thence on the north-
west by that  range north -easterly about five hun-
dred and sixty chains to a range dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from  those of the Yabba
and Goonoongibber Creeks ; thence by that range
bearing south -easterly about one hundred and
eighty chains and north -easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy chains to a point due west from a
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River  ;  and on the north
by a line bearing cast about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion of said creek and Mary River  ;  and on the east
by the said river upwards about four hundred and
forty  chains to the Litte Yabba Creek ,  being point
of commencenent,-exclusive of all reserved, se-
lected ,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  oat of leebar  Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencingon the boundary between Gigoomgan
and Teebar at a point sixty chains north 9 degrees
30 minutes east from the summit  of Mount  Joseph,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
west about twelve miles to the watershed separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River ; on the
north-west by said watershed north -easterly about
ten and a-half miles ; on the north by the northern
watershed of Yaroomba Creek and by a spur ridge
to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains in a direct
line below the junction of Eel Creek  ;  then by
Sandy Creek downwards about ten miles to the
junction of  Teebar  Creek  ; on the east by Teebar
Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9 degrees
30 minutes east one hundred and ninety chains from
the summit of Mount Joseph  ;  then by a line bear-
ing south 9 degrees 30 minutes west about one
hundred and thirty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of an area of about 6,000
acres shown on the Land Agent's official maps, and
of all reserved ,  selected, and alienated land.
Lands resumed out of the Gigoomgan Run (Con-
solidated).
About  107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Manna Creek
at a point one mile in a direct line below the junc-
tion of Calgoa Creek ,  and bounded thence by a line
bearing south -west to the watershed separating Cal-
goa Creek from Sandy Creek  ;  then by that water-
shed south-westerly about four miles  ;  then by a line
bearing west two hundred and ten chains ; then by
a line bearing north -west crossing the heads of
Calgoa Creek ten chains below the junction of
Munro Creek, and terminating  it  the watershed
separating Calgoa Creek from Spring Creek ; then
by that watershed south -westerly to the watershed
separating the tributaries of the Mary River from
those of the Burnett River  ;  then by that watershed
westerly and the watershed separating Spring
Creek from  Dry Creek  northerly to Mount  Joseph;
then by a line bearing north 91 degrees east to Dr
Creek at its eastern bend  ;  then by the said creek
downwards to Teebar Creek  ;  then by that creek
downwards to Munna Creek  ;  and by that creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of an area of about  7,000  acres shown on the
Land Agent 's official maps, and all  reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed  out of the Yabba Run.
About 67  square miles.
Commencing  on Yabba Creek  at a point about
sixty-five  chains in a direct line above the junction
of Sandy Creek  ;  theme by a  line north about two
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hundred and ninety chains to Kingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in a direct line ; thence by a line north
crossing Bella- Creek to the northern watershed
of Bella and Kingaham Creeks ; thence by that
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Brisbane River from Yabba Creek ; thence by
that range southerly about nine hundred chains in
a direct line to a small gully, and by that gully
downwards to Yabba Creek at a point about one
hundred and five chains in a direct line above
Capsize Creek ; thence by Yabba Creek downwards
to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Kilkivan Run (hurray's
Debateable ',and).
Portion A.
About 6,900 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifty-five chains from a tree on Wide Bay Creek
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle,
and hounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven
miles ; thence by a line bearing north thirteen
chains and eighty links; on the north by a line
bearing west four hundred and sixty-six chains ;
and on the west by a line bearing south to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Portion B.
About 32,000 acres.
Commencing on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase portion No. 1, and hounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and east to the north-east
corner ; thence by a line north to the range dividing
Munna Creek from Wide Bay Creek ; thence by
that range and by the range separating the waters
of Wide Bay Creek from those flowing into Boonara
and Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from
the junction of Deep Creek with Wide Bay Creek ;
on the south by a line east to Wide Bay Creek at
the junction of Deep Creek ; and by Wide Bay
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of an area of about 2,000 acres, shown in
the Land Agent's official maps, and of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Curra Run.
About 23,500 acres
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
Fiver Mary about twenty-five chairs in a direct
line below a tree marked 46 on the survey of the
river, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
79 degrees east three hundred c'iains to Curra
Creek, intersecting the present Mary borough and
Gympie road about two chains south of the Head
Station, Curra ; thence by a line bearing north 26
degrees east three hundred chains to the watershed
of the Mary and Tinana waters; thence by that
range, and a spur range forming the northern
watershed of Durham Boy Creek in a north-westerly
and westerly direction to a point bearing north 75
degrees east about. two hundred and sixty chains
from IL tree marked 57 on the survety of the river ;
thence by a line bearing north 2552 degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mar  ;  and thence by that river upwards about four
hundred and ten chains in a direct line to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
. ortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUIEN l
QLTEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRN1s,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Gympie Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and .proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by,  conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 20,000 acres.
Commencing on the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie, at a point west from Ulirrah Head
Station ; thence by that road southerly about three
hundred and thirty chains to  its meeting  with the
old Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line
bearing about south 78 degrees east for about five
hundred and twenty-eight chains to the summit of
Mount Goomboorian ; thence on the east by a
line bearing about north 32 degrees east for about
one hundred and sixty-three chains to a tree marked
AH on the Goomboorian Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards for about one hundred and sixty-
six chains in a direct line to its junction with Tinana
Creek; thence by that creek downwards about three
hundred and forty chains to a point east from
starting -point ; and thence by a line west, about five
hundred chains, to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected,  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of the Tagigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where the fence on the upper side of the present
paddock at Tagigan House joins the same, and
bounded thence on the south- east  by a line north-
east three hundred and fifty-six chains ; thence on
the north-east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to a peg; thence on the north-west by a line
south-west four hundred chains to a tree marked
BR on Tagigan Range ; thence on the south-west
by that range south-easterly two hundred  chains to
a point bearing south-west from commencing point;
and thence again on the south-east by a line north-
east sixty-four chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected , and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed out of Widgee Widgee Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Widgee, and
bounded thence on the south by that  portion and a
line in continuation  bearing west to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
upwards to its head ; thence by the  western water-
shed of that creek north-westerly about two hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line ; thence by a line
bearing north to the south-west corner of the land
resumed from Widgee Run, proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875. folio 1753 ; on the
north by a line bearing east to Widgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River; by that river upward to the junction
of Glastonbury Creek ; and by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement,- exclusive  of an area
of about 4,800 acres shown on the Land Agent's
official maps, and of all reserved,  selected ,  and alie-
nated lands within the above  boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Imhil Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba Creek
with the Mary River, and bounded on the north-
west by Yabba Creek upwards a out one and a-half
miles to the junction of Goonoongibber Creek ;
then by the watershed separating the two creeks
southerly about foul and a-half miles ; then by a
ling bearing v test 15 degrees south about three
hundred chains to Yabba Creek at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of Derrier Flat, and just
below the junction of a small creek coming from
the south ; on the west by said small creek south-
erly to its head ; on the south by the southern
watershed of Yabba Creek and Goonoongibber
Creek easterly to Mount Brooloo, and then by a
small gully easterly to the Mary River; and on the
east by said river northerly to Yabba Creek, the
point of commencement,--exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy  - seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WiT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lanes Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on and
after  TUESDAY,  the seventeenth day of April,
1877 , at the Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tuweran Run.
About 14,350 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by
the spur dividing the waters of said creeks west-
erly to their northern watershed ; then southerly
and south-easterly by that range to a spot on the
Kolan River about fifteen (15) chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XI in triangh- ;
then crossing the river easterly to the Kolonga
Range ; then by said range passing through the
Toomboro Mountain to the crossing of the Mary-
borough and Gladstone road ; then by said road to
the Kolan River ; then by said river to the junction
of George's Creek ; thence by said creek upwards
to the junction of Branch Greek to the point of
commencement,- xclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of xolonga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Moolboolaman and Gladstone
road where  it crosses  the rang' forming the northern
watershed of W'alily Creek, and bounded thence
in the north by that range westerly ; on the west
by the same range southerly and south-easterly ;
on the south by the same  range  forming the
southern watershed of Takilberan and Tararan
creeks easterly ; on the east  by the  range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid ; and thence by that road
north-westerly, crossing Tararan, Takilberan, and
Walily Creeks to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved, selected,  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Molangul Run.
About  72,080 acres.
Commencing on the range forming the northern
watershed of Kolan River at a point called Molan-
gul, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 45 degrees west about three
hundred and forty chains to the Kolan River ;
thence by that river downwards to the con fluence
of Five mile Creek  ;  thence by that creek upwards
to its head in the Burnett Range ; on the south by
that range and the range forming the southern
watershed of Five-mile Creek ,  Station Creek, and
Two-mile Creek easterly by the same range forming
the eastern watershed  of Two -mile Creek, and the
southern watershed of Kolan River northerly, and
by a spur range westerly to the Kolan River at a
point about forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ;
thence crossing Kolan River by a spur range north-
westerly to the first -mentioned range, and by that
range westerly to Mount Molangul, the point of
commencement ,-- exclusive of all reserved ,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Moolboolomon Run.
About 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the west by a line north for
about thirty chains to the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek ; on the north by the said watershed
easterly about five hundred and thirty chains in a
direct line ; on the east by a line south about one
hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek at a
spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IN over  XXVIII  in triangle ;
then by said creek upwards about one hundred and
twenty-seven chains in a direct line to the junction
of Rainbow Creek  ;  then south for about five
hundred and sixty chains to the Hog Back Range;
thence on the south and again on the west by said
range to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of
all reserved, selected ,  and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of the  Toomolongyore or Eureka
Run.
About 32 square miles.
Commencing on Edwards Creek where the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it ; bounded
thence on the south-west by that road north-west-
erly for about six hundred and eight chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over TM
over X in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
61 degrees 30 minutes east for about five hundred
and fifteen chains, passing through a tree on Sandy
Creek marked broad-arrow over AY over XXXIV
in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 151
degrees 30 minutes east for three hundred and
seventy-four chains ; thence bearing north 217
degrees- east for about two hundred and twenty-four
chains to Edwards Creek at a spot about seventeen
chains in a direct line above a tree marked broad-
arrow over ED over II in triangle ; thence by
Edwards Cre. k upwards to the crossing of the
Maryborough and Port Curtis road, the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Stanton Harcourt Run.
About 66 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of B, undary Creek
with Sandy Creek near a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle; thence by that creek upwards
to its head; thence by the range separating the
waters of Sandy, Coy fields, `ix-mile, and Cabbage-
tree Creeks from those of Degilbo Creek north-
westerly to the junction of a ravine with the Burnett
River about to enty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over Br over LIV in triangle; thence
by that river downwards about two hundred and
thirty chains in a direct l'ne to a dense pine scrub ;
thence by that scrub easterly about, three hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line to a tree marked
bread-arrow over  T .N1 over XII in triangle on the
Port Curtis and Maryborough road ; thence by
that road south-easterly crossing Corfields and
Sandy Creeks to Edwards Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards about ten chains ; thence by a
line bearing 80 degrees 15 minutes ninety-six chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing 141 degreesI
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15 minutes  twenty -six chains  and fifty links  ;  thence
by a line bearing  141 degrees  twelve chains and
twenty  links ; thence  by a line  bearing 136 degrees
forty-five  chains ; thence  by a line bearing 160
degrees twenty-seven chains seventeen  links;  thence
by a line  bearing  112 degrees  seventeen chains and
sixty -eight  links ; thence  by a line bearing 45
degrees twenty- five chains  to Oaky Creek ; thence
by that creek  upwards  to a tree marked broad-
arrow  over KY over IV in triangle ; thence by a
line bearing 217 degrees  about four miles to the
point of  commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved,
selected ,  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  the Walla Run.
About  39,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker 's Gully
about fifty chains in a straight line above an ash-
tree marked broad-arrow over K over 1 in shield,
where the boundary line of the settled district
intersects  ;  thence by that boundary line north-west
three hundred and fifty chains to the range separat-
ing the waters  of the Burnett from  -those  falling
into the Kolan  ;  thence by that range in a north-
easterly direction about six hundred chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by
that scrub in a north-easterly and south -easterly
direction about three hundred and seventy chains
in a straight line to the junction of Boundary Creek
with the Burnett River  ;  thence by the left bank of
the Burnett River upwards southerly about three
hundred chains in a straight line to St .  Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek upwards in a
westerly direction about four hundred and eighty
chains in a straight line to Barker 's Gully; and
thence by Barker 's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly direction about ninety-five chains in a
straight line to the point of commencement,-
exclusiae of all reserved ,  selected ,  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About  12,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek ,  and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing south to the watershed separ-
ating the  B olan River from the Burnett River ;
thence by that watershed north -easterly about four
miles to a tree marked N over VIII situate at the
edge of a dense scrub  ; thence by  the edge of said
scrub north -easterly about two miles and south-
easterly about one and a-half miles to a point
bearing south from the south -east corner of selec-
tion ill o. 545, Bundaberg  Register;  and thence
on the east by a line bearing north ,  crossing
the Mount Perry and Bundaberg main road about
three and a-half miles to the right bank of Gin
Gin Creek ; and thence by Gin Gin Creek upwards
to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of all
reserved ,  selected, and alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Wonbah Run.
About 16,500 acres.
Commencing at the  junction  of Sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek ,  and bounded thence on  the north
by a line bearing east about one hundred chains to
the watershed  separating  Wonbah from  Moolboola-
man waters  ;  on the east  by that  watershed  southerly
to a point  east  from the north -east corner of mineral
selection 972 ; on  the south by that  selection and
a line west to  Gin Gin Creek  ;  thence by part
of the  west  boundary  of mineral  selection No.
1,074 and the north  and part of the west boundary
of surveyed  portion  No. 6 ; thence  by a line
bearing west  to the  watershed separating the
waters flowing  into Gin Gin Creek from those
flowing into Eastern  Creek ,  and by that  watershed
northerly  to a point near the  head of Cattle
Creek where  the said watershed is intersected
by a line bearing  south -west from  the junction of
Cattle Creek with Four -mile Creek  ;  thence by that
line bearing north-east to the said junction  by Four-
mile Creek  downwards to its junction  with Gin Gin ;
and by that creek  downwards  to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved , selected,
and alienated lands  within the above  boundaries.
Lands  resumed out of Munduran Run.
About 63,300 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Kolan River
at a point north 14 degrees  east  forty  chains from a
tree marked broad -arrow  over K over XXXVII in
horse -shoe ; thence by a line north  14 degrees east
three hundred and thirty-five  chains to  the left bank
of Stony Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards in
a northerly  direction six hundred and ten chains in
a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow over
B over 3 in horse -shoe on Branch  Creek;  thence by
a line  about north  14 degrees east sixty -five chains
to the  watershed  of Littabella  Inlet and the Kolan
River  ; thence by that watershed known as Double
Sloping Hummock Range south-easterly about three
hundred and eighty -five chains ; thence by a line
north 10 degrees east about two hundred and sixty
chains in a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow
over M over  755 in horse -shoe on survey of Mu llet
Creek ;  thence  by the left  bank of that creek down-
wards in a  north -easterly direction about  five
hundred chains to  its junction  with Littabella Creek ;
thence crossing  Littabella Creek and by its left
bank  downwards in an easterly direction about one
hundred and eighty chains  in a straight line to its
intersection  with the boundary of the  Coast Reserve ;
thence by that  reserve  north -westerly about four
hundred and thirty  chains in a straight line to the
range forming  the north -western watershed of
Littabella  Inlet ; thence  by that  range in a south-
westerly direction about eight  hundred chains in a
straight line to where it joins the range forming the
north-west watershed  of Stony Creek  ;  thence by
that  range in a south-westerly direction about eight
hundred chains in a straight line to the range forming
the eastern  boundary  of Kolanga Run ; thence by
that  range in a  southerly  direction  and by  the said
boundary to where it  strikes the Kolan River on
the left bank, opposite  a tree marked broad-arrow
over K  over  XLV in horse- shoe,  about four hundred
and forty  chains in a straight line  ;  and thence by
the left bank of the B olan River downwards in a
general easterly direction about two hundred and
fifty  chains  to the  point of  commencement,-exclu.
sive of all reserved ,  selected, and alienated lands,
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the  year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred  and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
QUESNSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT.  s  WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Companion  of the  Most Distin-
guished Order of St.  Michael
(L.s.) and  St. George ,  Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander - in - Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1876 ," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this  my Proclamaton ,  notify  and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby  set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said  lands shall  be open to  Selection,
subject to  the provisions of the said  Act, at the
Bundaberg  Land Office , on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth  day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and  proclaim  that the upset
price  at which the  said lands are open to selection
by conditional  purchase shall  be 10s. per acre,
and that the  area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase sha ll  not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed  out of  Tantitha Run.
About  12,000 acres.
Commencing on Welcome Creek at the west
corner of the Homestead  Area  proclaimed in  Govern.
ment Gazette  for 1873,  folio  2141, and bounded
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thence on the south-west by a line bearing north
328 degrees east about 114 chains to the southern
boundary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the
south corner of portion 1, parish of Kolan ; thence
by the boundaries of portions 1, 20, 18, and 26
of that parish to the east corner of portion 26,
parish of Kolan, on the coast line of Hervey's Bay ;
thence in an easterly direction by that coast line
about four miles to the mouth of a small creek ;
thence by that creek upwards in a south-westerly
direction to the boundary of portion 6, parish of
Gooburrum ; thence by that portion in a westerly
and south direction to the south-west corner of said
portion ; thence by the south boundary thereof in a
south-easterly direction to the west boundary of
portion 4 of said parish, by part of that west boun-
ary and its continuation to the south-west corner
of portion 3, parish of Gooburrum ; thence by a
line bearing north 238 degrees east to the north-
east boundary of portion 25 on the north-east
boundary of the area proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141 ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to Welcome
Creek and by Welcome Creek upwards to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selec-
ted, and alienated lands within the described boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of the .Kolan Run.
About 69,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan
River at the junction of a small creek called Stony
Creek. which enters the river about ninety-five
chains in a direct line above a gum-tree branded
broad-arrow over K over XXX in triangle, and
bounded on the west by a line running north to
the head of Tandaram Creek ; thence on the north-
west by the northern watershed of that creek to
the Kolan ; thence by the left bank of the Kolan up-
wards to a point about fifty chains above a gum-tree
branded broad-arrow over K over XIX in triangle,
thence by a line south crossing the Kolan about three
hundred and thirty chains ; thence by a line west
crossing the Kolan about two hundred and sixty-five
chains ; and thence by the Kolan upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Bingera Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about seven chains above a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over BT over XXI, and bounded thence
by a line bearing south ninety chains; thence by a
line bearing north 77 degrees east three hundred
and eight chains ; thence by a line bearing north
58 degrees east to a point bearing north two hun-
dred and thirty-eight degrees east two and a-half
miles from the west corner of portion 41, parish of
Kolan ; thence by a line bearing north one hun-
dred and forty-eight degrees east about four and a-
half miles to the Elliot River ; on the south by
that river upwards to a tree marked broad-arrow
over ET over A' ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing about 285 degrees to the Burnett River at the
confluence of a small creek distant about thirty
chains in a direct line above Bingera head station ;
and thence by the Burnett River downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above boun-
daries.
Lands resumed out of Gin Gin Run.
About 22,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a point bearing south from the south-east corner
of selection No. 515, Bundaberg Register, and
bounded thence by a line bearing south about three
and a-half miles crossing the Mount Perry and Bun-
daberg main road to the scrub forming the boun-
dary of the run ; thence by that scrub south-
easterly about three miles to the head of Boundary
Creek and by that creek downwards to the
Burnett River, by that river downwards to the area
proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio
2017;  thence by the south-west and north-west
boundaries of that area to the north corner of same
thence by  a line  bearing north three hundred and
twenty-five degrees east about three miles to the
Kolan River, by that river up to the confluence of
Gin Gin Creek, and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His Excellency10 WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS,  Governor and Commander-in-
Governor .  Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I ,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, resumed from
Runs in the Unsettled District of Daring Downs,
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on
and after  TUESDAY,  the seventeenth day of April,
1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed  out of  Bengallar  and Wj emo Run.s.
About  21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the south -east by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east five miles
thirty-three chains along the north -west boundary
of the  Beebo Run to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over D  ;  thence on the north by a west line along
part of the south boundary of the Whetstone Run,
crossing the Macintyre  Brook  at a box-tree marked
broad-arrow over W, about five miles sixteen chains;
thence on the west by a south line to the Severn
River ,  at the junction of the Macintyre Brook ;
thence on the south  by the right  bank of the
Severn River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of  Beebo Run.
About 31  square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the north -west by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east four hundred
and thirty -three chains along the south -east boundary
of the Bengalla and Wyemo Run to a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on the north
by an east line to a spur separating the Macintyre
Brook waters from those falling into the Severn
River ,  and by that spur easterly along part of the
south boundary of the Whetstone Run to the
western watershed of Brush Creek  ;  thence on the
south -east by that watershed south-westerly to the
Severn River  ;  and thence on the south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Lands  resumed  out of  Thetstone Run.
About 59 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W
about one mile and sixty chains  above the  junction
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of Catfish Creek, and bounded thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that brook downwards to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W ; thence on
the south by an east line three hundred and seventy-
six chains  along part of the northern boundaries of
the Bengalla and Wyemo and the Beebo Runs to
the watershed between the Miacin'vre Brook and
Brush Creek ; thence again ou the south and the
south-east by that watershed easterly along part of
the northern boundary of the last-named run and
north-easterly along the north-west boundary of
the Brush Creek Run to an ironbark-tree on
Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over F ; and
thence on the north by a line bearing west ten
degrees thirty  minutes  north along the southern
boundary of the Swithland Run six hundred and
seventy -three chains to the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Brush Creek Run.
About  21 square miles.
Commencing on the north- west  boundary of the
Texas Run at an ironbark-tree marked C, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line bearing
north 29  degrees east  three miles crossing Brush
Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
and being along part of the north-west boundary of
the before-mentioned Texas Run ; thence on the
north by  a west  line to the watershed between
Brush Creek and the Macintyre Brook ; thence on
the north-west b7 that watershed along part of the
south-east boundary of the Whetstone Run south-
westerly to the northern boundary of the Beebo
Run ; and thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the Beebo Run
crossing  Brush Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over B eight miles eighteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Swithland Run.
About 81 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Canning Creek
opposite  a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over G-9,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west eight hundred chains crossing Pariagana Creek
at a tree  marked broad-arrow over 11 ; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south 52 degrees
west eight hundred and three chains ; thence on
the south-west by a line bearing east 30 degrees
south six hundred and forty chains to the Macintyre
Brook  at an  apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W;
thence on the south-east by the right bank of that
brook upwards to the junction of Canning Creek,
and by the right bank of that creek upwards to an
apple-tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow,
and by that road north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Canning Creek Run.
About 112 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over Go about
sixteen miles six chains  in a direct line below
or down the crrek from the junction of Mosquito
Creek ; bounded thence by a line bearing east 30
degrees north three hundred and two chains to an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; thence
by a north line two hundred and forty chains to
Mosquito Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L ; thence by the range separating Mosquito
Creek from Canning Creek in a general north-
easterly direction to a point bearing east 20 degrees
south from an apple-tree on the right bank of last-
named creek marked broad-arrow over CB ; thence
by a line bearing west 20 degrees north crossing
Cannirg Creek at last-named tree, also Mingi-
marny Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over CB, to the range separating the waters of Min-
gimarny Creek from those of the eastern branch of
Bungabilly Creek at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow  over H in triangle ; thence on the north by
a line  westerly to the junction of Bungabilly
Creek and its western branch ; thence on the
west by a south line to the watershed between
Canning Creek and Pariagana Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to the north boundary of the
withland Run; and thence on the south by an east
line along part of that boundary to the point of
commencemeut.
Lands resumed out of Stonehenge Rum.
About 43  square miles.
Commencing on the northern boundary of the
Canning Creek Run at the intersection of the
watershed between Mingimarny Creek and Canning
Creek, and bounded thence on the north-west by
that watershed north-easterly to the dividing range
separating the waters flowing  into  the Condamine
River from those failing into the Macintyre brook ;
on the north and east by that watershed easterly
and southerly ; on the south-east by the watershed
between Canning Creek and Mosquito Creek south.
westerly to  a point bearing  east twenty degrees
south from starting point;  and thence  on the south
by a line bearing west twenty  degrees  north along
part of the northern boundary of the  Canning
Creek Run to the point of  commencement.
Lands resumed out of  Bodumba Run.
About 8.5 square miles.
Commencing at a point opposite  to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over L on the left bank of Mos-
quito Creek at a point about two  miles and a-half
below the junction of Bodumba Creek, and bounded
thence by a range separating Mosquito Creek from
Canning Creetc in a northerly direction along part
of the east boundary of the Canning Creek Run to
a point west of a spot twenty chains south of Bo-
dumba Head Station ; thence on the north by an
east line  crossing Mosquito Creek about seveuty-
two chains above the junction of Bodumba Creek,
and Bodumba Creek twenty chains below Bodumba
Station to the range separating the heads of
Bodumba and Chain-of-Ponds Creek from the
middle head of Macintyre Brook ; thence by the
last-named range south-westerly !o a point bearing
south from a yellow box-tree market broad-arrow
over V on Chain-of-Ponds Creek ; thence by a
north line to Chain-of-Ponds Creek at last-named
tree ; thence by a line bearing west 14 de-
grees 30 minutes north six hundred azid ninety-
seven chains  to a point south of starting point at an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; and
thence by a north line two hundred and forty
chains  td the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Glenelg Run.
About 42 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over
TC.CC` at a point about  six miles sixteen chains
above or up the brook from the junction of Trever-
ton's Creek, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line crossing the Macintyre Brook ninety-eight
chains to the watershed separating Chain-of-Ponds
Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north-easterly along
part of the soutii-ea't boundary of the Bodumba Run
to the intersection of the road from Bodumba ; thence
on the north-east by that road south-easterly to the
crossing of the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
south by a west line two miles ; thence on the east
by a south line crossing the Macintyre Brook to the
watershed between the. last-named brook and
Treverton's Creek ; thence  again  on the south by
that watershed westerly along part of the northern
boundary of Terrica Run to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G; and thence on the south-west
by a line bearing  south  one hundred and thirty-five
degrees west two hundred and eighty- six chains to
the point of  commencement.
Lands resumed out of Terrica Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on 'rreverton's Creek at a point where
it is met by the east boundary of a 4,800 acre reserve,
and bounded thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek upwards to  its source in the
range separating  Pike's Creek  from Treverton's
Creek ; thence on the north-east and north by the
northern watershed of the last-named creek north-
westerly and westerly to where it is met-by the
eastern boundary of the first-mentioned reserve ;
and thence on the west by a south line along the
east boundary of that reserve to Treverton's Creek,
the point of commencement.
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Lands resumed out of  Z'ea•as  Run.
About 140 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an iron-bark tree marked broad-arrow
over T, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north 24 degrees 45 minutes east five
miles seventy-four chains to Branch Creek at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow,  and a  line bearing north 29
degrees east  seven  miles  thirty-two chains crossing
Brush Creek  at an  apple-tree marked broad-arrow
over B along the south-east boundaries of the
Beebo and Brush Creek Runs to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over I on the watershed
between the Severn River and Bracker's Creek ;
thence on the north by that watershed easterly
along part of the southern boundary of the Cool-
munda  Run to the head of the western branch of
Oaky Creek ; thence on the east by the right bank
of that branch downward to its junction with Oaky
Creek and by the right bank of that creek down-
wards  to the northern boundary of the surrendered
portion of the  run (nine square  miles) ; thence by
a west  line along part of that boundary to the
north-west angle of the last-mentioned portion ;
thence by a south line along the western boundary
of the same portion to the Severn River ; and
thence on the south by the right bank of that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pikedale Run.
About 27 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek at a point about eight
chains  north-westerly from Traverse Station, No.
51 on the survey of that watershed, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing T'ike's
Creek along part of the south boundary of the Pitt
Arrow Run four miles seventy- six chains  ; then on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of
the Catterthun Run five miles to the northern
boundary of the Auchinb]ae Run; thence on the
south by a west line crossing Pike's Creek along
part of that boundary to the south-east angle of the
Pikedale pre-emptive purchase ; thence by a north
line along the east boundary of that pre-emption
one hundred and sixty-one chains ten links; thence
by a west line along the north boundary of the
same pre-emption one hundred and sixty-one chains
eight links ; thence by a south line along the west
boundary of the before-mentioned pre-emption one
hundred and sixty-one chains seven links to the
northern boundary of the Auchinblae Run ; thence
again  on the south by a west line along part of the
northern boundary of the last-named run to the
watershed  between Pike's Creek and Bracker's
Creek at a point about twelve chains northerly from
an apple-tree marked broad- arrow  over P over P
XII in triangle ; and thence on the north-west by
that watershed and the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek along parts of the
south-east boundaries of the Warroo and Terrica
Runs north-easterly to the point of commencement,
-ex, lusive  of an area of 1,280 acres in two separate
portions of 640 acres each contained within these
described boundaries, and shown on the Land
Agent's official map.
Lands resumed out of Auchinblae Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gully
with said creek, and bounded thence by that creek
downwards about half-a-mile in a direct line to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over D; thence on
the south- west  by a line bearing north* fifty-five
degrees west one hundred and nineteen chains to
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G, and
by a line bearing west seven degrees north two
hundred and fifty chains along part of the north-
east boundary of the Pike's Creek North Run to an
apple-tree marked broad-arrow over PP ovtr XII
in triangle on the watershed separating Bracker's
Creek from Pike's Creek, thence by that watershed
northerly about twelve chains ; thence en the north
by an  east  line crossing Pike's Creek, along the
south boundaries of the Pikedale Run, the .Pikedale
pre-emptive  purchase and the Catterthun Run, in
all thirteen miles twenty chains to the west bound
ary of the resumed portion of the Pikedale Run ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the
last-named boundary to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River; thence on the
south and south-east by that watershed westerly
and south-westerly along part of the north-west
boundaries of the Nundubbermere Run to the head
of Lighthouse Gully at an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over P over XII in triangle ; thence
again on the north-west by the right bank of that
gully downwards to its junction with Pike's Creek
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P, and by a
line across that creek to the point of commencc-
mk-nt.
Lands resumed  out  of Cutterthumt Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east angle of the Pike-
dale Run, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the
Pitt Arrow Run, five miles forty-eight chains to
the west boundary of the resumed portion of the
original Piekdade Run ; thence on the east by a
south line along part of that boundary five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles forty-
eight chains along part of the north boundary of
the Auchinblae Run; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the Pikedale
Run five miles to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek Run.
About 19 square miles.
Commencing at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over PB on the east side of Pike's Creek at
the junction of Oaky Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by the right bank of the  lastnamed
creek upwards to where it branches into two heads ;
thence trom the junction of the said two branches
by a line bearing north one bundre i and five
degrees east one mile and thirty-seven  chains, and
by a line bearing north eighty-eight degrees cast
two miles and thirteen chains to the apex of the
Jibbinban Mountain at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over J, along part of the north boundary of
the Glenlyon Run ; thence on the west by the
watershed between Pike's Creek and the Severn
River northerly to along part of the western
boundary of the Nundubbeimere Run to a tree
marked P ; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Pike's
Creek North Run to Pike's Creek ; and thence on
the west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek 1Vorth Run.
About 9a  square miles.
Commencing at the bead of Lighthouse Gully at
an ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed be-
tween Pike's Creek and the Severn River, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the northern boundary of the Pike's Creek
Run to Pike's Creek ; thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek upwards to the junction of
Lighthouse Gully at a box-tree marked P ; and
thence on the north-east by the left bank of that
gully upwards to its source at the tree marked P
first mentioned, the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Emu Vale Run.
About 75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point half •a-mile above the present washpool
on the original Glenlyon Run, and bounded thence
on the north by an east  line crossing  Pike's Creek
to the watershed between Pike's Creek and the
Severn River; thence on the south-east by that
watershed south-westerly along part of the north-
west boundary of the lM ingoola  Run to the east
bank of Pike's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over AT, opposite the junction of Little Plains Creek;
thence crossing l'ike's Creek to the watershed be-
tween little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek south-
westerly along a portion of the southern boundary
of the before-mentioned Alingoola Run to the
northern boundary of the Aitkin's Flat Run ;
thence on the east by the last-mentioned watershed
southerly  along a  portion of the west boundary of
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Aitkin's Flat Run to the watershed separating the
heads of Little Plains Creek from those of Back
Creek ; thence on the south by that watershed
westerly along a part of the north boundary of the
Maidenhead Run; thence on the west by the
Bracker's Range, shedding its waters easterly into
Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek, bearing
northerly along a portion of the east boundaries of
the Bonshaw and Gunyan Runs to a point west of
starting point ; and thence again on the north by an
east  line to Pike's Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Bonshaty Run.
About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over G,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
north eighty-two degrees east two hundred and
thirty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line one hun-
dred and forty-two chains to the watershed between
the Severn River and Little Plains Creek ; thence
on the east by that watershed and the watershed
between Back Creek and the Severn River in a
southerly direction, in all about four miles ; thence
on the south by a west line to Severn River; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Maidenhead Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
snd bounded then-rne on the north-west by a
line bearing north forty degrees east three miles
thirty chains to the watershed between Back Creek
and the Severn River and by that watershed along
the south-east boundary of the Bonshaw Run to a
point west and about fifteen chains north of the
junction of Back Creek and its western branch ;
thence on the north by an east line crossing the
last-mentioned creek and its western branch about
fifteen chains above the juncti- n to the Severn
River ; and thence on the south-east and south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Lands  resumed  out of Aitkin' s Flat Run.
About  14 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an ironbark -tree marked A, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line to the water-
shed between Back Creek and the Severn River
along part of the north boundary  of the  Maiden-
head Run ; thence on the west by that watershed
northerly along the east boundary of the last-
mentioned run and  by the  watershed between Little
Plains Creek and the Severn  River  northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Emu  Vale Run,
in all about four miles ; thence on the north by an
east line to the Severn  River;  and thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Lands  resumed  out of M ingoola Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed separating Pike's
Creek from the Severn River at the source of a
gully which empties itself into the  Severn.  River
opposite a point about four miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Tenterfield branch with
the last-named river ,  and bounded thence by that
watershed southerly to a tree on Pike's Creek
marked broad-arrow over M ; then across that
creek to the watershed between it and Little Plains
Creek ,  and by that watershed and the watershed
between Limestone Gully and Pike's Creek easterly
to the Severn River at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle  ;  thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to a point south-east of
the junction of the first -mentioned gully with Pike's
Creek  ;  and thence on the north -east by a line
bearing north -west to and across Pike 's Creek to
the last-mentioned junction ,  and by the right bank
of the first-mentioned gully upwards to its source,
the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Ballindean.
About 98 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Severn
River at the junction of Accommodation Creek,
and bounded thence on the south-east by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the intersection of
the north-west boundary of the Tenterfield North
Run ; thence by a north-east line along part of
that boundary to the north-west angle of the last.
named run ; thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the before-mentioned
Tenterfield North Run to the Main Dividing Range
between New South Wales and Queensland ; thence
on the east by that range in a general northerly
direction to the watershed separating Quart Pot
Creek from the waters flowing to the south-west ;
thence on the north-east by that watershed north.
westerly along the south-west boundary of the
Folkstone Run to the junction of Quart Pot Creek
with the Severn River at a gum-tree marked DF;
and thence on the north-west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Tenterfield North Run.
About 9 square miles.
Commencing on the Main Dividing Range at a
point where it is met by the south-east boundary
of the Ballindean Run, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a north-east line along the south-east
boundary of the last-named run three miles and
thirty chains ; thence on the north. by an east line
along part of the south boundary of the before-
mentioned Ballindean Run about two miles twenty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line to the
Main Dividing Range, and thence on the south by
that range westerly to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Nun4ubberniere Run.
About 53 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N,
and bounded thence on the south-east by right
bank of that river upwards to a point about two
miles in a direct line above the intersection of the
north-western road therewith ; thence on the east
by a north line to the watershed between the
Severn River and Maryland Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed south-westerly to an
ironbark-tree marked P on the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn (being along the south-
west boundary of the Pikedale Run) ; thence on
the east by the last-mentioned watershed southerly
along the east boundary of the Pike's Creek Run
to a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over J, and con-
tinuing along the same watershed along part of the
east boundary of the Glenlyon Run to a point
west of starting point ; and thence on the south by
an east line along the north boundary of the Min-
goola Run one mile fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Coolnzunda Run.
About 99 square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over GD oppo.
site the north-east corner of the Swithland Run,
and bounded by a line bearing east thirty degrees
north and crossing Canning Creek twice, three
hundred and two chains to an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over A which also forms the south-
west corner of the Bodumba Run ; then by a line
bearing east fourteen degrees thirty minutes south
sic hundred and ninety-seven chains to a yellow
box-tree on Chain-of-Ponds Creek marked broad-
arrow over - over V ; thence by a line bearing
south and crossing that creek and the Macintyre
Brook two hundred chains to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over TC CC on the left bank of that
brook ; thence by a line bearing south-east two
hundred and eighty-six chains to a gum-tree markec
broad-arrow over G on the range separating Tre-
verton's Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; then
by a line bearing south fifty-one degrees thirty
minutes west two hundred and sixty-seven chains
to Bracker's Creek at a tree on the right bank
marked broad-arrow ; thence on the south by the
right bank of the last-named creek downwards to
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its junction  with the Macintyre Brook and by the
right bank of that brook downwards to an apple-
tree on Leslie's road marked broad arrow over L;
and thence on the west by that road northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Swithland Run
crossing  Canning Creek at an apple-tree marked
broad-arrow over L to the north-east corner of the
Swithland Run  ; and thence across Canning Creek
to the point of  commencement ,- exclusive of an
area of about seven  square  miles adjoining  the east
boundary of Inglewood Town Reserve and between
Macintyre Brook  and Canning  Creek, shown on the
land agent 's official map.
Given  under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  S WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire,  Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael  and St.  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set  apart as  Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall  be open to  Selection , subject to the
provisions  of the said Act, at the Nanango Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open  to selection by conditional purchase
shall be  10s. per  acre , and that the  area  which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Taromeo Run.
Area,  about 14,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek at the point where
the spur range forming the northern boundary of
Taromeo Run touches the creek ,  opposite the con-
fluence of Taromeo Creek ,  and bounded thence by
that northern boundary north -westerly to the range
separating the Burnett River waters from the Bris-
bane River waters ; thence  by that  range southerly
and by a spur range easterly,  and by  a small creek
forming parts of the southern  boundary  of Taromeo
Pun easterly  to Cooyar Creek ; and thence by
Cooyar Creek to point of  commencement ,- exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cooyar Run.
Area, about  18,500 acres.
Commencing  on Cooyar Creek one  and a-half
miles  below Cooyar  head station , and bounded
thence by a line bearing north 335 degrees east to
the range separating  Cooyar Creek from  Barambah
Creek  ;  thence by that range north -easterly about
eight  miles in a direct  line ; on the north-east by a
line bearing north 155 degrees cast, and distant six
and a-half miles from the south -west boundary to
Cooyar Creek  ; and by that  creek upwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and
alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, resumed from runs
in the Unsettled District of Burnett, shall be open
to Selection, subject to the provisions of the said Act,
at the Nanango Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which"may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of South Baramba,
or Barker's Creek, with Baramba Creek opposite a
gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BB over 21 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west, north,
and north-east by the left bank of the last-named
creek upA ards to the north-west corner of Baramba
Pre-emptive No. 4; thence on the cast by the west
boundary of that pre-emptive purchase and a line
in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of Stephenton Run; thence on the south by the
northern boundary of the Stephenton Run, about
two hundred and ten chains to South Baramba
Creek, at a point fifty-two chains in a direct line
above an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 15 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of the last-named creek down-
wards to its junction with Baramba Creek, the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of North Baramba Run.
About 18,500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over B over 46 in
triangle, and bounded thence  on the east  by a north
line along the west boundary of the  Baramba Ranges
Run to the range separating the Nangur Creek
waters from those falling into Baramba Creek two
miles forty-four chains at a point thirty-two chains
west of an iroiibark-tree marked broad-arrow over
9 in triangle  ; thence on the north by that range
westerly along the southern boundary of the Llan-
gollen Run and part of the south-west boundary of
the Goomeribong Run to a point north of an apple-
tree on the left bank of Baramba Creek marked
broad-arrow over B over 28 in triangle ; thence on
the west by a south line along part of the cast
boundary of the Murgon Run to the right bank of
the last-named creek at a point about sixteen chain-
north of the aforesaid apple-tree marked broads
arrow over B over 28 in triangle ; thence on the
south by the right bank of the before-mentioned
Baramba Creek upwards to the south-west corner
of North Baramba Pre-emptive No. 2; thence by
the west and north boundaries of that pre-emptive
north and east to the north-east corner ; thence by
part of the north-east boundary of that pre-emptive
south-easterly along the Maryborough and Nanango
main road about seventy chains; thence by a line
bearing cast about one hundred and fifty chains to
Baramba Creek ; thence by that creek upwards in
an easterly direction about forty chains to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of East Bavvamha Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at an  apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B over
51 in triangle, and bounded thence on the north by
the left bank of that creek downwards to the junc-
tion of Moonda Waamba Creek ; thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that creek upwards
to a point  opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
At over  8 in triangle  ; thence on the south by an
east line along  part of the north boundary of the
Brisbane Ranges Run to a point sixteen chains
north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BD1
over 10 in triangle ; and thence on the cast by a
north line four miles sixty-four chains to the point
of commencement ,-exclusive of a pre-emptive
purchase of four square  miles contained  within the
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Ranges Run.
About 4,500 acres.
Commencing on the range separating the Wide
Bav waters from the Baramba Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over B NI over 5 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south 22 degrees 30 minutes west ninety-nine
chains ; thence by a south line two miles thirty-
nine chains to Baramba Creek opposite an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 51 in triangle;
thence on the south by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the south- east corner  of Baramba
Ranges Run Pre-emptive No. 1 ; thence by the
east and north  boundaries of that pre-emptive north
and west and  a line in  continuation of said north
boundary west to the east boundary of North
Baramba Run ; thence on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of the North Baramba
Run about one mile to the range dividing the
Nangur Creek waters from those of the Baramba
Creek, at a point thirty-two chains west of an iron-
bark-treek marked broad-arrow over 9 in triangle;
and thence on the north by that range easterly to
the first-mentioned range shedding its waters into
Wide Bay Creek, and along that range easterly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all re-
served and  alienated  lands contained  within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of 11 anango Run.
About 48 square miles.
Commencing at an ironbark-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 14 in tri-
angle,  being the south-east corner of Coolabunia
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of that run crossing
South Baramba or Barker's Creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 19 in triangle to
the range separating the Stewart River waters from
the Baramba waters ; thence on the west by that
range southerly along part of the west boundary of
the Boonnenne Run about forty chains to . a spur-
range; thence on the south-west along that spur
east-south-easterly to South Baramba Creek oppo-
site to a gum-tree marked BO and broad-arrow over
TN in triangle by  a line  bearing south-east to a
tree marked broad-arrow over TN over 3 in triangle
on a spur  of the Brisbane Range and by that spur
south-easterly to the Brisbane Range, this south-
west  boundary being also the north-east boundary
of the Kunioon Run ; thence on the south-east by
the Brisbane Range north-easterly to the point of
commencement ,-exclusive of the area contained in
the Nanango Town Reserve, and all alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of BooieRun.
About 54 square miles.
Commencing on the Brisbane Range at a point
equidistant  from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over  N over 5 in triangle and gum-tree
marked  broad-arrow over N over 4 in triangle, said
oint being the south-east corner of the Broadwater
un, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the south boundary of the last-named
run crossing  the head of Reedy Creek ten chains
below a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over "W over
3 in triangle  and South Baramba or Barker's Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 26
in triangle on the right side of said creek to the
range separating the Stewart Creek waters from
the Baramba Creek waters ; thence on the west by
that range southerly along parts of the Wooroolin
and Boonnenne Runs about three miles fifty-six
chains to a point west of a gum-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in tri-
angle ; and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Coolabunia Run
crossing Baramba Creek five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 23 in triangle to
the gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in
triangle on the Brisbane Range ; and thence on the
east by that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonara Run.
About 47 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Nangur Run, bounded thence on the east by the
line of range separating the `Vide Bay from the
Burnett District, about five and three-quarter miles
in a north-easterly direction to a line of fence about
a quarter of a mile south-westerly from a spotted
gum-tree on the head of Alma Creek marked broad-
arrow over Aover 6.55 in triangle ; thence on the
north and ea,st by said line of fence, about four
miles in a direct line to the edge of a dense pine
scrub ; thence again on the north by a line bearing
about west seven degrees south about ten miles and
a-quarter to a scrubby range crossing Planted or
Scrubby, Jengban, Diggers', Washpool, and
Christmas Creeks, to a point bearing about east-
north-east from a gum-tree on Boonara Creek
marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in triangle and
broad-arrow over BN in triangle about one mile
distant; thence on the west by said scrubby range
in a southerly direction about four miles and a-half
in a direct line to the north-west corner of Nangur
Run ; thence on the south by part of the north
boundary of that run being an east line about five
miles to the south-west corner of Boonara PP3;
thence by the west boundary of that PP and a line
in continuation north about two hundred and forty
chains to Boonara Creek ; thence by that creek up-
wards north-easterly in a direct line about three
hundred and forty chains ; thence by  a line south
to the north boundary of Nangur Run; and thence
by that boundary east about one hundred and
seventy chains to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nangur Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Goomerribong Run, and bounded thence on the
ea't by the line of range separating the Wide Bay
from the Burnett District in a northerly direction
about four miles and a-quarter crossing the road to
Kilkivan near to an ironbark-tree on the head of
Gap Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 5 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BO over 8 in tri-
angle ; thence on the north by a west line about
one hundred and seventy chains ; thence by a line
south two hundred and sixty  chains ;  thence by a
line west eight hundred and twenty  chains to a
point south of the south-west corner of Boonara
P.P. No. 3; thence by a line north about two hun-
dred and sixty chains to aforesaid south-west corner
of P.P No. 3 ; thence by a line west being the south
boundary of Boonara run about five miles to a
scrubby range at a point about  one mile southerly
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WB over 4.30 in triangle ; and thence on the west
by said scrubby range south-easterly about four and
a-half miles in a direct line to a point on the said
range about one mile south-west of a Moreton Bay
ash-tree on Trinity Creek marked broad-arrow over
T over 6 in triangle, being the north-west corner
of the Goomerribong Run ; and thence on the south
by the north boundary of that run, being an east
line about nine miles and a-quarter to the starting
point,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated lands
lontained  within these described boundaries.
I
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Lands  resumed  out of Goomerribong Run.
About 41  square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  corner of the
Llangollen Run, and bounded -thence on the
east by the line of ranges eparating the Wide
Bay from the Burnett District, about five
miles in  a direct line to a point about
eight chains south of a dense scrub; thence
on the north by a west line about nine miles and
a-quarter crossing Eulers Creek, also Nangur Creek
about ten chains below a gum-tree marke 1 broad-
arrow over N over 12 in triangle, and also crossing
Lambing, Champion, Waterfall, and one of the
heads of Trinity Creeks to a scrubby range ; and
thence on the west by that range in a south-easterly
direction about seven miles to the west boundary of
Llangollen Run; and thence northerly by the west
boundary of that run about two miles in a direct
line crossing the Jura Creek at a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over J over 5 in triangle ; and thence
on the south by the north boundary of said run,
being an east  line about eight miles to the point of
commencement ,-exclusive of a pre-emptive pur-
chase of four square miles, and all reserved and
alienated  lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands  resumed  out of Boonbyjan Run.
About 63 square miles.
Commencing  on the right bank of Boonara Creek
at the . south- west corner  of Boonbyjan P.P. No. 1,
and bounded thence  by that creek upwards in a
southerly direction  to the north boundary of
Windera Run; thence  by an east line to the range
separating the heads  of Christmas, Washpool, and
Planted  (' reeks from  those of Goounuloom Creek,
said range also being  the western and north- western
boundary of Scrubby Creek  li'un  ; thence by last-
mentioned range  north-easterly and northerly to
the watershed separating  Teebar waters iron those
of the  Dadamarine  Creek ; thence by last-men-
tioned range  in a north -westerly direction to the
range separating  the Ban Ban waters from those of
the last-mentioned creek ; thence by last-named
range in a south -westerly direction to where it is
intersected by the postman's track to Gayndah at a
point about  six chains  cast of a spotted gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over P over 3 in shield ; thence
by the east boundary of Boonimba Run being a line
bearing  south to the north boundary of Windera
Run ; thence by that north boundary east to the left
banx of Boonara Creek ; thence by Boonara Creek
upwards to Dadamarine  ('reek, and by that upwards
to Goonuloom Creek, and by that creek upwards to
the east boundary of mineral selection No. 1836
northerly and easterly ; thence by a line bearing
south to a point east  tram starting  point ; and
thence by a line bearing west to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands contained within the described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Windera Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Cloyne with
Windera Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line to the right or east bank of the Ba-
ramba Creek at a point about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above the junction on the west side of
the Boogoorootommy Creeek ; bounded thence on
the west by the right bank of Baramba Creek
upwards for about two miles sixteen chains in a
direct line to a point opposite to an ironbark-tree
near the junction of the C.'oongaroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over BH over XCVIII in shield ;
thence by an east line two and a-Half miles ; thence
by a south line eight miles sixty-four chains ; thence
by a line bearing north 60 degrees east, crossing
Windera Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over W over 14 in shield to the high range
separating the heads of the last-named creek from
those of Cloyne Creek ; thence by that range
southerly and easterly to the- scrubby range sepa-
rating the heads of Uncdaban and Watchbox Creeks
from t 1 c ; e of Redbank Creek, said range also
forming portions of the western boundaries of the
Nangur and  Boonara Runs  ; thence by last-named
range in a northerly direction to a point bearing
about west-south-westerly from a gum-tree on Boo-
nara Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BN in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing about east-north-easterly
crossing Boonara Creek at last-named tree to the
range separating the heads of Christmas Creek
from other waters aC the south-east corner of the
Boonbyjan Run ; thence by last-named  range in a
j northerly direction to a point east of starting point;
and thence again on the north by a west line to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a pre-
emptive purchase of four square miles and all
reserved and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo Run.
About  16 square miles.
Commencing  on the east  boundary of the Ba-
ramba Ranges Run at  a tree  marked broad-arrow
over Bill over 1; and bounded thence on the north
by an east  line along  part of the south boundary of
the Gobongo i orth Run about one hundred and
ten chains to the north-west corner of Gobongo
pre-emptive purchase 41A; thence by the west and
south boundaries of that pre-emptive purchase
south and east to the south-east corner ; thence by
a line  south about eignty-five chains ; thence by a
line east about one hundred and forty chains to the
west boundary of Toomcul Run ; thence south by
part of the west boundary of Toomcul Run to the
north boundary of Gallangowan Run ; thence west
by part of the north boundary of that run about
five miles to the east boundary of the East  Baramba
Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over B NI over 9;
and thence on the west by a north  line along par,
of that boundary and part of the east boundary) r
the Baramba  Ranges  Run in all five miles  crossing
the Toomcul branch of Baramba Creek at an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 at the
junction of Peenam Creek to the tree hereinbefore
first described, the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved and alienated lands contained
within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo North Run.
About 22 square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the  Baramba
Ranges Run at a tree marked broad-arrow over
BM over 1, and bounded thence on the south by an
east line about three hundred  and ten chains along
the north boundary of Gobongo, and part of the
north boundary of Toomcul Run, to the south-
west corner  of Gobongo North P.P. 41 B ;  thence
by the west boundary of that P.P. north to the
north-west corner ; thence by a line east to the
north-east corner of that P.P. ; thence south by its
east boundary to the south -east corner ; thence by
a line  east along  part of the north boundary of
Toomcul Run to the west boundary of the Manum-
bar Run ; thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed dividing the Unsettled District of Burnett
from the Settled District of Wide Bay and Burnett,
being along part of the west boundary of the
Manumbar Run ; thence on the north by that
watershed westerly to a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over 5 ; thence on the north-west by a
line be tring south 22 degrees  30 minutes west
ninety-nine chains along the south-east boundary of
the Baramba  Ranges  Run; and thence on the west
by a south  line along part  of'  the east  boundary of
that  run one mile  forty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive  of all reserved and alienated
lands contained  within these described  boundaries.
Lands resumed out of -Manumbar Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Settled
from the Unsettled Districts at the south-east
corner of the G allangowan F an, bung a point about
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thirty-two  chains in  a north-easterly direction from
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over BE, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
the east boundaries of the Gallangowan and Tcomcul
Runs, to the south-west corner of Manumbar P.P.
41 C ; thence by the south, cast, and north boun-
daries of that P.P. east, north, and west, to the
north-west corner of same; thence by a line north
along part of the east boundary of Toomeul and
the east boundary of Gobonso North run to the
before-mentioned dividing range ; and thence on
the north-east and south-east by that range south-
easterly, southerly, and south-westerly to the point
of commencement ,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands  within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Von-lure Run.
About 68 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Baramba Creek, and bounded
thence on the north-east and north by the left bank
of Baramba Creek downwards to the north-east
corner  of Mondure P.P. 4.0; thence by the west
boundary of that P.P., and a line in continuation
thereof south one hundred and twenty chains ;
thence by a line west about two hundred and thirty
chains to  the east boundary of Mondure Back Run;
thence on the west by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure .back Run, passing
through a point one mile and a-half east of the
summit of  McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating  the waters of the Stuart River from
those of Baramba Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general  south- east  direction to a point west
from a  tree on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield; thence
on the south  by an east line to the last-named creek
at a point opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad-arrow over Y over 9 in shield; and thence on
the east by the left bank of said Yellow Waterhole
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Back Run.
About 56 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated about  ninety  chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along the south boundary of Mun-
dure Run to the watershed separating the waters
of the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of
Baramba Creek ; thence on the south-west by said
satershed  in a general  south-east direction to a
point south of a gum-tree on the left bank of
Baramba Creek marked broad-arrow over 20 over
B in shield ; thence on the east by a north line about
three  and three-quarter  miles passing  through a
point one  and a-half miles  east of the summit of
McEuen  Mountain ; thence by a line west about
two and a -quarter  miles to a point south of the
south -west corner  of Mondure Back Run P. P. 41 ;
thence by a line north to the south-west corner of
said  P.  P.;  thence by the west and north-west
boundaries  of said P P. bearing north and north-
easterly  to Baramba Creek ; and thence by the left
bank of Baramba  Creek downwards to the point of
commencement ,- exelusive  of all iener'ved and
alienated lands contained  within these described
boundaries.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONER'S COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information,
that the Land Commissioner under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," for the Land
Agents' districts of Toowoomba, 1lalby, and War.
wick, will hold his Courts, in pursuance of the 11th
section of the above recited Act, at the Court
Houses of Toowoomba, Dalby, and Warwick,
respectively, on the following dates, for the year
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Month. Toowoomba. Dalby. Warwick.
April
Date .
Monday,
I
23
Date. Date.
Wednesday 25 Friday, 27
May ... „ 21 „ 23 „ 25
June ... „ 25 „ 27 „ 29
July ... „ 23 „ 25 „ 27
August ... „ 27 „ 29 „ 31
September  „ 24 „ 26 „ 28
October ... ,, 22 „ 24 „ 26
November „ 26 „ 2 „ 30
December... „ 24 Thursday-, 27 Saturday 29
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining  the erroneous  names, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall  operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of 111arcli,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
JOIIN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant ,  27,450. Date cf Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee - William Boney.
Land granted- Portion  94 ,  county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Name of  nzianomer - The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Bovey.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE  OF A ROAD.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-filth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of' the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent 's, Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. , Applicant. ; Situation. Parish. I Area.
By Command ,  i A.  R. P.1 J. North . Itoadseparatingpor -  Brassall.  14  3 35
tions 219, 223, 224,22.5 228, 229, 230,'JOHN DOUGLAS. ;  231, 234 , and  233,
from  Farney Lawn
lire-eruptive Nos.'
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN 1  ' 1 and 2.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1676."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, thatI the Land Commissioners  appointed under the
provisions  of  "the Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business  in connection  with selections under
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be  dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the second
Tuesday  in each month.
West  Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Con:iainine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter.
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
P ORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Offce, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  the  first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in every month. -
At the Land Office,  Bundaberg ,  the second
Saturday  in each month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third TueF-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICIIHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days failing on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingday.Special Courts, when ecessary,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
THE lands comprised  in the Toomolongyore, or
Eureka, and Stanton Harcourt  Runs, in the
Wide Bay  and Burnett  District,  proclaimed open
to selection under the provisions  of  " TI e Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  at the Bundaberg
Land Office, on and after Tuesday, the 17,h April,
1877, will be so open at the Land Office, Mary-
borough, on and after that date, instead of at
Bundaberg.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen  at this  Office,
and at  the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office , Tenningering ,  the second
No. Applicant. I Situation. Parish. Area.
Wednesday  in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango,  the second 1 Joseph Road separating portion Bundamba
A. R. P.
2 3 37
Wednesday in May, 1877, and thereafter I Belcher 20 from portions 129
and 130
on the second Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in May, 1877, and every  alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BIIRHE.
At the Land Office, Normanton,  the second
Tuesday in every third month.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
Be SALE AND IN THE WESTERN RAILWAY RESERVE,
AT THE SCHOOL OF ARTS,  BRISBANE, ON THE
29TH INST.,  AS PUBLISHED  IN THE "  GOVERN-
MENT  GAZETTE "  ON THE 1ST INST ., No. 25.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe area of the undermentioned lot has been
amended as  follows, viz. :-
No. of Lot. No. of Portion. Amended Area.
6 7
Acres.
1,749
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
1N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneois in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous name and descriptions, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant , 30,513.  Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee -William Kimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown ,  one rood.
.2 ature of  error-The  name William Kimp
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Kemp.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatthe Reserve for Camping Ground and Pastur-
age near illacalister, established by notice dated
30th November, 1871, which appears in page 13 of
the  Government Gazette  of 1872, is cancelled with
a view to the land being offered for sale by auction.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
XT
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
of f  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the  date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds  of Grant  respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the lands in-
tended to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid , the correct descriptions shall be
taken to  have  been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every  deed  containing the erroneous descrip-
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
No. of Grant ,  5,278. Date of Grant-9th April,
1863.
Name of Grantee - John Coleman.
Land granted - Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of t-,oodna, twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna , portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain  wide;  on the
south by that road bearing cast ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty-one chains and
sixty links to the Six -mile Creek  ;  and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,i95. Date of Grant-22nd
July, 187 5.
Name of Grantee-Colin McCullock.
Land .granted-Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty-one acres.
AMFNDED DESCRIPrION.
County of MTerivale, parish of Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208, 209,  and  210,  selection  270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north-east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion and a line
bearing west thirty-four chains seventy-five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide ; on the
ituith by that road bearing cast fourteen chains ;
thence by lines hearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links, east one chain, north twelve chains
eighty-six links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven chains forty links;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek ; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th March, 187 7.
IT is hereby notified that a Land Agent 's Office
will be opened for the transaction of business
at Nanango , on and after IIONDAY, the 9th
April,  1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed--22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of C iwarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Caivarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links; on the south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes thirty-three chains; on the south-west by
a line bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,10-1. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrew.
Land granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen acres, two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement,- exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March,  1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
.Nature of Error.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty- nine  links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes  six chains  and twenty.
nine links.
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 4,652. Date of  Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of  Grantee-William  Brookes.
Land granted- Portion  137, parish  of Oxley,
county  of Stanley,  39 fteres 3 roods.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanlc y, parish of Oxlcy, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north -east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes Past
tbirty- nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to Brisbane  ;  on the south -east by that  road bearing
north 237  degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links ,  north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links  ;  on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty -one chains  ;  and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 15 minutes
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th ,larch, 1877.
NOTICE TO SELECTORS.IT is hereby notified for general information,
that HOMESTEADS MAY BE SELECTED ON ANY
CROWN LANDS OPEN FOR SELECTION AT 6D. PER
ACRE PER ANNUM FOR FIVE YEARS.
Eighty acres may be selected on these terms
within any homestead area, irrestective of the
price fixed for conditional selection within those
areas.
Outside Homestead Areas, one hundred and sixty
acres may be selected on the same terms, namely,
at 6d. per acre per annum for five years.
Homestead Selectors are ENTITLED TO PRIORITY
OVER CONDITIONAL SELECTORS, whether within or
outside homestead areas.
They may have to compete at auction among
themselves for such portions as overlap, but the
conditional selector cannot compete with them.
It is considered expedient to give publicity to this
notification, because the high upset prices in some
cases fixed upon land to be conditionally selected
in homestead areas have been represented as pro-
hibitory against homestead selection.
It is necessary, therefore, in order to correct
these misrepresentations, that the provisions of the
Land Act in this respect should be understood.
The homestead selector has the right of priority
of selection on any Crown lands open for selection.
He pays no more and no less than 2s. 6d. per acre
in five annual payments, subject to competition
when the applications for the same land are simul-
taneous.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
Secretary for Public Lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of "  The Titles  to La .zd
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of  the  Act afore-
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I application under the sixty-fifth section of
Ti,c Crown L'rnds Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
N 0 .1 Applicant. Situation. Parish. i Area.
A. R. P.
,N. Anderson Road separating portion I Canning... 2 0 0
1
57 from portion 60
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 187 7.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED,
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. P. P.
1 P. Thomson Reserved road through Burnett ... 1 1 16
portion 41
2 1`.T.Gregory Road Feparating por- Dra}ton ... 3 0 5
1 tion 403
t  on  4u2 from por-
1
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
j N pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  it is hereby
notified for general information ,  that allotment 1 of
section 3 A, town of Townsville ,  is withdrawn from
the reservation for a Fire Brigade Station, established
by notice dated 8th September ,  1870, under the
provisions  of  " The  Crown Lands Alienation Act
r
1868," with a view of being proclaimed a reserve
r a residence for the Sub -Collector of Customs.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
j7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
r
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
I N pursuance of the seventy -second section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
the following Petition and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and  Saint  George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the  undersigned
Freeholders, resident in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very  great loss
and inconvenience by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of the present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek, and on the west by the Bungewogaria
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece of land now available for such a
purpose.
Your Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth  section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names.  Names.
Thomas McEwen I Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees James Roberts
William Armstrong William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David  Benjamin
J. Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel  Caldwill S. S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Murphy
L. Ryder I Tomas Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Raffin
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
William Jackson
LAND REFERRED  TO IN  THE ABOVE PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that run and a line in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
RESERVE  FOB A SCHOOL,  TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, parish of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south- east corner  thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy- seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east  six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west  seven  chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion  bearing east
seven  chains and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to  the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOB  A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of Vooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ;  on the  west  by a line  bearing north eleven
chains ; and on  the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive  of a reserved  road,  as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
' \ Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Gcvcrnor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act (f  1858," at the expiration of three months
frcm the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively , under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
1067
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land granted.-Selection 347,  Beenleigh District,
seven  hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
7 50 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera,  selection  347
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater ,  Moreton Bay, at
the south -east corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by lines bearing north 257 degrees 30
minutes cast one hundred and eight chains ,  thence
north 151 degrees  cast  ninety-three chains to the left
bank of  Saltwater  Creek ; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of commence.
ment, - exclusive of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown on  plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor -General 's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley ,  fourteen acres one rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres  2 roods  11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion
641.
Commencing on a road one chain wide ,  at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46 minutes, and distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-
east corner  of portion 16t, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty -one chains
and forty -five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south -eastby that  road bearing 218 degrees  five
chains and forty -nine links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty -four and one -third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty -two and
a-half ]inks ,  231 degrees 40 minutes six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty -seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd  February, 1877.
I N pursuance  of the twenty -fourth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby  notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named  with  respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING ON TEVIOT Bnoox.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan.
300 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook at the north-east
corner of portion 19, and bounded thence on part
of the south by one of the north -east boundaries
and part of  the north boundary of that portion
north westerly and westerly to the rcad from
Dugandan to Ipswich ; on the west by that road
northerly about one hundred and thirty-one chains
to its junction with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing of Teviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the south and on the east by that creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
(Within  Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 1875, folio 1298.)
On Bingera Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked BT over
XXV ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line south -easterly about seventy -five chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over EA over II on the
road from Bingera to Eureka ; on the south by a
line westerly  to the  Burnett River at a point
opposite a tree on the left bank of the river marked
B'1' over XXVII ;  and thence  by the  Burnett
River downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Ccok, parish of South Kolan.
570 acres.
Commencing at a point one chain north from the
north -east corner of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south  by the  road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51, and 13,  and a line west to
the south -east corner of portion 52; on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine chains and ten
links;  thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy-one degrees thirty minutes two chains and
seventy-eight links one degree thirty minutes
twenty-six chains and sixty -four links ; on the north
by a line bearing east fifty -two chains and ninety-
one  links ; thence by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 24 southerly and
easterly to the road forming the west boundary of
portion  IA;  and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING AND WATER.
Condamine River, at crossing  of Main  Western
Road from Dalhy, county of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at its intersection by the south side of the
main road from Dalby to Condamine, and bounded
thence on the south by the south side of that road
westerly to the east boundary of the  reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1872,
page  13;  on the north-west by that reserve north-
easterly to the Condamine River  ;  and on the north-
east by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook District (on the  Telegraph line).
238 acres.
Commencing  on the Laura River  at a tree marked
broad -arrow over QG, and bounded  thence by a
line running east -north-east  fifty-three  chains ;
thence by a line  running north -north -west  forty-five
chains; thence  by a line running  west-south-west
fifty-three  chains  ; thence by a line  running south
south-east forty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Franklyn  Vale Creek,  county of Churchill, parish
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the south -west corner of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east thirty . two chains and sixteen links, and
passing through a post on the bank of said creek ;
on the north-east by a road two chains wide bearing
two hundred degrees one chain and twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty -five degrees and
twenty-one  minutes east eleven chains and fifty-
nine links  ;  on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty- five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek,  and passing through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively. under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the A, t aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant -  28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 187 5.
Name of Grantee -Marl ' Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted .- Allotment 2,  section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee ,  instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north  172  degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 26th January, 1877.
I N pursuance of the twenty -fourth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named  with  respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belnrore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
7a line bearing west forty chains ; on thewe st by a
line bearing north forty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
About 2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight chains ; on the east by the ,vest bound-
ary of selection 11 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and  seventy-eight  links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing 236 degrees one hundred and
twenty-two  chains and forty-one links; on the
south-west by a line bearing  320 degrees eighty
chains t- the Bolonne  River;  and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
County of Card wvell, parish  of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north -east by a line bearing north
119 degrees  east thirty -two chains to a road ; thence
by that  road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains and fifty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection  145;  on the south -west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes cast seventeen chains and sixty-seven links
to Stone River  ;  and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
. Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
( 7 HEIIEAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
V " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will- be permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, NEAR GRANDCHESTER.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portion.;  16
18,  and  21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north-east corner of portion 17, and bounded
thence on the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty-one chains ; on the south by
another road one chain wide bearing west ten
chains ; and on the west by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty-one chains to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public  Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th February, 1877.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
i applications under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents '  Offices ,  Brisbane ,  Beenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OT ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Pariah. Area.
A. R. P
1 C.Shepperd Road reserved through
portion 9
Kholo ... 1 3 14
2 J. Murtha Road reserved through Pimpama 2 0
and R . portion 13, from Pim-
McCready pama C, eek easterly
to its east boundary
a3 Part of road reserved i Cedar .. . 1 2 30
Walker I through portion 13 1
Roads De- ' Road separating por- Deuchar... 3 0 23
partment tion 13 from portion
22
* The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  2nd February, 187 7.
i T is hereby notified f'or general information, that
1 applications under the 27th section of  The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads;  and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within  two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and theLtn3 Agent 's  Office, G orge street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1
Situation .  Parish .  Area.
II A. R. P.
A. II.Brown  Road separating  portion Oxley ... 11 2 21120 from portion 121
•2 A. Binstcad Reserved road through  I  Farrow 3 0
portion 3 from the
south boundary to the
Coomera River
• This road is proposed to be closed in exchange for a new road
further to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act cf  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a Quarry, and placed under the
control of the Municipal Council of Brisbane.
RESERVE FOR QUARRY.
County of  Stanley, parish  of North  Brisbane.
2 acres 2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing on the north -west side of Leieh-
hardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south -east by that street
bearing 238 degrees 8 minutes two chains and  fifty
links ; on the south -west by a line bearing 328
degrees 8 minutes ten chains and forty-seven links ;
on the north -west by a line bearing 58 degrees 8
minutes two chains and  fifty  links;  and on the
north -east by a line bearing 148 degrees 8 minutes
ten chains and forty -seven links to the point of
commencement.
Department  -,f Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January,  1877,
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
r " The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  GovernmentGazelle for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council  of' Mary borough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A WHARF, MARYBOROUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel with Wharf
street, 485 links from the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees 18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five links ; thence north 30
degrees 18 minutes east to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides ; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MAIIYBOROrGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH  MARCH, 1871.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east, being a line parallel  with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot; thence  north 300
degrees 18 minutes  east two  hundred links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 minutes east one hundred
links to the south -west boundary of reserve foa
wharves proclaimed 6th March,  1874;  thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees 18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve ; thence north 210 degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every  deed  containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 68 acres, 1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links; on the north by a line bearing west twenty-
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north-west corner of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen chains fifty links to Fitton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
IirisbaneRi`er; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantcc-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods  32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes east tight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east ten chains sixty-nine links; thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
I
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chains seventy -two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links ; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide ; on the east by that road bearing
south twenty- one chains  ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway  station, as  shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Survey or-General's Office,
the area  of which has been deucted from the total
area.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd December, 1876.
'' HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is  provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any public
purpose , notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks:
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period  aforesaid , the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBUBBA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads
t.ach one chain  and a-half wide, and bounded thence
on the west by one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains and forty-three links and
north 184 degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety-six links to the other aforesaid road ; and on
the north by that road bearing west eight chains
and fifty-five links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
IT is hereby notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay. will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off a Township as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at  the north -east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
five links ; on the west by  a line  bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links; on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees cast
twenty-four chains and seven links; and on the
east by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains  and five  links  to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE  FOR A CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
westbyoneof said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
six chains and fifty-eight links; on the north by
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south- east by a line  bearing
north 233  degrees  east eight  chains  and forty-seven
links ;  and on  the south- west  by the other road
first  aforesaid  bearing north  323 degrees 3 minutes
east eleven chains and  ninety -six links to  the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th January, 1877.
HEREAS ,  by the twenty -fifth  section of
VV  " The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved  for Wharf  purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly two chains and sixty
three links to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th December, 1876.
W7 HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March,  town  of Maryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets , and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east  about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street  bearing  north 210 degrees
and 50  minutes east ten chains  to gent  street ; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees and  53 minutes  east about  ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north- west  by that street
bearing north 30 degrees  50 minutes east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND WIVENHOE ROAD.
Count'/ of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two  roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south  seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
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links ; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th February, 1877.
IT is.  hereby notified for general information,that application under the 27th section ofThe Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all  persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from  this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this ,  and the
Land Agent's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD PROPOSED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. E. P.
1 E. Turich IRoadseparatingpor- Boyne ... 6316
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
met forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
.Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct  names and  descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and in every deed containing the erroneous
names  and descriptions, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land ,granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No.  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes  east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links  ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty- nine chains  and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
:ieh of Oxley, twenty- five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No. 92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road  one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by  a line  bearing
north 269 degrees  32 minutes  east twenty-five
chains five links ; on the west by  a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51  minutes east ten chains
thirty-one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ;  and on  the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50  minutes
east  ten chains six links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
.parish of Oxley, thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  No. 161
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees  38 minutes east
thirty-one chains fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains  fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary line of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty- one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich road 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3  minutes east  two chains twenty-two and
a-half links ; and north 10 degrees  8 minutes east
seven chains  eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Names of Grantees-Samuel JosephWills, Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.Land granted.-Portion 37, c unty Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.- The  names  Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having  been inserted  in the deed  of Grant as
the intended grantees ,  instead  of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony , it is  hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in chargbe, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to e given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working . of the Land Acts-even to the
extent of filling up forms of application , transfers,
and other documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply  informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,  arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, BOWEN
BRIDGE ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April,
from  persons willing  to contract for the erection of
additicns to the Primary School, Bowen Bridge
Road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to School, Bowen Bridge Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 18th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New Gaol at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Gaol, Rock-
hampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance  of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance ;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
isderation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PARLIAMENTARY BUILDINGS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4.th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Parliamentary Buildings.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Parliament Buildings."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of  every  Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, CAMP FLAT, UPPER
CABOOLTURE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Primary School, at Camp Flat, Upper
Caboolture.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, Camp Flat. Upper Caboolture."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Caboolture.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty f'or securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOTS' BUILDINGS, CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Cairns, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the  erection
of Pilots' Buildings, at Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilots'
Buildings, Cairns."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Cairns.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoz mance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in
h at event to execute and deliver, at the Office o
the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing  such performance ;
otherwise the fender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest, or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCK-UP, MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House,  Mackay, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next,  from  per.
sons willing to contract for the erection of Additions
to Lock- up, Mackay.
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Lock-up, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at this Office,
and at the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily. be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, DEE RIVER.
1ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
.11 at  the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of a Telegraph Office at Dee River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Once, Dee River."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice,Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.
f  F ENDE  [IS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, St. Lawrence."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ner cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane  5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DALBY,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 7th April,
1875, folio 752,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Dalby
Town Reserve to the Lagoon Reserve, parish of
Dalby, county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the office of the Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Dalby ; and  all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof ,  in such manner and form
as are provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-4851.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
I T is hereby notified for  general information, that
the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned  as issued  by the Warden at Thorn-
borough, during the month ended 28th February,
1877.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
No. Name.  No. Name.
2311 Oh Ken 2314 Alfred Daro
2312 James Reynolds 2315 William Hooley
2313 Thomas Harris 2316 Fredk .  Whittaker
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.RETURN of Ingots and Stream Tin forwardedfrom Warwick Railway Station during the
month of March, 1877 :-
Tons . cwt. qrs. lbs.
Ingots .. ... 12 3 1 9
Stream Tin... ... 285 17 2 5
Total ... 298 0 3 14
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  31st March, 1877.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons, during the month
of March, 1877.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
Armour, Robt. and Co. ...
Bright  Bros . and Co.
Hughes, Mich). and Co....
Smith and Landers
McDonald, A. .
Bromberg, Herman
Graham and Co. ...
Jackson, W. ...
Clifton Aplin Bros.
Scrutton, Chas. J....
Rice, D. N.
RETAIL
Brisbane
ditto
ditto
ditto
Copperfield
Mackay
Maryborougli
Mitchell
Normanton
ditto
Thornborough
SPIRIT DEALERS.
Blake, John Brisbane
Zimmermann , Edward Bowen
Freny, Henry ... Byerstown
Attenborough, Geo. Cairns
Clarkin, Hugh ditto
Davis, Joseph ditto
Martin, Alfred ditto
Morey, Edward ditto
Smith, Wm. ditto
White, Danl. ditto
Brown, Wm. Ipswich
Piggey, J. F. Maytown (Palmer)
Synnott, Thos. ditto
Yet, Gee .. ditto
McLean, John Millchester
Norton, Henry Maryborough
Ulring, Susan Rockhampton
Hall, Geo. . Thornborough
McPherson, D. ditto
Norriss,  Geo. ditto
Roos, N. S. ditto
Rogers, .Tae. ditto
Ray, W. F. ditto
Stewart ., Thos. ... ditto
Zigambrine, Andw. ditto
BILLIARDS.
Morley, T. C. ... Brisbane
Simmonds, B. ... ditto
White, Danl. ... Cairns
Tamiesnn, Mungo ... Normanton
East, James ... Roma
Cruickshank, R. D. ... Rockhampton
Dean , Timothy ditto
Flynn, Wm. ditto
Harris, Henry ditto
Joyce, John ditto
Laurie, Margt. ditto
Major, John ... Townsville
Harman, J. G, ... Thornborough
BAGATELLE.
Adrian, W. S. C.... ... Mackay
Boyer, Albert ... Rockhampton
Holt, W. R. ... ditto
Murphy, Thomas ... ... ditto
Nuroombe, Robt.... ... ditto
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda, Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama,  Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborougb, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
1xi eeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent . per annum  on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be  made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
PUNTS FOR DREDGE "LYTTON."
TO IRON SHIP -BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
T ENDERS will  be received until noon ofSATURDAY, 14th April, for the  construction
of Three (3) Iron Hopper Barges ,  to carry 250 tons
each.
Plans and Specification may be seen at the Office
of the Engineer of Harbors and Rivers ,  Brisbane,
where also lithographed copies may be obtained on
payment of one guinea.
The lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
DALBY TO COORANGA CREEK AND CHAR.
LEY'S CREEK, ALONG THE WESTERN
RAILWAY.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the sixteenth
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material except wire
and insulators, and for all workmanship necessary
for the erection of the undermentioned Line of
Telegraph, according to the terms, general con-
ditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
--R
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Dalby to Charley's Creek, a distance'of 50 miles,
more or less.
istance'
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the offcer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay.
ment shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or  materials in respect  of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded  by " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action  of the  contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same from  any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment , it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties  for the  non-fulfilment  of the  contract ; and
all sums of  money which may be due to the con-
tractor ,  together with all materials and implements
in his possession  on the ground,  and all  sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be -
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking, in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Speci ration.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in width
o be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by the fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a clear space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carJ'ully and thoroughly charred
from the base up ds over  a space  of six (6) feet,
and well  coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop -iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble and
earth .  At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of s lit ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be  not less  than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or  splices to be made as  directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs. or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
T ENDERS are hereby invited, and will be re-ceived until noon of MONDAY, the 21st
May, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails.
To and from Cairns and Thornsborough,  via
Smithfield and Kingsborough, by horse, once
a-week, for one or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents ,  are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent .  of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and con-
tract shall have been executed, for their duly com-
mencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
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TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.TENDERS are hereby invited, and will bereceived until Noon of MONDAY, the 16th
April, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails.
To and from Gympie and Imbil, by horse, once
a-week, for one or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General  a sum  equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted  as a guarantee  until the bond and
contract shall  have been executed, for their duly
commencing  and carrying on the  service.
The deposit shall  be absolu W forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable  time,  or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction  of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest  or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 1st March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
ST. GEORGE TO CURRIWILLINGHI.
TENDERS will be received at the Office of the
1 Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the ninth
(9th) day, of April next, from persons desirous of
contracting for the supply of all material except
wire  and insulators, and for all workmanship
necessary  for the erection of the undermentioned
Line of Telegraph, according to the  terms , general
conditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must state separately :--
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length of poles,
where necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, and
stretching wire.
St. George to Curriwillinghi, a distance of 100
miles, more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within eight (8) months
from the notification of the acceptance of the
Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the a ork
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, tho
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will he paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the  satisfac-
tion of the Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior  to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently re ect or condemn any portion of the
work or materials,
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraph Act"  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the  line, also
for damage  so caused  to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the  same from  any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in  the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government  Gazette,
to terminate the contract,  as far as  relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the  amount  shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of
contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering, and two
responsible persons  as sureties , agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty
in a sum  equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the  inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight (8) feet in
width to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned, which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of
such roadway . In cases  where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the beat
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches  in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not  less than  one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart,  unless  by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
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dicular position, and well rammed with rubble and
earth. At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer appointed
by him to inspect the same.
Tender forms, and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster -General 's Office,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GLADSTONE TO BUSTARD HEAD.TENDERS willbe received at the office of theSuperintendent  of Electric  Telegraphs, Bris-
bane ,  until Noon  on MO .N DAY,  the 30th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material ,  except wire and
insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under -mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price ,  each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price ,  per mile, for affixing insulators, screw-
ing on brackets where necessary, and
stretching wire.
Gladstone to Bustard Head, a distance of fifty
(50) miles, more or less . The wire to  be carried on
brackets, to be fastened to the existing poles for a
distance of about 25 miles, as directed.
The wire, brackets ,  and insulators to be supplied
by the Government ,  and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane. .
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6)  months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same, but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages , prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining  materials , on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the nor;-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that  they  will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
• be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection1
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between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed ,  and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
A ll  material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it ,  to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship ,  are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or any  officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders ,  forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
RETURN of all Applications for Timber Licensesmade to the Bench of Magistrates, at Tiaro,
from the 1st day of January, 1877, to the 31st day
March, 1877, both inclusive.
P. RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
Applicant' s Name. Description of
Whether Amount
License. grantee or of Fee.refused.
Thomas L. Pyne
John Quin ...
Syend Neilsen ..
Charles Cunningham
Robert Whannel
Jonathan Harwood
James  Andrew ...
Henry Andrew...
John Callaghan
Thomas  McMahon
William Ross ...
John O'Keeffe ...
Joseph Hibbit ...
James  A. Cameron
James  A. Cameron
James  A. Cameron
John Quin ...
John Quin ...
Syend Neilsen ...
Syend Neilsen ..
Robert Whannel
W. Pettigrew ...
W. Pettigrew ...
Thomas S. L. Pyne
I A
... General ... Granted 2
2
2
„  2
„ ., 2
... „ ,, 2
2
,, 2
„ 2
... „ „ 2
2
2
... Hardwood... „ 1
... Employers'
Hardwood
,,  is  1
... Employers'
General ...
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
NOTICE.HIS Excellency the Acting Governor, with theadvice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint Mr. WILLIAM HANDLET DEAN,
Clerk oI Petty Sessions at Townsville, District
Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marriages at that
place, in the room of Mr. Fitzroy Somerset, trans-
ferred.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Reverend JAMES COMEEFOBD, a Ministerof the Roman Catholic Church , residing at
Rockhampton, in the Registry District of Rock-
hampton, has been duly registered as a Minister of
Religion authorised to celebrate Marriages in
Queensland, under the provisions of  " The Mar-
riage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,Registrar-General.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office,in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES OF THE  COLONY.NOW  published ,  at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes ,  demy  quarto:--2  e. d.
Full Bound  ... ...  4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other brands , by placing  the words
"  Registe red Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane,  8th  May, 1874.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE,  at the Government  Printing Office
in pamphlet  form ,  " The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo.  Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
.14ITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.C HART of part of Cleveland B y from Magazine
Island  to Kissing  Point ; also plan of Nor-
manby Sound, showing Thursday  and adjacent
islands , with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government Printing C ffice,
William street , Brisbane . Price, Is.  each.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 1875.
THE SUBSCRIPTION  to the  Government  Gazette is
10s. per quarter, payable in  advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock, Is. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps  may be used for sums of  5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 3rd April, 1877.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information , that the  interest of the previous occupants in the under'
mentioned Runs of Crown lands ,  situated in the  Unsettled  Districts ,  has been transferred, during the
Quarter ended  31st ultimo ,  with the sanction  of the Government,  to the persons hereunder particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Transferror. Transferee. Name of Run.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
E. W. Lamb  and J .  R. Black  (by Thomas Wells Conran and Henry Chalgrove, Cuddesden, Langley
his attorney , E. W. Lamb) Lewis Conran  Ensham, East Cuddesden, and
Yan Yan Gurt.
J. Skelton and E . Eglinton... ...  Margaret  Bell (widow) and William Adder Creek  and Bashan.
Bell
The Bank of New South Wales ... Andrew Scott ...
D. Benjamin  and J.  Benjamin
The Bank of New South Wales
W. W. Bucknell and A. Winten
James York, John Walsh, and John
Rennie
J. P. Molony and H. M. Molony ...
William King ... .., ...
B. Harding, senr., and E. Harding,
junr.
D. Benjamin and J. Benjamin ...
The North British Australian Com-
pany, Limited (by their attorney,
George Raff)
R. McMicking
R. H. Blamey
J. C. Turner... ... ...
J. Taylor ... ... ...
E. M. Geary ... ... ...
J. Hay ... ... ...
J. Tyson ...
F., T., G., and J. Williams...
J. R. Skuthorp and J. V. Neville
F. Clewett ...
G. E. Forbes... ... ...
MARANOA DISTRICT.
Donald Ross,  James  Graham, and
Thomas  Brennan
William Wentworth Bucknell and
James  Abraham Winten
James York, John Walsh, and John
Rennie
The City Bank of Sydney ... ...
Thomas Latten Nugent Fitz Gerald ...
Thomas John Sherwin and Alfred
Riley Sherwin
The Corporation of the Commercial
Banking Company of Sydney
The Bank of Australasia ... ...
James Cavanough
The New Zealand Loan and Mercantile
Agency Company, Limited
WARREGO DISTRICT.
The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney
Robert Wright Knot ... ...
Robert Wright Knox ... ... ...
... Ernest James Stevens ... ...
... James  Tyson ... ... ... ...
... John Hay ... ... ...
... Archibald McDonald, Peter McDonald,
and John McInnes
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Felix Clewett
... Richard Skuthorp (Tertius) ... ...
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
... Horace  Sydney Cooper... ... ...
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
H. Beit
G. Irlam ...
T. L. Murray-Prior ...
St. C. Boyd ... ...
E. Clifford and J. Courtney
P. E. Walsh ... ... ...
C. Skuthorp, T. J. Skuthorp,
J. R. Skuthorp
N. H. Macdonald ... ...
J. Costello ...
J. Scanlan and  J. Costello ...
M. Costello  .. ... ...
W. J. O'Donnell ...
... I Horace Sydney Cooper
... William Johnson
William Tucker
Edward Parker... ...
BURKE DISTRICT.
Dandry, Horn-tt Creek, Hookingah,
Cowanga, Euramba, Canal No. 2,
and Anneyberry.
Boatman South.
Tomoo No. 1.
Tomoo No. 1.
Tomoo No. 1.
Moongool.
Lloyds Downs
Lamplough West.
Upper Yalebone and Upper West
Yalebone.
Haran West.
Yarrara Lake, Callowhey, Chester-
field, Cashmere, and Cairngorm.
D4 No. 5 and Kempsey.
Buaraba.
Gumbardo, Cambertine, Yesaba,
Helidon, Yahparaba, and Yabra.
Wingfield.
Tuen No. 1, and D 4 No. 8.
Diana and Goono.
Munquin.
Mexico.
Mexico, and Mexico No. 2.
Ravenswood.
... Newlands, Graham, Mount McCon-
nell, Smedley, Arundel No. 2, and
Arundel No. 1.
Monteagle No. 2.
Devlin Downs and Collingwood.
Lanark.
Robert Stewart ... ... ... ...  Marathon and Beira.
William Sloane, and Robert Jonathan Tholmeenbal and Budgen Budgen.
Jeffray I
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Richard Skuthorp  (Tertius) ... . ...
Wi ll iam Brown Bradley and James
Rutherford
and Urbana No. 1 and Urbana No. 2.
Kenegarry ,  Peelenah , Mowarrah,
Mandragoonah , and Coombara.
Ulva, and Derrywarra.
Rutherford
GBEGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
William Brown Bradley and James
Robert  Martin  Collins ... ...
John Costello ... ... ...
Sir John O'Shanassy ... ... ...
J. Costello  ... ... ... ... I Frederick  Peppin and John Webber...
Murken.
Loch Derg and Back Water
Curralle No. 1, Curralle No. 2,
Springvale, Cam, Avon, Belilla,
and Mount Howitt
Abbotsford East and Melrose East.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
n 'I HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
11 Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " 'I he Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of  Lessee or Licensee .  Name of gun.
Joseph Becker ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ..
Ernest James Stevens...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .., ,,, ,,,
Ditto .. .. ...
Joseph Becker and William Sly
William Oswold Gilchrist
Ditto .,, .,
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Robert Wright Knox ... ..,
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ..
Ditto ... ... ..
Ditto ...
Ditto  ...  .. ...
William Naunton Waller
Ditto ... .,,
Ditto ... ,,,
Ditto ... ,,, ...
Ditto
Ditto
... Gunadorah ..,
... Wombadulla
... Green
... Balthazzar ...
... Napoleon ...
... Imbadulla .
... Imbadulla East
... Injamulla ...
... Injamulla East
... Mogadarra ..
... Gundary ...
.., Gundary East
.., Hoomooloo North
... Hoomoaloo South
... Patchimellun
... Patchimellun East
... Morgana ... .,,
... Coomete ... ...
... Coomete East ...
... Bismark ... ...
,., Gunadorah West
... Sanquhar ..
... Sanquhar No. 2 ...
... Wallstown ... ...
... Fermoy ... ...
... Gumbardo ... ...
... Cumb,-rtine ... ...
... Yesaba ... ..,
... Yabra ... ...
... Helidon ... ...
... Yahparaba ... ...
... Yarraboota ... ...
... Pintahra
... Lawrenny Back Block
... Kiandra ... ...
... Barnum ... ...
... Itheraway ...
District.
Area in
Square Amount.
Miles.
£ a. d.
.,. Warrego ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 34  8 10  0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 11'0 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 75  18 15  0
... ditto ... ... 75  18 15  0
... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
... ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
... ditto ... 51 12 15 0
... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... 39 9 15 0
... ditto ... 39 9  15 0
... ditto ... 50 .  12  10  0
... ditto ... ... 35 8 15 0
...  ditto ... ... 44  it  0 0
... ditto ... ... 47 11 15 0
... ditto ... .., 40 10 0 0
... ditto ... ... 381 912 6
... ditto ... ...  511  12 17 6
.,, ditto ... 53 13 5 0
... ditto ... ... 481 12 2 6
ditto ... ... 47 11 15 0
... ditto ... 53 13 5 0
ditto ... ... 44 11 0 0
ditto ... 50 1210 0
ditto ... 70 17 10 0No. 1  ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
... ditto ... .,, 80 20 0 0
... ditto ... ... 57 14 5 0
.,, ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 26th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
II Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty- first clause  of  " Tlie Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment  is made  within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee. Name of Run.
Walter Williamson and William HenryLindsay Thornton ... ... Cumbi Cumbi
Tom Mc Knight Cameron Christison , Lammermoor West...
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ... ... ...
Robert Christison ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Robert  Gray  and Mowbray Gray
James Tolson and William Justin
Christians Land ...
Foulden ...
Lammermuir No. 3...
Montgomery ...
St. Ronans ... ...
Prairie Lagoon ...
Beauchamp Cameron ... ... Perringunga...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Mid-Lothian
Ditto ... ... ... ... Uanda North
Ditto ... ... ... ... Uanda South
Ditto ... ... ... ... Gretta Plains
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ewen Plains
Henry Rourke ... ... ... ... Upton ...
Thomas Christison and Robert Christi-
Area in
District .  Rquare Amount.
Miles.
Mitchell  ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
£  S.  d.
75 18 15 0
50 12 10  0
70 1710 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10  0
50 1210 0
30 7 10 0
25 6 5 0
50 12 10  0
76 19 0 0
68 17 0  0
60 15 0  0
69 17 5  0
80 20 0 0
52 13 0  0
30 7 14 0
29 7 b 0
son ... ... ... ... .... Redpath ... ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Jireena ... ... ... ditto ... ...
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of  Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run.
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ...
Alexander Gibson Hamilton ... ..
James Thomas Allan, Herbert Gar-
nett, John Cameron, and William
Crombie ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
James  Thomas Allan ... ... ..
Henry Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck Cory,
and James Taylor ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
De Burgh Persse ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ..
Ditto ,.. ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
William K elman  ... ... ...
Castle Creek ...
Hope...
Thalaba  East ...
The Forest ... ...
Excess  No. 2 ...
North Branch ...
Belmont Block No. 3
Vergemont No. 1 ...
Vergement No. 2 ...
Vergemont No. 3 ...
Evesham No. 6 ...
Alfred Downs No. 5
Vergemont No. 4
Alfred Downs No. 11
Esmarelda  West ...
Esmarelda  East ...
Blackboy West ...
Blackboy East
Kilrush .. ...
Clashnamuck ...
Doubtful No. 2 ...
District.
£ 8. d.
Leichhardt ... .. 54 16 4 0
ditto ... 43 12 18 0
ditto ... ... 38 11 8 0
ditto 85 25 10 0
ditto ... ... 26 7 16 0
ditto ... ...  56 16 16 0
ditto ... ... 40 12 0 0
Mitchell ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
ditto 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
ditto ... ... 39 9 15 0
ditto ... ... 90 22 10 0
... Gregory North ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
ditto ... ... 75 1815 0
... ditto . ... ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 50  12 10  0
ditto ... ... 50 1210 0
ditto ... ... 64 16 0 0
Area in
Square Amount.
Miles.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1' W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 565 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of
Ipswich, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
whereof part was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roa i referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary  for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-983.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD ON  THE LEFT BANK OF  BUNDAMBA  CREEK, PARISH OF  IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held. Reputed Owner . Occupier.Bearings.Len gths . Breadth Area. Remarksof Road.
chs. lks A. X. F.
J.  Ivory 200° 19 83 100 links 1 3 38 Unimprov
N. Watson 200° 13 45 100 links 2 1 25 Fenced and
155° 151 10 63 cultivate
T. Maguire 156° 151 15 12 100 links 3 2 4 Unimproved
118° 251 19 80
J. Ivory 118° 251 4 53 100 links 4 3 0 Ummproved
145° 521 39 77
138° 001 2 64
1 Commencing in the  Leasing Act  of  James Ivory
no rt h boundary of 1866
portion 197, and run-
ning south -westerly
to its south boun-
dary
Commencing in the  Leasing Act of  Nathaniel
no rt h boundary of 1866 Watson
port ion 198,  and run-
ning south-westerly
and south -easterly to
its south boundary
3 Commencing in the  Leasing Act of  James Ivory
no rt h boundary of 1866
port ion 199, and run-
south-easterly to its
south boundary
4 Commencing in the Under deed of James Ivory
no rt h-west corner of grant, con -
portion 200,  and  run-  t aining a
ning south-easterly  general reser-
to its southern boun -  vation for
dary roads
Nors .- This Notice  cancels the  Notice published  in the  Government Gazette,  dated 28th October ,  1876,  folio 882.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previ,)us occupants in the
Licenses of the undermentioned Runs of Crown lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has
been transferred, during the Quarter ended 31st ultimo, with the sanction of the Government, to the
undermentioned persons.
Transfe ror.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Transferee. Name of Run.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
W. Marsh Frederick George Warner ... ... Tindee
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
J. Kennedy ... ... ... ... Donald Gunn ... ... Retreat No. 1 and Retreat No. 2
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
P. K. White.. ... ... ... John Arthur Macartney, and Edward Panic, Bryan O'Lynne,  Manuka, and
Graves Mayne Slednmere
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February. 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portn n 208, parish of England, county
of Cavendish, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are
otherwise by law so entitled.
77-1499.
GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 208, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road,
1 Running south -easterly
from the west boun-
dary of port ion 208 to
Lookyer 's Creek
1 o
mom How Reputed Occupier Bearings Lengths Breadth of Area RemarksHeld. .Owner. . . Road. . .
cbs. Ike. A. R. P.
203 " Crown John John 1680 2 90 100  links 2 0 0 West boun-
Lands Noonan Noonan 108° 22' 14 34 dary
Aliena- 156° 3 70 fenced with
tion Act
OJ1868"
two-rail
fence.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane. 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
NJ[' ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 4,10 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county
of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given , that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to o en
and make the  Road referred  to, according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Ofce
of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane ,  and at the  Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous  of claiming
compensation in respect  of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the  compensation  they claim
must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice  will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-573.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114 ,  PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
Homestead, EdwardFro m the road re- 1 25191
under Act Collinsserved  through por -  Ipswich
of 1872tion 114,  parish of  'Register
Forbes ,  south-
westerly to its
south boundary
Portion of Road.
-Boo
Reputed BreadthHow Held . Owner. i Occupier .  Bearings .  I Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.I Road.
ohs.lks .  A. S.  P.
244° 40' 28 82  2 chains 6 0 0
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
How Held . ReputedOwner.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed  it expedient to open  a new  Road through Portion 280, parish of Ipswich, county
of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being
land which was originally granted by Deed of Grant  containing  a reservation of all such parts thereof
as might thereafter  be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of goad abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich;  and all  person interested therein are
requested  to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public `'Yorks, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-982. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THOUGH PORTION 280, PARISH OF IPSWICH, COUNTY OF  STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A triangular piece off
the south -west corner
of the portion
No. of
Portion.
280
Occupier .  Bearings.
Brisbane ,  6tti  April, 1877.
Lengths.
chs. iks.
Under Deed Michael Ryan M. O'Keefe N. 135° E. 2 831
of Grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Breadth
of Road. Area.
A. R. P.
Irregular 0 0 32
Remarks.
Fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY , COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL,
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February ,  1877, folio 394 of the  Government Gazette l
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 21 and 30 ,  parish of Jeebropilly- ,  county
of Churchill ,  through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder speci fied ,  which were
originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for making public ways  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Ad-
ministrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred
to according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor .General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,  Ipswich .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect
of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof ,  but such notice will
not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
77-421 .  GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 21 AND 30, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY ,  COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
I
No. Port ion of Road . I
1 Commencing  at the N .W. corner'
of portion  21, and  running
east to its  N.E. corner
2 Commencing  in the west boun-
dary of portion 30, and run-
ning westerly  to the Warwick
road
Register
No. of
Selection.
How Held. Reputed )
.Owner. Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
ehs. iks .  A. R. P.
XXI Under deed of Darby Darby 90° 1 64 00 1 chain 6 1 24
" Leaatng
Act of
1868 "
grant containing
a general reser-
vation for roads
McGrath McGrath
Ditto Ditto ...  Ditto  ... 134° 15' 15 37 1 chain 2 3 13
1 109° 30'
1 30
81° 13 32
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1' W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  Government Gazette,
relative  to the opening  of a new t: oad through Portion 50, parish of Burnett, county of
Stanley , through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,  has been
pleased  to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and  make  the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation  in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice  will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otht  rw se  by law so entitled.
77-642. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 50 .  PARISH  OF BURNETT,  COUNTY  OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
ma, a
„off
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths. of
Road.
Area.
a
m
chs. lks.
11 Commencing on the Ipswich Conditional William Dob- ... 267°  0' 10 0 1501inka 3 0 8 L'n-
reserved main north -  Reg. Clause, A. bie 285° 40' 13 58 fenced.
ern road, and  ru nning  899  " C. L. A.
westerly to  join  aroad  Act of
on the north of the 1868."
po rt ion ,  and leading to
Atkinson 's crossing.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
IN'  ITH reference to the Notice dated the 7th day of February, 1877, folio 360 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish
of Cunningham, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76-5927.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM  WARWICK  TO KILLARNEY, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM,
COUNTY  OF MERIVALE , DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.How held.
1 Running easterly 2128 Selection  Chas. Smith
through portion under
428, parish  of  " The Leaa-
Cunningham  ing Act of
1866"
2 Running easterly 2129  Ditto ...  Chas. Smith
from the west to
the east boundary
of portion 429
3 A strip 50  links wide , W. R., Under  deed J. D.
off part  of the north No. 6 of grant ,  Macansh
boundary of  selec-  containing
tion 6 a general
reservation
for roads
4 Running east from
the west to the
east  boundary of
portion 139
5 Running  east from
the west to the
east  boundary of
portion 274
6 Running east and
south -easterly from
the west to the
en it boundary of
portion 272
7 Running south-east-
erly from the west
to the east boun-
dary of portion 160
8 Running south-east-
erly and north-east-
erly from  the west
to the  east  boundary
of portion 273
9 Running south-east-
erly from the west
to the south boun-
dary of portion 275
10 Running  from the
north boundary of
selection No. 72
south-easterly and
easterly to its east
boundary
11 Running  fr om the
west boundary of
Killat'ney pre-emp-
tive 66 easterly to
junction with  ro ad
already proclaimed
in said pre -emptive
chs. Ike.
Area.
A. B. P.
Unoccupied '  92° 37 '  29 03 2 chains 5 3 9 South boundary
of po rt ion
fenced
Unoccupied  92° 37' 28 98 2 chains ,  7 2 29 Apparently un-
andirre- improved
gular
Unoccupied  89° 50' 3o  43 Portion  1 2 3 South boundary
resumed, fenced, and
50  links fence cro sses
selection
1902 Selection Alexander Unoccupied 89° 50'
under Macdonald
" The Leas-
tng Act of
1866"
1868  Ditto ...  Alexander Unoccupied 89° 50'
Macdonald
2040 Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied 89° 50'
Macdonald  111° 00'
2143 Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied 111° 00'
Macdonald
1878 Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied 111° 00'
Macdonald 96° 00'
133° 10'
2016 Ditto Alexander
Macdonald
Unoccupied 138°
W. R., Under deed
No.72 of grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Reputed
Owner.
J. D. J. D.
Macansh Macansh
122° 30'
137° 20
97°
Ditto ... J. D. J. D. 97
Macansh Macansh
59 93 2 chains  12 0 0 Unimproved ;
part  forest and
part plain
67 31 2 chains 11 1 34 Iron  sheep-shed
on selection
16 33 2 chains 11 1 30 Unimp ro ved;
40 84 open box
forest
58 20 2 chains 11 2 22 Sheep-shed on
selection
29 35 2 chains  12 1 35 Sheep -shed on
20 53  selection
12 24
22 95
Breadth
of
Road.
2 chains 4 0 30
Remarks.
Unimproved
forest land
60 0 2  chains  37 3 17  South and part
49 0 of out  boun-
80 1 dary  ;  fenced
15 86 2 chains 2 2 31 Unimp ro ved
forest ridges;
black soil
NorE.-The above Book of Reference cancels Proclamation of a road from Warwick to Selection  (w.R.) No .  660, on Farm Creek
via  Saw Mills ,  and from Warwick and Farm Creek road to Killarney ,  pansh of Cunningham ,  Bounty of  Merivale ,  dated 11th septembur
rsre . (see  Government Gasette ,  folio 623.)
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHUR('HILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
I1'H reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 393 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening  of a new  Road in Fassifern Scrub, parish of Fassifern,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the  said  Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming  compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are other-
Rise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-58.
BOOK OF RFFERENCR  OF ROAD IN  FASSIFERN SCRUB, PARISH OF FASsiFERN , COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL,
MOBBTON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BB PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
C o
No. Portion of Road . °  o'V How Held. ROewner. Occupier8
1 Commencing at the
Register
33  "  C, L. A. Julia Me- Julia Me-
intersection of the Act of 1868"  Analen Analen
Ipswich road and
the east boundary
of portion 41, and
running south to
south boundary
2 Commencing on the 309 Ditto Ditto  ...  J.MoAnalen
north -east corner
of port ion 43, and
running south to
its south-east cor-
ner
S Commencing at the 2008 Ditto Richard Richard
no rt h -east Corner Bradfield Bradfield
of port ion 105, and
running south to
its south boundary
4 Commencing on the 2245 Ditto Elizabeth E Horton
no rt h boundary of Horton
po rt ion 128, and
running west and
then south along
north and east
boundaries to its
south -east corner
5 Reserved  road be - ... ... The Crown  ...
tween po rt ions  207
and 151
t Commencing  on the  2380 Homestead,
west  boundary of  " C. L.  A.
portion 151,  and Ac14t1868"
running south to
the south - west
corner
7 Triangular piece
near  south - west
corner portion 151
S Reserved  ro ad be-
tween portions 128
and 207
9 Deviation of  ro ad on 2390
south boundary of
port ion 151
10 Deviation of  ro ad on 2489
south boundary of
portion 153
11 Deviation of same 3281
road into portion
173
C. L.A.
Act of 1868"
Ditto
Ditto
12 Commencing at the  2223 Ditto
north- west corner
of 138,  and running
westerly through
port ion 126
13 Commencing on the  2833 Ditto
east  boundary of
port ion 162, and
running south-
west to  its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
Eouth• west corner
Ferdinand
Sonnburg
F.Sonnburg
The Crown ...
Ditto
Ferdinand  F.Sonnbnrg
sonnburg
Friederich  F.Schumae -
Schumache  her
Christian C. Deick-
Deickmann mann
Thomas Thos. Hess-
Heasman man
John Mc-
Donald
John Mc-
Donald
14 Commencing at the 3438  ...  Carl Deick -  I C. Deick-
south east corner  mann  inane
and running west-
erly to the west
boundary of  por-
tion 127
Ipswich
Bearings .  Lengths .
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
Road.
ohs. lks A.  IL P.
N.181 ° E. 1 86 ; 101 links 0 035 Partly fen-
ced
N. 181°  E. 28 441 100 links 2 3 15 Unimproved
N. 180°  46' E. a6 64 100 links 3 2 26 Partly fen-
N .  90° 23' E. 6 63 100 links 3 3 16
ced and
cultivated
Ditto
N. 180°  48'E.  30 84
N. 180° 10' E. 15 22 Irregular 1 3 37
166°  07' 4 23
179° 57'  10 23 Ditto 0 318 Partly
201046,  1 80 Ditto 0 0 21
under cul-
tivation
9e° 45'  19 76 1 chain 1 3 3s
90° 30' 7 28 Irregular 0 1 16
90° 30' 8 65 Ditto 2 1 29 Part  under
90° 30' 3 46 Ditto 0 0 35
cultivation
Ditto
90° 20' 6 61 1 chain 2 0 3 Ditto
265°20' 13 52 I
262° 20' 6 38 Ditto 1 2 1 6
270°  45' to 53
287° 45'  13 34 Ditto 5 0 24
246° 45' 9 52
270°45' 28 67
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 ` W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1,
parish of Northbrook, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder
specified, which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the Road referred to, according to the Plan vnd Book of Reference, to be  seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. A ll  persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation
unless they are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-966.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH NOR7 19BROOK PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASE NO. 1, PARISH OF
NORTEBROOK , COUNTY OF STANLEY,  MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC R"AD.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
From the south bound-
ary  of No rt hbrook pre-
emptive purcba.e No.
1, northerly to its nort h
boundary
Regiaterl
No. ofSelec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Under Deed of Grant  William
containing a general Pearson
reservation for roads
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
ch. Ike .  A.  R.  Y.
N. 0° 50'  E. 20 0 3 chains 6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1 W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 4,09 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 71, 108, 107, and 66, parish of
Samsonvale , county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons  hereunder spelcified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation  in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so  claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK  OF REFERFNCE OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTIONS  71, 108, 107, AND 66,  PARISH OF SAMSONVALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT , INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .
U
How held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths . Breadth Area .  Remarks.
tt Z
m Owner .  of Road.g
ohs. lks .  A. X. P.
1 Commencing on a re- 1473 UnderLand Hugh H. Strain ...  279° 33' 4 78 1 chain ...  0 2 9 Partly
served road near the  Act of 1868 Strain 324°  Of  1 481 cleared
North  Pine River. and
running  north-west-
erly to the north boun-1
dary of portion 71
2 Commencing on the 2392 Ditto  ...  Ditto ... Ditto ... 324° Of 4 5% 1 chain i r
south boundary of 312°  Of  4 25
portion 108, and run-
ning north -westerly I Partly
to its no rt h boundary cleared and
1 2 30-, cultivated,
3 Branch road from new 2392 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ... {  West  ...  15 00 50  link reservedroad
road along the no rt h to be closed
boundary of portion
108, to its no rt h-west {
corner
4 Branch road fro m new 1 2351
road along the south
boundary to south-
west corner of portion •
107
Ditto ...
6 Commencing on the 2351 I Ditto ...
south  boundary of
port ion 107, and run-
ning no rt h westerly
to its no rt h -west corner
6 Commencing on the 1453  Ditto ...
south boundary of
port ion 66,  and run-
ning north-westerly
to a reserved road
William
Nugent
Ditto ...
Ditto
W. Nugent West .. ' 11 80 50 links
{ Partly
2 023 cleared, re-Ditto  ... 1 293° 0' 9 11} 1 chain served  roado be closed314° 5' 4 80} It
Ditto  ...  269° 13' 8 90 1 chain ...  2 3 18 Unimp ro ved
300° 0'  4 30 scrub land,
313° Of 4 50 pa rt  of
338° 0' 3 0 reserved
301° 0' 4 54 road to be
1° 11' 3 84 closed.
Nora - Nos. 3  and 4  cancel the Book  of Reference  published in the Government  Gazette of  November 11th ,  1876,  folio 996
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Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane , 5th  April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BEAUDESERT AND NINDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February , 1877,  folio 394 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative o the op ning of a new Road ,  from Beaudesert to Nindooimba , parishes of
Beaudesert and Nindooimbah ,  county of Ward, District of Moreton ,  th ro ugh lands in the occupation of
the several persons hereunder specified ,  being lands whereby some part was origina lly granted by Deed
of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles ,  as hereunder respective ly set forth :
Notice is hereby given ,  that His Exce llency the Administrator of the  G overnment ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road  are  hereby informed that notice
of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such com-
pensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDESERT TO NINDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of How held. ReputedSelec -  Owner.
tion.
1 Running southerly and 287  "  Crown  George
south -easterly from Brie -  Lands  Robinson
the no rt h to the bane  Alienation
south boundary of Regis  Act y
portion 2,  parish of 1868 "
Beaudesert
2 Running south -easterly 1182 Ditto
from the boundary of Brie-
port ion 72 to the bane
originally reserved Register
road
0
1
Running easterly and
south -easterly  fr om
the west houndary of
Nindooimbah Pre-
emptive No .  1, to the
main road to Beenleigh
Under Deed  J. D. White ...
of Grant
contain-ing a gen-
eral reser-
vation for
roads
Crown
Lands
Alienation
Act  of
1868"
Owner.
36° 16' 160
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
Ernest  White
George
Robinson
SECOND NOTICE.W1TH reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 566 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 174, parish of Goodna, county
of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all sucti parts thereof as might thereafter be required
for making public ways, as hereunder set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council , has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according
to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Goodna. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1123.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 174, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road .  How Held.
1 A triangular piec e out of Under Deed
the no rt h -west corner of Grant con-
of portion No. 174. taining a
general re-
servation for
public ways
Reputed O  B n Len hs Breadth ofe tr Ban
Occupier . Bearings . Lengths .
Breadth
Of IArea .  Remarks.
Road.
ohs. lks. Links. A.  a.:.
... 199° 0' 24 03 160 14 1 6 Old re-
149° 30' 16 12 served
159° 10' 12 17 road to be
161° 46' 8 68 closed.
166° 8' 33 88
... 186° 8' 19 40 150 3 3 33 Corres-
J. D. White 84° 26' 11 94 150 4 2 5
ponding
part  ofold
reserved
road to be
closed
113° 10' 18 09
BRANCH ROAD CONNECTING THE ABOVE ROAD WITH THE TELEMON ROAD.
Running no rt h -easterly 287
fr om the south -west Bris-
corner of portion 2, bane
parish of Beaudesert ,  Register
to the above  ro ad,from Beaudese rt  to
Nindooimbah
g . g-.kl .
14 14
Road.
2 0 0
Area .  Remarks.
chs. Ike. A. IL F.
J. M. J. If. N. 0° 17' 3 58 Irregular . 0 2 10  Fencedand
Thompson Thompson  cleared
Nora.- This Notice cancels the Notice dated 3rd November , 1876,  published in the  Government Casette ,  folio 943.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions 122 and 119, parish of North, county
of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being
lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required f'or making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles ,  as hereunder respectively set forth  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office,  Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Secretary for Public'Works,  within one month from this
date, any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-1135. GEORGE THORN.
BOOB  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD ,  GIVING ACCESS TO THE NEW BRIDGE NEAR SPENCER'S CROSSING,
BRISBANE  RIVER, THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISH OF NORTH ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Port ion of Road.
I An irregular piece of
land at the uorth cor-
ner of port ion 122
2 Commencing on the
south-west boundary
of po rt ion 119, and
running north-east-
erly, being an irregu-
lar piece of lend, along
the right bank of the
Brisbane River
Register
No.
of  I  How held .
ROepue d Occupier .  Bearings.
tion.
Length  Breadth Area.in Chains .  of Road. Remarks.
ohs.lks .  A.  R. P.
Ipswich Under Deed John John 49°43' 1 711 Irregular  0 0 27 Portion re-
Register  of Grant  Redmond Redmond sumed un-
117 c  )ntaining a
generalre-
servation
for roads
fenced.
34  C. L. A. Act  John
Qf 1868  Redmond
John
Redmond
49° 43' 11 20f Irregular  3 1 13 Portion to be
resumed un-
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I.1IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, havingdeemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions 96, 51, and 22, parish of Samsonvale,
county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified,
being lands whereof some parts were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue
is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : N otice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may. exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-876. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 96, 51 ,  AND 22, PARISH OF SAMSON VALE ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Port ion of Road . No. of How held . Reputed Occupier.Selec- Owners.
tion.
1 Fro m the east boundary Bris-
of port ion 96 south- bane
westerly to its south -  Register
west corner 2215
Under Deed
of Grant
containing a
general re-
servation
for  roads.
2 From the south  -  ea-  t 1203 ditto
cori-er of portion 51
north -westerly to its
west boundary
Richard Unoccupied
Winn
Patrick P. Scanlan
Scanlan
3 Fro m  the south  -  east 396  C. L. A Act  Hugh F. 11. F. Mills
corner of  portion 22 of 1868  Mills
north -westerly to a
reserved road I
Bearings Lengths
I
Breadth I Area Remarks. . of Road. . .
248° 22'
chs. 1ks.
1 28 1 chain
A.
2
R. P.
2 21 Unfenced.
264° 0' 4 62
288° 0' I 260
224° 0' . 4 70
248° 0' 8  0
269°54 500
307° 50' 4 36  ditto ... 1 335 ditto.
298° 0' 14 80
313° 11' 0 50
313° 11' 8 06 ditto ... 1 1 3 Fenced.
323° 0' 5 00
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Execuive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Gatton up Tenthill or Blackfellow's Creek ,  parish of
Tenthill, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several  persons
hereunder specified , which  were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all
such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways ,  and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Gatton ;  and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-529. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PARTS OF ROAD  FROM  GATTON up  TENTHILL OR BLACKFELLOW ' S CREEK
PARISH OF TENTHILL , C OUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A.
PUBLIC ROAD.
RegisterI
No. Portion  of Road . No * of How held.Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . I  Bearings .  Lengths ,
Breadth
of Road.
177° 15' 18 95
171° 15' 17 81
133° 15' 6 16
149° 16'  18  23
122° 15' 11 61
200° 15' 6 34
Area.
ohs. Ike.  A. R. P.
1 From the north to the Helidon  "  C. L.  A. Hans  Hans  Marcus 145°  33' 6 77 1 chain 2 0 23 Not fenced
south boundary of por -  Register  Act  of  Markus Petersen  1920 45' 11  791  or cleared.
tion 111 341 1868."  Petersen 165° 45' 2 87
2 From the  north to the 704 Do. ... David David 165° 46 '  7 021 ditto 2 1 17 This road has
south boundary of por -  Nichols Nichols 206°  46' 5 37}  been reserved
tion 152 1680 451 11 12 through the
selection.
3 From the reserved  ro ad  511 Do .  ... Edward Edward 270 0' 4 98  Irregular  1 1 30 Not fenced
in portion 121 north- McCullagh McCullagb  or cleared.
easterly to  Tenthill
Creek
4 A triangular piece out 78 Do.
of the no rt h - west
corner of portion 86
5 A strip of land oft part Ipswich Under Deed
of the south boundary 299 of Grant
of port ion 78 containing
a general
reservation
for roads
6 A triangular piece at
the intersection of the
reserved  ro ad with the
south boundary
John James Thomas B.
Cramp Cribb
Arthur Anthony
Hodgson McDowe ll
and Robe rt
Ramsay
27° 0' 3 61 ditto 0 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
89° 42 '  63 00 1 chain 6 1 9 Not fenced
or cleared.
Road along
north boun-
dary to be
closed.
Do. Do . ...  Do. Do. 164° 30'  1 17 Irregular 0 0 tea
7 From the  north bound -  lHelidon  " C. L. A.  John James  Thomas B. 164°  30' 33 261
cry south -easterly to Register  Act of  Cramp  Cribb 131°  0' 31 20
the south boundary 78 1868." 148° 0' 7 00
of port ion 86 165° 0' 9 00
155° 0' 14 00
189° 0' 13 30
157° 0' 7 36
1 chain
From the no rt h bound -  300 Do . ... Arthur Arthur 157° 0  8 00 ditto
cry southerly to the Mcllvana McIlvana 199° 0' 8 20
south boundary of 147° 0' 3 40
portion 114 187° 15' 6 98
9 Fro m the no rt h bound -  301 Do . ...  Esther Do .  187° 15' 10 28
ary southerly to the Mcllvana
south boundary of
portion 115
11 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
Reserved
road to be
closed.
2 2 26  Not fenced
or cleared.
1 0 5
10 F ro m  the north boun -  133 Do . ...  Wm. George T. O'Bri en  ...  187° 15'  2 74 ditto 6 0 14
dary  of portion  94 Johnstone  225° 16' 4 02
southerly ,  to its south 171° 15' 6 50
boundary  149° 15' 7 00
171° 16' 3 90
167° 15 14 01
163° 15' 4 00
183° 16' 18 69
11 F ro m the north boun -  112 Under Deed James James Peach 177°  16' 26 08
dary of port ion 89 of Grant Peach
southerly ,  to its south containing a
boundary general re-
servation for
roads I I
12 Fro m the no rt h boun - 111  " C. L. A.  David
dary of port ion  88  Act  of Chalmers
southerly and south- 1868 "
easterly,  to its south
boundary
David
Chalmers
18 Fro m  Murdering  Gully 149 Under Deed Owen  I  Owen Caferv
through port ion 100 of Grant Caffery
south-westerly and containing a
south to its south -  general  re-
west  corner servation for
roads
ditto 2 2 0
ditto 6 3 27
Remarks.
ditto
Not fenced
or cleared.
Not fenced
or cleared.
Not fenced,
but partly
cleared.
230° 15' 14 07  i Irregular 8 3 0 Unimproved
266° 15' 6 831  1 chain
184° 46' 3 02
208° 32' 7 72
239° 21' 6 61
179° 63' 16 22
Nov .--The remarks about-  fencing and-clearing  refer to the arearwhitli is to beiesurnied only.
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 287 of the  GovernmentGaz tte,  relative to the opening of a new Ro d, from the Warwick Road to Harding' s S lectio ,
Portion 411, parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the
several persons  hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the ad-
vice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation  in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation ,  unless
they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
77-990. GEORGE THORN,
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING ' S SELECTION ,  PORTION
411, PARISH  OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL , MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS  A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Po rt ion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
Warwick Road and
running east along
no rt h boundary of
portion 209
'- o
2: Commencing at the 442
mouth -west corner of
portion 183, and run-
ning east  to south-
east corner
How Held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.Owner.
Crown land
Conditional Thom.
Clause  " C. L.  Glynn
A. Act of
1868"
3 Commencing  at the 759  I;  Conditional Francis
south -west corner  or Clause  " C. L.  Porter
portion 212, and run -  A. Act of
ning westerly  through 1868" Crown
that portion and  land
Crown land, to north-
west corner  of portion
411
90°
I
1 chain  ...  3 3 28 Adjoining lend
fenced-two
rails.
Breadth
Lengths .  Of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chs. Ike . '  A. R. P.
46 68 1 chain  ...  4 2 24 Through water
reserve.
Unoccu-  90' 36' 39 09
pled
Francis
Porter 90' 12' 30 73 Irregular 1 1 20
1 chain  ...  2 0 11
This  land was
being fenced
at time of
survey.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF RAMSAY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1
7 ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January, 1877, folio 228 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Selections 813 and 1350TR, parish of
Ramsey, county of Aubigny, through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba. A ll  persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law sc
entitled.
76-6072. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, ToowooMBA REGISTER
.P'ARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selection.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks
A H P.chs. lks.
"C. L. A. Garrett G. Culhane North ...  66 56 1 chain  ...  1 6. 2.25 West
Too-
woomba
Register.
1 A strip one chain wide 813
off the west boundary
of Selection 813
2 A strip one chain wide 1360
of the west ,  north,
and west boundaries
of the selection
Act of  1868"  Culhane
Ditto  ...  Law re nce Unoccupied N. 0° E. 7  421
Buckley 90°  E. 16 17
0° 21' 7 64
I chain  ...  3 1 26
average 135
links.
bounder}
fenced ;
otherwise
unim-
pro ved
Left  side
of  ro ad
fenced ;
selection
otherwis
unim-
proved
and un-
ocupied.
61
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 286 of the  Government
W  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of
Warner, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the  several persons
hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-61. --- GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion of Road. d$ How Held. ReputedOwner.perm
Commencing at the 2156 Conditional Robert
south-east corner oft clause of Leitch
portion 208, and "C.L.A. Act
running no rt h -west - qt  1868'.
erly to its west
boundary
Occupier.
Breadth 1i
Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
R.  Leitch ...  305° 00'
296° 45'
283° 45'
270° 27'
2 Commencing  at the 1 2170  "C.L.A. Act  Henry H .  Walker 270°  27'
south -east corner  of 1 of 1868  Walker
portion 246, and
running westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the  I ... Forfeited The Crown  ...  259° 20'
north boundary  of selection  ! 2410 00'
port ion 216,  and I 1 214° 00'
running south - I 237° 00'
westerly  to its west
boundary
ohs. lks. A. E. P.
Remarks.
27 20 1 chain 7 3 1 ! Fenced
28 18
17 31
6 00
15 08 Irregular 1 3 17 Partly
fenced ;
house,
stockyard,
&c.
4 98 Irregular 4 2 80
4 81
4 95
12 22
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DRAYTON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.N' XTITH  reference  to the Notice  dated  the 24th day  of January , 1877,  folio 241 of the  GovernmentV V  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton,
county of  Aubigny,  through land in the occupation  of the  several persons hereunder specified ,  which was
originally granted by  Deed of Grant  containing a reservation of all such  parts  thereof as might thereafter be
required  for making public  ways : Notice is hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice  of the  Ii.xecutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to  the  Plan and
Book or Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,
Toowoomba .  A ll  persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said  Road,  are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-531.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526 ,  PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIONY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
I  I I I I I
No. of Reputed Occupier. Lengths. No. Portion of Road . Portion . How held . Owner . .  Bearings .  . of Road.
1 A strip off south and 402 nderDeed Marian F. T. Gregory 90°
part of east boundary of Grant Scott
of Portion 402 containing Gregory
a general
reservation
for roads.
chs. lke.
33 25 1 chain...
4 98
Area .  Remarks.
A. R.  P.
3 3 41 Portion
fenced.
2 A strip oil south boun -  526 Ditto ... T.F. Gregory F, T. Gregory 90° 19 79 I 1 chain ...  2 0 0 Portion
dary of Po rt ion 526 fenced.
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NEW ROAD.- FIRST  NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road ,  giving access to the New Moggill Ferry, near Redbank Rail-
way Station, and through Portion 89, to give access to Portion 87, parishes of Goodna and Moggill, county
of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified, being
lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -Gneneral, Brisbae, and at the Police Office ,  Goodna ; and all  persons interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any we ll -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-889.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ,  GIVING ACCESS TO THE NEW MOGGILL FERRY ,  NEAR REDBANK RAILWAY
STATION ,  PARISHES OF GOODNA AND MOGGILL ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road . No. Of How Held.Portion.
1 Prom Redbank Sta- IParisho Under Deed
tion no rt herly and Goodna of Grant
north-westerly to 106 containing
the north boundary a general
of po rt ion 106 reservation
for roads
Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings .  Length .
Breadth
. Area .  Remarks.of Road.
The Trus- Wm. R. 6° 55'
tees and Alexander 310° 41'
Executors 311° 9'
of the late
Hon. Robt.
Towns, de-
ceased
ohs. lks .  A. R. P.
6 4 Irregular  )9 445
8
11 chain
}3 0 10
2 From the south bouu -  106 ands Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  3110 9' 6 18
dary of po rt ion 105 104 325° 9' 12 6J
no rt h  -  westerly ,  267° 9' 6 74
westerly ,  and 196°  39• 13 67
south - westerly,
through portions
105 and 104 back
to the said south
boundary
3 An irregular piece of 106 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  196° 39' 4 88
land out of the 286° 39' 2 72
north-west corner
of portion 106
4 Fro m the western Parishofi Ditto
ferry approach Moggill
westerly to the 84
west boundary of
portion 84
Ditto-  ... Ditto ...  256° 45'
256° 46'
268° 2'
283° 30'
1 chain 4 0 16
, 2 Irregu- 2 0 330S lar f
1 13 2chains
4 30
3 73
3 90 J
1 chain 1 2 0
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ,  THROUGH PORTION 89 ,  TO GIVE ACCESS TO PORTION 87, PARISH OF GOODN &,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A  PUBLIC  ROAD.
1 Running north -  89 Under Deed The Trus -  Charles 311°  20' 7 8 1 chain ...  0 2 17 Road between
westerly from the of Grant tees and Emery port ions 89
east to the north containing Executors and 86, pro -
boundary of por -  a general of the late posed to be
tion 89 reservation  Hon. Robt.  closed
for roads Towns, de-
ceased
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
-WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 413 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through portion 421, parish of Walloon, county
of Churchill, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich All persons  desirous
of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compen-
sation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date
hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they
are otherwise  by law so entitled.
77-347. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 421 ,  PARISH  OF WALLOON ,  COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
o 1
No. Portion of Road. o How Held. Ownerd Occupier. Bearings.
mdm
Phi % m
Breadth
Lengths. I of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
I ohs. lks .  A.  IL  P.
1 Fro m the south -east 1,666 Home -  Thomas  ...  325° 17 22 I 1 chain ... 2 2 0
boundary of port ion stead Rinks 285° 2 60
421, parish of Walloon ,  under 308° 6 28
no rt h -westerly to its  " C. L. A.
north -west boundary  Act of
1868 " I
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated  the 24th day  of January , 1877,  folio 242 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road  through Portion 144,  parish of Robinson ,  county
of Merivale, through land in the occupation  of the  person hereunder specified  :  Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice  of the Executive  Council ,  has been pleased
to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seer at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police  Office, Warwick.  All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect of the said Road ,  are hereby  informed  that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary  for Public Works within forty  days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76-6073 . GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14A ,  PARISH OF ROBINSON COUNTY OF
MERIVALE , DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
p
f.o°
z
I Running north -we"t- 285
erly from the east to
the west boundary of
portion 14A
W. R.
How Held . Reputed Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths.
of
Breadth Area .  Remarks.
I lkschs .. .
C. L.  A. , Martin  M. Bourke 278° 3 25 One  chain 1 3 38
Act  of 1868'11 Bourke 2970  16 69 1
Lengths.
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOIICEBrisbane, 13th March, 1877..
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed.it expedient
to open  a new  Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield Homestead Area, parish of
Gilbert, County of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all
such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan  and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick,  and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may  exist  to the formation of the road in
question.
77-881. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD  HOMESTEAD
AREA, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
No. Portion of Road .  * How held.
1 Fro m near the bridge over
Miller 's Vale Creek north-
easterlyth ro ugh Maryvale
Pre-emptive 1 to its east
boundary
2 A piece of land  off the  north-
west corner of Maryvale
Pre - emptive 5 as Gap
Creek
Under  Deed of
Grant con-
taining a gen-
eral reserva-
tion forma s
ditto
Reputed Owners . t Bearings.
John Wienholt, 1 7° 40'
Wil liam wienholt,
Edward Wienholt , 20° 40'
Arnold wienholt,
and Arthur Wien-
holt
ditto  ...  200 40'
510 40
Breadth of
Road.
ohs. Ike.
16 31 1 chain
54 14
H» PA
Area.
Portion through
which  road runs
unfenced and
unimp roved.
Remarks.
A. R. P.
7 1 0
2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
8 19
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.THE following Abstract of he Receipts and Disbursements  of the Beenleigh General Cemetery forthe year ending 31st December, 1875, is hereby published for general information.
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  OF RECEIPTS  AND EXPENDITURE  OF THE BEENLEIGH GENERAL CEMETERY ,  FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER  31ST, 1875.
Dr. I Cr.
January let, 1875.  £ s. d.  December 30th,  1876. £ s. d.
To Cash in hand ... ... ... 3 1 1 By Phillip's account-making and painting  gate 5 12 6
Interment fees from Jan .  1st to Dec. 31st 12 7 6  „  Balance ... ... ... ... ... 9 16 1
£15 8 7 £15 8 7
We, the  undersigned ,  Trustees of the Beenleigh General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely
declare the above to be a true and correct statement  ;  and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously
believing the same to be true, and by virtue  of  " The  Oaths  Act  of 1867."
JOHN DAVY, Trustees of the BeenleighCARL PALM, General Cemetery.JAMES SAVAGE,
Declared by declarants before me ,  at Beenleigh ,  on this  4th day of April, 1877,
R. A. RANKING, J.P.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being the continuation of Caxton street, Brisbane,
through the Jewish Cemetery, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in
the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given. that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle
the persons so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-920. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF THE  CONTINUATION OF CAX TON STREET ,  BRISBANE , THROUGH  THE JEWISH
CEMETERY ,  PARISH OF ENOGGERA ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedO Occupier. Bearings .
Length in Breadthof Area. Remarks.
wner. Chains . Road.
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
1 Running no rt h -westerly th ro ugh The Trustees ... Resumed por- 293° 30' 2 72 Irre- 0 0 32 Fenced.
the no rt hern half of the Jewish
Cemetery
tion unoccu-
pied
gular
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
T HE following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Beenleigh General Cemetery, for the
year ending 31st December, 1876, is hereby published for general information.
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE BEENLEIGH GENERAL CEMETERY, FOR THE YEAR
ENDING 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr. Cr.
let January, 1876.  £ s. d. December 31st, 1876. £ s. d.
To Balance in hand  ... ... ... ...  9 16 1 By Turfing grave ... 0 12 9
Fees from January let to December 31st...  7 2 6 „ Tablets ... ... ... 1 19Gate fastening  ... ... ... ... 0 3
„ Balance ... ... . .. ... ... 14 3 10
£16 18 7 21618 7
We, the Trustees of the Beenleigh General Cemetery ,  do solemnly and sincerely declare the
above to be a true and correct statement  ;  and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing
the same to be true ,  and by virtue of the provisions  of  " The  Oaths  Act of  1867."
JOHN DAVY, Trustees  of the BeenleighCARL PALM, General  Cemetery.JAMES SAVAGE,
Declared by declarants before me, at Beenleigh,  on this 4th day of  April, 1877.
R. A. RANKING, J.P.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd April, 1877.
THE following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Mutdapilly Cemetery, for the year
ending 31st December, 1876, is hereby published for general information.
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT or RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE
Dr.
£ s. d.
To Balance on hand:from  the year 1875  ...  16 17 6
Fees for burials  ... ... ... ... 11 7 6
„ Sale of grass  ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
MUTDAPILLY  CEMETERY ,  FOR THE YEAR 1876.
Cr.
By Sexton's fees  ... ... ... ...
Digging and cleaning round trees ...
Mowing of  grass ... ..
By cheque  to secretary for registration
fees  ... ...  ...
„ Balance  in A.J. S. Bank, Ipswich ...
£28 5 0
£ s.
1 15
1 6 0
2 6 0
2 5 0
20 13 0
£28 5 0
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Mutdapilly Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare that
the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ending 31st December, 1876, is correct ;
and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to be true ,  and by virtue of the
provisions  of  " The Oaths Act of  1867."
EDWIN JOHN SEALY,
WM. TYLER,  Trustees.
H. FULLEKRUG,
Declared and signed before me, this 28th  March, 1877.
A. L. ANDREW, J.P.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  4th April, 1877.THE following SUMMARY of OBSERVATIONS taken at he METEOROLOGICAL S TATION ,  BBIsBANE,  during the Month of MABCH,  1877, is published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,  Postmaster -General.
SUMMARY  OF METEOROLOGICAL  OBSERVATIONS  TAKEN  AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1877.
LAT., 270  2 81 3"  S.; LONG .,  163° 161 15 1  E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL,  140 FEET; DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST, 10  MILES.
RAROYRTER .  RTGEOMRTRR.
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean of Air .  Evaporation.
sea level.
"e d
2 a
Q, M
Maximum  ... ... ... ... ... :30'218 30.162
Mean
Minimum
30'125 ,30'059
29.902 29.879
d 8 d
Co  m  Clco Co CO
30.228 81.5
30126
29'937
74.5
68.0
d d
W W
Coco
91. 174.0  73 *0  81'0
808 681  69'4 70.1
67.5 60.0 6615 65.0
I
S
a
W
69.0
65'8
58.0
Humidity.
6
a a a
C°
,940 •880 •940 161.0
•746
•560
SELY.REGISTERINO
THERMOMETERS.
m
o5
Co
a
RAIN . WIND. CLOUD. OZONE.
m
Summary of Direction. 0-10.Is a bbe am
P1 d q°
E E 9
0 09 a.m . 3q o p o
P.M. 9 P.M.
,e  Co  Cl
w a, as ao .+
133.0 67'0 83.0 95-0 70.0
•555 •837  136-91074 64.0 79.0
•360 •690 87.5 78'0 62.0 76.0
84.0 65.5
75.0 63.0
30.0 •760 231 N 0 NW 0
W0SW15
184  '097 137'6
8 9 8E6
9.5 .000 57 E 0 NE 1
N 2 NW 1 IN 0 NW 2 10  10 10 6 12
Wo SWO!,W 0 SWO
6'1 67 47 2.9 62
82 SE15813 SE 8
116 NE 5E4NE4 1 11 0 1 3
I I
Summary of March ,  1877 Mean Shade Temp .,  74.6 degrees .  Rain fell on 19 days .  Total Rainfall, 3.02 inches .  Evaporation 6.200 Inches .  Electrical Observations - 57 Positive : 36 Negative .  Prevailing Winds ,  S. and 8.E.
IF to 1876  .  n 76'2 14 n „ 2'49  IF  „ 6.510  IF to to  75  IF  18 „  to It S. and S.E.
to 1875 ,,  •  ,, 76.0 of  ,  of  E5  , n 7.71 OF  „ 6'106  IF to  „  46  It  47  It  ., „  S. and  S.E.
of 1874 OF  „ 78'4 IF of  „ 19  IF is  4'18 n  of 6.858  IF of  ,  63 n 28  to OF to  S. and B.E.
to 1873 to it 71-9 of of of 20 of of  9'84 IF to 5.602  IF to  n 32 71  It to to S.
°  of 1873 of to  73 '4 OF to OF  15 N  of 7.89  OF it 5920  IF to of 50 ,, 43 IS to of S. and  S.W.
to of 1871 It It 74'8 ,,  to  ,, 12  It to  2 '64 IF to 61660  OF to of 37 ,, 56  to it to S.E. and S.W.
to  of 1870 „  ,,  75'6  It is it 26 IF to 34.04  IF of 3.290  to It to  15 IF  78 to to OF S.E. and S.
of  1869 to  „  76'6 of to to  19 IF to  9' 02 IF to 5 '770 OF „  of  13 IF  90 to  ,,  to N.E. and S.E.
to 1868 it 75'3 to to to  9 ,,  of 0.58 ,,  of 5'365 ,, „  u 51 , 42  to to to N.E. and S.
„ 1867 of of 74.6 of OF „  18  OF OF  5.37 to to 4.395  IF It of 19 , 74 to „ „  N.E. and B.E.
The weather has been cooler than usual ;  the mean shade temperature ,  74.6°, being 0.3° under the average of this month for the previous ten years ,  and P6° under the previous three years. The highest reading In shade ,  95.0°, was on the 3rd ;
the lowest on  grass ,  62.0°, was on the morning of the 14th .  The mean barometric reading ,  30.103 inches, is '109 inches above tha average of the month  :  the highest, 30.228 was at 9 p.m. on the 22nd ,  and the lowest ,  29.879 at 3 p.m. on the 2nd. Rain
ell on 19 days ;  the total fall, 3.4)2 Inches ,  being  5.35 inches under the average of the month for ten years ,  and 1.77 inches under the previous three years. The greatest fall in ,24 hours, 0.76 inches, was on the 25th .  The total rainfall of the year 1877, to 31st
March ,  was 11•d0 inches ,  on 40 days .  For farther information as to the rainfall of the colony ,  see the general summary published monthly in the Govermnent  Gazette.
EDMUND  MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
ORTHERN RAILWA Y.-On and after 16th October,  1876, the following Time  Table will con e1-Ninto operation until further notice.
Mies from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations. UpTrains. Stations.
Down
Trains.
Miles from
Dingo.
a.m.
...
Roc+% ha nptor, depart ... 8. 0
6 f}racemere ... ... 8.24 23
10 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A 30
16 Stanwell ... ... ... 9. 0 35
R d A  44osewoo24
30 Westwood
arrive
t
... 10.0  50
depart 10.15 58
* .38  Goganjo ... ... ... 10 47
44  Rocky Creek ... ... ... 11.15  64
53  Herbert's Creek ... ... 11.56
58  Boolburra ... ... ... A
p.m.  78
65  Duaringa ... ... ... 12.44  82
88 Dingo ... ... ... 2.15  88
a.m.
Dingo, depart... ... 7.90
Duaringa ... ... ... ... 8 51
Boolburra ... ... ... A
Herbert's Creek ... ... ... 9.39
Rocky Creek... ... ,,, 10.20
Goganjo .,, ... ,.. ,,, *10-47
Westwood arrive .,, •„ 11.201 depart ,,, ,,, 11.35
Rosewood  ... ... ... ... Ap.m.
Stanwell ...
m.
... ... ... 12.35
Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
Gracemere ...
... ... 111
Rockhamptoi, .,.
* Trains meet here.
(A.) TheTrains marked thus ,  A. will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the  station  at
whioh their  j ourney terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the precedirg
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat which  they  join the Train to the pis e  a
at which  they  propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares.
Week ending 31st  March, 1877
Co-responding  week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
... ...
...
...
25 13 4
...
807 2 8
42,242 5 0
34,575 0 9
£7,667 4 3
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC  EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and T t lFares. Stock. Miscellaneous. o a .
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ t. d.
Week ending 31st  March, 1877 148 18 6 279 9 0 20 2 5 448 9 11
Corresponding  week last year 139 1 8 184 4 1 19 18 10 343 4 2
Increase
Decrease
9 17 3 95 4 11 0 3 7 105 5 9
1877-Total Traffic  to date ... ... 7,74818 9
1876- Ditto  ditto ... ... 4,887 6 6
Total Increase  ... ... ... ... ... £2,861 12 3
Stock. Miscellaneous. Total.
£  S. d. E a.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.1110 12 5  2,617 3 10  54 1 9 3,782 8 0
785 5 9 2,110 4 6  79-15--1 2,975 5 4
325 6 8 507 9 4
...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Tatilways.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN RAILWAY.
` OTICE is hereby  given , that the undermentioned Articles  are in  the custody of the Lost Property
Department, Northern Railway.
Owners can obtain the  same  on application to the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton, and paying costs.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 28th April next, they will be sold by public aucticc
to defray  expenses .
F. CUR1\'O W,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND TO 31ST  DECEMBER , 1876, AT ROCSHAMPTON.
Date.
1875.
18 September ...
1876.
9 March ...
1 February... ...
1 April
22 August ... ...
8 September ...
4 October ... ...
12 June ... ...
17 „
8 July
10
15
13 September
19
20
25
12 August
1876.
1 August
9 November
9 December ...
80 August ...
Where found.
1st class carriage
2nd class carriage ...
No. 5 gang  ... ... ...
Ticket hall ... ...
1st class carriage ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ...
2nd class carriage ... ...
,,. Waiting room ... ...
... 1st class carriage ... ...
... On platform ... ...
... On line ... ...
... In carriage ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... In waiting  room ... ...
... In carriage  ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
... On platform ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... In carriage  ... ... ...
... On platform ... ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ...
... ditto ... ...
... ditto ... ...
ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
...  In carriage  ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
... ditto ... ... ...
On line ...
ditto ...
On platform
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
AT HSRBERT'li
On platform ...
1 small knife
Description Article.
1 rule
1 parachute
1 mug
1 pencil case
1 walking stick
1 tobacco pouch
1 belt and pouch
1 pocket -book
1 whip
1 blanket
4 felt hats
1 coat
2 pair hobbles
1 blanket
1 cape
1 pair leggings
2 coarse sheets
1 basil
1 saddle-strap
1 babys' bib
1 hat in handkerchief
1 bag
1 water bag
1 tap
1 billy and pint pot
1 paper parcel
1 bundle clothes
1 empty keg
1 box
1 horse collar
1 paper parcel
1 bag
1 bucket in bag
1 bag of bags
2 bundles of bags
1 ditto
1 lady's cloak
1 billy
2 boobs
1 girl's hat
2 wooden pipes
1 book
1 valise
2 sticks
1 sheath-knife
2 hats
1 cap
1 pair gloves
1 umbrella
3 panama hats
1 cabbage-tree hat
1 box
1 swag containing box
1 case
2 swag
CESBH.
... 1 singlet
1 felt hatditto ... ... ... ...
On line ...
ditto ...
...  I On platform
AT GOGANGO.
1 boy's hat
.,, 1 girl's hat
AT  DUARINGA.
... ...  11 riding whip
AT DINGO.
20 December ... ...  I In goods shed ... ... ... parcel containing shirt and trowsers
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OVERPLUS GOODS.
Where found.
LIST
ditto
ditto
ditto
Duaringa
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Rockhampton
ditto ...
ditto ..
Herbert's Creek
ON HAND, 31St  DECEMBER , 1876.'OF UNCLAIMED GOODS
Date .  Station .  Station from.
1875.
27 July ... Rockhampton ... Stanwell
19 November... ditto ... Gogango
1876.
17 January ... ditto
7 April ... ditto
23 May ... ditto
2 September ditto
7 October ... ditto
8 November... ditto
22 December ditto
23 August ... ditto
17 October ... ditto
1875.
Name.
Voysey
Cherry
ditto ... Simmons
ditto ... Plumb
Westwood ... Higgins
Duaringa ... Dooling
Herbert's Creek Seymour
ditto ... Cherry
Westwood ... Egan
Duaringa ... Keller
ditto ... Yeanson
Description of Article.
... ... ... 6 bundles empty bags
... ... ... 1 horse hide
... ... 1 bag washing soda
1 1 drum oil
... ... ... 1 case teapots
... ... .., 1 case glassware
. I 1 case kerosine
... ... ... 1 waggon pole
... ... 2 bags flour
... ... ... 1 pair hames
... ... ... 4 cart boxes
... ... ... 3 buckets
... ... ... 1 case schnapps
... ... ... 2 bars iron
6 December Herbert's Creek Stanwell18.  „ ditto ... ditto
1876.
24 February  ... ditto
14 March ... ditto
13 May ... Duariuga
24 is ditto
9 June ... ditto1 October ...  Dingo ...
11 November... ditto ...
29 February ... Herbert's Creek
27 May ... 1 Duaringa ...
13 October ... Dingo ... ...
17 November ditto ...
... Kenna ...
... N. J. Shakespeare
ditto ... care of Beattie
Westwood ... Smythe ...
Gogango ... Staunton ...
ditto ... O'Regan ...
ditto ... Bowden ...
Rockhampton ... Connell ...
Duaringa ... Leahy ...
Rockhampton ... Coleman ...
Herbert's Creek O'Rourke ...
Rockhampton ... Russell ...
ditto ... Sheeky ...
1 tin
1 case
Article.
1 swag
1 bagI valise
lbox
1 case
1 camp oven
l case
1 mat wedges
1 hat
1 bag preserved meat
1 box  raisins
1 parcel drapery
1 pair of boots
1 jar of spirits
Passenger 's luggage
... Hinges
1 parcel drapery
1 pair old sashes
1 galvanised iron tub
2 tables, 1 form, old timber
Timber
Empty bags
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.THE following Abs,,ract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Charters Towers Cemetery, for theyear ending 31st December, 1876, is herewith published for general information.
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF THE CHARTERS TOWERS CEMETERY ,  FOR  THE YEAR
ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
1876. £ s. d.
To Government grant of 1875 and 1876 ... 100 0 0
Subscriptions  ... ... ... ...  57 2 6
Cash receipts for interments ,  erecting head-
stones ,  rai lings,  and selected ground 50 2 6
„ Overdraft, Q.N. Bank ... ... ... 4 8 10
£211 13 10
1876.
By Fencing and residence ..,
„ Sexton ..
Printing and advertising ...
„ Tools and expenses ...
Ornamental trees ... ...
Stationery, &c.
Stamped cheque book ...
„ Interest on overdraft ...
£ s. d.
... 137  11  6
58 3 0
10 8 0
3 3 6
1 12 6
0 9 8
0 4 2
0 1 6
£211 13 10
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Charters Towers Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely declare
the above to be a true and correct statement of moneys received and expended, to the 31st December,
1876;  and we make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue
of  "The Oaths  met of  1867."
CHAS. S. DICKEN,  Trustees,
WILLIAM TIERNEY,  Charters Towers
THOS. BUCKLAN D.  General Cemetery.
Declared and signed at Charters Towers, this 21st March ,  1877, before me,
H. WYNDHAM PALMER, J.P.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 4th April, 1877.THE following Abstract of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Stanthorpe General Cemetery, forthe  year ending 31st December, 1876, is hereby published for general information.
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS OF THE STANTHORPR GENERAL CEMETERY, FOR THE YEAR 1876.
RECEIPTS.
£ s.d.
PAYMENTS.
To Balance  from 1875, in Queensland National
Bank  .. ... ... ... 12 1
January to burial fees ... ... 4 18
February „ It ... ... ... 5 5
March  ... ... ... 7 4
April ... ... ... 3 3
May „ 1 13
June ... ... ...  3 12
July ... ... ... 5 19
August  ... ... ... 8 11
September  ... ... ... 3 11
October „ „ ... ... ...  10 15  0
November ... ... ... 5 5 0
December is ... ... ... 6 10
£ s.d.
By Sexton's fees for 12 months ... ... 23 17 0
3 „ Secretary's salary, for 12 months ... 6 10 0
6 „ Perm.snent improyements,  clearing, fenc-
0 ing, making paths, &c. , ... ... 29 17 0
6 „ Grave  and numbering  pegs .. ... 5 0 0
6 „ Printing, advertising, and other  incidental
0 expenses  ... ... ... ...  3 14 2
6 Balance  in Bank ... ... ... ... 9 12 7
6
0
6
6
£78 10 9 £78 10 9
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Stanthorpe General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above abstract is a correct account of receipts and payments for the year ending 31st
December ,  1876; and we make this solemn declaration ,  conscientiously believing the same to be true, and
by virtue of  " The Oaths Act of  1876."
S. WILLIAMS,
S. LAWSON,  Trustees.
E. GADSBY,
Declared before  me, at  Stanthorpe, this twenty-sixth day of March, 1877.
JOHN DR Poix TYREL, J.P.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31st March, 1877.
No. 3.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1877.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office, are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference will materially facilitate delive*y.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster-General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of theGeneral Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
c, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; o, dead letter ; s, New South Wales ; in, Victoria ; a, South
Australia ;  t, Tasmania ; n z, New Zealand ; w a, Western Australia ; u k, -United Kingdom ;
f, foreign.
A.  23 Aveno -, Cooranga c
1 ABRAHAMS Joseph, Brisbane, c (2) 24 Amies W. H., Blackall o c
2 Abrahams S. H., Brisbane s 25 Ammundsen O. C., Dingo c
3 Absolom W., Mackay, u k 26 Anderson D. S., Townsville c
4 Adams Mrs. Lucy (late of Wardour), Brisbane a 27 Anderson Fredei ick,  Brisbane f
5 Ahern James, Duaringa s 28 Anderson H, Goondiwindi o c
6 Ahern John, Boolbarra c 29 Anderson J. B., Cooktown c (2)
7 Ahern John, Rockhampton u k 30 Anderson J. G., Toowoomba c
8 Ah Foo Mrs, Dingo o c 31 Andreas B., Charters Towers o
9 An King, Roma o c 32 Andrews  Jesse, W arialda f
10 Ah Sing, Somerset s 33 Andrews Thomas, Rockhampton o c
11 Ainsworth John, Ravenswood e 34 Andrews  Wm., Sandgate s
12 Aitken Geo. E., Brisbane c 35 Argles Alfred, Cooktown
13 Aitkin J. (draper), Brisbane c 36 Armstrong and Co., Petrie  terrace c
14 Akerman  George,  Brisbane u k 37 Armstrong C. N., Brisbane u k
15 Albert Miss Elizabeth, Gympie c 38 Arnold C., Pine Apple Hotel, u k
16 Alcock, Alfred, Charleville u k 39 Ash Mrs. Martha, Stanthorpe c
17 Allan -, Charters Towers c 40 Aston Jos., Dingo c
18 Allen Mrs. Jemima,  Brisbane o  41 Atkins John, Grandchester c
19 Allen John, Brisbane s 42 Atkins J. H., Brisbane u k
20 Allen Mrs. M. or R. W., Rockhampton u k 43 Auchter John, Springton o c (2)
21 Allison Mrs., Rockhampton c 44 Avins Mrs. H ., Brisbane s
22 Althaus John, Duaringa c 45 Ayrsou Selham, Wollalonga u k (2)
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B. 93 Boyle Daniel, Cooktown a (2)
1 BACHE Mrs. H. Ipswich c 94 Boyling Mrs., Ipswich c
2
,
Bacon Rockhampton s 95 Brackett Miss, South Brisbane u k
3
,
Bailey --, Brisbane u k 96 Brady J. W., Townsville o
4 Bailey W. Gympie c 97 Btagg John, Rockhampton o c (3)
5
,
Bailey W. H. Char era Towers u k 98 Bray James, Charters Towers t
6
,
Baily A. Enoggera o c 99 Brazien H., Rockhampton u k
7
,
Baird James Brisbane o c 100 Brennan Miss Mary, Brisbane o
8
,
Baker Eliza, Brisbane o e 101 Brewing James, Beenleigh c
9 Bannister Wm., Townsville c 102 Brewster G. H., Brisbane s
10 Barclay John Brisbane u k 103 Bridson J. R., Duaringa c
11
,
Bardon W., Rockhampton c 104 Biiers George, Brisbane c
12 Barker Robert Canniaroo c 105 Briggs Thomas, New Farm Road c
13
,
Parker Wm. Toowoomba c 106 Brittleback -, Brisbane c
14
,
Barnard Henry South Brisbane c 107 Broad Mrs. F. W., Bald Hills c
15
,
Barnes ---, Brisbane u k 108 Broders Hans, Mackay f
16 Barnes (grocer), Redbank c 109 Brooks Sam (Hospital), Brisbane c
17 Barrett Jeremiah, I,oganholme c 110 Brosman Mrs. Timothy, Brisbane s and c
18 Barrett Rockhampton fJosiah 111 Browne Mary Ann, Brisbane c
19
, ,
Barrett Miss Marv, Rockhampton c 112 Brown Charles, Roma c
20 Barry Miss H. Rockhampton u k 113 Brown C., Cape York u k (2)
21
,
Bundaberg cBarry Martin 114 Brown James, Millchester c
22
,
Bartholomew Thomas, Brisbane u k 115 Brown John, Townsville o c
23 Brisbane cBartley and Smith 116 Brown John (billiard-marker), Maryborough c
24
,
Brisbane mBarton Wm. 117 Brown Joseph, Dalby u k
25
,
Brisbane cBateman Robt. 118 Brown Jos., Bundaberg c
26
,
Owanyilla u kBateman W. 119 Brown J. (tailor), South Brisbane c
27
,
Warwick u kBateman William 120 Brown J., Townsville c
28
,
Bathurst E. H., Brisbane c 121 Brown Mrs. (care of Whittaker), Townsville c
29 Banana p oBatty Elijah 122 Brown Mrs., Brisbane c
30
,
Townsville mBayne Wm. 123 Brown Richard, Gympie c
31
,
Brisbane u kBaynham Wm. 124 Brown R., Brisbane c
32
,
Ipswich u kBaynon Miss Sarah 125 Brown Samuel D., Cooktown u k
33
,
Goondiwindi cBeauy Jimmy 126 Browton Mrs., Bowen terrace c
34
,
Kelvin Grove cBeasley - 127 Brunton J., Enoggera road c
35
,
Duaringa oBeaton Charles 128 Bryan Miss C., Brisbane u k
36
,
Dalby cBeauchamp H. 129 Bryan John, Brisbane m
37
,
Brisbane aBeauclerk Aubrey 130 Bryson M., Dingo c
38
,
Brisbane u kBecumart Henry 131 Buchanan B. W., Cooktown ch9 ,Badford Robert, Townsville c 132 Buchanan Thomas, Brisbane c
40 Brisbane cBahenna James 194 Buchanan W., Townsville c
41
,
Lilley street cBalford Mrs. 135 Buckingham Wm., Rockhampton u k
42
,
Bell Mrs. Coomera c 136 Buckley John, Condamine Bridge c
43
,
Bell Charles (carrier), Townsville o 137 Buckley M. (C.P.S.), St. Lawrence c
44 Bell James (carrier), Albany c 138 Bull Leonard, Charters Towers c
45 Duaringa o cBell Robert 139 Burgess (pile-driver), Ennoggera road c
46
,
Brisbane oBennett A. 140 Burgess Joseph, Brisbane u k
47
,
Yuleba tBennett F. 141 Burgess Thomas, South Brisbane c
48
,
Brisbane cBennett George 142 Burke M. (carrier), Dalby c
49
,
Dawson oBennett Henry 143 Burke Peter, Dalby c
50
,
Waterworks road cBennett J. 144 Burns Miss Eliza, Brisbane s
51
,
Bentick Wm., Duaringa o c 145 Burrowes Henry, Waterford c
52 Berry J. L., Roma o e 146 Burry Mrs. E., Brisbane u k
53 Brisbane u kBerry W. 147 Burton Isaac, Dalby c (2)
54
,
Berry W. H., Brisbane u k 148 Busfield W. H., Brisbane s
55 Besley Sarah Ann, Gogango o 149 Busteed Robert, Dawson s (2)
56 South Brisbane cBest Thomas 150 Butler H., Ipswich c
57
,
Rockhampton o cBiddle Julia 151 Butler Michael, Stanthorpe o c
58
,
Brisbane cBiggs George 152 Butlers J. W. Warwick u k,
153 Byrne Francis Walloon o c59
60
Biles R., Toowoomba u k (2)
Binnington John, Brisbane c 154
,
Byrne R., Ipswich c
61 Bird and Backhouse, Cooktown c 155 Byrnes Nicholas, Charters Towers
62 Cooktown cBlack James
63
,
Blacklock Thos., 'l'oowoomba c C.
64 Blair J. H., Brisbane e 1 CADIGAN E., Brisbane f
65 Blair Miss Mary Ann, Gympie c 2 Cadoza E,, Charters Towers c
66 Blake Patrick, Rockhampton o c 3 Caffery Mrs., Toowoomba a
67 Blake William, Tallabuggera s 4 Caffery Patrick, Ipswich c
68 Blaker Mrs J. E., Brisbane u k 5 Cafry John, Tooloombilla c
69 Blend William F. (care of Overend), Dalby u k 6 Cagney D., Rockhampton c
70 Bloomfield Miss. Wharf street c 7 Cahill Daniel (carrier), Mount Perry c
71 Board A. S., Dalby c 8 Cahill James, Toowoomba c
72 Boggis George, Cooktown s 9 Callaghan D. J., Millchester s
73 Bolger M., Ipswich c 10 Callighan Thomas, Warra Warra c
74 Bonner Thomas, Brisbane u k 11 Cambell James, Cooktown c
75 Boore Miss, Dover House s 12 Campbell Peter, Herbert River c
76 Booth A., Townsville f 13 Cameron D., Mitchell c
77 Booth George, Brisbane u k 14 Cameron John, Mechanics' Institute, Brisbane o'c
78 Boran Mary, Duaringa o 15 Cameron John, Mechanics' Institute, Brisbane f
79 Borgert Mrs. C., Inglewood c 16 Cameron John, South Brisbane u k
80 Bostwick Selina, Brisbane u k 17 Campbell A., Kinnoull, Taroom m
81 Bourrmann William, Duaringa c 18 Campbell George, Roma s
82 Bourne A., Brisbane f 19 Campbell Mrs. Hugh, Brisbane a
83 Bowden Miss C. G. L., Brisbane u k 20 Campbell Hugh, Spring Hill c
84 Bowen -, South Brisbane c 21 Campbell Jas., Brisbane o c
85 Bowen W., Goondiwindi a 22 Campbell R., Dunwich c (2)
86 Bower G., Oakey Creek c 23 Cansdell -, Brisbane c
87 Bowles J., Brisbane 24 Capls John, City Hotel, Brisbane f
88 Bowles J. G., Brisbane o 25 Carew Mary, Ipswich c
89 Bowman -, Valley c 26 Carmody Wm., Ipswich o
90 Bowman Captain, Somerset o c 27 Carus James, Cooktown c
91 Boyd Mrs. A., Brisbane u k, 28 Carr George, Brisbane o c
92 Boyden Thom. F., Charters lowers e 29 Carr J. W., Waterford_o c
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80 Carr Mrs. Mary, Brisbane e 123 Cunningham John, Rocky Waterholes u k
31 Carrick Thomas, Brisbane u k 124 Curran  -,  Charters Towers c
32 Carrold Andrew, Toowoomba o 125 Curran J. P., Cooktown c
33 Carseldine Jonathan, Brisbane c D.
34 Carter C. G., Rockhampton o 1 DACHDLER Freid, Bundaberg e
35 Carter John (builder), Brisbane a 2 Dafriend E., Duaringa c
36 Cash Miss S., Brisbane c 3 Daily T P., Charters Towers u k
37 Cavanagh E. (plasterer), Ips a ich c 4 Daines C. W., Brisbane u k (2)
38 Chadwick  -,  Enoggera road c 5 Daine John, K avenswood u k
39 Chaille H., Dalby c 6 Dainse John, Cooktown s
40 Chambers Thomas, Bundaberg c 7 Darm , Toowoomba
41 Chandler John W , Brisbane u k 8 Darsen Pan, Toowoomba c
42 Chapman Mrs, South Brisbane c 9 Daverhill John 8 , Brisbane a (2)
43 Chapman A., Townsville u k 10 Davidson J., Brisbane o
44 Charnley Mrs. A., Cooktown c 11 Davis Mrs. (grocer), Brisbane c
45 Chessman A., Toowoomba c 12 Davis J. E., Toowoomba c
46 Cheetham William H., Ravenswood u k 13 Davies Thomas, Brisbane o
47 Chew Wm., Brisbane u k 14 Davies T. S., Coomera u k
48 Chichton James (stonemason), Toowoomba c 15 Davis , Ross River c
49 Childs Wm. (carpenter), Lower Herbert c 16 Davis Miss A., Rockhampton u k
50 Christoe  -,  Ipswich c 17 Davis Edward A., Millchester c
51 Christian M., V1 arwick p o 18 Davis Fred. (plate-layer), Dalby Line o
52 Christensen Peter, Townsville o c 19 Davis John, Cape River c
53 Civer Miss M., Dalby c 20 Davis J., Duaringa c
54 Clack Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 21 Davy E. J., Toowoomba m
55 Clarke Miss F. J, Brisbane c 22 Dawson Enoch, Brisbane c
56 Clark Henry, Goondiwindi o c 23 Deacke  -,  Toowoomba c
57 Clark Robt., Coey Station c 24 Dean James, Toowoomba c
58 Clark Samuel, Brisbane u k 25 Dean John, " British Nation," Brisbane u k
59 Clarins Conrad, Ipswich o c 26 Do Erton Valentine, Lower Herbert c
60 Clayle Robert, South Brisbane c 27 Deitmann Christian, Brisbane e
61 Cleary James, Rockhampton o c 28 Dempsey Michael, Dalby e
62 Clerk Duncan, Dalby c 29 Deniss Wm., Warwick u k
63 Clive John, Brisbane o c 30 Denly or Denby R., Brisbane u k
64 Cochlan Miss Kate, Brisbane c (2) 31 Depper Michael, Brisbane s (2)
65 Cockrane --, Raglan Station c 32 Dermody R., Cunnamalla a
66 Cogen Thomas, Dalby c 3 3 Devin Patrick, Kholo c
67 Coleman Miss Lizzy, Brisbane u k 34 Devine  -,  Bundaberg c
68 Collings Mrs., Gregory terrace u k 35 Dew Thomas, Toowoomba c
69 Collins W., Charters Towers c 36 Dewire Philip, Queensland c
70 Collins Mrs. Annie, Charters Towers o 37 Dickson A., Townsville c
71 Collins John, Duaringa c 38 Dickson Geo. A., Condamine c (2)
72 Collins Timothy, Brisbane u k 39 Dickson D. S., Stanthorpe s
73 Collum J. B. (telegraph), Herbert's Creek o c 40 Dillen Thomas, St. George c
74 Connell Patrick, Rockhampton o c 41 Dillon David, Charleville c
75 Connolly Mrs., Jimbour Creek c 42 Dive Henry, Townsville s
76 Connolly Miss, Warwick s 43 Dixon C. S. or A., Rockhampton uk
77 Conroy John (carpenter), Rockhampton u k 44 Dixon J., Bingera c
78 Conroy William, Brisbane c 45 Dobbie Wm., Western Creek e
79 Considine John, Colo c 46 Dobbins P., Gogango c
80 Cook Mrs. G., Rockhampton c (3) 47 Dobbyn John, Ipswich u k
81 Cook G., Cooktown a 48 Dodd James, Rockhampton o c
82 Cook Mrs. J. C., Werra Werra c 49 Doherty Thomas, South Brisbane c
83 Cook Mrs. John, Chesterton c 50 Donald Mrs. Jane, Toowoomba o
84 Cook W., Dingo c (3) 51 Donaldson Mrs. Ann, Townsville o c
85 Cooke John G., Hungerford s (12) 52 Donovan Mrs., South Brisbane c
86 Cooley Mrs., Brisbane a 53 Donnell John, Brisbane o
87 Cooms J., Balalic Station c 54 Donnellan Edward, Cooktown n z (2)
88 Cooper Charles, Mitchell Downs o 55 Donohue George, Narron River s
89 Coper Mrs., Toowoomba c 56 Donohue Thomas, Townsville o
90 Copp Charles, South Pine o c (2) 57 Do: ough Mrs. Bridget, Toowoomba
91 Corcoran Mathew, Belle Vue c 58 Donovan  -,  Cooktown c
92 Corry Thomas, Clifton Coal Mine a 59 Donovan James, Charters Towers o c
93 Corving Robert, Dalby c 60 Douglas  -,  Condamine c
94 Costello William J., Rockhampton o 61 Douglas Mrs. J .,  South Brisbane c
95 Coughlan Owen, Rockhampton o c 62 Douglas James M., Brisbane u k
96 Covey C., Enoggera c 63 Douglas Wm., Jimna c
97 Covill , Brisbane c 64 Dowling Henry, Loganholme c
98 Cowdrew Elizabeth, Rockhampton o c 65 Dowling J., Dalby c
99 Cowen Joseph, Nambucra River e 66 Dowling Mrs. J., Rockhampton o
100 Cox A., Brisbane in 67 Downie S., Toowoomba c
101 Cox C. W., Rockhampton c 68 Downs  -,  South Brisbane c
102 Cox F., Rockhampton u k 69 Downs David, Roma o
103 Cox, W. J., U owrie Road c 70 Downs R., Brisbane c
104 Cra' knell E., Brisbane o 71 Doyle  J., Gymp ie c
105 Craig James, Brisbane c 72 Drake Wm., Charters Towers u k
106 Crain J., Dalby a 73 Draper Wm., Rockhampton o c
107 Cran James, Cardwell c 74 Dray James, Ipswich c
108 Crawley Mrs., South Brisbane c 75 Drewe A. S., Brisbane u k
109 Creagh P., Warwick c 76 Driscoll M., Mitchell c
110 Cribb Thomas, Cape River s 77 Drowst Peter, Dalby c
111 Cribbs Michael, Townsville o c (2) 78 Dubois John. Roma o c
112 Crichton Alexander, Somerset u k 79 Duddridge John, Bundaberg c
113 Cripps A., Ipswich o 80 Duff P. S., Charters Towers n z
114 Cronin Timothy, Roma o c (2) 81 Duff K., Lower Herbert o
115 Cross Miss, Ipswich c 82 Duffy Mrs. P., Rockhampton s
116 Cross Joseph, Goondiwindi a 83 Duffy T., Rockhampton c
117 Crotty A.. Gympie c 84 Duggan Michael, Brisbane c
118 Crotty W., Gympie c (2) 85 Dunnie P., Charters Towers c
119 Cule Miss Maria, Brisbane c 86 Dumphy James, Rockhampton u k
120 Culler Johannes P., Bellevue Station f 87 Durbridge J., Gympie c
121 Cummarton Thomas, Toowoomba c 88 Durkin Joseph, Cunnamulla c
122 Cunningham C., Cooktown n z 89 Duthentoys A., Charters Towers e
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90 Droyer John, Ipswich c 61 Francis Paul, Ipswich u k
91 Dwyer  Miss  Mary J., Fernberg c 62 Franklin Charles, Taroom n z
92 Dwyer T. B., Duaringa o 63 Frankin C. C., Brisbane c
64 Fraser Robert (carrier), Rockhampton c (2)
E. 65 Frazer R. (contractor), Ipswich c
1 EDELMAN E., Brisbane s 66 Freeman R. T., Brisbane c
2 Edwards H., Brisbane u k 67 Frible Mrs. James, Mitchell c
3 Edwards Harry, Limestone Creek The Cape c 68 Frost Charles, Goondiwindi c (2)
4 Edwards S., Warwick c 69 Frost W., Ravenswood s
5 Egan Edward C., Darling River s 70 Fryar , Ipswich c
6 Egan Joseph, Brisbane o c 71 Fullagar -, Bundamba c
7 Egert Martin, Brisbane o c (2) 72 Fuller George, Bundaberg c
8 Eichbawn Johanna, Brisbane c 73 Furadon Henry, Tingalpa c
9 Elliard John, Rockhampton c 74 Fyson J. G., Brisbane c
10 Elleson C., Bowen Downs c
11 Elliott G. P., Kyanga c (2) G.
12 Ellison J. C., Brisbane u k GADSBY, W., Tweed River  s
13 Elliss H., Brisbane u k (2) Gainon John, Boggo c
14 Embl ;ton Thomas, South Brisbane u k (3) Gallagher J., Toowoomba c
15 Emson P. A., Cooktown u k (4) Galloway -,  Brisbane c
16 Erikson Peter, Cooktown m Gamble Mrs., South  Brisbane c
17 Ereksson Johan, Rockhampton f Gard Robert, Brisbane o
18 Ethaka Johnny, Logan c Gard Robert Wm , Brisbane s
19 Evans , Paddington c Gardiner John, Dalby line c
20 Evans Mrs, South Brisbane c Gardiner A. W., Cooktown u k
21 Evans David, Oakey Creek c Gardiner F. C., Waterview c
22 Evans J., Valley c Garland T., Charters Towers s
23 Ewing W., Ipswich c Gary John, Dalby c
24 Exton Harriet, care of C. White, Doon SideFarm uk Geddis Robert, Roma cGehring Herman, Auburn Station c
25 Ezzy A.  Redbank c
F.
Georand --, Dalrymple c
George Mrs., Gregory terrace p o
Gentner Emma, Valley c
1 FACEY John (carrier), Cooktown c (3) Gibbons Mrs. A., Forest Vale a
2 Fagan William, Rockhampton o c and s (2) Gibbons Henry, Curriwillinghi c
3 Falconer John, Cooktown c Gibbons Wm., Bogarella m
4 Fallon Miss Teresa, Bundaberg c Gibbs Charles, Brisbane m
5 Fannon Foster, Dalby Railway c Gibbs  James , Fortitude Valley u k
6 Farraway -, Duncan street c Gilbert R., Bundaberg c
7 Farley Mrs., Wharf street c Giles -, Charters Towers c
8 Farley James, Ipswich c Gilespie (carrier), Boolburra c
9 Farquharson James, Cooktown o Gill -, Roma c
10 Farrell -, Cooranga Creek c Gill Jacob, Rockhampton o c
11 Feakins James, Tamrookum u k Gillard John, Duaringa f
12 Feary or Freary Charles, Cooktown u k Gillis Alexander, Caboolture c
13 Feaster Miss, Brisbane e Gillis Hector, Caboolture c
14 Feeney -, Petrie terrace c Gillespie (hawker), Brisbane c
15 Fellowes Thomas, Roma s Ginnett Wm., Ravenswood a
16 Fenner Miss  Barbara , Brisbane c Gladt li red., Dalby c
17 Fergis W., Dalby c Glinn Thomas, Ipswich o
18 Ferguson Miss Jessie, Brisbane o Glissan Charles, Tambo e
19 Ferren C., Brisbane c Gogg  James, Roma c
20 Fewtrell Miss, South Brisbane u k Golby  Miss,  Rockhampton u k
21 Ffrench Christopher O'Connell, Waterview u k Goldsack -, Charters Towers c
22 Ffrench E. V., Maranoa m Goldworthy Wm., Lake's Creek c
23 Fiddes Wm., Charters Towers u k Goodfellow -, Mitchell c
24 File Edwin, Brisbane u k Gordon (blacksmith), Ipswich c
25 Finchley Mrs. E., Bundaberg c Gordon John, Oakey Creek c
26 Finigan James, Duaringa c (2) Gordon McGregor, Spring Hill c (2)
27 Fisher Michael, Roma o c Goring -, Valley e
28 Eitzgerald Austin, Roma c Gorman Mrs. Margaret Rockhampton o c (2)
29 Fitzgerald Jeremiah, Enoggera c Gormley Thomas Brisbane o c
30 Fitzgerald J., Rocky Creek c (2) Gourinski F., Bundaberg c
31 Fitzgerald Chas. II., Brisbane f Gourlay J., Townsville u k
32 Fitzgerald Rev. W. R, Brisbane t Gowans Captain, Townsville t
33 Fitzmaurice James, Brisbane u k Gowrth Joseph, Rockhampton o c
34 Fitzpatrick Wm., Westwood c Grace N., South Brisbane c
35 Fleming Mrs. Ann, Darby o Grady John, Brisbane u k
36 Fletchei A., Millchester c Graham -- (surgeon), Charters Towers s
37 Fletcher R., Ipswich , Graham Mrs., Harcourt Street c
38 Fletcher T. W., Ipswich m Graham Arthur William, Wild Horse  Plains a
39 Flood Stephen, Brisbane o Grahame John F.,  Brisbane u k
40 Flood W., Brisbane c Grant Mrs. Ellen,  Brisbane c
41 Flury Alfred, Cooktown f Grant John, Dalby c
42 Flutter Edwd., Bundaberg u k Grant John, Ipswich c
43 Fogarty  Miss  Johanna, Rockhampton is Grant William, Ravenswood c
44 Fogg Joseph, Charters Towers it k Grantham J., Stanthorpe c
45 Foley John, Brisbane u k Graske Christian, Ipswich c
46 Foley Michael, Stanthorpe o c Grave Thomas, Charleville c
47 Forbes G. E., Ravenswood o c Gray R., Jimbour c
48 Ford W. G., Charters Towers c Gray W.  J., South Brisbane c
49 Foreman Thomas, Townsville o c Grayston Daniel, Rockhampton o c
50 Foren Henry (chemist), Rockhampton u k Greaney Miss Eliza, South  Brisbane c
51 Forster Wm., Toowoomba c Green --, Brisbane c
52 Forsyth R. and Co., Brisbane c Green Michael, Stratton o c
53 Foss Jacob, Toowoomba c Green Thomas, Dalby o c
54 Fox Mary  Miss , Toowoomba c Green Thomas, Rockhampton u k
55 Fox Edward, Mitchell  Downs s (3) Green Thomas, Rockhampton o c
56 Fox J., Goondiwindi o c Greenman C., Spring Hill c
57 Foyley John, Mitchell Downs c Greig -,Valley c
58 Fraham Johann, Brisbane o c Grey -, Caboolture c
59 Franceschinel Battista, Rockhampton f Grice James, Townsville o c
60 Francis John (engineer ),  Brisbane u k Grier J. G., Moggill c
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78 Grierson A., Ipswich c 77 Hedger J., Brisbane c
79 Griffin James, Brisbane a (2) 78 Hedley Charles ,  Stanthorpe o
80 Griffin Robert, Brisbane, u k 79 Hedley W., Cunnamulla s
81 Griffith Herbert and S., Rockhampton u k- 80 Heferain H., Warwick c82 Griffith William ,  Loganholme c 81 Hemberson Wm. Nelson, Goondiwindi c
83 Grigg H .,  Charters Towers s,  o c, and u k (4) 82 Henderson and Co .,  Brisbane c
84 Bundaberg o eGrimwood James 83 Henderson -, Brisbane e
85
,
Mitche ll Downs oGrogan Anthony 84 Henderson Adam, Port Curtis Road u k
86
,
Gronberg Ivar ,  Brisbane f 85 Hennessy James  (care of Hume ),  Toowoomba u k
87 Groskopf Capeville f 86 Henrich Miss M. C., Roma o c
88 Gul liver S., Brisbane,  in 87 Henrichson Henry, Charters Towers c
89 Gunderson Neil ,  Bundaberg e 88 Henry Miss Jemima  (care of Carter ),  Rockhaanp-
90 Gunsen -, Herbert River c ton u k (2)
89 Henry J. B., Rockhampton o
90 Herbert H., Goondiwindi c
H. 91 Heit Peter ,  Ipswich o c92 Hertrick George ,  Ipswich c
1 HACKETT -, Charters Towers c (2) 93 Heskins Arthur, Rockhampton c
2 Hackett Miss J .,  Cooktown c 94 Hickey Patrick ,  Cooktown u k
3 Hadley A., Brisbane u k 95 Hickey Patrick ,  Cooktown u k
4 Haggins Robert, Brisbane a 96 Hickey Patrick J .,  Cooktown u k (2)
5 Haigh Wm., Townsville c 97 Higgins James, Rockhampton o c
6 Haines S .,  Dalby s 98 Higgson Henry, Rosewood Gate o e
7 Hair John ,  Mitchell  c 99 Hill  Miss Alice,  Brisbane c
8 Hall Mrs.,  Ann street c 100 Hill Bole, Springton c (2)
9 Hi ll  Miss ,  Spring Hi ll c 101 Hill Bridget, Dalby o
10 Hall A., Rockhampton, o 102 Hill David,  Duaringa c (2)
11 Hall Charles ,  Rockhampton o c 103 Hi ll D., Goondiwindi a
12 Ha ll Henry ,  Rockhampton u k 104 Hi ll J. A., Cunnamu lla c (2)
13 Hall Thomas,  Brisbane u k 105 Hill Miss L., Cooktown a
14 Ha ll Airs .  Wm., Rockhampton u k 106 Hill Richd.,  Dalby p o
15 Hallpole Miss Elizabeth ,  Brisbane a 107 Hillier Jesse, Ipswich c
16 Ha lloran Michael ,  Townsvi lle c 108 Himan James ,  Charters Towers  in
17 Halpin Cornelius ,  Duaringa o 109 Bins  Win.,Charters Towers a
18 Haly Miss Margaret Ann, Brisbane c 110 Hinter P., Townsville c
19 Hamilton  ,  Brisbane c 111 Head Wm., Duaringa c
20 Hamilton (surveyor ),  Jimbour e 112 Hobson Wm., Cooktown n z and a (2)
21 Hamilton G. H., Brisbane a 113 Hockins Miss Eliza ,  Ipswich c
22 Hamilton J. E., Jimbour c 114 Hocking Frede rick,  Dingo c
23 Hammond F, Balonne c 115 Hodge John, Charters Towers  in
24 Hammeratraus H., Ravenswood c 116 Hodgson -, Charters Towers c
25 Hamon F. B., Brisbane f 117 Hodgson Miss A., Brisbane n k
26 Handy T., Dalby c 118 Hodgson R, Rockhampton o o
27 Hangan  Win., Dua ringa c 119 Hodson Miss B .,  Ravenswood c
28 Hangnan -, Pet rie terrace c 120 Hoey John, Brisbane  is  k (2)
29 Hanlon J .  0., Dalby o 121 Hoff and Wi llmett ,  Ravenswood s
30 Hannahan David ,  Rockhampton o c 122 Hog  Win. (carrier ),  Queensland o c
31 Hanrahan Fred ,  Mount Hutton o 123 Hogan Miss  (care of Crocker ),  Valley c
32 Hansen  ,  Charters  T owers c 124 Hogan James, Brisbane e
33 Hansen  ,  Rockhampton e 125 Hogan Thomas, Laidley c
34 Hansen Miss Carry, Rockhampton a 126 Hogan  Miss Winifred,  Western Creek c
35 Hansen Christian ,  Rockhampton f 127 Hogarth Mrs Mary, Rockhampton o e
36 Hansen John ,  Bingera c 124 Holden Mrs. George ,  Brisbane c
37 Hansen J. P., Tiaro o c 129 Holl Mrs, Brisbane c
38 Hansen John Peter,  Tiaro o c 130 H ollis  Wm., Dua ringa c
39 Hansen P., Bundaberg o and c (2) 131 Holmes Wm., Brookfield u k and  in
40 Hansen S. P., Herbert River f 132 Holt George ,  Myrtle Creek c
41 Hansford John, Bundaberg u k 133 Honeyford Mrs., Dalby c
42 Hansien John ,  Copperfield c 134 Honiball R., Cooktown a
43 Hanson Mrs., Brisbane c 135 Hood and Hayell,  Valley c
44 Haran Miss Bessy, Brisbane  it  k 136 Hooker F., Goodna c
45 Hardgrave -, South Brisbane c f 137 Hooker John ,  Rockhampton o c (2)46 Harding C. F., Warwick c and u k (2: 138 Hopkins H. H., Curriwi llinghi a
47 Hardwicke R. W., Charters Towers t 139 Hopkins Wi lliam,  Kedron Brook u k
48 Hargraves Miss ,  Brisbane c 140 Horgan E., Toowoomba c
49 Hargreaves Richard ,  Brisbane u k 141 Hornerman J. C., Cooktown  in
50 Harley H. R., Ipswich e 142 Hor roy -- ,  Dalby c
51 Harries David ,  Rockhampton o c 143 Hotton Mary Ann ,  Stanthorpe u k
52 Harris Mrs B .,  Rockhampton c 149. Hough George ,  Brisbane c
53 Harris ,  B. J., Toowoomba c 145 Houldsworth.John, Rockhampton u k
54 Harris F '  ancia ,  Dingo c 146 Houston Robert ,  Charley's Creek c
55 Har ris John ,  Toowoomba c 147 Howard J. P., Roma c
56 Harrison Mrs, Brisbane c 148 Howe ll E., Warwick c
57 Harrison Wm., Rockhampton c 149 Howie  Win., Brisbane a
58 Harrop  Win, Bundaberg c 150 Howlett  G., Cunnamulla c
59 Hart Mathew ,  Stanthorpe s 151 Howlett J., Gayndah road c
60 Hart Wm., Brisbane o c 152 Hughes  John.  Brisbane u k
61 Hartigan J, Warwick c 153 Hughes T., Callandoon c
62 Hartigan Thomas,  Dalby c 154 Hughes Wm., Reedy Springs a
63 Hartley  Win, Spring Hill c 155 Hume Thomas, Herbert River c and u k (2)
64 Hasse ll -, Brisbane c 156 Humphreys -, Inglewood c
65 Hathrington H., Charters  Towers c 157 Hurley Miss M., Brisbane s
66 Hawley Mrs., Brisbane c 158 Hurman Char lles, Brisbane o e
67 Hayes James ,  Rockhampton o e 159 Hurman H., Brisbane c
68 Hayes James ,  Rockhampton c 160 Hurst Mathew ,  Wallaroo Creek o
69 Hayes John ,  Cooktown u k 161 Hury  Alfred, Ipswich c
70 Head %'I argaret ,  Brisbane o c 162 Hushman Miss, Wickham terrace e
71 Head Thomas ,  Ipswich c 163 Hussey Miss Emily, Brookfield c
72 Heade James ,  Ravenswood f 164 Hutchings John, Charters Towers c
73 Headen Thomas ,  Bundaberg  it k 165 Hyam L., Rosewood e
74 Hesl Wm .,  Tweed River c 166 Hyde Edward,  Brisbane  it  k (2)
75 Healian W., Brisbane o 167 Hymas  Win, Mitchell c
76 Htiath Mrs.  C., Gympie c 168 Homes Terence, Goodah Station c (3)
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I. i 35 Kiely  William, Callandoon c
1 ILAY William,  Brisbane u k 36 Ki lleen Michael , Warwick f
2 Iley Win. Brisbane u k 37 King Mrs. A., Brisbane a
3
,
Ingram S .  A., Brisbane u k 38 King C . F. T., Brisbane f
4 Ireland  John Henry,  Brisbane u k 39 King G . J., Toowoomba c
6 Iron Charles , Brisbane u k 40 King  Henry, Taroom c
6 Irvine  James Cooktown u k 41 King Henry, Dingo c,
42 Rockhampton o cKing  John7
S
Irvine George, Mitchell s (3)
Irwin  W. Talgai e 43
,
King John, Yandilla s
,
44 King Samuel , Brisbane c
J• 45 Kirkwood Richard, Brisbane o
1 JACK Wm. Cooktown u k 46 Kirlan  Thomas, Bundaberg e (2)
2
,
Jackson  George Boolburra c 47 Kjor Niels , Rockhampton c (3)
3
,
Jackson Thomas South Brisbane u k 48 Klatte G.,  Ravenswood c
4
,
Jacobson A D Rockham ton o c 49 Klisse Wilhelm, Chinchilla c.,. p 50 Dalby fKlisse  Wilhelm5 Jacobsen  Mrs. M., Brisbane o c 51
,
Rockhampton o cKinckel John6 Jagerskow  Peter, Dalby o e 52
,
Knight  August C., Loganholme c7 James  Wm., Loganholme c 53 Caboolture cKnight  F. W.8 Jansen Jorgan , Brisbane c 54
,
Knobel  Rudolph, Brisbane f (2)9 Jennings George, Roma u k 55 South  Brisbane cKobb F.10 Jennings Henry, Rockhampton c 56
,
Wivenhoe cKobley William11 Jennings  James (carrier), Rockhampton e 57
,
Brisbane u kKoch George
12 Jenson, Anders, Maryborough f 58
,
Koch William, Tingalpa c13 Jensen Hans, Rockhampton f (2) 59 Ipswich eKoch W.14 Jensen  Neils , Lower Herbert f 60
,
Krach Conrad, Brisbane f (2)
15 Jensen  Soren, Cooktown f 61 Boggo cKuder Jacob
16 Jessup Edwin, Rockhampton o e 62
,
Brisbane o cKuhler Adolf
17 Johannesen Petter, Bundaberg f 63
,
Cape River cKulm A.18 John John, Ipswich u k 64
,
Kurth Ludwig, Ipswich o c
19 John Wm., Ipswich u k (3) 65 Kyle Henry, Cooktown e20 Johnson ,  Swan  Creek c (2)
21 Johnson C. J., Ravenswood e (2) L.22
23
Johnson, J. H., Warwick c
Johnson  Wm. Bundaberg c 1 LAIDLAW James, Rockhampton c (2)
24
,
Johnson Mrs. W. R., Ipswich u k (2) 2 Laing Edward, Rockhampton o c
'25 Johnston Alexander Rockhampton u k 3 s Bridge o cLallah Miss N., Dawson
26
,
Johnstone  George Conondale Station c 4 Lalonde Joseph, Post Office, Gympie m
27
,
Johnstone Henry Mitchell Downs o e 5 Lambert Mrs. Mary A., Brisbane o
28
,
Johnstone  James (care of Williams), Brisbane u k 6 Lamond -, Duaringa c
29 Johnstone J., Brisbane o 7 Landine John, Stanthorpe o
30 Jones Townsville c 8 Landolt Emil (care of J. Lotz), Logan River f (2)
31
,
Jones Brisbane c 9 Lane Charles, Brisbane o c
32
,
Jones Miss Warwick o c 10 Lane James, Brisbane o c
33
,
Jones  Alfred Brisbane e 11 Lane John, Toowoomba c
34
,
Jones  E. R. Brisbane o e 12 Lane Robert, Fortitude Valley e
35
,
Jones  H. Sprinton c 13 Lanham Joseph, Dalby o
36
,
Jon Ji T b 14 Larsen Frederick, Roma o c
37
es m, oowoom a c
Jones Miss  Maria South  Brisbane o 15 Larsen  Lars, Rockhampton f (2)
38
,
Jones Thos. Townsville e 16 Larsen  P., Duaringa o
39
,
Jones  Win.Milchester c 17 Larsen Miss Christine (care of Goodwin), Gympie r-
40
,
Jones  Wm. B. Rockhampton o c 18 Latimer  --, Brookfield c
41
,
Jones James Brisbane s 19 Latimer John Robert, Red Bank Plains u k
42
,
Jorgensen Soren Rockhampton o a 20 Lauerisen  L. H., Lower Herbert c
43
,
Josoff  Justaff, Toowoomba e 21 Laurie  James,  Brisbane u k
44 Joy Mrs. H. Uooktowii c 22 Lauerson  Miss C., Brisbane o c
45
,
Jubb Mrs . Louisa, South Brisbane c 23 Law  -, Boggo c46Judd Win., Rockhampton o c 24 Lawless James (care of Milton), Wandi Vale s (2)25 Lawrence  F., Bundaberg u k
26 Brisbane o cLawrence Mrs. Hannah
K. 27
,
Lawrence Mrs. J. G., Rockhampton  in
1 RAIN Win., Ipswich c 28 Lawrence  Margaret Mary, Brisbane o
2 Kapnias  Demetrius, Cooktown s 29 Lawrie James, Duaringa o
3 Kaye Paul , Charters Towers a 30 Lawson Louis, Fortitude Valley e
4 Kean  J. Harvey, Brisbane u k (2) 31 Layny Mrs. Oliver, Rockhampton c
5 Keating  Kate, Valley c 32 Leahey William, Dingo c (2)
6 Keating Miss  Mary, Taroom o c 33 Leahey -, Brisbane c
7 Keech Mrs. Charlotte, Brisbane a 34 Leary Mrs. Catherine, Townsville e
8 Keefe  Mrs. Joseph, Dalby c 35 Leavey  William, Ipswich u k
9 Keefe  Thomas, Stanthorpe s 36 Lederhose Johann,  Boggo o
10 Keenin  John, Dalby c 37 Lee John, Millchester o c
11 Kegan M., Townsville e 38 Lee Joseph, Warwick c
12 Kelly -, Bundaberg c 39 Lee Sam, Charters Towers c
13 Kelly Charlotte, Brisbane o e (2) 40 Leeding G., Warwick c (2)
14 Ke lly D., Cooktoani c 41 Legget W., Duaringa o c
15 Kelly James, Bundaberg c 42 Leitch John, Brisbane o c16 Kelly John, Stanthorpe c (2) 43 Lemin William, Brisbane in
17 Kelly Michael, Irishtown c 44 Le' mond Mrs, Rockhampton u t-
18 Kelly Pat, Mitchell Downs c 45 Le' monde  Mrs., Duaringa  8
19 Kelly S., Toowoomba c 46 Lennon F., Rockhampton, u k
20 Kelly Thomas, Rockhampton o e 47 Leon -, Warwick c
21 Kelly T., Flinder's River in 48 Le' Petil J. H., Brisbane u k
22 Kelso John Thomas, Brisbane u 1 49 Lewis A., Rockhampton c
23 Kemp John, Gympie c 50 Lewis George, Dingo c
24 Kennedy  Miss  Margaret H., Brisbane o 51 Lewis William,  Brisbane o c
25 Kennedy T. S., Rockhampton u b 52 Lewis William  Mrs., Roma c (3)
26 Kenny Patrick, Roma u k 53 Ley Mary  (care of Mrs .  Nott ),  Banana Station a-
27 Kennington C., Townsvil]e 4- 54 Lincoln Henry, Dawson River a
28 Keogh Pat, Roma o c 55 Lindsay -, South Brisbane c
29 Kerr James, Valley e 56 Lindsay Mrs., Brisbane u k
30 Kerridge Robert, Mitchell v 57 Linch Jeremiah, Twenty-three-mile Camp c
31 Kerwin John, Ipswich c 58 Liney Henry, Toowoomba o
32 Key F.,  Ipswich c 59 Linsay D., Duaringa o c
33 Keyes  Frank, Toowoomba c 60 Listin G., Cape River e
Khanavan -, Rockhampton 61 Little A. B., Townsville a
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-62 Little Miss  J,, Cooktown c 67 Mills Thomas , Duaringa c
63 Livingstone -,  Dulacca a  68 Milne Mrs. Annie,  Brisbane o c
64 Lloyd Anthony,  Swans Creek c and  in  (2) 69 Milne  John, Brisbane c
65 Lockie F .,  Brisbane m  70 Milton W., Brisbane c
Lohse J., Yengarie o c 71 Minogire J., Charters Towers c
r66 Longland (contractor),  Brisbane c 72 Mires Ellen (care of Mrs. Oillis),  Fortitude Va ll ey c
-68 o c 73Lovrewy H. Roma Mirtal John, Herbert River c69 , ,Lord Mrs. Isabella,  Brisbane n z  74 Mitchell H. Charleville s (5)
70 Lord Samuel,  Cunnamu lla s 75 Moall Mrs. M. A., Brisbane s
71 Lott  Mark , Cooktown m 76 D1 oir M. Wm., Brisbane o c
72 Love Miss F., Brisbane c 77 Moller John, Bundaberg f
73 Love R.,  B risbane c 78 Molley or Molly John,  Brisbane o
74 Lowe  B., Brisbane s  79 Molloy Patrick, Yandilla Station, c (2)
75 Low Mrs. F., Brisbane s 80 Molloy R., Fortitude Valley c
76 Luckman John, Roma o c 81 Molloy Thomas, Grandchester o c
77 Lukins Mary, Toowoomba o 82 _1Conengan J, Brisbane c
78 Lunden John, Stanthorpe  o c and f (3) 83 Money J., Rockhampton c
79 Lundy G., Cunnamulla c 84 Moore Frank, Warwick c
80 Lusk Robert, Brisbane o c 85 Moore John, Duaringa c
81 Lydiard -, Ipswich road c 86 Moore Joseph, Roma c
82 Lynch Eliza, Brisbane o 87 Moore Patrick, Grandchester o e
83 Lynch Thomas, Rockhampton o c 88 Moran Mrs. Ann, Brisbane o c
84 Lynch Timothy, Dalby o c 89 Moran Julia, Laidley u k
85 Lyons John, Brisbane c 90 Moran P., Charters  Towers a
86 Lyons John (drayman), Miiton o c 91 Moran William, Brisbane u k
92 Morehead -,  Oakey Creek c
93 Morgan J. Brisbane c
N. 94
,
Morgan Thomas, Oakey Creek o
1 MADDEN W., Brisbane s 95 Morison  Miss , Brisbane c
2 Madigan Simon,  Dalby u k 96 Morris  Bros ., Rockhampton c
3 Madill Thomas, Rockhampton c 97 Morris John,  Rockhampton a k
4 Madsen R ., Toowoomba c 98 Morris T., Duaringa  c and o c (4)
5 Magennis  John, Rockhampton u k 99 Morris W. H., Lilyvale o
6 Magner,  J. W. J., Duaringa o 100 Morrisby Edwin, Charters Towers t
7 Maher P. R., Charters  Towers u k 101 Morrisey John, Dalby o c
8 Mahney Thomas, Brisbane u k 102 Morrison -, Moggill c
9 Mahon  Alex., Warwick c 103 Morrison Thomas, Rockhampton o c
10 Mallett George, Kedron Brook o c 104 Morton Henry, Brisbane f
11 Maltman John, Maroochie c 105 Morwitch Lyons, Brisbane in
12 Malton  Patrick, Flinders River u k 106 Mosman Geo., Railway  Camp near Roma o e
13 Mancklow William, Mitchell Downs c 107 Moss (carrier), Westwood c
14 Manley James, Brisbane c 108 Moss C. E., Samford Road u k
15 Mann James, Brisbane o 109 Morrisstephen W. (care of  Frost), Cunnamulls a
16 Manning M., Goondiwindi s (2) 110 Moxham  Miss M., Roma s
17 Mansfield Horace, Somerset f 111 Muir John, Ipswich o c
18 Manson -, Townsville c 112 Muir William, Brisbane u k
19 Manson William Craigie,  St. George u k 113 Mulcahy David,  Brisbane n z
20 Manton J., Brisbane s 114 Mullholland J., Dingo o c
21 Manttan Henry, Warin Warin Station c 115 Mulley John, Toowoomba c
22 Markill James, Brisbane u k 116 Mullins  James,  Tiaro o c
23 Marks Jacob, Brisbane s 117 Mullins Martin,  Bundaberg o c
24 Marr -, Bundaberg c 118 Mumford Joseph, Ipswich u k
25 Marsden Peter, Brisbane f 119 Munro Charles, Brisbane s
26 Marshall Mrs., Brisbane c 120 Munro Fredk.,  Brisbane c (2)
27 Marshall George, Brisbane u k 121 Murphy  Miss,  Brisbane c
28 Marshall Harry, Dawson River o 122 Murphy Danl., Welltown Station a
29 Martin Mrs., Rockhampton c 123 Murphy John, Westwood m
30 Martin B., Milton c 124 Murphy J., Townsville c
-31 Martin H. C., Rockhampton o c 125 Murphy  Miss  Mary, Brisbane c
32 Martin James, Dalby c 126 Murphy  Miss  Mary, Rockhampton c
33 Martin John, Herbert River c (2) 127 Murphy Ned, Ipswich o
34 Martin John (police force),  Brisbane o c 128 Murphy P., Brisbane o
35 Martin J., Rockhampton s 129 Murray Eric, Rockhampton c (2)
36 Martin Mary, Brisbane c 130 Murray J. McFarlane (care of Gore),  Yandillu
37 Martin P. F., Brisbane o 131 Murray, Thomas, Curriwillinghi a
38 Martin William, Toowoomba o 132 Murry -, Rockhampton c
39 Martin William, Toowoomba o
40 Martensen -, Bundaberg c Mc.
41 Massey D., The Oval c 1 McALLISTER Miss, Rockhampton u k
42 Mathison 0., Lower Herbert c 2 McAlpine, David, Millchester m
43 Mattson Miss, Talgai c 3 McAuley John, Rockhampton o
44 Mawhinney, Thomas, Ipswich c 4 McAuley Owen, Townsville c
-15May, Charles, Rockhampton o c 5 McAuley Miss Dora, Townsville u k
16 May William, Brisbane uk 6 McBrath John, Cooktown c
.17 Mayers Caroline, Brisbane c 7 McBride , Ipswich road c
18 Mayne E., Brisbane s 8 McCabe , South Brisbane c
49 Meades Harry, Ipswich u k 9 McCabe William, G oondiwindi c
10 Meade William Thomas, Charters Towers c (3) 10 McCanna W., Five-mile Waste c
51 Meagher S. J., Duaringa m 11 McCarthy Mrs., Brisbane c
52 Medge Thomas, Brisbane c 12 McCarthy  Miss Hannah , Brisbane c
.53 Mellare T. A., Brisbane in 13 McCarthy Jeremiah, Jimbour Creek c
54 Meredith Mrs., Ipswich a 14 McCarthy J. E. T., Herbert Vale c
55 Meredith John, Warwick t 15 McCarthy Michael, Ipswich o c
56 Merethel A. G., Brisbane c 16 McCaughey Hugh, Brisbane o (-
57 Merry Thomas, Dalby u k 17 McCafferty E., Cooktown a (2)
58 Mewey W., Duaringa c 18 McClintock Walker, Brisbane c
59 Michehnore P. C., Toowoomba a 19 McCardel -, Paddington e
'60 Mihr G., Brisbane u k 20 McCorley  James, Ipswich c
61 Miles James, Brisbane o c 21 McCormaek -, Rockhampton c
62 Miles W., Walaroo e 22 McCulloch Robert, Loganholme c
63 Millar J. C., Bundaberg o c 23 McDonohue P., Toowoomba c
64 Millar William, Dingo c 21 McDougal  Miss , South Brisbane c
o65 Miller John (bootmaker), Nerang  Creek c 25 McDonnald A., Rolleston River c
-66 Mills _Miss Emily, Fortitude Valley c 26 McDonald A., Coomera c
-I
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27 McDonald Angus It.,  Duaringa m 24 Nixon F. F., Yengarie c
28 McDonald  John, Curriwillinghi s 25 Noble John (blacksmith), Ravenswood u k
29 McDonald  William,  Brisbane u k 26 Nock E. E., Valley e (2)
30 McDougall Ernest, Brisbane o c 27 Norris John, Ipswich a
31 Millchester c 28McEnroe M. Norris  John, Dalby e
32
,
McEwan  Mrs., Waterford c (2) 29 Norton Samuel C, Cooktown u k
33 McEwan  F Brisbane o., 0.34 McFarlane and Sons ,  Brisbane s
35 McFarlane  Daniel ,  Brisbane o c  1 OBEY Miss  Eliza , Warry street c
36 McFarlane  Robert,  Rockhampton o e 2 O'Brian  Miss Margaret, South Brisbane e
37 McGeary Wm., Callandoon e 3 O'Brien Miss Mary, Charlotte  street c
38 McGilling J., Toowoomba c 4 O'Connell Ben., Vall-v u I.-
39 McGrath -, Boggo c 5 O'Connell Daniel, Cooktown c
40 McGrath James, Rockhampton c 6 O'Connell D. W., Cooktown c
41 McGrath W., Charters Towers s 7 O'Connell Timuthy, Roma e
42 McGregor -, Charters  Towers c 8 O'Connor A. A., Kirk, Townsville s
43 McGregor  D., Goondiwindi o c 9 O'Connor J ames , Brisbane o e
44 McGregor  D., Brisbane c 10 O'Connor Mrs. Julia, Rockhampton o
45 McGuilty  J., Brisbane o c 11 O'Donnel John, Western Creek c
46 McHenly James ,  Cooktown o 12 O'Donohue ---, Charters  Towers o
47 McInerney Thomas,  Brisbane c 13 O'Dwyer  Miss  Bridget,  Brisbane u k
48 McIntosh  Andrew,  Brisbane u k 14 O'Dwyer  James,  Rockhampton o
49 McIntosh T., Townsville c 15 O'Grady Daniel, Taroom c
50 McIntyre  ,  Welltown  Station c 16 O'Halloran Mrs. George, Cooktown in
51 McIntyre , Roma c 17 O'Herle Charles, Walloon o c
52 McIntyre J., Roma c 18 O'Keaf William (farmer), Boggo s
53 McIntyre John, Goondiwindi c 19 O'Keeff Mrs., Stanthorpe u k
54 McKay James,  Rockhampton o c (2) 20 O'Keeffe and Co. Messrs. J. A. M., Ipswich road c
55 McKay J., Rockhampton u k 21 O'Keeffe Thomas, Dalby c
56 McKay Robert  (boatman ),  Sweer 's Island o c 22 O'Leary Cornelius, Toowoomba m
57 McKenna C., St. George s 23 O'Loughjin Mrs. Ann, Rockhampton o c
58 McKenna  Philip, hockhampton o c 24 Olsen (carrier), Townsville c
59 McKenroy  -,  Brisbane c 25 O'Mahoney Thomas (drover), Brisbane o c
60 McKenya (saddler), Millchester c (2) 26 O'Malley Miss Bridget, Rockhampton u k
61 McKenzie  Robert,  Brisbane m (2) 27 Y-Vara Miss Kate, Brisbane n z
,62McKeon Patrick, Dalby c 28 O'Neal Mrs. C., Brisbane e
63 McKersale Miss, Brisbane c 29 O'Neil (tinsmith), Rockhampton s
64 McKir Miss , South  Brisbane u k (3) 30 O'Neil L., Townsville Plantation c
65 McK illop  Finlay, Charters  Towers c 31 O'Neil Mrs. Luke, Toor oomba o
66 McKinnon  Angus ,  Brisbane m 32 Onslow J. R. D., Brisbane m
67 McKinnon  Mrs. Margaret,  Brisbane u k 33 Orest Christopher, Wallaroo o c
68 McKinstry W., Toowoomba c 34 O'Riely James, Dalby c
69 McLarell  F. C. M., Gogango o c 35 Ormberg --, Brisbane u k
70 McLaren Charles, Ravenswood c 36 O'Rourke James, Townsville c
71 McLaren D., Brisbane a 37 Orr Samuel, Toowoomba u k
72 McLaughlan Wm., Ipswich o c 38 Osborne Henry, Ann street c
73 McLaughlen Robert,  Townsville u k 39 Oscal Walter, Charters Towers c
74 McLaughlan Mrs., Brisbane c 40 O'Shannessy  Miss  A. 0., Brisbane s
75 McLean Mrs. A., Brisbane u k 41 O'Sullivan James, Brisbane o c
76 McLean G., Sandy Creek c 42 O'Sullivan Timothy, Roma c
77 McLeod Alexander, Dalby o 43 Ottaway -, Burnett River e
78 McLeod Alick, Tooloona c -14 Owen W. J., Rockhampton o c
79 McLeod Angus, Townsville c 45 Owens Thomas (cabinet maker), Brisbane u k
80 McLeod Donald, Cooktown m
P81 McMahon  --, Brisbane s .
82 McMahon J ie c 1mG Brisbane ePAALSEN Anton
83
., py
McMahon J., Cooktown f and c (2) 2
,
Pacguette W. S., Brisbane s
84 McMunn John, Brisbane c 3 Page Harry, Brisbane o c
85 McNamara --, Millchester c 4 Pailing or Parling , Waterworks Road c
86 McNamara Al., Bundaberg c 5 Pairtrich Miss J., Toowoomba c
87 McNutter --, Cape River c 6 Palmer H., Brisbane c
88 McParthan John, Rockhampton o c  7 Palmer Mrs., Isabel, Brisbane it k-
89 McPhee --, Jimbour Creek c 8 Palmer J. C., Leichbardt street c
90 McPhillamy and McLaughlin, Roma c 9 Palmer William, Curriwillinghi Station s
91 McPherson J., Townsville c 10 Palmer W., Cooktown c
92 McRae John, Millchester n z 11 Panity -, Goondiwindi c
93 MeWerker -,  'roowoomba e 12 Park Mrs. J. B., Canal Creek c
94 McWhist James, Ravenswood c 13 Parker -, Ann street c
14 Parker E., Townsville e
15 Parker Henry Frederick Brisbane u k
N. 16
,
Parker John, Duaringa in
1 N APIE R Archibald, Rockhampton u k 17 Parkes William, Curriwillinghl s
2 Napier Joseph, Brisbane u k  18 Parkes Wiliam, Brisbane u k
3 Neaill E. (carrier), Duaringa c 19 Parish John, Brisbane s
4 Neill John, Ipswich Road c (3) 20 Parkinson B. H., Duaringa o
5 Neill Samuel, Boolburra c 21 Pascoe James tcarter), Dingo c (2)
6 Neilson Charles, Brisbane o c 22 Pauline A. W., Toowoomba e
7 Neilson Miss Ellen, Bundaberg e 23 Pauson A., Brisbane c
8 Nelson Andrew P., Townsville c 24 Paterson Adam, Toowoomba e.
9 Nesbit Mrs. Rebecca, Rockhampton o c 25 Paterson Andrew, Brisbane u k
10 Neuell James V., Mitchell s and c (2) 26 Paterson William. Gympie o
11 Nevins J., Charlton Station s 27 Patten H., Ann-street c
12 Neuell Owens H., Duaringa c 28 Patyald Frederick, Raglan Diggings e
13 Newlands William, Brisbane c 29 Paseton J. M. Brisbane c
14 Newton C., Cooranga Creek c 30 Payne Mrs., Valley c
16 Nicholas Henry, Constance street o 31 Pearce Thomas, Brisbane in
16 Nicheal K, Dingo c 32 Pearson Mrs., b'noggera c (2)
17 Nicol J. W., Walloon c 33 Pedersen Mrs Johannes M., Charters Tower- f
18 Nielsen Johannes, Brisbane o e  34 Pedersen B., Brisbane c
19 Nielsen Laurity, Cardwell f 35 Peek Robert, 1)aiby in
20 Nielsen Martin, tundaberg f 36 Pegg Edward, ilal)orer) Rockhampton o c
21 -Nielsen O. (blacksmith), Charters Towers f 37 Peirce John, Bras,all c
22 Nielson N. C. F., Townsville f (2) 38 Penfold Charles, Brisbane n z
23 Nissen  Carl August, Bundaberg c 39 Penny -, Callandoon Station e
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40 Penwill J. P. S., Bundaberg c 35 Robertson Mrs. James ,  Brisbane  0
41 Percie Capitano Nicolo, Somerset f 36 Robinson Mrs. Annie ,  Fairfield c
42 Perry, Mrs. Ellen ,  Brisbane c 37 Robinson E., Norman's Creek o c
43 Petersen A., Brisbane c 38 Robinson Mrs. G .  H., Toowoomba c
44 Petersen Anders, Stanley Creek o c 39 Robinson William L., Breakfast Creek u k
45 Petersen Christian ,  Clermont c 40 Robson W., Rockhampton c
46 Petersen Jens, Rockhampton o c 41 Roche Dr., Townsville c
47 Peterson Charles ,  Dean 's Saw Mills c '12 Rochel  -,  Jimbour Creek c
48 Brisbane c 43Peterson H., Rochiaux J., Oakey Creek e
49
,
Peterson John ,  Charters Towers f 44 Rodgers Airs .,  Toowoomba c
50 Pettet Mrs., Jane street Valley u k 45 Rodgers Richard, Herbert River c
.61 Pey Wil liam ,  Ipswich c 46 Rodgers R., Bowen Downs a (2)
52 Peyton  -,  South Brisbane c (2)  47 Roe William ,  Rockhampton o c (3)
53 Pfitzinmair L., Toowoomba c 48 Rogers Mrs. H .  M., Brisbane u k
54 Phair  J ohn, Tuatnarra o c 49 Rogers Mrs. Joseph ,  Brisbane u k
55 Phi llips Captain  (ketch " Eliza ),"  Bunda berg a (2)  50 Rogers Miss L .,  Rockhampton c
56 Phillips S., Naroom s  51 Rogers Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u k and f (2)
57 Phipps J., Ambi Downs c 52 Rogers Richard, Herbert River c (4)
58 Pichen Thomas ,  Brisbane u k 53 Roland M. (carrier ),  Cooktown c
59 Pierce E., Ipswich c 54 Ronald James, Cooktown  in
,60 Plaisted Mrs. Annie ,  Brisbane u k 55 Rose Mrs. Simon, Bingera c
61 Platt Mrs. George ,  Warwick c 56 Rose W., Brisbane c
62 Platt George L.,  Dalby o 57 Rosenstreter W., Toowoomba o c
63 Platts John, Cobble Station c 58 Rosenthal J., Brisbane u k
64 Platy Joseph, Six-mile Camp c (2) 59 Ross Alexander ,  Warwick s
65 Pleeby Wi lliam, Brisbane u k 60 Ross Frederick ,  Ravenswood c (2)
66 Plummer James  (miner ),  Brisbane o c 61 Ross J .,  Jimbour Creek c
-67 Pohlman Henry, Ipswich o c 62 Ross Peter ,  Dawson c
68 Po llock J., Glenhaughton c 63 Ross W., Toowoomba c
69 Pontoney John, Jimbour Creek c 64 Ross W. C., Millchester c
70 Popham Stephen ,  Brisbane u k 65 Rough Mrs. Hughina ,  Rockhampton o c
71 Popple W., Cleveland road c 66 Rudd John, Brisbane c
72 Porter Wil liam ,  Brisbane u k 67 Rudolphy  -,  Dingo c
73 Porter George, Brisbane s 68 Rumble Mrs .  Jonah, Duaringa e
74 Potter Stephen, Loganholme c 69 Ruschpler Adolph, Brisbane o e
75 Potter Thomas ,  Rockhampton u k (2) 70 Russell Joseph ,  Ipswich c
76 Potts Joseph, Brisbane o c  71 Russell R., Toowoomba c
77 Poultney  j.,  Goodna c  72 Ryan  Miss  Bridget, Rockhampton o c
78 Pouer Patrick ,  Brisbane u k 73 Ryan C.,  Ravenswood s
79 Powell W illiam, Brisbane o c 74 Ryan Daniel ,  Bowen Downs o
80 Power Edward ,  Ipswich u k 75 Ryan Edward ,  Ravenswood c
81 Premelt Miss Eleanor ,  Brisbane c 76 Ryan F.  (carrier ),  Duaringa c
82 Priest W., Brisbane c  77 Ryan James  (shearer ),  Dalby o c
83 Priestly E. (carrier ),  Cooktown c 78 Ryan John ,  Millehester o c
84 Pritchard Edwin, Brisbane u k 79 Ryan J., Rockhampton m
85 Pryde William, Lower Herbert  e  (2) 80 Ryan Michael,  Warwick o e
86 Pull Miss, Brisbane c 81 Ryan M., Rosenthal c
87 Purcell Frederick L., Dalrymple u k 82 Ryan Patrick, Brisbane o c
88 Purcell John ,  Brisbane u k 83 Ryan Patrick, Coomera o c
89 Purchase Wi lliam ,  Ipswich u k 84 Ryan Thomas, Rockhampton o c
85 Ryan W iliam, South Brisbane c
Q. 86 Ryan Wil liam  (carrier),  Rockhampton road c
87 Ryan W. Duaringa s1 QLT AIFE J. C.  (laborer ),  Fortitude Valley o c 88 ,Ryan William Gympie c2 Quine Mrs .  W., Brisbane c ,
3 Quincy F .,  Brisbane u k S.4 Quinn Mrs. (late Miss M. Quinn ),  Cooktown c 1 Brisbane sSAGLER Miss Clara5 Quirk J., Dingo c 2 ,Sanderson or Landerson  -,  Brisbane s
3 Sands Frederich Brisbane u kR. 4 ,Sanple Arthur ,  Rockhampton c
1 RAADER Dedlef ,  Ipswich o c 5 Santer C., Brisbane u k
2 Radcli ffe E. S., Radcliffe c 6 Sawyer L .,  Valley c
3 Rainall H., Bundaberg c 7 Sayers R. John ,  Charters Towers u k
4 Ramsay James, Neraug o c 8 Scheep W., Brisbane c
5 Ramsay Joseph, Cooktown c 9 Schicowskey  -,  Sandgate c
6 Randle G.,  Kelvin Grove c 10 Schjernin C., Duaringa c
7 Randle Mrs. John .  Brisbane c 11 Sch liericke Wilhelm, and Zimmerman ,  Toowoomba
8 Ranger Mrs .  H., Brisbane u k nz
9 Raney Edward  (tailor), Warwick o c (2) 12 Scharback Mrs., North Ipswich e
10 Raymes Mrs  Sarah, Brisbane c 13 Schuly Richard, Ipswich s
11 Raymond  William T .,  Townsville u k 14 Scilley Wil liam, Ipswich m
12 Read J., Herbert 's Creek c  15 Scott C.  B., Gladstone c
13 Read J. W., Brisbane f 16 Scott Edward, Callandoon s
14 Reading A. C. (jockey), Brisbane o c 17 Scott Captain  IT.,  Somerset c
15 Rees George, Toowoomba u k 18 Scott M. A., Ipswich p o
16 Reid Robert, Banana c 19 Scott Walter, Ipswich o
17 Reid Wi lliam H., Brisbane s 20 Seals Robert (care of Overend), Jimbour Creek c
18 Reitz Daniel  (shepherd ),  Roma o c 21 Sheehan Dan, Brisbane c
19 Reordan ,  Bru in,  and Athers ,  Charters Towers o r• 22 Seip George, Toowoomba f
20 Reue 1fichael S., Townsvi lle s 23 Sellenthin Frederick ,  Ravenswood f
21 Reynolds E., Redbank c 24 Shannon Richard, Boolburra c
22 Rhode Eng, Abrecht ,  Brisbane f 25 Shapland H. P., Caboolture c
23 Richards JaLnes,  Somerset u k 26 Sharp Thomas, Brisbane u k
24 Richards Mrs. Wi lliam, Charters Towers e 27 Shattock  -,  Brisbane c
.25 Richards William N .,  Brisbane f 28 Shaughnessey John, Brisbane o c
26 Riding W. (engineer ),  Brisbane o c 29 Shaw  -,  Ashfield s
27 Rielly Michael ,  Rockhampton o c 30 Shaw H. (care of Mrs .  Nelson) ,  Stanley street c
28 Rielly Peter  (carpenter ),  Brisbane c 31 Shaw James, Brisbane u k
29 Righton D. R., Somerset f 32 Shea Miss ,  Townsville s
30 Rigney S. B., Cooktoazi s (3) 33 Sheapperd W., Townsvi lle c
31 Rinn Pat ,  South Pine River c 34 Shinar James ,  Ipswich u k
32 Rinne  T homas, Toowoomba c 35 Shing Goun, Cooktown s
33 Roach William ,  Brisbane n z 36 Shuttleworth  E. J., Toowoomla in
:34 Roberts W. (bootmaker ),  Cape River e 37 Sibly F. M., Ipswich u k
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38 Silcock  -, Kedron Brook c 132 Swan  James, Brisbane c
39 Simmonds -,  Brisbane u k 133 Swan  W., Brisbane c
40 Simmonda John, Brisbane e 134 Sweeny Ned, Brisbane u k
41 Simms  Joseph T., Brisbane f 135 Swift Mrs. W., Brisbane u k
42 Simple  Mrs. Catherine, Roma c 136 Symmons  W., Townsville c
43 Simpson Mrs., Bowen street s
44 Simpson  Jane (care of J  Be ll), Dingo c T.
45 Simpson  R., Darling River in 1 TAPPER -- (carter), Ravenswood c
46 Simson Miss  Julia, Rockhampton c 2 Taylor Mrs., Ann street u k
47 Sinclair  Archibald, Margaret  street s 3 Taylor Mrs., Toowoomba c
48 Sinclair  Miss E. T., Stanley  street c 41 Taylor Andrew, Ipswich u k
49 Sinclair  F. J., George street o 5 Taylor Miss Caroline, Dalby e (3)
50 Sinclair  William,  Brisbane m 6 Taylor C. (bootmaker), Petrie  terrace b
51 Skelton William, Charters Towers u k 7 Taylor Edward, Brisbane it k
52 Skinner  Edward, Goondiwindi o c 8 Taylor J. B. (agent, &c.),  Brisbane c
53 Skinner  William, Warwick s 9 Taylor Thomas (laborer), Dalby o c
54 Slack  Frederick (butcher),  Brisbane o c 10 Taylor Thomas, Toowoomba o c
55 Sloan  Thomas, Cooktown c 11 Taylor Thomas (publican), Rockhampton c
56 Sloane Miss Maria ,  Charters  Towers c 12 Teck (or Teek) -, Jimbour c
57 Sloane Maria, Cooktown o 13 Tees  Henry, Middle Ridge e
58 Sma ll , Melbourne str et c 14 Tewes  Charles, Toowoomba f
59 Smith , St. Patrick's Hotel,  Brisbane a 15 Thamm W., Cooktown c
60 Smith  , Victoria Hotel,  Ipswich road c 16 Thane George (hotel-keeper), Brisbane c
61 Smith Mrs., Townsville c 17 Thomas --, Valley c
62 Smith Mrs ., Bowen terrace m 18 Thomas Charles, Rockhampton o c
63 Smith Miss , Wharf street s 19 Thomas Philip H., Rockhampton o e
64 Smith  Alex. H. (grocer),  Brisbane o c 20 Thomas S., Dalby c
65 Smith  Miss  Annie, Valley c 21 Thomasen Ludwig, Rockhampton c
66 Smith Charles, Rockhampton o c 22 Thompson , Jimbour c
67 Smith Christian (farmer ),  Brisbane o c 23 Thompson C. J., Brisbane u k
68 Smith George , Ipswich o c 24 Thompson Miss Margaret, Brisbane it k
69 Smith George (teamster), Millchester c 25 Thompson P. or B., Brisbane c
70 Smith  George , Bundaberg c (2) 26 Thompson Thomas, Charters Towers u k
71 Smith  Joe (farmer ), Toowoomba c 27 Thompson Thomas, Charters Towers u k
73 Smith John, Gympie c 28 Thomsett Alfred, Brisbane u k
73 Smith John G., Charters Towers n z 29 Thorne  Miss  Arabella, Brisbane c
74 Smith Mrs. J., Dalby c 30 Thorne T., Ipswich c
75 Smith Joseph, Cooktown f 31 Thorne W. G. (barque " Southern  Belle  "),  Bris-
76 Smith Richard, Stanthorpe u k bane a
77 Smith R., Bundaberg c 32 Thorpe James, Brisbane u k
78 Smith Mrs. R., South  Brisbane c 33 Throp or Thross John, Boundary street s
79 Smith Samuel , Rockhampton c 34 Thuran W., Ravenswood f
80 Smith Thomas, Herbert [liver c 35 Thurlow John, Bundaberg e
81 Smith W. H., Townsville c 36 Thurlow R. W. (grocer), Enoggera c
82 Smith William P., Rockhampton c 37 Tierney Miss Mary, Rockhampton c
83 Smitham  H. C., Curriwilliughi Flat m 38 Timbrell George, Tiaro c (3)
84 Smyth A. C., Brisbane u k (2) 39 Ting Mrs., Stanthorpe c
85 Smyth Michael, Cooktown c 40 Toles John, Townsville s
86 Snow  S., Townsville u k 41 Tomkins James (shearer), Curriwillinghi s
87 Soden  John, Boggo o c 42 Ton Chong  Mrs. Maggie , Stanthorpe c
88 Sodrig on Matthias, Cooranga 0 (2) 43 Torgersen Jacob, Herbert River (5)
89 Soloman  Rachel, Brisbane s 44 Torrance David, Brisbane u k (2)
90 Soloman  S., Adelaide street s 45 Towns E., Townsville u k
91 Sonnehorn  Emil, Brisbane s 46 Towns Frank, Brisbane a
92 Sorrensen  C., Yengarie o c 47 Tregean Alfred, Charters Towers m (3)
93 Sorenzen  Niels, Maryborough f 48 Trevellyan Miss, Gnondiwindi s
94 Spence  Thomas, Gympie c 49 Tripcony Mrs. T., Brisbane u k
95 Sp !aine  J. (constable), Normanton u k 50 Trotter A., Brisbane, u k (2)
96 Stacey Mrs, Waterworks Road c 51 Tuck William, Rockhampton o c
97 Staite G., Brisbana u k 52 Tulley -, Charters Towers c
98 Stamm  L., Brisbane o c 53 Tunstall H., Charters Towers e
99 Stanhope Mrs., Brisbane a 54 Tupling Mrs. Joseph, Cooktown o
100 Stannicher , Bundaberg c 55 Turner Mrs. N., Rockhampton c
101 Stanniger J., Bundaberg o c 56 Tyler E. (carrier), Townsville c
102 Stair James,  Rockhampton c 57 Tynan .Tames, Townsville o
103 Steffensen  Carl, Cooktown f 58 Tyrrel Edmund, Cambridge Downs c
104 Steine  Joseph, Toowoomba m (3)
105 Stenersen  Ole, Charters Towers f U.
106 Stephens  James Ravenswood c
107
,
Stephens J., Wharf street c 1 URGAR Frank, One-mile  Swamp c
108 Stephens  W. Toowoomba e
109
,
Stevens  -, Cooranga Creek c V.
110 Stevens  Mrs. Alfred B., Rockhampton o 1 VACHELL Francis T., Brisbane u k
111 Stevens James, Georgetown c 2 Vary -, Sbafston c
112 Stewart  Mrs., Brisbane u k 3 Vaugan John, Ipswich c
113 Stewart  John,  Brisbane s 4 Vaughan Henry, Bundaberg in
114 Stewart  W., Brisbane o c 5 Vehmeir Simon, Rockhampton f
115 Stone  - -, Julia treet c 6 Villinger W., Rockhampton c
116 Stone  N. or R., townsville a 7 Von Hein N. F., Cooktoown in
117 Storie  J., Waterworks Road e
118 Stormer  William, Mitchell Downs  Station c W.
119 Strain llugh,  Enoggera c 1 WADDLE David, Brisbane e
120 Stretton  Charles, Brisbane f 2 Waghorn Mrs. Emma, Brisbane u k121Stritzke  Mrs, Ann  street s 3 Walker , Wickham street n z
122 Stuart  and Robinson  Messrs ., Waroona s 4 Walker , Wharf street c
123 Stuby F. (carpenter), Harcourt street o c 5 Walker James, Ann street e
124 Stungeon  Frank, Mitchell Downs  Station c and s (2) 6 Walker R. Thomas, Brisbane u k
125 Sudbv Mrs., Bundaberg c 7 Walker W. L., Toowoomba c
126 Sultivan  John, Charters  Towers o 8 Wallace William Robert, Townsville o
127 Summerville H., Dingo c 9 Wallen H., Broadoound e
128 Summaus  Willie,  Duaringa c 10 Walsh James, Caboolture c
129 Sutton  Nicholas C., Roma o c 11 Walson William (sawyer ), Brisbane o c
130 Swadkins  H., Cabbage-tree Creek c 12 Walters C., Cedar Creek c
131 Swaine  Joseph William, Brisbane it k (2) 13 Walters Frederick, Talloona station c (2)
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14 Walters G., Charters Towers s 91 Williams Thomas, Brisbane e
16 Walters W., Brisbane c (2) 92 Williams Mrs. W., Rockhampton s (2)
16 Walton Edward, Brisbane c  93 Wi lliams  W. B., Townsville c
17 Walton Mrs. John, Cooktown c 94 Williams W. H., Rockhampton c (2)
18 Walton Mrs. L., Townsville e  95 Willis Mrs., Brisbane o
19 Ward P., Charlie's Creek c (2) 96 Willis Edward (baker), Brisbane o c
20 Ward Thomas, East Ipswich u k 97 Willson Mrs. Samuel, Ipswich u k
21 Ward Thomas, Ipswich  in  98 Wilson -- (dramatic company), Brisbane c
22 Ware  John, Mantuan Downs c 99 Wilson Charles, Logan River c
23 Ware J. T., Townsville o c 100 Wilson David, Duaringa c
24 Wark George, Brisbane c  101 Wilson D., Duaringa o c (2)
25 Warner Conrad (farmer), Brisbane o e  102 Wilson  F. W. C., Charlotte  street c
26 Warner  John, Toowoomba c 1 03 Wilson  J., Ipswich u .k
27 Warnie John, Warwick s 104 Wilson Philip, Brisbane u k
28 Warnock  William, Brisbane u k and c (2) 105 Wilson P. (farmer), Boggo c
29 Warren Miss, Brisbane  in 106 Winfield  -,  Tiaro c
30 Warren L. P., Brisbane o i• 107 Winter Mrs., Boundary street c
31 Waters  G. G., Ipswich c 108 Wise  -,  South Brisbane c
32 Wat kins Mrs., Brisbane c 109 Witman W. (carpenter), Toowoombs c
33 Watson --, Yengaric p o 110 Wolfe James E., Brisbane a (2)
34 Watson A., Brisbane it k 111 Wood Albert, Rockhampton c
35 Watson Mrs. C. E., Brisbane u k 112 Wood A., Valley c
36 Watson C. M., Cooktown u k 113 Wood  Mrs. Eliza ,  Brisbane u k
37 Watson  D., Yengarie u k 114 Wood H. St. John, Brisbane c
38 Watson Emanuel, Warwick c 115 Wood  James , Brisbane c
39 Watson Henry, Edward street a 116 Wood  James,  Brisbane o
40 Watson J, Brisbane c  117 Wood John,  Brisbane c
41 Watson William ,  Stanthorpe o c  118 Wood Joseph R., Glengallen c
42 Watts  (carrier )  Duaringa c 119 Woodgate Thomas  (carrier), Roma c
43 Watts Mrs., Gympie c  120 Woods  -,  Harcourt street c
44 Way J. N., Toowoomba c (2) 421 Woods Joseph L., Dalby p o
45 Weatherilt, J., Breakfast Creek c 122 Woodward James, Brisbane u k
46 Webb Mrs. James ,  Rockhampton u k  123 Wootten C., Rockhampton u k
47 Webster Mrs. Septimus ,  South Brisbane c  124 Wraight G., Brisbane o c
48 Webster  W. C , Alice Downs u k 125 Wriede G. (tobacconist), Charters  Towers e
49 Weir  Mrs., Brisbane s  126 Wright Mrs., Queen street c
50 Welch Captain, Brisbane u k 127 Wright (billiard-marker),  Toowoomba a
51 Wernham George, Brisbane u k 128 Wright Mrs. Ellen, Brisbane p o
52 West John (seaman on board  "  Woodlark "),  Bris-  129 Wright Peter, Duaringa c
bane f  130 Wright R. C., Brisbane f
53 West Thomas, Cooktown in 131 Wtihl P., Toowoomba c
54 Weston T., Stanthorpes 132 Wy Hop (Chinese store ),  Cooktown n a
55 Whelan Miss M., Moreton Bay s 133 Wyles Joseph , Brisbane c
56 Whilley Miss Letitia, Rockhampton o c
57 White D.,  Townsville s Y.
58 White Mrs. F. J., Toowoomba c 1 YAN John,  Brisbane c
59 White Joseph A., Brisbane u k 5 Yanners  Andrew, Roma o c
60 White J. A., Brisbane u k 3 Yates Miss dressmaker), Spring Hill c
61 White J. R., Brisbane a 4 Yates William R., Dalby c
62 White Thomas, Bundabe rg u k 5 Yessen F., Yengarie o c
63 White Thomas, Ipswich u k 6 York G. J., Enoggera o o
64 White Thomas J. (drap er) Brisbane o c 7 Yorke Reginald  B., Toowoombs c
65 White William, Ipswich c 8 Young A. W., Clifton c
66 White W., Bundaberg e 9 Young Ly. (gardener), Roma  o c
67 Whitehead Thomas, Dingo o c 10 Young Joseph  M., Brisbane n z (3)
68 Wh.tehouse G., Taroom e 11 Young Thomas Robert Duaringa c
69 Whitta V. H., Warwick c 12
,
Yule George, Brisbane u k
70 Whittington George, Rockhampton o c
71 Whitlome  Miss,  Ipswich c Z.72 Whitlome Miss M. A., Wickham terrace u k
73 Whalehin Michael Millchester c 1 ZECHIN Wilhelm, Ipswich f
74 Whybrow Mrs., G,ympie o c 2 Zaller  J. G., Yengarie o o -
75 Wiegand  John, Ipswich c
76 Wiggins J., Brisbane o Initials , &c., &c.
77 Wilcose  --, Bundaberg s 1 A. B. C., P. O. Dalby c
78 Wilkins Mrs. M ,.  A., Brisbane c 2 Fred ,  Jim, or George  (care of Mr .  Jessop ),  Dalby c-
79 Wilkinson Mrs. Stanley street n z 3 Harry (Polynesian), Lower Herbert o c
80 Wilkinson Charles, Brisbane c 4 President  (School of Arts),  Roms o c
81 Wilkinson Miss Harriet ,  Duaringa s 5 Proprietor (Hotel and Railway Stores), Redbank
82 Wi lliams Mrs., Brisbane u k Plains u k
83 Wil liams C., Brisbane o 6 Sagele, Rockhampton o c
84 Williams  Christopher, Warwick u k 7 Secretary (Breakfast Creek C.  C.), Breakfast
85 Wi ll iams Miss Elizabeth J., Harcourt street o c Creek c
86 Williams George, Brunel l)owns c  8 (Lord Nelson No. 1), ChartersShareholders
87 Wi lliams Henry , Maryborough c ,Towers c
88 Williams H. J., Townsvi lle c 9 Superintendent, Wallaroo Station s
89 Wil liams R., Cunnamulla s 10 The Tributors (No. 2 Pacific Reef), Charters
90 Wi lliams R. B., Brisbane n z (2) Towers c
VICE -ADMIRALTY  COURT  OF QUEENSLAND.
A SITTING of the above Court was held at
the Supreme Court House, Brisbane, on
Monday, the 26th day of March, A.D. 1877,
before His Honor Sir JAMES CocKLE, Knight,
Chief Justice of Queensland ,  and Judge of the said
Vice-Admiralty  Court .  No business being on the
paper,  the Court was adjourned  till MONDAY,
the 30th day  of April,  A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
PUBLICANS ANNUAL LICENSING
MEETING.NOTICE is hereby  given, that the AnnualLicensing Meeting of the Justices of the
Peace acting in  and for the Police District of
Bowen,  will be holden at the Court  House, Bowen,
at Twelve o 'clock noon, on TUESDAY,  the seven-
teenth day of April now next, for the purpose of
considering  applications for Publicans  Licenses
and Renewals  thereof, under the Acts 27 Vic. No.
16, and  34 Vic. No. 7.
By order of the Court,JNO. MACALISTER, C.P.S.
Court House,
Bowen , 19th March, 1877.
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NOTICE.
B. THOMAS N. ROSE is this day appointed
Poundkeeper at Stanthorpe for the ensuing
twelve months  ;  such appointment to date from
12th instant.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
D. GALLWEY,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
NOTICE.A COURT of Petty Sessions,  for the granting
of Publicans '  Licenses  for the Police  District
of Fort  Cooper, will be  held at the Police Office,
Nebo, on TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next.
GEO. F. PRICE,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Nebo,  19th March, 1877.
THE Annual  Pub licans General Licensing Meet-
ingg will be  held at the  Court House,  Mackay,
in acoordance with the  Act 27 Victoria, No. 16, on
TUESDAY, the 17th day of April next, at Twelve
o'clock noon.
JOHN NICHOLSON,
Clerk of Petty  Sessions.
Court House,
Mackay , 14th March, 1877.
THE Annual  Licensing Meeting of Justices for
., Licensing purposes, will be Bolden at Police
Office,  Georgetown , on TUESDAY,  seventeenth
(17th )  April instant.
BERNARD C. McGROARTY, C.P.S.
NOTICE.A COURT of Petty Sessions for the considera-
tion of  applications for Pub licans '  Licenses,
for the Police District of Blackall, will be held at
the Police  Office, Blackall, on TUESDAY, the 17th
day of April next ,  at 12 o 'clock noon.
By order,
T. S. SWORD,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Police  Office,  Blackall, 1st March, 1877.
1
THE Annual Court of Petty Sessions ,  for the
revision of the Jury List for the District of
Mackay ,  will be holden  on FRIDAY,  the 13th day
of April next ,  at the Court House, Mackay, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
JOHN NICHOLSON,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Court House,
Mackay,  14th March, 1877.
JURY LIST.NOTICE ishereby given , that  a Special Court
of Petty Sessions for revising  the Jury List
for the Central District  Court  at Springsure, for
the year  1871, will  be  holden  at the Court House,
Springsure , on FRIDAY, the 13th day of April
next,  at Ten o'clock a.m.
All Justices of the Peace  residing  within forty
miles  of the Court  House  are required to attend,
under the provisions  of the 8th  section of  Jury Act,
31 Vic., No. 34.
J. G. MACDONALD,
Police  Magistrate.
Court House,
Springsure ,  20th March, 1877.
NOTICE OF INTENDED DIVIDEND.
A DIVIDEND  is intended  to be declared in thematter  of August Wagner, of Bowen, who
was adjudged insolvent  on the 22nd day of Decem-ber, 1876.
Cre ditors  who have not proved their debts by
the 4th day of April, 1877, will be excluded.
Dated this  14th day of March, 1877.
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JNO. MACALISTER,
Trustee.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Leonard Evans ,  of Stanthorpe ,  in the  Colony
of Queensland ,  publican ,  by himself.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Leonard Evans be ,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ,  and that Wil-
liam Henry Miskin.,  Esquire, be Official Trustee of
his Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Leonard
Evans, for the election of a Trustee ,  be held
at the Princi al Registry ,  Brisbane, on the Six-
teenth day of April , 1877,  at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon  ;  and it is further ordered that the-
said Leonard Evans shall, on the Fourteenth
day of April , 1877 , at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate ,  a full, true ,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabili ties of every kind ,  and of the names and°
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this
day of April, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Benjamin, of Ravenswood,
storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
R. SPENCER FREDERICK WALKER, of
Townsville, Commission Agent, has been.
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver  them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be  paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debt&
must forward  their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated  this seventh day of March, 1877.
FRED J. BEOR,
Registrar.
353 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Bridget James, late of Ipswich, is
the Colony of Queensland, widow,  deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that after the xpira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the-
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Bridget James, deceased, may be
granted to William Burns, of Burenda Station, in.
the Warrego District, in the Colony of Queensland,
overseer, the sole Executor named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this fourth day of April, A.D.
1877. THOMPSON AND HAVARD,
Ipswich,
Proctors for the said William Burns.
By their Agents-
THOMPBON AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
362 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Philip O'Reilly, late of Kangaroo.
Point, in the Colony of Queensland, freeholder,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named Philip O'Reilly, deceased, may be granted
to John Porter, of Doughboy Creek, the Executor
named in  the said Will.
Dated this fourth day of April, A.D. 1877.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors  for the  said John Porter.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Spier Barr,  late of  Churchill,
near Ipswich ,  in the Colony of Queensland,
tanner, deceased.
tN
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days  from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  court. that  Probate of  the Will of
the above -name William Spier  R1."r.  deceased,
may be granted to John Lowndes ,  of Fassifern, in
the said  colony ,  overseer  of  roads, and William
Oldham ,  of Ipswich aforesaid ,  bootmaker, the
Executors and Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated this fourth day of  April,  A.D. 187 7.
THOMPSON AND HAVARD,
I ppswich,
Proctors for the said Executors.
By their Agents-
THo.uPSoN AND HELLICAR,
Brisbane.
361 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Gray, late of  Brisbane,
in the  Colony of Queensland, bootmaker,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication  hereof,  application  will be made to this
Honorable Court, that Probate of the last Will
and Testament of the above-named Thomas Gray,
deceased , may be granted to Janet Gray,  of Bris-
bane aforesaid, widow, and  John Stewart of Bald
Hills, in the said  colony, farmer, the Executrix and
one of the  Executors  named  in the said Will;
Robert Little, of Brisbane  aforesaid , the other
Executor named  in the said Will, having  renounced
Probate thereof.
Dated this fifth day of April, A.D. 1877.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said Executrix and Executor.
371 6s.
In the Matter of the Goods of John Canovan, late
of Cooktown and the Palmer, in the Colony
of Queensland, licensed carrier, deceased,
intestate.
P
URSUANT to the fifth section of  " The
trustees  anit  Inrapaeitated Persons Act tf
1867,"  notice is  hereby given,  that all  creditors
and other  persons  having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of the abovenamed
John Canovan, deceased, who died  intestate near
Cooktown, in the Colony of Queensland, on or
about the twentieth day of October. 1875, and
Letters of Administration of whose goods, chattels,
credits  and effects were, on the thirteenth day of July,
1876, granted by the Supreme Court of the said
Colony of Queensland to Peter Canovan, of Cook-
town aforesaid, the brother and next of kin of the said
deceased, are hereby requited to send in writing
the particulars of their claims and demands to the
undersigned, the solicitor of the said Administrator,
Peter Canovan, at his address hereunder written,
or to George Crawford. Esquire. Solicitor. Bowen,
in the colony of Queensland, or to PeterMacPher-
son, Esquire, Solicitor, Queen street.  Brisbane, in
the said Colony,  the agents  respectively of the
undersigned, on or before the first day of May,
A.D. 1877.
And notice  is also  hereby given, that at the ex-
ration  of the  last-mentioned  dav, the said Peter
Vanovan  will be at  liberty t"o distribute  the assets
of the said John Canovan, or any part thereof,
amongst  the persons entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which the said Peter Canovan
or his said solicitor shall then have notice.
And that the said Peter Canovan will not be
liable  for the assets, or any part thereof, so dis-
tributed to any person whose claim he bad not
notice of at the time of  such  distribution.
Dated this 16th day of Alarch, A.D. 1877.
WILLIAM PRITCHARD 11IO11GAN,
Solicitor for the said Peter Canovan,
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
4 12i.  363
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates of Hugh Macquarie, Donald Mac-
quarie,  and Chang Lee, late of Cooktown ;
Thomas Main, late of Mungullala ; Joseph
Walker, late of Burenda; Elizabeth Fogarty,
late of Spring Hill ; John Cooper, late of Bris-
bane ; Peter Monaghan, late of Aramac ; John
Suy, late of Donga ; William Higgings, late of
Dalby ; Ali Si, . late of Redelifle ; Jacob
Landgrif, late of Cecil Plains; Thomas Brown,
late of Georgetown ; James Biddle, late of
Palmer River; and Frederick Olearpt, late of
Charters Towers.P URSUANT to " The Curator of Intestate
Estates Act  of* 1867," allpersons having any
claims against  the Estates of any of the above-named
deceased  persons are to come in  and prove their
debts at my office,  Queen street ,  Brisbane, on or
before the Seventh day of June next, or in
default they will be peremptorily excluded from
all benefit  accruing  from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 7th April, 1877.
369 7s. 6d.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
between the undersigned, William Keith and
Charles Frederick Gataker, in the trade or business
of Printers and Publishers and Newspaper Pro-
prietors, at Maryborough, under the firm of
" Keith and Gataker," was this day dissolved by
mutual  consent, and in future the business will be
carried on by the said W illiam  Keith on his
separate  account, who will pay and receive all debts
owing from or to the said partnership in the regular
course  of trade.
Witness our hands, this twenty-ninth day of'
March, 1877.
WILLIAM KEITH.
CHARLES F. GATAKER.
Witness : Wm. BARNS,
Solicitor , Maryborough.
368 5s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership hitherto subsisting betweenThomas Mcllwraith and J. W. Johnston,
under the style or firm of " J. W. Johnston and
Co.," has this day been dissolved by mutual
consent.
All accounts owing by and due to the said firm
will be paid and received by J. W. Johnston.
Dated at Roma, this 27th day of March, 1877.
THOMAS AlcILWRAITH.
J. W. JOHNJTON.Witness: F. W. P. TIIoMPsoN,
Solicitor, Roma.
375 3s. 6d.
To the Worshipful the Justices of the  Peace, ,
acting in and for the District of Warwick.
I
H EREBY give notice that  it is my intention
to apply at the next Court of Petty Sessions,
to be holden for this district, on the 8th of May
ensuing,  for permission to erect two Swing Gates
on the road leading from Warwick to Ipswich :
one between portions 770 and 771, the other on the
southern  boundary of portion 771.
Dated at Warwick, this 3rd day of April, 1877.
GEORGE EVANS.
364 4s.
ROBERT AN DERTON,
Grand Junction,
Thirteen-mile Creek.
3s. 6d.
£2 RE WARD.STOLEN or Strayed, one grey Horse, brandedL.A over 0  near  shoulder . Also, one brown
Horse, branded DD  near  shaulder,  star on forehead,
off hip down.
The above  reward , or £1 each,  will be paid on
delivery to
1112
NOTICE.I HEREBY hereby give notice that I intend
making application at the Court of Petty
Sessions , to be held at St. Lawrence, on the 10th
April next, for leave to erect a Licensed Gate on
the surveyed road, Conner's Range ; gates to be }
-sixteen feet white.
358
HENRY F. SCHNEIDER.
3s. 6d.
'To the Worshipful the Justices  acting in and for
the District of Warwick.I HEREBY give notice  that  I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions at
Warwick, on TUESDAY, the eighth day of May,
1877,  for a license to enclose  the under- mentioned
roads ,  viz. :-Road between Warwick and Canal Creek, pass-
ing through south- west corner  of portion
No. 614 (W.R.), Palgrave and Bigge ; and
Road between Warwick and Leyburn,  passing
through west boundary of portion No. 7,
Palgrave and Bigge ;
by the erection of two  Swing  Gates not less than
16 feet wide. All the said  land is situated on the
run known as South Toolburra, and I make this
.application under the 28 Vic., No. 19.
Dated at Warwick, this 31st day of March, 1877.
A. EVANS,
351
Manager, the North British
Australasian Company.
5s.
-SIR HENRY HAVELOCK GOLD MINING
COMPANY (NO LIABILITY).BY virtue of  The Gold Mining Companies Actof  1875,"39 Vic., No. 9, and in accordance
with the Articles of Association of the above Com-
pany, the undermentioned Shares are forfeited for
non-payment of Calls, and will be sold by auction,
at Charters Towers, on SATURDAY, 28th April,
1877.
Holder.
John Telford
John Telford
John  Watkins
John Watkins
John Gard ...
Charles  Tully
Robert  Gray...
Robert Gray...
Albert  Neilson
William Ah Sue
John Cause ...
John Carse ...
H. Robertson
H. C. Purcell
Ellen Cameron
W. T. Donovan ...
John R. Cowan ...
Edward Wickens ...
Jason Boles ... ...
Patrick  Carty ...
Henry Ro be rtson .
Henry  Rinkmo re  Boulton
John Keler ... ...
Charles Kerr...
Minn Gee ...
Min Gee ...
On Chong
H.  It . Rutherford
Edith Smith ...
Edith Smith...
H. -R. Rutherford
H. R. Rutherford
367
...
Number
of
Shares.
100
50
50
10
50
100
100
10
50
100
400
100
100
100
100
1.00
100
75
50
100
10
150
100
50
20010
100
50
100
10
10
100
Progressive
Numbers.
2301
2451
2501
5851
2551
2951
3151
5821
3401
3451
3751
3051
4301
4501
4601
47265026
5426
5501
5600
5871
2601
5276
4251
3551
5841
5176
5376
4401
5831
5811
4151
2400
2500
2550
5860
2600
3050
3250
5830
3450
3550
4150
3150
4400
4600
4700
4825
5125
5500
5550
5700
5880
2750
5375
4300
3750
5850
5275
5425
4500
5840
5820
4250
By order  of the  Directors,
W. BELCHER,
Acting Secretary.
12s.
Tile GOV ERNMENT  PRINTER  acknowledges the receipt
of the  following  amounts:-
1877. £ a d
April
. .
3-J. Stewart ... ... ... 0 1 0
3-H. F. Schneider ... ... ... 0 5 0
3-A. Evans ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
3-M.  Hickey... ... ... ... 0 1  10
3-C. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
3-G. Millikin ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
3-A. rades ... ... ... 0 4 0
3-A. Ferguson... ... ... ... 2 2 0
3-J. Macalister ... ... ... 0 3 6
3-F. J. Beor ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
4-C. GaN4lor ... ... ... 0 3 0
5-J. P. Wilkie ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
5-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 12 0
5-G. Evans ... ... 0 4 0
5-J. W. Pillar... ... ... ... 0 3 6
5-J. D. Macansh ... ... ... 2 0 0
5-Thompson and Havard
... ... 0 13 0
5-J. F. Vickery ... ... 0 5 0
6-W. Belcher ... ... ... 0 13 0
6-R. McLeod ... ... ... 0 4 0
G-W. Barnes ... ... 0 6 (;
6-R. Fitzgerald
... ... 0 7 0
6-Municipal Council, Gladstone ... 1 17 0
JFmpounbitigs.
Poundkeepers  are reminded  that .Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SRILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by  a remittance  sufficient  to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton Vale, on the
29th March, 1877, by order of E. D. Donkin, Esq.
Driving, 2s. per head.
One grey horse, bell and strap on neck, LM over 0 near
shoulder, hobbles on.
One chesnut horse, near hip down, M over P or B with
blotch sideways  near  shoulder, star.
One bay horse, W nnar shoulder, star, hobbles on.
One chesnut horse, off fore and hind feet white, white
face, bell on, B over W with A cr V reyersed over
like small 0 or Q near shoulder, white spot near
shoulder and back.
One roan horse, JH over IMD over 109 near shoulder,
182 near neck, humble feet.
One brown horse, RR near shoulder,  88 near  thigh, 5
near  neck, star.
One brown horse, small T in C near shoulder,  star, white
spot on back.
One brown colt, AC  near  shoulder, star.
One bay mare, SN near thigh, GT over CT or GT over
GT near shoulder.
One grey mare, GW5 over GjW5 (registered  brand) near
shoulder, W with like 2 off shoulder, blind near eye.
One brown horse, DD near shoulder, collar- marked, star,
hobbles on, near hind foot white, off hip down.
One brown colt, EKO near shoulder, 4TY (registered
brand) off shoulder, hog mane  and tail.
If not released on or before the 24th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
11. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
366 12s.
11
j MPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount  Abundance, on
the 19th March, 1877, by order of S. May,  Esquire
One brown mare, blaze, like ZY over  EE off shoulder
EE off thigh ; filly foal at foot,  unbranded.
One bay horse, like + near  shoulder, like is conjoined
near rump, blind off  eve, square tail.
One brown horse, star, near hind foot white, like YIB
near  shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th  April, 1877, willbe sold to defray expenses.
C. GAYNOR,  Poundkeeper.
359 3s.
IMPOUNDED at alby, from the Reserve, on the
21st March, 1877, by order of  the Inspector .  Driving
expenses,  W.
One bay gelding, M over  M near shoulder ,  star ,  patch on
near rump.
If not released  on or before the 27th April ,  1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
365
J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
is.
.1113
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Springsure , fr om Springsure station,
on the 9th February,  1877,  by order of W. H.
Richards, Esquire. Driving expenses, 5d.
One  bay mare, FOR (re stered brand)  near shoulder,
like Z near thigh,  small star.
If not  released on or before the 17th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. MIL? KEN, Poundkeeper.
374 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich,  from Wivenhoe,  on 28th
March ,  1877 ,  by Mr .  C. Smith .  Driving ,  3s. 8d. per
head.
One black bullock ,  slit in near ear, slit and pie ce out of
off ear,  M over WB off ribs,  like JH conjoined near
rump.
One red snail-horned bullock,  slit in off ear, two slits and
piece out of near ear, HB near shoulder, Pa over W
off rump.
,One brindled and white bullock,  both  can slit, like N
over W off rump,  like W over W off  ribs.
One spotted cow, SiR (registered brand),  off ribs,
with spotted bull  calf,  unbranded.
One white cow, SIR (registe red brand )  off ribs, with
white heifer calf ,  unbranded.
,One white cow , SiR (registered brand)  off  ribs, with
spotted bull calf, unbranded.
Also,  from Walloon,  on 29th March,  1877,  by Mr. C.
Smith .  Damages ,  2s. 6d .,  driving 2s.
One bay mare,  like anchor reversed over 3 near shoulder,
O near rump.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1877,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD,  Poundkeeper.
372 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Yaamba,  on the 22nd March, 1877,
by Mr.  James Murdoch.
,One brown colt , R5T (registered brand )  off shoulder,
and very indistinct brand  like 8MN near shoulder.
One  bay colt, small star, blotch and like 9 near shoulder.
One bay colt ,  small star ,  shortish tail ,  blotch brand near
shoulder.
One  roan heifer , AA1 (registered brand) near rump,
slit near ear.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1877,
wi ll  be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES,  Poundkeeper.
356 4s.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom ,  from Caraba ,  on the 23 t d
March ,  1877,  by order  of C. G .  Langhorne ,  Esquire,
Driving expenses, 2s.
One grey colt ,  5 off neck.
if not released on or before  the 27th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY ,  Poundkeeper.
354 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora,  from Clifton,  on the 27th
March , 1877,  by order of W. E. Tooth .  Damage.,
2s. 6d . ;  driving, 2s.
One chesnut filly,  like ES near shoulder,  blase down
face,  hind feet white.
If not  released on or before the 27th April,  1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
357 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at 8t .  George, from Wheyan, on the
20th March , 1877,  by order of P. M. McAuley,
Esquire .  Driving ,  2s. each.
One  red bullock ,  TFT near  ribs,  like T near cheek.
If not released on or before the 17th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS.  EGAN, Poundkeeper.
355 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Banana,  from Wandoo, on the 30th
March,  1877,  by order of Andrew Urquhart,
Esqui re. Driving, 2s. 8d. each.
One bay horse ,  RC near shoulder, 45 near thigh, 5 over
55 off shoulder ,  indistinct brand or mark near
saddle, few white hairs in fore head.
One brown colt ,  few white hairs in forehead ,  like T2H
(registered brand)  near shoulder, little white on off
hind coronet.
One dappled-grey mare ,  like 0 over I over n over g
(all  conjoined )  near shoulder ,  4 near thigh.
One chesnut mare, short ta il , star ,  like co or oo near
thigh  ;  foal at foot ,  unbranded.
If not released on or before the 27th Apr il,  1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. McLEOD,  Poundkeeper.
373 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, fromEllangowan, on the
31st March ,  1877 ,  by order of J. C. Snell ,  Esquire.
Driving, 1s. per head.
One brown horse, two hearts near shoulder ,  like M4M near
thigh ,  JC over 2 off shoulder , small star  on forehead.
One bay hox  se, star ,  fistula-marked, off orefoot bumbled,
black spot near rump ,  two hind feet white, 0 under
near saddle.
One bay mare, long star on forehevd ,  r
near shoulder,pulled tail.
One dapple -grey horse,  .- , over like M near shoulder,
short pulled tail.
One bay horse, .. over M near shoulder ,  RM conjoined
(the R reversed )  near thigh ,  near hind foot white,
star and snip.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN F. VICKERY, Poundkeeper.
360 5s.
Printed and Published  by JAxxs C.  BEea, Government Printer,
William  street ,  Brisbane ,  7th April,  I.M.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1877.
IT is anticipated that  prcctigue  will be granted to the Government steam-ship " Kate" early on the morning of Tuesday, the 10th instant ; and,
in the event of such  p ratigrtc  being granted, His Excellency Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, K.C.M.G., C.B., will land at the Government Wharf,
Petrie's Bight, Brisbane, at Noon of the same day.
The Chief Justice, the Members of Parliament, the Judges, the
Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Brisbane, the Mayors and Aldermen
of the several Municipalities, Foreign Consuls,, Ministers of Religion, and
such other of the Inhabitants as may think proper to be present, are
invited to assemble at the landing place, to receive His Excellency.
On landing, His Excellency will be presented 'by His Worship the
Mayor of Brisbane with an Address ; and, immediately after the presentation
of such Address, His Excellency will proceed to Government House, where
Her Majesty's Commission, appointing him to Administer the Government
of Queensland, will be read, and the usual Oaths of Office administered.
Guards of Honor of the Volunteers will attend at the landing place
and at Government House.
When  pratique has been granted to the " Kate," notification thereof
will be given by the hoisting of a blue flag on the mast of the Observatory,
and the firing of two guns.
When the " Kate " crosses the Bar and enters the river, the -Union
Jack over the ordinary steamer's flag over a white flag will be hoisted on the
flagstaff near to the Observatory, and will be kept flying until the arrival of
the steamer at the place of landing.
As soon as His Excellency lands at Petrie's Bight, a salute of
seventeen guns will be fired from the Battery ; and a second salute, of the
same number of guns, will be fired immediately after the Oaths of Office
have been administered to His Excellency.
The day of His Excellency's arrival will be observed as a Holiday,
and all Public Offices will be closed.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
L'y Authority: JA rFS C. REAL, Government m inter,  William  street, Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN  COUNCIL.
At the Legislative Council Chamber, Brisbane, Tuesday, the 10th day of
April, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
WH EREAS by an Act passed in the  twenty- seventh  year of Her Majesty'sreign, intituled  ". An Act to Amend and Consolidat  the -Laws relating
to Quarantine ,"  it is, amongst other things ,  enacted, that it shall  be lawful
for the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall  he  deemed necessary upon any unforeseen  emergency, or in
any particular case ,  with respect to any vessel arriving  with  any infectious
disease on board, or on board of  which any  such infectious disease  may hive
appeared in the course of the voyage ,  or arriving under  any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall  not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any SILCII infec t ious
disease may be brought :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on  'the twenty -seventh
day of March, 1877, reciting that it had been reported to the Administrator
of the Government in Council that the Steamship  " Brisbane "  had then
lately arrived from Singapore ,  at the port of Moreton Bay ,  and was then
lying at anchor in that port, and that the infectious disease called Small Pox
had appeared in the course of the voyage on board of the said ship, it was
Ordered by His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of
the authority vested in him by the said Act ,  that the said ship, and all the
crew and passengers thereof, together with all persons then on board, should
ills
be placed in Quarantine, at the Quarantine Station, Peel Island, and there
continue in Quarantine until it should be certified by the Health Officer
there that there did not exist  amongst  such passengers any contagious
or infectious sickness, and that the  release  of such ship, crew, and
passengers from Quarantine would not endanger the public health,
or until other Order should be made in that behalf :
And whereas by a Proclamation made on the twenty-ninth day of
March, 1877, issued with the advice of the Executive Council, the
Steamship " Kate," then lying in the Port of Moreton Bay, was appointed a
Lazaret or place where the  passengers and persons  on board the said Steam-
ship " Brisbane," and the goods,  wares ,  and merchandise  on board thereof
might be detained and kept for the performance of Quarantine :  And whereas
certain of the passengers and persons then on board the said  Steamship
" Brisbane " have  since  performed Quarantine on board the said Steamship
" Kate " :
And whereas it now appears to His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government in Council by the Health Officer that there does  not exist
amongst the passengers and persons on board the said Steamship " Kate" any
contagious or infectious sickness, and that their release from Quarantine will
not endanger the public health :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance
and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth Order, and
it is hereby Ordered that the said passengers and persons on board of the said
Steamship " Kate " be released from Quarantine.And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL , K night, and by
Her Majesty 's Royal License, a
Knight Commander of Isabella
[L.s.] the Catholic ,  Knight of the
M. C. O'CONNELL,  Second Class of San Fernando,
Administrator .  a Knight Extraordinary of
Charles III. of Spain, President
of the Legislative Council of
Queensland ,  and Administrator
of the Government thereof.
WHEREAS by  my Proclamation ,  issued on the
twenty-ninth day of March ,  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and made in pur-
suance of an Act passed in the twenty -seventh year
of Her Majesty 's reign, intituled  -An  Act to
Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating to
Quarantine,"  I did appoint the Steamship  "  Rate,"
then lying in the Port of Moreton Bay, to be a
Lazaret, or place where the passengers and persons
on board the Steamship  "  Brisbane," then also
lying in the said Port ,  and the goods ,  wares, and
merchandise on board thereof ,  might be detained
and kept for the performance of Quarantine : And
whereas by another Proclamation issued on the
same  day, in pursuance of the said Act, I did pro-
hibit all persons ,  vessels,  and boats whatsoever,
from going, under any pretence whatsoever, to or
on board of the said Steamship  "  Kate," or
approaching by sea within one hundred yards
of the same ,  under the penalties contained in
the said Act, until the said Proclamation should
have been rescinded : And whereas the said
Proclamations are no longer necessary ,  and it is
expedient to rescind the same  :  Now, therefore,
I. Sir MAURICE CHARLES O'CONNELL,  in pursuance
of the power vested in me as Administrator of the
Government of the said colony, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation ,  revoke the said two several Procla-
mations ,  and declare that the same are revoked and
have no further force or effect.
Given under my Hand  ;and Seal, at the Legisla.
tive Council Chamber ,  Brisbane ,  this tenth
day of' April ,  in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,
and in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's
reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAYS  TsE Qvagn !
By Authority  :  JAMES C. BaAL,  Government  Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
[L.S.1 George, Companion of the Most Honorable Order of the
A. E. KENNEDY, Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
THERFAS Her Majesty the Queen was graciously pleased, by Letters
11'' 1v' Patent under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, bearing date at Westminster, on the Sixth day of
November, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and seventy-
four, and in the thirty-eighth year of Her Reign, to appoint WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAI-,.NS, Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. Ge )rge, to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Queent-laad and its Dependencies : And whereas Her said
Majesty was graciously pleased, by Her Commission, under Her Royal Sign
Manual and Signet, at Her Court at Windsor, bearing date the Fourth
day of January, One thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Reign, to appoint me, the said Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, to administer the Government of the said Colony of Queensland
in case of the death, incapacity, or absence from the said Colony of the said
WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS. Esquire, with all and singular the powers
and authorities granted to the said WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
by the said Letters Patent : And by the said Commission it was declared
that the same should for the time supersede Her Majesty's Commission of the
Thirt enth day of March, One thousand eight hundred and seventy-six,
appointing the President of the Legislative Council for the time being of the
said Colony to be Administrator of the Government thereof in the event of
such death, incapacity, or absence of the said WILLIAM WELLtNGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire : And whereas the said WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire,
1120
has departed from the said Colony of Queensland and has assumed the
Government of the Colony of South Australia : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, do hereby proclaim
and make known that I have this day taken the prescribed oaths before
His Honor  Sir James  Cockle, Knight, Chief Justice of Queensland, and
that I have  assumed  the office of Administrator of the Government of
Queensland.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House ,  Brisbane,
this tenth day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By His, Excellency's Command,
W -M. MILES.
GOD SAVE TOE QUEEN !
13y Autl  ority :  JAVX8  C. BEAT.,  Government Printer , William  street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  10th April, 1877.
HJ18 Excellency the Governor has been pleasedto appoint
-JOHN HART HARDTMAN BERKELEY, 107th
Regiment.
,to be His Exce llency 's Aide-de-Camp.
By His Excellency 's Command,
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's  Office,
Brisbane , 10th April, 1877.
fj IS Excellency the Governor has been pleased
to appoint
Captain CORNELIUS O'CALLAGIIAN, 2nd West
Indian Regt ,
to be His Exce llency 's Private Secretary and Extra.
Aide-de-Camp.
By His Excellency's Command,
WM. MILES.
By Authority  :  JAY$e C.  Ex", Goverment Prin er,  William etieet ,  Brisbene.
MEMO.
This Gazette is to be substituted for the one of the same
number issued last evening.
QUEE NSLAND
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN  COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Tuesday, the 10th day of April, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
V V reign, intituled  11 An Act to Amend and consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted., that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such infectious
disease. may be brought :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on the twenty-seventh day of
March, 1877, reciting that it had been reported to the Administrator of the
Government in Council that the Steamship "Brisbane" had then lately arrived
from Singapore, at the port of Moreton Bay, and was then lying at anchor
in that port, and that the infectious disease called Small Pox had appeared
in the course of the voyage on board of the said ship, it was Ordered by His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of the authority vested
in him by the said Act, that the said ship, and all the crew and passengers
thereof, together with all persolis then on board should be placed in
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Quarantine ,  at the Quarantine Station ,  Peel Island ,  and there continue in
Quarantine until it should be certified by the Health Officer there that there
did not exist amongst such passengers any contagious or infectious sickness,
and that the release of such ship, crew, and passengers from Quarantine
would not endanger the public health, or until other Order should be
made in that behalf
And whereas certain of the passengers and persons then on board the
said steamship  "'Brisbane"  have since performed Quarantine on Peel
Island aforesaid :
And whereas it is now certified to His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government in. Council by the Health Officer that there does not
exist amongst the passengers and persons who have so performed Quarantine
on Peel Island aforesaid, any contagious or infectious sickness, and that
their release from Quarantine will not endanger the public health :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth Order, and it
is hereby  Ordered, that the said passengers and persons who have so
performed Quarantine on Peel Island aforesaid be released from Quarantine :
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the  Council.
13v Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
0QUEENSL A ND
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PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] THURSDAY, 12TH APRIL, 1877. [No. 63.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT  OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1877.
1 HE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to be
_j notified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Aubigny, in room Of EDWARD WILMVMOT PECHEY, Esquire, whose
Seat in the said Assembly bath become vacant by reason of the resignation
thereof by the said Edward Wilmot Pechcy, Esquire.
Place of Nomination •.. ... Drayton.
Date of Writ  ... ... ... Thursday ,  12th April, 1877.
Date of Nomination ... ... Thursday ,  26th April, 1877.
Polling Day  ... ... • .. Tuesday, 1st May, 1877.
Return ofWrit ... ... ... Monday, 7th May, 1877.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
H. W. RADFORD,
For Clerk of Legislative Assembly.
By Authority : JAMES C.  BEAL, Government  Printer, William rtrect. Brisbuue.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Thursday, the 12th day of April, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such infectious
disease may be brought :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on the twenty-seventh day of
March, 1877, reciting that it had been reported to the Administrator of the
Government in Council that the Steamship " Brisbane" had then lately arrived
from Singapore, at the port of Moreton Bay, and was then lying at anchor
in that port, and that the infectious disease called Small Pox had appeared
in the course of the voyage on board. of the said ship, it was Ordered by His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of the authority vested
in him by the said Act, that the said ship, and all the crew and passengers
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thereof, together with all persons then on board should be placed in
Quarantine, at the Quarantine Station, Peel Island, and there continue in
Quarantine until it should be certified by the Health Officer there that there
did not exist amongst such passengers any contagious or infectious  sickness,
and that the release of such ship, crew, and passengers from Quarantine
would not endanger the public health, or until other Order should be
made in that behalf :
And whereas it is now certified to His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government in Council by the Health Officer that there does not
exist amongst the crew and passengers of the said Steamship, excepting the
third officer thereof, any contagious or infectious sickness, and that the
release of such ship, crew,  and passengers , with the exception aforesaid, from
Quarantine will not endanger the public health :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and  in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the  said  Act, doth Order, and it
is hereby Ordered, that the said ship and the crew and pas sengers  thereof,
excepting the said third officer, be released from Quarantine.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the  Council.
Pv Authority:  JAMES  C.  1'FAr, Govern ment  Printer, W illiam street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Otuce,
Brisbane, 12th April, 187 7.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with e advice of the Executive Council, has
been pleased to appoint the undermentioned  places to be Additional Places for taking the Poll for
she Electoral  District  of Bowen :-
HAPPY VALLEY GOLD FIELD.
INKEEI(AN  STATION.
WM. MILES.
By Authority : JAMES C. Bass, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Government House,
Brisbane ,  13th April, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor will hold a Full Dress  Levee  at Government
House, on WEDNESDAY next, at Twelve o'clock Noon.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. H. H. BERKELEY, A.D.C.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
All Gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official dress, full
uniform, or evening costume. Each Gentleman will come provided with two
Cards, with his name legibly written thereon ; one to be left in the Entrance
Hall, and the other to be given to the Aide-de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of Entree will assemble in the
principal Drawing Room; Members of both Houses of Parliament will
assemble in the Dining Room; and the Public generally in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. H. H. BERKELEY, A.D.C.
By Authority: JA i s C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane,
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Colonial  Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1877.THE REGISTRAR-GENERAL'S R PORTonthe VITAL STATISTICS of the  REGISTRYDISTRICT of BRISBANE , including the CITY and  SUBURBS, for the Month of March, 1877.
is published for general information.
WM. MILES.
BIRTHS.
During the month of March, ninety-two births were registered in Brisbane Registry
District-fifty-seven males and thirty-five females-the number being ten less than in the previ-
ous month of February.
In the month of March, 1876, there were one hundred and eight births registered, the
number for the corresponding month of this year being sixteen less than in March of last year.
DEATHS.
There have been sixty-eight deaths registered in the district during the month-forty
males  and twenty-eight females ; the excess of births over deaths being twenty-four.
'ihe number of deaths was nineteen more than was registered in the previous month
of February.
TABLE  showing ESTIMATED POPULATION ,  the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALES Regis-
tered within and outside the MUNICIPALITY ,  in the REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  from the 1st to
31st of March ,  1877  ;  also TOTAL DEATHS under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and PROPORTION
of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL NUMBER of BIRTHS; also the PROPORTION of DEATHS
under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL DEATHS in the BRISBANE DISTRICT.
Registry Population
District of from
ca isbane .  Census, 1878.
BIRTHS.
r W
a
0
a+ y
E
LlnlelPa
Portion... 20,645 47 26 73  26  20
l
46 27 19
Suburban Portion...6,308  10 9 19  14  8 22 10 6
TOTAL ...  1 26,953 57 35  92 140  28 68 37 25
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31.58
27.17
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c
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34.41  01 4 0.25 361 6 27
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l
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 5S'69 per cent. of the deaths were of
children under five years ; the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 45.45.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district, is seen to have been 26.03 per cent. within, and 31.58 per cent. outside the municipality.*
The General Hospital, Benevolent Asylum, Diamantina Orphanage, Infants' Asylum,
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, and Gaol, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 14 during the month, or 20'59 per cent.
of the total number of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of March, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure,  is seen as  follows :-
Period.
March, 1877.
Number of Deaths.
68
Mean Shade Temperature.
74.6 30.103
The following meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade r corded at the Brisbane Observatory du ing the
m ,nth was 95.0 degrees on the 3rd, and the lowest, 63.0, on the 14th.
The mean temperature of the month was 74'6 degrees ; the average during the month
of March for the last ten years was 74'3.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was 30.0
degrees, took place on the 3rd, viz., from a maximum of 95 degrees to a minimum of 6.5
degrees.
The mean daily range was 18.4.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.103 inches ; the average of the same month during
the last nine years was 29.994 inches.
The following table shows the mean of barometer, mean shade temperature, maximum
temperature in shade, minimum on grass, mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at
Brisbane in the month of March, for a period of ten years :-
Year. Mean ofBarometer.
Mean Shade
Temperature.
Maximum in  Minimum  on Mean
Shade .  grass .  Humidity.
Mean  height of  Baro meter.
Rainfall.
Inches . I  Days.
Prevailing
Winds.
1877 30.103 74.6 95.0  62.0 '712 3.02 19 S.E.
1876 30.010 76-2  95.5 58.5 •685 2.49 14 S.
1875 20967 { 76.0 97-0  64'0 '769 7-71 25 S.E.
1874 30.025 76-4 92.0 58.0 •766 4.18 19 S.
1873 30.014 71.9 90.0  60-0 '761 9.84 20 S.
1872 29'947 73-4 92.5 51'0 •830 7.89 15 S.
1871 30.019 74.8 95.0 46.0 •686 2.64 12 S.E.
1870 29-932 75.0 88.0 59.0 '823 34.04 26 S.E.
1869 29-985 76-0 98.5 59'5 •680 9.02 9 N.E.
1868 30.052 75.3 96.0 55.0 '753 0.58 7 S.E.
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions  were as  follows :-
Males . Females. Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 9 3 12
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... 0 0 0
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... 0 1 1
Diamantina Orphanage ... ... ... 0 0 0
Lunatic Reception House ... ... 0 1 1
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... 0 0 0
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... ... 0 0 0
Total ... 14
* Nova .- During the summer months ,  from October to March ,  the rate of infantile mortality  is always
found to be very high .  The average death-rate of children under 1 year ,  as compared to births during  the last
ten years ,  throughout the whole of Queensland ,  is 12 .46-- Vide Vital Statistics of 1875.
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The following table shows the causes of death of persons of both sexes, under one year,
total under five years, and over five years ; also, the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes  in Brisbane and suburbs during the month.
Causes of Death.
1. Zymotic diseases ... ... ... ...
111. Constitutional diseases ... ... ...
III. Local  diseases  ... ... ... ... ...
IV. Developmental  diseases ... ... ...
V. Violence
i
Causes not specified ...
All causes
Class . Order.
1 Diseases  of the nervous system ... ... ...
1. ZYMoTIC  DISEASES.
1 Mia smatic  diseases ...
2 Enthetic  diseases ...
3 Dietic diseases
4 Parasitic diseases ...
IT. CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASES.
1 Diathetic diseases ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
2 Tubercular  diseases
M. LOCAL DISEASES.
2 Diseases of the organs of circulation
3 Diseases of the respiratory system
4 Diseases of the digestive organs ...
5 Diseases  of the urinary  organs ...
6 Diseases of the organs of generation
7 Diseases of the joints and bones ...
8 Diseases of the integumentary system
IV.
V.
1
2
3
4
Under Totalunder Over1year. 5 years. 5 years. Total.
Proportion
per cent.
9 17 12 29 42.65
1 2 6 8 11.76
10 10 8 18 26.47
5 7 2 9 13.24
3 3 4.41
1 1 1.47
25 37 31 68 100.00
Nature  of Disease.
VIOLENCE.
5 Execution ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
CAUSES  NOT SPECIFIED OE ILL -DEFINED  ... ... ...
TOTAL ... ... ... ... ...
DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASE.
Developmental  diseases  of children ... ... ...
Developmental  diseases  of adults... ... ... ...
Developmental  diseases  of old people ...
Developmental  diseases  of nutrition ... ...
1 Accident  or negligence
2 Wounds in battle ...
3 Homicide ... ...
4 Suicide ...
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
25
1
3
1
7
12
I
1
4
4
1
4
2
1
1
68
Of deaths registered during the month as arising from external  causes, two are ascribed
to accident, none to homicide, and one to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-Accidentally drowned, onemale.
Accidental burning, one male.
Suicide by hanging, one male.
General  Registry Office, HENRY JORDAN,
Brisbane, 7th April, 1877 . Registrar -General.
By Authority :  J Asa C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9th April, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment directs the subjoined Circular
Despatch, received from the Secretary of State for
the Colonies,  and its enclosures , relating to the
objections entertained by the Australian Colonies
to the resort to their territories of pardoned convicts
from New Caledonia, to be published for general
information.
WM. MILES.
[CIRcuLAR.]
Downing street,
1st January, 1877.
Lord Lyons  to Sir,-I have the honour to transmit to you, for
Duo Decazes, your information and for that of your Government,13th  September,
a copy of a note which, in obedience to instructions
Extract from'
" Journal
Omciel."
from the Imperial Government, Her Majesty's
Ambassador at Paris has addressed to the Govern-
ment of France, drawing attention to the objections
entertained by the Australian Colonies to the resort
to their territories of pardoned convicts from New
Caledonia.
The instruction to Lord Lyons to make a further
representation to the French Government on this
subject, of which a copy is likewise enclosed, was
based upon a request contained in your despatch
No. 65 of the 2nd September last.
I enclose for your information an extract from
the  Journal Officiel,  giving the notification issued
in August last upon this subject, to which allusion
is made in  Lord Lyons' note to the Due Decazes.
I have, &c.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
[Copy.]
LORD LYONS  to  I HE Due DECAZES.
Paris, 13th December, 1875.
M. le Ministre,-Your Excellency  is well aware
that the local Colonial Authorities strongly object
to the arrival in Australia of pardoned convicts
from New Caledonia, and indeed the French Gov-
ernment was so considerate as to insert in the
Journal O iciei  of the 29th of August last, a notice
to that effect.
Since  I had before the honour of addressing your
Excellency on the subject, Her Majesty's Govern-
ment have received from the Governors of Her
ti
0
Majesty's Australian Possessions further despatches
pointing out that the feelings of the Colonists are
strongly opposed to the reception of persons of this
class, and they have accordingly instructed me once
more to press upon the attention of the French
Government the objections entertained in those
Colonies to the resort to the territory of released
French prisoners.
The Due Decazes.
I am, &c.,
(Signed) LYONS.
[Copy.]
THE EARL OF  DERBY to  LoRD Lyon.
No. 1015. Foreign Office, December 8th, 1876.
My Lord,-I have to acquaint your Excellency
that I caused to be communicated to the Colonial
Department the extract from the  Journal Oficiel
which accompanied your Excellency's despatch N o.
711, of the 29th of August last, notifying that the
French Consul at Sydney had informed the French
Government that the Australian authorities object
to the arrival of pardoned convicts from New Cale-
donia.
On the 26th of last October I transmitted to your
Excellency, with my despatch No. 922, an extract
of a despatch from the Governor of New South
Wales upon this subject.
Other despatches have been subsequently received in  Colonial osee
at the Colonial Office from the Governor of Queens- letter of Dec. iyDitto or Dec s.
land, relating to the resort to the Australian Colo-
nies of French Communists from New Caledonia.
For your Excellency's information I transmit
this correspondence herewith, requesting that it
may be ultimately returned to this department.
Although the French Government have already
been made aware by your Excellency' s represen-
tations of the feeling which exists in Australia upon
this subject, Lord Carnarvon has suggested-to me
that it may be advisable to impress still further
upon them the objections which are entertained in
those Colonies to the resort to their territory of
released French prisoners, and I have accordingly
to request that your Excellency will take an oppor-
tunity once more of drawing the attention of the
French Government to this matter.
I am, &c.,
(Signed) DERBY.
H. E. Lord Lyons, G.C.B.,
etc., etc., etc.
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EXTRACT FROM  "  JOURNAL OFFICIEL."
Le Gouvernement a ate averti par le Consul
Francais residant  a Sydney que les Autorite3 Aus-
traliennes s'opposent a l'arrivee des deportes graci e's
de la Nouvelle-Caledonia.  11  croit devoir porter
cette decision  a la connaisaance  du public, afin que
lea families des deportes qui auraient eu la pensee
d'adresser des secours en argent leur donnent une
autre destination que celle des Colonies Austra-
liennes."
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES COLVILLE HORROCKS
to be Assistant Immigration Agent and Polynesian
Inspector at Maryborough, in the room of Mr. R.
B. Sheridan, who has been relieved of those duties.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES COLVILLE Honuocxs, Assistant Immigra-
gration Agent and Polynesian Inspector at
Maryborough,
to be a Member of the Immigration Board of that
town.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been pleased to appoint the under-
mentioned gentlemen  to be Magistrates of the
Territory :-
CHARLES COLVILLE  HoanSOCKS,  Brisbane ;
THOMAS STEVENSON  SWORDS, Blackall.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877.
H IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice  of the  Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
THOMAS STEVENSON SWORDS
to be Police Magistrate at Aramac ,  under  the pro-
visions of  the Act of  Council 20  Vic. No. 32.
W.M. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment,  with the  advice  of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM SHEFFIELD PAUL
to be Returning Officer for the Electoral District
of Springsure, in the room of Henry Richards,
resigned.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877.
IS Excellency  the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HYNE and
HERMAN BROMBREG
to be  Aldermen for the Municipality of Mackay,
under the provisions of section  17 of  " The Muni-
cipal Institutions  Act of  1864."
W.M. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment  directs it to be notified that no
applications for permission to introduce South Sea
Islanders will in future be granted to other  persons
than those actually employed in tropical  or semi-
tropical agriculture.
And further, that no transfers of South Sea
Islanders will be permitted  unless  to those engaged
in such agriculture.
By His Excellency's Commend,
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL .
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."RIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council, 28 Vic., No. 21, leas directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray.
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has  been  pleased to appoint
CHARLES EDWARD BEDDOME -
to be Police  Magistrate at Somerset ,  without salary ;
such appointment to date from the removal of the
present establishment  there to Thursday Island.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
FREDERICK SYMES, Second Officer of Customs,
Townsville,
to be Assistant Health Officer at that port, in the
room of David Spence, removed.
WM. MILES.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners  state  that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed  since  1864; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them.
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more,  and is one
square  mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive  mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town increasing in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the  above  Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
4th February,  1877,  No. 22, page 425)
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. -KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance-of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the fourteenth
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876,"  1, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KFNNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby withdrawn from selection.
County of Aubigny, parish of Felton.
TooWOOMBA LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
238 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of selection
988, and bounded thence on the north by part of
the south boundary line of that selection bearing
east about thirty-six chains and sixty links ; on the
east by a line bearing south about sixty-five chains
to the road forming the north boundary of portions
46 and 52; on the south by that road bearing west
about thirty-six chains and sixty links ; and on the
west by a line bearing north about sixty-five chains
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Roma Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth
day of May, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
byr Conditional purchase shall be fifteen shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
HOMESTEAD AREA, ROMA.
16,500 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Blythe's Creek
and Bungil Creek, and bounded thence by Blythe's
Creek upwards to 7 ingun pre-emptive No. 2;
thence by the south-west boundary of that portion
north-westerly ; thence by part of the north-east
boundary of Mulga Mulga Run south-easterly ;
thence by the south-east boundary of same south-
westerly to Bungil Creek, and by that creek down-
wards-to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of April
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of it The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the following Regulations with respect to the
use of the Botanic Gardens by the public are hereby
established.
REGULATIONS.
1. The Botanic Gardens are open daily, from 6
a.m. to sunset.
2. Children cannot be admitted  unless accom-
panied by a parent or other responsible guardian.
3. Visitors must not, under any pretext whatever,
pluck the flowers or injure the plants.
4. Visitors are requested to confine themselves
to the gravel walks as much as possible.
5. Dogs will not be admitted under any circum-
stances.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY. orable Order of the Bath, Ad-
ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the 5th
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Ad-
ministrator aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
lands hereinunder described shall be reserved for
Township purposes.
RESERVE FOR A TOWNSHIP ON GIN GIN RUN.
Bundaberg Land Agent's District.
About 3,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at the north-east corner of portion No. 3, eight
hundred and thirty acres, Gin Gin ; and bounded
thence by the north-east boundary of that portion
south-easterly about seventy chains in a direct line to
the south-east corner of the portion ; thence by a
line bearing south one hundred chains ; thence by
a line bearing east one hundred and sixty chains ;
thence by a line bearing north about two hundred
and ninety-six chains to Gin Gin Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards south-westerly about
two hundred and thirty-six chains in a direct line
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SATE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the 5th
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," I,  Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council , do hereby notify and proclaim
that the  lands hereinunder  described  shall be
reserved  for Township  purposes as an extension of
the Roma Town  Reserve.
EXTENSION OF THE ROMA  TOWN  RESERVE.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on the Bungewargorai Creek at the
north-east corner of Bungewargorai pre-emptive
No. 5 ; and bounded thence by the east boundary
of that portion bearing south ; thence by the south
boundary of same bearing west to the north-east
corner of portion 121; thence by the east boundary
of portion 121 bearing south and by the south
boundary of the same portion bearing west, by part
of the south-east boundary of Polmont pre-emptive
No. 3, by the south- east  boundary of portion 111 ;
south-westerly by part of the north-east boundary of
portion 115A and the north-east boundary of No.
115 south-west to the easternmost corner of the
last-mentioned  portion ; thence by the north-east
boundary of the Upper West Yalebone Run south-
east ; thence by the north boundary of Upper
Yalebone Run east ; thence by the north-west
boundary of Yalebone No. 1 Run and a line in con-
tinuation north-east to the confluence of Bungil and
Bungewargorai Creeks ; thence by Bungil Creek
upwards about four miles to the south-east
boundary of the Homestead Area ; thence by the
said south-east boundary south-west to Bungewar-
gorai Creek, and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its.
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described shall be open to Selection.
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth clay of May, 1877,
at the Roma  Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to Selection
by Conditional purchase, shall be one pound per
acre,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional purchase shall not exceed 1,2h0 acres.
EXTENSION OF THE Rows  TOWN  RESERVE.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on Bungewargorai  Creek at the
north -east corner of Bungewargorai  pre-emptive No
5, and bounded  thence by the cast boundary of that
portion bearing south ; thence by the south boon
dary of same bearing west to the north -east corner
of portion 121 ; thence by the east boundary of
portion 121 bearing south, and by the south boun-
dary of same portion bearing west, by part of the
south-east boundary of Polmont pre-emptive No. 3,
by the south-east boundary of portion 111 south-
westerly, by part of the north-east boundary of
portion 115A, and the north-east boundary of No.
115 south- west to the easternmost corner of the last
mentioned portion ; thence by the north-east
boundary of Upper W. Yalebone Run south-east ;
thence by the north boundary of Upper Yalebono
Run east; thence by the north-west boundary of
Yalebone No. 1 Run, and a line in continuation
north-east to the confluence of Bungil and Bunge-
wargorai Creeks ; thence by Bungil Creek upwards
about four  miles  to the south -east  boundary of the
Homestead Area ; thence by said south-east boun-
dary south-west to Bungewargorai Creek, and by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QCEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
lEsquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L S.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
i
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Art of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAI t. Ns, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that the
said lands shall be open to selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act. at the Bundaberg Land
Office, on.and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim, that the upset price at which the said lands
are open to selection by conditional purchase, shall
be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
160 acres.
Area-480 acres.
County-Cook.Parish-O too .-Portion 8.
Selection-No. 182, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 328 degrees, and distant one chain from the
north corner of portion 7, and bounded thence on the
north-cast by that road bearing 328 degrees seventy-
one chains  and thirty-three links; on the north-
west by a line bearing 238 degrees  sixty-four chains
and forty-five links to a road three  chains  wide;  on
the south-west by that  road bearing  148 degrees
sixty-two chains and thirty-three links, and 147
degrees 40 minutes thirty- seven chains  and twenty-
nine links to a  road one chain wide ; and on the
south-east by that road  bearing 58 deg re es nineteen
chains and  fifty-one links, 328 degrees  eleven chains
and one link, 237 degrees 30 minutes fourteen
chains eighty-two links, 327 degrees 30  minutes
nineteen chains and twelve links, 57 degrees 30
minutes  thirty-six  chains  and ninety links, 147
degrees 30 minutes one chain and ninety-eight
link, and 58 degrees twenty-two  chains and sixty-
two links to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE rsE QrI, t;N !
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877.
I T is hereby notified  for  general information, that
the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe ,  under the 34th section  of "  The Mineral
Lands Act  of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under  Secretary.
During  the Month of March, 1877.
No. Name .  No. Name.
1799 H. Potter
1800 J. McLucas
1801 J.  Riantiss
1802 P.O'Rouke
1803 J. McCabe
1804 J. Belford
1805 D. Crawford
1806 W. Mason
1807 T. McGrath
1808 A. He
1809 M. Stafford
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
R IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, directs it to be notified that all Sub-
Inspectors, Sergeants, and Senior Constables of
Police, have been appointed, by virtue of their office
as members of the Police Force, to be Rangers of
Crown Lands within their respective districts, under
the provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation
Act of  1876."
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th Apri!, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the interest of the previous occupant in the
lease of the undermentioned Run, held under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," has been transferred during the quarter
ending 31st March, 1877, with the sanction of the
Secretary for Public Lands, to the party hereunder
particularised.
Name of Run.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Transferror.
PORT CUETIS  DISTRICT.
Transferree.
Peninsula ...  I  G. S. Caird ... + James Hutton.
Department of Public Lalids,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Grown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objectio..s, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
Permanent Closure.
1 1 J. volley Road separating por- Enoggera I 3 1 16
tio ns  318 and 319 from +
por tions 333 and 334 11
Temporary Closure.
2 1 F.T.Gregoryl  Road separating ; por- Toowoomba 7 0 15
tio ns 484 and +48.5, and
par
fro
iah of Toowo
m portions  12
omba , Gowrie
1,12,123, and 124, parish of
3
Go
F.T. Gregory Road
wi ie
separating per. Toowoomba 5 3 36
tio ns 99 and 100, and
par
por
ish of Gowrie
tions 477 an
, from Gowrie
d 488,
par ish of Toowo omba
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and
that the said  lands  shall be open to Selection, sub-
ject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Brisbane Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the 17th day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said  lands are  open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the  area  which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed  from  the 1Y'indooiniba, and Rerry
$arabale Runs.
About 12,000 acres.
Commencing on the Albert River at the south-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence by the Albert River upwards to
the south-west corner of the land resumed in 1872 ;
thence by a line along the south boundary of that
resumption bearing east to the range forming the
eastern boundary of the run ; on the  east and
south-east by that range southerly and south-
westerly, and by the range forming the south-west
boundary of the run north-westerly to the south-
west corner of the resumption of 1875 aforesaid,
and by the south boundary of same to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Lands resumed from the Melcon: be and Palen Runs.
About  15,500 acres.
Commencing on the Logan River at the north-
east corner of the land resumed in 1875, and
bounded thence on the west by the east boundary
of that  resumption bearing south to the south-east
corner of same ; thence by a line east to the range
forming the east boundary of the run ; thence by
that range north-easterly to the Logan River ; and
on the north by that river upwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and alien-
ated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WiT.  WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished  .  Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander. i -Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the provisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead .  Area, and that
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the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Brisbane
Land Office, on and after 1UESDAY, the 17th
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed  from the  Telemon Run.
Area ,  about 15,400 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of the land
resumed from the Telemon Run in 1875, and
bounded thence on the north -west by the south-
east boundary of that resumption north -easterly
to the north -east boundary  of the  run ; thence
south -easterly along that boundary  ;  thence by a
line parallel to and distant four and a quarter miles
from the north -west boundary south -westerly to
the south -west boundary of the ten years' lease ;
and on the  south-west  by that boundary north-
westerly to the point of commencement ,- exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QIIEEN !
QUEENSLAND Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS -,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.S.) chael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commanner -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The  Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and  after THURSDAY,  the nineteenth
day of April ,  1877 . And I further  notify and pro-
claim that the upset price at which the said lands are
open to selection by conditional purchase shall be
15s. per acre ,  and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall  not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Wivenhoe Run.
Area, about 5,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
40, parish of Wivenhoe, and bounded thence on the
east by the west boundaries of portions 40 and 37
bearing north to Loan's Creek ; thence by that
creek upwards till it intersects the south-west
boundary of Wivenhoe ten years'  lease  ; thence by
the south-west and south-east boundaries of that
lease south-easterly and north-easterly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed from the Tarampa Run.
Area, about 2,240 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
No. 130, parish of England, and bounded thence
by a line west to the east boundary of portion 7A,
same  parish ; thence by part of the east boundary
north ; then by the south-east boundary of portion
13, and by the northern boundary of Tarampa ten
years' lease north-easterly ; on the east by a line
south, and by the west boundaries of portions 132,
131, and 130 bearing south to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lauds.
Lands resumed from the Mount Brisbane Run.
About 31,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the south-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Dixon, and
bounded thence on the south by a line east to the
east boundary of the run; thence by that east
boundary and a line in continuation bearing north
about two and three-quarter miles to a point east
from the junction of the Brisbane and Stanley
Rivers ; thence by a line west to that junction ;
again on the east by the Stanley River upwards to
south-west corner of portion 72, parish of gilcoy ;
thence by a fence being the north boundary of
Mount Brisbane Run westerly to Goonnerin-
gerringgi Peak on the range dividing the waters of
the Brisbane River from those of the Stanley River ;
thence by that range southerly to Point Deception ;
thence by a spur range and a small creek westerly
about forty chains to the Brisbane River ; thence
by that river downwards tQ the north-east corner of
portion 3, parish of Dixon, and by the east boundary
of that portion and part of the north and the east
boundary of portion 2, to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected, and
alienated lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed from the Durundur Run.
Area, about 10,800 acres.
Commencing on Neurum Creek where it is in-
tersected by the east boundary of the land resumed
in 1875, and bounded thence by that creek upwards
to Delaney's Creek, and by Delaney's Creek up to
its head in he range, forming the eastern boundary
of Durundur l;un; thence by that range southerly
and westerly to the aforesaid east boundary, and
by that boundary northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the gilcoy Run.
About 60 square miles.
Commencing on Sheep Station Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 5A, and bounded thence by the
north and west boundaries of that portion west and
south to its south-west corner ; thence by a line bear-
ing about west 14 degrees south about two and three-
quarter miles to the range dividing the waters of
Sheep Station Creek from those of the Brisbane
River ; thence by that range and the range dividing
the waters of Sheep Station Creek from those of
Monsildale Creek northerly to the range dividing
the waters of the Mary River from those of the
Brisbane and Stanley Rivers ; thence by that range
south-easterly to the range dividing the waters
of Kilcoy Creek from those of Sheep Station
Creek ; thence by that range south-easterly to a
point north from the north-east corner of portion
4A, parish of gilcoy ; thence by a line south to
that north-east corner ; thence by the north
boundary of portion 4A west to Sheep Station
Creek, and by that creek downwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands within these described bound-
aries.
Lands resumed from the Colinton Run.
Area, about 23,000 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at a point one
mile above the confluence of Gregor's Creek, and
bounded thence by a line north  six and a-half
miles ; on  the north by a line  east  about  five miles
to the  range  forming the boundary of Colinton Run;
on the east by that  range  southerly ; and on the
south by the south boundary of the run westerly,
and by the Brisbane River upwards to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
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QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands -Alienation Act of  1876,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office, on and after THURSDAY, the nineteenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be £1 5s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Coochin Coochin Run.
Area, about 8,500 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of the land resumed
in 1872, bearing west ; thence by west boundary of
said resumption bearing north to the north-west
corner of same ; thence by a line west to the range
dividing Coochin Coochin and Fassifern Runs, by
that range southerly ; on the south by a line dis.
tant three miles from the first-mentioned line bearing
east to Teviot Brook ; and thence by that brook
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Fass fern Run.
Area, about 17,700 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
7, parish of Clumber, and bounded thence by a line
south to the south-west corner of land resumed in
1875 ; thence by the south boundary of that re-
sumption bearing east ; thence by the eastern
boundary of the resumption to its north-east
corner ; thence by a line east to the range forming
the east boundary of the run ; on the east by that
range . southerly to Mount Moon ; thence by a line
west to the Main Range ; b; the Main Range
northerly about three miles ; and by a spur range
north-easterly about three and three-quarter miles ;
and thence by a line south to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereinunder described shall be ,  and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Ipswich Land
Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY,  the seventeenth
day of April ,  1877 .  And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase,
shall be £1 per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Cressbrook Run.
Area, about 15,700 acres.
Commencing on the Brisbane River at the north
corner of selection 1,568, portion 4, parish of Cress-
brook, and bounded thence by a line bearing south
to south-west corner of same portion ; thence by a
line west crossing Ivory's Creek to Biarra Range,
the west boundary of Cressbrook Run ; thence by
that boundary northerly to Ivory's Creek, and by
Ivory's Creek downwards to the Brisbane River,
and by that river downwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed from the Franklyn Yale Run.
Area, about 48,000 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of portion
52, parish of Mort, and bounded thence by a line
east to south-west corner of portion 74, parish of
Alfred ; thence by Little Liverpool Range south-
erly about 11 miles ; thence by a line east and
distant three miles south from the south boundary of
portion 2, parish of Rosevale, to the east boundary
of the run ; thence by the eastern, southern, and
south-western boundaries of the run southerly,
westerly, and north-westerly ; on the north by a
line east along the south boundaries of portions 56,
59, parish of Thornton, to the west boundary of
portion 16, same parish ; thence by the west and
south boundaries of the land resumed in 1875 bear-
ing southerly and easterly to Laidley Creek ; and
by Laidley Creek downwards to the point of com-
menicement,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, '  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  s  WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire ,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas ,  and that the
said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and  after TUESDAY,  the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall  not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Eskdale Run.
Area, about 15,200 acres.
Commencing on Cressbrook Creek at its inter-
section by the north-east boundary of the ten
years'  lease,  and bounded thence by that boundary
north-westerly to Mount Deongwar, thence by a
line north-westerly four  and a-quarter miles, being
part of the northern boundary of the  run ; thence
by a line south about five and three- quarter miles
to aforesaid creek, and by that creek downwards to
the point  of commencement ,- exclusive of reserved
and alienated lands.
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Lands resumed  from the Emu Creek Run.
Area,  about 23,500 acres.
Commencing on the range between Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs, and  bounded thence by the north-
east boundary of Emu  Creek  ten years '  lease south-
easterly to Bum Bum Creek ,  by that creek down-
wards to Emu  Creek, by Emu • Creek  upwards, and
by the east and south -east boundaries of the-said
ten years '  lease southerly and south-westerly ; on
the south -west by a line parallel to, and distant
four miles from the aforesaid north -east boundary
north -westerly  to the  range dividing Cooyar and
Emu Creek Runs ,  and thence  by that  range north-
easterly to the point of commencement ,- exclusive
of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
overnor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Helidon Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase shall be 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase sha ll  not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Helidon Run.
Area-About 8,000 acres.
Commencing on the  Main Range ,  and bounded
thence  by the southern boundary of the ten years'
lease easterly, being  the range between the Mi Mi
and Ma Ma Creeks ; on the east by the east
boundary  of same ,  being line  northerly about four
miles  ; on the north by the timber reserve south-
westerly and west  to the Main Range ; and by the
Main  Range southerly to the point of commence-
ment, - exclusive  of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under  my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT $ WILLIAM WI LLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
(L.s.) Distinguished Order of St. Michael
W. W. CAIRNS, and St. George, Governor and Com-
Governor.  mander -in-Chief of the Colony of
Queensland and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set apart
as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Toowoomb a
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seven-
teenth day of April, 1877.'
And f further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 20s. per acre, and
that the  area  which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from Rosalie Plains Run.
Area-10,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of Rosalie
Homestead Area No. 1, thence bounded on the west
by a line north one hundred and fifty chains ; thence
on the north by a line east to the north branch of
Myall Creek ; thence  again on  the west by said
creek northerly about one hundred and seventy-four
chains ; thence  again  on the north by  a line east
about two hundred and thirty-five chains ; thence
on the east by a line south three hundred and thirty-
four chains to the north- east  corner of Rosalie
Plains Homestead Area No. 2 ; and on the south by
the northern boundaries of Rosalie Plains Home-
stead Areas Nos. 1 and 2, to the point  of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed from the Beauaraba Run.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the southern boundary of Beauaraba ten
years' lease westerly ; on the west by a line north
along eastern boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XXXIII and portion 432 about three hundred
chains ; thence by  a line passing  about twenty-five
chains north from the north boundary of pre-
emptive purchase XXXI about five  and a-half miles
east ; on the east by a line south along the west
boundaries of Nos. 1,759 and 1802 to the south
corner of 1802; thence by the road along  south-east
boundary of Nos. 1,802, 1,813, 1,846, 1,820, and
1,789; thence by the north-east boundary of
Beauaraba ten years' lease south-easterly ; thence
by the west boundary of No. 10, the north-west
boundary of Nos. 29, 33, 42, 52, 53, a reserve, and
others along the south-east boundary of ten years'
lease south-westerly to the Gentlemen's Seat ;
thence by the boundary between North Branch
and Beauaraba Runs northerly to point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive  of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her N1 ajesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAN D, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1
N pursuance of the  provisions  of  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said. with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TTIFSDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify. and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed out of Clifton Run.
About 6,600 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of T.R. 465,
and bounded thence by the south-east boundary of
that portion south-westerly, by the  east  boundary
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T.R. 1,586, and 1 ,613 south ,  by part of the north of
boundary of pre-emptive purchase XX and a line
east to the west boundary of pre-emptive purchase
XII, by the west boundariesof pre-emptive purchase
XII, XV,  part of the north boundary of pre-
gmptive purchase  XV, the west  and part of the
north boundary of pre -emptive purchase  XVI, the
west boundaries of  N  os. 49, 609, 510 ,  and 5 ; thence
by the south boundary of 338 bearing west to the
north boundary  of T R.  465 ; thence by that boun-
dary south -easterly to point of commencement,-
exclusive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  first day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and 'Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and
its Depondencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1876,"  1,  WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, nctify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions
of the sad Act, shall be open to Selection, at the
Toowoomba Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 30s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchate shall not exceed 640 acres.
Lands resumed from the Felton Run.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of Peel's
Plains P.P. N o. 2, and bounded thence by the
boundaries of Selections 696 and 743 to the west
boundary of P.P. No. 5, by that west boundary
and the boundaries of P.P's. Nos. 17A 8, 19, 12,
11, and 24 to the south-west corner of 24; thence
by a line west to the south-east corner of the
Homestead Area proclaimed in  Government Gazette
for 1872, folio 1979, by the  east  boundary of that
Homestead Area, and by the south-east and north
boundaries of Selection 988, and by the east boun-
dary of the Homestead Area northerly to the south
boundary of portion 68, parish of ZRolleston ; and
by a line east to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all alienated and reserved lands within
the above boundaries.
Lands resumed from the North Branch Run.
About 17,500 acres.
Commencing at Mount Mallard, and bounded
thence by the northern boundary of North Branch
ten years' lease westerly to a point south from
the south-east corner of pre-emptive purchase .
XXXIII Beauaraba ; thence south four and three-
quarter miles ; thence  east  five and a-quarter miles ;
thence north half- a-mile,  and north-east three-
quarters of  a-mile  to the Gentleman's Seat ; thence
by the boundary between North Branch and
Beauaraba ]tuns north-westerly to point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of reserved and alienated
lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fort eth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM  W ELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L s) Michael and St. George ,  Gover-
W W CAIRNS,  nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Gorcrnor.  the Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
pnr ztiance of the provisions of  " The CrownI Lairds Alienation  Act of  1876, "  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON .  CAIRNS ,  Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described,*having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Toowoomba  Land Office,  on and after  TUESDAY,
the seventeenth clay of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be £2 per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 160 acres.
Lands resumed out of Westbrook Run.
About 11,500 acres.
Commencing at the south-west corner of West-
brook pre-emptive purchase LXXX, and bounded
thence by the south boundary of that pre-emptive
purchase east, by part of the west, the south, and
east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase LXXXI
bearing south-east and north and a continuation of
the east boundaries of pre-emptive purchase
LXXXI north to a point west from the south-west
corner of pre-emptive purchase LXIX ; thence by
a line east and part of the south boundary of pre-
emptive purchase LXIX ; thence by the west boun-
dary of pre-emptive purchases LXVIII, LXVI, and
of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875 south to
a point east from the south-east corner of pre-
emptive purchase 45 ; thence by a line west to
portion  653;  thence by the south-west boundary
of that portion north-westerly to a point south
from the south-west corner of pre-emptive purchase
LXXX ; and thence by  a line  north to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN LOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND,
'
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Dist'Inguished Order of' St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief- of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the provisions of "TheCrown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been  set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Too-
woomba Land Office, on and  after  TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
conditional purchase, shall be £1 15s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
Lands resumed from  the Eton  Vale Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing on Hodgson 's Creek at the south-east
corner of  PPXI, and bounded thence by  Hodgson's
Creek downwards to Grass-tree Gully ; thence by
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Grass -tree  Gully upwx rds  and by the south-west
boundary of Eton Vale ten years' lease north-
westerly to the south-west corner of T R. 1 482 ;
thence by the south boundaries of Nos. 1482, 1457,
1441, 1521, bearing  east, by part of the west
boundary of No. 568, bearing south to the south-
west corner ; thence by part of the south boundary
of same bearing east about  ten chains  ; thence by a
line south to the north boundary of P.P. XCII., by
part of the north boundary of P.P XCI I. west to the
north-west corner ; thence by the west and south
boundaries of same south and east, by the west
boundariesof P.P. XCV.,XCVII.,XI V.,X L,hearing
south and icy the south boundary of P.P. XI. east to
the point of conin:encement,- exclusive  of alienated
and reserved lands.
Given under n,y Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD & AVE THE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellen^y
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Goveruor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
l N pursuance of the provisions o("  The Crown
j lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, With the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
the said Act, shall be open to Selection at the
Warwick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY,
the nineteenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and  proclaim  that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase, shall be 15s. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Rosenthal Run.
About 27,800 acres.
Commencing at the south-east corner of W.R. 614,
and bounded thence by the south boundary of that
portion west, by the east and part of the south
boundaries of No. 611 bearing south and west, by
the east boundary of No. 1,011, bearing south, by
the south boundaries of 1,011, 1,347, 1,357 1358,
1551, bearing west to the north- east  boundary of
the land resumed in 1872 ; thence by the north. east
boundary of that resumption south-easterly, and
by part of south-east boundary of same south-
westerly  one mile  ; thence by a line east four
miles ; thence south five miles, east four and a
quarter miles, north about eight miles, to the south-
west  boundary of W.R. 169, and by that boundary
and the northern boundary of the Rosenthal Run
north-westerly to point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the  provisions  of  " hP Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire. the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proc' aim that
the lands hereunder described, having been set
apart as a Homestead Area under the provisions of
t1 e said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the War-
wick Land Office, on and after THURSDAY, the
nineteenth day of April, 1877. And I further
notify and proclaim that the upset price at which
the said  lands are open to selection  by conditional
purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by conditional purchase
shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Canning Downs Run.
About 25,000 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion 72,
a ad bounded thence by the east boundary of that por-
tion, by the eastern,southern,and western boundaries
of Lucky Valley Gold Field, bearing south, west,
and north to north-west corner of same ; thence by
a line  west to Rosenthal Creek about two and three-
quarter miles ; thence by that creek upwards to its
head in the Alain Range ; thence by the Main
Range easterly to a point south  from south-east
corner of W.R. 1039 ; thence by a line north to
that south-east corner; thence by the south, west,
and part of the north boundaries of No. 1039, by the
west boundary of No. 1038, by part of the south
boundary of 394, the south and part of the west
boundaries of No. 383, by the south and part of the
eastern boundaries of 384, 386, 385 ,  387, 388, by
part of the east, the south, and part of the west
boundaries of 1037, and by the south boundary of
No. 100 to the point of  commencement ,- exclusive
of reserved  and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this fir t day of Ala-ch,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUEENSLAND , IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT .  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St .  George, Gov-
W. W. CAIRNS,  ernor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart
as a Homestead Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection at the Dalby
Land Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY, the
twenty -fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase ,  shall be 91 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 690 acres.
Lands resumed  from  the St. Ruth Run.
About 9,000 acres.
Commencing on the Condamine River at the
north-west corner of DR 261 ,  and bounded thence
by the north and east boundaries of that selection,
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by the north boundary of P.P.  11 (2), and a line
east to eastern  boundary of St. Ruth's ten years'
lease  ; thence by that eastern boundary northerly
about three and three quarter miles ; thence by
a line west  about four and three-quarter miles
to the Condamine River ; and by that river
upwards to  point of commencement,-exclusive of
reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the West Prairie Run.
About 6,500 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, at the western boundary
of West Prairie ten years'  lease,  and bounded
thence on the south by a line east about one mile;
on the east  by a line along the west boundaries of
Nos. 459, 376, north four and three-quarter miles ;
thence west about three  and a-half miles to afore-
said west  boundary of ten years'  lease ;  and by that
boundary  south -easterly to point of commencement,
- exclusive  of reserved  and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cecil Plains Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing  at the north- east corner  of portion
178, parish of Cecil Plains, and bounded on the
south by the north boundaries of Nos. 177, 36, 34,
33, 29,  27 west ; thence by a line north four and
three-quarter miles ; thence east about one and
a-half miles to the east boundary of ten years' lease ;
and by that boundary south-easterly to point of
commencement ,-exclusive of alienated and re-
served lands.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
tion, by the east and south boundaries of the
Homestead Area resumed in 1872 to Middle Creek,
by Middle Creek downwards to P.P. 27, b y
P.P. 27  to east  boundary of P.P 24 ; then by
the east and part of south boundaries of Y.P. 24
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By' Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON  CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
'lT pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to
Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
April, 1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said lands  are open  to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by
conditional purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
QUEENSLAND ,
c
Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
1± squire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George, Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander-in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described, having been  set apart
as a Homestead  Area under the provisions of the
said Act, shall be open to Selection, at the Dalby
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase,  shall be  £1 per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed from the Jimbour Run.
40,000 acres.
Commencing  on the south boundary of P.P.
No. 24, at the intersection of the east boundary of
the Western Railway Reserve, and bounded thence
southerly by that east boundary to the boundary
of the Jimbour  ten years '  lease ;  thence east by that
boundary of the  ten years '  lease  to the west
boundary of portion 437, parish of Cumkillenbar ;
thence  north by the  west boundaries  of 437, 461,
443,469, 445, 439; thence by the north boundaries
of 439 and 452 to the west boundary of 433: then
by the boundaries of 433, 316, 470, 450, 438, 62, 61,
and 66,  to the south-east corner of 66; thence north
45 degrees east to the north-east boundary of Jim-
bour ten years' lease ; thence by that boundary
north-westerly to its intersection with the east
boundary of the Western Railway Reserve ; thence
by that eastern boundary southerly to the north
boundary of the Homestead Area resumed in 1875,
by the north  and east  boundaries of that  resump-
Lands  resumed out  of Glenbar Run.
Portion A-About 9 square miles.
Commencing at the forty-one mile tree on Munna
Creek, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
102 degrees 30 minutes east six miles and twenty
chains ; thence south one mile and ten chains ;
thence west five miles to a tree marked EU over 4
on Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek upwards
to starting-point,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Land resumed out of Sa rahanna  and Agnes Vale
Run.
About  25 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked broad-arrow over
B over It in triangle on the Port Curtis icad, and
bounded thence on the south by a line  bearing west
7 degrees north about two hundred and twenty-
five chains to a tree branded broad-arrow over AV
over III in triangle on Agnes Creek ; thence on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the junction
of Sarahanna or Porpers with Agnes Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards about one hundred and
eighty chains until it is intersected by a line bearing
north 42 degrees east from the tree first named
broad-arrow over K over I I in triangle ; and thence
by the said line bearing south 42 degrees west
about eight miles to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Kullogum Run.
About 8,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Oakey Creek at
a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over % about
twenty chains in a direct line above Gigoom Head
Station, and about three chains below a large gum-
tree marked TB, and bounded on part of the south-
west by a line bearing west 34 degrees north one
hundred and sixty-five chains twenty-five links to a
point on Edwards Creek about  sixteen chains
below the south-east corner of Eureka Run; thence
by Edwards Creek up to that corner of Eureka
Run ; thence on the north- west  by the  south-east
boundary of Eureka and a line in continuation
bearing north 37 degrees  east two  hundred and
fifty-seven chains ; thence on the north-east by a
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line bearing  south 50 degrees east crossing O-tkey
Creek twenty- seven chains  in a direct line below a
tree marked  broad-arrow over K.V over I'll I three
hundred and  fifty chains to the north-west boundary
of heogum ; thence on the south-east by the
aforesaid  boundary, bearing south 4t; degree; v. est
two hundred and eighty-'tlirte chains to Oakey
Creek ; thence  again  on the south-west ty said
creeks  downwards  to the point of c•omntencenrent.-
exclusive of all reserved , selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of ('lift(,n Run.
About 10,9C0 acres.
Commencing at a point on Sandy Creek fifteen
chains and tuuenty links distant in a north-nesterly•
direction from the five-wile tree, anti bounded
thence by a line north about six miles and ten
chains to a range ; thence by that range north-
westerly about four miles and a-half t where it
comes down into Clifton Creek ; thence crossing
Clifton Creek at a bloodvr•ood-tree marked broad-
arrow over C over 5-1 ; thence by the ra ng•' on the
opposite side south-easterly and southerly to
Sandy Creek about two chains above the junction
of Bonpa Creek ; and thence by Sandy Creek
downwards to the point of commencement,-exclu-
sive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  first clay of March,
in the year of  our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven .  and in the
fortieth year of  ller Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JO11N DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEFN 1
QUFENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 1 WILLMAN WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.:11 ichael
(L.s.) and St. George, Go\ ernor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
Governor.  of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " ° The Crown
/.and.. Alienation Act of  1876." I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Gores nor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands shall be open to selection, sub-
.
the provisions of the said Act, at the
Maryborough Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be lOs. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands  resumed out  of Glenbar Run.
Portion B.
About 37 square miles.
Commencing at a tree marked VA four miles up
Munna  Creek. and bounded thence by a line west
five miles ; thence  north six miles-and fifty-three
chains  to Jacky's Creek ; thence by that creek
easterly to a tree marked broad-arrow over J ;
thence by a line bearing north 109 degrees 30
minutes east six miles and  forty-five chains to River
Mary ; thence by the left bank of River Mary up-
wards to Munna Creek ; and by Munna Creek up-
wards to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved ,  selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Warrah Run.
About 12,870 acres.
Commencing at a blue guns-tree marked H over
W I on the left bank of Stoney or Dungal Creek one
hundred and thirty-one chains from the crossing-
place on the Gayndali road. with the course of the
creek downwards, and bounded thence on the south
by that creek downwards, bearing north-easterly
about five miles and to enty-nine chains in a direct
line ; thence on the east by a line bearing north 32 2
degrees east about fire and a-half miles to Dackin-
willa Creek ; thence on the north by Dackinwilla
Creek upwards, bearing westerly about one hundred
and thirty-two chains in a direct line to an iron-bark
tree marked F ; and on the west by a line bearing
north 180 degrees cast four hundred and seventy-
two chains to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Lower Doongal Run.
About 6,0110 acres.
Commencing on Stoney Creek at a tree marked
GHH broad-arrow; bounded thence on the south-
west by a line bearing about south-east for two
hundred and forty-two charms to a tree marked
broad-arrow over LM over II in triangle on the
Maryborough road ; thence on the south by that
road easterly for about one hundred and twenty-
three chains in a direct line ; thence on the east
by a line north to Powell's Creek at a spot about
twenty chains in a direct line above a tree marked
broad-arrow over P over VII in triangle ; thence by
Powell's Creek downwards to its junction with
Stoney Creek ; thence on the north by Stoney
Creek upwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of' all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Doongal Run.
About 20 200 acres.
Commencing at a point on the Maryborough and
Gayndah main road bearing north 43 degrees west,
about twelve chains from an ironbark-tree marked
EM over II in triangle on the Eighteen-mile
Creek, and bounded on the north by the Mary-
borough and (xayndah road westerly to the cross-
ing at  Beardy's Creek ; thence on the west by a line
south to the ranges extending northerly from the
head of Cockatoo Creek ; and thence by  a continu-
ation of those ranges forming the watershed of
Doongal or Stoney Creek easterly to the head of
Eighteen-mile Creek ; thence by that creek down
to the before-mentioned ironbark-tree marked EM
over I1 in triangle; and thence by a line north 43
degrees west to the point of commencement,-ex-
elusive of all reserved, selected, and  alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toogoom Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at a point on the south boundary of
Toogoom Run bearing north 104 degrees  east four
hundred and sixty-five  chains  from a tree on Too-
goom waterhole branded broad-arrow over BT in
triangle, and bounded on the south by  a line bear-
ing north 104 degrees east about  six hundred
and forty-five chains to the River  Susan  ;  thence on
the east by a line bearing north 312  degrees east
two hundred and thirty chains ; thence on the
north by a line bearing north  284 degrees east two
hundred and ninety  chains ; thence again on the
north by  a line bearing west  two hundred and
seventy-five  chains ; and  thence on the west by a
line bearing  south one hundred and thirty-chains to
the point of commencement ,-exclusive of a water
reserve of three hundred and twenty  acres ,  and all
other reserved,  selected,  and  alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal , at Governmen
House, Brisbane, this first day of March, in
the year of our Lore( one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOIiN DOUGLAS,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and  St. George , Gcver-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander -in-Chief of
Governor .  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands AliciutlioI, _4rt of  187ti." 1. W1tLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS ,  E -;iluire, the Governor afore.
said, with  the advice of the  Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  no l-ify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be. open to
Selection, under the provisions of the  said Act, on
and after  TUESDA 'i , the seventeenth day of
.April, 1877, at Gympie Land Office.
And I further notify and  proclaim that  the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional Furchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may I;e selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Conandalc Run.
About 28,500 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Obi Obi
branch of the Mary River, at a point about twenty
chains east front a large gum-tree marked TMK,
said tree being about thirty-one chains and fifty
links south from the nineteen-mile tree on the road
from Imbie to Durundur, and bounded thence on
the north by a line bearing west about two hundred
and ten chains to the western watershed of the Obi
Obi branch of the Mary River; thence on the west
by that watershed southerly about five miles to its
junction with the dividing range forming the water-
shed separating the Mary River from the Brisbane
River ; thence on the south by that range south-
easterly about eight miles and a-quarter; thence on
the east by  a line  bearing north by east about three
miles and three-quarters to the junction of the
eastern and western branches of the Obi Obi branch
of the Mary River at an oak-tree marked C ; and
again  on the east by the Obi Obi branch of the
Mary River downwards about seven miles and a-
half to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Tulaiti Run.
About 31,300 acres.
Commencing on Tinana Creek at a spot about
twenty-two chains in a direct line above a tree
marked T over 33, bounded thence on the north by
a line  bearing west for about four hundred and
twenty chains to the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie ; thence on the west by that road
southerly for about six hundred and eighty chains
in a direct line to a point bearing west from Ulirrali
Head Station ; thence on the south by a line bear-
ing east for  about five hundred chains to Goomboo-
rian  Creek ; thence by that creek downwards for
about seven hundred and twenty  chains in  a direct
line to the point of commencement,-exclusive of all
reserved, selected , and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of North Kenilworth Run.
About 17,280 acres.
Commencing on the east bank of the Mary River
at a tree marked P  on one side , G on another side,
and B over broad- arrow on another  side, about one
and three-quarter  miles  below the  junction  of Belli
Creek with the Mary River ; bounded on the north
by a line bearing  east  about five hundred and
eighty  chains to  the Sea-coast Range ; thence on the
east by that range southerly about two hundred
chains to  the Mooloolah road; thence on the south
and south-east by that road south-westerly to a
point where it crosses the Mary River at Kenil-
worth Head Station at a point about seventy chains
below the junction of Obi O,.i Creek with the side
river; and on the west by that river downwards
about eight miles and a-half to the point of com-
Inencement,- -exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Cambroon Run.
About 16,(x)0 acres.
Commencing at the junction of the Little Yabba
Creek with the Mary River, bounded on the south
by that creek upwards abou- three hundred and
eighty chains to the Yabba road ; thence on the
south-east by that road south-westerly about five
hundred and seventy chains to the range dividing
the waters of the Little Yabba Creek from those of
Jimna Creek ; thence on the south-west by that
range north-westerly about seventy chains to the
range dividing the waters of Little Yabba Creek
front those of Sandy Creek ; thence on the north-
west by that range north-easterly about five hun-
dredand sixty chains to a range dividing the waters
of the Little Yabba Creek from those of the Yabba
I and Goonoongibber Creeks ; thence by that range
bearing south-easterly about one hundred and
eighty chains and north-easterly about four hun-
dred and seventy chains to a point due west from a
tree marked broad-arrow over D at the junction of
Yahoo Creek and Mary River ; and on the north
by a line bearing east about two hundred and
seventy-five chains to said marked tree at the junc-
tion of said creek and Mary River ; and on the east
dby the said river upwards about four hundred an
forty chains - to the Litte Yabba Creek, being point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, se-
lected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed oat of Zeehar Run.
About 58,000 acres.
Commencing on the boundary between Gigoomgan
and Teebar at a point sixty chains north 9 degrees
30 minutes east from the summit of Mount Joseph,
and bounded thence on the south by a line  bearing
west about twelve miles to the watershed  separating
the Mary River from the Burnett River; on the
north-west by said watershed north-easterly about
ten and a-half  miles  ; on the north by the northern
watershed of Yaroomba Creek and by a  spur ridge
to Sandy Creek at a point sixty chains in a direct
line below the junction of Eel Creek ; then by
Sandy Creek downwards about ten stiles to the
junction of Teebar Creek ; on the east by Teebar
Creek upwards to a point bearing north 9 degrees
30 minutes  east  one hundred and ninety  chains from
the summit of Mount Joseph; then by a line bear-
ing south 9 degrees 30 minutes west about one
hundred and thirty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,--exclusive  of an area of about 6,000
acres shown on the Land Agent' s official maps, and
of all reserved, selected,  and alienated land.
Lands resumed out of the G'igoomgan Run (Con-
solidated).
About 107 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Munna Creek
at a point  one mile in  a direct line below  the junc-
tion of Calgoa Creek, and bounded thence by a line
bearing south-west to the watershed separating Cal-
goa Creek from Sandy Creek ; then by that water-
shed south-westerly about four  miles ;  then by a line
bearing west two hundred and ten chains ; then by
a line bearing north- west crossing  the heads of
Calgoa Creek  ten chains  below the junction o
Munro Creek, and terminating at the watershed
separating Calgoa Creek from Spring Creek ; then
by that watershed south-westerly to the watershed
separating the tributaries of the Mary River from
those of the Burnett River ; then by that watershed
westerly and the watershed  separating Spring
Creek from Dry Creek northerly to Mount Joseph;
then by a line bearing north 9- degrees east to Dry
Creek at its eastern bend ; then by the said creek
downwards to Teebar Creek ; then by that creek
downwards to Munna Creek ; and by that creek
downwards to the point of  commencement ,-exclu-
sire of an area oC about 7.000 acres shown on the
Land Agent's official  maps, and all  reserved,  selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of fire Yabba Run.
About 67 square miles.
Commencing  on Yabba Creek  at a point about
sixty-five chains in a direct line above the junction
of Sandy Creek  ;  thence by a line north about two
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hundred and ninety chains to Kingaham Creek ;
thence by that creek downwards about ninety
chains in a direct line ; thence by a line north
crossing Bella Creek to the northern watershed
of Bella and Kingaliam Creeks ; thence by that
watershed westerly to the range separating the
Brisbane River from Yabba Creek ; thence by
that range southerly about nine hundred chains in
a direct line to  a small  gully, and by that gully
dovt nwards to Yabba Creek at a point about one
hundred and five chains in a direct line above
Capsize Creek ; thence by Y abba Creek downwards
to the point of commencement. --exclusive of all
reset ved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands  resumed out  of Kilkiran Run (JIurray's
Debateable , and).
Portion A.
About 6,900 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing north four miles
and fifty-five chains from a tree on Wide  Bay  Creek
marked broad-arrow over W over 23 in triangle
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north 56 degrees 15 minutes east seven
miles;  thence  by a line bearing north thirteen
chains and eighty links; on the north by a line
bearing west four hundred and sixty-six chains ;
and on the west by a line hearing south to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above
boundaries.
Portion B.
About 32,000 acres.
Commencing on Wide Bay Creek at the south-
west corner  of selection of Kilkivan pre-emptive
purchase portion No. 1, and hounded thence on the
east by the west and north boundaries of that por-
tion bearing north and cast to the north-east
corner  ; thence by a line north to the range dividing
Munna Creek from Wide Bay Creek ; thence by
that  range  and by the range separating the waters
of Wide Bay Creek from those flowing into Boonara
and Nangur Creeks southerly to a point west from
the junction of Deep Creek with Wide Bay Creek ;
on the south by a line  east  to Wide Bay Creek at
the junction of Deep Creek ; and by Wide Bay
Creek  downwards  to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of an area  of about 2,000 acres, shown in
the Land Agent's official maps, and of all reserved,
selected,  and alienated  lands within the above
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Curra Run.
About 23,500 acres
Commencing at a point on the right bank of the
River Mary about twenty-five chains in a direct
line below a tree marked 46 on the survey of the
river, and bounded thence by a line bearing north
79 degrees east three hundred c tams to Curra
Creek, intersecting the present Marv borough and
Gympie road about two chains south of the Head
Station, Curra ; thence by a line bearing north 26
degrees east  three hundred chains to the watershed
of the Mary and Tinana waters; thence by that
range, and a spur  range torming the northern
watershed of Durham Boy Creek in a north-westerly
and westerly direction to a point bearing north 75
degrees east  about two hundred and sixty chains
from a  tree marked 57 on the survety of the river;
thence by  a line bearing  north 255r degrees east
about two hundred and sixty chains to the River
Mary ; and thence by that river upwards about four
hundred and ten chains in a direct line to the point
of commencement! exclusive of all reserved,
selected , and alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundi ed and seventy-seven, and in the
:ortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN POLIGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. j WILLTA M  WELLINGTON  C AIRNS,
Tsdnire,  Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Mi-
(L.s.) chael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS, and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor .  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alie,lation  Art of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire ,  the Governor
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the  Executive Council,
do, by this my Vroclaniatign ,  notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be, and
are hereby set apart as Homestead Areas, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Gympie Land
Office, on and after  TUESDAY,  the seventeenth
day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tahiti Run.
About 20,000 acres.
Commencing on the new road from Maryborough
to Gympie, at a point west from Ulirrah Head
Station ; thence by that road southerly about three
hundred and thirty chains to its meeting with the
old Brisbane road ; thence on the south by a line
bearing about south 78 degrees east for about five
hundred and twenty-eight chains to the summit of
Mount Goomboorian ; thence on the east by a
line bearing about north 32 degrees  east  for about
one hundred and sixty-three chains to a tree marked
AH on the Goomboorian Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards for about one hundred and sixty-
six chains in a direct line to its junction with Tinana
Creek; thence by that creek downwards about three
hundred and forty chains to a point  east from
starting -point ; and thence by a line west, about five
hundred chains, to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected,  and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of the Tagigan Run.
About 8,360 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tagigan Creek
where the fence on the upper side of the present
paddock at Tagigan House joins the  same, and
bounded thence on the south-east by a line north-
east three hundred and fifty-six chains ; thence on
the north-east by a line north-west two hundred
chains to a peg; thence on the north-west by a line
south-west four hundred chains to a tree marked
BR on Tagigan Range ; thence on the south-west
by that range south-easterly two hundred chains to
a point bearing south-west from commencing point;
and thence again on the south- east  by a line north-
east sixty-four chains to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,  and alie-
nated lands.
Lands resumed out of Widgee Widgee Ran.
About 43,000 acres.
Commencing on Glastonbury Creek at the north-
east corner of portion 2, parish of Widgee, and
bounded thence on the south by that  portion and a
line in continuation bearing west to Station Creek ;
thence by that creek and by South Station Creek
upwards to its head ; thence by the western water-
shed of that creek north-westerly about two hundred
and fifty  chains in a  dii ect line; thence by a line
bearing north to the south-west corner of the land
resumed from Widgee Run, proclaimed in
Government Gazette  for 1875. folio 1753 ; on the
north by a line bearing east to Widgee Creek ; by
that creek downwards to its junction with the
Mary River; by that river upward to the  junction
of Glastonbury Creek; and by that creek upwards
to the point of commencement,- exclusive  of an area
of about 4,800 acres shown on the Land Agent's
official maps, and of all reserved,  selected , and alie.
nated  lands  within the above  boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of Imbil Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Yabba Creek
with the Mary River, and bounded on the north-
west by Yabba Creek upwards a' out one and a-half
miles  to the junction of Goonoongibber Creek ;
then by the watershed separating the two creeks
southerly about four  and a-half miles ; then by a
line bearing west 15 degrees south about three
hundred chains to Yabba Creek at a tree marked
AIX at the east side of Derrier Flat, and just
below the junction of a small creek coming from
the south ; on the west by said small creek south-
erly to its head ; on the south by the southern
watershed of Yabba Creek and Goonoongibber
Creek easterly to Mount Brooloo, and then by a
small gully easterly to the Mary River; and on the
east by said river northerly to Yabba Creek, the
point of comm"ncement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and all mated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -  seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, IProclamation by His ExcellencyTO WIT. WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.s.) Michael and St. George, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
1 Lanes Alienation Art of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be open to Selec-
tion, under the provisions of the said A ct, on and
after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877, at the Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tuweran Run.
About 14,350 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Branch and
George's Creeks, and bounded on the north by
the spur dividing the waters of said creeks west-
erly to their northern watershed ; then southerly
and south-easterly by that range to a spot on the
Bolan River about ffteen (15) chains above a tree
marked broad-arrow over K over XI in triangle ;
then crossing the river easterly to the Kolonga
Range ; then by said range passing through the
Toomboro Mountain to the crossing of the Mary-
borough and Gladstone road ; then by said road to
the Bolan River ; then by said river to the junction
of George's Creek ; thence by said creek upwards
to the junction of Branch Ureek to the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed  out of  Kolonga Run.
About 54,080 acres.
Commencing on the Moolboolaman and Gladstone
road where it crosses the rang + forming the northern
watershed of Walily Creek, and bounded thence
an the north by that  range  westerly ; on the west
by the same  range  southerly and south-easterly ;
on the south by the  same  range forming the
southern watershed of Takilberan and Tararan
creeks easterly ; on the east by the range forming
the eastern watershed of Tararan Creek northerly
to the road aforesaid ; and thence by that road
north-westerly, crossing Tararan, Takilberan, and
M alily Creeks to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands resumed out of Molangul Run.
About 72,080 acres.
Commencing on the range forming the northern
watershed of Bolan River at a point called Molan-
gul, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 45 degrees west about three
hundred and forty chains to the Kolan River ;
thence by that river downwards to the confluence
of Five-mile Creek ; thence by that creek upwards
to its head in the Burnett ]Range; on the south by
that range and the range forming the southern
watershed of Five-mile Creek, Station Creek, and
Two-mile Creek easterly by the same range forming
the eastern watershed of Two-mile Creek, and the
southern watershed of Kolan River northerly, and
by a spur range westerly to the Kolan River at a
point about forty chains below Bandicoot Creek ;
thence crossing Kolan River by a spur range north-
westerly to the first-mentioned range, and by that
range westerly to Mount Molangul, the point of
commencement,--exclusive of all reserved, selected,
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of Moolboolomon Run.
About 50 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a tree marked broad-arrow over IN in triangle,
bounded thence on the west by a line north for
about thirty chains to the northern watershed of
Gin Gin Creek; on the north by the said watershed
easterly about five hundred and thirty chains in a
direct line ; on the east by a line south about one
hundred and twenty chains to Gin Gin Creek at a
spot about nineteen chains above a tree marked
broad-arrow over IN over XXVIII in triangle ;
then by said creek upwards about one hundred and
twenty-seven chains in a direct line to the junction
of Rainbow Creek ; then south for about five
hundred and sixty chains to the Hog Back Range ;
thence on the south and again on the west by said
range to the point of commencement,-exclusive of
all reserved, selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Toomolongyore or Eureka
Run.
About 32 square miles.
Commencing on Edwards Creek where the Port
Curtis and Maryborough road crosses it ; bounded
thence on the south-west by that road north-west-
erly for about six hundred and eight chains in a
direct line to a tree marked broad-arrow over TM
over X in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north
61 degrees 30 minutes east for about five hundred
and fifteen chains, passing through a tree on Sandy
Creek marked broad-arrow over AY over XXXIV
in triangle ; thence by a line bearing north 151
degrees 30 minutes east for three hundred and
seventy-four chains ; thence bearing north 217
degrees east for about two hundred and twenty-four
chains to Edwards Creek at a spot about seventeen
chains in a direct line above a tree marked broad-
arrow over ED over II in triangle ; thence by
Edwards Creek upwards to the crossing of the
Maryborough and Port Curtis road, the point of
commencement,-exclusive of all reserved, selected
and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Stanton Harcourt Run.
About 66 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of Boundary Creek
with Sandy Greek near a tree marked broad-arrow
over BY in triangle ; thence by that creek upwards
to its head ; thence by the range separating the
waters of Sandy, Corfields, six-mile, and Cabfiage-
tree Creeks from those of Degilbo Creek north-
westerly to the junction of a ravine with the Burnett
River about twenty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over BT over L IV in triangle ; thence
by that river downwards about two hundred and
thirty chains in a direct line to a dense pine scrub ;
thence by that scrub easterly about three hundred
and fifty chains in a direct line to a tree marked
bread-arrow over TJ1 over XII in triangle on the
Port Curtis and Maryborough road ; thence by
that road south-easterly crossing Corfields and
Sandy Creeks to Edwards Creek ; thence by that
creek downwards about ten chains ; thence by a
line bearing 80 degrees 15 minutes ninety-six chains
and fifty links ; thence by a line bearing 141 degrees
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15 minutes  twenty-six  chains and  fifty links  ; thence
by a line bearing 1,11 degrees twelve chains and
twenty links ; thence by  a line bearing  136 degrees
forty-five chains ; thence by a line bearing 160
degrees twenty-seven chains seventeen links; thence
by a line bearing 112 degrees seventeen chains and
sixty-eight links ; thence' by a line bearing 45
-degrees twenty-five chains to Oaky Creek ; thence
by that creek upwards to a tree marled broad-
arrow over  KY over IV in triangle ; thence by a
line bearing  217 degrees about four miles to the
point of coni nencement,- exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the tifizlla Run.
About 39,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Barker's Gully
about fifty  chains  in a straight line above an ash-
tree marked broad- arrow  over K over 1 in shield,
where  the boundary line of the settled district
intersects ; thence by that boundary line north-w cst
three hundred and fifty chains to the range separat-
ing the waters of the Burnett from those falling
into the Bolan ; thence by that range in it north-
easterly direction about six hundred chains to a
point of scrub on Boundary Creek ; thence by
that scrub in a north-easterly and south-easterly
direction about three hundred and seventy chains
in a straight  line to the junction of Boundary Creek
with the Burnett River ; thence by the left bank of
the Burnett River upwards southerly about three
hundred chains in a straight line to St. Agnes'
Creek ; thence by St. Agnes' Creek upwards in a
westerly direction about four hundred and eighty
chains in  a straight  line to  Barker's Gully ; and
thence  by Barker's Gully upwards in a south-
westerly direction about ninety-five chair s in a
straight line to the point of comnmencement,-
exelusi, e of all reserved, selected, and alienated
lands.
Lands  resumed  out of Gin Gin Ran.
About  12,000 acres.
Commencing at the  Junction  of  Brushy Creek
with Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the
west by a line bearing south to the watershed separ-
ating the Kolan River from the Burnett River ;
thence by that watershed north-easterly about four
miles to a tree marked  N over VIII situate at the
edge of a dense scrub ; thence by the edge of said
scrub north -easterly about two miles and south-
easterly about one and a-half miles to a point
bearing south from the south -east corner of selec-
tion  N o. 545,  Bundaberg Register ; and thence
on the east by a line bearing north ,  crossing
the Mount  Perry and Bundaberg main road about
three and a-half miles to the  right bank of Gin
Gin Creek ;  and thence  by Gin Gin  Creek upwards
to the point of commencement ,- exclusive of all
reserved ,  selected, and alienated lands within the
above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of JVonbalz Run.
About 16,500 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Sandy Creek with
Gin Gin Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a line bearing east about one hundred chains to
the watershed separating Wonbah from Moolboola-
man waters ; on the east by that watershed southerly
to a point east from the north-east corner of mineral
selection 972 ; on the south by that selection and
a line west to Gin  Gin Creek ; thence by part
of the west boundary of mineral selection No.
1,074 and the north and part of the west boundary
of surveyed portion No. 6 ; thence by a line
bearing west to the watershed separating the
waters flowing into Gin Gin Creek from those
flowing into Eastern Creek, and by that watershed
northerly to a point  near  the head of Cattle
Creek where the said watershed is intersected
by a line bearing south-west from the junction of
Cattle Creek with Four-mile Creek ; thence by that
line bearing north-east to the said junction by Four-
mile Creek downwards to its junction with Gin Gin ;
and by that creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all  reserved ,  selected,
and  alienated lands within the above boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Jlundurax Run.
About 63,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at a point north 14 degrees  east  forty chains from a
tree marked broad-arrow over K over XXXVII in
horse-shoe ; thence by a line north  14 degrees east
three hundred and thirty-five chains to the left bank
of Stony Creek ; thence by that creek upwards in
a northerly direction six hundred and ten chains in
a straight line to a tree marked broad-arrow over
B over <3 in horse-shoe on Branch Creek; thence by
a line about north 14 degrees  east  sixty-five chains
to the watershed of Littabella Inlet and the Kolan
River ; thence by that watershed known as Doable
Sloping  Hummock Range  south-easterly  about three
hundred and eighty-five  chains ; thence  by a line
north 10  degrees east  about two hundred  and sixty
chains in a straight  line to a tree  marked broad-arrow
over :11 over 755 in horse-shoe on survey of Mullet
Creek ; thence by the left bank of that creek down-
wards in a. north-easterly direction about five
hundred chains to its junction with Littabella Creek ;
thence crossing Littabella Creek and by its left
bank downwards in an easterly direction about one
hundred and eighty chains  in a straight line to its
intersection with the boundary of the Coast Reserve ;
thence by that reserve north-westerly about four
hundred and thirty chains in a straight line to the
range forming the north-western watershed of
Littabella Inlet ; thence by that range in a south-
westerly direction about eight  hundred chains in a
straight line to where it joins the  range forming the
north-west watershed of Stony Creek ; thence by
that  range in  a south-westerly direction about eight
hundred chains in a straight line to the range  forming
the eastern boundary of Kolanga Run ; thence by
that range in a southerly direction and by the said
boundary to where it strikes the Kolan River on
the left, bank, opposite a tree marked broad-arrow
over K over XLV in horse-shoe, about four hundred
and forty chains in a straight line ; and thence by
the left bank of the Kolan River downwards in a
general easterly direction about two hundred and
fifty chains to the  point of commencement ,- exclu.
sive of all reserved ,  selected, and alienated lands,
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT. 5 WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Companion of the Most Distin-
guished Order of St. Michael
(L.s.) and St. George, Governor and
W. W. CAIRNS, Commander - in - Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions  of " The Crown
j Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamaton, notify and proclaim that
the lands  hereunder described  shall be, and are
hereby  set apart as Homestead  Areas, and
that the said lands shall be open  to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, at the
Bundaberg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by con-
ditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
Lands resumed out of Tantitiza Ruiz.
About 12,000 acres.Commencing on Welcome Cre k at the west
cornerof the Homestead Area proclaimed  in  Govern.
meat Gazette  for 1873, folio  2141, and bounded
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thence on the south-west by a line bearing north
328 degrees  east  about 114 chains to the southern
boundary of the Coast Reserve ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to the
south corner of portion 1, parish of Kolan ; thence
by the boundaries of portions 1, 20, 18, and 26
of that parish to the east corner of portion 26,
parish of Kolau, can the coast line of Hervey's Bay ;
thence in an easterly direction by that coast line
about four miles to the mouth of a small creek ;
thence by that creek upwards in a south-westerly
direction to the boundary of portion 6, parish of
Gooburrum ; thence by that portion in a westerly
and south direction to the south-west corner of said
portion ; thence by the south boundary thereof in a
south-easterly direction to the west boundary of
portion 4 of said parish, by part of that west boun-
ary and its continuation to the south-west corner
of portion 3, parish of Gooburrum ; thence by a
line bearing north 238 degrees east to the north-
east boundary of portion 25 on the north-east
boundary of the  area  proclaimed in  Government
Gazette  for 1873, folio 2141 ; thence by that
boundary in a north-westerly direction to Welcome
Creek and by Welcome Creek upwards to the point
of commencement ,-exclusive of all reserved,  selec-
ted, and alienated lands within the described boun-
daries.
Lands  resumed out  of the Kolan Run.
About 69,300 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Bolan
River at the junction of a small creek called Stony
Creek, which enters the river about ninety-five
chains  in a direct line above a gum-tree branded
broad-arrow over K over XXX in triangle, and
bounded on the west by  a line  running north to
the head of Tandaram Creek ; thence on the north-
west by the northern watershed of that creek to
the Bolan ; thence by the left bank of the Bolan up-
wards to  a point about fifty chains above a gum-tree
branded broad-arrow over K over XIX in triangle ;
thence by a line south crossing the Kolan about three
hundred and thirty chains ; thence by a line west
crossing the Kolan about two hundred and sixty-five
chains ;  and thence by the Kolan upwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of the Bingera Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River about seven chains above a gum-tree marked
broad- arrow  over BT over XXI, and bounded thence
by a line bearing south ninety ch iins ; thence by a
line bearing north 77 degrees east three hundred
and eight chains ; thence by a line bearing north
58 degrees east to a point bearing north two hun-
dred and thirty-eight degrees east two and a-half
miles  from the west corner of portion -id, parish of
Kolan ; thence by  a line  bearing north one hun-
dred and forty-eight degrees east about four and a-
half miles : to the Elliot River ; on the south by
that river rupwards to a tree marked broad-arrow
over ET over V ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing about 285 degrees to the Burnett River at the
confluence of a small creek distant about thirty
chains in a direct line above Bingera head station ;
and thence by the Burnett River downwards to the
point of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved,
selected, and alienated lands within the above boun-
darier.
Lands resumed cut of Gin Gin Run.
About 22,000 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Gin Gin Creek
at a point bearing south from the south-east corner
of selection No. 515, Bundaberg Register, and
bounded thence by a line bearing south about three
and a-half miles crossing the Mount Perry and Bun-
daberg main road to the scrub forming the boun-
dary of the run; thence by that scrub south-
easterly about three miles to the head of Boundary
Creek and by that creek downwards to the
Burnett River, by that river downwards to the area
proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1875, folio
2<%l.7;  thence by the south-west and north-west
boundaries of that area to the north  corner of same
thence by a line bearing north three hundred and
twenty-five degrees east about three miles to the
Bolan River, by that river up to the confluence of
Gin Gin Creek, and thence by the right bank of
that creek upwards to the point of commencement,
-exclusive of all reserved, selected , and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Given under my Hand and  Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  TILE QUEEN !
QUEENSLAND, Proclamation by His Excellency
10 wIT. S WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the
Most Distinguished Order of
(L.s.) St. Michael and St. George,
W. W. CAIRNS, Governor and Commander-in-
Governor.  Chief of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described, resumed from
Runs in the Unsettled District of Dariing Downs,
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, at the Stanthorpe Land Office, on
and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of April,
1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be  10s. per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF DARLING
DOWNS.
Lands resumed out of Bengalla and Wyemo Runs.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a um-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the south-east by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees  east five miles
thirty-three chains along the north-west boundary
of the Beebo Run to a pine-tree marked broad-arrow
over D ; thence. on the north by a west  line along
part of the south boundary of the Whetstone Run,
crossing the Macintyre Brook at a box- tree marked
broad-arrow over W, about  five miles sixteen chains;
thence on the west by a south line to the Severn
River, at the junction of the Macintyre Brook ;
thence on the south by the right bank of the
Severn River upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Beebo Run.
About 31 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad- arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a line
bearing north twenty-five degrees east four hundred
and thirty-three chains along the south-east boundary
of the Bengalla and Wyemo Run  to a pine-tree
marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on the north
by an  east line to a  spur separating  the Macintyre
Brook waters from those falling into  the Severn
River, and by that spur easterly  along part of the
south boundary of the Whetstone Run to the
western watershed of Brush Creek ; thence on the
south-east by that watershed south-westerly to the
Severn River ; and thence on the south by the
right bank of that river downwards to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Whetstone Run.
About 59 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W
about one mile and sixty chains above  the junction
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of Catfish Creek, and bounded thence on the north-
west by the right bank of that brook downwards to
a box-tree marked broad-arrow over W ; thence on
the south by an east line three hundred and seventy-
six chains  along part of the northern boundaries of
the Bengalla and Wyemo and the Beebo Runs to
the watershed between the Macintyre Brook and
Brush Creek ; thence again on the south and the
south-east by that watershed easterly along part of
the northern boundary of the last-named run and
north-easterly along the north-west boundary of
the Brush Creek Run to an ironbark-tree on
Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over F ; and
thence on the north by a line bearing west ten
degrees thirty minutes north along the southern
boundary of the Swithland Run six hundred and
seventy-three chains to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Brush Creek Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing  on the north-west boundary of the
Texas Run at an  ironbark-tree marked C, and
bounded thence on the south- east  by a line bearing
north 29 degrees east three miles crossing Brush
Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
and being along part of the north-west boundary of
the before-mentioned Texas Run ; thence on the
north by a west line to the watershed between
Brush Creek and the Macintyre Brook ; thence on
the north-west by that watershed along part of the
south-east boundary of the Whetstone Run south-
westerly to the northern boundary of the Beebo
Run ; and thence on the south by an east line along
part of the north boundary of the Beebo Run
crossing  Brush Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow  over B eight  miles  eighteen chains to the
point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Swithland Run.
About 81 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Canning Creek
opposite  a gum -tree marked broad-arrow over G-9,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west eight hundred chains crossing Pariagana Creek
at a tree  marked broad-arrow over 11; thence on
the north-west by a line bearing south 52 degrees
west eight hundred and three chains ; thence on
the south-west by a line bearing east 30 degrees
south six hundred and forty chains to the Macintyre
Brook at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over W;
thence on the south-east by the right bank of that
brook upwards to the junction of Canning Creek,
and by the right bank of that creek upwards to an
apple-tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow,
and by that road north-easterly to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed out of Canning Creek Run.
About 112  square miles.
Commencing at a gum-tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad-arrow over Gj about
sixteen miles  six chains in a direct line below
or down the crrek from the junction of Mosquito
Creek ; bounded thence by a line bearing east 30
degrees north three hundred and two chains to an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; thence
by a north line two hundred and forty chains to
Mosquito Creek at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow
over L ; thence by the range separating Mosquito
Creek from Canning Creek in a general north-
easterly direction to a point bearing east 20 degrees
south from an apple-tree on the right bank of last-
named creek marked broad-arrow over CB ; thence
by a line bearing west 20 degrees north crossing
Canning Creek at last-named tree, also Mingi.
marny Creek  at a gum -tree marked broad-arrow
over CB, to the range separating the waters of Min-
gimarny Creek from those of the eastern branch of
Bungabilly Creek at a box-tree marked broad-
arrow  over H in triangle ; thence on the north by
a line  westerly to the junction of Bungabilly
Creek and its western branch ; thence on the
west by a south line to the watershed between
Canning Creek and Pariagana Creek, and by that
watershed southerly to the north boundary of the
Swithland Run ; and thence on the south by an east
line along part of that boundary to the point of
gommencemeut.
Lands resumed out of Stonehenge Run.
About 43 square miles.
Commencing on the northern boundary of the
Canning Creek Run at the intersection of the
watershed between Mingimarny Creek and Canning
Creek, and bounded thence on the north-west by
that watershed north-easterly to the dividing range
separating the waters flowing  into  the Condamine
River from those falling into the Macintyre Brook ;
on the north and east by that watershed easterly
and southerly ; on the south -east  by the watershed
between Canning Creek and Mosquito Creek south-
westerly to a point bearing east twenty  degrees
south from starting point ; and thence on the south
by a line bearing west twenty  degrees  north along
part of the northern boundary of the Canning
Creek Run to the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of  Bodumba Run.
About 85 square miles.
Commencing at a point opposite  to a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over L on the left bank of Mos-
quito Creek at a point about two miles and a-half
below the junction of Bodumba Creek, and bounded
thence by  a range separating  Mosquito Creek from
Canning Creek in a northerly direction along part
of the east boundary of the Canning Creek Run to
a point west of a spot twenty chains south of Bo-
dumba Head Station ; thence on the north by an
east  line  crossing  Mosquito Creek about seventy-
two chains above the junction of Bodumba Creek,
and Bodumba Creek twenty chains below Bodumba
Station to the range separating the heads of
Bodumba and Chain-of-Ponds Creek from the
middle head of Macintyre Brook ; thence by the
last-named  range south-westerly to a point  bearing
south from a yellow box-tree marked broad-arrow
over V on Chain-of-Ponds Creek ; thence by a
north line to Chain-of-Ponds Creek at  last-named
tree ; thence by  a line bearing  west 14 de.
grees 30 minutes north six hundred and ninety-
seven  chains to a point south of starting  point at an
ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over A ; and
thence by a north line two hundred and forty
chains to the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Glenelg Run.
About 42  square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Macintyre
Brook at a gum-tree marked broad- arrow over
TC.CC at a point about  six miles sixteen chains
above or up the brook from the junction of Trever-
ton's Creek, and bounded thence on the west by a
north line  crossing  the Macintyre Brook ninety-eight
chains to the watershed  separating  Chain-of-Ponds
Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
north-west by that watershed north-easterly along
part of the south- east  boundary of the Bodumba Run
to the intersection of the road from Bodumba ; thence
on the north- east  by that road south-easterly to the
crossing of the Macintyre Brook ; thence on the
south by  a west line two miles  ; thence on the east
by a south  line crossing  the Macintyre Brook to the
watershed between the last-named brook and
Treverton's Creek ; thence  again  on the south by
that watershed westerly along part of the northern
boundary of Terrica Run to a gum-tree marked
broad-arrow over G ; and thence on the south-west
by a line bearing south one hundred and thirty-five
degrees west two hundred and eighty-six chains to
the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Terrica Run.
About  31 square miles.
Commencing on Treverton's Creek at a point where
it is met by the east boundary of a 4,800 acre reserve,
and bounded thence on the south by the right
bank of that creek upwards to  its source in the
range  separating  Pike's Creek from Treverton's
Creek ; thence on the north- east  and north by the
northern watershed of the last-named creek north-
westerly and westerly to where it is met by the
eastern boundary of the first-mentioned reserve ;
and thence on the west by a south line along the
east boundary of that reserve to Treverton's Creek,
the point of commencement.
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Lands resumed out of Texas Run.
About 140 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an iron-bark tree marked broad-arrow
over T, and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north 24 degrees 45 minutes east five
miles seventy-four chains to Branch Creek at a gum-
tree marked broad-arrow, and a line bearing north 29
degrees east seven miles thirty-two chains crossing
Brush Creek at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow
over B along the south-east boundaries of the
Beebo and Brush Creek Runs to an ironbark-tree
marked broad-arrow over I on the watershed
between the Severn River and Lrac-leer's Creek ;
thence on the north by that watershed easterlyy
along part of the southern boundary of the Coo l-
munda Run to the head of the western branch of
Oaky Creek ; thence on the east by the right bank
of that branch downward to its junction with Oaky
Creek and by the right bank of that creek down-
wards to the northern boundary of the surrendered
portion of the run (nine square  miles ) ; thence by
a west line along  part of bait boundary to the
north-west a-igle of the last-mentioned portion ;
thence by a south line along the western boundary
of the same portion to the Severn River; and
thence on the south by the right bank of that
river downwards to the point of  commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pikedale Run.
About 27 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek at a point about eight
chains  north-westerly from Traverse Station, No.
5] on the survey of that watershed, and bounded
thence on the north by an east line crossing Pike's
Creek along part of the south boundary of the Pitt
Arrow Run four miles seventy-six chains ; then on
the east by a south line along the west boundary of
the Catterthun Run five miles to the northern
boundary of the Auchinblae Run ; thence on the
south by a west line crossing Pike's Creek along
part of that boundary to the south-east angle of the
Pikedale pre-emptive purchase ; thence by a north
line along the east boundary of that pre-emption
one hundred and sixty-one chains ten links ; thence
by a west line along the north boundary of the
same pre-emption one hundred and sixty-one chains
eight links; thence by a south line along the west
boundary of the before-mentioned pre-emption one
hundred and sixty-one chains seven links to the
northern boundary of the Auchinblae Run ; thence
again on the south by a west line along part of the
northern boundary of the last-named run to the
watershed between Pike's Creek and Bracker's
Creek at a point about twelve chains northerly from
an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over P over P
XII in triangle ; and thence on the north-west by
that watershed and the watershed between Pike's
Creek and Treverton's Creek along parts of the
south-east boundaries of the Warroo and Terrica
Runs north-easterly to the point of commencement,
--ex' lusive of an area of 1,280 acres in two separate
portions of 640 acres each contained within these
described boundaries, and shown on the Land
Agent's official map.
Lands resumed out of Auchinblae Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's Creek
at a point opposite the junction of Lighthouse Gully
with said creek, and bounded thence by that creek
downwards about half-a-mile in a direct line to a
box-tree marked broad-arrow over D ; thence on
the south-west by  a line  bearing north fifty-five
degrees west one hundred and nineteen chains to
an ironbark-tree marked broad-arrow over G, and
by a line bearing west seven degrees north two
hundred and fifty chains along part of the north-
east boundary of the Pike's Creek North Run to an
apple-tree marked broad-arrow over PP over XII
in triangle on the watershed separating Bracker's
Creek from Pike's Creek, thence by that watershed
northerly about twelve chains ; thence on the north
by an east line crossing Pike's Creek, along the
south boundaries of the Pikedale Run, the Pikedale
pre-emptive purchase and the Catterthun Run, in
all thirteen miles twenty chains to the west bound
ary of the resumed portion of the Pikedale Run ;
thence on the east by a south line along part of the
last-named boundary to the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn River ; thence on the
south and south-east by that watershed westerly
and south-westerly along part of the north-west
boundaries of the Nundubbermere Run to the head
of Lighthouse Gully at an ironbark-tree marked
broad-arrow over P over XII in triangle ; thence
again on the north-west by the right bank of that
gully downwards to its junction with Pike's Creek
at a box-tree marked broad-arrow over P, and by a
line across that creek to the  point of commence.
ment.
Lands resumed out of Catterthun Run.
About  28 square miles.
Commencing at the north- east  angle of the Pike-
dale Run, and bounded thence on the north by an
east line along part of the south boundary of the
Pitt Arrow Run, five miles forty-eight chains to
the west boundary of the resumed portion of the
original Pickdade Run ; thence on the east by a
south line along part of that boundary five miles ;
thence on the south by a west line five miles forty-
eight chains along part of the north boundary of
the Auchinblae Run ; and thence on the west by a
north line along the east boundary of the Pikedale
Run five miles to the point  of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek Run.
About  19 square miles.
Commencing at an apple-tree marked broad-
arrow over PB on the east side of Pike's Creek at
the  junction of Oaky Creek, and bounded thence
on the south by the right bank of the lastnamed
creek upwards to where it branches into two heads ;
thence from the junction of the said two branches
by a line bearing north one hundred and five
degrees east one mile  and thirty -seven chains, and
by a line bearing north eighty-eight degrees east
two miles and thirteen chains to the apex of the
Jibbinban Mountain at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over J, along part of the north boundary of
the Glenlyon Run ; thence on the west by the
watershed between Pike's Creek and the Severn
River northerly  to along part  of the  western
boundary of the Nundubbermere Run to a tree
marked P ; thence on the north by a west line
along part of the south boundary of the Pike's
Creek North Run to Pike's Creek ;  and thence on
the west by the left bank of that creek downwards
to the  point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Pike's Creek North Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing at the head of Lighthouse Gully at
an ironbark -tree marked P on the watershed be-
tween Pike's Creek and the Severn River, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line along
part of the northern boundary of the Pike's Creek
Run to Pike's Creek ; thence on the west by the
left bank of that creek  upwards  to the  junction of
Lighthouse Gully at a box-tree marked P ; and
thence on the north-east by the left bank of that
gully upwards to its source at the tree marked P
first mentioned, the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Emu Vale Run.
About  75 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of Pike's  Creek
at a point half-a-mile above the present w ashpool
on the original Glenlyon Run, and bounded thence
on the north by an east line crossing Pike 's Creek
to the watershed between Pike's Creek and the
Severn River ; thence on the south-east by that
watershed south-westerly along part of the north-
west boundary of the Mingoola Run to the east
bank of Pike's Creek at a tree marked broad-arrow
over M, opposite the junction of Little Plains Creek;
thence crossing Pike's Creek to the  watershed be-
tween Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek south-
westerly along a portion of the southern boundary
of the before-mentioned Mingoola Run to the
northern boundary of the Aitkin's Flat Run ;
thence on the east by the last-mentioned watershed
southerly along a portion of the west boundary of
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Aitkin's Flat Run to the watershed separating the
heads of Little Plains Creek from those of Back
Creek ; thence on the south by that watershed
westerly along a part of the north boundary of the
Maidenhead Run ; thence on the west by the
Bracker's Range, shedding its waters easterly into
Little Plains Creek and Pike's Creek, bearing
northerly along a portion of the east boundaries of
the Bonshaw and Gunyan Runs to a point west of
starting point ; and thence again on the north by an
east line to  Pike's Creek at the point of commence-
ment.
Lands resumed out of Bonshaw Run.
About 20 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over G,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
north eighty-two degrees east two hundred and
thirty chains to a box-tree marked broad-arrow,
and by a continuation of the same line one hun-
dred and forty-two chains to the watershed between
the Severn River and Little Plains Creek ; thence
on the east by that watershed and the watershed
between Back Creek and the Severn River in a
southerly direction, in all about four miles ; thence
on the south by a west line to Severn River ; and
thence on the west by the right bank of that river
downwards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Maidenhead Run.
About 21 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over B,
and bounded thence on the north-west by a
line bearing north forty degrees east three miles
thirty chains to the watershed between Back Creek
and the Severn River and by that watershed along
the south-east boundary of the Bonshaw Run to a
point west and about fifteen chains north of the
junction of Back Creek and its western branch ;
thence on the north by an east line crossing the
last-mentioned creek and its western branch about
fifteen chains above the junction to the Severn
River ; and thence on the south-east and south by
the right bank of that river downwards to the point
of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Aitkin's Flat Run.
About 14 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at an ironbark-tree marked A, and bounded
thence on the south by a west line to the water-
shed between Back Creek and the Severn River
along part of the north boundary of the Maiden-
head Run ; thence on the west by that watershed
northerly along the east boundary of the last-
mentioned run and by the watershed between Little
Plains Creek and the Severn River northerly along
part of the east boundary of the Emu Vale Run,
in all about four miles ; thence on the north by an
east  line to the Severn River ; and thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that river down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Lands resumed out of Mingoola Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing on the watershed separating Pike's
Creek from the Severn River at the source of a
gully which empties itself into the Severn River
opposite a point about four miles in a direct line
above the junction of the Tenterfiold branch with
the last-named river, and bounded thence by that
watershed southerly to a tree on Pike's Creek
marked broad-arrow over M ; then across that
creek to the watershed between it and Little Plains
Creek, and by that watershed and the watershed
between Limestone Gully and Pike's Creek easterly
to the Severn River at a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over M in triangle ; thence by the right
bank of that river upwards to a point south-east of
the junction of the first-mentioned gully with Pike's
Creek ; and thence on the north-east by a line
bearing north-west to and across Pike's Creek to
the last-mentioned junction, and by the right bank
of the first-mentioned gully upwards to its source,
the point of commencement.
Lands resumed  out of  Ballindean.
About 98 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of the Severn
River at the Junction of Accommodation Creek,
and bounded thence on  the south -east by the right
bank of that creek upwards to the intersection of
the north-west boundary of the Tenterfield North
Run ; thence by a north -east line along part of
that boundary to the north-west angle of the last.
named run ; thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the before-mentioned
Tenterfield North Run to the Main Dividing Range
between New South  Wales  and Queensland  ;  thence
on the east by that range in a general northerly
direction to the watershed separating Quart Pot
Creek from the waters flowing to the south-west ;
thence on the north -east by that watershed north-
westerly along the south -west boundary of the
Folkstone Run to the junction of Quart Pot Creek
with the Severn River at a gum -tree marked  DF;
and thence on the north -west by the left bank of
that river downwards to the point of commence.
ment.
Lands resumed  out of Tenterfield  North Run.
About 9 square miles.
Commencing on the Main Dividing Range at a
point where it is met  by the  south -east boundary
of the Ballindean Run, and bounded thence on the
north -west by a north -east line along the south-east
boundary of the last -named run three miles and
thirty chains ; thence on the north by an east line
along part of the south boundary of the before-
mentioned Ballindean Run about two miles twenty
chains ; thence on the east by a south line to the
Main Dividing Range, and thence on the south by
that range westerly to the point of commencement
Lands resumed out of Nundubbermere Run.
About  53 square miles.
Commencing on the right bank of the Severn
River at a gnm-tree marked broad -arrow over N,
and bounded thence on the south-east by right
bank of that river upwards to a point about two
miles in a direct line above the intersection of the
north-western road therewith  ;  thence on the east
by a north line to the watershed between the
Severn River and Maryland Creek  ;  thence on the
north -west by that watershed south-westerly to an
ironbark -tree marked P on the watershed between
Pike's Creek and the Severn (being along the south-
west boundary of the Pikedale Run ) ;  thence on
the east by the last -mentioned watershed southerly
along the east boundary of the Pike's Creek Run
to a gum-tree marked broad -arrow over J, and con-
tinuing along the same watershed along part of the
east boundary of the Glenlyon Run to a point
west of starting point ; and thence on the south by
an east line along the north boundary of the Min-
goola Run one mile fifty chains to the point of
commencement.
Lands resumed  out of  Coolmunda Run.
About 99 square miles.
Commencing at a gum -tree on the left bank of
Canning Creek marked broad -arrow over  G79  oppo-
site the north -east corner of the Swithland Run,
and bounded by a line bearing east thirty degrees
north and crossing Canning Creek twice, three
hundred and two chains to an ironbark -tree marked
broad-arrow over A which also forms the south-
west corner of the Bodumba Run  ;  then by a line
bearing east fourteen degrees thirty minutes south
six hundred and ninety -seven chains to a yellow
box-tree on Chain -of-Ponds Creek marked broad-
arrow over -- over V  ;  thence by a line bearing
south and crossing that creek and the Macintyre
Brook two hundred chains to a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over TC.CC on the left bank of that
brook  ;  thence by a line bearing south-east two
hundred and eighty-six chains to a gum -tree marked
broad-arrow over G on the range separating Tre-
verton 's Creek from the Macintyre Brook ; then
by a line bearing south fifty-one degrees thirty
minutes west two hundred and sixty -seven chains
to Bracker's Creek at a tree on the right bank
marked broad-arrow  ;  thence on the south by the
right bank of the last-named creek downwards to
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its  junction with the Macintyre Brook and by the
right bank of that brook downwards to an apple-
tree on Leslie's road marked broad-arrow over L ;
and thence on the west by that road northerly along
part of  the east  boundary of the Swithland Run
crossing  Canning Creek  at an  apple-tree marked
broad- arrow  over L to the north-east corner of the
Swithland Run ; and thence  across  Canning Creek
to the point of  commencement ,- exclusive of an
area of about seven square miles  adjoining the east
boundary of Inglewood Town Reserve and between
Macintyre Brook and Canning Creek, shown on the
land agent 's official map.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
QUEENSLAND , 2 Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT.  S  WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L.S.) Michael and St . George ,  Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS, nor and Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said , with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described  shall be, and are
hereby  set apart  as Homestead Areas, and that the
said lands  shall be open to Selection, subject to the
provisions  of the said Act, at the Nanango Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and
proclaim that the upset price at which the said
lands are open to selection by conditional purchase
shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Lands resumed  from  the Taromeo Run.
Area,  about 14,500 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek at the point where
the spur range forming the northern boundary of
Taromeo Run touches the creek ,  opposite the con-
fluence of Taromeo Creek, and bounded thence by
that northe rn  boundary north -westerly to the range
separating the Burnett River waters from the Bris-
bane River waters ;  thence  by that  range southerly
and by a spur range easterly , and by  a small creek
forming parts of the southern boundary of Taromeo
Run easterly  to Cooyar Creek ;  and thence by
Cooyar Creek  to point of  commencement ,- exclu-
sive of reserved and alienated lands.
Lands resumed from the Cooyar Run.
Area, about 18,500 acres.
Commencing  on Cooyar Creek one  and a-half
miles below  Cooyar head  station ,  and bounded
thence by  a line bearing north 335 degrees east to
the range separating  Cooyar Creek from  Barambah
Creek ; thence by that  range  north-easterly about
eight miles in a direct line ; on the north -east by a
line bearing north 155 degrees east ,  and distant six
and a-half miles from the south -west boundary to
Cooyar Creek  ;  and by that creek upwards to the
point of commencement ,- exclusive of reserved and
alienated lands.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this  first  day of March,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight  hundred  and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
QUEENSLAND ,  Proclamation by His Excellency
TO WIT .  5 WILLIAM  WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George ,  Governor
W. W. CAIRNS,  and Commander -in-Chief of the
Governor.  Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  11 The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ," 1,  WILLIAM
WELLIN GTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, the Governor afore-
said ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described ,  resumed from runs
in the Unsettled District of Burnett ,  shall be open
to Selection ,  subject to the provisions of the said Act,
at the Nanango Land Office, on and after TUES-
DAY, the seventeenth day of April, 1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by conditional purchase shall be 10s .  per acre, and
that the area which may be selected by conditional
purchase shall not exceed 5,120 acres.
UNSETTLED DISTRICT OF BURNETT.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Run.
About 11,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of South Baramba,
or Barker 's Creek, with Baramba Creek opposite a
gum-tree marked broad -arrow over BB over 21 in
triangle, and bounded thence on the west, north,
and north-east by the left bank of the last-named
creek upwards to the north -west corner of Baramba
Pre-emptive No. 4; thence on the east by the west
boundary of that pre-emptive purchase and a line
in continuation bearing south to the north boundary
of Stephenton Run ; thence on the south by the
northern boundary of the Stephenton Run, about
two hundred and ten chains to South Baramba
Creek, at a point fifty-two chains in a direct line
above an apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B
over 15 in triangle ; and thence on the south-west
by the right bank of the last-named creek down-
wards to its junction with Baramba Creek, the point
of  commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed out of North  Baramba Run.
About  18,500 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank  of Baramba Creek
at a gum -tree marked broad -arrow over B over 46 in
triangle, and  bounded thence on the east by a north
line along  the west boundary  of the Baramba Ranges
Run to the range separating the Nangur Creek
waters from those falling into Baramba Creek two
miles forty-four  chains at a point  thirty- two chains
west of an ironbark-tree marked broad -arrow over
9 in triangle  ; thence on the north by that range
westerly along the southern boundary of the Llan-
gollen Run and part of the south-west boundary of
the Goomeribong Run to a point north of an apple-
tree on the left bank of Baramba Creek marked
broad -arrow over B over 28 in  triangle ; thence on
the west by a south line  along part of the east
boundary of the Murgon Run to the right bank of
the last-named creek at a point about  sixteen chain-
north of the aforesaid apple-tree marked broads
arrow over B over  28 in triangle  ;  thence on the
south by the right bank of the  before-mentioned
Baramba Creek upwards to  the south-west corner
of North Baramba Pre-emptive No. 2; thence by
the west and north boundaries of that pre -emptive
north  and east  to the north-east  corner  ; thence by
part of the north-east boundary of that pre-emptive
south-easterly along the Maryborough  and Nanango
main road  about seventy chains ; thence by a line
bearing  east  about one hundred and fifty  chains to
Baramba Creek ; thence by that creek  upwards in
an easterly direction about forty  chains  to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and
alienated  lands  within these described  boundaries.
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Lands resumed out of East Baramba Run.
About 28 square miles.
Commencing on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at an  apple-tree marked broad-arrow over B over
54 in triangle, and bounded thence on the north by
the left bank of that creek downwards to the junc-
tion of Moonda Waamba Creek ; thence on the
south-east by the right bank of that creek upwards
to a point opposite a tree marked broad-arrow over
M over 8 in triangle ; thence on the south by an
east line  along part of the north boundary of the
Brisbane Ranges  Run to a point sixteen chains
north of a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over BM
over  10 in triangle ; and thence on the east by a
north line four miles sixty-four chains to the point
of commencement ,- exclusive of a pre -emptive
purchase  of four  square miles  contained within the
described  boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Baramba Ranges Run.
About 4,500 acres.
Commencing on the range separating  the Wide
Bav waters from the Baramba  Creek  at a tree
marked broad-arrow over B M over 5 in triangle,
and bounded thence on the east by a line bearing
south 22 degrees 30 minutes west ninety-nine
chains ; thence by a south line two miles thirty-
nine chains to Baramba Creek opposite an apple-
tree marked broad-arrow over B over 54 in triangle ;
thence on the south by the right bank of that creek
downwards to the south-east corner of Baramba
Ranges Run  Pre-emptive No. 1 ; thence by the
east  and north boundaries of that pre-emptive north
and west and a line in continuation of said north
boundary west to the east boundary of North
Baramba Run; thence on the west by a north line
along the east boundary of the North Baramba
Run about one mile to the range dividing the
Nangur Creek waters from those of the Baramba
Creek, at a point thirty-two chains west of an iron-
bark-treek marked broad-arrow over 9 in triangle ;
and thence on the north by that range easterly to
the first-mentioned range shedding its waters into
Wide Bay Creek, and along that range easterly to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of all re-
served and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nanango Run.
About 48 square miles.
Commencing at an ironbark-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 14 in tri-
angle, being  the south- east corner  of Coolabunia
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along the  south boundary of that run  crossing
South  Baramba  or Barker's Creek at a gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 19 in triangle to
the range separating the Stewart River waters from
the Baramba waters ; thence on the west by that
range southerly along part of the west boundary of
the Boonnenne Run about forty chains to a spur-
range ; thence on the south-west along that spur
east-south-easterly to South Baramba Creek oppo-
site to a gum-tree marked BO and broad-arrow over
TN in  triangle  by a line bearing south-east to a
tree marked broad-arrow over TN over 3 in triangle
on a spur of the Brisbane Range and by that spur
south-easterly to the Brisbane Range, this south-
west boundary being also the north-east boundary
of the Kunioon Run ; thence on the south-east by
the Brisbane Range north-easterly to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of the  area contained in
the Nanango Town Reserve ,  and all alienated lands.
Lands resumed out of BooieRun.
About 54  square miles.
Commencing  on the Brisbane Range at a point
equidistant  from an ironbark-tree marked broad-
arrow over  N over 5 in triangle and gum-tree
marked broad- arrow over  N over 4 in triangle, said
point being the south- east  corner of the Broadwater
Run, and bounded thence on the north by a west
line along  the south boundary of the last-named
run crossing  the head of Reedy Creek ten chains
below a  gum-tree marked broad-arrow over W over
3 in triangle and South Baramba  or Barker's Creek
at a gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 26
in triangle on the right side of said creek to the
range separating the Stewart Creek waters from
the Baramba Creek waters ; thence on the west by
that range southerly along parts of the Wooroolin
and Boonnenue Huns about three miles fifty-six
chains to a point west of a guns-tree on the Brisbane
Range marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in tri-
angle ; and thence on the south by an east line
along the north boundary of the Coolabunia Run
crossing Baramba Creek five chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over 23 in triangle to
the gum-tree marked broad-arrow over N over 9 in
triangle on the Brisbane Range ; and thence on the
east by that range northerly to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Boonara Run.
About 47  square miles.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of the
Nangur Run, bounded thence on the east by the
line of range separating  the Wide Bay from the
Burnett  District, about five and three- quarter miles
in a north-easterly direction to a line of fence about
a quarter of  a mile south-westerly from a. spotted
gum-tree on  the head of Alma Creek marked broad-
arrow over  A"over 6.55 in triangle ; thence on the
north and east by said line of fence, about four
miles in a  direct line to the edge of a dense pine
scrub ; thence again on the north by a line bearing
about west seven degrees south about ten miles and
a-quarter  to a scrubby range crossing Planted or
Scrubby, Jengban, Diggers', Washpool, and
Christmas Creeks, to a point bearing about east-
north-east from  a gum-tree  on Boonara Creek
marked broad-arrow over B over 26 in triangle and
broad-arrow over BN in triangle about one mile
distant; thence on the west by said scrubby range
in a southerly direction about four miles and a-half
in a direct line to the north-west corner of Nangur
Run ; thence on the south by part of the north
boundary of that run being an east line about five
miles  to the south-west corner of Boonara PP3 ;
thence by the west boundary of that PP and a line
in continuation  north about two hundred and forty
chains to Boonara Creek ; thence by that creek up-
wards north-easterly in a direct line about three
hundred and forty chains ; thence by a line south
to the north boundary of Nangur Run; and thence
by that boundary east about one hundred and
seventy chains to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Nangur Run.
About 34 square miles.
Commencing  at the north-east corner of the
Goomerribong Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of range separating the Wide Bay
from the Burnett District in a northerly direction
about four  miles and a-quarter crossing the road to
Kilkivan near to an ironbark-tree on the head of
Gap Creek marked broad-arrow over B over 5 in
triangle and broad-arrow over BO over 8 in tri-
angle ; thence on the north by a west line about
one hundred and seventy chains ; thence by a line
south two hundred and sixty chains ; thence by a
line west eight hundred and twenty chains to a
point south of the south-west  corner  of Boonara
P.P. No. 3; thence by a line north about two hun-
dred and sixty chains to aforesaid south-west corner
of P.P No. 3; thence by a line west being the south
boundary of Boonara Run about five miles to a
scrubby  range at a point  about one mile southerly
from a bloodwood-tree marked broad-arrow over
WB over 4.30 in triangle ; and thence on the west
by said scrubby  range  south-easterly about four and
a-half miles in a direct  line to a point on the said
range  about one mile south-west of a Moreton Bay
ash-tree on  Trinity Creek marked broad-arrow over
T over  6 in triangle , being the north-west corner
of the Goomerribong Run ; and thence on the south
by the north boundary of that run, being an east
line about  nine miles  and a-quarter to the starting
point,- exclusive  of all reserved and alienated land
ontained  within these described boundaries
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Lands  resumed out  of Goonierribong Run.
About 41  square miles.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
Llangollen Run, and bounded thence on the
east by the line of ranges eparating  the Wide
Bay from the Burnett District, about five
miles in a direct line to a point about
eight chains south of a dense scrub ; thence
on the north by a west line about nine miles and
a-quarter crossing Eulers Creek ,  also Nangur Creek
about ten chains below a gum-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over 12 in triangle, and also crossing
Lambing, Champion, Waterfall, and one of the
heads of Trinity Creeks to a scrubby  range ; and
thence on the west by that range in a south-easterly
direction about seven miles to the west boundary of
Llangollen Run ; and thence northerly by the west
boundary of that run about two miles in a direct
line crossing  the Jura Creek  at a gum-tree  marked
broad-arrow  over J  over 5 in triangle  ;  and thence
on the south by the north boundary of said run,
being an east line about eight miles to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive of a pre-emptive pur-
chase of four square miles, and all reserved and
alienated lands contained within these described
boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Boonbyjan Run.
About 63 square miles.
Commencing  on the right  bank of Boonara Creek
at the south -west corner of Boonbyjan  P.P. No. 1,
and bounded thence by that creek upwards in a
southerly direction to the north boundary of
Windera Run ; thence by an east line to the range
separating the beads of Christmas, Washpool, and
Planted Creeks from those of Goounuloom Creek,
said range also being the western and north-western
boundary of Scrubby Creek  Run;  thence by last-
mentioned range north-easterly and northerly to
the watershed separating Teebar waters from those
of the Dadamarine Creek  ;  thence by last-men-
tioned range in a north-westerly direction to the
range separating the Ban Ban waters from those of
the last-mentioned creek ; thence by last-named
range in a south-westerly direction to where it is
intersected by the postman 's track to Gayndah at a
point about six chains east of a spotted gum-tree
marked broad-arrow over  P over  3 in shield  ;  thence
by the east boundary of Boonimba Run being a line
bearing south to the north boundary of Windera
Run ; thence  by that north  boundary east to the left
banx of Boonara Creek  ; thence by  Boonara Creek
upwards to Dadamarine  Creek,  and by that upwards
to Goonuloom Creek, and by that creek upwards to
the east boundary of mineral selection No. 1836
northerly and easterly  ;  thence by a line bearing
south to a point cant from starting point ; and
thence by  a line bearing west to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands contained within the described boundaries.
Lands resumed  out of  Windera Run.
About 91 square miles.
Commencing at the junction of the Cloyne with
Windera Creek, and bounded thence on the north
by a west line to the right or east bank of the Ba-
ramba Creek at a point about sixty-four chains in a
direct line above the junction on the west side of
the Boogoorootommy Creeek ; bounded thence on
the west by the right bank of Baramba Creek
upwards for about two miles sixteen chains in a
direct line to a point opposite to an ironbark-tree
near the junction of the  Coongaroo Creek marked
broad-arrow over BH over  XCVIII  in shield ;
thence by an east line two and a-half miles ; thence
by a south line eight miles sixty -four chains ; thence
by a line bearing north 60 degrees east, crossing
Windera Creek at an apple -tree marked broad-
arrow over W over 14 in shield to the high range
separating the heads of the last-named creek from
those of Cloyne Creek  ;  thence by that range
southerly and easterly to the scrubby range sepa-
rating the heads of Undaban and Watchbox Creeks
from those of Redbank Creek, said range also
forming portions of the western boundaries of the
Nangur and  Boonara Runs  ; thence by  last-named
range in a northerly direction to a point bearing
about west-south-westerly from  a gum -tree on Boo-
nara Creek marked broad -arrow over B over 26 in
triangle and  broad- arrow over BN in triangle ;
thence by a line bearing about east-north -easterly
crossing Boonara Creek at last-named tree to the
range separating the heads of Christmas Creek
from other waters at the south -east corner of the
Boonbyjan  Run;  thence by last-named range in a
northerly direction to a point east of starting point;
and thence again on the north by a west line to
the point of commencement,-exclusive of a pre-
emptive purchase of four square miles and all
reserved and alienated lands contained within these
described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo Run.
About  16 square miles.
Commencing on the east  boundary  of the Ba-
ramba Ranges Run at a tree  marked broad-arrow
over BM over  1; and bounded thence on  the north
by an  east line along part  of the south  boundary or
the Gobongo i orth Run about  one hundred and
ten chains  to the north -west corner of  Gobongo
pre-emptive purchase  41A; thence by the west and
south  boundaries  of that pre -emptive  purchase
south and  east to the  south-east corner  ;  thence by
a line south  about eignty -five chains ; thence by a
line east about  one hundred and forty  chains to the
west boundary  of Toomcul  Run ; thence south by
part of the west boundary of Toomcul Run to the
north boundary of Gallangowan  Run ; thence west
by part of the north boundary  of that run about
five miles  to the east  boundary of the  East Baramba
Run at  a tree marked broad-arrow over B  M over 9;
and thence  on the  west  by a north  line along par`
of that boundary  and part of the east boundary o r
the Baramba Ranges Run in all five miles crossing
the Toomcul branch  of Baramba Creek at an apple.
tree marked broad -arrow over B over 54 at the
junction of Peenam Creek to the  tree hereinbefore
first described ,  the point  of commencement ,- exclu-
sive of all reserved  and alienated lands contained
within these described  boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Gobongo 14orth Run.
About 22  square miles.
Commencing on the east boundary of the Baramba
Ranges Run at a tree marked broad -arrow over
BM over 1,  and bounded thence on the south by an
east line about three hundred and ten chains along
the north boundary of Gobongo, and part of the
north boundary of  Toomcul  Run, to the south-
west corner of Gobongo North P.P. 41 B ; thence
by the west boundary of that P.P. north to the
north-west corner  ;  thence by a line east to the
north-east corner of that P.P. ; thence south by its
east boundary to the south -east corner  ;  thence by
a line east along part of the north boundary of
Toomcul Run to the west boundary of the Manum-
bar Run ; thence on the east by a north line to the
watershed dividing the Unsettled District of Burnett
from the Settled District of Wide Bay and Burnett,
being along part of the west boundary of the
Manumbar Run ; thence on the north by that
watershed westerly to a tree marked broad-arrow
over BM over  5;  thence on the north-west by a
line bearing south 22 degrees 30 minutes west
ninety-nine chains along the south -east boundary of
the Baramba Ranges Run ; and thence on the west
by a south line along part of the east boundary of
that run one mile forty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all reserved and alienated
lands contained within these described boundaries.
Lands resumed out of  Manunbar Run.
About 25 square miles.
Commencing on the range dividing the Settled
from the Unsettled Districts at the south-east
corner of the Gallangowan Ran, being a point about
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thirty-two chains in a north-easterly direction from
a gum-tree  marked broad-arrow over BE, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line along
the east boundaries of the Gallango,van and Toomcul
Runs , to the south-west corner of Manumbar P.P.
41 C ; thence by the south, east, and north boun-
daries of that P.P. east, north, and west, to the
north-west  corner  of same ; thence by a line north
along part  of the east boundary of Toomeul and
the east boundary of Gobongo North Run to the
before-mentioned dividing range ; and thence on
the north- east  and south-east by that range south-
easterly, southerly, and south-westerly to the point
of commencement,-exclusive of all reserved and
alienated  lands within these described boundaries.
Lands  resumed out  of Mondure Run.
About  68 square miles.
Commencing  at the junction of Yellow Water-
hole Creek with Baramba Creek, and bounded
thence on  the north- east and  north by the left bank
of Baramba  Creek downwards to the north-east
corner of  Mondure P.P. 40; thence by the west
boundary of that P.P., and a line in continuation
thereof south one hundred and twenty chains ;
thence by  a line west  about two hundred and thirty
chains  to the  east  boundary of Mondure Back Run ;
thence  on the  west  by a south line along the east
boundary of the Mondure Back Run, passing
through a point  one mile and  a-half east of the
summit  of McEuen Mountain, to the watershed
separating the waters  of the Stuart River from
those of Baramba  Creek ; thence by that watershed
in a general  south- east  direction to a point west
from a tree  on the head of Yellow Waterhole Creek
marked broad -arrow  over Y over 9 in shield; thence
on the south  by an east line to the last-named creek
at a point  opposite to the aforesaid tree marked
broad-arrow over  Y over 9 in shield ; apd thence on
the east  by the left bank of said Yellow Waterhole
Creek downwards to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of all reserved and alienated lands within
these described  boundaries.
Lands resumed out of Mondure Back Run.
About 56 square miles.
Commencing  on the left bank of Baramba Creek
at a gum -tree marked  broad-arrow over 8 over B in
shield, situated  about ninety chains in a direct line
below or down the said creek from the junction of
Sunday Creek ; and bounded thence on the north
by a west line along  the south boundary of Mun-
dure Run to  the watershed separating the waters
of the Boyne and Stuart Rivers from those of
Baramba  Creek ; thence on the south-west by said
-watershed in a general  south-east direction to a
point south of a gum -tree on the left bank of
Baramba Creek  marked broad-arrow over 20 over
B in shield  ; thence on the east by a north line about
three and  three-quarter miles passing through a
point one and a-half miles east of the summit of
McEuen Mountain  ; thence by  a line  west about
two and a-quarter miles  to a point south of the
south-west corner  of Mondure Back Run P. P. 41 ;
thence by  a line  north to the south-west corner of
said  P. P. ; thence by the west and north-west
boundaries  of said P P. bearing north and north-
easterly to  Baramba Creek ; and thence by the left
bank of Baramba  Creek downwards to the point of
commencement ,- exclusive  of all. reserved and
alienated lands contained  within these described
boundaries.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this  first day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD S AVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
THE following description of the amended boun-
daries of  the Reserve for Timber, in the parish
of Knapp, county of \Vard, established by notice
dated 12th November, 1875, is substituted for that
published  in page  2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1'S 75.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE TOR TIMBER.
County of lVard, parish of Knapp.
About  1,260 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, forming
part of the south boundary of portion 344, at its
intersection by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide  ;  and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west about one hundred and sixty
chains;  on the west by a line bearing south about
one hundred and thirty -one chains  ;  on the south by
a line bearing east sixty-five chains ;  and on the
south -cast by lines bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north 55 degrees east eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONER'S COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information,
that the Land Commissioner under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," for the Land
Agents' districts of Toowoomba, Lalby, and War-
wick, will hold his Courts, in pursuance of the 11th
section of the above recited Act, at the Court
Houses of Toowoomba, Dalby, and Warwick,
respectively, on the following dates, for the year
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
I
Month. Toowoomba. Dalby. Warwick.
Date. Date. Date.
April Monday,  23 Wednesday 25 Friday, 27
May „ 21  „ 23 ,. 25
June ... „ 25 „ 27 „ 29
July ... „ 23 „ 25 „ 27
August ...  „  27 „ 29 „ 31
September „  24 „ 26 „ 28
October ... „ 22 „ 24 „ 26
November „  26 „ 28 „ 30
December ... „  24 ,Thursday, 27 Satu rday 29
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under His  If  and and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date cf Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land granted-Portion  94, county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Nance of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Bovey.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1877.
SURVEY OF RUNS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Runs, situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
Amended Descriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the Leases of the said
Duns.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said amended descriptions, must
forward their objections, in writing, to this Depart-
ment, before the 11th July, 1877.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
mation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Albion.
Claimant of Lease-Henry Rourke.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 ,,
Total  ... ...  75
Commencing on the right bank of Landsborough
Creek at a point forty chains below a tree marked
broad-arrow over L over III, being also the north-cast
corner of the Caledonia Run, and bounded thence partly
on the south by a west line along the northern boundary
of the last-named run and a prolongation thereof, in all
ninemiles forty chains; thence partly on the west bya north
line seven miles forty chains ; thence again on the south
by a west line two miles ; thence again on the west by a
north line seven miles forty chains, passing thirty chains
west of a tree on Rockwood Creek marked broad-arrow
over N over II and  crossing  that creek ; thence on the
north by an east line passing 35 chains south of a tree
on Landsborough Creek marked broad-arrow over L
over XVII two miles sixty chains to Landsborough
Creek ; and thence on the east and north-cast by the
right bank of that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Escort.
Claimant of Lease-Henry Rourke.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 75 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total... ... 75
Commending at a point  on the western boundary of
Caledonia  Run twelve chains west of a tree on Thornville
Creek marked broad-arrow over T over XXXIII, and
bounded thence partly an the east by a portion of the
western boundary of Caledonia Run bearing south five
miles twenty-five chains to the northern boundary of
Culloden Run ; thence on the south by part of the
northern boundary of Culloden Run bearing west five
miles; thence on the west by the eastern boundary of
St. George Run and a prolongation thei eof bearing north
fifteen miles  to the southern boundary of Albion Run and
crossing  Thornviie Creek five chains east of a tree
marked broad-arrow over T over XXVIII ; thence on
the north by part of the south boundary of Albion Run
bearing east  five miles to the north-west corner of Cale-
donia Run ; thence again on the east by part of the
west boundary of the last-named run bearing south nine
miles  fifty-five  chains  to the point of  commencement.
Name of  Run-Ensay.
Claimant of Lease - Henry Rourke.
Estimated Area-
Available .. ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
„
Total... ... 50
Commencing on the right bank of Rockwood Creek,
where that creek is intersected by the western boundary
of Albion Run, being a point about thirty chains west and
forty-four chains north of a tree mar!,cd broad-arrow
over N over II, and bounded thence on the east by part
of that boundary bearing south three miles five chains
to the north-east angle of the Flodden Valley Run, and
passing thirty chains west of the first-mentioned tree ;
thence on the south by part of the northern boundary of
Flodden Valley Run and a prolongation thereof bearing
west ten miles ; thence on the west by the eastern
boundary of Woodsberry Run bearing north five miles
sixty chains to Rockwood Creek, and passing forty
chains west of a tree on that creek marked broad-arrow
over N over XI ; thence on the north by the right bank
of Rockwood Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-Barry.
Claimant of Lease-Henry Rourke.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... GO square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
Total ... ... 60 f,
Commencing  on the left bank of Landsborough Creek
at a point one mile fifteen chains due sout h  of a tree
marked  broad-arrow  over L over XIV, being  also the
north -west corner of  Eversleigh  No. 3 Run ,  and bounded
thence on  the south  by a portion  of that boundary
bearing east seven  miles fifty  chains  ;  thence on the cast
by a line bearing north seven m iles sixty chains to the
southern  boundary of N inevah  Run ; thence on the
north by a portion of that boundary and the southern
boundary of Hardwick Run bearing west eight miles to
Landsborough  Creek (which last  line if produced would
pass nine chains north of a tree on the west side of the
said creek marked broad -arrow over L over XIX)
thence on the west by the left bank of Landsborough
Creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Name  of Run-Hardwick.
Claimant of Lease - Henry Rourke.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  36 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
Total ... ...  36 „
Commencing on the left bank of Landsborough Creek
at the north-west corner of Barry Run, being a point
nine chains north and iabout half-a-mile east of a tree
marked broad-arrow over L over XIX, and bounded
thence on the south by part of the north boundary of
Barry Run, bearing east seven miles forty chains
thence on the east by the western boundary of Ninevah
Run bearing north six miles sixty- six chains  to Lands-
borough Creek (which line if produced  would pass
fourteen chains west of a tree on the north side of the
said creek marked broad-arrow over L over XXVII)
thence on the north and west by the left
Landsborough Creek downwards to the
commencement.
bank of
point of
Name of Run-Rockwood East.
Claimant of Lease-Henry Rourke.
Estimated Area-
Available . . , 35 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 ,,
- Total ... ... 35 „
Commencing on the left bank of Rockwood Creek, at
a point fifty chains below a tree marked broad-arrow
over N over X, being also the south- east corner of
Rockwoodville Run, and bounded thence on the west by
the eastern boundary of Rockwoodville Run bearing
north four miles twenty cliains ; thence partly on the
north by a line bearing east seven miles to the western
boundary of Cameron Downs Run ; thence partly on the
east by that boundary bearing south three  miles sixty
chains; thence again on the north by a part of the
southern boundary of Cameron Downs Run bearing east
one mile to the north-west corner of Albion Run ; thence
again on the east by a part of the western boundary of
Albion Run bearing south three miles fifteen chains to
Rockwood Creek (which last line if produced would
pass thirty chains west of a tree on the right bank of
Rockwood Creek marked broad-arrow over N over II) ;
thence on the south by the left bank of Rockwood Creek
upwards to the point of commencement.
Name of Runn-Rutilus.
Claimant of Lease - The Scottish Australian
Investment Company (Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... 100 „
Conunencing on the left bank of Bradley's Creek at a
point where the creek is intersected by the west boundary
of the Balang Run south of a tree marked broad-arrow
over II over XXX.IIH, and bounded thence on the east
by a north line along parts of the west boundaries of the
last-named run and the Betawong Run nine miles fifty-
six chains to the south-east angle of the Bangall Run ;
thence on the north by a west line along part of the
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south boundary of that  run six miles sixty-six chains ;
thence  on the  west by a south line crossing Bradley's Creek
at a point  forty  chains  above  a tree  marked broad-arrow
over H over XXVI fourteen miles fifty chains ; thence
on the souuh by an east  line six miles  sixty- six chains to
the west boundary of the beforcmentioned Balang Run ;
and thence again on the east by a north line along part
of that boundary four miles seventy-four chains to and
across  Bradley's Creek to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Boydain.
Claimant  of Lease-The Scottish Australian
Investment  Company (Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... 100
Commencing on the left bank of Bradley's Creek at
the intersection of the west boundary of the Rutilus Run
forty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over H
over XXVI, and bounded thence on the east by a north
line six miles  fifty-six chains to the south boundary of
the Bangal Run ; thence on the north by a west line along
part of  that boundary and a part of the south boundary
of the Kensington No. 1 Run, in all six miles sixty-six
chains ; thence on the west by a south line crossing
Bradley's Creek twenty chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over H over XIX, fourteen miles fifty chains ;
thence on the south by an east  line six miles  sixty-six
chains  to the south-west angle of the Rutilus Run ; and
thence again on the east by a north line along part of
that boundary seven miles seventy-four chains to and
across Bradley's Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Alma
Claimant of Lease-The Scottish Australian Invest-
mcut Company (Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... 56 square miles.
Unavailable 0 „
Total ... 56 „
Commencing at the north west corner of Bangall Run,
being a point about twenty-three chains south-east of a
tree marked broad-arrow over N over III, and bounded
thence on  the west by part of the eastern boundary of
Kensington  No. 4 Run bearing north seven miles forty-
five chains to a post marked broad-arrow over H over
II ; thence on the north by a line bearing east twenty-
eight chains seventy-eight links to a post at the south-
west corner of Overton Run marked broad-arrow over  0
and by the southern boundary of that run having
the same bearing, two miles forty chains (in all
two miles sixty-eight chains seventy-eight links) to
another post marked broad-arrow over  0  at the
north-west corner of Tablederry Run ; thence on
the north-east by the last-named boundary bearing
south  fifty -five degrees east about thirteen miles
forty chains to the northern boundary of Betawong
Run, at a point about one mile sixty-five chains west of
a tree marked LXVII ; thence on the south by part of
that boundary bearing west three miles sixty chains to
the east boundary of the Bangall Run ; thence again
on the west by a north line about forty-four chains ;
and thence again on the south by a west line along the
north boundary of the before-mentioned Bangall Run
ten miles to  the point of commencement.
Name of Run -- Bangall.
Claimant of Lease-The Scottish Australian In-
vestment  Company (Limited).
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... .. 100
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the right bank of Bangall Creek, op-
posite  a point twenty-one chains  east  of a tree marked
broad- arrow  over N over IV, and bounded thence on the
west by a  south  line crossing Western Creek twenty-six
chains  east  of a tree marked broad- arrow  over N over V
seven miles to a  point bearing north 21 degrees east
distant twenty-four chains from a post marked broad-
arrow over N over VI ; thence on the south by an east
line  ten miles to the west boundary of the L'etawong
Run ; thence on the east by a line northerly along part
of that boundary and a prolongation, in all ten miles ;
thence on the north by a west line ten miles to a point
twenty-three chains south-east of a post marked broad-
arrow over N over III; and thence again on the west
by a south line three miles eighteen chains to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Cameron Downs.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Christison.
Estimated Area-
Available  50 square miles.
Unavailable  ... ... 0
Total  ... ...  50
Commencing on the right bank of Landsborough
Creek at the north: east  corner of Albion Run, being a
point thirty-five chains south and thirty-two  chains east
of a tree on the last-named creek marked broad-arrow
over L over XVII, and bounded thence on the south by
a west line along the northern boundary of that iun and
a prolongation thereof, in  all three miles  sixty chains ;
thence on the west by a north line ten miles ;  thence on
the north by a line  bearing east seven miles twelve
chains ; thence partly on the east by a south  line, pass-
ing through a tree marked  broad-arrow  over L over
XXIV,  one mile  fifty-five  chains to  Landaborough Creek ;
thence on the south-east and east by the right bank of
that creek downwards to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run - Mingeburra.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Christison.
Area-
Available ... ...  25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 25
Commencing on the right bank of Landsborough
Creek at a point south of a tree marked broad-arrow
over L over XXIV on an anabranch where  the eastern
boundary of the Cameron Downs Run strikes that creek,
and bounded thence on the west by a north line along
the eastern boundary of that run  and a prolongation
thereof  passing  through the last-mentioned tree, in all
five miles seventy-five chains ; thence on the north by
an east line four miles seventy chains to Landsborough
Creek at a point thirty-two chains above  a tree marked
broad-arrow over L over XLI ; and thence  on the east
and south by right bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-May Downs.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Christison.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 27 square miles.
Unavailable 0 „ -
Total ... 27 „
Commencing on the right bank of Landsborough
Creek at the north-east corner of Mingeburra Run being
a point thirty -two chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over  L over XLI,  and bounded thence on the
south by the northern boundary of Mingeburra Run
bearing west four miles seventy chains ; thence on the
west by a line bearing  north five miles sixty chains ;
thence on the north by  a line bearing east five miles
twenty chains t o Landsborough Creek at a point twenty-
six chains above a tree marked broad -arrow over L over
XLVI ; thence on the east by the right bank of
Landsborough Creek downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Name of Run-The Merse.
Claimants of Lease -- Robert Christison and Thomas
Christison.
Estimated Area-
Available  ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable 0
Total ... 50
Commencing on the left bank of Landsborough Creek
at a point thirty -four chains south of a creek marked
broad-arrow over L over XXVIII, being also the upper
boundary of Ninevah Run, and bounded  thence on the
south by that  boundary and a prolongation thereof bear-
ing east four miles seventy chains ; thence on the east
by a line bearing north ten miles crossing Merse Creek
twenty chains lesL of a tree marked broad-arrow over
L over XXXIV ; thence on the north by a  line bearing
west four miles sixty chains to Laudsborough Creek at
a point twenty-eight chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over L over XLVI ; thence on the west by the left
branch of Landaborough Creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Kensington No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Donald Gunn.
Estimated Area-
Available ...  100 square miles.
,,
„
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total... ... 100 „
Commencing at the southwest corner of Bangall Run,
being a point bearing N. 24 degrees E. distant about
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twenty-four  chains  from a post marked broad-arrow
over N over VI, and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing  west ten miles eleven  chains  to a wooden
post marked broad-arrow over K over 1-2 ; thence on
the west by a north line ten miles eighteen chains, and
crossing Western Creek two miles thirty-five chains west
of a tree  marked broad-arrow over B over IV ; thence
on the north by an cast line ten miles eight chains cross-
ing Bangall  Creek to the north-west corner of the
Bangall Run , being a point twenty-three chains south-
east of a tree  marked broad-arrow over N over III ; and
thence on the east by the western boundary of Bangall
Run bearing  south ten miles eighteen chains, crossing
Bangall Creek  about twenty- one chains  east of a tree
marked broad -arrow over N over IV, and Western Creek
about twenty- six chains cast  of a tree marked broad-
arrow over  N over V to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kensington No. 2.
Claiman t of Lease-Donald Gunn.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total... ... 100 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of Kensington
No. 1 Run at a wooden post marked broad-arrow over
K over 1-2 ; and bounded thence on the south by a
line bearing west one degree twenty minutes north ten
miles eight chains to a wooden post marked broad-arrow
over K2, and crossing Bradley's Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over K2 ; thence on the west by a line
bearing north (re-crossing Bradley's Creek) ten miles
eight chains to a wooden post marked broad-arrow over
K over  2-3;  thence on the north by a line bearing
cast thirty minutes south ten miles eight chains ; thence
on the east by a south line along the west boundary of
the Kensington No. 1 Run ten miles eighteen chains
(crossing Western Creek two miles thirty-five chains
west of a tree marked broad-arrow over B over IV) to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Kensington No. 3
Claimant of Lease-Donald Gunn.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total ... 100 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Kensington
No. 2 Run, at a wooden post marked broad-arrow over
K over 2-3, and bounded thence on the west by a line
bearing north ten miles 8 chains to a wooden post
marked broad-arrow over K3, and crossing a sma ll
creek and Bangall Creek at trees also marked broad-
arrow over K3 ; thence on the north by an east line
ten miles eight chains to a wooden post marked broad-
arrow over K over 3-4; thence on the east by a south
line ten miles eighteen chains ; and thence on the south by
a line bearing west 30 minutes north along the northern
boundary of Kensington No. 2 Run, ten miles eight
chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Rnn-Kensington No. 4.
Claimant of Lease-Donald Gunn.
Estimated Area-
Available ... 99 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total ... 99
Commencing at the north-east corner of Kensington
No. 3 Run at a wooden post marked broad-arrow over
K over 3-4, and bounded thence on the north by an
cast line nine  miles eleven chains to a wooden post on
the south -west boundary of Overton Run marked broad-
arrow over K4; thence on the north- east  by a line
bearing  south 26 degrees east along part of the last-
named boundary  two miles seventy -nine chains to a
wooden post  marked broad-arrow over 0, being the
south-west  corner  of the Overton Run ; thence by a west
line twenty-eight chains seventy-eight  links  to a post
marked broad-arrow over H over II ; thence on the east
by a south line seven miles forty-live chains to the north-
west corner of Bangall Run, at a point twenty-three chains
south- cast  of a tree marked broad-arrow over N over III ;
thence on the south by a west line along the northern
boundary of Kensington No. 1 Run, cro.;smg Bangall
Creek ten miles eight chains ; thence on the west by a
north line along the eastern boundary of Kensington
No. 3 Run ten miles eighteen chains to the point of
commencement.
Name  of Run -St. DTungo.
Claimant  of Lease -Simeon Lord.Estimated Area-
Available ...  65 square miles.
Unavailable . ... 0
Total ... . 65 „
Commencing at the north-west corner of Kensington
No. 4 Run at a wooden post marked broad-arrow over K
over 3-4, and bounded thence on the west by  a north line
nine miles sixty-five chains ; thence on the north by an
east line to the south-west angle of the  Demeron Run
and a'ong part of the south boundary of that run, in all
four miles twenty- one chains , to the north-west corner
of the Ou ertoa Run, and crossing Culloden Creek five
chains north of a tree marked broad-arrow over A over
III ; thence on the north-east by  a line  bearing south
26 degrees  east  along part of the south-west boundary
of the last named run, crossing Culloden Creek twenty
chains below a-tree marked broad-arrow over A over II
ten miles seventy-three  chains  to a wooden post marked
broad-arrow over K4 ; and thence on the south by a west
line along  the northern boundary  of Kensington No. 4
Run bearing  west nine miles eleven chains to  the point
of commencement.
Name of Ran -Culloden.
Claimants of Lease-Simeon Lord.
Estimated Area-Available ... ...  99 square miles.
Unavailable... ... 0
Total . .. ... 99 „
Commencing at the south-west corner of the Demeron
Run, being a point north 58 degrees west and distant
ten chains from a tree on Culloden Creek marked
broad-arrow over A over III, and bounded thence on
the south by a west line along part of the northern
boundary of the St. Mungo Run  and a prolongation
thereof,  in all nine  miles ; thence on the west by a north
line eleven miles crossing Culloden Creek thirty-two
chains cast of a tree marked broad-arrow over A over
XI ; thence on the north by an east line to the south-
west corner of the Caledonia Run and along part of the
southern boundary of that run, in all nine miles, to the
north-west corner of the Demeron Run crossing Thornville
Creek sixty chains south of a tree marked broad-arrow
over T over XXXVII ; thence on the east by a south
line along the western boundary of the Demeron Run
crossing  Thornville Creek and passing eight  chains west
of a tree on that creek marked broad-arrow over T over
XXXVIII, and also crossing Culloden Creek eleven
miles  to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-St.  George.
Claimant of Lease - Simeon Lord.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
Total ... ... 100
,,
Commencing at a point on the left bank of Thornville
Creek marked broad-arrow over T over XXVIII, and
bounded thence partly on the east by  a south line
crossing the last-named creek five  miles  fifty-fi ve chains
to the northern boundary of the Culloden Run ; thence
on the south by a west  line along part  of the northern
boundary of the Culloden Run  and a prolongation
thereof, in all ten miles ; thence on the west by a north
line ten miles crossing Thornville Creek five  chains east
of a tree marked broad-arrow over T over XVIII
thence on the north by a line bearing  east ten miles
and thence again on the cast by a south  line four miles
twenty-five chains to the point of commencement.
Nance of Run-Lochiel.
(7laimnnt of Lease-Simeon Lora.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 160 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0 „
Total ... ... 100
Commencing on the right bank of Culloden Creek at
a point forty  chains in  a direct line from  a tree marked
broad-arrow over A over XI, and bounded thence partly
on the cast by a south line along portion of the  western
boundary of the Culloden Run two miles fifty-six  chains
thence on the south by a west line along part of tLe
northern boundary of the, Glenullin Run and a prolon-
gation thereof bearing west nine miles eight  chains
thence on the west by anorth line elevenmiles to thesoutli-
ern boundary of St. George Run and crossing Culloden
Creek fifty-five chains  west of a ties mai k  d broad-arrow
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over A over XIX ; thence on the north by an east line
along part of the southern boundary of the last-named
run bearing east nine miles eight chains to tue north-
west corner of Culloden Run ; and thence again on the
east by a south line along part of the west boundary of
the last-named run crossing Culloden Creek eight miles
twenty-four chains to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-St. David.
Claimant of Lease--Simeon Lord.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
Total ... 100 „
Commencing on the right bank of Thornville  Creek
opposite a point five chains below a tree marked broad-
arrow over T over XVIII, and bounded thence partly on
the east by a south line along portion of the western
boundary of the St. George Run four miles fifteen
chains ; thence on the south by a west line ten miles ;
thence on the west by a line bearing north ten miles and
crossing Thornville Creek thirty chains west of a tree
marked broad-arrow over T over IX ; thence on the
north by a line bearing east ten miles ; and thence again
on the east by a south line along part of the western
boundary of the St. George Run five miles sixty-five
chains to and across Thornville Creek to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Rockwoodville.
Claimant of Lease--Edward Rowland Edkins.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total 50 „
Commencing on the left bank of Rockwood Creek at
a point thirty-five chains above a tree marked broad-
arrow over N over XXI, and bounded thence on the west
by a line bearing north six miles sixty-two chains ;
thence on the north by a line bearing east ten miles ;
thence on the east by the western boundary of Rock-
wood East Run bearing south four miles twenty chains to
to Rockwood Creek at a point fifty chains below a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over X ; thence on the
south by the left bank of Rockwood Creek upwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Quebec.
Claimants of Lease--William Henry Barton and
Julius Milton Jacques Barton.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  43 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... 43 „
Commencing on the left bank of Bradley's Creek at
the intersection of the west boundary of the Boydam
Run twenty chains above a tree marked broad-arrow
over H over XIX, and bounded thence on the east by a
north line along part of the west boundary of the last-
named run six miles  sixty-eight chains to the south
boundary of the Kensington No. 1 Run ; thence on the
north by a west line along part of that boundary six
miles  thirty-nine chains to a post marked broad-arrow
over K over 1-2 ; thence on the west by a south line along
part of the  east  boundary of the Hypatia Run six miles
sixty-four chains to Bradley's Creek at a point twenty
chains above a tree marked broad-arrow over II over
XIII ; and thence on the south by the left bank of that
creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Fublic Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1676."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions  of  "Zhe Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh  section of  the above-recited Act, at the
under -mentioned offices,  on the days specified.
All business  in connection with selections under
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will
also be  dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON  DISTRICT.
Fast Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
West fforeton.
At the L.nnd O fce, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Ilelidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DowNs  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in March, 1877 , and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe,  the first
Friday in each month.
FORT CUR TIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday in May, 1877, and thereafter
on the second Wednesday in each month
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in May, 1877, and every  alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF.BunKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in May, 1877,- and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingday.Special Courts, when ecessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba, and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADs APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. ! Area.
1 Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts
A. R. P.
6 0 29
2
Jennings
Shanahan and
1, 2, 5, 7,  9, and 11 from
portions 3, 6, 8, 10, and
Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
'
3
Jennings 5 from portion 7
Shanahan and Road separating portion watts 2 0 0
4
Jennings 6 from portion 8
Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 1 39
Jennings 13 from portions 11
5
and 12
Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts 6 2 12
6
Jennings
Shanahan and
14, 16,  18, and 20 fromportions_ 13, 17,19, and
Road separating portion Watts 1  1 11
7
Jennings 16 from portion 18
Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 1  1 14
8
Jennings 17 from portion 19
A. Beaton Road separating portion Darlington 11  2 0
38 from portions 28
and 65, and the road
reserved through por-
tion 63
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the  intent  that, by force of the Act afore.
said,  the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted  in the said  grant  and in every deed
containing  the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-The  land having been de.
scribed as  bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing  234 degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty- nine  links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes  six chains  and twenty-
nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd March, 1877.
NOTICE.
T HE lands comprised in the Toomolongyore, orEureka, and Stanton Harcourt Runs, in the
Wide Bay and Burnett District,  proclaimed open
to selection under the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," at the  Bundaberg
Land  Office, on and after  Tuesday, the 17, h April,
1877,  will be so open  at the Land Office, Mary.borough, on  and after that  date, instead of at
Bundaberg.
JOHN DOUGLAS. I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORAR CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, 'Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF  ROAD  APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.  Situation.
1 Joseph
Belcher
Road separating portion
20 from portions 129
and 130
Parish.
Bundamba
Area.
A. R. P.
2 3 37
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY  CLOSURE  OF A ROAD.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, thatapplication under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans  of' the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent 's, Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 J. North. Road separatingpor-I
tions 219, 223,  2241
225,  228,  229, 230,.
231, 234, and 233,
from Farney Lawni
pre-emptive Nos.l
1 and 2.
A. R. P.
Brassall . 14 '3 35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous name and descriptions, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513.  Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William Kimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section  17, town
of Cooktown,  one rood.Nature of error-The  name  William Kimp
having been  inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Hemp.
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No. of Grant ,  5,278 .  Date of Grant-9th April,
1863.Name of Grantee - John Coleman.
Land ranted - Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, twenty -one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Good na, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank  of the  Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain  wide; on the
south by that road bearing east ten  chains; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty -one chains and
sixty links to the Six -mile Creek  ;  and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,295. Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin McCullock.
Land  ,granted-Selection 270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty-one acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208, 209,  and  210,  selection 270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north-east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion and a line
bearing west thirty-four chains seventy-five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links, east one chain, north twelve chains
eighty-six links, cast twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1 '4 Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " 2 e Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip.
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and  be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 2.789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living.
stone, parish of Cawarral, forty- one acres  one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, portions
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links ; on the south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes thirty-three chains ; on the south-west by
a line  bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.Name ofGrantee-George Andrews.
Land granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen acres, two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of' Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris.
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured  portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on tho
north-cast by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes,  sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
ana one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement,- xclusive of 1 acre 2roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the  total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Reserve for Camping Ground and Pastur-
age near  Macalister, established by notice dated
30th November, 1871, which appears in page 13 of
the  Government Gazette  of 1872, is cancelled with
a view to the land being offered for sale by auction.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane .  26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed  of Grant,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land granted-Portion  137, parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley, 39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees  12 minutes east
thirty-nine chains and sixty links to the  main road
to Brisbane ; on the south-east by that  road bearing
north 237 degrees 13  minutes east  four  chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees  18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links ; on the south-
west by a 'Line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty-one chains ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees  15 minutes
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T  is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
77ic Crown L'inds Alienation Act of1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane.
JOHN  DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
N. Anderson Road separating  portion
67 from portion 60
Canning ...
A. R. P.
2 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
1 P. Thomson Reserved  road through
A.B. P.
Burnett ... 1 1 16
portion 41
2 F.T.Gregory  Road  separating por- Drayton ...  3 0 5
tion 402 from por-
tion 403
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  9th March, 1877.
PETITION  FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
I
N  pursuance of  the  seventy -second section of
" The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"
the following Petition and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the undersigned
Freeholders, resident in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very great loss
and inconvenience by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of the present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek, and on the west by the Bungewogaria
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece. of land now available for such a
i'irpose.
Your Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names. Names.
Thomas McEwen Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees James Roberts
William Armstrbng , William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David Benjamin
J. Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel Caldwill S S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Murphy
L. Ryder T omas Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Raffia
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
William Jackson
LAND REFERRED TO IN THE ABOVE PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that run and a line in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, parish of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south-east corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion  377,  and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west seven chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven chains  and fifty links; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to  the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing on a road one  chain wide at the
south- east corner  of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on  the west by  a line  bearing north eleven
chains ; and  on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of a i eserved road, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NT
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Gc y ernor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand and
the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land  granted.-Selection  347,  Beenleigh District,
seven  hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coonura, selection 347
portion 79.
Commencing  on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south-east corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by  lines  bearing north 257 degrees 30
minutes east  one hundred and eight chains, thence
north 151 degrees east ninety-three chains to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards. to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of commence.
ment, - exclusive  of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown  on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen acres one rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.
County of  Stanley, parish  of L•noggera,
611.
portion
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46 minutes, and distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-
east corner of portion  161,  and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid read ;
on the south-eastbythatroad bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty-nine links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-half links, 231 degrees 40 minutes six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty-seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
T N pursuance of the provisions of " The Crown
1 Lane's Alienation Act  of 1876," it is hereby
notified for general information, that allotment 1 of
section 3 A, town of Townsville, is withdrawn from
the reservation for a Fire Brigade Station, established
by notice dated 8th September, 1870, under the
provisions of  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868," with a view of being proclaimed  a reserve
for a residence for the Sub-Collector of Customs.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
I
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The Crown Law,'s Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING ON TEvIOT BRoog.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan.
100 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook at the north-east
corner of portion 19, and bounded thence on part
of the south by one of the north-east boundaries
and part of the north boundary of that portion
north westerly and westerly to the road from
Dugandan to Ipswich ; on the west by that road
northerly about one hundred and thirty-one chains
to its junction with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing of Teviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the south and on the east by that creek upwards to
he point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
(Within Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 1875, folio 1298.)
On Bingera Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek about
twenty-five chains above a tree marked BT over
XXV ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a
line south-easterly about seventy -five chains to a
tree marked broad-arrow over EA over II on the
road from Bingera to Eureka ; on the south by a
line westerly to the Burnett River  at a point
opposite a tree on the left back of the river marked
BT over XXVII ; and thence by the  Burnett
River downwards to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Cook, parish of South Bolan.
570 acres.
Commencing at a point  one chain  north from the
north-east corner of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south by the road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51, and 13, and a  line west to
the south-east corner of portion 52; on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine  chains and ten
links; thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy-one degrees thirty minutes two  chains and
seventy-eight links one degree thirty  minutes
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twenty- six chains  and sixty-four links ; on the north
by a line bearing east fifty-two chains and ninety-
one links ; thence by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 24 southerly and
easterly to the road forming the west boundary of
portion  1A;  and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Condamine River, at crossing of Main Western
Road from Dalby, county of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Condamine
River at its intersection by the south side of the
main  road from Dalby to Condamine, and bounded
thence on the south by the south side of that road
westerly to the east boundary of the reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1872,
page  13; on the north-west by that reserve north-
easterly to the Condamine River; and on the north.
east by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. OF Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion  8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty- five links ; thence by  a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook District (on the Telegraph line).
238 acres.
Commencing on the Laura River at a tree marked
broad-arrow over QG, and bounded thence by a
line running  east -north-east fifty-three chains ;
thence by  a line  running north-north- west  forty-five
chains ; thence by a line running west-south-west
fifty-three chains ; thence by  a line  running south
south-east forty-five chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Franklyn Vale Creek, county of Churchill, parish
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing  on the right bank of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the south- west corner  of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear.
ing east thirty-two chains and sixteen links, and
passing  through a post on the bank of said creek ;
on the north-east by a road two chains wide bearing
two hundred degrees one chain and twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty-five degrees and
twenty- one minutes east eleven  chains and fifty-
nine links ; on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty-five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek , and passing  through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek ; and on the
north-west by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
T
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively. under his Hand
and Seal of  the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees. to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name  and description shall be taken to have
been inserted  in the respective  grants  and in every
deed containing the erroneous name and description ;
and such  grants  and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant--28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-$llotment 2,  section 110, tom n
of ockhampton.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th January, 1877.
I
iV pursuance of the twenty-fourth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general  information, that
the lands hereunder described  have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes  named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RRBERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorah, county of Belmore, near St.
George.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 86 degrees one
hundred and forty-three chains from a point five
chains north from the north-east corner of selection
43, and bounded thence on part of the east by a
line bearing south twenty chains ; on the south by
s line bearing west forty chains ; on thewe at by a
'line bearing north forty chains ; on the north by a
line bearing east forty chains ; and on the remain-
der of the east by a line bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Parish of Burgorak, county of  Belmore, near St.
George.
About  2,960 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the  Balonne
River at a point bearing 294 degrees and distant
about thirty-eight chains from the north-west
corner of selection 14, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing 114 degrees about
thirty-eight  chains ; on the east  by the west bound-
ary of selection 14 bearing south ninety-seven
chains and seventy-eight links ; on the south-west
by a line bearing 236 degrees one hundred and
twenty-two chains and forty-one links; on the
south-west by a line bearing 320 degrees eighty
chains t' the Bolonne River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOB CAMPING.
County of Cardwell, parish of Trebonne.
36 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Stone River
at the west corner of selection 2, and bounded
thence on the north-east by a line bearing north
119 degrees east thirty-two chains to a road ; thence
by that road bearing 168 degrees about twenty-
three chains, and fifty links to the north-east boun-
dary line of selection 145; on the south-west by
part thereof bearing north 298 degrees and 37
minutes east seventeen chains and sixty -seven links
to Stone River ; and by that river downwards to
the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th January, 1877.
W
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for the purpose of
a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL ,  NEAR GRANDCHESTEB.
County of Churchill, parish of Alfred, portions  16
18,  and 21.
21 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
north- east corner  of portion 17, and bounded
thence on  the north by that road bearing east ten
chains ; on  the east by another road one chain wide
bearing south twenty- one chains  ; on the south by
another road one  chain wide bearing west ten
chains ; and  on the  west  by portions 12 and 17
bearing north twenty- one chains  to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th February, 1877.1 T is hereby notified or general information, that
applications  under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents' Offices, Brisbane, Beenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
S CHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. R. P
1 C. Sheppard Road reserved  through Kholo ... 1 3 14
portion 9
2 J. Murtha Road reserved through Pimpama 2 0
and R .  portion 13,  fro m Pim-
McCready pama Creek easterly
to its east boundary
•3
Part  of road reserved  Cedar ... 1 2 30
Walker through portion 13
Roads De- Road separating  por- Deuchar ... 3 0 23
partment  tion 15 from portion
22
I
• The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
IN pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of"The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for a Quarry, and placed under the
control of the Municipal Council of Brisbane.
RESERVE  FOR QUARRY.
County of Stanley, parish of North Brisbane.
2 acres 2 roods 18 perches.
Commencing on the north -west side  of Leich-
hardt street at the south corner of portion 247, and
bounded thence on the south -east by that street
bearing 238 degrees 8 minutes two chains and fifty
links ; on the south -west by a line bearing 328
degrees 8 minutes ten chains and  forty- seven links ;
on the north -west by a line bearing 58 degrees 8
minutes two chains and fifty links  ;  and on the
north -east by a line hearing 148 degrees 8 minutes
ten chains and forty -seven links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd February, 1877.
1 T is hereby notified for general information, that
it  applications  under the 27th section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868" have been
made for the closing of the undermentioned
Roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required  to transmit
to this Department their objections,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agent's Office, George street.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
1
•2
A. H.Brown Road separating port ion  I  Oxley ...
1 120 from port ion 121
A. Binstead Reserved road through Barrow
portion 3 from the
south boundary to the
Coomera River
A. R. F.
1 2 21
3 0
• This road is proposed to be  closed in exchange for a new road
further to the eastward.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 r "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each, and placed under the control of the
Municipal Council of Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR  w  WHARF,  MARYBOBOUGH.
About 20 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing north 120 degrees
18 minutes east ,  being a line parallel  with Wharf
street,  485 links from  the east corner of Reserve
for Immigration Depot, which point  is also on the
north-west boundary of Reserve for Public Wharf,
notified in  Government Gazette,  27th October, 1860;
thence north 300 degrees  18 minutes east one
hundred and thirty-five  links  ; thence north 30
degrees 18  minutes east  to the Mary River, low-
water mark, spring tides; thence upwards to a
point on the production of the north-west boundary
line of the aforesaid wharf reserve north-easterly to
low-water mark, spring tides ; thence by that pro-
duction and part of said north-west boundary line
south-westerly to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOB THE PURPOSE  OF GIVING ACCESS TO
THE WHARF RESERVE AT MARYBOROUGH,
NOTIFIED ON 6TH  MARCH, 1874.
32 perches.
Commencing at a point  bearing north  120 degrees
18 minutes  east,  being a line  parallel with Wharf
street, three hundred links from the  east corner of
Reserve for Immigration Depot ; thence north 300
degrees 18 minutes  east  two hundred  links ; thence
north 30 degrees 18 iuiitutes east one hundred
links to the south-west bcundary  of reserve fot
wharves 'proclaimed 6th March, 1874; thence by
that boundary north 120 degrees  18 minutes east,
two hundred links to the south corner of said
reserve  ; thence north 210  degrees 18 minutes, one
hundred links to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby  given , that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars therein
act forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
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pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in  every deed  containing  the erroneous descrip-
tions , and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th January, 1877.
WHEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Gove ,-nment
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion  685, county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley,  parish  of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 68 acres, 1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by a line bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links;  on the north by a line bearing west twenty-
four chains ninty-eight links to a road one chain
fifty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains  fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north-west corner of portion  66;  on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen chains fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
by that creek downwards to its junction with the
Brisbane Ri`er; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant - 20,031.
Date of Grant -24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee - Charles Street.
Land Granted - Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly ,  35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County  of Stanley,  parish  of Indooroopilly.
Amended area ,  33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches ,  portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north -west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north -west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees 59 minutes east eight chains
five links  ;  thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes ea P+  ten chains sixty -nine links  ;  thence
bearing north 52 degrees 2 minutes east three
chains seventy -two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty -five links ; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide  ;  on the east  by that  road bearing
south twenty -one chains ninty-four links ; and on
the south by a line bearing west twenty -four chains
ninty -eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor -General 's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
IT is hereby notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay. will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking  off a Township as soon as  practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Churchill, parish of Walloon.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road at the north-east corner
of portion 35, and bounded thence on the south by
that portion bearing west twenty-four chains and
five links ; on the west by a line bearing north
three chains and twenty-seven links  ;  on the north
by another road bearing north 86 degrees east
twenty -four chains and seven links ; and on the
east  by the road first aforesaid bearing south five
chains and five links to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR A. CEMETERY, NEAR DUNDATHA,
MARYBOROUGH.
County of March, parish of Walliebum.
9 acres 3 roods 38 perches.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north-
west by one of said roads bearing north 53 degrees east
six chains  and fifty-eight links;  on  the north by
another road one chain wide bearing east two chains
and thirty-seven links ; on the north-east by a line
bearing north 143 degrees east ten chains and fifty-
four links ; on the south-east by a line bearing
north 233 degrees east eight chains and forty-seven
links ; and on the south-west by the other road
first aforesaid bearing north 323 degrees 3 minutes
east eleven chains and ninety-six links to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  22nd December, 1876.W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for  any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive  weeks:
Notice is hereby given ,  that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for a School.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL AT GOOMBURBA.
County of Merivale, parish of Goomburra.
10 acres 2 roods 22 perches.
Commencing  at the  intersection of two roads
'mach one chain and a-half wide ,  and bounded thence
on the  west by  one of said roads bearing north 145
degrees east two chains  and forty -three links and
north 184  degrees east twelve chains ; on the
south by  a line bearing east eight chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north thirteen chains and
ninety -six links  to the other aforesaid  road ; and on
the north  by that road  bearing west eight chains
and fifty -five links  to the  point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE
is hereby  given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  "The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
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such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the  Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted ,  and the names of the
Grantees ,  to the intent that,  by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct names and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants, and in every deed containing the erroneous
names and description s , and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant-30th
May, 1876.
Name, of Grantees-Samuel JosephWills, Robert
Little, an,l Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Land granted.-Portion  37, county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of Misnomer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
IN-ills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees, instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land qranted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill
parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
No.  211.
85 acres.
Commencing on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing east fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
vember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.--Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  92.
25 acres 2 roods.
Commencing on the west side of a road one chain
wide at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links ; on the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees 51 minutes east ten chains
thirty-one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes east twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east  ten chains six links to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant -- 5,781 .  Date of Grant - 19th June,
1863.
Name of Grantee -William John Ward.
Land granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley ,  thirty acres three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Orley, portion  No. 161
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees 38 minutes east
thirty-one chains fifteen links ; on the north-west
by a line bearing north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains  fifty-one links ; on the south-west by
the north-east boundary tine of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty-one chains
eighty-five links ;  and on  the south=east by the
Ipswich road 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east  two chains twenty-two and
a-half links  ; and north 10 degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains  eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mencement.
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
W
H ER EAS, by the twenty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act o/'
1868," it is provided that before any Crown lands
are permanently reserved from sale for any public
purpose, notice thereof shall be published in the
Government Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks :
Notice is hereby given, that at the expiration of
the period aforesaid, the lands hereunder described
will be permanently reserved for Wharf purposes.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR WHARF PURPOSES.
County of Cook, parish and town of Bundaberg,
section 27.
3 acres 1 rood 29 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River, at the west corner of the section, and bounded
thence on the south-west by Barolin street, bearing
south-easterly four chains to Quay street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north-easterly ten
chains to Targo street ; on the north-east by that
street bearing north-westerly two chains and sixty
three links to the Burnett River ; and on the north-
west by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th December, 1876.
W
HEREAS, by the  twenty-fifth  section of
" The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purpose named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of March, town of 11faryborough.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Ferry and
Sussex streets, and bounded thence on the north-
east by Sussex street bearing north 120 degrees 57
minutes east  about ten chains to Fort street; on the
south-east by that street bearing north 210 degrees
and 50 minutes east ten chains to gent street ; on
the south-west by that street bearing north 300
degrees  and 63 minutes east  about ten chains to
Ferry street ; and on the north-west by that street
bearing north 30 degrees 50 minutes  east ten chains
to the point  of commencement.
FOR A SCHOOL, IPSWICH AND W IVENHOE ROAD.
County of Churchill, parish of Brassall.
10 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of two roads each
one chain wide, and bounded thence on the north
by one of said roads bearing north 268 degrees 24
minutes east nine chains and ninety-eight links ;
on the west by a line bearing south seven chains
and twenty-four links ; on the south by a line
bearing east eighteen chains and seventy-three
links ; and on the north-east by the other aforesaid
road bearing north 295 degrees 19 minutes east
four chains and twenty links ; and north 319
degrees east seven chains and fifty-six and a-half
links to the point of commencement.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application  under the 27th  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 " Nava
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road  ;  and all persons who may consider their
interests affected  thereby,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the  Road can  be seen at this, and the
Land Agent 's Offices at  Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A ROAD PROPOSED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No.I Applicant.
1 E. Turich
Situation. Parish.
Roadseparatingpor- Boyne ...
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.WITH the view offacilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony,  it is  hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-5ven to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is tima at  the officer's disposal; and that any Land
Agent, or -'.her officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
WILLIAM FR.YAR.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
1
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Tenders have been ac-
cepted, viz.:-
Passenger-shed, Platform, and Cottage, Milton-
Henry Pears.
Passenger-shed and Platform, Toowong-
Henry Pears.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works.
Brisbane , 11th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL , TIARO.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Tiaro, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY ,  the 11th May next, -
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for School,
Tiaro."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this  Office,
and at the Court House, Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at  the foot of  every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any 'l'ender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, BOWEN
BRIDGE ROAD.
rjUENDERS will be received at this Office, until
l1 4 o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April,
from  persons  willing to contract for the erection of
additicns to the Primary School, Bowen Bridge
Road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to School, Bowen Bridge Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 18th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New Gaol at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Gaol, Rock-
hampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of-the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majest for securing such performance;
otherwise the Fender will not be taken into con-
isderation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
ADDI "[IONS, PARLIAMENTARY  BUILDINGS.
ttIENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m on  FRIDAY,  the 4th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Parliamentary Buildings.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Additions,
Parliament  Buildings,"
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Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOTS' BUILDINGS, CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Cairns, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Pilots' Buildings, at Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilots'
Buildings, Cairns."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Cairns.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due  perfoi mance  of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
hat event to execute and deliver, at the Office o
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LOCK-UP, MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Mackay, until 4 o'clock
p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 27th April next, from per-
sons willing  to contract for the erection of Additions
to Lock-up, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Lock-up, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Mackay.
Tenders  must be  on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event  to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty 'for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any'Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, DEE RIVER.
((TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p in. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at Dee River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Dee River."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper  printed forms, and
state the time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the fender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall ,  until Four
o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 20th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Telegraph
Office,  Blackall."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration .
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, ST. LAWRENCE.
(I`ENDELiS will be received  at this  Office, and
at the Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th April
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at St. Lawrence.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, St.Lawrence."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, St. Lawrence.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
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Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ner cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DALBY,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated 7th April,
1875, folio  752, Government Gazette,
relative to  the opening of a New Road from Dalby
Town Reserve to the Lagoon Reserve, parish of
Dalby, county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby
given ,  in accordance  with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm  the said
portion of road ;  and it is  therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and book of Reference, to
be seen at the office of the,Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said  road are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Oolonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof,  in such manner  and form
as are provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-4851.
GEORGE THORN.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg, Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell,Cabool-
ture , Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine ,  Cooktown ,  Cunnamulla ,  Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town,  Gladstone , Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  South Brisbane ,  Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo , Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds, per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above  rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further intormation can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster -General's Office,
Brisbane , 15th March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
DALBY TO COORANGA CREEK AND CHAR-
LEY'S CREEK, ALONG THE WESTERN
RAILWAY.
rI ENDERS will be received at the Office of the
!! Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,
Brisbane, until Noon on MONDAY, the sixteenth
day of April next, from persons desirous of con-
tracting for the supply of all material except wire
and insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary
for the erection of the undermentioned Line of
Telegraph, according,to the terms, general con-
ditions, and specification appended hereto.
Tenders must  state  separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles.
where necessary.
4. Price ,  per mile, for affixing insulators and
stretching wire.
Dalby to Charley's Creek, a distance of 50 miles,
more or less.
The wire and insulators to be supplied by the
Government, and delivered to the contractor in
Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
General Conditions.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the offcer
appointed to inspect the same ; but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs,. or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which
such report and payments may have been made.
The total balance will be paid when the entire
contract shall have been completed to the satisfac-
tion of the Government.
1'he Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by  " The Electric Telegraphs Act"  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible  for  all claims
for compensation for damage to fences or other
property  caused  by the erection of the  line, also
for damage so caused to roads  ;  and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment,-it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with  all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all  sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor gr otherwise ,  as penalties for
the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be forfeited
to the Government, and the amount shall be con-
sidered as ascertained damages for breach of con-
tract.
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Attached to each Tender there  must  be a memo-
randum signed by the party tendering ,  and two
responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing' to be
answerable  for the due performance of the Contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ;  and undertaking ,  in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten  (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance  of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
in a sum equal  to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
Specification.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor ,  under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
A ll  trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on each  side  of the line to be felled, and
all  timber within a radius of twenty  (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle-track of not less than eight  (8) feet in width
o be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond
the distance mentioned ,  which in the judgment of
the inspecting officer might endanger the line, to
be removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by the fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway .  In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a clear space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight  saplings  of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at fire (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty -five (25)  feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
fro m the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-i ron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than  eighty- eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5)  feet in the ground, placed in a perpen-
dicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble and
earth .  At angles or other places where required,
struts or supports  of wood to be supplied, and fixed
as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split ironbark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed  ;  the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two  (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed ,  and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supp lied.
All material used in the construction  of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection  of the  Superinten-
dent of Electric Telegraphs .  or any otficer appointed
by him to  inspect the same.
Tender forms ,  and every information, may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.TENDERS are hereby invited, and will be re-ceived until noon of MONDAY, the 21st
May, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails.
To and from Cairns and Thornsborough,  via
Smithfield and  Kingsborough, by horse, once
n-week ,  for one or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster -General  may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender; as may
be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and con-
tract shall have been executed ,  for their duly com-
mencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit  shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on'the
date appointed.
The deposit will  not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster -General.
All ferry  dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post  Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.TENDERS are hereby invited, and will bereceived until Noon of MONDAY, the 16th
April, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails.
To and from Gympie and Imbil, by horse, once
a-week ,  for one or two  years.
Every Tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents ,  are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General  a sum  equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and
contract shall have been executed, for their duly
commencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction  of the  Postmaster -General.
All ferry dues  must  be paid by  contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GLADSTONE TO BUSTARD HEAD.TENDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MONDAY, the 30th day of
April next ,  from  p ersons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection  of the  under -mentioned line of tele-
graph,  according  to the  terms ,  general conditions,
and specification appended.
Tenders must state separately :-
1. Price, per mile, for  clearing  and timber work.
2. Price ,  each ,  for extra poles ,  where necessary.
3. Price, per  foot,  for extra length poles, where
necessary.4. Price, per mile, for  affixing insulators ,  screw-
ing on brackets where necessary, and
stretching wire.
Gladstone to Bustard Head, a distance of fifty
(50) miles, more or less. The wire to be carried on
brackets, to be fastened to the existing poles for a
distance  of about  25 miles, as  directed.
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The wire, brackets, and insulators to be supplied
by the Government, and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same, but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
pfficer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
ment  shall be made, of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes
sages,  prior to final completion. Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the  " The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials, on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract, as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground, and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties, agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to  be marked  out by the
contractor, under the direction of the  inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood  standing  within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track,  of not less  than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway. In cases where tracks may become
blocked, all fallen timber must be removed, leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Pole's to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than nine (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES  STUART MEIN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 12th April, 1877.THE following Bye-laws, made by the MunicipalCouncil of Roma, having been confirmed by
His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive Council,
under his Hand, in accordance with the 74th sec-
tion of  "The Municipal Institutions Act of  1864,"
are hereby published in the  Government Gazette.
WILLIAM MILES.
Whereas by the provisions  of "The Municipal
Institutions Act of  1864," the Council of any
Municipality are empowered to make bye-laws : It
has been resolved by the Council of the Munici-
pality of Roma that the following bye-laws shall be
in force from the date of their receiving the assent
of His Excellency the Governor in Council:-
No.  81. Any person allowing any pig to stray
about the streets or other public places within the
Municipality shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine
not exceeding five pounds (£5).
No. 82. No person shall be allowed to keep more
than five goats, and all goats shall be registered in
a book kept for that purpose at the office of the
Town Clerk. An annual registration fee of two
shillings and sixpence (2. (ki.) per head, payable in
advance, shall be chargeable on all goats so regis-
tered. All goats so registered shall wear round
their necks a triangular collar screwed together,
each side of which shall be two (2) feet long, and
such collar shall be branded with a brand to be
provided by the Council. All goats shall be brought
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to the office of the Town Clerk for the purpose of
being registered and having  the collars  branded.
Any person who shall keep a goat without regis-
terin g the same, or who sha'1 keep any goat withonb
such triangular  collar, shall, on conviction, be liable
to a fine not exceeding ten po.inds (£10) ; and any
person who shad keep more than five goats shall be
liable to a life penalty for every goat kept by him
or her above that number.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Roma, on
the fifteenth day of March, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven.
J. W. JOHN STON,
EDWARD  A. RnEs,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
M. C. O'CONNELL.
By Command,WILLIAM MILES.
Real Property Transfer Office,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1877.N OTICE is hereby given, that I intend on orafter the 14th day of May proximo,  in con-
formity with the provisions of the 117th section of
" The Real Property Art of  1861," to issue in the
name of James Chattin, of Bundaberg, a ProvisionalCertificate of Title for one rood of land, being
allotment 19 of section 1, pari.h and town o Bun.
daberg, numbered 23886, and more particularly
described in the Register Book, vol. 171, folio 132;
the original  Certificate of Title having been lost or
stolen.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877.
NOTICE.T HE following Ministers of Religion have notified
their removal, in accordance with the provi- GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
sions  of "  The Marriage Act of  1864 " :- REGULATIONS.
The Reverend JAHas IVEL GAMMIE, Congrega-
tional Minister, from Roma to Bundaberg ; ' , g
and in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
The Reverend PETER CAPER, D.D., Roman of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Catholic Minister, from Ipswich to Gympie. Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
HENRY JORDAN,
Colony." Derry 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Reverend PHILIP PETERS AGNEW,  a Minis-ter of the Church of England, residing at
South  Brisbane, in the  Registry District of Bris-
bane , is duly  registered as a Minister  of Religion
authorised to celebrate  Marriages  within the Colony
of Queensland,  under  the provisions of  " The
Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Acting Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint Mr. WILLIAM HANDLEY DEAN,
Clerk of Petty Sessions at Townsville. District
Registrar of Births, Deaths, and Marriages at that
place, in the room of Mr. Fitzroy Somerset, trans-
ferred.
HENRY JORDAN,Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FREEMAN'S CHANNEL.
'' HE depth of water  in Freeman 's Channel does
not now exceed 8 feet at  low water springs.
The red buoys  are still to  be passed  at a ship's
length.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane . 7th April, 1877.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
iN SALE,  at the Government Printing Office .
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
187 ."  togetherwith  " General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
Mayor.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATITTES OF THE COLONY.
'OW published, at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, he Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto
£ s. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J.  U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
"  Registered Brand " after the description  of the  former.
Registered  brands type will  be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SuBscRIPTIoN to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in  advance.
ADWIR TISING  RATES
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for sums of 5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Brisbane , 8th May, 1874.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 26th February, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN TffE UNSETTLED  DISTRfCTS.
rHE Licensees and Lessees of the  tinder.  i,entioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
r  Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection  wit Ii  their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty -first clause of  " I he Pastoral Leases Act  of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
I ' Area in
Name of Lessee or Licensee . Name of  Run. District .  i square Amount.
Miles.
Joseph Becker ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ernest James Stevens... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ,., ... ..,
Ditto ... ... ...
Joseph Becker and William Sly
William Oswold Gilchrist
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Robert Wright Knox ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ..
William Naunton Waller
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Gunadorah ... ... ... ' Warrego
Wombadulla ... ... ditto
Green ... I ditto
Balthazzar ... ... ... ditto
Napoleon ... ... ... ditto
Imbae ulla ... ... ... ditto
Imbadulla East ... ... ditto
Injamulla ... ... ... ditto
Injamulla East ... ... ditto
Mogadarra .. ... ... ditto
Gundary ... ... ... ditto
Gundary East ... ditto
Iloomooloo North ... ... ditto
Hoomo )loo South ... ... ditto
Patchimellun ... ... ditto
Patchimellun East ... ... ditto
Morgana ... ditto
Coomete ditto
Cooim to East ... ... ditto
Bismark ... , ... ... ditto
Gunadorah West ... ... ditto
Sanquhar ... ... ditto
Sanquhar No. 2 ... ... ditto
W allstown ... ... ... ditto
Fermoy ... ... ... ditto
Gumbardo ... ... ... ditto
Cumb,,rtine ... ... ... ditto
Yesaba ... ... ... ditto
Yabra ditto
Helidon ... ... ... ditto
Yahparaba ... ... ... ditto
Yarraboota ... ... ... ditto
Pintahra ... ... ... ditto
Lawrenny Back Block No. 1 ditto
Kiandra ... ... ... ditto
Barnum ... ... .., ditto
Itheraway ... ... ditto
£ s. d.
50 12 10 0
34 8 10 0
100 25 0 0
1c'0 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
60 15 0 0
51 12 15 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
50 12 10 0
39 9 15 0
39 9 15 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 35 8 15 0
... 44 11 0 0
... 47 11 15 0
,,. 40 10 0 0
... 381 9 12 6
514  12 17 6
53 13 5 0
... 481 12 2 6
.., 47 11 15 0
... 53 13 5 0
... 44 11 0 0
... 1 50 ' 12 10 0
... 70 17 10 0
50 1210 0
,..I
80 20 0 0
57 14 5 0
50 12 10 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane, 26th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTKI'JrS.
rr"HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
11 `t`reasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective  Runs, in accordance
with tie  provisions  of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Art of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that  unless  payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in
Name of Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run .  District .  square Amount.
Miles.
Walter Williamson and William Henry
Lindsay Thornton .. Cumbi Cumbi ...
Tom McKnight Cameron Christison Lammermoor West ..
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ...
Robert Christison ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto
Robert Gray and Mowbray Gray  ...
James Tolson and William Justin
Beauchamp Cameron
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
£ a. d.
Mitchell ... ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 70  17 10  0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... 30 7 10 0
ditto ... 25 6 5 0
Christians Land ...
' Foulden
Lammermuir No. 3...
Montgomery ...
St. Ronat.s
Prairie Lagoon ...
ditto  ... ...  50 12 10 0
ditto  ... ...  76 19 0 0
ditto ... ...  63 17 0 0
ditto ... ...  60 16 0 0
ditto  ... ...  69 17 5 0
ditto  ... ...  80 20 0 0
ditto ... ... 52 13 0 0
... Perringunga
... Mid-Lothian
Uanda North
... Uanda South
... Gretta Plains
... Ewen Plains
Henry Rourke  ... ... ... ... Upton
Thomas Christ,ison and Robert Christi-
son ... ...  Redpath ...
Ditto  ... ... ... ...  Jireena ..,
ditto ... ... 30 7 10 0
ditto  ... ... 29 7 5 0
11 so
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the underinentioned Ru s arehereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the'sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that  unless  payment is made  within  six months
after notification in the  Gorer,antent t,'a:c tte,  all the rights  and interests  of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
'.lame of  Lessee or  Liecusee .  Name of Run.
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Alexander Gibson Hamilton ...
James Thomas Allan, Herbert Gar-
nett, John Cameron, and William
Crombie ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
James Thomas Allan ...
Henry Cory, Gilbert Gostwy ek CJr\,
r nd James Traylor
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
De Burgh Persse ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
William Kelmau ...
\`
Castle Creek ...
Hope... ...
Thalaba East
The Forest ... ...
Excess  No. 2 ...
North Branch
Behnont Block No. 3
Vergemont No. 1 ...
Vergeincnt No. 2 ...
1 Vergemont No. 3
1 E%eshanl  No. 6 ...
Alfr t.d  ])owns No. 5
Vergenuint No. 4
Alfred  Downs No. 11
Esmarelda West
Esinarelda East
Ulackbo y West.
Blackboy East
kilrush ...
Clashnainuck
Doubtful  No. 2 ...
Ipswich ,  county of Stanley ,  through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
whereof part was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth  :  Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government ,  wi,h the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roai referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the  Office  of the Surveyor-General .  Brisbane,
and the Police  Office,  Ipswich .  All persons desirous of claiming compensatio n.  in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public  Works within forty days from  the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such colnpewation, unless they are otherwise by law  so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-983.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON TIIF, LFFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY. MORETJN DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
J. Ivory
BreadthHow Held.  Reputed Owner .  Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths .
` of Road.
1 Commencing in the  Leasing Act  of James Ivory
north boundary of 1866
portion 197,  and run-
ning south-westerly
to its south boun-
dary
Commeucing  in the  ..eating Act of  'Nathaniel
north boundary of 1866 Watson
portion 198, and run-
ning south -westerly
and south -easterly to
its south boundary
Commencing in the  Leat;»g Act i±'  James Ivory
2
3
nort h boundary oft 1966
po rt ion 199,  and run-
south-easteriv to its
south boundary 1
4 Commencing in the
north-west corner of
portion 200,  and run
ning  south-easterly
to its southern boun-
dary
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th 1VIrrch, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH, COUNTY OF STINLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 565 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening or a new Road, on the left bank of Butidamba Creek, parish of
Portion of Roai.
Under deed of James Ivory
grant, con-
gaining a
general reser
vation for
roads
YArea in
District.  Square
Miles.
Amount
£ S. d.
Leichhardt ...  ... 54 16 4 0
ditto  ... 43 12 18 0
... ditto ...  38 11 8 0
ditto ... 85 25 10 0
ditto  ... 26 7 16 0
ditto  ... 56 16 16 0
ditto ... ... 40 12 0 0
... Mitchell ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 100 25 0 0
ditto 50 12 10 0
ditto 39 9 15 0
ditto 90 22 10 0
Gregory North 7:i 18 15 0
... ditto ...  75 18 15 0
ditto  75 18 15 0
ditto  75 18 15 0
... ditto  50 12 10 0
... ditto  50 12 10 0
... ditto ... 64 16 0 0
Area.
Chg. Iks A.  R.  P.
200° 19 83 100 links 1 3 38
I
N. Watson 200°
155° 15'
13 45 100 links 2 1 25
10 63
Remarks
Unimp roved.
Fenced and
cultivate
T. Maguire 155° 15'
I
15 12 100  links , 3 2 4 L,rimproved
118° 25' 19 8o
J. Ivory  118° 25' 4 53 1100 links 4 3 0 Ummproved
145° 52' 39 77
136° 00' 2 64
 
Nerr.-Tbis Notice  cancels the  Notice published in the  Gnrernnent  Garelle,'dnted  26th October ,  1876,  folio 882,
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR. SURVEY OF RUNS I THE ITNSFTTr4RD DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith nto theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs,  in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that  unless  payment is made within  six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette, all  the rights and interests of such defaulters  shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
,Name cf Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run. District .
Area inSquare  Amount.
Miles.
£ s. d.
75 18 15 0
... 75 18 15 0
... 50 12 10 0
60 15 0 0
... 36 9 0 0
... 35 8 15 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
56 14 0 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 25 6 5 0
27 6 15 0
.. 50 12 10 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 99 24 16 0
... 65 16 5 0
99 24 15 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 26 0 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 43 10 15 0
Henry Rourke Albion ... Mitchell
Ditto ... Escot .. .. ditto ...
Ditto ... ... En-ay ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Barry ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Hardwick ditto ...
Ditto ... Rockwood East ... ditto
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ... ... Rutilus ... ... ditto ...
Ditto .., ... ... .. Boydam ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Alma ... ... ditto
Robert Christisou ... ... Cameron Downs ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... Mingeburra ... ... ' ditto ...
Ditto ... .. ... ... May Downs ... ... ditto ...
Robert Christison and Thomas Christi-
son ... .. .. ... The Meree .. ... ... ditto  ...
Donald Gunn ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 1 ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 2 ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 3 ... ... ditto
Ditto  ... ... ...  Kensington No. 4 ... ... ditto  ...
Simeon Lord ... ... ... ... St. Mungo ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Culloden ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. George ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Lochill ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. David ... ... ditto ...
Edward Rowland Edkins ... ... Rockwoodville ... ... ditto ...
William Henry Barton and Julius
Milton Jacques Barton .. ... Quebec ... ... ditto ...
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 187 7.
.NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being the continuation of Caxton street,  Brisbane,
through the Jewish Cemetery, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in
the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given. that His Fxcellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and  make  the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation  in respect of
the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle
the persons so claiming  to any such compensation ,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-920. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF THE CONTINUATION OF CAXTON STREET , BRISBANE ,  THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Reputed (Length inBreadthNo. Portion of Road . Owner . Occupier . Bearings . Chains Rn9A
Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike. A. I..  P. I
1 Running north-westerly th ro ugh The Trustees ... Resumed por- 293° 30' 2 72 Irre- 0 0 32 Fenced.
the no rt hern half of the Jewish tion unoccu- I gular
Cemetery pied
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring  the Land  described below under theprovisions  of  "The Beal Property Act of  1861 ." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name  of Applicant.
181 perches, being subdivision 14 of allotment 66c, Wm. Thornton and Daniel
parish of North Brisbane, county of Stanley Foley Roberts,  as trustees
of Peter Hartley
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
10th May, 1877.
86  Zeerches ,  being allotment 1 of section 83, parish and Ditto ditto , . ditto
town of North Brisbane ,  county of Stanley
1 182
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5tti April, 1877.
N EW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
(r t5 Exce llency the Adminislra:or of the  Government, with the  advice of the Executive Council,
t ] havlnc deenie&l it  eruedn i  o tr open a  new Road through PoPtiou 280, parish of Ipswich ,  county
of Stanley ,  Moreton District, through laud in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being
land which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts  thereof
as alight thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby ,iven .  that a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing  the  intended line of Road abovement;nned ,  are nos deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and  it  the Police  Office . Ips.vich; and all person interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the Secretary for Public  W orks. within one month from this date,
any  well-grounded  objections  vi hick may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-982. GEORGE THORN.
B0 :)K OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THOUGH PORTION 280, PARISH OF IPSWICH ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion of Road. No. of 1Iow Held Refuted Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.1'or ion .  Owner .  the. Iks.
A triangular piece off 280 Under Deed Michael Ryan
the south- west corner  of Grunt,
of the portion  containing
a general
reservation
for roa :9'
How Held.
Fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 394 of the  Government Gazette
1 1 relative to the opt ping of a new Road through Portions 21 and 30, parish of Jeebropilly, county
of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which were
originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a t enervation of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Ad-
ministrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred
to according to the Plan ai,d Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich 911 persons desirous of claiming compensation if. respect
of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must  be,  served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will
`not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
77-421. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 21 AND 30, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of
Selection.
Commencing  at the N.W. corner X11
of portion 21, and running  "Leasing
east to its  N.E. corner  Act of
1868 "
2 Corrmencing in the west boun-
dary of portion 30. and run-
ping  westerly to the Warwick
road
Under deed of
grant containing
a general reser-
vation for roads
Ditto 134° 15' I 15 37
109° 30' 1 30
81° 13 32
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT. COUNTY OF STANTLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February ,  1877, folio 440 of the  Government Gazette
relative to the opening of a new oad through Portion 50, parish of Burnett ,  county of
Stanley ,  through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder  specified: Notice  is hereby given, that
His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police  Office,  Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are 'lereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public  Works n ithin  forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-642.  GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THhOUGH PORTION 50 .  PARISH OF  B URNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
NIORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
I
No. Portion  of Road. Itow Held.
1 Commencing  on the Ipswicli Conditional
reserved  main north- I Re;;. Clause, A.
ern road, and running 899  " C. L. A.
westerly  to join a road  Act of
on the north of the 1868."
portion,  and leaning to
ink'  -no-i's crossing.
Reputed
Owner.
M.  O'Keefe.N  135°  E. 2 831
Reputed
Owner.
Darby
McGrath
Occupier.)  Beat fags. I Lengths.
Breadth Area . Remarks.
of Road.
-- - -I--
A. R. P.1
Irregular 0 0 32
ehs. Iks.
Darby 90° 64 0031cGi ath
Ditto ... Ditto
Breadth
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. of
Read.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
A. R. P.
1 chain 6 1 24
1 chain 2  3 13
Area.
chs. iks
William Dob- 267° 0' UI o 150 links 3 0 8 Uu-bie 2850  40' 13 58 1  fenced.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 7th day of February, 1877, folio 360 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of  a new  Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish
of Cunningham, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified , which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant, severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76.5927.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO KILLABNrLY, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM
COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAr.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. Occupier.
1  'Running easterly' 2128  ' Selection Chas .  Smith Unoccupied 92° 37'
through portion under
428, parish of  " The Leaa-
Cunningham  leg Act of
1866"
2 Running easterly 2129 Ditto ... Chas .  Smith '  Unoccupied! 92° 37'
from the west to
the east boundary
of port ion 429
3 A strip 50 links wide, W. R.,
off part  of the north No. 6
boundary of selec-
tion 6
4 Running east from 1902
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 139
6 Running east from 1868
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 274
6 Running east and 2040
south -easterly from
the west to the
ea°t boundary of
po rt ion 272
7 Running south -east- 2143
erly from the west
to the east boun-
dary of portion 160
8 Running south -east- 1878
erly and no rt h-east-
erly from the west
to the east boundary l
of portion 273
I
9 Running  south -east- 2016
erly  from the west
to the south boun-
dary of portion 275
10 i Running  from the W. R,
north boundary of No.72
selection No. 72
south-easterly and
easterly to its east
boundary
11 Running  fr om the
west  boundary of
Killarney pre -emp-
tive 66 easterly to
junction with road
already proclaimed
in said pre -emptive
tinder deed J. D.
of grant ,  Macansh Unoccupied
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Bearings.
89° 50'
Selection Alexander  Unoccupied 89° 50'
under Macdonald
" The Leaa-
Ing Act of
1866"
Ditto  ...  Alexander  Unoccupied' 890 50'
Macdonald
Ditto  ... Alexander  Unoccupied '  89° 50'
Macdonald  I 111° t>D'
Ditto  ...  Alexander  Unoccupied
Macdonald
1110 00'
Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied  111° 00'
Macdonald 960 00'
133° 10'
Ditto
Reputed
Owner.
Alexander Unoccupied 138°
Macdonald)
Under deed J. D. J. D .  j 122° 30'
of grant ,  Macansh Macansh { 137° 20
containing 97°
a general
re servation
for roads
Ditto ... J. D. J. D. 97
Macansh Macansh
Lengths.
chs. Ike.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
A. R. P.
Remarks.
29 03  2 chains  5 3 9 South boundary
of porti',n
fenced
28 98 2 chains ,  7 2 29 Apparently un-
andirre- improved
gular
30 43 Portion  1 2 3 South boundary
re sumed ,  fenced, and
50  links fence crosses
selection
69 93 2 chains 12 0 0 Unimproved ;
pa rt  forest and
part plain
57 31 2 chains 11 1 34 Iron  sbeep•shed
on selection
16 33 2 chains  11 1 30 Unimproved;
40 84  open box
forest
58 20 2 chains  11 2 22 Sheep -shed on
selection
29 35 2 chains 12 1 35 Sheep-shed on
20 53  selection
12 24
22 95 2 chains 4 0 30
60 0 2 chains 37 3 17
49 0
80 1
15 86 2 chains 2 2 31
Unimpt oved
forest land
South and part
of east boun-
dary; fenced
Unimproved
forest ridges;
black soil.
Norrn.- The above Book of Reference cancels Proclamation of a road from Warwick to Selection  (W.R.) No .  560, on Farm Creak
sea Saw Mills ,  and fro m Warwick and Farm Creek e.road to Killarney ,  parish of Cunningham , county  of Meiivale ,  dated 11th September
1876. (See  Government Gasette,  folio 513.)
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH OF FASSIFERN , COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL.
SECOND OTICE.
W
I1' H reference to the  Notice  dated the 12th day of February ,  1877 ,  folio 393 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road in Fassifern Scrub ,  parish of Fassifern,
county of Churchill ,  through lands in the occupation  of'  the several persons hereunder speci fied  :  Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency tin' Administra'or of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office  of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Ipswich .  All persons desirous of
claiming coml ensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are other-
wise  by law  so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-58.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD IN FASSIFERN SCRUB, PARISH  OF FAsSIFERN , COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDFh TO BE  PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Ipswich
Register
1 Commencing at the 93
intersection of the
Ipswich road and
the eis°t boundary
of portion 4l, and'
running  south to I
soutu boundary
2 Commencing on the 309
north- east corner
of portion 43, and
running south to
its south -east cor-
ner
3 Commencing at  the'
north -east "orner
of portion 105, and
running south to
its south boundary
4 Commencing on the ,
5
no rt h boundary  of '
portion 128, and
running west and
then  south along
north and east
boundaries to its
south-east corner
Reserved '  road be-
tween po rt ions 207
and 151
6 Coinmenciug on the
west boundary of
portion 151, and
running  south to
the south - west
corner
7 Triangular piece
near south - west
corner portion 151
8 Reserved  road be -
tween portions 128
and 207
2008
2245
2380
9 Deviation  of road on 2380
south boundary of
portion 151
10 Deviation ofroadon 2489
south  boundary of
portion 153
11 Deviation of same
road into portion
173
3281
12 Commencing at the `2223
north -west corner
of 138, and running
westerly through
portion 126
13 Commencing  on the 2833
east boundary of
portion 162, and
running south-
west to its south
boundary ; and I
thence along that
boundary to its
south- west corner
14 Commencing at the
south east corner
and running west-
erly to the west
boundary of por-
tion 127
34;8
ReputedHow Held. Owner.
Breadth
Occupier  Bearings .  Lengthy. of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chs, Ike  A. R. P.
" C. L. A.  Julia bic -  Julia  Mc- N. 181°  E. E1 861 101 links 0 0 35 Partly fan-
Act  0/1868" Analen Analen ced
Ditto Ditto J.McAn  slen  \.181° E.  28 441 100  links 2 3 15 Unimproved
Ditto Richard Richard N. 180°  46 ' E. 36 64  100 links  3 2 26 Partly fen-
Bradfield B radlield ced and
cultivated
Ditto Elizabeth  E  Horton N. 90" 23'E. 6 63 100 links 3 3 16 DittoHorton N.180° 48' E. 30 84
The Crown N. lr0P 10'  E. 15 2;  Irregular 1 2 37
166° 07' 4 29
Homestead , Ferdinand F.Sonnburg 179° 57' 10 23 Ditto 0  3 18 Partly
" C. L. A.  Sonnburg under cul-
Act oflS68" tivation
The Crown ... 24)1° 45'  1 80 Ditto 0 0 21
•.,  Ditto  ... 90° 45'  19 76 1 chain 1 3 32
" C. L. A.  Ferdinand
Actof1868"  Sonnburg
F.Sonnburg  90° 30'  7 28 Irregular 0 1 16
Ditto Friederich F.Schumac -  90°30' S 55 Ditto 2 1 29 Part  under
Schumacher her cultivation
Ditto  Christian C. Deick- 90° 30' 3
D"ickmann mann
46 Ditto 0 035 Ditto
Ditto  Thomas  Tbos. Ileas -  90° 20' 6 61 1 chain 2 0 3 Ditto
Heasman man 265°20' 13 52
Ditto John Mc- John Mc- 232°20' 6 38 Ditto 2 1 6
Donald Donald 270° 45' 16 53
Carl Deick- C. Deick- I  2870461 13 84 Ditto 5 024
mann maun i  248'45'2700 45' 928 5267
{
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH  reference  to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1,
parish of  Northbrook,  county of Stanley ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder
s ecified ,  which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore  hereby  declared expedient to open and
snake the  Road referred  to, according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereb informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof ,  but such notice wi ll  not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation
unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-966.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH NOR?HBROOK PRE-EMP1IVE PURCHASE NO. 1, PARISH OF
NORTHBROOK ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE P1iOCLAIMED AS A
' PUBLIC ROAD.
No. rortion of Road.
1 I From the south bound-
ary of Northbrook pre.
emptive  purchase No.
1, northerly to its north
boundary
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Bearings .  Lengths.
N. 0° 50' E.
ch. iks.
20 0
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
A. R. 1'.
3 chains 6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NJ W ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
11''
W ITI I reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 4')9 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 71, 108. 107, and 66, parish of
Samsonvale , county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons  hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, teat His Excellency t lie Administrator of
the Government, with the advice of the Executive Connedl, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the comps nsation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming; to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-511. GF.O1{U E 'I'll OR1 N .
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7J, 108, 107, AND 66 ,  PARISH OF SAMSONVALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY. MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIM SD AS A PPBL1C ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. eo o
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Under Deed of Grant  William
containinga general  l  Pearson
reservation for roads
How held. Reputed Breadth i Area .  Remarks.Owner. Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths. of Road .  I
1 Commencing  on a re- 1473
served road  near the
North Pine  River. and
running north-west-
erly  to the north boun-I
dary of portion 71
2 Commencing  on the 2392
south bounda ry  of
portion 108,  and run-
ning no rt h -westerly
to its no rt h boundary
a Branch  road from new 2392
road along  the north
boundary of portion
108. to its north-west
corner I
4 Branch  ro ad from new
ro ad along the south
boundary to south-
west corner of portion
107
1 1ohs. lks.Under Land Hugh H .  Strain... 2790 330 4 78 1 chain...
Act of  1868 Strain
Occupier.
321 0 1 481
I Ditto  ...  Ditto ... Ditto ... 324°  0' 4 58t  1 chain
1
312° 0'  4 25
I }
Ditto  ...  Ditto  ... !  Ditto  ... ,  West  ..  15 00 50 links
W. Nugent  West  ...  11 bo 50 links)2351  1  Ditto ...  I William
Nugent
a Commencing on the 2351
south boundary of
portion 107,  and run-
ning north westerly
to its north -west corner;
6 Commencing on the 1353
south  boundary of
portion  (36, and run-
ning north -westerly
to a reserved road
iDitto ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  293' 0 '  9 1 i l 1 chain
314° 5'  4  8a,
(
Ditto  ... !  Ditto ... Ditto  ...  269° 13'
300° 0'3130 01
1338° 0'
1
301° 0'
1° 11'
A. R. P.0  2  9
I
Partly
cleared
Partly
cleared and
1 2 30-1  cultivated.
reservedroad
to be closed
l
Partly
2 023 cleared, re-
road
to be closed
l
8 90 1 chain ...  2 3 18 Unimproved
4 '30 scrub land,
4 50 part of
3 0 reserved
4 54; road to be
3 84 closed.
Noss .- Nos. 3 and 4 cancel the Book  of Reference  published in the  Government Gazette  of November 11th ,  1876, folio 996
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BEAUDESERT AND N IN DOOIMB AH, COUNTY OF WARD,
SECOND NOTICE.
A TITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 991 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, from Beaudesert to Nindouimbah, parishes of
Beaudesert and Nindooimbah, county of Ward, District of Moreton, through lands in the occupation of
the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereby some part was originally granted by Deed
of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth :
\rotice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road ate hereby informed that notice
of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such com-
pensation ,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-182 . GEORGE THORN.
BOOT: OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDESERT TO N INDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Running southerly and
south-easterly from
the north to the
south boundary of
2
Register
No of Reputed.
Selec- How held. Owner.
tion.
287 "Ceorcii George
Bris- Lands Robinson
bane Alieliation
Register Act or
portion 2, parish of 1863
Beaudesert
Running south-easterly 1182
from the boundary of Bris-
portion 72 to the bane
originally reserved Register
road
3 Running easterly and'
south-easterly from
the west l ouudarv of,
Nindooimbah Pre-
emptive No. 1, to the
main road to Beenleigh
BRANCH  ROAD  CONNECTING
I Binning north-easterly 287
from the south-west Bris-
corner of portion  2, bane
parish of Beaudesert, Register
to the above road,I
from Beaudesert to
\indooimbali I
Ditto Ernest White
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
Road.
1 chs. Ike. Links. A. s. P.18900' 2 ud 150 14 1 5 Old re
149° 30 16 12 i served
1590 111' 12 17 road to be
161° 45' 8 68 closed.
165° S' 33 88
1'-5° 8' 19 10 150 I 2 3 33 Corres-
J. D. White 81° 25' 11 94 150 4 2 5
ponding
part of old
reserved
road to be.
closed
113010' 18 09Under Deed J. D. White ..of Grant
contain-
lag a gen-
eral reser-
vation for,
roads
Crowns
Lands
.1lienaiiod
Art of
186,0"
35° 15' 14 14 I 150 2 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
1T1I reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 566 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 174, parish of Goodna, county
of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally
granted by Deed of'Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required
for making; public wav as hereunder set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the-
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council. has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according
to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the
Police Office, Goodna. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that no-ice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.77-1123-
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 174, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
N o. Portion of Road. How held.
I
Reputed
Owner.
THE ABOVE ROAD WITH THE TELEMON tiOAD.
George ...
Robinson
I
i
1 I
Occupier.  Bearings .  Lengths. Breadth of Area .Road Remarks..
A triangular piece out of Under Deed
I
J. 31. J. H. N. 00
the north-west corner of Grant con- Thompson Thompson
of portion No. 174. taming a I
general re-I
servation for
public ways
17' Irregular. i 0 2 10 Fencedand+
cleared
ehe. Iks.  1 , A. a. P.
3 53
Nors.-This Notice  cancels  the Notice dated'ird November, 1976,  published in the  Government Ga=ette,  folio 913.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th March, 1S77.
I NEW ROAD.-FIRST  2 NOTICE.
HH IS Excellency the Administrator of Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, havingdeemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions  1221 and 119, pariah of  -North, county
of Churchill ,  Moreton District , through  lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified. being
lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways ,  and whereof the residue i5 held
under other titles ,  as hereunder respectively set forth :  -Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and Book
of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the  Oflice of
the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary  for Public Works,  within one month from this
date, any %i ell-grounded objections ww'hit•h may exist to the formation of the Road in question..
77-1135. GEORGE THORN .
BOOK OI' REFERENCE  OF ROAD, GIVING ACCESS To TINE NEI\ BRinGE NEAR SPENcEn'S
BRISBANE RIVER,  THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISII OF NoRTII, COUNTY OF CIIt Re'Hl LL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PRO( LAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
Register
Portion of Road . No. of How  held.selec-
tion.
Reputed
.Owner
1 I An irregular  piece of  ipiwich Cuder Deed l John
land at the north cor'- Register of Grant , Redmond
t.er of  portion 12'2 117 Cintaining a,
general  re-
servation
Commencing on the
south-west boundary
of portion 119, and
running north-east-
erly, being an in egtt-
lar piece of land, along
the right bank of the
Brisbane River
John
Redmond
for roads I
31  C. L. A.A cl
of 1Sos
Occupier. Length
in Chants.
Breadth
of Road. Area. tic niall,s.
John 4:1^ 13'
clts. Ike.
1 71, Irregular
A.  R.
u 0
P. I
27 Portion rc-
Redmond 'utned ia,-
Joint 19 13' 11 20; Irregular 3 1 13
teuced.
Portion to he
Redmond returned ttrt-
leuced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane.  20th March. 177.
\  L\V Rt1 , it. -FI l;S'l'NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
1 deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions 96, 51, an(l 22, parish of Sarllsonvale,
county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified,
being lands whereof some parts were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue
is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth :  Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Olliee
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein.
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public VNrorlcs, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections H Lich may exist to the formation of the Road in. question.
77-876. GEO.IiGE THOP,-.
BOOK OF REFERENCE :  OF ROAD  T HROUGH PORTIONS  9 6, 51 .  AND  22, PAl11sIi or S_ 0 Ia oN \ ALE. C(,UNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MoRETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIME D As A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No.No. Portion of Road. Select II0W Held.
tion.
I
2
3
Reputed
OX.n(,tS.
From tae eaal honndar% Bris- l-nder Teed Richard
of portion 96 south-1 bane of Grant 11inu
westerly to its south- Register containing al
west corner 2213 general re- '
servati in
for road,.
From the south-ea-t
cor,,er of portion 51
north-westerly to its
west boundary
From the south t - ea-t
corner of portion 22
north-westerly to a
reserved road
1203 ditto ... Patrick
Scanlan
396  C . L. A .drt  Hugh 1'.
of  lrltin  Mills
Pr- adthOe-apter.  Bearings . Lengths.
of Road. Area.  Rcu,arl.r,.
----- chs. Iks.
Unoccupied  248' 22' 1 25 1 chain
2640  01  4 CI
"'So  0'  2 f;l)
221 0' 4 7tt
2I',  (' S it
269  ;4 5 f1)
P. wcanlan !!07"
293° n'
313° 1 1'
13t
11 5t)U at
11. 1'. Mills 313' ] 1' h 06
323' 0' 5 00
t. R. P.
2  2  21 tnfo.ced.
ditto . 1 3 35  dlbtc.
ditto  ... 1 1 3 1 Fer.'ed.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th March, 187 7.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST  NOTICE.
H IS ,'xcellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Execuive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road from Gatton up Tenthill or Blackfellow's Creek, parish of
Tenthill, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all
such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of
Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Gatton ; and all Persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any
well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-529. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD  FROM  GATTON up TENTHILL OR BLACKFELLOW 'S CRxxi
PARISH OF TENTHILL, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MOB-ETON DISTRICT,  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
RegisterI
No. Portion of Road. No. of How held.Selec-
tion.
I
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bear in gs .  Lengths.  I
of-Road
.
Area .  Remarks.
o
chs. Iks .  A.  R.  P.
From the north  to the Helidon " C.  L. A.  Hans  Hans  Marcus 145° 33' 6 77 1 chain  2 0 23 Not fenced
south boundary of por -  Register  Act  of '1Iarkus Petersen  192° 45'  11 791 or cleared.
Lion 111 341 1868."  Petersen  165° 45' 2 87
2 From the  north to the 704 Do.
south boundary of por-
tion 152
3 From the reserved road 511 Do.
in portion 121 north-
easterly to  Tenthill
Creek
4 A triangular piece out 78 Do. ...
of the north-west
corner of portion 86
6 A strip of land off part Ipswich Under Deed
of the south boundary 299 of Grant
of portion 78 containing
a general
reservation
for roads
6 A triangular piece at
the intersection of the
reserved road with the
south boundary
Do. Do.
David David 165° 45' 7 021  ditto
Nichols Nichols 206° 45' 5 374
168° 45' 11 12
Edward Edward 27° 0' 4 98  Irregular
McCu llagh McCullagb
John  James Thomas B.
Cramp Cribb
Arthur Anthony
Hodgson McDowall
and Robert
Ramsay
7 From the north bound -  Helidon  "C. L. A.  John James Thomas  B. 164°  30' 33 264  1 chain
ary south -easterly to Register  Act  of  Cramp Cribb 131° 0' 31 20
the south boundary 78 1868." 148° 0' 7 00
of portion 86 165° 0' 9 00
155° 0' 14 00
189° 0' 13 30
137° 0' 7 36
8 From  the north bound-  300 Do . ... Arthur Arthur 157° 0  8 00 ditto
ary southerly to the 3IcIlvana 31cIlvana 199° 0' 8 20
south boundary of 147° 0' 3 40
portion 114 187° 15' 6 98
9 Fro m the north bound- 301 Do . ...  Esther Do. 187° 15' 10 28 ...
ary southerly to the Mcllvana
south boundary ofportion 115
10 Fro m the no rt h boun -  133 IM. ..  Win. George  T. O'Bri en  ...  187° 15'
dary of  portion 94  Johnstone  225° 15'
southerly , to its south 171° 15'
boundary 149° 15'
171° 15'
157° 15'
163" 15'
183° 15'
11 From the north boun- 112 Under Deed  James James Peach  177° 15'
dary of portion  89 of Grant Peach
southerly ,  to its south  containing a
boundary  general re-
servation for
roads
12 From the  north boun- 111  "C. L. A.  David
dary of  portion 88  Act  of Chalmers
southerly and south- 1868 "
easterly,  to its south
boundary
13  Fr-)m  Murde ri ng Gully 149 Under Deed Owen
through port ion 100 of Grant Caffery
south-westerly and containing a
south to its south-  general re-
west corner servation for
roads
2 74 ditto
4 02
6 50
7 00
3 90
14 01
4 00
18 68
25 08 ditto
Do. Do. 164° 30' 1 17 Irregular ,  0 0 Zia
2 1 17 This road has
been  reserved
through the
selection.
1 1 30 Not fenced
or cleared.
11 2 0  Not fenced
or cleared.
Reserved
road to be,
closed.
2 2 26 Not fenced
or cleared.
1 0 5 1 ditto
6 0 14 Not fenced
or cleared.
2 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
David 177° 15' 18 95  ditto 6 3 27
Chalmers  171° 15' 17 81
133° 15' 6 16
1 49° 15' 8 23
122° 15' 11 51
200° 15' 6 34
Owen Cased 230° 15'  14 07  1 Irregular 8 3 0
265° 15'  6 83; 1 chain
184° 45' 3  02'2080 32' 7 72
239° 21' 6 61
179° 53' 16 22
27° 0' 3 61 ditto  0 2 0 Not fenced
or cleared.
89' 42' 63 00 1 chain 6 1 9 Not fenced
or cleared.
Road along
north boun-
dary to be-
closed.
Not fenced.
but partly
cleared.
Unimp roved
Nor= -The  remarks about fencing and clearing refer  to the  area  which  is to be resumed only.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1817.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
VW ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 281' of the  GovernmentGaz tte,  relative to the opening of a new Road, from the Warwick Road to Harding's Selectio ,
Portion 411, parish of Purga, county of Churchill, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the
several  persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that his Excellency the Governor, with the ad-
vice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-940. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING'S `ELECTION, PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMF.D AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road. w8 c+I  how  Held.
qo- IP3 m 
1 Commencing on the ...
Warwick Road and
running east along
north boundary of
portion 2419
2 Commencing  at the 4,12
south -west corner of
portion 183 ,  and run-
ning east  to south-
east corner I
3 Commencing at the
south -west corner or
portion 212 ,  and run-
ning westerly  through
that portion and
Crown land ,  to north-
west corner of portion
411
759
Crown land
Reputed Occupier .  Bea ri ngs . I Lengths.Owner.
Conditional Thos.  Unnccu-
Clause  " C . L.  Glynn pied
A. Act of
1868"
' Conditional Francis Francis
Clause  " C. L.  Porter Porter
A.Actof
1868" ' Crown
laud
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.  Remarks.
chg. Iks. A. R. P.
90° 46 68 1 chain ... 4 2 24
90° 36' 39 09  1 chain .. . 3 3 26
90° 12' 20 73 Irregular  1 1 20
1 chain ... 2 011'1
Through water
reserve.
Adjoining land
:eneed- two
r ails.
This  land was
being tented
at time of
survey.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th March, 187 7.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF RAMSAY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January ,  1877, folio 228 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Selections 813 and  1350TR,  parish of
Ramsey, county of Aubigny ,  through land in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified  :  Notice
is hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said road,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane, and the Police Office, Toowoomba .  A ll  persons desirous of claiming compensa-
tion in respect of the said road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public  Works,  within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76-6072. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1350, TOOWOOMBA REGISTER
PARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion  of Road .  No. of
Selection. I
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bea rings . Lengths .
Breadth I
of Road. Area .  Remarks
Too-
woomba
Register .  cis. lks.  A. R. P.
1  A st ri p one chain wide  813  "C.  L. A.  Garrett  G.  Culhane  North 56 56  1 chain  ... 5 2 25 West
off  the west boundary  Act  of 1868"  Culhane  boundary
of Selection 813
2 A st rip one chain wide 1350  Ditto  ... Lawrence Unoccupied N. 0° E.
fenced ;
otherwise
unim-
proved
7 42 1 chain 3 1 26  Left sideoff the  west, north ,  Buckley 900  E.
and west bounda ries 00  21'
..16 17
of road
7 &1 average 135 tented ;
of the selection links. selection
otherwis
unim-
proved
and un-
ocupied.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
T  ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of January, 1877, folio 286 of the  Government
Gtr:eette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, through Portions 2t)8, 2,16, and 216, parish of
Warner, county of Stanley. Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several persons
hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the
Executive Council, hay been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to
be seen at the Otlice of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons ao claiming to any such compensation,  unless
they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-61. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF HFFERENCE OF I',OAI) THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 216, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Por tion of Road.
yw o
flow  held. ReputedOwner.
1 Commencing at the 156 Conditional Robert
south-ea't corner of elauso of Leitch
portion 20s, and  "C.L _d. Act
ruaningnorth-we,t- 1863"
city to its we,t
boundary
2 Commeuein, at the 2170  C.L.A. Act  IlenrN
south-cast  corner  of  I  cf  loth" Walker
port'on 216, and
running westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the ... Forfeited
north boundary of selection
portion 216, and
rinulug south-
westerly to its west
boundary
I
Occupier. I Bearings.
j  Breadth
Lengths . I of Area. Remark -,.
I Road.
chs. Iks. A. R. 1'.
305 00' 27 2') 1 chain  , 7 3 1 Fenced
29 45' 1 2s 18
283° -15' 17 31
270° 27' 5 1)0
2700 27' 15 08 Irregular 1 3 17 Partly
2i9' 'O' 1 JS Irregular 4 2 bu ,
fenced ;
house,
stock) ard,
lc.
211° ill)' 4 IsL
d110 1)0' 1 tii
237° 1)n' 12 22
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1877.
1EW ROAD,  PARISH OF DRAY TON, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
V
WITII  reference to the Notice dated the 21th day of January ,  1877 ,  folio 211 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the openin g  of a new  Road through  Portions 402 and 526, parish of  Drayton,
county of  Aubigny,  through land in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specifics ,  which was
originally  ; ranted by Deed of'Grant  containing  a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for slaking public ways : Notice is hereby given ,  that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice  of the Executive Council, has  been  pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore
hereby declared expedient to open and make the  road  referred to according to the Plan and
Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,
Toowoumba .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed
that notice of the compensation they claim must  be served  upon the Secretary  for  Public Works
within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any
such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
7 7 -5.31.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGII PORTIONS 402 AND 526. PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion o1' Road. No. ofPortion. I
1 1 A strip off south and 402
part of east boundary
of Portion 442
2 A strip off south boun-I 526
dary of Portion 526
How held. ReputedOwner.
Under Deed Marian
of Grant Scott
containing Gregory
a general
reservat ion
for roads.
Ditto  ... ;T. F. Gregory
_ - -- - -- ---- -Occupier.  Bear ings. Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area
cho. 16.. A.  it.  r.
F. T. Gregory 9. )° 33 25 1 1 chain... 3 3 41'
4 98
RemarksI
Portion
fenced.
F T. Gregory Ju, 19  79 1 chain...  0 0 Portion
I fenced.
Depar tment of Public  Works,
Brisbane,  20th March. 1877-
'N'EW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
T] IS Excellency the Administrator of the 'Jovernment , with the advice of the Executive Council, li;lvin
deemed it expedient to open a new Road, giving access to the -New flog;ill Ferry, near 1Zedbank Rail-
way Station, and through Portion 89, to give  access  to Portion 87, parishes of Goodlia and 11o„ill, county
of Stanley, 11oreton District, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified, being
lands  which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing, areservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of 1{oad above-mentioned. are now deposited at the Office o!*
the Surveyor-Gneneral, Brisbae, and at the Police Office, Goodna ; and all persons interested therein are
reque,ted to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public \t'orl,s. within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-889.
BOOK Of REFERENCE OF ROAD, GIVING ACCESS TO TIIE NEW JMOGGILL NEAR IZIAWI tNK E'AII.wx
STATION, P.,RISIIFS OF GOODNA AND MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEy, MORETON DIS1'1;IC'l', INTENDED
TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No. ofPortion Ilow held.
1 From Redbank  Sta-'P arishof Under Deed
tion northerly and Goodnal of Grant
north -westerly to 106 containin g;
the north boundary a general
of portion 106 reservation
for roads
2 From the south boon-' 105 and' Ditto
dart' of portion 105 101
north - westerly,
westerly. and
south -  westerly,
through portions
105 and 104 back
to the said south
boundary
3 Au irregular piece of
land out of the
north -west corner
of portion 106
106 Ditto
4 From the western Parishor
ferry approach Aloggill
Ditto  ...l
westerly to tt e 81
west boundary of
portion 81
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Length. of
Bre
Rout,.
odd. Arta. Remarks.
cps. Iks. ` i. n. .
The Trus- Win. R,
0;3
15 5,  6 nrezular
tees and Alexander3 11' 6 3] chain 0 10Executors 31l' 9' 5 8 ,1)
of the late
]ton.Robt
Towns, de-
ceased
Ditto ... Ditto 311° fi' 518 ",
325° 9'  12 1 chain 4 0 16287° 0'  6 74
19tiu 39' 13 57
Ditto  ...  Ditto . .. 1969 39' 4 83 Irregu- :330286° 39' 2 72 lar )
Ditto  .. Ditto ... 2569 45' 1 13 2 chains
256" 45'
t2tiS 2' 733 1 chain 1 2 0
3u' 3 90
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD,  TIIROUGIH  PORTION 89, TO GIVE ACCESS TO PORTION 87 , PAIITSII  OF G oODN a,
1
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE VIIOCLAI31ED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Running north- 89
westerly from the
east  to the north
boundary of por
tion 89
Under Deed  The Tres-  :  Charles 311' 20' 7 8 1 chain... 0 2 17 Road between
of Grant tees and Emery
containing  Executors
a general of the late
reservation Iton. Robt.
for roads  Towns, de-
ceased
A PUBLIC
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1S77.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHLTRCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITEI reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 413 of the  Goeei'i,ntent
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through portion 421, parish of Walloon, county
of Churchill, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the (Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich All persons desirous
of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compen-
sation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date
hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they
are otherwise by law so entitled.77-347.
Boos of
No.
GEORGE THORN.
REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION  421, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS
sr c
Portion of Road.
0044
az
now  Held . Reputed Occupier.Owner.
1 Fro m the south -east 1,666 Home- IThomasboundary of portion stead Hinks
421, pat ish  of Walloon, under
north -westerly to its C.L.A.
north -west boundary Act of
1868"
Bearings.
325'
285°
308'
portions 89
and M, pro-Posed to be
closed
ROAD.
1 Breadth
Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
cps. Iks. A. R. P.
17  12  1 chain ... 2 2 0
2 50
5 28
Remarks.
1192
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 24th day of January, 1877, folio 242 of the  Government
1' Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, county
of Merivale, through land in 'the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given,
that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seer at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming compensation
in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be
served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice
will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so
entitled.
76-6073. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 148, PARISH OF ROBINSON COUNTY OF
MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC RuAD.
No. Portion of Road.
s. p
v o °
°
How Held .
1 Running  north-west- 28a " C. L. A.
erly from the east to 11'. R. Act y' 1868"
the west boundary of
portion 14A
Reputed
Owner.
Martin
Bourke
Occupier.
M. Bourke
Bearings . Lengths.
chs. lks.
276° 3 25
9997° 16 69
Breadth
of Road.
I
Area. Remarks.
A. R. P.
One chain 1 3 36 Portion through
which road runs
unfenoed and
j unimp roved.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD,  PARISH OF ENGLAND , COUNTY OF  CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
AT ITH  reference  to the  Notice dated  the 12th  day of February ,  1877 ,  folio 395 of the  Government1 gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 208 ,  parish of England ,  county
of Cavendish , Moreton  District ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder speci fied  :  Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police  Office,  Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road ,  are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public  Works within  forty days from the date hereof,
but e't  -1i notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are
otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1499.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 208, PARISH OF ENGLAND ,  COUNTY OF CAVENDISH,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
1\ O Portion of Road.
I Running south -easterly
from tine west boun-
dary of portion 208 to
Lockyer's Creek
1. = -
A 0- How Reputed , Occupier Bearings j Lengths Breadth of Area Remarksto c a i Held. Owner. . .. Road. . .
cbs.  Iks. A. R. P.
203  " Crown John John 1680 2 90 100 links 2 0 0 West boun-
Lands Noonan Noonan 108° 22' 14 34 dary
Aliena- 156° 3 70 fenced with
tion Act
of 1868 " two-railfence.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF„FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
NA" ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  Government
gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county
of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming
compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-573.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
c. o, q
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth. I
Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths .  of Area . Remarks.
Road.
chs. lks .  A. B.. P.
...
2440
40' 28 82  2 chains 6 0 0 1
VA_
1 F ro m the road re- 2519
served th ro ugh por-  Ipswich
tion 1146  parish of Register
Forbes,  south-
westerly to its
south boundary
Homestead ,  Edward
under Act Collins
of 1872
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 13th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NO11CE.
[_] IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
11 to open a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield Homestead Area, parish of
Gilbert, County of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all
such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of -Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Warwick, and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the road in
question.
77-881. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OFREFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AND IPSWICH  ROAD  TO GLADFIELD HOMESTEAD
AREA ,  PARISH or GILBERT, COrNTY OF  MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD,
xo. Portion of Road. * How held
I
Reputed Owners Bearings Lengths Breadth of Area Remarks. . . . .Road. .
Under Deed of John Wienholt, 70 4(Y I chs.16 lks.31 A.1 chain  7 B.1 P.0
Grant con-
tainiugagen-
Williaml4•ieeholt,
EdwardWienholt, 20° 40' 31 14
oral reserva-
tion forroa.s
ditto
Arnold Wienholt,
and Arthur Wien-
holt
ditto ... 30° 40' 2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
510 4')' 8 19
1 lFrom near  the bridge over
Miller 's Vale Creek north-
easterlythrou_•h Maryvalc
Pre emptive  1 to its east
boundary
2 A piece of land off the north-
west corner  of Mary va,e
Preemptive 5 ac Gap
Creek
bOUT HERIN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  (foods and Live
Fares.  Stock.
Parcels and
I
Miscellaneous. Total.
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending 7th April, 1877  948 1 6 1,974 11 0 164 13 0 3,087 5 6
Corresponding  week last year  832 6 11 1,538 9 1 101159 2,472 11 9
IncreaseDee-use 115 14 7 436 1 11 62 17 3 614 13 9
1877-Total Traffic to date 45329 10  6...
1876-Ditto ditto
,37,04712  6
Total Increase £8,281 18 O
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for  Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Week  ending  7th April, 187 7
Corresponding week last year
Inc rease . ..
Decrease  ...
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
209 19 7 247 14 0 26 3 10 483 17 5
180 12 3 323 4 1 23 6 2 527 2 6
... ... 29 7 4 2 17 8
... ... 75 10 1 43 5 1
... ...
8,232 16 2
... ...
5,414 9 0
... ... l £2,818 7 2
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways ' Office,
Brisbane ,  13th  March, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN RAIL<<- 4 Y.OTICE is hereby given , that the  undermentioned  Articles are in the eu,todly of the Lost  Property
Department ,  Northern Railway.
Owners can obtain the ss  ne on application to the  Traffic Manager, Rockhampton ,  and paying costs.
If not released on or  before SATURDAY, the 28th April next, they will he;,sold by public auctier.
to defray expenses. F. CURNOW,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
LIST or LosT PROPERTY ON HAND TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1876, AT ROCKHAIIPTON.
Date. Where found. Description Irticle.
1875.
18 September 1 'f elas, carriage 1 small knife
16 7 J.
9 'Larch .. 2nd class carriage 1 rule14  „ ... ... No. 5 gang 1 parachute
1 February... ... Ticket hall ... 1 mug
1 April ... ela's carriage ... 1 pencil case
„ ditto ...
ditto
1 walking stick
I tobacco pouch
22 August ... ... 2nd class carriage ... 1 belt and pouch
8 September ... Waiting room 1 pocket book
4 t tctober 14 class carriage 1 whip
12 June On platform ... 1 blanket
17 On line ... ... ` 4 felt hats„
Tu carriage ...
..
1 coat
ditto ...  ... ... 2 pair hobble.
ditto ... ... 1 blanket
ditto ... I cape
8 July ditto ... ... ...
In waiting room
In carriage
1 pair leggings
2 coarse sheets
1 basil
ditto ... ... ... ... 1 saddle-.trap
ditto  ... ... 1 babv,' bib
10 ditto ...
On platform
1 hat in handkerchief
1 bag
15 ditto 1 water bag... ...
ditto
ditto ... ...
11  tap
1 billy and pint potIii carriage ... ... ... ... 1 paper parcel
13 September On platform
ditto
1 bundle clothes
1 empty keg
ditto  ... ... 1 box
ditto ... ... 1 horse collar
ditto  ...
ditt o
... 1 paper parcel
1 bag
19 ditto 1 bucket in bap
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
... 1 hag of bags
I2 bundles of bags1 ditto
11 October ... ditto ... ... 1 lady' s cloak
ditto ...  ... ... 1 billy
ditto ...
ditto
... 2 books
I girl's hat
16 „ ditto 2 wooden pipes
9 November Iii earriage ...  ... ... 1 book
13  11  ... ... ditto  ...
ditto
... 1 valise
2 sticks
ditto  ... ... 1 sheath-knife
20 ditto ... 2 hats
ditto  ... ... 1 cap
26 ditto ... ...
ditto
... 1 pair gloves
1 umbrella
1876 . AT GOGANGO.
12 August ... ... ... On line .. ... ... ... 3 panama hats
... ... ... ditto 1 cabbage- tree hat
On platform ... ... ... 1 box
ditto .. 1 swag containing box. ...
. . ' ditto ... ... ...
...
.. 1 case
... ... ... ditto 2 swag
AT HERBERT ' S CRE EK.
1 August  ... ... ... On platform ... ... I  singlet
... ... ... ditto ... ... ... 1 felt hat
9 November ... ... On line ... 1 boy's hat
h ti l'9 December ... ... ditto
AT DUARINGA.
asr1 g
20 August ... ... ... On platform  ... ... 1 riding whip
AT DINGO.
20 Decem ber ...  In goods shed  ... ... ... parcel containing shirt and trowsers
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OVERPLLTS GOODS.
Whe re  found.
LIST
Rockhampton
ditto ...
ditto .
Herbert's Creek
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Duaringa ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
OF UNCLAIMED GOODS
Description of Article.
... ...
6  bundles empty bags
1 horse hide
I  bag washing soda
1 drum oil
1 case teapots
1 case glassware
1 arse kerosine
1 waggon pole
2 bags flour
1 pair hames
4 cart boxes
3 buckets
... ... 1 case schnapps
2 bars iron
ON HAND, :31st DECEMBER, 1876.
Date. Station. Station from. Name. Article.
1875. I
27 July ... Rockhampton ...  Stanwell Voysey 1 tin
19 November. ditto ...  Gogango Cherry 1 case
1876.
17 January ... ditto  ditto ... Simmons 1 swag
7 April ... ditto ditto ... Plumb 1 bag
23 May ditto  Westwood ... Higgins 1 valise
2 September  ditto Duaringa ... Dooling 1 box
7 October ... ditto Herbert's Creek Seymour 1 case
8 November... ditto ditto ... Cherry 1 camp oven
22 December ditto Westwood ... Egan 1 case
23 August ... ditto  Duaringa ... Keller 1 mat wedges
17 October
1875
ditto ditto ... Yeanson 1 hat
.
6 December Herbert's Creek Stanwell Kenna 1 bag preserved meat
18 „ ditto ... ditto N. J. Shakespeare 1 box raisins
1876.
24 February ... ditto ... ditto care of Beattie 1 parcel drapery
14 March ... ditto Westwood Smythe 1 pair of boots
13 May ... Duaringa ... Gogango Staunton 1 jar of spirits
`'4 ditto ditto ... O'Regan Passenger's luggage
9 June ... ditto ditto Bowden Hinges
1October .. Dingo ... Rockhampton ... Connell 1 parcel drapery
11 November... ditto . Duaringa ... Leahy 1 pair old sashes
29 February ... Herbert's Creek Rockhampton ...
'
Coleman 1 galvanised iron tub
old timber1 formbl2 t'27 May ...
13 October ...
Duaringa
Dingo ...
...
...
Herbert s Creek
Rockhampton ...
RourkeO
Russell
,es,a
Timber
17 November ditto ... ditto ... Sheeky Empty baps
Comn,iseioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 187 6.
TIME TABLE.
0RTHER.N RAILWAY.- On and after 16th October ,  1876, the following Time  Table will,  ccere
into operation n until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for I ailways.
Miles from' M fRock-hampton Stations.
Up
Trains.
iles rom
Dingo.
. L
Rocsharnptor, , depart ... ...
A.M.810
g Gracemere ... ... ... ... 8'24 23
10 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A 30
15 Stanwell ... ... ... ... 9' 0 35
24 Rosewood .. ... ... A 44
arrive 5030 Westwood e art1d ::: ::: 10'15p
.*
5838 Goganjo ... ... ... ... 4710
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ... ... 11'15 61
53 Herbert's Creek ... ... ... 11.56
58 Boolburra ... ... ... ... A 73
p.m. 78
65 Duaringa ... ... ... ... 12'44 82
88 Dingo ... ... ... ... 2.15 88
Stations.
Dingo, depart...
Duaringa ...
Boolburra ...
Herbert's Creek ...
Rocky Creek ... ...
Goganjo
(...depa ...Qa"ivWestwood {C depart
Rosewood ... ...
Stanwell ... ... ... ...
Ten-Mile ... ... ... ...
Gracemere ... ...
Rockhampton
Down
Trains.
a.m.
7.30
8.51
A
9.39
10.20
*10'47
11,20
11.35
A
P.W.
12.35
A
1.11
1'35
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by  signal  to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their Journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they join the Train to the pla' e
:at which they propose to alight.
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JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
T,ITHOGRAPHIC  OFFICE , TREASURY.
C HART  of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point  ;  also plan of Nor-
manby Sound, showing Thursday and adjacent
islands, with  Aplin  Pass and Ellis Channel ;  surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies  to be had at the
Port  Office  and Government Printing ( ffiee,
William street ,  Brisbane .  Price , 14.  each.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over  five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order,  or cash ; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
NOTICE.EDWARD BRADLEY, junior, has this daybeen re-appointed temporarily as Pound-
keeper until the 4th day of May next, when a
Special Petty Sessions will be held at the Court
House, Charleville, for appointing a Poundkeeper
for twelve months.
W. E. PARRY  OKEDEN,
Clerk of Petty Sessions.
Charleville,
March 24th, 1877.
CENTRAL DISTRICT COURT.
I N pursuance of  "The District Courts Act of
1867," I hereby appoint the following days
and times (in lieu of, and in substitution for those
heretofore appointed), for holding District Courts
during the remainder of the year 1877, at the several
towns or places in the Central District hereinafter
mentioned, that is to say:-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Monday, 18th June
Monday, 17th September
Monday, 3rd December
Tuesday, 19th June
Tuesday, 18th September
Tuesday, 4th December
AT MABYBOROT*.G}H.
Monday, 2nd July Monday, 2nd July
Thursday, 1st November Thursday, 1st November
AT GYMPIE.
Monday, 9th July Monday, 9th July
Monday, 29th October Monday, 29th October
AT CLEBMONT.
Saturday, 2nd June Saturday, 2nd June
Saturday, 17th November Saturday, 17th November
AT SPBINGSURE.
Monday, 11th June Monday, 11th June
Monday, 26th November Monday, 26th November
AT GLADSTONE.
Tuesday, 26th June Tuesday, 26th June
Tuesday, 11th December Tuesday, 11th December
W. H. ABBOTT HIRST,
Judge of the Central District C. ourt.
Gympie, 2nd April, 1877.
Supreme  Court Office,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1877.
TRADE MASK.
TT is liereby notified that Charles Martell,  Edward
l Martell,  and Gabriel Martell, of Cognac, in
the Republic  of France ,  brandy shippers, and
eo-partners ,  trading under the style or firm of
Martell and Company ." by Alfred W ilkins their
attorney ,  have ,  in pursuance  of the fourth  section of
" The Trade Marks Act of  1864,"  28 Victoria,
No. 6, applied  to register  the four  several Trade
Marks hereunder specified.
Firstly.- A  capsule mark consisting of the word
" J. & F. Martell,  Cognac," forming a circular
bordet for a coat of arms of three hammers, or
martels proper, above which is the crest of a
Marten, which said Trade  Mark  is intended to
be impressed on the top of the capsule which covers
the corks of bottles containing brandy.
Secondly .-Two colored  lithographs,  one being
crescent shaped, with a light-colored border and a
blue ground carrying two or three stars as the case
may require in order to indicate the quality of the
brandy, and the other being about five inches in
breadth by two inches in depth with a French  grey
ground ornamented with scroll work and carrying
a blue ribbon in the upper portion ,  on which are the
words  "  Old Brandy  "  in white letters .  Between
these words is a shield containing the coat of arms
and crest firstly above described .  Over the crest
in a narrow arch are the words " Trade Mark on
Capsules and  Cases"  in white letters on a blue
ground .  Just below the centre of the lithograph are
the words  " J. & F. Martell,"  also in white letters
on a blue ground ; and on a scroll underneath is the
word "Cognac," also in white letters on a blue
ground ,  which said Trade Marks are intended to
be used as labels for bottles.
Thirdly.- Words  and monogram  " J. & F. Mar-
tell, Cognac ," ML  conjoined  ;  which said words and
monogram are intended to be used as a brand for
casks.
Fourthly.-Coat  of arms of three hammers, or
martels proper, above which is the crest of a
Marten, over the words  "  J. & F. Martell ,"  below
which is the word " Cognac ." At the  left hand
upper corner is a circle containing either one star,
or two stars  and " No.  1 " underneath ,  or  three
stars  with " VSO " underneath according to the
quality of the brandy, which said Trade Mark is
intended as a brand for marking cases.
Notice  is hereby given ,  that unless it be shown
to my satisfaction ,  before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof ,  that such several
Trade Markshavebeen previously registered ,  or that
some other person or persons is or are entitled to
such Trade Marks, or that such Trade Marks are
so like some other Trade Marks that they may be
mistaken for the same ,  aCertificate will, in pursuance
of the provisions of the said Act, be issued to the
said Charles Martell ,  Edward Martell ,  and Gabriel
Martell ,  trading as aforesaid, certifying that they
are the persons entitled to the use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
James Page, of Nerang Creek, saddler, by the
said James Page.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day,
it is  ordered that the said James Page be, and
he is hereby adjudged  insolvent , in  forma pauperis,
and that William Henry M iskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said James Page, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twentieth day of April, 1877, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said James Page shall, on the Nineteenth
day of April, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate, a full, true,  and accurate state-
ment, verified on oath, of his debts  and liabili-
ties of every kind, and of the  names and
reside,nces,  so far as known , of his creditors,
and of the  causes of  his inability to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this sixth
day of April, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar,I
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Campbell, an Insolvent.
A VACANCY  having occurred in the office of
Creditors '  Trustee in this Estate ,  I hereby
convene a meeting of creditors ,  to be held at my
Office, on TUESDAY,  the seventeenth day of
April next ,  at Eleven o 'clock in the forenoon, for
the purpose of filling up such vacanc.
Dated this twelfth day of April,  18'77.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
385 4s.
In the  Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Charles Lindenberg, of Too-
woomba, publican, an Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of the above-named Insolvent,
adjudicated on the fifth day of April, 1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
28th  dap of April  instant,  will be excluded.
Dated this 9th day of April, 1877.
383
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
4s.
In the Matter of Andrew Morrison, of Rockhamp-
ton, an  Insolvent.
HENRY MACDERMOTT, of Rockhampton,
has been  appointed Trustee of the property
of Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the  Insolvent  must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward  their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this sixth day of April, 1877.
382
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Joseph Taudevin ,  of South
Brisbane ,  an Insolvent.
O
N  the Ninth day of  May, 1877,  at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon , Henry Joseph  Taudevin, of
South Brisbane ,  adjudicated Insolvent on the
Twelfth day  of April, 1876,  will apply to this
Honorable Court ,  at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this 13th  day of April, 1877.
391
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Alfred Langton, of the Gowrie
Road, near Toowoomba ,  in the  Colony of
Queensland ,  carrier, deceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given , that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court , that  Letters of Administration, with
the Will  annexed ,  of all the goods ,  chattels, credits,
and effects of the above-named Alfred Langton,
deceased ,  may be granted to Agnes Langton, of the
Gowrie Road ,  near Toowoomba aforesaid, the
widow of the said deceased. ,
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this 29th day of March,
A.D. 1877.
380
E. J. MAX,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
and Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Agnes Langton.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ann Littleton, late of Gowrie Creek,
near Toowoomba, in the Colony of Queensland,
widow, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
t tion of fourteen days from the date of
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Ann Littleton. deceased, may be
granted to William Henry Groom and Joseph
Wonderly, both of Toowoomba, in the Colony of
Queensland, Esquires, the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Will.
Dated this sixth day of April, A.D. 1877.
E. J. MAY,
Margaret street, Toowoomba,
and Queen street. Brisbane,
Proctor for the said William Henry Groom
and Joseph Wonderly.
381 6s.
In the Matter of the Goods of John Canovan, late
of Cooktown and the Palmer, in the Colony
of Queensland,  licensed carrier ,  deceased,
intestate.
PURSUANT to the fifth section of  " The
trustees anil Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867,"  notice is  hereby given, that all creditors
and other  persons  having  any claims or  demands
upon  or against  the Estate of the abovenamed
John Canovan, deceased, who died intestate near
Cooktown, in the Colony of Queensland, on or
about the twentieth day of October, 1875, and
Letters of Administration of whose goods, chattels,
credits and effects were, on the thirteenth day of July,
1876, granted by the Supreme Court of the said
Colony of Queensland to Peter Canovan, of Cook-
town aforesaid, the brother and next of kin of the said
deceased, are hereby required to send in writing
the particulars of their claims and demands to the
undersigned, the solicitor of the said Administrator,
Peter Canovan, at his address hereunder written,
or to George Crawford, Esquire, Solicitor, Bowen,
in the colony of Queensland, or to Peter MacPher-
son, Esquire, Solicitor, Queen street,  Brisbane, in
the said Colony, the agents respectively of the
undersigned, on or before the first day of May,
A.D. 1877.
And notice  is also  hereby given, that at the ex-
piration of the last- mentioned  day, the said Peter
Canovan will be at liberty to distribute  the assets
of the said John Canovan, or any part thereof,
amongst the persons entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which the said Peter Canovan
or his said solicitor  shall then have  notice.
And that the said Peter Canovan will not be
liable  for the assets, or any part thereof , so dis.
tributed to any person whose claim he had not
notice of at the time of such ajstribution.
Dated this 16th day of March, A.D. 1877.
WILLIAM PRITCHARD MOEEGAN,
Solicitor for the said Peter Canovan,
344
Charlotte street, Cooktown.
12s.
PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
1 T OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
.L between the undersigned, William Stuart
Patterson  and Patrick Kinealy, in the trade or
business  of' Storekeepers at Mount Perry, under
the firm of " Patterson and Co.," was this day dis-
solved by mutual consent, and in future  the business
will be  carried on by the said William Stuart
Patterson on his separate  account,  who will pay and
receive all  debts owing from or to the said partner-
shi in the  regular  course of trade.
Witness our hands, t,iis 29th day of March, 1877
Signed by the said W.  Stuart Patterson an
Patrick Kinealy ,  in the 1 r.;sence of
JoHN GRAHAM-
389
W. S. PATTERSON
P. KINEALY.
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THE Partnership hitherto subsisting between
the undersigned. under the style or firm of
"O'Reilly and Ryan." has been dissolved by mutual
consent of both parties.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
March, 1877.
FLORENCE H. O'REILLY.R. A. RYAN.
Witness-
A. J. Ti1YN NE,
Solicitor ,  Brisbane.
376 4s.
DISSOLUTTON OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnershin hitherto subsisting betweenThomas MvIiwraitls and J. W. Johnston,
under the style or firm of  ",T. 1V. Johnston and
Co.," has this day been dissolved by mutual
consent.
All accounts owing by and due to the said firm
will be paid and received by J. W. Johnston.
Dated at Roma, this 27th day cf March, 1877.
THOMAS McILWRAITH.
.1. W..JOHNSTON.
Witness : F. W. 1. TnoMPsoN,
Solicitor, Roma.375 3s. 6d.
The GoVERNMFOT PRrNTEB acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts :-
1877. £ s. d.
April 9 - J. Watson ... .. . ... 0 2 0
9-J. MacKenzie ... 0 6 0
11-J. Stewart .., 0 5 0
11-E. If .  Booth ... ... 0 12 0
12-R. I'itzgerald 0 1 0
13--G.  H.  Bright ... .. 0 3 0
13-G. Millikiit  ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
13--C. (xaynor .. ... 0 4 0
13-WT.  S. Patterson ... .. ... 0 6 0
13-IT . Lloyd ... ... .. .. 0 1 0
„
13--E. T. Craven ... ... 0 0 3
_mpcunhtnta.
r Pounrlb•eepers are reminded that A dvertisements
of Impouaded . toeh kill be charged for at the rate of
ONE Sxrr.r,r"G PFit ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will he inverted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance suicie.it to cover the cost of its
insertion.
MPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Hutton, on the
I 3rd Apr 1, 1877, by order of G. L. Singleton, Esq.
Driving, 10s.
One bay colt, star and snip, like WIT near shoulder.
One dark-chesnut mare, star, hiu3 feet white, like 3R11
near shoulder.
One bay mare , star , blind near eye, like LD conjoined
(the L reversed) near shoulder, white spots on back.
One brown mare, star, diamond  diamond 6 near
shoulder, S over like 8DR off shoulder, like S off
neck.
If not  released on  or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold  to defray  expenses.
C. GAYNOR,  Poundkeeper.
388 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure, from R treat, on the
5th March, 1877, by Thos. Slatyer, Esq. Driving
expenses ,  8s. 4d .  per head.
One bay gelding, branded like WP sideways near
shoulder, c.,R over 36 off shoulder, white  spots on
neck and back.
One roan mare ,  star ,  like B1W near  shoulder.
One grey mare , - over DP over  like  Sill  near shoulder.
One brown  mare,  1LA near shoulder ,  hind feet white,
star.
One brown mare,  near hind foot white,  illegible brand
near  shoulder ,  X off shoulder.
If not released  on or before  the 3rd  April , 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN, Poundkeeper.
387 5e.
CORRECTED BRANDS.IMPOUNDED at Sprinrsure, from Rainsworth, on
the 22nd February, 1877,  by James Bolitho , Esq.
Driving, Is.  ; damages, £5.
One grey entire colt, like 7GM (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
If not released  on or before  the 27th  April, 1877,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN,  Poundkeeper.
386 is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the lands of Mr.G. McIntosh, on the 9th April, 1877. Damages,
£1.
One chesnut horse, FD near shoulder, 2 sideways off
thigh, 2 upside down off shoulder, hind feet and
face white.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
Ii. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
390 1 s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from Clifton, on the 6th
April, 1877, by order of W. E. Tooth. Damages,
2s. 6d. ; driving, 2s. 6d.
One bay entire, heart 6 heart near shoulder.
One brown colt, TA7 near shoulder, star.
One black horse, -i over D near shoulder, like C near
thigh, near hind foot white.
One brown colt, ,-. over M near shoulder, like 53 near
thigh, FF8 off shoulder, two hind feet white, off
fore foot white, star ; bay entire foal, blotched brand
near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 1st May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
379 4s.
I MPOUNDEI) at Goondiwindi, from Callaudoon, on
the 31st March, 1877, by order of V. Jenkins,
Esquire. Damages and driving, 5s. per head.
One brown stallion, near hind foot white, star, A-D near
saddle, 2 near thigh ; damages £5.
One back filly, star, near hind foot white, S near
shoul i cr.
One hay gehting, star, off fore foot white, like JAP (con-
joined) near shoulder.
One brown gelding, like 0 over c-+ near shoulder.
One bay gelding, D over T near shoulder, Q over t-4
over D near thigh, HS off shoulder.
One bay gelding,  175 near ribs, H off shoulder and neck.
If not released on or before the  27th  April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN McKENZIE, Poundkeeper.
377 6s.
MPOUNDED  at Surat, from Canmaroo ,  on the 2nd
of April. 1877, by order  of A. Sutherland ,  Esquire.
Driving, 9s. 2d.
One dark -bay or brown horse, star and snip ,  collar and
saddle marked ,  like ,z near cheek, like J over like
9SN (registered  brand)  over SW over  like JDL
(the JD  conjoined )  over like diamond diamond 6
(pound brand )  near shoulder ,  C over like JE or IF
off shoulder.
One chesnut horse, oft'  hip down, sma ll  star ,  silver mane
and tail ,  like W1B (registered brand )  near shoul-
der.
If not  released on or before the 1st of May ,  1877, will
be  sold to defray expenses.
J. WATSON , Poundkeeper.
378 2s.
CORRECTED BRAND.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Wivenhoe, on the 28thMarch, 1877. Driving,  3s. 8d.
One brindle and white bullock, both ears slit, like p,
reversed over W off rump ,  like rd over wW over w
off t the.
If not released on or before the  27th  April, 1877,
will be  sold  to defray  expenses.
384
R. FITZ GERALD ,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
Printed and Published by JAYxs C. BEAL, Government Printer,
Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane ,  14th April, 1677.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE Of the COLONY  Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY, at BRISBANE, during the QUAR TERS ended
31st MARCH, 1876, and 31st MARCH, 1877, respectively, showing the  INCREASE or DECREASE Under
each head thereof.
Quarter ended
31st Match,
1876.
CUSTOMS-
Spirits ... ... ...
Nine
Ale, Porter, Vinegar, &c. ...
Tobacco, Snuff, and Cigars ...
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, and Chicory
Provisions ,  Fruits ,  Pickles, &c.
Grain ,  Malt , &c. ... ...
Sugar and  Molasses .. ...
Iron Castings ,  Wire , &c. ...
Oils, Chemicals, Soap, Starch, &c.
Miscellaneous ...
Ad valorem ... ...
£ s. d.
Quarter ended
31st March,
1877.
Decrease,
£  s. d. £ s.
37,929 6 10  39,288 14  6
5,330 4 1 4,956 1 2 374 2
5,991 2 3 6,953 3 7 ...
15,511  0 1 17,149 17 0 ...
9,790 16 8  1  11,560 9 2 ...10,701 12  0 14,664 0 7  ...
985 12 5 677 6 4 408 71,740 12  1  979 16  5  760 15
1,778 9 5 2,931 18 6 ...
4,333 18 2  5,272 19  0
935 14 2 710  2 11  22511
14,653 6 1 15,748 13 3 ...
109,581 14 3 120,793 1 6 1,768 16
EXCISE-
Duty  an COloaisl Spirits  ... ... 6,376 17 3 7,188 17  6 ...
increase.
d.  1 £ a. d.
1,369 7 8
11
962 1 4
1,638 16 11
1,769 12 6
3,962 8 7
1 ...
8
1,153 9 1
939 0 10
3
1,195 7 2
11  12,980 4 1
763 0 3
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTERS' REVENUE-continued.
LAND REVENUE-
Land Sales -Auction ... ... ...
Selection  ... ... ...
„  Pre-emption  ... ... ...
Mineral Selections  ... ... ... ...
Rents of Homestead and Conditional
Purchases
All other Rents
...Mining Licenses ...
Survey and Transfer  Fees ...
RENT OF LAND  FOR PASTORAL PUR-
POSES-
Rent of Runs ... ... ... ... ...
Survey and Transfer Fees  ... ... ...
GOLD-
Miners ' Rights and  Business Licenses ...
Other Receipts  ... ... ... ...
Quarter  ended Quarter endedSlat March,  Slat March ,  Decrease. Increase.
1876. 1877.
£  a. d. £ a. d. £  a. d. £  S. d.
7,913 16 9 6,764 15 1 1,149 1 8
609 11 10 434 6 9 175 6 1
2,560 0 0 2,560 0 0
788 8 4 371 2 6 417 5 10
75,705 0 3 81,403 6 4 ...  5,698 6 1
392 0 4 493 18 1 101 17 9
20 0 0 13 0 0 7 0 03,972 19  8 3,762 2 2  210 17  1
91,961 16 9  93,242 10 11  4,519 9 8 5,800  8 10
1,677 7 7  3,699 6 8 ..  2,021 19  1
1,511  6 0 1,300 2 6 211 3 6
3,188 13  7 4,999 9 2 211 8 6 2,02119 1
2,146 0 0 2,634 0 0 ... 488 0 0
1,797  4 6  2,236 18  4 ...  439 13 10
3,943 4 6  4,870 18  4
STAMP DUTY ... ... ... ... ... 11,068 0 8 10,236 3 9 826 16 11
POSTAGE-
Contributions from  Imperial  Government
and the other ColoniesSale of Stamps  ... ...
Commission on Money Orders ... ...
HARBOR DUES AND FEES- .
Pilotage  ... ... ... ...
Light  Dues  ... .,. ,,. ,., ...
oard  ... ... ... ...Marine  &4-
3,844 12  2 427 5 7 3,417 6 7
8,468 13 10 8,736 16 11 ...
348 14 6 327 16 0 20 18 6
927 13 10
268 3 1
12,662 0 6  9,491 8  6 3,438 5 1 268 3 1
2,198 8 1 2,244 8 8  ...  46 0 7,1981,320 14  4  1,383 10  5 ...  62 16  1
448 12 0 430 0 0 18 12 0
3,967 14  5 4,057 19 1 18 12 0  108 16  8
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... 6,339 0 6 7,341 2 10 ... 1,002 2 4
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern  and Western  ... ... ...  32,819  13 1 38,828 10 6 ... 6,008 17 4
Northern ... ... ... ... ... 4,88812 9  8,132 18  2
LICENSES-
To cut Timber,  make  Bricks,  &c. ... ,..
To Auctioneers ... ...
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ...
To Distil  .. ... ... ... ...
To Bonded Storekeepers ...
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors
To Publicans, for Billiard and Bagatelle
Tables
To Hawkers  and Pedlars ... ... ...
All other Licenses
FEES  OF OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Registrar -General  ... ... ... ...
Sheriff ... ,..
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ...
Curator of Intestate  Estates
Shipping  Master  ... ... ... ...
All other Fees
FINES AND FORFEITURES-Sheriff  ... ... ...
Courts of Petty Sessions
Proceeds  of Sale  of Confiscated and
Unclaimed Property
Orown's Share of Seizures  ... ... ...
All other  Tines  .., ... ... ...
37, 7 08 5 10 46,961 8 7
3,244 5 6
9,253 2 9
821 10 0 939 0 0 ...  117 10  0
445 7 10 670 1 9 ... 2 24 13 11
2,630 0 0 2,630 0 0 ... 100 0 0
268 0 0 127 0 0 141 0 0
1,356 0 4 1,355 10 1  0 10  3
444 18 0 675 10 10 .., 230 12 10
230 0 0 275 0 0 ... 46 0 0
110 0 0 140 0 0 ... 30 0 0
122 0 2 135 9 0 ... 13 8 10
6,327 16  4 6,947 11 8 14110 3 761 5 7
383 5 8  620 17  9 ... I  237 12  1
1,134 8  2 1,183 0 8  ... ,  48 12  6
117 9 11 96  2 2 21 7 9
29115 2 305 2 9 ... I 13 7 7
137 12 10  ... 137 12 10
249 16 9 160 14 9 89 2 0
176 14 0  122 5 3 54 8 9
2,491  2 6 2,488 3 4 302 11 4 299 12 2
9 0 0 1116 0I ... 216 0
800 19 10  448 12 2 352 7 8
50 17 10  52 8 5  I ... 1 10 7
39 16 6 15 16 1 24 0 5
57 2 0 77 0 6  ...  1918  6
957 16  2 605 13 2  1  376 8 1 24 5 1
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF QUARTERS '  REVENUE-continued.
Quarter ended Quarter ended
---  31st March ,  31st March ,  Decrease .  Increase.
1876. 1877.
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Sale of Government Property ... ...
Government Printer
Balances in  hands of Public Officers RefundedSurcharges R covered  ... ... ...
Letters of Registration  ... ... ...
Balances  of Intestate  Estates ... ...
Tolls and Ferries  ... ... ... ...
Government Buildings and Premises ...
Civil Service Superannuation Fund ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ...
£  s. d. £  S.  d.  £  s. d. £ s. d.
134 2 7
337 15 1
16 14 1
34 6 7
164 0 0
1,074 7 2
452 18 5
464 8 4
263 19 6
5] 3 9 1
3,943 1 8
7,399 2 1
TOTAL  Rsvsxvs  PnoP$s £ 303,967 6 4
Deduct Decrease... ... 12,514 2 3
Increase of Revenue Proper on corresponding Quarter, 1876  ... £  23,949 8 7
SPECIAL RECEIPTS.
Western Railway Act  Fund ... ...
Immigration Collections ,  London ... ...
Immigration Collections ,  Colony ... ...
Scab Assessment  ... ... ... ...
Brands Act  Fund ...
Pound Sales ... ...
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ...
Police Superannuation Fund ... ...
Gold Fields  Homestead  Act  Fund ... ...
Trust  Account-- Audit Act ... ...
Trust Account-Dead Letter  Office  ...
5,016  3 10 35,389 12  4 ... 30,874 8 62,316 10  6 3,272  9 10  ...  956 19  43,523 17  7 4,762 3 9 ... 1,238 6 2
632 11 9 814 4 3 ...  181 2  6
2,114 18  11 2,588 9 0 ... 473 10 1
361 1 3 303  1 6 57 19 10
121 6 3 117 0 6 4 6 10
252 5 5 262 2 8 9 17 3
324 16 4 106 8 0430 4 4
...198 11 0  252 13 3  54 2  3
51 8 11 32 6 6 19 2 6
17 11 3 ... 17 11 3
TOTAL  SPECIAL RTCXIPTS £ 15,035 11  0) 4,118 19 9 204 7 4  $3,287 16 1
Deduct Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £  204 7 3
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Quarter, 187  ... £  83,083 8 10
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial  Treasurer.
The Treasury,
Queensland,  7th April, 1877.
PASSIOCLAU  of  CUM and LAxn Osnzzs received on account o( Sales and Rents of Land ,  during the Quarters
ended  Slat  March, 1M!6,  and 31st March ,  1877, respectively.
QU ITZa XNDZD
31sT YAtca,1876.
187 19 9  ...  53 17 2
400 9 10 ... 62 14 9
122 1 1 106 7 0
14 12 I 19 14 6
169 0 0  ...  5 0 0
736 7 5 337 19 9
44 16 10 408 1 7
956 9 6 ... 492 1 2
565 6 10  ..  301 6 4
$68 16 5 14412 8
6,175 16 11 ... 1,232 15 8
8,74115 8 910  8 6 2,253 2 1
327,9161311 12,614  2 3  $6 ,463  10 10
QtL=TZ =  sirnsD
31sT x.tca, 1877.
!Land Orders.i Cash .  Land Orders. Cash.
A  a. d. 8 s. d. t a. d. t s. d.
Proceeds of Land  Sales ,  by Auction  ... ... ... 6,90817 7 1.00419 2 755  6 0 6,00910 1
., „ by Selection  ... ... ... 219 10 0 390 1 10 38 11 4 39616 6
Homestead and Conditional Purchases  ... ... ...  773  18 9 74,931 1 6 29018 5 81,112  9 11
Mineral Selections ...  ... ... ... ... ... 788 8 4 ... I 371 2 8
at 1 7,902 6 4 77,114 10 10 1,084 12 9 87,888 17 11
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CONSOLIDATED REVENUE of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and of the SPECIAL FUNDS paid into the TREASURY,  at BRISBANE ,  during the NINE
MONTHS ended 31st MARCH, 1876 ,  and 31st MARCH  1877,  respectively ,  showing the
INCREASE or DECREASE under each head thereof.
Nine months
ended  31st March,
1876.
£ s. d.
CUSTOMS--
Spirits  ...  126,334 6 1
Wine  ... ... ... 18,141 5 7
Ale, Porter ,  Vinegar ,  &c. ... ... ... 20 ,201 13 5
Tobacco, Snuff ,  and Cigars  ...  53,063 18 3
Tea, Coffee, Cocoa ,  and Chicory 33,147 0 10
Provisions ,  Fruits ,  Pickles ,  &c. ... ... 36 ,226 16 3
Grain,  Malt ,  &c. ... ... ... ...  4s217 15 11
Sugar and Molasses  ... ... ... ...  3,600 5 8
Iron Castings ,  Wire ,  &e. ... ... 6 ,967 0 11
Oils, Chemicals ,  Soap ,  Starch ,  &c. ... ... 16 ,154 19 0
Miscellaneous  ... ... ... ... ...  2,826 6 5
Ad valorem  ... .. ,  52,470 12 10
EXCISE-
Duty on Colonial Spirits
Nine months
ended 31st March.
1877. J
£ s. d.
Decrease .  I Tnerease.
£  s. d. £ s, d.
122,016 10  11 1 4,317 15 2
16,814 10 10  1,326 14 9
21,016 3 11 ... 814 10 6
61,432 2 2 ... 8,368 3 11
36,138 1 9 ... 2,991 0 11
46,734 16 4  ...  10,508 0 1
2,784  8 10  1,433 7 1
3,500 6 3 99 19 5
7,615  14 1 648 13 2
16,335 3 2 .. 180 4 2
2,697  14 2 12812 3
47,157 17 6  5,312 16 4
373,362 1 2 384,243 911 12,619 4 0  23,510 12  9
... 21,084 5 11 22,456 4 4
LAND RTVENUE-
Land Salesj - Auction  ... ... ...  24,498 12
„ Selection  ... ... ...  2,529 0
of Pre-emption  ... ... ...  30,720 0
Mineral Selections  ... ... ...  ...  2,970 3
Rents of Homestead  and Conditional Pur- 110,189 2chases
All other Rents ...
Mining Licensee
Survey and Transfer Fees
1
5
0
2
1,371 18 5
16,591 14 1 7,906 18 0
2,386 5 4  142 15  1
16,470 1 1 14,249 18 11
1,755 7 6  1,214 15  8
112,133 12  0 ... 1,994 9 3
658 13 0  ...  48 19 7
44 0 0 29 0 0
10,333 0 2  3,092 11  7
a
... 609 13 6
73 0 0
13,425 11 9
184,965 3 7  160,372 13  2  26,635 19  3 2,043  8 10
BENT  OF LAND FOR PASTORAL PUR-
POSES-
Rent of Runs  ... ... ... ... ...  131,910 7
Survey and  T ransfer Fees ... ... ... 4,565 18
136,476 5
1 148,069 14 3 ... 16,149 7 2
0  2,327 13  3  2,238 4 9
1 150,387 7  6 2,238 4 9 16,149 7 2
GOLD-
Miners '  Rights and Business Licenses  ...  6,030 0 0 7,627 10 0
Other Receipts ... ... ... ... ...  5,630 5 2 6 ,713 9 11
11,660 5 2  14,340 19 11
STAMP DUTY ...
POSTAGE-
Contributions from Imperial  Govern ment
and other Colonies  ... ...
Sale of Stamps ... ... ... ...
. .
Commission on Money  Orders ...
HARBOR DUES AND FEES-Pilotage  ... ... ...
Light Dues  ... ... ...
Marine  Board  ...  ... ...
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS
RAILWAY RECEIPTS-
Southern and Western
Northern ... ...
...  33,912 14  6 33,281 12 9
3,844 12  2 1,102  0 11
22,569 6 2  24,034 14 11
1,051 7 0  1,088  0 10
27,465 6 4  26,224 16  8
1,697 10 0
1,083 4 9
2,680 14 9
631 1 9
2,742 11 3
1,465 8 9
36 13 10
2,742 11  3 1,502 2 7
6,956 5 11 6,677 9 3 278 16 8
3,984 6 0  4,204 13  9 ... 220 7 9
689 2 0 679 15 6 9 6 6
11,629 13 11  11,561 18 6
...  20,122 19  0  23,198 10  0
... 100,363 14 6 119,993 16 11
14,231 8 9 25,122 8 3
114,595 3 3 145,116 6 2
288 3 2 220 7 9
3,075 11 0
19,630 2 6
10,890 19 6
30,621 1 11
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NINE MONTHS'  REVENUE-continued.
Nine Months Nine Months
ended  31st March ,  endea 31st  March ,  Decrease.
1876. 1877.
LICENSES-  £ . s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
18,724  6 19,061 15 3 311 6 1
To cut Timber, make Bricks, &c. ... 1,789 10 0 2,105 0 0 ... ' 315 10 0
To Auctioneers  848 9  7 837 1 7 11 8 0
To Wholesale  Spirit Dealers ... ... ...I 3,090 0 0 3,090 0 0
To Distil ... ... ... 1 368 0 0 279 0 0 89 0 0
To Bonded  Storekeepers  ... ... 4,076 10 2 4,320 17 0 ... 244 6 10
To Retail  Fermented  and Spirituous Liquors 6,834 11 0 6,695 1 2 139 9 10
To Publicans for Billiard and Bagatelle
}
925 0 0 855 0 0 70 0 0
Tables
To Hawkers and Pedlars ... ... 511 0 0 590 0 0
All other Licenses ... ... ... ... 281 3 9 279 16 6 1 8 3
FEES OF  OFFICE-
Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds 1,764 0 9
Registrar - General  ... ... ... ... 3,431 15 4
Sheriff  ... ... ... ... 282 0 10
Courts of  Petty Sessions  ... ...  885 16 2
Curator of  Intestate Estates ... ... 137 12 10
Shipping Master  ... ... ... ...  585 13 3
A ll  other  Fees  ... ... ... ... 467 12 9
7,554 11 11
FINES AND FORFEITURES- -- -
Courts of Petty Sessions  ... ... ...
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and Un-
claimed lProperty f
Crown ' s Share of Seizures ... ...
All other Fines ... ... ... ...
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS-
Balances in Insolvency  ... ... ...
Sale of  Government Property ... ...
Government Printer ... ... ... ...
Balances  in hands of Public  Officers
Refunded... .. ...
Surcharges  Recovere d ... ...
Letters of  Registration  ... ... ...
Balances of Intestate Estates ...
To ll s  and Ferries  ... ... ...
Wharves ... ...
Government Buildings and Premises
Civil  Service Superannuation Fund ... ...
Other Miscellaneous Receipts
1,862 711 98 7 2
3,473 1 10 ...  I 41 6 6
298 7 4 ... 16 6 6
857 1 10 28 14 4
.. 137 12 10
438 9 9 147 3 6
377 18 3 89 14 6
Iucrease.
£ s. d.
79 0 0
638 16 10
7,307  6 11  403  5 2 156 0 2
23 3 6 33 12 6 ... 10 9 0
1,718 10 7 1,562 12  11 155 17 8
168 17 2 235 14 8 ... 66 17 6
158 14 6 47 18 8  110 15 10
368 19 6 526 6 6 I 167 6 0
2,438 5 3  2,406 4 3  266 13  6 234 12  6
... 2,535 2 4 2,535 2 4
1,034 12 10 689 8 10 345 4 0
715 011 795 8 2 ... 80 7 3
104 6 9 330 711 ... 226 1 2
206 12 7
359 0 0
1,074 7 2
773 18 0
1,443 3 4
556 12 6
1,316 8 2
9,865 9 10
17,449 12 1
TOTAL REVENDE PROPER  ... £  981,430 10 8
Deduct Decrease
41 13 7
553 0 0
736 7 5
459 6 7
1,992 6 2
1,093 19 4
1,119 3 0
17,237 17 4
164 19 0
337 19 9
314 12 5
197 5 2
1,360 0 4
194 0 0
27,W 19  8
1027533 4 0
549 2 10
537 6 10
7,372 7 6
11,494 7 11
47,497 9 3 93,599 2 7
... £ 47,497 9 3
Inc rease of Revenue Proper on corresponding Nine Months 1876  ... ... £  46,101 13 4
SPECIAL  RECEIPTS--
Brisbane Drainage Act  Fund .,. 8,974 7 6 2,551 7 3 6,423 0 3
Western Railway Act  Fund ...  5,625 3 4 53,130 11 0 .. 47,505 7 8
Immigration Collections ,  London  ...  7,376 2 0 9 ,776 4 4 2,400 2 4
Immigration Collections, Colony ... 7,513 15 1 10,539 7 9 ... 3,025 12 8
Scab Assessment  ... ... ... .. 1,917 18 0 1,895 11 4 22 6 8
Brands Act  Fund ... ! 2,678 17 10 3,093 2 7 414 4 9
Pound Sales ... ... ... ... 843 10 6 735 14 10 107 15 8
Assurance Fund,  Real Property Act  ... 498 2 11 743 14 8 ... 245 11 9
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... .... 713 1 9 666 8 9 46 13 0
Police Superannuation Fund... ... . 1,283 17 9 1,228 6 6 55 11 3
Gold Fields Homestead Act  Fund ... ... 220 12 0 279 4 3 .. 58 12 3
Trust Account  Audit Act of  1874 ... ... 327 8 2 48 10 2 278 18 0
Ditto Dead Letter Office .. , i 17 11 3 ... 17 11 3
TOTAL SPECIAL RECEIPTS ... £ 37,990 8 1 84,688 3 5 6,951 16 1 53,649 11 b
Deduct  Decrease  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 6,951 16 1
Increase of Special Receipts on corresponding Nine Months 1876... ... £ 46,697 16 4
JAMES R. DICKSON,
The Treasury,  Colonial Treasurer.
Queensland , 7th April, 1877.
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PARTIOULABB of CASH  and LAND OsD $as received  on account  of Sales and Rents  of Land during the Nine
Months ended 31st March ,  1876 ,  and 31st March ,  1877 ,  respectively.
NINE MONTHS ENDED NINE MONTHS ENDED
31sT MARCH ,  1876 .  31st MARCH, 1877.
Land Orders.  Cash .  Land Orders,) Cash.
E E s. d.d. Q A s. d.
Proceeds of Land Sales - Auction .., ... ... ... ... ... ... 18,895
1
18 2 7,802 lb 1115  4,197 8 2 12,394 5 11
Ditto ditto  - Selection ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,237 9 2 1,291 11 3  277 9 4 2,108 16 0
Homestead and Conditional Purchases .., ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,619 710107, 6191411 812 18  8 111,32013 4
Mineral Selections  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,970 3 2 1,756 7 6
£ 20,552 13 2 119,584 5 3 5,287 16 2 127,67912 9
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT of the CUSTOMS DUTIES received at each POET of the COLONY Of QUEENSLAND
and paid into the Treasury at Brisbane ,  during the Quarters and Nine Months ended 31st March
1876 and 31st March ,  1877 respectively.
Port. Quarter ended31st  March, 1876.
Quarter ended Nine Months ended Nine Months ended
Slot  March ,  1877.  31st March ,  1876.  31st March, 1877.
£ s. d.  £  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Brisbane ... ... 58,54416 7 68,638 9 5 193,679 8 8 202,783 9 7
Ipswich ,.. ... ,.. 4,684 12 6 4,125 18 6 15,048 0 6 13,097 7 5
Maryborough ... ,. . 523  57 059 49 7 5 849 11  8 2124 853 0 7
Burnett River ...
.
...
..
...
,
359 15
,
3  108 11 3 , ,1,009 15  6  695 5 5
Rockhampton ... ... ... 13,401 1 7 15,405 1 5 46,930 0 8 46,758 13 0
Gladstone ... ... ... 471 0 9  630 10 0 1,739 8 5 2,057 7 8
Mackay ... ... ... 1,164 2 6 893 18 8 4,431 19 11 3,267 1 9
8t. Lawrence 1 317 7 116 07 2 10 264964 17 11 65 17 0
Cleveland Bay
...
..
,..
...
.,.
...
,
7,940 0
,
7  6,619 15 8 ,,30,899 2 7  26,77017  7
Port Hinchinbrook ,,, ,,, 110 0 7 117 18 8 695 3 2 493 7 0
Port Denison ... ... ... 1,046 17 5 877 3 2 3,824 7 4 3,086 1 1
Sweer's Island 1 597 13 11  138 12 0 141 6 3 1 8543 13 5
Cookiown
... ... ... ,
10,196 0 7 9,881  4 11 ,37,454 13  8 ,47,0771  6
Cairns ... ... 1,813 4 9 ... 2,558 9 10
Somerset ... ... 819 18 6 819 18 6
Border Customs ,., 1,224 18 8 1,547 9 3 3,684  4  11 4,805 2 7
To'rAL 109,581 14 3 120,793 1 5 373,352 1 2 384,243 9 11
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT  of the EXPENDITURE of the COLONY of QUEENSLAND during the
•  QUARTERS and NINE MONTHS ended 31st  MARCH, 1876 ,  and 31st MARCH,  1877,  respectively.
FOR  THE QUARTERS ENDED I  FOR  THE  NINE MONTHS ENDED
Slot March, 31st March ,  31st March, 31st March,
1876. 1877. 1878. 1877.
£ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
No. 1.-SCHEDULES.
Schedule A ... ... ... ... ... 1,250 0 0 1,135 15 1 3,750 0 0 3,635 15 1
Schedule B ... ... ... ... ,., 5,530 19 4  5,355 12 11 15,247 14 3 15,423 16 9
Schedule C ... ... ... ... ... 83 6 8  83 6 8 275 0  0 250 0 0
Schedule D ... ... ... 1,656 9 6 4,081 16 1
Interest on the Public Debt  .., ... ... ... .. 142,787 10 0 173,193 10 0
6,864 6 0 8,231 4 2 162,060 4 3 196,584 17 11
No. 2. -EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE.
His Ex cellency the Governor  ,.. .., ,,.  503 10 0 355 3 6 1,221 19 6 862 3 6
Executive Council  .., ,,, ,,, ,..  147 2 0 143 16 6 439 5 3 443 10 9
Legislative Council 812 13 0 819 8 7 2,572 11 8 2,709 4 6
Legislative Assembly ... 955 16. 4 1,15818 4 2,912 9 3 3,518 13 1
Legislative Council and Assembly 686 17 8 697 8 7 2,21818  6 2,959 3 2
3,105 19  01  3,174 15 6 1'  9,365 4 2 10,492 15 0
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE-- continued.
FOE THE QULETEES ENDED
3b .t March,
1876.
31st March,
1877.
FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED
31st March ,  31st March,
1876. + 1877.
£ s. d.
No. 3.--COLONIAL  SECRETARY.
Cohanial  Secretary ' s Department ... ...
Registrar -G eneral  ... ... ... ...
Immigration  ... ... ... ... ... ...
Steamer  " g ate" ...
Poli ce ... ,,, ,., ...
Gaols ... ... ... ...
Water Police... ... ... ...
Reformatory ... ... ... ...
Medical  and Boards  of Health ...
Colonial Stores  ... ... ... ... ...
Government Printing,  die.... ... ... ...
Charitable Allowances ... ... ... ...
Benevolent  Asylum ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Asylum ... ... ... ... ...
Lunatic Reception  Houses  ... ... ...
Grants in aid of Public Institutions ...
Somerset Harbor of Refuge... ... ... ...
Volunteers
Endowments to Municipalities
Census ...
Philadelphia Exhibition ...
Removal, Cape York Settlement ... ... ...
Miscellaneous ,  Services  ... ... ... ...
No. 4.-ADMINISTRATION OB JUSTICE.
Law Officers  of the Crown ... ... ...
Supreme  Court ... ... ... ...
District  Courts ... ... ... ...
Sheriff  ... ... ... ...
Insolvency  ... ... ... ... ...
NO. 5.-SECRETARY FOE PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Department ... ...
Inspection ... ...
State  Schools... ...
Buildings ...
Provisional Schools ...
Grammar  Schools ...
Orphanages ... ...
No. 6.-COLONIAL TREASURER.
Treasury  ... ... ... ...
Customs  ... ... ...
Border Patrol ... ...
Distillation ...
Marine Board ... ... ...
Shipping Office ... ...
Harbors and Pilot Department ... ...
Light-houses and Light-ships ... ...
Powder Magazines ... ... ..
Engineer, Harbors, and Rivers ... ...
Interest, Commission, and Exchange ... ...
Refundments ... ... ... ...
Unrendered Claims ... ... ... ... ...
Miscellaneous Services ... ... ... ...
7.-SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC LANDS.
Department of Public Lands
Sale of Lands ... ...
Pastoral Occupation... ...
Survey of Land, etc. ...
Botanical O ardens ... .. .
Reserves  ... ... ...
Miscellaneous  Services ...
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
593 15  3  640 19 61,785 4  6  2,002 1 1
4,370 6 3 2,550 1 8
768 13 7 479 2 9
32,739 1 4' 32,743 15 4
3,005 3 8 3,206 0 7
298 15 4I 264 18 2
112 13 3 225 5 4
639 7 1 653 14 10
5,235 10 1 4,873 11 6
3,675 5 1 4,761  7 11
7,958  8 10  6,040 11  8
637 6 5 742 3 2
2,923 3 2 3,420 0 6
354 13 11 397 12 2
945 9 5 927 19 9
674 8 6 318 13 1
210 17 0 96 18 7
3,204 14 0 10,660 3 3
150 16 2 29 13 4
474 8 11 207 19 5
... 662 10 0
1,963 1 1 1,866 19 8
72,721  2 10  77,772 3
1,769 3 5 1,987 4 1
6,156 10 1 5,910 3 8
10,162 3 4  8,740 16 1
2,011 1 2 1,576  6 11
99,986 11 1 93,582 11 59,350 13  9  9,073 11  9
859 1 2 948 8 6
439 17 4 660 18 5
1,796 2 1 1,848 5 4
14,824 13 4 14,947  0 1013,836 13 10  17,474  2  11
20,952 9 0 15,035 2 1
2,097 5 7 2,057 3 4
8,709 14 1 9,712 15 9
1,245  7 10 1,136 1011
2,990 8 8  2,448 11  6
1,672 7 7 1,352  4  10
486 8 5 312 13 06,890 11  0 12,774 2 3
223 15 0  6,937 11  7
856 9 3 2,036 1 6
... 4,860 13 6
8,112  8 7 10,852 7 3
3 214,429 15 7 226,264 7 0
693 14 2 1,175 10 5
1,654 0 5 1,399  14 11
1,554 5 8 1,313 8 8
881 16 5  1,C60 1 9
250 13 8 279 9 2
5,034 10  4 5,228  4 11
1,257 0 9 691 14
... 729 4
15,393 16 4 13,721 8
3,216 18 0 4,331 8
... 1,032 3
3,112 8 0  4,954 131,638 15  2 2,110 7
24,618 18  3  27,570 19
5,155 4 9
23,823 5 0
1,781 6 5
3,393 17 4
453 0 8
391 5 0
14,521 16 1
6,524 4 2
276 14 0
1,568 9 7
2,861 13 4
7,784 15 0
4,727 10 4
4,110 15 10
24,538 0 6 25,809 15 8 II 77,670 8 2  77,373 17  6
I-- - I t
2,145 3  2 2,829  8 10
5,187 4 7 4,617  3 11
6,816 4 4 5,037 8 6
2,44015 3 2,818 6 3
676 0 4 782 6 1
17,265 7 8  16,084 13  7
1 3,661 9 5 2,548 4 7
6 ... 2,289 15 10
1 46,281  0 10 41,813 17  3
2 9,758 0 1  8,664 16  9
5 ... 2,477 4 3
8 7,452 4 10 8,472 1 0
6  4,744 10  5  6,729 2 8
4 71,897 5 7 71,995 2 4
1,657 12  4 1,711 0 9 4,864 15 68,538 11  7 8,153 6 5  25,158 14 11
578 3 4  404 12 10 1,829 9 91,184 13  0 1,086 0 0  3,428 17  8
138 11 2 137 8 4 415 5 4
107 10 0 140 16 8 335 15 10
4,599 17 1 5,285 6 8  14,204 17  0
1,774 8 2 1,743 19 6 6,258 14 4
83 1 2 120 17 10 290 4 8
1,126 9 9 460 2 9 2,451 4 6
734 0 10 918 18 11 4,153 0 11
2,312 11 6 2,317 12 11 7,220 18 6
989 2 5 1,269 4 2 2,988 1 9
713 8 2 2,060 7 11 4,070 7 6
938 11  01
2,226 6 61
828 18 10
7,523 2 9,
230 1 9
705 13  61
1,003 4 4 3,000 13 7
2,333 19 7 6,889 1 2
857 11 8 2,699 4 2
7,537 0 4 21,959  9 11
489 15 9 1,071 18 9
268 3 6 2,183  6 11
1,780 7 3 1,476 7 6
3,044 13 5
6,615 13 0
2,723 12 8
21,551 10 2
1,340 1 8
-2,069 16 9
5,164 3 5
1 13,171 8 3 i 4,270  5 39,180 2 0 42,609 11 1
718 14  01
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND-COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE-- contiawed.
FOR THE QUARTERS ENDED 70E THE  NINE YONTA S ENDED
31st March ,  31st March ,  31st March ,  31st  March,
1676. 1877. 1876. 877.1 i
8.-SRCBBTABY  FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Department  of Public Works
Railway, Southern and Western ... ... ...
Railway, Northern ..
Roads, Southern Division, including Wide Bay and
Burnett  .. .. ... ... ... ...
Roads, Central Division ... ...
Roads, Northern Division ... ... ... ...
Buildings  ... ... ... ...
Gold Fields .. ... ...
£ s. d.
2,933 3 2
21,577 12 6
3,385 12 9
£  s. d. 1 £ s. d. £ s. d.
3,617 0 2 8,669 16 5  10,866 14  6
23,333 0 8 65,340 9 9 71,329  4k,10
5,49319 9  12,198 16  7 15,738 5 9
15,778 11  01 14,013 15 7 67,673  5 6 36,854 12 92,992 15  7  4,527 11 1  13,564 11 10  8,300 4 65,304 12  6 1,452 11  4 22,594 3 4 6,13911 9
5,868  8  10  5,915 7 10 21,202 711 13,076 5 5
4,332 3 11 4,981 5 11 14,070 18 9 14,787 12 10
9.-POSTMASTE $'  GEN ERAL.
General Post Office  ... ... ...
Conveyance of Mails ... ...
Meteo ro logical Observer ...
Electric  Telegraph Department ...
10.-AUDITOR,-  GENERAL.
Department  ... ... ... ...
GEARD TOTAL
62,173 0 3  63,334 12  4 225,314 10 1 177,092 8 4
3,768 7 7 4,111 2  5 10,283  3 4 11,633 10 4
22,132 7 4  23,748 15  3  57,878 18  1 56,182 5 9
83 6 8  ...  208 6 8 41 13 4
11,307 12 0 112,495 11 0  33,413 19 6 36,496 5 0
1 37,291 13 71 40,355 8  8 101,784 7 7  104,353 14 5
I 1,025 19 0 1 3,099  17 7 3,693 15 6927 6 1
250,446 5  1 266,773 5 3 922,067 2 8  926,445 2 8
BALANCE OF TH$ CONSOLIDATED REvENuR FUND ,  31sT MARCH,  1877.
Dr. Balance ,  let duly, 1876  ... ... ... ... ... .. ... £ 43,823 6 9
Expenditure  for the Nine Mouth  ended 31st  March, 1877 ... 926,446 2 8
970,268 9 S
Revenue for  the Nine Mouths  ended 31st  March, 1877 .. ... ... ...  1,022,246 7 10
Credit Balance, 31st March , 1877  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 51,976 16 6
LOAN EXPENDITURE.
AssTaAcT of DISBURSEMENTS for the  Quarters  and Nine Months ended 31st March ,  1876 ,  and 31st March,
1877, respectively.
QUARTZR $ ENDED
Immigration
Electric Telegraphs ...
Railways-
Southern and Western ...
Dalby  towards Roma ...
Great Northern... ...
Extension Surveys
Lighthouses .. ...
Harbors and Rivers ... ...
Municipalities  (Loans to) ...
Roads and Bridges-
Southern Division ...
Wide Bay and Burnett
Central Division
Northern Division
Buildings ..
Water Suppl y
Unforeseen  Expenditure
31st March,
1876.
31st March,
1877.
NINE MONTHS ENDED
31st March,  31st March,
1876. 1877.
£  a. d. i £ a. d. £  a. d. £ s. d.
... 18,346 5 3  11 11  54,609  6 11  78,383 9 4
... 9,927 0 4 123,413,492 8 4 20,673 1 1 21,149 s 3
... 20,109 6 4 10,604 11 9 99,051 4 0 27,682 16 8
... 1,366 8 0 49,434 0 0 2,533 7 9  187,669 13  2
54,598  4  11  44,734 12  7 137,807 5 3 135,699 4 0
1,530 9 7  3,849 10  8 4,456 9 5  8,818 14  0
95 15 11  90 15  1  1,074 18  3 735 12 6
6,730 9 7 15,182 2 4 14,435  2 3 30,633 4 8
13,000 0 0 31,624 0 0 13,300 0 0
5,738 14  1 10,329 19 9  8,151 1  6 23,199 2 84,569 19  3 3,384 0 7  20,287 12  8  3,772 18  0
969 7 1 1,683 12 7  7,336 13  9  3,121 2 11
3,941 2 4 5,187 7 3 15,063 5 1  11,337 14 10
8,016 8 9 5,047 15 3 20,997 3 9 18,246 12 3
6,975 16 11  2,958 19 10  20,84413 2  8,832 3 4
£ 141,915 8  '4  191,393 7 11 458,945 14 10
26,330 12  2
547,912 10 9
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TRUST FUNDS EXPENDITURE.
ABSTRACT of DISBtRSBMENTS for the Quarters and Nine Months  ended 31st March ,  1876, and 31st  march,
1877, respectively.
QUALTEES ENDED  NINE MONTHS !AD=D
31st March , Slat  March,  31st March,31st March,
1876. 1877. 1876. 1877.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
assessment on Sheep ... 479 13 0 654 3 6 1,338 10 6 1,706 9 0Assessment on Stock,  Brands Act ... 675 19 9 712 5 9 2,193 17 5 2,006 15 5
Pound Sales  ... ... 40 5 11 29 17 11 108 0 7 761 9 0
Police Reward Fund ... ... ... 102 12 5 13 0 0 108 12 5 3q 10 0
Police Superannuation Fund ... ... ... 104 10 10 157 16 2 233 0 8 346 8 8
Immigration Remittances ... ... ... ... 1,855 3 7 843 14 11 9,723 8 5 4,887 4 2
Immigration, London, Collections ... ... ... 3,210 19 2 4,610 9 7 12,070 2 6 10,544 12 7
Immigration, Polynesian ... ... ... ... 153 1 9 ...
Brisbane Waterway Construction Act ... ... ... ... 904 15 8 297 8 6
-Gold Fields Homestead Act  Fund ... ... 8 4 6 ... 10 2 6 221 3 0
Real Property Act  Assurance  Fund ... ... 0 8 4 ... 0 8 4 5 12 6
Brisbane  Drainage Act  ... ... ... 4,346 9 8  769 14 5 8,366 0 3 7,558 6 0
TOTAL ... ... £ 10,824 7 2 7,791 2 3 35,210 1 0 28,427 18 10
SPECIAL APPROPRIATION.
(SURPLUS REVENUE FUND.)
ABsT AcT of DISBURSEMENTS for the Quarters and Nine Months ended 31st March, 1876 ,  and 31st March,
1877 ,  respectively.
QUARTERS ENDED NINE  MONTHS ZNDZD
New Dredge  ... ... ... ...
Dredge, Brisbane  ... ... ...
Dry Dock, South  Brisbane ... ...
Steam  Tug, Maryborough ... ... ...
Wharf, Bundaberg .. ... ...
Groin, Fitzroy River, Rockhampton ...
Improvements, Cleveland Bay ... ...
Light and Signal Station, Cape Capricorn
Electric Telegraphs ...
Railway Surveys
Pioneer River Embankment ... ...
Lighthouse, North Reef ... ...
Light Vessel, Torres Straits
Railways, Renewal of  Rolling Stock ...
31st March , 31st March ,  31st March,
1876. 1877. 1876.
3Ist Marsh,
1877.
TOTAL ...
£  s. d. £ s. d. £  S. d. £ s. d.
4,500 0 0 423 16 9 13,505 11 0 4,229 18 6
1,291 5 2  .2,768 10  0 970 12 11 2,792 7 0 8,753 17 6
800 0 0 ... 1,900 0 0 ...
.. ... 1,270 2 8 ...
335 9  0 ... 335 9 0 2,922 17 11
255 16 10 ... 269 3 5 2,674 4 8
36 11 6 .. 401 3 6 98 6 8
136 3 4 450.12 0 3,452 19 2 2,688 7 4
... ... 1,168 19 4 ..
733 0 10 141 1 11 3,199 2 1 141 1 11
2,309 5 3 .. 2,31017 3 60 5 0
1,480 18 3 262 10 0 4,804 10 6 702  11 11560 19  0 762  2  11  4,262 10  2 2,566 13 6
13,916 14  0  3,010 16  6 40,964 0 3 24,838 4 4
The Treasury,
Queensland, 7th April, 1877.
JAMES  R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
By Authority I J&x  C. HEAL,  Government  Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."THE following Statement of Brands, being those Registered during the month ofMarch last, is published for generalinformation, in accordance with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners, whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar of Brands ,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane , 7th April, 1877.
FORMER BRAND. rl")i h, i ...
Brand No. of
Registered. Certificate.
Horses. Cattle. Name. Rn2-,r F9rm  vv)..,. N - r-t P )st TownBrand is  to be u+eil.  of Run or Farm.
__ II
4E>< 12613 1 Nil .. Nil Henry G. Bradley Clermont ... ...  Clermont
5E>< 12614 Various ... Various Arthur Francis Wood Woodend ...  Rockhampton
bE>< 12615 Nil ... Nil William Brodie Goongarry  Taroom
8E>< 12616 Nil ... Nil Ann Shaw Carlton , Emu Park... Cawarral9E>< 12617 Various Various Niels Jorgen Nielsen Bowen ... BowenYE 12618 Nil Nil John  Ba rnes ... Arran ,Dale,  Crow's HighfieldsNest
EY3 12619 N il Nil Charles Gelliver ... Duckworth ...  Dingo
12620 Nil Nil Robert Carr Merivale Warwick
E Y5 12621 Nil N il Ferdinand Schirmer Molki Farm...  GracemereEYb 12624 Nil Various Sarah Jane Dale . ... Rosewood .. Rosewood
12625 Nil
..
N il Charles William Cocks ...  Crow' s Nest ...  Toowoomba
12633 Various Various Gottfried Frederick Muller Ipswich ...  Ipswich
EGY 12634 Nil Nil Cottnam Archibald  Maclean  Mackay ...  Mackay
ElY 12644 Variouq Various Henry Hampe ... Bowen ... Bowen
E2Y 12643 ' Nil Nil Robert Bedford Charters Towers  Charters Towers
E3Y 12642 Nil Various ... Carl Genrich Mackay  Mackay
12651 WM WM  William  Moule  ... .  William  street  ..  Warwick
E5Y 12652 N il Nil Herbert  Mayo England  ... Gstton .. ... Gatton
12659
Y
Nil Nil Alfred Benjamin Andrews  Brabourne,  Bulimba Brisbane
12670E7 Nil Various Richard  Burandt  ... ....  Mackay  ... ... . Mackay
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Thand I No. of
EIegistsred. ICertifeate
Horses.
E8Y
E9Y
6EY
1 EY
2EY
3EY
4EY
5EY
7EY
9EY
EZ3E Z4
EZ5
EZ8
EZ9
E1Z
E2ZE3Z
E5Z
EbZ
E7Z
E8Z
12671 Nil
12632 Nil
12672 Nil
12673 Nil
12674 Nil
12678 Various
12681 Nil
12682 Nil
12686 Nil
12699 Nil
12700 Nil
12701 Various
12707 Nil
12720 N il
12721 Nil
] 2743 Nil
12744 Various
12745 Nil
PORKER BRAND.
12746 Nil
12752 AS ...
12753 N il  ...
12754 Nil ...
12755 Nil ...
12761 Nil , . .
12762 Various ..
12763 Nil
12764 Nil
9 F D 12735F3 E 12683
1'8L 1269297 L 12713
1'9N 126450 F N 12656
7 F N 12750F 4P 127048-FT 12703
F3)( 12612
Nil ..,
Various
Nil
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil  ...
Nil ..
VR near side
Various ...
Nil
Cattle. Name.
Nil
Nil
N il
Nil
Nil
N il
Various
N il
Various
Nil
Nil, iNil
Nil
Nil
Nil
N il
Various
Nil
Nil
N il
Nil
Nil
Nil
N il
Various
N il
Nil
... ... William Gould ...
... Peter Campbell ...
... ... John McCormack
... Robert Wright, junr.
... ... Robert  Morris ...
... ... John Meaner ..,
... John  Morrison ...
... ... Robert Hawkins .
... ... George McCormick
Henry Metcalf ...
... ... Peter Byrne ...
... ... William Carter ...
Patrick Martin ...
... ... Horace Whayman
George  Murray ...
Jane Chapman ...
Albert Edward Johnston...
William Simpson Sim
... ... `John Bell
Arthur  Staples
... ... William Hesse ... ...
... ... William Henry Welch ...
... ... John  Haug ... ...
... ...  Thomas  Dwyer ... ...
Benjamin  Cribb ... ...
... ... William Conway ... ...
... ... John Henry  Hooper ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where Nearest Post Town
Brand is to be used .  I of Run or Farm.
Ipswich Reserve  ...  Harrisville
Naomi Dingo
Bonaccord Dalby
Tummaville .. ... Leyburn
Drayton ... ... Drayton
Reserve ... ... Gayndi i
Gatton ... ... Gatton
Tiara ... ... Tiaro
Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
Charlevue  ... ...  Dingo
Prospect Vale ...  Rockhampton
Mount Enniskillen ... Tambo
Spring Creek ... Clifton
Gordon Downs  ...  Lilyvale
Reserve ... ... Harrisvi lle
Wal limbilla  ... ...  Roma
Grassmere  ... ...  Sk George
Dundathu  ... ...  Maryborough
Woodlands  ... ...  Bowen
Bindango  ... ...  Roma
Churchill ... ... Ipswich
Calliope ... Calliope
Hume street ... ...  Toowoomba
Umbirom ... ... Cambooya
Waterton  ... ...  Toowoomba
Leyburn ... ... Leyburn
Fassifern  ... ...  Fassifern
Mackay ...
W arrill Creek
Thompson's Flat
Waterford ...
Commonage ...
Boolburra ...
Waterford ...
Noondoo ...
Reserve ..
St. Lawrence
Mackay
Ipswich
Gympie
Logan  Reserve
Drayton
Rockhampton
Logan Reserve
St. George
St. George
St. Lawrenoe
Various ... ...  Evan Davis ...
Various ... ... Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Nil ... Franz Lindert ...
Nil ... Ferdinand Lutzow
Nil ... ... Henry Francis Neale
Nil ... ... Henry Freeman ...
Nil ... ... Ferdinand Noffke
Nil ... Frances Phelps ...
Nil Frederick Thompson
Nil ... Thomas L. Fox ...
8 Q P  12662  Nil ... ... Nil
3G:Y 12640 Nil ... ... Nil
J 3 Y 12715 Nil ... Nil
1 J Z 12756 Nil ... ... Nil
7 J Z 12647 Nil ... ... Nil
K b A 12610AK near shoulder ... Nil
2 K E 12694  Nil ... Nil
K G'b 12638  Nil ... NilK20 12668  Nil  ... ... N il
7 K12630 Nil ... Nil
K K 9 12760  Nil ... Nil
K O K 12688  Nil ... ... Nil
K 4 N 12723
K T 3 12669
LAO 12650
b L D 12693L01 12691
L 2 P 12657
8 L P 12627
9 L T 12679
3MY 12708
N 9 D 12653
5 N D 12675
NaeA 12736
N 4 0ia 12635
N 7 L 12663
7 N L 12697
N  4-T  12676N S T 12687
N 5 U 12751
Nil ... ... Nil
N il  ... ... Nil
Nil ... Nil
Nil ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
N il
Various
N il
Nil
N il
N il
N il
N il
N il
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
N il
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
... G. J. Plunkett ... ... Weranga ... ... Dalby
... Johan Geisler ... ... Mackay ... ... Mackay
... John Vogler
... ... John Betts
... John O'Brien
.. Rosewood Scrub ... Walloon
... Dugandan ... ... Ipswich
... Storemount ... ... Moggi ll
August Kirstonfeld .. Highfields ... ... Highfields
Frederick Brschke ... Mackay ... ... Mackay
Jemima Guscott Kingel ... East street ... ... Rockhampton
George Knight ... ... Arrandale ... ... Bundaberg
Henry Charles Kingsmill... Ipswich ... .. Ipswich
Karoline Emilie Kusehel Walloon ... Walloon
.,, Thomas Hugh Coulson ... Elderslie ... ... Logan  Reserve
,.. ... James Kelvin ... ... One-mile  Swamp  ... South  Brisbane
John Knight ... ... Arrandale ...  Bundaberg
Alfred Samuel Logan
... ... Robert Stuart Lord
R. Fraser and Sons
.., ... Walter Marcom ...
.., Seth Lothrop Peterson
... ... Christopher Thiele
Brookfield .. Brookfield
... Woolooga ... Gympie
... Glenronald ... ... Lower Herbert
.. Rodd's Bay... ... Gladstone
... Milton .. ...  Brisbane
King's Scrub, Hamilton North Pine
... Donald Mackay ...
James Deen ...
... Nicholas Downey ...
... H. W. Gibson ...
... Thomas Gorring ...
... William Nelson ...
... Robert Bruce ...
... Thomas Thompson
.. George Tyson ...
David Thornto rrl
Stuart and Nutfing
Shanwell, Broadwater Brisbane
Reserve ... Gayndah
Commonage ... Allora
Lyndhurst ... ... Dalrymple
Cabbage-tree Creek... Chinaman's Creek
Paddington .. ... Brisbane
St. Lawrence ... St. Lawrence
Mount Abundance .. Roma
Willowby, Mount Bundaberg
Perry Road
Glamorgan  Vale ...  Glamorgan Vale
Tickincots ... ... Mitchell
... StanthorpeSC8  12758 Various  ... ...  Various  ... Catherine O'Connell ...  Stanthorpe ...
... BowenH2 12637  Nil ... ... Nil ... ...  Ole Hansen  ...  Glenisla ...
... Ipswich400 12674  Nil ... Nil Redmond Murry Prior  Maroon ...
... Bald F;lleQ $ 5 12729 Nil ... ... Nil  ...  Charles Smith ... ...  Hawking's Farm
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ofBrand No
VORnsa SBA". PROPSMTOIL
.
Registered .  ertifcate
ttlH C Run or Farm where Nearest Post Towna e.orses. Nama Brand is to be used.  of  Run or Farm.
PSA 12698  Various ... Various Arthur Horatio Parnell St. Lawrence St. Lawrence
6PA 12709 Nil Nil Charles  Parsons ...  Cressbrook ...  Wa ll oon
P E 12629 Nil ... Nil James Pearce ... Selection , Pearl Creek  Duaringa
2PQ 12722 Nil ... Various Patrick McQuade ... Waterstown ... ...  Ipswich
OP T 12639 N il ... Various Theodore  Pass ...  Mackay  Mackay
Q4B 12711 Nil ... Nil John Barnear Caseford, South Pine  Bald HillsQ5B 12719 Nit ... Nil Karl Beckmann ... Laidley ... Laidley
Q9B 12710 1 Nil ... Nil Ernest Arthur Bonney Ubi ...  Maroochy(3 QB 12740 Nil ... Nil John O'Brien ...  Maryborough  Maryborough
5QB 12680 Nil ... Nil Edward Bradbury Sandgate Road  German Station
QCb 12636 Nil ... Nil John Campbell ... Winton, Lower Logan  BeenleighQ L1 12641 Nil ... Nil Quill and Lehane .. Watsonville  Thornborough
R9F 12696  1 Nil ... Nil Robert Finlater ... Bowen  .. ...  Bowen
RQb 12689  1 Nil ... Nil Robert Quale Rocky Waterholes .. Rocky  Waterholes
S2K 12702 ` Nil ... ... Nil ... ... William Stark ... Redland Bay ... Redland Bay
12759 Nil ...  ... Nil ,.. ... Joseph Surofaki Fassifern  .. ... Fassifera
SVb 12712 Nil ... Nil  ... ... Wilhelm Borrow_ ... Waterford .. ..  Logan RoserveS)(7 12665 1Nil ... ... Nil ... ... John Savage Two-mile ... ... Cooktown
SZ2 12737 Nil ... ... Nil ... ... William Schultz ... Toronto ... ...  Mount Walker
T,3  E 12757 Nil ... Nil ... John Bishop  ... Malvine  ... ..  Tiaro
T 4 U 12728 Nil ... Nil ... John Turnbull ... . Peak  Downs Station  Lilyvale
UA8 12765 Nil ... Nil ... Andrew Irvine ... ... Reserve  ... ...  Roma
U5D 12667 Nil Nil ... Richard Russell Frost ... Townsville ... ...  Townsvi lle
U8D 12733 Nil Nil ... John Dowling  ... ... Brassall  ... .. Ipswicha U J 12727 Nil Nil ... Anders Johnson ... ... Deadman's  Pocket ... Caboolture
VA2 12734 Nil N il Varro Clark ... Reserve .  CondamineV Q4 12626 Nil Nil William Gordon ... Redbank,  Six-mile  Ipswich
B id
VH9 12611 Nil Nil
ger
Marcha Hopson ... Vilangi ...  St. Lawrence
V3H 12749  Ni( Nil Robert Hosbury ..  James street , Valley...  Brisbane
5VH 12731 Nil
YJ4 12726 Nil
Nil
N il James Hutcheson... Sandgate ... ...  SandgateWilliam Jeynes Commonage... ... Dalby
VK2 12742 Nil Various William K ane ...  Gold Fields, Calliope  Gladstone
V9M 1'648 Nil
6VM 12732 Nil
Nil
N il John Mayes Scrubby Creek ...  Logan ReserveRobert Maguire ... Toowong ... ...  Toowong
BVM 12747 Nil N il Cornelius McMahon Indooroopilly, Dart's  ToowongMill
9VM 12725 Various ... Various ... Robert McAllister ... Oxley Pocket ... Oxley WestVs9 12706 Nil Nil ... William Shinger ... ... Walloon ... ... Walloon
V3S 12677 Nil ...  N il ... Nis Schmidt ... ... Yengarie ...  Yengarie
V4S 12623 Nil Nil .. William Senden ... ... Bulimba ..  Brisbane
5VS 12661 1 Nil ... Nil ... William Smale ... ... Enoggera ...  Brisbane
7VT 12748 1 Nil ... Nil William Adair ..  Blair  Athol ...  CopperfieldVU7 12464 N il ...  Nil Peter Warrener ... ... Esk  Esk
12631 NilVbW12724 Nil ... Nil... Nil Edmund Biddulph Henning Emu Plains ... ...  BowenJames Wearing ... ...  Logan Bridge Maclean
3H 12608 Nil Nil ..f  Thomas Charles Humphrys Wokingham Creek  Aramac
)<V2 12628 Various Various William Barron Lethbridge Rangeview . . Highfields)o<B 12714 Nil N il ...  John Meek Morney Plains ...  Jundah
5>0< 12658 Nil Nil Rowland George Joyner Commonage ..  GladstoneB><)< 12739 Nil Nil William Bradfield Dugandan ... ... Ipswich
12655 Nil Nil William Aylott Ipswich Ipswich
YAa 12646 Nil Various Henry Alnut Mackay Mackay
YA9 12741 Nil Nil Andrew Young Colliseum, Miriam Vale Gladstone
Y7A 12622 Nil Nil William Moore Ayshford Darkey Flat .. ... Warwick
12660 1 N il N il William Henry Day Village of Lutwyche  B risbane
9YD 12666 Nil Nil ... William Daly ..  Stanley Creek  Dingo
YE3 12684 Nil Nil Charles William Buss  Burgowan ... ...  Maryborough
Y GG 4 12716 Nil Nil ... ... Charles Young Gillam Spring Creek Clifton
I
12685 Various Various Frederick Buss  Maryborough  Maryborough
12695aYS Nil Nil .. George Stuckey Gympie Gympie
9YS 12649 Nil Nil ... .. Thomas Stanley Stony Creek_ Caboolture
12730 Nil N il  ... ... Agnes Terry Woodcroft ... ... North Pine
YW9 12609 1 Various Various ... Hugh Walmsley Pine Mountain ... Pine Mountain
12717Z C Nil ... Nil John Clyne Yengarie YengaricZ 126907 Nil .. Nil Rodolphus Davis . Sea View Cawarral
7 Z H 12738 N il ... Nil ... Reginald Forward East street ... Rockhampton
1 Z J 12718 Nil ... Nil ... George Kuth Jopp Blackall ... Blackall
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BRANDS TRANSFERRBD  during the Month of MARCH, 1877.
Brand. No. ofCertifloate. Transferror. Transferee.
Name  of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used. Nearest Post Tows
Bendemere ... ... Condamine
Charters Towers  .  Charters  797ers
... Barmbin ,  Bowen Bridge  ...  B ri sbane
Commonage  ...  Bowen  'VV
Gayndal  ... ..  Gayndah
Green Swamp  .. ...  Buneaberg
Tent  Hill  .. .  Gatton
Summer Hill  ... ...  Ipswich
CH 3422  John  Brown Watt2Q8 9937 Thomas HenryB
4553 Robert Bell
A 9 M 3996 John Palmer8GI S 3614 Sophia Scheuber4Q 8193 Thomas Baldwin
Q s M 5673 George MoranJ 8 D 2629 John Donnelly
Molony Brothers
Edward Benjamin Wase
Peter  Maurice  Campbell
Alfred Morris
Charles Merlet
William Baldwin
John Moran
Mary Donnelly
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
By Authority  :  JAatre  C. BEAL,  Government Printer ,  William street ,  Brisbane.
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VOL. XX.] SATURDAY, 14TH APRIL, 1877. [No. 71
Department of Public Lands, County of Elgin, parish of  Noorindoo-continued.
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877. , -
H
Deed, survey,
NOTICE. No. of No. of I Area Price per Value of and aesur-Lot. Portion Acre .  Improvements .  ance fees.I T is hereby notified or general information that
the undermentioned lots of land are open to f Acres. £ s.  £ s. d. £ s. d.
Selection  by purchase, at the upset price, on and 32 33 1,114 1 5 38 15 6 15 10 0
after this date, at the Roma Land Agent's office. 33 34 1,902 1 5 34 10 0 22 10 0
JOHN DOUGLAS. 34 35 1,780 1 5 33 15 0 22 10 0
35 36 1,477 1 5 33 7 6 20 10 0
36 37 1,258 1 10  16 10 0
County of Elgin, parish of Noorindoo. 37 38 1,918 1 5 101 2 0 22 10 0
38 39 1,787 1 5 ... 22 10 0Deed,  survey,
No. of  !  No. of Area Price per  Value of  and assur-Lot. Portion Acre.  Improvements.  ance fees. County of Waldegrave, parish of Bindeygo.
Acres. £ s. £ s.  d. £ s. d.
1 2 4,373 1 0 120 0 0 49 10 0
2 3 4,885 1 0 200 0 0 55 10 0
3 1 3,555 1 0 ... 41 10 0
4 5 3,074 1  0  ... 35 10 0
5 6 2,903 1 0 ... 34 10 0
7 8 2,697 1 10 ... 34 10 0
9 10 2,286 1 10 28 10 0
10 11 1,837 1 10  ...  22 10 0
11 12 1,934 1 10 169  10  0  26 10 0
12 13 2,301 1 10 ... 28 10 0
13 14 1,789 1 10 87 0 0  22 10  0
14 15 1,883 1 5 3110 0 22 10 0
15 16 2,493 1 5 ...  29 10  0
16 17 2,492 1 10 18 0 0 29 14) 0
17 18 2,560 1 10 108 0 0 29 10 0
18 19 1,879 1 5 60 0 0.2210 0
19 20 2,166 1 5 74 6 0  27 10  0
20 21 1,958 1 5 ... 26 10 0
21 22 2,492 1 10 ... 29 10 0
22 23  1,673 1 10 ... 21 10 0
23 24 1,246 1 10 ... 16 10 0
24 25 1,345 I 1 10 ... { 20 10 0
25 26 1,512; 1 5 ... 2110 0
26 27 1,638 1 1 5 ... 121 10 0
27 28 1,917 1 10 ...  1 22 10 028  292,100110 ...  27 10  0
29 30 2,195 1 10 18 15  0  27 10 0
30 31 2,241 1 5 ; 1  10 0 28 10 0
31 32 1,963 1 5 30 0 0 27 10 0
39 2 702 0 15 65 0 0
40 3 1,445 1 10  162 10  0
41 6 2,367 1 5 641 7 6
42 7 2,862 1 10 100 6 3
43 8 1,956 1 10
45 10 2,306 1 5 50 0 0
46 11 1,816 1 5 73 2 6
47 12 1,960 1 5 81 12 0
49 26 1,000 1 101 151 17 6
Parish  of Hodgson.
50 80 2,267 0 15
52 82 2,439 0 15
53 83 2,292 0 15
54 84 2,099 0 15
55 85 2,150  0 15
58 89 2,598 1 0
59 1 91A 1,142 1 571 102  774  0 15
72 102A 1,892  0 15
73 102E 1,020 1 0
82 109 2,613 1 0
83 109A 2,629 1 0
84 7 6
123 2 6
325  0 0
75 0 0
46 17 6
130 12 6
137 10 0
67 4 6
36 16 0
69 12 0
96 0 0
Parish of  Norman.
105124 2,121'1 0
106 125 2,134 ! 1 0
107 i 126  2,144 0 15
108 127  1,887 J 1 5
126 10 0 27 10 0
114 3  6  27 10 0
81 13 0 27 10 0
45 0 0 22 10 0
14 10 0
20 10 0
28 10 0
34 10 0
96 10 0
28 10 0
22 10 0
26 10 0
14 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
28 10 0
27 10 0
27 10 0
33 10 0
15 10 0
22 10 0
22 10 0
15 10 0
33 10 0
33 10 0
By Authority. JAtEb C. BEAL, Governmcut Printer, William  sweet, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
[L,s.] George, Companion of the Most Honorable Order of the
A. E. KENNEDY, Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance and ex rcise of thpowers and authorities in m  vested, as
Administrator of the Government of the said Colony, by the Act passed
in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, and numbered nine,
intituled " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating to Quarantine,"
I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, by and with
the advice of the Executive Council, hereby notify, proclaim, and direct that
the Steamship 11 Galley of Lorne," lately arrived from Hongkong at the Port
of Cooktown, and now lying at that Port, shall perform Quarantine at the
Quarantine Station at Fitzroy Island.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
S. W. GRIPPITH.
GoD SAVE THE QUEEN I
By Authority : J,x2e C.  BzAL, ( ernment  Printer ,  William  street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHIIR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
[L.s.] George, Commander of the Most Honorable Order of the
A. E. KENNEDY, Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS the Parliament of Queensland now stands • Prorogued
11'' 11`' to Tuesday, the seventeenth day of April, 1877: Now, I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, in pursuance of the power and autho-
rity in me vested, as Governor of the said Colony, do hereby further
Prorogue the said Parliament of Queensland to TUESDAY, the fifteenth
day of May, 1877.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Bris-
bane, this fourteenth day of April, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
[L.s.] George, Companion of the Most Honorable Order of the
A. E. KENNEDY, Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power and authority vested in me as Administrator of
the Government of the Colony aforesaid, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, do hereby proclaim that a Session of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of the Colony of Queensland, for the Despatch of
Business, shall commence and be holden on TUESDAY, the fifteenth day
of May now next, at Twelve o'clock Noon, in the Legislative Council
Chambers, in George street, in the City of Brisbane ; and the Members of
the said Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly respectively are hereby
required to give their attendance at the said time and place accordingly.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane,
this fourteenth day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By His Excellency's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
By Authority:  JA cas  0. Bw, Government Printer, William  street, Brisban e.
1-1
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 17th April, 1877.
T HE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Maryborough, in room of JOHN DOUGLAS, Esquire, whose Seat in
the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation thereof
by the said John Douglas, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... Maryborough.
Date of Writ ... ... ... Tuesday, 17th April, 1877.
Date of  Nomination ... ... Friday ,  27th April, 1877.
Polling Day ... ... ... Saturday,  28th April, 1877.
Return of Writ ... ... ... Tuesday,  8th May, 1877.
By Command of the Honorable  The Speaker,
H. W. RADFORD,
For Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority :  JAMBe C.  BRAT,, 6}overnmeat Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, Brisbane, Tuesday, the 17th day of April, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
HEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such infectious
disease may be brought :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on the twenty-seventh day of
March, 1877, reciting that it had been reported to the Administrator of the
Government in Council that the Steamship " Brisbane" had then lately arrived
from Singapore, at the port of Moreton Bay, and was then lying at anchor
in that port, and that the infectious disease called Small Pox had appeared
in the course of the voyage on board of the said ship, it was Ordered by His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of the authority vested
in him by the said Act, that the said ship, and all the crew and passengers
thereof, together with all persons then on board should be placed in
Quarantine, at the Quarantine Station, Peel Island, and there continue in
Quarantine until it should be certified by the Health Officer there that there
did not exist amongst such passengers any contagious or infectious sickness,
and that the release of such ship, crew, and passengers from Quarantine
would not endanger the public health, or until other Order should be
made in that behalf :
1222
And whereas by an Order in Council made in the 12th day of April,
1877, the said Steamship, together with the crew and passengers on board
thereof, with the exception of the third officer, were released from
Quarantine :
And whereas it is now certified by the Health Officer that the sai
third officer of the said Steamship is not suffering from any contagious c.,
infectious sickness, and that his release from Quarantine will not endange
the public health :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Government,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth Order, and it
is hereby Ordered, that the said third officer be released from Quarantine.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions  herein accordingly.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY,  Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
• [L.a.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the Most Honor-
Administrator. able Order of the Bath, Admin-
istrator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
WHEREAS bya Proclamation, made byHis Excellency Sir MAURICE CHARLES
O'CONNELL, Administrator of the Government of
the said colony, on the twenty-ninth day of
March, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
seven , under and by virtue of the provisions of
an Act gassed in the twenty-seventh year of Her
Majesty s reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend
ana Consolidate the Laws relating to Quaran-
tine,"  all persons ,  vessels,  and boats whatsoever
were prohibited from going, under any pretence
whatsoever, within the limits of the
QuarantineStation at Peel Island, under the penalties pro-
scribed by the said Act, until the said Proclamation
should have been rescinded : And whereas the
said prohibition is no longer necessary, and it is
expedient to rescind the same : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, in pursuance of
all powers so vested in me, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, rescind the said Proclamation, and
declare that the same is rescinded and has no
further force or effect.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk  of the  Council.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
[L.s.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the'Most Honor-
Administrator. able Order of the Bath, Adminis.
trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by  an Act passed  in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled
"An Act to Amend  and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is amongst  other  things enacted,
that it shall be lawful for the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, by Proclamation
in the  Government Gazette ,  to appoint stations or
places  within the Port of Moreton Bay, or within
or near any  other port  or lace in the  colony, for
the performance of Quarantine  under  the said Act,
where  all vessels  liable to  Quarantine , and the
crews ,  passengers, and persons on board thereof
shall perform  Quarantine,  and also , if necessary, to
appoint  Lazarets  and other  places where such crews,
passengers , and other  persons,  and the goods,  wares,
and merchandise which shall or may be on board of
such vessels may be detained and kept for the per-
formance of Quarantine : And whereas the Steam-
ship " Thales," now lying at the Port of Cuoktown,
is a vessel  liable to Quarantine,  and it is  desirable
to appoint the place hereinafter described to be a
Lazaret or place where the  passengers  and crew on
board of the  said  Steamship "Thales " may be de-
tained and kept for the performance of Quarantine :
Now, therefore, I. Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KENNEDY,
in pursuance  of the power vested in me as Admin-
istrator of the Government of the said colon,
and by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, appoint all that piece
of land commencing at the mouth of the Endeavour
River, on its left bank, and bounded thence by the
sea-shore  northerly  seven miles  to a high range of
hills, thence by that range westerly to  a salt swamp
and creek falling into the Endeavour River, and by
that river downwards to the point  of commence.
ment , to be a Lazaret or place where the  passengers
and crew on  board the  said Steamship  " Thales "
may be detained and kept  for the performance of
Quarantine.
Given under my Hand  and Sea],  at Government
House, Brisbane ,this seventeenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Oommand,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE Qtuu1 I
By Authority :  JAMES  C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  street ,  Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane,  Tuesday, the  17th  day of  .April,'  1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE  GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act  passed  in the twenty-seventh year of  Her Majesty's
reign, intituled " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws  relating
to Quarantine.."  it is,  amongst  other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders  as shall be  deemed necessary upon any unforeseen  emergency, or in
any particular  case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on  board, or on board of which any such infectious  disease  may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other  alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to  infection, although  such vessels  shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such
infectious disease  may be brought : And whereas by an Order in Council
made  on the thirtieth day of March, 1877, reciting  that it had been reported
to the Administrator of the Government in Council that the infectious
disease called Small Pox existed on board the Steamship 11 Thaler," lately
arrived from Hong gong, at the Port of Cooktown, and then lying at
anchor in that port, it was Ordered that the said ship, and all the crew
and passengers  thereof, together with all persons on board should be
placed in Quarantine, at the Quarantine Station, Fitzroy Island, and should
so continue  until other Order should be made in that behalf :
And whereas it has been since reported to the Administrator of the
Government in Council that the said Steamship is disabled and cannot at
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present proceed to the Quarantine Station at Fitzroy Island, and it is
now therefore considered expedient to vary the said Order : Now, therefore,
His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, by and with the.
advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and exercise of the autho L.
rity vested in him by the said Act, doth Order, and it is hereby ordered,
that the crew and passengers on board the said Steamship may be landed
and placed in Quarantine on the Mainland at the Lazaret appointed for that
purpose by Proclamation made this day, and having been so landed shall
there remain until the said Steamship shall be able to proceed with the said
crew and passengers to the said Quarantine Station, or until other Order shall
be made in that behalf.
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Bxcellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the  Most Distinguished Order
of St.  Michael and St . George,
[L.B.] Companion  of the  Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of  the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed  in the twenty-
seventh year of Her M a esty's reign, intituled
An Act to  Amend and Consolidate the Laws relat-
ing to Quarantine ,"  it is amongst other things
enacted ,  that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  by Procla-
mation in the  Government  Gazette,  to  prohibit
all persons ,  vessels ,  and boats whatsoever, from
going, wider any pretence whatsoever ,  within the
limits of any Station which,  by any order of the
Governor,  with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been or may be assigned for the  performance
of Quarantine :  And whereas, by my
Proclamation
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
bearing even date herewith , issued  with the advice of
the Executive Council, the place described therein,
situated to the north of the Endeavour River, was
appointed a Lazaret or place for the performance
of Quarantine under the said Act: Now, therefore,
I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY, in pursuance
of the power so vested in me as Administrator of the
Government of the said colony, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my Pro-
clamation , hereby prohibit all persons, vessels, and
boats whatsoever, from going, under any pretence
whatsoever, within the limits of the said Lazaret or
place, or approaching by sea within one hundred
yards of the same, under the penalties contained
in the said Act, until this my Proclamation shall
have been rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAYS  THE QUEEN !
By Authority :  JAMB C.  BEAL,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
N pursuance and exercise of the powers andI authorities in mevested as Administrator
of the Government of the said colony, by the
Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of HerMajesty's- reign,  and numbered nine, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws
relating to Quarantine,"  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, hereby
notify, proclaim, and direct that the Chinese pas-
sengers on board of the Steamship " Normanby,"
lately arrived from Hongkong and Singapore, at
the Port of Cooktown, and now lying at that port,
whose destination is Cooktown, shall perform
Quarantine at the Quarantine Station at Fitzroy
Island, and that the said Steamship and her crew
and the rest of the passengers thereof shall perform
Quarantine at the Quarantine Station, Peel Island,
Moreton Bay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this eighteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION. TOWN LOTS-continued.
By His Excellency Sir A RTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most No of No. of No. of Area. Price per
Distinguished Order of St. Lot. Allotment. seotios.l Acre.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L. anion of the Most Honorable R.  P.  Bs .] p
A. F. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the Act 40
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands, I, the Administratoraforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council, do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public auction, at the under-
mentioned place, at Eleven o'clock, on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed to each Lot
vrespec ti ly. (D epose it 20 per cen t.)
6 6 3 1 0 8 8 0
7 7 t 3 1 0 8 8 0
8 8 3 1 0 16 8 0
9 9 3 1 0 0 8 0
10 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
11 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
12 5 4 1 0 0 8 0
13 9 4 1 0 16 8 0
14 10 4 1 0 0 8 i
15 11 4 1 0 0 8 0
16 12 4 1 0 0 8 0
17 13 I 4 1 0 0 8 0
18 14 4 1 0 0 8 0
And I further notify and proclaim that such of the County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa, town of
said Town Lots as may remain unsold, shall Tingalpa.
at and  after Eleven o'clock on the day follow- 19 1 1
ing such auction , be open  to selection  by purchase, 20 2 1
at the upset price,  in pursuance  of the 63rd section 21 3 1
of  " Tke Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876." 22 4 1
The Deed, Survey,  and Assurance  Fees will be 23 5 1
charged according to the  scale  established by the 24 6 1
Act and Regulations . 25 7 1(
26 8 1
SALE AT M.1IITIN'S AUCTION ROOMS, 27 9 1
BRISBANE, 28 10 1
No. of No. of No. of Price
I'm  Port ion . Area per Acre.
I A. R. P.  S.
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of North  Brisbane.
1 1 634 1 ... ( 0 2 0 100 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Ward, parish of Moffatt, town of Logan.
Allotment.  Section.
2 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
3 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
4 4 3 1 2 31 8 0
5 5 3 1 025 8 0
29 2 2!
30 3 2  1
31 4 2  1
32 5  2  !
33 6
34 7
35 8
36 9
37 10
38 1
39 2
40 i 3
41 4
42 5
43 6
44 7
45 1
46 2
1 0 4 1 8 0
1 0 17 1 8 0
1 0 32 8 0
1 2 0 8 0
5 0 0 8 0
1 2 10 8 0
1 1 32 8 0
1 1 6 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8
1 0 0 8  U
1 0 0 i 8 (1
1 0 0' 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 (l
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 1 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
5 0 0 F. 0
5 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOT S- routinued. 1 TOWN LOTS- POntins. ed.
No of
Lot.
No  of No of
Allot,ncut.I Section.
Price per
Area . Acre.
No of IL o t . No ofAllotment No, ofSection Area. Price perAcre.
I .. B. P. a.
47 3 4 1 0 0 8 0 90 8 10 2 1 5 0
48 4 4 1 0 0 8 0 91 I 9 10 2 0 16 8 0
49 5 4 1 0 0 8 0 92 4 11 1 0 0  8 t 
50 6  It 5 0 0 r 0 93 5 11 1 0 0 8 0
51 7 4 5 0 0 8 0 94 6 11 1 0 0 8 0
52 1 5 1 0 u i 8 0 95 7 11 1 0 0  8 0
5:3 `2 5 1 l 0 8 0 96 8 11 1 0 0  8 0
1 0 0 8 0 97 9 11 1 0 0  8 0
55 4 ' 5 1 0 0 1 8 0 98 10 11 1 0 0 8
56 5 5 1 0 0 8 0 99 11 11 1 0 0 8 0
57 6 5 1 0 0 8 0 100 12 11 1 0 0 8 0
58 7 5 1 0 0 8 0  101 13 11 1 0 0 8 0
59 8 5 1 0 0 1 8 0 102 14 11 1 0 0  8 0
60 9 5 1 0 0 8 0 103 15 11 1 0 34 8 0
61 10 5 1 0 0 8 0 104 16 11 1 2 8 8 0
62 1 6 1 0 0 8 0 105 1 12 1 0 0 8 0
63 2 6 1 0 0 8 0 106 2 12 1 0 0  8 0
64 3 6 1 0 0 8 0 107 3 12 1 0 0  8 0
65 4 6 1 1 18 8 0 108 I 4 12 1 0 0  8 0
66 5 6 1 232 I 8 l 109 5 12 1 0 0  8 0
67 6 6 1 0 0 8 l 110 6 12 5 0 0  8 0
68 7 6 1 0 0 8 0 111 7 12 5 0 0  8 0
69 8 6 1 0 0 1 8 0 112 1 1 13 1 1 0  8 0
70 3 8 1 3 9 8 0 113 2 13 1 1 0  8 0
71 4 8 2 0 31 8 0 114 3 13 5 0 0  8 0
72 1 9 1 0 30 8 0 115 4 13 5 0 0  8 0
73 2 9 1 0 0 8 0 116 5 13 5 0 0  8 0
74 3 9 1 0 0' 8 0 11.7 6 13 5 0 0  8 0
75 4 9
76 5 9
1 0 27 1 8 0 SUBURBAN1 2 1
LOTS.
77 6 9
8 0
1 0 2 8 0 118 1 14 15 2 26 2 0
78 7 9 1 0 32 1 8 0 119 2 14 10 0 0 2 0
79 8 9 1 1 22 8 0 120 3 14 23 1 26 2 0
80 9 9 1 2 11 8 0 121 4 14 23 3 10 2 0
81 10  1  9 5 0 0 8 0 Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
82 11 9 4 1 16 8 0 House, Brisbane, this seventeenth day of
83 1 10 1 124 8 0 April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
84 2 10 1 3 2 8 0 eight hundred  and seventy -seven, and in the
85 3 10 1 0 0 8 0 fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
86 4 10 1 0 0 8 0 By Command87 5 10 1 0 0 8 0 ,
88 6 10 2 2 26 8 0 JOHN DO UTGLAS.
89 7 10 2 1 35 8 0 GOD SA VE THE QUEEN
By Authority : JArrra C. BEAL, Government Printer, William  etreet, Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At Government House, Brisbane, Thursday, the 19th day of April, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on board, or on board of which any such infectious disease may have
appeared in the course of the voyage, or arriving under any other alarming
or suspicious circumstances as to infection, although such vessels shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such
infectious disease may be brought : And whereas by an Order in Council made
on the twenty-fourth day of March, 1877, reciting that it had been reported
to the Administrator of the Government in Council that the infectious
disease called Small Pox existed on board the Steamship " Brisbane," then
lately arrived from Singapore, at the Port of Keppel Bay, and then lying at
anchor in that port, it was Ordered by His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in
pursuance and exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act, that
the said ship, and all the crew and passengers thereof, together with all
persons then on board should be placed in Quarantine, at the Quarantine
Station, Curtis Island, and should so continue until other Order should be
made in that behalf :
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And whereas by an Order in Council made on the twenty-sixth day
of March, 1877, reciting that it had been reported to His Excellency the
Administrator of 'the Government in Council, that certain of the  passengers
by the said Steamship had been landed and placed in Quarantine, at the
said Quarantine Station at Curtis Island, it was Ordered, that the  passengers
so landed at the said Quarantine Station, should there continue in Quarantine,
until it should be certified by the Health Officer there that there di4t
exist amongst such  passengers  any contagious or infectious sickness, end that
the release of such passengers from Quarantine would not endanger the
public health, or until other Order should be  made  in that beha
And whereas it is now certified to His Excellency t e Administrator
of the Government in Council ,  by the Health Officer, at there does not
exist amongst such passengers any contagious or infer  '  ous sickness ,  and that
their release from Quarantine will not endanger  th-- ublic  health :
Now, therefore ,  His Excellency  the Adrstra tor of the Government,
by and with the advice of the Executive ,--Council, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the said recited Act, doth Order,
and it is hereby Ordered, that  the  said passengers be released from
Quarantine.
And the Honorable, the Colonial Secretary  is to give the necessary
directions  herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk  of the Council.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St .  Michael and  St. George,
[L.s.] Companion  of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY,  orable  Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  and exercise  of the  powers and
authorities in me vested as Administrator
of the  Government of the said  colony, by the
Act passed in the twenty -seventh year of Her
Majesty 's reign ,  and numbered nine,  intituled
"An Act to  Amend and Consolidate  the Laws
relating to Quarantine ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the  Administrator  aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, hereby
notify,  proclaim ,  and direct that the Steamship
"Bowen ,"  lately  arrived from Hongkong, at the
Port of Cooktown ,  and now lying at that port,
shall perform Quarantine  at  the Quarantine Station
at Fitzroy Island.
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this  nineteenth day of
April, in the  year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of QueP:sland and its
Dependencie-.WHEREAS bya Proclamation, made byHis Excellwacy Sir MAURICE  CHARLES
O'CONNELL,  Administrator of the Government of
the said colony ,  on the twenty -fourth day of
March ,  one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
seven ,  under tnd by virtue of the provisions of
an Act Vassed in the twenty -seventh year of Her
Majesty s reign, intituled  "An Act to Amend
ana Consolidate the Laws relating to Quaran-
tine,"  all persons ,  vessels ,  and boats whatsoever
were prohibited from going, under an pretence
whatsoever ,  within the limits of the Quarantine
Station at Curtis Island ,  under the penalties pre-
scribed by the said Act, until the said Proclamation
should have been rescinded  :  And whereas the
said prohibition is no longer necessary ,  and it is
expedient to rescind the same  :  Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY ,  in pursuance of
all powers so vested in me, and by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this my
Proclamation ,  rescind the said Proclamation, and
declare that the same is rescinded and has no
further force or effect.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this nineteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
By Authority  :  JAMES C.  BEAL,  Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1877.
il IS Excellencythe Administrator of the Governwent, with the adv ce f the Executive
Council, has  been pleased to appoint
J. H. PENGELLY
to be  Bailiff  of Crown Lands for the Land Agents'
Districts of Maryborough and Gympie, under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1876."
JOHN DOUGLAS.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane , 16th April, 1877.HIS Excellency the Administrator of he G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES EDWARD BEDDOME
to be Sub-Collector of Customs and Harbor Master
at Somerset, Cape York ; such appointment to take
effect from the date of removal of the present
establishment from Cape York to Thursday Island.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 16th April, 1877.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased  to appoint
ROBERT HENRY,  at present  Master of the Pilot
Schooner, Moreton Bay,
to be an Assistant Pilot for the Port of  Brisbane.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
0
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
`H IS Excellency the Administrator of the  Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
mentioned places to be  additional  Polling Places for
taking the Poll for the election of a Member to
serve in  the Legislative Assembly for the Electoral
:District of Aubigny
MOUNT SIBLEY,
GoWBIE JUNCTION,
SPRING CREEK.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-H ment, with e advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
PATRICK REAL, Esquire, Barrister-at-Law,
to be Master of Titles under the provisions of "  The
Real Property Act of  1861," during the  absence
on leave of Henry Scott, Esquire, and in the room
of Henry Rogers Beor, Esquire, resigned.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice ofthe Executive Council , in pursuance of the
Act of Council, 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they  are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, and that they  are desirous  that the
said town of Charters Towers may  be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal  Institutions
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed  since  1864; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be  declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them  as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters  Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more,  and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description  are being
erected almost daily, and that  large additions are
being made to the already  extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town  increasing  in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the  above  Petition  will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday
4th February,  1877,  No. 22, page 425.)
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY'
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion fthe Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator . trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of the fourteenth
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby withdrawn from selection.
All the lands on the Ballindean and Tenterfield
North Runs, in the Unsettled District of Darling
Downs, within five miles from the proposed railway
line from  Stanthorpe to the Southern Border of the
colony, declared open to Selection, by Proclamation
dated the 1st March, 1877.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this nineteenth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland anti its Depen-
dencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Cr.)wn
Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Roma Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth
day of May, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by Conditional purchase shall be fifteen shillings
per acre , and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional purchase  shall not  exceed 640 acres.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion  of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereunder described shall be open to Selection.
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth day. of May, 1877,
at the Roma Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to Selection
by Conditional purchase,  shall be  one pound per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional purchase shall not exceed  1,280 acres.
EXTENSION OF THE RoMA  TOWN  RESERVE.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on Bungewargorai Creek at the
north- east  corner of Bungewargorai pre-emptive No.
5, and bounded thence by the east boundary of that
protion bearing south ; thence by the south boun-
dary of same bearing west to the north- east corner
of portion 121 ; thence by the east boundary of
portion 121 bearing south, and by the south boun-
dary of same portion bearing west, by part of the
south-east boundary of Polmont pre-emptive No. 3,
by the south-east boundary of portion 111 south-
westerly, by part of the north-east boundary of
portion 115A, and the north-east boundary of No.
115 south-west to the  easternmost  corner of the last
mentioned portion ; thence by the north-east
boundary of Upper W. Yalebone Run  south-east ;
thence by the north boundary of Upper Yalebone
Run east; thence by the north-west boundary of
Yalebone No. 1 Run, and  a line  in continuation
north- east  to the confluence of Bungil and Bunge-
wargorai Creeks; thence by Bungil Creek upwards
about four miles to the south- east  boundary of the
Homestead Area ; thence by said south-east boun-
dary south-west to Bungewargorai Creek, and by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
HOMESTEAD  AREA, ROMA.
16,500 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Blythe's Creek
and Bungil  Creek, and bounded thence by Blythe's
Creek upwards to '1 ingun pre-emptive No. 2;
thence by the south-west boundary of that portion
north-westerly ; thence by part of the north-east
boundary of Mulga Mulga Run south-easterly ;
thence by the south-east boundary of same south-
westerly to Bungil Creek, and by that creek down-
wards to the  point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QU&$!T !
QUEENSLAND ,
'
Proclamation  by His Excellency
TO WIT.  W ILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS,
Esquire, Companion  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
(L S.) Michael and St . Georg`, Gover-
W. W. CAIRNS,  nor and  Commander-in-Chief of
Governor.  the Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAI,. NS, Esquire, the Governor afore-
said, with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lauds hereunder described shall be,  and arc]
hereby set  apart as a  Homestead Area, and that the
said lands  shall be open to selection, subject to the
provisions of the said Act, at the Bundaberg Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-fourth
day of April, 1877. And I further notify and pro-
claim , that  the upset  price at which  the said lands
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are open to selection  by conditional purchase, shall
be 10s.  per acre, and  that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
160 acres.
Area-480 acres.
County-Cook.
Parish-Otoo.-Portion 8.
Selection-No. 182, Bundaberg District.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 328 degrees, and distant one chain from the
north corner of portion 7, and bounded thence on the
north-east by that road bearing 328 degrees seventyy-
one chains and thirty-three links ; on the nort-
west by a line bearing 238 degrees sixty-four chains
and forty-five links to a road three chains wide ; on
the south-west by that road bearing 148 degrees
sixty-two chains and thirty-three links, and 147
degrees 40 minutes thirty-seven chains and twenty-
nine  links to a road one chain wide ; and on the
south- east  by that road bearing 58 degrees nineteen
chains and fifty-one links, 328 degrees eleven chains
and one link, 237 degrees 30 minutes fourteen
chains eighty-two links, 327 degrees 30 minutes
nineteen chains and twelve links, 57 degrees 30
minutes thirty-six chains and ninety links, 147
degrees 30 minutes one chain and ninety-eight
link, and 58 degrees twenty-two chains and sixty-
two links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in - the
fortieth year of Her Majesty reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 18th April, 1877.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."
T HE Lessees of the undermentioned Runs having
made application for the instruments of Lease
o be issued to them by the Government, the fol-
owing descriptions of the boundaries thereof are
Thereby published  in pursuance  of the 58th  section
of "  The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their  interests
prejudiced by said descriptions, must forward their
objections,  in writing , to this Department, before
the 18th July, 1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name  of Run -Bryan O'Lynne.
Claimants of Lease -John  Arthur Macartney and
Edward  G raves Mayne.
Estimated Area--
Available ... ...  100 square miles.Unavailable ... 0 if
Total... ... 100 ,,
Commencing on the right bank of Mills  Creek at a
tree marked broad-arrow over A over XXXV, and
bounded thence on the south by a west line five miles
forty chains along part of the north boundary of the
Panic Run to a post marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXXV ; thence on the west by a north  line ten miles
to a point bearing 116 degrees distant  eighteen chains
from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXXIV ; thence on the north by an east  line along
the south boundary of the  Sesbania  No. 6 Run} and a
prolongation thereof, passing through  a post marked
broad-arrow over N over LXXXIII  ten miles to a post
marked broad-arrow over N over LXXVII ; thence on
the east by a south  line crossing  Mills Creek  at a tree
marked broad -arrow  over N over LXXVI and a branch
of that creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXV to a post marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXIV ; and thence  again on  the south  by a west line
along  part of the north boundary of the Panic Run four
miles forty chains  to and acro ss  Mills Creek to the point
of commencement.
Name of Run-Manuka.
Claimants of Lease -John Arthur  Macartney and
Edward Graves Mayne.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ...  100 square miles.
'Unavailable ... 0
Total ... 100
„
Commencing at the south-east corner of the Brian
O'Lynne Run at a post marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXIV, and bounded thence on the west by a north
line along the east boundary of the Brian O'Lynne Run
crossing a branch of Mills Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow over N over LXXV and Mills Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over N over LXXVI  ten miles to a
post marked broad-arrow over N over LXXVII ;  thence
on the north by an east line crossing Mills Creek about
six chains below a tree marked broad-arrow over A over
XLIII ten miles to a point bearing 47 degrees distant
six chains from a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow
over N over LXXVIII ; thence  on the east  by a south
line ten miles to a point bearing 293 degrees distant
seventeen chains from a whitewood-tree marked broad-
arrow over N over LXXI ; and thence on the south by
a west line cro ssing and recrossing a branch of Mills
Creek at trees marked broad-arrow over N over LXXII
and broad-arrow over N over LXXIII respectively, ten
miles to the point of commencement.
Name of Run- Panic.
Claimants  of Lease-John Arthur  Macartney and
Edward Graves Mayne.
Estimated Area-Available ... ... 100 square miles.
'Unavailable ... 0 „
Total... ... 100 „
Commencing on the left bank of  Mills Creek at a
tree  marked broad-arrow over N over XC, and bounded
thence on the south by an east  line along  parts of the
north boundaries of the Dirleton No. 3 and Dirleton
No. 6 Runs,  passing through a post marked broad-arrow
over N over XCI and a tree marked broad-arrow over N
over XCII  six miles  seventy-two chains to a post marked
broad-arrow over N over XCIII ; thence on the east by
a north line ten miles to a post marked broad-arrow
over N over LXXIV ; thence on the north by a west
line  ten miles  crossing  Mills Creek at a tree marked
broad-arrow over A over XXXV to a post marked
broad-arrow over N over LXXXV ; thence on the west
by a south line ten  miles six  chains, crossing two small
creeks at trees marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXXVI and broad-arrow over N over LXXXVII to
a post marked broad-arrow over N over LXXXVIII ;
and thence again on the south by an cast line along
part of the north boundary of the Dirleton No. 3 Run,
crossing  a small creek at a tree marked broad-arrow over
N over LXXXIX three miles eight chains to and across
Mills Creek to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Sledmere.
Claimants of Lease-John Arthur  Macartney and
Edward Graves Mayne.
Estimated Area-
Available ...Unavailable
Total...
...  100 square miles.
... 0
... 100
Commencing at the south-east corner of Panic Run at
a post marked broad-arrow over N over XCIII, and
bounded thence on the west by a north line  along the
east boundary of the Panic Run ten miles  to a post
marked broad-arrow over N over LXXIV ; thence on
the north by an  east line  along the south boundary of
the Manuka Run crossing and recrossing a branch of
Mills Creek at trees marked broad- arrow  over N over
LXXIII and broad-arrow over N over LXXII to a
point bearing 293 degrees distant seventeen chains from
a whitewood-tree marked broad-arrow over N over
LXXI ; thence on the east by a south  line cro ssing two
small  creeks at trees marked broad-arrow over N over
LXX ; and broad-arrow over N over LXIX  ten miles to
a post marked broad-arrow *over N over LXVIII ; and
thence on the south by a west line to the north-east
corner of the Dirleton No. 6 Run (being a point bear-
ing 149 degrees distant sixteen chains from a coolibar-
tree marked broad-arrow over N over LXVII) and
along part of the north boundary of that run, in all ten
miles, to the point of commencement.
1234
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Beenleigh and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant.
J. W. C.
Howard
I.M.
Clarke
Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Part of the  re served road Barrow 11 3 27
through portion 53
Road separating  portion  Conda- Y 0 0
13 from selection 16 mine
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
T T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are reaulred to transmit to this
Department their objectio-s, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
Applicant. Situation.
J. Voller
F.T.Gregory
F.T. Gregory
Parish .  Area.
Permanent  Closure.
Road separating por- Enoggera 3 1 16
tions 318 and 319 from I
portions 333 anti 334
Temporary Closure.
Road separating por- Toowoomba 7  0 15
tiona 484 and 485, and
parish of Toowoomba, Gowrie
from portions 121,122,
123. add 124, parish of
Gowrie
Road separating por- Toowoomba
lions 99 and 100  and
parish of Gowrie ,  from
,
(iowrie
portions 477 and 488,
parish of Toowoomba
5 336
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  14th April, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
f"HE Leases of the undermentioned Selections,
having been executed by His Excellency the
Governor ,  are now lying at the several Land Agents'
Offices, for delivery to the Lessees.
W. ALCOCK TULLY.
Register
No. ofApplica-tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.
BRISBANE.
1539 iThomas Maguire ... 56 1 2
2029 George Raff ... .... 246 0 0
2039 Ditto ... ... 244 0 0
2478 George Adams... ... 129 0 0
2772 Robert Grieve  ... ... 58 3 28
2783 Ditto .. ... 225 0 0
2822 George  alaxland  'Rolle 161 2 0
No. of
Lease.
6898
6899
6900
6901
6902
6903
6904
LEAsEs LYING Fon  DELIVERY -continued.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Lessee. Area. No. ofLease.
IPSWICH.
526 Thomas Owen... ... 84 0 0 6905
530 Wilhelm Guth... ... 48 0 0 6904
917 Patrick Mullins ... 159 0 0 6907
2506 Alexander Swanson ... 322 0 0 6908
2507 Ditto ... ... 321 0 0 6909
2838 Ditto ... ... 1657 0 0 6910
2839 Ditto ... ... 784 0 0 6911
2840 James Steven ... ... 1447 0 0 6912
2841 Ditto ... ... 1216 0 0 6913
2842  James Swanson 319 0 0 6914
2914 Alexander Lowe Smith 420 0 0 6915
2973 Alexander Swanson ... 321 0 0 6916
3109 John McConnel 322 0 0 6917
3332 Alexander Lowe Smith 130 0 0 6918
58
107
517
542
594
HELIDON.
James Logan ... ...
Hervey Morrow ...
Charles Cocks
Anthony Wm. Darvall
James Lee ... ...
297 0 0327  0 0
4040 ' 0 0
240 0 0
79 0 0
6919
6920
6921
6922
6923
Toowoo3BA.
754 William Dalton ... 340 0  0,  6924
796 Bartholomew Brady ... 80 0 0 6925
936 Edward Wilmot Pechey 4334 2 0 6926
968 John Herbert ... ... 94 1 0 6927
1314 John Perina ... ... 860 0 0 6928
1722 Edward Wienholt and 900 0 0 6929
William Graham,
Chas. Williams and
John Sargent Tur-
ner, Trustees of the
late William Kent
1723 Ditto ... ... 538 0 0 6933
1741 James Heeney... ... 40 0 0 1 6934
DALBY.
421 ( Patrick  Landy... ... (  2408 0 0 ( 6935
WARWICK.
478 , Edmon3 Lambert 119 0 0 6936
Thornton
505 Edward Nolan... ... 79 3 12 6937
541 Patrick Canavan ... 185 0 0 6938
655 Eve Mary Bezold ... 640 0 0 6939
860 Edward Nolan ... 91 1 27 6940
861 Patrick Canavan ... 120 0 0 6941
863 Henry McGeevor ... 94 0 0 6942
888 James Locke ... 151 3 25 6943
963 Wm. John Bloomfield 40 0 0 6944
ROMA.
94 ( John Lines ... ... ( 98 0 0 1 6945
GYMPIE.
259  1
366
396
474
657
683
707
907
908
924
P58
972
977
978
979
980
993
996
1000
82
William Tatlock Chip- 173 0 0 6946
pindall
Robert Gordon Walker 208 0 0 6947
Walter Hay ... 613 0 0 6948
John Arthur O'Keefe 748 0 0 6949
James Andrews, junior 300 0 0 6950
Thomas Edwards ... 500 0 0 6951
Mark Hobson Byrne ... 1280 0 0 6952
MARYBOROU GH.
John Thompson ... 94
Ditto ... 90
James Wolstencroft ... 119
James Butcher ... 890
George Howard 100
Alexander Leslie ... 161
Ditto ... 526
George McDonald ... 95
Thomas James Wood... 60
James Nicol ... ... 300
James Robertson ... 700
David Dale ... 510
James Stewart... ... 42
3 0 6953
0 0 6954
0 0 6955
0 0 6956
0 0 6957
0 0 6958
0 0 6959
0 0 6960
0 0 6961
0 0 6962
0 0 6963
0 0 6964
'3 36 6965
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LEASES LYING  iron  DELIVERY -- Continued.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Lessee. Area No. ofLease.
A. R. P.I
BUNDABEEG.
54 James Hood ... 198 0
366 William Broom 1325 0
498 John Broom ... ... 1 205 0510 , Alex. Christie Walke r... 482 0
GALDSTONE.
110 Margaret Agnes Suther-
land
239 0
130. John Lockwood Graham 2398 0
2] 9 Henry Charlton Sablo 393 0
231 Joseph Jerrard ... 200 0
262 David St:rrat ... ... 323 0
RoCBHAMPTON.
157 Arthur Jones ... ... 50  0
705 Bridget Hourigan ... 304  0
708 John Dolding ... ... 215  0
725 Edmund Carroll ... 554  0
745 Cornelius Hourigan ... 185  0
760 Michael Antonini 268  0
761 Charles Murlay ... 378  0
764 Bridget Hourigan ... 3J0  0
766 Cornelius Hourigan ... FIS  0
844 Lewis Tucker ... ... 80 0
852 George Effeamy .. 311 0
875 Charles Halhed Arthur 320 0
Barwell
887 William Tutton ... 160  0
961 Robert Hewitt... ... 640  0
97 6 Andrew Bertram .. 299  0
998 George Arthur Edwards 5650  0
1012 George Potts ... ... 325  0
1013 Ditto ... ...  325  0
1054 Robert Duncan ... 80  0
1056 Andrew Bertram 310  0
1060 David Archer
William Archer
and 2202  0
1061 Ditto ... ...  358  0
1260 William Archer ... 1947  0
1295 Thomas Creed... ... 900  0
1296 Ditto ... .. 500  0
1327 James Graham Arthur 336  0
Adam
1328 George Charles Finlay 255  0
] 350 Alexander McFadyen... 520  0
1356 Adam Henderson ... 1200  0
1357 Arthur Jones ... ... 640  0
1362 Robert Bell ... ... 320  0
1367 Robert Hewett 100  0
1382  Robert Wakeham Gaden 91  0
1383 James Thomasson ... 848  0
.1395  Joseph Rosel  .. ... 252  0
1386 James Rutherford ... 560  0
1389 William Cowan ... 292  0
1419 John Tapping Williams 50  2
1420 John Hifferan... ... 320  0
1421 Joseph Rosel .. ... 135  0
1424 Thomas Creed
George Creed
and 605  0
1428 George Wyatt... 388  0
1429 Carlos Narcissus Birk- 148  0
beck
1430 William Vaughan 154  0
1432 Carlos  Narcissus  Birk-
beck
263  0
1433 Nathan Wilson ... 100  0
MACKAY.
409 Francis Tyson Amh
BOW
urst 120  0
EN.
281 ( Robert William Gra ham 1 5760 0
CLERMONT.
147 Frederick K eune  . . 120  0
154
.
Charles Richards
CARDWELL
340  0
.
151 Arthur Neame... so  o
116 Frank Neame ... ... 207  o
CooKTOwN.
20 Lee Liy 89  0
21 Edward Miller... ...
I
240  0
SPRINGSURE.
27 David Connell O'Regan 138  3
37 Patrick McCabe ... 320  0
0 6966
0 6967
0 1 6968
0 j 6969
0 6970
0 6971
0 6972
0  6973
0 6974
0 6975
0 6976
0 6977
0 6978
0 6979
0 6980
0 6981
0 6982
0 6983
0 6984
0 6985
0 6986
0 6987
0 6989
0 6990
0 6991
0 6992
0 6993
0 6994
0 6995
0 6996
0 6997
0 6998
0 6999
0 7000
0 7001
0 7002
0 7003
0 7004
0 7005
0 7006
0 7007
0 7008
0 7009
0 7010
0 7011
0 70120 7013
0 7014
0 7015
0 7016
0 7017
0 7018
0
0
0
7019
7020
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
7IHE following description of the amended boun-
daries of the Reserve for Timber, in the parish
of Knapp, county of Ward, established by notice
dated 12th November, 1875, is substituted for that
published in page 2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1&75.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
County of Ward, parish of Knapp.
About 1,260 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, forming
part of the south boundary of portion 344, at its
intersection by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide ; and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west about one hundred and sixty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south about
one hundred and thirty-one chains ; on the south by
a line  bearing east sixty-five chains ; and on the
south-east by lines bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north 55 degrees  east  eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876.9'
LAND COMMISSIONER'S COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information,
that the Land Commissioner under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," for the Land
Agents' districts of Toowoomba, 1lalby, and War-
wick, will hold his Courts, in pursuance of the 11th
section of the above recited Act, at the. Court
Houses of Toowoomba, Dalby, and Warwick,
respectively, on the following dates, for the year
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Month. Toowoomba. Dalby. Warwick.
Date.  Date. Date.
April ... Monday, 23 Wednesday 25 Friday, 27
May ... „ 21 „ 23 „ 25
June ... „ 25 „ 27 „ 29
July ...  „ 23 „ 25 „ 27
August ... „ 27 „ 29 „ 31
September' „ 24 „ 2e „ 28
October ... „  22 „ 24 „ 26
November „ 26 „ 2$ „ 30
December... „ 24 Thursday, 27 Saturday 29
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under His Hand and the Seal
7021 of the Colony,  describe the name of the intended
0  1 7022
0  1 7023 respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
0 7024
0 7025
o 17026
0 7027
0 7028
0 7029
2  7030
017031
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act atore-
said,*the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names, and such grants
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date of Grant-7th
November, 1874.Grantee William Boney.
Land granted-Portion 94,  county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Name of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Bovey.
1236
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
`• The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh , the second
Tuesday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
MABANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the  last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  Springsure , the fourth
Monday in June, 1877,  and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the  above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held  on the following
day.
Special Courts ,  when necessary ,  in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba, and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton , the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St.  Lawrence ,  the  first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah , the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango,- the second
Wednesday in May, 1877, and thereafter
on the second Wednesda y in each month
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in May, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S  DISTRICT  01' COOHTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 Shanahan and l Road se aratinp g portions
A. X. P.
watts 6 0 29
Jennings 1, 2, 5, 7, 9,  and 11 from
portions 3, 6,8, 10, and
12
2 Shanahan and, Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
3
Jennings 1 5 from portion 7
Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
4
Jennings  I
Shanahan ands
6 from portion 8
Road separating portion Watts 2 1 39
Jennings 13 from portions 11
and 12
5 Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts 6 2 12
Jennings 14, 16, 18,  and 20 from
portions 13, 17,19, and
21
6 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 1 1 11
7
Jennings
Shanahan and
16 from portion 18
Road separating portion Watts 1 1 14
8
Jennings
A. Beaton
17 from portion 19
Road separating portion Darlington 11 2 0
38 from portions 28
and 65,  and the road
reserved th ro ugh por-
tion 68
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDrLE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
BundambaRoad separating portionSETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURKE .  1 Joseph
20 from portions 129
At the Land Office, Normanton,  the second
Belcher
and 130
Tuesday in every third month.
A.  A.  P.
2 8 37
1237
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly. -
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcos Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty -nine  links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six chains and twenty-
nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Land granted- Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of error- The  name William Kimp
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee ,  instead of William Kemp.
No. of Grant, 5,278. Date of Grant-9th April,
1863.
Name of Grantee-John Coleman.
Land granted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of' (,oodna, twenty- one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain wide ; on the
south by that road bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty -one chains and
sixty links to the Six- mile Creek ; and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,295. Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin McCullock.
Land .granted-Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Merivale , parish of  Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208,  209,  and 210 ,  selection  270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north -east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south  by that  portion and a line
bearing west  thirty -four chains seventy -five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west  by that  road bearing north thirty -eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north by  that road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links, east one chain, north twelve chains
eighty -six links, east twelve chains ,  and east 12
degrees 30 minutes ,  north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek ; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. Applicant . +  Situation.
1 J. North. Road separatingpor-I
Lions  219, 223, 224,
225, 228, 229, 230,
231, 234,  and 233,
from Farney Lawn
pre-emptive Nos.l
1 and 2.
A.  R.  P.
Brassall. 14 3 35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  27th  March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name  and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective  grants  and iii every deed containing the
erroneous  name  and descriptions, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William gimp.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. IApplicant. situation. Parish . I  Area.
1 P. Thomson
2 P. T. Gregory;
Reserved road through
portion 41
Road separating por-
tion 402  from por-
tion 403
A.  R. P.
Burnett  ...  1 1 18
Drayton .., 3 0 6
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing  the erroneous descrip-
tion,  and such grants  and every such deed shall
operate  and be construed  accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Deed-22,789. Date of Deed--10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Lane  granted.-Portion 11, county ofLiving.
stone, parish  of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links ; on the  south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes  thirty-three chains ; on the south-west by
a line bearing  310 degrees 6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by  lines bearing  9 degrees. 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes  twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes  thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrew.
Land granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen  acres,  two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on tho
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement,- exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March,  1877.
NOTICE.
T
HE  lands comprised in the Toomolongyore, or
Eureka ,  and Stanton Harcourt Runs, in the
Wide Bay and Burnett District, proclaimed open
to selection under the provisions  of "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876, "  at the Bundaberg
Land Office, on and after Tuesday , the 17th April,
1877, wi ll  be so open at the Land Office, Mary-
borough, on and after that date, instead of at
Bundaberg.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
IN  pursuance of the seventy -second section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
the following Petition and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the  undersigned
Freeholders, resident in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very great loss
and inconvenience by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of the present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek, and on the west by the Bungewogaria
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece of land now available for such a
pur 'pose.
our Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth  section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names .  Names.
Thomas McEwen Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees James Roberts
William Armstrong William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David Benjamin
J. Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel Caldwill S. S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Murphy
L. Ryder T.  omas  Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Rain
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
William Jackson
LAND REFERRED  TO IN THE  ABOVE PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that  run and a line  in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Reserve for Camping Ground and Pastur.
age near Macalister, established by notice dated
30th November, 1871, which appears in page 13 of
the  Government Gazette  of 1872, is cancelled with
a view to the land being offered for sale by auction.
JOHN DOUGLAS,
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 23rd February, 1877.
W HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  provided that before any Crown  lands  are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby' given , that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid , the lands hereunder described will be
permanently  reserved  for the purposes named with
respect  to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL, TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, parish of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south- east  corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links ; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A. CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line,
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A. SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bne chain  west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing  west seven  chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion  bearing east
seven chains and  fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
south-east  corner  of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on  the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on  the west by  a line bearing  north eleven
chains ;  and on  the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of a reserved road, as shown
on plan  of survey deposited in the Surveyor.
General's Office.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
I
N pursuance of the  provisions  of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," it is hereby
notified for  general  information, that allotment 1 of
section 3  A, town of Townsville, is withdrawn from
the reservationfor a FireBrigade Station, established
by notice dated 8th September, 1870, under the
provisions of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act
r
1868," with a view of being proclaimed  a reserve
r a residence  for the Sub-Collector of Customs.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane. 26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
OT ICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
1 Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of  Deed - 4,652 .  Date of Deed -5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee - William Brookes.
Land granted- Portion  137 ,  parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley ,  39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north -east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty- nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to Brisbane  ;  on the south -east  by that  road bearing
north 237 degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half  links;  on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty -one chains  ;  and on the north -west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 15 minu' es
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  Th' Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively , under his  Hand and
the '- eal of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptors,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land granted  .-el ection 347, Beenleigh District,
seven hundred and  fifty  acres.
AMENDED  l)EsCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera, selection 347
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south-east corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by lines bearing north 257 degrees 30
minutes east one hundred and eight chains, thence
north 151 degrees  east  ninety-three chains to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; the.ice by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of commence.
ment,-exclusive of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office,
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No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land  .granted.--Portion 641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen  acres one  rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion
641.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46 minutes, and distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-
east corner of portion 161, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south-eastby that road bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty-nine links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-half links, 231 degrees 40 minutes six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty -seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 16th February, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under  the 27th  section of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 " have been
made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this and the
Land Agents '  Offices, Brisbane ,  Beenleigh, and
Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation ..  Parish. Area.
A. R. P
1 C. Shepperd Road reserved  through Kholo ... 1 3 14
portion 9
2 J. Murtha Road reserved  through  Pimpama 2 0
and R .  portion 13,  from Pim-
McCready pama  Creek easterly
to its east  boundary
`3  P.  G. Walker  Part of road  reserved Cedar  ...  1 2 30
through portion 13 -
Roads De- Road separating  por- Deuchar  ...  3 0 23
partment  tion 15 from portion
22
t The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of other roads.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
T
N pursuance of the twenty-fourth section of
" The  Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is  hereby notified for general information, that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for the purposes.named with respect
to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING ON TEVIOT BROOK.
County of Ward, parish of Dugandan.
100 acres.
Commencing on Teviot Brook at the north-east
corner  of portion 19, and bounded thence on part
of the south by one of the north-east boundaries
and part of  the north boundary of that portion
northwesterly and westerly to the road from
Dugandan  to Ipswich ; on the west by that road
northerly  about one  hundred and thirty-one chains
to its junction  with the Logan road ; on the north
by that road easterly and south-easterly to the
crossing  of Teviot Brook ; and on the remainder of
the south and on the east by that creek upwards to
he point of Commencement.
RhsERVE FOR TIMBER.
(Within Homestead Area appearing in the  Govern-
ment Gazette  of 1875 ,  folio 1298.)
On Bingera Run.
920 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Burnett
River at the confluence of a small creek about
twent y -five chains above a tree marked BT over
XXV ; and bounded thence on the north -east by a
line south -easterly about seventy -five chains to a
tree marked broad -arrow over EA over II on the
road from Bingera to Eureka  ;  on the south by a
line westerly to the Burnett River at a point
opposite a tree on the left bank of the river marked
BT over X XVII  ;  and thence by the Burnett
River downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Cook, parish of South Kolan.
570 acres.
Commencing at a point one chain north from the
north-east corner of portion 2, and bounded thence
on the south by the road forming the north boun-
daries of portions 2, 51, and 13 ,  and a line west to
the south -east corner of portion  52;  on the west by
portion 52 bearing north thirty-nine chains and ten
links ; thence by lines bearing two hundred and
seventy -one degrees thirty minutes two chains and
seventy -eight links one degree thirty minutes
twenty-six chains and sixty -four links  ;  on the north
by a line bearing east fifty -two chains and ninety-
one links  ;  thence by the road forming the west
boundary of portion 32 bearing south and by the
boundaries of portions 32 and 24 southerly and
easterly to the road forming the west '  boundary of
portion  1A;  and by that road bearing south to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
Condamine River, at crossing of Main Western
Road from Dalby, county of Derby.
About 480 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Condamine
River at  its intersection  b the south side of the
main  road from Dalby to Condamine, and bounded
thence on the south by tLe south side of that road
westerly to the east boundary of the reserve for
camping proclaimed in  Government Gazette  for 1872,
page 13; on the north-west by that reserve north-
easterly to the Condamine River ; and on the north-
east by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR POLICE PADDOCK.
Laura River, Cook District (on the Telegraph line).
238 acres.
Commencing on the Laura River  at a tree marked
broad-arrow over QG, and bounded thence by a
line running east -north-east fifty-three chains
thence by  a line running  north-north- west  forty-five
chains  ; thence by a line running west-south-west
fifty-three chains ; thence by a line running south-
south-east forty-five chains to- the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Franklyn Vale Creek, county of Churchill, parish
of Franklyn.
40 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Franklyn Vale
Creek at the south-west corner of portion 53, and
bounded thence on the north by that portion bear-
ing east  thirty-two chains  and sixteen  links, and
passing through  a post  on the bank of said creek ;
on the north-east by a road two chains wide bearing
two hundred degrees one chain  and twelve links,
and north one hundred and forty-five degrees and
twenty- one minutes east eleven chains  and fifty-
nine links ; on the south by portion 80 bearing
west forty-five chains and five links to Franklyn
Vale Creek, and passing through a post two hun-
dred and twelve links from said creek ; and on the
north- west  by that creek downwards to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 12th January, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grants respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tions, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
No. of Grant-20,030
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 685,  county of Stanley
parish of Indooroopilly, 70 acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area ,  68 acres,  1 rood, 9 perches, portion
685.
Commencing  on the left bank. of the  Brisbane
River at a point one chain west from the west
boundary of portion 48, and bounded thence on the
east by  a line  bearing north sixteen chains fifty-one
links ;  on the north by a line bearing  west  twenty-
four  chains ninty -eight links to a road one chain
fitty links wide; on the north-west by that road
bearing south 48 degrees  west nineteen chains
thirty-four links ; thence bearing south 17 degrees
west five chains  fifty-five links to Witton Creek ;
on the south-west by that creek downwards to the
north- west corner  of portion 66 ; on the south by
the north boundary line of that portion bearing east
nineteen  chains fifty links to Witton Creek, thence
that creek downwards to its junction with theWisbane River; and thence by that river downwards
to the point of commencement.
No. of Grant-20,031.
Date of Grant-24th March, 1869.
Name of Grantee-Charles Street.
Land Granted-Portion 683, county of Stanley,
parish of Indooroopilly, 35 acres 2 roods 32
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Indooroopilly.
Amended area, 33 acres, 0 roods, 7 perches, portion
683.
Commencing on a road one chain fifty links wide
at the north-west corner of portion 685, and bounded
thence on the north-west by that road bearing
north 28 degrees  59 minutes  east eight chains
five links ; thence bearing north 44 degrees 26
minutes east  ten chains sixty-nine links ; thence
bearing north 52 degrees  2 minutes  east three
chains seventy-two and a-quarter links ; thence
bearing north 64 degrees 57 minutes east eleven
chains thirty-five links; thence bearing north 67
degrees 52 minutes east forty-four links to a road
one chain wide ; on the  east  by that road bearing
south twenty-one chains ninty-four links ; and on
, e south by a line bearing west twenty-four chains
ninty-eight links to the point of commencement,-
exclusive  of a road one chain wide from the Moggill
road to the railway station, as shown on plan of
survey deposited in the Surveyor-General's Office,
the area of which has been deducted from the total
area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No.I Applicant .  situation. Parish. fArea.
I A. R. P.
N. Anderson  Roed separating portion Canning ... 2 0 0
57 from portion 60
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees. to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective  grants  and in every
deed containing the erroneous  name  and description ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted.-Allotment  2,  section  110, town
of Rockhampton.
. The name Mary Jane Macdonald  having been
inserted  in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty- three acres.
AMENDED  DEsCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres  1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south- west  by a road one
chain wide  separating  it from portion  8 bearing
north 172 degrees  57 minutes east  four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47  minutes
east  two thousand six hundred and forty -two links
to the Brisbane River; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the  point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
T is hereby notified that any persons  erecting
buildings on Crown  lands  at Trinity Bay, will
do so at their own risk, until such  time as the
Government decide cn the site for the  Settlement,
and the necessary  reservation  for public  purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking  of a Township  as soon as practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 19th December, 1876.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  ".The Titles to land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
rom the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands
intended to be granted, and the names of the
Grantees, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid , the correct  names  and descriptions shall
be taken to have been inserted in the respective
grants,  and in every deed containing the erroneous
names  and descriptions, and such grants and every
such deed shall operate and be construed accord-
ingly.
JOHN DOGTGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-28,286. Date of Deed-20th
April, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Clarke Foote.
Land granted.-Portion  211, county of Churchill
.parish of Flinders, eighty-three acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Churchill, parish of Flinders, portion
140. 211.
85 acres.
Commencing  on a road at the south-west corner
of portion 210, and bounded thence on the north-
west by that road bearing north 193 degrees and
28 minutes  east fourteen chains and forty-
seven links  ; on the south by portions 183 and 182
bearing  east fifty-nine chains and fifty-five links ;
on the south-east by another road bearing north
12 degrees and 43 minutes east fourteen chains and
ninety-two links ; and on the north by portion 210
bearing north 269 degrees and 32 minutes east fifty-
nine chains  and forty-two links to the point of com-
mencement.
No. of Grant-4,386. Date of Grant-5th No-
 ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-Charles William Blakeney.
Land granted.-Portion  92, county of Stanley,
parish  of Oxley, twenty-five acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion No.  92.
25 acres  2 roods.
Commencing  on the west side of a road  one chain
wide  at the north-east corner of portion 91, and
bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
north 269 degrees 32 minutes east twenty-five
chains five links ; on  the west by a line bearing
north 359 degrees  51 minutes east ten chains
thirty one links ; on the north by a line bearing
north 90 degrees 4 minutes  east  twenty-five chains
four links to the aforesaid road ; and on the east
by that road bearing north 179 degrees 50 minutes
east ten chains six links  to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant-5,781. Date of Grant-19th June,
1863.
Name  of Grantee-William John Ward.
Land ,granted.-Portion  161, county of Stanley,
arish of Oxley, thirty  acres  three roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  No. 161
30 acres 3 roods.
Commencing  at the south corner of portion 160
on the Ipswich road, and bounded thence on the
north-east by the south-west boundary line of that
portion bearing north 287 degrees 38  minutes east
thirty- one chains  fitteen links ; on the north-west
by a line  bearing  north 197 degrees 17 minutes east
nine chains  fifty- one  links;  on  the south-west by
the north-east boundary  line  of portion 162 bearing
north 108 degrees 30 minutes east thirty-one chains
eighty-five links ; and on the south-east by the
Ipswich read 150 links wide bearing north 25
degrees 3 minutes east two chains twenty-two and
a-half links; and north 10 degrees 8 minutes east
seven chains eighty-seven links to the point of com-
mc ncement.
No. of Grant-31,317. Date of Grant.-30th
May, 1876.Names of Grantees-Samuel Joseph Willa ,  Robert
Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley Praed.
Land granted .- Portion  37 ,  county Clinton, parish
of Gladstone.
Nature of  Misn omer.-The  names Samuel Joseph
Wills, Robert Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed having been inserted in the deed of Grant as
the intended grantees ,  instead of Samuel Joseph
Wills, George Little, and Arthur Campbell Bulkley
Praed.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th February, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the 27th section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868" hava
been made for closing the undermentioned
Road ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within t« o months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this, and the
Laud Agent's Offices at Gladstone.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF A. ROAD PROPOSED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No.  Applicant.
1 E. Turich
Situation.  Parish. Area.
Roaclseparatingpor- Boyne ...
tions 21 and 22 from
portions 23 and 24.
A. R. P.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.W ' VITH the view of facilitating the transaction1 of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of- the Land Acts--3ven to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal; and that any Land
Agent, or .her officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience. however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,  arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be  estimated
by that officer,  a tracing  or copy of the plan
required will be prepared  and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby  given , that a New Road fromBeenleigh to Nindooimbah, and from the
Beenleigh and Nindooimbah Road to the Logan
Village and Albert Bridge Road, County of War,'
Moreton District (referred to in Notices dated 14tt.
April, 18th and 23rd June, 1875, folios 803 and 1221,
respectively, of the  Government  Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now  open for public use.
77-1482 GEORGE THORN,
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.QUARANTINE, STATION, McKENZIE ISLAND,
KEPPEL BAY.Trr`ENDERS will be received at this Office, and!! at the Court House, Rockhampton, until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Buildings for Quarantine Station at McKenzie
Island, Keppel Bay.
'l'enders to he endorsed "  Tender for Quarantine
Station, McKenzie Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender m-iy be
seen, and further particulars obi ained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, KALKIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
L at the Court House, Bundaberg, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Kalkie. .
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
Kalkie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, a treeing to deposit the sum of 10 pet
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, GRANDCHESTER.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th May,
from persons  willing  to contract for the erection
of a Primary School at Grandchester.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
Grandchester."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Railway Station, Grandchester.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance,  a Bund to Her Majesty  for securing
Such performance ; otherwise the Tender  will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works.
Brisbane, 11th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TIARO.FRESH Tenders willbe received at this Office,
and at  the Court House, Tiaro, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th' May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for School,
Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for, the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the  usual notification  of acceptance,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such  performance  ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any lender  wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, BOWEN
BRIDGE ROAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
j 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
additicns to the Primary School, Bowen Bridge
Road.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to School, Bowen Bridge Road."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, ROCKHAMPTON.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the  Court  House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock  p.m. on  FRIDAY, 18th  May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New  Gaol at Rockhampton.t
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Tenders to be endorsed  "lender for Gaol, Rock-
hampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be. on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her M ajesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Fender will not be taken into con-
isderation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PARLIAMENTARY BUILDINGS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Parliamentary Buildings.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Parliament Buildings."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOTS' BUILDINGS, CAIRNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Custom House, Cairns, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th April next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Pilots' Buildings, at Cairns.
Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for Pilots'
Buildings, Cairns."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and frther particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Cairns.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
must state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
hat event to execute and deliver, at the Office o
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
-  Brisbane ,  16th March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS  TO LOCK-UP , MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Mackay ,  until 4 o'clock
p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th  April  next, from per-
sons willing to contract for the erection of Additions
to Lock -up, Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Additions,
Lock-up,  Mackay."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained at this Office,
and at the Court House,  Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
Performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the  render will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane  5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DALBY,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND  NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice dated  7th April,
1875, folio 752,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Dalby
Town Reserve to the Lagoon Reserve, parish of
Dalby, county of Aubigny :  Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the  Act 4 William
IV., No.  11, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government ,  with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and book of Reference, to
be seen at the office of the Surveyor -General, Bris-
bane ,  and the Police  Office, Dalby ;  and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or  they will be forever  foreclosed from
such claim.
74-4851.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1877.THE following Do ations  to the  Museum werereceived during  the month  ended 31st
March
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
Hon. J.  M. Thompson ,  Esquire,  M.L.A.-One
P.halangista  Cookii.
Mr. H. Imbach-One hen egg  with a sma ller one inside.
Mr. Leftwich -One crab, and two peculiar fishes
from Moreton Bay.
Mr. T. Barron- 2 eggs of companion birds.
Mr. Woolget, Gympie-One  oryetes barbarossa.
Captain Berkeley, A.D.C.-One embryo  kangaroo.
Mr. Thos. Yale, Kimpton-A collection  of coins from
the Roman Emperors' time.
Mr. W. O.  Hodgkinson -One young  muscovy duck
(abnormity).
Mr. Flood, Calspar-A few  mbs from logan village.
Mr. Dunlop- One sea snake.
Mr. Lyons-One oryetes barbarossa.
Mr. H. T. Francis-One hydromgs.
VISITOR;, 2097.
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Department of Mines,
.Brisbane, 18th April, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned  as issued  by the Wardens at the
places hereunder specified, during the month ended
31st  March, 1877.
No. Name.
1891 Ah Kum
1892 Sin May Olee
1893 Ah Fung
1894 Ah Kee
No. Name.
951 Ah Sam
952 Ah See
953 Sam Sing
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary  for Mines.
MILLOUESTEB.
No. Name.
1895 Richard Hargreaves
1896 Lissner and Company
1 1897 Ditto
1898 Ditto.
RAVENSWOOD.
No. Name.
289 Lidley and Trenfield.
COOHTOWN.
No. Name..
954 Alan Wah
955 Hop Wah
Psxx Dowxs.
No. Name. No. Name.
525 Ah Foo 526 Vat Loy
BOWEN.
No. Name.
1203 Venture Company
BransTOWN ,  PALacsR Rrvsa.
No. Name .  No. Name.
1677 Ali Gon 2816 Ah Chin
1678 Sing On and Co. 2817 Lum Sun
1679 Why Jon 2818 Gin Wah
1680  Aha Gong 2819 Wah Chun
1681 Maurice Lynch 2820 Ah Hook
1682 Lune Hop 2821 Ah Chong
1683  Chong Kee 2822 William Davidson
2814 Ah Wah and Co. 2823 H. Heeny
2815 War Jcng  2824  H. Stuckey
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
BRISBANE DRAINAGE.
EXTENSION OF MAKERSTON STREET
CULVERT.
rj HE time for the receipt of Tenders for the
lI above work  is extended to Noon of SATUR-
DAY, 28th Instant.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac,  Banana,  Beenleigh,  Blackall,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda , Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture , Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine , Cooktown , Cunnamulla , Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern -Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, -Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perm,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-m e
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
9xceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the  remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
my of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES It. DICKSON.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS are hereby invited, and will be re-
ceived until noon of MONDAY, the 21st
May, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails.
To and from Cairns and Thornsborough,  via
Smithfield and Kingsborough, by horse, once
a-week, for one or two years.
Every Tender  must  bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons  willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted  as a guarantee  until the bond and con-
tract shall have been executed, for their duly com-
mencing and  carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable  time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender  can be  inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GLADSTONE TO BUSTARD HEAD.TENDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane,  until Noon on MONN DAY, the 30th day of
April next, from persons desirous of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators , and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under-mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the  terms ,  general conditions,
anal specification appended.
Tenders  must  state separately
1. Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price, per mile, for affixing insulators, screw-
ing on brackets where necessary, and
stretching wire.
Gladstone to Bustard Head, a distance of fifty
(50) miles, more or less. The wire to be carried on
brackets, to be fastened to the existing poles for a
distance of about 25  miles, as  directed.
The wire, brackets, and insulators to be supplied
by the Government, and delivered to the  contractor
in Brisbane.
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The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy -five (75)  per cent. on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same, but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ,  or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
'full power at any time afterwards ,  before final pay-
ment shall be made, of rejecting and condemnin gg
any of the work or materials in respect of which sucli
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will  be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government reserves to itself the right to
make use of the line for the transmission of mes.
sages, prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to  "prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent, from moneys due to the contractor,
if not otherwise settled, to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erect'on of the line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed ,  the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of progress required by the Govern-
ment ,  it shall he  in  the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground ,  and all sums of
money ,  whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise ,  as penalties
for the non -fulfilment of the contract ,  shall be
forfeited to the Government ,  and the amount shall
be considered as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane,
within ten (10)  days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender ,  a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum equal to twenty  (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases  where tracks may become
blocked,  all fallen  timber must be removed,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty (20) feet in
width, following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed, not less than  nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top, and twenty-five (25) feet in
length ; to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over-a  space  of six (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound  at one  (1) inch from  its extremity
with good hoop -iron of not less than one  (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator  pin, and served with a thick  coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart, unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position, and well rammed * with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required, struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator  pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron-bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the  insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to  be made as  directed, and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect  the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained on application at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
FREEMAN'S CHANNEL.THE depth of water  in Freeman 's Channel doesnot now exceed  8 feet at  low water springs.
The red buoys  are still to be passed at a ship's
ength.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 7th April, 1877.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N
OW published, at the Government  PrintingOffice, William street, he Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto :-
£ a. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound . ... ... 3 15 0
. Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J . e. BEA' L,
Government  Printer.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away, and a good straight
bridle-track, of not less than eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned, which in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE, at  the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet  form ,  " The Gold -Fields Act
of 1874," together with  " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the  whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo.  Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 8th' May, 1874.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T
HE  Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay_ forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of  Lessee  or Licensee .  Name of Run.
Joseph Becker ..,
Ditto
Ditto
...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ...
Ernest James Stevens...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
...
...
...
...
Ditto ,
Joseph Becker and William Sly
William Oswold Gilchrist ,,.
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ,.. ... ...
Ditto ...
Robert Wright Knox ...
Ditto ... ..,
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
William Naunton Waller
Ditto ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
...
Area in
District .  Square Amount.
Miles.
Gunadorah ... ... ... Warrego ... ... 50
£  S. d.
12 10 0
Wombadulla ... ... ditto ... 34 8 10 0
Green ... ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Balthazzar  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Napoleon ... ... ... ditto 100 25 0 0
Imbadulla ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Imbadulla  East ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Injamulla  ... ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Injamu lla East ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Mogadarra  ... ... ... ditto 75 18 15 0
Gundary ... ... ... ditto 75 18 15 0
Gundary East ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Hoomooloo North ... ... ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
Hoomooloo South ... ... ditto 51 12 15 0
Patohimellun ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Patchimellun  East  ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Morgana  ... ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Coomete ... ... ditto ... ... 39 9 15 0
Coomete  East ... ... ditto ... ... 39 9 15 0
Bismark . .. ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Gunadorah West ... ... ditto 35 8 15 0
Sanquhar ... ... ditto ... ... 44 11 0 0
Sanquhar No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 47 11 15 0
Wallstown ... ... ... ditto 40 10 0 0
Fermoy ... ... ... ditto 38* 9 12 6
Gumbardo ... ... ... ditto ... ... 511 12 17 6
Cumbertine ... ... ... ditto 63 13 6 0
Yesaba ... ... ... ditto ... ... 48} 12 2 6
Yabra ... ... ... ditto 47 11 15 0
Helidon ... ... ... ditto ... ... 53 13 5 0
Yah parab a ... ... ... ditto ... ... 44 11 0 0
Yarraboota ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 12 10 0
Pintahra
"
ditto ... ... 70 17 10 0
Lawrenny  Back Block  No. 1 ditto ... ... 50
80
12 10 0
20 0 0Kiandra
Barnum
...
...
...
...
...
...
ditto
ditto
... ...
57 14 5 0
Itheraway ... ... ... ditto 50 12 10 0
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane ,  26th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required  to paforthwith  into theTreasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection  with  their respective  Runs, in accordance
with the provisions  of the sixty- first clause  of  " The Pastoral  Leases  Act of  1869."
Attention  is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all  the rights and  .interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in
Name of  Lessee or  Licensee .  Name of Run. District .  square Amount.
Miles.
Walter Williamson and William Henry
Lindsay Thornton ... ...
Tom McKnight Cameron Christison
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited)...
Ro be rt  Christison ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Robert Gray and Mowbray Gray
James Tolson and William Justin
Beauchamp Cameron ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ,,,
Henry Rourke ...
Thomas Christison and Robert Christi-
son ... ...
Ditto ...
...
£ a. d.
Cumbi Cumbi ... ... Mitchell ... ... 75 18 15 0
Lammermoor West... ... ditto ... ...  50 12 10 0
Christians  Land ... ditto ... ... 70 17 10 0
Foulden ... ... ... ditto . .. ... 60  12 10 0
Lammermuir No. 3... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Montgomery ... ... ditto ... ...  50  12 10 0
St. Ronans  ... ... ... ditto ... ... 30 7 10 0
Prairie Lagoon ... ... ditto ... ...  25 6 5 0
Perringunga... ... ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Mid-Lothian ... ditto ... '76 19 0 0
Uanda North ... ditto ... ... 68 17 0 0
Uanda South ... ... ditto  ... ... 60 15 0 0
Gretta Plains ... ... ditto ... 69 17 5 0
Ewen Plains ... ... ditto ... ... 80 20 0 0
Upton ... ... ... ditto ...  52 13. 0 0
Redpath ... ... ... ditto ... 30 7 10 0
Jireena . .. ... ... ditto .,.  29 7 5 0
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 15th March, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T HE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run.
The Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... ...
Alexander  Gibson Hamilton ... ...
James Thomas  Allan, Herbert Gar-
nett , John Cameron, and William
Crombie ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
James  Thomas Allan ... ... ...
Henry Cory, Gilbert Gostwyck Cory,
and James  Taylor ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
De Burgh  Persse  ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
William Kelman ...
Castle Creek ...
Hope.. ... ...
Thalaba  East ...
The Forest ... ...
Excess No. 2 ...
North Branch .
Belmont Block No. 3
Vergemont No. 1 ...
Vergemont No. 2 ...
Vergemont No. 3 ...
Evesham No. 6 ...
Alfred Downs No. 5
Vergemont No. 4 ..
Alfred Downs No. 11
Esmarelda West
Esmarelda East ...
Blackboy West ...
Blackboy East
Kilrush
Clashnamuck ...
Doubtful No. 2 ...
District.
Area in
Square Amount.
Miles.
aB
.. d.
Leichhardt  ... ... 54 16 4 0
ditto .... ...  43 12 18 0
ditto  ... ... 38 11 8 0
ditto  ... ... 85 25 10 0
ditto ... ... 26 7 16 0
ditto ... ...  56 16 16 0
ditto ... ... 40 12 0 0
Mitchell ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 50 12  10  0
ditto ... ... 39 9 15 0
ditto ... 90 22 10 0
Gregory North ... 75 18 15 0
ditto ... ... 75  18 15  0
ditto ... 75  18 15  0
ditto ... ... 75  18 15  0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
dii to ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 64 16 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF IPSWICH, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 19th day of September, 1876, folio 565 of the  Governmen!
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, on the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of
Ipswich, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified,
whereof part was originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the.residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roat referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-983.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON THE LEFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Real. How Held .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings.
1 Commencing in the  Leasing Act  of  James Ivory
north boundar y  of 1866
portion 197, and run-
ning south -westerly
to its south  boun-dary
2 Commencing in the  Leasing  Act of  Nathaniel
north bo -undary of 1866 Watson
portion 198, and run-
ning south -westerly
and south -easterly to
its south  boundary
3 Commencing  in the  Leasing Act
north boundary of 1806
portion 199,  and run-
south-easterly to its
south boundary
of James Ivory
J. Ivory 200°
N.  Watson
T. Maguire I
Lengths. Bre adth Are a. Remarks
of Road
chs.  Iks  A.  R.  P.
19 83 100 links 1 3 38 tnimproved.
200° 13 45  100 links It  25
155° 1S' 10 63
155° 15'
Fenced and
u itivate
15 12 100 links 3 2 4 Ui improved1180 25' . 19 80
4 Commencing  in the Under  deed of James  Ivory J. Ivory 1180  25' 4 53  100 links  4 3 0
north-west corner  of grant, con - 145° 52 39 77
port ion  200, and run-  raining a 136°  00' I 2 64
ping south -easterly general reser-
to its southern boun. vation for
dory ro4dp
I
Unimproved
ihou.- This Notice ea icels the notice published in the  Government Gazette,  dated 26th October,  1876,  folio.882.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required  to pay forthwith  into theTreasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty -first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette ,  all  the rights and interests of such defaulters shall  be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in
Name of Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run .  District .  Square Amount.
Mile s.
Henry Rourke ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ,.. ... ...
Ditto ..
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Robert Christison ... .. ...
Ditto ... ... ... ...
Ditto .,, ..
Robert Christison and Thomas Christi-
son . ... ... ... ...
Donald Gunn ... ... ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ,,, ... ...
Ditto ... ,.. ,,, ...
Simeon Lord ..
Ditto ,,, ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Edward Rowland Edkins .
William Henry Barton and Julius
Milton Jacques Barton ... ...
REAL
B s. d.
Albion ... .., ... Mitchell ,.. ... 75 1815 0
Escot ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75  18 15  0
Ensay ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Barry ,.. .. ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
Hardwick ... ... ditto .., ... 36 9 0 0
Rockwood East ... ... ditto ... ... 35 8 15 0
Rutilus ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Boydam ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Alma ... ... ... ditto ... ... 66 14 0 0
Cameron Downs ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Mingeburra ... ... ... ditto ... ... 25 6 5 0
May Downs ... ... ... ditto ... ... 27 6 15 0
The Merse .. ...
Kensington No. 1 ...
Kensington No. 2 ...
Kensington No. 3 ...
Kensington No. 4 ...
St. Mungo ... ...
Culloden ... ...
St. George ... ...
Lochill ... ...
St. David ... ...
Rockwoodville ...
ditto .., ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ...  100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... 99  24 15  0
ditto ... ... 65 16 5 0
ditto ... ...  99  24 15 0
ditto ... ... 100 26 0 0
ditto ... ...  100 25 0 0
ditto ...  100 25 0 0
ditto ... ...  60 12 10 0
Quebec ... ... ... ditto ... ... 43 1 10 15 0
PROPERTY  TRANSFER  NOTICE.
T AKE Notice,  that applications have been made to bring the  Land described  below under the
provisions  of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  form B of said Act, on or before  the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation  of Land. Name of Applicant.
7 acres 2 roods, being suburban allotment 104, and part Samuel Hodgson...
of suburban allotment 105, parish of Ipswich,
county of Stanley ' .
Date within which a Caveat
may be lodged.
24th May, 1877.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, being the continuation of Caxton street,  Brisbane,
through the Jewish Cemetery, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in
the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby  given . that His >" xcellency the
Administrator  of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said  Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation  in respect of
the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary  for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, hilt such notice will not entitle
the persons so claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77.420. GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF THE CONTINUATION OF CAXTON  STREET ,  BRISBANE , THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY ,  PARISH  OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings.
1 Running north-westerly through The Trustees... Resumed por- 293° 30'
the northern half of the Jewish tion unoccu-
Cemetery pied
Length in Breadth)
ofiCh Area. Remarks.ns.a Road.
chs. lks.2 72 Irre-
IA. R.  1'.
0 0 32 Fenced.
gular ,
1250
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD .- FIRST  NOTICE. 5th April, 1877..HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with e advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portion 280 ,  parish of Ipswich ,  county
of Stanley ,  Moreton District ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being
land which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof
as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and Book
of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of
the  Surveyor. General,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all person interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from this date,
any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-982 . ----  GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THOUGH PORTION 280 ,  PARISH OF IPSWICH ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A triangular piece off
the south-west corner
of the portion
Register
Portion of Road. No. of How Held.
Selection.
Commencing  at the N.W. corner XX1 Under  deed of
of portion  21, and running " Leasing grant containing
east to its  N.E. corner Act of a general reser-
1866" vation for roads
Bearings. Lengths.
chs. lks.
Breadth
of Road. Area.
N. 135°  E. 2 83}
A. R. P.
Irregular 0 0 32
Remarks.
Fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February,  1877,  folio 394 of the  Government Gazette
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 21 and 30, parish of Jeebropilly, county
of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which were
originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Ad-
ministrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred
to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor.General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect
of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will
not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
77-421. GEORGE THORN.
BooK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 21 AND 30, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Reputed Occupier.)  Bearings.Owner.
Darby Darby
McGrath  McGiath
Breadth
Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
ehs. lks .  A. R. P.
900  64 00 1 chain 6 124
2 Commencing in the west boun - ...  Ditto . .. ... Ditto ... Ditto ... 134° 15'  15 37 1 chain 2 3 13
dary  of portion 30, and run - 109° 30' 1 30
ning westerly to the Warwick 81° 13 32
road
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1
w ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  Government Gazette
relative to the opening of a new hoad through Portion 50, parish of Burnett, county of
Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given, that
His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-642. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 50, PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
reserved main north- I
ern road, and running
No. of )low Held ReputedPortion. Owner. Occupier.
280 Under Deed Michael Ryan  M. O'Keefe
of Grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
o How Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. a@
PI
Ipswich Conditional William Dob- 267° 0'
chs. lks.
10 0 Un-
Reg. Clause, A. hie
...
''285° 40' 13 58 I50  links  3 0 8 fenced.
899 " C. L. A.
westerly to join aroad  Act of
on the north of the 1868."
portion , and leading to
Atki:. aou's  crossing.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to the Notice dated the 7th day of February, 1877, folio 360 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish
of Cunningham, county of Merivale, throe
Seeds
lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, which were originally granted by D eds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen at  the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless  they  are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76.5927.
BOOK OF R 1 F1eRENCS OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO  ]K ILLARNEY ,  PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM
COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED To BE PROCLAIMED As A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How hold. ReputedOwner.
chs. lks.
Chas. Smith Unoccupied 92° 37' 28 98 2 chains ,  7 2 29 Apparently un-
and irre- improved
gular
22 95
Area.
A. B. P.
1 Running easterly 2128 Selection Chas .  Smith Unoccupied 92° $7 '  29 03 2 chains 5 3 9 South boundary
through port ion under of portion
428,  parish of  "  The Leah  fenced
Cunningham  tag  Act of
1866„
2 Running easterly  2129  Ditto ...
from the west to
the east boundary
of portion 429
3 A strip 50 links wide ,  W. K., Tinder deed
off part of the north No. 6 of grant,
boundary  of selec -  containing
tion 6 a general
reservation
for roads
4 Running east from 1902 Selection
the west to the under
east boundary of  " The Leas-
portion 139  tnp Act of
1866"
5 Running east  fr om 1868
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 274
6 Running east and 2040
south-easterly from
the west to the
east boundary of
po rt ion 272
7 Running south -east- 2143
erly from the west
to the  east boun-
dary of portion 160
8 Running south -east- 1878
erly and north-east-
erly  from the west
tothe east boundary
of portion 273
9 Running south -east- 2016
erly  fr om the west
to the south boun-
dary of  portion 275
10 Running from the W. R.,
north boundary  of No. 72
selection No. 72
south-easterly and
easterly to its east
boundary
11 Running  fr om the ...
west boundary of
Killarney pre-emp-
tive 66 easterly to
junction with road
already proclaimed
in said pre-emptive
J. D.
Macansh Unoccupied 89° 501 30 43 Portion  1 2 3 South boundary
resumed, fenced,  and
50 links fence crosses
selection
Alexander  Unoccupied  89° 50' 59 93 2 chains 12 0 0 Unimproved ;
Macdonald pa rt  forest and
part  plain
Occupier.
Ditto ...  Alexander
Macdonald on selection
Ditto ...  Alexander
Macdonald
Unoccupied  89° 50' 57 31  2 chains  11 1 34 Iron sheep-shed
Unoccupied  89° 50' 16 33 2 chains 11 1 80 Ynimproved;
I
111° 00, 40 84 open box
forest
Bearings.
Ditto .. .  Alexander Unoccupied 111°  00, 58 20 2 chains 11 2 22 Sbeep -shed on
Macdonald selection
Ditto .. .  Alexander Unoccupied
Macdonald
Ditto ... Alexander
Macdonald
111° 00'  29 85 2 chains 12 1 35 Sheep -shed on
96° 00, 20 53  selection
133°'10' 12 24
Lengths.
Unoccupied 138°
I
Under deed J .  D. J. D.
of grant, Macansh Macansh
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Ditto ... J. D. J. D.
Macansh Macansh
Breadth
of
Road.
2 chains 4 0 30
Remarks.
Unimproved
forest land
122° 30'  60 0 2 chains 37 3 17 South and part
137° 20  49 0 of east boun-
97° 80  1 dary  ;  fenced
97 15  86 2 chains 2 2 31  Unimproved
forest ri dges;
black soil.
NarE.-The above Book of Reference cancels Proclamation of a road from Warwick -  to Selection  (W.R.) No .  560, on Farm Creek
via  Saw Mills ,  and from Warwick and Farm Creek road to Killarney ,  parish of Cunningham ,  county of Merivale ,  dated 11th  septembeg
1876. (See  Government Gazette,  folio 523.)
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
I1'H reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 393 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road in Fassifern Scrub, parish of Fassifern,
county of Churchill, through  lands in  the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any  such compensation ,  unless they are other-
wise  by law so entitled.
77-58.
GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD IN  FASSIFERN SCRUB, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held . Reputed
.Owner.
Ipswich
1  Commencing  at the Register
of the
93
Actgr1868 "
Julia  .;
Anal
Me-
road and
the east boundary
of portion 41, and
running  south to
south boundary
2 Commencing on the 309 Ditto Ditto ... J.McAnalen
north-east corner
of portion 43, and
running south to
its south -east cor-
ner
3 Commencing at the
north-east corner
of portion 105, and
running  south to
its south boundary
4 Commencing on the
no rt h boundary of
po rt ion 128, and
ru nning west and
then south along
north  and east
bounda ri es to its
south -east corner
5 Reserved road be-
tween port ions 207
and 151
2008 Ditto Richard RichardBradfield Brad field
2246 Ditto Elizabeth E Horton
Horton
The Crown ...
6 Commencing on the
west boundary of
portion 151, and
ru nning south to
the south - west
corner
7 Triangular piece
near south - west
corner po rt ion 151
8 Reserved  ro ad be-
tween portions 128
and 207
9 Deviation of road on
south boundary of
portion 151
10 Deviation froadon
south  boundary of
portion 153
11 Deviation of same
road into portion
173
12 Commencing at the
north-west corner
of 138,  and running
westerly through
portion 126
13 Commencing on the
east  boundary of
portion 162, and
running south-
west to its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
south-west corner
2380 Homestead , Ferdinand F.Sonnburg
" C. L. A. Sonnburg
Act  of 1868"
The Crown
Ditto
2380 " C. L. A.  Ferdinand  F.Sonnburg
Act of 1868"  Sonnburg
2489 Ditto Friederich  F. Schumac -
Schumacher  her
3281 Ditto Christian C. Deick -
Deickmann mann
2223 Ditto
i
Thomas  Thos .Heas-
lleasman man
2833 Ditto John  Mc- John Mc-
Donald Donald
14 Commencing  at the 3448 .,. Carl Deick -  C. Deick-
south -east corner mann mann
and running  west-
erly to the west
boundary of por-
tion 127
Breadth
Bea ri ngs. Lengths. of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
chg. lks A. R. Y.
N. 181°E. Ll 88 101  links 0 0 35 Partly
N.181 °  E. 28 44j 100 links 2 3 15 Unimproved
N. 180°  45' E. 36 64  100 links  3 2 26 Partly  fen.
N. 90° 23'  E. 6 63  100 links 3 3 16
ced and
cultivated
Ditto
N .  180° 48'  E. 30 84
N. 180° 10'  E. 15 22 Irregular 1 2 37
166°07', 4 23
1790 57'  10 23  Ditto 0 3 18 Partly
201° 45' 1 80 Ditto 0 0 21
under eul-
tivation
90° 45' 19 76 1 chain 1 332
900301  7 28 Irregular 0 1 16
90030,  8 65 Ditto 2 1 29 Part  under
900301  3 46 Ditto 0 035
cultivation
Ditto
90° 20' 6 61 1 chain 2 0 3 Ditto
265° 20' 13 52
232° 20' 6 88 Ditto 2 1 6
270° 45' " 16 53
287°  45' 13 34 Ditto 5 024
2460 45' 9 62
270°  45' 28 67
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W 1ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  GovernmenjGazett ,  relative to the op ning of a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1,
parish of Northbrook, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder
specified, which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereat'ter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the Road referred to, according to the Plan end Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Publid Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation
unless they are otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-966.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH NORTHBROOK  PEE-EMPTIVE  PURCHASE No. 1, PARISH OF
NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC R^AD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner.
1 From the south bound- ,,. Under Deed of Grant William
ary of Northbrook pre. containinga general Pearson
emptive purcba ..e No  reservation for roads
1, northerly to its north
boundary
Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths.
ch.  Iks.
N. 0° 50' E. 20 0
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
A. I. P.
3 chains 6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.W 1' 1' ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 409 of  the  Government  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 71, 108, 107, and 66, parish of
Samsonvale , county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons  hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming  compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the com ensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7l, 108, 107, AND 66, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road. od How held.
Reputed
Owner.
-r_
Occupier.  Bearings. Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area .  Remarks.
ohs. lks. A. a  P.
I Commencing on a re-  1473 UnderLand Hugh H .  Strain... 279°  33' 4 78  1 chain ...  0 2 9 Partly
served road near  the  Act of  1868 Strain 324° 0' 1 481  cleared
North Pine  River. and
running  north-west-
erly to the north boun-dary of portion 71
2 Commencing  on the 2392 Ditto ... Ditto ... Ditto ... 324° Of 4 581  1 chain
south  boundary of 312° 0' 4 25
portion 108,  and  ru n-
ning north- westerly Partly
to its north boundary cleared and} 1 2 30- cultivated,
8 Branch  road from new 2392 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto ...  West ... 15 00 50 links reservedroad
road along  the north to  be closed
boundary of portion
108, to its  north-west
corner
4 Branch  ro ad from new 2351 Ditto  ... ;  William W .  Nugent West ... 11 80  50 links
ro ad along the south  -Nugent
boundary to  south-
west corner  of portion. Partly
cleared, re-
ed roadleerv
° '' 293 0 9 111  1 chain6 Commencing on the 2351 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  I Ditto  ...
south boundary of 314° 5' 4 801 to be closed
portion 107, and run- ining north  westerly
to its north-west corner l
6 Commencing  on the  1453  Ditto ,.. Ditto ... Ditto ...  269° 13' 8 90 1 chain... 2 3 18 Unimproved
south  boundary of 300° 0' 4 30  scrub land,
portion 66,  and run -  ' 313° 0'  4 50 part of
king north-westerly  338° 0' 3 0 reserved
to a reserved  road 301°  0' 4 541  road to be
1° 11' 3  84 closed.
I
Nar>r-Nos .  3 and 4 cancel the Book or Reference published in the  Government Gaaettt  of November 11th ,  1676,  folio 990
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD ,  PARISHES OF BEAUDESERT  AND NINDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice dated the 12th day of February , 1877 , folio 394 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road ,  from Beaudesert to Nindooimbah ,  parishes of
Beaudesert and Nindooimbah ,  county of  Ward,  District of Moreton ,  through lands in the occupation of
the several persons hereunder specified ,  being lands whereby some part was origina lly granted by Deed
of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
pub lic ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles ,  as hereunder respectively set forth :
Notice is hereby given ,  that His Exce llency the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and the Police Office ,  Beenleigh. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road axe hereby informed that notice
of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof ,  but such notice wi ll  not entitle the persons so claiming to any such com-
pensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDESERT TO NINDOOIMBAH , COUNTY OF WARD,
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
1
Register
No. Portion  of Road . No. of How held . ReputedSelec-  Owner.
tion. .
1 Running southerly and 287  " Crown  George
south -easterly from Bris-  Lands  Robinson
the north to the bane  Alienation
south boundary  of Register  Act  of
portion 2,  parish of 1868"
Beaudesert
3 Running south -easterly 1182 Ditto Ernest White
from  the boundary of Bris-
portion 72 to the bane
originally reserved  Register
road
0
1
Running easterly and
south-easterly from
the west  boundary of
Nindoolmbah Pre.
emptive No .  1, to the
main road to Beenleigh
'Under Deed J.D. White...
of Grant
contain-
ing a gen-
eral reser-
vation for
ro ads
Occupier. Bearings . Lengths .
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks
ohs. lks . Links. A. a. P.
.., 189° 0' 24 03 150 14 1 6 Old re
149° 30' 18 12 served
159° 10' 12 17 road to be
161° 46' 8 68 closed.
166° 8' 33 88
186° 8' 19 40 160 2 3 32 Corres-
J. D. White 8t ° 26' 11 94 150
ponding
part of old
reserved
road to be
closed
4 2 5
1130 10' 18 09
RANCH ROAD  CONNECTING THE ABOVE  ROAD WITH THE TELEMON ROAD.
Running north -easterly
from the south-west
corner of portion 2,
parish of Beaudesert,
to the above  ro ad,
from Beaudesert to
Nindooimbah
287
Bris-
bane
Register
" Crown
Lands
Alienatio
Act  of
1868"
George
Robinson
36° 16' 14 14 150 2 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  16th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice dated the  19th day of  .,ptember ,  1876, folio 566 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 174, parish  of Goodna, county
of Stanley ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified ,  which was originally
granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required
for making  public ways,  as hereunder  set forth : Notice is  hereby given ,  that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government , with the advice of the  Executive  Council, has  been pleased to confirm
the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according
to the  an  and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the
Police Office ,  Goodna .  All  persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are
hereby informed that  notice  of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for
Public Works within forty days from the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so
claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1123.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION No. 174,  PARISH OF GOODNA , COUNTY  OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS  A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .  How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth of Area .  Remarks.Occupier .  Bearings.  Lengths .
I
Road.
chs. lks. A. R P.
1 A triangular  piece out of Under Deed J. if. J. M.  N. 00 17' 3 58 Irregular .  0 2 10 Fenced and
the north -west  corner of Grant con -  Thompson Thompson cleared
of portion  No. 174.  taining a
general re-
servation for
public ways
Nors :  This Notice cancels the Notice dated  3rd November ,  1876,  published in the  Government  Gasette,  folio 943.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 413 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through portion 421, parish of Walloon, county
of Churchill, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified:
Notice is hereby iven, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the Office of the Surveyor. General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich All persons desirous
of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compen-
sation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date
hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they
are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-347. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 421, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
•• y Reuted BreadthpNo. Portion of Road. o
a8 How Held. Owner.PA ;r,6 'a
Occupier.  Bearings . Lengths. of Area. Remarks.
Road.
1 From the south-east 1,666  Home -  Thomas
... 325°
chs. lks.
17 22
A. E. P.
1 chain ... 2 2 0
boundary of port ion  stead links 285° 2 50
421, parish of Walloon, under 308° 5 28
no rt h-westerly to its  C. L. A.
north-west boundary  Act of
1868"
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February. 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 208, parish of England, county
of Cavendish, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby  given , that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All  persons  desirous of
claiming compensation in respect  of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim  must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are
otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1499.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 208 ,  PARISH OF ENGLAND ,  COUNTY OF CAVENDISH,
31 ORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
s. siCD %- 011Z How Reputed1\ Portion of Road. d d geld .  Owner . Occupier.
1 Running south-easterly  203  " Crown  John'
from the  west boun-  Lands  Noonan
dary of portion 208  to  Aliena-
Lockyer 's Creek  tion Act
of 1868"
John
Noonan
M•
Bearings . Lengths . Breadth ofRoad . Area . Remarks.
chs. lks . A.  R.  P.
1680 2 90 100  links 2 0 0 West boun-
108°  22' 14 34 dary
156° 3 70 fenced withtwo- rail
fence.
Colonial Secretary s Office,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1877.T HE following Abstract of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Harxisville Gen ral Cemetery, fo
the year ending 31st December. 1876 is hereby published for general information.
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under  Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS OF THE HARRISVILLE GENERAL CEMETERY ,  FOR THE
YEAR ENDING 31ST DECEMBER, 1876.
Dr. I Cr.
£ s. d. £ a. d.
To Balance from 31st December ,  1875 ... 6 6 5 By Numbering graves  ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
„ Burials . .. ... ... ... ... 4 0 0 Sundry expenses  ... ... ... ...  0 10 0
Monuments  ... ... ... ... ...  0 10 0 „ Balance in hand  ... ... ... ...  9 16 5
£10 16 5 £10 16 5
We, the undersigned, Trustees of the Harrisville General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the appended Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure is correct ; and we make this solemn
declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of  " The Oaths
Act of  1867."
JOHN REDDY,
THOMAS DREW,  Trustees.
CHARLES WM. HUNT,
CHARLES THORN, J.P.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
`' V 7
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county
of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make  the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons  desirous of claiming
compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of  the compensation  they claim
must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they  are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-573.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114, PARISH OF FoRBEs, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the road re-
served th rough por-
tion 114, parish of
Forbes.  south-
westerly to its
south boundary
1.w 0
O v How Held.
Reputed
Owner.
2519 Homestead ,  Edward
Ipswich under Act
•
Collins
Register,  of 1872
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
ohs.Iks .  A. S. P.
244° 40' 28 82  2 chains 6 0 0
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and  Live Pa
stock. Mis
rce
cellls andaneous. Total.
£  S.  d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending 14th April, 1877 ... ... 1,0 05 17 3 2,308 3 2 89 10 4 3,403 10 9
Corresponding week  last year ... ...  981 18 4 1,550 3 5 77 10 4 2 ,609 12 1
Increase  .. . ... ... 23 18 11 757 19 9 12 0 0 793 18 8
Decrease  .. . ... ...
1877-Total Traffic to date .. . ... ... 48,733 1 3
1876-Ditto ditto .. . ... ... ... .. 39,657 4 7
Total  Increase ... £9,07516 8
A. O. HERBERT,
•  Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and TotalFares. Stock. .Miscellaneous.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 14th April, 1877 147 8 1 326 1 7 18 7 7 491 17 3
Corresponding week last year ... ... 128 12 9 172 3 3 23 7 2 324 3 2
Increase 18 15 4 153 18 4 .. 167 14 1
Decrease 4 19 7
1877- Total Traffic to date ... ... ... ... ... 8,724 13 5
1876-Ditto ditto ... ... ... ... 5,738 12 2
Total Increase ... ... ... ... £2,986 1 3
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 13th March, 1877.
LOST PROPERTY-NORTHERN RAILWAY.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned Articles are in the custody of the Lost PropertyDepartment, Norther  R ilway.
Owners can obtain the same on application to the Traffic Manager, Rockhampton, and paying costs.
If not released on or before SATURDAY, the 28th April next, they will be sold by public auctiei
to defray expenses.
F. CURNOW,
Pro  Commissioner for Railways.
LIST OF LOST PROPERTY ON HAND TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1876, AT ROCKHAMPTON.
Date. Where found. Description  Article.
1875.
18 September ... ...  1st class carriage ... ... ... 1 small knife
1876.
9 March ... ... 2nd class carriage ... ... ... 1 rule
14 ... ... No. 5 gang ... ... ... 1 parachute
1 February... ... Ticket hall .. ... ... 1 mug
1 April ... ... lot class carriage ... 1 pencil case
... ... ... ditto ... ... ... ...  1 walking stick
.., ditto ... ... 1 tobacco pouch
22 Au ust 2nd clas rria ec ouch1 belt andg
8 September
g.. , s a
... Waiting room
...
... ...
p
...  1  pocket book
4 October ... ... 1st class carriage ... ... ... 1 whip
12 June ... ... On platform ... I blanket
17 „ ... .., On  line ... ... ... ...  4 felt hats
... In carriage ... ... ... ...  1 coat
... ditto ... ... ... 2 pair hobbles
„ .. ... ditto ... ... ... 1 blanket
ditto ... ... ... ...  1 cape
8 July ditto ... ... ... ...  1 pair  leggings
In waiting room
In carriage ...
2 coarse sheets
1 basil
... ditto ... 1 saddle-strap
„ ..,
ditto ... ... ...  1 babys' bib
10 .,, ditto ... ... ...  1 hat in handkerchief
. , . On platform ... ... ... 1 bag
15 „ ditto ... ... ... ...  1 water bag
ditto ...
di
... ...  1 tap
t tidilltto
... In carriage ...
...
...
...
...
pony an p... 1 b
...  1 paper parcel
13 September . , . On platform ... 1 bundle clothes
ditto ... ... ... 1 empty keg
.., ditto ... ... ... ...  1 box
ditto ... ... ... 1 horse collar
ditto ... ... ... 1 paper parcel
ditto ... ... ... ...  1 bag
19 ditto ... ... ... ...  1 bucket in bag
ditto ... ... ... ...  1 bag of bags
ditto ... ... ... ...  2 bundles of bags
ditto ... ... ... ...  1 ditto
11 October ditto 1 lad 's cloak...
ditto
...
... ...
y...
...  1 billy
ditto  ...
ditto
,
... ...  2 books
1 girl's hat
16 ditto ... 2 wooden pipes
9 November ... In carriage ... ... 1 book
13 ditto 1 valise
„ ditto 2 sticks
„ ditto 1 sheath-knife
20 ditto 2 hats
ditto 1 cap
25 ditto
ditto
1 pair gloves
1 umbrella
1876. AT GOGANGO.
12 August ... On line 3 panama bats
ditto 1 cabbage- tree hat
On platform
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
... 1 box
1 swag  containing box
1 case
2 swag
1 August ...
9 November
9 December
30 August ...
20 December
AT HBBBBRT'8 CREEK.
On platform ... ... ... 1 singlet
ditto ... ... ... ... 1 felt hat
On line ... ... ... ... 1 boy's hat
ditto ... ... ... .... 1 girl's hat
AT DUABINGA.
... On platform ... ... .... 1 riding whip
AT DINGO.
... In goods shed ... ... .... parcel containing shirt  and trowsers
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OVERPLUS GOODS.
Where found.
Rockhampton ...
ditto ... ...
ditto
Herbert's Creek ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Duaringa ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Date.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED GOODS
Station. Station from.
1875.
27 July ... Rockhampton ... Stanwell ...
19 November... ditto ... Gogango ...
1876.
17 January ... ditto ... ditto
7 April ... ditto ... ditto
23 May ... ditto ... Westwood ...
2 September ditto ... Duaringa .
7 October ... ditto ... Herbert's Creek
8 November... ditto ... ditto ...
22 December ditto ... Westwood ...
23 August ... ditto ... Duaringa ...
17 October ... ditto ... ditto ...
1875.
6 December Herbert's Creek Stanwell
18 „ ditto ... ditto ...
1876.
24 February ... ditto ... ditto ...
14 March ... ditto ... Westwood ...
13 May ... Duaringa ... Gogango ...
24 „ ditto ditto ...
9 June ... ditto ditto ...
1 October ... Dingo ... ... Rockhampton ...
11 November... ditto ... Duaringa ...
29 February ... Herbert's Creek Rockhampton ...
27 May ... Duaringa ... Herbert's Creek
13 October ... Dingo ... ... Rockhampton ...
17 November ditto ... ditto ...
Description of Article.
... ... 6 bundles empty bags
1 horse hide
... ... 1 bag washing soda
... ... 1 drum oil
... ... 1 case teapots
... . 1 case glassware
1 case kerosine
1 waggon pole
... 2 bags flour
... ... 1 pair hames
... ... 4 cart boxes
... ... 3 buckets
... 1 case schnapps
... ... 2 bars iron
ON HAND, 31st DECEMBER, 1876.
Name.
Voysey ... ... 1 tin
Cherry ... ... 1 case
Simmons
Plumb
Higgins
Pooling
Seymour
Cherry
Egan
Keller
Yeanson
1 swag
1 bagI  valise
1 box
1 case
1 camp oven
1 case
1 mat wedges
1 hat
Article.
Kenna ... ... 1 bag preserved meat
N. J. Shakespeare ... 1 box raisins
care of Beattie
Smythe ...
Staunton ...
O'Regan ...
Bowden ...
Connell ...
Leahy ...
Coleman ...
O'Rourke ...
Russell ...
Sheeky ...
1 parcel drapery
1 pair of boots
1 jar of spirits
Passenger's luggage
Hinges
1 parcel drapery
1 pair old sashes
1 galvanised iron tub
2 tables, 1 form, old timber
Timber
Empty bags
Comm issioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
lJORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after 16th October, 1876 ,  the following Time Table wi ll  come
into operation until further notice.
Mi'es from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for I iilways.
Up Miles  fr om I Stations. DownTrains .  Dingo . Trains.
a.m.
s„ Rockhamptor, depart ... 810
6 Gracemere ... ... ... ... 8 24
10 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
15 Stanwell  ... ... ... ... 9. 0
24 Rosewood ...  ... ... ... A
80 Westwood
arrive . .. ... 10. 0
... ..,  10-15t depart
88 Goganjo  ... ... ... ... x10.47
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ... ... 11.15
63 Herbert's Creek ... ... ... 11.56
58 Boolburra  ... ... ... ... A
p.m.
65 Duaringa ... ... ... ... 12.44
88 Dingo  ... ... ... ...  2.15
Dingo, depart...
23 Duaringa ... ...
30 Boolburra
35 Herbert's Creek ...
44 Rocky Creek ...
50 Goganjo ... ...
58 Westwood I
arrive
depart
64 Rosewood ... ...
73 Stanwell
78 Ten-Mile ... ...
82 Gracemere ... ...
88 Rockhampton ...
112011,35
A
p.m.
1020
,,. x'10 47
a.m.
7.20
851
A
9.39
12'35
A
111
1.35
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Stations t
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the place at which they  join  the Train to the plat e
at  which they propose to alight.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  January, 1877.
HE following  SUMMARIES of OBSE RVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, CAPE MORETON during the Months of April,. May and June 1876, are Published  for general
informa ion.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster -General.
SUMMARIES  OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING  THE MONTHS  OF APRIL ,  MAY, AND JUNE, 1876.
LATITUDE,  27° 1'  S.;  LONGITUDE, 153° 2W E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 320 FEET  ;  ON SEA-COAST.
EAROMETER.
Cor.to 32° Fahr.
d a
0, °9
maximum
mean
minimum
Maximum
Nam
Minimum
maximum
mean
minimum
APRIL.
... ... ...
.N N. .« N.
N. N.
MAY.
... ... ... ...
JUNE.
...
... ... ... ...
U!OROMETEP.
Temperature of Temperature of
Air. Evaporation. Humidity.
d d o.  d d  n. d d a a
C) W M W W M CO W OI W
,.,  $0.258 30-198 30'221  75-0 83.0 75.0 72'0 75.0  76-0 940 140 F000
I
,.. •022 291 63
I
29999  71-0  76.0 72.0 66'3 68.2 66-3  1 16  1651 •700
29.732 29.730 29.775 67'0 66.0 69.0 55 63.0 60-0 '410  '390 •420
N, 39 270 30.254
2 30.019
,,. 29.858 29.778
30.304 77.0 78,0 78.0 70.0  75-0  71'0 1.0001 '000  140
30-080  68.3  70,9 68-2  64.2 65.4 64-1 786  7-45 '780
29 781 620 62'0  62-0  58'0 59.0 52'0 '440  '530 '600
,,, 30293 30.277130.321 69.0 710 68.0
30-117 3466330 '124 60.6 64'8 62.0
,,, 29.834  29822  ,29.864 54.0 58.0  64-0
68'0 68,0 67-0  1 40  1 40 1.000
661  697 56.9 •773  1 ,30  1 24
68.0 50.0  49-0  •570  •460 •500
APRIL, 1876,- Mean Shade  Temperature of Month ,  73-0 degreea.
1875. to „ 73.0 „
1874. of „ 73'3 It
1873. to „  702 It
1872. It  » 71'3 „
MAY, 1876-Mean Shade  Temperature  of Month, 69-1  degrees.
188„76. „ » 655*8 to
1874. 666 of
1873. of 69'0  It
„ 1872. „ of 67-3  11
JUNE ,  1876.-Mean  Shade Temperature  of Month ,  624  degrees.
185 ,, 64.1 »
„ » » 61.3
1873. to 04'2 N
N 1872.  64.0 ,1
Rain fe ll  on 9 days.
to of 11 „
» 19 „
to of  12 „
of It 10 „
Rain fell on 21 days.
11 „ 13 ,.
6 N
of to 10 1,
N  It  8  to
Rain fe ll  on 14 days.
»  8 N
M N 10 N
n  n  18 »
of  8 »
SELF -REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS,
d m
m t7 m 10
Ear 8 8 8
a
m
C
P1
147-0 116.  57'0 80  73'0 19.0
126.7 1010  49.6 78.0 67.1 10'9
74-0  70'0 44'0 740 63'0 6.0
7310 67.0 15.02450
67.0  57-3  9'8  -268
61.0 52.0  3-01  '000
RAIN. WIND.
tl
0
.0
C
6-20
•418
•000
...
1 NO NW2 N2 NW2 N4 NW1
140-0  105.0 57.0 80'0 74.0 13.0 2.930 ..,  W3 SW4 W0 SW4 W0 8W2
109-5 873  49-4 73-1 66.3  8-1 I  -587  .N 84  BE 2  83 SE 882  SE 6
71.0 67.0 43.0 67-0 60.0 3.0 •001)  ...  E14  NE 2 I E 9 NE 3 E12 NE 4
129-0  990 82.0
105-0  82-0 48-0
67'0 60'0 34.0
Total Rainfall ,  12-54  inches.
to 4.79  to
to  12'04  to
to  4'21
„ 2'18
Total Rainfa ll,  18.22 to
11.81 „
»  2-72 11
to 3-87  „
to  1-47  to
Total Rainfa ll , 8'04 „
2.43 1,
» 4.57 N
13'23  to
3.12
Summary  of Direction.
W1 8W7 W2SW10
87 BE6 85 8E3
E3 NE3 E5 NE1
O9 am. 9  P.M.  9  P.M. 8 8
a a d
C) M Q A
NO NW3 N4 NW5 NO NW2
W7 SW8 WI SW2 W1 SWI
32 BE3 82 BE6 82 8E4
E7NEOE5 NE3 ESNE31
Ni NW21NO NW4 N1 NW3
W3SW11
88 SE1
E3 NE1
Electrical, Observations -  30 Positive  ;  6o Negative.
is  66 „ 35  to
,1 66 „ 24 1,
to  60 to 40
63 N 23
Electrical Observations - 54 Positive ;  39 Negative.
1, 67  to  26 11
of 31 „ 62  to
to 20  to  73  to
70 ,, 23  It
Electrical Observations - 23 Positive ;  67 Negative.
it
It
,1
6p 1 „ 2L9c
35 65
49 „ 41
64 ,, 26
The readings of the Barometer Cape Moreton ,  are corrected to 32° Fahrenheit ,  and reduced to mean  we  level.
CLOUD. OZONE
0-10.
10 10 10
4.3  5-1  4-3
1 1 0
10 10 10
6.9  6-6 6-3
1 1 I ..
10 10 10
6.7 6.1  6-2
1 1 1
Prevailing  Winds, E.
n  It B.E.
to of E. and  S.E.
B.E.
B.E.
Prevailing Winds, E.
,1 1, B.E.
„ of S.W.
„ B.E. and E.
B.E..
Prevailing  Winds, S.W.
N
to
of
of
B.W.
B.W.
S.W. and N.E.
B.W.
O
M
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government  Meteorological Observer.
T
HE  following General  Abstract  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UNION BANK or AUSTRALIA,  within
from the tat JANUARY to the 31st MARcH,1817, is published in conformity with the third section  of the Act of  Council, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the UxIoN BANK oP AUSTRALIA,  within the
Statements during the Quarter from the let JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1877.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
£ e. d.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest  ... ...  45,584 18 4
I Bearing Interest ... .. ... ...,.....
Bills in Circulation.. Not bearing Interest ... ... 6,793 10 2Bearing Interest
TOTALS.
£  S.  d.
45,584 18  4
5,793 10 2
Balances  due to other Banks ...
osits J Not bearing Interest ...De 97,301 6 3478,903 2 3 576,204 8 6
£  627,582 17  0
... 1,250,000 0 0
p ...............Bearing Interest ... ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this date ...
Rate of the last Dividend and Bonus declared to the Shareholders ... ... ... 16 per cent. per anm.
Amount of the last half yearly Dividend declared ...
... ... 100,000 0 0
Amounts of the  Reserved Profits at  the time of declaring  such Dividend ... ...  508,236 10 9
ASSETS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 20th  April, 1877.
the Colony of  Queensland ,  during  the Quarter
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial  Secretary.
Colony  of Queensland ,  taken from  the several Weekly
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals...
Gold and Silver in Bullion and  Bars . .. ... ...
Landed Property ... .. ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances  due from other  Banks  ... ... .. ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
AMOUNT.  TOTALS.
£ s. d. £  S.  d.94,623 17  9
139 14 9
18,000 0 0
244 14 11
16,110 6 5
394,033 17 11
... ... ..• £  523,152 11  9
A. THOMSON, Manager.
A. WOOLDRIDGE, Accountant;
I, Alexander Thomson, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average  Amount of  Assets  and Liabilities of the above
Bank  during the period specified ; and that the  same was made up  from the Weekly  Statements  thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the  Governor and Council , 4 Victoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this 18th day of April, 1877. A. THOMSON.
CHAS.  J. TRUNDLE,  Justice of  the Peace.
I, the undersigned, being the Manager of the UNION BANK oP AUSTRALIA, Brisbane, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No.14 , Section 9, the  sum of £341 17s. 8d.
for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent .  per annum  upon the sum of  £ 45,58418s . 4d., being one  quarter 's composition  of the duty payable on the annual  average of the money value of the notes  in circulation of the
acid Bank ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  according  to the  annexed  Return.
Dated this  18th day of April, 1877. A. T F ;tSON,  Manager.
4
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NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SUBSCRIPTION  to the  Government Gazette  is
lOs. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVRBTISTEG RATES
Impounded Stock, Is.  per animal . (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
l emittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
ma:.e in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for sums of 5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of Nor-
manby Sound, showing Thursday and adjacent
islands, with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government Printing ( ffice,
William street, Brisbane. Price, 1 s. each.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order,  or cash ; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
G overnment Printer.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 14th April, 1877.
TRADE MARK.
I T is hereby notified that Charles Martell, EdoardMartell, and Gabriel Martell, of Cognac, in
the Republic of France, brandy shippers, and
co-partners, t ading under the style or firm of
" Martell and Company," by Alfred Wilkins their
attorney, have,  in pursuance  of the fourth se,?'*rn of
"The Trade Marks Act of  1864," 28 Victoria,
No. 5, applied to register the four several Trade
Marks hereunder  specified.
Firstl y.-A capsule mark  consisting  of the words
" J. - & F. Martell, Cognac,"  forming a circular
border for  a coat  of arms of three  hammers, or
martels  proper, above which is the crest of a
Marten, which said Trade Mark is intended to
be impressed on the top of the  capsule  which covers
the corks of bottles containing brandy.
Secondly .-Two colored lithographs, one being
crescent shaped, with a light-colored border and a
blue ground carrying two or three  stars as the case
may require in order to indicate the quality of the
brandy, and the other being about  five inches in
breadth by two inches in depth with a French grey
ground ornamented with scroll work and carrying
a blue  ribbon in the upper portion, on which are the
words "Old Brandy" in white letters. Between
these words is a shield containing the coat of arms
and crest firstly above described. Over the crest
in a narrow arch are the words " Trade Mark on
Capsules and Cases" in white letters on a blue
ground. Just below the centre of the lithograph are
the words " J. & F. Martell,"  also in  white letters
on a blue ground ; and on a scroll underneath is the
word " Cognac," also in white letters on a blue
ground, which said Trade Marks are intended to
be used  as labels  for bottles.
Th ird  ly.-Words and monogram " J. & F. Mar.
tell, Cognac," ML conjoined ; which said words and
monogram are intended to be used as a brand for
casks.
Fourthly.-Coat  of arms of three  hammers, or
martels  proper, above which is the crest of a
Marten, over the words " J. & F. Martell," below
which is the word " Cognac." At the left hand
upper corner  is a circle  containing either one star,
or two stars and "No. I" underneath, or three
stars  with " VSO " underneath according to the
quality of the brandy, which said Trade Mark is
intended as a brand  for marking cases.
Notice is hereby given, that  unless  it be shown
to my satisfaction, before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that  such several
Trade Markshavebeen previously registered, or that
some other person or persons  is or are  entitled to
such Trade Marks, or that such Trade Marks are
so like  some other Trade Marks that they may be
mistaken  for the  same , a Certificate  will, in pursuance
of the provisions of the said Act, be issued to the
said Charles Martell, Edoard Martell, and Gabriel
Martell,  trading as  aforesaid, certifying that they
are the persons entitled to the use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar of the Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Denis Callaghan, of Cooktown, in the Colony
o, Queensland, by the said Denis Callaghan.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Denis Callaghan be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said Denis
Callaghan, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the R egistrar  of this Court, on the
Fourth day of May, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Denis Callaghan shall, on the Second day of May,
at Brisbane , deliver to the Trustee  in this Estate, a
full, true, and accurate  statement , verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of
the names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this sixteenth
day of April, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William McKenzie Campbell, of Clermont, by
himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said William McKenzie
Campbell be, and he is hereby adjudged  insolvent,
and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of
the said William McKenzie Campbell, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Principal
]Registry,  Brisbane , on the Seventh day of May,
1877, at Eleven o'clock of the torenoon. And it is
further ordered that the said William McKenzie
Campbell shall, on the Fifth day of May, 1877, at
Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a
full, true, and accurate statement, verified on oath,
of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
nan es and  residences,  so far as  known, of his
creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this
Eighteenth day of April, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Thomas Ingram, of Albert street, Mary-
borough ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland, carrier,
by himself.
UPON the hearing of this  Petition  this  day, it is
ordered that the said John Thomas Ingram
be, and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  ;  and that
William Henry Miskin ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate.  And it  is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Thomas Ingram, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Principal Registry ,  Brisbane, on the
Twenty -third day  of April ,  1877, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said John Thomas Ingram shall, on the Twenty-
first day  of April ,  1877 ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate ,  a full, true ,  and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabi-
lities of every kind ,  and of the names and resi-
dences, so far as known ,  of his creditors, and of
the causes of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of  the Court ,  this thirteenth
day of April, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Estate  of D. H .  Hyman ,  of Cooktown.
A
FIRST Dividend  of eight shillings in the £ is
hereby declared ,  and is now payable at my
Office, Cooktown ,  on and after this date.
F. J. W. BEARDMORE,
Trustee.
406 3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Phillip McKenna, of Rockhamp-
ton, blacksmith ,  an Insolvent.
ADIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in thematter of the abov named Insolvent, w o
was adjudicated on the 28th day of December, 1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
21st day of May, 1877, will be excluded.
Dated this nineteenth day of  April, 1877.
405
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Simon Bromberg, of Townsville,
and Cairns ,  storekeeper ,  an Insolvent.
R. SPENCER FREDERICK WALKER,
of Townsville ,  Commission  Agent ,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ,  and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty -eighth day of March, 1877.
FRED .  J. BEOR,
Registrar.
399 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alexander Campbell ,  of Brisbane,
Insolvent.G EO RGE CANNON,  of Brisbane, Accountant,
has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs  to the Trustee.
Dated this eighteenth  day of April, 1877.
402
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY. .
In the Matter of Daniel Donovan ,  of South Bris-
bane ,  an Insolvent ,  in  forma pauperis.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof the  Insolvent to take place before the
Court, at Brisbane, on the Seventh day of May
next, at  10 o'clock  in the forenoon.
Dated this 16th day of  April, 1877.
410
J. MACKENZIE SHAW.
Registrar.
3s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,,,.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Sing Yee Chong and George Shue,
trading at Brisbane and Dalby as  "  Sing Yee
Chong and Co.," Insolvents, as to George Shue.
O
N the Twenty -fourth day  of March ,  1877, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to
George Shue ,  of Brisbane ,  who was adjudicated
insolvent on the  Eighth day  of November, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.
J. MACKENZ IE SHAW,
Registrar.
400  58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frederick Struckman ,  of Warwick, in
the Colony  of Queensland ,  grocer, deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ;  application will be made to this Honorable
Court ,  that  Probate  of the last Will  and Testament
of the above -named Frederick Struckman, deceased,
may be granted to Catherine Struckman, widow
of the said deceased ,  and sole Executrix in the said
Will named.
Dated at Warwick aforesaid ,  this 16th day of
April, 1877.
MATTHEW O'SULLIVAN,
Proctor for the said Executrix,
Palmerin street, Warwick.
401 5s. 6d.
In the Matter of the Goods of John Canovan, late
of Cooktown  and the Palmer, in the Colony
of Queensland, licensed carrier, deceased,
intestate.PURSUANT to the fifth section of  " TheTrustees and Incapacitated  Persons Act of
1867, "  notice is  hereby  given ,  that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against the Estate of the abovenamed
John,Canovan,  deceased ,  who died intestate near
Cooktoctin ,  in the Colony  of Queensland, on or
about the twentieth day of  October , 1875, and
• Letters of Administration of whose goods ,  chattels,
credits and effects were ,  on the thirteenth  day of July,
1876 ,  granted  by the  Supreme Court of the said
Colony  of Queensland to Peter Canovan ,  of Cook-
town aforesaid ,  the brother and next of kin of the said
deceased ,  are hereby required to send in writing
the particulars of their claims and demands to the
undersigned ,  the solicitor of the said Administrator,
Peter Canovan ,  at his address hereunder written,
or to George Crawford ,  Esquire, Solicitor ,  Bowen,
in the colony of Queensland ,  or to Peter MacPher-
son, Esquire ,  Solicitor ,  Queen street, Brisbane, in
the said Colony ,  the agents respectively of the
undersigned ,  on or before the first day of May,
A.D. 1877.
And notice is also  hereby  given ,  that at the ex-
piration of the last -mentioned day, the said Peter
Canovan will be at liberty to distribute the assets
of the said  John  Canovan ,  or any part thereof,
amongst the persons entitled thereto ,  having regard
only to the claims of which the said Peter Canovan
or his said  solicitor  shall then have notice.
And that the  said Peter Canovan will not be
liable for the  assets, or any part thereof ,  so dis-
tributed  to any person whose claim he had not
notice of at the time of such distribution.
Dated this 16th day  of March ,  A.D. 1877.
WILLIAM PRITCHARD MORGAN,
Solicitor for the said Peter Canovan,
Charlotte  street,  Cooktown.
344 12s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JUT{ISI )TCTION.
In the  Will of  Christopher Allingham ,  late of
kangaroo Hill Station, near  Townsville. in the
Colony of Queensland ,  grazier ,  deceased.
OTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the dato of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
,said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Christopher Allingham, deceased,
may be granted to John Alhngham ,  of Kangaroo
Ilili Station ,  near Townsville .  in the Colony o f'
Queensland .  grazier ,  sole Executor named in the
said Will.
Dated this ninth day of April ,  A.D. 1877.
EDIVI\ NORRIS,
Wickham street ,  Townsville,
Proctor for the said John Allingham.
By his Agent-
PETER MACPHERSON.
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
408 6s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of David Edwards, late  of Warwick,
in the Colony of Queensland , telegraph over-
seer.
j\TOTICE is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof', application will be made to this  Court, that
Probate  of the  Will of the abovenamed David
Edwards,  deceased ,  may be granted to John
Winstanley O'Brien, of Brisbane ,  the sole Executor
named in the  said Will.
Dated this nineteenth day of April ,  A.D. 1877.
ANDR EW JOSEPH  THYNNE,
Proctor for the said Executor,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
407 5s.
-- -- -- NOTICE. --- -- ------- -
ERECTION OF TWO SWING GATES.WE hereby give notice , that we  intend to makeapplication  to the Court of Petty Sessions,
at Blackall , on FRIDAY, the twenty-fifth day of
May next, 1877, for a  license  to erect two Swing
Gates on road  between Tambo and  Blackall, on
Northampton Run.
And we make  this application under  the Act 28Vic. No. 19.
Dated at Northampton , this 5th day of April,
1877.
SIR F. MURPHY AND SONS.
403 4s. 6d.
NOTICE.
I T is my intention to apply to the Court of PettySessions, Aramac, for permission t s, erect the
following Swing Gates across roads as follows :-
On Bowen Downs Run, one pair across road from
Bowen Downs to Tower Hill, 42 miles from
Bowen )owns Head Station.
Two pairs across road from Bowen Downs to
Mount Cornish, situated six (6) and 19 miles
distant from Bowen Downs Head Station.
One pair across road Bowen Downs to Clermont,
pia  " Albro," 13 miles from Bowen Downs
Head Staton.
On account Bowen Downs,
AYNSLEY J. ELLIOT.
4s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership hitherto subsisting betweenThomas McIlwraith and J. W. Johnston,
under the style or firm of " J. W. Johnston and
Co.," has this day been dissolved by mutual
consent.
All accounts owing by and due to the said firm
will be paid and received by J. W. Johnston.
Dated at Roma, this 27th day of March, 187 7.
THOMAS McILWRA1TH.
J. W. JOHNSTON.Witness: F. W. P. T OMPSON.
Solicitor, Roma.
375
Tile GOV ERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts :-
18 7 7. £ s. d.
April 16-T. Lynch ... ... ...  0 8 0
„ 10-F. J. Beor ... ... ... ...  0 5 6
„
16-J. Watson ... ...  0 10 0
16-R. _llcLeod .. ...  0 1 0
M -R. H.  Smith ... ... ... ... 0 3 3
16-J. F. Vickery ... ... ...  0 1 0
18.--T.  As ne ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
18-M. O'Sullivan ... ...  0 6 6
18-Kelly  and Muctaggart  ... ... 1 10 0
19-Sir F. Murphy and  Sons ... 0 4 6
19-K. Fitzgerald ... 0 1 0
20-C. Egan .. ... .., 0 7 0
20--A. (sf fides ... ... 0 1 0
20-G. Porter ... ... ... ..  0 2 0
20-11.  Lloyd 0 2 0
20- C . Gavi-or ... 0 7 6
20-G. Porter  ... ... ...  1 0 0
IFmpaunbingo.
Ve Poundkeepers are eminded  that  Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will  be  charged for at the rate of
ONE SIIILLING PER ANIM AL ;  and no such  .tdver-
tisement  will be ilasei  ted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by  a remittance  sufficient o cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IIIPO1JNDED at Yaamba ,  on the 9th April, 1877, byMr. James  Murdock.
One brown horse ,  collar-marked ,  small star on forehead,
near fore foot and hind feet white, ball and cross
over  TV over like 97 near shoulder, and very
indistinct brand like R2 11 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
412 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the Commonage,
on the 12th April, 1877, by order of Mr. P. Healey.
Driving, 2s. per head.
One bay mare, MF over H near shoulder, collar-marked,
near hind foot white, star ; black filly foal at foot.
One bay filly, white face, like J3G or J8G (registered
brand) near shoulder.
It' not released on or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
415
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.28.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac,  on the 9th April, 1877, by
order of Mr. T. Gadner.
One bay gelding, JS over JC near shoulder, 2 near
thigh.
One blue-grey mare, like 6UH (registered brand) over 2
near shoulder, A in circle near ribs, A in circle near
rump.
If not released on or before the 8th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
G. PORTER, Poundkeeper.
413 2e.
IMPOUNDED at Aramac, from Mount Cornish, on
the 1st April, 1877, by order of Mr. Edkin.
One bay horse, three white feet and snip, over R
over like M8M (registered brand) near shoulder.
One brown cob,  51  near shoulder.
One yellow-bay horse, three white feet, blaze, like ZY
over C in circle off shoulder, like ao off neck
One brown horse, off fore foot white, 1 over E near
shoulder, 88 near ribs, over 8 off shoulder.
One bay mare, 3BN (registered brand) near thigh, C in
circ:e over `VC over s over ; (the S reversed) off
shoulder, W over 5 near shoulder ; iron-grey foal
at foot, unbranded.
One chesnut horse, star, two hind feet white, unbranded.
One bay  filly, off fore foot white, star, unbranded.
One bay mare, O09 off shoulder, n over n near
shoulder, n near thigh.
One brown  filly, white patch on wither, white spots on
belly, CK near neck.
One bay mare, PY over AR over Pl+ near shoulder, HO
over W near ribs, PY near rump, like FA1 (registered
brand) off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th April 1877 will, ,
be sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE PORTER, Poundkeeper.
$a. 6d. 414 101.
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IMPOUNDE D at Surat ,  from _N'oorindoo,  on the 7th
April,  1877 , by Mr.  G.  W.  \\'est Driving ,  2s. Gd.
One brown mare, saddle-mark, T over like N (writing
capital) near shoulder, like N (writing capital) off
shoulder, near hind heel white.
One cliesnut horse, blaze, fore and hind feet white, H2B
(registered brand) near %ioulder.
One bay horse, blaze, collar-mark, \VS (the ',V writing
capital) near shoulder, like J;4 (the 'R reversed)
off  shoulder, 4dd (pound brand) off thigh, 5JA
(registered brand) near thigh.
One black or brown mare, star and snip, near hind and
off fore feet white, like bell brand near shoulder, 28
near saddle, TbD (registered brand) near thigh,
collar-mark.
One bay mare, star, bUM over bUM (registered
brands) near shoulder.
One dark-chesnut filly, H2B (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One fleabitten-grey mare, like 1118 (the lI writing
capital) rear shoulder, AU2 over DR6 (registered
brand) oft' shoulder ; foal at foot, unbranded.
One brown horse, collar-mark, near hind foot white,
over II over WW over blotch near shoulder, like
Tall (registered brand) near thigh.
One iron-grey horse, like heart heart with number before
indistinct (like 5) near shoulder, no other brand
visible.
One bay horse collar-mark, CB near shoulder, like T.IID
near ribs, TbD (n(gistered brand) near thigh, like
JB over MC over C off shoulder, C off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
396
J. WATSON, Poiundkeeper.10s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Blacks' Waterhole,
on the 30th day of March, 1877, by order of John
McKenzie, Esquire, for trespass.
One bay colt, bald face, off fore and hind feet white, like
M20 (registered brand, the 0 blotched) near shoul-
der.
One roan gelding, saddle and fistula•inarked, like AMD
conjoined over TN off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 24th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
395
'T'HOS.  LYNCH, 1'uundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs, o
the 2nd March, 1877, by order of R. W. Stuart,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 2s.
One red bullock, star in forehead, piece out of bottom of
both ears, DRO off rump, MF7 (registered brand)
off ribs, heart off neck.
One red and white working bullock, piece out of top of
off ear, slit near ear, like WD over MD near ribs,
DRO over like AJ off ribs.
If not released on or before the 24th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
393
TIIOS. LYNCH , Pouudkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUN DED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs, on
the 3rd April, 1877, 1. v order of R. W. Stuart,
Esquire, f'or trespass. Driving, 4d.
One hay mare, star, hollow-back, shod on fore feet, like
DO over DO near shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay gelding, blaze down face, three white feet,
collar-marked, B in diamond off shoulder.
One bay mare, collar-marked, P4 over J over PH near
shoulder, like \VTT conjoined near ribs.
If not released on or before the 1st May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
394
'1Ii08 . LYN C11, Voundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, from Mitchell Downs, onthe 7tii April, 1877, by order  of  R. \V. Stuart,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, dd.
One dark-bay gelding, star and snip, four white feet,
white marks on saddle, Gil over ,iW over LL rear
shoulder, F near thigh.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
392 'I'110S. LYNCH,  Pouudkeeper.ls.
IMPOUNDED at Banana, from Banana Station, on
the 7th April, 1877, by order of W. Nott, Esquire.
One chesnut horse, small star, near fore and off hind feet
white, 9MT (registered brand) near shoulder, F
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 8th May, 1871, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. McLEOD, Pouudkeeper.
397 Is.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Wagoo, on the 9th
of April, 1877, by order of John Moor, Esquire
Driving, 5s each.
Ono black horse, star, saddle-marked, like A DI near
shoulder.
One grey horse, saddle-marked, writing N near shoulder,
writing N sideways near thigh, DRO off shoulder.
One brown mare, off hind toot white, W D near shoulder,
D near check, star.
One chesnut horse, caddie-marked, star, broken down in
fore foot, like JIIK conjoined over like MR1 (reg-
isl ered brand) near shoulder.
One bay horse, star near shoulder, triangle near thigh.
One brown mare, hi.:d foot white, blaze, saddle-marked,
like I r near shoulder, 8BM (registered) off
shoulder.
Also, from Waterloo, on the 9th of April, 1877, by
order of Peter Moor, Esquire. Driving, 6s. 8d. each.
One bay mare, blaze, four white feet, rcan spot on off
side, collar-marked, J over over 2 near shoulder.
if not released on or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
144 7s.
MPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Talgai, on the 13th
April, 1877, by order of T. I1 anmer, Esquire.
Damages, £5 ; driving, 2s.
One strawberry bull, like WGK off ribs, GK4 off thigh,
hole and slit in off ear.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JOHN F. VICKERY, Pouudkeeper.
398 1 s.
IMPOUN DED atIpswich, from Warwick road, onthe
9th April, 1877, oy J. Spellman. Damages, 10s. ;driving, 1s. 4d.
One brown and white bullock, piece out of off ear, WP
off rite, W off ' thigh, A4) ( (registered brand) off
rump.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
404 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane,  from grazing  paddock,
German Station, on the 9th April, 1877, by Edward
Bradbey. Damages and driving,  3s. 8d.
One chesnut horse, 11 over  I over  71 over C.S near
shoulder,  star , short tail.
if not released on or before the 25th April, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
409
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
1-.
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LEGISLATIVE A SSE MBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
T HE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of East Moreton, in room of WILLIA.Nz FRYAR, Esquire, whose Seat
in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation thereof
by the said William Fryar, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Brisbane.
Date of Wit ... ... ... Tuesday,  24th April, 1877.
Date of  Nomination ...
...
Tuesday, 8th May, 1877.
Polling Day ... ... ... Thursday ,  10th May, 1877.
Return  of Wit ... ... ... Monday,  14th Ma y, 1877.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
II. W. RADFORD,
For Clerk of the  Legislative Assembly.
By Authority :  Jess C.  BEAL,  Government Printer, William  etreet, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd April, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment directs  the following copy of a
letter received from the Executive Commis-Ioner
for the Philadelphia Exhibition , and also the  Official
List of Exhibitors from Queensland, to be published
for general information.
WM. MILES.
5, Craig's  Court, Charing Cross,
London, S. W., 26th January, 1877.
SIB,-I have  the honor  to transmit  to you herewith
the Official List of Exhibitors from Queensland,
to whom awards  have been  decreed by the United
States Centennial Commission  for the International
Exhibition of 1876.
This list arrived on Tuesday, by the "Illinois,"
but I  have not received  either the Judges' Reports
or Diplomas  for your colony .  These  shall imme-
diate ly be forwarded to you on arrival. It is
probable that they will be here in the course of
February, but the  medals  are not expected till
later.
I have, &c.,
A. R. SANDFORD.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1876.
UNITED STATES CENTENNIAL COMMISSION.
OFFICIAL LIST OF THE EXHIBITORS FROM QUEENS-
LAND, TO
UNITED
AWARDS HAVE BEEN DECREED
BY THE ED STATES CENTENNIAL COM-
MISSION, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ACT OF
CONGRESS.
A. P. GOSHORN,
Director- General.
JOS. R . HAWLEY,
President.
J. L. CAMPBELL,
Secretary.
[No. 82.
OFFICIAL LIST  OF  EXHIBITORS- continued.
Exhibitors.
Ching ,  John ...
Clark ,  George ,..
Clarke, Charles ...
Chubb , C. J.
Carey ,  C. M. ...
Daintree ,  Richard...
Daintree ,  Richard...
Davenport ,  G. H....
Davidson ,  J. E. ...
Downs, George ..,
Fisher, B.
Fenwick and Scott
Fryar and Strachan
Government of
Queensland
Green, C. H. ...
Gunn ,  Donald ...
Gore and Co. ..
Grimes, Brothers ...
Government Printing
Department
Government Litho-
graphic Depart-
ment
Gregory , A.  Cl.  ...
Hooker ,  J. H. ...
Hill, Walter ...
Hume,  W. C. ...
Keates, F. ... ...
Lester, L. E.... ...
Lane,  Henry ...
Mount Perry Copper
Co.
Marshall and Slade
McDonald, John ...
M'Donald ,  John ...
Marks , W. ... ...
Mackay, A . ...
M', herson ,  Alex. ...
Neden ,  Bro thers ...
Normanby Copper
Mine
O'Shannesy , L. A....
Peak Downs Copper
Mine
Parr ,  B. C. ... ...
Town  or City.
Hervey's Bay,
Maryh o rough
East Talgat
Talgai ... ...
Ipswich ... ...
Brisbane .. ...
Holyrood House,
Beckenham,Kent, England
Ditto
Headington Mills,
Darling Downs
Mackay ...
Darling Downs ...
Darling Downs ...
Brisbane ..' ...
Loganhoim ...
Goomburra, Dar-
ling Downs
Pikedale ... ...
Yandiila ... ...
Mackay .. ..
Brisbane ... ...
Brisbane ...
St. John 's Creek,
Burnett  District
Brisbane ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Brisbane ... ...
Allora ...
Rosenthal..' ...
North Pine
Mount Perry Dis-
trict
Glengallan
Government Penal
rettlement
Penal Settlement
Brisbane  ... ...
Brisbane .. ...
Toowoombs ...
Mount Perry ...
Rockhampton ..
Peak Downs Mine
Exhibitors. Town or City . Products.
Bailey ,  T. M. ... I Brisbane  ... ... Botanical collection
Bent ri p Copper Co. ... Rofli .ed copper
Bulimba Tin B.efin-  Stanthorpe
ing Co.
... Refined tin
Brown ,  A. H. . Maryborough
.
... Sugar
lBishop.  Mrs.
Bentick Pin Mining
CO.
Barooo  ...
Mount Perry
... sOpa
Tin ore
Beal , James  ,., ,.. Blank k,  printing and
Shanahan and
Chiverton, War-
Products.
Dugong oils and speci-
mens
Australian merino wool
Angora goat hair
Silk
Box of Australian woods
Photographs colored in
Geological collections
Australian merino wool
Sugar
Barley
Australian merino wool
Assortment  of wools
Sugar
Collective exhibit
Australian merino wool
Ditto
Ditto
Arrowroot
Book -printing and
binding
Maps
Starregulus of antimony
Tobacco leaf
Wood  specimens
Tin ores
Flour  and meal
Austral an merino wool
Arrowroot
Relined copper
Australian merino wool
sugar
Silk
Ar ro wroot
Cotton
Fibres
Flour
Copper ores
Timbers
Malachite and re fined
copper
Australian  merino wool
Australian  merino wool
Jennings
Sheriff of  Queens-land
Stephens ,  J. B. ...
The Commissioners
for Queensland
wick
Westbrook
Brisbane .,.
Brisbane ,..
Ditto ... ...  Brisbane ...
Ditto  ... ...  Brisbane ...
Ditto ... . Brisbane ...
Queensland Govern- . ,,.
ment l
Saddlery
Leather and skins
systematic  arrangement
of exhibit.
Gold trophy
Coal exhibits
Vegetable fibresRaw cotton
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
BENJAMIN  CRIBB, Esquire, Police Magistrate,
Toowoomba,
to be Visiting Justice to the Toowoomba Gaol, in
the room of Gilbert W. Eliott, Esquire, transferred.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
p IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern.ment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
W. H. RYDER
to be Chief Clerk in the Immigration Office, in the
room of C. C. Horrocks, transferred.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
PHILLIP PINNOCK, Esquire, Police Magistrate
at Brisbane,
to be Visiting Justice at Woogaroo, in the room of
Frederick Rawlins, Esquire, resigned; such appoint-
ment to have effect from 1st April instant.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Senior Constable JOHN MORRIS ROE
to be Inspector of Draught Horses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter within the Police District of
Condamine.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
I ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HARRY GoUGH, Assistant Mining Registrar at
Byerstown,
to be Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at that place, without
salary.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
lI the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council, 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, and that they  are desirous  that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed  since  1864; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more,  and is one
square  mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive  mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the  town increasing  in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the  above  Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,4th -February, 1877,  No. 22, page  425.)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael  and St.  George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its  Dependencies.j N pursuance of the authority in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," 1, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Colonial Secretary's Office, Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
d hti il b tifC l iE dBrisbane, 24th April, 1877.H JS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
ve ounc o ere,xecu y no y an proc a m
that the Leases of the following selections of land,
under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
Mr. JOHN T. HOUGHTON
of his appointment  as a Magistrate  of the Territory.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
Name of Lessee.
Land
Area. Agent's
District.
WM. MILES. A.  it.  P.
1691 James Wyllie ...  80 0 0 Brisbane
Department of Public Instruction, 2221 Edward Hammond ... 40 0 0 Brisbane
Brisbane, 26th April, 1877. 3525932
Thomas Brennan ... 476 0 0 1
William llazelgrove... 320 0 0
Ipswich
Touwoomba
AMENDED NOTICE. 1139 James Saw ... ... 320 0 0 Do.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice 1110 Thos. Luther Simmons 154 3 0 WarwickH
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT CRAN,
CHARLES A. FORSTER,
JOTHAM BLANCHARD,
JAMES MAHONEY,
JOAN H. GILBERT,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Yengarie.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE  THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
[L.a.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the Most Honor-
Administrator. able Order of the Bath, Ad-
ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
following selection of land, applied for and held
under  " The Immigration Act of  1869," is hereby
declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
Applica-
tion.
10
Name of Lessee.
Henry Overback
Area.
A.  X.  P.
40 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Maryborough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twentieth  day of April,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of th  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with  the advice  of the Executive Council, do, by
this my  Proclamation ,  notify  and proclaim  that the
Land included  in the undermentioned  forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection ,  under the  provisions
of the said  Act, on  and after  WEDNESDAY, the
30th day of May, 1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price at which the said lands  are open to  selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area  which may be selected by
Conditional  Purchase  shall not exceed  476 acres.
Late Lessee. Area.
3523
A.  R.  P.
Thomas Brennan 476 0 0
Land Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy  - seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir A RTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminia-
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KFI.NEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Coun-il, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
Lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections  shall be open to :election, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the 30th day of May, 1877, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
320 acres.
o a° Land Agent'sLate Lessee. Area. District.
932 William Hazelgrove
A. R. P.
320 0 0 Toowoomba
1139 James Saw ... ... 320 0 0 do.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth  day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection,  under  the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said poi tion of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence  per acre.
a
.
(Land Agentcc I 'Parish.  " Late Lessee AreaP
x x
I  I District.
I A. a. P.
17 Parker 1691  J. Wyllie ..  80 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hands d Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, thi, i H entieth day of April,
in the year of our L• d one thousand eight
hundred and sevent' oven, and in the
fortieth year of Her hir egty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEWNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most 1-1 onorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis.
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the E' ecutive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim  that the
portions of land hereunder described shall continue
to form part of the Homestead Area within which
they are situated, and shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May, 1877,
at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings per acre.
M O
Parish.
,gym
District. HomesteadArea.
.
Late Lessee. Area.Area.
A. R. P
Pratten  ...  1110 Warwick Portions 40, J. L.  sim- 154 3 0
60, 61,  and moos
52
I I
Value of  improvements  to be paid at the time  of selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, do ,  by this my
Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY , the 30th day of May, 1877, at the
Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall  be ten shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed  640 acres.
SUBURBAN AREA AROUND MONDURAN.
BUNDABERG  LAND AGENT' s DISTRICT.
County of Bowen.
Commencing on the left bank  of the B olan River
at the south-west corner of portion 8 parish of
Monduran ,  and bounded thence  partly  on the east
by that portion and a line in continuation bearing
north about seventy chains  ;  on the north by a line
bearing west about three hundred and thirty-six
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south about
three hundred and fifty-four chains ; on the south
by a line bearing east about three hundred and
thirty-six chains to a point south from the eom-
mencing point ; again on the east by a line bearing
north to the Kolan River, and thence by that r :er
upwards to the point of commencement, exclusive
of an area of one square mile, as shown in the Land
Agent's official map.
uiven under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
tmen of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section six of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1,  'k-it ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the land hereunder described has been tempor-
arily reserved for Water and Camping.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
County of Banks, Parish of Cook.
173 acres.
Commencing on a road two chains wide, at a
point on the south boundary of the municipality of
Cooktown, and distant one hundred and sixty chains
east from the south-west corner thereof ; and thence
by that road bearing 203 degrees 54 minutes sixteen
chains and sixty links ; thence by traverse lines, being
the northern boundary of selection 5, bearing 2a6
degrees 33 minutes two chains and eighty and
a-half links, 273 degrees 44 minutes thirteen chains
and twenty-three links, 257 degrees 34 minutes five
chains and forty-one and a-half links, 213 degrees
43 minutes eight chains and six links, 252 degrees
55 minutes six chains and twenty-two links, 238
degrees 42  minutes  three chains and five links, 249
degrees 28 minutes seven chains and ninety-five
and a-halt' links, 198 degrees 45 minutes nine chains
and thirty-two links, 229 degrees 13 minutes three
chains and eighty-two links, 254 degrees 23 minutes
five chains and seventy-three links, and 269 degrees
66 minutes nine chains  and twenty links ; on the
west by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
and a  line in continuation bearing north thirty-
eight chains and seventy-six links ; on the north by
the municipal boundary aforesaid bearing east forty
chains  and eighty links to the south side of the
Annan Road, thence by that road bearing  26 degrees
43 minutes seventeen  and a-half links ,  61 degrees
20 minutes  seven  chains and fifty -nine  links, 80
degrees 1 minute eleven chains and forty-five
links , 32 degrees 12 minutes eight chains and four-
teen links ; thence by a road two chains wide,
bearing 143 degrees 47 minutes fourteen chains and
eighty-two chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Governrn -,At
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knii ht Commande, of the Most
Distinguish. d Order of St.
[L.s.] Michael and St. George, Com-
A. R. KENNEDY, panion of the Most Honorable
Administrator. Order of the Bath, Adminis-
trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Det endencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of the 5th
section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Ad-
ministrator  aforesaid, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
lands  hereinunder described shall be reserved for
Township pur ses,  as an  extension of the Yan-
daram Creek Town Reserve.
EXTENSION  OF THE TOWN  RESERVE OF  YANDARAM
CREEK , KOLAN RIVER.
County of Cook,  selection  No.  524,  Bundaberq Dis-
trict , portion No. 8.
660 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Kolan River,
on a road one  chain wide, dividing it from portion
7, and bounded thence on the north-east by that
road bearing north 315 degrees east fifty-eight
chains ,  and passing  through a post thirteen links
from said river  ; on the north-west by a line bearing
north 225 degrees east ninety-five chains and forty
links  ; on the south-west by a line bearing north
135 degrees  east  eighty-seven  chains  and twenty-
seven links  ; on the south- east  by a line bearing
north 45 degrees  east  thirty-six chains and forty
links to the Kolan River, and passing through a
post fifty links from said river ; and again on the
south-east by that river downwards to the point of
commencement ,-exclusive of a reserved road one
chain wide,  as shown on  plan of survey deposited
in the Surveyor-General's office.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland aiid its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section six of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice  of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, hereby notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Recreation purposes, and placed under
the control of the following  persons as Trustees
ARTHUR EDWARD HALLORAN,
The Hon. WILLIAM THORNTON,
ALBERT JOHN HOCKINGS,
EBENEZER THORNS,
JOSEPH BAYNES, and
RICHARD SCOTT HEWS.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION PURPOSES, WOOLAN-
GABBA.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane.
21 acres  1 rood 10 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Vulture  street at
a point two chains east  from the north-east corner of
suburban  portion No. 132, parish of South Bris.
bane, and bounded thence on the west by a line
south nine chains fifty links ; on the south by the
main road to Ipswich, one hundred and fifty links
wide, bearing east about twenty-three chains forty
links to the main road to Kangaroo Point ; on the
east by that road bearing 349 degrees ten chains
twenty-five links to Vulture street ; and on the
north by Vulture street bearing west about twenty-
one chains fifty links to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By. Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[.L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY ,  Order of the Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of 1876 ," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
TUESDAY, the  twenty-ninth day of May, 1877,
at the Roma Land  Office.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to Selection
by Conditional purchase ,  shall be one pound per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional purchase shall not exceed 1,280 acres.
EXTENSION OF THE ROMA TOWN RESERVE.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on Bungewargorai Creek at the
north -east  corner of Bungewargorai pre-emptive No.
5, and bounded thence by I he east boundary of that
protion bearing south ; thence by the south boun-
dary of same bearing west to the north-east corner
of portion 121 ; thence by the east boundary of
portion 121 bearing south, and by the south boun-
dary of same portion bearing west, by part of the
south-east boundary of Polmont pre-emptive No. 3,
by the south-east boundary of portion 111 south-
westerly, by part of the north-east boundary of
portion 115A, and the north-east boundary of No.
115 south-west to the easternmost corner of the last
mentioned portion ; thence by the north-east
boundary of Upper W. Yalebone Run south-east ;
thence by the north boundary of Upper Yalebone
Run east; thence. by the north-west boundary of
Yalebone No. 1 Run, and a line in continuation
north-east to the confluence of Bungil and Bunge-
wargorai Creeks ; thence by Bungil Creek upwards
about four miles to the south-east boundary of the
Homestead Area ; thence by said south-east boun-
dary south-west to Bungewargorai Creek, and by
that creek upwards to the point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the  Batb,Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of  " Tlie Cr.nvn
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  K ENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Roma Land
Office, on and after  TUESDAY,  the twenty-ninth
day of May, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
byr Conditional purchase shall be fifteen shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by  Conditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
HOMESTEAD AREA, ROMA.
16,500 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Blythe's Creek
and Bungil Creek, and bounded thence by Blythe's
Creek upwards to '1 ingun pre-emptive No. 2;
thence by the south-west boundary of that portion
north-westerly ; thence by part of the north-east
boundary of Mulga Mulga Run south-easterly ;
thence by the south-east boundary of same south-
westerly to Bungil Creek, and by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of April.
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane, 23rd April, 1877.
T
HIS is to certify that Mr. WILLOUGHBY
HANNAN, having exhibited evidence of com-
petency as a Surveyor, has been licensed to effect
Surveys under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," and subject to the
rules  of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor-General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
" TOE Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
No
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish .  Area.
A. R. P.
1 1 T. Brand... (Road separating portion St. Mary ... 8 1 32
84 from portion 86
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby  noti fied for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, an(.1
at the Land Agents ',  Police, and Post  Office",
Beenleigh and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
Applicant. Situation .  Parish.
J. W. C. Part of  the reserved road Bar ro w
Howard through portion 53
J. M. Road separating portion Conda-
Clarke 13 from selection 16 mine
Area.
A.  R. F.
11 3 27
,) o 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
r{ HE following description of the amended boun-
1 daries of the Reserve for Timber, in the parish
of Knapp, county of Ward, established by notice
dated 12th November, 1875, is substituted for that
published in page 2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1875.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Ward, parish of Knapp.
About 1,260 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, forming
part of the south boundary of portion 344, at its
intersection by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide; and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west about one hundred and sixty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south about
one hundred and thirty-one chains ; on the south by
a line bearing east sixty-five chains; and on the
south-east by lines bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north 55 degrees east eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.itCROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONER'S COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public  information,
that the Land Commissioner under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," for the Land
Agents' districts of Toowoomba, 1lalby, and War-
wick, will hold his Courts,  in pursuance  of the 11th
section of the above recited Act, at the Court
Houses V Toowoomba, Dalby, and Warwick,
respectively, on the following  dates, for  the year
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Month .
April
May ...
June ...
July ...
August ...
September
October ...
November
December...
. Toowoomba.. Dalby. Warwick.
Date . , Date. Date.
Monday, 23 Wednesday 25 Friday, 27
„ 21 „ 23 „ 25
„ 25 „ 27 „ 29
„ 23 „ 25 „ 27
„ 27 „ 29 „ 31
„ 24 „ 28 „ 28
„ 22 „ 24 „ 26
„ 26 „ 29 „ 30
„ 24 Thursday, 27 Saturday 29
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.1 A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
'hereunder described, through Portion 21, parish of Jimboomba, county of Ward,.through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for
public use.
76-4882.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21, PARISH OF JIMBOOMBA ,  COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion of Road.
mz
How
held.
ohs. lks .  A.  X.  P.
A triangular piece, off  1913, Under  T. E.Wi lliams  T. E. Williams N. 1900  4' E. 8 2 6  Irre -  0 2 2J Required to
the south-west corner Bras- Act  of ' gular give aooers
of portion 21 bane 1868 to new
Reg. bridge
riven under my Hand  and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St .  Michael and St .  George ,  Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E .  KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
ww
Administrator. land and and its Dependencies.
7 HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road here-
under described, being part of road from L)gan Villiage to Beenleigh, through Portion 261, parish of
Moffatt, county of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And
whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have
been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and
that the same is now open for public use.
77-395.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM LOGAN VILLAGE TO  BEENLEIGH ,  THROUGH
PORTION 261 ,  PARISH OF MOFFATT ,  COUNTY OF WARD ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO
BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1. 0
o°
6600 o m
zm
W
1 A strip of  laud  off the 633A
south boundary of
_T9_portion 261. Immigra-
tion se-
leetion,
Beenleigb
Register
How Held.
Reputed  I Breadth
Owner . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.Road.
ReputedOwner. .
I
--I
Under  ' Saml.  Smith'  Saml. Smith
"Land Act
of 1865"
1
Bearings.
N. 89° 53'E.
Breadth
Lengths. of
I Road.
Area .  Remarks.
A. A. P.
chs. lks. '  150 links  3  2 39 Forest
24 96 ' land,
partly
fenced.
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator .  Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published  in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day  of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road here-
under described ,  in Subdivision  A of Portion  22, parish  of Mackenzie, county of Stanley, through land
in the occupation  of the person in the  said notice  specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of thsb
Government aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said  Road  :  Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and  proclaim  that the
said Road has been marked  and opened by the proper  officers ,  and that  the same is now  open for public
use.
77-359.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN SUBDIVISION  A OF PORTION  22, PARISH OF MACKENZIE ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY, DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
alz
How Reputed
held. Owner. Occupier . Bearings.
An irregular piece of  ...  Under Henry Unoccupied. East
land off  the north -  Deed o Jordan.
east corner of  Sub- Grant
division  A, Portion 22 contain-
ing
general
reserva
t
roads.
How Held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . BreadthOwner .  of Road.
Length  I B-eadth
in Chains. I of Road.
chs lks.
Average.
4 22
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government  House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of April, in
the year of our Lord  one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and  in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
Area .  Remarks.
A.  R.  P.
0 2 20  i Fenced.
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNFDY,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens.
Administrator .  land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of December, 1876
and 10th day of February, A D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road'
hereunder  described, through Portions 61 and 63, parish of Tamborine, and Portion 19, parish of
Tabragalba ,  county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice
s ecified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council. have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore. I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  notify and proclaim that the said.Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-261.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 61 AND 63, PARISH OF TAMBORINE, AND POR-
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA , COUNTY OF WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A.  PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion  of Road. No. of
Selection.
1 Commencing on a Brisbane
surveyed road in Register
po rt ion 63,  and run -'  2025A
ping no rt herly to 85
its no rt h boundary
2 Commencing on the 2026
south boundary of
port ion 61, and
running northerly
to the Coburg
River
Area .  Remarks.
chs. Ike .  A.  R.  F.
Immigra -  Thomas T.  Irving N .  37° E. 5 00 1 chain 1 3  8 Forest land,
tion selec -  Irving N. 33° E .  8 10 fenced;
tion N.  345° 30'E .  4 62 alightaltera-
tion of re-
served road.
Under  Land  Charles Unoccupied N.345'301 E. 9 9 1 chain
Act of  1868 Holmes
1 0 0 Forest land,
fenced ;
slight altera-
tion of re-
served road.
3 Running  northerly  1412  Under  Land  William 'Unoccupied *1. 343°28'E .  3 16 1 chain  2 10 0  Forest land,
thrc  ugh po rt ion  19,  Act  of 1868  Holmes N.  6° 0' E. 12 411  fenced.
across a bend of  N. 18° 68' E. 3 30
the Coburg River
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of Apri.,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
By Command,
GOP SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George,- Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W I I ER PAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 4th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, being deviation of Warwick Road, near Fassifern, parish of Fassifern, county of
Churchill. through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And
whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road: Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers,  and that the  same is now  open for public use.
77-1295.
BOOS  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ,  BEING  DEVIATION  OF THE  WARWICK ROAD ,  NEAR FASSIFERN ,  PARISH
OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORE'1'ON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Running  north-east-
erly from the west
to the east  boundary
of subdivision 1 of
portion 22
Register
,o. of
Selection.
2 Commencing in the 2008
east boundary of
portion 115, and
running north-east-
er.y to its north
boundary
3 Commencing in the 309
south boundary of
portion 43, and run-
ning north -easterly
to its north boun-
dary
4 Commencing  in the 93
south boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning north-easterly
to its west boundary
5 Commencing  in the 708
east boundary of
portion 66. and run-
ning north -easterly
and north -westerly
to its no rt h-west
corner
6 Commencing in the 2560
south boundary of
portion 156 ,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its west boundary
7 Commencing  in the 93
east boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning no rt h-westerly
and northerly to its
north boundary
How held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
cb s. Ike. lks.
Under deed Michael M.  MCAna-  62° 00' 11 24 150
of grant McAnalan  Ian
containinga
general re-
servation
for roads
"C. L. A Act  Rd: Brad- Rd. Brad -  62° 00' 10 10 150
of  1868"  field  field  38° 00' 1 50
Homestead
Remarks.
A. B. P.
1 2 15 Unfenced and
unimp ro ved,
to be ea
changed for
part of a
closed road.
1 2 7 Unfenced and
unimp ro ved.
" C. L. A. Act  Julia  Ml. McAna .  38° 0c' 14 96 150 8 0 16 Unfenced and
y 1868"  MacAnalen len 27°  00' 14 51 unimproved.
Conditional  1 7`2° 00'  12 42 Reserved  ro ad
1 to be closed.
"C. L. A. Act
of 1868 "
Conditional
Julia Mac&nalen 72° 00'  6 60 150 1 2 19 Unfenced and
MacAnalen  and Pea - 25° 00'  0 961 unimproved.
cock  Pa rt  of re-
served road
to be closed.
" C. L. A. Act  Ml. Mac - Ml. Mac-
of  1868" Analen Analen
Conditional
25° 00'  15 86 150 3 1 30 Unfenced and
325° 00' 9 60  unimp ro ved.
" C. L. A. Act  Ml. Mae- Ml. Mac- 325° 00' . 2 16 A tri- 0 0 171
of 1868 "  Analen Analen angular
Conditional piece
Ditto.
" C. L A. Act  Julia  MacAnalen  325° 00'  4 45  150 Ike.  5 0 49 Ditto.
of 1868"  MacAnalen and Pea - 356° 25'  17 29 Irre-
Conditional cock 11° 33'  7 66 5 gular
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 4th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, from selections on Tallebuggera Crt ek towards Brisbane, Beenleigb, and the Border,
parishes of Mudgeeraba and Tallebuggera, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the
several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
a°oresaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the
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said road  :  Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and  proclaim that  the said Road
has been marked  and opened by the proper  officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77.989.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS  FROM  SELECTIONS  7ON TALLEBUGGERA CREEK TOWARDS  B RISBANE,
BEENLEIGH ,  AND THE BORDER ,  PARISIIES OF MUDGNERABA AND TALLBBUGGERA ,  COUNTY OF
WARD,  MORETON  D ISTRICT, INTENDED TO B PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  ]ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of How held.
Sete scion.
1 Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running westerly
through po rt ion No.
16 to a Government
road
2 Commencing on Talle-
bugxe, a Creek, and
running north -oast-
erly and northerly
through port ion No.
15 to its eastern
boundary
3 Commencing on the
western boundary of
portion No. 14, and
running north-
easterly to its north-
east boundary ; com-
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
dary, and running
westerly to the
western boundary
4 Commencing on the
soup h -west boundary
of port ion No. 13,
and running east-
erly to a Govern-
ment road ; com-
mencing on the
no rt h-east boundary
of the portion, and
running south-
westerly and south-
ieenleigh
Register
122
123
249
i
Reputed
Owner.
Conditional Stephen
Selection Tobin
under " C.
L. A. Act  of
1868"
Ditto  William
Dolan
Ditto Samuel
Andrews
142 Under Deed William
of Grant Andrews
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
erly to its south-
west boundary
6 Commencing on the 141
north -east boundary
of po rt ion 12, and
running southerly to
Tallebu ggera Creek
Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion  No. 13&, and
running north to its
north-east bound-
ary
6 Commencing on 'Palle- 245 Conditional
buggers Creek, and Selection
running south- under " C.
easterly through  L. A. Act  of
portion No .  21 to its 18681,
north-east boundary
7 Commencing on the 152
south -west boun-
dary  of portion No.
18, and running
south-easterly and
north-easterly toits
north-east boundary
Under Deed Samuel
of Grant Andrews
containing a
special re-
ervation for
roads
Stephen
Tobin
Under Deed J. J. Dwyer
of Grant
containing &
special re-
servation for
roads
8 Commencing on the 889 1868 Act
south-west boun-
dary of portion No.
19, and running
north -easterly to its
uorth -east  boundary
9 Commencing on the
north-west boun-
dary of portion No.
10, and running
south -«asterly and
north -easterly to the
same boundary
10 Commencing on the
south b -undary of
portion No. 14A, and
running north to its
north boundary
11
Under Deed Saml.Howes ...
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servatlon for
roads
13'1° 0' 0 34 1 chain 0 2 6 Parish of
750 0' 2  03 Mudgeeraba
21° 30' 1 31
360° 0'  10 00 1 chain  1 0 0 Ditto.
Under Deed Ditto 360° 0'
of Grant
containinga
special re-
servation for
ro ads
2 48 1 chain 0 026 Ditto.
No'rs .- On the Deeds of Grant of po rt ions 10,  12, 13, ld, 13e .  and 14A the above road has been re+erved.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of
April,  in the year  of our Lord one thousand  eight hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Heinrich
Gypske
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . IBreadth Area. Remarks.of Road-
-I-- -
ohs. lks .  A.  R.  P.
276° 40'  7 70 1  chain i 0 3 4 Parish ofTallebug
52° 30'
41° 30'
30° 50'
16° 0'
0° 35'
8° 0'
80 0'
30' 36'
48° 30'
254° 0'
286° 45'
3'27" 0'
2 30 1 chain
4 11
6 70
7 09
16 45
7 43
3 3 37 Parish of
Mudgeeraba
11 53  1 chain 6 1  2  Ditto.
20 28
2 35
3 09
7 78
4 08
480  30'  5 99 1 chain 4 2 16 Ditto
94° 45' 6 04
245° 15' 1 84
211° 30' 4 90
137° 0' 4 23
173° 30' 4 40
162° 30' 8 48
181° 15' 5 94
197° 15' 5 06
197° 15'  2 84 1  chain 2 2 20 Ditto.
191° 45' 8 86
142° 15' 15 47
126° 40' 2 00 1 chain 1 2 21 Parish of
78° 50' 5 87 Tallebuggera1500 30'. 6 17
127° 0' 2 50
127° 0' 13 01 1  chats 2 3 4 Ditto.
47° 10' 8 08
38° 45' 8 37
38° 45' 3 50 1 chain 4 0 9 Ditto.
16° 30' 5  75
18° 47' 9 04
44° 0' 14 17
24° 40  8 01
135 Under  Deed  Fred .Fowler
of Grant
contains. g a
special re-
servation for
roads
gera.
GOD SAYS THE  QtTUN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir AaTHun EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens.
Administrator. land and its Depen dencies.
\\THEREAS Notices  were  published in the  Government Gazette  of the 14th day of October and 23rd
V day of December, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portions  319 and  331, parish of Enogoera, county of Stanley, through land in the
occupation  of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas 1, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid  with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the  said  road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  salve is now  open for  public use.
77.676.
Boox  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 319 AND 334, P ARISH  OF ENOGGESA, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
`"
c 4
0 Breadth
No. Port ion of Road. How held. Re puted Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.  II of Area .  Remarks.Ow.  IA ;Wo ` ! 1 Road.
chs. lks. A.  R.  P.'
1 A tri angular piece 319 Under Deed Rev .  James Rev. James 'N. 118°  24'1E 1 21 Varying 0 0 31 Forest land,
off the north -east of Grant Voller  Voller  fenced in.
corner of portion containing I
319 general
reservation
for roads
2 A strip of land off 334 Under  Deed  Ditto Ditto ... N. 20° E .  22 85 1 chain  2  1 5 Forest land
the eastern boun- of Grant unim-
dary of portion containing ` pro ved.
931 i general
reservation
for roads
. I I !
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of December, 1876, and
AV 20th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, to the South Brisbane and Toowong Ferry, parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley,
through lands in the occupation of the several  persons  in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the
Administrator of the Government  aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have  been pleased
to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government  aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify
and proclaim  that the said road has been marked and opened by the proper officers,  and that the same
is now  open for public use.
77-543.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TO  THE SOUTH BRISBANE  AND ToowoNG F ERRY ,  PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE , COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No.
1
2
Portion of Road. How Held. Reputed I Occupier .  Bea ri ngs.Owner.
A strip of  land off the  Under Deed E. H.
north -east boundary of Grant Harries
of subdivision 2 of containinga
suburban allotment general reser-
43 vation for
roads
A. Ftrip of land off the
south -west boundary
of subdivision C of
suburban a llotments
42 and 43
Ditto ... Thos.
Thomson
.I
Lengths . I Breadth ofRoad.
I  clam. lks.
E. H. 290° 0' 17 20
Harries
Thos.
Thomson
290° 0' 1 4 00
32 links
Area.
A. B. P.
0 2 8
Remarks.
Agrieul-
tura. land
fenced
20 links  0 0 13 Agricul-
tural land,
fenced
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony  of Queens-
Administrator. .  land and its  Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, 1876,
and 17th day of March, 1877,  relative  to the opening of the new Road hereunder described, on
the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley, through  lands in  the occupation
of the  several persons  in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have been yleased to approve of the opening of the
said  Road : Now, therefore, 1, Sir AIt7HUE EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and prcclaim that the said Road
has been marked  and opened by the proper officers, and  that the same is now  open for public use.
76-983.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD ON  THE LEFT BANK OF BUNDAMBA CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
I
2
3
r
I
Portion of Road .  How Held .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings.
Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 197, and run-
ning south -westerly
to its south boun-
dary
Commencing in the
nort h b undary of
portion 198, and run-
ning south -westerly
and south -easterly to
its -outh boundary
Commencing in the
no rt h boundary of
port ion 199, and run-
south -easterly to its
south boundary
Commencing in the
no rt h-west corner of
port ion 200, and run-
ning south -easterly
to its southern boun-
dary
I
Leasing  Act  of James Ivory J. Ivory 2000
1866
Leasing Act qt Nathaniel
1866 Watson
Lengths . Breadth Area . Remarks
of Road
chs. Iks A. R.  P.
19 83 100 links 1  3 38 Unimp ro ved.
N. Watson 200°  13 45 100 links  2 1 25 Fenced and
155° 15'  10 63 cultivated.
• 118° 25' 19 80
Nara .- This Notice  cancels the  Notice published  in the  Government  Gazette,  dated 26th October ,  1876,  folio 882.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Occupier
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Ada inistrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.HERE A S notices were  published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of December, 1876, and
10th day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new road hereunder
described, through Portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton, county of Ward, through lands in the occupa-
tion of the  several persons  in the said notice specified: And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment  aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4831.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND  8,  PARISH OF BROMELTON ,  COUNTY OF
WARD, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held.
Leasing Act 'or James Ivory T. Maguire 155° 15'  15 12 1001inks 3 2 4 Unimproved
1866
Reputed
Owner
Under deed of James  Ivory J. Ivory  118 0  25'
grant, con -  145° 52'
raining a 136° 00'
general reser-
vation for
roads
P1 x
1 Commencing on the Brisbane
south boundary of Register
po rt ion 7,  and run- 1734
ning north and north-
westerly
Bea rings.
4 53
39 77
2 64
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Lengths.
10100 4 3 0 Unimproved
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks
I I I I chs. iks A. R. v, I
Under Land John John North 30 00 1 chain  5 1 0 Open
Act q/  1868 Murray Murray  N. 315°  E. 22 54 forest
land.
3 Commencing on the 1839  Under  Land  Catherine Catherine  N. 316°  E. 10 98 1 chain 1 0 20
south boundary  of  Act of  1869  Colgan Colgan
portion 8,  and run-
ning no' th-westerly
to a surveyed  ro ad
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
;GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land acid its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 6th day of January and 10th
`` ,l day of February, A.D. 1'77, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described,' through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advi,e of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5701.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISrt OF THORN ,  COUNTY  Of
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
w q
m ° a Reputed BreadthNo. Portion of Road .  Go
c How held . Owner. Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths . of Road . Area .  Remarks.
1 Fro m the south-east 2897
corner of portion 40,
northerly along its
east boundary to the
north-east corner
2 F rom the south-east
corner of port ion 41,
no rt herly along its
east boundary to the
north-east corner
3846
Homestead  '  Heinrich
under  C L.I Goebel
A. Act of
1868
Homestead Alfred Rose
under C.L
A. Act of
1888
ohs. lks.
North ... 24 0
North ...
a. r. p.
1 chain 2 3 0
24 0 1 chain 3 3 0
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W 1 
HER EAS notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of December, 1876
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, to upper part of Sandy Creek, parish of Blenheim, county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is now  open for
public use.
76 5225.
Boos OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK, PARISH  OF BLENHEIM'
COUNTY CF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the north bound -
ary of portion 120,
south-westerly and
southerly ,  to its south
boundary
2 From the  nort h  bound -
ary of portion 125,
southerly to its south
boundary, and Mgain
from Its north bound-
ary south -westerly to
Sandy Creek
S From the north -east
corner of portion 126,
southerly to its  south
I.%.6
rO
m
ReputedHow Held . Owner . Occupier .
Breadth.
Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks,
Road.
Ipswich .  I chs. lks. A.  IL  Y.
1677 Homestead  Martin ... 224°  25 26  1 chain 3 0 0
under  C.L.  Carmody
A. Act of
168°30' 4 15
1868
South. 14 95 1 chain 5 0 0
1830 Homestead Dedlef  ,., 172° 5 10
under  C.L.  Render 270° 7 0
A. Act of 2320 13 0
1868 278° 8 0
338° 1 40
I
Helidon. I
308 Homestead Henry ,.. 148° 36' 6 4 1 chain 2 0 0
under  C.L. Pohlman 210° 7 10 and  irre-
A . Act of 180° 8 33 gular
boundary 1868 jI
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in  the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
1280
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.a.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.W 1' 1''HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,and 13th day ofJanuary, A D. 1877, espectively, relative o th  opening ofthe new Road
hereunder described, through Portion 140, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment  aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the  said  Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that  the said
road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same  is now open for public use.
76-5001.
Boox OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 140, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF  STANLEv,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. b m How Ileld.
zm
Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings.
!Breadth!
Lengths .  of { Area.
Road.
chs lks . A. R. P.
1  From thenortb boundary 1,373 Underdeed J. H. Hein  129" 60' 1 14 1  ehain 2 1 2
of  portion 140 south- Bris- of grant, mann  157° 10' 2 12
ea%terly and south- bane containing 156° 15' 6 44
westerly to its south Beg. a  general 156° 46' 3 08
boundary reservation 156° 15' 4 34
for roads 208° 57' 4 36. 2250 1 16
Remarks.
Taken up as
a Conditional
Selection
under the C.
L. A. Act of
1869, in Octo-
ber, 1871.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.a.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 6th day of January and 10th
day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portions 33 and 34, parish of Telemon, county of Ward, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same  is now open for
public use.
76-5216.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the road reserved through
portion 33 westerly and south-
westerly to its west corner
2 From the crossing place on
Chri stmas Creel b  north-west-
erly and  south-westerly to
join the above
S Fro m the south corner of por-
tion 34  north -westerly along
its south -west boundary to
the west corner
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier.  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area.
2286 Homestead under Edwin Brook 2730
chs. lks.
25 94 111 chains' 6 2 0
" C. L. A. Act of
1868"
2286 Ditto ... Ditto  318° 30' 10 35 1 chain 6 3 0
300° 7 8 and
236° 37 87 irregular
2291 Ditto... -  Michael 326° 48 0 It  chains 7 1 0
Cahill
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,  K night Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator .  land and its Dependencies.
7' HE REAS Noyicea.were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 14th day of October, 1876, and
20th day of January, A.D 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
ribed, being part of road from Cressbrook to Gatton,  parishes  of Clarendon and Gatton, counties
of Cavendish and Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified :
And whereas 1, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road: Now, therefore I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do,  by  and with the advice of the Executive
Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and
that the  same  is now open for public use.
76-2675.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF  PART OF  ROAD FROM  CBESSBROOK TO GA•TTON,  THROUGH PORTION 14,
PARISH  OF GATTOIN ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
2o 1 utedRe BreadthNo. Port ion of Road. How held. p Occupier.Owner. Bearings .  Lengths. of  Area .Road. Remark s.
chs. lke. A.  R.  P.
1 A strip  of land along  ; Under Deed Robert Robert 166° 0' 2 45  5 0 36 Partly fenced,..
the east boundary of of Grant Bell Bell 105° 15' 2 961 I Irregular 1 and cleared
f
Portion 74
i I
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
180° 0'  33 63+}  1 chain ...
NOT IC - The above Book of Refe re nce cancels refe re nce No. 2 of the one dated  let July, 1875,  and procl aimed in the
Government  Gazette,  folio 1313.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E.  KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator .  land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices  were  published in the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd day of December, 1876,
!'r and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of a new Road hereunder
described, through selections 1003 T.R., parish of Meringandan, county of Aubigny, through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the pro per  officers,  and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5330.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION  1003 T.R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY
OF AUBI GNY, DARLING DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1W9
og
z1
How Reputed
Held .  Owner. Occupier. Bearings.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road. Area.  Remarks
A. S. P.
Fro m the sough -west 1003  Home-  William  ...  N. 00 41 E. 24 72 1 chain 2 2 0
corner of selection stead Bishop
1008,  parish of  Merin-  under
gandan, northerly  "C.L.A.
along its west boon- 1868"
dary to the no rt h-west
sorrier
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby  given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed  of Grant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that,  by force of  the Act afore-
said ,  the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE RFFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date cf Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land ranted--Portion 94.  county of Carlisle,
parish of'7Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
1Vame of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee ,  instead  of William Bovey.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS ' COURTS.
I
T  is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of " The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876."  will hold their  Courts  in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above -recited Act, at the
under -mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Tuesday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Coniamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
Al the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday  in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah , the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday in May, 1377, and thereafter
on the second WjednesJay in each month,
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Th°"is-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in May, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the abovQ days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingday.
Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are reouired to transmit to this
Department their objectio..a, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Roads can be  seen at  this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. App licant. I Situation. i Parish. 1 Area.
1
2
3
Permanent Closure.
J. Volley  Road separating por- I Enoggera ( 3 116,
tions 318 and 319 from
portions 333 and 334
Temporary Closure.
F.T.Gregory  Road separating por- Toowoomba 7 015
tio r.s 484 and 485, and
parish of Toowoomba .  Cowrie
from portions  121,122,
123, and 124, parish of
Gow, ie
F.T.Gregory  Road separating por-, Toowoomba 5 3 38
tions 99 and 100, and
parish of Gowrie, from Cowrie
portions 477 and  488,1
parish of Toowoomba
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS..
No.
1 Bundamba
A. R. P.
2 3 37
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that
. application  under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land  Agent' s, Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
Joseph
Belcher
Situation.
Road separating portion
20 from portions 129
and 130
Parish. Area.
No. I Applicant. i Situation.
1 J. North. Road separatingpor-
tions 219, 223,  224,
22i,  228, 229, 230,
231, 234, and 233,
from Farney Lawn
pre-emptive Nos.
land2.
Parish.
Brassall.
Area.
A. R. P.
14 3 35
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore.
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty- nine  links," instead of, by a line bear.
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six chains and twenty.
nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 187 7.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office. and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba, and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE  CLOSFD.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A.R.  P.
1 Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts 6 0 29
Jennings 1 ,  2.5, 7, 9 ,  and 11 from
portions 3, 6, 8, 10, and
12
2 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings 5 from portion 7
3 SI.anallan and Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings 6 from portion 8
4 Shanahan and Road separati i i g portion Watts 2 1 39
Jenn in gs 13 front portions 11
and 12
5 Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts 6 2 12
Jennings 14, 16, 18, and 20 from
portions  13, 17, 19, and
21
6 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 1 1 11
I Jennings 16  from  portion 18
7 Shanahan and R,ad separating portion Watts I 1 1 14
Jennings 17 from portion 19
8 A. Beaton Road  separating portion Darlington ll 2 0
38 from portions 28
acid 65, and the road
reserved through por-
tion 68
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1877.IT is hereby notified that a Land Agent's Office
will be opened for the transaction of business
at Cairns, on and after  MONDAY, the 4th June
next.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being  erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name  and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective  grants and in  every deed containing the
erroneous name  and descriptions,  and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William Kimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of error- The  name  William gimp
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee ,  instead  of William Kemp.
No. of Grant, 5,278. Date of Grant-9th April,
1863.
Name of Grantee-John Coleman.
Land ranted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of G oodna,  twenty-one acres.
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AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain wide; on the
south by that road bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty-one chains and
sixty links to the Six-mile Creek ; and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,295. Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin McCullock.
Land qranted-Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty-one acres.
AMFNDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208, 209,  and  210,  selection  270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north-east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion and a line
bearing west thirty-four chains seventy-five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links, east one chain, north twelve chains
eighty-six links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek ; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrew.
Land granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen acres,  two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of  Stanley,  Parish  of Goodna ,  portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on  the
north -east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes ,  sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide  ;  on the south -west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty -two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road  ;  and on the north -west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of  com-
mencement,- exclusive  of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes ,  one chain fifty
links wide  ;  the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads ;  and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby  given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that ,  by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion ,  and such gran t s and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULR ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, forty- one acres  one roud.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres I rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links; on the south- east  by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes thirty-three chains ; on the south-west by
a line  bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by  lines  bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes  twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees  52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situa Ion. Parish. Area.
1 P. Thomson Reserved roadthrough
A.  R. P.
Burnett ...  1 1 16
portion 41
2 F. T.Gregory Road separating por. Drayton ... 3 0 6
tion 402 from  por-
tion 403
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.I N pursuance of thseventy-second  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
the following Petition  and description  are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order  of Saint  Michael and  Saint  George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the  undersigned
Freeholders,  resident in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth
That your Petitioners are put o very great loss
and inconvenience  by there being  no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for  a common  to run stock
on, a very  large  portion of the  present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
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That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek, and on the west by the Bungewogaria
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece of land now available for such a
p Jose.
i our Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names. Names.
Thomas McEwen Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Bees James Roberts
William Armst, ong William A uctten
Micheal O'Connell David Benjamin
J Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel Caldwill S S. Bassett
Thomas Green  I  Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee t Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Murphy
L. Ryder T omas Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Raffia
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
M illiam Jackson
LAND REFERRED TO IN THE ABOVE PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of' Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that run and a line in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd February, 1877.
HHREAS, by the twenty-fitth section of
f " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act  of  1t  V ,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved  from  sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for  thirteen  consecutive weeks  :  Notice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL,  TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill.  parish  of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank  of Tenthill Creek
at the south -east corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west  three chains and seventy -seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek  ;  on the west by a line bear-
ing south  four  chains and nine links; on the south
by part of  portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from  said  creek ; and on
the north- east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south -west corner of por-
tion  377,  and bounded thence  on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains  ;  on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
hearing east ten chains  ;  and on  the east by  another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th  February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
\T
OIICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent  that, by force  of the  Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 4,652. Date of Deed -5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee - William Brookes.
Land granted- Portion  137, palish of Oxley,
county of Stanley ,  39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Oxley, portion 137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north -east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty -nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to  Brisbane;  on the south -east by that road bearing
north 237  degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and  fifteen and a-half  links;  on the south-
Nvest by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty-one chains  ;  and on the north -west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 15 minutes
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, pariah of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
me chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing  west seven  chains and fifty links; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven chains and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of .Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north eleven
chains; and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty  chains  to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of a i eserved road,  as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTIC E is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule her .-under
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Gc irernor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  Th ,-  Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
frc m the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand and
the `eal  of the Colony,  describe the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken to
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have been inserted  in the  respective grants and in
every deed  containing the erroneous descripticns,
and such grants  and every  such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.
Land  granted.-Selection 347, Beenleigh District,
seven hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Turd, parish' of Coomera,  selection 347
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south-east corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by lines bearing north  257  degrees 30
minutes east  one hundred and eight chains, thence
north 1.31 degrees  east  ninety-tbree chains to the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point of commence-
ment,-exclusive  of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved road one chain wide,
as shown on  plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land granted.-Portion  641, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen  acres one  rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera, portion
641.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 70 degrees 46 minutes, and distant one
hundred and six and a-half links from the south-
east corner of portion 161, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing  55 minutes  ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south-east by that road bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty- nine  links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-half links, 231 degrees 40 minutes six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty-seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and  twelve  links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th July, 1875.
NOTICE.
W
ITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-sven to the
extent of  fi lling up forms of application, transfers,
and ether documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
uy that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
WILLIAM FRYAR.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in' the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therms
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will,-,. t
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Ld rid
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the Act aforesaid, the
correct name and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous  name  and description;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant - 28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 187 5.
Name of Grantee -Mary  Jane Macdonald.
Land Granted .- Allotment 2,  section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion 9,  county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DEscRipiioN.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ;  on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River ; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th September, 1876.
NOTICE.
OPENING OF SETTLEMENT, TRINITY BAY.
IT is hereby notified that any persons erectingbuildings on Crown lands at Trinity Bay, will
do so at their own risk, until such time as the
Government decide cn the site for the Settlement,
and the necessary reservation for public purposes.
A Surveyor will be despatched for the purpose of
marking off a Township  as soon as  practicable.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LAYING PIPES, IPSWICH WATERWORKS.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
laying the Water-pipes for the Ipswich Water-
works.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for laying
WVater-pipes, Ipswich Waterworks."
Plan, S ecification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Office of the Engineer for Waterworks,
Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security f r
the due performance of the Contract  in the event of
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the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within seven days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the '1 ender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
$, eFted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, BRISBANE.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Morgue, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Morgue,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Otfice.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKING OFFICE AND PLATFORMS AT
MURPHY'S CREEK.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theCommissioner for Railways, until Four o'clock
p.m; on FRIDAY, the 11th May, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Bcoking
Office and Platforms at Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Booking
Office, kc., Murphy's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of (10) ten
per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, INSKIP POINT.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Pilot's Cottage, Inskip Point.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Inskip Point,"
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is I roposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be  a memorandum  signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount  of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
QUARANTINE STATION, McKENZIE ISLAND,
KEPPEL BAY.
TENDERS will he received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Iockhampton, until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Buildings for Quarantine Station at McKenzie
Island, Keppel Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Quarantine
Station, McKenzie Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender msy be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within Which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Grown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender w ill not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TALKIE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
i at the Court House, Bundaberg, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Kalkie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
• galkie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, GRANDCHESTER.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1. 4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th May,
from persons  willing  to contract for the erection
of a Primary School at Grandchester.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
Grandchester."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this
Office, and at the Railway Station, Grandchester.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per  cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to  execute  and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for  securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TIARO.F TRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,,L and at the Court House, Tiaro, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for School,
Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security f'or the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any fender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, ROCKHAMPTON.
IiENDERS will be received at this Offc", and
1 at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 18th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New Gaol at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "fender for Gaul, Rock-
hampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tendt r may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty  for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the l ender will not be taken into con-
isderation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PARLIAMENTARY BUILDINGS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 4th May
next, from persons willing to contract for. the erection
of Additions to the Parliamentary Buildings.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Parliament Buildings."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Ber Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DALBY,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 7th April,
v v 1875, folio 752,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Dalby
Town Reserve to the Lagoon Rc ser  e, parish of
Dalby, county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and book of Reference, to
be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever fk,reclosed from
such claim.
74-4851.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  23rd April, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that a new Roadthrough Portions 88, 63, 65 ,  and 96, parish of
Fassifern ,  county of Churchill  (referred to in
Notices dated 25th February ,  and 26th April, 1876,
folios 412 and 917, respectively ,  of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer,  and the same is now open for
public use.
77-1784.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that a New Road fromBeenleigh to N indooimbah, and from the
Beenleigh and Nindooimbah Road to the Logan
Village and Albert Bridge Road, County of Ward,
Moreton District (referred to in Notices dated 14th
April, 18th and 23rd June, 1875, folios 803 and 1221,
,respectively, of the  Government Gazette),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
77-1482. GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
LCommissioner  for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 25th April, 1877.
N OTICE is hereby  given, under  the 14th
section  of  "An Act to make provision for
the construction  by the Government of Railways
and for the requlation of the  same ,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the proposed New Line, Sections 3
and 4 of the Western Railway, from  52 miles to
103 miles 60  chains.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office,  and all parties  interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway are hereby required to transmit to me in
writing, at this office, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objection which may exist
to the adoption of the  said line  of Railway, or
any part thereof, or of any works proposed in
connection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens at the
places hereunder specified ,  during the months of
February and March.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
MAYTOWN,
No. Name.
2759 Gow Toi
2760 John Blair
2761 Ah See
2762 Ah Jan
2763 Ah Toey
276 1 Ali Tong
2765 Ah Reip
2766 Wm. Jackson
2767 Ah Wha
2768 Ah Pow
2769 Ah Ouey
2770 Tommy Hing
2771 Ah Tin
2772 J. H. Dunsting
PALMER RIVER.
No. Name.
2773 Tuff, Wilson, and
McLean
2774 Tuff, Wilson, and
m cLean
2037 John Leathem
2u38 D. M. Jones
2039 Newman and Craig
2040 Ah Chee
2041 Donald Lang
I
2042 Patrick Corbett
2043 C.lhygesen
2044 Charles Wo
2045 Grogan and Co.
2159 Ah Hook
2160 William Thomson
No. Name.
2317 W. N. Marnane
2318 Ah Fat
2319 Wtn. Hughes
2320 Wah See
No. Name.
HODOBINS0N.
No. Name.
2321 Ah Foo
2322 Wm. Gilfoil
2323 Hans Petersen
2324 Ah Kim
ETHERIDGE.
No.  Name.
372 James Hennessy  373 John Langton
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac,  Banana , Beenl igh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Maytown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton,  Roma , Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits  not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits  exceeding  £100, but not
-sxceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per  cent .  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding 9200. the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying,
either  by letter  or in person , at the Treasury, or at
any of the  above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd March, 1877.
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH LINE.
GLADSTONE TO BUSTARD HEAD.TENDERS will be received at the office of theSuperintendent of Electric Telegraphs, Bris-
bane, until Noon on MOAN DAY, the 30th day of
April next,  from persons desirous  of contracting
for the supply of all material, except wire and
insulators ,  and for all workmanship necessary for
the erection of the under-mentioned line of tele-
graph, according to the terms, general conditions,
and specification appended.
Tenders must state separately
1.  Price, per mile, for clearing and timber work.
2. Price, each, for extra poles, where necessary.
3. Price, per foot, for extra length poles, where
necessary.
4. Price ,  per mile, for affixing insulators ,  screw-
ing on brackets where necessary, and
stretching wire.
Gladstone to Bustard Head, a distance of fifty
(50) miles, more or less. The wire to be carried on
brackets, to be fastened to the existing poles for a
distance of about 25 miles, as directed.
The wire, brackets, and insulators to be supplied
by the Government, and delivered to the contractor
in Brisbane.
The whole contract to be completed and handed
over to the Government within six (6) months from
the notification of the acceptance of the Tender.
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
Payment will be made monthly to the extent of
seventy-five (75) per  cent.  on the value of the work
reported to have been completed by the officer
appointed to inspect the same, but, notwithstand-
ing such report and payment on account, the
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs, or other
officer appointed by him in that behalf, shall have
full power at any time afterwards, before final pay-
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went shall be made ,  of rejecting and condemning
any of the work or materials in respect of which such
report and payments may have been made. The
total balance will be paid when the entire contract
shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the
Government.
The Government  reserves  to itself the right to
make use of the line for, the transmission of mes-
sages, prior to final completion .  Such use of the
line not to prejudice in any way the power to
subsequently reject or condemn any portion of the
work  or materials.
The contractor may avail himself of the facilities
afforded by the "  The Electric Telegraph Act "  for
obtaining materials ,  on.signing a Bond indemnifying
the Government against any claims for compensa-
tion arising from the action of the contractor :
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Superintendent ,  from moneys due to the contractor,
if' not otherwise settled ,  to satisfy any such claim
he may see fit.
The contractor will be responsible for all claims
for compensation for damages to fences or other
property caused by the erection of the line, also,
for damage so caused to roads ; and if such claims
are not defrayed, the Superintendent is authorised
to pay the same from any moneys due to the con-
tractor.
Should the contractor fail to proceed in the
execution of, or to complete the work in the manner
and at the rate of" progress required by the Govern-
ment, it shall be in the power of the Government,
by a notice in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
to terminate the contract ,  as far as relates to the
work remaining to be done, and to enforce the
penalties for the non-fulfilment of the contract ; and
all sums of money which may be due to the con-
tractor, together with all materials and implements
in his possession on the ground,  and all sums of
money, whether named in the Bond to be entered
into by the contractor or otherwise, as penalties
for the non-fulfilment of the contract, shall be
forfeited to the Government, and the amount shall
be considered  as ascertained damages for breach
of contract.
Attached to each Tender there  must be a
memorandum signed by the party tendering, and
two responsible persons as sureties ,  agreeing to be
answerable for the due performance of the contract
within the time stipulated, in the event of the
Tender being accepted ; and undertaking in that
event, that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within ten (10) days from the notification of the
acceptance of the Tender, a Bond to Her Majesty,
of a sum equal to twenty (20) per cent. on the
amount of the Tender.
The Government does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any Tender.
SPECIFICATION.
The course of the line to be marked out by the
contractor, under the direction of the inspecting
officer.
All trees and underwood standing within forty
(40) feet on each side of the line to be felled, and
all timber within a radius of twenty (20) feet from
each pole to be cleared away ,  and a good straight
bridle-track, of not  less than  eight (8) feet in width,
to be left open within the  clearing.
Any branches overhanging from trees beyond the
distance mentioned , which  in the judgment of the
inspecting officer might endanger the line, to be
removed.
All existing cleared roads which may become
blocked by fallen timber, must be cleared by the
removal of the timber to the original width of such
roadway.  In cases where tracks may become
blocked,  all fallen timber must be removed ,  leaving
a cleared space of not less than twenty  (20) feet in
width ,  following the course of such track.
Poles to be heavy straight saplings of the best
description of approved hardwood (no spotted gum
or Moreton Bay ash being allowed), with the bark
removed ,  not less than nine  (9) inches in diameter
at five (5) feet from the butt, and five (5) inches in
diameter at the top ,  and twenty -five (25)  feet in
length  ;  to be carefully and thoroughly charred
from the base upwards over a space of six  (6) feet,
and well coated with the best coal tar ; the top to
be firmly bound at one (1) inch from its extremity
with good hoop-iron of not less than one (1) inch
wide. The top of each pole to be bored for the
insulator pin, and served with a thick coating of
white lead.
The poles to be not more than eighty-eight (88)
yards apart ,  unless by special permission ; to be
sunk five (5) feet  in the ground, placed in a per-
pendicular position ,  and well rammed with rubble
and earth. At angles or other places where
required ,  struts or supports of wood, to be supplied,
and fixed as directed.
Insulator pins  (to be provided by contractor) to
be of split iron -bark according to pattern supplied,
and to be fitted as directed ; the lip of the insulator
to be not less than one (1) inch from the top of the
pole. The wire to be so stretched that the deflection
between any two poles shall not exceed two (2) feet.
Joints or splices to be made as directed ,  and the
wire tied to the insulator with the binding wire
supplied.
All material used in the construction of this work,
or any part of it, to be of the best quality, and,
together with the workmanship, are to be subject
to the final approval or rejection of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, or any officer
appointed by him to inspect the same.
Tenders, forms, and every information may be
obtained  on a plication  at the Office of the Super-
intendent of Electric Telegraphs, Brisbane.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS are hereby invited, andwill be re-
ceived until noon of MONDAY, the 21st
May, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails.
To and from Cairns and Thornsborough,  via
Smithfield and Kingsborough, by horse, once
a-week, for one or two years.
Every Tender  must  bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents ,  are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and con-
tract shall have been executed, for their duly com-
mencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time ,  or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit  will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues  must  be paid by  contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post  Office, or at any post  office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
C h ARLES STUART MEIN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1877.
TENDERS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that the undermentioned Tenders for Supplies
on account of the Public Service for the year 1878,
have been  accepted
WEBSTER ANDCo., Brisbane ;
Ironmongery-Messrs .  PERRY BROS., Brisbane ;
Ship Chandlery- Messrs .  PERRY Baos .,  Bris-
bane ;
Brushware - Messrs.  PERRY  BEos .,  Brisbane.
WM. MILES.
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Colcnial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 24th April, 1877.
TENDERS.
J
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
the Tenders of the undermentioned  persons for
the supply of the different  articles  set opposite their
names,  have been accepted :- _
Volunteer Belts and Pouches-N. LADE, Bris-
bane;
Volunteer Uniforms-HYMAN DINTE, Brisbane ;
Volunteer Caps-HYMAN DINTE,  Brisbane.
WM. MILES.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 26th April, 1877.
NOTICE.
1
THE Reverend ALBERT CARD, a Minister of the
Primitive Methodist Church,  residing at
Brisbane, in the Registry District of Brisbane, has
been duly  registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages in Queensland
in accordance with the provisions of "  The Marriage
Act of 1864 "
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1877.
HIIS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern.ment directs the publication of the follow-
ing Order in Council of the New Zealand Govern-
ment for general information.
WM. MILES.
PROHIBITION  OF IMPORTATION OF CATTLE ,  SHEEP,
AND SWINE INTO NEW ZEALAND, UNDER
" THE ANIMALS IMPORTATION PROHIBITION
ACT, 1876."
Normanby, Governor.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the Government House, at Wellington, this
twenty-seventh day of March, 1877.
Present :
His EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL.
WHEREAS by the second section of  " The Animals
Importation and Prohibition Act,  1876," it is,
among other things, enacted, that the Governor in
Council may from time to time make, alter, or
vary and may revoke such orders as may seem to
be necessary for the purpose of absolutely prohibit-
ing the introduction into New. Zealand from any
country or colony of all cattle, sheep, or swine :
And wl:ereas by an Order in Council dated the
fifteenth day of December, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-six, His Excellency the
Governor, by and with the advice and consent of
his Executive Council, ordered and directed that,
from and after the fifteenth day of April then
next, the introduction into New Zealand of cattle,
sheep,  or swine,  from any country or place in
the Continent of Europe, Including Great Britain
and Ireland, should be absolutely prohibited and
forbidden, and did also declare that the said Order
in Council should remain in force until the expira-
tion of two years from the said fifteenth day of
April, unless the said order should in the meantime
be revoked : And whereas it appears to the satis-
faction of the Governor in Council that  disease
exists, or is supposed to exist,  amongst  cattle,
sheep, and swine, in countries, colonies, and places
beyond the limits of the Australasian Colonies, and
it is expedient to prohibit the introduction into
New Zealand of such animals as hereinafter men-
tioned :
Now, therefore, His Excellency, George Augustus
Constantine, Marquis of Normanby, Governor of
the Colony of New Zealand, in pursuance and in
exercise  of the power and authority vested in him
by the hereinbefore in part recited Act, and all
other powers and authorities enabling him in that
behalf, and by and with the advice and consent of
the Executive Council thereof, doth hereby order
and direct that from and after the fifteenth day of
April next the introduction into New Zealand of
cattle, sheep, and swine from any country, colony,
or place beyond the limits of the Australasian
Colonies shall be, and the same is hereby absolutely
prohibited and forbidden ; and in further pursuance
of the powers and authorities vested in him by the
hereinbefore recited Act, and of all other powers
and authorities moving him in that behalf, and
with the like advice and consent of the Executive
Council, doth hereby prescribe and declare that this
Order in Council shall remain in force until the
expiration of two years from the fifteenth day of
April next,  unless  in the  meantime  revoked.
FORSTER GORING.
Clerk of the Executive Council.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE ' TO MARINERS.
SOUTH ENTRANCE TO MORETON BAY.THE detached bank at the outer edge of the Barat the ,outli Passage-which, by the notice
published in June, 1875, had to be passed at a short
cable 's distance - having now worked further to the
Southward, the directions for crossing the Bar, with
the knoll in line with the triple hill are no longer
applicable. The Bar should now be crossed with
the beacons  in line, or  open to the Southward about
4 or 5 times their own width, when a depth of not
less than 141 feet will be found at low-water springs.
There is now a depth of 5 feet at low water over
the detached bank.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1877.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.NOW published, at the Government PrintingOffice, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four  volumes , dewy quarto
£ e. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... ... 2 17 6
J. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Officein pamphlet form ,  "The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold  Fields of the whole of the
Colony." .Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT. OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional. -J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing  brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other  brands, by  placing the words
" Registered Brand " after the description  of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for  such  description a;
but where these words do  not appear the ordinary tyre
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane,  8th May, 1874.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED  DISTRICTS.
Ij  HE  Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
1  Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts  specified  in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions c.f the sixty -first clause  of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after noti fication in the  Government Gazette ,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name cf Lessee or Licensee. Name of Run.
Area in
Dist ri ct .  Square Amount.
Miles.
Henry Rourke ... ... ... ... 'Albion ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Escot ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... En=ay
Ditto ... ... ... ... Barry ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Hardwick ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Rockwood East ...
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ... ... Rutilus ...
Ditto ... ... ... .. Boydam ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Alma
Robert Christison ... .. ... Cameron Downs ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Mingeburra ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... May Downs .. ...
Robert Cbristison and Thomas Christi-
son ... ... ... ... The Merse
Donald Gunn ... ... ... Kensington No. 1 ...
Ditto ... ... ...  . . . Kensington No. 2 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 3 ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 4 ...
Simeon Lord ... ... ... ... St. Mungo ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Culloden ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. George ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Lochill ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. David
Edward Rowland Edkins  ...  ... Rockwoodville ...
William Henry Barton and Julius
Milton Jacques Barton
... Quebec ..,
£  it.  d.
... Mitchell .., ... 75 18 15 0
... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
... ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
... ditto ... ... 36 9 0 0
... ditto ... ... 35 8 15 0
... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
... ditto ... ... 56 14 0 0
... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
.., ditto ... ... 25 6 5 0
... ditto ... ... 27 6 15 0
ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 99 24  15  0
ditto ... .., 65 16 5 0
ditto ... ... 99  24  15  0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
ditto ... .. , 100 ( 26 0 0
ditto ... ... 50  12  10  0
ditto ... ...  43 I  10 15 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
`\' ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county
of Churchill, through  land in  the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is -hereby
given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council. has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the Road referred to, according to the  Han and  Book of Reference,  to be seen  at the Office
of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons  desirous of claiming
compensation in respect 3f the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
mint be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within  forty  days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons so Maiming to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-573.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114 ,  PARISH OF FORBES,  COUNTY OF CHIIRCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.,Portion of Road. .9 0o0 1
Pz(D
How Held. ReputedOwner. I Occupier.  Bea rings . Lengths .
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
ohs.lks . A. R. P.
1 From  the  road re -
served through por-
2519 Homestead .
Ipswich  under Act
EdwardCollins ... 2440 40' 28 82 2 chains 6 0 0
tion 114,  par'sh of  Register of 1872
Forbes south-
westerly to its
south boundary I
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Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
5th April, 1877.
.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,having  deemed  it expedient  to open a new  Road through Portion 280, parish of Ipswich,  county
of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being
land which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof
as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given,  that a  Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended  line of  Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all person interested therein are
requested to transmit,  in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which  may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
77-982. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THOUGH PORTION 280, PARISH OF IPSWICH, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road . I No. of I How Held Reputed occupier.  Bearings . Lengths.Portion .  Owner. chs. lks.
1 A triangular piece off
the south -west corner
of the portion
280 Under Deed Michael Ryan M. O'Keefe N.  135° E. 2 83}
of Grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
of Road. Area .  Remarks.
A. it. P.
Irregular 0 0 32
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD ,  PARISH OF JEEBRO IPILLY , COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 394 of the  Government Gazette
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 21 and 30, parish of Jeebropilly ,  county
of Churchill ,  through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified ,  which were
originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for making public  ways:  Notice is hereby given, that His Exce llency  the Ad-
ministrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to  confirm
the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road  referred
to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the  Surveyor, General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Ipswich .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation ir. respect
of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation  they  claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will
not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.77-421. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 21 AND 30, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY ,  COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
2
Register
Portion of Road. No. of How Held.
Selection.
Commencing at the N.W. corner' xxl Under deed of
of portion 21, and running  " Leasing grant containing
east to its N .E. corner  Act of a general reser-
1866 " vation for roads
Commencing in the west boun-
dary of portion 30, and run-
ning westerly to the Warwick
road
Ditto ... ...
Ruted Breadthep
Owner . Occupier .) Bearings .  Lengths. of Area.Road.
chs. lks. A.  R.  P.
Darby Darby 90° 64 00 1 chain 6 1 24
McGrath McGiath
Ditto  ...  Ditto ...
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1 W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  Government Gazette
relative to the opening of a new i.oad through Portion 50, parish of Burnett, county of
Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given, that
His Excellency the Administrator of the Guvernnient, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of'the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-642. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 50, PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
11ORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
I
No. i Portion of Road. How Held.
1 Commencing on the  ' Ipswich Conditional
reserved main north - Reg. Clause, A,
ern road, and running  699 „ C. L. A.
westerly  to  join  a road  Act of
on the north of the 1888."
portion ,  and leasing to
Ate.son 's crossing. I
I
Occupier .  Bearings.
1340 15' 15 37
109° 30' 1 30810  13 32
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
1 chain
Area.
Fenced
2  3 13
w
a
6
I chs. lks
William Dob - ...  267° 0' 10 0 Un-
bie  285° 40' 13 58 1 150 links  3 0 8 fenced.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to thNotice dated the 7th day of February, 1877, folio 360 of the Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish
of Cunningham, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, which were  originally  granted by Deeds of Grant severally  containing a reservation  of all such
parts  thereof as might thereafter be required for making public  ways ,  and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference , to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons  desirous of claiming  compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice  will not
entitle the  persons so claiming  to any such  compensation ,  unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76-5927.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO ]KILLARNEY, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM
COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier.
1 Running easterly 2128 Selection
through port ion under
428, parish  of " The Leas-
Cunningham  tug  Act of
1866"
2 Running easterly 2129
from the west to
the east boundary
of portion 429
3 A strip 50 links wide, W.  It.,
off part of the  north  No. 6
boundary of selec-
tion 6
4 Running east  from 1902
the west to the
east  boundary of
portion 139
5 Running east  fr om 1868
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 274
6 Running east  and 2040
south -easterly  fr om
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 272
7 Running south -east- 2143
erly from the west
to the east boun-
dary of portion 160
4 Running south-east. 1878
erly and  north-east-
erly from the west
to the east boundary
of port ion 273
9 Running  . outh -east- 2016
erly from the west
to the south boun-
dary  of portion 276
10 Running  fr om the W. R,
I north  boundary of No.72
selection No. 72
south -easterly and
easterly to its east
boundary
11 Running from the ...
west boundary of
Killarney pre-emp-
tive 66 easterly t9
junction with road
already proclaimed
in said  pre-emptive
Chas .  Smith Unoccupied 92° 37'
I
I
Ditto ... Cbas. Smith Unoccupied
TTnder deed  J. D.
of grant, Macansh
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Selection Alexander
under Macdonald
The Leas-
tng Act of
1866"
Ditto  ...  Alexander
Macdonald
Ditto  ...  Alexander
Macdonald
Unoccupied
Bearings. Lengths.
chs. lks.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
A. R. P.
Remarks.
29 03 2 chains  5 3 9 South boundary
of portiun
fenced
92° 37' 28 98 2 chains ,  7 2 29 Apparently un-
andirre- improved
gular
89° 50' 30 43 Port ion 1 2 3 South boundary
resumed ,  fenced, and
50 links  fence crosses
selection
Unoccupied 89° 50'
Unoccupied 89° 50'
Unoccupied 89° 50'
111° 00'
Ditto  ...  Alexander  Unoccupied 1110 00'
Macdonald
Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied  111° 00'
Macdonald 96° 00'
133° 10'
Ditto
Under deed
of grant,
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Ditto
Alexander
Macdonald
J. D.
Macansh
J. D.
Macansh
Unoccupied 138°
J. D. 122° 30'
Macansh  1 1370 20
97°
J. D.
Macansh
97
59 93 2 chains 12 0 0 Unimproved ;
part forest and
part  plain
57 31 2 chains 11 1 34 Iron  sheep-abed
on selection
16 33 2 chains  11 1 30 Unimproved;
40 84  open box
forest
58 20 2 chains 11 2 22 Sheep-shed on
selection
29 35 2 chains 12 1 35 Sheep -shed on
20 53 selection
12 24
22 95 2  chains 4 0 30
60 0 2 chains 37 3 17
49 0
80 1
15 86 2 chains 2 2 31
Unimproved
forest land
South  and part
of east boun.
dary ; fenced
Unimproved
forest  ri dges;
black soil.
Nara .- The above Book of Reference cancels Proclamation  of a road from Warwick to  Selection  (W.R.) Na.  560, on Farm Creek
via  Be*  Mills, and  from Warwick  and Farm Creak road to Killarney, parish of Cunningham ,  county  of Meri vale ,  dated 11th September'
$76 . (See  Government Gazette,  folio 523,)
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
I1'H reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 393 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road in Fassifern Scrub, parish of Fassifern,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Exgellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless  they are other-
wise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-58.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD IN  FASSIFEEN SCRUB, PARISH OF FASSIFERN , COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO.BS PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Breadth
No. Portion of Road .  How Held . Owner Occupier  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.Uad.
(Ipswich'
ister ohs. lks A. $. P.gRe
1 Commencing at the  93 .' C. L . A.  Julia Mc- Julia Mc -  N. 181°  E.intersection o I the Actgf1868 "  Analen Analen
Ipswicn road and
the east boundary
of portion 41, and
running south to
soutu boundary
2 Commencing on the 309 Ditto Ditto  ...  J.McAnalen N.181°  E.
north-east corner
of portion 43, and
running south to
its south -east Cor-
ner
3 Commencing at the 2008
north-east  vorner
of portion 105, and
running south to
its south boundary
4 Commencing on the 2245
north boundary of
port ion 128, and
running west and
then south along
north  and east
boundaries to its
south-east corner
5 Reserved  road be-
tween po rt ions  207
and 151
Ditto Richard
Brad field
Ditto Elizabeth
liorton
The Crown
6 Commencing on the 2380 Homestead ,  Ferdinand
west boundary of  " C. L. A.  Sonnburg
portion 151, and  Act  of 1868"
running  south to
the south - west
corner
Richard N .  180° 45'  E.
Bradfield
E Ho rton  N. 90° 23'E.
N. 180P 48' E.
N. 180° 10' E.
166° 07',
F. Sonnburg  179°57'
7 Triangular piece ... The Crown ... 2010451
near south - west
corner portion 151
•
8 Reserved road be- ... Ditto ... 90° 15 '
tween po rt ions 128
and 207
9 Deviation of road on 2380  " C. L. A.  Ferdinand F.Sonnburg 90°30'
south boundary of  Act  o/1868" Sonnburg
portion 151
10 Deviation ofroadon
south boundary of
portion 153
2489 Ditto Friede rich F. Schumac- 90° 30'
11 Deviation of same 3281
road into port ion
173
12 Commencing at the 2223
north-west corner
of 138,  and running
westerly through
portion 126
13 Commencing on the 2833
east  boundary of
portion 162, and
running south-
west to its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
south-west corner
14 Commencing at the 3448
south ea-t corner
and running  west-
erly to the west
II boundary of por-
tiou  127
Schumacher' her
Ditto Christian C. Deick- 900301
Deickmann mann
Ditto  Thomas Thos .Heas- 90°  20'
Heasman man 265° 20'
Ditto John Mc- John Mc-  2320 2 '
40°Donald Donald  270
Carl Deick -  C. Deick- 287°45'
mann mann  24604512700461
L1 861 101 links 0 0 35 Partly fen-
ced
38 441  100 links 2 3 15 Unimproved
36 64 100 links 3 2 26 Partly fen-
ced and
cultivated
6 63 100 links 3 3 16 Ditto
30 84
15 22 Irregular 1 2 37
4 23
10 23 Ditto 0 3 18 Partly
under cul-
tivation
1 80 Ditto 0 0 21
19 76 1 chain 1 3 32
7 28 1Irregular 0 1 16
8 55 Ditto 2 1 29 Part  under
cultivation
3 46 Ditto 0 035 Ditto
6 61 1 chain 2 0 3 Ditto
13 52
6 38 Ditto 2 1 6
16 53 1
13 34 Ditto 5 024
9 52
28 67
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Department of Public Works,
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.W' j  ITH reference to the, Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Governmenti Gazette,  relative to the opening of 'a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1,
parish of Northbrook, county of Stanley, through  land in  the occupation of the person hereunder
specified, which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the Read referred to, according to the Plan ' nd Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-966.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH NoR7HB$OOK PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASE NO. 1, PARISH OF
NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC R AD.
No. ! Portion of Road
Register BreadthNo of  Reputed ofLengthsOccupier BearingsHow Held Area.. .. .
elec-  I Owner.
tion.
.
Road.
1 From the south bound- Under Deed of Grant William ... N. 0° 50' E.
oh. lks.
20 0
.
3 chains
A. R. P.
6 0 0
ary of Northbroon pre-
emptive putciia,e No
containing  a general Pearson
reservation for roads
1, northerly to its north
boundary
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSON"ALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
IT If reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 409 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 71, 108, 107, and 66, parish of
Samsonvale, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government, a ith the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 71, 108, 107. AND 66, PAR1sH OF SAMSONVALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY. MORFT(,N DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCrA1MFD AS A P17BL-C ROAD.
Portion of Road.No.
Commencing on a re-
served road near the
North Pine River, and
running north-west-
erly to the north boun-
2
m «
-a 6 How held. ReputedOwner.
1473 Under Land Hugh
Act  of 1868  1 Strain
Occupier.
H. Strain...
BreadthBearings .
279° 33'323° 0'
Commencing on the 2392 Ditto ... Ditto ... Ditto ... 321° 0'
south boundary cf I 3120 Of
portion 108 ,  and run-
ning  north-westerly
to its north boundary
3 Branch road from new 2392  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  West
road along the north
boundary of portion
108, to its north-west ,
corner
4 Branch road  from new 2351 Ditto . ..  William W .  Nugent West
road along the south
boundary  to south-
west corner  of portion
107
5 Commencing on  the'  2351
south boundary of
portion 107,  and run-
ning north  westerly
to its north -west corner,
6 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 66 ,  and run-
ning north- westerly
to a reserved road
dary of  portion 71
1453
Nugent
Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto . .. 293° Of
314° 5'
Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto ... 269° 13'3000 0'
313°  Of
338°  Of
301°  Of
1° 11'
of Road. Area .  Remarks.
chs. lks. A.  it.  F.
1 814  78  1 chain... 0 2 9 Partly
cleared
4 581 1 chain
4 25
15 00
11 80 50 links
lI
Partly
cleared and
2 30{ cultivated.
reservedroad
to be closed
l
9 113 1 chain
4 804
J
Partly
cleared, re-
served road
to be closed
8 90 1 chain ...  2 3 1S Unimproved
4 30 scrub land,
4 50 part of
3 0 reserved
4 543 road to be
3 84 closed.
NoTa-Nos. 3 asd 4 cancel the Book of Reference pub lished in the  Governn'ent Gazette  of November 11th, 1876, folio 996
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NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BEAUDESERT AND NINDOOI-NIBAH, COUNTY OF WARD,
SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 391 of the GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, from Beaudesert to Nindooimbah, parishes of
Beaudesert  and Nindooimbah, county of Ward, District of Moreton, through lands in the occupation of
the several persons hereunder specified, being lands wheret y s nne part was ori; inally granted by Deed
of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set, forth :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased  to confirm  the said Road, and it, is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan au-l Book of Reference,
to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigli. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby inbirmed that notice
of the compensation they claim  must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such coul-
pensation ,  unless they  are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDFSERT TO N1NDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD,
DISTRICT OF MORETON,  INTENDED  TO BF PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
9
I
Register
Portion of Road. No. of ReputedHow heldSelec-
tion.
. Owner.
Running southerly and 287 " Crown  George
south -easterly fr,,m Bris- Lands  Robinson
the north  to the bane Alienation
south boundary  of Register Act ofportion 2,  parish of 1868"
Beaudesert
Runnin g  south -easterly 1182 Ditto Ernest White
from the boundary  of Bris-
portion 72  to the i bane
originally reservedRegister
road
3 Running  easterly and
south-easterly from
the west t onndary  ifNindooimbah Pre-
emptive No 1, to the
main road to Beenleigh,
Under Deed J. D. Write  ..
of Grant
contain-
ing a gen-
eral reser-
vation for
roads
Occupier . Bearings.
Brea.lth
Lengths. of Area . Remarks.
Road.
189°
i
0'
Wis. lks. Links .  A.
24 Od  160 14
. P. '
1 5 Old re
149° 31,1  18 12 served
159° 10'  12 17 road to be
161° 45' 8 63 closed.
165° 8' 33 88
11'5° 8' 19  40 150 2 3 32 Corres-
J. D. white 8,° 25' 11 94 150 4 2 5
ponding
part of old
reserved
ro ad to be
closed
113° 10' 1 18 09
BRANCH ROAD CONNECTING THE ABOVE ROAD WITH THE TELF MON ROAD.
1 Running north -easterly, 287
from the south -west  Br 6-
corner  of portion 2, bane
parish of Beaudesert ,  Register
to the above road,
from Beaud es ert to II
Nindooimbah
" Crown
Lando
Alienation
Act of
1868„
George
Robinson
35° 15' 14 14 150
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February. 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portl,:n 208, parish of England, county
of Cavendish, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are
otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1499.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTION  208, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY  OF CAVENDISH,
MORETON  DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
a. cl
° How Reputed
Held .  Owuer. Occupier.
1 Running south -easterly 203  "  Crown  John Jnhn
from ti,e west boun-  Lands  Noonan Noonan
dary of portion 208 to  Atwna- -
Lockyer 's Creek Ilion  Act0/1868"
Breadth ofBearings .  Lengths .
1680
108° 22'
156°
Road.
2 0 0
Area.
cbs. lks .  A. R. P.
2  90 100  links 2 0 0
14 34
3 70
Remarks.
West boun-
dary
fenced with
two ra il
fence.
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NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITfi reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 413 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through portion 421, parish of Walloon, county
of Churchill, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich All persons  desirous
of claiming compensation  in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compen-
sation  they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date
hereof, but such notice  will not entitle  the persons  so claiming  to any  such compensation , unless they
are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
77-347. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 421, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Re ed
wutNo. Portion of Road .  o  now  Held . Occupier. Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths.  of Area .  Remarks.ner.OC;;2 Road.
I
chs. lks.  A. R. P.
I Fro m the south -east 1,666 Home -  Thomas 325° 17 22  1 chain ... 2 2 0
boundary of portion stead Ilinks 285° 2 50
421, pai ish of Walloon, under 308° 5 28
no rt h-westerly  to its  " C. L. A
north -west boundary  Act  of
1868"
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA , COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITtf reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road ,  being the continuation of Caxton street, Brisbane,
through the Jewish Cemetery ,  parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District ,  through land in
the occupation of the persons hereunder specified  :  Notice is hereby given .  that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General,
Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Brisbane .  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said  Road  are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public  Works  within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle
the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-420. -- GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF THE CONTINUATION OF CARTON STREET, BRISBANE, THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY,  PARISH OF ENOGGERA,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS  A.  PUBLIC  ]ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner. I Occupier.
I Running  north-westerly through The Trustees... Resumed por-
t he northern half of the Jewish  tion unoccu-
Cemetery pied
Bearings. Length InChains.
chs.  Iks.
293° 30' I 2 72
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
A. R. P.
Irre- 0 0 32 Fenced.
gular
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T AKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Land described below under the
provisions  of  "The Real Property Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
odging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name  of Apphcant.
1 rood 8 perches, being allotment 4 of section 31, parish Fredk. Hamilton Hart, as
and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley attorney of the Trust
and Agency Co. of Aus-
tralasia (Limited), mort-
gagees exercising power
of sale
Date within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
17th  May, 1877.
811oth perches, being subdivision A of allotment 8 of John Hardgrave ... ... 28th June, 1877.
s. ction 1, parish of North Brisbane, city of Brisbane,
c.tunty of Stanley
77 ac -es, b ling portion 5, parish of Ipswich, county of Thos. Brideson Cribb ... 28th May, 1877.
Churchill
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Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table will come
into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Mies  from
Rock-
hampton.
stations. Up Miles fromTrains .  Dingo.
a.m.
Roc'ihamptor, depart ... ... 81 0
6  Gracemere ... ... .. ... 8,24
10 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
15 Stanwell  ... .. ...  9.0
24 Rosewood  ... ... ... ... A
30 Westwood
arrive  .. ... 10. 0
depart ... ... 10.15
38 Goganjo  ... ... ... ... *10.47
44 Rocky Creek .. ... ... ... 11.15
63 Herbest 's Creek  ... ... ...  11.56
58 Boolburra ... ... ... ... AP.M.
65 Duaringa  ... ... ... ... 12.44
88 Dingo  ... ... ... ...  2.15
Stations.
Dingo ,  depart...
23 Duaringa ...
30 Boolburra . ,.,
35 Herbert's Creek ...
44 Rocky Creek ...
50 Goganjo ...
58 Westwood arrive
€
depart
64 Rosewood ...
73 Stanwell ... ...
78 Ten- Mile ...
82 Gracemere ...
88 Rockhampton
Down
Trains.
A.M.
... 7,20
... ... 8.51
... ... A
... ... 9.39
,,. 10.20
... ,.. '10.47
... ...  11-20
... ...  11-35
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their  journey  terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the  Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat which  they join the Train to the place
at which they propost to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live
Fares. stock.
Week ending  21st April, 1877
Corresponding week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877-Total Traffic to date ...1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
£  a. d. £ s. d.
908 8 5 1,950 6 5998 15  1  1,372 13  8
577 12 9
90 6 8 ...
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ a. d.
100 14 1
134 17 5
34 3 4
...
Total.
£ a. d.
2,959 8 11
2,506 6 2
453 2 9
51,692 10 2
42,163 10 9
£9,52819 6
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending 21st  April, 1877
Corresponding week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
£ a. d.
152 1 11
220 13 3
68 11 4
Goods and Live
Stock.
£  S.  d.
573 16 9
264 15 8
309 1 1
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ a. d.
31 2 9
27 6 0
3 16 9
...
...
Total.
£ a. d.
757 1 5
512 14 11
244 6 6
9,481 14 10
6,251 7 1
£3,230 7 9
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General  Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland, 23rd April, 1877.TEE following SuxxAEIES of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION,  CAPE MORETON,  during the Months of July, August, and September ,  1876, are published  for general
information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster-General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1876.
ON SEACOAST ; LATITUDE, 27° 1' S.; LONGITUDE, 153° 281 E.: HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL, 320 FEET.
BAROMETER.
Cnr. to 32°  Fahr. and Temperature of
red to M.S. Level. Air.
4
Co
HYDROMETE R.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
RAIN.
0
0
a
WIND.
Summary of Direction.Humidity.
SELF -REGISTERING
THERMOMETY.RS.
#t Imo
r a
9 9 9 8 i d  9 d 0 Ka Kd a a d1 d a ad A a cem ce
o, a, m W W M W a  co w
JULY.
Maximum ,,. 30.289 30.227 30248 66'0 67'0 64'0
mean ... 30.023 29.990 30.044 57'2 63.4 59.9
Minimum' .,. 29.694 29.599 129.731 500 57'0 54'0
Maximum
AUGUST.
30-33530280' 30356 68'0 74.0 700
Mean .,. 01172 30'113130'159 609 669 63-6
Minimum ... 29.893 29.82429.818 50.0 59.0 56.0
Maximum
SEPTEMBER.
... ,.. ..• ... ,,, 30386 30281 130.309 70.0 78.0 70-0
Mean ,., .,. 30.097 30.001 30039 64.6 71'0 65.9
Minimum
...
,., ... 29.651 29.514 29.619 54.0 62-0 59.0
JULY,
AUGUST,
of
•
4
9  am.  3 p.m. 9 P.M.
m
0
Cd
0
63'0 65'0  62-0  •880  •880 •940 1440 96.0 66.0  69-0  64-0  19'0 1'660
62.7 57'3 54.2  -725  •667  •689 117.5 85'4 44.7 64.6 54.0 10.8  -141
45'0 50.0  47-0  500 -480  -440  790  69.0  38-0  60.0 47.0  6-0  •000
66'0 70'0 67'0 '940  -940  1'000
57'4 62.0 59'1 795 •738 '781
45'0 50.0 48'0 510 '530 •560
65.0, 700  68-0 1.000 1*000 •940
609  647  61-7  '762 •698 •775
47.0 56.0 51'0 450 •380  -510
1876. - Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 60.1 degrees.
1675.  „ to  61.3 „
1874.  to to 61-0 IF
1873. to to  5588.5
1872. of  „ 60 8 IF
1871. to  n 63.2 to
1876.-Mean Shade Temperatu re of Month , 63-8 degrees.
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EDMUND MAC  DON ELL,
Government Meteo rological Observer.
Colonial SecreCaro s Office.Brisbane. 27th April, 1877.
THY, following General Abstract showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY Of SYDNEY, within the Colony  of Queensland, during the
Quarter,  from the  1st JANUARY to the 26th MARcH,18i7,  is published in conformity  with the third  section of  the Act of Council,  4 Victoria ,' No. 13. FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial  Secretary.
GENERAL  ABSTRACT,  showing the  Average Amount of  the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the  COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY of SYDNEY,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken  fr om the several Weekly
Statements  during the Quarter  from the let JANUARY to the 26th MAROH, 1877.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...{Bearing Interest ...
B ills in Circulation.. f Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ...
Balance due to other Banks ..,
Deposits JI Not bearing  Interest ... ..................
I Bearing  Interest ... ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
Rate of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
Amount of the last Dividend declared ...
TOTALS. ASSETS . AMOUNT.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
110,717 4 4
133,523  0 11
19,348 10 8 Coined  Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals... ...
320 8 9
25 1 2
244,240 5 3
263,934 5 10
... 500,000 0 0
25 per cent .  per anm.
62,500 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend ... ... 410,123 0 0
Brisbane , 23rd April, 1877.
Gold and Silver in Bu ll ion and Bars  ... ... ...
Government Securities ... ... ... ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ... ... ... ... ...
Notes and Bills of  other  Banks  ... ... ... ...
Balances due  from other  Banks  ... ... ... ...
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting  Notes,  Bills, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets
TOTALS.
£ r. d. £ s. d.
56,176 18 8
13,016 4 6
2,204 13 11
2,040 3 6
384,240 19  4
... ... ... £  457,678 1911
TIIOS. H. PAIGE, Manager.
A. W. WEBSTER, Accountant.
I, Thnmaj Henry Paige, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during itic period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South
Wales , 4 `ictoria, No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this twenty-third day  of April, 1877.
G. B. MOLLS,  Justice of the Peace.
THOS. H. PAIGE.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Manager  of the COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY OF SYDNEY,  do hereby offer to pay  to the Commissioner of Stamps,  under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14 ,  Section 9 ,  the sum of
£145 2s .  2d. fo tier duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £19 ,34810s .  8d., being  one quarter 's composition  of the duty payable on the annual  average of  the money value of the  notes in
circulation  of LLf said Bank, in the Colony of Queensland,  according to the annexed  Return. (For the Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,)
Dated this twenty -third day of April, 1877 .  THOS .  H. PAIGE ,  Manager at Brisbane.
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NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SuBscRIPTIoN  to the  Government  Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or  calves  " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances  amounting  to more than 5s. must be
made in  cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for sums of 5s.  or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gaze'te
unless  accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of  insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
T.TTHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART  of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point  ;  also plan of Nor-
manby Sound ,  showing Thursday and adjacent
islands ,  with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel ;  surveyed
by Lieut .  Connor ,  R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government Printing  ( fllce,
William street ,  Brisbane .  Price,  ]  s. each.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice thatall Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made byPost-Office Order, orcash ; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
j HAVE this day appointed Mr. HUGH ORMAN,
Bailiff of the Southern District Court at Too-
woomba, in  the place of Mr. Williams,  resigned.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge of the Southern District Court.
District Court Chambers,
Brisbane , April 23rd, 1877.
NOTICE.AT a Court of Petty Sessions,'held on Wednesday,
the 18th April past, WILLIAM JAMES CLEM-
MENTS was  appointed Poundkeeper for the district.
JOHN NICHOLSON,
Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Dated 21st  April, 1877.
Court House ,  Mackay.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
As OF MONDAY,  THE TWENTY -THIRD DAY OF
APRIL, A.D. 1877.
I T is hereby ordered by the Honorable  Sir James
Cockle, Knight, the Chief Justice of Queens-
land, and the Honorable Alfred James Peter
Lutwyche, Esquire, and the Honorable Charles
Lilley, Esquire, Judges of the said Court, as
follows :-
That a Sitting of the said Court be held at the
Supreme Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on
TUESDAY, the first day of May next, at Ten
o'clock  a.m., for  the purpose of hearing and deter-
mining questions  of Law, reserved  in Crown cases.
JAMES COCKLE, C J.
ALFRED J. P. LUTWYCHE, J.
CHARLES LILLEY, J.
Per J.  MAC$LXE SHAW.
O.T. M.cs $NZin SHAW,Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff 's Office,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1877.
SPARKES ,  ALONZO ,  v. NOLAN, JOHN.
TO ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.
T
AKE notice , that a Writ of  Fieri Faeias  has been
issued upon a Judgment obtained by the plain-
tiff in the above action ,  and that all defendant 's right,
title, and interest  (if any )  of, in, and to, all that
piece of land situated in the county of Stanley,
parish of North Brisbane, city of Brisbane, being
re-subdivision 8 of subdivision 7 of suburban por-
tion 204 ,  containing by admeasurement thirteen
perches and five-tenths of a perch, more or less ;
commencing on the east boundary of the portion
three chains eighty-two links from its south-east
corner ,  and bounded thence on the south by the
north boundary of re -subdivision 7 bearing
west one chain and sixt y- nine links and seven -tenths
of a link  ;  on the west by a road bearing north fifty
links ; on the north by the south boundary of.re-
subdivision 9 bearing east one chain sixty-nine
links and seven -tenths of a link  ;  and on the east
by part of the west boundary of portion 203 bearing
south fifty links to the point of commencement.
Certificate of Title - No. 41,525.
Register Book, vol .  281, folio 27:
In name of John  Nolan,-will be sold by the
Sheriff of Queensland ,  by Public Auction ,  at Sim-
monds' Cafe Royal Hotel ,  Queen street, Brisbane,
on THURSDAY,  the thirty-first day of May next,
at Twelve o 'clock noon ,  unless this execution is
previously satisfied
441
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
9s. 6d.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff' s Office,  Brisbane,
26th April, 1877.
SMITH AND ANOTHER v. WEBSTER , WILLIAM.
To ALL PERSONS CONCERNED.TAKE Notice, that  a Writ of  Fieri  Facias  hasbeen issued upon a Judgment obtained by the
plaintiff in the above action, and that all defen-
dant's equity  of redemption ,  right, title, and
interest  (if any )  of, in ,  and to, all that piece of
land, situate in the county of Stanley, parish of
Enoggera, being subdivision 16 of allotment
26, containing one rood nineteen perches :
Commencing at the south -west corner of the
subdivision ,  and bounded thence on the south by
part of the north boundary of allotment 27, bearing
east 4 chains 5 links to the Brisbane River on the
west, again starting from the point of commence-
ment by a road bearing north 89 links, on the
north by  the south boundary of subdivision 17,
bearing east 4 chains 21 links to the Brisbane
River, and on the east by that river upwards to
the east end of first mentioned boundary ,  being the
land described in the Certificate  of Title, No.  38,322,
vol. 26, folio 74,-will be sold  by the  Sheriff of
Queensland , by Public Auction,  at Simmonds'
Cafe  Roval Hotel ,  Queen street, Brisbane, on
THURSDAY,  the thirty-first day of May next, at
Twelve o'clock noon ,  unless this execution is pre-
viously satisfied.
Mackay.
442
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
9s. 6d.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENS-
LAND.A SITTING of theabove Court will be held at
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , before
His Honor  Sir James  Cockle, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, on MONDAY, the 30th day ofApril. A D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
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NORTHERN  DISTRICT COURT.I N pursuance of the "District ('hurts Act of
1867, "  I hereby appoint the following days
and times for holding District Courts during the
remainder of the year 1877 ,  at the several towns
or places in the Northern District hereinafter
mentioned ,  that is to  say:-
. Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT COOKTOWN.
Friday, 20th July IFriday, 20th JulyTuesday, 13th November Tuesday, 13th November
AT MILLCITFRTER-
Friday, 3rd August I Friday, 3rd August
Thursday, 22nd November Thursday, 22nd November
AT TOwNSVILLE.
Friday, 10th August Friday, 10th August
Thursday, 29th November I Thursday, 29th November
AT BOWEN.
Tuesday, 14th August Tuesday, 14th August
Tuesday, 4th December Tuesday, 4th December
AT SIACKAY.
Friday, 17th August Friday, 17th August
Friday, 7th December Friday, 7th December
ISIDORE J. BLAKE,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 28th April,  1877.
N OTICE is hereby given, that Frederick Rudolph
Wilkens, of Melbourne, in the Colony , of
Victoria, trading as " Rudolph Wilkens,"  bas, in
pursuance  of the 4th section of  " The Trade Marks
Act of  1864," 28 Victoria, No. 5, applied to register
a Trade Mark of the following description :-
The word " Pain-Killer," printed, impressed, or
woven in any  size , color, or form, and which is
intended to be used as a wrapper for bottles, &c.,
containing patent medicines.
It is hereby further notified that unless it be
shown to my satisfaction, before the expiration of
fourteen days from the above date, that such trade
mark has been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled to such trade mark, or
that such trade mark is so like some other trade
mark, that it may be mistaken for the same, a Cer-
tificate will, in pursuance of the provisions of the
said  Act, be issued to the said Frederick Rudolph
Wilkens, trading as aforesaid, certifying that he is
entitled to the use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar Supreme Court.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 28th April, 18'17.N OTICE is hereby given, that Charles dKuyper and John de Kuyper, of Rotterdam,
in the Kingdom of Holland, Distillers and Co-
partners, trading under the style or firm of " John
de guyper and Son," by Richard Blackwood, of
Little Collins street West, in the city of Mel-
bourne and Colony of Victoria, their agent, have, in
pursuance of the 4th section of "  The Trade Marks
Act of  1864," 28 Victoria, No. 5, applied to register
a Trade Mark of the following description:-The name " John de Kuyper and Son," arranged
in the form of an arch, underneath which in a straight
line is  the word " Rotterdam," and above the arch
is the representation of an Anchor, which said
trade mark is intended to be used for casks con-
taining geneva.
It is hereby further notified that unless it be
shown to my satisfaction, before the expiration of
fourteen days from the above date, that such trade
mark has been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled to such trade mark, or that
such trade mark is so like some other trade mark
tl at it may be mistaken for the same, a certificate
w ll, in  pursuance  of the provisions of the said Act,
be issued to the said John de Kuyper and Son,
certifying that they are entitled to the use of the
same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar Supreme Court.
A FINAL Dividend is intended to be declared
in the matter of Patrick Francis Hanran, of
Townsville, adjudicated insolvent on the 9th day of
December, 1874.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
20th day of May ,  1877, will be excluded.
Dated this 27th day of April, 1877.
436
WM. J. MUNCE,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the. Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Strickland and Daniel Henderson,
trading as "Strickland and Henderson," of
Cooktown, telegraph contractors, by Frederick
Joshua Wathen Beardmore, of Cooktown, mer-
chant.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner, and of the act of  insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said William
Strickland and Daniel Henderson  having been
given, it is ordered that the said William Strick-
land and Daniel Henderson be, and they are hereby
adjudged insolvent, and that Mr. Frederick Jepson
Beor be Official Trustee of their Estate. And it is
further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said William Strickland and
Daniel Henderson, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on
the Twenty-fifth day of April, 1877, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said William Strickland and Daniel
Henderson shall, on the Twenty-fourth day of
April, at Bowen, deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full, true, and accurate  statement , verified
on oath, of their debts  and liabilities  of every kind,
and of the  names and residences ,  so far as known,
of their creditors, and of the  causes of  their inability
to meet their  engagements.
Given under the Beal of the Court,  this  eleventh
day of April, 1877.
422
By the Court,
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN IN SOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvent y Petition  against
Arthur Hodgson Rowlandson, of Brisbane,
laborer, by the said Arthur Hodgson Rowland-
son.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the  said  Arthur Hodgson
Rowlandson be, and he is hereby adjudicated
insolvent  in formd pauperis ;  and that William
Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee of his
estate ; and it is further ordered, that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Arthur Hodgson Rowlandson, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Seventh day of May, 1877, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Arthur Hodgson Rowlandson
shall, on the fifth day of May, 1877,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate,  a full, true, and
accurate statement, verified on oath, of his debts
and liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences ,  so far as  known, of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet  his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of April, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
1304
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Farrand Haig and Henry Robert William
Miles,  trading as " Haig  and Miles," of Herbert
River, sugar. planters, by the  said  Farrand
Haig.
UPON  the hearing  of this Petition this day, and
upon proof  satisfactor y to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner, and of the act of  insolvency
alleged  to have been committed by the said Farrand
Haig  and Henry Robert William Miles  having been
given, it is ordered  that the  said Farrand Haig and
Henry Robert William Miles be, and they are
hereby adjudged  insolvent ,  and that  Mr. Frederick
Jepson Beor be Official Trustee of their Estate. And
it is  further ordered that the First General Meeting
of the creditors of the said Farrand Haig and Henry.
Robert William Miles, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the  First day of May, 1877, at Eleven o'clock of
the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said Farrand  Haig and Henry Robert William
Miles  shall, on the Thirtieth day of April, 1877, at
Bowen , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full,
true, and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of
-their debts  and liabilities  of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as  known, of their
creditors , and of the causes of their inability to
meet  their  engagements.
Given under the seal of the Court, this eleventh
day of April. 1877.
By the Court,
FRED J. BEOII,
Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ADJUDICATION.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Joseph Martindale, of Rockhampton, con-
tractor, by  the said Joseph  Martindale.
U PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Joseph Martindale be,
and he is  hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskiu be Official Trustee of his
Estate.  And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Joseph Martindale f'or the election of a Trustee,
be held at the office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fourth day of May, 1877, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Joseph Martindale  shall, on  the Second
day of May  next , at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in  this Estate, a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabi-
lities of  every kind, and of the  names  and resi-
dences, so far as  known, of his creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
fifth day of April, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of Charles Demuti,, late of Whyanbah,
publican, an Insolvent.EDWARD MURPHY, of St. George, has beenappointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persona having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proof's of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twelfth day of April, 1877.
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J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Monteith and William
Smith ,  of Townsville ,  in the Colony of Queens-
land, hotel -keepers, Insolvents.
O
N the Eleventh day of April instant ,  a Certi ficate
of Discharge was granted to the said Insolvent,
William Smith, of Townsville ,  who was adjudicated
insolvent on the twenty-eighth day of August, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-six.
Dated this fourteenth day of  April,  A.D. 1877.
417
FRED J. BEOR,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Alfred Peter Mackenzie, William
Stewart, and Alexander Richard Mackenzie,
of Gairloch, Herbert River,  sugar -planters,
Insolvents.
(_N the Eleventh day of April  instant,  Certificates
of Discharge were granted to the said Insol-
vents,  Alfred Peter Mackenzie, W illiam Stewart,
and Alexander Richard Mackenzie, of Gairloch,
Herbert River, who were adjudicated  insolvents on
the third day of November, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-six.
Dated this fourteenth day of April, A.D. 1877.
418
FRED J. BEOR,
Registrar.
4s, 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Iu the Matter of John and  George  Harris, trading
together  as merchants in Brisbane ,  under the
style of " J. and G.  Harris," Insolvents.
ON the Twenty-fifth day of April ,  A, D. 1877, a
Certificate  of Discharge was granted to
George Harris, of brisbane (one of the abovenamed
insolvents ),  who was adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty -ninth day of August, 1876.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
LYONS AND CHAMBERS,
Solicitors for George Harris,
Queen street, Brisbane.
428
Registrar.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
THE CHIEF JUSTICE.
In the Matter  of Alfred  Cleve and Daniel Hermann
Cleve, trading as  "  Alfred Cleve and Co.," at
Cooktown ,  Insolvents.
ON the twenty -eighth day of May ,  1877, at Ten
J o'clock in the forenoon ,  Alfred Cleve and
Daniel Hermann Cleve, of Cooktown, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  trading as  " Alfred Cleve
and Co.,"  adjudicated insolvent on the sixteenth
day of February , 1877,  will apply to the Supreme
Court of Queensland ,  at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this twenty -sixth day of April, 1877.
431
HART AND FLOWER,
Solicitor for the Insolvents.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Eli Snell ,  of Brisbane, an
Insolvent.THE Court  has appointed the Last Examinationof t h e Insolvent ,  to take place before tliq
Court at Brisbane ,  on the Fourteenth day of May,,
next, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Dated at Brisbane, this 23rd day of April, 1877.
430
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s.
1805
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Frederick William Southwood, late
of Ipswich, in the Colony of Queenland,
chemist  and druggist, deceased,  intestate.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof , application will be made to the said Honor-
able. Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the cods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named Frederick William Southwood, deceased,
who died intestate, may be granted to Helen Souter
Southwood, of Ipswich, aforesaid, the widow of i he
said deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-fifth day of April,
A.D. 1877.
THOMPSON AND HAVARD,
Ipswich,
Proctors for the said Administratrix.
By their Agents-
THOMPSON  AND HELLICAR,
Queen street, Brisbane.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of John Arrow Smith, late of Pink
Lilly Lagoon, near Rockhampton, in the
Colony of  Queensland , farmer, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that after the ex ira-tion of fourteen days from the date ofd the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed John Arrow Smith, deceased, inay
be granted  to James Newton, of Rockhampton, in
the Colony of Queensland, blacksmith, and Robert
Cuthbert, of Rockhampton aforesaid, tinsmith, the
Executors  and Trustees named in the said Will.
Dated this sixteenth day of April, A.D. 1877.
CHARLES S. D. MELBOURNE,
Proctor for the Executors and Trustees,
Fitzroy street, Rockhampton.
By his Agent-
CHAELES STUART MEIN,
Proctor,
Queen street, Brisbane,
421 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Gottlieb Schonknecbt, late of
Mutdapilly, near Ipswich,  farmer , deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
thereof, application will be made to the said
Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above -named Gottlieb Schonknecht, deceased, may
be granted  to August Schonknecht and WilliamSchonknecht, the Executors named  in the said Will.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of April, A D. 1877.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
Town Hali, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said August Sehonknecht
and William Sehonknecht.
434 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Rodger, late of Townsville,
in the Colony of Queensland,  miner , deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days fromthedateof the publication
hereof, application will be made  to the said Honor-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named William  Rodger,  deceased , may be granted to
Henry Jones, of Townsville  aforesaid, the sole
Executor named in  the said Will.
Dated this thirteenth day of April, A D. 1877.
HENRY KNAPP,
Wickham street, Townsville,
Proctor for the said H enry Jones.
By his Agents-
DALY A\'D ABBOTT,
440
Queen street, Brisbane,
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Fridolin Schmider, late of the Peak
Mountain, near Ipswich, in the Colony of
Queensland, farmer, deceased.
?NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
aj)ovenamed Fridolin Schmider, deceased, may be
granted to Henry von Lossberg, of Ipswich afore-
said. medical practitioner, and Charles Wilson, of
Greenmount, near Ipswich aforesaid, farmer, the
Executors named in the said Will.
Dated at Ipswich, this twenty-fifth day of April,
A.D. 1877.
THOMSON AND HAVARD,
Proctors for the said Executors,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
427 6s. 6d.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Wilson, late of Georgetown,
Etheridge, Gold Fields, in the Colony of
Queensland, deceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of
the publication hereof, application will be made to
the said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed James Wilson, deceased, may
be granted to Andrew Ball, of Georgetown,
Etheridge River Gold Fields, one of the Executors
named in the said Will ; leave being reserved for
Joseph Harland, the other Executor named in the
said Will, to come in and prove at any time here-
after.
Dated this l2Lh day of April, A.D. 1877.
HENRY KNAPP,
Wickham street, Townsville,
Proctor for the said Andrew Ball.
In the Estates of James Riddle, Richard Maher,
Ali Hay, and Patrick Blake, late of Palmer
River; Patrick Hanly, late of Boombah ;
Charles McShane, Mary Seizmorr, Frederick
Niemeyer, Thomas Parkes, and William or
Thomas Mitchell, late of Brisbane; William
alias  John Williams, and George Brodimeade,
late of Cairns ; William Gibbs, late of' Green
Island ; Thompson Allonby, late of Ipswich ;
I homas Noblett, late of Wyenbah ; John
Moreton, late of Rockhampton ; Andrew
Campbell, late of Toowoomba ; and Jane
Oliffe, late of Roma.
PU
AN T to  " The Curator of Intestate
.Estates Act of  1867,"  all persons  having any
claims against  the Estates of any of the above-named
deceased persons are to come in and prove their
debts at my office, Queen street,  Brisbane, on or
before the Twenty-eighth day of June  next; or in
default they will be peremptorily excluded from
all benefit accruing from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 28th April, 1877.
By their Agents-
THOMPSON AND HELLICAE,
By his Agents-
DALY AND ABBOTT, Brisbane.
433
Ipswich.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
58. 429 7s,
1306
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of James Bristol, late of Townsville,
in the Colony of Queensland, formerly of
Tarnagulla, in the Colony of Victoria, draper,
deceased.
!NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed James Bristol, deceased, may be
granted to Annie Bristol, of Townsville aforesaid,
widow of the said deceased, and sole Executrix
named in  the said Will.
Dated this sixth day of April, A.D. 1877.
HENRY KNAPP,
Wickham street, Townsville,
Proctor for the said Annie Bristol.
By his Agents-
DALY AND ABBOTT,
Queen street, Brisbane.
432 6s.
In the Matter of the Goods of John Canovan, late
of Cooktown and the Palmer, in the Colony
of Queensland, licensed carrier, deceased,
intestate.
P
URSUANT to the fifth section of " The
trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867," notice is hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands
upon  or against  the Estate of the abovenamed
John Canovan, deceased, who died intestate near
Cooktown, in the Colony of Queensland, on or
about the twentieth day of October, 1875, and
Letters of Administration of whose goods, chattels,
credits and  effects were, on the thirteenth day of July,
1876, granted by the Supreme Court of the said
Colony of Queensland to Peter Canovan, of Cook-
town aforesaid, the brother and next of kin of the said
deceased, are hereby required to send in writing
the particulars of their  claims  and demands to the
nndereigncd , the solicitor of the said Administrator,
Peter Canovan, at his  address  hereunder written,
or to George Crawford, Esquire, Solicitor, Bowen,
in the  colony of Queensland, or to Peter MacPher-
son, Esquire, Solicitor, Queen street, Brisbane, in
the said Colony, the agents respectively of the
undersigned, on or before the first day of May,
A. D. 1877.
And notice  is also  hereby given, that at the ex-
piration of the last-mentioned day, the said Peter
Canovan will be at liberty to distribute the assets
of the said John Canovan, or any part thereof,
amongst  the persons entitled thereto, having regard
only to the claims of which the said Peter Canovan
or
his said  solicitor shall then have notice.And that the said Peter Canovan will not be
liable for  the assets , or any part thereof, so dis-
tributed to any person whose claim he had not
notice of at the time of such distribution.
Dated this 16th day of March, A.D. 1877.
WILLIAM PRITCHARD MORGAN,
Solicitor for the said Peter Canovan,
344
Charlotte  street , Cooktown.
12s.
NOTICE.IT is my intention to apply to the Court of Petty
Sessions , Aramac, for permission to erect the
following Swing Gates across roads  as follows
On Bowen Downs Run, one pair across road from
Bowen Downs to Tower Hill, 4; miles from
Bowen Downs Head Station.
Two pairs across road from Bowen Downs to
Mount Cornish, situated six (6) and 19 miles
distant from Bowen Downs Head Station.
One pair across road Bowen Downs to Clermont,
via  " Albro," 13 miles from Bowen Downs
Head Staton.
416
On account Bowen Downs,
AYNSLEY J. ELLIOT.
4s.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts
1877. £ s. d.
April 21.-T. Rutherford ... ... ... 0 1 0
21.-J. A. Gregory 0 9 0
21.-F. J. Beor  ... ... ... ... 0 6 6
24.-C. Egan ... ... ... 0 1 0
23,-C. S. D. Melbourne ... 0 7 6
25.-J. Hughston ... ... 0 7 0
26.-P. L enihan ... ... ... 0 11 0
26.-K. Lloyd ... ... ... 0 3 0
26.-Thomson and Havard ... ... 0 13 0
27.-M. Hickey ... 0 2 0
27.-H. Goode
27.-J. Stewart
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 1 0
0 1 0
27.-A. Geddes ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
Ilmpounbingo.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Warwark, from the Commonage, by
order of the Municipal Council. Driving, 10d. per
head.
One red and white heifer, illegible brands over GG;9
(registered brand) off ribs, two notches off ear.
One strawberry cow, 1)EJ (the D reversed) off loin ; red
and white bull calf at foot, unbranded.
One chesnut  mare,  MC (the C in circle)  over B near
shoulder, like JC or JG off shoulder, near hind
foot white, star.
One bay filly, heart 6 heart near shoulder, hind heels
white.
Also, from Glenvern Hill, by G. H. Marsh. Driving,
1s. 2d. per head.
One yellow and white steer, illegible brands over like
FB and illegible brand off ribs, notch out of top
and bottom off ear.
One strawberry steer, illegible brands off ribs.
Also, from Swan Creek, on the 16th October, 1876, by
Mr. John AfHeck . Damages , 30s. (Strayed from
Pound.)
One red and white bull, illegible brand off shoulder.
Also, from the Reserve, on the 8th March, 1877, by
Mr. Patrick McNamara. Driving and damages, 38.
One red and white steer, illegible brands off rump.
Also, from North Toolburra, on the 15th March, 1877,
by Messrs. Coutta Bros. Driving, 3s. 4d.
One red and white heifer, like  8GW  (registered brand)
off ribs.
One and white heifer, bang tail, no brand visible, notch
out of under part  near ear.
Also, from cultivation, at Warwick, on the 15th
March, 1877, by Mr. Thos. Craig. Damages, 5s.
One strawberry steer, three illegible brands off rump.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
424
P. LENIHAN,  Pounkeeper.
118.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, fr m Birkbead, on the 11thApril, 1877, by order of J. T. Allen and p rtn rs.
One bay horse, P over writing M over JW near shoul-
der, 9CL near thigh,  small star.
One bay mare, ML near shoulder, collar  and saddle-
marked.
One bay mare,  S over S near  shoulder, hind feet white,
small star.
One bay horse, TK conjoined  near shoulder , white patch
off hind foot.
One iron-grey mare, TK near neck.
One bay ma. e, TK conjoined near shoulder, four wb,'
feet, large star and snip.
One dappled-iron-grey  mare,  67 off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 8th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JOHN HUGHSTON, Acting Poundkeeper,
423 78.
1307
IMPOUNDED at Taroom,  from Palm-tree Creek
Station ,  on the 21st  April, 1877,  by order of W. N.
Ascough .  Driving ,  2s. 6d .  per head.
One black horse, BB4 (registered brand) near shoulder,
O off shoulder, star.
One bay or dark -chesnut mare , with  roan hairs, mixed
silver mane and tail, bald face , two hind  feet and  off
fore fetlock white ,  TM near shoulder, T near neck,
old sore mark on back.
If not released on  or before the 25th  May, 1877, wi ll
be sold to defray expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
437
IMPOUNDED at Rockhampton, from Woodend
paddock, on the 23rd March, 1877, by order of
Messrs.  Rutherford Bros.
One chesnut  mare,  like W near  shoulder ,  C near ribs,
like TE near  thigh,  208 off ribs ,  bald face,  saddle-
marked.
If not released on or before the 27th April, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
T. RUTHERFORD ,  Poundkeeper.
419
IMPOUNDED at Allora,  from  Greenhill,  Spring
Creek,  on the 28rd  April, 1877, by order of J.
Magee.  Damages,  2s. 6d. ;  driving, 10d.
One red poley steer,  no brand visible,  lump on near
cheek,  end of tail  white.
If not released  on or before the 25th May,  1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
JAMES STEWART ,  Poundkeeper.
438 Is.
IMPOUNDED  at Nebo, on the 12th  April,  1877, by
order of R. W. Chase, Esq. Driving,  2s. 6d.
One chesnut  colt, M5S (registered brand),  hind feet
white, long tail, blaze down face and snip.
If not  released on or  before the 15th May, 1877,
will be  sold  to defray  expenses.
A. GOODE,  Poundkeeper.
439 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from the Commonage,
on the 21st April, 1877, by order of Mr.  P. Henley.
Driving, 2s.
One bay  bone, like heart number heart  under J40 orJ4 0t(registered brand)  off shoulder,  blotch brand
near shoulder, star.
Driving expenses,  Is. per head.
One brown colt,  CA near shoulder.
One chesnut horse, short tail, blotch with D near shoul•
der, hind feet white,  star and snip, like brand off
shoulder.
2s.
If not  released on  or before the 25th  May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
425 So.
is.
IMPOUNDED  at St. George, on  the 12th April, 1877,
by order of the  Inspector of Brands,  for being
illegally  branded, contrary  to  " The  Branaa  Act of  1872.
One bay filly,  ao over 8 near  shoulder ,  8 near thigh.
CHAS.  EGAN, Poundkeeper.
420 is.
Printed and Published by J"xs C.  Bass, Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane ,  28th Apri .1877.
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By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and  St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland  and its  Depend-
encies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the following Lots of Land will be offered
for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned
places , at Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at
the upset  price  affixed to each Lot respectively.
(Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that the
Country Lots,  and also  the Town and Suburban
Lots, in the Town Reserves of Tewantin, Bunda-
berg, and Springfield, which may  remain unsold,
shall, at  and after Eleven o'clock on the day follow-
ing such auction, be open to selection by purchase
at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 29TH  DAY OF MAY, 1877.
No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment
No. of
section. Area. I
Price per
Acre.
1 I  1 .. n. e. 1 £ a.
TOWN  LOTS.
County of Stanley, parish of South Brisbane, city
of Brisbane.
1 2 43 0 0 36 100 0
2 3 43 0 0 86 101) 0
3 16 43 0 0 36 100 0
4 17 43 0 0 36 100 0
5 3 34 0 1 9 100 0
6 8 34 0 1 9 100 0
No. Of No. ofLot. Allotment
I
1877. [No. 83.
TOWN LOTS-continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Prire per
Acre.
A. R. P.
7 3 50 0 0 36 100 0
8 4 50 0 0 36 100 0
9 10 50 0 0 35 100 0
10 11 50 0 0 36 100 0
11 12  50 0 0 36 100 0
12 9 51 0 0 361 100 0
13 10 51 0 0 361 100 0
14 11 51 0 0 362 100 0
15 12 51 0 0 36 100 0
16 13 51 0 0 36 100 0
17 14 • 51 0 0 36 100 0
18 15 51 0 0 36 100 0
19 16 51 0 0 36 100 0
20 17 51 0 0 36 100 0
21 18 61 0 0 d6 100 0
22  19 61 0 0 36 100 0
23 15 53 0 1 8 100 0
24 16 53 0 1 10 100 0
25  17 53 0 0 35 100 0
26 1- , 63 0 0 36 100 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Ward, parish  of Mundoolan.
27
28
29
30
Portion.
44 ... 158 0 0 015
49 ... 347 2 0 015
55 ... 266 2 0 015
County of Stanley, parish of Warner.1  189  1 1  91 1 0 0 15
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CAIRNS,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 29TH  DAY OF MAY, 1877.
No of No. of
Lot. !Allotment.
No. of  Price per
section. Area. Acre
!
t A. R. P.I £ S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Nares, parish of Smithfield, town of
Smithfield.
1 4 1 0 0 36 50 0
2 14 f 1 0 0 36 50 0
3 15 I 1 0 0 36 50 0
1810
TOWN  LOTS - eo*tinued. TOWN  LOTS - continued.
? n ..f  \.. ,.f \1,  of
Airu I'r+,•r per
No of No. of  I
Section.
No of Area.. Pricet,it Allotment ttton. Aura Lut. Allotment ]  per Acre.
A. B. P. £ ..
4 17 1 0 0 36 50 0 26 5 14 0 2 0 12 0
5 20 1 0 0 36 50 0 27 6 14 0 2 0 12 0
6 3 3 0 0 36 50 0 28 7 14 0 2 0 12 0
7 4 3 0 0 36 50 0 29 8 14 0 2 0 12 0
8 5 3 0 0 36 50 0 30 9 14 0 2 0 12 0
9 6 3 0 0 36 50 0 31 10 14 0 1 0 12 0
10 7 3 0 0 36 60 0 32 11 14 0 1 0 12 0
11 8 3 0 0 36 59 0 33 12 14 0 1 0 12 0
12  9  3 0 0 36 50 0 34 1 16 0 2 0 12 0
13 10 3 0 0 36 50 0 36 2 15 0 2 0 12 0
14 11 3 0 0 36 50 0 36 3 15 0 2 0 12 0
15 12 3 0 0 36 50 0 37 4 15 0 2 0 12 0
16 13 3 0 0 36 50 0 38 5 15 0 2 0 12 0
17 14 .3 0 0 36 50 0 39 6 15 0 2 0 12 0
18 15 3 J 0 0 36 50 0 40 7 15 0 2 0 12 0
19 16 3 0 0 36 50 0 41 8 15 0 2 0 12 0
20 17 3; 0 0 36 50 0 42 9 15 0 2 0 12 0
21 18 3 0 0 36 50 0 43 10 15 0 2 0 12 0
22 19 3 1 0 0 36 50 0 44 1 17 0 2 0 12 0
23 20 3 0 0 36 60 0 45 2 17 0 2 0 12 0
24 1 4 0 0 36 50 0 46 3 17 0 2 0 12 0
25 2 4 0 0 36 60 0 47 4 17 0 2 0 12 0
26 3 4 0 0 36 50 0 48 5 17 0 2 0 12 0
27 4) 4 0 0 36 50 0 49 6 17 0 2 0 12 0
28  5  4) 0 0 36 50 0 60 7 17 0 2 0 12 0
29 6 4 0 0 36 50 0 61 8 17 0 2 0 12 0
30 7 4 0 0 36 50 0 52 9 17 0 2 0 12 0
81 S 4 0 0 36 5) 0 53 10 17 0 2 0 12 0
32 9 4 0 0 36 50 0 54 1 18 0 2 0 12 0
33 10 4 0 0 36 50 0 55 2 18 0 2 0 12 0
34 11 4 0 0 36 50 0 56 3 18 0 2 0 12 0
35 12 4 0 0 36 50 0 57 4 18 0 2 0 12 0
36 13 4 1 0 0 36 50 0 58 5 18 0 2 0 12 0
37 14 4 0 0 36 50 0 59 6 18 0 2 0 12 0
38 15 4 0 0 36 50 0 60 7 18 0 2 0 12 0
39 16 4 0 0 36 50 0 61 8 18 0 2 0 12 0
40 17 4 0 0 36 50 0 62 9 18 0 2 0 12 0
41 18 4 0 0 36 50 0 63 10 18 0 2 0 12 0
42 19 4 0 0 36 50 0 64 1 19 0 2 0 12 0
43 20 4 0 0 36 50 0 65 2 19 0 2 0 12 0
66 3 19 0 2 0 12 0
67 4 19 0 2 0 12 0
68 5 19 0 2 0 12 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE, 69 6 19 0 2 0 12 0
ON MONDAY, THE 28TH  DAY OF MAY, 1877. 70 7 19 0 2 0 12 071 8 19 0 2 0 12 0
-" ---No, of  So ofle  No of ` Area i Pricep r 7273 910 1919 00 22 00 1212 00Lot ,Alluuutnt Snctiou
A. E. P. I £ S.
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
Portion.
1
2
3
4
6
6
7
9
BUBUBBAN LOTS.
2 0
2 0..
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of March, parish of Gympie,  town of
Gympie.
1 1 18 2 0 1 19 12 02  15 45 0 1 0 12 0
3 16 45 0 1 0 12 0
4 17 45 0 1 0 12 0
5 18 45 0 1 0 12 0
6 19 45 0 1 0 12 0
7 1 56 0 1 0 12 0
8 2 56 0 1 0 12 0
9 3 56 0 1 0 12 0
10 j 4 66 0 1 0 12 0
11 + 5 56 0 1 0 12 0
12 6 66 0 1 0 12 0
13 7 66 0 1 0 12 0
14 8 56 0 1 0 12 0
15 9 66 0 1 0 12 0
16 .10 56 0 1 0 12 0
17 11 56 0 1 0 12 0
18 12 66 0 1 0 12 0
19 13 56 0 1 0 12 0
20 14 66 0 1 0 12 0
21 16 56 0 1 0 12 0
Parish of Noosa, town of Tewantin.
12 00 1 022 1 14
12 00 2 023 2 14
0 2 0 12 024 3 14
0 2 0 12 025 4 14
2 2 0
2 2 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
10 0 0
2 2 0
2 2 0
10 0 0
8 2 24
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Lennox,  parish of King.
83 30 ; ... 80 0 0 1 0 15
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, BUNDA-
BEBG,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF MAY, 1877.
No. of  ;  No. Of No. of  i Area. Price  peri.ot. Alinttnert Section. Acre.
A. R. P + £ a.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Cook ,  parish of Bundaberg ,  town of
Bundaberg.
1 1 14 0 1 0 20 0
2 3 14 0 1 0 20 0
3 4 14 0 1 0 20 0
4 5 14 0 1 0 20 0
1811
TOWN  LOTS - continued .  TOWN  LOTS -- continued.
No of  I  No of I No. of
Lot.  ;Allotment .l Seot?eL. A -gyp
lice Per No. of No.  of j No.  of 1 Area Price pee
- '
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 224 20 0
0 2 6 20 0
0 1 30 20 0
0 3 7 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 120 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 1 0 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 2 2 20 0
0 2 17 20 0
0 2 0 20 0 ..
0 2 0 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
0 2 0 20 0
1 0 26 20 0
0 3 30 20 0
0 2 19 20 0
0 1 21 20 0
0 3 10 20 0
0 2 12 20 0
0 220 20 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
40 2 42 5 0 0
41 3 42 4 0 1
42 6 42 5 0 26
43 8 42 4 1 28
44 9 42 4 030
45 10 42 4 0 13
46 1 43 4 0 0
47 3 43 2 3 39
48 6 43 3 120
49 1 47 6 220
50 2 47 4 020
61 3 47 3 2 241
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
TOWN LOTS.
Parish of Barolin ,  town of Springfield.
52 1 1 0 1 0 12 0
63 2 1 0 1 0 12 0
54 3 1 0 1 0 12 0
55 4 1 0 1 0 12 0
66 5 1 0 1 0 12 0
67 6 1 0 1 0 12 0
68 7 1 0 1 0 12 0
59 8 1 0 1 0 12 0
60 9 1 0 1 0 12 0
61 11 1 0 1 0 12 0
62 12 1 0 1 0 12 0
63 13  1 0 1 0 12 0
64 14  1 0 1 0 12 0
66 15 1 0 1 0 12 0
66 16  1 0 1 0 12 0
67 17 1 0 1 0 12 0
68 18 1 0 1 0 12 0
69 19 1 0 1 0 12 0
70 2 2 0 1 0 12 0
71 3 2 0 1 0 12 0
72 4 2 0 1 0 12 0
73 5 2 0 1 0 12 0
74 6 2 0 1 0 12 0
75 7 2  0 1 0 12 0
76 8 2 0 1 0 12 0
77 9 2 0 1 0 12 0
78 10 2 0 1 0 12 0
79 11 2 0 1 0 12 0
Lot. Ilottnent F
A lt. Y. t £ f.
12 2 0 1 0 12 0
13 2 0 1 0 12 0
14 2 0 1 0 12 0
15 2 0 1 0 12 0
16 2 0 1 0 12 0
17 2 0 1 0 12 0
18 2 0 1 0 12 0
19 2 0 1 0 12 0
20 2 0 1 0 12 0
21 2 0 1 0 12 0
22 2 0 1 0 12 0
23 2 0 1 0 12 0
1 3 0 1 31 12 0
2 3 0 0 311 12 0
3 3 0 1 0 12 0
4 3 0 1 0 12 0
6 3 0 1 0 12 0
6 3 0 1 0 12 0
7 3 0 1 0 12 0
8 3 0 1 0 12 0
9 3 0 1 0 12 0
10 3 0 1 0 12 0
11 3 0 1 0 12 0
12 3 0 2 0 12 0
13 3 0 2 0 12 0
14 3 0 2 0 12 0
15 3 0 2 0 12 0
16 3 0 1 28 12 0
1 4 0 1 0 12 0
2 4 0 1 0 12 0
3 4 0 1 0 12 0
4 4 0 1 0 12 0
5 4 0 1 0 12 0
6 4 0 1 0 12 0
7 4 0 1 0 12 0
8 4 0 1 32 12 0
9 4 0 0 311 12 0
10 4 0 1 28 12 0
11 4 0 2 0 12 0
12 4 0 2 0 12 0
13 4 0 2 0 12 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
Parish of Gooburrum.
Port ion.
121 33 . 24 0 28 0 16
122 34 24 0 28 0 15
123 35  ...  24 028 0 15
124 36 ... 24 1 31 0 16
125 37  ...  20 012 015
126 38  ...  20 012 0 16
127 39 ... 20 012 015
128 40 ... 22 016 015
129 41 ... 20 0 12 0 15
130 42 ... 19 0 6 015
131 43 ... 17 0 11 0 15
132 44  ...  18 3 35 0 15
133 45  ...  21 3 23 0 15
134 46 ... 20 3 10 015
135 47 ... 21 3 3 0 15
136 48  ...  22 224 0 15
137 49 ...  39 2 38 0 15
138 50 ... 41 1 33 0 15
139 61  ...  44 2 18 0 15
140 52 ...  43 2 7 0 15
141 63 ... 36 120 0 15
142 54 ... 40 0 0 0 15
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ST.
LAWRENCE,
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 30TH DAY OP MAY, 1877.
No. of
I
No. of No. of Area.Idrt. Portion.
Prins
per Acre.
£ a.
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Murchison,  parish of St. Lawrence.
1 49
2 50
3 61
28 1 5 0 15
28 1 5 0 15
37 330 0 15
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No. of No. of
Lot. Portion.
4 52
5 53
6 54
7 55
8 56
9 57
10 58
11 59
12 60
13 61
14 62
15 63
16 64
17 65
18 66
19 67
20 68
21 69
22 70
23 71
24 72
25 73
26 74
27 75
28 76
29 77
30 78
31 79
32 80
33 81
34 82
35 83
36 84
COUNTRY  LOTS- continued.
No. of Area.
A. R. P.
... 54 3 0
... 30 1 0
... 35 1 0
... 24 2 30
... 40 0 0
... 28 1 6
... 28 1 5
... 18 0 13
... 28 1 6
... 40 0 0
31 0 31
... 25 2 29
... 19 2 19
... 41 3 23
... 40 0 0
... 29 0 16
... 21 0 20
... 40 0 0
... 51 124
... 9 2 0
... 20 1 14
... 40 0 0
... 40 0 0
... 26 0 25
... 23 0 0
... 19 3 24
... 22 1 2)
... 26 0 0
... 23 3 0
... 17 2 14
... 31 0 8
... 26 1 33
... 26 0 14
Price
per Aore.
£ s.
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
SALE  AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROCK-
HAMPTON,
ON MONDAY ,  THE 28TH  DAY oP MAY, 1877.
No. of  No. of No. of
Lot. rortton. Area.
1 I A. B. P.
COUNTRY LOTS.
Price
per Acre.
£ s.
County of Livingstone, parish of Stanwell.
1 52 ... 86 0 0
2 53 ... 73 0 0
3 54 ... 91 0 0
4 55 ... 75 0 0
6 ! 186 19
Parish of Yaamba.
::: 118 0 36
86 3 35
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Pakington, parish of Westwood.
,
5  6  28 2 0
6 ... 0 1 37 2 08 8
County of Livingstone, parish of' Rockhampton.
9 286  ...  6 0 9 2 0
10 287 ... 3 3 12 2 0
•  The vurehaser  of lot No .  7 to pay 240 for improvements.
The purchaser  of lot No .  8 to pay 2250 for improvements.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, COO.1I-TOWN,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THB 30TH DAY  OP MAY, 1877.
No  of No of  No of I Price
Lug.
,AUotmen  Section. Area. per Acre.
 . s. 1'. £ s.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Banks , parish of Cook, town of Cooktown.
1 13 16 0 1 0 50 0
2 12 20 0 1 0 50 0
3 13 20 0 1 0 50 0
4 14 20 0 1 0 50 0
TOWN  LOTS - continued.
X0.01 X o. of  I \ o. of
Lot AllotmentSection.
ft-i
Area. Price perAcre.
L. B. P- £ •.
5 15 20  0 1 0 60 0
6 13 21 0 1 0 50 0
7 14 21 0 1 0 50 0
8 15 21 0 1 0 50 0
9 16 21 0 1 0 50 0
10 21 21 0 1 0 60 0
11 22 21 0 1 0 50 0
12 3 23 0 1 0 50 0
13 4 23 0 1 0 60 0
14 6 23 0 1 0 50 0
15 10 23 0 1 0 50 0
16 11 23 0 1 0 50 0
17 12 23 0 1 0 50 0
18 13 23 0 1 0 50 0
19 4 24 0 1 0 50 0
20 5 24 0 1 0 60 0
21 6 24 0 1 0 60 0
22 7 24 0 1 0 50 0
23 8 24 0 1 0 50 0
24 9 24 0 1 0 60 0
25 10 24 0 1 0 60 0
26 11 24 0 1 20 50 0
27 12 24 0 .. 20 60 0
28 13 24 0 1 0 50 0
29 14 21 0 1 0 60 0
30 15 24 0 1 0 50 0
31 16 24 0 1 0 60 0
32 17 24 0 1 0 50 0
33 18 24 0 1 0 60 0
34 19 24 0 1 0 50 0
35 20 24 0 1 0 50 0
36  17 25  0 1 0 60 0
37 19 25 0 1 0 50 0
38 20 25 0 1 0 60 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
39 1 1
40 2 1
41 3 1
42 4 1
43 5 1
44 6 1
45 8 1
46 9 1
47 10 1
48 11 1
49 12 1
50 13 1
51 2 2
52 4 2
53 5 2
54 10 2
55 11 2
56 12 2
57 4 3
58 13 3
b9 14 3
60 15 3
61 16 3
62 2 4
63 7 4
64 8 4
65 9 4
66 4 5
67 5 5
68 12 5
69 5 6
70 7 6
0 3 29 8 0
1 116 8 0
1 3 32 8 0
2 2 8 8 0
3 024 8 0
3 3 6 8 0
2 2 0 8 0
3 2 2 8 0
3 1 16 8 0
2 1 8 8 0
3 2 0 8 0
2 3 0 8 0
3 0 0 8 0
3 0 0 8 0
3 0 0 8 0
3 0 0 8 0
3 0.0 8 0
3 0 0 8 0
2 318 4 0
3 0 0 4 0
3 0 0 4 0
3 0 0 4 0
3 0 0 4 0
1 3 17 4 0
5 0 29 4 0
4 0 0 4 0
4 0 0 4 0
1 1 14 4 0
1 217 4 0
1 024 4 0
3 239 4 0
15 0 0 4 0
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St . George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator.  tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies. r
IN pursuance  of the  authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with  the provisions  of the Act 40
Victoria, No. 15, respecting the Alienation of Crown
Lands ,  1, the ADMINISTRATOR aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council, do hereby notify
and proclaim that the following Lots of Land will
be offered for sale by public  auction , at the under-
mentioned place, at Eleven o 'clock on the day
specified, at the upset price affixed  to each Lot
respectively . (Deposit  20 per cent.)
The land will be sold subject to the provisions of
"The Western Railway Act."
The Deed, Survey,  and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, DALBY,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 29TH  DAY OF MAY, 1877.
No. of
Lot
No. of
Allotment No. ofSection. Area. Price perAcre.
A. R. P. I 8.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Lytton,  parish of Jandowae , town of
Jandowae.
1  45 0 2 0 12 0
2  45 0 2 0 12 0
3  45 0 2 0 12 0
4  45 0 2 0 12  0)
5  45 0 2 0 12 0
6  45 0 2 0 12 0
7 45 0 2 0 12 0
8 45 0 2 0 12 0
9 45 0 2 0 12 0
10 45 0 2 0 12 0
Given  under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -third day of
April,  in the  year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of 11 er Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATIO x.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of' Queensland and its Depen.
dencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council. do hereby notify and
proclaim that the following Lots of Land will be
offered for sale by public  auction , at the under-
mentioned  places,  at Eleven o'clock on the day
specified , at the upset price affixed to each Lot
respectively. (Deposit 20 per cent.)
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the  scale  established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRIS BANE,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF MAY, 1877.
No. of
Lot.
No. of
Allotment No ofsection. A rea. Price verLot.
A. R. P.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Stanley , parish  of North  Brisbane,
city of  Brisbane.
1, 1 57 0 0 7T' 400 0
2 2 57 0 0 10w 400 0
3 3 57 0 0 15 400 0
4 4 57 0 0 15, 400 0
5, 5 57 0 0 19A 400 0
6 6 57 0 0 112 250 0
7 7 57 0 0 10-$ 250 0
8 8 57 0 0 117io 250 0
9 9 57 0 0 11A 300 0
10 10 67 0 0 102 300 0
11 11 57 0 0 10; 300 0
12 1 58 0 0 8;, 400 0
13 . 2 58 0 0 93 400  0
14 3 58 0 0 10P 500 0
15 i 4 58 0 0 14P  4,00 
16 j 5 58 0 0 140 400 0
17 6 58 0 0 142 400 0
18 7 58 0 0 142 400 0
19 8 58 0 0 142 400 0
20 9 58 0 0 142 400 0
21 10 58 0 0 141 400 0
22 11 . 58 0 0 17 400 0
SALE  AT THE LAND OFFICE, IPSWICH,
ON WEDNESDAY ,  THE 30TH DAY OF MAY, 1877.
No of No 1.f I \o of
i,'t A.lotloellt  I S.•1.1.• .. A  4 r'rl ve l,erWie
County of
I
TOWN LO
Stanley, parish
£ s.
TS.
of Ipswich, town
Ipswich .
1 2 70 0 1 24 30 0
2 3 70 0 1 24 30 0
3 4 70 0 1 24 30 0
Parish of Chuwar, town of North Ipswich.
4 14 14 0 1 0 50 0
5 15 14 0 1 0 50 0
6 16 14 0 1 0 50 0
7 2 15 0 1  if  50 0
8 3 15 y 0 1 4-4 50 0
9 15 15 0 1 17:, 50 0
10 16 15 1 0 1 13* 50 0
11 17 15 0 1 93 50 0
12 18 15 0 1 54 50 0
13 19 15 0 1 4 50 0
14 20 15 0 2101 50 0
15 1 26 0 1 0 50 0
16 2 26 0 1 0 50 0
17 3 26 0 1 0 50 0
18 4 26 0 1 0 50 0
19 5 26 0 1 0 50 0
20 6 26 0 1 0 50 0
21 7 26 0 1 0 50 0
22 8 26 0 1 0 50 0
23 9 I 26 0 1 0 50 0
24 10 26 0 1 0 50 0
25 12 26 0 1 i) 50 0
26 13 26 0 1 0 50 0
27 14 26 0 1 0 50 0
28 15 26 0 1 0 50 029 16 26 0 1 0 50 0
30 18 26 0 1 0 50 0
of
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House,  Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
By Authority :  Ji ue  0.  BXAL, Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
WRIT OF ELECTION.
Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1877.
T HE Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly directs it to benotified for general information, that a Writ hath this day issued, and
the following arrangements have been made for the Election of a Member
to serve in the present Legislative Assembly of Queensland, for the Electoral
District of Wickham, in room of GEORGE EDMONDSTONE, Esquire, whose
Seat in the said Assembly hath become vacant by reason of the resignation
thereof by the said George Edmondstone, Esquire.
Place of Nomination ... ... Brisbane.
Date  of Writ ... ... ... Monday,  30th April, 1877.
Date of Nomination ... ... Thursday ,  10th May, 1877.
Polling Day ... ... ... Saturday,  12th May, 1877.
Iiet2urn of Writ ... ... ... Monday ,  14th May, 1877.
By Command of the Honorable The Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
By Authority  :  Jeisne C. BEAL, Government Printer,  William street, Brisbane.
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QUARANTINE.
ORDER IN COUNCIL.
At the  Government House, Brisbane,  Monday,  the 30th day  of April, 1877.
PRESENT :
HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOR  OF THE GOVERNMENT
IN COUNCIL. _ - , , .,
REAS by an Act passed in the twenty,.seventh year of Her Majesty's
reign, intituled  " An Act to Amend and Con8olidate the Laws relating
to Quarantine ,"  it is, amongst other things, enacted, that it shall be lawful
for the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make such
Orders as shall be deemed necessary upon any unforeseen emergency, or in
any particular case, with respect to any vessel arriving with any infectious
disease on  board, or on board of which any such infectious  disease  may have
appeared in the  course  of the voyage, or arriving under any other  alarming
or suspicious  circumstances  as to infection, although  such vessels  shall not
have arrived from any place from which the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, may have declared it probable that any such infectious
disease  may be brought :
And whereas by an Order in Council  made  on the thirtieth day of
March, 1877, reciting that it had been reported to the Administrator of the
Government in Council that the Steamship I I Thales" had then lately arrived
from Hongkong, at the port of Cooktown, and was then lying at anchor
in that port, and that the infectious disease called Small Pox had appeared
in the course of the voyage on board of the said ship, it was Ordered
that the  said  ship, and all the crew and  passengers  thereof, together
with  all  persons  then on board should be placed in . Quarantine, at
the Quarantine Station, Fitzroy Island, and there continue  in Quarantine
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until it should be certified by the Health Officer there that there did
not exist amongst such passengers any contagious or iiifectiius sickness,
and that the release of such ship, crew, and passengers from Quarantine
would not endanger the public health, or until other Order should be
made in that behalf :
And whereas by an Order in Council made on the 17th day of April,  187's
reciting the said Order, and that it had been reported to the Administrator
the Government in Council that the said Steamship was disabled and could r t
then proceed to the Quarantine Station at Fitzroy Island, and that it was con-
sidered expedient to vary the said first recited Order, it was Ordered that the
crew and passengers on board the said Steamship might be landed and placed
in Quarantine on the main land ,  at the Lazaret appointed for that purpose, by
Proclamation. made the same day, and having been so landed should there
remain until the said steamship should be able to proceed with the said crew
and passengers  to the said Quarantine Station, or until other Order should
be made in  that behalf :
And whereas it is now certified to His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government in Council, by the Health Officer at Cooktown, that
there does not exist amongst the passengers and crew of the said Steamship11 Thales" any contagious or infectious sickness, and that the release of the
said Steamship, and her crew and passengers, from Quarantine will not
endanger the public health :
Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the  Government,
by and with the advice of the Executive Council, and in pursuance and
exercise of the authority vested in him by the said Act, doth Order,
and it is hereby Ordered, that the said Steamship " Thales," and her crew
and passengers, be released from Quarantine :
And the Honorable the Colonial Secretary is to give the necessary
directions herein accordingly.
A. V. DRURY,
Clerk of the Council.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
[L.s.] Michael and St .  George, Cam-
A. E. K ENNEDY, panion of  the Most Honorable
Administrator .  Order of the Bath ,  Adminis-
trator of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by  my Proclamation, dated
the seventeenth  day of April, one
thousand  eight hundred and  seventy-seven,
and made in pursuance of an  Act passed
in the twenty -seventh  year of Her  Majesty's
reign, intituled  "An Act to Amend and
Consolidate  the Laws  relating to Quarantine,"
I did appoint  all that piece of land commencing at
the mouth  of the Endeavour River on its left bank,
and bounded thence  by the sea -shore northerly
sereni miles` to a high range of hills  ;  thence by that
range westerly to a salt swamp and creek falling
into the Endeavour River ; and by that river
downwards  to the  point of commencement, to be a
Lazaret or place  where the  passengers and persons
on board the Steamship  "  Thales , '  then lying in
the Port of Cooktown , and the goods ,  wares, and
merchandise  on board thereof ,  might be detained
and kept  for the  performance  of Quarantine : And
whereas , by another  Proclamation issued on the
same day, in pursuance  of the said Act, I did pro-
hibit  all persons, vessels ,  and boats whatsoever
from  going, under any pretence whatsoever, within
the limits of the  said Lazaret or place, or
approaching by sea within one hundred yards
of the same ,  under the penalties contained in
the said Act, until the  said Proclamation should
have been rescinded  :  And whereas the said
Proclamations are no longer necessary ,  and it is
expedient to rescind the same  :  Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,  in pursuance of
the power  vested in me as  Administrator of the
Government  of the  said colony ,  and by  and with
with the  advice of the Executive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  rescind the said two several
Proclamations ,  and declare that the same are
rescinded and have  no further  force or effect.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane,  this  thirtieth day of
April,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
(For the Colonial  Secretary,)
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
By Authority  :  JAYas  C. BSAL, Government Printer, William street ,  Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  3rd May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council,  has been pleased to appoint
RICHARD GALLEY, Esquire,
to be and to act as Returning Officer for the
Electoral District of East Moreton,  in the stead of
John Hardgrave,  unavoidably absent.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane,  3rd May, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the  Govern-ment,
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
mentioned places to be Additional Places for
taking the Poll for the Electoral District of East
Moreton :--
ZILLMAN'S WATERHOLES.
Mr. JAMES WYLLIE 's, SOUTH PINE RLPEE.
WM. MILES.
By Authority :  JAHZS 0. BRSL,  Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment has been pleased to direct the
publication of the subjoined Despatch ,  received
from the Secretary of State  for the  Colonies.
WM. MILES.
[Cory.]
Queensland,  Downing street,
No. 8. 12th February, 1877.
Sin,-I have received Governor Cairns' Despatch,
No. 88, of the 4th of December, enclosing copies
of the Speech with which he closed the late  session
of the Parliament of Queensland.
I desire to take this opportunity of placing on
record my appreciation of the care and ability with
which the duties of Government have been dis-
charged in the colony during Mr. Cairns' tenure
of office.
I have, &c., &c.,
(Signed) CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L S.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WjHEREAS by Proclamation under the Hand and Seal of His Excellency WILLIAM
WFLLING}TON CAIRNS, Esquire, bearing date the
sixth day of October, 1876,  "The Health Act of
1872 " was thereby declared and proclaimed to be
in full force within the Municipality of Mary-
borough, in the said colony : And whereas it is
deemed expedient and necessary to renew the
same  : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and under
and by virtue of  " The Health Act of 1872,"  and of
all other powers enabling me in that behalf, do
hereby renew the said Proclamation, in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern.
I ment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appointGEORGE SKYRING and
WALTER ADAMS
to be Trustees of the Bundaberg  Racecourse
Reserve, respectively in the room of Joseph
Hughes,  resigned , and Robert  Stevenson ,  deceased ;
and
THEODORE MIRLS,
WILLIAM SHELDON,
J. F. B )REHAM, andR. H. DATSON,
to be additional Trustees of the  said Racecourse
Reserve.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1877.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice ofthe Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES CHARLES WHITE
to be Recording Clerk for the Unsettled District of
Mitchell and Gregory South, in the room of T. S.
Sword, transferred.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1877.
1
] IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HORTON
to be Land Agent for the Stanthoi pe Land Agent's
Di strict, under the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Aliena tion  Act  of 1876."
JOHN DOUGLAS.
11
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment. with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to empower
THE CROWN LANDS RANGER AT CAIRNS
to issue licenses under the Timber Regulations
established under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Art of  1876," within the Land
Agent 's District of Cairns, pending the opening of
a Land  O ffice at that place.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Mr. JOHN FRANCIS WILLIAM FITZGERALD
tobea Clerk in the Postmaster-General's Department,
vice Mr.  F. O'Dwyer, transferred ; such appointment
to date from the 16th April, 1877.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-J1 with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM HENRY RYDER, Chief Clerk in the
Immigration Office,
to be Secretary to the Medical Board,  Brisbane, in
the room of C. C. Horrocks, transferred ; such ap-
pointment to have effect from 1st May instant.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 1st May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
GEORGE LANSLEY
to be Accountant in the Government Printing
Office, in the room of W. H. Ryder, transferred.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 4th May, 1£+77.
Lj IS Excellency the Administrator  of the Gov-
ernment has been pleased to appoint
NUDGE
to be an additional Polling Place for the Electorate
of East Moreton.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th May, 187 7.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment has been pleased to make the
following promotion in the Queensland Volunteer
Force :-
Rifles.
Captain WALTER SNELLING
to be Major Commanding No. 3 Company and the
Cadet Corps of Brisbane.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1877.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v
ernment has been pleased to accept the
resignation of the Commissions held by
WILT  TAM  TOWNLEY,
as Captain of No. 2 Battery, Queensland Volunteer
Artillery ; and by
ALLAN RAVENSCROFT WETTENHALL,
as First Lieutenant in No. 3 Company, Queenslanc
Volunteer Rifles.
WM. MILES.!
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment has been pleased to appoint, by
Commission under his Hand and Seal,
No. 12 Company, Queensland Volunteer Rifles
(Queensland Rangers),-
EDWARD ELDRIDGE SMITH
to be Captain ; and
EDWARD CHAPMAN
to be Lieutenant. W M. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the Annual Distribution of Blankets to the
Aborigines on 24th instant ,  will not be made in
Brisbane as heretofore ,  but at the undermentioned
places , viz.  :-
DURUNDUR,
BEENLEIGH, and
M.R. J. PETRIE'S, PINE RIVER.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1877.
CORRECTION.
A TYPOGRAPHICAL  error having occurred
in the notification of the appointment of
Senior Constable John Morris Roe, which appeared
in the  Gazette  of the 28th  April  ultimo, it is now
notified that His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
Senior Constable JOHN  MORRIS oic
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended tor Slaughter within the Police District of
Condamine.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment,  with the advice of the Executive
Council. has beer pleased  to accept the resignation
tendered by the  undermentioned gentlemen, of
their appointments as Magistrates  of the Terri-
tory :-
J. G. H. WILSON,  Orion Downs ;
W. H. L. THORNTON, Tower Hill, Mitchell
District.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1877.
"DISEASES  IN SHEEP ACT OF 1887."THE Sheep-owners in the undermentioned SheepDistricts having failed to elect Directors for
the current yrar ,  His H.xcellcncy the Administrator
of the  Government ,  with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council ,  has been pleased to appoint the
following  gentlemen to be Sheep Directors for the
districts mentioned in connection wih their respec-
tive names.
W M. MILES.
BURKE.
James Gibson, Toomburra
Martin Hetzer, Norman
Frederick E. Nash, Cambridge Downs
Edward Palmer, Canobie; and
Samuel B. Walker, Sorghum Downs.
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BURNETT.George H. Jones, Boonara
Robert B. Riddler ,  Yarrol
Francis  J. Ivory,  Eidsvold
George Munro ,  Boondooma ; and
Frederick Borton ,  Burrandowan.
DALBY.
Gilbert Gostwych Cory ,  Cecil Plains
George Beresford King ,  Gowrie
George Morris Simpson :,  Bon Accord
Charles  Williams, Jondaryan ; and
William Hogarth ,  Balgownie.
DAwsoN.
Charles B. Dutton ,  Bauhinia Downs
George L Golden, Bundi
Andrew  Scott,  Goongarry
John W.  W. Jackson ,  Glenhaughton ; and
Robert M. Collins, Boxvale.
GLADSTONE.
John Bell, Dungaree
Frederick Moreton ,  Prairie
James Mundell, Callide
John Tosh ,  Mount Larcombe ; and
Wi lliam Cadell, Kroombit.
GOONDI WINDI.
Henry E .  Easton, Bills Billa
William Low ,  Welltown
William Vaughan Jenkins ,  Callandoon
William Henry Treweeke ,  Urnbereollie ; and
Francis Durrell Vignolles ,  Western Creek.
KENNEDY NORTH.
Walter  Scott, Valley of Lagoons
William Hann ,  Maryvale
Edward Cunningham ,  Woodhouse
Montague Curr, Ravenswood ; and
Daniel H. Cudmore ,  Avoca.
KENNEDY SOUTH.
Frederick R. Bode, Strathdon
William Chatfield ,  junior ,  Natal Downs
Alfre. l Haylock ,  Sonoma
James Hall Scott ,  Ross Hall ; and
Alfred H. Willmington ,  Salisbury Plains.
MARANOA.
Henry William Hammond, Curriwillinghi
John Robertson ,  Mount Abundance
Booth Sharpley ,  Duraggah
Thomas H .  Hill, Boonbirra ; and
Richard Pope ,  Blythedale.
MITCHELL.
Herbert Garnett ,  Ennisk ilen Downs
Henry Dutton, Tambo
Robert Govett ,  Portland
Alexander Kennedy, Northampton Downs ;
and
A. J. E lliott ,  Bowen Downs.
EAST MO RETON.
The Honorable F. H. Hart, Brisbane
Alexander Raff, Brisbane
Arthur Hunter Palmer ,  Fernberg
Thomas McIlwraith ,  Brisbane ; and
George Raff, Brisbane.
WEST MORETON.
John Thorn ,  Normanby
Henry E .  Hill, Fassifern
John  Robertson ,  Mount Stanley
Samuel Macgregor ,  Warrill Creek ; and
Joseph North ,  Ipswich.
PEAK DowNs.
William Kilgour ,  Gordon Downs
Charles Walter Toussaint ,  Oxford Downs
John Turnbull, Peak Downs
Donald S. Wallace, Logan Downs ; and
Rawdon Foster Greene, St. Helens.
ROCKHAMPTON.
Thomas Archer ,  Gracemere
John Macfarlane,  Rockhampton
Peter Fitzallan  Macdonald ,  Yaamba
Carlos Narcissus Birbeck ,  Glenmore; and
William Pattison ,  Rockhampton.
S'PRING SURE.
John Rule, Arcturus Downs
Robert Patton, Cairdbeign
Henry Richards, Springsure
John G. H. Wilson, Orion Downs ; and
James Philips, Mantuan Downs.
WARWICK.
Alfred Greenup, Maryland
Thomas Hanmer, Talgai
Henry Scott Harden, Glenlyon
William Ball Slade, Glengallan ; and
John Donald Macansh, Canning Downs.
WARREGO.
Edward Augustus Bullmore, Oakwood
The Honorable Gordon Sandeman,  Burenda
Henry Tom, Chesterton
Walter Flood, Gowrie ; and
Walter C. Hood, Currawinya.
WIDE BAY.
Augustus P. Barton, Moolboolooman
John Eaton, Maryborough
James Crane, Loudon
Robert Travis, N1 aryborough ; and
Thomas Rose, Kilkivan.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
(1 IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
l the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council, 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1869 "  and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed since  1864;  believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality ,  it wi ll  be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more, and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town ,  and that there Is every
indication of the town increasing in population,
wealth ,  and stability.
(The Signatures to the above Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,4th February ,  1877,  No. 22,  page 425)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the .Most  Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St .  George,[L.S.]  Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E KENNEDY, able Order of the  Bath, Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
(N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
ll in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, the
Administrator aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
1824
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that  a lease  for 5 years of the portion of Stradbroke
Island described hereunder, will be offered for sale,
by public auction, at the undermentioned place, at
Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at an upset
price of £2 per square mile.
NOTS .-  The first year 's, rent must be paid on the
day of sale.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 6TH DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
County  of Stanley, on Stradbroke Island.
No of
Lot.
1
No. of
Portion.
Price per
No. Area .  square mile
per annum.
A. ... 1 10 square miles
£ s.
2 0
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the southern extremity of Strad-
broke Island, and bounded thence on the east by
the Pacific Ocean northerly about fifteen  miles ; on
the north by a line west to Swan Bay ; and by the
shores of Swan Bay, Moreton Bay, and the Broad-
water to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George,  Com-
panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government  of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
IN pursuance  of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section  of  "The  Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1868,"  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid , with the  advice of the
Executive  Council, do hereby notify  and proclaim
that the leases of the following selections of land,
under the said Act ,  are declared forfeited.
Be&-
tered
No. of
Appli-cation.
1536
2627
Name of  Lessee .  Area .  Land  Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
Robert Bell .. 80 0 0 Brisbane.
M ary Ellen Brook 460 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator.  trator  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR,
EDWARD KENNEDY, the  Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of  the Executive  Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation ,  notify and  proclaim  that the
portion of  land hereunder  described shall be open
to Selection ,  under  the -pprovisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the  Brisbane  Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portion of land is open
to selection  by Conditional Purchase, shall be
fifteen  shillings per acre.
Parish.
.,o
$
Late
Lessee. Area .
Land
Agent's
Dist rict.
180 Redland 1,536 Robert Be ll
A.  R.
80 0
P.
0 Brisbane.
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD ]KENNEDY,
Knight Commandbr of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.L.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase, shall be five
shillings per acre.
`- oCo
,it Parish. o Late Lessee. Area. LandAgent's
z a, zm District.
262 Goodna 2140 1John Jones ...
A.  R.  P.
87 0 0 Ipswich
and
263
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR, EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.S.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twelfth day of June, 1877,  at the Brisbane Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings
and sixpence per acre, and that the area which
may be selected by Conditional Purchase sha ll  not
exceed four hundred and sixty acres.
No. of
8eleo -  Late  Lessee .  Area .  Land Agent's
Lion. District.
A. R. P.
2627 Mary Ellen Brook 460 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third  day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first
section of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868, "  1, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  ]KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the leases of the following selections of land,
under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
APPlica-
tion.
Land
Name of  Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
48 Thomas  Durham  ...  78 3 2 Gympie
51 William Durham ... 80 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -eighth day of
April,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  TER QUINN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY,  Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
[L.a.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the Most Honor-
Administrator. able Order of the Bath, Ad-
ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of the sixty-
first section  of  11 The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1868," I,  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the selector having failed in regard to the
performance of the conditions of residence in
respect to the undermentioned lands, the selection
is declared  forfeited.
Register
No. of Name of Lessee .  Area. Land Agent'sAPPlics- District.
tion.
A. R. P.
839 Johann Mielkowski 105 0 0 Marybo ro ugh
Given  under my Hand and Seal,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April,  in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight  hundred  and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's  reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.6.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 12th day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion is open to selection
by Conditional Purchase, shall be five shillings per
acre.
oo0
z
Parish.
o°
06
zm
Late Lessee. Area . Land  Agent'sDistrict.
61 Fergu -  839 J .  Mielkowski
son
A.  IL  P.
106 0 0 Mary-
bor ough.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the  year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TUE QV$EU I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY,  Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Batb, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its  Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
Land included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion  shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
30th day of May, 1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
byr Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre , and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase  shall not  exceed 476 acres.
Late Lessee. Area.
3625 Thomas Bi ennan A.476 R.0 P.0 Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
Land Agent's
District.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
00
Parish.
0
Z mW
Late Lessee. Area Land AgentDistrict.
A. R. P.
17 Parker 1691 J .  Wyllie ... 80 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s ] panion of the Most honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Land, Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall continue
to form part of the Homestead Area within which
they are situated, and shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May, 1877,
at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection by Conditional ]Purchase shall be ten
shillings per acre.
o I
HomesteadParish .  District . Area. Late  Lesseel Area.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis.
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
Lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections  shall be open to S election, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the 30th day of May, 1877, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings  per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
320 acres.
O
0
.9
Late Lessee. Area Land Agent'sDist ri ct.
A. R. P.
932 William  Hazelgrove  320 0 0 Toowoomba
1139 James Saw ... •... 320 0 0 do.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
W
Pratten ... 1110 Warwick Portions 49, T. L. Sim-
A. R. P.154 3 0
50 and61 monsI , ,52
I
Value of improvements to be paid at the time of selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of "  The Grown Lands Alienation
Act of  1868," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWS1iD KENNEDY,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road hereinunder de-
scribed shall be and is hereby opened as a public
Road.
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain  wide, resumed from  selection 618,
Warwick District. (Leonard Gillespie.)
From the north- east corner  of selection 618,
parish of Emu Vale, southerly along  its east
boundary to the road previously reserved, contain-
ing one  acre two roods.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
A. E. KENNEDY, panion of the Most Honorable
Administrator. Order of the Bath, Adminis-
trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section six of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been permanently
reserved for a Cemetery.
RESERVE FOB A CEMETERY NEAR CLONCUBRY
TOWNSHIP.
District of Burke.
10 acres.
Commencing at a point nine chains west from
the north-west corner of portion 14, and bounded
thence on the north by a line bearing west ten
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south ten
chains ; on the south by a line bearing east ten
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north
ten chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section six of  "The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1, ` ir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
RESERVE FOR SHOW GROUNDS ,  FOR USE OF THE
QUEENSLAND PASTORAL AND AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
County of  Stanley, parish  of Ipswich.
15 acres.
Commencing on the west side of the Warwick
road at a point bearing 179 degrees 49 minutes and
distant nine chains and  forty- four links from the
south-west corner of selection 47, town of Ipswich,
and bounded thence on the east  by  that road bear-
ing 158 degrees 40 minutes five chains and thirty-
two links, and 213 degrees 30 minutes four chains
and eighty -five links  ;  on the south by a line bear-
ing west fifteen chains and twelve links ; on the
west by a line bearing north nine chains ; and on
the north by a line bearing east fifteen chains and
eighty -six links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING,  NEAR NORTH PINE RIVER.
County of Stanley, parish of  Samsonvale.
About 100 acres.
Commencing at the south -east corner of portion
29, parish of Samsonvale, and bounded thence on
the south -east by a road forming the north-west
boundary of portion  87;  on the south by a line
bearing west from the south -west corner of that
portion to portion 114 ; on the west by that portion
northerly to its north-east corner ; thence north to
a point bearing west from the south -east corner of
portion  73;  thence east to the south -west corner of
that portion ; and on the north by the boundaries
of portions 73 and 29 to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND PASTrRAGE, GEHAM
CREEK ,  BEING FORFEITED SELECTION 745,
ToowooMBA.
County of Aubigny, parish of Geham, portion
No.  171.
115 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Geham Creek
on a road dividing this portion from portion 170,
and bounded thence on the east by that road hear-
ing north fifty-nine chains and ten links; on the
north by a line bearing west twenty chains and
fifty-six links ; on the west by portion 172 bearing
south fifty-two chains and eighty links to Gebam
Creek ; and by that creek upwards to the point of
commencement.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING AND WATER.
County of Cavendish, parish of Taromeo.
640 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing west about six-
teen chains from the south-west corner of portion
5, and bounded thence on the north by a line along
the south boundary of that portion bearing east
eighty chains; on the east by a line bearing south
eighty chains; on the south by a line, bearing west
eighty chains ; and on the west by a line bearing
north eighty chains to the point of commencement.
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RESERVE FOR CAMPING  AND WATER.
County of Cavendish, parish of Cooyar.
About 160 acres.
Commencing on Cooyar Creek at the north-east
corner of portion 1, and bounded thence on the
south by that portion bearing west to Yerraman
Creek; -on the  west  and north by that creek down-
wards  to its junction with Cooyar Creek ; and
thence by that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER SUPPLY, TOWN OF ROMA.
County of Waldeqrave, parish of Roma, allot.
ments 8, 2,  3, 4, 5 ,  and 6 of section  89.
38 acres.
Commencing  on the west side of Duke  street at
the south-east corner of allotment 1, and bounded
thence on the east by that street bearing south
sixteen  chains and fifty links ; on the south by a
line bearing west twenty chains ; on the west by
Cottell street bearing north twenty-one chains and
fifty links to Bowen street; on the north by that
street  bearing east ten chains  ;  again  on the east
by allotment l bearing south five chains ;  again on
the north by that allotment bearing  east ten chains
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland an,i its Depen-
dencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Roma Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth
day of May, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional purchase shall be fifteen shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
HOMESTEAD AREA, ROMA.
16,500 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Blythe's Creek
and Bungil Creek, and hounded thence by Blythe's
Creek upwards to 'Jingun pre-emptive No. 2;
thence by the south-west boundary of that portion
north-westerly ; thence by part of the north-east
boundary of Mulga Mulga Run south-easterly ;
thence by the south-east boundary of same south-
westerly to Bungil Creek, and by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and it"
Dependencies.
1N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May, 1877, at the
Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
SUBURBAN AREA AROUND MONDURAN.
BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Bowen.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at the south-west corner of portion 8 parish of
Monduran, and bounded thence partly on the east
by that portion and  a line  in continuation bearing
north about seventy chains ; on the north by a line
bearing west about three hundred and thirty-six
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south about
three hundred and fifty-four chains ; on the south
by a line bearing  east  about three hundred and
thirty-six chains to a point south from the com-
mencing point ;  again  on the east by a line bearing
north to the Kolan River, and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement,  exclusive
of an area of one square  mile, as shown  in the Land
Agent' s official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARDKENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth day of May, 1877,
at the Roma Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to Selection
by Conditional purchase, shall be one pound per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional purchase shall not exceed 1,21x0 acres.
EXTENSION OF THE ROMA TOWN RESERVE.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on Bungewargorai Creek at the
north-east corner of Bungewargorai pre-emptive No.
5, and bounded thence by the east boundary of that
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portion bearing south ; thence by the south boun-
dary  of same  bearing west to the north-east corner
of portion 121 ; thence by the east boundary of
portion 121 bearing south, and by the south boun-
dary of same portion bearing west, by part of the
south-east boundary of Polmont pre-emptive No. 3,
by the south-east boundary of portion 111 south-
westerly, by part of the northeast boundary of
portion 115x, and the north-east boundary of No.
115 south-west to the  easternmost  corner of the last
mentioned portion ; thence by the north-east
boundary of Upper W. Yalebone Run south-east ;
thence by the north boundary of Upper Yalebone
Run east; thence by the north-west boundary of
Yalebone No. 1 Run,  and a line  in continuation
north-east to the confluence of Bungil and Bunge-
wargorai Creeks ; thence by Bungil Creek upwards
about four miles to the south- east  boundary of the
Homestead Area ; thence by said south-east boun-
dary south-west to Bungewargorai Creek, and by
that creek upwards to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
• Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.WITH the view of facilitating he transactionof business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, to the
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-even to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and other documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving, and appropriating fees for  clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans,  arrangements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
Be LAND SALE AT GYMPIE,  ON THE 28TH INSTANT,
PUBLISHED IN THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE
" GOVER NMENT GAZETTE " OF THE 28TH
ULTIMO, No. 83.T1 HE undermentioned Correction  has been made,1 and is hereby published  for general informa-
tion.
No. of ' No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment Section.
-
1  1  18
1 1 18
Area. Price parAore.
A. B. P. I £ ..
2 1 0 1 19 1 12 0
should read
Q 1 0 1 19 1 12 0
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
Th6 Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at this Office,
and at-the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No
1
84 from portion 86
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth section of
The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the  Land  Agents', Police ,  and Post Offices,
Beenleigh and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation. Parish. Area.
A.  R. P.
1 J. W. C. Part of th a reserved road Barrow 11 3 27
Howard through portion 53
2 J. M. Road separating portion Conda- Y 0 0
Clarke  13 from  selection 16 mine
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONER'S COURTS.
I
T is hereby notified for public  information,
that the Land Commissioner under  "The
Crown LandB Alienation Act of  1876," for the Land
Agents' districts of Toowoomba, Lalby, and War-
wick, will hold his Courts,  in pursuance  of the 11th
section  of the above recited Act, at the Court
Houses of Toowoomba, Dalby, and Warwick,
respectively, on the following dates, for the year
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Month .  Toowoomba .  Dalby .  Warwick.
Date.  Date. Date.
April  Monday ,  28 Wednesday 26 Friday, 27
May ... „ 21 „ 23 „ 25
June ... „  25 „ 27 „ 29
July ... „ 23 „ 25 „ 27
August ... „  27 „ 29 „ 31
September  „ 24 „ 2R „ 28
October ... „  22 „ 24 „ 26
November „  26 „  28  „ 30
December... „ 24 ,Thursday , 27 Saturday 29
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
T. Brand... Road separating portion St. Mary ...
A.  I.  P.
8 1 38
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Ex ellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. MIichaol and St. Gcore, C.Itnpanion of the Most honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 3rd day of February Ind 10th
V V day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, from the Warwick Road to Hardin is selection, parish of Purga, county of Churchill, through
lands in  the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified: And whereas I, the Adminis-
trator of the Government aforesaid, with the alviee of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve
of the opening of the said Rt,oad : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARrHua EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said R-aad has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and  that the same is now  open for
public use.
77.940.
POOR  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO H ARDING'S SELECTION , PORTION
411, PARISH  OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC hOAD.
Breadth
No. Portion of Road . m o v How Held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
- m Owner. Road.
1 Commencing on the ...
Warwick Road and
running east along
north  bounda ry  of
portion 209
2 Commencing at the 442
south- west corner  of'
portion 183,  and run-
ning east to south-
east cort.er
3 Commencing at the 759
south west corner of
portion  212,  and run-
ning westerly th ro ugh
that portion and
Crown land ,  to north-
west corner of portion
411
Crown land 900 ohs. Iks. A. R. P.46 68 1 chain  ...  4 2 24 Through water
reserve.
Conditional  Thos . Unnccu-  90° 36' 39 09  '1  chain ... 3 3 26 Adjoining lend
Clause  " C. L.  Glynn pied fenced-two
A. Act of
I  I
rails.
1868"
Conditional
Clause  " C. L.
A. Act of
1868"
Francis Francis
Porter Porter
Crown
land
90°12' 20 73 Irregular 1 1 20 This land  was
being fenced
at time of
1 chain  ...  2 0 11  survey.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, a t Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
%j HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of January and 10th
1 day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion 14A,parish of Robinson, county of Merivale, through land in the occupation
of the person in the said notice Specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked
and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-1603.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14A, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE, DARLING DowNs, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Zo
Az
1 Running north-went- 285
erly from the east to W. R.
the west boundary of
portion 14A
How Held.
" C. L. A.
Act  qr 1868"
Repute Occupier.
Owner.
Martin M.  Bourke
Bourke
Bearings .  Lengths . Breadthof Road.
chs. lks.
276° 3 25 One chain
297° 16 69
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
1  $ 36  Portion through
which  road runs
unfenced and
unimp ro ved.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most. Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. K ENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.WHEREAS Notices were published in the Government Gazette  of the 27th day of January and10th day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny, through lands in the
oo(m:pation of the several  persons  in the said notice specified : And whereas 1, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that  the same is  now open for public use.77-14-2.
BOOB OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526, PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No. ofPortion . How held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bea rings. Lengths. l
Breadth Area.of Road. Remarks
ohs. lks .  A. R. P.
1 A strip off south and 402 UnderDeed Marian F. T. Gregory 90° 33 25 1 chain ...  3 3 41 Port ion
pa rt  of east boundary of Grant Scott 4 98 fenced.
of portion 402 containing
a general
reservation
for road
Gregory
2 A strip off south boun -' 526 Ditto  ...  T. F. Gregory F T. Gregory 90° 19 79 1 chain ...  2 0 0 P ortion
dary of po rt ion 526 fenced.
• Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E.  KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
1 W
HEREAS notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of January and
10th day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Selections 813 and 1,350 T  H,  parish of Ramsay, county of Aubigny, through lands in
the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened  by the proper  officers, and that the same is now open for
public use.
77-1327.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1 ,350, TOOWOOMBA REGISTER,
PARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of
Selection.
How held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.Owner. Lengths.Breadth Area. Remarks.of Road.
Too-
woomba
Register.
1 A strip one  chain wide 813  " C.  L.  A. Garrett G. Culhane North
off the west boundary  Act  of  1868"  Culhane
of Selection 813
2 A ,t ri p one chain wide 1351) Ditto ...  Lawrence
off the west ,  north, Buckley
and west boundaries
of the selection
chs. lks .  A. R. P.
56 56 1 chain  ...  5 2 25 West
7 42
16 17
7 54
Unoccupied, N. 0° E.
90° E.
0° 21'
I chain  ... 3 1 26
average 135
links.
boundary
fenced ;
otherwise
unim-
proved
Left side
of road
tented ;
selection
otherwise
unim-
proved
and un-
ocupied.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,1 and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, r lative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder  described, through Portion 21, parish of Jimboomba, county of Ward, through land in the
occupation  of the person in the  said notice  specified : And whereas T, the Administrator of the Govt19T
meat aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government  aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper  officers,  and that the  same is now  open for
public use.
76-4882.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21, PARISH OF JIMBOOMBA , COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
s. F7
'Ec o
AZZ
How
held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings . Lengths .
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
ohs. lks . A. R. P.
A triangular piece, off 1913, Under T. E.Williams T. E. Williams N. 1900  4' E. 8 25 Irre- 0 2 2} Required to
the south- west  corn Bris - Act of gular give access
of portion 21 bane 1868 to new
Reg. bridge
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of April,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,  Knight  Commander  of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. K ENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony  of Queens-
Administrator .  land and and its Dependencies.
\ 7
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road here-
under described, being part of road from Logan Villiage to Beenleigh, through Portion 261, parish of
Moffatt, county of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And
whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have
been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, notify  and proclaim  that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper  officers, and
that the same is now open for public use.
77-395.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM LOGAN VILLAGE TO  BEENLEIGH ,  THROUGH
PORTION 261, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO
BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion of Road. How Held . ReputedOwner.
A strip of  land off the 633a Under
south boundary of lg  "Land Act
portion 261 . + Immigra -  of  1868"
Lion se-
lection,
Beenleigh
Register
year of Her Majesty reign.
Sami. Smith
Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths.
Saml.  Smith N .  89° 63'  E. ohs. lks.
24 96
Breadth
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
A. Y. P.
150 links 8 a 39 Forest
land,
partly
fenced.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.S.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
1 W
HER EAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road here-
under described, in Subdivision A of Portion 22, parish of Mackenzie, county of Stanley, through land
in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
q_._,prnment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
ol.ning of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same  is now open for public
use.
77-359.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN SuBDIVIsioN A OF PORTION 22, PARISH OF MACKENZIE, COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
. c m
mom
How Reputed
held. Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
An irregular piece of  ...  Under Henry Unoccupied. East
land off the no rt h -  Deed of Jordan.
east comer of Sub- Grant
division A, Portion 22 contain-
ing
generalt
_
Length
in Chains.
Breadth Area .  Remarks.
of Road.
-I `
ohs Ike. ch. iks. A. R. P.
Average.
4 22 1 50 0 2 20 Fenced.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April, in
the year.of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in  the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Gou SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens.
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of December, 1876
and 10th day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, through Portions 61 and 63, parish of Tamborine, and Portion 19, parish of
Tabragalba, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice
specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by
the proper officers, and that the  same  is now open for public use.
77-261.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 61 AND 63, PARISH OF  TAMBORINE , AND POR-
TION 19, PARISH OF TABRAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.  Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on a
surveyed  road in
portion 63,  and run-:
ping no rt herly to
its no rt h boundary
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 61, and
running no rt herly
to the Coburg
River
3 Running  northerly
thrn ugh portion 19,
across a bend of
the Coburg River
Register
No. of
Selection.
How Held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths. Breadth Area.Owner .  of Road. Remarks.
chs. Iks.  A. R. P.
Brisbane Immigra - Thomas T. Irving N .  371 E. 5 00 1 chain 1 3 8 Forest land,
Register tion selec- Irving  N. 33° E. 8 10 fenced;
2025A tion N. 346° 30' E. 4 62 alightaltera-
85 tion of re-
served road
2026  'Under  Land Charles Unoccupied N.345 ° 30' E. 9 9 1 chain 1 0 0
.
Forest land,
Act of  1868 Holmes I fenced;
,alight  altera-
tion of  re-
1412 Under  Land W illiam Unoccupied N.343 °  28' E. 3 16 1 chain 2 10 0
served  road.
Forest land,
Act  of  1868 Holmes N. 6° 0' E. 12 411 fenced.
N.18° 68' E. 3 30
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of Apri.,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of  St. Michael  and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E .  KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator .  land and its Dependencies.
W IIERFAS Notices  were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 4th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January ,  A.D. 1877, respectively ,  relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described ,  being deviation of Warwick Road, near Fassifern ,  parish of Fassifern ,  county of
Churchill. through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : . .,end
whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Cv, -4,
have been pleased to approve of the  opening  of the said Road : Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTI?UR
EDWARD  K ENNEDY,  the Administrator of the Government aforesaid ,  do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-1295.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD,  BEING  LEVIA')ION  OF THE  WARWICK ROAD ,  NEAR FASSIFERN, PARISH
OF FASSIFERN ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A.
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Running north-east-
erly fro m the west
0  the east boundary
of subdivision 1 of
portion 22
Register Breadth
.N' o. of How held . Reputed
I
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Selection . Owner . Road.
2 Commencing  in the I 2008
east boundary of
portion 105, and
running north-east-
er.y. to its north
boundary
3 Commencing  in the 309
south boundary of
portion 43, and run-
ning north-easterly
to its north boun-
dary
4 Commencing  in the 93
south boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning north-easterly
to its west boundary
5 Commencing  in the 708
east boundary of
portion 66,  and run-
ning north -easterly
and north -westerly
to its north-west
corner
6 Commencing in the 2560
south boundary of
portion 156 ,  and run-
ning north - westerly
to its west  boundary
7 Commencing in the 93
east boundary of
portion 41, and  ru n-
ning north -westerly
and northerly to its
north boundary
Under deed Michael
of grant McAnalan
cl is. lks .  lks. A. R. P.
M. McAna -  62° 00' 11  24 150 1 2 15 Unfenced andIan  unimproved,
containinga
general re-
servation
for roads
"C. L. A Act Rd. Brad- Rd. Brad -
of 1868 " field  field
Homestead
" C. L. A. Act Julia Mi. McAna -
of 1868" MacAnalen len
Conditional
to be  ex
ahanged for
part of a
closed road.
62° 00' 10 10 150 1 2 7 Unfenced and
38° 00' 1 50 unimproved.
38° 00'  14 96 150 6 0 16 Unfenced and
27° 00' 14 61 unimproved.
72° 00'  12 42 Reserved road
to be closed.
C.  L. A. Act  Julia  MacA n alen  72° 00 '  6 60 150  1 2 19 Unfenced and
of 1868"  MacAnalen '  and Pea -  26° 00' 0 961 unimproved.
Conditional 1 cock Part of re-
served road
to be closed.
" C. L. A. Act  Ml. Mac- Ml.  Mae- 25° 00'
of 1868"  Analen Analen 325° 00'
Conditional
" C. L. A. Act  i  Ml. Mae- MI. Mac- 325° 00'
of 1868" Analen Analen
Conditional
" C. L A. Act  Julia  MacAnalen 325° 00'
of 1868 "  MacAnalen and Pea- 366° 25'
Conditional cock 11° 33'
15 86 150 3 1 30 Unfenced and
9 50 unimproved.
2 16  A.  tri- 0 0 171 Ditto.
angular
piece
4 45 150 Ike.  5 049 Ditto.
17 29
J
Irre-
7 66 gular
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator .  land and its Dependencies.
W
HERAS Notices were published  in  the  Government Gazette  of the 4th day of November, 1870,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new' Road
hereunder described, from selections on Tallebuggera Crt ek towards Brisbane, Beenleigh, and the Border,
pari'hes of Mudgeeraba and Tallebuggera, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the
several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the
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said road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77.989.
Box  OF REFERENCE OF RO4DS FROM  S ELECTIONS ON TALLFBUGGERA CREEK TOWARDS BRISBANE,
BEENLEIGH ,  AND THE BORDER,  P ARISHES OR  M UDGFERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA , COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DIST111CT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of
Selection.
1 Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running  westerly
through portion No.
16 to  a Government
road
Reenleigh
Register122
2 Commencing on Talle- 123
bugkei a Creek, and
running north -east- 1
erly and northerly
through portion No.
15 to its eastern
boundary
3 Commencing on the 248
western boundary of
portion  No.  14, and
running north-
easterly to its north-
east boundary ; com-
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
dary,  and running
westerly to the
western boundary
4 Commencing on the 142
south-west boundary
of portion No. 13,
and running east-
erly to a Govern-
ment road ; com-
mencing on the
north-east boundary
of the portion, and
running south-
westerly  and south-
erly to its south-
west  boundary
5 Commencing  on the 141
north -east boundary
of portion 12, and
running southerly to
Tallebuggera Creek
How held. ReputedOwner.
Conditional Stephen
Selection Tobin
under " C.
L. A. Act of
1868"
Ditto William
Dolan
Ditto Samuel
Andrews
Under Deed K illiam
of Grant Andrews
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
Under Deed Samuel
of Grant Andrews
containing a
special re-
ervation for
roads
6 Commencing on Talle -  245 Conditional
buggers Creek ,  and Selection
running south -  under " C.
easterly through  L. A. Act of
portion No. 21 to its 1868"
north -east boundary
7 Commencing on the 152
south -west boun-
dary of portion No.
18, and running
south-easterly and
no rt h -easterly to its
north-east boundary
Stephen
Tobin
Under Deed J. J. Dwyer
of Grant
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
8 Commencing on the 889 1868 Act Heinrich
south -west boun-
dary of portion No.
19, and  ru nning
no rt h -easterly to its
north -east boundary
9 Commencing on the 135
north -west boun-
dary of portion No.
10, and running
south -r asterly and
north-easterly to the
same boundary
10 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion No. 14A, and
running north to its
north boundary
11 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion No 13A, and
ru nning north to its
north -east bound-
ary
Gypske
Under Deed Fred.Fowler
of Grant
eontaini n g a
special re-
servation for
roads
Under Deed  8aml.Howes
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
Under Deed Ditto
of Grant
containing a,
special re-
servation for
roads
Occupier .  Bearings.
I
276° 40'
52Q 30'
41" 30'
30° 50'
16° 0'
0° 35'
8° 0'
Road.Lengths . Bre th
cbs. lks.
7 70 1 chain
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
0 3 4 Parish of
Tallebugger
2 30 1 chain 3 3 37 Parish of
4 11 Mudgeeraba.
5 70
7 09
16 45
7 43
811 0' ' 11 53 1 chain 5 2 Ditto.
30° 36' 1 20 28
48° 30' 2 35
254° 0' 3 09
286Q 45' 7 78
327° 0' 4 08
48° 30'  5 99 1 chain
94° 45' 6 04
245° 15' 1 84
211° 30' 4 90
137Q 0' 4 23
173° 30' 4 40
162° 30' 8 48
181° 15' 5 94
1970  15' 5 06
197° 15' 2 64
191° 45' 8 86
142Q 15' 16 47
1 chain
126° 40' 2 00 1 chain
78° 50' 5 87
150° 30' 6 17
127° 0' 2 50
1270  0' 13 01  1 chain
47° 10' 8 08
38° 45' 8 37
38° 45'  3 50 1 chain
16° 30' 5 75
] 8° 47' 9 04
41° 0' 14 17
24° 40' 8 01
13'1° 0' 0 34 1 chain
75° 0' 2 03
21° 30' 1 31
360° 0'  10 00 1 chain
360° 0'  2 48 1 chain
4 2 16 Ditto.
2 2 20 Ditto.
1 2 21 Parish of
Tallebuggera
2 3 4 Ditto.
4 0 9 Ditto.
0 2 6 Parish of
Mudgeeraba
1 0 0 Ditto.
0 0 26 Ditto.
No'rs .- On the Deeds of Grant of portions 10, 12, 13,  lot  13A. and 14s the above road has been reserved.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government House ,  Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.a.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens.
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.WHEREAS Notices'were published in the Government Gazette  of the 14th day of October and 23rdday of December, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portions 319 and 334, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment  aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment  aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is now open  for public use.
77.576.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 319 AND 334, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 A triangular piece
off the north- east
corner  of portion
319
2 A strip of  land off 1
the eastern  boun- I
dary of portion
934
.0
o 0
o
W
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . Remarks.
chs. lks. A. H. P. j
319 Under Deed Rev. James  Rev. James N. 148° 24' E.  1 21 Varying 0 0 ,3} Forest land,
of Grant
containing
general
reservation
for roads
334  Under Deed
Voller Voller
Ditto ... Ditto ... N. 20° E.  22 85 1 chain 2 1 5
fenced in.
Forest land
of Grant
containing
general
reservation
for roads
unim-
proved.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Thos .  290° 0'
Thomson
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of December, 1876, and
NV 20th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, to the South Brisbane and Toowong Ferry, parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley,
through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the
Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased
to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify
and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same
is now  open for public use.
77-543.
BQOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TO  THE SOUTH BRISBANE  AND ToowoNG FERRY ,  PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE , COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT , INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held.
1 A strip of land off the Under Deed
no rt h -east boundary I of Grant
of subdivision 2 of I containing a
suburban allotment general reser-
43
i
vation for
roads
2 A st ri p of land off the
south -west boundary
of subdivision C of
suburban allotments
42 and 43
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.  Bea ri ngs.
E. H. E. H .  290° 01
Harries  Harries
Ditto  ...  Thos.
Thomson
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Lengths. Breadth of Area.Road.
chs. lks .  A.  R.  P.
17 20 32 links 0 2 8
4 00 20  links
Remarks.
Agricul-
tura. land
fenced
0 0 13 Agricul-
tural land,
fenced
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SA"  THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most  Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most  Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony  of Queens.
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
' \T HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, 1876,
and 17th day of March, 1877, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described, on
the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley, through  lands in the occupation
of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator  of the Government
at .taid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the  opening of the
said  Road : Now, therefore, 1, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the  said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is  now open for public use.
76-983.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON  THE LEFT BANK  OF BUNDAMBA  CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Roa1 .  How Held .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings.
1 Commencing in the  Leasing  Act  of  James Ivory J. Ivory 200°
north boundary  of 1866
portion 197,  and run-
ning south-westerly
to its south boun-
dary
2 Commencing in the  Leasing  Act of  Nathaniel  N. Watson 200°
north  boundary of 1868 I Watson 155°  15'
port ion 198,  and run-
ning south-westerly
and south -easterly to
its south boundary
8 Commencing in the  Leasing  Act of  James  Ivory T. Maguire ]  155° 15'
no rt h boundary of 1866 118° 25'
po rt ion 199,  and run-
south-easterly to its
south boundary
4 Commencing in the ,  Under deed of James  Ivory J .  Ivory 118° 25 '
nort h-west corner of grant,  con- 146°  52'
port ion 200, and run -  laining a 136°  00'
ping south -easterly general reser-
to its southern boun- vation for
dary roads
Lengths . Breadth Area .
of Road. Remarks
chs. lks. A. s. P.
19 83 loo links 1 3 38 Unimp roved.
13 45 100 links 2 1 25 Fenced and
10 63 cultivated.
15 12 100 links 3 2 4 Unimp roved
19 80
4 63 100  links  4 8 0 Unimp roved
39 77
2 64
NOTE.-This Notice cancels  the Notice published  in the  Government Gazette,  dated 26th October, 1878,  folio 882.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign. -
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens.
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W
HERE A S notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 16th day of December, 1876, and
10th day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton, county of Ward, through lands in the occupa.
tion of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4831.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND 8, PARISH OF  BROMELTON ,  COUNTY OF
WARD,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Po rt ion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
south boundary of
po rt ion 7,  and run-
ning no rt h and north-
westerly
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion 8,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to a surveyed road
Oy
How Held.
a
o $
aim
-
Reputed
Owner
-
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area .  Remarks
1 1 i
ohs. lks A.  R.  P.
Bri sbane  UnderLand  John John North  30 00 1 chain 5 1 0 Open
Register  Act of 1868  Murray Murray N. 315° E.  22 54 forest
1734 land.
1839 Under  Land  Cathe ri ne Catherine N. 3160  E. 10 98 1 chain 1 0 20
Act  of  1868 Colgan Colgan
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven,  and in  the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAGE  THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
1THEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 6th day of January and 10th
day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of Churchill, through lands tr" the
occupation of the persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the G,,vern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is  now open for public use.
76-5701.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU GH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the south -east
corner of portion 40,
northerly along its
east boundary to the
north -east corner
2 From  the south-east
corner  of portion 41,
northerly  along its
east boundary to the
north -east corner
m o How held .
Reputed
Owner Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths .
Breadth Area .
of Ro d Remarks.CA's . a .
m
chs. 1ks. a. r. p.
2897 Homestead Heinrich North ... 24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
under  C L.
A. Act of
1868
Goebel
i
3846  Homestead Alfred Rose North ... 24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
under  C.L
A. Act qr
1868
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD -KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens.
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
HEREAS notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of December, 1876
and 13th day of January, A.D.1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, to upper part of Sandy Creek, parish of Blenheim, county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening  of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said  Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same  is now  open for
public use.
76 5225.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK ,  PARISH OF BLENHEIM,
COUNTY  CF  CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE I'BOCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .
1 F ro m the no rt h bound -
ary  of port ion 120,
south - westerly  and
southerly ,  to its south
boundary
2 From the no rt h bound-
ary  of portion 125,
southerly to its  south
boundary,  and again
3
from its no rt h bound-
a ry  south-westerly to
Sandy Creek
From the  north- east
corner of port ion 128,
souther :y to its south
boundary
4 0.2
'6o c o
Reputed Occupier .How Held. Owner. Bearings.
Breadth.
Lengths. i of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
Ipswich. chs. lks . ' A. R. P.
1677 Homestead Martin 224° 25 26  1 chain 3 0 0
under C.L. Carmody
A. Act  of 168° 30' 4 15
1868
South. 14 95  1 chain 5 0 0
1830 Homestead Dedlef 172° 6 10 1
under  C.L.  Rander 270° 7 0
A. Act of  2:;2° 13 rl1
Helidon.
1668  278°I 338°
8
1
0
40
308 Homestead Henry  148°361 5 4  1 chain 2 0 0
under  C.L. Pohlman 210° 7 10 and irre-
A. Act of 180° 8 33 gular
1868
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April, .
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the  fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUERY !
1339
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most  Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
1 1
; HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hb '.under described, through Portion 140, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same,is now open for public use.
76-6001.
BOOK e)F REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU GH PORTION 140, PARISH OF REDLAND ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1  From  thenorth boundary
of portion 140 south-
easterly and south-
westt rly to its south
boundary
Lengths. Breadthof Road.
c m How Held.Aga
Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
chg. Ike. I A. H. P.
1,373  Under deedJ. H. Heine- 129^ 50' 1 14 1 chain 2 1 2
Bris- of grant, mann 167°10' 2 12
bane containing 158° 16' 6 44
Beg. a general 156° 46' 3 08
reservation 156°15' 4 34
I for roads. 208° 57' 4 36
225° 1 16
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony  of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
1 !
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 6th day of January and 10th
day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portions 33 and 31, parish of Telemon, county of Ward, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of
the Government  aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that'
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is now open for
public use.
76-5216.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROU GH PORTIONS  33 AND 34, PARISH OF  TELEMON ,  COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held.
I
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.  Bearings,
From the road  re served through 2286 Homestead under Edwin Brook  ...  273°
portion 33 westerly and south -  " C. L. A. Act  of
westerly to its west corner 1868"
2 From the c ro ssing place on 2286 Ditto  ... ...  Ditto  ... ..  318° 30'
Christmas Creek north-west- 300°
erly and south-westerly to 236°
join the above
8 Fro m the south corner of por- 2291 Ditto  ... ...  Michael  ...  826°
tion 34 no rt h -westerly along Cahi ll
its south-west boundary to
the west oorner
Remarks.
Taken up as
a Conditional
Selection
under the C.
L. A. Act of
1863, in Octo-
ber,  16; 1.
Ares,.
chs. Ike. 1
25 94 1}  chains, 6 2 0
10 35
7 8
37 87
1 chain
and
irregular
6 2 0
48 0 1J ohains 7 1 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most. Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 14th day of October, 1876, and
r !` 20th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, being part of road from Cressbrook to Gatton, parishes of Clarendon and Gatton, coun ps
of Cavendish and Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified :
And whereas 1, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper  officers, and
that  the same  is now open for public use.
76-2675.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD  FROM  C RESSBROOK  TO GATTON ,  THROUGH  PORTION 14,
PARISH OF GATTON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
I
No. Portion of Road.
Portion  of Road:
ito° Repute
.% c Q How held . Owner.14
chs. lks. A. B. P.
I  A strip of  land along  ... Under Deed Robert Robert 166° 0' 2 95
5 0 36 Partly fenced
the east boundary  of of Grant Bell  Bell
Portion 74  containing
105° 15'1800 0' 2 81  Irregular33 631  1 1 chain ... and cleared
a general
reservation
for roads
NOTe  - The above  Book of Reference cancels referepoe  No. 2 of the one dated 1st July ,  1875,  and proclaimed in the
Government Gazette ,  folio 1313.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E.  KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of' the Government of the Colony of  Queens.
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd day of December, 1876
vv and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of a new Road hereunder
described, through selections 1003 T.R., parish of Meringandan, county of Aubigny, through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas f, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment ttforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same  is now open for public use.
76-5330.
BOOK FREFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 1003 T.R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DowNs, INTENDED  TO BB  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
a
0
dmWz go
How
Held.
Reputed
Owner.
From the south -west  1003 Home .  William
corner of selection stead Bishop
1003,  parish of Merin- under
gandan , northerly  "C.L.A.
along its west boun- 1868"
dary  to the north-west
corner
Occupier.
Occupier.
Bearings.
Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths.` of
Road.
Length
in Chains.
Breadth
of Road.
Area .  Remarks.
Area.
A. B. P.
N. 00 41 E . 24 72 1 chain 2 2 0
Remarks
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of Aprils,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator, land and its Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 3rd day of February and 10th
Y s day of March, A D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
ough Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of Warner, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation
31the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the
said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has
been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77.1280.
Boox OF REFERENCE of ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PCBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. 16 8
prim
m
How Held. ReputedOwner.
1 Commencing at  the! 2156 Con'iitional Robert
south -east corner of  clause of Leitch
port ion 208 ,  and  "C,L.A. Act
running  north- west -  of  1868 "
erly to its west
boundary
2 Commencing at the  2170  C.L.A. "Act  Henry
south -east corner  of of 1868 Walker
portion 246, and
running westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the ... Forfeited  The Crown
no rt h boundary  of seleotion
portion  216, and
running south-
westerly  to its west
boundary
I  Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
I Road,
R. Leitch ... 306° 00'
2950 45'
283° 46'
270° 27'
11. Walker 270° 27'
259° 20'
241° 00'
214° 00'
237° 00'
ohs. Ike.  A.  it.  P.
Remarks.
27 20  1 chain 7 3 1 Fenced
28 18
17 31
6 00
15 08  Irregular 1 3 17 Partly
fenced;
house,
stockyard,
&c.
4 98 Irregular 4 281)
4 81
,
4 95
12 22
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth year ofyear
Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
1 the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "Ike Crown Land s  Alienation Act of
1876 ,"  will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above -recited Act, at the
under -mentioned offices ,  on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
Is  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Tuesday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in  each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
A t the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton , the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877,  and every alter-
nate  month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, St . Lawrence ,  the first
Monday  in each month. -
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in every mouth.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the  first Wednes.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango,  the second
Wednesday in May, 1877,  and thereafter
on the second Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards. a
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in May, 1877, and every  alternate  month
afterwards.
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LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in  May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month  afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
y
Special Courts, when  necessary ,  in addition to
the above , will be duly notified from  time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
THE following description of the amended boun-
daries of  the Reserve for Timber, in the parish
of Knapp, county of Ward, established by notice
dated 12th November, 1875, is substituted for that
published  in page 2258  of the  Government Gazette
of 1675.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Ward, parish of Knapp.
About 1,260 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide, forming
part of the  south boundary of portion 344, at its
1nteiaeetion  by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide ;  and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  west about one hundred and sixty
chains  ; on the west by a line bearing south about
one hundred  and thirty-one chains ; on the south by
a line bearing east  sixty -five chains  ;  and on the
south -east by lines  bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north 65 degrees east  eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th April. 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their integats
affected thereby  are reouired to transmit to this
Department their  objectio. s, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the  Land Agent' s, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane  and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
Applicant. Situation. Parish .
I -
Permanent ermane t Closure.
J. Voller Road separating por- I Enoggera 3 1 18
tions 318 and 319 from
portions 333 and 334
Temporary Closure.
F.T.Gregoryl  Road separating por- Toowoomba 7 0 15
tions 484 and 48.1, and
pari -h of Toowoomba ,  Gowrie
from portions 121,122,
123, and 124, parish of
Gowi ie
F.T.Gregoryl  Road separating por- Toowoomba 5 3 38
tions 99 and  100, and
parish of Gnwrie ,  from Gowrle
portions 477 and 488,
parish of Toowoomba
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.1 T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may  consider  their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections,  in writing , within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road  can be seen  at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
1 Joseph
Belcher
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD  APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that the Deed of
Grant  mentioned  in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct  name shall be  taken to have been
inserted in the said grant  and in every deed con-
taining the  erroneous names,  and such grants
respectively  and every  such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Situation. Parish. Area.
Road separating  portion
20 from portions 129
and 130
Bundamba
A. E. P.
2 3 37
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.IT is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the Road  can be  seen  at this Office,
and at the Land Agent 's, Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD APPLIED  TO BE CLOSED.SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date of Grant-7th No. Applicant . Situation. Parish. Area.November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
I A B PLand granted-Portion  94, county of Carlisle, 1 NorthJ Road separatingpor- Brassall.
.
14
. .
3 35
parish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one .. tions 219,  223, 224,
rood. 22 , 2 !8, 229, 230,'
Name of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Bovey.
231, 234,  and 233,1
from Farney Lawn
pre-emptive Nos,
1and2.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, arerequired to transmit to this
Dei'partment their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba, and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSF,D.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Ar ea.
1 Shanahan and Road separating  portions watts
A.
6
R. P.
0 29
Jenumgs 1, 2.5, 7,  9, and 11  from
2
p2ortions 3,6,8, 10, and
Shanahan andl Road separating  portion Watts 2 0 0
3 Jennings  6 from portion 7Shanahan  and Road  separating  portion Watts 2 0 0
4
Jennings
Shanahan  and 6 from pnrtion 8'Road  separating  portion Watts 2 1 39
Jennings 13 from portions 11
5 Shanahan and
Jennings
and 12
Road separating portions  Watts 6
16 and 20 from14 18
2 12
,, ,
portions  13,17, 19, and
6 21Shanahan and Road separating  portion Watts 1 1 11
7
Jennings  16 from portion 18
Shanahan and Road separating  portion Watts 1 1 14
a
Jennings  17 from poi tion 19
A. Beaton Road separating  portion Darlington 11 2 0
38 from portions 28
acid 65, and  the road
reserved through por-
tion 68
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.N 1OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  his Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively ,  under His
Hand and the Seal  of the Colony ,  describe the name
of the intended Grantee ,  and the lands intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous name and descriptions ,  and such grants
respectively and every such deed  shall  operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William gimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of error-The  name  William Kimp
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Kemp.
No. of Grant,  5,278 . Date of Grant-9th April
1863.
Name of  Grantee-John  Coleman.
Land granted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of  Goodna ,  twenty -one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Stanley ,  parish of Goodna ,  portion  168
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it  from  that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty -seven links to a road one chain wide ; on the
south by that road bearing east  ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty -one chains and
sixty links to the Six-mile Creek ; and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,295. Date of  Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee Colin McCullock.
Land qranted-Selection  270, portions  205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of  Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty -one acres.
AMFNDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Merivale,' parish of Robinson,  portions
205, 206, 207, 208, 209,  and  210,  selection  270.
12t acres.
Commencing on the right bank  of Swan Creek at
the north- east corner  of portion  212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion  and a line
bearing west  thirty-four  chains seventy -five links
to a road one chain and fifty links  wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty- eight chains
fifty-eight  links to a road two chains  wide ; on the
north by that  road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by  lines bearing  south twelve  chains eighty-
six links, east one  chain, north  twelve chains
eighty -six links,  east twelve  chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven  chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty four
chains forty -one links to  Swan Creek  ;  and thence
by that creek downwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858, "  at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony,  describe the lands intended to be
granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS 
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.- Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-Tbe  land having  been de.
scribed as bounded on the north -west " by a line
bearing 234  degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty -nine links ,"  instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six chains and twenty.
nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall to
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taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion ,  and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDUL E  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed--22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee -John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish  of Cawarral ,  forty -one acres  one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, portion
11.
Commencing  at the south- east corner  of portion
10, and  bounded  thence on  the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes  four chains and three
links  ;  on the south -east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes  thirty -three chains  ;  on the south -west by
a line bearing  310 degrees  6 minutes  nine chains ; on
the west by  lines bearing 9 degrees  29 minutes one
chain and  fifteen links  ;  thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains  and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 62 minutes  thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrews.
Land granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of  Goodna, fifteen acres, two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2  roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing  on the road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured  portion of  9 acres  15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes ,  sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide ; on the south-east  by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 64 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes ,  one chain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under  the sixty- fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads  ;  and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby ,  are required to transmit
to this Department their objections ,  in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
1 P. Thomson Reserved  road through Burnett  ...  1 1 16
portion 41
2 T.Gregory Road  Separating  por- Drayton ... 3 0 5
` tion 402 from por-
tion 403
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
IN  pursuance of the seventy -second section of" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"
the following Petition and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the  undersigned
Freeholders, resident in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very great loss
and inconvenience by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of the present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek, and on the west by the Bungewogaria
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece of land now available for such apurpose.
Your Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names. Names.
Thomas McEwen Daniel Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees James Roberts
William Armstrong William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David Benjamin
J. Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel Caldwill S. S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Murphy
L. Ryder T.: omas  Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Raffin -
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
William Jackson
LAND REFERRED TO IN THE ABOVE PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that  run and a line in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence -by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,""  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
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such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing  the erroneous  name , and such grant
and every such deed  shall operate  and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
1
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land granted-Portion  137, parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley, 39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thegnce on the north-east by
that road bearing north 168 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty-nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to Brisbane; on the south-east by that road bearing
north 237 degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty-one chains ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 15 minutes
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1877.I T is hereby notified that Land Agent's Office
will be opened for the transaction of business
at Cairns, on and after MONDAY, the 4th June
next.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette for  thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect o each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL ,  TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, parish of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south -east  corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing  through a post one hundred  and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by  a line bear-
ing south four chains and  nine links  ; on the south
by part of portion 90  bearing east six chains and
twenty links  to and passing  through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain  west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
nne chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west seven chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion  bearing east
seven chains  and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR A  SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of Mroloolnh.
20 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on the south by  a line bearing  west twenty
chains ;  on the  west  by a line bearing north eleven
chains ;  and on the north by  a line  and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of a reserved road,  as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  12th February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NT
OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant  mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the G c  i ernor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  Tho Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand and
the eal of the  Colony,  describe the lands intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the Act
aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be taken to
have been inserted in the respective grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous descriptions,
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-31,655. Date of Deed-30th
August, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Peter Thomson.Land gran tsd.-Selection 347,  Beenleigh District,
seven hundred and fifty acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
750 acres.
County of Ward, parish of Coomera,  selection 347
portion 79.
Commencing on Broadwater, Moreton Bay, at
the south-east corner of portion eighty, and bounded
thence by  lines bearing  north 257 degrees 30
minutes east  one hundred and eight  chains, thence
north 151  degrees east  ninety-three  chains to  the left
bank of Saltwater Creek ; thence by the left bank of
that creek downwards to Broadwater, and by
Broadwater northerly to the point  of commence-
ment, - exclusive  of three acres three roods and
twenty perches for a reserved  road one chain wide,
as shown on plan of survey deposited in the
Surveyor-General's Office.
No. of Deed-17,950. Date of Deed-30th
September, 1867.
Name of Grantee-Henry Plint.
Land ,granted.-Portion  641, parish of  Enoggera,
county of Stanley, fourteen  acres one  rood twelve
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
14 acres 2 roods 11 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Enoggera,  portion
641.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide, at a point
bearing 70  degrees 46 minutes ,  and distant one
hundred  and six and  a-half links  from the south-
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east corner of portion 164, and bounded thence on
the west by a line bearing 55 minutes ten chains and
thirty-five and one-third links ; on the north by a
line bearing 91 degrees 2 minutes twenty-one chains
and forty-five and a-half links to the aforesaid road ;
on the south-east by that road bearing 218 degrees five
chains and forty-nine links, 277 degrees 57 minutes
two chains and sixty-four and one-third links, 239
degrees 3 minutes two chains and sixty-two and
a-h slf links, 231 degrees 40 minutes six chains and
forty-five links, 274 degrees 1 minute five chains
and thirty-seven and a-half links, and 250 degrees
46 minutes three chains and twelve links to the
point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd February, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and Seal of the Colony, describe the lands intended
to be granted, and the name of the grantees, to the
intent that, by force of the At aforesaid, the
correct  name  and description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the respective grants and in every
deed containing the erroneous  name  and description ;
and such grants and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant-28,982. Date of Grant-2nd
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Mary Jane Macdonald.
Land  Granted.-Allotment 2, section 110, town
of Rockhampton.
The name Mary Jane Macdonald having been
inserted in the Deed of Grant as that of the
intended grantee, instead of Mary Jane Pugh.
No. of Grant-168. Date of Grant-13th
September, 1860.
Name of Grantee-Robert Little.
Land Granted.-Portion  9, county of Stanley,
parish of Oxley, thirty-three acres.
AMENDED DEscRIPlIoN.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion 9.
39 acres 1 rood 20 perches.
Commencing on the Brisbane River, and bounded
thence on the west and south-west by a road one
chain wide separating it from portion 8 bearing
north 172 degrees 57 minutes east four hundred
and forty-five links; thence by a line bearing north
142 degrees 46 minutes east two thousand five
hundred and eighteen links ; on the south by a road
one chain wide bearing north 90 degrees 47 minutes
east two thousand six hundred and forty-two links
to the Brisbane River ; and on the north-east by
that river upwards to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Works,
Railway Branch,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
j T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 the Tender of the Clifton Coal Company to
supply coal for the Southern and Western Railway,
has been accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.FRESR Tenders willbe received at this Office,
and at the Primary School, St. George, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Primary School at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Add itions,
Primary School, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
fender being accepted, and undertaking  in theft
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for  securing  such perform-
ance; otherwise  the 'render will not  be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
'risbane, 3rd May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Court House at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, GATCOMBE HEAD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Gladstone, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the let June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Pilot's Cottage at Gatcombe Head.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Gatcombe Head."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bot31
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LAYING PIPES, IPSWICH WATERWORKS.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
bIay next, from persons willing to contract for
laying  the Water-pipes for the Ipswich Water-
Wbrk s.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for laying
Water-pipes, Ipswich Water°works."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Office of the Engineer for Waterworks,
Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event o
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,; within seven days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted. •
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from  persons  willing to contract for the erection of
a Morgue, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Morgue,
Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKING OFFICE AND PLATFORMS AT
MURPHY'S CREEK.TENDERS will be received at the Office of theCommissioner for Railways, until Four o'clock
p:m* on FRIDAY, the 11th May, from persons
willing to contract for the erection of Bcoking
Office and Platforms at Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Booking
Q ee, 4'c., Murphy's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
"Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must he sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of (10) ten
per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event that they will severally execute and deliver,
at the Office of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane,
within fourteen days from the usual notification of
acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE I HORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, INSKIP POINT.TENDERS will bereceived at his Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Pilot's Cottage, Inskip Point.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Inskip Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessar ily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
QUARANTINE STATION,  McKENZIE ISLAND,
KEPPEL BAY.
I TENDERS  will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House ,  Rockhampton ,  until 4
o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 18th May, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Buildings for Quarantine Station at McKenzie
Island, Keppel  Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Quarantine
Station,  McKenzie  Island."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender 'a ill not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , ]  9th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL,  KALKIE.
+F ENDER S will be received at this Office, and
i at the Court House, Bundaberg, until
Four o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Kalkie.I
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Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
Kalkie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Court House, Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 pei
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from  the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, GRANDCHESTER.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th May,
from  p ersons willing to contract  for the  erection
of a Primary  School  at Grandchester.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
Grandchester."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office ,  and at the Railway Station ,  Grandchester.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and  at the foot  of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual noti fication of ac-
ceptance ,  a Burd to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wil not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, ROCKHAMPTON.
TENDERS will be received at this Offico, and
at the Court House, Rockhampton, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 18th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New Gaol at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Gaol, Rock-
hampton."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance  of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
isderation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDI PIONS, PARLIAMENTARY BUILDINGS.T'ENDERS will be received at this Office, until1 Four o'clock p.m on FRIDAY, the 4th May
next, from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Parliamentary Buildings.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Parliament Buildings."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent. on amount of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
• Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, TIARO.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Court House, Tiaro, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 11th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Tiaro.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for School,
Tiaro."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Tiaro.
Tenders must be on proper printed  forms, and
state the  time  within which  it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise  the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any 1 'ender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane  5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DALBY,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH  reference  to the Notice dated 7th April,
1875, folio 752,  Government  Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Dalby
Town Reserve to the Lagoon  Reserve, parish of
Dalby, county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased  to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, &
be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Dalby ;  and all persons
intending to claim  compensation  in respect of the
said road are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof,  in such manner  and form
as are provided in the sixth  section  of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
744851,
GEORGE THORN,
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 23rd April, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
NOTICE is hereby given, that a new Roadthrough Portions 88, 63, 65, and 96, parish of
Fassifern , county of Churchill (referred to in
Notices dated 25th February, and 26th April, 1876,
folios 412 and 917, respectively, of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper  officer, and the same  is now  open for
public use.
77-1784.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 18th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
OTICE  is hereby given, that a  T New Road fromN Beenleigh  to N indooimbah ,  and from the
Beenleigh and Nindooimbah Road to the Logan
V illage and Albert Bridge Road, County  of Ward,
Moreton District  (referred to in Notices dated 14th
April, 18th and 23rd June ,  1876 ,  folios 803 and 1221,
respectively ,  of the  Government Gazette ),  has been
formally marked and opened by the proper officer,
and the same is now open for public use.
77-1482. GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1877.
N OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th
section of  "An Act to make provision for
the construction by the Government of Railways
and for the requlation of the same,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference  of the proposed New Line, Sections 3
and 4 of the Western Railway, from 52 miles to
103 miles 60 chains.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can
be seen  at this Office, and all parties interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway are hereby required to transmit to me in
writing, at this office, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objection which may exist
to the adoption of the  said line  of Railway, or
any part thereof, or of any works proposed in
connection  therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.RETURN of Ingots  and Stream  Tin forwardedfrom Warwick during the month of April,
1877.
The Treasury,  Queensland,
•Brisbane , 30th April, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that  a Branch
of the Government  Savings Bank be established at
Wivenhoe.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1877.THE following Notice toMariners is published
for general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
No. 11 of 1877.
Customs Department,
Marine Branch,
We llington ,  4th April, 1877.
THE following letter and its enclosure  from
Captain E .  H. Murray, H.M.S. " Sapphire," is
published by His Exce llency 's command for general
information.
GEO. McLEAN.
POSITION OF POINT HANSON.
R.M.S. "Sapphire,"
Wellington, 26th March, 1877.
My Loan,-I have the honor to forward, for the
information of your Government, the corrected
position of Point Hanson, Chatham Islands , as ascer-
tained by Mr. Dennys, Navigating Lieutenant of
this ship.
I have, &c.,
E. H. MURRAY,
Captain.
His Excellency the Marquis of Normanby,
X.C.M.G., &c.
Tons . cwt. qrs. lbs.
Ingots ... ... 268 9 0 20
stream  Tin... ... 3 0 0 6
Total .... 271 9 0 26 0
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1877.THE following Notice to Mariners is publishedfor general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
[Extract from  New Zealand Gazette, April 12,1877.]
GREEN  LIGHT AT NAPIER.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No.  12  of  1877.
Customs Department,
Marine Branch,
Wellington, 11th April, 1877.
NOTICE has been received from the Napier Harbor
Board that a green light will hereafter be exhibited
between sunset and sunrise from a lamp-post on
the outer end of the mole of  the Harbor Works,
Eastern Spit,  Napier.
GEO. McLEAN.
i
,2
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0
a
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The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda , Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla. Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswien,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Westwood,
Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £100, but not
9xceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per  cent .  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the  residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and  on Saturday  evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying,
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS are hereby invited, andwill be re-
ceived until noon of MONDAY, the 21st
May, 1877, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails.
To and from Cairns and Thornsborough,  via
Smithfield and Kingsborough, by horse, once
a.' eek, for one or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount  of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted  as a guarantee  until the bond and con-
tract shall have been executed, for their duly com-
mencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1877.
HE following Amended Rule, for the manage-
1 ment of the ( ook District Hospital, having
been approved by His Excellency the Adminis-
trator of the Government in Council, is published
for general information.
KORAH H. WILLS,
Mayor.
OF OFFICERS.
10. The Officers of the institution shall only be
chosen from among the governors or contributors of
one pound sterling annually  (see Rule 5), and shall
be as follows :-Patron, President, Vice-President,
'I reasurer, and a Committee of twelve.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1877.
V t ` HE following Bye-law ,  made by the Municipal
I Council of Mackay ,  having been approved by
the Administrator of the Government, with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  under his Hand, in
accordance with the 74th section of  "  The Munici-
pal Institutions  Act of  1864, "  the same is hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
WM. MILES.
BYE-LAW, No. 16.
A BYE-LAW FOR  THE SUPPRESSION  OF THE GOAT
NUISANCE.
Whereas by the provisions of  " The Municipal
Institutions Act of  1864," the Council of any
municipality are authorised to make Bye-laws
(inter alia)  for the purpose hereinafter stated, it
has been resolved by the Council of the Munici.
pality of Mackay, that from and after the date of
the confirmation hereof by the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, and the publication
hereof in the  Government Gazette,  the following
regulations  shall be in force within the said Munici.
pality of Mackay :-
1. That a tax of five  shillings per annum be
charged to the owner  of a single goat ,  and that a
tax of ten shillings per annum be charged for the
second goat owned by the same person, and that
fifteen shillings per annum be charged for the third
goat owned by the same person, and so on, for every
extra goat an advance offive shillings upon the last
one so charged ; such tax to become due on the 1st
day of January of every year.
2. That any owner of a goat failing to pay such
tax shall, upon conviction, forfeit and pay any sum
not exceeding two pounds  (£2) sterling.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Mackay, on
the second day of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven.
J. C. BINNEY,
Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, under my Hand, at Government House,
Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of April, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy- seven , and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
WM. MILES.
A. E. KENNHDY.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing OfPce
in pamphlet form ,  "  The Insolvency Act of
187 ,"  together with  " General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s .  6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
CHARLES STUART MEI N . Government Printer.
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General Registry Office,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 187 7.
NOTICE.THE Reverend WILLIAM JOBFPH HUGILL,
Minister of the Church of England, having
removed from Leyburn, in the Registry District of
Darling Downs East, to Stanthorpe, in the Registry
.Visti ict of Stanthorpe, has given me notice of such
femoval, in accordance with the provisions of "  The
Marriage Act of  1864."
The Reverend JOHN WILLIAM  COLLIER, a
Minister  of the Wesleyan Methodist Church, re-
siding at Pimpama, in the Registry District of
Logan, is duly registered as a Minister of Religion
authorised to celebrate Marriages within the Colony
of Queensland, under the provisions of  " The
Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SOUTH ENTRANCE TO MORETON BAY.
ri' H E detached bank at the outer edge of the Bar
at the south Passage--which, by the notice
published in June, 1875, had to be passed at a short
cable' s distance -having now worked further to the
Southward, the directions for crossing the Bar, with
the knoll in line with the triple hill are no longer
applicable. The Bar should now be crossed with
the beacons in line, or open to the Southward about
4 or 5 times their own width, when a depth of not
less than 141 feet will be found at low-water springs.
There is  now a  depth of 5 feet at low water over
the detached bank.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1877.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
\ OW published,  at the Government Printing
1 Office, William  street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in  four volumes, demy  quarto
2 s. d.
Full Bound  ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth  Bound  ... ,..  2 17 6
J . t;. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
I
N pursuance of the  "District Courts Act of
1867, I hereby appoint the following days
and times  for holding District Courts during the
remainder  of the year 1877, at the  several towns
or places in  the Northern District hereinafter
mentioned , that is to say
Criminal  J  urisdiction .  Civil Jurisdiction.
AT COOHTOWN.
Friday, 20th July I Friday, 20th July
Tuesday, 13th November Tuesday, 13th November
AT MILLCHESTEI3.
Friday, 3rd August Friday, 3rd August
Thursday, 22nd November Thursday , 22nd  November
AT TOWNSVILLE.
Friday, 10th August I Friday, 10th August
Thursday, 29th November Thursday, 29th November
AT BOWEN.
Tuesday, 14th August Tuesday, 14th August
Tuesday, 4th December Tuesday, 4th December
AT MACKAY.
Friday, 17th August Friday, 17th August
Friday, 7th December Friday,  7th  December
ISIDORE J. BLAKE,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Maurice Applebee Felton, of South Brisbane,
clerk, by the said  Maurice  Applebee Felton.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it is
ordered that the said Maurice Applebee Fel-
ton be,  and he is  hereby adjudged  insolvent ; and
that William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official
Trustee of his Estate. And it is further ordered that
the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Maurice Applebee Felton, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at, the office of the Registrar of this
Court, on the Ninth day of May, 1877, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Maurice Applebee Felton shall, on the
Eighth day of May, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and liabi-
lities  of every kind, and of the  names and resi-
dences, so far as  known, of his creditors, and of
the causes  of his inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this second
day of May, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
T-ITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
HART of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of Nor-
manby Sound, showing Thursday and adjacent
islands ,with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government Printing (ffice,
William street,  Brisbane . Price, ]  a. each.
Brisbane, 1st May, 1877.THE undermentioned unclaimed  property, now
in possession  of the Brisbane Police, will,
unless previously  claimed, be sold by auction, at
Mr. Martin's Auction Mart, Brisbane, on SATUR-
DAY, the second day of June, 1877.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner  of Police.
1 Gold watch.
3 Reticules (with contents).
1 Silk alpaca shawl.
1 Woollen shawl.
2 Pairs tweed trousers.
2 Woollen shirts.
1 Comforter.
1 Valise.
1 Bunch of keys.
3 Silver watches.
I Set gold brooch  and ear-rings ,  in case.
1 Gold cross.
1 Silver and pebble brooch.
1 Small plated brooch.
1 Silver-top whip handle.
1 Tape measure.
1 Meerschaum pipe, in case.
1 Single-barrel gun.
1 Lady's black silk bezique.
1 Pair blankets.
1 Pair sheets.
1 Towel.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENS-
LAND.
A SITTING of the  above  Court was held at
the Supreme Court House,  Brisbane , before
His Honor  Sir James  Cockle, Knight, Chief
Justice of Queensland and Judge of the said Vice-
Admiralty Court, on Monday, the 30th day of
April, A.D. 1877. No business  being on the paper,
the C( urt was adjourned  to FRIDAY,  the first
day of June, A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation IBrvnch,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
HE  Licensees and Lessees  of the  undermentioned Runs are hereby required  to pay forthwith  into theT Treasury, at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection  with their  respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions  of the  sixty-first clause of  "  TIte Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause,  which  declares that unless payment is made within six month*
after notification in the  Government  G azette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters sha ll be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in
Name cf  Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run. District. Square Amount.
Miles.
£ s. d.
Henry Rourke ... ... ... ... Albion ... ... ... Mitchell ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Escot ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ensay ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Barry ... ... ditto ... 60 15 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Hardwick ... ... ... ditto ... ... 36 9 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Rockwood East ... ... ditto ... 35 8 15 0
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ... ... Rutilus ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Boydam ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Alma ... ... ... ditto ... ... 56 14 0 0
Robert Christison ... ... Cameron Downs ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Mingeburra ... ... ... ditto ... 25 6 5 0
Ditto .. ... .. .. May Downs ... ... ditto ... ... 27 6 15 0
Robert Christison and Thomas Cliristi-
son ... ... ... ... ... The Merge ... .. ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Donald Gunn ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 1 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 2 ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 3 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 4 ... ... ditto ... ... 99 24 15 0
Simeon  Lord ... ... ... ... St. Mungo ... ... ... ditto ... ... 65 16 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Culloden ... ... ... ditto ... ... 99 24 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. George ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 26 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Lochill ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. David ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Edward Rowland Edkins ... ... Rockwoodville ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
William Henry Barton and JuliusMilton Jacques Barton ... ... Quebec ... ... ... ditto ... 43 1 10 15 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  Government
(gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county
of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming
compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such. compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.77-6113.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114, PARISH OF FORBEs, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.l Portion  of Road. m°:I How Held.
From the  ro ad re- 2519  I  Homestead,
served through por- Ipswich under Act
tion 1146  parish of Register of 1872
Forbes ,  south-
westerly I lto its
south boundary
Reputed
Owner.
Edward
Collins I
Breadth
Occupier.  Bearings . Lengths. of
Road.
ohs. lks.
2430 40' ' 28 82 2 chains
Area.
A.  R. P.
6 0 0
Remarks.
isA
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 W
1TH  reference  to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the opening of a new Road threngh Portions 122 and 119, parish of North,
county o-¢hurchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,  being lands  whereof
some part was originally  granted by Deed of Grant  containing  a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter bet required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles
as hereunder  respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be  seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous  of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the  persons so claiming to any such compensation,
unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1135. ---
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, GIVING ACCESS TO THE NEW BRIDGE NEAR SPENCER 'S CROSSING,
BRISBANE RIVER ,  THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119 ,  PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held . ReputedOwner .
1 An Irregular piece  of ' Ipswich  Under Deed John
land at the uorih cor -  Register ,  of Grant Redmond
ner of portion 12G 117 c ntaining ageneral re-
servation
for roads
2 Commencing on the 34  C. L. A. Act  John
south-west boundary of 1868 Redmond
of portion  119, and
running north-east-
erly, being an irregu-
lar piece or lwnd, along
the right  bank of the
Brisbane River
Occupier . Bearings . Lengthin Chains ,
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
ohs. lks. A. 1. P.
John 499° 43 ' 1 711 Irregular 0 0 27 Portion re-
Redmond sumed un-
fenced.
John 490 43' 11 201 Irregular 3 1 13 Portion to be
Redmond resumed un-
fenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
• WITH reference to the Notice dated the 15th day of March, 1877, folio 885 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield
Homestead Area, parish of Gilbert, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally con-
taining a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor -General, Brisbane, and the Police Office , Warwick. All  persons desirous of claiming com-
pensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1297.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD HOMESTEAD
AREA ,  PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road .  How held.
1 From near the bridge over
Miller 's  Vale  Creek  north-
easterly  throu _h Maryvale
Pre emptive 1 to Its east
boundary
E IA piece of land off the north.
west corner of Maryvale
Pre • emptive 6  as  Gap
Creek
Reputed Owners .  Bearings.
Under Deed of John Wienholt,
Grant con- Williarrwiei,holt,
tainincagen -  Edo and Wienholt,
eral reserva -  Arnold Wienholt,
tion forroa .s and Arthur Wien-
dit to bolt .ditto ... I
Lengths. BreadthRd.
chs. lks.
70 40' 16 31 1 chain
200 40'  54 14
20° 4a
519 40'
2  49
8 19
Irregular
Area.
A. H. P.
7 1 0
Z 0 0
Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  30th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
IS  Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
!! to open a new Road through Portion 73, parish of  MVIoggill, county of Stanley ,  through lands in
the occupation of the person hereunder speci fied, which was originally granted by Deed of Grant,
containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public
ways: Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road
above mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General, -Brisbane ,  and at the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all  persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary
for Public Works, within one month from this date ,  any well -grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
77-1730 . GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 73, PARISH OF MOGGILL ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTRNDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD ,  UNDER THI ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion  of Road. No. ofPortion. How Held . ReputedOwner Occupier Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
. Road.
1.  A strip of  land off the 73 C nder Deed of Shield Thomas North
chg. lks.
22 18 50 links A. R. F.1  0 17 Fenced
east boundary of por-
tion of 73
Grantcont ai"-
jug  a general
reset vation
for roads.
Brothers Shields
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 2, parish of Tantitba, county of Cook, Burnett District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the `urveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Bundaherg; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
77-1792. ,
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 2, PARISH of TANTITITA, COUNTY OF COOK,
BURNETT DISTRICT, INrENDJD TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
the selection at ten
chains  fi fty-two links
from the south-east
corner  post.  rtind bear-
ing north -easterly to
the north boundary
Register
No.  of
Selection.
How
Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearin gs' Lengths . Breadthof Road. Area . Remarks.
chs.lks. A. R. P.
93  Crown  ' Henry Palmer  Henry Palmer N. 17° E. 56 07 100 links 7 0 7 Reserved'
Bundaberg ,  Lamle N. 7° E. 14 36 100 links road to
Register  Aliena- be closed.
t,oa Act
1868" I
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
1
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
I to open a new Road through Portions 27 and 17, parish of Bundaberg, county of Cook, Wide Bay
District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specifie.l : Notice is hereby given, that
a Fan and Book of reference, showing the intended line of road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Bundaberg; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1789.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORrIONs 27 AND 17 ,  PARISH OF BUNDABERG,  COUNTY OF
COOK, WIDE BAY DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 A strip of land off the
north -west boundary
of portion 27
2 A triangular piece of
land - "off  the" south
corner  of portion 17
Register ReputedNo. of .flow Held . Owner . Occupier. Bearings.Selection.
Bunda-
berg  Reg.
28S
The Crown  ...  65° 0'
129  11  C , L. A.  William .. w_$ands- 65° 0'_. Act  of 1868` 1
Haudetord ford
Lengths.
GEORGE THORN.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
chg. lk  . A. a. P.
17 73 2 chains 3 2 2 forfeited
selection.
3 90 Irregular 0 1 61
it
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6t1i April, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portion 280, parish of Ipswich, county
of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being
land which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof
as might thereafter be required for making public  ways :  Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book
of 4eterence, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of
the Surveyor. General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all person interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-982. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THOUGH PORTION 280, PARISH OF IrswICH, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
' No. of I Reputed Lengths. BreadthNo. Portion of Road . __.___  How Held Occupier .  Bearings .  Area .  Remarks.k
1 A triangular piece off
the south- west corner
of the portion
280 Under  Deed Michael Ryan M. O'Keefe N. 135° E. i 2 83}
of Grant,
containing
a general
reservai ion
for roads
Irregular 0 0 32 Fenced
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February.  1877,  folio 394 of the  Government Gazette
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 21 and 30, parish of Jeebropilly, county
of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified. which were
originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might
thereafter be required for making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Ad-
ministrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased tt confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred
to according to the Plan aad Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor. General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect
of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will
not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
77-421. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 21 AND 30, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing at the  N.W. corner'
of portion  21, and running
east to its  N.E. corner
2 Commencing  in the west boun-
dary of portion 34),  and run-
ning westerly  to the Warwick
road
Register
No. of Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.How Held. Owner
Breadth
Lengths .  of Area.
Selection. . Road.
ehs.  Ike.  A. H. P.
XXI Under deed of Darby Darby  90° 64 00 1 chain  61  24
"Leaking
Act of
18661,
grant containing
a general reser-
vation  for roads i
McGrath McGrath
Ditto ... ... Ditto ... Ditto ...  ]34° 15' 15 37 1 chain 2 3 13
109° 30' 1 30
81° 13 32
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1 W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  Government Gazette
relative to the opening of a new i oad through Portion 50, parish of Burnett, county of
Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified: Notice is hereby given, that
His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of'the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby intornied that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
-persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77.642. GEORGE THORN.
Boon OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 60. PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
.1VMORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
S-
`.
C
Portion of Road . d m How Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier.
Breadth
Bearings . Lengths. of
R''ad.
chs. lks.
1 Commencing on the Ipswich Conditional William Dob-  ...  267° 0' 10 0 1601inks 3 0 8 Us-reserved main north- Reg. Clause, A. bie 286°  40' 13 58 fenced.
ern read. and running 809  " C. L. A.
westerly toJ'iin aroad  Act gf
on the north  of the 1868."
portion ,  and lea  ling to
A; c+- s?z  s crossing.
chs. l s. of Road.
A.R.  P.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNI NGHAM, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference  to the Notice dated the  7th day of  February , 1877,  folio 360 of the  GovernmMDt
Gazette ,  relative to the opening of a new Road or part of Road from  Warwick  to Killarney ,  parish
of Cunningham ,  county of Merivale , through  lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified ,  which were originally granted  by
Deeds of  Grant severally containing a reservation of all suchparts thereof a3 might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government , with the  advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to  confirm  the said Road ,  and it is therefore her"by declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office , Warwick.  All persons desirous of claiming compensation in
respect of the said Road ,  are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served
upon the Secretary  for Public  Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76.5927.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO KILLARNEY ,  PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM
COUNTY OF MEBIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
1 Running easterly 2128
through portion
428, parish of
Cunningham
2 Running easterly 2129
from the west to
the east boundary
of portion 429
3 A strip 50links wide, W. R.,
off part of the nort h No. 6
boundary of selec-
tion 6
4 Running east from
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 139
1902
How held. ReputedOwner. Bearings.Occupier.
Selection Chas. Smith Unoccupied 92° 371
under
" The Leaa-
ing  Act of
1866"
Ditto ...  Chas .  Smith Unoccupied
Under deed J. D.
of grant, Macansh Unoccupi
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Selection Alexander
under Macdonald
" The Leas-
tng Act of
18116"
5 Running  east  from 1868, Ditto
the west to the
east  boundary of
portion 274
6 Running east  and 2040 Ditto
south -easterly from
the west to the
east boundary of
port ion 272
7 Running south -east- 2143 Ditto
any  from the west
to the east boun-
dary of portion 160
8 Running south -east -  1878 Ditto
erly and no rt h-east-
erly from the west
totheeastboundary
of portion 273
9 Running south -east- 2016 Ditto
erly from the west
to the south boun-
dary of portion 275
92° 37'
89° 50'
Unoccupied 89° 50'
Alexander Unoccupied 89° 50'
Macdonald)
... Alexander
Macdonald
Unoccupied 89° 50'
111° 00'
... Alexander Unoccupied '  1110 00'
Macdonald
Alexander  Unoccupied 111° 00'
Macdonald 96° 00'
133° 10'
Alexander
Macdonald
J. D. J. D.
Macansh Macansh
Unoccupied 138°
122° 30'
137° 20'
97°
10 Running from the W.  R., Under deed
north boundary of No . 72 of grant,
selection No. 72 containing
south-easterly and a general
easterly to its east reservation
boundary for ro ads
.11 Running from the  ...  Ditto
west boundary of
Killarney pre-emp-
tive 66 easterly to
Juncti'.ii with  ro ad
alread' proclaimed
in said pre -emptive
... J. D. J. D. 97s
Maoansh  Macomb
Lengths.
ohs. lks.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
A. R, P.
Remarks.
29 03 2 chains 5 3 9 South boundary
of po rt ion
fenced
28 98 2 chains ,  7 2 29 Apparently un-
audirre- improved
gular
30 43 Portion  1 2 3 South  boundary
resumed ,  fenced, and
50 links  fence crosses
selection
59 93 2 chains  12 0 0 Unimproved ;
part forest and
partplain
57 31 2 chains 11 1 34 Iron  sheep-shed
on selection
16 33 2 chains 11  1 30 Unimproved;
40 84 open box
forest
58 20 2 chains 11 2 22 Sheep -shed on
selection
29 35 2 chains 12 1 35 Sheep -shed on
20 53 selection
12 24
22 95 2 chains 4 0 30
60 0 2  chains 37 3 17
49 0
80 1
15 86 2 chains 2 2 31
Unimproved
forest land
South  and part
of east boun.dary; fenced
Unimproved
forest ridges;
black soil.
Nors .- The above Rook of Reference cancels Proclamation of a road from Warwick to Selection  (W.R.) No .  560, on Farm Creeko k Saw Mil s, and from Warwick and Form (* k rood to Rillarnon peslh Of Ounutgham ,  County of  Mbrtva18,11MeO 11th 8ept4la . 4
3e78  (8*  1 GOdl84 *60 QAI.)
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
I1'H reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February , 1877, folio  393 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road  in  Fassifern Scrub, parish of Fassifern,
county  of Churchill,  through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified  :  Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
E ecutive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Deference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and at the  Police Office,  Ipswich .  All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are other-
wise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-58.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN FASSIFERN SCRUB ,  PARISH OF FASSIFERN , COUNTY  OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDRD TO  BE  PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner. Occupier
L Ipswioh -
Register
1 Commencing at the 93  " C. L. A.  Julia  Me- Julia Me -
intersection o' the  dctq / 186d" Analen Analen
Ipswicn road and
the east boundary
of port ion 41, and
running -outh to
Fouts boundary
2 Commencing on the 909 Ditto Ditto  ...  J.MoAnalen
north-east corner
of portion 43, and
running south to
its south -east cor-
ner
8 Commencing at the 2008 Ditto Richard Richard
north -east corner Brad field Brad field
of portion 105. and
running south to
its south boundary
4 Commencing on the 2246 Ditto Elizabeth E Hort on
no rt h boundary of Horton
port ion 128, and
running west and
then south along
north and east
boundaries to its
south -east corner
b Reserved  road be - ... The Crown  ...
tween portions 207
and 151
6 Commencing on the
west boundary of
po rt ion 151, and
running south to
the south - west
corner
7 Triangular piece
near south - west
corner portion 151
8 Reserved  road be-
tween portions 128
and 207
0 Deviation of mad on
south boundat y of
portion 151
• I How Held.
'91 8P4 1
2380 Homestead ,  Ferdinand F. Sonnburg
" C. L. A.  Sonnburg
Act  of 1868"
...
...
The Crown
Ditto
...
...
2380 " C. L. A.  Ferdinand  F.Sonnburg
Act  of 1868"  Sonnburg
2489 Ditto Friederich
Schumacher
P.Sehumae -
her
3281 Ditto Christian
Delckmann
C. Deick-
mane
2223 Ditto Thomas
Reesman
Thos .Heas -
man
2833 Ditto John Mc- John Mc-
10 Deviation ofroadon
south boundary of
portion 153
11 Deviation of same
ro ad into po rt ion
173
12 Commencing at the
north west corner
of 138,  and running
westerly through
portion 126
13 Commencing on the
east boundary of
portion 162, and
running south-
west to its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
south -west corner
14
Donald  Donald
Commencing at the 3448
south east corner
and running west-
erly to the west
boundary of por-
tion 127
Carl Deick-
mann
0. Deick-
mann
Bearings . Len gths.
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
Road.
- -
N.181 °  E.
ohs.j Ike A. R.  F861 ,  101 links 0 0 35 Part ly fen-
N.181°  E. 28 44 1 100 links 2 3 15
ced
Unimproved
N. 180°  46' E. 36 64 100 links 3 2 26 Partly fen-
N. No 23'E. 6 63 100 links 3 3 16
ced and
cultivated
Ditto
N. 180° 48' E. 30 84
N.180° 10',E. 15 22 Irregular 1 2 37
166° 07'. 4 23
179° 57' 10 23 Ditto 0 3 18 Partly
2010451 1 80 Ditto 0 0 21
under cul-
tivation
90° 45 ' 19 76 1 chain 1 3 32
90° 30' 7 28 Irregular 0 1 16
90° 30 8 65 Ditto 2 1 29 Part under
90° 30 ' 3 46 Ditto 0 035
cultivation
Ditto
90° 20' 6 61 1 chain 2 0 3 Ditto2650201 13 52
232° 20' l 6 38 Ditto 2 1 6
270°  46' 16 53 A„
2870 45' 13 34 Ditto 6 0 24
246'  46' 9 62
270° 46' 28 67
41
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTHBROOK, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
7ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of 'a new Road through Northbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1,
parish of Northbrook, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder
specified, which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to  confirm the  said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the Road referred to, according to the Plan ' nd Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation  in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works, within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the  persons so claiming t  any such  compensation
unless they are otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-966.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH NORTHBROOK  PRE-EMPTIVE  PURCHASE No. 1, PARISH of
NORTHBROOK , COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC H AD.
No. Port ion of Road.
Register
Ao or
elec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier. Bearings .  Lengths. of
Road.
ch. lks.
1 From the south bound -  Under Deed of Grant William  .  N. 0° 50'  E. 20 0 3 chains
ary of Northbrook  pre- containinga general Pearson
emptive puicl,a •e No reservation for roads
1, northerly to its north
boundary
Area.
A. B. P.
6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PAR15H OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1577, folio 409 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative  to the opening of a new Road through Portions 71, 108. 107, and 66, parish of
Samsonvale , county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government, a ith the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim  must  be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  71, 108,  107. AND 66 ,  PARISH OF SAMSON-VALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY. MORFTON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PrBL-C ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
0
How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .
Breadth Area .  Remarks.of Road.
chg. lks.  A. a. P.
1 Commencing on a re -  1473 UnderLand Hugh H .  Strain... 279° 33'  4 78 1 chain ...  0 2 9 Partly
served road near  the  Act of 1866 Strain 324° 0'  1 481 cleared
Korrh Pine River. and
running north-west-
erly to the north boun-
dary of portion 71
2 Commencing on the 2392 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  324° 0 '  4 50 1 chain I r
south boundary cf 312° 0' 4 25
portion 108, and run-
ning north westerly Partly
to its no rt h boundary cleared and
1 2 30-i cultivated.
8 Branch  ro ad from new 2392 Ditto  ...  Ditto ... Ditto  ...  West  ...  15 00 50 links reservedroad-
road  along the north to be closed
boundary of portion
108, to its north-west
corner
4 Branch road fro m new 2351 Ditto  ...  William W.  Nugent West . ..  11 80 50 links
road along the south Nugent
boundary to south-
west corner of po rt ion Partly
107 cleared. re.23
5 Commencing on the 2351 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  293° 0' 9 11* 1 chain
2 0 served road
south boundary of 314°  5' 4 84 4 to be closed
po rt ion 107, and run- - I
ning north westerly
to its north -west corner l
8 Commencing on the 1453 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  269° 13' 8 90 1 chain ...  2 3 1S Unimp ro ved
south boundary of 300° 0' 4 30 scrub land,
portion 66,  and run- 313°  0' 4 50 part of
ning north -westerly 338° 0' 3 0 reserved
to a reserved road 301° Of 4 541 road to be
1° 11' 3 84 closed.
Nays - Nos. 3 and 4 cancel the Book of Reference published in the  Government Gazette  of November 11th ,  1876,  folio 996
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BEAUDESERT AND NINDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD,
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 391, of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road, from Beaudesert to Nindouimbah, parishes of
Beaudesert and Nindooimbah, county of Ward, District of Moreton, through lands in the occupation of
the sevtral persons hereunder specified, being lands whereby some part was originally granted by Deed
of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice
of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such com-
pensation ,  unless they  are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDESERT TO NINDOOIMBAH , COUNTY Or WARD,
DISTRICT  OF rkNJORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road . No. of How held.Selec-
tion.
Running easterly and
south-easterly from
the west 'oundary ofNindooimbah Pre-
emptive No .  1, to the
main road to Beenleigh
Reputed
Owner. Occupier . Bearings. Remarks.
F24 ]ks- Links .  A. a, P.1 Running southerly and 287  "Crown  George  ...  189° 0'  O160 14 1 5 Old re
south -easterly from Bris -  Lands  Robinson  149° 3n'  12 served
the north to the bane  Alienation  159° 10'  2 17 road to be
south boundary of Register  Act of  lnl° 45 '  8 68 closed.
portion 2, parish of 1868" 165°  8' 33 88
Beaudesert
2 Running south -easterly 1182 Ditto Ernest White  ..  1e5° 8' 19 40  160 2  3 32 Corres-
from the boundary of Brie- ponding
portion 72 to the bane  part of old
originally reserved Register reserved
road road to be
closed
3
1
Under Deed J. D. White ... J. D. White
of Grant
contain-ing a gen-
eral reser-
vation for
roads
St° 25'
Breadth
Lengths ,  of Area .
Road.
11 94 150 4 2 6
113° 10' 18 09
BRANCH ROAD CONNECTING  THE ABOVE  ROAD WITH THE TELEMON ROAD.
Running north -easterly 287  " Crown  George 35°  15' 14  14 150 2 0 0
from the south-west Eris-  Lands  Robinson
corner of portion  2,  bane  Alienation
parish of Beaudesert ,  Register Act  of
to the  above road, 1868"
from Beaudesert to
Nindooimbah
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February. 1877, folio 395 of  the  Government1  Gaz tte,  r lative to the opening of a new Road through Porti, n 208, parish of England, county
of Cavendish, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified: Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation  in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they arb
otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THOS ,
77-1499.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 208,  PARISH  OF ENGLAND, COT NTY  OF CAVENDISH,
MOERTON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
mach
No. Portion of Road, How Reputed
Z
m
Held .  Owner.
1 Running  south- easterly 203
from  tie  west boun-
dary of portion 208 to
Lockyer 's Creek
Crown John
Lands  Noonan
Aliena-
tion Act
of 1868 "
Oconpier . Bearings.
John ' 168°
Noonan 108° 22'
156°
Lengths . Breadth ofRoad Are&  Remarks..
ohs. lks .  A.  IL  P.
2 90 100  links 2 0 0  West boun-
14 34 dary
3 70 fenced with
two rail
fen.;e.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 413 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through portion 421, parish of Walloon, county
of Churchill, Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified :
Notice is hereby  given , that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared ex-
pedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be
seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich All persons  desirous
of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compen-
sation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date
hereof but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they
are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-347. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 421, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL
DISTRICT  OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. Rute Bearings.o How Held . Owners Occupier.
mod,
Lengths.
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
cd 4 a
ohs. Ika . I A. E. P.
1 From  the south -east 1,666 Home- Thomas  325° 17 22 1 chain ... 2 2 0
boundary of portion  stead Rinks  285° 2 50
421, pa :  ish of  Walloon, under  308° 5 28
north-westerly  to its  " C. L. A.
north-west  boundary  Act of
18681,
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th March, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
VV
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of the  Government
Gazette.  relative to the opening of a new Road, being the continuation of Caxton street, Brisbane,
through the Jewish Cemetery, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through land in
the occupation of the persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given. that His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All p"rsons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim  must  be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle
the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-420. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF THE  CONTINUATION OF CARTON  STREET, BRISBANE ,  THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. ReputedPortion of Road. Occupier . Bearings . Length in
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.Owner. Chains . Road.
chs. lks . A.  R.  P.
1 Running north -westerly through The Trustees ... Resumed por- 293° 30' 2 72 Irre - 0 0 32 Fenced.
the northern half of the Jewish
Cemetery
tion unoecu-
pied
gular
HALF-YEARLY RETURN  of the Aggregate Average Amount of the Weekly Liabilities and
Assets of the BANK of AUSTRALASIA,  within the Colony Of QUEENSLAND, from the 17th day of
October ,  1876, to the 16th day of  April, 1877 , inclusive.
PUBLISHED PURSUANT TO THE ROYAL CHARTER OF INCORPORATION.
£ a. d.
Bills in Circulation not bearing Interest 3,877 5 7
Notes in Circulation not bearing Interest 10,473 17 8
Bills and Notes in Circulation bearing
Interest ... ... ... ... ...
Balances due to other Banks  ... ...
Cash deposited not bearing Interest ... 52,039 '10 3
Cash deposited bearing Interest ... 219,115 6 9
Total Liabilities within the Colony £ 285,506 0 3
£ a d.
Coin and  Bullion  .. ...  43,736 5 1
Landed Property (Bank Premises ) ... 9,000 0 0
Notes and Bills of other  Banks  ... 218 15 5
Balances due  from other  Banks ...
Stamp Account... ... ... ... 73.14 2
Debts due to the Corporation,  including
Notes, Billb, and other Securities... 412,447 18 10
Total Assets within the Colony £ 525,471 .3 6
JOSH. B. DIXON, Manager at Brisbane.F. W. MORRIS, Accountant
16th April, 1877.
Colonial Senetary 'sOfce,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1877.THE following  General  Abstract showing  the Average  Amount  of the LIABILITIES and AssBT8 of the BINS of AUSTRALASIA ,  within the Colony of Queensland ,  during the Quarterfrom the 1st  JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1817, is published  in conformity  with the third section of the Act f Council, 4 Victor a, No. 13. FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under  Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the  BANK of AUSTRALASIA, within the Colony of Queensland ,  taken from  the several Weekly Statements during the
Quarter  from the 1st JANUARY, 1877, to  31st MAROH, 1877.
LIABILITIES.  AMOUNT.
...Not bearing InterestNotes in Circulation {
... ..
Bearing Interest ... ... ...
Bills in  Circulation .. ( Not bearing Interest  ;;Bearing Interest
;;; ;:
£  S.  d. £  S.  d.
642 1210 ,
.........
4,238 7 2
TOTALS. ASSETS. AMOUNT.
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals...
TOTALS.
£ s.d. £  S. d.,
10,642 12 3 Gold and Silver in Bullion or Bare  ... ... ...
Stamp Account ... ...
Landed Property
4,238 7 2 Notes and Bills of other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balances due from other Banks ... ... ... ...
Balance  due to other Banks ...
Deposits ............... Not bearing Interest ... ... ...
"' I Bearing Interest ...
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up at this  date ...
Rate of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders
49,759 12  3
220,233 6 5 269,99218 8
284,873 18 1
... 1,200,000 0 0
... 121 per cent,  per anm.
Amount of the last Dividend declared ...
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
75,000 0 0
382,242 5 7
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank ,  including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts of
every description ,  excepting Notes, Bi ll s, and Balances
due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount  of Assets
45,953 17  8
80 8 1
9,000 0 0
232 4 9
474,042 13  3
£ 529,309 3 9
JOSH. B. DIXON,  Manager.
F. W. MORRIS,  Accountant.
I, Joseph Black Dixon ,  make oath, that ,  to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful  Account of  the Avera ; e Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified  ;  and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Counc il ,  4 Victoria , No. 13.
Sworn before me,  at Brisbane, this thirtieth day of April, 1877.
WILLIAM D .  Box, Justice of the Peace. JOSH. B. DIXON.
I, the undersigned ,  being the Manager of the BANS OF AUSTRALASIA,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps ,  under Act  3) Victoria ,  No. 14, Section 9, the sum of  £ 79 16s .  4d. for the
duty after the rate of  £ 3 per cent .  per annum upon the sum  of £10,642  12s. 3d .,  being one Quarter 's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the  money  value of the notes in circulation
of the said Bank , in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated this eleventh day of April, 1877. JOSH. B. DIXON.
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Commissioner for  Railways' Office,
TIME TABLE.
Brisbane ,  7th October, 1876.
" t 1l CFIE RN R.1[LWA Y.-On and after 16th October, 1876 ,  the folio ing Time Table will  cone
i \ into Operation until further notice.
Miles from
Rock-
nampton.
...
6
10
15
24
30
Stations.
Roc.ha nptor •,  depart
(lracentere ... ...
Ten-Mile ... ...
Stauwell ... ...
iosewood
d arrivei .•vs estwoo depart
38 Goganjo ... ...
44 Rocky Creek ... ...
53 Herbert 's Creek
58 Boolburra ... ...
65
88
Duaringa ... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
Up Miles  from  I Stations. DownTrains.  Lingo.  Trains.
A.M.
... 8. 0
8.24
A
9. 0
A
10. 0
...  10-15
...  x10.47
...  11-15
... ... 11.56
AP.M.
... 12.44
Dingo ... ... ... ... 2.15
Dingo, depart...
23 Duaringa ... ...
30 Boolburra
35 Herbert 's Creek ...
44 Rocky Creek... ...
50 Goganjo ... ...
58 Westwood
. darriveepart
64 Rosewood ... ,..
73 Stanwell ...
78 Ten -Mile ...
82  Gracemere ...
88 Rockhampton
a.m.
7-20
... 8.51
.,, A
... 9.39
,,. 10.20
... * 10.47
... 11'20
... 11.35
... A
•  Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, wi ll  stop by signal to take up passengers only ,  who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their journey terminates. Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the precedirg
Station to the Guard of the  Train, and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat which they join the Train to the place
at which they provost to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and TotalFares. Stock . Miscellaneous. .
£ S. d. £ a. if. £ S.  if.  £ a. d.
Week  ending  28th April ,  1877 ... ...  1,002 7 3 1,882 3 7 108 12 1 2,993 2 11
Corresponding  week lest year ... ...  909 3 0 1,508 6 1 95 10 3 2 ,512 19 4
Increase
Decrease
93 4 3  37317 6 13 1 10  480 3 7
18'77-Total Traffic to date ... ... ... 54,685 13 11876-Ditto ditto ... .. 44,676 10 1
Total Increase ... ... ... £16,009 3 0
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and TotalFares. .Stock.  Miscellaneous.
£ a. if. £ a. if. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 28th April ,  1877 ... 158 14 1 744 9 2 20 14 4 923 17 7
Corresponding week last year 148.15 3 246 1 3 14 9 2 409 5 8
Increase 9 18 10 498 7 11 6 5 2 514 11 11
Decrease  ... ... ...
1877-Total Traffic to date ... ... 10,405 12 5
1876-Ditto ditto ... 6,660 12 9
Total Increase ... ... ... £3,744 19 8
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland ,  4th May, 1877.
fn HE  following  17311MARY Of OBSERVATIONS taken at the METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE ,  during the . Month of APRIL,  1877, is published for general information
CHARLES STUART  MEIN, Postmaster-General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE ,  DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1877.
LAT., 27° 28'  3" S. ; LONG .,  153° 1st  151 E.; HEIGFHT OF OBSERVATORY  ABOVE  MEAN SEA LEVEL ,  140 FEET; 1)ISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST,  10 MILES.
BAROMETER .  RTOROMETER.
Oorrected to 32°
Fahrenheit ,  and Temperature Temperature of
reduced to mean of Air .  Evaporation.sea level.
a
maximum
Mean «.
Minimum
... .« ...
Summary of  April, 1877
N N 18e7r6
N N 1875
N 1874
N N 1873
N N 1878
11
11
1867
30.323  30204
.,, 3014630069
29.884  29.771
a m d
a  Co co a a
Humidity.
a a a a
a 0. of d
M a a h
m
N1? W
153aF
SELF -RROISTERINO
THERMOMRTRRS.
RAIN. WIND,
ar o 0
dsy C SeA.m a 0.0 9 a.m. 3  P.M. 9  P.M.
dp c
A a
a 0.
ro a
30.326 75*0 85.0 72.0 69.0 73.0 67.0 '930 -880 •930 146.0 113.0 640 77.0 88.5 680 33.0 1.01 190 N 0 NW 0 N 0 NW I N 3 NW S 10 9 9 6 12
W1S W16W3 6A ' 3W1 SW1
30.113 69.3 76.7 64'5 63.0 6i •9 60.9 •681 548 •802 135.1 1040 56.9 73.9 81-6 59.4 22.1 0 74 1243 4.4 55 2.4 3.7 7.6
S 11 SE 1 8 1 SE 11812 SE 5
C3
29.834 -67'0 60'0 51'0 52.0 56.0 49.0 '450 •300 •370 75'0 67-0 43.0 69.0 62.0 46.0 11.0 -000 77 EO NE1E1 NE1OE3NE 2 0 0 0 2 4 C')
Mean Shade  Temp., 701 degrees.
71,6 N
N » 71'6
to
OF71.2
to
68.8
„
to  u 70.1  OF
11 1. 70.0
711
70-3 a
OF
to to
N N 72.1 N
N N 72.5 N
Rain fell on 14 days .  Total Rainfall ,  2-23 Inches. Evaporation 4.,7,500 Inches.  Electrical Observations - 66 Positive
n a 7• to a 4 0  of of  599  OF  a 70 a
OF to 16  OF of 2.59  to of 5,150»  to  a 86  to
N N 19 n N 6.57 N to 6.114  to of to 60
a N 12 u  of 2.80 »  to 5.820 „  OF  .1 60  to
N
»
» 4 N of 0 .32 „ to 7.135  „ of  „ 78 • „
11 „  It  5'11 »  to 6.150 n N N 45  to
18 „ N 4 61 ,,  to 4.068  to OF  N 21 toOF N 18 n  of 12'04 „ N 2.890 .,  to of 12 ,,
nN 7 n  of 1.68  „ n  4'290 n  OF  N 61
N  to 19 N  of 1528 N to 3.232 ,, N N 7 N
25 Negative .  Prevailing Winds ,  S. and S.W.
20 N „ N  S.
25 to !, to s. and S•W.
30 to of OF S.W. and S.
30 to to of S.
12 to to ,, S. and S.W.
45 N to to S. and S.E.
69 to to to B.E. and S.
78 „ to of S. and S.E.
29 ,1 1, OF N .E. and S.
83 to go to N.E. and S.W.
The weather has been colder than usual durng the mcnlh  ;  the n can shade tcmperature . 70•1°, being 0.6° under the average of this nonth for the pre vious ten years ,  acid 1.3° under the previous three years. The highest  re ading in abade, 88.5°,
was on the  10th;  tine lowest on grass .  43,0°, was on the a orning of the 28th .  The highest ba ometric reading ,  30 3za, was at 9 p.m. on the 14th, and the lowe-t ,1 9 771, at 3 p.m. on the 34 th. The mean barometric reading ,  30116, is 089 inches above the
average of the month for the previous nine i ear s.  Rain fell on 14  days:  the total fall, 2 23 inches. being 3.27 inches under the average of the month tor,the pre vious te ll  years, and 2.15 inches under the previous th re e years .  The greatest fall in 24 hours,
1.01 inches ,  was on the 28th .  The total amount of rain which has fallen In the year 1b77 up to April 30th is 13.83 inches on 54 days .  For further information as to the rainfall 01 the colony, see the general summary published monthly in the Govern ment  Gatette.
1871
1870
N N 1869
N » 1868
CLOUD.  OZONE.
s.3
.
, Summary  of Direction . 0.10.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
MR. JUSTICE LUTWYCHE.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Adolphus Barton, of Stanthorpe , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  by himself, the
said Adolphus Barton.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition  this day, it
is ordered that the said Adolphus Barton be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  ;  and that
William  Henry Miskin, Esquire, be  Official Trustee
of his Estate . And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Adolphus  Barton, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Principal  R egistry, Brisbane, on the
Twenty -first day of May, 1877, at Eleven o 'clock of
the forenoon .  And it is further ordered that the
said Adolphus Barton shall ,  on the Eighteenth day
of May , 1877,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to  the  Trustee in
this Estate ,  a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this second
day of  May, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry Smith ,  of Fortitude  Valley,  Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  carrying on
business under the name, style ,  and firm of
" Henry Smith and Co .,"  by the said Henry
Smith.
UPON the  hearing of this Petition this day, itis ord red that the said Henry Sm" ` e,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent  ;  and tlat
William Henry  Miskin ,  Esquire ,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate ;  and it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Henry  Smith. for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Fourteenth day of May, 1877 ,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Henry Smith shall, on the Twelfth
day of May instant ,  at Brisbane ,  deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate, a full, true, and accurate
statement ,  verified on oath ,  of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors, and
of the causes of his inability to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourth
day of May, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1877.
No. 4.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL, 1877.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names, as such
reference will materially facilitate delivery.
Persons in the Country making written applications should accompany such written applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former particulars, are
requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information tending to
prevent an unnecessary transmission of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person may see and
search them.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.--The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
gee, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial; o, dead letter; s, New South Wales; m, Victoria; a, South
Australia ; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealand; w a, Western Australia ; u k, United Kingdom ;
f, foreign.
A. 28 Anderson A., Toowoomba c
1 ABBOTT -, Warwick e 29 Andersen P. M., Dingo c
2 Abbott, J. Warwick o c 30 Anderson -, Gympie c
3 Absolom J., Bowen o 31 Anderson Andrew, Pine River c
4 Adkins and Miller, Oakey Creek o 32 Anderson Andrew, Pine River c
5 Ah Cam, Palmer a 33 Anderson D., Gatton c
6 Ah Can, Palmer a 34 Anderson David Alex., Cooktown n z
7 Ali Chen, Stanthorpe s 35 Anderson John, Brisbane c
8 Ah Lay, Palmer s 36 Anderson John, Maryborough o c
9 Ah Sam (care of Oxley), Brisbane a 37 Anderson Mrs. John, Glenelg s
10 Akes Dennis, Brisbane in 38 Anaerton John, Indooroopilly o c
11 Aldrick Sarah, Brisbane o c 39 Andrason -, 1ndooroopilly o c
12 Aldrick Sarah, Brisbane o c 40 Andrews Chas., Brisbane c
13 Alexander J., Toowoomba c 41 Andrews Robert, Gladstone u k
14 Allen Annie, Brisbane in 43 Annal -, One-mile c
15 Allen Frederick, Cooktown c 43 Apjohn Mrs. A., Brisbane c
16 Allen F. W., Mackay e 44 Appleton John (care of Cleary),  Beauaraba c
17 Allen James, Maryborough o c 45 Appu Arnolis (care of S. Parry), Brisbane f
18 Allen James, Maryborough o c 46 Arbouthnot James, Warwick c
19 Allen John, Toowoomba c 47 Armile P., Rockhampton s
20 Allen Mrs. M. A., Toowoomba c 48 Armstrong -, Warwick c
21 Allen W., Townsville c 49 Armstrong Robert, Brisbane o c
22 Allien, Mrs. Thos., Brisbane c 50 Armstrong T. (care of Mrs. Wright),  Brisbane o c
23 Althaus Mrs., Blythdale a 51 Arney Martin, St. Ann's Station c
24 Ambrose  Miss  B., Brisbane c 52 Arnold Miss E. (care of Mrs. W. Flamstead),
25 Ambrose H. (care of R. G. Gilbert), Port Curtis Brisbane u k
road c 53 Arthur David, Gympie u k
26 Amos Jessie , Rockhampton u k 54 Arundell W. J., Warwick n z
27 Andersen Anton, Port Denison f 55 Asbeg A.,  Brisbane o
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56 Ashcroft Joshua, Rockhampton u k 75 Blackwood Thomas, Warwick u k
57 Ashton George,  Brisbane c 76 Blair  James  (care of Bradery), Mitchell Downs c
58 Ashworth Henry, Gympie c 77 Blake J., Toowong c
59 Asplin W., Gympie c 78 Blake J., Ipswich c
60 Asymer -,  Mackay c 79 Blakeston Arthur T., Brisbane c
61 Atchinson Robert, I )alby u k 80 Blendon George, (care  of Carnery),  Gladstone s
62 Atcbinson Robert, Dalby u k 81 Blunt F. C., Brisbane u k
63 Atkinson Delves, Yengarie u k 82 Blunt Thomas, Ipswich c
64 Atkinson John, Gympie u k 83 Bock John, Kedron Brook c
6 i .itkinson Robert (care  of Overend and Co.), 84 Boggis S., Cooktown s
Dalby o 85 Boldero J. C., Gatton c
66 Atkinson W., Cooranga Creek c 86 Bolger T. H., Lotus Creek c
67 Austin Mrs., Nrisbane c 87 Bolger T. H., Lotus Creek c
68 Austen Mrs. T., Brisbane c 88 Bollard John, Dalby c
69 Ayers Phillip, Clermont n z 89 Bolton W. A., Charters Towers c
70 Ayers Thos., Cooktown c 90 Bonar D. T., Cooktown o c
71 Aylett James, Toowong c 91 Bond Luke, Charters Towers c
92 Bonnar W. F., Wentworth a
B. 93 Boock John, Condamine f
1 BACBER Andreas, Brisbane f 94 Bookey Mrs., Maryborough c
2 Baden J., Cooktown c 95 Boath -, Port Mackay road c
3 Baghn -, Indooroopilly c 96 Booth W. It., Charters  Towers  is
4 Bagnall  -, Yaamba c 97 Boran James, Gatton c
5 Bails  (care  of James  Spence),  Brisbane c 98 Borton --, Ipswich c
6 Bailey T., Spring Creek c 99 Bosanquet  Geo. S.,  Brisbane c
7 Bailey W. H. L., Toowoomba c 100 Boulton W. A., Charters Towers a
8 Bain J., South Brisbane c 101 Boundery W. (care of Clarke),  Brisbane o c
9 Baines  Thomas, Gatton c 102 Bourke Alfred,  irisbane e
10 Baines William, Dalby c 103 Bourke Edmund, One-mile c
11 Baker D , Salisbury Plains o 104 Burke Edmund (care of P. Waugh), Gympie c
12 Ball Joseph, Brisbane o c 105 Bourke Joseph, Blythdale a
13 Banks Mrs. E. E., Brisbane o c 106 Bourke Mrs. J., Blythdale m
14 Barker Mrs. Clarence (care of E. A. Prent, 107 Bourke J., hlythdale s
Murray River), s 108 Bourrelly Joseph, Brisbane f
15 Barnet  -, Brisbane c 109 Bowler W. R., Brisbane c
16 Barron Elizabeth, Gympie c 110 Bowler Joseph George, Brisbane u k
17 Barrow F. W., Ipswich c 111 Bowstead J., Tambo c
18 Barry Edward. Rockhampton o c 112 Boyce Miss W., Brisbane u k
19 Barry Edward, Stanthorpe o c 113 Boyd  Miss,  Brisbane s
20 Barry John, Charters Towers c 114 Boyd Andrew, Brisbane c
21 Bartlett -, Brisbane c 115 Boydell Thos. F., Charters Towers a
22 Bartley Thomas, Brisbane c 116 Boyle Richard F. Chadwick, Cleveland u k
23 Barlow John, Maytown u k 117 Boys A. 0., Uralla a
24 Baxter  A. B. It, Brisbane s 118 Boys A. 0., Uralla s
25 Baxter  W. H., Mackay c 119 Bracenell John,  Millchester u k (2)
26 Bayfield Charles, Logan River 120 Bradbury , Rockhampton c
27 Beat' ie Thos. J., Brisbane c 121 Bradshaw , Townsville, c
28 Beauclerk A., Brisbane u k 122 Bradshaw Joseph, Brisbane c
29 Becker H. H., Ipswich m 123 Bradshaw Polly, Brisbane o
30 Beck John J, Palmerville o c 124 Bradshaw William, Brisbane u k
31 Beh David, Roma c 125 Brady Charles, Brisbane, u k
32 Beh David, Roma c 126 Brady Charles, Brisbane u k
33 Beh David, Roma o c 127 Brady Mrs. C. A., Brisbane s
34 Beh David, Roma o c 128 Brady Terrance, Northbrook s
35 Beh David, Roma o c 19 Braiding Mrs. Alice, Boggo Road c
36 Beh David, Roma o c 130 Barndt William, Maryborough c
37 Behan -, Toowoomba c 131 Brazil H., Toowoomba c
38 Belford Mrs. (care of  Miss  Cooper),  Brisbane c 132 Breun -, Pine River c
39 Bell -, Gatton o c 133 Brene Apia, Brisbane f
40 bell Cain, Ipswich c 134 Brennan -, Brisbane o c
41 Bell Miss Elizabeth (care of David Bell), Brisbane a 135 Bridgman Mrs. J. (care of R. Pope), Blythdale w a
42 Bell George (care of Clinton), Warwick c 136 Brien Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
43 Bell John, Ipswich o 137 Briggs James, Brisbane c
44 Bell Robert, Gatton o c 138 Bridge John, Brisbane o c
45 Bell Robert, Gatton c 139 Brill William, Toowoomba c
46 Bell Robert, Gatton c 140 Brindley F J., Rockhempton s
47 Bell Robert, Gatton c 141 Brion , One-mile Swamp c
48 Bell Mrs. R. G., Dalby u k 142 Briston Arthur, Charters Towers o c
49 Bell William, Bridgewater u k 143 Brittlebank -, Old Logan Road c
50 Bell William (care of Miller), Rockhampton s 144 Brockie Mrs., Ipswich c
51 Belmyer Mrs. August, Townsville o 145 Broders  Hans,  Port Mackay f
52 Benderson H., Rockhampton o 146 Brodie F. A., Townsville c
53 Bennett Mrs., Brisbane c 147 Brodie Robert, Blythdale c
54 Bennett Andrew, Laidley c 148 Brodie Thomas A., Nive Downs Station c
55 Bennett George, Maryborough s 149 Brook Edwin, Beenleigh o c
56 Bennett M., Maryborough c 150 Brooking F. William, Brisbane u k
57 Bennett Michael. Maryborough c 151 Brooks W. L., Maytown o c
58 Bennie A., Condamine c 152 Brown Charles, Wild Horse Creek u k
59 L Nive Downs cBenzeville F 153 Brown Charles Rockham ton o
60
.,.
Berbury Alfred,  Brisbane  in 154 , pBrown C. K., Port Mackay c
61 Bergman Miss  R. (care of J. Guth', Ipswich c 155 Brown E., Cooktown u k
62 Berry W., Brisbane u k 156 Brown George, Maryborough e
63 Bertenshaw -,  Brisbane  in 157 Brown John, Charters  Towers c
64 Belts Robert, Spring Creek o c 158 Baown  J., South Brisbane c
65 fljigbie  James,  Brist ane o c • 159 Brown J. Lyle, Toowoomba a
66 "'Billy Dan, Warwick c 160 Brown J. L., Gatton a
67 Bilton W., Mackay o 161 Brown Peter, Gatton o c
68 Bingham  -, Tuowong c 162 Brown Robert, Ipswich o c
ggham Mrs., Toowong a69 Bi r minn 168 Brown  R., Gympie c10 Bird if., Cooktown c 164 Brown  R. A., Dalby s
71 Black -- , Hendon o 165 Brown R. A., nalbv a
72 Black Rev. G., Beenleigh c 166 Brown Thomas,  Charters  Towers c
73 Black  James , Palmer c 167 Brown Thomas, Port  Mackay c
74 Blbokie Robert, Drayton a c  168 Brtrivn WWiwmj Dalby t
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169 Browne Mrs, Bowen c 28 Caning Bryan, lb7aryborough o c
170 Browne Mrs. H., Bowen e 29 Card Mrs. A., Brisbane e
171 Browne J. R., Warwick c 30 Cardwell R., Rockhampton a
172 Brownlees David, Pi cedale a 31 Care Frederick, 1 alby o c
173 Browney William, Edwardstown c 32 ( arew James, Rockhampton u k
174 Browning Alexander, Westwood u k 33 Carey Miss M., Rockhampton u k
175 Browning Mrs I., Duaringa c 34 Carberry Hugh, Gatton u k
17t Brunn Johan C., Briah•me f 35 Carey Mary, Rockhampton u k
177 Bruin Johan C., Talgai Reefs o 36 Carlberg Andrew, Rockhampton f
178 Bryan Miss Mary, Toowoomba c 37 Carlberg John, Rockhampton f
179 Bryant Mrs. Joseph, Toowoomba o 33 Carmaty -, Toowoomba c
180 Bryden John M., Gatton c 39 Carmichael W. H., Rockhampton o o
181 Buchanan Mrs, Brisbane c 30 Carrie Thomas, Kholo o c
182 Buchanan James A., Somerset u k 41 Carroll Charles, Tambo c
183 Buck J. T., Warwick c 42 Carroll John, Gowrle c
181 Buck J. T, Toowoomba c 43 Carroll J., Kelvin Grove c
185 Huckelton -, Bri bane a 44 Carroll M. 1., Yatten Station c
186 Buckland Victor, Rockhampton o c 45 Canny A., Stanthorpe c
187 Buckley R., Ipswich o c 46 Carson Mrs., Spring Hill c
188 Cooktown aBucknell E. W. 47 Carstens Cosar, Brisbane f
189
,
BuggleyJohn (care of James Mat thew), Warwick a 48 Carstens Fred., Warwick c
190 Bull J. Warwick s 49 Carter Miss Jenny, Townsville u k
191
,
Cooktown aBullock Charles 50 Casey Michael, Mackay c
192
,
o cCooktownBunting H. H. 51 Cas-els J. G., Palmer u k
193
,,
Brisbane u kBurbage Mrs. H. 52 Cassidy E, Dalby c
194
,
Edwardstown cBurgess H 53 Castley J N., Valley c
195
,
Burke - - Blythdale c 54 Cavanagh John, Townsville c (2)
196
,
Burke (care of Station Master, Herbert's 55 Cavanagh John, 1)alby c
Creek) c 56 Claxton J. J., Brisbane f
197 Donnelly Edward (care of P. Burke), Rockhamp- 57 Chaille -, Warwick u k
ton c 58 Chain Peter, Palmer o c
198 Burke Patrick, Palmer u k 59 Chalmers Mrs., Rosewood c
199 Buike P. C., Nanango c 60 Chamberlain Charles, Owanyilla c
200 Palmer cW. R. (care of T. Watson)Burke 61 Chambers Miss E., Brisbane o cZ11
,,
Palmer cBurke W. R. care of R. Watson) 62 Chambers Robert, Warwick c
202
,
Brisbane fBurn John 63 Champion -, Roc' hampton c
203
,
Burne Frederick Dalby c 64 Champion Mrs., Rockhampton c
204
,
Burnell E. N. Indooroopilly c 65 Chappelow Joseph, Brisbane s
205
,
Burnett E. Pine River c 66 Charlsen Mrs., Townsville f
206
,
Burns - Brisbane c 67 Chastensen H., Brisbane c
207
,
Burns F. Roma c 68 Chean Kain, Palmer s
20M
,
Burns - Dalby c 69 Chick Miss Ann, Warwick u k
209
,
Burton W. F. Boolburra c 70 Chin Wah, Mackay f
210
,
Charters Towers cButchard Jacob 71 Chose John, Gladstone a
211
,
Butcher Mrs. A. Rockhampton u k 72 Christensen Paul, Maryborough c
212
,
1 utcber John Rockhampton m 73 Clark , Gympie c
213
,
Butler - Beenlei h c 74 Clark , Ipswich e
214
, g
Butler Oeorve Gatt•in or Brisbane u k 75 Clark Donald, Cooktown o c
215
,
Butler H. Brisbane c 76 Clark Jacob, Cooktown o c
216
,
E. 13risb-ine u kButler F 77 Clark James, Brisbane u k
217
,.
Butler F E Brisb me u k 78 Clarke James, Gympie c
218
. , .
Button George Brisbane c 79 Clarke J., Kangaroo Point c
219
,
mon Mrs W Samford cKB 80 Clarke S. F., Blackall c
220
. . .,y
Byrne James Condamine c 81 Clarke John Thomas, Toowoomba u k
221
.
Brisbane cB rne J 82 Clarke William, Rockhampton e
222
.,y
Eight-mile Plains cB rne M 83 Clayton F. E., Brisbane c
223
.,y
Lockyer'aMontgomery)(care of Rrnes JnoB 84 Clayton Wm., Oakwood c,..y
Creek c 8586
Clifford -, Pil. a Pale c
Clifton E. Teebar road c224 Byrnes Thomas, Maryborough s 87
,
Clifton Wm. Aramac road c225 Byrnes William, Rockhampton c 88
,
Clive James Brisbane c226 Bytheway George, Ipswich o 89
,
Clunes John, 1A arwick c
90 Coates Robt. (ccrp -rater) Brisbane u kC. 91
,
Cobham A., Gat'',on u k (3)
1 CAFFEY James, Townsville f 92 Cocam W., Mackay c
2 Cahill Mrs. 13., Brisbane c 93 Cocking N., Beenleigh c
3 Cairns P., Duaringa c 94 Cocktail Miss Johanna, Ratling Jack Cottage,
4 Caldwell Jessie (care of Mrs. Anderson), Bris- Cradle Creek c
bane c 95 Coghlan Francis, Mount Perry a and u k (2)
5 Callaghan Dan, Blythdale c 96 Coleman, Osborne, and Brodnitz, Rockhampton o e
6 Callen J., Brisbane s 97 Collins -, Petrie terrace c
7 Calvert -, Brisbane c 98 Collins Mrs. Chas., Spring Creek a
8 Calvert George, Townsville o 99 Collins Chas., Spring Creek o e
9 Cameron Miss E , Rockhampton c 100 Collins Dennis, Townsville a
10 Cameron James, Hendon c 101 Collins Elias, Brisbane e
11 Cameron John, Roma c 102 Collins James, Spring Creek c
12 Cameron Robert, Charters Towers c 103 Collins John, Rockhampton o c
13 Cameron Robert, Charters Towers c 104 Collins John, Comet Downs e
14 Cameron Robert, Cooktown o c 105 Collins Maurice, Cooktown o o
15 Cameron William (care of William Archer), 106 Collins R., Valley c
'lambouk 107 Collins Thomas, Cooktown o c
16 Cameron William (care of Archer), Rockh sap- 108 Collins Timothy, Allora c
ton uk 119 Collisson Miss Emily, Brisbane u k
17 Cameron Wm. (care of William Archer), Tambo u k 110 Colman Mrs.,'Mitehell Downs e
18 Campbell --, M'sytown n z 111 Compton Fred., N.,rmanby o a
19 Campbell A., Brisbane s 112 Connell M., Dingo c
20 Campbell David, Edwardstown m 113 Connell Denis, Rockhampton o o
21 Campbell Donald, Charters Towers u k 114 Connell James, Palmer a
22 Campbell D. W., 1)alby c 115 Connell ll iss Mary, Toowoomba m
23 Campbell John, Lower Logan c 116 Conn, 11 Michael, Dingo c (2)
'4 Campbell John, Lowe- Logan o 117 Connelley Patrick, North Pine u k
25 Campbell Peter, Charters Towers m 118 Comers E., Warwick c
26 Campbell, R. P., Brisbane o 119 Connolly Miss, Warwick s
27 Cannau, P., Brisbane River o 120 Oounolly Miss Ann,  Fassifern o
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121 Connolly Mrs. F., South  Brisbane c 23 Davis Marv Arn, South  Brisbane o c
122 Conroy John (carpenter), Maryborough u k 24 Dawson Wm. J., Maytown s
123 Conroy M., Ipswich o 25 D'Costa A., Palmer m
124 Considine M., Mount Fsk c 26 Deane Mrs. B. C., Brisbane m
125 Considine Miss M., South Brisbane c (2) 27 Deere Thomas, Brisbane e
126 Conway Miss Mary, Rockhampton o c 28 Decry Mrs., Boggo c
127 Cook F. (baker), Cooktown m 29 Delany Reyran, Brisbane c
128 Cook Joseph, Peak Downs c 30 Delponte P., Jimbour Creek c
129 Cook Ri hard, Jondaryan c 31 Denis John, One-mile c
130 Cook Wm., Mackay c 32 Dennis Wm., Warwick u k
''1 Cooke Wm., Burenda o 33 Denson Alfred, Townsville u k (2)
32 Cooke W., Ipswich c 34 Devereul James, One-mile c
133 Cookson Edward, Roma s 35 Devere Miss, Brisbane u k
134 Cooney -, Churchill c 36 Dibbes Joseph, Rockhampton c
135 Cooper John, Brisbane u k 37 Dickenson Joseph, Dalby c
136 Cooper J., Cooper's Plains c 38 Dick-on David, Brisbane s
137 Cooper Maggie, Rockhampton o 39 Dickson W., Millchester in
138 Cooper Mary Ann, Charters Towers o c 40 Dillon B., Maytown c
139 Copman D., Warwick o c 41 Dinmer Lorenz, Ipswich o c
140 Corbett Edmond, Logan Road c 42 Dines R., Warwick c
141 Corkall Daniel, Roma c 43 Dinger Benjamin, Rockhampton o c
142 Corser Frank, Dingo f 44 Dinsmore Tom, Brisbane c
143 Corun Paul, Dalby o c 45 Dinsey Mrs. G., Brisbane o e
144 Costello -, Lockyer Bridge c 46 Dipper Mrs. Michael,  Brisbane s
145 Costello Wm., Rockhampton o c 47 Dive or Dine H. A., Cardwell  uk s and c (4)
146 Costell A., Collaroy Station c 48 Dixon and Co,  Brisbane s
147 C ostin A., Cooktown c (2) 49 Dixon M., Brisbane c
148 Cot trill Mrs., Kelvin Grove c 50 Dixon J. G., Gallon e
149 Cotterill  Miss Emma , Charters  Towers c 51 Dluman E., Palmer c
110 Coughlin Patrick,  Brisbane u k 52 Dobbie Wnr, Ipswich e
151 Coure Morton, South  Brisbane o 53 Dodd Wilford, Cooktown o c (2)
152 Courtenay F. S., Charters  Towers c 54 Doherty Dennis, Cooktown u k (2)
153 Coverly T.  M., Brisbane o 55 Doherty James, Nanango o c
154 Coward F., Dingo c 56 Dolen John,  Roma c (2)
155 Cowen  James , Warwick c 57 Donaghy John, Stanthorpe o
156 Cowley Conns,  Brisbane f 58 Donnell -, Beenl'.igh c
157 Cox James, Gogango c (2) 59 Donohue Daniel, Stanthorpe Road o
158 Cox W. H.. South Brisbane u k 60 Donohue Thomas, Townsville ii k
159 Cozgrave Edward, Marlborough u k 61 Donovan Timothy, Rockhampton u k
160 Craig Mrs., Maryvale o c 62 Doolan M., Brisbane River c
161 Craig J., South Brisbane c 63 Doran M, Yengarie c
162 Crawley Wm., Warwick o c 64 Dore Henry. Charters Towers c
163 Creedy Denis, Ipswich c 65 Doughton David, lockhampton o
164 Creg; R., Brisbane c 66 Douglas Thomas, Maytown c (3)
165 Crew Mrs. Henry. Rockhampton c 67 Douhan -, Brisbane c
166 Cribb Mrs., South Brisbane c 68 Dowd John, Palmer m
167 Crich on Alexr., Somerset u k • 69 Dower Robt., Warwick o c
168 Crinnan M. an-1 V., Eight-mile  Plains e 70 Dowling - , Gatton c
169 Croaker G. J,, Brisbane s 71 Dowling  James,  Warwick o c
170 Croft Mrs. W., Brisbane u k 72 Dowling John, Millchester c
171 Croneky -, Gatton c 73 Downey Patrick, Cooktown o c
172 Cropr Mrs. E., Albert River c 74 Downing P., Taroom c
173 Cross Charles, South Brisbane c 75 Doyle J., Gympie c
174 Cross Thomas, h ockhampton c 76 Drescher Rudolf, Palmer e
175 Crossthwait T., Cooranga Creek e 77 Drew D., Gatton c
176 Crosue Mrs., Maryborough c 78 Drew Thomas, Ipswich c
177 Crowley C. W., Townsville s (2) 79 Dryden Patrick, Gladstone c (2)
178 Croydon and Slater, Mount Perry c 80 Puffin  Mrs., Brisbane c
179 Crust Geo., Brisbane o c 81 Puffin Patrick, Charleville f
180 Cryer James Wilson, Ipswich u k 82 Duncan -,  Brisbane c
181 Crystal --, Brisbane n z 83 Duncan John, Pine-tree Creek c
182 Cuddihy John, Brisbane o c 84 Duncan Mrs. J., Bald Hills c
183 Culhane John, Ipswich c 85 Dunleavy Anthony,  Burenda e
184 Cunningham Frederick,  Brisbane c 86 Dunleavy John, Charters  Towers  in (2)
185 Cunningham James,  Brisbane c (3) 87 Dunleavy J. S., Milchester o c
186 Cunningham J.,  Queenslander  office c 88 Dunlop G., Cooktown u k
187 Curley M G., Bcisban-' c 89 Dunn --- , N arwick c
188 Curran Patrick, Warwick o c 90 Dunn Eyre, Roc - hampton o c
189 Cuthbert Stephen, Pine River c 91 Dunn  James , Mount Hutton c
92 Dunn Samuel L., Brisbane u k
D. 93 Dunne William, Cooktown o e94 Durham D., Manumbar c
1 DAGG George, Gatton f and c (2) 95 Durrant George, Townsville s
2 Daines E. W., Brisbane u k 96 Dutton Abel, Charters Towers o
3 Dalby (bootmaker), Warwick m 97 Dwyer James, Warwick o c
4 Dale Walter, Springsure c 98 Dwyer Michael, Dalby o c
5 Dalton James, Condamine c (3) 99 Dwyer Phillip, Stanthorpe u k
6 Dalton Lewis, Brisbane m 100 Dwyer Timothy, Dingo c
7 Dalton Miss W., • andgate a 101 Dwyer Timothy, Dingo e
8 Damrow F. W., Ipswich c 102 Dwyre  James  (carrier), Warwick a
9 Daniels J., Valley c (2)
10 Danelson Niels, South Brisbane e E.
11 Dardine Emile, Bowen c 1 EARWIN W., Brookfield c
12 Darling Wm., Brisbane s 2 Ede Joseph, Rockhampton e
13 Dartner Thou as, Palmer v,ia 3 Edert W., Cooktown f
14 Davei hill John, South Brisbane o 4 Edge Noah, Dalby c
A) S Davey 1  homas  and Co., Cooktown c 5 Edley J., Cooktown c
- J Davidson -, Toowong a 6 Edmonds W. R., Palmer u k (4)
17 Davidson R. C., Stanthorpe s 7 Fdwards A. E, Rockhampton m
18 Davies Mrs. H illberry, Toowong u k 8 Edwards C., Maryborough u k (2)
19 Davies J. K, Queensland fi 9 Edwards F. D., Gympie s
20 Davies Mrs., Spring Hill c 10 Edwards Mrs. James, Rockhampton u k
21 Davis George, Townsville c 11 Edwards Jas., Cooktown o c
22 Davis  John, Robkhamptob o c 12 Edwards John, Pine  Rivor o
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13 Edwards  Robert,  Brisbane c 72 Fry John,  Cooktown o a
14 Edwards S., Warwick c 73 Fry Wm, Brisbane u k
15 Egan --,  Rosewood c 74 Furness  Mrs. James ,  Palmer u k
16 Eggleton  Mark , Maryborough c 75 Fynan  James ,  Brisbane o
17 Ehrich Joachim, Laidley c 76 Fyney Miss, South Brisbane e
18 Eidelman  A., Brisbane s
19 Lllaby Henry M.,  Minnie Downs c G.20 Ellan  Miss Charlotte,  Brisbane c
21 Elliff John, Dingo c (2) 1 GAFFNEY Petro Rochford c22 Ellis Charles ,  Dingo c (2) 2
,
Galavan  J Warwick o c23
24
Ellis  Lucy,  Warwick u k (2)
Ely J. H. Condamine m 3
.,
Gallagher P., Brisbane o c
25
,
Emerson  Charles Townsville c 4 Gallagher Thomas, Hospital, Brisbane e
26
,
Enfirstle Amy Rockhampton c 5 Gallivan Jeremiah, Maytown o
27
,
England Edward,  Brisbane road u k 6 Galloghy J. B., Roma c
28 Erickson  Johan Rockhampton f 7 Gannon M. W., Warwick c
29
,
Evans  D., Gladstone c 8 Gammy Revd. M., Warwick a
30 Evans G .,  Mount Esk o 9 Garrett Edward,  Brisbane u k
31 Evans  Thos Gatton c 10 Gartie  Mrs. E.  W., Gympie c, 11 Garvey  Frances Nineteen -mile store c32 Evenson  Peter, Laidley c (2) 12
,
Gaydon and McDonald,  Toowoomba c
13 Gear E M Edwardstown eF. 14
y . .,
Geary George, Wolfang c
1 FALCONER -, (surveyor ,) Cooktown c 15 Gearvas  Miss M ., Warwick s
2 Falkner J., Cooktown o 16 Gegan John, Duckwood Creek c
3 Fallon  Patrick , Brisbane m 17 Geiger Nicholas, Wivenhoe e
4 Famlin  Mrs., Brisbane c 18 Garhold J. J., Palmer s
6 Faneglan Miss,  Warwick c 19 Gibson C., Warwick c
6 Farmer Joseph, Dalby c 20 Gillan J., Warwick c
7 Farming Miss, Dalby c 21 Gibson J., Warwick c
S Farley Mrs., Dalby c 22 Gilbinde Bernard, Warwick c (2)
9 Farley Mrs. A., Gympie, c 23 Giles James, Roma c
10 Farlon William, Rockhampton c 24 Gillam James, Walton Creek u k
11 Farquharson F. H., Brisbane c 25 Gillam A. G., Charters Towers c
12 Farry James,  Brisbane c 26 Gillingwater E., Gatton a
13 Faulkner  Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 27 Gilmartin Annie, Normanby c
14 Fawdry C. W., Brisbane c 28 Gilmartin Annie, Townsville c
15 Featherstone Thomas,  Charters  Towers u k 29 Gilroy Hugh, Gympie s
16 Feehy Edward, Dalby o c 30 Girdler Charles, Warwick e
17 Feegon Edward, Drayton s 31 Glanville J. D. E. Warrill Creek u k
18 Felding Mary A., Brisbane c 32 Glevie Wm. 0., Charters Towers m
19 Felix Peter, Toowomba c 33 Glinn Mrs. John, Bowen c
20 Fenner Patrick, Roma s 34 Globe -, Warwick c
21 Fenner Patrick Dalby u k 35 Gobel John Jacob, Dalby e
22 Ferguson J., South  Brisbane c 36 Godfrey Edward, Maryborough o c
23 Ferman  Mrs., Bulimba o 37 Godfrey Edward, Gladstone m
24 Ferris -, Palmer c 38 '9odfrey John, Mayt own o c
25 Fiddes William, Charters  Towers c 39 Goldman Mrs. Caroline , Brisbane  u k
26 Finch  James, One -mile Creek, u k 40 Gomme  Mrs. B ., Rockhampton s
27 Finlay -, Maytown o c 41 Gondesen Marie, Townsville o
28 Finlay Mrs., Wickham  terrace c 42 Gonson Mrs. Wm., Gatton c
29 Finlay R. M., Charleville c 43 Gorring  Miss,  Brunswick  street u k
30 Finnegan J., Brisbane o 44 Gotlip Francis, Bowen c
31 Finnegan Joe, Dalby c 45 (Dough John, Brisbane a
32 Fitzgerald  James, Brisbane f 46 Gough Robert, Maryborough s
33 Fitzgerald James, Tambo c 47 Grace Henry, Copperfield c
34 Fitzgerald J. F., Kangaroo Point s 48 Gracey John, Highfields c
35 Fitzgerald Lottie, Lockyer's Creek o 49 Grace N., South Brisbane c
36 Fitzgerald Miss C., Toowoomba c 60 Graham (veterinary  surgeon ), Charters
37 Fitzgerald M., South  Brisbane c Towers s
38 Fitzgibbon E., Brisbane o c 51 Graham B., Toowoomba c
39 Fitzpatrick Rodolphus, Blackall c 52 Graham George, Humpy Bong c
40 Flannery Thomas, Gatton c (2) 53 Graham John, Westbrook s
41 Fleming Mrs., Toowoomba c 54 Graham M. B., Taroom c
42 Fleming E. (t., Maryborough c 55 Grainer Samuel, Palmer c
43 Flood W., Kangaroo Point c 66 Grant -, South Brisbane c
44 Flynn Patrick, Coranga Creek c 57 Grant A. V. Bowen c (2)
45 Foley Miss Mary, Rockhampton u k (3) 58 Grant Sinclair, The Oval o c
46 Foote George, Coranga c 59 Grantham J., Stanthorpe c
47 Foote J., Blythedale c 60 Gratry Mrs. C., Townsville o c
48 Forbes G. E., Gatton c 61 Gray and Co., Warwick c
49 Forrester W. J., Barcoo c 62 Gray James, Bowen terrace c
50 Forster Mrs. H.  M., Brisbane s 63 Gray Thomas, Dalby o c
51 Forsythe James, Palmer c 64 Greasley J., South Brisbane c
52 Fortesque C., Lucky Valley c 65 Green Jonathan, Ipswich s
53 Fossey H. W., Rockhampton u k 66 Green Mrs. J., One-mile Creek f
54 Fountain -, Maryborough c 67 Green Miss Sarah, South  Brisbane o c
55 Fouks  Miss  Hannah, Brisbane c 68 Green Martin, Rosewood e
56 Foux A., Mackay c 69 Greer Alexander,  Brisbane c (2)
57 Fowler Mrs., Eureka c 70 Greetham Mrs. Julia, Georgetown f
58 Fox  Mrs. Eliza,  Waterworks road w a 71 Gregory A. C., Gatton c
59 Francis  Thomas Brisbane c 72 Grell W., Duckbrook c (3)60 ,Frankland C. C. (saddler ),  Brisbane e 73 Grenfell James, Garters Towers c
61 Franson F., Bowen e 74 Gretten J. W, Maryborough a
62 Fraser  (hotelkeeper),  Roma c 75 Grey E.,  Brisbane in
6J Fraser James, Tambo a 76 Gutton R., Charters  Towers o
64 Freeman  Mrs, Dalby c 77 Grier J. G, Moggill o
65 Freeman  Wm., Brisbane uk 78 Griffith  Daniel, Milton c
66 Freema.ntle  -,  South Brisbane c 79 Groggan  F., Gatton o
87 Frenze Mrs. F., Palmer n z (2) 80 Groom George, Charlevi le a
68 Friend Wm., Warwick a 81 Gross  Ferdinand, Cooktown o c
69 Frost Dr., Barcoo a 82 Guest R., Dingo Creek m
70 Froter  Miss Jane,  Ipswith e 83 Gundesen Miss  If. If.,  Maryborough u a
71 Fry George, Gylnl* o 84 Guthrib  )1rd. T., Ttfvrn*il1e 0
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H. 89 Hesse Valentine ,  Bulimba o c
d l90
1 HACKETT Charles ((are of James Woods),  Bris- 91
Hey on James, Da by c
Hibrterd Jeremiah ,  Brisbane u k
bane c 92 Hibbard John,  Gladstone s
2 Hackett Miss  Johanna, P.  0., Cooktown c 93 Hickey Patrick ,  Toowoomba  it k
3 Hackett Spencer G., Lolworth Station, Townsville 94 Hicks J., Clermont o c
ocanduk (9) 95 Heddle  -,  Oakey Creek c
4 Hackett W illiam , Port Mackay e 96 Higgins Mrs. Ann ,  Rockhampton f
5 Hadley Alfred, P.  0., Brisbane u k 97 Higgins Bryan, Indooroopilly u k
6 Hagen Mrs .  Elizabeth ,  Rockhampton o a 98 Higgins Elizabeth Mrs., Warwick o a
7  Rains  R . (engineer ),  P. 0., Brisbane u k 99 Higgins A., Brisbane c
e Haley John, Gympie c 100 Hignith E. P., Toowong c
9 ' Halkett David H., Brisbane o c 101 Higeon Peter, Rockhampton u k (2)
10 Hall A.  0., Brisbane c 102 Hilbert  Herman ,  Fassifern o c
11 Hall Mrs. Jane, Toowoomba u k 103 Hill Miss Alice Grace, Port Mackay e
12  Hall John B., Brisbane u k 104 Hill David, Rockhampton u k
13 Hall Mrs . W., Brisbane c 105 Hill Frederick, Comrith, near Dalby u k
14 Hallahan James, Westbrook c 106 Hill J. (saddler), Brisbane c
15 Halloran J., One-mile Gympie a (2) 107 Hill Robert, Bulimba Road c and o c (2)
16 Halpin Cornelius, Rockhampton u k 108 Hill W. R., South Brisbane o
17 Hamer John, Beenleigh c 109 Hill Holton, Emu Creek o c
18 Hamilton J. E., Toombungie, Dar ling Downs c  110 Hinchey Michael, Ipswich c
19 Hamilton  W., South  Brisbane e 111 Hine  James Henry Toote,  Logan River u k
20 Hammond Wil liam  (carrier ),  Roma and Dalby 112 Hine J., Mackay c
Railway Extension o 113 Hine Thos.,  Brisbane s
21 Hanaford C., Ipswich c 114 Hines  John, Tambo c
22 Hancock A. P., Gatton o c 115 Hines Miss Sarah ,  Cressbrook o e
23 Hancock John, Charlevi lle c 116 Hinrick J. H., Brisbane m
24 Hancock Thos .  James ,  Cooktown u k 117 Hird Miss Helena Mary ,  Ipswich c
25 Hang Toon -, Brisbane n z 118 Hirdman  -,  Gladstone c
26 Hanlen P., Charlevi lle c 119 Hiscox, J. M., Cooktown e
27 Hanlon Thos., Gatton e 120 Hitchman Henry, Gatton n z
28 Hanna  Mrs. D.,  Spring Hill, Brisbane o c 121 Hoare Mrs., Gympie road c
29 Hanna  M., Maryborough u k 122 Hobbs George, Rockhampton u k
30 Hanrohan  John,  A llenstown Range, Rock- 123 Hocks William, Albert River e
hampton c 124 Hockins  Wm., Mount  Brisbane c
31 Hanrohan Patk .,  Roma o 125 Hoff Catherine Miss, Rockhampton a
32 Hansen August, Brisbane o 126 Hogan  ,  Highfields c
33 Hansen  Constable, Tambo c (2) 127 Hogan Jeremiah ,  One-mile, Gympie e
34 Hansen Fred ,  Charters Towers c 128 Hogan Thos.,  One-mile,  Gympie e
35 Hansen  John, Cooktown o c 129 Hoge Frederick,  Rockhampton o e
36 Hansen  K., Charters Towers o 130 Holcombe Alex. E ., Brisbane u k
37 Hansen  L. V., Mackay c 131 Holland Alex., Dingo c
38 Hansen Hans Peter ,  Stanthorpe n it 132 Hollander Paul, Blacka ll  o c and a (S)
39 Hansen Mrs. J .,  Rockhampton u k 133 Holm C.,  Brisbane m
40 Hansen Thos .,  Charters Towers a 134 Holt G., Mary River e
41 Hany H.,  Brisbane c 135 Holt Geo., Myrtle Creek c
42 Hape George, Logan c 136 Hong •Young ,  Brisbane n z
43 Hardgraves -, Pine River c (3) 137 Hood William, Gatton u k
44 Harding  Sydney H.,  Coorara c 138 Hooper F., Duaringa u k
45 Hardman James, South Brisbane u k 139 Hop John ,  Maytown c
46 Hardy Mrs., Cobargo c 140 Hopkins H. (care of M. B. Magi ll),  Brisbane m
47 Hardy C. J., Brisbane o c 141 Hopkins J., Maytown o c
48 Harger Mrs. Wi lliam ,  Rockhampton e 142 Horan Thos . (carrier), Maytown c
49 Harkness  A. J., Duckworth c 143 Hore John, Townsville c60 Harle G., Rockhampton c 144 Horne Alfred care  of D Evans (en ineer ) Bris-
51 Harnhi ll James ,  Brisbane c (2) ., ,gbane uk
62 Harricka -, Port Mackay s 145 Hornung G. M., Bowen River c
53 Harricks  Dr. J. H., Townsville c 146 Horrocks J., Drayton c
64 Harries  David, Rockhampton o c 147 Horsburg G., Toowoomba c
65 Harrison Miss C.,  Ma borough c 148 Hookings Wm., Rockhampton c
66 Harris David  (hospital),  Rockhampton o 149 Honden J., One -mile, Gympie c (2)
57 Harris James ,  Brisbane a 150 Hounsham E., Toowoomba c
58 Harrop Wil li am  (care of W. Hardy), Brisbane u k 151 Houston C., Townsville o c
59 Harrowill Richd. (bootmaker), Warwick u k 152 Houston Robert, Ipswich c
60 Harrup Ben, Tiaro c 153 Houston W. B., Maytown o
61 Hart  Thos., Gatton o 154 Houth  -,  Edwardstown e
62 Harte  Charles, Toowoomba u k 155 Howard Henry  (saddler ),  Manumbar e
63 Hartenstan -,  Mount Cotton Store,  Logan c 156 Howard Robert  (French polisher),  Brisbane o a
64 Hase --, Warwick c (2) 167 Howden Mrs. R., Brisbane a
65 Hassell J., Wallan Station ,  Condamine n z 158 Howe  John,  Rosewood Gate u k
66 Hatton John, Brisbane c 159 Howe Joseph, South Brisbane e
67 Hatton F. W., Brisbane u k 160 Howe J. C., Bowen c
68 Hairs George W., Brisbane f 161 Howes S., Ipswich u k
69 Hasey Thomas, Cooktown n z (2) 162 Howitt J. C., Brisbane c
70 Hay Mrs., Beenleigh c 163 Howitt W., Brisbane c
71 Hayes Charles H., Brisbane u k 164 Howlett James, Ma borough o a
72 Hayes James ,  Brisbane DepAt u k (2) 165 Howley Patrick J., Oakey Creek u k
73 Hayes, J., Toowoomba o  166 Hubard --  (carpenter ),  Warwick c
74 Hazleton J., Meriam Vale c 167 Huddart John, Mitchell Downs o
75 Heamer Miss ,  Toowoomba c 168 Hudson George ,  Dugandan o e
76 Heap Mrs .,  Brisbane u k 169 Huett ,  E., Townsvi lle c
77 Hearn ,  J. (carrier ),  Bowen Downs c 170 Huggins W. (lumber),  Brisbane m
78 Heaslop George,  South Brisbane-,  o 171 Hughes J., Brisbane c
79 Heathcock J., Terrick Downs, Tambo o 172 Hughes James, Dingo c
80 Hector Michael, Dalby c 173 Hughes Patrick, Laidley o c
81 16_dge -,  North Pine River c 174 Hulme Herbert ,  Maytown o c
82 Heenan Thomas ,  Brisbane c 175 Hulsman  N ichlos, Brisbane s
83 Heferain  H., Warwick c 176 Hulsorsen Hulsor ,  Charters Towers o e
84 Hehir John, Pilton, Darling Downs u k 177 Humphries James, One- mile, Gympie m
85 Henderson  W. X., Maytown m 178 Humphrey  Mrs. H., Brisbane o
86 Heaty  John, Tiaro c 179 Hunt Charles, Drayton o e f and u k (4)
87 Herbert J. J., Port Mackay c 180 Hunt Joseph, Drayton u k
88 Herbe rt  Nicholas T. C., Edwardstown o 181 Hunt J .,  Gympie c
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182 Hunt  D., Brisbane c
183 Hunter  James, Beenleigh c
184 Hushman Miss , Brisbane c
186 Hutchinson Messrs., Brisbane c
186 Hyde Edward, Brisbane u k (2)
187 Hyde G., Brisbane f
188 Hygham Lucas, Rockhampton c
189 Hyland J. (carrier), Clermont Road c
190 Hynes John, Jimbour Creek c
I.
1 IKIN John, Ashton's Circus,  Brisbane m
2 Ingham Charles, Dotswood Station c
3 Ingram  S. A., Brisbane u k (2)
4 Irving Charles, Cooktown c
5 Irving D. M., Gatton c
6 Irving W., Toowoomba c
7 Irwin James, Laidley o c
8 Ives  Miss (care of Irving), Ipswich c
J.
I JACKE, J. A., Brisbane c
2 Jackson  F., Maryborough c
8 Jackson  Henry, Bundamba u k
4 Jackson  Lewis, Brisbane u k
5 Jackson  R. S., Dalby c
6 Jackson  William, Brisbane c (2)
7 Jacob -, Sandy Creek c
8 Jacobsen  E., Toowoomba c
9 Jacobsen  M. P., Maryborough o c
10 James  Henry, Rockhampton c
11 James Robert, Maryborough o c
12 James  T. T., Charters Towers o
13 James  W., Buaraba Station, near  Gatton c
14 James  William, Brisbane c
15 Jansen  W., Rockhampton o c
16 Jardine Chas., St. Lawrence c
17 Jarrobb R., North Pine River o c (2)
18 Jasso George , Toowoomba o
19 Jenkinson W., Toowoomba c
20 Jenner  Mrs., Brisbane u k
21 Jenner Wm., Mount Brisbane  Station c
22 Jennings  Henry, Rockhampton o c
23 Jennings  William, Ipswich u k
24 Jensen  August, Rockhainptou c
25 Jensen  C., Brisbane o c
26 Jensen  C., Millchester c
27 Jessen  George, Maryborough s
28 Jinks Emmanuel , Brisbane o c
29 Johanson  Christian, Brisbane c
30 Johnson -, Mount Hutton c
31 Johnson C. (blacksmith),  Walla Station , Conda-
mine c
32 Johnson  F., Townsville c
33 Johnson  James, Brisbane u k
3*1 Johnson  James, Jimbour Creek c
36 Johnson  Mrs. James, Rockhampton c
86 Johnson  J., Brisbane c
87 Johnson J., One-mile Swamp e
38 Johnson  R., South Brisbane c
39 Johnson  Thomas, Millchester o c
40 Johnstone E., Ballandean Station c
41 Jolly James, Gympie f
42 Jones  D. M., Charters Towers c
43 Jones  Dr., Warwick o c
44 Jones  Herbert (road overseer ), Newsa and Gympie
road c
45 Jones  John, South Brisbane c
46  Jones  Miss  J., South Brisbane c
47 Jones Owen, South Brisbane c
48 Jones  Owen, Fernvale c
49 Jones  Wm. Thos., Cooranga Creek c
50 Jonsson  A. J., Maryborough o c
61 Jonston  Wm., near  Eagle Station , Gregory Creek e
52 Jordan  Mrs. W., Rockhampton c
53 Jorgensen Hans  Jensen, Mackay s
64 Jorgenreeve Malros Sorrin, Brisbane f
56 Jorgensen  Seren, Tambo c
56 Josephson  Louis, Aramac c
57 Joyce George, Warwick c
58 Joyce  Miss Kate , Brisbane c
59
 Jodge A., Warwick c
60 Jougens  C., Maryborough c
B.
1 KA000 Mrs., Ipswich c
2 Kane Martin , Ipswich u k (2)
3 Kasse  N. P., Tiaro c
4 Katteritz William, Warwick o c
5 Kavanagh  M., Bulimba c
6 Kean  Jas., Mackay c
7 Kean J. Harvey, Dalby u k
8 Kean Martin , Toowoomba u k
9 Kean Richard, Charters Towers c
10 Kearney James, Gatton m (2)
11 Kearney Michael, Stanthorpe u k
12 Keating Henry C., Inglewood c
13 Keating Miss Nellie, Brisbane u k
14 Keehn August, Millchester o
15 Keene David, Cressbrook  Station c
16 Keer George, Townsville s
17 Kelly John, Gatton o c
18 Kellerman F., Ipswich c
19 Kelly P. (carrier), Warwick c
20 Kelly -, Mount Esk c
21 Kelly Dan, Warwick o c2Z Kelly John, Nive Downs u k
23 Kelly John, Rockhampton u k
24 Kelly John, Stanthorpe c
25 Kelly John, Gatton c
26 Kelly John, Brisbane c
27 Kelly Martin, Mackay c
28 Kelly Patrick, Ipswich o c
29 Kelly Steven, Ipswich c
30 Kelman George, Springton o
31 Kelsey J. F., Bowen u k
32  Kelsey Mrs. J. F., Brisbane u k
33 Kelsie Wm., Maryborough c
34 Kemp A., Gympie o
35 Kendrick T., Ipswich o
36 Kendrick J., Ipswich c
37 Kennedy P., Mackay c
38 Kennedy W., Warwick s
39 Kennedy Mrs., South  Brisbane e
40 Kent Charles, Brisbane c
41 Kent C. G., Brisbane m
42 Kent Matilda, Brisbane e
43 Kent Robert, Northhampton Downs  Station o
44 Ketchenham George, Townsville o
45 Kettle Richard, Gatton c
46 Kettleton Thos., Townsville c
47 Kelleher Daniel, Brisbane o and c (2)
48 Kim Qee, Stanthorpe o c (2)
49 King -, North Paddington (a)
50 King A., Brisbane s
51 King C. F. T., Brisbane o
52 King F., Barraba s
53 King R. A., Gympie c
54 King R. W., Tambo s
55 Kingsford Thos., Taroom e
56 Kirby S., South Brisbane c
57 Kirk William, Charters Towers c
58 Kjor Neils, Rockhampton c
59 Knipe William Wilson, Warrego,  Angarala u k (2)
60  Knipe William Wilson, Augarola , Warrego u k (2)
61 Koch Thomas, Ipswich c
62 Krarup Niels, Warwick e
63 Kroning Mrs., Dingo c
L.
1 LABE Charles, Purga o c
2 Ladner -, St. Ruth e
3 Lalor -, North Pine River c
4 Lambert  Miss , Ipswich c
5 Landers W., Maytown o e
6 Large John, Condamine c
7 Larsen 0., Edwardstown a (2)
8 Larsen Peter, Sandy Creek o c (2)
9 Lastic Mrs. N., Brisbane s
10 Lastic Ulric, Stanthorpe s
11 Latwell R., One-mile, Gympie c
12 Laun Louis, Brisbane f
13 Landers J., Dingo,  Rockhampton c
14 Lawrence Wm., Toowoomba o
15 Landring Andrew, Brisbane e
16 Law ---, Boggo c
17 Lawrence Wm., Gatton c (2)
18 Lawry John, Cooktown s
19 Lawten James, Condamine a (2)
20 Layton W., Gatton c
21 Leach Charles, Ipswich c
22 Leacy Wm., Warwick c
23  Lean John, G atton e
24 Lear W. H., Palmer u k
25 Leary Corn'ilus, Westbrook  Station c
26 Leary Misli?anny, Brisbane u k
27 Lee Eliza  Miss,  Gatton c
28 Lee Henry ,  Brisbane u k
29 Lee  James,  Brisbane u k
30 Leech John, Talgai Station c
31 Leeper Mrs., Townsville a
32 Lees, Joseph, Edwardstown e
33 Lectch John, Charters Towers c
34 Legge -- James, Charters Towers a (2)
35 Lemon A., Cooktown c
36 Lennane  John, Ipswich e
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37 Lennev John, Gatton o c 31 Mallon F., Mount Hutton Station, Roma c
38 Lennon John, Copperfield c 3' Mallon P. Mrs.. Ipswich c
39 Lennon Miss Mary, Brisbane u k 33 Malone Patl,., Maryborough c
40 Leonard Thos., Maytown o o 34 Maney Lawrence, Charters Towers c
41 Leslie Edward, Warwick c 35 Manley --, Oakey Creek c
42 Low William Leslie,  Townsvi lle s 36 Manly Anne, Maryborough c
48 Leston M., Townsville c 37 Mann Harry, Nanango c
44 Levinge Richard, Palmer River u k 38 Mann William G., 'lambo u k (3)
45 Levitt G., Brisbane u k 39 Mann  W. G., Tambo u k
Lewes E., Condamine o 40 Mann W. G., Tambo sI
Lewis George, Turner's Creek c 41 Mansall S., Pikedale Station c
48 Lewis  Thos. Wyndham, Cooktown o c 42 Marett Elizabeth, Charleville c
49 Lewis Wm., Cooktown s 43 Margetts F. G., Maytown m
50 Lightbody C. J., Toowoomba c 44 Markham George (care of G. P. Elliot ), Camboon a
51 Liler Annie  Miss ,  Brisbane s 45 Marsen Christian, Brisbane o c
52 Lilly Richard, Palmer n z 46 Marsh Charles, Gatton c
53 Lincoln Henry, Tambo c 47 Marsh Robt., Gatton c
54 Lindeman F., Rockhampton o 48 Marshall Fred., Gatton c
55 Lindsay Tom Brisbane c 49 Marsmann Miss, Maryborough o
56 Linneman J. C., Dingo c 50 Martin Mrs., Rockhampton c
57 Livingstone J. H., Edwardstown u k 51 Martin James (carrier), Herbert 's Creek c
58 Livingstone  Richard, Rockhampton c 52 Martin James, Roma o
59 Llewellin J. M., Townsville o 53 Martin Mrs. Jane, Sandy Creek, Laidley o e
60 Lloyd Edmund, Warialda a 54 Martin John (carrier), Barcoo c
61 Lloyd  George  T., Brisbane o c 55 Martin J. D., Mackay c
62 Lloyd J., Dalby o 56 Martinous, S. H. Thos., Maytown c
63 Lloyd W., Brisbane c 57 Mason Frank, Cooktown c
64 Lockhart Edward, Ipswich c 58 Massey  W. L., Beenleigh  c and o c (2)
65 Logan  T., Dalby and Roma Railway Line c 59 Mathr -, South Brisbane c
66 Lotler -, Charters  Towers c 60 Mather Joseph, Jimbour Creek c
67 Lollison Miss Emily,  Brisbane u k (2) 61 Mathesson Miss Mary, Maryborough c
68 Long Mrs.  Marian ,  Brisbane a 62 Mather Thos., Jimbour Creek c
69 Long Thos., Ipswich o c 63 Mather W., Jimbour Creek c
70 Longly Jno. Hy., Millchester c 64 Mattenson Mrs., South Brisbane c
71 Lott John, Rockhampton o c 65 Mauer August, Walloon f
72 Lott Mark, Cooktown m 66 Maunsell Stephen J., Pikedale Station o
73 Lough George, Cooktown o c 67 Maxwell Robert John, Toowoomba u k
74 Loveday Mark, Tent Hill near Gatton c 68 Maynard H. J., Wallaroo c
75 Lovell James, Condamine c 69 May M., Blackfellow's Creek near  Gatton o
76 Low James, Charters Towers f and u k (2) 70 Meagher Thos., One-mile, Gympie e
77 Lowden -, Cooktown c 71 Medly E., Dingo c
78 Lowe  Mrs., Brisbane c 72 Megessen Mrs. H ., Brisbane u k (2)
79 Lucas F. J., Toowoomba c 73 Mellows Phillip (carrier), Roma c
80 Lucas George, Warwick c 74 Melony Michael, Brisbane c
81 Ludbrook Charles,  Brisbane u k 75 Melville Mrs. Thomas,  Brisbane o
82 Luff William, Charters  Towers s 76 Merchieson --, Mackay c
83 Luin  Francis,  Edwardstown c 77 Meredith John, Warwick f
84 Lunn Lean ,  Edwardatown 78 Merret Thomas, Cooranga,  near Dalby s
85 Lunm -, Gatton c 79 Merzatt D., Beenleigh o c
86 Luthberg -, Greendale c 80 Meurant Alfred, Condamine River m
87 Lutman A. E. T., Brisbane c 81 Miall Wm. John, Brisbane m (2)
88 Lutz Henry (farmer), Old Cleveland Road e 82 Mickelborough John, Rockhampton u k
89 Lyons John (butcher), Maytown c 83 Mickelsten Carl, Bowen f
'90 Lynch -, Townsville c 84 Miller Mrs., Highfields road , Toowoomba s
91 Lynch John, Brisbane u k 85 Miller  Miss  A. S., South Brisbane e
92 Lynch Michael, Jimbour Creek c 86 Miller Emma, Brisbane o
93 Lynch Thos., Edwardstown c (2) 87 Miller E., Mackay c
94 Lynch Timothy, Warwick c 88 Miller F., Ipswich c
95 Lynch Wm., Gympie c (2) 89 Miller John, Brisbane m
96 Lyons Ann, Townsville s 90 Miller Miss Margaret, Townsville c
97 Lyons John, Pine River u k 91 Miller Mrs. Mary, South  Brisbane c
92 Miller William, Brisbane u k
X. 93 Milikin Andrew, Rockhampton o c94 Mills John H., Gatton c
1 MABETT Mrs. J., Brisbane s 95 Mills Joseph, Breakfast Creek o c
2 Mace Miss Alice, South  Brisbane m 96 Milne Fitzroy K., Brisbane s
3 Macbell  George,  Gladstone u k 97 Milner Wm., Oakey Creek a
4 Madden A., Toowoomba c (3) 98 Milns Mrs. E. A., Brisbane a
5 Madden James, Western Creek, Alfred o c 99 Minouge John, Charters Towers n z
6 Maddegan John, Mackay c 100 Mitchell A., Lagoon Creek, Warwick o c
7 Madigan John (care of L. C. Johnson), Roma c 101 Mitchell Chas. J., Tambo c (2)
8 Maddock --. Roma c 102 Mitchell James, Upper Swan Creek road c
9 Madsen Ander Jorgen, Walton Creek c 103 Mitchell Robert, Cooktown n z
10 Magee , South Brisbane e 104 Moffatt John, Tenthill c
11 Magee Joseph, Brisbane o 105 Mogridge Thomas, Ipswich c
12 Mag ree  William, Maryborough u k 106 Mohr -, Logan e
13 Maguire  G., Stanthorpe c 107 Mohr Henry, Maryborough e
14 Maguire  J., Maytown o 108 Molars J. C., Charters Towers c
15 Maguire  J., Cairns a 109 Moller P. N., Port Mackay s
16 Maguire  Thomas, Stanthorpe c 110 Molloy John (cattle driver ), Brisbane c
17 Mater  Miss  Ann, Maryborough u k (2) Ill Moloney M. (miner), Stanthorpe o c
18 Maher James , Warwick c 112 Money John, Brisbane a
19 Maher  John, Dalby c 113 Money J., Rockhampton c
20 Maher Matthew, Dalby a 114 Monk Mrs. A., Brisbane c
Maher Michael, Dalby o c 115 Monteith Wm., Maryborough c
22 Maher Patrick (care of J. McGrath), Townsville c 116 Montford Joseph, North Pine  Rivers (2)
28 Maher Patk. R., Townsville o and o c (2) 117 Montgomery John, Maryborough s
24 Mahoney Mrs., Brisbane c  118 Montgomery Thomas, Cooktown c
25 Mahoney  Miss  Ellen, Rockhampton c 119 Moodyke H., Maryborough c
26 Mahoney  Miss  Mary Ann, Rockhampton o c 120 Moore -, Brisbane e
27 Mainwaring  William, Ipswich o and c (2) 121 Moore  Miss  Mary , Brisbane o
28 Maitz or Meitz Henery,  Rookhaan ton c 122 Moore  Patrick ,  Mackay c
29 Malaney Miss Margaret ,  Townsville o c 123 Moore  P., Dalby o
S0 Mallon Francis, Ipswich c ' 124 Moore Mrs. S .,  Stanthorpe o
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125 Moore Mrs. W .,  Milton Station, Gladstone c (2) 46 McIntosh John, Toowoomba c
126 Moran Miss  Catherine,  Townsvi lle o c 47 McIntosh John (road surveyor ), Meringadan c
127 Morgan  George, Maryborough c 48 McIntosh J., Toowomba c
128 Morgan James, Tambo c 49 McIntyre D., Roma c
129 Morgan  W., Mackay c 50 McIvor Mrs., Brisbane c
130 Mo roney James,  Rockhampton o c 51 McKenna Lawrence, Kowelah Station  via Warwick c
131 Morris  Charles, Rockhampton u k 52 McKay Alex., Brisbane o c
132 Morrison  Captain, Beenleigh c 53 McKay Erie Henry, Tierarawoomba o c
133 Morrison  Mrs. John, Brisbane n z 54 McKay F. J. E. B., Walloon o
134 Morrow -, Cooktown m 55 McKeyan Mrs. R., Charters Towers c
135 Mortimer  James , Maryborough c 56 McKenna --, Brisbane c
136 Moses  Mrs., Cooktown o c 57 McKenna William, Western Creek o c
137 Mott W., Charters Towers c 58 McKenzie James, Duaringa c
138 Mowle C., Warwick c 59 McKeen F. A., Gatton o
139 Moy W., One-mile, Gympie c 60 McKerr  James , Warwick c
140 Muir M., South Brisbane c 61 McKellygett R., Dingo c
141 Mulcahy  Michael, Brisbane u k 62 McKilop -, Charters Towers c
142 Mulcahy  Thomas , Dalby c 63 McKinlay John, Maryborough o c
143 Mulgatroyd -,  Bowen e 64 McLachlan --, Highfields c
144 Mulhall  Michael , Tambo c (2) 65 McLachlan Mrs. Jane, Bowen o
145 Mulholland Adam, One-mile, Gympie 66 McLachlan John, Bowen c
146 Muller  F. (watchmaker), Toowoomba c 67 McLadden James, Mount Esk c
147 Muller L. (watchmaker), Toowoomba o and c (4) 68 McLain  Miss  J., Brisbane u k
148 Mulligan J., Maryborough, c 69 McLane Robert, Brisbane s
149 Mullins Miss  Kate, Maryborough  u k and m (2) 70 McLaren John. Charters Towers c
150 Mumford Mrs. Joseph, Ipswich u k 71 McLean  Miss , Brisbane c
161 Mun roe  -,  Brisbane s 72 McLean A. H., Killarney c
152 Munro  Peter, Dalby c 73 McLean Mrs. George, Brisbane c and m  (2)
153 Munro  William, North Pine River o c 74 McLean H. A., Tambo c
154 Mu ller  S. A., Brisbane s 75 McLean Roderick, Mitchell Downs  o c and u k (3)
155 Murphur W., (carpenter)  Brisbane c 76 McLeith John, Brisbane o c
166 Murphy Miss, South  Brisbane c 77 McLellan Mrs., Pine River u k
157 Murphy Dennis, Inglewood c 78 McLeod A., Jimbour Creek c
158 Murphy  James,  Brisbane u k 79 McLeod James (miner), Townsville c
159 Murphy  James,  Mackay c 80 McLeod John, Copperfield c
160 Murphy Michael, Jimbour Creek, Dalby o c 81 McLeod F., Brisbane o c
161 Murphy  Michael , Maytown c 82 McLeod R. (carrier), Springsure c (3)
162 Murphy Nicholas, Dalby c 83 McLinchy --, Rockhampton u k
163 Murphy  Peter ,  Burenda Station, Roma o 84 McLochlan Miss Margaret Alen, Millchester o c
164 Murphy Peter, Burenda c 85 McLochlin E., Rocky Water Holes  in
165 Murphy Timothy (drover),  Roma c and s (6) 86 McMorning , Warwick c
166 Murphy William, Ipswich c 87 McNally Thomas (blacksmith), Warwick c
167 Murray Alfred, Roma o 88 McNamara Mrs., Ipswich c
168 Murray  Miss  Bridget, Rockhampton c 89 McNamara James, Stanthorpe o
169 Murray Miss Mary  Ann, Roma c 90 McNamara John, One-mile Gympie  c and f (5)
170 Murray Thomas,  Rockhampton o 91 McNan R. M., Charters Towers o
171 Murry  Michael, Copperfield c 92 McNeille --, Walloon o
93 McNeilly G. Brisbane sMc. 94
,
McNicol D., Brisbane m
1 McAFFERTY  Ennis, Brisbane s  95 McNaught --, South Brisbane c
2 McArthur  James,  Maytown o 96 McNaught Daniel, Toowong u k
3 McBae D ., Ipswich c 97 McNaught Ellen, Milton Station  Gladstone o
4 McBean Charles, Brisbane u k 98 McOn Miss J., Bowen o
5 McBride Mrs., Brisbane e  99 McOricky --, Yengarie c
6 McCabe  Miss Marv  Ann, One-mile Swamp c 100 McPhail Hector, Maytown u k
7 McCaf'ery Thomas,  Brisbane c  101 McPherson P., One-mile Gympie c
8 McCarthy Dennis, Stanthorpe c 102 McPherson Wm. Hugh, Rockhampton o
9 McCawley John, Moggill c 103 McPhillips James, Warwick o
10 McClintock  James , Taroom c 104 Mc Taggart Wm., Cooktown m
11 McCluskey John, Duckworth Creek, G.N.R. c
12 McConachy  James , Allora c (2) N.
13 McDermott John, (auctioneer ) Townsville c
14 McDermott Peter, Charters Towers c 1 NAUMANN H., Tambo o c
15 McDonald Alexander, Warwick o c 2 Neal James, Gladstone u k
16 McDonald John, Oxley Point c 3 Neil -, Yengarie m
17 McDonald Mrs. J., Millchester s  4 Neill Miss  A. (ship "Scottish Knight"),  Towns-
18 McDonald Robert, Rockhampton o c ville m
19 McDonald Thomas David, Brisbane c 5 Neill J. (Junction Hotel), Ipswich  road c (8)
20 McDonald John, Dee Copper Mine c 6 Neilon John, Ambi Downs c
21 Mc Dougall D. J., Brisbane o 7 Neilson Emil, Tambo c
22 McDowell Joseph, Charters Towers u k 8 Neilson J., Maryborough c
28 McEvoy  Thomas, Oakey Creek o 9 Neller Joseph, junior, Brisbane o c
24 McFadden John, Bowen o 10 Nelson Nelson (selector), Gowrie Crossing c
25 McFarlane  John, Tambo c 11 Nelson Thomas, Townsville o
26 McHarg Miss  Mary, Brisbane f 12 Nendon A., Oakwood s
27 McGee Captain, Cooktown c 13 Newell H , Cooranga Creek c
28 McGeowry Anne Jane, Brisbane u k 14 Newell H., Cooranga Creek  a and c (2)
29 McGhee James, Mount Esk c 15 Newman James, Maryborough u k
30 McGill John, Tambo c 16 Newton Charles, Cooranga Creek c
31 McGill W. R. (butcher), Toowong c .7 Newton Charles, '1 ambo c
32 McGlevir Henry, South Brisbane a 18 Newton George, Brisbane o c
33 McGrath  Miss  Mary Anne, Brisbane c 19 Newton James, Warwick c
34 McGrath Michael, Ipswich o c 20 Nichols Israel,-s room c
86 McGrath Patrick, Dalby s 21 Nicholson William, Maytown c
86 McGrath William, Charters Towers  in  22 Nickels Daniel, Beenleigh u k
37 McGregor -, Charters Towers c 23 Nickelson -, Cleveland road c
38 McGregor James, Townsville c 24 Neilsen H., Maryborough f
39 McGregor Malcolm, One-mile, Gympie e 25 Neilsen Johannes, Brisbane o c
40 McGurry James (carpenter), Brisbane c 26 Nolan Miss Kate, Brisbane c
41 Mcllreay Bernard, Bereoo c 27 Nolan Michael, Tambourine c
42 McInnis Angus (teacher), Gatton c 28 Norris Christopher,  Burends a
43 McIntyre  Thomas , Cooktown c 29 Norris W. H., North  Ipswich c
44 McIntosh Hugh, Maryborough o c 30 Nuler Mr. B., Stsnthorpe s
45 Molntoeh  John,  Millchester e -  31 N y Hawk , Westport n .
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0. 47 Penman Samuel, Rockhampton a
1 O'BEIRNE Thomas ,  Cooktown m 48 Penning Thomas, Brisbane River c
2 O'Brian C .,  Maytown s 49 Pent 1 homas ,  Copperfield c
3 O'Brian Patrick, Condamine c 50 Peree H., Higbfields c
4 O'Brien --, Fig -tree Pocket c (2) 51 Perrin C., Rockhampton c
5 O'Brien James,  T oowoomba o 52 Perrin Miss N .,  Spring Hi ll c
6 O'Brien John ,  Dalby o 53 Perrin William, Maytown n z
7 O'Brien J., Cooktown c 54 Perry John ,  Warwick s
8 O'Brien Miss Rate, Warwick s 55 Perry R  ,  Boundary -street c
9 O'Brien Maurice ,  Charters Towers c 56 Peters Charles ,  Hope street c
16 O'Brien M. J., South Brisbane c 57 Petersen A., One Mile Swamp c
11 O'Connell Miss Mary, Walton Creek n z 58 Petersen John ,  Charters Towers f
12 O'Connell T., Roma c 59 Petersen Neils  (laborer ),  Marybo rough o e
13 O'Connor Miss, Fo rtitude Valley o c 60 Petersen P. H., Charters Towers f
14 O'Connor Miss Annie ,  Brisbane s 61 Petersen Thomas, Peak Downs f
15 O'Connor Edward ,  Jinghi Jinghi c 62 Petersen Anders, Dalby e
16 O'Connor F., Mackay o 63 Petersen P. (mariner ),  Boundary street o
17 O'Connor Patrick ,  Harrisville c 64 Peyton , South Brisbane c
18 O'Dwyer Miss Bridget ,  Brisbane u k 65 Phelan M., Cooktown c
19 Ogilvie George, Caboolture c 66 Phelp R., Gladstone c
20 Ogilvy Thomas J., South Brisbane c 67 Phelps D., Maryborough c
21 O'Grady Doctor ,  Drayton o c 68 Phillips James, Maryborough c
22 O'Grady Wil liam, Dalby o 69 Phimestere Robert, Nive Downs Station c
23 Ipswich u kO'Keeffe Thomas 70 Phimestere Robert J., Nive Downs Station s
24
,
Olburg C. F., Western Creek o o 71 Picton R. W., Copperfield c
25 Oldrich R., Beenleigh c 72 Pierce Mrs. Grace ,  Copperfield c
26 Olsen J., Rockhampton c 73 Pitt James ,  Gatton c (2)
27 Olsen Olle, Mackay f 74 Platt C. J., Mount Hutton s
28 Brisbane o 75Olsen Peter Platt Mrs. John ,  Rockhampton c
29
,
Olbyard Mrs., Walton Creek c 76 Plinth  -,  Dalby c
30 O'Mara R., Westbrook c 77 Plummer E. A., Ambi Junction c (2)
31 O'Neil Mrs., Toowoomba o 78 Pehland John, Milton c
32 O'Neil Daniel, Laidley o c 79 Pole Miss Emma, Cooktown u k
33 O'Neill Daniel ,  One-mile c 80 Polinska Steffen, Marybo rough f
34 O'Nei ll J., Charters Towers s 81 Poison Donald ,  Dalby c
35 O'Neill J. D., Charters Towers c 82 Pooley John, Lansdowu m
36 O'Neill L., Townsvi lle c 83 Popple W., Bulimba c
37 Orchard Charles ,  Brisbane u k 84 Porter  ,  Logan River c
38 Orford Jonathan ,  Bowen a 85 Porter  (drayman ),  Gipps street a
39 Organ Miss A., Gladstone o 86 Porter H., Breakfast Creek c
40 Osborne Noah, Laidley u k 87 Po rter James, Toowoomba c
41 Osborne W. H., South Brisbane e 88 Porter William, Doughboy Creek c
42 O'Shea Daniel ,  Edwardstown e 89 Porter W. K., Windaroo c
43 O'Sullivan David ,  Warwick o 90 Potter James, Charters Towers u k
44 O'Sul livan Mrs. M .,  Maryvale c 91 Powe ll and Palethorpe Messrs .,  Brisbane  is
92 Power Lawrence ,  Rockhampton c
P. 93 Power L .  J., Warwick o c
1 PAGE Albert J., Rockhampton o c 94 Power R .,  Brisbane c
2 P age Miss Lottie ,  Maryborough e 95 Preston  Henry, Charlevi lle c
3 P age William ,  Lockyer's Crossing c 96 Price Miss L. A., Regatta Hotel c
4 Page W., Bulimba c 97 Priestly and Purce ll Messrs. ,  Cooktown e
5 Pain  -,  Seven -mile Water c 98 Pritchard  -,  Just-in-Time ,  Charters Towers •
6 P almer J. C., Hawthorn Cottage c 99 Prohert C. M. N., Maryborough m (2)
7 Pawyram Martin ,  Gatton c 100 Proctor John, Newstead c
8 Payne Edward ,  Copperfield u k (2) 101 Province Miss A .,  Roslyn Station e
9 Parfitt William, Gatton e 102 Pryde John ,  Maryborough u k (2)
10 P ark R .,  Charters Towers m 103 Pugh Richard, Palmer n z
11 Parkin  -,  Edwardstown u k 104 Purcell Fred .  H., Cooktown o c
12 P arkes William, Brisbane c 105 Purkiss Thomas, Brisbane u k
13 P arvy M., Gatton o c
14 Parsons John ,  Harrisville c Q.
15 P arsons Robert, Maryborough c I QUIN Alexander ,  Cooktown c
16 P arsons Thomas, Cooktown s 2 Quinlan Miss Annie ,  Ipswich o
17 P arter James, Fernvale c 3 Quinlan C., Dalby c
18 Partin  -,  Petrie terrace c 4 Quinn  (saddler ),  Warwick c
19 Cooktown o cPartin Richard
20
,
Pascoe Thomas ,  Brisbane c R.
21 Pascow James ,  Warwick c 1 RAMMAGE Miss Marian, North Quay a
22 Pashen E., Pine River c 2 Ramsay Charles ,  Palmer River m (2)
23 Paten Mrs. Jessie ,  The Gap c 3 Ramsbatham J. G., Dulacca c
24 Patten James  0., Gympie o c 4 Rancoley  P. or T.,  Copperfield  in
25 Patterson William ,  Charters Towers c 5 Rander  Miss  A., Toowoomba c
26 Payne William ,  Maryborough o c 6 Rasmussen Jens, Broadwater Bridge c
27 Peace Robert, Saunder 's Creek c 7 Rassmussen Niels, Maryborough o e
28 Peacock Miss Emily ,  Nine-mile Water o c 8 Rathbone  -,  Gatton u k
29 Pearce J. S., South Brisbane c 9 Rathhone E. J., Oaky Creek ,  Gatton u k
30 Pearce  -,  Brisbane c 10 Ravenhill Frank A .,  Brisbane m
31 Pearson  -,  Refuge Row c 11 Rave rty James, Charters Towers u k
32 Pearson Mrs. E .,  Warwick n z 12 Rawnsley Mrs., Toowong c
33 Pearson R. W., Brisbane c 13 Ray Edward  (carrier )  Rockhampton c
34 Pearson S., Toowoomba e 14 Raymond W. T., Townsvi lle u k
35 Pearson S., Warwick c 15 Reade Thomas Paley, Cooktown u k
36 Peat William ,  Rockhampton o 16 Ready Miss Bridget ,  Townsville m and o (2)
37 Peberdy Mrs. W .,  Roma s 17 Redhead  John,  Indooroopilly o e
38 Pederson Jens  (farmer) Tiaro f 18 Redman G. C., Mount Tick c
39 ft'lller J., Brisbane n z 19 Reetz H ., Roma c
40 Peeltwardd  -, Mayt own s 20 Reeve  H.  C., Roma c
41 Peerson Mrs. Elizabeth , Warwick o c 21 Reeves  ,  Charleville e 2
42 Peershouse Messrs .  John and A. May, Ruck -  22 Reid James , Brisbane &
hampton o c 23 Reid Miss Bridget ,  Townsvi lle u k
43 Pegg Edward , Rockhampton  o c 24 Reill Henry ,  Dalby o c
44 Pehrson O. (laborer ),  Maryborough o c 25 Reilly P .,  Ravensbourne c
45 Penherthy John, goekhamptan m 26 Reilly Patriok, Mitche ll u k
46 Pender bf. (currier),  Mitchell Downs c 27 Remilton  IT., Marybo rough e
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28 Rennell George, Maryborough a 3.
39 Renny James, Rockhampton e
30 Rennie Andrew, Condamine c 1 SAMPSON William, One-mile Creek e (2)
31 Reynolds Owen, Gladstone s 2 Sanders Miss  Ann, Gympie o
32 Reynolds William, Dalby o e 3 Sanderson James, Tambo c
33 Ribitzky Gottfried, Charters Towers f 4 Sargent  George, Highfields c (2)
34 Rice -, Mackay c 5 Sath Wilhelm, Brisbane in
35 Rice James, Redbank Plains o c 6 Saunders, D., Boundary Gully c
36 Rice T., Dingo Creek o 7 Saunders E. and C., Warwick o
37 Richard William, Charters Towers s 8 Saunderson, Thomas, Brisbane e
38 Richard Mrs., Toowoomba c 9 Sawyer George (carrier), Tambo c
39 Richards Henry, Cooktown s 10 Savee Mrs., Ernest street o c
40 Richards John L., Brisbane o c 11 Schaffers -. Beenleigh c
41 Richardson --, Brisbane c 12 Schaffenberg Dr., Charters Towers f
42 Richardson John, Bowen Downs o 13 Schellenberg Joseph, Beenleigh f
43 Richardson Lewis, Gowrie Station c and s (3) 14 Scherer Francis, Laidley o c
44 Richardson Lewis, Gowrie Station u k 16 Schilling Mrs. J,, Townsville,d
45 Richardson At., Roma c 16 Schindler Jacob, Beenleigh c
46 Richmond Andrew, Toowoomba m 17 Schlei F. Chi, Rockhampton f
47 Riddler George, Brisbane River c 18 Schmidt Casper Otto, Rockhampton c
48 Rielnn Rosina, Toowoomba o c 19 Schmith Frank, Edwardstown c 2
49 Riely Philip (carpenter), Brisbane c 20 Schnider J., Stanthorpe a
50 Riley Miss Mary Louisa, Charters Towers c 21 Schoenaner Mrs. George, Allors a
51 Ringel Theodore, Meringandan c 22 Schofield, Mrs. E., Warwick c
52 Rinn Patrick, Upper South Pine River u k 23 Schofield Mrs. E., Warwick a
53 Ritchie George E., Townsville in (2) 24 Schroder Fredericha, Rockhampton e
54 Rivers Albert, Millchester o c 25 Schudel Jacob, Maryborough o c
55 Roach Mrs., George street c 26 Schultz William, Condamine c (2)
56 Roach Mrs. G., Sandy Creek c 27 Scott John S., Gympie c
57 Robb William, Millchester o c 28 Scott Mrs. S. A., Rockhampton o e
58 Roberts , (publican) Mackay a 29 Scott Thomas, Indooroopilly c
59 Roberts , Bridgewater c 30 Scott William, Ipswich o c
60 Roberts E. C., Toowoomba c 31 Scowen, Mrs., One-mile Swamp c
61 Roberts John, Albert street f 32 Seemour  Mrs. G., Palmer River a
62 Roberts J., Gympie c (4' 33 Sessarego  Signor Agostino Rockhampton f
63 Roberts J. H., Stanthorpe 8 34 Shadock Thomas, Warwick c
64 Roberts William, Tamba o c 35 Shanks Hugh, Warwick c
65 Roberts William, Charters Towers a (2) 36 Sharkey -,  Maryborough c
66 Roberts W. James, Broadsound c 37 Shaw and Co.,  Messrs ., Broad Sound c
67 Robertson Captain A., Thursday  Island a (2) 38 Shaw A. (carrier), Duaringa c
68 Robertson Hugh, Charters Towers c 39 Shaw James, Jimbour Creek c
69 Robertson John, Maryborough c 40 Sheahan, Maurice, Charters  Towers m
70 Robertson Martin, Brisbane o c 41 Shean Miss, Brisbane s
71 Robertson Robert, Warwick o c 42 Shean William, Beenleigh o
72 Robinson Mrs., Indcoroopilly c 43 Sheats Francis Nichol, Dalby c
73 Robinson A. J., Gatton c (2) 44 Sheehan Dan., Jimbour Creek c
74 Robinson David, Palmer River n z 45 Sheldon Dr., Toowoomba c
75 Robinson Frederick, Port Denison f 46 Shepherd Mrs. E., Goomburra  Station $
76 Robinson  Isaac , Charters Towers c 47 Sheridan -, Rockhampton c
77 Robinson John M., Gympie a 48 Sheridan, Mrs. or  Miss, Brisbane n k
78 Robinson Richard, Yengarie c 49 Sheila John, Wooronga c
79 Robinson Thomas, Nive Downs c 50 Shingfield  Miss  M., Brisbane c
80 Robson George L., Edwardstown c 51 Shipp Miss M., South Brisbane e
81 Roche Mrs. Mary, Charters Towers o e 52 Shoenwald Fred., Rockhampton c
82 Rodgers Mrs., Cooktown s 53 Shubel -, Walloon c
83 Rodgers E., Maryborough c 54 Shyne Mrs. Ellen, Maryborough o c
84 Rodgers Thomas, Mackay c 55 Wime  Mrs. James, Brisbane a
85 Roggercamp M., Townsville a 56 Simmonds J. R., Mitchell Downs c (2)
86 Ronald James (miner), Townsville in 57 Simms Mrs. Maria, Albert street c
87 Root William, Brisbane c 58 Simnon Miss, South Brisbane c
88 Rose and Co. Toowong c 59 Simpson Councillor, Woody Point m
89 Rose  (brushmaker) Toowong c (3) 60 Sinclair Donald, Yengarie c (2)
90 Rose H., Oxley Point c 61 Skatyman Paul, Bowen c
91 Rose Joseph, Forest Vale c 62 Skene J., Cooktown c
92 Rose W., Warwick o c 63 Skinner H., Copperfield in
93 Ross Alexander, Warwick s 64 Skinner R. A., Breakfast Creek c
94 Ross Donald (laborer), Macalister o c 65 Sky-ring Mrs. D., Gympie Road c
95 Ross George, Boundary Gully c 66 Slade Mrs. John, Edwardstown e
96 Rose  J. (36-mile Camp), Dalby and Roma c 67 Slater A., Banana c
97 Ross J. H., Redcliffe c 68 Slattery Miss, Ballangowan c (2)
98 Rossiter George, Gladstone o c 69 Smale A., Warwick u k (2)
99 Rothery E. M., Beenleigh c 70 Smale J., Edwardstown c
100 Rouke Charles, Maryborough e 71 Smith --, (tailor) Valley e
101 Roulston Robert, Churchill s 72 Smith Mrs., Charlotte- street a
102 Row  Fim, Maytown c 73 Smith Mrs., (care of Mr. Hickey),  Charlotte
103 Rowan C., Edwardstown o (2) street a
104 Rowan Patrick, Maytown c 74 Smith A., Dingo c
105 Rowe Miss E. A., Brisbane c 75 Smith  Miss  A., Valley c
106 Ruff John, Townsville o c and c (2) 76 Smith Charles, Warwick o c
107 Rushton J., Townsville s 77 Smith Charles, Maryhorough c
108 Russell Mrs., Kangaroo Point c 78 Smith Mrs. C., Rockhampton o c
109 Russell David, Dalby c 79 Smith C. 1 mbeit, Palmerston u k (2)
"110 Russell John, Conner's River c 80 Smith C. Lambert, Port Darwin u k
111 Russell John W., Gladstone o (2) 81 Smith Edward, Brisbane River e
112 Ryan Jeremiah, Rockhampton in (2) 82 Smith E., Mary borough c
113 Ryan Jeremiah, Tallegalla o c 83 Smith E. T., Brisbane c
114 Ryan Jeremiah, Gatton c 84 Smith Frank, Edwardstown c
115 Ryan, Michael (miner), Warwick u c 85 Smith George (teamster) Millchester  o c and • (l)
116 Ryan Michael, Rockhampton o c 86 Smith George, Stanthorpe o c
117 Ryan Mrs. or Miss A., Warwick o c 87 Smith George, Bulimba c (2)
118 Ryan Thomas, Cobble Station e 88 Smith G. G. (farmer), Brisbane River c
119 Ryan William, South Brisbane c 89 Smith Henry, Beenleigh c
120 Ryder George, Gatton c (2) 90 Smith H., Maryborough c
121 Rr George, Daley's Camp, Dalby n r 91 Smith Captain H.,-Tow uvill. m
122 Rynee Mrs., Maryborough u k 92 Smith James , Charters Towers c
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93 Smith  James  P., Burenda m (2) 185 Svanberg E., Brisbane m
94 Smith James Stuart, Maryborough m 186 Swan  James ,  Toowoombs m
95 Smith  Miss Jane , Brisbane c 187 Swanson Constable Geo., Tambo a
96 Smith J. (storeman), South Brisbane c 188 Sweeney Daniel, Rosenthal o
97 Smith John, Lockyer's Creek o c 189 Swinbourne Edward, Brisbane s
98 Smith John, (bushman), Westbrook o c 190 Sydney Henry, Mackay c
99 Smith John, One-mile c
100 Smith John, Cooktown s T.
101 Smith John, Ipswich Reserve u k
102 Smith John, Mount Hutton c 1 TAGGE William, Wivenhove c
103 Smith John, Burenda c 2 Tait Constable, Cooktown c
104 Smith John (care G. Dawson), Bundaberg it k (2) 3 Tait Samuel, Brisbane o c
105 tmith John F., Maytown m (3) 4 Talbot John, Wallan c (2)
106 Smith John F., Lockyer's Creek c 5 Talbot R. G., Nanango c
107 Smith Joseph, Cooktown f 6 Tarrant, Mrs. Alice, Rockhampton o a
108 Smith John Flewell, Lock`er's Creek u k 7 Tattnell R., Gympie c (3)
109 Smith J. F., Messrs. Patrick W., &e., Lockyer's 8 Taylor Alexander, Rockhampton u k
Creek o c (2)  9 Taylor Alfred J., Brisbane e
110 Smith J. F., MMessrs. Reik F. and others, Lockyer's 10 Taylor Charles, Maryborough o c
Creek o c 11 Taylor Miss Emma, Boggo road e
111 Smith Mrs. Philip, Dalby c 12 Taylor G., Condamine c
112 Smith Robert, Havilah Station it k and m (2) 13 Taylor John, Bromelton, u k
113 Smith Robert, Tent Hill c 14 Taylor,' Maryborough u k
114 Smith Thomas, Rosewood Gate c 15 Taylor John, Nanango m
115 Smith William, North Pine River e 16 Taylor Miss Sarah, Sandy Creek c
116 Smith W., Wickham terrace c 17 Taylor W., Hope street c
117 Smith W. H., Dingo c 18 Terbibull Walter, Maryborough u k
118 Smythe F. J., Mackay c 19 Terrill, Captain S., Kroombit  Copper Mining Oo. s
119 Smyth James (painter ), Brisbane o e 20 Terrill James, Ipswich u k
120 Smyth Lambert, Toowoomba n z 21 Thailer F., Beenleigh e
121 Smythe Robert, Rockhampton s 22 Theobald J., Cooktown u k
122 Sohnhoring John, Ipswich c 23 Thomas Richard, Edwardstown c
123 Solbea John, Maryborough c (2) 24 Thompson -, Tingalpa u k
124 Soley James, Nive Downs u k (2) 25 Thompson (tinsmith), Warwick a
125 Sommerville  George, Terrick Downs c 26 Thompson  Miss , Stanley c
126 Solveschesge K., Toowoomba f 27 Thompson James, Ipswich f
127 Somerville Thomas (miner), Stanthorpa o c 28 Thompson James H., Buarahah c
128 Sonderose John, Tiaro f 29 Thompson Miss Margaret, Ipswich e
129 Sorensen C., Maryborough c 30 Thompson Peter, Ipswich u k
130 Somer Mrs. George, Dingo e 31 Thompson Mrs. S., Tingalpa it k
131 Sparkes William, Pine River c 32 Thompson W. H., South Brisbane e
132 Spears W., Toowoomba c 33 Thomsen Mrs. H., Indooroopilly o c
133 Speglar  -, Dingo c 34 Thone J. G., Toowong c (5)
134 Spense William, Lansdown Station e 35 Thonson  Miss  S., Warwick c
135 Spes John (carrier), Charleville c 36 Thorn John, Logan Reserve s
136 Spies  John (care of Mr. Preston), Charleville c 37 Thorn J. W., Toowoomba c
137 Spillane John, Millchester o 38 Thorn Philip, Warwick c
138 Sponhalz R. C.. Gladstone c 39 Thorsen Heinrich, Charters  Towers a
139 Spring  James, Dalby a 40 Tierney John, Millchester c
140 Stacey Mrs., Waterworks road c 41 Tobin John, Dalby u k
141 Stacey Thomas, Brisbane c  42 Tobin J. (butcher), Toowoomba c
142 Stack M., Landddown c 43 Todd Mrs., Warwick c
143 Stacy W. H., Mitchell Downs c 44 Tolhurst J., Thorgomindah a
144 Stafford Joseph, Rosewood Reserve c 45 Tomlinson William, Tambo o c
145 Stall Miss Mary, Brisbane c 46 Tompson W. P., Brisbane a
146 Stamm Louis, Indooroopilly c (2) 47 Toohill John, Churchill c
147 Stapleton (tailor), Charters Towers c 48 Toole E. C., (carrier) Rockhampton e
148 Stephansen  Jens , Warwick c 49 Tootell Mrs. Annie, Gladstone c
149 Stephenson  Miss,  Brisbane c 50 Tophey Elizabeth, Maryborough c
160 Stephenson John,  Brisbane m  51 Towel  Mrs. Brisbane c
151 Steven John, Rockhampton o c 52 Towsaint Frederick R., Purga o c
152 Stevenson John, Gatton Creek c 53 Tracey Henry, Oakay Creek c
1 113 Stevenson  John, Toowoomba c 54 Tran T,, Dalby, c
154 Stewart  Scott, Nerang Creek c  55 Treascaminan  Wilhelm , Kelvin Grove road e
155 Stewart  W. H., Logan c (2) 56 Trevathan Alfred,  Brisbane c
156 Stienmetz  Miss Louisa , Brisbane c 57 Trevethan Henry, Brisbane c
157 Stirling --, Duaringa c 68 Tront R., Stanthorpe c
158 St. John N., Townsville c 59 Truss Philip (carrier ), Dalby c
159 Stoer  Bridget, Townsville o 60 Tucker Lewis, Tocal o c
160 Stoldt  Martin,  Millchester f 61 Tuiller Mrs., Albinia Downs u k
161 Stone Mrs., Brisbane n z 62 Turkington G., Palmer Diggings c
162 Stone Miss , Valley c 63 Turner Mrs., Valley c
163 Stone  Edward, Murphy's Creek o a 64 Turner H. W., Indooroopilly o e
164 Stone R. (carrier), Dingo c 65 Turner J., (carrier) Valley c
165 Stone R. P., Tambo c (2) 66 Turner R., Warwick c
166 Stratford C., Brisbane o c 67 Tuthill John, Charlesville m
167 Streeter W., Rosewood o 68 Tyler R. K., Mount Hutton c (2)
168 Stuart Charles, Gatton c 69 Tynan William, Logan c
169 Stuart John, Red Hill, Gympie c (2)
170 Stuart John Roy, Brisbane m U.
171 Stubbs -, Feravale c
172 Stubbs Thomas, Wallan Station u k 1 ULIFFE John  (laborer ), Rockhampton o a
173 Studt C. F., Toowoomba c 2 Unsworth H., Palmer River s
174 Stultz Theadore, Maryboroughlo c (4) 3 Unsworth W. R., Toowoomba c
176 Stumm A. Roma c
176
,
°uel  Mr. or Mrs ., Herbert Vale Station c V.
177 Lllullivan M., One-mile c
178 ".tullivan  Miss  M. A., Brisbane s 1 VALE --, Bowen Bridge c
179 Sullivan  Margaret , Rockhampton o 2 Valentine Mrs. W. H., Rosewood e
180 Sullivan Thomas, Jimbour Creek c 3 Vandrine Mrs. C., New Farm Road m
181 Sullovan Thomas, Gympie c 4 Vanlie C., Walloon c (2)
182 Sun Yee War, (Chinese  store ), Maryborough s 5 Vary  James,  Warwick c
183 Southerland  -, Cooktown o c FiVarse Auguste, Maryborough c
184 Southerland  David,  Maytown n z 7 Venner D.,  Brisbane c
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W.  93 White Robert, Dalby c (2)
94 White  Miss S., Dalby c
1 WAITE Edmund, Tent Hill c 95 White W. E., Rosewood Scrub u k
2 Waitee  -, Eaton Vale c 96 White William Isaac, Cooktown s
8 Waites  Arthur, Eaton Vale c 97 Whish C. B., Gatton o c
4 Wagener  C., Gatton c, 98 Whittle -- (saddler), Valley c
6 Waghorn Mrs., Charters Towers c 99 Whittock --, Gregory terrace c
6 Wakeman  John, Wallan Station c 100 Wilcox J. C., Brunswick  street c
7 Waldender Andrew, Jimbour Creek c 101 Wild CharleQ, Conners Rivers c
8 Walker --, Maryborough c 102 Wild C., Gatton c
9 Walker --, Caranga Creek c 103 Wildash J. C., Toowoomba c
10 Walker Mrs. Ann, Pine River o c 104 Willert -, Bowen or Roma f
11 Walker C. R. (contractor), Cooktown o c 105 Willey H. J., Brisbane c
12 Walker Mrs. George, Brisbane c 106 Williams , Drayton c
18 Walker Mrs. H., Ipswich c 107 Williams Charles T.,  Brisbane o c
14 Walker J. W., Brisbane c 108 Williams Christopher, Warwick c
15 Walker W. T., Toowoomba c 109 Williams David John Lloyd, Charters  Towers u k
16 Wall Michael, Condamine c 110 Williams  James , Drayton c
17 Wall P., Murphy's Creek c 111 Williams John, Brisbane a
18 Wallace J. B., One-mile Creek c (7) 112 Williams John, Dingo u k
19 Walne R., Beenleigh c 113 Williams John, Gatton o
20 Walsh (waiter), Brisbane c 114 Williams  Miss  Matilda, Gympie c
21 Walsh Charles, Charters Towers c 115 Williams Thomas, Brisbane c
22 Walsh  John, Dalby c 116 Williamson Hugh, Rockhampton c
23 Walsh Mrs. Mary, Brisbane s 117 Williamson James (carrier), Tambo c
24 Walsh Richard, Glengallan c 118 Wilkinson J. M., Stanthorpe c
26 Walsh Thomas (laborer), Warwick o c 119 Willis Thomas Cooper, Palmer River u k (4)
26 Walsh T. (carpenter), Woollongabba c 120 Willson Mrs., Brisbane c
27 Walter S. (surveyor), Ipswich c 121 Wilson , Brisbane c
28 Walters Mrs. C. A., Charters Towers o 122 Wilson , Charters Towers c
29 Walters T. M., North Pine River o 0 123 Wilson , Jimbour c
30 Walton Mrs. John, Brisbane c 124 Wilson Mrs., Cooranga Creek c
81 Walton W., Cooktown c 125 Wilson James (sawyer), Dalby u k
82 Wand J., Brisbane c 126 Wilson John, Dalby s
83 Wan Hon (Chinese store),  Albert street e 127 Wilson J., Charleville e
34 Ward James, Nanango Station u k 128 Wilson J. H., Toowoomba a
85 Ward John W., Brisbane o 129 Wilson W., Dalby c
86 Ward Joseph, Charters Towers s 130 Wilson W., Brisbane River c
87 Ward Mrs. W.,  Brisbane s (2) 131 Windley Henry, One-mile Creek c
88 Wardley J., Logan c 132 Winnip Geoffrey, Stanthorpe c
89 Ware Miss , River terrace c 133 Winter Heinrich, Peak Mountain o c
40 Ware James, Gatton o c 134 Wirth J. J., Brisbane s
41 Warell Alfred, Rockhampton o c 135 Wite Samuel, Toowoomba c
42 Warne D., Rockhampton s 136 Withe G. K., Albert River c
43 Warne John T., Warwick m 137 Wolff Arthur, Beenleigh u k
44 Warneke C., Warwick c 138 Wolff F., Gowrie Road c
45 Warner -, Mackay c 139 Wollf G. W. D., Roma o
46 Warr H., South Brisbane c 140 Wong Hong (Chinese store ), Palmer River s
47 Warren Harry, Charters  Towers m 141 Wong Min (Chinese store),  Palmer River n z
48 Warme  George, Gladstone o c 142 Wong Ten Took, Palmer River m
49 Washington , Toowong House c 143 Wood  Miss Emma , Brisbane c
60 Washbonrne W., Brisbane s 144 Wood John, Valley c
51 Wasmuth (farmer), Harrisville c 145 Wood Robert, Townsville a
52 Waterman Edward, Oakey Creek c 146 Woodward James, Townsville o
53 Watkins Miss E., Valley s 147 Woodward J., South Brisbane c
64 Watson --, Oakey Creeks 148 Woodward P. C, Charters Towers c
55 Watson , Kangaroo Point c 149 Woolworth , Mackay c
56 Watson  , Charters Towers c 150 Worch Herman, Rockhampton o c
67 Watson , Gregory terrace c 151 Worth Frederick, Drayton e
58 Watson  D., Brisbane t 152 Wray William, Rockhampton o c
59 Watson George, Brisbane s 153 Wright Mrs., Bulimba c
60 Watson James, Brisbane c 154 Wright George, Goondiwindi c
61 Watson Robert, Oakey Creek  u k and m (2) 155 Wright J., Brisbane c
62 Watson Robert, South Brisbane c 156 Wright Miss D., Brisbane u k
63 Watson  William, Brisbane o c 157 Wyatt -, Cooktown c
64 Watson William (sawyer), Brisbane o c 158 Wyers Mrs., Rockhampton c
65 Watson W. (builder), Leichhardt  street c 159 Wyider Mies Lizzie, Toowoomba c
66 Wayman William, Brisbane u k 160 Wylie J. C., Warwick c
67 Weatherill W. (bootmaker), Ann street c 161 Wylie or  Wyatt  John, Rosewood Gate u k
68 Weaver Mrs rin Hill cS
69
g., p
Webb (carrier), Warwick c Y.
70 Webb Mrs. E.. Brisbane c
71 Rockhampton u kWebb James 1 YARRINGTON  Mrs., Maryborough e
72
,
M. Tambo u kWebb J 2 Yates  Joseph, Salisbury  Plains c
73
,.
Toowoomba cWebb Lewis 3 Yates J., Townsville s
74
,
Maryborough u kWebb Thomas 4 Yenner Gotleb, Ipswich  Reserve c
75
,
Ipswich u k (2)Weedon James 5 You San Mrs., Warwick s
76
,
Warwick s 6Weekes William (carrier) Young Ben., Toowoomba c
77
,
Charters Towers c 7Wegner Frederich Young C. J., Roma c
78
, 8Welby --, Valley c Young Joseph, Alfred c
79 Ipswich c (2)Wells and Riecher Messrs.
80
,
Wells --, Mackay c Z.
81 Wells Mrs., Adelaide street c 1 ZARHEN D. Gympie c
82 Welsh James (carrier), Townsville c 2
,
.sn cZale Mrs. Loi
83 Wenbam G., Blythedale c
,,
84 Wesley Thomas, Dalby o &c.Initials &c.85 West Joseph, Warwick o c , ,
86 Westphall H. (laborer), South  Brisbane c  1 A. Z., P. 0., Gatton c
87 Wheiller --, George street c 2 E. M. C., P. 0., Brisbane c
88 Whibley R. M., Milton s 3 F. P. C., P. 0., Brisbane c
89 White --, Brisbane s 4 J. C., Waterworks Road c
90 White Miss, Brisbane s 6 M., P. O.,  Brisbane c
91 White  Mrs. Margaret , Millchester a 6 M. C., P. 0., Brisbane c
92 White Robert, Gympie c 7 P. D., Drayton c (2)
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8 W. B., Brisbane c 14 Lewin, Maryborough o c
9 X. G., Brisbane c 15 Pensioner Thos. Andrews, Lockyer Creek e
10 Z. W., South Brisbane c 16 Ice Works, Breakfast Creek c
11 Box No. 8, G. P. O. c 17 Warrol (South Sea Islander), Rockhampton o c
12 Captain  "  Isabel," Brisbane a 18 Wood (South Sea Islander), Tiara
18 Executors  Peter Brady, Laidley c
In the  Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate ofR. W. Buchanan and
Co., of Brisbane , merchants.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter  of the above-named Insolvent, adjudi-
cated  on the ,ourth day of November, 1875.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by
the eighth day of May, 1877, will be excluded.
Dated this second day of May, 187 7.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  2nd day of  May, 1877.
449 4s.
Insolvent  Estate of Muller and Carter, of Nerang
Creek.
A FIRST and Final Dividend of fifteen shillings
in the £ is payable on and after the 5th
instant  on admitted  claims  (in accordance with the
resolution of the creditors at the first  meeting), at
the office of Henry Box and Son, in Edward street,
Brisbane.
453
WILLIAM D. BOX,
Trustee.
3s.
In the Estate of Henry Barr, of Townsville,
cabinet-maker.
A SECOND  Dividend of (1s .  6d.) one shilling
and sixpence in the  £  in the above Estate is
now payable at the office  of the  undersigned,
Flinders street ,  Townsville.
12th April, 1877.
464
WILLIAM KI11K,
Trustee.
38.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of Henry Ernest Weaver,  of Bris-
bane,  master mariner ,  an Insolvent.
ON the Fourth day of June, 1877, at Ten o'clockin the  forenoon , henry Ernest Weaver, of
Brisbane ,  master mariner ,  adjudicated  insolvent on
the Fourth day of September, 1876, will apply to
the Supreme Court of Queensland at Brisbane, for
a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this 1st day of May, A.D. 1877.
THOMAS BUNTON,
444
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Edward Marlay and Julius Selke,
trading under the name , style or firm of
"Marlay and  Selke," of Warwick,  commission
agents, Insolvents.
ON the Twenty-eighth day-,,f May, 1877, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, Edward Marlay and
pus  Selke, trading under  the name, style, or firm
of " Marlay and Selke," of Warwick,  commission
agents, adjudicated  insolvent on the twenty-sixth
day of July, 1876, will apply to the Supreme Court
at Brisbane  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this thirtieth day of April, A .D. 1877.
445
DALY AND ABBOTT,
Solicitors for the  Insolvents,
Queen  street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the  Matter of John Wilson Carey, of Brisbane,
in the Colony  of Queensland ,  cabinet-maker, an
Insolvent.
O
N the Third day of May, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, a Certificate of
Discharge was granted to John Wilson Carey, of
Brisbane , in the Colony of Queensland, who was
adjudicated  insolvent  on the tenth day of March,
1876.
448
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Joseph Bayley, of Condamine, in
the Colony of Queensland, hotel and store-
keeper, an Insolvent.
V
ON the Third day of May, one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, a Certificate of
Discharge was granted to Joseph Bayley, of Conda-
mine,  in the Colony of Queensland, who was
adjudicated insolvent on the sixth day of October,
1876.
447
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Aldborongh Prittie Hirst
and Augustus Frederick John Hirst, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, graziers,
carrying on business under the name, style, or
firm of " Hirst Brothers," Insolvents.
0
N the Sixth day of April, A.D. 1877, a CertifLeate
of Discharge was granted to George Aldborough
Prittie Hirst, of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queens-
lane, grazier, carrying on business under the name,
style, or firm of "Hirst Brothers," who was adjudi-
cated insolvent on the twelfth day of  July,  A.D.
1875.
459
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of George Aldborough Prittie Hirst
and Augustus Frederick John Hirst, of Bris-
bane, in the Colony of Queensland, graziers,
carrying on business under the name, style, or
firm of " Hirst Brothers," Insolvents.
0  N the Sixth day of April.  A.D. 1877, a Certificateof Discharge was granted to Augustus
Frederick John Hirst, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland, grazier, carrying on business under
the name, style, or firm of " Hirst Brothers," who
was adjudicated insolvent on the twelfth day of
July, A.D. 1875.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
460 6s.
In the Matter of Samuel Spencer ,  of the Coomera
River, in the Colony of Queensland ,  hotel-
keeper, an Insolvent.
THE Court  has appointed the Last Examination of
the Insolvent ,  to take place at Beenleigh, on
the 23rd day of May instant, at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon.
Dated this  2nd day  of May,  A.D. 1877.
466
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
3s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Ewing, late of Cooktown, in
the Colony of Queensland, cartwright, de-
ceased, intestate.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to this Honorable Court,
that Letters of Administration of all and singular
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the said
John Ewing, deceased, intestate, may be granted to
David Tait, the elder, of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland ,  the duly constituted attorney of James
Ewing, of Chartershall ,  in the county of Stirling,
Scotland, the father of the said deceased.
Dated this first day of May, A.D. 1877.
W. E. MURPHY,
456
Queen  street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said David Tait.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Orr, of Logan River, near
Beenleigh, in the Colony of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication  hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable  Court, that Probate of the Will
of the above-named John Orr, deceased, may be
granted to  William Gray, of Brisbane, one of the
Executors  named in said Will, reserving leave for
James Orr, of Pimpama, the remaining Executor,
to come  in and prove at any time hereafter.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-sixth day of April,
A.D. 1877.
ROBERT R. BOAG,
443
Edward street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said William Gray.
5s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Robert McLeod,  late of Nanango,
in the Colony of Queensland, storekeeper,
deceased, intestate.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be  made  to the said
Honorable Court, that Letters of Administration of
all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the
above-named  Robert McLeod, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to Anne McLeod, of
Nanango aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated this third (lay of May, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
seven.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
Town  Hall, Brisbane,
Proctor for the  said Administratrix.
451 5s. 6d.
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND.
In the  Will of  Christopher Shapland, late of Pilton,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  farmer, deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby ; iven, that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the (late of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court ,  that Probate  of the Will of
the above -named Christopher Shapland, deceased,
may  be  granted to Joseph Roberts ,  of Greenmount,
Emu Creek, in the said colony, faruier, sole
Executor named in the said Vt ill.
Dated this second day of May ,  A.D. 1877.
HA STILTON AND SON,
Ruthven street ,  Toowoomba,
Proctors for the said Joseph Roberts.
By their Agent-
A. J. THYNNF,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
465 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Goods of Catherine Larkin, late of Nor-
mandy Gully, near Ipswich, in the Colony of'
Queensland, widow, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication,
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods,  chattels , credits, and effects of the above.
named Catherine Larkin, deceased, who died int36'
tate,  may be granted to Catherine Larkin, )f
Ipswich, in  the said colony ,  one of the  next of kin
of the said  deceased.
Dated at Ipswich, this first day of May, A.D.
1877.
450
CHARLES FREDERICK £HUBB,
Proctor  for the N ext of gin,
Brisbane street , Ipswich.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of Will of Thomas Poole, late of-Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Accounts of
the administration in the Estate of the
abovenamed deceased have been filed in the Office
of the Supreme Court of Queensland, by Thomas
Palmer and Charles Baldwin, the Executors of the
said deceased ; and all persons having claims  against
the said Estate, or being interested  therein, are
required to come in before me, at my office, Supreme
Court House, Queen street, Brisbane, on or before
the Second day of June next, to inspect the said
accounts, and if they think fit object thereto ; and
if no exception be taken to such accounts,  the same
will be duly inquired into at my said office on the
above day, at the hour of Ten o'clock in the fore-
noon.
Dated this second day of May, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for the Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
455 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Charles William Fawdry, of Bur.
pengary, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
deceased.
, OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira.
i , tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to  the said
Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above-named Charles William Fawdry, deceased,
may be granted to Edward Hall Fawdry, of Red-
bank Plains, sugar-boiler, the sole Executor named
in the said Will.
Dated this third day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred  and seventy-
seven.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
Town Hall, Brisbane,
Proctor for the  said  Edward Hall Fawdry.
452 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Mary Forrest ,  late of North Quay,
Brisbane, in  the Colony  of Queensland ,  widow,
deceased.
`
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honor-
able Court ,  that  Letters of  Administration of all
the goods ,  chattels, credits ,  and effects og)'the
abovenamed Mary Forrest ,  deceased ,  wt- tied
intestate ,  may be granted to Edward  Fo of
Brisbane ,  in the said colony ,  the elde,t son ,,r the
said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this first day of May, A.D.
1877.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNiNE,
454
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Edward Forrest.
6s.
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In the Matter of the Goods  of John Canoven,  late
of Cooktown and the  Palmer , in the Colony
of Queensland ,  licensed carrier ,  deceased,
intestate.
P
URSUANT to the fifth section of  " The
Trustees and Incapacitated Persons Act of
1867,"  notice is  hereby given, that all creditors
and other persons having any claims or demands
upon or against  the Estate of the abovenamed
J'hn Canovan,  deceased ,  who died intestate near
%,c ktown, in the Colony of Queensland, on or
about the twentieth day of October, 1875, and
Letters of Administration of whose goods, chattels,
credits and effects  were , on the thirteenth day of July,
1876, granted by the Supreme Court of the said
Colony of Queensland to Peter Canovan, of Cook-
town aforesaid, he brother and next of kin of the said
deceased ,  are 'iereby required  to send in writing
the particulars of their  claims and demands to the
undersigned ,  the solicitor of the said Administrator,
Peter  Canovan ,  at his address  hereunder  written,
or to George Crawford ,  Esquire, Solicitor ,  Bowen,
in the colony of Queensland, or to Peter MacPher-
son, Esquire ,  Solicitor, Queen street ,  Brisbane, in
the said Colony, the agents respectively of the
undersigned , on or before the first day of May,
A.D. 1877.
And notice is also hereby  given , that at the ex-
ration  of the last- mentioned  day, the said Peter
Vanovan will  be at liberty to distribute  the assets
of the said John Canovan, or any part thereof,
amongst  the persons entitled thereto, having regard
only to the  claims  of which the said Peter'Canovan
or his said  solicitor shall then have notice.
And that the said Peter Canovan will not be
liable for  the assets ,  or any part thereof ,  so dis-
tributed to any person whose claim he had not
notice of  at the time of such distribution.
Dated this 16th day of March, A.D. 1877.
WILLIAM PRITCHARD MORGAN,
Solicitor for the said Peter Canovan,
Charlotte  street , Cooktown.
344 12s.
THE BRISBANE OYSTER FISHERY
COMPANY, LIMITED.SPECIAL Resolutions pas ed  at a GeneralMeeting,  held on Friday, the 16th day of
March , 1877, and confirmed at an Extraordirary
General Meeting, held on Thursday, the 29th day
of March, 1877 :-
1. That this Company be wound up voluntarily.
2. That Arthur Martin, of  Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, be and is hereby appointed
Liquidator for the purpose of such voluntary wind-
In
3.That the Liquidator be and he is hereby fully
authorised and empowered  to sell  and dispose of
the whole of this Company's property  and buQines
to the Moreton Bay Oyster Company Limited,
upon the terms and conditions  and in manner set
forth in a  certain agreement made  between the
Directors of and in the  name  and on behalf of this
Company and the said Moreton Bay Oyster Com-
pany Limited , and bearing  date the 16th day of
March instant. And the said Liquidator is hereby
invested with the fullest power and authority to
make, do, and execute all and every such acts,
deeds, matters, and things as may be necessary to
effectuate the purposes aforesaid.
E. R. DRURY,
457
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER  acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts :-
1877.  £ s. d.
MM 3.-IT. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
4.-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 2 04.-C. Egan  ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
4.-fit'. Kewley ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
4.-G. Sandrock ... ... ...  0 14 0
Impounbtngo.
S' Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will be charged  for at  the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL  ;  and no such Adver-
tisement will be inserted in the  G azette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance sufficient to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from Eton  Vale, by
order  of E. D .  Donkin ,  Esquire .  Driving, 3s. per
head.
One bay mare, H over F ,  with B off  shoulder, hind feet
white, brown filly foal at foot ; unbranded.
One bay horse, 8 sideways  over J over D, blotch with C
near shoulder. star.
One bay mare ,  M6G near  shoulder ,  off hind foot white,
white spots on back.
One chesnut horse,  T2, with like 0  blotched near
shoulder, star and stripe.
One bay horse ,  star ,  white feet ,  MP over  C near shoulder,
V4H off shoulder.
One chesnut horse ,  MZ1 near shoulder, star.
One  bay colt, RA2 near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 25th May ,  1877, will
be sold to  defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
446 7s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Terrick Downs, o
the 16th April, 1877, by R. Gellispie, Esquire.
Driving ,  8s. 4d.
One red bull, bald face, like S off rump, like S off
shoulder, like 0 off thigh.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
462 1s.
IMPOUNDED  at Taroom ,  from Kinnoul, on the 28thApril ,  1877 ,  by order of  Ja es Anders ,  Esquire.
Driving expenses, 29.
One bay horse ,  JI over faint brand like  M near shoulder,
like 22 near  thigh ,  near bind  fetlock white.
One brown  horse, 1YO (the YO conjoined )  near shoulder,
If not released  on or before  the 5th June, 1877,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
463 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane,  from Glenroslin, on the28th April, 1877,  by ord r of Mr.  Carmichael.
One brown and white spotted heifer,  star, E  and blotch
off ribs.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
J. EATON, Poundkeeper.
456 is.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Gullanarber, on th
23rd April, 1877, by order of G. M. Kirke,  Esquire.
Driving, is each.
One brown horse, saddle-marked, RW t1J  over JF near
shoulder, like G . W off shoulder.
One brown horse, star, c'llar-marked, near hind foot
white, 2 over like Jy t1J (the V t11 conjoined) near
shoulder, like HB over  -+ over JS off shoulder, SRS
near thigh
One bay horse, like TUF blotched near shoulder.
One brown horse, three white feet, H in  circle near
shoulder. 8.AT over 4TS (registered  brand) near
hip, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1877, willbe sold to defray expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
461 4e.
Chairman.
8s.
Printed and  Published by JAM SS C. Bs'L, Government  Printer,
William street, Brisbane, 5th May, 1877.1
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Government House,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor will hold a Levee in honour of Her
Majesty's Birthday, at Government House, on THURSDAY, 24th
May, at Eleven o'clock a.m.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
J. H. H. BERKELEY , A.D.C.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the Levee will  wear official dress,  full uniform,
or evening costume.  Each  gentleman wi ll  come provided with two Cards,
with his name legibly written thereon  ;  one to be left in the Entrance Hall,
and the other to be given to the Aide -de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of Entree will  assemble in the
Principal Drawing Room  ;  Members of both Houses of Parliament in the
Dinin  rp Room  ;  and the General Public in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. H. H. BERKELEY, A.B.C.
By Authority  :  Jearas C. Baez ,  Government Printer,  William street,  Brisbane.
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o
PUBLISHED  BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] TUESDAY, 8TH MAY, 1877. [No. 89.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 8th May, 1877.THE REGISTRAR-GENERAL'S R PORT on the  VITAL  STATISTICS of the REGISTRYDISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  including  the CITY and  SUBURBS, for the Month of April, 1877,
is published for general information.
WM. MILES.
BIRTHS.
During the month of April, one hundred and thirty-nine births were registered in
Brisbane  Registry District-eighty-one  males  and fifty-eight  females -the number being forty-
seven more  than in the previous month of March.
In the month of April, 1876, there were one hundred and one births registered, the
number  for the corresponding month of this year being thirty-eight  more  than in April of last
year.
DEATHS.
There have been seventy-one deaths registered in the district during the month-forty-
nine males  and twenty-two females ; the excess of births over deaths being sixty-eight.
The number of deaths was three more than was registered in the previous month of
March.
TABLE showing ESTIMATED  POPULATION , the NUMBER of BIRTHS and DEATHS of MALES and FEMALES Regis-
tered within and outside  the MUNICIPALITY, in the  REGISTRY DISTRICT of BRISBANE ,  from the let to
30th of  April, 1877 ;  also TOTAL DEATHS  under FIvx  YEARS and  under ONE YEAR,  and PROPORTION
of DEATHS under ONE  YEAR to the TOTAL  NUMBER of BIRTHS; also  the PROPORTION  of DEATHS
under FIVE YEARS and under ONE  YEAR  to TOTAL DEATHS  in the  BRISBANE DIiTRICT.
RegistDistrictry
Brisbane.
I d a m
°Rao L  I ° - s1Q o P
BIRTHS .  DE %THS,
A
,8 G r
F
H s
A
°
, a... O c ? O ;,,y mPopfromtion 00 C
Census ,  1876 .  1 q ao,y x m$ A
aY; q : F
m II 2 Pq
Cr
linlClTW
Portion... 20,645 61 52 118 32 15 47 33 26  23-01170-210.55 0.23 55.32 66
Suburban
•rtion... 6,3OE6 20 6 26 17 7 24 10 9 34.62 114 .67 0.41 0.38 37.5 2
TOTAL  ... 26,953 81 58 1391 49 22 71 43 35 25.18 160.56 0 .52 0.26 49.30 68
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 70.21 per cent. of the deaths were of
children under five years ; the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 41.67.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district, is seen to have been 23.01 per cent. within, and 34.62 per cent. outside the municipality.*
The General Hospital, Benevolent Asylum, Diamantina Orphanage, Infants' Asylum,.
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, and Gaol, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 13 during the month, or 18.31 per cent.
of the total number of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District.
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of April, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure, is seen as follows:-
Period.  I Number of Deaths.
April , 1877. 71 70.1  30-116
The following meteorological information is furnished by the Government Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade r corded at the Brisbane Observatory du ing the
mouth was 88.5 degrees on the 10th, and the lowest, 43.0, on the 2Sth.
The mean temperature of the month was 70.1 degrees ; the average during the month
of April for the last ten years was 70.9.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was 33.0
degrees, took place on the 25th, viz., from a maximum of 81.5 degrees to a minimum of 48•6
degrees.
The mean daily range was 22.1.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 30.116 inches ; the average of the same month during
the last nine years was 30.057 inches.
The following table shows the mean of barometer, mean shade temperature, maximum
temperature in shade, minimum on grass, mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at
Brisbane in the month of April, for a period of ten years
Year . Mean of Mean Shade Maximum in minimum onBarometer .  Temperature .  Shade ,  grass.
1877
1876
1875
1874
1873
1872
1871
1870
1869
1868
I
S.
S.W.
SS.w.
S.
S.
S.E.
S.
N.E.
Total  ... 13
* Norz .- The average death-rate of children under 1 year, as compared to births during the last ten
years,  throughout the whole of Queensland,  is  12.46--Vide  Vital Statistics of 1875.
30-116
30.033
30.025
30080
30.004
30'036
30.081
30.058
29.998
30.200
Mean
Ii id
Rainfall. Prevailing
winchum ty .
Inches. Days.
--I_----
.677 2.23 14
•655 4.00 7
16727 2-59
-757  6.57 19
•724 2.80 12
•683 0.32 4
.713  5-11  11
773 1 4.61 18
•646 112.04 18
•750 1.86 7
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follows :-
Males .  Females .  Total.
Brisbane Hospital ... ... ... 8 3 11
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... 0 0 0
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... 1 0 1
Diamantina Orphanage ... ... ... 0 0 0
Lunatic Reception House ... ... 1 0 1
Lock Hospital ... ... .. 0 0 0
Brisbane Gaol ... ... ... 0 0 0
70.1
71.6
71.6
7]•2
68'8
70.1
70.0
71.7
70.3
72.1
88.5
90-1
89.088-0
86.0
91.0
89.088-5
88.0
98.0
43.0
49.0
49.0
50.0
45'0
44.0
51.5
43.5
51.0
50.0
`  Mean Shade Temperature .  1 Mean height  of Barometer.
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The following table shows  the causes  of death of  persons of  both sexes, under  one year,
total under five years, and over five  years  ;  also ,, the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes in  Brisbane and suburbs during the month.
Claps. Causes of Death. Under1 year.
Tota
5
lunder
years.
Over
5 years. Total.
Proportion
per oent.
I.  ,Zymotic  diseases .. 11 17 11 28 39.43
II. Constitutional  diseases 1 1 6 7 9'86
III. Local  diseases . ... I6 6 8 14 19'72
IV. Developmental  diseases 16 17 3  20 28.17
V. Violence ... 1 2 ...  2 2.82
Causes  not specified  ... .. ... ...
All causes 35 43 28 71 100'00
Class.Order.
1. ZYMOTIC DISEASES.
1 Miasmatic diseases ...
2 Enthetic diseases ...
3  Dietic diseases ...
4 Parasitic diseases ...
II.
IV.
V.
1 Diathetic  diseases ...
2 Tubercular  diseases
Nature of Disease.
CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASES.
LOCAL DISEASES.
1 Diseases  of the nervous system ...
2 Diseases of the organs of circulation
3 Diseases of the respiratory system
4 Diseases  of the digestive  organs ...
5 Diseases  of the  urinary organs
6 Diseases  of the organs  of generation
7 Diseases of the joints and bones ...
8 Diseases  of the  integumentary system
DEVELOPMENTAL  DISEASES.
1 Developmental  diseases  of children
2 Developmental diseases of adults...
3 Developmental diseases of old people
4 Developmental diseases of nutrition
VIOLENCE.
1 Accident or negligence ... ...
2 Wounds in battle  ... ... ...
3 Homicide ... ... ...
4 Suicide ...
5 Execution  ... ... ... ...
CAUSES NOT SPECIFIED ON  ILL-DEFINED
TOTAL .. 71
Of deaths registered during the month as arising from external causes, two are ascribed
to accident, none to homicide, and none to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-One male child from burn.
One male child run over by a cab.
General Registry  Office, HENRY JORDAN,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1877. Regis trar-General.
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
27
1
1G
.  2
By Authority  :  J I,MEs C. BEAL, G overnment Printer, William street.  Brisban e.
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0SUPPLEMENT
TO THE
YORKER BRAND.
nienlnPlt a tttp
OF SATURDAY,  5TH MAY, 1877.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] FRIDAY, 11Th MAY, 1877.
P. R. GORDON,
"BRANDS ACT OF 18'72."THE following Statement  of Brands, being those Registered  during  the month of April last, is published  for generalinformation ,  in accordance  with the Fifteenth  Section  of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners ,  whose Names , Address,  or Brands  may be incorrectly stated,  are requested  to notify  the same to the
Registrar ;  and in all such notifications  either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate of Registration,
must  be given.
Office of Registrar of Brands, Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane , 5th May, 1877.
Brand
Registered.
No.of  !
Certi Coate.
- __` __ -
Horses.
E9 Z 12779  Nil
OEZ 12780 Various
1 EZ 12781 Nil
2EZ 12782 Nil
3 EZ 12783 NilZ4 12784 NilE 12785 DAb
E
12786 Nil Z
7
12787 Nil8
E
12806 Nil
 Z
9
12808 Nil
12809 Nil
F8A 12810 Various
F9A 12813 Nil
12817 Nil
3FA 12818 Nil
A 12820 Nil
A 12827 Nil
8F A 12828 Various
9F A 12829 Nil
QUEENSLAND
Cattle.  Name.
Nil ... ... John O'Brien
... Various ... ... William Black ...
... Nil ... ... William Willis ...
... Nil ... ... Bridget O'Malley...
... Nil ... John Hall . ...
... Nil ... ... 1 Mary Morissey ...
... 1L ... ... I John Baldwin ...
, Nil
... ...
I Edwin Ball
...
Nil James McMahon
Nil Ernest Becker
... I Nil ... ... Sarah Meth ...
... Nil ... ... George Hale
... Various  ... ... Robert  Mungall
John Wallace
Henry Miles
John Wooler
William Brooks
Henry Symons
Robert Sinton
William Crotty
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where
Brand is to  be used.
... ' Lyon Creek ...
... Gold Fields...
Mount Walker
Rockhampton
Native Bee ...
Gogenjo ...
Nearest Post Town
of Run or Farm.
... Rockhampton
... Calliope
... Mount Walker
... Rockhampton
... Clermont
... Banana
Mount PerryMount Perry
Haigfield
One-mile ...
Reserve .
Pottery, Lyon Creek
[No. 90.
Gowrie Junction
Gy mpie
Taroom
Rockhampton
Talgai  ... ...  Lilyvale
Severn River, Ballan• I Stanthorpe
deep
Gympie ... Gympie
Warree ... ... { St. George
Rockhampton ... Rockhampton
Lake's Creek ... Rockhampton
One-mile ... ... Gympie
Reserve ... ... Allora
Gympie ... ... Gympie
Brand No. of
Reg!stered. Certificate
F8D
4FD
5FD
bFD8-FDFOE
FbE
F8E'
3,F E
bFE
8FE
9FE
F9L
aFL
9FN
F02
F03
F 04
FQG
GSF'
GQP
a7YC18Y
4H)<
%ORMER BRAND.
Horses
12841 Nil
... Nil
1284? Nil ... Nil
12843 Nil ... ... Nil
12841 Nil ... ... Nil
1281-1  Nil ... ... Nil
12848 Nil
... Nil
128:,2 Nil ... Nil
1280 Nil ... ... Nil
12853 Various ... ... Various
12857 Nil ... Nil
12858 1 Nil .. ... Nil
12859 Nil ... Nil
12860 Nil ... ... Nil
12865 Nil ... CH
12866 I Various ... ... Nil
12867 Nil ... ... Nil
12874 Nil ... Nil
12880 1 Nil ... ' Nil
12881 Various CPL
12893 Nil ... ... Nil
12894 JM ... . JM
12895 Nil ... ... Nil
138 116 Nil ... Nil
128,17 Various ... ... Nil
12906 BFB ... ... BFB
12901 Nil ... ... Nil
12836 GF ... ... GF
12804 Various ... ... Nil
12812 Nil ... ... Nil
12771 Nil ... I Nil
12769 JH  conjoined  ... Nil
J Z 4 I 12854 Nil
bJZ
K7AbKD
KE5
3 KE
K2 K
K5P
KbS
5KSS KW
L3A
L8D
L4EM,3G:
L 5 G:
LNO
L3P
L U6
L5Y
1M><
8ND1
"N F
2NP
NOR
NbR
5NR
NUb
ONU
12892 JZ
... Nil
... Nil
12856 Nil ... ... Nil
12766 Nil ... Nil
12789 Nil ... ... Nil
12802 Nil ... ... Nil
12873 Nil ... Nil
12830 Nil ... Nil
12884 Nil ... ... Nil
1288 2  Nil ... ... Nil
12846 Nil ... ... Nil
12911 Nil ... ... Nil
12883 Nil ... ... Nil
12819 Nil ... ... Nil
12823  Various  ... ...  Nil
12837 N il  ... N il
12772 Various  ... ...  Various
12815 Various  ... ...  Various
12777 Nil  ... ... Nil
12814 Nil ... ... Nil
12775  Nil ... ... Nil
12774 Nil ... ...  N il
12803 Nil  ... ...  Various
12801 Nil  ... ...  Various
12899 Nil  ... ... Nil
12776 Nil
12904 N il
12839 Nil
12795 Nil
12902 Nil
12835 Nil
12876 Nil
12833  Various
12811 Nil
12834 N il
... Various
... Nil
... Nil
Cattle.
...
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Name.
John Marcus Costello ...
Mathew Malone ... ...
Robert Mather ... ...
John McCarthy ... ...
Carl Frederick Dickmann
August Greske
Mary Anne Mann
August  Miller ...
William Power ...
John Dawson ...
Sarah Cowan ...
Margaret Biggins...
Michael Hannan ...
Catherine Holland
George Sherwood...
Martin  Coffey ...
Carl Beutel ...
Timothy McSweeney
Robert Palmer Copp
Robert John Cooper
Joseph McManus ...
John Callanan ...
Samuel Smith ...
Catherine McHarg ...
George William J. Barnes
Francis Quinlan ... ...
PROPRIETOR.
Run or Farm where  Nearest  Post Town
Brand is to be used.  of ltuii or Farm.
I—
Mil li cent ... . • .
Severn River
Glamorgan Vale ...
Walloon ... ...
Fassife rn  ... ...
Wa lloon ... ...
Walla ro o .. ...
Fassifern ... ...
Ley burn ... ..
North  street ...
Clyde Creek... ...
Reserve ...
Gogango Creek
Deep Creek, One-mile
Commonage ...
Bridgewater... ...
Walloon ... ...
Gympie .. ...
Cabbage-tree Flat ...
Charters Towers ...
Lagoon
St. Lawrence ...
Carrier
Saddle Range
Burrandowan
Gympie
... George Finckner ... ... Reserve ... Roma
... William Garrett ... ... Clermont ... ... Clermont
... Ernest Albin Smith ... Greenmount ... Greenmount
... Herbert_Payne ... ... St. Lawrence ... St. Lawrence
... John Hogsflesh ... ... Palmer Road ... Cooktowr.
... John Siganto ... ... Coomera ... ... Coomera
... John Zeller ... ... Gowrie Road ... Toowoomba
August Konostke ... ... Capalaba ...
Henry Dixon ... ... Toowong ...
Janet McKenzie ... ... Hamilton ...
Ellen Kerridge ... ... Cheetham Hill ...
Edward McKee ... ... Laidley ... ...
Frederick Knittel... ... Reserve ... ...
Thomas Adolphus Kelleher Rising Sun Hotel
Michael Kelly ... ... Homestead, Westbrook
Po llock Brothers ...
William Schmish ...
Patrick  Shine ...
Martha Wharton...
William Albert Low
Robert Lord ..
John Henry Lloyd
Michael Enright ...
Richard Glover ...
Margaret Long ...
Louis Neibling ...
Caroline Lucy Pitt
Henry Ludgate ...
Walter Loveday ...
... Andrew Scott
... Mount Perry
... Mudgeraba ... ...
... Gatton .
... Rosevale, Four-mile
Swamp
Mackay
Stanthorpe
Rosewood
Walloon
Harrisvillq
Ipswich
Dingo
Harrisville
Leyburn
Maryborough
Gladstone
Condamine
Westwood
Gympie
Townsville
Dingo
Ipswich
Gytnpie
Gympie
Charters Towers
Mackay
St. Lawrence
Clermont
Rockhampton
Dalb7
Gympie
Tingalpa
Toowong
North Pine
Tinana
Laidley
Gayndab
Rosewood
Drayton
Mount Perry
Nerang Creek
Gatton
South Brisbane
Cubbie
Yullabilla ...
Clyde Creek...
Reserve
Bouldercombe
Hope stre et ...
Walloon
Mount Esk ..
Chinaman's Flat
Rosewood Scrub
Curriwillinghi
Condamine
Gladstone
Clifton
Crocodile Creek
South  Brisbane
Walloon
Mount Esk
Sugarloaf
Rosewood
... Maxwelltown  ... Dalrymple
Edwin Day ... ...
Samuel Ervin ...
Nicholson Julius Peyton...
Suren Petersen ... ...
James Ryan
William Robinson ...
Reuben Nicklen ... ...
Ambrose Thompson ...
William Bell
Jane and Thomas Cooke ...
Reserve  ... ... Springsure
Monkland Gympie
Charters Towers Charters Towers
Pearl Creek... ... Duaranga
Gympie ... ... Gympie
Hoganthulla... ... Mitchell
Langlands ... ... Brisbane
Macke yy ... ... Mackay
Elswick ,  Enoggera  ...  Brisbane
Mount Wyatt ... Bowen
... 'Hill's Farm... ... Indooroopil!!John Cocks&@ C 12793 Nil Nil
... Logan  River ... Waterford
... Carl Spann2S 12898 Nil ... Nil
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agosterde&
No. of
Certificate
>llGaasea.
?E8 12890
P 8  Gt  12805
Q
C,' C B7
Q8Q
QZ3
R20
R2U
Nil
Nil
12767 Nil
12825 Nil
12816 Nil
12808 Nil
12790 Nil
12791 JRR
Qattle.
... Various
... Nil
... Nil
... Nil ...
.,. Nil .., ,.. George Logan Ranken
... Nil ... ... John Elliott
... Nil
... JRR
S 4 K 12879 Nil
2 S Y 12871 Nil
T 6 E 12910 Nil
41'  U 12826 Nil
U  A 9
UOD
U9D
5UD
Uba
9U J
bUL
4UR
UY2
YD3
,VSH
Yf3H
V 9H
OVH
8VH
9VH
bYL
VSM
V5S
Y8S
S V S
1YT
bVUVW5
V4W
1V)<
.,, Nil
... ... Nil
12849 Nil
12840 Nil ...
12872 Nil  ...
12878 Nil
12796 Nil
12~31 Nil
12845 Nil
12875 J over W over 2
12788 Nil ..,
]2889 Nil
12807 Nil
12822 Nil
12888 Various
12908 Nil
12864 Various
12863 Nil
12877 Nil
12794 Nil
12885 Nil
12905 SA
12792 Nil
12855 Nil
12870 Nil
12851 WW
12824 Nil
12900 Nil
..,
W@712862 Nil , . , ...W U8 12773 Nil ,,, ,.,
"W 2Z 12832 Nil ... ...
><E(5
<F6
<5M
1) <V
Y3A
Yl E
YN1
Y0R
4YR
YY b
8 Z Ci
9 ZC
2ZH
7ZM
Z S8
Z5WZ,3 Y
12799 Nil
12903 Nil
12891 Nil
12770 Nil
12838 Nil ...
12861 Various ...
12886 Nil ...
12907 Nil ..,
12768 Nil ...
12821 Various ...
12797 Various
12 798 Nil
12568 Various
1''778 Nil
12909 Nil
12869 Nil
12887 Various
... George Gorham  Alley ...  Rockhampton  ...  Rockhampton
... George  Ross ... ... Maryborough  ...  Maryborough
... Charles Binstead ... ... Coomera  ... ...  Coomera
... Nil ... Sidney G. Kettle...
... Nil ... ... James Steven ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
J over '2d over 2
Nil ...
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil ...
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
WW
Nil
Nam,
...  William Pile
. , , Patrick Gillam ...
... John Baker
... Patrick Clarke ...
Reuben  Oliver
.,. George Jacob Reuter
... Thomas Ewing ..,
... Thomas Bush ..,
David Augustien...
Hugh Dale ...
Gottfried Dowe  ...
John Dart...
James Gilliham
John Howard Irwin
John Paull ...
James Rogers
J. D. Bergin and Co.
William Done
William Henry Hinch
Edward Horton ...
Miles Hogan
Henry Howard Birt
Arthur Edwin Hunter
Gottlief Hermann
James and John Grice
William Morris ...
Harry Smithson ...
Simon Augustine ...
Daniel Smith ...
John Carey ...
James Barbour ...
William Walker ...
Henry Wolff  ...
Andrew Gordon ...
PaOPBaaros.
Ran or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
Nearest  Post Town
of Run or Farm.
... North Rockhamton... Rockhampton
... Deep Cieek ... ... Stanwell
... Commonage ... ... Townsville
Cobble Creek, Samson Hamilton
Vale
... Mount Abundance ... Roma
... Bando ... ... Cunnamulla
... Coochin Creek, and Brisbane
Adelaide street ...
... Hume street... ... Toowoomba
Douglass  Creek ... Copperfield
.:. Monsildale  ... ... Cabulture
... Sandy Creek ... Laidley
... Samson  Vale ... Brisbane
Walloon  ... ...  Ipswich
Fassife rn ...  Fassifern
Rosewood Scrub  .  Ipswich
Bow Farm,  Tallegalla Rosewood
Pearl  Ci eek ... ...  Duaringo
Roma . Roma
Priest's  Gully,  Tin- Brisbane
galpa
Oberine  ...  Surat
Samford and Wongum Brisbane
... Blackall ... ... Blackall
Commonage ... ... Gladstone
Glenavon ... ... Ca'v arral
Gordon Downs ... Lilyvale
... Ardoch ... ... Thorgomindah
... Mackay ... ... Mackay
... Downfall Creek ... Kedron Brook
... Ruthven ... ... Wittown
... Ferndale ... ... Maclean
... Mount Turner ... Georgetown
... Mount Perry ... Mount Perry
... Coal Pitt Gully ... North Ipswich
... Boolburra ... ... Boolburra
... Beenleigh .. Beenleigh
... The Hill, Spring Creek Clifton
... Logan River ... Beenleigh
... Vindex ... ... Aramac
Nil .., ... William Olivet' ..
Nil ... ... John  James Walters
Various  ... ... . Stephen Clements
Nil ... Denr is Martin ...
Nil .,, ... AlAandcr Ferguson
Various  ...  ... Alexander Martin
Nil .,. ... John Jones and Co.
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
... Eight-milt  Plains ...
... Reserve ... ...
... Mackay ... ..,
Eight-mile Plains
Blackall
Mackay
... Ipswich ... ... Ipswich
... Gympie ... ... Gympie
Pilot Station Reserve Bundaberg
... Normanby West ... Cooktown
.., ... Reading  George  Reynolds Rulo Rulo
... ... Leslie Ramsay ... ... Bowen ... ... Bowen
... ... Agnes Province ... ... Roslyn ... ... Mount Perry
...
...
James Cavanagh ...
Duncan Alex.  Came ro n
Dav:d Hinds
Francis  McIntire ...
Charles  Stewart ...
Amos Walters ...
Edgar Rogers ...
Commonage ... ... Townsville
Mount Malakoff ... Dalby
Hillside ... ... Gympie
Mudgeeraba... ... Nerang Creek
Jondowie ... ... Dalby
Nanango ... ... Nanango
Reserve ... ... St. George
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BRANDS TRANSFERRED during the Month of APRIL, 1877.
Brand . I No. of
,Certificate.
(5 E)(
1CM
RU2
BOA
C9V
TGH
CN5
Transferror.
12595 Jacob Mann  ... ... ...
10101 Mary Fiebeg . ...
3558 Charles  Clewley  Martindale ...
978 The Trustees of the  late William
J. Robinson
9611 Casper Scherer ... ...
6311 Michael  Murphy... ...
9162 Cristiana Browne ...
10287 Brennan and Costello ...
3555 William John  Hampson
6577 Benjamin Collison
Name of Proprietor.
CHANGE of REsm ar.
Brand.
INo. of
Certificate
H 4 H i 3398 i Henry Heinemann ...
7 B Y 7651 I George Henry Bright ...
bAP 4536
Transferee. Name of Run or Farm whereBrand is  to be used.
Mann and Wiemers ... ... Charters Towers
Edward McCarron ... ... Doughboy ...
Martindale and Stephens ... Murthy ...
G. P. D. Miller, E. Priestly, and Marianna ...
Bridget Clifford , as Trustees
for children of the late W. J.
Robinson
James Thomson ... ... ... Rockhampton
William Bull ... ... ... Maryborough
Werner Heyden ... ... Merianvilla
Andrew Costello . ... ... Albeyleix ...
Thomas James A. Hampson ... Reserve ...
Thomas Power ... ... ... One-mile ...
CORR ECTION.
Johann Schmidt ... ... I Sterling Yale ... ... ... I Mackay
Rockhampton
Maryborough
Ravenswood
Charters Towers
Gayndah
Gympie
Remarks.
Directory for 1876
ditto
... IDirectory for 1876
P. R. GORDON,
Registrar of Brands.
Run or Farm  where Brand is to be
used.
Nearest Post Town.
Mount Cotton ... ... ... RedlandBay  ...
Blackall ... ... ... ...  Blackall ... ...
Nearest Post Town
... Charters Towers
... Hemmant
... Wivenhoe
...  I LTpperMary River
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Government House,
Brisbane , 7th May, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor will hold a Levee
in honour of Her Majesty's Birthday, at
Government House, on THURSDAY, 24th May,
at Eleven o'clock a.m.
By His Excellency 's Command,
J. H. H. BERKELEY, A.D.C.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress, full uniform ,  or evening costume. Each
gentleman will come provided with two cards, with
his name legibly written thereon ; one to be left
in the Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to
the Aide-de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of Entree
will  assemble in the Principal Drawing Room ;
Members of both Houses of Parliament in the
Dining Room ; and the General Public in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. H. H. BERKELEY, A.D.C.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 9th May, 1877.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment has  been pleased to direct the
publication of the subjoined Circular Despatch
and enclosure for general information.
WM. MILES.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
6th February, 1877.
Siu,-A case has recently occurred where a dis-
tressed British colonist would probably have died
in the streets of a foreign country for want of assist.
ance , if the British Consul there had strictly
adhered to his instructions on the subject, enclosed
in Lord Granville's Circular Despatch of the 29th
March, 1869 ,  which provide that " no payments are
to ' be made by Consular officers on account of
British Colonial subjects,  unless under  authority
from the Governor of the colony to which such
persons belong."
The British Consul, rather than incur the grave
responsibility which would have resulted from the
death of the person for want of immediate relief,
incurred the necessary expense without waiting to
obtain the authority of the Governor of the colony
to which the person belonged.
In these circumstances the Earl of Derby has,
with my concurrence, issued the enclosed circular
to Her Majesty's Consuls, providing that the
stringency of the instructions enjoining a reference
to the Governor of a colony before relief is given to
a Colonial British subject, shall be somewhat relaxed
in cases in  which the withholding of all relief would
result in the death of the distressed person.
Though reluctant  to assent  to an addition to
regulations which have been arrived at after con-
sulting  Colonial Governments, without  again re-
ferring to them, I felt that the course proposed to
be adopted was so obvious and desirable that I
could assume the assent  of all colonies.
I have, etc., etc.,
(Signed) CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
Foreign Office,
February  27,  1877.
SIR,-With reference to the Circular Despatch
from this Office on the 26th February, 1869, I am
directed by the Earl of Derby to acquaint you that
his Lordship has atranged with the Secretary of
State for the Colonies that the stringency of the
instruction enjoining a reference to the Governor
of a colony before  relief is  given to a Colonial
British subject shall be somewhat  relaxed in cases
in which the withholding of all relief would result
in the death of the distressed person.
In such cases you are authorized to give relief
sufficient to enable the distressed person to pro-
cure the actual necessaries of life, pending the
receipt of a reply from the Governor of the colony
concerned.
I am, etc.,
Her Majesty' s Consul.
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30th September,
1873.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment has been pleased to direct the pub-
lication of' the subjoined Circular letter received
from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, toge-
ther with the Order in Council therein referred to.
W M. MILES.
[CIRCULAR.]
Downing street,
2nd February, 1877.
Sin,-I have the honour to transmit to you for
your information ,  and for publication in the colony
under  y our Government ,  a copy of an Order of the
Queen in Council ,  dated the 30th September,  1873,
extending to Italian vessels the advantages held
out by  " The  Merchant  Shippinq Art, 11(63."  to
ships of foreign countries, adopting the rules for
the measurement of tonnage which obtain in this
country.
I have, etc.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering
the Government of Queensland.
Circular 1`To. 678.
Board of Trade,
November, 1873.
INSTRUCTIONS TO MEASURING SURVEYORS.
INTERNATIONAL TONNAGE.
The Board of Trade forward herewith, for the
information and guidance of officers concerned in
the duties of measurement and registry of ships, a
copy of a recently issued Order in Council which
extends to vessels of the Kingdom of Italy the
advantages held out by the 60th section of  "The
Merchant Shippinq Act,  1862."
In consequence of the amount of deduction for
propelling power being different in the two countries,
option is granted by the enclosed order to the
masters of steam ships of the Kingdom of Italy,
whereby the said masters may elect to have the
engine-room measured under the rules relating to
British ships.
When the engine-room is measured according to
the British rules in such  cases, a  " Certificate of
British Tonnage" is to be granted, adopting thereon
the gross tonnage as stated in the Italian Certificate
of Registry, and deducting from the gross tonnage
the allowance for engine-room under the British
rules, and_also the allowance on account of spaces
occupied by seamen or apprentices, and appro-
priated to their use.
A copy of the document furnished to the Italian
master  is to be sent to the principal surveyor for
tonnage, with a note thereon of the measurement of
engine -room, and the amount of deduction under
the Italian rules.
The fees for admeasurements under the accom-
panying Order in Council are to be the same as for
the admeasurement of British ships for the time
being, but only for the spaces actually measured.
THOMAS GRAY.
ORDER IN COUNCIL REFERRED TO.
Al' the Court at Balmoral, the 30th day of
September,  1873.
PRESENT :
The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
WHEREAS  by " The Merchant Shipping Act
Amendment Act,  1862," it is enacted that whenever
it is made to appear to Her Majesty that the rules
concerning the measurement of tonnage of merchant
ships, for the time being in force under the prin-
cipal Act, have been adopted by the Government
of any foreign country and are in force in that
country, it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, by
Order in Council, to direct that the ships of such
foreign country shall be deemed to be of the
tonnage denoted in their certificate of registry or
other national papers, and thereupon it shall no
longer be necessary for such ships to be re-measured
in any port or place in Her Majesty 's dominions,
but such ships shall be deemed to be of the tonnage
denoted in their certificate, of registry or other
papers in the same manner, to the same extent, and
for the same purposes in, to. and for which the
tonnage denoted in the certificate of registry of
British ships is to be deemed'the tonnage of such
ships :
And whereas it has been made to appear to Her
Majesty that the rules concerning the measurement
of tonnage of merchant ships now in force under
" 1'he Merchant Shipping Act,  1854," have been
adopted by the Government of His Majesty the
King of Italy, and such rules are now in force in
that country, having come into operation on the
first day of July, one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three :
Her Majesty is hereby pleased, by and with the
advice of Her Privy Council, to direct  as  follows:-
1. As regards sailing ships-That merchant sailing
ships of the said Kingdom of Italy, the mea-
surement whereof, after the said first day of
July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
three, has been ascertained and denoted in the
registers and other national papers of such
sailing ships, testified by the date thereof.
shall be deemed to be of the tonnage denoted
in such registers and other national papers in
the same manner, and to the same extent, and
for the same purpose in, to. and for which the
tonnage denoted in the certificate of registry
of British sailing ships is deemed to be the
tonnage of such ships.
2. As regards steam ships-That merchant ships
belonging to the said Kingdom of Italy which
are propelled by steam or any other power
requiring engine - room, the measurement
whereof shall, after the said first day of July,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three,
have been ascertained and denoted in the
registers and other national papers of such
steam ships, testified by the dates thereof, shall
be deemed to be of the tonnage denoted in
such registers or other national papers in the
same  manner, and to the  same  extent, and for
the same purposes in, to, and for which the
tonnage denoted in the certificate of registry
of British ships is deemed to be the tonnage
of such ships : provided  nevertheless , that if
the owner  or master  of any such  Italian steam
ship desires the deduction for engine- room in
his ships to be estimated under the rules for
engine-room  measurement  and deduction ap-
plicable to British ships, instead of under the
Italian rule, the enginc-room  shall be mea-
sured, and the deduction calculated  according
to the British rules.
.EDMUND HARRISON.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion  of the  Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath,  Administra-
Administrator. tor of the  Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by the  "Municipal  Institutions
v v  Act of  1864,"  it is amongst other things
enacted that nothing therein contained  shall au-
thorise the interference by any Council with any
public wharf or building not formed,  constructed,
or erected by such Council, which may be ex-
cepted from the jurisdiction of such Council by
any Proclamation made or to be made by the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil : And whereas a certain public  wharf has been
erected by and at the expense of the Government
of the colony aforesaid, at Mackay,  within the
jurisdiction of the Municipal Council of  that place:
And whereas  it is now  deemed  expedient and
necessary to except  the said  wharf  from the uris-
diction of  the said Municipal  Council: .Now,
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therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and by
virtue of the power and authority in me vested
by the hereinbefore recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling  me in  that behalf, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said
wharf so erected at Mackay,  as aforesaid, shall
be, and the same is hereby excepted and ex-
cluded from the jurisdiction of the Municipal
Council of Mackay.
Given under my Hand and  Sea], at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY , K night Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St .  Michael and St. George,
[L.a.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order of the Bath ,  Admin-
Administrator .  istrator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by  Proclamation under the Hand
and Seal of His Excellency WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS,  Esquire, bearing date the
tenth  day of  November ,  1876 ,  " The Health Act
of  1872 '  was thereby declared and proclaimed to
be in full force within the Municipality of Bris-
bane ,  in the said colony  :  And whereas under
the provisions of the said Act, the said Proclama-
tion will  shortly  cease and expire  :  And whereas it
is deemed expedient and necessary to renew the
same  :  Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesa;d, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council ,  and under
and by virtue  of  " The Health Act  of  1872," and of
all other powers enabling me in that behalf, do
hereby renew the said Proclamation ,  in accordance
with the provisions of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.WHEREAS by Proclamation under the Handand Seal of His Excelle cy WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS, Esquire, bearing date the
seventeenth day of November,  1876, " The Health
Art of  1872 " was thereby declared and proclaimed
to be in full force within the district of Milton, in
the said colony : And whereas under the provisions
of the said Act, the said Proclamation will shortly
cease and expire  :  And whereas it is deemed
expedient  and necessary  to renew the  same: Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, by and with the advice of
the Executive Council. and  under and  by virtue of
" The Health Art of  1872." and of all other powers
enabling me in that behalf, do hereby  renew the
said Proclamation,  in accordance  with the provi-
sions  of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administrator
Administrator. of the Government  of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
HEREAS by Proclamation under the Hand
r and Seal of His Excellency WILLIAM
WELLINGTON CAIRNS ,  Esquire, hearing date the
seventeenth day of November ,  1876 ,  "  The Health
Act of  1872 "  was thereby declared and proclaimed
to be in full force within the district of Breakfast
Creek, in the said colony : And whereas under the
provisions of the said  Act,  the said Proclamation
will shortly cease and expire  :  And whereas it is
deemed expedient and necessary to renew the
same : Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and
under and by virtue of  " The lealth  Act  of 1872,"
and of all other powers enabling me in that behalf,
do hereby renew  the  said Proclamation ,  in accord-
ance with the provisions of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command, -
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra.
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of the authority in me vested under
the Act of Council 4 Vic., No. 29, see. 2, I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY ,  the Administrator
aforesaid, do hereby proclaim, declare, and notify
the Lock-up at the town of Maryborough to be a
Public Gaol, Prison, and House of Correction.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Bri.,bane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th  May, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to empower
LEONARD GEORGE BOARD
to be Land Commissioner under the provisions of
" The Grown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," for
the Land Agent's District of Nanango.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1877.
1
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
DUABINGA, in the Police District of Rockhampton,
to be a place for establishing a Public Pound under
the provisions of  " The impounding Act of  1863."
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the, advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
ROBERT  ALAND, Esquire,
a Trustee of the Toowoomba Grammar School,
vice  Edward Wilmot Pechey, Esquire, M.L.A.,
resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
H. M. CLARESON,
a member of the School Committee for the State
School at Kelvin Grove.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1877.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
I
N  consequence of the reconstruction f the
Sheep Districts, the following list of In-
spectors of Brands, with the Districts for which
they act respectively, is published for general infor-
mation.
WM. MILES.
Districts .  Inspectors.
East  Moreton... ...
West Moreton
Dalby
Warwick and Goondi-
windi ... ...
Maranoa ... ...
Warrego
North and South
Gregory ... ...
Mitchell
Dawson ,  Springsure,
and Taroom
Wide Bay and Burnett
Gladstone ,..
Rockhampton
North Kennedy
South Kennedy
Cook ... ...
Burke ... ...
Inspector 's Resi-
dence.
William Landeborough  j Brisbane
Chas .  F. D. Parkinson ...  Ipswich
Horace  F. Gadsden ... Toowoomba
George Thomas Myles ...  TexasviaLeyburn
Wil liam Hunter  ..  St. George
Donald Tuach McKenzie Charlevi lle
John McKay Dunne  ...  Thorgomindah
John Ahern  ... ... Blackall
Thomas Middleton  ...  Springsure
George William Roebuck Maryborough
Arthur  Wiggins  ...  Gladstone
James Ross  ...  Rockhampton
James Gordon  ... .  Townsvi lle
Albert Brook ... ... Boren
Alpin Grant  Camero n ...  Cooktown
John  B. Isley  ... ...  Georgetown
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane , 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the  advice of
the Executive Council,  in pursuance of the
Act of Council, 28 Vic., No. 21,  has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
I  set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland. and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters 'rowers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act (f  1864 " and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed since 1864 ; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves  and those who succeed  them as  inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters  Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more,  and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior  description are being
erected almost daily, and that  large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town  increasing  in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the  above  Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
4th February,  1877,  No. 22, page  425)
PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency Sir ARTHIrR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distingul9hed Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that a lease for 5 years of the portion of Stradbroke
Island described hereunder, will be offered for sale,
by public auction, at the undermentioned place, at
Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at an upset
price of £2 per square mile.
NOTE.-The first year's rent must be paid on the
day of sale.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 5TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
County of Stanley, on Stradbroke Island.
No of
Lot.
No. of
Portion. No. Area.
Pri ce per
square mile
per annum.
£ s.
1 A. ... 10 square miles 2 0
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the southern extremity of Strad-
broke Island, and bounded thence on the east by
the Pacific Ocean northerly about fifteen  miles ; on
the north by a line west to Swan Bay ; and by the
shores of Swan Bay, Moreton Bay, and the Broad-
water to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE  TUB QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Stn ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion fthe Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
IN pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and inaccordance with the provisions of the sixty-first
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," 1, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the leases of the following selections of land,
under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. of
A pplioa-
tion.
Land
Name of Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
2196 Charles Henry Simpson 600 0 0 Brisbane.
693 Peter Brown ... 100 0 0 Helidon.
853 Anders Nielsen ... 34 0 0 Mary-borough.
339 George Moss ... 80)'30 Mackay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands A lienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portions of land are
open to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be
five shillings per acre.
%.000
00
a
Parish.
o°
a
G U
29 Urangan 853
Bassett 339
Late Lessee.
Anders Nielsen
George Moss
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P. '
34 0 0 Maryborough
80 3 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. M. DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KE NNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L. 8.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Helidon Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase  shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
oc `o
x c
Parish .  Late  Lessee.
Zm
135 Tenthill . 593 Peter Brown
Land Agent's
District.
Helidon.
Area.
A.  R.  P.
100 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portion of land is open
to selection by Conditional Purchase, shall be
fifteen shillings per acre.
d
°  Late
x
S. Pariah . Lessee. Area.
150 Redland 1,536
Land
Agent's
District.
A.  R.  P.
Robert Bell 80 0 0  Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E.KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included  in the undermentioned forfeited
selection  shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of  the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the nineteenth day of June, 1877, at the  Brisbane
Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said lands are open  to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre,  and that the  area  which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 600 acres.
No. of
Selee- Late Lessee. Area.
tion.
Land Agent's
District.
A.  R.  P.
21J6 C H. Simpson... 600 0 0 Brisbane
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR 1'.DWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.L.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Admini,tra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
/.ands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of lard hereunder described shall be open
to Selection. under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase, shall be five
shillings per acre.
co
Zo
a
262
and
263
Parish.
oe.g
Ooodna 2140
Late Lessee.
John Jones
Area.
A. H. P.
87 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Ipswich
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this third day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hoi,or-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD K ENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim  that the
lands included  in the  undermentioned  forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection ,  under  the pro-
visions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twelfth day of June, 1877, at the  Brisbane Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings
and sixpence  per acre, and that the area which
may be selected by Conditional Purchase shall not
exceed four hundred and sixty acres.
No. of
Selec- I Late Lessee .  Area .  Land Agent's
tion. District.
2627
A. R. P.
Mary Ellen Brook 460 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provi-ions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 12th day of June,
1877,  at the  Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion  is open  to selection
by Conditional Purchase, shall be five  shillings per
acre.
0.2  0
c
Parish. C;
za W
Late ee Area Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. s. P.
61  Fergu- 839  J. Mielkowski 105 0 0 Mary-
son borough.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one. thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of the
Most  Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY ,  able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLand  Ali nation  Act f  1876,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
Land included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and  after WEDNESDAY, the
30th day of May, 1877 ,  at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 476 acres.
W
Late  Lessee.
Late Lessee.
Area , (Land Agent'si District.
Area.
Ipswich.3525 Thomas Brennan 476 0 0
Given  under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twentieth  day of April,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir A RTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L S.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. F. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Ad minis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownI Lands Alienation Act of1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
Lands included in the undermentioned ;orfeited
selections shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNE S-
DAY, the 30th day of May, 1877, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall -be ten
shillings per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
320 acres.
cc
932 William Hazelgrove
1139 James Saw ... ...
A. R. P.
320 0 0
320 0 0
Land  Agent's
Dist ri ct.
Toowoomba
do.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most HonorableA. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of thprovisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at  which the said portion' of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence  per acre.
00 o
Parish .  Late Lessee. Area Land Agent
x c Z 2
District.
P4 m00
17
A. R.P.I
Parker 1691 J. Wyllie .. 80 0 0  Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
]listinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
IL.s ] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Path, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the E, ecutive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall continue
to form part of the Homestead Area within which
they are situated, and shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after WEDNESDAY. the 30th day of May, 1877,
at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings per acre.
a
° HomesteadParish.  District. Area. Late Lessee. Area.
zmcc
I
Pratten ... 1110
I
Warwick Portions 40,
50, 51, and
52
A. R. P.
T. L. Sim- 154 8 0
coons
Value of improvements to be paid at the time of selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section six of " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been permanently
reserved for Water and Camping.
RESERVE FOR  WATER AND CAMPING.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooyar.
500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Wide Bay
Creek at the south-west corner of portion 610,
and bounded thence on the north by part thereof
bearing east seventy-four chains and seventy-foul
links and passing through a post ten links from said
creek ; on the east by portion 695 and a road ten
chains wide bearing south seventy-two chains and
fifty-four links ; on the south by lines bearing 280
degrees twenty-six chains and sixty links, and
west sixty-two chains and thirty-eight links; on
the west by a line bearing north eight chains and
thirty links to Wide Bay Creek, and passing
through a post thirty links from said creek ; and
on the north-west by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St.  George,  Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator .  for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of section six of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," 1, fir ARTHUR
1_DWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER, ON WONGA CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of Brooilar.
Commencing on the south boundary of selection
No. 598 at a point seventy-five  chains  west from its
south-east corner, and bounded thence on the north
by part of the south boundary of that selection and
a line bearing east two  miles ; on  the east by a line
bearing south two miles; on the south by a line
bearing west two miles;  and on  the west by a line
bearing north  two miles to  the point  of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING  ON GHIRAIR CREEK.
County of .Fitzroy.
About 1,300 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Ghirair or
Moonda Waamba Creek at the north-east corner of
Baramba pre-emptive purchase No. 4, and bounded
thence on the west by that pre-emptive bearing
south to its south- east corner  ; on the south by a
line bearing east to Ghirair or Moonda Waamba
Greek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR QUARANTINE  PURPOSES.
.hfacKenzie Island, Kepple Bay.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING  ON THE  MARY RIVER.
County of Lennox, parish of Amamoor.
About 540 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mary River
at the north-east corner of selection 91, and
bounded thence on the south by the north boundary
of that selection bearing west to a point south from
the south-east corner of selection 299; thence by a
line bearing north and by the east boundary of
selection 299 to its north-east corner ; on the north
by a line bearing east to the Mary River ; thence
by that river upwards to the north-east corner of
selection  259; thence by the west and south
boundaries of that selection southerly and easterly
to the Mary River ; and thenco by that river
upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  "The CrownLands Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and  proclaim that  the lands
hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May, 1877, at the
Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said lands  are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be  ten shillings per
acre,  and that the  area  which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not  exceed 640 acres.
SUBURBAN AREA AROUND MONDURAN.
BUNDABERG  LAND AGENT 'S DISTRICT.
County of Bowen.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at the south-west corner of portion 8 parish of
Monduran, and bounded thence partly on the east
by that portion and a line in  continuation  bearing
north about seventy  chains ; on  the north by a line
bearing west about three hundred and thirty-six
chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing south about
three hundred and fifty-four  chains ; on  the south
by a line bearing  east  about three hundred and
thirty- six chains  to a point south from the com-
mencing point ;  again on  the east by  a line bearing
north to the Bolan River , and thence  by that river
upwards to the point  of commencement, exclusive
of an area of one square  mile, as shown  in the Land
Agent's official map.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the  year of our  Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation. Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set  apart as a Homestead  Area, and that
the said  lands shall  be open to  Selection , subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Roma Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth
day of May, 1877.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price at  which the  said lands are open to selection
by Conditional  purchase shall be fifteen shillings
E
per  acre,  and that the area which may be  selected
y Conditional  purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
HOMESTEAD  AREA, ROMA.
16,500 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Blythe's Creek
and Bungil Creek, and bounded thence by Blythe's
Creek upwards to 7 ingun pre-emptive No. 2;
thence by the south-west boundary of that portion
north-westerly ; thence by part of the north-east
boundary of Mulga Mulga Run south-easterly ;
thence by the south-east boundary of same south-
westerly to Bungil Creek, and by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one. thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in
the fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHER EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority in me  vested, and
in accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of  'OThe Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of 1868," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Roads hereinunder de-
scrihed shall be and are hereby opened as public
Roads.
DESCRIPTION.
1. Road one chain wide ,  resumed from selection
431, Brisbane District . (A. McLean.)
From the south -east corner of portion 128, parish
of Samson  Vale, easterly through portion  27 to the
road reserved through thaCportion ,  containing one
acre.
2. Road one chain wide, resumed from selection
881, Brisbane  District. (D. W. Sinclair.)
From the west boundary  of portion  282, parish
)f Tingalpa, easterly  through that  portion to its
past boundary ,  containing two acres one rood.
3. Road two  chains  wide ,  resumed from selection
156, Rockhampton District. (J. Wood.)
From the north boundary of selection 156, parish
of Cawarral, southerly and south-westerly to  its west
boundary, containing  seven acres  one rood two
perches.
Road two chains wide and irregular,  resumed
from selection 156, Rockhampton District.
(J. Wood.)
From the west boundary of selection 156, parish
of Cawarral, south-easterly to and along Stony
Creek, containing  two acres  two roods thirty-eight
perches.
4. Road two  chains  wide,  resumed from selection
414, Rockhampton District. (C. Heron.)
From Stony Creek south-easterly through selec-
tion 414 to New Zealand Gully, containing one
acre  three roods and eighteen perches.
Road one chain wide, resumed from  selection
414, Rockhampton District. (C. Heron.)
From the road above described south-westerly and
southerly through selection 414 to its south bound-
ary, containing six acres and twenty -two perches.
6. Road two  chains wide, resumed from  selection
474, Rockhampton District. (J. Wood.)
From  the south boundary  of selection  474, parish
of Cawarral north-westerly, through that  selection
to New Zealand  Gu lly,  containing seven acres.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of May,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth day of May, 1877,
at the Roma Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to Selection
by Conditional purchase, shall be one pound per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional purchase shall not exceed 1,2b0 acres.
EXTENSION; OF THE ROMA TOWN RESERVE.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on Bungewargorai Creek at the
north-east corner of Bungewargorai pre-emptive No.
5, and bounded thence by the east boundary of that
portion bearing south ; thence by the south boun-
dary of same bearing west to the north-east corner
of portion 121; thence by the east boundary of
portion 121 bearing south, and by the south boun-
dary of same portion bearing west, by part of the
south-east boundary of Polmont pre-emptive No. 3,
by the south-east boundary of portion 111 south-
westerly, by part of the north-east boundary of
portion 1151, and the north-east boundary of No.
115 south-west to the easternmost corner of the last
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mentioned portion ; thence by the north-east
boundary of Upper W. Yalebone Run south-east ;
thence by the north boundary of Upper Yalebone
Run east; thence by the north-west boundary of
Yalebone No. 1 Run, and a line in continuation
north-east to the confluence of Bungil and Bunge-
wargorai Creeks ; thence by Bungil Creek upwards
about four miles to the south-east boundary of the
Homestead Area ; thence by said south-east boun-
dary south-west to Bungewargorai Creek, and by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the  year  of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy•seren, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 11th May, 1877.
I T is hereby noti fied for general information, that
the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe ,  under the 34th section  of "  The Mineral
Lands Act  of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under  Secretary.
During the  Month of April, 1877.
No. Name. No. Name.
1810 P. Ward 1820 T. Boyle
181 L (1.  Rea n 1821 R. % atson
1812 J. Bean 1822 H Stormer
1813 J. Leach 1823 J. Stormer
1811  J.  Craig 1824 J. Mann
1815 1). Crawford 1825 A. Johnson
1816 -i. Hickinbotham 1826 G. Mahood
1817 A. V. George 1827 W. Mahood
1818 W J. Stephenson 1828 T. Mahood
1819 J. Gribble 1829 W. Wolloms
Department of Public Lands,
Survey Branch,
Brisbane ,  5th May, 1877.
T
HIS is  to certify that Mr. GEORGE KEITH
JoPP,  of Blackall ,  having exhibited evidence
of conipett ncy as a Surveyor ,  has been licensed to
effect Surveys under the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  18L8," and subject to the
rules of this Department.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor -General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
Be LAND SALE AT GYMPIE, ON THE 28TH  INSTANT,
PUBLISHED IN THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE
" GOVERNMENT GAZETTE " OF THE 28TH
ULTIMO, NO. 83.
THE undermentioned Correction has been made,
and is hereby published for general informa-
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
W
ITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Laud Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, the to
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
fri'ely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-Sven to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and other documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time  at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for  clerical
assistance  to his  own use, on  the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons  requir-
ing copies of plans,  arrangements  have  been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by  that officer, a tracing or copy of  the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
Tta Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Mary borough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 T. Brand... Road separating  portion St. Mary...
A.B. P.
8 1 32
84 from portion 86
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876.''
LAND COMMISSIONER'S COURTS.
IT is hereby notified for public information,
that the Land Commissioner under  "The
Crown Lands Alienation Art of  1876," for the Land
Agents' districts of Toowoomba, ilalby, and War-
wick, will hold his Courts, in pursuance of the 11th
section of the above recited Act, at the Court
Houses oe Toowoomba, Dalby, and Warwick,
respectively, on the following dates, for the year
1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Moith .  Toowoomba .  Dalby .  Warwick.
tion.
No. of  No. of No. of
Lot. Allotment Section.
---
Area. Price perAcre.
Apr il ..
Date .  Dat
23 WednesMonday
e.
day 25 Fri
Date.
day, 27f A. B. P. I is a May .... ,„ 21 „ 23 „ 25Jun e ... „ 25 27 „ 29
1 1 18 2 1 0 1 19 1 12 0  Jul y ... „ 23 „ 25 „ 27
should read August ... „ 27 „ 2926 „ 3128Sep
1 18 I Q I 0 1 19 1 12 0 Oct
tember
ober ...
„ 24 „
„  22 „ 24
„
„ 26
Nov ember 26 28 „ 30
W. ALCOCK TULLY, December...
„
„ 24 kThursd ay, 27 Sat urday 29
Under  Secretary.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.W Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 3rd day of February and 10thii 11'' day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, from the Warwick Road to Harding's selection, parish of Purga, county of Churchill, through
lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Adminis-trator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve
of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for
public use.
77-940.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM THE WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING'S SELECTION, PORTION
411, PARISH OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing on the
Warwick Road and
running east along
north boundary of
portion 209
2 Commencing at the
south-west corner of
portion 183, and run-
ning east to south-
0
.,00 O U
a°qi o a
aizc
442
east corner
I3 Commencing at the 759
south west corner ofI
portion 212, and run-
westerly throughning
that portion and
Crown Ian 1. to north-
west corner of portion
411
How Held. Reputed Occupier. Bearin gs. I Lengths.
Crown land 900
I
Breadth
of Area. Remarks.
Road.
ohs. Iks. A. R. P.
46 68 1 chain ... 4 2 24 Through water
reserve.
Conditional Thos. Unnecu- 90° 36' 39 09 1 1 chain ... 3 3 26 Adjoininglsnd
Clause  " C. L.  Glynn pied fenced-two
A.  Act  rails.
1868"
Conditional Francis Francis
Clause  "  C. L.  Porter Porter
A..4ct of
1868" Crown
I land
1 chain ...
1 1 20 This  land was
bei'tg fenced
at time of
2 0 11 survey.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.a.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
%% HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of January and 10th
11  day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, county of Merivale, through land in the occupation
of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleases to approve ofthe opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked
and opened by the proper officers, and that the same-is now open for public use.
77-1503.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14A, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC RuAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
c a
moo
mz`P3
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
1 Running  north -welt- 285 " C. L. A. Martin M Bourke 2760
chs. Iks.
3 25
erly  from the east  to W. R. Act of  1868" Bourke . 2970 16 59
the west boundary of
portion 14A
Breadth
of Road.
One chain
Area ,  Remarks.
A. B. P.
1 3 36 Portion through
which road runs
unfenced and
unimproved.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
90° 12' 20 73 Irregular
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most. Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens.
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Governmeut Gazette  of the 27th day of January and
10th day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-1462.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526, PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No. of How held. ReputedPortion .  Owner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths.`
Breadth Areaof Road. Remarks.
.1 A strip off south and  402 UnderDeed Marian
part of east boundary of Grant Scott
of portion 402 containing Gregory
a general
reservation
for road
chg. lks .  A. R. P.
F. T. Gregory 90° 33 25 1 chain ...  3 3 44 Portion
4 98 fenced.
2 A strip off south boun-1 526 Ditto ...  T.  F. Gregory F, T. Gregory 90° 19 79 1 chain ...  2 0 0 Portion
dary of portion 526 fenced.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the  most  Honorable
[L.s.] A. E.  KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
A dministrator. land and its Dependencies.
W
notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of January and
1 1' 10th day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Selections 813 and 1,350 TK, parish of Ramsay, county of Aubigny, through lands in
the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is now  open for
public use.
77-1327. -------
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1 ,350, ToowOOMBA REGISTER,
PARISH OF RAMSEY ,  COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
Register
Portion of Road. No. of
Selection.
How held . ReputedOwner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
Too-
woomba
Register . ohs. lks .  A. R. P.
1 A strip one chain wide 813 "C .  L. A. Garrett G. Culhane North  ..,  56 56 1 chain ... 5 2 25 West
off the west boundary Act  of 1868" Culhane boundary
of Selection 813 fenced ;
otherwise
unim-
proved
2 A strip one chain wide 1350 Ditto  ... Lawrence Unoccupied N. 00 E. 7 42) 1 h i 3 1 idL ft
off the west ,  north, Buckley 90° E. 16
'
c a n  ...17 s ee2s
of road
and west boundaries 0° 21 7 54 average 135 fenced ;
of the selection links. selection
otherwise
unim-
dI prove
and un-
ocupied.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
1 1 W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, through Portion 21, parish of Jimboomba, county of Ward, through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for
public use.
76-4882.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 21, PARISH OF JIMBOOMBA, COUNTY OF WARD,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
A
How Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.Z ,!R
held.
04 m
A triangular piece, off 1913, Under
the south -west corner Bris- Act of
of portion 21 bane 1868
Reg.
chs. lks .  A. B. P.
T. E.Williams T. E. Wi lliams N. 1900 4' E. 8 28 Irre- 0 2 2+} Required to
gular give access
to new
bridge
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael  and St . George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E.  KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road here-
under described, being part of road from Logan Villiage to Beenleigh, through Portion 261, parish of
Moffatt, county of Ward, through land in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And
whereas  I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have
been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, notify  and proclaim  that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper  officers, and
that the  same is now open  for public use.
77.395.
BOOS  OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM LOGAN VILLAGE TO BEENLEIGH,  THROUGH
PORTION 261, PARISH OF MOFFATT, COUNTY OF WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO
BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
m4c
How Held.id 'o
z
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area .  Remarks.
1 A strip of  land off  the I 633A Under Saml .  Smith !  Saml. Smith N. 89° 53' E. chg. lks. 150 links A. B. P.3 2 39 Forest
south boundary of 19  " Land Act 24 96 land,
portion 261. Immigra- of 1868
tion se-
lertion,
Beenleigb
Register
partly
fenced.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majepty reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PRO 2LAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. F. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government Of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
Y
r" HER FAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January. A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road here-
under described, in Subdivision A of Portion 22, parish of Mackenzie, county of Stanley, through land
in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the sa;d Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public
use.77-159.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD IN SUBDIVISION A OF PORTION 22, PARISH  OF MACKENZIE , COUNTY
OF STANLEY, DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAI MED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.1 Portion of Road.
jOy
a r
How
held.
in irregular piece of ... Under
land oil i he r- rth- Deed of
east corner of Sub- Grant
division A, Portion 22 contain-
ing
general
reserva-
tion for
roads.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings.
Henrv Unoccupied. Ea-t
Jordan.
Length Breadth
in Chains .,  of Road. Area. Remarks.
chs lke. ch .  lke. A. R. P.
Average.
4 22 ! 1 50 i 0 2 20 Fenced.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Batb, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
1
W HEREAS Notices were published  in the  Government  Gazette  of the 16th day of December, 1876
and  10th day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively,  relative to  the opening of the  new Road
hereunder described, through Portions 61 and 63, parish of Tamborine, and Portion 19, parish of
Tabragalba, county of Ward, through lands in the occupation of the several  persons in the said notice
specified: And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, Ii
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the
advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked  and opened by
the proper officers, and that the  same is now  open for public use.
77-261.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  61 AND  63, PARISH OF TAMBORINE, AND POR-
TION  19, PARISH OF TABBAGALBA, COUNTY OF WARD,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of
Selection.
Commencing on a Brisbane
surveyed road in Register
portion 63 ,  and run -'  2025k
ning northerly to 85
its north boundary
1
How Held: ReputedOwner. Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .
Breadth Area.
of Road.
chs. lks. A. R. P.
Immigra - Thomas T.  Irving  N. 370 E. 5 00  1 chain 1 3 8
tion selec -  Irving N .  33° E. 8 10
tion  N. 345°  30' E. 4 62
2 Commencing on the 2026 Under  Land  Charles Unoccupied  N.  345°  30' E .  9 9 1 chain 1 0 0
soutk boundary of  Act of  1868 Holmes
portion 61, and
running northerly
to the Coburg
River
3 Running  northerly 1412
thrc ugh portion 19,
across a bend of
the Coburg River
Under  Land  William
Act  qj 1868 Holmes
1
Unoccupied  N. 343°  281 E .  3 16 1 chain 2 10 0
N. 6° 0' E. 12 411
N. 18° 581 E. 3 30
Remarks.
Forest land,
fenced ;
sligbtaltera-
tion of re-
served road.
Forest land,
fenced ;
slight altera-
tion of re-
served road.
Forest land,
fenced.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN
By Command,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W I i ER PAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 4th day of November, 1"76,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, being deviation of Warwick Road, near Fassifern, parish of Fassifern, county of
Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And
whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
have been pleased to approve of the opening of' the said Road: Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the p_oper
officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-1295.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD,  BEING  DEVIATION or THE WARWICK ROAD, NEAR FASSIFERN, PARISH
OF FASSIFEIN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE P1iOCLAIIl1ED As A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Running north-east-
eily from the w'st
t) the east boundary
of subdivision I of
portion 22
Register
\o. of How held.
Selection.
2 Commencing in the 2008
east boundary of
portion 105, and
running north-east-
er.y to its north
boundary
3 Commencing in the 309
south boundary of
portion 43, and run-
ning north-easterly
to its north boun-
dary
4 Commencing in the 93
south boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning north-easterly
to its west boundary
5 Commencing in the 708
east  boundary of
portion 66, and run-
ning north-easterly
and north-westerly
to its north-west
corner
6 Commencing in the 2560
south boundary of
portion 156, and run-
ning north-westerly
to its west boundary
7 Commencing in the 93
east boundary of
portion 41, and run-
ning north-westerly
and northerly to its
north boundary
Reputed
Owner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
Under deed Michael
of grant Mcdnalan
containing a
general re-
servation
for roads
"C. L. A Act  Rd. Brad-
of  1868 " field
Homestead
C. L. A. Act  Julia
'f  1868"  MacAnalen
Conditional
C. L. A. Act  Julia
of 1868"  MacAnalen
Conditional
" C. L. A. Act
of 1868"
Conditional
clis. Iks. lka. A. R. Y.
M. McAna- 62°  001.  11 24 150 1 2 15 Unfenced andIan unimproved,
to be ex
changed for
part of a
closed road.
Rd. Brad- 62° 00' 10 10  150 1 2 7 Unfenced andfield 38° 00' 1 50 unimproved.
MI. McAna- 38° 00' 14 96 150 6 0 16 Unfenced and
len 27° 00' 14 51 unimproved.
72° 00' 12 42 Reserved road
to be closed.
MacAnalen 72° 00' 6 60 150 1 2 19 Unfenced and
and Pea- 25° 00' 0 961 unimproved.
cock Part of re-
served road
to be closed.
Ml. Mac- Ml. Mac- 25° 00' 15 86 150 3 1 30 Unfenced and
Analen Analen 325° 00' 9 50
C. L. A. Act '  Ml. Mae- Ml. Mac- 325° 00' 2 16
of 1868"  Analen Analen
Conditional
C. L. A. Act  Julia  MacAnalen 325° 00' 4 45
of 1868"  MacAnalen and Pea -  356° 25' 17 29
Conditional cock 11° 33' 7 66
unimproved.
A  tri- 0 0 171 Ditto.
angular
piece
150 lks. 5 0 49 Ditto.
Irre-1
gular
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.WHEREAS Notices were published in the Government Gazette  of the 4th day of November, 1876,and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road
hereunder described, from selections on Tallebuggera Creek towards Brisbane, Beenleigh, and the Border,
parishes of Mudgeeraba and Tallebuggera, county of Ward; through lands in the occupation of the
several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the
By Command,
1406
said road  : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notit'y, and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-989.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS FROM SELECTIONS ON TALLEBUGGERA CREEK TOWARDS BRISBANE,
BEENLEIGH ,  AND THE BORDER ,  PARISHES OF MUDGEERABA AND TALLEBUGGERA, COUNTY OF
W ARD, MORETON  D ISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC  -ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running westerly
through portion No.
16 to a Government
road
Commencing on Talle-
buggera Creek, and
running north-east-
erly and northerly
through portion No.
15 to its eastern
boundary
Register
No. of How held.
Selection.
Beenleigh
Register
122
123
Reputed
Owner.
Conditional Stephen
Selection Tobin
under " C.
L. A. Act of
1868"
2760 40'
Ditto  William ,.. 52° 30'  2 30 1 chain
Dolan 41° 30' 4 11
30° 50' 5 70
16° 0' 7 09
0° 35' 16 45
8° 0' 7 43
3 Commencing on the 248 Ditto Samuel 8° 0' 11 53 1 chain
western boundary of Andrews 30° 36' 20 28
portion No .  14, and 48°  30' 2 35
running north -  254° 0' 3 09
easterly to its north -  286° 45' 7 78
east boundary ;  com- 327° 0' 4 08
mencing again on
the eastern boun-
dary, and running
westerly to the
western boundary
4 Commencing on the 142
south-west boundary
of portion No. 13,
and running east-
erly to a Govern-
ment road ; com-
mencing on the
north-east boundary
of the portion, and
running south-
westerly and south-
erly to its south-
west boundary
Under Deed  William
of Grant Andrews
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
480 30 '  5 99
94° 45' 6 04
245° 15' 1 84
211° 30' 4 90
1378 0' 4 23
173° 30' 4 40
162° 30' 8 48
181° 15' 5 94
197° 15' 5 06
5 Commencing on the 141 Under Deed Samuel  .,.  197° 15' 2 64
north -east boundary of Grant Andrews 191° 45' 8 86
of portion 12, and containinga 142° 15' 15 47
running southerly to special re-
Tallebuggera Creek a ervation for
roads
0 Commencing on Talle- 245 Conditional
buggera Creek ,  and Selection
running south -  under " C.
easterly through  L. A. Act of
portion No .  21 to its 1868"
north -east boundary
7 Commencing on the
south-west boun-
dary of portion No.
18, and running
south -easterly and
north -easterly to its
north -east boundary
8
9
Commencing on the
south-west boun-
dary of portion No.
19, and running
north-easterly to its
north -east boundary
Commencing on the
north -west boun-
dary of portion No.
10, and running
south -easterly and
north -easterly to the
same boundary
10 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion No .  14A, and
running north to its
north boundary
11 Commencing on the
south boundary of
portion No .  13x, and
running north to its
north -east bound-
ary
Under Deed Saml.Howes
of Grant
containing a
special  re-
servation for
roads
Under Deed Ditto ...
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
127° 0' 13 01
47° 10' 8 08
38° 45' 8 37
126° 40' 2 00
78° 50'  5 87
150° 30' 8 17
127° 0' 2 50
38° 45'
160 30'
18° 47'
44° 0'
240 40'
Lengths . Breadth Area .  Remarks.of Road,
chs. lks.
7 70 1 chain
3 50
5 75
9 04
14 17
8 01
130° 0'  0 34
750 0' 2 03
21° 30' 1 31
360° 0' 10 00
366° 0' 2 48
A. R. P.
0 3 4 Parish of
Tallebugger
3 3 37 Parish of
Mudgeeraba.
5 2 Ditto.
1 chain 4 2 16 Ditto.
1 chain 2 2 20 Ditto.
1 chain 1 2 21 Pari sh of
Tallebuggera
1 chain 2 3 4 Ditto.
1 chain 4 0 9 Ditto.
1 chain 0 2 6 Parish of
Mudgeeraba
1 chain 1 0 0 Ditto.
1 chain 0 0 26 Ditto.
Norf.-On the Deeds of Grant of portions  10, 12, 13, 18, 13A.  and 14A the above road has been reserved.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day o
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Stephen
Tobin
162 Under Deed J .  J. Dwyer
of Grant
containinga
special re-
servation for
roads
889 1868 Act  Heinrich
Gypske
135 1 Under Deed Fred .Fowler
of Grant
containing a
special re-
servation for
roads
Occupier .  Bearings.
GOD SAYS THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREA S Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 14th day of October and 23rd
day of December, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portions 319 and 331, parish of Enoggera, county of Stanley, through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid. with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said road : Now, therefore, I, Sii:ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77.576.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 319 AND 334, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 A triangular piece
off the north-east
corner of portion
319
2 A strip of land off
the eastern boun-
dary of portion
334
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
02 Breadth
C; How held. ReputedOwner. Occupier.  Bearings. Lengths. ofRoad.
Area . Remarks.
chs. lks. A. it. P.
319 Under Deed , Rev. James Rev. James N. 148'24'E.  1 21 Varying 0 0 3{ Forest land,
of Grant Voller Voller fenced  in.
334
containing
general
reservation
for roads
Under Deed Ditto ... Ditto ... N. 20° E. 22 85 1 chain 2 1 5 Forest land
of Grant
containing
general
reservation
for roads
unim-
proved.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
Portion of Road.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St .  Michael and St. George ,  Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator .  land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices  were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of December ,  1876, and
20th day of  January, A.D. 1877 ,  respectively ,  relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described,  to the South Brisbane and Toowong Ferry, parish of South Brisbane ,  county of Stanley,
through lands in the occupation  of the  several persons in the said notice specified  :  And whereas I, the
Administrator of the Government aforesaid , with the  advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased
to approve of the opening  of the  said Road  :  Now, therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government aforesaid ,  do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify
and proclaim that the said road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same
is now open for public use.
77-543.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TO  THE SOUTH BRISBANE AND TOOWONG FERRY, PARISH OF SOUTH
BRISBANE , COUNTY OF  STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No. How Held.
1 A strip of land off the Under Deed
north-east boundary of Grant
of subdivision 2 of containing a
suburban allotment general reser-
43 vation for
roads
2  A. strip of land off the' Ditto ...
south-west boundary .
of subdivision C  of'
suburbau allotments
42 and 43
Reputed
owner. Occupier.  Bearings.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Lengths.
i cbs. lks.
E. H. E H. 290° 0' 17 20
Harries Harries
Thos.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
A.  it.  P.32 links 0 2 8 Agricul-
tura:land
fenced
Thos.  290001  4 00 20 links
Thomson  1  Thomson
0 0 13 Agricul-
tural land,
fenced
Given under my Hand and  Sea], at Government  House,  Brisbane, this twenty -third day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand  eight  hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of  her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
G UD SAVE THE QUEEN i
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, 1876,
and 17th day of March, 1877, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described, on
the left bank of Bundamba Creek, parish of Ipswich, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation
of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been leased to approve of the opening of the
said Road  : Now, therefore, 1, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper  officers,  and that the same is now open for public use.
76-983.BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD ON THE LEFT  BANK OF BUNDAMBA  CREEK, PARISH OF IPSWICH,
COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Roal . How Held .  Reputed Owner .  Occupier .  Bearings .
1 Commencing in the
north boundary of
portion 197,  and run-
ning south -westerly
to its south boun-
dary
2 Commencing In the
3
north boundary of
portion 198,  and run-
ning south -westerly
and south-easterly to
its south boundary
Commencing In the
north boundary of
portion 199,  and run-
south-easterly to its
south boundary
Leasing  Act  of James Ivory
1866
Leasing Act  of Nathaniel
1866 Watson
Leasing  Act of  James Ivory
1866
I
Commencing in the Under deed of James Ivory
north-west corner of grant,  con-
portion 200,  and run -  raining a
ning south -easterly general reser-
to its southern boun- vation for
dary roads
Under  Land
Lengths . Breadth Area.of Road. Remarks
chs. Iks A. R. P.
19 83 100 links 1 3 38 Unimp roved.
13 45 100 links 2 1 25 Fenced and
10 63 cultivated.
15 12 100 links 1 3 2 4 lit  improved
19 80
4 53 100 links 4 3 0 Unimproved
39 77
2 64
NoTZ.-Th)s Notice cancels the Notice published in the  Government Gazette,  dated 26th October ,  1876,  folio 882.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator .  land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS  notices  were published in the  Gorernmemet Gazette  of the 16th day of December, 1876, and
10th day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new hoad hereunder
described, through Pdrtions 7 and 8, parish of Bromelton, county of Ward, through lands in the occupa-
tion of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment  aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-4831.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 7 AND 8, PARISH OF BROMELTON ,  COUNTY OF
WARD, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
« o
No. Portion of Road. c i How Held.
1 Commencing on the Brisbane
south boundary of Register
portion 7 ,  and run- 1734
ning north and north-
westerly
2 Commencing  on the 1839
south boundary of
portion 8 ,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to a surveyed road
Reputed
Owner
J. Ivory 200°
N. Watson 200°
155° 15,
T. Maguire ; 155° 15'
118° 25'
J. Ivory 118° 251
145° 52'
136° 00'
Occupier
John John
Act of  18681 Murray Murray
Under land Catherine Catherine
Act of 1868 Colgan Colgan
Bearings.
North
N. 315° E.
I Breadth
I
Lengths.
of Road. Area.  Remarks
chs. Iks
30 0022 54
A. R. P.
I chain 5 1 0 Oven
forest
land.
N. 31i0 E. ' 10 98 1 chain 1 020 1
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane , this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorab
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queen
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 6th day of January and 10th
day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions 40 and 41, parish of Thorn, county of Churchill, through lands in the
ohcupation of the persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5701.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 40 AND 41, PARISH OF THORN, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
awa
„oo
No. Portion of Road.
c Q' How held.
1 F ro m the south -east 2897
corner of portion 40,
northerly  along its
east boundary to the
north- east corner I
2 From the south-east
corner of portion 41,
northerly  along its
east boundary to the
north-east corner
3846
Reputed-
Owner.
Homestead  i  Heinrich
underC.L.1 Goebel
A. Act of
1868
Homestead  Alfred Rose
under  C.L.
A. Act of
1868
Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
chs. lks.
North ... 24 0
North ...
Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
a. r. p.
1 chain 2 2 0
24 0 1 chain 2 2 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 9th day of December, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, to upper part of Sandy Creek, parish of Blenheim, county of Churchill, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said  Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is  now open for
public use.
76-5225.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF PARTS OF ROAD TO UPPER PART OF SANDY CREEK, PARISH  OF BLENHEIM,
COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.' Portion of Road.
1 From the north bound-
ary of portion 120,
south  -  westerly and
southerly, to its south
boundary
2 i From the north bound-
ary of portion 125,
southerly to its south
boundary,  and again
from its north bound-
ary south-westerly to
Sandy Creek
3 From the north-east
corner of portion 126,
southerly  to its south
boundary
1
boo
.O aUi
zm
How Held . Reputed Occupier .  BOwner. eari
Breadth.
ngs .  Lengths, of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
Ipswich. chs. lks. A. R. P.
1677 Homestead Martin ... 2240 25  26 1 chain 3 0 0
under  C.L.  Carmody 168° 30' 4 15
A. Act of
1868
South .  14 95 1 chain 5 0 0
1830 Homestead Dedlef  ... 172° 5 10
under  C.L.  Rander 270° 7 0
A. Act of 232° 13 0
1868 278° 8 0
338° 1 40
Helidon.
306 Homestead Henry
I
148° 36' 5 4 1 chain 2 0 0
under  C.L. Pohlman 2100 7 10 and irre-
A. Act of 1800 8 33
I
gular
1868
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 11th day of November, 1876,
and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new 11oac
hereunder described, through Portion 140, parish of Redland, county of Stanley, through land in tl
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5001.
BOOK SF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 140, PARISH OF REDLAND, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From thenorth boundary
of portion 1t0 south-
easterly and south-
westerly to its south
boundary
b
zm
How Held.
l
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
1,373 Under deed J.  11. Heine- chs. lks.129° 50'  1 14
1
A. R. P.
1 chain 2 1 2
Bris- of grant, mann 157° 10'  2 12
bane containing 156° 15'  6 41
Reg.  a general 156° 46'  3 08
reservation 156° 15' 4 34
for roads. 208° 57'  4 36
225° 1 16
Remarks.
't'aken up as
a Conditional
Selection
under the C.
L. A. Act of
1863, in Octo-
ber, 1871.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W
Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 6th day of January and 10th
1' day of February, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portions 33 and 31, parish of Telemon, county of Ward, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for
public use.
76-5216.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 33 AND 34, PARISH OF TELEMON, COUNTY OF
WARD, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the road reserved through
portion 33 westerly and south-
westerly to its west corner
2 From the crossing place on
Christmas Creek north-west- I
erly and south-westerly to i
join the above
3 From the youth corner of per-
tion 34 north-westerly along
its south-west boundary to
the west corner
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held . ReputedOwner. Occupier. ;Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Road. Area.
chs.  Iks.
2286 Homestead under Edwin Brook ... 273° 25 94 111 chains 8 2
" C. L. A. Act of
1868"
2286 Ditto  ... ...  Ditto  ... ... 318° 30'  10 35 1 chain 6 2
300° 7 8 and
236° 37 87 irregular
2`291  Ditto ... .. Michael ,., 326° 48 0 11 chains 7 1
Cahill
Given under my Hand ar1d Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 14th day of October, 1876, and
20th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, being part of road from Cressbrook to Gatton, parishes of Clarendon and Gatton, counties
of Cavendish and Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person in the said notice specified :
And whereas 1, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
love been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive
Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and
that the same is now open for public use.
76-2675.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM CRESSBROOK TO rATTON, THROUGH PORTION 74,
PARISH OF GATTOI7, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
ReputedN o. Portion  of Road. I
c How held. Owner. Occupier.
I
!
Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
1 A stri of  land  alon Under De t Robert! bed R ohs. lks.166° 0' 2 45 A. R. P.5 0 36 Partly fencedp ..,g re o
the east boundary of of Grant Bell Bell 105° 15' 2 96J Irregular and clearedI
Portion 74 containing 180° 0' 33 63J 1 chain ...
a general
reservation
for roads
Nore-The above Book of Reference cancels reference No. 2 of the one dated 1st Jnly, 1875, and proclaimed in the
Government Gazette,  folio 1313.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 2nd day of December, 1876,
v and 13th day- of January, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of a new Road hereunder
described, through selections 1003 T.R., parish of Meringandan, county of Aubigny, through land in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said
Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
76-5330.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 1003 T.R., PARISH OF MERINGANDAN, COUNTY
OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
a
a; c How Reputed
x d
Held. Owner. Occupier.  Bearings .
Length I Breadth
in Chains. of Road. Area. Remarks
A. R. P.
From the south-west 1003 Home- William ... N. 0° 4' E. 24 72 1 chain 2 2 0
corner of selection stead Bishop
1003, parish of Merin- under
gandan, northerly  "C.L.A.
along its west boun- 1868"
dary to the north-west
corner
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 3rd day of February and 10th
day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of Warner, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation
of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the
said ]Road: Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road harp
been marked and opened  by the proper  officers, and  that  the same is now open  for public use.
77-1280.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 208, 246, AND 216, PARISH OF WARNER, COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing at the
south-east corner of
portion 208, and
running north-west-
erly to its west
boundary
2 Commencing at the
south-east corner of
portion 246, and
running westerly
along its southern
boundary
3 Commencing on the
north boundary of
portion 216, and
running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area . I  Remarks.
chs. iks. A. R. P.
2156 Conditional Robert R. Leitch... 305° 00' 27 20 1 chain 7 3  1 Fenced
clause of Leitch 295° 45' 28 18
"C.L.A. Act 283° 45' 17 31
of  1868 " 270° 27' 5 00
2170 "C.L.A. Act Henry H. Walker 270° 27' 15 08 Irregular  1 3 17 Partly
of 1868" Walker fenced ;
Forfeited The Crown 259° 20' 4 98
house,
stockyard,
Sc.
Irregular 4 2 80
selection 241° 00' 4 81
214° 00' 4 95
237° 00' 12 22
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
T is hereby notified for public information, that
I the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "the Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
A ll  business in connection with selections under
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with-by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Tuesday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in March, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT  CiURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-.
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the  first
Friday in every month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in every month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering , the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday in May, 1877, and thereafter
on the second Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in May, 1877, and every alter.
nate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in May, 1877, and every  alternate month
afterwards.
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LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURHE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in May, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs.
day in every month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time  to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876  "have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the band Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Beenleigh and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
1
2
J. W. C. Part of the reserved road Bar ro w
Howard through portion 63
J. M. Road separating portion Conda-
Clarke 13 fro m selection 16 mine
A. R. P.
11 3 27
0 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
f "HE following description of the amended boun-daries ofthe Reserve forTimber, in the parish
of Knapp, county of Ward, established by notice
dated 12th November, 1875, is substituted for that
published in page 2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1375.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Ward, parish of Knapp.
About 1,260 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, forming
part of the south boundary of portion 344, at its
intersection by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide ; and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west about one hundred and sixty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south about
one hundred and thirty-one chains ; on the south by
a line bearing east sixty-five chains ; and on the
south-east by lines bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north 55 degrees east eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th April , 1877..
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY  CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby  noti fied for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are reouired to transmit to this
Department their objectio ns, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent 's, Police ,  and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
Applicant.
J. Voller
F.T.Gregory
F.T. Gregory
Situation. Parish .  Area.
Permanent Closure.
Road separating por- Enoggera
tions 318 and 319 from
portions 333 and 334
Temporary Closure.
Road separating por- Toowoomba
tions 484 and 485, and
parish of Toowoomba .  Gowrie
from portions  121,122,
123, and 124,  parish of
Cowrie
Road separating por- Toowoomba
tions 99 and 100, ' and
parish of Gowrie ,  from Gowrie
portions  477 and 488,
parish of Toowoomba
3 1 16
7 0 15
5 336
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is  hereby notified  for general information
that application under the sixty -fifth  section of
"The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the  Land,  Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 Joseph
Belcher
Situation .  Parish.
Road separating  portion  Bundamba
20 from portions 129
and 130
Area.
A. R. P.
2 3 37
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act  of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all  persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land  Agent' s, Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant . I  Situation.
I A. R. P.
1 J. North.  Road separatingpor -'  Brassall .  1-1  3 36
tions 219,  223,  224,1
220, 228,  229, 230,'
231, 234, and 233,
from Farney Lawn'
pre-emptive Nos.
1 and 2.
Parish. Area.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" Tlie Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," have
been made for closing  the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the  Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba, and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHE DULE OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
Nod  Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. !Area.
A. R. P.
1 Shanahan  and
Jennings
Road separating portions Watts 6 0 29
1, 2, 5, 7,  9, and 11 from
portions 3, 6, 8, 10, and
12
2 Shanahan  and Road  separating  portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings  5 from portion 7
3 Shanahan and Road  separating portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings  6 from portion 8
4 Shanahan  and Road separating portion Watts 2 1 39
Jennings  13 from portions 11
and 12
5 Shanahan  and Road separating portions Watts 6 2 12
Jennings
It
16, 18, and 20 from
i
rtions 13, 17,19, and
8 Shanahan and
Jennings
Road  separating portion Watts
16 from portion 18
1 1 11
7 Shanahan and Road separating  portion Watts 1 1 14
Jennings  17 from portion 19
8 A. Beaton Road separating portion Darlington 11 2 0
38 from portions 28
and 65, and the road
reserved through  por-
tion 68
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant  mentioned  in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous  in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at, the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act of ore-
said , the correct  name shall be  taken to have been
inserted  in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous  names, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed  accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date of Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land granted--Portion 94,  county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett , one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Name of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted  as that of the intended
grantee ,  instead  of William Bovey.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal  of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous name and descriptions, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-l9t1-
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William Kimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of error--The  name William Limp
having  been  inserted  as that  of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Kemp.
No. of Grant, 5,278. Date of Grant-9th April
1863.
Name of Grantee-John Coleman.
Land granted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain wide ; on the
south by that road bearing  east ten chains ; on the
east by a line  bearing north twenty-one  chains and
sixty links to the Six-mile Creek ; and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point  of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,295. Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin McCullock.
Land granted- Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty- one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of 1lferivale, parish of Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208, 209,  and  210,  selection 270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north-east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion and a line
bearing west thirty-four chains seventy-five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links, east one chain, north twelve chains
eighty-six links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek ; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
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been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land  Granted.-Selection 90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty- nine  links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six chains and twenty.
nine links.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the  roads can be seen at  this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 P. Thomson
2 F.T.Gregory
Reserved road through '  Burnett ... ; 1 1 16
portion 41
Road  separating
ton 402 from
tion 403
por- 1 IA ayton ...
por
I
3 0 5
llepartmert of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1877.
.ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
1 Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1,858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands in-
tended to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 4) minutes four chains and threelinks; on the south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes thirty-three chains ; on the south-west by
a line  bearing 310 degrees 6  minutes nine chains ; on
the u est by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 4) degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Decd-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
I Name of Grantee-George Andrew.
Land .granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen acres, two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DFSCRIPTION.15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one chain fifty links  wide  at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes  nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road  one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven  links to
the first-named  road ; and on  the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement ,-exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the Particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land granted-Portion  137, parish. of Oxley,
county of Stanley, 39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty-nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to Brisbane ; on the south-east by that road bearing
north 237 degrees 13 minutes east four  chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty-one chains ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees  15 minutes
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1877.
T is hereby notified that a Land Agent's Office
will be opened for the transaction  of business
at Cairns, on and after MONDAY, the 4th June
next.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 187 7.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
IN pursuance of the seventy- second section of"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
the following Petition and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition of the undersigned
Freeholders, resident in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very great loss
and inconvenience by there being no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of the. present reserve
having been selected and fenced in.
That the portion of country lying north of the
present Town Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek, and on the west by the Bungewogaria
Creek, is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece of land now available for such a
purpose.
Your Petitioners, therefore, most humbly pray
that your Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town of Roma, under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
Names.
Thomas McEwen
R. J. Cottell
J. Lister
J. Slaughter
James O'Brien
Edward A. Rees
William Armstrong
Micheal O'Connell
J. Saunders
Samuel Caldwill
Thomas Green
Joseph McGee
J. W. Johnston
Christy Wityke
L. Ryder
G. C. Bradley
F. Morrison
William Jackson
LAND REFERRED TO
Names.
Daniel Gleeson
Thos. W. Knowles
Adolphus M. Hertzberg
Edward Corbett
John H. Irwin
James Roberts
William A uctten
David Benjamin
Go. Finckner
S. S. Bassett
Alfred Skinner
Fr. Seetz
William Sheehan
W. E. Murphy
T omas Bradley
Louis Baffin
W. D. Tune
IN THE  ABOVE PETITION.
County of  Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that run and a line in continuation
north -easterly to Bungil Creek  ;  thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve  ;  thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek ,  and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated and reserved
lands.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
AT HEREAS, by the twenty-fifth section of
1 " The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  for thirteen consecutive weeks : Notice is
hereby given, that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid, the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESER VE FOR  A SCHOOL, TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, pariah of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south-east corner thereupon of portion 8tj,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links  from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains  and nine  links ; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing  east  six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north- east  by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
] fi acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
nne chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing  west seven  chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven  chains and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at the
south- east  corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains ; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north eleven
chains ; and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of a I e erved road, asshown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TEACHER'S RESIDENCE, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
INGLEWOOD.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Teacher's Residence at the Primary
School, Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Teacher's
Residence, Primary School, Inglewood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary Schools, Inglewood and
Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
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tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any 'l'ender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, GOWRIE
ROAD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next , from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Primary School, Gowrie Road.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Gowrie Road."
Plans, Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the  Primary School, Gowrie Road.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to
complete  the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of  Tender as security for the due
performance  of' the Contract in the event of the
Tender  being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from  the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th  May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
INFANTS ' SCHOOL, LEICHHARDT  STREET,
BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o 'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 1st June
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of an Infants '  School ,  Leichhardt street,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Infants'
School, Leichhardt street,  Brisbane."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the foot of every
Tender theca must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance ,  a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHT-KEEPER'S COTTAGE, COMBOYURO
POINT.TENDERS will be received at this  Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
instant, from persons willing  to contract for the
erection  of a Light-keeper's Cottage at Comboyuro
Point, Moreton Island.
'Ponders to be endorsed  Tender for Light-
keeper's Cottage, Comboyuro Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, MACKAY.
ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
ll at the Custom House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Pilot's Cottage at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Macka'V."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ner cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the aue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Vrisbane, 4th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Primary School, St. George, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Primary School at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Adaitions,
Primary School, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'ender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Court House at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
house, Blarkall."
Plan, Specification, and fcrm of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within which it is proposed to coin-
plete the m ork, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per
cent .  on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
acce pted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, GATCOMBE HEAD.
rj'ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
11 at the Court House, Gladstone, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st June next,
from persons. willing to contract for the erection of
a Pilot's Cottage at Gatcombe Head.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Gatcombe Dead."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 24th April, 1877.
TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
LAYING PIPES, IPSWICH WATERWORKS.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th
May next, from persons willing to contract for
laying the Water-pipes for the Ipswich Water-
works.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for laying
Water-pipes, Ipswich Waterworks."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Office of the Engineer for Waterworks,
Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of
ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event o t
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within seven days
from the  usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to ller  Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the 'l ender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
MORGUE, BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Morgue, Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Morgue,
Brisbane."
Plan, specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, INSKIP POINT.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Court House, Maryborough, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Pilot's Cottage, Inskip Point.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Pilot's
Cottaqe, Inskip Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
QUARANTINE STATION, McKENZIE ISLAND,
KEPPEL BAY.
rF ENDERS will he received at this Office, and
l at the Court House, Rockhampton, until 4
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May, from
persons willing to contract f'or the erection of
Buildings for Quarantine Station at McKenzie
Island, Keppel Bay.
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Tenders to be endorsed"  Tender for Quarantine
Station, McKenzie Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms. and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
3ndering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of 'Vender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender s ill not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 19th April, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, KALKIE.
TENDERS will  be received at this Office, and
i at the Court House, Bundaberg, until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY, the 18th May,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Primary School at Kalkie.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  School,
Kalkie."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Bundaberg.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of 10 peg.
cent. on amount of Tender as security  for  the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public ` Yorks,
Brisbane , 22nd March, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
GAOL, ROCKHAMPTON.
I IENDERS will be received  at this Of ic^, and
I at the  Court House,  Rockhampton, until
Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, 18th May next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of New Gaol  at Rockhampton.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Gaol, Roclc-
hampton."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tend( r  may be
seen, and further particulars obtained , at this Office,
and at the  Court  House, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract ,  in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver , at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty for  securing such performance;
otherwise  the Tender  will not be taken into con-
isderation.
The lowest or_any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DALBY,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W  V
1TH reference to the Notice dated 7th April,
1875, folio 752,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Dalby
Town Reserve to the Lagoon Re serb e, parish of
Dalby, county of Aubiguy : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance u itlr the Act 4 William
IV.. No. 11, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and book of Reference, to
be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of.the
said road are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-4851.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 23rd April, 187 7.
NEW ROAD.-FINAL NOTICE.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that a new Road
1 l through Portions 88, 63, 65, and 96, parish of
Fassifern ,  county of Churchill (referred to in
Notices dated 25th February ,  and 26th April, 1876,
folios 412 and 917, respectively ,  of the  Government
Gazette),  has been formally marked and opened by
the proper officer, and the same is now open for
public use.
77-1784.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  25th April, 1877.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  under the 14th
section of  "An Act to make provision for
the construction by the Government of  Railways
and for  the requlation  of the same ,"  assented to
3rd September ,  1863, that His Excellency the
Governor,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
has primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the proposed New Line, Sections 3
and 4 o f'  the  Western  Railway, from 52 miles to
103 miles 60 chains.
The Map  or Plan and Book of Reference can
be seen at this  Office,  and all parties interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway  are hereby required to transmit to me in
writing, at this office,  within one month from this
date, any well -grounded objection which may exist
to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or
any part thereof, or of any works proposed in
connection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Maptown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
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wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Wivenhoe,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
,3x' eeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any.of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 3Cth April, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been granted
to the undermentioned persons during the month
of April, 1877.
Name.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT
Harris , G, and Co. ...
King, N. Chow ...
Isidor, Lisner, and Co. ...
Graham,  J. ... ...
Clifton Aplin,  Bros. ...
Craig,  Robert ... ...
Place.
DEALERS.
Brisbane.
Byerstown.
Charters Towers.
Gaynrlah.
Smithfield.
ditto.
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
(To 30th June, 1877.)
Pierce, Thos. .,,
Stankey, Carl ...
Bedford, Hugh ...
Lung, T. Le ...
McLaugton, M. ...
Balser, S. ...
Langsuerdt, A.
Brown, C. F. ...
Paige, H. ...
Willich, C. ...
Cameron, J. C.
Evans, J. ...
Hanraa, J.... ...
Solomon, Mauce....
Barnett, J.... ...
Dinte, H. D. ...
Ashney, Thos. ...
... Cooktown.
... Ipswich.
... Maytown.
.,. ditto.
... I ditto.
BILLIARDS.
... Cooktown.
... ditto.
... Ravenswood.
... ditto.
... ditto.
... Townsville.
... ditto.
ditto.
... Taw bo.
... Warwick.
... I  ditto.*
BAGATELLE.
...  I Gayndah.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS are hereby invited, and will be
received until noon of MON DAY, 31st May,
1877, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails.
To and from Gootelie and Neureum  via  Miva,Brooyer, and "'oolooga, by horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and
contract shall have been executed, for their duly
commencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the prints
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post ofli;e in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.
TENDERS are hereby invited, and will be re-
ceived until noon of MONDAY, the 21st
May,  1877, for the conveyance of Post Office
Mails.
To and from Cairns and Thornsborough,  via
Smithfield and Kingsborough, by horse, once
a-week, for one or two years.
Every Tender must bear the  bona fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and con-
tract shall have been executed, for their duly com-
mencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
NOTICE 10 MARINERS.
ENTRANCE TO BURNETT RIVER.
A SPIT having  extended from the north side o.
the entrance to the Burnett River, nearly as
far as the line of leading beacons, vessels entering
the port must, after passing the second black buoy,
open the beacons slightly to the southward and
keep them in that position until the trees on the
outer end of the island are reached, when the line
of beacons may be again followed.
Similar directions must be followed when cater-
ing by the leading lights at night.
A red beacon marks the position of the Spit.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors.
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1877.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
SOUTH ENTRANCE TO MORETON BAY.
III  E detached bank at the outer edge of the Bar
at the ,outli Passage - which, by the notice
published in June , 1875, had to  be passed at a short
cable's distance -having now  worked further to the
Southward ,  the directions for crossing the Bar, with
the knoll in line with the  triple  hill are no longer
applicable . The Bar  should now be crossed with
the beacons in line, or open to the Southward about
4 or 5 times  their own  width, when a depth of not
less than 14 ; feet will be  found at low -water springs.
There  is now  a depth of  5 feet at low water over
the detached bank.
G. P. IIEATIi,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
1el,artiueLt of Ports and harbors,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1877.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
r HE Licensees and Lessees  of the  undermentioned Runs are  hereby required to pay forthwith  into the
Treasury,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts  specified  in connection  with their respective Runs, in  accordance
with  the provisions  of the sixty- first clause  of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention  is called to the said clause ,  which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government  Gazette,  all the  rights and interests  of such defaulters  shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Area in
Name cf Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run .  District. Square Amount.
Miles.
Henry Rourke ... ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Ditto ... ...
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ...
Robert Christison ...
Ditto ... ...
Ditto ... .. ..
Robert Cbristison and Thomas  Christi-
son ..
Donald Gunn
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Simeon Lord
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Fdward Rowland Edkins ...
Albion ...
Escot ...
Ensay ...
Barry ...
Hardwick ...
Rockwood East
Rutilus ...
Boydam ...
Alma ...
Cameron Downs
Mingeburra ...
May Downs ...
The Merse
Kensington No. 1
Kensington No. 2
Kensington No. 3
Kensington No. 4
St. Mungo ...
Culloden ...
St. George ...
Lochill ...
St. David ...
Rockwoodville
Mitchell
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
.., ditto
... ditto
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
99 24 15 0
65 16 5 0
99 24 15 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
William Henry Barton and Julius
Milton Jacques Barton ... ... Quebec ... ... ... ditto ... ... 43 1 10 15 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
wITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 114, parish of Forbes, county
of Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby
given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open
and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming
compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-573.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OP ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114, PARISH of FORBES, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.l Portion  of Load.
Z C
xm
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Beatings. Lengths.
chs. lks.
Edward 24  V  -k)' 2s a1 From the  road re- 2519  Homestead,
Collinsserved through por-IIpswicb under Act
tion 114, parish of I Register of 1872
Forbes, south-
westerly to its
south boundary
£ s. d.
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
50 12 10 0
60 15 0 0
36 9 0 0
'35 8 15 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 100 25 0 0
... 56 14 0 0
... 50 12 10 0
... 25 6 5 0
... 27 6 15 0
Breadth
of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
2 chains
A.  A.  P.
6 0 0
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
N`,1Tlf reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of the  Government
  Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Roa  thr ugh Portions 122 and 119, parish f Nort'
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being lands where r"
sonic part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles
as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police  Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will riot entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
Register
No. ofSelec-
tion.
77-1135.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, GIVING ACCESS TO THE NEW BRIDGE NEAR  SPENCER'S  CROSSING,
BRISBANE RIVER, THROUGH PORTIONS  122  AND  119,  PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
34  C. L .  A. Act  John
of  1865 Redmond
How held.
1 An irregular piece of Ipswich Under Deed ; John
land at the north cur- Registerl of Grant Redmond
nor of portion 122 117 c ')ntainim„ a
general re-
servation
for roads
2 Commencing on the
south-west boundary
of portion 119, and
running north-east-
erly, being  an  in  egu-
lar piece of land, along
the right  bank of the
Brisbane River
Length Breadth Area.in Chains .  of Road. Remarks.
chs. lks . A. R. P.
John 490 431  1 71,1, Irregular 0 0 27 Portion re-
Redmond sumed un-
fenced.
John 490431 1120; Irregular 3 1 13 Portion to be
Redmond resumed un-
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITII reference to the Notice dated the 15th day of March, 1877, folio 885 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield
Homestead Area, parish of Gilbert, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally con-
taining a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming com-
pensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1297.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD HOMESTEAD
AREA, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1  From  near  the bridge over
Miller's Vale Creek north-
easterly throuch Maryvale
Pre-emptive 1 to its east
boundary
2 A piece of land off the north-
we.,t corner of Maryvale
Pre-emptne 5 ac Gap
Creek
How held.
Reputed v
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings
Reputed Owners.  I Bearings.  Lengths.
chs, lks.
Under Deed  of John Wien plt,
Grant  con- W illiamwieu olt,
taininc a -en -  Edn and Wienholt,
eral reserva - Arnold W ienholt,
tion forroa  a and  Arthur  Wien-
bolt
7° 40' 16 31
20° 40' I 54 14
GEORGE THORN.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
1 chain I 7 1 0
ditto .. ditto  ... 20° 40'  2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
51° 4Y 8 19
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
30th April, 1877.
.HIS Excellency the Governor, with eadvice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 73, parish of Moggill, county of Stanley, through lands in
the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally granted by Deed of Grant,
containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public
ways: Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
office, Ipswich ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary
for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road  in question.
77-1730. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD TITROUGH PORTION 73, PAutsH OF MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No.
1.
Portion of Road , Portia n. How Held .
A 'trip of land  off  the 73 Unler Deed o
east boundary of por -  Grant con t ain-
tion of 73 in g a gene, al
reservation
for roads.
ownerr Occupier Bearings. Lengths .
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
.. Road.
cha. Ike. A. R.  Y.
Shield Thomas North 22 18 50 links 1 0 17 Fenred
Brothers shields
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 2, parish of Tantitba, county of Cook, Burnett District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Bundaberg ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1792.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No . 2, PARISH  OF TANTITITA, COUNTY OF COOK,
BURNETT DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO  BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register HowNo. Portion of Road .  No. of Held.
selection.
2 Commencing on the 93  "C ro wn
south boundary of Bundaberg  Lands
the selection at ten Register  Aliena-
chains  fifty -two  links  tion Act
from the south -east 1868"
corner post , and bear-
ing north -easterly to
the north boundary
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths . Breadthof Road. Area.
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
Henry Palmer Henry Palmer  N. 17° E. 66 07 100 links 7 0 7
N. 7° E. 14  36 100 links
Remarks.
Reserved
road to
be closed.
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientto open a new Road through Portions 27 and 17, parish of Bundaberg, county of Cook, Wide Bay
District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Bundaberg; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1789.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTIONS 27 AND 17,  PARISH OF BUNDABERG ,  COUNTY OF
COOK, WIDE BAY DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register Reputed BreadthNo. of  :How Held . owuer . Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengthl ofSelection. Road.
chs. W.
1 A strip of land off the Bunda - ...  The Crown  ...  65° 0' 17 73 2 chains
north -west boundary berg Reg.
of portion 27 283
2 A triangular piece of 129  C. L. A.  William  W. Hands -  06° 0' 8 80 Irregular
land off  the south  Jot  of  1868" 8andsiord ford -
corner of portion 17
Area .  Remarks.
A. R. P.
8 2 2 forfeited
selection.
0 1 6}
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.WITH reference to the Notice dated the 7th day of February, 1877, folio 360 of the  GovernmentGazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road or part of Road from Warwick to Killarney, parish
of Cunningham, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder
specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing  a reservation  of all such
parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held
under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to confirm the said Road,  and it  is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-
General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous  of claiming  compensation in
respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they  claim must  be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not
entitle the persons so claiming  to any such compensation ,  unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
76-5927.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK TO ]KILLARNEY ,  PARISH OF CUNNINGHAM
COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PrBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner.
1 Running easterly 2128 Selection Chas. Smith
through portion under
429, parish  of  " The Leas-Cunningham  ing Act of
18t16"
2 Running easterly 2129 Ditto ...  Chas. Smith
from the west to
the east boundary
of portion 429
3 A strip 50 links wide ,  W. R.,  Vnder deed J. D.
off part of the nor h No .  6 of grant ,  Macansh
boundary of selec- containing
tion 6 I a general
reservation
for roads
4 Running east from
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 139
1902 Selection  Alexander
under Macdonald
"The Leas-
ing Act of
1d66"
Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
ohs. lks.
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
A. B. F.
Remarks.
Unoccupied  92° 37 '  29 03 2 chains  5 3 9 South boundary
of portion
fenced
Unoccupied 92° 37'  28 98 2 chains ,  7 2 29 Apparently un-
andirre- improved
gular
Unoccupied 89° 60' 30 43 Portion 1 2 3 South boundary4 resumed, fenced, and
50 links fence  crosses
selection
Unoccupied  89° 50' 59 93 2 chains  12 0 0 Unimproved ;1 I part forest and
part plain
5 Running east from 1868 Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied
the west to the Macdonald
east boundary of
portion 274
s Running east and 2040 Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied
south -easterly from Macdonald
the west to the
east boundary of
portion 272
7 Running south -east -  2143 Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied
erly from the west Macdonald
to the east boun-
dary of portion 160
8 1 Running south -east- 1878 Ditto  ...  Alexander Unoccupied
erly and north -east- Macdonald
erly from the west
to the east boundary
of portion 273
9  ;Running south-east- 2016 Ditto
erly from  the west
to the south boun-
dary of portion 275
89° 60'  67 31 2 chains 11 1 34 Iron  sheep-shed
on selection
890 50' 16 33 2 chains 11 1 30 Unimproved;
111° 00'  40 84 open box
forest
111° 00' 58 20 2 chains 11  2 22 Sheep-shed on
selection
111° 00'  29 35 2 chains 12 1 35 Sheep -shed on
960  00' 20 53  selection
133° 10' 12 24
... Alexander Unoccupied  1380  22 95 2 chains  4 0 30 Unimproved
Macdonald  I forest land
10 Running from  the W .  R., Under deed J. D.
north boundary  of  No. 72.  of  grant ,  Macansh
selection No. 72 containing
south-easterly and a general
easterly to its east  reservation
boundary  for roads
J. D.
Macansh
11 !Leaning from the ... Ditto  ... J. D. J. D.
west boundary of Macansh Macansh
Killarney pre-emp-
tive 66 easterly to
)unction with road
already proclaimed
is said pre-emptive
122° 30' 60 0  2 chains  37 3 17 South and part
137° 20 49 0 of  east boun-
97° 80 1 dary ;  fenced
97. 15 86 2 chains 2 2 31 Unimproved
forest ridges;
black soil.
Nora .- The above Book of Reference  cancels  Proclamation of a road from Warwick to Selection  (W.R.) No .  560, on Farm Creek
via Saw Mills ,  and from Warwick and Farm Creek road to Killarney ,  parish of Cunningham, county  of Merivale ,  dated 11th September'
1870.  (See  Government Gazette ,  folio 523.)
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF FASSIFERN, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
1TI1'H reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 393 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road in Fassitern Scrub, parish of Fassifern,
county of Churchill. through lands in the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administra-or of the Government, with the advice of the
Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
'o open  and make the  Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, -Brisbane, and  at the Police Ofiic,', Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming coml  ensation  in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation
they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public `Yorks 'A ithin forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice mill not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are other-
wise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-58.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  or  ROAD IN FASSIFERN SCRUB, PARISH OF FASSIFERN , COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDFD TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC -ROAD.
a. p
"-'Co
No. Portion of Road .
m
c
a
How Held.
r4
i hl
Reputed
Owner. Occupier
wips o
Register
1 Commencing at the 93  " C .  L. A.  Julia Me- Julia Mc -
Intersection or the  Actq  1865"  Analen Analen
Ipswien road and
tine ea°t boundary
of port ion 41, and
running south to
south boundary
2 Commencing on the 309 Ditto Ditto  ...  J.MoAnalen
north-east corner
of portion 43, and
running south to
its south -east cor-
ner
3 Commencing at the
north -east "orner
of portion 105, and
running south to
its south boundary
4 Commencing on the
no rt h boundary of
port ion 128, and
running west and
then south along
north and east
bounda ri es to its
south-east corner
5
2008 Ditto Richard Richard
Bradfield Bradfield
2245 Ditto Elizabeth E Hort on
Horton
Reserved road be-
tween portions 20? I.
The Crown ...
and 151
Commencing on the
west boundary of
2380 Homestead ,
" C. L. A.
Ferdinand
Sonnburg
F.Sonnburg6
portion 151, and
running south to
the south - west
corner
7 Triangular piece
near south - west
corner port ion 151
8 Reserved  road be -
tween portions 128
and 207
Deviation of roadon
south boundary of
po rt ion 151
0
10 Deviation of road on
south boundary of
port ion 153
Deviation of same
road  into portion
173
11
12 Commencing at the
no rt h-west corner
of 138,  and running
westerly through
port ion 126
Commencing on the
east boundary of
portion 163, and
running south-
west to its south
boundary ; and
thence along that
boundary to its
south -west corner
13
14
Actof 1868"
.,,
The Crown ...
Ditto ...
2380  "  C. L. A.  Ferdinand F.Sonnburg
Act of 1868"  Sonnburg
2489 Ditto Friederich F.Schumac -
Schumacher her
3281 Ditto Christian C. Deick-
Deickmann mann
2223 Ditto Thomas Thos.Heas -
Heasman  an
2833 Ditto John Me- John Mc-
onald Donald
Commencing at the 3418  ...  Carl Deick -  C. Deick -
south -east corner mann mann
and running west -
erly to the west
boundary of por-
tion 127
Bearings .  Length s. Breadthof Area . Remarks.
Road.
chs. Iks A. a. P.
N. 181° E. ;1 861 101 links 0 0 35 Partly  ten-
ced
N.181 °  E. 28 444 100 links 2 3 15 Unimproved
N .  180° 45' E. 86 64 100 links 3 2 26 Partly fen-
ced and
N .  90° 23'E. 6
I
63 100 links 3 3 16
cultivated
Ditto
N .  180° 48' E. 30 84
80° 1N '  E Irregular 1 2 375. 1 10 .6691. 22
179°57 '  10 23 Ditto 0 3 18 Partly
201046,  1 80 Ditto 0 0 21
under cul-
tivation
90046,  19 76 1 chain 1 3 32
90° 30' 7 28 Irregular 0 1 16
90° 30 8 55 Ditto 2 1 29 Part  under
900301 3 46 Ditto 0 0 35
cultivation
Ditto
90° 20' 8 81 i 1 chain 2 0 3 Ditto
265°20' 13 52
232° 20' 6 38 Ditto 2 1 6
270° 45'  16 53
287° 45 '  13 34 Ditto 5 0242460451  9 52
270°45' 28 67
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD ,  PARISH OF NORTHBROOK , COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH  reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February , 1877,  folio 395 of the  Governmen7
 1  Gazette,  relative to the op ning of a new Road through No thbrook Pre-emptive Purchase No. 1,
parish of Northbrook ,  county of Stanley ,  through land in the occupation of the person hereunder
specified ,  which was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways  :  Notice is hereby given, that His
Excellency the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open  an*
make the Road referred to, according to the Plan end Book of Reference ,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office,  Ipswich .  All persons desirous of
claiming compensation in '  respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public  Works,  within forty days
from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-966.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH NORTHBROOK PRE-EMPTIVE PURCHASE No. 1, PARISH OF
NORTHBROOK , COUNTY OF  STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC R^AD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 From the  south bound- ...  Under Deed  of Grant William
ary of Northbrook  pre- containinga general Pearson
emptive pug cl a'e No reservation for roads
1, northerly  to its north
boundary
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
ch. Ike. A.  R.  P.
N. 0° 50'  E. 20 0 3 chains 6 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
\1'
ITII reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 409 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 71, 108, 107, and 66, parish of
Samsonvale, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of
the Government, v ith the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to,
according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law sceentitled.
77-511. GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 71, 108, 107, AND 66, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE,
COUNTY OF STANLEY. MORFTON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMFIi As A PUBLIC ROAD.
ReputedNo. Portion  of Road .  How held . Owner . Occupier .  Bearings.
1 Commencing on a re- 1473 UnderLand Hugh H. Strain ...  279° 83'
served road near the  Act of  1868 Strain 323° 0'
North Pine  River. and
running north-west-
erly to the north boun-
dary of portion 71
2 Commencing on the 2392 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  324° Of
south boundary of 312° Of
portion 108 ,  and run-
ning north -westerly
to its north boundary
... West  ...3 Branch road from new 2392 Ditto .. .  Ditto  ...  Ditto
road along the north
boundary of portion
108, to its north-west
corner
4 Branch  ro ad from new 2351 Ditto  ...  Wil li am W.  Nugent West ...
road along the south Nugent
boundary to  south-
west corner of portion
107
6 Commencing on the 2351 Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  293° 0'
south  boundary of 314°  5'
portion 107,  and run-
ning  north westerly
to its  north -west corner
6 Commencing on the 1463 Ditto  ...  Ditto . ..  Ditto  ...  269° 13'
south boundary of 300°  Of
portion 66,  and run- 313° 0'
n ing north-westerly 338° Of
to a reserved road 301° Of
1° I1'
Lengths . Breadth
of Road. Area. Remarks.
chs. Ike. A. .  P.
4 78 1  chain ...  0 2 9 Partly
1 481 cleared
4 584 1  chin r
4 25
}  2 301
Partly
cleared and
cultivated,16 00 501inks reservedroad
to be closed
11 80 50 links
9 111 1 chain
2 023
Partly
cleared, re-
road
to be closed
4 Sot
8 90 1 chain.. . 2 31S Unimproved
4 30 scrub land,
4 60 part of
3 0 reserved
4 541 road to be
3 84 closed.
Novs-Nos .  3 and 4 cancel the Book of Reference published in the  Govern ment Gazette  of November  11th,  1876, folio 996
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF BEAUDESERT AND NINDOOIMBAH, COUNTY OF WARD
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 394 of the  GovernmentGazett ,  relative o the op ning of a new Road, from Be udesert to Nindooimbah, parishes of
Beaudesert and Nindooimbah, county of Ward, District of Moreton, through lands in the occupation of
the several per sons hereunder specified, being lands whereby some part was originally granted by Deed
of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
p> vie, ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road re6rred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Beenleigh. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice
of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such com-
pensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
76-482. GEORGE THORN.
BOOB or REFERENCE OF PARTS OF ROAD FROM BEAUDESERT TO NINDOOIMBAH ,  COUNTY OF WARD,
DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road . No. Of How held.Selec-
tion.
Reputed
Owner.
1 Running southerly and 287  "Crown  George
south -easterly  from  Ms -  Lands  Robinson
the north  to the bane  Alienation
south  boundary  of Register  Act of
portion 2,  parish of 1868"
Beaudesert
2 Running south -easterly 1182 Ditto
from the boundary of Bris-
portion 72 to the bane
origina lly reserved Register
road
0 Running easterly and
south-easterly from
the west loundary of
Nindooimbah Pre-
emptive No. 1, to the
main road to Beenleigh
Ernest White
Under Deed J. D. White...
of Grant
contain-
Ing a gen-
eral reser-
vation for
roads
Breadth
Occupier. Bearings . Lengths.  Of
Road.
Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike. Links . A. a. Y.
... 189° 0' 24 03 1b0 14 1 5 Old re
149° 30' 18 12 served
159° 10' 12 17 road to be
161° 45' 8 88 closed.
166° 8' 33 88
165° 8' 19 40 160 2 3 32 Corres-
ponding
part of old
reserved
road to be
closed
J. D. White 84° 25' 11 94 160 4 2 6
113° 10' 18 09
BRANCH ROAD CONNECTING THE ABOVE ROAD WITH THE TELEMON ROAD.
I Running north -easterly
from the south-west
corner of po rt ion 2,
parish of Beaudesert,
to the above road,
from Beaudesert to
Nindooimbah
287
Bris-
bane
Register
" Crown
Lands
Alienation
Act of
1868"
George
Robinson
35° 15' 14 14 150 2 0 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February, 1877, folio 395 of th  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portion 208, parish  of England , county
of Cavendish, Moreton District, through  land in  the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice
is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Exe-
cutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient
to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,  to be seen at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of
claiming compensation  in respect of the  said Road ,  are hereby informed that  notice of the compensation
they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,
but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation ,  unless they are
otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1499.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 208 ,  PARISH OF ENGLAND ,  COUNTY OP CAVENDISH,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
o Portion of Road.
U  ci24.0
an ° How Reputed
6° o m Held .  Owner. Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths .
B Ro tad.  of Area. Remarks.
ohs. Ike.  A. I. T.
John 168° 2 90  100 Mks  2 0 0 West boun-Running south -easterly 203  " Crown  John
Noonan 108° 22' 14 84from tine west boun -  Lands  Noonan
3 70 fenced with156°dary of port ion 208 to  Aliens -
two-railLockyer 's Creek  Lion Act
fence.of 1868"
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th Apt il, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 12th day of February. 1877, folio 394 of the  Government  Gazette
relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 21 and 30, parish of Jeebropilly, county
of Chun-hill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which were
originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof  as might
thereafter be required for making public ways: Notice is hereby  given , that His Excellency tae Ad-
ministrator  of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased  to confir':I
the said Road, and it is therefore hereby deel tred expedient to open and make the Road refs Ad
to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor  General,
Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation  in respect
of the said Road are hereby informed that  notice  of th•  compensation  they claim  must  be served
upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof,  but such notice will
not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
77-421. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUGH PORTIONS  21 AND 30,  PARISH OF JEEBROPILLY ,  COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL , MORETON  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selection.
How Held. Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
chs. lks .  A. Y.  P.
Under deed  of Darby Darby  900  64 00 1 chain 6 124
grant containing  McGrath McGiath
a general reser-
vation for roads
1 Commencing  at the N .W. corner' xx1
of portion  21, and running  "Leasing
east to its  N.E. corner  Act of
1865„
2 Commencing in the west boun-
dary of portion 3o, and  run-
ning  westerly to the Warwick
road
Ditto ... ... Ditto ... Ditto ... ] 34° 16' 15 37
109° 30' 1 30810  13 32
1 chain 2313
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF BURNETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 1
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 22nd day of February, 1877, folio 440 of the  Government  Gazette
relative  to the opening of a new hoad through Portion 50, parish of Burnett, county of
Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,  has been
pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Road
referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane , and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons  desirous of claiming  compensation in respect of
the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of  the compensation  they claim  must be served  upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they  are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
77-642. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 50 ,  PARISH OF  BURNETT, COUNTY  OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT,  IN ENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
akaMO ..
No. Portion of Road .
z
How Held.ZP4 W
Reputed
Owner. Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.
1 Commencing on the Ipswich Conditional William Dob- ...
reserved main north -  Beg. Clause, A, bie
ern road .  and running  899  " C. L. A.
westerly to  loin a road  Act of
on the north  of the 1868."
portion ,  and leading to
Atki-son's  crossing.
ohs. Ike.
2670 0' 10 0
286° 40'  13 58
Breadth
of
Road.
Area.
i
M
Ri
1 150 links  8 0 8 Un-fenced.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Land described below under thyprovisions of  "The Real  Property Act  of 1861."  Any person desiring to oppose must do so be
odging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Desc ription and Situation of Land . Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
19 perches,  being subdivision 4 of block 1 of eastern James Robinson ... ... 12th June, 1877.
suburban all otment 70, parish of North Brisbane,
county of  Stanley
35 acres ,  bring portion 133, parish of Jeebropi lly ,  county Joanna Henderson ,  wife of 12th June, 1877.
of Churchill
32 perches, being allotment 20 of section 6, parish and
Wm. Henderson
Wm. Henderson ... ... 12th July, 1877.
town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
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Commissioner for Railways'  Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
JORTHERN RAILWAY.- On and after  16th October, 1876, the  following Time Table will  cone
1 \  into operation until further notice.
1fli from
u.ok=
hampton.
10
16
24
30
38
44
63
58
Stations.
Roc+ha nptor ,  depart
Gracetnere ... ...
Ten-Mile ... ...
8tanwell ... ...
Rosewood ... ...
Westwood arrivedepart
Goganjo .. ...
Rocky Creek . ...
Herbert's Creek ...
Boolburra ... ...
65 Duaringa
88 Dingo
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Up Miles from Stations. DownTrains .  Lingo .  Train s.
a.m.
8. 0
... 8.24
A
... ... 9. 0
... ... A
.. ... 10. 0
... 10.15
... *10.47...
11.15
11.56
A
p.m.
12.44
2.15
a  M.
Dingo ,  depart ... ... ... 7'20
23 Duaringa  ... ... ... ...  8 51
30 Boolburra  ... ... ... ...  A
35 Herbert 's Cre ek  ... ... ...  9.39
44 Rocky Creek  ... ... .. ...  10.20
50 Goganjo  ... ... ... ...  *10-47
58 Westwood arrive1 depart , ,, ,,,  1135
64 Rosewood ... ... ... ... A
p.m.
73 Stanwell  ... ... ... ...  12.35
78 Ten-Mile  ... ... ... ... A
82 Gracemere ... ,.. ,,. ... 1'11
88 Rockhampton  ... ,,,  1.35
*  Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the station at
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the precedir g
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat which they join the Train to tht  plate
at which they propost to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger  Goods  and Live Parcels at,d
Fares.  Stock.  Miscellaneous. Total.
£  it.  d. £ a. d. £ a. d.  C,  d.
Week ending 5th May, 1877 ... ... 1,039 12 9 2,021 19 9 125 10 4 3,187 2 10
Co-resIxonding week  last year ... ... 933 11 10 1,391 15 0 82 10 10 2,407 17 8
Increase  ... ... ... 1C6 0 11  630 4 9 42 19 6 779 5 2
i)eerensP ... ...
18'%7--Total Traffic to date ... ... 57,872 15 11
1876--Ditto ditto ... ... 47,084 7 9
Total Increase ... ... £11,738 8 2
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods  and Live Parcels and T t lFares. o .aStock.  if i ,cellaneous.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ • a. d.
Week ending 5th May, 1877 143 7 3 650 11 7 43 2 10 837 1 8
Corresponding week  last year ,., 150 18 6 194 7 11 27 14 5 373 0 10
Increase 456 3 8 15 8 6 464 0 10
Decrease 7 11 3
877-Total Traffic to date ... 11,242 14 1
876--Ditto ditto ... ... ... 7,033 13 7
Total Increase  ... ... ... £4,209 0 6
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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General Post Office,
Brisbane, Queensland, 5th May, 1877.THE following SIIMMARIES  of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned Stations throughout theColony, during the Month of February, 1877, are published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
----  Postmaster -Genes al.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1877.
SHOWING the Latitude and Longitude,  and distance  from  Sea-coast  of each Station ; also, the  maxlm>>
fall during 24 hours, and date of  same , the number of days on which Rain fell, and Total R
of the Month.
all
i I Distance from I' No. of24Maximum in TotalName of Stat on . Latitude  (South ).  Longitude (East . sea-coast . t days Rainhours ,  and date . few Rainfall .
Miles.
r
Inches .  Date . Inches,Banana',' ... ,., .., 21° 30' 150° 10' 80
Beechal Downs ... ... 27 9 145 0 500 0.29 25th 2 0.34
Beenleiggh ... ... 27 49 153 8 10 1.53 2nd 1 1.53
Bloomsbury'* ... ... 20 39 148 32 12
Bowen .,, .., ,.. 20 1 148  16 on Boast 4.18 24th 15 11.68
Brisbane ... ... 27 28 153 6 10 1'05 2nd 7 1.68
Caamboon$ .. 25 1 150 25 105
Cabulture (Morayfield)... 27 7 152 55  5 0.57 2nd 3 1.15
Cape Moreton ... 27 1 153 28 on coast 0'27 17th 9 1.59
Cape York* .,, ... 10 40 142 35 on coast
Cardwell .., ... 18 6 146 0 on coast 8.32 22nd 19 42.92
Cashmere ... ... 18 3 145 13 50 2.01 20th 13 3.53
Charleville* ... ... 26 35 146 6 350
Clermont ... 22 45 147 38 130 0 34 19th 4 0.61
Cleveland ... ,.. 27 32 153 18 on coast 0'72 3rd 1 0.72
Condamine ... 26 67 150 6 180 0.38 16th 1 0.38
Cooktown* ... ... 15 27 145 15 one mile
Creen Creek ... ... 18 0 142 0 119 2.50 23rd 13 9'88Dalby ... ... ... 27 30 151 15 112 ... ... ... 0.25
Durah* .. ... 26 20 150 28 • 135
Enoggera Reservoir 27 27 152 55 16 0.67 3rd 4 0.75
Eton Vale Stationt* ... ,.. ...
Gayndah+ 25 38 151 36 72
Georgetown,Ethridge R.iv. 17 67 143 40 176 2.49 22nd 14 7.43
Gilbert River ... 17 54 143 0 133 3.05 21st 12 7.13
Gladstone ... 23 60 151 20 on coast 0.50 18th 5 1.08
Goodna ... ... 27 36 152 66 21 0.94 2nd 2 1.54
Goondiwindit ... ... ... ... ... 0.27 24th 4 0.40
Gympie... ... .. 26 12 152 38 30
Helidon ... ... 27 39 152 3 60
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25 146 6 5 7'21 21st 23 32.03
Ipswich ... ... ... 27 38 152 48 28 1.31 2nd 2 1.38
Jimbourt ... ... ... ... ... 0.51 17th 3 1.02
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45 144 9 78 1.02 23rd 16 7.15
Sep el Bay ... ,.. 23 28 151 4 on coast
Kimberley ... ... 17 28 141 0 on coast 5.10 21st 10 12.32
L tton ... ... ... 27 25 153 11 on coast 0.30 2nd 2 0.40
Mackay ... ... 21 10 149 5 5 5.34 19th 14 1202
Marlborough ... ... 22 57 150 1 40 0.75 17th 1 0.75
Maryborough ... ... 25 35 152 43 18 ... 0.29
Maryland ... ... ... ... ... 0.17 2nd 2 0.20
Nebo .. ... ... 21 55 148 10 50 1.30 19th 6 2.41
Normanton ... 17 38 141 25 38 1.05 3rd 12 5'62
Ravenswood ... ... 20 20 146 60 70 ... ... 4.90
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25 150 25 20 0.33 18th 8 1.16
Roma* ... ... ... 26 37 148 42 230
Sandy Cape .. ... 24 48 153 25 on coast 1.83 17th 10 3.23
Springsure (Rainworth) 24 30 149 0 180 0.07 25th 4 0.19
Stanthorpej ,,. 28 40 152 0 90
St. Helena * ,.. 27 26 153 16 on coast
St. Lawrence ,.. ,.. 22 21 149 30 8 0.80 18th 3 1.80
Tambot*... ... ... ... ...
Talgait ... ... ... ... ... ... 0.20 25th 3 0.53
Taroom ... ... ... 25 38 149 45 160 0.87 18th ... 2.05
Thurulgoona, Warregot ... ... ... 0.55 24th 3 0.71
Toowoomba ... .,. 27 34 152 10 80
Townsville ... ... 19 18 146 50 on coast 8.30 '. 21st 13 34.28
Valley of Lagoons* ... 18 23 145 0 140
Warwick ... ... 28 12 162 16 90 0.16 17th 1 0.16
Waterview 18 5 146 10 5 9.57 21st 25 31.20
Westbrook, Dl. Downst$ ... ... ...
Westwood .. 23 38 150 8 9,5
Woody Island*... ... 25 21 152 57 on coast
Yandillat ... ... ... ... ... 0.37 25th 1 0.37
•  No Return received . t  New Station. No Rain fell.
Greatest Rainfa ll  during  the month ,  42.92 inches ,  was at Cardwell .  Greatest number of days rain fell, 25, at Waterview.
Greatest  fail in  Z4 hours ,  9-57 inches ,  on 214, at Waterview.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1877.THE following General  Abstract of  the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and ASSETS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOOK BANK ,  during the Quarter  from the  1st JANUARY to 31st
MARCH,  1877 ,  is published in conformity with the third section  of the Act of  Council, 4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
FRED. RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITlss and Ass $TS of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK, taken from the several  Weekly  Statements during the Quarter from the
1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1877.
LIABILIT1lS .  AMOUNT, TOTALS.
Notes in Circulation Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Bills in Circulation f Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ,,,
88,401 14 2 Coined  Gold and Silver and other Coined  Metals...
£  S. d. £ s. d.
.,. ... ...
Deposits  ...............Not bearing  Interest ,,,I Bearing Interest ,,,
Total Amount of Liabilities
262,162 0 4
189,409 1 4 451,571 1 8
.,. ... .., ... ...
Amount of Capital Stock paid up at the close of the Quarter ended 31st March
Rate of  the last Dividend declared to the Shareholders  ,,,
Amount of the last Dividend declared and  Bonus  ... ... ..,
ASSETS.
Landed Property  ,,, ...
Gold and Silver  in Bul li on or Bars ,,.
1,105 6 8 Notes and Bills  of other Banks ,.,
Balances due  from other Banks ,. ..
Amount of all Debts duo  to the Bank, including Notes,
3,488  17 3 Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
544,566 19  9
500,000 0 0
10 per cent .  per annum
and bonus of Is. per
share
28,125 0 0
Amounts of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend 108,636 0 0
of every description ,  excepting Notes ,  Bills, and
Balances due  to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of Assets...
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£  e. d. £ s. d.
172,889 19 11
15,668 5 1123,294 14  2
5,551 3 4
188 2 5
587,484 11 2
£  805,076 1  11
ALEX .  KERR ,  Assistant Manager.
D. S. R. FREW ,  pro  Accountant.
I, Alexander  K err, make oath ,  that, to the best of my knowledge and belief ,  the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above
Bank during the period specified; and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council ,  4 Victoria ,  No. 13.
ALEX. KERR.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane ,  this 8th day of May, 1877.
Lswls A.  BERNAYS,  Justice of the Peace.
T, the undersigned ,  being the Assistant Manager of the AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK,  do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria ,  No. 14, Section 9, the
sum c  1 663 0s .  3a. for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent .  per annum upon the sum of  £ 88,401 14s. 2d .,  being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the money value of, the
notes  in circulation of the said Bank ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated this 8th day of May,  1877. ALEX. KERR.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 9th May, 1877.
r HE Following  General  Abstract showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES  and AssETS  of the BANK OF NEW SOUTH W ALES,  within the Colony of Queensland, during the
Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1877, is published in conformity with the third  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
«---- Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT, showing the Average Amount of the  LIABILITIES and ASSETS  of the BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES, within the Colony of Queensland , taken  from  the several  Weekly Statements
during the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1877.
LIABILITIES. AMOUNT.
Notes in Circulation (
Not bearing  Interest...
Bearing Interest
Not bearing Interest...Ci l tiSill i n rcu a ons Bearing Interest
Balances  due to other Banks ,,.
Deposits ,,, i Not bearing Interest  .,. ... ...Bearing Interest ,,,
£ s.d.
.........
.........
$63,804 13  8
Total Amount of Liabilities ... ...
Amount of the Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
Rate of the last Dividend declared to the Skareholders ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared ... ... ... ...
TOTALS. ASSETS.
£ a. d.
89,375 2  4 Coined Gold  and Silver ,  and other Coined Metals
1,015  7 8 Landed Property ,,,
Gold and Silver in Bullion  and Bars ... ,.. ,,,
Government  Securities  ,., .., ...
...
Balances due from other Banks
Notes and Bills of other Banks ...
26,066 18 3 Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange', and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
884,994 14  9
1,000,000 0 0
,,, 171 per cent.  per annum.
... ...
87,500 0 0
Amounts  of the Reserved Profits at the  time of declaring such Dividend ...
Brisbane,  9th May, 1877.
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Total Amount  of Assets
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
a. d.
......,..
£  S. d.231,825 10 4
29,147 9 11
22,761 2 4
2,823 5 10
6,784 18 3
592,341 1 7
£ 885,683 8 3
WM. V. BROWN,  Assistant Manager.
L. G. DIXON,  pro  Accountant.
I, William Villiers Brown, make oath, that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract is a true and faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities of the above Rank
during the period specified, and that the same was made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New South Wales,
6 Victoria , No. 13.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane, this ninth day of May, 1877.
R. M. STEWART,  Justice of the Peace.
WM. V. BROWN.
I, the undersigned, being the Assistant Manager of the BANK or NEW SOUTH WALES, do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, section 9, the sum of £670 6s. 3d.,
for the duty after the rate of £3 per cent. per annum upon the sum of £89,375 2s. 4d., being one Quarter's composition of the duty payable on the annual average of the  money  value of the notes in circulation
of the said  Bank in the Colony of Queensland,  according to the annexed Return.
Dated thininth day of May, 1877.
... £
404,732 12 10 768, 537 6 6 Balances  due to the said Bank from other Banks
420,000 0 0
WM. V. BROWN.
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INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency/ Act of
187 1,"  together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s. 6d .  Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office, Wi ll iam street, the Statutes of the
Colony ,  in four volumes ,  demy quarto
£ so  d.
Full Bound  ,.. ,..  4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
J. L. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
J.ITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of part of Cleveland  Bay from Magazine
Island to  K issing Point; also plan of Nor-
manby Sound , showing Thursday  and adjacent
islands, with  Aplin Pass  and Ellis Channel ; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office  and Government Printing C ffice,
Wi lliam street ,  Brisbane . Price,  l s. each.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 b.
THE SvBscnIPTioN to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All  other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 6s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for sums of  5s. or less
but under no circumstances will  duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE,  at the Government Printing Officein amphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
of
1874")P
together  with " Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold  Fields  of the whole of theColony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Irinting Office,
Brisbane , 8th May,.'1874.
NOTICE.
POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, whendescribing brands, to make a distinction bet een
" Registered " and other brands, by placing the words
Registered Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government  Printing bniie,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
NOTICE.POUNDREEPERS are requested to take notice that
all  Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shi ll ings ,  must be made by
Post -Office Order ,  or cash ; otherwise the advertisements
wi ll be  returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Brisbane , 1st May, 1877.
T HE undermentioned unclaime  property, nowin possession of the Brisbane  Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be  sold by  auction, at
Mr. Martin 's Auction  Mart, Brisbane , on SATUR-
DAY, the  second day  of June, 1877.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
1 Gold watch.
3 Reticules (with contents).
1 Silk  alpaca shawl.
1 Woollen shawl.
2 Pairs tweed  trousers.
2 Woollen shirts.
1 Comforter.
1 Valise.
1 Bunch of keys.
3 Silver watches.
I Set gold brooch and ear- rings ,  in case.
1 Gold cross.
1 Silver and pebble brooch.
1 Small plated brooch.
1 Silver-top whip handle.
1 Tape measure.
1 Meerschaum  pipe, in case.
1 Single-barrel gun.
1 Lady's black silk bezique.
1 Pair blankets.
1 Pair sheets.
1 Towel.
NORTHERN DISTRICT COURT.
J
N pursuance of the  "District Courts Act of
1867," I hereby appoint the following days
and times  for holding District Courts during the
remainder  of the year 1877, at the  several towns
or places in  the Northern District hereinafter
mentioned , that is to say
Criminal Jurisdiction .  Civil Jurisdiction.
AT COONTOWN.
Friday, 20th July Friday, 20th July
Tuesday, 13th November Tuesday, 13th November
AT MILLCHESTER.
Friday, 3rd August Friday,  3rd August
Thursday, 22nd November Thursday,  22nd  November
AT TOWNSVILLE.
Friday, 10th August Friday, 10th August
Thursday, 29th November Thursday, 29th November
AT BOWEN.
Tuesday, 14th August Tuesday, 14th August
Tuesday, 4th December Tuesday, 4th December
AT MACKAY.
Friday, 17th August Friday, 17th August
Friday, 7th December Friday, 7th December
ISIDORE J. BLAKE,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane ,  4th May, 1877.NOTICE is hereby given, that JOHN CHARLES
BURBELL, of Brisbane ,  and WILLIAM REID
IRwrN,  of Cairns ,  have been admitted as Chemists
and Druggists.
K.  CANNAN,
President.
W. H. RYDE R,
Secretary.
MEMo.- The Medical Board meet  on the. first
THURSDAY  in each month ,  at 3 o 'clock p.m.. at
the Immigration Office,  Wil liam street, Brisbane.
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NOTICE.R. THOMAS VICKERY has this day been
appointed Poundkeeper for the Police Dis-
trict of Leyburn, for the  ensuing twelve months,
vice  John  F. Vickery , resigned.
WALTER C. CARDEW, P.M.
Court House,
Leyburn, May 1st, 1877.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 12th May, 1877.
TRADE MARK.
NOTICE is hereby given, that  William Barrows,
Thomas  Hill farrows, and Joseph  Barrows,
trading under the name or  style of "William  Barrows
and Sons ," at the Bloomfield Works, Tipton, in
England , by Edward Waters, of Melbourne, in the
Colony of Victoria, their Agent,  have, in pursuance
of the fourth section of  " The Trade Marks Act of
1864," applied to register a Trade Mark of the fol-
lowing description :-The letters BBH with a Crown
above them ; which said mark is intended to be
used  and applied to iron bars, plates,  strips, and
hoops.
It is hereby notified, that unless it be shown to
my satisfaction, before the expiration of fourteen
days fr,,m the above date, that such Trade Mark
has been previously registered, or that some other
person is entitled to such Trade Mark, or that such
Trade Mark  is so  like some other Trade Mark that
it may be mistaken for the same, a Certificate will,
in pursuance  of the provisions of the said Act, be
issued to the said William Barrows, Thomas Hill
Barrows, and Joseph Barrows, trading as aforesaid,
certifying that they are entitled to the use of the
same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar  Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of John Cantwell , of Ipswich ,  grocer,
an Insolvent.ADIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in thematter of the abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudi-
cated on the  17th day of  January, 1877.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
21st  day of May instant, will be excluded.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane,  8th day  of May, 1877.
490 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Samuel Spencer, of the Coomera
River ,  hotel-keeper ,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of the abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudi-
cated on the 12th day of February, 1877.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
21st day of May instant, will be excluded.
W. H. MISKIN,
Offic al Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane,  9th day of May, 1877.
489 4s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Antony  Blitz ,  of Townsvi lle,
storekeeper,  an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of the abovenamed Insolvent ,  adjudi-
cated on the 31st day of January, 1877.
Creditors  who have not  proved  their debts by the
2nd day of June next ,  will be excluded.
W. H, MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 7th day of May, 1877.
487 4e.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Leonard Evans, of Stanthorpe,
licensed publican, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended  to be  declared in the
matter of the abovenamed Insolvent, adjudi-
cated on the 3rd day of April, 1877.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
26th day of May instant, will be excluded.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane,  9th day of May, 1877.
488 0 48.
In the Northern Supreme Court of Queensland,
Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
Estate of August Wagner.
A First  Dividend of 2s. 8d. in the  £  is hereby
declared payable at the office of the Trustee,
Bowen, on and after the twenty -fifth day of May,
1877.
JNO. MACALISTER,
Trustee.
Bowen, May 7th, 1877.
494 3s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Joseph  Martindale ,  of Rockhamp-
ton, in the  Colony of  Queensland ,  contractor,
an Insolvent.
ROBERT MILLER HUN TER, of Rockhamp-
ton aforesaid ,  merchant ,  has been appointed
Trustee of  the property  of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this seventh day of May, 1877.
473
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
58.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of W. M. Campbell. of Clermont, an
Insolvent.
G EORGE CANNON, of Brisbane, accountant,has been appointed Trustee of the property
of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Dated this 9th day of May, 1877.
472
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Muller and Thomas
Carter ,  late of  N erang ,  Insolvents.THE Court has appointed the Last Examinationof Henry  Muller, one of the above-named
Insolvents ,  to take place at the Supreme Court
House. Brisbane , on MONDAY,  the twenty-eighth
day of May  instant, at Ten of the clock in the
forenoon.
Dated at Brisbane, this ninth day of May, ..n'
1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
W. H. WILSON,
474
Queen street,  Brisbane.
Registrar.
58.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of John Frederick  Hamilton, of
Brisbane ,  an Insolvent  in  forma pauperis.
THE Court  has appointed the Last Examination
of the  Insolvent to take place before the
Court, at Brisbane , on MONDAY,  the twenty-
eighth day of May instant ,  at Ten o'clock in the
forenoon.
: Dated this eleventh day  of May, 1877.
493
J. MACKENZ IE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of the Will and three Codicils of
Richard Dines, formerly of Merriwah, near
Warialda, in the Colony of New South Wales,
grazier, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honor-
able Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the Will and three Codicils of the
abovenamed Richard Dines, deceased, may be
granted to George Sumner Renwick Dines, one
of the Executors named in and appointed by the
said Will and Codicils ; leave having been reserved
to William Birkenhead, another of the Executors
in the said Will and Codicils named, to come in
and prove the same at any time hereafter ; John
Kennedy Howe and George Thomas Loder, the
other Executors named in and appointed by the
said Will and Codicils, having duly renounced
Probate thereof.
Dated this 10th day of May, A.D. 1877.
ROBERTS, LIDDLE, AND ROBERTS,
Proctors for the said
484
George  Sumner  Renwick Dines,
Queen  street,  Brisbane.7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Donald Milne, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland, cabinet-maker,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above-named Donald Milne, deceased, may be
granted to Elizabeth Buchanan Milne, widow of
the said deceased, the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated this tenth day of May,  A.D. 1877.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Elizabeth Buchanan Milne.
486 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Willof John Gray Paget, late of Mackay,
in the Colony of Queensland, accountant,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to this Honorable
Court, that Probate ibf the last Will and
Testament of the abovenamed deceased may be
granted to William Henry Paxton, Arthur William
Paget, and Walter Trueman Paget, of Mackay
aforesaid, the Executors named in the said Will.
Dated this 28th day of April, A.D. 1877.
FRANK H. SMITH,
Proctor for Executors,
Victoria street, Mackay.
By his Agent-
PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
485 6s. 6d.
APPLICATION FOR LICENSED GATES
UNDER 28 VICTORIA, No. 19.
I HEREBY give notice of my intention to apply
at the Court of Petty Sessions, Bowen, on
TUESDAY, the fifth day of June next, for per-
mission to erect two Licensed Gates on Kelsey's
Sugar Selection, No. 6, county of Herbert, parish
of Kelsey, Land Agent's District of Bowen, at that
part of the Don River where the Ravenswood road
crosses same, and being on the east boundary line
of said selection, and again where the said road
passes the south-west corner of that selection.
Description of Gates :-Ordinary hardwood gates,
sixteen (16) feet wide.
Dated at Bowen, this thirtieth day of April,
1877.
JOHN FREDERICK PHAFF.
By his A gent-
J. K. HonsEY.
471 5s.
NOTICE.I T is any intention o apply, at he sitting of the
Court of Magistrates to be held at Gatton,
30th May next, for the erection of Licensed Gates
on Portion 134, Upper Tent Hill.
483
THOMAS C. BISHOP.
3s.
The GovE $NMIENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1877.  £ s. d.
May 7.-T. Lynch ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
7.-T. Vickery ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
9.-C. Gaynor ... , ... ... ... 0 16 0
10.-G. Milliken ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
„ 10.-.I. Stewart ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
10.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
10.-W. Bewley ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 10.-Municipal Council, Rockhampton... 6 0 0
10.-R. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
„ 10.-G. Porter ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
10.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
10.-T. C. Bishop... ... ... ... 0 3 0
11.-J. A. King .. ... ... ... 0 3 0
11.-C. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
11.-J. Mac•iister... ... ... ... 0 3 0
11.-J. Scott ... ... ... 1 0 0
Jhnpounbingo.
' Poundkeepers  are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEE ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless aecom-
vanied  by a remittance  sufficient  to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at St. George, from Wagaby, on the
1st May, 1877, by order of G. M. Kirke, Esquire.
One black horse, saddle-marked, ML  conjoined near
shoulder, WK9 (registered brand) near hip.
One bay horse, saddle- marked ,  star,  hind feet white,
EB over D over T near shoulder, like BB or RB
off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
CHAS. EGAN, Poundkeeper.
491 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Tieryboo, on the
5th May, 1877, by order of Henry Cardell, Esquire.
Driving, 3s.
One grey gelding, RO3 (registered brand, the 3 upside
down) over HF near shoulder.
One brown gelding, W014  (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, half circle over JK near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
492 3s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, f om Clifton, on the 27th
March, 1877, by W. E. Tooth. Driving, 2d.;
Damages, 2s. 6d. (Lost from Pound.)
One chesnut  mare , like IRY over JA over  2 near  shoulder,
star.
W If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
477 U.
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IMPOUNDED at Rome, from Blythdale, on the 30th
April, 1877, by order of Richard Pope, Esquire.
Driving, 2s.
One hay horse, star, like AYO (blotched) off shoulder,
like over hi near shoul ler.
One brown horse , four  white feet ,  star and snip, like
over J  D off shoulder, like V I. (indistinct) near
thigh ,  like  ( lp over - off hip.
One bay mare, near fore and hind feet white, star and
snip, T9L over  EX  near shoulder.
One grey horse,  P0  over T (conjoined) over WM over
SC near shoulder.
One bay horse ,  like  CP off  shoulder, star.
One bay horse, like 6JF  near  shoulder, AB off shoulder,
star.
One brown horse, star and snip, like CC near shoulder,
like 95 near thigh.
One grey colt,  like RIB near shoulder,  like 3DL off
shoulder,  like 59 near neck.
One black mare, near  hind  foot white, W5J near
shoulder.
One grey filly ,  like ZH8 near shoulder.
One brown filly, star ,  off hind foot white, indistinct
brand like M2L or M8E near shoulder.
If not released on or  before the 5th June,  1A77, will
be sold to defray expenses.
C. GAYNOR,  Poundkeeper.
470 lls.
IMPOUNDED at Roma,  from Wallumbilla, on the30th April, 1877, by order of David Turbayne,
Require .  Drivine, 5s.
One chesnut mare ,  bald face ,  hind feet white, like 6UM
ott shoulder ,  like CI near should r.
One chesnut mare ,  like MF near shoulder ,  like G off
shoulder, star.
One bay mare ,  star, hind feet white ,  like cross over 0
over 9 off shoulder ,  like H GO  near  shoulder ,  collar-
marked, old scar on rump.
One black mare,  star,  like D near shoulder,  like  HD
(conjoined )  near thigh.
One black colt, near hind foot white,  unbranded.
If not released on or  before the 5th June,  1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.0.  GAYNOR, Poundkeeper.
469 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, on the3rd May, byorder
of Messrs .  Gore and Co.  Diiving expenses ,  2s. per
head.
One black  filly, (gip] , (registered  brand ) over CTl near
shoulder,  heart 8 heart off shoulder.
One brown mare ,  ET over R  over HR near shoulder,
like Bl • near thigh.
One bay horse ,  M over MT near shoulder.
If not  released  before the 6th day of February, willbe sold.
THOMAS VICKERY, Poundkeeper.
467 3s.
CORRECTED DATE.IMPOUNDED at Mitchell, fromBlack's Waterhole,
on the 30th day of  March,  1877, by order of John
McKenzie ,  Esquire ,  for trespass .  Driving ,  6s. 8d.
One bay colt, bald  face, off fore and bind feet white,
M2© (registered  brand ),  0 is blotched, near
shoulder.
One roan gelding ,  saddle -marked , fistula -marked, AMD
(conjoined) over TN off shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 15th day of May, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
468 2s.IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from the enclosed land
of J. C. and W. Campbell, on the 2nd May, 1877.
Damages and driving , 3s. per head.
One brown cob horse, DB off thigh.
From Eton  Vale, on the 27th April, 1877. Corrected
brands.O .-,e bay h' roe, C  or G off hip, W4H off shoulder, PM
over C near  shoulder ,  star, white feet.
One dark -bay horse ,  to over J with like  I sideways over
DVS or DWS near shoulder,  like  0 off rump, star.
Also ,  from the Toowoomba  Commonage ,  on the 21st
April, 1877.
One bay horse, like BGIH or B9M near shoulder, heart
8 heart over J4G off shoulder, star.
If not  released on  or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
480 4s.
I at Toowoomba, from  the enclosed landsJ_ of Mr W. R. Page, on the 7th May, 1877.
Damages, 2s. 6d.; driving, 10d.
One ligat-strawberry cow, t -p off ear, P over P (slant-
ing) near shoulder, DU off rump, strawberry neck;
bull call, unbranded, a- foot.
One yellow and white steer, no visible brand.
One strawberry  cow, near  ear marked, over MC off
ribs a^d rtinip.
One red and white cow, FF  off rump  ;  roan heifer calf.
unbranded, at foot.
If not  released on or before  the 19th June, 1877,
be sold to  defray expenses,,
. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
482  46.
IMPOUNDED at Aramae, from Rodney Downs, on
the 21st April, 1877, by Mr. Mc W hannell.
One chesnut gelding , R7B (registered brand) near
shoulder ,  165 near neck.
One bay colt, R7B (registered brand )  near shoulder,
I near neek ,  hind feet white.
One brown colt, R7B (registered brand )  near shoulder,
168 near neck, hind feet white.
One dark-roan mare,  B in diamond off shoulder,  hind feet
white ,  blaze on forehead.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses,
GEORGE PORTER, Poundkeeper.
481 4s.
I MPOUNDED at Springsure, from  Glenora, on the2nd May, 1877 , by L. C.  Stewart ,  Esquire. Driv-
ing expenses ,  4s. 2d .  per head.
Oi,e bay gelding ,  EB near shoulder ,  star, hind feet
white ,  saddle -marked ,  short tail.
One bay gelding, like AD over like RW over illegible
brand near shoulder ,  small star, saddle-marked.
If not released on or before the 5th June,  1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
GEO.  MILLIKEN,  Poundkeeper.
475 2s.
IMPOUNDED  at Springsure,  from Fernlees, on the
1  1st May, 1877, by order of P. F. Macdonald,
Esquire.  Driving expenses,  3s. 4d.  per bead.
One yellow-bay gelding , W JF (conjoined)  near shoulder,
illegible brand near saddle,  like I  near cheek,
docked tail, star.
One bay gelding, W JF (conjoined)  near shoulder, 2
near cheek.
One bay gelding, like over JM near shoulder ,  like JF
or E off shoulder ,  sma ll  star ,  off fore and hind feet
white, white spots under saddle.
One bay gelding, very old, like WB over $ near shoul-
der, star and snip, off fore and hind feet white.
One dark -bay or brown draught gelding ,  like 8BB
(registered brand)  or 8SB (registered brand) very
indistinct near shoulder.
One dark -brown mare , ZY1 (registered brand) off
shoulder, ,H off cheek,  blaze, near  hind foot white.
One bay mare, like 1KY (registered brand) off shoulder,
like I off cheek, star, hind feet white.
One black gelding ,  like cross over g near shoulder, like
U and indistinct brands over  li ke B and indistinct
brands near thigh ,  star and snip.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN, Poundkeeper.
476 8s.
I
MPOUNI )ED at Warwick, from North Toolburra, on
the 4th May, 1877 ,  by Messrs .  Coutts Bros .  Driving,
3s. 4d.  per head.
One dark-brown or black horse, JL over Mover  like +
near shoulder ,  star and sma ll stripe.
One bay mare , half circle  over M near shoulder ,  13 near
thigh, 5 near cheek,  a few  white hairs on forehead.
If not released on or befove the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
478 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Blackall, from Northampton Downs,
on the 23rd April, 1877. Driving, 49. 2d.
One brown or bay mare, blotch brand off shoulder.
If not released  on or  before the 15th of May, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
WM. KEWLEY, Poundkeeper.
479  Is.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St.  Michael and St.  George,
[L.s.] Companion  of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator.  trator  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T
N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of it The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, the
Administrator  aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the following Lots of Land will be offered for
sale by public  auction , at the undermentioned  places,
at Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at the upset
price  affixed  to each Lot respectively. (Deposit
20 per cent.)
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the
Country Lots , and also  the Town and Suburban
Lots, in the Town Reserves of Stanthorpe, Goondi-
windi, St. George, Charleville, Cunnamulla, Tambo,
Blackall , Taroom, Pratten, Leyburn, Treverton,
Texas, Inglewood, and Eulo, which  may remain
unsold, shall , at and after Eleven o'clock on the
day following  such auction , be open to selection by
purchase at the upset price.
The Deed, Survey, and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, WARWICK,
ON TUESDAY , THE 19TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
No of No of  No.  or
Lot. Allotment. Seetie:.. A1ea
Pno,  Per
Acee
I A. a. P.  S.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Merivale,  parish  of Allora, town of Allora.
1 10 6 1 0 0 12 0
2 1 10 1 0 0 12 0
3 2 10 1 0 0 12 0
4 4 10 1 0 0 12 0
TOWN  LOTS -continued.
No. of No. of  I  No. of  I Area . Pace perLot.  Allotment Section. 1v P.
A.F-I 1: P. t s.
5 7 10 1 0 0 12 0
6 8 10 1 0 0 12 0
7 9 10 1 0 0 12 0
8 10 10 1 0 0 12 0
9 6 11 1 0 0 12 0
10 7 11 1 0 0 12 0
11 8 11 1 0 0 12 0
12 9 11 1 0 0 12 0
13 3 13 0 320 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
14
Portion.
145 24 1 9 3 0
15 145A 13 0 20 3 0
16 146 40 0 0 3 0
17 147 33 3 0 3 0
18 148 21 0 0 3 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Merivale, town of Pratten, parish of
Pratten.
Allotment.  Section.
19 1 1 1 0 0
20 2 1 1 0 0
21 3 1 1 0 0
22 4 1 1 0 0
23 5 1 1 0 0
24 6 1 1 0 0
25 7 1 1 0 0
26 8 1 1 0 0
27 9 1 1 0 0
28 10 1 1 0 0
29 6 2 1 0 0
30 7 2 1 0 0
31 1 3 1 0 0
32 2 3 1 0 0
33 3 3 1 0 0
34 4 3 1 0 0
35 5 3 1 0 0
36 6 3 1 0 0
37 7 3 1 0 0
38 8 3 1 0 0
39 9 3 1 0 0
40 1 4 1 0 0
41 2 4 1 0 0
42 3 4 1 0 0
43 4 4 1 0 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
1438
TOWN  LOTe - oont$nued.
No. of  I  \0.  of I No. of
U,t. Allotment  Section. A rea.
A. R P.
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
Tare  perAcre
s
SUBURBAN LOTS.
No. of
Lo
f
i
No . of No.  of A rem. Price pert. Allotment Section Acre.
A. R.
127
I
4 4 13 5 0 0 y 2 0
128  2 14 I 10 2 0 2 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 ()
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0' 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of  Merivale ,  parish of  Leslie, town
Hendon.
129 1
130 2
131 3
132 4
133 5
134 6
135 7
136 8
137 9
138 10
139 1
140 2
141 3142  4
143 5
144 6
145 7
146 8
147 9
148 10
149 1
150 2
151 3
152 4
153 5
154 6
155 7
156 8
157 9
158 10
159 1
160 2
161 3
162 4
163 5
164 6
165 7
166 8
167 9
168 10
169 1
170 2
171 3
172 4
173 5
174 6
175 7
176 8
177 9
178 10
179 1
180 2
181 3
182 4
183 5
184 6
185 7
186 8
17 918,9 1
189 2
190 3
191 9
192 10
193 1
194 2
195 3
196 4
197 5
198 6
199 7
200 8
0 1 35 8 0
0 135 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 1 X35 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 136 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 136 8 0
0 136 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 135 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 135 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 136 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 136 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 135 8 0
0 135 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
0 214 8 0
0 1 34 8 00211  8 0
0 228 8 0
0 3 0 8 0
0 3 0 8 0
0 3 0 8 0
0 1 21 8 0
0 215 8 0
1 0 32 8 (1
1 0 6 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 2 0 8 0
0 135 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 136 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
0 1 35 8 0
0 1 36 8 0
8 ()  201 9
8 0 202 10
8 0 203 1
8 0 204 2
1489
No of I No. of
l.u. Allotment
r r
i
TOWN  LOTS -- continued.  TOWN  LOTS - COntinuCd.
No of
Section.
i
Area
A. B. P.
Price NO  of
per Au•re. Lot.
£ ..
No of No of
Allotment .  Section. Area.
Price per
Acse.
A. B. P. ( £' S.
205 4 9 0 1 36 8 0 283  19 0 1 36 8 0
206 5 9 0 1 36 8 0 284 19 0 1 36 8 0907 6 9 0  1 36 8 0 285 19 0 1 36 8 0
7 9 0 1 19 8 0 286 19 0 1 36 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 287 19 0 1 36 8 0
209 1 10 2 4 0 2882 0 20 0 2 0 8 0
210 2 10 2
.
2'0 4 0 289 20 0 2 0 8 0
211 3 10 2 2 0 4 0 290 20 0 2 0 8 0
212 4 10 2 2 0 4 0 291 20 0 2 0 8 0
213 1 '11 1 1 16 4 0 292 20 0 2 0 8 0
214 2 11 1 1 16 4 0 293 20 0 2 0 8 0
215 3 11 1 2 8 4 0 294 20 0 2 0 8 0
216 4 11 1 1 22 4 0 295 20 0 2 0 8 0
217 5 11 2 0 11 4 0 296 20 0 2 0 8 0
218 6 11 2 2 0 4 0 297 20 0 2 0 8 0
219 7 11 2 2 0 4 0 298 21 0 2 0 8 0
220 8 11 2 2 0 4 0 299 21 0 2 0 8 0
221 9 11 2 2 0 4 0 300  21 0 2 0 8 0
222 10 11 2 0 11 4 0 301  21 0 2 0 8 0
223 1 12 1 0 0 4 0 302  21 0 2 0 8 0
224 2 12 1 0 0 4 0 303  21 0 2 0 8 0
225 3 12 1 0 0 4 0 304  21 0 2 0 8 0
226 4 12 1 116 4 0 305  21 0 2 0 8 0
227 5 12 1 1 16 4 0 306  21 0 2 0 8 0
228 6 12 1 2 8 4 0 307  21 0 2 0 8 0
229 7 12 1 1 22 4 0 308  22 0 2 0 8 0
230 8 12 1 2 0 4 0 309  22 0 2 0 8 0
231 9 12 1 2 0 4 0 310  22 0 2 0 8 0
232 1 13 2 220 4 0 311  22 0 2 0 9 0
233 2 13 2 220 4 0 312  22 0 2 0 8 0
234 3 13 4 0 11 4 0 313  22 0 2 0 8 0
235 4 13 4 0 5 4 0 314  22 0 2 0 8 0
236 5 13 2 0 39 4 0 315  22 0 2 0 8 0
237 6 13 1 3 32 4 0 316  22 0 2 0 8 0
7 13238 1 2 24 4 0 317  22 0 2 0 8 0.
239 2 14 2 224 4 0 318  23 0 2 0 8 0
240 3 14 2 0 19 4 0 319  23 0 2 0 8 0
241 4 14 1 2 34 4 0 320  23 0 2 0 8 0
242 5  14 5 2  29 4 0 321  23 0 2  0 8 0
243 6 11 5 1 24 4 0 322  23 0 2 0 8 0
244 7 14 5 1 24 4 0 323  23 0 2 0 8 0
215 1 15 2 2 0 4 0 324 23 0 2 0 8 0
246 2 15 2 2 0 4 0 325 23 0 2 0 8 0
247 3 15 2 2 0 4 0 326 23 0 2 0 8 0
248 4 15 2 2 0 4 0 327  23 0 2 0 8 0
249 € 15 2 320 4 0 328  24 0 2 0 8 0
250 6 15 4 2 16 4 0 329  24 0 2 0 8 0
251 7 15 2 2 0 4 0 330  24 0 2 0 8 0
252 8 15 2 2 0 4 0 331  24 0 2 0 8 0
253 9 15 2 2 0 1 4 0 332  24 0 2 0 8 0
254 1 16 2 2 0 1 4 0 333  24 0 2 0 8 0
255  2 16 2 2 0 4 0 334  24 0 2 0 8 0
256 3 16 2 2 0 4 0 335  24 0 2 0 8 0
257 4 16 3 2 16 4 0 336  24 0 2 0 8 0
258 5 16 2 3 13 4 0 337  24 0 2 0 8 0
259 6 16 2 2 0 4 0 338 25 0 2 13 8 0
260 7 16 2 2 0 4 0 339 25 0 220 8 0261 8 16 2 2 0 4 0 340 25 0 220 8 0
262 1 17 5 1 24 4 0 341  25 0 220 8 0
263 2 17 5 1 24 4 0 342 25 0 220 8 0
264 3 17 6 3 33 4 0 343 25 0 220 8 0
265 4 17 6 3 16 4 0 344  25 0 2 16 8 0266 5 17 5 1 2 4 0 345  25 0 033 8 0
17 5 3 4 4 0 346 25 0 3 21 8 0
347 25 0 1 36 8 0
TOWN LOTS. 348 26 0 1 35 8 0
268 1 18 0 1 35 8 0 349  26 0 1 35 8 0
269 2 18 0 1 35 8 0 350  26 0 1 35 8 0
270 3 18 0 1 35 8 0 351  26 0 135 .8 0
271 4 18 0 1 35 8 0 352  26 0 1 35 8 0
272 5 18 0 1 12 8 0 353  23  0 136 8 0
273 6 18 0 1 36 8 0 354 26 0 1 36 8 0
274 7 18 0 1 36 8 0 355 26 0 1 36 8 0
975  8 18 0 1 36 8 0 356 26 0 1 36 8 0
2,'6 9 18 0 1 36 8 0  357 26 0 1 36 8 0
277 10 18 0 230 8 0 358 27 0 1 35 8 0
278 1 19 0 1 35 8 0 359  27 0 1 35 8 0
279 2 19 0 1 35 8 0 360  27 0 1 35 8 0
280 3 19 0 1 35 8 0 361 27 0 1 35 8 0
281 4 19 0 1 35 8 0 362 27 0 1 35 8 0
282 5 19 0 1 35 8 0 363  27 0 136 b 0
1440
TOWN  LOTS-COX tiv lied. TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of
Lot'
No of  No. of.
Allotmer! Area.Secton.
Price per
Acre.
No of No of No. of I
Lot Allotment Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
A.  U.  P. 1 if to
364 7 27 0 1 36 8 0 442 6 28  0 2 0 12 0
365 8 27 0 1 36 8 0 443 7 28  0 2 0 12 0
366 9 27 () 1 36 8 0 444 8 28  0 2 0 12 1
367 10 27 0 1 36 8 0 415 9 28  0 2 0 12J
368 1 28 0 1 35 8 0 446 10 28  0 2 0 12 0
369 2  28 0 1 35 8  () 447 11 28  0 2 0 12 0
370 3 28 0 1 35 8 0 448 13 28  0 2 0 12 0
371 4  28  0 1 35 8 0 449 14 28  0 2 0 12 0
372 5 28 0 1 35 8 0 450 15 28  0 2 0 12 0
373 6 28 0 1 36 8 0 451 16 28 u 0 12 0
374 28  0 1 36 8 0 452 17 28  0 2 0 12 0
375 8 28 0 1 36 8 0 453 18 28  0 2 0 12 0
376 9 28 0 1 36 8 0 454 20 28  0 2 0 12 0
377 10 28 0 1 36 8 0 455  1 29  0 2 0 12 0
456 2 29  0 2 0 12 0County of Merivale, parish of Leyburn, town of 457 3 29  0 2 0 12 0Leyburn. 0 2 0458  4 29 12 0
378 12 2 0 37 12 459 5 29  o 2 0 12 0
379 12 2 0 31 12 460 6 29  0 2 0 12 0
380  12 1 3 36 12  461 7 29  o  2 0 12 0
381 12 1 0 38 12 462 8 29  0 2 0 12 0
382  14 0 2 0 . 12 463 9 29  0 2 0 12 0
383 14 0 2 0 12 464 10 29  0 2 0 12 0
384 14 0 2 0 12 465 11 29  0 2 0 12 0
385 14 0 2 0 12 466 12 29  0 2 0 12 0
386 14 0 2 0 12 467 13 29 0 2 0 12 0
387  14 0 2 0 12  468 15 29  0 2 0 12 0
388 14 0 2 0 12 469 16 29 0 2 0 12 0
389 14 0 2 0 12 470 17 29 0 2 0 12 0
390  14 0 2 0 12  471 18 29 0 2 0 12 0
391 24 0 2 0 12 472 19 29 0 2 0 12 0
392 24 0 2 0 12 473 20 29 0 2 0 12 0
393 24 0 2 0 12 474 21 29 0 2 0 12 0
394 24 0 2 0 12 475 22 29 0 2 0 12 0
395  24 0 2 0 12  476  23 29 0 2 0 12 0
396 24 0 2 0 12 477 24 29  0 2 0 12 0
397 24 0 2 0 12 478 1 30 0 2 0 12 0
398 24 0 2 0 12 479 2 30 0 2 0 12 0
399 24 0 2 0 12 480 3 30 0 2 0 12 0
400 24 0 2 0 12 481 4 30 0 2 0 12 0
401 24 0 1 35 12 482 5 30 0 2 0 12 0
402 24 0 1 35 12 483 6 30 0 2 0 12 0
403 24 0 1 35 12 484 7 30 0 2 0 12 0
404 24 0 1 35 12 485 8 30 0 2 0 12 0
405 24 0 1 35 12 486 9 30 0 2 0 12 0
406 24 0 1 35 12 487 10 30 0 2 0 12 0
407 24 0 1 35 12 488 11 i 30 0 2 0 12 0
408 24 0 1 35 12 489 12 i 30 0 2 0 12 0
409 24 0 1 35 12 490 13 30 0 2 0 12 0
410 24 0 1 35 12 491 14 30 0 2  () 12 0
411 26 0 3 3 12 492 15 30 0 2 0 12 0
412 26 0 2 19 12 493 16 30 0 2 0 12 0
413 26 0 2 10 12 494 1 31 0 2 0 12 0
414 26 0 1 36 12 495 2 31 0 2 0 12 0
415 26 0 1 20 12 496 3 31 0 2 0 12 0
416 26 0 3 12 12 497 4 31 0 2 0 12 0
417  27 0 2 0 12  498 5 31 0 2 0 12 0
418 27 0 2 0 12 499 6 31 0 2 0 12 0
419 27 0 2 0 12 500 7 31 0 2 0 12 0
420 27 0 2 0 12 501 8 31 0 2 0 12 0
421 27 0 2 0 12 502 9 31 0 2 16 12 0
422 27 0 2 0 12 503 10 31 0 225 12 0
423 27 0 2 0 12 504 1 32 0 2  () 12 0
424  27 0 2 0 12 505  2 32 0 2 0 12 0
425  27 0 2 0 12 506 3 32 0 2 0 12 0
426  27 0 2 0 12 507 4 32 0 2 0 12 0
427  27 0 2 0 12 5i 8 5 32 0 2 0 12 0
428  27 0 2 0 12 509 6 32, 0 2 0 12 0
429 27 0 2 0 12 510 7 32 0 2 0 12 0
430  27 0 2 0 12 511 8 32 0 2 0 12 0
431  27 0 2 0 12 512 10 33 0 1 37 12 0
432 27 0 2 0 12 513 11 33 0 2 0 12 0
433 27 0 2 0 12 514  12 33 0 2 0 12 0
434 27 0 2 0 12 515  13 33 0 2 0 12 0
435  27 0 2 0 12  516 15 34 0 1 20 12 ,'i
436  27 0 2 0 12  517 16 34  0 2 0 12 0
437 28 0 2 0 12  518 17 34 0 2 0 12 0
438 28 0 2 0 12 519 18 34 0 2 0 12 0
439 28 0 2 0 12  520 19 34  0 2 0 12 0
440 28 0 2 0 12 521 20 34 0 2 0 12 0
441 28 0 2 0 12 522 21 34 0 2 0 12 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No of No. of  No. of  Price per
1. iAllotment  I  Sect n. Area Acre
A. R. P. £ t.
TOWN  LOTS- continued.
No of : No. of
Lot.  Allotment.
523 22 34 0 2 0 12 0 33
524 23 34 I 0 2 0 12 0 34
625 24 34 0 2 0 12 0 35
526 26 34 0 2 0 12 0 36
"527 26 34 0 2 0 12 0 37
628 12 35 0 2 0 12 0 38
629  13 I 35 0 2 0 12 0 39
530 ' 14 35 0 2 0 12 0 40
531 15 35 0 2 0 12 0 41
532 16 35 0 2 0 12 0 42
533  1 35  0 2 0 12 0 43
634 18, 35 0 2 0 12 0 44
535 7
536 28
537 29
638 30
539 31
540 32
641 33
SUBURBAN LOTS.
... 40 0 0 1 0
25 0 0 1 0
... 27 0 0 1 0
... 29 0 0 1 0
34 2 0 1 0
1 34 2 0 1 0
34 2 0 1 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of  Merivale, parish of Allora.
642 192  ... 82 3 0
643 202 ... I 160 0 0
Parish  of Warwick.
544
645
646
647
446 ...
446 ...
447
48 0 0
42 0 0
63 0 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
312 I ... 8 1 0
45
46
47
48
49
5:)
51
52
53
64
55
56
57
2 0 58
2 0 59
1 0
1 0
1 0
4 0
67
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE ,  STAN. 68
THORPE,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Bentinck ,  parish of Stanthorpe ,  town of
Stanthorpe.
0 2 5
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 33
0 230
0 2 30
0 2 30
0 2 30
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 28
0 2 27
0 2 27
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 27
0 2 27
0 2 17
0 2 17
0 2 19
0 2 17
0 2 17
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 17
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
60
61
62
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre
20 16
21 16
1 17
2 17
5 17
6 17
11 17
12 17
14 17
15 17
1 18
2 18
3 18
4 18
5 18
6 18
7 18
8 18
9 18
10 18
11 18
12 18
13 18
14 18
15 18
18 18
19 18
20 18
21 18
22 . 18
A. R. P.
0 2 17
0 2 17
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 33
0 230
0 230
0 230
0 230
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 30
0 2 30
0 2 30
0 2 30
0 2 33
Portion.
63 1
64 2
65 3
66 4
69
70
71
COUNTRY LOTS.
57 0 0
... 37 0 0
37 0 0
... 40 0 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
25 ; ... 6 0 38
26 I ... I 6 0 38
27 ... 6 2 38
28 ... 6 238
30 ... I 6 2 38
£ a.
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 15
4 0
4 0
4 0
4 {)
4 0
72 34
73 35
74 36
75 37
76 38
77 39
78 40
COUNTRY LOTS.
... 176 0 0 0 15
... 142 0 0 0 15
... 54 0 0 0 15
... 163 0 0 0 15
227 0 0 0 15
... 43 0 0 0 15
... 222 0 0 1 0 16
County of  Bentinck ,  parish of Folkestone.
12 0 79 33
12 0 80 34
12 0 81 35
12 0 82 36
12 0 83 37
12 0 84 38
12 0 85 39
12 0 86 40
12 0 87 41
12 0 88 42
12 0 89 43
12 0 90 44
12 0 91 45
12 0 92 46
12 0 93 47
12 0 94 48
12 0
12 0
13 0 95 6
12 0 96 7
12 0 97 8
12 0 98 9
12 0 99 I 10
12 0 100 1 11
12 0 101 12
12 0 102 14
12 0 103 15
... 20 0 0 0 16
... 20 0 0 0 16
20 0 0 0 15
... 20 0 0 0 15
... 20 0 0 0 15
... 20 0 0 0 15
... 20 0 0 0 15
... 20 0 0 0 15
... 18 2 13 0 15
20 0 0 0 15
18 0 0 0 15
20 0 0 0 15
... 324 0 0 0 15
... 10 0 0 0 15
... 211 0 0 0 15
Parish
59 3 27 0 15
of Marsh.
17 3 0
... 20 0 0
... 22 0 0
... 24 0 0
... 27 0 0
... 25 2 0
25 0 0Al  0 0
26 2 27
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 16
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
0 15
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TOWN LOTS.  TOWN LOTS-- continued.
:V'f
To. of  No. of ( Price
.II
Area . 2\ o of \To of ) \ o. of P ice per
. Allotment Section . per A'Te• Lot Alotment ; Seet,r.. it Area. Acre
-
A. B. P. ' C f.
County of Bentinek, parish of Treverton, town of 182
A
7 8 0
R. }'
2 0 8 0
Treverton. 183 0 8 0 0 0
104 9 1 0 2 0 8 0 184 9 8 0 2 0
0
8 0
105
106
10 1
11 1
0
0
2
2
0
0
8
8
0
0
185 10 8 0 2 0 8 0
107 11 2 0 2 0 8 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
tionP108 12 2 0 2 0 8 0 .or
109 13 2 0 2 0 8 0 186 1 ... 18 2 20 4 0
110 14 2 0 2 0 8 0 187 2 ... 18 3 2 4 0
111 15 2 0 2 0 8 0 188 3 ... 17 0 8 4 0
112 16 2 0 2 0 8 0 189 4 ... 14 2 20.7  4 0
113 17 2 0 2 0 8 0 190 6 ... 19 0 0 4 0
114 18 2 0 2 0 8 0 191 6 ... 19 0 0 4 0
115 19 2 0 2 0 8 0 192 7 ... 19 0 0 4 0
116 1 3 0 2 0 8 0 193 8 ... 19 0 0 4 0
117 2 3 0 2 0 8 0 194 9 ... 15 229 4 0
118 3 3 0 2 0 8 0 195 10 ... 18 2 28 4 0
119 4 3 0 2 0 8 0 196 11 ... 24 0 0 4 0
120 5 3 0 2 0 8 0 197 12 ... 21 0 24 4 0
121 6 3 0 2 0 8 0 198 13 ... 21 1 24 4 0
122 7 3 0 2 0 8 0 199 14 ... 20 0 0 4 0
123 8 3 0 2 0 8 0 200 15 ... 20 0 0 4 0
124 9 3 0 2 0 8 0 201 16 ... 25 1 37 4 0
125 10 3 0 2 0 8 0 202 17 ... 23 017 4 0
126 11 3 0 2 0 8 0 203 18 ... 22 1 27 4 0
127 12 3 0 2 0 8 0 204 19 ... 23 0 36 4 0
128 2 4 0 2 0 8 0 2C5 20 ... 21 1 35 4 0
129 3 4 0 2 0 8 0 206 30 ... 100 0 0 1 0
130 4 4 0 2 0 8 0 207 31 ... 100 0 0 1 0
131 5 4 0 2 0 8 0 208 32 ... 100 0 0 1 0
132 6 4 0 2 0 8 0 209 33 ... 100 0 0 1 0
133 7 4 0 2 0 8 0 210 34 ... 100 0 0 1 0
134 8 4 0 2 0 8 0 211 35 ... 100 0 0 1 0
135 9 4 0 2 0 8 0 212 36 • ... 100 0 0 1 0
136 10 4 0 2 0 8 0 213 37 ... 100 0 0 1 0
137 11 4 0 2 0 8 0 214 38 ... 100 0 0 1 0
138 12 4 0 2 0 8 0 215 39 ... 100 0 0 1 0
139 13 4 0 2 0 8 0 216 40 ... 100 0 0 1 0
140 14 4 0 2 0 8 0 217 41 ... 97 0 0 1 0
141 15 4 0 2 0 8 0 218 42 ... 58 0 0 1 0
142 1 5 0 2 0 8 0 219 43 ... 100 0 0 1 0
143 2 5 0 2 0 8 0 220 44 ... 102 0 0 1 0
144 3 5 0 2 0 8 0 221 45 ... 102 0 0 1 0
145 4 5 0 2 0 8 0 222 46 ... 150 0 0 1 0
146 5 5 0 2 0 8 0 223 47 ... 100 0 0 1 0
147 6 5 0 2 0 8 0 224 48 ... 100 0 0 1 0
148 7 6 0 2 0 8 0 225 49 ... 93 0 0 1 0
149 8 5 0 2 0 8 0 226 50 ... 76 0 0 1 0
150 9 5 0 2 0 8 0 227 51 ... 112 0 0 1 0
151
152
10 5 0 2 0 8
8
0
0
TOWN LOTS.
153
11 5
12 5
0
0
2
2
0
0 8 0 County of Clive, parish of Texas, town of Texas.
154 2 6 0 2 0 8 0 Allotment .  Section.
155 3 6 0 2 0 8 0 228 ! 1 1 1 0 0 8 0
156 4 6 0 2 0 8 0 229 2 1 1 0 0 8 0
157 5 6 0 2 0 8 0 230 3 1 ( 1 0 0 8 0
158 6 6 0 2 0 8 0 231 4 1 1 0 0 8 0
159 7 6 0 2 0 8 0 232 1 2 1 0 0 8 0
160 8 6 0 2 0 8 0 233 2 2 1 0 0 8 0
161 9 6 0 2 0 8 0 234 3 2 1 0 0 8 0
162 10 6 0 2 0 8 0 235 4 2 1 0 0 8 0
163 11 6 0 2 0 8 0 236 6 2 1 0 0 8 0
164 12 6 0 2 0 8 0 237 6 2 1 0 0 8 0
165 13 6 0 2 0 8 0 238 7 2 1 0 0 8 0
166 1 7 0 2 0 8 0 239 8 2 1 0 0 8 0
167 2 7 0 2 0 8 0 240 1 3 1 0 0 8 0
168 3 7 0 2 0 8 0 241 2 3 1 0 0 8 0
169 4 7 0 2 0 8 0 242 3 3 1 0 0 8 0
170 5 7 0 2 0 8 0 213 4 3 1 0 0 8 0
171 6 7 0 2 0 8 0 244 5 3 1 0 0 8 0
172 8 7 0 2 0 8 0 245 6 3 1 0 0 8 0
173 9 7 0 2 0 8 0 246 7 3  1 0 0 8 0
174 10 7 0 2 0 8 0 247 8 3 1 0 0 8 0
175 11 7 0 2 0 8 0 248 1 4 1 0 0 8 0
176 12 7 0 2 0 .8 0 249 2 4 1 0 0 8 0
177 2 8 0 2 0 8 0 250 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
178 3 8 0 2 0 8 0 251 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
179 4 8 0 2 0 8 0 252 5 4 1 0 0 8 0
180 5 8 0 2 0 8 0 253 6 4 1 0 0 8 0
181 6 8 0 2 0 8 0 254 7 4 1 0 0 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS-eonlinned. TOWN  LOTS- - CO?tttnUed.
No. of No. of No. of ArCR i'rire per No of No. of  I No. n! A rea. Prir•o perLot. Allotment Section. . lest. Allotment Sep lion. 4 Acre.
A. R. P. I ;C
i0- 1 I A. R. r. £ c.
255 8  4 1 0 0 8 0 327 6  0 2 0 8 0
256 1  5 1 0 0 8 0 328 6  0 2 0 8 0
257 2, 5 1 0 0 8 0 329 6  0 2 0 8 0
258 3  5 1 0 0 8 0 330 6  0 2 0 8 0
259 4• i 5 1 0 0 8 0 331 6  0 2 0 8 0
260• 5 i 5 1 0 0 8 0 332  6  0 2 0 8 0
261 6  5 1 0 0 8 0 333  7 0 2 0 8 0
262 7 5 1 0 0 8 0 334  0ti 7 2 0 8 0
263 8 i 5 1 0 0' 8 0 335  0 2 0 8 0
264 1 6 1 0 0 8 0 336 7 0 2 0 8 0
265 2 6 1 0 0 8 0 337 7 0 2 0 8 0
266 3  i 6
1
1 0 0 8 0 338 7 0 2 0 8 0
6267 4 1 0 0 8 0 339 7 0 2 0 8 0
268 5  6 1 0 0 8 0 340 7 0 2 0 8 0
269 6  6 1 0 0 8 0 341  7 0 2 0 8 0
270 7+ 6 1 0 0 8 0 342 7 0 2 0 8 0
271 8 6 1 0 0 1 8 0 343 8 0 2 0 8 0
272 1 l 7 1 0 0 8 0 344  8 0 2 0 8 0
273  2  7 1 0 0 8 0 345 8  0 2 0 8 0
274 3 7 0 3 0 8 0 346  8  0 2 0 8 0
276 4 7 1 0 0 8 0 347  8 0 2 0 8 11
276 5 7 1 0 0 8 0 348 8  0 2 0 8 0
277 6 i 7 1 1 19 8 0 349 8  0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS 350 8  0 2 0 8 0
Portion
. 351  8  0 2 0 8 0
. 352  8  0 2 0 8 0
278 10 10 0 0  4 0 353 9  0 2 0 8 0
279 11
280 12
10 0
14 0
0  4
0  4
0 354 9  0
0
2 0 8 0
0
281 13 14 0 0  4
355 9  0
0 356 9  0
2
2
0 8
0 8 0
282 14 14 0 0  4 0 357 9 0 2 0 8 0
283 15  14 0 0  4 0 358 9  0 2 0 8 0
284 16  ... 14 0 0  4 0 359 9  0 2 0 8 0
285 17  ... 24 0 26  4 0 360 9  0 2 0 8 0
286 18  ... 15 0 0  4 0 361 9  0 2 0 8 0
287 19  ... 15 0 0  4 0 362 9  0 2 0 8 0
288 20  .,. 15 0 0  4 0 363 10  0 2 0 8 0
289 21  ... 15 0 0 4 0 364 10  0 2 0 8 0
29Q 22  15 0 0 4 0 365 10  0 2 0 8 0
291 23  26 2 8 4 0 366 10  0 2 0 8 0292  24 ... 48 3 32 4 0 367 10  0 2 0 8 0
293 25  ... 22 1 0 4 0 368 10  0 2 0 8 0
294 26  ... 30 0 6 4 0 369 10  0 2 0 8 0
295 27  ... 30 0 6 4 0 370 10  0 2 0 8 0
296 28 28 1 3 4 0 371 10  0 2 80 0
TOWN LOTS. 372 10  0 2 0
1
8 0
0373
County of Clive,  parish of Inglewood , town of 374
11  0
11  0
2
2
0
0
8
8 0
Inglewood. 375 11  0 2 0 8 0
Allotment .  Section. 376 11  0 2 0 8 0
297 8 1 0 2 0 8 0  377 11  0 2 0 8 0
298 9 1 0 2 0 8 0  378 11  0 2 0 1 8 0
299 1 2 0 2 0 8 0  379 11  0 2 0 8 0
300 2 2 0 2 0 8 0 380 11  0 2 0 8 0
301 3 2 0 2 0 8 0 381 11 0 2 0 8 0
302 4 2 0 2 0 8 0 382 11 0 2 0 8 0
303 7  2  0 2 0 8 0  383 12  0 2 0 8 0
304 8  2  0 2 0 8 0  384 12  0 2 0 8 0
305 9 2 0 2 0 , 8 0 385 12  0 2 0 8 0
306 10 2 0 2 0 8 0 386 12  0 2 0 8 0
307 1 3 0 2 0 8 0 387 12  0 2 0 8 0
308 2 3 0 2 0 8 0 388  12  0 2 0 8 0
309 3 3 0 2 0 1 8 0 389 12 0 2 0 8 0
310 4 3 0 2 0 8 0 390 12  0 2 0 8 0
311 6 3 0 2 0 8 0 391  12 0 2 0 8 0
312 6 3 0 2 0 8 0 392  12  0 2 0 8 0
313 7 3 0 2 0 8 0 393 13  0 2 0 8 0
314 8 3 0 2 0 8 0 394 13  0 2 0 8 0
315 9 3 0 2 0 8 0 395 13  0 2 0 8 0
316 10 3 0 2 0 8 0 396 13  0 2 0 8 0
317 6 • 4 0 2 0 8 0 397 13  0 2 0 8 0
318 7 4 0 2 0 8 0 398 13  0 2 0 8 0
319 8 4 0 2 0 8 0 399 13  0 2 0 8 0
320 9 4 0 2 0 8 0 400 13  0 2 0 8 0
321 4 5 0 2 0 8 0 401 13  0 2 0 8 0
322 5 5 0 2 0 8 0 41)2 13  0 2 0 8 0
323 6 5 0 2 0 8 0
1113
14 1 3 17 8 0
324 7 5 0 2 0 8 0 404 14 1 2 16 8 0
325 1 6 0 2 0 8 0 405 14  2 0 2 8 0
326 2 6 0 2 0, 8 0 406 14 2 0 16 8 0
1444
SUBURBAN LOTS.
No. of
Lot.
Price per
Acre.
No of No of
AUotment .  section. Area..
 . R. P. 1 £  S.
County of  Bentinek ,  parish of Inglewood ,  town of
Inglewood.
407 3 15 3 0 0 4 0
408  1  16 4 0 29 4 0
409 2 16 4 0 29 4 0
410 3 16 3 3 24 4 0
411 4 16 3 3 24 4 0
412 1 1 17 2 2 0 4 0
413 1 1 18 3 1 0 4 0
414 2 18 3 1 0 4 0
415 3 18 3 3 24 4 0
416 4 18 3 3 24 4 0
417 5 18 3 3 24 4 0
418 6 18 3 324 4 0
419 1 20 3 3 24 4 0
420 2 20 3 3 24 4 0
421 3 20 3 1 0 4 0
4`22 4; 20 3 1 0 4 0
423 5 i 20 3 1 0 4 0
424 6  1 20 3 1 0 4 0
425 1 22 3 3 24 4 0
426 2  22 3 3 24 4 0
427 3 22 3 2 22 4. 0
428 4 22 5 1 23 4 0
429  1 23 22  0 16 1 0
430 1 i 24 27 0 32 1 .0
431  1  25 27 2 0 1 0
Portion.
432 1 ... 45 0 0 1 0
433 5 ... 49 0 0 1 0
434 6  ... 48 0 0 1 0
435 , 7 ... 50 0 0 1 0
436  8  ... 53 0 0 1 0
437 9 ... 58 0 0 1 0
438 10 ... 57 0 0 1 0
439 11 ... 64 0 0 1 0
440 12 ... 43 0 0 1 0
441 13 ... i 47 0 0 1 0
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GOONDI-
WINDI,
ON MONDAY,  THE  25TH  DAY  OF v uNE, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Marsh, parish of Goondiwindi, town of
Goondiwindi.
1 7' 8 1 0 0 8 0
2 8 8 1 0 0 8 0
3 9 8 1 0 0 8 0
4 1 22 0 2 0 8 0
5 2 22  0 2 0 8 0
6 3 22 0 2 0 8 0
7 8 22  0 2 0 8 0
8 9 1 22 0 2 0 8 0
9 10 22 0 2 0 8 0
10 1 24 0 3 0 8 0
11 2 24 0 3 28 8 0
12 3 24 0 2 36 8 0
13 4 24 0 3 0 8 0
14 1 31 1 0 0 8 0
15 2 31 1 0 0 8 0
16 3 31 1 0 0 8 0
17 4 31 1 0 0 8 0
18 5 31 1 0 0 8 0
19 6 1 31 1 0 0 8 0
20 7 31 1 0 0 8 0
21 8 31 1 0 0 8 0
22 9 31 1 0 0 8 0
23 10 31 1 0 0 8 0
24 1 32 1 0 0 8 0
25 2, 32 1 0 0 8 0
26 3' 32 1 0 0 8 0
27 4 32 1 0 0 8 0
28 5 32 1 0 0 8 0
29 6 32 1 0 0 8 0
30 7 32 1 0 0 8 0
31 8 32 1 0 0 8 0
32 9 32 1 0 0 8 0
33 10 2 1 0 0 8 0
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of  I No of No.  of Price iLot. iAllotment! Section . Area. Acre.
1 A. B. P. P' f.
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0  '0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 ^ 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8. 0
1 0 0 8 0
1 0 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
5 0 0 1 10
2 2 0 1 10
2 2 0 1 10
2 2 0 1 10
COUNTRY LOT.
County of Carnarvon,  parish of  Winton.
Portion.
*93 ( 1 ... J 80 0 0 0 15
* The purchaser of lot 98 to pirj  £79410x.  for improvements.
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, ST.
GEORGE,
ON WEDNESDAY , THE 20TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County of I3elmore, parish of  St. George, town of
St. George.
1 8 4
2 9 43  4
14 2 ( 6
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
1445
TOWN  LOTS- Continued.
No. of N o. of j  NO.  of
Lot ,.lllotinent' Section.
5 3
(i 4
7 5
8 6
7
10 8
11 9
12 3
13 4
14 5
15 6
16 3
17 2
18 3
19 4
20 5
21 622  1
23 2
24 3
25 4
26 5
27 6
28 1
29 2
30 3
31 4
32 5
:33 6
7
35 8
36 9
37 10
:38 1
39 2
10 3
41 4
42 5
43 6
44 7
45 8
46 9
47 10
t8 6
49 7
50 8
51 9
52 10
53 2
54 6
55 7
56 8
57 9
58 10
59 6
60 7
61 8
62 9
63 2J
431 3
65 4
5
67 1
68 2
69 3
70 It
71 5
72 6
73 7
71 8
75 1
76 2
77 3
78 4
79 5
80 6
81 7
82 883  9
84 10
85 1
Area. Price perAcre.
A. It. P. j £  S.
1 4) 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 O
1 () 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 4) 0
1 O 0
1 0 0
1 () 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 O 0
1 () 0
1 0 0
1 0 4)
1 O 0
1 O 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 4) 0
1 0 0
1 i) 0
0 3 38
() 3 38
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 ()
1 0 0
1'0 0
1 0 O
0 3 37
o  3  3 7
1 0  ()
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 O
0 3 37
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0  3 39
1 O 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 ()
1 0 0
1 0 0
1  () (1
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0  ()
o 3 39
0 3 39
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 3 37
0 3 37
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No. of No. of No *of
Lot. Allotment  Section.
Sti
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
9495
96
97
98
99
104)
101
102
103
101
Area IPrice perAcre.
A. B. P. I £ S.
2 31) 1 0 0 8 0
:3 30 1 O O 8 Ot 34) 1 0 0 8 O
5  30 () 3 37 8 0
6  30 0 3 37 8 0
7 30 1 0 0 8 O
8 .31) 1 0 0 8 O
9 31) 1 0 0 8 0
10 30 1 0 0 8 0
1 31 1 0 0 8 O
2 31 1 4) 0 8 0
3 31 1 0 0 8 0
4 31 1 0 4 8 0'
5 31 4  322 8 0-
6 31 0 :3 :38 8 0
7 :31 1 0 0 8 O
8 31 1 0 O 8 O
9 31 1 O 4) 8 0
10 31 1 O 0 8 0,
105 2
106 1
107 2
108 3
109 4
110 1
111 :3
112 1
Portion.
113 19
114 24
115 27
12 1 3620  2 29
20 2 25
2 0
2 0
0J
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE,
CHARLEVILLE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 26TII DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Orrey, parish of Charleville, town of
Charleville.
Allotment.  Section.
1 2 4 1 0 0 8 0
2 3 4 1 0 0 8 0
3 4 4 1 0 0 8 0
4 5 4 1 0 0 8 0
5 5 5 0 3 10 8 0
6 1 6 1 0 0 8  0-
7  2 6 1 0 0 8 0
8 3 6 1 0 0 8 0
9 4 6, 1 0 0 8 0
10 5 6 1 0 0 8  0-
11  8 12 0 2 0 8 0
12 9 12 0 2 0' 8 0
13 1 14 1 0 0 8 0
14 2 14 1 0 0 8 0
15 3 14 1 0 0, 8 0
16 4 14 1 0 0 8 0.
17 5 14 1 0 0 8 0
18 1 15 1 0 0 8 0
19 2 15 1 0 0, 8 0
20 3 15 1 0 0 8 0
21 4 15 1 0 0 8 0
22 5 15 1 0 0 8 0
23 6 17 0 2 0 8 0
24 7 17 0 2 0 8 0
25 1 18 ; 1 0 0 8 0
26 2 18 1 0 0 8 0
27 3 18 1 0 0 8 0•
28 4 18 1 0 0 8 0
29 5 18 1 0 0 8 0
30
31
32
33
-34
Portion.
1
2
3
4
5
SUBURBAN LOTS.
10 10 0 0 2 4)
11 1:3 2 0 2 0
11 13 2 0 2 0'
11 12 0 0 2  0-11  12 0 0 2 O
12 1 () 026 2 O
12 18 1 19 2 0
13 11 0 0 2 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
29 0 0
23 2 0
21 0 0
21 0 0
18 0 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2
1446
No. of
Lot.
SUBURBAN  LOTS--eontinued.
No. of I No . of Price perAresPortion. , Acre.
1; 19 I) 0 2
7 ...  21 I) O 2
8 23 1) )) 2
;  5 (r U 2
1) 13 O 9 2
11 .. 32 U U 2
12 11 Il O 2
13  It, 1) U 2
I1 . 17 U U 2
23 ... 29 U U 2
:.'1. 35 O U 2
3'; U O 2
:c:3 31 (  1  2
SALT, AT THE POLICE OFFICE ,  CVNNA-
A1 ULLA,
ON FH•utr, 71tE 29TH:  DAY  OF JUNE,  1877.
TOWN Lot's.
Co;ul(y .f WVellin ; ton, parish of Cunnamulla. town
of Cunt) amtdla.
A llotment .  Section.
1 8 2 U 2 1) 8 ()
2 ;1 J 11 2 () 8 ()
3 11 (i 1 U U 8 O
1 12 . (i l O U 8 0
•1 1 !  2 () 1) 8 0
11 2 9 2 1  () 8 O
7 :3 9 2 (1 1) I 8 1)
8 I :  2 O 0 8 U
I :> :) 2 O O 8 1)
2 O (  8 O
1 l 1 l O  2  2 U 8 O
2 10  2 2 U S ()
1 3 1+) 2 2 0 8 0
1 1 1  111)  2  2  U 8 ( 
15 1 1, 1 U U 8 U
1(; 2 l1 1 U U 8 O
17 3 11 1 U U 8 O
l`3 1. 11 1 U 1) 8 U
111) 5 11 1 0 O 8 1)
SCTfURBAN LOTS.
21) 1  1  12
21 2 1 1222 :3 12
23 1 122 1 5  12
`2 12
fit; 1 (:3
27 2 1:3
28 3 13
29  I.  13
:3(I .5  13
:31 1:3
7 13
8 1333
:31, 9 1:3
:35 1() 1:3
3'i l l 13
:37 1'2 13
1 (  U 4 U
1 (  U 1 0
1 Il U 1 0
t U O 1. U
1 t) (  4 0
4 O U 4 0
4 3 39 4 0
1 :3 :s8 4 O
1 3 37 4, 0
1 336 4 0
1 3 :3(3 4 0
1 :3 :35 4. 0
1• :335 4 OIt  :3 3(; 1 O
1. :3 36 1 1)
1 :3 37 4 O
3 :3 ;;8 1 U
1 339 1 i 
COUNTRY LOTS.
P o' Lion.
:38 1 .1') 2 U 1 0
:39 2 . i 15 0 U 1 U10  45 U U 1 0
41 1 15 (  O l O
42 5 45 O U 1 0
TOWN LOTS.
Di4triet of Warrego, parish of Thargomindah.
town  of Tli:trgomind.ah.
Allotment.  Section.
4'3 2 6 U 2  0  8 U
41 3 6 0 2 0 8 U
1, , 5 (; U 2 (  8 0
4 i 6 (; U 2 O 8 U
47 7 G 0 2 0 8 0
4 8 8 t; 0 2 0 8 U
49 I 9 0 2 0 8 0
50 1') (i 0 2 0 8 0
51 l 7 0 2 0 8 0
52 2 7 0 2 0 8 U
53 3 7 0 2 0 8 0
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
\o. of I No. of No. of
Lot. !Allotment Section.
51 8 I  4-55  9 7
56 11)' 7
57 1 8
58  2J $
59 3 860 •4
61 5 1.3
62 6 8
63 7 8
64 8  IS
65 9 8
66 10 8
67 1 9
68 2 9
G9 :3 9
70 14 9
71 5 9
72 1 1073  2 1 u
74 :3 lU
75 1 1(I
76 .,r 11)
I'ortiou.
77
78 2
79 3
80 4
81  15
82
83 7
81
9
8
85
86  10
87 11
88 12
89 13
90 14.
91 1502 1(3
93 17
94 18
95 19
96 20
97  21
98  22
99 23
100 24
101 25
t; 1 12 4 O
(3 1 12 4 0
13 1 12 4 0
13 1 12 4 0
(; 1 12 4 0
6 1 12 4 0
6 1 12 4 0
(3 1 12  It  0
ti 1 12 4, 0
3 20 l U
.5 0 :33 2 U
5 2 0 2 0
2 O 2 0
5 2 0 2 0
.5 2 () 2 0
5 2 O 2 0
5 2 0 1 2 0
5 2 0 2 O
5 2 0 2 U
5 2 1) 2 0
27 2 1 0
27  2 1 0
27  1 35 1 0
:31 1 1:3 1 0
27 1 8 1 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Wellington. parish of Eule, tot n of
Eulo.
Allotment.  E ection.
102 7 1 2 1 1 0 0 8 0
1()3 8 1 2 I 1 0 0 8 0
101- 9' 2 1 0 0 8 0
105 10 2 1 0 0 8 0
10 3 4' :3 1 0 0 8 0
107 6 3 I 1 0 0 8 0
108 {  7  :3 1 0 0 8 0
109 8, 3 1 0 0 8 0
110 ' 1) 3 1 0 0 8 U
111 10 3 i 1 0 U 8 ( 
112 2 4 1 U U 8 0
113 3 4 1 U 0 8 u
11't •1  .6 ,1 0 0 8 ()
115 2 1 0 U 8 0
116 :3 5 1 0 0 8 0
117 -1  , 5' 1 0 0 8 0
118 5 5 1 0  0  8 0
119 I 1 6 1 0 0 8 0
120 I 2 6 1 0 0 8 0
121 :3 (3 1 0 0 8 0
122 4 43 1 4) 0 8 0
12:3 5 (3 1 0 0 8 0
121 6 (3 1 0 0 8 0
125 7 6 1 0 0 8 0
126 8 6 1 0 0 8 0
127 9 6 1 0 0 8 0
128  10 I G 1 0  o  8 0
Area.
A-.R-.  P.
0 2 0
0 2 0
4)  2 0
t) 2 0
11 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
1) 2 0
O 2 0
0  2  0
0 2 (T
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 22 ut) O
O 2 ( 
0 2 0
U 2 U
0 2 0
0 2  ( )
0 2 U
O 2 1)
U 0
Price per
Acre.
£ S.
8 0
8 0
8 0
8
8 U
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 ( 
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 0
8 O
8 0
8 0
8  o
8 ()
8 O
tiU BURBAN LOTS.
1147
.ALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE. TAXLBO,
ON THURSDAY,  TITS  28TH DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
No. of  No. of No of
Lot. Allotment Section. Area. Price PerLot.
II A. R. P. I a' .
TORN LOTS
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, TAROOM,
ON THURSDAY,  THE 28TH DAY OF  JUNE. 1877.
No. of
Lot. Area.
Price per
Arc
A. R. P.
TOWN LOTS.
Fortescue,  parish of Taroom,
Taroom.
N o. of No. of
Allotment  Section.
County oft f T t f TL' b f T b bi h o.y o aru amoun o.  par am o , own oos
1 1. 1 0 0 12 0
2 7 1 1 0 0 12 0
4  3  1 1 0 12 0
4, 1 4' 1 0 0 12 0
5 1 2 4 1 0 0 12 0
6' 3 >. 1 0 0 12 0
7 4 4 1 0 0 12 0
8 (; 4 1 0  0  12 0
9 7 4 1 0 0 12 0
10 8 4 1 0 0 12 0
11 9 4 1 0 0 12 0
12 1 5 0 2 0 12 0
13 2 5 ,  0 2 0 12 0
14 3 5  O  2 0 12 0
15 9 5 0 2 0 12 0
16 1
i
9 1 0 0 12 0
17 2! 9 1 0 0 12 0
18 3 1 9 1 0 0 12 0
19 { 4 9 1 0 0 12 0
20 10 ;) 1 0 0 12 0
21 11  (  9 1 0 0 12 0
22 1 1 10  ,  1 0 0 12 0
23 2 10 ' 1 0 0  12  0
21 , 3 10 1 0 0 12 0
25 5  Ti)  1 0 0 . 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
Po-tion.
26 1 21) 1) 0
27 2 2:3 0 0
28 6 ... ,  31  0 0
29 ' 7 ... 3-1 0 O
30 8 .. ' 29 0 O
:31 9 ... 30 2 O
32 10 39 0 1)
33 11 10 1) 0
:;4 12 ... 35 0 O
35 13  ...  1 37 0 O
SALE AT T Il E POLICE OFFICE,
BLACKALL,
ON TULS:DAY, THE 26TH DAY OF JUNE,  1S77.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Tambo. parish of Blackal], town of
Blackall.
Allotment. Section.
1 1 1' 1 0 0 s u
2 •2 1 1 0 0( 8 0
3 '3 1 1 0 0 8 O4 4( 1 1 0 0 5 O
5 1. 1 0  0  8 O
f; 1 2 1  ()  () 8 1)
7  2  2 1 O 0 8 0
8 3 2 1 0 0 5 0
9 -1 6) 1 0  0  8 1)
10 5 2 1 0 0 8 0
11 6  2  1 0 0 8 u
12 11 2 1 0  0  8 O
13 , 12 2 1 0 0 8 O
14 2  3  1 0 0 8 O
15 3 3 1 0 0 8 1)
16 4 3 1 0 0
17 5 3 1 0 0 8 O
18 3 s' ( 2 0 8 0
19 4 8 0 2 0 8 O
20 5 8 0 2 O 8 0
21 7 8 0 2 0 8 0
22 8 8 0 2 0 1 t3 0
2 3 3 9 0  2  0 8 ( 
24 8 ;t 0 2 0 S 0
25 1 10 1 0 0 r U I
.2.2(i 2 it) 1 0 0 1 ti t) I
27 :3 l0 1 0 0 ' ()
Portion.
51 9
55 10
5(; 1157  12
8 1:3
59 11
60 15
61 l t;
13
14
14
14
11
1.1
11
14
11
1.1
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
1515
15
16
16
16
113
1(;
1(;16
16
N
11;
17
17
17
17
171i
17
17
17
17
18
SL EUItI,AN
to NN r_ of
0 2 0
() 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 S
1) 2 O 8
O 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 ! 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
O 2 0 8
(; 2 0 S
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 1 s
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 84)  2 0 8
0  2  0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 1 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 ' 8
0 2 0 1 8
0 2 0 ' 8
0 2 0 l+
0 2 0 8
o 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
o  2 0 S
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
O 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 ! 8
0 2 0 1 80 2 () 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
0 2 0 8
O 2 0 8
0) 2 0 5
1 2:35 S
LO'1 S.
7 3 7 2
8 :325 , 2
10 0 .32 `2
43 1) 0 2
25 032 2
3); 1) 1) 2
56 1 () , 2
56 1 O 2
•  The purcha,cr of lot 53 to  pay X2, for improvements.
Given under my Hand and Seal .  at Governu wr
llouse ,  Brisbane ,  this seventh clay of M av.
in tl,e year of our Lord one thousand
hunured and seventy -seven ,  and in  the
fortieth  year  of Her Majusty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN  DOFGLAS.Co,D SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authority : JAMES C. LEAL, Gcvernnient Frinter, William .tre(t, Brisbane.
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Executive Council Office,
Brisbane, 12th May, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of he Government directs it to be
11. notified that he has, in Her Majesty's name, summoned to the
Legislative Council of Queensland, by Writ of Summons bearing even date
herewith, under the Great Seal of. the Colony,
GEORGE EDMONDSTONE, Esquire ;
KEVIN IZOD O'DOHERTY, Esquire ;
JOHN CLARKE FOOTE, Esquire ; and
WILLIAM PETTIGREW, Esquire.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
By Authority:  JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, Wiliam  street, Brisbane.
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AT NOON, this day  His Excellency the Administrator of the Government
proceeded in State from Government House, to the Legislative
Chambers, to open the Fourth Session of the Seventh Parliament of
Queensland ,  and delivered the following Speech :-
HONOUEABLE GiMTLEMEN  OF THE  LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL,
.AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,-
I have much pleasure in meeting the Parliament of Queensland for the first
time . The kindly reception accorded to me on my assumption of the high office
entrusted to me  by The Queen, I regard as an indication of the value that the people of
this  Colony attach to constituted authority, and to the privileges they enjoy as members
of  a self -governing State within the British Empire.
The progress of settlement, and the growing intercourse between Asia
and Australasia , have been the means of attracting numbers of Chinese to the
Northern Gold Fields. My Ministers consider that it is necessary to watch this
immigration  very closely, and to provide against the evils which are likely to arise from
the presence  among us of a large migratory Asiatic population. Small-pox has on
several occasions  made its appearance in passenger ships arriving from Hongkong, and it
has been deemed expedient to place in quarantine all ships and passengers arriving from
.  that  colony or any port in the Empire of China.
The occupation of a portion of this territory by an alien race, and the
possible introduction of diseases hitherto unknown here,  are matters  of the most
vital importance, not only to this community, but to the whole of Australasia. My
Ministers  have already invited the attention of the neighbouring Governments to
this subject, and they have instructed the Agent-General, in the United Kingdom, to
make the most  earnest representations to Her Majesty's Government on this  serious
question , to which your attention, also, will shortly be invited.
The introduction of Polynesian labourers, originally authorised for the encourage-
ment of  the growth of sugar and cotton in the coast districts, has led to their
employment for other purposes. As there appeared to be sufficient  reasons  for limiting
the employment of these immigrants to the objects originally contemplated  by 11 The
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Polynesian Labourers Act,"  my Ministers decided that licenses should, in future,  be issued'
to those persons only who require this kind of labour for tropical or semi-tropical
agriculture. A Bill will be introduced to give effect to this regulation, as well as for
other purposes connected with the introduction and employment of these islanders.
" The a -own Lands  Alienation  Act "  of  last Session ,  consolidating and amending
the land legislation of the previous eight years, has been brought into effective
operation. Large areas of land suitable for agricultural settlement, and previously
occupied for pastoral purposes only, have been thrown open for selection. The
numerous applications that have already been  made  for homesteads and conditional
purchases throughout these areas lead me to anticipate the best results from the
new and increased  impetus thus given to  settlement.
" The State Education Act of  1875" has now been long enough in force to enable
its principles to be fairly tested. I am glad to be able to inform you that its operation
has proved highly beneficial, and that the continued interest in education shown by all
classes , and in all parts of the colony, is such as to afford cause for the utmost
satisfaction. At the same time, my Ministers are sensible that the present system
is incomplete. A Bill has been prepared, and will be laid before you, dealing with
the whole subject of more advanced instruction, and having for its object the comple-
tion of the education system of the colony in such a manner that the various scholastic
institutions of all grades may work together in harmony, and as parts of one consistent
whole.
I have no reason to apprehend that the outbreak  of war in  Europe  will seriously
affect  the Australasian dependencies of the British Empire. But having regard to the
disturbed state of Europe, my Ministers thought it expedient to unite with the other
Australian Colonies, in a request to Her Majesty's Government, to send competent
officers to report and advise upon the Defences of our  coasts . These officers have
already arrived and have begun their enquiries, which cannot fail to  be beneficial
to us, although, I trust, it may be long before we are called upon to defend  ourselves
from  an invading  force. The law  relating  to Volunteers, upon whom,  in such an event,
the principal burden of defence would fall, is admittedly  in an unsatisfactory state.
Your attention will be invited to this matter,  and a  Bill calculated to improve the
law, and to place the Volunteer Force upon a better footing, will be laid before you.
I regret that, in consequence of unexpected  difficulties ,  the expressed wish of
Parliament with respect to the Victoria Bridge has not  been  carried into effect. You
will be invited to make provision for the  immediate opening , free of toll, of  this im-
portant main thoroughfare.
Attention having,  for some time past , been directed  to the question of
subdividing the Colony into districts  for  financial purposes ,  it was deemed expedient
to appoint  a Commission  to enquire into, and report upon, that and other  subjects con-
nected therewith. I hope to be able to lay before  you, at an early date ,  the result of
their investigations ; and my  Ministers  will submit to you during the  Session, for
your approval, a Bill dealing with this  question.
In compliance with an Address presented to my  predecessor, Commissioners were
appointed to enquire into the subject of the  management  of our  institutions for the
reception and treatment of the  insane.  I anticipate  great bene fit from their labours, the
result of which will be placed in your hands  as soon as  possible.
GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,--
The Estimates for the ensuing  financial  year will be immediately  laid before
you. They have been framed with due regard to the requirements of the  public service,
and the condition of the revenue, which, I am gratified  to say, continues to exhibit
improvement.
I am pleased  to inform you that  my Government has entered into a provisional
agreement with the Government of the Province of South Australia ,  by which it is
proposed to effect  a free interchange of certain commodities .  The agreement, when
finally completed, will be submitted for your  ratification ;  and I trust that this
reciprocal  interchange, when secured, will prove  the precursor of larger and more
comprehensive  arrangements  tending towards  the establishment of  Intercolonial free-
trade.
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HONOURABLE G NTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVECouNCIL,
AND GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGIsLATIvE AssEMBLY,--
During a large portion of last Session your attention was directed to the
consideration of a measure by which it was proposed to provide for the construction
of Railways in -various parts of this extensive territory. This Bill received the sanction
of the Representative branch of the Legislature, and will again be introduced by my
Ministers. Notices of the resumptions necessary to give effect to this Bill have, in
anticipation of its meeting with your approval, been served upon the leaseholders
of such lands as it is deemed desirable to make available for alienation in the
districts through which it is proposed to construct Railway lines. My Ministers
deem it necessary to give vigourous effect to the construction of railways wherever
the circumstances of the case would seem to justify such a policy. In this way
both capital and labour may be introduced, while, at the  same  time, the value of
the public  estate  will be enhanced by the increased facilities for communication
which will be secured.
My Ministers also hope to be in a position to submit to you, during this Session,
proposals for the formation of short and inexpensive branch lines to connect some of
our most  populous agricultural districts with the main trunk lines. In the construction
of these lines there is no necessity to provide for high speed, but they ought to be
built of good material, representing a sufficient value for the expenditure.
On the general question of Railway enterprise, I bespeak from you an intelligent
confidence, based upon a fair consideration of the claims of the several districts thus to
be benefited.
Your early attention will be asked  to measures  dealing with the question of Local
Government. The true source of contentment and prosperity among the people will be
found in honest and efficient local self-government. I hope, therefore, that these
measures , dealing, as they do, fully with the subject, will become law, and will be
found to contribute to this end.
It is most desirable that the Civil Service should be efficiently organised. In
order to attain this object, and to diminish the evils likely to arise out of unrestricted
patronage, a Bill has been prepared, providing for the examination of persons previous to
their being admitted to the Public Service, and, also, for securing retiring allowances
from a fund accruing out of annual contributions.
A Bill to make further and more complete provision for the important office
of the Agent-General in the United Kingdom will be laid before you at an early date.
In addition to the Bills already mentioned ,  Bills to amend the law relating
to the Distribution and Administration of the Estates of Intestates ; to provide for
the payment of the expenses of Members of the Legislative Assembly in attending
Parliament ; to facilitate the destruction of Marsupials ; to regulate the Pearl Shell
Fisheries in Torres Straits ; to regulate the Queensland Fisheries ; and to provide
for the better management of Orphanages, will, with others, be submitted to you.
All  of these relate to subjects of importance, and I have no doubt that they  Will
receive your careful attention.
In the consideration of the various  measures  that will thus be submitted to you,
as well  as in  all other matters connected with the conduct of public affairs, I trust that
you will be guided to a wise decision, and that you may fitly provide for the well-being
of a happy, loyal,  and prosperous  people.
By Authority  :  Jeuas  C.  BSAL, Government Printer, William  street, Brisbane.
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Government House,
Brisbane ,  7th May, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Governor will hold a Levee
in honour of Her Majesty 's Birthday, at
Government  House, on THURSDAY, 24th  May,
at Eleven o'clock a.m.
By His Excellency 's Command,
J. H. H. BERKELEY, A.D.C.
REGULATIONS FOR THE LEVEE.
Gentlemen attending the Levee will wear official
dress, full uniform, or evening costume. Each
gentleman will come provided with two cards, with
his name legibly written thereon ; one to be left
in the Entrance Hall, and the other to be given to
the Aide-de-Camp.
Gentlemen who have received Cards of Entree
will assemble in the Principal Drawing Room ;
Members of both Houses of Parliament in the
Dining Room ; and the General Public in the Hall.
By His Excellency's Command,
J. H. H. BERKELEY, A.D.C.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael , and St. George,
[r..s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.WHEREAS a ferry has been established atthe apper Palmer Crossing, on the
Thornborough road, in the district of Cook, under
the provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No.
12: And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
ferry dues to be demanded a,  I paid thereunder
should be according to the rates  :,herein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it was amongst other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued by him ,  to raise,
diminish ,  alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the provisions of
the said first recited Act  :  And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all  other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  order and declare that
from and after the Publication hereof, the to lls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry sha ll  be as
follows
SCHEDULE. $ a. d.
Every foot  passenger  and swag
(once  across)...  0 2 6
Every horse with rider ,  saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... 0 6 0
For every horse, an, mule ,  bullock,
or cow  ... ..  0 2 0
Sheep, pigs,  goats ,  and dogs,  each 010 3
Carriage or buggy ,  with one or two
horses .. ... ... 010 0
Coach with four horses ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane , this seventh day of May,
in the year of our Lord one  thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
William IV., No. 12, it is enacted that the tolls or GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St .  Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most  Hon-A.  E. KENNEDY,  orable Order of the  Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the  Colony of  Queensland
and its Dependencies.
W
a ferry has been established at the
l' Palmer and Byerstown Crossing, on the
new road to Byerstown ,  in the district of Cook,
under the provisions of the Act 2 William  IV., No.
12: And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
William IV .,  No. 12 ,  it is enacted that the tolls or
ferry dues to be demanded and paid thereunder
should be according to the rates therein set out, and
no higher  :  And whereas  by the  Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it was amongst other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued by him ,  to raise,
diminish ,  alter ,  or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the provisions of
the said first recited Act  :  And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the  Colony of
Queensland ,  by virtue of the power and '  authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice  of the  Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows:-
SCHEDULE.
Administrator of the Government of the Colony 0
Queensland, by virtue of the power an i ;authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to be
demanded and paid at the said terry shall be
follows :-
1
£ a. d.
Every foot passenger and swag (once
across) ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Every horse with rider ,  saddle, and
swag (do .) ... ... ... 0 6 0
Dray or waggon  ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading ,  per ton ... 0 6 0
For every horse,  ass, mule , bullock,
or cow  ... ... ..  0 2 0
Sheep ,  pigs ,  goats ,  and dogs ,  each 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses  ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses  ... ...  1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this seventh day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD ]KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator .  tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS a ferry has been established at
the Nornianby River Crossing, on the old
Palmerville road, in the district of Cook, under the
provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12: And
whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2 William IV..
No. 12, it is enacted that the tolls or ferry dues to
be demanded and paid thereunder should be accord-
ing to the rates therein set out, and no higher : And
whereas by the Act 14 Victoria, No. 5, it was
amongst other things enacted that it should be
lawful for the Governor of the said colony, with the
advice of the Executive Council thereof, by any
Proclamation to be issued by him, to raise, diminish,
alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any ferry
established in pursuance of the provisions of the
said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said terry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
SCHEDULE.  £  S. ' d.
Every foot  passenger and swag (once
across) ... ... .. ...  0 2 6
Every horse with  rider ,  saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 6 0
Dray  or waggon  . ... ... 0 10 0
Loading ,  per ton ... 0 6 0
For every horse,  ass, mule , bullock,
or cow  ... ... ...  0 2 0
Sheep ,  pigs ,  goats ,  and dogs ,  each 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy ,  with one or two
horses  .. ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses  .. ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this seventh day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, -Com-
[L a.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depend-
encies.
WHEREAS a ferry has been established at the
Mitchell Crossing, on the Thornborough
road, in  the district of Cook, under the provisions
of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12: And whereas
by section 7 of the said Act 2 William IV., No. 12,
it is enacted that the to ll s or ferry dues to be
demanded and paid thereunder  should be  according
to the rates therein set out, and no  higher : And
whereas by the Act 14 Victoria, No.  5,  it was
amongst other things enacted  that it should be lawful
for the Governor of the said colony, with the advice
of the Executive Council thereof , by any  Proclama-
tion to be issued by him, to raise, diminish ,  alter,
or vary any tolls imposed at any ferry established
in pursuance of the provisions of the said first
recited Act : And whereas it is deemed expedient
and desirable to alter and raise the tolls to be
demanded and paid at  the said ferry : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to be
demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows :-
SCHEDULE.  £ a. d.
Every foot  passenger and swag (once
across) ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag (do.) ... ... ... 0 6 0
Dray or waggon  ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... 0 5 0
For every  horse ,  ass, mule,  bullock,
or cow  ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
Sheep,  pigs ,  goats, and dogs, each 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses  0 10  0
Coach with four  horses  ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
COD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland  and its  Depend.
encies.
-WHEREAS a ferry has been  established at
the Hodgkinson Crossing, on the Thorn-
borough  road, in the  district of Cook, under the
provisions  of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12:
And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
William IV., No. 12, it is enacted that the tolls or
ferry dues to be demanded and paid thereunder
should  be according  to the  rates the rein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it  was amongst  other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
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Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows :-
SCHEDULE.
£ a. d.
Every foot passenger and swag (once
across) ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Every horse with  rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ...  ... 0  5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... . 0 5 0
For every horse, ass, mule, bullock,
or cow  ... .. ., 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs ,  goats ,  and dogs, each 0 0 3
Carriage  or buggy, with one or two
horses  ... ... ... ... 010 0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
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Given under my viand and  Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this seventh day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
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Every foot passenger and swag (once
S.d. Colony of Queensland and its
across) ... . ..  0 2 6 Dependencies.
Every horse with rider iaddle, and W HEREAS a ferry has been established at the,swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0 Palmerville Crossing, on the old Palmer-
Dray or waggon  ... ... ... 0 10 0 ville road, in the district of Cook, under the provi.
Loading, per ton ... 0 6 0 sions of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12: And
For every  horse, ass, mule,  bullock, whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2 William IV.,
or cow ... ... .. 0 2 0 No. 12,  it was enacted  that the tolls or ferry dues to
Sheep, pigs, goats,  and dogs,  each 0 0 3 be demanded and paid thereunder should be
Carriage or buggy, with one or two according  to the rates therein set out, and no
horses  .. ... ... ... 0 10 0 higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria, No.
Coach with  four horses  ... ...  1 0 0 5 it was amon st  other thin s enacted that it should
Given under  my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this seventh day of May,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD  KENNEDY
Knight Commander of the Most,
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
(L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator . tor of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
-WHEREAS a ferry has been established at the
1' r Normanby West Crossing, on the new
road to Byerstown, in the district of Cook, under
the provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12:
And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2 William
IV., No. j2, it is enacted that the tolls or ferry
dues to be demanded and paid thereunder should
be according to the rates therein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it  was amongst  other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued by him, to raise,
diminish, alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
jherefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
gg,
be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued by him, to raise,
diminish ,  alter ,  or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established  in pursuance  of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in  me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other  powers enabling me in that  behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows :-
SCHEDULE.
£ S. d.
Every foot  passenger and swag (once
across) .. 0 2 6
Every horse with rider,  saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 6 0
Dray  or waggon  ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... ... 0 5 0
For every horse,  ass, mule,  bullock,
or cow  ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
Sheep, pigs,  goats , and dogs, each... 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses .. ... ... ...  0 10  0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
[L.s.] Michael and St. George, Com-
A. E. KENNEDY, panion of the Most Honorable
Administrator. Order of the Bath, Ac
trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.W % 7HEREAS a ferry has been established at the1 Laura River Crossing, on the old Palmer-
Ville road, in the district of Cook, under the provi-
sions of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12: And
whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2 William
IV., No. 12, it is enacted that the tolls or ferry
dues to be demanded and paid thereunder should
be according to the rates therein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it was amongst other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued b7 him, to raise,
diminish, alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHVE EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recii,ed Act, and
of all other powers enabling  me in  that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry  shall be as
follows
SCHEDULE.
£ s. d.
Every  foot passenger  and swag (once
across) ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 6 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... ... ... 0 5 0
For every horse,  ass, mule,  bullock,
or cow ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs, goats, and dogs, each ... 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses  ...  ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY,  Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
[L.s.] of St .  Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY,  Companion of the Most Honor-
Administrator .  able Order of the Bath, Ad-
ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS a  ferry has been established at the
Normanby East Crossing, on the new road
to Byerstown ,  in the district of Cook, under
the provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No.
12 : And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
William IV.,  No. 12 ,  it is enacted that the tolls or
ferry dues to be demanded and paid thereunder
should be according to the rates therein set out, and
no higher  :  And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it was amongst other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by, any Proclamation to be issued by him,  to raise,
diminish, alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established  in pursuance  of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
,administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry  shall be as
follows :-
SCHEDULE.
£ a. d.
Every foot  passenger and swag (once
across) ... ... ...  - 0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... ... ... 0 6 0
For every horse,  ass, mule,  bullock,
or cow ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs,  goats , and dogs, each ... 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coaeh with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House Brisbane, this seventh day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS, by the  "Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864," it is amongst other things
enacted that nothing therein contained shall au-
thorise the interference by any Council with any
public wharf or building not formed, constructed,
or erected by such Council, which may be ex-
cepted from the jurisdiction of such Council by
any Proclamation made or to be made by the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil : And whereas a certain public wharf has been
erected by and at the expense of the Government
of the colony aforesaid, at Mackay, within the
jurisdiction of the Municipal Council of that place:
And whereas it is now deemed expedient and
necessary to except the said wharf from the juris-
diction of the said Municipal Council: .Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government aforesaid, by and
with the advice of the Executive Council, and by
virtue of the power and authority in me i ested
by the hereinbefore recited Act, and of all other
powers enabling me in that behalf, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and declare that the said
wharf so erected at Mackay, as aforesaid, shall
be, and the same is hereby excepted and ex-
cluded from the jurisdiction of the Municipal
Council of Mackay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this tenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and
in the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.T 7 IS Excellency the Administrator of the G vern-
ment, with t e advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been  pleased to accept the resignation of
SPIBIDION  CANDIOTTIS, M.D.,
as Trustee  of the Clermont Racecourse  Reserve.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
The POLICE MAGISTRATE and
The CLERK OF PETTY SESSIONS, at Cairns,
to act respectively as Land Commissioner and Land
Agent for the Cairns Land Agent's District, under
the provisions of the Crown Lands Alienation Acts
of 1868 and 1876.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th May, 1877.
U IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
l 1 ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JAMES SAUNDERS,
CEDRIC SELWAY,
JOHN BLIGH NUTTING,
CHRISTOPHER  GAY NOR,
ANDREW REID, and
ADULPHUS MARCUS  HERTZBERG,
to be  Trustees  of the Roma General Cemetery
Reserve, established by notice published in page
825 of the  Government Gazette  of 1871.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
IS Excellency. the Administrator of the Gov.
ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
of
SPIBIDION CANDIOTTIS, M.D.,
as Trustee  of the Clermont General Cemetery
Reserve.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
H IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HoBACE TOZER, Esquire,
to be a Member of the Gympie Road Board, under
the provisions of section 22 of  " The Gold Fields
Homestead Act of  1870,"  vice  Herbert Rogers,
deceased.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
Il IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
WILLIAM OSWALD HODGKINSON, Esquire,
to be a Warden, under the provisions of section 29
of  " The Gold Fields Act of  1874 ;" such appoint-
ment to take effect from the 9th instant.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 11th May, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern.
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
HENRY PAGE, Master of the Government Steamer
Kate,"
to be an Additional Coast-waiter for the Port of
Moreton Bay ; appointment to take effect from the
1st instant.
JAMES It. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 187 7.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the
Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has  been  pleased to make the following
promotions and appointments in the Postmaster-
General's Department, viz.:-
Mr. JONAS WARD, Clerical Assistant, Stan-
thorpe,
Mr. JosEPH TowxszND FOWLES, Clerk, Gene-
ral Post Once,
Mr. ELI ELIJAH SMITH, Clerical Assistant,
Dalby, and
Mr. WILLIAM ROBERT BUBRELL, Clerical
Assistant, Ipswich,
to be travelling Mail Officers, Southern and Western
Railway ;
Mr. JOHN McLAREN, Letter Carrier, General
Post Office,
to be Clerical Assistant at Dalby,  vice  Smith,  trans-
ferred ;
Mr. JOHN ALFRED BEAL, Supernumerary,
to be Clerk, General Post Office,  vice  Fowles.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN RENTON and
WILLIAM PROVAN
to be Government Agents to accompany ships
employed in carrying Polynesian Labourers between
the South Sea Islands and Queensland, under the
provisions of  " The Polynesian Labourers Act of
1863."
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
mentioned officers to be  ex officio  Inspectors under
and for the purposes of "  The Polynesian Labourers
Act of  1863":-
The POLICE MAGISTRATES at
Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen, Bundaberg,
Burke, Cairns, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Condamine, Cooktown,
Cunnamulla, Dalby, Gayndah, Georgetown,
Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Leyburn,
Mackay, Nanango, Ravenswood, Roma,
Springsure, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Law-
rence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Tennengering,
Toowoomba, Townsville, and Warwick ;
The CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS at
Nebo and Nerang ; and
The ASSISTANT IMMIGRATION AGENT at
Rockhampton.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
fTIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name
of
MALCOLM  SEPTIMus  MCDOUGALL
be substituted for Malcolm McDougall,  appearing
in the new  Commission  of the Peace, published in
the  Government Gazette Extraordinary  of Tuesday,
2nd January, 1877.
WM. MILES.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER "THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council, 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers, in the Colony
of Queensland, and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864" and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment Acts passed  since  1864 ; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality, it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more,  and is one
square mile in area.
That buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town increasing in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the  above  Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
4th February,  1877,  No.  22,  page  425)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portions of land are
open to selection by Conditional Purchase shall befive shillings per acre.
0
Parish. c Late Lessee. Area.
zF z
Land Agent's
District.
A. R. P.  1
29 Urangan 853 Anders Nielsen 34 0 0 Maryborough
Bassett 339 George Moss 80 3 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J. M. DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
a.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Helidon Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
o 4, FI
c V.I Parish. C5 Late  Lessee.  Area.za zcc
Tenthill. 693 Peter Brown135
A.  R.  P.
100 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Helidon.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the  twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portion of land is open
to selection by Conditional Purchase ,  shall  be
fifteen shill ings per acre.
00
c.,
Parish.
w0
O60 Lessee.
ra
Late LandArea .  Agent's
District.
A.  R.  P.
150 ; Redland  '  1,536 Robert Bell 80 0 0  Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day. of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I. Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said 4.ct, on and after TUESDAY,
the nineteenth day of June, 1877, at the Brisbane
Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by1 Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 600 acres.
No. ofSelec-  Late  Lessee.
tion.
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. .R.  P.
21:16 C. H. Simpson... 600 0 0 Brisbane
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.L.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase, shall be five
shillings per acre.
cc
o Land
c ti
a
Parish.
-nZ Late Lessee. 1 Area. Agent'sDistrict.
262 Goodna 2140 John Jones  ...
A.R.  P. I
87 0 0 1 Ipswich
and
263
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
Rouse, Brisbane, this third day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY,  Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.a.] Companion  of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of  Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim  that the
lands included  in the undermentioned  foribited
selection  shall be open to  Selection, under  the pro-
visions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twelfth day of June, 1877,  at the Brisbane Land
Office.
And I further notify  and pro claim  that the upset
price at which the  said lands  are open to  selection
by Conditional Purchase  shall be seven shill ings
and sixpence  per acre, and that the area which
may be selected by Conditional Purchase shall not
exceed four hundred and  sixty acres.
No. of
selec-tion.
2627
Late Lessee .  Area. Land Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
Mary Ellen Brook 460 0  0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of " The  Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 12th day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that  the upset
price  at which the  said portion is open to selection
by Conditional Purchase, shall be five  shillings per
acre.
61
tim
Late Lessee. Area.
Fergu -  839 J .  Mielkowsld
son
A. L P.
106 0 0
Land Agent's
District.
Mary-
bor ugh.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
Land included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
30th day of May, 1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the  area  which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 476 acres.
.u
x
Late Lessee. Area. JLand Agent'si District.
3525 Thomas Brennan 476 0 0 Ipswich.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth  day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
Lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections shall be open to Selection ,  under the
provisions of the said Act ,  on and after  WEDNES-
DAY, the  30th day of May, 1877 ,  at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shi ll ings per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
320 acres.
.,a
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. r.
932 William Hazelgrove 320 0 0 Toowoomba
1139 James Saw ... ... 320 0 0 do.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth  day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
00 0A Land AgentParish.
zoa
O O  Late Lessee.
zm
Area District.
A. R.P.I
17 Parker 1691 J. Wyllie ... 80  00  Brisbane.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  ]KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com.
ML.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act  of  1876,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall continue
to form part of the Homestead Area within which
they are situated ,  and shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after WEDNESDAY ,  the 30th day of May, 1877,
at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall  be ten
shillings per acre.
d
Parish.  6-o District.
Pratten ... 1110 Warwick
Homestead  (Late  Lessee. Area.
Area.
A. R. P.
Portions 49, T. L.  Sim- 154 3 0
50, 51,  and mons
52
Value of improvements to be paid at the time of selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane , this twentieth day of April,
in the  year of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred  and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that a lease for 5 years of the portion of Stradbroke
Island described hereunder, will be offered for sale,
by public auction, at the undermentioned place, at
Eleven o'clock on. the day specified, at an upset
price of £2 per square mile.
NOTE.-The first year's rent must be paid on the
day of sale.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 5TH DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
County of Stanley, on Stradbroke Island.
No f
Lot.
No. of
Portion. No. Area.
Price per
square mile
per annum.
1 A. ... 10 square miles
£ s.
2 0
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the southern extremity of Strad-
broke Island, and bounded thence on the east by
the Pacific Ocean northerly about fifteen miles ; on
the north by a line west to Swan Bay ; and by the
shores of Swan Bay, Moreton Bay, and the Broad-
water to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight'hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the Provisions of the fourteenth
section of the "  The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the lands hereunder described shall be and are
hereby withdrawn from conditional selection.
LANDS LATELY FORMING PART OF THE HOMESTEAD
AREA OF KOLAN RUN, BUNDABLG LAND
AGENT'S DISTRICT, PROCLAIMED OPEN TO
SELECTION BY PROCLAMATION DATED 1ST
MARCH, 1877.
Portion A.
About 2,200 acres.
Bounded on the north by portion 5, on the east
by Kolan River, on the west by Yandaran Creek,
on the south by line two miles south from south
boundary of No. 5.
Portion B.
About 3,500 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Kc lan
River, at the west corner of portion 17, parish of
North Bolan ; thence south about three miles and
three-quarters, west about three miles, north-west by
that river downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Portion C.
About 8,000 acres.
Commencing at the junction of Stony Creek with
the Kolan River, thence north about seventy chains,
thence east about five miles to the Kolas River,
thence by that river upwards to the point of com-
mencement. •
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Governmen
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
G 'D SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
TUESDAY,  the twenty -ninth day of May, 1877,
at the Roma Land Office.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to Selection
by Conditional purchase, shall be one pound per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional purchase shall not exceed 1,2b0 acres.
EXTENSION OF THE ROMA TOWN RESERVE.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on Bungewargorai Creek at the
north-east corner of Bungewargorai pre-emptive No.
5, and bounded thence by the east boundary of that
portion bearing south ; thence by the south boun-
dary of same bearing west to the north-east corer
of portion 121 ; thence by the east boundary of
portion 121 bearing south, and by the south boun-
dary of same portion bearing west, by part of the
south-east boundary of Polmont pre-emptive No. 3,
by the south-east boundary of portion 111 south-
westerly, by part of the north-east boundary of
portion 115A, and the north-east boundary of No.
115 south-west to the easternmost corner of the last
mentioned portion ; thence by the north-east
boundary of Upper W. Yalebone Run south-east ;
thence by the north boundary of Upper Yalebone
Run east ; thence by the north-west boundary of
Yalebone No. 1 Run, and a line in continuation
north-east to the confluence of Bungil and Bunge-
wargorai Creeks ; thence by Bungil Creek upwards
about four miles to the south-east boundary of the
Homestead Area ; thence by said south-east boun-
dary south-west to Bungewargorai Creek, and by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Path, Administra.
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section six of  "The Crown
Lands Alienatign Act  of 1876," 1, , it ARTHUR
L DWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been tempo-
rarily reserved for the purposes named with respect
to each.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER, ON WONGA CREEK.
County of Lennox, parish of Brootar.
Commencing on the south boundary of selection
No. 598 at a point seventy-five  chains  west from its
south -east corner , and bounded thence on the north
by part of the south boundary of that selection and
a line bearing east two miles ; on  the east by a line
bearing south two miles ; on  the south by a line
bearing west two miles  ;  and on  the west by a line
bearing north  two miles  to the point of commence-
ment.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING  ON GHIRAIR CREEK.
County of Fitzroy.
About 1,300 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Ghirair or
Moonda Waamba Creek at the north-east corner of
Baramba pre -emptive  purchase No. 4, and bounded
thence on the west by that pre-emptive bearing
south to its  south- east corner  ; on the south by a
line bearing east  to Ghirair or Moonda Waamba
Greek ; and thence by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR QUARANTINE  PURPOSES.
MacKenzie Island, Kepple Bay.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING ON  THE MARY RIVER.
County of Lennox, parish of Amam nor.
About 540 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the Mary River
at the north- east corner  of selection 91, and
bounded  thence on  the south by the north boundary
of that selection  bearing west to a point south from
the south- east corner  of selection 299 ; thence by a
line bearing  north and by the east boundary of
selection 299 to its  north- east corner  ; on the north
by a line  bearing east  to the Mary River ; thence
by that river upwards to the north-east corner of
selection  259; thence by the west and south
boundaries  of that selection southerly and easterly
to thd Mary River ; and thence by that river
upwards  to the point of  commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By  His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The CrownI Lands Act of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARDKENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my
Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May, 1877, at the
Bundaberg Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per
acre,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
SUBURBAN AREA AROUND MONDURAN.
BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Bowen.
Commencing on the left bank of the Bolan River
at the south-west corner of portion 8 parish of
Monduran, and bounded thence partly on the east
by that portion and a  line in  continuation bearing
north about seventy chains , on tbejiorth by a line
bearing west about three hundred and thirty-sin
chains ; on the west by  a line  bearing south about
three hundred and fifty-four chains ; on the south
by a line bearing  east  about three hundred and
thirty-six chains to a point south from the com-
mencing point ; again on the east by a line bearing
north to the Bolan River, and thence by that river
upwards to the point of commencement, exclusive
of an area of one square mile, as shown in the Land
Agent's official map.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and' its Depen-
dencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation. Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area, and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection, subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Roma Land
Office, on and after TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth
day of May, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional purchase shall be fifteen shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be.selected
by Conditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
HOMESTEAD AREA, ROMA.
16,500 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Blythe's Creek
and Bungil Creek, an& bounded thence by Blythe's
Creek upwards to 'l ingun pre-emptive No. 2;
thence by the south-west boundary of that portion
north-westerly ; thence by part of the north-east
boundary of Mulga Mulga Run south-easterly ;
thence by the south-east boundary of same south-
westerly to Bungil Creek, and by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth  year  of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 17th day of February and
1' 1 31st day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, being the continuation of Caxton street, through the Jewish Cemetery, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified :
And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advii a of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and that the  same  is now open for public use.
77-1607.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE OF THE  CONTINUATION OF CARTON STREET ,  BRISBANE ,  THROUGH THE JEWISH
CEMETERY,  PARISH  OF ENO GGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. ReputedOwner.
Length Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  in of Area.  Remarks.
Chains. Road.
chs, lks .  K. a. P.
1 Running no rt h -westerly through The Trustees ...  Resumed por- 2930  a0' 2 72 Irre -  0 0 32 Fenced
the no rt hern half of the Jewish tion unoccu- gular
Cemetery pied
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the  Most Distinguished
Order of St.  Michael and  St. George, Companion of the Most  Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. K ENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens.
Administrator.  land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS notices  were  published in the  Government  Gazette  of the 17th day of February and
31st day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions 421, parish of Walloon, county of Churchill, through lands in the  occupa-
tion of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked  and opened by the proper  officers, and that  the same is  now open for public use.
77-347.
Book OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 421,  PARISH OF  WALLOON,  COUNTY OF  CHURCHILL,
DISTRICT  OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
sow093
How Held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.Owner
Breadth)
of Area .  Remarks.
.
;zIt I Road.
chs. lks. A. X. P.
1 From the south-east 1,666 Homestead Thomas  3260 17 22 1 chain 2 2 0
boundary  of portion under Hinks 286° 2 50
421, parish of Wall oon, "C. L. A.  3080 5 28
north-westerly to its Act of
north -west boundary 1868"
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
1466
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government  of the Colony  of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 3rd d'ay of February and 10th
day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, from the Warwick Road to Harding' s selection , parish of Purga, county of Churchill, through
lands in the  occupation of the several  persons in  the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Adminis-
trator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve
of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator
of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper  officers , and that  the same is now  open for
public use.
77-940.
BOOB OF  R EFERENCE OF  ROAD  FROM THE  WARWICK ROAD TO HARDING'S SELECTION, PORTION
411, PARISH  OF PURGA, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PRO-
CLAIMFD AS A PUBLIC hOAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing on the ...
Warwick  Road and
running east alot,g
north boundary of
portion 209
2 Commencing at the 442
south-west corner of
portion 183,  and run-
ning east to south-
east corner
3 Commencing at the 759
south west corner of
portion 212,  and run-
ning  westerly through
that portion and
Crown land ,  to north-
west corner of portion {
411
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Crown land 90°
Conditional Thos .  Unncen- 90° 36'
Clause  " C.  L.  Glynn pied
A. Act of
1868"
Conditional Francis Francis
Clause 11 C. L. , Porter Porter
A. Actor 1
1888" Crown
laud
90° 12'
Breadth
of
Road.
Remarks.
ohs. Iks.  A. R. P. 1
46 68 1 chain  ...  4 2 24 1 Through water
I reserve.
39 09 1 chain  ...  3 3 26 Adjoining land
fenced-two
rails.
20 73 Irregular
1 chain ...
1 1 20 This  land was
being fenced
at time of
2 0 11 survey.
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l .
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY, (night Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W 7
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of January and 10th
1 day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion 14A, parish of Robinson, county of Merivale, through land in the occupation
of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve otthe opening of the said Road :
Now, therefore, 1, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by
and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has been marked
and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-1503.
BOOK OF R EFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 14A, PARISH OF ROBINSON, COUNTY OF
MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC RuAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1. ,
04.
z
c, How Held Reputedner.
1 Running  north -we-t- 285
erly from the east to W. R.
the west boundary of
portion 14A
" C. L.  A. Martin
Act  of 1868"i Bourke
Occupier .  Bearings. Lengths.
Occupier.
M. Bourke
Bearings. Lengths.
chs. lks.2760  3 25
297° 16  69
Breadth
of Road.
Area.
Area.  Remarks.
A. R. P.
One chain 1 3 36 Port ion through
which road runs
unfenced and
unimp ro ved.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
1467
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Batb, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.WHEREAS Notices were published in the Governmeut Gazette  of the 27th day of January and10th day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions 402 and 526, parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified: And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I. Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Governitient aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is  now open for public use.
77-14F2.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 402 AND 526, PARISH OF DRAYTON,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. I Portion of Road. No. ofPortion. How held.
Reputed Occupier .  Bearings.Owner.
1 A strip off south and 402 Under Deed Marian F. T. Gregory 90°
part of east boundary of Grant Seott
of portion 402 containing Gregory
a general
reservation
for road
2 A strip off south boun- 526 Ditto  ...  T. F. Gregory F T. Gregory
dary of portion 526
Lengths.IBreadth Area Remarksof Road.
ohs. lks. A. R. V.
33 25 1 chain ...  3 3 41 Portion
4 98 fenced.
19 79 1 chain... 2 0 0 Portion
fenced.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the  most  Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 27th day of January and
10th day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Selections 813 and 1,350 T K, parish of Ramsay, county of Aubigny, through lands in
the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of
the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for
public use.
77-1327.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTIONS 813 AND 1,350, ToowocMBA R EGISTER,
PARISH OF RAMSEY, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
R
No. Portion of Road. N
Sel
egister
o. of
ection.
How held. Reputed Occupier.Owner. Bea rings. Lengths . Breadthof Road. Area .  Remarks.
w
Re
Too-
oomba
gister. chs. lks. A. R. P.
1  A strip one  chain wide 813  "C.  T,. A.  Garrett G. Culhane North 56 66 1 chain  ...  1 5  2 25 I West
off the west boundary Act  of 1868"  Culhane boundary
of Selection 813 fenced ;
1
otherwise
unim-
2 A strip one  chain  wide
off the west ,  north,
1350 Ditto ... Lawrence Unoccupied
Buckley
N. 0° E. 7 42
90° E 16 17 1 chain  ... 3 1 26
proved
Left side
and west boundaries
I .
0° 21' 7 54 average135 of road
of the selection I I links. fenced ;selection
otherwise
unim-
pro ved
and un-
ocupied.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Comand,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honorable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Batb, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
V
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 3rd day of February and 10th
day of March, A. D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder described,
through Portions 208, 246, and 216, parish of Warner, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation
of the several  persons in  the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the
said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said  Road has
been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is now  open for public use.
77-1280,
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTIONS  208, 246, AND 216 , PARISH OF  WARNER ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MOBETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A P (TBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier.
Breadth
Bearings . Lengths, of Area.
Road.
1 Commencing at the 2156 Conditional  Robert R .  Leitch ...  305° 00'
south -east co rn er of clause of Leitch  295° 45'
portion 208,  and  C.L.A. Act  283° 45'
running  north -west- of  1868 270° 27'
erly to its west
boundary
259° 20' 4 98 Irregular, 4 2 80
241° 00' 4 81
214° 00' 4 95
237° 00' 12 22
Applicant . Situation.
2 Commencing at the 2170  "C.L.A. Act  Henry 11. Walker 270° 27' 15 08  Irregular  1 3 17 Partly
south -east  corner of q/ 1868 Walker fenced ;
portion  248, and  house,
running westerly  stockyard,
along its southern &c.
boundary
3 Commencing on the  ...  Forfeited The Crown
north boundary of selection
port ion 216, and
running south-
westerly to its west
boundary
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government House, Brisbane, this second day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is  hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth  section of
" lWe Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby , are required to transmit to this
Department  their  objections, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba ,  and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish .  Area.
cha. lks. A.  R.  P.
27 20  1 chain 7 3 1
28 18
17 31
5 00
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 13th April, 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth section of
" The (,'town Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are reouired to transmit to this
Department their objectio .. a, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent 's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
A.  It.  P.
1 Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts 6 0 29 No.
Jennings 1, 2, 5, 7, 9,  and 11 from
portions 3,  6,8, 10, and
12
2 Shanahan and Road separating  portion  Watts 2 0 0
J  ennings  6 from portion 7
3 Shanahan and Road separating  portion Watts 2 0 0
, Jennings  1 6 from portion 8
4 Shanahan and Road separati ng portion Watts 2 1 39
Jennings 13 from portions 11
and  12
1
5 Shanahan  and Road separating portions Watts 8 2 12 2
Jennings 14, 16 ,  18, and  24) from
I 21portions  13, 17,19. and
8 Shanahan and Road separating  portion
Jennings 16 from  portion 18
7 Shanahan and Road separating  portion
Jennings 17 from portion 19
8 A. Beaton  Road separating portion
38 from portions 28
and 65, and the road
reserved through por-
tion 68
Watts 1 1 11
Watts 1 1 14
Darlington 11 2 0
3
Parish.
Remarks.
Fenced
Area.
Permanent Closure.
J. Voller  Road separating por- Enoggera 3 1 16
tions 318 and 319 from
portions 333 and 334
Temporary Closure.
F.T.Gregory  Road separating por- Toowoombai 7 0 16
tions 484 and 485, and
parish of Toowoomba ,  Gowrie
from portions  121, 122,
128, and 124, parish of
Gowi ie
F.T. Gregory'  Road separating por- Toowoomba
tiona 99 and 100, and
pari sh of Gowrie, from Cow ri e
portions 477 and 488,
parish of Toowoomba
5 336
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereund r
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Gcvernment will, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Titles to Land Art of  1858," at the expir-
ation of three months from the date hereof, by
instrument endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under
his Hand and the seal of the Colony, describe the
name of the intended Grantee and the area of the
reserved road, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name and area  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the  said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name and
area ; and  such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,494. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Mary Ann Glenn.
Land Granted-A llotment  3,  section  22, town of
Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Mary Ann
Glenn having been inserted in the deed of  grant as
the name of the intended grantee instead of Mary
Ann Glynn.
No. of Grant, 29,117. Date of Grant-18th
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Friedrich Schumann.
Land Granted- •  Selection 492, portion 142,
county of Churchill, parish of North, seventy-nine
acres one  rood thirty perches.
Nature of  Error-Two acres two roods and ten
perches having been  stated in  the deed  as reserved
for a road, instead of  two acres  and ten perches.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
J
THE fcllowing amended description is sub-
stituted for that contained in the Procla-
mation dated the tenth instant, establishing a
Reserve for Camping on the Mary River, which
was inserted in error.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, MARY RIVER.
County of Lennox, parish of Amanwor.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mary River
at the north-east corner of selection 91, and bounded
thence on the south by the north boundary of that
selection and a line in continuation bearing west to
a point south from the south-east corner of selection
299;  thence by a line bearing north to the road
forming the south boundary of selection 825 ; thence
by that road easterly to the west boundary of
selection 259 ; thence by the western and southern
boundaries of the last-mentioned selection to the
Mary River ; and thence by that river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
Re  LAND SALE AT GYMPIE, ON THE 28TH INSTANT,
PUBLISHED IN THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE
" GOVERNMENT GAZETTE " OF THE 28TH
ULTIMO, No. 83. 1THE undermentioned Correction has been made,and is hereby published for general informa-
tion.
No. of No. of I No. of Price per
Lot. Allocmenti Section.
^-
Area.
Acre.
I I I A. B. P. I Pr'  &
1 18 2 1 0 1 19 12 0
should read
1 18 a 1 0 1 19 f 12 0
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony , it is  hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, the to
effect that every possible  assistance is to  be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-oven to the
extent of filling up forms of application,  transfers,
and other documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees  for clerical
assistance  to his  own use,  on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,  arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer,  a tracing  or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring  the same.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
i T is hereby  notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the  Road  can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent 's, Police ,  and Post Offices,
Maryborough. ,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No
1
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant . I  Situation . I  Parish .  j Area.
T. Brand... Road separating portion
84 from portion 86
St. Mary ...
A. R. P.
8 1 32
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the  particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous  names,  and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date of Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land granted-Portion  94, county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Name of nzi,nomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Bovey.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Beenleigh and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. i Applicant. situation. Parish.
1 J. W. C. Part of the reserved  road Barrow
Howard th rough portion 53
2 J. M. Road separating  portion Conda-
Clarke 13 from  selection 16 mine
Area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information,
that application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDrLE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 Joseph
Belcher
Bundamba
A. R. P.
2 3 37
A. R. P.
11 3 27
Department of Public Lands,
a 0 0 Brisbane, 2nd March, 1877.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of' the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROAD APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No.
1
Applicant . I  Situation.
J. North. Road  separating  por-
tions 219, 223,  224,122.5, 228,  229, 230,1
231, 234,  and 233,1
from Farney Lawn!
pre-emptive Nos.
1 and 2.
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
Brassall. 14 3 36
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th April, 1877.
11
THE following description of the amended  boun-daries of the Reserve for Timber ,  in the parish
of Knapp, county of  Ward,  established by notice
dated 12th  November,  1875 ,  is substituted for that
published in -page 2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1875.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Ward, parish of Knapp.
About 1,260 acres.
Commencing  on a road  one chain wide, forming
part of the south boundary of portion 344, at its
intersection  by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide ; and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  west about one hundred and sixty
chains ; on  the west by  a line bearing  south about
one hundred and thirty-one chains ; on the south by
a line bearing east  sixty-five chains ; and on the
south-east by lines bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north  55 degrees  east eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at •this Office,
and at the Land, Police, and Post Offices at
Ipswich and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  situation. Parish. Area.
1 P. Thomson Reserved road through Burnett ...
A. R. P.
1 1 16
portion 41
2 F.T.G re gory Road separating por- Drayton ... 305
tion 402 from por-
tion 403
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
Situation. Perish. A rea.
Road separating portion
20 from  portions 129
and 130
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty-nine links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six  chains and  twenty.
nine links.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written ,  being erroneous in the particulars therein
iket forth ,  his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1858,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively ,  under His
Hand and the Seal  of the Colony,  describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent  that, by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken  to have been  inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every  deed  containing the
erroneous name and descriptions ,  and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant,  30,013. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William gimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.Nature of error-The name William gimp
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Kemp.
No. of Grant, 6,278. Date of Grant-9th April
1863.
Name of Grantee-John Coleman.
Land granted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of (aoodna, twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain wide; on the
south by that road bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty-one chains and
sixty links to the Six-mile Creek ; and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of  Grant ,  29,295 .  Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin  McCullock.
Land granted- Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210 ,  county of Merivale ,  parish of
Robinson ,  one hundred and twenty-one acres.
AMFNDED DESCRIPTION.
County of  Merivale , parish of  Robinson, portions
205, 206,  207, 208,  209,  and  210,  selection 270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north -east corn er of portion 212, and bounded
thence on  the south  by that portion and a line
bearing west  thirty- four chains seventy-five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west  by that  road bearing north  thirty- eight chains
fifty-eight  links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north  by that  road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links, east one chain ,  north twelve chains
eighty -six links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes ,  north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty -one links to Swan Creek  ;  and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1877.
I
T  is  hereby  notified that a Land Agent's Office
will be opened for the transaction of business
at Cairns ,  on and  after MONDAY,  the 4th June
next.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE  is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony ,  describe the lands in-
tended to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion ,  and such grants and every such deed sha ll
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-- 22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cazvarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links; on the south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes thirty-three chains ; on the south-west by
a line  bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrew.
Land granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen acres, two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on tho
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement,- exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide ; the  area  of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE  is hereby given , that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
-written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , his  Excellency  the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions  of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
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of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous name, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
ember, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William Brookes.
Land granted-Portion  137, parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley, 39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of *Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
thirty-nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to Brisbane ; on the south-east by that road bearing
north 237 degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links; on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty-one chains ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 15 minutes
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement. -
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  23rd February, 1877.
HEREAS, by the twenty -fitth section of
r " The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  11368,"
it is provided that before any Crown lands are per-
manently reserved from sale for any public purpose,
notice thereof shall be published in the  Government
Gazette  f'or thirteen consecutive weeks : N otice is
hereby given ,  that at the expiration of the period
aforesaid ,  the lands hereunder described will be
permanently reserved for the purposes named with
respect to each.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL, TENTHILL CREEK.
County of Churchill, parish of Tenthill.
2 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Tenthill Creek
at the south-east corner thereupon of portion 85,
and bounded thence on the north by a line bearing
west three chains and seventy-seven links, and
passing through a post one hundred and seven
links from said creek ; on the west by a line bear-
ing south four chains and nine links ; on the south
by part of portion 90 bearing east six chains and
twenty links to and passing through a post two
hundred and seven links from said creek ; and on
the north-east by that creek downwards to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A CEMETERY.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
one chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 377, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west ten chains ; on the west by a line
bearing north ten chains ; on the north by a line
bearing east ten chains ; and on the east by another
road one chain wide, bearing south ten chains to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A.  SCHOOL.
County of Stanley, parish of Tingalpa.
15 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
me chain west from the south-west corner of por-
tion 337, and bounded thence on the south by that
road bearing west seven chains and fifty links ; on
the west by portion 377 bearing north twenty
chains ; on the north by that portion bearing east
seven chains and fifty links ; and on the east by
another road one chain wide bearing south twenty
chains to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  A SCHOOL.
County of Canning, parish of Mooloolah.
20 acres.
Commencing  on a road one  chain wide at the
south-east corner of portion 48, and bounded thence
on the east by that road bearing south eleven
chains; on the south by a line bearing west twenty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing north eleven
chains; and on the north by a line and portion 48
bearing east twenty chains to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of a i eserved  road, as shown
on plan of survey deposited in the Surveyor-
General's Office.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 9th March, 1877.
PETITION FOR A COMMONAGE AT ROMA.
I N pursuance of the seventy-second section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"
the following Petition and description are published
for general information.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
To His Excellency WILLIAM WELLINGTON CAIRNS
Esquire, Companion of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Queensland  and its  Dependencies.
This, the humble Petition  of the undersigned
Freeholders,  resident in the town of
Roma,
Humbly Sheweth :-
That your Petitioners are put to very  great loss
and inconvenience by there being  no land in the
neighborhood of Roma for  a common to run stock
on, a very large portion of  the present reserve
having been  selected  and fenced in.
That the portion of country  lying north of the
present Town  Reserve, bounded on the east by the
Bungle Creek,  and on the west  by the  Bungewogaria
Creek,  is very suitable for grazing purposes, and is
the nearest piece of land now available for such a
purpose.
Your Petitioners,  therefo re , most humbly pray
that your  Excellency will be pleased to proclaim
the said land a Permanent Reserve as a Common
for the town  of Roma ,  under the eighteenth section
of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868."
And your Petitioners  will ever pray , &c., &c., &c.
Names.  Names.
Thomas  McEwen Daniel  Gleeson
R. J. Cottell Thos. W. Knowles
J. Lister Adolphus  M. Hertzberg
J. Slaughter Edward Corbett
James O'Brien John H. Irwin
Edward A. Rees  James Roberts
William Armstrong 'William Auctten
Micheal O'Connell David  Benjamin
J. Saunders Go. Finckner
Samuel Caldwill  S S. Bassett
Thomas Green Alfred Skinner
Joseph McGee Fr. Seetz
J. W. Johnston William Sheehan
Christy Wityke W. E. Murphy
L. Ryder T omas Bradley
G. C. Bradley Louis Baffin
F. Morrison W. D. Tune
William Jackson
LAND REFERRED  TO IN  THE ABOVE PETITION.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of  Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost  corner  of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that  run and a line  in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek, and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of all alienated  and reserved
lands.
1.473
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
'• CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T,,ia hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of " The  Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with. by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land  Office, Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land  Office ,  Beenleigh ,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Ipswich ,  the first Friday in
each month.
At the  Land Office ,  Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE COUR T HousrS.
Toowoomba. Dalby .  Warwick.
Date .  Date. Date.
May ... Monday, 21 Wednesday  23 Friday, 25
June ... „  25 „ 27 „ 29
July ... „  23 „ 25 „ 27
August ... „  27 „ 29 „ 31
September „  24 „ 2t „ 28
October ... „  22 „ 24 „ 26
November „  26 „ 2$ „ 30
December... „ 24 Thursday,  27 Saturday 29
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A t the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday  in each  month.'
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A t the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in  July,  1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOxTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT  OF BURHE.
At the Land Office, Norrnantoii, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
1N ARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingday.Special Courts, when ecessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WATERVIEW.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Telegraph Office at Waterview.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for TelegraphOffice, Waterview."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Ipswich.
'Tenders  must be on  proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteendays from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MITCHELL DOWNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Telegraph Office, Mitchell Downs,
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June next, from persons  willing  to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at Mitchell Downs.
Tenders to be endorsed  " tender for Telegraph
Office, Mitchell Downs."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Telegraph office, Mitchell Downs.
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Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must  be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount  of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute  and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS AND REPAIRS, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
SOUTH BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next, from persons willing to contract for additions
and repairs to Primary School, South Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tenders for Additions,
-c., Primary School, South Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Al ajesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS-AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, ETONVALE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Primary School and Residence at Eton
Vale.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, 4'c., Eton Vale."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Drayton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TEACHER'S RESIDENCE, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
IN GLEWOOD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Teacher's Residence at the Primary
School, Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Teacher's
Residence, Primary School, Inglewood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary Schools, Inglewood and
Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any '.ender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, GOWRIE
ROAD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next ,  from persons willing to contract  for the  erection
of Additions  to the Primary  School, Gowrie Road.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for Additions,
Primary School,  Gowrie Road."
Plans, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this O ffice,
and at the Primary School ,  Gowrie Road.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at  the foot of  every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of' the Contract  in the event of the
render being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
INFANTS' SCHOOL,  LEICHHARDT STREET,
BRISBANE.
I ENDERS  will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock  p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 1st June
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of an Infants '  School, Leichhardt street,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Infants'
School ,  Leichhardt street, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
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the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
ouch performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHT-KEEPER'S COTTAGE, COMBOYURO
POINT.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th
instant, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Light-keeper's Cottage at Comboyuro
Point, Moreton Island.
Tenders to be endorsed  Tender for Light
keeper's Cottaqe, Comboyuro Point."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders  must  be on proper  printed forms, and
state  the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Custom House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Pilot's Cottage at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there  must  be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten ner  cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the clue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 4th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ST. GEORGE.FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,and at the Primary School, St. George, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 25th instant,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Additions to Primary School at St. George.
Tenders to be endorsed  10 Tenders for Adaitions,
Primary School, St. George."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, St. George.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 3rd May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Court House at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering , agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, GATCOMBE HEAD,
rE1\TDERS will be received at this Office, and
r at the Court House, Gladstone, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Pilot's Cottage at Gatcombe Head.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Gatcombe Head."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance
otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane 5th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF DALIJY,
COUNTY OF AUBIGNY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated 7th April,
1 1875, folio 752,  Government Gazette,
relative to the opening of a New Road from Dalby
Town Reserve to the Lagoon Reserve, parish of
Dalby, county of Aubigny : Notice is hereby
given, in accordance with the Act 4 William
IV., No. 11, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, with the advice of the Execu-
tive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
portion of road ; and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the road referred to,
according to the Plan and book of Reference, to
be seen at the office of the Surveyor-General, Bris-
bane, and the Police Office, Dalby ; and all persons
intending to claim compensation in respect of the
said road are hereby reminded that notice must be
served upon the Colonial Secretary within forty
days from the date hereof, in such manner and form
as are provided in the sixth section of the Act above
referred to, or they will be forever foreclosed from
such claim.
74-4851.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 25th April, 1877.
OTICE is hereby given, under the 14th
section of  "An Act to make provision for
the construction by the Government of Railways
and for the regulation of the same,"  assented to
3rd September, 1863, that His Excellency the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has primarily approved of the Map and Book of
Reference of the proposed New Line, Sections 3
and 4 of the Western Railway, from 52 miles to
103 miles 60 chains.
The Map or Plan and Book of Reference can
be seen at this Office, and all parties interested in
the lands to be affected by the said intended
Railway are hereby required to transmit to me in
writing, at this office, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objection which may exist
to the adoption of the said line of Railway, or
any part thereof, or of any works proposed in
connection therewith.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
BUSINESS LICENSES.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I the undermentioned Business Licenses have
been returned as issued by the Wardens at the
places hereunder specified, during the month ended
30th April, 1877.
GEORGE THORN,
Secretary for Mines.
RAVENSWOOD.
No. Name. No. Name.
290 Alex. Park Dalglish.  1  291 John Jones.
No. Name.
1684 Ah Chea
1685 Home Chun
1686 Hop War
1687 Seeing and Tew
1688 Wm. Stewart
1689 Wm. Stewart
1690 Ah Young
1691 Cum Ching Sing
1692 Ah Ree
1693 Lyons and Nolan
1694 Ah Kern
1695 Harry
1696 Ah Sing
1697 Ree Long
1698 Chew Can
1,699 Ah Jon
BYERSTOWN.
No. Name.
1700 Ah Nue
2825 Ah Sem
2826 Ah Chin
2827 Ah Fing
2828 Ah Loo
2829  J. W. Lyons
2830 John Mall,ns
2831 Quing You
2832 Ah Chew
2833 Chow Tang
2834 Chung Jug
2891 Quing On Chung
2892 We Chong
2893 Mow Lee
2894 Sun Cong Chin
2895 Chong Kee
CHARTERS TOWERS.
No. Name.  No. Name.
1899 Ah On. 1900 James Sweeney.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QQ EENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK
)
R RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Arantac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
l:owen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktow n, Cunnamulla, Curiwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thorn borough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Wivenhoe,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further intormation can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
• Brisbane, 19th May, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
the name of the Post Office hitherto known as
Wivenhoe will be changed to Fern Vale from the
1st June next.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.TENDERS are hereby invited, and will bereceived until noon of MONDAY, 31st May,
1877, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails.
To and from Gootcbie and Neureum  via  Miva,
Brooyer, and WVoolooga, by horse, once a week, for
one or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted as a guarantee until the bond and
contract shall have been executed, for their duly
commencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable time, or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post office in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
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TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.TENDERS are hereby invited, andwill be re-
ceived until  noon of MONDAY, the 21st
May, 1877, for the  conveyance  of Post Office
Mails.
To and  from Cairns  and Thornsborough,  via
Smithfield and Kingsborough, by horse, once
a-week, for  one or  two years.
Every Tender  must bear  the  bon t fide  signatures
of the tenderer ,  and two responsible persons willing
to become  bound with him in  such sum as the
Postmaster -General may  direct, not exceeding the
gross amount of the contract.
Persons tendering ,  or their agents, are required
to pay to the  Postmaster -General a sum  equal to
ten per cent .  of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted  as a guarantee until  the bond and con-
tract shall  have been  executed , for their duly com-
mencing and  carrying  on the service.
The deposit  shall be absolutely  forfeited to the
Government  in the event of the contractor  failing
either to complete  the bond  and contract within a
reasonable time ,  or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
The deposit  will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction  of the  Postmaster -General.
All ferry  dues must be paid by contractors.
The General  Conditions referred to in the printed
Form  of Tender  can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or  at any post office in the colony.
The Government  will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any  Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
NOTICE 10 MARINERS.
ENTRANCE TO BURNETT RIVER.
A SPIT having  extended from the north side o.
the entrance  to the  Burnett River ,  nearly as
far as the line of leading beacons ,  vessels entering
the port must ,  after passing the  second black buoy,
open the beacons  slightly to  the southward and
keep them in that position until the trees on the
outer  end of the  island are 'reached,  when the line
of beacons may be again followed.
Similar directions must be followed when enter-
ing by the leading lights at night.
A red beacon  marks the position  of the Spit.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 1st May, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SOUTH ENTRANCE TO MORETON BAY.THE detached bank at the outer edge of the Bar
at the South  Passage-which, by the notice
published in June,  1875 ,  had to be  passed at a short
cable's distance - having now worked  further to the
Southward, the directions for crossing the Bar, with
the knoll in  line with  the triple hill are no longer
applicable .  The Bar  should now be crossed with
the beacons in line, or open  to the Southward about
4 or 5 times their  own width ,  when a depth of not
less than  142 feet  will be found at low -water springs.
There is now a depth of  5 feet at low  water over
the detached bank.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbors,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1877.
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  18th  May, 1877.
NOTICE.
ti` HE Reverend  ARTHUR DoUOLASS ,  B. A., a  Minis-ter er  of the Church  of England residing at Mac-
kay, in  the Registry District of Mackay ,  and the Rev.
M ILLIAM HENRY BEALE,aMinister of the  Wesleyan
Methodist  Church,  residing at Stanthorpe, in the
Registry District of Stanthorpe ,  are duly  registered
as Ministers  of Religion  authorised to celebrate
Marriages  within the Colony of Queensland under
the provisions  of "  The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Brisbane ,  1st May, 1877.THE undermentioned unclaimed property, nowin possession of the Brisbane Police, will,
unless previously claimed, be sold by auction, at
&lr. Martin 's Auction  Mart,  Brisbane ,  on SATUR-
DAY, the second day of June, 187 7.
D. T. SEYMOUR,
Commissioner of Police.
1 Gold watch.
3 Reticules  (with contents).
1 Silk alpaca shawl.
1 Woollen shawl.
2 Pairs tweed trousers.
2 Woollen shirts.
1 Comforter.
1 Valise.
1 Bunch of keys.
3 Silver watches.
1 Set gold brooch  and ear-rings,  in case.
1 Gold cross.
1 Silver and pebble brooch.
1 Small plated brooch.
1 Silver -top whip handle.
1 Tape measure.
1 Meerschaum pipe,  in case.
1 Single-barrel gun.
1 Lady's black silk bezique.
1 Pair blankets.
1 Pair sheets.
1 Towel.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
! )N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
r in pamphlet form,  " The In.solvenc, Act of1871," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super -royal 8vo. Price  2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Gove rnment Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
1T OW  published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes ,  demy quarto :-
Full Bound
Half Bound
Cloth Bound
£ s. d.
4 10 0
... 3 15 0
... ... 2 17 6
J. V. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William  street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in  advance.
ADVERTISIN G  RATES :-
Impounded Stock ,  1s. per animal . (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. f'or every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances  amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in  cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may  be used for  sums of 5s .  or less
but under  no circumstances  will duty stamps
or  private cheques be received.
No advertisement  will be published in the  Gazette
unless  accompanied by a remittance  sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
P OUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice thatall Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings , must be made by
Post-Office Order,  or cash  ;  otherwise the advertisements
will be  returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Gove rnment Printer.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation  Branch,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs,  in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869." 4
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name cf Lessee or Licensee .  Name of Run.
Area in
District .  Square Amount.
Miles.
a. d.
Henry Rourke ... ... ... ... Albion ... Mitchell ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Escot ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ensay ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Barry ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Hardwick ... ditto ... ... 36 9 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Rockwood East ... ... ditto ... ... 35 8 15 0
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ... ... Rutilus ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Boydam ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Alma ... ... ditto ... ... 56 14 0 0
Robert Christison ... ... Cameron Downs ... .., ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Mingeburra ... ditto ... ... 25 6 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... May Downs ... ... ... ditto ... ... 27 6 15 0
Robert Christison and Thomas Christi.
son ... The Merse ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Donald Gunn ... ... ... Kensington No. 1 ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 2 ... ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 3 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 4 ... ... ditto ... 99 24 15 0
Simeon Lord ... ... ... ... St. Mungo ... ... ... ditto ... ... 65 16 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Culloden ... ... ... ditto ... ... 99 24 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. George ... ... ... ditto ... 100 26 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Lochill ... ... .., ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
....Ditto ... ... ... ... St. David  ... ...  ... ditto ... 100 25 0 0
Edward Rowland Edkins ... ... Rockwoodville ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
William Henry Barton and Julius
Milton Jacques Barton ... ... Quebec ... ... ... ditto ... ... 43 10 15 0
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient toopen a new Road from Selections 910 and 1140 to Gowrie Siding, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified, being lands
which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor.General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba ; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2018. GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  S ELECTIONS  910 AND  1140  TO GowEIE  S IDING, PARISH OF
MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No. of How Held .  I ReputedPortion. Owner.
1 Running south -westerly 12 Under Deed
from the east to the of Grant
west  boundary of containing
portion 12  a general
reservation
for roads
2 Running westerly from 13 Ditto
the east boundary of
portion 13, to the
I  road  from Gowrie
Siding to  Meringan-dan.
RobertJohn King  and 2700 51King  sons 231° 35'
255° 5'
Francis  King and 2550  5'
William Bons 264° 5'
King
Lengths.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
chs. iks. A. R.  F.
4 60 2 chains 6 2 0
23 71
4 23
11 34 Ditto 6 0 0
18 49
Remarks.
East
boundary
of portion
12, fenced
unim-
proved
open
ridges.
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Department  of Public Work
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W 1TH reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative to  the opening of a new Road through Portions 122 and 119, parish of North,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being  lands whereof
some part  was originally granted by Deed of Grant  containing a reservation  of all such parts thereof as
m7 ht thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles
as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road , and it  is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous  of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation,
unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1135.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD, GIVING ACCESS TO THE NEW  BRIDGE  NEAR SPENCER'S  CROSSING,
BRISBANE  RIVER, THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register)
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held. ReputedOwner.
1 An irregular piece of Ipswich 'Under Deed John
land at the north cor- (Register  of Grant Redmond
ner of portion 122 117 ciintaining a
generalre-
servation
for roads
2 Commencing  on the 34  C. L. A. Act  John
south -west boundary of 1868 Redmond
of portion 119, and
running north-east-
erly, being an irregu-
lar piece of land, along
the right bank of the
Brisbane River
Occupier Bearings Length Breadth Area Remarks. . in Chains . of Road. . .
chg. lke . A.  R.  P.
John 49° 43 '  1 71; Irregular 0 0 27 Portion re-
Redmond sumed un-
John 49°43 '  11 20?c Irregular 3 1 13
fenced.
Portion to be
Redmond resumed un-
fenced.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 15th day of March, 1877, folio 885 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to  the opening of a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield
Homestead  Area, parish of Gilbert, county of Merivale, through  lands in  the occupation of the several
persons hereunder  specified,  being lands  which were originally  granted  by Deeds of Grant severally con-
taining a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter he required for making public ways :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased  to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient  to open and
make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons  desirous of claiming com-
pensation in respect  of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must be served  upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle  the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation , unless they  are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1297.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD  HOMESTEAD
AREA, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DowNs, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
J
No. Portion of Road .  How held .  Reputed Owners.
1 From near  the bridge over
Miller' s Vale  Creek north-
easterlythrou _h Maryvale
Pre emptive 1 to its east
boundary
2 A piece of land off the north-
west corner of Maryvale
Pre - emptive 5 at Gap
Creek
Under Deed of John  Wien it, I
Grant con - William W ieiihiolt, '
tainingagen -  I  EdwardWienholt,
eral reserva - Arnold Wienholt,
tion forroa is and Arthur Wien-
ditto
bolt
ditto
Bearings. Lengths. BreadthofI Area.
chg. lks . i A. R. P.
70 40' 1 16 31 1 chain 7 1 0
200 40' i 54 14
209 40'
514 40'
2 49
8 19
Irregular 2 0 0
Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAI).-FIRST NOTICE.
30th April, 1877.
.I IS Excellency the Governor, with e advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it xpedient
to open a new Road through Portion 73. parish of Nloggill, county of Stanley, through lands in
the occupation of the person hereunnder specified, which was originally granted by Deed of Grant,
containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereat'ter he required for making public
ways: Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above mentioned, are now deposited at the Otliee of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary
for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
77-1730. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 73, PARISH OF MOGGILL ,  COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF  COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM  IV., NO. 11.
No. Portion of Road. No* of How Ileld. ReputedPorti( n. Owner. Occupier Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth I
of Area . Remarks.
Road.
chs. lks . ,  a. R. F.
North 22 18 50 links 1 0 17 Fenced1. 'A strip of land off the 73 ITn,ler Deed o Shield Thomas
east boundary of por- Grautconrain- Brothers Shields
tion of 73 ins a gene, a!
reservation
for roads.
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
Ir IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
j to open a new Road through Portion No. 2, parish of Tantitha, county of Cook, Burnett District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Bundaberg ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1792.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 2, PARISH OF TANTITIIA, COUNTY OF COOK,
BURNETT DISTRICT, INrENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
2 Commencing on the
south boundary of
the selection at ten
chains fifty-two links
Register
ofNo How Rute i i L th
s I O
Breadth A Rema ks.
Selection. Held .
ngs .ccup er .  Bea r eng s.Owner of Road . rea . r .
ohs.lks. A. R. P.
93 " Crown Henry Palmer Henry Palmer N. 17° E. 66 07 100 links 7 0 7 Reserved
Bundaberg  Lan8 8 N. 7° E. 14  36 100 links road to
Register  Aliena- be closed.
tion Act
from the south-east 1868
corner post, and bear-
ing north-easterly to
the north boundary
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
j IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
11 to  open a new Road through Portions 27 and 17, parish of Bundaberg, county of Cook, Wide Bay
District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line ofroad above-mentioned. are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Bundaberg; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any R ell-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.77-1789.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORrIONs 27 AND 17, PARISIr OF BUNDABERG, COUNTY OF
COOK, WIDE BAY DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
A strip of land off the'
north-west boundary
of portion 27
A triangular piece of
land off the south
corner of portion 17
Register
No. of
l
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings Lengths.
Breadth
of
dR
Area. I Remarks.
Seection.
-- -
oa .
-
I -
chs. lks . A. R. P.
Bunda- The Crown ... 65° 0' i 17 73 2  chains 3 2  2 forfeited
berg Reg. selection.
288
129 " C. L. A. William W. Hands- 65° 0' 3 90 Irregular 0 1 6}
Act  of 1868" Handsioid ford I
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
open a new Road through Selection 161, parish of Cawarral, county of Livingstone, through lands
in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being land whereof some part was originally granted
by Deed of Grant, containing a reservation for roads of an area equal to or exceeding that now proposed
to be taken for the purpose of such Road from such land : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Pook
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Rockhampton ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the ' ecretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2021. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH  SELECTION  161, PARISH OF CAWARRAL, COUNTY OF LIVING-
STONE,  PORT CURTIS DISTRICT,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of
Selection.
1 From the east boundary 161
of selection 161 south -  Rockhamp-
erly along that bound- ton
ary to Stony Creek Register
How Held.
Under Deed of
Grant containing
a special reserva-
Reputed Breadth
Owner . Bearings . Lengths. ofRoad. Area. Remarks.
I ohs. Iks . A.  Z. P.
Charles
Heron
201°
t
5 58
524 4
2 chains d 0 0 In the Deed of
isGrant
o
b 2
1
ea reservation
tion for roads  of 6 acres 1
rood 29
perches for
road
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new  Road through Portions 12& and 13A, parish of Kholo, county of Stanley, through lands
in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public  ways  : Notice is hereby  given , that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of'
Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation  of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-2020.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  12A AND 13A, PARISH OF KHOLO, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
00
0a
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Bearings. Lengths .  of Area.
Road.
Remark s.
chs.lks.  A. B. P.
1 From Cabbage -tree Cre ek 13a Under Deed of James  107°  5  30  1 chain 5 1 0 Including a
no rt h -easterly  through por -  Grant containing  McAndrew 56° 6 0  small reserve
tion  13A to the  same creek ,  a general reserva -  35° 5 96 for crossing
whe re  it forms  the north- tion for  roads 4° 10 0
east boundary  of the  por- 340° 7 6
tion ,  and another road 45° 4' 2 0
south-easterly  from  the  141° 37' 4 64
above to Cabbage-tree  141° 4 60
Creek
Fro m Cabbage -tree Creek  12A Ditto ... ... Ditto .. . 45° 14 90 1 chain 2 1 20
north -easterly through por- East 9 0
tion 12A,  and along part of
its north  boundary
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice, that applications havebeen made to bring the Land escribed low under thyprovisions of  "The Real Propert Art of  1561." Any person desiring to oppose must do so be
odging, by himself or his attorney, a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Description  and Situation  of Land.
5 acres, being suburban portion 24, parish of Drayton,
at Drayton, county of Aubigny
Name of Applicant. Date  within which  a Caveat
may be lodged.
George Thorn, heir-at-law 19th June, 187 7.
of George Thorn, the late
surviving Executor of
Wni. Horton's Estate
16 perches, being subdivision B of allotment 2 of section ditto ... ... ... ditto.
2, parish and town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
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Commissioner for Railways' 0fce,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1878.
TIME TABLE.
ORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table  will come
IN into operation until further notice.
Mi'es from
Rock-
hampton.
Stations. IIpTrains.
a.m.
Rock hamptor, depart ... ... 8. 0too
6 Graeemere ... ... ... ... 8.24
,10 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
15 Stanwell ... ... ... ... 9. 0
24 Rosewood ... ... ... ... A
30 Westwood arrive  ... ... 10. 010.15t depart ... ...
38 Goganjo  .. ... ... ... *10.47
44 Rocky  Creek...  ... ... ... 11.15
63 Herbert 's Creek  ... ... ...  11.56
68 Boolburra  ... ... ... ... A
p.m.
65 Duarin ga ... ... ... ...  12-44
88 Dingo ... ... ... ...  2-15
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from Stations. DownDingo . Trains
a.m.
Dingo, depart... ... ... 7-20
23 Duaringa ... ... ... ... 8.51
30 Boolburra ... ... ... ... A
35 Herbert's Creek ... ... ...  9.39
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ... 10.20
60 Goganjo ... ... ... *10-47
68 Westwood arrive  ... ... 11.20
1 depart ; . 11.35
64 Rosewood ... ... ... ... A
p.m.
73 S tanwel l ... ... ... ... 12-35
78 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A
82 Gracemere ... .., ... ... 1.11
88 Rockhampton ... .., ... 135
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus ,  A, will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their  journey  terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the preceding
Station to the Guard of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat which they join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares. Stock .  Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 12th May, 1877 ... ... 1,143 15 0 2,105 17 1 143 8 0 3,393 0 1
Corresponding  week last  year ... ... 954 12 5 1,408 8 4 122 12 4 2,485 13 1
Increase  ... ... ... 189 2 7 697 8 9  20 15  8 907 7 0
Decrease
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto
Total Increase
61,265 16 0
49,570 0 10
£11,69515 2
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
£ a. d.
Week ending 12th May, 1877 ... ... 135 1 5
Corresponding  week last  year ... ... 144 8 6
Increase
Decrease ...
1877-Total  Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
9 7 1
...
Goods and Live
Stock.
Parcels and
Misce llaneous. Total.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
488 1  3 33 14 3 656 16 11
238 5  11 18 14 7 401 9 0
249 15 4
...
14 19 8 255 7 11
too too
11,899 11 0
7,435 2 7
£4,464 8 5
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
General  Post Office,
Brisbane ,  Queensland , 14th May, 1877.THE following SUMMARIES Of OBSERVATIONS taken at  t he METEOROLOGICAL STATION ,  CAPE MORETON,  during  the Months of October, November, and December, 1876,  are publia!'i d for general
information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster- General.
SUMMARIES OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPE MORETON, DURING THE MONTHS OF OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER, 1876.
ON SEA-COAST ;  LATITUDE ,  27° 1' S.; LONGITUDE , 163° 28'  E. HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL ,  320 FEET.
BAROMETER.
Cor.to32"Fahr.and
red to M.S. Level.
8
Temperature of
Air.
8 8
HYGROMETER.
Temperature of
Evaporation.
a s a
c. ad a a ,i
01 W M c Q,
OCTOBER.
Maximum ... 30.127 30.002 30.063 76'0 82.0 75'0 76.0
Mean .., ,,. ... 29'066 29'873129962 69'2 75'1 69'9 65.9
Minimum ,.. 29.814 29.69329'780 61'0 65.0 63'0 52'0
Maximum
NOVEMBER.
... ... 30.083 30.034 30.044 78.0 87.01 77.0 77.0
Mean .,. 29.858 29.76529.809 73.9 79'8 73'6 70-3
Minimum ... ,.. 29'682 29.562 29'604 67'0 70.0 67'0 58.0
DECEMBER.
Maximum ... ... ... ... ... 30.179 30.11630'106 80.0 89.0 78'0 75.0
Mean ... ... ... ... ... 29990  29 928 29.956 75'1 80.9 74.4 70.4
Minimum ... ... ... ... ... 29.703 29.654 29.714 68.0 74.0 70.0 61.0
OCTOBER, 1876.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 71'4 degrees.
1675. to  ,, 70.2 to1874. It  „  699  ,.
1873. to to  71.5 to1872. of It 685 „
1871. 70.4 „
NOVEMBER, 1876.-Mean Shade Temperature of Month, 75.7 degrees.
„ 1875. „ „ 74'0 „to 1874. to „ 74.8 to
1873. to is  72.1 „1872. to  „ 72'0 to1871. ,. 72.1 11
DECEMBER, 1876.-Mean Shade Temperature  of Month,  76.8 degrees.
1875.
„  to 759 n
1874. to to  75.6 It1873. It  76.9  to1872. „ ,.  732 to
1871. 76.3  to
Humidity.
8
a
940
747
•420
79.0 73.0 1.000
70'0 66'5 '792
58.0 57.0 '600
m$ mo ce
A
006 8mI 8
a d mFq
q q q
q ova
WIND.
Summary of Direction.
9 am. 3 P.M. 9 P.M.
N5 NW6 N10 NW1 N9 NW5i
940 144.0 115.0 69.0 82.0  72-0'  19'0 { 0'860 ... 10 10W6 SW 4 W1 SW O W2 SW 2'
'828 134.7 106.3 57.3 76.8 65.1 11.7 '099 ... 4'5  4 0
•520
85 SE 5 111  SE 11 84  8E2
118.0 93'0 46.0 67'0 54.0 7'0 000 0 0
E 0  NEO E2 NE8E2  NE 5,
N1NW10 N10NW2N16NW1
80.0 75.0 •940 890 1.000 150.0 117'0 69'0 88.0 74-0 20.0 0.850
74.4 70.6 '814 737 848 140 4 113'5 61'2  82 1  69.8 12'3 -095
63.0 55.0 •470 '410 •460 1127'0  1050  48.0 73.0 63.0 8'0 •000
83.0 77'0 •940 900
73'8  70'4 •762  '671
65.0 64'0 550 '450
Rain fell  on 10 days.
q » 9 it11 91 10 „
to It  4  to
u  of  7  to11 ., 13
Rain-fell on 7 days.
n  to 58  11H  11 ,,
to $1 11 „
to  14 „
11 „
Rain fell on 7 days.$1 n 8 to11 #1 11
u u, 11
u  to  1011 to  6 ,,
940 152-0 124'0 65.0 90.0 75'0 18.0 2.150
779 1 141.1 110.7 59'3 82*4 71'0 11.3 -147
580 133.0 78.0 42.0 73.0 64'0 8.0 •000
Total Rainfall, 3.09 inches.
11 3.88  1,
5.40  to
1.68
2.(2  to
5 75
Total Rainfall, 2 56
11 156
2.41
800
6'86
5'04
Total Rainfall, 4.46
2.27
4 74
7.48
14.27
1.10
SELF -REGISTERING
THERMOMETERS.
RAIN.
m m 1 G qC C 91
a 'q bC rn  vi m
W5 SW2 W2 SW1
81 SE6 80 SE4
E3 NEOIE5 NE6
W1 SW3
81 SE2
E3 NE3
N2 NW8iN4 NW1N10NW1
W1 SWO
82 SE10
E4 NE3
WO SWO WO SWO,
80 SE7jS0 SE4
E8 NE111E9 NE7
CLOUD.
8
,a a
T M
9 10 10
4.1 4.2 4.8
0 0 0
10
5.1
1
10 10
4.7 5.2
1 2
OZONE.
Electrical Observations-47 Positive; 48 Negative.
„ 59 „ 36 „
49
., 44 to
72  to  21 11
66 „
„ 63 „ 30
Electrical  Observations-  58 Positive  ;  32 Negative.
43  to 47 „
57  to 33 „
59 „ 31 „
to 45  to 45 1,
54 36 „11
Electrical  Observations- 61 Positive ;  32 Negative.
„ 56 „ 37
69
16
24
51
24
77
69
42
Prevailing Winds, N.
„  It N.
to to E. and S.E
„ „
S. E.
to „ N. and S.E.
S.E.11 11
Prevailing Winds, N.
„ U N.
.,
N.
to S.E.
N.E. and E.
E. and SE.
Prevailing Winds,  N.1; and a.r.)o S.E.
E. and S.E.
N.E. and S.E.
It S.E. and E.
N.E. and E.11
EDMUND MAC  DONNELL,
G overnment Meteorological Observer.
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JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
HART of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of N or-
manby Bound, shoeing Thursday and adjacent
islands, with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and 'Government Printing ( thee.
William street, Brisbane. Price, 1 s each.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
jN SALE, at the Government Printing Office
1 in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
NORTHERN DISTRICT OURT.
N pursuance of the  " District ('ozcrts Act of
j 1867," I hereby appoint the following days
and times for holding District Courts during the
remainder of the year  1877,  at the several towns
or places in the Northern District hereinafter
mentioned, that is to say :-
Criminal Jurisdiction. Civil Jurisdiction.
AT COOKTOWN.
Friday,  21 th July  Friday, 20th July
'1 uesday ,  13th November Tuesday ,  13th November
AT MILLCHESTER.
Friday ,  3rd August Friday ,  3rd August
Thursday ,  22nd November 1 hursday ,  22nd November
AT TowNSVILLE.
Friday, 10th August Friday ,  10th August
Thursday ,  29th November Thursday ,  29th November
AT BOWEN.
Tuesday, 14th August Tuesday, 14th August
Tuesday ,  4th December Tuesday, 4th December
AT MACKAY.
Friday ,  17th August Friday ,  17th August
Friday, 7th December Friday , 7th December
IS1DOItE J. BLAKE,
Judge of the Northern District Court.
"JURY ACT OF 1867."
I N conformity with the provisions of the 7th
Section of  " Tlie Jury Act of  1867," 31 Viet.,
No. 34, 1 hereby appoint SIDNEY  BLi GGS TEARI,
Esq., to be Deputy Sheriff, for the purpose of
issuing summonses  for jurors for the District Court
bolden at Maryborough, in the Colony of Queens-
land, under the said Act,  vice  Stanley Grantham
Hill, Esq., transferred.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office , at Bris-
bane, this fourteenth day of May, A.D. 1877.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
" JURY ACT OF 1867."1 N conformity with he provisions of the7th
Section of  " The Jury Act of  1867," 31 Viet.,
No. 34, I hereby appoint STANLEY GRANTHAM
HILL, Esq., to be Deputy Sheriff, for the purpose
of issuing  summonses  for jurors for the District
Court holden at Rockhampton, in the Colony of
Queensland,  under  the said Act,  vice F. N.
Beddek.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office, this
fourteenth day of May, A.D. 1877.
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,
Sheriff of Queensland.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of R. W. Buchanan and Co., of
Brisbane, Insolvents.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
A
SECOND and Final Dividend at the rate of
11d. (nearly) in the £ is now payable at this
office  upon debts proved.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official  Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
501
Brisbane, 14th May, 1877.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Andrew Morrison ,  of Rockhamp-
ton, storekeeper.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter of the above -named Insolvent, who
was adjudicated insolvent on the 19th day of March,
1877.
Creditors  who have not proved their debts by
the 6th day of June , 1877, will be  excluded.
H. MACDERMOTT,
Trustee.
Dated this  9th day of May, 1877.
499
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
4s.
In the Matter of James Bray Pascoe and William
James Rodgers Pascoe, Insolvents.
W HEREAS, under an Insolvency Petition pre-
sented to this Court against the said James
Bray Pascoe and William James Rodgers Pascoe,
an Order of Adjudication was made on the seven-
teenth day of May, A D. 1876.
This is to give notice that the said adjudication
was, by order of this Court, annulled on the fifteenth
day of May, A.D 1877.
Dated this sixteenth day of May, A.D. 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
W. H. WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane.
500 6s
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Mulvena, Timothy Crauley,
and Michael Farrell, of Rockhampton, In-
solvents.
V
(JN the Eleventh day of June, 1877, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon, 'T'imothy Crauley, of
Rockhampton, adjudicated Insolvent on the twelfth
day of January, 1876, will apply to the Court at
Brisbane  for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, A.D. 1877.
W. K. D'ARCY,
Solicitor for the  Insolvent,
Timothy Crauley,  Rockhampton.
By DALY AND ABBOTT,
Queen street, Brisbane.
507 5s. 6d.
j In the Supreme  court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Edward Brown, of Rock-
hampton ,  an Insolvent.
ON the Eleventh  day of  June, A.D. 1877, at Ten
o'clock in the  forenoon ,  John Edward Brown,
of Rockhampton ,  adjudicated on the twenty-
third day of April, 1875,  will apply to the Court
at Brisbane for a  Certificate  of Discharge.
Dated this  17th day of May, A D. 1877.
W. K. D'ARCY,
Solicitor  for the said Insolvent,
By DALY AND ABBOTT,
Queen street, Brisbane.
606
Registrar.
Rockhampton.
5s. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTIl1 'T.
In the Goods of John James  Wood, late of Oxley,
in the  Colony of Queensland, d crn ' - I. .OTICE is hereby given, tL;it aft or ti,e expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pit lieation
he  of,  application will be made to the said Honour-
alne Court ,  that Letters of Administration of all the
goods, chattels ,  credits ,  and effects of the above-
named John James  Wood,  deceased ,  who died
intestate ,  may be granted to  Maria Wood, of Oxley
aforesaid ,  the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane ,  this sixteenth day of May,
A.D. 1877.
509
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Maria Wood.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Samuel Stevens, late of Homewood,
Old Cleveland 'Road, near Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  farmer ,  deceased.
` OTICE is  heresy given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honorable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named Samuel Stevens, deceased, may be
granted to Jane Stevens and Frank James Stevens,
both of Homewood aforesaid ,  the Executrix and
Executor named in  the said Will.
Dated this 14th day of May, A.D. 1877.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executrix and Executor.
502  U. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Conrad Seibel, late of Maytown,
in the Colony of Queensland, c eceased.
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub-
lication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the above-named Conrad Seibel, deceased, who
died intestate, may be granted to Maria Seibel, of
Maytown, aforesaid, the widow of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this sixteenth day of May,
A.D. 1877.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
508
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Maria Seibel.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of  Robert  Graham ,  late of Tantitha,
near Bundaberg, in the  Colony  of Queens-
land, grazier ,  deceased.
OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
i tion  of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gaz .-tte,  appli-
cation will be made to the said Honourable Court,
that Letters of Administration of all the goods,
chattels, credits ,  and effects of the above-named
Robert  Graham ,  deceased ,  who died intestate, may
be granted to Peter Graham ,  of i%laryborough, in
the colony aforesaid ,  merchant ,  a son and one of
the next of kin of the said deceased.
Dated at Maryborougb ,  this  16th  day of May,
1877.
514
CORSER AND  IORTON,
Kent street , Maryborough,
Proctors for the said  Peter G aham.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of "  The Curator of Intestate Estates
Art  -if' 181i7," and of the Personal Estate of
Patrick McLaughlan, late of Lytton, farmer,
deceased.
To a Brother and Sister and the Next of Kin.
TAK E Notice, that unless you apply for andohl Ain Letters of A dministratic n to the per-
sonal Estate of Patrick McLaughlan, deceased, or
show cause within one calendar month after the date
hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supi erne Court
of Queensland, or a Judge thereof, why an order
should not be made  for me  to collect, manage, and
administer the said Estate of Patrick McLaughlan, I
shall, at the expiration of one calendar month, apply
by petition to the said Court, or a Judge of the said
Court, and the same will be made accordingly.
Brisbane, 19th May, 1877.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
MEMO RANPUM.-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
20th day of June next, at 10 o'clock, before the
Judge then sitting in Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane.
504 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court ofQueensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Reeve, late of Stanthorpe, in
the Colony of l,)ueensland, tin miner, deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said honour-
able Court, that Letters of Administration of' all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named John Reeve, deceased, who died intestate,
may be granted to Justin Fox Greenlaw Foxton, of
Stantlorpe, in the Colony of Queensland, Solicitor,
and Jabez Harriman, of the same place, tin miner,
the lawfully constituted attorneys of Robert Reeve,
of New Road, Battersea, London, in England,
gentleman, the father of the said deceased.
Dated at Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
March, A.D. 1877.
THOMPSON AND HELLICAR,
505
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctors for the said
Justin Fox Greenlaw Foxton
and Jabez Harriman.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of  "The Curator of Intestate Estates
Act of  1867," and of the Personal Estate of
Thomas Totten, late of Cooktown, deceased.
To a Wife and the Next of gin.
rI'AKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
1 obtain Letters of Administration to the
Personal Estate of Thomas Totten, deceased, or
show cause within one calendar month after the
date hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or a Judge thereof, why
an order should not be made for me to collect,
manage, and administer the said Estate of Thomas
Totten, I shall, at the expiration of one calendar
month, apply by petition to the said Court, or a
Judge of the said Court, and the same ii ill be wade
accordingly.
Brisbane, 19th May,  1877.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate E,LatCS.
MEMORANDUM.-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
20th day of' June next, at 10 o'clock, before the
Judge then sitting in Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen street, Brisbane.
503 7s. 6d.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
IN'
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended,
during the present session of the Parliament
of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable the
Trustees of an allotment of land in Leieliardt
street, Fortitude Valley, on which is erected the
Valley Parsonage, to sell the same and employ the
proceeds in the erection of a Parsonage in a more
central situation.
517
JOHN HY. FLOWER,
Solicitor  for the  Trustees.
3s 6d.
£5 REWARD.STOLEN from North Brisbane, on the 9th ofMay, 1877,  a Silver  Roan Horse. branded
COC near shoulder and other  brands under ,  fistula
mark  on wither.
Apply to the
CO-OPERATIVE BUTCHERS CO.,
Brisbane.
513 3s.
The GovERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1877.  £ s. d.
May 14.-T. N. Rose ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
14.-T. Lynch ... ... ... 0 4 0
16. -Craig, Timmie, and Fraser ... 0 7 4
17.-J. Stewart ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
18.-G. Milliken... ... ... ... 0 6 0
18.-J. King ... ... ... ... 0 4 0
18.-J. A. Richardson ... ... ... 0 1 6
18.-J. Fisher ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
1mpounbiii .
'
Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
I MPOUNDED at Condamine, from Cobbareenaa, onthe 14th May, 1877, by order of Mr. Robert
Mackie. Driving, 3s.
One bay gelding, WK9 (registered brand) near shoulder,
brass bell on.
One black  mare , like indistinct brand in diamond over 2
over two spur brands  near  shoulder ; foal at foot.
One bay mare, star and snip, near fore and hind feet
white, jewsharp brand near shoulder.
One bay gelding, pq over or pi over E: over HO near
shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
510 4e.
rMPOUNDED at Springsure, from Arcturus Downs,
1 on the 5th May, 1877, by John Rule, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 4s. 2d. per bead.
One red and white spotted working bullock, like 41D
indistinct over like W near rump, one hoop and one
cocked horn, piece cut off top of both ears.
One brindle working bullock, like J blotch 0 (the blotch
a sore ) over like R blotched near ribs, like TO rear
thigh, like JC off rump, 0 off shoulder, like MCI
near  shoulder, two slits off ear.
One red and white working bullock, 0 off rump, illegible
brand off ribs, slit off ear, near horn broken.
One red and white spotted working bullock, like X near
ribs, X near thigh, off horn broken.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
GEO. MILLIKEN, Poundkeeper.
512  48.
IMPOUNDED at Springsure ,  from Spring  Creek, on
the 7th May, 1877, by W. H. Richards, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 2s. 6d. each ; damages, 2s. 6d. each.
One bay gelding, like N2T (registered brand) very
indistinct over like A over like 4 or L  near  shoulder,
like XIX (registered brand) off shoulder , very small
star.
One dark-bay gelding, AC over C near shoulder, star °. l
snip, off fore and hind feet white.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
511
GEO. MILLIKEN, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Stanthorpe, from Chinaman's G rden,
on 10th May, 1877, by order of Tommy  Hip. Tres-
pass, 20s.  ; Driving, 2d.
One red and white bull, near horn off, AD near shoulder,
AD near loin, AD near rump, AD  near  thigh, like
illegible brand off rump.
If not released on or  before the 5th June, 1877,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
495
THOS.  N. ROSE ,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Mitchell Downs
Station, on the 7th May, 1877, by order of R. W.
Stuart, Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 4d.
One black gelding,  star  and snip, hind feet white,
hollow back, JC over JC off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expe-r.ses.
496
THOS. LYNCH , • Poundkeeper.
1s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Westgrove.
on the 3rd May, 1877, by order of J. McElwee,
Esquire, for  trespass . Driving, 18s. 4d.
One bay ge'ding, star, white spots on back under saddle,
HC near shoulder, HC near thigh,  like 88 near
cheek, 0 two hearts off shoulder. '
If not  released on  or before the 5th June, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
497
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell owns,  from Amby Junction,
on the 5th May, 1877, by order of R. W. Stuart,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 4s. 2d.
One brown mare, like LC near shoulder, bA) < (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder.
One bay filly,  star, ZMO (registe red  brand) near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, willbe sold to defray expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
498 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Rolleston, from Planet Downs, on
the 12th September, by order of W. Howell,
Esquire. Driving expenses, 3s. 4d. per head.
One bav mare, N or  IV  conjoined  near  shoulder, star,
near hind f of white.
If not released  on or  before the 17th October, 1876,
will be sold to defray  expense --.
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
515 18.
IMPOUNDED at 1`tolleeton, from Gomally, on the
17th April, 1877, by order of C. B. Dutton, Esquire.
Driving expenses, 9s. 2d. per head.
One bay horse, CM or GM  near  shoulder, four white
feet.
One brown horse, like D3S near shoulder,  small star,
near hip down.
One bay horse, like T near shoulder,  small snip ,  saddle-
marked.
If not released on or before the 15th May, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
516
J. FISHER, Poundkeeper.
2s.
Printed and  Published by JA MFS C.  BsAL ,  Government  Print or,
William  street , Brisbane, 19th May. 1877.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, the
Administrator aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council ,  do hereby notify and proclaim
that the following Lots of Land will  be offered
for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned
places, at Eleven o'clock on the days specified, at
the upset price affixed to each Lot respectively.
(Deposit 20 per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that the
country lots which may remain unsold ,  shall, at
and after Eleven o'clock on the day following such
auction ,  be open to Selection by purchase at the
upset price.
The Deed ,  Survey ,  and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and Regulations.
SALE AT THE LkND OFFICE, DALBY,
ON THURSDAY ,  THE 21ST DAY  OF JUNE, 1877.
No. of No .  of No.  of Price per
Lot.
I
Portion . Area . Acre.
.  it.  P. £ •
COUNTRY LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of St. Ruth.
1 ... 187 0 0
2 ... 160 0 0
3 ... 160 0 0
4 ... 160 0 0
5 ... 160 0 0
6 ... 229 0 0
7 ... 160 0 0
8 ... 160 0 0
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
No. of
Lot.
566 1 0 1 10
SUBURBAN LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Jondaryan.
31 31 40 0 0 2 0
32 32 ... 40 0 0 2 0
33 33 ... 40 0 0 2 0
34 34 ... 32 2 0 2 0
35 35 ... 20 0 0 2 0
36 36 ... 20 0 0 2 0
37 37 ... 25 1 22 2 0
38 38 ... 40 0 0 2 0
39 39 ... 40 0 0 2 0
40 40 .. 22 2 12 2 0
41 41 18 1 10 2 0
42 42 ... 10 0 0 2 0
43* 43 .. ' 11 3 33 2 0
44 1 44 ... 10 0 0 1 2 045 45 ... 5 0 0 2 0
46 46 ! ... 5 0 0 2 0
* The purchaser  of lot 43  to pay  £9 128.6d ,  for improvements.
COUNTRY  LOTS-Continued.
No. of
Portion.
30
No. of Area. Price1I ( per Acre.
A. Ana. P. r R a.
236 0 0 1 10
10 ... 160 0 0 1 10
11 ... 160 0 0 1 10
12 ... 160 0 0 1 10
13 ... 160 0 0 1 10
14 ... 160 0 0 1 10
15 ,.. 160 0 0 1 10
16 ... 290 3 0 1 10
17 ... 183 0 0 1 10
18 ... 216 0 0 1 10
19 ... 640 0 0 1 10
20 ... 640 0 0 1 10
21 ... 640 0 0 1 10
22 ... 640 0 0 1 10
23 ... 689 2 0 1 10
24  ...  1 689 2 0 1 10
25 .. 632 1 0 1 10
26 ... 632 2 0 1 10
27 ... ' 640 0 0 1 10
28  ...  640 0 0 1 10
29 ... 567 0 0 1 10
9
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SVBV1l13AN toTS--continued.
No. of No. of \o. of iLot  Portion,
1
A rca,
A. B. F.
Price
per Acre.
47* 47 16 1 18 2 t)
48 48 11 2 0 2 0
49 49 10 3 1) 2 0
50 50 10 :3 0 2 0
51 51  8 2 4 2 0
X2t 52  :16 2 1:3 2 053 53  1 U 1 24 2 0
* The purchaser of lot 47 to pay £9 12s.  6d. for improvements.
t  The purchaser of lot 52 to  pay £19 17s. 3d .  for improvements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, TOO-
WOOMBA,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 19TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Aubigny, parish of Elphinstone, town
of Clifton.
Allotment.  Section.
1 1 3 1 0 0 12 0
2 2 3 1 0 0 12 0
3 3 3 1 0 0 12 0
4 4 3 1 0 0 12 0
5 5 3 1 0 0 12 0
6 6 3 1 0 0 12 0
7 7 3 1 0 0 12 0
8 8 3 1 0 0 12 0
9 9 3 1 0 0 12 0
10  10 8 1 0 0 12 0
11 1 4 1 0 0 12 0
12 2; 4  1 0 0 12 0
13 3 1 4 1 0 0 12 0
14 4 4 1 1 0 0 12 0
15 5 I 4! 1 0 0 12 0
16 6 4 1 0 0 12 0
17 7 4 1 0 0 12 0
18 8 i 4 1 0 0 12 0
19 9 4 1 0 0 12 0
20 10 4 1 0 0 12 0
21 1 5 1 0 0 12 0
22 2, 5 1 0 0 12 0
23 3 1 5 1 0 0 12 0
24 4 5 1 0 0 12 0
25 5 5 1 0 0 12 0
26 6 5 1 0 0 12 0
27 7 6, 1 0 0 12 0
28 8 5 1 0 0 12 0
29 9 5 1 0 0 12 0
30 10 5 1 0 0 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS
Portion.
31 1
32  2
33 3
34 4
35 5
36 6
37 7
2 2 0 6 0
2 2 0 6 0
3 2 7 6 0
3 2 7 6 0
3 2 7 6 0
3 2 7 6 0
2 2 0 6 0
38 8 ... 2 2 0 6 0
39 9, ... 2 2 0 6 0
40 10 ... 2 2 0 6 0
41 11 ... 3 2 7 6 0
42 12 ... 3 2 7 6 0
43 13 I ... 3 2 7 6 0
44 14 ... 3 2 7 6 0
45 15 ... 2 2 0 6 0
46 16 ... 2 2 0 6 0
47 17 ... 3 0 38 6 0
48 18 ... 3 0 38 6 0
49 19 ... 3 038 6 0
50 20 ...  3 0 38 6 0
51 21 ... 4 1 13 1 6 0
52 22 ... 4 1 10 1 6 0
53 23 ... 4 110 6 0
No. of
Lot.
34
55
5(3
57
No of
Poi Lion
I
COUNTRY LOTS.
No of
a rea. Price
per Acre.
I A. R. P. t  F' d.
County of Aubigny, parish of Yandilla.
41
42
43
44
58 45
59 46
60 47
61 4$
62 49
63 50
64 51
65  52
66 53
67 54
68 55
69 56
70 57
County of Derby,
71 20 ... I
72 21
73 22
74 23
75 24
76 25
77 26
78 27
79  24  ...
80 29
81 30
82 31
83 32
84 33 I ...
85 34 ...
86 35
87 36 ...
88 37 ...
89 38 ...
90 39
91 40
640 0 0
490 0 0
432 0 0
640 0 0
650 0
300 0
640 0
580 0
640 0
657 0
724 0
473 0
646 0
735 0
675 0
750 0
776 0
parish of Domville.
533 0 0
640 0 0
441 0 0
640 0 0
160 0 0
160 0 0
143 0 0
399 0 0
639 2 0
640 0 0
800 0 0
335 0 0
686 0 0
773 0 0
607 0 0
269 2 0
640 0 0
738 0 0
640 0 0
640 0  0-485 0 0
1:)
io
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, CLERMON 1',
ON WEDNESDAY,  THE 27TH DAY  OF JUNE, 1877.
COUNTR Y LOTS.
County of Talbot, parish of Yamala.
1 ... 640 0 0 1 0
2j- 2 ... 640 0 0 1 0
3 3 ... 640 0 0 1 0
4 4 ... 640 0 0 1 0
5 5 ... 545 0 0 1 0
6' 6 ... 364 0 0 1 0
7+ 7  ... 640 0 0 1 0
8 9 640 0 0 1 0
*  The purchaser of lot 1 to pay  £40 for improvements.
t The purchaser of lot 2 to pay  £ 73 for imp ro vements.
1,The purchaser of lot 7 to pay £70 for improvements.
§  The purchaser of lot 8 to pay  £ 25 for imp ro vements.
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, GYMPIE,
ON TUESDAY, THE 19TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County of March,  parish  of Gympie,  town of Gympie.
Allotment. Section.
1 2 55 0 1 0 12 0
2 6 55 0 1 0 12 0
3 7 55 0 1 0 12 0
4 8 55 '0 1 0 12 0
5 9 55 0 1 0 12 0
6 11 55 0 1 0 12 0
7 12 55 0 1 0 12 0
8 13 55 0 1 0 12 0
9 14 55 0 1 0 12 0
No'r  .- The Land  Commissioner will value the improvements, if
any, on the allotments ,  and add same to the upset price.
Given under my Hand and  Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fifteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
By Authority :  JAMES C. BBAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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Legislative Assembly Offices,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1877.
ELECTION PETITION.THE Honourable the Speaker di ects i  to benotified, that he has this day received the
following Petition with reference to the recent
election proceedings  in the Electoral District of
Bowen.
By order of the Honourable the Speaker,
LEWIS A. BERNAYS,
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
To the N onourablc the Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly.
The humble Petition of Edward Mait-
land Long, of Brisbane, in the Colony
of Queensland ,  gentleman.
RESPECTFULLY SHEWETH :-
1. That in  pursuance  of a Writ for the Election of
a Member  to serve in  the Legislative Assembly for
the Electoral  District of Bowen directed to the
Returning  Officer of the said district,  a nomination
of candidates  took place  at Bowen, in  the said
colony,  upon  the sixteenth day of April. one
thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven.
2. That  at the said nomination  the only 'candi-
dates nominated were  Henry Rogers Beor, of
Brisbane  aforesaid,  Barrister•at.Law, and your
Petitioner.
3. That a poll for such election took place on the
twenty-third day of April, one thousand eight
hundred  and seven ,  and on  the first day of May,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, the
said Returning Officer openly declared, at Bowen
aforesaid , the general state of the poll, and did, at
the same time and place,  declare that the said
Henry Rogers Beor had been duly elected a Member
of the said Legislative Assembly for the said
Electoral District  of Bowen  ;  and he  returned the
said Writ endorsed with the name of the said
Henry Rogers Beor as the person duly elected at
such election.
4. That your Petitioner is informed and believes
that the said Henry Rogers Beor has been, during
the course  of the said  election , guilty of acts of
bribery and corruption, in that the said Henry
Rogers Beor and  his committee, or some of the
members thereof, held meetings on the twenty-first
day of April. one thousand eight hundred and
seventy- seven , and on other  occasions , in a house,
inn, or hotel, licensed for the sale of fermented or
spirituous liquors, to wit the " Criterion" Hotel, kept
by one George kicketts, at Mackay, in the Electoral
District aforesaid.
5. That your Petitioner whose  name  is subscribed
hereto,  was, as  before stated, a candidate at the said
election , and has paid into the Union Bank of
Australia, in Brisbane, the sum of one hundred
pounds to your credit, as the Speaker of the said
Legislative Assembly,  in relation  to this Petition,
and that the bank deposit receipt for  the said sum is
annexed hereto.
6. That your Petitioner humbly submits, by
reason of  the premises . the election of the said
Henry Rogers Beor should, on proof thereof, be
held to be void.
Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays:-
1. That you  will cause this  Petition to be forth-
with notified in the  Government  Gazette,  and as
soon as  conveniently may be laid before the Legis-
lative Assembly.
2. That this Petition may be referred by the said
Legislative Assembly to the Committee of Elections
and Qualifications.
3. That the said committee will, upon proof of
the premises, report the election and return of the
said  Henry Rogers Beor null and void.
4. That your Petitioner may be declared to have
been duly elected for the said Electoral District
of Bowen ; or
5. That a new election may be had for the said
Electoral District.
6. That your Petitioner may have such further
and other relief  in the premises as the nature of
the case  may require.
Dated at  Brisbane , this twenty-third day of May.
A.D. 1877.
EDWARD  M. LONG.
(DUPLICATE.)
May 23, 187 .
Lodged on  account  of The  Honble. the Speaker of
the Legislative  Assembly of Queensland, with the Union
Bank  of Australia,  Brisbane ,  the sum of One  Hundred
Pounds.
£100 sterling.
C. K., Teller.
By EDWARD M. LONG.
By Authority : JAMES C. BEAL, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
Michael and St . George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY , Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament ofQueensland , passed in the thirty -first year
of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  "  An Act to Amend the Municipal Institu-
tions Act  of  1864," it  is enacted that it shall be
lawful for the Governor in Council ,  upon the receipt
of a Petition signed by the majority of the proprie-
tors of any portion or section of land within the
municipality ,  or at the request of the Municipal
Council, to declare, by Proclamation ,  such portion
or section to be of the first class for the purposes
of the said  Act: Now,  therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator of the
Government of the colony aforesaid , do, by this my
Proclamation ,  declare such portion of the town of
Toowoomba as is comprised within the following
description  " That portion  of Ruthven  street,
from Russell  street to a distance of four chains
south of Herries street  ;  and Russell street, Mar-
garet street, and Herries street ,  for a distance of
two hundred feet from  Ruthven street  east and
west respectively ,"- to be of the first class for the
purposes of the said Act.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -eighth day of
April,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael  and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY,  orable Order of the  Bath, Ad.
Administrator .  ministrator of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS a ferry has  been established at
the Upper Palmer Crossing, on the
Thornborough road, in the district of Cook, under
the provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No.
12: And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
William IV., No. 12, it is enacted that the tolls or
ferry dues to be demanded and paid thereunder
should be according to the rates therein  set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it was amongst other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued by  him, to raise,
diminish, alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the  provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas  it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter  and raise  the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested  in me  by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers  enabling me  in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and  declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry  sha ll  be  as
follows
1492
SCHEDULE.
£ s. d.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra.
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and it,L
'Dependencies. 3WHEREAS a ferry has been established atthe Normanby River Crossing, on the old
Palmerville road, in the district of Cook, under the
provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12: And
whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2 William IV..
No. 12, it is enacted that the tolls or ferry dues to
be demanded and paid thereunder should be accord-
ing to the rates therein set out, and no higher : And
whereas by the Act 14 Victoria, No. 5, it was
amongst other things enacted that it should be
lawful for the Governor of the said colony, with the
advice of the Executive Council thereof, by any
Proclamation to be issued by him, to raise, diminish,
alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any ferry
established in pursuance of the provisions of the
said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said terry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power an I authority
vested  in me  by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to be
demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be asfollows:-
Every foot  passenger and swag
(once  across )... ...  0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... ... .. 0 5 0
For every horse, ass, mule, bullock,
or cow  ... ... 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs, goats, and dogs, each 0 0 3
Carriage  or buggy, with one or two
horses  ... ... 010 0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this seventh day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies. .
WHEREAS a ferry has been established at the
Palmer and Byerstown Crossing, on the
new road to  Byerstown, in the district of Cook,
under the provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No.
12: And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
William IV., No. 12,  it is  enacted that the tolls or
ferry dues to be demanded and paid thereunder
should be according to the rates therein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it was  amongst  other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be  issued  by him, to raise,
diminish , alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and  raise  the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and- authority
vested in  me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other  powers enabling me in  that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and  after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows:-
SCHEDULE.
£ s. d.
Every foot passenger and swag (once
across) ... ...  ...  0 2 6
Every horse with rider,  saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon  ... ... ...  0 10 0
Loading ,  per ton  ... ..  0 5 0
For every horse, ass, mule, bullock,
or cow  ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
Sheep ,  pigs ,  goats ,  and dogs, each 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses  ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses ... .. 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this seventh day of May,
in the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy- seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Gop SAVE THE QUEEN
SCHEDULE.  £ s. d.
Every foot  passenger and swag (once
across) ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or  waggon  ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... . 0 5 0
For every  horse, ass , mule, bullock,
or cow  ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
Sheep,  pigs, goats , and dogs, each 0 0 3
Carriage  or buggy, with one or two
horses ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane , this seventh day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVR THE  QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depend.
encies.
WHEREAS a ferry has been established at the
Mitchell Crossing,  on the  Thornborough
road, in the district of Cook, under the provisions
of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12: And  whereas
by section 7 of the said Act 2 William IV., No. 12,
it is enacted that the tolls or ferry dues to be
demanded and paid thereunder should be according
to the rates therein set out. and no higher : And
whereas by the Act 14 Victoria, No. 5, it was
amongst other things enacted that it should be lawful
for the Governor of the said colony, with the advice
of the Executive Council thereof, by any Proclama-
tion to be issued by him, to raise, diminish, at(  r,
or vary any tolls imposed at any ferry established
in pursuance of the provisions of the said first
recited Act: And whereas  it is  deemed expedient
and desirable to alter and raise the tolls to be
demanded and paid at the  said  ferry : Now, there-
fore, I, Sir- A-t1irt7R EDWARD K ENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
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Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in  me by the hereinbefore recited Act, an,l
of all other powers  enabling me  in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the lolls to be
demanded  and paid at the said ferry  shall be as
follows
SCHEDULE.  £ s. d.
Every foot  passenger  and swag (once
across) ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... ... 0 5 0
For every horse,  ass, mule,  bullock,
or cow ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs,  goats , and dogs, each 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand  and Seal,  at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane,  this  seventh day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depend.
encies.
W
HEREAS a ferry has been established at
the Hodgkinson Crossing, on the Thorn.
borough road, in the district of Cook, under the
provisions  of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12:
And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
William IV., No. 12, it is enacted that the tolls or
ferry dues to be demanded and paid thereunder
should be according to the rates therein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it  was amongst  other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the  said  colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued by him, to raise,
diminish , alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established  in pursuance  of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter  and raise  the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers  enabling me  in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Exi cutive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows
SCHEDULE.
Every foot  passenger  and swag (once
across ) ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or a  aggon  ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... ... ... 0 5 0
For every horse,  ass, mule,  bullock,
or cow ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs, goals, and dogs, each 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four  horses  ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of May,
in the year of' our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE  TH8 QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
rL.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KErrNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS a ferry has been established at the
W 1' Normanby West Crossing, on the new
road to Byerstown, in the district of Cook, under
the provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12:
And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2 William
IV., No..2, it is enacted that the tolls or ferry
dues  to be demanded and paid thereunder should
be according to the rates therein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it was  amongst  other things  enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued by him,  to raise,
diminish, alter , or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established  in pursuance  of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas  it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and  raise  the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested  in me  by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers  enabling me  in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows :-
SCHEDULE.
£ 8. d.
Every foot  passenger and swag (once
across) ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Every horse with rider , saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... ... ... 0 5 0
For every  horse, ass , mule, bullock,
or cow ... ... ... ...  0 2 0
Sheep, pigs, goats, and dogs, each 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses  ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir A RTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George. Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most  Honorable
A. F. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
',
HER EAS a ferry has been established at the
Palmerville Crossing, on the old Palmer-
ville road, in the district of Cook, under the provi-
sions  of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12: And
whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2 William I V.,
N o. 12,  it was  enacted that the tolls or ferry dues to
be demanded and paid thereunder should be
according to the rates therein set out, and no
higher : And whereas by the Act It Victoria, No.
5, it was amongst other things enacted that it should
be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by Any Proclamation to be issued by him, to raise,
diminish, alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established  in Pursuance  of the provisions of
the said first recited Act: And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable  to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore ,  I, Sir ARTHIIB EDWARD KENNEDY. the
Administrator  of the Government of the Colony of
£ s. d.
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Queensland , by virtue of the power and authority
vested  in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers  enabling me  in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry  shall be as
follows :-
SCHEDULE.
£ s. d.
Every foot  passenger  and swag (once
acro ss) ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... . 0 5 0
For every horse, ass, mule, bullock,
or cow ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs,  goats,  and dogs, each... 0 0 3
Carriage or  buggy,  with one or two
horses 010 0
Coach with four horses ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
.May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knit ht Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
[L.s.] Michael and St. George, Com-
A. E. KENNEDY, panion of the Most Honorable
Administrator. Order of the Bath, Adminis-
trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS a ferry has been established at theLaura River Crossing, on the old Palmer-
Ville road, in the district of Cook, under the provi-
sions  of the Act 2 William IV., No. 12: And
whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2 William
IV., No. 12, it is enacted that the tolls or ferry
dues to be demanded and paid thereunder should
be according to the rates therein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
.No 5, it was amongst other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by, any Proclamation to be issued by him, to raise,
diminish, alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and  raise  the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested  in me  by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows
SCHEDULE.
£  it.  d.
Every foot passenger and swag (once
across ) ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... ... .. 0 5 0
For every horse,  ass, mule , bullock,
or cow ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs, goats, and dogs, each ... 0 0 3
Carriage or  buggy,  with one or two
horses ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern.
ment House, Brisbane, this seventh day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEOR GE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
[L.s.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the Most Honor-
Administrator. able Order of the Bath, Ad-
ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.WTHE RE AS a ferry has been established at the11 r  Normanby East Crossing, on the new road
to Byerstown, in the district of Cook, under
the provisions of the Act 2 William IV., No.
12 : And whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
William IV., No. 12, it  is enacted  that the tolls or
ferry dues to be demanded and paid thereunder
should be according to the  rates  therein set out, and
no higher : And whereas by the Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5. it was amongst other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any Proclamation to be issued by him, to raise,
diminish, alter, or vary any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the provisions of
the said first recited Act : And whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and  raise  the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland, by virtue of the power and authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
from and after the publication hereof, the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows  :-
SCHEDULE.
£ a. d.
Every foot passenger and swag (once
acro ss) ... ... ... - 0 2 6
Every horse with rider, saddle, and
swag  (do.) ... ... ... 0 5 0
Dray or waggon ... ... ... 0 10 0
Loading, per ton ... . ... 0 5 0
For every horse, ass, mule, bullock,
or cow ... ... ... 0 2 0
Sheep, pigs,  goats,  and dogs, each ... 0 0 3
Carriage or buggy, with one or two
horses ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
Coach with four horses ... ... 1 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House Brisbane, this seventh day of Ala y,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Senior Constable JAMES WARNER
to be Inspector of Slaughter- houses and  of Cattle
intended for Slaughter within the Police District
of Condamine, in the room of John Morris Roe,
transferred.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 25th May, 1877.
T
HERE being in the Sheep District of Cook no
Owners qualified to elect Directors, His Excel-
lency the Administrator of the Government, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to appoint the undermentioned gentleir' I
to form the Board for the year 1877-8 :-
FREDERICK  JOSHUA WATHEN  BEARDMORE,
EDWARD BALLARD POWER,
ALLAN GRAY,
JAMES CLARK BAIRD, and
JOHN WALSH.
WM. MILES.GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.T R jIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov- ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint the under-
mentioned officers to be  ex officio  Inspectors under
and for the purposes of "  The Polynesian Labourers
Act of  1868":-
The POLICE MAGISTRATEs at
Banana , Beenleigh, Blackall, Bowen, Bundaberg,
Burke, Cairns, Cardwell, Charleville, Charters
Towers, Clermont, Condamine, Cooktown,
Cunnamulla, Dalby, Gayndah, Georgetown,
Gladstone, Goondiwindi, Gympie, Leyburn,
Mackay, Nanango, Ravenswood, Roma,
Springsure, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Law-
rence, Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Tennengering,
Toowoomba, Townsville, and Warwick ;
The CLERKS OF PETTY  SESSIONS at
Nebo and Nerang ; and
The ASSISTANT IMMIGRATION AGENT at
Rockhampton.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1877.
I
N consequence of very numerous applications
for employment in the Civil Service, it is
notified for public information, that there are now
no vacancies to be filled up, and that the Govern.
ment is not likely to require additional clerks or
other employes for a considerable time to come.
No applications can henceforth be received at this
office ; and those persons who have been for some
time endeavouring to obtain appointments in the
Civil Service are strongly recommended to seek
other employment, as the Government will not be
able to provide for them.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1877.
TELEGRAPHIC MESSAGES ON PUBLIC
SERVICE.
OFFICERS in the Public Service and others
desirous  of communicating with the Govern-
ment  or Heads of Departments are requested to do
so on ordinary  occasions  by letter and not by
telegram ; and with the view of checking the pre-
vailing practice of employing the telegraphic line
unnecessarily  on account  of the Public Service, it
is hereby notified for general information, that
telegrams so addressed , if afterwards found to be
on matters  of little  importance  or of no urgent
necessity, will be charged to the persons by whom
they are sent.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd February, 1877.
PETITION UNDER  11 THE MUNICIPAL
INSTITUTIONS ACT OF 1864."
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of
the Executive Council, in pursuance of the
Act of Council, 28 Vic., No. 21, has directed the
publication of the substance and prayer of a
Petition addressed to His Excellency as hereinafter
set forth, signed by one hundred and fifty-five
householders of the town of Charters Towers, pray-
ing that the said town may be constituted a
Municipality.
R. M. STEWART.
The petitioners state that they are householders
and freeholders in the town of Charters Towers,
and the district of Charters Towers ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  and that they are desirous that the
said town of Charters Towers may be declared a
Municipality under  " The Municipal Institutions
Act of  1864 " and the Municipal Institutions Act
Amendment  Acts  passed since 1864 ; believing that
if the said town of Charters Towers be declared a
Municipality ,  it will be for the benefit of them-
selves and those who succeed them as inhabitants
of said town.
That the town of Charters  Towers contains
fifteen hundred inhabitants or more,  and is one
square mile in area.
Tbat buildings of a superior description are being
erected almost daily, and that large additions are
being made to the already extensive mining plants
in and around the town, and that there is every
indication of the town increasing in population,
wealth, and stability.
(The Signatures to the  above  Petition will be
found in the Government Gazette of Saturday,
4th February,  1877,  No. 22, page  425)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  ]KENNEDY,
LL.B.]
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHtTR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall continue
to form part of the Homestead Area within which
they are situated, and shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May, 1877,
at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings  per acre.
Parish .
Z d
District . H0 eao Late Lessee. Area
I
Pratten ... ' 1110 Warwick
A. X. P.
Portions 49, T. L .  Sim- 164 3 0
60, 61,  and mons
62
Value of improvements to be paid at the time of selection.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE THE Qt7EEN !
PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that a lease for 5 years of the portion of Stradbroke
Island described hereunder, will be offbred for sale,
by public auction, at the undermentioned place, at
Eleven o'clock on the day specified, at an upset
price of E2 per square mile.
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NOTE.-The first year's rent must be paid on the
day of sale.
SALE AT MARTIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 5TH  DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
County of Stanley, on Stradbroke Island.
No of
Lot.
No. of
Portion. No. Area.
Price per
square mile
per annum.
1 £ s.
1 A. ... 10 square milesI 2 0
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the southern extremity of Strad-
broke Island, and bounded thence on the east by
the Pacific Ocean northerly about fifteen miles ; on
the north by a line west to Swan Bay ; and by the
Rhores of  Swan Bay, Moreton Bay, and the Broad-
water to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I fur,,her notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portions of land are
open to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be
five shillings per acre.
.0% 0-00 Land Agent'sParish.
°
Late Lessee. Area. District.
29 Urangan  853 Anders Nielsen
A. L P.
34  0 0 Maryborough
Bassett 339
I
George Moss s0 3 0  I Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. M. DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L. s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim  that the
portion of land hereunder described  shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Helidon Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
o0 0C; Parish .  6-,  Late Lessee.
za z
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
rn
A. P. P.
135 Tenthill. 593 Peter  Brown  100 0 0  Helidon.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of'  876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY , the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portion of land is open
to selection by Conditional ]Purchase, shall be
fifteen shillings per acre.
0.2 LandL t
°«•
a
Parish . a e Area .  Agent's
i° see. Dist rict.
150 Redland 1,636
e.  R.  P.
Robert Bell 80 0 0  Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House , Brisbane , this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven,  and in
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Path, AdminiVtra-
Administrator. to of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the nineteenth day of June, 1877, at the Brisbane
Land Office.
And 1 further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 600 acres.
No. of
selec-  Late  Lessee. Area.
tion.
Land Agent's
District.
A. a.  F.
21:)6 C.  H. Simpson...  600 0 0 Brisbane
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in -the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TEE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.L.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of lard hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase, shall be five
shillings per acre.
C_o
I
Parish.
xa1
O
V
O V Late Lessee.
I Land
Are a. Agent's
District.
I
262 Goodna
and
263
2140
A. R. P.
John  Jones  ...  87 0 0 Ipswich
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNFDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  18'46," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twelfth day of June, 1877, at the Brisbane Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be seven  shillings
and sixpence per acre, and that the area which
may be selected by Conditional Purchase shall not
exceed four hundred and sixty acres.
No. of
8elec- Late Lessee .  Area .  Land Agent's
tion. 1 District.
2627
A. R. P.
Mary Ellen Brook 460  0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described  shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 12th day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion  is open to selection
by Conditional Purchase, shall be five  shill ings per
acre.
.0 1
z o
Parish.
a
61 Fergu-
son
a
O O
zm
Late Lessee .  Area , Land Agent's
District.
A. R. Y.
839 J .  Mielkowski 105 0 0 Mary-
bor ugh.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN  I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Batb, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
Land included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
30th day of May, 1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre , and that the  area  which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 476 acres.
Late Lessee. Area.
A. B. P.3525 Thomas Brennan 476 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
!Land Agent's
1 District.
Ipswich.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions  of "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after WEDNESDAY, the 30th day of May,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
00
a
Parish,
a0
zm
ao
Late  Lessee.
17 Parker 1691 J. Wyllie
Area (Land AgentDistrict.
A. R. P. I
80 0 0  t Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir A ETHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions  of " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
Lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections shall be open  to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the 30th day of May, 1877, at the Too-
woomba Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
320 acres.
a
o
zR
so
Late  Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
932 William Hazelgrove 320 0 0 Toowoomba
1139 James Saw ... ... 320 0 0 do.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twentieth  day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of section six of  "The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, it ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been perma-
nently reserved for School purposes.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
31 acres 3 roods.
County of  Stanley , parish of Yeerongpilly, portion
N o. 284.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of
portion 283, and bounded thence on the north by
that portion bearing west thirty chains and fifty-one
links ; on the west by a line bearing south ten
chains ; on the south by portion 285 bearing east
thirty-three chains ; and on the north-east by the
aforesaid road bearing north 346 degrees east ten
chains and thirty-one links to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and ; -*he
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most I-lonoural.le
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land ai d its Dependencies.
Notices were published in the  Goverronent Gazette  of the 17th day of February and
31st day of March, A.D.  I S77, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunderWBEEEAS
described, being the continuation of Caxton street, through the Jewish Cemetery, parish of Enoggera,
county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified :
And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the
Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Read has been marked and opened by the proper
officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-1607.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF THE CONTINUATION OF CARTON STREET, BRISBANE, 7HROrGH TBE JEWISH
CEMETERY, PARISH OF ENOGGERA, COUNTY OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE
PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Read. ReputedOwner.
Length Breadth
Occupier .  Bea ri ngs. in of Area.
Chains. Road.
1 Running rorth-westerly through The Trustees... Resumed por-
the northern half of the Jewish tion unoccu-
Cemetery pied
ohs.lks .  A. E. P.
283° 80' 2 72 Irre- 0 0 32
gular
Remarks.
Fenced
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
HEREAS notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 17th day of February and
1 31st day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new load hereunder
described, through Portions 421, parish of Walloon, county of Churchill, through lands in the occupa-
tion of' the person in the said notice specified : And whereas  1,  the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administralor of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-347.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 421, PARISH OF WALLCON, COUNTY OF CHrRCBILL,
DISTRICT OF MORETON, 1NTINDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Reputed Occupier. IPortion  of Road .
.
How Held. Owner
Breadth
Bearings. Lengths .  I of I Area .  Remarks.
. Road.
chs. lks.
11 , From the south -east 1,666 Homestead Thomas  p25° 17 22 1 chain 2 2 0
boundary of portion under Hinks 28t° 2 60
421. parish of Walloon, C.L.A.  308°  5 28
north-west( sly to its
north-west boundary I
Act of
1868
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this fifteenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
1500
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George,  Com-
panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of section six of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this m Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described leave been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
County of Nares, town of Cairns.
21 acres.
Commencing at the intersection of Florence and
Water streets, and bounded thence on the north-
west by Florence street bearing north 225 degrees
east eight chains ; on the south-west by a line bear-
ing 135 degrees twenty-two chains ; on the south-
east by a line bearing north 45 degrees east eleven
chains and fifty links ; on the north-east by McLeod
street bearing 315 degrees ten chains ; again on the
north-west by Aplin street bearing north 225
degrees east three chains and fifty links ; and again
on the north-east by Water street bearing north
315 degrees  east  twelve chains to the point of com-
mencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
173 acres.
Commencing on a road two chains wide at a point
bearing 166 degrees 13 minutes, distant fifteen
links from a white gum-tree marked broad-arrow
RV, and bounded thence on the south-east by
lines dividing it from portion 5, bearing 286 degrees
33 minutes two chains and eighty and a-half links,
273 degrees 44 minutes thirteen chains and twenty-
three links, 257 degrees 34 minutes five chains and
forty-one and a-half links, 213 degrees 43 minutes
eight chains and six links, 252 degrees 55 minutes
six chains  and twenty-two links, 238 degrees 43
minutes three chains and five  links,  249 degrees 28
minutes seven  chains and ninety-five and a-half
links, 198 degrees 45 minutes nine chains and
thirty-two links, 229 degrees 13 minutes three
chains and  eighty-two links, 245 degrees 23 minutes
five chains and seventy-three links, and 269 degrees
56 minutes nine chains and twenty links ; on the
west by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
bearing north thirty-eight chains and seventy-six
links ; on the north by part of the Cooktown town
reserve bearing  east  forty chains and eighty links ;
on the north-west by a road three chains wide,
bearing 26 degrees 43 minutes seventeen and a-halt'
links, 61 degrees 20 minutes seven chains and fifty-
nine links , 80 degrees 01 minute eleven chains and
forty-five links, and 32 degrees 12 minutes eight
chains  and fourteen links ; on the north-east by a
road two chains wide, bearing 148 degrees 47
minutes fourteen chains and eighty-two links ; and
again on the  south-east by that road bearing 203
degrees 54 minutes eighteen chains and sixty links
to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-third day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notif and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
TUESDAY, the twenty-ninth day of May, 1877,
at the Roma Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to Selection
by Conditional purchase, shall be one pound per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional purchase shall not exceed 1,2b0 acres.
EXTENSION OF THE ROMA TOWN RESERVE.
About 52,000 acres.
Commencing on Bungewargorai Creek at the
north-east corner of Bungewargorai pre-emptive No.
5, and bounded thence by the east boundary of that
portion bearing south ; thence by the south boun-
dary of same bearing west to the north-east corner
of portion 121 ; thence by the east boundary of
portion 121 bearing south, and by the south boun-
dary of same portion bearing west, by part of the
south-east boundary of Polmont pre-emptive No. 3,
by the south-east boundary of portion 111 south-
westerly, by part of the north-east boundary of
portion 115A, and the north-east boundary of No.
115 south-west to the easternmost corner of the last
mentioned portion ; thence by the north-east
boundary of Upper W. Yalebone Run south-east ;
thence by the north boundary of Upper Yalebone
Run east ; thence by the north-west boundary of
Yalebone No. 1 Run, and a line in continuation
north-east to the confluence of Bungil and Bunge-
wargorai Creeks ; thence by Bungil Creek upwards
about four miles to the south-east boundary of the
Homestead Area ; thence by said south-east boun-
dary south-west to Bungewargorai Creek, and by
that creek upwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirteenth day of'April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
1  Lands  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid ,  with the
advice of the Executive Council ,  do, by this  in
Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the lands
hereunder described shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY ,  the 30th day of May ,  1877, at the
Bundaberg Land Office.
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And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said  lairds  are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per
acre , and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
SUBURBAN AREA AROUND MONDURAN.
BUNDABERG LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Bowen.
Commencing on the left bank of the Kolan River
at the south-west corner of portion 8 parish of
Monduran, and bounded thence partly on the east
by that portion and a  line in  continuation bearing
north about seventy chains , on the north by a line
bearing west about three hundred and thirty-six
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south about
three hundred and fifty-four chains ; on the south
by a line bearing east about three hundred and
thirty- six chains  to a point south from the com-
mencing point ;  again  on the east by a line bearing
north to the Bolan River, and thence by that river
upwards  to the point  of commencement ,  exclusive
of an  area  of one square  mile, as  shown in the Land
Agent' s official map.
Given under  my Hand  and Seal,  at Government
House,  Brisbane, this twentieth day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
-hundred  and seventy -seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order  of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government  of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
by this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described shall be, and are
hereby set apart as a Homestead Area ,  and that
the said lands shall be open to Selection ,  subject to
the provisions of the said Act, at the Roma Land
Office ,  on and after  TUESDAY , the twenty-ninth
day of May, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional purchase shall be fifteen shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by  Conditional purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
HOMESTEAD AREA, ROMA.
16,500 acres.
Commencing at the confluence of Blythe's Creek
and Bungil Creek, and bounded thence by Blythe's
Creek upwards to 7 ingun pre-emptive No. 2;
thence by the south-west boundary of that portion
north-westerly ; thence by part of the north-east
boundary of Mulga Mulga Run south-easterly ;
thence by the south-east boundary of same south-
westerly to Bungil Creek, and by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
Houle, Brisbane, this third day of April,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS-
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 21st May, 1877.
"PASTORAL LEASES ACT OF 1869."T HE Lessees of theundermentioned Ru  having
made  application for the instrument  of Lease
to be issued to them by the Government, the fol-
lowing description of the boundaries thereof is
hereby published  in pursuance  of the 58th  section
of "  The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Any persons who may consider their  interests
prejudiced by said description, must forward their
objections, in writing, to this Department, before
the 21st August, 1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Weaner Vale.
Claimants of Lease-Joseph Clarke and William
Derham Clarke.
Estimated Area-
Available... ... ... 55 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 20 „
Total ... 75
Commencing on the right bank of Lolworth Creek at a
tree  marked broad-arrow over XXV, and bounded thence
on the west by a south line three miles ten  chains ;
therce on the south by an  east  line thirteen  miles  thirty-
two chains ; thence on the east by a north  line nine miles
seventy  chains  to Lolworth Creek at a tree marked XV
over broad-arrow ; and thence on the north-west by the
right bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th May, 1877.THE fcllowing amended description is sub-stituted for that contained in the  Procla-
mation dated the tenth  instant, establishing a
Reserve for Camping on the Mary River, which
was inserted in error.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING, MARY RIVER,.
County of Lennox, parish of Amamoor.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mary River
at the north-east corner of selection 91, and bounded
thence on the south by the north boundary of that
selection and a line in continuation bearing west to
a point south from the south-east corner of selection
299; thence by a line bearing north to the road
forming the south boundary of selection 825 ; thence
by that road easterly to the west boundary of
selection 259 ; thence by the western and southern
boundaries of the last-mentioned selection to the
Mary River ; and thence by tLat river upwards to
the point of  commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
W
ITH the view of facilitating  the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, the to
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts--even to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and other documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for  clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the  matter being
reported, will be severely ctealt with.
For the convenience. however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a tee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring  the same.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th April, 1877.
7IHE following description of the amended boun-
daries of the Reserve for  Timber,  in the parish
of Knapp, county  of Ward, established  by notice
dated 12th November , 1875,  is substituted  for that
published in page 2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1575.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR  TIMBER.
County of Ward, parish of Knapp.
About 1,260 acres.
Commencing  on a road one chain wide, forming
part of the south boundary of portion 344, at its
intersection  by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide; and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  west about one hundred and sixty
chains; on the west by a line bearing south about
one hundred and thirty-one chains; on the south by
a line bearing  east sixty-five chains; and on the
south-east by  lines bearing  19 degrees ninety chains,
and north 55 degrees east eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted , to the intent that, by force of the Act afore.
said , the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said  grant  and in every deed
containing  the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of . rror.-The  land having been de-
scribed as  bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234  degrees  0 minutes  twenty-one chains
and twenty- nine links ," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six chains  and twenty.
Line links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I
T is hereby notified for  general  information, that
application  under the sixty-fifth section of
Tn6 Crown Lends  Alienation  Act of  1876" has
been made for closing  the undermentioned Road;
and all persons  who may consider their  interests
affected  thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months  from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at this  Office,
and at  the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No Applicant. Situation. Parish .  I Area.
A. R. P.
I IT. Brand ... (Road separating portion St. Mary  ...  1 8 1 32
84 from portion 86
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1877.
ERROR  IN DEED.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of'the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of (rant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date of Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land ranted-Portion 94,  county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Name of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Bovey.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is  hereby notified  for general information, that
applications under  the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may  consider their interests
affected thereby, are  required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents ',  Police, and Post Offices,
Beenleigh and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF  ROADS TO  BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant . Situation .  Parish. Area.I
A. R. P.
1 J. W. C. 'Part of the reserved road Barrow 11 3 27
Howard I through portion 53
2 J. M. Road separating portion Condo- 9 0 0
Clarke 13 from selection 16 mine
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th March, 1877.
TEMPORARY  CLOSURE  OF A ROAD.
I
T is  hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands  Alienation  Act  of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police ,  and Post Offices,
Ipswich.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. ! Applicant .  1 Situation.
1
Parish. Area.
1 A. R. P.
J. North. Road separatingpor-I Brassa ll. 1 14
tions 219, 223, 224,'
221, 228, 229, 230,
231, 234, and 233,
from Farney Lawn
pre-emptive Nos
1 and 2.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 6th April, 1877-
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba, and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
Nod Applicant.  I Situation .  Parish. i Area.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
A. R. P.
Shanahan and Road separating  portions. Watts 6 0 1.9
Jennings 1, 2.5, 7 ,  9, and 11 from
portions  3,6,8,  10, and
12
Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings I 5 from portion 7
Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings 6 from  portion' 8
Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 1 39
Jennings 13  from  portions 11
and 12
Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts 6 2 12
Jennings 14, 16, 18, and 20 from
portions 13, 17,19, and
21
Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 1 1 11
Jennings 16 from portion 18
Shanahan and Rnad separating  portion Watts 1 1 1 14
Jennings  17 from portion 19
A. Beaton Road separating portion Darlington 11 2 0
38 from portions 28
acid 65, and the road
reserved through por-
tion 68
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The (frown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are reouired to transmit to this
Department their objectio.s, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No.
1
2
3
Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
Permanent  Closure.
J. Voller  Road separating  por- Enoggera 3 1 16
tions 318 and 319 from
portions  333 and 334
Temporary Closure.
F.T.Gregory Road separating por- Toowoomba 7 0 15
tions 484 and 485, and
parish of Toowoomba, Gowrie
from portions  121,122,
123, and 124,  pari sh of
Gowi ie
F.T.Gregory Road separatin g  por- Toowoomba)
tions 99 and 100, and
parish of  Gowrie ,  from1 Gow ri e
portions 477 and 488,
pa rish of Toowoomba
5 336
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th May, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
J
TICE is hereby  given , that the  Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency  the Administrator of the
Government will, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Titles to Land Act of  1858," at the expir-
ation of three months from the date hereof, by
instrument endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under
his Hand and the teal of the Colony, describe the
name of the intended Grantee and the area of the
reserved road, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name and area  shall be
taken to have been inserted in the  said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name and
area  ; and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,494. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Mary Ann Glenn.
Land Granted-Allotment  3,  section  22, town of
Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Mary Ann
Glenn having been inserted in the deed  of grant as
the name of the intended grantee instead of Mary
Ann Glynn.
No. of Grant, 29,117. Date of Grant-18th
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Friedrich Schumann.
Land Granted - •  Selection 492, portion 142,
county of Churchill, parish of North, seventy-nine
acres one rood thirty perches.
Nature of Error-Two  acres two roods 'and ten
perches having been stated in the deed as reserved
for a road, instead of two  acres  and ten perches.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
ifCROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
j T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "the Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with  selections under
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with. by the Land  Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office,  Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT TILE COURT HOUSES.
Month.
Toowoomba .  Dalby. Warwick.
Date. Date. Date.
May ... Monday, 21 Wednesday  23 Friday, 25
June ... 25 „ 27 „ 29
July ... 23 „ 25 „ 27
August ... 27 „ 29 „ 31
September 24 „ 26 „ 28
October ... 22 „ 24 „ 26
November 26 „ 2' „ 30
December... 24 Thursday, 27 Saturday 29
At the Land Office, Conlamine,  the second
Thursday in July, 1877,  and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land  Office, Stanthorpe ,  the first
Friday in each month.
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PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE BAY AND  BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering,  the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, ?Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1877, and every  alternate month
afterwards.
LAND  AGENT'S DISTRICT  OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton,  the second
Tuesday in  every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in  each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT,
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingdaySpecial Courts, when necessary , in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from  time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTIC E is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the  lands  intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name  and descriptions
shall be taken  to have been inserted in the res-
pective  grants and in  every  deed containing the
erroneous name and descriptions ,  and such grants
respectively and every  such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name, of Grantee-William gimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.
.Nature of error-The  name  William gimp
having been inserted  as that  of the intended
grantee ,  instead  of William Kemp.
No. of Grant,  5,278.  Date of Grant-9th April
1863.
Name of Grantee-John Coleman.
Land granted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of voodna, twenty- one acres.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the  Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that  land bearing  south eighteen  chains and
eighty- seven  links to a road one chain wide ; on the
south by that road bearing  east ten chains ; on the
east  by a line bearing north twenty- one chains and
sixty links to the Six-mile Creek ; and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of  commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,295. Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin McCullock.
Land granted-Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty -one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208, 209,  and 210, selection 270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north-east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion and a line
bearing west thirty-four chains seventy-five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fourteen  chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty.
six links, east one chain, north twelve chains
eighty-six links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek ; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th April, 1877.I T is hereby notified that Land Agent's Office
will be opened for the transaction  of business
at Cairns, on and after MONDAY, the 4th June
next.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Uepartmert of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three m-',sths
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
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the Act aforesaid ,  the correct descriptions shall be
taken  to have  been inserted in the respective grants,
and in  every  deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish of Cawarral, forty-one  acres  one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south- east corner  of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links on the south- east  by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes thirty-three chains ; on the south-west by
a line bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes  nine  chains ; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrew..
Land granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen  acres , two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, Parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris.
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on tho
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear.
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide; on the south- east  by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement ,- exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th February, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
Ol'ICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the land intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous  name,  and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
of Deed-4,652. Date of Deed-5th Nov-
em er, 1862.
Name of Grantee-William  Brookes.
land granted-Portion  137, parish of Oxley,
county of Stanley,  39 acres 3 roods.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Oxley, portion  137.
39 acres 3 roods.
Commencing on a road at the east corner of por-
tion 128, and bounded thence on the north-east by
that road bearing north 158 degrees 12 minutes east
tbirty•nine chains and sixty links to the main road
to Brisbane ; on the south-east by that road bearing
north 2:37 degrees 13 minutes east four chains and
ninety-five links, north 243 degrees 18 minutes, east
five chains and fifteen and a-half links ; on the south-
west by a line bearing north 338 degrees 7 minutes
east forty-one chains ; and on the north-west by
portion 128 bearing north 68 degrees 15 minur es
east ten chains six and a-half links to the point of
commencement.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th May, 1877.
WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKING AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES AND
PLATFORM AT JIMBOUR, WARRA, AND
CHARLEY'S CREEK.T 1ENDERS will be received at this Office, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 7th June,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Booking and Telegraph Offices and Platform at
Jimbour, Warra, and Charley's Creek.Tenders to be endorsed " Tender for BookingOffices,Western Railway."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender R ill not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THOR1 .
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1877.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKING OFFICE AND PLATFORMS AT
MURPHY'S CREEK.FRESH Tenders will be received at the Officeof the Commissioner for Railways, until Four
o'clock p.m. on 1• RIDAY, the 8th June, from per-
sons willing to contract for the erection of Booking
Office and Platforms at Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  -lender for BookingOffice, &c., Murphy's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her - Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WATERVIEW.
T ENDERS will be received  at this Office, untilFour o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next ,  from persons willing to contract  for the erec-
tion of a Telegraph  Office at Waterview.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Waterview."
Plan, Specification ,  and form  of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the  Telegraph Office, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is  proposed to
complete  the work ,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from  the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond  to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance  ;  otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MITCHELL DOWNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Telegraph Office, Mitchell Downs.
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of a Telegraph Office at Mitchell Downs.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Office, Mitchell Downs."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Mitchell Downs.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted ,  and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office  of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
. The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS AND REPAIRS, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
SOUTH BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next, from persons willing  to contract  for additions
and repairs  to Primary School, South  Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tenders for Additions,
cc., Primary School, South Brisbane."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars  obtained ,  at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within  which it is  proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the  foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, ETON
VALE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Primary School and Residence at Eton
Vale.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, 4'c., Eton Vale."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Primary School ,  Drayton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which  it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to H-3r Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public  W orks,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TEACHER'S RESIDENCE, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
INGLEWOOD.
T ENDERS will  be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY,  the 8th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of a Teacher 's Residence at the Primary
School, Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Teacher's
Residence, Primary School, Inglewood."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Primary Schools, Inglewood and
Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security  for  the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty  for securing such performance ; ott t;
wise the Tender will  not be taken into consideraV, i.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, GOWRIE
ROAD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Primary School, Gowrie Road.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Gowrie Road."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and  at the Primary School, Goa pie Road.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent . on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other.
wise  the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
INFANTS' SCHOOL, LEICHHARDT STREET,
BRISBANE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st June
next ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of an Infants' School, Leithardt street,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Infants'
School, Leiehhardt street, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work,  and at  the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, MACKAY.
 ' ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Custom House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
FilodwCottage at Mackay.
Te ders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, 11faelray."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Custom House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sups of
ten her cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the aue performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court  House, Blackall ,  until Four
o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 15th June next,
from  persons willing to  contract for the erection
of a Court House at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
House, Blackall."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the  Court  House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within  which  it is proposed to com-
plete the  work, and at the  foot of  every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ;  other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  3rd May, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, GATCOMBE HEAD.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat  the Court House, Gladstone, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 1st June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
a Pilot's Cottage at Gatcombe Head.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Gatcombe Head."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Court House, Gladstone.
Tenders must be on proper  printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANKB RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora ,  Araniae, Banana, Beenleigh ,  Blackall,
Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg. Bur-
renda ,  Byerstown ,  Cairns, Calliope ,  Cardwell , Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville ,  Clermont ,  Cleve-
land, Condamine ,  Cooktown ,  Cunnamulla ,  Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby ,  Drayton ,  Gatton, Gayndah ,  George
Town,  Gladstone ,  Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie ,  Inglewood ,  Ipswicn,
Jimna ,  Leyburn ,  Mavtown .  Mackay, Marl-
borough ,  Maryborough ,  Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy' s l;reek, Nanango ,  Normanton ,  One-mile
Creek (Gympie ),  Palmerville ,  Pimpama ,  Ravens-
wood ,  Rockhampton ,  Roma , Nebo,  Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  South Brisbane ,  Springsure,  S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo ,  Taroom, Thornborough ,  Tiaro,
Toowoomba ,  Townsville ,  Warwick, Wivenhoe,
Westwood ,  Yengarie ,  and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of fife pounds per cent. per
annum  ;  on deposits exceeding £100, but not
,xneeding  £ 200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof ,  and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  2200.  the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours ,  and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JAMES R . DICKSON.
Postmaster-General's Office,
Brisbane , 19th May, 1877.
IT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe name of the Post Office hitherto  known as
Wivenhoe will be changed to Fern Vale from the
1st June next.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS.TENDERS are hereby invited, and will bereceived until noon of MONDAY, 31st May,
1877, for the conveyance of Post Office Mails.
To and from Gootcbie and Neureum  via  Miva,
Brooyer, and W oolooga, by horse,  once  a week, for
one or two years.
Every tender must bear the  bond fide  signatures
of the tenderer, and two responsible persons willing
to become bound with him in such  sum as the
Postmaster-General may direct, not exceeding the
gross  amount of the contract.
Persons tendering, or their agents, are required
to pay to the Postmaster-General a sum equal to
ten per cent. of the amount of such Tender, as may
be accepted  as a guarantee  until the bond and
contract shall have been executed, for their duly
commencing and carrying on the service.
The deposit shall be absolutely forfeited to the
Government in the event of the contractor  failing
either to complete the bond and contract within a
reasonable  time,  or to commence the service on the
date appointed.
rThe deposit will not be returned until the service
has been in operation for at least one month, to the
satisfaction of the Postmaster-General.
All ferry dues must be paid by contractors.
The General Conditions referred to in the printed
Form of Tender can be inspected at the General
Post Office, or at any post offi se in the colony.
The Government will not necessarily accept the
lowest or any Tender.
CHARLES STUART MEIN.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1877.
TENDERS.
ENDERS will be received at this Office,
until 12  o'clock Noon on SATUkDAY, 2nd
June  now next , for the supply of one hundred
Great-coats, for the use of Turnkeys and Warders,
to be made according to a sample pattern to be seen
at the Colonial Store, and to be delivered within
five weeks from the date of acceptance of Tender.
A Bond for the due performance of the Contract
will be required from the person whose Tender may
be accepted, in the sum of fifty pounds, with two
sureties , in the sum of twenty-five pounds each.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Great- coats,
Turnkeys and Warders."
Further particulars can be supplied an applica-
tion the Colonial Storekeeper.
WM. MILES.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O
N SALE, at  the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  " The Ins olvency Act of
1871 ,"  together with  " General Rules in Insol-
vency ."  Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N OW published,  at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony,  in four volumes ,  demy  quarto:-
2  a. d.
Full Bound ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bgind
...  2
J. U. BEAL,
17 6
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THIS  SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in  advance.
ADVERTISING RATS
Impounded Stock,  1s. per animal . (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in  cash or by postal order.  Postage
stamps may  be used for  sums of 5s .  or less
but under  no circumstances  will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless  accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing Office
J in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postagt'2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, Sth May, 1874.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury ,  at Brisbane ,  the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions cf the sixty -first clause  of  " The  Pastoral Leases  Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee . Name of Run .  District .
Area in
Square
Miles.
Amount.
Henry Rourke ... Albion ... Mitchell ... 75
', s. d.
18 15 0
Ditto ... Escot ... ditto ... ... 75 18 15  0
Ditto Ensay ... ditto ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto Barry ... ditto ... ... 60 15 0 0
Ditto Hardwick ...  ditto ... ... 36 9 0 0
Ditto Rockwood East  ditto ... ... 35 8 15  0
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) Rutilus ...  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Boydam ...  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... Alma ...  ditto ... ... 56 14 0 0
Robert Christison Cameron Downs  ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... Mingeburra ... ditto ... ... 25 6 5 0
Ditto ... ... May Downs ... ditto ... ... 27 6 13 0
Robert Cbristison and Thomas Christi-
son ... The Merse  ditto .. ... 50 12 10 0
Donald Gunn Kensington No. 1  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Kensington No. 2  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Kensington No. 3  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... Kensington No. 4  ditto ... ... 99 24 ] 5 0
Simeon Lord St. Mungo ...  ditto ... ... 65 16 5 0
Ditto Culloden ...  ditto ... ... 99 24 15  0
Ditto St. George ...  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto Lochill ...  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto St. David ...  ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Edward Rowland Edkins Rockwoodville  ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
William Henry Barton and Julius
5 0Milton Jacques Barton ... Quebec ... ... ditto 43 I 10 1
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new Road from Selections 910 and 1140 to Gowrie Siding, parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified, being lands
which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of -Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Toowoomba; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77.2018. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM  SELECTIONS  910 AND 1140 TO GOWRIE SIDING,  PARISH OF
MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
I Breadth
No. Portion of Road . o ofPortion.How Held. I ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bea ri ngs .  Lengths .  ofI Road. I Area. Remarks.
cbs.  Iks.  A. R,  P.
1 Running  south-westerly 12 ruder Deed, Robert John King and 2700 5'  4 60 2 chains 6 2 0 East
from the  east to the of GrantI King Sons 2310 35' 23 71 . boundary
west  boundary of  containing
portion 12  a general
reservation
for roads
256° 6'  4 23
o12, f portion
Running  westerly from ! 13 Ditto Francis  King and  255° 6' 11 34 Ditto  6 0 0 unim-
the east boundary of
Lion 13, to the
road from Gowrie
I Siding to Meri ngan-
Nil  jam  Sons  2640 5'
King
I
18 49 proved
open
ridges.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
W ITH  reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March ,  1877, folio 943 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 122 and 119, parish of North,
county of Churchill ,  through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified ,  being lands whereof
some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
mi ht thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles
as hereunder respectively set forth  :  Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council ,  has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and  Book  of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and the Police Office ,  Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1135.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD, GIVING  ACCESS  TO THE NEW BRIDGE NEAR SPENCER'S CROSSING,
BRISBANE  RIVER, THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
I An irregular piece of
land at the north cor-
ner of port ion 122
2 Commencing on the
south-west boundary
of portion 119, and
running north-east-
erly, being an irregu-
lar piece of land, along
the right bank of the
Brisbane River
Register
No. of How held. Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
Occupier .  Bearings.
Ipswich' Under Deed John John 490 43'
Registers of Grant Redmond Redmond
117 c')ntaining a
general re-
servation
for roads
34  1 C. L. A. Act  John John 40043'
1 of 1868  Redmond Redmond
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 15th day of March, 1877, folio 885 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield
Homestead Area, parish of Gilbert, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally con-
taining a  reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make  the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming com-
pensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice  will not entitle the  persons so claiming to  any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1297.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM  WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD  HOMESTEAD
AREA, PARISH OF GILBERT , COUNTY  OF MERIVALE , DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
t
Po rt ion of Road. How held .  Reputed Owners .  Bearings .  Lengths.
1  From  near the bridge over
Miller 's Yale Creek  north-
easterly through Maryvale
Pre-emptive 1 to its east
boundary
2 A piece of land off the no rt h-
west corner of Maryvale
Pre-emptive 5  at  Gap
Creek
Under Deed of John  Wienholt, 7° 40'
Grant con - William Wienholt,
Length  Breadth
in Chains. of Road.
Breadth of
Road.
chs. lks . A.  R.  P.
1 71; Irregular 0 0 27 Portion ro-
sumed un-
fenced.
11 201 Irregular 3 1 13 Portion to be
resumed un-
fenced.
ohs. lks.
18 31
Area.  Remarks.
Area.
A  It . . P.
1 chain 7 1 0
tainingagen - EdwardWienholt, 20° 40' 54 14
eral reserva-  Arnold Wienholt,
tion forroa  is and Arthur Wien-
ditto
holt
ditto .. . 20° 40'  2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
519 40' 8 19
1
Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 30th April, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
R
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion 73, garish of Moggill, county of Stanley, through lands in
the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was originally granted by Deed of Grant,
containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public
ways  : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road
above mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police
Office, Ipswich  ; and all persons  interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary
for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to
the formation of the Road in question.
77-1730. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK F REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 73, PARISH OF MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORET )N DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., NO. 11.
No. Po rt ion of Road . portion How Held .
1. A strip  of land  o8 the 73 Under Deed o
east  boundary of por -  Grant contain -
tion of 73 ing  a general
reservation
for roads.
Reputed Occupier Bearings. Lengths . Breadthof Area . Remarks.
Road. I
ohs. lks .
i
,  A. R.  P.
Shield Thomas North 22 18 50 links 1 0 17 Fenced
Brothers Shields
Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
2nd May, 1877.
.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
to open a new Road through Portion No. 2, parish of Tantitba, county of Cook, Burnett District,
through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that a
Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited
at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Bundaberg  ; and all persons
interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one
month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in
question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1792.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 2, PARISH OF TANTITHA, COUNTY OF COOK,
BURNETT DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road. No. of
Selection.
2 Commencing on the 93
south boundary of Bundaberg
the selection at ten Register
chains fifty-two links
from the south-east
corner post, and bear-
ing no rt h -easterly to
the north boundary
How
Held.
"Crown
Lands
Aliena-
tion Act18681,
Oeppuuttred Occupier .  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths .
Breadth
Henry Palmer Henry Palmer N. 171  E.
N. 7° E.
Area.
chs.lks .  A.  it.  P.
56 07 100 links 7 0 7
14 36 100 links
Remarks.
Reserved
road to
be closed.
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
n 1 1 IS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedientl to  open a new Road through Portions 27 and 17, Darish of Bundaberg, county of Cook, Wide Bay
District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified : Notice is hereby given, that
a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the
Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Bundaberg; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1789.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 27 AND 17, PARISH OF BUNDABERG ,  COUNTY OF
COOK, WIDE BAY DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of How Held. ReputedOwuer Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths .
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
Selection. . Road.
chs. Ike. I  A. R. P.
A strip of land off the Bunda- The Crown ... 650 0, 17 73 2 chains 3 2 2 forfeited
north-west boundary
of portion 27
berg Reg.
288
selection.
2  A triangular piece of 129 " C. L. A. William W. Hands- 650 0' 3 90 Irregular 0 1 6i
land off  the south
corner  of portion 17
Act  of 1868" Handaford ford
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
14th May, 1877.
.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
open a new Road through Selection 161, parish of Cawarral, county of Livingstone, through lands
in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being land whereof some part was originally granted
by Deed of Grant, containing a reservation for roads of an area equal to or exceeding that now proposed
to be taken for the purpose of such Road from such land : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Rockhampton ; and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2021. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH SELECTION 161, PARISH OF CAWL'RRAL, COUNTY OF LIVING-
STONE, PORT CURTIS DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion  of Road .  No. of How Held.
Selection.
1 From the  east  boundary 161
of selection 161 south -  Rockhamp-
erly along that bound- ton
ary to Stony Creek Register
Reputed
Owner.
B re adth
Bearings .  Lengths ,  of Area.
ohs. lks .  A. R. P.
Under Deed  of Charles 201° 5 58 2 chains d 0 0
Grant containing Heron  South 24 54
a special reserva- West 2 10
tion for roads
Remarks.
In the Deed of
Grant there is
a reservation
of 6 acres 1
rood 29
pe. ches for
road
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient toopen a ew Road through Portions 12& and 13A, parish of Kholo, county of Stanley, through lands
in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2020. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 12A AND 13A, PARISH OF KHOLO, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MCRETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
00Z G
Fro m Cabbage -tree Cre ek 13A
no rt h-ea-terly th, ough por-
tion 13A to the  some  creek,
where it forms the north-
east boundary of the por-
tion, and another road
south -easterly from the
above to Cabbage-tree
Creek
2 From Cabbage -tree Cre ek 12A
north -easterly through por-
tion 12A,  and along part of
its north boundary
How Held.
Under Deed of
Grant containing
a genera l  reserva-
tion for roads
Ditto
I
Reputed
Owner.
James
McAndrew
Ditto ...
Bearings .  Lengths.
Road.
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
ohs.lks, A.  R. P.
107° 5 30 1  chain 5 1 0
56° 6 0
35° 5 96
4° 10 0
340° 7 6
45° 4' 2 0
141° 37' 4 64
141° 4 60
46° 14 90 1 chain 2 1 20
East 9 0
Remarks.
Including a
small reserve
for crossing
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.TAKE Notice, that applications have been made to bring the Land described below under theprovisions of  "The Real  Property Act of  1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act, on or  before  the days named.
Description and Situation of Land.
18 perches ,  being subdivision 1 of allotment 18 of section
29, parish  and town of South  Brisbane , county of
Stanley
24 perches ,  being subdivision 3 of eastern suburban
allotment 34, parish of North Brisbane , county of
Stanley
62 acres ,  being portion 2, parish of  Walloon, county of
Churchill
36 perches ,  being  allotment  9 of section 29, parish and
town of  South  Brisbane , county of Stanley
16 acres ,  being suburban allotment  50, parish of Dray-
ton, county of Aubigny
18 perches ,  being subdivision 2 of allotment 18 of
section 29, parish  of South  Brisbane , county of
Stanley
HEN RY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
James Gibbon ... ... 126th June, 1877.
Mary Wright ... ... I ditto.
John Morgan ... ... ditto.
Johan Holm ... ... ditto.
Joseph Sharp McIntyre... ditto.
James Gibbon ... ... ditto.
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Comnissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane , 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
15 A
ORTIIERN R1TLWA Y.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table  will ccn.e
into operation  until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
>itlVes from
Rock-
hampton.
fee
6
10
16
24
30
88
44
53
58
Stations.
Rockha•nptor, depart
(lraamere ... ...
Ten-Mile ... ...
Stanwell ... ...
Rosewood ... ...
Westwood arrive
..depart
Goganjo ..
Rocky Creek ...
Herbert's Creek
Boolburra ...
65 Duaringa
88 Dingo
... A
p.m.
12.44
2.15
Miles from
Dingo. Stations.
Dingo,  depart...
23 Duaringa ... ...
30 Boolburra ...
35 Herbert 's Cre ek ...
44 Rocky Creek ...
50 Goganjo
58 Westwood arrive1 depart
64 Rosewood ... ...
73 Stanwell ...
78 Ten-Mile ... ...
82 Gracemere ... ...
88 Rockhampton  ...
... ...
Down
Trains.
a.m.
7.20
8.51
A
9.39
10.20
'10.47
11.20
11.35
...
P .
,.. 12.35
... A
... 1.11
1.35
* Trains meet here.
(A.) The Trains marked thus, A ,  will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be charged the fare to the Station at
which their  journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can only do so by giving notice at the precedirg
Station to the Guaid of the Train ,  and paying the fare at the time of booking ,  from the placeat which they join the Train to the pill( e
at which they propost to alight.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIO EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares .  Stock .  Miscellaneous.
Week ending  19th May, 1877
Corresponding week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877 - Total Traffic to date ...
1876 - Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
Up
Trains.
a.m.
... 8. 0
... 8.24
... A
... 9. 0
.. ... A
... ... 10. 0
... 10.15
... •10.47
... ... 11.15
.,. ... 11.56
£  a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
,.. ... 780 8 11 1,849 12 7 111 15 7
... 709 12 5 1,580 12 2 96 17 11
...
70 16 6 269 0 5 14 17 8
...
Total.
£ a. d.
2.741 17 1
2,387 2 6
354 14 7
64,007 13 1
51,957 3 4
£12,050 9 9
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
£ s. d.
Week ending 19th May, 1877  ... ...  154 14 10
Corresponding  week last year  ... ...  156 6 3
Increase
Decrease
1877-Total  Traffic to date  ... ... ...
1876-Ditto ditto .,. ... ...
Total Increase ... ... ...
1 11 5
Goods and Live
Stock.
£ a. d.
487 18 5
365 12 6
122 5 11
Parcels and
Misce llaneous.
£ s. d.
29 5 11
20 5 7
9 0 4
Total.
£ a. d.
671 19 2
542 4 4
129 14 10
12,571 10 2
7,977 6 11
1 £4,591 3 3
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
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L T
HE following SUMMARIES of RAINFALL, taken at the undermentioned  Stations  throughout the
Colony, during the Month of March, 1877, are published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster-Genes al.
TABLE OF RAINFALL DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1877.
SHOWING the Latitude  and Longitude,  and distance from Sea-coast of each Station ;  also, the maximum
fall during  21 hours ,  and date of same, the number of days on  which  Rain fell, and Total Rainfall
of the Month.
Name of Station .  Latitude  (South). I Longitude  (East'. Distance fromsea-coast.
Banana  ...  ... ... 21° 30'
Beechal Downs ... ...  27 9
Beenleigh ... ... 27 49
Bloomsbury* ... ... 20 39
Bowen ... 20 1
Brisbane ... ... 27 28
Caamboon$ .. 25 1
Cabulture (Moray field) ... 27 7
Cape Moreton ... ... 27 1
Cape York* ... ... 10 40
Cardwell ... 18 6
Cashmere - ... ... 18 3Charleville* ... ... 26 35
Clermont ... ... 22 45
Cleveland ... ... 27 32
Condamine ... ... 26 57
Cooktown* ... ... 15 27
Creen Creek ... ... 18 0
Dalby ... ... ... 27 30
Durah* ... ... 26 20
Enoggera Reservoir ... 27 27
Eton Vale Stationt* ...
Gayndah 25 38
Georgetown,Ethridge Riv. 17 67
Gilbert River ... ... 17 54
Gladstone ... ... 23 50
Goodna ... ... 27 36
G oondiwindit ... ...
Gympie  ... ... ... 26 12
Helidon ... ... ... 27 39
Herbert River, Lower ... 18 25
Ipswich .. ... ... 27 38
Jimbourt ... ... ...
Junction Creek ... ... 17 45
Rep pel Bay ... 23 28
Kimberley ... ... 17 28
Lytton ... ... ... 27 25
Mackay ... ... 21 10
M arlborough ..  ... 22 57
Maryborough ... ... 25 35
M arylandt ... ...
Nebo ... ... ... 21 55
Normanton ... ... 17 38
Ravenswood ... ... 20 20
Rockhampton ... ... 23 25
Roma* ... ... ... 26 37
Sandy Cape ... .. 24 48
Springsure (Rainworth) 24 30
Stanthorpe ... 28 40
St. Helena* ... ... 27 26
St. Lawrence ... ... 22 21
Tambot ... ... ... ...
Talgait ... ... ... .
Taroom ... 25 38
Thurulgoona, Warregot ..
Toowoomba .,. 27 34
Townsville ... ... 19 18
Valley of Lagoons* ... 18 23
Warwick ... .. 28 12
«'aterview ... 18 5
Westbrook, Dl. Downs
Westwood .. ... 23 38
Woody Island* ... ,.. ( 25 21
Yandillat ... ...
Maximum in 24 No. of
hours ,  and date . days Bainfell.
Total
Rainfall.
Miles.  Inches.  Date. Inches.
150° 10' 80 ; 0.21 11th 7 0.79
145 0 500 1 4.53 10th 15 12.21
153 8 10
148 32 12
148 16 on coast 1.59 23rd 12 5.09
153 6 10 0.76 25th 19 3.02
150 25 105
152 55 5 ... 11 4.25
153 28 on coast 1.15 25th 14 4.01
142 35 on coast
146 0 on coast 6.90 21st 24  29.25
145 13 50 3.06 24th 19 9.20
146 6 350
147 38 130 2 87 22nd 10 6.61
153 18 on coast 0.95 20th 11 3.22
150 6 180
145 15 one mile
142 0 119 4.47 16th 15 19.98
151 15 112 0.93 12th
150 28 135
152 55 16
1.97
151 36 72 0.27 22nd 8 0'90
143 40 176 2 72 19th 15 10.11
143 0 133 1.69 7th 18 8.07
151 20  on coast
152 66 21 0.18 24th 13 1.54
0.84 6th 10  3-44
152 38 30 0.73 13th 7 3.22
152 3 60 0.50 12th 3 1.00
146 6 5 4.91 19th 25  39-31
152 48 28
... 0.69 12th 8 1.88
144 9 78 1.80 19th 10 5.96
151 4  on coast
141 0 on  coast  1.88 21st 10 6.20
153 11 on coast 0.30 12th 4 0.60
149 5 5 7.18 23rd 25 31.90
150 1 40
152 43 18
0.42 6th 9 1.39
148  10  60 1.79 12th 11 7.11
141 25 38 1.50 21st 15 7'13
146 50 70 .. ... 7'69
150 25 20 210 12th 21 4'63
148 42 230
153 25 on coast 0.69 15th 15  2-69
149 0 180 1.18 5th 13 4.61
152 0 90 0.38 5th 7 1.27
153 Ifs on coast
149 30 8 1.35 10th 13 6.31
... ... ... 12 8.08
... 0.50 12th 4 1.40
149 45 160 0.75 26th 5 1.74
.. 2'00 24th 10 3.76
152 10 80 1.02 6 2.13
146 50  on coast  3.57 21st 19 1234
145 0 140
152 16 90 0.35 6th 6 1110
146 10 5 5.39 21st 26 22.06
0.58 12th 9 1.73
150 8 45 1.30 12th 3 1.75
152 57 on coast
... ... 0.63 5th 11 2.05
* No Return received. t New Station. t No Rain fell.
Greatest Rainfall  during the month ,  39.31 inches ,  was at Macknade, Lower Herbert River .  Greatest number of  days rain fell,
Waterview .  Greatest fall  in  24  hours, 7.18 inches ,  on 23rd ,  at Mackay.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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NOTICE.
PoUNPKEEPERS are requested to take notice that
all Remittances on account  of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings, must  be made byPost-Office Order, o  cash ; otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
G overnment Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
J.ITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of part of Cleveland Bay from Magazine
Island to Kissing Point ; also plan of N or-
manby Sound, showing Thursday and adjacent
Islands, with Aplin Pass and Ellis Channel; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office and Government Printing ( thee.
William street, Brisbane. Price, ] a. each.
NOTICE.
POUNDREEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other brands ,  by placing the words
"  Registered Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will  be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary tyre
only wi ll  be used.
J. C. REAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th  May, 1874.
NOTICE.
AT a Special  Petty Sessions  held at Charleville,on the 4th  instant,  ARTHUR P. WALL was
appointed  Poundkeeper for twelve  months.
W. E. PARRY OKEDEN, C.P.S.
Court House,
Charleville, 8th May, 1877.
Maryborougb, 18th May, 1877.
W E, the undersigned, do hereby declare andtestify that we have this day been present
when the extreme penalty of the law was executed
on the bodies of " George" and " Tommy Ali Mow,"
South Sea Islanders, lately convicted at the Circuit
Court, held at Maryborough, on the lt th day of
April, A.D. 1877, and duly sentenced to death ; and
that the  said  "George," and "Tommy Ali Mow"
were, in pursuance  of the said.  sentence , " hanged
by their  necks  until their bodies were dead."
HENRY  '1 HOMPSON, Under Sheriff.
:U,EBIus BLACKALL, Turnkey.
PATRICK SCULLEN, Sergeant of Police.
M. M. (4INLEY, Constable.
ARTHUR MCDONALD, Constable.
PETER MATTHEws , Constable.
MATTHEW BRANNELLY, Constable.
GEORGE AL$s, Sheriff's Bailiff.
GEORGE TORNBO, Carpenter.
JAMES NICOL, Blacksmith.
THOMAS BRADSIIAW , Carpenter.
HENRY HARRICKS , M.R.C.S.
H. MITCHELL, Jeweller.
EDGAR J. BYRNE, Reporter  Chronicle.
FRED. WALTERS WATr, Reporter  Wide
Bay and Burnett News.
H. BENNETT , Publican.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENS-
LAN D.
A
SITTING of the above Court will be held
before His Honour Sir JAMES COCKLE,
Knight, Chief Justice of Queensland, and Judge of
the said Vice-Admiralty Court, at the Supreme
court House, Brisbane, on FRIDAY, the 1st day
June, A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1, d7.
TRADE MARK.
I T is hereby notified that Robert Armour and Co.,
of Brisbane. Merchants, have, in pursuance of
the provisions of the fourth section of  " The Trade
Marks Act of  1864," 28 Victoria, No. 5, applied to
register a Trade Mark of the following descrip-
tion :-A square ticket or label, containing the
words, " the Emperor's Mixture," which said
ticket or label is intended to be used as a brand or
label on packages of Tea.
It is hereby further notified, that  unless it be
shown to my satisfaction, before the expiration of
fourteen days from the publication hereof, that such
Trade Mark has been previously registered, or that
some  other persnm is entitled to such Trade Mark, or
that such Trade  Mark is so  like some other Trade
Mark that it may  be mistaken  for the same, a Certi-
ficate will, in pursuance of the provisions of the said
Act, be issued to the said Robert Armour and Co.,
certifying that they  are the persons  entitled to the
rnuse of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1877.
TRADE MARK.
I
T is hereby notified that Messrs. Watson and
McGill, of Petersburg, Virginia, in the United
States of America, by Messrs. George Raff and Co.,
of Brisbane, their Agents, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of the fourth section of "  The
Trade.Marks Art of  1864," 28 Victoria, No. 5, to
register a TradeMark of the following description:--
A female bust in the centre of a square placard
ornamented with flowers at the top of which are
the words " Black Swan Twist," and on either
side, the  words  and figures " fine 18s . " and the
words " Watson and Metlill, Petersburg, VA" at
the foot, beneath which are the words, " Entered
according  to Act of Congress in the year 1873, by
Watson and McGill, in the office of the Librarian
of Congress, at Washington," which said Trade
Mark is intended to be used by the said Watson
and McGill, and to be affixed  on cases and boxes
of all sizes  containing Tobacco manufactured,
snipped, sold, or supplied by them or their  agents.
It is also further notified, that  unless it be shown
to my  satisfaction , before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such Trade
Mark has been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled to such Trade Mark, or that
such Trade Mark is  so like some  other Trade Mark
that it may be mistaken  for ti,e same , a Certificate
will, in pursuance  of the provisions of the said Act,
be issueu to the said Watson and McGill, certifying
that they are the persons entitled to the use of the
same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1877.
TRADE MARK.
i T is hereby notified that Messrs. Watson andMcGill, of Petersburg, Virginia, in the United
States of  America, by Messrs. George Raff and Co.,
of Brisbane, their Agents, have applied, in pursuance
of the provisions of the fourth section of "  TT,e Trade
Marks Art of  1864," 2M Victoria, No. 5, to register
a Trade Mark of the following description :-
A negro's bead and bust in the centre of a circle,
with the words " Watson, McGill, and Co." in a
semicircle  at the top, with the words " Black fine "
on the left-hand side of the figure, and the words
" Swan 18s." on the right-hand side of the figure,
with the words " Twist " and " Petersburg, VA"
in a semicircle  at the foot, which said Mark is
intended  to be  imprinted on the tops  of casks, and
at the bottom of such casks a representation of a
female head and bust in a circle, in the outer band
of which circle are the words " Black Swan Twist "
in a semicircle  at the top, and at the bottom, in
Such outer band,  are the words  " Watson and
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McGill, V.A." in  a semicircle , inside the  circle and
above thefemale headare the words and figures "fine
18s.," and on the left-hand side of such figure the
word " Trade, " and on the right-hand side the
word " Mark," which said Trade Mark is intended
to be used and applied to and imprinted and affixed
on casks , quarter- tierces,  half-tierces, and tierces,
and other  packages of all sizes  containing Tobacco
manufactured , shipped, sold, or supplied by them or
their agents.
It is also further notified that,  unless  it be shown to
my satisfaction, before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such Trade
Mark has  been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled to such Trade Mark, or
that such Trade Mark is so like some other trade
mark  that it may be mistaken for the  same , a Certi-
ficate  will , in pursuance of the provisions of the
said  Act, be  issued to  the said Watson and McGill,
certifying that they are the persons entitled to the
use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane, 26th May, 1877.
TRADE MARK.
I
T is hereby notified that Robert Armour and Co.,
of Brisbane, Merchants, have, in pursuance of
the provisions of the fourth section of  " The Trade
Marks art of  1864," 28 Victoria, No. 5, applied to
register  a Trade Mark of the following description :
-A square ticket or label containing the words
" The Empress's Mixture," which said ticket or
label is intended to be used as a brand or label on
packages of Tea.
It is hereby further notified that unless it be
shown to my satisfaction, before the expiration of
fourteen days from the publication hereof, that such
Trade Mark has been previously registered, or that
some other person is entitled to such Trade Mark, or
that such Trade Mark is so like some other Trade
Mark that it may be mistaken for the same, a
Certificate will, in pursuance of the provisions of
the said Act, be issued to the said Robert Armour
and Co., certifying that they are the persons
such Trade Mark  is so like some  other Trade Mark
that it may be mistaken for the  same,  a Certificate
will, in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act,
be issued to the said Watson and McGill, certifying
that they are the persons entitled to the use of the
same.
WM. J. MUNCE,
Trustee.
3s.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
ESTATE OF PATRICK FRANCIS HANRAN,
OF TOWNSVILLE, AN INSOLVENT.A FINAL Dividend of 31K . in the £ is now
payable  at my office, Kingsford's Buildings,
Queen street.
Brisbane ,  23rd May, 1877.
531
In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
James Boyd, of Queen  street , Brisbane, tailor,
by himself.
U
PON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said  James  Boyd be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
James Boyd, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Principal Registrar, on the
Twenty-eighth day of May, 1877, at  Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that the
said James  Boyd shall, on the Twenty- sixth day
of May instant, at Brisbane, deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate, a full, true,  and accurate statement,
verified on oath, of his debts and liabilities of every
kind, and of  the names and residences ,  so far as
known, of his creditors, and of the  causes of his
inability to meet his  engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this twenty-
first day of May, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZ IE SHAW,entitled to the use of the same.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
Supreme Court Office,
Brisbane , 26th May, 1877.
TRADE MARK.
I
T is hereby notified that Messrs. Watson and
McGill, of Petersburg, Virginia, in the United
States of  America, by Messrs. George Raff and Co.,
of Brisbane, their agents, have applied,  in pursuance
of the provisions of the fourth section of  " The
Trade Marks Act of  1864," 28 Victoria, No. 5,
to register  a Trade Mark of the following
description :-
A square placard with a circle in the centre
representing  the figure of a man carrying a woman
across the  water, with two emus on the left of the
background, one supposed to be feeding, and a
representation  of rocks in the foreground ; on the
top of the  circle are  the words " Over the Water,"
and at the foot in  a square  the words " Manufac-
tured by Watson and McGill ;" on the left-band
side of  which in  an outer circle is  the word
"Petersburg," and on the right-hand side the word
" Virginia," and underneath are the words
"Entered according to Act of Congress, in the
year  1868, by Watson and McGill, in the Clerk's
Office of the District Court of the District of
Richmond, Virginia ;" which said Trade Mark is
intended to be used by the said Watson and McGill,
and to be applied and affixed by them on  cases and
boxes of all  sizes containing  Tobacco manufactured,
shipped, sold, or supplied by them or their  agents.
It is also further notified that  unless  it be shown
to my satisfaction, before the expiration of fourteen
days from the publication hereof, that such Trade
Mark  has been previously registered, or that some
other person is entitled  to such Trade  Mark ,  or that
W. H. WILsoN,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Charles Wilson, of Ipswich, by William
Webster and Alexander Brand Webster, of
Brisbane, trading together as "Webster and
Co."
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner, and ofthe act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Charles
Wilson having been given, it is ordered that the
said Charles Wilson be, and he is hereby adjudged
insolvent, and that William Henry Miskin, Esquire,
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the credi-
tors of the said Charles Wilson, for the election of a
Trustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar of
this Court, on the Thirtieth day of May, 1877, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Charles Wilson shall, on the
Twenty-ninth day of May, 1877, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full, true,
and accurate  statement, verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names  and residences, so far as known, of his
creditors, and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
first day of May, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Benjamin  Skipper, of Fortitude Valley,
general dealer, by the said Benjamin Skipper.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Benjamin Skipper be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate ; and it is further ordered that the
i}trst General Meeting of the creditors of the said
Benjamin  Skipper, for the election of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Twenty-eighth day of May, 1877, at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said Beniamin Skipper shall, on the Twenty-
sixth day of May, at Brisbane, deliver to the
Trustee in thra Estate, a full, true,  and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences ,  so far as known, of his creditors, and
of the  causes of  his inability to meet his  engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this nine-
teenth day of May, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
IN 1N SOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry  John  Goodwin Robinson,
of Lorne, near Mackay ,  in the Colony of
Queensland ,  sugar -planter ,  an Insolvent.
0
N the Eighth  day of May instant ,  a Certificate
of  Discharge was granted to Henry John
Goodwin Robinson , of Lorne,  near Mackay, in the
colony aforesaid ,  who was adjudicated insolvent on
the sixth day of August, one thousand eight hun-
dred and seventy-six.
628
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Ah Yin, of Boolburra, in the
Colony of Queensland, an Insolvent.
0
N the Twenty-second day of June, A.D. 1877,
at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Ah Yin, of
Boolburra aforesaid, adjudicated insolvent on the
twenty-eighth day of April, 1875, will apply to the
Court, at Brisbane, for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twenty-first day of May, 1877.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
Solicitors for the said Insolvent,
Queen street, Brisbane, and Rockhampton.
622 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION
In the Goods of Alexander McLeish, late of M.ount
Cornish, in the Colony of Queensland, con-
tractor, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour.
able Court, that Letters of Administration of all
the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named  Alexander McLeish, deceased, who died
intestate , may be granted to Thomas Henry Paige,
of Brisbane, in the said colony, the lawfully  consti.
tuted attorney of James McLeish, of Urana, in the
Colony of New South Wales, contractor, the eldest
brother of the said deceased.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of May, A.D. 1877.
PETER MACPHERSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for  the said  Thomas  Henry Paige.
632 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Frank Clarke, late of Georgetown, in
the Colony of Queensland, foreman of roads,
deceased
OTICE is hereby given, that after the ex pira-
tion of fourteen days from the date ofj the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the abovenamed Frank Clarke, deceased, may •
be granted to Lydia Horsley, the Executrix named
in the said Will, reserving leave for Hugh l ameron
Miller, of Georgetown aforesaid, the remaining
Executor named in the said Will, to come in and
prove at any time he•eafter.
Dated this 19th day of May, A.D. 1877.
MACALISTER AND ME [N,
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Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street, Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of  "The Curator of Intestate Estates
Act of  1867," and of the Personal Estate of
Thomas Totten, late of Cooktown,  deceased.
To a Wife and the Next of Kin.
TAKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
j obtain Letters of Administration to the
Personal Estate of Thomas Totten, deceased, or
show  cause  within  one calendar  month after the
date hereof, to the  satisfaction  of the Supreme
Court of Queensland, or a Judge thereof, why
an order  shout not be made for me to collect,
manage, and a  inister the said Estate of Thomas
Totten, I  shall, at  the expiration of one calendar
month, apply by petition to the said Court, or a
Judge of the said Court,  and the same  will be made
accordingly.
Brisbane , 19th May, 1877.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of  Intestate Estates.
MEMOBANDUM.-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
20th day of June next, at 10 o'clock, before the
Judge then  sitting in  Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen street,  Brisbane.
503 7s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Matter of "  The Curator of Intestate Estates
Act of  1867," and of the Personal Estate of
Patrick McLaughlan, late of Lytton,  farmer,
deceased.
To a Brother and Sister and the Next of Kin.
TAKE Notice, that unless you apply for and
obtain Letters of A dministraticm to the per-
sonal Estate  of Patrick McLaugblan, deceased, or
show cause within one calendar month after the date
hereof, to the satisfaction of the Supreme Court
of Queensland, or a Judge thereof, why an order
should not be made for me to collect,  manage, and
administer the said Estate of Patrick McLaugblan, I
shall, at the expiration of one calendar month, apply
by petition to the said Court, or a Judge of the said
Court, and  the same  will be  made  accordingly.
Brisbane , 19th May, 1877.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate  Estates.
MEMORANDUM.-Cause will be expected to be
shown by you, if at all, on WEDNESDAY, the
20th day of June next, at 10 o'clock, before the
Judge then  sitting in  Chambers, at the Court
House, Queen  street,  Brisbane.
604 7e. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Roy, late of Singapore,
deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the date of the publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Letters of Administration,
with the Will annexed, of the abovenamed William
Roy, deceased, may be granted to Alexander Raff,
of Brisbane, in the Colony of Queensland, the duly
constituted attorney of John Lowell, of Singapore
aforesaid, the sole Legatee under the sail Will.
Brisbane , the 22nd day of May, A.D. 1877.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
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Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
In the Will of Fdward  Cooke,  late of Bowen, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  publican ,  deceased.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of  the Will of
the abovenamed h d ward Cooke ,  deceased, may be
granted to Jane Atkin Cooke, of Bowen aforesaid,
widow of the said deceased, and sole Executrix
named in the said Will.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, A D. 1877.
GEORGE CRAWFORD,
Herbert street, Bowen,
Proctor for the said Jane Atkin Cooke.
525 6s. 6d
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
OTICE is  hereby given , that  it is intended,
during the present session  of the  Parliament
of Queensland , to apply for  a Bill to enable the
Trustees of an allotment  of land in Leicbardt
street , Fortitude Valley,  on which is erected the
Valley Parsonage,  to sell the same  and employ the
proceeds in the erection of a Parsonage in a more
central situation.
JOHN HY. FLOWER,
Solicitor for the Trustees.
517  3s. 6d.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on Downing street,
from Leichhardt street to about 5 chains to end
of main ; George street .  from Leichhardt street
to Boundary street ; Leichhardt street, from
Wickham Terrace  to Fortescue street ; Leich-
hardt street ,  from Rogers street towards Glos-
ter street ,  about 40 feet.
I I HE main pipe in the said streets being laid down,
i  the owners of all  tenements are hereby re-
quired to pay the rates and charges for the supply
of water, as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office  of the  Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
529
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1877.
6s. 6d.
I HEREBY give Notice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions, to be
holden at Ipswich, on TUESDAY, 26th June, for a
License to enclose the road between portions forty-
nine  (49) and fifty-four (54), by the erection of
Swing -gates at  the south- east  corner of portion
forty- nine , parish of Goolman ; and I make this
application under the Act 28 Victoria, No. 19.
Dated at Ipswich, this 22nd day of May, 1877.
(Signed) WM. BERRY.
630 5s.
LICENSED GATES.
I HEREBY give Notice, that at the expiration
of one month from the date of publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette, I
intend to make application to the Court of Petty
Sessions  for the Police District of Gympie, for
permission to erect Licensed Gates on the road
running north-east on my selection, No. 651, on
the Widgee Road, near Gympie aforesaid. The
proposed gates to be of sawn timber, 16 feet iN
width, painted of  a uni 'orm colour, with the word#,
" Licensed Public Gates," painted in prominent
letters on  a conspicuous  part thereof.
Dated at Gympie, this ninth day of April, A.D.
1877.
GEORGE WILLIAMS.
521 5s. 6d.
NOTICE.
In the Matter  of the  Northern Advocate  News-
paper Company (Limited).NOTICE is hereby given, that  at a generalmeeting  of the above Company, held on the
10th day of May, 1877,  a special Resolution was
passed whereby  it was resolved  to voluntarily wind
up the above Company under and by virtue of
the provisions contained in  " The Company's .let
of  1863," and it is hereby notified that  the said
Company be forthwith wound  up in pursuance of
such resolution.
Dated at Charters Towers, this 15th day of May,
1877.
540
By order of the Board of Directors,
THOMAS KELLY,
Hon. secretary.69.
TO CONSTABLES, POUNDKEEPERS, AND
OTHERS.
£10 REWARD.
L OST or Stolen from the Burenda Township, t efollowing Horses, of whica  a description is
subjoined :-One black Horse, Ms near  shoulder, COB near
rump.
One bay Horse, - over WS off shoulder.
One chesnut Horse, RO over MC and other
brands.
One brown Horse, like 6 over 0 near shoulder,
both hind feet white.
One bay Mare, JS over C3 over G near shoulder,
G over C near rump, L off hip.
One black Horse, cropped ears,  over - . near
rump.
If stolen, £10 reward will be paid on conviction of
the offenders ; if lost, 10s. per head will be paid for
each head delivered to Mr. James Welch, Inn-
keeper, Burenda. Any person  using or  illegally
interfering with said horses will be prosecuted.
5th February, 1877.
542 5s. 6d.
The GovERNMSNT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts :-
1877. £ a. d.
May 21.-T. Lynch 0 7 021.-J. Mackenzie... 0 1 0
22. -H. D. Beeston ... 0 5 6
23.-A. P. Wall ... ... 0 2 0
23.-T. L3nch ... ... 1 0 0
23.-J. Golding 2 0 0„
23.-U. Crawford ... 0 6 0
23.-W. Berry ... ... 0 6 10
23.-W. Tatham.. ... 0 7 6
25.-T. Vickery ... ... 0 2 0
25.-J. Stewart ... 0 3 0
25.-H. Lloyd 0 2 0
25.-J. King ... ... 0 °e8
25.-J. Watson ... ... 0 '0
25.-J. P. Wilkie ... 0 6 0
„ 25.-T. Kelly ... ... 0 6 0
l „ 25.-R. Fitzgerald ... 0 9 0
I „ 25.--A. Ferguson ... 0 0 8
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JEmpouttbfngo.
Poundkeepers  are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied  by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Gonndiwindi, from Winton, on the9th May, 1877, by order of Alex. Wyndham,
Esquire. Damages and driving, 7s. 6d. per head.
One red and white cow, I7Ti off rump, 0 off thigh.
One roan and white cow, MAC near ribs, both ears
split.
If not  released on  or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
518
. JOHN  McKENZIE ,  Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from MitchellDowns Station, on the 8th May, 1877, by order
of R. W . Stuart ,  Esquire .  Damages, £50.
Two (2)  rams, piece  out of top  off ear, T  (tar brand) on
hack.
Two (2 )  rams, slit near ear, piece out of top off ear, T
(tar brand) on back.
Two (2)  rams, no  ear mark, T (tar brand) on back.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell owns, from Killendrey, on
the 10th May, 1877, by order of S. P. Fraser,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 6s.
One chesnut colt, star, roman nose, like 2DC (registered
brand) near shoulder.
Also from Tooloombilla, on the 10th May, 1877, by
order of H. E. Ashley, Esquire, for trespass. Driving,
lOs. 4d.
One flea-bitten grey mare, indistinct brand like M near
shoulder.
Also from Waroonga, on the 10th May, 1877, by order
of H. G. Biscoe, Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 3s.
One brown filly, star, like GS3 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay filly,  star , off hind foot white, like VPO (regis-
tered brand )  off shoulder ,  indistinct brand near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
520 4s.
CORRECTED DATE.
IMPOUNDED at Leyburn, from Tummaville, on the3rd May , 1877, by order  of Robert Gore ,  Esquire,
Driving expenses ,  2s. per head.
One bay mare , PC off shoulder, WR under R under ET
near  shoulder.
One bay horse, blotched  near shoulder , like RW off
shoulder,  short tail.
If not released on or before  the 5th June, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
- THOMAS VICKERY,  Pouudkeeper.
537 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Two-mile Hut, onthe 17th May, 1877, by S. McGregor, Esquire.
Driving, 1s. per head.
One chesnut  horse, star , off fore and hind feet white, JS
over like GON (registered brand) near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  small star ,  white  spots under saddle, like
CW over other brands not legible  near  shoulder,
like illegible brand off shoulder.
One yellow mare, like RPd near shoulder, few white hairs
in forehead.
Q^e chesnut horse, fore feet white,  star  and snip, PF
dear shoulder.
One chesnut horse, star,  near  hind and near fore feet
white, like MB1 (registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
641 be.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Waroonga, onthe 14th May, 1877, by order of H. G. Bisc e,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 3s.
One bay gelding, star and snip, collar-marked, white
spots on back, Z in circle off shoulder.
One chesnut colt foal, blaze down face, three white feet,
unbranded.
One chesnut mare, blaze down face, 7B1' (registered
brand) off shoulder.
One bay mare,  star , AFS over J  e-4 over like EB near
shoulder, 0 near thigh,  2PW (registered brand)
off shoulder.
Also from Mitchell Downs, on the 14th May, 1877, by
order of R. W. Stuart, Esquire, for trespass. Driving,
4d.
One black mare, star, A over 1S over blotched brand
like BA1 (registered brand)  near  shoulder, near
near fore and hind feet white.
One bay filly , star , no visible brand.
One bay  mare ,1BF (registered brand)  near shoulder.
Also from Amby Downs, on the 14th May, 1877, by
order of J. L. Andrew, Esquire, for  trespass . Driving,2s. 10d.
One red and white cow, cocked horns,  tip off near ear,
PC over 5 near rump.
One red bullock, notch out of off ear, hoop  horns, MEC
(registered brand) off back.
One yellow cow, cocked horns, piece out of bottom off
ear, XY off rump, ,. over S off ribs.
One yellow bullock, broad horns, bit out  of under near
ear, D dot L near rump and ribs.
One blue-strawberry bullock, cocked horns, hit out of
under near ear, D dot L near rump and ribs.
One strawberry  steer ,  hoop horns , O BR (registered
brand) off ribs.
One red and white cow, TT over T like 0 off rump.
One red and white cow, cocked horns, piece out of top
and bottom off ear, XY off rump, over S off ribs.
One red and white stag ,  top off  near ear, VV1B (regis-
tered brand) off rump.
One black poley cow, top off  near ear, W1B (regis-
tered brand) off rump.
One black stag, top off  near ear, Vi ].B (registered
brand) off rump.
One yellow and white heifer, top off near  oar, V1/1B
(registered brand) off rump.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
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THOS. LYNCH,  Poundkeeper.
19s.
IMPOUNDED at Charleville, from  Murwey Station,
on the 11th May, 1877, by order of W. Hancock,
Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 7s. 10d. per head.
One bay horse, HB near shoulder,  star , hollow back.
One bay mare, Sm near shoulder ; light-bay colt foal at
foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
ARTHUR P. WALL, Poundkeeper.
527 2s.
IMPOUNDED at alby, from St. Ruth, onthe 11thMay, 1877, by order of A. H.  Evans,  Esquire.
Driving, 2s. 6d. ; damages,  2s. 6d.
One roan bullock, like Ix over 9  off rump, cut in both
ears.
One rel and white bullock, like ICE or IGE off ribs,
indistinct brand off rump,  near ear spli t, off ear
cropped.
One yellow cow, like GB  off rump ,  indistinct brand near
ribs, like 0 near rump ,  near ear sli t,  off ear cropped ;
calf by her side, unbranded.
Also, from Hallrford,  by same. Damages,  2s.  6d.;
driving, 4s. 2d.
One yellow and white poley cow,  near ear cropped, off
ear slit, like JF off rump, 0 off shoulder.
One red and white bullock, both  ears marked ,  indistinct
brand like J1K (registered brand) off ribs.
One spotted bullock,  small red spots, indistinct brand
near  ribs, both  ears  marked.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877
will be sold to defray  expenses.
J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
533 6Y.
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IMPOUNDED at Allora, f om Clifton,  27th
March, 1877, by order of W. E. Tooth , Esquire.
Damages ,  2s. 6d . ; driving,  2s. Strayed  from pound.
Wrong y described.
One dark-bay horse, illegible brand like 7JS over M in
circle near shoulder, stripe and snip, near fore foot
and two hind feet white.
If not  released  on or before 5th June, 1877, will be
sold to defray  expenses.
Also, at Allora, from Clifton, on 19th May, 1877,
by order of W. E. Tooth, Esquire. Driving , 2s. 6d.
One roan  heifer, illegible brand like 4 off rump.
If not released  on or before the 19th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
539
JAMES STEWART, Poundkeeper.
2s.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Canmaroo, on 14th
May, 1877, by order of A. Sutherland, Esquire.
Driving, 7s 6J. per head.
One chesnut horse, blaze, SC near shoulder (the S
rever-ed) like 9HP (registered brand) near thigh.
One bay horse, star and snip, near fore foot white, off
hind foot white, like HL3 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay horse, star, JBD over blotch near shoulder,like 6KW (registered brand) off shoulder, saddle-
marked.
One dark-bay or brown horse, S in circle over JT near
shoulder, bole in near ear.
One hay mare, small star, AS Y (registered brand) near
shoulder ; foal at foot.
Also, from Glenearnby, on the 14th May, 1877, by
order of John Nason, Esquire. Drivine, 6s. 2d.
One bay horse, saddle-marked, dock tail, blotch brand
near shoulder, AH8 (registered brand) off shoul-
der.
One brown colt, blaze, unbranded.
One yellow-bay horse, blotch brand like M near shoulder,
HK (the B reversed), black stripe down back.
One brown horse, like MA near shoulder, CE near thigh,
scum off eye, W in heart off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Myall  Grove, byorder of Willi m Addison, Esquire.  Driving, 3s.
each.
One bay gelding, 2C near shoulder.
One iron-grey, Belding, Cq A (first B indistinct) near
shoulder, CUH off shoulder.
One chesnut filly, bA>( (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
If not released  on or before the 29th June, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
535 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the enclosed
paddock of George MoCleverty, Esquire, on the
17th May, 1877.
One strawberry cow, JHR conjoined off ribs, R off
cheek, like BBQ (registered brand) off rump, slit
back off ear.
Also, from the enclosed paddock of Messrs. J. C. and
W. Campble, on the 2nd May, 1877.  Damages and
Driving, 3s.
One brown horse, 3 blotch brands over W over W or M
sideways near shoulder, like brand off shoulder, star.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
536 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Allora, from Clifton,  27thMarch, 1877, by order of W. E. Tooth,  Esquire.
Damages,  2s. 6d. ; driving 2s. Strayed from pound.
One dark-bay horse, like 77C over  M in circle near
shoulder, stripe and  snip ,  near fore foot and two
hind feet white.
Also, from same place, on 10th May, 1877.  Damages,
2s. 6d. ; driving, 2s. 6d.
One dark-red and white cow, :4D over 4AK off
rump ; strawberry calf at foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 5th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
538
JAMES STEWART,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
J. WATSON, Poundkeeper.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1877.
U IS Excellent the Administrator of the Govern-
ment has been pleased to irect the publica-
tion of the subjoined Circular Despatch and
Enclosures  for general information.
WM. MILES.
[CIRCULAR, 1.]
Downing street,
16th February, 1877.
SIR,-I have the honour to transmit to you the
accompanying  copy of a letter which His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales has been pleased to
address to me, expressing  the pleasure which His
Royal Highness will feel in learning that the Colonies
have  determined to take a prominent part at the
Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878.
2. The distinguished  success  which crowned the
labours of the Colonial Commissioners at the
Philadelphia Exhibition in 1876, encourages me to
hope that no effort will be wanting on the part of
your Government to respond to the wishes of His
Royal Highness.
3. The services of Mr. Owen, whom His Royal
Highness  has appointed Secretary to the Royal
Commissioners , will be at the disposal of any
Colonial Governments desiring to have recourse to
them.
4. I request that you will lay this despatch before
your Ministers.
t '
"\
\34, _ Sid
I have, etc.,
CARNARVON.
The Officer Administering the
Government of Queensland.
[COPY.]
H. R. H. THE PRINCE OF WALES  to  THE EARL OF
CARNARVON.
Marlborough House,
Pall Mall. S.W.,
23rd January, 1877.
MY LORD,-I beg as President of Her Majesty's
Commissioners for the Paris Universal Exhibition
of 1878, to transmit to your Lordship the enclosed
printed document containing an extract from the
London Gazette  of the 23rd January,  nominating a
Royal Commission appointed by Her Majesty for
advancing, so far as Great Britain,  the Indian
Empire, and the Colonies  and Dependencies are
concerned, the objects which the Paris Exhibition
has in view.
I beg further to enclose for your Lordship' s infor-
mation, the general summary of the French
Regulations, showing the conditions under which
the Exhibition will be administered; and Her
Majesty's  Commissioners  would be glad if your
Lordship would officially announce the part to be
taken by Great Britain at the approaching Exhibi-
tion to the Governor-General of the Dominion and
to the Governors and authorities of the Colonial
Empire, and at the  same  time express  the pleasure
I shall feel in learning that the various Governments
have determined to take a prominent  part in making
a suitable representation.
I have instructed Mr. P. Cunliffe Owen, C.B.,
whom I have appointed Secretary, to place himself
at your Lordship's disposal ; and he will attend to
all communications. I trust your Lordship will be
good enough to accredit him to the various authori-
ties  requiring information respecting the Exhibition.
I am, etc.,
(Signed) ALBERT EDWARD,
President of the Royal Commission for the
Paris Universal Exhibition of 1878.
The Right Honourable
the Earl of Carnarvon.
PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION OF 1878.
ROYAL COMMISSION.
(London Gazette  of the 23rd January, and of the
20th February, 1877.)
His ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES, K.G.,
President.
His Excellency Her Majesty's Ambassador  at Paris
(The Lord Lyons, G.C.B.)
The Duke of Richmond and Gordon, K.G., Lord
President of the Council.
The Duke of Manchester, S.P.
The Duke of Sutherland, T.G.
The Duke of Westminster. K.G.
The Earl Spencer, T.G.
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The Earl Cadogan, Under  Secretary  of State for
War.
The Earl Granville, K.G.
The Earl of Northbrook, G.C.S.I.
The Lord Tenterden, C.B., Under Secretary of
State  for Foreign Affairs.
The Lord De L'Isle and Dudley.
The Honourable Edward Stanhope, M.P., Secretary
to the Board of Trade.
The Honourable Robert Henry Meade,  Assistant
Under Secretary of State for the Colonies.
The Right Honourable Sir Alexander  James E.
Cockburn, Bart., G.C.B., Lord Chief Justice of
England.
The Right Honourable Sir Stafford Henry
Northcote, Bart., C.B., M.P., F.R.S., Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer.
The Right  Honourable  Lyon Playfair,  C. B., M.P.,
F.R.S.
The Right Honourable The Lord Mayor of London
for the time being.
The Lord Provost of Edinburgh for the time being.
The Lord Mayor of Dublin for the time being.
Sir William Sterling-Maxwell, Bart., B.T., M.P.
Sir Coutts Lindsay, Bart.
Sir Nathaniel M. de Rothschild, Bart., M.P.
Sir Richard Wallace, Bart., M.P.
Sir John Rose, Bart., K.C.M.G.
Admiral Sir Alexander  Milne,  Bart., G.C.B.
Lieut.-General Sir Alfred H. H orsford, G.C.B.
Major-General Sir Henry Creswicke  Rawlinson,
X.C.B., F.R.S.
Sir Rutherford Alcock, K.C.B., President of the
Royal Geographical Society, or the President
for the time being.
Sir Henry Thring, K.C.B., Parliamentary Counsel.
The President of the Royal Academy,  Sir Francis
Grant.
Sir Louis  Mallet, C.B., Under Secretary of State
for India.
Sir Andrew  Fairbairn.
The President of the Society of Painters in Water
Colours, Sir John Gilbert, R.A., or the Presi-
dent for the time being.
The President of the Royal Society, Joseph Dalton
Hooker, Esq., C.B., M.D., D.C.L., LL.D., or
the President for the time being.
The President of the Royal College of Physicians,
James Risden Bennett, Esq., M.D., F.R.S., or
the President for the time being.
The President of the Royal College of Surgeons,
Prescott G. Hewett, Esq., F.R.S., or the Presi-
dent for the  time being.
The President of the Royal Agricultural Society,
The Lord Skelmersdale, or the President for
the time being.
The President of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
G. R. Stephenson, Esq., or the President f'or the
time being.
The President of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, Charles Barry, Esq., F.S.A., or the
President for the time being.
The President of the Association of the Chambers
of Commerce of the United Kingdom, S. S.
Lloyd, Esq., M.P., or the President for the time
being.
The President of the Agricultural Engineers' Asso-
ciation , Bernhard Samuelson, Esq., M.P., or
the President for the time being.
C. Rivers Wilson, Esq., C.B., Controller-General
of the National Debt.
Lieut.-Colonel Arthur Ellis, C.S.I.
Lieut.-Colonel Robert J. Lloyd-Lindsay, V.C., M.P.
Edmund Ashworth, Esq., President of the Man-
chester  Chamber of Commerce.
Isaac  Lowthian Bell, Esq., M.P., F.R.S.
Hugh Birley, Esq., M.P.
Joseph Chamberlain, Esq., M.P.
William Holms, Esq., M. P.
Frederick Leighton, Esq., R.A.
Samuel  Morley, Esq., AT. P.
John Mulholland, Esq., M.P.
Anthony J. Mundella, Esq.. M.P.
William Rathbone, Esq., M.P.
Henry William Ripley, Esq., M.P.
P. CUNLIFFE OWEN, C.B.,
Secretary.
PARIS UNIVERSAL  EXHIBITION OF 1878.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE PR:NCIPAL REGULA-
TIONS ISSUED BY THE  FRENCH COMMISSION,
SPECIALLY AFFECTING FOREIGN EXHIBITORS.
1. The Exhibition will open on the 1st of May,
'ales of opening1878, and will  close  on the 31st of October, 187 8.  'nd cl sing.
2. Goods will be admitted into the Exhibition Admission and
from the 1st of January, 1878, to the 30th  of arrangement of
March, 1878, both days  inclusive . goods.
3. Objects of great value may,  by special arrange.
ment,  be received  later  than the 30th March.
4. Goods  must be in their places and all arrange-
ments  completed by the 15th of April. After this
date the General Commissioner will dispose of any
space not occupied , or only  partially occupied.
5. There will be no  charge for space .  space gratis.
6. The Exhibition  precincts being constituted a No duties,
bonded warehouse, there  will be no duties to pay
for any goods except  such as are intended for con-
sumption, and these will only be  liable to the duties
levied on  similar products  of the most  favoured
nation.
7. All objects exhibited will be protected  against  Protection ofin-
piracy of inventions  or designs . Upon this  subject ventions, etc.
exhibitors are referred to Appendix No. 11 to the
General Regulations.
8. The General  Commission will take precautions Preservation of
for the safe preservation of all objects in the Exhi-  goods-
bition, but will not be liable for  loss or damage of
any kind.
9. There will be  no charge for  flooring ,  except in  riooring.
the Machinery Gallery.
10. A limited quantity  of steam, gas, and motive supply of steam,
power will be supplied free  of charge. etc.
11. The placing of heavy objects  requiring special  machinery.
foundations  or adjustment  may, by  special arrange
ment,  begin  at an earlier  period than the list of
January.
12. Exhibitors are free to  insure their goods. Insurance.
13. All costs  of packing ,  transport ,  unpacking , Expenses to be
fittings, placing and care  of goods,  storage of empty paid by Exbibi-
cases and return  of goods ,  provision and placing of tors'
velariums or ceilings  in the Exhibition ,  special
earthworks ,  etc., in the Gardens, and all charges
for decoration authorised  by the General  Commis-
sioner are  to be borne by the Exhibitors.
14. The  General Commission will not take charge Empty oases.
of empty cases.
15. No modern work  of art will be admissible if works of Art.
executed before the 1st of May, 1867.
16. Noxious  and explosive substances will be Noxious sub-
prohibited  as usual , and the General  Commissioner stances.
reserves  the right of excluding any object which
may seem to him to be inconsistent with the pur-
pose or decorum of the Exhibition.
17. There will be no constructions in the Gardens  No national
illustrating  national  dwelling-houses , etc. dwellings inPark.
18. All goods will be exhibited under the  name of  ,a men on
the person who has signed the application  for articles elhibi-
admission. led.
19. No  article  may be withdrawn before the close  withdrawal of
of the Exhibition without the special  consent of the  goods-General Commissioner.
20. All goods  must, under penalties , be removed
before the 15th of December, 1878.
21. The General Commission informs all Exhibi-  Agencyforgoods.
tors that the Chamber of Commerce of Paris will
establish a General Agency for the reception,
management , and return of goods.
22. The General Commissioner will not corres- Exhibitors to
pond directly with Foreign Exhibitors. They must communicate
address all communications through t e CommissionsCommiisKioners.
of their respective countries.
23. If neither the exhibitor or his agent  be Goods to be
present to receive the packages on their  arrival at received by exhi-
the Exhibition, the carrier will be bound to take bitor  or agent.
them back immediately.
24. There will be a General Catalogue, and  catalogues.
Foreign Commissions may publish catalogues of
their own sections, but in their own language only.
25. Further regulations will be issued respecting Further regula-
the forwarding of goods, etc. lions.
26. Objects exhibited will be distributed  into the classification.
following 1\ ine Groups:-
1. Works of Art.
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2. Education and Instruction. Apparatus and
Processes of the Liberal Arts.
3. Furniture and Accessories.
4. Textile Fabrics. Clothing and Accessories.
5. Mining Industries. Raw and Manufactured
Products.
6. Apparatus and Processes used in the Me-
b chanicalIndustries.
7. Alimentary Products.
8. Agriculture and Pisciculture.
9. Horticulture.
Each of these groups i . divided into classes
according to the system of general classification.
While the Royal Commission will do all in its
power generally to assist and advise British Exhibi-
tors, it will be understood by Exhibitors that, in
accordance with the precedents of previous Inter-
national Exhibitions, they or their agents must be
responsible for the packing, forwarding, unpacking,
and reception of their goods, as well as for their
safety during the continuance of the Exhibition.
All communications for the information of His
Royal Highness the President, should be addressed
to Mr. P. Cunlifie Owen, C.B., who has been
nominated Secretary to the Royal Commission by
His Royal Highness.
.Offices of the Royal Commission,
Canada Buildings, King Street,
Westminster, S.W.
NOTE.-Copies of both the General and the Special
Regulations may be had on application.
PROCLAMATION.
By I lis Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
VV
JTHEREA S by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland, passed in the twenty-eighth
year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,
intituled  "An Act to Amend the Publicans Act of
1863," it was amongst other things enacted that it
shall not be lawful for any wholesale spirit dealer,
for any wholesale dealer in wines or beer, or for
any grower or maker of liquors made from sugar-
cane, the produce of the colony, to sell or otherwise
dispose of, or to deliver any liquor (although in
quantities exceeding two gallons at one time),
except in such towns or places as shall from time
to time be proclaimed by the Governor in Council,
and notified by Proclamation in the  Government
Gazette,  as towns or places where liquors may be
disposed of wholesale : Now, therefore, I, Sir
ARTHUR EDWARD KENNFDY, the Administrator
aforesaid, in pursuance of the power so vested in
me, do hereby proclaim the town of Smithfield, in
the Police District of Cook, as a place where spirits,
wine, beer, or liquors made from sugar-cane, the
produce of the colony, may be sold in quantities
not less than two gallons at one time.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this first day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
Will. MILES.
GoD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depend-
encies.
WHEREAS a ferry has been established atBundaberg ,  in the district of Wide Bay,
under the provisions of the Act 2  William IV., No.
12: And  whereas by section 7 of the said Act 2
William IV., No.  12, it is enacted that the tolls or
ferry dues to be demanded and paid thereunder
should be according to the rates therein set out, and
no  higher:  And whereas  by the  Act 14 Victoria,
No. 5, it was amongst other things enacted that it
should be lawful for the Governor of the said colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council thereof,
by any  Proclamation to be issued by him ,  to raise,
diminish ,  alter, or  vary  any tolls imposed at any
ferry established in pursuance of the provisions of
the said first recited  Act: And  whereas it is deemed
expedient and desirable to alter and raise the tolls
to be demanded and paid at the said ferry : Now,
therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Queensland ,  by virtue of the power and authority
vested in me by the hereinbefore recited Act, and
of all other powers enabling me in that behalf, and
by and with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation ,  order and declare that
from and after the publication  hereof,  the tolls to
be demanded and paid at the said ferry shall be as
follows :-
SCHEDULE.
Ferry Dues and Charges.
s. d.
Single horse with rider ... ... ... 1 0
Two horses with rider or driver ... 1 6
Every single horse additional ... ... 0 6
Horse and dray ... ... ... ... 1 6
Every additional horse ... ... ... 0 6
Waggon or dray, drawn by two horses,
loaded or unloaded... ... ...  2 6
Every additional horse .. ... ...  0 6
Waggon or bullock dray, drawn by two
bullocks, loaded or unloaded ... 2 0
Every additional bullock in team ... 0 6
Buggies on two wheels, drawn by two
horses ... ... ... ... 1 6
Buggies on four wheels, drawn by one or
two horses ... ... ... ...  2 6
Cows or bullocks, each ... ... ...  0 6
Calves, goats, or pigs, each  ... ... 0 6
Fowls, dogs, or parcels ... ... ... 0 2
Foot passengers with parcel not exceed-
ing 14 lbs., each way ... ...  0 2
Fares, each way, after 9 p.m. till 5 a.m. 0 6
Goods.
Parcels or goods to the amount of 14 lbs.
allowed to each passenger.
Parcel under 14 lbs. ... ... ... 0 1
„ 14 lbs. and not exceeding 50 lbs. 0 2
„ 50 lbs. „ „ 100 lbs. 0 4
„ 100 lbs. „ „ 500 lbs. 1 6
Per ton ... ...
.
5 0
All goods to be delivered at the Wharf.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has  been pleased to accept the resignation of
JOHN RYAN,
as a Trustee  of the Charters Towers Cemetery
Reserve.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1877.H IS Excellency the Administrator of the G vern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been  pleased to appoint
GEORGE HARPER BENNETT
to be  Locker and Clerk in the Customs Depart-
ment at Bundaberg  ; appointment to date from the
19th June, 1876.
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Department  of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
HENRY BRANDON and
RICHARD TALBOT,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Mackay,  vice  Daniel Shepherd and Andrew
Florence, resigned ;
MICHAEL DILLANE,
a Member  of the School Committee for the State
SchoolatNerang Creek,  vice  Robert Muir, resigned;
JOHN STUBBERSFIELD,
FREDERICK  LLOYD, and
AARON TUCKETT,
Members of  the School Committee for the State
School at Gatton,  vice  James Watt, John Bell,
and William Cumner, resigned.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection  shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877, at the Warwick Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said lands are open to selection
Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per
acre , and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, ourable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
ment of the Colony of Q11eens-
land and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of C.e Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections  shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877, at the respective Land
Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open  to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five  shillings per
acre,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed  the area of
the original  selection.
No. of
5elec -  Late Lessee. Area.
tion.
395 F .  J. Brooks
85 A. C.  B. Praed
131 Ditto ...
152  P. Driuan ...
159 F. A. )slackman
197 R. Miller ...
211 James Bell...
212 William Bell
Land Agent's
District.
A. P.
1,095  0  0 Beenleigh
400 0 0 Gladstone
300 0 0 ditto
640 0 0 ditto
454 0 0 ditto
32') 0 0 ditto
701 0 0 ditto
600 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAYE  THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Mast
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion'of the Most  Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July, 1877,
at the respective Land Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open
to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be five
shillings per acre.
No. of
selec- Late Lessee. Land Agent's aArea.  00 a
q
o° (tion. Distnct. Parish Land AgentLate Lessee. Area I Dist ri ct.
294  G. Hoffman A.  X.  P.320 0 0 Warwick
144 Redland 2270 II. Holzapfel ... 150 0 0 Brisbane
301 Albert ... 694 J. G. Schneider 100 0 0 Btenleigh
IGiven under my Hand and Seal, at Government I
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JO L-IN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in t:,n
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
1 GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the  Most  Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
r Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY, the  Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Execrative Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of July,  1877,  at the Mackay Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings
and sixpence per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by Conditional Purchase shall not
exced  1,223 acres.
o0
ov Late Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
413 A.  R. Macdonald  ... ...  1,223 0 0
I
ILand Agent's
District.
Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-Administrator. tor ofthe Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day of
July,  1877, at the Mackay Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
oM
0
,  pi
Parish. d
zm
39 Bassett
Late Lessee. Area.
A.  R. P
265 G. R. Abosolon 180 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight  hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth  y ear of H ,-r  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By. His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY ,  Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St.  Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order of the Bath, Admin-
Administrator .  istrator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1876," 1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY, the  Administrator aforesaid,
with  the advice of the E ecutive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portions  of' land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY,  the tenth day of July,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall  be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
r~0 O
x e
Parish.
ar
00
o u
pmtcc
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
A. H. P.
494 Enoggera 1755 Matthew Hull ... 50 128  Brisbane
and
495
Value of improvements to be lodged  at time of Application, £ 3410s.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.9.] Companion of the Most Honour.
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of  1876 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do ,  by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after TUESDAY,  the seventeenth day
of July, 1877,  at the respective Land Offices.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open
to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be fifteen
shillings per acre.
00
a°
Parish. Late  Lessee Area . Land Agent'sDistrict.
A.E.P.
• St. George 1 J. F. Adams ...  45 0 0 St. George.
34 I Bassett  255 StephenMaynard  W 0 0 Mackay.
• Applicant to lodge £10, value of  improvements ,  at time of
application.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS,
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection , under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the tenth day of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase, shall be ten
shillings per acre.
Parish.
No. ofSelec-
tion .
Late  Lessee . Area .
Land
Agent's
District.
Wildash 286 P. Hoffman
A. R. P.
200 0 0 Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this  twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portions of land are
open to selection by Conditional Purchase shall befive shillings peracre.
Parish. Late  Lessee.
m
Area. I Land Agent'si District.
A. R. P.
29 Urangan 853 Anders Nielsen 34 0 0 Maryborough
Bassett 339  George Moss 80 3 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this tenth  day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. M. DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St. George, Com-
[L. s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1876 ," 1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of tree Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the  nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Helidon Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
wo
o°
c w Parish.
w 0
o°
140° za q
Late  Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P.
135 Tenthill.  593 Peter  Brown 100 0 0 Helidon.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portion of land is open
to selection by Conditional Purchase, shall be
fifteen shillings per acre.
no
C-4
a
Parish. o Y I
1
150 Redland 1,536
Late
Lessee.
Land
Area. Agent's
District.
A.  it.  P.
Robert  Bell 80 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the y€ar of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion fthe Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Path, Administra-
Administrator. t( r of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
_T N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I. Sir ARTHUR
}.DWAhD RFNNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in tj rj  undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the nineteenth day of June, 1877, at the Brisbane
Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 600 acres.
No. of
selec- Late  Lessee.
tion.
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
i
A. R. P.
21;16 C. H. Simpson... 600 0 0 Brisbane
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion fthe Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase, shall be five
shillings per acre.
c Land
c Parish. Late Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
z f x I District.
262 Goodna
and
263
I I
f A. R. P.
2140 I, John  Jones  ... 87 0 0 1 Ipswich
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this third day of May, in
the  year  of  our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Hoi,or-
A. E. XENNFDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator.  ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions cf  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of 181N,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twelfth day of June, 1877, at the Brisbane Land
Office.
And I further nctify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said lands  are open to  selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be  seven shillings
and sixpence per acre, and that the area which
may be selected by Conditional Purchase  shall not
exceed four hundred and  sixty acres.
No. of I
selec- Late Lessee .  Area .  Land Agent'.
tion . '  District.
2627 Mary Ellen Brook
A. R. P.
460 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KEN1`EDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 12th day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion is open  to selection
by Conditional Purchase, shall be five  shillings per
acre.
c Parish.
61 Fergu-
son
a
d°
Lo
Late Lessee.
839 J. Mielkowski
Area. Land Agen t'Dist ri ct.
A. s. P.
105 0 0 Mary-
borough.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of
April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION,
By His Excellency Sir ARTI rR EDWARD
KENNEDY,  K night Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St . Michael and St. George,[L S.]  Companion  of the  Most Honor-
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that a lease for 5 years of the portion of Stradbroke
Island described hereunder ,  will be offered for sale,
by public auction ,  at the undermentioned place, at
Eleven o'clock on the day specified ,  at an upset
price of £2 per square mile.
NOTE.-The  first year's rent must be paid on the
day of sale.
SALE  AT MAIITIN'S AUCTION ROOMS,
BRISBANE,
ON TUESDAY,  THE 5TH DAY OF JUNE, 1877.
County of Stanley ,  on Stradbroke Island.
No of
Lot.
No. of
Portion. No. Area.
Price per
square mile
per anuum.
I £ s.
1 A. ... 10 square miles 2 0
DESCRIPTION.
Commencing at the southern extremity of Strad-
broke Island, and bounded thence on the east by
the Pacific Ocean northerly about fifteen  miles ; on
the north by a line west to Swan Bay ; and by the
shores of Swan  Bay, Moreton Bay, and the Broad-
water to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
1 N pursuance  of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with  the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder  described shall be reserved for
Township purposes,  as an  extension of the Surat
Town Reserve, and shall be open to Selection,
under  the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the eighteenth day of July,
1877, at the Surat Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be twenty  shillings
per acre , and that the  area  which may be selected
by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and  forty acres.
PORTION A.
County of Elgin, parish of Surat.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing  at the south corner of selection
No. 5, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
line bearing  two hundred and twenty-five degrees
to the north boundary of portion  29, parish of
Talavera ; on the south by that portion  and por-
tion 28 westerly to the west corner of  28 ; on the
west by a line bearing north' about two hundred
and twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east  to the south-west boundary of the Police
Paddock ; thence by that boundary and by the
south-west and south-east boundaries of the Roads
Office Paddock south-easterly and north-easterly to
the south-west boundary of Surat Town Reserve ;
and thence by that boundary bearing one hundred
and thirty-five degrees to the  point of commence-
ment.
PORTION B.
County of Elgin, parish of Surat.
About  4,6001ccres.
Commencing  on the left bank of Griman' s Creek
at a point  MOsite  the west corner  of portion No. 7,
parish of rindoo, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line  bearing south-west to the
north-east boundary of Surat Town Reserve; on
the south-west by that boundary bearing  south-east
to the east  corner  of Surat Town Deserve ; on the
south-east by a line bearing north- east to Griman's
Creek ;  and on  the north-east by that creek down-
wards to the point  of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May
• in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ABTHER EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of section six of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ABTHVB
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the lands hereunder described have been tempora-
rily reserved for Recreation purposes, and placed
under control of the Municipal Council of Warwick.
RESERVE FOB RECREATION PURPOSES.
Cbunty of Merivale, parish of Warwick, town of
Warwick, Section  66.
16 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
section, and bounded thence on the east by Wallace
street southerly sixteen chains to Locke street ;
on the south by that street westerly ten chains to
William street ; on the west by that street nor-
therly sixteen chains to Pratten street ; and on the
north by that street easterly ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
tI Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  "The
Croton Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir
ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and unselected lands within the Coochin  Coochin
Homestead Area ,  in the Ipswich Land Agent's
District ,  open to selection under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868"
and  "The Homestead Areas  Act of  1872 " at
the time of the repeal of those  Acts,  shall be
open to Selection under the provisions con-
tained in the first-mentioned Act relating to Home-
stead Areas ,  on and after  TUESDAY,  the tenth
day of July ,  1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I do further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be £1 5s.
per acre ,  and that the area which may be selected
by  Conditional Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the urialienated and un-
selected lands within the Gin Gin Homestead Area,
in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, open to
selection under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868 " and  "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872 " at the time of the repeal of
those Acts, shall be open to Selection under
the provisions contained in the first-mentioned
Act relating to Homestead Areas, at the Bunda-
berg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877. And I do further
notify and proclaim, that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by Conditional
Purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by Conditional Purchase
shall not exceed 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Con -
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrowxLands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described, having been set apart as
a Homestead Area under the provisions of the said
Act, shall be open to Selection at the Warwick
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the tenth
day of July, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be £1 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by Condi-
tional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
LANDS RESUMED FROM YANDILLA RUN, WARWICK
LAND AGENT's DISTRICT.
County of Merivale, parish of Yandilla.
About 3,700 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Condamine River at the north-east corner of
selection 971, Toowoomba, and bounded thence on
the north-west by selections Nos. 971 and 1198,
Toowoomba ; on the south-west by portions 49 and
50, parish of Yandilla ; on the south-east by the
road forming the north-west boundaries of portions
56 and  57;  and on the north-east by the north
branch aforesaid downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Comr
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of tbe
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the powers in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the Heathlands Run Home.
stead Area, in the Leichhardt District, open to
selection under the provisions of  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " The Home-
stead Areas Act of  1872" at the time of the
repeal of those Acts, shall be open to Selec-
tion under the provisions contained in the first-
mentioned Act relating to Homestead Areas, at
the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
TUESDAY, the tenth of July, 1877. And I do
further notify and proclaim that the upset price
at which the said lands are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings and
sixpence per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
Al  ay, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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1?ROCLAMATIONV.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St. George,  Com-panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
N pursuance of section six of  "  The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
RESERVE FOR  POrND, TOWNSVILLE.
Parish of Coonambelah, county of Elphinston.
8 acres  16 perches,  more or less.
Commencing at a point two chains south from
the south-east corner of suburban allotment No. 1,
section No. 3, and bounded thence on the north by
a road  two chains wide, bearing west nine  chains ;
thence on the west by a line bearing south nine
chains  ; thence on the south by a line  bearing east
nine chains  to a road one chain wide ; and thence
on the east by that road bearing north  nine chains
to the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD CROSSING,  ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Burnett, county of Stanley.
119 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at  the north corner of portion 83, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bear-
ing south eighteen  chains  and thirteen links, and
passing through a post two hundred links from said
river; on the south by that portion bearing east forty-
eight chains and fifty links ; on the south-west by
that portion bearing north 135 degrees  east fourteen
chains  and fifty- five  links;  again  on the south by a
line bearing  east six chains  and forty-one links to the
Brisbane River; and on the other sides by that
river downwards to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING, PIGGY PIGGY CREEK.
Parish of Broomfield, county of Carnarvon.
175 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Piggy Piggy
Creek at a point bearing 292 degrees 40 minutes,
and distant about one hundred and forty links
from a post marked CH, and bounded thence
on the south-west by a line bearing north 112
degrees and 40 minutes east forty-eight chains and
twelve links, and passing through a post about one
hundred and forty links from said creek ; on
the east by a line bearing north  35 minutes east
fifty- nine chains  to Yambucully Creek ; on the
north-west by that creek downwards to a post
marked broad-arrow ; thence by  a line bearing
north 226 degrees east fifteen  chains  and fifty links
to Piggy Piggy Creek ; and on the west by that
creek southerly to the point of  commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING.
Parish of Broomfield, county of Carnarvon.
622 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
34s, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north twenty-two chains and twenty-two
links ; on the north by a line bearing west eighty
chains ; on  the west by a line bearing south
seventy-one chains and sixty-one links ; on the
south by a road five chains wide, bearing 95 degrees
forty-nine chains and seventy -four links and 125
degrees thirty-four chains and eighty-six links ; and
again on  the east by portion 34A, bearing 1 degree 50
minutes sixty-eight chains and twenty-six links to
the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
Parisi of Burgoran, county of Belmore.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 315 degrees 1
minute and distant twenty-three chains and twenty-
nine  links from the north-east corner of portion 41,
and bounded thence on the south by a line bearing
east forty chains ; on the east by  a line  bearing
north forty chains ; on the north by a line bearing
west forty chains; and on the west by  a line bear-
ing south forty chains and one link to the pant of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at tbe•Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba and Townsville.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 Works
D apartment
2 Ditto ...
*3
Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  R.  P.
Part of the road be- Taylor  ...  0 2 27
tween portion 12
and portions 14 and
133. from the east
corner of  12 to the
new road through
that portion
Part of  the road  be- Ditto  ...  2 0 36
tween portions 11
and 133, from the
east  corner of 11 to
the west corner of
133
T. Lawrence '  Road separating selec -  Coonam- 24 0 28
lion 115 from selec- belah
tious 106 and 133
* The opening of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
r HE fcllowing amended description is sub-
stituted for" that contained in the Procla-
mation dated the tenth instant, establishing a
Reserve for Camping on the Mary River, which
was inserted in error.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, MARY RIVER.
County of Lennox, parish of Amamoor.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mary River
at the north-east corner of selection 91, and bounded
thence on the south by the north boundary of that
selection and a line in continuation bearing west to
a point south from the south-east corner of selection
299 ; thence by a line bearing north to the road
forming the south boundary of selection  l 25 ;  thence
by that road easterly to the west boundary of
selection 259 ; thence by the western and southern
boundaries of the last-mentioned selection to the
Mary River ; and thence by tLat river upwards to
the point of commencement.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 5th day of August and 23rd
day of September, A.D. 1876, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions Nos. 22 and 35, parish of Kalkie, county of Cook, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
,overnment aforesaid, with the advic9 of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and  proclaim  that the
said  Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now  open  for public
use.
77.2334.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS Nos. 22 AND 35, PARISH OF KALBIE, COUNTY OF
COOK, WIDE BAY  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
y o, ti
° °
mtia?
ci m
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths. Breadthof Road. Area. Remarks.
Bunda-
berg
Reg.
chs. lks H. P.
118 1868 Act William
Price
William
Price
N. 58° E.10 20 10 1 chain 2 0 It  Uncultivatedscrub land.
15 Immigration Mary Ann Mary Ann N. 238°  E. 19 00 Partly e11t ti-
Act Dredge Dredge 328° 19 04 1 chain 3 3 241;  vated and
uncultivated
land.
1 Commencing at the
south corner of
portion 22, and
running north-
easterly to its east
corner
2 Commencing at the
east corner of selec-
tion No .  35, and
running south-west-
erly and north-west-
erly to its west
corner
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
1
w HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 17th day of February and 7th
day of April, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portion No. 208, parish of England, county of Cavendish, through lands in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for
public use.
77-2262.
BOOK F REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 208, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .
Running south -easterly
from tine west boun-
dary of portion 208 to
Lockyer' s Creek
M °
oG
How Reputed Breadth of
m c ; Held.  Owner . Occupier. Bea rings . Lengths . Road. Area . Remarks.
I chs. lks . A.  R.  P.
203  " Crown  John John 168° 2 90 100 links 2 0 0 West boun-
Lands  Noonan Noonan 108°  22' 14 34 dary
Aliena- 156° 3 70 fenced with
lion Act two-rail
of 1868 fence.
• I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George ,  Companion  of the Most  Honourable
[L.8.] A. E .  KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administrator of the Government  of the  Colony of Queens.
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, 1876,
and 16th day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described  through Portion No. 174, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley, through land in the occupatiop-,
of the person  in the  said notice  specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Governn'-
aforesaid , with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of tue
said Road  : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim t at the said Road has
been marked  and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for p iblic use.
77-2096.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 174, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .  How Held.
I A triangular piece out of Under Deed
the north -west corner of  Grant con-
of  portion  No. 174.  taining a
general re-
servation for
public ways
Reputed Occupier. Bearings.Owner. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area . Remarks.
chs. lks. A.  X.  P.
J. M.  J. M. N. 00 17' 3 58 Irregular 0 2 10 Fencedand
Thompson Thompson cleared
Nors .-This Notice  cancels the  Notiee dated 3rd November, 1876, published in the  Government Gazette,  folio 943.
Given under my Hand and. Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objectio..d, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Area.
I
2
Parish.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE  OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing ,  within two
months  from  this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the Land Agents ',  Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba, and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE CLOSED.
No. I A pplicant Situation. Parish. ! Area.
I A. R. P.
1 Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts 6 0 29
Jennings 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, and 11 from
portions  3,6,8, 10, and
12
2 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings 1 5 from portion 7
3 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings 6 from portion 8
4 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 1 39
Jennings 13 from portions 11
and 12
5 Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts 6 2 12
Jennings 14, 16, 18, and 24, from
portions 13, 17,19, and
21
6 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 1 1 11
Jennings 16 h om portion 18
7 Shanahan and R, ad separating portion Watts 1 1 14
Jennings 17 from poition 19
8 A. Beaton Road separating portion Darlington 11 2 0
38 from portions 28
and 65, and the road
reserved through por-
tion 68
Permanent  Closure.
J.  Toiler  Road separating por-1 Enoggera 3 1 16
tions 318 and 319 from
portions 333 and 334
F.T.Gregory
Temporary Closure.
Road separating  por- Toowoomba
tions 484 and 485, and
parish of  Toowoomba. Gowrie
from portions 121,122,
1.23, and 124, parish of
Gowt ie
7 0 15
3 F.T.Gregory Road separatine por- Toowoombal 5 3 36
tions 99 and 100, and
parish of Gowrie, from' Gowrie
portions  477 and 488,
parish of Toowoomba
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
W
ITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony,  it is  hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, the to
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
,,; ely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts-Iven to the
eT,tent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and other documents, illiterate persons, if there
is time at  the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
'reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience, however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,  arrangements  have  been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer , a tracing  or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
JOHN DOCTGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
11
T HE following description of the amended boun-daries ofthe Reserve forTimber, in the parish
of Knapp, county of Ward, established by notice
dated 12th November, 1875, is substituted f'or that
published in page 2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1875.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Ward, parish of Knapp.
About 1.260 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide, forming
part of the south boundary of portion 344, at its
intersection by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide ; and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west about one hundred and sixty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south about
one hundred and thirty-one chains; on the south by
a line bearing east sixty-five chains ; and on the
south-east by lines bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north 55 degrees east eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act  of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to he
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land  Granted.-Selection 90, Gympie District,
one hundred acres.
Nature of .Error.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 de_orees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty-nine links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six chains and twenty.
nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
i T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected  thereby  are required to transmit to, this
Department their objections, in writing, Within, two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDIILB OF ROAD TO  BB CLOSED.
No Applicant. Situation. Parish. i Area.
1 T. Brand... Road separating portion St. Mary ...
w.  A.  P.
8 1 32
84 from portion 86
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation At of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Beenleigli and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant.
1 J. W. C.
Howard
2 J. 31.
Clarke
Situation .  Parish. Area.
A.  B.  P.
Part of the reserved  road Barrow 11 3 27
through portion 53
Road  separating  portion  Conda•. a 0 0
13 from selection 16 mine
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is  hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed  of Grant, under  His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date of Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land granted-Portion  94. county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred  and five acres one
rood.
Name of misnomer-The  name William Bonet'
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Bovey.
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Department of Public Lands,
. Brisbane, 18th May, 187 7.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Gcvernment will, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Titles to Land Act of  1858," at the expir
ation of three months from the date hereof, by
instrument endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under
his Hand and the `eal of the Colony, describe the
name of the intended Grantee and the area of the
reserved road, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name  and area shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name and
area  ; and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,494 .  Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee - Mary Ann Glenn.
Land Granted - Allotment 3,  section 22, town of
Cooktown ,  one rood.
Nature of  Misnomer - The  name Mary Ann
Glenn having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the name of the intended grantee instead of Mary
Ann Glynn.
No. of Grant ,  29,117. Date of Grant-18th
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee - John Friedrich Schumann.
Land Granted  - •  Selection 492, portion 142,
county of Churchill ,  parish of North, seventy-nine
acres one rood thirty perches.
Nature of Error-Two  acres two roods and ten
pe rches having been stated in the deed as reserved
for a road, instead of two acres and ten perches.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS '  COURTS.
i
T  is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "Ike Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above -recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
Is  The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office, Brisbane, the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Wednesday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
i
AT TIER COURT  IloirsES.
Month.
Toowoomba . Dalby. Warwick.
Date. Date. Date.
May ... Monday, 21 Wednesday 23 Friday, 25
June ... „ 25 „ 27 „ 29
July ... „ 23 „ 25 „ 27
August ,, 27 „ 29 „ 31
September „ 24 „ 2" „ 28
October ... „ 22 „ 24 „ 26
November „ 26 „ 2 „ 30
December... „ 24 Thursday, 27 Saturday 29
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
A;-0 the Lund Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton, the sec:'J',d
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June X1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence, the firstMonday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENTS DISTRICT OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BUR%E.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday  in a  ry third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office ,  Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June ,  1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the  Land Office,  Springsure ,  the fourthMonday in  June,  1877 ,  and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will he held on the following
daSpecial Courts, when necessary ,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th March, 187 7.
ERROR IN DEED.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The  Titles to Land
Act of  1558 ,"  at the expiration of three months
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from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act  aforesaid, the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every deed containing the
erront, .is name and descriptions, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William Kimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of error-The  name William Kimp
having been inserted  as that  of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Kemp.
No. of Grant, 5,278. Date of Grant-9th April
1863.
Name of Grantee-John Coleman.
Land granted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of voodna, twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line-dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain wide; on the
south by that road bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty-one chains and
sixty links to the Six-mile Creek ; and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,295. Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin McCullock.
Land .granted-Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208,  209, and  210,  selection  270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north-east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion and a line
bearing west thirty-four chains seventy-five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links, east one chain, north twelve chains
eighty-six links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek ; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
T OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
v--*iten being erroneous in the particulars therein
s., forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Art of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 22,789. Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted.-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone,  parish of Cawarral, forty-one acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, parish of Cawarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by  a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links; on the south-east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes  thirty-three chains; on the south-west by
a line bearing 310 degrees  6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees . 9 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee-George Andrew,.
Land granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna, fifteen acres, two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencink on the road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on tho
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-halt" links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes, one chain fifty
links wide; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th  April, 1877.IT is hereby notified that a Land Agent's Office
will be opened for the transaction of business
at Cairns ,  on and after  MONDAY,  the 4th June
next.
JOHN DOUGLAS_
Lepartment of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS ,  PRIMARY SCHOOL,  FIG-TREE
POCKET.TENDERS will be received at this  Office, untilFour o'clock p m. on FRIDAY ,  the 15th
June, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Residence at Primary
School ,  Fig-tree Pocket.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  Additions
to Residence , Primary School, Fig-tree  Pocket."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office.
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Tenders  must  be on proper printed  forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum
of ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver, at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance, a Bond to Her Majest for securing
such performance ; otherwise the Tender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 16th May, 1877.
WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKING AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES AND
PLATFORM AT JIMBOUR, WARRA, AND
CHARLEY'S CREEK.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Booking and Telegraph Offices and Platform at
Jimbour, Warra, and Charley's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Booking
Qfiees, Western Railway."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at the Office
of the Chief Engineer, Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, LUNATIC ASYLUM, WOOGAROO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of Additions to the Lunatic Asylum at
Woogaroo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders  must be  on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must be a memorandum signed  by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on  amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st  May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, BULIMBA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
June, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Primary School, Bulin: a
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for  A'h5ilitiona,
Primary School, Bulimba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper  printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of  every Tender
there  must be a memorandum signed by  the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security for the due
performance  of the Contract  in the event of the
Tender being accepted , and undertaking in that
event to  execute and  deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane ,  within fourteen
days from the usual notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  wi ll  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO DIAMANTINA ORPHANAGE,
BRISBANE.
TENDERS will be received at this  Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 16th
June, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions  to Diamantina  Orphanage,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Diamantina Orphanage, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further  particulars  obtained , at this Office.
Tenders  must  be on proper  printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit  the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACKALL.FRESH Tenders willbe received at his Office,
and at the Court House,  Blackall , until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons  willing to contract for the erection of a
Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for TelegraphAOffice,Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall. q•-
Tenders must be on proper printed form., vd
state the time within which  it is  propose, to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
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event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
• Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1877.
TO IRON-FOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
CAST-IRON CYLINDERS, BREAKFAST CREEK
BRIDGE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock on FRIDAY, the 15th June,
from persons  willing  to contract for the supply of
Cast-iron Cylinders, Girders, and Shoes, for Break-
fast Creek
Bridge.Tenders to be endorsed " Tender fo Iron Cylin-
ders, ¢c., Breakfast Creek Bridge."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1877.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKING OFFICE AND PLATFORMS AT
MURPHY'S CREEK.FRESH Tenders will be received at the Officeof the Commissioner for Railways, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June, from per-
sons willing to contract for the erection of Booking
Office and Platforms at Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "fender for Booking
Office, 4^c., 1'tlw phy's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office ,  Brisbane.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract, in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
C S 1, ;+r; A6. th; f t 1.m  ris e wi n our eei o
Tenders to be endorsed "Tender for TelegraphOffice, Waterview."Plan, Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Ipswich.Tenders must be on proper p inted forms, and
state the time within which it is proposedto
complete the work, and at  the foot of every Tenderthere must be a memorandum signed by the partytendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security forthe due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteendays from the usual notification of  acceptance, aBond to Her Majesty forsecuring such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken i to
consideration.
The  lowest or any  Tender willnot  necessarily be
accepted. GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MITCHELL DOWNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office. andat the Telegraph Office, Mitchell Downs.
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22ndJune next, from persons willing to  contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at Mitchell Downs.Tenders to be endorsed 11 Tender fo TelegraphOffice,Mitchell Downs."Plan, Specification, nd  form of  Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph  Office, Mitchell Downs.Tenders must be on proper p inted forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-plete he work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-formance of the Contract in the vent of the Tenderbeing accepted, andundertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office ofthe CrownSolicitor, in  Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to HerMajesty for  securing such performance; oth rwise
the  Tender willnot be  taken i to consideration.
The lowest  or any  Tender willnot necessarily be
accepted. GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,Brisbane, 17th  May, 1877.
TO. BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS AND REPAIRS, PRIMARY SCHOOL,SOUTH BRISBANE.
T ENDERS will be  received at  this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th  June
next, from persons willing to  contract for  additions
and repairs to Primary School, South Brisbane.Tenders to be endorsed "Tenders for Additions,
d^c., Primary School, South Brisbane."Plan, Specification, nd form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.Tenders must be on proper p inted forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of everyTender there must be a  memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per  cent. on  amount of  Tender as  security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and eliver, at the Office of the
,rown  o ic n ys !!
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond
to Her Majesty  for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the lender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WATERVIEW.TENDERS will be received at this Office, ur til
Four  o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 8th June
next, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of a Telegraph Offich at Waterview.
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will  not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
1538
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, ] 7th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, ETON
VALE.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June  next,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Primary School and Residence at Eton
Vale.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Primary
School, 4'c., Eton Vale."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Drayton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TEACHER'S RESIDENCE, PRIMARY SCHOOL,
INGLEWOOD.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, until4 o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next , from persons  willing  to contract for the
erection of a Teacher' s Residence  at the Primary
School, Inglewood.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Teacher's
Residence, Primary School, Inglewood."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Primary Schools, Inglewood and
Warwick.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, GOWRIE
ROAD.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June
next, from  persons  willing to contract for the erection
of Additions to the Primary School, Gowrie Road.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Gowrie Road."
Plans,  Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Gowrie Road.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen cj17a
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bo; o
Her Majesty for securing such performance; otner.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 10th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, MACKAY.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Custom House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 8th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection of
Pilot's Cottage at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Custom House, Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into  con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BLACKALL.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the  erection
of a Court House at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for CourtHouse, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other..
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
1539
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane ,  1st June, 1877.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.PUBLICANS are reminded that unless the
Certificates granted at the Annual Licensing
Meeting of Magistrates ,  together with the fee
required  to be  paid in each case, are lodged in this
office on or before the 30th instant, such Certificates
will become void.
The Treasury,
Queensland , 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND Gta 4ERNMENT SAVINGS BANK
BRANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac, Ban na, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda,Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell,Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perrye ,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-m'
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo-, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Wivenhoe,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.THE following Regulations for the issue and safecustody of Stores for the Volunteer Force,
having been approved by His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government (subject to future
revision), are hereby published in the  Government
Gazette  for general information.
WM. MILES.
REGULATIONS FOR THE ISSUE AND SAFE
CUSTODY OF STORES FOR THE VOLUNTEER
FORCE.
1. Every officer commanding a troop, battery, or
company, is charged with the arms, accoutrements,
ammunition, clothing, and other public stores
belonging or appertaining to the force under his
command , for which he is accountable in case of
their being lost, spoiled, or damaged, not by
unavoidable or actual  service.  In the absence of
the captain, these duties devolve upon the sub-
altern officer appointed to the temporary command.
2. The utmost attention is required from the
Officers commanding troops, batteries, and com-
panies, to the cleanliness of the  men, as  to their
clothing,  arms , and accoutrements.
3. The paid Drill Instructors are to act under
the orders of the Commanding Officers of the
various corps  as custodians  of the  arms, ammu-
nition, and stores generally.
4. Every Volunteer corps will be supplied with
arms from the Government Stores to the full
number of efficient members as certified by the
officer commanding the Force.
5. The arms to be supplied will be described
from time to time by brigade order.
6. Before any Government  arms can be issued
to a corps it will be necessary for the Officer com-
manding such corps to satisfy the Officer com-
manding the Force that a place of security for the
custody of the arms has been provided. The store
shall be a dry and secure building. Armories
which have been approved are not to be changed
without the authority of the Officer commanding
the Force.
7. Every rifle  issued to  a corps  will  bear a
number by which such  rifle  must be known, and
a clear record must be kept thereof both in the
headquarters books as well as the books provided
for each corps.
8. All arms  issued  to a Volunteer  corps remain
the property of the Government, and the Com-
manding  Officer for the time being is both  respon-
sible for their being at  all times in a  serviceable
state , and for their being returned  into store wheniequired, in good condition, fairwear and tear
excepted.
9. Great attention must be paid to the proper
cleaning and care of  the arms entrusted to each
corps , and Commanding Officers are to point out to
those under their command, that the barrel of a
rifle is so delicately finished, that should rust be
permitted  to accumulate  inside, it must inevitably
destroy the integrity of the grooves,  and con-
sequently  impair  the accuracy of the weapon.
10. Volunteers must not, under any  circum-
stances, tamper  with their  rifles  ;  and any rifles
which, on inspection, may be found to have had
their locks, or any other parts, improperly altered
will be  at once  returned into store  and repaired at
the expense of the corps.
11. The arms are to be deposited after drill in
the armories of the corps, except when the Com-
manding  Officer may judge it expedient to permit
members of the corps to keep their  arms  at their
own houses for a limited  time ,  in which case a
written permission  is to be given by him to each
member who is allowed to take his  arms home ; as
the Commanding Officer is responsible for the con-
dition of  the arms issued  to the corps, it will be his
duty to give these  permissions  with care, and any
of them may be withdrawn by him whenever he
may consider  it necessary.
In any case in which  the arms  are neglected, the
discretionary power granted to the Commanding
Officer  in this  article will be withdrawn.
12. Monthly vouchers for the payment  of salaries
to Drill Instructors must be accompanied by a
certificate, signed by the Commanding Officer of the
corps for the time being, that he has examined the
arms,  ammunition, and other Government stores
in his charge and found them in every  respect in a
satisfactory condition, and that  all such arms and
stores are under sate custody in the armoury ; and
if at any time any rifle, or other Government
property, has been damaged, no payment will be
made until the matter has been explained to the
satisfaction of the Officer  commanding  the Forces,
and deficiencies or repairs provided for.
13. A volunteer  must  not be allowed to use any
rifle except that for which he has  signed a receipt,
and every volunteer is to be cautioned that any
interference by another with the rifle for which he
is recorded may render him liable to  a fine or
charge f'or repairs in the event of damage thereto,
in addition to fine or charges for damage which his
weapon may sustain when in his own  possession.
14. Under  clause  15 of  " The Volunteer Act," 28
Vic., No. 10, all arms, etc., the property of the
Government, are vested in the Officer Commanding,
and it will be his duty to provide against any one
having unlawfully in his possession  any arms, etc.,
issued to the corps.
15. When the Commanding Officer of a corps
applies for leave of absence, or intends to resign
his commission, he must obtain a certificate from
the officer next in command that all the arms, etc.,
issued to the corps-a full list of which must be
given thereon-are complete and in good order.
This certificate must accompany the application for
leave, or  letter  tendering the resignation.
1540
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 11th April, 187 7.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into theTreasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act  of 1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within sixmop
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shah -)e
forfeited.
JOAN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee. Name of Run. Area inDistrict .  Square Amount.
Miles.
s. d.
75 18 15 0
75 18 15 0
50 12 10 0
60 15 0 0
36 9 0 0
35 8 15 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
56 14 0 0
50 12 10 0
25 6 5 0
27 6 15 0
50 12 10 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
99 24 15 0
65 16 5 0
99 24 15 0
100 26 0 0
100 25 0 0
100 25 0 0
50 12 10 0
43 10 15 0
He try Rourke ... ... ... ... Albion ... ... .... Mitchell ... ...
Ditto ... ... Escot . ... .... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ensay ... ... ,.. ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Barry ... ... ... I ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Hardwick ... ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... Rockwood East ... ditto ...
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ... ... Rutilus ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Boydam ,,, ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... Alma ... .., ditto ... ...
Robert  Christison ... ... Cameron Downs ... ... ' ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Mingeburra ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... May Downs ... ... ... ditto ...
Robert Christison and Thomas Christi-
son ... ... ... ... ... The  Merse  ... .., ... ditto ... ...
Donald G unn ... ... ... ... Kensington  No. 1 ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... . . . ...  Kensington  No. 2 ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ...  ... ... ...  Kensington  No. 3  ..  ditto ... ......
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington  No. 4 ... ... ditto
Simeon Lord ... ... ... ...  St. Mungo ... .. . ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Culloden ... ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. George ... ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto ... ... ... ... Lochill ... ... ... ditto ... ...
Ditto .. ... ... St. David ... ... ditto ... ...
Edward Rowland Edkins ... ... Rockwoodville ... ditto ...
William Henry Barton and Julius
Milton Jacques Barton . .. ... Quebec ... ... ditto  ...
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS  Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new Road from Selections 910 and 1140 to Gowrie Siding ,  parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny ,  through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified ,  being lands
which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Toowoomba  ;  and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from
this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2018. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM  SELECTIONS  910 AND 1140 TO GowBIE SIDING ,  PARISH OF
MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
I
Portion of Road.
i INo. of
Portion . now  Held . Owner.
1 Running south -westerly 12
from the east to the
west  boundary of
portion 12
2 Running wealerly  from 13
the east boundary of
tion 13, to the
ro ad from Gowrie
Siding to  Meringan-
Occupier .  Bea ri ngs.
Under  Deed Robert John King and
of Grant1 King Sons
containing
a general f
reservation
for roads
Ditto  Francis King and
% illiam Sons
King
Reputed Breadth Area. Remarks.Lengths. of
Road.
ohs. lks . I I A. R. P.
270° 5 '  4 60 2 chains  6 2 0 East
231° 35 '  23 71  boundary
255° 5' 4 23 of  portion
12, fenced
255° 5'
261° 5'
11 34 Ditto 6 0 0 unim-
18 49 proved
open
ridges.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane,  28th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road from near Hamilton 's Post  Office  through Portions Nos. 116,
128, 37, 27, and 3, to the School Reserve near the junction of gobble gobble and Mount Samson Creeks,
and deviations in Portion 32, parish of Samsonvale, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through  lands in
the gqupation of the several persons hereunder specified ,  being lands whereof some part was originally
grail  d by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all  such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder
respectively set forth -, Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road abovemi3n„ioned, are now deposited at the  Office  of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and
at the Police Office,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing,
to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any we ll-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77.2276. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK of REFSRE lirCa  OF ROAD  FROM NEAR  H AMILTON 'S POST OFFICE THROU GH PORTIONS  Nos. 116
128, 37,  27, AND  3,  TO THE SCHOOL RESERVE NEAR THE JUNCTION OF KOBBLA  R OBBLE AND
MOUNT SAMSON  CREEKS,  AND DEVIATIONS  IN PORTION 32, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE ,  COUNTY OF
STANLEY,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
w s1
Reputed
Owner kOocupier..
Breadth
Bearings . Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
wil
How Hold.
I I
I Alteration of north 2443  " C. L. A. Act  Patrick Unoccupied 109° 33'
boundary of portion  of  1888" ,Clarke  103° 2@'
118
cha lks.  A.  Z.  F.
116° 30'
93° 42'
74° 0'
86° 30'
2 Fro m the no rt h boun -
dary of portion 128
southerly to its south-
east corner
2692 Ditto ... William
Battershill
3 A triangular piece 848 Ditto .. . William C.
of the south -west
corner of port ion 37
Joyner
4 From the north boun - 431 Ditto ... Archibald
dary of port ion 27
southerly to Kobble
Kobble Creek
McLean
Ditto  ...  151°
182°
191°
172°
156°
162°
138°
174°
166°
188°
201°
169°
138°
157°
2 64
2 32
2 42
4 90 Irregu . 0 0 30 Areaby
6 24 lar which that
7 80 of the
2 67 selection
will be
reduced
...  167° 16'  2 77
179°  0' 0 19;
A. McLean 179° 0' 1 91
179° 0' 0 60
182° 0' 14 98}
166° 0' 6 21
160° 0' 10 22
134° 30' 4 30
84° 1' 6 86
166° 0'  7 16
} 1 chain 7 1 10 To be  ex-
changed
for reserved
road
1chain ...  0 0 231
2
6 1 10 Part of the
old roads to
bclosed
6 From the west boun -  1688 Under Deed of Commercial Unoccupied 126° 0' 11 69}
dary of portion 3  Grant con -  Banking 112° 0' 6 63
easterly to Mount taiing a Company 118° 0 '  28 70
Samson Creek general reser -  of Sydney 79° 0' 11 63}
vation for 87° 10' 17 86
roads 62° 30' 7 66
82° 3' 2 62 Irregu-
lar
6 Fro m Mount Samson
Creek easterly to the
east boundary of the
School Reserve
7 From the east boun-
dary of  portion 32
north -westerly to its
west boundary, and
branch road northerly
to Kobble Kobble
Creek
The Crown Ditto ...
103° 16'
8 2 0
82° 3' 4 02 Irregular 0 232
44 Immigration Robe rt  R .  Lane  ...  360° 0'' 3 30 1
8e selection ,  1889 Lane 333° 0' 1 60 I
Act 8° 0' 3 00
341° 3a 4 10
298° 0'  7 00 } 1 chi.
321° 0'  10 00 6 120 Reserved
302° 60' 7 20 roads to be
307° 0'  5 00 closed
18° 30' 9 23
343° 34'  3 62 Irrega
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference  to the Notice dated the  20th  day of March, 1877, folio 943 of the  Government
!' Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 96, 51 ,  and 22 ,  parish of
Samsonvale, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the persons
hereunder specified ,  being lands whereof some parts were originally granted by Deeds of 'Aknt
severa lly containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making  Pblic
ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Governmeli,, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road ,  and it is therefore  hereby  declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor -General, Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Brisbane. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice
of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will  not entitle the persons so claiming to any such com-
pensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-1778. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 96, 51 ,  AND 22, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE , COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
RegisterNo. of
Select How held .
Reputed Occupier.
tion.
1 From the east boundary Eris- Under Deed Richard Unoccupied
of portion 96 south- bane of Grant Winn
westerly to its south -  Register containing a
west corner 2216 general re-
servation
Bearings .  Lengths . Breadth Area .  Remarks.
of Road.
chs. lks .  A. R. P.
248° 22' 1 28 1  chain 2 2 21 Unfenced.
264° 0' 4 62
288° 0' 260
224° 0' 4 70
248° 0' 8 00
° 'for roads.  500269 54
2 From  the south  -  east 1203  ditto  ...  Patrick P.  Scanlan 307°  50' 4 36 ditto  ... 1 3 35  I  ditto.
corner of port ion 51 Scanlan  298° 0' 14 80 1
north -westerly to its 313° 11' 0 50
west boundary
$ F ro m  the south  -  east 396  C. L. A. Act  Hugh F. H. F. Mills 313° 11'  8 06 ditto  ...  1 1 3 Fenced.
corner of portion 22  Q/  1968  30115  323° 0' 600
north -westerly to a
reservisd road
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th  May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new  Road through Portions 120 and 130, parish of Kholo, county of Stanley, through lands
in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally  containing a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the
Secretary  for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the  formation of the Road in question.
77-2020. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH POR TI ONS 12A AND 13A ,  PARISH OF KHOLO, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. odo
za
Reputed  I I BreadthHow Held . Owner. Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.Road.
1 From Cabbage -tree Creek 13A Under Deed of
north-easterly through  por- Grant containing
tion  13A to the  same creek ,  a general reserva-
where it forms  the north-  tion for roads
east boundary of the por-
tion ,  and another road
south-easterly trom the
above to Cabbage-tree
Creek
i chs. lks. I A.  R.  P.
James  107° 5 30  1 1 chain 5 1 0 Including a
McAndrew  56° 6 0  sma ll  reserve
35° 5 96 i for c ro w"
4° 10 0
340° 7 6
45° 4' 2 0
141° 37' 4 64
141° 4 60
2. From Cabbage -tree Creek 12A Ditto ... ... Ditto  ...  45° 14 90
I
north -easterly through por-
tion 12A, and along part  of
its no rt h boundary
East 9 0
1 chain 2 1 20  1
1543
Department of Public Work
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARJSH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 122 and 119, parish of North,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,  being lands  whereof
son , part was originally granted by Deed of Grant  containing a reservation  of all such parts thereof as
mij ' thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles
as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that novice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days fromthe date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the  persons so claiming to any such compensation,
unless  they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1135.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD, GIVING ACCESS TO THE NEW BRIDGE NEAR SPENCER'S CROSSING,
BRISBANE RIVER, THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 An irregular piece of
land at the north cor-
ner of port ion 122
2 Commencing on the
south-west boundary
of portion 119, and
running north-east-
erly, being  an irregu-
lar piece of land, along
the right bank of the
Brisbane  River
Register
No. of How held. Reputed Occupier .  Bearings . Length Breadth Ares. Remarks.Selec- Owner .  in Chains ,  of Road.
tion.
ohs. lke . A. IL P.
Ipswich  Under Deed  John John 490431  1 711 Irregular 0 0 27 Port ion re-
Register  of Grant  Redmond Redmond sumed un-
117 containing a fenced.
generalre-
servation
for roads
34 C L. A. Act  John John 490 43' 11 201  Irregular  3 1 13 Portion to be
of 1868  Redmond Redmond resumed an-
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 15th day of March, 1877, folio 885 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield
Homestead Area, parish of Gilbert, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally con-
taining a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming com-
pensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation,  unless  they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1297.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD FROM  WARWICK  AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD HOMESTEAD
AREA ,  PARISH  OF GILBERT ,  COUNTY OF  MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road .  How held .  Reputed Owners.
I From  near  the bridge over
Miller's Vale Creek north-
easterly throuch Maryvale
Pre-emptive 1 to its east
boundary
2 A piece of land off the north-
west corner of Maryvale
Pre - emptive 5 at Gap
Creek
Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area.
I chi. lks .  A.  R.  F.
Under  Deed  of John Wienholt ,  70 40'  16 31 1 chain 7 1 0
Grant con- William Wienholt,
tainingagen - EdaardWienholt,  200 40' 64 14
eral reserva - Arnold wienholt,
tion forroa  ,s
I
and Arthur Wien-
holt
ditto  ...  ditto  ...  200 40  2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
514 40' 8 19
Remarks.
1544
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th May, Q0 77.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient
open a new  Road through  Selection  161, parish of Cawarral, county of Livingstone, through lands
in the occupation  of the person hereunder specified, being land whereof some part was originally granted
by Deed of  Grant, containing a reservation  for roads of an area equal to or exceeding that now prolapsed
to be  taken  for the  purpose of  such Road from such land : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan aid ook
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Ofcc ,f the
Surveyor -General.  Brisbane ,  and at the  Police Office, Rockhampton ;  and all persons  interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within onee!aonth from this date,
any well-grounded objections  which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2021. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROU GH SELECTION  161, PARISH OF CAWARRAL ,  COUNTY OF LIvING..
STONE , PORT CURTIS DISTRICT ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
Register
No. Portion of Road .  No. of How Held.
Selection .
I From the east boundary 161 Under Deed of l
of selection 161 south -  Rockhamp -  Grant containing
erly along  that bound -  ton a special reserva -
ary to Stony Creek Register tion for roads
Reputed Breadth
Owner . Bearings .  Lengths. ofRoad.
Area . Remarks.
chs. lks. A. R. P.
Charles 201° 5 58 2 chains d 0 0 In the Deed of
Heron South 24 54
West 2 10
Grant there is
a reservation
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and
Fares.  Stock. Miscellaneous.
£ jr. d. £ e. d.  £  a. d.
Week ending 26th  May, 1877 ... ... 945 16 9 1,825 7 11  97 1 9
Corresponding week lost year ... ... 1,108 17 7 1,294 8 7 86 16 8
Increase ... ... ... 530 19 4 10 5 1
Decrease ... ... ... 163 0 10
1877-Total  Traffic to date ... ... ... ...
1876-Ditto  ditto ...
Total Increase ... ...
of 6 acres I
rood 29
perches for
road
Total.
£ s. d.
2,868 6 5
2,490 2 10
378 3 7
66,875 19 6
54,447 6 2
£12,42813 4
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and Total.Fares. Stock. Miscellaneous.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ S.d. £ a. d.
1877k e di 26th MaW 182 18 8 469 11 9 22 19 0 675 9 5n ng y,ee
Corresponding  week last year
... ... 19066 205 3 4 16 19 2 412 8 0
Increase  ... ... ... 264 8 5 5 19 10 263 1 5
Decrease  ... ... ... , 7 6 10 ...
1877-Total  Traffic to date ... ... ... 13,24619 7
1876-Ditto ditto ... 8,389 14 11
Total Increase... ... £4,857 4 8
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner fdr Railways.
1545
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 7th October, 1876.
TIME TABLE.
„TORTHERN RAILWAY.-On and after 16th October, 1876, the following Time Table  will come,
Iv into operation until further notice.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Miles from
" ck-
ampton.
stations. Up Miles fromTrains .  Dingo.
NOTICE.
Government  Printing Office,
William  street,  Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government  Gazette  is-
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock, is. per  animal.  (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (eight
words to  a line).
lfemittances amounting to more than 5s. must be-
made  in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps  may be used f'or sums of  5s. or less
but under  no circumstances  will duty stamps
or  Private  cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette-
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient,
to cover cost of  insertion.
.+
a.m.
Rockhampton,  depart  ... ... 8. 0 ... Dingo, depart... ... ...
6 (3racemere  ... ... ... ...  8'24 23 Duaringa  ... ... ... ...
10 Ten-Mile ... ... ... ... A 30 Boolburra ... ... ... ...
15 Stanwell ,.. ... ... 9. 0 35 Herbert's Creek ,.,
24  Rosewood ... ... ... ... A 44 Rocky Creek ... ... .. ...
d arrive  ... ... 10 . 0 50 Goganjo  ... ... ,.. ,..0 aP twooee3 apart
. 10-15 58 Westwood 5 arrive38 Goganjo ...... ... x1 0.47 depart ,.. ,..
44 Rocky Creek ... ... ... ... 11.15 64 Rosewood ... ... ...
53 Herbert 's Creek  ... ... ...  11.56
58 Boolburra ... ... ... ... A 73 Stanwell ,,, ,., ,,, .,,
P.M. 78 Ten-Mile ... ,.. ... ...
65 Duaringa  ... ... ... ...  12.44 82 Gracemere  ... ... ... ...
88 Dingo  ... ... ... ...  2.15 88 Rockhampton  ,,.
..M
* Trains meet here.
Down
Trains.
a.m.
7.20
8.51
A
9.39
10.20
'x10.47
11.20
11.35
A
p.m.
12.35
A
1.11
1.35
(A,) The Trains marked  thus, A ,  will stop by signal to take up passengers only, who will be  charged the fare to the  Station at.
which their journey terminates .  Passengers requiring to alight at those places can  only  do so  by giving notice at  the preceding
Station to  tan  tiuaid of the  'Frain, and paying the fare at the time of booking, from the placeat  which they  join the Train to the place
at which they propose to alight.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 23rd May, 1877.
NOTICE.THE Reverend CARL GOTTFRIED HELLMUTH,
a Minister of the Lutheran Church, having
removed from Logan Reserve, in the Registry
District of Logan, to Maryborough, in the Registry
District of Maryborough, has given me notice of
such removal, in accordance with the provisions of
" The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane, 30th May, 1877.
NOTICE.THE  Reverend MARTIN MULHALL, RomanCatholic Minister, residing at Ipswich, in the
Registry District of Ipswich, and the Reverend
GEORGE ENOCH SASS, Lutheran Minister, residing
at Brisbane, in the Registry District of Brisbane,
are duly registered as Ministers of religion autho-
rised to celebrate Marriages within the Colony of
Queensland, under the provisions of  " The
Marriage Act  of 1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Stations.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
t1N SALE,  at the Government Printing Office-
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH JJ  in pamphlet form,  "The Gold Fields Act
GENERAL RULES. of 1874,"  together with "Regulations for the
ON SALE,  at the Government  Printing OfficeManagement  of the  Gold Fields  of the  whole of  the-Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.in pamphlet form,  "  The Insolvenc y Art  of additional.
" together with " General Rules in Insol-1871,
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government  Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.N OW published, at the Government Printing
Office,  William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes ,  demy  quarto
£ a. d.
Full Bound  ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ... ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
J. V. BEAL,
Government Printer.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1874.
NOTICE.
MB. JOSEPH C 4LLANAN  has this day been,
appointed Poundkeeper  for the  Stanthorpe
Pound, for the ensuing twelve months ,  vice  Thomas.
Nelson Ross ,  resigned.
By order of the Bench of Magistrates,
D. GALLWEY,
29th May, 1877.
Clerk of Petty  Sessions..
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I HEREBY appoint a Court to be holden at Roma
on the undermentioned day, in lieu of the Court
appointed to be held at Roma on Wednesday,
4th July, 1877.
Criminal Jurisdiction . Civil  Jurisdiction.
1877.
Wednesday , 11th  July. Wednesday , 11th July.
GEO. W. PAUL,
Judge of the Southern District Court.
Judges' Chambers,  Brisbane,
30th May, 1877.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ADJUDICATION.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
William Webster, of Toowong, near Brisbane,
by John M uirhead Dawson and Robert Muter
Stewart, trading together at Brisbane afore-
said  under the name, style, or firm of " Scott,
Dawson, and Stewart."
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioners, and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said William
Webster having been  given, it is  ordered that the
sail William Webster be, and he is hereby ad-
udLred insolvent, and that William Henry Miskin
be Official Trustee of his Estate. And it is further
ordered that the First General Meeting of the
creditors  of the said William Webster, for the
election of a Trustee, be held at the Office of the
Registrar of this Court, on the Fourth day of June,
1877, at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it
is further ordered that the said William Webster
shall, on the  Second day of June next,  at Brisbane
aforesaid , deliver to the Trustee in this Estate,
a full ,  true,  and accurate statement ,  verified on
oath, of his debts and liabilities of every kind, and
of the names and residences, so far as known, of
his creditors, and of the  causes  of his inability to
meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty-
eighth day of May, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Benjamin  Skipper,  of Brunswick
street,  Brisbane ,  an Insolvent.
W ILLIAM ELLIOTT, of  Brisbane,  has beenappointed  Trustee  of the property of the In-
solvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Dated this twenty-eighth day of May, 1877.
544
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Maurice Appelbee
Felton, of South Brisbane, insolvent.
O
N the Twenty-seventh day of June, 1877, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Maurice Appelbee
Felton, of South Brisbane, adjudicated insolvent on
the second day of May, 1877, will apply to the
Supreme Court, at Brisbane,  for a  Certificate of
Discharge.
Dated this thirty-first day of May, 1877.
M. A. FELTON.
555 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Kelly, of Gympie , miner, an
Insolvent.
ON the Twenty-ninth day of May instant, a
Certificate of Discharge was granted to the
abovenamed John Kelly, of Gympie, who was
adjudicated insolvent on the eighteenth day of
May, 1877.  409
554
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of William  Molen , late of  Irishtown,
near Toowoomba, in the Colony  of Queensland,
farmer ,  deceased.NOTICE  is hereby given, that after the  expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the above -named  William Molen,  deceased, may be
granted to Timothy Gleeson ,  of '1oowoomba, in the
Colony  of Queensland ,  farmer ,  and Jeremiah Larkin,
of same place, farmer ,  the Executors named in and
appointed by the said Wi ll .
Dated this 30th May, A.D. 1877.
E. J. MAY,
Proctor for the said Timothy Gleeson and
Jeremiah Larkin,
Margaret street, Toowoomba ,  and Queen street,
Brisbane.
556 6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of John Delany, late of the Palmer
River, in the Colony of Queensland,  miner,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to this Honourable
Court, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that Letters
of Administration, with the Will annexed, of the
goods, chattels, credits, and effects of the above-
named John Delany, deceased, may be granted to
William Edward Murphy, of the city of Brisbane,
in the said colony, solicitor, the duly constituted
attorney of Patrick Delany, of Sydney,. in the
Colony of New South Wales, the brother of the
said deceased, and the sole Devisee under the said
Will.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of May, A.D. 1877.
548
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor,
Queen  street ,  Brisbane,
Gs. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Peter Conroy, late of Toowoomba,
in the Colony of Queensland, labourer, deceased.
N OTICE is hereby given, that after the  expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Letters of Administra.
tion of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects of
the abovenamed Peter Conroy, deceased, who died
intestate, may be granted to Mary Close (wife of
Thomas Close), of Mount Elliott, in the said colony,
the sister of the said deceased. ,
Dated at Roma, this eighteenth day of May, A.D.
1877.
DAVID SALMOND,
McDowall street, Roma,
Proctor for the said Mary Close.
By his Agents-
DALLY AND ABBOTT,
1 557
Queen  street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
1547
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Joan Henderson, late of Ipswich,
in the Colony of Q ueensland ,  a married woman,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said Honour-
able `-%urt, that Letters of Administration of the
persoi .., estate and effects of the abovenamed Joan
Henderson , deceased, may be granted to William
Henderson , of IpswiQt, widower of the said Joan
Henderson.
Dated this thirty-first day of May, A.D. 1877.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
23, Town Hall, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said William Henderson.
551 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of George Gannon, late of Rock-
hampton, in the Colony of Queensland,  gentle-
man, deceased.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the  said  Honour-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named George  Gannon, deceased, may be granted
to Joseph Wilson Henry, o f' Rockhampton aforesaid,
Congregational Minister , the Executor and Trustee
named  in the said Will.
Dated this eighteenth day of May, in the year of
our Lord  one thousand  eight hundred and seventy-
seven.
WILLIAM KNOX D'ARCY,
Quay  street , Rockhampton,
Proctor for the said Joseph Wilson Henry.
By his  Agents-
Messrs. DALY AND ABBOTT,
Queen street, Brisbane.
545 5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Goods of Edward Tickell Daveney, late of
Warwick, in the Colony of Queensland,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion v of fourteen d}iys from the date of the
publication  hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Letters of Adminis-
tration  of all the goods, chattels, credits, and effects
of the abovenamed Edward Tickell Daveney, de-
ceased , who died intestate, may be granted to
Charles Beevor Daveney, of Warwick aforesaid, in
the said colony, the nearest of kin of the said
deceased , resident within the Colony of Queensland.
Dated the first day of June, A.D. 1877.
DALY AND AB 13OT [',
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Proctors for the said
Charles Beevor Daveney,
Queen street, Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended,
during the present Session of the Parlia-
ment of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable
the Trustees of certain lands near Brisbane, known
as Bowen Park ,  to lease a portion of the same to
the Trustees of the National Agricultural and
Wustrial Association of Queensland.
vated this 1st June, 1877.
X63
P. MACPHERSON,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for the Parties.
4s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
\ OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended,
`` during the present session of the Parliament
of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable the
Trustees of an allotment of land in Leichardt
street, Fortitude Valley, on which is erected the
Valley Parsonage, to sell the same and employ the
proceeds in the erection of a Parsonage  in a more
central situation.
517
JOHN HY. FLOWER,
Solicitor for the Trustees.
3s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given , that  it is intended,
during the present Session of the Parliament
of Queensland , to apply for  a Bill to enable the
Corporation  of the Synod  of the Diocese of Bris-
bane to sell or lease a piece of land situate in
Brisbane street , Ipswich,  being allotments 11 and
12 of section 5, and to  apply the  purchase money
or rent for  Church  purposes in Ipswich.
W. H. WILSON,
Solicitor for the said Corporation.
553 4s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on Downing street,
from Leichhardt street to about 5 chains to end
of main  ;  George street. from Leichhardt street
to Boundary street ; Leichhardt street, from
Wickham Terrace to Fortescue street ; Leich-
hardt street ,  from Rogers street towards Gloa-
ter street ,  about 40 feet.
THE main pipe  in the said streets being laid down,
the owners of all tenements are hereby re-
quired to pay the rates and charges for the supply
of water ,  as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
529
Brisbane , 22nd May, 1877.
6s. 6d.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.THE Partnership hitherto existing between Wil-liam Mycock and David Rankin. carrying on
business  as butchers in Maryborougli under the
style or firm of " W. Mycock and Co.," has this
day been dissolved by mutual consent.
All debts owing by and due to the said firm, will
be paid and received by the said David Rankin.
Dated this 12th day of May, 1877.
(Signed) WILLIAM MYCOCK.
DAVID RANKIN.
Witness-Jos $PH Busn.
543 4s. 6d.
In  re " Companies Act,  1863," and the Ruby TinMining Company, Limited.SPECIAL Resolutions pas ed bya Special Gen-eral Meeting of the SharehoL ers of the
Ruby Tin M ining Company, Limited, held at the
registered office, Pitt street, Sydney, on Monday,
August 23rd, 1875, and confirmed at a subsequent
meeting held the same day and place.
1st. That the Company be forthwith wound up.
2nd. That the Directors be empowered to sell all
the Company's property, realise  all assets, and
distribute the proceeds rateably amongst the share-
holders.
(Signed ) W. H PA LI N1 G,
Chairman.
RUBY TIN MINING COMPANY, LIMITED.
A first and final distribution of Ninepenee per
share is now payable at our office,  Fitt street,
Sydney ,  on surrender of scrip certificates.
(Signed) HARDIE AND GORMAN,
December 14th, 187 5.
Legal Managers.
562 7 s.
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In the Matter of  " The Companies Act of  1863,"
and in  the Matter of " The Kettle Swamp
and Mount Marlay Tin Mining Company,
Limited."
N OTICE is hereby  given , that by  a Special
Resolution  passed  on the 30th day of April,
1877, and confirmed on the 28th day of May, 1877,
it was  resolved  that  " The Kettle  Swamp and
Mount Marlay Tin Mining Company, Limited," be
wound up voluntarily, under the provisions of the
said Act, and that Walter Henshaw Snelling,
Esquire, be appointed Liquidator for the purposes
of such winding up.
Dated this 30th day of May, A.D. 1877.
WALTER H. SNELLING,
Liquidator.
552 4e. 6d.
APPLICATION FOR LICENSED GATE.N OTICE is hereby given, that at the expiration
of one month from the date of publication of
this advertisment in the  Government Gazette  and
Toowoomba Chronicle ,  I  intend to make application
to the Court of Petty  Sessions ,  to be held in
Toowoomba , on THURSDAY , the 5th  day of July
next ,  for permission to erect a Licensed Gate on
the road running through my selection ,  629 TR, to
John Russel 's, in the parish  of Geham,  county of
Aubigny.  Description of Gate :-Sawn hardwood,
six feet wide and five feet six inches high.
Dated at Toowoomba ,  this 28th day of May.
549
WILLIAM KIRK.
5s. 6d.
APPLICATION FOR LICENSED GATES.I HEREBY give notice that ,  at the expiration
of one month from the date of publication of
this advertisement in the  Queensland Government
Gazette  and  Toowoomba Chronicle ,  I  intend to
make application  to the Court  of Petty Sessions, to
be held at Toowoomba , on THURSDAY,  the 5th
July, for permission to erect two Licensed Gates on
the road running through my Selection , No. 1112,
in the district  of Aubigny.  The gates to be sawn
timber, 16 feet in width.
Dated at Highfields, this 28th  May, 1877.
550
GEORGE SIM.
5s. 6d.
The GOVER NMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1877.  £ a. d.
May 28.-W. Tathan ... ... ... ... 0 3 9
1,
June
kmpounbfnp .
Sr Poundkeepers are eminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PER ANIMAL ;  and no such  Adver-
tisement  will be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Roma, from Mount Beagle, on the21st April, 1877, by order of John Robertson,
Esquire. Driving, 3s. 4d.
One brindle and white steer ,  no visible brand.
One red bullock ,  top off near ear, cross in circle off
ribs,  1 off rump.
One red and white cow ,  top off off ear ,  MA off ribs.
If not released on or before the 25th May, 1877, wi'l
be sold  to defray  expenses.
C. GAYNOR, Poundkeeper.
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29.-A. and H. Amos ... ... ... 0 5 0
30.-T. Lynch ... ... ... ... 0 5 0
30.-C. Gaynor ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
30.-G. Aubrey ... ... ... 0 5 0
31.-W. 11. Groom ... ... ... 0 11 0
30.-W. Tathan... ... ... ... 0 3 9
1.-J. A. King ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
1.-F. Watson ... ... .. 0 6 0
1.-J. P. Wilkie ... ... ... 0 12 0
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Millchester,  from Llanarth, on the
13th May, 1877,  by order of J. Bell, Esquire.
Driving expenses , £ 1 6s. 8d.
One brown gelding ,  W off  shoulder, star.
One bay gelding, star ,  6BF near shoulder.
One black gelding, star, ringtail over indistinct brand
near shoulder.
One bay mare ,  RIP near shoulder, 78 near ribs ,  crippled
off  fore foot.
One chesnut filly, 77 reversed near shoulder.
If not  released  on or before the 19th  June, 181N$-1_M
be sold to defray expenses. V.
GEORGE AUBREY,  Poundkeeper.
547 1 5s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby,  from  Warm Warra, on the24th May, 1877, by rder of M. W.  Ga non.
Driving,  5s. each  ;  damages on entires, £3 each.
One chesnut entire, star and stripe ,  like indistinct R
near  shoulder.
One chesnut mare ,  blaze  down side of face, three white
feet, like 5JP (registered) over 66  or 86 near
shoulder.
One dark-chesnut  mare, small star and snip, small spot
near  tail, like BR  near  .houlder, E SG (registered)
off shoulder.
One bay gelding, no white, like E113  (registered) near
shoulder.
One brown gelding, like ESO (registered) off shoulder.
One dark-bav mare, recent collar  marks,  like 61 or 67
near saddle, indistinct brand like the  lower portion
of 0 near rump.
One chesnut gelding, TB over  3 near shoulder, white
hind  feet,  small st'sr.
One bay mare, blotch off thigh, like  C6O near shoulder,
star , snip, white hind feet.
One chesnut mare, blaze, off hind leg white, like RJ7
(registered) near shoulder
Also, from Daandine, on the 23rd May, 1877, by order
of Jas. Hunt, Esquire. Driving, 3s. 4d. each.
One grey mare, like 6JC (registered) over  (NHL (regis-
tered) near shoulder, tail pulled.
One bay mare, three white feet,  star and snip, like 1{D3
(registered) rear thigh.
One bay gelding, MA near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1877, will.
be sold to defray  expenses.
561
J. P. WILKIE, Poundkeeper.
12s.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Yulabilla, on the
28th May, 1877, by order of R. C. Beck,  Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d.
One grey mare, like '- over AF near shoulder,  to over
W of shoulder ; foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1877,
will be  sold to  defray expenses.
JAS. KING, Poundkeeper.
560 ls.
IMPOUNDED at Surat,from Yulabilla, on the21st
May, 1877, by order of R. C. Beck, Esquire.
Driving, 7s. 6d.
One brown horse, snip, like bobble mark fore feet,
saddle ma k, 8 near cheek, line o over blotch brand
near shoulder , RB4 (regist-red)  over 33 off
shoulder, like DE6 (registered) near thigh (the D,
if such, faint), off hind foot white.
One chesnut mare, bald face, hind feet white, ; over M
over Y near shoulder, T over JS off shoulder, saddle-
marked.
One darl,-chesnut  mare, near  hip down, blaze, near hind
foot w., ite, iike  7 blotch 7 near .houlder.
Also,  1r ,m Combango, on the 24th May, 1877, by
order of 1). Rose, Esquire. Driving, 3s. 4d.
One chesnut horse,  blaze ,  near fore  foo- white, off hind
leg white,  EN near shoulder ,  like COB  (registered)
off thig.l.
One iron-grey horse, HM near shoulder,  71 near ribs,
TB7 (registered)  near rump.
One chesnut  horse,  WDO over HM  near shat lder, 71
nerr ribs.
If not  released on  or before the 29th June,  1877, willbe sold to defray expenses. -
J. WATSON,  Poundkeeper.
559 6s.
Printed and  Published by JAxrs C.  Br.AL,  Government  Printer,
Wiliani  street, Brisbane, 2nd June, 1877.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
[L.s.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the Most Honour-
Administrator. able Order of the Bath, Ad-
ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the thirty-
first year of Her present MajJesty's  reign,
and numbered thirty-five, intituled "  The Diseases
in Sheep Act of  1867," it is amongst other things
enacted, that the Governor may, for any period not
exceeding six months, by Proclamation, suspend the
provisions of any one or more of sections 43, 44, 45,
and 46 of the said Act, in respect of sheep intro-
duced or proposed to be introduced from any
adjoining colony in which  disease  is not known to
exist : And whereas the disease called Scab in
Sheep is not known to exist in the Colony of New
South Wales : Now, therefore, I, the Governor
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council,
do, by this my Proclamation, suspend the provisions
of sections 44 and 46 of the said Act, with respect
to sheep introduced, or proposed to be introduced
overland from the Colony of New South Wales,
for a period of six months from the date hereof,
unless this  my Proclamation shall be sooner
rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
W.2%1. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1877.ISIS Excellency the Administrator of the G v-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CORNELIUS METCALF,
WILLIAM ALEXANDER  SMITH, and
CHARLES HENRY BALL,
to be Trustees of the Reserve for Cricketing pur-
poses near Gympie, established by notice  appearing
in page 83 of the  Government Gazette  of 1875, Part
1st.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 6th June, 1877.RIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov.ernment ,  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
PHILLIP BERGIN,
Foreman of  Works,  Etheridge District ,  vice  Mr.
Frank Clarke, deceased.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 6th June, 1877.
u IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Exeeutive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
ROBERT JAMIESON,
Acting District Road Inspector, Cooktown,  vice
Mr. J. Mackenzie,  resigned.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Mines,
Brisbane , 1st June, 1877.
h - IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
t ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
CORNELIUS DwYEn KEANE, Acting Assistant Min•
ing Registrar, Charters Towers Gold Field,
to be Assistant Mining Registrar on that Field.
GEORGE THO'RN.
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Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
fl IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN  MACKENZIE SHAW, Esquire, Registrar of
the Supreme Court,
to be also Registrar and Master of that Court in its
Lunacy Jurisdiction.
1i
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Colonial Secretary's Office, .
Brisbane , 7th June, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the  advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
Mr. WILLIAM CLIFTON
to be  Returning  Officer for the Electoral District
of Kennedy, in the room of Mr. R. A. Goldring,
resigned. W M. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
T IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the ExecutiveCouncil, has bee  pleased to appoint
Senior Constable MICHAEL MCCARTHY
to be Inspector of Slaughter-houses and of Cattle
intended for Slaughter, within the Sub-Police
District of Crow's -Nest. WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignations
tendered by
Mr. BENJAMIN DAVISON and
Mr. THOMAS Nouns,
of their appointments as Magistrates of the Terri-
tory. Will. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-
ernment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to accept the resignation
tendered by
Mr. R. A. GOLDRING,
of his appointment as Returning Officer for the
Electoral District of Kennedy.
WM. MILE
1-I
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to appoint
EDWARD ROBERT 'EBB and
SAMUEL BUXTON,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Goodna,  vice  John Jaap, deceased, and
John Parker, resigned ;
JOHN AUSTIN,
Member of the School Committee for the State
School at Bunya,  vice J.  1). Bergin, resigned ;
JOSEPH FREESTONE,
D. HEAVEY,
J. MIRAs,
R.  R. STONE, and
HENRY SLACK,
Members of the School Committee for the State
School at Ingle ood.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin
accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," 1, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the leases of the following  selections of land,
under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
Register
No. ofApplica-
tion.
Name of Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
980 J .  Callaghan ... ...
A. R. P.
s0 0 0 Warwick
11470 J Mahoney ... ... ... 80 0 0 Toowoomba
920 W. C. Rogers ... ... 810 0 0 Maryborougb
355 C. Goffel ... ... ... 300 0 0 Bundaberg
371 H. Loxton ... ... ... 320 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Sea ], at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this sixth day of June,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the  Most  Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the  Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTIJIJE
EDWARD  K ENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection .  under the provi-
sions  of  the said Act ,  on and after  WEDNES-
DAY, the  eleventh day of July, 1877, at the
Tooa oomba Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lai'ids are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase  shall 'not  exceed 80 acres.
Late Lessee. Area.
1970
Land Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
J. Mahoney  ...  80 0 0  Toowoomba
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
1
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ART11111 EDWARD KEN-
NEDY. Knight Commander of
the Most Distingnished Order
of St . Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion  of the Most lion-A. E. KENNEDY,  ourable  Order of the Path, Ad-
Administrator .  mitt, trat or of the  Government
of the Colony  of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
1N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act cf' 1870, " I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWW;: RD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive  Council, (10, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undernientioned forfeited
selection shall continue to form part of  the H olne-
stead  Area within  ithich they are situated , and shall
be open to Selection ,  subject to the provisions of
the said Act ,  on and after  WEDNESDAY, the
eleventh day of July, 1877, at the Bundaberg Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase ,  shall be ten shillings per
acre, and that the area which ulay be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 300 acres.
- o
c •;
o v
District. homestead Area
355 Buudaberg Tartitlta ...
Late Lessee. Area.
C. G offel
A.
300
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARDKENNEDY,
Knight Conirnander of the .11 ost
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Coin-
[L s.] panion of the Most Honourable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of thprovisions of " The Cr.nen
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portion of land hereunder described shall con-
tinue to form part of the Homestead Area within
which it is situated, and shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after N' ED \ ESDAY , the eleventh clay of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land  Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the  upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be thirty shillings
per acre, and that the area w ]belt may be selected
by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 80 acres.
a
C O .:
O y
G- Parish. 1 .
a
District.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR E DWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of' the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. K1`-,NEDY, Order of the Bath, Adininistra-
Admiuistrator. for of' the Government of the
Colony o f'  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisio' s of  " The Crown
Land.' Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir  ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the ad, ice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the
proN isioes of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 187 7, at the Warwick Land
Ollice.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
No. of
Selec-  Late Lessee.
tton.
291 G. hoffinan
Area. Land Agent'sDistitet.
A. R. 1'. 1
320 0 0 Warwick
I
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House , Brisbane, this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her  Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOAN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, ourable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Got ern-
meut of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.IN pursuance of th  provisions of' " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of' the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUI' SDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877, at the respective Land
Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at ,s ltich the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed the area of
the original selection.
No. of
Sele( -
tioti.
Late  Lessee. A I Laud  Age iit'sDistrict.
395 F. J Brooks
8 5 A. C. B 1'raett
131 DPtto
152 1'. nrmsiu
159 1'. A . i laekutau
197 B  Miller
111 .i w ues Bell
313 1% 11, 1at11 hell
red.
a a. r.
1,095 u 0
400 0 0
61•n 0 0
454 0 0
:i -1.) 0 0
.. 701 0 0
6W 0 0
Beenleigil
uladstone
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
210 Allora 960 Warwick
211
Iluwe,tea1
Late Lessee. At ca-Area
A.  It. P.
Portion, 210 J.Callaghau 80 0 ti
and 211
Given under  niy Band and Seal,  at Gover, i t
House, Brisbane ,  this siltli  day of e,
in the  year  of our  Lord  one thousand
-tit hundred and seventy-seven, and  in  the
fortieth year of Her  llajest 's reign.
By  Command,
Ju11N Du L tiLAS.
Given under my [land and Seal,  at Government
Clouse, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of'
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
J O li N DO>r GLAS.
GUI) SAVE TILE  QUEL !G,.1  SAVE  3 UE  Qti1.:N !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
[L.$.]
A. E. KENNEDY,
Administrator.
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George. Com-
panion  of the Most  Honourable
Order of the Bath, Adniinis-
trator of the government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
ll Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July, 1877,
at the respective Land Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open
to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be five
shillings per acre.
al
Parish
xa m
Late Lessee. Area Land AgentDistrict.
A. R. P.
144 Redland 2270 H. Holzapfel  ...  150 0 0 Brisbane
301 Albert ... 694 J. G. Schneider 100 0 0 lieenleigh
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " Tlie Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of July, 1877, at the Mackay Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings
and sixpence per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by Conditional Purchase shall not
exced 1,223 acres.
a
o9
O UZ.2
m
Late Lessee. , Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A.  R.  P.
413 A. R. Macdonald 1,223 0 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir APftuR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice cf' the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described  shall be open
to Selection, under the  provisions  of the said Act,
on and  after TUESDA. l , the seventeenth day of
July, 1877, at the Mackay Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that  the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
I selection by Conditional Purchase  shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
a
0 0 ! `o ° I Land
O Parish. 68 Late Lessee . Area . Agent's
ti a ;4 m I District.
I  A. R. P.
39 Bassett 265 G. R. Abosolon 180 0 0 I Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of' our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lanes Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and  after WEDNESDAY,
the eleventh day of  July, 1877 , at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per acre,
and that the area  which  may be selected by Con-
ditional Purchase shall not exceed eighty acres.
o
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.C
264
A.  R.  P.
J. C. Thompson .. ... 55U 0  0 Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DUC LAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.S.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Admin-
Administrator .  istrator  of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
TN pursuance  of the  provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," J, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY , the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice  of the E,  ecutive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder  described shall be open
to Selection ,  under  the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the tenth day of July,
1877, at the  Brisbane  Land Office.
And I further notify  and proclaim that  the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection  by Conditional  Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
1, 0
494
and
495
Parish.
a ,
O ..0.
Late Lessee. Area.
A. R. P.
Enoggera ,  1755 Matthew Hu ll  ... 50 1 28
Land
Agent's
District.
Brisbane
Value of improvements to be lodged at  time  of Application,  £3410s
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the'
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation pct of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day
of July, 1877, at the respective Land Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open
to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be fifteen
shillings  per acre.
oao
xa
•
34
Parish.
a
c B
Late Lessee
i4
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
- ---- I A. R. P.
St. George !  1 J. F. Adams 45 0 0 St.  George.
Bassett 1 255 StephenMaynard  b0 0 0 Mackay.
App licant to lodge E40, value of imp ro vements ,  at time of
application.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD ]KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and  proclaim  that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase, shall be ton
shillings per acre.
No. of Land
Parish .  Selec- Late Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
tion.  District.
A. R. P.
Wildash 286  P. Hoffman 200 0 0 Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twent  -fifth day of
May, in the year  of our Lod  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.S.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY,  orable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern.
ment of the Colony of Queens.
land and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the  nineteenth day of June,
1877,  at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portions of land are
open to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be
five shillings per acre.
`oo
o
a
Parish. Land Agent'sDistrict.
a
w
Late Lessee .  Area.
A R. P
29 Urangan 853 Anders Nielsen  34 0 0  Marybo ro ugh
Bassett 339  George Moss 80 3 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. M. DOUGLAS.
GoD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
]Knight Commander  of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and  St. George, Com-
[L. s.] panioii of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY ,  Order of the Bath ,  Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
J
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876 ," 1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY,  the nineteenth day of June,
1877 ,  at the Helidon Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
Parish. c
o 0
Parish.
A. R. P.
135 Tenthill ,  593 Peter Brown 100 0 0 IIe lidon.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this tenth day of  May, in
the year of our  Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and the fortieth
year of Her Majesty's reign.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath,' Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaiid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877, tit the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said portion of land is open
to selection by Conditional Purchase, shall be
fifteen shillings per acre.
z4Q4
ff
Late  Lessee .  Area . Land Agent'sDistrict.
Late
Lessee.
LandI
Area. Agent's
District.
A. %. Y.
150 Redland 1,536 Robert Bell 80 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[a s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. K NNEDY, Order of the .Bath, Administra-
Administrator. t.,r of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
.Ni Ipursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
1-an is Alienation Act of 1876," I. Sir,&THUR
EDWAI.D ItFANI'DY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of' the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the nineteenth day of June, 1877, at the Brisbane
Land Otlice.
And 1 further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lams are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase -shall not exceed 600 acres.
No. of
Selec-
tion.
21JG
Late Lessee.
C. H. Simpson,.. Brisbane
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.L.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator.  tor  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that the
portion of lard hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the twelfth day of June,
1877,  at the  Ipswich Land Office.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase ,  shall be five
shillings per acre.
Parish.
N
262
and
2ti:3
a. 0 I
O
J
Area.
A.  R.  P.
600 0 0
I Land
Late Lessee. Area. Agent's
District.
A. R. P.
Goodna  2110 John  Jones  ...  87 0 0 Ipswich
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
Land Agent's
District.
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PROCLAMATION.-
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.9.] Companion of the Most Honor-
A. E. KENNFDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions cf  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the twelfth day of June, 1877, at the Brisbane Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selectionyConditional Purchase shall be seven shillings
and sixpence per acre, and that the area which
may be selected by Conditional Purchase shall not
exceed four hundred and sixty acres.
No. of
Selec - I  Late Lessee .  Area. Land Agent's
tion. District.
2627
A. R. P.
Mary Ellen Brook, 460 0 0 Brisbane.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this third day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions  of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 12th day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion is open to selection
by Conditional Purchase, shall be five shillings per
acre.
o 0
Parish. O O Late Lessee. Area.
Land Agen t'
District.
.4 y
A. R. P.
61 Fergu-
son
839 J. Mieikowski I 105 0 0 Mary-
bor ugh.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -eighth day of
April, in the year of our  Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the  Most  Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order  of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator.  tor of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of section six of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been permanently
reserved for a School.
RESERVE  FOR A NATIONAL SCHOOL, FINGAL.
County of Churchill, parish of Taylor.
5 acres 2 rood 35 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Murphy's
Creek, at a point bearing 335 degrees and distant
two hundred links from a post bearing 155 degrees
and distant one hundred and one links from an
apple-tree marked SR ; and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line bearing north 155 degrees east
two chains; on the south-east by a line bearing 207
degrees 24 minutes twelve chains and ninety links;
on the Eouth-west by Kerr street, bearing north 299
degrees and 24 minutes east four chains and fifty
links ; on the north-west by a line bearing north 27
degrees and 24 minutes east ten chains and sixty
links to Murphy's Creek, and passing through a
post thirty-three links from said creek, and by that
creek downwards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. sE. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
j Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described shall be reserved for
Township purposes,  as an extension  of the Surat
Town Reserve, and shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the eighteenth day of July,
1877, at the Surat Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open  to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be twenty  shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres.
PORTION A.
County of Elgin, parish of Surat.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of selection
No. 5, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
line bearing two hundred and twenty-five degrees
1556
to the north boundary of portion 29, parish of
Talavera  ; on the south by that portion and por-
tion 28  westerly to the west corner of 28 ; on the
west by  a line bearing  north about two hundred
and twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east to  the south-west boundary of the Police
Paddock ; thence by that boundary and by the
south-west  and south- east  boundaries of the Roads
Office Paddock south-easterly and north-easterly to
the south-west boundary of Surat Town Reserve ;
and thence by that boundary bearing one hundred
and thirty- five degrees  to the point of commence-
ment.
. PORTION B.
County of Elgin, parish of Surat.
About 4,600 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Griman's Creek
at a point opposite the west corner of portion No. 7,
parish  of B oorindoo, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing south-west to the
north-east boundary of Surat Town Reserve ; on
the south-west by that boundary bearing south-east
to the east  corner of Surat Town Reserve ; on the
south -east by a line bearing north -east to Griman's
Creek ; and on the north-east by that creek down-
wards  to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHER EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of  St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section six of "  The Crown Lands
I Alienation  Act of  1876,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim  that
the lands hereunder described have been temra-
rily reserved for Recreation purposes ,  and ppolaced
under control of the Municipal Council of Warwick.
R$eEgvV  FOR RECREATION  PURPOSES.
County of Merivale, parish of Warwick, town of
Warwick, Section  66.
16 acres.
Commencing at the north-east corner of the
section , and bounded thence on the east by Wallace
street southerly  sixteen chains  to Locke street ;
on the south by that street westerly ten chains to
William street ; on the west by that street nor-
therly  sixteen chains to  Pratten street; and on the
north by that street easterly ten chains to the point
of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St . George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order  of the  Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir
ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator
aforesaid ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and unselected lands within the Coochin Coochin
Homestead Area ,  in the Ipswich Land Agent's
District ,  open to selection under the provisions
of "The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868"
and  " The Homestead Areas  Act of  1872 " at
the time of the repeal of those Acts, shall be
open to Selection under the provisions con-
tained in the first -mentioned Act relating to Home-
stead Areas, on and after  TUESDAY,  the tenth
day of July, 1877,  at the Ipswich  Land Office.
And I do further notify and proclaim  that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be £1  5s.
per acre ,  and that the area which may be selected
by  Conditional Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY ,  Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St .  Michael and St . George,
[L.s.] Companion  of the  Most  Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands  within the Gin Gin Homestead Area,
in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, open to
selection  under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1868 " and  "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872 " at the time of the repeal of
those Acts, shall be open to Selection under
the provisions contained in the first-mentioned
Act relating to Homestead Areas, at the Bunda-
berg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877. And I do further
notify and proclaim, that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by Conditional
Purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by Conditional Purchase
shall not exceed 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAV E  THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator . of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland  and its Depen-
dencies.
J N 1 trsuance  of the power  in me vested, I, the
Aaministrator  aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive  Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify  and proclaim  that the following Regulation
has been established  under the provisions of "  The
Pastoral  Leases Act of  1869."
REGULATION.
The Lessee of any Run who may apply to make
pre-emptive Selections, under the provisions of
section  54 of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869,"
shall. upon demand, pay a deposit of ten per centum
of the purchase money, and upon further demand,
on completion of the survey of the boundaries of
the land selected, shall pay the balance of the pur-
chase money, together with the Deed, Survey, and
Assurance Fees, prescribed by  "The Crown Lands
Alienation Act  of 1876." Provided that in the event
of the  said  Lessee failing to pay the deposit or
balance  as aforesaid, within a period of one month
from the date of demand, this application to select
shall lapse, and all the expenses incurred in survey-
ing the land applied for, or otherwise, in consequence
of the application, shall be deducted from the
deposit made thereon.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD  SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.a.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, ourable Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator.  ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its  Dependencies.
WHEREAS, by an Act passed in the fortieth
vv year of the reign of Her Majesty, intituled
"An Act to Consolidate and Amend the Laws
relating  to the Alienation of Crown Lands,"  and
numbered  fifteen, in  clause  seventy-two, power is
given to the Governor in Council to proclaim any
unsold land as a township or agricultural  district
common, on  the condition that a petition, signed by
not less  than thirty freeholders resident within such
township or agricultural district, praying for the
proclamation  of a common  adjoining thereto, shall
have been  presented to the Governor in Council,
and that after said petition shall have been notified
in the  Government Gazette  for a period of sixty
days, no counter petition shall have been presented,
signed by a larger number of freeholders resident
in such township : And whereas a Petition signed
by the required number of freeholders resident in
the town of Roma has been received, praying that
certain unsold lands adjoining the said town be pro-
claimed  a Common, under the provisions of the said
Act ; and such Petition having been published in
the  Government Gazette  for a period of sixty days,
and no counter petition having been presented in
objection thereto : Now, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid, in pursu-
ance of the power and authority vested in me, and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
proclaim and declare that the following shall be
deemed to be a Township and Agricultural District
Common, within the meaning and for the purposes
of the hereinbefore mentioned Act, that is to say :-
THE RumA TOWN AND AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT
COMMON.
County of Waldegrave.
About 16,000 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Bungewargorai
Creek at the southernmost corner of Bungewargorai
Run No. 2, and bounded thence by the south-east
boundary line of that run and  a line  in continuation
north-easterly to Bungil Creek ; thence by Bungil
Creek downwards to the northern boundary of Roma
Town Reserve ; thence by that boundary south-
westerly to Bungewargorai Creek ; and by the left
bank of that creek upwards to the point of com-
mencement,-exclusive of all alienated  and reserved
lands.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this sixth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart as
a Homestead Area under the provisions of the said
Act, shall be open to Selection at the Toowoomba
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the tenth
day of July, 1877.
And I further notify and  proclaim  that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be £1 10s.  per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by Condi-
tional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
LANDS RESUMED  FROM YANDILLA RUN, Too-
WOOMBA LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
County of Derby, parosh of Yandilla.
About 3,700 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Condamine River at the north- east corner of
selection 971, Toowoomba, and bounded thence on
the north-west by selections Nos. 971 and 1198,
Toowoomba ; on the south-west by portions 49 and
50, parish of Yandilla ; on the south-east by the
road forming the north-west boundaries of portions
56 and 57 ; and on the north-east by the north
branch aforesaid downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this seventh day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Pistinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance  of the powers  in me  vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands  within the Heathlands Run Home-
stead Area, in the Leichhardt District, open to
selection  under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " The Rome-
stead  Areas Act of  1872 " at the time of the
repeal  of those Acts, shall be open to Selec-
tion under the provisions contained in the first-
mentioned  Act relating to Homestead Areas, at
the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
TUESDAY, the tenth of July, 1877. And I do
further notify and proclaim that the upset price
at which the  said lands  are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings and
sixpence  per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
Py Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I N pursuance of section six of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
RESERVE FOR  POUND, TOWNSVILLE.
Parish of Coonambelah, county of Elphinston.
8 acres 16  perches, more or less.
Commencing at a point two chains south from
the south-east corner of suburban allotment No. 1,
section No. 3, and bounded thence on the north by
a road two chains wide, bearing west nine chains;
thence on the west by a line bearing south nine
chains  ; thence on the south by a line bearing east
nine chains  to a road one chain wide ; and thence
on the east by that road bearing north nine chains
to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  ROAD CROSSING,  ON THE BRISBANE
RIVER.
Parish of Burnett, county of Stanley.
119 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the Brisbane
River at the north corner of portion 83, and
bounded thence on the west by that portion bear-
ing south eighteen  chains  and thirteen links, and
passing through a post two hundred links from said
river; on the south by that portion bearing east forty-
eight chains and fifty links ; on the south-west by
that portion bearing north 135 degrees east fourteen
chains and fifty-five links; again on the south by a
line bearing east six chains and forty-one links to the
Brisbane River; and on the other sides by that
river downwards "to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR  CAMPING, PIGGY PIGGY CREEK.
Parish of Broomfield, county of Carnarvon.
175 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Pig r4" - Piggy
Creek at a point bearing 292 degrees 40  minutes,
and distant about one hundred and forty links
from a post marked CR, and bounded thence
on the south-west by  a line  bearing north 112
degrees  and 40 minutes east forty-eight chains and
twelve links, and passing through a post about one
hundred and forty links from said creek ; on
the east by a line bearing north 35  minutes east
fifty-nine chains to Yambucully Creek ; on the
north-west by that creek downwards to a post
marked broad-arrow ; thence by a line bearing
north 226 degrees east fifteen chains and fifty links
to Piggy Piggy Creek ; and on the west by that
creek southerly to the point of commencement.
RESERVE  FOR CAMPING.
Parish of Broomfield, county of Carnarvon.
622 acres.
Commencing at the north-west corner of portion
34A, and bounded thence on the east by a line
bearing north twenty-two chains and twenty-two
links ; on the north by a line bearing west eighty
chains ; on  the west by  a line  bearing south
seventy-one chains and sixty-one links ; on the
south by a road five chains wide, bearing 95 degrees
forty- nine chains  and seventy-four links and 125
degrees thirty-four chains and eighty-six links ; and
again on  the east by portion 34A, bearing 1 degree 50
minutes  sixty-eight chains and twenty- six links to
the point  of commencement.
RESERVE FOR WATER.
Parish of Burgoran, county of Belmore.
160 acres.
Commencing at a point bearing 315 degrees 1
minute and  distant twenty-three  chains  and twenty-
nine links from  the north -east corner  of portion 41,
and bounded thence on the south by a line  bearing
east forty  chains ; on  the east by  a line bearing
north forty  chains ; on  the north by a line bearing
west forty chains ; and on the west by a line bear-
ing south forty chains and one link to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
the undermentioned Mining Licenses have been
returned as issued at the Mineral Land Office,
Stanthorpe ,  under the 34th section of "  The Mineral
Lands Act  of  1872."
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under  Secretary.
During the Month of May, 1877.
No. Name . No. Name.
1830 P. Rosslen 1834 P. Cavill
1831 J. Flynn 1835 J. Connor
1832 C. Butler 1836 S. Burgess
1833 J. Ryan 1837 ki.. White
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
W HEIZEAS Notices w re published in the Government Gazette  of the 5th day of August and 23rd
day of September, A.D. 1876. respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions Nos. 22 and 35, parish of Kalkie, county of Cook, through lands in the
occupation of the several persons in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the
said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public
use.
77-23G4.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS Nos. 22 AND 35 ,  PARISH OF KALKIE,  COUNTY O7
COOK, WIDE  BAY DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Commencing at the
south corner of
portion 22, and
running north-
easterly to its east
corner
2 Commencing at the
east corner of selec-
tion No. 35, and
running south-west-
ly anr d nor th -wes te -
erly to its wes t,
corner
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,  Brisbane , this twenty-ninth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and  in the fortieth
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.1 A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queena-Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 17th day of February and 7th
day of April, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portion No. 208, parish of England, county of Cavendish, through lands in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road: Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is now  open for
public use.
77-2262.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 208, PARISH OF ENGLAND, COUNTY OF CAVENDISH,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Running south-easterly
from the west boun-
dary of portion 208 to
Lockyer's Creek
How Held.
Bunda-
berg
Reg.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
chs. lks
Breadth
of Road. Area.
B. P.
Remarks.
118  1868  Act William
Price
William  N. 58° E.
Price
20 10 ' 1 chain 2 0 1} Uncultivated
scrub land.
15 Immigration Mary Ann Mary Ann N. 238°  E. 19 00 Partly culti-
Act Dredge Dredge 328° 19 04 1  chain 3 3 24; vated and
uncultivated
land.
m °I
How Reputed Breadth of
eoc ; Held. Owner. Occupier . Beari
Ings . Lengths . Road. Area . Remarks.
r
ohs. Ike. A. R. P.
203 " Crown John John 168° 2 90 100 links 2 0 0 West boun-
Lands Noonan Noonan 108° 22' 14 34 dary
A liena- 156° 3 70 fenced with
lion Act
of 1868 " I
two rail
fence.
Given under my hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
By Command,
GEORGE THORN
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.W !' HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, 1876,and 16th day of Mareh, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portion No. 174, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation
of the person in the said notice specified: And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the
said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has
been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-2096.
Boos OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION NO. 174, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF  STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTEN D1 D TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC RoAD.
No. Portion of Road . How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier . Bearings . Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
ehs. lks. A. s. P.
I A triangular piece out of Under Deed J. M. J. M. N. 00 17' 3 58  Irregular 0 2 10 Fencedand
the north -west corner of Grant con- Thompson Thompson cleared
of portion No. 174, taining a
general re-
servation for
public ways
Nora.-This Notice cancels the Notice dated 3rd  November, 1876, published  in the  Government  Gazette,  folio 943.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth  Year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The (,Town Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objectio..S, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant .  Situation.
I
Parish . Area.
Permanent Closure.
J. Vo ll er Road separating por- Enoggera 3 1 16
tions 318 and 319 from i
portions 333 and 334
F.T.Gregory0
ElF.T.Gregory
Temporary Closure.
Road separating por-, Toowoomba 7 0 16
tions 484 and 48i, and
parish of Toowoomba. Gowrie
from portions  121,122,
123, and 124, parish of
Gowi ke
Road separating por- Toowoomba 5 3 36
tions 99 and  100, and
pariah of Gowrie, from (iowrie
portions 477 and 488,
parish of Toowoomba
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
i
T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans  of the  Roads can be seen at  this Office,  and
at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba ,  and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED  TO BE CLOSED.
No.' Applicant. Situation .  Parish. IArea.
1 1 Shanahan and Road separating portions' Watts
Jennings  1, 2.5, 7,  9, and 11 from
portions  3, 6, 8,10, and
2 Shanahan and  Road separating portion Watts
3 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts
Jennings I 6 from portion 8
4 Shanahan and 'Road separating portion Watts
Jennings 13 from portions 11
and 12
6 Shanahan and Road separating portions Watts
Jennings 14, 16, 18, and 20 from
portions 13, 17,19, and
21
6 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts
Jennings 16 from portion 18
7 Shanahan and It, ad separating portion Watts
Jennings 17 from po tion 19
6 A. Beaton Road separat lug portion Darlington
Jennings  I 5 from  portion 7
38 from portions 28
and 65, and the road
reserved through por-
tion 68
A.  IL  P.
6 0 29
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 1 39
8 2 12
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for general information,
that applications under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can  be seen at this Office,
'tnd at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich and Gympie.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCIIEDt ' LE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE  CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
*1 J. Part  of the  road re- Fassifern 6 1 20
McAnalen  served through por-
tion 41, from the new
road to the south
boundary
•2 Ditto  ...  The road reserved Ditto ... 5 2 0
through portion 43
*3 M. Pa rt  of the road re- Ditto ...  1 2 12
McAnalen served through por-
tion 22, from the north
boundary. to the new
road
4 Robt .  G. Road separating port ion King  ... 3 2 32
walker 24 from selection 366,
Gympie district
5 Ditto  ...  Road sepa rating port ion Ditto ... 4 0 0
44 froms elections 360
and 579,  Gympie dis-
trict
*  The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out in
connection  with the opening  of another  ro ad.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1877.THE following amended description is substi-tuted for those contained in the Proclamations
dated the 20th  April  and 23rd May ,  1877, res-
pectively ,  establishing a Reserve  for Water and
Camping near Cooktown ,  in the parish  of Cook.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE  FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
173 acres.
Commencing on a road two chains wide, at a
point on the south boundary of the municipality of
Cooktown, and distant one hundred and sixty chains
east from the south-west corner thereof ; and thence
by that road bearing 203 degrees 54 minutes sixteen
chains  and sixty  links  ; thence by traverse lines,
being the northern boundary of selection 5, bearing
286 degrees 33 minutes two chains and eighty and
a-half links, 273 degrees 44 minutes thirteen chains
and twenty-three links, 257 degrees 34 minutes five
chains  and forty- one and a-half links, 213 degrees
43 minutes eight chains and six links, 252 degrees
55 minutes six chains  and twenty-two links, 238
degrees 42 minutes three chains and five links, 249
degrees 28  minutes seven  chains and ninety-five
and a-half links, 198 degrees 45 minutes  nine chains
and thirty-two links, 229 degrees 13 minutes three
chains and  eighty-two  links,  254 degrees  23 minutes
five chains  and seventy-three links, and 269 degrees
56 minutes  nine chains and twenty links ; on the
west by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
and a line in continuation  bearing north thirty-eight
chains  and seventy-six links ; on the north by the
municipal boundary aforesaid, bearing east forty
chains and eighty links to the south side of the Annan
Road, thence by that road bearing 26 degrees 43
minutes seventeen and a-half links, 61 degrees 20
minutes seven chains and fifty-Dine links, SO degrees
1 minute eleven chains and forty-five links, 32
degrees 12 minutes eight chains and fourteen links ;
thence by a road two chains wide, bearing 148
degrees4 minutes fourteen chains and eighty-two
links  to the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Pricbane, 8th June, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OT'ICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, 11 is Excellency • the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous name, and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant, 32,756. Date of Grant-27th
January, 1877.
Names of Grantees-Joseph Voller and HughMcCaughey,'[ rustees of the Will of Job Spendlove.
Land granted.-Selection  ';,`•,  Brisbane  District,
containing one hundred and forty acres.
Nature of misnomer.-The  name Joseph Voller
having been inserted in the deed as one of the
grantees , instead of James Voller.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.WITH the view of facilitating he transactionof business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, the to
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts--seven to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and other documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience. however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner, and on payment of a fee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
THE following description of the amended boun-
daries of the Reserve for Timber, in the parish
of Knapp, county of Ward, established by notice
dated 12th November, 1875, is substituted for that
published in page 2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1575.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR TIMBER.
County of Ward,  parish  of Knapp.
About  1.260 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide ,  forming
part of the south boundary of portion  344,  at its
intersection by another road one hundred and fifty
links wide ; and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing west about one hundred and sixty
chains ; on the west by a line bearing south about
one hundred and thirty-one chains  ;  on the south by
a line bearing east sixty-five chains  ;  and on the
south-east by lines bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north 55 degrees east eighty chains to the point
of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  8th June, 1877.
NOTICE.THE lands resumed from Yandilla Run, in theSettled District of Darling DoR ns, pro-
claimed in the issue of the  Government ('a:ette  of
the 2nd instant open to Selection as a Homestead
Area, at the Warwick Land Office, on and after
Tuesday ,  the 10th of July, 187 7, will be so open at
the Toowoomba Land Office,  on and after that date,
instead of at Warwick.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 5th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee. Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District
one hundred acres.
Nature of F.rror.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 degrees 0 minutes twenty-one chains
and twenty- nine  links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six chains and twenty.
nine links.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
11 applications under the sixty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba and Townsville.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. situation. Parish. Area.
1 Works Part of the road be- Taylor ...
Department tween  po"tion 12
and portions 14 and
133. from the east
corner of 12 to the
new road through
that portion
2 Ditto ... Part of the road be- Ditto ...
tween portions 11
•3
I and 133, from the
east corner of 11 to
the west corner of
133
T. Lawrence' Road separating selec-i  Coonam-
tion 115 from selec- belah
tions 106 and 133
A.  it.  P.
0 2 'L7
2 0 36
23  0  28
• The opening  of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection  with the upeuiug of another road.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1877.
PER MA\ E1 T CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 application under the sixty-fifth section of
Tire. Crown L reeds Alienation Act  r!f 1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Dlaryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No
1
Applicant.
T. Bracd ..
Situation.
Road separating potion
54 Crum portion 66
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
St. Mary ...  8 1 32
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I 'I' is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the i land Agents ',  Police ,  and Post Offices,
Beenleigh and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
%0.l Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
1 J. W. C. Part of the reserved road Barrow
A.
11
R. P.
3 27
2
Howard
J. M.
through portion 53
Road sepal ating portion Conda- 9 0 0
Clarke 13 from  selection 16 mine
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1877.
ERROR  IN DEED.NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant ,  undt r His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that ,  by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names ,  and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date cf Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land  q)-anted-Portion. 94, county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Name of mi,noneer-The  name Will -, Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Bow ey.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
IY HE fcllowing amended description is sub-
stituted for that contained in the Procla-
mation dated the tenth instant, establishing a
Reserve for Camping on the Mary River, which
was inserted in error.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, MARY RIVER.
4kunty of Lennox, parish of Amamoor.
Corn encing on the left bank of the Mary River
at the north-east corner of selection 91, and bounded
thence on the south by the north boundary of that
selection and a line in continuation bearing west to
a point south from the south-east corner of selection
299;  thence by a line bearing north to the road
forming the south boundary of selection 825 ; thence
by that road easterly to the west boundary of
selection 259 ; thence by the western and southern
boundaries of the last-mentioned selection to the
Mary River; and thence by tLat river upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTIt;E is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereund3r
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellelfcy the Administrator of the
Gc rernment will, in pursuance of the provisions of
The Titles to Land Act of  1858," at the expir
ation of three months frc m the date hereof, by
instrument endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under
his Hand and the `eal of the Colony, describe the
name of the intended Grantee and the area of the
reserved road, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct name and area shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous name and
area ; and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,494. Date of Grant-19th
January, 187 6.
Nai e of Grantee-Mary Ann Glenn.
Land Granted-Allotment 3,  section 22, town of
Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Mary Ann
Glenn having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the name of' the intended grantee instead of Mary
Ann Glynn.
No. of Grant, 29,117. Date of Grant-18th
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Friedrich Schumann.
Land Granted - •  Selection 492, portion 142,
county of Churchill, parish of North, seventy-nine
acres one  rood thirty perches.
Nature of Error-Two  acres two roods and ten
porches having been stated in the deed as reserved
for a road, instead of two  acres  and ten perches.
.uepartnient of rublic Lancts.
Brisbane ,  18th May, 1877.
`• CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS ' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "1 he Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876 ,"  will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above -recited Act, at the
under -mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
" The Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with  by the  Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
Atthand  Office,  Brisbane , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office,  Beenleigh ,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office,  Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING} DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT THR COURT HOUSES.
Month.
May  ...
June ...
July ...
August ...
September
October ...
November
December...
Toowoomba . Dalby. Warwick.
Date . Date. Date.
Monday, 21 Wednesday  23 Friday, 25
„ 25 „ 27 „ 29
„ 23 „ 25 „ 27
„ 27 „ 29 „ 31
„ 24 „ 2" 28
„ 22 „ 24 „ 26
„ 26 „ 204 „ 30
„ 24 Thursday,  27 Saturday 29
At the Land Office, Condamine,  the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
•  PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office,  Rockhampton ,  the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877,  and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office,  St. Lawrence, the  first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough, the first
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg, the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
&t the Land Office, Gayndah, the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.&t he Land Office, !Vlackay,thesecond Thurs.
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1877, and every  alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DIs rRICT OF COORTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURRE.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
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LEICIiHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office. C;ermont, the last Thurs-(lay in .)une, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Oflice, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the following
day.
Special Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.N 1 OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars  therein
set forth ,  his Excellency  the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Tillc.c to Land
Act of  1658 ," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds  of Grant, respectively , under His
} land and the  Seal of the Colony,  describe the name
of the intended Grantee ,  and the lands intended
to be granted ,  to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid ,  the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous name and descriptions ,  and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 187 6.
Name of Grantee-William Kimp.
Land granted-Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one ro )d.
Nature of error-The  name William Kimp
having been  inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Kemp.
No. of Grant, 5,278. Date of Grant-9th April
1863.
Name of Grantee-JoLn Coleman.
Land granted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish of v oodna, twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain wide; on the
south by that road bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty-one chains and
sixty links to the Six-mile Creek ; and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant, 29,295. Date of Grant-22nd I
July,  1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin '_1TcCullock.
Land  granted-Selection 270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty-one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208,  209, and  210,  selection  270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north-east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion and a line
bearing west thirty-four chains seventy-five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide ; on the
north by that road bearing east fourteen chains
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six li..,k,, eu.,t one chain, north twelve chains
eighty-sir links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north. eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek ; and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
Department of Public Lands, n t
Brisbane, 16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars  therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " Zhe Titles to LandAct of 1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument  endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively, under his Hand
and the Seal of the Colony, describe the lands in-
tended to be granted, to the intent that, by force of
the Act aforesaid, the correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion, and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed- 22,789. Date of Deed--10th
August, 1871.
Name of Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted,-Portion  11, county of Living-
stone, parish  of Cawarral, forty-one  acres one rood.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of Livingstone, palish of Cawarral, portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east  corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by  a line bear-
ing 188  degrees  40 minutes  four chains and three
links ; on the south-east by a line  bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes  thirty-three chains;  on the south -west by
a line  bearing 310 degrees 6  minutes nine chains ; on
the west by  lines  bearing 9 degrees  29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links ; thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links, thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed-2,104.  Date of Deed -27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantec-George  Andrew,.
Land  granted- Portion 120,  county of Stanley,
parish  of Goodna ,  fifteen acres ,  two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna, portion  120.
Commencing on the road from Ipswich to Bris.
bane one chain fifty links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on the
north-east by a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 51 minutes, sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide ; on the south-east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one-half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south-west by that road bearing 289
degrees twenty-two chains and fifty-seven links to
the first-named road ; and on the north-west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement,- exclusive of 1 acre 2 roes 4 perches
for a reserve for railnay purposes, on echain fifty
links wide ; the area of which has been deducted
from the total area.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 27th April, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified that a Land Agent's Office
will be opened for the transaction of business
at Cairns , on and after MONDAY, the 4th June
next.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th June, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, ETC., PRIMARY SCHOOL, WEST
OXLEY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY,  the 22nd
June, from persons willing to contract for Repairs
to Primary School at  West Oxley.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Repairs,
re., Primary School,  West  Oxley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Primary School, West Oxley.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tenderbeing accepted ,  and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the Crown
So licitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to Her
Majesty for  securing  such performance  ;  otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, FLAT-TOP ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Port Offices, Maryborough and
Mackay, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
13th  July,  from persons willing to contract for the
construction only of a Tower for Flat-top Island in
Brisbane, Maryborough, or Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Light-
house Power, Flat-top Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Port Offices, Maryborough and Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time  within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on  amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, KEPPEL BAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Port Office, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th July, from per-
sons  willing to contract for the erection of a Pilot's
Cottage at Keppel Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Keppel Bay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Port Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
r  vent to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consider-
ation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ZILLMAN'SWATERHOLES.T !ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
June, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Primary School, Zillman's
Waterholes.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Zillman's Waterholes."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS , PRIMARY SCHOOL,  FIG-TREE
POCKET.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilT Four o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
June, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Residence at Primary
School, Fig -tree Pocket.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
to Residence , Primary School, Fiq-tree Pocket."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the Crown Solicitor , in Brisbane, within
fourteen days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance ,  a  Bond  to  Her Majesty  for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise  the T ender will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest  or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GLOIIG E THORN.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, LUNATIC ASYLUM, WOOGAROO.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Lunatic Asylum at
Woogaroo.
Tenders to be-endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Oihce,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, BULIMBA.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Primary School, Bulimba.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Bulimba."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO DIAMANTINA ORPHANAGE,
BRISBANE.
T
r ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
11 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th
June, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to Diamantina Orphanage,
Brisbane.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Diamantina Orphanage, Brisbane."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her  Majesty for  securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
. The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Fublic Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPII OFFICE, BLACKALL.
F
1RESI-f Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegrapA
Office, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  1st June, 1877.
TO IRON-FOUNDERS AND OTHERS.
CAST-IRON CYLINDERS ,  BREAKFAST CREEK
BRIDGE.
r LENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock  on FRIDAY,  the 15th June,
from persons willing to contract for the supply of
Cast-iron Cylinders, Girders, and Shoes ,  for Break-
fast Creek Bridge.
Tenders to be  endorsed" Tenderfor Iron Cylin-
ders, 4c., Breakfast Creek Bridge."
Plan, Speci fication ,  and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained, at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise  the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL AND RESIDENCE, ETONVALE.
BENDERS will  be received at this Office, ?tntil
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,  the 15th
June next ,  from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Primary School and Residence at Eton
Vale.
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Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Primary
School, 44c., Eton Vale."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Drayton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
per^rmanee of the Contract in the event of the
Ten"cfer being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her 11lajest for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MITCHELL DO WNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office. andat the Telegraph Office, Mitchell Downs.
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June next, from  persons  willing to contract for the
erection of a Telegraph Office at Mitchell Downs.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Telegraph
Ojjiee, Mitchell Downs."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Mitchell Downs.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum- signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 3rd May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BLA.CKALL.
((LENDERS will be received at this Office, and
1 at the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 15th June next,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Court House at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Court
Ifozcse, _Blarkall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender, as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Maiestv for securing such performance ; other-
wise the `Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Mines,
Brisbane , 1st June, 1877.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to establish the following
Regulations, under the provisions of  "The Gold
Fields AIct of  1874."
GEORGE THORN.
NEW REGULATIONS.
GOLD MINING LEASES.
1. A book shall be kept at the warden's office on
all gold fields where ground is held under lease, to
be called a register of Gold Mining Leaseholders ;
in NN hick book shall be entered the names of all
lessees, the share each lessee holds, all transfers
made, and all liens upon  lessees ' shares.
2. Clause 87 of the Regulations of the 29th day
of September, 1874, is hereby repealed. Leases,
or shares in leases, may be transferred in the form
in Schedule No. 3 to the said Regulations, upon
payment of a fee of one guinea (£1 1s.)
3. Any registered lessee may, upon payment of
a fee of one guinea, give a lien upon his share in a
leasehold, as security for the due payment of
any debt ; and upon production to the warden of
the lease, and of the miners' rights of the lienor and
lienee, and upon the execution by them of a lien
ticket, duly attested, the warden  shall register a
lien upon the share, and shall then issue to the
lienee a duplicate of the lien ticket, and every such
lien registered as aforesaid shall be a specific charge
upon such  share  until the debt shall have been paid
in full ; and if more than one lien has been effected
on any share, such liens shall take precedence
according to the date of their respective  registra-
tions. Provided that upon the delivery to the
warden by the lienor of a certificate duly signed
by the hence and attested, that the debt or liability
for which such lien was held has been fully dis-
charged, the warden shall forthwith cancel the
registration of such lien. In the event of such
lienor failing to redeem such share at the time
appointed, the lienee may cause the some to be sold
by public auction, after having advertised the same
in the nearest newspaper, and posted a copy of such
advertisement on a conspicuous part of the lease-
hold, not less than seven days before the day of
sale, and the lienee shall stand possessed of the
proceeds of such sale, upon trust to pay  all costs
consequent on each default, then to pay the debt
secured by the lien, and to pay the balance, if any,
to the lienor. The lienor shall be entitled to redeem
at any time before sale, upon payment of the debt
and expenses incurred. In case of any sale under
the powers herein contained, the warden shall, upon
production to him of the lien ticket, accompanied
with a statutory declaration of default having been
made in payment of the money secured thereby,
and of the miner's right of the purchaser, sign a
transfer of the share so sold to the purchaser there-
of, and shall forward the same, upon payment by
the purchaser of the transfer fee, to the Minister
for Mines for registration. A lienee shall not, by
virtue of the lien, be held to be a co-partner in any
leasehold on which, or on any share in which, he
holds a lien.
4. All ground held under  a lease shall  be worked
by not  less than one man per acre ,  unless exemption,
or partial exemption, from work has been granted.
5. Any lessee intending to apply for exemption
from work under clauses 81 and 85 of the Regula-
tions of the 29th day of September, 1874,  shall  give
notice of his intention by posting notices at the
warden's office and on the leasehold not  less than
seven days prior to making the application. Such
application shall be heard in open court, and any
miner may oppose the granting thereof. The
warden shall declare in open court his intention
to recommend the approval or rejection of the
application.
6. A fee of one guinea shall be paid for the
registration of exemption from work, granted by the
warden under clause 86 of the Regulations, and a
fee of five  guineas  for registration of exemption
from work, granted under clause 81.
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7. Any miner, or party of miners, giving notice
to the warden of a gold field that a leasehold is not
being worked in accordance with the conditions of
the lease, and applying for the forfeiture thereof,
shall, in the event of such leasehold being forfeited,
have a preferent right for seven days after such
forfeiture to take possession of the ground so for-
feited, or any portion thereof, as a claim, or to
apply for the same as a leasehold.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.RETURN of Ingots and Stream Tin forwardedfrom Warwick during the month  of May,
1877.
Tons . cwt. qrs. lbs.
Ingots 2 19 3 11
Stream  Tin... ... 247 0 0 18
Total ... 250 0 0 1
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury ,  Queensland,
Brisbane , 1st June, 1877.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.PUBLICANS  are reminded that unless theCertificates granted at the Annual Licensing
Meeting of Magistrates ,  together with the fee
required  to be  paid in each case, are lodged in this
office on or before the 30th instant ,  such Certificates
will become void.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
B RANCHES of the above are now open atAllora, Aramac,  Banana,  Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda , Byers town, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswich,
Jimna, Leyburn, Mavtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Thornborough, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Wivenhoe,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions  as to  interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed.
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ;  on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent.  per annum  on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday  evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above  offices.
By His Excellency's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
THE SuuscRIPTION to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock, is. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. for every additional line (Oght
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or by postal order. Postage
stamps may be used for sums of 5s. or less
but under no circumstances will duty stamps
or  Private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
ON SALE, at the Government Printing  Officein pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of  1874," together with "Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.NOW published,  at the Government PrintingOffice,  William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto
Full Bound ,,. „• £  s.  d..•. 4 10 V
Half Bound  ... 3 15 0
Cloth  Bound ,.. ... 2 17 6
d . U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on Downing street,
from Leichhardt street to about 5 chains to end
of main ; George street. from Leichhardt street
to Boundary street ; Leichhardt street, from
Wickham Terrace to Fortescue street ; Leich-
hardt street, from Rogers street towards Glos-
ter street, about 40 feet.
ri 1HE main pipe in the *said streets being laid' down,
the owners of all tenements are hereby re-
quired to pay the rates and charges for the supply
of water, as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 22nd May, 1877.
529 6s. 6d.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
ON SALE, at the  Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
1871," together with "General Rules  in  Insol-
vency."  Super -royal 8vo .  Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. t3EAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.IT is my intention to apply to the Court of Petty
Sessions at Banana, for permission to erect
two pairs of Swing Gates on the old Comet road
between Nulalbin and Mimosa Creek.
566
THOMAS LITTLE,
Mimosa Creek.
3s.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane , 11th April, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
THE Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty -first clause of  " The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
ve. Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee.
Area in
Name of Run .  District. Square Amount.
Miles.
£ s. d.
He iry Rourke ... ... ... ... Albion ... ... ... Mitchell ... 75 18 15 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Escot ... ... ... ditto ... ... 75  18 15  0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Ensay ... ... ... ditto ,.. ... 50 12  10  0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Barry ... ... ... ditto ... ... 60 15 0' 0
Ditto .., ... ... ... Hardwick .. ... ... ditto ... 36 9 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Rockwood East ... ... ditto ... ... 35 8 15 0
The Scottish Australian Investment
Company (Limited) ... ... Rutilus ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Boydam ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Alma ... ... ... ditto ... ... 56 14 0 0
Robert Christison ... ... Cameron Downs ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Mingeburra ... ... ditto ... 25 6 5 0
Ditto ... .. May Downs ... ... ... ditto ... 27 6 15 0
Robert Christison and Thomas Christi-
son ... ... ... ... . ... The Merse ... ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
Donald Gunn ... ... ... .,. Kensington No. 1 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... .,. ... ... Kensington No. 2 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... Kensington No. 3 ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Kensington No. 4 ... ... ditto ... ... 99 24 15 0
Simeon Lord ... ... ... St. Mungo ... ... ... ditto ... ... 65 16 5 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Culloden ... ... .., ditto ... ... 99 24  15  0
Ditto ... St. George ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... Lochill ... ... ... ditto ... .., 100 25 0 0
Ditto ... ... ... ... St. David ... ... ... ditto ... ... 100 25 0 0
Edward Rowland Edkins ... ... Rockwoodville ... ... ditto ... ... 50 12 10 0
William Henry Barton and Julius
Milton Jacques Barton ... ... Quebec ... ... ... ditto ... ... 43 10 15 0
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient toopen a new Road from Selections 910 and 1140 to Gowrie Siding ,  parish of Meringandan,
county of Aubigny ,  through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified, being lands
which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts
thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and
Book of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the  Office
of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Toowoomba  ;  and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from
this date ,  any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2018. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  SELECTIONS  910 AND 1140 TO GowRIE SIDING, PARISH OF
MERINGANDAN, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion of Road No. of How IIeld Reputed Occupier. I Beari ngs. I Leng ths
Breadth
of Area Remarks. . Portion. . Owner. . . .Road.
1 Running south-westerly 12 Under Deed Robert John King and 2700
chs.51  4 1ks.60 A. R. P. J2 chains 6 2 0 East
from the east to the of Grant King Sons 231035' 23 71 boundary
west boundary of containing 255° 5' 4 23 of portion
portion 12
Running westerly from 13
a general
reservation
for roads
Ditto
i
Francis King  and 255° 5' 11 34
12, fenced
Ditto  6 0 0 unim-
the  e&-3t boundary of William Sons 264° 5' 18 49 proved
tion 13, to the
road from Gowrte
Siding to Meringan-
King
I
open
ridges.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road from near Hamilton's Post Office through Portions Nos. 116,
128, 37, 27, and 3, to the School Reserve near the junction of Kobble Kobble and Mount Samson Creeks,
and deviations in Portion 32, parish of Samsonvale, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in
the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof some part was originally
granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereaft"'. be
required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder
respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office  -of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
at the Police Office, Brisbane ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2276. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM NEAR HAMILTON'S POST OFFICE THROUGH PORTIONS NOS. 116,
128, 37, 27, AND 3, TO THE SCHOOL RF.sERVE NEAR THE  JUNCTION  OF KOBBLE KOBBLE AND
MOUNT SAMSON CREEKS, AND DEVIATIONS IN PORTION 32, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1
wo a
zm
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
Breadth
Lengths ,  of I Are a.  Remarks.
Road.
chs. lks.
Alteration of north 2443  " C. L. A. Act  Patrick Unoccupied  109° 33' 2 64
boundary of portion  of  1868" Clarke 103° 28' 2 32
116 103° 15' 2 42
115° 30' 4 90
93° 42' 6 24
74° 0' 7 S0
85° 30' 2 67
2 Fro m  the north  boun-
dary of portion 128
southerly to its south-
east corner
2692 Ditto William
Battershill
Ditto  ...
3 A triangular piece
of the south-west
corner of port ion 37
848 Ditto ,,, William C.
Joyner
...
4 From the north boun-
dary of po rt ion 27
southerly to gobble
Bobble Creek
431 Dit ... Archibald
McLean
A. McLean
151° 40' 9 29
1182° 0 '  2 954
191° 40' 6 91
172° 30' 7 18
156° 0' 6 41
162° 31' 6 32
136° 0' 5 701
174° 0' 3 684
156° 20Y 4 53
188° 0' 4 391
201° 0' 4 84
169° 0' 2 84
138° 0' 5 66
157° 15' 1 53
157° 15' 2 77
179° 0' 0 1911
179° 0' 1 91
1790 0' 0 60
182° 0' 14 381
166° 0' 6 21
160° 0' 10 22
134° 30' 4 30
84° 1' 5
165° 0' 7
86
16
5 Fro m the west boun -  1688 Under Deed of Commercial  Unoccupied 126° 0' 11 591
dary of  portion  3 Grant con -  Banking 112° 0' 6 63
easterly to Mount taining  a Company 118° 0' 26 70
Samson Creek general reser -  of Sydney 79° 0' 11 534
vation for 67°  10' 17 86
roads 62° 30' 7 56
82° 3' 2 52
6 From Mount Samson
Creek easterly to the
east boundary of the
School  Reserve
7 From the east boun-
dary of port ion 32
no rt h -westerly to its
west boundary, and
branch  ro ad northerly
to gobble gobble
Creek
The Crown Ditto  ... 82°
44  Immigration Robe rt  R .  Lane ... 360°
602A selection ,  1869 Lane 333°
Act 8°
341°
298°
321°
302°
307°
18°
343°
3'
A. R. P.
Irregu- 0 0 30
lar
Area by
which that
of the
selection
will be
reduced
1 chain ! 7 1 10 To be  ex-
changed
for reserved
ro ad
1 chain... 0 0 23;
I  chn.
6 1 10 Part of the
Irre-
old roads to
be closed
5 gular
1 chn.
820
Irregu-
lar
4 02 Irregular 0 232
3 30
1 60
3 00
4 10
7 00 r 1 chn.
10 00 6  120 Reserved
7 20 roads to be
6 00 closed
9 23 )
3 62 Irregu-
lar J
0'
0'
0'
30'
0'
0'
50'
0'
30'
34'
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th  May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 96, 51, and 22, parish of
Samsonvale , county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the  persons
hereunder specified, being lands whereof  some parts  were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally  containing a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public
ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice
of the compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such com-
pensation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-1778. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK of REFERENCE  OF ROAD  THROUIIH PORTIONS  96, 51, AND  22, PARISH  OF SAMSONVALE ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held .
1 From the east boundary Bris-
of portion 96 south- bane
westerly to its south -  Register
west corner 2215
2 From the south - east 1203
corvier of portion 51
north-westerly to its
west  boundary
3 From the south - east
corner of portion 22
north-westerly to a
reserved road
Under Deed
of Grant
containing a,
general re-
servation 11
for roads.
ditto
396  C. L. A. Act
of 1868
Reputed Occupier Bearings Lengths Breadth Area .  RemarksOwners. . . . of Road. .
chs. iks . A. It. P.
Richard Unoccupied 248°22' 1 28 1 chain 2 2 21 Unfenced.
Winn 264° 0' 4 62
2880 0' 260
224° 0' 4 70
248° 0' 8 01)
269°54 5 00
Patrick P .  Scanlan  3070 50' 4 36 ditto ... 1 3 35 ditto.
Scanlan 298° 0' 14 80
313° 11' 0 50
Hugh F . H. F. Mills 313° 11' 8 06 ditto ... 1 1 3 Fenced.
Mills 323° 0' 500
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
I IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, having deemed it expedient to
open a new Road through Portions 12A and 13A, parish of Kholo, county of Stanley, through lands
in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making
public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended line of
Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the
Police Office,  Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit ,  in writing, to the
Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections which may
exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2020. GEORGE THORN.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 12A AND 13A, PARISH OF KHOLO, COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion of Road.
00
00
1 From Cabbage -tree Creek ' 13A
north -easterly th, ough por-
I tion 13A to  the same creek,
where it forms the north-
east boundary of the por-
tion,  and another road
south -easterly  from the
above to Cabbage-tree
Creek
How Held.
Under Deed of
Grant containing
a general reser,'a
tion for roads
Reputed
Owner
Bearings. Lengths .
Breadth
of Area .  Remarks.
. I Road.
chs.lks. A. R. P.
James 107° 5 30 1 chain 5 1 0 1 Including a
McAndrew 560 6 0 small reserve
350 5 96 for cross' -,-
40 10  0
340° 7 6
450 4' 2 0
141° 37' 4 64
141° 4 60
2 r Cabbage-tree Creek 12A Ditto ... Ditto ... 45° 14 90 1 chain 2 1 20
. tb-easterly through por- East b v
tion 12A, and along part of
its  north boundary
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D epartment  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
1 !
W 1TH reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 122 and 119, parish of North,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified,  being lands  whereof
some part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles
as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road,  and it is  therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation they  claim  must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation,
unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77 -1135.
BOOK OF  REFERENCE OF ROAD, GIVING ACCESS TO  THE NEW BRIDGE NEAR SPENCER 'S CROSSING,
BRISBANE  RIVER, THROUGH PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED  TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held.
An irregular piece of Ipswich Under Peed
land at the north cor- :Register of Gram,
uer of portion 122 117 c  )ntaining a
general re-
servation
for roads
2 Commencing on the 34
south-west boundary
of portion 119, and
running north-east-
erly, being an irregu-
lar piece of land, along
the right bank of the
Brisbane River
John
Redmond
C L. A. Act  John
of 1868  Redmond
chs. Iks.  A.  X. P.
John 490431 1 711 Irregular 0 0 27 Portion re-
Redmond sumed un-
fenced.
John 40043' 11 201 Irregular 3 1 13 Portion to be
Redmond resumed un-
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 15th day of March, 1877, folio 885 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield
Homestead Area, parish of Gilbert, county of Merivale, through  lands in  the occupation of the several
persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally con-
taining a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
.has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and
make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons  desirous of claiming com-
pensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of  the compensation  they claim
must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such  compensation , unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1297.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF, PART OF ROAD FROM WARWICK AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD HOMESTEAD
AREA, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE, DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
2
Portion of Road .  How  held .  Reputed Owners.
From near  the bridge over
Miller's Vale Creek north-
easterly throw-, h 3laryvale
Pre-emptive 1 to its east
boundary
A piece of land off the north-
west corner of Maryvale
Pre - emptive 5 at Gap
Creek
Under Deed of
Grant con-
tainingagen-
eral reserva-
tion forroa is
ditto
John Wienholt ,
William Wienholt,
Edward Wienholt ,
Arnold Wienholt,
and Arthur Wien-
holt
ditto ...
Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area. Rem arks.
I chs.  Iks. A. E. P.
70 40' 16 31 1  chain 7 1 0
200 40' 54 14
20° 40'  2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
51040' 8 19
B Reputed Occupier .  Bearings . inLen titha .  of
road . Area .  Remarks.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
HIS Excellency  the Governor ,  with the advice of the Executive Council ,  having deemed it expedient
open a new Road through Selection 161, parish of Cawarral, county of Livingstone ,  through lands
in the occupation of the person hereunder specified ,  being land whereof some part was originally granted
by Deed  of Grant, containing a reservation for roads of an area equal to or exceeding that now proposed
to be taken for the purpose of such Road  from  such land : Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and Book
of 1{eference ,  showing the intended line of Road above -mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and at the Police  Office,  Rockhampton  ;  and all persons interested therein are
requested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from this date,
any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2021.  GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF RR)AD THROUGH SELECTION 161, PARISH OF CAWARRAL, COUNTY OF LIVING.
STONE, PORT CURTIS DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
I
Register
Portion of Road. No. of
Selection.
From the east boundary 161
of selection 161 south -  Rockhamp-
erly along that bound- ton
ary to Stony Creek Register
How Held. ReputedOwner. Bearings.
Under Deed  of l Charles 201°
Grant containing Heron South
a special reserva- West
tion for roads
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
chs. Ike.
5 58  2 chains
24 54
2 10
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Area. Remarks.
A. R. P.
d 0 0 In the Deed of
Gr ant there is
a r eservation
of 6 acres 1
rood 29
perches for
road
Passenger
Fares.
Goods a
Sto
nd Li
ck.
ve Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£  S.d. £ s. d.  £ s. d.
Week ending  2nd June, 1877 818 19 11 1,857 2 9  129 15 0
Corresponding week last year 940 17 5 1,315 14 8 133 7 7
Increase .. 541 8 1
Decrease 121 17 6 ... 3 12 7
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ... ... ...
Total Increase
Total.
£ e. d.2,805 17 82,389 19  8
415 18 0
69,681 17 2
56,837 5 10
£12,844 11 4
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending 2nd Jane,  1877
Corresponding week last year
Increase ..,
Decrease ...
1877-Total Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase
£ a. d.
145 14 1
159 12 3
.
13 18 2
Goods and Live Parcels and
Stock.  Miscellaneous.
£ a. d.
622 16 6332 16 5
290 0 1
Total.
£  a. d. £ a. d.
21 17 0 790 7 7
37 2 8 529 11 4
1. 5 8
260 16 3
14,037 7 2
8,919 6 3
£5,118 0 11
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
POPULATION  RETURN, SHOWIN (* THE NUMBER OF ARRIVALS  AT ALL THE PORTS OF QUEENSLAND FOR THE QUARTER  ENDING 318T  MARCH, 1877.
MONTH ENDING 31ST JANUARY. MONTH ENDING 28TH FEBRUARY. MONTH ENDING 31ST MARCH. QUARTER ENDING 31ST MARCH.
F
CHILDREN, CHII.DRI N CHILDREN, GIIILURr.N, OFARRIVALS FROM ADULTS.
I TO 12.
INFANTS. TOTAL. ADULTS. I 1 TO 12.
INFANTS. TOTAL. I ADULTS. 1 TO 12.
INFANTS, TOTAL. ADULTS. I 1 TO 12,
INFANTS. TOTAL NO
_ f1 a
- d
Ir
H. F. H. F .  H. I F. X. F . M. F. M. F. X. F. M. F.  X. I F. M. F .  X.  I F. M. I F.  H. I F. X. F .  X. F.  Y. I F. F
United Kingdom ... ... ... 316 171 48 36 10 I 11 374 218 146 88 16 28 5 I 2 169 118 111 I 81  21 31 9  4 141 119 575  313 88 95  24 17 687 1 455 1,142
Germany  .. ... ... ...  163 121  42 40 3 10 208 171 ... .. 163 121 42  40 3 10 208 171 379
'United  States  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .,. ... ...
British  North America ... ... ... ... ... ... ... I ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Other British Possessions, other
than Australian  Colonies ,,. ... ,,, ... ... .,. ...
South America  ... ... ... ... ,,, ... ... ... ... ., .. .., .., ..
India ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Singapore  ... ... ... ... 12 ... ... ... ... ... 12 ... 1 1 ... ... ... ... ... 13 ... 13 13
China.. .., ,,, ... ... .. ... ... .
763 2,6'26 2Hang Kong  ... 3 2,88 2 2,830,.. 'l880 1  1 881 1 977 1 2 979 1 768
7
Java  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ,.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Other Foreign Countries ... ... ... 1,218 383 1,601New South  Wales ... 410 118 33  8 2 415  126 355 i 125 32 19 ... .., 387 144 369 102 17 11 ,., ... 386 113 1,134 315 82 38 2 ...
Victoria ... ... ...  4 . . . ... 4 ... . . .. ... .. ... ... ... 4 ... ... ... ... 4 8 . .. . ... .., 8 8
South Australia ... ... 1 ... .. ... ... ... 1 1 ,.. ... ... 1 I .., 2 4 ... ... .., ... 2 4 4 4 ... ... . ... ... 4 4 8
Western Australia ... ,., .., ...
Tasmania  ... ... ... ... 3 ... ... .. ... 3 ... 3 ... . ... ... 3 .. 3
New Zealand  .., ... ..,
,,, 100 8 468  30 ... ... ... ,.. 488 30 518
.., 167 B ,,, ... ... ... 157 8 231  16  .. ,.. .., .. 231 16 100 6 ... ... ...South Sea Islands  ... ... _ _ _ _ __
1,943 419  124  84  15 21  2,082  6 1,713 230 50  47 5 2 1,768 279 1,357 198 41 42  9 4 1,407 242 6,013  845 ` '215  173 29 27 i 5,257 1,045 8,302
POPULATION RETURN, SHOWING THE NUMBER OF DEPARTURES FROM ALL THE PORTS OF QUEENSLAND FOR THE QUARTER ENDING 31ST MARCH, 1877.
United Kingdom ... ... ...
Germany  .. ... ,,, .,,
United States . • • ... ,,,
British North America ... .
Other British Possessions, other
than Australian Colonies ,,,
South America
India...
Singapore  .., ,., ... ...
China. ... ... ...
Hong Kong ,,, ... .,,
Jaya  ... ... ... ... ...
Other Foreign Countries... ,.,
New South Wales ... ... ...
Victo ri a ...
South Australia ,,, ,,,
Western Australia ... ,., ...
Tasmania .., ,,,
New Zealan d ... ,,, ,,,
South  Sea Islands  ... ... ...
11 4 2
158
366 119 26 18
1
1 1
542 126 I 28 17 1
6 3 9
13I, 4 9
158 133
1 3 3
2 392 137 257 3 11 13 I
12 4 22 I 10 6 5
... 9
.., 18 1 ... ..,
133 ,., 33 1
,., ... .2 2
289 86  320 102 98 23
3 2 1 ,.,
66 ...
S 1 671 1145 474 1 741  14 I  16 1 489  (  90 483 119 53
28 15 36 13 10 9 46 22 68
18 1 38 5 2 ... ... ... 40 5 46
33 .1 324 1 324 1 325
2 2 2 2 . 2 2 4
366 125 943 294 82  52 2 2 1,027 348 1,375
4 2 4 2 1 ... ... .., 5 2 7
.
-- 1 ... 1 ... ... .., ..,  .. 1
1  2
.85
536
1 151'
147 1,499
1
319 95 61
I ,,, 161
2 I 2 1,596
1 162
382 1,978
Ri
Gutom House, Total Arrivals ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,302 WILL M THORNTON,
Brisbane, 4th June, 1877. TotalDepartures ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,978 Collector.
Bxcew of Arrival'  ... ... ... ... ...  46321
General.Post  Office,
Brisbane ,  Quee ,  gland, 6th June, 1877.THE following Slm MARY of OBSERVATIONS taken at he METEOROLOGICAL STATION, BRISBANE,  during the Month of MAY, 1877, is published for general information.
CHARLES STUART MEIN ,  Postmaster -General.
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BRISBANE, DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1877.
LAT., 270 28'  3" S.; LONG.,  153° 161 15" E.; HEIGHT OF OBSERVATORY ABOVE MEAN  S EA LEVEL, 140  FEET;  DISTANCE FROM SEA-COAST ,  10 MILES.
BAROYBTBR .  HYGROMETER.
Uaiimtun  ... ... ... ... .»
Mean » . .» ... ... ... ...
Minimum  ... • ... ... .» ...
Corrected to 32°
Fahrenheit , and Temperature  Temperature of
reduced to  mean ofAir ,  Evaporation.
sea  level.
6
.6 d
M Q W M
30.262 30.239 30.308  70-0  84.0
29 979 29897 29.993 63'3 75.7
29.738 29.598 39'736 52.0 63.0
Summary of  May, 1877  Mean Shade  Temp .,  86'7 degrees. Rain
a, a
SELF-RkOISTERINO
THRRMOMI TRRS.
m
kn
a
m10
RAIN.
0.570 488
Humidity.
8
a.
W
4
W M•
c
a.
77'0 64'0 75'0 68.0  1  '940 '880  '940 1495 1040 59'5 70.5 86.5 62'5 1 34.5
611 68'9 63 5  560  I '652 493 •717 131.0 97•1  49.8 68.3 78.7 52.9 25.8
50'0 44'0 600 42.0 '440 '330 '400 91-0 ,  71'0 40.0 64.0 65.5 44.0 9.5
fell on  5 days. Total Rainfall, 108 inches. Evaporation
to 1876 of of 66'8 a a a
of  1875 a  to 647 » M q
'031
•000
134'4
63
WIND .  CLOUD.
Summary  of Direction.
9 a.m. 3 P.M. 9 p.m. °
C
W
N 1 NW1N1 NW  7,N 4NW2
W10SW18W9 SW8 W 1 SW9
S 1  S E
E O NEOIEO NE5 E 6 NE 8
0-10.
a rS
M ?+
10 10 10
2.1 34
0 0
4.380  inches.  Electrical  Observations - 76 Positive 17  Negative. Prevailing Winds,
20 „ to 13 .85 „ „ 3.940
11 „  of 6.26  „ to  4.010
of  1874 a  .. 64'6 a a  NO  7  to
to  ,. 1873  of  a 66'9 „ a „ 8 to
ON  a 1878 a ., 66'3
.,  ON 5 a
of  1871 67'3  to n  to  6  to
to  1870 to  „ 62'8 to to to  15 a
NO  1869 to to  65'2 „ „ of 3
to 1868 of to  87.3 to to It  10
a  to 188' ,, 67 '4 ON to 13
to 1.07 ,,  to  5.406
to 0.58  ON „ 4 800
to 0.26  ON to 5'300
to 0.83 u  of 3'950
to 2'81 „ to  3'200
of 0.39  to  „ 2.870
„ 1.13 „ It 4.233
to 8.97  ON to  2.964
„ to
to of to
„
it
to
It to
„
NO
u
M .,
66 to
41
27
to
to
75 u 16 „
69 „ 34
2469 ON
72  to  21 of
40  to  53 It
31  to  32  NO
40  to  44 .,
26 of 67 to
., „
to to
of ON
to
go 11
2.2
10
B.W.
OZONE.
5 10
2.7
1
59
3
S.
S.W.
S.W. and S.
S.
S. and S.W.
S.W. and S.
S. and S.E.
S. and S.W.
S.W. and S.
S.W.and W.
The weather has been slightly warmer than usual during the month  ;  the mean shade temperature ,  66.7°, being 1-0° over the average of this n onth for the previous ten years ,  and 1.4°  over the previous three years. The highest reading in shade,
86'6°, was on  the 23rd ;  the lowest on  grass ,  400°, was on the morning of the 29th .  The highest barometric reading, 30 3C8, was at 9 p m. on the 31st, and the lowest, 29 598,  at 3 p.m. on the 2nd. The mean barometric reading ,  29.956 inches, is 0.124 inches
below the average  of the month .  Rain fell on 5 days; the  total tall ,  1.08 inches , being 2.53 inches under the average of the month for the previous ten years ,  and 5.98 inches under the previous three years. The greatest fall in 24 hours .  0.57 inches, was on
the 14th .  The total  amount of rain  which has fallen in the year 1877, up to 31st May, is 14.91 inches on 59 days. For farther information as to the rainfall of the colony ,  see the general summary published monthly in the Government  Gazette.
EDMUND MAC DONNELL,
Government Meteorological Observer.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1877.THE following Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure of the Pimpama General Cemetery for the years1875 and 1876 is hereby published for general information.
FREDERICK RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT OF ACCOUNTS OF THE PIMPAMA GENERAL CEMETERY FOR THE YEARS 1875 AND 1876.
RECEIPTS. EXPENDITURE.
£ s. d. £  t.  d.
To Balance in bank from 1874 ... ... 1 7 2 17th August, 1876.
21 t A u t 1875 i li di i f lBs ug s , .
Government Grant for 1875 ... ... 50 0 0
ng ngs, anr ences , c ear ng  sapy repa
burning off the whole of Cemetery,
R. Davenport ... ... ... ... 5 10 0
„ Balance in  bank ... ... ... ... 45 17 2
£51 7 2 £51 7 2
We, the undersigned ,  Trustees of the Pimpama General Cemetery, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above Balance Sheet is a correct account of all Receipts and Disbursements in connection
with the Pimpama General Cemetery for the years ended 31st December ,  1875, and  1876;  and we make
this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true ,  and by virtue of  " The Oatlis
Act of  1867." W M. CASTLES,WILLIAM B. BAILEY, Trustees.
JAMES MURTHA,
Signed and declared  before  me, at Pimpama , this 30th day of May, 1877.
CHAS. M. Cox, J.P.
General Post Office,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.
No. 5.
LIST OF UNCLAIMED LETTERS FOR THE MONTH OF MAY, 1877.
PERSONS applying for Unclaimed Letters at the General Post Office are requested to
give the correct number of the page on which they may have observed their Names,  as such
reference  will materially facilitate delive*y.
Persons in  the Country making written applications should accompany such written  applications
with the amount of postage required for transmission; and, in addition to the former  particulars, are
-requested to state where they expect their Letters from, and to give any other information  tending to
prevent an unnecessary  transmission  of Letters.
The Postmaster is required to file these Lists, and to place them where any person  may see and
search them.
CHARLES STUART MEIN,
Postmaster -General.
NOTE.-The DEAD LETTER BRANCH of the General Post Office is opened for delivery, daily, Saturday
excepted, from Ten a.m to Four p.m.: on Saturday, from Ten a.m. to Twelve noon.
c, Colonial ; o c, official Colonial ; o, dead letter; s, New South Wales ; m, Victoria ; a, South
Australia ; t, Tasmania; n z, New Zealan
f, foreign.
d; w a, Western Australia; u k, United Kingdom ;
A. 24 Anderson August, Lower Herbert f
1 ABERNETHY 0-illans, Roma o c 25 Andersin Niels Boel, Townsville c
2 Abrahams L., Trinity Bay o c 26 Anderson E., Charters Towers o
3 Adams W., Warwick c 27 Anderson Wilhehnina, Charters Towers o e
4 Agnew John, Rockhampton o e (2) 28 Anderson A., Brisbane c
5 Ah Chong, Brisbane o c 29 Anderson A. G., Millchester o e
6 Ahern Michael, Rockhampton u k 30 Anderson H. G., Brisbane c
7 Ali Shewey, Cooktown o c 31 Anderson F., Dalby c
8 Ah Toy, Cooktown s 32 Anderson Jacob, Maryborough c
9 Aitken Geo., Ipswich c 33 Anderson John, Redbank c
10 Aitkin Wm., Brisbane c 34 Anderson John, Toowoomba c
11 Aitler G., Dalby c 25 Anderson Krestin, Brisbane m
12 Akes James, Brisbane m 36 Andrews D., Gatton c
13 Alberg A., Charters Towers c 37 Andrews H. J., Roma s and o c (2)
14 Alderton Philip, Brisbane u k 38 Andrews P., Bundaberg c
15 Aldridge Wm., Brisbane c 39 Andrews Saml. E., Mitchell Downs o
16 Alexander Wm., Rockhampton c 40 Andrews Thomas, Rockhampton c
17 Allen J. A., Rockhampton f
.
41 Appleford  -,  Lake Elphinstone c and u k (3)
18 Allen W., Dingo c 42 Apt Robert, Rockhampton o c
19 Allmey R. W., Townsville c 43 Aqula --, Brisbane s
20 Alroy Patrick, Brisbane c 44 Archur W. Thos., Woondinia s
21 Alvarez  -,  Brisbane m 45 Archibald A., Toowoomba c
22 Alroin H. J., Brisbane u k 46 Ariel  --,  Seventeen-mile Rocks 
23 Anders John, Oxley c 47 Armstrong G. R., Herbert River c
1577
48 Armst rong T., Beenleigh c 80 Booker  -, Valley c
49 Armst rong Wm., South Brisbane c 81 Boren Carl, Cooktown f
50 Arnold George ,  Brisbane u k 82 Borne F. N., Brisbane it k
51 Arnold J. and W., Brisbane u k 83 Borton  -, Ipswich c
52 Arnall J. W., Dalby c 81 Bosanquet G. S., Brisbane c
53 Ashe  -,  Oxley Creek c (2) 85 Boundy Mrs., Georgetown  in
54 Ashe Alfred, Brisbane u k (2) 86 Bourke Ellen, Depot ,  Brisbane s
55 Atherton  -,  Herbert c 87 Bour ke James, Jondaryan o c
56 Atkin Jane ,  Brisbane o 88 Bourke Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane  it  k
57 Atkinson Robt .,  Jimbour o 89 Bourke Michael, Warwick c
58 Atto , Bundaberg m 90 Bourke W. R., Toowooinba c
59 Austin Eli, Warwick s 91 Bowcher, H. E., Trinity Bay c
60 Awdsy F .  S., Brisbane e 92 Bowden  -,  Petrie terrace c
93 Bowden Evelyn ,  Brisbane c (2)
B. 94 Bowes Miss Bridget ,  Brisbane it k
1 BADEN J., Cooktown e 95 Boyd Andrew, Brisbane c
2 Bade (butcher), Trinity Bay c 96 Boyd C.  F. (watchmaker ),  Aramae c
3 Bailey Myles ,  Brisbane u k 97 Boyle James, " Glamis," Brisbane u k
4 Bailey R., Rockhampton u k 98 Boyson T., Charters Towers c
5 Baines Thomas ,  Spring Creek c 99 Bracewell Joh4 ,  Millchester  it  k
6 Baker  -,  Irishtown c 100 Braddley E. B., Toowoomba c
7 Baker Alf red,  Brisbane River c 101 Bradley Samuel and Henry, Beaufort Station u k
8 Baker Dan ,  Cardwell c (3) 102 Brady H., Stanthorpe c
9 Baker Joseph, Goodna c 103 Brady John, Aramac c
10 Baker Joseph ,  Brisbane s 104 Brady Mary, Tingalpa c
11 Baker W .,  Brisbane u k 105 Brady Peter ,  Dalby s
12 Balding  -,  Oxley c 106 Brady Thomas, Stanthorpe e
13 Ball Thos .  J., Charters Towers c 107 Bragg W., Cairns c
14 Ba llantyne John ,  Brisbane s 108 Brastling C., Rockhampton m
15 Bal linger  -,  Boggo c 109 Bray Jonothan ,  Trinity Bay c
16 Balser Mrs .,  Toowoomba o 110 Brede Mrs. Kard, Maryborough it z
17 Barnden William, Dee Copper Mine  it k 111 Bresnehan Peter ,  Dalby o e
18 Banner John, Rockhampton e 112 Brewer Edward, Gympie c
19 Bardsley W., South Brisbane u k and s 113 Bride Wm., Brisbane c
20 Barham J., Goodna o 114 Bridges John, Eagle Farm c (2)
2] Barlow John, Maryborough c 115 Bridges W., Aramac c
22 Barnes W., Warwick c (3) 116 Brien D., Warwick c
23 Barns W., Marybo rough c 117 Brirley Mrs. Martha, South Brisbane s
24 Barratt  (overlander ),  Townsville c 118 Brimblecombe James ,  Oxley c
25 Barret Thomas, Brisbane u k 119 Brittain  -,  Gowrie road c
26 Barrow D., Marybo rough c 120 Brockett T. (engineer ),  Maryborough it k
27 Barry J. J., Dalby s 121 Brockman Ernest, Kangaroo Point o c
28 Barry Michael, Rockhampton c 122 Broders Hans ,  Mackay f (2)
29 Barry Patrick ,  Brisbane u k 123 Brodie J, Brisbane c
30 Bartholomew T., Brisbane u k 124 Brook  -,  Aramac c
31 Bartlett G., Brisbane c 125 Brooke J. J. P., Clermont o c
32 Bathem Joseph, Oakwood e 126 Brooks H. S., Tambo c
33 Batsen P., Paddington c 127 Broom Wm., Bundaberg c
34 Baxter John, Tambo c 128 Brose  -,  Toowoomba e
35 Beahan James ,  Ipswich c 129 Brose Gottlieb, Toowoomba e
36 Beasley Annie, care of Mrs. Marlay ,  Warwick u k 130 Brougham W. E., Mount Perry u k (2)
37 Beatton N. (baker ),  Thornborough c 131 Brown  -,  care of Mrs .  Garrett, Toowooinba o
38 Beaty T .,  Dalby c 132 Brown George ,  Brisbane u k (2)
39 Beck Augustus ,  Rosewood c 133 B ro wn George, Western Railway a
40 Bedding Thomas Charters Towers o 134 Brown H. or F .,  Burendoora s
41 Bedenius F. L., Dalby n z 135 Brown John, Taabinga c
42 Beer Christian ,  Cooktown f 136 Brown John, Maryborough c
43 Beesley James, Boggo u k 137 Brown John (butcher ),  Toowoomba u k
44 Beeston James, Rocky Waterholes c 138 Brown Mrs, ship  " Agra," Clermont a
45 Beevor Arthur ,  Taroom u k 139 Brown J., Herbert River a
46 Bt,11 Henry  (carrier ),  Hodgkinson c 140 Brown J., care of Ba rn ett and Co., Brisbane c
47 Bell J .  Y., Rockhampton c 141 Brown J. (tailor ),  Brisbane c (2)
48 Bell W., Broadwater s 142 Brown J. B. (butcher ),  Brisbane c
49 Bell W. C. (Q. N. Bank),  Trinity Bay ni 143 Brown J. S., Gatton o
50 Beletyne John, Beenleigh s (2) 144 Brown Mrs. Maggie ,  Brisbane c
51 Belsham Manfred, Townsville s 145 Brown Mrs. Samuel, Inglewood c
52 Benfer John, Bromelton c 146 Brown Thomas ,  Brisbane c
53 Bengi  -,  Herbert River c 147 Brown Mrs. Wi ll iam, Brisbane u k
54 Bennett J. H., Charters Towers o c 148 Brown W., Brisbane c
55 Bennett T. J., Dalby t 149 Browne Miss Annie ,  Brisbane c
56 Benson Henry Lodge ,  Ipswich o 150 Browne John (bricklayer), Clermont c
57 Berry Thomas, Brisbane u k 151 Bruce George, Cairns c
58 Best Edwin Angellala Creek c 152 Brumfield A., Roma c and m (2)
59 Best Henry ,  Stanthorpe c (2) 153 Brunn J. C., Talgal Reefs o
60 Best John, Fort Cooper s 154 Buchanan and Wilson  Messrs.,  Roma c (3)
61 Biddolph Charles, Maryborough c 155 Buchanan George ,  South Brisbane u k
62 Biggers Edward, Cooktown o 156 Buck John,  Glengallan u k
63 Bingtsson Jens, Maryborough f 157 Bugby  -, Valley c
64 Binnie Alexander ,  Toowoomba s 158 Bu ll  Miss ,  Toowoomba c
65 Bird Henry  (carrier ),  Trinity Bay c 159 Bunge Heinrich ,  Cairns o c
66 Binenham  Mrs., Gowrie road c 160 Bunney Miss E liza ,  Springton c
67 Bizzl e. -,  Townsvi lle u k 161 Burchard Peter ,  Yengarie o c
68 Blackbu rn Wm., Charters Tower; o (2) 162 Burgess W., Cairns c
69 Blacklock Thomas, Westgrove c 163 Burke John, Hodgkinson c
70 Blackman E. W., Georgetown c 164 Burke Joseph ,  Trinity Bay c
71 Blakeney C. J., South Brisbane c 165 Burnell Mrs., Woodville House u k
72 Blakesley -,  South Brisbane c 166 Burnett W. T. Y., Peak Downs Station s
73 Bliss John, Stanthorpe f 167 Burns Mrs. F., Bundaberg c
74 Boag and Mills, Mackay c 168 Burns James, Trinity Bay o c
75 Bodman G., Peak Downs  it k 169 Burns John ,  Illy Vale c
76 Beehat E., Townsville o 170 Burns Thomas, Edward street c
77 Boggiss R., Rockhampton  it k 171 Bgitr  Mrs. S.,  Brisbane c
78 Bo ild James, Clermont n z 172 Burrows Thomas, Mitche ll Downs o
79 Bonney Mrs. A., Millchester s 173 Bushell Miss Mary, Brisbane c
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174 Burstall H. T., Thornborough c
175 Burton John, Roma c
176 Bush  -,  North Pine c
177 Bush A. F., Toovi-oomba c
178 Bush C. F., Mackay c
179 Butcher Edwin, Brisbane u k
180 Butler Chas., Ipswich c (2)
181 Byrne Mrs. Maria, Maryborough c
182 Byrne R. F., Maryborough c (2)
183 Byrne W., Gwainbegwine u k
184 Byrnes James Gowrie Creek c
185 Byrnes Miss Margaret, Brisbane Hospital c
C.
1  CAGILL John, Oxley e
2 Cahill James, Oxley c
3 Cahill Denis, Oxley c
4 Cahill W., Oxley c
5 Cain James, Ipswich c
6 Calderwood J. (sailniaker), South Brisbane u k
7 Caldwell James (engineer), Two-mile c (2)
8 Callaghan Andy, Roma c
9 Callaghan Denis, Logan Downs u k
10 Callaghan Denis, Millchester o
11 Callanan Charles, Herbert River c (2)
12 Calnon Michael, Charters Towers c
13 Calzolajo Verona Sorenzo, Gympie c
14 Campby  -,  Trinity Bay c
15 Campbell John, Gympie t
16 Campbell John E., Ipswich c
17 Campbell Owen, Cooktown u k
18 Campbell Richard, Ipswich c
19 Campbell Wm., South Brisbane u k
20 Cameron A. E , Cairns c
21 Cameron Duncan, Toowoomba c
22 Cameron Ewen, Toowoomba in
23 Cameron Mrs. J., Brisbane o
24 Cameron John, Brisbane c
25 Cameron Robert, Charters Towers c
26 Cane James, Arainac o c
27 Capnas Demetre, Charters Towers s
28 Cappa John, Lower Herbert n z
29 Carey Thomas, Charters Towers c
30 Carmody -- (warder), Woogaroo c
31 Carnell `W ,Rockhampton s
32 Carney Alice, Brisbane c
33 Carr Mrs. H., Byerstown c
34 Carroll Andrew, Bakingboard Camp c
3.1  Carroll John, Jimbour c
36 Carroll John, South Brisbane u k
37 Carson W., Trinity Bay c
38 Cartwright J., Townsville c
39 Carver G. T., Brisbane c
40 Carter J. W. (baker), Hodgkinson s
41 Cavanagh J., Bowenville c
42 Carter --, Bundaberg c
43 Chambers H., Ipswich c
41 Chambers J., Yengarie c
45 Chambers Thomas Joseph, Oxley c
46 Champion Mrs., Rockhampton c
47 Chapman Amos, Maryborough it k
48 Chapman J., Valley c
49 Chapman R. Townsville o
50 Cheeseman A., Toowoomba c
51 Chen Quin, Cooktown s
52 (heyne Mrs., Rosewood c
53 Childe --, Breakfast Creek c
54 Childe W., Lower Herbert c
55 Chobhan Miss, Rockhampton c
56 Christie E., Ipswich c
57 Christiansen Carl Aug., Dalby f
58 Christiensen Mrs. E. M., Mackay o
59 Christensen Jens, Cooktown c
60 Christensen J. A., Cairns c (2)
61 Christie James (" Scottish Knight"), Townsville w a
62 Clancy John, Cooktown c
63 Clark Charles, Union Club o
61 Clark II., Rockhampton u k
65 Clark Mrs. John, Maryborough it k (2)
66 Clarke Henry, Mount Brisbane c
67 Clarke James, Oxley Station s
68 Clarke Miss Mary, Cooktown u k
69 Clarke Samuel (drayman), Brisbane c
70 Cleaver  -,  Woolongabba c
71 Clements Richard, Maryborough c
72 Clench Thomas, Oxley c
73 Clews John, Brisbane c
74 Clifford
 -,  Warwick c75  Clifford Wm , Aramac c
76 Clifton Edward, Teebar road c
77 Clinton John, Roma c
78 Clyde Miss Minnie, Rockhampton c (2)
79 Cobble Henry, Maryborough c
80 Cochrane Robert, Bowenville c
81 Cocking N., Bee n leigh c
82 Coleman W., Dalby c
83 Coles James ,  Georgetown u k
84 Collins Antony ,  Mi llchester o c
85 Collins Timothy, Brisbane u k
86 Collinson  --,  Bundaberg c
87 Compigne Mrs. A .,  Oxley Creek c
88 Con Alex .,  South Brisbane o c
89 Conder W. J., Buffalo Camp s
90 Connell Miss Kate ,  Warwick c
91 Connelly John, Brisbane s
92 Connelly Michael, Roma o c
93 Connelly M., Charters Towers o c (2)
94 Connelly Peter ,  Trinity Bay o c
95 Conner Thomas ,  Brisbane c
96 Connor Miss E .,  Toowoomba c
97 Connor James, Oxley c
98 Connor Bryan, Brisbane o c
99 Connor Wm., Rockhampton o c
100 Conquest N. G., Taroom e
101 Conrad Miss Matilda ,  Rockhampton e
102 Considine  Miss Mary,  Jondaryan o c
103 Conway M., Rockhampton o c
104 Coogan Thomas, Toowoomba m
105 Cook Mr-., Eagle Farm c
106 Cook Thomas ,  Brisbane u k
107 Cooke John 1I .,  Townsville o
108 Cooper (butler), Government House c
109 Cooper Henry ,  Malvern c
110 Cooper John , Yandilla  o
111 Cooper Thomas, Brisbane u k
112 Cooter Charles, Trinity Bay c
113 Coppny  -,  Toowoomba c
114 Corbett John ,  Beaudesert c
115 Cordell Robert, Cooranga s
116 Corboy Miss Mary, Brisbane u k (3)
117 Cormack Mrs., Va lley c
118 Cornish James, Toolburra c
119 Corrigan Michael ,  Warwick u k
120 Cosgrove Patrick, North Pine c
121 Costello Mathew, Cooktown m
122 Costilorm Mrs. P .,  Trinity Bay s
123 Costin A., Townsville c
124 Costobadie F. P., Traveston Stage u k (4)
125 Cotton Henry  (carpenter ),  Spring H il l c
126 Collins James, Cooranga Creek u k
127 Coudery Jno., Brisbane c
128 Coull David, Bowen Downs c .
129 Court L., Trinity Bay $
130 Cowell W. D., Brisbane o e
131  Cox  -,  South Brisbane c
132 Cox Clifford, Hodgkinson u k
133 Cox Wm., Spring Hill c
134 Coxhead B. H., Brisbane u k
135 Coyle Peter, Bowenville c
136 ('rampton Miss ,  South Brisbane c
137 Crane  ,  Paddington c
138 Crane James ,  Trinity Bay c
139 Cravane Miss Eliza, Townsville o c and a (2)
140 Crawby C. W., Cairns c
141 Creilin James, Roma o c
142 Crew Miss Lizzy ,  Rockhampton e
143 Crew R., Trinity  Bay c
144 Crew Saml .  M., Oxley u k and c (4)
145 Cripp James, Goodna c
146  Critchley R .,  Brisbane e
147 Crodrick David, Rockhampton c
148 Croft Miss Annie, Rockhampton u k (2)
149 Cronin P., Cairns c
150 Crosbie E. A., Charters Towers c
151 Cullen J., Trinity Bay s (2)
152 Cullen 11.  A., Brisbane u k
153 Cumes James, Brisbane o c
154 Cummerford John ,  Gympie s
155 Cummings J. A., Millchester o
156 Cummins Albert E .,  Cairns s
157 Cundy Herbert, Rockhampton c and u k (2)
158 Cunliffe G. \\'., Brisbane in
159  Cunningham -, Queenslander  Office c
160 Cunningham Pat, Bowenvillo c
161 Cupen T., Cooranga Creek c
162 Curnow James, Gympie a
D.
1 DALY J. E. 0., Jondaryan e
2 Dalton Jas., Dalby o e
3 Daniels J. (carpenter), Valley c
4 Danielsen N., South Brisbane f
5 D'Arcy -, Maryborough c
6 Dardier Einile, Aramac o
7 I)avadi D. G., Brisbane s
8 Davie -, Thornborough n z
9 l avidson Mrs. A., Bri-bane c
10 Davidson P. J., Jondaryan c
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11 Davies Miss Emily, Brisbane u k
12 Davies James, Warwick c
13 Davies Revd. J., Brisbane c
14 Davis -, Pine River c (2)
15 Davis Geo. E., Brisbane c
16 Davis Isaac J.. south Pine u k
17 I )avis J. C., Maryborough e
18 Davis Thos., Dingo c
19 Davis W., Brisbane o c (3)
2) Davis Win, Rockhampton o c
21 Davison Mrs. W., Trinity Bay c
fin( Dawson James, Gympie e
23 Dawson Robt., Brisbane c
24 Deavon Richard, Brisbane c
25 Decenoski -, Rockhampton c
26 Decenoski Mrs., Brisbane o c
27 Degan Patrick, Copperfield u k
28 Dekins J. J., Valley c
29 Dellit C. F., Dalby c
30 Dempsey M., Brisbane s
31 Dempsey Rebecca, Brisbane o
32 Denman George, Cooktown in
33 Danner G. A, Rockhampton u k
34- Denton R., Paddington c
35 Derbert Melaine, Maryborough f
36 Deritt Patrick, Charters Towers c
37 Derry James, Millchester o
38 Devine H. B., Gympie c
89 Devine W. R., Ipswich c
40 Dickins Miss Emily, Brisbane c
41 Dickinson Thomas, Brisbane it k
42 Dickson and Co , Brisbane c
43 Dickson and Co., Townsville c
44 Dickson D., Brisbane s
45 Dickson D. S., Leyburn s
.46 Dickson 'Sydney, Brisbane u k
47 Dickson Wm., Townsville s
48 Dillon Charles, M aytown o c
49 Dillon P., Gympie c
50 Dinger B. M., Rockhampten o c
51 Dive Henry A., Vale of Herbert n z and u k (2)
52 Devine Patrick, Limestone Lake c
53 Dixon John, Bowensville s
54 Dixon J. V., Thornborongh c
55 Dobbins Patrick, Dingo c
56 Dobe Henry, Western Kailway c
57 Dockrill William, Brisbane u k
58 Dodd George, Galtern Creek c
59 Dodds J. H., Brisbane e
60 Dodd R., " Winefred" Brisbane u k
61 Doherty John, Trinity Bay c
62 Dolan J., Roma c
63  Donegan Wm., Charters Towers o
64 Donnelly Miss Bridget, Gympie u k (2)
65 Donohoe Miss Bridget, Ravenswood u k
66 Donovan T. J., Enoggera c
67 Doolan - -, Eight-mile Plains c (2)
68 Dooran M, Yengarie c
69 Doran Miss E., Dalby it k70 Dorricott R.,Roma o c
71 Dorsey , Gatton c
72 Dougan , Boggo c
73 Douglas (blacksmith), Brisbane c
74 Douglas or Morrison Mrs. E., Toowoomba u k
75 Douglas G., Rockhampton c
76 Douglas John, Bundaberg c
77 Dowling John, Mantuan Downs c
78 Downie  Eliza , Brisbane e
79 Downing P., Taroom c
80 Downs A., Boxvale o
81 Downy Robert, North Pine c
82 Dowse Win., Taabinga c
83 Doyle James, South Brisbane c
81 Doyle John, Thornborough s
85 Drewe H. S., Leyburn c
86 Drew George, Brisbane c
87 Driscoll J., Lower Herbert c
88 Dubois John, Roma o c
89 Duggan M., Pine River c
90 Duggan George, Brisbane t
91 Duncan A., Toowoomba c
92 Duncan J.IA., Angellala in
93. Duncan W. F., Trinity Bay c
94 Dunlop G., Brisbane c
95 Dunn Miss, Brisbane c
96 Dunn Archibald, Brisbane u k (2)
97 Dunne J. McKay, Nebo c
98 Dunne Michael, Gympie c
99  D?cnps Michael C., Rockhampton w a
100 Dui, . aml L., Brisbane u k
101 Dunn Thomas, Rockhampton o
102 Dunn Wm. (carrier), Dalby c
103 Durrows -, Toowoomba e
104 Dwyer  Miss , Jericho, Jordan c
105 Dwyer  A., Brisbane c
E.
EASTANGLIFFE C. D., Toowoomba c
Eastman Win., Charters Towers c
Eaton Miss Hannah, Brisbane o c
Eaton S. W., Brisbane s
Echlin John, Brisbane c
Edwards David, South Brisbane u k
Edwards Geo., Cairns c
Edwards Fredk., Dalby o
Edwards George, Bindango c
Edwards J. R., Clermont c
Edwards Mrs. P. J., Rockhampton u k
Edwards T. Ilinde, Cooktown in
Eglington Herbert, Townsville c
Ei lihorn Ohas., Townsville f
Eicke Wui, Townsville s
Ellerson Charles, Clermont c
Ellerson Charles, Dalrymple c (4)
Ellis C., Clermont c (2)
Ellis Maggie, Trinity Bay e
Elphick Mrs. M. A., Trinity Bay s
England David, Oxley c (2)
English Mrs., Leyburn c (2)
Eriksen Peter, Mackay f
Eskell Louis Philippe, Tornborough c
Esley Charles, Normanby Station c
Etchells John Andrew, Thornborough u k
Etheridge D. 0., Georgetown s
Evans Henry, Hodgkinson c
Evans Henry, Thornborough c
Evans John Hawley, Cooktown in
Evans Mrs. Mary, Ipswich o
Evans W., Clifton u k
Ewing John, Hodgkinson n z u k (2)
F.
1 FAGERSTROM P., Dalby o
2 Fahey John (? constable), Brisbane u k
3 Faine W. F., Brisbane o
4 Fairfax R. G., Hodgkinson n z (2)
5 Falconer John, Cooktown c
6 Fallon  Miss Teresa , Brisbane it k
7 Fanning F., Stanthorpe c
8 Fantoin James, Charters Towers o
9 Farley Andrew, Petrie terrace u k
10 Farrar Charles, Trinity lay c
11 Farrell Mrs. Anne, Rockhampton u k
12 Farrell M., Dingo e
13 Farrow Thomas, Brisbane o
14 Fassler Charles, Roma e
15 Faulkner , Kangaroo Point e
16 Fawkes Henry,  Brisbane n z
17 Fearon Bernard,  Eagle Farm c
18 Fearon John, Trinity Bay c (2)
19 Fell Miss, care of Doyle, Columnah  Station k
20 Fell L. E., Brisbane u k
21 Fenn Aron,  Brisbane s
22 Fenner John, Maryborough c
23 Fergus.m.  I., Bellisima c
21 Ferris Robert, Cooktown o
25 Fetherstone -, Loganhohne e
26 Fielding Miss, Mackay c
27 Ferguson Peter, Dawson  Bridge e
28 Finlay R. M., Tambo c
29 Finnimore J., Valley c
30 Fisher H., Logan Downs c
31 Fisher H., Bakingboard Camp c
32 Fisher -, Jindah c
33 Fitzgerald Mrs., South  Brisbane c
34 Fitzgerald  Maurice,  Queensland m
35 Fitzgerald M. (police), Cooktown s
36 Fitzgerald Thomas, Charters Towers o
37 Fitzgerald Tho., Gilbert s
38 Fitzmaurice Martin, Dundathu u k
39  Fitzmaurice  Thoma,, Brisbane u k
40 Fitzpatrick Bridget, Westwood u k
41 Fition Alfred , t oomera o
42 Fitton James, Dalby c
43 Flanagan -, Dalby c
44 Flanagan Denis, Oakey Creek c
45 Flatman -, Herbert's Creek c
46 Fleming Walter, Trinity Bay s (2)
47 Fleming Wm., Georgetown u k
48 Fletcher Charles, Breakfast Creek c
49 Flitcher H., Rockhampton e
50 Flux F., Nerang Creek c
51 Flynn Michael, Rosewood u k
52 Fogarty Charlotte, Clermont o
53 Fogarty  Isabe lla, Roma s
54 Ford Mrs., Ipswich s51) Ford G. II., Bakingboard Camp s
56 Ford Mrs H.,  Brisbane s
57 Ford Thu.,  Roma o c
58 Ford Win., Sheep Camp  near Ron:L, c
59 Formby Robt., Trinity  Bay o c and a (2)
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60 Forrest Reginald, Brisbane c 11 Halford John, Charters Towers c
61 Forrest W., Breakfast Creek c 12 Hall and Jarrett, North Pine c
62 Forster ---, Paddington e 13 Hall Mrs., Valley c
63 Foster Miss, South Brisbane c 14 Hall Mrs. A., Rockhampton c
64 Foster C., Townsville c 15 Hall Mrs. E., South Brisbane o
65 Foster F. F., Cooranga Creek c (2) 16 Hall Miss Harriet, Ipswich u k
66 Frail Joseph, South Brisbano c 17 Hall T., Kangaroo Point c
67 Francesco Signr. Maestri, Millchester f 18 Hallam Henry George, Lake Elphinstone u k (3)
68 Francis Arthur, Trinity Bay c 19 Hallawell Mrs. J. B., Oxley e
69 Francis Paul, Stanthorpe s 20 Hambrook Wni., Rockhampton c
70 Francis Thomas, Milleliester c 21 Hamilton A., Boggo road c
71 Fraser H., Dalby c 22 Hamilton James Campbell, Thornborough t
72 Fraser John, Dingo in 23 Hamilton John, Roma o c
73 Fredrikson Fredrik, Roma f 24 Hancock S., Brisbane s
74 Freeman Mark, Roma u k 25 Hancock Thomas J., Lower Herbert u k (2)
75 French Alexr., Trinity Bay c 26 Hand Mrs. B. C., Rocky Creek c076 Frost John, Rocky Waterhole, c 27 1Hand Fredk., Brisbane c
77 Fry James, Rockhampton c 28 Handcock V. M., Dalby o c
78 Fry Wm., Dalby c 29 Hane Mrs., Valley c
30 Hankinson John, Dalby line cG. 31 Hanley T., Brisbane c
1 GADSTONE D., Bundaberg c 32 Hannar M., Maryborough u k
2 Galavin Timothy, Rockhampton u k 33 Hanney J., Roma c
3 Gambling Caleb, Stanthorpe e 31 Hannon Miss B., Stanthorpe s
4 Gamby V. G., Clermont c 35 Hannon Cornelius Roma o c (2)
5 Cooktown e 36Gardiner Mrs. G. Hannon Mrs. J. Stanthor e s
6
,
Gardiner -, Clermont B 37
, p
Hanrahan John, Wivenhoe u k
7 Gards Louis, Cooktown in  38 Mansard H., Brisbane s
8 Garman Patrick, South Brisbane c 39 Hansen Fritz, Stanthorpe f
9 Gath Wm., Georgetown u k (2) 40 Hansen Ramus, Rockhampton o c
10 Geary Henry, Gympie in 41 Hansen Win., Townsville o
11 Geltau Pat, Rockhampton c  42 Harback Fred, Logan c
12 Gennings George, Rockhampton c 43 Harcourt -, Valley c
13 Gibson G. C., Aramac c 44 llardcastle A., Townsville c
14 Gill M., Roma c  45 Harding Dr. George, Trinity Bay e.and in (3)
15 Gillard John, Duaringa it k 46 Harding J., Woolloongabba c
16 Gillespie James, Clermont c  47 Harding Rev. T., Oxley c
17 Gillespie John, Clifton c 48 Hardy Charles, Tingalpa c
18 Gilliner --, Toowoomba c  49 Hardy James, Forest Vale c
19 Gillis Joseph, Charters Towers n z 50 Harking John, Eastern suburbs c
20 Gillen Robert, Brisbane u k 51 Harrington Mrs., Rockhampton o
21 Glassy William, Brisbane o c 52 Harrington Morris, Thornboroughi o
23 Gleeson James (care of Couch), Coranga Creek u k 53 Harris Mrs., South Brisbane c
23 Glockhert Henrich, Maryborough c 54 Harris- Captain, Brisbane s
21 Golokcr Norah, Rockhampton o 55 Harris C. C., Trinity Bay c
25 Goodson Mrs Joseph, Cooktown u k 56 Harris Geo., Dalby c
26 Goopy Miss Rose, Brisbane c  57 Harris R., Spring Hill c
27 Gordon A. (seaman), Brisbane m 58 Harris R. W., Spring Hill e
28 Gordon WV., Townsville c  59 Harris T. B. and Co., Thornborough c
29 Gorman John, Rockhampton u k 60 Harris Miss L. M., Duaringa in
30 Gosnay Miss, Brisbane u k  61 Harris W. J., Queensland w a
31 Goss Richard, Millchester o c  62 Harrison --, Lakes Creek c
32 Gough James, Etheridge c  63 Harrison G., Charters Towers c
33 Goung Toon, Cooktown in  64 Harrison W in., Rockhampton c
31 Grace N., South Brisbane c  65 Harrison Mrs. Henry, Brisbane u k
35 Graham -- (veterinary surgeon), Charters Tow-  66 Harrowell R., Warwick c
ers s  67 Harwood R. J., Cooktown o
36 Graham R. W., Rockhampton c  68 Hart Daniel, Mossinan River c
37 Graham William, Brisbane o  69 Hart Mathew, Millchester o c
33 Grant Harriet (per "Zamora "), Brisbane f 70 Hart Miss C., Brisbane c
39 Grant 11. N., Brisbane o 71 Hart Thomas, Aramac in
40 Grant Sinclair, The Oval o c (3)  72 Hart T. Lomas, Clermont c
41 Grant Mrs. W., Rockhampton u k  73 Hart W., Oxley c
42 Grant H., Brisbane o c .  74 Hartenstein Theodor, Brisbane c
43 Grantham J., Stanthorpe c  75 Hartley Thomas, Roma e
41 Grebe H., Beaufort c (3)  76 Harvey J., Eagle Farm c
45 Green and Co., Charters Towers c  77 Harvey Robert, Brisbane it k
46 Green James, CooktoKnt n z  78 Hassall Mrs. J., W'estgrove Station it k
47 Green James, Norinanby Station c  79 Hastead William, Cooranga c
48 Green John William, Sprin Hill c  80 Haswell H., Stanthorpe c
49 Green Morgan Counter, Georgetown f  81 Haswell Mrs. J., Baking-board Canip c
50 Greenham and Co., Warwick c  82 Hannsham A, Brisbane c
51 Gregg Richard, Cooktown o c  83 Hawks Mrs. M., Stanthorpe it k
5: Grier J. G., Moggill c  84 Hawley Andrew, Oxley u k
53 Grievson A, Stanthorpe c  85 Hayden James, Herbert River c
54 Grieve Henry South Brisbane c  86 Hayes F. Bundaberg c
55
,
Griffith Anne, Brisbane c 87
,
Hayes James, Roma Line c
56 Griffith Daniel, Milton c 88 Hayes John, Clermont e
57 Gripp H., Thornborough c 89 Haynes John, Cooranga Creek c
58 Grogan Martin, Roma o c 90 Haynes Charles, Dalrymple c
59 Groves William, Queensland u k 91 Haynes Frank, Pine River c
60 Gullet --, Townsville in 92 Hayward George, Trinity Bay c
93 Hector Michael, Drayton o and u k (2)
H. 94 Hedges William, Oxley c
1 IIAACK and Raatz, Logan c 95 Heir -, Paddingt >n e
2 Hack George, Brisbane c 96 Hemmling J. M., Gladstone f
3 Racket David, Mackay u k 97 Henderson W., Beenleigh s
4 Hadley Alfred, Brishan) it k (2) 98 Hennessy- Thomas, North Pine c
3 Hagen Charles, Clermont e 99 Henry Captain, South Brisbane o6 Hagen S. W., Rockhampton it k 100 Henry Joseph, Jimbour It k
7 IIailly L., Belyando Point c 101 Henry R., Goodua c
8 Hains Richard, Brisbane u k 102 Henshaw Ephrim, Queensland n z
Hales Mrs., Valley c 103 Herrin Henry, Stanthorpe a
10 Hales M. B., Cairns o c  104 Herrimann J. If., Rocky Waterholes c
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105 Heurmann H. P., Maryborough f 12 Jackson Wm. (blacksmith), Brisbane c
106 Hickmott  Wm., Rockhampton u k 13 Jahl John, Toowoomba e
107 Higgins John, Wolfang, Clermont u k 14 James Caleb, Stanthorpe c
108 Hill Mrs., Valley c 15 James Evan , Oxley c
109 Hill Charlotte Ann, Ipswich o 16 James  Harry, Clermont c
110 Hill Mrs. David, Tregantle Farm n k 17 James John, Bundaberg c
111 Hill John, Charters Towers f (2) 18 Janson  Mrs., Rockhampton c
112 Hill W. (baker), Brisbane n k 19 Janehters -, Lower Herbert f
113 Hill P., Dep5t, Rockhampton o 20 Jarman  Wm., Townsville u k
114 Hill Stephen,  Brisbane o 21 Jeans  (farmer), Pine River c
115 Hill William, Yengarie u k 22 Jennings  Ann, Brisbane o
i Hine Job, Brisbane River c 23 Jennings  Collins (school), Dingo u k
u t7 Hines Allen, Clermont s 24 Jennings  George, Brisbane u k
118 Hines  David, Two-Mile c 25 Jennings  Jas., Rockhanpt.on c
119 Hines Thomas, Chermont e 26 Jennings  W., Brisbane c
120 Hinn John, R.c-ewood Gate it k 27 Jensen  Hans , Maryborough n z
121 Hird R, Brisbane u k (2) 28 Jensen  Hans, Dingo c
122 Hirdle G., Rockhampton s 29 Jensene  Niels, Lower Herbert f
] 23 Hiuseher -, Peak Downs o 30 Jensen  R. Christian, Charters  Towers o
124 Hirst Joseph, Roma c 31 Joalton J., Hodgkinson c
125 Hock W., Albert River c 32 Johanneson  J. F., Rockhampton o
126 Hockaday  R., Brisbane c 33 Johanson  Christie, Rockhampton o c
127 Hodder J. A., Cooktown o c 34 John John (stonemason ),  Brisbane s
128 Hogan  J. B., Rockhampton u k 35 Johnsey E., Nerang Creek f
129 Hogan  J., Rockhampton o c 36 Johnson  -, Beenleigh c
130 Hogan  John, Dingo c 37 Johnson  Mrs. B . J., Warwick o c
131 Hogan W., Roma s 38 Johnson  Duncan M., Mount Brisbane in
132 Hogan  -,  Racecourse c 39 Johnson Emily, Rockhampton c
133 Hoggarth  Robert, Rocky Waterholes u k 40 Johnson J., Maryborough c
134 Holden Thomas, Cooktown u k 41 Johnson  Maggie Ellis , Trinity Bay c
135 Holcroft W., Breakfast Creek c 42 Johnson  Mrs. Margaret , Stanthorpe c
136 Holden Edward, Thornborough c 43 Johnson W. R., care of Thorn, Nukenenda u k
137 Hollander Paul, Clermont c (2) 44 Johnson Mrs. W. R., care of Thorn, Nukenenda u k
138 Ho llands James, One-Mile Swamp c 45 Johnston A., Thornborough c
139 Hollinsworth  Mrs. M ., Rockhampton u k 46 Johnston Mrs. A. F., South Brisbane u k
140 Holly Wm., Warwick a 47 Johnston Mr. or Mrs. Fred.,  Bundaberg a
141 Holman  D. F., Tiaro c 48 Johnston H., Toowoomba c
142 Holme James, Bundaberg*o 49 Johnston J. E., Rockhampton o c
143 Holter Jacob Henry,  Gracemere f 50 Johnston I. I., Bundaberg c
144 Hood  James ,  Townsville o c 51 Johnstone  Miss  Mary Ann, Brisbane c
145 Hood  James , Maryborough c 52 Johnstone Robert, Clermont o
146 Hooker  F., Toowoomba c 53 Johnstone  Tom (engineer ), Brisbane e
147 Hooker  James , St. Ruth Station c 54 Jones  -- (bricklayer),  Brisbane c
148 Hooker John, Rockhampton o c 55 Jones E. R ., Brisbane o c
149 Hooper  J. S., Brisbane o 56 Jones H., Clermont c
150 Hopkins J., Maryborough c 57 Jones J. C., Brisbane u k
151 Hopkinson J., Thornborough c 58 Jones J. E., Trinity Bay s
152 Hore Wm., Walloon c 59 Jones  J. S., Ifedgkinson s
153 Hormes  Miss  Mary,  Brassal c 60 Jones W., Goodna u k (3)
154 Horne John, Neureum c 61 Jones Wm, Gatton o c (2)
155 Horns -, Townsville c 62 Jones  Wm., Rosewood o
156 Hosking  A., Rockhampton s 63 Jonsen  Ole, Charters Towers f
157 Hoskins Charles, Bundaberg c 64 Jopp G. K., Dalby c
158 Honlahan  -, Charlotte stre t c 65 Jorgensen  Hans , Oxley f
159 Houlahan John, Thornborough s 66 Joss  W. Roland, Thorr.borough c (3)
160 Houligan Mrs. A., Cooktown e 67 Joyse Edmond, Oxley c
161 Hounsham --,  Brisbane u k 68 Jules  J. (baker), Bundaberg c
162 Howe Gowe (carrier), Rocky Waterholes in
163 Hoye  Miss Margaret ,  Brisbane c K.
164 Huch Julius F., South  Brisbane c 1 KAMP LUD W IG, Ipswich f
165 Hughes  Mrs., Gympie c 2 Kane  P., Irishtown c
166 Hughes Henry Arthur, Brisbane u k  3 Kannavan  W., Western Railway c
167 Hughes J., Gympie c 4 Kavanagh Jeremiah, Brisbane u k
168 Hughes Jim, Toowoomba c  5 Kavanagh  Thomas,  Brisbane  in
169 Hugonin  L., Yatala c 6 Kaye Mrs, Lower Herbert c
170 Hutse Wm., Clermont c 7 Kean J. Harvey,  Brisbane u k (2)
171 Hume T., Cardwell c 8 Kearney Mrs., Rockhampton c
172 Hunt George, Petrie Terrace o c 9 Kearney Michael, Stanthorpe u k (2)
173 Hunter Thomas, Cairns s 10 Kearney Thomas, Government Printing Office c
174 Hurley John, Rockhampton o c (2) 11 Keefe Daniel, Rockhampton o c
] 75 Hutchinson Dr., Ipswich c 12 Keefe Thomas, Stanthorpe u k
176 Hyland Patrick, St. Lawrence o c 13 Keene David, Roma c
14 Keleher Ellen, Dalby o c
I. 15 Kelly Charles,  Brisbane o c
1 INGELRITSEN Ingebret, Townsville f 16 Kelly Edward, Bundaberg u k
2 Irons  M. F., Thornborougli c 17 Kelly James, Cooktown o
3 Irvine  F., Toowoomba c 18 Kelly  Martin, Cooranga c
4 Irvine  Wm., Oxley c (3) 19 Kelly Michael,  Brisbane o c
5 Irwin  J. W., Brookfield c 20 Kelly M., Valley c (2)
6 Isaacs  Levin, Roma m 21 Kelly P., Rockhampton c
7 Islerick -, Gowrie Road c 22 Kelly W. G., Cotherstone c (4)
23 Kellsall E. R. Townsville m (2),
J. 24 Kemp Henry, Dee Copper Mine c
1 JACK T., Maryborough a 25 Kemp J., Gympie c
2 Jackeman -, Brisbane c 26 Kemp R., Rockhampton o
3 Jackson -, South Brisbane c 27 Kendall A. C., Gatton s
4 Jackson James, Warwick s 28 Kendrick --, Churchill c
5 Jackson Lewis, Gibb street u k 29 Kenion and Co., Townsville c
6 .„ ikon Mrs. Lewis, Gibb street u k  30 Kenna R., Brisbane c
7 JasZson Mrs. Lewis A., Brisbane f 31 Kennedy Bugh, Hodgkinson  c and s (3)
8 Jackson Mrs. Louisa, Palmer m 32 Kennedy James, (carrier), Townsville f
9 Jackson Mrs. P., Greenbank Station c 33 Kennedy J., Brisbane s
10 Jackson Robert S., Roma c 34 Kennedy P., Ipswich c
11 Jackson  Samuel , Yatala o c 35 Kennedy Geo. Henry, Palley c
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36 Kenny John, Cairns c
37 Kent Conrad, Toowoomba c
38 Keogh Patrick, Brisbane c
39 Kerr Jas., Duncan street c
40 Kerr John, Oxley c 15)
41 Kersch Conrad, Hodgkinson c
42 Keys A. H., Stanthorpe s
43 Kiel A. H., Brisbane c
44 Killroy P., Dalby c
45 King Mrs., Toowoomba c
46 King C. F. T., Brisbane s
47 King G., (bootmaker), Toowoomba c
48 King J., Dingo c
49 King John, Maryborohgh c
50 King R. W., Clermont s and c (7)
51 King, Mrs. Thomas, Brisbane c
52 King Wm., Brisbane u k
53 Kirchner H., Brisbane c
54 Kirk Mrs. J., Burnside Farm u k
55 Kirkland Richard, Cooroondara c
56 Kiry John, Cairns c
57 Kite J. B., Port Darwin a and u k (4)
58 Kite Moses, Rockhampton o c
59  Kitson J. H., Oxley Creek u k
60 Kitson Mrs. J. H., Oxley u k
61 Klumpp Henry, Brisbane o
62 Knell A., Cairns c
63 Knight  -,  Rockhampton c
64 Knight Mrs., Spring Hill c
65 Knox  -,  Cooktown c
66 Kobb Christopher, Maryborough c
67 Koch Theo., Ipswich a
68 Kowitz Miss Bertah, Oakey Creek c
69 Kregar  -,  South street c
70 Kreuzin Miss Sophia, Dalby o c
71 Kristensen Jakob, Brisbane f
72 Krutchley Mrs. E., Bundaberg e
73 Kunstter H., Thornborough c
N.
1 LACY Dyson, Aramac s and c (2)
2 Lacey H. S., Gympie u k
3 Lacey Mary A., Brisbane o c
4 Lacey Thomas, Samson Vale c
5 Laffan Mathew, Rockhampton c and u k (2)
6 Lafferty Edward, Rockhampton c
7 Lahey B., Euthella Station c
8 Lamb --, Toowoomba c
9 Lambert --, (butcher), Charters Towers c
10 Lambert Mrs, Ann, Rockhampton u k
11 Lamond J., Thornborough c (2)
12 Lamprecht C., Ipswich f
13 Lamberger Johanna, Brisbane f
14 Land H., Rockhampton c
15 Landigan Thomas, Clermont c
16 Landstrams William, Thornborough o c
17 Lane  -,  Dawson road c
18 Lane Robert, Brisbane c (3)
19 Lane William, Thornborough o
20 Lang Erom, Lake Elphinstone e
21 Langdon G., Brisbane c
22 Lange H., Toowoomba c
23 Lapla  -,  Hope street c
24 Larsen Martin, Trinity Bay s
25 Larson A. M,, Etheridge s (2)
26 Layston W., Clermont road c
27 Last J., Herbert c
28 Lastic Uric, Brisbane s
29 La Tandreffe Gustav, Coomeitch c
30 Latcber P. C., Brisbane c
31 Langhurst and Roseing, Cairns c
32 Langley  -,  South Brisbane c
33 Langley David, Georgetown c
34 Lavaring Mrs., Brisbane c
35 Lavey W., Brisbane o c (2)
36 Lavingtton Richard, Samford c
37 Lavin Thomas, Brisbane u k
38 Law C. R., Thornborough c
39 Lawrence --, Rocky Creek u k
40 Lawrence Joseph, Basin Pocket c
41 Leader Mary, Charters Towers o c
42 Leading George, Cooranga c
43 Leagg Henry, Nive Dowiis u k
44 Leavender Frank, St. Lawrence c
45 Le Cross Mrs., Rockhampton c
46 Lee Patrick, Rockhampton o c
47 Leeding George, Rockhampton s
48 Lees William, Cairns c
49 Le Feuvre William, Dawson c
50 Leggesener John, Cairns c (2)
51 Leith John, Lake Elphinstone c
52 Lendgreen Otto, Brisbane o c
53 Le Petit J. H., Brisbane u k (2)
54 Le Sage Miss Lucy, Rockhampton c
55 Lestrey B. G., Brisbane o c
50, Lewis Mrs. D., Rockhampton o o
57 Lewis Mrs. M., Cairns c
58 Liddell E. Rockhampton o c
59 Lidguird --, Toowoomba c
60 Lidyard Mrs. J., Murphy's Creek c
61 Lihon , South Brisbane c
62 Lindon Mrs. Annie, Brisbane o c
63 Lind Yeen, Breakfast Creek o c
64 Linton Henry, Rockhampton s
65 Linton Mrs. Henry, Clermont s
66 Linwood Mrs., South Brisbane c
67 Little Captain, Cairns c (2)
68 Livingstone --, Dalby c
69 Lloyd Geo. T., Brisbane o e
70 Lloyd Richard, Thornborough c
71 Lock F., Victorian  Boarding mouse  if
72 Lockart W., Toowoomba s
73 Lohse Jochim, Yengarie c
74 Long Thomas, Cairns c
75 Longley J. H., Charters Towers c
76 Longstaff George, Cairns c
77 Lonley J. H., Charters  Towers n z
78 Lorey Wm.,  Cairns m
79 Lovell Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane o c
80 Low Andrew, Mackay c
81 Loyd David, Cairns c
82 Lucas Caroline, Brisbane o c
83 Lukines Charles, Cooktown s
84 Lukins Mary, Cooktown o c
85 Lutz H., Cleveland road c
86 Luvis James, Maryborough (2)
87 Lynch Michael, Rockhampton o e
88 Lynch Owen, Dalby o c (2)
89 Lynch P., Thornborough e
90 Lyons Bridget, Rockhampton o e
91 Lyons E. J., Cairns c (2)
92 Lyons Wm., Mooney Creek s
X.
1 MAHON Monsieur Eugene, Trinity Bay f
2 Mahhe Louis (shepherd), Toowoomba o c
3 Madsen Christian, Townsville f
4 Madssen Rasmus, Stanthorpe o c
5 Madwell  -.  Toowoomba c
6 Magee Miss Ann, Brisbane o c
7 Magee James (carrier), Aramac road c
8 Maguire Philip, Thornborough e
9 Maher Michael (labourer), Dalby o c
10  Mahoney Jeremiah, Toowoomba o c
11 Mahoney Patrick, Thornborough c
12 Malnering Miss Mary, Brisbane c
13 Mailer H., Goodna c (2)
14 Mallon Arthur, 1\ ive Downs c
15 Mallon Francis, Ipswich e
16 Manara J. J., Baking Board s
17 Manby or Manley John, Maryborough c
18 Mann Edward, Thornbury c
19 Mannakay E., Brisbane. uk
20 Manns C., Thornborough c
21 Marbusen B. F., Brisbane f
22 Margetts F. G., Oakey Creek m
23 Margies --, Maryborough c
24 Margetts F. G., Thornborough c
25 Mark John, Gympie e
26 Marks H., Aramae c
27 Marsh H., Trinity Bay c
28 Marsh James, Thornborough e (5)
29 Marsh Samuel, Basin Pocket c
30 Marshall Mrs., Cedar Creek c
31 Marshall W., Maryborough c
32 Martin (barque Wadonga) Brisbane a
33 Martin , Townsville c
34 Martin John, Tinbil Station c
35 - Martin John, Clermont o c
36 Martin  Miss  Maria, Lytton road c
37 Maslen Joseph, Thornborough s and c (2)
38 Mason Richard, Valley u k
39  Mason S., Wickham street u k (2)
40 Mason William (miner), Stanthorpe o c
41 Massey W. L., Logan River c
42 Masson Capt. Stephen, Rockhampton u k
43 Masterson John, Cooktown o c
44 Masherson Mrs. W., Rockhampton c
45 Matthews (carrier), Duaringa c
46 Matthews Miss, Stanley street u k
47 Matthews A. F., Beaufort c (2)
48 Matthews Peter, Brisbane u k
49 Ma tthewson James, Thornborough e
50 Matthewson P., Brisbane e
51 Matlock R., Brisbane c
52 May  -,  Brisbane a
53 May C., Warwick s
54 May George, Dee Mines, u k
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55 May George, Charters Towors c 147 Mulgrave J. H., Townsville c
56 Mayer John, Spring Hill o c 148 Mullarnev Michael, Bowenville Saw-Mills o
57 Mayhew James, Townsville c (2) 149 Muller Mrs., Breakfast Creek c
58 Mayo Charles (plasterer), Brisbane o c 150 Muller Messrs. A., Rosewood Scrub o c
59 Meedham Mrs., Brisbane u k 151 Muller L (watchmaker), Toowoomba c
60 Megaw Samuel, Dalby c 152 Muller William, Clermont o c
61 Mehan -, Townsville c 153 Mulligan -, Maryborough e (2)
62 Melinger Conrad, Maryborough f 154 Mulligan Edward, Logan Downs c
63 Melot -, Rockhampton c 155 Mulligan Edward, Clermont u k
64 Melville Mrs., Spring Hill c 156 Mulligan George (carrier), Georgetown c
65 Melville Thomas, Cairns c 157 Mulligan John, Watsonville c (2)
66 Menden Johnny (S. S. Islander), Rockhampton o c 158 Munford E., Maryborough c
'' Mengher , Mount Perry road u k 159 Murdock George, Warwick c
3 Menzies Thomas, Charlie's Creek u k 160 Murfie W., Brisbane c
69 Menzies W. J., Brisbane o c 161 Murphy A., care of Bashford and Co, Baking
70 Meonaghan John, Brisbane c Board c
71 Mercer John, Lower Herbert o c 162 Murphy A. R., Warwick u k
72 Meuret Mons c ur Pierre, Stanthorpe f 163 Murphy B., Brisbane c
73 Meyer Ane Miede, Clermont c 161 Murphy Barry Nicholas, Warwick c
74 Miall William John, Brisbane m 165 Murphy Edward H., Brisbane u k
75 Michelmore Robert, Lake Elphinstone u k 166 Murphy Harry, Charles Creek c (2)
76 Mihen, Michael, Queen street c 167 Murphy Mrs. John, Westwood m
77 Mildren Miss Clara, Stanthorpe c 168 Murphy John (digger), Thornborough c
78 Mildren Mrs. Mafia, Stanthorpe u k 169 Murphy Nicholas, Lower Coomera a
79 Millady -, Moggill c 170 Murphy William, Nerang Creek c
80 Millar , Miner's Lane c 171 Murphy W., Townsville o
81 Millar J. (storekeeper), Cooktown s 172 Murray E., Brisbane s
82 Millar Lockart, Brisbane s 173 Murray Eric, Brisbane c (3)
83 Millar William, Trinity Bay, c 174 Murray H., Warwick o
84 Millard John, Valley u k 175 Murray Mrs. J, Gympie Road c
85 Millard Thomas, Peak Downs u k 176 Murray J , Tollerton Honse c
86 Miller Mrs, Toowoomba s 177 Murray Mrs. Peter, Townsville s
87 Miller Mrs. Annie, Bundaberg c 178 Murray P., Toowoomba c
88 Miller C. H., Breakfast Creeks (2) 179 Murray W., Trinity Bay s
89 Miller Miss Emma, Brisbane s (2) 180 Myers Mrs., Hodgkinson c
90 Miller J. B., Brisbane o c 181 Myers Mary Ann, Rockhampton it k
91 Miller William, Charters Towers c 182 Mylchreest Miss Christina Annie, Sonth Brisbane o
92 Miller William Cairns o c
93
,
Mile Mrs. C., Boundary street c Mc.
94 Milne Mrs. Edward, South Bundaberg c 1 McAdam Francis, Rockhampton o c
95 Milne Mrs. F. K., Brisbane s 2 McAferty E., Brisbane s
96 Millner H., Ipswich c 3 McAnallen M., Ipswich c
97 Mills Edward, Rosewood Diggings c 4 McAndrew James, Waverley c
98 Mills G. A., St. Ruths o c 5 McAsker -, Cumkillenbar c
99 Milsom H., Warwick c 6 Me Beath John, Trinity Bay e
100 Milton W., Oxley c 7 McBryde Mrs., Lion Mountain c
101 Milton W. (tinsmith), Petrie terrace c (4) 8 McCahe James (miner), Stanthorpe o c
102 Minon Mrs. Peter, Ipswich u k 9 McCahe Thomas J., Warwick c
103 Mioks Wilhelm, Maryborough c 10 McCaffery John, Brisbane o c
104 Mirchiun Messrs. August and Charles, Roma c 11 McCarthy E. B. N., Brisbane c
105 Mitchell %l rs., Nerang Creek c 12 McCarthy Patrick, Rockhampton c
106 Mitchell James, South Pine River o o 13 McCartney Hugh, Maryborough o c (2)
107 Mitchell Joseph, Brisbane u k 14 McCaughan Hugh, Brisbane o c
108 Mitchell W., Queen street ni 15 McCowley John, Moggill c
109 Mitchell W. H., Charters Towers o 16 MeClosky Patrick, Beaufort Station c
110 Mitchell William S., Roma o c 17 McClune James, Goodna o c
111 Mockford Mrs., Maryborough u k 18 McCall James, Brisbane u k
112 Moffatt William, Oxley Creek o c 19 McConnell Miss Honoria, Clermont f
113 Molloney Mrs., Cooktown c 20 McConnelly Mrs., Valley c
114 Molloy Miss M., Charters Towers c 21 McCormack F. J., Maryborough e
115 Molloy Patrick, Bald Hills s. 22 McCormack Mrs. Johanna, Rockhampton u k
116 Maloney Stephen, Brisbane u k 23 McCormack John, Rockhampton c
117 Maloney Thomas, Clermont o c 24 McCormick John, Brisbane u k
118 Money J., Rockhampton c 25 McCruin -, Dalby o c
119 Montgomery John, Cooktown n z 26 McCulloch James (farmer), Brown's Creek c
120 Moody Thomas, Clermont o 27 McCullough Andrew, Oxley Creek o c
121 Moore George, Cooktown m 28 McDearman -, Brisbane u k
122 Moore George (carrier), Dingo c 29 McDonald Alexander, Warwick o c
123 Moore Michael, Caxton street o  30 McDonald Alexander and Smith Charles, Sur-
124 Moore Miss M. A., Brisbane u k biton o c
125 Moran Michael, Clermont o c 31 McDonald A. C., Millchester c
126 Morcom B., Brisbane it k 32 McDonald Hugh, Oxley o c
127 Morgan Mrs. Ann, Boolburra c 33 McDonald Mrs. Jane Joslin, Albert River
128 Morgan Evan, Rockhampton u k cands(2)
129 Morgan F. B., Rockhampton it k 34 McDonald John, Warrego River s
130 Morgan George, Trinity Bay c 35 McDonald John, Oxley Creek o c
131 Morgan Robert (farmer), Rocky Waterholes o c 36 McDonald Miss Margaret, Dalby s (2)
132 Morgan W. A., Catherine c 37 McDonald Mark, Charters Towers c
] 33 Moroney James, Rockhampton o c (2) 38 McDonald Miss Mary, Ipswich c
134 Morrice W. W., Ipswich c 39 McDonald W., Warwick c
135 Morris  -, care of Messrs. Bright and Co., 40 McDonnell John, Georgetown o c
Brisbane c 41 McDonnell Mrs. Rose Ann, Clermont o c
136 Morris -- (carpenter and builder), South Bais- 42 McDonner P., Toowoomba s
bane c 43 McEljohn James, Mackay c
137 Morris Mrs. Mary, Cooktown o 41 McEvlean Arthur, Lilyvale u k
138 Morris Thomas (carrier),'Thoruborough c 45 McEvoy , Roma c
139 Morrissey Mrs., James street c 46 McEvoy Joseph, Dalby c
140 Mortensen Hans, kramae c 47 McFarlane A., Marthabilla o c
141 Morton F., Brisbane o c 48 McFarl A., Gordon Downs c
142 Morton John G., Toowoomba c 49 McGav,,i Mis. R., Spring Hill c
143 26e8Charles, Brisbane u k 50 McGee U. (carrier), Clermont c (2)
141
 soss J., Hazeldean c 51 McGill Charles (laborer), Cooktown o c
145 Muir --, South Brisbane c 52 n1 cGill John, Tambo c
46 Muir Peter, Spring Hill c 53 McGregor Donald, Thornborough o
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64 McGregor J., Dalby c 0.
55 McGroaty -, Georgetown c 1 O'BRIEN Charles, Georgetown n z
56 McGuinness  Mrs. Mary, Brisbane u'k 2 O'Brien Constable, Cooktown c (2)
57 McGuire  Miss  Mary Ann, Stanthorpe s (2) 3 O'Brien  Daniel , Gregory terrace o c
58 McGuire William, Stanthorpe s 4 O'Brien George, Mackay c
59 Mcllwraith T., Millchester c 5 O'Brien Stephen, Charters Towers o
60 McInerney  John, Ipswich s 6 O'Brien T. (labourer), Jondaryan o c
61 Mclnroy  -, Valley c 7 O'Brine Frank, Beaufort c
62 Mclnroy Mrs. Mary Ann, Spring Hill u k 8 O'Byrne M. J., Rockhampton c
63 Mclntin  Joseph (carrier ), Clermont c 9 Ochillis Henry, Toowoomba e
64 McIntosh  John, Millchester c 10 O'Connor Eugene.  Brisbane s
65 McIntyre  C. M., Westgrove c 11 O'Connor James, South Brisbane o c
66 McIntyre John, Cooktown m 12 O'Connor John, South  Brisbane s
67 Mclssac  John, Bowen Downs c 13 O'Connor T., Bowenv ille c
68 McKay and Rumhley  Messrs ., Toowoomba c 14 O'Donnell M., Mitchell Downs c
69 McKay --, South Brisbane c 15 O'Donnell Miss Norah,  Brisbane c
70 McKee Thomas,  Brisbane  it k 16 O'Dowd Simon, Charters Towe in
71 McKeegan  Mrs., Trinity Bay o 17 O'Driscoll -, South Brisbanb c (2)
72 McKegan Miss  Maggie, Cairns c 18 Ogilvie -, Coboolture c
73 McKenery  Michael , Brisbane s 19 O'Grady William, Gympie s
74 McKenzie  Robert ,  Georgetown s 20 O'Halloran Patrick, Angellala Station c
75 McKenzie Robert, Georgetown  o and s (5) 21 O'Keefe Mrs, Goodna c
76 McKenzie  Roderick, Rockhampton in 22 O'Keeffe William, Brisbane u k
77 McKenzie Ruthven John, Thornborough c 23 Okmau Daniel, I oowoomba c
78 McKeon  Patrick, Jimbour u k 24 Oldfield George, Brisbane u k
79 McKeown George, Cooktown  c and s (2) 25 Olsen Ann, Kangaroo Point o
80 McKewan  P., Dalby c 26 Olsen Karl Aldemar, Clermont o c
81 McKehben David, Rockhampton o c 27 Olsen Soren (miner), Oakey Creek o c
82 McKelbor D. (constable), Rockhampton s c 28 O'Maley Neal, Thornborough c
83 McKinlay john, Cardwell c 29 O'Meara Richard (carrier),  Roma c
84 McKinley C., Maryborough c 30 O'Neile Miss Annie, Brisbane f
85 McLaughlin David, Mount Esk c 31 O'Neill John Lloyd, Bockhampton c
86 McLean David, Brisbane u k 32 O'Neill L., Goodna c
87 McLeish and Waugh,  Messrs.,  Brisbane s 33 O'Neill Mrs.  Margaret , Charters Towers f
88 McLeish Peter, Taroom c 34 O'Neill Michael (butcher), Cooktown o
89 McLellan J., Brisbane s 35 O'Neill Michael G., Townsville o
90 McLennan (surveyor), Hamilton o e 36 O'Neill Patrick, Ipswich u k
91 McLennann James, Mackay e 37 O'Neill Patrick, Rockhampton u k
92 McLennan Mrs. Kennet, South Pine River e 38 Oram David, Bundaberg u k (3)
93 McLeod Alexander, Warwick c 39 Orford Miss Annie, Cooper' s Plains c
94 McLeod A., Stanthorpe c 40 O'Reilley  James , Warwick c
95 McMah J. W. (saddler), Clermont c (2) 41 O'Reilly Patrick, Colinton Station c
96 McMahon James, Warwick c 42 Orr Mrs. Victoria, Etheridge u k
97 McMahon John, Brisbane u k 43 Osborne J. W., Rockhampton s
98 McMahon Michael, Rockhampton o c (2) 44 O'Toole John, Baking Board c
99 McMahon P. M., Aramac o 45 Ott J., Middle Bridge c
100 McManus P., Thornborough c 46 Otto George, Thornborough c
101 McMullen  Miss  J., Caranga Creek c 47 Ottoson Adam, Maryborough o c
102 McNalty J., Western Creek c 48 Owen Daniel,  Brisbane u k
103 McNamara -, Millchester c 49 Oxenhould Edward Howard, Rockhampton m
104 McNamara James, Roma o c (2)
105 McNamara M., Thornborough o P.
106 McNamara Stephen, Thornborough c 1 PAGE --, Cairns c
107 McNeave John, Oxley o c 2 Page Thomas, Maryborough c
108 McNichol D., Brisbane c 3 Paifue  -,  Senior , Oxley Creek c
109 McNicol Donald, Brisbane c 4 Pains Miss Annie,  Brisbane s
110 McNicol John (carrier), Rockhampton c 5 Painter  Miss E ., Maryborough o
111 McNieve  Mr. or Mrs ., Oxley c (3) 6 Park J., Dalby f
112 McNish James, Bundaberg c 7 Parmeter W. A., Dalby c
113 McNive -, Oxley c 8 Parnell Fred, Leyburn c
114 McOwan James, Brisbane in 9 Parry T. H., Rockhampton u k
115 McPherson Robert, Trinity Bay c 10 Partridge Daniel, Thornborough c
116 McPride -, Maryborough c 11 Pashley W., Coomera c
117 McTaggart Neil, Hodgkinson f 12 Patallo George, Lake Elphinstone c
13 Paterson Andrew II., Brisbane it k
N. 14 Paterson Peter A., Clermont u k (3)
1 NAGEL, Franz, Yengarie o c 15 Patten Alfred, Cairns c
2 Neal P., Peak Downs roal c 16 Patten  Mrs. J., Cairns c
3 Neal Mrs. S., Mackenzie River c 17 Pattei son A.,  Banana c
4 Nealson Y. P. (blacksmith), Stanthorpe c 18 Paulsen Anton,  Brisbane o
5 Neill John, Ipswich road c (4) 19 Paulsen Christian Ch., Brisbane f
6 Neilson , Rockhampton c 20 Pearce  Reuben,  Glenelg  Station s
7 Neilson T. B., Jondaryan o c 21 Pearce Robert, Nebo c
8 Nele Mrs. K.. Cooktown c 22 Pechey Alfred J., Brisbane o
9 Nelson Peter (miner ), Trinity Bay c 23 Pedlar James,  Brisbane o c
10 Neven Richard, Cedar Creek c 24 Peebles  Mrs., Brisbane c
11 Nevill  Mrs, care of Messrs . Donaldson, Mackay  25 Penman  -, Oxley c (2)
u k (2) 26 Perce  James, Brisbane c
12 Newton (cab-driver), Brisbane c 27 Perce  James,  Oxford Creek o c
13 Newton Mrs, Brisbane s 28 Perkins --, Maryborough u k
14 Newton S., Dalby c 29 Perry Thomas, Hodgkinson c (2)
15 Nicho ll Henry, Grey street o 30 Peter Willie (S. S. Islander), Buudaberg c
16 Nicholson Miss E, Clermont c 31 Petersen Hans, Lower Herbert n z
17 Nicholson Captn. J. W., Cairns o c 32 Petersen Jens, Rockhampton o c (2)
18 Nielsen Frederick, Dalby f 33 Petersen  Miss Kara, Cooktown o c
19 Nielsen Thomas, Rockhampton o c 34 Petersen Peter, Trinity Bay c (3)
20 Nielson  Henry Ludwig, Brisbane f 35 Petersen P., Townsville c
21 Nielson L., Normanton c 36 Peterson Mrs. E., Maryborough c
22 Nielson Henry Ludwig, Brisbane f 37 Peterson R., Spring Hill c
23 Nind P. H., Logan s 38 Petterson Louisa M., Cooktown f
24 Fitsche John, Thornborough c 39 Petterson Nils, Warwick c
25 Nock E. E., Valley c 40 Pfyffer Monsieur Joseph, Townsville f c.
26 Nolan Mrs., Spring Hill c 41 Phair Hugh, Warwick c
27 Norris Michael, Oooranga Creek c 42 Phelan  James  L., Cooktown m
28 Nugent  William, North Pine  River o c  43 Phillips  Mrs., Brisbane u k
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44 Phillips Louis, Ellangowan c (2) 28 Renwick James, Rockhampton s
45 Phillips Mrs. M. G., Lake Elphinstone m 29 Reweastle David W., Thornton m
46 Phillips Roland, Townsville o 30 Rcyner J., Brisbane c
47 Phillips T. (saddler), Avoca c 31 Reynolds M., Bashford's Camp c
48  Phinnister Robert J., Tambo in 32 Reynolds Mrs. Owen,  Brisbane s
49 Picarson W. (miner), Hodgkinson c 33 Rice John Richard, Brisbane u k
50 Pickering Mrs., Clermont Road u k 34 Rice Richard (bootmaker), Maryborough c (2)
51 Pieck A., Doughboy Creek o c 35 Rice Thomas, Moray Downs c
52 Pierce John, Cairns s (2) 36 Richards Mrs., Forest Vale o
53 Piercy W., Brisbane u k 37 Richards J., Aramac c
54 Piesse CI arses Henry, Aramac in 38 Richards M., Lyon Ceeek c
55 Pike Mrs., Rockhampton s 39 Richards R. E., Brisbane o
56 - -Pillar Alexander, Warwick c 40 Richards Thomas, Gympie o
57 ; illevent Monsieur Louis, Cairns c 41 Richards W. H., Aramac c
58 Place Henry, Maryborough c 42 Richardson George  B., Brisbane n z
59 Plent -, Oxley c 43 Richardson Lewis, Roma c
60 Plummer William Roma c 44 Richardson W., Ipswich c,
61 Plummer W. A., .Loma c 45 Ridge (Railway porter), Oxley c
62 Pohler Matz, Spring Hill c 46 Ridge John, Brisbane s
63 Point Thomas, Brisbane o e 47 Ridge Thomas, Brisbane u k
64 Porter H , Breakfast Creek c 48 Ridland James, Brisbane u k
65 Porter James, Ipswich c 49 Rieck G. T., Dalby c (2)
66 Porter  Samuel , Dingo c 50 Rigney Mrs. M. A., Brisbane s
67 Porter W. H., Beenleigh c 51 Ringel Theodore, Angellala c
68 Postlethwaite E. C., Cooktown w a 52 Ringwood -, Toowoomba e
60 Powell Charles, Strathane c 53 Ritchie George E., Townsville m
70 Powell Henry, Millchester o 54 Rivers W., Ipswich c (2)
71 Power John, Lily-vale c 55 Roach Mrs., George street c
72 Power J. W., Maryborough u k 56 Roam Thomas, Brisbane c
73 Praetorins Miss Antonia (Ashton), Lower Herbert f 57 Roberts Edward, Toowoomba u k (2)
74 Prendergast Michael Brisbane a 58 Roberts E. C.. Toowoomba c
75 Presel W., Fortitude Valley c 59 Roberts F. W., Stanthorpe c
76 Price , Goodna Quarry c 60 R.)berts George, Brisbane c
77 Price , Nive Downs o 61 Roberts Mrs, Isabella. Brisbane u k
78 Price John, Brisbane u k 62 Roberts John, Rockhampton o c
79 Price Thomas, Maryborough s 63 Roberts Mrs. Mary, Rockhampton o e
80 Price  Miss  T., Spring Hill c 64 Roberts  Miss  Mary, Tabragalba o
81 Prior Miss Margaret, Charters Towers o c 65 Roberts M. (carrier), Dingo c
82 Pritchard W. H., Gympie c 66 Roberts M. H. (carrier), Dingo c
83 Proctor George, Telemon Station u k 67 Robertson -. Rocky Waterholes c
84 Proctor William, Palmer c 68 Robertson Hugh, Gympie m
85 Pullen'Thomas, Thornborough c 69 Robertson James, Clermont.m (2)
86 Purcell John J., Brisbane u k (2) 70 Robertson John, Mount Stanley o c
87 Purdie (butcher), Thornborough c 71 Robertson J. S., Brisbane e
88 Purtle Thomas, Dalby c (2) 72 Robinson Frederick, Trinity Bay c
73 Robinson James,  Brisbane c
74 Robinson John  (farmer ),  Roma c
Q. 75 Robinson T., Skinner street c
1 QUEALE C., Oxley Creek c 76 Robinson W., Maryborough c
2 Quigg Miss A., Rocky Creek c 77. Robson D. McLeod, Wolfang  Station s (2)
3 Quigley Andrew, Cooranga Creek u k 78 Rochaix Jules, Oakey Creek c
4 Quigley 1)., Cooktown c 79 Rock Thomas Jones, Townsville c
5 Quilkin M., Warwick c 80 Roddam -, Stanley  street c
6 Quin Batt., Rockhampton u k 81 Rode P., Maryborough c
7 Quin James, Herbert River c 82 Rodger William, Brisbane u k (3)
*8 Quin James, Dalby c 83 Roe  N., Alfred street o c
9 Quinlan James, Charters Towers m 84 Rogers Richard, Herbert River c (3)
10 Quinlan P., Hodgkinson s 85 Roggerkamp M., Townsville s
11 Quinn Bernard, Pine Mountain o 86 Roland Mary Jane, Rockhampton o
12 Quinn Luke, Breakfast Creek s 87 Rolleston David, Millchester o c
13 Quinn Thomas, Cooktown c 88 Roos Peter, Crinam, c
14 Quinn W., Angellala Station o 89 Rorner Johann, Toowoomba c
15 Quintel Mrs., Ipswich f 90 Rorple Mrs., Rockhampton c
91 Rose H., Thornborough a (2)
92 Rose J and Co. South Brisbane c
R. 93
,.
Rosenberg Mrs. Isabella, Rockhampton o c
1 RACH Carl, Maryborough o 94 Rosetta Mrs. M. A., Breakfast Creek c
2 Raddate Gottlieb, Oxley Creek o c 95 Ross Mrs James, Wallaroo c
3 Rae  Thomas, Tabinga Station c 96 Ross  Miss J., Stanthorpe c
4 Randall William, Thornborough o c and c (2) 97 Ross John , Brisbane n z
5 Rankin  -, Gympie c 98 Ross John, Clermont u k
6 Rankin G. Logan. Jondaryan c 99 Ross John, Aramac road c
7 Raper Noah, Rockhampton u k 100 Ross John, Clermont c
8 Rasmus Alexander, Mackay c 101 Rotintini -, Normanby c
9 Rasmus  C., Maryborough c 102 Rourke James, Gowrie c
10 Rasmussen Rasmus Neilson , Brisbane f 103 Rowland  Messrs ., Ravenswood c
11 Rawlinson L., Brisbane u k 104 Rowley  Miss  Elizabeth, Brisbane u k
12 Rayner R. G, Franklyn Vale s 105 Rowley M., Clermont c
13 Reardon  J. (hospital), Rockhampton c 106 Rowling Thomas, Hodgkinson c
14 Redenius F. L., Dalby f and c (3) 107 Rude Christine, Toowoomba c
15 Reed Richard, Rockhampton c 108 Rupell Daniel, Hodgkinson c
16 Rees  John, Tingalpa c 109 Russell Joseph, Ipswich c
17 Reese John, Eight-mile Plains o c 110 Russell William, Stanley street c
18 Reeves W., Maryborough c 111 Rutson W., Tingalpa u k
19 Regner Mrs. Margaret, Brisbane o c 112 Ryan Mrs., Stanley street o
20 Reid Joseph, Crinam c 113 Ryan E., Rockhampton c
21 Reid Miss Kate, Mary street c 114 Ryan James, Oxley Creek o c
22 Reid and Co. Messrs. Wes, Cooktown s 115 Ryan John, Brisbane c
23 Reid W., Dingo s (2) 116 Ryan Michael Hodgkinson c
24 Reide William, Brisbane s 117 Ryan Patrick, Stanthorpe u k
25 Reilly P., Brisbane c 118 Ryan Patrick (labourer), Rockhampton o e
26 Renfrey Samuel, Ipswich u k 119 Ryan P., Jondaryan c
27 Renor Thomas, Rockhampton o 120 Ryan Richard, Cooktown c
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1 EACH A. J., Brisbane u k
2 Sadd Mrs . Agnes, Charter Towers c
8 Sailor E . F. (farmer), Oxley o c
4 Salter Henry P., Brisbane m
5 Samwill  S. M.. Rockhampton c
6 Sands Honoria , Rockhampton a
7 Sandstrom  William, Thornborough c
8 Sandwich Charles, Cooktown c
9 Sangher g Nelson, Dalby f
10 Sapsford William, Brisbane o c
11 Sarieh A., Thornborough n z (2)
12 Saunders  George, Bowenville Quarry c
13 Saunders  G., Nive Downs c
14 Saunders Mrs. William, Dee mines c
15 Sower Christopher Cooktown c
16  Bawls William, Dalby c
17 Sawyer L., Valley c
18 Scanlan  Patrick, Whiteside o c
19 Scanlan  William, Ipswich u k
20 Schermaker -, Irishtown c
21 Schluter A., Jimbour f
22 Schnieder E., Brisbane c
23 Schofield  Thomas, Brisbane c
24 Schonbrecht Gottlieb, Mutdapilly o c
26 Scott James, Toowoomba a (2)
26 Scott James , Brisbane c
27 Scott J. L., Milton c
28 Scott R. H., Roma c
29 Scott Walter, Roma c
30 Scott William B., Ann street n z
31 Scowen  ---, Ore Mile Swamp c
32 Seaford Henry, Thornborough c
33 Seales  It., Dalby c
34 Seales Robert  J., Brisbane u k
35 Seamala  Conrad, Lily Vale o c
36 Sedden William (farmer ), Oxley c
37 Seddin  Franz , Oxley o c
38 Seeleither  Mrs. Andreas Oxley f
89 Seer J., South Brisbane c
40 Sewell John, Thornborough c
41 Sexton  Miss  Sarah Jane, Beenleigh o c
42 Shadforth H. S., Ravenswood s
43 Shadforth R. S., St. George m
44 Shannon Thomas' Salisbury s
45 Shaw James, Bon Accord c
96 Sheehan W., Ipswich o c
47 Sheenan -, Kangaroo Point c
48 Sheldon Professor, Gympie c (3)
49 Shepherd and Co.  Messrs.,  Darling Nursery c
50 Shepherd F., Angellala c
51 Shepherd William, Lower Herbert u k
62 Sherlock Paul, Cairns c,
53 Sherwood William, Thornborough  s and (3)
54 Shilton  Miss  A., Milton c
55 Shingfiield  Miss Martha , Maryborough u k
56 Siebuhr Christian, Toowoomba f
57 Sievers Marie, Cooktown s
58 Simcock Edward, Townsville a
59 Simmons  Miss, South Brisbane e (2)
60 Simmons  John, South Brisbane m
61 Simpson A., Acacia Creek e
62 Simpson  Joseph, Rockhampton o c
63 Simpson  Samuel, Bowen street c
64 Simpson  Samuel, Brisbane o c
65 Sims  Mrs. Augusta, Brisbane u k
66 Simson  James, Fort Cooper c
67 Sinclair James, Rockhampton o c
68 Shiffins Thomas, Yatala u k
69 Slapter  T., South Brisbane c
70 Slayter Miss, Baramba s
71 Slaughter E., Kelvin Grove c
72 Slaughter Mrs. H., Tingalpa c
73 Sloan  J., Dalrymple Gap c
74 Sloan Thomas , Trinity Bay c
75 Small J., Brisbane a (2)
76 Small S. M., Maryborough c
77 Small William, Cooktown o
78 Smedmore  Robert, Brisbane u k
79 Smedmore R. C., Brisbane n z
80 Smith and Moore Messrs, South Brisbane e
81 Smith Mrs., Rockhampton s
82 Smith Miss, Charters Towers, c
83 Smith  Miss A. J., Goodna s
84 Smith  Charles, Warwick o c
86 Smith C. Douglas, Cunnamulla s
86 Smith C. Lambert, Palmerstow n a
87 Smith Mrs. Ellen, Toowoomba o
88 Smith F., Roma c
89 Smith George (carrier), Millchester c
90 Smith G. (tailor), Cleveland Road e
91 Smith G. (carrier), Thornborough c
92 Smith H., Spring Creek c
93 Smith H., Bundaberg m
94 Smith H. S., Gordon Downs s (2)
95 Smith Henry S , Afton Downs s
96 Smith H. S., Gordon Downs o c
97 Smith James (tinsmith), Vulture street o c
98 Smith James, Bundaberg c
99 Smith James, Bingera e
100 Smith James E., Cairns c
101 Smith J., Ipswich c
102 Smith John, Tingalpa c (2)
103 Smith John (stockman), Charters Towers o r
104 Smith J., Gympie c
105 Smith J., Gympie c
106 Smith John F., Gympie Creek u k
107 Smith Joseph Cooktown f  -q
108 Smith Martha, Brisbane o c
109 Smith Robert, Angellala c (4)
110 Smith Mrs. Rhoda, Brisbane f
ill  Smith Mrs. It. M., Brisbane o
112 Smith Thomas, breakfast Creek s
113 Smith T., Brisbane u k
114 Smith Walter S., Townsville in
115 Smith William, Woondool c
116 Smith W., Goodna o c
117 Smith W. C., Stanthorpe c
118 Smithson  -,  Cooktown s
119 Smoothy H., Toowoomba u k
120 Songherg Nelson, Dalby f
121 Sorenson  -,  Toowoomba e
122- Souter H., Brisbane o c
123  Speight J. F., South Brisbane e
124 Spelman John, Ipswich s
125 Spent John, Cairns c
126 Spessey or Spessey Miss M. A., Rockhampton o
127 Spice A. E., Cooktown u k
128 Spode William Moggil e
129 Spore Mrs., Townsville c
130 Spratt John, Taroom o
131 Spray Mrs., Brisbane u k
132 Sprunt Mrs., Townsville o
133 Staites George, Brisbane u k
131 Stanley Charles, Ipswich c
135 Stanley Mrs. M. It., Ipswich c
136 Stamfield  -,  Brisbane u k
137 Stanton Miss, Brisbane u k
138 Stapleton James, Aramac c
139 Statt C., Toowoomba c (2)
140 Stein (carrier), Gowrie road c (2)
141 Steinman Peter (carrier), Toowoomba o c
142 Stephens James, Ravenswood n z
143 Stephens Thomas, Charters Towers f
144 Stephenson It., Bundaberg c
145 Stevens T., Toowoomba u k
146 Stevens Thomas, Maryborough c
147 Stevenson John, Gatton Creek c
148 Stern August, Charters Towers c
149 Stewart James, Charters Towers o c
150 Stirling John, Trinity Bay c
151 Stitch Thomas, Cooktown s
152 Stakes John, West Milton o c
153 Stakes J. M., Rockhampton s
154 Stone Fred., Toowoomba c
155 Stone John, Charters Towers a
156 Stopford --, Aramac c
157 Story Mrs., Stanley street c
158 Stower J., Toowoomba e
159 Strachan James, Roma o e
160 Strachan Miss Mary, Logan River c
161 Stratford F., Toowoomba e
162 Street J. L., Hodgkinson c
163 Stretch J., Maryborough e
164  Stretton Frank, Aramac s
165 Strickland George, Ipswich s
166 Strickland Henry, Toowoomba  it  k
167 ',,trutchley Mrs. C. or E., Bundaberg a
168 Stuart James, Trinity Bay c
169 Stuty Theodore, Maryborough o c
170 Sudell Henry, Brisbane u k
171 Buhr Ludwig, Thornboroughi e
172 Sulby or Sully J., Maryborough e
173 Sullivan M., Brisbane o e
174 Summars C., Brisbane c
175 Summars John, Brisbane c
176 Sumner S., Maryborough c
177 Surgens Mrs., Maryborough c
178 Sutherland D. S., € irns e
179 Sutherland George, Brisbane U. It
180 Swan James, Toowoomba in
181 Swan W., Brisbane c
182 Swankin Mrs. or Miss, Toowoomba c
183 Syms Thomas, Cairns e
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T.
1 TAILER Gottfrie Friederick, Oxley f (2)
2 Tait Constable, Cooktown c
3 Tait James, Cairns in
4 Tait Mrs. Jane, bl aryborough c
5 Tapp Mrs., Brisbane a
6 Taylor , (wheelwright), Boundary street c
7 Taylor Alexander, Rockhampton u k
8 Taylor B. or R., Cooktown s
9 Taylor E., Rockhampton o c
10 Taylor George, Spring Bi ll  c
Taylor James, South Brisbane u k (2)
Taylor John, Gordon Downs c
13 Taylor Thomas, Toowoomba o c
14 Taylor William,  Dee Copper  Mines u k
15 Taylor W., Bri lane u k
1R Teasdale William, Rockhampton u k (2)
17 Tedman Stephen, Brisbane u k
18 Tell Alfred, Stanthorpe c
19 Thayler Harry, Charters Towers c
20 Thiele Christopher, North Pine River o c
21 Thiele Wilhelm, Brisbane f
22 Thomas John, Thornborough m (2)
23 Thomas J., Hodgkinson c (3)
24 Thomas W. G., Brisbane a
25 Thompson Arthur John, Brisbane u k
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
Thompson Robert, Cairns c
Thomson D. C., Gympie c
Thondon Nicholas, Oakey Creek c
Thoni J. G., Brisbane o c
Thorne J. W., Toowoomba c
Thorne Thomas, Walloon u k
Thornton C. A., Townsville f
Thorpe E., Maryborough c
Thrutchley Mrs. E., Bundaberg a
Thwaites W., Russell street c
Tierney M., Brisbane u k
Tindall T. T., Cooktown in
Todd John, North Pine River o e
Todd William, Angellala Station o c
Tomlins Mrs., South Brisbane c
Tomlinson William, Nive Downs u k (3)
Tooney Mrs. James, Charters Towers o
Toster Thomas, Thornborough c
Towell John, Roma e
Towns Edward, Taroom c
Trace J., Angellala u k (2)
Tracey Mrs. Arthur, George street u kTracey Joseph, Cairns e
Treacy Mrs. Mary, Maryborough c
Tredsberg Anders, Rockhampton n z
Trewecke W. H., Toowoomba c
Trickey , Breakfast Creek c
Triffit Richard, Aramac a
Tripke T., Thornborough c
Tront R., Stanthorpe c
Tubman Miss Mary J., Tamrookum u k
Tunmer Charles, Trinity Bay e
Turnbull William, Ipswich c
Turner A. P., Brisbane c
Turner F., Avoca o c
Turtles  -,  South Brisbane c
Twible T. W., North Pine River o e
U.
1 ULMAN Johan Schmither,  Brisbane f
2 Underwood  Miss , South Brisbane c
3 Upton Charles, Oxley Creek o c (2)
4 Uttley James, Milchester o c
5 Uscley A., Millchester c
V.
1 VACHELL Francis, Brisbane u k
2 Vale  Mrs., Bowen  Bridge c
3 Vallen F. (com. traveller), Brisbane c
4 Vallier J., Maryborough c
5 Vangeur John, Ipswich c
6 Vanneck Honble. W., Brisbane c
7 Varndell John, Rockhampton u k (2)
8 Vaulie C. (blacksmith), Walloon e
9 Vickers W., Maryborough c
10 Von-Hagen Conral, Roma u k
W.
1 WAGSTAFF John, Rockhampton u k
2 Waites , Eton Ve  c
3 Walker , Townsville c
4 Waar --, Rockhampton a
5 W r D., Maryborough e
6 Wa er Miss Elizabeth H., Rockhampton o c
7 Walker Frederick, Rockhampton o
8 Walker G. H., Rosewood Gate c
Walker Henry, Pine River o c (2)
Walker Hugh, Clermont m
Walker Hugh, Murphy's Creek c
Walker J., South Brisbane c
Walker Mrs. Mary Ann, Trinity Bay c
Walker S. B., Thornborough o c
Walker Thomas, Toowoomba e
Walker Thomas, Hodgkinson e
Walker Mrs. W., Brisbane c
Wall Mrs. Thomas, Ipswich o
Wallace John, Brisbane f
Wallace John, Goodna c
Wallace  Miss  Margaret ,  South  Brisbane e
Wallace Samuel, Rockhampton e
Wallace William, Thornborough c (2)
Wals Miss Ellen, Rockhampton u k
Walsh  Miss  Delia, Maryborough o
Walsh Miss Ellen, Rockhampton u k
Walsh Michael  (tanner ), Grey street o c
Walsh Patrick, Rockhampton u k
Walsh Thomas, Maryborough e
Walters C., Ann street c
Ward -, Toowoomba c
Ward B., Roma u k
Ward  Miss  Emily, Dalby o c
Ward James, Ipswich e
Ward Patrick,  Brisbane o c
Ward Peter, Dalby c (3)
Ward Samuel, Dingo c
Ward William,  Brisbane o c
Ward J., Toowong c
Ware James, Charters  Towers n z
Warill --, Dee Mine c
Warke S., Brisbane c
Warner -, Toowoomba e
Warner J., Dalby c
Warren Mrs., Warwick s
Warren William, Beaufort  Station c
Wase or Ware Edward Benjamin, Charters
Towers o c
Washbourne -, George street e
Wassman F., Trinity Bay c (2)
Watchorn Mrs. Sarah, Valley o
Waters D. H., Brisbane u k
Watkins W. H., Cooktown c
Watson --, Boggo c
Watson Mrs., Bowen street c
Watson Arthur,  Brisbane u k
Watson David, Brisbane  m and s (3)
Watson  Miss E ., Brisbane e
Watson George, Cooktown m
Watson Patrick, Dodswell Station c
Watson Robert, Brisbane u k
Watson Robert, Robert u k
Watson Robert, Trinity Bay c
Watson Thomas, Maryborough a
Watson William, Aramac c
Watson William , Brisbane c
Watson W., Warwick c
Weavers Charles, Townsville a (2)
Webb --, Taroom c
Webb John, Charters Towers e
Webb Thomas, Lake Elphinstone  c and s (2)
Webb W., Leyburn c
Webber H., Cooktown c
Webster W. C., Bundaberg c
Weeks J. W., North Pine River e
Weeks Thomas, Thornborough a
Weichele Mrs. G., Toowoomba s
Weild Richard, Maryborough c
Weis -, Toowoomba c
Weisman -, Maryborough c
Weiss Frederick, Thornborough c
Weiss Frederick, Walloon o c
Welch --, James street c
Welch S., Brisbane c
Wellburne  Mrs. Maria, Roma s
Welsh Richard, Glengallan c
Wesley A., Rockhampton a
West John, RedbanklStation c
Westbrook W. H., Brisbane u k
Westra John, Maryborough m
Wheeler Miss, Charters  Towers n z
Wheele Mrs. Charles, Charters  Towers n z (2)
Wheeler William (fencer ), Roma e
Whitby Charles, Millchester c
White Arthur, Roma Line c
White IT. E., Hodgkinson n z
White Joseph A., Brisbane u k
White Thomas, Brisbane c
White T., Rockhampton u k
White William, Gatton o c
Whitecross Alexander, South  Brisbane u k
Whitehead John, Ipswich u k
Whittacker Mrs. Ellen, Ipswich Road u k
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103 Whittock  -,  Gregory terrace c  160 Worrall Thomas, Rockhampton o c
104 Whittome  Miss,  Brisbane u k (2) 161 Wray T., Rockhampton c
105 Wickerson George E., Talavera, Station u k (2) 162 Wreide G., Gympie c
106 Wigmore Mrs. J., Brisbane c 163 Wren --, Brisbane c
107 Wiley N., Avoca Station c 164 Wriede G. (tobacconist), Charters Towers o
108 Wilkinson Mrs., Rockhampton c 165 Wright Mrs. C., Valley c
109 Williams  Mrs. Barbara , South Brisbane c 166 Wright Edwin, Thornborough a
110 Williams David, Brisbane u k 167 Wright Edward, Ipswich u k
111 Williams David John Lloyd, Charters Towers c 168 Wright Mrs. John, Brisbane u k
112 Williams Eli, Redcliffe c 169 Wright J., Oxley o c
113 Williams F., Maryborough o 170 Wright Samuel, Trinity Bay c114Williams George, Rockhampton u k I 171 Wright William, Ifillchester c
115 Williams  H., Trinity Bay s 172 Wyatt Miss E., Warwick u k
116 Williams James, Oxley, Toowoomba c 173 Wyatt James, Toowoomba c
117 Williams  James,  Hodgkinson o c 174 Wyers Mrs., Rockhampton c
118 Williams John Waters, Charters Towers c
119 Wi lliams  R. R. John, Charters Towers u k Y.
120 Cairns o cWilliams Samuel
121
, 1 YATES G. M., Brisbane cBeenleigh o cWilliams T E.
122
. , 2 Yensen A., Maryborough cToowoomba cWilliams  T F
123
. ., 3 York Thomas, Trinity Bay sOxley o cJWilliams W
124
.,. 4 York T. H., Trinity Bay aWilliamson  Hugb, Rockhampton c 5 Yorke A. C. Bowen c125 ,Willmett S., Rockhampton c 6 Young Miss A. J. Ipswich c126 ,Willmott  Samuel,  Rocky Waterholes o 7 Young A. W., Clifton c (2)127 Willis H., Angellala o c and c (2) 8 Young E. J. Maryborough e128 ,Willoughby Charles, Angellala s 9 Young John G. Brisbane o e129 ,Wilson  Mrs., Brisbane n z 10 Young Mrs. Sydney Brisbane u k130 ,Wilson Mrs., Petrie terrace c 11 Young William Brisbane c131 ,Wilson C., Roma c 12 Yule George Brisbane u k132 ,Wilson Edward Downey, Dalby u k
133 Oxley u kWilson Miss Fanny
134
,
W ilson  George, Ipswich n k Z.
135 Wilson G. E. (baker), Cairns c 1 ZAHEY Henry, Hodgkinson c
136 Wilson Mrs. Jane, Brisbane u k 2 Zelenco Signor Nicolo, Brisbane f
137 Wilson John, South Brisbane c 3 Zeller Charles, Dalby c
138 Wilson Mrs. M., Ipswich s 4 Zimmerman A., Toowoomba c (2)
139 Wilson  Miss  Martha Annie, Brisbane c 5 Zollineg C., Yengarie c
140 Wilson Philip, Brisbane u k 6 Ziretissa Joseph, Brisbane m
141 Wilson Robert, Aramac c
142 Wilson William, Clermont a  Initials , &c., &c.
143 Wilton R. B., Toowoomba o c 1 ARCHIBALD (carrier) Dalby o c144 Winkel George, Cairns c ,2 Bob (S. S. Islander) Bundaberg c145 Winsled Mrs. Bridget, Rockhampton o c ,3 Harna (S. S. Islander) Bundaberg o c146 Witaker -- (farmer ), Mary River c ,4 Ice Works Breakfast Creek c147 Wittle Joseph (saddler), Valley c ,5 Jemmy (Chinaman) Black Snake c148 Wolf Henry, Oxley Creek o c ,6 Johnny (S. S. Islander) Malvern Downs c149 ,Wollard Walter, Brisbane c 7 Lorfait (baker), Cairns c150 Wallen Frederick, Brisbane c (2) 8 Nahn (S. S. Islander) Maryborough o e151 ,Wood Arthur, Brisbane u k 9 Puzzletown Toowoomba o152 ,Wood J., Brisbane m 10 Susso (S. S. Islander) Lower Herbert o e153 Wood J. B., Glengallan f ,
154 Woodhead William, Maryborough u k (2)
155 Woodward Arthur, Georgetown u k Wanted the addresses of the undermentioned
156 Woodward E., Toowoomba o c persons :-
157 Woodward W., Toowoomba c Ring, Mrs. Jane, maiden name Lyons ; arrived in
158 Woolnough  Messrs . H and Co., Brisbane c Queensland, per " Royal Dane," about 1869.
159 Worrall Thomas, Rockhampton u k (2) Taylor, Charles, late of Kensington, Liverpool.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended,
during the present Session of the Parlia-
ment of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable
the 'Trustees of certain ]ands near Brisbane, known
as Bowen Park, to lease a portion of the same to
the Trustees of the National Agricultural and
Industrial Association of Queensland.
Dated this 1st June, 1877.
563
P. MACPHERSON,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for the Parties.
4s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby  given , that  it is intended,during the present Session  of the  Parliament
of Queensland , to apply for a Bill to enable the
Trustees of an allotment  of land in Leichardt
street, Fortitude  Valley, on which is erected the
Valley  Parsonage ,  to sell the same  and employ the
proceeds in the erection of a Parsonage in a more
central situation.
517
JOHN HY. FLOWER,
Solicitor for the Trustees.
3s. 6d.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that it is intended,
during the present Session  of the  Parliament
of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable the
Corporation of the Synod of the Diocese of Bris-
bane to sell or lease a piece of land situate in
Brisbane street, Ipswich ,  being allotments 11 and
12 of section 5,  and to apply the purchase money
or rent  for Church  purposes in Ipswich.
553
W. H. WILSON,
Solicitor for the said Corporation.
4s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given ,  that it is intended, in
the present Session of the Parliament of,
Queensland ,  to apply for a Bill to enable and
empower the Ipswich Gas and Coke Company,
Limited  (incorporated under the provisions of
" The Companies Act,  1863  "),  to manufacture Gas
and Coke, and supply the same to the inhabitants
of the town of Ipswich and its suburbs ; and to
empower the said Company to do all things neces-
sary in and about supp j ing the same ,  and to dis-
pose of the residuum from the said manufacture,
and for other purposes  therein mention
Dated  this seventh  day of  June , A.D.' 377.
578
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
Solicitor for the said Company.58.
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Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, June 8th, 1877.
N
OTICE is  hereby given, that THOMAS WILLIAM
GARDE, of Brisbane ,  has been registered as a
legally qualified Medical Practitioner  ;  and that
RICHARD MOXHAM has been admitted as a duly
qualified Chemist and Druggist.
.j
K. CAN NAN,
President.
W. H. RYDE H,
Secretary.
MEMO.-The Board meet on the first Thursday
in each month, at 3 o'clock p.m., at the Immigration
Office, William street, Brisbane.
Chief  Justice's Chambers,
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane ,  28th May, 1877.
I
T  is hereby notified that the following gentle-
men have been appointed Commissioners for
Affidavits ,  terminable on their ceasing to hold the
respective appointments set opposite their names
LEWIS JACKSON,  Esquire ,  Clerk of Petty Sessions,
Roma ;
JOHN MACALISTEE,  Esquire ,  Clerk of Petty
Sessions ,  Bowen ;
CHARL Es A. J.  WOODCOCK,  Esquire, Clerk of
Petty Sessions , Warwick ;
EDMUND MOSEY, Esquire ,  Police Magistrate,
Cairns ,  Trinity Bay ;
DAVID SALMOND,  Esquire, Solicitor ,  Roma, ter-
minable on his ceasing to practise at or within ten
miles of Roma ;
T. P. PUGH, Esquire ,  Police Magistrate, Rock.
hampton ;
G. W. ELLIOTT,  Esquire, Police Magistrate,
Rockhampton ;
SIDNEY  BRIGGS TERRY, Esquire, Clerk of Petty
Sessions ,  Maryborough ;
A. B. MALLESON,  Esquire, Solicitor ,  Melbourne,
Victoria ,  terminable on his ceasing to practise at or
within ten miles of Melbourne;
W. C. PROCTOR,  Esquire ,  Solicitor ,  Armidale,
New South  Wales,  terminable on his ceasing to
practise at or within ten miles of Armidale;
JOHN EDWIN CAMPBELL,  Esquire,  Clerk of Petty
Sessions ,  Thornborough ;
WILLIAM BROWN, E squire,ceaSolicitor,  Sandhurst,
Victoria ,  terminable on his sing to practise at or
within ten miles of Sandhurst;
BENJAMIN CRIBB, Esquire ,  Police Magistrate,
Toowoomba ;
THOMAS KINGSMILL ABBOTT, Esquire ,  Police
Magistrate ,  Gunnedah ,  New South Wales.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Associate to His Honour the
Chief Justice of Queensland.
VICE-ADMIRALIY COURT OF QUEENS-LAN D.
A
SITTING of the above Court was held at the
Supreme  Court House,  Brisbane , before His
Honour Sir JAMES  COCKLE, Knight, Chief Justice
of Queensland, and Judge of the said Vi.-e-Admir-
alty Court, on Friday, the first day of June, A.D.
187 7. No business  being on the  paper, the Court
was adjourned  till MONDAY, the second day of
July, A.D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the  Supreme Court of Queensland.
Sheriff"s Office,
Brisbane , 4th .i une, 1877.
ALBRECHT FEEZ v. THOMPSON BONNETT.
TO ALL PFRSOI: 3 CONCFRNED.
T
A K E Notice, • that a Writ  of Fieri Facias  has
edhen issued upon a Judgment ottained by the
plaintiff in the above  action, and  that all defendant's
right, title,  and interest  (if any) of, in, and to, all
that piece or parcel of land, situated in the county
of Livingstone, parish of  Cawarral , and town of
Cawarral, being allotment 3 of section  1, containing
by admeasurement two roods and ten  perches, more
or less ; commencing on the west side of Mill street
at ti.e south- east .corner of allotment 2, and bounded
thence on the east by that street southerly one
chain and seventy -nine links  ; on the south by the
north boundary line of allotment 4 westerly three
chains and  fifty-five links to  Serpentine street ;
on the north-west by that street north -easterly one
chain and eighty-two links ;  and on  the north by
the south boundary line of allotment  2 easterly two
chains and seventy-five links to the point of com-
mencement , tieing the whole of the land  described in
Certificate of Title, No. 37175, volume 253, folio 177.
Also, all that piece or parcel of land,  situated in the
county of Livingstone, parish of  Cawarral, and
town of Cawarral, being allotment  4 of section 1,
containing  by admeasurement three  roods and
thirty perches, more  or less ; commencing at the
east  corner of the section, and bounded  thence on
the south by Magnesia  street  westerly  four chains
and sixty-two links to Serpentine  street ; on the
north- west  by that street north-easterly  two chains
and thirty-eight links; on the north by the south
boundary line of allotment 3 easterly  parallel with
Magnesia  street three  chains and  fifty -five links to
Mill street ; and on the east by that  street south-
easterly two chains and thirty-Jour links to the
point of commencement, being the whole of the
land described in Certificate of Title No. 36064,
volume 243, folio 66,-Will be sold by the Sheriff
of Queensland, by Public Auction, at Mrs. Laurie's
Criterion Hotel, Fitzroy street, Rockhampton, on
THURRSDAY, the twelfth day of July next, at
twelve o'clock noon ,  unless this execution is pre-
viously satisfied.
592
ARTHUR E. HALLORAN,Sheriff of Queensland.
14s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A FIRST and Final Dividend  is intended to be
declared in the matter of Ralph Cholmondiley
Godschall Johnson, of Townsville, surveyor, adjudi-
cated insolvent on the fourteenth day of August,
1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
thiri,eenth day of June, 1877, will be excluded.
Dated this 28th day of May, 1877.
570
S. F. WALKER.
Trustee.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of H. S. Williams, of
Townsville,  auctioneer.
A SECOND and Final Dividend of two  pence in
the £, in the above Estate, is now payable at
the office of the undersigned.
S. F. WALKER,
Flinders street,  Trustee.
17th May, 1877.
568 4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of the Amalgamated Estates of
Daniel Parr and Paul Collett, of Clermont,
Insolvents.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of the abovenamed  Insolvents, adju-
dicated respectively on the 26th and 5th days of
May, 1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
30th day of June instant will be excluded.
W. Ii. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme  Court House,Brisbane, 7th day of June, 1877.579 4s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Walker* Cran, of Mackay,
an Insolvent.
A SECOND and Final Dividend is intended tobe declared  in the matter of the abovenamed
Insolvent , adjudicated on the 15th day of May, 18; 6.
Creditors  who have not proved their debts by the
20th day of June instant  will be excluded.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee  in Insolvency.
Supreme  Court House,
Brisbane , 7th day of June, 1877.
580 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Adolphus  Barton, of Stanthorpe,
an Insolvent.A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of the abovenamed Insolvent, adju-
dicated on the 2nd day  of May, 1877.
Creditors who have not  proved their debts by the
20th day of June instant will be excluded.
W. H. MISKIN,Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 7th day of June, 1877.
6,41 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of James Boyd, of Brisbane, an
Insolvent.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in thematter of the abovenamed Insolvent, adju-
dicated  on the 21st day of May, 1877.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
20th day of June instant will be excluded.
W. H. MISKIN,
• Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme  Court House,
Brisbane , 7th day of June, 1877.
582 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in
the matter of Simon Bromberg, of Townsville,
storekeeper, adjudicated insolvent on the 14th day
of March, 1877.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
thirteenth day of June, 1877, will be excluded.
Dated this 26th day of May, 1877.
567
S. F. WALKER.
Trustee.
4s.
RULE 114.
NOTICE OF INTENDED DIVIDEND.
In the  Insolvent  Estate of J. and G. Harris, of
Brisbane, Insolvents.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter  of John Harris and George Harris,
of Brisbane , adjudicated insolvent on the twenty-
ninth day of August, 1876.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
fourteenth day of June, 1877, will be excluded.
Dated this  first  day of June, 1877.
569
CHAS. DUNCKLEY,
Trustee in Insolvent Estate of
John and George  Harris.
5s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Herbert H .  Adcock ,  of Ipswich ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  by Alfred Holland ,  of Brisbane,
in the said colony.
UPON the hearing  of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner ,  and of the act of insolve
alleged to have been committed by the said He W
if.  Adcock having been given ,  it is ordered thati the
said Herbert H. Adcock be ,  and he is hereby
adjudged insolvent ,  and that William Henry Miskin,
Esquire, be Official Trustee of his Estate .  And it is
further orderedthat theFirst General Meeting of the
creditors of the said Herbert H. Adcock ,  for the elec-
tion of aTrustee, be held at the Office of the Registrar
of this Court ,  on the Twelfth day of June, 1877, at
Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further
ordered that the said Herbert H. Adcock shall, on
the Eleventh day of June, 1877 ,  at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate ,  a full, true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liabilities of every kind, and of the
names and residences ,  so far as known, of his
creditors ,  and of the causes of his inability to meet
his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court ,  this fourth
day of June, 1877.
By the Court,
J.  MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland , Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Edward John Bull Wareham, of Townsville,
storekeeper, by the said Edward John Bull
Wareham.
UPON the hearing of this  Petition this day, and
upon proof  satisfactory  to the  Court of the
debt of the petitioner,  and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by  the said Edward
John Bull Wareham having been  given ,  it is  ordered
that the said Edward John Bull Wareham be, and
he is hereby adjudged insolvent, and that Mr.
Frederick Jepson Beor be Official Trustee of his
Estate. And it is further ordered that the First
General Meeting of the creditors of the  said  Edward
John Bull Wareham, for the election of a Trustee,
be held at the Office of the Registrar of this Court,
on the Sixth day of June, 1877, at Eleven o'clock
of the forenoon. And it is further ordered that
the said Edward John Bull Wareham shall, on
the Fifth day of June, at Bowen, deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate a full, true, and accurate
statement, verified on oath, of his • debts and
liabilities of every kind, and of the  names and
residences,  so far as known , of his creditors, and
of the  causes  of his inability to meet his  engage.
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this twenty.
third day of May, 1877.
By the Court,
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Frederick E. Rains, of Towns.
ville, an  Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Laat Examinationof the Insolvent to take place at Townsville,
before the Police Magistrate, on the 25th day of
June next, at Eleven o'clock in the fore
Dated this 28th day of May, A.D. 187.
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
564 49.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.In the Matter  of William Webster, of Toowong,
an Insolvent.
vv
WILLTAM ELLIOTT,  of Brisbane ,  has been
appointed Trustee of  the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects  of the  Insolvent must deliver them to the
'Trustee, and all debts due to the Insolvent must be
paid to the Trustee.
Dated this  fourth day  of June, 187 7.
573
.T, MACKENZIE SHAW,
fiegistrar.
4s.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  Joseph Burdekin  Holdswo rtb, late
of Bronte , Nelson' s Bay , near Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales ,  ironmonger,
deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given , that after the expiration
of fourteen  days from the date of the publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable  Court, that Ancillary Letters of Pro-
bate of the Will of' the above-named Joseph
Burdekin  Holdsworth,  deceased , may be granted
to Richard Holdsworth, of the City of Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales, aforesaid,
Esquire , and William Holdsworth, of William-
wood, near  Piston, in the said Colony of New
South Wales ,  Esquire ,  the surviving Executors
named in  the said Will.
Dated this 7th day of June, 1877.
586
PETER MACPHERSON,
Proctor for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Page, late of Rockhampton,
in the Colony of Queensland, Hotel Keeper,
deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable  Court , that  Probate of the Will of the
above-named Thomas Page ,  deceased, may be
granted to John O'Rourke, of Rockhampton, afore-
said , Contractor and Hotel Keeper ; Charles Mur-
lay, of Rockhampton, aforesaid,  Roman  Catholic
Dean; and William Francis  Walton,  of Rock.
hampton ,  aforesaid ,  Merchant ,  the Executors
named in and appointed by the said Will.
Dated this thirtieth day of May, A.D. 1877.
REES R. JONES AND BROWN,
677
Rockhampton and Brisbane,
Proctors for the Executors.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Martin Burs, late of Maryborough,
in the Colony of Queensland ,  shoemaker, de-
ceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gazette,
application will be made to the said Honourable
Court, that  Letters of Administration of all and
singular the goods, chattels ,  credits, and e ffects of the
above -named Martin Burs ,  deceased , who died
intestate ,  may be granted to Anne Sinclair ,  wife of
Andrew Oscar Charles  Sinclair, of South  Brisbane,
in the said colony, marine  diver,  the daughter and
one of the next of  kin of  the said deceased.
Dated '(-7 7th day of  June,  A.D. 1877.
ROBERTS, LIDDLE, AND ROBERT-,
591
Proctors for the said Anne  Sinclair,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Mackay ,  late of Clermont,
newspaper proprietor ,  deceased.
T
OTICE  is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen  days from the publication
hereof in the  Queensland Government Gaz ette,  appli-
cation will be made to the Honourable the Supreme
Court of Queensland, that Probate of the last Will
and Testament of John Mackay, late of Clermont, in
the said colony ,  newspaper proprietor ,  deceased, may
be granted to Frank Leysley, of Clermont aforesaid,
the duly constituted attorney of Minalle Mackay,
of'  Geelong, in the Colony of Victoria, the widow
of the said deceased, and Executrix in the said Will
named ,  reserving leave for the Executor named in
the said Will to come in and prove the same at any
time hereafter.
Dated this eighteenth day of May ,  A.D. 1877.
JOHN ELLIOTT,
Proctor for the said Frank Leysley,
Drummond street ,  Clermont.
By his Agents,
DALY AND ABBOTT,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
676 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of Queensland.
In the Will of Patrick Coyne,  late of Grand-
chester ,  in the  Colony  of Queensland ,  farmer,
deceased.
N OTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion  of fourteen  days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the said
Honourable  Court, that  Probate  of the Will of
the above -named  Patrick Coyne,  deceased, may be
granted to John Connolly, of Grandehester, farmer,
one of the Executors named in the said Will, the
remaining executor having renounced probate
thereof.
Dated this seventh  day of  June, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
seven.
685
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
23, Town Hal;  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said John Connolly.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of William Streathey  Robertson, late
of Brisbane ,  deceased.
NOTICE is hereby given, that after  the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the publication
hereof, application will be made to the  said Honour-
able Court, that Probate of the Will of the above-
named William Streathey Robertson, deceased, may
be granted to Frederick John Byerley,  of Brisbane,
and Mary Ann Watson Robertson, the Executor
and Executrix  named  in the said Will.
Dated this seventh day June, 1877.
LITTLE AND BROWNE,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
Proctors for the said Frederick John Byerley,
and Mary Ann Watson Robertson.
684 6s. 6d.
RtTLE 246.
In the Matter of  a Special Resolution  for Liquid-
ation by Arrangement of the affairs of William
Fryar and James William  Strachan, of  Logan-ho me, sugar manufacturers ,  trading under the
name , style, or firm of "Fryar and Strachan."
I
HE Creditors of the above-named Fryar and
Strachan, who have not already proved their
debts, are required, on or before the 18th day of
June, 1877, to send their  names and addresses and
the particulars of their debts or  claims  to me, the
undersigned, John Sargent Turner, of Brisbane,
the trustee under the liquidation ;  or in default
thereof  they  will be excluded from the benefit of
the dividend proposed to be declared.
Dated this 8th day of June, 1877.
590
J. S. TURNER,
Trustee.
6s.
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The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges  the receipt
of the following amounts:-
1877. £ s. d.
June 2.-T. Crawford... ... ... 0 4 6
„ 2.-S. F. Walker ... ... ... 0 19 6
2.-T. Little ... - ... ... 0 9 0
2.-R. Ballard ... ... ... ... 0 8 0
2.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... 0 2 0
4.-Traill and Stuart ... ... ... 0 1 6
4.-J. I)owzer ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
4.-Cribb and Foote 1 3 4
6.-T. Lynch ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
6.-T. Lynch ... ... ... ... 0 7 0
6.-J. Taylor ... ... ... ... 0 10 0
6.-Cribb and Foote ... ... ... 0 10 0
8.-J. Watson ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
8.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 2 0
8.-P. Lenihan ... ... ... ... 0 6 0
JEmpounbfnge.
Poundkeepers  are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock  will be  charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING} PER ANIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will  be inserted in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Maryboroush, f m Iverag',, on the2dth May, 1877, by  M. Michael Canny.Driving
and toll charges, 1s. 6d. ; damages, £5.
One red and white bull, illegible brand near  rump, small
slit in off ear.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
JAMES DOWZER, Poundkeeper.
571 is.
CORRECTED BRANDS.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from EtonVale, onthe27th April, 1877. Driving, 3s. per head.
One dark-bay horse, 8 sideways over J with like 1 side-
ways over DVS or D s 8 near shou der, like 10
near thigh, U or u+ off rump, star.
One b.'y mare, H over capital F with B off shoulder,
hind feet white ; brown foal at foot.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
565 2s
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Mite ell
Downs Station, on the 18th May, 1877, by order of
R. W. Stuart, Esquire. Driving, 4d.
One black mare,  star , AV5 (registered brand) near
shoulder.
Also, from Mitchell Downs Station, on the 23rd May,
1877, by order of R. W. Stuart, Esquire,  for trespass.
Driving, 4d.
One chesnut  ma re , star, a-  over P upside-down, near
shoulder.
One chesnut  entire  (five pounds  damages ),  star , c-i over P
upside-down near shoulder.
One bay entire (five pounds  damages ), over P upside-
down near shoulder.
One bay entire (five pounds damages), star and snip, off
hind foot white, c-i over P upside-down near
shoulder.
One bay gelding, short tail, like JW over like GM over
like J6Y (registered brand) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
574 6s.
T MPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Two-mile Hut, on the
1 30th May, 1877, by S. McGregor , Esquire . Driving,
Is. per bead.
One brown mare, like JM (conjoined)  over 3 near
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
CORRECTED BRAND.
Alsp, at Ipswich, from Two-mile Hut on the 17th
May, 1877, by S. McGregor, Esquire. Driving, Is.
One yellow mare, like Rg near shoulder, J near thigh,
few white hairs in forehead.
If not released on or before the 19th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
589 2a.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Albany, on
the 29th May, 1877, by order of J. Nicholson,
-Esquire, for trespass. Driving, 8s. 6d.
One chesnut gelding, star,  silver mane  and tail, collar-
marked, c-i over 2d near shoulder, W near thigh.
One dark-bay mare, like A rear shoulder and ribs, RH
near  thigh, like M off shoulder.
One brown gelding, star and snip, off fore and hind feet
white, like W near shoulder, like R-G off shoul-
der.
One bay gelding, collar-marked, white  spots on back, like
CY conjoined near shoulder and ribs, indisSuie,
brand off rump.
One roan gelding,  star , off hind foot white,  like G over
R near shoulder, 8 over A near  ribs ,  like 56 off
riha, like 5 heart heart off shoulder.
CORRECTED BRAND:
Also, from Mitchell Downs Station, on the 14th May,
1877, by order of R. W. Stuart, Esquire,  for trespass.
Driving, 4d.
One black mare, star, near fore and hind feet white, like
A over IS over blotched brand like BA1 (regis-
tered brand) near shoulder, like OX  near rump.
If not released on or before the - 29th June,  1877,  will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
575 68.
IMPOUNDED at Surat, from Spring Grove, on the28th of May, 1877, by order of D. E. Diven, Esquire.
Driving, 8d.
One Chesnut horse, bald face, near hind foot white, like
t;d' d near shoulder, the R blotched, dock tail.
One black  mare, small  star ,  like flower-pot brand near
thigh.
CORRECTED BRAND.
Also, from Yul:ibilla, on the 21st of May, 1877, by
order of R. C. Beck, Esquire. Driving, 7s. 6d.
One brown horse, snip, like hobble mark fore  feet, off
hind foot white, saddle-mark, li ke S near cheek,
like AD indi: tinet over blotch over like A  RD (the
gD conjoined)  near  shoulder,  RB4 over 33 off
shoulder, like DE6 (registered) near thigh.
If not released on or before the 29th of June, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
588
J. WATSON,  Poundkeeper.
Ss.
1 MPOUND ED at Warwick, from Lonsdale, on the
28th of May,  1877,  by E. L. Thornton,  Esquire.
Damages and driving, 3s. 6d.
One white poley cow, DD off ribs, S off  shoulder, like
T and illegible brand and like Y  off rump, alit
under part off ear.
One red and white heifer, illegible brands near thigh,
blind  off eye
One red heifer, like C3P or G5P off rump.
Also, from North Toolburra, on the 25th of May,
1877, by Messrs. Coutts Bros. Driving, 3s. 4d.
One strawberry heifer, no brand visible.
Also, from Canning Downs, on the 29th May, 1877,
by J. D. Macansh, Esquire. Damages, 3s. 10d.
One chesnut horse, M over like N or W over EH and
illegible brand near shoulder, like JF (conjoined)
off shoulder, bald face, white spots on back, off hind
foot and near hind heel white.
Also, from the Commonage, on 26th May, 1877, by
order of the Municipal Council. Driving expenses, 2s.
per head.
One Chesnut mare, CH near shoulder, M near thigh, M
off shoulder,  star , near hind heel white; foal at
foot, unbranded.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1877, willbe sold to defray expenses.
P. LENIHAN, Poundkeeper.
687 6s.
IMPOUNDFD at Brisbane, off the streets, on the
30th May, 18 7, by order of General Inspector.
One bav mare, star and white scratch on face, CP over
58P near shoulder, r,, over C conjoined off shoulder
If not released on or before the 25th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses. _-14b.
583
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
1s.
Printed and  Published by JAxrs C. BaAL,  Government Printer,
William street, Brisbane, 9th June, 1877.
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Colonial Secretary' s  Office,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1877.
THE REGISTRAR-GENERAL'S REPORT on the VITAL  STATISTICS  of the REGISTRYDISTRICT Of BBIsBANE, including the CITY and  SUBURBS, for  the Month of May, 1871,
is published for general information.
WM. MILES.
BIRTHS.
During the month of May, one hundred and twenty-nine births were  registered in
Brisbane Registry District-seventy-one  males  and fifty-eight females-the number being ten
less than in the previous month of April.
In the month of May, 1876, there were one hundred and twenty-eight births  registered,
the number for the corresponding month of this year being one more than in May of  last year.
DEATHS.
There have been sixty-one deaths registered in the district during the mouth-thirty-three
males and twenty-eight females ; the excess of births over deaths being sixty-eight.
The number of deaths  was ten less  than was registered in the previous month of April.
TABLE  showing.  ESTIMATED POPULATION,  the NUMBER  of BIRTHS and DEATHS of  MALES and FEMALES Regis.
tered within and outside the MUNICIPALITY, in the REGISTRY  DISTRICT of BRISBANE , from the let to
31st of May, 1877; also TOTAL DEATHS under FIvE YEARS and under ONE YEAR, and PROPORTION
of DEATHS under ONE YEAR to the TOTAL  NUMBER of BIRTHS ; also the  PROPORTION of DEATHS
under FIVE YEARS and under ONE YEAR to TOTAL  DEATHS in the BRISBANE DISTRICT.
=- o
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It will be seen that, within the municipality, 55'00 per cent. of the deaths were of
children under five years ; the rate in the suburban parts of the district having been 28'57.
The true infantile mortality, or deaths under one year, as compared to births in the
district, is seen to have been 15.00 per cent. within, and 10'34 per cent. outside the municipality.*
The General Hospital, Benevolent Asylum, Diamantina Orphanage, Infants' Asylum,
Lunatic Reception House, Lock Hospital, and Gaol, are all in the Registry District of Brisbane.
The deaths occurring in these institutions numbered 18 during the _month, or 29.50 per cent.
of the total number of deaths in the Brisbane Registry District. ce
The total mortality of Brisbane and suburbs, for the month of May, together with
the mean shade temperature and mean atmospheric pressure, is seen as follows :
Period.
May, 1877. 29.956
The following meteorological information is furnished by the Goverment Observer:-
The highest temperature in the shade r corded at the Brisbane Observatory du ing the
month was 86.5 degrees on the 23rd, and the lowest, 44.0, on the 1st.
The mean temperature of the month  was 66 '7 degrees ; the average during the month
of May for the last ten years was 67'7.
The greatest range of the thermometer in the shade in any one day, which was 34 5
degrees, took place on the 25th, viz., from a maximum of 79.0 degrees to a minimum of 44.5
degrees.
The mean daily  range  was 25.8.
The mean atmospheric pressure was 29'956 inches ; the average of the same month during
the last nine years was 30.084 inches.
The following table shows the mean of barometer, mean shade temperature,  maximum
temperature in shade, minimum  on grass,  mean humidity, the rainfall, and prevailing winds at
Brisbane in the month of May, for a period of ten years :-
Year.
1877
1876
1875
1874
1873
1872
1871
1870
1869
1868
Mean of i Mean Shade
Barometer .  Temperature.
29.956
30.132
30.030
30.043
30.176
30.131
30.040
29.990
29.928
30.292
667
66.8
6y'7
64.5
65.9
65.3
67.3
62.8
65.2
67.3
61
Mean Shade Temperature.
66.7
Maximum in Minimum on Mean
Shade . grass .  Humidity.
86.5
86.0
83.0
85.0
85.5
84.5
85.0
81.0
82.5
82.5
40.0
50.542'0
40.0
41.5
39.0
38.5
44.0
36.0
43'0
•620
•812
697
•682
•744
•680
.690
•813
•556
•766
Mean height of Barometer.
I Rainfall.
-
Int•hes. I Days.
1.08
13.856-26
1.07
0.58
0.26
0'83
2.81
0.39
1.13
5
20
11
7
8
5
6
15
3
10
The deaths occurring in the Public Institutions were as follows
..Vales. Females. Total.
Brisbane  Hospital ... ... ... 12 2 14
Lady Bowen ditto ... ... ... 1 1 2
Infants' Asylum ... ... ... ... 0 0 0
Diamaltina  Orphanage ... ... ... 0 0 0
Lunatic Reception House ... ... () 0 ()
Lock Hospital ... ... ... ... 0 0 0
Brisbane Gaul ... ... ... ... 2 0 2
Total ... 18
Number of Deaths.
Prevailing
winds.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
S.S.
S. W.
S.
S.
S.W.
* NOTF.-The average death-rate of children under 1 year, as com pared to births during the  last ten
years,  throughout the whole of Queensland, is 12-46-  Tide Vital Statistics  of 1875.
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The following table shows the  causes  of death of persons of both sexes, under one year,
total under five years, and over five years ; also, the proportion per cent. of deaths from such
causes in  Brisbane and suburbs during the month.
Class. Causes of Death. Under1 year .  I
Totalunder
6 years .
Over
5 years. Total.
Prouortion
per cent.
1. Zymotic diseases  ... ... ... ... 6 11 It 22 36.07
II. Constitutional  diseases ... ... ... ... 12  12 19.67
III. Local diseases ... ... 4 6 8  14 2.2.95
IV. Developmental  diseases ... ... ... 8 10 1  11 18.03
V. Violence ... ... ... ... ... 1 1  2 3.28
Causes not specified ...
... ... ... ... ...
...
A ll causes ... ... ... ... 18 28 33 61 100.00
Class . Order. Nature  of Disease.
1.
II.
ZYMOTIC  DISEASES.
1 Miasmatic diseases ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  19
2 Enthetic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3 Dietic diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3
4 Parasitic diseases  ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
CONSTITUTIONAL  DISEASES.
1 Diathetic  diseases  ... ... ... ... ...
2 Tubercular  diseases  ... ... ... ...
Number of
Deaths
in each Class
and Order.
4
8
LOCAL DISEASES.
IV.
1 Diseases  of the  nervous system ...
2 Diseases of the organs of circulation
3 Diseases  of the respiratory system
4 Diseases  of the  digestive organs ...
5 Diseases  of the  urinary organs ...
6 Diseases of the organs of generation
7 Diseases  of the  joints and bones ...
8 Diseases  of the  integumentary system
DEVELOPMENTAL DISEASES.
1 Developmental  diseases  of children
2 Developmental  diseases  of adults...
3 Developmental  diseases  of old people
4 Developmental  diseases  of nutrition
3
1
7
V. VIOLENCE.
1 Accident or negligence ... ... ...
2 Wounds in battle ... ... ... ...
3 Homicide ... ... ... ... ...
4 Suicide ... ... ... ... ...
5 Execution ... ... ... ... ...
CAUSES NOT SPECIFIED  OR ILL- DEFINED
TOTAL ...
1
61
Of deaths registered during the month as arising from external causes, one is ascribed to
accident, none to homicide, and one to suicide.
The following are the particulars:-One male child, traumatic tetanus.
One male adult, Suicide by hanging.
General Registry Office, HENRY JORDAN,
Brisbane, 5th June, 1877. Registrar-General.
By Authority  :  J &&ias C. lis&L,  Government Pri ter, Wil liam street, Brisbane.
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Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1877.
HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment,  with  the advice  of the Executive
Council,  has been  pleased to appoint
THOMAS HENRY BOWMAN BARRON,  Esquire,
to be Visiting Justice of the Lunatic Reception
House,  Brisbane , in the  room  of Lewis A. Bernays,
Esquire, resigned.
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary' s Office,
Brisbane , 14th June 1877.j IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, II  with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to direct that the name of
ARCHIBALD MCDONALD
be substituted for Archibald Ma.-Donald, appearing
in the new  Commission of the Peace, published in
the  Government Gazette  of Tuesday, 2nd January,
1877.
WM. MILES.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
of the Executive Council,  has been pleased
to appoint the undermentioned gentlemen to be
Trustees  of the Toowoomba Grammar School, in
pursuance  of "  The Grammar Schools Art.  1860'
The Hon. JOHN  FREDERICK  MCDOUGALL,
Esquire, M.L.C.;
The Hon. JAMEs TAYLOR, Esquire, M.L.C.;
PATRICK PE RKINS , Esquire, M.L.A.;
ROBERT ALAND, Esquire.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
Department of Public Instruction,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1877.
l I
IS Excellency the Governor, with the advice
J of the Executive Council, has been pleased
to approve of the appointment of the undermentioned
gentlemen  as Trustees of the Toowoomba  Grammar
School, upon the nomination of Subscribers thereto,
in pursuance  of  The Grammar Schools Act,1860".-
SAMUEL GEORGE  STFPHENS , Esquire ;
WILLIAM GRAHAM, Esquire, M.L.A. ;
HUGH MUIR NELSON, Esquire.
S. W. GRIFFITH.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.I N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of the sixty-first
section of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the leases of the following selections of' land,
under the said Act, are declared forfeited.
water
No. of
A pplica-
Lion.
Name of  Lessee.
Land
Area .  Agent's
District.
A. B. P.
3919 H . England ... 820 0 0  Ipswich
4060 J. Fleming ..
.... 640 0 0 do.
4061 L. Harrison ...
... 6 10 0 0 do.
107 A. Moffett ...
... 48 0 0
boroughMary
717 1R. Hart ... ... 80 0 0 do.
828 I W. Howard ...
... 320 0 0 do.
328 M . McClusky ...  77 0 0 Mackay.
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Govern-
ment House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QtxEExr I
1598
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
[L.s.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the Most Honour-
Administrator . able Order of the Bath, Ad.
ministrator  of the Government
.of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator  aforesaid,
with  the advice  of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
land  included in  the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion  shall be open  to Selection ,  under  the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth da of July, 1877, at the Mary-
borough Land- Ofce.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the  said land is  open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre , and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase  shall not exceed 320 acres.
No. of I
Selec -  Late Lessee .  Area .  Land Agent's
tion. I Dist rict.
828
A. B. P.
W. Howard ... 320 0 0 Maryborough
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depend-
encies.
lN pursuance of the provisions of - "  The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
.this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions  of the  said Act,
on and  after TUESDAY,  the 24th day of July,
1877,  at,the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  a t which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings per acre.
Parish.
7 Childers
`.oo
717
Late Lessee.
R. Hart ...
Land
Area .  Agent's
Dist rict.
A.  R.  P
80 0 0 Marv-
borough.
Given  under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our  Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  Qq' EIN I
PROCLAMATION.
By I Iis Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
r N pursuance of the provisions of  11 The g?jwn
l Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir A T&UR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY,  the 24th day of July,
1877, at the several Land Offices named.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five  shill ings per
acre.
00
x0A4
a
Parish. Late Lessee . Area . Land Aict
t s
A.  It.  P.
6 St. Mary  107 A. Moffett  ...  48 0 0 Mary -
borough.
Bassett 328 M. McCluskey 77 0 0 Mackay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KE NNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Dist in guished Order of St.
Michael and St .  George, Com-
[L s.]' panion  of the  Most Honourable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of  the Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections  shall continue to form part of the Home-
stead Areas  within which  they  are situated, and
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
eighteenth day of July, 1877, at the Ipswich Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall  be ten
shillings per acre,  and that the area which may be
selected by  Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
the area of the original selection.
No. Of . D' trict Homestead . .Selection. Area
A. A. P
3919 ! Ipswich .. Grantham H .  M. England 320 0 0
4060 „ J. Fleming  ...  640 0 0
4061 L. Harrison  ...  640 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of'June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
AreaLate Lessee
1599
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St .  George, Com-
,L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  puruance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lanils Alienation Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  K ENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection sha ll  be open to Selection ,  under the  pprovi-
sions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the eleventh day of July, 1877, at the
Toowoomba Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall  be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase sha ll  not exceed 80 acres.
z8
Late Lessee. Ares. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
1970 J. Mahoney  ... ...  80 0 0 Toowoomba
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, K night Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY,  ourable Order of the  Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation Act of  1876, "  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall continue to form part of the Home-
stead Area within which they are situated, and shall
be open to Selection ,  subject to the provisions of
the said Act, on and after  WEDNESDAY, the
eleventh day  of July, 1877,  at the Bundaberg Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase ,  shall  be ten shillings per
acre ,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 300 acres.
Dist rict. Homestead Area Late Lessee. Area.
A.
355 Bunuabergl  Tantitha  ...  C. Goffel 300
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE.. THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARDKENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion of the Most Honourable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
1 Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portion of land hereunder described shall con-
tinue to form part of the Homestead Area within
which it is situated, and shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after WEDNESDAY, the eleventh day of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that  the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be thirty  shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be  selected
by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed  80 acres.
0
z
A
District. Homestead Late Lessee.  Area.Area.
L. I. P.
210 Allora 980 Warwick Portions 210 J.Callaghanl 80 0 0& and 211
211
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra.
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " Ile Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection  shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions  of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877, at the Warwick Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be ten  shillings per
acre , and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed  320 acres.
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Late  Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P.
294 G.  Hoffman  ...  320 0  0 Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
1600
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,[L.8.1  Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY,  ourable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Go, ern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands included in  the  undermentioned forfeited
selections shall be open to Selection .  under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after  TU F SDAY,
the tenth day of July , 1877,  at the respective Land
Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
y Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre ,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed the area of
the original selection.
No. of
see.- Late Lessee. Area.
Lion.
$95 F .  J. Brooks
85 A. C. B. Praed
131 Ditto ...
152 P .  Drinan ...
159 F .  A. Blackman
197 R. Mi ller ...
211 James  Bell...
212 William Bell
Land Agent's
District.
A X. P.
... 1,095 0 0  Beenleigh
400 0  0 Gladstone
... 300 0 0 ditto
... 640 0 0 ditto
... 454 0 0 ditto
... 32') 0 0 ditto
... 701 0 0 ditto
... ... 600 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the tovernment of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions  of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection , under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the tenth day of July, 1877,
at the respective  Land Offices.
. And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at  which the said portions of land are open
to selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be five
shi llings per acre.
Land A ent
c Parish c 5 Late Lessee .  Area 1
g
D i
z,; z m istr ct.
I A.R.V.
144 Redland 2270 H. Rolsepfel  ... 150 0 0  Brisbane
301 Albert .  W4  J .  G. Schneider  100 0 0  beenleigh
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lurd one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN  I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Path, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies. c
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " rAe Crown
Lands Alienation Art of 1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY. the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection,  under  the pprovisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of July, 1877, at the Mackay Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings
and sixpence per acre, and that the area which may
be selected by Conditional Purchase  shall not
exced 1,223 acres.
M O
o.9
Late Lessee.
aQ
Area.
A.R.  P.
413 A .  R. Macdonald  ... ...  1,223 0 0
ILand Agent's
i District.
Mackay
Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one  thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight  Commander of the Most
Distinguished  order of St.
Michael and St George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most  Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra.
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Art of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDA ) , the seventeenth day of
July, 1877, at the Pllackay Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion-of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings  arid sixpence  per acre.
dlo°
otiI
39
Parish.
Bassett
a
Imo
265
Late Lessee. Area.
A.B. P.
G. R. Abosolon 180 0 0
Land
Agent's
District.
Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
1601
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Path ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
6.
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.IN pursuance of thprovisions of " 71e Crown
Lanes Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KF•NNEPY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Act ,  on and after  WE UN ESD AY,
the eleventh day of July, 1877, at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by Con.
ditional Purchase shall not exceed eighty acres.
fl
zR
0o
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P.
264 J .  C. Thompson  ... ...  550 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and  seventy-seven, and i  the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Bundaberg
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY ,  Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St.  NI ichael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order of the Bath , Admin-
Administrator .  istrator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions  of  " The CrownI Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," 1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the  advice of the  Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and  after TUESDA Y. the tenth day of July,
1877,  at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further  notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
Parish.
v 0
o ..
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
494
and
465
Enoggera
I A. _. P.
1755 Matthew Hull ... 50 1 28 Brisbane
Value of improvements to be lodged at time  of Application, £3410x.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THS QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWA.RD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its  Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim  that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after TUESDAY, the seventeenth day
of July, 1877, at the respective Land Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim  that the upset
price  at which the said portions  of land are open
to selection  by Conditional  Purchase shall be fifteen
shillings per acre.
00
za
Parish.
o
0
°
Late Lessee  Area , Land  Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P•
•  St. George  1 J. F. Adams ... 46 0 0 St . George.
34 Bassett 255 StephenMaynard  00 0 0 Mackay.
Applicant to lodge £30, value of improvements ,  at time of
application.
Given under my Hind and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in tae year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St .  George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notit'y and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase, shall be ton
shillings per acre.
Parish.
Wildash
No. of Land
Selec- Late Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
tion.  District.
-a
A. s. P.
266 P .  Hoffman 200  0 0 Warwick
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS,
GOD SAVE THE QUERN l
1602
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, orable Order of the Bath,
Administrator. Administrator of the Govern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation. notify and proclaim that the
portions  of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection , under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after  TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset  price at which the said portions of land are
open  to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be
five shill ings per acre.
O p  . O
Parish.  Late Lessee. Area.
ka xm
Land Agent's
District.
A.  B.  P.
29 Urangan  853 Anders  Nielsen  34 0 0 Maryborough
Bassett 339  George Moss 80 3 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane , this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
J. M. DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L. s.] panion  of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion  of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY, the nineteenth day of June,
1877, at the Helidon Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said portion of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
w 2 •.o
v o
Parish.
.
za z
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
! A.  R.  P.
136 Tenthill .  593 Peter  Brown 100 0 0 Helidon.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this tenth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven, and the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honorable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection  shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the nineteenth day of June, 1877, at the Brisbane
Land Office.
And I further notif' and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre,  and that the  area  which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 600 acres.
No. of
selec- Late Lessee. Area.
Lion.
Land Agent's
District.
A. B. P.
216 C.  H. Simpson ...  600 0 0 Brisbane
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St,
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
IN pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the tenth sub-section of
section fifty-one of "  The Crown Lands Alienation
Act  of  1868," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
the Administrator aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council, do, by this my Proclamation,
notify and declare that the Road hereinunder des-
crihed shall be and is hereby opened as a public
Road.
DESCRIPTION.
Road one chain wide, resumed from Selection
2,117, Brisbane District. (G. Robinson.)
From the east boundary of portion 97, parish of
Beaudesert, south-westerly, to the road reserved
through that portion ,  containing  three acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven , and in the'
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
ByHis Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of  Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of section six of  " The Crown
I .-}  Lands Alienation Act of  187(," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclar cation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved  for Water.
RESERVE  FOR WATER.
182 acres,
Warrill Creek, county of Churchill, parish of
Fassifern, portion No.  176.
Commencing on  the rightbank of Warrill Creek on
a road one chain wide dividing it from portions Nos.
174, 159, 158, and part of 157, and bounded thence
on the north by that  road bearing east fifty-one
chains and twenty -seven links and passing through
a post five links from said creek  ;  on the east by a
road one chain wide and a line bearing  south forty
chains ; on the south by part of portion 189, a road
one chain wide, and portion 190 bearing west forty-
nine chains and thirteen links to Warrill Creek and
passing through a post fourteen links from said
creek  -and on the west by that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and bt. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
T N pursuance of the power in me vested, and
1 in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir
ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator
afore said,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and unselected lands within the Coochin  Coochin
Homestead  Area, in the Ipswich Land Agent's
District, open to selection under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "
and  " The Homestead Areas Act of  1872 " at
the time of the repeal of those Acts, shall be
open to Selection under the provisions con-
tained in the  first-mentioned Act relating to Home-
stead Areas, on and after TUESDAY, the tenth
day of July, 1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I do further notify and roclaim that the
upset price at which the said
p
lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be £1 5s.
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional Purchase  shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St .  Michael and St. George,
[L s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order  of the  Bath ,  Adminis.
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the power in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act  of 1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice  of the  Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the Gin Gin Homestead Area,
in the Bundaberg  Land Agent' s District ,  open to
selection under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act of  1868"  and  "The Homestead
Areas  Act of  1872  " at the time of the repeal of
those Acts, shall be open to Selection under
the provisions contained in the first -mentioned
Act relating to Homestead A re as,  at the Bunda-
berg Land Office, on and after  TUESDAY,
the tenth  day of July, 1877. And I  do further
notify and proclaim ,  that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by Conditional
Purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by Conditional Purchase
shall not exceed 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the  Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St .  George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator.  tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the powers in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive  Council,  do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the Heathland Run Home-
stead Area, in the Leichhardt District ,  open to
selection under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1868 "  and  " The Home-
stead Areas  Act of  1872 "  at the time of the
repeal of those Acts ,  shall be open to Selec-
tion under the provisions contained in the first-
mentioned Act relating to Homestead Areas, at
the Rockhampton  Land Office , on and after
TUESDAY, the  tenth of  July, 1877.  And I do
further notify  and proclaim that the upset price
at which the said lands are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be seven shill ings and
sixpence per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase sha ll  not exceed
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year o our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Orderbf the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
!
N pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Crown
 Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do. by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart as
a Homestead Area under the provisions of the said
Act, shall be open to Selection at the Toowoomba
Land Office, on and after  TUESDAY, the tenth
day of July, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be £1 10s. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by Condi-
tional Purchase shall not exceed  320 acres.
LANDS RESUMED  FROM YANDILLA RUN, Too.
WOOMBA  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
County of Derby, Parish  of Yandilla.
About 3,700 acres.
Commencing  on the left bank of the north branch
of the Condamine River at the north -east corner of
selection  971, Toowoomba ,  and bounded thence on
the north -west by  selections  Nos. 971 and 1198,
Toowoomba ; on the south-west by portions 49 and
50, parish of Yandilla ; on the south-east by the
ro ad forming  the north -west boundaries  of portions
56 and 57  ;  and on the  north -east by the north
branch aforesaid  downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given  under  my Hand  and Seal , at Government
house ,  Brisbane ,  this seventh day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
to the north boundary of portion 29, parish of
Talavera ; on the south by that portion and por-
tion 28 westerly to the west corner of 28 ; on the
west  by a line bearing north about two hundred
and twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east  to the south-west boundary of the Police
Paddock ; thence by that boundary and by the
south-west and south-east boundaries of the Roads
Office Paddock south-easterly and north-easterly to
the south-west boundary of Surat Town Reserve ;
and thence by that boundary  bearing one  hundred
and thirty -five degrees to the point  of commence-
ment.
PORTION B.
County of Elgin, Parish of Surat.
About 4,600 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Griman 's Creek
at  a point  opposite the west corner of portion No 7,
parish of I oorindoo, and bounded thence on the
north -west by a line bearing south -west to the
north- east  boundary of Surat Town lieserve; on
the south -west by that boundary bearing south-east
to the east corner of Surat Town i eserve ; on the
south -east by a line bearing north -east to Griman's
Creek; and on the north-east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1877.THE following amended description is substi-tuted for those  contained  in the  Proclamations
dated the 20th April  and 23rd May, 1877, res-
pectively,  establishing a Reserve for W iter and
Camping near Cooktown ,  in the pariah  of Cook.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George,  Com-
panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
J N pursuance of the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described shall be reserved for
Township purposes ,  as an extension of the Surat
Town Reserve ,  and shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said  Net,  on and after
WEDNESDAY,  the eighteenth day of July,
1877, at the Surat Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be twenty shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional  Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres.
PORTION A.
County  of Elgin,  purish 'of Surat.
About  7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of selection
No. 5, and bounded thence on the south -east by a
line bearing two hundred and twenty -five degrees
RESERVE  FOR WATER  AND CAMPING.
County of Banks, Parish of Cook.
173 acres.
Commencing  on a road two  chains wide, at a
point on the south boundary of the municipality of
Cooktown ,  and distant one hundred  and sixty chains
east  from the south -west corner  thereof ; and thence
by that road bearing 203  degrees 54 minutes sixteen
chains  and sixty links ; thence by  traverse lines,
being the northern boundary of selection  5, bearing
286 degrees 33 minutes two chains and eighty and
a-half links ,  273 degrees  44 minutes thirteen chains
and twent y -three links ,  257  degrees  34 minutes five
chains and  forty- one and a-half links ,  213 degrees
43 minutes  eight  chains and six lin 1 s, 252 degrees
55 minutes six chains  and twenty -two links, 238
degrees 42  minutes three chains and  five links, 249
degrees 28  minutes seven  chains  and ninety-five
and a-half links ,  198 degrees  45 minutes nine chains
and thirty -two links ,  229 degrees  13 minutes three
chains and eighty-two links, 254 degrees  23 minutes
five chains  and seventy -three links ,  and 269 degrees
56 minutes nine chains and twenty links ; on the
west by a road one hundred and fifty  links wide,
and a line in continuation  bearing north thirty-eight
chains  and seventy -six links ; on  the north by the
municipal  boundary aforesaid ,  bearing east forty
chains and  eighty linka to the south side of the Annan
Road, thence by that  road bearing 26 degrees 43
minutes seventeen  and a-half links , 61 degrees 20
minutes seven chains  and fifty -nine links , 80 degrees
1 minute eleven chains and forty -five links, 32
degrees 12 minutes eight chains and fourteen links ;
thence by a road two chains wide, bearing 143
degrees 47 minutes fourteen  chains and  eighty-two
links to the  point of commencement.
1605
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
HERE A S notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 24th day of February and
7th day of April, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion No. 114, parish of Forbes, county of Churchill, through land in the occupa-
tion of the person in the said notice specified: And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with thb advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the sai&Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-2431.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114, PARISH OF FORBES ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED  TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
F.M 0
OV
C O
zm
Reputed BreadthHow Held. Occupier . Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.  Remarks.Owner. I Road.00
1 From the road re- 2519 Homestead ,  Edward
ohs. lks. A. IL P.
244° 40' 28 82 2 chains 6 0 0
served through por-
tion 114,  par'sh of
Ipswich
Register
under Act Collins
of 1872
Forbes,  south-
westerly to its
south boundary
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in  the fortieth
year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.W YHEREAS Notices were published  in the  Government  Gazette  of the 23rd day of September, 1876,! and 16th day of March, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road  hereunder
described through Portion No. 174, parish of Goodna, county of Stanley, through land in the occupation
of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of the
said  Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road has
been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that  the same is  now open for  public use.
77-2096.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 174, PARISH OF GOODNA, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .  How Held. Reputed Occupier .  Bea ri ngs.Owner. Lengths.
Breadth of
Road. Area. Remarks.
1 A triangular piece out of Under Deed
the north -west corner of (rant con-
of portion No. 174. taming a
general re-
servation for
pub lic ways
chs. lks .  A.  I.  P.
d. 3I. J. M. N. 0° 17' 3 68  Irregular  0 2 10  Fencedand
Thompson Thompson cleared
Norf.-This Notice cancels the Notice dated 3rd November , 1876,  pub lished in the  Government  Gazette,  folio  W.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.8.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator. Queensland and its Dependencies.
1'
HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government  Gazette  of the 5th day of August and 23rd
day of September, A.D. 1876. respectively,  relative  to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portions Nos. 22 and 35, parish of Kalkie, county of Cook, through lands in the
occupation  of the  several rsons  in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the
Government  aforesaid , wile the advic9 of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the
opening of  the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, tho Administratorof the
Government aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify  and proclaim  ..-tat the
said  Road has been  marked and  opened by the proper officers, and that the  same is now  open for public
use.
77-2364.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS Nos. 22 AND 35, PARISH OF KALKIE ,  COUNTY OF
COOK, WIDE BAY  DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BB PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Soo
.4O J
mz894
m
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings. Lengths.
chs. Ike
Breadth
of Road. Area.
A. R. P.
Remarks.
Bunda-
berg
Reg.
1  Commencing at the  118 1868 Act William William N. 58° E. 20 10 1 chain 2 0  It Uncultlvatc d
south comer of Price Price scrub land.
portion 22, and
running north-
eastt sty to  its east
corner
2 Commencing at the 15 Immigration Mary Ann Mary Ann N. 238° E. 19 00 Partly culti-
east  corner of  selec- Act Dredge Dredge 328° 19 04 1 chain 3 3 241 vated and
ti, m No.  35, and uncultivated
running south-west- land.
erly and north-west-
erly to its west
comer
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
Go7 SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,  Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.1 A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queenb-
Administrator .  land and its Dependencies.
W HEREAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 17th day of February and 7th
day of April, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described through Portion No. 208, parish of England, county of Cavendish, through lands in the
occupation of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, -the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening
of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the
Government aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that
the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for
public use.
77-2262.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 208 ,  PARISH OF  ENGLAND, COUNTY  OF CAVENDISH,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
0:0' HowNo. Portion of Road . Held .
Running south -easterly 203
from ti.e west boun-
dary  of portion 208 to
Lookyees Creek
" Crown
Lands
A ltena-
tion do
of 1868 "
two- rail
fence.
Given under my Band and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-ninth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
Reputed
Owner . Ocenpier . Bearings . Lengths .
Breadth of
Road Area Remarks
chs. Ike . A. R. P.
John John 1680 2 90 100 links 2 0 0 We st boun-
Nounan Noonan 108° 22' 14 34 dary
156° 3 70 fenced with
By Command, y I,
GEORGE THORN
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions  of  "the Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876,"  will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
' venth  section of  the above-recited Act, at the
isi der-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with selections under
The Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1868," will
also be dealt  with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh ,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Ipswich ,  the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land Office, Helidon ,  the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
AT THE COURT HOUSES.
Toowoomba .  Dalby.  Warwick.
Date. Date. Date.
June ... Monday, 25 Wednesday 27 Friday, 29
July ... „ 23 „ 25 „ 27
August ... „ 27 „ 29 „ 31
September  „  24 „ 21 „ 28
October  ... „  22  „ 24 „ 26
November  „  26 „ 28 „ 30
December ... „ 24 Thursday, 27 Saturday 29
At the Land Office, Con3amine, the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT C URTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton,  the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  the  first
Monday in each month.
WIDE BAY AND BURNETT  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first  Wednes-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each tnontb.
At the Land Office, Tenuingering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, 'Mackay ,  the second  Thurs-day in August, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in July, 1877 , and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the  first Monday
in July, 1877,  and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND  AGENT ' S DISTRICT OF COOHTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT OF CAIRNS.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the first Thursday
in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BURKE.
At the Land Office,  Normanton ,  the second
Tuesday  in every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land  Office, Roma,  the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land  Office, Surat ,  the last Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St.  George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877,  and every alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877,  and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above  days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the  followingday.
Courts,  when necessary,  in addition to
the above ,  will be duly notified  from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Pub lic Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I
T is hereby notified for  general information,
that applications under the  sixty-fifth  section of
" The Crown  Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby,  are required to transmit to this
Department  their  objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the  Land Agents', Police,  and Post Offices,
Ipswich and Gympie.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDrLB  OF ROADS APPLIED TO  BB CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation . (  Parish. Area.
•1 J. Part  of the road re- I Faasifern
A.
6
R.  P.
1 s0
MoAnalen served through por-
*2 Ditto  ...
tion 41, f ro m the new
road to the south
boundary
The road reserved Ditto ... 6 2 0
*3 M.
th rough portion 43
Part  of the road re- Ditto  ... 1 212
MoAnalen served th ro ugh pir-
tion 22,  from the no rt h
boundary to the new
road
4 Robt .  G. Road separating port ion -  King ... 3 2 32
5
Walker
Ditto  ...
24 from  selection 366,
Gympie district
Road sepa rating  portion Ditto ... 4 0 0
44 froms elections 360
and 579 ,  Gympie dis-
trict
- The closure of these roads is proposed to be car ri ed out
connection  with the opening  of another road.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
( T is hereby notified for general information, that
1 application under the sixty -fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation  Art of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  a ithin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can he seen at  this Office,
and at the Land Agent's Office,  Brisbane ; also, at
the Police and Post  Offices,  Village of Logan.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area,
A. R. P.
1 V. and M. Road separating Moffatt  ...  3 1 35
Hinchelitfe portion 267s from
and J .  King portions 268 and
265A
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth , His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government  will, in pursuance  of the provisions of
" The Titles to Land Art of  1858," at the expiration
of three months from  the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such  Deeds of Grant respectively,
under his Hand and the Seal  of the Colony,
describe  the name of the intended Grantee and the
area  of the  lands granted , and the reservations for
roads, to the  intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said , the correct  name and areas and reservations
shall be taken  to have been inserted in the said
grants  and in every deed  containing  the erroneous
name and areas and reservations ,  and such grants
respectively  and every such deed shall operate and
be construed  accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-10th November, 1870. No. of
Grant, 22,410.
Name of Grantee-Minnie Sambell.
Land granted.-Portion  23, county of Living-
stone, parish  of Stanwell, nineteen  acres  one rood
thirty-one perches.
Nature of misnomer.-Tbe  name of the grantee
having been stated as  Minnie Sambell instead of
Minerva  Anne Barnett.
Date of Grant-10th November, 1870. No. of
Grant, 22 411.
Name of Grantee-Minnie Sambell.
Land ,granted.-Portion  32, county of Living-
stone , parish of Stanwell, eleven acres three roods
eight perches.
Nature of misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having  been stated as Minnie Sambell instead of
Minerva  Anne Barnett.
Date of Grantee-10th July, 1876. No. of
Grant, 31,428.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Hogan.
Land  granted.-Selection 184, Maryborough
District , portion 219, county of March, parish of
Mary borough, forty-two  acres one  rood two perches.
Nature of error.--The  area having been stated
as forty-two  acres  one rood two perches instead of
forty- two acres  three roods thirty-three perches ;
and it having  been stated that a road one chain
wide -wan-reserved  through the selection,  as shown
on plan in Surveyor -General 's Office.
{ Date of Grant - 11th June ,  1875 .  No. of Grant,
20,030.
Name of Grantee-David Pfrunder.
Land granted .- Portion 7 ,  county of Ward,
parish of Mudgeeraba ,  one hundred and eighty
acres.
Nature of  error .- The  area having been stated
as one hundred and eighty acres instead of one
hundred and seventy six acres two roods and
twenty-five perches ; and the road reservation
having been stated as two reserved roads, each one
chain wide, instead of one reserved road Pr'o
chains wide.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  13th  April. 1877.
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY  CLOSURE
OF ROADS.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, thatapplications under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown  I ands Alienation  Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons  who may consider  their interests
affected thereby  are required to transmit to this
Department their  objectio.. 6, in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the  Land Agent' s, Police ,  and Post Offices,
Brisbane and Toowoomba.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLTFD TO BE CLOSED.
No.
i
Applicant. , Situation. Parish. Area.
Permanent Closure.
Road separating por-
I
Enoggera I 3 1 16
tions 318 and 319 from
portions 333 anti 334
Temporary Closure.
Road separating por- Toowoomba' 7 016
tions 484 and 488, and
pari •h of Toowoomba ,  Gowrie
from portions  121,122,
123, and  12x4, parish of
Gowi ie
1
2
3
J. VoUer
F.T.Gregory
F.T.GregoryRoad separating por-
tions 99 and 100,
parish of G"wrie, from
portions 477 and 488.
parish of Toowoomba
Toowoomba
and
cowrie
6 3se
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  6th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
T
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant  mentioned in the schedule hereunder.L
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force ot' the Act afore-
said, the correct description shall be taken to have
been inserted in the said grant and in every deed
containing the erroneous description, and such grant
and every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant.-31316.
Name of Grantee.-Marcus Collison.
Land Granted.-Selection  90, Gympie District
one hundred acres.
Nature of Error.-The  land having been de-
scribed as bounded on the north-west " by a line
bearing 234 de_rees 0 minutes twenty- one chains
and twenty-nine links," instead of, by a line bear-
ing 234 degrees 21 minutes six  chains  and twenty-
nine links.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Peed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Aet of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
sttlh Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee. to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, tie correct name shall b-? taken to have been
inser ted in the said grant and in every deed -on-
taining  the erroneous name, and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No. of Grant, 32,756. Date of Grant-27th
January. 1rt77.
Names of Grantees-Joseph Voller and Hugh
McCaughey, rustees of the Will of Job Spend love.Land granted.-`election l!'"-9Brisbane District,0.1
containing  one hundred and forty acres.
Nature of misnomer.  -The name Joseph Voller
having been inserted in  the deed as one of the
grantees ,  instead of James Voller.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
WITH  the view of  facilitating  the transaction
of business  at the Land Offices throughout
the colony ,  it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, the to
effect that every possible assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working  of the Land Acts-aven  to the
extent of filling up forms of application ,  transfers,
and other documents ,  for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer 's disposal  ;  and that  any Land
Agent, or other officer,  refusing  to supply  informa-
tion ,  or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance to his own use ,  on the matter being
reported ,  will be severely  dealt with.
For the convenience .  however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans, arrangements have been made
by which, on application to the District  Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a tee to be estimated
oy that officer ,  a tracing or coy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual requiring the same.
JOHN DOITCrLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 13th April, 1877.
HE following description of the amended boun-
daries  of the Reserve for Timber, in the parish
of Knapp, county of Ward, established by notice
dated 12th November, 1875, is substituted for that
published. in page  2258 of the  Government Gazette
of 1575.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR TiMBER.
County  of Ward, parish of Knapp.
About  1.260 acres.
Commencing on a road  one chain wide,  forming
part of the south boundary of portion 314, at its
intersection  by another road one hundred and fifty
links  w de ; and bounded thence on the north by a
line bearing  west about one hundred and sixty
chains  ;  on the  west by a line bearing south about
one hundred and thirty- one chains ; on  the south by
a line  bearing east sixty-five chains; and on the
soutb -east by lines  bearing 19 degrees ninety chains,
and north  55 degrees  east eighty  chains  to the point
of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for  general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
The. Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all  persons who may consider their  interests
affected thereby are required  to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen  at this 'Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police,  and Post Offices,
Mary borough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No
1
SCHEDULE OF ROAD  TO BE  CLOSED.
Applicant.
T. Rrard...
Situation.
Road separating portion
St from portion 86
Parish.
St. Mary ...
Area.
A. R. P.
8 1 33
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 20th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby  notified for general information, that
applications under  the sixty- fifth section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876" have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads;
and all persona who may consider their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office, and
at the i.and Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Beenleigh and Condamine.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
1
2
A. R. P.
J. W. C. Part of the  reserved road Barro w 11 3 7
Howard through portion 53
J. M. Road separating  portion  Conda- 8 0
Clarke 13 fro m selection 16 mine
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance  of the  provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act  of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such  Decd  of i, rant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that ,  by force of the Act  wore.
said,  the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names, and such grants
respectively  and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date of Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land granted-Portion  94, county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred  and five acres one
rood.
Name of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Bovey.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
IT is hereby notified for general information, that
applications  under the sixty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 "
have been  made for closing the undermentioned
roads ;  and all persons  who may consider their
interests  affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within  two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at  the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba and Townsville.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation .  Parish. Area.
A. A. P.
1 Works Part of the  ro ad be -  Taylor  ...  0 2 27
Department tween pm tion 12
and portions.14 and
133. from the east
corner of 12 to the
2 Ditto ...
•3
new road  through
that portion
Part of the ro ad  be. Ditto  ...  2 0 36
tween portions 11
and 133,  from the
east  corner of 11 to
the west corner of
133
T. Lawrence ,  Road separating selec- ,  Coonam- 24 0 28
tion 116 from selee- belah
tions 106 and 133
• The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another  ro ad.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 6th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
1  T is hereby notified for general information, that
applications under the sixty -fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act  of 1876," have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby ,  are required to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this  Office, and
at the Land Agents' , Police,  and Post Offices,
Toowoomba ,  and Beenleigh.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No.I Applicant .  Situation .  Parish .  Area.
A. H. P.
1 Shanahan and Road separating portions  watts 6 0 29
Jennings 1,  2.5, 7, 9,  and 11 fro m
portions  3, 6, 8,10, and
12
2 Shanahan and Road separating  portion  Watts 2 0 0
Jennings  5 from portion 7
3 Shanahan and Road separating portion Watts 2 0 0
Jennings  6 from portion 8
4 Shanahan and (toad separati i ig portion Watts 2 1 39
Jennings 13 from portions 11
and 12
6 Shanahan and Road separating po rt ions Watts 6 2 12
Jennings 14, 16 ,  18, and rn from
po rt ions  13, 17, 19, and
21
6 Shanahan and Road separating portion  Watts 1 1 11
Jennings 16 from portion 18
7 Shanahan and Rr ad separating portion Watts 1 1 14
Jennings  17 from portion 19
8 A. Beaton Road separating  portion  Darlington 11 2 0
38 from portions 28
and 86, and the road
reserved through por-
tion 68
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th May, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.N OTICE is hereby given , that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned  in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars  therein
set forth , His Excellency the Administrator of the
Gcvernment  will, in pursuance of the provisions  of
The Titles to Land Act of  1858 ,"  at the expir
ation  of three months frcm the date hereof, by
instrument endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under
his Hand and the `cal of the Colony, describe the
name of the intended Grantee and the  area of the
reserved road, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name and area shall  be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name and
area  ; and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordinglN.-
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED O.
No. of Grant, 30,494. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Mary Ann Glenn.
Land Granted-Allotment 3,  section 22,  town of
Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Mary Ann
Glenn having been inserted in the deed  of grant as
the name of the intended grantee instead of Mary
Ann Glynn.
No. of Grant, 29,117. Date of Grant-18th
June, 187 5.
Name of Grantee-John Friedrich  Schumann.
Land Granted - •  Selection 492, portion 142,
county of Churchill, parish of North,  seventy-nine
acres one  rood thirty perches.
Nature of Error-Two  acres  two roods and ten
perches having been stated in the deed  as reserved
for a road, instead of two  acres  and ten  perches.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.THE ' fcllowingamended  description is  sub-M
for that contained  in the Procla-
mation dated the tenth  instant, establishing a
Reserve for Camping on the Mary River, which
was inserted in error.
. JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR CAMPING, MARY RIVER.
County of Lennox, parish of Amamoor.
Commencing on the left bank of the Mary River
at the north- east  corner of selection 91, and  bounded
thence on the south by the north boundary of that
selection and a line in continuation  bearing west to
a point south from the south-east corner  of selection
299; thence by a line bearing north to the road
forming the south boundary of selection  825 ; thence
by that road easterly to the west boundary of
selection 259 ; thence by the western and  southern
boundaries of the last-mentioned selection to the
Mary River ; and thence by that river  upwards to
the point of commencement.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
ER11OR IN DEED.
1
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule  hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor  will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe  the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every deed  containing the
erroneous name and descriptions, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE  REFERRED TO.
a
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-William Kimp.
1611
Land granted- Allotment  18, section 17, town
of Cooktown ,  one rood.
Nature of error-The  name Wi lliam Kimp
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Kemp.
No. of Grant ,  5,278 .  Date  of Grant - 9th April
1863.
Name of Grantee - John Coleman.
Land  ranted-Portion  168, county of Stanley,
parish V  oodna ,  twenty -one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna,  portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing  on the right  bank of the Six-mile
Creek at the north-eastern corner  of portion 167,
and bounded thence  on the west by  a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty-seven links to a road one chain  wide;  on the
south by  that  road bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty -one chains and
sixty links to the Six-mile Cre ek  ;  and on the north
by that creek upwards to the point of commence-
ment. .
No. of Grant ,  29,295 .  Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin MoCullock.
Land  granted - Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, ?08, 209 ,  210, county of Merivale ,  parish of
Robinson ,  one hundred and twenty -one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Merivale ,  parish of Robinson ,  portions
206, 206, 207, 208, 209,  and 210, selection 270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north -east corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that port ion and a line
bearing west thirty-four chains seventy -five links
to a road one chain and fifty links wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty -ei ht chains
fifty -eight links to a road two chains wire ; on the
north by that road bearing east fourteen chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links,  -east one chain ,  north twelve chains
eighty -six links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, nort h eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty -one links to Swan Creek  ;  and thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
41 acres 1 rood.
County of  Livingstone, pariah  of Cazrarral,  portion
11.
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion
10, and bounded thence on the east by a line bear-
ing 188 degrees 40 minutes four chains and three
links;  on the south -east by a line bearing 220 degrees
6 minutes  thirty- three chains  ;  on the south -west by
a line bearing 310 degrees 6 minutes nine chains ; on
the west by lines bearing 9 degrees 29 minutes one
chain and fifteen links  ;  thence 40 degrees six
minutes twelve chains and ten links ,  thence 351 de-
grees 52 minutes thirteen chains and one link to the
point of commencement.
No. of Deed - 2,104. Date of Deed-27th March,
1861.
Name of Grantee - George Andrews.
Land ,granted-Portion  120, county of Stanley,
parish of Goodna ,  fifteen acres ,  two roods twenty
perches.
AMENDED  DESCRIPTION.
15 acres 2 roads 20 perches.
County of  Stanley, parish  of'  (loodna ,  portion  120.
Commencing  on the  road from Ipswich to Bris-
bane one  chain fifty  links wide at thewestern corner
of a measured portion of 9 acres 15 perches, being
portion number 119, and bounded thence on the
north -east by  a line dividing it from that land bear-
ing 108 degrees 54 minutes ,  sixteen chains to a road
one chain wide ; on the south -east by that road
bearing 197 degrees 43 minutes nine chains and
three and one -half links to another road one chain
wide ; on the south -west  by that  road bearing 289
degrees twenty -two chains  and fifty -seven links to
the first -named road  ;  and on the north -west by that
road bearing 54 degrees 21 minutes eleven chains
and one and one-half links to the point of com-
mencement ,-  exclusive of 1 acre 2 roods 24 perches
for a reserve for railway purposes ,  one chain fifty
links wide ; the area  of which  has been deducted
from the total area.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane,  14th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE ,  WATERVIEW ,  HERBERT
RIVER.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  16th March, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is  hereby given ,  that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set  forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions  of  " The  Titles to Land
Act  of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant respectively ,  under his Hand
and the Seal of the  Colony , describe the lands in-
tended to be  granted ,  to the intent that ,  by force of
the Act afore said, the'correct descriptions shall be
taken to have been inserted in the respective grants,
and in every deed containing the erroneous descrip-
tion ,  and such grants and every such deed shall
operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Deed -- 22,789 .  Date of Deed-10th
August, 1871.
Name of  Grantee-John Robert Jardine.
Land granted  - Port ion 11,  county of Living.
stone,  parish of Cawarral ,  forty -one acres  one rood.
TENDERS will be received at his Office, and
at the Telegraph Offices, Townsville and
Waterview ,  until Four o 'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 13th July, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Telegraph Office at Waterview,
Herbert River.
Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender for TelegraphOffice, Waterview."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Offices, Townsville andWaterview.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within fourt een
days from the usual noti fication of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform.
ance  ;  otherwise  the  Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender wil not necessar ily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
1RIMARY SCHOOL, HIG11FIELDS.TENDERS will be•received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th July,from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Primary School at Bighfields.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
Righfields."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the School-house, Highfields.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
REPAIRS, ETC., PRIMARY SCHOOL, WESTOXLEY.
T ENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June, from persons willing to contract for Repairs
to Primary School at West Oxley.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Repairs,
4'c.. Primary School, West Oxley."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, West Oxley.
Tenders must be cn proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Irisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUII DERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, FLAT-TOP ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Port Offices, Maryborough and
Mackay , until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
13th July, from persons willing to contract for the
construction only of a Tower for Flat-top Island in
Brisbane , Maryborough, or Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Light-
house 7bwer , Flat-top Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this'. ffice,
and at  the Port Offices, Maryborough and Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works`
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, KEPPEL BAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Port Office. Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th July, from per-
sons  willing to contract for the erection of a Pilot's
Cottage at Keppel Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, .Keppel Bay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Port Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
er-formance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consider-
ation. ,
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ZILLMAN'SWATERHOLES.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
June, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Primary School,  Zillman's
Waterholes.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for ddditions,
Primary School, Zi.llman's Waterholes."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the ender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, LUNATIC ASYLUM, WOOGAE-OO.
f]1ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
l Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June, from persons willing to contract for the
erection of Additions to the Lunatic Asylum at
Wodgaroo.
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Tenders to be endorsed  "  Tender  for Additions,
lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Ollice,
and at the Court House ,  Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms,'and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Ten der being '  accepted, and undertaking in that
ev@fit to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the  "usual noti fication of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender wi ll  not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACKALL.FRESH Tenders willbe received at this Office,
and at the  Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for TelegraphOffice,Blackall."
Plan ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the  foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance ,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 17th May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, MITCHELL DOWNS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Telegraph Office, Mitchell Downs.
until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 22nd
June next, from persons willing to contract for the
erection  of a Telegraph Office at Mitchell Downs.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for TelegraphOffice, Mitchell Downs."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Office, Mitchell Downs.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering, agreeing  to deposit  the sum of ten per cent.
on amount of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the 'render
being accepted, and undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 12th June, 1877.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line Western Railway, Dalby to Roma, Sections
Nos. 3 and 4 ,  from 52 miles to 103 miles  60 chains,
has been approved and confirmed, without any altera-
tion; and that, in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria, No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line Western
Railway, Sections Nos. 3 and 4, from 52  miles to
103 miles 60 chains, according to the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference so confirmed ,  to be seen at
this office, and copy thereof at the  office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Dalby.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner  for Railways.
NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that on  and after the
1st July, 1877, an Amended Goods  Classifi.
cation will come  into  operation  upon  the Southern
and Western and Northern Railways.
Copies of the Amended Goods  and other Rates
can be obtained on application  at all Railway
Stations ,  and at  this Office, after  the 20th instant.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th June, 1877.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  31st  May, 1877.IT is hereby notified or general information, that
Licenses from the Treasury have been  granted
to the undermentioned  persons, during the month
of Apr il , 187 7.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Name .  Place.
WHOLESALE SPIRIT DEALERS.
McManus and Maher  ... ICooktownPatching, Chas. ... Maytown
RETAIL SPIRIT DEALERS.
(To 30th June, 1877.)
Howard, David  ... ...  Beenleigh
Harris ,  Owen ... ... ditto
Perry, W. G. ... ... Blackall
Vickery, John F.... ... Leyburn
Roffey, A. N. ... ... Mount Perry
Sam Wo ... ... ... Maytown
Ellis, Daniel  ... ...  Rockhampton
James, Arnie ... ditto
Kastner ,  Eliza ... ditto
Anderson, Christian P. ... Thortiborough
Crisp, W m. ... ... ditto
Farmer, Geo. ... ... ditto
Little, J. D. ... ... ditto
Reid, John W. ... ... dii to
Stewart ,  Thos . ... ...  ditto
Stenhouse , W. B.... ... ditto
Power, Denis  ... ...  Toowoomba
AUCTIONEERS.
Phillips, Louis ... ...  Brisbane
Goulding, John ... ... Clermont
Purser, John ... ... Mary borough
Smith, William ... ... Townsville
BILLIARDS.
Cook ,  Edward ... ... Bowen
CaulweU, J. ... ... Cains
C n r steson, A. ... ... ditto
West, W. ... ... ... Cook i own
Cowan, Walter .. . Gladstone
Galbraith, Robert... W blil cheater
Mi ll er, A.... ... ... Ttnningering
BAGATELLE.
Davis, J. ... ... Caine
O'Reilly,  E. ... ... Clermont
Reynolds, W. ... ... St. George
Walsh, H.... ... ... Tambo
To DISTIL 70$ SCIENTZ YIC PQRFOBgs.
Eaetes3 O.... ... ... ILogan Spiv
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The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1877.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.PUBLICANS are reminded that unless theCertificates granted at the Annual Licensing
Meeting of Magistrates, together with the fee
required to be paid in each case, are lodged in this
office on or before the 30th instant, such Certificates
will become void.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANS-BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aran,ac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen  (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaherg. Bur-
renda , Byers town, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell,Cabool-
ture , Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cookton n, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswicn,
Jimna, Leyburn, A7avtown. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Mary borough, DIillehester, Mount Perry,
Murpby's Creek, Nanango, N ormanton, One-mile
Creek  (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, ]Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane ), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat , Tambo, Taroom, Thornborougl , Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Wivenhoe,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum  ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
exceeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits  exceeding £200, the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest  whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and  on Saturday evenings.
Further  information  can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency' s Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
General  Registry Office,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1877.
NOTICE.
R. JAMES CHARLES WHITE,  Recording
11 Clerk at Blackall, has been appointed
Assistant District Registrar of Births and Deaths at
that place for  the Registry  District of Blackall, in
the room of Mr. T. S .  Sword, transferred.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar- General.
Real Pronertyy Transfer Office,
Brisbane ,  11th June, 1877.
NOTICE.
R. GEORGE LOVE PI:ATTEN, of  Brisbane,
s a Surveyor qualifiedis this day licensed  as"
to act under the provisions and for the purposes of
"  1 he Real Property  Act of  1861."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General.
£50 REWARD.WHEREAS it appears that he Beacon onYoung Island has been taken away, and
other Beacons  in the Inner Route wilfully injured
by some person  or persons unknown, a reward of
Fifty Pounds will be paid to any  person who shall
first  g ive such information  as will lead to the appre-
hension  and conviction of the offender or offenders.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane,  14th June, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ALTERATION OF LIGHT, BURNETT RIVER
HEADS.
0 N
and after this date the Temporary Light at
the South Head of the Burnett River will be
replaced by a Fixed Catoptric Light of the 5th
Order, which will be seen from seaward between
the bearings of N . W. by W. and S.E. by E. The
lense is placed at an elevation of 37 feet above the
mean sea level ,  and will be visible from a distance
of 10 or 11 miles. The tower from which the
light is exhibited is hexagonal and painted white,
and stands near the extreme point of the So,*4h
Head.
The Leading Lights  for crossing the Batvwill also,
after this date. be exhibited every night between
sunset and sunri-e.
Vessels from the northward, intending  to enter
the Burnett, should not approach within  three
miles of the shore abreast the Burnett Banks until
the light bears W.S.W., when they should steer
for it and bring the leading lights into line for
crossing the Bar.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
l'ortmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 2nd June, 1877.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
0
N SALE, at the Government  Printing Office
in pamphlet form ,  " The Insolvency Act of
187t," togethef with "General Rules  in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s.  6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. G. HEAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street,  Brisbane,
1st July, 1875.
THE SUBSCRIPTION  to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable in  advance.
ADVERTISING RATES :-
Impounded Stock ,  1s. per animal. (No char3e
is made for  foals or calves  "  at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the  first eight lines
and 3d .  f'or every additional line (eight
words to  a line).
Remittances  amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash  or by postal  order .  Postage
stamps may  be used for  sums of 5s .  or less
but under  no circumstances will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be  received.
No advertisement will be published  in the  Gazette
unless  accompanied  by a remittance sufficient
to cover  cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
0 N SALE,  at the Government Printing Officein pamphlet form ,  " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together  with " Regulations for the
.Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo.  Price 2s .  Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
' OW published, at the Government Printing
Office, William street, the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy quarto :-
£ s. d.
Full Bound .., .,, 4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound ... .,,  2 17 6
J. V. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
T &KE Notice,  that applications  have  been made  to bring the Land described below under the
provisions  of  "The Real Propertri Act of  1861." Any person desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in  form B of said Act, on or before the days named.
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land. Name of Applicant. Date within which a Caveatmay be lodged.
32 perches, being allotment 20 of section 6, parish and Wm. Henderson ... ... 12th July, 1877.
town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
2 acres, bey ig suburban allotment 3 of section 4, parish Maria Clarissa Paterson... 16th July, 1877.
of Drayton, at Toowoomba, county of Aubigny
2 acres  2 roods 16 perches, being allotment 4 of section Wm. Richardson and Wm. ditto.
40, parish of Cleveland, county of Stanley S. Boulton, by their
attorney, George Raff
1 acre  1 rood 24 perches, being western suburban allot- John Toppin ... ... ditto.
ment  4, parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley
23 perches, being subdivision B of allotment 5 of section James Keith Duncan and ditto.
9, parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley Thomas Lehane
23 pt  relies, being subdivision A f allotment 5, of sectionJohn Mulcahy ... ... ditto.
9, parish of South Brisbane, county of Stanley
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 11th June, 1877.
NEW ROAD. FIRST NOTICE.
HISExcellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, havingdeemed it exp dient to open a new Road through Portion 60, parish of Burnett, county of Stanley,
Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being land which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter
be required for making  public ways: Notice is hereby  given , that a Plan and Book of Reference,  showing
the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2396. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 60, PARISH OF BURNETT ,  COUNTY OF  STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
o
s7
°
04
R t d ' Breadth! Iepu eHow held . Owner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengths. ofRoad.
Area . Rema ks.
Under Deed Peter 420 30' ohs. lks.7 21 1 chain ... A. ]i. P.1 3 18
of Grant Thomson 350 30' 11 37
containing 86° 0' 51
a general
reservation
for roads if i 1
Ipswic nn
'Register
1 From the road reserved 1 785
through port ion 60, in
the parish of Burnett,
no rt h -easterly to its
east boundary
Department  of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
I
J
IS Exce llency  the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
1 deemed it expedient to open a new  Road through Portion No. 281, parish of Walloon, county of
Churchill, through lan3 in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being land which was origi-
nally granted  by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making  public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of  Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at the  Police Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested  to transmit,
in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections  which  may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2428. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No .  281, PARISH  OF WALLOON , COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL ,  DISTRICT OF MORETO N , INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. mu6o d m How Held.
Reputed
Owner. Occupier  Bearings. Lengths.Breadth Area.of Road. Remarks
chs. lks A. E.
P1 Commencing on the Ipswich  Under deed  Michael M. Shea N.  289° 13 10  100 links  1 3 39 L'nen-.1
south -east  boundary Register  of grant Shea N. 273° 6' 7 75 100 links  closed
of portion 0.81, and  70 containing where the
running westerly to a general road
its south -west boun- reservation
dary for roads
! crosses
the land
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHURCHILL.
SECOND NOTICE.
11TH reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to" the opening of a new Road through Portions 122 and 119, parish of North,
county of Churchill, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being lands whereof
some  part was originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles
as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, ;#th
the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient to open and make the Road referred to, according to the Plan and Book of '&eference,
to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons
desirous  of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that no"ice of the
compensation they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation,
unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1135.
Boo r. OF REFERENCE  or ROAD, GIVING  ACCESS TO THE NEW BRIDGE NEAR SPENC E R'S CROSSING,
BRISBANE  RIVER,  THROUGH  PORTIONS 122 AND 119, PARISH OF NORTH, COUNTY OF CHUR CHILL,
MORETON  DISTRICT , INTENLED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Resister
No. of
Selec-
tion.
1 An Irregular  piece of Ipswich
land at the north cor -  Register
ner of portion  122 117
2 Commencing  on the 34
south -west boundary
ot portion 119, and
How held . Owner. Occupier .
Under Deed John John
of Grant Redmond Redmond
c  ,ntaining a
general re-
servation
for roads
C. L. A. Act  John John
Bearings. Chains. of Road. A. Reeks`
ohs. Ike . A. _. F.490431 1 711 Irregular 0 0 27 Portion re-
sumed ua.
fenced.
49°  43' 11 203 Irregular 3 1 13 Portion to be
ru nning north-easy
erly, being an irregu-
lar piece or land, along
the right bank of the
Brisbane River
q/ 1868  Redmond Redmond resumed sn-
fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF GILBERT, COUNTY OF MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 15th day of March, 1877, folio 885 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from Warwick and Ipswich Road to Gladfield
Homestead Area, parish of Gilbert, county of Merivale, through lands in the occupation of the  several
persons hereunder specified, being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally con-
taining a  reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council,
has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore. hereby declared expedient to open and
make  the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the
Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Warwick. All persons desirous of claiming com-
pensation in respect of the said Road, are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim
must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works withi>r forty days from the date hereof, but such
notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such compensation ,  unless they are otherwise by law
so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-1297. ---
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF PART OF ROAD  FROM WARWICK  AND IPSWICH ROAD TO GLADFIELD HOMESTEAD
AREA ,  PARISH OF GILBERT ,  COUNTY  OF MERIVALB ,  DARLING DOWNS, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED
AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road .  How held .
1 From near  the bridge over
Miller 's Vale Creek north-
easterlythrou--h Maryvale
Pre emptive 1 to its east
boundary
2 A piece of land off the north-
west corner of Maryva e
Pre . emptive 5 at Gap
Creek
Reputed Owners .  Bearings. Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area. Remarks.
I chg.Ike. A. Y. P.
John Wienholt ,  7° 40' 16 31 1 chain 7 1 0
WilliamWienholt,
EdaardW,enholt, 20° 40' 54 14
Arnold Wienholt,
and Arthur Wien-
bolt 49
ditto  ,., 20° 40'  2 49 Irregular 2 0 0
51? 40  8 19
Under Deed  of
Grant con-
tainineagen -
eral rese rv a-
tion forros . s
ditto  ...
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th May, 1877.
li
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road from near Hamilton's Post Office through Portions Nos. 116,
128, 37, 27, and 3, to the School Reserve near the junction of gobble Kobble and Mount Samson Creeks,
and deviations in Portion 32, parish of Samsonvale, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in
the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof some part was originally
granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all  such parts thereof as might thereafter be
requ¢ted for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder
respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing the intended
line of Roau7  abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and
at the Police Office ,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2276. GEORGE THORN.
Boox OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM NEAR  H AMILTON 'S POST OFFICE THROUGH PORTIONS Nos. 116,
128, 37, 27 ,  AND 3, TO THE SCHOOL RESERVE NEAR THE JUNCTION OF KOBBLE  B OBBLE AND
MOUNT SAMSON CREEKS, AND DEVIATIONS IN PORTION 32, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE ,  COUNTY OF
STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. How Held. ReputedOwner. . Bearings .
1 Alteration of no rt h 2443  "  C. L. A. Act  Patrick Unoccupied 109" 33'
boundary of portion of 1868" Clarke 11,30 28'
116 103° 15'
115° 30'
93° 42'
74° 0'
85° 30'
2 Prom the no rt h boun -  2692 Ditto  ...  William Ditto  ... 161° 40'
dary of po rt ion 128 Battershill 182° 0'
southerly to its south -  191° 40'
east corner 172° 30'
156° 0'
162° 31'
1360 0'
174° 0'
156° 20'
188° 0'
201° 0'
169° 0'
138° 0'
157° 15'
8 A triangular piece 848 Ditto  ,..  William C. ... 1570 15'
of the south -west Joyner 179° 0'
corner of portion 37
Breadth I
Lengths .  of Area .
Road.
Remarks.
ohs. Ike.  A. A. P.
2 61
2 32
2 42
4 90 Irregu -  0 0 30 Area by
6 24 lar which that
7 80 of the
2 67 selection
will  be
reduced
9 29
2 95} l
6 91
7 18
6 41
6 32
5
701 1 chain 7 1 10 To be  ex-3 h ed53
4 391
4 84
2 84
5 66
1 63 J
2 77 1 chain ...  0 0 23}
0 19}
4 From the north boun- 431 Dit ... Archibald A. McLean 179° 0' 1 91
dary or portion 27 McLean 179° 0' 0 60
southerly to Robbie 18.2° 0'  14 38,}
Bobble Creek 186° 0' 6 21
160° 0' 10 22
134° 30' 4 30
84° 1' 6 86 2 Irre-
165° 0 '  7 16 S  gular
5 From the west boun -  1688 Under Deed of Commercial  Unoccupied 126° 0' 11 59}
dart' of portion 3 Grant con -  Banking  112° 0' 6 63
easterly to Mount  taming a Company 118° 0' 26 70
Samson Creek general reser -  of Sydney 79° 0' 11 531
vation for  or  10' 17 86
ro ads 6.2° 80' 7 66
82° 3' 2 52
6 From Mount Samson
Creek easterly to the
east boundary of the
School Reserve
7 From the  east boun- 44
dary of portion 32
north -westerly to its
west boundary. and
branch road northerly
to Hobble Bobble
Creek
1602a
1 chn.
Irregu-
lar
ang
for reserved
road
F 6 1 10  Part  of the
8 2 0
The Crown Ditto  ... 82° 3' 6 02 Irregular 0 2 32
Immigration  Robert R . Lane  ...  3600 0' 3 30
selection ,  1869 Lane  333° 0' 1 60
Act 80 a 300
l
old reeds to
be closed
341° 30' 4 10
298° 0' 7 00 } 1 chn.
321° 0' 10 00 5 120  Reserved
302° 50' 7 20
I
roads t be307° o' 5 03 %closed
18°
S43°
30'
34'
9 23
3 52 Irregn  -I
tar J
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
WITH reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of  the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 96, 51 , and 22,  parish of
Samsonvale , county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the  persons
hereunder specified, being lands whereof  some  parts were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for makiti blio
ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set orth :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with he  advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be  seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office,  Brisbane. All
persons  desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed  that notice
of the  compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such com-
pensation , unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
77-1778. GEORGE THORN.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 96, 51 ,  AND 22, PARISH OF SAMBONVALE ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion  of Road.
Register I
No. of How held . Reputed
Selec- Owners.
Lion.
Fro m  the  east bounda ry  Bris- Under Deed Richard
of portion 96 south -  bane of Grant Winn,
westerly to its south -  Register containing a,
west corner 2215  I general re-
servati^n
for roads.
1
2 From the  south -  ea, t 1203 di'to ...
corner of port ion 51
north -westerly to its
west boundary
3 From the  south - east  396  C. L. A Act
corner of port ion 22  of  1888
north -westerly to a
reserved road
Patrick
Scanlan
Hugh F.
Mills
I BearingsOccupier ) Breadth Area. Remarks.Lengths .. . of Road.
chs. lke .  A.  R.  P.
Unoccupied 248° 22' 1 28 1 chain 2 2 21 Unfenced.
264° 0' 4 62
288° 0' 260
2.34° 0' 4 70
2 4 8 ° 0' 8 0
269°54 500
P. Scanlan 307°50'  4 36 ditto ... 1 335  ditto.
298° 0' 14 80
313°11' 0 50
H. F. M i l l s 313° 11' 806 ditto ... 1 1 3 Fenosd.
323° 0' 5 00
Department of Pub lic Works,
Brisbane,  15th June, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions 136 and 137 ,  parish of Rock-
hampton, county of Livingstone, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified, being
lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof
as might thereafter be required for making public ways  :  Notice is hereby given ,  that a Plan and Book
of Reference ,  showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Rockhampton  ;  and all  persons interested therein
are raquested to transmit ,  in writing ,  to the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from this
date, any well -gro unded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2709. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU GH PORTIONS 136 AND 137 ,  PARISH OF ROCKHAMPTON, COUNTY
of LIYINGSTONE ,  PORT CURTIS DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. 0
No. Portion of Road .  Por- How Held.
tion.
Reputed Occupier.Owner.
1 Running south -easterly 136 Under Deed George
from the west to the of Grant Pearce
east boundary of por-  containing a Serocold
tion 136 general rese r-
vation for
roads
Bearings .  Lengths . Breadthof A.  Remarks.RORA
cbs. Iks.  A.  R.  P.
133° N 9 18  150 links 2 0 9
%° 0' 2 70
55° 25' 1 75
$ Running no rt h -easterly 137 Ditto  ...  Charles 55°  25' 1 23 150  links 1 1 12
from the west to the Hardie 40° 25' 8 36
no rth bounda ry  of Buzacott 29° 16' 0 54
portion 137
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
THE following General Abstract of  the Average  Amount of the LIABILITIES  and ASSETS of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL  BANK  (LIMITED), during the Quarter from the 1st JANUARY to 31st
DMARCg 1877, is published in conformity with the third  section  of the Act of Council, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
FRED . RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
GENERAL ABSTRACT ,  showing the Average Amount of the LIABILITIES and AssETS of the QUEENSLAND NATIONAL BANK (LIMITFD),  taken from the several  Weekly  Statements during the Quarter from the
1st JANUARY to the 31st MARCH, 1877.
LIABILITIES.
Notes in CirculationNot bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest
Bills in  Circulation c Not bearing Interest ...Bearing Interest ,,.
AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d.
9',37810 9
1,444 14 3
£ a. d.
23,781 9 7
ASSETS. AMOUNT. TOTALS.
£ s. d. £ s. d.
... 116,323 7 10
... 58 901 10 3
,,, 28,986 2 4
... 1,700 7 8
107,217 17 0
866,029 10 1
£  1,179,15815 2
Balances  due to other  Banks ...
Deposits f Not bearing Interest ... ... .., . 269,535 19 8 ........................t Bearing Interest ... ,.. ... ` 510,773 11 11 780,309 11 7
Total Amount of Liabilities
Amount of Capital Stock paid up to this date ...
.,. ,., .,. .,. .,. 897,914 6 2
Rabe  of the last Dividend declared to the Shareholdetfs ... ...
Amount of the last Dividend declared .,.
Amounts  of the Reserved Profits at the time of declaring such Dividend
Brisbane , 14th June, 1877. E. R. DRURY, General Manager.
R. MAUGHAN,  pro  Branch  Accountant.
I, Edward Robert Drury, make oath, that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the foregoing Abstract  is a true  an l faithful Account of the Average Amount of Assets and Liabilities- of the above
Bank  during the period specified ; and that the  same was  made up from the Weekly Statements thereof, kept  in pursuance  of the provisions of the Act of the Governor and Council of the Colony of New
South Wales, 4 Victoria, No. 13.
E. R. DRURY.
Sworn before me, at Brisbane , this 14th day of June, 1877.
BOYD D .  MOREHEAD,  Justice of the Peace. ---
T, the undersigned, being the General  Manager  of the QUEE!VSLAND NATIONAL  BANK  LIMITED), do hereby offer to pay to the Commissioner of Stamps, under Act 30 Victoria, No. 14, Section 9, the
sum of 1 692 16s. 9a .  for the duty after  the rate  of £3 per cent per annum upon the sum of £92,378 10s. 9d .,  being one quarter ' s composition of the duty payable on  the annual average of  the money value of the
motes  in circulation  of the  said Bank ,  in the Colony  of Queensland ,  according  to the  annexed Retu rn .
Dated  this 14th day of June, 1877. 0 E. R. DRURY.
250,000 0 0
8 per cent .  per annum
10,000 0 0
27,040 7 4
Coined Gold and Silver and other Coined Metals...
Gold and Silver in Bu ll ion or Bar i  ... ... ...
Landed Property ... ,,,
.,. ,,, ,,,
Notes and Bills  of other Banks ,,, .,. ..,
Balances due from other Banks
Amount of all Debts due to the Bank, including Notes,
Bills of Exchange, and all Stock and Funded Debts
of every description, excepting Notes, Bills, and
Balances due to the said Bank from other Banks
Total Amount of  Asses... ...
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
(foods and Live Parcels and
stock.  Miscellaneous. Total.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 9th June 1877 756 14 1 2 007 14 2 ] 22 9 8 2 886 17 11,
Corresponding week  last year 866 17 7
,1,08713 ,9 110 13  7 2,065  4 11
Increase 920 0 6 1116 1 8:18 0
Decrease 110 3 6
1877-Total  Traffic to date ...
... ... ... 72,568 15 11876-Ditto  ditto ...
... 58,90210 9
Total Increase
... ... £13,666 4 4
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
stock.
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
£ s. d.  £ s. d. £  s. d. £ s. d.
Week ending  9th June, 1877 123 4 6  420 4 0 17 14 7 561 3 1
Corresponding week last year l€6-8 3 247 11 0 23 5 1 437 4 4
Increase  ... ...
-
172 13 0 123 18 9
Decrease  ... ... 343 9 610 6
1877-Total Traffic to date ... ...
... 14,598 10 3
1876-Ditto ditto ... 9,356 10 7
Total Increase ... ... ... ... £5,241 19 8
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Queensland Medical Board,
Brisbane, 13th June, 1877.N OTICE is hereby given,  that HENRY MooN
AsPINALL , of Ipswich,  has been registered
as a lega lly qualified Medical Practitioner.
K. CAN NAN,
President.
W. H. RYDER,
Secretary.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that i  is intended, in
the present Session of the Parliament of
Queensland , to apply for  a Bill to enable and
empower  the Ipswich Gas and Coke Company,
Limited (incorporated under the provisions of
" The Companies Act,  1863 "), to manufacture Gas
and Coke, and supply the same to the inhabitants
of the town of Ipswich and its suburbs ; and to
empower the said Company to do all things neces-
sary in  and about supplying the same, and to dis-
pose of the residuum from the said manufacture,
and for other purposes therein mentioned.
Dated this seventh day of June, A.D. 1877.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
678
Solicitor for the said Company.
6$.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended,
during the present  Session  of the Parlia-
ment of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to enable
the Trustees of certain  lands near Brisbane, known
as Bowen Park ,  to lease a portion  of the same to
the Trustees of the National Agricultural and
Industrial Association of Queensland.
Dated this 1st June, 1877.
P. MACPHERSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitor for the  Parties.
563 4s.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that i is intended,
during the  present Session  of the  Parliament
of Queensland, to apply for  a Bill to enable the
Corporation of the Synod of the  Diocese of Bris-
bane  to sell or lease  a piece of  land situate in
Brisbane  street , Ipswich, being  allotments 11 and
12 of section 5, and to apply  the purchase money
or rent for  Church  purposes in Ipswich.
Total.
W. H. WILSON,
Solicitor for the said Corporation.
672 65.
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Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1877.
T
HE following  Rules of the Small  Debts Court
at Cairns ,  having been  duly approved, are
published for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Attorney- General.
R(TLES OF THE  COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS,
CAIRNS.
S MALL DEBTS JURISDICTION.
At a Court of Petty  Sessions at Cairns, in
its Small  Debts Jurisdiction, holden at the
Court House, on the ninth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-six, it is ordered and directed that the
following shall be the Rules of practice adopted
and used in the  said  court :-
Interpretation.
1. Wherever  in these  rules the words " The Prin-
cipal Act" shall occur, they shall be taken to mean
the Act 31 Victoria, number 29, entitled  " An Act
• to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to
Small  Debts Courts;"  and the word " Court" shall
be taken  to mean any  court held at Cairns,  unless
the contrary  appear.
Time for holding Courts.
2. There shall be twenty-four sittings of the said
court at Cairns aforesaid, in each and every year,
and shall be holden at the court house, Cairns, on
the first and third Wednesday in each and every
month ; but whenever  circumstances  shall occur to
pregent any court from proceeding to the despatch
of business  on the days appointed for the sittings by
these rules ,  the magistrate or magistrates  in attend-
ance may adjourn the game to  some convenient day,
and in  the event of no  magistrate  being present,
then the registrar of the said court shall adjourn
the same to some convenient  day, not later than
one week.
Time for entering Plaint and Service  of Summons.
3. In all cases  the plaint  shall be entered five
clear days ,  and the summons served four clear days
prior to the sitting  of the  court, when the defend-
ant resides within a radius of twenty miles from the
court house ,  Cairns ; but where the defendant re-
sides more than twenty miles from the court
house at Cairns aforesaid ,  the summons must be
served seven clear days prior to the sittings of the
court.
Defence when to be filed.
4. In all cases the plea, notice of defence, or set
off, shall  be  filed with the  registrar  of the court
two clear days previous to the sitting of  the court.
Notice of defence to  be served on Plaintiff':
5. In all cases mentioned in the last rule, the
defendant shall  at least two clear days  before the
day of hearing deliver  to the  registrar as many
copies thereof as there are plaintiffs , with a copy to
be filed ,  and the registrar shall as soon as con-
veniently may be serve or send the said copies
through the post to the plaintiff or his attorney.
Provided it shall not be necessary for the defendant
to prove at the hearing  that such copy  was received
by the  plaintiff.
On return of Summons.
6. Upon or before the return day of every sum-
mons which shall have  been duly  served ,  affidavits
of such service shall  be made  by the bailiff of the
court or other person serving it  ;  whereupon the
case  shall be heard and determined ,  unless it shall
be adjourned to some future day  appointed by the
court for such purpose.
List of  Causes.
7. Before each sitting of the court, a numerical
1,$t of causes shall be prepared  by the Registrar,
such list to be  kept  according to the time and order
in which the summonses were taken out, distinguish-
ing the defended from the undefended.
What Books to be kept.
8. The registrar shall keep a day-book, in which
he shall correctly enter an account of the business
of each day, as the  same arises , together with a
record-book. These books he shall always have in
court during the sittings thereof, and shall enter
therein the proceedings of the court.
Pr€rcipe for Execution.
9. Every party applying for execution to be issued
upon a judgment, shall lodge with the registrar a
preecipe  for the same, specifying the number of the
cause, with the amount of debt or  damages and
costs awarded, and the residence and occupati3n of
the judgment debtor.
Deposit of Bailif"s Fees.
10. Every party applying for execution as afore-
said , shall, at the time of lodging the  prTcipe,  in the
last rule  mentioned, deposit with the registrar the
amount of  fees to which the bailiff shall be entitled
in respect of such execution, under the provisions
of the principal Act.
Execution  when to issue.
11. Execution may be taken out on any day after
the expiration of seven clear days from the day of
the adjudication of the case, unless the court shall
otherwise order, and then, in the event of any such
special order, on the day and time appointed by
such order, and excepting  also a  new trial has been
granted by the court. Provided always that  in cases
where the sum sued for shall amount to ten pounds
and upwards, upon notice of appeal being given
under the provisions of the principal Act, or any
Act amending the same, and the statutory conditions
being complied with, the execution shall be stayed.
And any execution which may not have been exe-
cuted within  six calendar  months of its date, may
be renewed by the registrar endorsing thereon
" Renewed," and attaching  his initials  thereto, for
six calendar  months, without any charge for the
same . Provided that after such  renewal, new exe-
cution must be taken out by the party entitled
thereto. And if no execution be taken out before
twelve months from the date of judgment, none
shall issue without  giving  at least two clear days'
notice to the party  against  whom  it is  to issue, to
show  cause  why it should not be issued.
Sales how regulated.
12. Any property  sold in  execution of the process
of the said court shall be sold publicly by auction,
and for ready money, by the bailiff or his deputy,
to the highest bidder,  as near  to the place where the
same  was levied as may be convenient for the sale
thereof ; and the said bailiff or his deputy shall
cause two days' notice at least of such sale to be
published in the local newspapers whenever same
shall be established, and shall post or affix notice of
the said sale upon or near the door of the registrar's
office, and of the house where the sale takes place,
two days at least before the day appointed for sale,
which shall not be earlier than the sixth day from
levying on the property. Provided that, with the
consent of the occupier of any house at which pro.
perty shall be levied, such  sale may take  place at
such house.
Moneys to be paid over by the Registrar.
13. In every case of an execution for a debt, or
damages and costs , or for  costs  only, and of the
same having been obtained and paid to the registrar,
the amount thereof shall on demand be paid over by
such registrar to the suitor or suitors on his or their
written order, or to his or their attorney on his
giving the like order.
Interpleader.
14. The summonses to be issued under any inter-
pleader order shall be in the form or to the effect
mentioned in Form No. 3 and Form No. 4 hereto
annexed, and shall be served on both the claimant
and the execution creditor two clear days before the
time appointed for the hearing thereof.
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Judgment Summons.
15. It shall be lawful for any party who has
obtained any unsatisfied judgment or order in the
said court to obtain from the said court a judg-
ment summons ,  which summons shall be in the
form or to the effect mentioned in Form No. 5 ;
and such summons may be granted by the said
court on an affidavit filed with the registrar,
stating the facts, and a copy of such summons and
affidavit  shall be served upon the person to whom
it is directed ,  in the manner provided by " the
Principal Act." five clear days before the day
appointed for the hearing thereof.
By whom Summons and Subpoena served.
16. Any summons or subpoena issued and not
taken by the plaintiff or defendant for service shall
be delivered to the bailiff of the court or his
deputy. Provided always, in the event of there
being no duly appointed bailiff ,  any person ap-
proved of by the registrar may undertake the
service thereof.
Bailif not compelled to execute Process during
sitting of the Court.
17. No bailiff or deputy bailiff shall be compellable
to execute process in his own person during the
sitting of the court ,  unless otherwise directed by
the court.
Registrar and  Bailiff to attend Court.
18. The registrar and bailiff shall attend all
sittings of the court in person ,  except in case of
illness or authorised absence ,  when the court may
appoint other  officers  ad interim.
19. The forms hereto annexed shall be the
forms to be used in the matters to which they
respectively refer  ;  but other forms may be used,
provided they be of the like effect ,  or as near
thereto as the nature of the case will permit,
always preserving the substance of the same.
FORM No. 1.
Pracipe for Execution.
In the Court of Petty Sessions,
for the District of Cairns .  No. of 187
Small Debts  Jurisdiction.
Between
( A.B., Plaintiff,
and
( C.D., Defendant.
Issue  'execution herein against  the above-nsmed
defendant  (or plaintiff )  for the amount of debt (or
damages )  and costs.
d.£ s.
Amount adjudged  ... ... ...
Costs ... ... ... ... ...
Paid for execution  ... ... ...
Levy for  ... ... ...
Besides , &c. ... ... ...
The defendant  (or plaintiff)  resides at
and is a
Dated this day of A.D. 187
Yours, &c.,
To the Registrar,
for A.B. or C.D.
A.B. or C.D. or E.F.,
Attorney.
FORM No. 2.
Notice to  set aside  an Order for Payment  by Instalments.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions,
No. of 187for the District of Cairns .
SSmall  Debts  Jurisdiction.
Between
A.B., Plaintiff,
and
C.D., Defendant.
Take notice ,  that application wi ll  be made to a Court
to be holden the day of A.D. 187 , at
the hour of o'clock in the forenoon ,  at the Court
House, Cairns ,  that the order made herein on the
day of A.D. 187  ,  for payment by instal-
ments of the debt and costs due  by you  to A. B., the
above-named plainti ff ,  may be set aside and cance ll ed on
the ground appearing in the affidavit of
sworn and filed with the Registrar.
Dated this day of A.D. 187
Yours, &c.,
E.F.
To C.D.
FoRM No.  S.
Interpleader  Summons to a Claimant setting up a claim
to goods.
In the Court of Petty Sessions,
for the District of Cairns .  No. , of 187 .
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between
A.B., Plaintiff,
and
C.D., Defendant.
Ex parte H .  N., Bai li ff of this Court.
To  (Name ,  address, and description of claimant).
You are hereby summoned to appear at a Coi; be
holden at the Court House ,  Cairns, on the day of
A.D. 187  ,  at the hour of o'clock in the
forenoon ,  to support a claim made by you to certain
goods and chattels taken in execution by the bailiff of
this Court ,  under process ,  issued in this cause at the
instance of [execution creditor ],  and, in default of your
establishing such claim, the said goods and chattels wi ll
be sold according to the exigency of the said process, or
such order made in the premises as to the said Court
shall appear just and fit.
Dated this day of A.D. 187 .
Registrar.
FORM No. 4.
Interplezder Summons to  Execution  Creditor.
In the Court of Petty  Sessions,
for the District of Cairns .  No. of 187
Small Debts Jurisdiction
Between
A.B,, Plaintiff,
and
( C.D., Defendant.
Ex parte  H.N., Bailiff of this Court.
Whereas E.F. hath made a  claim to  certain  goods and
chattels taken in execution by the bailiff  under process
issuing out of this Court at your instance ,  you are hereby
summoned to appear at a Court ,  to be holden at the
Court House, Cairns ,  on the day cf
A.D. 187  ,  at the hour of o'clock in the  forenoon,
when the said claim will be adjudicated upon ,  and such
order made thereon  as to  the said Court shall  appear
just and fit.
Dated this day of  A.D. 187
Registrar.
To A.B.
Foass No. 5.
Judgment  Summons.
In the Court of Petty Sessions,
for the District of Cairns .  No. , of 187
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between
( A.B., Plaintiff,
and
( C.D., Defendant.
Whereas the plaintiff obtained a judgment  against
you the above-named defendant in this Court ,  holden at
Cairns, on the day of A.D.  187 , for the
payment of pounds shillings and pence
for and pounds shillings and
pence for costs upon which judgment and the subsequent
process issued thereon, the sum of pounds
shillings and pence is now due  :  You are therefore
hereby summoned to appear ,  personally ,  at a Court to be
holden at the Court House, Cairns ,  on the day of
A.D. 187  ,  at the hour of o'clock in the
forenoon ,  to be examined by the Court, touching your
estate and effects ,  and the circumstances under which
you contracted the said debt  (or incurred the said
damages ),  and as to the means and expectations you
then had, and as to the means you still have of discharging
the said debt  (or damages ),  and as to the disposal you
may have made of any property.
Dated this day of A.D. 187
Registrar.
To the above-named defendant.
The Bench of Magistrates at Cairns revised these
rules, this ninth day of December ,  A D. 1876, and
ordered them to be submitted to His Honor Judge,
Northern District Court, for approval.
Approved :
HOWARD ST. GEORGE,
Acting Police Magistrate i
ISIDORE J.  BLAKE,
Judge of the Northern District Court  of Queensland.
14th June, 1877.
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In the Supreme Court  of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition  against
Isaac  Mills, of Warren street, Fortitude
Valley, by himself.
UPON the hearing of this Petition this day, itis ordered that the said  Isaac  Mills be,
and he is  hereby adjudged  insolvent  ; and that
William Henry Miskin, Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First G eneral Meeting  of the creditors of the said
Isaati  ,vlills, for the election of a Trustee, be held at
the Office of the Principal  Registrar . Queen  street,
on the Twentieth day of June, 1877,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon. And it is further ordered
that the said  Isaac Mills shall , on the Eighteenth
day of June, 1877,  at Brisbane , deliver to the
Trustee in this Estate, a full, true,  and accurate
statement , verified on oath, of his debts and
liabilities  of every kind ,  and of the names and
residences ,  so far as known ,  of his  creditors, and
of the  causes  of his inability  to meet his engage-
ments.
Given under the Seal of the Court, this four.
teenth day of June, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
W. H. WILSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane.
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
John Duffy ,  of Macka , storekeeper and baker,
by the said John Duffy.
U
PON the  hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said John Duffy be,
and he is hereby adjudged insolvent ; and that
William Henry Miskin ,  Esquire, be Official Trustee
of his Estate .  And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the said
John Duffy ,  for the election of a Trustee ,  be held at
the Principal Registry ,  Brisbane ,  on the Second day
of July ,  1877 ,  at Eleven o'clock of the forenoon. And
it is further ordered that the said John Duffy shall,
on the Thirtieth day of June instant, at Brisbane,
deliver to the Trustee in this Estate, a full , true,
and accurate statement ,  verified on oath, of his
debts and liab ilities of every kind ,  and of the names
and residences ,  so far as known ,  of his creditors,
and of the causes of his inab il ity to meet his
engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this thirteenth
day of June, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of Andrew' Morrison ,  of Rockhampton,
storekeeper, an Insolvent.A FIRST Dividend of eight shillings in the
pound is now payable at the office of the
undersigned ,  at Rockhampton.
696
H. MACDERMOTT,
Trustee.
4s.
In the Matter of J. and G. Harris, of Brisbane,
Insolvents.AFIRST Dividend of 3s. in £ is  now payable atthe office of the undersigned, on all debts
proved and admitted.
CHAS. DUNCKLEY,
Trustee in Insolvent Estate of John and George
If arris.
Short  street,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1877.
597 48.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Simon Bromberg and Co., of
Townsville and Cairns ,  Insolvents.
A FIRST Dividend  of seven shillings  (7s.) in the
£ will be payable at the office of the under-
signed, on and after 20th June.
601
S. F. WALKER,
Trustee,
Flinders street ,  Townsville.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
A DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in
the Matter of John Benjamin ,  of Ravens-
wood ,  adjudicated an Insolvent on the 16th day of
February, 1877.
Creditors  who have not proved their debts by
the 20th day of June, 1877 ,  will be excluded.
Dated this 8th day of June, 1877.
599
S. F. WALKER,
Trustee.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter  of W. Monteith and Co.,  of Towns.
ville, Insolvents.A SECOND and final Dividend  of 2d.  in the B
is now payable at the office of the under.
signed.
600
S. F. WALKER,
Trustee,
Flinders street, Townsville.
as. 6d.
In the Supreme  Court of  Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
IN INTESTACY.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
In the Estates  of Auschar Chauncy,  and Joseph
Mayor, late of Gympie ;  James  Miller,  late of
Amb Downs ; Peter Nicholson, late of Quart-
pot Creek  ; Samuel Thomas  Warskitt,  late of
German Station  ;  John Perdieu, Bridget Ryan,
Jane Jones , and Miss  E. T. Wy att, late of
Rockhampton ; Patrick McLaughlin, late of
Lytton ; Heindrick Lorenzen, late of Mackay ;
Henry William  Reeves, late of Logan Downs ;
William Chater, late of Tintinchilla Station;
Nicholas Lobeth, late of Smithfield ; Frank
Jones, late of Mitchell District; Christopher
Wright or Wreidt,  late of Bowen ; James
Wallace, late of Westbrook ; Thomas Potter,
late of Lansdowne Station; William Brooks,
late of Paddy's Creek ; John Daniels , late of
Condamine  ;  Benjamin Simon, late of Smith-
field ; Benjamin Ambrose, late of Bowen
Downs ; Jerry Leigh or Leich, late of Mount
Cornish ; E. B. Webb, late of Cairns ; John
Woodward, late of Cloncurry ; Robert Back.
mann , late of Peak Downs ; William Beasley
Rider,  late of Roma ;  and Thomas Totten, late
of Cooktown.
P
URSUAN T to  " The Curator of Intestate
Estates Act of  1867,"  all persons having any
claimsagainst the Estates of any of the above-named
deceased persons are to come in and prove their
debts at my office, Queen street ,  Brisbane, on or
before the Sixteenth day of August  next ; or in
default they will be peremptorily  excluded from
all benefit accruing from the said Estates.
ALEXANDER RAFF,
Curator of Intestate Estates.
Brisbane, 16th June, 1877.
594 lOs.
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NOTICE.
T T is m  intention  to apply to the Court of Petty
1 Sessions  at Banana , for permission to erect
two pairs of Swing Gates on the old Comet road
between Nulalbin and Mimosa Creek.
566
THOMAS LITTLE,
Mimosa Creek.
3s.
The GovEawxxNT P ianvrxa acknowledges the receipt
of the following amounts :-
1877.  £ s. d.
June  13.-T. Lynch ... ... ... 1 0 0
15.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 4 015.-R. McLeod... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 15.-S. F .  Walker  ... ... ...  0 14 6
„ 15.-J. P. Wilkie ... ... ... 1 3 0
JEmpounbfngp.
SW  Poundkeepers are reminded that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged  for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING  PEE ANIMAL  ;  and  no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  in  the  Gazette unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient to cover  the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Mitchell Downs, from Mitchell
Downs Station, on the 5th June, 1877, by order of
R. W. Stuart,  Esquire, for trespass.  Driving, 4d.
One dirk- bay mare, small star , off hind foot white,
white spots on back and neck ,  like 2 over G over
TA near shoulder , KAb (registered brand) off
shoulder.
One bay mare,  saddle-marked,  MC over 18S near shoul-
der ; chesnut filly foal at foot.
One Chesnut mare,  star and snip,  white spots on back,
like  G  near back, like 56 off back.
One black mare,  star, W over M near shoulder, C over
T off shoulder.
One brown filly, near hind foot white,  off hip down, no
visible brands.
One grey mare,  P over tq near shoulder, P50 (regis-
tered brand)  near ribs,  2 near  thigh, CL off  shoulder.
One bay gelding,  star,  near hind foot white,  collar.
marked, like WW over G near shoulder.
One bay filly,  star, off hind foot white ,  blotched brand-
like NIL (registered brand)  over like 7 near
shoulder.
One bay gelding,  star,  dingo in near shoulder, like W
over over like 82 near shoulder,  like W1B
(registered brand) near thigh,  heart heart 6 over
like WR off shoulder.
One Chesnut more, white spots on back,  near hind foot
white,  near hip down,  like JC near shoulder.
One bay filly, star, indescribable blotched brand near
shoulder.
One iron-grey gelding,  8 over MAl (registered brand)
near shoulder, like L85 near cheek.
One bay filly,  star,  three white feet,  white spots on back,
like 1P (the P writing  capital) near shoulder.
One brown filly, star , Wl) ( (registered  brand) near
shoulder.
One chesnut gelding, star,  collar-marked,  CC over LB
over - near shoulder,  like 25 near thigh, A r versed
over like W over Ji-* off shoulder.
One iron-grey colt,  star,  tj,) ( (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One dark-grey filly, 6AX over bA) ( (registered brand)
near shoulder.
One brown gelding,  small  star,  RS near shoulder.
One Chesnut gelding ,  star and snip, '6 near shoulder,
S bB (registered brand )  off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 3rd July, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
THOS. LYNCH,  Poundkeeper.
693 198.
IMPOUNDED at Ysamba, on the 7th  June, 1877, by
Mr. James Murdoch.
One old yellow and white cow, large B  of  ribs, 6 off
shoulder, top off  ri ght ear ; with calf at foot, un-
branded.
If not released on or before the  4th of July, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
A. GEDDES, Poundkeeper.
603 Is.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby,  from Jondaryan, on 6th
June, 1877, by order of gent and Wienholt.
Driving, 4s. 2d. each.
One bay mare , 5 both cheeks, blotch brand lik qR or A
over A conjoined near shoulder, like heart 8 or C3
conjoined ',ff shoulder, collar-marks.
One bay filly ,  small star and snip ,  no visible brand, very
quiet.
One bay colt,  white hind legs,  star, like 9CS (registeredbrand) off shoulder.
One roan mare, small star, like EM near shoulder and
thigh.
One dark-bay filly, like D3Z or S3Z (registered brand)
near  shoulder.
One bay mare,  fistula-mark on wither, lily E near
shoulder  ;  brown filly foal at foot. z
One Chesnut gelding ,  near hind  foot  white ,  wa ll  eye, star
and snip ,  like  to  over IAS near shoulder ,  sore back.
One roan gelding ,  blaze, white hind feet, like JP near
shoulder and thigh.
One black gelding ,  white hind feet ,  large star and snip,
RV near thigh, U over pd off shoulder.
One bay mare, like 6RL  (registered brand )  near shoulder ;black filly foal  at foot.
One bay colt,  star and snip , like JQ7 or GQ1 (registered
brand) near shoulder.
One bay colt, like 6HH (registered brand) near shoulder,
sma ll  star ,  near fore foot white.
One grey mare,  black mane and tail,  like FM near
shoulder.
One brown mare, like T over DR (the TD conjoined)
blotched near shoulder, illegible brand off shoulder,
like CHR (the HR conjoined).
One black  filly, like A8C over A8C (registered brand)
near shoulder.
One black mare ,  star and  81 ,  like kq over ci near
shoulder, scar near thigh, CPg (registered brand)
off shoulder.
One dun-colour mare, star and snip, MC near rump, like
J reversed over t near shoulder, like  7CG (regis-
tered brand) off shoulder.
One bay gelding, like CP over 5 near shoulder.
One black  mare, star , bumble foot , like  AW conjoined
off shoulder, 1 heart near shoulder.
One ehesnut mare , a sma ll  cross E near shoulder, S in
circle near thigh,  li ke 3 heart heart over 4 off
shoulder , RM7 (registered brand )  off thigh.
One dark-bay mare, .. over JM near shoulder, JM off
shoulder, LB2 (registered brand )  near thigh.
One bay mare, like '4 over EF near shoilder-
One bay, gelding,  small  star,  large snip, like blotched
PR near shoulder over indistinct brand like b,
indistinct brand like RB4 (registered brand) over
RP off shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 24th  July, 1877,
will  be sold to defray expenses.
602
J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
23s.
IMPOUNDED at Clermont, from  Logan Downs, onthe 4th June, 1877, by o der of C. W. Little,
Esquire. Damages and driving, 7s.
One cheenut gelding, like JB over  3 near  shoulder.
If not  released on  or before the 3rd day of July, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
598
LOUISA McLEOD,  Poundkeeper.
Is.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba,  from the DraytonCommonage,  on the 6th  June,  1877. Driving, 10d.
per head.
One brown horse ,  like 1 under TC near  shoulder, TbD
(registered brand)  near thigh,  S5Z (registered
brand )  off shoulder ,  white hairs in foreheal ,  Dollar
marked.
One grey mare ,  JH conjoined  over heart 0 heart or
heart 5 heart near shoulder, 1D or YD off shoulder.
One black mare ,  wart off  neck ,  like D off thigh.
Also, from the enclosed land of Mr . B. French, Irish
Town, Toowoomba, on the 4th June, 1877.  Damages
and driving,  13s. 6d.
One red and white  bull, M8H off rump,  small tip both
ears.
If not  released on or before the 3rd July, 1877,
will be sold to defray expenses.
695
H. LLOYD,  Poundkeeper.
4e.-
Printed and Published by JAYrs C. BBAL,  Government Printer.
William street ,  Brisbane, 16th June, 1877.
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THE following Statement  of Brands, being those Registered during the month of May last, is published  for general
information, in accordance  with the Fifteenth Section of the above-recited Act.
Stockowners , whose Names, Address, or Brands may be incorrectly stated, are requested to notify  the same to the
Registrar ; and in all such notifications either the Registered Brand of the Owner, or the Number of Certificate  of Registration,
must be given.
P. R. GORDON,
Office of Registrar of Brands,  Registrar of Brands.
Brisbane, 11th June, 1877.
Brand No. of
Registered .  Certificate
obernuxent iaette
7ORMZR BRAND . P1:o P [211:10 R.
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
SATURDAY, 16TH JUNE, 1877.
"BRANDS ACT OF 1872."
Cattle. Name.Horses.
0
FOb
0
F08
0
F l®
F20
F30F40
b0W70
F90
12927
12928
12929
12953
12969
12976
12980
12981
12982
12998
13011
13000
13012
13027
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil ... Gottfried Betzel ...
Nil H. Braby
Nil Ann Delaney
Nil Michael O'Brien  ...  ...
Nil James Beckett
Nil Frederick McIntosh
Nil Joseph Edward Cheeseman
Nil Robert Smith
Nil ... Jeremiah Harney ...
Nil Christian Domrow
Nil Henry Smith ...
Various James McLoughlin
Nil ,.. August Mieland ...
Nil William Munro ... ...
Run or Farm where  Nonrest  Pnvt Town
Band is  to be used .  of  Run or Farm.
Don River
River Estate
Reserve
Sandy Creek
Gympie ..
Darr River Downs ...
Portlands ...
Gatton
Dugandan
Condamine
Blackall
Lode Creek
Ipswich
Eaton Vale
Bowen
Mackay
Mackay
Copperfield
Gympie
Aramac
Drayton
Gatton
Fassifern
Condamine
Blackall
Sugarloaf
IpswichNorth Rockhamp-
ton
Drayton
It ockhampton
Tinana
Beenleigh
Dalby
Beenleigh
1'F 0 13016 AML near shoulder... Nil Angus Maclachlan Drayton
Fi T 8  12951 Nil ... Nil ... ... Thomas Fenton ... ... Rockhampton
9 Fi 1' 13025 Nil Nil Peter Strandgvest... ... Fredentrop
'FU b 12914 Nil Nil ... Frederick Bugenhagen Albert RiverF 5Y ' 959 Nil ,., ... Nil John Feeney Dalby
'FZ 7,  : 12941 Nil  ... ..., Nil ... Carl Frederick  Zinglemann  i Alberton ...
1626
Brand No. of
rOR]tEE  BRAND.
---
Registered. Certificate
cCF
G'U8
GYG
bG 1Y
Horses.
12935 Various
12968 Nil
12921 Nil
13022 Various
12930 Nil
13021 Nil
Cattle.
... Various
... Nil
... Nil
... Various
... Nil
... Nil
H@7 13031 Nil ... ... Nil
H 2>( 12955  Nil ... ... Nil
H Z 4 12974  Nil ... ... Nil
4K A 12925 Nil ...
K D 8 12947 Nil ...
K 8 F 12957 Nil ...
K Q 2 13029 Nil ...K,3 Q 13015 Nil
K 4 K 12918 Nil ...
2 K K 12956 Nil
•3  KK  13010 Nil
K5  N 12966 Nil
K P S 13033 J over V
K 3 S 12977 Nil
K Y 1 12948 NilK SW  130 40 Various
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil ...
Nil
N il
Nil
Nil
Nil
J over V
Nil
Nit
Nil
L O E 12989 Nil ... ... Nil
3 L E 13026 Nil ... ... Nil
4 L E 12985  Nil ... ... Nil
LbP 12913 Nil ... ... Nil
5 L P 12933 Nil ... ... Nil
L U  5 12942 LS ... Nil
L U b 12979 Nil ... ... Nil
L Z b 13008  Nil ... ... Nil
L 7 Z 12999 Nil  ... ... Nil
M08  12937 M @S ... ... Nil
9MY 12003 Nil ... ... Nil
N A 8  12972 Nil ... ... NilN S A  13009  Nil ... ... NilNF 2 12996  Nil ... ... Nil
N 5 R 12984  Nil ... ... NilKN R 12986  Nil ... ... Nil
T 0 12936 Various ... ... Various
NU7 13005 Nil  ... ... Nil
o A 6 12962 Nil ... ... Nil
DAb 12915 Nil ... Nil
2 0 R 12931  Nil ... ... Nil
PEG 12983  Nil ... ... Nil
P 8 E 13024  Nil ... ... Nit
4 PQ 1292 t Various ... ... Nil
5 P Q 13020 Various ... ... Nil
P U 1 12943 Nil ... ... Nil
P 1 U 12945 Nil ... ... Nil
P 5 Y 12952 JP conjoined ...  Same
7 P Y 12919 Nil ... ... Nil
QCO
QC5
QC8Q7CQ 9 C
QDOQH2
QH4
QHb
QM1
QM2
Q Mb
12949 Nil  ... ... Nil
12991 Nil  ... ... Nil
12993 Nil  ... ... Nil
13013  Nil ... ... Nil
12970 Nil  ... ... N il
12916 Nil  ... ... Nil
12939 Nil  ... ... Nil
12964 Nil ... Nil
13030 Nil ... ... Nil
12933 Nil  ... ... N il
12963 wMI  ... ...  ,'MI
12990 Various  ... ... Nil
13004  Nil ... ... Nil
13001 Nil ... Nil
N..me.
... Ravenswood
.., Mackay ...
Charles Wilgress  Freeman  Gold Fields
Richard Goodworth ...  One-mile .
Robert Gustke ...
George Ironside ...
George Voysey
The Gregory Downs
toral Co.
Pas-
PROPRIETOR..
Run or Farm where Nearest  Post Townbrand is to be used.  of Itun or Farm.
Mackay ...
Gregory Downs
... Millchester
... Gympie
Ravenswood
Mackay
... Mackay
... Normanton
Kurrawah 1 ab
North Rockhampton Rocktampton
Eulo ... ... Rulo
Hans Olsen ... ...
Albert Hixon ... ...
Albert McOwan Hooley ...
John Byrne ...
Christian Dahlke ...
Frank Gajenske ...
Anton O endrachofski
Charles King ...
John Kieseker ...
William McLennan
John Kirkpatrick ...
Michael Killeen ...
James Pollock ...
Edward Stewart ...
Gottfried Schmidt
William King ...
Leonard E. Lester ...
John Ellis ... ... ...
Stephen Ellis ... ...
Peter Lorenzen ... ...
Charles Pedwell ... ...
Lister and Slaughter ...
Lukin Brothers and Co....
Frederick Church ...
The Rev. J. H. L. Zillman
Gatton
Pimpama Island
Mackay ...
Walloon
Murphy' s Creek
Roma ...
Samson Vale
Grosvenor Downs
Rosenthal ...
Margonlowe
Jondowie ..
Tinda Road ...
Reserve ...
St. Leonardo
Gold Fields
Sandgate
Walloon
Ipswich
Roma
...
Takilberan ...
Carrier ...
Caboolture Range
...
...
Gatton
Beenleigh
Mackey
Ipswich
Murphy' s Creek
Roma
Brisbane
Clermont
Warwick
Thorgomindah
Dalby
Tinana
Goondiwindi
Warwick
Ravenswood
Sandgate
Walloon
Ipswich
Roma
Gin Gin
Springsure
Caboolture
... Robert Moss ... Rockhampton
... William Henry Mitchell... Sandy Creek
Edward Anderson ...  Blackwater ...
Francis Anderson... ... Cape Ville ...
Fanning,Nankivelle,andCo Tambo  Station
Wiliam Ryan ... ... Ipswich ..
R. A. Neilson ... ... Retreat Hotel
John Thompson ... ... Yaamba ...
John Cameron Turner ' ... Toowoomba ...
... Franz Otto Anderson
... Edward M. Angelo
,,, Thomas O'Rourke
William Sherborn  Page ...
William Pershouse ...
Patrick Gleeson ... ...
George Pugsley ...
Patrick Joseph Brady ...
Francis Timmons ... ...
James Pacey ... ...
Joseph Perry ... ...
George Edmund Crump ...
Charles Herbert Carne ...
William Condon ...
Thomas Chambers
John Curtis ...
A. Clark ...
Stephen Dwyer ...
Jane Hynes ...
Carl Hartfiiel ...
Peter Andrew John
horst
Hector Munro Innes
Robert Mulligan ...
,,. Rockhampton
... Brisbane ...
... Kentish Arms
... Rockhampton
... Warwick
... Roekhamptca
... Cape River
... Tambo
... Ipswich
...
... Yeambe
... Toowoomba
... Rockhampton
... Brisbane
... Rockhampton
Stony Pinch ...
Rodds Bay ...
Thames Creek ,  Talgai
Mackay ...
Gold Fields ...
Crow's Nest
Carrier, Derby Hotel
Teebar ... ...
St. Lawrence
Curriwillinghi
Gogango Creek
Mooloolah
Annondale
Toowoomba
Gladstone
Leyburn
Mackay
Cloncurry
Toowoomba
Rockhampton
Elliott
... St. Lawrence
... Curriwillinghi
... Rockhampton
Mooloolah
Cal iope
... Mount Abundance ...
... Gympie ... ...
Commonage
. Mutdapilly
Wick-  Stony Farm
Mathew McLoughlan
Robert  Megaw ...
Brooklyn ...
Whenbar ...
Doughboy ...
Reserve ...
...
Roma
Gympie
Gladstone
Ipswich
Tinana
Kilkivin
St. George
doh... TbA
1627
Brand
Registered.
6RF
9RF
1S0
T9U
TZ1
UE9
UF4
4UN
UY b
No. of
Certificate,
12912
12971
13036
Horses.
PORME* 1sKA1tD.
Nil ... ' Nil
Nil ... ... Nil
Nil ... ; Nil
13007 Nil ... ... Nil
13039 NO  ... ... Nil
12992 Various  ... ...  Nil
12926 Nil  ... ...  Nil
12994 Various  ... ... Nil
13023  Nil ... ... Nil
13034 Nil ... Nil
12931 Nil ... ... Nil
L2920  Nil ... ... Nil
Y D b 12937 Nil ... ... Nil
yal7 13002 GB ... ' ... Nil
Y3M 12917 Nil ... Nil
13037 Various ... ... NilV P1  12944 Nil ... ... Nil
YP4 12995 Nil ... ... Nil9Y R 12938 Various ... ... Nil
1W® 13019 Nil ... ... Nil
WbVW5 U  13(32 Nil :;: ::. Nil13017 various . Nil
W> (2 12961 Nil ... ... Nil
>(A4 13038 Nil ... ... Nil>(4H 13014 Boot ... ... Nil> (b H 12954 Nil ... Nil>(7H 12967 Nil ... ... Nil
>((OM 13018 Various ... Nil
7) (M 13028 Nil ... Nil)(S(3  12965 Nil ... ... Nil)(2S  12988 Various ... ... Nil
Y0J
YbT
4Y W
12946 Nil  ... ...  Nil
12940  JT ... JT
12973 Nil  ... ...  Nil
12950 Nil  ... ...  Nil
13006 Nil ... Nil
Name.
P20PRIBTOIL
Run or  Farm where
Brand is to be used.
... Robert Fobister ... ... Tiara ...
... ... John Foster ... ... Commonage
... ... Ferdenant Ruthenberg ... Kedron Brook
... Edward John Schollick ... Oondooroo ...
... David Frederick Johnston Colanne Run
... Joseph Bates ... ... Tiaro ...
... Henry Thomas Ireland ... South Pine ...
Charles Ehrhardt .. .
John Walker and Co.
... Hugh Wilson
... Charters Towers ...
... Wood' s Selection,
Burnett River
Thornton ...
Don River ...
Brisbane ...
... John Palmer
... John Joseph Mullen, M.D.
... Davenport Brothers ...
... John Bates ...
... Hugh Wm.  E. Mackay ...
I William Noughton ...
William McPhail ... ...
... William  Paters ... ...
... ... William Radford ... ...
East Barambah ...
Tickalara .. ...
Mount Abundance ...
Gold Fields...
Fisher's Creek
Waterford ...
Scrubby Creek
... ... William Lobey ... ... Mackay ...
... ... William Easton ... ... Reserve
... ... William Ivens ... ... Gordon Downs
... William Jonas Webby ... Oakey Creek
... ... George Alexander Bell ...
... ... Albert Hammond... ...
... ... Edward Hannon ... ...
... ... Thomas Harding... ...
... ... Horace Martin ... ...
... ... Maria Bird ... ...
... ... Robert Sawyer .
... ... Samuel Johnson Sheridan
Copperman Farm
Currawillinghi
North  Toolburra
Connamara ...
Gordon Downs
Redland Bay
One-mile Creek
Foyle View ...
I
ZDC3
Z4H
Z3H
ZaS
5ZS
12958
12975
12932
12987
12922
12960
12978
13035
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
N il
Nil
Various
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
evil
Nil
Name of Run or Farm where
Brand is to be used.
BRANDS TRANSF$ER$D during the Month of MAY, 1877.
Brand. No. ofCertificate.
2HD
TD8
B3C
Transfer ror.
2776 Wieckhorst Brothers
7240 Henry Dippel ...
8332  Andrew Bell
10234  Joseph Woodburne
12342 James Edgar ...
5734  Josiah Ball ...
1
Cattle.
Bundaberg
Curriwillinghi
Warwick
Jundah
Lilyvale
Redland BayGympie
Mitchell
... ... Patrick Joyce ... ... Drumfinn  ... ... Kilkivan
... ... Patrick Toomey ... ..  Ferguson  . ... Ipso ch
... ... George Henry Cunningham Eulo ... .. E
... ... George Wyatt ... ... North Rockhampton  Rockhampton
... Thomas Woolley ... ... Ipswich ... ...  Ipswich
Collins and Company ...
Eliza Darcy ... ...
George Jackson ... ...
Edmund Haith .. ...
Henry Hanniford... ...
Francis Horace Stubley ...
Ferdinand Summerfield ...
Daniel Sullivan ... ...
St. George ... ...  St. George
Reserve  ... ...  Stanthorpe
Hodgkinson... ... Thernborough
Willoughby,  Bengera Bundaberg
carrier ,T erminus Hotel  Rockhampton
Charters Towers ...  Charters Towers
Dugandan . Ipswich
Seven-mile Creek Ipswich
Transferee.
John and Clause Weickhorst ...
John Wylie Wilson ... ...
A. Bell and Hugh C. Booth .
John Deane and Joseph Wood-
burne
Nearest Poet Town
of Run  or Farm.
... Tiaro
... Dalby
... German Station
... Aramac
... Gin Gin
... Tiara
... Chinaman's Creek
Millchester
Bundaberg
Laidley
Bowen
Brisbane
Nanango
Thorgomindah
Roma
Charters Towers
Cloncurry
Waterford
Mackay
... Mackay
... Thorgomindsh
Lilyvale
... Cooktown
..
Maryborough Sugar Co. ...
Bowen ... ...
Clarendon ... ... ...
Charters Towers ... ...
James Thomson... R.ockl,ampton
John Ball ... ... ...  Box Vale, Boah
Nearest Post Town
Tinana
Bowen
Gatton
Millchester
Rockhampton
Toowoomba
1628
ORANGE of R=IDIMCL.
grand. No. ofCertificateName  of Proprietor. Run or Farm where Brand is to beused. Nearest Post Town. Remarks.
3 UL  7869 James  Greenwood Leaning Apple -tree ... ... Logan Road9 Y 9220  Alexander Campbell .. Broadmere . Taroom Directory for 1876
ditto
P. R. GORDO*T
E44?. Of Brands.
By Authority  :  J. C. BxAL, Government  Printer ,  William  street, Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra_
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by an Act of the Parliament of
Queensland ,  passed in  the twenty-eighth
year of Her Majesty' s reign , intituled  " An Act to
Amend the Laws relating to Municipallnstitutions,"
it is amongst  other things  enacted , that any city or
town ,  either alone or combined  with any  adjoining
defined portion of any province, not being part of
such  city or  town or any rural  district,  may, as
thereinafter enacted , be constituted a Municipality ;
and it is by the same Act  enacted , that the
Governor,  on receipt  of a petition signed by not
fewer  than one hundred householders,  resident
within any  such  city  or town,  alone or  combined, or
within any such rural district  as aforesaid , praying
that  the same  may be  declared a  Municipality under
the said Act, such petition stating the number of
the inhabitants of such city or town,  alone or com
bined as  aforesaid, containing a population of not
less  than two hundred and
fifty inhabitants, may,with the advice of the Executive Council,  cause the
substance  and prayer of such petition to be pub.
lished in the  Government  Gazette ;  and unless a
counter  petition, signed by  a greater  number of
householders resident  as aforesaid  respectively, be
received by the Colonial Secretary within three
months from the date of- such publication, the
Governor, with the alike advice, may, by Proclama-
tion published in like manner, declare such city or
town to be a Municipality, by a name respectively
ta,be mentioned in such Proclamation, and may also,
4 the  same or  any other Proclamation, define the
limits and boundaries of such Municipality, and
upon such publication the Municipality shall be
constituted accordingly : And whereas a petition,
signed by one hundred and fifty-five householders,
resident within the town of Charters Towers, in the
district of Charters Towers, i_ the Colony of
Queensland, praying that the sa ae may be declared
a Municipality under the provis us of the said Act,
and stating the number of the unhabitants thereof
to be upwards of one thousand, was presented to
the Governor, and the substance and prayer of such
petition duly published in the  Government Gazette,
in accordance with the provisions of the said Act :
And whereas no counter petition, signed by a
greater number of householders, resident within the
said town of Charters Towns, was received by the
Colonial Secretary within three months from the date
of such publication : And whereas the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, has, in
the exercise of the powers conferred by the said
Act, determined to declare by Proclamation such
town of Charters Towers to be a Municipality, by
the name  hereinafter mentioned, and to define the
limits  and boundaries thereof, in the manner here-
inafter defined : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, and
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, declare that the town here-
inafter described and named shall be a Municipality
within the meaning of the said Act, and that the
limits  and boundaries thereof shall be as follows,
that is to say :- -
MIINICIPALITY OF CHARTERS TOWERS.
Bounded on the east by a north and south line
passing through a point forty  chains east  from the
north-west corner of section No. 5 at the  intersec-
tion of Mossman and Gill streets, town of Charters
Towers ; on the north by an east and west line
distant forty chains north  from same  point ; on the
west by a north and south line distant eighty chains
west  from the east boundary ; and on the south by
an east  and west line distant eighty chains south
from the north boundary.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
forty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
WHEREAS by an Act passed in the twenty-
seventh year of Her Majesty' s reign, intituled
" An Act to Amend and Consolidate  the Laws relat-
ing to  Quarantine ,"  it is  amongst other things
enacted , that it shall be lawful for the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, by Procla-
mation  in the  Government Gazette,  to prohibit
all persons ,  vessels , and boats whatsoever, from
going, under any pretence whatsoever, within the
limits  of any Station which, by any order of the
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, has been or may be  assigned  for the performance
of Quarantine : And whereas, by a Proclamation
bearing date the twenty-sixth day of January, 1877,
issued with the advice of the Executive Council,
Peel Island therein described was appointed a
Station for the performance of Quarantine under
the said Act : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD K ENNEDY,  in pursuance  of the power so
vested in  me as  Administrator of the Government
of the said colony, do, by this my Proclamation,
issued with the advice of the Executive Council,
hereby prohibit  all persons ,  vessels, and  boats what-
soever , from going, under any pretence whatsoever,
within the limits of the said proclaimed Station, or
approaching by sea within one hundred yards of
the same, under the penalties contained in the said
Act, until this my Proclamation shall have been
rescinded.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in
the forty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
GOD SAVE TH$ QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
[L.s.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the Most Honour-
Administrator. able Order of the Bath, Ad-
ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The, Crown
l Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of July, 1877, at the Mary-
borough Land  Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said land is open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.I
No. of I
Se1ec-  I  Late Lessee .  Area. Land Agent's
Lion. Dist ri ct.
828
A. R. P.
W. Howard ... 320 0 0 Maryborough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN I
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 22nd June, 1877.
I IS Excellency the Administrator of the Gov-ernment , with the advice of the Executive
Council, has been pleased to appoint
JOHN WILLIAM VANCE,
JAMES PONTING,
LUKAS ULRICS,
PATRICK O'DONNELL,
WILLIAM WARD,
CHRISTOPHER  EITIL,
CHARLES FREEMAN,
JOHN DART, and
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator .  of the Government of the  Colonyy
of Queensland and its Depend-
encies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
l Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after  TUESDAY,  the 24th day of July,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
.shillings per'acre.
CHARLES COWELL,
%.0 wa
to be Trustees of the Walloon General Cemetery 0 Land
''•'
established by Proclamation published in z0Reserve
Parish.
G U
zm
Late Lessee. Area. Agent s
District., a
page  1042 ofthe Government Gazette  of 1877. go
JOHN DOUGLAS.
7 Childers 717 R. Hart ...
A. R. P.
80 0 0  Marv-
borough.
Colonial Secretary 's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1877.
H
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive
Council ,  has been pleased to appoint
CHARLES CARRINGTON
to be Deposition Clerk in the Police Office,  Brisbane,
in the room of James  K eel, transferred.
WM. MILES.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in tii
fortieth year of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QT  EE. N!
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PROCLAMATION.
By his Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N  pursuance  of the provisions of  " The Crowna> s Alienation Act of]  876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 24th day of July,
1877, at the several Land Offices named.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
yConditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre.
Parish.
00
O Y
a
z CD
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDist ri ct.
A. a. P.
6 at. Mary 107 A. Moffett ... 48 0 0 Mary-
borough.
Bassett  328 M.  McCluskey 77 0 0 Mackay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD K ENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify  and proclaim  that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections  shall continue to form part of the Home-
stead Areas within which they are situated, and
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
eighteenth day of  July,  1877, at the Ipswich Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings  per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
the area of the original selection.
No. of Dist ri ct Homestead  I Late Lessee. Area.l ion.se ect
3919 Ipswich ...
4060
4061
Area
Grantham
A.R.  P
H. M. England 320 0 0
J. Fleming  ... 640 0 0
L. Harrison ... 640 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of'June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD ]KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the MostDistinguished Or er of St.
Michael and 'St. George, Com-
LL.8.] panion, of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR.
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection  shall be open to Selection. under the provi-
sions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the eleventh day of July, 1877, at the
Toowoomba Land Office.
And I further notify  and proclaim  that the upset
price  at which the  said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five  shillings per
acre,  and that the  area which  may be selected by
Conditional Purchase  shall not exceed 80 acres.
Late Lessee.
1970 J. Mahoney ... ...
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. R. P.
80 0 0 Toowoomba
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, ourable Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of QueenslandAnd its Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned torfeited
selection shall continue to form part of the Home-
stead Area within which they are situated, and shall
be open to Selection, subject to the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
eleventh day of July, 1877, at the Bundaberg Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said lands  are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase, shall be ten shillings per
acre , and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 300 acres.
a
. o
on
dn.
tim
District. Homestead Area Late Lessee. Area.
A.
355 Bundaberg Tantitha ... C. Goffel 300
Given under my Hand  and Seal ,  at Government
House,  Brisbane , this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
1632
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honourable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that
the portion of land hereunder described shall con-
tinue to form part of the Homestead Area within
which it is situated ,  and shall be open to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after WEDNESDAY, the eleventh day of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
byr Conditional Purchase shall be thirty shillings
E
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
y Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 80 acres.
09
p°a Parish .
P
=
Dist rict . HomesteadLate Lessee. Area.
o z
A. B. P.
210 Allora 960  Warwick Portions 210 J .Callaghan 80 0 0
a and 211 I I
211
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane, this sixth day of Jane,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Go D SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY,  ourable Order of the Bath,
Administrator .  Administrator of the  Govern-
ment of the Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
N  pursuance  of the provisions of  "  The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Si!' ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after  TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877, at the respective Land
Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed the area of
the original selection.
No. of
Seise-  Late Lessee. Area.
tion.
s B. P.
395 F .  J. Brooks  ,.. ... 1,095 0 0
85 A. C.  B. Praed  400 0 0
131 Ditto  ... ... ... 300 0 0
152 P. Drinan  ... ... ...  690 0 0
159 F .  A. Blackman  ... ...  454 0 0
197 R. Mi ller ... ... ... 371 0 0
211 James Bell ... ... ... 701 0 0
212 William Bell  ... 600 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator, trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
!N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this  my Proclamation , notify and pioclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection,  under  the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July, 1877,
at the respective Land Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said portions of land are open
to selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be five
shillings per acre.
o
Parish  I
o I  Late Lessee .  Area Land AgentI
Land Agent's
District.
Beenleigh
Gladstone
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisiors  of " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection , under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877, at the Warwick Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
No. of
Selec-  Late Lessee.
tion.
Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P.1
294 G.  Hoffman  ... .. .  320 0  0 1 Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
x c
o m District.A4
A.B.P.
144 Redland  2270 11.  Holzapfrl  ... 150 0 0  Brisbane
301 Albert ...  694 J .  G. Schneider  100 0 0 .  Beenleigh
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one the' 'und
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and{'in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
3OIIN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
1633
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N ppursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownI Lailds Alienation Act f 1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of July, 1877, at the Mackay Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings
and sixpence per acre ,  and that the  area  which may
be selected by Conditional Purchase shall not
exced 1,223 acres.
a
o.9
Late Lessee. Area.
A. 8. P.
413 A . R. Macdonald  ... ...  1,223 0 0
ILand Agent's
i District.
Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
m l mati n tif d o that ths y roc a o , no y an pr c a m ethi l iP
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
to Select on, under the prov s ons of t e sa Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July,
1877, at the  Brisbane  Land Office.
on and after TUESDA ) , the seventeenth day of
July, 1877, at the IM ackay Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land  are open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings  and sixpence per acre.
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Given under my Hand  and Seal , at Government
'i,
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD  SAVE THE QUEEN)
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St .  George, Com-
[L s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
I Lands Alienation  Act of  1876, "  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  K ENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after WE GNESDAY,
the eleventh day of  July, 1877,  at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by Con-
ditional Purchase shall not exceed eighty acres.
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264  J.  C. Thompson  ... ...  550 0 0 Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the  Most Distinguished Order
of St .  Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order  of the  Bath , Admin-
Administrator .  istrator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  pct of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with  the advice  of the  Executive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
ii i idh
Value of imp rovements to be lodged at time of Application ,  834 10s.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS,
GOD SAYE THE QVEXX1
1634
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St. George,
tL.s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this
my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be
open to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on  and after  TUESDAY, the seventeenth day
of July, 1877, at the respective Land Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land  are open
to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be fifteen
shillings per acre.
Parish.
za°
a
Late Lessee  Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.o2tim
A.Z.P
• St. George 1 J. F. Adams 45 0 0 St.  George.
34 Bassett  266 StephenMaynard 00 0 0 Mackay.
Applicant to lodge  £ 40, value of improvements, at time of
application.
Given under my,  Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in tae year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty ' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His  Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY'
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection , under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and  proclaim  that the upset
price  at which the said portion of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase, shall be ton
shillings per acre.
No. of Land
Parish .  select Late Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
tion .  District.
A. 8. P.
Wildash 286 P. Hoffman 200 0 0 Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of tke Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and ht. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and
in accordance with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Alienation Act  of 1876, 3 I, Sir
ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator
aforesaid ,  with the advice of  the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and  proclaim  that the  unalienated
and unselected lands within  the Coochin Coochin
Homestead  Area ,  in the Ipswich Land  Agent's
District , open to selection under the provisions
of  " The Crown Lands  Alienation  Act of  1868 "
and  " The Homestead Areas Act of  1872 " at
the time of the repeal of those Acts , shall be
open to Selection under  the  provisions  con-
tained in  the first-mentioned Act relatin to Home-
stead Areas, on and after TUESDAY, the tenth
day of July, 1877, at the Ipswich Land Office.
And I do further notify  and proclaim  that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be £1  5s.
t
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
y Conditional Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and forty  acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY,  K night Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the uualienated and un-
selected lands within the Gin Gin Homestead Area,
in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, open to
selection under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872 " at the time of the repeal of
those Acts, shall be open to Selection under
the provisions contained in the first-mentioned
Act relating to Homestead Areas, at the Bunda-
berg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877. And I do further
notify and proclaim, that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by Conditional
Purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by Conditional Purchase
shall not exceed 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign. t
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE TSB QUEEN I
1635
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra.
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the powers in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the Heathland Run Home-
stead Area, in the Leichhardt District, open to
selection under the provisions  of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  " The Rome-
stead Areas Act of  1872 " at the time of the
repeal of those Acts, shall be open to Selec-
tion under the provisions contained in the first-
mentioned Act relating to Homestead Areas, at
the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
TUESDAY, the tenth of July, 1877. And I do
further notify and proclaim that the upset price
at which the said lands are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings and
sixpence per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
road forming the north -west boundaries of portions
56 and 57 ; and on the north-east by the north
branch aforesaid downwards  to the  point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this seventh day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George,  Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the- Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and pro claim that the
land hereunder described shall be reserved for
Township purposes ,  as an extension of the Surat
Town Reserve ,  and shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY,  the eighteenth  day of July,
1877 ,  at the Surat Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be twenty shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by  Conditional Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart as
a Homestead Area under the provisions of the said
Act, shall be open to Selection at the Toowoomba
Land Office, on and after TUESDAY, the tenth
day of July, 1877.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be £1 103. per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by Condi-
tional Purchase shall not exceed.320 acres.
LANDS  RESUMED FROM  YANDILLA RUN, Too-
WOOMBA LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT.
County of Derby, parish of Yandilla.
About 3,700 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Condamine River at the north-east corner of
selection 971, Toowoomba, and bounded thence on
the north-west by selections Nos. 971 and 1198,
Toowoomba ; on the south-west by portions 49 and
50, parish of Yandilla ; on the south-east by the
PORTION A.
County of .Elgin,  parish of Surat.
About  7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of selection
No. 5, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
line bearing two hundred and twenty -five degrees
to the north boundary of portion 29, parish of
Talavera ; on the south by that portion and por-
tion 28 westerly to the west corner of 28 ; on the
west by a line bearing north about two hundred
and twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east to the south -west boundary of the Police
Paddock ; thence by that boundary and by the
south -west and south -east boundaries of the Roads
Office Paddock south -easterly and north -easterly to
the south -west boundary of Surat Town Reserve ;
and thence by that boundary bearing one hundred
and thirty-five degrees to the point of commence-
ment.
PORTION B.
County of Elgin, parish of Surat.
About 4,600 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Griman's Creek
at a point opposite the west corner of portion No. 7,
parish of N oorindoo, and bounded thence on the
north-west by  a line  bearing south-west to the
north-east boundary of Surat Town Reserve ; on
the south-west by that boundary bearing south-east
to the  east corner  of Surat Town Reserve ; on the
south- east  by a line bearing north-east to Griman's
Creek ;  and on  the north- east  by that  creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
W HERE A S notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 24th day of February and
7th day of April, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion No. 114, parish of Forbes, county of Churchill, through land in the occupa-
tion of the person in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Goveii'nment
aforesaid, do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-2431.
BOOB OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114, PARISH OF FORBES ,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
s. o, d
oM
No. Portion of Road . do How Held. Reputed Occupier.Owner.
1 From the road re -  2519 Homestead, Edward
served through por- Ipswich under Act Collins
tion 114, parish of Register of 1872
Forbes, south-
westerly to its
south boundary
Breadth
Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
ohs.lks . A.  R.  P.
244° 40' 28 82  2 chains 6 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information,that applications under the sixty-fifth section of
" Tire Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for closing the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich and Gympie.
JOH' T DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant ,  Situation .
(
Parish. Area.
A. R. P.
*1 J. Part of the road re -  Fassifern 5 1 20
McAnalen served through por-
tion  41, from the new
road to the south
boundary
*2 Ditto ... The road reserved Ditto ... 5 2 0
through portion 43
*3 M. Part of the  ro ad re- Ditto ... 1 2 12
McAnalen served th ro ugh por-
tion 22,  from the north
boundary to the new
ro ad
4 Robt .  G. Road separating portion
Walker  24 from selection 366,
Gympie dist rict
5 Ditto  ...  Road separating portion
44 froms elections 360
and 579, Gympie dis-
trict
King ...  3 2 32
Ditto ... 4 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications under the sixty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Actof 1876 "
have been made for closing the undermentioned
roads ; and all persons who may consider their
interests affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Toowoomba and Townsville.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
A. B. P.
1 Works 1Pa rt  of the road be- Taylor  ...  0 2 27
Department tween portion 12
and portions 14 and
133, from the east
corner of 12 to the
new road  through
that portion
2 Ditto ... Part of the road  be- Ditto ... 2 0 36
tween portions 11
*3
and 133, fro m the
east corner of 11 to
the west corner of
133
T. Lawrence Road separating selec- Coonam- 24 0 9.8
tion 115 from selec- belah
tions 106 and 133
The closure of these roads is proposed to be carried out ' The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connectionconnection with the opening of another  ro ad, with the opening of another road
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1877.
" CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "the Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876," will hold their Courts in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under mIIentioned offices, on the days specified.
All$usiness in connection with selections under
The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be  dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
MORETON DISTRICT.
East Moreton.
At the Land Office , Brisbane , the first Tuesday
in each month.
At the Land Office, Beenleigh, the second
Wednesday in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office ,  Ipswich, the first Friday in
each month.
At the Land  Office,  Helidon ,  the first  Wednes-day in each month.
CABLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
Month.
AT TITS COURT HOUSES.
Toowoomba .  Dalby .  Warwick.
Date .  Date. Date.
June  ...  Monday,  25 Wednesday 27
July ... „  23 „ 25
August  ... „  27 „ 29
September „ 24 „ 28
October ... „  22 „ 24
November „  26 „ 24
December... „ 24 Thursday, 27
Friday, 29
27
31
28
„ 26
„ 30
Saturday 29
At the Land Office, Condamine, the second
Thursday in  July,  1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Goondiwindi, the first
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Stanthorpe, the first
Friday in each month.
PORT CURTIS DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Rockhampton , the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone, the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.At the Land Office, St.. Lawrence, th  first
Monday  in each month.
WIDE BAY  AND BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the first
Friday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gympie, the first Wednes.
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Tenningering, the second
Wednesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Nanango, the second
Wednesday in each month.
S ETTLED DISTRICT  OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office, Bowen, the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay, the second Thurs.
day in August, 1877, and every alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Townsville,  the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND AGENT'S DISTRICT OF COOHTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
LAND AI;ENT's DISTRICT OF CAIRNS.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the first Thursday
in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT  OF BURRS.
At the Land Office, Normanton, the second
Tuesday in every third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third TueF-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
a holiday, the Court will be held on the followingday.
Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1877.THE following amended description is substi-tuted for those contained in the Proclamations
dated the 20th April and 23rd May, 1877, res-
pectively, establishing a Reserve for Water and
Camping near Cooktown, in the parish of Cook.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
RESERVE FOR WATER AND CAMPING.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
173 acres.
Commencing on a road two chains wide, at a
point on the south boundary of the municipality of
Cooktown, and distant one hundred and sixty chains
east  from the south-west corner thereof ; and thence
by that road bearing 203 degrees 54 minutes sixteen
chains and sixty links ; thence by traverse lines,
being the northern boundary of selection 5, bearing
286 degrees 33 minutes two chains and eighty and
a-half links, 273 degrees 44 minutes thirteen chains
and twenty-three links, 257 degrees 34 minutes five
chains and forty-one and a-half links, 213 degrees
43 minutes eight chains  and six  links, 252 degrees
55 minutes  six chains  and twenty-two links, 238
degrees 42 minutes three chains and five links, 249
degrees 28 minutes  seven  chains and ninety-five
and a-half links, 198 degrees 45 minutes  nine chains
and thirty-two links, 229 degrees 13 minutes three
chains and eighty-two links, 254 degrees 23 minutes
five chains and seventy-three links, and 269 degrees
56 minutes nine chains and twenty links ; on the
west by a road one hundred and fifty links wide,
and a line in  continuation bearing north thirty-eight
chains and seventy-six links ; on the north by the
municipal boundary aforesaid, bearing east forty
chains and eighty links to the south side of the Annan
Road, thence by that road bearing 26 degrees 43
minutes seventeen and a-half links, 61 1egrees 20
minutes seven chains and fifty-nine links, 80 degrees
1 minute eleven chains and forty-five links, 32
degrees 12 minutes eight chains and fourteen links ;
thence by a road two chains wide, bearing 148
degrees 47 minutes fourteen chains and eighty-two
links to the point of commencement.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  15th June, 1877.
PERMANENT  CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
I T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
" The Crown Land18  Alienation  Act of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are  required  to transmit to this
Department their objections ,  in writing ,  within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can he seen at this  Office,
and at the Land Agent's Office,  Brisbane  ;  also, at
the Police and Post Offices ,  Village of Logan.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant .  Situation .  Parish. Area.
1 v. and M.
HinchclitTe
and J. King
A. R. P.
Road separating Moffatt ... 3 1 35
portion 267A from
portions 268 and
265A
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 187 7.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government will, in pursuance of the provisions of
" The Titles to Land Act of  1858," at the expiration
of three months from the date hereof, by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant respectively,
under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the name of the intended Grantee and the
area of the lands granted, and the reservations for
roads, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said,  the correct  name and areas and reservations
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and  in every deed containing the erroneous
name and areas  and reservations ,  and such grants
respectively and every such deed-shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFEREED TO.
Date of Grant-10th November, 1870. No. of
Grant, 22,410.
Name of Grantee-Minnie Sambell.
Land granted.-Portion  23, county of Living-
stone,  parish of Stanwell, nineteen acres one rood
thirty-one perches.
Nature of  misnomer .-The  name of the grantee
having been stated as Minnie Sambell instead of
Minerva Anne Barnett.
Date of Grant-10th November,' 1870. No. of
Grant, 22,411.
Name of Grantee-Minnie Sambell.
Land granted.-Portion 32,  county of Living-
stone, parish of Stanwell, leven acres three roods
eight perches.
Nature of misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been stated as Minnie Sambell instead of
Minerva Anne Barnett.
Date of Grantee-10th July, 1876. No. of
Grant, 31,428.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Hogan.
land granted.- Selection  184, Maryborough
District, portion 219, county of March, parish of
Maryborough, forty-two  acres one  rood two perches.
Nature of error.-The  area having been stated
as forty-two  acres one  rood two perches instead of
forty-two acres three roods thirty-three perches
and it having been stated that a road one chain
wide was  reserved through the selection,  as shown
on plan  in Surveyor-General's Office.
Date of Grant-11th June, 1875. No. of Grant,
29,030.
Name of Grantee-David Pfrunder.
Land granted.-Portion 7,  county of Ward,
parish of Mudgeeraba, one hundred and eighty
acres.
Nature of error.-The  area having been stated
as one hundred and eighty  acres  instead of one
hundred and seventy  six acres  two roods and
twenty-five perches ; and the  road reservation
having been stated  as two  reserved  roads, each one
chain wide, instead  of one reserved  rohd two
chains wide.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, tLe correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed -on-
taining the erroneous name, and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No of Grant, 32,756. Date of Grant-27th
January, 1877.
Names of Grantees-Joseph Voller and Hugh
McCaughey, t rustees of the Will of Job Spendlove.
Land granted.-Selection  "-;`°, Brisbane District,
containing one hundred and forty acres.
Nature of misnomer.-The  name Joseph Voller
having been inserted in the deed  as one of the
grantees , instead of James Voller.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 18th May, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
forth, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Gcvernment will, in pursuance of the provisions of
The Titles to Land Art of  1858," at the expir-
ation of three months frcm the date hereof, by
instrument endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under
his Hand and the `eal of the Colony, describe the
name of the intended Grantee and the area of the
reserved road, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name  and area shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name and
area  ; and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,494. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Mary Ann Glenn.
Land Granted-Allotment 3,  section 22, town of
Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Mary Ann
Glenn having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the name of the intended grantee instead of Mary
Ann Glynn.
No. of Grant, 29,117. Date of Grant-18th
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Friedrich Schumann.
Land Granted-  Selection 492, portion '12,
county of Churchill, parish of North, seventy.sine
acres one rood thirty perches.
Nature of Error-Two  acres two roods and ten
perches having been stated in the deed as reserved
for a road,  instead  of tw o acres  and ten perches.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.WITH the view of facilitating he transactionof business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony, it is hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, the to
effect that every possiblo assistance is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information on matters connected
with the working of the Land Acts- even to the
extent of filling up forms of application, transfers,
and of er documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at  the officer's disposal; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  -to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience. however, of persons requir-
ing copies  of plans ,  arrangements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner ,  and on payment of a fee to be estimated
'vy that officer , a tracing  or copy of the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
JOHN DOTTGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
1
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
"The Crown Linda Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
No Applicant. Situation. Parish. ! Area.
1 T. Brand... Road separating portion St. Mary ...
A. R. P.
8 1 32
84 from portion 86
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act of ore-
said, the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date cf Grant-7th
November, 1874.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land ranted-Portion 94,  county of Carlisle,
pareish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Name of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Boney.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 27th March, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.
N OTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds of
Grant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written, being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth, his Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instruments endorsed on
such Deeds of Grant, respectively, under His
Hand and the Seal of the Colony, describe the name
of the intended Grantee, and the lands intended
to be granted, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct name and descriptions
shall be taken to have been inserted in the res-
pective grants and in every deed containing the
erroneous name and descriptions, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate
and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,513. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name  of Grantee-William gimp.
Land  granted-Allotment 18, section 17, town
of Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of error-The  name  William gimp
having  been inserted as that  of the intended
grantee, instead  of William Kemp.
No. of Grant,  5,278. Date of Grant -9th April
1863.
Name of Grantee - John Coleman.
Land ranted -Portion  168 , county of  Stanley,
parish of G oodna, twenty -one acres.
AMENDED DESCRIPTION.
County of Stanley, parish of Goodna,  portion  168.
21 acres.
Commencing on the right bank  of the  Six-mile
Creek at the north -eastern corner  of portion 167,
and bounded thence on the west by a line dividing
it from that land bearing south eighteen chains and
eighty- seven links to a road one chain wide ; on the
south by that  road bearing east ten chains ; on the
east by a line bearing north twenty -one chains and
sixty links to the Six -mile Creek  ;  and on  the north
by that creek  upwards  to the  point of commence-
ment.
No. of Grant , 29,295. Date of Grant-22nd
July, 1875.
Name of Grantee-Colin McCullock.
Land .granted-Selection  270, portions 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, county of Merivale, parish of
Robinson, one hundred and twenty- one acres.
AMENDED  DEscRIPrION.
County of Merivale, parish of Robinson, portions
205, 206, 207, 208, 209,  and  210,  selection 270.
121 acres.
Commencing on the right bank of Swan Creek at
the north- east  corner of portion 212, and bounded
thence on the south by that portion  and a line
bearing west thirty-four  chains  seventy-five links
to a road one  chain  and fifty links wide ; on the
west by that road bearing north thirty-eight chains
fifty-eight links to a road two chains wide; on the
north by that road  bearing  east fourteen  chains ;
thence by lines bearing south twelve chains eighty-
six links, east one chain, north twelve chains
eighty-six links, east twelve chains, and east 12
degrees 30 minutes, north eleven chains forty links ;
on the east by a line bearing south twenty-four
chains forty-one links to Swan Creek ; anu thence
by that creek downwards to the point of commence-
ment.
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Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1877.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876."
PROPOSED GRANTS BY THE CROWN OF
ESCHEATED LANDS.
N
OTICE is hereby given, in pursuance of the
sixty-fourth section of  " The Crown hands
Alienation Art of  1876," that the portions of land
hereinafter described, the property of the late Walter
Gray, of Ipswich, have been escheated to the Crown.
owing to the intestacy of the said Walter Gray ; and
that it is the intention of His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice
of the Executive Council, at the expiration of two
months from the date of this notice, to direct
grants  of the said lands to be issued to Abraham
Fitz Gibbon, of Stanmore, in the County of Middle-
sex, England , who has shown an equitable title to
the same.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SUBURBAN ALLOTMENTS NOS. 10 AND 11 OF
SECTION No. 3, DRAYTON RESERVE.
Parish of Drayton,  county  of Auligny.
Area of each allotment-2 acres.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
SPRINGSURE GENERAL CEMETERY.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.THE following Rules and Regulations, made bythe Trustees of the Springsure General
Cemetery, pursuant to "  Z he Cemetery Act of  1865,"
having been  approved and confirmed by His
Excellency the Governor in Council, are hereby
published in the  Government Gazette.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SPRINGSURE GENERAL CEMETERY.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
1. Before any funeral shall be admitted within
the gates of the cemetery, the sexton must be fur-
nished with the usual certificate of the district
registrar, coronor, or a magistrate ,  as the case maybe.
2. The cemetery shall be opened for burials on
week days, from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. from the 1st April
to 31st August  inclusive , and from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
during the-remaining months of the year, and on
Sundays, from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and from 3 to 5 p.m.
throughout the year.
3. The  space for a single grave shall  be eight (8)
feet by (4) four feet ; for a double grave or vault, 8
feet by 8 feet ; and for a family grave, 8 feet by 12
feet. A grave intended for an adult shall be dug
at least six  feet deep where practicable, and for a
child, not less than 4 feet 6 inches. All graves
shall be dug either by, or under immediate direction
of the sexton.
4. The sexton' s duties shall  include the follow-
ing :-Digging graves, being present at all funerals,
and rendering whatever assistance may be required ;
closing in the graves ,  affixing a number to each
grave (immediately on completion of interment),
corresponding with the entry in the register ;  seeing
that the gates are properly and securely fastened,
and fences in good repair ;  keeping down the grass
and weeds ,  and generally keeping grounds in good
order; keeping the register of burials according to
Schedule B (which shall be open to the inspection
of the public free of charge) ; collecting burial
and other fees, and paying over  same  fortnightly
to the treasurer of the trustees, and furnishing to
the secretary monthly returns of the burials.
5. The sexton shall not allow, on any pretext
whatever, any grave or vault to be interfered with,
except  for the  satisfaction  of the ends of justice,
and then not without an order from a magistrate or
other sufficient authority.
6. The undertaker or person ordering graves
shall give at least eight working hours' notice to the
sexton of the hour fixed for the funeral, and shall
at the same time furnish the particulars required
in Schedule C,
7. The scale of fees payable to the trustees for
burials ,  tombstones ,  vaults, and enclosures, shall
be according to Schedule A.
8. Every appl'cation for interment must be accom-
panied by the information specified in Schedule B.
9. All tombstones, fences, enclosures ,  and erec-
tions must be made, removed and replaced at the
cost of the owner, and under the supervision of the
s. xton.
10. The  trustees shall meet the first Thursday in
every month ,  or, if necessary ,  oftener, to authorise
payments - which shall be by cheque ,  signed b the
treasurer and secretary -and to transact anther
business.
SCHEDULE A.
£ e. d.
Single graves, 8 feet x 4 feet ... 1 0 0
Children's grave (under 5 years) .. 0 10 0
Double grave, 8 feet x 8 feet ... 2 10 0
Family grave, 8 feet x 12 feet ... 5 0 0
Sinking or re-opening grave ... 1 0 0
Sinking children' s grave  ... .. 0 10 0
For permission to erect head and
foot stone ... ... ... 0 10 0
For permission to erect iron railings 0 10 0
Registration of graves and iron label 0 5 0
Paupers, gaol, and hospital inmates ' 1 0 0
SCHEDULE B.
Answers to be written opposite the following questions
at time of application to inter.
Name of deceased :
Age :
Sex :
Occupation or calling :
Birth-place :
Denomination :
Cause of death :
Date of death :
Day and hour of funeral :
Name of undertaker :
Officiating minister :
Number of graves :
SCHEDULE C.
Information to sexton to enable him to pre pare graves
proper size.
Undertaker' s name :
Name of deceased
Length of coffin :
Width of widest  part of same :
Day and hour of funeral :
Names and Signatures of Trustees.
SAML. HINTON.
G. M. ALCHIN.
JAMES CLARKE.
J. H. HOARE.
GEO. MILLIKEN.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive Coun-
cil, under my Hand, at Government House,
Brisbane, this eighteenth day of June, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-seven, and in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty' s reign.
A. E. KENNEDY.
By His  Exce llency 's Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1877.
I T is hereby notified for general information, Sit
the Tender of JOHN GARGET has been accepted
for the erection of Booking Office and Platform,
Murphy' s Creek.
GEORGE THORN.
1.641
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP, MACKAY.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 3rd August, from
persons  willing to contract for the  erection of a
Lock- up at  Mackay.
Tenders  to be endorsed  " Tender for Lock-up,
Ma7*ay."
Plan, Specification , and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Court House, Mackay.
Tenders must be c n proper printed forms, and
state the time a ithin  which it is proposed to com •
plete  the work, and at the foot of every 'render
there must be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent .  on amount  of Tender  as security  for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and  undertykin g, in that event
to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor ,  in Brisbane ,  within  fourteen days from the
usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance  ; otherwise
the Tender  will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not  necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LAUNDRIES, LUNATIC
ASYLUM, WOOGAROO.TENDERS will be received at this  O ffice, untilFour o 'clock p.m. on  FRIDAY, the 13th
July,  from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Laundries ,  Lunatic Asylum,
Woogaroo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender  for Laundries,
Lunatic Asylum,  Wooguroo."
Plan, Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this O.tce,
and at the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  wit-bin  which it is proposed to
complete the work ,  and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender ,  as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted ,  and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane ,  within fourteen days
from the usual noti fication of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing  Ruch performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not oe  taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE I HORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th June, 1877.
WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKING AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES ATWARRA. ND CHARLEY'S CREEKFRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
July, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion  of Booking and Telegraph Offices and Plat-
forms at  Warra and Charley's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " 'Lender for Booking
Offices, etc., IVestern Railway."
n, Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at the Chief
Engineer's Office, Brisbane, and at the It silent
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state  the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the  sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
'l'ender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usu it notification  of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WATERVIEW, HERBERT
RAPER.TENDERS will  be received at this Office, andat the Telegraph Offices, Townsville and
WW'aterview, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 13th July, from persons willing to  contract  for
the erection of a Telegraph Office' at Waterview,
Herbert River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " lender for Telegraph
Office, Waterview."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen ,  and further particulars obtained ,  at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Offices, Townsville and
Waterview.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten • er
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Vender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual  notification of acceptance, a
Bond to  Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise  the  Tender will  not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, HIG11FIELDS.
r
r
ENDERS  will be received  at this  Office, until
Four o'clock p.m on FRIDAY, the 13th July,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Primary School at Bighfields.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
Higlcfields."
Plans ,  Specification ,  and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the School-house, Highfields.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other.
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
1642
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUII DERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, FLAT-TOP ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Port Offices, Maryborough and
Mackay, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
13th July, from persons willing to contract for the
construction only of a Tower for Flat-top Island in
Brisbane, Maryborough, or Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Light-
house Tower, Flat-top Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this k ffice,
and at the Port Offices, Maryborough and Mackay.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which  it is  proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there  must  be a memorandum  signed  by the party
tendering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the  usual  notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
per cent.  on amount  of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be  taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender  will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THO N .
Department  of l'ublic Works,
Brisbane ,  31st May, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, BLACKALL.
FRESIJ Tenders will be received at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th June, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Telegraph Office at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Office, Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, KEPPEL BAY.TENDERS willbe received at this Office, and
at the Port Office, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th July, from per-
sons willing  to contract for the  erection  of a Pilot's
Cottage at Keppel Bay.
Tenders  to be endorsed  "Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Keppel Bay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Port Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders  must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the  time within  which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing  to deposit  the sum  of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consider-
ation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, ZILI.MAN'S
WATERHOLES.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 29th
June, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Primary School,  Zillman's
Waterholes.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions,
Primary School, Zillman's Waterholes."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders mu.t he on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance  ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken  into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILWAY.
LAIDLEY PLOUGHING MATCH, TO BE HELD
ON FRIDAY, 29TH JUNE, 1877.EXCURSION Tickets, at Single Fares for theDouble Journey, will be issued from all
Stations to Laidley, on the 28th and 29th June,
available to return up to and including 2nd July.
Teams and Ploughs will be carried free to and
from Laidley, from the 26th June to the 2nd July,
on a certificate from the Honorary Secretary that
they are for competition and to be used in the
match. Ploughmen accompanying their teams,
&c., on the same dates will be charged4Excursion
fares.
Teams and Ploughs conveyed to Laidley and not
used will be charged usual rates.
NOTE.-All persons requiring vehicles for horses
or ploughs should give twenty-four hours'  notice
to the several Station Masters.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1877.
NOTICE.INOTICE is hereby given,  that on and after the1st July, 1877,  an Amended  Goods Classifi-
cation will come into operation upon the Southern
and Western  and Northern  Railways.
Copies of the Amended Goods and  other Rates
can be obtained on application at all Railway
Stations , and at this Office,  after the 20th instr
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Commissioner  for Railways' Office,
Brisbane, 9th  June, 187 7.
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fepartmenl of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  12th June, 1877.
OTICE is hereb y given ,  that the Map or Plan
i and Book of Reference of the proposed new
line Western Railway,  Dalby to  Roma ,  Sections
Nos. 3 and 4, from 52 miles to 103 miles 60 ithains,
has been approved and confirmed ,  without any altera-
tion  ;  and that, in pursuance  of the 17th  section of
the Act  27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line Western
Railw $,  Sections  Nos. 3  and 4 ,  from 52 miles to
103  mum  60 chains ,  according  to the  Map or Plan
and Book of Reference so confirmed ,  to be seen at
this office,  and copy thereof at the office of the
Clerk of Petty  Sessions  at Dalby.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane ,  1st June, 1877.
NOTICE TO PUBLICANS.
j UBLICAN  S are reminded that unless the
11 Certificates granted at the Annual Licensing
Meeting of Magistrates ,  together with the fee
required to be paid in each case, are lodged in this
office on or before the 30th instant ,  such Certificates
will become void.
The Treasury,
Queensland ,  1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND  GOVERNMENT 4VINGS BANK.
B
RANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora ,  Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh ,  Blackall,
Bowen  (Port Denison ),  Brisbane ,  Bundaberg. Bur-
renda , Byerstown ,  Cairns, Calliope ,  Cardwell , Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers ,  Charleville ,  Clermont ,  Cleve-
land, Condamine ,  Cooktown ,  Cunnamulla ,  Curriwil-
linghi ,  Dalby, Drayton ,  Gatton, Gayndah ,  George
Town, Gladstone ,  Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie ,  Inglewood ,  Ipswicn,
Jimna ,  Leyburn ,  Maytown .  Mackay, Marl-
borough ,  Maryborough ,  Milichester ,  Mount Perry,
Murphy' s Creek, Nanango ,  Normanton ,  One-mile
Creek  (Gympie ),  Palmerville, Pimpama ,  Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton ,  Roma, Nebo ,  Shipping Office
(Brisbane ),  South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe ,  St. George ,  St. Lawrence,
Surat ,  Tambo ,  Taroom, Thornborou h, Tiaro,
Toowoomba ,  Townsville , Warwick, Wivenhoe,
Westwood ,  Yengarie ,  and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor ,  subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding  £ 100, but not
exceeding  £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent .  per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding  £200. the above rates of
interest will be payable on  £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits can be made and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person ,  at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Exce llency 's Command,
JAMES R .  DICKSON.
General Registry Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1877.
NOTICE.T/THE Reverend THOMAS O 'CONNELL, RomanL Catholic Minister ,  residing at Warwick, in
the Registry District of Warwick ,  is duly registered
as a Minister of religion authorised to celebrate
Mac'iages within the Colony of  Queensland, under
the provisions of  " The Marriage Act of  1864."
HENRY JORDAN,
Registrar -General,
Per WILLIAM  T. BLAKENEY,
Deputy Registrar-General.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1877.
rl ' H E follo wing By-Laws, made by the Municipal
Council of Brisbane ,  having been approved by
His Excellency the Administrator of the Govern-
ment, with the advice of the Executive Council,
under his Hand, in accordance with the 74th section
of  "The Municipal Institutions Act of  1874,' are
hereby published in the  Government  G azette.
WM. MILES.
BY-LAW No. 26.
TO AMEND BY-LAW No. 2, FERRY REGULA-
TIONS.
WHEREAS it  is expedient  to amend By-Law No. 2,
for the establishment of tolls and regulation of all
ferries within the municipal boundaries of the city
of Brisbane :
It is hereby ordered by  the Council of the said
Municipality ,  by virtue of the authority in them
vested in that behalf ,  as follows :-
1. No ferryman ,  passenger ,  or other person shall
smoke any pipe or cigar in any ferry boat whilst
the same is being employed in the conveyance of
passengers.
2. No ferry lessee shall permit or suffer to be
used on the  ferry  of which he is the lessee any
unsafe or leaky boat, and such lessee shall not use
any boat in conveying passengers which is in an
uncleanly state.
3. No person shall fasten ,  moor ,  or attach any
boat ,  punt, or vessel to any of the  ferry  steps or to
any building ,  erection ,  or staging belonging to any
ferry , or otherwise cause an obstruction to the ferry
boats or passengers  ;  and the owner ,  agent, or other
person neglecting or refusing to remove immediate]
any goods landed or placed at or near any sueh
terry  shall be deemed guilty of having committed
an offence against this by law.
4. The  Mayor may at any time cause the boats
used or employed by any ferry lessee to be exa-
mined ,  and if he is satisfied that any ferry boat is
unsafe for passengers ,  he shall order the lessee to
replace it by a good and serviceable boat  ;  and any
lessee using any other than the boat or boats passed
upon such examination by an officer of the Council,
or any person offending against any provision of
this by-law, shall for each offence on conviction pay
any sum not exceeding twenty pounds (£20).
5. The  said by-law No. 2 shall be read and con-
strued as if the preceding provision had been
inserted therein and formed part thereof.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Brisbane,
this  11th day of June, 1877.
ALFRED HUBBARD ,  Mayor.
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 27.
VTHEREAS it is expedient to make better provision
for the prevention and suppression of the nuisance
resulting from the storage of large quantities of
kerosine oil or other similar volatile fluid or other
substances or materials ,  and to amend By -law No.
20, passed in that behalf:
It is therefore ordered by the Council of the
Municipality of Brisbane ,  by virtue of the powers
and authority in them vested  by " The Municipal
Institutions  Act of  1864," and the authority of the
same, as  follows:-
1.  Clause No .  2 of the said recited By-law is
hereby repealed.
2. Any person or persons ,  being the occupier or
occupiers ,  or having the control ,  management, or
use of any building ,  premises ,  or place of whatever
description within the Municipality of Brisbane
(not being a building, premises, or place situated
and constructed in accordance with the first clause
of the said recited By-law )  who shall place or store,
or cause, suffer ,  or permit to be placed or stored
within such building, premises, or place, at any one
time ,  a greater number than twenty cases, the
reputed contents of  which  consist of ,  or shall be
indicated by any letters ,  sign, or trade-mark, as
being kerosine oil, petroleum, naphtha ,  turpentine, or
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other volatile fluids, or any less number of such
cases the aggregate contents of which are or are
indicated by any such letters or  signs as  being in
the aggregate more than one hundred and sixty
gallons, shall be deemed guilty of a nuisance, and,
on conviction, shall forfeit and pay for every such
offence any sum not more than twenty pounds.
Provided always, that it shall be competent for
the defendant to prove that such cases do not con-
tain in the aggregate measure more than one
hundred and sixty gallons, or that the contents
thereof do not consist of any such oils or fluids as
aforesaid.
3. Whenever any owner or consignee of kerosine
oil, petroleum, naphtha, turpentine, or other volatile
fluid, and which may have been landed from any
steamer, ship, or other vessel upon any wharf or
place adjacent thereto within the said Municipality,
neglects or refuses to remove the same therefrom,
after twenty-four hours' notice has been given to
remove the same by any officer of the Municipality,
it shall be lawful for any such officer to cause the
same  to be removed at the cost and charges of the
said owner or consignee, to the Government Kero.
sine  Bond or other proper place appointed by the
said  Council
4. Any occupier, agent, lessee, or other person
who may have the use, control, or management of
any wharf or place adjacent thereto, and who shall
suffer or permit any greater quantity of kerosine
oil, petroleum, naphtha, turpentine, or other volatile
fluid than that mentioned in the second clause of
this By-law to remain, be placed or stored on such
wharf or place for twenty-four hours after notice
shall have been given by any officer of the Munici-
pality to remove the same, shall forfeit and pay for
every such offence any sum not exceeding twenty
pounds.
5. No person or persons shall have or keep within
the Municipality aforesaid, at any one time, more
than two hundred weight of blasting powder or
other explosive material used for blasting purposes,
in any house, premises, wharf, or other place.
Provided always, that for the purpose of carrying
out necessary works, the Mayor of the said Muni-
cipality may authorise the keeping of such larger
quantities of blasting powder, at or convenient to
such works, as may be absolutely necessary for
their execution, upon payment of the fee of twenty
shillings,
Provided also that nothing herein shall apply to
the keeping of gunpowder or other warlike stores
belonging to Her Majesty.
6. For the more easy discovery of the keeping of
any of the fluids, or substances, or materials, con-
trary to the provisions of this By-law, it is further
ordered that it; shall be lawful for We Mayor, by
writing under his hand, to authorise any officer of
the said Municipality, at all seasonable times in the
daytime, to enter any shop, store, warehouse, wharf,
or other place or premises in which such fl lids,
material, or powder as aforesaid are suspected to
be kept, contrary to this By-law, and make search
and examination therein as may be necessary for
the purpose of ascertaining the quantity and weight
of any fluids, material, or powder as aforesaid, so
kept or stored, contrary to this By-law ; and any
person hindering or resisting such authorised officer
as aforesaid to make such search or examination,
shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay any sum not
exceeding twenty pounds.
7. For every neglect, breach, or offence of or
against any of' the provisions of this By-law, where
no specified penalty is hereinbefore provided for
such neglect, breach, or offence, the maximum
penalty shall be twenty pounds.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Brisbane,
this 11th day of June, 1877.
ALFRED HUBBARD, Mayor.
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
BY-LAW No. 28.
TO PREVENT THE CARELESS DROPPING OF
FRUIT-SKINS, ETC.
WHEREAS the careless dropping or throwing of fruit
or skins of fruit and other substances upon the
footpaths of the Municipality of Brisbane is a
nuisance  and dangerous to the public safety, and
it is necessary  to prevent the same :
Be it therefore enacted-
1. From and after the passing of this By-law, no
person shall drop, throw, or deposit,  or cause to be
dropped, thrown, or deposited, any fruit or skins of
fruit, orange peel, vegetable, lighted match, or any-
thing dangerous to public safety upon any foot-
path within the Municipality.
2. Any person offending against this By-law
shall, upon conviction before any two or more
Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay for ever
offence any sum not exceeding twenty pounds
(220). d-
3. Any person witnessing an offence agQ st this
By-law shall be at liberty to detain the offender
until his or her proper name or place of abode can
be ascertained, and may lay  an information  for such
offence in form of law.
Passed by the Municipal Council of Brisbane,
this 28th day of May, 1877.
ALFRED HUBBARD, Mayor.
W. HENRY G. MARSHALL, Town Clerk.
Confirmed, with the advice of the Executive
Council, under my Hand, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-first day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven,  and in the
forty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
. A. E. KENNEDY.
By Command,
WM. MILES.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1877.THE following amended Rules and Regulationsfor the management of the German Station
Cemetery, having been approved of by His Excel-
lency the Administrator of the Government in
Council, are published for general information.
WM. MILES.
RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE MAN-
AGEMENT OF THE GERMAN STATION
CEMETERY.
1. The fees and charges set forth  in schedule A
shall be paid at the time the order is given for the
preparation  of a grave , or when the  permission of
the trustees is obtained for the  erection  of any vault,
monument, or tombstone within the  said cemetery.
2. The trustees shall allot the  size and position
of all graves or vaults to be sunk in the cemetery.
No catacombs will be allowed.
3. All graves made in the cemetery shall be sunk
at least six  (6) feet ; and no person shall be  allowed
to prepare a grave within the cemetery except the
sexton appointed by the trustees, or his  assistants.
4. The undertaker or person  ordering a grave
shall furnish to the sexton a memorandum in the
form of schedule D at the time that the trustees'
permission is handed to him.
5. The sexton shall have power to  refuse to
break the ground for the purpose of digging a
grave, or to allow the ground to be broken by any
person for the purpose of erecting any vault,
monument, tombstone, tablet, railing, or other
erection, until a receipt is produced to him, signed
by one or more of the trustees, for the amount of
the fees or charges to be paid under schedule A.
6. In accordance with the provisions of the 19th
section of "  The Cemetery Act, "  any person  digging
or making a vault ,  or erecting  and placing a monu-
ment, or a tombstone, in the cemetery, by and
with the permission of the trustees, under these
rules, and upon the payment of the charges herein
mentioned, shall be entitled to have,  maintain, and
keep up such vault, monument, or tombstone,
according to the terms of such permission, to and
for the sole and separate use of such person or per-
sons, and his, or her, and their heirs and near
relations for ever. fit`
7. Application for permission to have a grave
prepared, a vault constructed, or a monument,
tombstone, or tablet erected, must be made to the
trustees, or to the person or persons authorised by
them; whereupon, if approved of, a permission in
the form set forth in schedule B (if required) will
be granted to the party applying, on payment of
the charges set forth in schedule A.t
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8. All charges will be remitted on the burial of
any poor person in the said cemetery (except in the
case  of burials by Government contractors), upon
its being  proved to the satisfaction of the trustees
that such person was a pauper, or that the relations
and friends of the deceased are unable to pay the
cost  and charges of such burial. Where paupers
are buried by Government contractors, the charge
will be in accordance with the scale set forth in
schedule A.
9. Parties requiring brick graves or vaults to be
made in the cemetery will be required to submit
plans of the  same for the  approval of the trustees,
and to cojtruct the  same  under the direction of
the surveyor appointed by the trustees ; and every
coffin placed in a vault or brick grave must be
bricked in, cemented, and covered with a slab of
stone, slate , or iron, and every such coffin must
have on the lid a lead or copper plate with the
name  of the deceased stamped thereon.
10. A plan or drawing of every monument, tomb-
stone, or tablet proposed to be erected, and a copy
of every epitaph or inscription to be engraven
thereon, must be submitted to the trustees for
approval, and the trustees shall have power to
withhold their permission, and prevent the erection
of any monument, etc., which shall appear to them
inappropriate or unbecoming. In the erection of
tablets, copper cramps must be used.
11. At the time orders for interment are given,
or an application  is made  to the trustees to have a
grave prepared, the name, age, late place of resi-
dence, and the probable cause of death of the
deceased, together with the  rest  of the particulars
required to fill up the form, schedule C, must be
given by the party who  makes  the applications.
12. The sexton must be informed of the time
fixed for the funeral, which must be understood to
mean the hour at which the procession is to be at
the cemetery. The hour fixed must in all cases be
punctually observed.
13. The  sexton, or  other persons employed by
the trustees,  are not alloweS  to receive any gratuity
for the performance of their duties, except special
permission  is granted by the trustees, upon appli-
cation made to them by the party interested. Any
infringement  of this rule by the employees will
lead to their immediate dismissal.
14. A plan of the cemetery, a register of all
special grants, and the position of all graves in the
cemetery, is kept by the trustees, and is open to
the inspection of parties interested upon payment
of the charges mentioned in schedule A.
15. All monuments, vaults,  graves ,  and grave-
stones , must be kept  in repair  and proper condition
by or at the expense of the owners.
16. The cemetery will be open daily to the public
from  sunrise to sunset.
17. The  sexton has orders  to turn out, or take
into custody (as the case may require) any person
who shall behave indecorously, or commit any
trespass or injury to the trees, flowers, or erections,
or otherwise infringe any of the provisions of the
Act relating to the  management  of cemeteries in
Queensland, or the regulations framed under the
authority thereof, and any such person shall be
proceeded  against according  to the provisions of
the aforesaid Act.
18. No funeral will be allowed to take place
(except under circumstances of the most urgent
nature ) without a certificate of the registration of
the death signed by the Deputy Register-General,
or a certificate of a coroner  or magistrate  holding
an inquest  or inquiry, such certificate to be delivered
to the sexton before the funeral  enters  the gate of
the cemetery.
19. The trustees reserve to themselves power to
make  fresh rules, or to alter and modify any of the
above  regulations , or the schedule of fees, from
time to time, should they deem it expedient to do
eo.
F. SCHIRMEISTER, Trustees of
A. RODE, Chairman, the German
JOTTk_N McMASTER., Treasurer, Station
JOHN  LEOPOLD ZILLMAN, Cemetery.
FREDERIC if. SWANWICK,
German Station ,  29th  May, 1877.
Secretary.
SCHEDULE A.
Cnxsaas.
Public Graves.
£ s. d.
A single grave in open ground ... 0 12 6
Ditto, for children under five years 0 7 6
Ditto, for a still-born child ... ... 0 6 0
Private  Graves.
Land for graves (selected) 8ft. by 4ft. ... 1 0 0
Ditto (ditto) 8ft. by 8ft. 2 0 0
Ditto (ditto) 8ft. by 121t.... 2 15 0
Ditto (ditto) 8ft. by 16ft.... 4 0 0
Ditto (ditto) 81t. by 20ft.... b 5 0
Interment f, e, including cost of  sinking
each  grave six  (6) feet .. 0 10 0
For each additional foot as follows :-
For the first additional foot ... 0 5 0
For the second additional foot ... 0 7 6
For the third additional foot ... 0 10 0
And every additional foot 0 10 0
Re-opening  a grave or  vault ... ... 0 15 0
(No grave will be allowed to be re-
opened till five years have elapsed
after date  of burial.)
For permission to erect  headstones , tombs,
or half tombs, upright pedestal, or
monument  ... . ... ...
F f i
0 7 6
or copy o reg ster ... ...
For inspecting plan of register ... ...
0
0
2 6
2 6
£30 REWARD.
WHEREAS it appears that the Beacon on
r 1' Young Island has been taken away, and
other Beacons in the Inner Route wilfully injured
by some person or persons unknown, a reward of
Fifty Pounds will be paid to any parson who shall
first give such information  as will  lead to the appre-
hension and conviction of the offender or offenders.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane. 14th June, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ALTERATION OF LIGHT, BURNETT RIVER
HEADS.
oNand after this date the Temporary Light tothe South Head of the Burnett River will be
replaced by a Fixed Catoptric Light of the 5th
Order, which will be seen from seaward between
the bearings of N.W. by W. and S.E. by E. The
lense is  placed at an elevation of 37 feet above the
mean sea level, and will be visible from a distance
of 10 or 11 miles. The tower from which the
light is exhibited is hexagonal and painted white,
and stands  near  the extreme point of the South
Head.
The Leading Lights for crossing the Bar will also,
after this date, be exhibited every night between
sunset  and sunri-e.
Vessels from the northward, intending to enter
the Burnett, should not approach within three
miles of the shore abreast the Burnett Banks until
the light bears W.S.W., when they should steer
for it and bring the leading lights into line for
crossing the Bar.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane, 2nd June, 1877.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
O
N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874, together  with "Regulations for the
Management  of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price  2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested toake notice that
all Remittances on account of Impounding
Advertisements, over five shillings, must be made byPost-Office Order,  or cash ;  otherwise the advertisement s
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  22nd June, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF FELTON, ELLANGOWAN, AND TUMUAVILLE, COUNTIES
OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITFI reference to the Notice dated the 23rd day of October, 1876, folio 880 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road from Felton to Tumm' aville  Homestead Area,
p.trishes of Felton, Ellangowan, and Tummaville, counties of Attbigny and Merivale, through lands in the
occupation of the  several persons  hereunder specified, whereof some part was originally granted by Deeds
of Grant severally  containing  a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for
making public was, and whereof the residue is held under other  titles,  as hereunder respectively set
forth : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with theadvice of the Fxecutive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road, and it is therethi:e hereby
declared expedient to open and  make  the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be  seen at the  Office of the Surveyor-General. Brisbane, and the Police Office, Leyburn. All persons
desirous  of claiming  compensation in respect  of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
c ,mpensation  they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty days from
the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle  the persons  so claiming  to any such  compensation,
unless  they are otherwise by law  so entitled.
77-2256. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM FELTON TO TUMMAVILLE HOMESTEAD  AREA, PARISHES OF
FELTON, ELLANGOWAN, AND TUMMAVILLE, COUNTIES OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE, DARLING
DOWNS .  INTENDED TO Bit PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD.'
No.! Portion of Road.
.. a
Zm
How Held. ReputedOwner.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.
Road.
Running from the east
boundary of Felton
pre-emptive X north-
westerly to:,its west
boundary
I
2 Running from  the north-
east  corner of Felton
pre-emptive XI south-
westerly  and north-
westerly to its north
boundary
Under Deed JamesTyson James Tyson
of Grant
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Ditto ... Ditto ... Ditto
3 A strip  adjoining the ... Crown land The Cro wn  Ditto ...  2700  20' 24  78 Ditto
north boundary of
pre-emptive XI
4 Running from the north
boundary of Felt, n
pre-emptive Xl south-
westerly to its west
b' ,undary
Running from the west
boundary of Felton
pre-emptive XI south-
westerly and west to
the nort h-west corner
of port ion 52, parish
of Felton
6
6 Running from the no rt h-
we-t corner of port ion
52, south -westerly to
no rt h -west corner of
selection 888A
7 A strip four chains wide
off part of the east
boundary of selection
1139
T. R.
1139
8 Running  south-easterly
throug h a camping
reserve to  Leslie's
Crossing  on theConda-
mine River
An irregular shaped
piece out of the west
corner of portion 13
9
Running south -westerly ...
across po rt ion 14,
parish of Ellangowan
Running southerly and W. R
westerly across the No. 234
north- west corner of
selection 234
10
11
Under Deed James Tyson Ditto ...
of Grant
containing
a general
re servation
for roads
Crown lands The Crown Held under
pastoral
lease by
Jas. Tyson
Crown  lands  Ditto ...
chs. lks.  A.  R. P.
2920  0' 26 00  1501ka.  6 1 28 Open plain;
289° 6' 16 031  Felton horse
paddock
236° 9 05 Ditto 7 0 30 '  Road runs
276° 30 00 about 10
294' 6 30 chains from
Felton house
2 2 0 Unimproved
forest land
233° 55' 32 30 Ditto 5 0 10 Unimproved
open plain
233° 55' 6 35 2 chains 41 0 11 Open forest
256° 45' 42 00 and open
221 30'  35 68 plain
270° 121 32
Unoccupied 226° 55' 80 00 5 chains  95 2 0 Open plain
239° 37' 111 16
Forfeited The Crown At time of 180°
Selection sui vey un-
occupied
Under Deed  Alex. Camp- C.  B. Fisher
of Grant bell and
containing John Hay
a general
reservation
for roads
Ditto ' ... Ditto ... Ditto
" C. L. A. Act  George  Apparently
of  1968  Pinkiville  unoccupied
Slade
12 , Running westerly across  W. R. Ditto  ...  Conrad
13
selection  233 233 George
Ditto
D'Albedyhll
Running westeriy across W. R. Ditto  ...  Osmond Ditto
selection  No. 95 95 and Land
Priault
14 Runningwesterly across  W. R. Ditto ... W. F. Gore Ditto
I
selection  No. 94 94
15 Runningwesterly across  T. R. Ditto  ...  Gore  and Cc Ditto
selection 64 64
16 Running westerly across  ...  Under Deed  Baldock, Gore and Co.
the north -west corner of Grant Gore, and
of Tummaville pre- containing Owen
1800
237°
237°
210°2680
268°
265°
260°
260°
260°
252°
278°
278'
258°
47 96 Original 19 0 37
width
1 chain
widen-
edto5
chains
20'  5 70 i rregu- 2 2 0 Gum Sat
40'  5 14 lar
40'  45 26 1Irregn- 13 0 0 Unimproved
lar and gum flat
160 iks.
30 '  11 83  150 iks . 4 2 35 East and west
30' 20 30 boundaries
of selection
fenced
30' 5 70 Ditto 16 2  30 East and west
105 56 boundaries
fenced
115 35  Ditto 17 1 8 Ditto
56 82 Ditto 8 2 4 Selection
part ly fenced
11 25  Ditto 10 2 3  Fence `Mssex
30' 55 88 selection
30' 3 00
30' 4 50 Ditto 1 220 Open plain
30' 6 51
emptive No .  1 a general
reservation
for roads
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W ITH reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of April, 1877, folio 1354 of the  GovernmentGazett ,  relative to the pening of a n w Road, through Portion 73, to parish  Moggill, county
of Stanley ,  through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified ,  which was origi-
nally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter
be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roa i referred to,
according the Plan and Book of Reference, to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they claim must be served upon the
Secretary for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any such compensation, unless they are otherwise by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-2362.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  Of ROAD THROUGH  PORTION 73 , PARISH OF MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A PUBLIC ROAD, UNDER  THE ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No.
1.
Portion of Road. No. of How Held .Port ion .
A strip of land off the 73 Under Deed o
east  boundary of por -  Grantoontain -
tiou 73  ing a general
reservation
for roads.
Reputed
Owner Occupier Bearings. Lengths.
Breadth
of Area . Remarks.
. Road.
Shield Thomas North
chs. lks .
22 18
I
50 links
A. a.  I.
1 017 Fenced
Brothers Shields
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.HIS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with t e advice of the Executive Council, havingdeemed it expedient to open a new Road leading to Colledge's Crossing ,  Brisbane River ,  parish
of Kholo, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified,
being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue
is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of ad abovementioned, are now deposited at  *the Office
of the Surveyor. General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date ,  any well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2569. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROADS LEADING TO COLLEDGE ' S CROSSING ,  BRISBANE RIVER ,  PARISH OF
KHOLO, COUNTY OF STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
Registe
No. of How held . Reputed
Selec- Owner.
tion.
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area . Remarks.
Road.
Ipswich
Register chs. lks.
I Running easterly from 1596 Under Deed John J. 97° 0 '  8 68
the west to the east of Grant Marstse ller Marstaeller 82° 30' 6 88
boundary of portion 20 containing
general
reservation
for roads
S Running easterly from 1662 " C. L. A. Act  Alex .  A. 82° 30' 2 52
boundary of * went toportion  19 of 1888 McDougall McDouga ll  1070 V  6 90* 0' 6 80
51° 0' 3 62
3 Running north -easterly  ...  Under Deed Malcolm  M. 51° 0 '  4 98
serves  the no rth -weet -  of Grant McDouga ll  McDouga ll
ern part of portion 18 containing
4 gunning  south -easterly  ...
from the no rt h -west
6
COMM  to the east
boundary of portion 16
Running south -westerly
...
6
from the no rt h to the
west boundary of por -
tion I
(nrianguiar '  piece out 1838
of the east boundary
of portion 57
general
reservation
for  roads
Ditto  ...  Thomas T. Johnson 112° 7 '  16 20
Johnson
•
Ditto  ...  Robert  Bland and 239°  62' 9 40
Bland and Coll edge 252° 8' 7 00
George 276° 8' 8 16
Colledge
"C. L. A. Act  John Cho.  Smith 186° 0' 4 97
q f 1868 "  Beasley 183° 0' 1 65
A. f.  P.
1 chain 1 2 3 Unfenced
Ditto... I 2 18 Ditto
Ditto... 0 123 Ditto
Ditto... 1 1 37 Fenced
Ditto ...  2 023 Ditto
Irregular 0 0 25 Unfenced
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  28th  May, 1877.
NEW ROAD .- FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government ,  with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road from near Hamilton 's Post Office through Portions Nos. 116,
128, 37,  27, and  3,  to the School Reserve near the junction  of Bobble Bobble  and Mount Samson Creeks,
and deviations in Portion 32, parish of Samsonvale , county of  Stanley, Moreton District ,  through lands in
the occupation of the several persons hereunder specified ,  being; lands whereof some part was originally
granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as l!ereunder
respectively set forth  :  Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference ,  showing the intended
line of Road abovementioned ,  are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane, and
at the Police Office ,  Brisbane  ;  and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing,
to the Secretary for Public  Works,  within one month from this date ,  any well -grounded objections
which may exist to the formation of the  R oad in question.
77-2276. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM NEAR HAMILTON 'S POST OFFICE THROUGH PORTIONS Nos. 116
128, 37, 27, AND  3,  TO THE SCHOOL RESERVE NEAR THE  JUNCTION  OF KOBBLE KOBBLE AND
MOUNT SAMSON CREEKS, AND DEVIATIONS IN PORTION 32, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE , COUNTY OF
STANLEY ,  MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Po rt ion of Road.
,. a
mz
How Held. ReputedOwner. Occupier. Bearings.
1 Alteration of north 2443  " C. L. A. Act'  Patrick Unoccupied 109° 33'
boundary of portion  Of  1868"  Clarke i ce° 28'
116 103° 15'
115° 30'930 42'
74° 0'850 30'
2 From the no rt h boun- 2692
dary of po rt ioh 128
southerly to its south-
east corner
3 A triangular piece 848
of the south-west
corner of portion 37 -
Dit o  ...  William Ditto ... 151° 40'
Battershill
Ditto ... Wil liam C.
Joyner
A.  E.  P.
Remarks.
0 0 30 Area by
which that
of the
selection
will be
reduced
7 1 10 To be ez-
cbanged
for reserved
road
)
1 chain ...  0 0 231
1 1
I chn.
6 1 10 Part of the
Irre-
old roads to
be closed
gular
1 chn.
182° 0'
191° 40'
172° 30'1560 0'
162° 31'
136° 0'1740 0'
156° 20'
188° 0'
201° 0'
169° 0'1380 0'
157° 15'
... 157° 15'1790 0'
Breadth
Lengths. of Area.
Road.
chs. lks.
2 64
2 32
2 42
4 90
6 24
7 80
2 67
Irregu-
lax
9 29
2951
6 91
7 18
6 41
6 32
8
701 1 chain6st
4 53
4 391
4 84
2 84
6 66
1 53
2 77
0 191
4 Prom the north boun -  431 Dit  ...  Archibald  A. McLean 179°  0 ' 1 91
dary of portion 27 McLean 179°  0' 0 60
southerly to Kobble 182°  0' 14 381
Kobble Creek 186° 0' 6 21
180° 0' 10 22
134° 30' 4 30
84° 1' 5 86
165° 0' 7 16
5 From the west boun -  1688 Under Deed of Commercial Unoccupied  126° 0' 11 691
dary of portion 3 Grant con- ' Banking  112° 0' 6 63
easterly to Mount taining a Company  1180 0' 26 70
Samson Creek general reser -  of Sydney  79 0' 11 531
vation  for 670 10' 17 86
6 From Mount Samson
Creek easterly to the
east boundary of the
School Reserve
8 2 0
roads  62° 30' 7 56 )
82° 3' 2  52 Irregu-
lar
The  Crown
7 From the east boun -  4t Immigration Robert
dary of portion 32 12A selection ,  1869 Lane
no rt h-westerly to its Act
west boundary, and
branch road northerly
to Kobble Kobble
I Creek
Ditto  ...  , 82° 3' 4 02 Irregular 0 2 32
R. Lane  ... 36n° 0'
333° 0'
8° 0'
341° 30'
29° 0'
321° 0'
302° 50'
307° 0'
18° 30'
343° 34'
3 30 1
1 60
3 00
4 10
7 00 } 1 chn.
10 00 } 5 1 20  Resera _^d
7 20 rnads+-o be
6 00 - I closed
9 23 J
III3 52 Irregu
lar ) j
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
XTITH reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877,  folio 943 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 96, 51, and 22, parish of
Samsonvale , county of  Stanley ,  Moreton District ,  through lands in the occupation of the persons
hereunder specified ,  being lands whereof some parts were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
sevexWly containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for makihr public
ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth :
Notice  is hereby given , that  His Excellency the Administrator  of the  Government ,  with the advice of
the Executive Council,  has been  pleased to  confirm  the said Road,  and it is therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the  Road  referred to according  to the  Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the  Office of the  Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and the Police Office, Brisbane. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect  of the  said Road axe hereby informed that notice
of the compensation  they claim  must be served upon the Secretary for Public  Works  within forty
days from the date hereof ,  but such notice will not entitle the persons so claiming to any such com-
pensation ,  unless they are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
77-1778. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROU (JH PORTIONS 96, 51 ,  AND 22, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE , COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion'of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
1 From the east boundary Bris-
or portion  96 south- bane
westerly to  its south -  Register
west corner 2215
2
I
How held .
Under Deed
of Grant
containing a
general re-1
servatinn
for roads.
From the south  -  east 1203  ditto ...
corner of portion 51
north -westerly to its
west boundary
3 From the south -east
corner of portion 22
north-westerly to a
reserved road
396  C. L. A. Act
of 1868
Reputed Occupier Bearings Lengths Breadth Area .  Remarks.Owners. . . . of Road.
chs. Ike. A.  R.  P.
Richard Unoccupied '  248° 22' 1 28 1 chain 2 2 21 Unfenced.
Winn 264° 0' 4 62
288° 0' 260
224° 0' 4 70
248° 0' 802)
269°54' 5 00
Patrick P.  Scanlan 307° 50' 4 36 ditto  ... 1 835  ditto.
Scanlan 298° 0' 14 80
313° 11' 050
Hugh F. H. F. Mills 313° 11' 8 06 ditto ... 1 1 3 Fenced.
Mills 323° 0' ' 500
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane, 15th  June, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,
having deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions 136 and 137, parish of Rock-
hampton, county of Livingstone, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified, being
lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof
as might thereafter be required for making public ways  :  Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor -General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office, Rockhampton  ;  and all persons interested therein
are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this
date ,  any  well -grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2709. GEORGE THORN.
BOOR OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 136 AND 137 ,  PARISH OF ROCKHAMPTON,  COUNTY
OF LiVIN GSTONE,  PORT CURTIS DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. o
No. Portion of Road .  l'or- How Held.
tion.
1 Running south •estterly 136 Under Deed
fro m the west to the of Grant
east boundary of por-  containinga
tion 136 general reser-!
1 vation for
roads
2 Running north -easterly 137 Ditto
from the west to the
north boundary of
port ion 137
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bearings . Lengths .
Breadth of Area .  Remar ks.
cbs. Ike. A.  X. P.
George 133° 0' 9 18 150 links 2 0 9
Pearce 99° 0' 2 7t)
Serocold 55°25' 1 75
Charles 55° 25' 1 23 150 links 1 1 12
Hardie 40° 25' 8 38
Buzacott 29a 16' 0 54
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane, 11th June, 1877.
I IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of  the Executive Council, having
J deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portion 60, parish of Burnett, county of Stanley,
Moreton District, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder  specified, being land which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof  as might thereafter
be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor- General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich  ; and all persons interested  therein  are requested to transmit,
in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grouped
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2396. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 60 ,  PARISH OF BURNETT ,  COUNTY OF SrANLRY
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS L PUBLIC ROAD.
Portion of Road.No.
L.  6
-
an
Ipswich)
Register
From I he  ro ad reserved 785
through port ion 60, in
the parish of Burnett,
north- easterly to its
east boundary
1
How held.
Under Deed
of Grant
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths.Owner.
Peter
Thomson
I
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
Remarks.
A. R. P.
1 chain ... 1 3 1
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane ,  21st  June, 1877.
• NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H
IS 4 xcellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road, being part of road from Toowoomba to Western Creek,
parishes of Rollcston and Cecil Plains, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs, through lands in the occupation
of the several persons hereunder specified, being lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of
Grant severally containing a reservation for roads of an area equal to or exceeding that now proposed to
be taken for the purpose of such Road from such lands respectively, and whereof other part was
originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other
titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of  Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Toowoomba ; and all persons interested therein are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2651. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF PART OF ROAD, ToowooMBA TO WESTERN  CREEK ,  PARISHES OF ROLLESTON
AND CECIL PLAINS, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY, DARLING DOWNS,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
Portion  of Road.1o. 1 How Held. ReputedOwner.
chs. lks.
42° 30' 7 24
350  30' 11 37
86° 0' 54
Occupier .
1 A triangular piece out  T.R. Homestead  John Tibbs John Tibbs
of the  south-east  1789 under Act
corner of selection T.R. of 1870
No. 1789, Beauaraba
Homestead Area
2 Running south-westerly T.R. Under Deed Simeon Lord and
th ro ugh portion 85, 85 of Grant Lord Sons
parish of Cecil Plains containing
a special
reservation
for a road
3 A strip off the south - ..  Under Deed William Gore and)
w es t side of portion of Grant Graham Co.
It8, parish  of Cecil  containing and
Plains a general Daniel
reservation  Williams
for roads
4 A triangular piece out
of the south-west
corner of portion 158
5 An irregular shaped
piece out of the south
corner of po rt ion 157
6 Running west f rom the
east corner of portion
172 to its nort h-west
boundary
7 Running due west I
through portion 173
ditto  ...  ditto  ...  ditto ...
ditto  ...  ditto  ...  ditto ..
ditto  ...  ditto  ...  ditto ... ,
ditto ...  ditto  ...  ditto ...
Breadth.
Bearings. Lengths .  of Area .
Road.
Remarks.
chs. Ike.
N. 47° E. 2 77
A. R.
Average,  0 0
P.
32 Selection
77 links partly
fenced.
255° 45' 128 43 2 chains  1.25 2 8 Boundaries
315° 70 82 3 chains 21 0 39
of po rt ion
fenced;
reserved
ro ad to be
closed.
Unimp ro ved
315° 3 00 150 0 1 32
forest land.
ditto.
315° 2 07 3 chains 1 0 11 ditto.
270° 4 24
270° 40 40 5 chains 22 1 0 Unimp roved
270° 49 49 5 chains 25 3 3
open plan
ditto.e
The registered owners of Reference  Nos. 3 to 7  are William Graham and Daniel Williams, but the reputed owners and occupiers
are  Messrs .  Gore and Co.,  the pro pert y having been some time resold  to Messrs.  Gore and Co.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portion No. 281, parish of Walloon, county of
Churchill, through land in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being land which was origi-
nally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich; and all persons interested therein are requested  to transmit,
in il * ting , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2428.  - GEORGE THORN.
BIOS OF R EFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 281, PARISH OF WALLOON, COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL, DISTRICT OF MORETON, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
1 Commencing on the
south •east boundary
of portion 281, and
running  westerly to
its south -west  boun-
dart'
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares .
t+ p0.2 ldH H Reputed O i B i L th Breadth A Row .e
z
8 Owner. ccup er ngs.ear engs. of Road. rea. emarks.
chg. lks A .  P.. P.
Ipswich Under deed Michael M.  Shea N .  289° 13 10 100 links 1 3 39 Unen-
Register of grant Shea N. 273°  61 7 75 100 links closed
70 containing where  The
a general road
reservation crosses
for roads t the land
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
Week ending  16th June, 1877
Corresponding week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877-Total  Traffic to date ...
1876= Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase  ...
... ...
£  S.
831 8
729 9
101 18
...
...
£14,070 2 3
... ...
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN AILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Week ending  16th June, 1877
Corresponding week last year
Increase
Decrease
1877- T+lital Traffic to date ...
1876-Ditto ditto ...
Total Increase ...
£ a. d.
139 4 8
150 18 0
11 13 4
Goods and Live Parcels and
Stock .  Miscellaneous. Total.
d. £ s. d.  £ a. d. £ s. d.
5 1,511 19 4 62 3 11 2,405 11 8
11 1,207 12 6 61 11 4 2,001 13 9
6 304 6 10 .. 4031711
2 7 5
Goods and Live
Stock.
£ a.
307 19
274 11
33 7
Parcels and
Miscellaneous.
74,974 6 9
60,904 4 6
Total.
d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
4 37 2 3 484 6 3
11 24 8 7 449 18 6
5 12 13 8 34 7 9
15,082 16 6
9,806 9 1
£5,276 7 5
A. 0. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
GENERAL ABSTRACT showing the AVERAGE LI BILITIES and ASSETS, and of the CAPITAL and PROFITS of the
ended on the 31st March, 1877.
BANKS, Notes in Circulation
not bearing Interest.
Notes In Circulation Bills in Circulation
bearing Interest .  not bearing Interest.
£ a, d. £ a. d.
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney ... ... 19 348 10 8 I .,,
Union Bank of Australia
Australian Joint Stock Bank
.,,
...
...
.., ...
...
...
45,58488,401184 42 ...
Bank of New South (Vales ,., ... ... ... 89,375 2 4 ...
Bank of Australasia ,,. ... ... 10 642 12 3 .,.
Queensland National Bank ...
,92,37810 9 ...
TOTALS ... 345,731 8 6
BANgs, Coined Gold and Gold and  Silver in
Silver , and other  Bullion or Bars, and
Coined Metals .  Stamp Account.
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney
Union Bank of Australia ... ...
Australian Joint Stock Batik ,., ..,
Bank of New South Wales ,..
Bank of Australasia .. ...
Queensland  National Bank ,., ..,
TOTALS
BANKS,
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney
Union Bank of Australia ... ,., ...
Australian Joint Stock Bank ,,, ,,, .,,
Bank of New  South Wales ,,, ,,,
Bank of Australasia ' ,,, ,,, ,,.
Queensland National Bank
£ s. d. £ s. d.56,176 18  8 .,.
94,623 17 9  139 14  9
172,889 19 11 15,668 5 11
231,825 10  4 29,147  9 11
45,953 17 8 80 8 1
116,323  7 10 58,901 0  3
... 717,793 12 2 103,937 8 11
Colonial Secretary's  Office,
Brisbane , 19th June, 1877.
undermentioned BANKS cf the COLONY of QUEENSLAND, for the Quarter
LIABILITIES.
Bills in Circulationbearing Interest.
ASSETS.
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
320 8 9 25 1 25,793 10 2
1 105 6 8 3 488 17 3,
1,015 7 8
,
26,06618  3
4,238 7 2
1,44114 3 23,781 9 7
13,917 14 8 53,362 6 3
Government Notes  and Bills of
Securities. Landed Property.
£ a. d. £ a. d.
13,016 4 6
... 18,000 0 0
... 23,29414  2
,.. 22,761 2 4
... 9,000 0 0
... 28,986 2 4
115,058 3 4
Rates per annum last DCapital paid upto date.
,..
£
... 500,000
,.. 1,250,000
... 600,000
... 1,000,000
... ... 1,200,000
.,. .,. 250,000
4,700,000
25 per cent.
16 per cent.
10 per cent.
171 per cent.
121 per cent.
8 per cent.
Balances due to other Deposits not bearing Deposits bearing
Banks .  Interest .  Interest.
other Banks.
£ a. d. I £ a. d.
110,717 4 4 133,523 011
97,301 6 3 478,903 2 3
262,162 0 4 189,409 1 4
363,804 13 8 401,732 12 1049,759 12  3 220,233 6 5
269,535 19 8  510,773-11 1
1,153,280 16 6 1,937,574 15 8
Balances due from
other Banks.
£  a. d. £ a.2,204 13 11  2,040 3244 14 11  16,110 6
5,551 3 4 188 2
2,823  5 10 6,784 18
232 4 9
1,700 7 8  107,217 17
Amount  of all debts due
to the Banks ,  including
Notes,  Bills of Exchange,
and all Stock and
Funded Debts of every
description, excepting
Notes ,  Bills,and Balances
due to the said Banks
from other Banks.
d. £ a. d.
6 384,24019 4
5 394,033 17 11
5  587,484 11  2
3 592,341 1 7
474,012 13 3
0  866,029 10  1
12,756 10  5 132,341 7 7  3,298,172 13  4
ividend .  Bonus.
1s. per share
Amount of last Dividend
declared.
£ s. d.
" 62,500 0 0
100,000 0 0
28,125 0 0
87,500 0 0
75,00Q. 0 0
10,00 c  0-0
363,125 0 0
Total  Liabilities.
£ a, d.
263,934  5 10
627,582 17 0544,566 19  9
884,59414 9
284,873 18 1
897,914 6 2
3,503,867 1 7
Total Amount o
Assets.
£ a. d.
457,678 19 11
523,152 11 9
805,076 16 11
885,683 8 3
529,309 3 91,179,158 15  2
4,380,059 15  9
Amount of the Reserved
Profits  at the time of
declaring  such Dividend.
£  S.  d.
410,123 0 0
508,236 10  9
108,636 0 0
420,000 0 0
382,242 5 7
27,040 7 4
1,846,278 3 8
FRED. RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial  Secretary.
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INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
O N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
187.1," together with "General Rules in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
J. C. t3EAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 1875.
T$E SvBscaIPTIo to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter ,  payable in advance.
ADVBETISING RATES :---
Impounded  Stock,  1s. per animal . (No charge
is made for foals or calves " at foot.")
All other  Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d . for every  additional line (eight
words to a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s .  must be
made in cash or by postal order .  Postage
stamps may be used for sums of 6s .  er less
but under no circumstances wi ll  duty stamps
or  private cheque.  be received.
No advertisement  will be published  in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.
TTOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended, in
lr the present Session of the Parliament of
Queensland, to apply for a Bill to  enable and
empower the Ipswich Gas and Coke Company,
Limited (incorporated under the provisions of
" The Companies Act,  1863 "), to manufacture Gas
and Coke, and supply the same to the inhabitants
of the town of Ipswich and its suburbs ; and to
empower the said Company to do all things neces-
sary in and about supplying the same, and to dis-
pose of the residuum from the said manufacture,
and  for other purposes therein mentioned.
Dated this seventh day of June, A.D. 1877.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
578
663
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended,
during the present Session of the Parlia-
ment of Queensland ,  to apply for a Bill to enable
the Trustees of certain lands near Brisbane, known
as Bowen Park, to lease a portion of the same to
the Trustees of the National Agricultural and
Indust ri al Association of Queensland.
Dated this  1st June, 1877.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.
N OW published, at the Government PrintingOffice, William street,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes,  dewy  quarto:-2  a. d.
Full Bound  ... ... 4 10 0
Half Bound  ...  3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
.l. U. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
J+TTHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.CHART ofpart of Cleveland Bay  from  MagazineIsland  to Kissing Point  ;  also plan of Nor.
manby Sound,  showing Thursday and adjacent
islands , with Aplin  Pass and Ellis  Channel;  surveyed
by Lieut.  Connor , R.N. Copies  to be had at the
Port Office and Government  'Printing Cflee,
William  Street, Brisbane.  Price, Is. each.
NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands, to make a distinction between
" Registered  "  and other brands, by placing  the words
"  Registered Brand  "  after the description of the former.
Registered brands  type  will be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary type
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane ,  8th May, 1874.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.N OTICE is hereby given ,  that it is intended,
during the present Session of the Parliament
of Queensland ,  to apply for a Bill  to enable the
Corporation of the Synod of the Diocese of Bris-
bane to sell or lease a piece of land situate in
Brisbane street, Ipswich,  being allotments 11 and
12 of section 5, and  to apply  the purchase money
or rapt  for Church  purposes in Ipswich.
W. H. WILSON,
Solicitor for the said Corporation.
-572 4s.
Solicitor for the said Company.
58.
P. MACPHERSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Solicitor  for the  Parties.
4s.
Crown Law Offices,
Brisbane, 20th June, 1877.THE following Rules of the  Small  Debts Courtat Toowoomba, having been duly approved,
are published for general information.
S. W. GRIFFITH,
Attorney- General.
NEW RULES FOR TOOWOOMBA SMALL DEBTS
COURT, ADOPTED AT A MEETING OF
MAGISTRATES AND SOLICITORS AT THE
TOOWOOMBA POLICE COURT, ON 7Ta
DAY OF JUNE, A.D. 1877.
IN THE COURT OF PETTY SESSIONS FOR
THE DISTRICT OF TOOWOOMBA.
SMALL DEBTS JURISDICTION.
RULES.
Repeal Clause.
1. From and after this date  all former rules are
hereby revoked, and the  present ones  substituted
in their place.
Time of holding Court.
2. The Court of Petty  Sessions ,  in its Small
Debts Jurisdiction, shall sit at the Police Office,
Toowoomba, on Friday in every week throw hout
the year, always excepting Good Friday and C t.
mas Day.
JSme for  entering Plaint and serving Summons.
3. In all  cases the plaint shall  be entered three
clear days ,  and the summons served two clear days
prior to the sittings of the court.
Plea of Set-off`' when filed.
4. In all cases when it is the intention of the
defendant to plead a set-off to claim, or to plead
any special plea other than the general issue, he
shall deliver to the registrar of the court  a state-
ment in writing of the particulars of such  set-off or
special plea, at least one clear day before the return
day of the summons  ;  but it shall not be necessary
that any plea shall be filed to entitle him to defend.
1654
Interpleader.
5. When  any claim shall  be made to any goods
and chattels taken or intended to be taken in execu-
tion under any process issued from this court, the
registrar ,  upon the application of the bailiff, may
issue summonses to execution creditor and claimant
in Forms A and B hereto annexed ,  or to the like
effect.
Judgment Summons.
6. It shall be lawful for any person who has
obtained any unsatisfied judgment or order in the
said court to procure fro m the registrar of the court
a judgment summons ,  upon filing an affidavit with
the registrar ,  stating the facts requiring the issue
of such summons, which shall be  in  Form C, or to
the  like effect, and shall  be served on the defendant
at least two clear days before the day appointed for
the hearing thereof.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry  K napp, of Townsville, solicitor, by the
said Henry Knapp.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, and
upon proof satisfactory to the Court of the
debt of the petitioner ,  and of the act of insolvency
alleged to have been committed by the said Henry
Knapp having been given ,  it is ordered that the said
Henry Knapp be, and he is hereby adjudged insol-
vent ,  and that Mr .  Frederick Jepson Beor be 0 fficial
Trustee of his Estate. And it is furthejr'rordered
that the First General Meeting of the creditors of the
said Henry  K napp, for the election ,  of a Trustee, be
held at the Office of the  Registrar  of this Court, on
the Twenty -seventh day of June ,  1877 ,  at Eleven
o'clock of the forenoon .  And it is further ordered
that the said Henry Knapp sha ll , on the Twenty-
sixth  day  of June, at Bowen ,  deliver to the Trustee
in this Estate a full, true, and accurate statement,
verified on oath ,  of his debts and liabilities of every
kind ,  and of the names and residences ,  so far as
known ,  of his creditors ,  and of the causes of his
inability to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this thirteenth
Four A.
Interpleader  Summons to Execution  Creditor.
In the Court of Petty  8essions,
for the District of Toowoomba.  No. Sittings, 187
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between i Plaintiff,andDefendant.
Whereas hath made a claim to
taken in execution under process issuing out of this
court at your instance,  you are therefore hereby sum-
moned to appear at a court to be holden at Toowoomba,
on the day of at the hour
of in the forenoon,  when the said claim will be
adjudicated upon, and such order made thereon as to
the court shall  seem fit.
Given under my hand ,  this day of
 .D. 187 .
To
Registrar of the Court.
Foxx B.
,pleader Summons to  a Claimant setting  up a claimInter
to goods or the proceeds thereof.
In the Court of Petty Sessions,
for the District of Toowoomba.  No. Sittings, 187
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between
Plaintiff,
and
Defendant.
You are hereby summoned to appear at a court to be
holden at Toowoomba,  on the day of
187 , at the hour of in the  forenoon,
to sup ort a claim made by you to certain
taken in execution under process issued in this cause at
the instance of and in default of your then
establishing such claim, the said according to
the exigency of the said process.
Given under my hand ,  this day of
A.D. 187
Registrar of the Court.
To
Fo$x 0.
Judgment  Summons.
In the Court of Petty Sessions,
for the District of Toowoomba.
j
No. Sittings, 187
Small Debts Jurisdiction.
Between
Plaintiff,
and
Defendant.
You are hereby required to appear personally at the
Police  Office, Toowoomba, on the
day of 187  ,  at the hour of in the
forenoon ,  to be examined on oath before the justices
then sitting ,  touching your estate and effects, and the
manner or circumstances under which you contracted
the debt or incurred the damages upon which judgment
has been obtained against you in this acfion, as to the
means and expectations you then had, and as to the
property or means you now have of discharging the
said judgment ,  and as to the disposal you may have
made of any prope rt y.
Given under my hand,  this day ofA.D. 187
To
Registrar  of the Court.
day of June, 1877.
By the Court,
FRED .  J. BEOR,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
ADJUDICATION.
In the Matter of an Insolvency Petition against
Henry Kiemann, of Highfields ,  near Toowoom
ba, by the said Henry Kiemann.
UPON  the hearing of this Petition this day, it
is ordered that the said Henry Kiemann be,
and he is hereby adjud ed insolvent;  and that
William Henry Miskin,  Esquire,  be Official Trustee
of his Estate. And it is further ordered that the
First General Meeting of the creditors of the saie
Henry  Kiemann, for the election of a Trustee, be held
at the Office of the Registrar of this Court, on the
Ninth day of July ,  1877,  at Eleven o'clock of the
forenoon. And it is further ordered that the said
Henry Kiemann shall, on the Seventh day of July
next, at Brisbane,  deliver to the Trustee in this
Estate, a full,  true,  and accurate statement,  verified
on oath,  of his debts and  liabilities of every kind,
and of the names and residences,  so far as known,
of his creditors,  and of the causes of his inability
to meet his engagements.
Given under the Seal of the Court,  this twentieth
day of June, 1877.
By the Court,
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Isaac Mills,  of Fortitude Valley,
Brisbane, an Insolvent.GEORGE CANNON, of Brisbane,  has been
appointed Trustee of the property of the
Insolvent.
All persons having in their possession any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver *hm to the
Trustee, and all debts due  Ao.  insolvent must
be paid to the
Cr  W110 have not yet proved their debts
must forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this twentieth day of June,  1877. 7*
Approved :
GEO. W. PAUL.
16th June,  1877. 608
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
48. 6d.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of William Henry Buchanan, late
of Ravenswood, in the Colony of Queensland,
miner, an Insolvent,
`A 7 ILLIAM FREDERICK HARRINGTON,
V' of Maryborough, has been appointed Trustee
of the property of the Insolvent.
All persons having in their  possession  any of the
effects of the Insolvent must deliver them to the
Trustee ; and all debts due to the Insolvent must
be paid to the Trustee.
Creditors who have not yet proved their debts
must  forward their proofs of debts to the Trustee.
Dated this thirteenth day of June, A.D. 1877.
618
FRED. J. BEOR,
Registrar.
6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
O
N  the Sixteenth  day of July,  1877, at Ten
o'clock in the forenoon ,  George John Shaw,
of Brisbane ,  in the Colony of Queensland ,  adver-
tising agent ,  adjudicated insolvent on the Twenty-
fourth day  of March,  1876 ,will apply to the Supreme
Court of Queensland ,  at Brisbane ,  for a Certificate
of Discharge.
Dated this twenty -first day of June, 1877.
613
PETER MACPHERSON,
Solicitor for Insolvent,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
5s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
O
N the Twenty-fifth day of July, A.D. 1877, at
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, Samuel Spencer,
of the Coomera River, in the Colony of Queensland,
publican, adjudicated insolvent on the twelfth day
of February, 1877, will apply to His Honor Sir
James Cockle, Knight, Chief Justice, at Brisbane,
for a Certificate of Discharge.
Dated this twentieth day of June, 1877.
617
W. H. SPENCER,
Attorney  for the Insolvent.
4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Matter of Charles Stewart Thou, of Nerang
Creek, in the Colony of Queensland, farmer,
an Insolvent.THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at .N erang Creek,
on the Twelfth day of July, i.n.1877, at Ten o'clock
in the forenoon, before R. A. Ranking, Esq., Police
Magistrate.
Dated this twenty-first day of June,  A.D. 1877.
616
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
4s
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL  JURISDICTION.
In the Wi ll of James McGhie, late of Brisbane, in
the Colony of Queensland ,  painter ,  deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that after the expiration
of fourteen days from the date of the publi-
cation hereof ,  application will  be made to the said
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Wi ll  of the
above-named James McGhie ,  deceased, may be
granted to Margaret Sarah McGhie ,  widow of
the said deceased ,  the sole Executrix named in the
said Will.
Dated this twenty -first day of June, A.D. 1877.
WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street ,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Margaret Sarah McGhie.
614 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the  Will of  John McKellar ,  late of Brisbane,
in the  Colony  of Queensland,  lithographer,
deceased.NOTICE is hereby given , that  after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will  be made to the
said Honourable Court, that  Probate of the Will of
the above-named  John  McKe llar, deceased, may be
granted to Ann McKe llar, the widow of the said
deceased, Daniel McKellar , and Alfred  Hubbard,
of Brisbane aforesaid, Executrix and Executors
named in the said Wi ll.
Dated this twenty -first day of June , A.D.  1877.
"WALTER HORATIO WILSON,
Queen street, Brisbane,
Proctor for the said Executrix and Executors.
615 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
In the Wi ll of Wi lliam Thompson ,  late of Oakey
Creek ,  in the District of Cook ,  in the Colony
of Queensland ,  storekeeper ,  deceased.
N OTICE  is hereby given ,  that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof ,  application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate  of the Will of
the abovenamed  William  Thompson ,  deceased, may
be granted to Samuel Thompson ,  of Ma town, in
the said colony ,  storekeeper ,  one of the Executors
named in the said Will, reserving leave for James
Thompson ,  the remaining Executor named in the
said Will, who resides out of the jurisdiction of the
said Honourable Court, to come  in  and prove at any
time hereafter.
Dated this sixth day of June, 1877.
E. GEO. EDWARDS,
Charlotte street, Cooktown,
Proctor for the said Samuel Thompson.
609 6s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Goods of Malcolm Mackinnon ,  late of Ming-
bool ,  in the Province of South Austra lia,
stockholder ,  deceased.
NOTICE is  hereby given ,  that after the exappira-
tion of fourteen days from the pub lica-
tion hereof ,  application will be made to the said
Honourable Court ,  that Letters of Administration
of all  the goods ,  chattels ,  credits ,  and effects
of the abovenamed Malcolm Mackinnon ,  deceased,
who died intestate ,  may be granted to Rowland
James Egerton Warburton ,  of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland ,  merchant ,  the lawfu lly con-
stituted attorney of Mary Margaret Mackinnon, of
Mingbool ,  near Mount Gambier ,  in the Province of
South Australia aforesaid ,  the lawful widow and
relict of the said deceased ,  to whom administration
of the goods of the said deceased has been granted
by the  Supreme Court of the said Province.
Dated at Brisbane,  this 19th day of June, A.D.
1877.
THOMAS BUNTON,
Queen street,  Brisbane,
Proctor for the said R . J. E. Warburton.
611 9s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on Edward street,from Queen street to Adelaide street.THE Main Pipe  the said streets being laiddown, the Owners of all Tenements are h re-
by required to pay the rates and charges for the
supply of water, as directed by law.
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1877.
604 5s. 6d.
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I HEREBY give notice, that I intend to make
application  under  the Act 28 Vic., No. 19, to
the Court of Petty  Sessions , to be holden at Ipswich,
on TUESDAY, the 24th July  next, for permission
to erect two  licensed  Swing Gates  across the Main
Dugandan road  : one at the south- west corner of
portion 1, parish of Flinders ; and the other at the
intersection  of the road with the south boundary of
the portion.
Dated at Ipswich, this 18th day of June, 1877.
WM. WINKS.
606 4s.
NOTICE.I T is my intention to apply to the Court  of Petty
Sessions at Banana ,  for permission to erect
two pairs of Swing Gates on the old Comet road
between Nulalbin and Mimosa Creek.
THOMAS LITTLE,
Mimosa Creek.
666
The GoviaaxaiawT Pa n rsn acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts
1877. £ a. d.
June 19 .-A. and W. Wilson... ... ... 1 5 0
20.-Parkinson and Sloman  ... ... 0 4 0
„ 20.--J. King  ... ... ... ...  0 6 0
20.-T. Lynch ... ... ... 0 2 0
21.-R. Fitzgerald ... ... ... 0 4 0
22.-M. Dellane... ... ... ... 0 5 0
„  22.-G. Porter  ... ... ... ...  0 3 0
„ 22.-J. Hughston ... ... ... 0 5 0
22.-D. M. Campbell ... ... ... 0 1 6
itmpounbfngo.
SW Poundkeepers are reminded that  Advertisements
of Impounded  Stock will  be charged for at the rate of
Ora SHILLING ran AxIMAL ;  and no  such Adver-
tisement will be inserted  i n the  Gazette  unless accom-
vanied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the  cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Brisbane, from grazing  paddock,
Kingsholm,  on the  11th  June,  1877, by order of
Mr. Browne.  Damages,  2s.  6d.; driving, 6d.
One brown horse,  horse-shoe over  0  near shoulder.
If not released on or before  the 6th July, 1877, will
be sold  to defray expenses.
J. EATON,  Poundkeeper.
612 1s.
IMPOUNDED at Condamine, from Malora, n the
13th June, 1877, by order of Mr. John Ship.
Driving, 10s.
One bay mare,  A off shoulder, old fistula  mark, near
hind foot white.
One chesnut  gelding , 9TA (registered brand) near
shoulder, near  hind foot white.
One chesnut gelding,  MD over E near  shoulder, four
feet white.
One brown mare, o over 0 over like AZ8 (registered
brand)  near  shoulder.
One dark-grey mare,  to  over  999 over blotch like KF3
off shoulder.
One  grey mare,  indescribable  brand  and F near  shoulder,
W off shoulder, collar-marked.
If not  released on or before the  17th June, 1877,
will be sold  to defray  expenses.
IMPOUNDED at Tambo, from Tambo Station, on the
28th May, 1877, by order  of Messrs . Bell and Dutton.
One black horse ,  like 2 G near shoulder ,  like 8 over M
off shoulder, near fore and hind feet white, white
snip.
One chesnut horse, 3 near shoulder, IND near ribs, like
MT7 off shoulder, star and white down face.
One bay mare, like NI blotched near shoulder, like IHD
(the HD conjoined )  near saddle,  like RL8 near
thigh.
One bay horse, like 8 off shoulder, off hind foot white.
One bay colt, like 7 over 2YS near shoulder,  sma ll  star.
If not released on or before the 26th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
'
JOHN HUGHSTON, Acting Poundkeeper.
620 6s.
CORRECTED BRAND.IMPOUNDED at Mitchell,  from Mitchell  Downs
Station, on the 5th June, 1877, by order of R. W.
Stuart, Esquire ,  for trespass. Driving, 4d.
One bay gelding ,  star ,  dingo in near shoulder, like W
over • over like 82  near  shoulder, like 1WR or
1WP near thigh, heart heart 6 over like WR off
shoulder.
If not released on or before the 3rd July, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
38.
. 607
THOS. LYNCH, Poundkeeper.
is.
IMPOUNDED at Ipswich, from Rosewood  Scrub, on
the 9th June, 1877, by Mr. Casper  Suwl. Damages,
£1; driving, 2s.
One yellow -bay horse ,  few white  hairs in forehead, white
spot on neck ,  white  spots  under saddle ,  off hind foot
white, like W over H  D9 (registered brand) near
shoulder, like E a off shoulder.
If not released on or before the 3rd I July, 1877
will be sold to defray  expenses.
Also, from Laidley, on 12th June, 1877, by V. J. Zahl,
Esquire. Driving ,  4s. 4d.  per head.
One piebald filly, like ECO (registered brand) near
shoulder.
One bay horse,  some  white hairs  in face,  white spot
under saddle, SP near shoulder ,  like 37  new neck,
hollow back.
Also, from South  East  Paddock, on the 15th June, 1877,
by S. McGregor ,  Esquire.  Driving ,  is.  6d.
One bay mare ,  star,  like M and other brands  off shoulder,
not legible.
If not released on or before the 17th of July, 1877,
will be sold to defray  expenses.
R. FITZGERALD, Poundkeeper.
610 4s.
IMPOUNDED at Araniac, from Coreena,  on the 4th
June, 1877. by Mr.  Milson.
One flea-bitten grey  gelding, HIE[ over FH near
shoulder, I near thigh, J off shoulder.
One bay gelding,  star and snip,  like 1  in circle near
shoulder, like YDO over H off shoulder.
One bay gelding, star off hind foot white, like CB over
CB over M near shoulder, HV near neck, 2 in
circle near  rump, 2 in circle off shoulder,
If not released  on or before the 3rd July, 1877,
will  be  sold to defray  expenses.
GEORGE PORTER, Poundkeeper.
619 38.
JAB. KING ,  Poundkeeper . I Printed and Published  by Jsxas  0. Bzu ., Government Printer,
606 6 5. William street ,  Brisbane,  23rd June, 1877.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR  E DWARD K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.L.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
IN  pursuance of the authority in me vested, andin accordance with the provisions of  10 The
Crown Lands Alienation  Act of  1876 ,"  I, the
Administrator aforesaid ,  with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify and proclaim
that the following Lots of Land will be offered for
sale by public auction, at the undermentioned places,
at Eleven o 'clock on the days specified ,  at the upset
price  affixed to each Lot respectively . (Deposit 20
per cent.)
And I further notify and proclaim that the
country lots ,  and also the town and suburban lots
in the town reserves of Hodgson ,  Mitchell, Yuleba,
Surat, Condamine, Moraby, Wombo , K ogan,
Campbell 's Camp, Jandowae ,  which may remain
unsold, shall ,  at and after Eleven o'clock on the
day following such auction, be open to selection
by purchase at i he upset price.
The Deed, Survey ,  and Assurance Fees will be
charged according to the scale established by the
Act and  R egulations .  The land will be sold subject
to the provisions of  " The Western Railway Act."
SALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, ROMA,
ON TUESDAY ,  THE 31ST DAY  OF JULY, 1877.
No of No. of No. of Price per
Lot. 'Allotment .  Section . Area. Acre
A. R. P.  1.
TOWN LOTS.
County of Waldgrave,  parish of Hodgson ,  town of
Hodgson.
1 4 1 0 216  12 0
2 1 3 0 2 0 12 0
3 3 3 0 2 0 12 0
4 4 3 0 2 0 12 0
6 5 3 0 2 0 12 0
6 6 3 0 2 0 12 0
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No of No. of  I No. of A PriceLol. 'Allotment!  Section. rea. per Acre.
A.  it. P. 9 s.
7 7 3 0 2 0 12 0
8 8 3 0 2 0 12 0
9 9 3 0 2 0 12 0
10 10 3 0 2 0 12 0
11 2 4 0 2 0 12 0
12 6 5 0 2 0 12 0
13 7 5 0 2 0 12 0
14 8 5 0 2 0 12 0
15 9 5  0 2 0 12 0
16 1 7 1 0 0 12 0
17 2 7  1 .0 0 22 0
18 3 7 1 0 0 12 0
19 4 7 1 0 0 12 0
20 5 7  1 0 0 12 0
21 6 7 1 0 0  12 0
22 7 7  1 0 0 12 0
23 8 7 1 0 0 12 0
24 9 7 1 0 0 12 0
25 10 7  1 0 0 12 0
26 6 8 0 2 0 12 0
27 7 8 0 2 0 12 0
28• 8 8  0 2 0 12 0
29 9 8 0 2 0 12 0
30 10 8  0 2 0 12 0
31 3 13 0 2 0 12 0
32 4 13 0 2 0 12 0
33 5 13 0 2 0 12 0
34 1 14 0 2 0 12 0
35 2 14 0 2 0 12 0
36 3 14 0 2 0 12 0
SUBURBAN LOTS.
37 1 9 6 0 0 2 0
38 2 9 6 0 0 2 0
39 3 9 7 0 0 2 0
40 4 9 8 0 0 2 0
41 5 9 7 2 0 2 0
42 6 9 7 0 0 2 0
43 7 9 5 0 0 2 0
44 8 9 2 0 0 2 0
45 9 9 1 0 0 2 0
46 10 9 1 0 0 2 0
47 11 9 1 0 0 2 0
48 1 10 10 0 0 2 0
49 2 10 6 0 0 2 0
50 1 11  9 3 27 2 0
1658
SUBURBAN LOTS - continued. TOWN  LOTS - continue d.
No of No. of No. of I ice Nf fN N f eril'Lot. Portion. I i
Area. I per Aore o o I o. oLot.  Allotment. o. oSc ction. Area. ue prAcre
--
itI l 'L. E. P. A. -  B. P. £ s.
51 18 ... 25 0 0 1 10 127 7  8  1 0 0 12 0
52 19 ... 34 0 0 1 10 128 8  8  1 0 0 12 0
53 20 47 0 0 1 10 129 9  8  1 0 0 12 0
54 21
...
... 47 0 0 1 10 130 10  8  1 0 0 12 0
55 25 ... 54 0 0 1 10 131 1  9  1 0 0 12 0
56 26 44 0 0 1 10 132 2  9  1 0 0 12 0...
57 33 ... 47 0 0 1 10 133 3  9  1 0 0 12 0
58 34 58 0 0 1 10 134 4  9  1 0 0 T O...69 35 ... 65 0 0 1 10 135 5  9  1 0 0 12 0
60 36 39 0 0 1 10 136 6  9  1 0 0 12 0...
61 37 ... 38 1 24 1 10 137 7  9  1 U 0 12 0
62 38 26 2 24 1 10 138 8  9  1 0 0 12 0
63 39
...
... 24 0 0 1 10 139 9  9  1 0 0 12 0
64 40 ... 24 0 0 1 10 140 10  9  1 0 0 12 0
65 41 ... 26 2 24 1 10 141 1 10  1 0 0 12 0
66 42  ... 15 0 0 1 10 142 2 10  1 0 0 12 0
67 43 ... 15 2 0 1 10 143 3 10  1 0 0 12 0
68 47 ... 14 0 0 1 10 144 4 10 1 0 0 12 0
69 48 ... 14 0 0 1 10 145 5 10  1 0 0 12 0
70 49 ... 10 2 0 1 10 146 6 10  1 0 0 12 0
71 50 33 0 0 1 10 147 7 10  1 0 0 12 0
72 51  ... 20 0 0 1 10 148 8 1 0 0 12 0
73 52  ... 19 0 0 1 10 149 9 b 1 0 0 12 0
74 53 ... 29 0 0 1 10 150 10 10 1 0 0 12 0
75 54 ... 41 0 0 1 10
SUBURBAN LOTS76 55 ... 20 0 0 1 10 .
77 56 ... 20 0 0 1 10 Portion.
78 57 ... 20 0 0 1 10 151 1  37 0 0 1 10
79 58 ... 30 0 0 1 10 152 2  40 0 0 1 10
X80 59 ... 33 0 0 1 10 153 3  41 0 0 1 10
81 60 ... 45 0 0 1 10 154 4  39 0 0 1 10
82 61 ... 22 0 0 1 10 155 5  33 0 0 1 10
83 64 ... 10 3 0 1 10 156 6  33 0 0 1 10
84 65  ... 23 2 0 1 10 157 7  20 0 0 1 10
85 67 ... 39 0 0 1 10 158 8  52 0 0 1 10
86 68  ... 17 1 24 1 10 159 9 51 0 0 1 10
87 69 ... 40 2 16 1 10 160 10 49 0 0 1 10
88 70 ... 40 216 1 10 161 11 55 3 0 1 10
89 71 ... 17 1 24 1 10 162 12 20 0 0 1 10
90
1
72 ...
73
60
0
0 0 1 10
0
163 15 24 0 0 1 10
9
92
...
74 ...
6
96
0 0
0 0
1
1
1
10 TOWN LOTS.
93 75 ... 81 2 16' 1 10 County of Waldegrave, parish of Yuleba,  town of
94 77 ... 30 2 16 1 10 Yuleba.
95 78 ... 20 124 1 10 Allotment .  Section.
96 79 20 1 24 1 10
'
... 164 6 2 0 2 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS. 165 7 2 0 2 0 8 0
County  of Dublin, parish  of Mitchell,  town of 166167
8 2 0 2
1 3 0 2
0 8
0 8
0
0M itche ll. 168 9 3 0 2 0 8 0
Allotment .  Section. 169 10 3 0 2 0 8 0
97 1  1 0 2 0 12 0 170 1 4 0 2 0 8 0
98 2  1 1 0 0 12 0 171 2 4 0 2 0 8 0
99 3  1 1 0 0 12 0 172 3 4 0 2 0 8 0
100 5  1 0 2 0 12 0 173 4 4 0 2 0 8 0
101 6  1 0 2 0 12 0 174 5 4 0 2 0 8 0
102 7  1 0 2 0 12 0 175 6 4 0 2 0 8 0
103 9  1 1 0 0 12 0 176 7 4 0 2 0 8 0
104 10  1 1 0 0 12s 0 177 8 4 0 2 0 8 0
105 11  1 1 0 0 12 0 178 9 4 0 2 0 8 0
106 12  1 0 2 0 12 0 179 10 4 0 2 0 8 0
107 13  1 0 2 0 12 0 180 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
108 14  1 0 2 0 12 0 181 2 5 0 2 0 8 0
109 1  2 0 2 0 12 0 182 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
110 2  2 1 0 0 12 0 183 4 5 0 2 0 8 0
111 3  2 1 0 0 12 0 184 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
112 4  2 1 0 0 12 0 185 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
113 5  2 0 2 0 12 0 186 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
114 6  2 0 2 0 12 0 187 10 5 0 2 0 8 0
115 7 2 0 2 0 12 0 188 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
116 9 2 1 0 0 12 0 189 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
117 10 2 1 0 0 12 0 190 3 6 0 2 0 8 0
118 11 2 1 0 0 12 0 191 4 6 0 2 0 8 0
119 13 2 0 2 0 12 0 192 5 6 0 2 0 8 0
120 14  2 0 2 0 12 0 193 6 6 0 2 0 8 0
121 1  8 1 0 0 12 0 194 7 6  0 2 0 8 0
122 2  8 1 0 0 12 0 195 8 6 0 2 0 8 0
123 3  8 100 12 0 196 9 6 0 2 0  8 1
124 4  8 1 0 0 12 0 197 10 6 0 2 0 8 0
125 5  8 1 0 0 ] 2 0 198 1 7 0 2 0 8 0
126 6  8 1 0 0 12 0 199 2 7 0 2 0 8 0
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No. of I No. of
Lot. Allotment
TOWN  LOTS--Continued.
No. of
Section. Area.
Price per
Acre.
200 3; 7 0 2 0 8 0
201 4 7 0 2 0 8 0
202 5 7 0 2 0 8 0
203 6 7 0 2 0 8 0
204 7 7 0 2 0 8 0
205 8 1 7 0 2 0 8 0
206 ! 9 7 0 2 0 8 0
207 10 7 0 2 0 8 0
SrBURBAN LOTS.
208 1 8
209  2  8
210 3 8
211 4 8
212 5 8
213 1 9
214 2 9
215 3 9
216 4 9
217 5 9
218 1 10
219 2 10
220 3 10
221 4 10
222 1 11
223 2 11
924 3 11
Portion.
225 1 ...
226 2 ...
227 3 ...
228 4 ...
5 0 0
5  0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
5 0 0
9 3 24
6 0 0
6 0 0
6 0 0
14 3 38
11 2 11
8 3 36
56 0 0
59 0 0
61 0 0
51 0 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, SURAT,
ON WEDNE SDAY ,  THE 18T DAY  OF AUGUST, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Elgin , parish of Surat, town  of Surat.
Allotment .  Section.
1 3 5
2 6 5
3 7 5
4 8 5
5 9 5
6 1 9
7 2 9
8 3 9
9 6 9
10 7 9
11 8 9
12 9 9
13 10 9
14 1 10
15 2 10
16 3 10
17 4 10
18 6 10
19 7 10
20 8 10
21 9 10
22 2 13
23 3 13
24 4 13
25 6 13
26 7 13
27 8 13
28 9 13
29 10 13
30 .1  14
31 2 14
32 3 14
3? 4- 14
34 5 14
35 1 15
36 2 15
37 3 15
38 8 15
39 9 15
40 10 15
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 32
0 2 32
0 2 32
0 2 32
0 2 32
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 2
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
12 0
No. of
Lot.
TOWN  LOTS -- continued.
(Allotment
e
Secto, io
o"n. Area.I
I I A. E
41 1 16
42 2 16
43 3 16
44 4 16
45 2 17
46 3 17
47 4 17
48 7 17
49 8 17
50 9 17
51 10 17
52 1 18
53 2 18
54 3 18
55 4 18
56 5 18
57 6 18
58 7 18
59 8 18
60 9 18
61 10 18
62 1 19
63 2 19
64 3 19
65 4 19
66 5 19
67 1 20
68 2 20
69 3 20
70 4 20
71 5 20
72 6 20
73 7 20
74 8 20
75 9 20
76 10 20
77 1 21
78 2 21
79 3 21
80 4 21
81 5 21
Price per
Acre
. P.  i  £ s.
0 2 32 ( 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
0 2 32 I 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 1 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
0  2  32 12 0
0 3 32 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 1 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 12 0
0 2 0 .12 0
0 2 2 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
0 2 32 12 0
SALE AT THE POLICE OFFICE, CON-
DAMINE,
ON FRIDAY ,  THE 27TH  DAY OF JULY, 1877.
TOWN LOTS.
County  of Rogers,  parish of Condamine, town of
Condamine.
10 37 1 0 2 0 8 0
2 38 0 2 0 8 0
3 38 0 2 0 8 0
4 38 0 2 0 8 0
5 38 0 2 0 8 0
6 38 0 2 0 8 0
7 38 0 2 0 8 0
1 39 0 2 0 8 0
2 39 0 2 0 8 0
3 39 0 2 0 8 0
4 39 0 2 0 8 0
5 39 0 2 0 8 0
6 39 0 2 0 8 0
7 39 0 2 0 8 0
8 39 0 2 0 8 0
9 39 0 2 0 8 0
10 39 0 2 0 8 0
1 40 0 2 0 8 0
2 40 0 2 0 8 0
3 40 0 2 0 8 0
4 40 0 2 0 8 0
5 40 0 2 0 8 0
6 40 0 2 0 8 u
7 40 0 2 0 8 0
8 40 0 2 0 8 0
9 1 40 0 2 0 8 0
10 40 0 2 0 8 i 
1 41 0 2 0 8 0
2 41 0 2 0 8 03  41 0 2 0 8 O
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TOWN  LOTS - continued.
No. of  No. of No. of
Area. Price perLot. Allotment
I
Section. Acre`
TOWN  LOTS-continued.
No of
I
No of No of
Lot.. IAllotnnenL Section. Area. Price  perAcre.
I
A. R. P. I ;C P• I A. R. P. i £ S.
31 4 41 0 2 0 8 0 112  5 82 1 0 2 8 0
32 5 41 0 2 0 8 0 113  6 82 1 0 2 8 0
33 6 41 0 2 0 8 0 114  7 82 1 0 0 8 031 7 41 0 2 0 8 0 115  8 82 1 0 0 8 •'' 035 8 41 0 2 0 8 0 116  9 82 1 0 0 8 036 9 41 0 2 0 8 0 117  10 82 1 0 0 8 0
37 10 41 0 2 0 8 0 118 1 83 1 0 -0 8 038 1 42 0 2 0 8 0 119  2 83 1 0 0 8 0
39 2 42 0 2 0 8 0 120  3 83 1 0 0 8 0
40 3 42 0 2 0 8 0 121  4 83 1 0 0 8 0
41 4 42 0 2 0, 8 0 122  5 83 1 0 4 8 0
42 5 42 0 2 0 8 0 123  6 83 1 0 4 8 043 6 42 0 2 0 8 0 124  7 83 1 0 0 8 0
44 7 42 0 2 0 8 0 125  8 83 1 0 0 8 0
45 8 42 0 2 0 8 0 126  9 83 1 0 0 8 0
46 9 42 0 2 0 8 0 127  10 83 1 0 0 8 0
47 10 42 0 2 0 8 0 128  1 84 1 0 0 8 0
48 1 43 0 2 0 8 0 129  2 84 1 0 0 8 0
49 2 43 0 2 0 8 0 130  3 84 1 0 0 8 0
50 3 43 0 2 0 8 0 131 4 84 1 0 0 8 0
51 4 43 0 2 0 8 3 132 5 84 1 0 4 8 052 5 43 0 3 0 8 0 133  6 84 1 0 4 8 0
53 6 43 0 2 0 8 0 134 7 84 1 0 0 8 051 7 • 43 0 2 0 8 0 135 8 84 1 0 0 8 0
55 8 43 0 2 0 8 0 136
.
9 84 1 0 0 8 0
56 9 43 0 2 0 8 0 137 10 84 1 0 0 8 0
57 10 43 0 2 0 8 0
58 1 44 0 2 0 8 0 County of Bulwer parish of Condamine town of
59 2 44 0 2 0 8 0
, ,
Condamine.60 3 44 0 2 0 8 0
61 4 44 0 2 0 8 0 138 3 75 0 2 0 8 0
62 5 44 0 2 0 8 0 139 2 78 0 2 0 8 0
63 6 41 0 2 0 8 0 140 3 78 0 2 0 8 0
64 7 44 0 2 0 8 0 141 6 78 0 2 0 8 0
65 8 44 0 2 0 8 0 142 1 80 0 2 0 8 0
66 9 44 0 2 0 8 0 143 2 80 0 2 0 8 0
67 10 44 0 2 0 8 0 141 3 80 0 2 0 8 0
68 1 45 0 2 0 8 0 145 4 80 0 2 0 8 0
69 2 45 0 2 0 8 0 146 5 80 0 2 0 8 0
70 3 45 0 2 0 8 0 147 6 80 0 2 0 8 0
71 4 45 0 2 0 8 0 148 7 80 0 2 0 8 0
72 5 45 0 2 0 8 0 149 8 80 0 2 0 8 0
73 6 45 0 2 0 8 0 150 4 81 0 2 0 8 0
74 7 45 0 2 0 8 0 151 5 81 0 2 0 8 0
75 8 45 0 2 0 8 0 152 6 81 0 2 0 8 0
76 9 45 0 2 0 8 0 153 7 81 0 2 0 8 0
77 10 45 0 2 0 8 0 154 1 85 1 0 10 8 0
78 1 46 0 2 0 8 0 155 2 85 1 0 10 8 0
79 2 46 0 2 0 8 0 156 3 85 1 0 10 8 0
80 3 46 0 2 0 8 0 157 4 85 1 0 10 8 0
81 4 46 0 2 0 8 0 158 5 85 1 0 17 8 0
82 5 46 0 2 0 8 0 159 1 86 1 0 10 8 0
83 6 46 0 2 0 8 0 160 2 86 1 0 10 8 0
84 7 46 0 2 0 8 0 161 3 86 1 0 10 8 0
85 8 46 0 2 0 8 0 162 4 86 1 0 10 8 0
86 9 46 0 2 0 8 0 163 5 86 1 0 17 8 0
87 10 46 0 2 0 8 0 164 1 87 1 0 10 8 0
88 1 47 0 2 0 8 0 165 2 87 1 0 10 8 0
89 2 47 0 2 0 8 0 166 3 87 1 010, 8 0
90 3 47 0 2 0 8 0 167 4 87 1 0 10 8 0
91 4 47 0 2 0 8 0 168 5 . 87 1 0 17 8 002 5 47 0 1 0 8 0 169 1 88 1 0 10 8 0
93 6 47 0 2 0 8 0 170 2 88 1 0 10 8 0
94 7 47 0 2 0 8. 0 171 3 88 1 0 10 8 0
95 8 47 0 2 0 8 0 172 4 88 • 1 010 8 0
96 9 47 0 2 0 8 0 173 5 88 1 0 17 8 0
97 10 47 0 2 0 8 0 174 1 89 1 0 10 8 0
98 1 48 0 2 0 8 0 175 2 89 1 0 10 8 0
99 2 48 0 2 0 8 0 176 3 89 1 0 10 8 0
100 3 48 0 2 0 8 0 177 4 89 1 0 10 8 0
101 4 48 0 2 0 8 0 178 5 89 1 017 8 0
102 5 48 0 2 0 8 0 179 1 1 90 1 0 10 ' 8 0
103 6 48 0 2 0 8 0 180 2 90 1 010 8 0.
104 7 48 0 2 0 8 0 181 3 90 1 0 10 8
105 8 48 0 2 0 8 0 182 4 90 1 0 10 8
106 9 48 0 2 0 8 0 183 5 90 1 0 17 8 0
107 10 48 0 2 0 8 0 184 1 91 1 0 10 8 0
108 1 82 1 0 0 8 0 185 2 91 1 0 10 8 0
109 2 82 1 0 0 8 0 186 3 91 1 0 10 8 0
110 3 82 1 0 0 8 0 187 4 91 1 0 10 8 0
111 4 82 1 0 0 8 0 188 5 91 1 0 17 8 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continued . TOWN  LOTS -Cont nue d
190 of
IAA.
No. of  `Allotment l Nn of Area. mire Nn of  ' \ " of t No, of A rea.pcr Acre^  iet. Al ;ni Ii-r- it SIrtiou. T')-ire per.1m•u1
B. P. k I.
189 1 92 1 0 10 8 0 261 4 5 I 0 2 0 8 0
190 2 92 1 0 10 l 8 0 262 5 5 0 2 0 8 0
191 3 1 92 1 0 10 8 0 263 6 5 0 2 0 8 0
199 4 I 92 1 0 10 8 0 264 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
193 5 92 1 0 17 8 0 265 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
266 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 267 1 7 0 2 0 8 0
194 1 93 6 0 17 2 0 268 2 7 0 2 0 8 0
195 2 93 5 0 6 2 0 269 3 7 0 2 0 8 0
196 3 93 5 0 6 2 0 270 4 7 0 2 0 8 0
197 4 93 5. 0  •6 2 0 271 5 7 0 2 0 8 0
198 5 93 5 0 6 2 0 272 6 7 0 2 0 8 0
Portion. 273 7 7 0 2 0 8 0
199 1 22 0 19 1 0 274 8 7 0 2
0 8 0
... 275 9 7 0 2 0 8 0
200 ,2 30 0 19 1 0 276 10 7 0 2 0 8 0201 3
I
... 28 0 0 1 0 277 1 8 02 0 8 0
203  I 5 ... I 30 0 0 1 0 278 2 8 0 22 0• 8 00 8 0
204 6 ... 28 0 0 1 0 279 3 8 0280 4 8 U 2 0 8 U205 7 ... 30 019 1 0 2 0 8 0
206 8 ... 22 0 19 1 0 281 5 8 00 2 0 8 0
207 32i ... 20 0 0 1 0 282 6 8 0 2 0 8 0
208 33A ... 20 0 0 1 0 283  7  8 0 2 0 8 0
209 34A ... 20 0 0 1 0 284 8 8 0 2 0 8 0
210 35A ... 20 0 0 1 0 285 9 8 0 2 8 U
211 d6A ... 20 0 0 1 0 286 10 8 2
0
8 U
212 37 ... 20 0 0 1 0 287 5 9 0 2
0
8 0
213 38 ... 39 0 0 1 0 288 6 9 0 2
0
8 U
`L14 39 39 0 0 1 0
289 7 10 0
2'
0
0 8 0
215 40 ... 35 0 0 0 8 10 01 0 2i 2 0 8 0
216 41 44 0 0 1 0
291 10 10 0
2 0 8 0
217 42 29 0 0 1 0
292 3 11 0
0 2 0 8 0
218 43 ... 18 0 0 1 0 293 4 11294 5 11 0 2 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS . 295 6 11 0 2 0 8 08 0
County of Bulwer,  parish  of Moraby ,  town of 296 7
11 0 2
0 212
0
0 8 0197 8Morab y 298 2 12 0 2 0 8 0
Allotment . Section. 299 3 12 0 2 0 8 0
219 1 1 1 0 2 0 8 0 300 4 12 0 2 0 8 0
220 2 1 i 0 2 0 9 0 301 5 12 0 2 0 8 0
221 3 1 0 2 0 8 0 302 6 12 0 2 0 8 0
222 4 1 0 2 0 8 0 303 7 12 0 2 0 8 0
223 5 1 0 2 0 8 0 304 8 12 l 0 2 0 8 0
224 6 1 0 2 0 8 0 305 9 12 I 0 2 0 8 0
225 7 1 0 2 0 8 0 306 1 13 0 2 0 8 0
226 8 1 0 2 0 8 0 307 2 13 0 2 0 8 0
227 9 1 0 2 0 8 0 308 3 13 0 2 0 8 0
228 10 1 I 0 2 0  8 0 309 4 13 0 2 0 8 0
229 1 2 0 2 0 8 0 310 5 13 0 2 0 8 0
230 2 2 0 2 0 8 0 311 6 13 0 2 0 8 0
231 3 2 0 2 0 8 0 312 7 13 0 2 0 8 0
232 4 2 0 2 0 8 0 313 8 13 0 2 0 8 0
233 5 2 0 2 0 8 0 314 9 13 0 2 0 8 0
234 6 2 0 2 0 8 0 315 10 13 0 2 0 8 0
235 7 2 0 2 0 8 0 316 1 14 0 2 0 8 0
236 8 2 0 2 0 8 0 317 2 14 0 2 0 8 0
237 9 2 0 2 0 8 0 318 3 14 0 2 0 8 0
233 10 2 0 2 0 8 0 319 4 14 0 2 0 8 0
239 1 3 0 2 0 8 0 320 5 14 0 2 0 8 0
240 2 3 0 2 0 8 0 .321  6 14 0 1 20 8 0
241 3 3 0 2 0 8 0 322 7 14 0 1 20 8 0
242 4 3 0 2 0 8 0 323 8 14 0 2 0 8 0
243 5 3 0 2 0 3 0 324 9 14 0 2 0 8 0
244 6 3 0 2 0 8 0 325 10 14 0 2 0 8 0
245 7 3 0 2 0 8 0 326 11 14 0 2 0 8 0
246 8 3 0 2 0 8 0 327 12 14 0 2 0 8 0
247 9 3 0 2 0 8 0
248 10 3 0 2 0 8 0 SUBURBAN LOTS.
249 1 4 0 2 0 8 0 328 1  I  15 5 0 0 3 0
250 2 ( 4 0 2 0 8 0 329 2 15 5 0 0 3 0
251 3 4 0 2 0 8 0 330 3 15 5 0 0 3 0
252 4  I 4 00 2 0 8 0 331 4 15 5 0 0 3 0
53 5 4 0 2 0 8 0 332 5 15 5 0 0 3 0
254 6 4 0 2 0 8 0 333 6 15 5 0 0 3 0
255 7 4 0 2 0 8 0 334 7 15 5 0 0 3 0
356 8 4 0 2 0 8 0 335 i 8 15 5 0 0 3 0
257 9 4 0 2 0 8 0 336 9 15 5 0 0 3 0
258 10 4 0 2 0 8 0 337 10 15 5 0 0 3 0
259 2 5 0 2 0 8 0 338 11 15 5 0 0 3 0
260 3 5 0 2 0 8 0 339 12 15 5 0 0 3 0
i
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No of
Lot.
34()
341342
343
344
345
346
347
348
319
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
SUBURBAN  LOTS- continued.
No of No of
Allotment .  Section.
I-
Area
Price pet
Acre.
I
A. R. P. £;  S.
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 3 0 3 0
5 3 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 3 0 3 0
5 3 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
b 0 0 3 0
b 0 0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
b 0 0 3  0-
0  0 3 0
5 0 0 3 0
6 3 0 3 0
8 2 0 3 0
10 3 0 3 0
11 0 0 3 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
Portion.
368 1 ...
369 2 ...
370 3 ...
371 4 ...
372 5 ...
373 6
374 7 ...
375 8 ...
376 3 ...
377 10 ...
378 11 ...
379 12 ...
380 13 ...
381 14 ...
382 15 ...
383 16 ...
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
TOWN LOTS.
County of Rogers,  parish of  Wombo, town of
Wombo.
I
TOWN LoTS-continued.
No. of
Lot. I.A17110t;of I No. ofment Section. Area.
Price per
.%ere.
I-,-'
A. 1. 1. . L S.
413 10 3 0 2 0 8 0
414 1 7 0 2 0 8 0
415 2 4 0 2 0 8 0
416 3 4 0 2 0 8 0,,
417 4 4 0 2 0 8 0
418 5 4 0 2 0 8 0
419 6 4 0 2 0 8 0
420 7 4 0 2 0 8 0
421 8 4 0 2 0 8 0
422 9 4 0 2 0 8 0
423 10 4 0 2 0 8 0
424 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
425 2 5 0 2 0 8 0
426 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
427 4 5 0 2 0 8 0428 5 5 0 2 0 8 0
429 6 5 I 0 2 0 8 0
430 7 5 1 0 2 0 8 0
431 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
432 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
433 10 5 0 2 0 8 0
434 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
435 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
436 3 6 0 2 0 8 0
437 4 6 0 2 0 8 0
438 5 6 0 2 0 8 0
439 6 6 0 2 0 8 0
440 7 6 0 2 0 8 0
441 8 6 0 2 0 8 0
442 9 6 0 2 0 8 0
443 10 6 0 2 0 8 0
444 1 7 0 2 0 8 0
445 2 7 0 2 0 8 0
446 3 7 0 2 0 8 0
447 4 7 0 2 0 8 0
448 5 6 0 2 0 8 0
449 6 7 0 2 0 8 0
450 7 7 0 2 0 8 0
451 8 7 0 2 0 8 0
452 9 7 0 2 0 8 0
453 10 7 0 2 0 8 0
454 2 8 0 2 0 11 8 0
455 3 8 0 2 0 8 0
456 4 8 0 2 0 8 0
457 5 8 0 2 0 8 0
458 6 8 0 2 0 8 0
459 7 8 0 2 0 8 0
460 8 8 0 2 0 8 0
461 9 8 0 2 0 8 0
462 1 9 0 2 0 8 0
463 2 9 0 2 0 8 0
464 3 9 0 2 0 8 0
465 4 9 0 2 0 8 0
666 5 9 0 2 0 8 0
467 6 9 0 2 0 8 0
468 7 9 0 2 0 8 0
469 8 9 0 2 0 8 0
470 9 9 0 2 0 2 0
471 10 9 0 2 0 8 0
472 1 10 0 2 0 8 0
473 2 10 0 2 0 8 0
474 3 10 0 2 0 8 0
475 4 10 0 2 0 8 0
476 5 10 0 2 0 8 0
477 6 10 0 2 0 8 0
478 7 10 0 2 0 8 0
479 8 10 0 2 0 8 0
480 9 10 0 2 0 8 0
481 10 10 0 2 0 8 0
482 1 11 0 2 0 8 0
483 2 11 0 2 0 8 0
484 3 11 0 2 0 8  A
485 4 11 0 2 0 8 0
486 5 11 0 2 0 8 0
487 6 11 0 2 0 8 0 2
488 7 11 0 2 0 8 0
489 8 11 0 2 0 8 0
SUBU RBAN LOTS.
490 1 12 5 3 0 3 0
491 2 12 5 3 0 3 0
492 3 12 5 3 0 3 0
Allotment .  Section.
384 1 1 0 2 0 8 0
385 2 1 0 2 0 8 0
386 3 1 0 2 0 8 0
387 4 1 0 2 0 8 0
388 5 1 0 2 0 8 0
389 6 1 0 2 0 8 0
390 7 1 0 2 0 8 0
391 8 1 0 2 0 8 0
392 9 1 0 2 0 8 0
393 10 1 0 2 0 8 0
394 1 2 0 2 0 8 0
395 2 2 0 2 0 8 0
396 3 2 0 2 0 8 0
397 4 2 0 2 0 8 0
398 5 2 0 2 0 8 0
399 6 2 0 2 0 8 0
400 7 2 0 2 0 8 0
401 8 2 0 2 0 8 0
402 9 2 0 2 0 8 0
403 10 ' 2 0 2 0 8 0
404 1 3 0 2 0 8 0
405 2 3 0 2 0 8 0406  3 3 0 2 0 8 0
407 4 3 0 2 0 8 0
408 5 3  0 2 0 $ 0
409 6 3 0 2 0 8 0
410 7 3 0 2 0 8 0
411 8 3 0 2 0 8 0
412 9 3 0 2 0 8 0 1
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No. of  No. of No. Of
Lut. Allotment Section.
Price per
Acre.
TOWN  LOTS -continued.
No of No. of No of Ares. Price perLot Allotment  Section. Acre.Area.
A. B. P. 1 2 I.
493 4. 12 5 3 0 3 0 23 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
494 5 12 5 0 0 3 0 24 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
495 6 12 5 0 0 3 0 25 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
496 7 12 5 0 0 3 0 26 4 5 0 2 0 8 0
497 8 12 5 0 0 3 0 27 5 5 0 2 0 8 0
498 1 13 6 1 24 3 0 28 6 5 0 2 0 8 0
4919  2 13 6 0 0 3 0 29 7 5 0 2 0 8 0
5(0 3 13 7 3 16 3 0 30 8 5 0 2 0 8 0
501 4 13 9 0 0 3 0 31 9 5 0 2 0 8 0
502 5 13 5 1 24 3 0 32 10 5 0 2 0 8 0
503 6 13 6 1 24 3 0 33 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
504 7 13 8 0 30 3 0 34 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
505 8 13 8 3 32 3 0 35 3 6 0 2 0 8 0
506 1 14 5 0 0 4 0 36 4 6 0 2 0 8 0
507 2 14 5 0 0 3 0 37 5 6 0 2 0 8 0
508 3 14 5 0 0 3 0 38 6 6 0 2 0 8 0
509 4 14 5 0 0 3 0 39 7 6 0 2 0 8 0
510 1 15 5 0 0 3 0 40 8 6 0 2 0 8 0
511 2 15 5 0 0 3 0 41 9 6 0 2 0 8 0
512 3 15 5 0 0 3 0 42 10 6 0 2 0 8 0
513 4 15 5 0 0 3 0 43 1 7 0 2 0 8 0
514 5 15  5 0 0 3 0 44 2 7 0 2 0 8 0.
515 6 15 5 0 0 3 0 45 3 7 0 2 0 8 0
516 7 15 5 0 0 3 0 46 4 7 0 2 0 8 0
517 8 15 5 0 0 3 0 47 5 7 0 2 0 8 0
518 9 15 5 0 0 3 0 48 6 7 0 2 0 8 0
519 10 16 5 0 0 3 0 49 7 7 0 2 0 8 0
520 11 15 5 0 0 3 0 50 8 7 0 2 0 8 0
521 12 15 5 0 0 3 0 51 9 7 0 2 0 8 0
522 13 15 5 0 0 3 0 52 10 7 0 2 0 8 0
523 14 15 5 0 0 3 0 53 1 8 0 2 0 8 0
524 15 15  5 0 0 E 0 54 2 8 0 2 0 8 0
525 16 15 5 0 0 3 0 55 3 8 0 2 0 8 0
56 4 8 0 2 0 8 0Portion. 57 5 8 0 2 0 8 0
526  1 20 0 0  1 0 58 6 8 0 2 0 8 0
527  2 20 0 10 0 59 7 8 0 2 0 8 0
528  3
...
23 2 0  1 0 60 8 8 0 2 0 8 0
529 4 20 0 0  1 0 61 9 8 0 2 0 8 0
530 5 20. 0 0  1 0 62 10 8 0 2 0 8 0
531  6 . .... 20 0 0  1 0 63 1 9 0 2 0 8 0
532  7 ... 20 0 0  1 0 64 2 9 0 2 0 8 0
533 8 .. 20 0 0  1 0 65 3 9 0 2 0 8 0
534  9 .... 20 0 0  1 0 66 .4 9 0 2 0 8 0
535 10 ... 44 0 0  1 0 67 5 9 0 2 0 8 0
536 11 ... 47 0 0  1 0 68 6 9 0 2 0 8 0
537 12 ... 49 0 0  1 0 69 7 9 0 2 0 8 0
538 13 ... 55 0 0 1 0 70 8 9 0 2 0 8 0
539 14 ... 52 0 0 1 0 71 9 9 0 2 0 8 0
540 15 ... 81 0 0 1 0 72 10 9 0 2 0 8 0
73 1 10 0 2 0 8 0
74 2 10 0 2 0 8 0
75 3 10 0 2 0 8 0
BALE AT THE LAND OFFICE, DALBY, 76 4 10 0 2 0 8 0
77 5 10 0 2 0 8 0ON TUESDAY , TUB  24TH  DAY OF JULY, 187 7. 78 6 10 0 2 0 8 0
TOWN LOTS. 79 7 10 0 2 0 8 0
County of Derby, parish of Kogan, town of Kogan. 8081
8
9
10
10
0
0
2 0
2 0
8
8
0
0
Allotment . Section. 82 10 10 0 2 0 8 0
1 1 2 0 2 0 8 0 83 1 11 0 2 0 8 0
2 2 2 0 2 0 8 0 84 2 11 0 2 0 8 0
3 3 2 0 2 0 8 0 85 3 11 0 2 0 8 0
4 4 2 0 2 0 8 0 86 4 11 0 2 0 8 0
5 5 2 0 2 0 8 0 87 5 11 0 2 0 8 0
6 6 2 0 2 0 8 0 88 6 11 0 2 0 8 0
7 7 2 0 2 0 8 0 89 7 11 0 2 0 8 0
8 8 2 0 2 0 8 0 90 8 11 0 2 0 8 0
9 9 2 0 2 0 8 0 91 9 11 0 2 0 8 0
10 10 2 0 2 0 8 0 92 10 11 0 2 0 8 0
11 1 3 0 2 0 8 0 93 1 12 0 2 0 8 0
12 2 3 0 2 0 8 0 94 2 12 0 2 0 8 0
13 3 3 0 2 0 8 0 95 3 12 0 2 0 8 0
14 4 3 0 2 0 8 0 96 4 12 0 2 0 8 0
15 5 3 0 2 0 8 0 97 5 ] 2 0 2-0 8 0
16 6 3 0 2 0 8 0 98 6 12 0 2 0 8 0
17 7 3 0 2 0 8 0 99 7 12 0 2 0 8 048  8 3 0 2 0 8 0 100 8 12 0 2 0 8 0
'19 2 4 0 2 0 8 0 101 9 12 0 2 0 8 0
20 3 4 0 2 0 8 0 102 10 12 0 2 0 8 0
21 4 4 0 2 0 8 0 103 1 13 0 2 0 8 0
22 8 4 0 2 0 8 0 104 2 13 0 2 0 8 0
1664
TOWN  LOTS - Continued.
No. of  i  No of  I No. of
Lot. Allotinort  Section.
Fr'ee  per  No of
Acre. Lot.
TOWN LOTS.
Area. No. ofAlloc nent
No.Sectiofon. Area Price i,erAcre.
A.  t. P £ s A. K. Y. ! £  Jr.
105  3 13 0 2 0 8 0 County of De rby, parish of Ea rle, to wn of
106 4 13 0 2 0 8 0 Campbell's Cam p.1n7  5 13 0 2 0 8 0
108  6 13 0  2  0 8 0 181 7 2 1 0 0 8 0
109 7 13 0 2 0 8 0 182 8 2 1 0 0 8 0
110  8 13 0 2 0 8 0 183 9 2 1 0 0 8 0
111  9 13 0 2 0 8 0 181 1 3 1 0 0 8 0
112 10 13 0 2 0 8 0 185 2 3 1 0 0 8 .rO
113 1 14 0 2 0 8 0 186 4 3 1 0 0 8 0
114 2 14 0 2 0 8 0 1S7 1 5 0 2 0 8 0
115 3  14 0 2 0 8 0 188 2 5 0 2 Q 8 0
116 4  14 0 2 0 8 0 189 3 5 0 2 0 8 0
117 5  14 0 2 0 8 0 190 4 5 0 2 0 8 0
118 6  14 0 2 0 8 0 191 5 5 0 2 0 8 0
119 7 14 0 2 0 8 0 192 1 6 0 2 0 8 0
120 8  14 0 2 0 8 0 193 2 6 0 2 0 8 0
121 9  14 0 2 0 8 0 194 3 6 , 0 2 0 8 0
122 10  14 0 2 0 8 0 195 4 6 0 2 0 8 0
123 1 15 0 2 0 8 0 196 5 6 0 2 0 8 0
124 2  15 0 2 0 8 0 197 7 6 0 2 0 8 0
125 3  15 0 2 0 8 0 198 8 6 0 2 0 8 0
126 4  15 0 2 0 8 0 199 9 6 0 2 0 8 0
127 5  15 0 2 0 8 0 200 10 6 0 2. 0 8 0
128 6  15 0 2 0 8 0 201 1 7 0 2 0 8 0
129 7  15 0 2 0 8 0 202 2 7 0 2 0 8 0
130 8  15 0 2 0 8 0 203 3 7 0 2 0 8 0
131 9  15 0 2 0 8 0 204 4 7 0 2 0 8 0
132 10  15 0 2 0 8 0 205 5 7 0 2 0 8 0
206 6 7 0 2 0 8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 207 7 7 0 2 0 8 0
133 1 16 3 3 9 2 0 208 8 7 0 2 0 8 0
134  2 16 5 0 0  2 0 209 9 7 0 2 0 8 0
"135  3 16 4 2 3  2 0 210 10 7 0 2 0 8 0
136 1 17 5 1 20 2 0 211 1 8 0 2 0 8 0
137 2 17 5 1 20 2 0 212 2 8 0 2 0 8 0
138 3 17 5 0 20 2 0 213 3 8 0 2 0 8 0
139  4 17 4 0 4  2 0 214 4 8 0 2 0 8 0
140 5 17 4 3 24 2 0 215 5 8 0 2 0 8 0
141  6 17 6 3 0  2 0 216 6 8 0 2 0 8 0
142 7 17 8 220 2 0 217 7 8 0 2 0 8 0
143  1 18 8 3 8  2 0 218 8 9 0 2 0 8 0
144 2 18 8 3 27 2 0 219 9 8 0 2 0 8 0
145  3 18 4 3 6  2 0 220 10 8 0 2 0 8 0
146 4 18 9 1 27 2 0 221 1 9 0 2 0 8 0
147  5 18 6 3 0  2 0 222 2 9 0 2 0 8 0
148 1 19 5 120 2 0 223 3 9 0 2 0 8 0
149 2 19 3 3 29 2 0 224  4 9 0 2 0 8 0
150 3 19 6 0 36 2 0 225 5 9 0 2 0 8 0
151 4 19 5 120 2 0 226 1 10 0 2 0 8 0
152 5 19 5 120  2 0 227 2 10 0 2 0 8 0
153 1 20 5 0 0  2 0 226 3 10 0 2 0 8 0
154 2 20 5 3 0 2 0 229 4 10 0 2 0 8 0
155 3 20 5 3 0 2 0 230 5 10 0 2 0 8 0
156 4 20 6 0 0 2 0 231 6 10 0 2 0 8 0
157  5 20 5 0 0  2 0 232 7' 10 0 2 0 8 0
158  6 20 5 3 0  2 0 233 8 10 0 2 0 8 0
159 7 20 5 3 0 2 0 234 9 10 0 2 0 8 0
160 8 20 500 2 0 235 10 10 0 2 0 8 0
161 1 21 5 0 0 2 0 236 , 1 11 0 2 0 8 0
162 2 21 5 3 0 2 0 237 2 11 0 2 0 8 0
163 3 21 5 3 0 2 0 238,  3 11 0 2 0 8 0
164 4 21 5 0 0 2 0 239 4
'
11 0 2 0 8 0
165 5 21 5 0 0 2 0 240 5 11 0 2 0 8 0
166 6 21 5 3 0 2 0 241 6 11 0 2 0
8 0
167 7 21 5 3 0 2 0 242 7 11 0 2 0
8 0
168 I 8 21 5 0 0 2 0 243 8 11 0 2 0 8 0214 9 11 0 2 0 8 0
COUN TRY LOTS. 245 10 11 0 2 0 8 0
246 1 12 0 2 0 6 0
Portion. 247 2 12 0 2 0 8 0
169 1 ... 61 0 0 1 0  248 3 12 0 2 0 8 0
170 2 45 0 0 1 0 249 4 12 0 2 0 8 0
171 3 ... 48 0 0 1 0  250 5 12 0 2 0 8 0
172 4 ... 40 0 0 1 0  251 1 13 0 2 0 8 0
173 5 ... 36 0 0 1 0  252 2 13 0 2 0 ' 8 0
174 6 ... 37 0 0 1 0 253 3 13 0 2 0 8  3
175 7  ... 41 0 0 1 0  254 4 13 0 2 0 8 0
176 8  ... 47 0 0 1 0  255 5 13 0 2 0 8 n
177 9  ... 45 0 0 1 0  256 6 13 0 2 0 8
178 10 ... 40 0 0 1 0  257 7 13 0 2 0 8 0
179 11 ... 42 0 0 1 0  258 8 13 0 2 0( 8 0
180 12 ... I 37 0 0 1 0  259 9 13 0 2 0 8 0
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TOWN LOTS- eontinued, TOWN LOTS--OOnt{nxed,
No of \n of
Lot A lotmrut sNo. ofent'':. Area Price perActe
No of  No. of No. of  Price per
Lot. Allotment .  Section. Area. Aare.
t
8. L. s.  P.  $ ..
260 10 13 0 2 0 8 0 332  11 0 2 •0  8 0
261 1 14 0 2 0 8 0 3.33  11 0 2 0  8 0
262 ' 2 14  0 2 0 8 0 334  11 0 2 0  8 0
263 3 14 0 2 0 8 0 335  11 0 2 0  8 0
264 4 14  0 2 0 8 0 336  11 0 2 0  8 0
265 5 14 0 2 0 8 0 337  11 0 2 0  8 0
266 6 14 0 2 0 8 0 338  11 0 2 0  8 0
267 7 14 0 2 0 8 0 339  11 0 2 0  8 0
268 8 14 0 2 0 8 0 340  12 0 2 0  8 0
269 9 14 0 2 0 8 0 341 12 0 2 0 8 0
270 10 14 0 2 0 8 0 342  13 0 2 0  8 0
271 1 15 0 2 0 8 0 343 13 0 2 0  8 0
272 2 15 0 2 0 8 0 344  13 0 2 0  8 0
273 3 15  0 2 0 8 0 345  14 0 2 0  8 0
274 4 15 0 2 0 8 0 346  14 0 2 0  8 0
275 5 15  0 2 0 8 0 347 14 0 2 0 8 0
276 1 16 0 2 0 8 0 348  14 0 2 0  8 0
277 2 16  0 2 0 8 0 349  14 0 2 0  8 0
278 3 16 0 2 0 8 0 350  14 0 2 0  8 0
279 4 16 0 2 0 8 0 351  16 0 2 0  8 0
280 5 16 0 2 0 8 0 352  16 0 2 0  8 0
353  16 0 2 0  8 0
SUBURBAN LOTS. 354  16 0 2 0  8 0
281 1 17 2 1 10 3 0 355  16 0 2 0  8 0
282 2 17 2 2 0 3 0 356  16 , 0 2 0  8 0
283 3 17 2 0 28 3 0 357  16 0 2 0  8 0
284 4 17 2 0 14 3 0 358  16 0 2 0  8 0
285 1 18 4 3 27 3 0 359 16 0 2 0 8 0
286 2 18 2 2 0 3 0 360  17 0 2 0  8 0
287  3 18 3 2 23 3 0 361 17 0 2 0 8 0
288  4 18 4 0 28 3 0 362  17 0 2 0  8 0
289  1 19 3 0 16 3 0 363  17 0 2 0  8 0
290  2 19 1 2 0 3 0 364  17 0 2 0  8 0
291 3 19 1 3 16 3 0 365  17 0 2 0  8  0
292  4 l 19 2 1 4 3 0 366  17 0 2 0  8 0
293  1 20 1 3 5 3 0 367  17 0 2 0  8 0
294  2 20 1 3 24 3 0 368  17 0 2 0  8 0
295 3 20 2 2 0 3 0 369  17 0 2 0  8 0296 4 20 2 2 0 3 0 370  18 0 2 0  8 0
297 5 20 5 0 30 3 0 371  18 0 2 0  8 0
298 6 20 4 1 12 3 0 372  18 0 2 0  8 0I299  7 20 2 2 16 3 0 373  18 0 2 0  8 0374  18 0 2 0  8 0
Portion. 375  18 0 2 0  8 0
300 4 40 0 0 1 0 376  18 0 2 0  8 0
301 { 5 ... 60 0 0 1 0 377  18 0 2 0  8 0
302 6 ... 54 0 0 1 0 378  18 0 2 0  8 0
379  18 0 2 0  8 0
TOWN LOTS. 380  19 0 2 0  8 0
19 0 2 0  8 0County of Lytton, pariah of Jandowa e, town of 382  19 0 2 0  8 0
Jandowae. 8 0383  19 0 2 0
Allotment. Section. 384  19 0 2 0  8 0
303 1 6 0 2 0 8 0 385  19 0 2 0  8 0
304 2 6 0 2 0 8 0 386  19 0 2 0  8 0
305 3 6 0 2 0 8 0 387  20 0 2 0  8 0
306 1 7 0 2 0 8 0 388  20 0 2 0  8 0
307 2 7 0 2 0 8 0 389  20 0 2 0  8 0
308 3 7 0 2 0 8 0 390  20 0 2 0  8 0
309 4 7 0 2 0 8 0 391  20 0 2 0  8 0
310 5 7 0 2 0 8 0 392  20 0 2 0  8 0
311 1 8 0 2 0 8 0 393  20 0 2 0  8 0
312 2 8 0 2 0 8 0 394  21 0 2 0  8 0
313 3 8 0 2 0 8 0 395  21 0 2 0  8 0
314 4 8 0 2 0 8 0 396  21 0 2 0  8 0
315 5 8 0 2 0 8 0 397  21 0 2 0  8 0
316 1 9 0 2 0 8 0 398  21 0 2 0  8 0
317 2 9 0 2 0 8 0 399  21 0 2 0  8 0
318 3 9 0 2 0 8 0 400  21 0 2 0  8 0
319 4 9 0 2 0 8 0 401  21 0 2 0  8 0
320 5 9 0 2 0 8 0 402  22 0 2 0  8 0
321 . 6 9 0 2 0 8 0 403  22 0 2 0  8 0
322 7 9 0 2 0 8 0 404  22 0 2 0  8 0
32$- 8 9 0 2 0 8 0 405  22 . 0 2 0  8 0
324 9 9 0 2 0 8 0 406  22 0 2 0  8 0
325 1 10 0 2 0 8 0 407 23 0 2 0 8 0
326 2 10 0 2 0 8 0 408 22 0 2 0  8 0
327 3 10 0 2 0 8 0 409 22 0 2 0  8 0
328 4 10 0 2 0 8 0 410 22 0 2 0  8 0
329 7 10 0 2 0 8 0 411 22 0 2 0  8 0
330 8 10 0 2 0 8 0 412 45 020  8 0
331 9 10 0 2 0 8 0 413  45 0 2 0  8 0
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TOWN  LOTS - continted.
No. of  I  No. of of
Lot. {Allotment Section. Area.
A.  R.  P.
SUBURBAN  LOTS -- Continued.
Price per
Acre.
Price per No. of  No. of I  No. of Ares.Acre .  Lot. llotinent  Section.
e. I ( A. A. P. j
414 3 • 45 0 2 0  8
415 4 45 0 2 0 8
416 5 45 0 2 0 8
417 6 45 0 2 0 8
418 7 45 0 2 0 8
419 8 45 0 2 0 8
420 9 45 0 2 0 8
421 10 45 0 2 0 8
SUBURBAN LOTS.
422 1  23  2 0 0 3
423 2 23  2 0 0 3
424 3 23  2 0 8 3
425 4  23  2 0 8 3
426 5 23  2 0 0 3
427 6  23  2 0 0 3
428 1 24  2 0 0 3
429 2 24  2 0 0 3
430 3  24  2 0 8 3
431 4 24  2 0 8 3
432 5 24  2 0 0 3
433 6 24  2 0 0 3
434 1  25  2 0 0 3
435 2  25  2 0 0 3
436 3 25  2 0 8 3
437 4 25  2 0 8 3
438 5 25  2 0 0 3
439 6 25  2 0 0 3
440 1  26  2 0 0 3
441 2  26  2 0 0 3
442 3 26  2 0 8 3
443 4 26  2 0 8 3
444 5 26  2 0 0 3
445 6  26  2 0 0 3
446 1 27  2 2 0 3
447 2 27  2 2 0 3
448 3  27  2 2 0 3
449 4  27  2 2 0 3
450 1  28  2 2 0 3
451 2 28  2 2 0 3
452 3 28  2 2 0 3
453 4  28  2 2 0 3
454 1  29  2 2 0 3
455 2 29  2 2 0 3
456 3 29  2 2 0 3
457 4 29  2 2 0 3
458 1 30  2 2 0 3
459 2 30  2 2 0 3
460 3 30  2 2 0 3
461 4 30  2 2 0 3
462 2 31 2 2 0 3
463 3 31 2 2 0 3
464 1 32 2 2 0 3
465 2 32 2 2 0 3
S.
466 3 32  2 2 0 3 0
467 4  32  2 2 0 3 0
468 1 33  2 2 0 3 0
469 2  33  2 2 0 3 0
470 3  33  2 2 0 0
471 4  33  2 2 0 3 0
472 1 34  2 2 0 3 0
473 2 34  2 2 '0 3 0
474 3  34  2 2 0 3 0
475 4  34  2 2 0 3 0
476 1  35  2 0 0 3 0
477 2  35  2 0 0 3 0
478 3  35  2 0 8 3 0
479 4 35  2 0 8 3 0
480 5 35  2 0 0 3 0
481 6 35  2 0 0 3 0
482 1  36 2 0 0 3 0
0483 2  36 2 0 0 3 0
484 3 36 2 0 8 3 0
485 4  36 2 0 8 3 0
486 5  36  2 0 0 3 0
487 6  36  2 0 0 2 0
488 1 37  2 0 0 3 0
489 2  37  2 0 0 3 0
490 3 37  2 0 8 3 0
491 4  37  2 0 8 3 0
492 5  37  2 0 0 3 0
493 6  37  2 0 0 3 0
494 1  38  2 0 0 3 0
495 2 38  2 0 0 3 0
496 3 38  2 0 8 3 0
497 4 38  2 0 8 3 0
498 5 38  2 0 0 3 0
499 6 38  2 0 0 3 0
COUNTRY LOTS.
ti nPor o .
500 1 ... 22 1 0 1 0
501 3 ... 25 2 0 1 0
502 4 ... 34 0 0 1 0
503 5 ... 33 0 0 1 0
504 8 ... 43 0 0 1 0
505 9 ... 42 0 0 1 0
506 10 ... 51 0 0 1 0
507 11 ... 54 0 0 1 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this eighteenth day of June,
in the year  of our Lord  one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
By Authorityt  Jaw a  0. BrAz , Government Printer, William  street, Briabanb.
aSU PPL EMENT
TO THE
PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY.
VOL. XX.] SATURDAY, 23RD JUNE, 1877.
Nature of Selection.
Department of Public Lands,
,,CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
Brisbane,  22nd  June,  1877.
T is hereby notified for  general information , that the Rent of the undermentioned  Selections  in the Settled Distrioto
I in the Township  Reserves ,  and Homestead  Areas, not having been paid on or before the 31st day of March last, they wilt
)eoome  absolutely torfeited  unless  the full amount of Rent in each case, with one-fourth added by way of penalty, be paid
to the Land Agent of the District in which the Selections are situated within ninety days thereafter, as prescribed by the
Let of 1868.
The following List includes  all Selections , the Rents upon which were unpaid on the 31st March, 1877.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
BRISBANE DISTRICT.
ftister
Na
1270 Amstead, John ...
2523 Anderson, Peter ...
2395  Bagnall, Richard ...
2512 Ballinger, John ...
2868  Beard,  Js. ... ...
2115 Bell, Andrew ...
2826 Biddle ,  ' amuel ..
2455  Bonney, Thomas Edwin
2483 Bowler, W. R. ...
2501 Bradley , James ...
1685 Buisson , Lucian S....
2615 Bumkum , Wm. ...
2035 Burnett, John ..
2748 Butler, Fredk. Culverson
28,66 Butler, Wm, senr....
2318 Campbell, John Edwin
2443 Clarke, Patrick ...
1865 Cosgrove, Patrick ...228 Drury, Edward Robert
1926 Ellis ,  William Dan.
2815  Harvy, Farley ...
243 Ferguson, David ...
1274 Fisher, Jessie ...
2542 Flanagan, Anthony
.
2645
2646
2657
2655
2706
2612
Fletcher, Price ...
Ditto ' ...
Ditto
Ditto ... ...
Foskell,  Thomas ...
Gavin,  Thomas ...
Agricultural. First ClassPastoral.
Second Class
Pastoral. Year.
[No. 106.
Beat Balance due
A. a. P. l A. B. P. ' A. B.  P. I  I £ t. d. £ t. d.
Conditional ... ... .. 85 1 20 7th 2 3 0
Homestead ... i ... 160 0 0 ... 3rd 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... ... 104 0 0 4th 212 4
ditto ... ... ... 40 0 0 3rd 1 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
Homestead ... ... 125 2 0 ... 4th 3 3 0
Conditional ... ... ... 300 0 0 2nd 3 2 6
ditto ... ... ... 1,059 0 0 3rd 26 9 6
Homestead  ... ...  46 3 8  ...  3rd 1 3 6
ditto ... 20 0 0 .. 76 0 0 3rd 1 17 11
ditto ... ... 64 0 0 ... 6th 1 4 0
ditto ... ... 19 1 16 ... 3rd 0 10 0
Conditional ... ... 154 1 0 5th 3 17 6
Homestead, 1872 ... 80 0 0 ... 2nd 0 12 6
Conditional ... ... ... 80 0 0 2nd 0 6 8
ditto ... 7 0 0 ... 73 0 0 4th 2 7 0
ditto .. ... .. 98 0 0 3rd 2 9 0
Homestead, 1872 ... 93 0 0 ... 5th 2 6 6
Conditional ... 20 0 0 ... 60 0 0 10th 3 0 0
Homestead ... 4 0 0 16 0 0 .. 5th 0 11 0
Conditional ... ... ... 5,760 0 0 2nd 72 0 0
ditto ... ... 147 0 0 ... 10th 7 7 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 65 0 0 ... 6th 0 5 2
Conditional ... 40 0 0 ... 110 0 0 3rd  2 17 6 6 16 0
$0 14 4
Homestead ... ... 1 160 0 0 3rd 4 0 0
Conditional ... ... 80 0 0 1,177 0 0 3rd 33 8 6
ditto ... 320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
ditto ... ... , 178 0 0 3rd 4 9 0
Homestead ... ... 30 0 0 I ... 2nd 0 15 0
Conditional ... .. 81 0 0, 400 0 0 Ord 14 1 0 9 16 0
1
24156 I Gibson, Angus ... ditto 14 0 0  1 2,02!6 0 0 3rd 51 7 0
QUEENSLAND
O1PCt1111Ptt Pattt
`3 9 0
OF SATURDAY , 23RD  JUNE, 1877.
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BRISBANE DISTRICT-continued.
Register
No.
][,saes.
2105 Gold, Henry ...
1424 Green, Roert ..
2684 Hammond, Edward
1557 Hamilton, D. Douglas ...
22o7 Holzapfel ,  Herman, aenr....
1230 Hornig, C. G. ...
2021 Irving , James ... ...
2525 James ,  Ewan ... ...
413 Jones ,  Thomas Isaac ...
2142 Kirchner, Heinrich ...
2124 Lander, Edmund ... ...
766 Ditto ... ... ...
162 Ditto ... ... ...
192 Ditto ...
2161 Lowe, Arthur William ...
1652 Lowry, Robert ...
2798 Lucas, Thomas ... ...
2282 Massay, James ...
1630 McCaughay, Hugh .. ...
1990 McClure, James ...
431 McLean, Archibald ...
2255  McNeave, John ... ...
1877 Mersen, Christian ... ...
2594  Moffatt, Frank ... ...
1042  Morison, Daniel ... ...
.1929 Ditto ...
1449 Nightingale, Alfred ...
1434 Ditto ...
1352 Northridge,  Ellen ... .
2397 O'Reilly, Florence Honoria
2380 Pascoe ,  James  Bray ...
2506 Paull, John ... ... ...
2207 Pellatt, Theophilus... ...
1450 Prothero, David ... ...
1698 Purton, Henry ... ...
2039 Raff, George ... ...
2877 Rannon, Wm. ... ...
2317 Reese, John ... ...
2729 Robinson, Thomas ... ...
2768 Roe, Nathaniel ... ...
2258 Ryan, James ... ...
2231 Sampson ,  Errick ...
2409 Ditto ... ...
2493 Skerman,  W. G. ...
2780 Spark ,  Robert ...
2704 Stain, Hugh ...
2134 Summers, J. O.
2666 Swadkins, Wm.
2859 Symes, Mary L. ...
2132 Tait ,  Samuel ...
1071  Taylor ,  Thomas ...
463 Ditto ...9,202 Tinney, Alfred ...
2490 Tracey, Hervey ...
2600 Tucker, John ...
2794 Wallace, William ...
2658 Warburton, John ...
2381 Warner, William .
2837 Webber,  Thomas E.
2489 Webster, John ...
1651 Wilson, Charles ...2352  Ditto ...
2215 Winn, Richard ...
2880 Langdon, Geo. ...
2883 Raaen ,  Haagen ...
Nature of selection. AeriaultursL
1 A. B. P.
Conditional . 10 0 0
Homestead
Conditional ... 40 0 0*
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
100 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
44 3 0
10 0 0
12 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
Conditional ... 20 0 0
ditto ... 100 0 0
ditto ...
ditto ... 40 0 0
Homestead , 1872 9 0 0
Conditional ... ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
Pint Clan
Pastoral
A. B. P.
142 0 0
6eoond Clan.
Pastoral Year.
)  d.A L P .
90 0 0 4th 3 0 0
6th 0 2 11
... 3rd 3 0 0
1,180 0 0 6th 37 0 0
30 1 0 4th 3 15 6
40 0 0 8th 4 0 0
... 5th 3 7 6
67 0 0 3rd 2 10 0
68 0 0 9th 2 12 0
120 0 0 1 4th 3 0 0161-0 0 4th 4 0 6
... 37 0 25 9th 3 19 0
80 0 0 10th 2 0 0
90 0 0 .. 10th 4 10 0
1,994 0 0 4th 49 17 0
25 0 0 ... 6th 016 0
160 0 0' 2nd 2 6 8120-0 0 4th 3 0 0
116 0 0 .. 6th 1 9 0
... 120 0 0 5th 410 0
... 200 0 0 9th 1210 0
320 0 0 4th 8 0 0
80 0 0
37 0 0 5th 3 18 6
... 3rd 0 19 7
164 0 38 8th 4 2 6
88 3 7 5th
42 2 0 7th 1 1 6
0 18 0 0 7th 419 0
Balance due
£  S. d
0 5 0
*0 1 3
4 14 10
$1 3 8
2 6 9
$0 4 11
90 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ... 400 0
ditto ... 10 0 0
ditto ...
Homestead ,  1872 ...
ditto
Conditional ... 60 0 0
Homestead, 1872 ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto 40 0 0
Homestead , 1872 ...
Homestead , 1875 ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ...
ditto 10 0 0
Homestead , 1872 5 0 0
Conditional, 1872 400 0 0
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Conditional ...
880 0 0 4th 22 0 0
295 0 0 7th 10 7 6
1,730 0 0 4th 11 2 1
10 0 0 651 0 0 3rd 16 15 6
211 0 0  4th 5 5 6 1 9 2
10 0 0 7th 3 5 0
90 0 0 6th 3 0 0
200 0 0 5th 5 0 0
80 0 0 ...  2nd 0 6 8
157 0  0 .. 4th 3 18 6
...
4 0 0 0 2nd 5 0 1020 0  0 ...  2nd 0 8 4
20 0 0 143 2 0 4th 412 0
... 120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
120 0 0 4th 3 0 0
10 0 0 1 291 2 0 3rd 5 4 0 7 16 0
32 0 0 1 2nd 1 4 0
300 0 0 2nd 7 10 0
18 0 0 4th 3 9 0
+1 6 0
17 0 0  ... 3rd 0 8 6
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
... 101 2 0 4th 2 11 0
64 2 0 8th 112 6
30...0 0 160 0 0 9th 6 5 0
127 0 0 ... 4th 3 7 3
...
2000 0
15 2 6
111 0 0
4th
2nd
Bent.
*5 0 0
48 8 6 45 18 9
1 6 8
5 0 0
0 8 0
0 18 6
12 10 0
8 16 6
10 0 0
3 15 0
2 0 0
0 8 4
$12 0 0
600 0 0 3rd
144 0 0 65 0 0 6th
400 0 0 4th
150 0 0 ... 4th320...0 0 2nd
200 0 0 2nd
BEENLEIGH DISTRICT.
270
300
674772
Atchells, John ... ...  Conditional, 1868 ...
Barr, James  F. ... ... i ditto ... ,
Barr, E. J. ... ... ditto ... 20 0 0
Batten ,  Charles  ... ...  ditto i 90 0 0 84 0 0
Bauer , !' red. ... ... ditto
. ..
.. , ..,
3rd 20 0 0 30 0 0
1,937 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 2nd
... 3rd
80 0 0
100 0 0
60 0 0
168 0 0
8th 2 0 0
8th 2 10 0
5th 3 0 0
4th 6 14 0
0th 4 1 6
3 5 0
0 0 4
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BEENLEIGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Be9ister
No.
446 Berg, F. ...
702 Betz, Peter ...
883 Brehmer , Wilhelm ...
882 Bugenhagen , Friedrich
508 Burns , Robert ...
943 Castleilliam ...
823 Edwardb, Charles ...
824 Ditto ...
745 Fowler, Frederick ...
243 Ditto . ...
701 Gooding, William ...
577 Hall, Stephen ...
757 Ditto ... ...
721 Hall, William ...
760 Henderson, William
619 Hodson. John ...
654 Ditto ... ...
78 Hodson, James
724 Howard, John W. Corn
519 Jackson, Peter ...
776 Jensen, Jens Peter ...
879 Johnson, John ...
664 Jordan, H. .. , ...
464 Jordan, Henry
939 Ditto ..
876 Klatt, Friedrich
884 Kropp, John ...
681 Loder, J. R.... ...
942 Lord, Wm. ...
933 Opperman ,  And re as
811 Payne, Robert ...
732 Poole, Frederick Geo.
855 Skiffins , Robert ...
106 Skiflens, Robert ...
128 Skiflens ,  Robert ...
936 Ski$'ens, Robert ...
764 Smith, Howitt ...
680 Williams, J....
256 Winterford, Wm. ...
2108 ( Abell, Thos. ...
4111  Andrisen ,  Tue ...
3406  Benson,  J. L. ...
3442 Ditto ... ...
3319 Bjerke, Theodor ...
3844 Brisbane ,  James ...
3708 Cox, Alexander ...
3484 Curtis, Edward ...
4284  Ditto ...
4254 Dale, Patrick ...
2338 Devin , P. ... ...
4197 Dwyer,  James ...
8865 Faulkner ,  Stephen ...
1217 Forbes, Geo. Ed. ...
3496 Frost ,  Edward .,,
1870 Gall, Isabella ...
3867 Grace ,  Wi lliam ...
486 Hallam ,  Peter, junr.
4050 Hallett, Wm.
2250  Harris , J., junr. ...
2251 Harris, A. ...
1992 Hargreave, Robt.
2018 Ditto ... ...
1130 Ditto ... ...
4120  Hodges, S. .. ..
3419 Keirnan ,  M.... ...
4356 Kenway , G....
290 Larkin, Cat.... ...
4141 Ludlow, T. G.
3258 Mason,  .K.
3672 Moore,  J. D. ...
3671 Moore, J. ...
4057 Muir, D.
471 Noonan, P. ... ...
1299 Noonan, It.
Nature of selection. ABrionlturaL First clanPastoraL Second ClawPastoral
A. B.  P - A.  B.  P .  A. B. P.
Homestead  ... 20 0 0 30 0 0
Conditional ... 40 0 0 78 0 0
Homestead ... ... 32 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 6 0 0 ...
Conditional ... ... ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 ... 80 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... 720 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0
Homestead ... 14 0 0 50 0 0
Conditional ... ... 10 0 0 110 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... 160 0 0
ditto ... 213 0 0 ...
ditto ... ... ... 195 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 328 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0 25 3 0
ditto ... ... ... 284  0  0
ditto ... ... 30 0 0 240 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 200 0 0
ditto ... 20 0 0 180 0 0
ditto ... ... 100 0 0 2,000 0 0
ditto ... ... 80 0 0 177 2 0
ditto ... ... .. 100 0 0
Homestead  ... 40 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional ... 10 0 0 80 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 160 0 0 ...
ditto ... .. 150 0 0 ...
Homestead  ... 40 0 0 ... .
ditto ... ... 108 0 0
Conditional  ... ... 20 0 0 119 0 0
ditto ... 80 0 0 ...
ditto ... 80 0 0 ... .
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
ditto ... 400 0 ... 40 0 0
ditto • ... 7 0 0 77 0 0
Homestead  ... 10 0 0 75 0 0
Conditional ... 80 0 0
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
40 0 0 30 0 0
80 0 0
Homestead , , . ..
40 0 0
80 0 0
100 0 0
Conditional ... , ...
ditto ... 40 0 0 ...
ditto ...
ditto ... ... 80 0 0
ditto
Homestead  10 0 0 24 0 0
Homestead , 1875 ... 640 0 0
ditto ... 400 0 0
Conditional  ... 40 0 0 140 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 120 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 140 0 0
Homestead, 1875  .. 400 0 0
Conditional  ... 40 0 0 290 0 0
Homestead , 1875 80 0 0
Homestead  ... 21 0 0 97 2 20
ditto ... 22 0 0 100 0 0
Conditional ... 30 0 0
ditto ... 40 0 0
ditto ... 10 0 0 124 0 0
ditto ... 50 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 120 0 0
Conditional  ... 100 0 0
ditto ... 120 0 0 280 0 0
Homestead  ... ... 30 0 0
Conditional .. 120 0 0
Homestead , 1872 120 0 0 513 0 0
ditto 120 0 0 520 0 0
Homestead , 1875 75 0 0 325 0 0
Conditional ...
ditto ... I ...
108 0 0
Year.
140 0 0 7th
2nd94 0 0 3rd
32 2 0 3rd
4th
200 0 0 3rd
.. 3rd
150 0 0 3rd
20 0 0 2nd
160 0 0 2nd
... 6th
... 2nd
3rd
463 0 0 8th
... 3rd
... 7th
... 3rd
... 9th
... 2nd
... 6th
... 6th
130 0 0 7th
150 0 0 7th
... 8th
... 2nd
... 3rd
... 2nd
... 10th
... 2nd
4th
3rd
I
3rd
2nd
120 0 0 t 10th
100 0 0 6th
Bent. Balance dus.
B a. d. I $ a.
1 10 0
4 19 0
0 14 8
2 10 0
0 0 9
0 1 8
3 10 0
2 10 0
24 0 0
5 0 0
1 15 6
3 5 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
15 19 6
4 17 6
8 4 0
4 6 0
7 2 0 13 9 8
7 10 0
5 0 0
6 0 0
51 0 0
7 14 7
0 12 6
310 0 0 510
2 10 5
3 16 9
0 12 6
0 15 0
2 14 0
3 19 6 1 13 6
4 0 0
6 0 0
2 0 0
1 13 4
2 0 0 0 9 6
14 2 1
8 14 0
8 0 0
2 15 0
4 7 0
4 16 0
2 10 0
5 0 0
3 0 0
3 15 0
2 5 0
2 6 8
4 10 0
18 0 015 0 0
21 11 6
3 0 0
3 17 6
15 0 0
17 10 0
3 0 0
0 13 4
0 11 1
4 15 0
6 15 0
6 19 0
3 8 9
3 0 0
1 13 4
23 0 0
0 12 6
6 0 0
27 15 4
28 10 0
17 6 3
3 0 0
2 10 0
4 11 9
1 3 0
4 6 11
1 1 9
2 10 0
0 12 6
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IPSWICH  DISTRICT --continued.
$egleter
No. Lessee.
180 Noonan, R. ... ...2781 Ditto ... ...
4302 North, T.
3285 Porter, D.
485 Quinn, E.
2480 Ditto ... ...
2520 Ditto
2460 Red, T. ... ...
1612 Ditto ...
3964 Ryan, P.
3242 Scherrer, D.... ...
4038 Scherrer, F..,, ,,.
2485 Shea, J. ,,.
4142 Stokes, E. ...
3733 Taylor, James
496 Venall, T. ...
4126 Watkins, A. T.
3373 Williamson, J. ...
486 Abbott, Jno. ...
688 Ambrose, William Patrick
328  Cook, Wm., junr. ...
738  Ditto ... ...
689  Cappage, George ...
397  Gracey, John ...
680  Horton, Thos. Price
304  Houston , James ...
454  Ditto ... ... ...
68  Ivory, James ...
69  Ditto .,, ... ...
70  Ditto ... ... ...
71  Ditto ... ...
72  Ditto ... ,.. ...
73  Ditto ... ... ...
537  Jurgs, Henry ... ...
583  Kennedy, Daniel ... ...
584  Ditto ... ... ...
594  Lee, James .. ...
377  Loveday, Thomas Edwin ...
660  Murphy  James ...
735  O'Brien, Michael ... ...
710  Ovens, George ... ...
96  Peacock, Emily .. ...
341  Petersen ,  Hans Marcus ...
606  Pohlmann, Hinrich ...
507  Smith, Alfred Haleolm
1482 Cowhey, Nano ... ...
783 Cronin, James ...
1693 Dwyer, Richard ... ...
1866 Hagarth, Wm. ...
1375 Hayden, Patrick ... ...
911 Herbert, John ... ...
1947 Hinz, John ... ...
1892 Hunt, Chas. ... ...
72B Meldon, Martin ... ...
1616 Morgan, Sydney ... ...
990 Munro, Archibald ... ...
1993 Pearson, J. A. ... ...
1883 Rawlings , Wm. ...
642 Robertson, John ... ...
602 Robinson, Louis ... ...
1847 Russell, J. H.
61 Russell, John Henry ...
45 Ditto ... ... ...
Nature of  Selection. Agricultural. First (lassPastoral.
I
Second Class
Pastoral. Year. Rent  Balance due.
A. B. P.  A. B. P.
Conditional ...  30 0 0 50 0 0
ditto
ditto
40 0 0 10 0 0
Homestead, 1872 120 0 0 200 0 0
Conditional ... 50 0 0 30 0 0
ditto .. 20 0 0
Homestead, 1872 40 0 0 80 0 0
Conditional ...  20 0 0 60 0 0
ditto 288 0 13
Homestead, 1875 640 0 0
Homestead ...  30 0 0 90 0 0
ditto ...  80 0 0
Conditional ...  10 0
ditto ...
0 20 0 0
Homestead, 1872 1200 0 200 0 0
Conditional ... 15 0 0
Homestead ... 60 0 0
Conditional ... ...
HELIDON DISTRICT.
Conditional .
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Pre-emptive
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
...
320 0 0
... 99 3  0
... 91 0 0
,.. 400 0 0
25 0 0
... 140 0 0
200 0 0 400 0 0
250 0 0 300 0 0
240 0 0 560 0 0
150 0 0 200 . 0 0
130 0 0 200 0 0
120 0 0 200 0 0
25 0 0 ...
20 0 0 ...
50 0 0  ...
... 79 0 0
.,,
... 640 0 0
,.,
...  117 0  0
60 0 0
30 0 0 50 0 0
20 0 0 64 0 0
30 0 0 208 0 0
TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT.
Homestead, 1872 104 0
Conditional
Homestead, 1872 640 0
Homestead ... 160 0
Conditional ... 100 0
ditto 47 0 01 47 0
Homestead 100 0
ditto 12 0 0 115 0
Conditional 143 2 0 ...
Homestead 509 0
Conditional
ditto ...
Homestead ... ... 40 0
Conditional ... .,, 252 0
ditto 62 0
Homestead, 1875 70 0 0 570 0
Conditional  340 0 0 940 0
ditto ...  150 0 0 245 0
£ s. d. £ s. d.
10th 4 15 0
70 0 0 5th  550
225 0 0 2nd 2 6 11
...
263 0 0
4th  16 10 0
9 h  11 '  6t 4
60 0 0 6th  3 0 0
... 6th  2 12 6
... 6th  4 10 0
... 8th 14 6 0
... 3rd  24 0 0 2 0 0
... 4th 3 7 6 010 0
2nd 3 0 0
73 0 0 6th  3 11 6
84 0 0 2nd 1 15 0
... 3rd 16 10 0
... 10th 4 19 1
... 2nd 1 7 6
503 0 0 3rd 12 11 6
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
... 3rd 12 0 0
... 6th 5 0 0
... 2nd 2 6 6
3rd 15 0 0
167 0 0 5th 5 8 5
800 0 0 3rd 20 0 0
577 0 0 6th 21 8 6
104 0 0 5th 2 12 0
275 1 33 9th 41 18 0
198 0 0 9th 80 7 6
1,350 0 0 9th  79 15 0
882 0 0 9th 43 6 0
926 0 0 9th 42 18 0
904 0 0 9th 41 12 0
259 0 0 4th 9 5 0 212 1
60 1 0 3rd 3  6 0 115 11
118 0 0 3rd  614 6 4 8 5
3rd 3 19 0 2 5 9
590 0 0 6th  12 10  0
... 3rd 24 0 0
4,200 0 0 2nd 70 0 0
... 2nd 5 17 0
270 0 0 9th 9 6 0
... 6th 1 7 8
... 3rd 414 0 4 1 0
... 4th 12 13 0
3rd 3 18 0 1 16 13
$0 9 3
100 0 0 6th 2 10 0
,.. 3rd  24 0 0 6 0 0
2nd 4 0 0
3rd  5 0 0 5 8 4
$0 14 7
14 2 0 5th  2 7 0
2nd 1 5 0
... 2nd  0 11 0
... lath  10 16 0
... 3rd  19 1 9
Improv ements  75 4 9
80 0 0 5th  2 0 0
420 0 0 2nd 0 9 3
... 2nd  0 18 4
... 7th  12 12 0
... 7th  3 2 0
... 2nd  26 12 6 0 4 6
... 10th 72 0 0
245 0 10th  29 12 6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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TOOWOOMBA DISTRICT-  continued.
Lessee.
60 Russell. John Henry
1105 Ryan,  James ,.,
1713 Say, George... ...
1996 StewarGeorge ...
25 Thorn,  ,teorge, junr.
1880 Torqueldsen ,  Niels...
1860 Williams, John ...
1992 Utschink, F.... ` ...
397 Martin , Joel Archibald
171 Scott, James ...
172 Ditto ... ...
1309
1388
1306
1588
1263
820
1022
1584
1585
1598
Barrett,  Thomas ...
Ditto ...
Brosnan, Maurice ...
Byron, Pat
Chavel, C. H. E.
Clunes ,  William ..,
Collins, Wm. ...
Cowen, James ...
Ditto ...
Crane, Martin ..
970 Davenport, Geo. Henry
583 Dfakard, Henry ...
1168 Dwyer, William ...
1363 Ferguson ,  Walter ,.,
1553 Ferguson, John ...
1320 Frawley, Michael , ..
1634
1577
1635
1647
1530
1189
1145
890
1152
1009
117
118
1561
1238
694
Gillespie , John ...
Gleeson ,  Thomas ...
C=leadale, Thomas ...
Hansen, Peter
Hobart, William
Malcolm,
Milkins,  James ...
Morrison, John ...
Ditto
Morey, Alfred ...
Murray, Catherine
Ditto ...
McGncken , Peter ...
Nunan, Francis ...
Schneider , John ...
1085 Ditto ... ...
1094 Ditto
1262 Wilton, Henry O'Brien
821 Young, Sam. ...
Nature  of  selection.
Conditional
.. ditto
...  ditto
,., ditto
... ditto
Homestead
Conditional
... Homestead
i
Agricultural.
A. It.
60 0
P.
0
220 0
21 0
DALBY DISTRICT.
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
640 0
240 0
400 0
WARWICK DISTRICT.
Homestead ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ,..
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Homestead, 1875
Homestead, 1872
... Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
... Homestead
... Homestead, 1872
... Homestead ...
... Conditional ...
...
ditto
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
ditto
ditto
Homestead, 1872
ditto
Conditional
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
319 0
320 0
612 0
50 0
640 0
...
298 0
640 0
640 0
182 0
160 0
First Class
Pastoral.
A.  B.
290 0
50 0
80 0
450 0
640 0
...
...
... 50 0
... 103 0
...
...
640 0
25 0 0 295 0
... ...
640 0
...
MARYBOROUGH DISTRICT.
973 Andersen, Gustav.... ... Homestead
633 Bauet , Christoph ... ditto
472 Boden, John ... ... I Conditional
744 Bruce, A. K. .., ditto ...
866 Clifford, Edward ... ... ditto ...
974 Corney,  Charles Clements ... Homestead, 1868
658 Cornwell, Th9mat ... ... Conditional ...
810 Denzler, J. 1. ... ... Homestead .,.
657 Green, William ... ... Conditional ...
925 Hansen, 0. T. ... ... ditto ...
717 Hart, Robert ... ... ditto ...
952 Howard, George ... .. ditto ...
970 Ditto ,.. .., ditto ...
971 Ditto ... .., ditto ...
9 0
66 2
37 0 0I ...
Second Cl I Year . I Bent  Ballnoe  due,rastoraL
P.  A. B. P.
02 '
a • d.
0  290 0 0 10th 6 $
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
267 0 0 3rd 6 11 8
800 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
2nd 0 15 2
100 0 0 2nd 2 10 0
0 2nd 0 0 11
0 3rd 24 0 O f
0 8th 12 0  0
0 8th 20 0 0
0 ... 3rd 11 2 3
0 ... 3rd 12 0 0
0 ... 3rd 21 7 3
0 ... 2nd 018 9
0 3rd 24 0 0
620 0 0 5th 15 15 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
80 0 0 2nd 1 16 8
80 0 0 2nd 1 13 4
320 0 0 2nd 5 6 8
1,256 0 0 5th 31 8 0
640 0 0 6th 16 0 0
0  ... 3rd 11 3 6
0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
0 ... 3rd 24 0 0
0 3rd 6 16 6 4 8 8... $012 0
0 2nd 2 6 8
0 2nd 1 2 11
80 0 0 2nd 1 0 0
0 ... 2nd 010 0
0 ... 3rd 16 17 6
0 3rd 24 0 0
160 0 0 3rd  4 0 0 2 18 4
:0 13 7
100 0 0 5th  2 10 0
0 ... 3rd  1 5 0
0 4th  2 11 6
640 0 0 10th 16 .0 0
640 0 0 10th 16 0 0
640 0 0 3rd  16 0 0
0 3rd  24 0 0
0 ... 6th 12 18 9
160 0 0 4th 4 0 0
80 0 0 4th 2 0 0
0 150 0 0 8rd 24 0 0
... 5th 3 15 0
0 ... 3rd 0 4 60 .. 6th 0 9 6
90 0 0 7th 2 5 0
447 0 0 5th 13 19 0
0 ... 3rd 12 10 0
0 ... 3rd 2 10 0
120 0 0 6th 3 0 0
0
-
4th 1 0 01250 0 6th 3 2 6
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
28 0 0 5th 412 0
640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
200 0 0 3rd 5 0 0
320 0 0 3rd 8 0 0
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MARYBOROUGH  DISTRICT- continued.
Regidw
Na Lewes. Natnre of  Selection . Agrloultnral .
First clan
PaatoraL
Second  Clan
Pastoral. Year . Bit. BaLncs dna
A* 20 P. A.  L P. A.  2. P. $ F d.  $
.
972 Howard,  George ...
951 Howard, William ...
857 Jensen,  Soren Peter
878 Johnsen , J. C. ... ...
858 Lund , Carl ... ... ...
480 McDonald Albert ... ...
630 Neil,  George ..
757 Petersen , Jorgen Christian
848 Ditto
870 Petersen, Knud
229 Reid ,  Samuel
553 Richmond, Mary
982 Rodgers, Thomas
665 Smith ,  Hercules
1008 Stellmack, Franz
599 1 Wales,  Alfred ..
747 Walsh, William Henry
809 Wattisbahl, Auton...
923 Wegner, Carl Friedrich
859 Winchester, John ...
792 Wool, John Loven ...
868 Ditto ... ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto
Homestead, 1868
Conditional ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
BUNDABERG DISTRICT.
301
518
240
257
566
146
271
506
250
392
494
216
557
500
473
514
Andersen,  Louis ... ...
A nnable ,  Samuel ...
Christensen, Mads Peter ...
Christensen, Jens ... ...
Clough, William ... ...
Cooper ,  Thomas ...
Franklin ,  William Henry ...
Gorlick, George ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
Gundersen ,  Neils ... ...
Hort, John ... ... ...
Jennings ,  James ... ...
Joice, Joseph ...
Mahoney, Daniel
McCullock, James
Mitchell, John ...
267 Moore, William George
563 Ditto
544 Neill, Irael Edmund
287 Nixon, George William
360 O'Leary, John ...
140 Riedy,  Thomas ...
226 Schmidt ,  Nis Lansen
289 Rowe, Samuel ...
330 Ditto ...
491 Steinagger , Jacob ...
569 Stevensohn ,  Alex. ...
488 Weir, R. M. ...
546 Woods , Daniel
938 Wynter ,  Henry Philip
657
563
119
793
736
56
436
669
393
478
470
73
549
386
Andrew,  James,  junr. ...
BeU, John . ...
Blakesley ,  Henry ,  junr. ...
Commercial Bank ... ...
Ditto ... ... ...
er ThomasCoo ,pCopson, John ... ......
Gallagher, Thomas ...
Hamilton, William...
Hambleton,  Thomas
Hurt, William ...
Johnston ,  Samuel ...
Lovell,  Selina ...
Matthewson, Peter...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Homestead ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead
Homestead, 1872
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Homestead, 1872
Conditional
Homestead
ditto
Conditional
Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto ...
ditto ...
8 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
60 0 0 39 3 0
... 60 0 0
... 105 0 0
... 57 0 0
75 0 0
30 0 0
15 0 0
10 0 0
92 5 0
45 0 0
160 1 0
100 0 0
40 0 0
160 0 0
40 0 0 80 0 0
120 0 0 520 0 0
30 0 0 90 0 0
so 0 0 ...
20
..0 0
100 0 0
40 0 0
60 0 0
40 0 0
429 0 0
70 0 0
150 0 0
10 0 0
100 0 0 400 0 0
10 0 0 310 0 0
... 120 0 0
29 3 0 100 0 0
20 0 0 300 0 0
20 0 0
60 0 0 35 1 38
60 0 0 24 3 0
80 0 0
... 87 3 0
200 0 ...
25 0 0 100 0 0
GYMPIE DISTRICT.
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emption ...
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ..,
ditto ...
Conditional ...
ditto
ditto ...
20 0 0 38 0 0
54 0 0 189 0 0
...
320 0 o ...
18 0 0
40 0 0 360 0
20 0 0 56 0 0
800 0
20
.0 0
40 0 0
150 0 0
...
82 0 0 3rd
520 0 0 3rd
3rd
3rd
3rd
7th
6th
126 3 0 5th
267 0 0 4th
3rd
120 0 0 9th
7th
100 0 0 2nd
625 0 0 5th
2nd
67 0 0 6th
144 2 4 5th
4th
100 0 0 3rd
.. 3rd
135 2 0 4th
35 0 0 3rd
8
0 3
13 0 0
2 5 0
3 5 0 015 0
1 b 6
2" 2
0 6
3 3 6
12 6 0
2 17 6
3 0 0
3 13 9 -
2 10 0
16 15 0
1 0 10
2 8 6
3 12 0
1 0 0
914 0 7 1 8
4 0 0
3 8 0
4 5 0
+1 15 3
3 18 9
5th 3 10 0
... 3rd 2810 0 813 4
... 6th 1 13 9
6th 2 4 0
100 0 0 2nd 0 16 8
97 1 28 7th 2 8 8
183 0 0 5th 6 1 6
3rd 23 11 9
40 0 0 6th 4 0 0
91 3 0 4th 616 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
... 6th 1 1 8
2nd 2 16 3
230 0 0 3rd 0 18 4 .
32 0 0 3rd 1 4 0 1 6 6
$0 6 10
3rd 22  10 0 4 17 6
5th 12 7 6
2nd 1 17 6
360 0 0 2nd 3 4 6
... 5th 3 12 6
4th 12 15 0
145 0 0 7th 5 2 6 9 0 0
6th 1 10 7
5th 2 17 6
20 0 0 5th 6 10 0
3rd 2 4 0 6 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
60 0 0 3rd 3 0 0
1,280 0 0 2nd 21 6 8
505 0 0 5th 19 10 0
300 0 01 3rd 7 10 0
3rd 1 14 0
74 0 0I 8th 15 7 0
400 0 0 2nd 210 0
400 0 0 2nd 5 0 0
9th 24 0 0
1050 0 5th 319 6
... 3rd 4 16 0
... 5th -3 3 0
... 4th 1 0 0
4th 3 15 0
160 0 0 9th 10 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
76 0 0 5th
j
3 8 0
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GYMPIE  DISTRICT -continued.
ieletee
554 O'Brien, Thomas ...
326 Patrick, Henry ..
581  Richardson, Robert A.
636 ... ...
99 Ryan, John ... ...
500 Skyring, Daniel ...
564 Ditto ...
528 Thomas , Tom ...
675 Watts, Charles ...
Nature  of selection .  AarloulturaL
Homestead
Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
... ditto
... Homestead
... ,  Conditional
... ditto
... ditto
ROCKHAMPTON DISTRICT.
1327 Adams,  James,  and Graham,
Arthur ...
869 Conachan, William...
1434 Flower, Field ...
1298 Geddes, Andrew ...
495 Gillespie, Eliza ...
247 Gordon, J. ...
502 Gordon, John ...
1057 Harper, Joseph George
340 Hatton, John ...
368 Ditto ... ...
808 Ditto ... ...
859 Lynch, John ...
992 Martin ,  Daniel James
1005 Ditto
1017 Maskel, Cos. Alfred
661 Part,  A. R.... ... ...
1012 Potts,  George ... ...
1013 Ditto ... ... ...
71 Rea, William ... ...
625 Reeve, E. W. ... ...
1006  Robertson , John ... ...
801 Scott,  David ... ...
GLADSTONE DISTRICT.
193 Blackman , Alfred .. ...
256 Christensen , John Andrew
181 Drinan ,  Patrick
273 Ditto ...
261 Ditto
229 Miller, Robert
286 Munro , David E.
190 Pershouse, John
113 Turich, T. ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ...
'Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Homestead ,  1868 ...
Homestead ... ...
Conditional ... ...
ditto ... ...
ditto ... ...
Homestead ... ...
Homestead , 1868 ...
Homestead ...
Conditional
ditto
80 0 0 157 0 0 4th
115 0 0 2nd
336 0 0 2nd
198 0 0 4th
... 1,280 0 0 2nd
300 0 0 3rd
8 0 0 ... 6th
... 640 0 0 8th
... 143 0 0 6th
320 0 0 3rd
200 0 0 200 0 0 8th
66 0 0 134 0 0 7th
220 0 0 4th
160 0 0 .. 4th
40 0 0 510 0 0 3rd
804 0 0 3rd
80'  0 0 ... 3rd
45 0 0  ...  5th
...  325 0  0 3rd
325 0 0 3rd
365 0 0 10th
80 0 0 5th160-0 0 ... 3rd
160 0 0
400 0
4th
Rent .  Balance due.
£ a. d. L a. d.
3 5 0I
4 18 6
4 0 0
3 18 6
3 19 0
0 12 6
4 15 0
7 18 6
2 17 6
7 15 0
9 18 0
7 10 0
0 4 0
16 0 0
3 11 6
8 0 0
15 0 0
6 13 0
5 10 0
8 0 0
14 15 0
20 2 0
2 0 0
1 2 6
8 2 6
716 3 2 0 0
9 2 6
2 0 0
4 0 0 2 6 8
4 0 0
640 0 0 4th 16 0 0
80 0 0 3rd 2 0 0
0
640 0 0 4th
3rd
640 0 0 3rd
120 0 0 3rd
80 0 0 2nd
4th
508 0 0 6th
ditto ...
ditto ... 38 0 0 22 2 0
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
... ditto
TOWNSVILLE DISTRICT.
125
158
213
161
164
149
195
196
Edgar, William ... ... Homestead
Ditto .. ... ... Conditional
Hackett, S. G. .. ditto
Macleod, James Alexander ditto
John
Ditto ditto
Petersen, Fredk . Ferdinand ditto
...
...
...
Tobin,  Michael  ... ... ditto ...
Ditto ... ... ... ditto ...
100 0 0
BURKE DISTRICT.
80 0 0
640 0 0
1,000 0 0
1,280 0 0
400 0 0
230 0 0
190 0 0
16 0 0
20 0 0
16 0 0
3 0 0
2 0 0
4 0 0
12 14 0
+0 11 8
1 0 0
0 5 0
5th 2 10 0
3rd 2 0 0
2nd 5 6 8
3rd 26 0 0
3rd
2nd
32 0 0
7 18 6 2 5 10
+0 11 6
2nd
2nd
19 Henry, Ernest ... IConditional 640 0 0 6thDitto ditto 640 0 0 4th
Plrst Clare second Clue Tear.Pastoral .  Pastoral.
P .  A. B .  P. A. B. P.
60 0 0 40 0 0 ... 3rd
196 0 15 5th
80...0 0 ... 3rd
40 0 0 .. 370 0 3rd
30 0 0 34 0 0 ... 8th
25 0 0 ... 4th
40 0 0 35 0 0 3rd
... ...
4 6 3
3 0 0
16 0 0
;16 0 0
Leona
97  Angel, Augustus A.
137  An stus  Marrenel Aug , gu ...
133  Bamford, Wm.
144  Carrol, John
103  Eill, Edward ... ...
152  Gandry , C. W. ...
166  Herrscher,  Geo. ... ...
140  Johnson,  B. F. ...
74  Lynch, William ...
119  Ditto ... ...
164  O'Sullivan ,  F. ... ...
72
7
Springer , William ... ...
3 Todd, Andrew ... ...
128 William, C. E. ... ...
40 Paterson,  William Hunter...
32 Smith, John... ...
63 Tagg ,  Thomas Francis ...
41 Talbot, Edward ... ...
26 Talbot, Philip
33 Ditto
61 Ditto ...
73 Ditto ...
6 Talbot, P.
17 Reetz,  Hermann Otto
9 Smith, W. ...
33 Kemp ,  James ...
28 McDonald, Albert ...
22 Moller, Carl
26 Wedge, Chas.
176 Bradley, C. G. ...
169 Ditto ... ... ...
170 Ditto ... ... ...
196 Ditto ... ,..
193 Delhnuty, J. B.
310 Galloghy, Christopher Fred.
296 Gordon, F. P. ...
290 Harsant, Jno.
275 B.elsey,  Joseph Francis
301 Lalubton, A. If.  ...
302 Ditto ... ...
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CLERMONT DISTRICT.
NaSna of Selection.
Homestead
Homestead, 1868
ditto
Homestead ...
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto
ditto
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
Conditional ...
Homestead ...
ditto
AgriouitnrsL
A.  B. P.
80 0 0
First Ciao
Paaiorsl.
eeooea Claw
Paatorsi. Year.
 . B. P.  I  A. B. P. 1
50 0 0 ... 5th
50 0 0 ... 3rd40 0 0 ... 3rd
79 0 0 ... 3rd
160 0 0 ... 5th
80 0 0 ... 2nd
40 0 0 ... 2nd
200 0 0 ... 3rd
80 0 0 ... 6th
... 3rd
40 0 0 ... 2nd
160 0 0 ... 6th
101 0 0 ... 6th
118 0 0 ... 3rd
ST. LAWRENCE DISTRICT.
Balance du%
L a. d.
Homestead  ...  24 0 0 94 0 0  ...  4th 0 8 11 3 5 0
10 2 3
Homestead ,  1872  ... !  169 0 0  ...  4th 4 4 6 0 12 9
ditto ...
*.. 640 0 0 ... 3rd 16 0 0 5 6 8ditto ... 30 0 0 89 4th 1 13 6
Conditional ... 20 0 0 .. 97 0 0 5th 3 18 0
Homestead ... 40 0 0 80 0 0  ...  4th 3 10 0
Conditional ... ... ... 640 0 0 3rd 16 0 0
ditto ... ... ... 640 0 0 2nd 4 0 0
ditto ... ... 140 0 0 500 0 0 9th  19 10 0
CONDAMINE DISTRICT.
Homestead ... 157 0 0
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Conditional ... I
TENNINGERING DISTRICT.
69 0 0
12 0 0
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
ditto ...
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
20 0 0
1,000 0 0
5th 5 18 9 0 9 7
4th
Bean
1 5t.  d.0
1 5 0
1 0 01
41 03 13 ,4
1 0 0
5 0 0
9 1 0
4 0 0
0 3 4
8 0 0
1 1 0
15 2 6
32 11 6
... 2nd 1 10 3
54 0 0 ... 3rd 116 9
43 3 0
23 2 0
BOWEN DISTRICT.
3rd 1 2 6
3rd 1 7 0
12 0 0 ... 80 2 0 6th 2 18 6
15 0 0 ... 105 0 0 6th  3 15 0
18 0 0 ... 89 2 0 6th 312 0
83 0 0 6th 2  16
150 0 0 100 0 0 390 0 0 6th 26 0 a 0
...
200 0 0 2nd 3 15 0
2,200 0 0 3rd 55 0 0 )
1,280 0 0 3rd 32 0 0
130 0 0 4th 3 5 0yW 0 0 3rd 18 0 0
330 0 0 3rd 8 5 0
0 10 4
0 2 7
0 0 3
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BOWEN  DISTRICT- continued.
319 Lambton, Alfred Henry ...
320 Ditto ... ... ...
26 Reid ,  Eliza  .,. ... ...
185 Towns ... ... ...
186 Ditto ... ... ...
187 Ditto ... ... ...
174 Walker, R.... ... ...
251 Welsh, John ... ...
267 Ditto .. ... ...
268 West, William ... ...
Selection .  Aarienitnrv.Nature  at
L. S. P.
1Krst claw
Pastoral
A.  IL  a1 Ls. P..
MACKAY DISTRICT.
382 Amhurst, F. Tyrsen ...
4109 Ditto ... ...
417 Derlon, Valentine ... ...
375 Dupuy, Celesten ... ...
410 Ditto ... ... ...
426 Flood ,  Michael ... ...
427 Ditto . .. ...
444 Hagan,  Hans Amunaden ...447 Hewitt, Alfred ...
231 Kean , R. ... .., ...
232 Ditto ... ... ...
386 Martin , Robert ... ...
223 Murphy, J. S. ... ...
215 Webster, Charles ...
... 3rd 16 0 0
... 2nd 24 0 0
... 2nd 24 0 0
... 3rd 12 0 0
COOKTOWN DISTRICT.
17 I Jones, Jeremiah ...
Conditional ... ... ... 240 0 0 2nd
ditto ... ... ... 180 0 0 2nd
ditto ... 49 0 0 .. 10th
ditto ... ... 200 0 0 898 0 0 6th
ditto ... ... 250 0 0 780 0 0 6th
ditto ... ... 300 0 0 337 0 0 6th
ditto ... 40 0 0 30 0 0
ditto
ditto
120 0 0
Rent .  Balanos 4U&
£ . 0
E i. d.5
2 5 0
3 13 6
32 0 0
32 0 0
23 0 0 0 2 0$0 0 6
6 2 0
18 17 0
5 0 0
16 0 0ditto ... ... ...
Conditional ...
Pre-emptive ...
Conditional ...
ditto ...
ditto
ditto
ditto
!Homestead
Conditional
ditto
ditto
ditto
Homestead
Conditional
Conditional ... I ... 1 640 0 0 1 3rd I 16 0  011
STANTHORPE DISTRICT.
15 Afeck ,  George ... ...
24 Cook ,  Robert ... ...
21 Dines ,  Richard ...
6 Hetherington ,  Richard A....
7 Hetherington ,  C. S. ...
27 Lalor, Pat ... ... ...
13 Smith , Thos. Whyte ...
Conditional
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
Homestead ...
ditto ...
ditto
Homestead, 1872
320 0 0
640 0 0
6910 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
320 0 0
631 0 0
Year.
3rd 12 0 0
... 2nd 10 0 0
... 3rd 23 3 5
ST. GEORGE DISTRICT.
34 I Tebb,  Samuel  ... ...  I Homestead  ... I ... 1 160 0 0
39 McCabe ,  Patrick  ... ...  Conditional
40 Ditto ... ... .. ditto
SPRINGSURE DISTRICT.
•.. 80 0 0
80 0 0
GOONDIWINDI DISTRICT.
32
31
30
Balsillie,  Andr. ...
Brown, P. J. ...
Carter, Wm. S. ...
Homestead, 1872
ditto ...
ditto ...
120 0 0 4th 9 0 0
500 0 0 600 0 0 2770 0 5th 74 8 6
160 0 0  2nd 3 13 4
20 0 0 40 0 0 33 0 0  5th 4 6 6 210 4
0 12 7
20 0 0 30 0 0 31 0 0 4th 3 15 0
Second  also
Pastoral
64.0 0 6th
514 0 0 5th
200 0 0 4th
640 0 0 4th
83 1 0 4th 2 2 0 0 3 9
225 0 0 4th 5 12 6
... 40 0 0  292 0 0  4th 810 0
... 4,108 0 0 2nd 77 0 6
300 0 0 200 0 0 7th 20 0 0
280 0 0 200 0 0 7th 19 0 0
250 0 0 150 0 0 5th 16 5 0
... 160 0 0 ... 7th 4 0 0 4 0 0
$1 0 0
43 3 0  ... 90 0 0 7th 5 11 11
690 0 0... 640 0 0
... 690 0 0
CARDWELL DISTRICT.
174 Allingham, C. ... ... Conditional
181 Cassady, P.... ... ditto
71 Ditto .. ... ...  ditto
55 Donnelly, N. ... ... ditto
75 Ditto ... ... ... ditto
89 Ditto  ... ... ...  ditto
147 Dowlin , J. *. ... ... ditto
159 Haig, l .. ... ... ditto
172 Millar, . B. ... ... ditto
17 I Hayes, Edmund ...
74 Jesse, Henry ...
69 Townsborough, Thomas
44 0 0
127 0 0
60 0 0
80 0 0
.80 0 0
100 0
100 0
300 0
160 0
200 0
CAIRNS DISTRICT.
... I Conditional ... 1 160 0 0 I ..,
"THE IMMIGRATION ACT OF 1869."
IPSWICH DISTRICT.
... ( Immigration  Act ... 19 3 0
ditto ... I I  2 0 0
I2nd1 3001
2nd 3 0 0 I
2nd 3 0 0
3rd
3rd
3rd
8 0 0
8 0 0
8 0 0
640 0 0 2nd 9 6 8
640 0  0 2nd 5 6 8
0 325 0 0 7th 13 2 6
0 ... 7th 8 6 0
0 300 0 0 7th 32 0 6
640 0 0 7th 16 0 0
0 140 0 0 5th 9 0 0
0 1,000 0 0 3rd 611 0
560 0 0  2nd 13 6 8
1 3rd 1 12 0  01  6 0 0
I5thl 10 0
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SUGAR AND COFFEE SELECTIONS, BROUGHT UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
" THE CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1868."
o=
Name.
County.
44 John Walker... ... ... Carlisle
Where situated.
Parish.
Amount of
yearly rent
Area.  payable under
Act 31
Viet.,  No. 48.
A. B. P. £4 d.
Greenmount  ...  946 0 0 6 1'T 0
LEASES UNDER TIM SIXTY-SEVENTH CLAUSE OF "THE CROWN LANDS ALIENA-
TION ACT OF 1868."
Register
No. Lessee. Reserve. Portion. Area.
A. B. P.
BRISBANE  LAND AGENT' S DISTRICT.
Rent,
s. d.
66 Walsh, William ... ... Radcliffe... ... . + 95 f 53 0 0 1 19 9
67 ; Ditto ... ...
IPSWIC
I
...  ...  ditto
H LAND AGENT'S DIS
.
I  931 55
TRICT.
0
I01  2 3 3
47 1 Johnson, James ...
WARWIC
... ... I Ipswich .
K LAND AGENT'S DI
.. 1 1411 80
STRICT.
0 01  3 0 0
77 Harris, George- King's Creek 74 106 1 0 8 0 6
83 Harris, John ditto 97 73 1 0 5 11 0
84 Ditto ditto 98 78 0 0 5 17 0
85 Ditto ditto 107 63 0 0 4 14 6
By Authority :  JAr.tss  C. BsAL, Government Printer, William street,  Brisbane.
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir AR THUR  EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. F. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
W
HEREAS by  " The Fire Brigades Act of
1876,"  it is among other things enacted
that the said Act shall  be in  force in  such towns in
the Colony  of Queensland as the  Governor in
Council shall from  time to time declare  by Procla-
mation  :  And whereas it is deemed expedient and
necessary to declare  the said Act in force within
the Municipality of Toowoomba, in the colony
aforesaid  : Now therefore,  I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, the  Administrator  aforesaid ,  by virtue
of the power  and authority vested in me by the
hereinbefore recited Act, and of  all other powers
enabling me  in that behalf, by and with the advice
of the Executive Council of the colony  aforesaid,
do, by this my Proclamation, order and declare that
the hereinbefore recited Act, intituled  " The Fire
Brigades Act of  1876," shall henceforth  be in force
in the said Municipality of Toowoomba.
Given under my Hand  and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane , this twenty-eighth day of
June, in the year of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
forty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency  Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished  Order of St.
Michael and St.  George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the  Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator .  tor of the Government of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the authority  in me vested, and in
accordance  with the provisions  of the sixty-first
section  of  " The Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1868," I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  ]KENNEDY, the
Administrator aforesaid , with the advice of the
Executive Council, do hereby notify  and proclaim
that the  leases  of the following  selections of land,
under the said Act, are declared  forfeited.
Raglff r
No. ofApplica-tion.
Name of Lessee.  Area .
T*nd
D Mrlot.
A. R. P.
666 Henry Jordan ... 1,000 0 0 Beenleigh
708 Ditto ... 2,377 0 0 ditto
4104 Heinrich Mundt ... 94 0 0 Ipswich
376 Henry  Ensor... ... 1,0000 Dalby
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty -second day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in
the forty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command, By Command,
WM. MILES. JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN I GOD SAVE THE QD`ESN I
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN NEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land included  in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall  be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-
DAY, the 25th day of July, 1877, at the Mary-
borough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said land  is open  to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per
acre,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 640 acres.
No. of
selec- Late Lessee. Area.
Lion.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.S.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections shall be open to Selection, under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and afterWEDNESDAY,
the 25th day of July, 1877, at the several Land
Offices named.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be five
shillings per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
the area of the original selection.
Land Agent's
District.
No. of
selee- Late Lessee. Area.
tion.
Land Agent a
District.
A. R. P.
920 W. C. Rogers ... 640 0 0 Maryborough
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty-second day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
forty- first year  of Her  Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
rL.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after THURS-
DAY, the 26th day of July, 1877, at the Dalby
Land Office.
And I,further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said land is open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be twenty shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 1,000
acres.
No. of
Selee -  Late Lessee. Area
tion.
A. P.. P.376 Henry Ensor ... 1,000 0 0 Dalby
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
forty-first year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
A.  I.  P
*2100 P. M. Keane ... • 4440  0 B risbane
666 H . Jordan ... 1000 0  0 Beenleigh
108 Ditto ... 2377 0 0 ditto
• 212,  value of imp ro vements.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
forty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GoD SAVE  THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY , Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael  and St . George,
[L.s.] Companion  of the  Most  HoLour-
A. E. KENNFDY, able Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator.  ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony  of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the authority  in me  vested, I,
Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Adminis-
trator aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive
Council, do hereby notify and proclaim that the
following  selection  of land, applied for and held
under  " The Immigration Act of  1869," is hereby
declared forfeited.
Regis-
ter
No. of  Name  of Lessee .  Area .  Land Agent's
Appli-  District.
caciou.
A. u. P.
25 J. Batten ... 40 0 0 Ipswich
Land Agent's
Listrict.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -second day of
June, in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
forty-first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the  Bath,  Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do,
by this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portions of land hereunder described  shall  be
open to Selection, under the provisions of the said
Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the 25th day of
July, 1877,  at the several  Land Offices named.
And I further notify and proclaim that  the upset
price at  which the  said lands are open to selection
by Conditional  Purchase  shall be  five shillings per
acre.
0 0 o
a
P
o
c.,
ar c
7r
Late
Lessee.
Land
Area .  Agent's
District.
A.  R.  P.
190 & Warner 1,289 D .  O'Neil 167 2 0 Brisbane.
191
47, 48, 2  Ditta ...  2,409 P. M.  Keane  92 0 12 ditto
49,&58 S
507 Walloon 25 J. Batten  ...  40 0 0 Ipswich.
634 Ditto 4104 H. Mundt  ...  94 0 0 ditto
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-second day of
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
forty-first year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
[L.s.] of St. Michael and St. George,
A. E. KENNEDY, Companion of the Most Honour-
Administrator. able Order of the Bath, Ad-
ministrator  of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lard included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection, under the provisions
of the said  Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
twenty-fourth day of July, 1877, at the Mary-
borough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said land is open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre, and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
No. of
belec- Late Lessee. Area .  Land Agent's
tiou. I  I  District.
828
A. R. P.
W. Howard ...  320 0 0  Maryborough
Given  under  my Hand  and Seal , at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy- seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order - of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the  Most  Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colon yy
of Queensland  and its  Depend-
encies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  KENNEDY,  the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation,'notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 24th day of July,
1877, at the Maryborough Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that  the upset
price at which the said portion  of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase  shall be ten
shillings per acre.
Cola
6:0.
za
oa2
Parish. C; Late  Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
7
A.  R.  P.
Childers 717 R.  Hart ... ... s0 0 0 Marv-
borough.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteenth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE Q' E r N l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation. Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator  aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that
the portion of land hereunder described  shall con-
tinue to form part of the Homestead Area within
which it is situated, and shall be open  to Selection,
subject to the provisions of the said Act, on and
after W ED2NESDAY, the eleventh day of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the  said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be thirty  shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional Purchase  shall not exceed  80 acres.
HomesteadC Pariah. District . Area . Late Lessee. Area.0 om i
z
z
A. R. F.
210, Allora 960 Warwick Portions 210 J. Callaghan 80 0 0
& I and 211
211
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hunared and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L s.] panion of the Most Honourable
E. A. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included  in the undermentioned forfeited
selections shall continue  to form part of the Home-
stead Areas within which  they  are situated, and
shall be open to Selection, subject to the provisions
of the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
eighteenth day of July, 1877, at the Ipswich Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the  said lands  are open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase shall be ten
shillings  per acre, and that the area which may be
selected by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed
the area of the original selection.
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, Knight Commander of
the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY, ourable Order of the Bath, Ad-
Administrator. ministrator of the Government
of the Colony of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
1N, pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall continue  to form part of the Home-
stead Area within which they are situated,  and shall
be open to Selection, subject to the provisions of
the said Act, on and after WEDNESDAY, the
eleventh day of July, 1877, at the Bundaberg Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase, shall be ten shillings per
acre , and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 300 acres.
sa
. C
No. of
Selection. istric tD
HomesteadArea Late  Lessee. Area.
off
z
District .  Homestead Area Late Lessee. Ares.
A.  X.  P
3919 Ipswich .. Grantham H. M. England 320 0 0 A.4060 .„  ... „ J.  Fleming .. 640 0 0 355 Bundaberg Tartitha ... C. Goffel 300
4061 „ ... „ L. Harrison  ... 610 0 0
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House,  Brisbane , this fourteenth day of'June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth  year  of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
LL.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The CrownLands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection  shall be open to Selection, under the provi-
sions  of the said Act, on and after WEDNES-DAY, the eleventh day of July, 1877, atthe
Toowoomba Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to  selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 80 acres.
Given under my Hand and  Seal, at  Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By I [is Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions cf  " The Crown
I.and. e Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the 21th day of July,
1877, at the several Land Offices named.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset .
price at which the said  lands are  open to  selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five  shillings per
acre.
I
00 P i ° A Land Agent'sa
Land Agent's
ar sh.
c
L
tim
Late Lessee. rea . District.
Late Lessee. Area. District. ao
W
6 St. Mary 107 .1. Mo ffett ... 49 0 0 Mary-A. R. P. , borough.
1970 J. Mahoney ... ... 80 0 0 I Toowoomba Bassett 328 M. McCluskey 77 0 0 Mackay.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy - seven ,  and in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty 's Feign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this fourteentli day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1
1681
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisior a of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands  included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection, under the
provisions of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877, at the Warwick Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which  the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be ten  shillings per
acre,  and that the  area which  may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
No. of
Selec-
tion.
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
294 G. Hoffman
A. B. P.
320 0 0 Warwick
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the
Most Distinguished  Order of
St. Michael and St .  George,
[L.s.] Companion  of the Most Hon-
A. E. KENNEDY,  ourable Order of the Bath,
Administrator .  Administrator  of the  Govern-
ment of the  Colony of Queens-
land and its Dependencies.
N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," 1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive  Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selections shall be open to Selection ,  under the
-provisions of the said  Act, on  and after  TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877,  at the respective Land
Offices..
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be five shillings per
acre ,  and that the area which may be selected by
Conditional Purchase shall not exceed the area of
the original selection.
No. of
Selec -  Late Lessee. Area.
tion.
A B. P.
Land Agent's
District.
395 F .  J. Brooks ... ... 1,095 0 0 Beenleigh85 A. C. B.  Praed ... 400 0 0 Gladstone
131 Ditto ... ... ... 300 0 (1 ditto
152 P .  Drinan  ... ... ... 640 0 0 ditto
159 F .  A. Blackman ... ... 454 0 0 ditto
197 R. Miller ... ... ... 32') 0 0 ditto
211 James Bell... ... ... 701 0 0 ditto
212 William Bell ... ... 600 0 0 ditto
Given under  my Hand and Seal, at  G overnment
House ,  Brisbane , this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION. .
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation At of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act, on
and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July, 1877,
at the respective Land Offices.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open
to selection  by Conditional Purchase  shall be five
shillings per acre.
CI00 0,
Parish c 8
xa X
144 Redland
301 Albert ...
2270
694
Late Lessee. Area Land AgentDistrict.
A.B.P.
H. Holzapfel  ... 150 0 0  Brisbane
J. G. Schneider  100 0 0 ;  Beenleigh
given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St . George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Batb, Administra-
Administrator. for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited selec-
tion shall be open to Selection ,  under the provisions
of the said Act, on and after TUESDAY, the
seventeenth day of July, 1877, at the Mackay Land
Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be seven shillings
and sixpence per acre ,  and that the area which may
be selected by Conditional Purchase sha ll  not
exced 1,223 acres.
00
z
m
Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
A. B. P. 1
413 A.  R. Macdonald ... ... 1,223 0 0 1Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in  the year  of our Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and  seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth  year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
1682
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George,  Com-panion f the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath ,  Administra-
Administrator . tor  of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDA i , the seventeenth day of
July, 1877 ,  at the Mackay Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portion of land is open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
Parish.
o
a
°
Late Lessee. Area.
Land
Agent's
District.
39 Bassett
A. R. P.
265 G.  R. Abosolon 180 0 0 Mackay
Given under my Hand and Seal ,  at Government
House ,  Brisbane ,  this twenty -fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven ,  and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Exce llency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator .  trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N ppursuance of the provisions of "  The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY ,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lands included in the undermentioned forfeited
selection shall be open to Selection ,  under the pro-
visions of the said Act, on and after W EDNESDAY,
the eleventh day of  July, 1877,  at the Bundaberg
Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be ten shillings per acre,
and that the area which may be selected by Con.
ditional Purchase shall not exceed eighty acres.
a
Cu Late Lessee. Area. Land Agent's
Dist rict.
A. R. P.
264 J .  C. Thompson  ... ... 650 0 0  Bundaberg
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this sixth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished  Order.
of St. Michael and St .  George,
[L.s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order of the Bath ,  Admin-
Administrator .  istrator of the Government of
the Colony of Queensland and
its Dependencies.
I N  pursuance of the provisions  of " The CrownLands Alienation  Act of  1876," 1, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with  the  advice of the E, ecutive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection ,  under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY ,  the tenth day of  July,
1877, at the Brisbane Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase sha ll  be seven
shillings and sixpence per acre.
,.a
o
0
z At
494
and
495
Parish.
..a00
d Late Lessee. Area.00
m
I A.  R' T.
Enoggera  1755 Matthew Hull ... 50 1 28
Land
Agent's
District.
Brisbane
Value of improvements to be lodged at time of Application, £3410s
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KEN-
NEDY, K night Commander of the
Most Distinguished Order of
St. Michael and St .  George,
[L.a.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY,  able Order of the  Bath, Ad-
Administrator .  ministrator  of the  Government
of the Colony  of Queensland
and its Dependencies.
N pursuance  of the  provisions of  " The Crown
I Lands  Alienation  Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with  the advice of the Executive Council, do, by tliis
my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim that the
portions of land hereunder described shall be
open  to Selection,  under the provisions of the said
Act, on and  after TUESDAY,  the seventeenth day
of July, 1877,  at the respective Land Offices.
And I further notify  and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said portions of land are open
to selection by Conditional Purchase shall be fifteen
shillings per acre.
00
u Parish.
zo
s St. George
34 Bassett
e
- C
zy
Late Lessee Area. Land Agent'sDistrict.
a.R.P
1 J. P. Adams 45 0 0 St. George.
255 StephenMaynard` W 0 0 Mackay.
Applicant  to lodge £10, value of improvements ,  at Lima of
application.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY'
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of
the Colony of Queenslr. d and
its Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the provisions of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation Act  of 18761" I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
portion of land hereunder described shall be open
to Selection, under the provisions of the said Act,
on and after TUESDAY, the tenth day of July,
1877, at the Warwick Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price  at which the said portion of land is open to
selection  by Conditional Purchase, shall be ton
shillings per acre.
No. of Land
Parish. Selec- Late Lessee .  Area .  Agent's
Lion.  District.
A. s. P.
Wildash 266 P. Hoffman 200 0 0 Warwick
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven , and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE  THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD
KENNEDY, Knight Commander
of the Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George,
[L s.] Companion of the Most Honour-
A. E. KENNEDY, able Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N pursuance of the power  in me  vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the Gin Gin Homestead Area,
in the Bundaberg Land Agent's District, open to
selection under the provisions of "  The Crown Lands
Alienation  Act  of 1868 " and  "The Homestead
Areas Act of  1872 " at the time of the repeal of
those Acts, shall be open to Selection under
the provisions contained in the first-mentioned
Act relating to Homestead Areas, at the Bunda-
berg Land Office, on and after TUESDAY,
the tenth day of July, 1877. And I do further
notify and proclaim, that the upset price at which
the said lands are open to selection by Conditional
Purchase shall be 10s. per acre, and that the area
which may be selected by Conditional Purchase
shall not exceed 640 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy- seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN l
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and bt. George, Com-
panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator. .trator of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the power  in me  - vested, and
in accordance  with the provisions of  " The
Crown Lands Aliemction Act of  1876," I, Sir
ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator
aforesaid, with the advise of the Executive Council,
do hereby notify and proclaim that the unalienated
and unselected  lands within the Coochin Coochin
Homestead Area, in the Ipswich Land Agent's
District, open to  selection  under the provisions
of  "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868 "
and  " The Homestead Areas Act of  1872 " at
the time of the repeal of those Acts, shall be
open to Selection under the provisions con-
tained in the first-mentioned Act relating to Home-
stead Areas, on and after TUESDAY, the tenth
day of July, 1877, at the Ipswich 1 and Office.
And I do further notify and proclaim that the
upset price at which the said lands are open to
selection by Conditional Purchase shall be 91 5s.
per acre , and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. tor of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I N pursuance of the powers  in me vested, and in
accordance with the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby
notify and proclaim that the unalienated and un-
selected lands within the Heathland Run Home-
stead Area, in the Leichhardt District, open to
selection under the provisions of  " The Crown
Lands Alienation Act of  1868 " and  "The Bome-
stead Areas Act of  1872 " at the time of the
repeal of those Acts, shall be open to Selec-
tion under the provisions contained in the first-
mentioned Act relating to Homestead Areas, at
the Rockhampton Land Office, on and after
TUESDAY, the tenth of  July,  1877. And I do
further notify and proclaim that the upset price
at which the said lands are open to selection by
Conditional Purchase shall be  seven  shillings and
sixpence per acre, and that the  area  which may be
selected by conditional purchase shall not exceed
1,280 acres.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this twenty-fifth day of
May, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty' s reign.
.by Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
1681
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  K ENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael  and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Adminis-
Administrator .  trator  of the Government of the
Colony  of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
I
N  pursuance of section six of  "The Crown
Lands Alienation  Act of  187(,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD  K ENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive  Council, do, by this
my Proclamation , notify  and proclaim  that the
lands hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for Show  Grounds.
RESERVE  FOR SHOW  GROUNDS  FOR  USE OF THE
MULGRAVE PASTORAL ,  AGRICULTURAL, AND
HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.
County of Cook ,  parish of Bundaberg ,  allotments
Nos. 2 and 3,  section No. 47.
7 acres 3 rood 44 perches.
Commencing on the right bank of Saltwater
Creek ,  at the north corner of allotment 1; and
bounded thence on the south-west  by that  allotment,bearing north 156 degrees east thirteen chains forty-
five lins ,  and passing through a post five links from
said creek  ;  on the south -east by a road one chain
wide, bearing 65 degrees seven chains and seventy-
five links ; on the north-east by the Maryborough
road ,  bearing north 325 degrees east five chains and
eight links  ;  on the north -west by a line bearing 245
degrees two chains  ;  on the north -west by a  linebearing north 335 degrees east seven chains and
thirty  links to Saltwater Creek ,  and passing through
a post seven links from said creek  ;  and again on the
north -west  by that  creek upwards  to the point of
commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Govern-
ment House ,  Brisbane ,  this  twenty-second day
of June ,  in the year of our  Lord  one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
forty -first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com
[L.s] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY,  Order of the  Bath, Administrator
Administrator . of the  Government  of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
T N pursuance of section six of  "  The Crown Lands
1 Alienation  Act of  1876,"  I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY,  the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive  Council, do, by
this my  Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that the
lauds hereunder described have been temporarily
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
RESERV E  FOR GOVERNMENT HOUSE ,  TOWN OF
ToowooMBA.
County  of Aubigny, parish of Drayton.,  sec. 55.
9 acres 1 rood 151 perches.
Commencing on the south side of Margaret street
at the  north- west corner  of the  section , and bounded
thence on the north by that street bearing east
seven chains and sixty -three links ; on the north-
east by a line bearing 169 degrees 2 minutes eleven
chains to Scott street ; on the south by that street
bearing west nine chains and  seventy-two links to
Curzon street  ;  and on the west by that street
bearing north ten chains and eighty links to the
point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR ROAD METAL ,  ON THE ROAD FROM
LOGAN VILLAGE TO BEENLEIGH.
Parish of Moff at, county  of Ward.
19 acres 32 perches.
Commencing at a point bearing  about  66 degrees
10 minutes and distant about one thousand two
hundred and seventy -five links from the north-east
corner of portion 261, and bounded thence on the
north-west  by the  southern side of the road from
Logan Village to Beenleigh bearing 35 degrees
seven hundred and seventy -five links ; thence bear-
ing 60 degrees five hundred and thirty -four links ;
thence bearing 85 degrees one thousand five hun-
dred and two links ; on the east by a line bearing
south one thousand and twenty -seven links ; and
on the south by a line bearing west two thousand
four hundred links to the point of commencement,-
being part of the Timber Reserve proclaimed in the
Government Gazette  of January 29th, 1876, folio
177.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
June ,  in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy -seven ,  and in the
forty- first year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN I
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD  KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.s.] panion  of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depend-
encies.
IN pursuance  of section six of  "  The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council; do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and  proclaim  that the
lands hereunder described have been permanently
reserved for the purposes named with respect to
each.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County  of Stanley, parish .of  Caboolture.
10 acres.
Commencing on a road one chain wide at a point
bearing 75 degrees and distant one hundred and
one links from the south -east corner of portion 78,
and bounded thence on the south -west by that road
bearing 351 degrees twelve chains and eighty links ;
on the north -west by a line bearing 26 degrees one
chain and seventeen links  ;  on the north -east by a
lino bearing 103 degrees 15 minutes fourteen chains
and thirty -eight links to another road one chain
wide ; and on the south -east by that road bearing
228 degrees fifteen chains  ;  thence 255 degrees one
chain and forty links to the point of commencement.
RESERVE FOR A SCHOOL.
County of  Churchill ,  parish  of Taylor.
2 acres.
Commencing on the Toowoomba road at a point
bearing 252 degrees eight chains and fifty links
from the south -east corner of portion 181, and
bounded thence on the south-east by that road
bearing 252 degrees five chains; on the south-west
by a line bearing 342 degrees four chains ; on the
north -west by a line bearing 72 degrees five chains ;
and on the north -east by a line bearing 162 degrees
four chains to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this twenty -seventh day of
June, in the year of our  Lord one thousand
eight  hundred and  seventy -seven ,  and in the
forty- first  year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
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PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Conl-
[L.s.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administra-
Administrator. for of the Government of the
Colony of Queensland and its
Dependencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions  of " The Crown
Land' Alienation Act of  1876," I, Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation, notify and proclaim that the
land hereunder described shall be reserved for
Township purposes, as an extension of the Surat
Town Reserve, and shall be open to Selection,
under the provisions of the said Act, on and after
WEDNESDAY, the eighteenth day of July,
1877, at the Surat Land Office.
And I further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said lands are open to selection
by Conditional Purchase shall be twenty shillings
per acre, and that the area which may be selected
by Conditional Purchase shall not exceed six
hundred and forty acres.
PORTION A.
County of Elgin, parish of Surat.
About 7,800 acres.
Commencing at the south corner of selection
No. 5, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
line bearing two hundred and twenty-five degrees
to the north boundary of portion 29, parish of
Talavera ; on the south by that portion and por-
tion 28 wester l to the west corner of 28 ; on the
west by a line bearing Borth about two hundred
and twenty chains ; on the north by a line bearing
east to the south-west boundary of the Police
Paddock ; thence by that boundary and by the
south-west and south-east boundaries of the Roads
Office Paddock south-easterly and north-easterly to
the south-west boundary of Surat Town Reserve ;
and thence by that boundary bearing one hundred
and thirty-five degrees to the point of commence-
ment.
PORTION B.
County of Elgin, parish of Surat.
About 4,600 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of Griman's Creek
at a point opposite the west corner of portion T No 7,
parish of I\oorindoo, and bounded thence on the
north-west by a line bearing south-west to the
north-east boundary of Surat Town Reserve; on
the south-west by that boundary bearing south-cast
to the east corner of Surat Town 1; eserve ; on the
south-east by a line bearing north-east to Griman's
Creek ; and on the north-east by that creek down-
wards to the point of commencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane, this thirtieth day of May,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-seven, and in the
fortieth year of Her Majesty's reign.
By Command
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
PROCLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY,
Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George, Com-
[L.a.] panion of the Most Honourable
A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator
Administrator. of the Government of the Colony
of Queensland and its Depen-
dencies.
j N pursuance of the provisions of  " ° The Crown
l Lands Alienation Act of  1876,"  1,  Sir ARTHUR
EDWARD KENNEDY, the Administrator aforesaid,
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by
this my Proclamation ,  notify and proclaim that-the
lands hereunder described ,  having been set apart as
a Homestead Area under the provisions of the said
Act, shall be open to  Selection  at the  Toowoomba
Land Oilice , on and after  TUESDAY,  the tenth
day of  July,  1877.
And I  further notify and proclaim that the upset
price at which the said hinds are open to selection
by Conditional  Purchase  shall be £1 lies. per acre,
and that the  area  which may be selected by Condi-
tional Purchase shall not exceed 320 acres.
LANDS  RESUMED FROM YANDILLA  RLTN, Too-
WOOMBA LAND AGENT ' S DISTRICT.
County of Derby, parish of Yandilla.
About 3,700 acres.
Commencing on the left bank of the north branch
of the Condamine River at the north-east corner of
selection 971, Toowoomba ,  and bounded thence on
the north -west by selections Nos. 971 and 1198,
'Toowoomba  ;  on the south -west by portions 49 and
50, parish of Yandilla  ;  on the south-east by the
road forming the north -west boundaries of portions
56 and 57 ; and on the north -east by the north
branch aforesaid downwards to the point of com-
mencement.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government
House, Brisbane ,  this seventh day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred  and seventy -seven, and in
the fortieth year of Her Majesty 's reign.
By Command,
JOHN DOUGLAS.
GOD SAVE THE  QUEEN!
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  29th June, 1877.
"CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF
1876."
PROPOSED GRANTS BY THE CROWN OF
ESCHEATED LANDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, in pursuance of the
64th section of  " The C,-own Lands Alien-
ation Act  of 1876," that one-seventh undivided
share of the portions of land hereinafter described,
the property of Hannah Louise Schmidt, deceased,
has been escheated to the Crown, in consequence
of Justine Fetting being an alien, she being one of
the persons who should be entitled to succeed to
one undivided seventh share of the said Hannah
Louise Schmidt's real estate ; and that it is the
intention of His Excellency the Governor, with the
advice of the Executive Council, at the expiration
of two months from the date of this notice, to direct
grants of the said undivided seventh share of the
said lands to be issued to Wilhelmine Caroline
Westphal], Maria Louisa Mewing, Caroline Wil-
helmine Fredericka Humburg, Louise Wilhelmine
Justine Franz, Fredericka Schmidt, and Christian
Frederick achmidt, the remaining devisees named
in the will of the said Hannah Louise Schmidt.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Portion. Parish. County. Area.
96 Boyd Ward
A.
77
R.
0
P.
0
97 60 0 0
56 Warner Stanley 18 0 0
55 13 3 0
132 Toombul 33 0 0
Subdivision 14 of suburban portion 191, town of
Brisbane, parish of North Brisbane, county of
Stanley, containing fourteen and a-half perches.
Part of allotment 1 of portion 6, parish of Toom-
bul, county of Stanley, containing five  acres and
sixteen perches.
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PROCLAMATION.
By ,His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD K ENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion of the Most Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of Queens-
Administrator. land and its Dependencies.
HERE  AS notices were  published  in the  Government  Gazette  of the 24th day of February andNA, day of April, A.D. 1877, respectively, relative to the opening of the new Road hereunder
described, through Portion No. 114, parish of Forbes, county of Churchill, through  land in  the occupa-
tion of the  person  in the said notice specified : And whereas I, the Administrator of the Govern-
ment  aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased to approve of the opening of
the said Road : Now, therefore, 1, Sir ARTHUR  ED WARD KENNEDY, the Administrator of the Government
aforesaid , do, by and with the advice cf the Executive Council, notify and proclaim that the said Road
has been marked and opened by the proper officers, and that the same is now open for public use.
77-2431.
BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 114 ,  PARISH OF FORBES,  COUNTY OF CHURCHILL,
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
a a
ra
How Held.
From the  road re -  2519 Homestead,
served through por-Ipswich under Act
tion 1144 par'sh of 'Register of 1872
Forbes ,  south-
westerly to its
south boundary
How held.
chs.lks .  A. R.  P.
244° 40' 28 82 2 chains 6 0 0
Remarks.
Given under my Hand and Sea], at Government House, Brisbane, this twelfth day of June,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and  in the fortieth
year of Her Majesty' s reign.
By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
PRO JLAMATION.
By His Excellency Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, Knight Commander of the Most DistingniAhed
Order of St. Michael  and St.  George, Companion of the Most  Honourable
[L.s.] A. E. KENNEDY, Order of the Bath, Administrator of the Government of the Colony of
Administrator .  Queensland and its Dependencies.
W
It E R EAS Notices were published in the  Government Gazette  of the 18th day of November, 1876
1 r and 13th day of January, A.D. 1877, respectively,  relative  to the opening of the  new l oad here-
under described, through Portions 10A, parish of Bunya, and 98, parish of' Warner, county of Stanley,
through  lands  in the occupation of the several  persons in  the said notice specified : And whereas 1, the
Administrator of the Government aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, have been pleased
to approve of the opening of the said Road : Now, therefore, I, Sir ARTHUR EDWARD KENNEDY, the
Administrator of the Government  aforesaid , do, by and with the advice of the Executive Council, notify
and proclaim  that the said Road has been marked and opened by the proper officers,  and that the same
is now  open for public use.
77-2717.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS  1OA, PARISH  OF BUNYA, AND 98, PARISH OF
WARNER ,  COUNTY OF  STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road. No. ofPortion.
1 Commencing in the I 10A
south-east boundary of
portion 10A,  and riun-
ning no rt h westerly to
thH junction of  Sandy
Creek with the South
Pine River
2 A piece of land off the
south -west corner of
subdivision 1 of por-
tion 98
Under deed
of grant
eontnining
a general
reservation
for roads
Reputed
Owner.
Edward
Collins
Reputed
Owner . Occupier.
J oseph  Chg. Copp
Baynes
Breadth
Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area.
goad.
ditto  ...  Sam]. Coe
'
Saml. Coe
Bea rings. Lengths. Breadthof
Road.
cl,s. lks . '
335° 14 81 1 chain,
and
irregular
315° 1 4 0 Irregular
27s° 2 0
Area. Remarks.
A.
1
R. P.
2 20 Cultivated
land, un-
fenced,
along east
boundary
of portion
10A.
0 1 29 Unfenced,
along west
and north
boundaries
of portion
98.
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Brisbane, this twenty-eighth day of June, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy -seven, and in the forty-first
year of jer Majesty' s reign. By Command,
GEORGE THORN.
Goa SAVE THR QUERN l
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Department of Public Lands,
Survey Pranch,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1b77.
EXAMINATION FOR LICENSED SURVEYORS
UNDER  " THE CRON71Y LANDS 4LIEN.t-
TION ACT OF  1868,"
IT is hereby notified that an Examination ofCandidates des r ng o qu lify themselves as
Licensed Surveyors s ill be commenced at the Public
Lands Office, George street, on MONDAY, 30th
July, 187 7.
1. Each candidate, before entering upon his exam-
ination for  a license as a Surveyor, is required to
produce to the Surveyor-General a certificate from
a Staff' or Licensed Surveyor, as to his term of
service and general experience in field duties, and
his competency to undertake surveys on his own
responsibility. The term of service must in all
cases extend  over a period of not  less  than two 3ears.
2. Candidates who hold licenses as qualified Sur-
veyors under the Governments of the Australian
Colonies and New Zealand, and who can produce
certificates from the Surveyor-General of the colony
in which they have been respectively employed,
that the work entrusted to them has been performed
in a satisfactory  manner , are relieved from the
necessity of serving the two years, as required by
the preceding  clause.
3. Candidates will be required to give at least ten
days' notice of their intention to present themselves,
enclosing with same a  fee of £5, together with any
testimonials  of professional qualifications they may
have previously obtained, which will be returned
after the examination is completed. Each candidate
is also required to roduce his original field notes,
plans plotted therefrom, and a specimen of drawing.
4. Proof of each candidate having attained the
full age of twenty-one years must also be given.
6. The course of examination will include the
following subjects:-(a) Decimal arithmetic andfractions.
(b) The use of logarithms.
(c) The elements of geometry.
(d) Plane trigonometry.
(e) Mensuration.
(f) Plotting surveys, and checking same by
calculation.
(g) General knowledge of the details of practi-
cal surveying in the field.
(Ii)  Writing descriptions of boundaries.
(i) The uses and adjustments of the theodolite
and level.
(k) Methods of obtaining the true meridian.
6. Candidates must be provided with a book of
logarithms, a 20 and 40 scale, a parallel iuler, a pro-
tractor, and a pencil, when presenting themselves
for examination.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Acting Surveyor. General.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane,  29th June, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
N
OTICE is hereby  given, that the Deeds of
Grant  mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth,  His Excellency the  Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of  " The Titles to Land
Act of  1858," at the expiration of three months
from the date  hereof, by  instrument endorsed on
each Deed of Grant ,  under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony, describe the lands intended to be
granted, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name shall be taken to have
been inserted in eaelt of the said grants and in
every deed containing the erroneous name, and
such grants and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Nos. of Deeds, 10372, 10373, 10374. Date of
Deeds, 14th Januar", 1865.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Tower.
Land granted-Portions  193, 192, 194, parish of
Brassall, county of Churchill.
Nature of misnomer.-Tbe  name Matthew Tower
having been inserted ineach deed instead of Matthew
Trower, which latter is the correct n•ime of the
grantee.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 26th June, 1877.
i T is hereby notified for general information, thatall lands within two miles of the road from
Cairns to Thornborough, extending from the coast
to a point three miles west of the nearest town
allotment at Smithfield, are withheld from selection
by lease under  " The Crown Lands Alienation .Act
of  1876."
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS. -
I T is hereby notified for general  information,that applications under the sixty-fifth  section of
" The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876 " have
been made for  closing  the undermentioned Roads ;
and all persons who may  consider  their  interests
affected thereby, are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, %ithin two
months from this date.
Plans of the Roads can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,
Ipswich and Gympie.
JOH T DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 29th June, 1877.
DflAYTON COMMONAGE.
I
N pursuance  of the 17th  section of  the Com-
monage  Regulations of the 1st March, 18%7,
established  under  " The Crown Lands  Alienation
Act of  1876," it is  hereby notified  for general in-
formation , that the  undermentioned persons have
been elected Trustees  of the Drayton Town Com-
mon, under said regulations ,  in room  of the  persons
appointed  by notice  in the  Government Gazette,
dated 2nd June,  187 6 ;  and that the  Secretary for
Lands has confirmed the appointments
JOHN  HIGGINS,
JAMES GREEN,
JAMES IREAG,
ROBERT  II AnVEY,
HENRY NEALE ,  senr.,
PETER TIGHE,
GEORGE  W HITTAKER,
WILLIAM JAMES PEAK,
DANIEL MCNAMARA.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Appli cant . Situation .
t
Parish. Area.
*1 J. Part of the road re- Fassifern
A. R.  P.
5 1 2 
McAnalen served through por-
tion 41, from the new
*2
road to the south
boundary
Ditto ... The road reserved Ditto 5 2 0
*3
through portion 4i
M. Part of the road re- Ditto 1 2 12
4
McAnalen served through p,'r-
tion 22. from the north
boundary to the new
road
Robt. G. Road separating portion King ...  3 2 32
5
Walker 24 from selection 366,
Gympie district
Ditto ... Road sepa• ating portion Ditto ... 4 0 0
44 Proms elections 360
and 579, Gympie dis-
trict
The closure of these  ro ads is proposed to be carried out
connection with the opening of another road.
1.688
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral  Occupation ]'ranch,
Brisbane , 29th  June, 187 7.SURVEY OFBUNS.
iT is hereby notified for general information, thatthe  undermentioned Runs ,  situated in the
Unsettled Districts, have been surveyed, and
Amended I)escriptions of the boundaries thereof
prepared for insertion in the Leases of the said
Runs.
Any persons who may consider their interests
prejudiced by said arnende-l descriptions, must
forward their objections ,  in writing ,  to this Depart-
ment,  before th  25th September, 1877.
Plans of these Runs may be seen, and all infor-
niation concerning them obtained, on application at
this Department.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
Name of Run-Sahara West.
Claimants of Lease - Samuel Baird , Matthew
llamilton  Baird, Andrew Rowan, and Alex-
ander McGill.
Estimated  Area-Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable 0
Total ... ... 50 „
Commencing at a paint eighteen chains north-east of
a tree  t,n Kelly's Creek marked broad-arrow over L over
XI, and bounded thence on the south-east by a north-
east line five miles to the south angle of the Sahara
Run ; thence on  the north-east by a north-west line
along the south-west boundary of the last-named run
ten miles ; thence on the north-west by a south-west
line five miles, crossing Kelly's Creek twenty-six chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over L over XX ; and
thence on the south-west by a south-east  line crossing
Kelly's Creek and passing four chains north- east of a
tree marked  broad arrow over L over XIII ten miles to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Evesham No. 8.
Claimant of Lease-Edward King Cox.
Estimated A rca-
Available ,., 66 square miles.
1; navailable  ... ... 0
Total ... ...  66
Commencing  at a tree  at the head of Breedon Creek
marked broad-arrow  over I over A, and bounded thence
on the south by a west  line seven miles  fifty-six chains
to the north- east  boundary of the Evesham No. 3 Run ;
thence on the south-west by a north- west line along part
of that boundary  one mile to  the south-east boundary
of the Evesham No. 2 Run ; thence on the north-west
by a north-east line along part of the last-named boun-
dary one mile ; thence again on the south-west by a
north-west  line along part  of the north-east boundary of
the last- named run six  miles twenty=five chains,  crossing
Kelly's Creek thirty-four chains above a tree marked
broad- arrow  over L over VI;  thence  on the north-west
by a north- east line  to the south angle of the Sahara
West Run and along part of the south-east boundary of
that run, crossing Kelly's Creek at a tree marked broad-
arrow  over L over XI,  in all five miles  sixty-four  chains ;
thence on the north-east by a south cast line fourteen
miles nine chains to the  north boundary of the Breedon
No. 2 Run ; and thence again on the south by a west
line one mile  seventy-four chains along part of the last-
named  boundary to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Evesham No. 13.
Claimant of Lease-Edward King Cox.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 57 square miles.
Unavailable ... . - 0 „
Total ... ... 57
Commencing on the left bank of Alice Creek at a tree
marked broad-arrow over III over M ; and bounded
thence on the west by a north  line along  part of the east
boundary of the Baratria No. I Run and a prolongation
thereof, in all eight miles four chains ; thence on the
north-west by a north- east line seven  miles fourteen chains
to the western corner of St. Brides West Run.; thence on
the north-east by a soul lr-east line five miles fifty-five
chains along  part of the south-west boundary of the St.
Brides West Run, passing  thirty chains north- east of a tree
marked  broad-arrow over L over XXVI to the northern
Unavailable ... ...  0
corner of Evesham No. 7 Run ; and thence on the
south-east by a south-west line twelve miles sixty-nine
chains, crossing Kelly's Creek one mile thirty chains
above a tree marked broad-arrow over L over  XXIV,
along the north-west boundaries of Evesham No. 7 and
Evesham No. 1 Runs to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Campsie No. 5.
Claimant of Lease-Philip Gidley King.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 100 square miles.
Total ... ... 100 ff
Commencing on the left side of Katherine Creek at
a point twelve chains south-east of a tree marked broad-
arrow over A over LIII, and bounded thence on the
south-cast by a north-east line five miles thirty-eight
chains along part of the north-west boundary of the
Campsie No 4 Run ; thence on the north-east by a
north-west line ten miles ; thence on the north-west by
a south-west line ten miles,  crossing  Katherine Creek
eighteen chains north-west of a tree marked broad-arrow
over A over LIX; thence on the south-west by a south-
east line ten miles, crossing Corona Creek and passing
eleven chains south-west of a tree marked broad-arrow
over A over XLIX; and thence again on the south-east
by a north- east lime  four miles forty -two chains along
part of the north-west boundary of the Campsie No. 4
Run, crossing Corona Creek seventeen chains north-west
of a tree marked broad-arrow over A over XLV, and also
crossing Katherine Creek to the point of commencement.
,Name of Run-Campsie 6.
Claimant of Lease-Philip Gidley King.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 25 „
Total ... ... 50 it
Commencing on Katherine Creek at a point eighteen
chains north-west of a tree marked broad-arrow over A
over 1.IX, and bounded thence on the south-east by a
north-east line four miles five chains along part of the
north-west boundary of Campsie No. 5 Run ; thence on
the north-east by a north- wt st line  five miles  ;  thence
on the north-west by a s uth-west  line ten miles, cro ssing
Sancho Creek and passing six drains south-east of a tree
on the lead of that creek marked broad-arrow over
LXVI over M ; thence on the south-west by a south-east
line five mil s to the western corner of the Campsie No.
5 Run ; and thence by a north -east line five miles
seventy-five chains along part of the north-west boundary
of the last -named run to the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Baratria No. 1.
Claimant of Lease-Euston Blomfield.
Estimated Area-
„
Available .. ...  100 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0
Total ... ... 100
„
Commencing on the left bank of Alice Creek  at a tree
marked broad-arrow over III o ice  M,  and bounded
thence on the east by a north line one mile forty-nine
chains; thence on the north by a west line about elev. n
wiles twenty chains to the Forsyth Ranges; thence on
the west by those ranges southerly about ten miles ;
thence on the south by an east line eight miles thirty
chains, crossing Sancho Creek and passing thirteen
chains south of a tree on that creek marked broad-arrow
over LXX over S1 to the western boundary of Evesham
No. 1 Run ; and thence again on the east by a north
line eight miles thirty-one chains along part of the
western boundary of Evesham No. 1 Run , cro ssing
Maneroo Creek eight chains  east  of a tree marked broad-
arrow over LI over M to the point  of commencement.
Name of Run-Cameron Downs.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Cbristison.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 50 square miles.
Unavailable ... 0
Total ... ... 50
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the right bank of Landsborough Creek
at the north cast corner of the Albion  Run, being a point
thirty-five chains south and thirty- two chains east of a
tree on last-named creek marked broad-arrow over L over
XVII, and bounded thence  on the south  by a west line
along the northern boundary of that run  and a prolonga-
tion thereof,  in all three miles sixty chains  ;  thence on
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the west by a north line ten miles twenty chains ; thence
on the north by an east  line six miles  fifty-two chains to
the west boundary of the Mingeburra Run ; and thence
on the  east  and south-east by a south line along part of
that boundary one mile forty-eight chains to Lands-
borough Creek at a point about forty-eight chains below
a tree marked broad-arrow over L over XXIV, and by
the right bank of that creek downwards to the point of
commencement.
Name of Run-Mingeburra.
Claimant of Lease-Robert Christison.
E ti d As mate rea-
Available ... ... 25 square miles.
Unavailable .. 0. )7
Total ... ... 25 )f
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the right bank of Landsborough Creek
at a point ab ut forty-ei,ht chains below a tree marked
broad- arrow  over L over XXIV, and bounded thence on
the west by a north line along the east boundary of t e
Cameron Downs Run and a prolongation thereof, in all
five miles  fifty- six chains  ; thence on the north by an
east line five  miles thirty chains to Landsborough Creek
at a point  about thirty- two chains  above a tree marked
broad-arrow over L over XLI ; and thence on the east
and south by the right bank of that creek downwards to
the point of commencement.
Name of Run-Hardwick.
Claimant of Lease-Henry Rourke.
Estimated Area-
Available ... ... 36 square miles.
Unavailable ... ... 0 f)
Total ... ... 36 ff
Re-amended Description.
Commencing on the left bank of Landsborough Creek
at the north-west corner of the Barry Run,  being a  point
nine chains north and about forty chains east of a tree
marked broad-arrow over L over XIX, and bounded
thence on the south by an east line along part of the
north boundary of the Barry Run seven miles ; thence
on the east by a north line seven miles twelve chains to
Landsborough Creek, opposite a point about forty-eight
chains obove a tree marked broad arrow over L over
XXVI ; and thence on the north-west by the left bank
of the Landsborough Creek downwards to the point of
commencem nt.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 1st  June,  1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF ROADS.
I T is hereby notified for general information, thatapplications  under the sixty-fifth section of
"The Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1876"
have been  made  for closing the undermentioned
roads  ;  and all  persons who may consider their
interests  affected thereby, are required to transmit
to this Department their objections, in writing,
within two  months from this date.
Plans of the roads can be seen at this Office,
and at  the Land Agents', Police, and Post Offices,,
Toowoomba and Townsville.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE  OF ROADS APPLIED TO BE CLOSFD.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. Area.
I A.  R. P.
1 Works  !  Part of the road be -  Taylor  .., i ) 2  27
Depart ment tween potion 121
and portions  14  and
133, fro m the east
corner of  12 to the
new road th ro ugh
that po rt ion
2 Ditto  ...  Part of the road fie-  Ditto 2 0 36
tween po rt ions 11
and 133, from the
east  oorn er of 11 to
the west corner of
133
*3 T. Lawrence Road separating selec - Coonain- 24  0 28
tion 115  from  stdec -'  belah
tious 106 and 133
* The closure of this road is proposed to be carried out in
connection with the opening of another road.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT
OF 1876."
LAND COMMISSIONERS' COURTS.
I T is hereby notified for public information, that
the Land Commissioners appointed under the
provisions of  "7h' Crown Lands Alienation Act of
1876." will hold their Courts  in pursuance of the
eleventh section of the above-recited Act, at the
under-mentioned offices, on the days specified.
All business in connection with  selections under
`• TIze Crown Lands Alienation Act of  1868," will
also be dealt with by the Land Commissioners at
their Courts.
1MTORETON DISTRICT.
East Voreton.At he Land Office, Brisbane ,  the first Tuesday
in each month.
At th" Land  Office ,  Beenleigh ,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
West Moreton.
At the Land Office, Ipswich,  the first Friday in
each nioiit1.
At the Land Office, Helidon, the first Wednes-
day in each month.
DARLIN G  DOWNS DISTRICT.
AT THE COURT HOUSES.
Month.
Toowoomba . Dalby.  Warwick.
Date. Date. Date.
June ... Monday, 25 Wednesday 27 Friday, 29
July ... „ 23  „ 25 „ 27
August ... „ 27 „ 29 „ 31
September „ 24 „ 2r; „ 28
October ... „  22 „ 24 „ 26
November „ 26 „ 24  „ 30
December... „ 2t Thursday, 27 Saturday 29
At the Land Office,  Con3amine ,  the second
Thursday in July, 1877,  and every alter-
nate month  afterwards.
• As the Land Office, Goondiwindi,  the first
Tuesday  in each month.
At the Land Office,  Stanthorpe ,  the first
Friday  in each mcntn.
PORT  C URTIS  DISTRICT.
At the Land Office. Rockhampton , the second
Monday in each month.
At the Land Office, Gladstone,  the third
Thursday in June, 1877, and  every alter-
nate  month  alter -A ards.
At the Land Office, St. Lawrence,  the first
1 tnnday in each month.
to iin BAY AND 1soar iTr DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Maryborough,  the  first
Friday in each month.
At'the Land Office, G  mpie, the first Wednes.
day in each month.
At the Land Office, Bundaberg,  the second
Saturday in each month.
BURNETT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Gayndah,  the second
Tuesday in each month.
At the Land Office,  Tenningering ,  the second
Wednesday  in each month.
At the Land Office,  Nanango, the second
Wednesday  in each month.
SETTLED  DISTRICT OF KENNEDY.
At the Land Office,  Bowen , the fourth Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Mackay,  the second Thurs.
day in August, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
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St the Land Office, Townsville, the second
Thursday in July, 1877, and every alter-
nate month afterwards.
&t the Land Office, Cardwell, the first Monday
in July, 1877, and every alternate month
afterwards.
LAND A GENT ' S DIsrRICT  OF COOKTOWN.
At the Land Office, Cooktown, the second
Wednesday in each month.
LAND AI;ENT's DISTRICT OF CAIRNS.
At the Land Office, Cairns, the first Thursday
in each month.
SETTLED DISTRICT OF BDRKE.
At the Land Office, Normanton , the second
Tuesday in  every  third month.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Roma, the second  Wed-
nesday in each month.
At the Land Office, Surat, the last Thurs-
day in each month.
At the Land Office, St. George, the third Tues-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
At the Land Office, Clermont, the last Thurs-
day in June, 1877, and every  alternate
month afterwards.
At the Land Office, Springsure, the fourth
Monday in June, 1877, and every alter-
nate  month afterwards.
In the event of any of the above days falling on
r holiday, the Court will be held on the followinglay.
Courts, when necessary, in addition to
the above, will be duly notified from time to time.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Department  of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 8th June, 1877.THE following amended description is substi-tuted for those contained in the Proclamations
sated the  20th April  and 23rd May ,  1877, res-
pectively ,  establishing a Reserve for Water and
L'amping near Cooktown ,  in the parish  of Cook.
JOHN DOUGL 1S.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1877.
PERIIA\TENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
I application under the sixty-fifth section of
The Crown Lanr/.s Alienali,•n Art of  1876 " has
been made for closing the undermentioned Read;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be seen at this Office,
and at the Land Agent's Office, Brisbane; also, at
the Police and Post Offices, Village of Logan.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE OF ROAD APPLIED TO BE CLOSED.
No. Applicant. Situation. Parish. 1 Area.
A. R. P.
1 V. and M. Road separating Moffatt ... 3 1 35
llinchclitro portion 267A from
and J. King portions 268 and
265A
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 15th June, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
' OTICE is  hereby  given, that the Deeds of
I Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the, particulars therein
set forth, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government will, in pursuance of the provisions of
" Tlae Titles to Land Art of  1858," at the expiration
of three months from the date hereof; by instrument
endorsed on such Deeds of Grant respectively,
under his Hand and the Seal of the Colony,
describe the name of the intended Grantee and the
area of the lands granted, and the reservations for
roads, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said, the correct name and areas and reservations
shall be taken to have been inserted in the said
grants and in every deed containing the erroneous
name and areas and reservations, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
RESERVE FOR  WATER AND CAMPING.
County of Banks, parish of Cook.
173 acres.
Commencing on a road two chains wide, at a
point on the south boundary of the municipality of
Cooktown, and distant one hundred and sixty chains
east from the south-west corner thereof; and thence
by that road bearing 203 degrees 54 minutes sixteen
c:iains  and sixty links; thence by traverse lines,
being the northern boundary of selection 5, bearing
286 degrees 33 minutes two chains and eighty and
a-half links, 273 degrees 44 minutes thirteen chains
and twenty-three links, 257 degrees 34 minutes five
chains and forty-one and a-halt links, 213 degrees
43 minutes eight chains and  six links,  252 degrees
55 minutes  six chains  and twenty-two links, 238
degrees 42 minutes three chains and five links, 249
degrees 28 minutes seven chains and ninety-five
and a-half links, 198 degrees 45 minutes nine chains
and thirty-two links, 229 degrees 13 minutes three
chains and eighty-two links, 254 degrees 23 minutes
five chains and seventy-three links, and 269 degrees
56 minutes nine chains  and twenty links ; on the
west by a read one hundred and fifty links wide,
and a line in  continuation bearing north thirty-eight
chains and seventy-six links ; on the north by the
municipal boundary aforesaid, bearing east forty
chains and eighty links to the south side of the Anuan
Road, thence by that road bearing 26 degrees 43
minutes seventeen and a-half links, 61 iegre( s 20
minutes seven chains and fifty-nine links, 80 degrees
1 minute eleven 'chains and forty-five links, 32
degrees 12 minutes eight chains and fourteen links ;
thence by a road two  chains  wide, bearing 14'
degrees 47 minutes fourteen chains and eighty-two
links to the point  of commencement.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
Date of Grant-10th November ,  1870. No. of
Grant ,  22,410.
Name of Grantee - Minnie Sambell.
Land granted.- Portion  23, county of Living-
stone, parish  of' Stanwell ,  nineteen acres one rood
thirty-one perches.
Nature of  misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
raving been stated as Minnie Sambell instead of
Minerva Anne  Barnett.
Date of Grant-loth November, 1870. No. of
Grant, 22 41L.
.Name ofGrantee-Minnie Sambell.
Land granted.-Portion  32, county of Living-
stone, parish of Stanwell, eleven acres three roods
eight perches. .
N ature of misnomer.-The  name of the grantee
having been stated as Minnie Sambell instead of
Minerva Anne Barnett.
Date of Grantee-loth July, 1876. No. of
Grant, 31,428.
Name of Grantee-Matthew Il ogan.
Land gran  led.-Selection 184, Maryborough
District, portion 219, county of' March, parish of
Mary borough, forty-two acres one rood two perches.
Nature of rrior.-The  area having been stated
as forty-two acres one rood two perches instead of
forty-two acres three roods thirty-three perches ;
and it having been stated that a road one chain
wide was reserved through the selection, as shown
on plan in Surveyor-General's Office.
I
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Date of Grant-11th June, 187 5. No. of Grant,29,030.
Name of Grantee-David Pfrunder.
Land granted.-Portion 7,  county of Ward,
parish of Mudgeeraba, one hundred and eighty
acres.
Nature of error.-The  area having been stated
as one  hundred and eighty acres instead of one
hundred and seventy  six acres  two roods and
twenty-five perches ; and the road reservation
having been  stated as  two reserved roads, each one
chain wide, instead of one reserved road two
chains wide.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  8th June, 1877.
ERROR  IN DEED.
\TOl' ICE is hereby given, that the Deed of
Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1858 ,"  at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof, by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under his Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that ,  by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed -on-
taining the erroneous name ,  and such grant and
every such deed shall operate and be construed
accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No of Grant, 32,756. Date of Grant-27th
January, 1877.
Names of Grantees-Joseph Voller and Hugh
McCaughey, i rustees of the Will of Job Spendlove.
Land granted.-Selection  Brisbane District,
containing one hundred and forty acres.
Nature of misnomer.-The  name Joseph Voller
having been inserted in the deed as one of the
grantees, instead of James Voller.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 18th May, 1877.
ERRORS IN DEEDS.
NOTICE is hereby given, that the Deeds ofGrant mentioned in the Schedule hereunder
written being  erroneous  in the  particulars  therein
forth, His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government  will, in pursuance  of the provisions of
" The Titl es to  Land Act of  1858," at the expir-
ation of three months from the date hereof, by
instrument endorsed on such Deeds of Grant, under
his Hand and the `eal of the Colony, describe the
name of the intended Grantee and the area of the
reserved road, to the intent that, by force of the
Act aforesaid, the correct  name  and area shall be
taken to have been inserted in the said  grants and
in every deed containing the erroneous  name and
area  ; and such grants respectively and every such
deed shall operate and be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 30,494. Date of Grant-19th
January, 1876.
Name of Grantee-Mary Ann Glenn.
Land  Granted-Allotment 3, section 22, town of
Cooktown, one rood.
Nature of Misnomer-The  name Mary Ann
Glenn having been inserted in the deed of grant as
the name of the intended grantee instead of Mary
Ann Glynn.
No. of Grant, 29,117. Date of Grant-18th
June, 1875.
Name of Grantee-John Friedrich Schumann.
Land Granted - •  Selection 492, portion 142,
county of Churchill, parish of North, seventy-nine
acres one rood thirty perches.
Nature of Error-Two  acres two roods and ten
perches having been stated in the deed as reserved
for a road, instead of two acres and ten perches.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 2nd May, 1877.
NOTICE.
WITH the view of facilitating the transaction
of business at the Land Offices throughout
the colony,  it is  hereby notified that instructions
have been issued to the officers in charge, the to
effect that every possible  assistance  is to be given
freely and gratuitously to persons applying for
land, or seeking information  on matters  connected
with the working of the Land Acts- even to the
extent of filling up forms of application , transfers,
and other documents, for illiterate persons, if there
is time at the officer's disposal ; and that any Land
Agent, or other officer, refusing to supply informa-
tion, or receiving and appropriating fees for clerical
assistance  to his own use, on the matter being
reported, will be severely dealt with.
For the convenience. however, of persons requir-
ing copies of plans,  arrangements  have been made
by which, on application to the District Land Com-
missioner , and on payment of a tee to be estimated
by that officer, a tracing or copy of  the plan
required will be prepared and furnished to the
individual  requiring the same.
JOHN DOETGLAS.
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 28th April, 1877.
PERMANENT CLOSURE OF A ROAD.
T is hereby notified for general information, that
application under the sixty-fifth section of
"Tine Crown L-ends Alienation Act of  1876" has
been made for closing the undermentioned Road ;
and all persons who may consider their interests
affected thereby are required to transmit to this
Department their objections, in writing, within two
months from this date.
Plans of the Road can be  seen at  this Office,
and at the Land Agent's, Police, and Post Offices,
Maryborough.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
No
1
SCHEDULE OF ROAD TO BE CLOSED.
Applicant.
Road separating portion
84  from  portion 86
A.  R. P.
8 1 32
Situation. Parish. ; Area.
T. Frard ... St. Mary ...
Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane ,  4th April, 1877.
ERROR IN DEED.N 1 OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Deed of r Grant mentioned in the schedule hereunder
written being erroneous in the particulars therein
set forth ,  His Excellency the Governor will, in
pursuance of the provisions of "  The Titles to Land
Act of  1838," at the expiration of three months
from the date hereof ,  by instrument endorsed on
such Deed of Grant, under His Hand and the Seal
of the Colony ,  describe the name of the intended
Grantee, to the intent that, by force of the Act afore-
said ,  the correct name shall be taken to have been
inserted in the said grant and in every deed con-
taining the erroneous names, and such grants
respectively and every such deed shall operate and
be construed accordingly.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
No. of Grant, 27,450. Date of Grant-7th
November, 187.1.
Grantee-William Boney.
Land gran( ed-Portion  94, county of Carlisle,
parish of Bassett, one hundred and five acres one
rood.
Name of misnomer-The  name William Boney
having been inserted as that of the intended
grantee, instead of William Bovey.
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Department of Public Lands,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1877.
CROWN  LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1876."
PROPOSED GRANTS BY THE CROWN OF
ESCHEATED LANDS.
N OTICE is hereby given, in pursuance of the
sixty-fourth section of  " The Crown Lands
Alienation Act of  1876," that the portions of land
hereinafter described, the property of the late Walter
Gray, of Ipswich, have been escheated to the Crown,
owing to the intestacy of the said Walter Gray ; and
that  it is  the intention of His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government, with the advice
of the Executive Council, at the expiration of two
months from the date of this notice, to' direct
grants of the said lands to be  issued  to Abraham
Fitz Gibbon, of Stanmore, in the County of Middle-
sex, England , who has shown an equitable title to
the same.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
SUBURBAN ALLOTMENTS NOS. 10 AND 11 OF
SECTION No. 3, DRAYTON RESERVE.
Parish of Drayton, county of Aubigny.
Area of each allotment-2 acres.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COURT HOUSE, BLACKALL.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,1.' and  at the Court House, Blackall, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 10th August,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Court House at Blackall.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Court House,
Blackall."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House, Blackall.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state  the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender there
must be a memorandum signed by the party ten-
dering,  agreeing  to deposit the sum of ten per cent.
on amount  of Tender as security for the due per-
formance of the Contract in the event of the Tender
being accepted, an,l undertaking in that event to
execute and deliver, at the office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from
the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
POLICE BUILDINGS, MURPHY'S CREEK.
T
ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 27th
July, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Police Buildings at Murphy's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  " 'l'ender for Police
Buildings, Murphy's Creek."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
and at the Police Office, Murphy's Creek.
Tenders mu,t he on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten
per cent. on amount of Tender as security for the
due performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Boud
to Her Majesty for securing such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 26th June, 187 7.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
COTTAGE AND FENCING AT PUMPING
STATION, MARYBOROUGH WATERWORKS.
r
ENDERS will be  received  at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd
August, from  persons  willing to contract for
erection of a Cottage at the Pumping Station of
the Maryborough Waterworks  ; also, separate
Tenders for erection of about 300 rods of Three-rail
Fencing.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Cottage or
Fencing, Maryborough Waterworks,"  as the case
may be.
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and  further particulars obtained, at this Office,
or at the Roads Office, Maryborough.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor;  in Brisbane , within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance,  a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such  performance  ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into  consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessar ily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO PRIMARY SCHOOL, KELVIN
GROVE.
TENDERS will be received at this Office, until
1 Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th
July, from  persons willing  to contract for the
erection of additions to the Primary School,
Kelvin Grove.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for Additions
to School, Kelvin Grove."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work, and at the foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed by
the party tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of
ten per cent. on amount of Tender as security for
the due perfoi mance of the Contract in the event of
the Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the I ender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 28th June, 1 877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PLAY SHEDS, PRIMARY SCHOOL, WARWICK.
"ENDERS will be received at this Office, and
at the Primary School, Warwick, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 20th July, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of
Play Sheds at the Primary School, Warwick.
Tenders to be endorsed "  Tender for Play Sheds,
Primary School, Warwick."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Primary School, Warwick.
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Tenders must  be on proper printed forms, and
state the time  within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must  be a memorandum signed by the partytendering' agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount  of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender  being  accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute  and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown  Solicitor , in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification  of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance ;
otherwise the Tender  will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any  Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS  AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS  TO TEACHER'S RESIDENCE,
FIGTREE POCKET  SCHOOL.
1'
TRESH Tenders  will be received  at this Office,
until Four  o'clock p .m. on FRIDAY, the
20th July,  from persons willing  to contract for the
erection of Additions  to the Teacher' s Residence,
Figtree Pocket Primary School.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Additions
Residence ,  Migtree Pocket School."
Plan, Specification, nd form of Tehder may be
seen, and further particulars obtained,  at this
Office.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed
to complete the work ,  and at the  foot of every
Tender there must be a memorandum signed
by the party  tendering ,  agreeing to deposit the sum
of ten per cent .  on amount of Tender as security for.
the due performance of the Contract in the event
of the  Tender being accepted, and undertaking in
that event to execute and deliver ,  at the Office
of the  ' Crown Solicitor ,  in Brisbane , within
fourt een days from the usual notification of ac-
ceptance ,  a Bond to Her  Majesty  for securing
such performance  ;  otherwise  the Tender  will not
be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessar ily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
LOCK-UP, MACKAY.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Court House, Mackay, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 3rd August, from
persons willing to contract for the erection of a
Lock-up at Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Lock-up,
Mackay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Court House ,  Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tenderbeing accepted, and undertaking in that event
to execute and deliver, at the Office of the Crown
Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days from the
usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her
Majesty for securing such performance ; otherwise
the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 22nd June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ADDITIONS TO LAUNDRIES, LUNATIC
ASYLUM, WOOGAROO.
11-ENDERS will be received at this Office, until
Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th
July, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Additions to Laundries, Lunatic Asylum,
Woogaroo.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Laundries;
Lunatic Asylum, Woogaroo."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at  the Court House, Ipswich.
Tenders must be on proper  printed forms, and
state the  time  within which  it is  proposed to
complete the work,  and at  the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent.  on amount  of Tender, as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for  securing  such performance;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken  into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not  necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 20th June, 1877.
WESTERN RAILWAY.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
BOOKING AND TELEGRAPH OFFICES AT
WARRA AND CHARLEY'S CREEK.
FRESH Tenders will be received at this Office,.l' until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th
July, from persons willing to contract for the erec-
tion of Booking and Telegraph Offices and Plat-
forms at Warra and Charley's Creek.
Tenders to be endorsed  "Tender for BookingOffices, etc., Western Railway."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen , and further  particulars  obtained, at the Chief
Engineer 's Office,  Brisbane ,  and at the Resident
Engineer's Office, Toowoomba.
Tenders must be sent in on proper printed forms,
and state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be  a memorandum.  signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance  of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
TELEGRAPH OFFICE, WATERVIEW, HERBERT
RIVER.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Telegraph Offices, Townsville and
Waterview, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY,
the 13th July, from persons willing to contract for
the erection of a Telegraph Office at Waterview,
Herbert River.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Telegraph
Wee, Waterview."
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Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Telegraph Offices, Townsville and
Waterview.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of
the Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen
days from the usual notification of acceptance, a
Bond to Her Majesty for securing such perform-
ance ; otherwise the Tender will not be taken into
consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 14th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PRIMARY SCHOOL, HIGIIFIELDS.TENDERS will be received at this Office, untilFour o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 13th July,
from persons willing to contract for the erection
of a Primary School at Highfields.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for School,
Highfields."
Plans, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the School-house, Highfields.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to
complete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
render being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to
Her Majesty for securing such performance ; other-
wise the Tender will not be taken into consideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Lrisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUI I DERS AND OTHERS.
LIGHTHOUSE, FLAT-TOP ISLAND.TENDERS will be received at this Office, andat the Port Offices, Maryborough and
Mackay, until Four o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the
13th July, from persons willing to contract for the
construction only of a Tower for Flat-top Island in
Brisbane, Maryborough, or Mackay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Light-
house Tower, Flat-top Island."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen,  and further particulars obtained, at this t'ffice,
and at the Port Offices, Maryborough and Mackay.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent. on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into con-
sideration.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be
accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 7th June, 1877.
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
PILOT'S COTTAGE, KEPPEL BAY.TENDERS will bereceived at this Office, and
at the Port Office, Rockhampton, until Four
o'clock p.m. on FRIDAY, the 6th July, from per-
sons willing to contract for the erection of a Pilot's
Cottage at Keppel Bay.
Tenders to be endorsed  " Tender for Pilot's
Cottage, Keppel Bay."
Plan, Specification, and form of Tender may be
seen, and further particulars obtained, at this Office,
and at the Port Office, Rockhampton.
Tenders must be on proper printed forms, and
state the time within which it is proposed to com-
plete the work, and at the foot of every Tender
there must be a memorandum signed by the party
tendering, agreeing to deposit the sum of ten per
cent on amount of Tender as security for the due
performance of the Contract in the event of the
Tender being accepted, and undertaking in that
event to execute and deliver, at the Office of the
Crown Solicitor, in Brisbane, within fourteen days
from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond
to Her Majesty for securing such performance ;
otherwise the Tender will not be taken into consider-
ation.
The lowest or any Tender will not necessarily
be accepted.
GEORGE THORN.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 25th June, 1877.
NEW ROAD-PARISHES OF TOOTH AND
HODGSON, COUNTY OF AUB IGNY.
FINAL NOTICE.
TOLICE is hereby given, that a new line of
1 r Road from Leyburn to Drayton, through
Felton Run, parishes of Tooth and Hodgson, county
of Aubigny, Darling Downs District (referred to
in Notices dated 21st December, 1874, and 19th
February, 1875, folios 2503 and 380, respectively,
of the  Government Gazette),  has been formally
marked and opened by the proper officer, and the
same is  now opened for public use.
GEORGE THORN.
75-3971.
Department of Public Works,
Commissioner for Railways '  Office,
Brisbane ,  12th June, 1877.
N OTICE is hereby given ,  that the Map or Plan
and  Book of Reference of the proposed new
line Western Railway, Dalby to Roma, Sections
Nos. 3 and 4,  from 52 miles to 103 miles 60 chains,
has been approved and confirmed ,  without  any altera-
tion  ; and that ,  in pursuance of the 17th section of
the Act 27 Victoria ,  No. 8, the Government intend
to proceed with the construction of the line Western
Railway, Sections Nos. 3 and 4, from 52 miles to
103 miles 60 chains, according to the Map or Plan
and Book of Reference so confirmed ,  to be seen at
this office,  and copy thereof at the office of the
Clerk of Petty Sessions at Dalby.
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Treasury,
Queensland, 1st November, 1876.
QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK.
BRANCHES of the above are now open at
Allora, Aramac, Banana, Beenleigh, Blackall,
Bowen (Port Denison), Brisbane, Bundaberg. Bur-
renda, Byerstown, Cairns, Calliope, Cardwell, Cabool-
ture, Charters Towers, Charleville, Clermont, Cleve-
land, Condamine, Cooktown, Cunnamulla, Curriwil-
linghi, Dalby, Drayton, Gatton, Gayndah, George
Town, Gladstone, Goodna, Goondiwindi Great
Northern Railway, Gympie, Inglewood, Ipswich,
Jimna, Leyburn, Ma town. Mackay, Marl-
borough, Maryborough, Millchester, Mount Perry,
Murphy's Creek, Nanango, Normanton, One-mile
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Creek (Gympie), Palmerville, Pimpama, Ravens-
wood, Rockhampton, Roma, Nebo, Shipping Office
(Brisbane), South Brisbane, Springsure, S. and
W. Railway, Stanthorpe, St. George, St. Lawrence,
Surat, Tambo, Taroom, Tbornborougb, Tiaro,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Warwick, Wivenhoe,
Westwood, Yengarie, and Yandilla.
Deposits of five shillings upwards will be received
from any depositor, subject to the undermentioned
conditions as to interest.
Interest will be allowed on deposits not exceed-
ing £100, at the rate of five pounds per cent. per
annum ; on deposits exceeding £100, but not
9x' eeding £200, at the rate of five pounds per cent.
per annum  on £100 part thereof, and at the rate of
four pounds per cent. per annum on the remainder;
on deposits exceeding £2(X). the above rates of
interest  will be payable on £200 part thereof, but
no interest whatever will be payable on the residue.
Deposits  can be made  and money withdrawn at
any of the above branches during ordinary office
hours, and on Saturday evenings.
Further information can be obtained by applying
either by letter or in person, at the Treasury, or at
any of the above offices.
By His Excellency 's Command,
JAMES R. DICKSON.
The Treasury, Queensland,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1877.THE following Notice to Mariners is published
for general information.
JAMES R. DICKSON,
Colonial Treasurer.
Extract from  New Zealand  Gazette,  June, 7, 1877.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
No. 21 of 1877.
Customs Department,
Marine Branch,
Wellington, 4th June, 1877.
TirE following notice received  from the Lyttleton
Harbour Board, relative to dredging operations in
Lyttleton  Harbour ,  is published for general in-
formation.
GEo. MCLEAN.
NOTICE TO  MASTERS OF  VESSELS AND OTHERS.-
DRED GING OPERATIONS IN LTTTLETON HARBOUR.
The notice issued by the Lyttleton Harbour Board,
under date of 7th May, 1877, will only remain in
force up to Monday, the 11th June next, when the
following regulations will come into operation, and
remain in  force until revised or altered.
During the dredging operations now in hand in
the Fairway  at the entrance  of the Inner Harbour,
between the two Moles, the Masters of all vessels
are cautioned to take the entrance to the westward
of the dredge and her buoys.
The dredge's south-west bower anchor will be
laid down about 400 feet outside the Moles, and will
be buoyed with a striped black-and-white buoy.
'1 he dredge's side-moorings will be similarly buoyed.
Masters of all vessels  are hereby  cautioned
against going near or over the dredge -moorings, and
in case of all  steamers , are required to slow their
engines to less than half-speed for at least 100 yards
before  arriving abreast  of the  dredge, in accordance
with the " New Zealand Harbour Regulation,
No. 102."
This notification to take effect from and after
Monday, the 11th June, 1877, and to  remain in
force until revised or altered.
Masters of vessels are cautioned against entering
between the Moles at night.
EDWD. RICHARDSON,
Chairman of the Lyttleton Harbour Board.
Harbour Board Office,
Lyttleton, 1st June, 1877.
NOTICE TO  MARINERS.
DIRECTIONS FOR BURRUM RIVER.
FROM the Fairway Buoy, Hervey 's Bay, steer
W.S.W. until  the beacon on the bar of the
ljurrum ,  about 101 miles distant, is sighted ; or, if
from the northward ,  do not, in passing Burrum
Point, approach the shore within 1 miles ; then
bring the bar beacon to bear W .  by S. and steer for
it, passing it at a distance of about 50 yards on the
port hand ,  then keep the first red beacon  (which will
be seen to  the W. N.W.) on the port bow, and as it
is approached ,  gradually haul up and pass it at a
distance of about 50 yards on the starboard hand. A
black beacon ,  which stands on a rocky patch, will
then be seen a-head, and ,  when passing it on the
port hand ,  the first white leading mark will open
out in north -westerly direction  ;  steer for it, passing
a black beacon on a sand .spit on the port hand.
When abreast  the wLite beacon ,  follow the star-
board shore at a distance of about 100 yards until
abreast of the high land ,  when another white
leading mark ,  on the north shore ,  will open out ;
steer past it, and thence to a third beacon on an
island ; thence back to one on the north side of the
entrance to the Gregory  ;  thence to another, in a
south-easterly direction ,  on the opposite shore,
passing on the starboard side, and, at a dis-
tance of 40 yards ,  a red beacon on a ledge of
rocks. When the white beacon is neared another
will  be seen on the north shore. When it
is reached keep that shore close on board ,  passing
a black beacon on the port land. When abreast
the upper part of the mangroves cross over to
a white beacon on the south shore, and when it is
passed keep a mid -channel course ,  leaving a black
beacon on a sand -spit, on the port hand ; thence
follow the curving shore round past the mouth of
the Isis River, rounding closely a bluff point.
When abreast the next white beacon steer for
another on the south shore, and keep that shore on
board .  After passing the  next  island below Blue's
Flats, haul up sharp round a black beacon, and
keep the port shore again on board ,  leaving a small
island on the starboard side .  The channel here is
very  intricate .  When abreast of the upper end of
the next island ,  haul up round another black
beacon ,  and regain and keep the port shore on
board until a red beacon on a sand bank is neared ;
pass it close on the starboard hand and a black
beacon on the port hand, and then steer for the
next white beacon on the south shore, passing an
island on the starboard hand  ;  then keep the star-
board shore on board, passing Waterhole Flats,
where,  in the centre of the river, a sand patch
dries at low water .  When at these flats another
white beacon will be in sight on the same side ;
steer for it, passing the islands on the port hand,
and keep that shore close on board until three
more beacons on the same shore are passed. When
the last island is seared ,  steer for a white beacon
on the port shore, leaving the island on the star-
board hand. After passing the island keep a mid-
channel course, and, when near Smith 's house, haul
over to the starboard shore, keeping that side to
avoid some foul ground .  From this point Whitley's
coal-shoot will be in sight .  From the upper cross-
ing mark  to Whitley's  fall s ,  the river is clear, from
side to side.
Strangers would probably save time by anchoring
close abreast the island below the Gregory, in 11
feet at low water ,  and by boat ,  personally examining
the channel of the river above this spot ,  before
attempting to proceed further with their vessels.
The depth of water on the outer bar, at low-water
springs, is 1 foot, with a rise of 9 feet ; at neaps, 2
feet ,  with a rise of 5 feet  ;  on the Flats ,  at springs,
1 foot,  with a rise of 6 feet ; at neaps ,  1 foot, with
a rise of 4 feet.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  June 28th, 1877.
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
SHOAL , HALIFAX BAY.
A SHOAL,  the least water on which does not
exceed 3 feet at low -water springs ,  is reported
by Captain Phillips, of the " Florence Irving," as
lying in the following position ,  viz.:-
West end of Acheron Island  ... N.E. 2 N.
Cordelia Rock  ... ... ... E. by S.
The shoal  li es East and West ,  and is about half-a-
mile in length  ;  the water deepening gradually on
its eastern side, while to the north -westward the
depth increases suddenly from 3 feet to 4 fathoms,
dead coral and sand bottom.
G. P. HEATH,  Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane ,  27th June, 1877.
GOLD FIELDS ACT OF 1874, WITH
REGULATIONS.
(\N SALE, at the Government Printing Office,
J in pamphlet form,  " The Gold Fields Act
of 1874," together with " Regulations for the
Management of the Gold Fields of the whole of the
Colony." Demy 8vo. Price 2s. Postage, 2d.
additional.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane, 8th May, 1874.
INSOLVENCY ACT OF 1874, WITH
GENERAL RULES.
(-I N SALE, at the Government Printing Office
in pamphlet form,  " The Insolvency Act of
187 t," together with "General Rules  in Insol-
vency." Super-royal 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. Postage,
4d. additional.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
ROCK, FLINDERS PASSAGE, TORRES STRAITS.THE following  additional information  relative tothe Rock in  Flinders Passage , of which a
notice  was issued  from this  office on  the 6th March
last , has been received from Captain Hannah :-
The Rock, which is  small in extent , and steep to
on all sides, lies in the  following position,  viz.:-
Channel Rock ... ... ... ... West.
North-western  extreme  of King Point
on with the hill standing midway be-
tween  that point and Horned Hill ... S. ; E.
The Police  Magistrate 's house on Vivien Point
being nearly in line with the south-east peak of
Friday Island.
Vessels entering the Passage from the eastward
should keep the North Pcint of Prince of Wales'
Island in line  with the North- west  extremity of
Horn Island  while passing  the line of the Midway
Hill and King Point. After passing this line, the
northern end of Channel Rock should be steered
for until the North- west end of  Horn  Island bears
S.W., when the buoys at the eastern end of Ellis
Channel will be in sight,  and a course may be
steered  for the anchorage  under  Thursday Island
accordingly.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 23rd June, 1877.
£50 REWARD.
WHEREAS it appears that the Beacon on
11'' Young Island has been taken away, and
other  Beacons in  the Inner Route wilfully injured
by some person or persons unknown, a reward of
Fifty Pounds will be paid to any person who shall
first give such information  as will lead  to the appre-
hension and conviction of the offender or offenders.
G. P. HEATH, Commander R.N.,
Portmaster.
Department of Ports and Harbours,
Brisbane , 14th June, 1877.
NOTICE.
N OTICE is hereby given, that portions f the
premises  in the occupation of Messrs Clarke,
Hodgson, and Co., situated on their wharf off Eagle
street, consisting  of the building known as the old
Q.S.N. Bond, and the adjoining  store, are, on and
after this date, set apart for the purposes of a
Bonded Warehouse, for the warehousing of dutiable
goods, previously to the payment thereon of duties,
or to exportation, in accordance with the 11th
clause  "  Customs Act of  1873."
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Collector of Customs.
Customs,  Brisbane,
30th June, 1877.
J. C. J EAL,
Government Printer.
NOTICE.
Government Printing Office,
William street, Brisbane,
1st July, 187 5.
Tin SUBSCRIPTION to the  Government Gazette  is
10s. per quarter, payable  in advance.
ADVERTISING RATES
Impounded Stock, 1s. per animal. (No charge
is made for foals or  calves  " at foot.")
All other Notices, 3s. for the first eight lines
and 3d. f'or every additional line (eight
words to  a line).
Remittances amounting to more than 5s. must be
made in cash or b postal order. Postage
stamps may be  used for sums of 5s. or less
but under  no circumstances  will duty stamps
or  private cheques  be received.
No advertisement will be published in the  Gazette
unless accompanied by a remittance sufficient
to cover cost of insertion.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
STATUTES OF THE COLONY.NOW published, at the Government PrintingOffice, William street ,  the Statutes of the
Colony, in four volumes, demy  quarto
£ a. d.
Full Bound  ... ...  4 10 0
Half Bound ... ... 3 15 0
Cloth Bound  ... ...  2 17 6
J. V. BEAL,
Government Printer.
JUST ISSUED FROM THE GOVERNMENT
LITHOGRAPHIC OFFICE, TREASURY.
C HART of part of Cleveland Bay from  Magazine
Island to  K issing  Point ;  also plan of Nor-
manby Sound ,  showing Thursday and adjacent
islands, with  Aplin  Pass and Ellis Channel ; surveyed
by Lieut. Connor, R.N. Copies to be had at the
Port Office  and Government Printing ( ffice,
William street ,  Brisbane . Price,  ls. each.
NOTICE.POUNDREEPERS and others are requested, when
describing brands ,  to make a distinction between
" Registered " and other brands ,  by placing the words
"  Registered Brand " after the description of the former.
Registered brands type will  be used for such descriptions ;
but where these words do not appear the ordinary  tyre
only will be used.
J. C. BEAL,
Government Printer.
Government Printing Office,
Brisbane,  8th May, 1874.
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1877.
I
T is hereby  notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the under-
mentioned Runs of Crown lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has been transferred ,  during the
Quarter ending 30th instant ,  with the sanction of the Government ,  to the persons hereunder particularised.
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Transferror.
D. and J. Benjamin
The Queensland National Bank
(Limited)
The Queensland National Bank
(Limited)
H. S. Wills (by his  Executrix,
Elizabeth Wills)
W. F. Berkelman .
H. S. Wills (by his Executrix,
Elizabeth Wills)
Mary Ann Wicks, widow and admi-
nistratrix of Rowland Wicks,
deceased
A. Scott ... ... ... ...
S. Barber ... ... ... ...
A. Busby (by his executor, J. Busby),
William Busby, and J. Gregson
A. Busby (by his executor, J. Busby),
and W. Busby
J. Eales ...
T. Close ... ...
J. Piper and F. Collins ...
W. B. Tooth and T. Holt ...
A. McDonald and P. McDonald ...
J. Hoskisson (by his executors, R.
Ridge, G. M. Pitt, and R. Dick)0. Brennan ... ... ... ...
J. C. Dexter .
J. C. Manchee, W. Baldwin, and
Julia Baldwin
J. Baldwin, J. C. Manchee, G.
Manchee, and W. Baldwin
J. Nicholson... ... ... ...
W. Jr. Malpas ...
i Transferee .  Name of Run.
DARLING DOWNS DISTRICT.
William Addison ...
Charles Brown Fisher
Charles Brown Fisher
LEICHHARDT DISTRICT.
Lewis Charles Conran and Charles
Cock
Frederick Her bert Outten .. .
Lewis Charles Conran and Charles
Cock
William Adair  ... ... ... ...
The Bark of Australasia
John Franklin McMullen, Inspector
and General  Manager  of the JJnion
Bank of Australia
The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney
The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney
Albert Andrew Wright  and Frederick
Wentworth Wright
MARANOA DISTRICT.
David Benjamin and Joseph  Benjamin
Alexander Holmes  and Edwin Holmes
The Corporation of the Bank of NewSouth,Wales
George Tate ... ... ... ...
The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney
John McNelly .,.. ... ... ...
John McNelly ... ...
The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney.
The Commercial Banking Company of
Sydney
John  Piper and Vrederick Collins ...
WARREGO DISTRICT.
Arthur Septimus  K ing, Frank Goode
Cuningham ,  Francis Rose, and
Alexander Smith
A. Calder and T. A. Calder ... Arthur Septimus King, Frank Goode
Cuningham, Francis Ross, and
Alexander Smith
MITCHELL DISTRICT.
W. G. Bell, C. B. Dutton, and William Kelman ...
A. F. Dutton
J. Thomson, L. Thomson, T. Rus- William Henry Greene and John
sell (by his attorney, J. Kin- Govett
ninmonth), and J. Govett
J. Thomson, L. Thomson, T. Rus- William Henry Greene and John
sell  (by his attorney, J. Kin- Uovett
ninmonth), and J. Govett
Woolanquil.
Burrando.
Badjimoulba and Retreat No. 1.
Cullin-la-ringo No. 1, Cullin- la-ringo
No. 2, Cullin-la-'ringo No. 3,
Cullin-la-ringo No. 4, Coorabelle,
and Perangiwa.
Galgathaa  and Widerege Widerege.
Coorabelle South.
Bathampton.
Hookingah.
Junee.
Nandowrie.
Emu Plains , Wallaroo, Wallaroo
North,  Norwood ,  Norwood East,
Osmondthorpe ,  Osmondthorpe
North,  and Yarrai No. 2.
Courtney,  Errol ,  and Oaklands
No. 4.
Mount Elliott.
Ida and Saltbush Plains.
Park and 1\ orth Wallumbulla.
The Glen, Glen Tate, and North
Glen.
Mugragulla and Mimornagindi
North.
Wunger Creek.
South Teelba.
Karee South No. 2, Mirreedhule,
Boorgnangarl , Western Downs,
and Alma.
Bangate.
Ephesus, Ionia, and Colophon.
Podmore East, Caiwarroo Right,
Caiwarroo Left, Caiwarroo Left
Lower, Caiwarroo Right Lower,
Goy, Dalston, Nottingham,
Kingston, and Hampstead.
Thorlindah
Woodlands and Ridgelands
Tylden
Clipstone, Tsis Downs No. 9, Port-
land Downs, Hossington, W el-beck North, Seaford, Welbeck,
Isis Downs No. 1, Isis Downs
No. 3, Isis Downs No. 7, Isis
Downs No. 8, Belvoir, Talun-
dilly, Ounmarana, St. Helena,
Minster, Mount  Grey,  Tichborne,
Minster North, and Kenealy
Transferror.
W. H. Greene and J. Govett ...
R. R. Jones and W. J. Brown, Exe-
cutors of the Estate of the late
Peter McIntosh
Peter McIntosh (by his Executors,
R. R. Jones and W. J. Brown)
William Cullen ...
J. Thomson, L. Thomson, T. Rus-
sell (by his attorney, J. Kin-
ninmonth), and J. Govett
W. H. Greene and J. Govett ...
The Corporation of the Australian
Joint Stock Bank
J. Stevenson ...
T. Russell ...
R. H. Bland, R. Daintree (by his
attorney, A. W. Smale), and
E. Klingender
W. Cullen ...
G. T. C. Lang
E. Parker ...
W. Cullen ... ... ... ...
E. Parker
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TuAwnims or Rum-continued.
Transferee.
MITCHELL  DISTRICT- continued.
William John Clarke ... ... ...
Sir Francis Murphy, Francis ReidMurphy, and Alexander DyceMurphy
Sir Francis Murphy, Francis Reid
Murphy, and Alexander Dyce
Murphy
The Corporation of the Bank of New
South Wales
William Henry Greene and John
Govett
William John  Clarke ...
James Grice and John Grice ...
James, Grice and John Grice ... ...
James Thomson... ... ... .. .
NORTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
Joseph Clarke and William Derham
Clarke
Name of Ran.
Clipstone, Isis Downs No.9, Port-
land Downs, Hossington, Wel-
beck North, Seaford, Welbeck,
Isis Downs No. 1, Isis Downs
No. 3, Isis Downs No. 7, Isis
Downs No. 8, Belvoir, Talun-
dilly, Ounmarana, Tylden, St.
Helena, Minster, Mount Grey,
Tichborne, Minster North, and
Kenealy.
Maxwelltown
Mooresland, Miall Downs, Prairie,
Bonnie Doon, Hayston, Finis,
and Bonnie Doon No. 2
Clunie Creek
Isis  Downs No. 2 and Isis Downs
No. 6
Isis Downs No. 2 and Isis Downs
No. 6
Isis Downs No. 4, Isis Downs No. 6,
Isis Downs No. 10, Isis Downs
No. 11, Cleanskin, Blackbill,
Redbill, The Land of Nob, Lum-
ley, Ruthven, Strathearn, and
Aberuthven.
Loyalty and Possum
Bloomfield.
Weaner Vale
SOUTH KENNEDY DISTRICT.
The Corporation of the Bank of New Dunrobin No. 2
South Wales
Edward Parker... ... ... Durdham Downs
The Corporation of the Australian Lanark
Joint Stock Bank
The Corporation of the Bank of New Dunrobin
South Wales
The Corporation of the Australian Durdham Downs
Joint Stock Bank
COOK DISTRICT.
H. Cranston and J. Firth ... ... I Ezra Firth ... ... ... IAlbert Downs, Fossill-brook, andStony Rises
B. Crosthwaite
BURKE DISTRICT.
Benjamin Crosthwaite and Francis
Willi T l
Rccklands No. 1, Rocklands No. 2,
kld R d N
J. Gibson ...
am et ey
Robert Jonathan Jeffray ... ...
an anoc s o. 3
Manfred, -Chillon, Gulnare, Crow.fells, and Yerna
J. Costello ... ...
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Frederick Peppin and John Webber... Sallen and,Yendah
A. Scott and J. Nisbet Euston Blomfield ... ... ... I Wokingham No. 6, and Woking-
ham No. 7
J. Costello ... ... ...
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
Frederick Peppin and John Webber... Sharkey, Lumpy, Boney South,
M. Costello ... ... ... ...
Roney, Tuna, Tuna North,
Lumpy No. 2, Wadyang, Moo-
rah, Nulcyah, Ninkah, and
Whanto
John Costello ... Cooma
W. J. O'Donnell ... ... John O'Shanassy Paradise, Cunaralla Downs, Windula
M. Costello ...
Downs, Coonaralla South, and
Coonaralla North
Frederick Peppin and John Webber ... Arima, Maraval, Tacarigna, and
li
Savonetta
dTh Albhil F J L M LJ. G. Col ns ...
M Costello
... ... eonar ,us ames ountoot, ert Foot, Pelican agoon,eop
Theophilus Theodore Foot, and Widenham, Wyerie, McKinlay
Allan Nesbitt Foot Downs, and Ranger's Creek
baJohn Costell o. ...
J. Costello ... ...... ...... ... ... V pally, Mackhara, Willpally No.Frederick Peppin and John Webber'.**
2, Willpally No. 3, Maekhara No.
3, Tacoora, Nargully, Campoo,
Tilpoo, and Toonka
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Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1877.
PAYMENT FOR SURVEY OF RUNS IN THE UNSETTLED DISTRICTS.
T
HE  Licensees and Lessees of the undermentioned Runs are hereby required to pay forthwith into the
Treasury, at Brisbane, the amounts specified in connection with their respective Runs, in accordance
with the provisions of the sixty-first clause of  "The Pastoral Leases Act of  1869."
Attention is called to the said clause, which declares that unless payment is made within six months
after notification in the  Government Gazette,  all the rights and interests of such defaulters shall be
forfeited.
JOHN DOUGLAS.
Name of Lessee or Licensee . Name of Run. District.
Area in
Square
Miles.
S. Baird, M. H. Baird, Andrew Rowan,
dd Al M
Sahara  West ... Mitchell ...  50
exanan er cGill
Edward King Cox ... ... Evesham No. 8 ... ... ditto ...  66
Ditto ... ... ... Evesham No. 13 ... ... ditto ...  57
Philip Gidley King ... ... ... Campsie No. 5 ... ... ditto ...  100
Ditto ... ... ... ... Campsie No. 6 ... ... ditto ...  60
Euston Blomfield ... ... ... Baratria No. 1 ... ... ditto ...  100
Amount.
£ s. d.
12 10 0
16 10 0
14 5 0
25 0 0
12 10 0
25 0 0
Department of Public Lands,
Pastoral Occupation Branch,
Brisbane, 30th June, 1877.
I
T is hereby notified for general information, that the interest of the previous occupants in the
Licenses of the undermentioned Runs of Crown lands, situated in the Unsettled Districts, has
been transferred, during the Quarter ending 30th instant, with the sanction of the Government, to the
undermentioned persons.
Transferror.
T. Close
J. B. Brodie and F . A. Brodie
Ditto
E. Blomfield... ... ...
M. Costello ...
J. Costello ...
M. Costello ... ...
Transferee.
MARANOA DISTRICT.
David Benjamin and Joseph Benjamin
BURKE DISTRICT.
The Bank of New South Wales ...
ditto
W. ALCOCK TULLY,
Under Secretary.
Name of Run.
Manandilla West.
Namoi Downs No. 1, Namoi Downs
No. 2, and Namoi Downs No. 3.
Spartan Downs ,  Mose lle Downs,
Snowden,  Glenalvon , Agnes Park,
Duckenfield Park ,  Bloom$eld,
Ramsay Downs, Clare Downs
and Vernon Downs
GREGORY NORTH DISTRICT.
Anthony Mackenzie, Augustus Bostock,  1 Sesbania No. 1, Sesbania No. 2,
Peter Manifold, . Stuart Scales Sesbania No. 3, Sesbania No. 4,
Mitchell, and Thomas William Brown Sesbania No. 5, Sesbania No. 6,
and Sesbania No. 7.
GREGORY SOUTH DISTRICT.
John Costello ... ... ... ...
Frederick Peppin and John Webber ...
John  Coste llo ...
Touro Secundus.
Milkinbrinnah and Milkinbrinnah
West.
Camp.
NOTICE.
NOTICE is  hereby given , that  the undermentioned Overtime Goods, in the Powder Magazine at
Mackay ,  will be sold by pub lic auction at that place ,  at Noon , on SATURDAY, tha 28th July
next, under the  113th  clause  "  Customs  Act of  1873."
Date of Bonding. Ship. Master.
1874.
Eebruary  10th ...  Dianella Le Brant
Whence. Merchant.
Melbourne T. H. Fitzgerald
Bond Mark. Goods. Quantity.
M 70' 21 kegs blasting Each 25 lbs.
powder = 525 lbs.
WILLIAM THORNTON,
Customs, Brisbane , 27th June, 1877. Collector of Customs.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 22nd June, 187"-
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
`lVITII reference to the Notice dated the 30th day of April, 1877, folio 1354 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative.to the opening of  a new  Road, through Portion 73, to parish of Moggill, county
of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, which was origi-
nally granted by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter
be required for making public  ways  : Notice is -hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator
of the Government, wi h the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said
Road, and it is therefore hereby declared expedient to open and make the Roa l referred to,
according  to the Plan and Book of Reference, to be  seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane,
and the Police Office, Ipswich. All persons desirous of claiming compensation  in respect  of the said
Road are hereby informed that notice of the compensation they -  claim must  be served upon the
Secretary  for Public Works within forty days from the date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the
persons so claiming  to any  such compensation ,  unless  they are  otherwise  by law so entitled.
GEORGE THORN.
77-2362.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 73, PARISH OF MOGGILL, COUNTY OF STANLEY,
MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD,  UNDER THE  ACT OF COUNCIL
4 WILLIAM IV., No. 11.
No. Portion of Road. No, of How Held . Reputed OccupierPortion. Owner. Bea rings.
Register
No. of How held . Reputed BreadthOccupier .  Bea ri ngs .  Lengths. ofSelec- Owner. Road.tion.
Breadth
Lengths. of
Road.
chs. lks .  I A.  R. P.
22 18 50  links 1 0 17 Fenced1. A strip of land off the 73  Under  Deed o Shield Thomas North
east boundary of por- Grantoon t ain- Brothers Shields
tion 73 ing a general
reservation
for roads.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
fi
IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
deemed it expedient to open a new Road leading to Colledge's Crossing, Brisbane River, parish
of Kholo, county of Stanley, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified,
being lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing a reservation
of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue
is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and
Book of Reference, showing the intended line of Road abovementioned, are now deposited at the Office
of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested
therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from
this date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the'Road in question.
77-2569. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE OF ROADS LEADING TO COLLEDGE ' S CROSSING ,  BRISBANE RIVER ,  PARISH OF
KHOLO , COUNTY  OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC
ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
1 Running easterly from
the west to the east
boundary of portion 20
2 Running easterly from
the west to  the east
boundary of portion 19
3 Running north -easterly
across the north -west -
ern patt of portion 18
4 Running south -easterly
fro m the north-we-t
corner to the east
bounda ry  of portion 18
6 Running south -westerly
fro m the north  to  the
west boundary of por-
tion 1
6 A t ri angular piece out
of the east boundary
of portion 57
Area .  Remarks.
Area .  Remarks.
Ipswich
Register chs. iks .  A.  R.  F.
1596 Under Deed
of Grant
containing
general
ti
John J .  97° 0' 8 53 1 chain 1 2
Marstae ller Marstaeller 820  30' 6 68
3 Unfenced
reserva on
for roads
1652 "C. L. A. Act Alex .  A. 82°30 '  2 52 Ditto... 1 2 18 Ditto
of  1868 McDouga ll  McDouga ll  107° 0' 6 80
82° 0' 3 30
51° 0' 3 52
... Under  Deed
of Grant
containing
general
reservation
for roads
Malcolm
McDougall
M. 51° 0' 4 98 Ditto ...  0 1
McDougall
23 Ditto
., . Ditto  ... Thomas
Johnson
T. Johnson 112° 7' 16 20 Ditto ...
1
1  1 37 Fenced
... Ditto ... Robert
Bland and
Bland and 239° 52' 9 40
Colledge 252° 8' 7 00
Ditto ...  2 0 23 Ditto
George
Colledge 276° 8' 6 16
1838 " C. L. A. Act John Chg. Smith 186° 0'  4 97 Irregular 0 0 25 Unfenced
of 1868 " Beasley 163° 0' 1 65
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Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 28th May, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISH OF SAMSONVALE, COUNTY OF STANLEY.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
ITH reference to the Notice dated the 20th day of March, 1877, folio 943 of the  Government
Gazette,  relative to the opening of a new Road through Portions 96, 51,  and 22 , parish of
Samsonvale, county of Stanley, Moreton District, through lands in the occupation of the  persons
hereunder specified, being lands whereof  some  parts were originally granted by Deeds of Grant
severally containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be required for making public
ways, and whereof the residue is held under other titles, as hereunder respectively set forth :
Notice is hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of
the Executive Council, has been pleased to confirm the said Road , and it is  therefore hereby declared
expedient to open and make the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen at the Office of the Surveyor-General, Brisbane, and the Police Office, Brisbane. All
persons desirous of claiming compensation in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice
of the compensation they  claim must  be served upon the Secretary for Public Works within forty
days from  the  date hereof, but such notice will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any such com-
pensation ,  unless  they  are otherwise  by law  so entitled.
77-1778. GEORGE THORN.
BOOS OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 96, 51 ,  AND 22, PARISH or SAMSONYALE ,  COUNTY
OF STANLEY, MORETON DISTRICT,  INTENDED TO BE  PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
Register
No. of
Selec-
tion.
How held . Reputed Occupier .  Bearings .  Lengths . Breadth Area. Remarks.Owners .  of Road.
1 Fro m the east boundary  Brie-
of  portion 96 south- bane
westerly to  its south -  Register
west corner 2215
ohs. Ike.  A. R. P.
Under  Deed Richard Unoccupied 248° 22' 1 28 1 chain 2 2 21 Unfenced.
of Grant Winn 264° 0' 4 82
containing a 288° 0' 260
generalre-I  224° 0' 4 70
servation 248° 0' 8 01)
for roads.  269° 54' 500
2 From the south  -  east 1203  ditto ...
cor'-er of portion 51
no rt h-westerly to its
west boundary
3 From the south  - east 396  C. L. A. Act
corner of portion 22  of 1868
no rt h -westerly to a
reserved road
Patrick P. Scanlan  307° 50'
Scanlan 298° 0'
313° 11'
Hugh F.
Mills
4 36 ditto  ...  1 335
14 80
0 50
H. F. Mills 313°  11' 8 06 ditto ... 1 1 3
323° 0' 500
ditto.
Fenced.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
jT IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council,
Ll having deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portions  136 and  137, parish of Rock-
hampton, county of Livingstone, through lands in the occupation of the persons hereunder specified, being
lands which were originally granted by Deeds of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such  parts  thereof
as might thereafter be required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that  a Plan  and Book
of Reference, showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned,  are now  deposited at the Office of the
Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and at the Police Office, Rockhampton ;  and all  persons interested therein
are requested to transmit ,  in writing , to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this
date, any well-grounded objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2709. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTIONS 136 AND 137 ,  PARISH OF ROCKHAMPTON ,  COUNTY
OF LIvINGSTONE, PORT CURTIS DISTRICT, INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No. o
No. Portion of Road .  Por- How Held.
tion.
1 Running south -easterly 136  Under  Deed
from the west to the of Grant
east boundary of por-  containing a
tion  136 general reser-
vation for
roads
2 Running north-easterly 137 Ditto  ...
from the west to the
no rth boundary of
portion 137
Reputed
Owner. Occupier. Bea rings . Lengths. Breadth ofRoad. Area .  Remarks.
chs. Ike. A.  R.  P.
George ...  133° 0' 9 18 150 links 2 0 9
Pearce 99° 0' 2 70
Serocold 55° 25' 1 75
Charles ...  55° 25' 1 23 150 links 1 1 12
Hardie 40° 25' 8 36
Buzacott 29° 16' 0 54
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Department of Public Works,
NEW ROAD.- FIRST NOTICE.
Brisbane , 11th June, 1877.
(i IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
11 jj deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portion 66, parish of Burnett, county of Stanley,
Moreton District, through,land'in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being land which was
originally granted by Deed of Grant containing a reservation of all such parts thereof as might thereafter
be required for making public ways: Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane, and at the Police Office, Ipswich ; and all persons interested therein are requested to transmit,
in writing, to the  Secretary  for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections which may exist to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2396. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION 60, PARISH OF BURN ETT, COUNTY OF STANLEY
MORETON DISTRICT ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS & PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion of Road.
r.
o 0
O O
'
Ipswichi,
,Register'From the road reserved 785
through porti,m 64), in
the pads) of Burnett,
north- easterly to its
east boundary
i
How held. ReputedQWIIelOccupier . Bearings . Lengths..
chs. lks.
Under Deed Peter  ...  42° 30' 7 24
of Grant Thomson 35° 30' 11 37
containing 86° 0 54
a  general
reservation
for  ro ads
Breadth
of Area.
Road.
.
1 chain ...
A.  R. B
1 31
Remarks.
Department of Public Works,
Brisbane, 21st June, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
H IS Excellency tiie Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, havingdeemed it expedient to open a new Road, being part of road from Toowoomba to Western Creek,
parishes of Rollcston and Cecil Plains, county of Aubigny, Darling Downs, through lands in the occupation
of the several persona hereunder specified, being lands whereof some part was originally granted by Deed of
Grant severally containing a reservation for roads of an  area  equal to or exceeding that now proposed to
be taken for the purpose of such Road from such lands respectively, and whereof other part was
originally granted by Deeds of Grant severally containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof as
might thereafter be required for making public ways, and whereof the residue is held under other
titles, as hereunder respectively set forth : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference,
showing the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-
General ,  Brisbane ,  and at the Police Office ,  Toowoomba  ; and all persons  interested therein  are requested
to transmit, in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-
grounded objections which  may exist  to the formation of the Road in question.
77-2651. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK  OF REFERENCE OF PART OF  ROAD, TOOWOOMBA TO WESTERN  CREEK, PARISHES OF ROLLESTON
AND CECIL PLAINS, COUNTY OF AUBIGNY ,  DARLING  DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A
PUBLIC ROAD.
No. Portion  of Road.
N4 c1Boo
z
How Held . Repute Occupier.Ow.
1 A triangular  piece out T.R. Homestead John Tibbs JJohn Tibbs
of the south-east 1789 under Act
corner of selection  T.R.
N 1789 bB
of 1870
2
o. , eauara a
Homestead Area
Running south -westerly T.R. Under Deed Simeon Lord and
through portion 85, 85 of Grant Lord Sons
parish of Cecil Plains containing
s A strip off the south - ...
a special
reservation
for a road
Under Deed William Gore and
west side  of portion of Grant Graham Co.
168, pa rish of Cecil containing and
Plains a general Daniel
reservation
for  ro ads
Williams
4 A triang ular piece out ... ditto  ...  ditto ...
of the south-west
corner of portion 158
5 An irregular shaped  ...  ditto  ...  ditto ...
piece out of the south
corner of port ion 157
6 Running west from the . ..  ditto  ...  ditto ...
east corner of port ion
172 to its no rt h-west
boundary
ditto  ...
ditto ..
ditto...
7 Running due west  ...  ditto ... ditto  ...  ditto  ...
through portion 173
Breadth.
Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area. Remarks.
Road.
ohs.lks. A. R. P.
N. 47° E .  2 77 Average , 0 0 32 Selection
77 links partly
fenced.
255° 45 '  128 43  -  2 chains 25 2 8 Boundaries
of portion
fenced;
reserved
315°  70 82 3 chains 21 039
road to be
closed.
Unimp roved
315° 3 00  150 0 1 32
forest land.
ditto.
315° 2 07  3 chains 1 0 11 ditto.
270° 4 24
270°  49 48 5 chains 22 1 0 Unimp roved
I open plain
270° 49 49 5 chains 25 3 3 ditto.
The registered owners of Reference Nos. 3 to 7 are William Graham and Daniel Williams, but the reputed owners and occupiers
are Messrs .  Gore and Co .,  the property having been  some  time resold to Messrs .  Gore and Co.
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Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 22nd June, 1877.
NEW ROAD, PARISHES OF FELTON, ELLANGOWAN, AND TUMMAVILLE, COUNTIES
OF AUBIGNY AND MERIVALE.
SECOND NOTICE.
W
reference to the Notice dated the 23rd day of October, 1876, folio 880 of the  Government
1'  Gazette,  relative  to the opening  of a new  Road from Felton to Tummaville Homestead Area,
parishes  of Felton,  Ellangowan , and Tummaville,  counties  of Aubigny and Merivale, through lands in the
occupation  of the  several persons  hereunder specifies, whereof some part was originally granted by Deeds
of Grant severally  containing a reservation of all such parts  thereof as might thereafter be required for
making public  ways,  and  whereof the residue is held under other  titles , as hereunder respectively set
forth : Notice is
hereby given, that His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with theadvice of  the Executive Council,  has been pleased  to confirm the said Road, and it is therefore hereby
declared expedient  to open and  make  the Road referred to according to the Plan and Book of Reference,
to be seen  at the Office of the Surveyor-General,  Brisbane , and the Police Office, Leyburn. All  persons
desirous of claiming compensation  in respect of the said Road are hereby informed that notice of the
compensation  they claim must be served upon the Secretary for Public
Works within forty days fromthe date hereof, but  such notice  will not entitle the persons  so claiming  to any  such compensation,
unless they  are otherwise  by law so entitled.
77.2256. GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD FROM  FELTON TO  TUMMAVILLE HOMESTEAD  AREA , PARISHES OF
FELTON ,  ELLANGOWAN , AND TUMMAVILLE , COUNTIES OF  AUBIGNY  AND MERIVALE , DARLING
DOWNS ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED  AS A. PUBLIC ROAD.
No.
1
Portion of Road.
Running from the east
boundary of Felton
pre -emptive X no rt h-
westerly to its west
boundary
2 Running  from the north-
east corner  of Felton
pre-emptive XI south-
westerly and north-
westerly to its north
boundary
3 A strip adjoining the
north boundary of
pre-emptive XI
4 Running from the north
boundary of Felt"m
pre-emptive X1 south-
westerly to  its west
boundary
6 Bunning  fr om the west
boundary of Felton
pre-emptive  XI south-
westerly and west to
the no rt h-west corner
of portion 52, parish
of Felton
6 unning from the no rt h-
west corner of portion
52, south -westerly to
no rt h -west corner of
selection 888A
w
.2 0:0
ads How Held. ReputedOwner. BreadthOccupier .  Bearings .  Lengths .  of Area .  Remarks.Road.
chs. Ike.
Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto
5 30 chains from
Felton house
2940
... Crown land The Crown Ditto  ...  270° 20 '  24 78 Ditto
Under Deed James Tyson Ditto  ...  233° 65' 32
of Grant
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
7 A strip four  chains  wide T. R.
off part of the east 1139
boundary  of selection
1139
8 Running south -easterly
through a camping
reserve to Leslie's
Crossing on the Conda-
mine River
Under Deed JamesTyson James Tyson 292° 0' 26 00  1501ks . 6 1 28 Open plain ;
of Grant 289°  6' 16 031  Felton horse
3ontaining paddock
a general
reservation
for roads
A. R. P.
2 2 0 Unimproved
forest land
30 Ditto 6 0 10 Unimproved
open plain
Crown lands The Crown Held under 233° 65' 6 35 2 chains
pastoral 266° 45' 42 00
lease by  223° 30' 35 68
J as. Tyson 270° 121 32
41 0 11 Open forest
and open
plain
Crown  lands  Ditto  ...  Unoccupied  226° 65'  80 00 5 chains 95 2 0 Open plain
2390 37' 111 16
Forf eited The Crown At time of 180° 47 96 Original 19 0 37
Selection survey un- width
occupied 1 chain
widen-
ed to5
chains
9 An irregular shaped  ... Under Deed Alex .  Camp -  C. B. Fisher 180°  20' 5 70 Irregu -  2 2 0 Gum fiat
piece out of the west of Grant be ll  and 237°  40' 5 14 lar
corner of  portion 13  containing  John Hay
a general
reservation
for roads
10  Running south-westerly ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  Ditto  ...  237° 40 '  45 26 Irregu-
across portion 14, lar and
parish of Ellangowan 150 lks.
11 Running southerly and W. R.  "C. L. A . Act  George Apparently 210° 30 '  11 83 1501ks.
westerly across the No. 234 or 1868  "  Pinkiville unoccupied 268° 30' 20 30
north -west corner of Slade
selection 234
12 Running westerly across W. R.
selection 233 233
Ditto
236° 9 05 Ditto  7 0 30  Road runs
276° 30  00 about 10
268° 30' 5 70 Ditto
265° 105 56
Conrad
George
D'Albedyhll
13  Runningwesterly acrossW. R. Ditto  ...  Osmond
selection No. 95 95 and Lancy
Priauit
14 Runningwesterly ac ro ss W. R.
selection No. 94 94
15 Runningwesterly across T. R.
selection 64 64
Ditto  ...  260° 115 35 Ditto
Ditto  ...  W. F. Gore Ditto  ...  260° 66 82 Ditto
Ditto . ..  Gore and Co Ditto  ...  260° 11 25 Ditto
1 252° 30' 55 8878° ' 3 00
13 0 0 Unimproved
gum fiat
4 235 East and west
boundaries
of selection
fenced
16 230 East and west
boundaries
fenced
17 1 8 Ditto
8 2 4 selection
partly fenced
10 2 3 Fence crosses
selection
16 Running westerly across  ...  Under Deed Baldock ,  Gore  and Co.  278° 30' 4 50 Ditto 1 220 Open plain
the no rt h -west corner of Grant Gore,  and 268°  30' 6 51
of Tummaville pre- containing Owen
emptive No .  1 a general
reservation
for  ro ads
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BOOK OF REFERENCE  OF ROAD FROM FELTON
No. Portion of Road. How Held . ReputedOwner.
17 Running westerly  ! T. R.  " C. L.  A. Gore and Co.
th ro ugh selection 62 I 62 .  Act,  1868 "
19 Running  westerly
through Tummaville
pre-emptive 3
19 Running  north -westerly
through  selection 63
20 Running north -westerly
through Tummavi ll e
pre-emptive 4
Under Deed
of Grant
containing
a general
reservation
for roads
T.R.  "C.L.A.Act
63 0f 1868 "
Under Deed
of Grant
containing
a general
reservation
for  ro ads
Baldock,
Gore, and
Owen
Breadth
IOccupier .  Bearings . Lengths. of
Road.
I chg. lks.
G. Brabazon 258° 30' 37 75 150lks.
292° 13' 9 86
281° 33' 75 70
Gore and Co.  258° 24'  24 38 Ditto
283° 15' 16 50
Gore  and Co.  Ditto  ...  283° 15'
297° 10'
Baldock,
Gore, and
Owen
Ditto ... 297° 10'
305° 45'
290°
279° 46
34 09 Ditto
7 61
9 72 Ditto
6 72
7 65
18 98
Area .  Bemarks.
A.  it.  P.
18 2 0 Selection
fenced and
improved
6 0 21 Fence forms
north side of
ro ad
6 1 0 Open plain
and open
forest
6 1 33 Fence  crosses
road
Department  of Public Works,
Brisbane , 15th June, 1877.
NEW ROAD.-FIRST NOTICE.
17 IS Excellency the Administrator of the Government, with the advice of the Executive Council, having
j deemed it expedient to open a new Road through Portion No. 281, parish of Walloon, county of'
Churchill, through lanl in the occupation of the person hereunder specified, being land which was origi-
nally granted by Deed of Grant containing  a reservation  of all such parts thereof as might thereafter be
required for making public ways : Notice is hereby given, that a Plan and Book of Reference, showing
the intended line of Road above-mentioned, are now deposited at the Office of the Surveyor-General,
Brisbane ,  and at  the Police Office, Ipswich ;  and all persons  interested therein are requested  to transmit,
in writing, to the Secretary for Public Works, within one month from this date, any well-grounded
objections  which  may exist to  the formation of the Road  in question.
77-2428.  GEORGE THORN.
BOOK OF REFERENCE OF ROAD THROUGH PORTION No. 281, PARISH OF WALLOON,  COUNTY OF
CHURCHILL,  DISTRICT OF MORETON ,  INTENDED TO BE PROCLAIMED AS A PUBLIC ROAD.
No Portion of Road
moo
How Held Reputed Occupier Bearings Lengths . Breadth Area .  Remarks. . . Owner. . of Road.
chg. lks A.  R. P.
1 Commencing on the Ipswich Under deed Michael M. Shea N. 289° 13 10 100 links 1 3 39 Unen-
south-east boundary Register of grant Shea N. 273° 6' 7  75 100 links closed
of portion 281, and 70 containing where the
running westerly to a general road
its south -west boun- reservation crosses
dary for roads the land.
REAL PROPERTY TRANSFER NOTICE.
TAKE Notice,  that applications  have  been mctde to bring the Land described below under the
provisions  of  "The Real Property Act  of 1861." Any person  desiring to oppose must do so by
lodging, by himself or his attorney ,  a Caveat in form B of said Act ,  on or  before the  days named.
S. L. PETERSON,
Deputy Registrar-General.
Description and Situation of Land . Name of Applicant. Date  within  which a Caveatmay be lodged.
15; perches, being subdivision A of allotment 20 of John Toppin ... 30th July, 1877.
section 4, parish of South Brisbane, city of Brisbane,
county of Stanley
2 acres 3 roods 10 perches, being allotments 5 and 6 of Wm. Johri Taylor ... ditto.
section 31, parish of Laidley, county of Churchill
1 rood 39 perches, being subdivisions 30 and 31 of James Cahill ... .., ditto.
eastern suburban allotment 42, parish of North Bris-bane, county of Stanley
18 perches, being north-western half of allotment 10 of Wm. E. Murphy... ... 30th August, 1877.
section 8, parish of North Brisbane, city of Brisbane,
county of Stanley
32 perches, being allotment 19 of section 6, parish and Wm. Henderson ... ... ditto.
town of Ipswich, county of Stanley
TO TUMMATILLE HOMESTEAD  AREA- continued.
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SOUTHERN AND WESTERN  RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger
Fares.
Goods and Live
stock.
Parcels and -
Miscellaneous.
Total.
£ e. d. £ a. d. £ S. d. I s. d.
Week  ending 23rd  June, 1877 ... ... 846 3 1 1,482 1 10 101 ] 8 5 2,430 3 4
Corresponding week last year ... ... 711 15 6 1,128 9 7 93 15 8 1,934, 0 9
Increase ... ... ... 134 7 7 353 12 3 8 2 9 496 2 7
Decrease ... ... ...
1817-Total Traffic to  date ... 77,404 10 1
1876-Ditto ditto ... .. 62,838 5 3
Total Increase ... ... ... £14,566  4  10
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
NORTHERN RAILWAY.
TRAFFIC EARNINGS.
Passenger Goods and Live Parcels and T talFares. Stock. Miscellaneous. o .
£ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d. £ a. d.
Week ending 23rd June, 1877 ... ... 157 8 1 430 19 2 28 11 6 616 18 9
Corresponding  week last year ... ... 138 13 0 115 8 9 15 11 1 269 12 10
Increase
Decrease
... 18 15 1 315 10 5 13 0 5 347 5 11
1877-Total Traffic to  date ...
... ...
15,609 15 3
1876-Ditto ditto ...
...
10,076 1 11
Total Increase  ... ... £5,623 13 4
A. O. HERBERT,
Commissioner for Railways.
Colonial Secretary's Office,
Brisbane, 29th June, 1877.
T HE following Abstract of Receipts and Disbursements made by the Trustees of the Cemetery at
Garton, during the year ended 31st December, 1876, is hereby published for general information.
FRED . RAWLINS,
Acting Under Colonial Secretary.
ABSTRACT  Of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS made  by the TRUSTEES Of the CEMETERY at GATTON,
during the year ended 31st December, 1876.
Rsciurrs.
1876.
Dec. 31.-To Balance
„ Burial Fees ...
„ Head- stones ...
DISBURS EMENTS.
£ a. d.  1876.  £ a. d.
6 18 2 Dec. 31.-Ordinary Expenses ... ... 11 8 6
10 9 0 Balance in hand ... ... ...  6 13 8
... 0 15 0
£18 2 2 £18 2 2
We, the undersigned Trustees of the Cemetery at Gatton, do solemnly and sincerely declare that
the above Abstract of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Gatton Cemetery for the year ended 31st
December, 1876, is correct ; and we make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to
be true, and by virtue of the provisions of "  The Oaths Act of  1867."
A. V. CARPENDALE, Trustees of theWILLIAM JOHANSON, Garton Cemetery.JOSEPH LOWE,
Declared before me, at Gatton, the 29th day of May, 1877.
J. P. LITTLETON, J.P.
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NOTICE.POUNDKEEPERS are requested to take notice thlt
all  Remittances on xccoufit of Impounding
Advertisements ,  over five shillings ,  must be made by
Post-Office Order ,  or cash  ;  otherwise the advertisements
will be returned.
J. C. BEAL,
G overnment Printer.
PARLIAMENTARY NOTICE.NOTICE is hereby given, that it is intended, in
the present Session of  the Parliament of
Queensland, to apply for  a Bill to enable and
empower the Ipswich Gas and Coke Company,
"Limited (incorporated under the provisions of
" The Companies Act,  1863 "),  to manufacture Gas
and Coke, and supply  the same  to the  inhabitants
of the town of Ipswich  and its suburbs ; and to
empower the said Company to do all  things neces-
sary  in and about supplying  the same, and to dis-
pose of the residuum from  the said manufacture,
and for other purposes  therein mentioned.
Dated this seventh day of June, A.D. 1877.
JAMES O'SULLIVAN,
578
Solicitor or the said Company.
58.
OTICE is hereby given, that it is intended,
1 r during the present Session of the Parliament
of Queensland, to apply for a Bill to give effect in
this colony to the alteration of the name of " The
Liverpool and London Fire and Life Insurance Com-
pany,
iverpool
and to enable " The Liverpool and London
and Globe Insurance Company" to sue and be sued
in the name of such last-named company, and for
other purposes.
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
628
Queen street, Brisbane,
Solicitor for the said Bill.
3s. 6d.
VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT OF QUEENS-
LAND.
A SITTING of the above Court will be held
before His Honour Sir JAMES COCKLE,
Knight, Chief Justice of Queensland, and Judge of
the said Vice-Admiralty Court, at the Supreme
Court House, Brisbane, on MONDAY, the 2nd
day of July, A. D. 1877.
By order,
JAMES STOCKWELL,
Registrar.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Simon Bromberg, of Townsville
and Cairns, storekeeper, Insolvent.
A FIRST Dividend of Seven Shillings (7s.) in
the £ will be payable at the Office of the
undersigned,  on and  after THURSDAY, 21st
instant.
S. F. WALKER,  Trustee,
Flinders  street, Townsville.
622 5s.
In the Supreme  Court  of Queensland ,  Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of John Benjamin, of Ravenswood,
storekeeper, an Insolvent.
A FIRST Dividend of Four Shillings and Three
Pence (4s. 3d.) in the £ will be payable
at the Office of the undersigned, on and after
THURSDAY, 21st instant.
S. F. WALKER, Trustee,
Flinders street, Townsville.
621 5s
I In the Supreme Court of  Queensland, Bowen.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Ralph Cholmondeley Godschall
Johnson, of Townsville, surveyor.A FIRST and final Dividend of Sixpence  (6d.) in
the £ in this Estate is now payable at the
office of the undersigned.
638
S. F. WALKER,
Trustee,
Flinders street ,  Townsville.
4s. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Maurice Appelbee Felton, of
South Brisbane, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND  is intended to be declared in the
matter  of the  above -named Insolvent ,  adjudi-
cated on the second  day of May, 1877.
Creditors who have  not proved  their debts by the
14th day of July next  wil be excluded.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane, 28th day of June, 1877.
632 4$.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Matter of Henry Smith, carr7ing on busi-
ness  as " Henry Smith and Co.,' of Fortitude
Valley, an Insolvent.
A
DIVIDEND is intended to be declared in the
matter of the above-named Insolvent, adjudi-
cated on the fourth day of May, 1877.
Creditors who have not proved their debts by the
fourteenth day of July next will be excluded.
W. H. MISKIN,
Official Trustee in Insolvency.
Supreme Court House,
Brisbane , 28th day of June, 1877.
631 4s.
In the Supreme Court of  Queensland.
IN INSOLVENCY.
In the Insolvent Estate of Andrew Charles Goodwin,
of Maryborough.
L
THE Court has appointed the Last Examination
of the Insolvent to take place at Maryborough,
on MONDAY, the twenty-third day of July, A.D.
1877, at Ten o'clock in the forenoon, before the
Police Magistrate of Maryborough.
Dated the twenty-sixth day of June, A.D. 1877.
J. MACKENZIE SHAW,
Registrar.
621 4s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of John Dredge, late of Taroom, in the
Colony of Queensland,  deceased.NOTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will
of the above-named John Dredge, deceased, may be
granted to Charles John Brown York, of Brisbane,
in the said colony, one of the Executors named in
the said Will; the remaining- Executors having
renounced their right to probate of the said Will.
Dated this 28th day of June, A.D. 1877.
MACALISTER AND MEIN,
Proctors for the Applicant,
Queen street, Brisbane.
624 6s.
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In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Randal MacDonnell, late of Milton,
near the City of Brisbane, in the Colony of
Queensland, deceased.
NOTICE is hereby  given , that at the expiration
of fourteen days from the publication hereof,
application will be made to the Supreme Court of
Queensland, in its Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, that
Probate of the last Will and Testament of the
above-named Randal MacDonnell be granted to
Mary MacDonnell, widow of the said deceased,
and John Mullen, of the City of Brisbane, in the
said  colony, Esquire, the Executrix and Executor
in the said Will named.
Dated this thirtieth day of June, 1877.
W. E. MURPHY,
Proctor for said Executrix and Executor,
626
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ICCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Thomas Newman, late of Brisbane,
in the Colony of Queensland, provedore, de-
ceased.
'
OTICE is hereby given, that after the expira-
tion of fourteen days from the date of the
publication hereof, application will be made to the
said  Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of
the abovenamed Thomas Newman, deceased, may
be granted  to Matilda Newman, widow of the said
deceased, and the sole Executrix  named in the said
Will.
Dated at. Brisbane, this 28th day of June, A.D.
1877.
R. K. MACNISH,
Bazaar street , Maryborougb,
Proctor for the said Matilda Newman.
By His Town Agent-
W. K. MACNISH,
625
George street, Brisbane.
Es. 6d.
In the Supreme Court of Queensland.
ECCLESIASTICAL JURISDICTION.
In the Will of Ellen Fell, late of Brisbane, in the
Colony of Queensland, widow, deceased.N OTICE is hereby given, that fter the xpiration
of fourteen days from the date of the publi-
cation hereof, application will be made to this
Honourable Court, that Probate of the Will of the
above-named Ellen Fell, deceased, may be granted
to William McNeil and John Farrow, the Executors
named in the said Will.
Dated this 28th day of June, 1877.
PETER MACPHERSON,
630
Proctcr for the said Executors,
Queen street, Brisbane.
6s.
DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
I
OTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership
existing  between the undersigned, Walter
Henshaw  Snelling and Frederick James Snelling,
as Custom  House and Commission Agents, carried
on at  Queen street,  Brisbane , under the style of
" W. and F.  Snelling ," has this day been dissolved
by mutual consent.
Dated this 30th June, 1877.
WALTER H. S NELLIN G.
FREDK. J. SNELLING.
Witness to the signatures of the said Walter
Henshaw Snelling and Frederick James Snelling,
Hy. C. BEESTON,
Solicitor,
Brisbane.
627 5s. 6d.
I HEREBY give notice that I intend to make
application to the Court of Petty Sessions. to
be holden at Ipswich, on TUESDAY, t.ie 31st day of
July, 1871, for a License to erect a ',-wing Gate
on the road between Portions 49 and 47 on the
north-east corner of Portion 49, in the parish of
Flinders.
I make this application under the Act 28 Vic.,
N o. 19.
Dated at Ipswich, this 23rd day of June, 1877.
E. J. SEALY.
623 4s.
T OTICE is hereby given, that application will
lj be made to the Bench of Magistrates for the
District of Brisbane, by Bridget Murphy, Emily
Mary Conlan, Catharine Flanagan, and Ilonoria
Griffin, of Brisbane, on THURSDAY, the 2nd day
of August next, for permission to close roads and
erect Swinging Gates at the five following places,
in the parish of Toombul :-
1. Between portions 271 and  292;
2. Between portions 289 and  290;
3. Between portions 282 and  283;
4. Between portions 222 and 242;
5. Between portions 219 and 244.
Dated this 28th day of June, 1877.
629
ANDREW JOSEPH THYNNE,
Solicitor for the Applicants,
Queen street,  Brisbane.
6s.
BRISBANE BOARD OF WATERWORKS.
NOTICE.
To the Owners of Tenements on Edward street,
from Queen street to Adelaide street.TV HE Main Pipe in the said streets being laid1 down, the Owners of all Tenements are here-
by required to pay the rates and charges for the
supply of water, as directed by law.'
JOHN PETRIE,
Chairman of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks.
Office of the Brisbane Board of Waterworks,
Brisbane, 18th June, 1877.
604 5s. 6d.
The GOVERNMENT PRINTER acknowledges the receipt
of the following  amounts:-
1877.  £ a. d.
June 23 .-S. F. Walker ... ... ... 0 10 0
23.-H. D. Beeston ... ... ...  0 5 6
25.-F. Merrett ... ... ... ...  0 2 6
25.-M. Goggs ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
26.-T. Holt ... ... ... ... 1 0 0
27.-Parkinson  and Sloman  ... ... 0 4 0
29.-H. Lloyd ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
29.-M. Hickey ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
29.-L. McLeod ... ... ... ... 0 2 0
29.-T. Rutherford ... ... ... 0 2 0
29.-J. P. Wilkie ... ... ... 0 2 0
29.--A. Goode ... ... ... ... 0 3 0
29.-S. F. Walker ... ... ... 0 6 6
29.-C. Egan ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
„ 29.-A. W. Compigne ... ... ...  5 3 2
1Empounbfng%.
SW Poundkeepers  are reminded  that Advertisements
of Impounded Stock will be charged for at the rate of
ONE SHILLING PEE. ANIMAL ;  and no such Adver-
tisement  will  be inserted  in the  Gazette  unless accom-
panied by a remittance  sufficient to cover the cost of its
insertion.
IMPOUNDED at Taroom, from G!enhaughton, on19th June, 1877, by order of J. W. W. Jackson,
Esquire. Driving  expenses , 7s. 6d. per head.
One flea-bitten grey mare, JC over J in over c-i near
shoulder, FAB off shoulder.
One brown mare, J over HT near shoulder, like indes-
cribable brand before  6 near  thigh, RB4(registered) off shoulder, fore fetlocks white.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1877, will
be sold to defray  expenses.
MARTIN HICKEY, Poundkeeper.
633 2s.
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I MPOUNDED at St.  George, from Warroo, onthe
14th June, 1877, by order of R. McDougall, Esquire.
Driving, 6s. 8d. each.
One bay horse, docked tail, hind foot white, like B3E
(registered) near shoulder.
If not released on or before the 27th July, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses..
CHAS.  EGAN, Poundkeeper.
639 1s.
MPOUNDED  at Rockhampton,  from Balcomba Sta-
tion, on the 2nd June, 1877, by order of F. Beard-
more, Esquire. Driving, 13s. 4d. per head.
One brown horse, ORR near shoulder.
One bay mare, like MN8 blotched near shoulder ; ches-
nut filly foal at foot, unbranded, white face.
If not released on or before the 29th June, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
T. RUTHERFORD, Poundkeeper.
635 2s.
IMPOUNDED at Nebo, from Suttor Creek, on the16th June, 1877, by order of J. G. Bless, Esquire.
?riving, 10s. per head  ; damages  on entire, £5.
One black entire, M 5B (registered  brand) off shoulder.
One black mare, like two sevens  (r) sideways near
shoulder,  star on  forehead.
One black colt, no visible brands, fore feet white, near
hind foot white, star.
If not  released  on or before the 17th July, 1877, will
be sold to defray expenses.
ABIJAH GOODE, Poundkeeper.
637 8s.
IMPOUNDED at Toowoomba, from the cultivationpaddock of Mr. Henry, on 25th June, 1877. Dam-
ages , 2s. 6d.
One yellow cow, white back and belly, A5C or  A5Q(registered) off loin, piece out front and  back off ear.
One white steer, M with like 1 with blotch off thigh.
One red and white bull calf, unbranded.
Also, from the enclosed lands of M. Tansey, Esquire.
Damages and  driving, 5s. 10d.
One bay filly,FbF (registered) near shoulder, star.If not released onor before the 27th July, 1877,
will be  sold to defray  expenses.
634
H. LLOYD, Poundkeeper.
3s.
IMPOUNDED at Dalby,  from  Bon Accord,.on the13th June, 1877, by order of G . M. Simpson,
Esquire .  Driving ,  Is. 2d . ;  damages, £5.
One red bull, like BB or BS off rump, 0 off shoulder,
both ears  marked ,  like a brand near rump.
Also on the 14th. Driving,  is. 6d.
One brown  gelding ,  indistinct  brand like OHL (regis-
tered) or OHJ (the J reversed)  near shoulder; star.
If not released  on or before the 17th July, 1877, will be
sold to  pay expenses.
J. P. WILKIE,  Poundkeeper.
636 2s.
Printed and Published  by Jn3ucs 0 .  Bast ,  Government  Printer,
William  street, Brisbane ,  30th June, 1877.
